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PREFACE.

In this edition the entire work has been arranged afresh, so as to render it more easy of

reference : the volume has been recomposed, and it is printed in a new and very legible type.

The alterations rendered necessary by the progress of geographical discovery, the political

changes, and the commercial development of countries, are so great as to leave but little of

the original matter as it was. A reference to a few of the more recent changes will explain

this. In Europe, the kingdom of Italy was re-constructed in 1861 ; names of provinces

lately in ordinary use have become historical, and others have been substituted in their

places. The kingdom of the Two Sicilies, and several principalities and dukedoms, have

been merged in the new kingdom of Italy, where, in the struggle for independence, many

towns and villages, previously obscure, have acquired importance. France has added to

her dominions the new departments of Savoie, Haute Savoie, and Alpes Maritimes. The

Danabian Principalities have been united under the name of " Rumania." The Ionian

Islands have been transferred to Greece ; and Denmark and the duchies have changed their

relations. In Asia, Russian surveys and explorations have opened up a new world in the

centre of the continent; and Russian aggression has added such names as Transbaikal,

Primorsk, Nicolaivsk, and Marinsk, to geographical nomenclature. The very recent for-

mation of the " Central Provinces" in India, has given precision to the boundaries of a large

portion of the Deccan. The arrangement of the south-eastern provinces, British Burma,

Pegu, Aracan, and Tennasserim, and the incorporation of the " Straits Settlements," have

extended and defined the limits of the British Empire in the East ; while the new French

settlement at Sai-gon gives an interest to the region of Lower Cochin-China. The opening

of the "Treaty Ports" of China and Japan has given prominence to the names of many

places formerly little known. The division of Oceania, the island world of the Pacific, into

Australasia, Malaysia, Polynesia, and Micronesia, greatly facilitates reference to the several

groups. Many names have been added to the topography of Australia since it has been

traversed from south to north, and since the settlement of the vast province of Queensland.

The addition of Hawke Bay, Marlborough, and Southland, has been made to the provinces

of New Zealand. Many African names have been rendered familiar by the discoveries

of LrviNasTONE, Burton, Speke, Barth, and others, in the region of the Zambesi

and the Nile ; and by the French in Algeria and the Sahara, on its borders. In North

America, British territory has extended beyond Columbia to the new settlement of
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Stickeen. In the west central regions of the United States many of the former terri-

tories have been converted into states ; and the new regions of Idaho, Arizona, etc., have

been incorporated into the Union. In the Northern and Southern States many places have

acquired a historical interest since the commencement of the civil war ; and Mexico has

become an empire. South America has re-named " the Granadian" and "Argentine"

Confederations, and added the new Chilean province of Llanquihue, and many others.

The Notes on climate, temperature, and rainfall, have been much extended in this

edition ; and in the articles on the British Islands, the altitudes of towns and interesting

localities have been inserted, as deduced from the levelling tables of the Ordnance Trigo-

nometrical Survey, lately completed. The principal articles on ^countries and states have

been enlarged, and many new places entered for the first time ; and by a rigorous economy

of space this has been accomplished with very little addition to the bulk of the volume

Great exertions have been made to secure the latest statistical information on the exports,

imports, revenue, expenditure, armies and navies of states, and of the colonial possessions

of Great Britain, France, and other countries. The notices of all the great commercial

and manufacturing centres, as Glasgow, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, etc., have been

re-written from materials furnished by eminent local authorities, and brought up to the

present time. Populations throughout are given according to the latest census returns

of each country, the dates of which are stated at the head of the tables, and generally in

all places of more than 10,000 inhabitants. In consequence of the war, the United

States Government has not published the detailed census of 1860, but the populations of

the several states, territories, counties, and cities, are given as at that date. In countries

where no enumeration of the people exists, the latest and most careful estimates have

been adopted. In this edition the distance in miles of the shortest sea routes between the

ports of Great Britain and those of other maritime regions, and the shortest time occupied

in the voyage, have been inserted from the tables of the Board of Trade. The brief his-

torical notices have been brought up to the time of publication, and every fact and figure

has been subjected to careful revision. With these and other improvements, it is hoped

the work will now be found more full of useful information, and more free from errors

than in any former edition. The author begs, in conclusion, to offer his sincere thanks

to the numerous friends and correspondents who have favoured him with valuable facts

and emendations in the course of his labours. He would especially refer to Professor

H. D. Rogers, formeriy of Boston, U. S. ; the Rev. Robert Hunter, late of Nagpore ; the

Rev. A. Mackay, A.M., author of the " Manual of Geography ;" the Rev. H. T. Robjohns,

B.A., of Newcastle ; Samuel Mossman, Esq., late of Shanghae ; Dr Scoresby-J^ckson,

F.R.S.E., author of " Medical Climatology ;" James Newlands, Esq., Liverpool; and the

late Dr Strang of Glasgow, who have each contributed important materials relative to

the countries or districts to which their studies have been more especially directed.

EwNBCRon, Ist August 1864.



EXTRACT FROM PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

This work is intended to supply what was generally felt to be a desideratum—a Geographical

Dictionary, embracing within a convenient space, and of easy reference, a much greater number of

names than is usually found in similar books, even when extending to several volumes ; arranged

according to a uniform and methodical plan, and combining, with the utmost attainable accuracy,

the most authentic information up to the present time. The Author was induced to engage in this

arduous undertaking, from a persuasion that his previous studies would afford him facilities for its

execution, such as few have enjoyed, and from his being possessed of an extensive and valuable

collection of Books, Maps, and Notes, relating to every portion of the globe. He has endeavoured to

render these materials available for the production of a Standard Book of General Geographical

Beference, by compressing every article into the smallest space consistent with distinctness, by the

adoption of a simple method of abbreviation, and by classing under one entry many places of tlie

same name. Books of this kind are often chargeable with great inaccuracy in their statements of

the positions and bearings of places. This may, in part, be accounted for by the difQculty of ascer-

taining the proper value of foreign measurements ; but it is owing chiefly to such works being mere

copies of previously existing and erroneous compilations. The only remedy for this serious defect

was found to be a constant reference to the best maps. Accordingly, in this "Work, for the first time

it is believed, the plan has been systematically followed of determining by measurement, the position,

extent, and bearing of every place described. No previously existing dictionary has been followed

either in method or matter ; every article has been written expressly for this work from original

materials, and it will be found to contain many valuable notices from recent geographical and

statistical works not otherwise accessible to the English reader.

It formed part of the plan of the work to enter every place under its proper name, and to spell

it according to the best writers of the country to which it refers ; thus French, Italian, Spanish,

and German names are uniformly so written and accentuated, but the foreign name is immediately

followed by the English one, as Miinchen (^MunicJi), Wien ( Vienna), under the latter of which, places

are generally described as being best known in this country. For eastern names the system of

spelling adopted by the Koyal Geographical Society has been strictly followed. The more important

places only in ancient geography, such as towns of which ruins remain, have been inserted in alpha-

betical order, but the ancient names of modem places are uniformly given where they are ascertained.

The old provinces of France, Spain, and the Netherlands, the circles of the Gennan Empire, and the

countries forming the French Empire under Napoleon i., which, though now superseded by other

divisions, are still often referred to, are described in the order of the alphabet In so far as the

limited space would permit, accurate notices have been given of the geology and physical geography,

the meteorological and raineralogical conditions of countries and districts. Great care has been taken

to ascertain the true elevation of mountains, cities, and places above the level of the sea, and wher-

ever foreign authorities have been relied on, their measurements have been uniformly rendered into

English equivalents. In a book comprising such a great multiplicity of facts, derived from works
written in many different languages, in each of which a different standard of measurement is used,

and in which the statements are often vague and sometimes contradictory, it is impossible altogether

to avoid errors and omissions. For these, allowance will be most readily made by those who are best

able to detect and remedy them. But from the plan on which this work has been conducted, and
the scrupulous care bestowed on every portion of its progress, it is hoped that these will be found to

be unimportant

JBsiNSVROH, Isl August 1851.



TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SIGNS.

Ac. Aci-es.

AfB. and Afflts. Affluent, or affluent*.

Alt Altitude above the sea.

Amer. America.
Anc. Ancient, or anciently.

Ait. and arrond. Arrondissement (French district)

B. (rt. b. and 1. b.) Right and left banks.

R Basses Gower, in France).

Bor. Borough.

Brit British.

Cant Canton.
Cap. Capital

Centr. Central
Clrc. Circla

Circnmt Circumference.

Co., COS. County, counties.

Comm. Commune, or communal.
Confea Confederacy, or Confederation.

Deleg. Delegation.

l>ep. Department.
T>iat^ dists. District, districts.

Dxv. Di\ision.

Vol Ditto (the same).

DoflL Dominion.

E. East
Kler. Elevation.

Engl England.
Exp. Exports.

Falir. Fahrenheit
Ft Fiorina

Fortfd. or fortit Fortified.

Ft Feet

O. Gtilt

Got. Goverment
Gt Great

H. Hant Haute (upper, in France).

H. Hessen, as H.-Darmstadt
Harb. Harbour.
H-ofC. House of Commons.

Imp. Imports.
In£ Inf^rleure (lower, in France).
Inhabs. Inhabitants.

Intend. Intendency.
IreL Ireland-

IsL, isla. Island, islands.

ItaL Italy, Italian.

L. Lake.
LAndr. Landrostei, a division of Han-

over, etc

Lat
Leg.
L.b.
Lon.

M.
Mand
Manufs.
Marit
Mkt or mkts.
Mntn., mtns.
Munic.

N.

P. or pop
Pa., pas.

Pari
Fash.
Pont or Pontif.

Piesid.

Princip.

Prov.
Pts.

R., rt. b.

RaUw.
Reg. elects.

Reg. (gov. or co.)

Rev.

S.

Sanj.

Sard.
Scott

St
Sta.

Temp.
Tnshp.
Trib. or Tributs.

Upp.
U. &

ViU.

W.

Latitnde.
Legation.
Left bank (of a riverX
Longitude.

Miles.

Mandamento.
Manufactures.
Maritime.
Market, or markets.
Mountain, mountains.
Municipal

North.

Population.
Parish, parishes.

Parliamentary.
Pashalic (Turkish province).
Pontifical.

Presidency (India).

Principal, or Principahty.
Province.
Parts.

Right bank.
Rsiilway.

Registered electors.

Regierungsbezirk (Prussia).

Revenue.

South.
Sanjak (Turkish district).

Sardinia, Sardinian.
Scotland.
Saint
Station.

Temperature.
Township.
Tributary or tributari-.^

Upper.
United States.

Village.

West

Degree.
Minute.
Second.
Pounds Sterling.

(7) This mark is affixed to populations, etc., which
cannot be correctly ascertained.

DisTANCU STATBD DIRECT, where not otherwise mentioned. Hbasubemekts are stated in English feet and English

miles. TEUFERATtiRs is given according to the scale of Fahrenheit's thermometer.

The name in italic* after the leading word generally expresses the ancient name of a place, but sometimes it

indicates a variety of the national name.

In compound names the leading word is generally given under the specific letter with the prefix following, as

IvBs (St) ; but in some instances the prefix forms the leading word, as in San, Santa, Santo, Sao (.Sainf), etc

;

and In the United States of North America, New, Wbst, etc

The PoPDLATioKs, Areas, Distances, Elevations above the Sea, Temperature and Capitals of Countbies,
will be found near the beginning of each article. Historical notices and distances of sea-ports, with average
length of voyage (h>m British ports, near the end.



GENERAL GAZETTEER.

A A

Aa, a river of Russia, gov. Livonia, flows W. to

the Gulf of Riga.—II. of France, dep. Nord, flows

to the North Sea, near Gravelines.—III. Swit-
zerland, cant. Aargau, forms Lakes Baldegg and
Hallwyll, and joins the Aar below Aarau.—IV.
Switzerland, traverses Lakes Luzem and Sar-
nen, and falls into the former near Alpnach.

—

V. Holland, passes Hehnond, & joins the Dom-
mel at Bois-le-Duc.—VI. a trib. of the Ems, in

Hanover.
Aach, a town of Baden, circ Lake, 15 m. N.E.

Bchaffhausen, on river of same name. P. 1000.

Aachen, Germany. |^Aix-la-Chapeixe.]
Aadorf, a town of Switzerland, cant Thurgau,

3} m. from Frauenfeld. P. 2262.

Aagard, a vill. of Denmark, North Jutland,

25 m. W.N.W Aalborg. The battle of South
Jurgens Berg was fought here in 1441.

Aakirkeby, a town of Denmark, island Bom-
holm, near the S. coast. P. 600.

Aal, a town, Norway, prov. Buskerud. P. 4100.

Aalboro, Alburgum, a seaport city of Denmark,
prov. Jutland, cap. diocese, on the S. shore of

Lymflord, near its mouth in the Kattegat. Lat.
57" 2' 46" N.; Ion. 9° 55' 38" E. P. (1861)
10,069. It has a school of navigation, raanufs. of
soap, leather, and tobacco, and a herring fishery.

From 700 to 800 vessels annually enter its har-
bour. Nearly 150,000 tons of grain, and about
100,000 tons of herring, are exported annually.
The other exports are wool, skins, taUow, spirits,

cattle, down of birds, lard, salt provisions, pottery,

cotton stuffs and lace. The country roTind is

famous for horses, and cumin is largely cultivated.

Aalen, a town of WUi-temberg, circ. Jaxt, on
rt. b. of the Kocher, 40 m. E. Stuttgart P. 3000.
It has iron works and woollen factories.

Aalesund, a seaport town of Norway, amt.
Eomsdal, stift Drontheim. P. 1856.
Aalsmeer, a vill.. North Holland, 8 m. S.W.

Amsterdam. P. 1700.
Aalten, a vill., Netherlands, prov. Gelderland,

on the Aa, 29 m. E. Arnhem. P. 3524.
Aamodt, a town of Norway, on the Glommen,

86 m. N.N.E. Christiania. P. 2729.
Aar, a river of Switzerland, rises in the glaciers

of the Grimsel, cant. Bern, forms the fall of Han-
deck, traverses Lakes Brienz and Thun, passes
Thun Bern, Soleure, and Aarau, and falls into
the Rhine opposite Waldshut Aflluents on 1. the
Ka,nder, Saane, and Thiele ; on rt. the Emmen,
Wigger, Suren, Aa, Reuss, and Limmat It is

navigable from the Rhine to Thun.—11. rivers
in Germany and the Netherlands.
Aarau, a town of Switzerland, cap. cant.

ABA
Aargau, on rt. b. of Aar, 41 m. N.E. Bern. P.

5U94. It has manufs. of silks, cotton, instruments,
and leather, and a cannon foundry.
Aarberg, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

on rt. b. of the Aar, 9J m. N.W. Bern. P. 1103.

Aarburg, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 6
m. S.W. Aarau, on rt. b. of the Aar. P. 1848.

Aardenburg, a town of the Netherlands,
prov. Zeeland, 4 m. S.E. Sluis. P. 1400.

Aargau or Argovia, a cant, of Switzerland,

cap. Aarau, bounded by the cants. Zurich, Zug,
Lucem, Bern, Soleure, Basel, and the Rhine.
Area 638 sq. m. P. (1860) 194,208, about 3-5th8
Roman Catholics, and 2-5ths Protestants. Sur-
face undulating, and traversed by the Aar, Reuss,

and Limmat. Soil weU cultivated. Vineyards
extensive. Manufs. cottons, silks, and linens,

woven by hand ; these, with straw hats, cattle,

cheese, and com, form the chief exports. Im-
ports, wheat, wine, salt, iron, leather, and colonial

produce. Chief towns, Aarau, ZoflSngen, Laufen-
bxirg, and Baden.
Aarhuus, a seaport town of Denmark, North

Jutland, cap. dioc. of same name, on the Kattegat,

at the mouth of the MoUe-Aue, 37 m. S.E. Wiborg.
Lat 66° 9' 27" N. ; Ion. 10° 12' 46" E. P. (1861)
11,009. It has a cathedral of the 13th century,

lyceum, museum, and library. Manufs. cottons,

wooUens, gloves, leather, and tobacco.

Aarlanderveen, a town, Netherlands, prov.

South Holland, 17 m. S.S.E. Haariem. P. 2300.

Aarmuhle, a vill. of Switzerland, adjoining

Untersee. P. 1364.

Aaro, a small island of Denmark, Schleswig,

in the Little Belt, 10 m. E. Hadersleben.
Aaron, an island of France. [Malo (St).]

Aaronsburg, a township, U.S., North America,
Pennsylvania, 61 m. N.W. Harrisburg.
Aarwangen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

on the Aar, 24 m. N.N.E. Bern. P. 1728.

Aas, a comm. and vill. of France, Basses Pjt^-
n^es, 18 m. S.E. Oleron. The mineral springs
and baths of Eaux-Bonnes are much frequented.

Aasy, a river of Sjnna. [Orontes.]
Aatyl, a town of SjTia, pash Damascus. It

has beautiful ruins and antiquities.

Aba, a vill. of Austria, prov. Hungary, gov.
and 14 m. S.S.E. Stuhlweissenburg. P. 2210. It

has mineral springs.

Abacaxis, an affl. of the Furo-Uraria, a trib. of

Amazon, Brazil, joining the Furo in lat 4° S.

;

Ion. 58° 30' W.
Abach, a town of Bavaria, on 1. b. of Danube,

6 m. S. Regensburg. P. 700. It is the anc. Ahxi-

diacum. Has a carbonite of lime spriug.

/



ABA
Abaco or LucAYA (Great and Little), two isls.

of the Bahamas, the largest 86 m. long and 25 m.

broad. P. 2362. Lat of lighthouse, 25° 51' 11" N.;

Ion. 77° ir W. ; elev, 160 feet a.bove the sea.

Abases, a town of Spain, cap. comm., prov.

and 8 m. W.S.W, Segovia. P. 1050.

Abafaja, a vilL of Austria, Siebenbiirgen, dist.

Szasz-Kegen, 12 m. E. Klausenburg. P. 830.

Abai, a town and harbour on the N.W. coast

of Borneo, lat 6° 21' N.—II. a river of Abyssinia,

tributary of the NUe, rises about lat. 11° N. ; Ion.

37° E^ at a height of 8700 feet, passes through

the S. part of Lake Dembea, and joins the Nile

in lat. 15° 32' North.
Abakan, a trib. of the Yenisei river, Siberia,

rising in the Altai mountains, gov. Tomsk.
Abakansk, a fortified town of Siberia, gov.

Yeniseisk, on the Abakan, near its junction with

the YeniseL Lat. 64° N. ; Ion. 91° 30' E. P. 1000.

Abalak, a town of Siberia, S.E. Tobolsk, on

the Irtish. A celebrated place of pilgrimage.

Abana, river. [Damascus.]
Abaxcay, a town of Peru, cap. prov., dep. and

65 m. W.S.W. Cuzco, on river of same name.
P. 20,000. Has important sugar refineries.

Abanilla, a fortified town of Spain, cap. comm.,
prov. and 18 m. N.E. Murcia. P. 4628.

Abano, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov. and
5^ m. S.W. Padua. P. 3000. It has thermal
springs and baths.

AEASY, a town of Hungary, co. and 50 m. S.E.

Pesth. P. 9160, comprising many Jews.
Abara, a vill. of Hungary, co. Zemplin, 3

m. S. Nagy-Milaly. P. 835.

Abakan, a city of Asiatic Eussia, Armenia, 30
m. N.N.W. Erivan. A caravan rendezvous.
Abasa or Abasia, Caucasus. rABKASiA."]

Abauj-Torna, a prov. of Hungary, cap.

Kaschau. Its fruits and wines are the best of

the kingdom, and it is here that the famous
Tokaywine is produced. Gold, silver, copper, iron,

and antimony mines, and marbles are worked.
Abb, a town of Arabia, Yemen, in a mountain-

ous tract, 80 m. E. Mocha. P. 5000. (?)
Abbadia, a comm. of North Italy, prov. Turin,

2 m. W. Pinerolo. P. 1553.

Abbadia, a town and port of Brazil, prov. Ser-
gipe del Eey, 25 m. S.W. Sergipe. P. 1200.

Abbadia San Salvatoke, a comm. of North
Italy, prov. and 10 m. N.W. Siena. P. 4554.
Abbadia sopra-Adda, a vill. of Italy, prov.

Conio, on the lake, 4J m. N.W. Lecco. P. 687.
Abbaretc, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loire Inf^rieure, arr. and 15 m. S. Ch&teaubriant.
P. 2493.

Abba-Santa, Acqua Santa, a town, island Sar-
dinia, prov. Caglian, 8 ni. N.W. Busachi. P. 1289.
Abbas-abad (^Tke city ofAbbas"), a fortified

town of Asiatic Russia, prov. Azerbijan, on the
Aras, 8 ra. 8. Nakchivan. It was surrendered to
Bussia in 1827.
Abbaye (L*) a vilL, Switzerland, on Lake

Joux, N.W. Lausanne. P. 1018. Near it are
remarkable grottoes.
Abbenrode or Appenrode, a vill. of Prussian

Saxony, circle and 18^ m. W.N.W. Halberstadt
P. 1200. Hardwares and paper manufs,

ABBEOKtJTA, a town of West Africa, kingdom
Yarriba, in the Bight of Benin, 90 m. N of Port
of Lagos, 567 feet above the sea. P. (1863) pro-
bably 150,000. Its walls are 18 m. in circum-
ference ; houses of mud. Mean summer temp.
80° in the shade. It is the residence of English
missionaries, and has trade in palm oil and grain.
Abberley, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, 6

m. S.S.W. Bewdley. Ac. 2390. P. 692.

;
ABB

Abberton, two pas. of England—I. co. Essex,

4 m. S. Colchester. Ac. 1067. P. 269.—II. co.

Worcester, on a branch of the Avon, 6 ni. N.E.
Pershore. Ac. 1001. P. 82.

Abbe%ille, Abatis Villa, a fortified town of

France, dep. Somme, cap. arrond., on the Somme,
12 m. from the English Channel, 25 m. N.W.
Amiens, on Railway du Nord, and Canal de la

Somme. P. 20,058. The seat of a tribunal and
chamber of commerce : has manufs. of velvets,

serges, cottons, linens, sacking, hosiery, jewellery,

soap, and glass-wares. Vessels of from 200 to

300 tons come up the Somme to Abbeville. A
canal connects it with Lille and Belgium,through
the Escaut, and with Paris by the Oise.

Abbeville, a co. of the U.S., N. America, in

W. part of South Carolina. P. 11,833 free; 20,502
slaves. The chief town of same name is on Little

river, in centre of district, 97 m. W. Columbia.
Abbey, several vills. and pas. in Great Britain.

—I. a pa. in Scotland, co. Renfrew. P. 29,687.

Part of town of Paisley.—II. a pa. in England,
Radnorshire. Ac. 10,965. P. 537.—IIL a pa.,

Ireland, co. Clare. Ac 4714. P. 887.

Abbeydore, a pa. of England, co. Hereford-
Ac. 5390. P. 551.

Abbeyfeale, a pa. and viU. of Ireland, Munster,
CO. Limerick, on the Feale, 12 m. S.W. Eathkeale.
Ac. 18,149. P. 4709 ; do. of vill. 844.

Abbeygerpoint, a pa. of Ireland, co. Kil-
kenny. Ac. 1008. P. 224
Abbeyholm, a township of England, co. Cum-

berland. P. 982.

Abbeyhclton, a vilL of England, co. Stafford.

P. 726.

Abbeyknockmot, a pa. of Ireland, co. Gralwav.
Ac. 12,385. P. 2549.

Abbeylara, a pa. of Ireland, co. Longford.
Ac. 8568. P. 1622.

Abbeyleijc, a town and pa, of Ireland, Queen's
CO., 9 m. S.S.W. Maryborough. Ac 13,544. P.
of pa. 4321 ; of town, 1352.
Abbeymahon, a pa. of Ireland, co. Cork. Ac

4481. P. 1737.

Abbeyshbule, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, co.

Longford. Ac. 2340. P. 747 ; viH, 138.

Abbeystrowby, a pa, of Ireland, Co. Cork.
Ac 9374. P. 4380.
Abbey St Bathan's. [Bathan's Abbey.]
Abbiate-grasso, a town of N. Italy, deleg.

Pavia, cap. cant., on the canal di Bereguardo,
14 m. W.S.W. Milan. P. 9177. Silk manufs.
Abbiate-guazzone, a viU. of Italy, prov. and 10

m. S.W. Como. Dist Tradate. P. 1321.
Abbitibbe, the name of a district, river, and

trading-station in British North America, near
Hudson Bay. Lat of sta. 49° N. ; Ion. 78° 10* W.
Abbondanza or Abondance, a town of Savoy,

12 m. S.S.E. Thonon. P. 1446. On the L b. of
the Dranse, surrounded by high mountains.
Abbots-Anne, a pa, of England, co. Hants, 2

m. S.W. Andover. Ac 3361. P. 640.
Abbots-Bickington, a pa. of England, co,

Devon, 8 m. S.W. Torrington. Ac 1078. P. 7L
Abbots-Brojiley. [Brobiley.]
Abbotsbury, a town & pa, of EngL, co. Dorset,

8 m. W.S.W. Dorchester. Ac 4050. P. 1089.
Abbotsford, CO. Roxburgh, 2 m. W. Melrose,

at junction of Gala and Tweed. Late seat of Sir
W. Scott
Abbotshall, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, IJ m.

S.W. Kirkcaldy. Ac 4220. P. 6193.
Abbotsham, a pa, of England, co. Devon, 2 m.

W. Bideford. Ac. 1758. P. 365.
Abbots-Kerswell, a pa. of Engi., co. Devon,

IJ m S. Newton-Abbots. Ac. 1461. P. 437.
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Abbots-Laxgley. a pa. of England, co. Herts,

n m. E.S.E. King's Langley. Ac. 5213. P. 2400.

Has extensive paper mills. Birth-place of Nicho-

las Breakspear, afterwards Pope Adrien iv.

Abbots-Leigh, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

2 m. W. Bristol. Ac. 2228. P. 366.

Abbotsley or Abbots-Leigh, a pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Huntingdon, 3^ m. S.E. St Neots. Ac.
2110. P. 486.

Abbots-Morton, a pa. of England, co. and 11

m. E. Worcester. Ac. 900. P. 82.

Abbotston, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3 m.
N.W. Alresford. [Itchin-Stoke.]
Abb's Head (St), a promonto^, coast of Ber-

wickshire, Scotland, 4 m. N.W. Eyemouth.
Abd-al-Cubia (Abdu-l-Kuri), a small island

on the E. coast of Africa. Lat. 12° 9' N. ; Ion.

52= 16' E.
Abdatzk, a town of Asiatic Bussia, gov. To-

bolsk, on the Ishim. P. 2000.

Abdie, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 6 m. N.N.W.
Cupar. Ac. 6537. P. 1381. The battle of Black-
earuside, between the Scots under Wallace, and
the English, was fought in this parish.

Abdon, a pa. of England, co. Salop, Si m.
N.N.E. Ludlow. Ac. 1134. P. 170.

Abdulkurg, an isl. in the Sea of Oman, Persia,

Abdulpoor, a town of British India, Nizam's
dominions, 45 m. N.E. Bejapoor.
Abenberg, a small town of Bavaria, prov.

Middle Franconia, 16 m. S.S.W. Nilmberg. P,
1200, with manufs. of needles and lace.

Abe:ndberg, Switzerland, cant. Berne, the
W. extremity of a mountainous chain which
overhangs the Lake of Thun on the S. 3260 feet

high. Asylum of Dr Guggenbiihl for cretins.

Abenheim, a vill. of Hessen Darmstadt, prov.
Bhenish Hessen, 4 m. N.W. Worms. P. 1250.
Abensberg, Ahiisina, a market town of Bavaria,

circ. Upper Palatine, on the Abens, 18 m. S.W.
Regensburg. P. 1300. It has mineral springs.
Here Napoleon i. defeated the Austrians, 20th
April 1809.

Aber, a pa. of Wales, co. Carnarvon, 4J m. E.
Bangor. Ac. 8833. P. 682. Has a ferry to
Anglesea.
Aberaeron or Aberayron, a seaport town of

Wales, CO. Cardigan, at the mouth of the Aeron,
13 m. S.W. Aberystwith. P. 634.

Aberavon or Aberapon, a pari. & munic bor.
and pa. of Wales, co. Glamorgan, on the Afon,
near its mouth in Swansea Bay, 6 m. S.S.E. Neath.
P. of pa. 2380, of pari. bor. 7754. Imports ore
from Cornwall, and exports copper, tin, and coal.

ABERBROTirwicK, a pa. of Scotl. [Arbroath.]
Abercorn, a pa. of Scotl., co. Linlithgow, on the

Forth, 5 m.E.N.E. Linlithgow. Ac. 5265. P. 965.
Abercrombie or St Monance, a pa. of Scotl.,

CO. Fife, on the Forth, 13 m. S.E. Cupar. Ac. 800.
P. 1498. Includes vill., St Monance. P. 1863.
Abercrombie, a township of Lower Canada,

CO. Terrebone, 39 m. N.W. Montreal. P. 500.
Aberdalgie, a pa. of Scotl., co. Perth, on the

Earn, ^ m. S.W. Perth. Ac. 4220. P. 295.
Aberdare, a pa. of Wales, co. Glamorgan, 4

m. W.S.W. Merthyr-Tydfll. Ac. 16,310. P. 32,299.
It has extensive collieries and iron works.
Aberdaron, a pa. of Wales, co. Carnarvon,

13 ra. W.S.W. PwUheH. Ac. 7078. P. 1266.
Aberdeen, a pari., munic. bor., and seaport,

cap. CO. of same name, between the Don and Dee,
at their entrance into the North Sea, 90 m. N.N.E.
Edinburgh, at the termini of the Aberdeen and
Great North of Scotland Railway. Lat. of obser-
vatory, 57° 8' 9" N. ; Ion. 2° 6' 7" W. Alt 60 feet
above sea. P. of pari. bor. (1851), 71,973 ; (1861)

73,805. The pari. bor. proper consists of two
towns, Im. apart, viz.—I. Old Aberdeen (more &a-
CMxaX&ly Aberdon, from Celtic Aber, 'mouth of,'

and the river name), near the river Don, here
crossed by two bridges. Its old pa. is now sub-
divided into 5 parishes. Chief buildings, the
cathedral erected about 1357, King's College,

founded in 1505, a town-house, and trades' hos-
pital. Old Aberdeen has little trade, and de-
pends for support mostly on the university.

—II. Aberdeen, situated on rising ground upon
the N. bank of the Dee, near its mouth, 1

m. S. Old Aberdeen, is a handsome city, with
spacious streets and houses built of granite.

Chief edifices, town house, court house, and
prison, a cross erected in 1686, a market, two
bridges across the Dee, and one over a ravine
within the city, several churches, schools, and
hospitals, the county rooms, music hall, and
Marischal College—all elegant public buildings.

Has a good harbour. At its entrance is Girdle-
ness lighthouse, with two lights. Aberdeen has
manufs. of cotton, linen, woollen goods, cai-pets,

combs, machinery, rope, leather, paper, soap, and
sail-cloth, with iron-foundries, breweries, distil-

leries, and granite polishing works ; a iforeign

and coasting trade, latter, especially with Lon-
don, to which it sends cattle, salmon, provisions,
and granite. Expoyts (1862) amounted to 14,111?.

Customs revenue (1862) 92,963i. Reg. shipping
(1862)254; tonnage 76,619. Steamers 15; ton-
nage 3660. Aberdeen sends one member to the
House of Commons. Corporation rev. (1862)
11,307/. Inhabited houses 5917 ; value of real pro-
perty a857-8) 179,072/. King's College and Mari-
schal College, founded by Geo. Keith, fifth Earl
Marischal, in 1593, were united by the Scottish

University Act of 1858, into the University ol

Aberdeen. It now has 21 professors, and above
600 students. There are 8 scholarships of 65/.

each, and about 200 bursaries, worth from bl. to

30/. each. There are large libraries and museums
connected with the university. Mean temp,
June 58°-8, January 37'=-6. Altitude 115 feet.

Aberdeen, a town of the U. S. Mississippi, on
Tombigbee river, 28 m. N. Columbus. P. about
4000. Steamers ply from Mobile.
Aberdeenshire, a marit. co. of Scotl., having

N. and E. the North Sea, on other sides the cos.

Forfar, Perth, Kincardine, Banff, Elgin, and Inver-
ness. Ac.1,260,626. P.(1861)221,669. IntheS.W.
are some of the highest mountains in Scotland,
including Ben Macdui, 4296 feet. About l-3d
of the area is mountainous. The moors in the
N. and E. are now greatly reduced by cultivation.

Chief rivers Dee and Don. Granite is shipped
for London; and cattle are extensively reared.

On the coast the salmon fishery is carried on.
Manufs. woollen, cotton, and linen goods. Chief
towns, Aberdeen, Peterhead, Huntly, and Fraser-
burgh. The CO. returns one member to House
of Commons. Reg. electors (1862) 4170. Bal-
moral Castle, a country seat of Queen Victoria,

on the Dee, is in this county.
Aberdour, two pas. of Scotl.—I. co. and 36 m.

N. Aberdeen, on the North Sea. P. 1997. Here
are mill-stone quarries. Includes vill. of New
Aberdour. P. 643.—II. co. Fife, on the Forth, 6 m.
S.W. Kirkcaldy. Ac. 6069. P. 1874. Has a tidal

harbour. Includes vill. of W. Aberdour. P. 610.

Aberdovey, a small seaport and pa. of Wales,
Merioneth, 10 m. N. Aberystwith. P. 1186.

Aberedw or Aberedwt, a pa. of Wales, co.

Radnor, ^ m. S.E. Builth. Ac. 4300. P. 281.

Abbberch, a pa. of Wales, co. Caernarvon, 1

J

m. E.N.E. Pwllheli. Ac. 6962. P. 1652.
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Abekfeldy, a vill. of Scotland, co. Perth, pas.

of Dull and Logit-rait, on the Tay, and at terminus

of branch rail (in progress), 23 m. N.W. Perth.

P. 1145. In its vicinity are the falls of Moness.

Aberffraw, a seaport and pa. of Wales, co.

Anglesea, 5 m. W.N.W. Newborough. Ac. 6252.

P. 1238.

Abf-rford, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. York, West Eiding, 6 m. S.W. Tadcaster.

Ac. 4129. P. 1009.

Aberfoyle, a vill., pa., and defile of the Gram-
pians, in Scotland, co. Perth, 8 m. S.W. Callan-

der. P. 565. The pa., skirted by Lochs Katrine

and Achray, is noted for picturesque beauty.

ABERGA^'EIfNY, Gobuniutn, a market town and
pa. of Wales, co. Monmouth, on the Usk, joined

liere by the Gavenny, 13 m. W. Monmouth. Ac.

4229. P. 6086; do. of town 4621. The Hereford

and Tredegar Eailway passes near to the town,

which is a polling place for the county.

Abergele, a town and pa. of Wales, co. Den-
bigh, 6 m. W.N.W. of St Asaph. P. 3308. It is

resorted to for sea-bathing, and has cattle fairs.

Abergwilly, a pa. of Wales, co. Carmarthen,

IJ m. E. Carmarthen. Ac. 10,748. P. 2197.

Aberhafesf, a pa. of Wales, co. Montgomery,
3 ra. N.W. Newton. Ac. 4568. P. 486.

Aberlady, a vill. and pa. of Scotl., on Firth of

Forth, CO. and 5 m. N.W. Haddington—of which
its small bay forms the port. Ac. 4927. P. 1019.

Aberlemno, a pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar, 5J
m. N.E. Forfar. P. 1054.

Aberlour, a pa. of Scotland, co. Banff, on the

Spey, 3^ m. W.N.W. Dufftown. P. 1665.

Abernant, a pa. of Wales, co. and 4J m. N.W.
Carmarthen. Ac. 6321. P. 793.

Abebnetiiy, a town and pa. of Scotland, cos.

Perth and Fife, at the estuary of the Tay, 6i m.
S.E. Perth. Ac. 9843. P. 1960. Includes vill. of

that name. P. 984.—II. a pa. in cos. Elgin and In-

verness. United pop. 1928. Chief proprietor Earl

of Seafield. Cairngorm mountain is in this parish.

Abernyte, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, 10 m.
E.N.E. Perth. Ac. 2600. P. 310.

Abebporth, a pa. of Wales, co. and 6 m. N.E.
Cardigan, on Cardigan Bay. Ac. 2200. P. 454.

Abertarff and Boleskine. [Boleskine.]
Abebtiiam (Abertann) a market town of Bo-

hemia, circ. Eger, 10 m. N.N.W. Carlsbad. P.
2930. Silver, tin, and cobalt mines.
Aberyscir, a pa. of Wales, co. and 3 m.

W.N.W. Brecon. Ac. 1918. P. 125.

Aberystruth, a chapelry of England, co.

Monmouth, 9 m. S.W. Abergavenny. Ac. 11,788
P. 16,055.

Abertstwith, a pari, and munic. bor., market
town, and seaport of Wales, co. and 33 m. N.E.
Cardigan, pa. Llanbadam-Fawr, on the Ystwith,
ttt its mouth in Cardigan Bay. Lat. of light-ho.,

62" 25' N. ; Ion. 4° 5' W. Alt 146 feet. P. of

munic. bor. 5641. It has an anc. castle, and is a
fashioaable watering-place. Imports timber, coal,

and lime ; exports lead, oak, bark, flannel, & com.
Abiier or Ebher, a walled town of Persia,

prov. Irak-ajemi, 110 m. N.E. Hamadan.
Abiad, Bahr-eu [NileJ
Abimes (Les) a town of^the French colony

Guadeloupe, on the S.W. coast of Grande Terre.
Abingdon, a pari., munic. bor., and mkt. town

of England, co. Berks, on the Ock, where it joins
the Thames, 51 m. W.N.W. London. Ac. of bor.
340. P. 6680. Malting, sacking, & carpet making.
Sends 1 member to H. of C. Beg. elects. 307.
Abingdon, a town of the U. S., North America,

cap. Washington, co. Virginia, on tho Holston
river, 252 m. W.S.W. Richmond. P. 1000.

Abinger, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 4J m.
S.W. Dorking. Ac. 5547. P. 906.

Abinghall, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,

4 m. N.N.W. Newnham. Ac. 751. P. 228.

Abington- a township of the U.S^ North
America, Massachusets, co. Plj-mouth, 19 m.
S.S.E. Boston. P. 6269. Maniifs. cutlery and
leather.—II. a township, Pennsylvania, co. Mont-
gomery, 94 m. E. Harrisburg. P. 1704.

Abington, the name of several pas. of England.
—I. CO. and IJ m. E.N.E. Northampton. Ac.
1112. P. 164.—IL (GreaO, co. and 7 m. S.E.

Cambridge. Ac. 1500. P. 330.—III. {LittieX

CO. Cadbridge, adjacent to last. Ac. 1120. P.

316.—IV. (A. PigoUsX co. Cambridge, 4 m.
W.N.W. Eoyston. Ac. 1237. P. 228.

Abington, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 13 m.
S.S.E. Lanark, with a station on Caledonian Bail.

Abkasia or Abasia, an Asiatic territory, sub-
ordinate to Russia, between lat. 42° 40* and 43°
30' N. ; Ion. 40° 30' and 42° E., having S.E.
Mingrelia, S. and W. the Black Sea, and N. the
Caucasus. P. 60,000 ? Chief town, Sukumkaleh.
Ab-Kettleby, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

3 m. W.N.W. Melton Mowbray. Ac. 2920. P.
37L

Abla, a town of Spain, Andalucia, prov. and
33 m. N.W. Ahneria. P. 2117.
Ablaikit (Great and Little), two tributaries

of the Irtisch, in Siberia.

Abo, a seaport city of Russia, in Europe, cap.
prov., at the junction of the Gulfs of Bothnia and
Finland, protected by the fortress of Abohuus.
Lat 60° 26' 58" N. ; Ion. 22° 19' E. P. (1864)
17,208, of prov, 323,086. Area 9869 sq, m. It is

an archbishop's see, and was formerly the seat of a
university. The Aura intersects the city, and
its mouth, 3 m. distant, forms a good port.

Abo (Archipelago of), a group of low rocky
islands in the Baltic, opposite the city of Abo.
Aboh, Ibo or Eboe, a town of Africa, cap.

state, on rt. b. of the Niger (Quorra\ and 60 m.
S.E. Benin. Lat 5° 40' N. ; Ion. 6° 25' E.
Abomey, a town of W. Airica, cap. Dahomey.

Lat. 7° 30' N. ; Ion. 1° 40' E. P. 30,000 (?) It is

walled and has gates. Trade in oU, ivory, gold

;

and is the residence of English missionaries.

Abondance (Notre-Dame d'), Ahbatia Abun-
dantisi, a town, France, cap. prov. Chablais (Sa-
voie), on 1. b. of Drause, 10 m. S.E. Thonon. P.
1446.

Abony-FCzes, a vill. of Hungary, Szolnok, co.

Heves, gov. and 10 m. S. Erlau. P. 2635.
Abony-Nagy, a vill. of Hungary, Szolnok, co.

Presbm-g, gov. & 2J m. N.W. Szerdahely. P. 980.

Abony, Hungary. [Abaity.]
Aboo, a mountain of India, ih Rajpootana, lat.

24°45'N.; Ion. 72° 49' E. Highest peak 5000 feet

above the sea. In 1847 a sanitarium for troops
was formed on the summit of the mountain.
Aboukir-Bay, N. coast of Egypt, between

Aboukir prom, on the W., and the Eosetta mouth
of the NUe on the E., celebrated for Nelson's vic-

tory over the French fleet 1st Aug. 1798. The
vilL ofAboukir (Cawqptts) is 13 m. N.E. Alexandria.
Aboullonia or Abullionte, Apollonia ad

Rh^ndacuTTi, a vill. of Asia Minor, pash. Ana-
tolia, on a small island in the Lake of Aboullonia,
20 m. W.S.W. Brusa. The lake, 18 m. by 12, is

traversed by the Rhyndacus.
Aboyne, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, on

the Dee, 27 m. W.S.W. Aberdeen. Ac, with
Glentanner, 29,000. P. 1160.
Abrantes, a town of Portugal, Estremadura,

with a citadel on rt. b. of the Tagus, 80 m. N.E.
Lisbon. P. 6000. Exports grain, oil, and fniiU
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• -II. A towu of Brazil, prov. and 20 m. N.E.

Bahia, near the Atlantic.

Abrany-Also and Felso, a vill., Hungary, Co.

Borsod, gov. and 4J m. N. Mezokovesd. P. 890.

Abreschwiller, a town of France, dep. Meur-
the, 6 m. S.S.E. Sarrebourg, P. 1737. Manufs.

paper and glass.

ABRifts, a vill. of France, dep. Hautes Alpes,

24 m. S.E. Brianfon, P. 1346.

Abriola, a comm. and vill. of S. Italy, Naples,

prov. and 10 m. S. Potenza. P. of comm. 3134.

Abbolhos, a group of low rocky isls. off the

coast of Brazil. Lat. 17° 58' S. ; Ion. 38° 42' W.
Abrud-Baxya, a town, Transylvania, comm.

Unter-Weissenburg, 27 miles N. W. Karlsburg.

P. 2240. Celebrated for its gold mines.

Abrudfalva (Abruden), a vill. of Transyl-
vania, gov. Abrudbanya. P. 3675.

Abruzzo, a former division of Naples, now
merged in the kingdom of Italy.

Absam, a vill. of Austria, Tyrol, circ. and 5i m.
E.N.E. Innsbruck, government Hall. P. 1330.

Cotton spinning.

Absdorf (Abtsdorf), market town of Bo-
hemia, circ. Chrudim, gov. and 7 m. E.S.E.

Leitomischl. P. 2220.

Abstadt, a vill. of Wurtemberg, circ. Neckar, 6

m. 8.S.E. HeUbronn. P. 1100.

Abstetten, a viU. of Austria, government St
Polten. P. 1140.

Abtei-Oberlungwitz, a chapelry of Saxony,
Zwickau, gov. and 6 m. N.N.W. Stollberg. P. 957.

Abterode, a vill. of Churhessen, 20 m. E.S.E.
Cassel. P. 1250. Copper smelting, & cloth manuf.
Abthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,

3 m. W.S.W. Towcester. Ac. 1919. P. 541.

Abu-Arisch, a town, Arabia, cap. of petty state

of same name. Lat. 16° 40' N. ; Ion. 42° 20' E.
Abury, a pa. of England. [A\'ebury.']
Abusabel, a town of Egypt, 14 m. N. Cairo.

Has a military hospital, and school of medicine.
Abu-shehr, Persia. [Bushire.]
Abu-simbel. [Ipsamboul.]
Abu-Thubee, a town and oay of Arabia, on

the S. coast of Persian Gulf. Pop. pearl-fishers.

Abutige, Abutis, a town of Upper Egypt, on
the W. bank of the Nile, 13 m. S.E. Siout
Aby, a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, pts. Lindsey,

united in 1732 to Belleau. Ac. 1440. P. 407.
Abydos, an ancient city of Asia Minor, on

the S. side of the Hellespont ; now fort Nagara.
—II. An anc. city of Upper Egypt on the left

b. of the Nile, where was discovered a tablet with
the name of Egyptian king of 18th dynasty.
Abymes, a town of the French colony of Guade-

loupe, West Indies. P. 4597.
Abyssinia, Abessinia, or Habesh, an extensive

country on the eastern coast of Africa, lying be-
tween lat. 8° 30,' and 16° 30' N. ; Ion. 34° 40', and
43° 30' E., bounded on the N.W. by Nubia, N.E.
by the Ked Sea, S. by the coimtry of the Gallas,
and W. by the regions of the upper NUe. Estim.
area 245,000 sq. m. P. 4,500,000. (?) It is a hilly
region, rising from low arid districts on the
borders of the Bed Sea, in ranges of lofty
mountains, with table-lands intersected by val-
leys. In the Samen mountains, inclosed by
the sources of the Takazze river, Abba Jared
is 15,000, and Eas Detchen, 15,986 feet high.
The Lamalmon mountains form a long but
broken chain running S.E. and N.W. The
highest mountains are covered with snow nearly
all the year. The table-lands form three distinct
groups or terraces, rising one above the other
from the shores of the Eed Sea- The plain of
Tigrd, between the Mareb and Takazze rivers.

has mountain peaks rising to 9000 ft. The plain

of Amhara, separated from the foregoing by the
Samen mountains, has a mean elevation of 8000
ft. The country sinks to the unexplored regions of

the west. The largest rivers are the Abai (Bahr-
ol-Azrek or Blue River), Takazze or Atbarrah,
and the Hawash. The former, which is an eastern

branch of the Nile, rises in the Mountain of Giesh
(9700 feet), flows first N. to the Lake of Dembea,
through which it has a perceptible current, and
sweeps southward round the province of Gojam,
then northward to Khartum, where it unites with
the Bahr-el-Abiad or White Eiver, which is the
tnie Nile. The Takazze has its rise near the
centre of Abyssinia, and after draining the moun-
tains of Samen and Tigrd, it falls into the Nile.

The Hawash originates in the Fine Finnie
Mountain, lat. 9° S., and flowing N.E. towards
the Eed Sea, is lost in Lakes Abbebad and Aussa.
The Mareb rises in the mountains of Taranta.
lat. 15° N., and flowing parallel to the Takazze,
is aftenvards lost in the sand. The Dembea or

Tzana Lake is the largest in Abyssinia. It i.s 50
m. long, 30 broad, and 6120 feet above the

sea. It is fed by several rivulets, and abounds
in smaU islands. The small salt lake of Assal,

near the east coast, is 570 feet below the level of

the Gulf of Tajurrah. Abyssinia presents almost
every variety of climate, from burning heat
on the coast, to severe cold on the mountains.
The temperature of the lowlands in summer
varies from 115° to 120° in the shade. On the
table-lands the air is pure and bracing, whilst in

the valleys the heat is suffocating. Soil fertile,

in some places producing three crops yearly

;

vegetation increasing as the surface rises from
the sandy coast. The rainy season begins on the
coast at the latter end of October, and in the in-

terior about the end of February, the river Ta-
kazze being swollen from April to September.
On the table-lands there is extensive pasturage,

and cedar forests on the moimtain tops. The fruits

are the date, orange, lemon, pomegranate, and
banana. On the western mountains coffee grows
wild; and on the declivities the cotton plant
abounds. In other parts, sugar-cane, vine, wheat,
barley, teff (Poa-AbyssinicOi of which is made the
bread in general use), and all kinds of esculent
vegetables are cultivated. Myrrh, senna, and
other medicinal plants are plentiful. Most of the
European domestic animals are found here. Horses
are strong and active, and oxen plentiful. The
number of mules brought from the interior an-
nually is about 1200. The Galla ox has horns
four feet long. Sheep and goats are numerous.
Wild animals comprise the two-homed rhinoce-
ros, elephant, striped hyaena, lion, panther,
leopard, wolf, lynx, cameleopard, zebra, quagga,
camel, and monkey. Birds of all kinds abound,
besides serpents, crocodiles, and hippopotami. The
bee is much cared for. honey being an important
article of food. The ravages of locusts are terrible.

In a geological point of view, Abyssiniapresents re-
markable features, extinct volcanoes, hot springe,

deposits of sulphur, rock salt, and malachite.

Minerals are granite, slate, gneiss, antimony,
iron, gold, and silver. E. of Tigr^ is an exten-
sive plain of salt which is pure and hard. The
Abj'ssinians are Coptic Christians, but their re-

ligion is of a very corrupt form. There are,

besides, many Mohammedans and Jews. The
natives are rude and barbarous ; being continu-

ally engaged in war, human life is not respected.

Agricultui'e is chiefly followed by the people.

Manufs. comprise leather, parchment, cotton

cloths, tapestry of wool and goats' hair, and imple-
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monts of iron and brass. Imports miscellaneous

goods, and coloured goods from Egj^pt. Exports
ivory, gold, slaves, cattle, musk. Coffee, hides,

cotton, and honey. The slave trade is carried

on by the Mohammedan population, though it

is not sanctioned by the king. TraflSc to the

interior is carried on by caravans, and travel-

lers are exposed to the attacks of wild hordes,

and subjected to high taxes. Money being

scarce, trade is carried on by barter. Abyssinia

is divided into several independent states, the

most important of which are Tigrd, Amhara,
and Shoa. On account of the captivity of a

few British subjects and foreign missionaries,

the country was invaded by a British force in

1868, who stormed the hill fortress of Magdala,

totally overthrew the Abyssinians, and released

tho prisoners.
Acadia, the former name of NovA Scotia.
AcAPONETA, a town of Mexico, dep. and 175

m. N.W. Guadalaxara. P. 2200.
AcAPULCO, a seaport town of Mexico, state

Guerrero, on the Pacific, 185 m. S.S.W. Mexica
Lat 16° 15' N. ; Ion. 99° 48' W. P. 3000. Cele-

brated during the Spanish dom. in Mexico for

the annual departm-e of the galleon, a vessel,

richly laden with goods and specie for Manila.
The pop. is composed of pearl fishers, sailors

and husbandmen. Exports cochineal, indigo,
cocoa, wool, and skins; imports cottons, silks,

spices, and hardware. The harbour is nearly land
locked.

AcARi, a town of Peru, dep. Arequipa. Lat.
16° 15' S. ; Ion. 74° 45' W. P. 6000.
AcARNAXiA, a division of ancient Greece, be-

tween lat. 38° 20* and 39° N. ; Ion. 20° 45' and 21°
30' E., having N. the Gulf of Arta. Area 2939
sq. m. P., with iEtolia, 109,392. Chief river
the Aspro-Potamo. Chief town Mesolonghi. It
now foi-ms, with Mio\\a^ a gov. of Greece.
AcASABASTLAN, a town of Central America,

state and 78 m. N.E. Guatemala.
Acaster-Malbis, a pa. and township of Eng-

land, CO. York, E. Hiding, 3 m. S. York. P. 359.
AcAYCCAN a town of Mexico, 69 pi. S.E. Vera

Cruz. It is a military port. P. 6000. Com-
merce in cochineal.
AocADiA, a comm. of South Italy, prov. Avel-

lino, cap. cant, 6 m. S. Bovino. P. 4143.
AccEGLio, a comm., Italy, prov. Cuueo. P. 1760.
AccETTURA, a comm. and viU. of South Italy,

19 m. S.E. Potenza. P. of comm. 39G7.
AcciANO, a town, Italy, prov. Aquila. P. 1929.
AccoMAC, CO. of the U. S., North America, on

E. shore of Chesapeak Bay, Virginia. Area 480
sq. m. P. 14,079 free, 4507 slaves. Soil light.
Several isls. in Bay. Town and cap. of same
name, 193 m. E.N.E. Richmond.

Atxx)ifBURY or AcoRNBURY, a pa. of England,
CO. and 4 nx. S. Hereford. Area 1591 ac. P. 183.
Aocous, a town of France, dep. Basses-Py-

renees, cap. cant., arr. and 15 m. S. Oleron. P.
1505. Near it is a mineral spring supposed to
be the ancient Aspalunca.
AccRAH or AcRA, a British settlement of West-

em Africa on the gold coast. Fort St James, in
lat 6° 32' N. ; Ion. 0° 12* W., with a smaU terri-
tory. The healthiest station on this coast P.
mostly blacks.

AccRiNGTON (New), a township of England,
CO. Lancaster, 5 m. E. Blackburn. Ac 2480. P.
11,853. Extensive cotton factories.—Wd Ac-
crington is an adjacent chapelry, also with cotton
manufactures. Ac 740. P. 5835.
AccuMOLi, a town of Italy, prov. and 25 m.

N. Aquila, on 1. b. of the Tronto. P. 2042.

ACI

Acebo, a town of Spain, prov. and 61 m. from

Caceres, dice. Coria. P. 2356.

Acerenza, Acheruntia, a city of Southern
Italy, on the Brandano. 16 m. N.N.E. Potenza.

P. 3955. It is an archbishopric.

AcERNO, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 14 m.
E.N.E. Salerno. P. 2850. It has paper manufs.

and iron forges.

AcERRA, Acerrm, a town of Italy, prov. Ca-
serta, on the Agno, 7 m. N.E. Naples. P. (1861)

11,717. It has a cathedraL
AcESiNES, a river of the Punjab. [Chenaub.]
AcH (Unteb), a vill. of Austria, dist and 7 m.

S.E. Mondsee. P. 870.

AcHAGUAS, a town of S. Amer., Venezuela, cap.

prov. Apure, 50 m. S.W. San Fernando. P. 2000.
AcHAlA, a district of ancient Greece, Morea,

65 m. long from E. to W., and 12 to 20 m. wide
along the S. of the Corinthian Gulf. Area 2005
sq. m. P., with Elis, 113,719. Interior moun-
tainous, coast low, with few good ports. Chief
town, Patras. It now forms, with Elis, a division

of Greece.
AcHALKALAKi, a strong fortress of Bussia, in

Asia, Georgia, on the river Knr.
AcHAZius (St), a vill. of Austria, Steiermark,

circ. Marburg, gov. and 8 m. E. Cilli. P. 1035.

AcHELous, a riv. of Greece. [Aspro Potamo.]
AcHEN (Dutch Atchiny, a town of Sumatra,

near its N.W. extremity, cap. state. Lat 5° 35 ' N.

;

Ion. 95° 45' E. It is built on piles of wood, and has
trade with Singapore, Pulo-Penang, and Malacca.
The entrance by the 3 mouths of the riv. is dan-
gerous, but the port is secure. Exports pepper,
betel, sulphur, camphor, and benzoin. Imports
stuffs, iron, salt, and various European products.
The kingdom of Atchin, formerly a powerful
state, is now nearly extinct.

—

Achen Head is tho
name of the N.W. point of Siunatra.

AcHENTHAL, a vilL, Austria, Tyrol, circ. and 19
m. N.E. Innsbruck. P. 1040. Customs office.

AcHERN, a town, Baden, circle Middle-Rhine,
on the Acher, 30 m. S S.W. Carlsruhe. P. 2000.

(fiber), a vill. of Baden, 1 m. S. Achem. P. 1350.
AcHEROX, a river, Greece. [Mavro Potamos.]
AcHiLL or Eagle-Island, off the W. coast oi

Ireland, co. Mayo. Ac. 51,521. P. of pa, 5776,
occupied in fisMng. Its W. point forms Achill
head, 2222 feet in elev., lat 53° 59' N. ; Ion. 10° 12'

W.

—

Achil Beg is an island S. the foregoing.
AcHiM, a vill. of Hanover, Bremen, 10 m.

N.W. Verden. P. 1000.

ACHMER, a viU. of Hanover, Osnabriick, 8i m.
S.S.W. Vorden. P. 1050.

AcHMiN (Akhendn), a town jof Middle Egypt,
on 1. b. of the Nile, prov. Jirjeh.

AcHONRY, a pa. and vilL of Ireland, co. Sligo,

15 m. S.S.W. SUgo. Ac. 60,717. P. 14,504, of
ViU. 616.

AcHRAY (Loch), a small picturesque lake of
Scotland, co. Perth, 15 m. N.W. Stirling.

AcHSAi or Aksai, a town of Circassia, near
the Terek, 150 m. S.E. Georgievsk.
AcHTYRKA, a town of European Russia, gov.

and 60 m. N.W. Kharkov, on small riv. of same
name. P. 14,205. It has woollen manufactures.

Aci, a prefix to names of towns in Italy, prov.
Catania—I. (Bouaccarso). P. 1136.—II. (Castello\
P. 1995.—III. (Catena). P. 4623.—IV. (S. Antonio).
P. 4625.

Aci or Act Reale, a seaport town of Sicily,

prov. Catania, cap. cant., at mouth of the Aci, 7 m.
N.E. Catania. P. (1862) 24,151, of comm. 35,447.
It has a castle, haroour, manufs. of linens, silks,
cutlery, filigree work, and a trade in wine, cotton
and flax. Is celebrated for its cold sulphuioua
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mineral waters, the cave of Polyphemus and

grotto of Galatea. There are 6 other places uear

bearing the name of Ad, one in the same prov.,

Aci Castello, with a mediaeval fortress. P. 1995.

AciGN^, a vill., France, dep. lUe-et-Vilaine, arr.

6 7 m. E. Eennes, on rt. b. of the Vilaine. P. 2148.

AcKEN,atownof PrussianSaxouy, 22 ni. S.S.E.

Magdeburg. P. 4000. Trade on the Elbe, and

manufs. of cloths, sugar, tobacco, and tanneries.

ACKLAM, two pas. of Engl., co. York.—I. (East),

7 m. S.W. New Malton. Ac. 2970. P. 774.—II.

{West), 5 m. N.E. Yarmouth. Ac. 1476. P. 108.

AcKLiN Island, a small island in the Bahama
group, 120 m. N.E. Cuba. P. (1861) 517.

AcKWOKTH, a pa. of England, co. York, 2J in.

S.S.W. Pontofract. Ac. 2270. P. 1813.

AcLE, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 10 m. E.

Norwich. Ac. 3209. P. 926.

AcoBAMBA, a small town of South Peru, dep.

Ayacucho, 42 m. S.W. Huamanga, formerly cap.

of'a prov., but now insignificant.

AcoMB or Akeham, a pa. of England, co. and
2 m. W. York. Ac 2273. P. 1034.

AcoNBUEY {Acombury^ a pa. of England, co.

and 4 m. S. of Hereford. Ac. 1591. P. 183.

Aconcagua, a mountain and river of South
America, ChUe. The mountain, one of the loftiest

of the Andes, is 23,910 feet above the sea. The
river rises on its S. side, flows S.W., and joins

the Pacific 12 m. N. Valparaiso.

Aconcagua, a prov. of ChDe, South America,
containing several wide and fertile valleys, and
the towns of San Felipe, formerly Santa Eosa
de Aconcagua. Area 7394 sq. m. P. 111,604. It

has silver and copper mines.
AcoRES, isls., Atlantic Ocean. [Azores.]
Acqs, a town of France. [DaxT]
AcQUAFORMOSA, a vill. of South Italy, prov.

Coseuza, 18 m. S.E. Cassano. P. 1661.

AcQUAFREDDA, a comm. and vill. of N. Italy,

circ. Castiglione. P. 772.

AcQUAKANONCK, a township of the U. S., North
America, New Jersey, co. and on the l?assaic

river, 13 m. N.W. New York. P. 3400.
AcQUALAGNA, a viU. of Italy, prov. Pesaro,

on a hill, 8 m. S. Urbino. P. 2361.
Acqua-Negra, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov.

Brescia, deleg. and 16 m. W. Mantua. P. 3756.

AcQUAPENDENTE, Aculo, & town of Italy, 12 m.
N.W. Orvieto. P. 3400. It is a bishop's see.

Fabricius ab Aquapendente, the celebrated ana-
tomist, was bom here in 1637.
AcQUAPPESSA, a comm. and viU. of S. Italy,

prov. Cosenza. P. 1969.
AcQUARiOA DEL Oapo, a comm. and vill. of S.

Italy, prov. Lecce. P. 1359.
AcQUARO, a comm. and vill. of S. Italy, prov

Catanzaro, 6 m. S.E. Mileto. P. 2169.
AcQUA-SANTA, a viU. of Italy, prov. Ascoli.

Piceno, 10 m. S.W. Ascoli. P. 658.
AcQUA-sPARTA, a town of Italy, prov. Perugia,

deleg. and 10 m. S.W. Spoleto. P. 3448.
AcQUATE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Como,

dist. and 1 m. N.N.E. Lecco. P. 1431.
AcQUAViVA, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 16 m,

S.S.W. Ban. P. 6776.—II. {Collecroce), a town,
prov. & 22 m. N.N.E. Campobasso. P. 1763.—III.
{Piceno), prov. and circ. Ascoli-Piceno. P. 1971.—
IV. {Platani), prov. & circ. Caltanisetta. P. 1630.
AcQiu, Acqu«, a town of N. Italy, on 1. b. of the

Bormida, prov. and 18 m. S.S.W. Alessandria.
P. 6824. Celebrated for its great antiquity, and
for the remains of a Roman aqueduct. Has sul-
phurous springs.

Acre (Pashalio op). [Syria.]
Acre, Akka or St Jean d'Acre, Aooo or

ADA
Ptolemais, a fortified city and seaport of Syria,
cap. pash., on a promontory near the foot of

Mount Garmel. Lat. 32° 66' N! ; Ion. 36° 2' 6"

E. P. 6000. Acre is celebrated for sieges, having
been taken by the Crusaders in 1191, and by the
Saracens in 1291. Napoleon i. attempted to storm
it in 1799. It was taken by Ibraham Pasha in

1832, and again by the combined English and
Austrian squadrons in 1840. The Bay of Acre
is much frequented.

AcRi, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Cosenza, 15 m.
N.E. Cosenza. P. of comm. (1861) 11,977.

Acrise, a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathe Shep-
way, 6 m. N.N.W. Folkstone. Ac. 1034. P. 173.

AcROTiRioN, a town of the Grecian archipelago,

on the S.W. of the isl. Thera or Santorini.
Acs, a town of Hungary, co. and 6 m. S.W.

Komom. P. 3220, employed in rearing sheep.
AcsA, a vill. of Austria, gov. and 10 m. E.

Waitsen. P. 1260.—II. co. Somogy, govt and4i
m. N.N.E. Igal. P. 1050.—III. co. Stuhlweissen-
burg, gov. and 8 m. S.S.E. Bicske. P. 1800.

AcsAd, a vill. of Austria, co. Nord-Bihar, gov.
and 16 m. E.N.E. Debreczyn. P. 1700.

AcsuvA {Altschau), a vill. of Austria, Transyl-
vania, circ. Broos. P. 1020.

Action Islands, three low wooded isls., in tho
Pacific Ocean. Lat. 21° 23' S. ; Ion. 136° 32' W.
AcTiuM, town and gulf of. [Akta.]
Acton, numerous pas., Engl.—I. co. Chester, 2

m. W.N.W. Nantwich. Ac. 16,642. P. 3125.—
II. CO. Middlesex, 8J m. W. St Paul's, and 1 m.
S. the G. W. Railway. Ac. 2286. P. 3151.—III. co.

SuffoUc, 9 m. N.N.E. Sudbury. Ac. 2811. P. 568.

—Also townships in Chester, Gloucester, North-
umberland, Salop, Stafford, and York.
Acton, villages of the U. S., North America.

—

I. in Maine, co. York. P. 1359.—II. Massachu-
setts, CO. Middlesex. P. 1605.

Acton Beauchamp, a pa. of England, co. Wor-
cester, 4 m. S.E. Bromyard. Ac. 1529. P. 205.

AcTON-BuRNELL, a pa., Engl., co. Shropshire, 7J
m. S.S.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. 3141. P. 361. In 1283,

Edward i. held a parliament here, and passed a

statute relating to debtors.

AcTON-RouND, a pa. of Engl., co. Shropshire,

2 m. S.S.E. Wenlock. Ac. 2126. P. 174.

AcTON-ScoTT, a pa. of Engl., co. Shropshire, 8

m. S. Church-Stretton. Ac. 1889. P. 207.
_

AcTOPAN, a town of Mexico, cap. dist., in a

valley of the same name, 80 m. N.N.E. Mexico.

P. 2800. Commerce in sheep and goat skins.

AcuL, a town and seaport of Hayti, N. coast.

Lat. 19° 47' N. ; Ion. 72° 27' W.
AcwoRTH, a township of U. S., N. America,

New Hampshii-e, 36 m. W. Concord. P. 1251.

Ada, a town of Austria, Woiwodina, circ.

Zombor, gov. and 9 m. S. Zenta. P. 8200.

Adaco, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Heves,

gov. and 7 m. S. Gyongyos. P. 1770.

Adafudia, a large trading town of W. Africa,

in the Felattah country, 400 m. S.E. Timbuctoo.

Adair, cos. of U. S., N. America.—I state of

Kentucky. Area 440 sq. m. P. 7907 free, 9509

slaves.—II. in north part of Missouri. Area 667

sq. m. P. 8445 free, 86 slaves.—III. in Iowa.

Area 576. P. 984.

Adal {AdajeVyi a maritime country of Eastern

Africa, round bay of Tajurra, Gulf of Aden, cap.

Haoussa. Natives numerous and powerful.

Adalia. [Sataliah.]
Adamawa a country of Central Africa, between

lat. 6° & 10' N. ; Ion. 12° & 17° E. It is very fertile,

and has mountains from 3000 to 10,000 feet high.

Adam Bay Settlement, N.W. Australia. Lat.

12° 10' S.; Ion. 131° 10' E. Cap. Palmerston.
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Adamos (^Adamsdorf), a vill. of Austria, Tran-

sylvania, circ. Maros-Vasarhely, 31 m. E.N.E.

Karlsburg. P. 1500.

Adams, cos. in the U. S., North America.—I.

in S. part of Pennsylvania. Area 528 sq. m. P.

28,006.-11. S.W. Mississippi. Area 440 sq. m.
P. 5873 free, 14,292 slaves.—III. in S. of Ohio,

on Ohio river. Area 550 sq. m. P. 20,309.—IV.
in E. of Indiana. Area 336 sq. m. P. 9252.—V.
in W. of Illinois. Area 768 sq. m. P. 41,323.—
VI. in Wisconsin. Area 800 sq.m. P. 6492.—VII.
Iowa. P. 1623. Also three tnshps.—I. Massa-
chusetts, CO. Berks, on the Hoosac, 18 m, N.E.
Pittsfield. P. 6172. Here is a natural bridge over
Hudson Brook, and branch of Hoosac.—II. New-
York, CO. Jefferson, on Sandy Creek, 146 m. N.W.
Albany. P. 3106.

Adam's Bridge, a chain of shoals extending
across the Gulf of Manaar, between Ceylon and
the peninsula of Hindostan. [Manaak.]
Adam's Peak, a lofty mountain of Ceylon, in

the centre of the island. Height 7420 feet.

Adamsfreiheit, a town, Bohemia, circ. & 30 m.
E. Budweis. P. 930. It has iron mines.
Adamsto\vn, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, co. and

17i m. W.N.W. Wexford. Ac. 8133. P. 1488.

Adamstadt, a market-town of Bohemia, circ.

and 3J m. N.E. Budweis. P. 1630. It has silver

mines.
Adamuz, a town of Spain, Andalucia, prov.

and 21 m. N.E. Cordova. P. 2640.

Adana or Itshil, a pash. of Asiatic Turkey,
between lat. 36° and 37° 30' N. ; Ion. 32° and 36°
10' E., having N. Karamania, and the range of
Mt. Taurus, E. the pash. Marash, W. Anatolia,
and S. the Bay of Scanderoon and the Mediter-
ranean. Chief rivers the Sihoon and Jyhoon
(anc. Pyrarmis).

Adana, Bathnst, a city of Asia Minor, cap.
pash., on rt. b. of the Sams or Sihoon, 30 m.
from the sea. Lat. 37° 10' N. ; Ion. 35° 12' E.
P. 20,000. It has mosques, a Eoman bridge, and
trade in wool, cotton, com, wine, and fruit
Adand, a town of Austria, Hungary, co.

Somogy, gov. and 18 m. N.E. Karad. P. 1520.
Adar, a dist. of W. Africa, N.W. Sokoto.

Chief town Konni.
Adara San Martino, a vill. of N. Italy, prov.

Bergamo 2J m. N. Samico. P. 1915.
Adare; a decayed town and pa. of Ireland, co.

10 m. S.W. Limerick, on the Maig. Ac. of pa.
11,938. P. of do. 2944 ; do. of town, 816.
Adashevce, a vill. of Austria, gov. and 34 m.

W.S.W. Peterwardein. P. 2000'

Adbaston, a pa. of Engl., co. Stafford, 4 m.
S.W. Eccleshall. Ac. 4560. P. 593.
Adda, Addua, a river of North Italy, rises near

Bormio in the Valtellina, flows S. 80 m. through
Lakes Como and Lecco, and joins the Po, 7 m.
W. Cremona. It was anciently the boundary
between the Kepublic of Venice and the Duchy
of Milan.
Adderbury, a pa. of Engl., co. Oxford, 2i m.

N.N.E. Deddington. Ac. 6380. P. 2146. Has
two townships termed E. and W. Adderbury.
Addergoole, a pa. of Ireland, co. Mavo. Ac

32,263. P. 4644.
Adderley, a pa. of England, co. Salop, on the

Birmingham and Liverpool Canal, 4 m. N.N.W.
Market-Drayton. Ac. 2850. P. 428.
Addingham, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Cumber-

land, 6J m. N.E. Penrith. Ac. 9520. P. 754.—
II. a pa., CO. York, West Eiding, 6 m. E.S.E.
Skipton. Ac. 5472. P. 1938.
Addington, several pas. of Engl.—I. co. Bucks,

2 m. W.N.W. Winslow. Ac. 1320. P. HI.—

II. CO. Kent, 6 ra. N.W. Maidstone. Ac. 942.

P. 262.—III. CO. Surrey, 3 m. E.S.E. Croydon &
2 m. E. of Croydon EaUway. Ac 3900. P. 639.

—IV. (Greafy, co. Northampton, 3i m. S.W.
Thrapston. Ac. 1230. P. 307.—V. (Little)^ same
as previous pa. Ac. 1170. P. 337.

Addington, a CO. of Canada West, on Lake
Ontario. Area 576 sq. m. Watered by the
Nepanee and Madawaska rivers. Products,
lumber and wooL Chief town, Bath. P. 16,165.

Addison, a co. of the U.S., North America, on
W. side of Vermont state. Area 724 sq. m. P.
24,010. Level towards lake, hilly on E. It

has a town of same name on Lake Champlain.
Several towns of same namo.—I. co. Steuben,
New York. P. 3721.—II. Washington, co.

Maine.—III. Somerset, co. Pennsylvania.
Addle, a pa. of England, co. York, West Rid-

ing, 5 m. W.N.W. Leeds. Ac. 6356. P. 1145.

Addlethorpe; a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, pts.

Lindsey, 7 m. S.E. Alford. Ac. 2006. P. 302.

Adeghem, a vill. of Belgium, prov. E. Flanders,
cant, and 3 m. W.N.W. Eecloo. P. 3534.

Adel or SoMAULi, a country of Africa, N.E.
coast from Abyssinia to Cape Guardafui, 8° to
12° N. ; Ion. 43° to 51° E. Pop. Mohammedan,
and subordinate to an Iman. It is marshy and
unhealthy, but exports wax, myrrh, ivory, gold
dust, and cattle. Chief ports, ZeUa, and Ber-
bera.

Adelaide, the capital of the British colony of

South Australia, on the Torrens River, 6 m. S.E.
from its port. Lat. 34° 65' S. ; Ion. 138° 38' E.
P. (1860) 17,933. The Torrens is crossed by
bridges, which divide the city into North and
South Adelaide. It is laid out in squares and
terraces, and the streets intersect each other at

right angles. The first settlement was made in

1836, and the survey of the town lands was com-
pleted in March 1837. The progress of the city

has been rapid. At first it consisted of a few
huts of straw and mud covered with canvas.
Gradually edifices of a more imposing character
came into existence. Under the auspices of the
corporation, various improvements of a pub-
lic nature were from time to time effected. It iij

surrounded by a public demesne, termed the
"Park Land, comprising 1940 acres. The city

has a governor's house, government offices, post

office, jaU, three banks, besides a savings bank,
court house, railway and telegraph stations,

theatre, hospital, lunatic and destitute asylums,
exchange, and a botanic garden. It has Epis-
copalian, Boman Catholic, Presbyterian Inde-
pendent, Baptist, Unitarian, Methodist, and
German Lutheran churches ; a Friend's meeting-
house, Jews' sjTiagogue, and numerous schools.

Manufactures—wooUens, machinery, soap, and
candles; breweries, tanneries, carriages, iron
and brass foundries, potteries, saw mills,

and flour mills. "There are two daily and two
weekly newspapers published. Water is con-'

veyed by service pipes from a reservoir on the
Torrens. The city is divided, for municipal pur-
poses into four wards, and it is lighted with gas.

Adelaide is connected with several other towns
by railway, and an extensive system of telegraphs
are in operation. The quickest voyage to Ade-
laide by a sailing vessel was from Plymouth in

77 days, on the great circle route. The average
voyage is 100, and by steamers 60 days. Distance
to England 11,400 nautical m.

—

Port-Adelaide
harbour has a patent slip and ship-building yard,
and a light ship is moored at its entrance.

Adelaide Island, off the S.W. coast of Pata-
gonia. Lat. 52° S. ; Ion. 75° W.
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Adelbodicn, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Bern, dist. Frutigen. P. 1536. Mineral baths.

Adelepsen, a vill. of Hanover, 7 m. W.N.W.
Gottingen. P. 1500. Tobacco culture.

Ad^lie, a tract of barren land in the Antarctic

Ocean. Lat. 66° 30' S. ; Ion. 136° to 142° E.

Adelmajjnsfelden, a town of Wurtemburg, 9

m- N.N.W. Aalen. P. 1700. Cotton spinning,

paper manufactures, and iron forges.

Adelxau, a town, Prussia, cap. circ, 67 m.
S.E. Posen, on 1. b. the Bartsch. P. 2000.

Adelsberg, a town of Illyria, Carniola, cap.

circ, 22 m. N.E. Triest. P. 1500. Celebrated

for its stalactite caves.

Adei^sberg (Postojnd), a to-\vn, Austria, circ.

and 26 m. S.W. Laibach. P. 1700.

Adelsdorf, a vill. of Austrian Silesia, 3 m. S.

Freiwaldau, on 1. b. of the Bielau. P. 1150.

Adelsheim {AdolzheirrCyi a town of Baden,
circ. Lower Rhine. P. 1500. Custom house.

Ademcz, a town of Spain, prov. and 62 m.
N.W. Valencia, on rt. b. of the Turia. P. 3033.

Aden (Cape), a rocky peninsula on the S.

coast of Arabia. Lat. 12° 45' K ; Ion. 45° 7' E.,

130 m. E. the Strait of Bab-el-mandeb, between
Suez and Bombay. Height 1776 ft above the sea.

Aden, a town and seaport of Arabia, which
has belonged to the British since 1839, on the E.

side of Cape Aden. Lat. 12° 46' 15" N. ; Ion.

45° 10* 20" E. Height above the sea, 123 feet, on
a volcanic crater. The pop., which in 1839 was
said to be under 1000, is now (1863) 20,000, includ-

ing garrison of 2000 Indian troops. Its fortifica-

tions, from natural advantages, are considered im-
pregnable. Numerous mosques attest its former
magnificence. Aden is badly supplied with
brackish water from the adjacent plain : a con-
densing apparatus is used by the residents. It

rains only once in three years, when it descends
copiously for 15 or 20 days, in September: to

husband the rain-water, the British have con-
structed a system of reservou's in a rocky
ravine, at the cost of 1,000,000^., which are cal-

culated to supply the inhabitants during the dry
season. Before the rise of Mocha, it was chief
trading port of Arabia. Climate moist & equable.
Mean temp, in May, June, and July, 90° to 94°

F. ; May and September are the most unhealthy
months. It has an excellent harbour on W. side
of point Chief coaling station of the steamboat
passage to India, and has a magnetic observatory.
Shortest sea-track from Liverpool, 9885 miles.
Adenau, a town of Rhenish Prussia, cap. circ,

gov. and 29 m. W. Coblenz. P. 1500.
Adendorf, a vill. of Austria, Stiermark, gov.

and Z\ m. N.N.W. Neumarkt. P. 900.

Adenstedt, a viU. of Hanover, Hildesheim, 6i
m. S.S.W. Peine. P. 800.

Aderar, a dist. in the centre of N.W. Africa,
near the N. most part of the Niger.
Aderno, a town, Sicily, at S.E. foot of Mount

Etna, near the Simeto, prov. and 17 m. N.W.
Catania. P. (1861) 12,999. Ruinsofanc. .4dmnwrn.
Adersbach, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. Konig-

gratz, 9 m. W.N.W. Braunaii, P. 685.
Adiaman, a town of Asiatic Tiirkey in the

pashalic and 90 m. E. of Marash.
Adige, Athesis, a river of N. Italy, formed by

streams from the Helvetian Alps, which unite
at Glums, where it takes the name of the Etsch.
Near Bolsano it is caUed the Adige, and receives
the Eisach. It enters Lombardy 13 m. S. Rove-
redo, flows S. and E., and enters the Gulf of Ve-
nice at Porto-Fossone, 13 m. N.E. Adria. Course
220 m. Aftis. on left, the Passer, Eisach, Avisio,
and Alpoue ; on right the Nos. Glums, Trent,

Rcveredo, and Verona, are on its banks. It is

navigable from Trent to the sea ; but its velocity
renders the navigation difficult.—The Adigetto
is a canal which commences near Badia, and
connects the Adige with the Po.
Aduikerke, a vill. of Belgium, prov. W. Flan-

ders, 18 m. S.W. Ostend. P. 969.

Adirondack Mountains, a group of moun-
tains in N. America, New York, Essex co., be-
tween Lakes Champlain and Ontario. Highest
summit. Mount Tahawas or Marcy, 5467 feet.

Adisham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, S^ m.
E.S.E. Canterbury. Ac. 1815. P. 492.

Adjunta, a town of India, Hyderabad, 65 m.
N.E. Aurungabad. Has remarkable cave temples.
Adjygurh, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, prov. Allahabad, with a hiU fortress

taken by the British in 1809. P. 45,000.

Adlerkosteletz, a town of Austria, Bohemia,
circ. and 26 m. S.E. Kiiniggratz. P. 3100.
Adleshiz (Adlesci), a vill. of Austria, Krain,

gov. and 3^ m. N.E. Tschernembel. P. 820.

Adligenschwyl, a vill. of Switzerland, cant,

and 2^ m. E. Lucerne. P. 591.

Adlikon, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Ziirich,

dist. and li^ m. S. Regensperg. P. 944.

Adlingfleet, a pa. of England, co. York, West
Riding, near the junction of the Ouse and Trent,
8 m. S.E. Howden. Ac. 5295. P, 480.
Adlington, two townships of Engl.—I. co.

Chester, pa. Prestbury, 5 m. N.W. Macclesfield.

Ac. 3350. P. 987. Silk-weaving.—II. co. Lan-
caster, pa. Standish, 4 m. N. Wigan, and 1 m. E.
the Wigian & Preston railway. Ac. 1062. P. 1976.
Adlisweil, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Zurich, on the Sihl. P. 1315.

Admiralty (Island), Russian America, lat. 58°

N.; Ion. 134° W. It is 90 m. N. to S., by 25 in

breadth.

—

(Jslandsy, in the Pacific, N.E. of Papua,
the largest nearly 60 m. in length, and in lat.

2° S. ; Ion. 147° 19' 52" E.—</n/e<), Tierra del
Fuego, lat. 64° S. ; Ion. 70° W.
Admiston or Athelhampstone. a pa., Engl., co.

Dorset, 6 m. E.N.E. Dorchester. Ac. 471. P. 95.

Admont, a town of Austria, Upper Styria, on
the Enns, 56 m. N.W. Gratz. P. 800.

Adoni, a town of British India, presid. Madras,
dist. and 42 m. N.E. Bellary. It was taken and
ruined by Tippoo Sahib in 1787.

Adony, a town of Hungary, Stuhlweissenbiirg,
on the Danube, 28 m. S. Pesth. P. 3000.

Adorf, the S.most town of Saxony, on the
Elster, 29 m. S.S.W. Zwickau. P. (1861") 3002.

It has mineral springs, & manufs. cottons & cloth.

Adorp, a viU. of the Netherlands, prov. and
4 m. N.N.W. Groningen. P. 1008.

Adour, Aturus, a river of France, rises in the
Tourraalet (Pyrenees) near Bareges, passes Bag-
nferes-de-Bigorre, Tarbes, S. Sever and Dax,
where it becomes navigable ; and after a course
of 95 m. falls into the Bay of Biscay N. Bayonne.
Afilts., Midouze, Gabas, Luy, and Gave-de-Pau.
Adowa, a town of Abyssinia, cap. state Tigrd

145 m. N.E. Gondar. Lat. 14° 12' N. ; Ion. 89°

5' E. P.8000.(?) It is the chief entrepot of trade
between the interior of Tigr^ and the coast.

Adpar, a town and pari. bor. of Wales, co
Cardigan, pa. Landyfriog, on the Teifi, a bridge
which joins it to Newcastle-Emlyn, 8^ m. E.S.E.
Cardigan. P.1473. Unites with Cardigan,Aberyst-
with, etc., in sending amember to H. of Conamons.
Adra, Abdera, a seaport town of Spain, Anda-

lucia, prov. and 60 m. S.E. Granada, on the Medi-
terranean. P. 7400. Lead mines.
Adramyti, a seapoi-t town of Asia Minor. 4 ni.

from the head of Gulf of Adramyti, and 83 m.
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N. Smyrna. P. 5000. (?) Exports olives and
gall-nuts.

Adkara San Martino, a vill., N. Italy, prov.

and 14 m. K Bergamo. P. 1915. Anc. castle, cele-

brated in the wars of the Guelphs and Guibelines.

Adria, Hatria, an anc. city of Italy, gov. Venice,

between the Po and Adige. It gave its name to

the Adriatic, from which it is now 14 m. distant.

Its site, near Rovigo, can scarcely be traced.

Adbiampatam, a marit town of British India,

presid. Madras, 34 m. S.E. Tanjore.

Adrian, a tnshp. of the U.S., North America,

Michigan, Lenawee co., at junction of Toledo and
Monroe raUways, 60 S.W. Detroit. P. 4000.

Adrianople, Andrinople, Edreneh (Hadri-

anopoliay, a city of Em-opean Turkey, prov Ru-
nielia, on the Tundja, near its confl. witn the

Maritza, 137 m. N.W. Constantinople. Lat. 41°

41' 17" N. ; Ion. 26° 35' 41" E. P. 140,000, of

prov. 1,800,000. Area 9567 sq. m. Considered
as the second cap. of the empire. It was once

surrounded by a wall, now in ruins. It has an
arsenal, a cannon foundry, caravanseries and
bazaars. On the rt b. of the Tundja is situated

the Eski-Serai, the old palace of the sultans, now
decayed. ExceUent wines are made in its vici-

nity and there are large fields of roses for the

manuf. of "attars," or essence of roses. Manufs.
silks, woollens, and linens, has dye works, tan-

neries, and an active commerce in manufac-
tured goods, the chief outlet for which is the port

of Enos. It was the cap. of the Ottoman empire
from 1366 to 1463. Hadrianopolis was founded
by the emperor Hadrian on the site of the anc.

Orestia.

Adriatic Sea (Ital. Mare Adriatico) or Gulf
OF Venice; is that part of the Mediterranean
which extends from the' S.E., at lat. 40° to the

N.W^ at lat. 45° 46' N., between the coasts of

Italy, lllyria, and Albania. It takes its name
from the city of Adria, and forms on the W. the
Gulf of Maufredonia, on the coast of Naples.
The N.W. part bears the name of the Gulf of

Venice. On the E. side are the Gulfs of Triest,

Fiume, and Cattaro, on the coast of Austria, and
of Drino in Albania. The water of this sea con-
tains more salt than that of the ocean, and the
influence of the tides is little felt. It has many
shoals, and its muddy shores are covered with
unwholesome marshes. Greatest depth 22, and
great part of it less than 12 fathoms. On the
Dalmatian side are beautiful strands formed by
islands which environ the coast, affording to
vessels a secure retreat from storms. During
summer the navigation of the gulf is safe, be-
cause the prevailing wind is favourable for leav-
ing it, but in winter the S.E. winds cause much
destruction. The Adriatic receives few rivers
of importance, except the Adige and the Po.
Greatest length, from Cape Leuca to Trieste, 450
m., mean breadth, 90 m.
Adro, a comm. and vill. of N. Italy, cap. dist.,

prov. and 10 m. W.N.W. Brescia. P. 2220.
Adstock, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 2J ra.

N.W. Winslow. Ac. 1130. P. 385.

Adur, a river of England, co. Sussex, rises

S.W. Horsham, flows S., and enters the English
Channel at Shoreham, after a course of 26 nules.
Adveni-ure Bay, on E. side of Bnm^ island,

lat. 43° 20' S. ; Ion. 147° 30' E.
Adwell, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4 m.

S.S W. Thame. Ac. 439. P. 68.

Adwick-le-Street, a pa. of England, co. York,
4 m. N.W. Doncaster. Ac. 3034. P. 440.
Adwick-upon-Dearne, a pa. of England, co.

York, West Riding, on the Deame, 6 ra. N.N.E.

Rotherham, and about 1 m. from the North Mid-
land Railway. Ac. 1107. P. 226.

.3ilGADES, a group of isls. off the W. coast of

Sicily, from 15 to 35 m. W. TrapanL
JEgean Sea. [Archipelago (Greclan).]
Aegid, a vill. of Austria, circ. and near St

Polten. The centre of great iron works.
.^GiNA, an island of Greece, gov. Attica, in the

Saronic Gulf, an inlet of the ^gean between
Attica and the Morea, 9 m. by 5 m. P. 4000. N.
rocky, S. fertile ; contains ruins of the temple of

Jupiter Panhellenius. On its W. side is the town
and port of .ffigina, 24 m. S.W. Athens.
Aegidienburg, a vill. of Prussia, gov. Koln,

circ. and 5^ m. S.S.E. Siegburg. P. 1050.

Aelen, a town of Switzerland. [Aigle.]
Aeltere, a vill., Belgium, prov. E. Flanders, on

rail., 12 m. N.N.W. Ghent. P., with comm., 5464.
Emilia, an old Roman prov. of Italy, between

the Po and the Apennines.
Aeng, a frontier town in Further India, pre-

sid. Bengal, prov. and 80 m. S.E. Aracan, near
the best pass into the Burmese dominion.
^oLiAN, anc. name of the Lipari Islands.
Aernen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vallais,

on the Rhone, 7 m. N.E. Brieg. P. 418.

Aeroe or Arroe, an island of Denmark, in the
Little Belt, 10 m. S. Fuhnen. It is 14 m. in
length by 5 mean in breadth. P. 10,200.

Aeroeskiobing, a town and seaport, the cap.

of the above island, on N.E. side. P. 1600.

Aerschot, a town of Belgium, prov. S. Bra-
bant, cap. cant., 23 m. N.E. Brussels. P. 3895.

Aertrycke, a comm. and vill. of Belgiujn,

prov. West Flanders, 8 m. S.W. Bruges. P. 2687.
Aerzeele, a comm. and vill. of Belgium,

West Flanders, 15 m. N.E. Courtrai. P. 3192,

Aerzen, a town of Prussia, Hanover, 6 m.
S.W. Hameln. P. 1400. It has gunpowder works.
Aescu, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 6 m.

S. Basel. P. 1148.—II. cant. Luzern. P. 821.

Aesciii, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

6| m. E.S.E. Soleure. P. 1075.

Aeugst, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 7 m.
S.S.W. Zurich. P. 677.

^tna (Mont), Sicily. [Etna.]
^tolia, a div. of anc, and with Acamania, a

nome or gov. of modern Greece, on the continent,

cap. Missolonghi, between lat. 38° 17' and 38° 50'

N. ; Ion. 21° 10' and 22° 6' E. Area 2939 sq. m.
P. (1861) 109,392. It is mostly mountainous ;

.

but along the Corinthian Gulf, barley, rye, and
oUves are raised. Mount Oxea^ on its N. frontier,

is 4630 feet high. Chief river the Phidaris.

Affaltrach, a vill. and castle of Wttrtemberg,
circ. Neckar, 7 m. S.S.E. Weinsberg. P. 1050.

Affane, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, co. Water-
ford, 1^ m. S. Cappoquin. Ac. 7772. P. 1300.

Affeking, a viU. of Bavaria, 2 m. S.E. Kel-
heim, on the Danube. P. 900.

Affoltern, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
8 m. S.W. Zurich. P. 1864.—II. cant, and 15 m.
N.W. Bern. P. 992.—III. (Bd Hoiigg), cant and
4 m. N.W. Zurich. P. 829.

Affori, a comm. of North Italy, prov. and 2\
m. N.Milan. P. 2189.
Aff-puddle or Affpondell, a pa., Engl., co.

Dorset, 7 m. E.N.E. Dorchester. Ac. 3818. P. 455.

Affrique (St), a comm. and town of France,

dep. Aveyron on the Sorgue, 29 m. S.S.E.

Rhodez. P. 6807. Trade in Roquefort cheese.

Afghanistan, Afghan-land (the Ariana of the
Greeks), an inland country of Asia, between lat.

26° 50' and 36° 30' N. ; Ion. 60= and 72° SC E.,

having E. the Punjab, S. Bwhalpoor, Sinde,

and Bfloochistan, W. the Persian dominion, and
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N. Independent Turkestan, from which it is

peparated by the Hindoo Koosh, 20,000 feet high.

Area estimated at 225,000 sq. m., and the pop. at

5,120,000. Four-fifths of the country consist of

rocks and mountains. From the table-land in

the N., mountain ranges extend to the S.E. and
W., 15,000 to 16.000 feet in height, and enclosing

valleys and plains, some of which are fertile and
well watered. The S.W. part of the country is

a desert, with an elevation of 3000 to 5000 feet.

Chief rivers the Cabool, Helmund, Gomul, and
Lora, but none of great size. The only lake of

consequence is that of Ab-istada. From the dif-

ference in elevation of surface there is a great

diversity of climate in this region. The heat in

the S.W. is extreme, while in Cabool and Ghuz-
nee in the N.F., it is moderate. Bain faUs for 4
or 6 weeks in summer over a great part of the
country, except in the E. table-land, where it is

very deficient. Snow falls in winter, and the
higher mountains are always snow-clad. The
vegetation in the low lands is like that of India

;

rice, cotton, the sugar-cane, millet, maize, and
tixrmeric, are grown. In the uplands the timber-
trees, herbs, and fruits of Europe, grow wild;
and wheat, barley, beans, turnips, mustard, and
artificial grasses, are cultivated. Cabool excels
in the variety and excellence of its fruits. Gold,
silver, mercury, iron, lead, copper, antimony,
coal, sulphur, and naphtha, are met with. Plimi-
bago is found in the N., and saltpetre and alum
abound. Arts and husbandry are in a low condi-
tion ; manufs. of cotton, wooUen, silk stuffs, sad-
dlery, harness, and cattle trappings, for home use.

Sheep and goats are abundant, producing a fine

shawl wool. Imports cottons, indigo, muslins,
silks, brocade, ivory, wax, sandal-wood, sugar,
and spices from India; horses, gold, silver, co-
chineal, and broad cloth from Turkestan ; cutlery
i, hardware, from Bussia ; sUks, cottons, embroi-
dery, and chintz from Persia ; slaves from Arabia
and Abyssinia; sUks, tea, porcelain, dyes, and
precious metals overland from China ; dates and
cocoa-nuts from Beloochistan. Exports madder,
assafoetida, tobacco, fruits, horses, furs, shawls,
and chintz, to India; shawls, turbans, indigo,
and other Indian produce, to Turkestan ; and the
same articles, with Herat carpets, to Persia. Tran-
sit trade is conducted by means of camels and
horses, the employment of wheeled vehicles being
impracticable. The population comprises Beloo-
ches, Usbeks, Huzarehs, Eimauks, Persians, and
Hindoos, but mostly the Afghan race, and Mo-
hammedans of the Sunnite sect. The Afghans
are true highlanders, divided into tribes or clans,

the most noted of which are the Dooraunees and
Ghiljies ; the Lahonees are the principal traders.
Many ancient monuments have lately been dis-
covered, chiefly two colossal statues in the valley
of Bamian, and coins from B.C. 256 to a.d. 1000.
The country is subdivided into the three separate
principalities of Cabool, Candahar, and Herat.
Chief cities Cabool, Candahar, Herat, Peshawer,
Jelalabad, and Ghuznee.
Afium-Kara-Hissar fJSZaci Castle of Opiuniy,

a city of Asia Minor, Anatolia, cap. Sanjiack,
50 m. S.S.E. Kutaiah. P. estim. at 60,000. (?) It
has a citadel, mosques, baths, khans, manufs. of
felts, carpets, arms, saddlery, and trade in opium.
Afka, Apheca, a vill. of Lebanon, Metawely,

in a valley at the sources of the Nahr Ibrahim
(Adonis). Buins of temple to Venus and Adonis.
Afragola, a coram, and town of South Italy,

ca,p. cant., prov. and 6 m. N.N.E. Naples. P. (1861)
1<;,493. With manufactures of straw bonnets.

Africa, Libya, one of the great divisions of the

globe, forming a. vast peninsula, joined to Asia
by the Isthmus of Suez, and separated from
Europe by the Strait of Gibraltar, bounded N.
by the Mediterranean, E. by the Bed Sea and
Indian Ocean, S. and W. by the Atlantic. Its
extreme points are, N. Cape Bugiaron in Algeria,
lat 37° 6' N. ; Ion. 6" 26' E. ; S. Cape AguUias,
lat. 34° 49' S. ; Ion. 20° E. ; W. Cape Verd, lat. 14°
43' N. ; Ion. 170° 34' W. ; and E. Cape Guardafui,
lat 11° 50' N. ; Ion. 51° 16' E. Length about 4300,
and extreme breadth 4000 m. Area estim. at
11,376,000 sq. m., and pop. at 60,000,000. It is

divided near its centre by the equator, and the
greater part of it lies within the tropics.

—

Oro-
graphy. A border of high and mountainous land,
with partial interruptions, extends round the
edge of the continent, while the interior is occu-
pied by plateaus from the paraDel of 4° or 5°

if. to the Cape Colony, and by plains from the
same parallel to the Sahara in the N. and the
plateau of Abyssinia in the E. On the N.W.,
Mount Atlas range covers a large portion of
Marocco and Algeria, rising in Moimt Miltsin
to 11,400 feet From Tunis to the delta of the
Nile, the shores are low, except at Jebel Acdar,
in Ion. 20° E. From the Nile delta a series of
terrace-formed rocky hills stretches S. along the
shores of the Bed Sea to the alpine region of
Abyssinia, in which Bas Detschen is 15,986, and
Abba Jarret 15,000 ft. above the sea. From Abys-
sinia to the equator, the coast coimtry is high, ris-

ing 6500 ft on theN. shore of the Somauli country.
In E. equatorial Africa the land rises from the
coast range to the Sources of the Nile, where lake
Victoria-Nyanza is 3740 feet ; and S.W. of it the
moimtains are 6000 to 8000 feet above the sea.

S. of the equator the peaks of Kenia and Kili-
toandjaro are supposed to be 20,000 feet,- and
snow-clad. Between the parallels of 15° and 16°

S., the Milange hills along the E. shores of lake
Shirwa are about 2000 feet high. The coast
region continues high to the S. ; but where dis-

rupted by the Zambezerriver, it is only 600 to 800
feet. S. of the Zambeze the Compass Berg,
highest point in Cape Colony, is 9000 feet. The
high ridge is continued W. through the centre of

the Cape Colony to the Orange Biver ; and Table
Mountain, at the S.W. of the continent, is 3583
feet high. The mountain zone stretches north-
ward between the coast and the Kalahari desert

;

and in Damara Land, Omatako mountain rises to
8739 feet The border-land continues high to

the bight of Biafra, where the Camaroon moun-
tains are 13,000 feet above the sea. Beyond the
delta of the Niger are King William mountains.
2000 to 3000 feet ; Soracte mountains, 1278 feet

;

Bennel moimtains, 3200 feet; and the Kong
mountains, 2000 to 3000 feet The high border
land terminates abruptly in Senegambia, leaving
a wide expanse of nearly level desert between
this and Marocco. Africa is remarkable for its

vast extent of desert ; in the N. the region of

the Sahara, from the Atlantic Ocean to the Nile,

is, in its W. portion, an immense region of sand
;

but in the centre and E. it is traversed by hilla

and a sandstone plateau 1000 to 1400 feet above
the sea, with green and fertile oases. S. of Tri-
poli the surface varies from 1000 feet to a plateau
of 4000 or 5000 feet S.W. of Mourzouk, similar
heights, interspersed with valleys, extend S. to

the country of Air or Asben. The table-land of

Agades is 2000 feet ; but in the high land of
Soudan, Mt Gediyo is 3000, Mt Mindif, 8. of

lake Tchad, 6000, and Mt Atlantika 10,000 feet

high. From this point the central region, within
5° on each side of the equator, is still unexplored.
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Barth describes a great portion of Negroland

as low, and shallow water-courses characterise

N. Central Africa, formerly considered a dry

elevated waste. The interior of S. Africa, ex-

plored by Livingstone, has the form of an ele-

vated trough, the outer mountainous border

enclosing an immense region of undulating and
fertile table-land, with high and well-defined

watersheds through which flows the Zam-
beze, the main stream of a river system, be-

tween lat 10" and 20° S., traversing the interior.

S.W. of this region the Kalahari desert, not quite

destitute of vegetation, is 3600 feet high, sloping

towards the Orange river, where it is 2000 feet.

W. of the Kalahari desert, Namaqua laud ex-

tends for 148,000 sq.m., a barren desolate region.

S. of the Orange river, the Karoo plain is an

arid tract 200 m. long and 50 broad. S. of this,

and N. of the Cape mountains, the table-land is

600 feet high, and in part cultivated.

—

Hydro-
graphy. Of the rivers which flow N. to the

Mediterranean, the NUe is by far the most im-

portant ; those of Marocco and Algeria, though
nimierous, having only short courses. To the

Atlantic flow the waters of the Senegal, the

Niger or Quorra, Congo or Zaire, Coanza, Orange
or Gariep; and to the Indian ocean, the Jubb,

Zambeze, Limpopo, and Great Fish rivers. The
principal lakes are Victoria and Albert Nyanza,
the sources of the Nile, and Tanganyika, 1844 feet

above the sea ; in the E. Nyassa and Shirwa in tha

basin of the Zambeze in the S.E. Tchad is in the

centre ofN. Africa. Dembea, in Abyssinia ; Melrir,

in Algeria ; Dilolo, on the watershed between the

rivers which flow E. to the Zambeze, and W. to the

Congo, 4740 feet above sea level ; and N'gami, in

lat. 20° 19' S., 2825 feet above the sea^.—Climate.

Africa is mostly within the tropics; and, from
the nature of its surface, is the hottest of all the
continents. The maximum temperature of the
globe occurs N. of the equator, where, within an
elliptical space between lake Tchad and the
Red Sea, the mean annual temp, is 81°, and that
of July 90°, Fahr., but it is subject to great
changes ; and over the whole of the Sahara it

varies 80°, from maximum to minimum, and ice

is often formed. The centre of S. Africa has a
distinct winter cold, varying with latitude ; and
in the central parts of the Cape Colony the cold
in winter is often severe, and the ground is

covered with snow. N. Africa comprises a con-
siderable portion of the great rainless belt of the
old world

; yet rain falls periodically in torrents,

even in some parts of the desert. In S. Africa^
rain sometimes pours for months together ; and
in Sierra Leone, on the W., the rain-fall amounts
to 189 inches a year. Hot winds, called the
Simoom and the Harmattan, prevail in the N. and
W. of Africa—In Vegetatton, the products of
this vast continent are abundant and varied;
wherever nature or art supplies water, there
vegetable life flourishes with the greatest exuber-
ance. On the Atlas range, and the borders of
the Sahara, the date-tree yields the staple food
of the inhabitants ; and a strip of country there
is called the " land of dates."^ The Adansonia
digitata is the most common tree in the centre of
N. Africa, and the tamarind tree is the chief or-
nament of Negroland. The banyan tree (I'icus
indica), the sago palm, oil palm, sugar cane,
coffee, tobacco, and cotton, are found from the S.
border of the Sahara to the valley of the Zam-
beze, where the grape-bearing vine grows wild.
Rice is cultivated in the moist countries of Negro-
land, and wheat has been introduced.

—

Zoology.
The animal kingdom is still more varied and ori-
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ginal than the vegetable ; nearly all the species*

of the old world are represented in their best!

varieties. Domestic animals are the horse ofJ
Barbary and Arabia, the Cape buffalo, the mule
of Senegal, and the zebra ; and, among wild ani-«

mals, the lion, elephant, rhinoceros, hippopota-

mus, giraffe, camel, gazelle, antelope, and mon-
key. The forests abound in parrots of bright

plumage ; the ostrich and many other birds are

peculiar to Africa. The crocodile is the chief

reptile, and there are few poisonous serpents.

Among many thousands of insects, the locust is

the most destructive ; and a venomous fly, called

the tsetze, whose bite is fatal to nearly all do-
mestic animals, abounds in the S.—The Mineral
products comprise gold and iron. Coal was ex-
tracted near Mozambique in 1858.

—

Topography.
The great divisions of Africa are: on the N.
Barbary, Egypt, and the great desert Sahara ; on
the W. Senegambia, Upper and Lower Guinea

:

on the E. Nubia, Abyssinia, the newly discovered
" Country of the Moon," the coast of Ajan, Zan-
guebar, Mozambique, and Caffraria ; and on the

S. the Cape Colony. In the centre, Soudan or

Nigritia on the N., and the countries of the Zam-
beze on the S. of the equator.

—

Islands. The
Azores, Madeira islands, Canary and Cape Verd
islands, Fernando Po, Princes Island, in the
Gulf of Guinea, Ascension and St Helena, in the
Atlantic. Socotra, Comoro islands, the Seychel-
les, Zanguebar, the Mascarene islands (Mauritius,

Reunion, etc.), and Madagascar, in the Indian
Ocean.

—

Man. The pop. of the N. comprises Turks,
Arabs, Jews, and French. The descendants of

the aborigines are the Berbers of the Atlas region,

the Tibbous and Tuaricks of Sahara, and the
Copts of Egypt. The Moors are of a mixed de-
scent. The Ethiopian group of nations is dis-

persed in great vai-iety over all Africa, S. of the
Great Desert, and a large portion of the island of

Madagascar. The Negro tiibes are limited to

the W. In the more elevated regions of the S.,

the colour of the natives is often a light bronze
;

the Caffres have heads finely developed, and
strongly European. The Hottentots inhabit the
Cape Colony and its borders. A corrupt form of

the Christian religion is professed in Abyssinia

;

Mohammedanism is prevalent in the N. ; and
Feticism is the most widely spread and degrad-
ing form of superstition. The Negroes of the
W. coast know how to temper steel, and those of

Senegal are expert jewellers. The Ovas of Ma-
dagascar work in iron, and manufacture Unen.
The inhabitants of Marocco and Barbary excel

in the preparation of skins.. The manufacture of

cloth in Bomou supplies all central Africa ; and
the natives of the Grain Coast engage as sailors

in European vessels. Missionaries have intro-

duced civilisation and Christianity among the
tribes of the W. and S. ; and the infamous trade

ia slaves has been abandoned by most of the

nations of Europe and America,

—

European Pos-
sessions. The regencies of Tripoli and Tunis, and
the viceroyalty of Egypt, recognise the jKjIitical

sovereignty of the Ottoman Porte. Portugal pos-
sesses the govs, of Madeira, Cape Verd, and the
Bissagos, St Thomas and Princes Island, the gov.
of Angola and Congo on the W., and Mozambi-
que on the £. England has establishments in

Senegambia and Sierra Leone, on the Gold and
Slave Coasts, the islands of Fernando Po, As-
cension, St Helena, and Tristan d'Acunha in tho
Atlantic, the islands Mauritius, Rodriguez, the
Seychelles, Amirantes, and Socotra, in the Indian
ocean. Natal, and the colony of the Cape of Good
Hope. France possesses St Louis and Goree in
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Senegal, the islands of Eeuuion (Bourbon), Ste

Marie, Maj'otte, Nossi Be, etc., iu the Indian

ocean, and the colony of Algeria. The Nether-

lands gov. possesses several factories on the

coast of Guinea, of which St George Elmina is

the seat of gov. Liberia, under a native presi-

dent, was recognised as a free republic in 1848.

Exports gold dust, ivory, gum, wax, marocco,

leather, indigo, copper, salt, and dates. Imports

(by caravans to the interior), fire-arms, sabres,

(English manuf.), glass wares, woollens, silks,

printed muslins, razors, spices and perfumes.

African Islands, a low group in the Indian

ocean, N. of Amirante islands. Lat. 4^ 63' 30" S.

;

Ion. 53° 33' E. H.M.S. " Spitfire" wrecked in 1801.

Afrikeah or Mahadiah, a town and seaport

of Timis, near Cape Afrikeah, on the Mediter-

ranean Sea, 115 m. S.S.E. Tunis.

Afvestad or Avtstadt, a town of Sweden,
prov. Dalcarlia on the Dal, 65 m. W.N.W. Upsala.

Oopper and iron mines. Manufs. cloth. P. 800.

Agably, a town of Africa, oasis Tuat, on the

route from Tripoli to Timbuctoo. Lat. 26° 38'

N. ; Ion. 0° 53' E, Water plentiful.

AGADES,a town of Central Africa, cap. kingdom
of Air or Asben, in lat. 16° 40' N. ; Ion. 7° 30' E.

P. 8000, formerly 60,000. Manufactures leather.

It is still an important entrep6t of the interior

commerce of Central Africa.

Agadics, a vill. of Austria Woiwodena, gov.

and 5^ m. N.N.W. Oravicza. P. 1300.

Agadik or Santa Cruz, a fortified town, and
the most S. seaport of Marocco, prov. Sus, on
the Atlantic, 23 m. S.E. Cape Ghir.

Agana, a fortified town, and the cap. of Guam,
one of the Ladrones, on its W. coast. P. 2000.

Agard, a vill. of Austria, co. Tolna, gov. and
3| m. N.N.W. Szegzard. P. I860.—II. co. Zemp-
lin, gov. and 6 m. S.E. Kiraly-Helmecz. P. 1600.

Agata (St), several towns of Italy.—I. or
Santhia, North Italy, prov. Novara, circ. Vercelli.

P. 4170.—II. prov, Caserta, circ. Gaeta, with
remains of magnificent amphitheatre, and ruins
of ancient 3Iintumo. P. of comm. 6800.—IV. de
Goti (Saticola), prov. Benevento, 16 m. E. Capua.
P. 7951.—V. Nuova, 4 m. S.E. Eeggio, with cot-
ton mills. P. of comm. 2170.
Agazzano, a town of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Piacenza. P. 2482.

Agde, Agatha, a town of France, dep. H^rault,
on 1. b. of the H^rault, and Canal du Midi, 2 m.
from the Mediterranean, and 30 m. S.W. Mont-
pellier. P. 9747. It has a college, a school of
navigation, and an active coasting trade.

Agdeh or Augdeh, a town of Persia, prov. and
70 m. W.N.W. Yezd. Exports goats' hair.

Agen, Aginnum, a town of France, cap. dep.,

Lot-et-Garonne, on rt. b. of the Garonne, 73 m.
S.E. Bourdoaux. P. 17,263. It has manufs. of
serge, cotton prints, starch and leather ; an entre-
pot for trade between Bordeaux and Toulouse.
Ager, a town of Spain, cap. com., prov. and 25

m. N.N.E. Lerida, Catalonia. P. 2200. A bishopric.
Agerola, a town, of South Italy, on a moun-

tain, 10 m. W.S.W. Salerno. P. 2500.
Agekshuus, a stift or prov. of Norway, cap.

Christiania, situated between lat. 68° 56' and 62°
58' N. ; Ion. 8° and 12° E. P. (1866) 107,421.

Area 2013 sq. m. It is the most important pro-
vince in the kingdom, for its agriculture, mines,
and commerce.—II. an old fort, which served as
a citadel to Christiana, and which gives its name
to the province.
Agger Canai, a natural communication be-

tween the Liirafiord and the North Sea, Den-
mark, North Jutland ; formed by a storm iu 1826.

Aggersoe, a small island of Denmark, in the
Great Belt, 6 m. from S.W. point of Seeland.
P. 370.
Aggius, a vill. of the Island Sardinia, prov.

and 35 in. N.E. Sassari, cap. maud. P. 2222.
Agha, a pa. of Ireland, co. Carlow, on the

Barrow. Ac. 4183. P. 1202.

Agha, a prefix to many pas. and vills. in Ire-

land.—I. (Boe), a pa., Leiuster, Queen's co., 11 r;.

S.W. Maryboro'. Ac. 18,702. P. 3502. For-
merlj' a Culdee establishment.—II. (Bog\ a pa.,

CO. Monaghan, 2 m. S.E. Newbliss. Ac. 11,543.

P. 4339.—III. {Bulloge) a pa., co. Cork, 7 m. N.E.
Macroom. Ac. 18,733. P. 2823.—IV. (jCrew), a
pa., CO. Tipperary. Ac. 1230. P. 282.—V. {Cross),

a pa., CO. Cork. Ac. 355. P. 67.—VI. {Da), a
pa., CO, Cork, 6 m. S.W. Cloyne. Ac. 2458. P.

2205 ; and a pa., co. Cai-low, 3 m. S. TuUow. Ac.
1697. P. 343.—VII. {Derg\ a pa., co. Down. Ac.
13,018. P. 6366.—VIII. (Doe), a pa., co. Kerry,
27 m. S.W. Castlemaine. Ac. 16,926, (including
1200 of water). P. 2763. Euins of an ancient
castle.—IX. {howey), a pa., co. Londonderry, 7
m. S. Coleraine. Ac. 16,306. P. 6914.—X. {Down),
CO. Cork, 4 ra. W. Skibbereen. Ac. 8952, P, 2779.—^XI. {Gallon) a pa., co. Antrim, 3^ m. N. Lurgan.
Ac. 6571. P. 3348.—XII. {Gower), a pa. of Ire-

land, CO. Mayo Ac. 55,046. P. 6068.—XIII.
{Lee), a pa. and vill. co. Antrim, 6 m. N.E. Lur-
gan. Ac. 2506. P. 1381.—XIV. {Lurcher), a pa.,

cos. Fermanagh and Tyrone. Ac. 46, 448. P.

11,464.—^XV. {More), a pa., co. Mayo, 4 m. S.

KUkelly. Ac. 22,510. P. 6782.—XVI. {Vallen), a
pa. and vill., co. Kerry, 4i m. W.S.W. Tarbert.
Ac. 16,743. P. 4680.—XVII. {Viller), a pa., co.

Kilkenny, 2J m. S.W. Knocktopher. Ac. 6670.

P. 856.

Aghancon, a pa. of Ireland, King's co., 3 m
N. Roscrea. Ac. 5543, P, 651,

Aghanloo, a pa. of Ireland, co. Londonderry
3 m. N. Newtonlimavady. Ac. 8251. P. 1295.

Aghanunshin, a pa. of Ireland, co. Donegal
2 m. N.E. Letterkenney. Ac. 3827. P. 991.

Agharra, a pa. of Ireland, co. Longford, 4J
N.E. Ballymahon. Ac 2595. P. 417.

Agher, a pa. of Ireland, co. Meath, 2 m.
S.S.W. SummerhUl. Ac.2061, P, 269.

Aghern, a pa. of Ireland, co. Cork, 5j m. E.
Eathcormack. Ac. 3489. P. 712.

Agherton or Ballyaghran, a pa. of Ireland,

CO. Londonderry, contains the vill. Port-Stewart,
Ac. 3893. P. 1745.

Aghinagh, a pa. of Ireland, co. Cork, 2J m,
S.S.E. Macroom. Ac. 9420. P. 1627.

Aghmat, a fortified town of Marocco, cap. prov,
on the N. declivity of Mount Atlas, 2^ m. S.

Marocco. P. 6000, about 1000 Jews.
Aghnameadle, a pa., Ireland, co. Tipperary,

with town of Toomyvara, Ac. 10.322. P. 1909
Aghowl, a pa. of Ireland, co, Wicklow, 4^ m.

S.E, TuUow. Ac. 8139. P. 1289.

Aghrim or Aughrim, a pa. of Ireland, co.

Eoscommon, 3;^ m. S. Carrick-on-Shannon.
Ac. 8119. P. 2064. Also a pa., co. Galway, 13m
N.E. Loughrea. Famous for the victory gained
by William in, over his father-in-law, James ii.,

in 1691. Ac. 7251. P. 1072.

Agincourt or Azincourt, a vill. in the north
of France, dep. Pas de Calais, 13 m. N,W, St
Pol, P, 438, Near this, 25th October 1415, the
Enghsh, under King Henry v,, totally defeated
a superior French force,

Agivey, a pa, of Ireland, co, Londonderry, 7
m, S.S,E, Coleiaine, Ac. 1670, P. 708,
Agi^soun, Lysinoe, a town of Asia-Minor,

Anatolia, on a inoiintain, 55 m. N. Sataiiiih.
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Aglastkrhausen, a viU. of Baden, Lower

Rhine, 7 m. W. Mosbach. P. 850.

Aguako, a comra. and vill. of N. Italy, prov.

Alessandria, circ. Asti, li m. from Montegi'osso.

P. 2581.

AoLife, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin, 9 m.
S.W. Iviea. P. 3321. Has a royal palace.

Aglish, a pa. of Ireland, co. Cork, 9J m. W.S.W.
Cork. Ac. 6770. P. 1432.—II. a pa., co. Mayo.
Ac. 14,416. P. 6995.—III. a pa., co. Kerry, 4 m.
S.S.E. MUltown. Ac. 4857. P. 1220.—IV. a pa.,

CO. Waterford. Ac 6856. P. 2205.

Aglish Cloghane, a pa., Irel., co. Tipperary,

3i m. N.N.E. Borris-o-Kane. Ac. 6897. P. 788.

Agly, a riv., France, dep. Pyrdndes-Onentales.
Agna, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, dist.

and 6 m. S.S.E. Conselve. P. of comm. 2360.

Agnadello, a comm. and vill., N. Italy, prov.
Cremona, circ. Crema, 2 m. N. Pandino. P.
1330. Here the Duke of Yendome defeated Prince
Eugene in 1705.

Agnana, a town of South Italy, prov. Eeggio,
circ. Gerace. P. 1142.

Agnano (Lake), Italy, 3 m. W. Naples. The
crater of an extinct volcano, IJ m. in diameter.
Near it are the Grotta del Cane, and the sulphur
baths of San Germano.
Agnant (St), viU. of France, dep. Charente-

Inf&ieure, cap., cant. arr. and 8 m. N.E. Mar-
ennes. P. 1205. Six fairs per annum.
Agnes (St), a pa. and town, England, co. Corn-

wall, on me Bristol Channel, 9 m. N.W. Truro.
Ac. 8354. P. 6550, chiefly miners. Opie the
painter was bom here in 1761. St Agnes' Bea-
con rises to the height of 664 feet Also one of

the Scilly islands, in lat 49° 63'N. ; Ion. 6° 20* E.
Agno, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Tessin, 3 m.

W. Lugano. P. 851.

Agnoxe, a town of South Italy, prov. and 20
m. N.W. Campobasso. P. (186n 10,230.

Agnosine, a vilL of N. Italy, Lombardy, prov.

Brescia, dist. and 5 m. S.S.W. Vestone. P. 1075..

Agoa de Pao, a mountain peak of the island

St Michael, Azores, near its centre, 3066 feet in

elevation.—11. a vilL on S. shore of same island.

Agoafkia, a town of Brazil, prov. and 100 m.
N.N.W. Bahia.
Agoaquente, a town of Brazil, near the mouth

of the river das Almas, 190 m. N.E. Goyaz.
Agoasdoces, a town of Brazil, prov. Minas-

Geraes, on a tributary of the San Francisco.
Agogsa, a river of N. Italy, rising in lake

Orta, flowing S. to the Po, 16 m. N.E. Alessandria.

Agon, a small seaport of France, dep. Manche,
opposite Jersey, and 6 m, W. Coutances. P. 1605.

A.G0051A, a small territory of West Africa. Gold
coast, with British, Dutch, & Danish settlements.

Agordo, a town of N. Italy, 12 m. N.W. Belluno.

P. 3000. In the valley of Imperina are the richest

copper mines in Italy.

Agosta or Augusta, a fortified city of Sicily,

prov. Catania, cap. cant., on a peninsula in the
Mediterranean, 14 m. N. Syracuse. P. 9735.
Its port is defended by a tower, and by forts Garcia
and Vittoria. Exports salt, oil, wines, and honey.
Agra, a district of British India, situated be-

tween lat. 26" 46' and 27° 24' N.; Ion. 77° 29
and 78° 55' E. Area 1,860 sq. m. P. 828,220.
It is a level plain, watered by the rivers Jumna,
Ganges, and ChumbuL Millet and pulses form
the principal food of the people, the soil being
too dry for the cultivation of rice ; cotton is grown
and it is the chief commercial crop.

Agra, a city of British India, and capital of
district of same name, situated on the south bank
of the Jumna river, 115 miles S.S.E. Delhi, 800

ft. above the sea. Mean daily temp. 66-9 Jan., to

97-1 June. Eainfall lOJ inches. Healthiest

months Nov. to April, unhealthiest August to

October. P. 76,600. It is fortified, and of great ex-
tent; has good streets and promenades, with
handsome houses for European ofBcers, subscrip-

tion rooms, churches, fort and arsenaL It boasts
of the palace and maiisoleum of Shah Jehan, the
finest existing specimen of Mohammedan archi-

tecture, and for miles around are the remains
of palaces and tombs, with the mausoleum of

Akbar, at Secundra, 6 m. distant. It has a British

^rrison, and a military station, 2 miles distant.

The English and Oriental coUege is the finest of

the modem buildings, which also comprise the
Metcalfe Testimonial, the government house, etc.

A trade is carried on with the W. provs. and
Persia, the imports thence being shawls, horses,

camels, rock salt, fruits, and drugs ; and by the
Jumna and Chumbul with the lower provs.,

whence come cotton and wool. Exports, raw
silks, indigo, and coarse sugar. From 1504 to

1647, Agra was the seat of the Mahommedan
empire in India. It was taken by the British in

the Mahratta war, 17th October 1803.

Agrah or Zagrab, a city of the Austrian
empire, cap. Croatia, on a hiU near the Save, 160
m. S.S.W. Vienna. P. 16,900. It is the resi-

dence of the Ban of Croatia, and has manufs. of

silks and porcelain, & a trade in com & tobacco.

Agramunt, a town of Spain, Catalonia, prov.
and 30 m. N.E. Lerida, on the Sio. P. 3000.

Agrapho, Europ. Turkey. [Pindus (Moirar).]
Agrate, a viU. of North Italy, prov. Milan,

cue Monza, 3^ m. S. Vimercate. P. 2312.

AgraTE-wiTH-CoN ruRBiA, two vills. forming a
comm., N. Italy, prov. and circ Novara. P. 1333.

Agreda, a town of Spain, Old Castile, proT.

Logroiio, 23 m. N.E. Soria. P. 3000.

Agreda, a town of South America, New Gran-
ada, prov. Popayan, with gold mines.

AGRfeVE (St), a town of France, cap. cant., dep.

Ardfeche, 22 m. W.S.W. Tournon. P. 3133.

With a reformed consistorial church.
Agrigentum. a prov. of Sicily. [Girgenti.]
Agrib, a mountain of Egypt, on the shores of

the Eed Sea, lat 28° 7' N. ; Ion. 32° 52' E.

Agris, a vilL of Austria, Hungary, co. Arad
gov. and 5J m. S.S.E. Pankota. P. 2000.

Agbopoli, a town of Italy, prov. Salerno, circ.

Vallo delia Lucania.
Agryjanskaia, a town of Eussia, gov. Astra-

khan, on an island in the Volga river.

Agtelek, a vi.U. of Hungary, comm. Gomor,
celebrated for the stalactite grotto of Baradla.

Agua (Volcan de), a volcanic mountain of

Central America, state and 25 m. S.W. Guate-
mala. Its crater is 15,006 feet above the sea.

Aguachapa, a vill. of Central America, Guate-
mala. P. about 5000. Has sugar manufactures.

Aguadilla, a seaport town, Antilles, isL of

Porto Rico, on its N.W. coast, 65 m. W. San Juan.

Aguas Calientes Q^Hot Springs"), a city of

Mexico, cap. state of same name, 65 m. S. Zaca-
tecas. P. of state (1866) 433, 151 ; of town 23,000.

It has 3 convents, manufs. of woollens, and an
active trade. The state of Aguas Calientas be-
longed to Zacatecas till 1853. According to

Humboldt, hot mineral springs issue from th«

gravel at a high temperature.

Aguguano, a town of Italy, prov. and circ

Ancona. P. 2785.

Agugliaro, a viU. of N. Italy, prov. Vicenza,

dist. and 7 m. N. Loniga. P. 930

.

Aguilar, a town of Spain, Navarra, cap*

aytmt, in valley of same name. P. 616.
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AotiLAR DE Cajipo, a town of Spain, prov. and
59 m. N.N.E. Palencia, on the Pisuerga. P. 618.

Aguiiar de Campos, a town of Spain, prov. and
30 m. N.W. Valladolid, with anc. castle. P.

775.

Aguilar de la Frostera, a town of Spain,

frov. and 22 m. S.S.E. Cordova, on the Cabra.
', 11,836.

Aguiias, a town of Spain, prov. Mnrcia, on the
Mediterranean, 37 m. S.W. Cartagena. Exports
grain, barilla, lead, and silver. P. 4832.

Aguisies, a town of the Great Canary isL, arr.

Palmas. P. 3073. Commerce in linen & cotton.

Agulenitza, a town of Greece, Morea, gov. Tri-

phylia, 20 m. S.E. Gastouni. It has trade in wine.
Agulhas C^vpe, Africa. [Cape of Good Hope.]
Agums, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, circ. Brixen,

gov. and 4 m. S. Glums. P. 1320.

Agya, a viU. of Austria, Hungary, co. Aiud,
gov. and 4 m. N.E. Kis-Jeno. P. 1340.

Ahamlish or Ailuiplish, a pa. of Ireland, co.

Sligo, 9 m. N.N.W. Sligo. Ac. 16,413. P. 6127.

Ahakta, a dist. of W. Africa, on the Gold
coast. A rich, well wooded country, watered by
the Ancobra and Chama. Has gold mines. Sugar
cane cultivated. Chief towns, Axim and Boussa.
Ahar, a town of Persia, prov. Azerbijan, on

an affl. of the Kur, 60 m. N.E. Tabriz.

Aharney or LiSDOWNEY, a pa. of Irel., Queen's
CO. & Kilkenny, 3 m. S. Durrow. Ac. 6938. P. 1302.
Ahascragh, a town and pa, of Ireland, co. Gal-

way, on the Ahascragh, 17 m. N.N.E. Loughrea.
Ac. 17,341. P. of pa. 2931 ; of town, 578.
Ahaus, a town of Prussian Westphalia, on the

Aa, prov. and 27 m. W.N.W. MUnster. P. 1800.
Ahiolo or Akiiioli, Anchialus, a seaport town

of European-Turkey, Eumelia, on the Black Sea,
48 m. S.S.W. Varna. Has trade in salt.

Ahldorf, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, Schwarz-
wald, 2J m. E. Horb, rt. b. of Necker. P. 920.
Ahlen, a town of Prussian Westphalia, reg.

and 18 ra. S.E. Mlinster, on the Werse. P. 3001.
Ahlfeld or Alfeld, a town of Hanover, on

the Leine, 27 m. S. Hanover. P. 2460.
Ahlsdorf, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov.

Merseburg, circ. Mansfeld. P. 600.
Ahlten, a town of Hanover, Luneburg, on

the Aller, 7 m. E. Hanover, with a castle. P. 645.
Ahmedabad, a dist. of British India, presid.

Bombay, at the head of Cambay Gulf, having E.
the district of Kaira, and other sides the Guico-
war's territory. Area 4356 sq. m. P. 650,223.
Ahmedabad, cap. above district, prov. Guze-

rat, on the Subermatty, 120 m. N.N.W. Surat.
Lat. 23° 1' N, ; Ion. 72^ 48' E. P. 130,000. The
city is 6 m. in circumference, strongly walled, and
was noted for its magnificence, but was nearly
destroyed by an earthquake in 1822. It is 320
feet above the sea, and is flooded during the
monsoons. The mosque and tomb of Ahmed de-
serve notice. It is the head-quarters of the north
division of the Bombay army. EaUway to Bombay,
310 m., partly open in 1864.
Ahmednuggur, a district of British India,

presid. Bombay, having N. Candeish, S. Poonah,
W. the Concan, and E. the Nizam's dominions.
Area 9931 sq. m. P. 995,585. Ahmednuggur,
a city and fort, cap. above district, on the Seena,
64 m. N.E. Poonah, 1900 feet above the sea. P.
26,000. The city, enclosed by a wall, is J m.
from the fort. It is the centre of the American
mission. Ahmednuggur was taken by the British
under General Wellesley, August 12, 1803.
Ahmedpoor, the name of several towns in

Hindostan.—I. {A. Barra, or "the Great"), 80 m.
S.W. Bhawlpoor. P. 30,000.(?) Has a large

mosque, fort, and manufs. of matchlocks, (fun-
powder, cottons, silks, and scarfs.—II. (.4. Chuta,
or " the Little "), in Bhawlpoor, near the Indus.
Ahmood, a town of British India, presidency

of Bombay, district and 12 m. N.W. Broach.
Ahogill, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim,

3 m. S.W. BaUymena. Ac. 12,184. P. 9133.
Ahrensbok, a vill. of the princip. and 10 m.

N.E.LUbeck. P. 1200. The district, with a pop.
of 12,604, was ceded by Prussia to Ltibeck in 1866.
Ahrensburg, a vill. of Prussia, Holstein, 13 m.

N.E. Hamburg. P., with vill. Woldenhorn, 2360.
Ahrn, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, gov. Taufers-im-

Ahrnerthal. P. 1400. Copper mines.
Ahrweiler, a walled to\vn of Ehenish Prussia,

reg. and 23 m. N.W. Coblenz, cap. circ, on the
Ahr. P. 3000. Manuf. woollens and leather.
Ahun, Ageduuum^ a town of France, dep.

Creuse, cap. cant, on 1. b. of the Creuse, 11 m.
S.E. Gueret P. 2285. It has coal-mines.
Ahus, a maritime vill., Sweden, on the Baltic,

9 ra. S.E. Christianstadt, of which it is the port.

Ahwaz, Aginis, a town of Persia, prov. Khuzis-
tan, on the Karun, 41 miles S.S.W. Shuster.

AtAS, yEgx, a town and sea-port of Asia Minor,
on the Gulf of Iskenderoon, 35 m. S.E. Adaua.
Near it are thermal mineral springs.

Aiasaltjk, a vill. of Asia Minor, 35 m. S.S.E.
Smyrna, and 1 m. B. the ruins of Ephesus.
Aiba, a vill. of Austria, Illyria, gov. and 1 m.

N.N.E. Canale. P. 1400.

AiBLiNG, a market town of Bavaria, 6 m.
S.S.E. Munich. P. 1800.

AiCH, a viU. of Wiirtemberg, 4J m. W. Niirtin-

gen. P. 850.

AiCHA, a town of Bohemia, 19 m. N. Jung-
Bunzlau. P. 1670.

AiCHACH, a town of Bavaria, circ. -Upper Bava-
ria, on the Paar, 11 m. N.E. Augsburg. P. 1900.

AiCHELBERG, a vill. of Wiii'temberg, 6 m.
W.S.W. Schorndorf. P. 800.

Aichhalden (Aet), a vill. of Wiirtemberg,
Schwarzwald, 8 m. W.S.W. Obemdorf. P. 960.

Aichstetten, a market town of Wiirtemberg,
circ. Donau, 4J m. N.N.E. Leutkirch. P. 800.

AicuRzio, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milano,
circ. Monza. P. 931.

Aidin, or Ghtjzel-Hissar, a town of Asia
Minor, on the Meander, 70 m. S.E. Smyrna, with
which it is connected by rail. It is the residence

of a Pasha; is celebrated for its figs, and has
extensive commerce.

AiDiNiJiK, a town of Asia Minor near the Sea
of Marmora, 60 m. W.N.W. Brusa.

Aidlingen, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ

Neckar, 5^ m. W. Bijblingen. P. 1600.

AiDOMAGGiORE, a town of the island Sardinia,

prov. Cagliari, circ. Oristano. P. 1077.

AiDONE, a town of the island of Sicily, prov.
Caltanisetta, circ. Piazza. It is of mediaeval
origin, and situated on a height commanding
the plain of Catania. P. 5920.

AiDOS, a town of European Turkey, Eumelia,
on river of same name, 75 m. N.E. Adrianople.

It has thermal springs known to the ancients.

AiGAS (IsLAXD of), a Small wooded hil), sui-

roundedby the Beauly riv., Inverness-shire, Scot-

land. The retreat of Lord Lovat when pro-

secuted by King William in 1697.

AiGEN, a market town of Austria, circ Miilil,

27 m. N.N.W. Linz. P. 1760.

AiGHTON, a township of England, co. Lancas-
ter, 4 m. S.W., Chitheroe. Ac. 780. P. 1109.

AiGLE or Aelen, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Vaud, 21 m. S.E. Luasanne. P. 2582.

Aignan, a town and com o^ Franco, dep. Gers.
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cap. cant., arr. and 20 m. N.W. Mirande. It has a

lieautiful Gothic chtu-ch. Formerly a fortified

town. Fairs held 4 times a year. P. 1649.

AiGNAN (St), a town of France, cap. cant^ dep.

Loire and Cher, 22 m. S.W. Blois, on the Cher,

with manuf8. of cloth. P. 3600.—II. Sur-Roe (Sfy

cap. cant., dep. and 38 m. S.S.W. Mayenne. P. 833.

AiGRE, a town of France, dep. Charente, cap.

cant., 20 m. N.N.W. Angouleme. P. 1812.

AiGREFEUTLLE, a towD, France, dep. Charente

Inferieure, 13 m. N. Eochefort. P. 1821.—II. a

town, Loire Inferieure, 13 m. S.E. Nantes. P. 1613.

AiGtTEBELX£, Aquabello, a town of France,

dep. Savoie, on 1. b. of the Arc, 15 m. E. Cham-
liery. P. 1117. Near it begins the road con-

structed by Napoleon I. over Mont Cenis.

AiGUEBLANCHE, a vill. of Fiunce, Savoie, arr.

and cant. Moutiers. P. 453.

AiGUEFONDE, a vUl. of France, dep. Tarn,

arr. Castres, cant. Mazamet, P. 2017. Fairs.

AiGUEPKRSE, Aqua Sparsa, a town of France,

dep. Puy-de-Dome, 11 m. N.N.E. Eiom. P. 2697.

Has manufs. of cloth, and mineral springs.

AiGCES-MORTES, Aquss Mortux, a town of

France, dep. Gard, cap. cant., in a marshy tract,

3 m. from the Mediterranean, and 21 m. S."W.

Nimes. P. 3865. It has a trade in fish, exported

by the Grand Eoubine Canal.

AiGUES-vn'ES, Aquas Vivae^ a vilL of France,

dep. Gard, S.S.W. NImes. P. 1725.

AiGUU-LON, a town of France, dep. Lot-et-

Garonne, 15 m. N.W. Agen, at the confl. of the

Lot with the Garronne. P. 3781. It was for-

merly of great strength ; its fortress was held by
the English in 1345 against a French army.
AiGURANDE, a town of France, dep. Indre, cap.

cant, 13 m. S.W. La Chatre. P. 2146.

AifHA, a walled town of Manchuria, prov.

Leaotong, 100 m. E. Nieu-tchuang.

AiJERBANGis, a town of the Netherlands East

Indies, cap. dist. same name, on W. coast of the

island of Sumatra, 30 m. S.E. Natal.

AiJOE (Aiou) IsLA>-DS, a group of very small

islands in the Indian Archipelago. Largest Baba.

Lat 0° 21' N. ; Ion. 131° 10" E.

AiKTON a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 8

m. S.S.W., Carlisle. Ac. 6157. P. 806.

AiiXEViLLEBS, a viU. of France, dep. Haute
Saone, arr. Lure, cant. St Loup. Near it is the

iron foundry of Chaudeau. P. 2565.

Aii.ly-l£-haut-Clocher, a town of France,

dep. Somme, cap. cant., arr. and 10 m. E.S.E.

Abbeville. P. 1184.

AnxT-suB-NoYE, a town of France, dep.

Somme, cap. cant., arr. and 11 m. N.W. Mont-
didier. P. 1100. Tannery. Fairs.

AiLOCHE, a town of N. Italy, prov. Novara,
near Vercelli, in a rich territorj-. P. 727.

AiLSA Craig, an insulated rock of syenite and
felspar, at the entrance of the Firth of Clyde, co.

Ayr, 1098 feet high. Lat. 55° 15' 2" N. ; Ion.

5° 7' W. Is the resort of many aquatic birds.

AiMAREZ, a prov. of Peru, South America, con-
taining about 60 villages. P. 18,000. It has gold
and silver mines.
AiMARGUES, a town of France, dep. Gard, 12

m. S.W. Nimee. P. 2702.

AiME, Axima, a vill. of France, dep. Savoie,

cap. mand., 9 m. N.E. Moutiers. P. 1080.

AiN, Danus, a river of France, rises in the Jura
mountains, near Nozeroy,passes Poncin andPont-
d'Ain, and joins the Rhone on the right, 18 m.
above Lyon. Chief affl^ the Bienne on the left.

Ats, a frontier dep. in the E. of France, having
E. Haute Savoie, S. Is^re, W. Rhone and Saone-
et-Loire, N. Jura. Area 2239 sq. m. P. 369,767.

On the E. it is mountainous, and in the S. and W.
marshy. The Rhone bounds it on the S., the
Saone on the W. ; the Ain traverses its centre.

Climate temperate. Minerals, iron, asphaltimi,

and lithographic stones. Com is grown, and
cattle are reared. Woods extensive, and it

produces excellent wine. Chief towns, Bourg,
Nantua, Trevoux, Belly, and Gex.
Ainay-le-Chateau, Aenaium Castrum, a town

of France, dep. Allier, arr. and 20 m. N. Mont-
lucon. P. 2001. Manufs. cloth, hosiery, & pottery.

ArNUEKBY-SxEEPLE, a pa. of England, co.York,

N. Riding, 3 m. E. Northallerton, Ac. 4605. P. 848.

AiNDUNG, a market toAvn of Bavaria, 8 m.
W.N.W. Aichach. P. 1050.

AiN-SALAH, a town of Africa, in the Sahara,
dist. of Tuat. Trade in grain, cattle, and sheep.
AiNSTABU!, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,

11 m. N.E. Penrith. Ac. 4178 P. 542.

AcfSTY, a dist. of Engl., co. York, West Riding,
extending S.W. of York, to the jurisdiction of

which city it was annexed under Henry vi. Ac
49,720. P. 9896.

Aln'-tab, Antiochta-ad-Taurum, a town of

Syria, 60 m. N.N.E. Aleppo. P. 20,000. (?)
Air or Asben, a kingdom of Central Africa,

between lat. 16° and 20° N. ; Ion. 6=" and 9° E.,

Pop. estimated at 64,000. Chief town, Agadez.
Chmate healthy. Soil fertile, and produces th«
doom-palm, senna, and fruits.

Air (Point), a promontory at the mouth of
the Dee, Flintshire, Wales, with a lighthouse,
in lat 53° 21' N. ; Ion. 3° 19' W.

AiRAiXES, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Somme, 16 m. N.W. Amiens. P. 2229.
AiRASCA, a vill., N. Italy, Piedmont, prov.

Turin, 5 m. E.N.E. Pinerolo. P. 2080.

AiRDRiE, a pari., munic. bor. and mkt town,
ScotL, CO. Lanark, on rail., 11 m. E.N.E. Glasgow.
P. 12,922. The iron and coal mines of its vicinity
are extensively wrought It unites with Lanark,
Hamilton, etc., in sending one member to House
of Commons. Corp. rev. (1862) 2246^. Regis-
tered electors 409. Alt 423 feet
AiRDS (The), a district of Scotland, co. Argj'le,

between Lochs Linnhe and Crei-an.

Aird's Moss, Scotland, co. Ayr, between the
Ayr and Lugar waters. It has a monument to

Richard Cameron the covenanter, who was mur-
dered here in a skirmish in 1680.

Aire, a fortified town of France, dep. Pas-de-
Calais, cap. cant, on the Lys, 10 m. S.E., St
Omer. P. 8297. It has manufs. of woollen stuff,

yam, hats, and soap.

Aire, Vicui Julius, a town of France, dep.

Landes, cap. cant, on the Adour, 20 m. S.E.

Mont de Marsan. P. 5144. Is a bishop's see,

and was important as the cap. of the Visigoths.

Aire, a riv. of England, co. York, rises near
Malham, and after an E.S.E. course, joins the
Ouse, 6 m. N.W. Goole. Chief affl. the Calder.

A IRE (Point of). The northernmost part of Isle

of Man, Irish Sea, with lighthouse. Lat 64° 26'

N. ; Ion. 4° 25' W.
AiRLiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 8 m. W.N.W.

Forfar. Ac. 6000. P. 845. The "Bonnie House
o' Airlie," destroyed in 1640, is replaced by a
modem mansion.
AiROLA, a town of S. Italy, prov. Benevento, cap.

cant., 23 m. N.E. Naples. P. 4985.
AiROLE, a comm. and vill. of Northern Italj,

prov. Maurizio, in a fertile district P. 1621.

AiROLo or Albersweil, a vill. of Switzerland,
cant Tessin, on the S. side of Mont St Gothard,
26 m. N.W. Bellinzona. P. 1652. The Russians
defeated the French here, 13th September 1799.
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AiETir, a pa., Scotland, co. Stirling, on tlie Firtli

of Forth, 4 ra. N. Falkirk. Ac. G388. P. 1194.

AiRTHKiE Well, Scotl. [Alijvn (Bridge of).]

AiRVAULT, a town of France, dep. Deux-Sevres,
cap. cant., on the Thouet, 23 m. N.N.E. Par-
ihenay. P. 1846. Manuf. woollen stuffs.

AiSLiXGEN, a town of Bavaria, Schwaben, 4J
m. S.S.W. Dillingen. P. 1160.

AiSNE, Axona, a river of France, source near
Beaulieu (Meuse), passes Mouron, Vouziers,
Eethel, and Chateau-Porcien, where it becomes
navigable, flows by Soissons, and is joined by the
Oise, on left near Compeigne. Chief alflts. on
rt. the Aire; left Suippe and Vesle. Length 120 m.

AiSNE, a dep. in the N. of France, having N.
the dep. du Nord, W. Somme and Oise, S. Seine
and Mame, E. Marne and Ardennes. Area 2839
sq. m. P. 664,597. Surface flat, soil fertile.

Chief rivs. Marne in the S., Oise in the N., and
and Aisne in centre, all navigable. Manufs.
cotton and linen goods, shawls, mirrors, bottles,

ii'on wares, beetroot sugar, and chemical products.
It is divided into 6 comm. arronds. Principal
towns, Laon, St Quentin, Soissons, Chateau-
Thierry, and Vervins.
AisoNE, a comm. of Northern Italy, prov. and

12 m. S.E. Cuneo. P. 1138.
Aiso-Eakos, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,

circ. Udvarhely, gov. Barotha. P. 910.

AiSTERSEiJi, a vill. of Austria, circ. Hausruck,
gov. and 4^ m. E.N.E. Haag. P. 860.
AisTHORPE or East Thorpe, a pa. of England,

CO. and 6^ m. N.W. Lincoln. Ac. 803. P. 100.

AiTHSTiNG, a maritime pa. of Shetland main-
land, united with Sandsting. P. 2670.
AiTiNGEN (Gr.), a vill. of Bavaria, Schwaben, 10

m. S.S.W. Augsburg. P. 1200. Flax cultiv.

Aix, Aquas Sextite, a city of France, dep. Bou-
ches-du-Khone, cap. an'ond., in a plain, 17 m. N.
Marseille. P. 27,659. It is an archbishop's see,

and has a cathedral, palace, town-hall, academy,
a library of 100,000 volumes, museum, barracks,
and public granaries. The hot saline spring, temp.
69° to 98° F., used by the Romans, and several
remains of antiquity. Aix has cotton thread and
silk factories, and cloth-printing works.
Aix (Ile d*), a comm. and vill. of France, on

an isl. of same name, dep. Charente Inferieure,

14 m. N.W. Eochefort. P. 260. It has a small
militaiy post, and trade in timber and wine.
Aix (Les), a town of France, dep. Cher., cap.

cant., arr. and 13 m. N.E. Bourges. P. 1594. It
was an important walled town in the 12th century.
Large cattle fairs in May and August.

Aix-les-Bains, Aquae Gratianx, a town of
France, prov. Savoy, 8 m. N. Chamberry, on rail-

way from Lyon to Mont Cenis, near lake Bourget.
P. 4253. It is much resorted to for its thermal
waters, temp. 109° to 113° F. ; and has numerous
remains of antiquity.

AixE, a town of France, dep. Haute Vienne,
6 m. S.W. Limoges. P. 3119. Manufs. of bricks
and tiles.

Aix-en-Othe, a toivn of France, dep. Aube,
cap. cant., 15 m. W.S.W. Troyes. P. 2623.
Aix-la-Chapelle, Acquis Granum (German

Aachen), a frontier city of Rhenish Prussia, cap.
gov., 40 m. W.S.W. Cologne, on railway from
Liege. P. (1864), including 1388 military,
63,811. It has a cathedral founded 796, a town-
hall on the site of Charlemange's palace, cele-
brated mineral baths (temp. 111° to 114° Fahr.),
frequented by 4000 to 5000 bathers annuaUy

;

hospitals, public library, gymnasium, chamber of
commerce, and theatre. Has factories for cloth,
needles, copper and brass wares, and carriage

building. Treaties of peace were concluded here,

(1) in 1668, between France and Spain, by which
France secured possession of Flanders

; (2) in

1748, which terminated the war of succession in
Austria. A congress was held here in 1818.
AixHEiM, a vill. of WUrtemberg, Schwarzwald,

4 m. N.W. Spaichingen. P. 1030.

Aizenay, a town of France, dep. Vendue, 5 m.
N.W. Napoleon-Vendue. P. of comm. 3800.
Ajaccio, the cap. town and a seaport of Cor-

sica, on its W. coast, on the N. of the gulf of same
name, in lat. 41° 54' N. ; Ion. 8° 44' E. P. 14,098.

Has a cathedral, a comm. college, school of

hydrography, and botanic garden. Trade in
wine, oil, and coral. Napoleon Bonaparte was
bom here, 15th Aug. 1769.

Ajain, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Creuse, arr. and 7 m. E.N.E. Gue'ret. Ancient
castle. P. 2012.
Ajak, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Szabolcz,

gov. and 3 m. S.S.W. Kisvarda. P. 1340.

Ajan, a country of Africa, extending on its E.
coast from Cape Guardafui to Zanguebar, between
lat. 4° and 11° N., bounded N. by Adel, E. by the
Indian Ocean. Almost unknown.

Ajello, several comms. of Southern Italy.—
L prov. and 9 m. S.W. Cosenza. P. 3661.—II.

prov., dist. and 4 m. N.N.E. Salerno.—III. prov.

and 23 m. S.S.E. Aquila. P. I486.—IV. a town
of Illyria, cii'c. and 14 m. W.S.W. Gorz, gov.

Cervignano. P. 1420.

Ajello, a small river of Southern Italy, prov.

and near Salerno.
Ajeta, a comm. of Italy, prov. Cosenza, 8 m.

N. Scalea, near the Mediterranean. P. 8356.

Ajistan, a town of Persia, prov. Irak-Ajemi
80 m. E.S.E. Kashan. It has a royal palace.

Ajka, a vill. of Hungary, co. Veszprim, gov.
and 5^ m. E. Deyecser. P. 1000.

Ajmere, a dist. of India, presidency Bengal,
situated between lat. 25° 43' and 26° 42' N. ; Ion.

74° 22' and 75° 33' E. Area 2029 sq. m. P.

224,891.
Ajmere, a town of British India, cap. dist.,

220 m. S.W. Delhi. P. estimated at 25,000. It

has a medical school, and mission station.

Ajofrin, a town of Spain, New Castile, prov.

and 9 m. S. Toledo. P. 2883.

Ajra, a town of India, native state of Kola-
pore, Bombay presid., in lat. 16° 8' N. ; Ion. 74'

17' E. Soil fertile. Iron and lead are plentiful.

Ajta (Kozep-), a vill. of Austria, gov. Baroth,

23 m. N. Kronstadt. P. 1400.—II. (Nagy), a vill.,

20 m. N. Kronstadt. P. 1265.—III. (Szarz), a
vill. of the same place. P. 1600.

Ajton (EiTEN-), a vill. of Austria, circ. Klau-
senburg, gov. Thorenburg. P. 1300.

Ajurnoca, a town of Brazil, prov. Minaa
Geraes, 100 m. N.E. Rio de Janeiro. P. 12,000.

AiCABAH (Gulf of) (Sinus jElaniticus), an inlet

forming the E. horn of the Red Sea, in lat. 28° N.,

100 by 15 m. It is named from the fortified

vill. near its N. extremity. Lat. 29° 24' 30" N.

;

Ion. 36° 6' E. The Eziongeher of Solomon.
Akaligurh, a town of the Punjab, betw. the

Chenab & Ravee. Lat. 32° 17' N. ; Ion. 73° 37' E.

AxAROA, a French naval station in bay of

same name. Bank's peninsula. New Zealand, with
a resident superintendent.

Akasi & Akoto, two towns, Japan, isl. Niphon.
Akaszto, a vill. of Austria, co. Pesth, gov. and

8 m. N.N.W. Kis-Koroo. P. 2900.

Ak-deyavik, a vill. of Asia Minor, pashalic

and 40 m. S.E. Aleppo. Here are remarkable
ancient ruins.

Akeiiam, a pa. of England. [Acomb.]
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AKEu:Y-cuM-STticiviioLT, a pa., England, co.

and 2 m. N.N.E. Buckingham. Ac 1080. P. 366.

Akes or AcKEN, a town, Prussian Saxony, on
1. b. of the Elbe, reg. and 25 m. S.E. Magdeburg.
P. 4700. Manufs. mathematical instruments.

Akeksloot, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

North Holland, 5 m. S. Alkmaar. P. 1240.

Akerman, Tyros, a fortified town of Eussia,

Bessarabia, on rt. b. of the Dniester., near its

mouth in the Black Sea, 20 m. S.W. Odessa.

Lat. 46° 11' 51" N. ; Ion. 30° 21' 62". P. (1863)
19,348. It is situated at the foot of a rock,

jrowned by a citadel, and has an extensive trade

in salt from adjacent lakes.

Akeesund, a town of Sweden, lasn Orebro, on
N. of lake Wetter, 112 m. W.S.W. Stockholm.
Akhah-shehr, a seaport town of Asia Minor,

on the Black Sea, 15 m. S.W. Eregri.

Akhalkalaki, a town & fort, Russian Armenia,
on a tributarj' of the Kur, 30 m. S.E. Akhalzikh.
Akhalzikh, a town of Russian Armenia, on an

affl. of the Kur, 103 m. W. Tiflis. Lat. 41° 39'

N. ; Ion. 43° 1' E. P. 15,000 (two-thirds Ar-
menians). It has a citadel, mosque, and a trade in

eilk and honey.
Ak-hissak, Thyatira, a town of Asia Minor

(Anatolia), 58 m. N.E. Smyrna. 1000 Turkish,
300 Greek, and 30 Armenian dwellings, khans,
bazaars, and remains of antiquity. Exports cotton
goods. Pop. estimated at 6000.

AkhLiAt or Ardish, a town of Asiatic Turkey,
pash. and 35 m. N.W. Van, P. 6000.
Akhmin, a town of Egj^pt [Echmin.]
Akhtiar, a town of Russia. [Sevastopol/]
Akhtyrka, a town of Russia, 45 m. N.W.

Kharkov. P. 13,946. A large annual market.
Akinda and Akindatori, two towns of Japan,

in the island of Niphon.
Akka, a town of Sahara, on the borders of

Marocco. A station for caravans between Ma-
rocco and Timbuctoo.
Akka, a city of Syria. [Acre."]
Aklaxsk, a garrison town of Siberia, gov.

Okhotsk, 40 m. N. the Gulf of Penjinsk.
Akna-Dees (Salzdorf), a market town of

Austria, circ. gov. and 2\m. S.S.W. De^s. P. 2023.
Aknur, a town of the Punjab, Hindostan, on

the Chenab, 100 m. N.N.E. Lahore.
Akolah, a city of Hindostan, Nizam's dom.,

65 m. S.W. Ellichpoor. It is enclosed by walls
and surrounded by extensive ruins.

Akraunee, a pei^nnah of British India,
presid. Bombay, in lat. 21° 39' and 22° 4' N. ; Ion.
73° 48' and 74° 30' E. It is 50 m. in length, and 20
m. at greatest breadth. P. 4467.
Akreyri, a town of Iceland, on the Eyiafiord,

lat. 65° 40' N. It has a good harbour.
Akron, a town, U.S., North America, cap.

Summit co. Ohio, at the junction of the Ohio and
Erie, and Ohio and Pennsylvania canals. P. 6000.

Ak-serai, a town, Asiatic Turkey, Karamania,
on the Kizil-Irmak, 80 m. N.E. Konieh. P. 5000. (?)
It has many Saracenic remains. Anc. Archilais
Colonia.—ll. a vill., Afghanistan, 22 m. N. Cabool.
Ak-shehr (" White city"\ a city of Asiatic

Turkey, pash. Karamania, cap. sanj., 10 m. S.
of the salt lake of same name, and 65 m. N.W.
Konieh. P. 6000. (?) Celebrated carpet manuf.

Ak-sc, a town of Chinese Turkestan, 260 m.
N.E. Yarkand. Lat 41° 7' N. ; Ion. 79° E. P.
100,000.(?) Has manufs. of deer-skin saddles and
cotton, and is resorted to by trading caravans
from all parts of Central Asia. Sheep and cattle
are extensively reared in the province.
Ak-su (" White River "), the name of several

rivers in Turkey and Central Asia.

Ak-tagii (^' White Mountain "), is the name of

several moimtains in Turkey.
Akyab, a town and seaport of Further India,

principal seaport of the prov. Aracan, cap. dist.,

on the E. side of the island Akyab. It has a
good harbour, and is the most important com-
mercial town in the prov. P. 5000. (?) Area of

prov. 6000 sq. m. P. 175,585.(?)

Ala, a town of Austria, Tirol, circ and 10 m.
S.S.W. Eoveredo, on 1. b. of the Adige. P. 4820.

Manufs. of silks and velvets.

Alabama, a river of the U.S., North America,
Alabama, formed by the junction of the Coosa
and Talapoosa, flows S.S.W. to the Gulf of

Mexico, and after receiving the Tombigbee is

called the Mobile riv. Length, including the
Mobile, 600 m. The Alabama is navigable for

large steamers for 460 miles, and it is part of the
great highway from Boston and New York to

New Orleans. The region through which it

flows is occupied by plantations of cotton, exten-
sive savannas, and valuable timber.
Alabama, one of the U.S., North America, be-

tween lat. 31° and 35° N. ; Ion. 85° and 88° W.
Bounded N. by Tennessee, E. \>y Georgia, W. by
MississippL S. by Florida and Gulf of Mexico.
Length 330 m. from N. to S., breadth 300 m. Area
50,722 sq. m., or 32,462,080 acres, 6,462,987 acres
ofwhich were improved in 1860. P. (1820) 127,901;

(1840) 590,756 ;
(I860) 964,201, including 436,080

slaves.

—

A labama is divided into 32 cos. Mobile is

the chief port. J/on/^o»n«ry is the cap. Surface low
in S., but rises in the N. to nearly 1500 feet. The
country is rich in minerals, having coal, iron,

lime, marble, gi-anite, red ochre, lead, manganese,
and gold ; besides salt, sulphur, and chalybeate
springs. Soil extremely fertile, yielding cotton,

flax, sUk, wool, sugar, Indian com, oats, sweet
potatoes, wheat, rye, rice, peas, beans, barley,

buckwheat, wine, cheese, butter, and live stock.

This state yields more cotton than any other in the
Union. Manufs. of cottons, yams, with iron furna-
ces, forges, tanneries, and distilleries. Railways
now connect the principal places" in tlie state, and
there were 743 m. open in 1862. It has four col-

leges, 1235 churches of all denominations ; state

penitentiary, lunatic, blind, deaf and dumb insti-

tutions. Value of annual products of industry
(I860") 9,400,000 dollars. The principal river-s

Mobile, Alabama, Tombigbee, and Chattahoochee.
Alabama, a township of the U. S., North

America, co. Genessee, 12 m. N.W. Batavia. P.
2054. Has tanneries and saw-mills.
Alabaster Island, Bahamas. [Eleuthera.]
Alabli, Elceunu, a small vill., Asiatic Turkey,

Anatolia, on the Black Sea, 4 m. S.W. Eregli.

Alachua, a co. of N.W. Florida. P. 3775 free,

4467 slaves. Chief town Newmansville, country
level. Products, maize, rice, wheat, cotton, etc
Aiacrane Reefs, in the Gulf of Mexico, about

70 m. N. Yucatan, a group of coral reefs and
islands 15 m. in length N. and B. by 12 m. in

breadth. On Perez Island, lat. 22° 23' 1" N.

;

Ion. 89° 42' W., the "Tweed" steamer was
wrecked, March 12, 184?.

Alaixiah, a town of Asia Minor, pash. Anato-
lia, near the Black Sea, 37 m. S.E. Sinope.

Alaejos, a town of Soain, prov. Leon, 34 m.
S.W. Valladolid. P. 3255.

Alagoa, a town and district on the S. shore
of the isl. S. Michael, Azores. P. of dist. 7800.

Alagoas, a prov. of Brazil, between lat 9° and
10° S. ; Ion. 35° and 37° W., having N. and W.
the prov. Pemambuco, S. the riv. San Francisco,
dividing it from Sergipe, and E. the Atlantic. P.

(1856) 204,200. Exports, sugar, cotton, hides,

1
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Erazil-wood, and rose-wood. Chief towns,

Ma^ayo, Alagoais, Unna, and Penedo.
Alagoas (Villa do Forte dos), a city of

Brazil, in above prov^ lat. 9° 40' S. ; Ion. 35° 59'

W., 140 m. N.E. Sergipe del Rey. Has some
trade. P., including district, 12,000.

Alagon, a town of Spain, near the confl. of the

Ebro and Jalon, prov. and 15 m. N.W. Zaragoza.

P. 1 932. Large annual fair in Sept. Also, a river

of Spain rising in Serra Francia, Salamanca, and
joining the Tagus above Alcantara.

Alagna, a town of North Italy, prov. Pavia,

on the Sesia. P. 1182. Iron and copper works.
Al^vis (Alesia), a town of France, dep. Gard,

cap. arrond., on rt. b. of the Garden, at the foot

of the Cevennes, 25 m. N.W. Nimes, with which
it is united by railway. P. 20,257. Extensive
coal mines and iron furnaces, manufactures
ribands, stockings, gloves, vitriol, and earthen-

wares. Cold ferruginous springs in vicinity.

Alajuela, a city of Central America, Costa
Eica, S. of Cartago. P. 12,575, with suburbs.
Alakananda, a small river issuing from the

Himalaya mountains, Kumaon prov., which,
uniting with the Bhagiratha at Devapraj.*<ga,

fonns the main source of the Ganges.
Alaktou-Kul, a lake in Chinese Turkestan,

lat, 45° 17' N. ; Ion. 82° 27' E.
Alamance, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N. part of North Carolina. Area 500 sq. m.
P. 8407 free, 3445 slaves. Surface undulating,
soil productive. Yields wheat, Indian corn, oats,

cotton, and tobacco. The Central Railway passes
through the county.
Alameda or Alhameda, a town, Spain, Anda-

lucia, prov. and 38 m. N.N.W. Malaga. P. 3690.
Alameda, a co., North America, state Cali-

fornia, settled in 1852. P. 8927.

Alajiov (Mackenberg), a vill. of Austria, Tran-
Bylvania, circ. and 15 m. N.W. HeiTmannstadt,
gov. Eenssmark. P. 1200.

Alamos (Los), a town of Mexico, state Sonora,

dep. and 135 m. N.W. Sinaloa, It is in t^e
centre of extensive silver mines. P. 6000.

Alamut, a town in Persia, 45 m. from the shores
of the Caspian, where are the ruins of the strong-
hold of the Assassins.
Alax or Camel, a river of England, co. Corn-

wall, joins the Bristol Channel 12 m. N.E. Bod-
min, its estuary forming Padstow harbour.
Aland Islands, an archipelago of about 200

islands, belonging to Russia, in the gulf of Finland,
60 inhabited. P. 15,000, of Swedish descent.
Eye, barley, potatoes, hops, and flax, are raised
sufficient for the pop. Manufs. wool and sail-cloth

for home use. Exports salt beef, butter, cheese,
hides, & cured fish ; imports salt, colonial produce,
and manuf. goods. The isls. were taken from
Sweden in 1809. Near this Peter the Great
gained his first naval victory over the Swedes in
1714. The chief island, Aland, and several others,
are fertile and well wooded ; many of them have
excellent natural harbours. Bomarsund., in the
Aland, strongly fortified, was a station of the
Russian fleet. It was destroyed by the Anglo-
French fleet in 1854. These islands form a con-
tinuation of the " scheeren," a dangerous labyrinth
of granite reefs, which extend along the S. coast
of Finland from Wyborg to Abo.
Alanno, a town of South Italy, prov. Teramo,

11 m. S. Civita di Penne. P. 3380.
Alano, a vill., N. Italy, Venetia, prov. & 22 m.

S.S.W. Belluno. P.ofcomm. 6550. Woollenmanuf.
Alap (Also and Felso), a vill. of Hungary,

CO. Stuhlweissenburg, gov. and 5^ m. S.S.E.
Bar-Bogard. P. 1900.

Alapaevsk, a town, Russia in Asia, gov. Poiin,
on the Alapaika, 48 m. N.W. Irbit. P. 1720.
Alaeo, a town of Spain, island Majorca, 12 m.

N.N.E. Palma. P. 4081, with marble quarries.
Ala-siiehr, " The exalted city," PhUadehhia,

founded200 years B.C., a walled city of Asia Minor,
pash. Anatolia, 83 m. E. Smyrna." P. 15,000. (?)
It has five Christian churches, and an active trade.

Alashgerd, Armenia. [Toprak-Kulaah.]
Alaska (formerly Russian America), a territory

of the United States, ceded by treaty of 1867. Area
394,000 sq. m. P. 54,000. [Russian America.]

Alassio, a seaport town of Northern Italy, prov.
Genoa, 4 m. S.W. Albenga, cap. niand. P. 4723.
Alassona, a town of Eurojiean Turke}-, prov

and 35 m. N.E. Tricala. P. 3000.
Ala-Tagh, amountain chain of Asiatic Turkey,

separating the two heads of the Euphrates.
Alatri (Alatriuin), acomm. and town of Central

Italy, 6 m. N. Frosinone. P. ofcomm. (1861) 11,370.

Alatyr, a town, Russia, gov. and 80 m. N.W.
Simbirsk, at the junction of the Alatyr and Sura
rivers. P. 4407. Extensive trade in grain.

Alausi, a town of the republic of Ecuador, val-

ley of the Andes, prov. Chimborazo, on the Alausi.

P. 6000. Sugar, grain, and fruit cultivated.

Alava, a prov. of North Spain, between lat.

42° 20' and 43° N., one of the three Basque provs.
included in the new prov. of Vascongadas. P.

(1857) 96,398. Area 1203 sq. m. Chief town
Vitoria. Surface mountainous, rich in iron mines.
Alaya (^Coracesiiim), a decayed town of

Asiatic Turkey, pash. Itshil, 100 m. S.S.W.
Konieh. P. 2000.

Alazeia, a riv. of N.E. Siberia, flows into the

Arctic Ocean in Ion. 156° E.

Alazon, a river of Georgia, joins the Ivur 125
m. S.E. Tiflis, after a S.E. course of 140 miles.

Alba, Alba Pompeia, an episcopal town of N.
Italy, prov. Cuneo, on the Tanaro, 30 m. S.E.

Turin. P. (1862) 6367.—II. a to^vn of S. Italy,

prov. Aquila, 4 m. N. Avezzano. It is the Alba
Fiicentia of the Romans.
Albacete, a town of Spain, cap. prov. of same

name, Murcia, 138 m. S.E. Madrid. P. 11,000.

Manufs. steel goods, and has large cattle fairs in

September. P. of prov. 201, 118. Area 5960 sq. m.
Alba de Tormes, a town of Spain, prov. and

14 m. S.E. Salamanca, on the Tormes. P. 2176.

Victory of the French here over the Spaniards,

26th November 1809.

Albairate, a comm. and vill. of N. Italy, prov.

Milano, circ. & 4 m. N.E. Abbiategrasso. P. 2198.

Alban (St), a town of France, cap. cant., dep.

Tarn, 18 m. N. Mende. P. 824.—II. dep. Cotes-

du-Nord, arr. St Brieuc. P. 1446.—III. dep.

Isfere, arr. Vienne. P. 1191.—IV. dep. Lozfere,

arr. Marvejols. P. 2270.

Alban des Urtieres, a vill. of France, prov.

Savoie, 6 m. S. Aiguebelle. With iron mines.

Albanella. a coram, and vill. of S. Italy, prov.
Salerno, 4 m. N.N.E. Capaccio. P. 2303.

Albanla, a prov. of European Turkey (includ-

ing Montenegro), between lat. 39° and 43° N. ; Ion.

19° and 21° 30* E. ; has N. Herzegovina and Bos-

nia, E. Rumili, S. Greece, and W. the Adriatic.

Area 18,944 sq. m. P. estim. at 1,200,000. It is

mountainous, rising in the N. to 9000 feet ; but

it has also in the N. the fertile plains of Scutivri.

and others. Climate warm but healthy. Chief

rivers, Drin, Scumbi, Maroshti, and Vojutza

;

chief lakes, Scutari and Ochrida. The safest port

on the Adriatic is that of Avlona. Joanina is

the largest town. Maize, oil, and tobacco are

grown ; wool, cheese, tallow, bacon, wax, sheep
and horses are sent to Cattaro, in return for
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trine, sjiirits, salt, oil, iron, and nianuf. goods.
The plains j-ield nearly aU the products of South
Europe (including cotton at Ochi-ida). The
Albanians or Amauts, profess to be Christians

of the Boman or Greek churches ; but in the
interior they are mostly Mohammedans; and
all are in a rude condition. The country is only
nominally dependent on the Ottoman Porte.

AxBANO, a lake of Italy, 13 m. S.E. Rome, 6 m.
in circumference, the crater of an extinct volcano,

on the high banks, around which are many villas

and grottoes, -with the Pope's villa of Castel Gan-
dolfo. In its vicinity is an anc. aqueduct cut by
the Eomans during the siege of Veii 394 B.C., to

drain off the waters of the lake.

—

Alba Longa
stoodon its N.E. margin.

—

Monte Cavi, the highest
point of the Alban group, is 3176 feet above the
sea, on the E^ and on its summit stood the
temple of Jupiter LatiaUs.

Alba>"0, Albanum, an episcojial town of Italy,

on the via Appia, 14 m. S.E. Eome. P. 6400. It

is built on the site of Pompey's villa. Has saline

springs, temp. 86° F., and mud baths. Its wine is

still in repute.—II. a town of South Italy, prov.
and 11 m. E.S.E. Potenza. P. 2760.

AT.BANO, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. Ber-
gamo. P. 802. Albano Vercellese is a vilL in

the prov. Novara. P. 869.

Alban's (St), a bor. and town of England, co.

Hertford, in the S.W., 19 m. N.W. London ; 6J
m. N.E. Watford Station of the North "Western
EaUway. It is subdivided into 3 parishes. Ac.
165. P. 7675. The bor. comprises the site of the
anc. town of Verulamiurtu, supposed to have been
founded by the Britons before London. St
Michael's church is the burial place of Lord
Bacon. Manufs. straw plait. St Alban's has re-
mains of ancient abbey, a silk mil l, and breweries.

Albax's Head (St), or St Ai>HELM's Head,
a promontory of England, Dorsetshire, 441 feet

high, with ruins of a chapel on the top. Lat 50°

N. ; Ion. 2° 10' W.
Albany, a riv., fort, and dist. of British North

America ; the riv., connected by a series of lakes
with Lake Winnipeg, flows E.N.E. through 8° of
Ion., and enters James' Bay, near Fort Albany.
Albaky, a CO. of the U.S., North America, in

E. part of New York. Area 483 sq. m. P. (1860)
113,917. Is bounded E. by the Hudson, N. by the
Mohawk, and is drained by Catskill and Nor-
manskQl creeks, which yield valuable water
power. Surface in the W. and N. mountainous,
but along the Hudson level and fertile. Indian
com, buckwheat, rye, oats, potatoes, and butter,
are its products. Has cotton and woollen manufs.,
iron-foundries, flour, grist, saw, planing, and
paper mills, tanneries, and tobacco factories.

Yields iron, gypsum, marl, and hydraulic lime-
stone. The CO. is intersected by the railway con-
necting Albany with Utica. The Hudson is

navigable to Troy, and the Erie and Champlain
canals terminate in the N.E. part of the co. Has
churches of aU denominations, many public
schools and newspapers. Albany was organized
in 1683, and named in honour of the Duke of
York and Albany, afterwards James n.
Albany, a city of the U.S., North America,

cap. of New York, on rt, b. of the Hudson, 145
m. N. New York, 164 m. W.N.W. Boston, and
370 m. N.E. Washington. P. (1860) 62,367. Has
40 churches, the capitol, gov. offices, city hall,
an observatory and medical college, a college
called the Albany University, several other
schools, literary and scientific associations, & pub-
lic libraries. An orphan asylum& emigrants'friend
society. Albany is advantageously situated for

commerce, having canal communication with
Erie, Ontario, and Champlain lakes. It is also the
centre where a number of railways meet, con-
necting it with Buffalo, Boston, Lake Champlain,
and New York.
Albany, a town of the U. S., North America,

CO. Berks, Pennsylvania. P. 1406.
Alb^vny, a town, co. Baker, Georgia, U. S.,

North America, on the rt. b. of Flint river, 110 m.
S.W. Milledgeville. Exports cotton. P. 1000.
Albany, a seaport of W. Australia, on King

George Sound. Lat. 35° 3' S. ; Ion. 117° 52' 40" E.
Albany, a dist of Cape Colony, South Africa, E.

div., on the S. coast. Pop. (1865) 16,264. Cap.
Graham's Town, Pop. 5949.
Albaredo, a comm. and vilL of N. Italy, deleg.

and 15 m. S.E. Verona, near 1. b. of Adige. P. 360(t.

Albarracin, a town of Spain, 19 m. W.N.W.
Teruel, on the Guadalaviar. P. 1530.
Albay, a town of Luzon (PhiUppine Island),

cap. prov., residence of a governor; prov. fertile,

but subject to volcanic eruptions. P. 13,115.
Albayda, a town of Spain, Valencia, 12 m.

S.W. San Felipe. P. 3130, who manuf. linens.

Albareto di Borgotaro, a vill. of N. Italy,

prov. and circ. Parma. P. of coram. 3626.
AXBASIN (Yaksa), aEussian settlementand fort

on the Amoor. Thrice sacked by the Chinese.
AlbATE, a comm. of Northern Italy, prov. and

circ. Como. P. 1317.

Albeck, a town of Wiirtemberg, S.W. Ger-
many, 7 m. N.N.E. Ulm. P. 400.,

Albeona, Albinia, a river of N.W. Italy, rises

in Monte Labro, flows S.W. to the Mediterranean
5 ni. N. Orbitello, course 30 mUes.
Albeslarle, a town of France. [Aumale.]
Albemarl£, U.S., North America, the central

CO. Virginia. P. (1860) 14,079 free, 13,916 slaves.

Albi<:marl£ Island, the largest of the Gala-
pagos, in the Pacific ocean. Lat. 0^ 56' S. ; Ion.

91° 38' W. Summit 4700 feet in elevation.

Albejlakle Sound, an inlet of the Atlantic,

U. S., North Carolina, in the N.E., is 60 m. in

length E. to W., and connected by channels with
Chesapeake Bay, and Pamlico Sound.
Albendorf, a viU. of Prussian Silesia, 8 m.

W.N.W. Glatz. P. 1200. Near it is a sanctuary
visited annually by 100,000 pilgrims.

Albenga, Albium Ingaunum, a seaport city of

North Italy, at the mouth of the Centa, on tho

Eiviera, 44 m. S.W. Genoa. P. 4106. Albenga
was the head-quarters of Napoleon i. in 1796.

Albens, a town of France, Savoie, arr. Cham-
bery, N.E. Aix. P. 1543. Ferruginous spring.

Albera Ligure, a vilL of North Italy, prov.

Alessandria, circ. NovL P.' 853.

Alberbltiy, a pa. EngL, and Wales, cos. Salop
6 Montgomery, 8m.N.W. Shrewsbury. Ac. 9599.

P. 1918. Old Parr was bom in this pa. in 1483.

Alberche, a river of Spain, tributary of the

Tagus, rising in Old Castile.

Alberiqcte, a town of Spain, cap. dist., prov.

and 23 m. S.W. Valencia. P. 3500.

Alberobello, a town of S. Italy, prov. Ban,
circ. Altamura, P. 4087.

Alberona, a town of South Italy, prov., circ,

and 22 m. W. Foggia, in a valley. P. 3357.

Alberscitw-ende, a viU. of Austria, Tirol, gov.
and 8 m. E.S.E. Bregenz. P. 2100.

Albersweil, a vill. of Switzerland. [AmoLO.']
Albersweiler, a vill. of Bavaria, cant and 3

m. E.N.E. Annweiler. P. 2090.

Albert dist [Cape Colony.]
Albert (formerly Ancre), a town of France,

dep. Somme, on railway du Nord, 18 m. N.E.

Amiens. P. 3806. Woollen and cotton factories.
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Albekt Ntanza, a large lake of East Cfintral

Africa, explored by Baker in 1805, in lat. 1° 13'

N. [Nyanza.]
Albert Lake, South Australia, Eussel co.,

joins lake Victoria by a strait at its N. extremity.

Albekti-Isra, atown of Hungary, co. and 29 m.
B.E. Pestb. P. 1900. Leather work and brewing.
Albebton, a town of South Australia, Victoria.

P. of town 211, of police dist. 1545.

Albert-ViLLE (Italian Alberto-Poli), a city of

France, dep. Savoie, near the confl. of the Is^ro

and Arly, formed (in 1835) by the union of the
towns of L'Hopital and Oonflans. P. 4018.

Albesio (Albese) a vill. of N. Italy, Lombardy,
prov. and 4 m. E.S.E. Como. P. 1484.

Albettone, a vill. of Italy, Venetia, prov.

Vicenza, dist. and 4 m. S.S.E. Barbarano. P. 1470.

Albeuve, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 20
m. S.S.W. Freiburg. P. 612.

Albi, a town of Southern Italy, prov. and circ.

Catanzaro. P. 2001.
_

Albi or Alby, Albiffo, a town of France, cap.

dep. Tarn, on the Tarn, and on railway, 41 m.
N.E. Toulouse. P. 1,5,493. It is the see of an
archbishop, and its cathedral is one of the finest

in France. Its environs are channing, and the
promenade called la Lice is much frequented.
It has numerous manufactures of iron, copper,
and macaroni. It is the birthplace of La Pe-
rouse. It was one of the strongholds of Protes-
tantism, and the Albigenses were condemned by
its council in a.d. 1176.

Albignasego, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia,
prov. and oj m. S. Padua. P. 2825.
Albigowa, a market town of Austria, Galicia,

gov. Tyczyn. P. 1125.

Albinea, a comm., Italy, near its S. extremity,
prov. and circ. Eeggio Emilia P. 3095.
Albino, a town of Northern Italy, prov. and 8

ni. N.E. Bergamo, on the Serio. P. 2627. It
has silk spinning mills, forges, and foundries.
Albion, a town of the U. S., N. America, New

York, cap. co. Orleans, on the Erie canal, 40
m. N.E. Buffalo. P. 3500.—II. a township of
Oswego, CO. New York, 30 m. from Watertown.
P. 2010.—III. a post township, Maine, Kennebec
CO., 26 m. N.E. Augusta. P. 1604. Also villages
in Ehode Island, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan,
Indiana, and Wisconsin.
Albion (New), a tract of the N.W. coast of

America. The name given by Sir Francis Drake
to California, and part of adjoining coast.

Albis, mountains of Switzerland. [Zurich.]
Albisola Marina, a town of N. Italy, prov.

Genoa, 3 m. N.E. Savona, with extensive manufs.
of porcelain vases. P. 1554.—11. Superiore, same
prov. P. 2134.
Albizzate, a town of N. Italy, prov. Milano,

circ. Gallarate. P. 1126.
Alblasserdam, a village of the Netherlands,

South Holland, 9 m. S.E. Rotterdam. P. 1400.
Alboloduy, a town of Spain, prov. and 21 m.

from Almeria. P. 2200.
Albon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Drome, cant, and 5 m. N.N.E. St Vallier. P. 2057.
Albona, a town of Austria, Istria, near its E.

coast, 42 m. S.E. Triest, with a college. P. 1650.
Albonese, a town of North Italy, prov. Pavia,

circ. Lomellina. P. 1045.
Alboran, a small island in the Mediterranean

belonging to Spain, i m. long, i m. broad. Lat.
35°56'N.; Ion. 3° 0' 40" W.
Albosaggla, a vill. of North Italy, Lombardy,

prov. and 3 m. S.S.W. Sondrio. P. 1857.
Albostan, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and

64 m. N.N.W. Merash. P. estimated at 9000.

Ai.bourne, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2^ m.
N. Hurst-Pierpoint. Ac. 1740. P. 341.
Albox, a town of Spain, Andalucia, 43 m.

N.E. Almeria. P. 7430.

Albbkchtic, a vill. of Austria, circ, Budweis.
gov. and 6 m. W.N.W. Moldauthein. P. 1075.

Albrechtsdorf, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia,
circ. Bunzlau, 6 m. E.N.E. Gabloncz. P. 3320.
Albreohtsflor (Kis-Teremia) a vill. of Aus-

tria, Woiwodena, gov. and 9 m. S.S.W. Nagy-
Szena-Miktlos. P. 1430.

Albreda, a town of Africa, Senegambia, ou
the Gambia, below the British Fort James. The
French ceded it to the British in 1857.

Albbighton, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 6 m.
S.E. Shiffnal. Ac. 3424. P. 1156.—IL achapehv,
3^ m. N. Shrewsbury. P. 79.

'Albuera (La), a vill. of Spain, 13 m. S.E.
Badajoz, on 1. b. of riv. of same name. May 16,

1811, the British gained a victoiy over the French.
Albufeira, a seaport town of Portugal, prov.

Algarves, on the Atlantic, 46 m. E. Cape St Vin-
cent. P. 2800.

Albufera, a lake of Spain, on the coast, prov.
and 7 m. S. Valencia, 11 by 4 m. It communi-
cates by a naiTow channel with the Mediter-
ranean, and abounds in fish and wild fowl.

Albugno, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Ales-
sandria, circ. Asti. P. 915.

Albula, a mountain-pass of Switzerland. Gri-
sons, from the valley of Bergiin to the Upper
Engadine. It is 7713 feet above the sea.

Albunol, a town of Spain, prov. Granada, 44
m. S. Guadix. P. 6764.

Albuquerque, a town of Spain, Estremadura.
26 m. N. Badajoz. P. 5470. It has a castle, and
manufs. of cotton and woollen cloths.—II. a
town of Mexico, 90 m. S.S.W. Santa F^, near 1.

b. of the Eio del Norte. P. 6000.

Albuquerque Islands (or S. W. Keys), a
group in the Caribbean Sea, 110 m. E. Mosquito
coast. Lat. 12° 4' N. ; Ion. 81° 50' E.
Alburgh, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.

N.E. Harleston. Ac. 1512. P. 687.

Albury, 3 pas. of England—I. co. Herts, 4 m.
N.W. Bishop-Stortford. Ac. 3182. P. 700.—II.
CO. Oxford, 3 m. N.W. Tetsworth. Ac. 1110. P.
183.—III. CO. Surrey, 4 m. S.E. Guildford. Ac
4503. P. 1041.

Albuzzano, a vill. of N. Italy, Lombai-dy, prov.
and 4| m. E. Pavia. Dist. Belgiojoso. P. 1447.

Alby, a town of France, Haute Savoie, on the
Cheran, 9 m. S.E. Annecy. P. 1126.

Alby or Aujby, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,
5 m. N.N.E. Aylsham. Ac 811. P. 231.

Alcacer do Sal, Salacia, a town of Portugal,
prov. Estremadura, 46 m. S.E. Lisbon. P. 2860.
Alca de Henares, Complutum, a city of Spain,

New Castile, prov. and 17 m. E.N.E. Madrid, on
rt. b. of the Henares. P. 6400. Since the re-

moval of its university to Madrid, it is in a state

of decay. Cervantes was bom here in 1547.

Alcala de Chu'ert, a town of Spain, Valen-
cia, prov. and 29 m. N.E. Castellon. P. 4954.
Alcala de Guadaira, a small town of Spain,

prov. and 7 m. E. Seville. P. 6702.

Alcala de los Gazules, a town of Spain, 30
m. E. Cadiz. P., with district, 6116.

Alcala del Rio, town, Spain, on rt. b. of Gua-
dalquiver, prov. & 10 m. N.N.E. Sevilla. P. 2820.

Alcala la Real, a city of Spain, Andalucia,
prov. and 27 m. S.W. Jaen. P. 11,621. It has
an abbey ; and trade in wine and wool. The
French defeatedthe Spaniards here, Jan. 28, 1810.

Ai-CAMo, a town of Sicily, prov. and 22 m. E.
Trapani, cap. dist. P. (1861) 19,518.
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Alcanar, a town of Spain, prov. Tarragona,

Catalonia, 18 m. S.W. Tortosa, 2 m. from the sea.

P. 3020. Exports wheat.
Alcaxedh, a town of Portugal, prov. Estre-

madnra, 12 m. N. Santarem. P. 2750.

AixjA.N'iz, a town of Spain, Aragon, on rt. b. of

the Guadalupe, 60 m. S.E. Zaragoza. P. 6400.

Alcaxtara (Arab. " the Bridge'''), Norha Cxsa-
rea, a town of Spain, Estremadura, on 1. b. of the

Tagus, prov. and 35 m. N.W. Caceres. P. 4273.

The magnificent Eoman bridge, from which the

city is named, was partially destroyed by the Por-

tuguese in 1807, and again by the English in 1809.

Alc.vntaka, a seaport town of Brazil, prov.

Maranhao, on W. side of the Maranhao. P.

10,000. Exports cotton, rice, and salt.

Alcantara, a river of Sicily, which falls into

the Mediterranean S. of Taormina.
Alcantarilla, a town of Spain, prov. and 5

m. S. Murcia. P. 3481.

Alcara LI Fusi, a town of Sicily, prov. Mes-
sina, circ. Patti. P. 2104.

Alcaraz, a town of Spain, New Castile, prov.

and 34 m. W.S.W Albacete. P. 7325.

Alcaudete;, Uditunum, a town of Spain, Anda-
lucia, prov. and 24 m. S.W. Jaen. P. 6242.

Alcazar de San Juan, a town of Spain, New
Castile, prov. and 45 m. N.E. Ciudad E«al. P.

7540. Manufs. of soap, gunpowder, and nitre.

Alcazar Kebir (" the Great Palace''^, a city of

Marocco, on the Luccos, 80 m. N.W. Fez. P.

5000. Sebastian, king of Portugal, was defeated

and killed here, 4th August 1578.

Alceste, an island in the Pacific, gulf of Pe-
tche-lee, 3 m. N.W. the N.E. of Shan-tung.
Alcester, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Warwick, at the junction of the Alne and
Arrow, and on the Ikneild Street, 14 m. W.S.W.
Warwick. Ac. 1530. P. 2128.

Alcira, Ssetabicvia, a town, Spain, 25 m. S.W.
Valencia, on an island in the Xucar. P. 9250.

Alciston, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4 m.
N.E. Seaford. Ac. 2079. P. 220.

Alcoba^a, a town of Portugal, prov. Estrema-
dura, 20 m. S.W. Leiria. P. 2000. Tombs of

many kings of Portugal in its ancient abbey.
Alcobkxdas, a town of Spain, New Castile,

prov. and 10 m. N.N.E. Madrid. P. 3300.
Alcoceb, a town of Spain, prov. and 29 m.

S.E. Guadalajara. P. 1352.

Alcoentre, a town of Portugal, prov. Estre-
madura, 20 m. S.W. Santarem.
Alcolea del Eev, a town of Spain, 25 m. N.E.

Sevilla. P. 2200. Kuins of ancient castle.

Alcona, a co. of the U. S., North America,
E.N.E Michigan, on lake Huron. P. 185.

Alconbuky, two pas. of England—I. co. and
4 m. N.W. Huntingdon. Ac. 3700. P. 909.—
II. (with- Westnny, a pa. adjoining the above, 5 ra.

N.W. Huntingdon. Ac. 1540. P. 561.
Aix»NCHKL, a town of Spain, Estremadura,

prov. and 25 m. N.E. Badajos. P. 2020.
Alcora, a to^vn of Spain, prov. and 45 m.

N.N.E. Valencia. P. 5609. Exports fniit.

Alcoutim, a town of Portugal, prov. Algarve,
25 m. N.E. Tavira. P. 2000.
Alcover, a town of Spain, Catalonia, prov.

and 10 m. N.W. Tnn-afioua. P. 2812.
Alcoy, a town, Spain, prov. and 24 m. N.N.W.

Alicante. P. 27,000. Manufs. paper and woollens.
Alcudia, a fortified town of Spain, isl. Majorca,

at its northern extremity, 31 m. N.E. Palma.
P. 1116. Coral fishery, and trade in wool.—II.

(de Carlety, a town of Spain, prov. and 22 m.
S.S.W. Valencia. P. 1759.
Alcugscar, a town of Spain, Estremadura,

prov. and 28 m. S. Caceres. P. 3560. This was
the rendezvous of the allied troops in 1812.

Alezina (Alzen), a vill. fii Austria, Transyl-

vania, circ. Hermannstadt, 4^ m. N. Leschkir-

chen. P. 1710.

Aldabra, an island in the Indian Ocean, N.

of Madagascar. Lat. 9° 26' S. ; Ion. 46° 35' E.

Aluan, a river of Siberia, gov. Yakutsk, rises

in the Aldan moxintains, near the Chinese fron-

tier, flows N., then W., and joins the Lena in lat.

63° 12' N. ; Ion. 129° 40* E. Course 300 m., the

greater part navigable. It forms part of the line

of communication between St Petersburg and
Kamtschatka.
Aldan Mountains, E. Siberia, branch off N.

from the Yablonoi Krebet, in lat. 60° 55' N.

;

Ion. 135° E., rounding the Sea of Ochotsk, and
terminating at Behring Strait. Average height

4000 ft. In Kamtchatka the Schiwelutch readies

an elevation of 10,548 ft, and Kliutshewskaja

15,763 ft. 'These are active volcanoes. The lower

limit of perpetual snow is at an eleva. of 4475 ft.

Aldaya, a town of Spain, prov. and 7 m. W.
Valencia. P. 2000. Brandy distillery.

Al Debro, a vilL of Hungary, co. Heves, gov.

and 10 m. S.W. Erlau. P. 1680.

Aldeburgh or Aldborough, a seaport town
and pa. of England, co. Suffolk, between the sea

and the estuary of the Aide, 9J m. S. Dunwich.
Ac. 6319. P. 1095. Resorted to for sea-bathing.

Crabbe the poet was bom here in 1754.

Aldborough, a town and pa. of England, co.

York, W. Riding, on the Ure, 16 m. W.N.W.
York. Ac. 9323. P. 2279. It is built on the N.
WatUng Street, and has manj' remains of the

Eoman Imrium.—II. a pa. of England, co. Nor-
folk, 4 m. N. Aylsham, Ac. 690. P. 380.

Aldbourn or Aubourne, a pa. of England, co.

Wilts, 6 m. N.E. Marlboro', Ac. 8060. P. 1622.

Aldbrough, Isu Brigantium, a pa. of England,
CO. York, E. Riding, 11 ra. N.E. HuU. Ac. 9323.

P. 2279. Fine Roman pavement was discovered

in 1848.—II. a township co. York, North Riding,

pa. Stanwick, 8 m. East Richmond. P. 522.

Aldbury, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 1 m.
N.E. the Tring station. Ac. 2071. P. 848.

Aldby, a pa, of England. [Alby.]
Alde, ariv. of England, co. Suffolk, rises near

Framlingham, flows S.E. to the N. Sea at Orford.

Aldea davila dk Duero, a town of Spain,

43 m. W. Salamanca, on L b. of Duero. P. 1490.

Aldea del Cano, a town of Spain, prov. and.

15 m. S. Ciceres. P. 1205.

Aldea del Obispo, a town of Spain, on the W.
confines of the prov. Salamanca. P. 506.

Aldea del IIey, a town of Spain, New Castile,

12 m. S.S.E. Ciudad Real. P. 1650.

Aldea Galega, a town of Portugal, Estrema-
diira, on the Tagus, 10 m. East Lisbon. P. 4000.

Aldea Velha, a seaport town and harbour of

Brazil, on the Bay of, & 8 m. S.E. Espiritu Santo.

Aldein, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, gov. and 9 m.
N.N.E. Neumarkt. P. 1400.

Aldekerk, a vill. of Prussia, gov. Diisseldorf,

circ. and 9 m. S.S.E. Geldem. P. 1200.

Aldenham, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 2J m.
N.E. Watford station, Ac. 5840. P. 1769.

Aldenhoven, a town of Renish Prussia, gov.

Aachen, circ. and 3i m. S.W. Jiilich. P, 1100.

Aldeno, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, circ. Trient,

gov. Nogaredo. P. 1260.

Alderbury, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 3 m.
S.E. Salisbury, on S. W. raU. Ac. 4332. P. 1334.

Aloerford, a pa. of England., co. Norfolk, 3
m. S.E., Reepham. Ac 432. P. 29.

ALDERiJf.Y, two pas. of England—^I. co. Glo'etei;
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2 m. S.S.E. Wottoii-under-Edge. Ac. 898. P.

yS. In the church is the tomb of Sir Matthew
Ilale, born in this pa. in 1609.—II. co. Chester,

5 m. W.N.W. Macclesfield. Ac. 6173. P. 1418.

(Station of N. W. railway.)

Ai.DERiL\sTON, a market town and pa. of Engl.,

CO. Berks, 8 m. E. Newbury. Ac. 3669. P. 585.

ALDERMiNSTKit, a pa., England, co. Worcester,
6 m. S.S.E. Stratford-on-Avon. Ac. 3118. P. 520.

Aldernev or Acrigny, Riduna, an island in

the English Channel, off the coast of Normandy,
belonging to Great ISritain, diocese Winchester,
10 m. W. Cape la Hague, cap. St Anne. Lat. of

telegraph 49° 41' 5" N.; Ion. 2° 13' 7" W. Ac.
1962. P. 4932. It is well cultivated, and noted
for its breed of small cows.
AlJ>ERNEY (EaCE of). [CaSKETS.]
Aldekshot, a pa. of Engl, co. Hants, 3 m. N.E.

Famham. Ac. 4144. P. 7755 ; military in the
camp, 8965. In 1854 a pennanent camp was
established here for 20,000, and in the vicinity

barracks for 700 men.
ALDERTON,tlie name of four pas. of Engl.—I. co.

Glo'ster, 7 m. E. Tewkesbury. Ac. 1750. P. 487.
—II. CO. Northampton, 3 m. S.E. Towcester. Ac.
910. P. 131.—III. CO. Suffolk, on the coast, 7 m.
S.S.E. Woodbridge. Ac. 2543. P. 634.—IV. co.

Wilts, 8 m. S.W. Malmesbury. Ac. 1687. P. 192.

Aldery or Aldeburgii, a pa. of England, co.

Norfolk, 2J m. N.E. Beccles. Ac. 3056. P. 557.
Aldford, a pa. of England, co. Chester, on the

Dee, 5 m. S.S.E. Chester. Ac. 2633. P. 731.

Aldhau, two pas. of England—I. co. Essex,
6 m. W. Colchester. Ac. 1825. P. 406.—II. co.

Suffolk, 2 ra. N.E. Hadleigh. Ac. 1744. P. 267.
Aldingbourn, a pa. of England, co. Sussesc,

4 m. E. Chichester. Ac. 3069. P. 772.

Aldingen, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ. Neckar,
3| m. S.E., Ludwigsburg. P. 1325.—II. a vill. of
the same place, circ. Schwarzwald, 2J m. N.W.
Spaichingen. P. 1470.
Ali^ingham, two united pas. of England, co.

Lancaster, 5f m. S. Ulverstone. Ac. 4694. P. 1011.
Aldington, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 7 m.

S.E. Ashford. Ac. 3576. P. 658. Erasmus was
once rector of this parish.

Ai.Dis Peak, a mountain in E. Australia.
Lat. 24° 55' S ; Ion. 149° 15' E.
Aldoboly, a vill. of Austria, Ti-ansylvania,

circ. Kronstadt P. 1000.

Aldridge, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 3 m.
E.N.E. Walsall. Ac. 7752. P. 2254. It has a
distillery and free school.
Aij>ringham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, on

the coast, 2i m. N.W. Aldboro'. Ac. 1783. P. 471.
Aldstone or Alston-Moor, a market town

and pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 19 m. E.S.E.
Carlisle. Ac. of pa. 35,060. P. 6404 ; of town,
2918. The pa. has productive lead mines. Has a
library, bank, & nianufs. of shot, thread, & flannel.
Aldsworth, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 4

m. S.E. Northleach. Ac. 3460. P. 430,
AujUDES (XiEs), Alduienses Monies, a comm.

and vill. of Prance, dep. Basses Pyi-en^es, arr.
and 28 m. W.S.W. Mauleon. Site of a battle in
1794, between the French and Spaniards, in
which the former were victorious. P. 2358.
Aluwinkle, two united pas. of England, co.

Northampton. United ac. 2450.—I. {All Saints),
4 ra. N.E. Thrapston on the Nene. P. 430. Dry-
den was bora here in 1631.—II. (jSt Peters), on
the Nene 3J m. N.N.E. Thrapston. P. 222.
ALDWoRTif or Allder, a pa. of England, co.

Berks, 4 m. E.S.E. East Ilsley. Ac. 1960. P. 275.
Aledo, a town of Spain, prov. and 17 m. S.S.W.

Murcla. P. 1029, with ancient Roman walls.

Alegrete, a fortified town of Portugal, prov.

Alemtejo, 8 m. S.E. Portalegre. P. 1130.

Alegria, a vill., Spain, prov. Guipuzcoa, foot

of Mount Aldaba, 2 m. S.W. Tolosa. P. 857.

Al-leis, a town of Upper Nubia, on rt. b. of

the White Nile, 76 m. W. Sennaar.
Aleiskoi-Loktevskoi, a town of Asiatic

Russia, gov. Tomsk, 137 m. S.W. Biisk.

Alemouth, Ailmouth, or Alnemoutii, a sea-

port town of England, co. Northumberland, at

the mouth of the Alne, in the North Sea, 4 m. S.E.

Alnwick. Ac. 679. P. 452. Sea-bathing.

Alemquer, a town of Brazil, prov. Para, 60
m. W.S.W. Montalegre.
Alemtejo, a prov. of Portugal, between lat.

37° 20' and 39° 40' N., having N. Beira, S. Algarve,
E. Spain, and W. the Atlantic, and part of Estre-

madura. Area 10,021 sq. m. P. (1863) 311,729.

Clijnate hot and dry. Surface undulating. Chief
rivers, the Tagus (Tejo) in the N., Guadiana in

E., and Sado in S. , Corn, rice, olives, vines, and
fruits are grown. Manufs. woollen cloth and
earthenware. Principal towns, Evora, the cap.

Beja, Villa-Vicosa, Portalegre, Elvas, &Estremoz.
Alencon, a city of France, cap. dep. Ome, on

the Sarthe, 105 m. W.S.W. Paris. P. 16,110. It

has a cathedral, corn and cloth halls, and a
theatre. Tanneries, cider distilleries, bleaching,

spinning, and printing. Manufs. of the celebrated

lace called " point d Aleu9on," muslins, cottons,

and extensive trade.

Alenquer, a fortified town of Portugal, prov.

Estremadura, on river of same name, 25 m. N.N E.

Lisbon. P. 3200, with extensive paper-mills.

Alepe or Alipi, a fortified town of India, on the
Malabar coast, Travancore, 20 m. S.E. Cotcliin.

Commerce, grains, pepper, & wood, with Bombay.
Aleppo or Haleb-es-Sjiabba, Chalyhon and

Berssa, a city of Asiatic Turkey, cap. pash., in the
N. of Syria, & one of the chief centres of trade in

the Ottoman Empire, on the Koeik (anc. Chahis),

70 m. E. the Mediterranean. Lat. 36° 11 N.

;

Ion. 37° 10' E. P. estimated at 100.000 ;
previ-

ous to the earthquake of 1822 upwards of 200,000,

comprising Turks, Armenians, Greeks, Jews,
Maronites, Syrians, and Europeans. The city

rose to importance on the destruction of Palmyra,
and became the great emporium of trade between
Europe and the East. With suburbs, about 7 m.
in circumference. Houses of freestone, uniformly
flat-roofed. The celebrated gardens are S.E. of

the city. Aleppo has a castle, a Mohammedan
college. Christian schools and churches, a Roman
aqueduct, which supplies it with water, large

inns, warehouses, and bazaars. Manufs. silks,

cottons, gold and silver thread stuffs. Here are

also soap-factories, dye-works, and rope-walks.

Trade is conducted by more than 100 mercantile

houses. Imports, galls, sUk, wool, goats' hair, &
India piece goods ; cotton yarns and fabrics, co-

chineal, sugar, indigo, silks, woollens, and colonia(l

goods
;
glass, coral, paper, velvets, steel, etc. Ex-

ports cotton, wool, and sesame. The gross revs, of

the pashalik (1862) did not exceed 200,000/. Largo
caravans arrive from Bagdad, Bosra, Diarbekir,

Mosul, Kurdistan, and Armenia. The goods are
conveyed from the ports of Iskanderun & Latakiya
by caravans of mules. The city was conquered
by the Saracens a.d. 636. It was ravaged by
Tamerlane in 1402, & it fell to the Turks in 1517.

Ales, an episcopal town of the isl. Sardinia,

prov. and 30 m. N.N.W. Cagliari. P. 1140.

Aleshki, a town of Russia, gov. Taurida, on
1. b. of Dnieper, opposite Kherson. P. 1500.

ALEsa,VNDRiA, a fortified city of North Italy,

cap. prov., in a plain, between the Tanaro and
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Bonnida, 4G m. E.S.E. Turin, on railway. P.

(1862) 27,027, of comm. 66,545. The citadel,

built in 1728, is the most striking feature in

the city. The fortress is very large, and has ex-

tensive barracks and armouries. Next to Verona
this is now the strongest place in Italy. The
Duomo is a richly decorated church, & the church

of the Madonna di Loreto is a large modem edi-

fice. Alessandria has factories of silk, linen, and
woollen goods, two great ainnual fairs, and a large

trade. In the plain of South Giuliano, 2 m. S.E.

Alessandria, is the little village of Marengo, cele-

brated for the victory gained by Napoleon i. over

the Austrians in 1800. Area of prov. 1951 sq. m.
P. of do. 645,607.—II. a town of Naples, prov.

Oosenza, 14 m. N.E. Oastrovillari. P. 1682.

Alessandria della Eocca, a town of Sicily,

prov. Girgenti, circ. Bivona. P. 5214.

Alessaxo, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecce,

circ. Gallipoli, 19 m. S.W. Otranto. P. 2867.

Alessio, a town of European Turkey, Albania,

near mouth of Drin, 17 m. S.E. Scutari. P. 3000.
AT.Trr or Aleth (^llectuni), a toVn of France,

dep. Aude, arr. and 3 m. S.S.E. Limoux. Fa-
mous for its thermal springs.

Aleutlvx Islands, a group belonging to Rus-
sia, in the North Pacific, between Kamtchatka
and the peninsula Aliaska, lat. 52° to 53' N. ; Ion.

172= to 178° E. They include the true Aleutian,

Andreanov, and Fox islands, and are rocky and
volcanic. P. estimated at 15,000, subsist mostly
by hunting and fishing, vegetation being scanty,

and agriciilture almost unknown. Chief exports,

otter, fox, and other sMns, the trade in which is

monopolised by the Russo-American Company.
Alexander, two cos. of the U. S., North

America.—I. in the W. of North Carolina. Area
300 sq. m. P. 4511 free, 6022 slaves. Sui-face

hilly, soil fertile.—II. in the S. of Illinois. Area
245 sq. m. P. 4707. Surface low, soil fertile.

A1.EXANDER, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, co. Genessee, 8 m. S.W.
Batavia. P. 1927.

Alexander (Mount), South Australia, Victo-
ria, 75 m. N.W. Melbourne. Extensive gold fields.

ALEXANDERSB.VD, a watering-place of S.W.
Germany, Bavaria, 21 m. E.N.E. Beireuth.
Alexandrapol Fort, Russia. [Gumri.1
Alexandretta, Aleppo. LScanderoonT]
Alexandria (IskenderiyehX a celebrated city

and seaport of Egypt, near W. branch of the Nile,

on the Mediterranean, 112 m. N.W. Cairo, with
which it communicates by railway, canal, and the
Nile. Lat. of light-house 31° 12' 9" N. ; Ion. 29°

51'40"E. Distance from Cairo, 131m. by rail. P.
estimated at 170,000, including troops and artizans
in the arsenal. The modem cityis built on apenin-
sula (anciently the island of Pharos), and on the
isthmus connecting it with the continent ; the
ancient city was on the mainland, where its ruins
cover a vast surface. It is fortified, is the station
of the Egyptian fleet, & has a palace of the pasha,
naval arsenal, military and naval hospitals, and
a custom-house. Its new streets and squares
give it more the aspect of a European than of an
African city. There ai-e two ports, in the west-
most of which ships anchor in from 22 to 40 feet
water. A castle called FariUon, serving as a
landmark to sailors, replaces the famous Pharos
of antiquity. Alexandria is the great emporium
of Egypt Exports, com, cotton, wool, gum, soda,
rice, dates, senna, feathers, hides, and manuf.
goods. The value of cotton crop in 1864 is esti-
mated at 15,000,000/. sterling. Imports, cotton,
woollen, and silk goods, hardware, timber, coal,
dmg% and colonial products. Alexandria is an
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important station in the overland route to India,

and is connected by railway with Suez, and the
sea-bathing vill. of Ramleh, 7 m. distant Con-
suls of the chief European countries reside here.
It has a German Protestant church, and hospital,

and flourishing schools under the Scotch mis-
sionaries. Of the ancient city, the cisterns, cata-
combs, Pompey's pillar, and the obelisk called
Cleopatra's needle, are the principal remains. It
was built or enlai^ed by Alexander the Great
332 B.C. Under the Ptolemies it was the cap. of

Egypt, and the most important commercial city
in the world ; the centre of social art and litera-

ture among the Greeks. Under Augustus it had
a pop. of 300,000, and its wealth was enormous.
It was taken and ruined by Amrou, general of
Khalif Omar, a.d. 640 ; it lost its importance on
the discovery of the route by the Cape of Good
Hope, and recovered it only in 1819, under Me-
hemet Ali. March 21, 1801, the French were
defeated by the British under Sir Ralph Aber-
crombie, who was mortally wounded in the battle

of Alexandria. Shortest sea route from South-
ampton 2960 m. Average time by steam 11 days.
A rail, to Ramleh, 7 m. E. on coast, opened 1863.
Alexandria, Piedmont. [Alessandria."]
Alexandria dist [Cape Colony.]
Alexandria, a co. of the U. S., Nl America,

Virginia, Area 36 sq. m. P. (1860) 11,266 free,

1386 slaves.—II. a city and port of entry, cap. co.,

on the Potomac, and Ohio Canal, 7 m. S. Wash-
ington. P. (1862) 12,652. Exports wheat, maize,

and tobacco.—III. New York, co. Jefferson, on
the St Lawrence (Lake of Thousand Islands), 32
m. E.N.E. Kingston (Canada). P. 3475.—IV.New
Jersey, co. Hunterdon, 12 m. N.E. Flemington.
P. 3811.—V. Louisiana, on the Red river, 150 ra.

above its junction with the Mississippi; the
centre of a fine cotton country. P. 1000.

Alexandria, a town of Russia, cap. of a circ.,

gov. and 145 m. N.N.E. Kherson. P. 2100.

Alexandria (St Paul), a vilL of Russian Ame-
rica, in the island Kadiak, with an excellent port.

Alexandria, a town of Scotland, co. and 3^
m. N. Dumbarton, pa. Bonhill, on the Leven. P.

4242. Has large cotton printing works.
Alexandria Troas, Eski-Stamboul, a town

on the coast of Asia Minor, 4 m. S.E. Tenedos.
Alexandrina (Lake), Australia. ][Victoria.]

Alexandrov, a town of Russia, gov. and 65 m.
W.N.W. Vladimir, cap. dist It has an imperial

stud, and a convent founded by Ivan iv., who
established here the first printing-press known
in Russia.—11. a town of Russian Poland, gov.
and 60 m. W. Warsaw. P. 3200.—III. a Russian
fortress, gov. Caucasus, 42 m. N.W. Georgievsk.
Alexandrovsk, a fortified town of Russia, cap.

circ., on L b. of the Dnieper below its cataracts,

gov. and 40 m. S. lekaterinoslav. P. 4000. It is

the place of embarkation for all the products ex-
ported by this river to the Black Sea,

Alexine and Alexopol, two towns of Russia

;

the former on rt b. of the Oka, gov. and 25 m.
N.N.W. Tula; the latter, gov. and 40 m. S. Pol-
tava, on the Orel, having a large annual fair.

Aleyor, a town of the island Minorca, 8 m.
N.W. Mahon. P. 3000. It has large barracks.

Alfacar, a town of Spain, prov. Granada, at the
foot of the mountain of same name. P. 1049.

Alfalo, a vill. of Austria, Ti"ansylvania, circ.

Udvarhely, gov. Gyorgyo-Szt-Miklos. P. 4220.

Alfaques, a seaport of Spain, Catalonia, on
the Bay of Alfaques in the Mediterranean, 14 m.
S.S.E. Tortosa, of which it is the entrepot.

Alfaro, a town of Spain, Old Castile, on the
Ebro, prov. and 37 m. S.E. Logrona. P. 4084.
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Alfayates, a town of Portugal, prov. Be'ira,

25 m. E.S.E. Guarda. Has a castle.

Alfuork, a. vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ. Jaxt, 4J
m. E.S.E. Welzheim. P. 1600. Cultiv. of flax.

Alfeizerao, a towTi of Portugal, prov. Estre-

niadura, 60 m. N. Lisbon, on the coast, at the

mouth of the Alcoa river.

Alfeld, a town of Germany, kingdom and 27

m. S. Hanover, on the Leine. P. 2800. Paper
manufactures and cultivation of flax.

Alfianello, a vill. of Italy, Lombardy, prov.

Brescia, dist. & 6Jm. S.S.E. Verola Nuova. P. 1970.

Alfiano, a vill. of Lombardy, prov. Cremona,
dist and 2 m. S.S.E. Eobecco. P. 1476.

Alfiano Natta, a town of North Italy, prov.

Alessandria, circ. Casale. P. 1389.

Ai-FiDENA, Aufidena, a town. South Italy, prov.

Aquila, 23 m. S.S.E. Sulmona. P. 1650.

Alfikgen-wasser, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, 2\
m. N. Aalen. P. 1100. Iron smelting.

Alfold or AwFOLD, a pa. of England, co. Sur-
rey, ^ m. S.S.E. Godalming. Ac. 2833. P. 535.

Alford, a mkt. town and pa., Engl., co. Lin-
coln, 24 m. N.N.E. Boston. Ac. 1410. P. 2658.

Alford, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, If m.
S.W. Castle Carey. Ac. 722. P. 109.

Alford, a pa. of Scotland, on the Don, co. and
25 m. W.N.W. Aberdeen. Ac. 10,000. P. 1264.

Alfort, a hamlet of France, dep. Seine, 5 m.
S.E. Paris, with a royal veterinary college, estab-
lishment of rural economy, and botanic garden.
Alfonsine, a town of N. Italy, prov. and circ

Eftvenna. P. 6741.

Alfred, a town of the U. S., North America,
York CO., Maine, 24 m. N.N.W. York. P. 1408.

—II. a town of Alleghany, co. New York, 249
m. W.S.W. Albany. P. 2679.
Alfreton, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Derby, 6 m. N.N.E. Belper, and \\ m. E. the
Derby and Leeds railway. Ac. 4550. P. 11,549.
Has manufs. of stockings and pottery^
Alfriston, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, on the

Cuckmere, 2 m. N. Seaford. Ac. 2425. P. 522.

Alfter, a vill., Ehenish Prussia, gov. Cologne,
circ. and 8 m. W. Bonn. P. 1000.
Algajola, a town of France, Corsica, 6 m.

N.E. Calvi. P. 191. Exports olive oil and fish.

Algarinejo, a town of Spain, prov. and 28 m.
"W. Granada. P. 4383, mostly agricultural.

Algarkirk, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8
m. N.N.E. Spalding. Ac. 6050. P. 772.
Algarrobo, a town of Spain, Andalucia, prov.

and 18 m. E.N.E. Malaga. P. 2954.
AxQARVE, the most S. prov. of Portugal, with

the title of a kingdom, having N. the prov. Alem-
tejo, E, Spain, S. and W. the Atlantic. Area 2344
eq. m. P. (1863) 157,666. On its N. frontier is

the Sierra de Monchique. Aloes, dates, and other
tropical products, and wine, are grown, but little

corn or forage. Exports, dried fruits, kermes,
wine, salt, and tunny-fish. Chief towns, Tavira,
Faro, and Lagos.
Algayda, a town of Spain, in the island of

Majorca, 6 m. S.E. Palma. P. 2859.
Algeciras, a seaport town of Spain, Andalu-

cia, prov. Cadiz, on the Bay and 6 m. W. Gibral-
tar. P. 11,080. It has a well-frequented harbour,
battery, and a military hospital of first class.

Chief trade, export of charcoal and tanned leather.
It was beseiged and taken from the Moors by the
Spaniards in 1344, and here cannon were first

used in Spain. A naval engagement here be-
tween the English and French, 4th July 1801.
AujEMEsr, a town of Spain, prov. and 21 m.

S.S.W. Valencia. P. 4492. Products rice & silk.

Alqerfa (French, Algerie)^ a countiy of North

Africa, Barbary, forming a French colonial go-
vernment, cap. Algiers. This territory is situ-

ated between lat. 35° 37' 5" N. ; extending from
Ion. 2° 11' W. to 8° 53' E. ; length 550 m., breadth
200 m. P. (1862) 2,999,124, comprising 2,806,378
natives, including 10,000 negroes, 30,000 Jews,
and 192,746 Europeans. Algeria is bounded
N. by the Mediterranean, S. by the Sahara, E.
by Tunis, and W. by Marocco ; is traversed by
the Atlas mountains, which rise in successive
stages parallel with the coast, the highest points
exceeding 7000 feet. The coast is steep and defi-

cient in good ports. The ihief plains are those
of Gran, Metidjah, and Shelif ; the principal rivei's

are the Wad-el-Gedy, which rises S. of the Atlas
range, and flows to the Melrir Lake ; the Sheliff,

which rises on the borders of the Sahara, & flows

to the Mediterranean ; the others are the Sebus,
Isser, Hama, and Jafna. There are several lakes,

called sebkhas, generally dry in summer ; the

chief of these are in the prov. Algiers, the Zag-
ries in Constantine, the Shott and the Sebkha in

the S.E. of the Melrir. Climate temperate and
healthy on the N. slopes of the mountains, but
pestilential in the marshy plains. Heat often

excessive under the influence of the simoom, or

hot wind of the desert. From April to October
the sky is serene; winter mild, and marked by
abundant rains. In the mountains of Bou Hamra
there are rich iron mines, which were worked by
theEomans. The country is divided by the natives

into the Tel or country of grain crops, in the N.,

and the date coimtry in the S. Vegetation is

developed with great activity. The level part of

the Tel, occupied by Arabs, is fertile in cereals

;

and the mountainous country (Kabi/lia) occu-

pied by the Kabyles, has extensive forests, with
rich and varied vegetation. The Algerian Sahara
is not, as was supposed, a sterile desert but a vast
archipelago of oases, each of which presents an
animated group of towns and villages, surrounded
by olives, figs, vines, and palms. Throughout
the Tel, wheat, barley, and legumes are culti-

vated, and in some places maize, millet, and rice,

cotton, indigo, and the sugar-cane. The natives

rear cattle, sheep, and goats. The horses, which
are of an excellent breed, are employed for the

saddle, only the camel, dromedary, ass, and mule
are used for draught. Among wild animals are

the lion, panther, jackall, and antelope. The
harvests are sometimes ravaged by locusts. Coral
and sponge are fished on the coasts. The in-

dustry of the natives, which formerly consisted

chiefly of weaving and the preparation of ma-
rocco leather, is, since the French domination,

nearly confined to mining ; the Jews alone en-
gage in the manuf. of jewellery. The chief trade

is coastwise, that by caravans with the interior

is inconsiderable. Civilization is making rapid

progress in the state under French rule. Roads
have been made, telegraphic communications
established, bridges biult, colleges and schools

instituted, and trees planted. The country, origi-

nally inhabited by the Moors and Numidians,
was afterwards under the power of the Eomans
and Vandals. In the 16th century it was in-

vaded by Spain, but Barbarossa expelled the

Spanish, and founded, under the sovereignty of

Turkey, the state of Algiers, which became re-

doubtable on account of its corsairs, and com-
pelled many of the European states to pay tribute

for the protection of their merchant vessels.

Repeated attempts were made by the different

European powers to subdue this nest of pirates,

without effect, till 1816, when the city of Algiers

was bombarded by the British under Lord Ex-
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mouth, after which they continued comparatively

quiet until 1827, when the French government,

to revenge an insult to their consul, resolved to

Bend an expedition on a great scale to take pos-

session of the country. This was accomplished

in 1830. Algerie is divided into the provs. of

Alger, in the centre, Constantine, in the E., and
Oran, in the W., and governed by a governor-

general, whose authority is chiefly military.

Algeria de Alava, a town of Spain, prov.

Alava, 9 ni. E. Vitoria. P. 857.

Algersdorf, a vilL of Austria, Bohemia, gov.

and 3 m- S. Bensen. P. 1585.

Algete, a town of Spain, prov. Madrid, near

the riv. Jarama. P. 1630.

AixtEZARES, a town of Spain, prov. Murcia.

P. 2950. Exports grain and fruit to Gibraltar.

Algezikah, the Arab name of Mesopotamia.
Algiiero, a fortified town of Italy, isl. Sar-

dinia, on W. coast, 14 m. S.W. Sassari. P. 8419.

It has a cathedral, convents, and public schools.

The port for large vessels is at Porto Corte, 9 m,
N.W. Alghero. Exports wine, grain, wool, to-

bacco, anchovies, and coral.

Algiers (Al-jezair " the islands," French Al-

fer), a city and seaport of Africa, cap. of the

Vench territory of Algerie, built in the form of

an amphitheatre, on the W. side of a bay of same
name, in the Mediterranean. Lat of lighthouse, 36°

47' 20" N. ; Ion. 3° 4' 32" E. Mean temp, of year
66°-50 F. Eainfall, 32 inches. Eainy days, 87. P.

(1862) 58,315 (37,145 Europeans, 21,170 natives).

The city, situated on a slope facing the sea, and
crowned by a citadel, is 2 m. in circumference,

and strongly walled ; since 1830, the French have
greatly extended its defences and improved its

port, and the streets have been widened. It has
palaces, synagogues, mosques, good shops, ba-

zaars, markets, hotels, fountains, baths, club-

houses, public library, barracks, an arsenal, and an
opera-house ; andis the residence of the governor-

general of Algerie, a bishop's see, the seat of

tribunals of primary jurisdiction & commerce, a

royal college, and other schools. Several forts

and outworks protect it on the land side ; by sea

it has in front two rocky islands (whence its

name), connected with the mainland by a mole
;

this and another mole, both furnished with batte-

ries, enclose the harbour. Algiers has two sub-

urbs, and numerous villas in its beautiful environs.

It has regular steam communication with Toulon
and Cette in France, and Oran and Bona in Africa.

Algoa Bay, S.E. coast of Africa, Cape Colony,

between Capes Recife and Padron, 425 m. E. Cape
of Good Hope. The Baasher riv. flows into the

bay, and at its mouth is fort Elizabeth. Fort
Frederick is on a hill adjacent. Lat of Croix isL,

in the bay, 33° 47' 6" S. ; Ion. 25° 46' 7" W.
Algodonales, a town of Spain, Andalucia,

prov. and 49 ra. N.E. Cadiz. P. 3650.

Algltjd, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, circ Brixen,
gov. Meran. P. 1650.

Algyo, a vill. of Hungary, gov. and 6J m.
N.N.E. Szegedin. P. 2000.

Algyogy, a market town of Austria, Transyl-
vania, circ. and 21m. S.W. Karlsburg. P. 1200.
Al Hadhr {Hatray «. ruined city of Asiatic

Turkey, Mesopotamia, 60 m. S.S.W."Mosul.
Aliiama (the Bothy, the name of several towns

of Spain.—I. Andalncia, prov. and 24 m. S.W.
Granada, on the Alhama river. P. 6284. Near
it are celebrated warm baths, whence its Arabic
name; temp. 113° F.—II. prov. and 13 m. S.W.
Murcia. P. 6935. Mineral waters, 91° to 113° F.
AuiAMBRA, the Moorish palace. [Granada.]

—II. a town of Spain, New Castile, prov. and 48

m. E.S.E. Ciudad Heal. P. 760.—III. prov. and
62 m. S.W. Zaragoza, on 1. b. of the Jalon. P.
553 ; with celebrated mineral springs and baths,
the Aquse Bilbilitanae of the Bomans.
Alhaxdra, a town of Portugal, Estremadura,

on rt. b. of the Tagus, 18 m. N.E. Lisbon. P.
1800.—II. a town of South America, BrazO
prov. and 15 m. S.S.E. Paranahyba.
Alhau, a market town of Austria, Hungary,

gov. and 5J m. W. Ober-Warth. P. 1580.
Alhauru* de la Torre, a town of Spain, Gra-

nada, prov. and 15 m. S.W. Malaga. P. 3000.
Alhaurin el Graxde, a town of Spain, Gra-

nada, prov. and 22 m. W.S.W. Malaga. P. 5514.
Alhendix, a town of Spain, Andalucia, on the

DUar, prov. and 6 m. S.W. Granada. P. 2275.
Alhucehas, a small island, fortress, and hos-

pital of Spain, in the Mediterranean, on the coast
of Marocco, 5 m. S.E. Cape Morro.

Ali, an anc. town of Sicily, intend, and 15 to.

S.S.W. Messina, with mineral waters. P. 2710.
Alia, a town of Sicily, prov. Palermo, circ

Termini Imerese. P. 5499.

Alia, a town of Spain, New Castile, prov.
Caceres, 18 m. S.W. Logrosan. P. 3122.

Ali-Abad, a town of Persia, prov. Irak-Ajemi,
85 m. N.E. Kashan, with 500 houses. Near it is

a royal residence, built by Shah-Abbas.—II. a
seaport town, prov. Mazanderan, on the Caspian
Sea, 30 m. N.W. Amol.—III. a vilL, prov. Alzer-

bijan, 65 m. N.E. Tabriz.
Allaga, a town of Spain, cap. of the judicial

district of same name, on the Guadalope, prov.
and 23 m. N.E. Teruel. P. 1122.

Aliano, a town of South Italy, prov. BasUicata,
circ. Matera. P. 1702.

Aliashka, a peninsula of Russian America, in
the Pacific, between lat. 50° and 55° N. ; Ion. 155°

W>, 350 m. in length N. to S., by 25 m. in average
breadth. Has several active volcanoes.

Ali Bang, a town of British India, dist. Tan-
nah, presid. and 19 m. S. of Bombay, on the coast.

Average rainfall 80 in.

Au-BoGHAN, a town of Afghanistan, in the val-
ley and 10 m. E. Jelalabad at an elev. of 1900 ft.

Ali-Bunder, a town of Scinde, on a branch of

the Indus, in its delta, 76 m. S.S.E. Hyderabad.
Alicante, a prov. of Sj>ain, bounded on tlie

N. by Valencia, N. and N.W. by Murcia and
Albacete, and S. and S.E. by Murcia and the
Mediterranean. Area 2096 sq. m. P. (1857)
378,958. Soil fertile. Yields wine, sugar, rice,

oranges, citron, figs, and other fruits. The new
prov. of Alicante was formed in 1834.

Alicante^ Lucentum, a fortified city and sea-

port of Spain, cap. prov. of same name, on a bay
in the Mediterranean. Lat. of castle, 38° 20* N.

;

Ion. 0° 27' W. P. 21,000. It has a coUege and
public library, and is important as a commercial
city, although its trade has declined. The num-
ber of British vessels which entered the port in

1862 was 234, bringing coals, iron, machinery,
and guano to the value of 459,497/. The ex-
ports of raisins, oranges, wine, lead, and salt,

were worth 130,911/. 'The mole has a fixed light

95 feet high, visible for 15 mUes.
Alicata or LiCATA, with isL of Lampeausa, a

seaport town, Sicily, prov. & 25 m. S.E. Girgenti,

cap. cant., on Mediterranean. P. (1861) 15,481. Ex-
ports com, macaroni, fruit, sulphur, soda, & wines.
Alice Bel Collk, a vilL of North Italy, prov.

Alessandria, circ. Acqui. P. 1360.
Alice Castello, a comm. and vill. of North

Italy, prov. Novara, circ. VercellL P. 1985.

Alice Superiore, a comm. and vilL of N. Italy,

prov. Turin, circ. Ivrea. P. 1033.
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Alicudi, Ericusa, the most W. of the Lipari

isls., Mediterranean, 6 in. iu circumference. It

produces sulphur, fruit, barilla, etc. P. 1000.

AlifI':, a town of S. Italy, prov. Caserta, 2 m
S.W. Piedimonte, nearly deseited on account of

the insalubrity of its atmosphere. P. 3265.

Aligaum, a town of British India, Nizam's
dominion, 68 m. S.W. Ellichpoor.

Ali GiiEZ, a mt. in Armenia, 15,000 ft. high.

Aligiiuu or Allyghur, a district of British

India, presidency Bengal (Agra), enclosed by
the districts Boolundshuhur, Mynpoore, and Mut-
tra. Area 2149 sq. m. P. (1853) 1,134,665. It

is watered by the Ganges and Jumna, desolate

towards the N., but fertile in the S.

—

Alighur, a

fort in above district, on rail, 82 m. from Delhi,

was taken by the British in 1803. On the 6th

Oct. 1857 the fort was retaken from the Sepoy
rebels by the British.

Alimena, a town of Sicily, intend, and 52 m.
S.E. Palermo, circ. Cefalu. P. 4491.

Aliminusa, a town of the isl Sicily, prov. Pal-
ermo, circ. Termini Imerese. P. 1176.

Alingsaes, a town of Sweden, 32 m. S.S.E.

Wenersborg, with mineral springs. P. 1646.

Alise-Sainte-Eeine, Alesia, a vill. of France,

dep. Cote-d'Or, 8 m. N.E. Semur, with iron mines
and mineral waters in its vicinity.

Alistal, a vill. of Austria, Hungarv, gov. and

6i m. S.S.E. SchUtt-Szerdahely. P. 1030.
Aliwal dist. [Cape Colony.]
Aliwal, a vill. and "grassy plain," North-

Western India, S.E. b. of Sutlej, N.W. Loodiana.
Here, in 1846, the British defeated the Sikhs.
Alixax, Alexianum, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Drome, 7 m. N.E. Valence. P. 2434.
Al-JeZIRKII. [MESOrOTAMIA.]
Auos, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, gov. and

10 m. W.S.W. Lippa. P. 2275.

Alken, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Limburg, on
the Herk, 4 m. S. Hasselt P. 2711.
Alkenyer, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,

gov. Broos. P. 1070.

Alkertox, a pa. of Eneland, co. Oxford, 6 m.
W.N.W. Banbiuy. Ac. 650. P. 194.

Alkham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4 m.
W.N.W. Dover. Ac. 3200. P. 524.

Alkington, a pa. of England. I Whitchurch.]
Ai.KMAAR, a fortified town of tne Netherlands,

cap. cant., on the Great North Holland canal,

19 m. N.N.W. Amsterdam. P. 11,600. Extens.
trade in butter, and a large cheese market.
Alkoven, a vill. of Austria, circ. Hausruck,

5i m. E.S.E. Effefding. P. 1060.

Allada, a city of W. Africa, Dahomey. P.
8000. Has a large market every four days.

Allahabad, one of the old Mohammedan pro-
vinces or soubahs of Hindostan, between 24° 49' &
25° 44' N.; Ion. 81° 14' and 82° 26' E., bounded on
N. by Oude and Agra, S. by Gundwana, E. by
Bahar, W. by Malwah. The province Allahabad^
is divided into the districts of Cawnpoor, Futteh-
pore, Jo\mpore, Mirzapore, Benares & Ghazepore.
Area 2801 sq. m. P. 3,710,263. It is watered by
the Ganges, Jumna, and other rivers. The flat

country is very fertile. The elevated table-land
of Bundelcund contains the diamond mines of

Pannah. Exports sugar, cotton, indigo, opium,
saltpetre, cott<in cloths, and diamonds. Pro-
duces all kinds of grain, and great variety of

fruits. The whole prov. is under British govern-
ment. Population mostly Hindoos.

—

Allahabad
("Abode of Allah"), since 1862 cap. presidency
of N.W. Provinces, at the union of the Ganges to

Jubbulpore & Jumna rivers, and on rail 77 m. W.
Benares. Lat. 25° 26' N. ; Ion. 81° 55' E. 368 ft above

the sea. Mean temp. 78° F. Rainfall 35 inches

;

rather healthy. P. 64,785. Houses built of earth
upon the ruins of ancient brick edifices. There is a
large fort built by the emperor Akbar, with a
government house and a state prison. The mili-
tary cantonments are 4 m. distant. Allahabad is

held so sacred by the Hindoos, that at somo
periods 200,000 pilgrims have met there from all

parts of India.—II. a town of Bhawlpoor, N.-W.
Hindostan, 25 m. S.W. Ahmedpoor.
Allaire, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, cap. cant., 26 m. E. Vannes. P. 2185.
ALI.AN, a riv. of Scotland, co. Perth, joins tho

Forth 2 m. above Stirling, course 18 m.—II.

another small Scotch river, co. Roxburgh.
Allan (Bridge of\ a vill. of Scotland, co. and

3 m. N. Stirling, on tne Allan, with a station on
the Scottish Central railway. P. 1803. It has a
mineral spring, much resorted to, chief ingi-e-

dients, chloride of sodium and calcium.
Allan, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Drome,

arr. Montmeliart, celebrated for its excellent wine
(rouges d'ordinaire). P. 1124.

Allanche, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Cantal, cant, and 8 m. N.E. Murat. P. 2125.
Allariz, a walled town of Spain, Galicia, prov.

and 13 m. S.E. Orense. P. 2756.
Allarmont, a comm. and viU. of France, dep.

Vosges, 13 m. N.N.E. St Did P. 754.

Allassac, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Corrfeze, 15 m. W. Tulle. P. 3853.
Allauch, a comm. and town of France, dep;

Bouches-du-Rhone, on a hill, arr. and 6 m.N.B.
Marseille. P. 3641. Excellent white wine.
Alla-yar-ka-tanda, a town of Scinde, 20 m.

E. Hyderabad. P. 6000. It has cotton manufs.
and dye-works.
Allcannings, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4 m.

E.N.E. Devizes. Ac. 5483. P. 1013.
Alle^ a riv. of Pmssia, joins the Pregel at

Wehlan, after a course of 120 miles.

Alle, a vill., Switzerland, cant. Bern. P. 1044.
Allegan, co. of the U.S., North America, on

W. border of Michigan. Area 832 sq.m. P. (1861)
10,087.—II. Chief town of same name, on!Kalaf-
mazoo river. P. 634.

Alleghe, a comm. and vill. of North Italy,

Venetia, prov. and 20 m. N.N.W. Belluno. P. 1160.

Alleghany orAppalachian Mountains, U.S.,
North America, extend from Georgia to Maine,
through 11° of lat., nearly parallel to and from 50
to 130 m. W. of the Atlantic. The chain, 1550
m. long, and from 150 to 200 m. broad, consists

of several ranges called the Blue Ridge, North
Jackson's, Laurel, and Cumberland, seldom ex-
ceeding 2500 feet in height (though rising in the
White Mts., New Hampshire, to 6428 ft.), and en-,

closing many fertile valleys. The Alleghanies
consist chiefly of the Azoic and Paleozoic rocks,

sandstones, limestones, and slates, and include
extensive coal fields, and are usually wooded to
their summits ; they divide the watei's flowing to
the Atlantic on the E. from those which flow into
the Mississippi on the W., and the lakes on the
N. They are crossed by several great roads,

connecting the cities of the E. with those of the
western states. Also the name of cos. in U.S.

—

I. State New York. Watered by Genessee river.

Area 1185 sq. m. P. 41,881. Soil fertile, adapted
for pasture.—II. co. Pennsylvania, on W. border,

where the Monongahela and Alleghany rivers

unite to form the Ohio river. P. 178,031.-111.
CO. Maryland, in W. of State. Surface very
rough, though fertile. P. 27,682 free, 666 slaves.

—IV. CO. Virginia, intersected by James river.

Area 621 sq. m. P. 6776 free, 996 slaves. Sur-
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face elevated, and rich soil in tlie valleys.

—

V. N. Carolina. P. 3384 free, 206 slaves. Also

the name of a river which flows through Pennsyl-

vania; and four townships in same State.—L Arm-
strong CO. P. 1839.—IL Huntingdon co. P.

2225.—III. Venago co.—IV. Somerset co.—V. a
city of Alleghany co., a suburb of Pittsburg, state

Pennsylvania. P. (1860) 28,702.

Allegranaza, the most N. of the Canary isls.,

lat. 29° 26' N. ; Ion. 13° 31' W.
AxLtGEE, a comm- and town of France, at the

foot of a volcanic mountain, dep. Haute Loire,

cap. cant., 12 m. N.W. Le Puy. P. 1747.

Alleln, a vill of Italy, prov. Turin. P. 758.

ALLEMOXi>-E?J-0i'SANS, a viU. of France, dep.

Isfere, 10 m. S.E. Grenoble. P. 1225.

Alxen, four cos. of the U.S., North America.—I.

in N.W. Ohio. P. 19,185.-11. in N.E. Inr\iania,

P. 9252.—III. in S. Kentucky. P. 766 free,

9187 slaves.—IV. Indiana. P. 3062. A-lso a
twnshp., Pennsylvania, Northampton co. P. 2547.

Allex (Bog of), in Ireland, King's co. and
Kildare, 238,500 acres of morass. It is 250 feet

above the sea, and separated by ridges of dry
ground ; its E. end (Clane bog) is 17 m. W. Dublin.

Average depth of peat 25 ft., resting on clay & marl.

Allen (Lough), a lake of Ireland, prov. Con-
naught, CO. Leitrim, 9 m. N. Carrick, 7 m. N. to

St by 1 to 3 m., 160 feet above the sea. It is re-

garded as the source of the Shannon.
Allen (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4

m. N.N.W. Truro. Ac 3501. P. 687.

Alle:nburg, a town of East Prussia, on the
AUe, 30 m. S.E. Kiinigsberg. P. 2000.

Allesdale, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-
land, 8 m. S.W. Hexham. Ac. 37,267. P. 6401.

It has extensive lead mines.
Allexdorf, two towns of West Germany.

—

I. Hessen Cassel, prov. Lower Hessen, on the
Werra, 21 m. E. Cassel. P^ with the salt-work
of Sooden in its suburbs, 3300.—II. Hessen
Darmstadt, prov. Upper Hessen, 8 m. N.E. Giessen.
P. 1200, who weave carpets and linen fabrics.

—

III. a vill. of Khurhessen, prov. Oberhessen, 3 m.
W. Neustadt. P. 1500. Wool-spinning.
Allexheads, rich lead mines in S. Northumber-

land, pa. Allendale, at source of riv. Allen. Me-
teorological station 1360 feet high. Mean temp,
of year, 48'-5. Lat. 59° 8' S. ; Ion. 39° 1' W.
Allexsmore, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.

S.W. Hereford. Ac. 2007. P. 612.
Allexstein, a town of East Prussia, cap. circ,

on the Alle, 65 m. S. Kiinigsberg. P. 3596.
Manufs. of linen, thread, and glass.

Allextox or Allwixtox, a pa. of England, co.

Northumberland, 9 m. N.W. Eothbury. Ac.
31,940. P. 899.

Allextowx or Northamptox, a bon of the
U.S., North America, Pennsylvania, 78 m. E.N.E.
Harrisburgh. P. 8000. It has mineral springs.
Allek, a riv. of Gennany, rises in the gov. of

Magdeburg,Prussia, flows N.W., passing thetowns
of Gifhorn, Cell, and Verden, and joins the Weser
on the left ; length, 100 miles.
Aller, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6 m. W.

Somerton. Ac. 3651. P. 518. During the civil
war in 1664, a battle took place here between the
Royalist and parliamentary forces.

Alleroxa, a town of Central Italy, prov.
Perugia, circ. Orvieto. P. 1262.
Allersdorf, a vill. of Bavaria, 3J m. S.W.

Pottenstein. P. 1000.

Allerstox, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Hiding, 4m. E.S.E. Pickering. Ac. 10,012. P. 413.
Allerthorpe, a pa., England, co. York, East

Riding, 2 m. S.W. Pocklington. Ac. 2355. P.

205.—IT. a township, West Riding, pa. and 1 m,
N.E. Wakefield. P. (with Thomes) 5930.
Allertox, two townships of England.—I. co.

Lancaster, pa. Childwall, 4^ m. S.W. Prescou
Ac. 1531. P. 659.—II. CO. York, pa. and 4 m.
N.N.W. Bradford. Ac. 1970. P. 2014.

Allertox (Chapel), a pa, of England, co. So-
merset, 4^ m. S.S.W. Axbridge. Ac. 2747. P.

3083.—II. a chapehy, co. York, West Riding, 2J
m. N. Leeds, with wliich the living is united.

Allertox-Mauleverer, a pa. of England, co.

York, West Riding, 5 m. E.N.E. Knaresboro'.
Ac. 2300. P. 283.

Allesley, a pa, of England, co. Warwick, 2
m. N. Coventry. Ac. 4160. P. 974.

Allestree or Allestrey, a pa. of England, co.

and 2 m. N.W. Derby. Ac. 990. P. 629.

Allevard, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Isfere, cap. cant., 23 m. N.E. Grenoble, on 1. b. of

the OzeLns. P. 3180. It has iron mines and
mineral springs. Temperature 96° Fahr.
Aii-HALLOWS, a pa., England, co. Cimiberland,

6 m. S.W. Wigton. Ac. 1860. P. 256, employed
in quarrying.—II. a pa. co. Kent, at mouth of the
Thames, 7| m. N.E.Rochester. Ac. 6165. P. 236.

Allier, Elaver, a river of France, traversing
its centre, rises in the mountains of Lozfere, N.E.
Mende ; flows N., through the deps. Haute-Loire,
Puy-de-D6me, and Allier, joins the Loire on the
left below Nevers; course 200 m. Chief afiis.

Dore, Alagnon, and la Sioule.

Allier, a dep. in the centre of France, en-
closed by the deps. Nievre, Cher, Indre, Creuse,

Puy-de-Dome, Loire, and Saone-et-Loire. Chief
town Moulins. Area 2822 sq. m. P. 356,432.

Surface xmdulating, with many marshes. Chief
rivers Loire, Allier, and Cher. Climate temperate.
Soil generally fertile, yielding timber and com.
Sheep and cattle are reared. Mines of coal, iron,

sulphur, and antimony, and quarries of marble and
granite. Manufs. cutlery, earthenware, cloth, yam,
and paper. Principal towns of its four arronds.
Moulins, Gannat, La Palisse, and Montlu^on.
Alligator Swamp, an extensive marshy tract

of the U.S., North America, North Carolina,

occupying a great part of the peninsula between
Pamlico and Albemarle Sounds.
Alligxy, a town of France, dep. Nifevre, arr.

and 12 m N.E. Chateau-Chinon. P. 2590.

Allixeuc, a comm. of France, dep. C6tes-du-
Nord, arr. and 11 m. N.N.W. Loud^ac. P. 2084.

Allixge, a vill. of Denmark, on N.E. coast of

isl. of Bomholm. P. 600.

Allixgtox, the name of many pas. of England.
—I. CO. Dorset, div. and

-J
m- N.N.W. Bridport,

Ac. 594. P. 1915. Has a flax mill.—II. co. Kent,
lathe Aylesford, 1J m. N.N.W. Maidstone. Ac. 612.

P. 66.—Ruins of Allington castle, on the Medway.
—III. Wilts, div, and 3| m. E.S.E. Amesbury.
Ac. 936. P. 93.—IV. (East), co. Devon, 3J m.
N.N.E. Kingsbridge. Ac. 3646. P. 521,—V.
(^West or AlvingtorCy, adjoins the preceding. Ac
4110. P. 925. The gardens of Garston, in this

pa., grow oranges and lemons in the open air.—
VL TWestX CO. Lincoln, 4 m. N.W. Grantham.
Ac (with East Allington chapebry) 2070. P. 410.

—VII. CO. Suffolk. [Atheltngtox.]
Alliste, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecce,

circ. Gallipoli. P. 1624.

Allithwaite, two townships of England, co.

Lancaster, pa. Cartmel

—

(Upper). P. 729. (Lower).
P. 933.

Alloa, a seaport town, and pa. of Scotland, co.

Clackmannan, on Stirling and Dunfermline rail-

way, near head of Firth of Forth, 25 m. W.N.W.
Edinburgh. Height 41 feet. P. of pa. 88G7, of
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town 6425. It lias ship-buildiug yards, a diy dock,

tile-works, glass-work, extensive collieries, dis-

tilleries, and breweries : a spacious wet dock was
opened in 1863. Cotton and linen goods are

woven in the parish ; large quantities of coal are

exported, chiefly to other Scotch ports. Chief

imports, flax, linseed, grain, timber, and iron.

Steam communication daily with Edinburgh and
Stirling during summer. Reg. shipping (1862) 48,

tonnage 14,049 ; steamers 5, tonnage 231. Cus-
toms rev. (1861) 5329^. Sheriff courts and justice

of peace courts for the co. are held here. It is sup-

posed to be on the site of the Alanna of Ptolemy.
Allomakee, a CO. of the U.S., N.E. Iowa, on

the Mississippi. Area about 560 sq. m. P. 12,237.

Chief town Columbus.
Allonby or Alanby, a chapelry of England,

CO. Cumberland, on Solway Firth, 9 m. N.N.W.
Cockermouth. P. 649. Cod and herring fisheries.

Allos, a comm. and town of France, dep. Basses
Alpes, 10 m. S. Barcelonette. P. 1202.

AllowAY, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 2|- m. S.

Ayr, on the Doon. Here is a monument to Bums.
All-Saihts, a pa., Engl. [Eijuham (South.)]
All-Saints Bay, a bay on the coast of Brazil,

proT. Bahia, lat. 13° 10' S. ; Ion. 38° 30' W. A
wide deep gulf. The town of San Salvador is on
its eastern side.

Alf^chwyl, a town of Switzerland, cant. Basel,

dist. Arlesheim. P. 1215.

Allstadt, a town of Germany, Saxe-Weiraar,
on the Rohne, 25 m. W.S.W. Halle. P. 2500.

Allstonefield, England. [Alstonfield.]
Alluviojji-di-Oajibio, a comm. of l^orth Italy,

prov. and circ. Alessandria. P. 1868.

Allyghurh, a dist. of Brit. India. fALiGHUE.]
AiJUA, a riv. of the Crimea, flows W. and enters

Kalamita Bay, 17 m. N. Sevastopol. On its

heights the Anglo-French army repulsed the
Russians, 20th September 1854.

AiMA (L'), a town of Algdrie, dep. and arr.

Algiers, near the Bou Douaou. P. 1795 (577
Europeans, 1218 natives).

Almada, a town of Portugal, Estremadura, on
1. b. of the Tagus, opposite Lisbon. P. 6500.
The gold mine of Adissa is near.

Almaden, a town of Spain, New Castile, cap.

judicial district, in the Sierra Morena, prov. and
65 m. S.W. Ciudad Real. P. 8645. It has a prac-
tical school of mines, established 1835, and an
hospital. The produce of the quicksilver mines
of Almaden, which in 1839 was 24,875 quintals,

was in 1863 only 16,000 quintals.

Almadek de la Plata, Sisapo, a town of

Spain, Andalucia, 30 m. N.N.E. Sevilla. P. 485.

Almadeones, a bay on the coast of Africa,

outside the strait of Gibraltar, under the shelter

of Cape Spartel. A good roadstead. Tunny fishery.

Almagell (Pass of), Switzerland, Valais, be-
tween Zermatt and Visp, 11,663 feet high.

Almagro, a town of Spain, New Castile, cap.

judicial district of same name, prov. and 12 m.
E.S.E. Ciudad Real. P. 12,605. Manufs. lace.

Almaguer, a town of South America, New
Granada, prov. and 40 m. S.SW. Popayan.
Ai^iAKERED, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,

gov. and 9 m. S.S.W. Schasburg. P. 1120.
Atjualt, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. Ana-

tolia, 52 m. E.N.E. Makri. P. 8000.

Ai-MANsa, a town of Spain, prov. Albacete, 63
m. N. Murcia. P. 8736. Near it is a monument,
where the French gained a victory over the
Archduke Charles in 1 707.

Almanza, a town of Spain, prov. Leon, on the
Cea, 33 m. E.N.E. Leon. P. 500.

Albiaraz, a town of Spain, Estremadura, prov.

and 48 in. N.E. Caceres, near the Tagus. May 18,

1812, Lord Hill gained a victory over the French.
Al»l\s, a market town of Austria, Woiwodena,

gov, and 15 m. W. Maria-Theresiopol. P. 8000.
The rest are in Hungary.—II. a vill., co. Arad,
gov. and 6^ m. E.S.E. Butyin. P. 2030.—III.
YFelso), a vill., 3 m. N.E. Bath. P. 4800.—IV.
{Jlomorod), a vill., gov. Szekely-TJdvarhely. P.
1710.—V. (Jablonoiv), a vill., gov. and 6i m.
N.N.W. Wallendorf. P. 1020.—VI. (Jablonowa),
a vill., CO. Pressburg, gov. and 6J m. S.S.E.
Malaczka. P. 1270.—VII. (Nagy), a vill., gov.
Hildamas, 27 m. W.N.W. Klausenburg. P. 1620.
—VIII. (Racz), a vill., gov. Sar-Bogard, 26 m.
E.S.E. Stuhlweissenburg. P. 1900.—IX. (7b), a
vill., CO. Pesth, gov. and 7 m. N.N.W. Nagj'-Kata.
P. 1680.

Almazan, a town of Spain, Old Castile, on 1. b.

of the Douro, prov. and 15 m. S. Soria. P. 2400.
Ai^AZARRON, a town of Spain. [Mazaruon.]
Almazora, a town of Spain, Valencia, prov.

and 3 m. S. Castellon do la Plana. P. 6150.
Almeida, a fortified town of Portugal, prov.

Beira, on the Coa, 95 m. N.E. Coimbra. P. 6850.
Was taken by the Spaniards 1762, again by the
French 1810. August 5, 1811, the allies, under
Wellington, defeated the French under Masseua.

Alaieirim, a town of Portugal, prov. Estrema-
dura, 4J m. S.E. Santarem, anc. royal palace.

Almeley or Aijvierley, a pa., Engl., co. Here-
ford, 61 m. W.S.W. Weobley. Ac. 3352. P. 637.
Almelo, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Overijssel, 25 m. E.S.E. Zwolle. P. 4800.
Almendralejo, a town and ayunt. of Spain,

prov. and 22 m. E. Badajoz. P. 1502.

Almenno Santo Bartoix)meo, a vill. of North
Italy, Lombardy, dist. and 5^ m. N.W. Bergamo.
P. 2096.—II. {Santo Salvaiore), 5^ m. N.W. Ber-
gamo. P. 1670.

Almer, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6 m.
S.S.E. Blandford. Ac. 1161. P. 155.

Almeria, a maritime prov. of Spain, Andalucia,
forms part of the anc. kingdom of Granada,
bounded N. by Jaen and Murcia, E. and S. by
the Mediterranean, and W. by Granada and
Malaga. Area 3300 sq. m. P. (1867) 315,664.
Surface mountainous, soil fertile. Products
maize, sugar, and fruits. Minerals are silver,

copper, iron, lead, and antimony.
Almeria, Murgis, a seaport town of Spain,

Andalucia, cap. prov., on gulf of Almeria, Me-
diterranean, 72 m. E.S.E. Granada. Lat. 36°
52' 30" N.; Ion. 2° 39' 51" W. P. 17,800. Trade
in wine, soda, nitre, pitch, and lead. Mineral
springs temp. 126° Fahr.
Almerode, a town of Germany, 13 m. E.S.E.

Cassel. P. 1900. Has manufs. of tiles and earthen-
ware, trade in alum, vitriol, and coal.

Almese, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin,
cii'c. Susa, cap. mand. P. 1238.

Almeyda Bay, E. coast of Africa, Mozam-
bique, in lat. about 13° 30' S. ; Ion. 40° 30' E.

Almissa, a town of Dalmatia, circ. and 15 m.
S.E. Spalatro, at the mouth of the Cettina, in the
sea. Renowned for the wines of its vicinity.

AiJWKERK, a vill. of the Netherlands, North
Brabant, on the Aim. P., with Uitwijk, 860.
Almodovar, a town of Portugal, prov. Alem-

tejo, 73 m. S.S.W. Evora. P. 2600.
Almodovar del Campo, a town of Spain,

New Castile, 16 m. S.W. Ciudad Real. P. 6620.
—II. (A. del Pinar}, prov. Cuenca. P. 394.—III.
{A. del Bio), prov. Cordova. P. 1292.
Almogla, a town of Spain, prov. and 10 m.

N.W. Malaga. P. 4300.
'

Almonacid de Zorita, a town of Spain, prov.
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ftnd 19 m. S.E. Guadalajara, near 1. b. of the Ta-
gus. P. 1265. Near this the French gained a

victory over the Spaniards, 11th August 1809.

Alsioxaster la Reai^ a town of Spain, prov.

Huelva, 43 m. N.W. SeviUa. P. 2007.

Almond, the name of two small rivers in Scot-

land.—I. CO. Edinburgh, falling into the Firth of

Forth at Cramond.—II. co. Perth, flo-vving E. to

join the Tay, near Perth.

Almondbuky, a pa. and township of England,

CO. York, West Biding, the township 1^ m. S.E.

Huddersfield. Ac. of pa. 28,092. P. 42,889. Has
woollen, cotton, and silk mills.

Almoxdsbury, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster,

6 m. N.E. Bristol Ac. 6927. P. 1864.

Ai-MOXTE, a town of Spain, SeviUa, in a fertile

district, prov. and 21 m. E. Huelva. P. 3779.

Almora, a town of North Hindostan, presi-

dency Bengal, cap. prov. Kiimaon, on a ridge

5337 feet above the sea, 85 m. N. BareUy. It has
an old citadel and a modem British fort.

Almosd, a vill. of Hungary, gov. and 8 m. N.
Diozeg. P. 1635.

AI3ISFORD or Ansford, a pa. of England, co.

Somerset, 10 m. S.E. WeUs. Ac. 844. P. 306.

Almuxdevar, a town of Spain, Aragon, prov.

and 12 m. S.W. Huesca. P. 1998.

Almunecar, Sext, a seaport town of Spain,

Andalucia, on the Mediterranean, 33 m. S.

Granada. P. 5000. It has an extensive trade in

cotton, sugar, and fruit.

Almuxia de Doxa Godixa, a town of Spain,

on the Grio, 25 m. S.W. Zaragoza. P. 3563.
Almwych, a to^vn of Wales. [Amlwch.1
Alxe, the name of 3 small rivers of England,

in the cos. Cumberland, Northumberland, and
Warwick.

—

Alne, a pa. of England, co. York,
N. Biding, 22 m. N.W. York. Ac. 9947. P. 1592.
Alxemouth, a town of England. [Alemouth].
Alxess, a pa. of Scotland, co. Boss, on Cro-

marty Firth, 10 m. N.E. Dingwall. P. 1178.
AiJfEY, an island in the riv. Severn, England,

CO. and ^ m. from Glo'ster.

Alxham, a pa. and township of England, co.

Northumberland, at the head of the Alne, the
township 22 m. W. Alnwick. Ac. 12,389. P. 295.
Alxwick, a municipal bor., market town,

and pa, of England, co. Northumberland, on the
Alne, and on York and Berwick railway, 34 m.
N. Newcastle. Ac. 16,250. P. 7350. Market
place, town hall, church, prison, banks, manufac-
tures, and trade in provisions. Near it Alnwick
castle, a seat of the Duke of Northumberland.
Alora, a town of Spain, Andalucia, 20 m. N.W.

Malaga. P. 6794. Euins of ancient castle.

Alore, a large viU. of British India, presidency
Madras, district and 17 m. N.W. NeUore.

Alosxo, a town of Spain, prov. and 19 m.
N.W. Huelva. P. 2884.
Alost or Aalst, a town of Belgium, prov.

East Flanders, cap. cant., on the Dender. 16 m.
S.E. Gand. P. (1864) 19,857. Has a collegt),

linen, lace, and oil factories, and a large corn
market. Alost was the cap. of Austrian Flanders.

Alouciita, a town of Russia, in the Crimea, on
the Black Sea, 21 m. S.S.E. Simferopol.
Alozayxa, a town of Spain, Granada, bishop-

ric Malaga, N.E. Coin. P. 2432.
Alpai{, a vill. of Hungary, gov. and 5 m. E.S.E.

Grosswardoin. P. 1030.

Alparet, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, gov.
Schemeschyne. P. 1050.
Alpbach, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, gov. and 3i

m. S.S.E. Rattenberg. P. 1070.
Alpex, a vill. of Ehenish Prussia, oirc. and 9

m. N.E. Geldem- P. 779.

Alpexa, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in

N.E. Michigan, on lake Hiu'on. P. 290.

Altera, Apiarum, a town of Spain, prov. and
36 m- E. Albacete. P. 2432.

Alpes (Basses or Lower), a frontier dep. of

the S.E. of France, having E. the kingdom
of Italy, N. the deps. of Drome and Hautes Alpes,

S. Var, and W. Vaucluse. Area 2G85 s(j. m. P.

(1861)146,368. Cap.Digne. Chiefly mountainous:
level in the S. Principal rivers the Durance and
Var. Climate variable; soil generally sterile.

Sheep pasture on the moimtains. Woods ex-
tensive. Chief towns of its 4 aiTonds. Digne,
Sisteron, Barcelonnette, and Forcalquier.
Alpes (Hautes or Upper), a frontier dep. of

the S.E. of France, adjoining the foregoing, having
E. and N.E. the kingdom of Italy, W. the deps.

Is5re and Drome, and S. Basses-Alpes. Chief
town Gap. Area 2158 sq. m. P. 125,100. WhoUy
mountainous ; mean elevation of the mountains
9000 feet. Manufs. cloth and hardwares. The
dep. is divided into 3 arronds.
Alpes Maritimes, the S. E.most dop. of France,

formed of the co. Nice, ceded by Sardinia in 1860.

P. 194,578. Area 1517 sq. m. Cap. Nice. It is

bounded N. by the Maritime Alps, S. the Medi-
terrannean, E. the Kingdom of Italy, and W. the
deps. Basses Alpes and Var.
Alphaetox, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6 m.

N. Sudbury. Ac. 1202. P. 298.

Alphamstoxe, a pa, of England, co. Essex, 6
m. N.E. Halsted. Ac. 1557. P. 317.

Alphex, a town of the Netherlands, South
Holland, cap. cant., on the old Rhine, 7 m. E.S.E.
Leyden. P. 2760. Manufactures of linens.—II.

A/phen-en-BieL, a vill. of Netherlands, North
Brabant, 11 m. S.E. Breda. P. 1725,

Alpheus, a river of Greece. [Rouphia.]
Alphixgtox, a pa. of England, co. Devon, on

the Exe, 2 m. S. Exeter. Ac. 2471. P. 1250.

Alphoxse Is., two small islands, sun-ounded
by reefs, in the Indian Ocean, S. of the Amirante
Islands, in lat. 6° 69' 30" S. ; Ion. 52° 41' E.
Alpigxaxo, a town of Pi«dmont, prov. Turin,

with a castle, in a fertile plain. P. 1782.

Alpixgtox, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6 m.
S.E. Norwich. Ac. 630. P. 208.

Alpirsbach, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Schwarzwald, on the Kinzig. P. 1730. It has
mines of silver, copper, and cobalt.

Alpxach, a vUl. of Switzerland, cant. Unter-
walden, on Lake of Four Cantons, 8 m. S.S.W.
Lucerne. P. 1600.

Alps Mouxtaixs.—The Alps are the most re-

markable mountains in Europe, whether in re-

gard to extent or elevation ; they form a crescent-

shaped chain, which extends from the Mediter-
ranean, between the Gulfs of Lions and Genoa
on the W., to the plains of Hungary on the E.,

nearly 600 m. in length. They may be divided
into the following groups :—the West Alps, which
have a general direction from S. to N., and ex-
tend, under the names of the Maritime Alps, from
the sea to Monte Viso, near the sources of the Po,

the Cottian Alps, which prolong the chain to

Mont Cenis, and include Mont Geu^vre ; and the
Graian Alps (Alpes Graise), which include Little

St Bernard, and tenninate at Mont Blanc. The
East Alps, or those chains which extend from W.
to E., having much greater breadth, are separated
into a N. and S. series ; the former comprise the
Bernese Alps on the N. of the valley of the Bhone,
the Alps of St Gall on N.W. of the valley of the
Rhine, the Noric Alps which maj^ be considered
as extending from Lake Constance to the Kah-
lenberg, near Vienna, and the Sty-ian Alps, a
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email chain between the Noric and Camie Alps.

The S. series is composed of the Pennine Alps,

between Mont Blanc and Monte Eosa ; the Le-
pontine Alps, thence to Mont Bernardin, near the

sources of the Upper Khine ; the Rhetiun Alps,

which terminate at Monte Croce, near the sources

of the Piave; and the Carnic Alps, extending to

the lowest part of the river Mur, which separates

them from the mountains of Bakony. Mont Blanc,

which attains an elevation of 15,744 feet, is the

culminating point of the Alps and of all Europe

;

the other principal summits are Monte Rosa, 15, 174

feet, Finsteraarhorn, in the Bernese Alps, 14,106

feet, Monte Visa, 12,585 feet, the Ortler Spitz in

the Ehetian Alps, 12,852 feet, the Gross Glockner

in the Noric Alps, 12,431 feet, the Terglou in the

Camic Alps, 9380 feet, and the Eisenhut in the

Styrian Alps. The most frequented passes are

the Col de Tende in the Maritime Alps, 6890
feet, the pass of Mont Genevre in the Oottian

Alps, 6560 feet ; that of Mont Cenis, 6775 feet

;

the pass of the Great St Bernard, 8150 feet, and
the Simplon, 6592 feet, both in the Pennine Alps

;

the pass of Mont St Gothard in the Lepontine
Alps 6976 feet, the Splugen, 6939 feet, in the
llhetian Alps, the Loiblberg in the Carnic Alps,

and the Semmering in the Noric Alps; the Stelvio,

in Austria, 9100 feet, is the highest carriage pass

in the Alps, and that of St Gothard is the only
one which is carried over the crest of the moun-
tains ; the others generally cross by the beds of

toiTents. The higher Alps present in tlieir mag-
uificient glaciers, the innumerable cascades which
are precipitated from their summits, and the

forests and meadows which cover their flanks,

the most imposing and picturesque scenery in

Europe. In the range of the Alps, the glaciers

are estimated at 400 in number, and cover an
area of 1400 sq. ra. These move more or less

rapidly, according to the heat and moisture of

the weather ; the maximum rate of motion is 30
inches a-day in summer and 16 inches in winter,

the greatest velocity, as in rivers, being at the cen-
ti-e. The largest rivers of Em-ope, including the

Danube, Rhine, Rhone, Inn, Drave, Save, and Po,
rise in the Alps or their subordinate ranges. The
central and higher ridges of the Alps consist of

granite, gneiss, and other primary rocks, flanked

by a wide extent of limestone, sandstone, and
slate. The higher summits ascend considerably
above the lower level of perennial snow (which in

this latitude averages 8900 feet) : the glaciers de-

scend as low as 3400 feet above the sea. Wheat
is raised at an elevation of 3600 ; oats 4900 ; bar-
ley ^100 feet : the oak is found to the height of

4500 feet; pines and larches 6000 to 7000 feet

above the sea ; and the Alpine rose reaches the

snow line. Mineral products are chiefly iron,

copper, and lead; but quicksilver, rock-salt, and
some gold and silver are met with. In Piedmont
chalets are found 8500 feet above the sea, and
vegetation extends to 9500 feet; the chamois
ranges to an elevation of 12,000 feet ; the marten
and weasel, 4000 ; the ermine, 10,000 ; and the
brown bear, 9000 feet ; the ringed snake reaches
7000 ; and the common frog, 10,000 feet. [Notices

of the principal summits and passes in the Alps
will befound under their respective names.']

Ai.i's (Austualian), a range of mountains
which traverse the eastern district of Victoria,

and the southern poi'tion of New South Wales.
Elevation 6600 feet.

Alps (SouTHEKv), N. Zealand. [C^vnterbury.]
. Alpukntk, a town of Spain, prov. and 48 m.
N.W. Valencia. P. 2356.

ALrujAUKA,s, a mov.ntainous region of Spain,

Granada, extending from the Mediterranean to
the Sierra Nevada.
Alkesford (New), a market town and pa. of

England, co. Hants, on the Itcheu, 7 m. N.E.
Winchester. Ac. 683. P. 1546.—II. (Old), a pa.

adjoining tiie above, hundred Fawley. Ac. 3608.
P. 526.—III. a pa., co. Essex. 5^ m. S.E. Col-
chester. Ac. 1583. P. 248.

Aluewas, a pa. and vill. of England, co. Staf-
ford, 5 m. N.E. Lichfield. Ac. 4329. P. 1633.
The Grand. Trunk Canal runs through the vill.—Alrewas-Hayes is an extra-parochial liberty.

Ac. 1680. P. 48.

Alsace (Germ. Elsass), an old prov. of France,
having E. the Rhine and W. the Vosges moun-
tains. It now forms the deps. Haut and Bas-Rhin.

Ai.sACE, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Pennsylvania, co. Berks, on the Schuylkill
river. P. 2697.
Al-Salih, a small town of Arabia, about 2 m.

from its S. coast, and 10 m, N.E. Cape Ras
Seilan.

Ai^DORF, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, circ. and
8 m. N.N.E. Aachen. P. 1095.

Alsen, an isl. of Prussia, in the Baltic, duchy
of, and separated from Schleswig by a narrow
channel, between lat. 54° 51' and 55° 5' N.; Ion,
9° 37' and 10° 7' E. Area 130 sq.m. P. 22,500.
Principal exported product fruit. Chief towns,
Nordbord and Sonderborg. It was taken by the
allied Prussians and Aiistrians in June 1864.
Alseno, a town of North Italy, prov. Piaceuza,

circ. Fiorenzuola. P. 3924.
Alsexz, a town of Bavaria, cant. Obermoschel,

20 m. N. Kaiserslautern. P. 1525. Coal pits.

Alsfeli), a town of Hessen Darmstadt, on the

Schwalm, 26 m. E.N.E. Giesseu. P. 4000. Has
manufs. of linen, woollen, and cotton goods.

Alsii (Loch), an inlet of the sea, on the W.
coast of Scotland, co. Ross, off the eastmost part

of the isl. of Skye. Has several ruined castles.

Alslebex, a town of Prussian Saxou}', on the

Saale, 29 m. S. Magdeburg. P. 2500.—II. Altdorf-
Alsleben, an adjacent village. P. 1100.

Ai^so-KuBiN, a town of Hungary, cap. district,

of Arva, on river Arva, 32 m. N.N.E. Neusohl.
AusTAnouG, a maritime vill. of Norway, prov.

Nordland, the most N. bishopric in Europe, on
the S. shore of the isl. Alsten. Lat. 64° 55 N.

Alster, a river of Prussia, Uolstein, rises

about 20 m. N, Hamburg, through which it passes
(basin of Binnen Alster) to the Elbe.
Alsterweileb, a vill. of Bavaria, cant, and 2J

m. N. Edenkoben. P. 2400.

Ai^sTON, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster, 7

m. N.E. Preston, near Long Ridge Fell. Ac.

1986. P. 1098.

Alstonfield or ALri5TONEFiELD, a pa. and vill.,

England, co. Stafford, 11 m. N.E. Oheadle, on the

Dove. Ac. 21,860. Pop. of pa. 4117, of vill. 651.

Alston-Moor, a pa. of Engl. [Aldstone.]
Ai>s\^'EDE, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

Minden, circ. and 3J m. N.W. Lublecke. P. 1250.

Altafulla, a town of Spain, prov. and 6 m.
E. Taragona. P. 1119.

Alta Gracla, three towns of South America.
—I. New Granada, 40 m. S. Bogota.—II. Vene-
zuela, at the mouth of the Maracaybo Strait.

—

III. La Plata, prov. and 25 m. S.W. Cordova.

P. 4000.

Altai, the collective name of a series of moun-
tain ranges of Central Asia. Thoy form an alpine

girdle, intersected by wide valleys, and traversed

by numerous rivers, extending from W. to E.

about the parallel of 50' N., between the meri-

dians of 84° and 100° E., where the Altai pro-
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per is separated from the Dam-ian sj'stem by
lakes Kosgol and Baikal. Mount Katunsk or

Bilouka, near the W. extremity of the system, is

12,796 feet high, far above the line of perennial

snow, with extensive glaciers on its western
flanks. The climate of the Altai is not severe

;

winters often mild, with little snow. Trees grow
in the deep valleys, and rich grass on the moun-
tain slopes, the sides of which are, in some
places, covered with magnificent cedar forests.

Stags, hares, and wolves abound in the lower, and
bears in the higher portions of the mountains.
The region of the Altai has long been celebrated

for mines of silver, gold, and lead. The chief

mining town is Barnaul, to which all the gold

got in Siberia must be sent, except that from the

Yablonoi Moxmtains, which is sent to Nerchinsk.
The village of Zeminogorsk, S. of Barnaul, has
the richest silver mines in the Bussian dominions.
Altamaha, a riv. of the U. S., North America,

Georgia, formed by the Ockmulgee and Oconee,
flows S.E. to Altamaha Soiind, Atlantic, which it

enters 60 m. S.S.W. Savannah, course 600 m., for

300 of which it is navigable for boats of 30 tons
and for steam-boats to MilledgeviUe.

Altamura, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 28 m.
S.W. Bari. P. (1861) 17,365. It is built on the
ruins of the ancient Lupazia.
Altare, a town of North Italy, prov. Genoa,

circ. Savona. P. 1761.

Altavilla, a town of Southern Italy, prov.
and 6 m. N. Avellino. P. 3555.—II. Altavilla

Manfern-ato, a comm. and viU., prov. Alessandria
circ. Casale Monferrato. P. 1206.

Altavilla Milicia, a town of Sicily, prov.
Palermo, circ. Tennini Imerese. P. 2717.
Altavilla Silentina, a town of South Italy,

prov. Salerno, circ. Campagna. P. 3114.
Altburon, a town of Switzerland, cant

Luzem. P. 1079.

Altcar, a pa., England, co. Lancaster, on the
Alt, 6J m. W.S.W. Ormskirk. Ac. 4284. P. 540.
Altdamm, a town of Prussian Pomerania, gov.

and ^ m. S.E. Stettin. P. 2600.
Altdorf or Bassecourt, a town of Switzer-

land, cant. Uri. P. 2426.
Altdorf, a town, Bavaria, Mid. Franconia, 12

m. KS.E. Numberg, on the Schwarzach. P. 2800.
Altdorf (Starawies), a village of Prussian

Silesia, gov. Oppeln, circ and 2 m. N.W. Plesse.
P. 1000.

Altdorf, a market town of "Wiirtemberg, circ
Donau, 2\ m. N.E. Eavensburg. P. 2450.
Altdorf, a town of Germany, Baden, circ

Upper Rhine, 5 m. S.S.W. Lahr. P. 1300.
Altea, a seaport town of Spain, in a bay of

same name, prov. and 27 m. N.E. Alicante, on
the Mediterranean. P. 5502.
Altela, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. Ascoli-

Piceno, circ. Fermo. P. 835.
Alteland, a jurisdiction of Prussia, Hanover,

prov. Bremen, cap. Jork, on L b. the Elbe, E. of
Stade, Luneburg. P. 15,000.
Altex Elv, a river of Norway, in Finmark,

flows N. 80 m. into the Altenfiord.
Altena, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

and 18 m. S.W. Amsberg, cap. circ, on the
Lenne. P. 6000. Manufs. of iron and steel.
Altenau, a mining town of Prussia, Hanover,

in the Harz mountains, E. KlausthaL P. 1800.
Altexberg, a town of Saxony, circ and 20 m.

S. Dresden. P. 2419. Employed in tin mines.
Altenbreitxjngen, a to\vn of Saxe-Meiningen,

5 m. S.E. Salzungen. P. 1000.
Altexbecch, a town of Prussia, 4 m. S.S.E.

Cuxhaven. P. 2500. Trade in grain and catUa.

Alltexbuch (Ober), a vill. of Bohemia, gov
and 3^ m. S.W. Trautenau. P. 1200.

Altenburg, a town of Germany, cap. duchy
of Saxe-Altenburg, 24 m. S. Leipzig, near the
Pleisse, and on the railway from Berlin to Bava-
ria. Eesidence of the sovereign. P. (1862)
17,168, (1864) 17,966. Manufactures ribands and
woollen cloths.—II. AUenburgoT Magyar Ovav,
a town of Hungary, cap. co. Wieselburg, on the
Leitha, an affluent of the Danube, 20 m. S.S.E.
Presburg. P. 2000.

Altexburg (Saxb). [Saxb-Altenbttrg.]
Altexbusek a vill. of Germany, Upper Hessen,

4 m. N.E. Giessen. P. 1050.

Altexdorf, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Ober-
Franken, 8i m. S.S.E. Bamberg, on the Eegnitz.
Victory of the French over Austrians, Aug. 1796.
Altexdorf, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Schwyz, dist. Lachen. P. 1262.

Altexdorf, a vill. of Prussia, gov. Stade, 9 m-
S.E. Neuhaus. P. 2060.
Altexgaard, a seaport town of Norway, cap.

prov. Finmark, on rt. b. of the Alten, at the head
of a fiord, 53 m. S.S.W. Hammerfest. The raised
beaches here show great rise of level in the coast.
Altexgamm, a dist. of N. Germany, at the con-

fluence of the Bille and Elbe. It is common to
Hamburg and Lubeck. P. 1220.

Altex-Gotterx, a vill. of Prussian Saxony,
24 m. N.W. Erfurt. P. 1436.

Altexheim, a vilL of Baden, circ Middle Rhine,
7 m. W. Offenburg. P. 1700.

Altexhof, a viU. of Prussia, duchy Schleswig,
3 m. S.E. Eckemforde. P. 500. Trade in timber.
Altexkjrchex, a town of Rhenish Prussia, on

the Wied, 22 m. N. Coblenz. P. 1600.
Altenplathow, a vill. of Prussian Saxony,

reg. Magdeburg, circ. Jerichow. P. 1300.
Altexstaig, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ

Black-Forest, on the Nagold, 28 m. S.W. Stutt-
gart P. 2100. Manufs. leather.

Altersweilex, a town of Switzerland, cant.
Thui^u, cap. circ. 3| m. S.S.E. Constance. P.
1247.

ALTERSwnrL, a town of Switzerland, cant
and 5^ m. E. of Freibui^. P. 1253.

Alter-do-Chao, a town of Brazil, prov. Para,
on the Tapajoz, 10 m. S. Santarem.
Alter-do-Chao, a town of Portugal, prov.

Alemtejo, on the Ariz, 14 m. S.W. Portalegre.
P. 2250. It has an old castle and fortifications.

Alterxox or Altarxux, a pa. of England, co.
Cornwall, 8 m. W.S.W. Launceston. Ac. 15,014.
P. 1389.

Alt-gradiska, a fortress of Austria, Slavonia
on 1. b. of the Save, opposite Berbir or Turkish
Gradiska, and 24 m. S.W. Posch^a. P. 2300.
Althaldexslebhix, a town, Prussian Saxony,

gov. Magdeburg, circ Neuhaldensleben, on the
Bever, 13 m. N.W. Magdeburg. P. 1600.
Althammer, a vill. of Austrian Silesia, gov.

and 9 m. S.S.E. Friedeck. P. 1775.
Althart, a vill. of Austria, Moravia, gov. and

4^ m. W.S.W. Jamnitz. P. 1120.
Althorxe, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6 m.

S.E. Maldon. Ac 2250. P. 386.

Althorpe, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, on
the Trent, 5 m. S.W. Burton. Ac 5460. P. 1316.
Altidoxa, a town of Central Italy, prov,

Ascoli-Piceno, circ. Fermo. P. 1241.

Altiglia, a town of Southern Italy, prov. and
circ. Cosenza. P. 1142.

Altix or Teletskoi, a lake of Siberia, gov.
and 320 m. S.S.E. Tomsk, 75 m. N. to S^ by 20 m.
Altixo, a town of South Italy, prov. fchieti

circ. Lanciano. P. 1698.
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Altishofek, avill. of Switzerland, cant. Liizeru,

dist. WiUisau. P. 860.

Altissevio, a vill. of Austria, prov. and 13 m.
W.N.W. Vicenza. P. 1965.

Altivole, a vill. of Austria, prov. Treviso,

dist. and 3| m. S. Asolo. P. 2350.

Altkikch, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Haut-RMn, cap. arr., on the 111, 32 m. S.S.W. Col-

mar. P. 3108. Pottery and leathei-.

Altmuhl, a river of Bavaria, rises 7 m. N.E.
Rothenburg, circ. Middle Pranconia, passes

Leuterhausen, Gunzenhausen and Eichstadt, and
joins the Danube at Keilheim ; the Ludwigs canal,

or canal of the Maine and Danube, between
Bamberg on the Eegnitz, and Dietfurt on the

Altmuhl, connects the Black with the North Sea.

Altnau, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Thurgau,
on shore of the Lake of Constance. P. 851.

Alto, a prov. of Catamarca, Argentine Con-
fed., South America. P. (1863) 6000.

Alt-oetting, a market town of Bavaria, 41 m.
B.W. Passau. P. 1500.

Alt-ofen, a town of Hungary, on rt. b. of the
Danube, adjoining Buda on the N. P. 11,730.

Altomonte, a town of S. Italy, prov. Cosenza,
cant, and 9 m. S.S.W. Castrovillari. P. 2933.

Alton, a market town and pa. of England, oo.

Hants, on the Wey, 16 m. E.N.E. Winchester.
Ac. of pa. 3896. P. 3769.
Altox, the name of several pas. of England.
—I. {A. Barnes), co. Wilts, on the Avon Canal, 4J
m. N.W. Pewsey. Ac. 1053. P. 177.—II. (A. Pan-
eras), CO. Dorset, 2 m. E. Cerne-Abbas. Ac. 2243.
P. 270. (^A. Priors), a chapelry co. Wilts, pa. Over-
ton, 1 m. S. Alton Barnes. P. 207. [Alveton.]
Alton, several tnshps., U. S., N. Amer.—I. New

Hampshire, on Lake Winnepisiogee, 22 m. N.E.
Concord. P. 1795.—II. Illinois, co. Madison, on
the Mississippi, 2J m. above its junction with the
Missouri. P. 7338. One of the best landings on
the river.—III. New York, 13 m. N.W. Lyons.
Altona, a town of Prussia, duchy Holstein,

on rt. b. of the Elbe, adjoining Hamburg on the
W., at the head of the railway from Altona to
Kiel. Lat (of observatory) 53° 32' 45" N. ; Ion.
9° 56' 40" E. P. (1864) 53,038. It has a royal
observatory, a free port, with manufs. of cotton,
woollen, silk, oil, soap ; sugar-houses, breweries,
distilleries, and docks for shipbuilding.
Altoona, a post vill. of the U. S., N. America,

Pennsylvania, 244 m. W. Philadelphia. P. 2500.
Altoef, atown, Switzerland, cap. cant. Uri, near

S. extremity of L. Lucerne, 9J m. S. Schwyz. P.
2426. It has a tower, said to mark the place where
Tell shot the apple off his son's head. Burglen, the
reputed birthplace of Tell, is a vill. in the vicinity.—II. a vill., Bavaria, circ. Kezat, on the Schwar-
zach.—III. a vill., Wiirtemberg, circ. Donau.
Altorff, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Meurthe, arr. Chateau-Salins. P. 1041.
Altotting, a market town of Bavaria, 60 m.

E.N.E. Munich, on the Inn. P. 1500.
Altrincilam or Altbingham, a market town

and chapelry of England, co. Chester, on Bowden
Downs, 8 m. S.W. Manchester. P. 6628. Manufs.
cotton yams, cloths, and bobbins ; and raises fruit
and vegetables for the Manchester market.
Altsanuec, a town of Austria, Galicia, circ.

and 6 m. S.S.W. Nowy Sandec. P. 3260.
Altschenk, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,

circ. Kronstadt. P. 1510.
Altshausen, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, 6i m. S.

Saulgau. P. 1660.
Altsoiil, a town of Hungary, on the Gran,

74 m. N. Posth. P. 2800. Near it are mineral
spnngs, temp. 52° Fahr.

Altotadt, a town of Austria, Bohemia, S.K
Neuhaus. P. 1100.—II. a town of Saxony, on
the Mulda, opposite Waldenburg. P. 1000.—III.
a town of Austria, circ. and 40 m. N.N.W.
Olniutz. P. 2050. Paper manufs.—IV. a vilL

gov. and 3 m. N.N.W. Mahrisch-Triibau. P.

1210. Has a mineral spring.

Altstatten, a town of Switzerland, cant, and
8 m. S.E. St Gall, near the Khine. P. of comm.
7266. Manufs. muslin. Sulphur springs.

Altstrelitz, a town of Mecklenburg-Strelitz,

2J m. S.S.E. Neustrelitz. P. 3500. Cloth and
straw manufactures.
Altun-Kupki, a town of Asiatic Turkey,

pash. Bagdad, on the Altun-su (gold-river), 60
m. E.S.E. Mosul. P. 2000.

Altun-Tukmt, a border town of Persia, on the
Aras, 130 m. N.E. Tabriz. It is now in ruins.

Altura, a town of Spain, Valencia, on rt. b.

of the Palencia, prov. and 25 m. W.S.W. Cas-
tellon de la Plana. P. 3300.

Altwarp, a vill. of Prussian Pomerania, on the
Great Haff, K Uckermunde. P. 1240.

Altwasser, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov.
Bi-eslau, circ. and 2 m. N. Waldenburg. P. 1640
Iron founderies, coal pits, and marble quarries.

Altzetliscji, a market town of Bohemia, gov.
and 5 m. S.S.E. Tachau. P. 1730.

.
Aluknund.\, a riv. of India, British Ghurwal,

with many tributaries. It unites with the Bhag-
hirati at Deoprag, to form the Ganges.
Alva, a pa., barony and town of Scotland, co.

and 6 m. N.E. Stirling. P. of pa. 3283 ; do. of

town, 3147. Manufs. tartan shawls, and blankets.

Alvah, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 2J m. S.S.W
Banff. P. 1467.

Alvaij, a state of India. [Macherry.]
Alvar or Alwur, a large town of India, cap.

the Macherry dom., 80 m. S.S.W. Delhi. At the
base of a fortified hill, crowned by a citadeL
Alvarado, a town and river of Mexico, dep.

Vera Cruz, the town at the mouth of the river in

the Gulf of Mexico, 40 m. S.E. Vera Cruz. P. 6000.
—II. a small river of same name, in Central
America, falls into the gulf of Niooya (Pacific.)

Alvechuuch, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,
4| m. E.N.E. Bromsgrove. Ac. 6747. P. 1713.
Alveley, a pa., England, co. Salop, on Severn,

6 m. S.E. Bridgenorth. Ac. 6788. P. 1018.
Alverca, 2 towns of Portugal.—I. prov. Estre-

madura, on the Tagus, 16 m. N.E. Lisbon. P.
3000.—II. prov. Beira, 17 m. N.N.E. Guarda.

ALvfeRE (St), a town of France, dep. Dordogne,
cap. cant., arr. and 18 m. E.N.E. Bergerac.
P. 1766.

Alverdiscott or Alscott, a pa. of England,
CO. Devon, 5 m. S.E. Bideford. Ac. 2273. P. 336.
Alvebingham, a vill. of Belgium, prov. West

Flanders, 6 m. W. Dixmuiden. P. 2750. It has
manufs. of starch : dye-works, and breweries.
Alverstoke, a pa. of England, co. Hants, on

the Solent and Portsmouth harbour, comprises
the town of Gosport, and watering-place Angle-
sey, with Haslar hospital, and forts Monkton and
Blockhouse. Ac. 5222. P. 22,653.
Alverthorpe, England, part of Wakefield.
Alvf.s, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 4 m. W. Elgin.

P. 1010.

Ai-VESCOTT, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5 m.
S.S.E. Burford. Ac. 2690. P. 407.

Alverston, two parishes of England.—I. co.

Glo'ster, 9 m. N.E. Bristol. Ac. 2518. P. 841.

—II. CO. Warwick, with a vill. near the Avon,
2 m. N.E. Stratford. Ac. 4300. P. 844.

Alveton or Alton, a pa. of England, co. Staf-

ford, 4 m. E. Cheadle. Ac. 7379. P. 2250.
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Al\tk, a m. of Scotland, co. Inverness, on the

Spey, W.N. W. Cairngorm. P. 833.

AxviGNANO, a town of South Italy, prov. Ca-
serta, 5 m. N. Cajazzo. P. 3470.

Alvixcz, a town of Austria, Transylvania, on
rt. b. of Maros, 6 m. S.W. Karlsburg. P. 1670.

Alvingham, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3^
m. N.E. Louth. Ac 1940. P. 350.

Alvdjgton (West), a pa, and decayed market
town of England, co. Devon, 1 m. W.S.W. Kings-
bridge. Ac. 4110. P. 925.

Alvito, a town of South Italy, prov. Caserta,

7 m. S.E. Sora. P. 4242.

Alwalton or Allerton, a pa- of England, co.

Huntingdon, on the Nene, 4J m. S.W. Peter-

boro'. Ac. 1040. P. 342.

Alwington, a pa, of England, co. Devon, 4.

xa. S.W. Bideford. Ac. 2655. P. 359.

Alwur, a town of N. W. India, cap. of a
Eajpoot state, 110 m. S.W. Delhi
Altn, a riv. of Wales, an affluent of the Dee,

rising in Denbighshire.
Alyth, a town and pa. of Scotl., cos. Perth &

Forfar, 12 m. W. Forfar. P. of town 2106, of pa.

3422. Manufactures linens.

Alzano di Sotto, a comm. and vill. of Xorth
Italy, prov. and circ. Bergamo. P. 2345.

Alzano-Maggioke, a vUl. of Northern Italy,

deleg. and 4 m. N.E. Bergamo. P. 2110.

Alzate, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Como. P. 1339.

Alzenau, a market town and castle of Bavaria,

8J m. N.N.W. Aschaffenburg. P. 1060.

Alzey, a walled town of Hessen Darmstadt,
prov. Ehenish Hessen, cap. cant., on the Sulz-
bach, 19 m. S.S.W. Mainz. P. 4600.

Alzoxne, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aude, cap. cant., 8 m. N.W. Carcassone. P. 1566.

Manufs. woollens, lace, and iron.

Am, a frontier stronghold of Afghanistan, on
the N.W. bank of the Indus, between that river

and the Mabeen hills, 60 m. N.E. Attock.
Amacura, a river of South America, falls into

the Orinoco, in lat. 8° 34' N. ; Ion. 60° 7' W. It

is navigable for small vessels to the influx of the
Tarakita, lat 8° N.
AiiADiAH or Amadieh, a district and town of

Asiatic Turkey, Kurdistan, 65 m. N.N.W. MosuL
The district is the ancient Assyrian Echatania.
Amador, a co. of U. S., North America, state

California. P. 10,930, of whom 2568 are Chinese.
Amak or Amager, a small island of Denmark,

off Zealand (about a third part of Copenhagen is

built on it: the other two-thirds on Zealand).
P. 6500 (exclusive of Christianshavn.)
Amakutan Islakd, Pacific [Kurile Isls.]

Amal, a town of Sweden, Isn and 50 m. N.N.E.
Wenersborg. P. 1717. It has a harbour on Lake
Wener, and trade in iron, steel, and deals.

Amai.fi, a seaport town of S. Italy, prov. and
8 m. W. of Salerno, on the N. shore of the
Gulf. P. (1861^ 6506 (in the 12th century up-
wards of 60,000.) Amalfi was at one period an
independent and prosperous commercial republic;
in 1020 its inhabitants took an active part in the
crusades. Birthplace of Flavio Gioia, the im-
prover of the mariner's compass, and of Masa-
niello, the fisherman, and brief ruler of Naples.
It is resorted to for sea-bathing.
Amaliendorf, a vUL of Austria, gov. and 2i

N.N.W. Schrems. P. 1265.
Amambaht, a chain of mountains in Brazil,

extending from N. to S. in the prov. of Matto
Grosso and Paraguay. It forms the watershed
between the Paraguay and Parana rivers. The
range is about 200 m. long. A river of the same

name has its source in these mountains, and
joins the Parana.
Amaud (St), a comm. & vUl. of Belgium, prov.

and 15 m. S.S.W. Antwerp, on the Scheldt. P.
2915. Manufs. oO-cloth and woven fabrics.

Amand (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.
Cher, 26 m. S.S.E. Bourges, on the Cher, at the
mouth of the Marmande. P. 8607. Comm. col-

lege, tanneries, commerce in wood, iron, & wool.
—II. a comm. and vill., dep. Manche. arr. St
L6. P. 1357.—III. a comm. and vill., dep. Mame,
arr. and cant. Vitry-le-Fran9ois. P. 1158.—IV.
a comm. and vUl., H. Vienne, arr. Bellac, cant.

Chateauponsac P. 1279.—V. a comm. and town,
dep. Nievre, arr. Cosne, cap. cant. P. 2331.

—

VI. a comm. and town, dep. Puy-de-Dome, arr.

Ambert, cap. cant. P. 1956.—VIL a comm. and
town, dep. Deux Sevres, arr. Bressure. P. 1708.

—VIII. a comm. and town, dep. Puy-de-D6me,
arr. Clermont. P. 1531.
Amandin (St), a comm. and vilL of France,

dep. Cantal, arrond. Murat. P. 1240.

Amand-les Eaux (St), Ajnandcpolis, a comm.
and town of France, dep. Nord, cap. cant., 6 m.
N.N.W. Valenciennes, on L b. of the Scarpe. P.
10,210. It is the centre of cultivation of flax

for the manuf. of cambrics. Manufs. woollens,
cottons, soap, leather, and porcelain.

Amandola, a town of Central Italy, prov, and
circ Ascoli-Piceno. P. 4732.
Amanlis, a comm. and viU. of France, dep. Me-

et-Vilaine, arr. Eennes. P. 2433.
Amans (St), several comms. and Trills, of France,
—I. Aveyron, arr. Espalion. P. 1321.—II. Loz^re,
arr. Mende. P. 358.—III. Tarn, arr. Castres, cap.

cant, on the Thord. P. 2374.—IV. Charente, arr.

Angoul^me, cap. cant. P. 1689.—V. Charente,
arr. Montmoreau. P. 933.

Amaxtea Calabro, a seaport town of South
Italy, prov. and 15 m. S.W. Cosenza. P. 4077.
Amapala, the port of Honduras, on the Pacific

ocean, in the bay of Fonseca, in lat. 13° 17' N.

;

Ion. 87° 34' W. P. about 1000. Good anchorage.
Amaraste, a town of Portugal, prov. Minho,

on the Tamcga, 38 m. N.Fi. Oporto. P. 5500.

Amarapcka, Umtnerapoora, a city, formerly
cap. of the Burmese dom., on the Irrawadi, 6 m.
N.E. Ava. In 1800 the pop. was estimated at

175,000, but the seat of government having been
transferred to Ava in 1819, it has since decayed.
Amaravati or Oomrawuttee, a considerable

town of India, Deccan, Nizam's dom., 28 m., S.E.
Ellichpoor. It has an active trade, and excellent

cotton is grown in the neighbourhood.—II. a
town of British India, presid. Madras, dist. and
10 m, N.N.W. Guntoor, with Hindoo antiquities,

on the S. bank of the Kistnah.
Amarin (St), (Germ. St Amary), a comm. and

vUl. of France, dep. Haut-Rhin, cap. cant., arr.

and 18 m. N.E. Belfort, on the Thnren. P. 2296.

It is the centre of extensive cotton factories.

Amaroni, a town of South Italy, prov. and
circ. Catanzaro. P. 1064.

Amaro (Sakto), a town of Brazil, prov. and 45
m. N.W. Bahia on the Sergipe-do-Conde, with a
port and an active export trade.

Amasia or Amasiayah, Amasia, a city of Asia
, Minor, pash. Sivas, on the YeshU-Irmak (anc.

Iris), 95 m. N.W. Sivas. P. 25,000. It has
a citadel, mosque, and bazaars. Exports silk

and salt.

Amastra, Amaserah or Amasreh, a seaport

town of Asia Minor, pash. Anatolia, on the Black
Sea, 60 m. N.E. Erekli. P. 800. Tiade in timber.

a!mathonte^ a vill. of the island of Cyprus, near
its S. coast, with remains of Greek town.
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AmatitIjAN, a district of Central America, 20

m. N.N.W. Guatemala. Cochineal is produced
here.

Amatrice, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 22 m.
N. of Aquila, cap. cant., on the Tronto. P. 2242.

It was once of importance, but is now decayed.
Amaxichi, a seaport town, & cap. of the Ionian

island Santa Maura or Leucadia, on its E. coast.

P. 7000. The residence of a Greek archbishop,
and of a British governor.
Amay, a town of Belgium, prov. Liege, on the

Maese, 12 m. S.W. Liege. P. 2500.

Amazon, Maranon, Orellana or Solimoens,
the chief river of South America, and the largest

in the world, in regard to its volume, length, and
extent of basin. It is formed by the union of the
Tunguragua and Ucayale ; the former rising in

lake Lauricocha (Peru), in lat. 10° 30' S. ; Ion.

76° 10' W. The head stream of the latter, the
Apurimac, originates about lat. 16° S. ; Ion. 72°

W. Both rivers have a general course at first

;

the Tunguragua, near lat. 6° S., bends, and after
receiving the Huallaga from the S., joins the
Ucayale, about lat. 4° 25' S. ; Ion. 72° 30' W. Here
tlie stream has depth suflScient for any class of
ships. Thenceforth the Amazon flows generally
east, through the Brazilian territory to the
Atlantic, which it enters nearly under the equa-
tor, and between Ion. 48° and 50° W., its estuary
widening until it is 180 m. across. Taking the
Apurimac as its source, its direct length is esti-

mated at 1769 m., and including its windings,
nearly 4000 m. ; for great part of which (viz., from
the ocean to Pongo de Manseriche, Ion. 76° 50'

W.), it is navigable and uninterrupted by any
rapid or cataract. At least 20 rivers, navigable
to near their sources, pour their waters into it,

besides numerous less important streams. Chief
tributaries the Napo, Putumayo, Yapura and Rio
Negro, from the N. ; the Yavari, Jutay, Jurua,
Coary, Purus, Madeira, Tapajos, and Xingu, from
the S. By the Casiquiare, a branch of the Eio
Negro, the Amazon has a direct and remarkable
connection with the Orinoco. The Amazon and
its tributaries afford an immense inland naviga-
tion, estimated at 50,000 m. ; and the extent of
its basin has been computed at about 2,000,000
sq. m. Its depth is great ; in mid current no bot-
tom is found with 20 fathoms. The velocity is

at the rate of 3J m. an hour, and its waters re-
main unmixed with the ocean 200 m. from its

mouth. Tides ascend for 400 m. from the Atlan-
tic, and near full moon occasion a formidable rush
of water into the channel, with waves 10 to 15
feet in height, called a bore. The upper part of
the river, as far as the mouth of the Yavari,
which forms the boundary line between Braizil

and Peru, is called Maranon, thence to the mouth
of the Eio Negro it is called Solimoens, and from
the Negro to its mouth, Amazon, The tropical
rains swell the river annually to 40 and 60 feet
above its ordinary level. The Maranon attains
its greatest height in January, the Solimoens in
February, the Amazon in the middle of March.
In the lower part of its course, the Amazon
abounds with islands, and in its estuary are the
large islands Marajo and Caviana. Brazilian
steamers, of 1000 tons, navigate the Amazon to
Nanta in Ecuador, and as its head waters reach
nearly to Quito, it has been proposed to bring
down produce that way instead of taking it to
Guayaquil, which is about 150 m., or nine days'
journey. In 1860 the number of passengers con-
veyed by the Steam Navigation Co. was 61,085.
The estuary of the Amazon was discovered by
Pincon in 1500 ; in 1639, d'Orellan sailed down

from the Napo, and it obtained the name of Ama-
zon from his having reported that ho saw aimed
women on its shores,

Amazonas, a vast unexplored province of the
empire of Brazil, extending on both sides of the
Amazon from Venezuela, lat. 6° to lat.° 10 S.
P. (1856) estimated at 42,600. Cap. Manaos.
Aribalega, a town in the island of Madura,

Indian archipelago. P. 4000.
AMBARiis, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, arr. Bordeaux. P. 2666.
Ambas, Bay, W. Africa, Bight of Biafra, at the

foot of the Camaroons mountains. On its N.E.
side is the English mission station of Victoria,
established 1858.

Ambatiki, an isl. in the South Pacific, one of
the Fejee group, in lat. 17° 47' S.; Ion. 179° 11' W.
Ambato or Hambato, a town of S. America,

Ecuador, on the slope of Mt. Chimborazo, 8859
feet above the sea. P. 12,000.

Ambazac, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Haute-Vienne, cap. cant., 10 m. N.N.W. Limoges.
P. 2925. Has manufactures of iron-wire.
Ambden or Ammon, a vill. of Switzerland,

cant. St Gall, dist. Gaster. P. 1381.
Ambelakia, a town of Turkey in Europe,

Thessaly, in the vale of the Salynipria (ancient
Peneius), 14 m. N.E. Larissa. P. 4000.
Amber or Ambheer, a town of Hindostan, Eaj-

pootana, 6 m. E. Jeypoor, formerly cap. of Jeypoor
dominion.

—

Cape Amber is the N. extremity of Ma-
dagascar. Lat. 11° 57' 30" N.; Ion. 49° 8' 48" E.
Amberg, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper Pala-

tinate, formerly its cap., on the Vils, 31 m.
N.N.W. Eegensburg. P. (1864) 12,039. Manufs.
woollen and linen cloth. Near this the French
were defeated by the Austrians in 1796.

Ambergris Key, an unfaihabited island of Cen-
tral America, Yucatan, in the Atlantic, off the
N.E. shore of British Honduras, 20 m. by 3 m.
Named from the ambergris found on its shores.

Amberieu, a comm. and town of Prance, dep.

Ain, cap. cant., 18 m. S.S.E. Bourg. P. 2782,
It has manufactures of cloth for the army.
Amberley, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, and

5 m. N.E. Arundel. Ac. 2900. P. 650.

Ambert, a comm. and town of France, dep,

Puy-de-Dome, cap. arr. on rt. b. of the Dore,
35 m. S.E. Clermont. P. 7661. Extensive paper-
works ; manufs. ribands, lace, and linens ; has
mineral springs ; its cheese is much esteemed.
Ambialet, a vill. of Prance, dep. Tai-n, cant.

Villefranche, 10 m. KN.K Alby. P. 3221.

Ambil, one of the smaller Philippine islands,

70 m. S.W. Manila, 12 m. in circumference.

Ambivere, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Bergamo. P. 738.

Amblauw, an island of the Eastern archi-

pelago, 12 m. S.E. Booro, Lat. 3° 62' S. ; Ion.

127° 16' E. Is 10 miles long. P. 733.

Amblecoat or Amblecote, a hamlet of Eng-
land, CO. Stafford, | m. N. Stourbridge. Ac. 689.

P. 2613. It has potteries and iron-works.
Ambleside, a market town and chapelry of

England, co. Westmoreland, near the N. extre-

mity of lake Windermere, 12J m. N.W. Kendal
P. of chapelry 1603. Woollen manufactiu-es, slate

quarry, and lead and copper mines.
Ambleston, a pa., South Wales, co. Pembroke,

8 m. N.N.E. Haverford-West. Ac. 3965. P. 524.

Ambleteuse, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Pas-de-Calais, on English Channel, 6 m. N.
Boulogne. P. 598. Here James ii. landed after

his abdication in 1689 ; and near it is a granite

column, which the Emperor Napoleon i. erected

to the grand ai-ray in 1805.
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Amboise, a town of France, dep. Indre-et-

Loire, cap. cant^ on 1. b. of the Loire, and on
railway from Orleans, 14 m. E. Tours. P. 4570.

Its ancient castle has been modernized. Amboise
is celebrated for the " conjuration c^Amboise "

formed against the Guises in 1560. It has manufs.

of files, steel goods, fire-arms, and woollens.

Amboise, a cape, island, and anchorage, of Af-
rica, coast of Benin. Lat. 3° 58' N. ; Ion. 9° 15' E.

Ajibon, a comnu and town of France, dep.

Morbihan, arr. Vannes. P. 1739, with a small
port on the Penerf, and exportation of salt.

Ambook, a town of British India, presid. Ma-
dras, dist Arcot, 108 m. W.S.W. Madras.
Ambot Perth, a city and port of the U. S.,

North America, New Jersey, co. Middlesex, at

the head of Raritan Bay, 32 m. N.E. Trenton.
P. 1865. Amboy has regular railway intercourse

with New York and Philadelphia.—II. a town,
Oswego, CO. New York. P. 1132.

Amboyxa, an island of the Molucca group,

Eastern archipelago, off the S.W. extremity of

Ceram, between lat 3° 26' and 3' 48' S.; Ion. 127°

57' and 128° 27' E., 35 m. by 10 m. P, of Eesid.

(1864) 167,273, mostly Malays, with some Chinese,

besides the Dutch residents. It is divided into two
unequal limbs by a deep bay. Surface moun-
tainous, but fertile, well watered, and wooded.
Chief product, cloves, which, with indigo and
sago, form the exports. Imports opium and Euro-
pean goods. Government, subordinate to that at
Batavia (Java), is established at Fort Victoria,

which, with the town of Amboyna, is on the
S.E. side of the Bay of Binnen. P. 8966. The
inhabitants are nearly aU Christians.

Ambracian Gulf. [Arta (Gulf ok).]

AMBRiiKES, a town of Finance, dep. and 6 m.
N. Mayenne, on the Mayenne. P. 2720.

A31BRIM, an island in the Pacific Ocean, New
Hebrides, lat. 16° 9' 30" S. ; Ion. 167° 50" E. It

is 50 m. in circumference, and has a fine active
volcano.
Ambriz, a small independent Negro kingdom

of Africa, South Guinea, cap. Quibanza, with a
port at the mouth of the Ambriz, on the Atlantic,

about 70 m. N. Loanda. Trade in gimi & ivory.
Ambrizette, a kingdom of Africa, S. Guinea,

between the Congo and Ambrizette rivers, with
a town on the coast about 30 m. N. Ambriz.
A31BROO10 (San), a vill., Northern Italy, deleg.

Verona, with thermal baths.—II. a vill., prov.
Turin, circ. Susa. P. 1206. Celebrated abbey.
AsiBROix (St), a town of France, dep. Gard

on rt b. of the Cfeze, 11 m. N.E. Alais. P. 4060.
Ambroxay, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ain, 15 m. S.E. Bourg. P. 1706.

Ambrosdeis, a pa. and hamlet of England, co.

Oxford, 2 m. S.S.E. Bicester. Ac. 4865. P. 871.
Ambrose (St), an island in the Pacific ocean,

in lat. 26° 21' S. ; Ion. 80° 10' W.
Ambrosetown, a pa. of Ireland, co. Wexford,

6 m. S.W. Taghmon, contains the vUL of Tully-
canna. Ac. 2197. P. 619.
Ambukol, a town of Egypt, on right bank of

theNUe. Lat. 18° 4' N.
Ameenaxa, a town of Scinde, on an island

formed by the Narra and Indus, 12 m. N. Sehwan.
Is a considerable place, well supplied with water.
Ameglla, a comm., Italy, prov. Genoa. P. 1845.
Ameide, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. South

Holland, on the Lek. P. 1079.
Ajieland, an island of the Netherlands, in the

North Sea. Lat 53° 30* N. ; Ion. 6° 15' E. P.
3000. It is 13 m. by 2 m., and has three villages.
Amelia, Ameria, a town of Central Italy, prov.

Penigi.1, deleg. and 21 m. S.W. Spoleto. P. 7024.

Amelia, a co. of the TJ. S., North America,
Virghiia. Area 298 sq. m. P. 3086 free, 3086
slaves

AsiELLA, an island in the Atlantic, off the N.E.
extremity of Florida, 10 m. N. the mouth of St
John riv. 20 m. by 2 m. Chief town Femandina.

Amelieth, a hamlet of Prussia, Hanover, near

Lauenforda, P. 650. Celebrated glass manufs.
Amendolara, a town of South Italy, prov.

Cosenza, circ. Castrovillari. P. 1446.

Amenia, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, Duchess co., 20 m. E.N.E.
Poughkeepsie. P. 2229.

AME.XO, a vill. of Italy, prov. Novara. P. 1748.

Amer, a town of Spain, prov. and 13 m. W.
Gerona, on 1. b. of the Ter. P. 1215.

America or The New World, is one of the
grand divisions of the globe. Continental Ame-
rica extends from lat 54° S. to 71° N., extreme
length being 10,500 m. from Magellan to Behring
Straits. The Tierra del Fuego islands reach 1°

beyond its S. extremity into the Antarctic Ocean.
Greenland has been explored to lat. 82° N., and
is supposed to extend further into the polar circle.

Between the N. coast and lat 80° is supposed to

be occupied by an archipalego of islands, and
Greenland from E. to W. is intersected by arms
of the sea, like the regions on the W. of Baffin

Bay. Area 15,089,200 sq. m. P. 67,645,490. N.
of the equator it is divided by the Gulf of Mexico
and the Caribbean Sea into two continents of

nearly equal extent, connected by a narrow re-

gion, extending through 15° of lat., called Central
America, the S. extremity of which (Isthmus of

Darien or Panama) is only 35 m. across. Its great

rivers are the St Lawrence and Mississippi in N.
America, and the Orinoco, Amazon, Tocantins,

San Francisco, Rio de la Plata, and Rio Negro in

S. America. The lakes of North America con-
tain the greatest extent of fresh water in the
world. The mountains are very extensive. In
N. America a maritime chain of high mountains
stretches along the western edge of the plateau,

from Russian America to the peninsula of Lower
California. The system of the Andes of S.

America differs in direction, elevation, and geo-
logical formation from the mountains of the
North. America was discovered by Columbus in

1492 ; since which time a continuous stream of

emigration has flowed in from Europe, and by far

the greater proportion of the population is now
of European descent The Red Indians (natives)

are peculiar, having the physical characteristics

oi a distinct race. The tribes of the N. and S,
diffeiing little in civilisation, but using various
languages, seem to have had a common origin,

and through their intercourse with Europeans
are rapidly becoming extinct From the high
N. and S. latitudes of the country, it is remark-
able for its extreme vicissitudes of climate. The
products of every cUme abound in its different

regions, and in some tracts vegetation is most
exuberant It yields all the cereal grains, sugar,

cotton, tobacco, coffee, cocoa, dye-woods, maho-
gany, and medicinal barks. Minerals comprise
gold, silver, iron, copper, tin, lead, coal in great

abundance, sandstone, limestone, and marble.
Fossil remains of gigantic animals have been
found. Wild horses, originally from Europe.
The bison, musk-ox, rein-deer, bear, puma, and
jaguar are foimd. Inferior animals are in great
variety, many being peculiar to this continent.

Domestic animals are the llama, alpaca, guanaco,
and vicunna. The following table shows the
different states in America and the West Indies,

with their estimated area and population :

—
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States. Area in sq. m. Population.

NORTH AMERICA.

Alaska, - - - 394,000 66,000

Greenland (Danish), 380,000 9,400

British N. America, - 3,640,000 3,300,000

United States, - 2,999,811 31,914,322

Mexico, - - - 857,151 8,137,853

Central America, 174,850 2,.S26.750

West India Islands, - 8fi,.548 2,917,215

SOUTH AMERICA.

Guiana, - . - 136,000 290,829

Granadian Confed., - 615,000 2,303,000

Venezuela, 426,712 945,408

Ecuador, . - - 285,456 1,040,371

Peru, . - - 609,034 2,500.000

Bolivia, . - - 610,368 1,987,352

Chile, ... 115,802 1,558,319

Argentine Confed., - 54-2,786 1,171,800

Uruguay, 71,800 240,965

Paraguay, 74,000 1,337,431

Brazil, - . - 3,138,486 7,677,800

Patagonia and Falk-
land Islands,

\ 396,000 125,000

[Brazil, Canada, Eussian Amekicv, United
States, West Indies.]

America (Ckntrai>) is the long and narrow
region, between lat. 7° and 18° N. ; Ion. 77° and
94° W., connecting the continents of North and
South America, and comprising, besides tlie Cen-
tral American States, Yucatan, parts of Mexico
and the Granadian Confederation, the Mosquito
coast, and British Honduras. In a more limited

sense the term is applied to the following re-

publics, between lat. 8° and 18° N. : Ion. 81° 30'

and 94° W., bounded on the E. by the Caribbean
Sea and New Granada, N.W. Yucatan and Chia-
pas, W. and S. by the Pacific.

States.
Area in

sq. m.
Pop. Capitals.

Guatemala,
San Salvador,
Honduras,
Nicaragua,
Costa Rica,

Balize or British

Honduras,

40,781
7,335

47,095
68,173
21,495

13,500

850,000
600,000
350,000
400,000
126,750

25,635

New Guatemala.
Cojutepeque.
Comayagua.
Granada.
San Jose.

Balize.

• Total, 188,379 2,352,385

The greatest length from S.E. to N.W. is about
830 m. ; breadth varying from 67 to 310 m., the
most northern limit being Chetumal Bay, N. of

Balize, and the most southern, Burica Point, S. of

Costa Rica, and E. the gulf of Dulce. To this suc-
ceeds the plain of Nicaragua, 176 m. in length, and
the same in breadth ; the Lake Nicaragua, which
covers a considerable portion of the surface, being
only 134 feet above the Pacific Ocean. The
mountains of Central America are in three dis-

tinct groups.—(1.) The group of Costa Rica, sur-
rounded by volcanoes. (2.) The group of Nica-
ragua, and Honduras, west of the Lake of Nica-
ragua, which has a mean height of 140 feet above
the sea, but rises N. of the lake to 8000 feet. (3.)
The group of Guatemala, which contains the
greatest number of volcanoes known any-
where except in Java. The volcano of Agua,
15,000 feet above the sea, is the highest point in
Central America. The climate is hot and moist
in the lowlands, where there are dense forests

;

but is milder and more salubrious on the elevated
table-lands. On the coasts of the Caribbean Sea

the rains are copious. Earthquakes are vei-y fre-

quent, especially in the table-lands. Principal
rivers, the Motagua, Rio Dulce, Rio Polochic,

Chicsoi, Blewfields, San Juan, all of which flow
N. or E. Principal lakes, Nicaragua and Leon,
through which a communication between the
Atlantic and Pacific oceans has long been pro-
jected. [Panama.] On both E. and W. shores
there are many good ports. Below the elevation

of 3000 feet, indigo, cotton, sugar, and cocoa are
the chief crops ; between 3000 to 5000 feet the
cochineal plant is cultivated. Maize is raised

;

but wheat in the high table-land in the N. only.

In some parts the chicozapote, a fruit yielding a
great deal of nourishment, supplies in commerce
the place of corn. Other products are coffee,

tobacco, dragon's blood, mastic, various balsams
and drugs, tamarinds, pepper, cassia, ginger, and
vanilla ; mahogany, cedar, logwood, and other
woods for dyeing or building; with gold, silver,

copper, iron, lead, and zinc. The country is rich

in precious metals. Horses, asses, goats and hogs,
having been introduced by the Spaniards, ai'e

now numerous ; herds of cattle are pastured in
the grazing farms of Nicaragua ; and flocks of

sheep feed on the table-land of Quesaltenango,
being reared almost wholly for their wool. Cattle
and sheep breeding are, with agriculture, the
main occupations of the population ; but the pro-
duction of coarse woollens, cotton cloths, caps,

hats, earthenware, furniture, & cabinet-work, em-
ploys a good many hands, and the Indians weave
mats of different colours, which are used as car-
pets. Principal exports are indigo, cochineal,
bullion, sarsaparilla, dye-woods, hides, balsams,
mahogany and other timber, sugar, coffee, tor-
toiseshell, and cattle. Imports consist of cotton,

linen, and silk fabrics, hardware, cutlery, earthen-
ware, trinkets, wine, oil, spirits, and provisions.

The trade is chiefly with the United Kingdom,
U. 8., West India Islands, Spain, and France.
The population consists of aboriginal tribes, of
Europeans, and a mixed race. Several tribes

live in an independent condition, without inter-

course with Europeans, although those along the
Mosquito shore consider themselves under the
protection of the British. Each state has its own
president, vice-president, senate, and assembly of

deputies, who are chosen by electoral colleges.

The cities and towns have each a municipal cor-
poration, presided over by an alcalde. Spanish
laws have been replaced by codes, modelled on
those of the U. S. The established religion is

Roman Catholic. Columbus discovered this re-

gion in 1502; in 1527 it was made a Spanish
capt.-generalship, and it belonged to Spain until

1821, when Guatemala first declared its indepen-
dence. The several states subsequently fonned
a confederation, which was dissolved in 1839.

Many ruins of ancient cities, temples, etc., have
been discovered in this region, and are supposed
to be the architecture of the native population,
previous to and at the era of the Spanish con-
quest. A project for connecting the Atlantic
and Pacific oceans by means of a canal, the river

San Juan, and the lake of Nicaragua, has long
been entertained.

America (North) extends northwards of lat.

8° N., and between Ion. 65° and 165° W. On its

E. side are Hudson and James bays, the gulf of

St Lawrence, the bays of Fundy, Chesapeake,
and Delaware ; on its S. the Gulf of Mexico ; on
its W., Gulfs of California and Georgia, Cook
inlet, Bristol bay, and Norton and Kotzebuo
sounds. On the N. the Arctic Ocean separates

it froo: Melville and Bathurst islands, Victoria
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Land, Boothia, etc. Baffin bay and Davis strait

divide Cockbum Island from Greenland- Chief

peninsulas of North America, Labrador, Nova
Scotia, Florida, and Old California, The moun-
tains of North America are divided into several

chains, of which the Alleghanies or Applachians
on the E., and the Eocky Mountains on the W.,
bound the great central region of North America,
drained by the Mississippi and Missouri, Ohio,

Tennessee, Kansas, Arkansas, Eio Bravo, etc.

The E. part of this region is fertile, and its centre

is a vast prairie ; but much of its W. part is rocky
and barren. N. of this region the five great

lakes, Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, and On-
tario, discharge their waters eastward by the river

St Lawrence into the gulf of same name. Still

farther N. is the Boreal region, occupying all

the surface from Canada northwards to the shores
of the Arctic ocean and Hudson bay ; here are

the Winnipeg, Manitoba, Wollaston, Great Slave,

Great Bear, and Athabasca lakes ; the Mackenzie,
Athabasca, Great Slave, and Great Fish rivers,

flowing N. ; and the Saskatchewan flowing E.
The Colorado, Columbia and Great Snake rivers,

with the unexplored territory of Eussian America,
are W. of the Eocky Mountains, which rise much
farther inland from the Pacific than the Andes
in South America. Aroimd this continent are nu-
merous islands, including Newfoundland, Prince
Edward, Cape Breton, and the W. Indian archi-

pelago on the E., and several archipelagos lining

the Eussian and British coasts in the N.W. [^De-

scriptions of the different countries comprised in

this vast continent will be found under the heads
named in the foregoing tables.']

America (South) extends southward from lat.

12° 30' N. ; and from Ion. 35° to 81° 30' W. Con-
sisting mainly of three immense plains, respec-

tively watered by the Amazon, Plata, and Ori-

noco rivers. The basins of the two former are

enclosed by the Andes westward, and the moun-
tains of Brazil on the E. ; that of the last is

bounded northward by a cordUleiu of the Andes,
and S. by the sierras dividing Colombia from
Brazil. The system of the Andes comprises a
series of parallel chains, extending along the

Pacific coast in a nearly continuous line from
the isthmus of Panama to the S. extremity of

the continent, with a mean height of 11,800 feet

above the sea. All the great rivers of this con-
tinent—the Orinoco, Amazon, Tocantins, Paran-
hyba, San Francisco, Parana, Paraguay, and Eio
Negro—discharge their waters into the Atlantic,

the Eio Magdalena alone, with its affluents, flow-
ing between the Cordilleras of the Andes north-
ward to the Caribbean Sea, The chief inlets

are the Eio de la Plata, Lago des Patos, and Gulfs
of St Matthias and St George on the E. ; the
Gulf of Guayaquil on the W. ; and the lake of

Maracaybo on the N., united by a strait to the
Caribbean Sea. Lakes Titicaca and Pansa are

the only inland lakes of consequence. Tierra
del Fuego, the largest isl. belonging to South
America, is at the S. extremity of Patagonia, the
W. coast of which country, with a part of that
of Chile, is lined by numerous islands, inter-

spersed with some of the best harbours in the
Pacific.

—

Russian America comprises the N.W.
coasts from lat. 56° to 70° N. ; Ion. 141° to 168°

W.—British America is bounded on the N. by
the Arctic Ocean, N.W. by Eussian America, S.
by the United States, and E. by the Atlantic.

It comprises British Columbia and Vancouver
island, the Hudson bay territory, including
Labrador, Canada, and the Lower Provinces,
(embracing New Bruivswick, Nova Scotia, Cape

Breton, Prince Edward Island, and Newfound-
land).

—

United States extend from the British

possessions in the N. to the gulf of Mexico S.,

and from the Atlantic to the Pacific oceans.
Mexico extends from lat 16° to 33° N.

—

Central
America includes the republics of Guatemala, San
Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Costa Eica,—South America comprehends the republics of

the Granadian Confed., Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru,
Bolivia, and Chile. Between these states and the
Atlantic lies the Argentine confederation. The
empire of Brazil is on the E., bounded by the At-
lantic, adjoining which is the state of Paraguay.
Uruguay or Banda Oriental, lies immediately to
the S. of Brazil, and Patagonia and Tierra del
Fuego form the southern limits of the continent.—Guiana, on the N.E. coast, between lat. 1° and
8° 40' N. contains the British possessions of Deme-
rara, Essequibo, Berbice, the French possession
of Cayenne, and Dutch colony of Surinam.—The
West India Islands in the Columbian Archipelago,
consist of the Bahama islands. Great AntUles,
including Cuba, Jamaica, St Domingo, and Porto
Eico. Smaller Antilles including Barbuda, Anti-
gua, Guadaloupe, Dominica, Martinique, St Lucie,
Barbadoes, Granada, Tobago, St Christopher, St
Vincent, and Trinidad. [See the countries named
in the above tables.']

Amerkote, a town of Sindh. [Omerkote.]
Amerongex, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

Utrecht, arr. Amersfoort. P. 1825.

Amersfoort, a town of the Netherlands, prov.
and 12i m. N.E. Utrecht, with a port on the Eem.
P. ("1865) 13,248. It has manufs. of cottons,

woollens, and glass wares, and a trade in dried
herrings, tobacco, and corn.

Amersham or Agmondesham, a market town
and pa. of England, co. Bucks, 27 m. S.E. Buck-
ingham. Ac. of pa. 10,544. P. 3550. Manufs.
black lace and straw plait. The poet Waller was
bom in this parish.

Amersweil, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Thurgau. P. 1872.

AsiESBURY (formerly Ambrosehury or Ambres-
buryy, a town and pa. of England, co. WUts, on
the Avon, 7J m. N. Salisbury. Ac. 5890. P.

1138. Near it is Stonehenge. The poet Addi-
son was bom at Milston, near Amestrtiry.

Amesbury, a township of the U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, on the Merrimac, 37 m.
N.E. Boston. P. 3143.

Amfreville, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine Inferieure, arr. Eouen. P. 1237.

Amga, a river of Siberia, gov. Yakutsk. It

rises in the mountains of Yablonoi Krebet, in

lat. 50° 0' N. ; Ion. 126° 30' E. Length 466 m.
Amhara, a kingdom of Abyssinia, cap. Gondar.

Comprises all the country W. of the Tacazze
river, formerly a powerful state of Abyssinia.
Amherst, a seaport town of the British terri-

tory in Further India, cap. of the most N. of the
Tenasserim provs., and their chief military sta-

tion on Amherst peninsula, 30 m. S.W. Moul-
mein. Lat 16° 4' 48" N. ; Ion. 97° 45' 24" E.

P. (estimated) 5000. Founded in 1826, has a
fort, government house, court of justice, church,

around which are grouped the European, Chinese,

and native quarters. Harbour spacious and se-

cure, and ships may lie within 100 yards of the
shore, in three fathoms water at low tide.

Amherst, a co., U. S., N. America, Virginia.

Area 418 sq. m. P. 7464 free, 6278 slaves.

Amherst, several townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. in Massachusetts, 82 m. W. Boston.

P. 3052. It has a college, with an observatoiy,

and a good cabinet—II. New York, 10 m. N E.
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Buffalo. P. 2451.—III. Ohio, 108 m. N.N.E.
Columbus. P. 1400.—IV. Virginia, N. side James
riv. P. 7464 free, 6278 slaves.—Some isls. in Lake
Ontario, and in the St Lawrence, bear this name.
Amhertsbukg, a town of British North Ame-

rica, West Canada, district London, co. Essex,

on the Detroit river, 3 m. above its entrance

into Lake Erie, and 14 m. S. Detroit. P. 1880.

Amiens, Ambiani, an anc. city of France, cap.

dep. Somme (and formerly of all Picardy), on the

Somme, and on the railway from Paris to Brus-
sels, 71 m. N. Paris. P. (I860) 58,780. In the
Hotel de Ville the treaty of the "Peace of Amiens "

was signed, March 27, 1802. It has apublic library

with 63,000 vols., theatre, com hall, museum, and
cavalry barracks. Amiens is a bishop's see, and
has a university, academy of sciences, school of

design, and botanic garden. The Somme divides

here into 11 branches, which are used to turn
mills for the manuf. of cotton velvets, cotton,

linen, woollens, and kerseymeres. There are

also dyeing, bleaching, and chemical works,
manufs. of beet-root sugar and soap ; tanneries
and paper mills. Barges of 40 to 50 tons come up
the Somme to the city, which is the centre of an
extensive general trade. The Spanish troops
took the city by stratagem, a small body being
disguised as peasants, March 10, 1597. Birth-

place of Peter the Hermit, Gabrielle d'Estrees

Ducange, and the astronomer Delambre.
AMiLLY,acomm. & vill., France, dep. Loiret, arr.

& 3 m. S.E. Montargis. P. 2263. Cotton spinning.
Amirante Islands (Portuguese Ehas do Almi-

rante), an archipelago in the Indian ocean, S.W.
the Seychelles. Lat. 6° 53' 15" S. ; Ion. 53° 8'

^84" E. They consist of eleven small low isls.,

united by banks of sand and coral, and are visited

for the land turtles, with which they abound.
Amite, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Mississippi. Area 860 sq. m. P. 4433 free, 7900
slaves. Soil fertile along the river.

Amitttan, a vill. and lake of Central America,
state and 20 m. S. Guatemala. The lake is 9 m.
long, and is bounded by lofty wooded hills.

Amjherea, a small Eajpoot state of N. India,

Malwa, 46 m. W.S.W. Indur. Area 584 sq. m.
P. about 58,000. Products, maize, cotton, sugar-
cane, grain, etc. The town of same name is 60 m.
N.W. Oojein, 189 feet above the sea, containing
about 500 houses. It is placed in an extensive
valley, enclosed by low hills, with a small stream
passing through it. The town has large and
wrfl supplied bazaars.

Amla, one of the Andreanov islands. North
Pacific' ocean, immediately E. Atcha. Length
E. to W. 40 m. ; breadth 10 miles.

Amlwch, a town, pari, bor., and pa. of North
Wales, CO. Anglesey, on its N. coast, 15 m. N.W.
Beaumaris. Ac. 9221. P. of pa. 5949 ; of bor. 3207.
Near it are Parys and Mona copper mines.
Ammalapoor, a town of British India, presi-

dency Madras, dist. and 65 m. N.E. Masulipatam.
Amman or Ammon (ancient Eabbah, the cap. of

the Ammonites, rebuilt and called Philadelphia
by the Greeks), a ruined city of Syria, pash. Da-
mascus, 55 m. E.N.E. Jerusalem.
Ammer, two small rivers of Germany.—I. Wiir-

temberg, tributary of the Neckar, which it joins
near Tiibingen.—II. (or Amper), Bavaria, rises

in the Tirol, and joins the Isar, 2 m. N. Mosburg,
after a N.E. course of 75 m.—The Lake Ammer,
10 m. in length N. to S., by 4 m. in breadth.
Ammergau, a vill. of Upper Bavaria, 5|- m.

N.N.W. Werdenfels. P. 1000.
Ammerschwihe, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Haut-Rhin, 3 m, N.W. Colmar. P. 2036.

Ammerstol, a vill. of the Netherlands, 14 m.
E. Rotterdam, on rt. b. of the Lek. P. 502.
Ammi-Moussa, a town of N. Africa, Algerife,

prov. Oran, cap. cLrc, sub. div. Mostaganem. It
is a strategic position, with a fort.

Ammon, a viU. of Switzerland, cant. St Gall, 8
m, W.N.W. WaUenstatt. P. 1500.

Ammonla or Ammonium. [Siwah."|
Amol, a town of Persia, prov. Mazanderan, on

the Heraz, 20 m. S.W. Balfrush. P. in winter,

when greatest, estimated at 35,000 to 40,000. (?)
Amoneburg, a town, Hessen Cassel, prov. and

7 m. E.S.E. Marburg, on the Ohm. P. 1500.

Amoo, a name of the Oxus river. rOxus."|

Amorbach, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower
Franconia, 23 m. S. Aschaffenburg. P. 3400
Paper mills and cloth manufs.
Amorgos, an isl. of the Grecian archipelago,

18 m. S.E. Naxos. Lat. (of cap.) 36° 62' N. ; Ion.

25° 56' E. ; length 13 m., breadth 6 m. P. 2800.

It is mountainous, and produces good oil. Chief
town Amorgos, with the port of St Anna on the
N.E. shore. P. 2600. Simonides was bom here,

B.C. 660.

—

Amorgo Paulos is a small uninhabited
island 12 m. S.W. Amorgo.
Amorosi, a town of South Italy, prov. Bene-

vento, circ. Cerreto. P. 1520.

Amoskeag, a manufacturing vill. of the U. S.,

N. America, Hillsborough co., New Hampshire,
17 m. S.S.E. Concord, on the Merrimac river.

Amou, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Landes, cap. cant., 13 m. S.W. St Sever. P. 1834.

Amour (St), a town of France, dep. Jura, cap.

cant., 19 m. S.S.W,Lons-le-Saulnier. P. 2343. It

is celebr. for the number of sieges it has sustained.

Amour, a river of East Asia. [^Amur.]
Amoy, a commercial city of China, one of the

ports open to foreign trade, prov. Fo-kien, on an
isl. of same name, 35 m. in cu'cuit, in a bay of

the China Sea, opposite Formosa, and 320 m.
E.N.E. Canton. Lat. 24° 10' N. ; Ion. 118° 13'

E. P. 260,000. (?) The city is separated from
the suburbs or outer town by a line of rocky hills,

commanded by a citadel on a height, and fortified.

Harbour excellent. There is a considerable trade

with Formosa. Manufs. of porcelain. Exports
tea. Imports comprise rice, sugar, camphor, and
European produce. Amoy, then the great military

dep6t of the prov., was taken on the 26th August
1841, by the English, who held the fortified island

Koolangsoo, commanding the entrance to the
harbour, imtil the final payment of the sum of

6,000,000 dollars, exacted from the Chinese go-
vernment by the treaty of Nanking.
Ampanam, a town of the Eastern archipelago,

on the W. coast of the isl. Lombok. Lat. 8° 26' S.

;

Ion. 116° E. Trade in rice, poultry, and other

products of the E. seas.

Ampaza, a seaporttown of East Africa, Zangue-
bar, cap. state, in lat. 20° S. ; Ion. 40° 60' E.

Ampezzo, a vill. of Northern Italy, deleg.

Udine, cap. dist., 11 m. W. Tolmezzo. P. 1885.

—II. a vill., Austria, Tirol, 25 m. Brixen. P. 2860.

Ampfing, a vill. of Bavaria, 5 m. W. Miihldorf.

Here the Emperor Louis of Bavaria, vanquished
Frederick of Austria in 1322 ; and here Moreau
commenced his retreat in 1800.

AaiPFELWANG, a vill. of Austria, circ. Haus-
ruck, gov. & 7 m. N.N.W. Vocklabruck. P. 1520.

Amphila, a bay and island. Red Sea, Abys-
sinia, the bay in lat. 14° 42' N. ; Ion. 40° 22' E.

Amphissa, a town of Greece. [Salona."]

AmPLEFORDorAMPLEFORTH,witnOsWALDKIRK,
a pa. of England, co. York, North Riding, 4 m.
S.W. Helensby. Ac. 3573. P. 974. Roman
Catholic college, with a prior, and two professors.
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Ampij-:puis, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Rhone, 19 m. W. Villefranche. P. 6311. Its

chief manufacture is cotton thread.

Ampney, the name of several contiguous pas.

of England, co. Glo'ster.—I. (A. Crucis), 4 m.
E.N.E. Cirencester. Ac. 2660. P. 648.—II.
(Down), a pa. near the Thames and Severn Canal,

6 m. S.E. Cirencester. Ac. 2510. P. 429.—III.
(»% Mary or Ashbrock), a pa^ 4 m. S.E. Ciren-

cester. Ac. 1170. P. 125.—(^ Petei- or Jias-

ingtofi), a pa. S. the last. Ac. 533. P. 188.

Ampokt, a pa. of England, co. Hants, hundi-ed

and 4 m. S.W. Andover. Ac. 3933. P. 706.

Amposta, a town, Spain, on rt. b. of the Ebro,

prov. and 47 m. S.S.W. Taragona. P. 1674.

Ampthill, a market town and pa. of England,
on London and N.W. Railway, co. and 8 m S.W.
Bedford. Ac. of pa. 1928. P. 2144. Here Queen
Katherine resided when Cranmer pronounced on
her the sentence of divorce in Dunstable priory.

Ampton, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4 m.
N. Bury. Ac. 736. P. 131.

Ampudia, a town of Spain, prov. and 18 m.
S.W. Palencia. P. 1836. Here was the head-
quarters of Wellington's army, 6th June, 1813.

Ampuis, a comm. and vill., France, dep. EhOne,
on rt. b. of the Ehone, arr. Lyon. P. 1858.

Ampukdan, a dist. of Spain, prov. Catalonia,

between the riv. Ter and the town of Rosas.

Ampurias, a town of Spain, Catalonia, on the

site of an ancient city (Emporise\ with a small

harbour on the gulf of Rosas (Mediterranean),
prov. and 24 ru. N.E. Gerona.
Amran, a town of Arabia, Yemen, 25 m.

N.N.W. Sana.—II. a town and fort Hindostan,
Guicowar's dom., Gujerat, 22 m. S.W. Mallia.

Amran Mountains, in S.E. of Afghanistan, the

highest of which is 9000 feet in elevation. It is

traversed by the Kajuk Pass, 7457 feet high.

Amras or Ambras, a vill. and castle of the

Tirol, gov. and 6^ m. S.E. Innsbruck. P. 1225.

Amki or Ariree, a vill. of India, Sinde, near
Hyderabad, 24 m. S.E. Sehwan, on the rt. b. of

the Indus. Environs highly cultivated.

Amrii-sir, vulg. Umritsir (Amrita Sarar,

"pool of immortality"), a city, and the sacred cap.

of the Punjab, between the Ravee and Beas rivers

(ancient Hydraotes and Hyphasis), 36 m. E. La-
hore, with which it communicates by Eunjeet
Singh's canal. P. estim. at 90,000. 'Von Hiigel

states that Amritsir is larger than Lahore, and
the most wealthy and commercial place in North
India. It is an open town, 8 m. in circumference,
with a large and massive citadel, built by Runjeet
Singh in 1809. Streets narrow ; houses lofty, and
mostly of burnt brick. Bazaars spacious. Amritsir
has manufs. of cottons, silks, shawls, and exten-
sive transit and banking trade with Hindostan
and Central Asia. The celebrated " pool," whence
its name, is a reservoir, on an island, in which is

a rich temple, the chief seat of the Sikh religion.

Here in 1846 a treaty was signed, by which the
territory, comprised between the rivers Beas and
Sutlej, was ceded to the British.

Amrooaii, a town of British India, presid.

Agra, 72 m. E.N.E. Delhi, surrounded by large
cotton and sugar fields.

Amkoth or Ambroth, a maritime pa. of South
Wales, CO. Pembroke, 7 m. S.E. Narberth. Ac.
2878. P. 889.

Amrum, an island of Denmark, North Jutland,
near the W. coast. Lat. of trigonometrical
station, 54° 38' 31" N. The island is crescent-
shaped, 6 m. long by 2 m. broad. P. 1200.

Amschelberg, a market town of Bohemia, gov.
Belcan, 30 m. S. Prague. P. 1200.

Amsoluingen, a vill. of Switzerland, canL
Bern, 3J m. S.E. Thun. P. 561.

Amsteg, a vUl. of Switzerland, cant. Uri, on
the Reuss, and on the route of the St Gothard.
Amstel, a small river of N. Holland, formed by

the union of the Drecht and Mydrecht, traverses
the city of Amsterdam, and enters the Y after ft

northward course of 10 mUes.
Ajistel (Nieuwer), a town of the Netherlards,

prov. North Holland, on the Amstel. P. 5084.
Amstel (Oudek), a town of North Holland, on

the Amstel, 4 m. S. Amsterdam. P. 2016.
Amstelveen, a vill. of North Holland, near

the Amstel, 6 m. S.S.W. Amsterdam. P. 5100.
Amsterdam, an important commercial city of

Europe, cap. of the prov. of North Holland, and
of the kingdom of the Netherlands, is built in the
form of a crescent, on the Amstel, at its entrance
into the Y or Ye, lat. of W. steeple 52° 22' 5" N.;
ion. 4° 53' 2" E. P. (1865)262,691, ofwhom 30,000
were Jews. The city is connected by railways
with the Hague, Rotterdam, and Arnhera. It is

built on piles of wood, divided into two parts

by tho Amstel, and intersected by numerous
canals, which foiTn ninety islands, communi-
cating by 290 bridges. The numerous magazines,
filled with the most valuable produce of the Old
and New Worlds, attest the riches of a city which
long possessed the commerce of the globe. Amster-
dam is the seat of the administration of the marine,
of which the magazines and building-yards are
extensive. Among its many scientific and lite-

rary establishments, may be noted an observa-
tory, royal athensBuis, library, botanic garden,
and theatre of anatomy; the royal academy of

fine arts ; school of navigation ; royal institute of

science, literature, and the fine arts ; the Nether-
lands society of arts and sciences ; a cabinet of

natural history, royal museum, with a collection

of paintings. Chief buildings, the Palais-royal,

formerly the Stadthouse, (the residence of King
Louis Bonaparte from 1808 to 1813), the present

hfitel de ville, formerly the admiralty, the man-
sions of the East and West India Companies, the
exchange, arsenal, and barracks. Among its many
ecclesiastical edifices are the Oude Kerke (old

church), and the Niewe Kerke (new church) ; a
Scotch presbyterian and an episcopalian church.

Amsterdam^ stUl one of the most commercial
places in Europe, attained its greatest prosperity

after the closing of the Scheldt by the Spaniards
in 1648, when it monopolized nearly all the com-
merce of the Indies. Its trade decreased with the
decline of the republic of Holland, by the opening
of the Scheldt, and the rivalry of Antwerp and
Rotterdam. It has regular steam communication
with HarUngen, Hamburg, London, and Hull. Tho
bank of the Netherlands was established here in

1814. Manufs. of wooUen, cotton, linen, and silk

fabrics, jewellery and gold lace; sugar, borax,

sulphur, and other refineries ; soap, oil, glass, iron,

dye, and chemical works ; but the most important
and principal industry of the city is the cutting

and polishing of diamonds, in which 10,000 per-

sons (9000 of whom are Jews) are engaged. The
annual trade in these precious stones amounts to

50,000,000 florins. Distilleries, breweries, tan-

neries, tobacco factories, and ship-building docks.

Imports, the products of the colonies and North
Europe, hides, linen, cotton, and woollen stuffs,

hardwares, rock salt, sugar, tobacco, coffee, tin-

plates, and coal. Exports, the produce of the Ne-
therlands, East andWest India possessions, sugar,

cheese, butter, etc. ; and the produce of the coun-
try, with corn and linens from Germany, Spanish,

German and English wools; French, Rhenish,
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ftnd Hungarian -wine and brandy. Dutch prin, or

Schiedam, is largely exported, no less than 300,000

cases having been despatched to Australia in

1862. It has a large transit, as well as insurance

and bill-broking trade. In 1862 only 1725 vessels

entered the port, a considerable decrease from
the preceding year. The trade of Amsterdam is

chiefly with Australia, Java, Guinea, Japan,

Chile, Bio de la Plata, the Mediterranean, Swe-
den, Norway, the Baltic and White Sea, etc.

The Dutch trade with England is decreasing.

Amsterdam. [Guiana Dutch.]
Amsterdam, a town of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, New York, co. Montgomery. P. 4128.

Amsterdam Island, in the S. Indian ocean,

about 60 m. N. the island of St Paul, lat. 37° 52'

S. ; Ion. 77° 37' E. Is 4^ by 2J m., 2760 feet high,

and the crater of an extinct volcano, having hot
springs. It has no vegetation; but sea-birds,

sheU-fish, and seals, abound.
Amsterdam (New), a seaport town of South

America, British Guiana, on rt. b. and near the
mouth of the Berbice, where joined by the Cange
river, originally founded by the Dutch. The town
Is intersected by canals. Three batteries protect

the entrance. [Guiana.]
Amstetfen, a village of Austria, near the Ips,

28 m. E.S.E. Linz. The French here defeated
the Austrians and Russians, 6th Nov. 1805.

Amtzell, a vill: of Wiirtemberg, circ. Danube,

4i m. W.N.W. Wangen. P. 2200.

Amucu, a lake or marsh of South America, in

lat. 3° 40' N. ; Ion. 59° 20' W., on the watershed
between the Essequibo and the Amazon : in the
dry season it nearly disappears. This is the site

of the celebrated " El-Dorado " of the Spaniards,
and of Ealeigh's "lake with the golden banks."
Amur, an important river of E. Asia, rises by

two streams S. of Lake Baikal, in the Khingan
mountains, lat. 48° 20' N. ; Ion. 109° E. It flows

B., and in lat. 53° 15' N., Ion. 122° E., it is joined
by the Chilka on the left, and from the junc-
tion to the sea it is called the Amur. Length
2641 m. Chief affluent on right the Sungari, or
river of milk. It is navigable by steamers from
June to November, when it is free of ice, to a
distance of 2200 m. from the sea. The Usuri, an
affl. from the S. which joins the Amur in lat. 34°
40* N., with Lake Khanka or Hinka, whence it

issues, forms the new boundaiy between the terri-

tories of Russia and China.
Amur or Amour, a region of E. Asia, on the

Pacific. In terms of a treaty with China, Jan.
1861, all the region N. of the Amoor and E. of
the Usuri rivers, from Cape Sisdro in the Sea of
Japan, belongs to Russia. The Russian territory
is divided into the prov. of the Amoor (cap.
Blagoveschensk), area 718,500 sq. m., p. 40,000,
and the maritime prov. of E. Siberia, separated
by the Kingan and Vanda mountains. It is very
thinly inhabited. The chief places on the coast
from S. to N. are Victoria bay, or Peter the
Great gulf ; Port Seymour, or Ogla bay, and
Vladimir bay, in the Sea of Japan ; Constanti-
novsk, or Port Imperial, on Barracouta harbour

;

Alexandrovsk, on Castries bay ; and Nicolaevsk,
near the mouth of the Amur, in the gulf of
^artary. The trading places in the interior are
mostly on the banks of the Amur. In the isle of
Saghalien the Russians possess the port of Dui,
in the gulf of Tartary, near which coal is found.

Amusco, a town of Spain, prov. and 11 m. N.
Valencia. P. 1743.
AsnvELL (Great), a pa. of England, co. Herts,

li m. S.E. Ware. Ac. 2487. P. 1660. Here is

-one of the feeders of the New River, begun in

1606, and formed artificially, 36 m. long.—IL
(Little), a liberty in the adjacent pa. of All-Saints,
11 m. S.S.E. Ware. P. 600.

Amwell, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New Jersey, co. Hunterdon. P. 3071.
Anabara, a river of Siberia, gov. of Irkoutsk,

separating it from that of Jenisseisk, falls into
the Arctic ocean. Principal trib. the Solema.
Anabon or Anno-Bom, an island belonging to

Spain, in the Gulf of Guinea, 180 m. W. Cape
Lopez. Lat. of N. point 1° 24' S. ; Ion. 5° 37' E.

;

4 m. long 2 m. broad. P. 3000 negroes. It is

mountainous, and affords safe anchorage, except
during equinoctial storms.
Anacapri, a town of South Italy, island Capri,

at its N.W. extremity, on Mount Solaro, ascended
by more than five hundred steps cut in the rock.
P. 1600. Castle and remains of antiquity.
Anacloan, Ireland. [Annaclone.]
Anadoli, Asia. [Anatolia.]
Anadyr, a river of N.E. Asia, Siberia, travers-

ing the centre of the Tchuktchi country, N. of
Kamtchatka. Rises in lake Ivachno, about lat.

66° 80' N. ; Ion. 173° E. ; flows first W., then E.,

and falls into an inlet of the Sea of Anadyr (North
Pacific), about Ion. 178° E. Course 450 miles.
Anadyrsk is the only station on its banks.
Anagni, Anagnia, a town of Central Italy, 37 m.

E.S.E. Rome. P. 5580. Its bishopric, erected
487, is the birthplace of Popes Innocent in.,

Gregoiy ix., Alexander iv., and Boniface vm.
Anahilt or Annahilt, a pa. Irel., co. Down,

3| m. S.E. Hillsborough. Ac. 6777. P. 3037.
Anaiiuac, the great central table-land of

Mexico, between lat. 15° and 30° N., and Ion. 95°

and 110° W. ; 6000 to 9000 feet above the sea. It
is bounded E. and W. by the two great mountain
chains into which the Cordillera of Central Ame-
rica subdivides in its progress northward. Many
lofty mountains, including Jorullo, Popocatepetl
(17,720 feet high), and other volcanoes, rise out
of this plateau, but much of its surface is level.

N. of Mexico, in the Sierra Madi-e, are the silver

mines of Zimapan. In it are the cities of Mexico,
La Puebla, Guanaxuato, and Zacatecas. The
name Anahuac is also applied to the Rocky moun-
tains N. of lat. 40°, which extend into Mexico and
join this plateau.

Anaklia, a fortress and seaport of Abkasia, on
the E. shore of the Black Sea, at the mouth of the
Inguri, 60 m. W.N.W. Kutais.
Anam or An-nam, an empire of South East

Asia, occupjring the E. part of Further India, be-
tween lat. 8° 45' and 23° N., Ion. 102° and 109"

E. ; comprising Cochin-China, Tonquin, and
Camboja; and having N. the Chinese provs.
Quangsi and Yun-nan, W. the indep. Laos and
Siamese territories, and S. and E. the China
Sea and Gulf of Tonquin. Estimated area
140,000 sq. m. (?); and pop. 6,000,000 (?), of
whom 600,000 Mohammedans. Surface generally
fertile, rising gradually from the sea to the great
mountain chain separating Cochin-China from
Camboja and Laos. Tonquin and Camboja are
alluvial plains of great fertility. The empire is

watered by numerous coast streams, and the
country in many parts covered with forests or
carefully cultivated fields. There are few towns,
but numerous villages, and a vast population
occupy barges on the canals and rivers. Climate
healthy, the heat being tempered by sea breezes.
Inhabitants similar in race to the Chinese, with
an intermixture of Siamese, Malays, and Afoi, or
dark negro race. Coasts generally bold, and
abound with some of the best harbours in the
world. Products, rice, sugar, cinnamon, carda-
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moms, pepper, and other spices ; indigo, cotton,

dye-woods, iron-wood, teak, and other timber

;

varnish, gmns, an inferior tea, tobacco, bamboos,
ivory, silk, copper, iron, the precious metals,

edible birds' nests and pearls, form the principal

exports. Imports maniifd. silks, porcelain, drugs,

fine teas, and household utensUs from China;
spices, sandal wood, and tin from the Malay
peninsula ; opium from India ; cottons from Can-
ton and Singapore, and a few British coarse

woollens, with serges, camlets, iron, and arms,

from Europe. The king is said to monopolize
the legal trade, in which five square-rigged ships

are employed in voj'ages to Canton, Batavia,

and British India. Chief cities and seats of

trade, Hud, the cap., Ke-cho (Tonquin)|, and
Faifo. The government is a hereditary nulitary

despotism; the central administration is under
six mandarins, heads of bureaux; and the pro-

vinces are each under a mandarin of the first or

military class. Standing army was, some years

since, between 40,000 and 50,000 men, besides the

royal guards and 800 elephants. Navy includes

about 200 gun-boats, 100 galleys, and 500 smaller

vessels—the people have a maritime taste, and
excel most Asiatics in ship-building. The popular

religion is Buddhism. Before the French revolu-

tion, the government of Louis xvi. made great

endeavours to establish French ascendancy in

Anam ; and by the efforts of the French residents,

several of the cities were fortified in the European
fashion, and European policy was introduced into

the government; but these incipient reforms have
since become obsolete ; a more recent attempt, on
the part of the French, to gain an ascendancy,
having also faUed. At last a powerful naval ex-
pedition, in 1860, reduced the important seaport

of Saigon, sacked and burned the city ; drove the

inhabitants from the surrounding coimtry, and
established a French colony on the site, under a
treaty with the Anamite gov. [Saigon.] The
emperor sends presents, at stated periods, to the

court of Pekin, which affects to consider Anam
tributary to China, and invests its successive

rulers with their sovereignty.
Anamaboe, a fort of British Africa, on the

Guinea coast, 11 m. E.N.E. Cape Coast Castle.

Lat. 5° 10' N. ; Ion. 1° 5' W. P. 4500. It is the

residence of a governor. Exports palm oil, gold
dust, ivory, grains and wines.

Anambas Islands, China Sea, about 50 granitic

and wooded islands, between lat. 2° and 3° N.,

Ion. 106° and 108° 30' E., and 150 m. B. the Malay
peninsula. P. 2000, of Malay descent
Anamour (Cape), a headland of Asia Minor,

pash. Itshil, on the south coast lat. 36° 1' N.

;

Ion. 32° 50' E. Near it are remains of antiquity.

AnAXA, a town of Spain, cap. judicial district,

prov. Alava, 17 m. W.S.W. Vitoiia. P. 695.

Ananapook and Anantapoor, two towns of

British India ; the former presidency Bengal,
district and 62 m. N.N.E. Cuttack; the latter

presidency Madras, dist and 68 m. S.E. BeUary.
Ananur, a town of Georgia, on the great road

from Teflis across the Caucasus, 32 m. N. Teflis.

Anapa, a seaport town and fortress of Circas-
sia, on the Black Sea, 47 m. S.E. Yenikale. Lat
44° 54' 52" N. ; Ion. 37° 16' 21" E. Pop., exclu-
sive of Russian ganrison, 3000. From its harbour,
it exports grain, tallow, hides, and wax.
Anastasia, an island off the N.E. coast of Flo-

rida, 18 m. by IJ m., with a signal tower at its N.
end, in lat 29° 60' N. ; Ion. 81° 23' W.

ADNATA, Anathoth, a vill. of Palestine, 3J m. N.E.
Jerusalem, the birthplace of the prophet Jere-
miah. It has remains of anc. walls and columns.

Anatolia or Anadoli, BithmticL, a pash. ot

Asiatic Turkey. [Asia Minor.]
Anatolico, an island of Greece, gov. Etolia, 6

m. N.W. Missolonghi, in the Gulf of Patras, and
wholly covered by a town and fortress.

Anavelhana, a riv., Brazil, an affl. of Eio Negro.
Anbak, a town of Independent Tartaiy, state

and 20 m. N.E. Khiva—II. a town of Asiatic
Turkey, on the Euphrates, 35 m. W. Bagdad.
Ancaste, a town of the Argentine Confed., S.

America, prov. Catamarca. P. (1863) 8000.
Ancaster, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.

N.E. Grantham. Ac. 2800. P. 682.

Ancaster, a town of British North America,
West Canada, dist Gore, 3 m. S. Dimdas.

Ancenis, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Loire-Inferieure, cap. arr., on rt b. of the Lone,
21 m. N.E. Nantes. P. 4628.
Ancerville, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Meuse, 11 m. S.W. Bar-le-duc. P. 2003.

Ancholme, a river of England, co. Lincoln,
rises near Market Basen, flows at first W. past
that town, then N. to join the Humber, 9 m. N.
Glanford Brigg, to which it is navigable.
Anciaes, a town of Portugal, prov. Tras-os-

Montes, near the Douro, 70 m. E.N.E. Oporto.
P. 2100. It has thermal springs.

Ancliff, a hamlet of England, co. Lancaster,
pa. and 2 m. from Wigan, with a remarkable well,

which emits inflammable gas.

Anco, a town of S. Peru, dep. Ayacucho, on an
affl. of the Apurimac, 60 m. E.S.E. Huamanga.
Ancober, a river of Africa, on the Gold Coast.

Lat 4° 54' N. ; Ion. 2° 16' 16" W., forming the
W. limit of the Dutch possessions on this shore.

An(X)hdma, a mountain of S. America, Andes
of Bolivia. Alt of S. peak, 24^286 feet.

Ancomarca, a post station of South America,
Bolivia, 60 m. N.N.E. Arica, 15,724 feet above the
sea, inhabited during summermonths ; the highest
known residence in the world.
Ancon, a good port on the W. coast of S. Ame-

rica, 30 m. N.N.W. Lima.
a!ncona, a maritime city of the kingdom of

Italy, cap. prov., & of the Marca of Ancona, on the
Adriatic, 134 m. N.E. Eome. Lat 43° 37 ' 42 " N.

;

Ion. 13° 30' 35" E. P. (1862) 31,238, of comiu-
46,090, besides 1800 Jews, who inhabit a separate
quarter. The city slopes to the sea between two
hills, one crowned with a cathedral, and the other
with a citadel. A fortified wall for the enlargement
of the city is being built Chief edifices a cathe-

dral, exchange, lazaretto, goverrfor's palace, town-
house, college, hospitals, churches, and a terrace

facing the harbour. It is connected by railways
with Eimini on the N., and Pescaraon the S. coast
The port, one of the best in Italy, is defended
by several forts, and enclosed by two moles, on
one of which is an arch erected to the Emperor
Trajan, A.D. 112. On the new mole is the arch

of Benedict xiv., and a lighthouse at its extremity.

—In 1798 Ancona was taken by the French, and
in 1799 General Meuuier was besieged here.

Under Napoleon l it was cap. of the dep. Metauro,

till 1814, when it was restored to the Pope.

It was bombarded by the Austrians in 1849, and
held by them till 1859. Steamers leave Ancona
for Corfu, Patras, Athens, Smyrna, and Constan-
tinople. Manufactures silk stockings, leather,

paper, wax, and candles. Exports com, hemj),

bacon, sulphur, and tallow. Imports colonial

goods, drugs, and metals, and large quantities of

coal from Britain. On 29th Oct 1860, Ancona
surrendered to the Piedmontese troops.

Ancona (Marca or March of), an old division

of territorym Central Italy. The prov. of Ancona
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bad, by the census of 1862, an area of 739 sq. m.,

and a pop. of 264,849.

Ancram, a township of the U.S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 45 m. S.S.E. Albany, on Ancrum
Creek, a rivulet on which are some iron works,

gun factories, and lead mines. P. 1770.

Ancroft, a pa. of England, in Northumber-
land, 6 m. S. Berwick. Ac. 10,210. P. 2113.

Ancrum, a pa. and vill. of Scotland, co. Eox-
burgh, on the Teviot, where joined by the Ale,

9 m. S.W. Kelso. Ac. 10,388. P. 1511, in the

vill. 638. Ana-um-moor was the scene of a battle

between the Scots and EngKsh in 1544.

Ancud (Gulf of"), between the mainland of S.

America and the isl. of Chiloe, about 160 m. long

& 60 wide. Shores everywhere high. In middle
of the gulf are a great number of rocky islands.

Ancy, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Mo-
selle, arr. Metz. P. 1243.

Ancy-le-Franc, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Yonne, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Arman9on,
10 m. S.E. Tonnerre. P. 1839.

Andad-Khan or Andejan, a town of Inde-
pendent Tartary, Khokan, on the Jaxartes, 55
m. E.S.E. Khokan.
Andahuya, a town of S. America, S. Peru,

dep. Ayacucho, 60 m. S.E. Huamanga.
Andali, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Catanzaro. P. 1086.

An'dalo, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, circ. Trient,

gov. Mezzolombardo. P. 1000.

Andalucia, an ancient division of the South
of Spain, bounded N. by Estremadura and New
Castile, E. by Murcia and the Mediterranean,

S. by the Atlantic, and W. by Portugal. Is now
divided into the following provinces, which are

named from their chief towns, Almeira, Granada,
Jaen, Malaga, Cadiz, Cordova, Huelva, andSevilla.

The prov. is traversed by the Sierras Morena and
Nevada ; climate on the coasts extremely warm.
Chief minerals, lead, copper, iron, and mercury.
Fertile in grain, wines, olives, figs, sugar, cotton,

silk, and cochineal. The prov. is celebrated for

its breed of horses, and sheep which yield fine

wool. Manufactures, formerly important, have
greatly declined. The Vandals were established
in this country during several years, in the 6th
century. After the dismemberment of the empire
of the Caliphs in 1030, Andalucia formed the
kingdoms of Cordova, Sevilla, Jaen, Almeii-a,

Malaga, and Granada, which were all successively
conquered by the kings of Castile. The kingdom
of Granada existed till 1492.

Andaman Islands, a densely wooded group,
700 to 1000 ft. high, in the bay of Bengal, between
lat. 10° and 13° N., Ion. 93° E., 180 m. S.W. Cape
Nograis. The Great and Little Andaman Islands
are separated by Duncan Passage. Area about
3000 sq. m. Thinly peopled, and in the lowest
state of barbarism. The islanders are dwarfs,
height full grown 4 ft. 5 inches. Wear no dress but
a covering of mud.

—

Port Blair was selected in
1858 as a penal settlement for the Sepoy rebels.

Andau (Tarcsa), a vill. of Hungary, comm.
Wieselburg, gov. & 15 m. S.S.E. Neusiedl. P. 1260.
Andeleys (Les), a comm. and town of France,

formed by the union of Great and Little Andely,
dep. Eure, cap. arr., 20 m. N.E. Evereux, and
near rt. b. of the Seine. P. 5137. Near Petit
Andely are the ruins of Chateau Gaillard, built
on a rock by Eichard Coeur de Lion, Manufs.
fine cloths, bonnets, cotton, and artificial pearls.

Andelfingen, a town of Switzerland, cant, and
17 m. N.E. Zurich, on the Thur. P. 730.
Andelle, a river of France, rises W. of For-

ges-les-Eaux, dep. Seine Inferieure, passes Char-

leval and Eomilly, and falls into the Seine oo
right above Pont-le-1'Arche. Length 24 m.
Andelot, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Haute Mame, 12 m. N.E. Chaumont, on rt. b. of
the Rognon. P. 1107. Manufs. of cutlery.

Andennes, a town of Belgium, prov. Namur,
cap. cant, on rt. b. of the Maese, 10 m. E. Namur.
P. 6312, Manufs. porcelain and tobacco pipes.

Andeol-de-Bourleng (St), a comm. and vill.

of France, dep. Ardfeche, arrond. Privas. P. 4637.
—II. (De Fourchades, Sty, a comm. and vill., dep.
Ard^he, arr. Toumon. P. 1099.

Anderab, a town of Indep. Tartary, Bokhara,
65 m. S.S.E. Kunduz, on the northern slope of the
Hindoo-Koosh i-ange. This is a dep6t for the
commerce of Persia and India. P. 6500.
Anderby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, with

a vill. on canal, 5 m. E. Alford. Ac. 1845. P. 276.
Anderlecht, a comm. and town of Belgium,

prov. Brabant, arr. Brussels, of which city it

forms a suburb on the S.W. P. 4693.
Andermatt, a vill. of Switzerland, in the valley

of Ursem, cant. Uri, 18 m. S. Altorf. P. 667.
Near is the celebrated Devil's Bridge, over the
Eeuss, on route across Mont St Gothard.
Andernach, Antumnacum, a town of Rhenish

Prussia, gov. and 10 m. N.W. Coblenz, on 1. b. of
the Ehine. P. 3800. Manufs. hydraulic cement,
used in construction of the dykes in Holland.
Anderson or Anderstone-Winterbourne,

a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 7 m. S. Blandford.
Ac. 670. P. 62.

Anderson, a co. of the U.S., North America,
centre of East Tennessee state. Area 750 sq. m.
P. (1860) 6485 free, 583 slaves.—II. a co. in the N.
of Kentucky. Area 240 sq. m. P. 6047 free, 7404
slaves.—III. a dist. in N.W. of South Carolina.
Area 780 sq. m. P. 14,448 free, 8425 slaves.—
IV. Kanzas. P. 2400.—V. Texas. P. 6730
free, 3668 slaves.—Also a town, Hamilton, co.

Ohio. P. 231L
Andeijson (Cape), the E. point of St Lawrence

Island, at the entrance of Behring Strait.

Anderwenne, a vill. of N. Germany, Hanover,

2J m. N.N.E. Freeren. P. 1000.
Andes (Span. Cordillera de los Andes'), the great

mountain system of South America, extending
from Cape Horn to the isthmus of Panama over
65° of lat. or 4500 m., with a breadth of from 40
to 400 m. and a mean height of 11,800 ft. above
the sea, covering, with its mountains, plateaus,

and declivities, nearly a sixth part of the conti-

nent. The Andes comprise a series of parallel

chains, which extend along the Pacific coast in a
nearly continuous line. From its S. extremity
the main chain runs along the W. shore of Tierra
del Fuego, and consists of rocky summits, rising

in many places to 2000 or 3000 feet, the culmi-
nating point of this portion (Mount Sarmiento),
being 6910 feet above the sea. The Patagonian
Andes, which succeed those of the S. insular dist.,

run directly N. as far as lat. 42° S., flanked by
rocky and mountainous islands in the Pacific,

that seem to have been disunited from the main-
land by volcanic agency. The extreme height
of the Andes in this division is 8030 feet. The
Andes of Chile, which follow, extend from lat. 42°

to lat. 21° S., and some of their summits reach
the height of 23,000 feet ; the chain is here about
80 m. across, and toward the ocean is flanked by
extensive plains from 1200 to 2000 feet above the
sea, from which the mountains rise with a steep
acclivity. There are several passes in the Andes
here, the most important being that on the line of

road between the city of Buenos Ayres and Val-
paraiso on the Pacific. The Bolivian Andes,
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whicli form the central and most elevated portion

of the system, extend N. from lat 21° to H' S.,

over 7° of latitude, and in breadth from 200 to

250 nu, the more elevated summits of which rise

on the E. and W. edges of the plateau from
13,000 to 23,000 feet In this section, the chain

(hitherto forming a single undivided ridge) sepa-

rates, about lat 19° S., into two great longitudinal

ridges, the E. called the Cordillera Eeal, and the

W. the Cordillera of the coast These run pa-

rallel to each other, and bound the table-land of

Desaguadero (13,000 feet above the sea^ extend-

ing 500 m. in length, and from 30 to 60 in breadth

along the top of the Andes, and enclosing the

lake of Titicaca. N. of this, the Cordilleras re-

raiite in the mountain knot of Cuzco. The Peru-
vian Andes, separated from the Pacific by a sandy
desert 1200 m. broad, extend from lat. 14° to 5°

S^ and detach two eastern offsets, one of which
runs N.W. between the Maranon and the Hual-
laga rivers, and the other between the HuaUaga
and the Ucayali. The main range, termed the

Cordillera of the coast, runs W.N.W. parallel to,

and about 50 m. distant from the Pacific. The
Andes of Quito commence at lat 5° S., and run
nearly due N. to the table-land of Quito, which is

200 m. long, 30 broad, and 9600 feet above the sea,

surrounded by the most magnificent series of vol-

canoes in the world. About lat 1° N. the moun-
tain knot of los Pastos contains several active

volcanoes. On the E. side, lat 2° N., is the

mountain knot of Paramo, from which extend
three separate chains.—1. That of the Suma Paz,

going N.E. from lat 2° to lat. 9° N., and rising to

9000 feet.— 2. The chain of Quindlu, N.N.E.
between the Knots of Paramo and Antioquia;
and 3. the chain of Choco, between the rivers

Cauca and Atrato. A low ridge extends on the
W. of the Atrato, and gradually sinks between
the parallels of 7° and 8° N., where there is a
complete break between the systems of the Andes
in the S. and the mountains of N. America. The
Andes are composed partly of granite, gneiss,

mica, and clay slate, but chiefly of greenstone,
porphyry, and basalt, with limestone, red sand-
stone, and conglomerate. Salt and gypsum are
also found, and seams of coal at a great elevation.
The topaz, amethyst, and other gems are abun-
dant Volcanoes are numerous in the Chilean
Andes, where there are no less than nineteen in
a state of activity ; and the mountains of Ecuador
consist almost altogether of volcanic summits,
either now or formerly in active ignition. Of
these, the most dreaded is Cotopaxi. In some of
its eruptions flames rise 3000 feet above the edge
of its crater, and the sound of its explosions is

heard at a distance of 550 m. Its form is regular
and beautiful ; the summit forming a perfect cone,
covered with an enormous bed of snow. Earth-
quakes generally accompany the volcanic erup-
tions, and are felt over all the adjacent continent
No portion of the globe is subject to such fre-

quent and destructive earthquakes as the coun-
tries within the range of the Andes, and those
lying between them and the Pacific Ocean. The
cities and towns of Bogota, Quito, Eiobamba,
CaUao, Copiapo, Valparaiso, and Concepcion,
have all at different times been devastated by
tlieir agency. The Andes are celebrated for
their mineral riches,—^producing gold and silver
in lai^e quantities, with platina, mercury, copper,
lead, tin, and iron. The limit of perennial snow
reaches the height of 18,300 ft. in the W., & 15,900
in the E. Cordillera of Chile ; near the equator it

is 15.800 feet, and in the Bolivian Andes (lat 21°

S.) 17,000 feet above the sea. The potato is

cultivated in the Andes at an elevation of 9800
to 13,000 feet. Wheat grows luxuriantly at a

height of 10,000 feet, and oats ripen in the vicinity

of lake Titicaca, at an elevation of 12,795 feet
Glaciers are numerous in Tierra del Fuego, and
on the W. coast of Patagonia. The following
are the principal summits and passes of the
Andes, arranged from N. to S., with elevations

in English feet.

La Silla de Caraccas 8,600
Cerro de Duida ... 8,280
Roraima, lat 5° 30'

N. 7,450
8,730
18,020
17,034
15,620
19,635
19,137

18,775

15,924
21,424
17,380
16,424
16,138
17,525

17,590

16,217

Plain of Bofcota ...

Volcano of Tolima
„ Purace
„ Combal

Cayarabe
Antisana
Cotopaxi
Pichincha
Chimborazo
riinissa

Tunguragua
Sangai
Vllcanota Peak ...

Apu-Cunuranu ...

Guaracoota Peak,
• snowline
Cololo, lat. 14° .58' S. 17,930
Volcano of Areqnipa 20,320
Quefluta, latl7°41' S. 18,765
Chiplcanl, orNevado
ofTacora 19,745

Pomarape 21,700
Parinacota 22,030
Sahama 22,350
Gualateiri, lat 18"

23' S 21,960
Ancohuma, S. Peak

(or Sorata) ... 21.286
Ancohuma, X. Peak 21,043
Chachacomani, N.
Peak 20,355

Angel Peak, lat. 16°

10 S 20,115
Snpaiwasi or Huayna

Potosl 20,260
Cacaca, lat 16° 25' 18,210
La Mesada, S. Peak 19,356
lUimani, S. Peak 21,140
ML de las Litanias
Miriquiri Peak ...

Cerro or Mountain of
Potosi 16,152

14,500

16,100

Cerro or Mountain of
Chorolque, near
Tupisa ie,.5.50

Aconcasua Mountain 23.910
Peak of Dona Ana 16,070
Tnpnngato 22,016
Volcano of Antuco 8,918
Volcano of Osomo or
Llanquihue ... 7,550

Yanteles 8.030
Mineliinmadiva Vole 8,000
Mount Stokes ... 6,400
Mount Burney ... 6.800
Mount Sarmiento 6,900
Mount Darwin ... 6,800

Passes of the Andes—
Pass of Rumihuasi 16,160

„ Altos de Tole-
do 16,790

„ Pacuani ... 15,340

„ Cbullunqui-
ani ... 15,160

„ Vilcanota or
laRaya... 14,520

„ las Gualillas 14,750

„ Paramo d'As-
suay ... 15,523

„ las Guanacas 14.708

„ Qnindiu ... 11,502

„ el Almorsa-
dero ... 12,850

„ ComeCabello,
lat 27° 30'

& ... ... 14,520

„ Dona Ana, lat.

29° 62' S. 14,849

„ Porteznela de
la Laguna,
lat 30° 15'

S. 16,575

„ La Cumbre 12,672

„ las Peuquenes,
E. Pass 13,362

„ el PortiUo, W.
Pass ... 14,315

Am>es, a township of the U. S., North America,
New York, 71 m. S.W. Albany. P. 2176.

Andezeno, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Turin. P. 1198.

Andlau, a comm. and town of France, dep. Bas
Rhin, on the Andlau, an affl. of the III, 9 m.
N.N.W. Schelestadt P. 2018.

Andocs. a vill. of Hungary, co. Somogy, gov.
and 8 m. N. Igal. P. 1210.

Andoe, one of the Loffoden islands, off W.
coast of Norway, 20 m. in length, 10 m. broad.
Lat 66° 20' N. ; Ion. 15° 15' E.
Andolsheim, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haut-Rhin, cap. cant., 3i m. S.E. Colmar, with a
consistorial Protestant church. P. 1039.

Andora, a town of North Italy, prov. Geneva,
circ. Albenga. P. 1838.

Andorno, a comm. and vilL of N. Italy, prov.
Novara, 6 m. N.N.W. Biella. P. 1659. Iron,
copper, and lead mines.
Andorra (Valley of), a small territory,

formerly a republic, situate on the S. slope of
the Pyr^ndes, between the French dep. Ari^e,
and the Spanish prov. of Lerida, extending from
lat 42° 22' to 42° 43' N., and from Ion. 1° 25' to
1° 55' E., surrounded by high mountains, on which
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the snow lies for six months in the year. Climate

cold, but healthy. Soil unproductive in grain,

but contains rich mines of iron and lead. The
valley is divided into six pas. or comms., and
contains, besides the cap., thirty-four hamlets.

The government was formally a mixture of mon-
archy and democracy, is vested in twenty-four

consuls, elected by the whole population. The
inhabitants, mostly shepherds, speak the Catalan

language ; and are all Roman Catholics. Industry,

iron forging and manuf. of coarse cloth. Exports
iron to Spain, and skins and wool to France. The
necessaries of life are imported from France and
Spain, and the territory carries on a contraband
trade between the two states. The pop. of the

valley is 6000 to 6000. The independence of this

little state dated from Charlemagne, in 790.

Andorra (French Andorrey, a small ancient

town, cap. of republic of Andorra, at the foot of

Mont Montelar, 12 m. N. Urgel. P. 2900.

AndouiliJ:, a town of France, dep. Mayenne,
on the rt. b. of Ern^e, arr. and 10 m. N.N.W.
Laval. P. 3287. Forges and iron mines.

Andover, a pari, and raunic. bor., market town,
and pa. of England, co. Hants, cap. div. and hund.,

12 m. N.W. Winchester. Ac. of pa. and munic.
bor. 7670. P. 6221. Manufs. silk and iron. Ee-
tums two members to H. of C. Keg. elect. 224.

Andover, k township of the U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, co. Essex, on the Mer-
rimac, 23 m. N. Boston, on Maine railway. P.
6748. It has woollen manufs.—II. a town, Mer-
rimac co.. New Hampshire. P. 1220.

Andra (St), a town of Hungary, co. Pesth
Pilis, 11 m. N. Pesth, P. 3700.—II. a town of

Austria, Woiwodena, gov. and 8 m. N.N.W. Te-
mesvar. P. 2050.

Andraix, a town on the S.W. coast of the
island Majorca, 8 m. S.S.W. Palma. P. 4609.

Andrano, a town of S. Italy, prov. Lecco, 12
m. S.S.W. Otranto. P. 1175.

Andras (St), a vill. of Hungary, gov. and 2

J

m. W. Szarvas. P. 4160.—II. a vill. of Austria,

Woiwodena, gov. Temesvar. P. 2240.

Andrate, a vill. of Italy, prov. Turin. P. 964.

Andraum, a town of South Sweden, Isen and
24 m. S.S.W. Christianstadt. It has alum works.
Andre (St), a market town of Hungary, co.

and 10 m. N. Pesth, on W. b. of the Danube. P.
2980. Opposite is the island St Andrd, formed
by two arms of the Danube, at its great south-
ward bend, 15 by 2 m., and very fertile.—II. a
town, Illyria, Carinthia, circ. and 27 m. N.E.
Klagenfurt, on the Lavant.—III. a town of

France, dep. Savoie, 12 m. E.S.E. St Jean-de-
Maurienne, on the rt. b. of the Are. P. 1062.

Andr^ a town of the French colony, Ile-de-

la-Eeunion, in the Indian Ocean. P. 2600.
Andrea (St), a town of S. Italy, prov. Avellino,

8 m. S.E. Conza.—II. a vill., S.S.E. Squillace.—
III. a small island in the Adriatic, near N.W.
point of Lissa isl.

—

Cape St Andrea is a promon-
tory on N. of island Cyprus.
Andreanov Islands, a group. North Pacific,

forming the W. division of the Aleutian islands,

lat. 62° 67' N. ; Ion. 170° E. to 173° W.
Andreas, a pa.. Isle of Man, 3 m. N.N.W.

Ramsay. Ac. 393. P. 1955.
Andreasberg, a town of Hanover, in the

Harz, 10 m. S.E. Clausthal. P. 4300. Mining
and manufs. of lace and thread.
ANDRt-DE-CuBZAC (St), a comm. and town of

France, dep. Gironde, cap. cant., 12 m. N.E.
Bordeaux, near the Dordogne. P. 3690.
Andr£-de-Sangonis (St), a town of France,

dep. H^rault, cant. Arboras. P. 2392.

Andres (San), a town on the E. side of the isL

of Tenerife, Canaries, in a fertile valley. P. 2635.
Andretta, a town of S. Italy, prov. Avellino,

7 m. E. St Angelo. P. 3861.

Andrkw, a CO. of the U. S., North America,
in the N.W. of Missouri. Area 433 sq. m. P.
10,970 free, 880 slaves.

Andrew (St), many pas. of England and Wales.
—I. CO. Glamorgan, 5 m. S.W. Cardiff, with the
vill. and ruined castle of Dinas-Powis. Ac. 3149.
P. 570.—II. (JIhetshair), co. Suffolk, 3 m. S.E.
Bungay. Ac. 1694. P. 515.—III. {Minor), co.

Glamorgan, hundred Ogmore. P. 12.—Others
are in the island Guernsey, the cities London,
Canterbury, Chichester, Norwich, Wells, and
York ; the towns Cambridge, Droitwich, Hert-
ford, Plymouth, etc.

Andrews (St), Scotland. [St Andrews.]
Andrews (St), apa., Scotl., co. Orkney. P. 1681.
Andrews (St), a town of North Ameiica, New

Brunswiclc, 180 m. N.E. Portland.

—

St Andrew
Bay and Sound, U. S., North America, on the S.
coast of Florida, extending 30 m. inland.—II. an
inlet on the coast of Guinea.

—

St Andrew^s Islands,

Pacific, between Papua and the Pellew isls., lat.

6' 32' N.; Ion. 128° W.—St Andrew's Channel and
Sound, Conception, Strait W. Patagonia.

Andria, a town of S. Italy, prov. Bari, cap.
cant., 6 m. S. Barletta. P. (1862) 30,067, of comm.
30,892. Cathedral founded 1646. In its vicinity

are numerous cavern (antra), whence its name.
Andrinople, a corruption of Adrianople.
Andritzena, a town of Greece, Morea, dep.

Triphylia, 20 m. N.E. Kyparissia.
Andros, an island of the Grecian Archipelago,

the most N. of the Cyclades, S.E. Eubcea, 25 by
6 m., and forming, with Tenos, a gov. of Greece.
P. 15,200. (?) The island is mountainous, soil

fertile, and yields corn, wine, silk, oil, and fruit.—Andros the cap. on' its E. coast. P. 5000. Has
a harbour for small vessels ; but the best port in
the island is that of Gaurio, on the W. coast.

Andros, one of the Bahama isls., lat. of S.

point 24° 4' N. ; Ion. 78° 45' W. P. (1861) 1366.
Androscoggin, a river of the U. S., North

America, enters the Atlantic 20 m. N.E. Portland,
course 150 m.—II. a co., state Maine. P. 22,479.
Andrus^^ a town of Greece, dep. Messenia, 7

m. N.W. Kalamata, Morea, formerly important.
Andryciiov or Andrichau, a town of Austria^

Galicia, W. Wadowice. P. 3000. Manufs. linen
and cloth. Near it the sulphur mines of Swoszo^
wice.—II. a vill. of the same place. P. 1660.

Andujar, Forum Julium, a town of Spain,
Andalucia, prov. and 20 m. N.N.W. Jaen, at the
foot of the Sierra Morena, and near rt. b. of the
Guadalquivir. P. 9353. Manufs. pottery. Im-
ports colonial produce, and exports fruit. Here
in 1808 was signed the convention of Baylen.
Anduze, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gard, cap. cant., on the Garden d'Anduze, 5J-

m. S.W. Alais. P. 5203. Mostly Protestants.
Manufs. hats, silk, twist, and leather.

Anegada, the most N. of the Antilles, British

West Indies, 18 m. N. Virgin Gorda. Area 13
sq. m. P. 211. Is low, and of coral formation.
Anela, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov.

Sassari, circ. Ozieri. P. 753.

Anet, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Eure-
et-Loir, cap. cant., 9 m. N.E. Dreux, between the
Eure and Vesgi-e. P. 1406. Near it the plain of

Ivry, where Henri iv., in 1590, gained a victory
over the armies of the League.—II. a vill. of

Switzerland, cant & 17 m. W.N.W. Bern. P. 1378.
Anetz, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Loire

Infdrieure, cant. Ancenis. P. 1030.
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AxFE, a small port of Marocco, S.W. Salle.

Aaro, a rill, of North Italy, prov. Brescia, circ.

Sale'. P. 960.

AsGAK or AxGAN, an island in the Persian
gulf. Lat 26° 37' N. ; Ion. 55° 54' E.
Angara, a river of Siberia, an affluent on the

rt. of the Yenissei, flows into and out of lake
BaikaL Eemarkable in forming more ice at the
bottom than at the surface.

Angaraes, a town of South America, Peru,
prov. HuancaveUca, with mines of mercury.
ANGAznrA, an island of the Indian ocean, the

largest of the Comoro islands. [Comoro."]
AsGEOoURT, a comm. and town of France,

prov. Ardennes, 5 m. S.W. Sedan. P. 690.

Angeja, a town of Portugal, Beii-a. P. 1600.
Angex (St), a comm. and vilL of France, prov.

Corr^ze, 4 m. S.W. UsseL P. 1520,

Angelina, a co. of the U. S., North America,
Texas. P. 3586 free, 686 slaves.

Angelloch Wald, a vill. of Baden, 4i m.
S.W. Sinsheim. P. 1000.

Angelo (San), numerous towns and vills. of

Italy.—I. prov. Milan, circ. LodL P. of coram.

8334.—II. prov. and 10 m. N.E. Padua. P. 1800.—
m. S. Italy, 7 m. N.W. Pescara.-IV. Sicily, 12

m. N.W. Girgenti. P. 1300.—V. a vUl., 26 m.
S.S.W. Eieti, near the Tiber, on site of anc. Cor^
niculum.—Yl. {Fasanella), S. Italy, 11 m. W.N.W.
Diano. P. 2500.—VII. (Capola), 3 m. S.S.E. Bene-
vento.—VIII. {Delle Fratte), S. Italy, 19 m. S.S.E.
Campagna.

—

Castle ofSt Angela. fEoME.]
Angelo (Sax) (de'Lombardi), city of S. Italy,

20 m. E.N.E. Avellino. P. 6100.
Angera, a town of N. Italy, prov. Como, on

E. shore of Lago Maggiore 38 m. N.W. Milan P.
2311. Euins of an anc. castle, & Roman antiquities.

The vicinity furnishes the delicious rocca wine.
Ajs'GERap, a river of Eastern Prussia, rises in

the Mauersee, passes Angerbui^, and at Inster-
burg joins the Inster to form the Pregel.
Angerburg, a town of Eastern Prussia, 30 m.

S.W. Gumbinnen, on the Mauersee and the Ange-
rap. P. 3500. Manufs. woollens.
Angerlo, a vilL of the Netherlands, prov.

Gelderland, 9 m. E. Amhem. P. 1593.
Angersiann, a navigable river of Sweden, rises

in Nordland, traverses West Bott«n and West
Nordland, and falls into the Gulf of Bothnia, N.
of Hemosand. Length 120 miles.
Angermannland or Angermaxta, an old prov.

of Sweden, now part of prov. of West Nordland.
Angerml'nd, a market town of Prussia, gov.

circ. and 7 m. N. DUsseldorf. P. 1300.
AngermCnde, a town of Prussia, prov. Bran-

denburg, cap. circ, on railway, 42 m. N.E. Berlin.
P. 4550. Manufs. cloth and hosiery.
Angerx, a vilL of Prussian Saxony, 17 m.

N.N.E. Magdeburg. P. 1600.
Angers, Jtdiomatjus, a fortified city of France,

cap. dep. Maine-et-Loire, formerly cap. prov. An-
ion, on the Mayenne, & on railway from Tours to
Nantes, 161 m. S.W. Paris. Lat 47° 28' 17" N.

;

Ion. 0° 33' 10" W. P. 61,797. The Mayenne
divides it into an upper and lower town, & its old
walls are converted into boulevards. Museum,
library of 35,000 volumes, school of arts and
trades, riding school, and academy of belles-let-
tres. The military college, where Lord Chatham
and the late Duke of Wellington studied, has
been removed to Saumur. It is the seat of a
royal college, university, and academy. Manufs.
linen and woollen stuffs, cotton and hosiery

;

Fugar and wax refineries, tanneries, and trade in
wine, corn, and slates. Bemier the traveller,
and David the sculptor, were natives of Angers.
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AsGERSBAcn, a vill. of Upper Hessen. gov. and •

2J m. E.S.E. Lauterbach. P. 1200. j
A-NGERSLEiGH, a pa. of Englauil, co. Somerset, 1

4 m. S.W. Taunton. Ac. 403. P. 30. I
AxGERViLLE, a town of France, dep. Seine-et-

Oise, on the railway from Paris to Orleans, 11

m. S.W. Etampes. P. 1545. Manufs. wooUeu
cloths and hosiery.—II. a town, dep. Seine lu-

fdrieure, arr. Havre. P. 315.—III. a vilL dep.

Seine Infdrieure, arr. Yvetot. P. 1409.

Anghiari, a town of N. Italy, Tuscany, prov.

and 10 m. N.E. Arezzo. P. 6941. In 1440, a vic-

tory was gained here by the Florentines over the

Milanese.—II. a vUl. of Lombardy, deleg. Verona,
on rt. b. of the Adige, N.N.W. Legnago.
Angle or Nangle, pa,, S. Wales, co. Pembroke,

on S. side of Milford Haven. Ac. 4581. P. 512.

Angles, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Tarn, cap. cant, 15 m. S.E. Castres. P. 2663.

Maniifs. woollen and cotton cloths.

Anglesey or A-Nglesea, an isL and co. North
Wales, in the Irish Sea, connected with co. Car-
narvon across Menai Strait, by the Menai bridge,

Ac. 193,453. P. (1851) .57,327, (1861) 54,609, de-
crease 2718. Surface little diversified, most of

the land unenclosed. Soil fertile, and cxiltivated

for wheat, barley, and oats,which with cattle, fish,

copper and lead are exported to Liverpool, etc.

The copper mines, discovered in 1768, were, until

1800, the most productive in the kingdom. Angle-
tey is divided into 6 hundreds and 73 pas., all in

the diocese of Bangor and circuit of North Wales.
Chief towns Beaumaris Amlwch, and Holyhead.
It sends 1 member to H. of 0. Keg. elect 2389.

Anglesey is the Mona of Tacitus, and has nume-
rous Druidic remains. It is traversed by the i-ail-

way from Chester to Holyhead, which is carried

over Menai S trait by the Britannia tubular bridge.

Angleseyville, a chapclry of England, co.

Hants, pa, Alverstoke, 2 m. W.S.W. Gosport
Anglet, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Basses-Pyrdn^es, arr. Bayonne. P. 3605.

Angmering, a pa, of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.
E.N.E. Little Hampton, with a station on the S.

coast railway. Ac 3150. P. 953.

AjfGOisSE, a conmi. and vUl. of France, dep.

Dordogne, 24 m. S.E. Noutron. P. 1310.

Angola, a state of West Africa, Lower
Guinea, between lat. 8° and 10° S., on the At-
lantic, having W. the S. Atlantic and N. Congo.
Surface mountainous, well watered and fertile.

Chief river the Coanza. Climate healthy. Nearly
all tropical plants grow in great luxuriance. Pro-
ducts, sugar-cane, manioc, cotton, grain, gold, sil-

ver, lead, and sulphur. Chief exports, gum, ivory,

& slaves to Brazil. Feticism is the popular super-

stition. A few profess the Boman Catholic faith.

The coast of Angolawas discovered by Diego Cam
in 1486. The Portuguese gov. of Angola embraces
the kingdoms of Angola, Benguela, & other pre-

sidencies. Area, with Ambriz, Bengruela, andMos-
samedes, about 203, 110 sq.m. P. 2,000,000. The
presidios or fortified places are—Muchima, Mas-
sangano, Cambambe, Pungo-Andongo, Ambaca,
Encoge, Eodendo, and Braganza, The cap. Ben^
guela has two presides (Caconda and Quilonges),

seven dists., and the new colony of Mossamedes.
Angolai.la, a town of Abyssinia, Shoa ; on a

hill 17 m. W. S.W. Ankobar.
Angora or Engcri, Ancyra, town, Asia Minor,

on a hill, 140 m. N. Konieh. Lat 39° 56' 20" N.

;

Ion. 32° 50' E. P. estimated at 10,000 Mohamme-
dans, 6000 Armenians and Greeks, and 200 Jews.
There are extensive remains of the famous Mar-
tRor Ancyranutru, a temple of white marble, erected

in honour of Augustus. Manufs. stuffs and yams
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from the fine wool of the Angora goat. Exports
Angwra wool, yellow berries, red dye, gums, wax,
honey, goats' hides, and Angora cat-skins.

Angornow, a town of Bornou, Central Africa,

15 m. S.E. Eouka, near the W. b. of Lake Tchad.
Stationary pop. 30,000. (?) The centre of a large

trade in slaves, cotton, amber, coral, and metals.

Angostura (now Ciudad-Bolivard), a city of

6. America, Venezuela, dep. and on the Orinoco,

165 m. S.E. Cumana, and 240 from the sea ; river

here navigable for vessels of 300 tons. P. 8000.

Has a city hall, fort, hospital, college, and exten-
sive foreign trade.—II. a town. New Granadii, on
the Magdalena, 116 m. N. Bogota.
ANGOULfiME, fnculisma, a city of France, cap.

dep. Charente, and formerly of the prov. Angou-
moise, on 1. b. of the Charente, and on railway 66
m. N.E., Bordeaux. P. 24,961. It has a cathe-
dral, court-house, theatre, public library, hospitals,

royal college, paper-mills and distilleries, a cannon
foundry, manufactures of serges and earthenware,
and an extensive trade by a small port on the
Charente. It is the birthplace of Margaret de
Valois, Balzac, and Montalembcrt.
ANGOULfiME (Canal, u'), a canal, N. France,

extending from the canal of St Quentin (Aisne),

to the English Channel at St Vallery, 76 miles.

Angousiois, an old prov. of France, of which
the cap. was Angouleme.
Angoxa, a petty state, river, harbour, and small

isls. off the Mozambique coast. East Africa ; the
isls. near lat. 16° 20' S. ; Ion. 40° E.

An'GOY, a territory. Lower Guinea, lat. 6° S.,

bounded S. by the Zaire or Congo river, and W.
the Atlantic. Surface fertile and well wooded.
Exports maize, tobacco, sugar, cotton, and slaves,

in excliango for salt. Chief town, Kabenda.
Angra, a fortified seaport, and cap. city of the

archipelago of the Azores, on the S. coast of the
island of Terceira. P. of dist. (1863) 69,324.-11.
(Dos Reyes) a seaport town, Brazil, prov. and 67
m. W.S.W. Eio de Janeiro.

j

Angra Pequena, a bay on the W. coast of I

Africa, lat. 26° 38' 18" S. ; Ion 15° 0' 32" E. ; dis-
j

covered by Diaz, 1481. Deposits of nitrate of

potash and soda in its vicinity. I

Angri, a town of S. Italy, prov. and llj m.
"

N.W. Salerno. P. 9780.
Angrogna, a town of North Italy, prov. and

27 m. S.W. Torino. P. 2465.
Anguilla or Snake, a British "West India

Island, Leeward group, 8 m. N. St Martin. Area
25 sq. m, P. (1861) 2500 (100 whites). Chief
products, cotton, tobacco, and sugar ; large and
valuable deposits of phosphate of lime were dis-

covered in 1859. Eevenue 414^. ; exports 240/.

Off its N.E. coast is the little island Anguilletta.

Anquillara, a vill. of Northern Italy, deleg.

and 19 m, S. Padua, on 1. b. of the Adige. P. 3500.
Angus, a co. of Scotland. [Forfar.]
Akhalt-Dessau-Ccethen, a duchy of Central

Germany, between lat 51° and 52° N. ; Ion. 11°

and 13' E. P. (1861) 124,013. Surrounded by
Prussian Saxony. Centre a fertile plain ; watered
by the Saale and Elbe. S.W. hilly, near the Harz
mountains. Products corn, wine, tobacco, flax,

hops, and fruits. Mines of iron, lead, and copper.

Manufs. woollens, metallic and earthen wares.
The duchies were imited by patent, 22d May 1853.

II.

—

AnhaU-Bemhurg adjoins the above on the
W. P. (1861) 57,811. Since the decease of Duke
Alexander in 1863, the two duchies form a single
state under the title of the " Duchy of Anhalt."
A member of the N. German Confed. of 1866.

As HOLT, an island of Denmark, North Jutland,
in the Kattegat. Lat. of light-house, at its N. E.

extremity, 5G° 44' 17" N. ; Ion. 11° 39' 8" E. 6
m. by 2, & surrounded by dangerous shoals. P. 200.
Anholt, a town of Pnissian Westphalia, reg.

Milnster, on the Alt Issel, near the Netherlands
frontier, 13 m. N.E. Cleve. P. 1950. It is the
residence of the princes of Salm-Salm.
Ani or Anisi (ATmicum), a town of Turkey, in

Asia, E. of Kars. Fonnerly the cap. of Armenia.
Aniane, a town of France, dep. Hdrault, on the

Corbiferes, near 1. b. of the Hdrault, cap. cant., 16
m. W.N.W. Montpellier. P. 3557. Manufs.
leather, cream of tartar, essences, and soap.

Aniche, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Nord,
6 m. E.S.E. Douai. P. 4156. Coal mines.
Animally or Animalaya, a town of British

India, presid. Madras, dist. Coimbatoor, 23 m.
S.E. Palighautcherry.
Anio or Agno, a riv. of S. Italy, which traverses

the Terra di Lavoro, & falls into the Gulf of Gaeta.
Anizeh or Hanifah, a city of Arabia, Nedjed,

at the junction of many principal routes, 280 m.
E.N.E. Medina. It is the birthplace of Abd-ul-
Waheb, founder of the sect of the Wahabees.
Anizy-le-Chateau, an anc. town, France, dep.

Aisne, 7 m. S.W. Laon. P. 1055. Manuf. of pot-
tery, and mines of pyritous earth used as manure.
Anjar, a dist. and fortified town. West Hindos-

tan, prov. of Cutch, the town and fort situated on
the side of a hill, 10 m. from the gulf of Cutch.
—11. an uninhabited island of the Persian gulf,

S.W. Kishm. Lat. 26° 41' N. ; Ion. 55° 66' E.

Anjengo, a seaport to^vn of South India,

Travancore dom., 60 m. N.W. Cape Comorin.
Exports coir cables, spices, and piece goods.

Anjer, a seaport town of the Dutch East Indies,

on the W. coast of Java, in the Strait of Sunda,
v/ith a fort. Lat. 6° 3' 10" S. ; Ion. 105°56' 43" E.
Anjou, an old prov. of France, intersected by

the Loire, and now forming the dep. Maine-et-
Loire, and parts of Sarthe, Mayenne, and Indre-
et-Jkoire. its cap. was Angers.
ANJOuNAN,oneof theComoroisls. [Johanna.]
Ankapilly, a considerable town of British

India, presid. Madras, 24 m. W. Vizagapam.
Ankara, a country or kingdom N. end of the

island of Madagascar, extending on the E. side

of the island from Cape Amber to lat. 14° 25' S.,

and on W. side of the island to the Samberanou.
The country is elevated. On the W. coast is

Ambavaui-Bd or Port Liverpool. Products maize,
rice, manioc, and sugar-cane. Cattle numerous

:

30,000 head exported annually, alive or salted.

Anklam or Anclam, a town of Prussia, prov.

Pomerania, gov. &47 m. N.W. Stettin, cap. circ, on
the Peene, 7 m. from its mouth, in the Kleine Haff.

P. (1864) 12,133, Manufs. linens and woollens.

Ankobar or Ankober, a town of Abyssinia,

cap. state Shoa, on a mountain near lat. 9° 34'

N. ; Ion. 39° 63' E., 8198 feet high. P. 12,000 to

15,000. It has a royal residence, and churches.

Ankun, a town of Anhalt-Dessau, \ m. N.N.W.
Zerbst. P. 1000.

Ani.oo, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Drenthe, cant, and 7 m. N.E. Assen. P. 2344.

Anmer, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6 m.
E.N.E. Castle Eising. Ac. 1420. P. 142.

Ann (St), a small lake, North America, in the

basin of the St Laurence, N.W. Lake Superior.

Ann (St), a port of America, on the E. coast of

Cape Breton. Also a lake, Upper Canada.
Ann (St), the former name of Fredericton, New

Brunswick. [Fredericton].—II. a maritime
vill. and pa. of Jamaica, co. Middlesex, the vill.

on the N. coast, 20 m. W. Port Maria.

Anna or Ana, a t^wn of Spain, prov. and 41 m
S.W. Valencia. P. 884. Exports fniit and wine.
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AifXA or Chaix, an island, Pacific ocean, Lower

Archip., E. Tahiti. Lat. 17° 10' S. ; Ion. 145° 40' E.

Anna (Santa), several places in South Ame-
rica, etc. [San and Santa."]

Ajjna (St), a lake of Central America, Guate-
mala, prov. Tabasco, 154 m. S.E. Vera Cruz.

Anna (St), a town of the French Antilles, on
the E. coast of the island Marie Galante.

Anna (St), (AUy, a market town, Hungary, co.

Arad, gov. and 9 m. W.S.W. Pankota. P. 2875.

—II. (A'eu), a market town of same place. P. 4175.

Annaberg, a mining town of the kingdom of

Saxony, Erzgebirgo, 18 m. S. Chemnitz. P.

(1864) 10,537. It has mines of silver, tin, and
cobalt ; manufs. lace and silk ribands.—II. a

viU. of Lower Austi-ia, S.W. Polten.

AJnnabona, a mountainous island of Africa, in

the gulf of Guinea, belonging to Spain, in lat. 1°

24' S. ; Ion. 5° 38' E. Length 4 m. P. 3000.

AsNABURG, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.

Merseburg, circ. and 12 m. N. Toi^au. P. 1700.

Annaduff, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co.

Leitrim, on the Shannon. Ac. 9675. P. 3092.

Annagelliff, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and
near Cavan. Ac. 8260. P. 2717.

Annagh, two islands of Ireland, Connaught,
CO. Mayo ; one between the island of Achil and
the mainland ; and the other in Lough Coon.
Annaclone or Anacloan, a pa of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Down. Ac. 6544 P. 2439.

Annaghdown, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, 7

m. N.N.E. Galway. Ac. 19,560. P. 3884.

Annagoondy, a small dist. of British India, in

Bejapoor, prov. Deccan, extending along the N.
bank of the Toombudra river. Surface wild and
hiUy, & covered withwood. Chieftown Bijanagur,

Annah or Anna, a town of Asiatic Turkey, cap.

sanjak, on rt. b. of the Euphrates, 155 m. N.W.
Hillah, in lat. 34° 15' N. ; Ion. 41° 60' E. It is on
the caravan route from Bagdad to Aleppo. P.

3000. Manufs. coarse cloths. •

Annaland (St), a town, Netherlands, prov.

Zeeland, cant, and 7 m. N.W. Tholen. P. 1694.

ANNAjrBOE, a seaport town. Gold Coast, West
Africa, 10 m. E. Cape Coast Castle, in lat. 5° 10'

N. ; Ion. 1° 7' W. P. 3000. Trade in gold.

Annamooko, one of the Friendly Islands.
Annan, a royal pari, bor., seaport to^vn, & pa. of

Scotland, co. and 15m.E.S.E. Dumfries, on river

of same name, 1^ m. from the Solway Firth. Ac.
12,047. P. of do. 5761 ; of royal bor. 4620. It has
a cotton factory, ship-building, and export' of

proArisions for England. Annan unites with Dum-
fi-ies, etc., to send 1 mem. to House of Commons.
The Annan river rises in Hartfell, near Moffat,

flows S., traversing the co. of Dumfries, and
enters the Solway Firth IJ m. S. Annan, length
30 m. ; it is navigable for H m. from Annan to

the Firth. Affls. the Moffat, Evan, Kinnel, Wam-
phray, and Milke. At itsmouth is a salmon-fishery.
Annandale, the valley of the Annan, Scotland,

CO. Dumfries, between Nithsdale and Eskdale,

about 30 m. in length, 15 to 18 in breadth, com-
prising 20 pas. and many Eoman antiquities.

Annapolis, town and port of the U.S., N. Ame-
rica, cap. state Maryland, on the W. b. of the Se-
vern, 28m. S.S.E. Baltimore. P. (1860) 4529. Has
a state-house, a branch college of the Maryland
University, and the U.S. naval academy.
Annapolis (formerly Fort Royal), a fortified

seaport town of Nova Scotia, at the mouth of the
river Annapolis, in an inlet of the bay of Fundy,
95 m. W. Halifax. Itwasfoimded in 1604. The
harbour is excellent, but the entrance is through
a difiicult strait, and the trade is inconsiderable.

P. of county Annapolis (1861) 16,573.

Ann-arbor, a town of the U.S., N. America,
Michigan, co. Washtenaw, on the Huron, 37 m. W.
Detroit. P. 4483. University and factories.

Annatom, an inland in the Pacific ocean, New
Hebrides, lat. 21° S. ; Ion. 170° E.
Annaavuity, a small town of India, Mysore

territory, 51 m. N. Bednore.
Anne Arundel, a co., U.S., North America,

in Maryland, on the Severn, near Chesapeake
bay. Area 678 sq. m. P. 16,568 free, 7332 slaves.

Siiface imdulating, soil moderately fertile.

Annecy, a town of France, dep. Haute Savoie,
at the N.W. extremity of lake of same name, 22
m. S.Geneva. P. 10,737. Chief edifices, a cathe-
dral and a bishop's palace. Manufs. of glass,

cotion-yam, printed linens, and steel wares. The
Lake of Annecy is 9 m. by 2 ; 1426 ft. above the
sea. At N.W. end it empties by the Ficran into

the Ehone. P. 1309. The vill., Annecy le Vieux,

2J m. N.E. Annecy, has many Eoman remains.
Annemasse, a comm. and viU. of France, Haute-

Savoie, on rt. b. of Arve, 6 m. E. Carouge. P. 1124.
Annesley, a pa. of England, co. Notts, on the

borders of Sherwood Forest, 6i m. S.S.W. Mans-
field. Ac. 3360. P. 288.

Anne (St), a river, Lower Canada, after a S.W
course of 120 m. joins the St Lawrence 50 m.
W.S.W. Quebec Shallows and numerous rapids
impede its navigation.—II. a lake, British North
America, 50 m. N. lake Superior, into which it

discharges itself by a smaU river.

Anne (Ste), a town of Guadeloupe, on the S.
coast of Grande Terre, 12 m. E.S.E. Point-a-Pitre.
P. 5500.—II. a vill. of Martinique, near the S.
extremity of the island. P. 2841. Exports sugar.
Annestown, a vill. of Ireland, co. and lOJ m.

S.W. Waterford, on a small bay. P. 138.

Annevoye, a comm. and vUl. of Belgium, prov.
Namur, on the Meuse, N. Dinant, with furnaces.
AifNEYRON, a town of France, dep. Dr6me, arr.

Valence. P. 3152, with ruins of anc. castle, where,
in 879, Boson was crowned king of Burgundy.
Anni or Ani, Abnicuni, a ruined city of Asiatic

Turkey, pash. and 28 m. E.S.E. Kars, on the
Arpa-Chai. Its walls were fi m. in circumference.
Annico, a vill., N. Italy, Lombardy, prov. Cre-

mona, dist. and 6^ m. N.E. Pizzighetone. P. 2263.
ANNn'iERS (Val d'), (German Einjischthal), »

valley of Switzerland, cant. Valais.
Annceulin, a comm. and town of France, dep

Nord, arrond. Lille. P. 3883.
Annonay, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardfeche, cap. cant., at the junction of the Canca
and the D^ume, 37 m. S. Lyon. P. 16,271.
Manufs. of glove leather, silk and cotton twist,

woollen cloths, and paper. M.M. Montgolfier and
Boissy d'Anglas were bom here.
Annone, a comm. and town of N. Italy, on L b.

of the Tanaro, 16 m. W.S.W. Alessandria, P. 1990.1

Annon'e di Brianza, a vill., N. Italy, Lom-
bardy, prov. Como, dist. and 2i m. W.N.W. Og-
giono. P. 1168.—II. a vill. of Venetia, dist and
7^ m. W.N.W. Portoguaro. P. 2000.

Annot, a comm. and town, France, dep. Basses
Alpes, cap. cant, 24 m. S.E. Digne. P. 1162.
Ann's Head (St), apromontoiy of South Wales,

CO. Pembroke. [Dale.]
Annville, a township, U.S., North America

Pennsylvania, 19 m. E. Harrisburg. P. 2949.
Annweiler, a town of Ehenish Bavaria, on the

Queich, 7 m. W. Landau. P. 3000. Was formerly
a free imperial city, and has ruins of the castle

of Triefels, in which tradition says Eichard Coeur
de Lion was confined in 1139.

Anoka, a co., U.S., N. America, state Min-
nesota, with a vill. 26 m. N.W. St Paul. P. 21 0&.
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Anoi'SHEhk, a populous town of British India,

Agra, on the Gauges, 65 m. E.S.E. Delhi.

Anok, a comni. and town of France, dep. Nord,

10 m. S.E. Avesnes. P. 2929. Iron-works.

Anost, a comm. and town, France, dep. Saone-
et-Loire, arr. Autun. P. 3853.

Ajs'OTTA, a bay and town on the N. coast of

Jamaica, lat. 18° 19' N. ; Ion. 76° 33' W.
Anould, a comm. and viU. of France, dep.

Vosges, arr. St Die, cant. Fraize. P. 2813. Paper
mills.

Anover de Tajo, a town of Spain, New Castile,

prov. and 18 m. N.E. Toledo. P. 2425.

Anras, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, gov. and 9 m.
W.N.W. Lienz. P. 1000.

Anrath, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov. Diis-

seldorf, circ. Crefeld. P. 1060.

Anrochte, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia, 16 m.
N.E. Amsburg. P. 1324.

Ans, a vill. of Belgium, prov. and 1^ m. N.W.
Liege, on the Waremme railway. P. 3870.

Anse, a vill. of France, dep. Ilh6ne, cap. cant.,

near the Sa6ne, 13 m. N. Lyon. P. 2141.

Anse-Bertrand, a comm. of the French colony

of Guadeloupe, Antilles, arr. Pointe-k-Pitre, on
coast, N.W. Grande Terre. P. 5000.

Anse d'Arusts, a seaport in the French colony
of Martinique, Antilles, 12 m. S. Fort-de-France.

P. 4000.

Anse la- Gr^inde, a port of the French colony
of Martinique, Antilles, on N. coast of the island.

Ansfelden, a vill. of Austria, circ. Traun, gov.

and 3J m. W. St Florian. P. 1000.

Ansley, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 5 m.
W.N.W. Nuneaton. Ac. 2869. P. 685.

Ansley Bay or Goob Ducnoo, an inlet of the
Eed Sea, Abyssinia, extending S. from Dissee or

Valentia Island (lat. 15° 6'), for about 25 m. S.

Anso, a town of Spain, prov. Huesca, 21 m.
N.W. Jaca. P. 1600. Exports excellent wool.
Anson, a co. of the U.S , N. America, North

Carolina, watered by the Eocky river. Area 760
sq. m. P. 6713 free, 6951 slaves. Also a township,
Somerset co., Maine, 31 m. N. Augusta. P. 848.

Anson Bay, in the Canton river, China, on
rt. b. of the Boca Tigris, at its entrance. Chinese
fleet destroyed by the British, January 7, 1841.

—

II. a bay, N.W. coast of Australia, lat. 13° 30' S.

;

Ion. 130° E.
Anspach (German Ansbacli), a town of Bavaria,

cap. circ, Middle Franconia, on the Rezat, 25 m.
S.W, Nurnberg. P. (1864) 12,973. Manufs.
cotton and half-silken stuffs, tobacco, earthen-
ware, playing cards, cutlery, and white lead.

—

II. a vill. of Nassau, 3 m. S. Usingen. P. 1500.
Anstey, several pas. of England—I. co. Herts,

3 m. S. Barkway. Ac. 2170. P. 473.—II. co.

Warwick, 4J m. N.E. Coventry. Ac. 990. P.
171.—III. CO. Wilts, 5 m. S.E. Hindon. Ac. 840.
P. 298.—IV. (£as<), CO. Devon, 3 m. W. Dulver-
ton. Ac. 3245. P. 227.—V. {West), adjoins the
above on the N. Ac. 3008. P. 299.

Anston, a pa. of England, co. York, W. Riding,
12 m. S.E. Sheffield. Ac. 4490. P. 1290.

Anstruther (Easter and Wester), two con-
tiariious royal parliamentary boroughs and pas.
of Scotl., CO. Fife, forming with Kilrenny, a to\vn
on the Firth of Forth, 13| m. S.E. Cupar. United
area 1035 ac. P. 1593. A good harbour. Anstru-
t/ier-Easter is the birth-place of T. Chalmers, D.D.
Antalo, a town of Abyssinia, prov. Tigr^ in

about lat. 13° 17' N., Ion. 39° 30 E. Pop. for-
merly 8000. Height above sea, 7935 feet.
Antaos (San), an island of the Azores, in the

N. of the group. P. 16,800. One of the most
fertile and best sheltered in the archipelago.

Antarctic Sea is that part of the great ocean
extending from the Antarctic circle, lat. 60° SO*

S. to the South Pole. It was long considered im-
penetrable for ships on account of the ice ; but
of late years many important discoveries have
been made by English, French, and Amei-ican
navigators. The highest S. latitude yet reached
was by Sir James Ross in 1841, who penetrated
to lat. 78° 4'. [A description of these will he

found under the heads Adelie, Balleny, Enderby
Sabrina, and Victoria.']

Antegnate, a town of Italy, prov. Bergamo,
circ. Treviglio. P. 1954.

Antequera, AntiquaHa, a city of Spain, An-
dalucia, cap. judicial district same name, prov.
and 28 m. N.N.W. Malaga. P. 22,000, mostly
agricultural. It has a college, and remains of anti-

quity. Manufs. woollens and baize, paper, silk,

and cotton.

Antery, Antari, a considerable town of Hin-
doostan, dom. and 15 m. S.S.E. Gwalior.
Anterrieux, a vill. of France, dep. Cantal,

supposed to replace the anc. Anderitum. P. 293.

Antes, a township of the U. S., North America,
Pennsylvania, 116 m. W. Harrisburg. P. 2154.

Anth, a vill. of Hungary, gov. and 11 m. S.W.
Szalonta. P. 1065.

Antheme (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Puy-de-D6me, cap. cant., on the Ance, 9 m
E. Ambert. P. 3206.
Antey-St-Andr£, a town of North Italy, prov.

Turin, circ. Aosta. P. 1047.

Anthony, a pa., Engl., co. Cornwall, comprising
Torpoint, opposite Devonport. Ac. 4482. P. 3887
Anthony's Hill (Spanish jl/. San Antonioyia,

mountain and port of N. Spain, 17 m. W. Bilbao.

Anthony's Nose, three mountain peaks, U. S.,

North America, New York, two in the highlands
E. of the Hudson, and one on the Mohawk river.

Anthony (St), two pas. of England—I. {In-

Meneage\ co. Cornwall, 5^ m. S.S.W. Falmouth.
Ac. 1840. P. 252. Two ancient entrenchments,
called the Great and Little Dinas, are in this pa.

—II. (Jn-Roseland), 2 m. S.W. Tregouy. Ac.
1117. P. 169.

Anthony (St), U. S., North America. [Saint
Anthony.]

Antibes, Antipolis, a strongly fortified sea-

port town of France, dep. Var, cap. cant., on the
gulf of Genoa, 10 m. S.E. Grasse. Lat. 43° 35'

9" N. ; Ion. 6° 67' 55" E. P. 6829. Port small,

but deep, enclosed by a mole, and defended at

its entrance by Fort Carre on a rocky islet, on
which is a lighthouse. The town is environed
by olive, orange, and vine plantations. Antibes

was founded by a Greek colony, B.C. 340.

Anticosti, an island of Lower Canada, in the
estuary of the St Lawrence, between lat. 49° and
60° N. ; Ion. 62° and 65° W. ; 135 by 30 to 40 m.
Ac. 1,500,000. Interior mountainous and wooded.
N. coast high, and without harbours ; S. shore
low and dangerous. The lighthouse on its S.W.
point is in lat. 49° 23' 63' N. ; Ion. 63° 38' 47"
W. ; 100 feet high. Discovered by Jacques
Cartier, 1534, who named it Assomption.
Antignano, a town of Istria, 32 m. N.W.

Fiume. P. 1610.—II. a town of North Italy, prov.
Alessandria. P. 1647.—III. a town of Tuscany,
with a fort on the coast.

Antignate, a vill. of Austria, gov. Istria, prov.
and 16 m. S.S.E. Bergamo. P. 1800.
Antigny, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vieune, 2 m. S.W. St Savin. P. 1054.
Antigua, a British West India island, wind-

ward group. Lat. of St John 17° N. ; Ion. 61° 50'

W. ; 22 m. S. Barbuda, aind 60 m. N. Guadeloupa
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Area 108 sq. m. P. (1861)36,412, of whom about

27,500 are negroes. The island was discovered

by Coliunbns in 1493, and the first settlement of

British took place in 1632. Coasts deeply in-

dented and rugged, interior rich and diversified.

Climate remarkable for dryness. In favourable

years sufficient grain is produced for home con-

sumption. Number of acres under cultivation,

24,070. Chief exports, molasses, rum, and sugar.

Exports (1862), 254,002/. Imports, 255,792/. Le-
gislature entrusted to a governor, a council of 12,

and an assembly of 25 members. Public revenue

(1863), 40,863/. ; expenditure 41,607/. ;
public debt

30,000/. Chief towns, St John's, the cap., with a

pop. of 14,600, Falmouth, and Parham. Has a

battery of 8 gims defending the harbour.—II. a

station, Philippine Islands, with a fort, and the

only good anchorage on the island Panay.
Antigua (La\ a town of the island Fuerteven-

tura, Canaries, m a fertile plain. P. 1780.

Antigl'Edad, a town of Spain, prov. and 15 m.
N.E. Palencia. P. 988. Commerce in grain.

Anti-Lebauox, a moimtain range of Palestine,

running parallel to and E. of Lebanon, the two
ranges enclosing the valley of Ccele-Syrisi. It

becomes detached from Mount Lebanon, about

lat. 34° N., extends southward to nearly opposite

where Lebanon terminates, and there subdivides

into two chains, whichbound thevalley of the Jor-
dan, the Dead Sea. and El Ghor. [Lf3ANON.J

Antilles, Great and Small. [West Indies.]

Anti-Melos, an island of the Grecian archi-

pelago, 5 m. N.W. Melos or Milo.

Antingham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
S.W. North Walsham. Ac. 1509. P. 227.

Antioch (vulg. Antakiay, a city, and the ancient

cap. of Syria, in its N. part, pash. and 57 m. W.
Aleppo, on 1. b. of the Orontes, about 20 m. above
its mouth. Lat. 36° 11' N. ; Ion. 36° 9' 30' E. P.

(1863) estim. 18,000, of whom 2000 Greeks, the
others Armenians and Mussulmans. There are

10 or 12 mosques ; but in this town, where the
designation of C/iristiar^s was first given to the
followers of Jesus Christ, there is not at present
a Christian church. Baths and bazaars are nume-
rous, and there are manufs. of coarse pottery,

cotton stuffs, and leather; but the ciilture of sUk
is the chief branch of industry and export. Other
exports are goats' wool, yellow berries, and salted

eels. Shattered remains of the city walls, a
ruined aqueduct, two bridges, and a portion of

pavement, are all the vestiges of ancient magnifi-
cence. Antioch was embeUished and named by
Seleucus Nicator, B.C. 300. Although it suffered

severely by successive earthquakes, it maintained
its importance till taken by the Saracens in 658.

Its anc. pop. was estim. at 400,000, in its most
flourishing state. Cbrysostom computes the pop.
in his time at 200,000, more than one-half of

whom were Christians. It was the cap. of a Chris-
tian principality from 1098 to 1269, since which
time it has progressively declined. Near it was
Daphne, the sanctuary of ApoUo.
Antioch (Bay of), Mediterranean, between

lat. 35° 60' and 36° 20' N. ; Ion. 36° E., overlooked
N. and S. by mountains upwards of 5000 feet in
height. The Orontes enters it near its centre.
The S. side of the bay is formed by Cape PossidL
Antiocketta, a port of Asia Minor, Karama-

nia, on the Mediterranean, 88 m. S. Konieh.
Antioco {Salucis), an island in the Mediter-

ranean, near the S.W. coast of Sardinia, 8 m.
long, 3 m. broad. P. 2817. It is connected with
Sardinia by a Roman bridge and causeway. SoU
fertile, and its cap. of same name, on E. side,

has a small military port.

Antioquia (Santa Fe de), a town of South
America, New Granada, dep. Cundinamarca, cap.

prov., on the Cauca, 190 m. N.W. Bogota. P. (if

prov. 224,442. Trade in maize and sugar. There
are gold mines and brine springs in the vicinity.

Antiparos {plearosy, an island of the Grecian
archipelago, gov. Naxos, \\ m. W. Paros. Lat.

of summit 36' 59' 40° N.; Ion. 25° 3' 27' E., 10

by 2 m. P. 500. Its famous stalactite grotto is

120 yards long, 113 wide, and 20 high.

Anti-Paxo, a small uncultivated island of

Greece, Ionian Sea, Mediterranean, IJ m. S.E.

Paxo. Area one square mile.

Antipodes, a small island in the South Pacific

Ocean, S.E. New Zealand, so called from being
the land most nearly opposite to Great Britain .in

the S. hemisphere. Lat. 49° 32' S. ; Ion. 178° 42' E,

Antisana, a volcano of the Andes, Ecuador,
20 m. N.E. Cotopaxi, and 35 m. S.E. Quito, 19,137

feet in elevation. There is a farm of same name
on the mountain, 13,455 feet above the sea.

Anti-Taurus, a series of mountain chains,

Asiatic Turkey, pashs. Karamania, Sivas, and
Erzeroum, extending parallel to the Taurus chain,

whence its name. Commences at Mont Arjlsh

(anc. Argents) 13,000 feet, and proceeds N.E. into

Armenia, where its ranges intermix with offsets

from the Caucasus, and separate the basin of the
Euphrates on the S. from the region watered by
the Kizil-Irmak, and other rivers flowing N. into

the Black Sea.
Antioche Pertuis, a channel on the W. coast

of France, between the islands Oleron and K^.
Lighthouse in lat. 46° 2' 52' N. ; Ion. 1° 15' E.
Antivari, a seaport town of Albania, European

Turkey, 14 m. "S.W. Scutari, on the Adriatic P.
4000. Exports oil.

Antoine (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Is^re, 5^ m. N.W. St Marcellin. P. 2007.

Antoine (St), on Tilly, a vill. of British North
America, Lower Canada, on rt. b. of the St Law-
rence, 20 m. S.W. Quebec.
Antoing (^Antoniay, a town of Belgium, prov.

Hainault, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Scheldt, 3 m.
S.S.E. Toumay. P. 2200.
Anton, a river of England, co. Hants, rises

near Overton, flows 30 m. S., and enters South-
ampton water, 4 m. W. Southampton.
Antongill, a bay, E. coast Madagascar, 30 m.

long, 20 m. broad, in lat. 16° S. ; Ion. 50° E.
Antoni in der Heide (St), a town of Rhenish

Prussia, Cleves, 17 m. W.N.W. DUsseldorf.
Antoxla (St), a town of Texas, U. S., North

America, on river of same name, near its source.

Antonien (St), a vill. of Switzerland, Grisons,

on the Dalvazza, 15 m. N.E. Coire.

Antonimina, a comm. of South Italy, prov.

Reggio, circ GeracL P. 1514.

Antonin (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Tam-et-Garonne, cap. cant^ 21 m. N.E.
Montauban, on rt. b. of the Aveyron. P. 6162.

Tanneries, linen manufs., and dye-works.
Antonina, a town of Brazil, prov. San Paulo,

on the bay and 18 m. N.W. Paranagua.
Antoninus (Wall of), an intrenchment raised

by the Romans across the N. of Britain from the
Firth of Clyde to the Firth of Forth in 140 a.d.,

supposed to have connected a line of forts erected
by Agricola in 80 a.d. The work was composed
of a rampart, ditch, and military way. Inmodem
times called Graham's dyke.
Antonio, a fort and harbour of Jamaica, in lat.

18° 14' 40" N. ; Ion. 76" 31' W.
Antonio (Cape St), forms the W. end of the

island of Cuba, in the Antilles. Lat. 21° 51' 40*

N. ; Ion. 84° 58' N.—II. A headland, Plata Con-
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federation, south of the Plata estuary. Lat. 36°

20' S.

Antonto (San) or Puerto Magno, a seaport

town of Spain, on the W. coast of the island Iviza,

with a small fort which commands the harbour.

Exports fniit, charcoal, and wool. P. 3750.

A-NTONiVALD, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. Bunzlau,
on the Kamenitzbach, 30 m. N.E. Jung-Bunzlau,
with manufs. of fine glass.

Antourah, a town of Syria, on the W. slope

of Mount Lebanon, 14 m. N.N.E. Beyrout.
Antraigues, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ardfeche, cap. cant., on a volcanic height, llj m.
W. Privas. P. 1676. Near this is the singular

causeway called the Ckaussee-des-Geants, formed
by colonnades of basalt, 700 yards in length.

Ajjtrain, a town, France, dep. lUe-et-Vilaine,

cap. cant., 25 m. N.N.E. Rennes. P. 2262.

Manuf. of woollen stuffs, and tanneries.

Antrim, a maritime co. of Ireland, Ulster,

having N. the Atlantic, E. the North Channel
dividing it from Scotland, S. and W. the cos.

Down and Londonderry; and Lough JSeagh,

separating it from cos. Tyrone and Armagh, with
railway from Ballymena to Armagh. Area 1190

sq. m. Ac. 761,803. P. 247,564, exclusive of the

towns of Belfast and Carrickfergus, Surface near

the coast rises in some places to 1800 feet in

height. In the S.W. much of the soil is boggy.

Chief rivers, the Bann, forming the W., and the

Lagan, the S. boundary. The famous Giant's

Causeway, one of the most perfect specimens of

columnar basalt in Europe is on the N. coast of

this CO. Chief industry, especially about Belfast,

spinning linen and cotton yam, and weaving.

Salmon and other fisheries on the coast are im-

portant. The CO. is subdivided into 14 baronies,

and 75 pas. Carrickfergus is the cap., but the

largest town is Belfast. The co. returns 2, and
the burgh 4, members to the House of Commons.
Antrim, an inland town and pa. of Ireland, in

the above co., on Six Mile Water, near its mouth,
in Lough Neagh, on Belfast and Ballymena rail-

way, 14 m. N.W. Belfast. Height 80 ft. Ac. of

pa. 8439. P. 4659 ; of the town, including Mas-
sarene, 2005. Manufs. of linen, calico, hosiery,

paper, and malt.

Antrim, a township, U. S., North America,
Pennsylvania, on the Conecheague Creek. P.

4001.—II. a CO., Michigan. P. 179.

Antrodoco (Interocerd), a town of S. Italy,

prov. Aquila, 7^ m. E. Civita Ducale. P. 3551.

Antwerp, a frontier prov. of Belgium ; boun-
daries, N. Holland, S. Brabant, E. Limbourg, W.
Flanders. Area 1096 sq. m. P. (1864) 476,287.

Surface level
;
principal rivers, the Scheldt and

its affls., the Nethe, and Dyle. In the N. are ex-

tensive heaths ; elsewhere the soil is fertile. Pro-
ducts, corn, hemp, hops, madder, pine, timber,

and turf. Manufs. lace, cotton, silk, and tobacco.

It is divided into the arr. of Antwerp, Mechlin,

and Tumhout, its chief cities ; besides which, the

town Lierre is in this province.

Antwerp (Flem. Antwerpen, Fr. Anvers), a

famous fortified city of Belgium, and the centre

of its foreign trade, cap. prov. of same name, on
rt. b. of the Scheldt, and at the termination of

railway from Mechlin, 27 m. N. Brussels. Lat.

of cathedral 51° 13' 2" N. ; Ion. 4° 24' 2" E. P.

(1864) 122,669. Citadel built by Alba, 1568, a
cathedral and town-hall, exchange, theatre, and
athenaeum, academies of fine arts, painting, sci-

ences, and zoology, schools of medicine and navi-
gation, gallery of sculpture, and museum of pic-
tures, masterpieces of Eubens, botanic garden,
public library, with 15,000 vols., hospitals, asy-

lums, tribunals of assize, and commerce. Its port
was greatly improved by Napoleon i., who erect-
ed two large basins, and ships anchor in the river
opposite the city in from 32 to 40 feet water at
ebb tide. Chief industrial establishments are
distilleries, breweries, sugar refineries, rice mills,

silk and lace factories, and bleachfields. Ship-
building is extensively carried on, and the
diamond-cutters of this city are celebrated. The
principal trade is with Great Britain, the Baltic
ports, France, Spain, Turkey, the Black Sea,
and America. In 1861, 2778 vessels entered the
port, and 2786 cleared. Chief imports : wheat,
rye and seeds, metals and minerals, guano, sugar,
coffee, hides, wool, coals, cotton, tobacco, silk,

salt, machinery, etc. Exports are iron pyrites,

glass, coals, butter, hops, machinery, eggs, paper,
flax, and fruit. In 1861, 1,354,967 qrs. of grain
and flour were imported into, and 98,893 qrs. ex-
ported from Antwerp. In the sixteenth century
Antwerp was the richest, and also the most com-
mercial, city in Europe, and contained 200,000
inhabitants. It was taken by the Spaniards in
1576 and 1585, and by the French in 1792 and
1794. It was the cap. dep. Deux Nethes under the
dominion of the French, to whom it surrendered,
December 24, 1832. Birthplace of the painters

Teniers, Jordaens, and Vandyck, the geographer
Ortelius, and the engraver Edelinck. Has steam
communication with London and Hull.

Antwerp, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 20 m. N.E. Watertown. P. 3665.

Anunghoy, an island of China, in the Canton
river, opposite Tycocktow island, bounds with
Chucupee island, the entrance of the Boca Tigris,

on the E. Taken by the British in 1841.

Anveks. a prov. of Belgium. [Antwerp.]
Anversa, a town. Central Italy, prov. Aquila,

circ. Solmona. i'. 1478.

Anwick, a pa of England, co. Lincoln, 3J m.

E.N.E. Sleaford. Ac. 1820. P. 1089.

Anwoth, a pa., Scotland, stewartry and 7 m.
W.N.W. Kirkcudbright. Ac. 12,861. P. 899.

Anza, a river of Piedmont, in Ossola, rises on
E. side of Monte Rosa, and falls into the Tosa.

Anzano, a vill. of Italy, prov. Como. P. 979.

Anzano degli Irpinf, a town of South Italy,

prov. Avellino, circ. Ariano. P. 2247.

Anzarba, Csesarea Auqustcu, a town of Asiatic

Turkey, pash. & 35 m. N.E. Adana, on the Jyhoon
(anc. Pyramus^ Formerly seat of the Christian

princes of Antioch.
Anzasca (Val vPy, a valley of Piedmont, prov.

Domodossola. It is remarkable for cascades, and
views of Monte Rosa. Gold mines have been
worked in it since the time of the Romans.
Anzerma or Ancerma, a town of S. America,

New Granada, prov. and 170 m. N.N.E. Popayan,
near the river Cauca.

Anzi, a town of S. Italy, prov. Potenza, on a
mountain, 11 m. S.S.E. Potenza. P. 3710.

Anzin, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Nord, on the railway from Douai, 2J m. N.W.
Valenciennes. P. 6305. It is the centre of the

greatest coal works in France, and has iron

foundries and glass works.
Anzo (Porto d*), a seaport on the Mediter-

ranean, comarca, and 34 m. S.S.E. Rome. On a

promontory overlooking the port are the ruins of

the birthplace of Nero and Caligula.

Anzola, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Bologna. P. 3519.

Aoiz, a town of Spain, Navarra, cap. jud. dist.

same name, on rt. b. of the Irati, 16 m. E.S.E.

Pamplona. P. 884, chiefly agricultural.

AoK or AuR (_Pulo), an island in the China Sea,
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off the E. coast of the Malay peninsula, in lat.

2° 29' N. ; Ion. 104" 34' E. 3 m. by 1^ m. P.
1400. It is double-peaked, the highest peak being
1805 feet, and the other 1520 feet in elevation.

Grows the cocoa-nut & mangostan tree. Principal
settlements are on the S.W., N.E., and N.W.
sides. On the N.W. side there is a bay, sheltered
from the N.E. monsoon, in which ships anchor
in stormy weather, awaiting a favourable change
for entering the strait of Singapore.
AosTA, Augtista Praetoria, a town of Piedmont,

cap. div., on rt. b. of the Dora, 49 m. N.N.W.
Turin. P. 7830. Trade in cheese, leather, hemp,
and wine. Lat. of meteorological observatory,
45° 44' 10' N. ; Ion. 7° 20' 12' 9" E. Alt. 2014
feet. Mean temp. 51*25. Simimer, 68*1 ; winter,
35"1. Noble Roman remains. The valley of Aosta
is celebrated for its mineral and vegetable pro-
ducts ; has immense pine-forests, mines of iron,

copper, lead, andsUver, and marble quarries.

AousTE, Augusta, a conim. and town of France,
dep. Dr6me, on the Drome, 17 m. S.W. Di^.

P. 1218. With oil and paper mills.

Apalachicola, a bay of Florida, North Ame-
rica, between St George island and the mainland
the entrance is indicated by a fixed light at the
N.W. point of George island.

Apam, a prov. of Africa, Gold Coast, belonging
to the Netherlands, with the fort of Lijdzaam-
heit, in lat. 5° 12' 30' N. ; Ion. 0° 41' 30' W.

Apari, a town in the island of Luzon, Philip-
pines, at its N. extremity, on the coast.

Apatin, a town of Hungary, co. Bacs, on 1. b.

of the Danube, S. Baja. P. 9000. Trade in

hemp, madder, woad, and silk.

Apatfalva, a market town of Hungary, co.

Borsod, gov. and 20 m. S.S.W. St Peter. P.
1270.—XL a vill. of the same place, gov. and 5J
m. S E. Mako. P. 3650.
Apati, a viU. of Hungary, co. Arad, gov. and

13 m. N.N.W. Boros-Jeno. P. 3025.—II. Jasz, a
market town of the same place, gov. and 10 m.
E. Jasz-Bereny. P. 1900.—III. a vill., gov. and
7 m. S.S.W. Mezo-Kereztes. P. 1220.
Apecchio, a comm. of Central Italy, prov.

Pesaro, circ. Urbino. P. 2751.
Apke, an island in the South Pacific Ocean,

New Hebrides, about 70 m. S.E. Mallicolo.
Apkldookn, a vill. of the Netherlands, cap.

cant., prov. Guelderland, on the Grift, an afli. of

the Yssel, 17 m. N.E. Amhem. P. 7000. The
cant, has 8414 inhabitants, and paper mills.

APEN, a market town of Oldenburg, circ.

Neuenbei^, 16 m. W.N.W. Oldenburg. P. 1000.
Apennines (Ital. Appennino), Apeninus Mons,

a long chain of mountains which detaches itself

from the Maritime Alps, in about Ion. 9° E.,

having a general direction first from W. to E.,

nearly parallel with the Pennine and Leopontine
Alps, from which it is separated by the valley of
the Po. In Ion. 12° E. the chain turns toward the
S., and traverses the Italian peninsula through-
out its entire length to the strait of Messina,
separating near the S. extremity, so as to embrace
the gulf of Tarentum. The principal branch
traverses Naples, separating the waters which
flow to the Mediterranean from those which faU
into the Adriatic and the Ionian Seas. The
entire length of the chain is about 800 m. The
Apennines often present rounded tops and a uni-
form crest, whence branches descend to the
coasts, between which, valleys, such as that at the
mouth of the Tiber, open into extensive plains.
The S. slope of that part of the chain which
bounds tlie Gulf of Genoa, is composed of escaip-
ments, which rise abruptly from the sea. Among

the detached portions of the Apennines are the
mountains of Piombino in Tuscany, Mount A Ibano
near Rome, and Mount Vesuvius near Naples.
M. Bruguifere proposes to distinguish the moun-
tains in Sicily by the name of the Insular Apen-
nines. None of the summits attains the limit of
perennial snow, altnough snow lies on Monte
Corno during nine months in the year. The
culminating point of the Apennines, the Monte
Corno or Gran Sasso dItalia, between Teramo
and Aquila, is 10,206 feet above the sea.

The other principal summits are Monte Cimone,
in the North Apennines, 6975 feet, and Monte
Amaro, summit of the Monte Majella in the
South Apennines, 9150 feet, but the chain in
general is of lower elevation. The S.W. part of
the chain is a vast volcanic region comprising
Vesuvius, the only active volcano on the con-
tinent of Europe, and many thermal springs. On
the N. is the volcanic mass of Voltore near Melfi.

The geological formation is chiefly calcareous

;

primary rocks are found only at the two extremi-
ties, in Piedmont and Calabria. The mountains
are poor in metals ; iron is found in small quan-
tities, and extensive saliferous depots occur near
Cosenza; the celebrated marble of Carrara, Ser-
ravezza, and Sienna, constitutes the chief riches
of the Apennines. Below 3200 feet in elevation,

the flanks of the principal chain are coVered with
a varied vegetation, of which the orange, citron,

olive, and palm form the lower zone ; but forests

are rare. Above 3200 feet the mountains are
generally arid and devoid of vegetation.
Apenkade, a seaport to^vn and bay of Prussia,

duchy and 35 m- N. Schleswig, cap. amt, on
a fiord of same name in the Little Belt. Lat.
55° 2' 46' N. ; Ion. 9° 25' 12' E. P. 4100. Chief
industry, shipy-building and transport of goods.
Climate mild, resorted to from June to September
for sea-bathing.
Ape's Hill (46yZa), the extremity of a moun-

tain range in Marocco, opposite Gibraltar; one
of the " Pillars of Hercules."
Apesthorpe or Applesthorpe, a pa. of Eng-

land, CO. Notts, 5 m. E. of East Retford. Ac
2630. P. 274.

Apiro di Cingoli, a town of Central Italy, prov.
and circ. Macerata. P. 2737.

A PICE, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Benevento. P. 3542.
Aplekbeck, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia,

circle and 5 m. E.S.E. Dortmund. P. 600.

Apley, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, parts

Lindsey, 2 m. S.W. Wragby. Ac. 1658. P. 221.

Apold, a vill. of Austria^ Transylvania, gov.
and 2J E. Reusmarkt. P. 2110.
Apolda, a town of Central Germany, Saxe-

Weimar, circ. and 9 ra. N.E. Weimar, on the
railway to Berlin. P. (1861) 7732. It has mineral
springs, and manufs. of hosiery.

Apollosa, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Benevento. P. 1853.
Apolobamba, a town of Bolivia, dep. and 165 m.

N. La Paz, cap. prov., on a tributary of the Beni.
Appalachee, a large bay, U.S., N. America,

on the Florida coast. Gulf of Mexico, between
the rivers Appalachicola & Suwanee, and having
a winding channel with from 8 to 10 feet water.
Appalachian Mountains, U.S., N. America,

embrace the whole range of high land, extending
2000 m. from Alabama to the gulf of St Lawrence,
breadth 150 to 200 miles. [Alleghany.]
Appalachicola, a river of the U.S., North

America, Florida, formed by the junction of the
Chattahoochee and Flint rivers, 40 m. N.W. Tal-
lahassee, whence it flows 70 m. S. into St George
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Sound Gtilf of Mexico. It is navigable for small

vessels throughout its whole course. The Chatta-

hoochee, the largest branch, is navigable for

boats nearly 400 m. from the Gulf of Mexico.—II.

a town and port on this riv., which is a cotton

mart, and frequented by steam and other vessels.

ApP/Vxoose, a CO. of the U. S., North America,
Iowa, on the Missouri. Area 492 sq. m. P. 11,931.

Apparizione, a town of North Italy, prov. and
drc. Genoa. P. 2043.

Appenthal (Eoistein), a vill. of Bavaria,

cant, and 8 m. W. Neustadt. P. 1320.

Appenweier, a town of West Germany, Ba-
den, circ. Middle Ehine, on the railway between
Kehl and Carlsruhe, 8 m. E. Kehl. P. 1400.

Appenzell, a cant, in the N.E. of Switzerland,
wholly surrounded by the cant. St Gall. Area 163
sq. m. Is subdivided into the Ovter Rhodes, pop.

(1860) 48,431, and Inner Rhodes, pop. 12,000. The
former nearly all Protestants, and the latter Ro-
man Catholics. Surface mountainous in the S.,

where Mount Sentis is 8232 feet, and the lowest
part of the surface is 1300 feet in elevation. Chief
river the Sittem, which runs through its centre.

Inner Rhodes is agricultural. In Outer Rhodes,
cotton and linen weaving, embroidering & dyeing,
are branches of industiy. Cap. of Inner Rhodes,
Appenzell ; of Outer Rhodes, Trogen. Gov. in
both subdivisions is vested in a grand council,

which meets the assembled pop. once a year for

legislative business. Appenzell holds the 13th
place in the Swiss Confederacy. Chief towns
Trogen, Gais, and Herisau in Outer, and Appen-
zell in Inner Rhodes.
Appenzell, a town of Switzerland, cap. of

Inner Rhodes, in the above cant., on 1. b. of the
Sittem, 6 m. S. St Gall. P. 3277, mostly Ro-
man Catholics. It has a council-house, an arsenal,
mineral springs, baths, and a trade in linens.

Appiano, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Como. P. 2467.
Appignano, a town of Central Italy, prov. and

circ. Macerata. P. 2137.
Appignano di Offida, a town of Central Italy,

prov. and circ. Ascoli-Piceno. P. 1626.
Appin, a wild district of the Scottish High-

lands, Argyleshire, on Loch Linnhe, formerly the
country of the Stewarts, 26 m. N.W. Inverary.
Appingedam, a town of the Netherlands, cap.

cant., 14 m. N.E. Groningen, on a canal which
joins it to the estuary of the Ems. P. 1930.
Appleby, a munic. bor. and market town of

England, cap. co. Westmoreland, on the Eden,
and in parts of two pas., 13 m. S.E Penrith. Ac.
19,900. P. 2824. Alt. 417 ft. A bridge over the
river leads to the suburb Bondgate. Chief edi-
fices, the castle (which, under the heroic Lady
Pembroke, long held out against Cromwell), the
church of St Lawrence, and the town and shire
haUs. It is the seat of the assizes for the co., and
of quarter and petty sessions.—II. a pa., co. Lin-
coln, 6J m. N.N.W. Glandford Brigg. Ac. 6194.
P. 679.—III. a pa., cos. Derby and Leicester, 5 m.
S.S.W. Ashby. Ac. 2020. P. 1070.
Applecross, a marit. pa. of Scotland, co. Ross,

comprising most part of the peninsula between
Lochs Torriden and Carron. P. 2544. It is in-
tersected by many arms of the sea.

Appleuore, a seaport of England, co. Devon,
pa. Northampton, on the Torridge, at its mouth
m Barnstaple bay, 2J m. N. Bideford. Resorted
to in summer as "a bathing-place.—II. a market
town and pa., co. Kent, 6 m. S.E. Tenterden.
Ac. 3001. P. 640.

Appledorn, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov.
Diisseldorf, circ. Oleve. P. 3000.

Appledram, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, li
m. S.W. Chichester. Ac. 1197. P. 129.

Appledurwell, a hamlet. Isle of Wight, p.a.

Godshill, 7 m. S.S.E. Ne^vport.
Applegarth and Sibbaldbie, a pa. of Scot-

land, CO. and 10 m. N.E. Dumfries, on 1. b. of the
Annan. Ac 11,928. P. 935.

Appleshaw, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3 m.
E.S.E. Ludgershall. Ac. 697. P. 284.
Appletekn, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

Guelderland, 4^ m. S.S.W. Druten. P. 2390.
Appleton, several pas., England.—I. co. Berks,

on the rt. b. of the Thames, 4 m. N.W. Abingdon.
Ac. 1991. P. 549.—II. Qe Street), co. York, North
Riding, 4 m. N.N.W. New Malton. Ac. 4715.
P. 987.—III. {on Wisk\ same co. and Riding, 7
m. S.S.W. Yarm. Ac. 1827. P. 466.
Appleton or Grand Chute, a post vill. of the

U. S., N. America, cap. Outagamie, co. Wisconsin,
on the Fox river, 95 m. N.E. Madison. P. 4474.
Situated near the rapids called the Grand Chute,
where the river descends 30 ft. in a mile & a half.

Appling, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in S.
of Georgia State. Area 1120 sq. m. P. 3442 free,

745 slaves. Surface level. Soil light.

Appodi, a river of Brazil, prov. Rio-Grande-
do-Norte, rises in lat. 6' 25' S., flows N.N.E. into
the Atlantic, with a com'se of 150 miles.
Appolonia, a petty kingdom of Africa, on the

coast of Guinea, lat. 6° N. ; and between Ion. 2°

20' and 3° 20' W. P. estim. at 30,000.—Cape Ap-
polonia is in lat. 4° 58' 45" N. ; Ion. 2° 35' 5' W.

Appomattox, a co. of the U. S., N. America,
in centre of Virginia. Area 320 sq. m. P. 4289
free, 4600 slaves. Appomattox is a river in Vir-
ginia, which, after an E. course of 120 m., joins •

James river at City Point. It is navigable by
vessels of 100 tons up to its falls at Petersburg.
Apkicale, a town of North Italy, prov. Porto

Maurizio, circ. Remo. P. 1721.
Apricena, a comm. and vill. of South Italy,

prov. and 25 m. N.N.W. Foggia, P. of comm.
and vill. 5272. The hunting castle cf Apncena
belonged to Frederick ii.

Aprouaoue, a comm., vill., and fortified post
of the French colony, Guiana, South America,
on river of same name, near its mouth, 6 m.
S.S.E. Cayenne.

Aps, Alba Augusta, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Ardfeche, 12 m. S. Privas. P. 1607. Formerly
important, and has many Roman antiquities.

Apsa, three viUs. of Hungary, co. Marmaros,

—

I. {Alsiiy, gov. and 7 m, N.N.W. Szigeth. P. 1000.
—II. (Felso\ 6J m. N.N.E. Szigeth. P. 1420.—
III. (Kasep'), 4 m. N. Szigeth. P. 1980.
Apsheron, a peninsula of Asia, Georgia, ex-

tends for 40 m. into the Caspian Sea, and termi-
nates in Cape Apsheron, lat. 40° 12' N., Ion. 50°
20' E. Forms the E. extremity of the Caucasian
chain. Soil impregnated with sulphur and in-
flammable gas, and is famoxis as the place of the
s-ocrsd flame, so highly venerated by the fire wor-
shippers of Asia. On its S. coast is the port of Baku.
Apsley (River), East Australia, N. of the co-

lony of New South Wales, rises near lat. 31° S.

;

Ion. 151° 40' E., flows generally E., and enters the
ocean under the name of M'Leay river, 40 m. N.E.
Port Macquarie.

—

{Strait), Timor Sea between
Melville and Bathurst islands, off the N. coast of

Australia. Length 46 ra., breadth from li to 4 m.
Apt, Apta Julia, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Vaucluse, cap. arr., on 1. b. of the Calavon,
29 m. E.S.E. Avignon. P. 5785. Cathedral
curious and anc. and Roman antiquities. Mannfs.
woollens, cottons, earthenware, & confectionary.

Embellished by Csesar, whence its surname Julia,
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Apulia or Puglia, an anc. prov. of South Italy,

one of the principal divisions of Great Greece.

Apl're, a river of Columbia, and one of the tri-

butaries of the Orinoco, rises in the Andes of New
Granada, near lat. 7° N. ; Ion. 72° W., flows E.,

and joins the Orinoco in lat. 7° 40' N. ; Ion. 66°

45' W. Affis. the Portuguesa and Guarico. On
it are the towns Nutrias and San Fernando.
Apure, a prov., republic Venezuela, S. America,

cap. Ahaguas. Area 22,134 sq. m. P. 15,479.

Apurimac, a riv. of S. America, rises in the

Andes of Peru, near Caylloma, flows N., joins

the Ucay, and forms the Ucayale, one of the

head streams of the Amazon. Its course, till its

junction with the Ucay, is between 500 & 600 m.
Aquambo, a country of Africa, Upi)er Guinea,

E. of the river Volta, with a town of same name.
Aquapim, a maritime state of Africa, Upper

Guinea, in lat. 6° N. ; Ion. 0°. Soil barren near
the coast, but fertUe inland.

Aquara, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Salerno,

16J m. S.S.E. Campagna. P. 2227.

Aquila, a fortified and episcopal city of South
Italy, cap. prov. AquUa, on the Atemo, 58 m.
N.E. Home. P. (1861) 15,732, of prov. 39,451.

Area 2509 sq. m. The city was much injured by
earthquakes in 1688, 1703, and 1706. Manufs.
linens. Aquila was built by the Emperor Fre-
derick n., from ruins of the anc. Amitemum the

birthplace of Sallust, vestiges of which city are

Btill traceable.

Aquila, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and circ.

Tessin. P. 970.

Aquila d' Arroscia, a town of North Italy,

prov. Porto Maurizio. P. 939.

Aquileja, a town of Austria, circ. Goriza, at

the head of the Adriatic, 22 m. W.N.W. Triest.

P. 1738. In the time of the Romans, its pop. was
reckoned at 10,000 before it was taken and burned
by Attila. It was then called the second Rome,
and the emperor Augustus often resided in it.

Aquilonia, a ruined city of S. Italy, prov. Avel-
lino, circ. S. Angelo. Supposed to be Lacedogna,
Aquino, Aqninum, a town of South Italy, prov.

Caserta, 5 m. N.E. Pontecorvo. P. 1860.

Arabah (Wady el), a great vaDey extending
from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of Akaba.
Arabat, a fortress of the Crimea, on the Sea

of Azov, 70 m. E.N.E. Simferopol, at the S. end
of the tongue of Arabat. [Sivash.I
Arabgir or Arab-Kir, a town of^Asiatic Tur-

key, pash. Sivas, cap. dist., near the Euphrates,
and on the route from Aleppo, 135 m. S.S.W.
Trebizond. It is estimated to have 6000 houses,
4800 occupied by Turks, and 1200 by Armenians.
Manufs. of cotton goods from British yam.
Arabia {Arabistan of the Turks), the most

westerly of the three great peninsulas of South
Asia, between lat. 12° 40' and 34° N. ; Ion. 32° 30'

and 60° E. Bounded N. by Turkey in Asia, E.
by the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman, S. by
the Gulf of Oman and the Indian Ocean, and W.
by the Bed Sea. On the N.W. it is connected
with Egypt by the Isthmus of Suez, and is divided
in two parts by the Tropic of Cancer. Length from
N. to S. about 1500 m. ; average breadth 800 m.
Area estimated at 1,139,000 sq. m. P. 900,000. (?)
Ptolemy subdivided the couutrj- into Arabia Pe-
trsea (the stony), Arabia Felix (_Ara.by the blest),

& Arabia Deserta (Araby in the desert) ; the firet

comprising its N.W. portion, with the peninsula
of Sinai between the Gulfs of Suez and Akabah

;

the second, the territory along the W. and S.
coasts; and the last, all the rest of its extent;
but this partition is unknown to the inhabs. and
to Arab geographers. Its natural divisions are

Arabia proper, the high table-land sloping to-

wards the N., with a mountain chain which runs
parallel to the Bed Sea, in which Round Moun-
tain is 6178 feet high. These descend abruptly to

the low coast land on the W. and S.W. On the E.

the fall is gradual. The interior consists of moun-
tain and desert tracts, with extensive districts well

cultivated, well peopled, and watered by streams
and periodical rains. Torrents descend from the

high land of Yemen to the Persian Gulf. This re-

gion is of volcanic formation ; mountains of basalt,

granite, and limestone. The most fertile tracts are

in the S. and W. of Yemen, highly productive and
picturesque. The settled regions of the interior are

more fertile than is generally believed, and the

deserts afford pasture after rain. The products are

date palms, vines, figs, tamarind trees, the acacia

and banana ; cereals, coffee, spices, drugs, gums,
resins, cotton, and sugar. Minerals comprise
lead, iron, silver, sulphur, and precious stones.

Arabia is famous for the horse and camel ; wild
animals comprise the wild ass, goat, and sheep,

musk deer, antelope, hare, monkeys; in the S.

bears, wolf, hyasna, fox; eagle, vulture, hawk,
pheasant, ostrich, tortoise, serpents, and locusts.

Lions were formerly numerous. The sperm
whale is found on the coasts. Hadramavt on the

S. coast, rises N. of Makallah to 8000 feet in Jebel
Dahiira, and 5442 feet in Jebel KharazL N.E. of

Aden is a cultivated tract celebrated for its frank-
incense. The central prov. of Nejd is less known
—the name means "high land. It is a high
table-land with excellent pastures. The Heiaz,

"low land," is the holy land of Arabia, chief

cities Mecca and Medina. Western Arabia in-

cludes the peninsula of Sinai, and the desert of

Petra, the anc. Arabia Petrma. The climate is

among the driest in the world ; the rainy season,

which in general lasts from the middle of June
to the end of September, and in Oman from No-
vember to the middle of February, occurs only in

December and January in the northern deserts.

Heat excessive in the plains, but temperate in the
mountainous regions of Yemen and Hadramaut,
and the winters are rigorous in the elevated re-

gions of Nejd. The Simoom or Samiei, the hot
wind of the desert, blows from the interior to-

wards the coast in ail directions. The inhabitants

settled around the coast appear to have a distinct

origin from the Bedwins or true Arabs, who are

the traditionally reputed descendants of Ishmael,
and wander with their flocks and herds, dwelling
in tents, and subsisting partly by plunder. The
Wahhabees, who form a distinct sect of Moham-
medans, occupy the interior of the country, hav-
ing subjected a great portion of it to their domi-
nion at the commencement of the present century.
Agricultural processes are rude, and manufs. at

a low ebb. The Bedwin women weave hair tent

covers, and bags ; and coarse linen and woollen
fabrics, rude matchlocks, lance heads, and other
arms, copper and tinned vessels, are made on the
W. and S. coasts, mostly by foreigners. In Oman,
sUk and cotton trurbans, sashes, wooUen and hair

cloaks, canvass, arms, earthen jars, and gunpow-
der, are made; but most other manufactured
goods are obtained from abroad, in return for the
native produce. The trade of Arabia is consider-

able, and large quantities of merchandise are
brought by caravans and by sea from the sur-

rounding countries, partly for internal consump-
tion, and partly for distribution among the nume-
rous pilgrims and merchants who resort to the
holy cities of Mecca and Medina. Mocha and
Loheia are centres of a large coffee trade. Muscat
has lately risen to eminence as an entrepdt for
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the trade with India and the Persian Gulf, and
dows or ships of a superior kind are built there,

which occasionally perform voyages to India,

jiddah or Djidda, the port of Mecca, is the other

principal commercial town. A part of Arabia is

under Egyptian rule: other parts compose the

Imamats of Muscat and Yemen. The rest of the

country is shared among an uncertain number of

petty states. The gov. of the Bedwins is strictly

patriarchal in each of the numerous tribes. The
religion of the country is Islamism, which had its

origin here towards the end of the 6th century,

replacing the Sabaism and Judaism which had
previously been the prevailing forms of worship.

The Arabic language, called vulgar, to distinguish

it from that of the Koran, is used over all the N.
of Africa, and extends even to the S.E. of Asia.

The literary Arabic is still used in the liturgy of

all Mussulmans. It was long the language of the

sciences, arts, and civilisation, and its literature

is the richest of all the anc. nations of the East.

Aracaji5, a town of Brazil, prov. and the new
cap. of Sergipe, on a hill near right bank of the
Cotingwiba, and 7 m. from the sea,

Aracena, a town of Spain, Andalucia, prov.

Huelva, 33 m. N.W. SevUla. P. 4370.

Arad (Old), (Germ. Alt-Arad), a city of Hun-

fary, on rt. b. of the Maros, 59 m. E.S.E. Szege-
in, cap. CO., with a citadel. P. (1857) 26,959,

including many Jews. It is a Greek bishop's see

;

manufs. tobacco, has trade in corn, & the greatest

cattle market in Hungary.
Arad (New), (Germ. Neu-Arad), a town of

Hungary, on 1. b. the Maros, opposite Alt-Arad.

P. 4000. Fortified by Prince Eugfene of Savoy.
Aradacs Toth, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena,

gov. and 7J m. W. Nagy-Becskerek. P. 1860.

—

II. Hacz^ a vill. of the same, dist. and 8 m. W.
Nagy-Becskerek. P. 1700.

Aradeo, a to-RTi of North Italy, prov. Lecce,

circ. Gallipoli. P. 1704.

AiUJAT (Mount), a hill in Arabia, 16 m. E.

Mecca, and a principal object of Mohammedan
pilgrimage to that city.

Arafura (Sea of), N. of Australia. [Papua.]
Aragon (Kingdom of), one of the provs. into

which, previous to 1833, the Spanish monarchy
was divided, is situated on the N.E. of the penin-
sula, between lat. 40° 2' and 42° 54' N. ; Ion. 2°

10' W., and 1° 50' E., bounded N. by the Pyr^nc^es,
E. by Catalonia and part of Valencia, S. Valen-
cia and part of Castilla Nueva, W. Navarra and
CastUla, cap. Zaragoza. It is divided into the
provs. of Huesca, Teruel, and Zaragoza. Covered
with elevated mountains, the highest of which is

Mont Perdido, 11,274 feet. Climate cold in the
mountains, mild and even warm in the valleys.

Soil fertile. Products, wheat, barley, maize,
wine, and olives ; the mountains furnish excel-

lent pasture, wool is of first quality, and minerals
abundant. The kingdom of Aragonvr&s founded
in 1034, and united to the crown of Castile by
Ferdinand the Catholic.

Aragon (River), a river of Spain, rises in the
Pyr^n^es, flows through Navarre, and joins the
Ebro opposite Alfaro. Course 80 m. Chief afii.

the Arga. The Imperial Canal of Aragon ex-
tends in the direction of the Ebro, from Tudela,
to near Sastago and Tauste. Length 80 m.

;

width, 69 feet ; depth, 9 feet.

Aragona, a town of Sicily, intend, and 7J m.
N.N.E. Girgenti. P. (1861) 10,440. It has an old
castle, with fine paintings and antiquities. Near
it is the curious mud volcano of Macculaba.
Araguaya, a large river of Brazil, rises in the

BiwiTa Sciada, with many branches. Lat. 18°

10' S. ; Ion. 51° 30' W. ; flows northward between
the provs. Goyaz and Matto Grosso, and joins the
Tocantins at San Joao, length 1000 m. In its

middle course it separates into two arms, enclos-
ing the island Santa Anna, 200 m. in length.
The E. branch is called the Furo.
Arakhova, a vill. of Greece, on the S. declivity

of Mount Parnassus, 15 m. W.N.W. Lebadea.
Aral, an extensive lake or inland sea of Asia,

Independent Tartary, between lat. 43° 42' and
46° 44' N. ; Ion. 58° 18' and 61° 46' E. from the
Caspian, separated on the E. by the desert pla-

teau of Ust-Urt; length N. to S. 265 m.; E.
to W. 145 m. At its S.W. end it has a prolonga-
tion called Aibueoorskoe Lake, 80 m. long and
about 20 broad. The Aral is shallow ; it con-
tains two islands near its S. end Water slightly

bitter and saltish. The river Sir-Daria enters it

on the N.E., and the Oxus or Jihon on the S.W.
This sea has no apparent outlet, and, from excess
of evaporation, it is supposed to be decreasing
in size. It is 117 feet above the Caspian, and
33 feet above the Black Sea. The Russians have
erected two fortresses near the mouth of the
Sir-Daria, and stationed a small fleet at the large

island of Nicolas i.

Araluen, a gold field of Australia, New South
Wales, CO. St Vincent, on a river of same name.
Aramengo, an anc. town of North Italy, Pied-

mont, prov. Alessandria. P. 1149.

Aramits, a comm. vill. of France, dep. Basses
Pyr^n^es, cap. cant., arr. and 8 m. S.W. Oleron.
P. 1150.

Aramon, a town of France, dep. Gard, cap.

cant., on rt. b. of the Rhone, 15 m. E.N.E. Nlmes.
P. 2716. Manufs. of saltpetre.

Aran, a valley of Spain, prov. Lerida, sur-

rounded by the elevated summits of the Pyrd-
n^es, and liable to dangerous avalanches.
Aranda-de-Duero, a town of Spain, Old Cas-

tile, prov. and 48 m. S. Burgos, on rt. b. of the
Duero. P. 4122.
Aran Isles, a seagirt barony in Ireland, co.

Galway, Connaught, at the entrance to Galway
Bay, consisting of a group of small isls. Lat. of

lighthouse on Inishraore, the largest and most
northerly, 53° 7' 38' N. ; Ion. 9° 42' 22' W. United
ac. 11,287. P. 3299. Soil fertile. Products, pota-
toes, rye, oats, with fresh and cured fish. The isls.

contain many antiquities, among them a Cyclo-
pean fort, called Buns ^ngus, and the church of

St Kenanegh, of the 7th century (?). On its N.E.
coast is the viU. of Killany. North Aran or Arann
more island, barony Boylagh, co. Donegal, Ulster,

lies Ifm. W. of Artean Point, in the Riosses, 8 m.
N.E. jDaurus Head.
Aranjuez, Ara-Jovis, a town of Spain, on 1.

b. of the Tagus, New Castile on rail, prov. and 28
m. S. S.E. Madrid, 1640 feet above the sea. P. 3639.

Aranmore, Isl. of, Ireland. [Aran Isls.]

Aransas, a seaport town of Texas, U. S., North
America, co. Refugio, 75 m. S.W. Matagorda.
Araxyos Maroth, a town of Hungary, comm.

Bars, 21 m. W.S.W. Schemnitz. P. 1270.—II. a
vUl., gov. and 7 m. W. Komom. P. 1250.—III.
(Kis), a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, Karlsburg,
9 m. N.W. Abrudbanya.—IV. {Nagy-Alhak), a
vill., 12 m. N.N.W. Abinidbanya. P. 3550.—V.
a river of Austria, Karlsburg, a trib. of the Maros.
Arapatak, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,

circ. and 10 m. N. Kronstadt. P. 1200
Arapiles, a vill. of Spain, prov. and 4 m. S.E,

Salamanca. P. 336. Here was fought the battle

of Salamanca, in which the allies under Welling-
ton defeated the French, July 1812.

Ararat (Mol-nt), Turkish Agri Lagh, a fft-
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mous mountain of Armenia, and the culminat-

ing point of "Western A.sia, at the junction of

the Russian, Turkish, and Persian empires,

on the N.W. border of the prov. Azcrbijan.

Lat. 39° 42' N. ; Ion. 44° 35' E. The two peaks

Agri Dagh and Allah Dagh, sui"pass the limit of

perennial snow, the higher by 3000 ft. TheN.W.
peak is the highest, being 17.112 feet above the

sea. There are traces of volcanic action on this

cone. Ararat is the supposed place where the

ark rested after the flood ; but a similar dis-

tinction is claimed for several other heights in

Asia. Ararat was ascended in 1850 by Colonel
Khoelzko and a party of 60, engaged in the Rus-
sian triangulation of Transcaucasia.

Arakat, a district of Victoria colony, Austra-
lia P. (1859) 49,645, of whom 3330 were Chinese.

Gold mining is extensively carried on here.

Arakaublv, a salt-water lake of Brazil, prov.

Rio de Janeiro. Length 22J m., breadth 7^ m.
It communicates with the sea, and its depth
varies with the tide from 26 to 80 feet.

Aras, Araxes, a river of Armenia, rises in the

Turkish pash. Erzeroum, near lat. 41° 30' N.

;

Ion. 41° 10' E. ; flows E.,dividing the territories of

Russia and Persia, and joins the Kur, 60 m. W. of

its mouth in the Caspian Sea. Course, 500 m. very
rapid. Chief affls. the Arpa-Chai and Kara-Su.
Arasaig, a dist. and vill. of Scotland, co. In-

verness, on the W. coast, and a promontory in

the same district, between two inlets of the sea.

Aratica, one of the Society Islands, Pacific

Ocean, in lat. 15° 26' S. ; Ion. 145° 39' 46" W.
Araucania, acountry, S. America, nominally a

part of the Republic of Chile, but actually indep. It
comprises portions of the provs. of Valdivia on the
S., and Arauco on the N. Bounded on the E. by the
Andes, & W. by Pacific. The Araucanians, a bold
courageous race, occupy the country, & are chiefly
engaged in rearing cattle. For 200 years they
maintained a constant war with the Spaniards.

AiiAUCo, a town of Chile, cap. prov. and bay
of same name, 230 m. S.S.W. Valparaiso. P. of
prov. (1854) 43,466.

Araure:, a city of Venezuela, South America,
on 1. b. of the Acarigua, 60 m. E.N.E. Truxillo,

in lat. 9° 17' N. ; Ion. 69° 28' W. P. 10,000. Pro-
ducts, cotton, coffee, and cattle.

Aravarcourchy, a to^vn of British India,

presid. Madras, on the route from Dindigul to

Salem, 54 m. S.W. Trichinopoly.
Aravulli Mountains, in Western India, are

a branch of the Vindhya range, which they join

about lat. 22" 41' N. ; Ion. 74° E. On the N.W.
the range is bold and precipitous. The highest
part is Mount Aboo, 5000 feet above the sea.

Arawan (El), a town of Africa, Sahara, terri-

tory of Tawat, m lat. 18° 55' N. ; Ion. 3° 0' W.
Araxas, a dist. and town of Brazil, prov. Minas

Geraes, in lat. 19° 0' S. ; Ion. 48° 30' W. P. 5000.
Area, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, dist. and

4J m. E.S.E. Maniago. P. 1255.
Arbah (El), a town of Algeria, prov. and 51

m. S.W. Algiers. P. 2488 (1064 Europeans, 1421
natives). Near it is a rich iron mine.
Arbe, the most N. of the Dalmatian isls.,

Adi-iatic, on the coast of Croatia. Lat. 44° 47'

N. ; Ion. 14° 51' E. Area 32 sq. m. P. 3500. The
town of Arbe, on its S. coast, has 1100 inhabitants,
and is a bishop's see.

Arb?:do e Castiglione, a vill. of Switzerland,
cant. Tessin, near Bellinzona. P. 773.
Arbegkx, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,

circ. and 22 m. S.E. Klausenberg. P. 1410.
Arbil or Erbil, Arbela, a town of Asiatic

Turkey, pash. and 40 m. E.S.E. Mosul. P. 6000.

The modem town is on a mound 60 or 70 feet

high. It has mosques, baths, and bazaars. Here
Alexander the Great obtained his final and deci-

sive victory over Darius, B.C. 331.—II. Arbela of
Galilee, Palestine, identified by Robinson with
Irbid a ruined site in Wady Haman, 3J m. N.W.
Tiberias ; adjoining are remarkable caverns.

—

A vill., E. of the Jordan, 28 m. S.E. Tiberias, is

also called Arbela.
Arbirlot, a marit. pa., Scotl., co. Forfar, 2 m.

W. Arbroath, on Dundee rail Ac. 6889. P. 960.

Arboe, a pa. of Ireland, cos. Londonderry, and
Tyrone. Ac. 12,672, with 21,000 sc. on Lough
Neagh. P. 6263.
Arboga, a town, Sweden, leen and 30 m. S.W.

Westeras. P. 3022. Famous for its beer.—The
Arboga Canal unites the lakes Msslar and Hielmar.

Arbois, a comm. and town of France, dep. Jura,
on the Cuisance, 6 m. N.E. Poligny. Height 940
feet. P. 6072. Manufs. of earthenware and paper.
Arbon, Arbor Felix, a town of Switzerland,

cant. Thurgau, 15 m. S.E. Constance, on its lake.

P. 1582. Manufs. cotton and ribbands.
Arborfield, a pa., Engl., co. Berks, on the Lod-

don,4m. W.S.W. Oakingham. Ac. 1466. P. 286.
Arborio, a viU. of Piedmont, cap. dist., prov.

Novara, 10 m. N.N.W. VerceUi. P. 1300.
Arbos, a town of Spain, on rt. b. of the Foix,

prov. and 22 m. N.E. Tarragona. P. 1200.

Arbresle (L*) or ArbrAle {Abravilla), a small
vill. of France, dep. Rhone, cap. cant., arr. and 13
m. N.W. Lyon, at the confluence of the Brevanne
and Tardine. In its environs are the important
mines of Chessy and St Bel. Manufs. silks, pot-
tery, etc. Trade in leather and hemp. P. 2700.
Arbroath or Aberbrothwick, a pari, bor.,

seaport, and pa. of Scotl., co. Forfar, at the mouth
of the Brothwick, in the North Sea, 16 m. N.E.
Dundee, and 15 m. E.S.E. Forfar, with both of

which it is connected by raOway. Alt. 23 feet.

Ac. of pa. 1082. P. of do., 9847 ; of pari. bor.

(1851) 16,986, do. (1861) 17,593. It has a town-
house, prison, academy, library, and a signal-

tower, communicating with the Bell Rock Light-
house, 12 m. distant. The new harbour has 15
feet water at spring tides, and 9 at neap tides.

Arbroath has manufs. of Osnabiu-ghs, brown
Unens, and canvass, with spinning-mills and
bleaching works. It unites with Inverbervie, For-
far, etc., in sending one member to the House of

Commons. Customs rev. (1862) 13,394/. The
celebrated "Abbey of Aberbrothock," foimded
about 1178, is a ruin.

Arbus, a vill., isl. Sardinia, prov. & 30 m. N.W.
Cagliari. P. 3709. Lead mines & cloth manufs.
Arbuthnot, a pa., Scotland, co. Kincai-dine,

on the Bervie, 8 m. S.W. Stonehaven. P. 932.

Arc, a river of N. Italy, rises in Mount Iseran,

and joins the Is&re near Aiguebelle, after a N.W.
course of 40 m. Passes the towns Lans-le-Bourg,
St Jean de Maurienne, and Aiguebelle.—II. a
river of France, dep. Bouches-du-Rh6ne, enters
the Etang de Berre, after a W. course of 30 m.
Arcachon, a hamlet of France, dep. Gironde,

arr. Bordeaux, on the lagoon called the Bassin
vCArcachon. Resorted to in simimer for sea-bath-
ing, and in winter for the mildness of its climate.

Arc^vdia, an anc. prov. of Greece, in the centre
of the Morea, now divided into the deps. of Man-
tinea and Gortynos. Area 1692 sq. m. P. 96,546.

Chief town Tripolitza.

Arce, a town of South Italy, prov. Caserta, cap.

cant., 10| m. S.S.W. Sora. P. 5467.

Arc-en-Barrois, an anc. town of France, dep.

Haute-Mame, cap. cant., 13 m. S.W. Chaumout,
on the Anjou. P. 1349. Manufs. woollens.
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Arc-les-Gray, a comm. and vill., France, dep.

Haute-Saone, arr. cant. Gray, on the Saone. P.

2166. It has iron foundries.

Arcene, a town of North Italy, circ. Treviglio,

prov. Bergamo. P. 1654.

Arcevia, a city of Central Italy, prov. and 30
m. W.S.W. Ancona. P. of comm. 8738
AucH, a vill. and castle of Austria, Krain, gov.

and ^ m. S.W. Gurkfeld. P. 1460.

Arch, a vill., Switzerland, cant. Bern. P. 510.

Archangel, a gov. in the N.E. of European
Bussia, between lat. 61° and 71° N. ; Ion. 29" and
68° E ; comprising most part of Russian Lapland,
and all the country W. of the Ural mountains, &
N. of the govs. Vologda and Olonetz, with the
isls. Waigatz, Dolgoi, and Novaia-Z^mlia ; and
having W. Olonetz, Uleaborg, and Laplandi, and
N. the White Sea and Arctic Ocean. Area 296,007
gq. m. P. (1863) 284,244. It nearly surrounds
the White Sea, and is watered by the rivers Pet-
chora, Mezen, Dwina, Onega, Pinega, and Outcha.
In the N. the rivers are ice-bound from October
to May. Surface moimtainous in the N., flat and
marshy in the S., and abounding in excellent
pasturage. Little com is raised, but hemp and
flax, which, with timber, cordage, matting, leather,
tallow, pitch, turpentine, and potash, form the
principal exports. Forests very extensive ; and
the inhabitants are mostly occupied in hunting
and fishing. Near Kholmogory excellent cattle

are reared ; and around Archangel coarse linens
are made, and ship-building is carried on. Chief
towns, Archangel the cap., Chenkoursk, Onega,
Mezen, Kola, Pinega, and Kholmogory, each of
which gives name to a district.

Archangel or Arkhangelsk, the most north-
em seaport of Russia, cap. gov. of same name, on
rt. b. of the Dwina, near its mouth, in the White
Sea, lat. 64° 32' 8' N. ; Ion. 40° 33' E. P. (1858)
28,981. On account of the abolishment of the
government dockyards, the pop. has decreased
considerably. Chief buildings, ecclesiastical semi-
nary, gymnasium, school of navigation, and
magnetic observatory. Archangel has extensive
commerce and herring fishing. It was the only
place of maritime commerce in the empire pre-
vious to the founding of St Petersburg. It has
always retained the trade of Siberia, and a great
part of European Russia, and its merchants ex-
tend their negotiations to the frontiers of China.
Large vessels stop at Sollombol, 4 m. below Arch-
angel, as the water in the bay is only 14 ft. deep.
The Dwina is free from ice from July to Sep-
tember. Exports wheat, oats, rye, tallow, deals,
flax, mats, oil, pitch, and tar. Imports coal, coffee,

tea, lead, oil, sugar, logwood, salt, wine, furs,

fish, fmit, and hardwares. In 1862, 546 vessels
cleared from the port, of which 217 were British.
Archangel (New), Russian America. [Sit-

ka.]

Arcil^ngelsk (Malo), a town of Russia in
Europe, gov. and 85 m. S.E. Orel. P. 1500.—
II. gov. Olonetz, and 55 m. N.E. Kargopol.
Arciiena, a town of Spain, prov. and 14 m.

N.W. Murcia, with saline mineral springs (temp.
126° Fahr.) and Roman antiquities.

Archi, a town of Southern Italy, prov. Chieti,
circVasto. P. 2962.
Archiac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Charente Infdrieure, cap. cant., arr. and 8 m.
N.E. Jonzac. P. 1263. Fairs monthly. Com-
merce of cant, chiefly in brandy.
Archibald, a post vill. of the U. S., North

America, Pennsylvania, Luzerne co., on the
Lackawanna river, 4 m. S.S.W. Carbondale. P.
1500. Coal mines are worked in its vicinity.

Archidona, a town of Spain, Andalucia, proT.

and 33 m. N. Malaga. P. 7611.—II. a town of

South America, Ecuador, 90 m. E.S.E. Quito.

Archipelago, a term formerly applied exclu-

sively to the islands of the ^gean Sea, but now to

any collection of contiguous islands. The Grecian
archipelago consists of all the islands between
continental Greece and Asia Minor belonging
partly to the kingdom of Greece, and partly to

Turkey, the principal being Naxos, Paros, Milo^

Tinos Lemnos, Thasos, Mytilene, Scio, Cos, and
Rhodes. Area alone 11,955 sq. m. P., with Crete,

700,000. [_For the other archipelagos, see their

several prejixes, as the Asiatic or Eastern archi-

pelago, the Mergui archipelago, etcl
Akcidano, a town of Italy, island Sardinia,

prov. Cagliari, circ. Oristano P. 1132.

Arcidosso, a town of Central Italy, pror., circ
and 30 m. N.E. Grosseto. P. 5859.

Arcisate, a market town of North Italy, prov.
and 11 m. W.N.W. Como. P. 1490.

Arcis-sur-Aube, a town of France, dep. Aube,
cap. arr., on the Aube, 16 m. N.E. Troyes. P.
2815. Manufs. cotton stockings and yarn ; is an
entrepot for iron, and for the wooden wares of
the Vosges. In 1814 Napoleon i. defeated a
division of the allied army near this place.

Arco, a town of Austria, in the Tirol, circ.

and 8 m. W. Roveredo, on the Sarca. P. 2430.

Arcola, an anc. town of N. Italy, prov. Genoa,
4 m. E. Spezia. P. 2611. Celebrated for its wines.
Arcole, a vill. of Northern Italy, deleg. and

15 m. E.S.E. Verona, on the Alpone, an aflluent

of the Adige. P. 2120. Napoleon i. gained a
victory here over the Austrians in 1796.

Arconate, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan,
dist. and 3 m. N. Cuggiono. P. 1356.

Arconsat, a vill. and comm., France, dep. Puv-
de-Dome, arr. & 8 m. W.N.W. Thiers. P. 2020.

Arcore, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milano,
dist. and 3 m. W.N.W. Vimercate. P. 2067.

Arcos de la Frontera, a town of Spain, An-
dalucia, 29 m. N.E. Cadiz, on an elevated rock
near the rt. b. of the Guadalete. P. 11,272.

Manufs. tanned leather.

Arcot (North and South), two contiguous
maritime dists. of British India, presid. Madras,
comprising the whole country from Coleroon
river on the S. to the frontier of the Nellore dist.,

on the N. and E. of Cuddapah, Mysore, and
Salem, with the exception of the Chingleput dis-

trict, lying round Madras. United area, 13,400
sq. m. P. (1850) 1,513,642. Surface low near
the sea, inland hilly, with extensive jungles.

Chief rivers the Coleroon and Palaur ; and on the
N.E. coast is the Pulicat lake. Rice and other
grains are raised, and many piece goods were
formerly made here, but these are now supersed-
ed by European fabrics. Chief city and towns,
Arcot, Vellore, and Cuddalore.

—

Arcot, a city,

cap. dist. N. Arcot, and formerly the cap. of the
Carnatic prov., on the Palaur, 64 m. S.S.W.
Madras, 650 ft. above the sea ; climate dry and
hot. It is enclosed by walls ; has fine mosques,
tombs, and a ruined palace of its former nabobs.
The ramparts of a former fort still remain, and
protect the city from the inundations of the river.

Arcs(Les), Castrumde Arcubiis, a comm. and
vill. of France, dep. Var, 5 m. S. Draguignan,
near the Argens. P. 2758.

Arctias, a small isl. of the Black Sea, off the
coast of Asia Minor, 2 m. W.N.W. Kerasun.
Arctic Ocean, or Northern Icy Sea, is that

part of the ocean which extends from the Arctio
circle, lat. 66° 30' N., to the North Pole ; it bathes
the whole of the N. coasts of Europe, Asia, and
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America, and communicates on the N.W. of

Europe with the Atlantic ; on the N.E. of Asia
•with the Pacific by Behiing Strait. It forms the

White Sea in Europe, and the gulfs of Kara, Oby,
and Yenisei, in Siberia ; in North America, where
it takes the name of the Polar Sea, it forms Bafl^
Bay. The principal rivers which flow into the

Arctic Ocean are the Oby, Yenisei, Olenek, Lena,
and Kolima, in Asia ; the Mackenzie, Coppermine,
and Back, in America. Its chief isls. are Spitz-

bergen, the Loffoden isls., Kalgouef, Waigatz,
and Novaia-Zemlia, in Europe ; the isls. of New
Siberia in Asia ; and the Polar archipelago, in

America. During winter ice extends in every
direction round the pole, covering a space of from
SOOO to 4000 m. in diameter ; and even during the

four months of summer, the surface is at the
freezing-point. Icebergs and fields of ice are
continually drifting southwards into the Atlantic
—the former sometimes extending to 100 m. in

length, and from 25 to 30 m. in diameter. The
coast-line of the Arctic Ocean in Asia and
Europe, has been pretty well ascertained by Eng-
lish and Bussian navigators. Scoresby, in 1822,

traced the E. coast of Greenland as far as lat. 79°

N. ; and Cook, Heame, Parry, Franklin, Back,
Eoss, Lyon, Richardson, Dease, Simpson, Beechy
and Kane, have made known most part of the
coast-line in North America. Sir E. Parry, in

1827, penetrated as far N. as lat. 82° 45' 15'; and
great additions, including the Queen Channel,
Grinnell or Albert Land, Baring Island, and the
discovery of the N.W. Passage, have been made
to our knowledge of the Frozen Regions, by the
expeditions sent in search of Sir J. Franklin, who
left England in 1845, with two ships and a crew of

138 men, all of whom perished, and their sad fate

was unknown till remains of the ships were dis-

covered by Capt. M'Clintockin 1859. The Arctic is

remarkable for the abundance of its animals, and
it is the principal field of the N. whale-fishery.
Arctic Highlands, a region of North America,

between Hudson Sea and the mouth of the Mac-
kenzie river. The E. portion rises steep from the
shore, the interior is unknown, and the W. por-
tion is called the " Barren Grounds."
Arcueil, a vill. of France, dep. Seine, 3 m. S.

Paris, on the railway from Paris to Sceaux. P.
4078. A fine aqueduct, constructed by Mary de
Medicis, conveys water from Eungis to Paris.

Arcy-scr-Cure, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Yonne, 14 m. S.E. Auxerre. P. 1495.
Ard (Loch), a small lake of Scotland, co.

Perth, pa. and 2 m. W. Aberfoyle. One of the
sources of the river Forth.
Ardabil, a town of Persia, prov. Azerbijan, on

the Kara-su, 90 m. E.N.E. Tabriz.
Ardagh, a pa. of Ireland, co. and 5J m. S.E.

Longford. Ac. of pa. 11,416. P. 2549. Other
pas. of same name are—I. 4^ m. W. Youghal,
CO. Cork. Ac. 7880. P. 1227.—II. 5 m. W.
Rath Keale, co. Limerick. Ac. 9030. P. 1778.

—

III. 2i m. W.S.W. Ballina, co. Mayo. Ac. 5494.
P. 1283.—IV. 4J m. N.E. Nobber, co. Meath.
Ac. 3668. P. 1152.
Ardales, a town of Spain, prov. and 30 m.

N.W. Malaga. P. 2890.
Ardamlne, a pa. of Ireland, co. Wexford, 3f

m. S.S.E. Gorey. Ac. 4214. P. 1176.
Ardara, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co., and 15 m.

N.W. Donegal, head of Lochrus Bay. P. 754.
Ardatov, two towns of Russia.—I. gov. Sim-

birsk, cap. circ, 14 m. W. Alatyr. P. 3872.—II.
gov. and 85 m. S.W. Nijnii Novgorod.
Aruauli, a town, Italy, island Sardinia, prov.

Cagliari, circ. Oristano. P. 1020.

Ardbraccan, a pa. of Ireland, co. Meatli, 2J
m. W.N.W. Navah. Area 6490 sq. m. P. 20;;i

Ardcanny, a pa. of Ireland, co. Limerick, 8 m.
W.S.W. Limerick, bounded on the N. by the
Shannon. Ac. 3029. P. 629.

Ardcarn, a pa. of Ireland, co. Roscommon, 3J
m. E.S.E. Boyle, Ac. 19,009. P. 6334.

Ardcath, a pa. of Ireland, co. Meath, 64- m.
S.S.W. Drogheda. Ac. 4380. P. 870.

Ardcavan, a pa. of Ireland, co. and 1J m. N.E.
Wexford. Ac. 2457. P. 804.

Ardchattan, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ar^le,
dist. Lorn, 8 m. E.N.E. Oban, on Loch Etive. P.
1381. It contains the mountain Bencruachan,
and the fabled city of Beregonium.
Ardclach, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 6|- m.

S.E. Nairn, on the Findhom. Ac. 6000. P. 1330.

Ardclinis, a pa. of Ireland, co. Antrim, 6 m.
N.N.W. Glenarm. Ac. 15,699. P. 1669.

Ardcolm, a pa. of Ireland, co. and 5 m. N.N.E.
Wexford. Ac. 2232. P. 680.

Ardcrony, a pa. of Ireland, co. Tipperary, 3|
m. S. Borris-o'-Kane. Ac 6428. P. 922.

Ardea, a vill. of Italy, comarca and 20 m. S.
Rome, 3 m. from the Mediterranean.
Ardea or Ardree, two pas. of Ireland, Lein-

ster.—I. Queen's co., comprising a part of the
town of Mountmellick. Ac. 7726. P. 3203.—
II. CO. KUdare, 1 m. S. Athy. Ac. 323. P. 175.

Ardebyl, a town of Persia. [Ardabil.]
ARDfecHE, a riv., France, rises m the Cevennes

mountains, flows S.E. through the dep. Ard^che,
and joins the Rh6ne on the rt., above Pont St
Esprit Course 40 m., for 8 of which it is navi-
gable. Principal affl., the Chassezac, on the right.

ARDfeCHE, a dep. in the S.E. of France, between
the deps. Loire, Is^re, Drome, Vaucluse, Gard,
Lozere, and H. Loire, cap. Privas. Area 2134
sq. m. P. 388,529. Chief rivers the Rhone, form-
ing its E. boundary; the Loire, Cance, DoTix,
Erieux and Ardtehe, all affls. of the Rh&ne.
Surface mountainous. Soil generally sandy, ia

rich in mineral products, iron, antimony, and coaL
Com is deficient, but wine is abundant, as well
as chestnuts and olives. There are numerous
plantations of mulberry-trees ; and many cattle

are reared. Manufs. cloth, cotton, silk, and paper.

That part of the dep. which corresponds with the
anc. G^vaudan, contains a number of extinct

volcanoes. Chief natural curiosities, the Pont-de-
I'Arc, on the Ardtehe, the Chauss^e-des-G^ants
near Vals, and the Balmes de Mont Brul, a shaft

500 feet deep, near Eochemaur. The dep. is

divided into the arr. of Privas, Largenti^re, and
Toumon. Previous to 1790 this territory formed
a portion of Vivarais, a dependence of Languedoc.
Ardee (^Atherdee, "town on the Dee"), a

munic. bor^ town, and pa. of Ireland, co. Louth,
cap. barony, on the Dee, 12 m N.W. Drogheda,
Ac. of pa. 4884

;
pop. of do. 4273 ; of town 2580.

Trade in malt and com.
Ardeer Square and Chemical Works, a vilL

of Scotland, co. Ayr, pa. Stevenston. P. 771.

Ardekax, a dist. of Farsistan, Persia ; also a
town of Persia, 46 m. N.W. Yezd.
Ardelan, a dist. of Persia, Kurdistan, forming

a part of the prov. Irak-AjemL Chief towns,
Senna and Kermanshah.
Arden, a tship., England, N. Riding, York, jmu

Hawnby, 10 m. N.E. Thirsk. Ac 4613. P. 129.

Ardennes (Forest of), Syha Arduenna. This
re^on is a system of heights and forests, em-
bracing part of Belgium, the Grand Duchy of

Luxemburg, and the N. of France ; extending
W. to the sources of the Somme, the Oise, the
Scheldt, and the Sambre, and £. to the Mosell&
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ApnENN'ES, a frontier dep., N.E. of France,

formed of the N. part of the old prov. Champagne,
and a small part of the provs. Picardie and
Flandre, having N. the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bourg, W. the dep. Aisne, S. Marne, and E. Meuse.
Cap. Mdzi^res. Area 2020 sq. m. P. 329,111.

Elvers, the Meuse and its afflts. the Bar, theVence,
and Sermone ; the Aisne and its afflts., the Aire,

the Vaux, and the Retoume. Climate cold and
himiid : soil mountainous and much wooded in the

N. The dep. contains iron mines, slate and marble
quarries, potter's clay, and sand. Com is raised

in the rich valleys of the Aisne ; cider and beer
are made, but little wine. Commerce in grain,

horses, sheep, and wool. Manuis. of fire-arms
and metallic wares generally ; earthenware, glass,

marble goods, woollen cloths, shawls, clock-
works, and chemical products. Ardennes is di-

vided into the arrs. of Mdzi^res, Rethel, Rocroy,
Sedan, and Vouziers, its chief towns. The coTial

of Ardennes connects the Aisne with the Meuse.
Aedenno, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Sondrio,

dist. and 4^ m. E.N.E. Morbegno. P. 1952.
Ardentes St Martin, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Indre, on 1. b. of Indre, 6 m. S.E.
Chateauroux. P. 2561. Manufs. scythes & tools.

Ardersier, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. and
10 m. N.E. Inverness, on Moray Firth. P. 1239.
Ardks, a town of France, dep. Puy de D6me,

on the Couza, 10 m. S.W. Issoire. P. 1408.
Ardese, a vill. of N. Italy, Lombardy, prov.

and 18 m. N.N.E. Bergamo. P. 2125.
Ardesio, an anc. vill. of Lombardy, prov. Ber-

gamo. P. 1941, with extensive marble quarries.
Ardestan or Ardistan, a town of Persia,

province and 86 m. N.E. Ispahan.
Ardez, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Grisons, in

the lower Engadine. P. 605.
Ardfert, a town and pa. of Ireland, Munster,

CO. Kerrv, 4 m. N.W. Tralee. Ac. of pa. 10,132

;

pop. of do. 3234; of vUl. 367.*

Ardfiei.d, a pa. of Ireland, co. Cork, 4| m.
S.S.E. Clonakilty. Ac. 2645. P. 1229.
Ardfinnan, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, Munster,

CO. Tipperary, on the Suir, OJ m. S.W. Clonmel.
Area of pa. 1812 ac. P. 606, of vill. 386.
Ardglass, a seaport town and pa. of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Down, on the Irish Sea, 6 m. S.E.
Downpatrick. Ac. of pa. 1137 ;

pop. of do. 1065

;

of town, 774. Trade in herring, fisheries, and ex-
port of com. Belongs to the port of Killough, 1 m.
S.E., has a pier with a lighthouse at its extremity.
Ardguin or Aruquin, a pa. of Ireland, co.

Down. Ac. 3043. P. 742.

Ardtllats (Les), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Rhone, arr. Villefranche. P. 1267.
Ardingley, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, on

the London and Brighton Railway, 4 m. N.E.
Cuckfield. Ac. 3817. P. 626.
Ardington, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 2 m.

E. Wantage. Ac. 1775. P. 354.
Ardish or Arjish, a town of Asiatic Turkey,

on N. shore of Lake, and 45 m. W.N.W. Van.
Ardkeen, a pa. of Ireland, co. Down, 3J m. N.

Portaferry. Ac. 4800. P. 1712.
Ardkill, a pa. of Ireland, co. Kildare. Ac.

6848. P. 646.

Ardleigh, a pa. of England, co. Essex, with
a station on the Eastern Counties Railway, 4i m.
N.E. Colchester. Ac. 4905. P. 1582.
Ardmore^ a maritime town and pa. of Ireland,

Mimster, co. Waterford, on Ardmore Head, 4 m.
N.E. Youghal. Ac. of pa. 24,215; pop. of do.
4390 ; of town, 729.

Ardml-ixihan, a pa. of Ireland, co. Meath, 2i
ni. N.E. Navan. Ac. 3582. P. 643.

Arunageeht, a pa., Irel., Munster, co. Cork, 6J
m. S.W. Rathcormack. Ac. 16,334. P. 22^3.
Ardxaglass Bay, an inlet, W. coast of Ire-

land, Connaught, co. Sligo.

Arunaaiurchan, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Inver-
ness and Argyle, comprising several mountain-
ous peninsulas on the W. coast, between Lochs
Sunart and Moidart, and a vill. 18 m. W. Sunart.
Estimated ac. 270,000, exclusive of water. P.
4700. Some of its mountains rise to 3000 feet

;

and Ardnamurchan Point, on which is a light-

house, in lat. 56° 45' N. ; Ion. 6° 8' 30' W., is the
W.most point of the mainland of Great Britain.

Ardnurcher or Horseleap, a pa. of Ireland,

Leinster, cos. Westmeath and King's co., 4 m.
W.N.W. Kilbeggan. Ac. 13,011. P. 1740.

Ardoch, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth. P. 1418.

Includes vill. of Braco.
Ardon, a town of Switzerland, cant. VaUais,

on r. b. of the Rh8ne. P. 1033. Iron mines & forges.

Ardore:, a town of South Italy, prov. Eeggio,
cap. cant., 7 m. S.S.W. Gerace. P. 4835.
Ardoye, a market town of Belgium, prov.

West Flanders, cap. cant., 16 m. S.W. Bruges.
P. (with comm.) 7400. Has linen bleaching.
Ardoynb:, a pa. of Ireland, cos. Wicklow and

Cariow. Ac. 6577. P. 1086.

Ardrah, a town of Africa, Guinea, state of

Dahomey, 40 m. N.W. Badagry.
Ardrahan, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co.

Galway, 7 m. N.N.W. Gort. Ac. 17,946. P. 2360.
Ardres, a comm. and fortified town of France,

dep. Pas-de-Calais, cap. cant., 9 m. S.E. Calais.

P. 2277. Near this was held, in 1520, the inter-

view of the " Field of the Cloth of Gold," between
Henry viii. and Francis i. of France.
Ardrishaig, a vill., Scotl , W. Argyle, on Loch

Gilp, at S. entrance to Crinan Canal. P. 902.

Ardrossan, a seaport town and pa. of Scotland,
CO. and 16 m. N.W. Ayr, on the Clyde. Ac. of

pa. 7145; pop. of do. 6776; of town, 2896. It

is a bathing-place. Communicates by a branch
railway with the Glasgow and Ayr lines at Kil-
winning, and by steam-packets with Arran, Bel-
fast, and Liverpool. The harbour is sheltered by
a pier and Hoi'se island, and has a fixed light on
N.E. breakwater. Lat. 55° 38' 27' N. ; Ion. 4° 49'

28' W. Exports coal, & has ship-building docks.
Ardsley, a township of Engl., co. York, W.

Riding, 2| m. E. Barnsley. Ac. 1212. P. 1772.
Ardsley, two pas. of England, co. York, West

Riding.—I. {East), 3^ m. N.W. Wakefield. Ac.
1630. P. 1069.—U.{West or Woodkirky, conti-

guous to the foregoing. Ac. 2250. P. 1646.
Ardstkaw, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Tyrone,

comprising the town of Newtovrn-Stewart [New-
ton Stewart] and vills. of Ardstraw & Douglas
Bridge. Ac. 61,699. P. 13,629.

Ardtrea or Artrea, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster,

in COS. Tyrone and Londonderry, and comprising
part of the town of Moneymor'e. Ac. 18,763, of
which 2526 acres are water. P. 10,268.
Ardwick, a chapelry of England, co. Lancas-

ter, 1 m. S.E. Manchester, and within the bounds
of its bor. P. 21,757. The Sheffield Railway
joins that from Birmingham in this suburb.
Arecibo, a town of the Spanish West Indies,

on N. coast of Puerto Rico, cap. prov. P. 11,187.
Arecife, a seaport town, Canaries, Lanzarote,

on its S.E. coast, S. of the port of Naos. P. 2500.
Areley (King's), a pa. of England, co. Wor-

cester, on the Severn, 3i m. S.S.E. Bewdley.
Ac. 1449. P. 664.

Areley or Arley (Upper), a pa. of England,
CO. Stafford, on the Severn, 3 m. N.N.W. Bewd-
ley. Ac. 3912. P. 886.
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Arexa. a town of Piedmont, prov. Pavia, 18|

m. N.E. Voghera- P. 3467. With an anc. castle.

Arendal, a seaport town, Norway, 35 m. N.E.
Christiansand. P. 2200. Ithas distilleries, tobacco

factories, & ship-building. Near it are iron mines.

Arendonck, a town of Belgium, prov. and 29

m. N.E. Antwerp. P. 3230.

Arendsee, a town of Prussian Saxony, 63 m.
N. Magdeburg. P. 2100.

Akexenberg, a vill. of Sicily, cant. Thurgau,
ontheBoden See, 6m.W. Constance. Celebratedas

the residence of the ex-Queen of Holland, Hor-
tense, who died in 1838, and her son Napoleon III.

Arexsbcko, a seaport town of Russia, on the

island Oesel, Gulf of Finland, opposite Riga bay.

P. 3592. Resorted to for sea-bathing & mud baths.

Arenys de Mar, a seaport town of Spain, on
the Mediterranean, Catalonia, prov. & 25 m. N.E.
Barcelona. P. 4784. Manufs. sUk, cotton, hosiery,

and lace. Chief exports, wine, timber, & charcoal.

—IL (de Munty, a little N. the foregoing. P. 1233.

Arenzano, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. and
15 m. W. Genoa. P. 3491.

Areopagus (Afar's HillX a rocky hill to the W.
of Acropolis of Athens. In a quadrangular space
on its S. slope the court of Areopagus assembled.
From this hUl Paul preached to the Athenians.
Arequipa, a Uttoral province of Peru, extending

along the Pacific, between lat. 15° and 17° 20' S.

;

Ion. 70° 40' and 74° W., having N. the provs. lea &
Ayacucho, E the prov. Puno, & E. & S. Moquezua.
Chief ports, Islay and Chala. P. 180,000, mostly
Indians. Chief products, wheat, maize, sugar,

gold, silver, lead, copper, sulphur, nitrate of soda,

wine, & brandy. Arequipa^ chief town of the de-
partment, is situated at the S.W. slope of the vol-

cano of Misti (20,320 feet high), and is subject to

earthquakes. Carries on a large trade with the
port of Islay, on the Pacific, and with the interior

of Peru. It is a bishop's see, has a cathedral, con-
vents, college, and schools. Manufs. woollen and
cotton fabrics, and stuffs of gold and silver. It is

much decayed from frequent revolutions.

Ares, a seaport town of Spain, prov. and 9 m.
N.E. Coruiia. P. 1850.

Arese con Toretta, a vill. of N. Italy, prov.
Milano, dist. and 1 m. W.N.W. Bollate. P. 1692.

Arette, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Lower PjT^n^es, cant. Aramitz. P. 2113.

Arevalo, a town of Spain, prov. and 28 m. N.
Avila, at the junction of the Adaja and Areva-
lillo, remains of anc. fortifications. P. 2201.

Arezzo, Arretium, a city of Central Italy, cap.

prov. Arezzo, in a plain between the Upper Amo
and Chiane, 38 m. S.E. Florence. P. (1862) 11,081,
of comm. 36, 806. It has acathedral remarkable for
fine works of art, churches, custom-house, town-
hall, museum, and library. Arretium, one of the
principal towns of anc. Etruria, was famous for its

terra-cotta vases. Birthplace of Mecaenas, Pet-
rarch, Vasari, Guittone, the inventor of musical
notation, and the physiologist Redi ; Michael
Angelo was born at Caprese, a few miles N.E.,
in 1474. The prov. of Arezzo has an area of
1230 sq. m., and a pop. of 222,654.

Arfeuilles, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Allier, arr. and 6 m. S. of Lapalisse. P.
3135. Foiu: fairs annually. Tannery.
Arg^us (Mount), (Turk. Arjish or Erjtsk

Daghy, the loftiest mountain of Asia Minor, pash
Karamania, 12 m. S. Kaisariyeh, height 13,000
feet. It is isolated, except on the S.E. side,
where it joins the Taurus chain. The snow line
is 10,700 feet above the sea.
Aroam or Erghaji, a pa. of England, co.

York, 5J m. N.W. Bridlington. Ac. 610. P. 27.
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Arg^vnda del Rev, a town of Spain, prov. and
16 m. S.E. Madrid. P. 2772.

Akganil, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, cap.
comarca, 28 m. E.N.E. Coimbra. P. 3400.

Argaum, a vill. of Central India, Berar dom.,
38 m. W.S.W. Ellichpoor. Here the troops under
Wellington (then General WeUesley) totally de-
feated the Nagpore forces, November 28, 1803.

Argelato, a town of North Italy, prov. and
cii'C. Bologna. P. 3605.
ARGELts, a town,France, dep. Hautes Pyr^ndes,

cap. arr., on Gave d'Azim, 17 m. S.S.W. Tarbes.
P. 1698.—II. a vill., dep. Pyrdndes Orientales, 12
m. S.E. Perpignan. P. 2156, formerly fortified.

Argenta, a town of Central Italy, deleg. and
18 m. S.E. Ferrara. P. (1861) 16,926.

Argentan, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Ome, cap. arr., 22 m. N.N.W. Alenijon. P. 5638.
Manufs. of linen, and lace called jaoi'ni cCArgentan,
with bleaching-groimds and tanneries.

Argeintaria, Cimolos, a small rocky isl. of the
Grecian archipelago, 1 m. N.E. of Melos.
Argentario (Monte), a promontory of W.

Italy, on the Mediterranean, W. Orbetello. Lat.
42° 24' N. ; Ion. 11° 10' E. ; culminating point la

Cima delle tre Croci, 1700 feet high.
Argentaro or Egrisu-Tagh, a mountain of

Turkey in Europe, one of the highest of the Bal-
kan range between Servia and Macedonia.
Argentat, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Corrfeze, on rt. b. of the Dordogne, 14 m. S.E.
Tulle. P. 3435. Commerce in coal and timber.
Argenteuil, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, cap. cant., on the Seine, 11 m. N.E.
Versailles. P. 7269.

ARGEiNTifeRE (L"), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Hautes Alpes, arr. and 9 m. S.W. Brian9on,
rt. b. of Durance. Takes its name from the nume-
rous argentiferous lead mines near it Slate
quarries and tanneries. P. 1250.
Argentine Confederation (or La Plata).

a Republic of South America, between lat. 22° 30'

and 41° S. ; Ion. 54° and 71° SO' W., having W. the
Andes, dividing it from Chile and the desert of

Atacama, N. Bolivia, E. Paraguay, Brazil, and
Uruguay, from which states it is separated by
the Paraguay, Parana, and Uruguay rivers, S.E.
the Atlantic Ocean, and S. Patagonia, on which
side the Rio Negro forms the frontier. Except
with Brazil the limits of the republic have not
as yet been definitely determined by treaty.

Area, pop., and subdivisions, etc., as follow :

—

1

Province*.
Area in

«!. m.
Pop;
1860.

Chief towns. Fop.

Jujuy, 9 33.5£7 33.»'0 Juju.v, 6.»K)
Salui, 16 63.461 66,6<P0 Saha, 11.300
Catamarca, 8 33,780 60,1 •00 Catamarea, li.iKiO

Tucumao,
S. Jngo den
Estero, /

9 S3,3t:6 88,600 Tucuman, 11,000

38,799 60,0(10 San Jago, 8,000

Corriente, 4fi.454 85,n«0 Corrientes, 18,000
La Rioja, 3l,li>3 34.800 La Kioja, 4,000
Cordova, 68,997 ISV.OUO tordova. S&.iOO
Santa Ke, 2S,ii87 4II,I'00 Santa Fe, I5.nou
En tre Rio* S9V53 »',noo Parana, 8.000
San Juan, 18,773 6a,uuo .^an Juan, »<,00<)

San Lui*, 8 44,161 3-i,«U0 San l.uU, 6.000
Mendoia. 8 80.699 60.1 100 Mendoza, 18,000
Bueno* Ajrres, 61 83,616 360,000 Buenos A jre* 1SO,000

Total, 173 642,786 1,171,8'JO

1 1

The dist. of Gran Chaco, with a population of
about 100,000 free Indians, is considered as be-
longing to the Confederation, as well as the south-
em desert to the Rio Negro and Patagonia, as far

as the Strait of Magellan. Of the entire popula-
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tion ot the Eepublic there are 25,000 Spaniards,

25,000 British, 30,000 Italians, 3500 Germans,

3000 N. Americans, etc. ; in all, 126,000 foreigners.

Except a portion of the Pampas, which is watered

by the Eio Negro, Colorado, and Desagiiadero

rivers, nearly all the country belongs to the basin

of the Plata river, the great estuary of which is

between this territory and Uruguay. The moun-
tain system is comprised in four isolated groups,

viz. the Andian, in the W. ; the Central, formed

by the mountains of Cordova and St Luis ; the

Southern, the sierras of Vulcan, Guamini, and
Ventana, near the Atlantic ; and the Brazilian,

separating the Uruguay and Parana rivers.

The rest of the country consists of two immense
plains ; the interior, extending to the base of the

Andes, comprising the provs. of Mendoza, Eioja-

Catamarca, Salts, Tucuman, and El Gran Ghaco,

watered by the Pilcomayo, Vermejo, and Salado

rivers, and covered over nearly its whole extent

with low brushwood, and here and there a clump
of trees ; the pampas, or grass-covered prairies,

stretching from the S. of the Salado between the

Parana and the Cordova mountains down to the

almost unknown deserts of Patagonia, covered
alternately with luxuriant pasture and vast crops

of gigantic thistles, and interspersed with a multi-
tude of salt lakes, some of very large size. The
great Salinas, or salt plain, to the N. of the Cor-

dova mountains, is about 200 m. in length by 60

m. in breadth. By far the most important product

is cattle. Millions of oxen wander at large across

the plains, or are reared on breeding estates of

vast extent. Horses also are in immense herds,

and mules are bred for sale to Peruvian and other

traders. The breeds of sheep and swine are of

inferior quality. The guanaco, llama, and vicuiia

abound in the vicinity of the Andes; and the

native animals comprise the puma, jaguar, and
armadillo ; the biscacha, and the small quadru-
peds which furnish the nutria and chinchilla

skins. Among the forest trees are the pine, elm,

oak, plane, maple, ash, and poplar. The orange,

peach, and vine, once imported, have become
indigenous, and abound in the Plata basin. Yerba
mat^ or Paraguay tea, is largely cultivated on
the banks of the Parana and Uruguay rivers,

and is exported to other parts of S. America.
Coffee is grown in small quantity. Of late years

a remarkable progress has been made in all

branches of agriculture, though the immense and
easy propagation of cattle in the Plata basin and
the vast extent of country separating the groups
of population, tended greatly to prevent it. Maize
and millet are grown all over the country, wheat
in the Plata basin, barley on the coast and in the

valleys of the Andes, and rice in Paraguay and
Tucuman. The sugar cane is cultivated in the
N., but the quantity of crj'stallized sugar made
is very small in proportion. Cotton is now
grown only in Catamarca, though the whole
country is well adapted for it. Wines and brandy
are specially made in the valleys of the Andes,
in the provs. of Mendoza, St Juan, Catamarca,
and Salta. These are almost entirely used in

the provinces. Other products are cochineal,

tobacco, indigo, cocoa, madder, chinchona bai-k,

and fruits. The Andian system contains in itself

almost all the known metals, and the Central and
Brazilian mountains are rich in minerals, but
very few mines are wrought. Artesian wells
are now largely made use of in the countries

at the base of the Andes. With regard to

climate, the country may be divided into three
zones, stretching from N. to S., viz. the regions
of the coast, the interior, and the Andes. On

the coast the mean annual temperature is 60*

or 70° Fahr., and the prevailing wind is S.E. In
the interior the temp, varies from 32^ to 100°

Fahr., according to tiie season and locality, the
wind being either from N. or S., and on the
Andes the temp, depends on elevation. The
Indians of the Ghaco manufacture yarn, ropes,

and iishing-nets from the fibres of the aloe, with
saddle-cloths and blankets, which they dye with
great skill ; and in Cordova similar goods, Ma-
I'occo leather and turned wares are made, but in

general manufactured goods are imported from
abroad in return for raw produce. Communica-
tion is cari'ied on over the plains with Chile,

PeiTi, and Bolivia by mules and ox-waggons.
Diligences ply at set times from Buenos Ayres
to Eosario, and from Eosario to Cordova and
Peru, to Tucuman and Salta, to Santa ¥6 and to

Chile. A railway, voted by Congress in 1855, is in

course of constmction between Buenos Ayres and
Eosario. In 1852 the rivers Parana and Uruguay
were opened to ships of every nation. Imports, in

1861, were worth about 91,000,000^. Exports,
about 55,000,000^. 678 ships entered, and 820
cleared from the ports. Government is nominally
republican, and the legislative power in theory is

vested in a junta of 44 deputies, half annually
renewed by popular election, and in a senate of 2
deputies from each department. Public rev. in

1860, 3,100,000 piastres (4s. 3d. steriing). Expen-
diture, 2,770,549 pia. National debt, 5,541,245
pia. The country was discovered in 1517, and
settled in 1553 by the Spaniards, under whom it

was created into a viceroyalty. Its independence
of Spain dates from 1816. In 1835, de Eosas was
elected to the dictatorship of Buenos Ayres, which
h^ exercised with almost absolute rule till he was
defeated by Urquiza, the governor of Entre Eios.

Akgenton-suu-Ckeuse, Argentomum, a comm.
and town of France, dep. Indre, cap. cant., on the
Creuse, 17 m. S.W. Chateauroux. P. 4765.
Manufs. woollen cloths.

ARGENTRfi, two comms. and vills. of France—I.

dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, cap. cant., 5 m. S.S.E. Vitrd
P. 2242.—II. (soxis Laval), dep. Mayenne, cap.

cant., 6 m. E. Laval. P. 1746.

Arghana-Ma'dex, a town, Asiatic Turkey,
pash. and 33 m. N.W. Diarbekir, on the Tigris,

near its source. It has celebrated copper mines.
Argine, a town of North Italy, prov. Pavia,

circ. Voghera. P. 1482.

Argiro-Kastro, a town of European Turkey,
50 ra. S.E. Avlona. P. 4000.

Argo, Gaugodes or Gora, an island in the Nile,

Nubia, between lat. 19° 10' and 19° 32' N. ; N. to

S. 25 m. by 5 ra. On it are several villages.

Argol, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Finis-
ten-e, 11 m. N.W. Chateaulin. P. 1395.

Argolis, a department of the kingdom of

Greece, Morea, cap. Nauplia, forming a small part
of the ancient Argolis, and extending along the

N. shore of the gulf of same name. P., with
Corinthia, 138,249. Area 1940 sq. m.
Argoxne (Forest of), the former name of a

country of France, deps. Meuse and Ardennes.
It forms a small plateau still partly covered with
wood, extending from Toul to Meziferes, and
separating the basins of the Aisne and Meuse.
Argos, a town of Greece, dep. Argolis, 7 ra.

N.N.W. Nauplia. P. 11,000. This is considered
the raost ancient city of Greece, and was long the
capital of Argolis.

Argostoli, a town, Ionian isls., cap. Cepba-
lonia, on its S.W. side, with a port in the Gulf of

Argostoli, lat. 38° 10' N.; Ion. 19° 59' 3" E. P.
5000. It has reraarkablo mills driven by sea water.
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Argouges, a coDim. and town of France, dep.

Mauche. an-, Arranches. P. 1390.
Argovia, a cant, of Switzerland. [Aargau.]
ARGUESiON, a riv. of France, dep. C6tes-du-

iSord, passes Jugon and falls into the English
Channel at the port of Guildo, 10 m. W. St Malo.
Arguin, a small island 8 m. from the \V. coast

of Africa. Lat. 20" 25' N. ; Ion. 16° 37' W. ; 40
m. by 1 m. Seat of a French turtle fishery. The
dangerous bank of Ar^uin extends to cape Mirik.
—II. a town, on the coast, S.E. cape Blanco.
Argun, two rivers of Bussia—I. Circassia,

rises in the Caucasas, flows N.N.E., and joins
the Terek, in Ion. 46° 10' E.—II. gov. Irkutsk,
rises in Chinese Tartaiy, lat 48° N^ flows
through Lake Kulon, and joins the Chilka to
form the Amur, in lat. 63° N. ; Ion. 122° E.
Argunsk is a palisaded fort on rt. b. of the Ai^un,
in lat 51° 51' N. ; Ion. 119' 50' E.
Argusto, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Catanzaro. P. 734.

Argyle or Argyll, a marit. co. of Scotland, on
its W. side, greatly indented by arms of the sea,

and having N. Inverness-shire, E. the cos. Perth
and Dumbarton, and on W. and S. sides the
Atlanticand Irish Channel. It includes the islands
of Mull, Islay, Jura, Tiree, Coll, lona, etc. Area
2,083,126 acres, of which 2735 sq. m. belong to the
mainland, & 1063 sq. m. to the islands. P. 79,724.
Surface mostly rugged and mountainous. Loch
Awe is in this co., and the total area of fresh
water is estimated at 52,000 ac. Average annual
rainfall is upwards of 80 inches. Many cattle are
reared here for export to southern markets. Steam
navigation has lately given impulse to every
branch of industry. Chief toAvns, Inveraray,
Campbeltown, and Oban. It returns one member
to House of Commons. Reg. electors (1862) 4689.
Argyle, a co.. New South Wales. Area 267,124

ac. alienated, 881,516 unalienated. P. (1861)9713.
Lake Bathurst is in the co. Chief town Goulbum.
Argyle, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, New York, 44 m. N. Albany. P. 3111.—
II. a town, Washington, co. New York, 33 m. N.
Albany. P. 3274.

Argyro-Kastro, a town of Albania, on the
Deropuli, 47 m. N.W. Janina. P. 4000 to 9000.
Arheiligex, a vill. of Upper Hessen, gov.

Langen, 3^ m. N. Darmstadt P. 1750.
Arl\no, four towns of Italy—I. S. Italy, prov.

Avellino, cap. dist, in the Apennines, 17 m. E.
Benevento. P. 14,500. It has a cathedral and
diocesan school. Manufs. of earthenware, and
an export trade in wine, and in butter preserved
in hoUow cheese rinds.—II. deleg. and 25 m.
E.N.E. Ferrara. P. 2000.—III. prov. Avellino.
P. (1861) 13.987.—IV. a vill. of Venetia, prov. and
20 m. S.E. Rovigo. P. 3681.
Aribinda or Haribcjda, a district of South-

West Africa, 250 m. S.S.E. Timbuctoo.
Arica, the principal seaport town of Southern

Peru, in lat 18° 28' S. ; Ion. 70° 10' W. Its road-
stead is much frequented. The foreign mer-
chants reside chiefly at Tacna, 30 m. north by
railway. Arica is a vUl. built on a flat, close to
the sea-shore, having a high promontory to the
south, which protects the roadstead. The climate
is unhealthy, and the place is often devastated by
earthquakes. There is here a custom-house, a
pier for landing, and a battery to defend the ship-
ping in the roads. Chief exports are copper ore,
wool and silver. Arica was sacked by Sir
Francis Drake in 1579.
Arichat, a seaport of Cape Breton Island, in

lat_ 45° 28' N. ; Ion. 61° 3' W. P. estimated at
17,500. Fishing is extensively carried on here.

Arid, an island of the Indian Ocean, 70 m. S.W.
Possession island, in lat 46° 56' S. ; Ion. 47° 30' E.

Ari£ge, a river of France, rises in the E. Pyr^
ndes, traverses the dep. Aridge, and H. Gai'onue,

passes Ax, Tarascon, Foix, Varilles, Pamiers,
Saverdun, and Cintegabelle, where it becomes
navigable. It joins the Garonne on the right
Ari£ge, a dep., S. France, having S. the Pjt^

ndes and Spain ; W. Haute Garonne ; N.E. Aude

;

and S.E. Pyrdndes Orientales. Area 1889 sq. m.
P. 251,850. Surface mountainousand wooded. Cli-

mate mild, except in mountains on the S. Mines
of lead, copper, and zinc Marble quarries and
mineral waters ; com good, but vnne indifferent

Many sheep, goats, and cattle are reared ; mautifs.

of steel wares, paper, cotton, and woollen cloth.

Chief rivers, the Aridge & the Salat It is divided
into the three aiTs. of Foix, the cap. Pamiers,
and St Girons.

Arielli, a town of South Italy, prov. and 9 m.
S.E. Chieti. P. 1400.

Arieszo, a town of South Italy, prov. Caserta,

18 m. N.E. Naples, on Mont TifatL P. 3828.
Arigal, a mntn. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Done-

gal, "i^ m. E. Guidore bay. Height 2462 feet
Arigna, a dist. in Ireland, prov. Connaught,

CO. Roscommon, on the W. side of Lough Allen.
Akignano, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Turin. P. 802.

Arinos, a river of Brazil, prov. Matto-Grosso.
It rises in the Parecis mountains, which form a
part of the N. boundary of the Diamond district

and after a N.W. course it falls into the Tapajos
river, an affl. of the Amazon, in lat. 9° 30' S ; Ion.
58° 20' W., course of 700 miles.

Arusthod, a comm. and anc. town of France,
dep. Jura, cap. cant, 19 m. S. Lons-le-Saulnier,
near 1. b. of the Valouze. P. 1328.

Arioli, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ
Chieti. P. 1149.

Arippo, a maritime vill., Ceylon, on itsW. coast
35 m. N.N.E. Calpentyn. Residence of govern-
ment authorities during the pearl-fishing season.

Arischla, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Aquila, P. 1411.
Arisdorf, a vill. of Switzerland, cant Basle

Campagne, in the Liesthal. P. 801.

Arish (El), a small town on the road from
Syria to Egypt, anc. Rhincolura. Here Sir Sydney
Smith made a treaty with the French army, after-

wards disowned by the British Government
Arispe, a town of Mexico, state and on the

Sonora river, in the Sierra Madre. P. 4500.
With rich gold mines near. It was formerly
cap. of Sonora,
Aristau, a vill. of Switzerland, cant Aai^iL

Parish Muri. P. 978.
Arith, a town of Piedmont, in Savoy Proper,

near the river Ch^ran. P. 1220.
Ariza, a town of Spain, prov. and 70 m. S.W.

Zaragoza, in a healthy situation. P. 840.

Arizona, a territory of the U. S., N. America,
bounded on the W. by the Rio Colorado, on the

£. by Ion. 109° W., to the parallel of lat 32° 40',

and thence N.W. to the Colorado river ; on the
S. by Sonora, on the boundary line between the
U. S. and Mexico. Area about 100,000 sq. m.
P., nine-tenths Mexicans, chiefly in the Rio
Grande. There is very little agricultural land,

but abundance of mineral wealth.
Arizona, a co. of the U. S., North America,

territory of New Mexico. P. 6482.

Arizu or Aritzo, a vill., isl. of Sardinia,
prov. and 40 m. N. CagliarL, cap. mand. on a
mountain. P. 1932. Trade in cattle, cheese,
and snow.
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Arizzaxo, a town of North Italy, prov. Novara,

circ. Pallanza. P. 1051.

Ar.;a, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. Bagdad,
on tho Euphrates, 92 m. N.W. Bassorah.
Arjeplog, a town of Swedish Lapland, on the

Horn lake, 175 m. N.N.E. Umea.
Arjisii, a river of European Turkey, Walla-

chia, rises in the E. Carpathian mntns., and joins

the Danube 42 m. S.S.E. Bucharest, after a S.E.
course of 150 m.—II. a town, on above river, 90
ni. N.W. Bucharest, with a rich convent, many
churches, and a fortress.

Arjona, a town of Spain, Andalucia, prov. and
15 m. N.W. Jaen. P. 3598. Arjonilla is a mar-
ket to-vvn, 5 m. N.W. Arjona. P. 2398.
ARJUSANii, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Landes, 18 m. N.W. Mont de Marsan. P. 758.
Arkadia or Arcadia. [Kyparissia.]
Arkansas, a river of the U. S., North America,

rises in the Eocky Mountains, near lat. 42° N.

;

Ion. 109* W., and forms, for some distance, the
boundary between the United States and Mexico

;

after which, flowing generally E.S.E., it waters
the central part of Arkansas state, and joins the
Mississippi in lat. 33° 40' N., after a course of 2170
m., for most part of which it is, at certain seasons,
navigable for boats. Its valley is generally fer-
tile, and it is estimated to drain 178,000 sq. m. of
country. Chief tributaries, the Washita and
Canadian rivers. Little Eock and Arkansas
towns are on its banks.
Arkansas, one of the United States of North

America, between lat. 33° and 36' 30' N. ; Ion.
89° 30' and 94° 30' W., having N. the state of
Missouri, E. the Mississippi river, S. Louisiana,
and W. Texas. Length 240 m., breadth 228 m.
Estim. area 52,198 sq. m. P. (1860) 435,456, of
whom 111,115 were slaves. Surface swampy and
extensively wooded in the E. ; undulating and
drier in the centre; mountainous in the W.
Chief rivers, the Arkansas, Washita, St Francis,
and Eed and White rivers. Soil rich in the val-
leys ; and it has wide prairies, well adapted for
cattle rearing. Chief products, cotton, maize,
wheat, potatoes, sugar, rice, and tobacco. Its
forest trees include the gum, ash, cypress, and
sugar maple. Mineral products are iron ore, coal,
zinc, lead, manganese, gypsum, and salt. State
is divided into 51 cos. Chief towns. Little Eock,
the cap., Arkansas, Columbia, Batesville, and
Fulton. A railway is in course of constiniction
between Memphis and Little Eock. It purchased
a part of the Louisiana territory from France in
1803, and was made a state in 1836 ; sends 2 mem-
bers to the House of Eepresentatives. Arkansas
CO., lies on both sides of Arkansas river, near its

mouth. P. 3293 free, 4921 slaves.

Arkansas Post, a vill. of the U. S., North
America, on the Arkansas, cap. co. Arkansas, 117
m. S.E. Little Eock. For many years the depot
of the surrounding country.
Arkkngarth-Dale, a pa. of England, co.

York, North Eiding, 10 m. N.W. Eichmond. Ac.
14,256. P. 1147. Lead mines have been wrought
in the parish from a remote period.
Arkesden, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4J m.

S.W. Safifron-Walden. Ac. 2320. P. 606.
Arkhangei^k, a town of Eussia, gov. Oren-

burg, 150 m. S.E. Menzelinsk.—II. mkt. towns in
the govs. Jekaterinoslav, Kherson, and Simbirsk.
Arkiko or Argeego, a seaport town of Abys-

sinia, state Tigi-d, on a bay of the Eed Sea.
Arklow, a barony, Ireland, in S.E. of co.

Wicklow, Leinster, including 9 pas. Ac. 67,280.
P. 20,444.

—

Arklow, a pa. and seaport town within
thia bai-ony, and the largest in the co. Wicklow,

on the Ovoca, near its mouth in the Irish Sea, J -l

m. S.S.W. Wicklow. Height 20 feet. Ac. of pa.

8110. Pop. of do. 6257 ; of town, 4760. Chief
industry, herring and oyster fisheries. Exports
corn, copper ore, and fish. Imports coals and pro-

visions. Floating light, S. end of Arklow Bank,
lat. 52° 42' N. ; Ion. 5° 67' W.
Arkos, Archen, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,

circ. Kronstadt gov. Sepsi-St-GySi-gy. P. 1425.

Arksey, a pa. of Engl., co. York, W. Eiding,

2 m, N. Doncaster. Ac. 5220. P. 1099.

Arkudi, one of the smaller Ionian isls., between
Ithaca and Sta. Maura. Area IJ sq. miles.

Arkl't-Kiian (^Ti/riseum), a small town of

Asia Minor, at the foot of the Sultan mountains,

4 m. W.N.W. Koniyeh.
Arla, a comm. and town of France, dep. Jura,

6 m. N. Lons-le-Saulnier. P. 1407.

Arlanc or Arlant, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Puy-de-D6me, cap. cant., 40 m. S.E.

Clermont. P. 3960. Manufs. lace and ribands.

Arles, Arelas or Arelate, a city and riverport

of France, dep. Bouches-du Ehone, cap. arr., on the

1. b. main branch of Eh6ne, 15 m. from the Medi-
terranean, and 44 N.W. Marseille. Connected by
railway with Marseille and Avignon. P. 25,543.

Eemains of a Eoman amphitheatre, two temples,

aqueduct, triumphal arch, and cemetery. It has a

school of navigation, ship-building docks, manufs.
of sUk twist, soap, glass bottles, sausages, and a
trade in agricultural produce, cattle, wool, and
salt. Arelate was the metropolis of the Gauls.

Among many celebrated councils, the first held

in 314, at which the Donatists were condemned,
is the most important.

Arlesdon or Arlecdon, a pa. of England, co.

Cumberland, 4J m. E.N.E. Whitehaven. Ac.
5700. P. 1550. Some coal is worked here.

Arlesega, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov.

and 9 m. W.N.W. Padua. P. 1700.

Arlesheim, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bdsle

Campagne, on rt. b. of the Birse. P. 936. It has
an establishment of baths.

Arles-sur-Tech, a town of France, dep.

Pyr^ndes Orientales, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the

Tech, at the foot of Mont Canigou, 21 m. S.W.
Perpignan. P. 2456. It is frequented for its mine-
ral waters, and hot sulphur baths. There is an
iron foundrj', and a lead mine in its vicinity. Tho
canal dCAries commences on the Rh6ne at Aries,

and extends to Port du Bouc, on the Mediterra-

nean, 26 miles.

Arleuf, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Nifevre, arr. Chateau Chinou. P. 3053.

Arleux, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Nord, cap. cant., 6 m. S. Douai. P. 1660.

Arley, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 5\ m.
S.S.W. Nuneaton. Ac. 1929. P. 2?,Q.— Upper
Arley is a pa. and vill., co. Stafford, 4 m. N.W.
Beardley. Ac. 3800. P. 866.

Arlingham, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,

1 m. S.E. Newnham, on the opposite bank of the
Severn. Ac. 3225. P. 693.

Arlington, two pas., England.—I. co. Devon,
6 m. N.E. Barnstaple. Ac. 2535. P. 219.—II. co.

Sussex, 3 m. W.S.W. Hailsham. Ac. 5185. P. 623.

Arlon Orolannum vicus, a frontier town of

Belgium, cap. prov. and 16 m. W.N.W. Luxem-
bourg, on rail. P. (1861) 5647. 'I'rade in grain.

Arlsey, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 4 m.
N.W. Baldock. Ac. 2370. P. 1401.

Ari.uno, a to-vvn of North Italy, prov. Milano,

circ. Gallarate. P. 3043.

Arma (San-hago de), a tovm of South Ame-
rica, Now Granada, prov. and 220 m. N.N.E.
Popayau, on the Arma, an afii. of the Cauca.
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AiuiACAO, a town of BrdziL prov. and island

Bante Catherina. Lat. 27° 30' S. ; Ion. 48° 40' W.
AitJiADAUE, a vill. of Scotland, co. Linlith-

gow, pa. Batligate. P. 2504.

Armag h, an inland co. of Ireland, Ulster, having

N. Lough Neagh, E. the co. Down, W. the cos.

Tyrone and Monaghan, and S. Louth. Area 512i

sq. m., or 328,076 ac. P. 190,086. Surface moun-
tainous in the S.W^ where Slieve-Gullion rises

to 1893 feet in height ; elsewhere flat and undulat-

ing. Chief rivers, the Callan, Blackwater, Bann,

and Newry-water. Soil fertile. Weaving is often

combined with agriculture, Unen being the staple

manuf. The co. is subdivided into 8 baronies

and 28 pas. & parts of pas. Chief towns Armagh
city, Lurgan, Portadown, and a part of Newry.
It returns 2 members to the House of Commons.
Armagh (^Ard-magha "the lofty field"), a city,

pari., munic bor., and pa. of Ireland, cap. of the

above co., and the archiepiscopal seat of the

primate of "all Ireland," on Armagh railway,

33 m. S.W. Belfast Height 160 ft Ac. of pa.

4606. P. 10,975. Ac. of municipal bor. 269. P.

9468. Chief buildings, an observatory, Protes-

tant and Roman Catholic cathedrals, primate's

palace, market-house, and savings bank. Trade
in com, linen, and yam. Armagh returns one

member to the House of Commons. Reg. electors

414. The diocese comprises 118 pas., chiefly in

cos. Armagh and Louth. Armagh was in great

repute as a seat of learning from the 5th to the 9th

century, much frequented by students from Eng-
land. When the late Dr Robinson was made pri-

mate in 1765, there were only three slated houses

in the city. Since then it has been nearly rebuilt

Armagnac, a small territory of France, in the

old prov. of Gascogne, now forming part of the
deps. Gers, H. Pyr^nfes, and Tam-et-Garonne.
Arman^on, a river of France, rises in the C6t6-

d'Or, passes Semur, Ancy-le-Franc, and St
Florentin, and falls into the Yonne, 6 m. above
Joigny ; length, 67 m. Affls. Brenne and Armance.
Armix (St), a vill. of France, dep. Morbihan,

with a small port on the coast P. 684.

Armenia (the Minni of the Scriptures), a coun-
try of Western Asia, extending from the Cau-
casus on the N. to the mntns. of Kurdistan on
the S., and from the Euphrates (which separates

it from Asia Minor) on the W. to near the Cas-
pian on the E., being thus between lat. 37° and
42° N. ; Ion. 39° and 50° E. It is subdivided among
the Turkish pashahcs of Erzeroiam, Kars, and
Van, and parts of the Persian prov. Azerbijan,

and the Russian gov. of Transcaucasia, Area
with Kurdistan 120,980 sq. m. P. 1,700,000, in-

cluding a great variety of tribes and races. The
greater part of the surface constitutes an elevated
table-land. It is watered by the rivers Kur, Aras,
Choruk (anc. Akampsis), and the two heads of the
Euphrates, contains the sources of the Tigris,

and the three large lakes of Van, Urumiah, and
Sevan. The climate in the higher regions is very
cold, while the valleys in summer are scorched
with heat SoU various ; has many fertile corn-
lands and pastures, and its valleys produce ex-
cellent cotton, rice, tobacco, gi-apes, and other
fruits. Copper, lead, alum, and some silver mines
are wrought. Manufs. unimportant. The native
Armenians, estimated at 1-7th of the whole pop.,

are distinguished for enterprise in commercial and
banking transactions. Until the present century,
Armenia was shared between Turkey and Persia.
Russia acquired Georgia, Karabagh, Erivan, and
Kakhchevan, from Persia, between 1800 and 1828,
and parts of the pash. Akhalzikh between 1829
Kud 1833. The chief towns are the caps, of the

several pashs. and provs., and mostly of same
names.— Amienia-Min<yr is the anc. name of the
country forming the modem Tm-kish pashs. of

Kaisai'iyeh, Sivas, and Marash, included in Asia
Minor, but which were respectively termed First
Second, and Third Armenia—Foui-th Armenia
having been the modem pash. of Diarbekir in

Mesopotamia.
Armenierstadt or Szamos Uj^'ar, a town of

Austria, Transylvania, on the Szamos, 23 nu N.E
Klausenburg. P. 3600. Has cloth manufs.
Armexis, a vill. of Hungaiy, gov. and 15 m.

S.S.E. Karansebes. P. 1420.

Armexo, a town of Northern Italy, prov. and 29
m. N.N.W. Novara, P. 1577.

ARMENTitREs, a comm. and town, France, dep.

Nord, cap. cant., on the Lys, 9 m. N.W. Lille. P.
11,901. Manufs. cotton, Unen, lace, thread, sail-

cloth, beet-root sugar, and soap. Large quantities

of bricks are shipped from its port
Armekto, a town of S. Italy, prov. Basilicata,

on a mountain, 27 m. S.S.E. Potenza, P. 3053.

Ahmixghall., a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4

m. S. Norwich. Ac. 650. P. 75.

AiiJUTAGE, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 3 m.
E.S.E. Rudgely. Ac. 1921. P. 937.

AiiMi.EY, a chapelry of England, co. York,
West Riding, on the Aire, 2 m. W. Leeds, on
Bradford railway, P. 6734. Manufs. woollens.
Armoy, a pa. of Ireland, co. Antrim, 4 m. S.

Ballycastle. Ac. 9668. P. 1946.

Armstrong, a co. of the U.S., North America,
in W. part of Pennsylvania. Area 575 sq. m.
P. 35,797. Surface hilly.

Armthorpe, a pa. of Engl^ co. York, W. Rid-
ing, 4 m. N.E. Doncaster. Ac. 2810. P. 424.

Armuijen, a towTi, NetherL [Arxesiuyden.]
Armungia, a vill. of Italy, isl. Sardinia, prov.

and circ. Cagliari. P. 907.

Arjiyros, a town of European Turkey, prov.
Thessaly, 3 m. N.W. of the Gulf of Volo.—II. a
mountain and vill. of Albania, 17 m. S.W. Arta.
Arxa, a vill. of the Grecian archipelago, on

N.W. shore of the island Andros.
Arnao-Pompadour, a comm. & vill. of Fraflce,

dep. Corrdze, 18 m. N.W. Brives. P. 1338.

Arnasco, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Genova,
circ. Albenga, P. 567.

Arnate, a vill. of North Italy, prov. MUano,
circ. Gallarate. P. 729.

Arnau, a town of Bohemia, circ Bidschow, on
the Elbe, 17 m. N.E. Gitschin. P. 1520.

Arnay-le-Duc, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Cote-d'Or, 29 m. S.W. Dijon. P. 2537.
Arncliffe, a pa, of England, co. York, West

Riding, 9 m. N.E. Settle. Ac. 5790. P. 174.

Arne, a maritime pa, of England, co. Dorset, 3
m. E. Wareham. Ac. 4196. P. 139.

Arxekurg, a town, Prussian Saxony, gov. & 45
m. N.N.E. Magdeburg, on the Elbe. P. 1700.
Arxedo, a town of Spain, Old Castile, prov.

and 29 m. S.E. Logroiio. P. 3335.
Arxee, a town of British India, presid. dist.

and 22 m. N.W. Madras.—Also a town, 74 ni.

S.W. Madras, and 20 m. S. of Vellore.

Arxemuydex or Armuijen, a town of the
Netherlands, prov. Zeeland, island Walcheren, 2J
m. E. Middleburg. P. 1000.
Arxaz, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin, circ.

Aosta. P. 1500.
Arxes^vno, a town of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Lecce. P. 1400.

Arxesby, a pa, of England, co. and 8 m. S.E.
Leicester. Ac. 1510. P. 573.

Akngask, a m. of Scotland, cos. Perth, Kinross
and Fife, 9 m. E.S.E. Perth. Ac. 6455. P. 705.
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Arnhem, a fortified town of the Netherlands,

cap. prov. Gueldorland, on rt b. of the Ehine,
60 m. S.E. Amsterdam, with which, and with
Utrecht, it is connected by rail. P. (1865) 29,609.

Manufs. woollens and cottons, paper and tobacco.
From its port on the river it has an active trade.

Arnhem Land, N. coast of Australia, between
the Gulf of Carpentaria & Anson bay, discovered
by the crews of the " Arnhem" and "Pera" in 1618.—Arnhem hay, a deep inlet near lat. 12° S. ; Ion.

136° E.

—

Cape Arnhem is the eastmost point of

Arnhem Land.
Arnis, an island and fishing vill. of Denmark,

on the Schlei, 2 m. S. Kappeln. P. 800.

Arno, Amus, a riv. of Tuscany, rises in Mont
Falterona (Apennines), 4444 feet above the sea, 25
m. N. Arezzo, flows S.E., then N.W., until it re-

ceives the Sieve, 10 m. E. Florence ; after which
its course is W. to the Mediterranean, which it

enters 7 m. below Pisa. Course 75 m. Chief
affls. the Sieve, Chiana, Pesa, Elsa, and Era. Its

valley is one of the richest in Italy. The Arno
communicates with the Tiber by means of the
Chiana. Florence, Figline, Empoli, and Pisa,

are on or near its banks, and it communicates
with the sea by the canal of Pisa.

Arnold, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m. N.N.E.
Nottingham. Ac. 4670. P. 4642.
Arnoldsdorf, a town of Prussian Silesia, prov.

S.E. Neisse, with paper mills. P. 1260.

Arnoult-en-Iveline (St), a comm. and town
of France, dep. Seine-et-Oise, arr. and 8 m. S.E.
Eambouillet. P. 1374.
Arnsberg, a town of Prussian Westphalia, cap.

gov., on the Euhr, 44 m. S.E. Miinster. P. 4300.
Trade in linens and woollens.
Arnsdorf, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, circ.

Hirschberg, with a castle and paper mills. P. 1300.
Arnsdorf, a market town of Lower Bavaria,

gov. and 10 m. N. Eggenfelden. P. 1250.—II. a
vill. of Bohemia, gov. and 1 m. N. Haida. P. 1390.
Aknsfeld, a vill. of the kingdom of Saxony,

gov. Zwickau, 5 m. E. Annaberg. P. 1322.
Arnstadt, a town of Central Germany, princi-

pality of Schwartzburg-Sondershausen, on the
Gera, 10 m. S.W. Erfurt. P. (1864) 7259, of

Seignory, 28,649. Area 138 sq. m. Manufs.
woollens, linens, and cottons.

Arnstein, a town, Bavaria, circ. Lower Fran-
conia, on the Wern, 11 m. N. Wurzburg. P. 1600.
Arnswalde, town, Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,

gov. Frankfiirt, with a station on Stettin & Posen
railway, cap. circ, 20 m. S.E. Stargard. P. 4700.
Arnual, a vill., Prussia, gov. Treves, circ. and

2 m. S.E. Saarbrucken. P. 1000. Copper mines.
Aroche, Aracci Vetus, a town of Spain, on a

hill, prov. and 44 m. N. Huelva. P. 2705.
Arokszallas, a vill. of Hungary, Jazygia, 44

m. E.N.E. Pesth, and an entrepot for the trade
between that city and Upper Hungary. P. 8170.
Arokto, a vill. of Hungary, co. Borsod, gov.

and 7 m. S.S.E. Casth. P. 1780.
Arolsen, a town of West,Germany, cap. prin-

cipality of Waldeck, on the Aar, 21 m. N.N.W.
Cassel. P. 1965. Manufs. woollen cloth and
leather ; its castle is the residence of the prince.
Aron, a river of France, dep. Nifevre, joins the

Loire, near Decize, after a course of 25 m., the
latter 10 of which are navigable.—II. a vill., dep.
and 2 m. E. Mayenne. P. 1722.
Arona, a tovra of North Italy, div. prov. and

23 m. N.N.W. Novara, on S.W. shore of Lago
Maggiore. P. 3259. Near it is a colossal statue
of Count Borromeo, 112 feet high.
Akona, a town in the isl. of Teneriffe, Canaries,

situated at the foot of Mount Escalona. P. 1516.

Arosio, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. and
circ. Como. P. 975.

Aroo Islands, E. archip. [Arru Islands."]

Aroopshughur, a town, British India, on rt. of

Ganges, N.W. provs., 73 m. S.E. Delhi. P. 8047.

Aroostook, a co. of the U.S., North America,
in N.E. of Maine. Area 6800 sq. m., extending
to the Canadian boundary, watered by river of

same name. P. 22,479.—Also a riv. of the U.S.,

rises in Piscataquis co., Maine, flows N.E. through
Penobscot & Aroostook cos., & falls into St John
riv. in New Brunswick. Length about 120 miles.

Arpad, a vill. of Hungary, co. Sud-Bihar, gov.
and 5 m. S.S.E. Szalonta. P. 1200.

Arpaia, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Benevento, 2^
m. E.N.E. Ai-ienzo, supposed to occupy the site

of the Eoman Caudium, near which their army
sufferedthe defeat of the "Caudine forks." P. 1250.
Arpaise, a comm. of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Benevento. P. 1123.

ArpaJON (formerly Chdtres), a comm. and town
of France, dep. Seine-et-Oise, cap. cant., on the
Seine, 15 m. S.S.E. Versailles. P. 2148.—II. a
vill., dep. Cantal, 2 m. S.S.E. Aurillac. P. 2278.
Arpas (Also u. Felso), two vills. of Austria,

Transylvania, circ. and 24 m. E,S.E. Hermann-
stadt. P. 2560. Glass manufactures.

Arpatciia'i, a riv. of Annenia, afil. of the Aras.
Arpino, Arpinum, a town of S. Italy, prov.

Caserta, cap. cant., in the Apennines, 6 m. S.S.E.
Sorra. P. (1861) 11,522. (?) Manufs. woollen
cloth, parchment, paper, and leather. It is the
birthplace of Cicero, Marius, and Agrippa.
Arqua, Arquata, a vill. of North Italy, deleg.

and 12|- m. S.W. Padua, among the Euganean
hills. Petrarch died here in 1374.— II. a vill.

deleg. and 5 m. S.S.W. Kovigo. P. 2760.
Arqua, a town of Mexico, state Xalisco, N. of

Lagos. P. 4000.

Arquata Scrivia, a town of North Italy, prov.
Alessandria, circ. Novi. P. 2621, A picturesque
ruined castle surmounts the hill.

Arquata del Tronto, a town of Central Italy

prov. and 17 m. W.S.W. Ascoli. P. 4139.
Aruuennes, acomm. and vill. of Belguim, prov.

Hainault, 17 m. N.E. Mons. P., with comm.,
1700.

Arques, a comm. and town, France, dep. Seine

Inf^rieiire, on the Ai-ques, 3 m. S.E. Dieppe. P.

957. In 1589 Henri iv. here conquered the lea-

guers under the Duke of Mayenne—The Arqiies

river, same dep., is navigable from Arques to the

English Channel.—II. a vill., dep. Pas de Calais,

arr. and 2 m. S.E. St Omer. P. 3456.

Arracan, a British prov. of Further India,

presid. Bengal, extending along the E. side of the

bay of Bengal, between lat. 18° and 21° 33' N.

;

Ion. 92° and 94° E., having E. the Burmese dom.,

from which it is separated by a high mountain
range, and N. the British dist. Chittagong. Area
estim. 16,500 sq. m. P. 321,000. Coast swampy
and unhealthy, but there are many good har-

bours and large islands. Chief rivers, the Arra-
can, Myoo, Aeng, and Sandoway, all in some
degree navigable. Forests extensive. Chief

products, rice, indigo, cotton, timber, salt, oil,

biiffalo hides and horns, ivory, tobacco, silk, and
fruits exported to Bengal and Chittagong, in

return for betel and British and Indian manufs.
Iron and naphtha are found along the coast, and
extensive deposits of coal have recently been dis-

covered. Arracan is subdivided into the dists.

of Akyba, Eamree, Aeng, and Sandoway ; chief

town, Akyab ; chief militaiy station, Kyouk
Phyoo. This prov. was conquered by the Bur-
mese in 1783, and taken from them by the British

E
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in 1824.

—

Arracan, the former cap. of the prov.,

is situated on a branch of the Kuladyne river,

50 m. from the bay of Bengal. Lat. 20" 42' N.

;

Ion. 93° 24' E. It is enclosed by low hills and
marshes, and has fortifications, an ancient palace,

and nnmerons pagodas. A large trade is carried

on in British manufactures. It is very unhealthy,

A Ls fast losing its former importance. P. 8000. (?)—Arracan or Kuladyne river, rises in the Bur-
mese dom., lat 23° N. ; Ion. 94° E. After a S.

course of 200 m. it enters the bay of Bengal in

Arracan, 15 m. N.E. Akyab. It is navigable in

Its latter part for vessels of 250 tons.

Arkah, a populous town, British India, presid.

Bengal, cap. dist. Shahabad, 36 m. "W. Patna.
Arran, an island of Scotland, in the Firth of

Clyde, forming the larger part of the co. Bute,

about 6 m. S.W. Bute isl., & E. Kintyre. Length
21, extreme breadth 11 m. Ac, including islet of

Pladda and Holy island, 100,000. P. 5538. Its

N. part is mountainous and wooded, its S. undu-
lating, & destitute of timber. It has several bays,

that of Lamlash being the best harbour in the
Firth of Clyde. Exports cattle, sheep, oats, and
fish. The island is divided into the parishes of

Brodick and Kilbride. It is celebrated for its pic-

turesque beauty & for its interesting geological &
botanical features, & has many Druidical & Danish
remains. Goatfell mountain is 2874 feet high.

ARRAN-Fo^VDY and Arrexig, two mountains
of North Wales, co. Merioneth ; the former, 9 m.
S.W. Balfi, 2955 feet ; the latter, 5^ m. W. Bala,

2809 feet in elevation.

Arras, Nemetacunu, a comm. and fortified city

of France, cap. dep. Pas-de-Calais, and formerly
cap. prov. Artois, on the Scarpe, and on the
railway du Nord, 35 m. N.E. Amiens, and 100 m.
N.N.E. Paris. Lat. 50° 17' 31" N.; Ion. 2° 46' 50"

E. P. (1861) 25,905. Chief edifices, a citadel of the

first class, one of the strongest in France, cathe-

dral, arsenal, & barracks. It has a botanic garden,
museums, and public library. Manufs. cotton
thread, calico, hosiery, lace, coarse woollens,
beet-root sugar, earthenware, and soap. Birth-
place of Lebon, Robespierre, and Damiens.
Arrayollos, a town of Portugal, prov. Alem-

tejo, 11 m. N.N.W. Evora. P. 2200.

a!erayollo3 and Arrayas, small towns of
South America, Brazil, provs. Goyaz and Para.

Arreiau, a comm. and town of France, cap.

cant. H. Pyrdn^es, 15 m. S.E. Bagnferes-de-Bi-
gorre. P. 1330. Manufs. cloth and bonnets.

Arreixig, a mountain, Wales, N. Merioneth, 6
m. W. Bala. Height 2816 feet.

Arresee, a lake of Denmark, Seeland. Lat. 55°

57' N. ; formerly a bay of the Cattegat, communi-
cating with Roeskilde-fiord by a small canal.

Arreskov See, a lake of Denmark, FUhnen,
the largest in the isl., with an outlet to the Oden-
Bee-aue ; it contains a great quantity of fish.

Arreton, a pa. of the Isle of Wight, 3 m. S.E.
Newport. Ac. 8833. P. 1880.
Arringtox, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,

5 m. S.E. Caxton. Ac. 1388. P. 302.
Arrochar, a pa. of Scotland, co Dnmbarton,

and occupying all its N. portion, with a vill. on
Loch Long, 4 m. W. Ben Lomond. It is moun-
tainous, containing Ben Voirlich 3180 feet high.
Ac. 28,832. P. of pa. 629.

Arronches, a town of Portugal, Alemtejo, on
the Cayan, 18 m. N.N.W. Elvas. P. 1100.
Arroxe, a town of South Italy, prov. Perugia,

circ. TemL P. 1642.

Arrow, a river of Wales and England, rises in
CO. Radnor, and flows past Kingston, into the
Lugg, near Leominster. Total cours« 30 m.—II.

A stream rising in the Lickey Hills, co. Worcester,
and joining the Alve at Alcester.

Arrow, a lake and river, Ireland, Connaught,
CO. Sligo. The lake, 4 by 2 m., & 181 feet above the^

sea, is studded with islands and very picturesque.
The river flows from its N. end, and after a
N.W. course of 20 m. enters Ballysodare bay.
Arrow, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 1 m.

S.W. Alcester. Ac. 4220. P. 590.

ARROWSMrrH (MouifT), Tasmania. Lat. 42° 7'

S. ; Ion. 146° 3' E., and 4075 feet in elevation.

Arroyo del Puerco, a town of Spain, Estre-
madura, prov. and 11 m. W. Caceres.

—

Arroyo de
Molinos is a viU 27 m. S.S.E. Caceres, where the
French were routed by Lord HiU in 1811.

Arru or Aroo, a group of isls. in the Asiatio

Archipelago, between lat. 5° 20' & 6' 55' S. ; Ion,

134° 10" and 134° 45' E., the largest being 70 m.
by 20 m. They are separated by narrow straits.

To the E. of the group is an extensive coral reef.

The inhabitants are a mixture of the Malay
and Australasian negro races. Products, pearl,

mother-of-pearl, tortoise-shell, birds of paradise,

and trepang, which are brought by Bughis traders,

to be exchanged for British calicoes, iron, hard-
wares, arms, and g:unpowder, from Singapore.
Dobbo, a town on the island Warud, inhabited

by Dutch and Chinese merchants, is at present
the greatest mart in the N. of Australasia. The
island of Vorkay, at the S.E. extremity of the
group, is important for its pearl fishery.

Arsacides, a group of small islands in the
Pacific. [SoLOMOx Isles.]

Arsago, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. Ber-
gamo, circ. TrevigUo. P. 970. With ruins of a
very ancient temple.
Arsago, a town of North Italy, prov. Milano,

circ. Gallarate. P. 1003.

ARS-EK-Rfe, a conmi. and town of France, dep.

Charente Inf^rieure, on W. coast of island R^
17 m. W. La Rochelle. P. 3547.—II. (-Swr Mo-
selle), a comm. and vill., dep. Moselle, cant. Gorze,
P. 5016. Manufs. cloth for the army, and paper,

Arseiro, a vill. of Northern Italy, deleg. and
20 m. N.N.W. Vicenza. P. 3350.

Art, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 7 m.
W.N.W. Schwvz, at the S, extremity of the Lake
of Zug. P. 2192,

Arta (Gulf of), Ambracius sinus, a gulf of the
Ionian Sea (Mediterranean), forming part of the
N. frontier of the kingdom of Greece, about lat,

39° N. ; Ion. 21° E. It is nearly land-locked, hav-
ing Acamania on the S. & E., and Albania on the
N. Length N.W. to S.E., 25 m., breadth from 4
to 10 m. Deep towards its E. extremity, and con-
tains several islands. The river Arta enters it

on the N. The naval battle of Actium was fought
near the entrance of this gulf, B.C. 29.

Arta, Aractkus, a river of European Tnrkey,
Albania, rises in Mount Mezzovo, and flows to

the Gulf of Arta, which it enters on its N. side by
a mouth 2 m. E. of its anc. outlet. Course 60 m.
Arta, Ambracia, a town of Albania, sanj. and

42 m. S. Janina, on 1. b. of the Arta, 7 hl from its

mouth. P. estimated at 7000, mostly Greeks,
Manufs. coarse cottons and woollens, leather,

capotes, and embroidery, and has an active trade.

Arta, a town of Majorca, near the N.W. part

of the island. P. 4000. Linen manufs., dyeing,

and fishing. Commerce in fruit.

Artajoxa, a town of Spain, prov. Navarra, 18
m. S. Pamplona. P, 1911,

Artaki, Artace, town, Asia Minor, Anatolia, on
the Sea of Marmora, 70 m. S.W. Constantinople,
ArtANA, a town of Spain, Valencia, prov. and

11 m. S.W. Castellon de la Plana. P. 2077.
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Artegna, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, 11 m. N.

Udine. P. 2820.

Artbijo, a Till, of Spain, with mineral springs,

temp. 102° Fahr., on 1. b. of Bolano, near Conifia.

Aktemid (Aktamar of the Turks), a small town
of Armenia, on Lake Van.
Artenara, a town of the Canaries, near the

centre of the island Gran Canaria. P. 1074.

Artenay, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loiret, on the Paris and Orleans railway, 13 m.
N. Orleans. P. 1101.

Artern, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.

Merseburg, on the Unstrut, 30 m. W.S.W. Halle.

P. 3700. Eefineries of salt and nitre.

Arth or Art, Switzerland. [Art.]
Arthez, a comm. and town or France, dep. B.

Pyrdn^es, cap. cant., 8 m. E.S.E. Orthes. P.
1636.—II. {(TAsson), a vill., B. Pyr^ndes, arr.

Pau. P. 2626. Mining and iron-forging.

Arthingworjth, a pa., Engl., co. Northampton,
8 m. S.E. Market Harborough. Ac. 2030. P. 275.

Arthon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loire-Infdrieure, arr. and 13 m. S. Paimboexif.

P. 2242. Trade in cattle.

Arthur Isls., a small group, Mulgrave archip.

Arthuret, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,
on the Esk, forming a part of the tract called,

before the llnion of England and Scotland, the
"Eatable Land." Ac. 17,390. P. 3714.

Arthurstown, a seaport of Ireland, Leinster,

CO. Wexford, on the E. shore of Waterford har-
bour, 7 m. E.S.E. Waterford. P. 199.

Artlenburg, a town of Hanover, on 1. b. of the
Elbe, prov. and 9 m. N.N.E. Liineburg. P. 880.

Artogne, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

dist. and 10 m. S.W. Breno. P. 1538.

Artois, an old prov. of France, which, with
part of Picardy, forms the present dep. of Pas-de-
Calais ; Arras was its capital. Artesian wells
derive their names from this prov.
Artramon, a pa. of Ireland, co. and 4 m. N.

Wexford. Ac. 2376. P. 615.

Artvin, town, Asiatic Turkey, pash. Trebizond,
cap. dist., 34 m. S.E. Batum. Estimated pop. 6500.

Aruba Island, one of the Dutch Antilles, near
the coast of Venezuela. Lat. (of fort Zoutman)
12= 28' 30' N. ; Ion. 70° 11' W.
Arudy, a comm. and town of France, dep. B.

Pyr^n^es, cap. cant., 14 m. S.S.W. Pau. P. 1930.

Arun, a river of England, co. Sussex, rising

near its N.W. border, flows S. past Horsham and
Arundel, and enters the English Channel at Little

Hampton, after a course of 40 miles.

Arundel, a municipal and pari, bor., market-
town, and pa. of England, co. Sussex, on the
Arun, 10 m. E. Chichester, and on railway 50
m. S.S.W. London. Ac. of pa 1968. P. 2498.
Exp. corn and timber, the Arun being navigable
hither from the sea for vessels of 200 tons. Arun-
del returns 1 mem. to H. of 0. Eeg. elect. 184.

Arva, a district of N. Hungary. P. 70,360.
Cap. Also-Kubin. Climate cold ; surface moun-
tainous, wooded, but not fertile ; a river of same
name flows through the district, and joins the
Waag, N. Neusohl.—II. a vUl. of Hungary, N.E.
of Also-Kubin on the Arva.
Arva, Arvagh, a quoad sacra pa. of Ireland,

CO. Cavan, Ulster. Ac. 6988. P. 4590.—A vill.

of same name, 12 m. S.W. Cavan. P. 664.

Arvans (St), a pa. of Engl., co. Monmouth, 3
m. N.W. Chepstow. Ac. 2309. P. 396.
Arve, a river of Sardinia, rises in the Col-de-

Balme, waters the valley of Chamouni, and joins
the Rh6ne after it leaves the lake of Geneva.
Length 45 m. It is very rapid, and often inun-
dates the surrounding country.

Arvert, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Charente Inferieure, in the middle of a peninsula,
between the Seudre and sea, 18 m. S.W. Roche-
fort. P. 2627. Trade in salt, cured fish, and wine.
Arvier, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin,

circ. Aosta. P. 1013.

Arvillard, a vill. of France, dep. Savoie, arr.

and S.E. of Chambdry. P. 1207.

Arys, a town of East Prussia, on lake of Arys,
53 m. S.S.W. Gumbinnen. P. 1311.
Arzacq, Arizagtis, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Basses Pyr^ndes, cap. cant., arr. and 19 m.
E. Orthez. P. 1296.
Arzaoo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milano,

dist. and 3J m. S.E. Somma. P. 1030.

Arzamass, a town of Russia, gov. and 45 m.
S.S.W. Nijnii Novgorod, cap. circ, on the Tescha,
an affl. of tke Oka. P. 4700. Manufs. leather and
soap, dyeworks, and trade in linens and sail-cloth.

Arzana, a town of the island of Sardinia, prov.
and N. Cagliari, with iron mines. P. 1528.

Aezano, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Finist^re, cap. cant., 4 m. N.E. Quimperld P.
1862.

Arzano, a town of South Italy, prov. Naples,
circ. Casoria. P. 4797.

Arzberg, a market town of Bavaria, Upper
Franconia, gov. and 8 m. E.N.E. Wunsiedel. P.
1400.

Arzene, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, prov.
Udine, dist. and 4^ m. N. St Vito. P. 1315.

Arzeu, ArseTiana, a seaport of Algeria, prov.
and 23 m. E.N.E. Oran, on the Mediterranean.
P. 3337 (1275 Europeans). With Roman remains
and vast cisterns. It is a French military station.

Arzignano, a town of North Italy, deleg. and
10 m. W. Vicenza. P. 7700. Manufactures
woollens, leather, and silk twist. Coal mines.
Arzilla, a small fortified seaport town of Ma-

rocco, prov. Fez. on the Atlantic, 23 m. S.S.W.
Cape Spartel. P. 600 to 1000.

Arzo, a vill. of Switzerland, Ticino, near the
frontier of Lombardy. P. 593. Marble quarries.

Arzobispo Island, Pacific. poNiN Islands.]
Arzon, a town of Franco, dep. Morbihan, arr.

and 10 m. S.W. Vannes. P. 2290.

Asal, a salt lake of East Africa, Adel, 28 m.
W.S.W. Tajura, in a volcanic basin.

AsANG, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, gov. and 10
m. W. Hohenfurth. P. 1162.

AsANGARO or AzANGABO, a town of South Peru,

dep. and 70 m. N. Puno, cap. a prov. on a river of

same name, which enters Lake Titicaca on the N.
Asaph (St), a pa. & episcop. city, N. Wales, co.

Flint, 28 m. W.N.W. Chester. Ac. 10,826. P. of pa.

3692. The cathedral is on an eminence between
the rivers Clwyd & Elwy ; the episcopal palace is

commodious. Dr Horsley was bishop of this see.

St Asaph unites with Flint, Caergwyle, Caerwys,
Holywell, Mold Overton, & Rhuddlaw, in sending
1 member to H. of C. Alt. of cathedral 121 feet.

AsARO, Assorus, a town of Sicily, prov. Catania,

9 m. N.E. Castro-Giovanni. P. 2998.

AsBACH (Gross and Klein), two contiguous
vills. of Wiirtemberg, circ. Neckar, 17 m. N.E.
Stuttgart.—II. a vill. of Prussia, gov. Coblenz.
Asben, a kingdom of Central Africa. [AiR.]
Asby or AsHBY, a pa. of England, co. West-

moreland, 4 m. S.W. Appleby. Ac. 8395. P. 440.

It has a copper mine.
Ascension, a co. of the U. S., North America.

Area 280 sq. m. P. 4108 free, 7376 slaves.

Ascension, an isl. in the Atlantic, belonging to
Great Britain, 800 m. N.W. St Helena. It is of a
triangular shape, 8 m. long, and 6 m. broad at W.
end. Lat. of the fort 7* 55' 65" S. ; Ion. 14" 26'
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5" W. Area 35 sq. m. P. 400. (?) Is of volcanic
origin. Mountainous in the S.E., where one
peak is 2870 feet high. Surface nearly destitute

of verdure. Climate healthy, but so dry, that

until weUs were sunk water was very scarce.

The tomata, castor-oil plant, pepper, and Cape-
gooseberry, are indigenous ; and European vege-
tables are raised. Turtle, and birds' eggs form
its chief exports. On its N.W. side is an open
roadstead, opposite George Town,—a station con-
sisting of a fort, military quarters, and a few de-
tached residences. The island is named from
having Ijeen discovered on Ascension day, in

1501. It was taken possession of by the English
in 1815, and is used as a victualling station for the
African squadron.
Ascension Bat, E. coast of Yucatan, Central

America, N. of Espiritu Santa Bay.
AscH, the most W. town of Bohemia, circ. El-

bogen, 13 m. N.W. Eger. P. 6850. Manufs.
cotton hosiery, woollen fabrics, and wire.

AscHACii, a town of Upr>er Austria, on rt. b. of

the Danube, 13 m. N.W. Linz. P. 1265.

AsCHAFFENBXJRG, a town, Bavaria, circ Lower
Franconia, on rt. b. of the Maine, 23 m. E.S.E.
Frankfurt. P. (1864) 10,676. Chief buildings
palace of Johannisberg, collegiate church, and
ancient university. Manufs. soap, woollens, and
paper. It has ship-buildings and a transit-trade.

On the 25th May 1866, the Prussians here ob-
tained a victory over the Bavarians.
AscHBACH, a vill. of Austria, Stiermark, gov.

and 4| m. S. Mariazell, P. 2240.
AscHEMERG, a vill. of Prussia, Holstein, 3i m.

W.N.W. Plon. P. 1770.

AsCHENDORP, a vilL of Prussia, landrost and
26 m. N. Meppen, near the Ems. P. 1500.

AscHEHSLEBEN, a town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. and 27. m. W.S.W. Magdeburg, cap. circ, on
the Eine, near its junction with the Wipper. P.
(1864) 15,286. Manufs. frieze, flannel, linen, and
earthenware. Formerlv one of the Hanse towns.
AsciANO, a vill. of Italy, prov. and 13 m. S.E.

Sienna, in the Val d'Ombrone. P. 7315.
AscoLi, Asculum Picenum, an ancient episcopal

city of Italy, cap. prov., in the Marches, on a hill,

on rt. b. of the Tronto, 53 m. S. Ancona, 16 m. W.
the Adriatic P. (1861) 17,448. Area of prov. 809
sq. m. P. 196,030. Its harbour, at the mouth of

the Tronto, is frequented by coasting vessels, and
defended by two forts.—II. di Satriano (Ascu-
lum), a town of S. Italy, cap. cant., prov. and 18 m.
S. Foggia. P. 5720. It has a castle and cathedral.
AscoNA, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Ticino, on

Lago Maggiore, 2 m. S.S.W. Locarno. P. 9g0.
Ascot-Heatii, Engl., co. Berks, pa. Winkfield,

6 m. S.W. Windsor. Known for its horse races,

held the second week after those of Epsom.
AscoTT, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 6 m.

N.E. Burford. Ac 1793. P. 458.
Ascott-under-Wtchwood, a pA of England,

CO. Oxford. Ac 1793. P. 458.

AsCQ, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Nord,
arr. and 5 m. E. LiUe. P. 2030. Manufs. oil.

Ascrea, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. Perugia,
circ. EietL P. 955.

AscRiB, an island of Scotland, co. Inverness,
pa. Duirinish. P. 37.

AsDOUD (anc. Ashdod and Azotus), a vill. and
seaport of Palestine, pash. Acre, on the Mediter-
ranean, 21 m. S. Jaffa, and 10 m. N.E. Askalon.
P. 300. Mentioned in Sacred History, as one of
the five principal cities of the Philistines.

AsEERGHUR or Hasser, a town and fort of
British India, presid. Bombay, dist. Candeish, 12
m. Boorhanpoor. The fort, strong and well sup-

plied Avith water, was taken in 1803, and again in

1819, by the British, who have held it ever since.

AsEL£, a pa. and vill. of Swedish Lapland, Isen

and 110 m. N.W. Umea, on the Angerman river.

AsFELD, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardennes, cap. cant., arr. and 11 m. W.S.W.
Bethel. P. 1151. Known in history by the de-
feat of the Normans in 883.

Asfordby, a pa. of Engl., co. Leicester, 2J m.
W. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1210. P. 485.

AsGARBY, two pas., England.—I. co. Lincoln,

pts. Kesteven, 2^ m. S.E. Sleaford. Ac 838. P.
83.—II. same co., pts. Lindsey, 4 m. N.N.W.
SpUsby. Ac 838. P. 80.

Ash, several pas. of England.—I. co. Kent, on
the Stour, 5 m. E.N.E. Wingham. Ac 6871. P.
2039.—II. same co., 3^ m. N.N.W. Wrotham. Ac.
3023. P. 587.—III. CO. Surrey, 4| m. N.E. Fam-
ham. Ac. 12,273. P. 4174.—IV. co. Hants, 5 m.
E.N.E. Whitchurch. Ac. 2107. P. 145.—V. a
hamlet, co. Devon, pa. of Trowley, 7 m. E.S.E.
Oakhampton. In its mansion-house the g^eat
Duke of Marlborough was bom, a.d. 1650.

ASHAMPSTEAD, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 10
m. W.N.W. Heading. Ac 2057. P. 385.

AsHANGi, two lakes of Abyssinia, in the S. part
of the table-land of Tigre. The larger is called

Tzado Bahri or "White Sea," the smaller lake
Machakh.
AsHANTEE, a country of Africa, and the most

powerful native state of Upper Guinea, between
lat. 6° and 8° N. ; Ion. 0" and 3° W. S. limit is

60 m. from the Gulf of Guinea. P. 1,000,000. (?)
It is mountainous, well watered, & healthy in the
more elevated districts. Chief rivers Volta & As-
sinie. Products maize, miUet, dhourra, rice, yams,
tobacco, the sugar-cane, cocoa, the pine-apple, &
other fine fruits, dye-woods, gums, and timber.

Exports gold dust and palm oil. The Inhabitants
are courageous, intelligent, and excel in several

manufs. Chief town and seat of trade, Coomassie.
AsH-BocKUfG, a pa. of Engl., co. Suffolk, 5 m.

S.E. Needham Market. Ac 1408. P. 324.

AsHBORNE or ASHB0RN, a market town and pa.

of Engl., CO. and 12J m. N.W. Derby. Ac of pa.

7932. P. 5078. Manufs. of cotton fabrics and
lace, and an active trade in malt and cheese.—II.

a vill., Ireland, co. Meath, 14 m. N.N.W. Dublin.
AsHBRiTTLE, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 5J

m. W. Wellington. Ac 2489. P. 525.

AsuBURNHAM, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4
m, W. Battle. Ac. 3648. P. 844.

AsHBUBToN, a pari, bor., market town, and pa.

of Engl., CO. Devon, 16 m. S.W. Exeter, and 192
m. W.S.W. London. Ac 6936. P. 3062. Alt. 245

ft It has woollen mills. It was, in 1838, consti-

tuted one of the four stannary towns of Devon.
Bor. returns 1 mem. to H. of C. Eeg. elect. 450.

Birthplace of Lord Ashburton, & the poet Gifford.

AsHBUBY, two pas. of England.—I. co. Berks,

5^ m. N.W. Lamboume. Ac. 5520. P. 742.—IL co.

Devon, 4 m. S.W. Hatherleigh. Ac. 1700. P. 80.

AsHBY, numerous pas. of Engl.—I. co. Norfolk,
7 m. S.E. Norwich. Ac 487. P. 257.—II. co.

Suffolk, 5 m. N.W. Lowestoft Ac. 1109. P. 70.

III. (bt/ Partney), Lincoln, 2 m. E. SpUsby. Ac
1210. P. 148.—IV. iCanon), co. Northampton, 7
m. W.N.W. Towcester. Ac 2600. P. 220.—V.
{CastleX same co., 7 m. E.S.E. Northampton. Ac.
1926. P. 183.—VI. (Cold), same co., 11 m. N.N.W.
Northampton. Ac 1940. P. 446.—VII. (tfe la

Laund\ co. Lincoln, pts. Kesteven, 5 m. N. Slea-

ford. Ac. 2880. P. 176.—Vni. {FolvUle), co.

Leicester, 5 m. S.W. Melton-Mowbray. Ac 3013.

P. 450.—rX. (Magna), same co^ 31 m. N.E.
Lutterworth. Ac 1720. P. 315.—X. adjoioa
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the above, 2J m. N.W. Lutterworth. Ac. 1357.

P. 160.—XI. (JPnerorum\ Lincoln, 6 m. N.E.
Horncastle. Ac. 1620. V.lAS).—Xll.{StLeger's\
Northampton, 3 m. N. Daventry. Ac. 2050. P.
300.—XIII. ( West), Lincoln, 1| m. N. Horncastle.

Ac. 1590. P. 503.—XIV. {vnth Fenby), co. Lin-
coln, pts. Lindsey, 5 m. S.S.W. Great Grimsby.
Ac. 1675. P. 274.—XV. {with Obey), co. Norfolk,

near Acle. Ac. 1408. P. 96.—X Vl. (Mears), co.

Northampton, 3 m. W.S.W. Wellingboro'. Ac.
1890. P. 525.

AsHBY-DE-LA-ZoiTCH, a market town and pa. of

England, co. and 15J m. N.W. Leicester, near
Midland railway. Ac. of pa. 8097. P. 6958.
Alt. 432 feet. It has a ruined castle, where Mary
Queen of Scots was imprisoned. Manufs. hosiery,

hats, bricks, and iron-smelting works.
AsiiCHUKCH, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,

2J m. E.N.E. Tewkesbury, on North-Westem
raUway. Ac. 4201. P. 771.

Asiicombe:, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.
E. Chudleigh. Ac. 1932. P. 212.

AsHcorr, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4 m.
W.S.W. Glastonbury. Ac. 2272. P. 817.
AsHDON, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3i m.

N.E. Saffron-Walden. Ac. 4969. P. 1235. Four
mounds in this pa., reputed to be sepulchi-es of

the Danes, mark the supposed site of Canute's
victory over Edmund Ironside, in 1016.
AsHDOWN Forest, one of the great Sussex

forests, 5 m. S.E. Grinstead, in the Weald. Ex-
tends over 18,000 ac. Composed chiefly of pine,

fir, and beech trees.

Ashe, a co. of the U.S., N. America, N.W. part
of North Carolina. Area 760 sq. m. P. 7565 free,

301 slaves.

AsHELDHAM, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4 m.
S.S.E. BradweU. Ac. 2398. P. 212.

AsiffiLWORTH, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m. N.
Glo'ster, on the Severn. Ac. 1710. P. 547.
Ashen, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2i m. S.W.

Clare. Ac. 1498. P. 344.

AsHENDON, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 5 m.
N. Thame. Ac. 1790. P. 325.
AsHFiELD, two pas. of England.—I. co. Suffolk,

2 m. E. Debenham. Ac. 1565. P. 306.—II.
(Great), same co., 6i m. N.N.W. Stowmarket.
Ac. 1546. P. 408.

AsHFORD, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Kent, 12^ m. S.W. Canterbury, and 53 m.
from London. The South-Eastem railway has a
station here. Ac. of pa. 2786. P. 6950.
AsHFOED, several pas., etc., of England.—I. co.

Middlesex, 2 m. E. of Staines. Ac. 1378. P. 784.
—II. CO. Devon, on the Taw, 2 m. N.W. Barn-
staple. Ac. 359. P. 157.—III. a chapelry, co.

Derby, pa. and 2 m. N.W. Bakewell. P. 829.
The Wey is here crossed by three stone bridges,
and on the river banks are mUls for cutting black
marble, obtained in the vicinity.—IV. (^Bowdler),
a pa., CO. Salop, 3J m. S. Ludlow. Ac. 675. P.
106.—^V. {Carboneir), adjoining the above. Ac.
1478. P. 282.

AsHFORD, a township of the U.S., North Ame-
rica, Connecticut, 30 m. E. Hartford. . P. 2651.

AsHiLL, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
N.W. Watton. Ac. 2990. P. 696. The poor
here have a right of pasture on a common of 43
acres.—II. a pa., co. Somerset, 3 m. N.W. Ilmin-
ster. Ac. 1790. P. 445.
AsHiNGDON, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2 m.

N. Rochford. Ac. 1165. P. 99.

AsHiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

2J m. E.S.E. Ilchester. Ac. 554. P. 57.—II.
ft pa., CO. Sussex, 5 m. N.N.W. Stcyning. Ac.
1430. P. 223.

AsHKiuK, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Roxburgh and
Selkirk, 3J m. S. Selkirk. Ac. 11,801. P. 578.

Ashland, a co. of the U.S., North America, in

N. part of Ohio. Area 342 sq. m. P. 22,951.—
II. Wisconsin. P. 515.

AsHLEWOETH, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.
N.N.W. Gloucester. Ac. 1710. P. 547.

Ashley, a co. of the U.S., North America, in

the S.E. of Arkansas, cap. Fountain Hill. Area
about 870 sq. m. P. 4829 free, 3761 slaves.

Intersected by the Bartholomew Bayou river

(navigable for steamers). Products, cotton, maize,

and tobacco.
Ashley, several pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-

thampton, 4J m. W. Rockingham. Ac. 1190. P.
348.—II. CO. Hampshire, 3 m. S.E. Stockbridge.

Ac. 1857. P. 104.—III. CO. Stafford, 7 m. N.E.
Eccleshall. Ac. 2860. P. 870.—IV. co. WHts, 4^
m. N. Malmesbury. Ac. 964. P. 90.—V. (cum-
Sylverley), co. Cambridge, 3 m. S.E. Newmarket.
Ac. 2143. P. 509.

Ashmanhaugh, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

6 m. S.S.E. North Walsham. Ac. 700. P. 136.

Ashmanswoeth, a pa. of England, co. Hants,
7 m. W.S.W. Kingsclere. Ac. 1808. P. 201.

Ashmoee, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 4 m.
S.E. Shaftesbury. Ac. 2335. P. 254.

AsHMUNEiN, a town of Egypt. [Eschmunein."J
Asholt or AiSHOLT, a pa., Engl., co. Somerset,

6J m. W.S.W. Bridgewater. Ac. 1252. P. 181.

AsHOVER, a pa. and vill. of England, co. Derby,
5i m. S.W. Chesterfield. Ac. 11,290. P. 3286.

Manufs. cottons, worsteds, and stockings.

AsHOW, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m. N.N.E.
Warwick, on the Avon. Ac. 1012. P. 149.

AsHPERTON, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 5
m. N.W. Ledbury. Ac. 1741. P. 534.

AsHPRiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2

m. S.E. Totness. Ac. 2790. P. 637.

Ash-Peiors, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6

m. N.W. Taunton. Ac. 635. P. 207.

AsHEAF, a town of Persia. [Usheuff.]
AsHREiGNEY or Ring's Ash, a pa., Engl., co.

Devon, 4 m. S.W. Chumleigh. Ac. 5663. P. 842.

Ashridge, a hamlet of Engl., pa. Pitstone, 2 m.
N.W. Chesham. Edward i. held a parliament here.

Ashta, a town of Hindostan, Gwalior domi-
nions, 63 m. E.S.E. Oojein.

Ashtabula, a co. of the U.S., N. America. N.E.
part of Ohio state, on Erie Lake. P. 31,814.

Ashtabula, a town of U.S., North America, on
the Cleveland and Erie railway. P. 12,000,

Ashtaroth, an anc. city of Syria, named in

Scripture as the cap. of "Og, king of Bashan,
identified with Tell Ashtereh, pash. Damascus, in

the plain of Hauran, 5 m. W. Mezarib.

AsHTEAD, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, IJ m.
S.W. Epsom. Ac. 2522. P. 729.

AsHTOLA (the Carine of Nearchus), an unin-
habited island of the Indian Ocean, lat. 25° 8' N.

;

Ion. 63° 48' E., 12 m. from the Mekran coast,

Beloochistan. It abounds with turtle.

AsHTON, several pas., etc., of England.—I. co,

Devon, 4 m. N. Chudleigh. Ac. 1709. P. 347.

Manganese mines are wrought in this parish.

—

II. CO. and 6 m. S. Northampton, on North-Wes-
tem railway. Ac. 1290. P. 374.—III. (Cold),

CO. Gloucester, 4\ m. N. Bath. Ac. 2300. P.

503.^IV. (in Mackerjield), a township, co. Lan-
caster, pa. Winwick, 2J m. N.W. Newton. Ac.
5557. P. 6566, employed in cotton manufs., iron-

works, and collieries.—V. (Keynes), a pa., co.

Wilts, on a branch of the Thames, 4 m. W. Crick-

lade. Ac. 3820. P. 1382.—VI. (Long), apa., co.

Somerset, 3 m. S.W. Bristol. Ac. 4237. P. 2000.—^VII. (upon-Mersey), co. Chester, 3 m. N.E.
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Altringham. Ac. 3592. P. 4507.—VIII. (.S'^eepfe),

CO. Wilts, 3 m. E. Trowbridge. Ac 6789. P. 1767.

It has petty sessions.

Ashtox-undek-Lyne, a parL bor., town and
pa. of England, co. Lancaster, on the Tame, 6J
m. by raSway E.N.E. Manchester. Ac of pa,

9300
;
pop. of do. 66,801 ; do. of bor. 33,917. Alt

187 feet It has a church of the time of Henry v^
market-house, assembly-rooms, theatre, mecha-
nics' institute, and places of worship for Metho-
dists, Baptists, Unitarians, Eoman Catholics,

Moravians, and Jews. It is well placed for

manufacturing industry, coal being plentiful, and
canals from Manchester, Huddersfield, & Derby-
shire, meeting in the parish. It has extensive

cotton mills, woollen mills, a silk factory, calico

printing, bleaching, dyeing, machine and brick-

making works, and many collieries. Stout ging-

hams and printed caUcoes are the principal goods
woven. Cotton yams of the finer kinds are spun
both in the <own and- in Staleybridge, which is

partly in the pa., and comprised in the parL bor.

Ashton was formerly a municipality ; at present

its gov. is exercised by the co. magistrates, who
hold weekly sessions here. It sends one member
to House of Commons. Eeg. elect. (1864) 786.

AsHURST, a pa., Engl., co. Kent, 3 m. W. Tun-
bridge Wells. Ac 891. P. 247.—II. a pa., co.

Sussex, 3 m. N. Steyning. Ac 2355. P. 374.

AsHWATEK, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6 m.
S.S.E. Holsworthy. Ac 8587. P. 803.

AsH\VELL, a pa., Engl., co. Herts, 3J m. N.N.E.
Baldock. Ac 3852. P. 1507. Within \ m. of the
vUl. are traces of a Eoman camp.—II. a pa., co.

Eutland,3|m.N.N.E. Oakham. Ac 1799. P. 206.

AsHWELTHROPE, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

3i m. S.E. Wymondham. Ac. 959. P. 409.

AsHwiCK, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3 m.
N.E. Shepton Mallett Ac. 1525. P. 778.

AsHwicKEN, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 41
m. E.S.E. Lj-nn Eegis. Ac 1282. P. 108.

AsHWORTH, a chapelry of England, co. Lancas-
ter, pa. Middleton, 3J m. W. Eochdale. Ac. 1022.
P. 233.

Asia, the largest connected mass of land on
the globe, the nucleus of the old world and the
cradle of the human race, is distinguished by the
massive grandeur of its table-lands and moun-
tains, its arid steppes and fertile regions. It

comprises all the countries to the east of Europe
and Northern Africa, and extends, with its

islands, between lat 10° S., and 78° N. ; Ion. 26°

and 190° E. (170° W.) From the central mass
several extensive peninsulas and headlands
project on the E., S., and W^ with many clustera
of contiguous islands. Asia is separated by a
short sea distance from America on the N.E>, and
Australia on the S.E. ; it is connected with Airica
by the isthmus of Suez on the S.W., and con-
terminous with Europe on the W. by an exten-
sive boundary line formed by the Uralian and
Caucasian mountains. Its whole area is sup-
posed to amount to upwards of 16,930,038 sq. m.,
and its population to 652,500,000. (7) Table-lands
and mountains. The central portion of the con-
tinent or High Asia is occupied by a vast table-
land which descends in abrupt terraces or gentle
slopes to the plains. It forms east and west-
em systems, differing in extent and elevation.

—

1. The Eastern table-land comprises Tibet, Mon-
golia, and the Gobi desert, 5000 to 12,000 ft. above
the sea, between the Bolor Mts. on the W., and
<h6 plain of Mantchuria on the E., the plain of
Liberia on the N., and the Himalayas and Mts.
of Northern China on the S. The 'N. and N.W.
elope of the highland is determined by the chains

of the Thian Shan, the Altai, part of the Tab-
lonoi and Baikal Mts. From the snow-covered
crests of these gigantic ranges the region sinks
gradually N. to the steppes and mossy tundras
on the shores of the Icy Sea, These border
Mts. have a mean height of 9000 to 10,000 feel

,

but isolated peaks rise much higher. They form
the boundary between the largest empires in the
world, Eussia and China ; and define a limit be-
tween the dissimilar regions of the N. and S.

The N., a hilly region, well watered, and wooded
with the dark stone-pine and pitch-fir, is, in
winter, covered with deep snow, whence are fed
the vast sources of the Yenesei. The S. poorly
watered and increasing in aridity as it enters the
Gobi on the W., has its lower slopes covered with
larch, and its upper steppes with the rhododen-
dron. 2. The Western, comprising the table-land

of Iran or Persia, the plateaux of Armenia and
Asia Minor, from the Indus on the E. to the
Levant and the Black Sea on the W. ; bounded
N. by the low plains of Bokhara, the desert of

Khiva, the Caspian Sea and the Caucasus ; and
on the S. by the terraced slopes of Beloochistan,
Persian Gulf, and the valley of the Tigris and
Euphrates. These table-lands, which meet in
the Bolor mountains, near Ion. 70° E., extend in

all about 5500 miles in length by 2000 in breadth,
or more than one-third of the continent. From
the range of the Bolor mountains, which extend
from N. to S. between the vaUeys of the Oxus
and the Indus, separating the Eastern from the
Western table-lands, there spring in a direc-

tion from N. to E. four parallel chains of moun-
tains—the Thian-Shan, Altai, Kcenlcn, and
Himalaya, which constitute the skeleton of
eastern High Asia, and form portions of the table-
land, apart from which they have no existence.

[See under these heads.'] The Himalaya, the
most elevated and stupendous system in the
world, has a length of 1500 and a breadth of 150
miles ; its mean height is 16,000 to 18,000 feet,

and Mount Everest the highest ascertained point
on the globe, is 29,002 feet above the sea. PetUn-
sulas.—1. The vast region of Arabia, the W.most
of the three great peninsulas of Southern Asia, is

rather African than Asiatic in its character. Its

interior is an elevated table-land rising to 6000
or 8000 feet. 2. India, the great central penin-
sula, is separated from the eastern table-land by
the Himalaya and the valley of the Ganges. 3.

The south-eastern peninsula, or India beyond
the Ganges, including Burma, Siam, Cochin
China, and the sub-peninsula of Malaysia. 4.

The peninsula of Corea on the E. ; and 5. Kamt-
chatka, the N. E. peninsula. The rich mineral
products of Asia have been known from remote
antiquity. Precious stones are abundant. Ame-
thysts, topazes, and rock-crystals are found in
the Altai, Himalaya, and Ural mountains ; came-
lians and agates in W. India; beryl and lapis

lazuli near Lake Baikal ; sapphires and rubies
in Ceylon; diamonds in Deccan, Borneo, and
Ural mountains. Volcanic products are foimd
near Mount Taurus, in Armenia, W. Anatolia,
and in Japan and Sunda isl. ; steatite, asbestos,

and kaolin or fine porcelain clay, in China and
Japan; talc in Siberia ; coals in Hindostan and
Cluna; rock-salt in the Ural mountains, N.
China, and Turkey ; gold or gold-dust in various
localities ; mercury in China and Japan ; copper
and iron in the Ural mountains ; and lead in Da-
uria, China, Armenia. Fossil shells are found.in
great quantities at an elevation of 16,000 to

18,000 feet in Tibet, n^anunalian remains in the
lower Himalaya, and the alluvial soil of Siberia
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Is full of bones of extinct quadrupeds. Plains,

Steppes, and Deserts.—1. The plain of W. Siberia,

the largest in Asia, is bounded W. by the Ural

mountains, E. by the basin of the Yeuesei, S. by
the Kirghiz and other steppes which separate it

from the basin of the Aral Sea and the Altai

mountains. 2. The plain of the Aral, in the great

basin of the continental streams, forms part of the

greatest depression on the globe, in which the

Caspian is 85 feet below the level of the Black Sea.

3. The valley of Cashmere, the most interesting

and beautiful spot on earth, 5500 feet above the

sea, and girdled with mountains. 4. The plain

of the Ganges, at the foot of the Himalaya, 900
miles in length, fertile and densely populated.

6. The Indo-Chinese and Chinese lowlands, well

watered, fertile, and populous. 6. The lowland
of Syria, watered by the Euphrates and Tigris.

Islands.—Ceylon, a pendant of India. The islands

of Malaysia, the Sunda islands, Moluccas, Philip-

pines, Formosa, Loo Choo, Hainan, Chusan, and
the Kurile islands. Lakes.—Caspian Sea, Sea of

Aral, Baikal, Balkash, Kosgol, Tengri-Nor, Koko-
Nor, Issik-Kul, Urumiah, Van, Dead Sea, lake of

Tiberias. Rivers.—On the N. the Obi, Yenesei,
Lena, and Kolima ; E. the Anadyr, Amur, Whang
Ho, Yangste-Kiang, Canton river, Cambodia
and Menam ; S. the Irawaddy, Brahmapootra,
Ganges, Godavery, Taptee, Nerbudda, Indus

;

W. Kizil Irmak, Sihoon, and Orontes. To the
vast inland basin of the contnential streams
which do not reach the sea, belong the Volga and
Ural, the Sir-Daria and Amoo-Daria or Jihon.
The zoology of the N. of Asia partakes of the
character of that of N. Europe. In the central

and southern countries the characteristic animals
are the elephant, rhinoceros, Bengal tiger, camel,
auroch, yak, musk-deer, argal, & Tibetan goat ; it

is believed that all the domestic animals of Europe
have been originally derived from Asia. Asia has
comparatively a less variety of birds and reptiles

than of quadrupeds, but the cassowary, bus-
tard, pheasant, domestic fowl, and other galli-

naceous birds are abundant; and among rep-
tiles, the Indian python, the cobra-de-capella or
spectacle snake, the gavial or crocodile of the
Ganges, are formidable in the highest degree.
Climate and Vegetation.—Asia exhibits every
variety of climate, from the intense cold of

the Arctic regions to the burning heat of the
torrid zone ; as compared to Europe it is conti--

nental, and therefore excessive. It is divided
by its mountain chains into three climatic zones,

ranging from N. to S. The limit of constantly
frozen ground includes the continent from the
White Sea to the Sea of Okhotsk, between the

parallels of 55° and 65° N. : and the Northern
limit of grain, which in Europe rises to the parallel

of 70°, sinks to 60° in Central Asia. The central

zone, comprising the elevated table-land of the
interior, exposed to northerly winds and shut
out from the S., is generally cold and dry.

From W. to E. it is traversed by a part of the
great rainless belt of the old world, including the
N. of Arabia, part of Persia and the desert Gobi
on Shamo, where rain falls only at wide intervals.

This is the climate of European and tropical

grains and fruits. In its northern part it is cha-
racterized by extensive forests of deciduous trees,

willow, birch, Siberian pine, larch, oak, lime—and
vast meadows ; the cereals are wheat, oats, barley,

rye, millet; also hops, hemp, flax, and tobacco.
The bread line, or the boundary within which
the bread plants thrive, includes rye, oats, and
potatoes, to lat. 48° N. Eice in E. Asia from
the equator to 40° N. Barley in Kamtchatka to

60°, on the Yenesei 58°, and in Lapland 70° N.
The northern limit of the vine crosses this zone
from the N. extremity of the Yellow Sea to the
Caspian. S. of it the prevailing plants are maize,
rice, camphor, almond, apricot, and peach. Persia
and Asia Minor are characterized by the fig,

citron, and walnut ; the tea-shrub, camphor tree,

and the orange, are characteristic of China and
Japan; and the olive of W. Asia, S. of the
Caucasus. The Southern zone, which includes
all the countries S. of the central highlands, has
a summer heat reaching to 80° Fahr., and being
within the district of the S.W. monsoon rains, it

is exposed to excessive precipitation from April
to October. The annual rain-faU varies from 70
inches in the Deccan to 66 at Calcutta, 52 at
Madras, 78 at Bombay, and from 300 to 600
inches in the mountains. This is the climate
of tropical grains, palms, and bananas : in this

zone Arabia is characterized by the date-palm,
and the aromatic plants : India and the Eastern
Archipelago, by rice, cotton, indigo, opium, the
palm tribe, and the bread-fruit tree : Ceylon by
cinnamon ; and the Moluccas by the clove, nut-
meg, pepper, and ginger. Asia is considered
the cradle of the human race, whence the various
nations and tribes have issued to people the
other parts of the world. The number of
foreigners who have migrated to and settled iu
Asia, is small compared to those who have
left it. The races inhabiting Asia may be
divided into—1. The Semitic, including Syrians,
Jews, Arabs, and the descendants of the ancient
Chaldeans or Aramaeans. 2. The Persian Kurds,
Ossetes, Armenians, Georgians, Mingrelians. 3.

The Turks, forming a numerous race iu central
Asia. 4. The Samoiedes, N. Asia. 6. The Mon-
gols, Buriats, Kalmucks, Tungooses, and other
tribes in N.E. Asia. 6. The Japanese & Chinese.
7. The Malays, inhabiting Malaysia and the isls.

of the Eastern Archipelago. The political divi-
sions of Asia include six empires, China, Russia,
Britain, Persia, Turkey, and Arabia. [Arabia,
China, etc.] The British possessions are chiefly

in India, or the peninsula within the Ganges.
The Portuguese, whose settlements were formerly
numerous, have preserved only Goa, Damaun,
Macao, and a few others. The French possess
Pondicherry, a settlement on the coast of Mala-
bar, and Cochin China. The Dutch occupy Java,
Sumatra, the Moluccas, etc.

Asia Isles, a low and wooded group of Malay-
sia, E. of Gilolo. Lat 1° N. ; Ion. 131° 17' E.

AsiAGO, a town of Northern Italy, deleg. Vi-
cenza, cap. of the dist. termed the " Seven Com-
munes," inhabited by a race of German descent,

22 m. N. Vicenza. P. of the town 5840. It is

celebrated for the manufacture of straw hats and
all sorts of carpenters' work.
Asia Minor or Anatolia, an oblong peninsula

which forms the west of Asia, extending between
lat. 36° and 42° N. ; Ion. 26" 4' and 41° E., having E.

Armenia and Mesopotamia, S. Syria and the Medi-
terranean, W. the .ffigean Sea, and N. the Sea of

Marmora and Black Sea. Length about 700 m.,

greatest width 400 m. P. 10,700,OOO.C?) Area with
Cyprus, 208,370 sq. m. The country is eminently
mountainous, the area of elevated surface exceed-
ing that of plains by nearly twenty times. Near its

centre the mean height of the table-land is 3280
feet. This plateau forms a long broad band,

crossing the peninsula from N.W. to S.E., and
contains the greatest amount of plain surface, all

the rest being an agglomeration of mountains,

extending from N.W. to S.E., from which lateral

branches cross the country in aU directions. The
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highest chains meet in the S., where the Taurus
range (mean height 9800 feet) rises in Argis
Dagh (mount Argaeus) to 13,197 feet. Near the

N. coast the Olympus range is 6332 feet ; this con-
tinued by the Murad Dagh and the Emir Dagh
on the S.E., forms the longest chain in the penin-
sula. The coasts are bold, and present many
fine inlets. These are the Gulfs of Adalia and
Makri, on the S. ; those of Symi, Kos, Scala-
Nova, Smyrna, and Adramyti, on the W. ; and
Ismid and Sinope, on the N. coast. Chief rivers,

the Kizil-Irmak (anc. Halysy, YeshU-Irmak, and
Sakaria (anc. Iris and Sangariiis\ flowing into

the Black Sea ; the Kodus, Grimalld, and Men-
dere (anc. Hermus, Caicus, and Meandery, into the
^gaean ; the Sihiin and jyhoon (anc. Sarus and
Pyramusy, into the Mediterranean ; and the Eu-
phrates, forming the E. frontier. There are
many lakes, some fresh, but mostly salt. Lake
Tiiz-gul, the largest, is 50 m. by 15 m., and 3000
feet above the sea. Its water contains 32 per
cent, of saline matter. The minerals comprise
copper, silver, lead, iron ; alum, nitre, and rock-
salt; but mining is carried on only to a small
extent. The climate of Anatolia has been cele-

brated for its excellence in all ages. The moun-
tains are covered with forests of oaks, beeches,
planes, and ash.. The flora is very beautiful, and
evergreens, myrtle, bay, laurel and holly abound.
Eice, bai-ley, maize, sugar, cotton, indigo, tobacco,
opium, and most of the products of S. Europe
flourish. Sheep, goats, and horses are of excel-
lent breeds, and the cat of Angora yields fine

sDken hair. Exports, wool, silk, gall-nuts, skins,

furs, cochineal, madder, spunge, and meershaum
clay. Manufs. leather, carpets, cotton & woollen
stuffs. Asia Minor is divided into the pashaUcs
of Anatolia, ItshU, Karamania, Sivas, Marash,
and a part of Trebizond. Principal cities, Smyrna,
Brusa, Trebizond, Katayah, Angora, Konieh
(anc. Iconiumy, and Kaisariyeh (anc. Cxsared),
with Scutari, opposite Constantinople. Smyrna,
Trebizond, and Brusa, are the principal seats of
commerce ; but all around the coasts Sire small
ports, where fairs and markets for the produce of
the inland districts are held. The name Anatolia
was given to the country imder the Byzantine
emperors, and is retained by the modem Turks.
In ancient times it was the seat of the kingdoms
of Troy and Lydia, and afterwards formed a pro-
consulship under the Romans; and ruins scat-
tered over almost every portion of its surface,

attest its former wealth and prosperity. The
present population consists mainly of Ottoman
Tiirks ; the other people are Gree^ Armenians,
Jews, Koords, wandering Arabs, and a few Zin-
gari or gypsies. The Asia of the New Testa-
ment Scriptures refers to a Eoman prov. which
embraced the W. part of the peninsula of Asia
Minor, and of which Ephesus was the capital.

Asiatic or East. Archipelago. [Malaysia.]
AsiGLiANO, a town of North Italy, prov. No-

vara, circ. VercellL P. 3383.
AsiJLVGOMY, a lake in Upper Canada, in lat. 48°

35' N. ; Ion. 85" 30* W. It is about 12 m. long
and 3 m. broad, and discharges itself into the
E. extremity of Lake Superior by a stream 36
m. long.

AsDfALUNGA Or SiNA LoNGA, a town of North
Italy, prov. Siena, circ. Montepulciano. P. 8330.
On railway to Siena. Picturesquely situated on
the hUls bordering the Val di Chiana.

AsiNAR-i. Asinaria, a small isl. of the Mediter-
ranean, N.W. Sardinia, inhabited by a few fisher-
men. Extensive coral banks.
AsKALON, a seaport town of Palestine, pash.

Acre, on the Mediterranean, at the mouth of the
Sorek, 37 m. W.S.W. Jerusalem, with a port for

small vessels. The ancient city is quite deserted,

and has only ruins of a Roman amphitheatre. In
remote antiqmty Askalon was a principal city of

the Phoenicians, and it played a memorable part
in the struggles of the crusades. Its defences were
finally destroyed by Saladin in the 12th century.

Ask or Asek, a town of Persia, prov. Mazande-
ran, at the S.E. foot of Mount Demavend, in a
nook shut in by its spurs, 5900 feet above the sea,

and 60 m. S.W. SarL
AsKEATON, a town and pa. of Ireland, prov.

Munster, co Limerick, on the Deel, 2 m. from its

confluence with the Shannon, and 17 m. W.S.W.
Limerick. Ac. of pa. 6478. P. 2736 ; of town, 1637.

The Deel is navigable up to the town for vessels

of 60 tons.

AsKERX or AsKEKNE, a township of England,
CO. York, West Riding, on railway, 7 m. N.N.W.
Doncaster. Ac. 800. P. 379. Sulphur baths.

AsKERSCifD, a town of Sweden, laen and 27 m.
S.W. Orebro, at the N. extremity of Lake Wetter.
P. 1256. Transit trade in grain, fish, and tobacco.

AsKERS^vELL, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 4
m. E. Bridport. Ac. 1161. P. 223.

AsKHAM, a pa. of England, co. Westmoreland, on
the Lowther, 5 m. S. Penrith. Ac. 4327. P. 503.

AsKHAM, two pas. of England, co. York.—I.

{Brmn\ 4 m. W.S.W. York. Aa 1920. P. 362.—
II. {Richard), a pa. adjoining the above, 2J S.W.
York. Ac. 960. P. 235.

AsKOE, a small isl. of Denmark, in the Great
Belt, 2 m. off the N. coast of Laaland. Lat. 54"

54' 17" N. ; Ion. 11° 29' 40" E.
AsKRiGG, a market-town of England, co. York,

North Riding, on the Ure, 15 m. S.W. Richmond.
Ac. 4741. P. 668. It has lead mines.
AsLACKBT, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, IJ m.

S. Folkingham. Ac. 3934. P. 534.

AsLACTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
W.S.W. St Mary Stratton, on Eastern Union rail-

way. Ac. 1194. P. 356.—II. a chapelry, co. Notts,

pa. Whatton, 2J m. N.E. Bingham. P. 410. Arch-
bishop Cranmer was bom here in 1489.

AsLiNG, a vill. of the Tirol, circ. Brixen, gov.
and 5J m. S.W. Lienz. P. 1285.

AsMANNSHAUSEX, a vUl. of Germany, Nassau,
on rt. b. of the Rhine, 2 m. N.W. Rudesheira.
AsMiLDKLOSTER, a vill. of Denmark, North

Jutland, on E. side of Wiborg Lake.
AsxAGO, a viU. of North Italy, prov., circ, and

8 m. S. of Como. P. 620.

AsjjiiRES, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.
Seine, arr. St Denis, cant. Nanterre, on the rail-

way from Paris to Versailles. P. 3213.—II. a
comm. and vill., Charente Inferieure. P. 1389.

—

III. (Sur Oise) a comm. and vilL, dep. 8eine-et-
Oise, arr. Pontoise. P. 875.

AsoLA, a fortified town of Northern Italy, prov.
Brescia, 19 m. W.N.W. Mantua, cap. dist, on the
Chiese. P. 5441. Manufs. silk twist
AsoLO, a fortified town of Northern Italy,

deleg. and 19 m. N.W. Treviso. P. 4700.

AsoNE, AsoTui, a river of Central Italy, enters
the Adriatic 7 m. S.E. Fermo ; course 30 miles.

Asopus, a river of Greece, rises S. Thebes,
flows E., and enters the Channel of Egripos, 23
m. E. Thebes, length about 24 miles.

AspALL, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6 m. S.

Eye. Ac. 834. P. 156.

AspATRiA, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 7
m. N.E. Maryport. Ac. 9048. P. 2305. It has
a station on the Maryport and Carlisle railway.

AspE, a town of Spain, Valencia, prov. and 20
m. W. Alicante. P. 6744.
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AsPEDEN, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 1 m.

S.W. Buntingford. Ac. 1351. P. 577.

AsPEREN, a town of the Netherlands, S. Hol-
land, on the Linge, 20 m. E.N.E. Dort. P. 950.

AsPERG or AsBERG, a town of Wurtemberg,
circ. Neckar, on rail, 8 m. N. Stuttgart. P. 1500.

AsPEBN or Gross-Asparn, a vill. of Austria, 5

m. E.N.E. Vienna. P. 680. Noted for the defeat

of Napoleon i. by the Austrians in 1809.

AspET, a town of France, dep. H.-Garrone,

cap. cant., 50 m. S.W. Toulouse. It has manufs.
of combs. P. 2457.

AspurwALL, Central America. PTavy Bay.]
AsPLEY-GuiSE, a pa. jf England, co. Bedford,

2 m. N.N.W. Wobum. Ac. 1936. P. 1437.

Aspra, a town of Central Italy, prov. Perugia,

circ. Kieti. P. 1312. Aspra Spita is a vill. of

Greece, on bay of same name in the gulf of

Corinth.

AsPKifeRES, a comin. and vill. of France, dep.

Aveyron, 14 m. N.N.E. VUlefranche. P. 1656.

AsPROMONTE (Fr. Apremonf), a town of France,
dep. Alpes Maritimes, 6 m. N. Nice. P. 1890.

AspRO-PoTAMO (" White River," Achelousy, the
largest river of the kingdom of Greece, rises in

Albania, 20 m. E.N.E. Janina, flows S.S.W., se-

parating Acamania on the W. from Eurytania,
Trichonia, and Etolia on the E., and enters the
Ionian Sea, 15 m. W. Missolonghi, length 140 m.
AspuLL, a township of England, co. Lancaster,

pa. and 3 m. N.E. Wigan. Ac. 1879. P. 4290.
Partly employed in adjacent coUieries.

Aspuzi, a town of Asia Minor, pash. Marash, 5
m. S. Malatiyah, of which it is the summer's resi-

dence, being on high ground- P. about 3000
families, mostly Armenians.
AssACA, a prov. of Africa, Gold Coast, with a

town of same name, dependent on, and 5 m. W.
Fort Orange. P. estimated at 2000 men.
AssAGO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Milano. P. 824.

Assam, a British prov. of Further India, pre-
sid. Bengal, comprising that portion of the valley
of the Brahmaputra between lat. 26° and 28° N.

;

Ion. 90° and 97° E., having N. the Himalaya,
separating it from Bootan and E. Tibet, S. the
Naga and Garras mountains, which divide it

from Burma and the Munneepoor territory, and
W. Bengal Area 21,805 sq. m. P. 710,000. (?)
Climate considered healthy as compared with
Bengal. Surface fertile, densely wooded, and
well watered, haAring, besides the Brahmaputra,
34 other rivers flowing through it. The growth
of the tea plant has made rapid progress. In
1862 there were under cultivation 13,222 acres,

employing 16,611 daily labourers. The estimated
crop was 1,788,737 lbs. There are now (1864) 160
tea plantations, owned by 60 companies and in-
dividuals, and the produce of Assam brings
higher prices in London than that of China. Other
products are rice, mustard, gold-dust, ivory, am-
ber, musk, sUver, iron, lead, and petroleum. Coal
deposits have been recently discovered in the
Caribari hills. Principal imports, broad-cloths,
Indian fabrics, salt, opium, glass, earthenware, to-

bacco and betel, from Bengal. Assam was ceded
to the British by the Burmese in 1826, and is

subdivided into 6 districts. Chief towns, Gher-
gong, Joorhath, and Gowhati.

AssARLO, a town of Turkey in Europe, Eumili,
on 1. b. of the Maritza, N. W. Adrianople.

AssARo, a comm. of the island Sicily, prov.
Catania, circ. Nicosia. P. 3267.
AssAYE or AssYE, a small town of Hindostan,

prov. Berar, in Nizam's doms., 28 m. N. Jaulna,
memorable as the place where the Duke of Wel-

lington (then General Wellesley) commenced his
career of victory, 23d Sept. 1803, by defeating
with 4500 men, the combined forces of Scindia
and the Nagpoor Baja, amounting to 60,000 men.
AsscHE, a town of Belgium, prov. South Bra-

bant, cap. cant., 8 m. N.W. Brussels. P., with
conun., 6300. Manufs. of linen and turned wares.

AssEMiNi, a town of the island Sardinia, prov.
and circ. CagliarL P. 1922.

AssEN, a town of the Netherlands, cap. prov.
Drenthe, on the Hoom-diep, and on railway 15iJ
m. S. Groningen. P. 6000.
AssENDELFT, a vill. of the Netherlands, North

Holland, 9J m. N.W. Amsterdam. P. 2300.
AssENEDE, a viU. of Belgium, prov. East Flan-

ders, cap. cant., 12J m. N.N.E. Ghent. P. 3700.
Manufs. woollens and cottons.

AssENHEiM, a town of Germany, Hessen-
Darmstadt, prov. Ober-Hessen, on the Nidda,
14 m. N.N.E. Frankfurt. P. 900.

AssENS, a maritime town of Denmark, island
Fuhnen, dist. and 20 m. S.W. Odense, on the
Little Belt. P. 3589. The ordinary port for
traffic between Fiihnen and Schleswig.
AssiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4 m.

N.W. Neyland. Ac. 2986. P. 747.

AssiNiBoiNE, a river of British North America,
N.W. territory, flowing into the S. extremity of

Lake Winnipeg. Chief afil. the Eed Eiver, near
the influx of which is the station Assiniboia.

AssiNiBOiNE, a fort on the Athabasca river,

North America, lat. 64° 20' N. ; Ion. 114° 3' W.
AssiNiE, a fort and vill. of Africa, Upper

Guinea, on the Ivory Coast, belonging to France.
Exports palm-oil, ivory and gold dust.

Assrsi, a town of Central Italy, deleg. and 13
m. S.E. Perugia. P. (1861) 14,033. It is the
sanctuary of early Italian art, is surrounded by
battlements, and has a lofty ruined citadel ; and
has been the see of a bishop since A.D. 240.

Manufs. of needles and files.

Asso, a vill. of N. Italy, deleg. and 8 m. N.E.
Como. P. 1400.—II. a town and fort, N.W.
coast of the isl. Cephalonia, 16 m. N. ArgostoU.

AssoLO, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov.
Cagliari, circ. Oristano. P. 674.

Asso-TAGii, one of the most remarkable of the
Salses or mud-volcanoes, in the peninsula of
Taman, Sea of Azov, Russia.
Assouan, Assowan, or Es-Souan (SyeneX a

town of Upper Egypt, on the E. bank of the Nile,

near the borders of Nubia, 110 m. S. Thebes, lat.

24° 5' 30" N.; Ion. 32° 55' E. It has ruins of a wall
and a mosque of Si/ene, and a trade in dates,

senna, charcoal, henna, wicker baskets, and slaves
from Abyssinia. Near it are granite quarries.

AssuAY, the most S. dep. of Ecuador, South
America, lat. 3° to 6° S. ; Ion. 70° to 80° W., having
N. and W. the deps. Guayaquil, S. Peru, and E.
Brazil. Area, with Quito, etc., 259,906 sq. m.
Comprises a part of the Andean Cordillera, and
the Upper basin of the Amazon river. Chief
towns, Cuen^a, Loxa, Jaca, and Bona. Produces
the cinchona bark. SUver mines at Los Azoques.
Assumption, one of the Marianne isls.. Pacific,

lat. 19° 41' N. ; Ion. 145° 27' E. ; 10 m. in circuit

;

summit 2026 feet high.—II. one of the Seychelles,
Indian Ocean, lat. 9° 46' S. ; Ion. 46° 34' E.—III.
a city of South America. [Asuncion.]
Assumption, a vill., Lower Canada, on river

of same name, 8 m. above its junction with the
St Lawrence, 14 m. N.N.E. Montreal
Assumption, a CO., U.S., N.America, Louisiana,

on the Mississippi. Area 396 sq. m. P. 7283 free,

8096 slaves. Cap. Assumption Court-House.
AssYNT, a marit. pa. of Scotland, co. Suther-
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land, bordering W. on the Minsli, and landward
on the COS. Ross and Cromarty. Ac. 100,000.

P. 3178. It is mountainous ; and on its N. side

is Loch Assynt, with the pa, church on its shore,

35 ni. W.N.W. Dornoch. In this district the Mar-
quis of Montrose was defeated and taken prisoner.

Assyria, the name of the first great empire of

antiquity celebrated in Scripture. Its limits are

not ascertained, but it appears to correspond
nearly to modem Kurdistan.
AsszoNYFALVA, a vill. of Austria, Transyl-

vania, gov. Marktschelken. P. 1850.

AsszoNYVASARA, a vill. of Hungary, co. Nord
Bihar, gov. and 9^ m. N.E. Dioszeg. P. 1170.

AsTAFFORT, a town of France, Lot-et-Garonne,
cap. cant., on the Gers, 9 m. S.E. Agen. P. 2434.

AsTARA, a river of Georgia, Talish, enters the
Caspian on its W. side, and has a Russian fort

of the same name on its bank, 3 m. from the sea,

on the boundary of Persia.

AsTARAK (Ashdalag), a viU., Eussian Armenia,
on the S. slope of Mt Ajaghez. P. Christians.

AsTBURY, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 1 m.
S.W. Congleton. Ac. 20,826. P. 19,351. There
are about 35 silk factories in the parish.

AsTEX, a vOl. of the Netherlands, prov. North
Brabant, 27 m. S.E. Bois-le-Duc P. 2882.
AsTERABAD, a town of Persia. rAsxRABAD.]
AsTERBY, a pa, of England, co. Lincoln, 5J m.

N. Homcastle. Ac. 620. P. 304.

AsTHALL, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 2i m.
E.S.E. Burford. Aa 1180. P. 424.

AsTi, Asta Pompeija, a city of North Italy,

Piedmont, near the confluence of the Borbore
with the Tanaro, 26^ m. E.S.E. Turin. P. (1862)
20,239, of comm. 30,717. It was celebrated in the
middle ages for industry and commerce, and has
a gothic cathedral, coUege, manufs. of .~ilk stuffs,

and an active trade. The country produces the
best wines in Piedmont; and contains many
mineral springs. Alfieri was bom here in 1749.

AsTiER (St), a comm. and town of Prance, cap.
cant. Dordogne, 9J m. S.W. Perigeux. P. 2879.
AsTLEY, several pas., etc., of England.—I. a

chapelry, co. Lancaster, pa. and 3 ra. E. Leigh.
Ac. 2628. P. 2109.—II. a pa., co. Warwick, 4 m.
W.S.W. Nuneaton. Ac. 2550. P. 332. The
castle, once the abode of the Marquis of Dorset,
father of Lady Jane Grey, is still habitable.—III.

CO. Worcester, 5 m. S. Bewdley. Ac. 2958. P. 864.
—IV. (Abbots), CO. Salop, 2 m. N. Bridgenorth,
and within the bounds of its bor. Ac. 3228. P. 668.
Aston, nmnerous pas. of England.—I. co.

Hereford, 3J m. S.W. Ludlow. Ac. 920. P. 34.

—II. CO. Herts, 2J m. S.E. Stevenage. Ac. 2052.
P. 639.—III. a vill., co. Warwick, 2 m. E.N.E.
Birmingham, on Grand Junction EaUway. Ac.
13,877. P. 94,995.—IV. (with ^M^A<a«), co.York,
West Biding, 6 m. S. Kotherham. Ac. 2915.
P. 1032. The poet Mason was rector of this pa.
—V. (^Abbots), CO. Bucks, 4 m. N.N.E. Alesbuiy.
Ac 2180. P. 311.—VI. iBlank), co. Glo'ster, 34
m. N.E. Northleach. Ac. 2250. P. 325.—VII.
iBotterell), co. Salop, 8 m. S.W. Bridgenorth.
Ac. 2238. P. 171.—VIII. {CarUlow\ co. War-
wick, 3i m. N.E. Alcester. Ac. 4300. P. 1055.—IX. (^Clintony, co. Bucks, 3 m. W. Tring. Ac.
3640. P. 1297.—X. {Flamville), co. Leicester, 2^
m. E.S.E. Hinckley. Ac. 4670. P. 1946.—
XL (Jnghani), co. Hereford, 4 m. N.E. Mitchel-
dean. Ac 2378. P. 568.—XIL (Z^-TFoZ/s), co.
Northampton, 7 m. N.N.E. Banbury. Ac. 1270.
P. 221.—XIII. (A'ortA), CO. Oxford, 2 m. S.E.
Deddington. Ac. 1272. P. 296.—XIV. (RowantX
in same co^ 3 m. S.E. Tetsworth. Ac 2980. P.
884.—XV. (Sandford), co. Bucks, 4 m. E.N.E.

AST
Thame. Ac. 669. P. 59. Scott, author of a
Commentary on the Bible, was rector of this pa.

—XVI. (Somerville), co. Glo'ster, 3 m. S.S.E.

Evesham. Ac 993. P. 105.—XVII. (Steeple),

CO. Oxford, 3^ m. S.S.E. Deddington. Ac 1870.

P. 736.—XVIIL (Sub-Edge), co. Glo'ster, 6 m.
S.E. Evesham. Ac. 755. P. 128.—XIX. (Tir-
rold), CO. Berks, 4 m. S.W Wallingford. Ac
1647. P. 395.—XX. (upon-Trent), co. and 6i m.
S.S.E. Derby. Ac 1710. F.5ol.—XX.I.(Whit«
Lady), co. Worcester, 5 m. N.W. Pershore. Ac.
760. P. 864.

AsTOR or Hasara, a river & fort of Central Asia,

the riv. atributary of the Indus N. of the Himalaya.
The fort in lat. 35° 16' N. ; Ion. 74° 44' E.
AsTORGA, Asturica Augusta, a town of Spain,

prov. and 26 m. W.S.W. Leon, on the Tuerto.
P. 3000. Manufs. of linen cloth and yam.
Astoria (Fort^George), a station of the Ore-

gon territory, U.S., North America, on the S. side

of the Columbia riv., near its mouth in the Pacific
Astrabad, a city of North Persia, cap. prov.

of same name, situated near the S.E. comer of

the Caspian Sea and Astrabad Bay. Lat. 36° 52'

N.; Ion. 54° 26' E. P. 4000.(?) The to^ra ia

called "the City of the Plague" from its un-
healthiness. Its trade is confined to exchange of
horses & sheep, for cotton, silk, & woollen fabrics.

Astrakhan or Astracan, a gov. and admini-
strative prov. of Russia, between lat. 45° and 49°

50* N. ; Ion. 43° 30' and 51° E., lying along the
N.W. coast of the Caspian Sea, having E., N^ and
W. the govs. Orenburg, Saratov, and the country
of the Don-Cossacks, S. and S.W. the Caucasua
and the Caspian Sea. Area 84,948 sq. m. P.

(1864) 453,575. The climate is excessive; mean
annual temp. 48°, summer 70°, winter 13° Fahr.
The Volga divides the prov. into two nearly equal
parts, which are mostly sandy deserts ; the delta

and banks of the rivers being alone productive,

and there the fruits of S. climates are raised. The
vine was introduced in the 17th century, and
fine grapes are raised in the vicinity of Astrakhan.
The produce of com is much below the wants of

the pop. Rearing of horses, cattle, and sheep,
sturgeon fishing, and procuring salt in the marshes
of the Steppes, are the chief branches of industry.

Above 30,000 barrels of caviar have been ex-
ported from Astrakhan in a single year. The
pop. comprises besides Russians, Tartars, Geor-
gians, Aimenians, Kirghis, Bokharese, Persians
and Hindoos. The gov. is divided into 4 circles

;

its cap., Astrakhan,is the only place of importance.
Astrakhan, a city of South Russia, cap. gov.

of same name, formerly cap. ol a Tartar kingdom,
bmlt on one of the islands formed by the Volga, at
its mouth in the Caspian Sea. Lat. 46° 21' N.

;

Ion. 48° 4' E. P. (1858) 44,790. Consists of a
citadel called the Kremlin, the city proper, and
suburbs. It has numerous churches and a cathe-
dral built by Peter the Great. The houses are of

wood, streets are irregular and unpaved. It has
an ecclesiastical seminary, a gymnasium, and a
botanic garden. Astrakhan is the seat of a Rus-
sian archbishop, an admiralty for the woodyards
of the Volga, and a station for the fisheries of the
river. Communicating with the richest parts of

the empire, and with the principal ports in the
Caspian, Astrakhan has become the entrepot be-
tween Russia, Persia, and India. Manuf. cotton,

silk, leather, and sha^een.
AsTROPAiAiA Island. [Stampalia.]
Astros, a town of Greece, Morea, 15 m. S.

Argos, on the W. shore of the Gulf of Ai^olis.

Astura, a vill. of Italy, deleg. Frosinone, on a
peninsula in the Mediterranean (Insula Asturm),
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at the mouth of the river Astura, 39 m. S.E.

Eome. P. 250. A lofty tower is supposed to oc-

cupy the site of the villa of Cicero, near which
he was put to death, B.C. 43. Here Conradin, the

last of the Hohenstauffen family, was betrayed
after the battle of Tagliacozzo, in 1 268.

AsTURiAS, a division of Spain, of which was
formed in 1833 the prov. of Oviedo, having N.
the Bay of Biscay, E. Santander, W. Galicia, and
S. the Cantabrian mntns., separating it from
Leon. Area 3460 sq. m. P. (1857) 624,629.

Surface mntnous. and wooded ; climate damp and
often foggy. Chief rivers the Nalon and Navia,
at the mouths of which are good harbours. Pro-
ducts, maize, chestnuts, timber, cider, cattle,

horses, and sheep. It has rich mines of coal, iron,

antimony, copper, and lead. Chief towns, Oviedo,
Aviles, and Gijon. Asturias was the nucleus of

the Spanish monarchy, the refuge of the Christian
princes when the Moors had established them-
selves in nearly all the rest of Spain, and its in-

habitants enjoy peculiar privileges. The heir

presumptive to the Spanish throne has the title of

Prince of Asturias.

AsTWicic, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 4J m.
S.S.E. Biggleswade. Ac. 570. P. 64.

AsTWooD, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 5 m.
N.N.E. Newport-Pagueil. Ac. 1259. P. 247.

Astwood Bank is a vill. of Worcester, 9 m. S.
Bromsgrove, with extensive manufs. of needles.
Asuncion, a town of the Eepublic of Venezuela,

cap. and on N. side of the isl. of Marguerite.
Asuncion or Assumpcion, the cap. city of Pa-

raguay, on 1. b. of the Paraguay river, 170 m.
N.N.E. Corrientes. Estim. pop. 8000. It has trade
in hides, tobacco, timber, Paraguay tea, and wax.
AsvANY, a vill. of Hungary, co. gov. and 10 m.

N.N.W Kaab. P. 1430.

AswARBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3 m.
N.W. Folkingham. Ac. 1548. P. 128.

AswARDBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3i
m. N.W. Spilsby. Ac. 741. P. 68.

AswATADA Island. [Querimba Islands.]
AsYR or AcYR, an extensive prov. of Arabia,

in the N. of Yemen, and veiy popiilous.

AszALO, a market town of Hungary, gov. and
2 m. E.N.E. Szikszo. P. 1640.
AszAR, a vill. of Hungary, gov. Koos, 14 m.

S.S.W.Komom. P. 1610.
AszoD, a town of Hungary, co. and 22 m. N.E.

Pesth, on a tributary of the Theiss. P. 300.
Atacama, a prov. of Chile and Bolivia, dep.

Potosi, between lat. 21° and 25° S. ; Ion. 68° and
71° W., comprising all the coast line of Bolivia on
the Pacific, with the port of Cobija. Pop. of the
Chile portion 50,690, of the Bolivian 5273. Area
of the Chile division about 31,000 sq. m. Its S.
part is a sandy waste ; chief towns San Francisco
di Atacama, in the interior ; and Cobija on the
coast.

—

Atacama Alta and Baja are inland towns
of this prov., the latter on the Eio de Loa ; and
Porto Atacames is a seaport of Ecuador, on the
Pacific, 120 m. N.W. Quito.
Atalanta, a town of the U.S., North America,

De Kalb co., Georgia, on the junction of the
Tennessee and Virginia railways. P. 4812. In
its vicinity are gold and iron mines.
Atalaya, a town of Brazil, prov. and 15 m.

S.S.W. Alagoas, at the mouth of the Alagoasriv.
P. 2000.—II. a fort, prov. and 80 m. N.E. Para,
on the Atlantic, near the mouth of the Para river.
—III. a town of the isl. Canary, near Las Palmas

;

the houses of which are excavated on the sides of
Mount St Antoine. P. 2000.
Atar, a town of N. Africa, in Aderar, 40 m. S.

\

Shingit. Inhabited by Moors.
j

Atascosa, a co. of the U. S., North America.
Texas. P. 1471 free, 1578 slaves.

Ataun, a decayed town of Spain, prov. Gui-
puscoa, on the Argaunza, 8 m. S.S.W. Tolosa.
P. 1800. Formerly an important fortress.

Atbara, a river, N.E. of Africa. [Tacazze.]
Atciiafalaya (the ''Lost Water '^ a river of

the U. S., N. America, Louisiana, one of the W.
arms of the Mississippi at its delta. It leaves

that river just below the influx of the Red river,

and after a S. course of 130 m., enters Atchafalaya
bay (Gulf of Mexico) 120 m. W.S.W. New Or-
leans. [Mississippi.]

Atcham, a pa. of England, co. Salop, on the
Severn, 4 m. S.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. 3490. P. 406.

Atchera, a town of British India, Bombay, on
the Malabar coast, dist. S. Concan, 56 m. N. Goa.
Atchison, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Kanzas. P. 7729.—II. Missouri. Area 700 sq.

m. Cap. Linden. P. 4590 free, 59 slaves.

Ateca, a town of Spain, prov. Zaragoza, cap.

jud. dist., on 1. b. of the Jalon, 8 m. W. Calatayud.
Ategerat, a town of Abyssinia, state Tigre,

on a mountain 8180 ft. in elevation, 65 m. N.N.W.
Antalo. P. 2200, with residence of the chief._

Ateleta, a coram, of South Italy, prov. Aquila,

circ. Solmona. P. 2038.

Atella, a town of South Italy, prov. Potenza,

dist. and 6 m. S. Melfi, on river of same name.

P. 2236. Nearly ruined by an earthquake in 1851.

Atena, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. and 45 m. S.E.

Salerno. P. 3060.

Aterno, Atemus, a river of Central Italy,

prov. Aquila, rises in the Apennines, 8 m. S.W.
Aquila, flows N.W., S.E., and N.E., and enters

the Adriatic at Pescara. Length 60 m. In its

latter half it is called the Pescara river.

Atessa, a town of S. Italy, prov. Chieti, cap.

cant., 23 m. S.S.E. Chieti. P. 9171.

Atfeh, a vill. of Lower Egypt, on 1. b. of W.
branch of the Nile, at the mouth of the Mah-
moudieh Canal, 88 m. S.S.E. Cairo.

Atfieh, a town of Middle Egypt, cap. dist., on
rt. b. of the Nile, 40 m. S. Cairo, said to be near

the site of the ancient AphroditopoUs. P. 4000.

Ath, a town of Belgium, fonnerly fortified,

prov. Hainault, on the Dender, 13J m. N.N.W.
Mons. P. 8132. Manufs. lace and gloves.

Athabasca or Athapescow, a lake and river

of British North America, N.W. territory. The
lake, lat. 59° N., Ion. from 106° to 112° W., is 230
m. in length E. to W., average breadth 20 m.
Near its S.W. extremity it receives the Athabasca
river from the Eocky mountains. Lake Atha-
basca discharges its waters N. ward by Slave riv.,

and W. by Peace river, & communicates through
the Slave lake and Mackenzie river with the

Polar Sea, and through WoUaston & Deer lakes

and Churchill river with Hudson bay. A shoal,

several miles in extent, is formed on its S. shore

by drift timber & vegetable debris brought down
by the different rivers. On Athabasca river is

Fort Assiniboine, in lat. 54° 20' N ; Ion. 114° 3' E.

Athan (St), a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamor-
gan, 5 m. S. Cowbridge. Ac. 1771. P. 357.

Athassel or Eelickmurry, a pa. of Ireland,

Munster, co. Tipperary, 3j^ m. W\ Cashel. Ac.
12,768. P. 2647.

Athboy ("tAe yellow-ford^ a town and pa. of

Ireland, prov. Leinster, co Meath, on the Athboy
river, an affluent of the Boyne, 6 m. N.W. Trim.
Ac. of pa. 11,884. P. 3223 ; of town, 982.

Athelington or Allington, a pa., Engl., co.

Suffolk, 4 m. S.E. Eye. Ac. 487. P 115.

Athelney, a marshy field in England, co. So-

merset, 7 m. S.E. Bridgewater, formerly an isL
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at the junction of the Tone and Parret rivers.

Here Alfred the Great found refuge during a
Danish invasion, & founded an abbey, about 888.

Athelstaxeford, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 3J
m- N.E. Haddington. Ac 5080. P. 902.

Athenry, a town and pa., Ireland, Connaught,
cap. barony, co. and 13 m. E. Galway. Ao. of

pa. 24,950. P. 3881 ; of town, 1283.

Athens, Athense, cap. of ih« kingdom of Greece
or Hellas, and of the gov. Attica, situated in a
email plain on the N.W. side of the gulf of Egina,
between the rivers Ilissus E., and Cephissus W.,
5 m. from its harbour, the Piraeus. Lat. of the
Parthenon 37° 58' 10" N. ; Ion. 23' 43' 50" E.
P. (1861) 41,298, or with the Piraeus 47,723. It is

the residence of the sovereign, and has a univer-
sity, and supreme courts of the Archbishop of

Attica. The Acropolis or citadel, on which most
of its noble monuments are placed, is a square
craggy rock, 150 feet high. Summit enclosed by
walls. The modem city is built on its W. and
N. sides, in which directions many new thorough-
fares have been laid out. Since 1835, the old walls
have been taken down, & houses erected on every
side. The new palace, finished in 1843, at the
foot of Mount Lycabettus, is a quadrangular build-

ing, with two internal courts, a portico of Pen-
telic marble, and richly decorated apartments.
In front is a square, in which the bloodless re-

volution of Sept. 15, 1844, was enacted. The
university, founded 1836, is the finest modem
building, and contains an anatomical theatre, a
library of 30,000 volumes, 39 professors, and about
600 students. There are besides, seven gymnasia,
a military academy, theological seminary, normal
Bchool, botanic garden, and society of natural

history. The cathedral is a handsome Byzantine
structure, with a modern steeple. Other chief

modem edifices are the barracks, civil and mili-

tary hospitals, an English chapel, Protestant and
Greek cemeteries, royal mint, chamber of repre-

sentatives, theatre, and observatory. Chief manu-
factures, walking-sticks and smoking tiibes. A
good road now connects the city with the Piraeus.

fPiR.EUS.'] Athens is reputed to have been
founded by Cecrops, B.C. 1336 ; it fell to Eome,
B.C. 86 ; since then it has belonged successively to

Goths, Byzantines, Burgundians, Franks, Cata-
lans, Florentines, Venetians, and Turks. • Prin-
cipal antiquities, the Acropolis, surmounted by
the Parthenon, an edifice of white marble, 228 feet

in length by 100 feet in breadth, & still tolerably

perfect; the Erechtheium, a building 90 feet in

length ; remains of the Temple of the Wingless
Victory ; the Propylsea, or grand entrance in front

of the foregoing temples; and the theatre of

Herodes Atticus at the S.W. angle of the Acro-
polis. N. of the Areopagus is the Temple of Thes-
eus, one of the most perfect monimients of ancient
Athens, having 34 remaining Doric columns out-

side, and containing a rich museum of antiquities.

Areiopagus or Mars' Hill,where St Paul addressed
the Athenians, the Pnyx, where popular meetings
were held, the Eleusinium, the prison of Socrates,

and Tower of the Winds, vestiges of the Temple
and Theatre of Bacchus, the Grotto of Apollo &
Pan. Outside of the city, 16 Corinthian columns,
60 feet in height, on a raised platform, remain of

the Temple of Jupiter Olyropius, and near the
Ilissus, the Stadium or ancient race-course is still

traceable. Athens became the seat of the Greek
government (removed hither from Nauplia) in
1835. King Otho abdicated the throne and left

Greece on board a British war-vessel, 24th Oct.

1862, and Prince WiUiam of Denmark accepted it

as King of the Hellenes, 6th June 1863. Shortost

sea track to Liverpool 2566 nautical miles.
Shortest steam passage 20 days.
Athens, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S.E. part of Ohio. Area 468 sq. m. P. 21,364.

Surface hilly, soil fertile, containing bituminous
coal, salt, and com. Chief town 62 m. S.E.
Columbus, containing Ohio university and aca-
demy. P. 2361.—II. a town of New York, on W.
side Hudson river, opposite Hudson city. P. 2986.
—III. a town of Clark co., Georgia, on Oconee
river, containing Geoi^ia university. P. 3000.

—

IV. a town, Bradford co., Pennsylvania. P. 1532.
Atherinqton, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Devon, 7 m. W. South Molton. Ac. 3326. P.
698.—II. a pa., co. Sussex, rape Lewes, 3 m.
W.N.W. Brighton. P. 7. It is supposed to have
been the Partus Adurni of the Eomans.
Atherstone, a market town and chapelry of

England, co. Warwick, 7 m. S.E. Tamworth, on
the Eoman Watling Street, and on Trent Valley
railway. P. 3877. Manufs. hats and ribands.—II.

(on Stour"), a pa., same co., on the Stour, 3 m. S.
Stratford-on-Avon. Ac. 1060. P. 90.

Atherton, a chapelry of England, co. Lan-
caster, 7 m. N.E. Ne^vton. P. 5641. Has collieries,

cotton factories, and iron works.
Athis, a comm. and town of France, dep. Ome,

cap. cant., 17 m. N.N.E. Domfront. P. 4507.
Manufs. wooUen stuffs and ribands.
Athlacca, a pa, of Ireland, co. Limerick, 2J

m. S.W. Bruff. Ac. 5511. P. 954.

Athleague, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, cos.

Roscommon and Galway, on the Suck, 4^ m. S.W.
Roscommon. Ac. of pa. 13,011. P. 2708.

Athlone, a town, par. bor., and pa. of Ireland,
cap. barony, on the Shannon, cos. Westmeath
and Roscommon, IJ m. S. of Lough Eee, and 70
m. W. Dublin, on the Midland Great Western
Railway. Height 141 feet. Contains two pas.
St Mary's or Athlone has an area of 10,070 ac.

P. 5368. St Peters, on rt. b. of Shannon. Ac
7392. P. 5917. It has 2 pa. churches, chapels,

court-house, bridewell, and union work-house.
P. of town 6227. In and near the town are dis-

tilleries, breweries, tanneries, soap works, and
flour mills. Trade with Limerick by steamers,
and with Dublin by the Grand and Royal Canals.
It is the head military quarters for the W. of
Ireland. Athlone held out for Jamies n., but fell

by assault in 1691. It returns one member to
House of Commons. Reg. elect 182.

Athlumney, a pa. of Ireland, co. Meath, con-
tains a small part of the town of Navan. Ac.
2453. P. 953. Athluniney casUe, on the Boyne,
is an extensive ruin.

Athneasy, a pa. of Ireland, co. Limerick, 4 m.
S.E. Bruff. Ac. 2836. P. 800.

Athnowen, a pa. of Ireland, co. and 6i m.
W.S.W. Cork. Ac. 4837. P. 1287.

Athol, Athole, or Atholi^ a dist. of Scot-
land, comprising the N. part of Perthshire. Area
450 sq. m. Country elevated and picturesque.
Athos (Mount), now Monte Santo, a celebrat-

ed mountain of European Turkey, at the extre-
mity of the peninsula of Macedonia, 80 m. S.E.
Salonica. The cone is 6778 feet high. Lat 40°
16' N. ; Ion. 24° 10' E. This was the seat of the
first ecclesiastical seminary of the Greek theo-
logical school ; and here were preserved the
remains of the famous libraries which furnished
to learned Europe the MSS. of so many master-
pieces of anc. Greek literature. It is caUed the
holy mountain, from the great number of monas-
teries and chapels "with which it is covered.
There are 20 monasteries with a pop. of nearly
3000 monks, besides lay brothers. No female^
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even of the animal kind is permitted to enter the

peninsula. Vestiges of the canal cut by Xerxes,
to avoid the dangers of navigating the promon-
tory, have been discovered.

Athur (Asshur). [Assyria.]
Athy, a pa. and market town of Ireland, co.

Kildare, Leinster, on the Barrow, and on the
S.W. Eailway, 33J m. S.W. Dublin. It has
cavalry barracks, a court-house, union work-
house, fever hospital, and remains of an ancient
castle. Trade in com, butter, and malt with
Dublin, New Boss, and Waterford. P. 412-4.

Atienza, a town of Spain, Old Castile, prov.
and 48 m. S.W. Soria. P. 1983.

Atina, a town of S. Italy, prov. Caserta, cap.

cant., near the Melfa, 12 m. S.E. Sora. P. 3935.
It has a cathedral and a convent.
Atitlan, a lake, town, and volcano. Central

America, 80 m. N.W. Guatemala ; the lake is 24
m. by 10 m., very deep, and surrounded by lofty
mountains. The town, Santiago de Atitlan, is

on its S. side, between two volcanoes, one of
which (Atitlan) is 12,500 feet higli.

Atkarsk, a town, Russia, gov. and 50 m. N.W.
Saratov, cap. circ, on the Atkara. P. 1300.
Atkha, one of the Andreanov (Aleutian) isls.,

N. Pacific. Lat. 52° 10' N. ; Ion. 173° 40' E.
Atlantic Ocean, Atlanticus Oceanus, one of

the five great hydrographical divisions of the
globe, occupies an immense longitudinal valley,

extending from the Arctic circle on the N. to
the Antarctic circle on the S., bounded W. by
the coast of America to Cape Horn, and E. by
the shores of Europe and Africa to the Cape of
Good Hope. Extreme breadth 4100 m. Area
computed at 25,000,000 sq. m. It is naturally
divided into three portions ; 1st, the N. ; 2d, the
S. ; and 3d, the intertropical Atlantic. The
North Sea, the Carribean Sea, and the Irish Sea,
form portions of the Atlantic ; but the Baltic and
the Mediterranean, which communicate with the
North Sea by narrow channels, are properly con-
sidered separate seas. The principal gulfs of the
Atlantic are, in Europe, the Bay of Biscay ; in
Africa, the G.Hf of Guinea; in America, the Gulfs
of Mexico ana St Lawrence. The chief islands
are, in Europe, the British Isles and Iceland ; in
Africa, the Azores, Madeira, and Canary islands,

and the archipelago of the Gulf of Guinea ; inAme-
rica, the Antilles, Newfoundland, and the islands
of the Gulf of St Lawrence. The Atlantic, with its

branches, drains nearly the whole of EuropeW. of
the Volga; America E. of the Eocky Mountains
and the mountains of Mexico ; and S. AmericaE. of
the Andes. Its chief afiiuents are, in Europe, the
Eliine, Loire, and Tagus ; in Africa, the Senegal,
Niger, and Congo ; and in America, the St Law-
rence, Mississippi, Orinoco, Amazon, and La Plata.
The bed of the Atlantic rises in some places in
immense sand-banks to within a few fathoms
of the surface, and others sinking to unfathom-
able depths. The most extensive banks are
Newfoundland, the Dogger in the N. Sea, and the
Agulhas off the S. point of Africa. In 1852, Capt.
Denham, H.M.S. "Herald," in lat. 36° 49' S. ; Ion.
37° 6' W., found bottom in 7706 fathoms. A sub-
marine telegraph cable was laid across the At-
lantic in 1858, but failed after transmitting a few
messages; another, attempted in 1865, also failed

;

but inJuly 1866, a new cable was successfully laid
betweenValentialsland, Ireland, andHeart's Con-
tent, Newfoimdland, and in September the cable
of 1865 was recovered and successfully spliced.
Difference of Ion. between the extreme points of
the cable 2 ho. 51 min. 56 sec. The trade-winds
blow regularly in the intertropical portion of the

Atlantic ; beyond these limits the winds are vari-

able. From the prevalence of S.W. winds in the
North Atlantic, the voyage from Europe to Ame-
rica, between Liverpool and New York, on an
average of six years' sailing, requires 40, while
tlie return voyage is performed in 23 days. The
principal currents of the Atlantic are, the Equa-
torial, which flows from the coast of Africa to
the Carribean Sea, with a velocity of from 30 to
70 miles a day ; and the Gulf stream, which, leav-
ing the Gulf of Mexico, flows through the strait

of Florida, with a velocity of 80 m. a day, and
a temperature of 86° Fahr., one branch extending
with gradually decreasing velocity and tempera-
ture to the Azores. A branch of the N.E. gulf
stream skirts the British isles on the W., and
spreads northward to Iceland. Immense numbers
of fish are found in the Atlantic, and herring and
cod-fishing are important branches of industry
in northern Europe. A great part of the surface
of the Atlantic, between lat. 16° and 45' N. ; Ion.
35° and 75° W., is covered with a species of weed
(fucus natans), the home of myriads of molluscs
and Crustacea. In the higher latitudes of the
North and South Atlantic, navigation is impeded
by icebergs, which are floated from the polar
regions ; and although these are generally melted
before reaching the frequented parts of the ocean,
they have occasionally been met with as far S. as
lat. 40° 45' in the North, and near the Cape of

Good Hope in the South Atlantic. This sea
derives its name from Mount Atlas, as it washed
the whole W. shores of the world as known to
the ancients, and extended N.wards to the Hy-
perborean ocean; they also called it Oceanus
Exterior, from its being the utmost sea with whicli
they were acquainted The people who lived
near Mount Atlas were called Atlantei or Atlan-
tides. The number of ocean steamers that crossed
the Atlantic in 1862 was 78,926. The quickest
passage was by the " Scotia," from New York to

Liverpool in 8 days 21 hours, Dec. 1863. Atlantic

Cable [Valentia Island]. \_Forinfoi~mationonthe

navigation and currents ofthe Atlantic Ocean, see the

author's Physical Atlas, Hydrographical Division.^

Atlantic, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in S. of New Jersey State. Area 550 sq. m. P.

11,786. Atlantic City, a vill. at tenninus of rail-

way, one of the best bathing places on the coast.

Atlas, a celebrated mountain system of North
Africa, including all the heights in the Barbary
States, as well as those which are dispersed

through the region of Sahara. The principal chain
appears to extend from near Cape Nun, on the

Atlantic, to the E. of the great Syrtis in Tripoli,

traversing Marocco, Alg^rie, and Tunis. The
highest known points of the system, which the

snow clad, are situated in Marocco, E. of the
capital, and S. of the town of Fez, and the chain
appears to diminish in elevation as it extends to-

wards the E. Several secondary chains detach
themselves from the main system, and extend Ln

different directions, one of which terminates at

the Strait of Gibraltar. These secondary chains
appear to be connected by intermediary moun-
tains, which traverse Algiers and Tunis. The
name Little Atlas is applied to the secondaiy
range of the country of Sous, to distinguish it

from the Great Atlas, which is confined to the

elev. mountains of Marocco. To the S. of Tripoli

several low ranges extend from the principal chain
into the Sahara and the desert of Libya. The
highest points, proceeding from W. to E., are es-

timated thus : in Marocco, 11,400 feet ; Algeria,

7673 feet; Tunis, 4476 feet; Tripoli, 3200 feet.

The lion and panther are found in the wooded
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regions of Mount Atlas. Snow lies for several

weeks in winter on many of the higher ranges,

and is seldom absent from the summit of Miltsin

27 m. S.E. Marocco, which is 11,400 feet in eleva-

tion. The Atlas and its ramifications enclose many
Valleys of luxuriant fertUity, and its flanks are

clothed with dense forests of pine, oak, cork, white
poplar, wild olive, etc. Copper, iron, lead, anti-

mony, and rock-salt are abundant. In ancient
times Atlas was supposed to sustain the world on
his shoulders.
Atoll or Atollon, a term applied to the

chaplet or ring of coral on which an isl. rests, and
hence prefixed to the names of many coral islands

in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. An atoll or

lagoon island is a circular reef of coral formation
rising out of the sea and enclosing a lagoon.

Atorkou, one of the Kurile isls. [Ituecp.]
Atocai, one of the Sandwich isls.. Pacific, lat.

21° 57' N. ; Ion. 159° 39' W. 40 by 24 miles. P.

7000. Its central peaks rise to 7000 feet. Chief
ports Waimea and Haualei.

AxotiQuiA, a maritime town of Portugal, with
a castle, Estremadura, 42 m. N.W. Lisbon.

Atrani, a marit. vill. of S. Italy, prov. Salerno,

on the Gulf of Salerno, 1 m. N.E. Amalfi. P. 2394.

Manufactures woollens and macaroni.
Atrato, a river of S. America, New Granada,

dep. Choc6, which, after a northward course of

about 200 m., enters the Gulf of Darien, W. of the

Bay of Choc<5. It is navigable for small vessels

to Citard, 140 m. from its source.

Atri, Eadria Picena, a city of S. Italy, prov.
and 18 m. S.E. Teramo, cap. cant., on a steep
mountain 5 m. from the Adriatic. P. 3632. It is

the see of a bishop, and has many remains of

public edifices to attest its former consequence.
Atripalda, a town of S. Italy, prov. Avellino,

cap. cant., near the Sabato, 2 m. E.N.E. Avellino.

P. 4875. Manuf. woollen stuffs.

Atskur, a town and fortress of Kussia, Georgia,
16 m. E. Akhaltsikh, on the Kur.
Attah, a town of Africa, Guinea, near the

Quorra, in lat 7° 6' N., 100 m. N.E. Eboe.
Attair, a town of Hindostan, S. of the Chum-

bul province, and 46 m. S.E. Agra.
Attaka (Jebel) or Mount of DELrvERANCE,

called also Jebel Taiah, on W. side, at the head of

Gulf of Suez. Height about 14,400 ft. above the sea.

Attakapas, an extensive and fertile district of

the U.S., North America, Louisiana. Produces
great quantities of sugar and molasses.
Attala, a co. of the U.S., North America, in

centre of Mississippi state. Area 720 sq. m. P.
9154 free, 7900 slaves.

Attalens, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Frei-
burg, near Chatel-St-Denis. P. 838.

Attalia, Asia Minor. [Sataliah.]
Attam, a considerable town of Africa, on the

Old Calabar river, near lat. 6° 37' N. ; Ion. 9° 5' E.
Attanagh, a pa. of Ireland, Queen's co. and

Kilkenny. Ac. 2560. P. 553.
Attawal, an isl. of the Red Sea, near the

Arabian coast, about 120 m. N.Y. Yembo.
Attenborough, a pa., Engl., co. & 4J m. S.W.

Nottingham, on the Trent. Ac. 2843. P. 1110.
Attendorn, a town of Prussian Westphalia, 20

m. S.S.W. Amsberg. P. 1600.

Attercliffe-ccm-Darxali^ a tnshp. of Eng-
land, CO. York, West Riding, pa. and li m. N.E.
Sheffield, on Rotherham raSway, in which bor.
it is comprised. Ac. 1270. P. 7464.
Attert, a viU. of Belgium, Luxembourg, on

river of same name, 4^ m. N. Arlon. P. 2250.
Attica, a gov. of the kingdom of Greece, in

ancient times its most celebrated region, between

lat. 37" 39' and 38° 20' N. ; Ion. 23" 5' and 24°

E., having W. the isthmus and gulf of Corinth,
N. Thebes and the channel of Egripos, E. the
MgesLiL Sea, and S. and S.W. the gulf of .32gina.

Pop., with Boeotia, 116,024. Area 2475 sq. m.
Surface hilly. Principal mountains Oxea, 4636
feet, and Elatea, 4629 feet, on the N. frontier, and
Pentelicus and Hymettus, N.E. and S.E. Athens.
Chief rivers the Cephissus and Ilissus. Honey,
oil, and marble are its chief products. It com-
prises the Greek capital Athens, its port Piraeus,

and the vills. Megara and Marathon.
Attica, a post vill. of the U. S., North America,

Fotmtainco., Indiana, on theWabash, 14 m. above
Covington. P. 1500. Trade in gi-ain, pork, etc.

Attica, a township of U. S., N. America, New
York, CO. Wyoming, 257 m. W. Albany. P. 2710.
Atticht Allipiacum^ a comm. and town of

France, dep. Oise, arr. and 10 m. W.N.W, Com-
pifegne, cap. cant. P. 950. Bonnet manuf., grain
trade, and a mineral spring.

Attignt, Attiniacumy a comm. and town of

France, dep. Ardennes, cap. cant^ 7| m. N.W.
Vouziers, on 1. b. of the Aisne. P. 1465.

' Attikis, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov.
Udine, dist. and 9 m. N.W. Cividale. P. 2610.

Attinghausen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Uri, on 1. b. of the Reuss, 2 m. S.W. Altorf. P.
530. Birthplace of Walter Fiirst, one of the
liberators of Switzerland.
Attiswyl, a vill., Switzerland, cant. Bern, pa,

Oberbipp. P. 863.

Attleboeough, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Norfolk, 14J m. S.W. Norwich, on the
E. Counties railway. Ac. of pa. 5260. P. 2221.

Attleborough, a township of the U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, 7 m. N. Providence. F.
4200, employed in cotton manufactures.
Attlebridge, a pa. of Engl., co. Norfolk, 9 m.

N.W. Norwich, on the Wensum. Ac. 1267. P. 93.

Attock, a fort and small town of Hindostan,
Punjab, on the Indus (under which a tunnel was
made in 1864), near the influx of the Cabool river,

and where it becomes navigable, and is crossed
by a bridge of boats 537 feet in length, 40 m.
E.S.E. Peshawur, 799 feet above the sea. P. 2000.

The fort was built by the Emperor Akbar in 1581,
supposed to have been the ancient Taxila.

Attoor, a fortified town of British India, pre-
sid. Madras, dist. and 25 m. E. Salem.
Attod, the largest of the Aleutian isls.. Pacific

Ocean. Lat. 52* 67' N. ; Ion. 172° 15' W.
Attoyac, a small river of Texas, rises in Rusk

CO., and flowing S. joins the Angelina riv. in
the S.E. comer of Nacogdoches county.
AiTRUCK, a riv. of Persia, IQiorassan, near the

frontier of Khiva, has a W. course, and enters the
Caspian Sea on E. side, 45 m. N. Astrabad.
Atttmass or Altimass, a pa. Irel., Connaught,

CO. Mayo,3im.N.Foxford. Ac. 11,154. P. 2816.

Atukes, atown of S. America, Venezeula, dep.&
on the Orinoco, 105 m. N.N.E. San Fernando.
Atwick, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Riding,

2 m. N. Hornsea. Ac. 2350. P. 319.

Atwood Key, a small island, Bahama group.
West Indies, 33 m. N.N.E. Acklin's island, it8

centre hill being in lat 23° 5' N. ; Ion. 73° 43' W.
Atworth, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 3 m.

N.W. Melksham. Ac. 1170. P. 949.

Atzaea, a town of the island Sardinia, prov.
Cagliari, circ. Lanusei. P. 1609.

ATZEinx)RF, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, 15 m.
S.S.W. Magdeburg. P. 1060.

Atzgeesdoef, a vill. of Austria, 5 m. S.S.W.
Vienna, on the railway from Vienna to Baden.
P. 2000. Manufs. of chemical products.
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Ac, a suburb of Munich. P. 10,000. Also many

Tills, in Bavaria, Baden, Upper Austria, Switzer-

land, cant. St Gall. P. 924. And one in Hungary,
00. Honth, 4 m. S.E. Schemnitz.
AuBAGNE, Albania, a comm. and town, France,

dep. Bouches-du-Ehone, 10 m. N.E. Marseille.

P. 7232. Manufs. pottery, paper, tiles, etc.

AUBE, a river of France, rises in the plateau of

Langres, H. Marne, passes Clairvaux, Bar-sur-

Aube, and Arcis, in the dep. Aube, and joins the

Seine 23 m. N.N.W. Troyes, after a course of 90

jn. It is navigable from Arcis, 28 miles.

Aube, a dep. of France, between the deps.

Marne, Haute Marne, Cote-d'Or, Yonne, and
Seine-et-Mame, lat. 47° 55' "and 48° 45' N., formed
of the S. part of the prov. of Champagne, and a
small part of Bourgogne. Area 2317 sq. m. P.

262,785. Soil in N.W. poor and sterile ; in S.E.

it is productive in cereals and fruit. Navigable
rivers, the Seine and the Aube, Armance and
Vannes, affls. of the Yonne. Horses, cattle, sheep,

and merinos are reared. Manuf. pottery, cottons,

yams, hosiery, woollen fabrics, glass, and tiles.

The dep. is divided into the arrs. of Troyes,
Arcis-sur-Aube, Bar-sur-Aube, Bar-sur-Seine,

and Nogent-sur-Seine.
AuBEL, a town of Belgium, prov. and 13 m.

E.N.E. Liege. P. 3210, with a weekly market.
AuBENAs, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardtehe, cap. cant., near the Ardfeche, 14 m. S.W.
Privas. P. 8529. Manufs. of woollen cloths,

handkerchiefs, and paper.
AUBENTON, a comm. and market town, France,

dep. Aisne, cap. cant., 32 m. N.E. Laon. P. 1503.

AUBEET (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Nord, arr. Cambray. P. 2516.

AuBERViLLiERS, a vill. of France, dep. Seine, 5
m. N. Paris, with sugar refineries. P. 6098.

AoBETEERE, a comm. and small town, France,
dep. Charente, cap. cant., on the Dronne, 25 m.
S. AngoulSme. P. 699. Manufs. linens and paper.
AuBifeRE and les Aubiers, two market towns

of France.—I. dep. Puy-de-Dome, 2 m. S.E. Cler-
mont. P. 3955.—II. dep. Deux Sevres, 9 m.
N.W. Bressuire. P. 2338. Manuf. linens.

AuBiGNfe, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Sarthe, arr. La Fleche, cant. Mayet. P. 2276.

AuBiGNY, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Cher, cap. cant, on the N^re, 27 m. N. Bourges,
P. 2654. Woollen weaving and tanning.
AuBiN or Albin, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Aveyron, 16 m, N.E. Villefranche. P. 7856.

Coal mines.
AuBiN (St), a small marit. town and fortress,

island of Jersey, on W. side of St Helen's bay, 3
m. W. St Helier. P. 800.—II. a vill. of Switzer-
land, cant, and 10 m. S.W. Neufchatel. P. 650.

—III. (cPAtibigne), a vill. of France, lUe-et-
Vilaine, arr. Bonnes. P. 1448.

Aubin-des-Chateaux (St), a comm. and vill. of
France, dep. Loire-Inf^rieure, arr. and 5 m. W.
Chiteaubriant, on the rt. b. of the Cher. P. 2152.
AuBM-DU-CoRMiER (St), a town, France, Ille-

et-Vilaine, 11 m. S.W. Fougferes. P. 2098.
AuBONNE, AlboTM, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Vaud, 12 m. W.S.W. Lausanne, in the dist. of

La Cote, famous for its vines. P. 1734.

AuBouRNE, a pa. of Engl., co. and 6 m. S.W.
Lincoln, pts. Kesteven. Ac. 2109. P. 376.

Auburn, a town, U. S., North America, New
York, cap. Cayuga co., 174 m. W. Albany. P.
(I860) 10,986. It has manufs., a state prison, and
a theological seminary.—11. a town, Susque-
nanna co., N.E. Harrisburg. P. 1113.
Auburn, a city of California, Placer co., the

centre of a large mining region, with rich dig-

gings at Goldhill or Ophir. It was burned in

1859, and since rebuUt.
AuBussoN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Creuse, cap. arr., 20 m. S.E. Gueret. P. 6003.

AuCH (Augusta, afterwards Atisci), a comm.
and city of France, cap. dep. Gers, on rt. b. of

the Gers, 42 m. W. Toulouse. P. 11,899. Auch
is the seat of courts of assize and commerce : has
a cathedral and a college, cotton-spinning, iron-
founding, and tanning. In the time of Caesar it

was cap. of the Amci.
AucHiNBLAE, a vill. of Scotland, co. Kincar-

dine, pa. and 1 m. N. Fordoun. P. 670.

AucniNDOiR AND Kearn, a pa. of Scotland,
CO. Aberdeen, 7 m. N.W. Alford. P. 1593.

Auchinheath (& Ferguson's Works), a vill.

of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa. Lesmahagow. P. 716.

AucHiNLECK, a pa. and vill. of Scotland, co.

and 11 m. E. Ayr, on railway. Ac. 24,295. P.

4231, of vill. 1053.

Auchmithy, a fishing vill. of Scotland, co.

Forfar, 3^ m. N.E. Arbroath. P. 400.

Auchteraeder, a town and pa. of Scotland,

CO. and 12 m. S.W. Perth, on Scottish Central
railway. P. 4208, do. of town, 2844. Includes vill.

of Aberuthven. P. 513. In this pa. originated

the dispute regarding the Veto Act, which led to

the disruption of the Church of Scotland, 1843.

Auchteederran, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife,

14 m. S.W. Cupar. Ac. 7968. P. 3457.

Auchteegaven, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 8
m. N.N.W. Perth. P. 2562.

Auchterhouse, a pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar,

6^ m. N.W. Dundee. P. 706.

Auchterless, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen,
12 m. N.N.W. Meldrum. P. 2010.

Auchteemuchty, a royal burgh and pa. of

Scotland, co. Fife, 8 m. W.S.W. Cupar, on the

river Eden, and on Northern railway. Ac. 3533.

P. 3285 ; of burgh, 1215.

Auchteetool, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 4 m.
W.S.W. Kirkcaldy. Ac. 2755. P. 609.

Auckland, one of the provincial divisions of

the British colony of New Zealand, comprising
the northern half of the North Island, length 400,

breadth 200 m. Ac. 17,000,000. P. (1851) 9430

;

(1860) 23,159 ; (1866) 49,605. Of a total abori-

ginal pop. of 56,049, as officially estimated for

the first time in 1858, 35,000 are in this pro-

vince. The Kauri pine forests belong to Auck-
land. Exports (1859)i Kauri gum, 2010 tons, value

22,776i. ; timber, value 3i,376L In 1858, 50,183

acres were imder cultivation. Chief town, Auck-
land.

Auckland, a town of New Zealand, cap. prov.

of same name, lat. 36° 50' S. ; Ion. 174° 60' E..

on a narrow neck of land in the North Island, 4
miles across, having E. Haurakie Gulf, and W.
Manukau or Symond's Harbour, 140 ft. above
the sea. It was founded in 1840. P. (1862) 7989.

It is also the cap. town of New Zealand, and has a
very large commerce. In 1859 the imports were
399,972/., and the exports 72,012/., including

67,382/. of colonial produce; ships inwards 79,

tonnage 28,297; outwards 84, tonnage 27,749.

Native vessels registered, 61, with a tonnage of

1040. Mean temp, of year 62°, max. 90°, min.
38° ; rain-fall, 55 inches ; days with rain, 160.

Auckland Islands, an uninhabited group, in

lat. 50° 66' S. ; Ion. 166* 7' E., S. of New Zealand.

They are fertile, and covered with magnificent

trees. Mount Eden is 1325 feet high.

Auckland (Oakland) St Andrew, a pa. of

England, co. Durham, 1 m. S.W. Bishop Auck-
land. Ac. 45,868. P. 32,111.-11. (Bishop), a

market town in this pa., 9 m. S.W. Durham. Ac
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1919. P. 7279.-111. (^Westy, a township in above
pa., 4 m. S.W. Bishop Auckland. Ac. 3720. P. 2581.

AUDE, Atax, a river of France, rises in the E.
Pyrenees, near the vill. of Anglds, and enters the
Mediterranean 6 m. E.N.E. Narbonne.
AuDE, a marit. dep. in the S. of France, formed

of part of anc. Languedoc, cap. Carcassonne,
having N. the deps. of Heralt and Tarn ; E. the
Mediterranean ; S. the Pyrdn^es-Orientales ; W.
Ariege, and Haute Garonne. Area 2437 sq. m.
P. 283,606. Climate variable. Soil fertDe ; sur-

face broken up by mountains and hills. It is cele-

brated for its honey. Manufactures, woollens,
paper, iron and slate.

AuDENARDE or OuDENARDE, a town of Bel-
gium, prov. East Flanders, cap. arr., 14 m.
S.S.W. Ghent P. 6262. The Imperialists,

commanded by the Duke of Marlborough, here
defeated the French, 7th July 1708.

AuDEXGE, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.
Gironde, 23 m. S.W. Bordeaux. P. 1173.
AuDEXSHAW, a township of England, co. Lan-

caster, pa. Ashton-under-Lyne. P. 6327.
AuDiERNE, a town of France, dep. Finistfere,

on the Bay of Oude, 20 m. Quimper. P. 1663.
AuDiNCOURT, a town of France, dep. Doubs,

cap. cant., 3 m. S.S.E. Montb^liard. P. 2864.
AuDiTORE, a town of Central Italy, prov.

Pesaro, circ. Urbino. P. 1470.

AuDLEM, a pa. of England, co. Chester, oj m.
S.S.E. Nantwich. Ac. 6492. P. 2287.

AuDLEY, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 5 m.
14.W. Newcastle-under-Lyne. Ac. 8530. P. 6494.
Audrain, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Missouri. Area 680 sq. m. P. 6909 free, 1166 slaves.

AuDRUiCK, a comm. & town of France, dep. Pas
de Calais, cap. cant>, 11 m. S.E. Calais. P. 2225.

Audubon, a co. of the U.S., N. America, Iowa.
P. 454. Named in honour of the distinguished
ornithologist.

AuE, a town of Saxonv, gov. Zwickau, 3 m.
E.S.E. Schneeberg. P. 1529. Silver, tin, and
iron mines.
AuERBACH, to'tvns and vills. of Germany.—I.

kingdom of Saxony, circ. and 15 m. S.S.W.
Zwickau. P. 3942.—II. Bavaria, circ. Upper
Franconia, 18 m. S. Baireuth. P. 1600.—III.
Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Starkenbui^, 12 m. S.

Darmstadt, on railway to Heidelberg. P. 1650.
AuERSTADT, a vilL of Prussian Saxony, gov.

Merseburg, 10 m. W. Naumbui^. Here the
French vanquished the Prussians, 14th Oct. 1806.
AuERSWAUDE, a vilL of Saxony, gov. Zwickau,

3 m. N. Chemnitz. P. 1385.

AuGE (Valle£ d'), a country of France, in the
dep. Calvados. Fertile in grain, fruit, and flax:

AuGEROULES, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Puy-de-D6me, cant Courpiere. P. 2472.
AuGGEN, a vill. of Baden, 2 m. S.W. Miillheim.

P. 1300. Excellent wine.
AiiGGUR, a fortified and populous town of

Hindostan, Gwalior dom., 36 m. N.E. Oojein.
AUGHALOO or AuGHLOE, a pa. of Ireland, Ul-

ster, CO. Tyrone. Ac. 19,523. P. 6011.
AuGHANAGH Or Aghanagh, a pa. of Ireland,

CO. Sligo, 5 m. N.W. Boyle. Ac 7747. P. 1755.
AuGHAVAL or OuGHAVAL, a pa. of Ireland,

Connaught, co. Mayo. Ac. 33,695. P. 8802.
AuGHA\-EA or Aghavea, a pa. of Ireland, Ul-

ster, CO. Fermanagh, 12 m. N.W. Clones. Ac.
17,157. P. 4185.
AuGHEB, a town of Ireland, Ulster, co. Tyrone,

pa. and 2 in. N.E. Clogher. P. 494.
AuGHMACART Or Aghmacart, a pa. of Ireland,

Queen's co., 4J m. S.W. Castle-Durrow. Ac.
8600. P. 1956.

AuGHNAciiOT, a town of Irel., Ulster, co. Tyrone,
pa. Carreteel, 11 m. N. Monaghan. P. 1532.

AvGHNAMULLEN or Aghnamullen, a pa. of

Ireland, Ulster, co. Monaghan, 2^ m. S. Ballybay.
Ac. 30,700, including numerous loughs. P. 11,498.

AuGHNiSH or Aghnish, a pa. of Ireland, Ul-
ster, CO. Donegal, comprising a part of the town
of Eamelton. Ac 9194. P. 3513.—II. a vill.,

Connaught, co. Galway, on the S. side of Galway
Bay. P. 312.

AuGHTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. Lan-
caster, 2| m. S.W. OrmsMrk. Ac. 4410. P.
1655.—IL CO. York, East Eiding, 8 m. N.N.W,
Howden. Ac. 4200. P. 654
AuGiLA, an oasis and town of Africa, Sahara,

on a route between Fezzan and Lower Egypt,
150 m. S.E. the Great Syrtis (Mediterranean).
Auglaize, a co. of the U. S^ North America,

in N.W. of Ohio. Area 396 sq.m. P. 17,187. The
CO. is intersected by the Miami and Erie CanaL
Augsburg, Augusta VindelicoTvm, a city of

Bavaria, cap. circ. Schwaben and Neuburg, at the
confl. of the rivers Lech and Wertach, on rail., 35
ra. W.N.W.Munich. P. (1864) 49,332. Principal
buildings, the Bathhaus or "Golden Hall," palace
of the former prince-bishops, in which the memo-
rable " Confession of Augsburg " was presented
by the Protestants to Charles v. in 1530 ; cathe-
dral, Koman Catholic and Protestant churches,
exchange, and bronze fountain ; Eoman Catholic
and Protestant colleges, academy of arts, poly-
technic and other schools, library and picture
gallery. Its ramparts are converted into prome-
nades. This city is the principal arsenal of the
kingdom, seat of the commerce of South Ger-
many, and of banking and exchange operations
with Southern Europe. It has manufs. of merino,
cotton, silk, and Unen, carpets, oil-cloth, stained
paper, watches, mathematical instruments, gold
and silver articles, and machinery. Axtgd>urg
was a free and imperial city until annexed to
Bavaria by Napoleon i. in 1806. The Allgemeine
Zeitung, published here, has the largest circula-

tion of any journal in Germany.
AuGST, two contiguous vills. of Switzerland,

cants. Basel and Aargau, on the Rhine, at the in-

flux of the Ergolz, 6 m. E. Basel, supposed site

of ancient Augusta Rauracorum. P. 653.

Augusta, a co. of the U. S., N. America, centre
of Virginia. Area 860 sq. m. P. 22,133 free,

5616 slaves. Soil fertile.—II. a city, Georgia,
cap. CO. Richmond, on the Charleston and Mil-
ledgeAdlle railway, in a cotton dist, 80 m. E.N.E.
Milledgeville. P. 12,493. It has a city hall, medi-
cal college, academy, and masonic hall. There are
about 15 churches.—III. a town, cap. state Maine
and CO. Kennebec, 148 m. N.N.E. Boston. P.
7609. It has a state house, arsenal, and hospitaL
—IV. a township, New York, co. Oneida, 95 m.
W.N.W. Albany. P. 2175.—V. a township,
Pennsylvania, co. Northumberland, 38 m. N.
Harrisburg. P. 2409.

Augusta, a settlement, W. Australia, cap. dist
Sussex, on the W. side of Flinder's Bay, in a fer-

tile locality ; founded by Gov. Stirling in 1830.
Augusta (Agostay, a marit. town of Sicily, prov.

Noto,circ. and 14 m. N.N.W. Syracusa. P."l0,500.

Augustenbokg, a Danish factory of Africa,

Accra, Guinea Coast 9 m. from Christiansborg.

Augustin (St), a river and bay, Labrador,
British North America, near the S. entrance of

the Strait of Belleisle. Lat 51° 15' N. ; Ion. 69" W.
Augustin (St), a cape of Brazil, prov. and 25

m. S. Pemambuco. Lat 8° 21' S. ; Ion. 34° 56' W.
Augustine (St), a bay on the S.W. coast <A

Madagascar. Lat 23° 35' 4' S. ; Ion. 43' 45' 5» K.
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AuGUSTrNE (St), a city and seaport, U. S., N.

America, St John's, co. Florida, 200 m. S.S.E.

Tallahasse. P. 2459.

AuGUSTOWO, a town of Poland, cap. gov of

same name, on the Netta, 140 m. N.E. Warsaw.
P. 8494. Manufs. woollens.

AuHEiM, a market town of Chur-Hessen, prov,

circ. and 2J m. S.S.E. Hanau. P. 1600.

AuJEZD (Unteb), a vill. of Bohemia, 4J m.
S.W. Leitomischl. P. 2300.—II. (Great) a vill.

of Austria, Moravia, gov. and b^ m. N.W. Leipnik.-

P. 2400.—III. a viU., gov. Mahr-Neustadt. P.

1320.

Aula, a market town of Chur-Hessen, prov.

Fulda, circ. and 5 m. S.S.W. Hersfeld. P. 1350.

AuLATE (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Dordogne, cap. cant., on the Dronne, arr. and 10

m. S.W. Eib^rac. P. 1524.

Auldearn, a marit. pa. and vill. of Scotland,

CO. Nairn, on Moray Firth. P. of pa. 1328. The
vill., a burgh of barony, on a height, 3 m. E.S.E.
Nairn. East of the vill., in 1645, Montrose gained
the battle of Auldearn.
AuLETTA, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 24 m.

S.E. of Salerno, on the Galore, P. 2780.
Altjla, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. circ. and

10 m. N.W. of Massa, on the Magra. P. 3884.
Aulnay-sur-Odon, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Calvados, cap. cant., 18 m. N.E. Vire,
on the Odon. P. 2005. Manufs. cotton goods.
AuLNE, a river of France, dep. Finist^re, passes

ChS,teauneuf (whence it is navigable) and Chi-
teaulin, and enters Brest road at Landevenec.

AuLT, a comm. and town of France, dep. Som-
me, cap. cant., 17 m. W. Abbeville. P. 1474.

AuLT HucKNALi^ a pa. of England, co. Derby,

4J m. N.W. Mansfield. Ac. 8730. P. 686.

AuMA, a town of Germany, Saxe Weimar, on
the Orla, 7 m. S.E. Neustadt. P. 1600.
AuMALE (formerly Albemarle), a comm. and

town of France, dep. Seine-Inferieure, cap.
cant., on the Bresle, 13 m. E.N.E. Neufchatel.
P. 2134.

AuMALE, a town of Alg^rie, cap. cant., dep. and
8 m. from Algiers. P. 5196 (1468 Europeans).
It is a strong military post, with barracks, maga-
zines, and hospitals.

Aumnier, a populous town of India, dom. and
60 m. W.N.W. Nagpore, on the Wurda.
AuMONT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loz^re, arr. and 11 m. N. Marvejols, cap. cant.
P. 1004. Seven fairs per annum. Commerce of
cant, in sale of grains, cloth, and cattle.

AuNAY, a comm. and town, France, dep. Cha-
rente-Inferieure, cap. cant., 16 m. N.E. St Jean
d'Angely. P. 2005.—II. a vill., dep. Nievre. P.
1167.—III. a vill., dep. Eure-et-Loire. P. 1046.
AuNEAU, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Eure-et-Loire, arr. Chartres. P. 1687.
AuNEuiL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Oise, cap. cant., arr. Beauvais. P. 1145.
AuNis, an old prov. of W. France, between Sain-

tonge, Poitou, and the Atlantic, forming, with
Saiiitonge, the modem dep. Charente-Inferieure.
AuNSBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.

N.N.W. Folkingham. Ac. 1183. P. 140.
AurA, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. Ticin, gov. and

8 m. N.W. Marschendorf. P. 2865.
Aups, a comm. and town of France, dep. Var,

cap. cant., 15 m. N.W. Draguignan. P. 2647.
AuRANO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Novara,

circ. Pallanza. P. 1035.
AuRAKiA. a vill. of the U. S., North America,

Georgia, 108 m. N.N.W. Milledgeville.
Auius, a town of Prussian Silesia, 11 m.

N.N.W Breslau. P. 1000.

AuRAY, a river-port of France, dep. Morbihan,
cap. cant., 10 m. W. Vannes. P. 3967.
AuREC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute-Loire, arr. and 14 m. N. Yssingeaux on
the rt. b. of the Loire. P. 2829.

AuRELius, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 5 m. W. Auburn. P. 2645.

AuRLAC and Aurignac, two small towns of

France, dep. Haute Garonne; the former, (P.

1748), 19 m. S.E., and the latter, (P. 1484), 38 m.
S.W., Toulouse.

Aurich, a town of Prussia, cap. landrost, and
of the principality of East Friesland, 13 m. N.E.
Emden. P. of town, 4550 ; of landrost (1864)
193,607. Area 1158 sq. miles.
AuBiLLAC, a town of France, cap. dep. Cantal,

40 m. S.E. Tulle. P. 10,936. It has a comm.
college, normal school, and manufs. of brass wares,
and tanneries.

AuRiNGY, one of the Channel isls. IAlderney.]
AuRioL, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Bouches-du-Rhone, 14 m. N.E. Marseille. P. 6047.

AuRONZO, a town of Northern Italy, deleg. and
30 m. N.E. Belluno. P. 3855. With zinc mines.
Aurora, a town of the U. S., North America,

New York, co. Erie, 15 m. S.E. Buffalo. P. 2908.

AuRUNGABAD, an old Mohammedan prov. of

South India, between lat. 18° and 21° N. ; Ion. 73'

and 77° E., and now divided among the Nizam's
territory, and the British dists. Poonah, N. Con-
can, and Ahmednuggur, in the Bombay presid.

Surface irregular. Ghauts mountains and table-

lands in the W. Climate favourable to the culti-

vation of European fruits. Thinly peopled. In it

are the cities Bombay, Poonah, Aurungabad, with
most of the cave-temples of India, viz., those of

Elephanta, Salsette, Carlee, and Elora.

—

Aurung-
abad, a city and cap. of prov. on a tributary of the
Godavery, 176 m. E.N.E. Bombay. Lat. 19° 53'

N. ; Ion. 75° 29' E. Pop. estimated at 60,000. It

is enclosed by a wall 7 m. in circumference.
Au Sable, a township of the U. S., North

America, New York, 140 m. N. Albany. P. 3222.

AusciiE, a town, Bohemia, circ. and 10 m. N.E.
Leitmeritz. P. 1675. It has wooUen factories.

Auschwitz or Oswiecin, a town of Austrian
Galicia, cap. duchy, on the Sola, 33 m. W.S.W.
Cracow. P. 2000. Trade in salt.

Auspitz, a town of Moravia, circ. and 18 m.
S.S.E. Brunn. P. 3100.
AusaA, a dist. of Africa, N. side of Niger, near

Timbuctoo.
Aussee, a town of Austria, Styria, 8 m. N.E.

Hallstadt. P. 1120. • It has mines of rock salt.

—

II. a vill. of Austria, Moravia, circ. and 20 m.
N.W. Glmutz. P. 2600.

AussEGG or AussiG, a town of Austria, Bohe-
mia, circ. and 11 m. N.W. Leitmeritz, on 1. b. of

the Elbe. P. 2900. The painter Raphael Menga
was bom here in 1728.

AussERSiHL, a town of Switzerland, cant, and
near the town of Zurich. P. 2597.

AussEN, a town, Rhenish Prussia, gov. Treves,
cii'c. Saarlouis. P. 1164. With iron works.

Aust, a vill. and chapeby of England, co.

Glo'ster, 4 m. W.S.W. Thornbury. P. 187.

Austell (St), a town and pa. of England, co.

Cornwall, 13 m. N.N.E. Truro. Ac. 12,125. P.
11,893. Manufs. woollens ; exports tin & copper.
The pilchard fishery is carried on in the bay.
Austerlitz (Morav. Slawkoto), a town of Mora-

via, circ. and 12 m. E.S.E. Briinn, on the Littawa.
P. 3300. Napoleon i. here defeated the Emperors
of Austria and Russia va 1805.

Austerlitz, a township of U.S., North Amerka,
CO. Colombia, 31 m. S.S.E. Albany. P. 1874. .
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Austin, the cap. town of the state Texas, U. S.,

N. America, on the Colorado river, 1420 m. S.W.
Washington. The co. Austin has a pop. of 6225
free, 3914 slaves.

Austin, a town and bay on the S.E. point of

th? island Barbadoes, West Indies.

AusTis, a viU. of the island Sardinia, prov.
Cagliari, circ. Lanusei. P. 628.

AusTONLEY, a township of England, co. York,
West Eiding, pa. Almondbury, 7J m. S.E. Hud-
dersfield. Ac. 1760. P. 1901.

Austral Islands, a group of five isls. in the
S. Pacific, between lat. 22° 27' and 27° 36' S.

;

Ion. 144° 11' and 150° 47' W. ; chief islands, Eai-
avai, Tubuai, Eurutu, Eimatura, and Eapa.
Australasia (South Asia) or Melanesia, a

division of the globe, forming a part of Oceania,
extending between the equator and lat. 50° S.,

consisting of the continent of Australia, Tas-
mania, New Zealand, and those parts of the
Eastern Archipelago and Polynesia betwen Ion.

110° and 180° E., viz., Papua, the Arru Islands,

Timor-Laut, New Britain, New Ireland, New
Caledonia, Admiralty, Salomon, New Hebrides,
and Queen Charlotte Islands. Area in sq. m.,

and pop. of the settlements, are given under the
respective names. [Australian Colonies."]

Australia, a vast extend of land, composing
the main portion of Australasia, and lying S. of

the Asiatic Archipelago, between lat. 10° 41' and
39° 8' S. ; Ion. 113° and 153° 39' E., having W.
the Indian Ocean ; E. the Pacific Ocean ; N. the
Sea of Timor and Torres Strait, separating it

from Timor, Papua, etc. ; and S. the Indian
Ocean and Bass Strait, the latter dividing it from
Tasmania. Length, E. to W., 2500 m.

;
greatest

breadth, 1960. Area estimated at 2,967,500 sq. m.
P. (1861) 1,063,933, together with about 200,000
aborgines. The principal indentations of the
sea are the Gulfs of Carpentaria and Cambridge
on the N. ; Moreton Bay and Port Jackson on
the E. ; Port Philip, the Gulfs of St Vincent and
Spencer and Great Australian Bight on the S.

;

Shark Bay and Gdographe Bay on the W. The
coasts are generally deficient in harbours, though
Port Jackson, in New South Wales, and Port
Denison, in Queensland, are among the best in
the world. The mountain ranges are of mo-
derate elevation ; and, so far as yet known, have
all a meridional direction, and consist of primary
and palaeozoic rocks. In the S.E. a succession of
mountain ranges stretch northward from the
parallel of Melbourne, at a distance from the
coast of from 50 to 100 m. The Australian Alps
or Warragong mountains which belong to tlus
chain, attain to an elevation of 6510 feet in Mount
Kosciusco, and 7500 in Mount Hotham (probably
the culminating point of the continent), and their
summits are covered with snow. These are con-
tinued N.ward by the Blue Mountains, W. of Syd-
ney ; the Liverpool Eange, in which, near Port
Macquarie, Mount Sea View is 6000 feet ; S. of
Brisbane, Mount Mitchell is 4120 ft.. Mount Lind-
sey 6500 ft ; north of this they sink to undu-
lating hills, rising in isolated peaks to 3000 or
4000 feet to York Peninsula, which is a plain.
The resemblance of the geological formation of
these mountains to those of the Ural, led Sir E.
Impey Murchison, in 1844, to foretell the exist-
ence of gold in the Australian Cordillera ; and,
in February 1851, Mr Hargraves discovered ex-
tensive diggings in the districts near Bathurst
and Wellington. Since that time gold has been
found in various and wide spread localities in
,the province of Victoria. [Australian Colo-
Jfina.] The only great river system of the in-

terior hitherto explored is that of the Murray,
the main stream of which takes its rise in ii

Australian Alps, and is swelled in its lower cou:

by the Murrumbigee and the Darling from th(

north, with their many tributaries, the Lachlai
Began, Macquarrie, Peel, Balonne, etc. ; and from
the south, by the Mitta-Mitta, Ovens, Goulbum,
Campaspd, Loddon, andWimmera, its basin being
known to extend through at least 10° of lat. and
13° of Ion., and probably comprising an area of

upwards of 200,000 sq. m. Other principal rivers
are the Hunter, Hawkesbury, Hastings, Shoal-
haven, Maeleay, Clarence, KR-hmond, Brisbane,
Mary, Fitzroy, and Burdekin, etc., debouching on
the E. ; Snowy Eiver, Yarra, Barwon, Hopkins, and
Glenelg on the S. ; Blackwood, Swan, Murchison,
Gascoyne, & De Gray, on the W. ; & Victoria, Ade-
laide, Alligator, Eoper, Albert, Flinders, Mitchell,
and Kennedy, on the N. coast ; but few serve to

facilitate internal navigation. Principal lakes
are those of Torrens, Gregory, Frome, Eyre, and
Gairdner, in South Australia. Many of these only
swamps, dry in summer. Much of this gi-eat

territory is still unexplored. Sturt, in 1844,
penetrated to the centre, between Spencer Gulf
in the S., and Carpentaria in the N., experienc-
ing utter sterility and drought. Gregory, in

1856, in exploring the Victoria Eiver, N.W.
Australia, seemed, until Stuart's discoveries in
1860 and 1861, to have come upon the same
central desert, 200 to 300 m. from the coast. In
1858, Gregory traced the Barcoo Eiver into

Cooper's Creek of Sturt, and finally, through a
most unpromising region, to Lake Torrens and
the head of Spencer Gidf. Much more promising,
however, are the results from the subsequent three
expeditions of Stuart 1858-59, 1860, and 1861,—
in the first instance, for 200 to 300 m. to the N.W.
of Spencer Gulf ; on the second occasion, to with-
in 250 m. of the Gulf of Carpentaria ; and on the
third, to within 95 m. of the opposite coast, or all

but across this vast territory. From this last bold
expedition he was compelled to retire before im-
penetrable forests, and owing to diminishing
supplies. The last important exploring expedi-
tion was that of Burke and Wills, who, leaving
Melbourne, Aug. 1860, arrived at Menindie on
the Darling (lat. 32' 15' ; Ion. 142° E.) in Oct.

Their course then lay by Cooper's Creek, tUl

they arrived at the meridian of 140°, which they
kept to lat. 28°, and then struck N.E. to Flinders
Eiver, and arrived at the Gulf of Carpentaria in

February 1861, thus completely traversing the
continent from S. to N. On their return journey,

the whole party, with the exception of King,
perished from want of food, and a series of unfor-
tunate casualities. King returned to Melbourne,
November 26, 1861, These successive expeditions

materially dispelled the desponding views as

to the desert character of the Australian in-

terior,—showing, in many places, a well-watered
country, with undulating hills, one of which is

estimated at 3000 feet above the sea. A large

part of the surface is occupied by extensive

sandy and stony deserts ; elsewhere fine pasture

and woodland are met with. The climate is

very peculiar. The N. half of the country being
mostly within the tropics and the range of the

monsoons is subject in summer (between No-
vember and April) to heavy rains, which, how-r

ever, become very irregular in their occurrence,

about and beyond the tropical line. In othei^

parts of Australia years of complete drought
occasionally occur, followed by years of flood;

but here the hot is also in general the dry season,

a circumstance favourable to health. The N.W
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winds, blowing over the sandy deserts of the ih-

terior, towards the colonies of the S.E., are dry

and hot, raising the therm, to 80° and 110° Fahr.

Mean annual temp, at Melbourne, 67° ; spring,

67° ; summer, 66° ; autumn, 68° ; winter, 49°

;

average fall of rain 26 inches, or 2 inches more
than at London. Snow is scarcely ever seen in

MelboiuTie, except on the mountains, but boar-

frost and thin films of ice are sometimes seen in

the suburbs. At Brisbane, lat. 27° 26', the mean
annual temp, is 68°.7 ; fall of rain, 43 inches ; and
number of rainy days, 108. Minerals are abun-

dant, comprising inexhaustible supplies of gold,

copper, iron, and coal, together with silver, mer-
cury, tin, zinc, antimony, and kaolin. Of 6710

plants discovered, 6440 are peculiar to this con-

tinent. Maize, wheat, flax, tobacco, indigo, vines,

olives, and in some parts sugar and cotton, are

raised; but, except gold digging, sheep-farming

is the most flourishing branch of industry, and it

is as a wool-growing cotmtry that Australia is

rising into importance. In 1793 eight merino
sheep were introduced by M'Arthur, a settler,

and in 1866 there were 29,296,744. Groat expec-
tations, however, are formed of Queensland as a
cotton-growing country, the soil andclimate being
admirably adapted to its cultivation. The indi-

genous quadrupeds are all, with very few excep-
tions, marsupial, even the rats; they comprise
68 species, of which 46, including the kangaroo
and wombat, are peculiar to this continent and
its adjacent islands. The singular ornithoryn-

ckus paradoxus is an animal found here only.

The native Australians are viewed by many
as a distinct variety of the human race: their

language has an afiinity with that of the Malay
Peninsula, but their dialects are endless, and not
understood by different tribes even near each
other. Their skin is of an earthy black, hair

straight, forehead low and full, nose broad,

lips thick, stature short, frame slight, and more
adapted to feats of agility than sti-ength. They
live in roving tribes. Many tribes go naked,
practising cannibalism, and having scarcely any
notion of a Deity, or of social arts and order.

The race is becoming extinct. In Victoria the
census of 1857 gives only 1768 ; while 20 years
before they were perhaps 8000 ; and now, the
entire native population of Australia is probably
not 200,000. It is now ascertained that the
Portuguese, in the year 1540, were the earliest

European discoverers of Australia, though little

was known of it until after Dampier, Wallis, and
Cook, explored its coasts. The favourable re-

port of it by the latter was followed by the first

British settlement of Port Jackson in 1788. In
1802 Port Philip, with a great extent of coast
to the westward, was fii'st made known. The
name of New Holland, given by the Dutch to
the north-west coasts, first discovered by them,
and subsequently extended to the whole of the
mainland, is now supplanted by the more appro-
priate name of Australia. The British settlement

of Aew South IVales or Sydney was made in 1788.
The settlement of Western Australia or Swan
River was established in 1829. South Australia^

established in 1834, and colonised in 1836, extends
along the coast from Fowler Bay in the W., to

beyond Cape Northumberland, or from Ion. 132'

to 141° E., of which Adelaide is the capital

The Port Philip District, now Victoria, chief

town Melbourne, colonised in 1836, was foiinerly

a dependency of New South Wales. North Aus-
tralia was colonised by the British Government
in 1838, but has since been abandoned. Queens-
land, established 1869, ' embraces the N. portion
of New South Wales, extending from Point Dan-
ger, lat. 28° 8' S., to Cape York, in the extreme
N. of the continent, lat. 10° 41' S., and from the
Pacific to Ion. 138° E. [Australian Coloniks—New South Wales,Victoria, South Austra-
lia, West Australia, Queensland, Adelalue,
Melbourne, Perth, Sydney.]
Australian Colonies. Under this head we

give a collective view, including Tasmania and
New Zealand ; although, strictly speaking, these
two latter belong to the more comprehensive
circle of Australasia. These settlements, in the
order respectively in which they were founded,
consist of, 1st, New South Wales, established as »

penal colony in 1788; 2d, Tasmania (late Van
Diemen's LandX established, also as a penal co-
lony, 1803; 3d, West Australia, lately made a
penal settlement, but established free in 1829

;

4th, Victoria, so named in 1851, but colonised in

1835 ; 5th, South Australia, settled in 1836 ; 6th,

New Zealand, ofBcially established in 1840, but
colonised for some time previously ; 7th, Queens-
land QaXe Moreton Bay District), established 1859.

In the year 1836, Australia scarcely appeared in

the commerce of Britain, and two of the princi-

pal colonies, Victoria and South Australia, had
just come into existence ; while, in 1861, they col-

lectively contained 1,358,385 colonists, including
about 70,000 aboriginal population. Of 121,214
emigrants that left the shores of the United King-
dom in 1862, no fewer than 41,843 were bound
for these colonies. Their united imports amount
to 27,500,000/., and exports 22,600,000/.. and the
net annual public revenues, apart from loans, are

about 6,000,000/. The chief articles of produce are

gold, copper, and wool. Of gold, the annual pro-

duce is about 10,000,000/., chiefly from Victoria; of

copper, 600,000/., nearly all from S. Australia ; of

wool, above 70,000,000 lbs.,worthabout5,000,000/.,

contributed in various proportions by all the

colonies. In 1867 the gross export of wool from
the Australian colonies wa8417,646 bales. Nearly
the entire of these productions is exported to

Britain. Extensive railway linos have been pro-

jected, and are partially constructed, while tele-

graphic communication is completed between the

capitals of South Australia, New South Wales,
Queensland, Victoria, and Tasmania. The fol-

lowing table illustrates the area, pop., finances,

and commerce of this group of colonies in 1865-66.

Colony.
Square ' Pop. |

y»l"» of

miles,
i

1866. '"".P?!"'
{

1865.

Value of
Exports

1*55.

I.bs. of
Wool,
1860.

Value of Valneof! Aeres in
Gold.

1
Copper, cultivation,

1860. 1 1:60 , 1861

ReT«nne,
18S5.

1,759,34K.
631,432

2,933,192

1,089,248

5»Jd7
234,233

l,436>«0

I'ublio \
Debt,
1866. ,

New South Walei, ' 323,457 411,390
Queensland, . . 67»',0(I0 87,775
Victoria

1 86,831 6,13,988
^outh Australia, .

|
383,328 156,«0J

West Australia, .
1

978,000 !
16.695

Tasmania, . . . 26.215 95.201
^cw Zealand, . . 106,259 i 190,607

9,928,59«.
2,5 5,559

14,974,815

2,927,596
169,074

753,0.54

5,594,977

8,191,17W. 17,251,3iS i 1,69S,07«.
1,153,464 6,0117,167

13,898,384 22,167.06» 1 8.624360
3,129346 11,731,371

89,246 1,617.015 )

880,965 6,993,260 [ 60,000

3,713,218 6,665,860 )

271,739

419.25J

*35,782f. 428316
29333 37,137

208,619

190,0t;0

«,29!1.630t

2,650,2:18

9,404.270

726,600
1,750

54.'i.7t-0 1

3>9.440

Total, . . . 2,582,070 1,».-6,281 38,854,270/. 31,056,293<. 70,433,131 I0,382,93M. 1 465,6I5(.' 1AS5,613 8,1403151. J3,»»7,70«.

For lattr infbntaHoH, Me (A« separate articles.

1
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In Victoria the wool clip fell off temporarily

•iter 1854, notwithstanding the importation of

sheep fromNew South Wales, which had the effect

of arresting increase there also. In the other
colonies there is a progressive yearly increase,

particularly in South Australia and New Zealand,

The year 1858 was marked by the extension of

gold production to Nelson, New Zealand, and in

1861, to Otago. At the same time there was a
decided increase in the yield of the New South
Wales mines.
The climate of these colonies, although aver-

aging from 5° to 15° higher in the annual mean
than that of Britain, is, nevertheless, suited to

the Anglo-Saxon constitution. The northern
localities around Moreton Bay verge upon the
tropics, whUe the southern extremities of Tas-
mania and New Zealand stretch into the cool

regions of the 44th and 48th parallels of south
latitude. Improved navigation has reduced the
passage by sailing ships from England to 80 or 90
days, and by steam to 60 days ; while by the
overland route the postal delivery may be ex-
pected in little more than six weeks. In 1855
these colonies were placed on the footing of self-

government ; and since that time they have
greatly advanced in the path of progress. The
Australian colonies have recently had under con-
sideration the important subject of a Federative
union, but as yet nothing definite has been ar-

ranged.
Australia Felix, a name given by the late

Sir Thomas Mitchell in 1836, in complement to

the fine scenery of a part of Victoria he was then
exploring. It comprises Moimt Alexander and
other gold fields between the river Goulboume
and the Pyrenees hiUs. The colonists most
readily extended so flattering a designation to

the entire territory, and this poetical idea was in
a fair way of supplanting the earlier " Port
Philip," or " Southern District," when, in 1851,
on the occasion of the territory being officially

detached from New South Wales and made a
separate colony, all contentions were merged in
the new name of Victoria.

AusTRET, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 6 m.
E.N.E. Tamworth. Ac 2097. P. 557.

—

Austrinum
Prom, of the Komans. [Cape Clear.]
Austria (Archduchy of), the central prov.

and nucleus of the Austrian empire, and seat of
its cap., now forming the two crown lands of

Upper and Lower Austria, between lat 47° 25' and
49° N.; Ion. 12° 45'and 17° 8'E., having N. Bohemia
and Moravia, K Hungary, S. Hungary, Styria,
and Salzburg, and W. Salzburg and Bavaria.
Area of Lower Austria 7655 sq. m. P. (1857)
1,681,697. Upper Austria, 4632 sq. m. P. (1857)
707,450. The Noric Alps which form its S.
boimdary, next to Styria, extend their contreforts
to the banks of the Danube, which traverses the
province from W. to E. ; the Inn river forms its

N.W., and the March, part of its E. frontier. It
has numerous mountain lakes and picturesque
scenery. Forests and vineyards extensive. It is

fertile and admirably cultivated- Wheat, oats,
and barley are raised, and wine is extensively
made. Mineral products comprise gold, silver,

copper, lead, iron, arsenic, alum, coal, and grap-
hite. It is divided by the riv. Enns into Upper and
Lower Austria {Land Ober and Unfer der Enns).
Lower Austria is subdivided into four circles,

—

I. Lower Wiener^toald, cap. Vienna; II. Upper
Wiener-wald. cap. St Polten ; III. Lower Man-
hartsberg, cap. Komeuburg; IV. Upper Man-
hnrtsberg, cap. Krems; and the municipal dist
of Vienna. The regency of Lower Austria has

its seat at Vienna, and is charged with the cii

administration of the prov. Upper Austria
subdivided into four circles.—I. Muhl, cap. Linzi
II. Trautu, cap. Steyer; III. HausruL, cap. Welsf
IV. Inn^ cap. Bied. The regency is establishe

at Linz. The military affairs of the archduchj
are directed by the military commandant
Vienna. Aiter Vienna, the chief cities are Li
and Wiener-Neustadt.
Austria (Circle of), an old subdiv. of

many, which comprised Austria Proper or Lowe
Austria, Styria, Carinthia, Camiola, & the Ti
bounded N. by Moravia, Bohemia, and the circ

of Bavaria and Swabia ; W. Switzerland ; S.
Lombardy and Istria ; and E. Croatia and Hun«
gary,—most of which territories are now in-

cluded in the Austrian Empire.
Austria (Empire of), Germ. Oesterreichiscke

Kaiserthum, Fr. {Empire dAutriche), a state of

Central Europe, cap. Wien (Vienna), situated

chiefly between lat 45° and 51° 2' N. (but ex-
tending in Dalmatia to lat 42° 9' N.) ; Ion. 8° 35'

and 26° 35' E., bounded N. by Riwssia, Prussia,

Saxony, and Bavaria ; S. by Italy, the Adriatic,

and the Ottoman Empire ; W. by Liechtenstein.

Switzerland and the Sardinian States ; and E. bv
the Bussian Empire. Area 249,985 sq. miles. 1^.

(1857) 35,018,988. The principal part of the terri-

tory presents the form of an oblong square, parallel

with the equator lengthwise, and its centre is in-
dicated, nearly, by the position of Pesth, on the
Danube. Three-fourths of its area are mountain-
ous, and there are three great mountain 8ystemS|
—the Alps in the S.W., the Bohemian and Mor»>
vian mountains in the N.W., and the Carpathians,
forming a great curve, the one extremity of which
abuts on the Danube at Presbui^ in the N.W., 9c

the other at Orsova in the S.E. The most elev.

summits are in the Alps of Tirol, where the Ort-
lerspitze attains the height of 12,833 feet, next
Bucsecs in the E. Carpathians, 9528 feet and 3d,

the Schneekoppe in the Kiesen Gebii^e, the culmi-
nating point of the mountains of Bohemia and
Moravia, 5275 feet The most mountainous coun-
tries are the Tirol, Salzburg, Upper Styria, the W.
part of Upper Carinthia, and the E. part of Tran-
sylvania. Austria has many plains, remarkable for

uniform level, the principal being the plains of

Lower Austria, on both sides of the Danube, the
plains of Hungary, the plains of Slavonia, and that
of the Po. It is abundantly supplied with water,
nearly all of which is collected into six great rivers,
viz., the Danube and the Dneister, flowing to the
Black Sea ; the Po and the Adige to the Adriatic

;

the Vistula to the Baltic ; and the Elbe to the
North Sea ; the most important lakes of Austria
are the Platten-See, and Lake Nieusiedel, in
Hungary, which country, from its flatness, con-
tains also the greatest number of marshes. Of
the Italian lakes only the north end of Garda is

now within the Austrian territory. The principal

Gulfs are those of Venice, Trieste, Quarnero, and
Cattaro. The Austrian Empire is comprised
between the isothermal lines of 60° and 50° Fahr.
The greatest part of the territory lies in the
temperate zone ; the N. parts of Bohemia, SUesia,

Galicia, and Bukowina, alone stretch into the
subarctic. The Alpine region is one of the most
rainy countries in Europe. The line of equal
rainfall of 40 to 45 inches, ascends from Lake
Garda by Eoveredo to Treviso, Trieste, Fiume,
Ragusa to Carlstadt; rising to 65, 60, and 70

inches in the higher Alps. Storms are rare in

Lower Austria, and become more frequent in the

S. The annual number of thunderstorms is 8 in

Vienna, 28 in Hungary, and 60 in the plains of
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Venice. Earthquakes occur in Dalmatia, Ill3'ria,

Hungary, and Transylvania. Glaciers and buow-
fields are confined to the Alps at an elev. of 8000
feet. The soil in such an extensive territory is

varied ; the plains of Venetia and Hungary are the

most fertile ; next, the countries of Galicia, Bo-
hemia, Moravia, Austria Proper, and Styria. The
flora of the Austrian states comprises the different

grains and plants common to the countries of

Central Europe, as vines, hops, tobacco, saffron,

and a great variety of fruit-trees. A third part

of the productive soil is covered by forests. The
Alps and the mountains of Bohemia and Moravia
produce pine, beech, and larch ; while the forests

of Hungary, Galicia, Transylvania, and the
Military Frontier, furnish oak, beech, and elm.

The empire may be divided into the three fol-

lowing zones of vegetation:—S., the zone of

olives and rice, between lat. 42° and 46" ; central,

that of the vine and maize, between lat. 46° and
49°, and N. that of grain, hops, and hemp, be-

tween lat. 49° and 61°. The vegetation of these

zones is modified by the elevation of the soil

;

thus the vino ceases at a height of 1750 feet, the

oak at 3000 feet, cereals generally at 4500 feet,

pines at 6000 feet, and pasture at the limits of

snow in the Alps. Among the fauna of Austria
may be noticed, in the Alps and Carpathians, the

bear, wolf, fox, lynx, and chamois ; in the high
Alps, the jackal ; in Dalmatia the marten, otter,

marmot, beaver, wild boar, wild cat, stag, deer,

hare, and rabbit. Eagles and other birds of prey
are foimd in the mountains, and herons are plen-

tiful in the plains. Fish is abundant in most of

the streams, and leeches are exported from the
marshes. The empire is rich in minerals, having
gold, silver, lead, copper, tin, mercury, and iron,

widely spread over a large portion of its do-
minions. The country contains all kinds of build-

ing materials, and precious stones, and is especi-

ally rich in mineral springs. Eock salt, of which
4,000,000 cwts. are annually mined, is a monopoly
of the state. The working of pit coal has in-

creased twelve times within 30 years, and now
exceeds 72,000,000 cwts.

Crown lands.
Area In
sq. m.

Pop. (Cen-
sus Oct. 31,

1857).

Austria (Lower), ....
Austria (Upper), . '. . .

Salzburg,
Styria,

Carinthia,

Cainiola. ......
Goertz, Gradisca, Istria and

Trieste
Tirol and Vorarlberg, . .

Bohemia,
Moravia,
Silesia,

Galicia.

Bulcowina,
Dalmatia,
Venetia,
Hungary,
Croatia and Slavonia, . .

Transylvania,
Military Frontier,....
Army,

7,655
4,632
2,766

8,670
4,006

3,857

j- 3,084

11,311

20,063
8,584

1,987
30,241

4,037

4.940
9,709
82.836
7,444

21,208
12,955

1,681,697
707,450
146,769

1,066,773
332,456
451,941

620,978

851,016
4,705,525

1,867,094
443,912

4,597,470
456,920
404,499

2,446,056
9,900,785

876,009
1,926,727

1,064,922

679,989

Total, .... 249,985 35,018,988

By the cession of the Italian provs. Lombardy and Venice, in
1859 and l86fi, the empire lost 4,7flfi,9IO of its population.

The population belongs to four principal families

—i'ue German, Slavonian, Eumanian, and Hun-

garian or Magyar. German is the language of
the countries inhabited by the first-named family,
and that employed by the superior adminis-
tration ; the different Slavonian dialects by the
second; Italian and a mixed dialect by the
third ; and the Magyar by the fourth. French is

the diplomatic language of Austria. Agriculture
is rapidly being improved in many parts of the
empire. In Styria, Illyria, and the Tirol, the rear-
ing of cattle forms the chief branch of agricultural
industry, and the produce of wine is abundant.
In the S. a great amount of wheat, maize, and
rice are raised. The rearing of silk worms is also

a source of wealth in the southern provinces.

Venetia and the South Tirol supplied yearly
270,000 centimes of cocoons, value 22,000,000 fl.

Galicia and Bohemia produce grain in abun-
dance. Moravia and Silesia are well cultivated,

and the produce exceeds the wants of the popu-
lation. Hungary also yields abundance of grain.

The number of horses in Austria was (in 1857)
3,500,000 of an excellent breed. There were
24,000 mules, mostly in Dalmatia, and 100,000
donkeys in Hungary. The number of sheep is

estimated at 30,0U0,000, two millions of which are

of improved breeds, and the number of hogs at

8,100,000. Since the peace of 1815 manufacturing
industry has made great progress. The most im-
portant articles produced are woollens, linens,

cottons, silks, steel, wood, and glass wares. The
principal imports are colonial products, oils,

corn, cattle, cotton, hides, skins, and metals ; ex-
ports, silk, wool, woollen goods, glass, steel, linen,

hemp, timber, and seeds. Tobacco is a govern-
ment monopoly ; the amount of wine produced is

greatly on the increase. The means of communi-
cation in the country are extensive ; and many of

the great routes are remarkable as works of en-
gineering art. Kailways intersect the empire in

all directions, and steam packets are established

on the great rivers. The Danube steam naviga-
tion was, in 1861, purchased from Bavaria by
the Austrian Steam Navigation Company for

900,000/. Exports (1862)333,853,018/. Imports
214,918,496 fl.

Vessels entered the ports of the

empire in 1861: sailing 66,112, tonnage 1,734,401;

steamers 4185, tonnage 1,013,141. Cleared: sailing

vessels 66,390, tonnage 1,739,053 ; steamers 4168,

tonnage 1,004,781. Austria held the first rank
in the Germanic confederation, which was dis-

solved in 1866, The crown is hereditary by
order of primogeniture in the male, and failing it,

in the female line. Nearly each province lias

distinct usages and peculiarities. The ancient

Hungarian provinces—viz., Hungary, Transyl-

vania, Croatia, and Slavonia—had formerly their

ovm diets, and were, to a certain extent, inde-

pendent of the court of Vienna ; but in most of

the W. provs. (the Tirol excepted), the rule of

the emperor has always been more direct. The
subordinate civil divisions of the Austrian

provs. are into cmmties in Hungary and Transyl-

vania, ii'erteh (quarters) in Lower Anstrifi,

and circles elsewhere. The empire is ecclesi-

astically divided into archbishoprics, bishop-

rics, Protestant superintendencies, and parislu^w.

In 1857 there were 23,968,686 Roman, and
3,526,952 Greek Catholics, 9737 Armenian Catho-

lics, 2,918,126 non-united Greeks, and 3513 non-

united Armenian Catholics ; Protestants of Augs-
burg confession, 1,218,831, Reformed 1,963,785

;

Unitarians 50,870, Jews 1,049,871, others 3955.

The Greek Catholics and the Protestants mostly

inhabit the E. provs. ; the Unitarians are nearly

confined to Transylvania. Education has made
rapid strides in Austria—the law requiring that,
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in every pro\-ince of the empire, every child he-

tween the ages of six and twelve shall be edu-

cated either in the school or at home. In the

manufacturing districts, no child is allowed to be

sent into a factory before completing its ninth

year. After that age, children in factories are

compelled to attend classes on Friday evenings

and Sunday mornings tUl they have attained

their fifteenth year. In Roman Catholic districts

the school inspector is the priest, and in Protes-

tant districts the Dissenting minister. In 1857

there were 48,615 school establishments, with

71,730 professors and teachers, and 3,732,862

students and scholars. There are 8 universities

:

those of Vienna, Prague, Pesth, Cracow, Linz,
Lemberg, Gratz and Innspriick. Agricultural,
mining, nautical schools, and gjonnasia. There
are 28 public libraries, with an aggregate of

nearly two millions of vols. The military force
of the empire is composed of a standing army,
and an army of reserve (Landwehr). In 1866 the
force on the peace footing was 269,103 men, and
42,201 horses. The navy consisted of 39 steamers,
with 639 guns, and 11,730 horse power ; and 20
sailing vessels, with 145 guns. The navy is

manned by 7929 sailors, 2253 marine artillery, and
4538 marine infantry. Pola and Venice are the
only harbours of war. Austria possesses 24
fortresses, of which Josephstadt, Theresienstadt,
Olmiitz, Mantua, Peschiera, and Comom, are first

class; Peterwardein, Brod, Altgradisca, Arad,
Eszeg, Karlstadt, Karlsburg, Munkatsch, Temes-
war, Eagusa, Cattaro, Zara, Legnago, Venice,
Kufstein, Salzburg, Prague, and KSniggratz,
second class. It has garrisons in Mentz and
Piacenza. The public revenue arises from direct
taxeson property, industry, and incomes, withper-
sonal and Jews'taxes, indirect imposts on tobacco,
provisions, a salt monopoly, legacy and stamp
duties, post-office and custom-dues, and the re-
venuesfromthecrown domainsand mines. Expen-
diture (1863) 367,087,748 /?., or 37,473,475/.; rev.

304,585,094/, or 31,093,050i;deficit62,502,6547?.,
or 6,380,425/. Debt in 1862, 2,360,236,856,/., or
224,222,501/. The army and interest on the public
debt, which latter was increased by 300,000,000 /t,

in 1866, are the principal sources of expense.
Austrian Poland. [^Galicia & Lodosieria.]
AusTwicK, a township of England, co. York,

West Riding, pa. Clapham, 4 m. N.W. Settle.

Ac. 5400. P. 561.

AuswYL, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bern,
dist. Aarwangen. P. 706.

AuTAGUA, a CO. of the U.S., North America,
nearly in centre of Alabama, and intersected by
Alabama river and its branches. P. 7132 free,

9607 slaves. Surface varied, soil light, except
on the rivers, where it is rich and fertUe.

AuTEBivH^ a comm. and town of France, dep.
Haute Garonne, cap. cant., on rL b. of the Ariege,
16 m. S. Toulouse. P. 3297.
AuTHiE and Acthion, two small rivers of

France ; the former flows N.W. between the deps.
Somme and Pas-de-Calais, and enters the English
Channel 25 m. S. Boulogne ; course 35 m. ; the
latter, dep. Maine-et-Loire, joins the Loire 4 m.
S.E. Angers. Course 35 miles.
AuTHOX, a comra. and small town of France,

dep. Eure-et-Loire, cap., cant., arr. and 12 m.
S.S.W. Nogent-le-Rotrou. P. 1535. Manufs. of
serges and druggets. Cattle trade. Fairs.
Adthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Liucoln, 4i m.

N.W. Aldford. Ac. 921. P. 134.
Adtrey-les-Grat, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Haute-Sa6ne, cap., cant., arr. and
6 m. N.W. Gray. P. 1229. Fairs.

AiTTUN (_Blbracte, afterwards Augusiodunum),
a city of France, dep. Saone-et-Loire, cap., arr,

on the Arroux, 50 m. N.W. Macon, and 165 m.
S.E. Paris. P. 11,897. It has a cathedral, college,

library, and museum. Manufs. carpets and paper.

The see of Autun was once held bv Talleyrand.

AxmjNCARAY, a seaport town of British India,

presidency Madras, 11 miles E. Ramnad.
AuvERGJfE (Mountains of\ France, a branch

of the Cevennes, extending cniefly in the deps.

Puy-de-D6me and Cantal, and separating the
basins of the Allier, Cher, and Creuse, from those

of the Lot and Dordogne. These mountaina
form intricate groups, which throw out contre-

forts to the N. and S., and present the highest

points of the interior ; viz., the Mont Dor 6188 ft,

Cantal 6093 ft., and Puy-de-D6me 4806 ft. They
contain many extinct volcanoes, and present sites

of the wildest and most picturesque grandeur.

The cone of Mont Dor rises abruptly to a height
of several thousand feet, and is composed of layers

of scoriae, pumice-stone, and fine detritus mixed
with beds of basalt. The minor volcanoes ex-
tend along the platform 18 m. in length and 2 m,
in breadth. They are mostly truncated at the
top, and the crater is often entire.

AuvERGNE, an old prov. of France, forming the
present deps. of Cantal, Puy-de-D6me, and a
small part of Haute-Loire. It lyas divided into

Upper and Lower Auvergne, and had for caps,

respectively St Flour and Clermont.
AtrvERNiER, a vilL of Switzerland, cant. Neuf-

chatel, dist Boudry. P. 703. Electoral coll.

AuvEBS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, 3 m. E.N.E. Pontoise, on the rail-

way from Paris to Amiens. P. 961.

Ahvees-le-Hamon, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Sarthe, arr. and 18 m. N.W. La
Fltehe. P. 2078. Mining of anthracite. Fairs.

AuviLLAR or AuviLLARS, a town of France,
dep. Tam-et-Garonne, cap. cant., 23 m. W. Mont-
auban. P. 1863.

Auw, a viU., Switzerland, cant Aargau. P. 822,

AuxERRE, Autissiodcyrum, a city of France,
cap. dep. Yonne, 93 m. S.W. Paris, on 1. b. of the
Yonne. P. 15,081. It has a river quay, a cathe-
dral, and a curious clock tower, a public library

of 29,000 vols^ museum, coUege, tribunal of com-
merce, theatre, and hospital It is surrounded by
vineyards. Trade in wines, timber, charcoal,

hosiery, counterpanes, and barrels. Manufactures
of musical strings.

AuxoN, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Aube, 15 m. S.S.W. Troyes. P. 1589.

AuxoNNE, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Cote-d'Or, on L b. of the Sa6ne, 17 m. S.E. Dijon.
P. 7103. It has an arsenal and barracks. Manufs.
woollen cloth and nails.

Auxt-le-Chateau, a comm. & town of France,
dep. Pas-de-Calais, cap. cant, on the Authie, 13
m. S.W. St PoL P. 2975.
AuzANCES, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Creuse, 32 m. S.E. Gueret. P. 1233.

AuzKLLES, a comm. and town, France, dep. Puy-
de-D6me, arr. Ambert, cant Cunlhat P. 2171.

AuzoN, a vill. of France, dep. Haute Loire, on
rt. b. of the Allier, 34 m. N.W. Puy. P. 1404.

AvA (Aeng-vxi, "a fish pond"), a fortified city,

formerly cap. of Burma, on the Irrawadi, 350 m.
N. Rangoon. Lat 21" 51' N. ; Ion. 95° 58' 10" E.

Destroyed by an earthquake in 1839 ; when the
seat of Governmentwas transferred to Mautshobo.
AvA, two principalities of Japan.—I. island

Niphon, with a cap. town, 50 m. E.S.E. Yeddo.^
II. island Sikoke, with a town on its N. coast, lat.

33" 53' N. ; Ion. 134° 12' E, with a harbour.
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AvATLLES Limousine, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Vienne, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the

Vienne, 17 m. E. Civray. P. 2070. Its trade is

mostly in wine and mUl-stones.

Aval Island, Persian Gulf. [Bahrein.]
AvALLON, Aballo, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Yonne, cap. arr., on the Cousin, 26 m. S.E.

Auierre. P. 6633. Manufs. of woollens and
paper ; distilleries and tanneries.

AVASi or AvADSi, a town of Japan, cap. is-

land Sikoke, S. Niphon. Lat. 34° 21' N. ; Ion.

134° 47' E.
AvATCiiA (Mount), a volcano of Kamtchatka,

near its E. coast, in lat. 63° 15' N. ; Ion. 158° 50'

E., 9055 feet high. At its summit is a crater several

hundred yards in circumference. In 1827, Avatcha
was in violent eruption. About 20 m. S. is the bay
of Avatcha, the best in Kamtchatka, and on which
are the towns Avatcha and Petropaulovsk.
AvEBUBY or Abury, a pa. of England, co.

WUts, 6 m. W. Marlborough. Ac. 4544. P. 725.

AvEGNO, a town of North Italy, prov. and
ciro. Genoa. P. 1879.

AvEiRAS DE CiMA, a town of Portugal, prov.

Estremadura, 20 m. S.W. Santarem. P. 1073.

AVEiKO, Avreium, a seaport town of Portugal,

cap. dist., prov. Beira, on the estuary of the

Vouga, 31 m. N.W. Goimbra. P. 6000. Area of

dist. 1459 sq. m. P. 244,446. "With extensive
fisheries of anchovies, herrings, and oysters;
commerce in salt, fish, oil, wine, and oranges.
AvEiKO, a town of Brazil, prov. Para, on the

Tapajos, 70 m. S.E. Santarem. Lat. 3° 32° S.

;

Ion. 55° 48' W.
AVELEY, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2 m. N.E.

Purfleet. Ac. 3039. P. 930.

Aa'elgeiiem, a vill. of Belgium, prov. West
Flanders, on 1. b. of Scheldt, 8 ra. S.E. Coiirtrai.

P. 4300. Manufs. of tobacco and candles.

AvELLA, a town of Central Italy, prov. Avel-
lino, 20 m. E.N.E. Naples. P. 5228. Near it are
the remains of Abella.

AvELLiNO, Abellinum, a fortified episcopal city

of Italy, cap. prov. Avellino, and 28 m. E. Naples.
P. (1861) 19,761. Area of prov. 1288 sq. m. P.
355,621. It has a cathedral and college. Manufs.
woollens, paper, macaroni, and sausages; trade
in hazel nuts (nuces Avellane), chestnuts, and corn.

The city was destroyed by an earthquake in

1694. Between Avellino andBenevento is the Val
di Gargano, the position of the Caudine Forks,
famous for the victory of the Samnites over the
Romans, in year of Eome 433. [Principato.]
AvEN (Loch), a small lake of Scotland, co.

Banff, and at its S.E. extremity, enclosed by the
lofty mountains Cairngorm and Ben Macdhui.
AvENBURY, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 2

m. S.S.E. Bromyard. Ac. 3233. P. 371.
AvENCHES or WiFLisBURG, Aventictitn, a town

of Switzerland, cant. Vaud, cap. dist., enclosed
by Fribourg, IJ m. S. Lake Morat. P. 1756. It was
capital of the Helvetii, and afterwards a Eoman
colony, destroyed by the Huns in 447.
AvENiiBES (Lks) or CiERS, a comm. and vill.

of France, dep. Isfere, arr. and 9 m. N.E. of La
Tour-du-Pin. P. 4106. Manufs. of tiles & bricks.
AvENEfeRES or AvBSNiiiBES, a comm. and viU. of

France, dep. Mayenne, arr. and ^ m. S. Laval.
P. 3512. Manufs. of canvas and bricks.
AvENiNG, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 3 m.

N.N.W. Tedbury. Ac. 4428. P. 2070.
AvENWEDDE, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia,

gov. and 32 m. S.W. Minden. P. 1380.
Avenza or Lavenza, a town of Central Italy,

on the torrent Avenza, near the sea, 3 m. S.W.
Carrara. P. 1910.

AvEREEST, a vill. of the Netherlands, pror.
Overyssel, 21 m. E.N.E. Kampen. P. 3781.

AvEKHAM, a pa. of England, co. Nottingham,
on the Trent, 2 m. W.N.W. Newark. Ac. 2646.
P. 237.

AvERNAKOE, a Small island of Denmark, near
the S. coast of Fuhnen. P. 350.

AvERNO (Lake of), Avemus, a lake, 10 m. W.
Naples, near the Bay of BaiaB. It is a circular

basin 1J m. in circumference, 4 ft. above the sea,

and 250 ft. deep. Agrippa formed a canal between
the lake and the sea, but the communication was
destroyed by an eruption of Monte Novo in 1538.

AvERSA, a town of S. Italy, prov. Caserta, cap.

cant., 9J m. S. Capua. P. (1861) 18,248. It is

celebrated for its limatic asylum, which contains
500 persons.
AvES or Bird, a small group of islands in the

Dutch West Indies, S.E. the island of Buen Ayre,
so named from the number of birds which fre-

quent them. The only inhabitants are a few
Dutch fishers.—II. an uninhabited island, 147 m.
W. Dominica. Lat. 15° 40' N. ; Ion. 63° 38' W.
AvESA, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, dist. and

2J m. N. Verona. P. 1920.

AvESNES, a fortified town, France, dep. Nord,
cap. arr., on the Helpe, 51 m. S.E. Lille. P. 3516.

It has a church with a lofty spire. Manufs. of soap
and leather, oil-mills, and a trade in flax, iron,

timber, and stone.—II. (/ea Aubert), a comm. and
town dep. Nord, 6 m. E.N.E. Cambray. P. 3228.

—III. (le Compte), a market town, dep. Pas-de-
Calais, cap. cant., 11 m. S.W. Arras. P. with
comm. 1518.

AvEssAC, a comm. & town, France, dep. Loire-
Inf^rieure, arr. and 20 m. N. Savenay. P. 2834.

AvESTAD, a small town of Sweden, leen and 35
m. S.E. Falun, on the Dal-elf. Here the ore from
the copper mines of Falun is smelted, and the
town has several iron-works.
AvETON-GiFFORD, a pa. of England, co. Devon,

Si m. S.E. Modbury. Ac. 3182. P. 839.

AvETRANA, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecce,

circ. Taranto. P. 1119.

AvEYRON, a river of France, rises in the foun-
tain of Veyron, near Sdverac-le-Chateau, dep.

Aveyron, passes Rodez, Villefranche, and Negre-
pelisse, in dep. Tam-et-Garonne, where it be-
comes navigable, and joins the Tarn 7 m. N.W.
Montauban, after a course of 90 miles.

AvEYRON, a dep. in the south of France, cap,

Eodez, surrounded by the deps. Cantal, Lozere,

Gard, Herault, Tarn, Tam-et-Garonne, and Lot.
Area 3376 sq. m. P. 396,025. Surface mostly
mountainous

;
principal rivers the Lot, the True-

y^re, affluent of the Lot, and the Viaur, affluent

of the Aveyron and Tarn. Many cattle and sheep
are reared, and the Eoquefort cheese forms an
important article of export. The coal and iron

mines here are among the most important in

France. Manufs. metallic wares, leather, woollen
stuffs, hosiery, and gloves, cotton yam, and paper.

The dep. is subdivided into the fivearrs. of Rodez,
Espalion, Millau, Villefranche, & Saint-Aifrique.
AvEZZANO, Alba, a town of South Italy, prov.

Aquila, cap. dist., 22 m. S. Aquila. P. 5116. It

has a palace and castle.

AviANO, a town of Northern Italy, deleg. and
30 m. W. Udine, near Monte Cavallo. P. 6290.

AviEMORK, a vill. of Scotland, in S. of co.

Elgin, on riv. Spey, 130 m. from Edinburgh. Alt.

of inn, trigonometrical station, 709 feet.

AviGLiANA, a town of North Italy, prov. and 14
m. W, Turin. P. 3293.

AviGLiANO, a town of S. Italy, provl Basilicata,

cap. cant., near the bifurcation of the Apenniuec^
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1 m. N.W. Potenza. P. (1861) 16,176. It was
partly destroyed by a landslip m 1824.

AviONON, Avenio, a comm. and city, South
France, cap. dep. Vaucluse, on 1. b. of the Ehone,
365 m. S.S.E. Paris. P. 36,081. It is the seat of

an archbishop, tribunal of commerce, with a royal
college, and a normal school. Chief edifices, the
cathedral, ancient palace of the Popes, and h6tel
de ville. It has many scientific and literary esta-

blishments, public hbrary, botanic garden, and
museum of antiquities. Foundries, forges, manufs.

of taffeta, silk, and velvet, and commerce in grain,

oil, fruits, and brandy. Madder is extensively
cultivated here. In the 14th century the city

had a population of nearly 10,000. It was the re-

sidence of the Popes from 1329 to 1377, and re-

mained under the jurisdiction of the holy see tUl

1791, when it was reunited to France.
A\T[GNONET, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Haute Garonne, on railway, 23 m. S.E. Toulouse.
P. 2400. Here in 1242, five inquisitors were mas-
sacred by the Albigenses.

AviLA, Abula, an anc episcopal city of Spain,
Old Castile, cap. prov., on rt. b. of the Adaja, 53
m. N.W. Madrid. P. 5000 ; Area of prov. 2981
sq. m. P. 164,039. It has a cathedral, Dominican
convent, and manufs. of woollens and cottons,

and had formerly a flourishing university.

AviLA, a prov. of Spain, forming part of Old
Castile. Area 2570 sq. m. P. (1857) 164,039.

Level in the N., but mountains in the S. Chief
industry, cattle-rearing. Principal export, merino
wool.
AviLES (Lat. Flavignavid), a seaport town of

Spain, Asturias, prov. and 10 m. N.W. Oviedo, at

the mouth of the chief branch of the Aviles. P.
6000. Trade in copper wares and coal.

AvufGTON, two pas. of England—I. co. Berks,
on the Kennet, 2^ m. E. Hungerford. Ac. 1143.

P. 104.—II. CO. Hants, 4 m. N.E. Winchester.
Ac. 1794. P. 162.

Avio, atown of the Tirol, circ. & 12 m. S.S.W.
Eoveredo, on rt. b. of the Adige. P. 3700. Ma-
nufs. of sUk and velvet, and has flint quarries.

Aviz, Avisium, a town of Portugal, prov. Alem-
tejo, onriv. Aviz, 27 m. S.W. Portalegre. P. 1500.

AvizE, a comm. and town, France, dep. Mame,
cap. cant., 6 m. S.S.E. Epemay. P. 1874. En-
trep6t for the commerce in Champagne wines.
AvLOJfA or Valona, Aulon, a town and seaport

of Albania, cap. sanj., on the Gulf of Avlona,
Adriatic, 33 m. S.W. Berat. Lat. of fort, 40° 27'

6" N. ; Ion. 19° 26' 5" E. P., with suburbs, 8000.
Chief trade in gun and pistol barrels. Exports,
timber, gall nuts, grain, and oil.

AvocA, Ireland. [Ovoca.]
AvocH, a pa. and vill. of Scotland, co. Boss.

P. 1788 ; do. of vill. 1597.
AvoLA, a seaport town, SicUv, prov. di Noto, 13

m. S.W. Syracuse. P. (1861) i0,934. The town
communicates with a vU]. and battery on a small
bay of the Mediterranean. It has a timny fishery,

a refinery of home-grown sugar, and trade in com,
cattle, oil, and fruits. It was rebuilt after the
earthquake of 1693. The famous honey of Hybla
la still produced near it.

AvoLJ) (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.
Moselle, cap. cant., on the Eossel, 18 m. W. Sar-
reguemines. P. 3288. It has tanneries.
Avon, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Seine-

et-Mame, 2 m. N.E. FonUinebleau. P. 1351.
Avon, the Celtic name for "river."—I. {Upper

Avoti), rises near Naseby, co. Northampton, nows
S.W. through cos. Leicester, Warwick, and Wor-
cester, past Stratford and Evesham, course 100 m.,

joins the Severn at Tewkesbury. It is navigable

from the Severn to Stratford for barges of 40 tons.

Affls. the Alne, Leame, Stour, and Swift.—II.

(Lower Avon), rises near Tetbury, flows W.
through the cos. Glo'ster, Wilts, and Somerset, 1

course 80 m., enters the Channel 7 m. N.W. Bris- 1

tol; which city, with Bath, Bradford, Chippen-
ham, and Malmsbury, are on its banks. It is

j

navigable from the sea to Bath.—III. (Hamp-
shire Avon), rises near Devizes, flows S. through
Wilts and Hants, course 65 m., and enters the
English Channel 1 m. below Christchurcb.
Affls., the Bourne, Willyboume, and Nadder, at

Salisbury ; besides which city, Amesbury, King-
wood, and Christchurcb are on its banks.—IV.
two rivers in Wales, one in Monmouth co. ; the
other in Glamorgan co., falls into Swansea Bay.

—

Scotch rivers of same name are affls. of the Clyde,

Spey, and Annan, and one joins the Forth 2 m.
W. Borrowstounness.
Avon, a river,W. Australia, Swan Eiver colony,

has a N.W. course through the cos. Grantham
and York, and joins the Swan river at Northam.
Avon, a vill. of the U. S., North America, New

York, on the Genesee riv., 145 m. E. St Albans.
P. 2809. It has mineral springs.—II. Ohio, Lorain
CO., a town, 135 m. N.N.E. Columbus. P. 1782.

AvONDALE, apa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, its

church 4 m. S.W. Strathaven, which town is in

this pa. Ac. 37,666. P. 6125. Soil fertUe. The
battle of Drumclog, in which Claverhouse was de-
feated by the Covenanters, was fought hereJune 1,

1679, & is commemorated by a Gothic monument.
Avon Dasset, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 5

m. E. Kington. Ac. 1580. P. 280.

Avoyelles, a co. of the U. S., North America,
Louisiana. Area 1200 sq. m. P. 5982 free, 13,167
slaves.

Avkanches, Abranca^ a comm. and town of

France, dep. Manche, cap. arr., near 1. b. of the
Sdez, 32 m. S.W. St Lo. P. 8592. On the site of

its cathedral is preserved the stone on which
Henry u. of England knelt to receive absolution

for the murder of Becket. Manufs. lace, tiles, and
bricks. The city was taken and raised by the
Bretons in 1203. In the 14th century it fell into

the power of the English, who kept it till 1450.

Avuglione e Vernone, a vill. of North Italy,

prov. and circ. Turin. P. 639.

Awe (Loch), a lake of Scotland, co. Argyle,
dist. Lorn, 8 m. N.W. Inverary. Length S.W. to

N.E., 23 m., average breadth 1 m., but near its N.
end it is 3 m. across. Contains an island with a
ruined monastery, and its scenery is most pictu-

resque. It receives the \?sters of the Orchy river

and Loch Avich ; and it discbarges its own by the

river Awe into Loch Etive. Ben Cruachan moun-
tain rises on the N.W. Alt of lake 140 feet.

AwGUSTOWo, the N.most prov. of Poland, be-

tween lat. 52* 40' and 55° 5' N. Surface partly

moimtainous, marshy, and densely wooded. Chief

rivers, the Niemen and Bug. Chief towns, Su-
walki the cap., Wysztinie, Wladislawow, and
Augustowo. P. (1860) C36,53L Area7265sq.m-
AwLiscoMBE, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2 m.

N.W. Honiton. Ac. 2569. P. 679.

AwKE, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, on tha

Severn, 2^ m. E.N.E. Blakeney. Ac 6115. P. 1526.

Ax, a comm. and town of France, dep. Aridge,

cap. cant., 21 m. S.E. Foix, on rt. b. of the Ari^ge.

P. 1679. Frequented for its thermal sulphurous

springs, temp. 75° to 170° Fahr.
AxAMS, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, gov. and 7 m.

S.W. Innspruck. P. 1800.

AxBACH, a vUL of Austria, Styria, gov. and 4J
m. W. Feldbach. P. 1060.

A-XBHiDGE, a munic. town and pa. of England,
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CO. Somerset, S. of the Mendip Hills, and 9 m.
N.W. WeUs. Ac. of pa. 540. P. 799.

Axe, two small rivers of England, one flowing

through the pa. of Axbridge into the Bristol

Channel, course 21 m.; the other co. Devon, enter-

ing the English Channel at Axmouth.
AxEDGE, a mountain of England, co. Derby,

lat. 52' 13' N. ; Ion. 1* 56' W, Height W09 feet.

Axel, a small fortified town of the Netherlands,

prov. Zeeland, cap. cant, on an island in the

Scheldt, 22 m. W. Antwerp. P. 2250.

AxHOLMB (Isle of\ England, in N.W. of co.

Lincoln, formed by tne rivers Trent, Don, and
Idle. It comprises about 47,000 ac, with the pas.

Crowle, Epworth, and six others. It is level and
marshy, divided into small farms, and produces
com and flax.

AxiM, a town of Africa, on the Guinea Coast,

belonging to Holland, adjacent to Fort St An-
toine, 73 m. W. Cape Coast Castle. Lat. 44° 52' N.

;

Ion. 2° 14' W. It was taken from the Portuguese
in 1642, confirmed to Holland by the treaty of

Westphalia, and is garrisoned by the Dutch.
Axminster, a market town and pa. of Engl., co.

Devon, on the Axe, 24 m. E.N.E. Exeter. Ac. of pa.

7637. P. 2918. Alt. 131 ft. Its minster was founded
by King Athelstan. Birthplace of Dr Buckland.
Axmouth, a pa. and vill. of England, co.

Devon, on the English Channel, 2 m. S. Colyton.

Ac. 4723. P. 662. A landslip, which occurred
in 1839, formed a chasm 1^ m. in length.

AxuH, an ancient and decayed town of Abyssi-
nia, state Tigr^, 85 m. N.W. Antalo. It has a
Oliristian church, in which the chronicles of

Axum are kept. Adulis, its ancient port, is on
Ansley Bay, Red Sea, 100 m. N.E.ward.
Ay or Ai, a town of France, dep. Mame, cap.

cant., near the Mame, 14 m. S. Eeims, produces
much esteemed wines. P. 3418. St Ay is a vill.

dep. Loiret, 14 m. S.W. Orleans, with a station
on the railway thence to Tours.
Ayacucho, a dep.. South Peru, between lat.

12° and 16° S. ; Ion. 12° and 76" W., having N.
the dep. Jimin, E. Cuzco, S. Arequipa, W. Huan-
cavelica and lea, cap. Ayacucho. Axea 33,280 sq.

m. P. 130,070. Produce, grain, cocoa, sugar, and
medicinal herbs. Chief river the Apurimac, and
its tributaries the Pampas and Mantaro.
Ayacucho (formerly Huamangd), cap. above

prov., so named to commemorate the battle of

9th Dec. 1824, when the combined forces of

Columbia and Peru totally defeated those of
Spain, and put an end to the Spanish dominion
on the American continent. P 16,000.
Ayamonte, a fortified town of Spain, Andalu-

cia, on 1. b. of the Guadiana, near the Atlantic,
prov. and 23 m. W. Huelva. P. 8000.
Ayas, a town of North Italy, prov. Turizi, circ.

Aosta. P. 1584.

Ayas, Pyramtis, a walled town of Asia Minor,
Gulf of Alezandretta, at the mouth of the Jaihun.
Aybar, a town of Spain, Navarra, 25 m. S.E.

Pamplona, on rt. b. of the Aragon. P. 1024.
Aycliffk, a pa. of England, co. Dui-ham, ward

-and 5 m. N. Darlington. Ac. 10,858. P. 1458.
It has a station at crossing of the Great North of
England and Clarence railways.
Ayen, a comm. and town of France, dep. Cor-

r^ze, arr. and 14 m. N.W. Brive, cap. cant. P.
1326. An old castle, and mines of copper and lead.
Ayent, a town of Switzerland, cant. Vallais,

dist. Herens. P. 1120.
Ayerbe y Aldeas, a town of Spain, Aragon,

prov. and 2 m. N.W. Huesca. P. 2500.
Aylesbeare, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4J

m. S.W. Ottery St Mary. Ac. 3750. P. 653.

AYT.ESBURY (Saxon Aeglesberg\ a pari, bor,
market town, and pa. of England, cap. co. Bucks,
15 m. S.S.E. Buckingham, and 38 m. from London
by N. W. Eailway. Area of pa. 2948 ac. P. 1079,
do. of pari. bor. 27,090. The town has a county
hall, county gaol, and infirmary. Manufs. fine

lace and straw platting. It returns 2 mems. to
House of Commons. Reg. electors (1864) 1306.

Aylesby a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4J m.
W. Great Grimsby. Ac. 2110. P. 130.

Aylesford, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2J m.
N.N.W. Maidstone. Ac. 4391. P. 2067. The
cromlech, called Kits-coty-house, in this pa., is

supposed to mark the burial-place of Catigern,
who was killed in battle between the Britons and
Saxons in 455.

Aylesham, a pa. of England. [Hailsham.")
Aylestone, a pa. of England, co. and 2\ m.

S.S.W. Leicester. Ac. 3850. P. 675.
Aylmerton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3

m. W.S.W. Cromer. Ac. 1679. P. 250.

Aylsham, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Norfolk, 12 m. N.W. Norwich. Area of pa.

4308 ac. P. 2623. The church is a fine building
of the 14th century.
Aylton, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 3J m.

W. Ledbury. Ac. 825. P. 89.

Aymaville, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin,
3 m. S.W. Aosta. P. 1807.

Aymesthey, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 6
m. N.W. Leominster. Ac. 6349. P. 855.

Aynhoe, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, oj
m. W.S.W. Brackley. Ac. 2330. P. 595.

Ayora, a town and river of Spain, prov. Valen-
cia ; the town 52 m. S.W. Valencia. P. 6412.

Ayoth or Ayott, two contiguous pas. of Eng-
land, CO. Herts.—I. {St LarvrenceX 2J m. W.
Welwyn. A.C. 747. P. 122.—II. {St PeterX 2 m.
S.W. Welwyn. Ac. 1100. P. 234.

AYxnx,A, a town, N. Amer., dep. and 20 m. E.
Mexico, on the route to Vera Cruz.

—

Ayotitan is

a town, dep. Xalisco, 120 m. S.S.W. Guadalaxara.
Ayr, Vidogara, a riv. of Scotland, rises on the

border of Lanarkshire, flows W., and enters the
sea at Ayr, course 33 m. Chief affl. the Lugar.
Ayr, a royal and pari, bor., seaport town, and

pa. of Scotland, cap. co. on the Ayr, 32 m. S.S.W.
Glasgow, with which it is connected by railway.

Lat of Lighthouse 55° 28' 17" N., Ion. 4° 38' 26"

W., with a fixed light on the north pier. P. (1861)
8219, or, with its suburbs, Newton and Wallace-
town, included in the pari. bor. 18,571. Chief
edifices, county buildings, town buildings, with
a spire 217 feet high; Wallacetower, a gothic

building, 113 feet high, with a statue of Wallace

;

Kyle union poor's-house. Queen's rooms, several

fine churches. Royal, National, Union, and Com-
mercial Banks, and three bridges qommunicating
with the suburbs, across the Ayr river. The
harbour, formed by the estuary of the Ayr, and
two piers, has been greatlyimproved and deepened
witMu the last few years, and admits vessels

drawing 14 feet water. The town has an exten-
sive general trade, ship-yard, rope-works, saw-
mills, manufs. of Glasgow woven goods, carpets,

blankets, leather, etc Its exports of coal amount
to 140,000 tons, and of iron to 16,000 tons an-
nually ; imports consist of Irish, Baltic, Mediter-
ranean, and American produce, with general
cargoes from the English and Scotch ports. Reg.
shipping (1863) 53 vessels, with aggregate bur-
den 6708 tons ; customs revenue 3215^. Alloway-
kirk and Bums' monument are within 2^ m. of

Ayr on the S. It unites with Campbeltown, In-
verary, Irvine, and Oban, to send 1 member to

House of Commons. Registered electors 677.
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ArRSHiTU'; a maritime co. of Scotland, having
W. the Firth of Clyde, and landward the cos.

Kenfrew, Lanark, Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, and
Wigtown. Ac. estimated at 4,024,000, of which
290,000 are under culture. P. 199,063. Surface

in tLa E. and S.E. mountainous ; elsewhere hilly

;

aad along the coast, especially in the N., the land
is fertUe. Oats and wheat are the principal

crops, and potatoes are extensively grown on the

lighter soils. Agriculture has been much im-
proved, and drainage carried to a large extent.

Annual rain-faU at Brisbane House, 125 ft. above
the sea, 55 inches. Great attention is paid to the
breeding of stock and manufacture of cheese, for

both of which the co. is famed. There are iron-

works at Kilbimie, Dairy, Kilwinning, Ardeer,
Hurlford, Muirkirk, and DabneUington, and coal

and iron are exported from Ayr, Troon, Ar-
drossan, and other ports. The woollen and
cotton mills are of considerable extent. The
Glasgow & S. W. railway passes through it, and
has branches to New Milns, Muirkirk, Ardros-
san, Ayr, Girvan, and DabneUington. Ayrshire
consists of 3 districts, Garrick in the S., Gunnings
ham in the N., and Kyle in the centre ; it com-
prises 46 pas. Annual rain-fall 50 inches. Chief
towns, Ayr, Kilmarnock, Maybole, and Irvine.

It returns 1 member to the House of Commons.
Kegistered electors (1864) 4670.
Ayrao, a town of S. America, Brazil, prov.

Pard, on the river, and 110 m. N.W. Rio Negro.
Ayre (Point of), the N. extremity of the Isle

of Man, lat. 54° 24' 59' N. ; Ion. 4° 21' 69' W.
Lighthouse, with a revolving light, 106 feet high.
Aysgarth, a pa, of England, co. York, North

"Riding, 8 m. W. Middleham. Ac. 77,308. P. 5649.

The vill. is situated on the river Ure, near a
waterfall called Aysgarth Force. Alt 737 feet.

Ayston, a pa. of England, co. Rutland, 1 m. N.
Uppingham. Ac. 897. P. 97.

Ayton, a pa. of Scotl^ co. and 7^ m. N.N.W.
Berwick, on the Eye, with a station on the North
British railway. Ac. 6832. P. 2014 ; includes vill.

of Ayton- P. 875.

Ayton, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Riding, 2J m. N.E. Stokesley. Ac 5890. P.
1688.—II. (^Easf), atownship, same co. andRiding,
4 m. S.W. Scarboro'. Ac. 2610. P. 406.—III.
( Westy, a township, same co. and Riding, 4J- m.
S.W. Scarboro'. Ac. 2160. P. 385.—Little Ayton
is a township in the same co. and Riding. Ac.
1334. P. 78.

Aydthia, the old cap. of Siam. [Ydthia.1
AzAMBUXEiRA, a town of Portugal, prov. Ee-

tremadura, 11 m. W. Santarem. P. 1636.

AzAMOR, a fortified seaport town, prov. and
122 m, N.N.W. Marocco, on the Atlantic at the
mouth of tlje river Morbeya (Um-er-biegh),
which forms its harbour, 8 m. N.E. Mazagan,
lat 33' 17' 37' N. ; Ion. 8" l.V W. P. 1000.

AzAio, a ruined city of Asia Minor, Anatolia,
on the Bhyndacus, 73 m. S.S.W. Brusa. Among
its ruins is a beautiful Ionic temple.
AzACGHAL, a town of Spain, Estremadnra,

prov. and 24 m. S.S.E. Badajoz. P. 2890.
AzAY, several comms. and towns in France.

—

I. (Je Ferron\ dep. Indre, 29 m. W. Chateauroux.
P. 2124—11. (fe Eideau), Hep. Indre-et-Loire,
cap. cant, 13 m. W.S.W. Tours. P. 2073.—III.
(sur-Cher), in same dep., 8 m. E.S.E. Tours.
P. (with comm.) 1307.

AzcoYTiA, a town of Spain, on the Urola, prov.
Guipuscoa, 16 m. S.W. San Sebastian, with
mineral springs, and marble and stone qxiarries.

AzKGLio, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin,
6 m. S.E. Ivrea. P. 2010. Yields fine wines.

AzEiTAO (NoGUEiRA de), a town of Portugal,
Estremadura, 7 m. W. Setubal. P. 1600.

AzERABLES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Creuse, arr. Gu^ret, cant, la Souterraine. P. 2148.

AzERBiJAN or Aderbaijan, Media AtropeUene,

the most northerly prov. of Persia, between lat
36° and 40° N. ; Ion. 44° and 48° 40' E., having S.

Persian Kurdistan and Irak, E. Ghilan, N.E. and
N. the Russian dom., and W. Turkish Kurdistan.

Area 30,300 sq. m., and P. 2,000,000. (?) Surface

mountainous: highest mountain Ararat, 17,212

feet ; and mount Savatan is 12,000 ft. Its valleys

are fertile, yielding wheat, maize, rice, cotton,

hemp, madder, tobacco, and saffron, so that it

is reckoned one of the most productive portions

of the Persian dom. Principal rivers, the Araa
(^Araxes), forming all its N. frontier, and the
Kara Su ; Lake Ummiah, 4100 feet above the sea,

is whoUy comprised in this province. Chief cities,

Tabriz, Ummiah, Ardebil, and KhoL
AziLLE, a small town of France, dep. Aude, 15

m. N.E. Carcassonne. P. 1680.

AziMGHUR, a dist of British India, presid.

Bengal, mostly enclosed by the dists. Goruck-
poor, Ghazipoor, and Juanpoor. Area 2,520 sq.

m. P. 1,313,950. It is watered by the Goggra,
Goomty, and Ganges. Products, sugar, indigo,

and opium. Manufs. cottons and silks.

—

Azim-
ghw, cap. above dist, prov. Allahabad, on a tri-

butaiy of the Ganges, 66 m. N.E. Benares.

AziNCOURT, a vilL of France, [Agincoubt.]
Azio, a dist and promontory of Greece, gov.

Ai mania, on S. side of the Gulf of Arta, W.
Vonizza, supposed site of the anc. Actium,
AzKAR, a tribe of Africa, who inhabit the

desert country to the westward of Fezzan, be-
tween lat 20° and 26° N.
Azjieeigunge, a town of Further India, presid.

Bengal, dist Sylhet, on the Soormah, a tributary

of the Brahmaputra, 76 m. N.E. Dacca.
Azores or Western Isus. (Portug. Agorei),

a group of 9 isls. in the North Atlantic Ocean,
between lat. 36° 55' and 39° 44' N. ; Ion. 25° 10*

and 31° 16' W., belonging to Portugal, from
which they are distant about 800 m. W. Shortest

sea route to Liverpool 1460 sea m. : average steam
passage 11 day ' They consist of the following

isls., ranging trom E. to W.—St Mary, St Mi-
chael, Terceira, Graci6sa, San Jorge, Pico, Fayal,

Flores, and Corvo, with some rocky islets, and
have an united area of 1147 sq. m. P. (1863)
240,548. They are of volcanic origin, with
steep and rugged coasts, and abound in deep
ravines and elevated mountains, the lowest of

which, Pico Alto in St Mary Island, is 1869 feet,

and the most elevated, the peak of Pico, Island
of Pico, 7613 feet in height The climate of the
isls. is healthy, but very moist ; the thermometer
ranges from 45° to 86° Fahr. They are sub-
ject to violent earthquakes, are well watered and
fertile, producing excellent wines, aU kinds of

grain and pulse, witL bananas, oranges, and other

fruits of the finest quality, the sugar-cane, coffee,

tobacco, and roccella. The few birds or animals

on the islands resemble those of Britain, and two-
thirds of its plants are British. Breeds of live

stock, especially hogs, originally imported from
Europe, are extensively reared. Exports oranges,

wine, brandy, grain, pulse, salt-pork and beef,

cheese, etc., to Portugal, and coarse linens to

Portugal and Brazil. Imports woollen and cot-

ton stuffs, hardwares and slops from England

;

pit«h, iron, glass, and cordage from Hamburg
and North Europe ; fish, staves, timber, tar, and
oil, from the U.S. ; mm, coffee, and sugar, from
Brazil ; salt, lime, and tea, from Portug. Im-
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ports thereto (18G2) 86,383?. Exports therefrom

340,930/. The inhabitants are a mixture of Por-
tuguese and Negroes. The Azores were first

colonized by the Portuguese in the 1 5th century,

at which time they were uninhabited and covered

with forests. They form a colonial government,

of which the cap. is Angra, in the isl. of Terceira

;

but Punta Delgada, and Eibeira Grande, in St
Michael, are larger towns.

Azov (Sea or Gulf of), Palus Mseotus, an ex-

tensive lagoon of South Europe, between lat. 45°

20' and 47° 18' N.; Ion. 36° and 39° E., entirely

surrounded by the Russian dominions N.E. of the

Black Sea, with which it communicates only by
the Strait of Yenikale (anc. Cimmerian Bosporus).

Length S.W. to N.E. about 235 m.
;

greatest

breadth 110 m. ; water brackish. The Don enters

it at its N.E. extremity, and on its shores are the

towns Taganrog, Mariupol, Berdiansk, Yenikale,

and Azov. The E. shore is low ; the N. rises to

about 100 feet. The W. is formed by the sandy
peninsula of Arabat, which separates it from the

Sivach or Putrid Sea. It is very shallow, but of

great importance to Russian commerce. Great
part of the produce of Siberia ia forwarded
through it by the Don. It appears to be gradu-
ally filling up, and its muddy shores are very un-
healthy. [Tagankog.] The fisheries of this sea

are important. It is usually frozen from Novem-
ber to March, when navigation ceases.

Azov or Azof, Tanais, a town and fort of Rus-
sia, in a detached part of the gov. lekaterinoslav,

near the mouth of the Don, Gulf of Azov, 25 m.
E. Taganrog. Pop. now reduced to about 1200,
in consequence of the shallowing of its port.

AzPEYTiA, a walled town of Spain, prov. Gui-
puscoa, 15 m. S.W. San Sebastian. P. 1200.

AzuA, a town of the isl. of Hayti, on the Bia,

near its S. coast, 65 m. W. St Domingo. P. 6000.

AzuAGA, a town of Spain, Estremadura, prov.
Badajos, 20 m. E. Llerena. P. 6400.

AzuN (VALLjfcE d'), a valley of France, dep. H.
Pyr^ndes. It is watered by the Gave d'Azun.
AzuKARA, a town of Portugal, prov. Minho, on

rt. b. of the Ave, 23 m. S.W. Braga. P. 2500.

AzzANELLO, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Cremona. P. 1434.

AzzANO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and circ
Bergamo. P. 912.

AzzANO (Gastel i>\ a vill. of Northern Italy,

deleg. and 6 m. S.S.W. Verona. Here the French,
defeated the Austrians in May 1799.

AzzANO M.EISLA, a vill. of North Italy, prov.

and circ. Brescia. P. 928.

AzzAEA or Atzara, a town of the island of

Sardinia. [Atzaea.]
AzzATE, a town of North Italy, prov. Como,

circ. Varese. P. 1434.

AzzoNE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Bergamo^
circ. Clusone. P. 710.

B
Baaden, a town of Austria. [Baden."|

Baadsted, a seaport town, Sweden. [Badstad.]
Baagoe, two small isls. of Denmark—I. betw.

Falster and Zeeland.—II. in the Little Belt, betw.
Fuhnen and Schleswig, with vill. of same name.
Baalbek (the Baalath of Scripture, and Helio-

polis of the Greeks, the city of the sun), a ruined
city of Syria, formerly of great size and mag-
nificence, situated on the lower declivity of

Anti-Libanus, in a valley, opening into the
plain of Buka'a, 43 m. N.W. Damascus, lat. 34°
1'30" N.; Ion. 36° 11' E., 3838 ft. above the sea.

Its remains, more extensive than those anywhere
else in Syria, except at Palmyra, comprise three
temples, two formed with immense stones, be-
sides numerous columns, altars, and the vestiges
of the city walls, 2 m. in circuit. The date of its

origin is lost in remote antiquity. A great temple,
one of the wonders of the world, was erected by
Antoninus Pius. It continued a place of import-
ance down to the time of the Moslem invasion

;

was sacked in 748, and finally pillaged by Timur
Bey in 1400. The present village, to the east
of the ruins, contains about 100 mean houses.
Some of the ruined buildings were probably
erected as late as the age of Hadrian or Antoni-
nus Pius ; but others are evidently of a much
earlier date, and answer to the account given of
the " House of the Forest of Lebanon," built by
Solomon.—(1 Kings vii. 2-5, 8-12.)
Baak, a vUl. of Hungary, co. Baranya, gov.

and lOJ m. N. Darda. P. 1900.
Baae, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 2^ m.

N. Zug, on the road to Zurich. P. 3323.
Baarle, a town of the Netherlands, prov. N.

Brabant, 12 m. S.E. Breda. P. 1853.
Baba, Ledum, a seaport town and cape of

Asia Minor, Anatolia, near its W. extremity.

—

Cape Baba, in lat. 39° 29' N. ; Ion. 26° 4' E. P.
of town 4000.—II. a town of Thessaly, on the
Salembria {Peneus), 14 m. N.E. Larissa. P. 2000.

Baba, a town of South America, Ecuador,
prov. and 42 m. N. Guayaquil. P. 4000.

Baba-Dagh, a town of European Tiirkey,

prov. Bulgaria, on the E. shore of Lake Rasseis,

93 m. N.E. Silistria. P. 10,000. It has salt-works,

and a fishery, and is supplied with water by an
aqueduct from 2 to 3 m. in length.

—

Babadagh
(Mans Cadmus'), a celebrated mountain in S.W.
of Asia Minor ; also the name of several moun-
tains in European and Asiatic Turkey.
Babahalma, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,

gov. Dics6-St-Marton. P. 1100.

Babahoto, a town of South America, Ecuador,
prov. and 20 m. N. Guayaquil, on the Caracol.

Babba, an isl. of the Asiatic archipelago, about
80 m. W. Timor-Laut. Lat. 11° 60' S. ; Ion. 129*

40' E. Length 18 m. ; average breadth, 6 m.
Babcart, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4J

m. E. Somerton. Ac. 2460. P. 426.

Babek, a town of Persia, prov. Fars, on the

frontier of Kirman, 100 m. E.N.E. Shiraz.

Babel (Hillah). [Babyix)n.]

Bab-el-Mandeb ("«Ae gate of tears "), a strait

uniting the Red Sea with the Indian Ocean, and
deriving its name from the danger of its naviga-

tion. Distance across from the cape on Arabian
shore, to coast of Africa, 20 m. Perim and other

smaller isls. lie off the N. shore. Perim peak is a

conspicuous object.

—

Cape Bab-el-Manaeb (Jeb-

el-manhaliy, on its N. side, is a conical basaltic

rock 865 feet in height. Lat. 12° 41' N. ; Ion. 43'

32' E. The Sea or GulfofBah-d-Mandeb is that

part of the Arabian Sea between lat. 10° and 15°

N. ; Ion. 43° and 61° E., having N. Arabia, and W.
and S. Abyssinia, and Adel (E. Africa). Length
E. to W., 650 m. ; breadth, from 100 to 200 m.
Babel (St), a comm. and vilL of France, dep.

Puy-de-Dome, cant, and arr. Issoire. P. 1432.

Babelthuap, the largest of the Pelew isls., Pa-
cific, 60 m. in circ. Lat. 7° 30' N. ; Ion. 134° 40' E.

Babicnhausen, two small towns of Germany.
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—I. Hessen Darmstadt, prov. Starkeubnrg, 15 m.
If.E. Darmstadt. P. 1740.—II. Bavaria, prov.
Swabia; 34 m. S.W. Augsburg. P. 1750.

l^ABiNAQREDA, a vill. of Austria, Croatia, gov.
Irod, lat. 45° T N. ; Ion. 18° 23' E. P. 4200.

Babengi.ey, a pa., England, co. Norfolk, 1 m.
N. Castle-Rising. Ac. 849. P. 67. Pelix, the
apostle of the East Angles, about 630 A.D. con-
verted the inhabitants to Christianity, and built

the first church in these parts.

Babington, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 5
111. N.W. Erome. Ac. 607. P. 129.

Babinovitchi, a town of Eussia, gov. and C5
m. N.N.E. Moghilev, on an affluent of the Duna.
Babocza, a town of Hungary, co. Somogy,

gov, and 13| m. S. Nagy-Atad. P. 1415.

Babolna, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, 25
m. from Karlsburg. P. 1025.

Babraiiam, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,
4 m. N.W. Linton. Ac. 2350. P. 304.

Babuyan Island, Pacific. [Maujicosuia.]
Babavorth, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 1 m.

\V. East Eetford. Ac. 6165. P. 701.

Babye, a town of British India, presid. Bengal,
Saugur, S.W. dist., 15 m. E. Hussingabad.
Babylon, the earliest post-diluvian city, & the

oldest in the world of which there are any traces

remaining. Anciently the capital of the Baby-
lonio-Chaldean empire, in an extensive plain on
the Euphrates river, pash. and 60 m. S. Bagdad.
The modem town Hillah occupies a portion of its

site. Lat. 32" 28' 30" N. ; Ion. 44° 9' 45" E. Ac-
cording to Herodotus, the walls of Babylon were
56 m. in circumference, 87 feet thick, & 337 feet

tigh, built of brick, and containing 100 gates of

brass, and 250 towers. Supposed to have been
originally built, B.C. 2230. The area is described
as covering a space of 100 sq. m., or nearly 6 times
tlie size of London, covered with houses, many
3 or 4 stories high. The ruins of Birs-Nimrod, on
an elevated mount, are supposed to be the Tower
of Babel of Scripture, and the Temple of Belus
described by Herodotus. The base of this tower
measures 2082 feet in circumference ; its remains,
constructed of brick, are 28 feet in breadth. Baby-
lon was at the height of its power in the time of

Nebuchadnezzar. It was besieged and taken by
Cyrus, B.C. 538, and afterwards by Alexander the
Great. Out of its ruins four great capitals, besides

other cities, were built. The most prominent of

the remaining niins are Birs-Nimrod, the Kasr
on supposed site of palace of Nebuchadnezzar,
and the Mujahlibah, on the river bank, 5 miles
from Hillah.

Babylonia, the ancient name of a province in

Middle Asia, now called Bagdad, bounded on N.
by Mesopotamia, E. by Tigris river, S. by Persian
Giilf, and W. by Arabian desert. The alluvial

plains of Babylonia, Chaldea, and Susiana, at the
head of Persian Gulf, occupy an extent of 32,400
eq. m. The country in anc. times was famed for its

fertility, now it is a desolate waste. [Bagdad.]
Bacalar, a seaport vill. of Central America,

Yucatan, at the mouth of the river San Jos^, 80
m. N.N.W. Balize. P. 4000, chiefly Indians.
Bacalhao, a small elevated island 2 m. from

E. coast of Newfoundland. Area about 4 sq. m.
Baccarat, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Meurthe, cap. cant., 15 m. S.E. Lundville, on the
Meurthe. P. 4121. Important crystal works.

Bacchiglione, a river. North Italy, rises near
Vicenza, passes Padua, and enters the Adriatic
3 m. S. Chioggia, after a S.E. coxirse of 55 miles.
Baceno e Creveo, a town of North Italy,

prov. Novara, circ. Orsola. P. 1067.
Bachjln or Batjan. [Moluccas.]

Bacharacit, Baccht Ara, a walled town ol

Ehemsh Prussia, gov. and 22J m. S S.E. Coblenz.
on 1. b. of the Rhine. P. 2000. The vicinity

produces wine of superior quality. Blucher
crossed the Rhine here on the 1st January 1814.

Baciiellerie (La), a town, France, dep. Dor-
dogne, 18 m. N.N.W. Sarlat, on the Cerne. P.

1657. Mineral springs, baths, and a copper mine.
Bachovar, a vill. of Austria, V/oiwodeija, circ.

and 18 m. E.S.E. Temesvar. P. 1300.

Baciiowiec, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov.
and 6 m. N.N.E. Wadowice. P. 1010.

Bach-Ynys or Machunis, a small, isl. of South
Wales, in the Burry estuary, IJ m. S. Llanelly.

Bacilly, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Manche, arr. Avranches, cant. Sartilly. P. 1338.

It has a ferruginous spring.

Backergunge, a dist. of British India, presid.

and prov. Bengal, comprising a part of the Sun-
derbund, and mouths of the Ganges and Brah-
maputra. Area 3794 sq. m. P. 733,800. It is

mostly a dense jungle, interspersed with some
fertile rice grounds. Principal towns, Burrisaul
and Backergunge.
Backergunge Creek, East India, an affluent

of the Ganges, 120 m. E. from Calcutta.

Backford, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.
N.N.W. Chester. Ac. 3109. P. 525.

Backnang, a town of Wurtemberg, circ. Nec-
kar, 16 m. N.E. Stuttgart. P. 4000. It Ma
manufs. of woollen cloth and leather.

Back Land, British North America, is a name
applied to the region around the Arctic circle,

between Ion. 95° and 108° W., explored by Capt.
Back in 1831.

—

Back river, which waters it, rises

in Sussex Lake, N. of Lake Aylmer ; flows N. and
N.E., through a granitic and sandy region ; tra-

' verses Lakes PeUy and Garry ; and enters a bay
supposed to b» the S.W. part of Boothia Gulf, in

lat. 67° 7' 31" N. ; Ion. 94° 39' 46" W.
Backwell, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6

m. S.W. Bristol. Ac. 2902. P. 926.

Bacoloe, a town of the island of Luzon, Phil-
ippines, cap. of prov. of Pampanga, dioc. Manila.
P. 8737. Also a river of the same island.

Baconniere (La), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Mayenne, arr. Laval, cant. ChaUland. P. 2681.
Baconsthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

4 m. S.E. Holt. Ac. 1360. P. 328.

Bacqueville or Basqueville, a town, France,
dep. Seine Inf^rieure, 10 m. S.W. Dieppe. P. 2563.
Bacs {Batsch\ a town, Hungary, cap. co., on a

tributary of the Danube, 148 m. S. Pesth. P. 3100.

Bacton, several pas. of England.—I. co. Here-
ford, 2 m. N.W, Abbey-Dore. Ac. 1155. P. 154.

—II. CO. Norfolk, 4 m. N.E. North Walsham.
Ac. 1770. P, 490.—III. CO. Suffolk, 6J m. N.
Stowmarket. Ac. 2204. P. 733.

Bacsujfalu, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena,
gov. and 12J m. N.N.W. Palanka. P. 2580.
Bacucco, a town of S. Italy, prov. Teramo,

circ. Penne, P. 1467.

Baczka, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov, Lopa-
tin, 2^ m. E. Toporow. P. 1900.

Badagry, a town and port of Upper Guinea,
on the Gold Coast, 60 m. E.N.E. Whydah.—Mt.
Badagry, near it, is in lat. 6' 26' N. ; Ion. 3° 14' E.
Badajos or Badajoz (pron. ^Badahos"\ Pax

Augusta, a strongly fortified frontier city of Spain,

cap. prov. of same name (formed of part of Estre-

madura), on 1. b. of the Guadiana, at the mouth
of the Eivillas, 132 m. E. Lisbon, and 5 m, from
the frontier of Portugal. P. 1200. It is strength-

ened by outworks, and by the fortified height of

San Cristobal, and has a cathedral, hospitals, and
arsenal. Manufs. soap, coarse wooUeos, and

f
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leather. Badajoz was taken by the French,

under Soult, 10 March 1811, and by the English,

under Wellington, 6 April 1812. Birthplace of

the painter Morales. Area of prov. 8681 sq. m.

P. 404,981.

Badakiishan, a territory of Central Asia, form-

ing a part of the Koondooz dom., between lat.

86° and 38° N. ; Ion. 69° and 73' E., and consist-

ing of the W. declivity of the Bolor-Tagh, and
the valleys of some of the head streams of the

Oxus, of which the Badakhshan riv. is the princi-

?al. Contains ruby mines and cliffs of lapis lazuli,

ts inhabitants are Tadjihs and Mohammedans of

the Shiah sect, speaking the Persian language.

Its cap., Badakhshan or Fyzabad, near the

Koocha or Badakhshan river, is in lat. 36° 28'

N. ; Ion. 71° 23' E.
Badalona, a town of Spain, prov. and 6 m.

N.E. Barcelona. P. 3775.

Badalucco, a town of North Italy, prov.

Maurizio, circ. Remo. P. 2205.

Badaumy, a strong hUl-fort of British India,

?resid. Bombay, dist. and 68 m. N.E. Dharwar.
t was taken by assault by the British in 1818.

Bad Axe, a co. of the U. S., N. America, "Wis-

consin, on the Mississippi river. Area 772 sq. m.
Cap. Viroqua. Watered by the Bad Axe and
Kickapoo rivers. P. (1860) 11,007.

Badby, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, 2

m. S.S.W. Daventry. Ac. 2370. P. 618.

Baddesley, several pas. of Engl.—I. (Clinton),

CO. Warwick, 12 m. S.E. Birmingham. Ac. 1329.

P. 143.—II. {Ensor), same co., 3 m. W.N.W.
Atherstone. Ac. 1100. P. 872.—III. {North),

CO. Hants, 3i m. S.E. Bomsey. Ac. 2570. P. 258.
—Soitth Baddesley is a hamlet in the pa. Boldre,

same county.
Baddessuk, a small town of British India, prov.

Orissa, 32 m. S.W. Cuttack.
Baddiley, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 4 m.

W.S.W. Nantwich. Ac. 1962. P. 272.

Baddow, two pas. of England, co. Essex.—I.

{GreaJ^ 2 m. S.E. Chelmsford. Ac. 3821. P.

2001.—II. {Little), 2 m. N. Danbury. Ac. 2768.

P. 605, including Middle Meadham.
Badefols-b'Ans, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Dordogne, arr. Perigueux. P. 1248.

Baden (Grand Duchy of). Germ. Grossher-
zogtkum Baden, a state of S.W. Germany, cap.

Carlsruhe, between lat. 47° 32' and 49° 52' N.;
Ion. 7° 27' and 9° 50' E., in the angle formed
by the Ehine, on turning N. at Basel. Bounded
N. by Bavaria and Hessen-Darmstadt ; E. by
Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, and the principalities of

Hohenz.oUem; S. by Switzerland, and W. by
France and Rhenish Bavaria. Area, population,
and subdivisions, as follows:

—

Circles.
Area in
sq. m. Pop. 1861. Chief Towns.

Lake (Constance),
Upper Ehine,
Middle Rhine,
Lower Khine,

1367
1556
1610
1377

198,160
345,913
469,782
855,436

Constance.
Freiburg.
Carlsruhe.
Mannheim.

Total, 5910 1,369,291

In 1864 the territory was subdivided Into 11 circles,

named from the chief towns. Pop. 1864, 1,433,551.

The surface is mountainous, covered for four-
fifths of its extent by the mass of the Schwarz-
wald (Black Forest), with the contreforts which
extend from it ; the Alp, the Heiligenberg, and
the Randan, are on the E., and on the S. the
Schwarzwald Mt8_ which bound the E. valley of

the Rhine, from which they rise abruptly, & form %
chain of plateaus, varying from 2000 to 4000 feet
in elevation. The culminating points are the
Feldberg, 4892 feet; the Kandel, 4160 feet; the
Blauen, 3822 feet ; the Randan, 2600 feet ; and
the Kaiserstuhl, an isolated volcano near Brie-
sach, 1900 feet. The whole west part of the
territory is a continuous plain, formed by the
valley of the Rhine, and extending between it and
the mountains from Basel to Mannheim. Chief
rivers, the Rhine, which forms the S. and W.
boundary of the state, the Murg, Kinzig, and.
Weisen-Mayn, Neckar, and Danube, which last

rises in the grand duchy. The Lake of Constance
forms part of the S.E. frontier, and there are
several small lakes in the interior. The climate
is mild in all the valley of the Rhine ; rigorous in
the mountain districts, the summits of which are
free from snow during the height of summer only.
The vine is cultivated to an elevation of 1400 ft.

The sou is generally fertile. Agriculture con-
stitutes the chief wealth of the state. Barley,
wheat, maize, potatoes, fine hemp, flax, and to-
bacco are raised, and fruit is grown in abundance.
Sheep and cattle are extensively reared. Pro-
duce of timber estimated at nearly 1,000,000 cubio
fathoms annually ; masts of 150 feet in length,
and oak timber, are floated in rafts to the mouth
of the Rhine. Mineral products ; salt from springs,

alum, vitriol, siilphur, coal, iron, copper, lead, and
silver; gold-washing, formerly general along the
Rhine, is now insignificant. Cotton manufs.,
riband weaving, and the production of beet-root
sugar are carried on. Schwarzwald manufs. com-
prise straw-plait, wooden ornaments, watches,
clocks, jewellery, musical boxes, and organs. Ex-
ports, timber, wine, corn, and kirchwasser, salt,

linens, clocks, & paper. Imports, colonial produce,
drugs, wool, horses, iron, steel, and silks. The
accession of the duchy to the Prussian Customs
Union in 1835, greatly increased the transit trade,

which is favoured by the creation of free ports at
Constance, etc., by steam navigation on the Lake
of Constance, the Rhine, Neckar, and Maine, and
by an excellent system of railways. The execu-
tive power is vested in the Grand Duke, and the
legislative authority in a house of parliament
composed of two chambers. Education is com-
pulsory, children being prohibited from being
employed in factories imtil they have completed
their eleventh year. In 1864 there were in Baden
933,476 Roman Catholics, 472,258 Protestants,
2554 Dissenters, and 25,263 Jews. There was
1 school for every 350 of the pop. Heidelberg
has a faculty for Lutheran, and Freiburg one for
Catholic, theology. The former had, in 1860, 63
professors and 937 students, and the latter 215
students. Public revenue (1862), 1,428,349/.;
expenditure, 1,367,589/. ; debt, 8,023,698/. The
army amounts to 14,919 men.
Baden (commonly Baden-Baden), Civitas Au-

relia aquemis, a town and watering-place. Grand
Duch of Baden, circ. Middle Rhine, in a valley
of the Schwarzwald, on the Oos, 18 m. S.S.W.
Carlsruhe. P. 7000. The town is situated 6 m.
from the Rhine, and is connected by a branch
with the railway from Mannheim to Basel. It
has a church, castle, hall of antiquities, a pump-
room over the chief spring, conversations-haus,
and other edifices for the convenience of visitors.
The water is conveyed by pipes to the hotels, in
which baths are fitted up. There are 16 springs
of a saline nature, varying in temperature from
117° to 154° Fahr. Has 40,000 visitors annually.
Baden, a town and watering-place of Switzer-

land, cant. Aargau, on 1. b. of the Limmat, 13 m.
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N.E. Aai-au, and 14 m. N.W. Zurich. P. 2922.

Its sulphur-baths (anc. Thermx Helveticsey, (temp.
117° Fahr.), are frequented chiefly by the Swiss.
Baden or Baaden, a town and bathing-place

of Lower Austria, on the Schwechat, and on
railway, 16 m. S.S.W. Vienna. P. 3760. It has
several hospitals and public charities, and is much
frequented by visitors. The springs (anc. Thermse
Cetise) are sulphureous, and vary in temp, from
92° to 97° Fahr. In the baths here persons
of both sexes, attired in loose flowing robes,

promenade arm-ia-arm. Badenhaitsen is a vill.

of the Duchy of Brunswick, ia the Harz, 8J m.
S. Seesen. P. 627. It has iron works.
Baden, a vUl. of France, dep. Morbihan, arr.

and cant. Vannes. P. 2675.

Badenoch, an extensive Highland district of

Scotland, forming all the S.E. part of Inverness-
shire, between Athole and the Monadhlead moun-
tains, and traversed by the river Spey.
Badenweiler, a vill. of Baden, circ. Upper

Hhine, 2 m. E. Mullheim. P. 2100. It has alka-

line thermal springs (temp. 81° Fahr.), and baths.

Badewitz, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov.
Oppeln, circ. and 2^ m. S. Leobschiitz. P. 1200.

Badger, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 6 m. N.E.
Bridgenorth. Ac. 920. P. 178.

Badgeworth, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 4
m. S.W. Cheltenham. Ac. 3927. P. 1048.

Badgington or Baddikgton, a pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Glo'ster, 3J m. N.W. Cirencester. Ac.
1106. P. 175.

Badgworth, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

2J m. S.W. Axbridge. Ac. 1815. P. 279.

Badia, two towns of North Italy.—I. deleg.

and 11 m. W.N.W. Eovigo, on rt. b. of the Adige.
P. 4870.—(II. B. Calavend), deleg. and 14 m.
N.N.E. Verona. P. 1954.

—

£. San Salvadore is a
town of Central Italy, prov. Siena, 6. m. W.S.W.
Kadicofani. P. 2843.

Badia Tedalda, a coram, and town of Central
Italy prov. and 23 m. N.E. Arezzo, on a skirt of

the Alps, near the 1. b. of the Marecchia. P. 2016.
Badingham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4

m. N.N.E. Framlingham. Ac. 3172. P. 749.

Badlesmere^ a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathe
Scray, 4 m. S.E. Faversham. Ac. 778. P. 133.

Badley, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 1^ m.
N.W. Needham. Ac. 1050. P. 70.

Badminton (Great), a pa. of England, co.

Glo'ster, on the border of WUts, 6^ m. E.N.E.
Chipping-Sodbury. Ac. 1735. P. 524. Little Bad-
minton is a tything in same co., pa. Hawkesbuiy.

Badalato, a town of South Italy, prov. Catan-
raro, 15 m. S. Squillace. P. 3677.

Badong, the chief commercial state on S. side

of the isl. Bali, Asiatic Archipelago. Area about
100 sq. m. It has a seaport town of same name,
-with a Dutch settlement, and exports rice, coffee,

tobacco, maize, cattle, and pigs.

Badonviller, a town of France, dep. Meurthe,
on the Blette, 19 m. S.E. Lun^ville. P. 2204.

Manufs. nails, earthenwares, cottons, & woollens.
Badoney or Bodoney, two pas. of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Tyrone.—1. {Lower), iim. E. Newton-
Stewart. Ac. 47,921. P. 7000. It comprises the
vill. Cortin.—II. {Upper\ 10 m. N.E. Newton-
Stewart Ac. 38,210. P. 6242.

Badook or Bhugwak, a river of Beloochistan,
has a S.W. course, and, under the name of the
Dustee, enters the Arabian Sea, in lat. 25° 15' N.

Badbtnath, a town of British India, dist. Gur-
whal, N.W. provs., in lat. 30° 44' N. ; Ion. 79° 32'

E. It has a temple, and is a place of pilgrimage.
Badsey, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, 2 m.

E.S.E. Evesham. Ac. 1770. P. 646.
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Badswortii, a pa. of England, co. York, West

Biding, 4 m. S. Pontefract. Ac. 3815. P. 744.

Badulla, a town of Ceylon, 36 m. S.E. Kandy,
cap. principality, in a valley at the side of Mount
Namoone-Koole, 7000 feet high. It has exten-
sive bazaars, and is surrounded by gardens.
Badwell-Ash, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

H m. N. Great Ashfield. Ac. 1860. P. 627.

Baelegem, a vill. of Belgium, prov. East Flan-
ders, 9 m. S. Ghent. P. 2882.

Baelen, a town of Belgium, Antwerp, 14 m.
S.E. Tumhout, on the Great Neethe, with maniifs.

of cloth. P. 3262.

Baena, Castra Viniana, a town of Spain, prov.
and 26 m. S.E. Cordova. P. 12,944.

Baependi, a town of BrazD, prov. Minas Ge-
raes, 180 m. W.N.W. Kio de Janeiro, on small
river of same name.
Baerum, a vill. of Norway, amt. and 7 m. W.

Christiania, on stream of same name. The vill.

has the oldest iron forges in Norway.
Baesbode, a vUl. of Belgium, prov. E. Flan-

ders, on the Scheldt, 3 m. E. Termonde. P. 2910.

Baeza, Beaiia, a town of Spain, prov. and 22
m. N.E. Jaen. P. 10,851. It has a university,

cathedral, diocesan school, Jesuits' college, lite-

rary society, and manufs. of leather.

Baeza, a town of South America, Ecuador, 90
m. E.S.E. Quito, on the Coca river.

Baffa, Paphos, a seaport town on the S.W.
coast of the island Cyprus, 56 m. W.S.W. Nicosia.

The territory is fertile in grain, cotton, and silk.

Baffin Sea (erroneously styled a Bay), N.
America, between Greenland and the lands or
islands N. of Hudson Bay, extending from lat. 68°

to 78° N., and Ion. 56° to 80° E. It communicates
with the Atlantic Ocean by Davis' Strait on the S.,

with the Arctic Ocean by Lancaster Sound and
Jones Sound on the W., and with the Polar Sea
by Smith Sound on the N. Greatest depth, 6890
feet, and the tides do not rise more than 10 feet.

The surface of the sea is covered with ice during
the greater part of the year, and it can be navi-

gated only during a short period in summer.
Chief islands, Disco and Waigatz, on the coast of

Greenland. The coasts are mountainous, barren,

and deeply indented with gulfs. Whale and seal

fishing is followed. This sea was discovered by
the English navigator Baffin, in 1616, while in

search of a passage to the Pacific.

Bafra, a town of Asia Minor, pash. Sivas, on
the KizU-Irmak {Halys), 13 m. S. of its mouth in

the Black Sea, and 49 m. S.E. Sinope. P. 2000.

Bagaladi, a comm. of South Italy, prov. and
circ. Eeggio. P. 1296.

Bagamer, a vill. of Hungary, gov. and 9J m.
N. Dioszeg. P. 1920.

Baganga, a seaport town and bay, Asiatic Ar-
chipelago, on the E. coast of the island Mindanao
(Philippines). Lat. 7° 30' N. ; Ion. 126° 20' E.

Bagaria or Bagheria, a town of Sicily, prov.

and 7 m. E. Palermo. P. (1862) 9000.

Bagborough, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

7 m. N.W. Taunton. Ac. 1972. P. 495.

Bagdad (Pasiialic of), Chaldsea Mesopota-
mia, an extensive but ill-d.efined region of Asia-

tic Turkey, of which it forms the S.E. portion,

mostly between lat. 30° and 38° N. ; Ion. 40° and
48° E. The Euphrates and Tigris flow through
it, and both unite at Koma, in lat. 31° N. ; Ion.

47° E. The united river, now called Shatr-al-

Arab, flows into the Persian Gulf. The country

E. of the Tigris includes Koordistan and Khuzi-
stan; the plains of the former are fertile, pro-

ducing grain and fruit ; the latter, almost a desert

waste, is famed for its dates. The countrj' to the
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W. of the Euphrates is a flat sandy desert, with-

out water, and destitute of herbage, with the

exception of the banks of the river, which
are fertile, and produce abundant rice crops.

That part of the region between the Tigris and
Euphrates consists of Al-jezirah towards the N.,

a barren desert, and Irak Arabi, beginning where
the two rivers approach each other, t-o the N, of

Bagdad, and extending to the Persian Gulf. The
pop. of the pashalic consists of Arabs, Kurds,
Turkomans, Armenians, Turks, and Jews, some
of whom are imperfectly subject to the Porte, and
live under different chiefs. Formerly one of the

moat important provs. of the Turkish Empire,
Bagdad has lately been divided into several

Bxnaller districts, and is now virtually limited to

the country around the capital. In this region

mey be traced the sites of the ancient Babylon,
Nineveh, Gtesiphon, and Seleucia; the field of

Arbela, where Alexander the Great broke the

power of Darius, and many other localities fa-

mous in sacred and profane history.

Bagdad, a city of Asiatic Turkey, cap. pash.

of same name, and formerly of the Saracen Ca-
liphate, on the Tigris, 220 m. above where the

united rivers enter the Persian Gulf. Lat 33°

21' N.; Ion. 44° 28' E. P. 65,000, (?) mostly
Arabs and Turks. It stands on both sides of

the river, its two portions being connected by a
bridge of boats ; is enclosed by a brick & earthen
wall, flanked with towers, and is 5 m. in circum-
ference. A citadel, though of no great strength,

here commands the passage of the Tigris. There
are about 100 ffosques, many of them with lofty

domes and mij .trfts. The bazaars are large, and
abound with m..st of the goods sold in European
markets. Eed and yellow leather, silks, and
cotton stuffs are mariifactured, and this city was
long the great emj>orium of all the surrounding
countries; but its commerce has declined since

Persia has received European goods from the N.
by way of Trebizond, and on ihe S. direct from
India and the Persian Gulf. It has stiU, how-
ever, a large trade with Aleppo and Damascus,
whence it imports cotton twist, calicoes, shirtings,

prints, imitation shawls, dyes, and to which it

exports tombac, galls, buffalo hides, East India
indigo, pearls. Cashmere shawls, and coffee. Its

climate is healthy, but very hot in summer; rain is

abundant in Nov. & Dec. ; snow never falls. This
city, built out of the ruins of Ctesiphon, was found-
ed by Al Mansur in 762, and continued to flourish

under succeeding caliphs, until sacked by Hulaku
in 1258. It has been held by the Turks since 1638.

Bagdat, a fortified town, Asiatic Kussia, gov.
Transcaucasia, dist. Imoretia, 15 m. S.S.E. Kutais.
Bag£, two vills. of France, dep. Ain.—I. {B. le

C/iatel), cap. cant., 15 W.N.W. Bourg. P. 742.—
II. (£. la Vill»), in same canton. P. 2095.
Bagenaxstown, a town of Ireland, Leinster,

GO. and 10 m. S. Carlow, on the Barrow, 125 feet

above sea level. P. 2047. It has trade in granite.

Bagenbitn Head, a cape of . Ireland, co. Wex-
ford, at the entrance of Bannow Bay. Earl
Strongbow made his descent here in 1170.
BAggio, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Milan. P. 1232.

Bagh, a vill. of Hungary, co. Pesth, gov. and
7 m. E.N.E. Godollo. P. 1300.
Bagu or Baugh, a town, Afghanistan. [Bhag.")
Baghtsche-serai, a town of South Russia,

Crimea, 18 m. S.W. Simferopol. P. 12,779. It

preserves the characteristics of its Tartar origin.
Marufs. pottery and cutlery. It has 32 mosques,
aud ruins of the palaces of its former Tartar
l-iuices, when it was cap. of the Crimea.

Bagillt (Fawk and Fechan); two townships
of Wales, CO. Flint, pa. and 2J m. Yi. Holywell.
United pop. 2935, employed in coal & lead works.
Baginton, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 2*

m. S.S.E. Coventry. Ac. 1667. P. 213.
Bagirmi, Africa. JTBeghakmi.]
Baglam, a pa. of Wales, co. Glamorgan, 5 m.

S. Neath, on Swansea Bay. P. 658.

Baglen, a Dutch residency on thta island of
Java, near the centre, on the S. side; surface
elevated, volcanic, and very fertile. Products,
rice and sugar. P. 300,000. Cap. Poerworedjo.
Bagmutty, a riv. of India, Nepaul, a tributarj-

of the Ganges, which it joins near Monghyr, after

a course of 285 miles.

Bagna, a town of Turkey in Europe, prov.
Eumili, 40 m. W. of Philippopoli, on the Maritza.

Bagna-calvali.o, a town, Central Italy, prov.
and 11 m. W. Ravenna. P. (1862) ibOJ.—Hagnaja
is a vill., prov. and 3 m. N.E. Viterbo. P. 1400.

Bagnara, a seaport town of South Italy, prov.

Reggio, on the Gulf of Gioja, 16 m. N.E. Reggio.

P. 8517. Excellent wine is produced in the

vicinity.

Bagkasco, a town of North Italy, prov. and
25 m. E.S.E. Cuneo, on the Tanaro. P. 2036.

Bagnatica, a vill. of North Italy, Lombardy,
prov. and 6 m. E.N.E. Bergamo. P. 1156.

BAGNfeRES-DE-LucHON, a town of France^ dep.

Garonne, cap. cant, in valley of same name mthe
Pyrdn^es, 5 m. from the Spanish frontier, and 22

m. S.S.W. St Gaudens. P. 3376, It has sulphur-

eous thermal springs (temperature 88° to 152°

Falir.), and a bath establishment, frequented from
May to October. Manufs. of chocolate, nails,

and brass, with copper, antimony, lead, manga^
nese, and bismuth mines.
BAGNfeRES-DE-BiGORRE, Aquetisis Vicus, a town

of France, dep. H. Pyr^nfes, cap. arr., on 1. b. of

the Adour, at the entrance of the valley of Cam-
pan, 13 m. S.S.E, Tarbes. P. 9169, It has a
theatre, concert-room, college, hospital, and Pro-
testant church, Manufs. woollens, linens, and
crape, called "bareges," and has tanneries, dyeand
marble works, and paper mills. There are 20

bathing establishments ; the springs (sulphureous

and ferruginous) vary in temp, from 72° to 124°

Fahr. Its waters were resorted to by the Romans,
and are annually visited from May to October by
from 5000 to 6000 strangers.

Bagnes, or Bagnien, a pa. and vill. of Switzer-

land, Valais, on 1. b. of the Dranse, 7 m. S.E.

Martigny, in the valley of Bagne, elev. 2716 feet.

P. of town 4327. The Val-de-Bagnes was twice

inundated during the 16th century, and again by
the debacle of 1818 ; when the Dranse having

been blocked up by ice, a lake half a league

in length was formed, on the bursting of which
the torrent carried off 400 cottages, and 34 lives

were lost.

Bagneux, two comms. of France.—I. dep.

Maine et Loire, cant, and arr. Saumur. P. 1025.

—II. dep. Seine, cant, and arr. Sceaux, P, 1358.

It has stone quarries.

Bagni, several vills. of Italy, all so named from
their mineral baths.—I. (5. delta Porrettd), deleg.

and 2 m. N.E. Civita Vecchia, with mineral

springs, called by Pliny the Aquse Tauri, and an
aqueduct constructed by Trajan.—II. {Morba),

Tuscany, prov. and 30 m. W.N.W. Siena, with
mineral springs and baths.—III. (delta Perta), a

vill., prov. Pisa, in the valley of the Possera.

—

IV. (di Lucca), prov. and 11 m. N. Lucca, P.

8238.

Bagnien, a town of Switzerland. [Bagner.'J

Bagni San Giuliano {Termae Pisanx), a town.
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Central Italy, prcv. & circ. Pisa, cap. d'st. Named
from its the springs. P. (1861) 16,787.
Bagno, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ

Aquila. P. of comm. 2368.
Bagjto a EiPOLi, a town of Central Italy, prov.

and circ. Florence. P. (1861) 14,607.
Bagno, a town, Cent. Italy, prov. Florence, circ.

Eocca-San-Casciano. P. 7096. A watering-place.
Bagnoles, a vill. of France, dep. Orne, in a

valley, 13 m. S.E. Domfront. It has hot saUiie
springs (temp. 82° Fahr.\ and cold ferruginous
springs and baths much irequented-
Bagnolet, a vilL of France, dep. Seine, N "E.

Paris. P. 2553. It has gypsum quarries.
Bagnoli, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Padua,

3J S. Conselve. P. 2650.

Bagnoli, two towns of South Italv.—I. prov.
and 12^ m. N.W. Campobasso. P.' 3784.—II.
prov. Avellino, 9 m. S.W. St Angelo-de-Lom-
bardi. P. 3529.

Bagnolo, two towns of Northern Italy.—I.

cap. circ, 7 m. S.S.W. Brescia. P. 2700.—II.
prov. Cuneo, 12 m. N.W. Saluzzo. P. 5828.
Bagnolo (in PianoX a town of North Italy,

prov. Eeggio in Emiha, P. 3168.—II. (del Sal-
ado), S. Italy, prov. and circ Lecce. P. 1011.
Bagnolo, four vills. of N. Italy.—I. prov. circ

& 2^ m. W.N.W. Lodi-e-Crema. P. 2010.—II. (S.
Vito), prov. circ & 4| m. S.S.E. Mantua. P. 4500.—III. prov. Eovigo, circ Badia. P. 1885.—IV.
(Cremascoy, prov. Cremona, circ Crema, P. 2073.
Bagnols, Bakna, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Gard, cap. cant., on a rock near the Ceze, 13
m. N.E. Uzfes. P. 5050. It has a communal
college and hospital, and maniifs. of serge.
Bagnols-les-Bains, a viU., France, dep.Lozfere,

8 m. E.S.E. Mende. With warm baths. P. 390.
Bagnone, a comm. of N. Italy, prov. Massa,

circ PontremolL P. 5318.
Bagnorea, Balneum Reiis, a town of Central

Italy, 25 m. S.S.W. Orvieta It is celebrated
for its mineral hot springs.

Bagouno, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. and
23 m. N.E. Brescia. P. 3751. With iron forges.

Bagos, a vill. of Hungary, co. Nord Bihar, 9^
m. S.S.E. Debreczin. P. 2120.

Baosuot, a vill. and chapelry of England, co.

Surrey, pa. Windlesham, 10 m. S.S.W. Windsor.
Above sea level 240 feet. Eain-fall 25 inches.
Baqthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5^

m S.S.W. Bumham. Ac. 750. P. 69.

Bagl"ek-Morvan, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, arr. St Malo. P. 2131.—
II. (B. Pican), a vill., same arr. P. 1766.
Bagclkota, a town of British India, presid.

Bombay, dist. Belgaum, 50 m. W. Moogdul.
Bagur or Begu Cape, on the N.E. coast of

Catalonia, Spain, lat. 41° 57' N. ; Ion. 3° 14' E.
Bagyon, a viU. of Austria, Transylvania, gov.

and 5 m. S.S.W. Thorda. P. 1460. Gold washing.
Bahadurpoor, two towns of India.—I. dom.

and 22 m. S.E. Baroda.—II. dom. and 133 m. S.
Gwalior.

—

Bahadra is a town, N.W. India, cap.
chiefship, 120 m. W.N.W. Delhi.
Bahama Bank (Great and Little), are shoals

among the West India islands. The former be-
tween lat. 22° and 26' N. ; Ion. 75° and 79° W.,
having S. and W. the Bahama old and new
channels. On it are the isls. Providence. Andros,
and Exuma. The Little Bank N.W. of the fore-
going, between lat 26° and 27° N. ; Ion. 77° and
79* W., has on it the Great Bahama and Abaco
isls.

—

Bahama-Channel. (Old and Nero.) Tho
former separates the Great Bahama Bank and
Cuba; the latter is between the Great and Little
Bahama Banks and Florida, and forms a part of

the channel of the Great Gulf-stream, whica
flows here at the rate of from 2 to 5 m. an hour.
Bahama or Lucayo Islands, a group of nearly

500 isls. and islets (called Cayos or Keys), in the
West Indies, belonging to Great Britain, lat. 21°

to 27° N. ; Ion. 71° to 79° W., separated from Cuba
and Florida S. and W. by the Great and Little

Bahama Channels, Only 20 of the isls. are in-

habited. Area3021sq.m. P. (1861) 35,287, an in-

crease of 7768 over census of 1851. First settle-

ment of English in 1629. Possessed by Spain in

1781, and restored to England in 1783. Most of

the isls. are mere coral rocks, but some are of

tolerable size, as Abaco, the Great Bahama,
Eleuthera, Andros, New Providence, Guanhami,
Exuma, Long and Crooked isls., Mariguana,
Great Key and Great Inagua. Chief products,

cotton, maize, Guinea com, salt, sugar, turtle,

pine-apples, and vegetables. Labour is deficient

for the successful culture of cotton. Government
vested in a governor, a council of 9 members,
and a House of Assembly of 31 members. The
colony now forms a diocese of itself, under a
bishop. Revenue (1861) 40,456/.; expenditure paid
by the Imprrial Government for civil and militarv
purposes, 33,480/. Exports to Britain (1863)
2,124,969/. Imports 1,054,775/. Nassau or New
Providence is the cap., and seat of gov.—Tho
Great Bahama isl., lat. 26° 41' N. ; Ion. 79°^3' W.,
is near the N. extremity of the group, 70 m. E.

Florida, and 80 m. W. to E., by 10 m. in breadth.

P. 858. Watlings Island or San Salvador, one of

the group, was the first part of the new world
discovered by Columbus in 1492.

Bahar or Behar, one of the old Mohammedan
provs. of India, occupying part of the valley of

the Ganges, and traversed by this river, which
divides it in two nearly equal portions, lat 24°

12' to 25° 21' N. ; Ion. 83° 25' to 86° 6' E., in-

cluded (since 1765) in the British presid. Bengal,

and subdivided among the dists. Bahar, Bhaugul-
poor, Dhurrumpoor, Kamghur, Shahabad, Saruu,
Tirhoot, and Patna. Area 5694 sq. m. P.

2,500,000. The climate is temperate, and more
healthy than that of Bengal. Soil rich, and pro-

duces the best opium in India ; indigo, sugar, and
tobacco are also cultivated. The present British

dist. of Bahar comprises a portion only of tho
S.W. half of the prov.

—

Bahar (Vihar\ cap.

above dist., in a fertile plain, 35 m. S.E. Patna.

BAHARi("»eo country"), the Arabic name for

Lower Egypt. [Egypt.]
Bahawulpoor, Hindostan. rBiL\v>-LPOon.]

Bahia, a marit prov. of Brazil, between lat. 8*

20' and 18° S. ; Ion. 37° 20' and 47° W., havmg
E. the Atlantic, N.E. the prov. Sergipe, S. those
of Minas-Geraes and Espiritu Santo, N, Per-
nambuco, from which it is separated by the river

San Francisco, N.W. Piauhi, and W. Goyaz, from
which it is separated by the Serra Tabatinga.
Area 129,495 sq. m. P. (1856) 1,100,000. Tho
surface rises inland to lofty sierras, between
which and the coast is a fertile region, traversed

by the Itapicuru, Contas, and other rivers. The
coast is indented by numerous inlets, of which
Bahia de Todos-ot-Santos (AU Saints Bay) is the

principal. Tobacco, sugar, cotton, rice, coffee, and
Brazil wood are raised. Salt is abundant. Prin-

cipal towns, Bahia or San Salvador, 01iven9a,

and Barro-do-Eio.
Bahla or San Salvador, a city and seaport

of Brazil, formerly its cap., now cap. prov., on
the Bahia de Todos-os-Santos, 160 m. S.W. Ser-

gipe d'el Key, and about 880 m. N.N.E. Eio-de-

Janeiro. Lat. of lighthouse 13* 0' 42' S. ; Ion.

38° 31' 42' W. P. 125,000, one-third of whom
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are whites, one-lLird mulattoes, and the remainder
blacks. It has a cathedral, palaces of the arch-

bishop and governor, to-\vn-hall, court of appeal,

theatre, hospitals, and many religious houses;
an exchange, arsenal, and imperial dockyard;
and 3 m. north-eastward are yards for the con-
struction of merchant shipping. Houses of the
city mostly of stone ; it is defended by several

forts. A railway N.W. to Joaziero, on rt. b. of the
San Francisco, was opened in 18G0. Bahia,
foimded in 1549 by Thomas de Souza, first Capt.
General of Brazil, is a commercial city of impor-
tance. Exports comprise sugar, cotton, coffee,

tobacco, cigars, rice, rum, diamonds, tapioca, dye
and fancy woods, cocoa-nuts, horns, hides, and
bullion ; and the imports consist of manuf . goods,

salted provisions, flour, salt, iron, wines, and glass

wares. In 1861 the exports amounted to 14,000,000
milreis. Shortest sea track to Southampton 4366
sea miles, shortest steam passage 30 days.

Bahia Blanca, an inlet of the Atlantic, E. coast
of South America, Argentine Confed. Lat. 39^

25' S. ; Ion. 61° 25' W. It contains several isls.

Bahia de Todos-os-Santos (^AU Saints Bay\
Brazil, prov. Bahia, to which it gives its name.
It has a large and safe harbour, and contains
several islands, the largest of which, Itaparica, di-

vides the entrance into two parts. Whale fishing.

Bahia Honda, a harbour of Cuba, on its N.
coast, 60 m. W.S.W. Havana. Protected by a fort,

resorted to by privateers, and for landing slaves.

Bahinda Desekt, in N. Africa, between Khar-
toom and Dongola. It is flat, with a few hills.

Kound it the Nile makes the first part of the
great bend. It has very few inhabitants.
BAHLiNGEN,a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Black

Forest, on the Eisach, 38 m. S.W. Stuttgart. P.
3500. Manufs. of linens and woollens : tanneries,
and trade in corn and cattle.—II. a vill. of Baden,
cii-c. Upper Rhein, N.W. Freiburg. P. 2000.
Bahn, a town of Prussian Pomerania, on the

Tuhe, gov. and 23 m. S. Stettin. P. 2400.
Baiinasa or Behneseh, Oxyrhinchus, a town of

Middle Egypt, on the Bahr Yousef (Joseph's
Canal), 42 m. S.S.W. Benisouef.
Bahr, Arabic name for a sea, lake, or river.

Bahr-el-Abiad {White River), Bahi?-ei>-Az-
REK {Blue River), rivers of Africa. [Nile.]
Bahr-eIj-Huleii, or the ''waters of Merom,"

a lake in N. Palestine, on the Jordan, 12 m. N. of
the Sea of Tiberias. It has low marshy shores,
and contracts in volume considerably in summer.
Bahk-el-Lut. [Dead Sea.]
Bahrein or Aval Island, Ti^os, in the Persian

Gulf, surrounded by smaller islands and shoals,
in a bay in dist. Bahrein, near the coast of Arabia,
200 m. S. Bushire. P. 68,000 (?) Mohammedans.
The cap. Manama is in lat. 26° 12' N. ; Ion. 50°
39' 30' E. Bahrein Isl, 27 m. long and 10 m.
broad, is hilly in the centre, produces dates and
other fruits, wheat, barley, and clover. The
other chief isls. are Arad, Maharay, and Tama-
hoy. The pearl fishery here employs during
the season 1500 vessels, and 2000 or 3000 boats,
and yields pearls to the value of from 100,000Z. to
200,000?. annually.
Bahrenburg, a town of Hanover, co. and 20

m. S.W. Hoya, on the Aue. P. 612.
Bai^ (Ital. Baja), an anc. city of South Italy,

now m ruins, 10 m. W. Naples, on bay of same
name. Baix was a principal port and watering-
place of the anc. Romans.

Baiano, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Avellino. P. 2570. Ecmains of 2 anc. aqueducts.
Baias, Byass or Payas, a town. North Syria,

pash. and 65 m. N.W. Aleppo, on the Gulf of Is-

canderoon, at the mouth of a small river, probably
the ancient Issus. It has a castle and shallow
harbour. North of it are ruins of the anc. town
Issus; and between it and Iscanderoon, 14 m. S.,

was fought the second battle, in which Darius
was defeated by Alexander the Great.

Baibout, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and
65 m. W.N.W. Erzeroum. P. 3000. It was for-

merly a stronghold of the Genoese.
Baiern, a country of Gei-mai^y. [Bavaria.]
Baieesbronn, a vill. and pa. of Wiirtemberg,

Black Forest, 40 m. W.N.W. Stuttgart. P. 4539.
Baiersdorf, a town, Bavaria, circ. Midd. Fran-

conia, on the Begnitz, 4 m. N. Erlangen. P. 1650.

BaierthaIj, a vill. of Baden, Lower Eliine,

prov. and 2 m. E.N.E. Wiesloch. P. 1100.

Baignes-Sainte-Eadegonde, a comm. and
vill. of France, dep. Charente, cap. cant., arr. and
7 m. S.S.W, Barbezieux. P. 2681.

Baigorry, a valley of France, in the Pyrdn^es,
watered by the Nivo. P. of vill. 2600.
Baikal (Lake) or Holy Sea, an extensive lake

of Siberia, gov. Irkutsk, between lat. 51" 20' and
55° 30' N. ; Ion. 103° and 110° E. It is crescent-
shaped, and is a sinus or expantiion of the bed of

the Angara. Length N.E. to S.W. 370 m.

;

breadth 20 to 70 m. ; height above the sea 1363
feet ; depth very great in centre, but not ascer-

tained. Its basin is enclosed on the W. by the
Baikal, and E. by the Kharmanoi mountains. Its

chief feeder on the S. is the Upper Angara river,

its only outlet the Angara, on the S.W., a chief

tributary of the Yenisei. It contains several

islands, that of Olkon, near the centre, being 30 m.
in length. Lake Baikal forms a part of the great

commercial line of communication between China
and Eussia, and trade is facilitated by the estab-

lishment of steam-boats. Its chief port is Posol-
skoi. The surface is frozen from November to

April. Its seal and sturgeon fisheries are valu-
able, and one species of salmon alone yields 4000
tons a year for salting.

Baikuntapoor, a large town of British India,

prosid. Bengal, dist. and 10 m. S.E. Patna, on
the S. bank of the Ganges.
Baildon, a vill., Engl., co. York, W. Eiding,

pa. Otley, 7 m. N. Bradford. Ac. 1722. P. 3895.

Bailieborough, a pa. and town of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. and 17 m. S.E. Cavan, on a head of

the Blackwater river. Ac. of pa, 12,415. P. of

do. 4691; of town, 1139.

BAiLLEUii, a comm. and town of Franco, dep.

Nord, cap. cant., near the Belgian frontier, 9 m.
E. Hazebrouck. P. 10,102. Manufs. woollens,

cottons, lace, beet-root sugar, biscuits, bricks, hats,

chicory, chocolate, soap, and oil, and the cheese
of its environs is held in repute.—II. a vill., dep.

Sarthe, 6 m, N,W, La Fleche, P, 1067,

Baillieston, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark,
pa. Old Monkland. P. 1832. Mean temperature,
June 68°-4, January 37° "2

; altitude 242 feet.

Baily Islands, the most S. isl. of the Benin
group, North Pacific, in lat. 26° 30' N. ; Ion. 142° E.
Baimocz, a town of Hungary, co. and 40 m.

N.E. Neutra, P. 890. It has warm baths.

Bain, a town of France, dep. Ille-et-Vilaine,

cap. cant., 18 m. S. Eennes. P. 4174.
Bainbridge, a township of England, co. York,

North Eiding, pa. Aysgarth, on the Ure, IJ m,
S.W. Askrigg. Ac, 14,983, P, 807,

Bainbridge, a township of U, S., North Ame-
rica, New York, co, Chenango, on the Susque-
hanna, 96 m, W,S.W. Albany. P. 3338,

Baincthun, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.

Pas-de-Calais, arr. and cant. Boulogne. P. 1790,

Bain-de-Bretagne, a comm. & vill. of France,
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dep. lUe-et-Vilaine, cap. cant., arr. Eedon. P.

4175. It has lace manufs. and tanneries.

Bains, several vills. of France, frequented for

their baths.—I. dep. Vosges, 13 m. S.W. Epiual.

P. 2596. The waters vary in temp, from 92° to

122° Fahr. Bathing season from loth May to

loth Sept.—II. dep. E. Pyr^n^es, 4 m. S.W.
C^ret. P. 1800.—III. dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, arr.

Eedon. P. (with :;omm.) 4454.—IV. (de Bennes),

dep. Aude, 10 m. S.E. Limoux.—V. dep. Haute
Loire, arr. le Puj, cant. Solignac. P. 1120.

Bains-Du-Mont-Dore, a vill. of France, dep.

Puy-de-D6me, 20 m. W. Issoire. P. 1195. The
baths were erected in 1819 at the public expense.
Season from 20th June to 20th September.
Bainton, a pa., Engl., co. York, E. Eiding, 6 m.

S.W. Great Driffield. Ac. 3280. P. 405.

Bairustown, a township of the U. S., Korth
America, Kentucky, cap. co. Nelson, 55m.W.S.W.
Lexington, on the Beech Fork. P. 1492.

Bairkuth, a city of Bavaria, cap. circ. Upper
Franconia, on the Eed-Mayn, 126 m. N. Munich.
P. (1S64) 19,203, mostly Protestants. It has a
palace, theatre, and a Protestant consistory.
Manufs. cotton and woollen cloths, tobacco, parch-
ment, leather, and porcelain.— Baireuth was
formerly cap. of a raargraviate, and seat of a court.
About 2 m. E. is the Hermitage, where theMargra-
vine, sister to Frederick the Great, wrote her Me-
moirs. Here is a monument to Jean Paul Eichter.

Bais, a vill. of France, cap. cant., dep. and 12

m. E.S.E. Mayenne. P. 2239.—II. dep. lUe-et-
Vilaine, 9 m. S.S.W. Vitr^. P. 3083.

Baise or Bayze, a river, S.W. France, rises

near Lannemezan, flows N. through the deps.

Haute-Pyrdu^es, Gers, and Haute Garonne, and
joins the Garonne near Aiguillon. Course 145
m. Navigable from N^rac to the Garonne, 15 m.

Baisieux, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, arr. Lille, cant. Lannoy. P. 1997.

Baiso, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Eeggio-in-Emilia. P. 3175.

Baisy-Thy, a vill. of Belgium, Brabant, arr.

Nivelles. P. 1200.

Baitool, a fortified town of British India, pre-
sid. Bengal, Saugor, N.W. prov., 60 m. N.E. EUich-
poor. Lat. 21° 65' N. ; Ion. 78° E. The dist. of

Baitool has an area of 990 sq. m. P. 93,441.

Baix, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ard6che,
arr. and 7 m. E. Privas, cant. Chomerac. P. 1313.

Baixas, a comm. and town of France, dep. E.
Pyr^ndes, 6 m. N. Perpignan. P. 2344.

Baja, a town of Hungary, co. Bacs, on the
Danube, 90 m. S. Pesth. P. 17,510. It has Eoman
Catholic and Greek churches, a synagogue, castle,

& CO. court.—II. a town, Moldavia, on the Mol-
dava, 65 m. W.N.W. Jassey.—III. (jB. de Ramdy,
a town of Wallachia, dist. & 68 m. N.W. Krajova.
Baja e Latina, a town of South Italy, prov.

and circ. Caserta. P. 1792.

Bajada-de-Santa-Fe, a town of the Argen-
tine Confed., cap. dep. Entre Eios, on the E.
bank of the Parang opposite Santa F^ and now
often called Parank. P. 5000.
Bajardo, a town of North Italy, prov. Mau-

rizio, circ. Eemo. P. 1468.
Bajmak, a vill. of Austria, "Woiwodena, gov.

and 13 m. W.S.W. Maria Theresiopol. P. 6620.
Bajna, a town of Hungary, co. Unter-Neutra,

gov. and 5 m. WJ^.W. Tapolcsan. P. 1160.
Bajnsizza, a vill. of Austria, Istria, gov. and

4J m. N.E. Canale. P. 1065.

Bajom, two vills. of Austria, Transylvania.

—

I. gov. and 7 m. W.N.W. Medias. P. 2660.—II.
(^Greaty, co. Somogy, gov. and 13J m. W.N.W.
Kapocvar. P. 2560.

Bajour, a territ. of North Afghanistan, lat. 35*

N. ; Ion. 71° to 72° E. Estim. area 370 sq. ra.

P. about 120,000. It is a fertile plain, encircled .

by mountains, yielding iron-ore. Chief towns
j

Bajour, pop. about 6000 (supposed to be the
j

Bazira of Alexander's historian), and Nawagye.
Baka, a vill. of Hungary, co. Honth, gov. and

2 m. N.W. Bath. P. 1025.

Bakabanya, a royal mining town of Hungary,
CO. Honth, 10 m. S.W. Schemnitz. P. 2530.

Bakel, a large vill. of W. Africa, on the Sene-
gal riv., with a French garrison. P. 1400 negroes.

Cultivation of sesame, maize, and millet.

Baker, a co. U.S., North America, in S.W. of

Georgia, watered by Flint river, cap. Newton.
Area 1296 sq. m. P. free 1493, slaves 3492.

Bakewell, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Derby, the iovra. on the Wye, near its confl.

with the Derweut, 8 m. N.W. Matlock. Ac. 43,020.

P. 11,254. It has coal and lead mines, cotton mUls,

chalybeate-springs with bath-rooms, & museum.
Bakhmut, a town of Eussia, gov. and 120 ra.

E. Jekaterinoslav. P. 4000. It has coal mines.

Bakhteghan (Lake), Persia, prov. Fars, 50 m.
B. Shiraz, length 60 m. E. to W. ; breadth 8 m.
It receives on W. the Bundemir river. The lake

yields a large quantity of salt.

Bakir-kiiReh-si, a town of Asia Minor, Ana-
tolia, near the Black Sea, and 70 m. W.S.W.
Sinope, with a handsome mosque.
Bakosybel, a vill. of Hungary, co. and 7 m.

W. Veszprim. P. 2530.

Bakony'-wald (Forest ofBahont/), a mountaia
range of Hungary, S. of the Danube, between the

Eaab riv. and Lake Balaton, and separating the

great and little Hungarian plains, the former of

which is on its S.E., and the latter on its N.W.
side. Mean height 2000 feet. It is densely

wooded, and contains quarries of excellent marble.

Bakota, a CO. of Central Africa, lat. 16° to 18*

S. ; Ion. 25° to 29° E. It has the river Kafue on
the N., Zambesi E. and S. It is a vast table-

land 3000 to 5000 feet high, with extensive grassy
plains. Climate healthy. Winter temp. 30 Fahr.
A few years since it was well peopled, now de-

serted to herds of buffaloes, elephants, etc.

Bakonyzeg, a vill. of Hungary, co. Nord
Bihar, gov. and 13 m. S.S.W. Derecske. P. 1805.

Bakta Ny'ER, a market town of Hungary, co.

Szabolcz, gov. & 13 m. N.E. Great Kallo. P. 3910.

Baktshi-Serai, Eussia. [Baghtsche-Serai."]
Baku, a fortified seaport town of the Eussian

dora., S. of the Caucasus, prov. Daghestan, on the

S. coast of the peninsula of Apsheron, in the Cas-
pian Sea. Lat. 40° 23' N. ; Ion. 49° 63' E. P. 6413.

it consists of a citadel and a suburb. Its har-

bour is one of the best on the W. of the Caspian.

Imports silks and cotton, shawls and woollen
goods, drugs, indigo, tobacco, fruits, fish ; ex-

portsnaphtha frora the copious bituminous springs
near: salt 6,000,000 lbs* annually, saffron, madder,
silk, and opium. The circle of Baku has a pop.

of 31,000. Within 10 m. of the town is Atash-ja,

or "burning field," the place of pilgrimage of

the fire worshippers. [Apsheron.]
Baku or Bakova, a town of Moldavia, on the

Bistritz, 60 m. S.W. Jassy.

"Bal" or "Bally" (Irish, Bailey, a prefix to

names of places in Ireland, signifies a " town" or
" village.

Parish. County. Acres. Popi

Baixinaboy, . . Cork, . . . 7,970 1,390

Ballinacarrig, . Carlow, . . 2,605 507
Ballinacor, . . Wicklow, . 17,448 772

Ballinacourty, . Galway, . . 6,293 1,702
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Parish. County. Acres. Pop.

BALLINACOUKtY, . Kerry, . 5,318 1,004

Ballinadee, . . Cork, . . . 8,334 1,427

BaLLINADRUMMT, . Kildare, . . 4,285 813
Ballixamaka, . . Kilkenny, . 3,839 526
Ballinascreen, . Londonderry, 32,520 7,476
Ballinaslaney, . Wexford, . 2,644 644

BALLmCHAiLA, f£;^,!"'}ii.^4« 1,839

Ballincuslane, Kerry, . . 39,737 3,878
Ballixderry, . Antrim, , . 10,895 4,647
Ballinderry, . Tyrone, . . 4,922 2,790
Ballindoon, . ' Galway, . . 20,033 4,262
Ballingaddy, . Limerick, 5,998 1,594
Ballingarry, . Limericlc, 17,732 4,157
Balllsgarry, . Tipperary, 13,714 4,025
Ballingarry, . Tipperary, 6,683 734
Ballylanders, Limerick, 7,717 2,556
Ballinlough, , . Limerick, 2,340 603
Ballinoe, . . . Cork, . . 7,715 1,442

Ballinrobe, . ,

(Mayo & Gal-
1 way, . 1 21,203 7,164

Ballintemple, Cavan, . 10,657 3,855
Balllntemple, Wicklow, 4,087 810
Ballintemtle, Tipperary, 4,207 442
Balllntemple, . Cork, . . 2,659 933
Ballintober, . . Eoscommon, 6,351 1,205
Ballintober, . . Mayo, 22,616 3,101
Ballintoy, . . . Antrim, . 12,757 3,612
Ballyadams, . . Queen's Co. 6,908 1,061
Ballyanne, . . Wexford, 4,577 929
Ballybacox, . . Tipperary, . 11,120 1,896
Bai^lyboggan, Meath, . 6,222 820
Ballybarrack, . Louth, . 1,018 582
Ballybay, . . . Monaghan, 8,741 4,420
Ballyboy, . . . King's, . 14,274 2,687
Ballyboys, . . Louth, . . 1,435 531
Ballybrood, . . Limerick, . 2,355 711
Ballyburley, King's, . 7,868 1,015
Ballycahaxe, . Limerick, 2,417 578
Baixycahill, . Tipperary, 3,843 859
Ballycallax, . . Kilkenny, 6,834 1,007
Ballycanex, . . Wexford, 3,627 873
Ballycarxey, . Wexford, 8,233 1,253
Ballyclerahan, . Tipperary, 1.044 493
Ballyclog, . . Tyrone, . 4,774 1,765
Ballyclogh, . . C6rk, . . 9,709 2,051
Ballyclug, Antrim, . 8,264 4,591
Ballycommox, King's, . 6,641 656
Ballycor, . . Antrim, . 7,328 1,953
Ballyculter, . Down, 5,177 1,511
Ballycuerany, Cork, . . 3,939 690
Ballydeloher, Cork, . . 2,101 626
Ballydeloughy, Cork, . . 1,999 548
Ballyellin, . . Carlow, . 4,957 1,121
Ballyfeard, . . Cork, . . 3,461 578
Ballyfoyle, . . Cork, . . 2,882 791
Ballygibbox, . . Tipperary, 3,293 681
Ballygriffin, Tipperary, . 2,862 549
Ballygunner, Waterford, . 2,266 647
Ballyhalbert, Down, 4,011 2,184
Ballyhay, . . Cork, . . 4,835 703
Ballyhean, Mayo, . 7,674 1,913
Ballyheige, . Kerry, . 11,260 2,839
Ballyhoge, . . Wexford, . 4,268 771
Ballyhooly, . Cork, . . . 5,252 1,129
Ballyhuskard, Wexford, . 7,947 1,905
Ballykean, . . King's, . 12,912 1,640
Ballykine, Wicklow, . 11,053 1,783
Ballylajiax, . . Wexford, . 2,493 690
Ballylaxeex, Waterford, . 6,307 3,179
Ballylinny, . . Antrim, . . 5,685 2,154
Ballyloughloe, West Meath, 13,577 2,356
Ballymacart, Waterford, . 2,538 688
BallymacelligotT, Kerry, . . 14,018 2,726
Ballymachcgh,

. Cavan, . 6,918 1,745

Parish.

Ballymackey, '
.

ballyjlvcorm ick,

Bally&lacward, .

Ballymacwilliam,
Ballymartin, . .

Ballymartle,
Ballymascaxlan,
Ballymodax, . .

Ballymurreex, .

Ballymyre, . .

Ballyxaclogii, .

Ballyxafagh,
Ballyxailaglish,
Ballyxahaglish,
Ballyxakill, .

Ballyxakill, .

Ballyxakill, .

Ballyxakill, .

Ballyxakill, .

Ballyxakill, .

Ballyxure,
Ballyxure,
Ballyoughteea
Ballyovey,
Ballyphilip, .

Ballyrashaxe,

B AL
Conrty.

Tipperary,
Longford, .

Galway, . .

King's, . .

Antrim, . .

Cork, . . .

Louth, . .

Cork, . . .

Tipperary, .

Armagh,
Tipperary, .

Kildare, . .

Kerry, . .

Mayo, . .

. King's, . .

. Galway, . .

("Galway and "|_

* \ Eoscommon

)

. Galway, . .

. Galway, . .

. Sligo, . . .

. Wicklow,

. Antrim, . .

. Cork, . . .

. Mayo, . .

. Down, . .

. fAntrim and ")

(^Lond'nderryj

. Queen's, . .

. Sligo,. . .

. Mayo, . .

Kildare, . .

fAntrim and >

(Lond'nderryj

Ballyroax,
Ballysadare,
Ballysakeery,
Ballysax, . .

Ballysculuon,

BALLYSCULLIOX )
A^f^;^,

Grange, . | ^^^"^^"^

Ballyseedy, . . Kerry,
Ballysheehax,
Ballysumaghax,
Ballytrustax,
BALLYRAIJX)0, .

Ballyvourxey,
Ballywalter,

Ballywillix, .

Tipperarj', .

Sligo,. . .

Down, . .

Wexford,
Cork, . . .

Down, . ,

(Lond'nderry')
(and Antrim,

)

Acres. Pop.

9,713 1,436
8,925 1,987

17,258 2,608
4,976 721
2,805 602
6,502 932

15,997 4,653
8,080 5,808
3,845 556
7,381 2,250

3,869 558
4,154 745
3,005 1,321

11,961 3,572
6,760 619

47,962 4,687

14,577 3,065

5,220 568
55,625 7,753

4,589 1,231

7,404 875
8,533 2,922
4,532 945

19,842 2,837

2,430 2,685

6,344 1,857

9,682 1,908
16,019 6.276

15,692 2,323

7,207 6,935

10,771 6,760

4,269 3,100

3,489 885
9,215 1,476
4,216 1,074

1,681 668
1,891 626

26,602 3,002

3,378 1,680

4,675 2,447

Bala, a township and market town of North
Wales, CO. Merioneth, near the N. end of the lake
of same name, pa. Llan-y-kil, 17 m N.E. Dol-
gelly. Height 541 feet above the sea. P. 2383.

It has a town-hall, co. bridewell, and manufs. of

knitted stockings and gloves.

Balabac, an isl. of the Philippines, 30 m. S.

Palawan. The Balabac passage, between it and
Banguey island, is 35 m. across.

Bala-bagh, a fortified town of Afghanistan,
and the most important mart in the valley of

Jelalabad, from which town it is 13 m. W.
Balabalagax. [Paternosters Liitle.]
Balachef, a town of Eussia, gov. and 126 m.

W. Saratof, on 1. b. of the Khoper. P. 2000.

Balachxa or Balakhna, a town of Eussia,

gov. and 20 m. N.W. Nijnii-Novgorod, on rt. b.

of the Volga. P. 3500.
Balaghauts, an extensive and fertile district

of South India, Madras, the table-land above the
Ghauts mountains. It extends from the Krishna
river to the south of Mysore. Products, indigo,

sugar, and cotton, with extensive cattle rearing.

Balaguer, a fortified town of Spain, prov. and
16 m. N.E. Lerida, on the Segre. P. 4642.

Balagueres, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Ari&ge, arr. St Girons. P. 1134.

Balakiina, a town of Eussia, gov. and 20 m.
N.W. Nijnii-Novgorod, on the Volga. P. 3500.
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Bai^klava, a seaport town of Russia, on the

Black Sea, near the S. extremity of the Ci-imea,

6 m. S. Sebastopol. P. mostly Greeks. It has
an excellent harbour, which was occupied by the

British during the siege of Sevastopol in 1854-5.

Bala-i-ake or Pemblemeke, North Wales, co.

Merioneth. Length 4 m. ; breadth 1 m. The
river Dee issues from this lake.

Balajibaxgan, an island of the Asiatic Archi-
pelago, off the N. extremity of Borneo.

Balan', a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ar-
dennes, li m. S.E. Sedan, with cloth manufs. and
extensive iron-works. P. 1437.

Balangeko, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Turin. P. 1547.

BALAXGursi or Bangixgee:, a small isl. of the
Malay Archipelago, in the Suloo or Sulu group,

belonging to Spain. Formerly a nest of pirates,

who were rooted out in 1848.

Balaruc-les-Baixs, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Herault, with hot sulphur springs

(temp. 126° Fahr.) and baths. P. 690.

Balasfaia'a or Bi.aseciiixg, a town of Tran-
sylvania, at the union of the Great and Little

Kukel rivers, 18 m, N.E. Karlsbui^. P. 4000.

Balasixore, a town ofWestern India, Guzerat,

cap. a small state of same name, 48 m. N. Baroda.
The native state of Balasinore has an area of

258 sq. m. P. estimated at 19,000. (?)
Balasore, a town of India, Bengal, dist. Cut-

tack, on the BoorabuUung, 8 m. from its mouth,
and 116 m. S.W. Calcutta. It has dry and re-

pairing docks, and is frequented byMaldive and
coasting vessels. Exports (1861) value 1237/.

Balassa-Gyarsiath, a town of Hungary, cap.

CO. Neograd, near the Eipel, a tributary of the

Danube, 40 m. N.N.E. Pesth. P. 4520.

Balastelke, a vill. of Austria, Transvlvania,
gov. and 4 m. N.N.W. Media sch. P. 1230.

Balatox Lake (Germ. Platten-See), the large.st

lake in Hungarv, 55 m. S.W. Pesth. Length,
S.W. to N.E., 48 m. ; breadth, 3 to 10 m. Great-
est depth 39 feet, but at its N. and broadest end
it is shallow. Its waters are slightly salt. Ee-
ceives 30 streams, the largest being the Szala ; and
its surplus waters are carried to the Danube by
'the Sio and Sarvitz. It is rich in fish.

Balaz£, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire, arr. Roanne, cant. Vitr^. P. 1877.

BAt3iGXY, a comm. and viU. of France, dep.
Loire, arr. Roanne, cant. N^ronde. P. 1661.

Balbriggax, a marit. town of Ireland, co. and
fi9 m. N.E. Dublin, on the Irish Sea. P. 2258.

It is a favourite watering-place, and owes its pro-
sperity to the manuf. of its far famed hosiery, the
demand for which is still on the increase. A
flourishing power-loom weaving factory was
established in 1859, and employs 150 hands.
Balby with Hexthorpe, a township of Eng-

land, CO. York, West Riding, pa. and 1^ m. S.W.
Donooster. Ac. 1567. P. 1058. Here the first

meetings of the Society of Friends took place.

Balcombe, a pa. of England, co. Sussejc, 4i m.
N.N.W. Cuckfield. Ac. 4786. P. 880. The Lon-
don and Brighton Railway here passes through
a tunnel 1139^ yards in length.
Baldegq, a vill. of Switzerland, on lake of same

name, cant, and 9 m. N. Luzem. The lake is

3^ m. long, 1 m. broad, and 1529 feet above the
sea.

Baldenburg, a small town of W. Prussia, gov.
Marienwerder, 33 m. N.W. Konitz. P. 1300.

Balderas, a town of Spain, prov. and 30 ra.

S.S.W. Leon. P. 4320. Manufs. leather and hats.
Balderx, a small town of Wurtemberg, circ.

Jaxt, 9 m. S.E. Elwangen. P. 620.

Baldekxock, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 19 ni.

S.W. Stu-ling. Ac. 4411. P. 718.

Baldertox, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 2 ni«

S.E. Newark. Ac. 4050. P. 987.
Baldissero, three comms. and vills.of N. Italy,—I. prov. Tui-in, circ. Ivrea, -with anc. castle on a

hill. P. 590.—IL prov. & circ. Turin. P. 1758.—
III. prov. Cuneo. P. 1093. Baldissero di Roletto
is an anc. bor. on a hill, near Pinerolo. P. 1720.
Baldo (Moxte), a mountain of Lombardy, on

the E. of Lago di Garda. Elevation 7100 feet,

Baldock, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Herts, 34 m. N.N.W. London. Ac. of pa. 200.

'

Pop. of do., 1974. Manufs. straw-plait.

Bai.dox, two pas. of England.—I. (^MarsK), co.

and b\ m. S.E. Oxford. Ac. 670. P. 342.—II.
{Toot\ adjacent to the above, 6 m. S.E. Oxford.
Ac. 2010. P. 260.

Baldoxe, a town of Russia, gov. Courland, 25
m. E. Mittau, frequented for its hot baths.

Bai-doyle, a pa. and town of Ireland, co. and

6J m. N.E. Dublin, near Drogheda Railway. It is

a watering-place, and has a shallow harbour.
Ac. of pa. 1235. P. of pa. 974 ; do. of town 88a,

mostly fishermen.
BALDwnN, a CO. of the U. S., North America,

centre of Georgia. Area 329 sq. m. P. 4149
free; 4929 slaves. Cap. Milledgeville.—II. a
CO., S. part of Alabama. Area 2000 sq. m. P.
3816 free; 3714 slaves.

Bale, a town of Switzerland. [Basel.^
Bale or Bathley, a pa. of England, co. Nor-

folk, 5 m. S.W. Holt. Ac. 710. P. 227.
Balearic Isles (Span. Baleares), a group of 5

isls. in the Mediterranean, between lat. 38° 40'

and 40° 5' N. ; Ion. 1° and 5° E., consisting of
Majorca, Minorca, Iviza, Formentara, and Ca-
brenu, and forming an administrative prov. of
Spain, cap. Palma. United area. 1758 sq. m. P.
(1857) 262,893. Climate temperate and healthy,
soil fertile.

B^VLERXA, a vill. of Switzerland, Ticino, 5 m.
N.W. Como. P. 1026, Roman Catholics.
Balerxo, a vill. of Scotland, co. Edinburgh,

pa. Currie. P. 510. It has paper mills.

Baijsmes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Indre-et-Loire, arr. Loches, cant. La Haye-Des-
cartes. P. 1147. Flour and paper mills.

Balestrate, a comm. of the island Sicily, prov.
and circ. Palermo. P. 2105.
Balfrox, a pa. of Scotland, co. Stirling, with

a vill., at the foot of the Campsie hills, 16 m.
W.S.W. Stirling. P. 1517; of vill. 1179.
Balfrush {Barjiirtish, " the mart of burdens"),

a town of Persia, prov. Mazanderan, on the Bah-
bul, 12 nfi. from its mouth in tlie Caspian Sea, &
20 m. W. Sari. P. 5000. It has numerous ba-
zaars and caravanserais, & from 20 to 30 Moham-
medan colleges. S. of the town are the remains
of a palace on an artificial island, formed by Shalt.

Abbas. Balfrush has a large trade, and communi-
cates with its port on the Caspian by a good road.-

Balga, a vill. of Eastern Prussia, gov. & 24 m.
S.W. Konigsberg, on the Frische-haff. P. 600.

Balgach, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 11
m. E. St Gall. P. 1442. Sulphur springs & baths.

Balgoxie (MiLTOV of), a vill. of Scotland,

pa. Markinch, co. Fife.

Baxgouxie (Brig of), Scotland, on Don River.

Bali, Bally, or Little Java, an island of the
Asiatic Archipelago, E. of Java. Lat. of town 8**

42' 5" N. ; Ion. 116° 33* E. Island 70 m. long by
35 m. in breadth. P. of Resid. with Lombok (1864)
863,720. Two moxmtain chains traverse it from E.
to W. Culminating point, the volcano of Agoenff,

11,326 feet Gunung Baiiir volcano, 7000 feet high, •
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caused great destruction by an eruption, 22d Nov.
1815. Island abundantly supplied witli water

from numerous large rivers and lakes. Exports,

rice, cotton, coffee, tobacco, hides, oil, edible

birds'-nests, catechu, cotton cloths, and yarn;

imports, opium, betel, gold, silver, and ivory.

Bali is subdivided among 8 petty states, of which
Badong in the S. is the chief ; and it is the only

island of the Archipelago where the Hindoo is the

predominant religion. Principal towns, Badong
in the S., Bliling in the N., and Karang-Assam
on E. coast. The Strait ofBali, between this isl. &
Java, is, where narrowest, 3 m. across. A Dutch
settlement was founded at Port Badong in 1845.

Baligrod, a town of Austrian Galicia, circ. &
18 m. S.S.E. Sanok, iu the Carpathians. In its

vicinity are numerous salt lakes and iron mines.
Balikesr, Balu-hissar or Balik-shehe, a

town of Asia Minor, cap. sanj., in a fertile plain,

75 m. S.W. Brusa. P. 2000 Turks, and 200 Ar-
menian families. It has a manui. of felt for mili-

tary clothing.

Baliquatko, a small island in St Bernardino
passage between that point and the island Luzon.
Lat. 12° 40' N. ; Ion. 124° 10' E.

Balis, an ancient town of Turkey in Asia, on
the Euphrates, with extensive ruins. It is the
port of Aleppo, and N. Syria.

Balizac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, arr. Bazas, cant. St-Symphorien. P. 1022.

Balize, Belize, or British Honduras, an ano-
malous British settlement on the E. coast of the
peninsula of Yucatan, and N.E. of Guatemala,
Central America, having E. the Caribbean Sea,

extending from the Kio Hondo on the N. to the Eio
Sarstoon on the S., 600 m. long by 60 at widest.

Area 17,000 (?) sq. m. P. (1861) 25,635, chieily

negroes. The chief product is mahogany. Ex-
ports, mahogany, logwood, cochineal, indigo,

cocoa-nuts, rosewood, sarsaparilla, fustic, etc.,

value (1861) 299,740^. Imports, cottons, apparel,

gunpowder, hardwares, linens, soap, hides, earth-
enware, spirits, ale, etc., value 78,642/. Among
the wild animals are valuable fur bearers, the
ounce, panther, tapir, deer, antelope, peccary, op-
possum, and racoon. Turtle abound. Principal
rivers, the Balize, Hondo and Sarstoon. Along
the coast the land is swampy, interior wooded,
soil of the plains exceedingly fertile. Climate hot
and moist. Mean temp, of year 80° Fahr. ; rain-
fall 46^ in. It is not exposed to hurricanes nor
earthquakes, but yellow fever prevails. The pos-
session of this colony was long disputed by the
Spaniards, but. it yielded to Great Britain in
1783. Till recently it was subsidiary to Jamaica.
Governed by superintendent appointed by the
crown, and seven magistrates elected by the
people. Military, 1 company of artillery, and 1

regiment of the line. Its cap. Balize, situated at
the mouth of the river Balize, in the Bay of Hon-
duras, has a stated pop. of 6000, a government-
house, barracks, fort on a small island, church,
chapels, schools, and court-house. The town is

surrounded by cocoa-nut plantations. The river
Balize, which has a N.E. course, is said to be
navigable for 200 m. inland, and off its mouth
is an anchorage for small vessels.

Balize, a vill. of the U. S., North America,
Louisiana, on the S. side of " the N.E. Pass," the
mouth of the river Mississippi most frequented
by European vessels. The vill. is inhabited
chiefly by pilots.

Balk, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Fries-
land, 8 m. S.E. Hindelopen. P. 1227.
Balkan, Hsemus, an important mountain chain

Of Eurouean Turkey, which extends from the

plain of Sophia, Ion. 23" E., to Cape Emineh on
the Black Sea, forming a series of peaks of little

elevation, the highest of which are covered with
grass and fruit trees. The name Kodja Balkan
is limited to the portion of the ancient Htemus
W. of the Balkan of Shipka. The W. part of

the Great Balkan runs S.S.E. to N.N.W., and
separates Bulgaria from Upper Moesia, on the
N., whilst on the S. it serves to connect the
Hfemus with Mount Khodope. The chain in gene-
ral is 4900 feet high, and N.W. of Kalofer it rises

to 5325 feet. It slopes abruptly S. to the alluvial

plain of Tartarbazardjik and Philipopolis, but
terminates more gently on the N. by means of

the crests of the Balkan of Estropol. Its waters
flow chiefly in transverse valleys. Snow lies

on the higher summits till June, but disappears
in July. The E. part of the Balkan consists of a
series of minor chains, decreasing in elevation as
they approach the plains of the Danube on the N.,

and the Black Sea on the E. Mount Scardus, the
culminating point of Tchar-dagh, is 9700 ft. high.
The Balkan is connected with the mountains of

Middle Europe by the ranges of Monte Negro,
Herzegovina, and the Dinaric Alps on the W.,
and the mountains of Greece on the S. The
deep and narrow gorges permit of paths difficult

for beasts of burden ; and the range is traversed
by only one great route, that of the Gate of

Trajan, by which the communication is kept up
between Vienna and Constantinople.
Balkany, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co.

Szabolcz, gov. and 7 m. S. Great-Kallo. P. 3280.

Balkash or Tengiz, a lake of Central Asia,

on the borders of Chinese Turkestan, lat. 44° to 47°

N. ; Ion. 77° to 81° E. It receives the waters of the
Hi, & some smaller streams. Length N.E. to S.W.
300 m. ; breadth 10 to 76 m.—The first transport
vessel built on the lake was launched in 1856.

Balkh, a prov. of Central Asia, the ancient
kingdom of Bactria, now subordinate to the
Khanat of Bokhara, lat. 35° to 37' N. ; Ion. 64° to
69° E., having N. the Oxus, E. Budukshan, S.

the Hindoo Koosh mountains, and W. the desert.

Length 250 m. ; breadth 120 m.

—

Balkh, the cap.

city, and the Zariasba and Bactria of the Greeks,
is situated on the rt. b. of the Balkh river, 105 m.
W. Koondooz. P. 2000. (?) The modern town
occupies but a fraction of the surface embraced by
the ancient city, the remains of which cover a space
20 m. in circumference, and comprise 18 aque-
ducts, and buildings of various ages, all in ruin.

Numerous canals irrigate the vicinity, which is

famous for its fruit and corn.

Balla, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. Mayo,
barony of Clanmorris. Ac. 6509. P. 1165.

—

Balla, a vill. in same pa. P. 407.

Ballagiladerreen, a town of Ireland, prov.

Connaught, co. Mayo, near the Lung, a tributary

of the Shannon, 30 m. E.N.E. Castlebar. P. 1583.

Ballahulish or Ballachulish, a quoad sacra
pa. of Scotland, cos. Inverness and Argyle, on
Lochs Leven and Linnhe, with a feiry, 11^ m.
S.S.W. Fort-William. It has a large quarry of

roofing slate.

Ballan, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. In-
dre-et-Loire, arr. and 4 m. S.W. Tours. P. 1145.

Ballajjcourt, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Seine-et-Oise, cant, and arr. Corbeil. P. 1245.

Stone quarries.

Ballantrae, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co.

and 28 m. S.S.W. Ayr. Ac. 33,876. P. 1483. In-
cludes vill. of Ballantrae. P. 657.

Ballard, a co. of the U.S., North America,
Kentucky, on the Ohio riv. P. 6974 free, 1718
slaves. Cap. Blandville.
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Ballart, a towu of Victoria colony, Austra-
lia, on railway, 58 m. N.W. Geelong. Gold was
discovered here in 1851, and the diggings are

very rich. The raining district of same name,
has a pop. of 57,900, of whom 4852 are Chinese.

Ballas, a town of Upper Egypt, on the 1. b. of

Nile, 16 m. below Dendera, Manuf. earthen jars.

Ballatek, a vill. of Scotland, pa. Glenmuck, co.

and 37 m."W.S.W. Aberdeen. P. 362. Alt 656 ft

Ballaugh, a pa. of the Isle of Man, 7 m. S.W.
Ramsay. Ac. 309. P. 1392.

Ballee, a pa. of Ireland, co. Down, 4 m. S.E.
Downpatrick. Ac. 6427. P. 1473.

Ballemstadt, a town of Germany, duchy
Anhalt-Bemburg, 15 m. S.E. Halberstadt P. 4300.
Balleny Islands, a group of 6 small volcanic

islands in the Antarctic Ocean. Lat. 66° 44' S.

;

Ion. 163° 11' E. Discovered in 1839.

Balleeot, a town and comm. of France, dep.
Calvados, cap. cant, 9 m. S.W. Bayeux. P. 1286.
Baixina, a town and port of Ireland, cos. Mayo

and Sligo, on 1. b. of the Moy, 18 m. N.N.E.
(yastlebar. P. 4399, exclusive of Ardnaree, which
has a pop. of 1020. It is the seat of a poor-law
union, and has breweries, flour mills, manufs.
of snuff, and a salmon fishery.

Baixinahinch, barony, demesne, lake, river,

seat, and ruined castle of Ireland, prov. Con-
naught, dist. Connemara, 37 m. W.N.W. Galway.
The barony, with an acreage of 189,813, comprises
the mountain group of the " Twelve Pins," & the
seaport of Clifden. P. 23,764.—II. a small town,
Ulster, CO. Down, 10 m. E. Dromore. P. 1066.

Baixinakill, a town of Ireland, Leinster,
Queen's co., 11 m. S. Maryboro'. P. 914.—Also
the name of three pas. in Galway co., Connaught,
1 in Sligo CO., 1 in King's co., & 1 in co. Waterford.
Balllxamore, a vill. of Ireland, Connaught,

CO. Leitrim, 13 m. N.E. Carrick. P. 624.

Balllsasloe, a town of Ireland, cos. Galway
and Eoscommon, on the Suck, an affluent of the
Shannon, and on Midland G. W. Railway, 22 m.
S. Eoscommon. P. 3909. It is celebi-ated for an
annual cattle and sheep fair in October, is the
seat of a Poor Law union, and the station for
the Galway militia staff. Above sea level 140 ft.

Balllxcollig, a town of Ireland, prov. Muns-
ter, CO. Cork, on the Bride river, 5 m. W. Cork.
P. 917. Artillery barracks and gunpowder mills.

Ballingdon or Braijdox, a pa. of England, co.

Essex, i m. S.W. Sudbury. Ac. 366. P. 861.
Ballisghasi, a pa. of England, co. and 6i m.

S.E. Hereford. Ac. 901. P. 168.
Balltngry, a pa. of Scotl., co. Fife, 15 m. S.W.

Cupar. Ac. 4621. P. 736, employed in coal &
ironstone mines.
Balliurobe, a town of Ireland, co. Mayo, on

the Robe, 3 m. from its entrance into Lough
Mask, and 16 m. S.S.E. Castlebar. P. 2506. It
is the seat of a Poor Law union.
Balllntogher, a village of Ireland, barony

Tiraghriee, co. and 6 m. S.E. Sligo. P» 168.
Ballintoy, a vill. and pa., Ireland, co. Antrim,

4 m. N. Ballycastle. Ac. 12,757. P. 3612 ; of vUl.
241. Coast-guard station near Giant's Causeway.
Ballon, a pa. of Ireland, co. and 9 m. S.E.

Carlow. Ac. 3700. P. 1086.
Ballon, a town of France, dep. Sarthe, cap.

cant., on 1. b. of the Ome, 12 m. N.N.E. Le Mans.
P. 1939. Manufs. of linens.
Ballon d'Alsace, one of the loftiest mountains

of the Vosges chain in France, at the junction of
the deps. H. Sa6ne, Vosges, and H. Rhin, 4688
feet in elevation.

—

Ballon de GuebwiHer (Vosges
chain), dep. H. Rhin, cant Guebwiller, and 4300
feet in height.

Ballots, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Mayenne, arr. Chateau-Gontier. P. 1978.
Ballston, a town of the U. S., North America,

New York, cap. co. Saratoga, 26 m. N. Albany.
P. 3500.

—

Ballston Spa is a viU. same co.

Baixy, a town, Asiatic Arch., on the E. coast of
the island Lombok, in lat. 8" 40* S. ; Ion. 116° 30' E.
Ballybay, a town of Ireland, co. and 9 m.

S.S.E. Monaghan. It has trade in linen.

Ballybofey, a vill. of Ireland, co. Donegal,
on Fin river, 14 m. W.S.W. Lifford. P. 928.

Ballybunnion, a vilL of Ireland, co. Kerry, at
mouth of Shannon, 17 m. N. Tralee. P. 167.
Ballycastle, a seaport town of Ireland, co.

Antrim, in a bay opposite Eathlin island. P.
1626. Its harbour is filled with sand ; its coal
mines are unwrought It has a linen manuf.
and salmon fishery.—II. a maritime vill., Con-
naught, CO. Mayo, 31 m. N. Castlebar. P. 412.
It is a coast-guard station, and resorted to for sea-
bathing.

—

Ballvclare is a market town, Ulster, co.

Antrim, 11 m. N. Belfast P. 230.

Ballyconnell, a town of Ireland, on Wood-
ford riv., Ulster, co. & 13 m. N.W. Cavan. P. 374.
Ballycottin, a bay and viU. of Ireland.

Munster, co. and 20 m. S.E. Cork, the bay having
Ballycottin island off its S. side. P. of viU. 364
Ballycreen, a mountain of Ireland, co. Wick-

low, 2167 feet above the sea,

Ballyeaston, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Antrim, li m. N. Ballyclare. P. 152.—JSa/Zjyfn
is a chapelry, 4 m. N. Maryborough.
Ballyhaise, a town of Ireland, prov. Ulster,

CO. and 4 m. N.N.E. Cavan. P. 287.
Ballyjamesduff, a vill. of Ireland, prov. Ul-

ster, CO. and 11 m. S.E. Cavan. P. 786.

Ballylongford, a viU. of Ireland, co. Kerry,
5 m. W.S.W. Tarbert, on the estuary of the
Shannon. P. 990. Exports com and turf.

Ballymahon, a market town of Ireland, Lein-
ster, on the Inny, co. and 11 m. S.S.E. Longford.
P. 1130. Oliver Goldsmith spent much of his
early life here.

Ballymena, a town of Ireland, co. Antrim, on
the Braid, and on railway 22 m. N.W. Carrick-
fergus. P., with Harryville, 6769. It is in the
centre of an industrious manuf. and agricultural
district, and is the seat of a Poor Law union.
Ballymoney, a town and pa. of Ireland, Ul-

ster, COS. Antrim and Londonderry, 17 m. N.W.
Ballymena. Ac. of pa. 23,087. P. of ditto 10,423,
of town 2600.—II. a pa. and township, co. and 23
m. S.W. Cork. Ac. of pa. 7309. P. 1983; do.

of town 396.

Ballymore, several pas. and vUls. of Ireland.
—I. CO. Westmeath, 13| m. W.S.W. Mullingar.
Ac. 10,465. P. 1764.—II. co. and 7 m. S.E. Wex-
ford. Ac 2525. P. 437.—III. co. and 20 m.
S.S.W. Armagh, with market town. Ac. of pa.

14,158. P. 7758.—IV. (Eustace), co. Kildare, on
the Liffey, 19 m. S.W. Dublin- Ac. 4203. P.
1527, do. of vilL 674.

Baixymote, a vUl. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and
13 m. S.W. SUgo. P. 1268. Ruins of castle.

Ballyeagget, a town of Ireland, prov. Lein-
ster, CO. and 10 m. N.N.W. Kilkenny, near the
river Nora. P. 985.
Ballysadare, a town of Ireland, co. and 5 m.

S.S.W. SHgo, on river of same name, at its mouth
in Ballysadare Bay, 80 feet above the sea. P. of

town 635. The river here rolls over shelving
rocks, turning several com mills, and at the foot

of its lowest fall is a harbour with safe anchorage.
Ballyshannon, a seaport town of Ireland, co.

Donegal, on the Erne, at its mouth in Bally-

shannon Bay, 25 m. N.W. EnnisMllen, 45 feet

I
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above sea level. P. 3197. It is the seat of a Poor

Law union, and has a custom-house, court-house,

and baiTacks.

Ballytore, a town of Ireland, LoLaster, co. and

11 m. S.S.E. Kildare. P. 421.

Ballyvaldon, a pa. of Ireland, co. Wexford,

11 m. E.S.E. Enniscorthy. Ac. 3911. P. 1047.

Balmaci-ellan, a pa. of Scotland, stewartry

Kirkcudbright, 2 m. N.E. New Galloway. Ac.

23,346. P. 1086.

Balmagiiie, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 10 m.

N. Kirkcudbright. Ac. 21,824. P. 1225.

Balme (Col de), a pass of the Alps, which
forms the limit between Savoy and the Valais,

7218 feet above the sea ; the pass is much fre-

quented, and has a refuge for travellers. The vill.

of Balme, in North Italy, div. Turin, on 1. b. of

the Stura, is 1620 feet high. P. 372.

Baljierino, a pa. and vill. of Scotland, co.

Fife, on the rt. b. of the Tay, 6 m. N. Cupar.

Ac. 4131. P. 815. Engaged in weaving, salmon
fishing, or agriculture. The greater part of the

land is in a high state of cultivation.

Balmoral, Scotland. [Ckathie Pa.]

Balnahua, a small island on the W. of Scot-

land, CO. Argyle, pa. Jura. P. 142.

Balotra, a town of India, Eajpoot state and
62 m. S.W. Joudpore, on rt. b. of the Loonee. P.

7275. Situated on the high road from Joudpore
to Dwarka, in Guzerat, and is a great resort of

pilgrims. It has extensive bazaars. P. 6750.

BAI.QUHIDDER, a pa. and vill. of Scotland, co.

and 34 m. W. Perth. P. 746. The pa. is about
20 m. in length by 10 in breadth.

Balratjiboyne, a pa. of Ireland, co. Meath,
2 m. S.E. Kells. Ac. S991. P. 537.

Balrothery, a barony and pa. of Ireland, co.

Dublin, on the N. coast. Ac. of bar. 55,200 ; of pa.

6884. P. of bar. 16,301 ; of pa. 3608.

Balsall or Temple Balsall, a chapeliy of

England, co. and 9 m. N.N.W. Warwick. P. 1140.

Balaamo, a comm. and vill. of North Italy, 6

m. N. Milan. P. 2244. Produces wines, grains,

and fruits.

Balscaddan, a pa. of Irel., Leinster, co. Dublin,

1 m. N.W. Balbriggan. Ac. 3948. P. 778.

Balsham, a pa. of England, co. and 9 m. S.S.E.

Cambridge. Ac. 4402. P. 1162. TheGogmagog
hills are partly in this parish.

Balsorano, a town of South Italy, prov.
Aquila, on a rocky hiU, crowned by a baronial

castle.

Balsthal, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 11
m. N.E. Soleure, in valley of same name, on the
DUnnem. P. 1122. Near it is the defile of Klus,
with a vill. of same name, and iron works.
Balstonborough, a pa. of Engl., co. Somerset,

4 m. S.E. Glastonbury. Ac. 2472. P. 763.

Balta, one of the Shetland islands, E. of Uist,

in lat. 60° 44' 24" N. ; Ion. 0° 47' W. ; height 143
feet. Here experiments were made on the varia-
tion of the seconds pendulum in 1817.
Balta, a town of Russian Poland, gov. Podo-

lia, cap. circ, on the Kodema, an afHuent of the
Bug, 132 m. E.S.E. Kamenietz. P. 12,619.

Baltar, a viU. of Portugal, prov. Minho, 14
m. E.N.E. Oporto.
Baltanas y Dehesa de Valverde, a town of

Spain, prov. and 28 m. S.W. Palencia. P. 2350.
Balteagh, a pa. of Ireland, co. Londonderry,

4m. S.S.E. Newtonlimavady. Ac. 10,410. P. 2029.
Baltee or Balti, Asia. [Bulti.]
Baltic Provinces is the name applied to the

Eussian governments of Courland, Esthonia, Li-
vonia, and St Petersburg, with the principality
of Finland, situated on the Baltic Sea.

Baltic or East Sea, Mare Balticum (Germ
Ostsee), an extensive Mediterranean Sea of North
Europe, enclosed by Sweden, Russia, Prussia,

Mecklenburg, and Denmark, and open to the
Kattegat and North Sea by the Sound and the
Great and Little Belts. It extends from Swine-
miinde in the S. to Tornea in the N. about 900
m., and from Carlscrona in the W. to Memel in

the E. about 180 m., and its area, including the
Gulf of Bothnia, occupies a space of about 125,000
square mUes. It has all the characteristics of

an inland sea or great lake. In proportion to

its size, no sea has so great an influx of fresh

water, hence it contains but little salt. In pro-
portion to the North Sea this is found to be as
194 to 373. The N. part of the Baltic is generally
called the Gulf of Bothnia, and by the Swedes
" Helsingland Gulf " from the province which it

bathes. On the E. are the Gulfs of Finland and
Eiga, on the S.E. the Gulf of Danzig, and on the
S.W. the Gulf of Lubeck. The depth of this sea
on the W. is not more than 15 fathoms, and in

general it is only from 8 to 10 fathoms deep ; on
the S. it is nowhere more than 50 fathoms ; but
towards the N. it deepens to 100 fathoms. The
Baltic receives the waters of the Motala-Elv, the
Lakes of Maeler, Onega, and Ladoga, the Dilna,

Niemen, Vistula, and the Oder, besides numerous
smaller streams. The gi-eat amount of sand and
mud carried down by the rivers has considerably
raised the bottom of this sea, & closed the mouths
of many of its navigable streams, so that ships

which formerly entered these rivers, must now
be anchored at a distance from their mouths.
This, together with the numerous islands, rocks,

and sandbanks, and the gi'adual upward move-
ment of the bed of the sea (at the rate of several

feet in a century), renders navigation trouble-

some and dangerous. The chief islands are those

of the Danish Archipelago, between the coasts

of Jutland and Sweden ; the islands of Eugen,
Bornholro, CEland, Gottland, Dago, and Oesel,

the group of Aland and that of Holmon. The
Baltic has no tides, or rather the effect of the tide

is so little felt as not to be observable ; but is sub-
ject to changes of level, depending on the winds,
retarding or accelerating the passage of the water
through the Sound and the Belts. Thus, during
a N.E. wind the S.W. portion of the Baltic is

often raised four feet above the usual level of the
North Sea; on the contraiy, after N.W. gales
and during spring tides, the Atlantic rises, and
pouring a flood into the Baltic, commits havoc
among the islands of the Danish Archipelago.
The great amount of water which flows into the
Baltic, especially during the melting of the snow
in spring, occasions a general current in the direc-

tion of the ocean ; and it has been calculated that
the number of days in which the water flows into

the Kattegat, is in proportion to those in which
it flows in an opposite direction, as 24 to 1. Dur-
ing winter this sea is usually frozen to a greater
or less distance along the coasts ; and in severe
seasons, not only, the Sound and the Belts, but a
great part of its surface is covered with ice. In
the reign of King Christopher (1324) the Baltic

was frozen so hard, that for six weeks the people
travelled between IDenmark and Germany on the
ice. The Baltic contains abundance of fish, and
a quantity of amber is gathered on its S. shores.

Chief ports, St Petersburg, Eiga, Kongisberg,
Danzig, Stralsund, Liibeck, Copenhagen, Carls-
crona, Stockholm, and Christiania.

Baltimore, a seaport vill. of Ireland, at its S.

extremity, co. and 47 m. S.W. Cork, on a small
bay of the Atlantic. P. 145.
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Baltimore, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N. of Maryland. Area 700 sq. m. P. (I860)

60,953 free, 3182 slaves. Soil rocky, but produc-
tive. Yields Indian corn, wheat, oats, butter, beef

and pork. It has cotton and woollen factories,

iron and brass foundries, potteries and chemical
works, with 162 churches and 22 newspapers.
Minerals are granite, gneiss, hornblende, lime-

stone, copper, iron, chrome, magnesia, and red
& yellow ochre. The Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore
and Susquehanna, and the Philadelphia & Balti-

more Kailways, terminate in this county.

Baltimore, a city & seaport, U. S., N. America,
Maryland, on 1. b. of the Patapsco riv., 12 m. from
its entrance into Chesapeake Bay. Lat. 39° 17' N.

;

Ion. 76' 36' "W. Area of city 10,000 ac. P. (I860)

210,200 free, 2218 slaves. The bay on which the

city is buUt affords a secure harbour, and it com
municates by railway with Philadelphia, Wash-
ington, Winchester, Annapolis, Cumberland, Fre-
derick City, York, Lancaster, & Harrisburg. The
city is divided in its centre by a rapid stream
called "Jones' Falls." E. of the falls, the city is

iivided into two parts, Fell's Point and the Old
Town. The Point has a deep harbour. Ship-
building is carried on to a great extent, besides

engineering, iron works, chemical works, tanne-
ries, maniifs. of cotton, tobacco, glass, paper,

hosiery, etc., etc. Exports, tobacco, the cereals,

wood, iron, salted provisions, lard, butter, flour,

etc., amounting (1862) to 10,346,164 dollars. Im-
ports, French, English, and German cloths, wines,
tea, hides, etc., amounting (1862) to 3,466,458
dollars. It has an elegant obelisk, commemorat-
ing the defence of the city against the British in

1814, 176 feet high, surmounted by a statue of

Washington, and several other monuments ; and
near the city are Green Mount cemetery and a
noble public park. It has an infirmary, athenaeum,
public library, 125 churches, the university of

Maryland, and many schools. Baltimore has
banks, fire and marine insurance companies, ex-
change, custom house, theatre, and many news-
papers. There are cotton and flour mills in the
vicinity.—II. {New\ a township of Greene co.,

New York, 15 m. S. Albany. P. 2381.

Baltinglass, a town and pa. of Ireland, Lein-
ster, COS. Wicklow and Carlovv, on the Slaney, 12
m. N.E. Carlow. Ac. of pa. 6383. P. of do.

2649 ; of town ; 1304. It has a bridewell and in-

firmary, with bleachfields.

Balthum, a low island of Prussia, East Fries-

land, in the North Sea, 3J m. from the coast,

3 m. long and | m. broad. P. 103.

Baltschik or Baldjik, a town, European Tur-
key, 18 m. N.E. Varna, on Black Sea, near ruins
of Tomi, the place to which Ovid was exiled.

Balu or Braxe Island, E. Asia, at the mouth
of the Salwen river, which separates Burmah
from Siam. Length 17 m., breadth 8 miles.

Balvano, a town of S. Italy, prov. Basilicata,

dist. and 15 m. W. Potenza. P. 3912.
Balwierziski, a town, Poland, Augustow, 23

m. E. Maryampol, on the Niemen. P. 1300.
Balzac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Cha^

rente, 3 m. N. Angouleme. P. 838.
Balzola, a town of North Italy, prov. Ales-

sandria, 5 m. N.N.W. Casale. P. 2868.
Bamba, a considerable town of S.W. Africa,

Congo, cap. prov. about 100 m. N.N.E. Ambriz.
The prov. has mines of salt, copper, and iron.

Bajibarra, an independent state of Western
Africa, Soudan, lat. 12° to 14° N. ; Ion. 15° E. to
b" W., having S. the Mandingo country. Sur-
face level, travereed S.W. to N.E. by the Niger
(Joliba), on which are its principal to\nis, Sego,

Sansanding, Yamina, and Bammakoo. Heat of
climate intense ; rainy season June to Nov. The
shea or butter tree, cotton tree, baobab, oil palm,
date, and tamarind are indigenous; maize, millet,

rice, and cassava yield two crops a year. The
Bambarras are negroes of the Mandingo race

;

they spin and dye various fabrics, work in iron
and gold, manuf. leather, and trade with ^he
countries from Timbuctoo to Guinea in iron, cloth,

ivory, slaves, and grain. Government oligarchi-
cal, and three-fourths of the pop. are slaves.
They are mostly pagans ; but the upper classes
profess Mohammedanism.
Bambecque, a comm. and vill. of France, dop.

Nord, arr. Dunkerque. P. 1050.

Bamberg, a city of Bavaria, circ. Upper Fran-
conia, on the Regnitz and on railway, 31 m. W.
Baireuth. P. (1844) 25,240. It has a cathedral
and palace, formerly the residence of its prince-
bishops, a gymnasium, medical and other schools,
a public library, and collections in the fine arts.

Bamberg is an archbishop's see, and the seat of a
general vicariate, and of the court of appeal for

the circle. Iron works, sugar refining, and cotton
spinning are largely carried on. Manufs. woollen
stuffs, gloves, leather, sealing-wax, starch, gun-
powder, musical instruments, tobacco, and beer.—New Bamberg is a vill. of Hessen Darmstadt,
with abandoned quicksilver mines.
Bamborough or Bambeough, a ward and pa.

of England, co. Northumberland ; the pa. on the
coast, 16 m. S.E. Berwick. Ac. 26,234. P. 4105.
Bamboro' castle contains apartments for ship-
wrecked seamen, schools for the education and
maintenance of 30 girls, a library, dispensary, and
infirmary.

Bambouk, a territory. West Africa, Senegam-
bia, lat. 12° 30' to 14° N. ; Ion. 10° to 12° 30' W.,
enclosed by the upper courses of the Senegal and
Faldme rivers. P. and extent unknown. Climate
hot and unhealthy in the rainy season, July to
Nov. Surface mountainous, but well watered and
productive. Maize, millet, manioc and rice are
abundant, and the vine flourishes wild. Forests
extensive, and the pasturages of Guinea grass
feed vast herds of cattle. Gold-washings nume-
rous, and veins of iron are worked. The inha-
bitants of the Mandingo race, have few arts or
manufs. ; they import cotton cloths, ornaments,
and salt, mostly in exchange for gold-dust. Go-
vernment oligarchical. Principal towns, Bam-
bouk, Salaba, and Konkuda. The Portuguese
were masters of this country in the 15th century.
Bambuch (properly MarweJ), a ruined town of

Syria, pash. and 45 m. N.E. Aleppo.
Bajiian or BALTNtEEAN, a valley and pass of

Afghanistan, leading into Independent Turkestan
(Koondooz), between the Hindoo Koosh range
and Paropamisan mountains, and important as
the only known pass across the Himalaya chain
practicable for artillery. Lat. 34° 60' N. ; Ion. 67°
48' E. Height of pass, 8496 feet. Caves and
gigantic statues are cut in the rock.
Basimakoo, a town of West Africa, state Bam-

barra, on the Niger (Joliba), 145 m. W.S.W. Sego.
Bampoora, a town of Hindostan, Rajpootana

dom. and 47 m. S.W. Kotah. P. 20,000. (?)
Bampton or Bathampton, a market town and

pa. of England, co. Devon, 6 m. N. Tiverton. Ac
of pa. 7785. P. of do. 1971.

Bajipton, several pas. of England.—I. ca
Westmoreland, westward, on the Lowther, 3J m.
N.W. Shap. Ac. 10,390. P. 541. It has two
pa. libraries.—II. (Kirky, co. Cumberland, 6J m.
W. Carlisle. Ac. 3502. P. 497. Little Bampton
is a township in this pa.—III. (with Weald), co.
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Oxford, with a market town, 4J m. S. Witney.
Ac. of pa. 8750. P. 2863.

Bak, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, gov. and
10 m. S. Szilagy-Somlyo. P. 1185.

Ban (Sue Meurthe), a coram, of France, dep.

Vosges, arr. St Die, cant. Fraize. P. 1686.

Ban or Banovitz, a town of North. Hungary,
CO. and 16 m. S.E. Trentschin. P. 2510, Slowaks
and Jews. Trade in cattle, wood, and iron.

Bana, a vill. of Hungary, co. Gran, gov. and
13i m. W.N.W. Kocs. P. 1135.

Banaganpilly, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, dist. and 70 m. N.N. W. Cuddapah.
BanagheR; a town of Ireland, near its centre.

King's CO., pa. Eeynagh, on the Shannon, 21m.
W.S.W. TuUamore. P. 1426. It has a national

school and barracks.
Banagher, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 16

m. S.E. Londonderry. Ac. 23,906. P. 3013.
BaSaijjufar, a town of the isl. Majorca, 14 m.

N.W. Palmas, with marble quarries. P. 6000.

Banana Islands, a group of small isls. on the

W. coast of Africa, in lat. 8° 8' N. ; Ion. 13° 11' W.
Bananal or Santa Anna Island, an island

formed by the river Araguay or Grande, Matto-
Grosso, Brazil, 200 m.longby 40ra.broad. In its

centre is a navigable lake 90 m. long by 12 m.
broad. The dist. is extremely fertile.

Banas-Chai, a river of Asia Minor, Anatolia,
flows S.W. to the Mendere (Mxander), which it

joins 45 m. E.S.E. Allah-Shehr. Length 70 m.
Banassac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Lozere, arr. Marvejols. P. 1173.

Banat (Germ. Baruiter Granze, Military Fron-
tiers of the Banaty, that portion of S. Hungary be-
tween the Maros and the Danube, having W. the
Theiss, and E. Transylvania and Wallachia. Sur-
face mountainous in the E., and marshy in the
W., traversed by the Temes, Alt-Bega, and Ka-
rasch rivers, & highly productive of wheat, spelt,

and other grains. The mountains yield iron and
copper, & gold has lately been discovered. Chief
town Temesvar. It is divided into 2 circles or
regiments, under 2 generalats and 1 general com-
mander.
Banawaram, a town of Southern India, My-

sore dominion, 77 m. N.N.W. Seringapatam.
Banbridge, a town of Ireland, co. Down, on

the Upper Bann, 7 m. S.W. Dromore. P. 4033.
It is a seat of the linen trade of the county, and has
cloth and thread factories, bleaching grounds, and
chemical works.
Banbury, a pari, and munic. bor., market town,

and pa. of England, co. Oxford, on the Cherwell,
12 m. N.E. Chipping-Norton, Ac. of pa. 3160.
P. of do. 9140. Mean temp. June 63°-4, Jan. 38°-2,

Fahr. 340 ft. above the sea. Annual rain-fall 21
inches. Banbury has long been noted for cheese of

superior quality, & for cakes which bear its name.
It sends one member to H. of 0. Eeg. elect. 617.

Banca, an island of theMalay archipelago, offthe
N.E. coast of Sumatra. Lat. 2° 20' S.; Ion. 106° E.
Area 4300 sq. m. P. of Resid. (1864) 54,339. Chief
product, tin, of which 4000 tons, obtained entire-
ly by " stream-works," are annually exported,
mostly to China and Java.—The Strait ofBanco,
between it and Sumatra, varies from 8 to 20 m.
in breadth.

—

Banca is also the name of a small
island 12 m. N.E. Celebes.

Bancaliss, an isl. on the N.E. coast of Sumatra.
off the mouth of the Siak river. Area 410 sq. m.
P. about 2000.
Bancallan, a seaport town of the isl. Madura,

Malay Archipelago, 20 m. N. Surabaya.
Bancaneer, a town of India, native state of

Gwalior, 46 m. from Mhow.

Bance Island, a small fortified island in the
estuary of the Sierra Leone river. West Africa.
Banchory-Devenick, a maritime pa. of Scot-

land, cos. Aberdeen and Kincardine, intersected
by the Dee, 5 m. S.W. Aberdeen. P. 2919. In this
pa. are 3 fishing harbours. Annual rain-fall at
Banchory House, 99 feet above the sea, 21 inches.

Banchory Ternan, a pa. & vill., ScotL, co. Kin-
cardine, ontheDee, 17m. W.S.W. Aberdeen. Scots
ac. 15,040. P. 2947 ; do. of vill. 681. Alt. 198 ft.

Bancoorah or West Burdwan, a dist. of
British India, presid. Bengal, formerly named the
Jungle Mebals. Area 1476 sq. m. P. 480,000. (?)
Surface undulating ; the valleys cultivated ; the
hills covered with forests and jungles. Bancoo-
rah, its piincipal town, is 65 m. W. Burdwan.
Baxcoot or Fort Victoria, a town and fort

of British India, presid. and 70 m. S.S.E. Bom-
bay, at the mouth of Bancoot river. It has a
small harbour, and trade in salt.

Bancroft, a co. of U.S., North America, Iowa,
on the Minnesota. Area 460 sq. m. It is watered
by the Manketo river.

Banda, a town of British India, N.W. provs.,
Bundlecund, cap. dist., on rt. b. of the Cane, 95
m. S.W. Allahabad. P. 33,464. The dist. of
Banda, with an area of 2878 sq. m., and a pop. of
about 800,000, was ceded to Britain by treaty of
1803.—II. A small town in the presid. of Bom-
bay, dist. Surat.
Banda Isles, a group of 12 small, but impor-

tant isls., Molucca Archipelago, belonging to the
Dutch, lat. 4° 30' S. ; Ion. 129" 60' E., 60 m. S.
Ceram. They are all lofty and volcanic, and the
four larger are appropriated to the cultivation of
nutmegs, from 400,000 to 600,000 lbs. of which,
and 130,000 to 140,000 lbs. of mace, are produced
here annually, and form the chief exports. Im-
ports, provisions, piece goods, cutlery, and iron
from Batavia

;
pearls, birds' nests, sago, tortoise-

shell from Ceram and the Arm isls. Six of the
isls.. Great Banda, Banda Neira, Ay, Gunong-Api,
Rhun, and Rosingyn, are inhabited. Gi'eat Banda
is the largest ; Gunong-Api is the highest, and
has an active volcano of same name ; Banda
Neira, the most important island of the group, ia

the residence of the governor. Pop. of Resid.
(1864) 111,586.

—

BoMda Sea is that part of the
ocean enclosed by isls. Booro and Ceram on the
N., Timor and Serwathy isls. on the S., Timor-
Laut on the E., and the Flores Sea on the W.
Banda Ordsntai^ South America. [Uruguay."]
Bander, a roadstead of South Arabia, Akrabi

territory, about 12 m. W. Aden.—II. Vikhar, a
seaport and vill. of Scinde, in the delta of the
Indus, 66 m S.E. Kurachee. P. about 1200. It

has trade in rice, ghee, and provisions.

—

Bander
means a port or anchorage.
Banditti Isle, Malay Archipelago, in the Strait

of Lombok, between Lombok and Bali, 20 m. in

circumference. Lat. 8° 61' S. ; Ion. 115° 29' E.
Bandol, a vill. of France, dep. Var, in the isl.

Pomegue, on the Mediterranean, arr. and 9 m.
W.N.W. Toulon. P. 1880.

BanDON, a river in the south of Ireland, co.

Cork, rises in the Carberry mountains, near Dun-
manway, flows E. to lunishannon, thence S.E.
to the Atlantic, forming the harbour of Kinsale.
Length 40 m., for 15 of which it is navigable.
Bandon, a town & pari, bor., Ireland, Leinster,

on the Bandon, and on railway, co. and l6 m. S.W.
Cork. Area of pari. bor. 445 ac. P. 6243. Alt. 60 ft.

It has two pa. and a Presbyterian church, convent,
schools, pubHclibraries, iniirmary, hospital, court-
house, barracks, bridewell, and imion workhouse

;

and returns onemember to H. of 0. Eeg. elect. 217
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Bandong, a town on the W. coast of the island

Java, 75 m. S.E. Batavia. Near it are the volcanic

mountains of Gunong Guntour.
Bandoogur and Bandora, two towns of India

;

the former, Bundelcund, 60 m. S.W. Eewah; the

latter on Salsette island, 9 m. N. Bombay.
BaSeras, a town of Spain, prov. and 27 m.

N.W. Alicante, with ancient castle. P. 2300.

BaSeza (La), a town of Spain, prov. and 26

m. S.W. Leon, on rt. b. of the Suerto. P. 2270.

Manufs. cloths, leather, and earthenware.

Banfalu, a vill. of Hungary, co. Wieselburg,

gov. and 14 m. S. Neusiedl. P. 1350.

Banff or Bamff, a royal and pari, bor., sea-

port town, and pa. of Scotland, cap. co., on the
Doveron, at its mouth in Moray Firth, 38 m.
N.N.W. Aberdeen, 16 feet above the sea. Lat.

of pier 57° 40' 3' N. ; Ion. 2° 31' 5' W. P. 4673

;

do. of pari. bor. 6781. The " sea town " stands
on an abrupt height on the coast, the "inland
town " on the river. A bridge over the Doveron
unites the town with Macduff, and its harbour
has a low-water pier. Customs rev. (1862) 4021Z.

Beg. shipping 123 sailing vessels ; tonnage 14,049.

Herrings, salmon, cattle, and grain are shipped
hence to London. Banff unites with Elgin,

Cullen, Inveniry, Kintore, and Peterhead to send
one member to House of Commons. Alt. 67 feet.

Archbishop Sharpe was a native of the town.
Banffi-Hunyad, a market town of Austria,

Transylvania, circ. and 22 m. W.N.W. Klausen-
burg. P. 2160.

Banffshire, a maritime co. of Scotland, having
N. Moray Firth, E. and S. the co. Aberdeen, and
W. the counties Inverness and Moray. Ac.
139,219. P. 59,215. Surface mountainous or
hilly, except on the coast, where it is level.

Cairngorm mountain, 4095 feet in height, is

mostly in this co. Chief rivers, the Spey, Avon,
and Doveron. Cattle-breeding is the principal

branch of rural industry. Manufs. linen cloths

and yam. This co. returns 1 member to House
of Commons. Reg. electors 1007.

Bangalore, a fortified town, S. India, Mysore
dominion, on a table-land nearly 3000 feet above
the sea, 70 m. N.E. Seringapatam. P. 60,000. It

is enclosed by double walls, and has a citadel con-
taining the palace of Tippoo Saib. It is head-
quarters of the British resident and Madras ofii-

cers in Mysore ; has European shops, assembly
and reading rooms, and good barracks. Climate
healthy. Temperature 55° to 97° Fahr. Manufs.
silk and cotton fabrics. It was taken by the
British, under Lord Cornwallis, in 1791.

Bangassi, a fortified town of WestAfrica, Sene-
gambia, Mandingo country, on the riv. Voulima.
Bang-kok or Bankok, the cap. city of Siam,

on the Menam, 20 m. above its mouth, in a flat

marshy situation ; it is the " Venice" of the East.

Lat. 13° 38' N.; Ion. 100° 34' E. P. estim.

350,000, many of whom are Chinese. In 1863,
there were 112 European, and 38 American resi-

dents. It consists of three portions,—the palace
or citadel, on an island enclosed by walls, and
comprising the residencies of the sovereign and
court, with many Buddhic temples and gardens

;

the city proper; and the floating town, com-
posed of moveable bamboo rafts, each bearing
rows of 8 or 10 houses. The more solid build-
ings are of brick, but the dwellings are mostly
of wood, mounted on posts. Intercourse is car-
ried on by water, and the Menam is navigable to

the city. Manufs. tin and iron wares, and leather.

Exports, sugar, black pepper, tin, cardamoms, fine

woods, ivory, cotton, rice, hides, horns, skins,

and feathers. Amount (1862) 3,390,430 doU.

Imports, tea, quicksilver, silks, porcelain, cam-
phor, edible birds' nests, European and Indian
piece goods, opium, and glass wares, from the
British and Dutch settlements in the East.

Amount (1862) 770,807 doll. The country around
contains mines of iron, and extensive forests of

teak. It is a modem city, and succeeded Ayuthia
as cap. of Siam.
Bangor, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, in the island of Belle-Isle. P. 1801.

Bangor
(J'^

white choir"), a city, pari, bor., sea-
port and pa. of North Wales, at the N. head of
Menai Straits, co. and 9 m. N.E. Carnarvon. P.
of pa. 7543 ; of city 10,662. It is a fashionable
bathing-place, and has a cathedral. Bishop's
palace, and assembly rooms. The bay admits
vessels of 300 tons ; trade small, chiefly in export
of slates. The borough imites with Carnarvon,
Conway, Criccieth, Nevin, and Pwllheli, in send-
ing 1 member to H. of Commons. 40 Ft. above
the sea ; annual rain-fall 40 inches. Also two
pas. of Wales.—I. co. Cardigan, 4 m. E. New-
castle, Ac. 1392. P. 204.—II. (Monachorujii}, cos.

Flint and Denbigh, on the Dee, 7 m. N. Elles-
mere. Ac. 5795. P. 1240.

Bangor, a seaport town and pa. of Ireland, co.

Down, on Lough, 12 m. E.N.E. Belfast. Area of

pa. 17,026. P. of do. 8022 ; of town 2531. It

has cotton factories, trade in linens, and a fishery.

The town is frequented as a bathing-place.
Bangor, a city and river-port, U.S., North

America, Maine, cap. co. Penobscot, on the Pe-
nobscot river, 60 m. from its mouth, and 68 m.
E.N.E. Augusta. P. (1860) 16,407. It has a
theological seminary, schools, and a trade in tim-
ber, in which 2000 vessels are engaged. Close
to the city a bridge, of 1300 feet in length, crosses
the Penobscot. Steamers ply daily to Portland
and Boston.—II. a township, New York, 6 m.
W. Malone. P. 2159.

Bang-fa-soe, a fortified seaport town of Siam,
near the mouth of a large river, in the Gulf oi
Siam, 50 m. E.S.E. Bangkok.

B^VNGUEY, an island of the Malay Archipelago,
off the N. extremity of Borneo. Lat. 7° 9' N.

;

Ion. 117° 6' E. Turtle are plentiful on this island.

Banham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, IJ m.
N.E. Kenninghall. Ac. 3963. P. 1163.
BanHO, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, 13 m.

N.E. Viset, on the Vouga. P. 2000.
Baniak Islands, a group in the Indian Ocean,

off the W. coast of Sumatra, lat. 2° 20' N. ; Ion.
96° 40' E. A conical shaped hUl on Pulo Baniak
Island, is a conspicuous sea-mark.
Banialuka, a fortified town of European Tur-

key, prov. Bosnia, cap. sanj., on 1. b. of the Ver-
bas, 94 m. N.W. Bosna Serai. P. 8000. It has
a fortified castle, 40 mosques, colleges, baths,
bazaar.s, and a manufactory of gunpowder.

Banias, two vills. of Syria.—I. {Balaneay, pash.
and 52 m. N.N.E. Tripoli, on the Mediterranean.
—II. (J'aneas and Ceesarea Philippiy, pash. Da-
mascus, on the Banias, a head stream of the Jor-
dan, 43 m. S.W. Damascus.
Banister, a post vill. of the U.S., N. America,

Virginia, cap. of Halifax co., on river of same
name, 10 m. above its junction with Dan river.

Near it is a rich plumbago mine. P. 1600.

Banjermassin (JBanger water, Tnassin salt), an
extensive country of Borneo, occupying the S.E.
part of the island, bounded W. by the river Ban-
jer, and E. by the Strait of Macassar : it is inter-

sected from N. to S. by a range of mountains
which rise to 3000 feet, watered W. by the Ban-
jer, and E. by several large streams. P. esti-

mated at 600,000, mostly Dyaks. It is governed by
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a sultan,whose power is absolute, except in so far

as limited by treaties with the Netherlands go-
vernment ; all the diamonds, above 5 carats, found
in the mines of Banjermassin, are considered the
property of the Sultan ; but the Netherlands go-
vernment receives a tribute equal to 1-lOth of the

value. Manuf. guns, pistols, and swords, which
are finished in the most elaborate style. The
iron of Doussen is employed in the manuf., and
serves in place of money with the aborigines

;

the gold, copper, and silver used in decoration, is

imported. The Sultan imposes a tax of 10 per
cent, on all the arms exported. Excellent coal

was discovered in this territory in 1846, and is

extensively worked by the Netherlands govern-
ment. It exports rattans to the value of 100,000/.

a-year.

B.vNjERMAssiK, Borneo, the cap. of the Dutch
residency of the same name, on 1. b. of the river

Banjer, about 15 m. from its mouth, in the Java
Sea, lat. 3° 23' S.; Ion. 114° 37' E. Vessels anchor
at Tabeniow, a port on the coast, 50 m. S. of the
town. The Dutch have had a factory here since

1748, & the territory was ceded to them in 1787.

Baxjoemas, a town of the Dutch East Indies,

cap. dist., 22 m. from the S. coast of the island of

Java. P. about 9000.

Banjuwangi, a dist. and town of Java, on the
Strait of Bali. Very fertile, but unhealthy. Pro-
duces fine coffee.

Bankalax, a town of the Dutch East Indies,

on the W. coast of the island of Madura, 15 m. N.
Sourbaya (Java). It is the cap. of a small state of

same name, and seat of a Dutch vice-residency.

Bankfoot, a vill. of Scotland, co. Perth, pa.

Auchtergaven. P. 748.

Bankote, a maritime town of W. India, presid.

and 68 m. S. Bombay, at the mouth of the Savi-
ti-ee. Fort Victoria is on the S. side of entrance
to its harbour, on a high barren hill.

Banics, a CO. of the U.S., North America, in

Georgia. P. free, 3621 ; slaves, 1086.

Banks Island, British North America, is in

the Pacific, lat. 53° 20' N. ; Ion. 130° W.—(Islands),

a group of 17 islands. Pacific, lat. 14° S. ; Ion.

169° W.—Also a group, South Australia, in Spen-
cer Gulf, lat. 34° 30' S. ; Ion. 136° 20' 'E.—(Land),
British North America, Arctic Ocean, lat. 74° N.

;

Ion. 116° W., 70 m. S.W. Melville Island.—(Cape),
East Australia, on the N. side of Botany Bay, at

its entrance.

—

{Peninsula), New Zealand, South
Island, near the centre of its E. coast. Lat. 43°
40' S. ; Ion. 173° W. Length 50 m., breadth 25 m.,

forming a high table-land.

—

(St7'ait'), between
Tasmania and Foumeaux Islands. Breadth 15 m.—(Meadow), New South Wales, co. Cumberland,
at Botany Bay, 6 m. W. of Sydney. P. 409.
Bann, two rivers of the North of Ireland, one

flowing into, and the other out of Lough Neagh.
—I. The Upper Bann rises in the Mourne moun-
tains, flows through the cos. Down and Armagh,
in a N.W. direction, and joins Lough Neagh on
its S. side. It communicates with the Newry
Canal.—II. The Lower Bann issues from Lough
Beg, on the N. side of Lough Neagh, flows
N.N.W. between cos. Londonderry and Antrim,
and enters the ocean 4 m. S.W. Portrush, after a
course of 40 m. Its salmon and eel fisheries are
important. Bann is also the name of a small
affluent of the Slaney, co. Wexford.
Bannalec, a town of France, dep. Finist^re,

cap. cant., 19 m. E. Quimper. P. 4313.
Banne, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ar-

dSche, arr. Largentiere. P. 2091.
Bannia, a vill. of Austria, gov. Pancsova, 30

m. E. Weisskirchen. P. 2160.

Bannixgiiam, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

2J m. N.E. Aylesham. Ac. 920. P. 802.

Banxockburn, a town of Scotland, co. and 2i
m. S. Stirling, on the Bannock, and on Scottish
Central Railway. P. 2258. Famous for the vic-
tory gained here, 24th July 1314, by the Scots
under Bruce, over the English, commanded by
Edward ii., the site of which is marked by a block
of granite called the " Bored stane." Near it, at
Sauchie Bum, in 1488, James iii. of Scotland was
defeated by his son. Manufs. of tartans, carpets,

hearth-rugs, tweeds, and leather.

Banxovv, a pa, of Ireland, co. and 17 m. S.W.
Wexford. Ac. 6551. P. 1761. Coast Guard
station and fisheries.

BaSolas, a town of Spain, prov. and 7 m. N.
Gerona, with mineral springs and baths. P. 4600.
Banov, a market town of Austria, Moravia,

gov. and 3 m. S.E. Ungar Brod. P. 1240.
Baxovce (Old), a vLll. of Austria, gov. and 25

m. S.E. Peterwardein. P. 2200.
Banstead, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 3 m.

S.E.Epsom. Ac. 5818. P. 1461. BansteadDovma
are famous for the Epsom races. Above sea-level
572 feet.

Baxswara, a town of Hindostan, cap. of a
small state, prov. Gujerat, dist. Bagur, tributary
to the British, 110 m. N.E. Baroda. It has a large
fortress, and several temples.
Bantam, a residency of the Dutch East Indies,

forming the W. extremity of the island Java.
Lat. of fort, 6° 1' 39" S. ; Ion. 106° 10' 41" E. It
is divided into thi-ee regs., N. Ceram or Serang,
S. Lebak, W. Tjiringin. Chief products, rice,

coffee, sugar, cotton, and indigo ; cap. Serang.
The town of Bantam, on bay of same name, 40 m.
W. Batavia, was the first establishment founded
by the Dutch in Java in 1602. It is now decayed.
Bantjak, a town of the Dutch East Indies, on

the N. coast of the isl. of Java, resid. Eembang.
Baxtry, a seaport town of Ireland, co. Cork,

pa. Kilmocoge, near the head of Bantry Bay, 44
m. W.S.W. Cork. P. 2438.

Baxtry Bay, a large bay, south of Ireland, co.

Cork, and one of the finest harbours in Europe,
extending for 25 m. inland. Within it are Bear
and Wbiddy islands.

Banvou, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Ome, arr. Domfront. P. 1126.

Baxwell, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, near
the Mendip hills, 4 m. N.N.W. Axbridge. Ac.
4829. P. 1853. On Great Western Railway.
Banya (Felso), a town of Hungary 4 m. E.

Nagy-Banya. P. 5220. It has mines of gold, silver,

copper, lead, and iron, with foundries, forges,

and pottery works.
Baxya (Nagy) or Neustadt, a town of Hun-

gary, CO. and 32 m. E.S.E. Szathmar. P. 5900.

It has a royal mint, and mines of gold, silver, and
lead, which are very productive.
Banyulis-sur-Mer, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Pyr^n^es-Orientales, arr. Cdret, with
a fishing port on the Mediterranean. P. 2637.
Near it a tower, called Ban de Caroch, marks the
limit between France and Spain. The dist. pro-
duces the celebrated wines ol Grenache and Ran-
cio.—II. (Des Aspres), a comm. of the same dep.
P. 501. Celebrated for the defence which its in-

habitants made in 1793, when attacked by 7000
Spaniards, who were compelled to surrender.
Banyuwangy, a seaport town on the E. coast

of the island Java, in lat. 8° 15' S. ; Ion. 114° 28' E.
Banz, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Upper Franconia,

3 m. S.W. Lichtenfels, on the Main.
Baoxe, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Padua, disfc

and 21 m. N.E. of Esto. P. 2465
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Baonee, a rajahship, Hindostan, 'Bundelcund,

tributary to the British. Area 127 sq. m. P.

18,800. Chief town, Kalpee.

Bapaume, Bapalma, a fortified town of France,
dep. Pas-de-Calaia, cap. cant., 14 m. S.S.E. Arras.

P. 3149. It has a comm. college ; manufs. lace,

woollens, cottons, and fine thread.

Bapaume, a vill., France, dep. Seine-Inferieure,

2 m. N.W. Eouen. Manufs. of linens. P. 3149.

Bapchild, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 1 m.
S.E. Sittingboume. Ac. 1058. P. 389.

B^vpton, pa. Engl. [Fisheeton-de-la-Mere.]
Bak, a town of British India, Bengal, dist. and

22 m. N.E. Bahar, on rt. b. of the Ganges.
Bar, a river of France, dep. Ardennes. Eises

near Buzancy, and falls into the Meuse below
Douchery, forming part of the Canal of Ardennes.
Bar, a comm. and viU. of France, dep. Correze,

arr. and 4J m. N. TuUe, on the Corrfeze. P. 1005.
Bar, a town of Russia, Podolia, 50 m. N.E.

Kamenietz, on the Eow river. P. 3000.
Bar (Le\ a comm. and town of France, dep.

Alpes-Mantimes, cap. cant., arr. and 4i m. N.
Grasse. P. 1629.

Bara, a river of Afghanistan, joins the Cabool
river, 8 m. N.N.E. Peshawar ; course 60 miles.
Baraba (Russ. Barabinskdid), a vast steppe of

Siberia, extending between the Oby and the Ir-

tish, covered with salt lakes and marshes.
Baracoa, a seaport town of the Spanish West

Indies, on N.E. coast of Cuba. I.at. 20° 21' 36" N.

;

Ion. 74° 29' 31" W. P. 2876. In its vicinity is a
table-mountain, termed the Anvil ofBaracoa.
Baracska, a vill. of Hungary, co. Stuhlweis-

eenburg, gov. and 14^ m. S.S.E. Bicske. P. 1680.
Barada, anc. Abana, a river of Syria. It has its

principal source at Ain Fijeh, where it at once
forms a rapid torrent, 30 feet wide ; flows 15 m.
S.E., enters the plain of Damascus by a deep ra-
vine, and converts a desert into a fruitful para-
dise. It winds through, and copiously waters the
city, and then continues eastward for 20 miles,

when it is lost in Lake Sliirkiyeh.

Baragiaxo, a town of S. Italy, prov. Basilicata,

circ. Potenza. P. 1920.

Barahaut, a town of North Hindostan, Gurh-
wal, on the Bhagirathi, 50 m. N.W. Serinagur.

It is a station of the Hindoo pilgrims on the
route to Gangoutri.
Baraitche or Buraech, a tn., India, Oude, cap.

dist., on affl. of the Goggra, 65 m. N.E. Lucknow.
Barak, the principal river of Cachar (Further

India), the S. division of which territory it tra-

verses. After a S.W. tortuous course through
Sylhet, it joins the Brahmaputra 43 m. N.E.
Dacca. Length 350 m., width variable, but in

some places in Cachar it is 200 yards across, and
during the rains it has a depth of 30 or 40 feet.

Principal affl. the Soormah.
Baramula, a town of India, on r. b. of the

Jehlum, in a gorge which forms the S.W.
boundary of the valley of Cashmere. Lat. 34°

10' N. ; Ion. 74° 30' E.
Baramuttee; a town of India, Bombay, British

dist. Poonah, 50 m. N.E. Sattara.

Barand, a vill. of Hungary, co. Nord Bihar,

gov. and 6 m. E.S.E Puspok-Ladany. P. 4100.
Baranda, a vill. of Austria, gov. and 15 m.

N.N.W. Pancsova. P. 2160.

Baranello, a town of S. Italy, cap. dist., prov.
and 5 m. S.W. Campobasso. P. 3021.

Baranow, a town of Austrian Galicia, Lem-
berg, 42 m. N.N.E. Tamow, on the Vistula. P.
1630.—II. a town of Poland, N.W. Lublin, on
the Wieprz. P. 1300.—III. a vilL of Prussian
Poland, S.E. Kempen. P. 845.

Baranquilla, a town of South America, Gra-
nadian Confed., 68 m. N.E. Cartagena, with a
port on 1. b. of the Magdalena, at its mouth.
Barantchlnsk, a vill. of Asiatic Russia, gov.

Perm, dist. and 68 m. S.S.W. Verkhoturije, with
government iron and steel works.

BARAJfYA, a CO. of Hungary, on the Danube
cap. Funfkirchen. Area 1960 sq. m. P. 285,000.
It is partly mountainous and partly marshy, but
fertile. Products, wheat, tobacco, wine, and fruit.

Barajnyavar, a vill. of Hungarv, co. Baranya,
gov. and 12 m. N.N.W. Darda. P'. 1500.
Baranykut, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,

gov. and 8 m. N.E. Great Schenk. P. 1105.
Bap^aset, a dist. of British India, presid. Ben-

gal. Area 1424 sq. m. P. 622,000.
Barataria, an isl. of the U. S., North America,

Louisiana, in the Gulf of Mexico, at the entrance
of the bay of same name. It is a strong military
position, with a spacious port for small vessels.

Barat (Kis), a viU. of Hungary, co. Raab, gov.
and 7 m. N.N.W. Martinsberg. P. 1215.
Barau, a town of Bohemia, circ. Prachin, 14

m. S.S.W. Piesk. P. 1785. Paper manuf.
Barbacexa, a town, Brazil, prov. Minas Geraes,

in the Sien-a Mantiqueu-a, 125 m. N.N.W. Rio
de Janeiro. P. of town and dist. 12,000.

Barbacexa, a viU. of Portugal, prov. Alemtejo,
13 m. N.W. Elvas.
Barbacoas, a seaport town of South America,

New Granada, dep. Cauca, on the Pacific, 150 m.
N.N.E. Quito.—II. a town of Venezuela, dep. and
68 m. S.S.W. Caracas.
Barbados or Barbadoes, the most E. of the

West India Islands belonging to Great Britain,

Windward group, in the Atlantic, 105 m. E. St
Vincent. Lat. of Bridgetown, 13° 5' N. ; Ion. 59°

44' W. Colonised by British in 1625. Area 166 sq.

m. P. (1851) 135,939, (1861) 152,727 ; nearly one-
half are under 15 years of age. Number of schools
128, of which 51 are for infants. Aver, attendance
7061. Shore low, except on the E. side ; surface
level, but in the N. Mount Hillaby rises to 1147 ft
The isl. is free from swamps, and has a generally
healthy climate, but destructive hurricanes oc-
cur. Mean temp. 81° Fahr. ; max. 87°. Products,
sugar, cotton, arrowroot, ginger, and aloes. Ex-
ports (1863) to Briton 629,257/. Imports 304,178/.

Exports of sugar 49,845 hhds., against 43,365 in

1860. Gov. vested in a governor and council.

[Bkidgetown.] Barbadoes is the residence of

the governor-general of all the British Wind-
ward isls., and the see of a bishop with authority
over the same. Revenue (1861) 98,049/. ; expendi-
ture 115,895/. Shorest track to Plymouth 3498
iea miles ; shortest steam passage 34 days.
Barbadoes (New), a tnshp. of the U. S., North

America, Bergen co., New Jersey. P. 3000.

Barbania, a town of N. Italy, on the torrent

Fandaglia, prov. and 17 m. N. Turin. P. 1729.

Barbant (St), a comm. & vill. of France, dep.

H. Vienne, 9 m. W.N.W. BeUac. P. 1329.

Barbara (Santa), a town of Mexico, New Ca-
lifornia, 190 m. S.E. Monterey, on the Pacific.

Barbara (Santa), a town of Chile, E.S.E. Con-
ception, in the isl. Laxa, formed by the Biobio.

—

Santa Barbara is also the name of several viUs. in

Brazil, and of a maritime establishment on the

coast of Upper California. Lat. 34° 24' N. ; Ion.

119° 20' W. ; opposite which is Santa Barbara
Channel, separating Santa Cruz and other isls.

from the mainland.
Barbara, a town of Central Italy, prov. and 23

m. W. Ancona. P. 1274.

Barbarano, a vill. of North Italy, prov and
10 m. S. Vicenza. P. 2000.
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Bakbaresco, a town of North Italy, prov.

C-iaeo, circ. Alba. P. 1494.

Bakbary, Mauritania, Numidia, Africa Pro-

pria, Cyrenaica, an extensive region, comprising

all the N. portion of Africa, from Egypt to the

Atlantic Ocean, and from the Mediterranean to

the Greater Atlas, and extending between lat.

25' and 37° N. ; Ion. 10° W. and 25° E. It is di-

vided by the Atlas mountains into two regions,

that on the N. comprising the four Barbary states,

viz., the empire of Marocco, the prov. of Algeria,

and the Beylics of Tunis and Tripoli, and the S.

region called the Beled-ul-Jerid, or country of

dates. Barbary and Egypt formed nearly all of

Africa known to the ancients. It was peopled

chiefly by Moors, Numidians, and Phoenician

colonists ; it attained celebrity under the domi-

nion of the Carthaginians ; was afterwards sub-

ject to the Romans, and occupied for nearly a

century by the Vandals. The Arabs took it fin-

ally from the Romans in the year 697.

Barbaste, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Lot-et-Garrone, arr. Nerac. P. 1530.

Barbastro, a walled town of Spain, Aragon,
prov. Huesca, on the Cinca, 60 m. N.E. Zara-

goza. P. 6175. It has a cathedral.

Barbatrk, a comm. of France, dep. Vendde,

arr. Sables d'Olonne, cant. Noirmoutier. P. 1856.

Barbentanne, a town of France, dep. Bouches-
du-Rh6ne, 4 m. S.W. Avignon. P. 3132. Its

neighbourhood produces wine and fruit.

Barberino-di-Mugello, a town of Cent. Italy,

15 m. N. Florence, on the Siere. P. 9371. It has

manufs. of straw hats.—II. {Di-val-cTElsa'), a vill.

in the same dist., pop. 9521, in which is the palace

of the Barherini, birthplace of Pope Urban viii.

Barbezieux, a comm. & town of France, dep.

Charente, cap. arr., 19 m. S.W. Angouleme. P.

3878. Famous for truffled capons.

Barbianello, a town of North Italy, prov.

Pavia, circ. Voghera, P. 1179.

Barbona, a comm. of N. Italy, gov. Venice, 22

m. S.S.W. Padua, on 1. b. of the Adige. P. 1600.

Barbonne, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Marne, 5 m. S. Suzanne. P. 1276.

Barbotait, a hamlet of France, dep. Gers, arr.

Condam. It is celebrated for its mud baths, and
has temperate ferruginous springs.

Barbour, two cos. of the U. S., North America.
—I. in E.S.E. of Alabama. Area 825 sq. m. P.

(1860) free 14,662, slaves 16,150. The Chatta-
hoochee river forms the E. boundary, and it is

drained by the river Pea. Surface undulating.
Staples are cotton, corn, and sugar. It has tan-
neries, grist and saw-mills, with 35 churches and
3 newspapers.—II. in the N.W. part of Virginia.

Area 330 sq. m. P., free 8863, slaves 95. Sur-
face hilly, and adapted for pasturage. Stone,
coal, and iron abundant.
Barbuda, one of the British West India isls.,

Leeward group, in the Atlantic, 22 m. N. Antigua,
N. point, in lat. 17° 33' N. ; Ion. 61° 43' W.
Area about 75 sq. m. P. 1600. The greater part
of the isl. is flat and fertile, producing com, cot-
ton, pepper, and tobacco. There is no port, but
a roadstead with several forts on W. side.

Barby, a walled town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
and 13 m. S.E. Magdeburg, on the 1. b. of the
Elbe. P. 3600. Linen and woollen manufs.
Barby, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, 5

m. N.W. Daventry. Ac. 2535. P. 645.
Barca, a town of Portugal, prov. Minho, 10 m.

N. Braga, on the Lima. P. 1900.
Barca, Cyrenaica, a maritime region of North

Africa, between lat. 26° and 33° N. ; Ion. 20° and
25° E., forming the E. division of Tripoli, and

having W. the rest of that dom., with the Gulf of
Sidra (anc. Great Syrtis), N. the Mediterranean,
E. Egypt, and S. the Libyan waste. On the S.
and in the interior it is desert, but along the coast
the soil is fertile. It yields crops of corn, and
has wide tracts of fine pasturage ; on the moun-
tain sides are forests of pines, date, and olive
trees, and flowering shrubs. It has no permanent
rivers, but numerous mountain torrents, which
flow to the arid plains of the Libyan desert. This
region was anciently the seat of the Pentapolis,
or five Greek cities of Berenice, Arsinoe, Barca,
Apollonia, and Cyrene ; of which the first, now
called Bengazi, is the only one retaining the least
importance.
Barcarrota, a town of Spain, prov. and 19 m.

S. Badajos. P. 4285.
Barcellona Pozzo-di-Gotto, atown of Sicily,

prov. Messina, circ. Castroreale. P. (1862) 19,823.
Barcellos, a town of Portugal, prov. Minho,

on the Cavado, 9 m. W. Braga, P. 3892.
Barcellos, a town of Brazil, prov. Para, on rt.

b. of the Rio Negro.
Barcelona, a seaport town of South America,

Venezuela, dep. and 40 m. W.S.W. Cumana, cap.
prov. of New Barcelona, on 1. b. of the Neveri.
Lat. 10° 6' N. ; Ion. 64° 47' W. Founded in 1634.
Situation unhealthy. Exports horses and cattle.

Area of prov. 13,744 sq. m. P. 62,163.
Barcelona, Barcino, a sti-ongly fortified city

and seaport of Spain, cap. prov. of same name, and
formerly cap. of Catalonia, on the Mediterranean,
186 m. N.E. Valencia. Lat. Highthouse) 41° 22'
36" N. ; Ion. 2° 11' E. P. (1860), including Bar-
celonette, 89,948. Area of prov. 2983 sq. m.
P. 713,734. It is commanded by a citadel on tha
N.E., and the fortress of Montjouy on the S.W.
It has a cathedral, Dominican convent, prison, an
arsenal, and barracks. The harbour has 18 to 20
feet water, but owing to a bar at its mouth, large
ships are obliged to anchor outside. Barcelona
is a bishop's see, and the seat of a court of appeal.
It has a university, theological seminary, eight
colleges, school of artillery, school of medicine,
institution for deaf and dumb, courses of lectures
on navigation, agriculture, and the fine arts,

botanic garden, four public libraries, one of which
is ver^ rich in MSS. and archives of the kingdom
of Aragon. The cemetery is formed of cells in a
narrow lane, walled up with bricks. Mean temp,
of year 63°, summer 77°, winter 60° Fahr. Manufs.
of silk, leather, lace, woollens, cotton goods, and
jewellery, formerly important. Imports, raw
cotton, sugar, coffee, and other colonial goods,
mostly from Cuba and Porto-Rico, salt-fish,

hides, horns, iron, and hardwares. Exports,
wrought silks, soap, fire-arms, paper, hats, laces,

ribbons, and steel. In 1856, 2610 vessels entered
the port, and 2395 cleared out, mostly coasters.

Barcelona is supposed to have derived its ancient
name from its Carthaginian founder, Hamilcar
Barcino, B.C. about 200. The city was taken
by the French in 1714, and again in 1808. Bom-
barded by order of the Regent Espartero in 1843.—Barceloneta is a suburb of Barcelona, often re-
garded as a distinct town.
Barceloneta, a town of S. America, Vene-

zuela, on the Paragua, 100 m. S.S.E. Angostura.
Barcelonne, a comm. of France, dep. Gers,

arr. Mirande, cant. Eiscle. P. 1286.

Barcelonnette, a to^vn of France, dep. Basses-
Alpes, cap. arr., 29 m. N.E. Digne, on rt. b. of the
Ubave, at the foot of the Alps. P. 2026. It has a
college, normal school, agricultural society, with
silk looms and woollen manufs. Gives name to a
valley in which many cattle and sheep are reared.
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Bakcei.ore, a maritime town of British India,

presid. Madras, dist. Canara, on the Malabar
coast, N.N.W. Mangalore ; Barace of ancients.

Barcellos, a town of Portugal, prov. Minho,
27 m. N. Oporto, on rt. b. of the Uavado. P. -with

dist. 3900.
Barcheston, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,

1 m. E.S.E. Shipston. Ac. 1475. P. 190.

Barchfeld, a market towTi of Hessen-Oassel,

prov. and 33 m. N.E. Fulda, on rt. b. of the

Werra. P. 1600.

Barcis, a vill. of Forth Italy, prov. Udine, dist.

and 7 m. W.N.W. Maniago. P. 1445.

Barcomb, a pa. of Engl., co. Sussex, rape and
3 m. N.N.E. Lewes. Ac. 4983. P. 1090.

Barcs, a market town of Hungary, gov. and 15J
m. W.S.W. Szigetvar. P. 1325.

Barcus, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Basses-Pyrdnees, arr. Maul^on. P. 2091.

Bard, a fortress and vill. of N. Italy, on 1. b.

of the Doire, 23 m. S.S.E. Aosta. It was razed
by the French in 1800, but has been restored.

Bardany, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, gov.
and 7 m. N.N.W. Modas. P. 3580.
Bardex, a township of England, co. York,

West Riding, on the Wharfe, pa. and 14 m. N.E.
Skipton. Ac. 6115. P. 371.

Bardexberg, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, circ.

& 5 m. N.N.E. Aachen, with coal mines. P. 1370.

Bardfalu, a vill. of Hungary, gov. and 4^ m.
N. Sugatagh. P. 1285.

Bardfield (Great), a pa. of Engl., co. Essex,

3J m. E. Thaxsted. Ac. 3689. P. 1065.—II.
{Little), a pa. adjoining the above, 3| m. E. Thax-
sted. Ac. 1710. P. 429.—III. (Saiinff), in same
CO., 5 m. N.E. Great Dunmow. Ac. 1111. P. 356.

Bardi, a town of Northern Italy, prov. Pia-
cenza, lOJ m. N.N.W. Boi^otaro. P. 6440.

Bardineto, a town of North Italy, prov. Genoa,
circ. Albenga. P. 1037.

Bardis or Bardees, a town of Upper Egypt,
prov. and 3 m. S.S.E. Girgeh.
Bardxey, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, pts.

Lindsey, 5J m. S.S.W. Wragby. Ac. 5490. "
P.

1425. On a barrow, in this pa., there is a cross
to the memory of Ethelred, long of Mercia.
Babdolixo, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia,

prov. and 14 m. W. Verona, with a harbour on
Lake Garda, P. 2310. Near it the battle of

Eivoli was fought in January 1797.

Bardon Hill, England, co. and 9 m. N.W.
Leicester, the summit of the Chamwood range.
Height 902 feet. Commanding one of the finest

views in the kingdom.
Bardonxecchia, a vill. of Italy, prov. Turin,

19 m. W. Susa, with a trade in cattle. P. 1744.
Bardorf, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov.

Breslau, circ. and 44 m. S.S.W. Munsterberg.
P. 1209.

Bardos, a comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, dep.
Basses-Pyrdndes, arr. Bayonne. P. 2518.
Bardowieck, a town of Hanover, 4 m. N. Liine-

burg, on the Ilmenau. P. 1430.
Bardsey Q^ Bard's Island," so called from

having been the last retreat of the Welsh bards),
an island of North Wales, co. Carnarvon, in the
Irish Sea, near the N. point of Cardigan Bay, pa.
and 4^ m. S.W. Aberdaron. Lat. of lighthouse,
62° 45' N. ; Ion. 4° 48' W. P. 81. It is acces-
sible only at a small harbour on the S.E. side.

Bardsey, a pa. of England, co. York, West Rid-
ing, 5 m. S.W. Wetherby. Ac. 3437. P. 318.
Bardwell, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 8 m.

K.E. Bury. Ac. 3144. P. 882.

Baree Doab, Punjab, between the rivers Beas
and Ravee, is the chief of all the Doabs, as con-

taining the home of the Sikh nation, and the 3
great cities, Lahore, Umritsir, and Mooltan.
Bareggio, a town of North Italy, prov. Milan,

circ. Abbiate-Grasso. P. 2748.

Bareilly, a dist. of British India, presid. Ben-
gal, N.W. provs., having N., W^ and S., the dists.

Kumaon, Moradabad, and Ferokhabad, and E. the

states Oude & NepauL Area with Pilli-bheet, 2937
sq. m. P. 1,143,657. Chief towns, Bareilly, Pilli-

bheet, & Shahjehanpoor.

—

Bareilly, a cityand cap.

of dist., and of a division of the upper provs., on a
tributary of the Ganges, 118 m. N.E. Agra : 470
ft. above the sea, P. (1853) 111,000. It has several

mosques, a citadel, Enghsh college, Persian and
Hindoo schools, a brisk and lucrative trade, and
some manufactures.
Barexsteis, a vill. of Saxony, gov. Zwickau,

6} m. S. Annaberg. P. 1338.

Barextin, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine Inferieure, 10 m. N.W. Rouen. P. 3072.

Barexton, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Manche, 7 m. S.E. Mortain. P. 2818.

B-iREXWALDE, a vill. of Saxony gov. Zwickau,
4 m. S. Kirchberg. P. 1386.

Barete, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 8 m.
N.W. Aquila. P. 1162. With celebrated bath-s.

Baretoux (Al), a town of Egypt, near the
frontier of Barca, on the Mediten-anean, with a
port, and ruins of the Roman Parsetonium.

Baretschweii^ a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
15 m. E.S.E. Zurich, with extensive manufs. of

cotton and silk. P. 3137, Protestants.

BARFI.EUR, a comrn. and anc. seaport town of

France, dep. Manche, on the English Channel, 15

m. E. Cherbourg. P. of comm. 1304. It is said

that William the Conqueror set out from this port

for the conquest of England. About 1 m. N. is a

lighthouse, 271 feet above the sea, on Cape Bar-
fleur, in lat. 49° 40' N. ; Ion. 1° 16' W.
Barford, sev. pas. of Engl.—I. co. Norfolk, 4

m. N. Wymondham. Ac. 940. P. 419.—II. co.

Warwick on the Avon, 2| m. S.S.W. Warwick.
Ac. 1052. P. 754.—III. (Great), co. and 5^ m.
E.N.E. Bedford. Ac. 2830. P. 907.—IV. {Great),

CO. Oxford, 2 m. W.N.W. Deddington. Ac. 1180.

P. 332.—V. {Little), co. Bedford, 2 m. S.W. St
Neots. Ac. 1188. P. 91.—VI. (St MaHin), co.

Wilts, 2J m. W. Wilton. Ac. 2236. P. 569.

Barfrestoxe or Barstox, a pa. of England,
CO. Kent, lathe St Augustine, 5 m, S.S.E. Wing-
ham. Ac. 360. P. 144.

Barga, a town of Central Italy, prov., circ.

and 16 ni. N. Lucca, on the Serchio, cap. of comm.
P. 7215. It has a fine church, and manufs. of

gunpowder.
Bargagli, a town of North JtaJy, prov. and

circ. Genoa. P. 2926.
Bargarrax, a vill., Scotland, co. Renfrew, pa.

Erskine, 4^ m. N.N.W. Paisley. Here the manuf.
of fine thread was first established in Scotland.

Bargas, a town, Spain, prov. and 5 m. N.N.W.
Toledo. P. 3457. Trade in grain and cattle.

Barge, an anc. town of North Italy, prov.

Cuneo, 30 m. S.W. Turin. P. 9191. It has an
active trade, manufs. of arms, and slate quarries.

Bargemoxt, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Var, 7 m. N.N.E. Draguignan. P. 1634.

Bargex, a vill., Switzerland, cant. Bern. P. 648.

Bargouzix, a river of Siberia, gov. Irkutsk,

flowing into Lake Baikal on its E. side, after a
course of 200 m.

—

Bargouzinsk is a modem town
and cap. circ. on the above river, 220 m. E.N.E.
Irkutsk. Near it are thermal springs and baths.

Barham, a pa, of England, co. Huntingdon. 5J
m. N.N.E. Kimbolton. Ac 700. P. 115.—II. a

pa., CO. Kent, lathe St Augustine, 6 m. S.E. Can-
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terbury. Ac. 4600. P. 1090.—III. co. Suffolk,

4 m. N.N.W. Ipswich. Ac. 1806. P. 568.

Bakholm, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3 m.
W.N.W. Market Deeping. Ac. 1230. P. 192.

Bari, a prov. of South Italy, bounded E. by the

Adriatic, N. Foggia, W. Basilicata, and S. Lecce.

It is mostly flat, and very fertile in grain, wine,

and fruit. Climate diy, and very warm in sum-
mer. Area 2292 sq. m. P. (1862) 654,402.

Bari (delle Puglie), Bariurru, a fortified city

and seaport of South Italy, cap. prov. Bari, on a
peninsula in the Adriatic, 140 m. N.N.E. Naples,

Iat.41° 7' 62" N.; Ion. 16° 53' 4" E. P. (1862)
32,994, of comm. 34,063. It is defended by walls

;

has a citadel, cathedral, lyceum, diocesan semi-
nai-y, theatre, arsenal, com magazines, hospitals,

civil and criminal courts; manufs. of cotton,

linen, and silk fabrics, soap, glass, and liqueurs

;

and it exports corn, oil, and fmits. Its quay and
roadstead are good, but its harbour admits only
of small vessels. Bari, conquered by the Nonnans
in the 11th century, was for some time cap. of

their duchy of Apulia.—II. a vill. of Greece, gov.
Attica, 12 m. S.S.E. Athens.— III. a vill. of the
island Sardinia, prov. and 55 m. N.N.E. Cagliari.

P. 1500.

Bariano, a town of North Italy, prov. Bergamo,
circ. Treviglio. P. 1090.
Baricella, a town of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Bologna. P. 4920. An ancient town with
various manufactures.
Barigazzo, a vill. of Italy, Modena, prov.

Lunigiana. Near this is observed a phenomenon
similar to that at Pietra.mala. Natural fire issues
from the soil, ascends several feet, and continues
for some days without intermission.

Barile, a town of South Italy, cap. cant., on a
hill, 3 m. S.S.E. Melfi. It was destroyed by an
earthquake, 14th August 1851, in which 120 of

its inhabitants perished. P. (1861) 3763.
Barima, a river and headland, British Guiana.

Point Barima, lat. 8° 46' N. ; Ion. 60° W., forms
the N. extremity of that colony ; W. of it the river
enters the estuary of the Orinoco.
Barinas, Venezuela. [Varinas.]
Baring Islajjo. [North West Passage.]
Barisciano, a town of South Italy, prov. and

12 m. S.E. Aquila, cap. cant. P. 3274.
Barjac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gard, cap. cant., 19 m. N.E. Alais. P. 2513.
Barjols, a town of France, dep. Var, cap. cant.,

11 m. N.N.W. Brignolles. P. 3330.
Barkai, Jeb?:i^ an isolated sandstone rock in

Nubia, in lat. 18° 31' N. ; Ion. 36° 46' E. Between
it and the Nile are the remains of several temples.
Barkby, a pa. of England, co. and 4J m. N.E.

Leicester. Ac. 2290. P. 791.
BARKKSTOXh:, a pa., Engl., co. Leicester, 10 m.

W.N.W. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 2870. P. 411.
Barkhaji, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 5 m.

S.W. Wokingham. Ac. 1450. P. 411.
Barkhamstead, a township, U. S., N. America,

Connecticut, 24 m. N.W. Hartford. P. 1525.
Barking, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Essex, 7 ra. E.N.E. London, on North Wool-
wich Eailway. Ac. of pa. 12,741. P. of do. 10,996.
It has a transit trade in coal and timber. In a house
standing near the town, the Gunpowder-plot is

said to have been concerted.
B^mKixG, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 1 m.

S.W. Needham. Ac. 3164. P. 1850.
Barkisland, a township, Engl, co. York, West

Riding, pa. and 4| m. S.W. Halifax. Ac. 2420. P.
2003, employed in woollen and cotton factories.

Barkoi., a town of Chinese Turkestan, 40 m.
N.W. Khamil. Eosidence of a military governor.

The lake of Barkol, near the town, is 14 miles
long, and 8 miles broad.

Barkston, a pa., Engl., co. Lincoln, pts. Kes-
teven, 4 m. N.N.E. Grantham. Ac. 2083. P. 540.

Barkway, a town and pa., Engl., co. and 15 m.
N.N.E. Hertford. Ac. of pa. 6060. P. 1221.

Barkwith, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln,
pts. Lindsey.—I. (East), 2^ m. N.E. Wragby. Ac.
990. P. 387.—II. (West), 2 m. E.N.E. Wragby.
Ac. 500. P. 150.

Baklafalu, a vill. of Hungary, co. Szathmar,
gov. and 21 m. E.N.E. Erdod. P. 1230.

Barlassina, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and 14 m.
N. Milan. P. 993. It has a theological seminary.
Barlaston, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 3J

m. N.N.W. Stone. Ac. 2167. P. 637.

Barlavington or Barlton, a pa. of England,
CO. Sussex, near North Stafford Eailway, 4 m. S.
Petworth. Ac. 1175. P. 136.

Barlborough, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 7
m. N.E. Chesterfield. Ac. 3220. P. 1176.

Barleben, a vill. of Saxony, gov. Magdebiu'g,
circ. and 3 m. S. Wolmirstedt. P. 1730.
Bar-le-Duc or Bar-sur-Ornain, a town of

France, dep. Meuse, 125 m. E. Paris, on the Or-
nain, on the canal from the Marne to the Bhine,
and on railway from Paris to Strasbourg. P,
14,922. Tribunal of commerce. Cap. of arr.

Forestier, comprising the dep. of the Meuse. It
has a comm. college, a normal school, and public
library, manufs. of cotton and calicoes ; a port, and
commerce in timber from the Vosges for the sup-
ply of Paris, and in wine, iron, and wool. It was
founded in the 10th century, and was formerly
the fortified cap. of duchy of same name.
Barletta, Barolum, a fortified seaport city of

South Italy, prov. and 33 m. W.N.W. Bari, on a
rocky island in the Adriatic, connected bya bridge
with the mainland. Lat. 41° 19' 18" N. ; Ion. 16°

17' E. P. (1862) 2474, of comm. 20,952. It has
a citadel, cathedral, college, and a colossal statue
of the Emperor Heraclius. Its harbour, formed
by a mole on which is a lighthouse, admits only
small vessels. It has a trade with other ports of

the Adriatic and the Ionian islands, exporting
corn, wine, oil, fruit, wool, and skins ; and salt

from lakes and springs in the vicinity.

Barley, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 2 m. N.E.
Barkway. Ac. 2648. P. 809.

Barling, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4 m.
E.N.E. Prittlewell. Ac. 1240. P. 354.

Barling, a pa., England, co. Lincoln, pts. Lind-
sey, 6 m. E.N.E. Lincoln. Ac. 1258. P. 354.

Barlieu, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cher, arr. Sancene, cant. Vailly. P. 1115.

Barlo\'ento, a town of the Canary isls., on the

N.E. of the isl. Palma. P. 2148. Linen weaving.
Barlow (Great and Liitle), two contiguous

townships of England, co. Derby, 3 m. N.W.
Chesterfield. United area 3760 ac. P. 736.

Barmbeck, a vill. of Northern Germany, 3 m.
N.E. Hamburg. P. 1650, engaged in cottoa
manufactures.
Barmbrougii or Barmborougii, a pa. of Eng-

land, CO. York, West Riding, 9 m. W. Doncaster.
Ac. 1947. P. 462.

Barmby-on-tiie-Moor, a pa. of England, co.

York, East Riding, 2 m. W. Pocklington. Ac.
2290. P. 537.

Barmen, a manuf. dist. of Rhenish Pr.'.ssia,

forming a township, gov. Diisseldorf, circ. Eioer-
feld, to which town it is contiguous on the N.,

stretching along the Wiipper valley for 6 m., and
including the town of Gemarke, the viU. of Wiip-
perfield, and other vills. and hamlets. P. (1864)
69,544. It has a high school, deaf-dumb asylum,
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exchange, police court, and a commercial tribunal.

Manufa. cotton and silk; bleaching and dye-

works, and factories for steel, plated goods, hard-

wares, chemical products, and earthenware.

[Elberfeld.I
Barming (East), a pa. of England, co. Kent,

lathe Aj-lesford, 3j m. W. Maidstone. Ac. 749.

P. 589. The pa. is noted for its hop-grounds and
orchards.—II. (_Westy, contiguous to E. Banning.
Ac. 331. P. 24.

Barmouth or Abermaw, a market town and
seaport of North Wales, co. Merioneth, pa. Llan-
aber, on railway and the estuaryof the Maw, 7i m.
S.W. Dolgelly. P. 1600. It is frequented for sea-

bathing, and has an export trade in timber, bark,

slates, copper, lead, and yards for ship-building.

Barmstedt, a town of Prussia, Holstein, 14 m.
E. Gluckstadt. P. (1866) 2387. Near it is the
ancient castle of Rantzau.
Barmston, a pa. of Engl., co. York, E. Riding,

6 m. S.S.W. Bridlington. Ac. 2336. P. 206.

Barn, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ. and 14
m. N.N.E. Olmutz. P. 2830.

Barnabe (St), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Cotes-du-Nord, arr. Loudeac. P. 1047.—II.

a vill. dep. Bouches du Rhone, arr. Marseille.

P. 1026.

BjUtNACK, a pa, of England, co. Northampton,

3J m. N. Wansford. Ac. 4440. P. 948.

Barnagore, a town of British India, presid.

and 5 m. N. Calcutta, on 1. b. of the Hoogly.
Barsahely, a pa, of Ireland, co. and 7 m.

S.E. Cork. Ac. 894. P. 911.

Barnard CastlI'"., a market town and chapelry
of England, co. and 21i m. S.W. Durham, on the
Tees, 526 feet above the sea. Ac. 4007. P. 4477.

It has an hospital for poor persons, founded in

1229 by John Balliol, King of Scotland (a native

of this place). Manufs. hats, carpets, and thread.

Barnardiston, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4
m. W.N.W. Clare. Ac. 1100. P. 280.

Barnau, a town of Bavaria, Tirschenreuth, 36
m. N.E. Amberg. P. 1360. Cloth manuf.
Barnaul, a town ofW. Siberia, gov. Tomsk, on

the Barnaul river, at its junction with the Obj% 230

m. S.S.W. Tomsk. P. 9927. Alt 390 ft. It is the

seat of a mining board, and the cap. of a mining
dist. ; has 4 Greek churches, magazines, and hospi-

tals, geological and other museums, besides 120
furnaces, at which auriferous silver, lead, and
copper ores are smelted. A magnetic and mete-
orological observatory was erected here in 1841.
Barnby, sev. pas. of Engl.—I. co. Suffolk, 3 m.

E.S.E. Beccles. Ac 1099. P. 270.—II. (/» the

Willows), CO. Notts, 4 m. E.S.E. Newark. Ac.
1703. P. 302.—III. (on Don), co. York, West
Riding, 7 m. N.N.E. Doncaster. P. 537.
Barnes, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, on the

Thames, 5 m. S.W. London. Ac. 1051. P. 2359.
At Barn-elins, in this pa.,Walsingham entertained
Queen Elizabeth.
Barnet, a township, U. S., North America,

Vermont, co. Caledonia, on the Connecticut, 26
m. E. Montpelier. P. 3000.

Barnett (Chipping), a market town and pa, of
England, co. Hertfordshire, 11 m. N.N.W. Lon-
don. Ac. of conjoined pas. Chipping and Bar-
net 3185. P. 2989. An obelisk near the town
commemorates the battle fought there in 1471,
between the York and Lancaster armies, when
the latter were defeated, and their leader, the
Earl of Warwick, was killed.—II. (East), a pa.
adjoining the above. P. 851.—III. (Fryem),
CO. Middlesex, 8 m. N.W. London. Ac. 1292.
P. 3344.

B.UiNETBT-LB-WoLD, a pa. of England, co.

Lincoln, 4 m. E.N.E. Glandford Brig. Ac. 1630.

P. 828.

Barneveld, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

Gelderiand, 18 m. N.W. Arnhem. P. 2390.

Barneveld Island, Southern Ocean, off Tierra
del Fuego. Lat. of N.E. extremity 55° 48' S.

Barneahlle-sur-Mer, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Manche, cap. cant., arr. and 15 m.
S.W. Valognes. P. 1062. It has stone quarries.

B.\RNEY, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m,
E.N.E. Fakenham. Ac. 1389. P. 283.

Barnilvsi, sev. pas. of Engl.—I. co. Suffolk, 3J
m. S. Thetford. Ac. 5184. P. 475.—II. co. Sus-
sex, rape and 4^ m. W.S.W. Arundel. Ac. 730.

P. 125.—III. (Broom), co. Norfolk, 4^ m. N.W.
Wymondham. Ac. 1776. P. 481.

Barningham, a pa, of England, co. Suffolk, 7
m. S.W. East Hariing. Ac. 1586. P. 489.—U.
CO. York, North Riding, 6 m. N.W. Richmond.
Ac 10,771. P. 526.—III. (Little), co. Norfolk,

5 m. N.W. Aylesham. Ac. 1224. P. 273.—IV.
(Norwood), in same co., 3 m. E.S.E. Holt. Ac
834. P. 30.—V. (Winter or Totim), same co., 5
m. S.E. Holt. Ac 833. P. 125.

Barnoldby-le-Beck or Barnethy, a pa. of

England, co. Lincoln, pts. Lindsey, 4 m. S.W.
Grimsby. Ac 1460. P. 242.

Barnoldswick, a pa. England, co. York, West
Riding, 8 m. S.W. Skipton. Ac. 6040. P. 3478.

BARNS1.EY or Barnesley (St Mary), a market
town and chapelry of England, co. York, West
Riding, 8 m. N. Sheffield, on the N. Midland
Railway. Ac. 4000. P. 17,890. It has a market-
place, subscription library, scientific institution

;

and manufs. of linen yam, damasks, and drills

;

a glass factoiy, iron foundries, needle and wire-
works, bleaching, dyeing, and coal works. The
Bamsley Canal connects the Calder and Don, and
places Bamsley in communication with Wakefield
and Leeds.—II. a pa., co. Gloucester, 4 m. E.N.E.
Cirencester. Ac. 2090. P. 327.

Barnstable, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in E. of Massachusetts. Area 295 sq. m. P. (I860)

35,990. Consists of a peninsula and a number
of islands, and includes Cape Cod. Soil light

and sandy. It has wooUen factories, an iron

foundry, sail-making, ship-building, salt manu-
factories, and saw mills. The N.W. part of the
CO. is crossed by the Cape Cod branch railway.

—II. A port, CO. of Massachusetts, on the S. of

Barnstable Bay. P. 6000.
Barnstaple, a pari, and municip. bor., seaport,

market town, and pa. of England, co. Devon, on
the Taw, 6 m. from its mouth in Barnstaple Bay,
here crossed by a stone bridge of 16 arches, 34
m. N.W. Exeter. Ac of pa. 1102. P. of do. 8127.
Mean temp., June 62°-9, January 41°-7 ; altitude

31 feet. It has a mechanics' institute, taimeries,

potteries, iron foundry, paper mill, and manufs.

of serge, low broad-cloths, patent lace, and fishing

nets. Customs rev. (1862)7506/. Vessels belonging

to the port 29 ; tonnage 3312. Imports timber. It

sends two members to H. of C. Reg. elect 734.

Barnstead, a township of the U. S., North
America, New Hampshire, 18 m. N.E. Concord.
P. 1848.

Barnston, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2 m.
S.E. Dunmow. Ac 1442. P. 192.

Barnstore and Bassum, 2 vills. of Hanover, co.

Hoya, respectively 9 and 22 m. N.E. Diepholz.
Barntrup, a town of Lippe-Detmold, lOJ m.

E.N.E. Detmold. P. 1900.

Barnwell, a co. of U. S., North America, in

S.W. of South Carolina. Area 1550 sq. m. P.

(1860) 13,342 free, 17,501 slaves. Surface hilly.

Yields cotton, Indian com, and cattle. It has saw
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and planing-mills. The Savannah, on its bor-

der, is navigated by steamers, and the dist. is

intersected by the Soutli Carolina Railway.
Barnwell, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-

ton, 3 m. S.E. Oundle. Ac. 1680. P. 115.—II.

{Barnwell St Andrewsy, 3 m. S.E. Oundle. Ac.

1740. P. 240. It has a station on the Peterboro'

branch of the London and N. W. Railway.
Barnwood, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m.

E.S.E. Gloucester, Ac. 1471. P. 607.

Baroach or Broach, a div. of British India,

presid. Bombay, having S. Surat, E. a part of

the Guicowar's dom., N. and W. the river Myhe
and Gulf of Cambay. Area 1319 sq. m. P.

290,984.

—

Baroach (probably the ancient Bary-
gaza), cap. of the above dist., is on the Nerbudda,
36 m. N. Surat. Estimated pop. 12,971. It has
trade in cotton, grain, and seeds, exported to

Bombay and Surat.

Baroche, a comm. of Fi-ance, dep. Haut-Rhin,
arr. Colmar, cant, la Poutroye. P. 2111.

Barod (Great), a vill. of Hungary, co. Sud
Bihar, 10 m. E.S.E. Elesd. P. 1330.

Baroda, a city of Hindostan, Guzerat, cap. the
Guicowar's dom., 78 m. N.N.E. Surat. P. esti-

mated at 100,000. (?) It is enclosed by a double
wall with round towers. A British resident, with
a body of troops, is stationed at Baroda, which
has a considerable trade. Climate moist and
damp in the rains ; annual rain-fall 41 inches.

Babom, two vills. of Hungary, co. Oedenburg.
—I. gov. and 3| m. N.N.E. Pullendorf. P. 1010.

—II. gov. and 4J m. N.N.E. Pullendorf. P. 1265.

Baroailaka, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,
gov. and 7 m. S.S.W. Mediasch. P. 1210.

Baronisi, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Salerno. P. 7428. Here Fra Diavolo, the famous
brigand, was captured and executed in 1806.

Baronstown or Barronstown. a pa. of Ire-

land, CO. Louth. Ac. 2203. P. 644.

Barony, a pa. of Scotland, Lanarkshire, com-
prising the N.E. and S. suburbs of Glasgow. Ac.
1851. P. 101,632.

Baros, a town of the Dutch East Indies, on "W.
coast of the island Sumatra, 250 m. N.W. Padang.
Baroth, a market town of Austria, Transyl-

vania, circ. and 21 m. S.E. Udvarhely. P. 1800.
Barquesimeto, a city of Venezuela, cap. prov.,

on an affl. of the Portuguesa, 165 m. W.S.W.
Caracas. P., with suburbs, 12,000. (?) It was en-
tirely destroyed by an earthquake in 1802. Area
of prov. 9305 sq. m. P. 112,755.
Barr, a comm. and town of France, dep. Bas-

Rhin, cap. cant., at the foot of the Vosges moun-
tains, 18 m. S.W. Strasbourg. P. 5094.
Barr, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 18 m. S. Ayr,

dist. Carrick. Ac. 55,190. P, 910. Some of its

mountains are 2700 feet in height ; and it has
several lochs and large morasses.
Barr (Great), a pa. of England, co. Stafford,

2^ m. S.E. Walsall. Ac. 4960. P. 1075.
Barra, an island of Scotland, Hebrides, near

the S. extremity of the group, 5 m. S.W. of South
Uist, and forming, with Watersay and other
petty islands (about 20 in all, 10 of which are in-
habited), a pa. of the co. Inverness. Lat. of Barra-
head 66° 48' N. ; Ion. 7° 38' 1" W. Length 8 m.,

,

by 2 to 4 m. in breadth. P. 1591 ; do. of pa. 1863,

i

mostly Catholics. The pa. is estimated to con-

I

tain 4000 ac. of arable, and 18,000 ac. of meadow
^

and hill-pasture land. The cod, ling, and her-
ring fisheries are extensive, and numbers of shell-
fish are taken here. The lighthouse on Barra-
head, the highest in Britain, is 680 ft. above the sea.

Barra, a town of S. Italy, prov. Napoli, 3 m.
E. the cap., with 7866 inhabitants, & numerous

country residences.— 11. a town, 2i m. S.E.
Eeggio. P. (1862) 7056.

Barra, several towns of Brazil.—I. (JB.-do-Iiio-

Negroy, cap. prov. on the Rio Negro, near iw
junction with the Amazon. P. of dist. 3614 free,

and 234 slaves. In 1842, all that part of the prov.
Pari to the left of the Amazon was detached to
form the new prov. of Barra-do-Rio-dos-Ntgros.
—II. {B.-do-Rio-Grandey, prov. and 350 m. W.
Bahia, on the 1. b. of the San Francisco. P. 4000.
— III. (B.-do-Rio-de-Contasy prov. & 230 m. S.W.
Bahia. P. 3000.—IV. (B.-do-Rio-de-St Joao),
prov. 150 m. E.N.E. Rio-de-Janeiro. P. 2000.
Barraconda, a town, W. Africa, Seneganibia,

on rt. b. of the Gambia, 190 m. from its mouth.
Barrackpore, a seat of the governor-genera]

of British India, presid. and prov. Bengal, on the
Hoogly, 16 m. N.N.E. Calcutta. Adjoining is a
military village, with cantonments. Climate
moist and warm. Temp, in hot season 82° to 104°

Fahr. in shade, cold season 54° to 80°.

Barkafranca, a town of Sicily, prov. and 10
m. S.E. Caltanisetta, circ. Piazza. P. 8928.
Barragh, a pa. of Ireland, co. Carlow, 3 m.

N.W. Clonegall. Ac. 13,296. P. 2096. Surface
mountainous ; Mount Leinster is 2610 feet high.
Barra Mansa, a town, Brazil, prov. & 70 m. N.W.

Rio-de-Janeiro, on rt. b. of the Parahiba. P. 6000.
Barran, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gers, 7 m. W.S.W. Auch. P. 1613.

Barranca, a town of South America, New
Granada, on the Magdalena River, 50 m. S.E.
Cartagena.

—

Barranquilla is a seaport town at
the mouth of same river, 64 m. E. Cartagena.
Barrataria (Bay of), an inlet of the Gulf of

Mexico, 50 m. W.N.W. the mouth of the Missis-
sippi. It is wide, shallow, and entered by an
intricate channel.
Barraux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

and near the rt. b. of the Is^re, 22 m. N.E. Gren-
oble. P. 1847. Near it is a fort buUt in 1596.
Barrax, a town of Spain, prov. and 23 m.

W.N.W. Albacete. P. 2361. Commerce in fruit.

Barre, several townships of the U.S., North
America.—I. Vermont, 8 m. S.E. Montpelier.
P. 1835. It affords fine granite.—II. Pennsyl-
vania, CO. Huntingdon. P. 2225.—III. Massa-
chusetts, 56 m. W. Boston. P. 2976.—IV. New
York, CO. Orleans, 262 m. W. Albany. P. 6539.
Barreah, a town of Hindostan, Guzerat, cap.

rajahship, 50 m. N.E. Baroda.
Barrea, a town of South Italy, prov. Aquila,

circ. Solmona. P. 1181.

Barre-de-Mont, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Vendee, arr. Sables d'Olonne, cant. St Jean-
de-Mont. P. 1617.

Barrages, a hamlet and celeb, watering-place
of France, dep. H. Pyrdntles, on the Gave-de-
Bastan, in valley of same name, 3240 feet above
the sea, and 12 m. S.S.W. Bagnferes-de-Bigorre

.

Abandoned during winter on account of the cold,

and the danger to which it is exposed from
avalanches. It is frequented annually in sum-
mer by about 1500 invalids, for the benefit of its

saline thennal waters, temp. 64°-6 to 108° Fahr.
BarrEme, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Basses-Alpes, cap. cant., arr. and 10 m. S.S.E.
Digne. P. 1066.

Barren, a co. of the U.S., North America, S.

part of Kentucky. Area 546 sq. m. P. (1860)
free 12,587, slaves 4078. Surface undulating,
soil moderately fertile, watered by the Big and
Little Barren rivers, tributaries of Green river.

Barren Island, one of the Hunter islands, off

the N.E. extremity of Tasmania. Length N- to

S. 15 m.
;
greatest breadth 4 miles.

u
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Babben Isiaxd, a volcanic island, Bay of Ben-

gal, E. of the Andaman isles, with a cone 1848

feet in height, frequently in eruption.

Bakkiieau, a tovra of Scotland, co. Renfrew,
pa. Neilston, 6 m. S.W. Glasgow, with which it

is connected by railway. P. 6018. It has cotton

mills, bleach and print fields.

Barrier Reef, an immense reef of coral rocks,

extending for 1200 m. along the N.E. coast of

Australia, at a distance of 10 to 100 m. from the

shore. The passage for vessels within the reefs is

narrow and intricate, but safe ; the outer passage
is traversed by whalers, but is little frequented.

Barriga Negra, a town or vill. of South
America, Uruguay, 85 m. N.E. Monte Video. In
its dist. are extensive cattle-breeding estates.

Barrington, several pas. of England.—I. co.

and 7 m. S.W. Cambridge. Ac. 2129. P. 563.—
II. CO. Somerset, 3^ m. N.E. Ilminster. Ac. 1656.

P. 501. Hemp and flax are cultivated in this pa.

—III. (Greaty, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 4 m.
N.W. Burford. Ac. 2983. P. 496.—(Z,t«/e), co.

Glo'ster, 3 m. N.W. Burford. Ac. 925. P. 151.

BarruiGTON, several townships, U.S., North
America.—I. New Hampshire, 20 m. N.W. Ports-
mouth.—II. New York, 176 m. W. Albany.
Others in Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
Barrios (Los), a town of Spain, prov. and 48

m. S.E. Cadiz. P. 2722. Linen weaving.
Barrois, an old div. of France, in Lorraine,

now forming the greater part of the dep. Meuse.
Barrosa, a vill. of Spain, prov. and 16 m.

S.S.E. Cadiz, near which the battle of Barrosa
was fought, 5th March 1811.

Barrow or Borragh, a river of Ireland, rises

in the Slievebloom mountains, Leinster, flows

generally southward, and, after a course of about
90 m., joins the Suir to form the estuary, Water-
ford harbour. It divides the cos. KOdare, Car-
low, and Wexford, on the E., from Kilkenny and
Queen's co. on the W. Affluents, the Nore, Black-
wood, and Greese rivers. It is navigable for

ships from the sea to Ross, and for barges to

Athy, 60 m. above its mouth, and where it is

joined by a branch of the Grand Canal.
Barrow, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Salop,2Jm. E. Much-Wenlock. Ac. 3013. P. 365.

—II. CO. Suffolk, 6 m. W. Bury St Edmunds. Ac.
2665. P. 1030.—III. CO. and 4 m. E.N.E. Chester.

Ac. 2916. P. 623.—IV. (jGumey), co. Somerset,

6J m. S.W. Bristol. Ac 2026. P. 321.—V.
(NortK), CO. Somerset, 3 m. S.W. Castle-Carey.
Ac. 751. P. 114.—VI.(o» Trent), co. and 5 m.
S. Derby. Ac. 4040. P. 577.—VII. (SoiUKy co.

Somerset, 4 m. S.W. Castle-Carey. Ac. 752.

P. 140.—VIII. (upon Humbery, co. Lincoln, parts

Lindsey, 9i nu N. Glandford-Brigg. Ac 6990.

P. 2443.—IX. (upon Soar), co. Leicester, 3 m.
S.E. Loughboro'. Ac. 9160. Pop. 5620.

Barrow-in-Furxess, a seaport of England, co.

Lancashire, at its N.W. point, till recently a
village, now an important town, the greatest en-
trep6t for iron in the kingdom. Pop. 20,000. Its

magnificent docks were opened in Sept. 1867.
Barrowbt, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2 m.

W. Grantham. Ac 4462. P. 862.
Barrow Island, Pacific, in lat 20° 45' S. ; Ion.

139" 3' W. It is small, wooded, and yields fresh
water.

—

(Rocks), off the S. coast of Arabia, 50 m.
N.E. Aden.—{Cape), U. S., N. America, Alaska
territory, in lat 71° 23' N. ; Ion. 156° 31' W.—
(Strait), the passage from Baffin Bay westward
into Prince Regent Inlet, lat. 74° N., and between
Ion. 84° and 90° W., averaging 40 m. in breadth.
Coasts rugged and mountainous.

—

Barrow is the
name of several mountains in East Australia.

B.\RR0WDEN, a pa. of England, co. Rutland, 5
m. E. Uppingham. Ac. 2073. P. 653.

Barrowford, a township, Engl., co. Lancaster,
pa. WhaUey, 3 m. W. Colne. Ac. 1540. P. 2880.
Barrt, a CO. of the U. S., N. America, Michigan.

Area 576 sq. m. P. (1860) 13,858. Intersected
by the Thomapple river.—II. a co. of Missouri.
Area 703 sq. m. P. 7748 free, 247 slaves. Drained
by the White and King's rivers. Has lead mines.
Barry, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamorgan,

on the Bristol Channel, 7J m. S.W. Cardiff. Ac
835. P. 87. A small island of about 300 ac. in
this pa., near the mainland, in Bristol ChanneL
Barry or Barrie, a marit pa. of Scotland, co.

Forfar, on the North Sea, 8 m. N.E. Dimdee, on
railway. Ac 6155. P. 2465, of whom 1488 are
in the vill. Carnoustie. Mean temp., Jtme 58°-8,

Jan. 37°'2. On the S.E. point of the coast are the
Buddon-ness or Tay lighthouses. Lat 56° 28' N.

:

Ion. 2° 45' S , the one bearing 1122 feet N.N.W.
from the other. Both fixed white lights.

Barsac, a town of France, dep. Gironde, on I.

b. of the Garonne, 19 m. S.E. Bordeaux. P.
2959. Its vicinity produces the fine white Bor-
deaux wine.
Barscii or Bars, a town of Hungary, cap. co.,

57 m. N.N.W. Pesth, and divided by the river
Gran into Old and New Barsch, formerly a free

fortified town, which gave its name to the prov.
The county of Barsch has 134,000 inhabitants. In
the south it is rich in grain and fruit.

Barshasi, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 m.
W. Beccles. Ac. 1871. P. 239.—II. (East), co.

Norfolk, 2 m. N. Fakenham. Ac. 1167. P. 221.

—III. (North), in same co., 2 m. S.W. Great
Walsingham. Ac. 1015. P. 57.—IV. ( West), same
CO., 2 m. N.W. Fakenham. Ac. 1571. P. 92.

Barsoe, a small island and viU. of Denmark, in
the Little Belt, 9 m. N.E. Apenrade.
Barston, a pa. of England, co. and 8J m.

N.N.W. Warwick. Ac 1866. P. 336.

BAR-suR-AuBii, Barrvm ad Albulam, an anc.
town of France, cap. arr., dep. Aube, 28 m. E.S.E.
Troyes, on rt. b. of the Aube. P. 4727. It has
a commerce in wine, wood, hemp, and wool, and
was the scene of two battles between Napoleon i.

and the Allies, in 1814.

Bar-sur-Orxadj, France. [Bar-le-Duc.]
Bar-sur-Selne, Barrum. ad Sequanwn, a town

of France, cap. arr., dep. Aube, 18 m. S.E. Troves,
on 1. b. of the Seine. P. 2770. Commerce in
grain, wine, brandy, and wool. It was the scene
of a severe engagement between Napoleon i. and
the Allies, 25th May 1814.

Barszczowice, a vUl. of Austria, Galicia, gov.
and 7 m. N.E. WinniM. P. 1080.

Bartan, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia, on
the Chati-Su (ancient Parthenius), near its mouth,
in the Black Sea, 45 m. N.E. Eregli. P. 10,000.
Barter, a town of East Prussia, 47 m. S.E.

Konigsberg. P. 1600. Cloth manuis.
Barteniieim, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haut-Rhiu, arr. Altkirch. P. 1947.
Babtexstein, a town of East Prussia, gov. and

33 m. S.S.E. Konigsberg, on the AUe. P. 4600.
Manufs. linens, woollens, and leather.—II. a viU.

of Wiirtemberg, circ. Jaxt P. 1100.

Bartfa or Bartfeld, a town, North Hungary,
CO. Saros, on the Tepla, 155 m. N.E. Pesth. P.
4760. Trade in wine, linen, brandy, and earthen-
ware. Its hot baths are much frequented.

Barth, a seaport town of Prussian Pomerania,
gov. Stralsund, on the Binnensee, at the moutli

of the Barth, 17 m. W.N.W. Stralsund. P. 2400.

Shipbuilding docks, and trade in com and wool.
Barthe-de-Nestb (La), a comm. and vill. of
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France, dep. Hautes Tjrinies, cap. cant., 12 m.
E. Bagn6res-en-Bigorre. P. 800-

Bakthelemy (St), several comms., towns, and
vills. of France.—I. a comm. and town, dep. Lot-

et-Garonne, arr. Marmande. P. 1318.—II. a

comm. & vill., dep. Maine-et-Loire, arr. Angers.

P. 1260.—III. a comm. and vill., dep. Manche,
an-. Mortain. P. 528.—IV. (de Groain^ a vill.,

dep. Is^re, arr. Grenoble. P. 751. With a re-

markable "Fontaine Ardente," from which a

great quantity of gas escapes and burns spontane-

ously.—V. Lestra, a comm. and vill., dep. Loire,

arr. Mont Brison. P. 818.—VI. (le Pin), a comm.
and vill., dep. Ardfeche, arr. Toumon. P. 1317.

—

VII. {de Valsy, a comm. and vill., dep. Drome,
arr. Valence. P. 1415.

Barthklma, a vill. of Austria, gov. and 4J m.
W. Landstrass. P. 1105.

Bartholomew, a co. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, in S.E. central part of Indiana. Area 400
sq. m. P. (1860) 17,865. Soil fertile. Yields

wheat, oats, pork, cattle, and horses. Tbo co. is

well supplied with water power. The Madison
and Indianapolis Eailway passes through it.

Bartholomew Hyde (St), a pa. of England,
CO. Southampton, partly in city of Winchester,

and partly in liberty of Stoke. P. 958.

Bartholomew (St), an island, West Indies, &
the only colony of Sweden, 30 m. W. St Chris-

topher. Lat. of E. point 17° 53' N.; Ion. 62°

52' W. Area 16 sq. m. P. (1866) 2898. The
shape of the island is very irregular ; soil fertile,

though fresh water is scarce. The principal pro-

ducts are sugar, tobacco, cotton, and cocoa. Being
surrounded by rocks and shoals, it is difficult of

access, but the careenage on its W. side is a good
harbour, and near it is the cap. town, Gustavia.

P. 908. It was ceded by France to Sweden
in 1784. Slavery was abolished in 1848.

Barthomley, a pa., Engl., cos. Chester & Staf-

ford, 5J m. S.S.E. Sandbach. Ac. 1982. P. 416.

Bartix)F (Gros-s), a vill. of Prussia, gov. Er-
furt, circ. and 10 m. S.E. Heligenstadt.

Bartix>w (Great), a pa. of England, co. Cam-
bridge, 2 m. E.S.E. Linton. Ac. 370. P. 120.

Bartolomaberg, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, gov.
Schruns, 7 m. S.E. Bludenz. P. 1840.

Bartolome (San), a town of South America,
New Granada, 125 m. E.N.E. Antioquia.
Bartolomeo (San), a town of South Italy,

?rov. Benevento, cap. circ. of same name. P. 7696.
t has a theological seminary, and important

fairs.—II. a comm. and vill., prov. Salerno.
P. 1100.

Bartolomeo (San), two islands in the South
Pacific Ocean, one in the Archipelago of the
Carolines, the other off the S. coast of Papua.
Barton, a co. of U. S., North America, Mis-

souri. P. 1817.

Barton, a township of U. S., North America,
New York, 174 m. S.W. Albany. P. 3522.

Barton, several pas. of England.—I. co. and

I

3| m. S.W. Cambridge. Ac. 1812. P. 324.—IL
CO. Westmoreland, 13 m. W.N.W. Appleby. Ac.
35,312. P. 1808. Parts of Ullswater Lake and
Patterdale Valley are in this pa.

—

Barton is the
name of several townships and hamlets in Eng-
land.—I. {Bendish), co. Norfolk, 3J m. N.N.E.
New Stoke-Ferrv. Area 4390 sq. m. P. 484.—

' II. {BlountX CO. and 11 m. W. Derby. Ac. 1150.

i P. 73.—III. {EarVs\ co. Northampton, on the
Nene, 3i m. S.W. Wellingboro'. Ac. 1760. P.

: 1557.—IV. {Great\ co. Suffolk, 2J m. N.E. Bury.

1

Ac. 4030 P. 848.—V. (JHartshomy, co. and 4 m.
\
S.W. Buckingham. Ac. 870. P. 126.—VI. {In

\ Fabis), CO. and 6 m. S.W. Nottingham, on the

Trent. Ac 1620. P. 295.—VII. (/« the Clay),

CO. Beds, 3 m. S. Silsoe. Ac. 2270. P. 956.—
VIII. {Mills), CO. Suffolk, 1 m. S. Mildenhall.
Ac. 2050. P. 531.—IX. {on Irwell\ a township,
CO. Lancaster, pa. Eccles, on the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway, 5i m. W. Manchester. P,
14,216. The first aqueduct bridge constructed in

England across a navigable river, here carries the
Bridgewater Canal over the Irwell, and consists

of 3 arches rai.sed 40 feet above the river.—X.
{Seagrave), co. Northampton, 2 m. S.E. Kettering.
Ac. 1782. P. 199.—XI. {Stacey), co. Hants, 5 m.
S.W. Whitchurch. Ac. 4943. P. 616.—XII.
{Steeple), co. Oxford, 4|- m. S.W. Deddingtou.
Ac. 2710. P. 859.—XIII. {St Cuthbert and St
Mary), co. York, North Riding, 5 ra. S.W. Dar-
lington. Ac. 2790. P. 684.—XIV. {St David),
CO. Somerset, 3^ m. N.E. Somerton. Ac. 945. P.
404.—XV. {St Mary or Barton Street), a hamlet,
CO. and adjacent to the city of Glo'ster, pa. St
Mary de Lode, partly in Dunstone hundred, and
partly in the city of Glo'ster. P. 4335.—XVI. {le

Street), co. York, North Riding, 2 m. N.W. New
Malton. Ac. 3476. P. 454.—XVII. {Turf), co.

Norfolk, 6i m. S.E. North Walsham. Ac. 1599.
P. 379.—XVIII. {under Needioood), a chapelry, co.

Stafford, pa. Tatenhill, 5 ni. S.W. Burton-on-
Trent. P. 1589.—XIX. {upon Heath), co. Warwick,
6 m. S. Shipton-on-Stour. Ac. 1540. P. 184.

Barton-upon-Humber, a market town of Eng-
land, CO. Lincoln, at its N. extremity, on the Hum-
ber, and 6 m. S.W. Hull, on Manchester & Lin-
coln railway, with which town it has steam com-
munication. It is 31 feet above sea. United ac.

of pas. St Peter & St Mary 8140. P. 3797. Trade
in corn & flour. Manufs. ropes, sacking, & bricks.
Barton Westcott, a pa. of England, co. Ox-

ford, 4 m. E. Enstone. Ac. 650. P. 302.
Bartsch, a river of Prussia, rises in the S. of

the prov. of Poseu, and falls into the Oder on the
rt. above Glogau. It passes Adelnau, Militsch,
and Hermstadt, and is navigable to Militsch.
Baruciiella, a vill. North Italy, prov. Rovigo,

dist. and 4 m. S.W. Badia. P. 1130.
Barugh or Bargh, a township of England, co.

York, West Riding, pa. Darton, 2 m. N.W. Barns-
ley. Ac. 1419. P. 1771.
Barus, a town on the W. coast of Sumatra.

P. about 1500. Noted for its camphor.
Baruth, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,

31 m. S.E. Potsdam, with iron works. P. 1700.
Baruth, a vill. of Saxony, circ. and 7 m. N.E.

Bautzen. P. 570.
Barvas, a pa.,, Scotland, isl. of Lewis, Ross. P.

4609. Includes vills. of N. Galston & Swainbost.
Barwalde, two small towns, Prussia.—I. prov.

Brandenburg, gov. and 31 m. N.N.E. Frankfort-
on-Oder. P. 3500.—II. prov. Pomerania, gov.
and near Stettin. P. 1670.
Barwelu a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 2 m.

N. Hinckeley. Ac. 3960. P. 1613.
Barwick, several pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-

folk, 4J m. S.S.W. Burnham-Westgate. Ac. 1278.
P. 26—II. CO. Somerset, 2 m. S. Yeovil. Ac. 784.
P. 458.—III. {in Elmetty, co. York, West Biding,
16 m. N.E. Leeds. Ac. 8030. P. 2374.

Barysz. a to^vn of Austrian Galicia, circ. and
19 m. E.N.K Stanislawow. P. 2880.
Barzago and Barzano, two vills. of N. Italy,

prov. Como. P. of former 1486 ; of latter 1436.
BARZDOEr, a vill. of Austria, gov. and 4 m. E.

Jauemig. P. 1620.
Bas, or Batz, a small island of France, in

the English Channel, off the N. coast of the
dep. Finistfere, 15 m. N.W. Morlaix; with a
lighthouse in lat. 48° 44' 48" N.; Ion. 4° 1' 3U"
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W. P. 1 132. It is 3 m. in length, by about 2 m. in

breadth ; and has on it a few small vills. and two
forts. The channel between this island & Roscoff
is an excellent roadstead.—II. a vill. of France,
dep. Haute-Loire, 12 m. N. Yssengeaux. P. 3189.

Manufs. lace and earthenware.
Basadingen, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Thurgau, dist. Diessenhofen. P. 2106.

Basbeck, a vill. of Hanover, Bremen, 14 m. N.
Bremervorde. P. 1000.

Baschi, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Perugia, on I. b. of Tiber. P. 4228.

Baschurch, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 7 m.
N.W. Shrewsbury. Ac. 8273. P. 15.59.

Bascons, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Landes, arr. Mont-de-Marsan. P. 1150.

Bas&cles, a comm. of Belgium, prov. Hain-
ault, arr. and 13 m. E.S.E. Tournay. P. 2273.

B^vsEL or Bale, one of the cantons of the Swiss
Confederation since 1501, in the N.W. on the fron-

tiers of France and the Grand Duchy of Baden.
Surface undulating. Principal rivers, the Khine
and its tributaries the Birz and Ergolz. Suffi-

cient com is raised for home consumption, and
some wine is produced. Manufs. ribands, wool-
lens, Jinen, leather, iron, and steel wares. In
1832 it was divided into two portions entirely in-

dependent of each other :—viz.. Bale Ville, which
»iomprises the city and several surrounding
comms. Area 14 sq.m. Pop. (1860)40,683. And
Bdle-Campagne (the' cap. of which is Liesthal),

with the remaining communes of the canton.

Area 165 sq. m. P. 51,582.

Basel, or Basle (Germ. Basel, Fr. Bale\ a city

in the north of Switzerland, cap. of Bale Ville,

on the Ehine, 43 m. N.E. Bern, which divides it

into Great Basel on the left, and Little Basel on
the right bank, connected by a bridge, at the

terminus of the railway from Strasbourg ^62 m.
N.), and near that from Mannheim. P. (I860)

37,918, of whom 11,211 were strangers, nearly all

Protestants. Lat. 47° 33' 34' N. ; Ion. 7° 35' E.

Elevation 900 feet. Mean temp, of year 49°-8,

of Jan. 32°v, of July 66°-6 Fahr. It has scienti-

fic and literary establishments, and a cathedral

built on the site of the ancient Roman fort

Basilia. Its university was founded in 1460. It

has also a grammar-school, botanic garden,

museum, and library. Silk ribands to the value

of 400,000/. are annually exported from the city

and canton ; has also manuJfs. of cotton stiiffs,

leather, paper, and gloves. Basel dates from the

4th century. In the 11th century it was the

most powerful city of Helvetia ; was the seat of a

great council from 1431 to 1447, and of a memor-
able treaty between France and Prussia in 1795.

Near it the French were defeated by the Swiss at

the battle of St Jacob, in 1444. Birth-place of

the two Holbeins, Bemouilli, and Euler, and was
the residence of Erasmus, who died here in 1536.

Baselice, a town of S. Italy, on a mountain,
prov. Benevento, 21 m. S.E. Campobasso, cap.

circ. P. 3850. With mineral springs.

Basell, a comm. and town of Belgium, prov.

East Flanders, 12 m. N.E. Termonde, on the
Scheldt. P. 4918. It has large brick-works.

Bas-en-Basset, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Haute Loire, cap. cant., arr. Yssingeaux. P.
3189. It has mineral thermal springs.

Basford, a pa. of England, co. and 2^ m. N.
Nottingham, on Midland Railway. Ac. 2720.

P. 12,185.—II. a township, co. Chester, pa. Wy-
bunbury, on the London and N. W. Railway, 2J-

m. S.S.W. Crewe. P. 60.

Bashee or Bashi Islands, a group of islands,

archipelago of the Philippines, between Luzon

and Foi-mosa, Tat. 20° and 21° N. ; Ion. 122' E.,

with a Spanish colony foimded in 1783. The
islands were discovered by Dampier in 1687.

Basico, a comm. of SicDy, prov. Messina, circ.

Castroreale. P. 1634.

Basidoh or Bassauore, a decayed vill. at the
W. end of the island Kisiiani, Persian Gulf. Lut.
26^ 39' N. ; Ion. 65° 22' E. Its vicinity is quite
barren, and very hot in summer. It is the prin-
cipal station for British ships in the gulf, and has
a bazaar, an hospital, and subscription rooms
supported by Indian officers. There is a good
anchorage in the roads ; but the port is of diffi-

cult entrance.

Basiento or Basesto, a river of S. Italy, prov.
Potenza, rises in the Apennines, W. of Potenza,
flows E.S.E. and enters the Gulf of Taranto, 25
m. W.S.W. Taranto. Length 50 m. Near its

mouth are the remains of the anc. Metapontum.
Basilan, one of the Philippine isls., off the

S.W. extremity of Mindanao, and separated from
it by Basilan Strait, with a vUl. in lat. 6° 41' N.
Basildox, a pa. of Engl., co. Berks, 7^ m. N.W.

Reading. Ac. 3083. P. 712. Near the vill. the
Great Western Railway crosses the Thames.
Basile (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ardeche, arr. Tournon. P. 1138.

Basilicata, Lucania, a former prov. in the
S. of the kingdom of Italy, now Potenza. Area
3263 sq. m. P. (1862), 492,959. It is mountain-
ous, being traversed by the Apennines, and not
very fertile. It has a fine plain on the shores of
the gulf, watered by several small streams.
Chief products, wines, cotton, lint, tobacco, and
saffron. The prov. is liable to earthquakes, the
most destructive of which on record, occun-ed
14th August 1851, and December 16, 1857.

Basilio (San), a vill. of the island Sardinia,

prov. and 23 m. N. Cagliari. P. 1172.

Basiluzzo, one of the smaller Lipari islands in

the Mediterranean, 2 m. N.E. Panaria.
Basing, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2 m. N.E.

Basingstoke. Ac. 5104. P. 1193. In the civil war
the castle was defended for two j'ears against
the parliamentary forces by the fifth Marqiiis of

Winchester. It was finally stormed by Cromwell,
Oct. 14, 1645, and after yielding rich plunder to

the besiegers, was burned to the ground.
Basingstoke, a munic. bor. and pa. of Eng-

land, CO. Hants, on the S. W. Railway, 45J m.
W.S.W. London, 306 feet above the sea. Ac.
of pa. 4036. P. 4654. It has a market-house,
town-hall, and gaol, and a trade in com and malt,

facilitated by the Basingstoke Canal, by which
it communicates with the Wey and the Thames.
Near Basingstoke is a tract of 108 acres, on which
every householder has a right of pasture.

Basinwerk, a vill. of N. Wales, co. Flint, pa.
Holywell, containing ruins of an ancient abbey.
Baskinbridge, a town, U. S., North Americ;i,

New Jersey, 15 m. N. New Brunswick.
Basle, a city of Switzerland. [Basel.|]

Baslick, a pa. of Ireland, co. Roscommon, bar-

ony Castlereagh. Ac. 15,395. P. 1892.

Baslow, a chapelry of England, co. Derby, pa.

and 3i m. N.E. Bakewell. P. 785.

Basonda, a town of Central India, dom. and
1 50 m. S.W. Gwalior.—II. a town, same dom.,
157 m. S.S.E. Gwalior.
Basque Provinces (Spanish Vasconaadasy, a

country of France and Spain, bounded N. by the

Bay of Biscay, E. Navarre, S. the prov. Logroiio.

W. Burgos and Santander. The four Basque
provs. belonging to Spain are Vizcaya (Biscay),

cap. Bilboa; Guipuzcoa, cap.Tolosa; Alava, cap.

Vitoria ; and Navarra, cap. Pamplona. The three
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!n the French dcp. Basses Pyr^ndes, are Labourd,
Basse NavaiTe, aud Soule. The Basques, who
are nearly all shepherds, are celebrated for their

bravery and vivacity. They speak a language
which has no analogy with any other living

tongue, and which, in remote ages, appears to

have been used over all the peninsula. It is still

spoken in the French provs. of Labourd, Basse
Navarre, and Saule ; and in two-tliirds of Viscaya,

the whole of Guipuzcoa, the half of Navarre, and
a small part of Alava in Spain. The French part

of the Basque country, which is now comprised
in the dep. Basses Pyr^ndes, was formerly de-
pendent on the prov. of Gascogne, and had for

cap. Bayonne.
Dasqueville or Bacquevilt.e, a comm. and

town of France, dep. Seine Inferieure, cap. cant.,

10 m. S.S.W. Dieppe. P. 2.563.

Bass, an isl., Scotland. [Berwick (North).]
Bass Strait separates Australia from Tasma-

nia. Explored in 1798 by Bass, a surgeon in the
British navy. Breadth 150 m. The small isl s. in

the Strait supply guano to Australia. In 18G3 the
pop. was 150 Europeans (besides Metes), who had
8000 sheep, 700 cattle, 2000 pigs, and a few horses.

Bassac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Gha-
rente, arr. and 9 m. E. Cognac. P. 774. Com-
merce in wine and cognac brandy.
Bassain or Bassein, a seaport town of Pegu,

on W. branch of the Irrawadi, 100 m. W. Ran-
goon. Lat. 16° 45' N. ; Ion. 94° 50' E. Estim. pop.
3000. It was taken by the British in May 1852.

Bassaleg, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, 2^
m. "W. Newport. Ac. 6955. P. 2169.
Bassam (Grand), a town of Africa, Upper

Guinea, on the Gold Coast, near the mouth of the
Assinie river. Products, gold dust, palm-oil, and
ivory. The French estab. a station here in 1844.

BAS.SANO, a town of North Italy, prov. Brescia,
circ. Verolanuov^. P. 1182.

Bassano, an episcopal city of Northern Italy,

prov. Venice, 19 m. N.E. Vicenza, cap. dist., on a
height at the foot of the Alps, near the Brenta,
in a country which produces excellent wine and
fruits. P. (1862) 12,344. Trade in silk fabrics,

woollens, and copper wares. It has a picture gal-
lery, theatre, and botanic garden. A bridge was
built on the Brenta in the middle of last century,
to replace that by Palladio, destroyed in 1748.
Victory of the French over the Austrians, 8th
September 1796.
Bassas da India, an isl. in the Mozambique

Channel, 4 m. in diameter, and is well wooded.
Bassecourt, Switzerland. [Altdorf.]
Bass^e (La), a comm. and town, i'rance, dep.

Nord, cap. cant., on the Canal of La Bassde, 13
m. S.W. Lille. P. 2958, with an active industry,
and soap and beet-root sugar works.
Basse Indre (La), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Loire Inferieure, cant, aud arr. Nantes. P.
1280. It has iron forges.

Bassein, a seaport town, British India, presid.
and 27 m. N. Bombay, dist. Concan, on an isl.

It was taken possession of by the Portuguese in

1531, captured by the Maharattas in 1760, and
ceded to the British in 1802, by the celebrated
treaty with the Peshwa, which immediately led
to the first great Maharatta war. [BassainJ
Bassenthwaite, a pa. of England, co. Cum-

berland, ward AUerdale, 5 m. N.W. Keswick.
Ac. 6930. P. 570. The Lake of Bassenthwaite is

in a vale of much beauty, and flanked on either
side by the mountains Skiddaw and Winthorp
Brows. Length 4 m. by 1 m. in breadth.
Bassc-Pointe (La), a seaport town, Martinique,

cap. cant, arr. and 16 m. from St Pierre. P. 3171.

Bassersdorf, a vill. and pa. of Switzerland,
cant, and 6J m. N.N.E. Zurich. P. 947.

Basses (Great), a ledge of rocks in the Bay of

Bengal, on the S.E. coast of Ceylon. The east-

most rock is in lat. 6° 11' 48' N. ; Ion. 81° 39' 28"

E., 8 m. from the mainland. Little Basses, lat. 6°

25' 53" N., Ion. 81° 58' 25" E., is the more dan-
gerous of the two groups.
Basse-Terre, a sea"port and cap. of the French

isl. Guadeloupe, West Indies, on its S.W. coast,

in lat. 15° 59' 30" N. ; Ion. 61° 44' W. P. 4900.
It is the residence of the governor, and has a
chamber of commerce and a military hospital.

There is no harbour, and the roadstead is ex-
posed.
Basse-Terre, a seaport, and the cap. of St

Kitts, one of the British Antilles, on its W. coast,

in lat. 17° 17' 30" N. ; Ion. 62° 42' W. P. 6500. Its

harbour is defended by several batteries, and it

has an active trade. The town has now an
abundant supply of water, a new church (which
cost 15,000^), and a new pier named the Alfred,

from the visit of the Prince.—II. a small town of

Marie Galante, an isl. 12 m. S.E. Guadeloupe, on
its W. coast.

Bassignana, a town of North Italy, prov. and 8
m. N.E. Alessandria, formerly fonified. Excel-
lent wine is produced in its vicinity. P. 2546.
Bassingbourn, a pa. of Engl., co. Cambridge,

2J m. N.W. Royston. Ac. 4223. P. 2213,

B.^ssiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6
m. N.E. Newark. Ac. 1940. P. 928.

Bassingthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

3 m. N.W. Corby. Ac. 1790. P. 154.

Bassorah or Basra, Balsorah, Bussorah
(Arab. " a margin "). a frontier city and river port

of Asiatic Turkey, pash. Bagdad, on the Shat-el-
Arab, river of the Arabs, formed by the junction
of the Euphrates and Tigris, 70 m. from its mouth
in the Persian Gulf, and 270 m. S.E. Bagdad.
Lat. 30° 30' N. ; Ion. 47° 34' 15" E. Pop. esti-

mated at 60,000. Half of thetse are Arabs, one-
fourth Persians, and the rest Turks, Jews,
Khurds, and Roman Catholics. It is enclosed by
a wall of sun-dried bricks, fi-om 7 to 9 m. in cir-

cumference, the space including rice fieldo, date
groves, and gardens, and intersected by canals. It

has an English factory, governor's residence, and
mosques. The bazaars are stocked with all kinds
of goods, Bassorah being the great emporium of

the Turkish empire for eastern produce. Ships
of 500 tons come up to the city, the trade of which
is mostly carried on in Arabian bottoms. Imports,
muslins and piece goods, spices, drugs, rice, sugar,

indigo, silk, cotton yam, Suratmanufs., and other
Indian and Chinese goods, with lead, tin, and
steel, which have been exported to India from
Europe ; shawls, assafcetida, and fniits, from
Persia; coffee, dates, and gums from Ai^abia;
pearls from Bahrein ; and coral from the Mediter-
ranean, by way of Aleppo. Principal exports,

horses to Bombay ; the precious metals, dates, cop-
per, gall-nuts, raw silk, gold fringe ; and, among
the returns to Persia, are English cotton prints
received by the Black Sea and Constantinople.

Bassoues, a comm. of France, dep. Gers, arr.

Mirande, cant Montesquion. P, 1481. Here are
mineral springs.

Bassum, a town of Hanover, 18 m. W. Hoya,
caj). amt. P. 1609, with manufs. of straw hats.

Bastad, a town of Sweden, 60 m. W.N.W.
Christianstadt ; with a small port in the Gulf of
Laholm, in the Cattegat. P. 600.

Bastan, a valley of Spain, prov. Pamplona, in

Navarre. It affords excellent pastui-age, is weU
watered, and contains 14 villages.
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Bastftlica, a vill. of the isl. Corsica, cap. cant.,

18 m. E.N.E. Ajaccio. P. 3071.

Bastia, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Perugia. P. 3257. The town suffered greatly in

the earthquake in 1853.

Bastia, a fortified seaport town, and formerly
the cap. of Corsica, on its N.E. coast, 67 m.
N.N.E. Ajaccio. P. 19,304. It has a citadel, and
a port for small vessels : is the seat of the royal
court for the island, and a tribunal of commerce.
It has a comm. college, library; manufs. of leather,

soap, and liqueurs ; and an export trade in wine,
oil, skins, and coraL

Bastia, a town of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
circ. Mondovl P. 1026.

Bastida, a town of North Italy, prov. Pavia,
circ Voghera. P. 1414.

Bastide (La), several small towns of France.
—L (Clairenceyi dep. Basses Pyr^n^es, cap. cant.,

13 m. E.S.E. Bayonne. P. 1678. In its environs
are copper and iron mines.—II. (jyArmagnacy,
dep. Gers, 27 m. W. Condom. P. of comm. 1761.
—III. (de Serou), dep. Ariege, capt. cant., 9 m.
W.N.W. Foix. P. 2717.—IV. (Rouairoux), dep.

Tarn, 21 m. S.E. Castres. P. 2633.—V. (Muraf),
dep. Lot, cap. cant. arr. Gourdon. P. 1703.—VI.
(L'Eveque), dep. Aveyron, cant. Eieupeyroux, arr.

ViUefranche. P. 3355. And numerous comms.
in the S.W. deps. of France.

Bastiox, a vill. of Algeria, near Constantine
;

near it is the bastion, built by the French African
Company in 1520, the first establishment of the
French in Algiers ; it was abandoned for Calle.

Bastogne, a town of Belgium, prov. Luxem-
bourg, cap. dist., 25 m. N. Arlon. P. 2265.

Baston, a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, 3 m. N.N.W.
Market-Deeping. Ac. 3520. P. 787.

Bastrop, a town of Texas, on the Colorado riv.,

35 m. S.E. Austin. P. 4415 free, 2591 slaves.

Basweilee, a vill. of Prussia, gov. Aachen,
circ. and 4^ m- S.S.E. Geilenkirchen. P. 1000.

Basutu Land, (South Africa, was annexed to
Natal in 1868.

Baswich or BerkswiCH, a pa. of England, co.

and 2 m. S.E. Stafford. Ac. 6608. P. 1555.

Bataan, a prov. of the isl. of Luzon, Philippines.
Area 450 sq.m. P. 40,000. Chief town, Balanga.
Batabaxo, a town of Cuba, 35 m. S.S.W.

Havana, by rail. Station for steamers. P. 657.

Batabong, a prov. of Siam, N.E. of Tale Sab
(lake), ceded by Cambodia to the Siamese in 1783.

Cf.town, Batabong. Lat. 13° 8 'N.; Ion. 103° 10' E.
Batalha, a town of Portugal, Estremadura, 7

m. S.S.W. Leiria. P. 1550.

Bataxin, an island of the Malay archipelago.
Lat. 1° 20' S. ; Ion. 124° E. Length 25 m. by 7 m.
Batang, a vill. and seaport on E. side of the

island Gilolo, Malay archipelago.—II. an island
off the S. extremity of the Malay peniasula, near
Singapore, length 25 m., average breadth 10 m,
Batangas, a seaport town, Philippines, cap.

prov., on the south side of the island of Luzon.
Batavia, a city and seaport of Java, cap. of the

Dutch possessions in the East, and of residency
of same name, at the mouth of the Jaccatra river,

on the N. coast of the island. Lat 6° 7' 36" S.

;

Ion. 106° 48' 7" E., with a free port, extensive and
safe. P. (1861) 135,000, comprising Europeans,
Chinese, natives. Moors, and Arabs. It is built
on marshy ground, and intersected by canals ; de-
fended by a citadel, and has a garrison and marine
arsenaL Batavia was long unhealthy, but has been
improved by draining. Mean temp, of year 78°-3

;

winter 78°'l, summer 78°-6 Fahr. Temp, at mid-
day 80° to 90° ; at night 70° Fahr. It has a stadt-
house, Chinese and orphan hospitals, Chinese

temples, a club-house, and a botanic garden. It is

the seat of a supreme commission of public instruc-

tion for the Dutch East Indies; has a school of arts

and sciences, and publishes a newspaper. The
Jaccatra is navigable by vessels of 40 tons 2 m.
inland ; ships of from 300 to 400 tons anchor in

the bay IJ m. from shore. Batavia is the com-
mercial emporium of the Asiatic archipelago, and
absorbs by far the greater proportion of the trade

of Java and Madura. Exports, coffee, sugar,

pepper, indigo, hides, cloves, nutmegs, mac«, tin,

rice, rattans, and arrack. Imports, linen and
cotton goods, woollen stuffs, provisions, wines,

metallic wares, and manufactured articles of all

kinds from Europe and America ; with the pro-

ducts of the archipelago, China, Siam, Bengal,

Japan, and the West Indies. Batavia has a bank,
with branches at Samarang and Surabaya. It

was founded by the Dutch in 1619 ; taken by the

English in 1811, and occupied by them till 1816.

The district of BataAria, extending along the N.
shore of the island, is flat, and not so fertile as

the other provinces of Java.
Batavia, two townships of the U. S., North

America.—I. New York, cap. co. Genessee, on
the Tonawoada railway, 31 m. S.W. Kochester.

P. 4461. The vill., with 2000 inhabitants, has a
court-house, gaol, and state arsenal.—II. Ohio,

cap. CO. Clermont, 88 m. S.W. Columbus. P. 2187.

Batcombe, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 9 m.
S. Sherborne. Ac. 1109. P. 184.—II. co. Somer-
set, 3 m. N. Bruton. Ac. 3229. P. 713.

Bate Isla>tj, West Hindostan, in the Gulf of

Cutch. Lat. of fort 22° 28' 38" N. ; Ion. 69° 9' E.
Has a good harbour, and a famous Hindoo temple.

Batea, a town of Spain, prov. and 50 m. W.
Tarragona. P. 2444.

Batesburg, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Gelderland, 9 m. W. Nymegen, on rt. b. of the

Maese. P. 636. It is the Oppidum Batavorum of

the Bomans.
Bates, a co. of the U. S^ N. America, Missouri.

Area 1380 sq. m. It is watered by the Osage,
Little Osage, and Marmiton rivers. Cap. Papins-
vUle. P. 7215.

Batesville, a town of the TJ. S., North Ame-
rica, Arkansas, 400 m. from the mouth of White
Eiver. P. 2000.

Bath, Aquse Soli&, a city, pari. & municipal bor.

of Englanc^ cap. co. Somerset, on the Avon, here
crossed by several bridges, & on the G. Western
Railway, 12 m. E.S.E. Bristol, and 108 m. W.S.W.
London. Area of bor. 980 ac. P. (1861) 52,528,

but this number is frequently augmented by nu-
merous visitors. Elevation 72 feet above the sea.

Annual rain-fall 38 inches. 5a<A wasknown to the
Bomans under the name of Aquse Salts ; and baths
were erected in the reign of Claudius. The earliest

extant charter is that of Richard i., which was con-
firmed byHenry iii., & extended to its present form
in the reign of George iii. The city, built of the
white freestone found in the vicinity, has a very
fine appearance. Principal edifices, the Abbey
church, St James, St Michael, the guild hall and
market house, city gaol, theatre, assembly rooms,
hospitals, & the buildings connected with its baths.

In the W. of the city is the Royal Victoria Park

;

and it has other promenades and places of recrea-

tion. Bath has many educational and other
establishments ; the Bath and West of England
Society, Bath Literary and Philosophical Institu-

tion, a public subscription library, and a me-
chanics' institute. The hot springs, to which this

city owes its origin, are saline and chalybeate,

temp. 110° to 117° Fahr. ; they rise near the bank
of the river, and supply five distinct establish-
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ments : the King's, Queen's, Cross, Hot, and old

Eoman baths. The first four belong to the cor-

poration, and yielded, in 1863, a rev. of 1582/.

To the King's bath is attached the great pump-
room, a saloon 85 feet in length, 48 in breadth,

and 34 in height. The baths are the property of

Earl Manvers, and are richly furnished. The
city is well situated for general commerce, and
communicates with Bristol & various other towns
by the Kennet and Avon Canal. Corporation rev.

16,202?. Bath sends 2 members to House of Com-
mons. Reg. electors (1863-4), 3300. Bath with
Wells forms a bishopric, comprising all the co.

Somerset, except a part of Bristol, but the bishop's

palace and cathedral are at Wells.

Bath, a city and seaport of the TJ. S., North
America, Maine, Sagadahoc co., on the Kennebec,
12 m. from the sea and 30 m. S. Augusta. P.

(1860) 8076. Ship-building is extensively car-

ried on here.—II. a township of New York, cap.

CO. Steuben, 173 m. W.S.W. Albany. P. 6185.—
III. a CO. and town centre of Virginia, 132 m.
W.N.W. Richmond, with hot springs. P. of

CO. 2730 free, 946 slaves.—IV. a co. of Kentucky.
P. 9613 free, 2500 slaves.

Bath, a town of Hungary, N. of the Danube,
CO. Honth, 68 m. N.N.W. Pesth. P. 2358.

Bathampton, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3

m. N.E. Bath, with which its vill. is connected by
rows of suburban residences. Ac. 931. P. 382.

Batman's Abbey (St), a pa. of Scotland, co.

Berwick, 7 m. N.W. Chimside. Ac. 4826. P.

179. Of its ancient abbey no traces exist.

Batheai.tox, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
3 m. S. Wiveliscombe. Ac. 941. P. 135.

Batheaston, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
2i m. N.E. Bath, on Avon river, near Great
Western Railway. Ac. 1863. P. 1698. An in-

trenchment on Salisbury Hill in this pa. is sup-
posed to have fonned the camp of the Saxous
during the siege of Bath, in 577.

Bathford, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, on
the Avon, and on the Great Western railway, 3 m.
E.N.E. Bath. Ac. 1820. P. 892.

Bathgate, a burgh of barony, town, and pa.

of Scotland, co. Linlithgow, with a branch of the
Edinburgh and Glasgow railway, 17 m. W.S.W.
Edinburgh. Ac. of pa. 10,887. P. of do., 10,134 ;

of town, 4827. It has a well-endowed academy,
branch banks, manufs. of cotton goods, & coal &
lime works. The celebrated mineral termed Tor-
banehill coal is worked here. Above sea level 446 ft.

Bathie (La), a comm. of France, dep. Savoie,
arr. & cant. Albertville. P. 1176. Slate quarries.

Bath-Monostor, a vill. of Austria, Woiwo-
dena, gov. and 4J m. S. Baja. P. 1730.
Bathna, a comm. and vill. of Algeria, dep. and

arr. Constantine. P. 5611 (1832 Europeans).
Bathurst, a seaport town of West Africa, cap.

of the British colony of Seuegambia, on the island
of St Mary, at the mouth of the Gambia river, in
lat. 13° 28' N. ; Ion. 16° 32' W. P. 3000 (?), mostly
blacks. Has a gov. house, hospital for liberated
Africans. Exports gum, Senegal, wax, hides,
ivory, gold, tortoise-shell, rice, cotton, teak, palm
oil, and country cloths. [Gambia.]—II. a dist. and
town of S. Africa, Cape Colony, Albany district,

20 m. S.E. Graham Town. Pop. of dist. 4867.
Bathurst, a town of New South Wales, cap. co.,

on the Macquarrie river, 122 m. W.S.W. Sydney.
P. (1861) 4042. It is an assize town, and the em-
porium of the Western district. Area of co.

1,190,400 ac. P. 12,061. Bathurst county is en-
closed E. by the cos. Ashbumham & Monteagle, S.
by Wellington, Roxburgh, Westmoreland, Geor-
gina, & King co., & has W. an unsettled couotry.

The Macquarrie forms its N.E., and the Lachlan
rivs. its S.W. boundaries. On Summerhill Creek,
a tributary of the Macquarrie, 27 m. N.W. Bath-
urst, are the Ophir gold-diggings.

—

Bathurst, a
town and bay of New Brunswick. The town is

situated at the mouth of the Nipisiguit river, in

Bathurst Bay, lat. 47° 37' N. ; Ion. 65° 45' W.
Bathurst, a cape of British North America,

on the Arctic Ocean, lat. 70° 30' N. ; Ion. 127° 30'

W.—II. {B. Inlet), in lat. 67° 30' N. ; Ion. 109° W.
Bathurst, an island off North Australia, 120

m. W. Port Essington, immediately W. Melville
Island. Shape triangular; length and greatest

breadth 30 m. each. It is densely wooded, except
at its W. extremity, which is sandy and baiTen.—{Lake), near the centre of Newfoundland, is 40
m. in length W. to E., by 6 m. across, and dis-

charges its waters eastward by the Exploits river.

Bathurst, a district of Upper Canada, having
N.E. the Ottawa river, S.E. the Rideau river and
canal, and W. the midland district. Also a tract

of land discovered by Sir E. Parry, in the Arctic
Ocean, lat. 75° N. ; Ion. 100° W.
Bathwick, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

foi-ming an E. suburb of the city of Bath, with
which it is connected by two bridges across the
Avon. Ac. 673. P. 5266.

Baticaxo, a seaport town of Ceylon, on a small
island near E. coast, in lat. 7° 42' 30" N.
Batie-Montgascon (La), a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Isfere, arr. Tour-du-Pin, cant. Pont-
de Beauvoisin. P. 1462.

Batignolles-Monceaux, a town of France,
dep. Seine, circ. Neuilly-sui--Seine, N.E. of Paris,

of which city it forms a suburb.
Batindah, a town of N.W. India, Eajpootana.

180 m. N.W. Delhi.

Batley. a town and pa. of England, co. Tork,
West Riding, 2 m. E. Dewsbury. Ac. of pa. 6446.

P. of do. 25,278. It has "shoddy" cloth and
carpet manufactures.
Baton Rouge, town, U. S., North America, cap.

of Louisiana, on 1. b. of the Mississippi, 129 m.
above New Orleans. P. 6000. It has a state capitol,

college, U. S. arsenal and barracks.—II. a town on
the W. side of the Mississippi, opposite the former.
Also two pas. of Louisiana.—I. (East), on the E.
bank of the Mississippi Area 288 sq. m. P.

7476 free, 8570 slaves.—II. on W. side of same co.

Area 576 sq. m. P. 1972 free, 5340 slaves. Cot-
ton is the principal product.
Batoxy, a vill. of Hungary, co. Heves, gov.

and 12J m. W.S.W. Petervasar. P. 1060.

Batonya, a market town, Hungary, co. Bekes-
Csanad, gov. and 25 m. E.N.E. Mako. P. 7365.

Batorkeszi, a market town and castle of Hun-
gary, CO. and 13-J m. E.N.E. Komorn. P. 1850.

Batos, a market town, Austria, Transylvania,
gov. and 8 m. N.N.W. Szasz-Regen. P. 2030.

Batrun, a small town and port of Asiatic
Turkey, pash. and 12 m. S. of Tripoli.

Batsford, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 2 m.
N.W. Moreton. Ac. 932. P. 130.

Batshian or Batsian, an island of the Dutch
East Indies, Molucca archipelago, in the Teraate
group, S.W. Gilolo. Lat. 0° 35' S. ; Ion. 127° 35'

E. Estim. area 900 sq. m. Mountainous and fer-

tile. The Dutch took it from the Spaniards in 1610.
Batstad, a small seaport town and revenue

station of Sweden, Iten and 20 m. S. Halmstad,
on Laholm Bay, an inlet of the Kattegat.
Baita, a market town of Hungary, co. Tohia,

4\ m. S.S.E. Battaszek. P. 2840.
Battaglia, a town of Northern Italy, Venetia,

deleg. and ^ m. S.S.W. Padua. P. 2700. Cap.
dist, with thermal springs (temp. 158° Fahr.) aud
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well frequented baths.—II. a vill. of Naples,

Prinoipato Citra, dist. Sala. P. 1218.

BATTADncA, a viU^ Austria, Slavonia, gov. and
31 m. S.S.E. Peterwardein. P. 1760.

Battalah, a small town of the Punjab, 26 m.
N.E. Umritsir.

Battam, an island of the Malay archipelago,

W. of Bintang, and 20 m. S. Singapore.

Battanta, an island of the Asiatic archipelago,

off the N.W. extremity of Papua. Lat. 0° 66' S.

;

Ion. 130° 25' E. Estimated area 200 sq. miles.

Battaszek, a market town of Hungary, W. of

the Danube, co. and 16 m. S. Tolna. P. 5012.

Battecolxah (Batiicala, " the round town" ), a

town of British India, presid. Madras, dist. Ca-
nara, on the Indian Ocean, 115 m. S.S.E. Goa.
Battelau, a market town of Moravia, gov. and

12 m. S.W. Iglau. P. 2703.

Battenbekg, a town of Hessen-Darmstadt,
cap. circ^ prov. Ober-Hessen, 31 m. N. Giessen,

on the Eder. P. 1050. Iron foundries.

—

Batten-

Jield is a village in same circle. P. 561.

Batterseia, a pa. of EngL, co. Surrey, on the
Thames, 4 m. S.W. London. Ac. 2343, much of

which is laid out in market gardens. P. 19,600.

Elevation 13 feet, annual rain-fall 19 inches. In
the church is a monument to the celebrated Lord
Bolingbroke.

Battice, a town of Belgium, prov. Liege, air.

and 4 m. N.W. Verviers. P. 4280.

Batticola, a town and seaport on E. coast of

Ceylon, 68 m. S.S.E. Trincomalee. It stands on
a small island ; has a fort, and extensive trade.

Palm gardens extend 27 miles S. of the town.
Battisfokd, a pa. of England, co Suffolk, 2 m.

W. Needham. Ac. 1542. P. 504.

Battle, a market town and pa. of England.
co. Sussex, rape and 6 m. N.W. Hastings. Ac.
of pa. 7880. P. of do. 3993. It has a union work-
house, and several gunpowder mills. It derives

its present name from the battle (usually called

the Battle of Hastings) fought on the heath be-
tween it and Epiton, on Oct. 14, 1066, by which
the Saxon dynasty in England was finally over-
thro'vvn by the Normans under William the Con-
queror.—II. a pa, of South Wales, co. Brecon,
3 m. N.E. Brecknock. Ac. 1544. P. 118.

Battle Field, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 3

m. N.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. 850. P. 81. Named
from the victory gained in 1403 by Henry iv.

over the Earl of Northumberland, whose son,

Hotspur, was killed in the battle.

Battlesden, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, on
the Watling Street, 3 m. S. Wobum. Ac. 1123.

P. 143.

Battock (Mt.), Scotland, at the junction of

the cos. Aberdeen, Kincardine, and Forfar. A
trigonometrical station of the Ordnance Survey.
Lat. 66° 56' 56" N. ; Ion. 2° 44' 24" W. Height
2554 feet above the sea.

Batu Baru, a town on the E. coast of Suma-
tra, lat 3° 20' N. ; Ion. 97° E.
Batu or Battoe, a volcanic & densely wooded

isL of the Malay archipelago, off the W. coast of

Simiatra, lat. 0° 10' N. Estim. area 400 sq. mUes.
Batuecas (Valle de las), a remarkable valley

of Spain, S.E. Salamanca. It has a small chapel,

visited annually by great numbers of pUgrims.
Batum, a town and seaport of Russia, Georgia,

on the Black Sea, 108 m. N.E. Trebizond. Har-
bour good, but the situation is marshy and un-
healthy. Lighthouse on W. side of bay.
Baturin, a town of Little Bussia, prov. and 63

m. E. Tcheraigov, on the Seim. P. 5000. It

was the residence of the Hetman of the Ukraine
Cossacks, from 1G99 to 1708.

BATLTtSK,'\.-voLA, a viU. of Austrian Poland,
Galicia, circ. and 9 m. N.W. Bochnia. P. 2300.

Batz, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Loire-
Inferieure, in a marshy tract, on the Atlantic, 42
m. W.N.W. Nantes. P. 3003, employed in salt-

works and in fishing.—II. a small island of

France, dep. Finist^re, arr. Morlaix, near the
coast ; length 2 m^ breadth 1 m. P. 1032.

Batzdorf, a vUI. of Bohemia, gov. and 5 nu
N.N.E. Senftenburg. P. 1315. Mineral baths.

Baccina, a town of Sicily, prov. Palermo, circ
Termini Imerese. P. 2996.

Bauco, Bovills^ a town of Italy, Pontifical

States, deleg. and 6 m. E. Frosinone. P. 3000.

Baud, a town of France, dep. Morbihan, cap.
cant., 13 m. S.S.W. Pontivy. P. 6470.

Baudour, a comm. of Belgium, prov. Hainaut,
arr. and 6 m. S.W. Mons. P. 2946.

Bauerschaft (Wester), a vill. of Westphalia,
circ. and 7^ m. N. Tecklenburg. P. 1750.

Bauerwitz, a town of Prussian SUesia, on 1. b.

of the Zinna, gov. and 35 m. S. Oppeln. P. 2300.

Baug, a town of Hindostan, prov. Malwah, 83
m, S.W. Oojein ; near it are remarkable cave-
temples. P. 2000. It has a fort & iron furnaces.

Baug£, a town of France, dep. Maine-et-Loire,
cap. arr. on the Couanon, 23 m. E.N.E. Angers.
P. 3546. Manufs. woollens and linens. The Eng-
lish, under the Duke of Clarence, were defeated
here in 1421.—II. (le Vieil), avilL S.W. Baug^.
Baughurst, a pa, of England, co. Hants, 4 m.

E. Kingsclere. Ac. 1675. P. 563.

Bauglee, a town of British India, prov. Malwa,
on the Keiree Nullah, 5 m. N. Sundersee. P. 3000.
Baugy, a town and comm. of France, dep. Cher,

cap. cant., arr. and 16 m. W. Bourges. P. 1486.

Baule, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Loiret,

12 m. S.W. Orleans. P., with comm., 1868.

Baulea, a poptilous commercial town of British

India, presid. Bengal, district Rajeshaye, on the
Ganges, 25 m. N.E. Moorshedabad.
Baulon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ille-et-VUaine, 16 m. S.W. Eennes. P. 1525.
Bauma, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant, and

16 m. S. Zurich. P. of vill. 2914.

Baujlaxns CA^^alN, a famous cavern of the
Harz mountains, Duchy of Brunswick, 5 m. S.R
Blankenburg, on the L b. of the Bode riv. Pro-
fusely hung with stalactites.

Baltiber or Bamburgh, a pa. of England, co.

Lincoln, 5 m. N.W. Homcastle. Ac 3200. P. 393.
Baumeean, Afghanistan. [Bamian.]
Balties-les-Dames, a town of France, dep.

Doubs, cap. arr., on rt. b. of the Doubs, 18 m.
N.E. Besan^on. P. 2577. With quarries of gyp-
sum, slate, and marble ; iron mines ; paper and
iron works.
Baumgarten, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, 13 m.

N.E. Glatz. P. 1060.—11. a vill. of Austria, near
Vienna.
Baumholder, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov.

Treves, circ and 12 m. N.E. St WendeL P. 1400.
Baunach, a town of Bavaria, 6J m. N.N.W.

Bamberg. P. 1100. Near is the grotto of the
Magdalene, frequented as a place of pilgrimage.

Baunei, a vilL of Sardinia, prov. and 76 m.
N.E. Cagliari, near the coast. P. 1783.

Bauxton, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 2 m.
N. Cirencester. Ac 1340. P. 122.

BAUNnvAH, a town of British India, Gujerat
peninsula, 27 m. W. Junaghur.
Baupettah, atown of British India, presidency

Madras, dist. and 29 m. S. Guntoor. P. 20,000. (?)
Baures, a river of S. America, Bolivia, a tri-

butary of the Madeira into which it falls after a
coarse of about 300 miles.
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Bausciiin', a vlll. of Austria, Bohemia, 5J m.

N.W. Nachod. P. 1320.

Bauskka, a small town, Eussia, gov. Courland,

with a castle, on the Aa, 23 m. S.E. Mitau. P. 1200.

Baussaine (La), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. lUe-et-Vilaine, arr. St Malo. P. 1021.

Bautkeoaum, a mountain of Ireland, co. Kerry,

2713 feet above the sea.

Bautsch, a town of Moravia, circ. Prerau, 22

m. N.E. OlmUtz. P. 3030. Linen weaving.
Bautzen or Budissin, a town of Saxony, cap.

circ, on the Spree, and on the railway from Dres-
den to Gorlitz, 31 m. E.N.E. Dresden. P. (1864)
12,485 Area of circ. 971 sq. m. P. 308,488. It has
a cathedral common to Roman Catholics & Protest-

ants, gymnasium, public libraries, and manufs. of

woollens, linen, leather, and paper, and a general

trade. The battle of Bautzen, gained by Napo-
leon I. over the allies, was fought May 21 and 22,

1813.

—

Klein Bautzen is an adjacent vill. P. 200.

Bauvechain-Tourrines, a comm. and vill. of

Belgium, prov. Brabant, arr. Louvain. P. 1852.

Bauvin, a comm. and vill., Prance, dep. Nord,
arr. Lille, cant. Seclin. P. 970.

Baux-de-Breteuii, a comm. & vill. of France,
dep. Eure, arr. Evreux. P. 2108.

Bauzac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute Loire, arr. Yssengeaux. P, 2861.
Bauzille-de-Putois (St), a comm. and town

of France, dep. Herault, 32 m. N.N.W. Mont-
pellier. P. 1622. With a curious grotto.

Bavanystie, a vill. of Austria, Banat, gov. and
121- m. E.S.E. Pancsova. P. 6100.

Bavari, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Genoa. P. 2523.

Bavaria (Circlb of), an old subdivision of
Germany, which comprised the S. and E. portions
of the modern kingdom of Bavaria, E. of the
Rhine, with the archbishopric of Salzburg.
Bavaria (Kingdom of) (German Bayem or

Bairen, Lat. Bavaria Vindelicia), a state of Cen-
tral Europe, cap. Miinchen (Munich). Bavaria
is composed of two isolated masses of terri-

tory, the E. and largest of which is situated

between lat. 47° 20' and 50° 41' N. ; Ion. 9° and
13° 48' E. ; and bounded N. by Hessen-Cassel,
Saxe-Meningen and Coburg Gotha, the princi-

pahty of Reuss, and the kingdom of Saxony ; E.
by Bohemia and Austria ; S. by the Tirol ; and
W. by Wttrtemberg, Baden, & Hessen-Darmstadt.
The westernmost, forming Rhenish Bavaria, or
the Palatinate, the original possession of the
reigning family, is situated on the W. of the
Rhine, between lat. 48° 67' and 49° 60' N. ; Ion. 7°

6' and 8° 27' E. ; bounded N. by Rhenish Prussia
and Hessen-Darmstadt; E. by Baden, from which
it is separated by the Rhine ; S. by France, and
W. by Rhenish Prussia and Hessen-Homburg.
The state is divided into eight circles (Kreise), the
extent and population of which are as follow :

—

Cirelea (Kreise).
Area

insq.m.
Pop. 1864. Chief Cities.

Oberbayem (Upper Bararitt)
Neiderbayern (Lower Bavaria),
Pfalz (Palatinate), .

Oberpfalz and Reij;ensburg',
Ob«rfranken(UpperFranconia)
Mittelfranlcen (Mid. Franc),
Unterfranlceni&Aschaffenbur^,
Schwaben (Swabia) <fe Nenburg,

6,619
4,129
3,393

3,706
2,640

2,937
8,423

3,694

818,48J
eS3,959
62S.I57
490,S93

S37,«47
W2326

1,203,168
681,2S3

Munchen.
Landshut.
Speyer.
Regensburg.
Baireutli,
Ansbach.
Wurzburg.
Augsburg.

ToUl, . . 29,441 4,774,464 ...

After the war of 1866 several smaU districts N. of the Main
were annexed to Prussia, with an area of 21* sq, miles, and a

1
pop.of3W6.

The E. part of the territory lies between tlie Alps

and the mountains of Central Germanj', occupying
the basin of the Danube, which river traverses it

for a space of 180 m., and in that part of ita

course receives on the right, the Iller, the Lech,
the Isar, and the Inn ; and on the left the Kocher,
the Wiimitz, the Altmiihl, the Naab, the Regen,
and the Ilz. A small part of the N.E. of Bavaria
belongs to the basin of the Elbe, and is watered
by the Eger and the Saale. All the N. part of
the principal territory is drained by the Main,
which has its source in the kingdom, and receives
the Tauber, the Rodach, the Saale (of Franconia),
and the Regnitz. Rhenish Bavaria belongs ex-
clusively to the basin of the Rhine, which forma
its E. boundary ; it is watered by the Lauter, the
Queich, and the Nahe. A small portion of the
Lake of Constance belongs to Bavaria. Its other
lakes form a chain along the N. slope of the
Alps; they are the Ammer-See, the Wiirm-See,
on an affl. of the Ammer, and the Chiem-See,
formed by the river Alz. Its smaller lakes are
the Staffel-See, Kochel-See, Walchen-Seej and
Konigs-See. The country is in general elevated
and mountainous. The Alps, on the S., have, in

the Zugspitz, an elev. of 10,150 feet. The highest
points of the BOhnierwald, on the E., between
Bavaria and Bohemia, are Arber, 4613 feet, and
Rachelberg, 4561 feet : its most remarkable off-

set is the Bayerischer-wald, between the Danube
and Regen. The other mountain chains are the
Fichtelgebirge, on the N.E., in which the Schnee-
berg is 3481 feet. This range is connected on
the N.W. with the Thiiringer-wald, and on the
N.E. with the Erzgebirge. The Frankischer
Jura is a branch of the Fichtelgebirge, which
extends S. between the Regnitz and the Vils.

The northernmost chain of Bavaria is the Rhone
Gebirge, culminating point the Kreuzberg, 3000
feet. S.W. of this is the Spessart, an offset of the
Odenwald,in which thellohewartis 1968feet. In
Rhenish Bavaria the chief mountain is the Hardt,

the highest point of which, the Donnersberg, is

2900 feet. The principal plains are the Donau-
moos, on the S. of the Danube, between the Lech
and the Paar ; the valley of the Lech, above
and below Augsburg, and that of the Isar, be-

tween Miinchen and Freising. The climate is

temperate and healthy ; although, on account of

the general elevation of the surface, it is cold.

The soil is among the most fertile in Central

Europe ; the mountains yield excellent pasturage,

and are covered with forests of valuable timber.

Grain is cultivated to an elevation of 3280 feet ;

forests reach to 5300 feet; and grazing extends

to 8500 feet, or the snow line which occurs only

on the higher Alps. The wealth of the country

consists in its agricultural produce. Besides the

ordinary kinds of grain, a small quantity of buck-

wheat and maize is cultivated. The wines of

Franconia, in the valleys of the Main, the Saale,

and the Tailber, are much esteemed, especially

those called Steinwein and Leisfenwein, from the

banks of the Leiste, near Steinberg. Rhenish
Bavaria also produces excellent wine. The hops
are esteemed for their excellent quality. Fruit,

hemp, flax, linseed, beet-root, and liquorice, are

widely cultivated. Cattle-rearing is the ex-

clusive industry of the Alps; sheep in Mittel-

franlcen, and pigs and goats in Unterfranken.

The rearing of silk worms has been introduced.

The soil is rich in useful minerals. Salt, which
is a government monopoly, is produced by evapo-

ration, and from the rock, in the rich mines of

Berchtesgaden, Reichenhall, Traunstein, Rosen-
heim, Kissiugen, Soden, Orb, Diirkheim, and
Philipsthal. Iron is worked everywhere in the
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territory. In 18G1, the produce of the salt mines

and works was 988,046 cwt ; value, 4,217,097^ ;

hands employed, 10,372. The coal and hguite

mines employ 2703 workmen
;
produce valued

at 1,187,931 ji The produce of hops in 1862,

was 10,000 cwt., value 1,000,000 _;£ The export

of beer in 1861 was 318,333 eimers ; value of

iron, lead, and coal, in 1861, was 1,567,063 jL

Small quantities of copper, manganese, cobalt,

and mercury, are produced in Khenish BavarLo.

There are numerous quarries of marble, alabaster,

gypsum, building stones, and porcelain clay.

Among the many mineral springs with establish-

ments of baths, the most frequented are those of

Kissingen, Briickenau, and Rosenheim. Linen-
weaving is carried on to a considerable extent
The other manufs. are tanning, paper-making,

working in wood and straw, hardware, beet-

root sugar, tobacco, and porcelain, jewellery,

mathenuatical and optical instruments, toys, and
wooden clocks ;

porcelain of the royal manuf. of

NjTnphenburg, and the potteries of Deggendorf
and Hafnerzell, called " Pottery of Passau." Ex-
ports estimated at 1,230,000Z. annually, and con-

sist of grain, timber, wine, cattle, salt, hides, wool,

hops, fruits and fruit-trees, liquorice, madder, but-

ter, cheese, glass, and jewellery. Imports cotton,

sugar, coffee, and other colonial products, si lks

and woollen fabrics of fine qualities. Bavaria
possesses the transit trade between North Ger-
many and Austria, Switzerland and Italy. In
1861, there were in operation 750 m. of railway,

and 1370m. of telegraph. The routes of navigation

are, the Danube, the Ehine, & the Main, traversed

by steam-packets. The other navigable rivers are,

the Inn, the Salzach, Eegnitz, and Almiihl. The
chief floatable rivers are, the Weisse Main, the

Eodach, the Iller, Lech, Wertach, Isar, & Loisach.

Traffic on the Main & Danube Canal in 1861, 419-4

vessels, and 1933 rafts. [AltmChl.] The ex-

change banks of NUrnberg, Ansbach, and Miin-
chen, are the most favourable to commerce. In
1833 Bararia joined the Zoll-Verein (Prussian
commercial Union, which was dissolved in 1866).

Bavaria is a kingdom, and its fonn of govern-
ment is a constitutional monarchy. The throne
is hereditary in the male line. The constitution

dates from 25th May 1818, and no change can
take place without the concurrence of the na-
tional states. The executive power belongs to

the king ; the ministers and aU fxmctionaries are

responsible. PubUc revenue and expend. (1866)
3,893,283i, debt 28,575,292/^ The kingdom is

divided into two Catholic archbishoprics, those of

Miinchen & Bamberg; 6 bishoprics, 171 deaneries,

and 2756 parishes. The direction of the Pro-
testant religion is under a general consistory

(Ober-consistoriuni), and 3 prov. consistories at

Bayreuth, Kreuzwertheim, and Spire. Two-
thirds of the pop. are Eoman Catholics, the others
Protestants. Complete religious liberty is guaran-
teed by the constitution. Public instruction is

under the minister of the interior. Elementary
schools (VoUcs-schule) exist in all the parishes,
and attendance on them is obligatory for children
till the age of 14 ; and after leaving them they
are bound for two years more to attend a Sab-
bath schooL The kingdom possesses 3 univer-
sities, 2 of which (Miinchen and Wiirzburg) are
Catholic, and 1 (Erlangen) Protestant. Its uni-
versities are well attended by both natives and
foreigners. Besides elementary schools, Bavaria
has a school of forests at Ascliaffenburg, a school
ofhusbandry (Landswerthschaft) at Schleissheim,
a mining school at Steben, a seminaryfor students,
lyceums, gymnasia, Latin schools, normal schools,

polytechnic schools, a royal school of architec-
ture, a school of trades, schools of rural Indus- S

try, a bUnd and deaf-mute schooL The capital
possesses scientific and literary institutions, and
collections of art among the most extensive in
Europe, besides important academies and national
societies. [Mukchex—Munich.] The armed
force of the kingdom comprises the permanent
army, the army of reserve, and the militia (Band-
wehr). Every male is liable to serve; but the
sons of the nobility have the privilege of enter-
ing the military school of cadets. The army is

raised by conscription, and the period of service
is for four years, from the age of 21 to 25. The
permanent army in 1861 amounted to 81,337,
and the reserve to 24,420 men. Bavaria, formerly
an electorate of the Germanic empire, was erected
into a kingdom by Napoleon i., at the peace of
PressbuTg, in 1805.

Bavat, Bagacunu, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Nord, 14 m. N.N.W. Avesnes. P. 1646.

Marble quarries, and manufs. of naUs and soap.

Baveno, a vill. of Piedmont, prov. Novara, on
the W. bank of the Lago Maggiore, opposite the
Borromean islands. P. 1406. Near it are quar-
ries of granite; and behind the vilL is Monte
Monterone, 4350 feet in elevation.

Baverstock, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4 m.
"W. Wilton. Ac. 1168. P. 168. Elevation 300
feet. Annual rain-fall 30 inches.

Bawbubgh, a pa, of England, co. Norfolk, on
the Tare, 5 m. W. Norwich. Ac. 1440. P. 433.

Bawdeswell, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

4 m. W. Eeepham. Ac. 1196. P. 515.

Ba'wdrlp, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3J
m. N.E. Bridgewater. Ac. 1889. P. 472.

Bawdsey, a pa., EngU co. Suffolk, on the North
Sea, 8 m. S.E. Woodbridge. Ac. 2069. P. 426.

Bawian, an island of the Eastern Sea, 705 m.
S.E. Singapore, 30 m. in circumference. It is a
central mass of hilly land, rising to an elevation

of 2000 feet, with fine valleys. P. 30,000 (?) chiefly

agricultural.

—

Singkapura, the cap., on S. side of

the island, is the residence of a Dutch officiaL

Bawsey, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m-
E. Lynn. Ac. 1090. P. 32.

Bawtry, a market town of England, co. York,
pa, Blyth, on the Idle, 10 m. S.E. Doncaster.

Ac. 244. P. 1011.

Baxterly, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 2J
m. W. Atherstone. Ac. 874. P. 273.

Bat, a co. of the U. S., North America, Michi-
gan. P. 3146.
Bayamo, a town of Cuba, cap. jurisdiction, on

rt. b. of the Bayamo, in an imhealthy plain, 78
m. N.W. Santiago. P. (1861) 7411.

Bayards (Les), a vill. of Switzerland, cant
Neufchatel, in Val-de-Travers. P. 969l

Bayas (anc. Baise\ a town, Syria, pash. Aleppo,
near the Bay of Iscanderoon, between the Issus

and the Cilician gates, 16 m. N.N.E. Iscanderoon.

It has a bazaar, mosque, castle, and baths.

Bayazid or Batezeed, a decayed town of

Turkish Armenia, pash- and 150 m. S.S.E. Erze-
roum, cap. sanj., S.W. Mount Ararat. P. 5000,

mostly Koords. It has a citadel, mosque, & arsenal.

Turks defeated by the Russians, 30th July 1854.

Batdox, a pa. of England, co. WUts, 4 m. N.
Earasbury. Aa 3060. P. 380.

Bayender or Balndek, a town of Asia Minor,
pash. Anatolia, 30 m. E.S.E. Smyrna. P. 2000.

Bayet, a comm. and viU. of France, dep. Allier,

arr. Gannat, cant. St-Pour9ain. P. 1140.

Bayeux, Bajocasses, a city of France, dep.

Calvados, cap. arr. 17 m. W.N.W. Caen, on the

Aui-e. P. 9463. In its cathedi-al is preserved
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the tapestry of Bayeux, said to be tlie work of

Matilda, wife of "W'illiam the Conqueror, and re-

presenting his exploits in the conquest of England.

It has a tribunal of commerce, manufs. of lace,

damasks, calico, cotton yarns, serges, porcelain

factory, and trade in cattle, horses, and butter.

Bayfield, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2 m.
N.W. Holt. Ac. 799. P. 30.

Bayford, a pa. of England, co. and 2J m.
S.S.W. Hertford. Ac. 1632. P. 297.

Bay Islands, a group in the Bay of Honduras,
between lat. 16° 5' and 16° 30' N. ; Ion. 85° 45'

and 87° W. Chief islands, Ruatan, Bonacca, Utila,

Burburet, Helena, and Morat. Made a free terri-

tory under the sovereignty of Honduras, 1856.

Bayleham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2J m.
E.S.E. Needham. Ac. 1332. P. 327.

Baylen, a town of Spain, prov. and 22 m.
N.N.E. Jaen. P. 4976,

BayIvIQUE or Manl^tuba, an isl. off the coast

of Brazil, prov. Para, in the estuary of the Ama-
zon, 60 m. S. Cape Norte. Length N. to S. 15 m.
Bay of Isl^vnds, New Zealand, is near N. ex-

tremity of the N, island. Lat. 35° 14' S. ; Ion. 174°

11' E. On it is the settlement of Russell.

Bayona, a seaport town of Spain, prov. Ponte-
vedra, on Bayona Bay, 13 m. S.W. Vigo. P. 1719.

—The island Bayona or Cies {Insula Cicse) is in

Vigo Bay, 6 m. N.W. of the town.
Bayonne, Bapurdum, a fortified city of France,

near its S.W. extremity, dep. Basses-Pyrdn^es,
cap. arr., at the confl. of the Adour and Nive,
which separate it into three quarters, Great and
Little Bayonne, and the suburb of St Esprit, 3 m.
from the sea, and 18 m. N.E.. the Spanish fron-
tier at Fuenterrabia. Lat. of cathedral, 43° 29'

30' N. ; Ion. 1° 28' 30' W. P. (1861) 25,611. It

has a mint, theatre, schools of commerce and
navigation, naval and commercial docks, tribunal
and chamber of commerce, distilleries, sugar re-

fineries, and glass-works, with export trade in

timber, tar, cork, hams, chocolate, liqueurs, and
cream of tartar. Imports wool, liquorice, and
olive oU. The military weapon, the bayonet, takes
its name from this place, near which it was in-

vented. This city, though often besieged, has
never been taken.
Baypoor, a seaport town of British India,

presid. Madras, dist. Malabar, on the coast, 6 m.
S. Calicut. Teak ships of 400 tons are built here.
Bayheuth, Germany. [Baireuth.]
Bayswatee, a hamlet of England, co. Middle-

sex, pa. Paddington, on the Uxbridge road, 4 m.
W. St Paul's cathedral, London.
Bayton, a pa, of England, co. Worcester, 6 m.

W.S.W. Bewdley. Ac. 1960. P. 447. Coalpits.
Bayvill, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,

3 m. N.E. Newport. Ac 1344. P. 118.
Baza, Basti, a town of Spain, prov. and 51 m.

E.N.E. Granada. Pop., including military, 11,485.
It is ornamented with 9 iron cannons, by the aid
of which it was taken from the Moors in 1480.
Bazauois, an old divis. of France, now the deps.

Gironde and Lot-et-Garonne. Its cap. was Bazas.
Bazancourt, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Mame, arr. Reims, cant. Bourgogne. P. 1211.
Bazar, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and 6

m. E.S.E Jaslowiec. P. 10G5.
Bazar khan, a town of Asia Minor, pash. Ana-

tolia, 58 m. N. Makri. It derives its name from
being the grand mart for the vills. in its vicinity.
Bazaruto Isls., a small group E. coast of Africa,

110 m. S. Sofala. Lat. 21° 37' S. ; Ion. 35° 28' E.
Bazas, Vasatx, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Gironde, cap. arr., 32 m. S.S.E. Bordeaux, on
theBeuve. P. 4471. Ithasglass and marble works.

Bazeille (St), a comm. and town, France, dep.

Lot-et-Garonne, arr. & cant. Marmande. P. 3001.

Bazeilles, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ardennes, arr. and cant. S^dan. P. 2064.

BAziiLE, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov. E.

Flanders, 11| m. N.E. Termonde, on the Scheldt.

P. 4407. It has an old castle, and bi-ick making.
Bazias, or Basiasch, a river port of Hungary,

on 1. b. of the Danube, 7 m. S. Weiss Kirchen,

at the terminus of the Hungarian railway.

BaziAge, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute Garonne, cant. Montgiscard. P. 1606.

Bazin, a town, Hungary, co. and 11 m. N.N.E.
Pfesburg. With mineral springs and baths.

Bazoche, Bazoches, and Bazouge, several

comms. and vills. of France, the principal being
I. (/a PeroMse), dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, 17 m. N.N.E.
Fougferes. Pop. (with comm.) 4234.—II. (^Gouety,

dep. Eure-et-Loir, arr. and 14 m. S.S.W. Nogent-
le-Rotrou. P. 2164.— III. {Sur-Hoene), dep.

Ome, arr. and 4 m. N.N.W. Mortagne. P. 1272.

Bazoges-en-Paeeds, a comm. and vill., France,

dep. Vendee, arr. Fontenay-le-Comte, cant. la

ChS,taigneraie. P. 1913.

Bazos, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, gov. and
Hi m. E. Temesvar. P. 1300.

Bazzano, a town of Italy, prov. and 11 m. N.
Bologna, on the Samoggia. P. 2673.

Beachampton, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m.
N.E. Bucldngham. Ac. 1492. P. 248.

Beachingstoke, pa., Engl. [Beechingstoke."]
Beachy Head, the most lofty headland on the

S. coast of England, co. Sussex, projecting into

the English Channel, 2^ m. S.S.W. Eastbourne.
Consists of chalk cliffs, rising perpendicular to

532 feet above the sea. Lat. of lighthouse 60"

44' 24" N. ; Ion. 0° 15' 15" E.
Beaconsfield, a market town and pa. of Eng-

land, CO. Bucks, 23 m. W.N.W. London. Ac. of

pa. 4541. P. 1662.

Beacull, Vyacula, a fort and small town of

Bidtish India, presid. Madras, dist. Canara, on
the Malabar coast, 95 m. N.W. Calicut.

Beaford, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 m.
S.E. Great Torrington. Ac. 3203. P. 639.

Beagh, a pa. of Ireland, co. Galway, barony
Kiltartan. Ac. 13,838. P. 3194.

Beahraiim {Assosy, a ruined town of Asia
Miuor, Anatolia, 31 m. W. Adramyti, on the N.
shore of its gulf, with an acropolis.

Beakesbourne, a pa. of Engl., co. Kent, 3J m.
E.S.E. Canterbury. Ac. 1115. P. 475.

Beal, a river of England, co. Kent, flows

N W., and joins the Medway near Talding.

—

II. a hamlet, co. Durham, Islandshire, with a
station on the North British Railway, 58J- m.
N. Newcastle.

Bealings, two pas. of England, co. Suffolk.

—

I. (Great), 2J m. W. Woodbridge. Ac. 1029. P.

338.—II. {Littley, 3 m. W. do. Ac. 764. P. 278.

Beamlnster, a market town of England, co.

Dorset, on the Birt, 15 m. W.N.W. Dorchester.

Ac. of pa. 5118. P. of do. 2614. Manufs. of sail-

cloth, tin, iron, copper, and earthenwares.
Beak or Bfjie Island, a rocky island off the W.

coast of Ireland, co. Cork, in Bantry Bay, 13 m.
W. Bantry. Length 6 m. ; average breadth, li
m. On it is the township of BalUnacaUagh, and
it shelters Bearhaven, on the N. side of the bay.
Beak or Berk Islands, are off the coast of the

U. S., North America (Maine and North Carolina),

and two islands in James Bay, British North
America.
Beara, a town of British India, Bombay presid,

40 m. E.S.E. Surat. P. 4000.

Beak LajvE (Gkcvt), British N. America, N.W,
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territory, lat 65° to 67° N. ; Ion. 117° to 123° W.
Shape irregular. Area 14,000 sq. m. Height above
the sea 230 feet, and depth 400 feet. (?) Dis-
charges its waters by the Bear river into the
Mackenzie, and has been Icnown to remain frozen
over from Dec. to June.

—

Bear River {Great),

Upper Canada, Western dist., after a S.W. course,

enters the N.W, point of Lake St Clair.

Beaklt, a pa. of England, co. "Warwick, 4 m.
N.N.W. Henley-in-Arden. Ac. 810. P. 238.

B^VRX, an old prov. of France of which the
cap. was Pau, now forming, with a small part of

Guyenne, thie dep. Basses-Pyr^n^es.—Beam
Cape is a promontory in the dep. Pyr^ndes-Ori-
entales, with a lighthouse 751 feet above the sea,

in lat 42° 31' N. ; Ion. 3° 7 30" E.
Beiarstead, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2J m.

E. Maidstone. Ac. 610. P. 638.

Beas, Beypasha or Hyphasis, one of the great
rivers of the Punjab, rises on the S. verge of the
Bitanka Pass, Himalaya mountains, 13,200 feet

above the sea level. Lat. 32° 34' N. ; Ion. 77° 12'

E. ; flows generally S.W.ward, and joins the Sut-
lej at Bndreesa, 35 ni. S.S.E. Amritsir, after a
course of 220 m. At 20 m. above this confluence
it has, during August, been found 740 yards in

width ; but in winter it is in most places fordable.

Chief alfls. the Hulku and Binoa.
Beas de Segura, a town of Spain, prov. and

48 m. N.E. Jaen, on the Guadalimar. P. 2695.
B£at (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Haute Garonne, cap. cant, on the Garonne, near
its source, 17 m. S. St Gaudens. P. 1163. Manuf.
hats, and exports horses and mules to Spain. It

has marble quarries.

Beatenberg (St), a moimtain of Switzerland,

cant Berne, between the lakes of Thun and
Brienz, 3500 feet in height. A vUl. and church of

the same name have been built on its slope. P. 974.

Beatii, a pa. and viU. of Scotland, co. Fife, b\
m. N.N.W. Aberdour. Ac. 6491. P. 2390. It

has coal and ironstone mines.
Beaucaire, a town of France, dep. Gard, cap.

cant, on rt. b. of the Rhone, 13 m. E. Nimes, op-
posite Tarascon, with wliich it is connected by
a suspension bridg'% at the head of the Canal de
Beaucaire, and near the junction of railways from
Avignon to Marseille, Beaucaire to Cette, and
Alais to Nimes. P. 9544. Its annual fair, in-

stituted in 1217 by Raymond, count of Toulouse,
July 22d to 28th, is attended by merchants from
all parts of Europe and Asia, to the number of

100,000. Every kind of merchandise is here to

be met with, and it is estimated that property to

the amount of 240,000/. annually changes hands.
Beaucamps-le-Vieux, a comm. and vill. of

Fi-ance, dep. Somme, 22 m. W. Amiens. P. 1767.

It has coal and ironstone mines.
Beauce, Belsia, a dist. of France, part of the

anc. Orleanais, of which the cap. is Chartres ; this

fertile dist. now forms parts of the deps. Loir-et-

Cher and Eure-et-Loir.
Beauchamp. [Roothdig-Beauchasip.]
Beauchief Abbey, an extra-jKi. chapelry of

England, co. Derby, 3J m. S.W. Sheffield. Ac
780. P. 122.

Beaucourt, a vill. of France, dep. Haut-Rhin,
10 m. S.S.E. Belfort. P. 2966. It has extensive
raanufs. of utensils in iron and copper.
Beaudesert, a pa. of Engl., co. Warwick, 1 m.

E. Henley-in-Arden. Ac. 1285. P. 172.

Beaudriere^s, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.
Saone-et-Loire, arr. Chalon, cant. St Germain-
du-Plain. P. 1354.

Beaufat, a vill. of France, dep. Sarthe, 10 m.
N N.E. Le Mmxt V (with comm.) 2070.

Beaufort dist [Cape Colony.]
Beaufort, an island dist of the (jape Colony,

8. Africa, W. division. P. (1865) 5828. Beaufort,
itscap. town, is on the Gamka or Great Lyon river,

on the S. slope of the Nieuwveld Mountains P.
1179.

—

FortBfaufort, on the Kat river, Albany, has
been erected cap. of a separate division. P. 4970.

Beaufort, a dist.. WestAustralia, havingN.W.
and S. the dists. Lansdowne, Howick, and Minto.
Beaufort, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Savoie, on the Doron, 33 m. E.N.E. Chambery. P.
2450. Trade in the celebrated gruyeres cheese.

Beiaufort, a town of France, dep. Maine-et-
Loire, cap. cant., 16 m. E. Angers. P. 5260. It

has a comm. college, and manufs. of canvass and
coarse linens.—II. a vilL of France, dep. Jura, 8 m.
S.W. Lons-le-Saulnier. P. 1255.—III. a comm.,
dep. Nord, arr. Avesnes, cant Maubeuge. P. 1313.

Belaxtfort, a co. & town, U.S., North America,
in E. of North Carolina, on Pamlico Sound
and river. Area 670 sq. m. P. 8888 free, 5878
slaves. Surface level. Products are cotton, maize,
turpentine, and tar. The town is at the terminus
of the Atlantic and N. Carolina railway.—II. a
dist. in the S. of South Carolina, on the Atlantic
and Savannah. Area 1540 sq. ra. P. (1860) 7523
free, 32,530 slaves. Soil sandy. Products, cot-

ton, rice, Indian com, and sweet potatoes. It

has 65 churches and a newspaper.
Beiaufort Bay, Russian America, is on the

Arctic Ocean, lat 70° N. ; Ion. 142° W. (Cape) ia

a haadland in a bay, further W., lat 69° N.
Beausexcy, a town of France, dep. Loiret,

cap. cant, on rt b, of the Loire, and on railway,

15 m. S.W. Orleans. P. 6052. It has manufs.
of woollens, and a trade in wines.
Beauharuois, a co. of Lower Canada, S.W.

Montreal, 55 m. long, 22 m. broad. Area 710 sq.

m. P. 14,164 Chief vills., Beauhamois, Dun-
dee, and St Ragis.
Beaujeu, a comm. and town of France, for-

merly cap. of Beaujolais, dep. Rhone, cap. cant.,

on the Ardi^re, in a dist. famous for its wines, 30
m. N.N.W. Lyon. P. 3993. With manufs. of

paper, cotton goods, and hats. In its environs
are mines of sulphate of copper, iron, and zinc.

Beaujolais, a dist of France, part of anc.

Lyonnais, the cap. of which was Beaujeu. Now
the N. part of dep. Rh6ne, and part of Loire-

Beaulieu or Exe, a tidal river of England,
CO. Hants, rises near Lyndhurst, in the New
Forest, and after a S. coiirse of 10 m. enters the
English Channel 6J m. E.N.E. Lymington.—II.

a pa. on this river, at its mouth, 6 m. N.E. Ly-
mington. Ac. 9480. P. 1176. It is the site of

a Cistercian priory founded by King John. Mar-
garet of Anjou, and Perkin Warbeck, took sanc-
tuary here, a privilege it still enjoys, with Holy-
rood, Edinburgh, the only other in the kingdom.
Beaulieu, a town of France, dep. Corrfeze,

cap. cant., on the Dordogne, 20 m. S. Tulle. P.
2378.—II. dep. Indre-et-Loire, cap. cant, \\ m.
N.E. Loches. P. 1773.—III. dep. Haute Loire,

arr. le Puy, cant Vorey. P. 1333.—IV. dep.
Loiret, arr. Giens, cant. Chatnion-sur-Loire. P.
2507.—V. a vill., Puy-de-Dome, arr. d'Issoire,

with cold ferruginous springs.

Beauly, a river of Scotland, co. Inverness,
enters the head of Beauly Firth, 8 m. W. Inver-
ness, after a N.E. course of 10 m. The villages

Beauly and Kilmorack are on its banks, 23 feet

above'thesea. P. of Beauly 917. Beauly Loch (anc.

Varar) forms the upper basin of theMoray Firth.

Beaumarch^s, a town of France, dep. Gers,

25 m. W.S.W. Auch. P. (with comm.) 1291.

BEAUM..VRIS. a pari, and munic. bor., seaport,-
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market town, and pa. of North Wales, cap. isl.

and CO. Anglesea, near the N. entrance of Menai
Strait, 3 m. N. of Bangor. Ac. 1220. P. of pa.

2210. It has town and co. halls, prison, and cus-

tom-house. Beaumaris Bay affords safe anchor-

age. The town has little trade, but is a sea-

bathing place, and has steam-boat communication

with Liverpool. Customs revenue (1862) 763/.

Exports lo,224Z. ; vessels belonging to the port

162 ; tonnage 14,6o3. Beaumaris unites with
Amlwch, Holyhead, and LangeHn, in sending

one member to H. of C. Reg. elect. (1864) 538.

Beaume (La), a vill. of France, dep. Ardeche,
arr. Largentiere, cant. Joyeuse. P. 1059. Near
it is a magnificent mass of columnar basalt called

the causeway of Beaume.
Beaumes-de-Venise, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Vaucluse, cap. cant., arr. and 12 m.
E. Orange. P. 1774.

Beaumont, a town of France, dep. Puy-de-
Dome, 2 m. S. Clermont. P. 1820.—II. (de

Lomaffne), dep. Tarn-et-Garonne, cap. cant., on
tlie Gimone, 20 m. S.W. Montauban. P. 4300.

Manufs. of coarse cloth and hats.— III. (Le
Vicomte), a vill., dep. and on the Sarthe, cap.

cant, and 15^ m. N.N.W. Le Mans. P. 2184.

Manufs. of druggets.—IV. (sur Oise), dep. Seine-
et-Oise, cant. Isle-Adam, near the railway du
Nord, 20 m. N. Paris. P. 2431.—V. (du Peri-
gordy, dep. Dordogne, cap. cant., arr. and 17 m.
W.S.W. Bergerac. P. 1800. Commerce in grain.

—VI. (le Rogery, a comm. and town, dep. Eure,
cap. cant., an\ and 9 m. E. Bernay. P. 2830.

Beaumont, a town of Belgium, cap. cant.,

prov. Hainaut, 19 m. S.E. Mons. P. 2091.
Beaumont, two pas. of England.—I. co. and

ward Cumberland, on the Eden, 5 m. W.N.W.
Carlisle. Ac. 1470. P. 287.—II. (with Maze), co.

Essex, 6^ m. S.E. Manningtree. Ac. 3261. P. 490.

Beaune, an anc. town of France, dep/ Cote-
d'Or, cap. arr., at the foot of the Cote-d'Or moun-
tains, on railway, 23 m. S.S.W. Dijon, P. 10,719.
It has an hospital, library of 30,000 vols., manufs.
of cloth, cutlery, leather, vinegar, and casks, and
trade in the wines of Burgundy ; those raised on the
hill above the town are in high repute. A weekly
grain market is held under the direction of the
Agricultural Society of Beaune.—II. (la Rolandey,
a vill., dep. Loiret, 26 m. N.E. Orleans. P. 1987.

BEAUPRfi, a group of islands. Pacific Ocean,
lat. 20° 17' S. ; Ion. 166° 17' E. Discovered by
D'Entrecasteaux in 1793.
BeaupkiLau, a town of France, dep. Main-et-

Loire, cap. arr., on the Evre, 27 m. S.W. Angers.
P. 3821. It has dyeworks.
Beauquesne, a comm. and viU. of France, dep.

Somme, 5 m. S.S.E. DouUens. P. 2871.
Beauregard, a comm. of France, dep. Dor-

dogne, arr. Sarlat, cant. Terrasson. P. 1322.

—

II. (LEvequey dep. Puy-de-Dome, arr. Cler-
mont-Ferrand, cant. Vertaizon. P. 1484.
Beauretaire, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Isfere, cap, cant., 14 m. S.E. Vienne, P.
2661.—II. a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Saone-et-Loire, cap. cant., arr. and 3 m. N.E.
Louhans, P, 887. It has an ancient castle.

Beausset (Le), a town of France, dep. Var,
cap. cant., 8 m. N.W, Toulon, P, 2692.
Beauvais, Bellovaci, a city of France, cap.,

dep. Oise, on the Th^rain, 41 m. N.N.W. Paris.
P. 15,364. It was formerly fortified, and be-
sieged in vain by the English in 1443, defended
against Charles the Bold by the female inhabi-
tants under Jeanne Fouquet, surnamed J. Ha-
ch^tte, in 1472. It has a chamber of manufs., com-
mercial tribunal, comm. college, public library,

and manuf. of tapestry in tl'S Gobelin stylo;
tanneries and dye-works, and manufs. of laces

and fringes, buttons, flannels, wooUen cloths,

linens, and printed cottons.

Beauval, a town of France, dep. Somme, 14 m.
N.N.E. Amiens, P, 2716,

Beauviixe, a town of France, dep, Lot-et-Ga-
ronne, cap, cant., 13 m. E.N.E. Agen. P. 1317.
Beauvoir-sur-Mek, a town of France, dep.

Vendue, cap. c;int., 3 m. from the sea, with which
it is connected by a canal, 30 m. S.W. Nantes.
P. 2616, Vessels of 70 tons come up the canal
to load with corn and salt.—II. Beauvoir-de-Marc,
a comm., dep. Isere, arr. St Jean-de-Bournay. P.
1428.

Beauvoisin, a comm. of France, dep. Gard, arr.

Nimes, cant, Vauvert, P, 1491,
Beauzac, a comm. of France, dep. Haute Loire,

arr. Yssingeaux, cant. Monistrol. P, 2861.
Beaver, a co. of the U.S., North America, in

W. part of Pennsylvania, on the Ohio and Beaver
rivers. Area 650 sq. m. P. (1860) 29,140. Surface
undulating and soil productive. Products are
wheat, oats, wool, pork, and butter. Coal, iron
ore, limestone, and timber are plentiful. Manufs.
of woollens and cottons. It has iron foundries,
breweries, tanneries, flour, grist, paper, and saw-
mills ; 60 churches, and two newspapers. It is well
supplied with water power. The co. is inter-

sected by the Ohio and Pennsylvania Ilailway.

Beaver^ the cap. of co., is on the rt. b. of the Ohio,
at the mouth of the Big Beaver, 28 m. N.W.
Pittsburgh. Manufs. various.—II. a town, Penn-
sylvania, CO. and on the Clarion. P. 2804.

—

Beaver Islands, a group of 5 or 6 islands in the N.
of Lake Michigan. Area (of the largest) 40 sq.

m. Several creeks and vills. in America havo
the same name.
Beaworthy, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6 m.

S.W. Hatherleigh. Ac. 3806. P. 298.

Beba (Old), a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, 12
m. N.N.E. Torok-Kanisa. P. 2303.
Bebington, a pa. of England, co. Chester, on

the Mersey, 4^ m, N,E, Great Neston. Ac. 6437.
P. 15,105. Its station, on the Liverpool and
Chester Railway, is 12 m. N, Chester,
Bebra, a vill, of Chur-Hessen, Lower-Hessen,

2J m, E,S,E. Eotenburg, P, 1300,

Bec (Le), a comm, and vill. of France, dep.
Eure, cant. Brionne, on the Eille.

Bec-du-Raz, France. [Eaz Le.]
Becan or Bekan, a pa. of Ireland, co. Mayo,

in S. of barony of Costello. Ac. 15,202. P. 6005.
Contains part of the town of Ballyhaunis.
Becceril de C^vmpos, a town of Spain, prov.

and 9 m. N.W. Valencia. P. 2569.

Beccles, a munic. bor., port, market to^vn, and
pa. of England, co. Suffolk, on the Waveney, 33 m.
N.E. Ipswich. Ac. of pa. 1892, P, of do, 4266.
It has a town hall. The Wavenay being naviga-
ble for vessels of 100 tons, Beccles maintains an
active carrying trade in coals and corn coast-
wise ; and malting is caiTied on in the vicinity.

On Beccles-Jen, 940 acres, every householder in
the pa. has right to pasture cattle.

Becelare:, a town of Belgium, prov. W. Flan-
ders, 7 m. E. Ypres. P. 2169. Manufs. woollens.
BicHEREL, a town of France, dep. Ille-et-Vil-

laine, cap. cant., 16 m. N.W. Rennes. P. 818.

BECiim, a town of Bohemia, circ. Tabor, 54 m.
S. Prague. P. 2130, It has some salt springs.
Bechtheim, a town of Germany, Darmstadt,

prov. Rhenish Hessen, 19 m. S. Mayence. P. 1900.

Bechtolsiieim, a vill. of Hessen, cant, and 4 J
m. S.E, Worrstadt, P, 1270,
Beciiuana Country, a region of South Africa,
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lat 27" S.; Ion. 24° E. Chief towns, Lattakoo
and Masbow.
Beckbury, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 6 m.

N.E. Bridgenorth. Ac. 1343. P. 297.

Beckenham, a pa, of England, co. Kent, 9 m.
S.S.E. London. Ac. 3875. P. 2124.
Beckenried, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Un-

terwalden, 6 m. N.E. Stanz, with a port on the
Lake of Four Cantons. P. 1342.

Beckermet, two pas. of Engl., co. Cumberland,
ward Allerdale.—I. (St Bridget), 33 m. S.S.E.
Egremont. Ac. 6025. P. 657.—II. (St John), 2^
m. S.S.E. Egremont. Ac. 2752. P. 492.

Beckford, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 5J
m. E.N.E. Tewkesbury. Ac. 2650. P. 473.
Beckham, two pas. of England, co. Norfolk.—I.

(East), 4 ra. W.S.W. Cromer. Ac. 782. P. 78.—
IL (West), 5 m. W.S.W. Cromer. Ac. 785. P. 329.

Beckingham, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Notts,
on the Trent, 2^ m. W. Gainsborough. Ac. 3010.

P. 450.—II. (with Sutton), co. Lincoln, 4 m. E.
Newark-on-Trent. Ac. 2200. P. 431.
Beckingtox, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

3 m. N.E. Frome. Ac. 1830. P. 1036.
Beckley, two pas. of England.—I. cos. Bucks

and Oxford, 4 m. N.E. Oxford. Ac. 4370. P. 749.

—II. CO. Sussex, rape Hastings, 5J m. W.N.W.
Eye. Ac. 6316. P. 1252.
Becksex, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

and 7 m. S.W. Minden. P. 1420.

Beckstein or Bokstein, a vill. of Upper Aus-
tria, circ. Salzburg, in the valley of Gastein.
Beckum, a ctrc. of Prussia, prov. Westphalia,

gov. Miinster. Area 199 sq. m. P. 36,660.
Beckum, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

Miinster, cap. circ, 23 m. S.E. Miinster. P. 2100.

Beclaeere, a comm. and town of Belgium,
prov. West Flanders, 6 m. E. Tpres. P. 2230.

BtcoN, a comm. of France, dep. Maine et Loire,
arr. Angers, cant. Louroux-Beconnais. P. 2006.
Becse (Old), a market town of Austria, Woi-

wodena, circ. & 33J m. N.N.E. Neusatz. P. 6000.

Becse (New), a market town of Woiwodena,
circ. and 21 m, N.W. Great Becskerek, P. 6450.
Becskebek, two towns of Hungary.—I. (Nagy

or Great), cap. co. Torontal, on the Bega, an am.
of the Theiss, 45 m. S.W. Temesvar. P. 14,340.
—II. (Kis or Little), 10 m. N.W. Temesvar. P.
2900.

Becttve, a pa. of Ireland, co. Meath, 4 m. N.E.
Trim. Ac. 3385. P. 441.

Becwa, a vill. of Austria, Moravia, gov. and
8 m. E. Eoynau. P. 1656.

Beczko, a town of North Hungary, co. and 9
m. S.W. Trentschin. P. 1720.

Bedale, a market town and pa. of England, co.

York, N. Eiding, 32 m. N.N.W. York. Ac. of

pa. 7661. P. of do. 2860. Church erected in the
time of Edward in., with a tower which the in-

habitants successfully defended during an inroad
of the Scots. Country around richly cultivated.

B^DARiEUX, a town of France, dep. Herault,
cap. cant., on the Orbe, 18 m. N. Beziers. P. 9087.
Manufs. woollens, paper, silks, and hosiery.

BfeDARRiDES, Biturritx, a comm. and town of
France, dep. Vaucluse, cap. cant., arr. and 7 m.
N.E. Avignon, on the Ouveze. P. 3003.
Beddgelert or Bethgelert, a pa. of North

Wales, COS. Carnarvon and Merioneth, near pass
of Aberglasslyn, 12 m. S.E. Carnarvon. Area
26,716. P. 1375.

Beddingham, a pa., Engl., co. Sussex, rape Pe-
vensey, 2} m. S.E. Lewes. Ac 2918. P. 334.
Beddington, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, on

the Croydon Eailway, 12 m. S. London. Ac.
8909 P 1550.

B6d£e, a comm. and town of France, dep. Ille-

et-VUaine, arr. and 5 m. N. Montfort. P. 2512.

Beder, a large town of India, Hyderabad, on
the rt. b. of the Manjera river, and on a table-

land 2350 feet above the sea.

Bederkesa, a viU. of Hanover, landrost and
26 m. W. Stade. P. 1250.

Bedfield, a pa. of Engl., co. Suffolk, 4 m.
N.N.W. Framlingham. Ac. 1268. P. 415.

Bedfont (East), a pa. of Engl., co. Middlesex,

3J m. E.N.E. Staines. Ac 1856. P. 1150.

Bedford, a pari, bor. and market town of

England, cap. co., on the Ouse, 45 m. N.N.W.
London, and on branch of N. W. EaUway. Ac.
2200. P. (1861) 13,413. Annual rain-fall 16
inches. It has four parish churches, and many
charitable institutions, supported by a bequest
of Sir W. Harper, lord mayor of London in 1561,

the income from which is now about 14,000/.

per annum. The public buildings are the co.

hall, jail (on the site of that in which Bunyan
wrote the "PUgrim's Progress"), house of cor-
rection, lunatic asylum, intirmar}', penitentiary,

library, and assembly-rooms. The bor. com-
prises five pas., viz., St Cuthbert's, St Peter's, St
John's, St Paul's, formerly in the diocese of Lin-
coln, now of Ely. Manuf. of straw plait ; but its

principal ti-ade, which is carried on by the Ouse
with Lynn Eegis, is in com, malt, coals, and tim-
ber. It is connected by a branch with the N. W.
Eailw. ; has returned two mems. to the H. of Com.
since the reign of Edward i., and is the principal

polling-place for the co.—II. a tnshp., co. Lancas-
ter, pa, Leigh, near the Bolton and Leigh Eail-

way, 7 m. N.E. Newton-in-Makerfield. P. 5384.

Bedford, a co. of the U.S., North America, in

S. part of Pennsylvania, Area 1000 sq. m. P.

(1860) 26,736. Watered by the Juniata, and
drained by Dunning and Aughwick Creeks.
Surface mountainous, with fertile valleys. Pro-
ducts, wheat, oats, and butter. Minerals are

iron, coal, lime, and sandstone. It has flour and
sawmills, woollen factories, iron foundries, tan-

neries, churches, newspapers, and well attended
schools. Chief town Bedford. In it are well fre-

quented mineral springs.—II. a co., S. p)art of
Virginia. Area 504 sq. m. P. (I860) 14,892 free,

10,176 slaves. Soil productive, yielding oats,

wheat, Indian com, and tobacco. It has tan-
neries, saw and flour-mills, and tobacco factories.

James Eiver Canal passes the border, and the
Virginia and Tennessee Eailway through the
county. Capital, Liberty.—III. a co. in the
centre of Tennessee. Area 650 sq. m. P. (18C0)
14,840 free, 6744 slaves. Products, com, to-

bacco, and cattle. Intersected by the Nashville
and Chattanooga Eailway. Capital Shelbyville.
Bedford dist. [Cape Coloxy.]
Bedford Island, South Pacific, in lat. 21° 18'

30" S. ; Ion. 136° 38' W. It is low and wooded,
and apparently a coral reef, enclosing a lagoon.

Bedford Level, a dist. of England, including
the Isle of Ely, in co. Cambridge, Peterboro' Fen,
Northamptonshire ; the parts of Holland in Lin-
colnshire; about 60,000 ac in Huntingdonshire;
63,000 in Norfolk, and 30,000 in Suffolk, com-
prising the greater portion of the "Fens," a
marshy flat, intersected by the Nene, Cam, Ouse,

and Welland rivers. The Romans formed an
immense embankment here, which excluded tlie

tide, and rendered the dist for a time very fertile,

until the sluices became choked, and the level

was gradually converted into one vast morass,

increased by inundations of the sea in the 13th

century. Various attempts were made to drain

it in the reigns of Hcurj' xi. and Charles !„ and it
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was iinally reclaimed by the Earl of Bedford iu

the 17 th century. But the sea again burst the

barriers in 1863. This tract produces fine crops

of grain, flax, and cole-seed.

Bedford (New), a city and port of entry, U.S.,

North America, Massachusetts, on an inlet of

Buzzard Baj', 20 m. S.S.E. Taunton, and 55 m.

by railway, S. of Boston. P. chiefly engaged in

the whale fishery, ship-building, and in candle

and oil factories. The town has a harbour, and
a bridge connecting it with Fairhaven.

Bedfordshire, an inland co. of England, en-

closed by the cos. Northampton, Huntingdon,
Cambridge, Herts, and Bucks. Extreme length

31 m. ; breadth 25 m. Ac. 295,582. P. 135,2'87.

Surface generally level, or slightly undulating,

except on the S., where it is traversed by the

Chiltern hills. Principal rivers, the Ouse, Ivel,

and Lea. Soil varies from the stiffest clay to the

lightest sand ; the former producing good crops

of wheat and Ijeans, the latter, turnips and garden
produce. Principal manufs., straw plait for bon-
i>ets, and pillow lace ; the latter has greatly de-

clined. Bedfordshire contains 9 hundreds, and
124 pas. in the circuit of Norfolk, and dioc. of Ely.

Principal towns, Bedford, Biggleswade, Leighton
Buzzard, Dunstable, and Lutton. The North-
Western Railway passes within its S.W. border.

It returns 2 mems. to H. of C. Reg. elect, for the co.

(1864) 4729 ; for the bor. of Bedford. (2 mem.) 1053.

Bedhampton, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 1

m. W. Havant Ac. 2606. P. 576.

Bedingfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4
m. S.S.E. Eye. Ac. 1753. P. 321.

Bedingiiam, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4
m. N.W. Bungay. Ac. 1340. P. 288.

Bedizzole, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 9

m. S.E. Brescia, near the Chiesa. P. 3466.
Bedlington, a pa. of England, co. Northum-

berland, ward Chester, 4^ m. S.E. Morpeth. Ac.
9011. P. 8328, employed in iron works.
Bedminsteu, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, on

the Exeter Railway, IJ m. S.S.W. Bristol, of

which its vill. forms a suburb. Ac. 4101. P. 22,346.
Bednarow, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and

lU m. N.W. Stanislawow. P. 1080.

Bednore, a town of South India, Mysore dom.,
cap. dist, 150 m. N.W. Seringapatam. It was a
city of wealth and consequence when taken by
Hyder Ali in 1763, but has since declined.

Bedonia, acomm. and town of Northern Italy,

prov. Parma, 7 m. W. Borgo Tara. P. 4373.
Bedouin, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vaucluse, arrond. Carpentras. Manufactures of
pottery-ware and silk-spinning. P. 2413.
Bedoune or Petoone, a fortified town of Man-

!

chooria, on the Sungari, 130 m. N.W. Kirin-Oola.
I

Bedous, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Basses Pyrdn^es, arrond. and 12 m. S. Oleron.
P. 1253. It has a custom-house, and is the last

post-house in France on the route to Spain.
Bedr, a small town of Arabia, in the dist. be-

- tween Aden and Mecca. The site of a battle

;

fought by Mohammed.
Bedretto, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Tessin, 4

m. W.S.W. Airolo, in valley of same name, which
forms the upper part of the Levantine valley.

Bedrulf., a pa. of Scotland, co. Roxburgh, 3
m. S.W. Jedburgh. Ac. 3952. P. 222. In it are
Dunian hill, and some excellent stone quarries.
Bedstone, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 6 m.

» N.E. Knighton. Ac. 776. P. 164.
Beduek, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Lot,

arr. and cant. Figeac. . P. 1246.
Bedwakdine (St John), a pa. of England, co.

and 1 m. S.W. Worcester. Ac. 3775. P. 2994.

BedwAS, a pa., partly in England, co. Mon-
mouth, partly in S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, 9 m.
W.N.W. Newport. Ac. 5032. P. 1081.

Bedwelty, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth,
12 m. N.W. Newport. Ac. 16,210. P. 31,610.

With extensive coal and iron works.
Bedwin (Great), a town and pa. of England,

CO. Wilts, on the Kennet and Avon Canal, 4 m.
S.W. Hungerford. Ac. 10,420. P. 2263. In
Saxon times it was the metropolis of the bounds
of Cissa, a viceroy of Wilts and Berks, under the
kings of the West Saxons.—II. (^Little), a pa. 5 m.
W.S.W. Hungerford. Ac. 4233. P. 496.

Bedworth, a pa. of England, co. .Warwick, 3^
m. S. Nuneaton. Ac. 2157. P. 5656. In the pa. are
silk mills, coal works, and manufs. of ribands.
Beeby, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m. N.E.

Leicester. Ac. 1020. P. 119.

Beechamwell, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,
5 m. W.S.W. Swaffham. Ac. 3730. P. 356.

Beechingstoke, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 5
m. E.S.E. Devizes. Ac. 880. P. 180.

Beechworth, an incorporated town of the
Ovens' gold fields, Victoria colony. Pop. about
5000. Beechworth^ the mining dist., had, in 1859,
a pop. of 28,134, of whom 6311 were Chinese.
Beeder, one of the old provs. of India, lat. 16"

and 20° N. ; Ion. 76° and 80° E., now included in

the Nizam's dom. It is intersected and partially

bounded S.E. by the Godavery.—II. a fortified

city, cap, of above dist., 75 m. N.W. Hyderabad.
Beeding or Seal, a pa. of England, co. Sussex,

1 m. E. Steying. Ac. 3847. P. 553.

Beedon, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 2 m.
S.S.W. East Ilsley. Ac. 2004. P. 317.

Beefokd, a pa. of Engl., co. York, E. Riding,

7 m. E.S.E. Great Driflield, Ac. 3470. P. 808.

Beegah, a small Sikh station of N.W. India,

under British protection. P. 3000.

Beek, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Lim-
burg, 6J m. N.E. Maestricht. P. 2358.

Beekaneer, India. [BicaneerJ
Beekmantown, atowushipof U.S!, N. America,

New York, co. CHnton, 10 m. N. Plattsburg.

Beelen, a viU. of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
Miinster, circ. and 7 m. E.S.E. Warendorf. P.
1870.

Beelitz, a town of Brandenburg, cap. circ, 11

J

m. S.S.W. Potsdam. P. 2000. It has cloth manu-
factures and flax culture.

Beelsby, a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, pts. Lind-
sey, 4 m. E. Caistor. Ac. 1980. P. 176.

Beemah, a river of South India, rises 40 m. N.
Poonah, flows S.E., and joins the Krishna 16 m.
S.W. Mutkul ; length 400 m. Ch. afll. the Seena.
Beemster, the most populous of the polders, or

drained grounds of the Netherlands, prov. North
Holland, 13 m. N. Amsterdam. P. 2971. Area,
with a village, 8000 acres.

Beenham-Vai.ence, a pa. of England, co,

Berks, 8 m. W.S.W. Reading. Ac. 1890. P. 605.

Beeralston, a disfranchised bor. which sent
two members to House of Commons, and once a
market town of England, co. Devon, pa. Beer-
Ferris, on the Tamar, 8'm. W.N.W. Plymouth.
Beerbhoom, a dist. of British India, presid.

Bengal. Area 4370 sq. m. P. 1,040,876.
Beer-Crocombe, a pa. of England, co. Somer-

set, 4^ m. N.W. Ilminster. Ac. 871. P. 176.

Beerdorf, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov.
Breslau. circ. and 4J m. S.S.W. Munsterberg.
P. 1150.'

Beeren (Gross), a vill. of Prussia, gov. and 11
m. E.S.E. Potsdam. The Pnissians defeated the
French here 22d and 23d August 1813. P. 195.

Bekrfei.den, a vill. of Hessen-DarmstaHt,
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prov. Starkenberg:, on the Miinling, 23 m. E.N.E.
Mannheim. P. 2600. Manuf. woollens.
Beer-Feruis or Ferrers, a pa. of England,

CO. Devon, 3 m. N.E. Saltash, and comprising
the town of Beer-Alston. Ac. 6838. P. 2847.

Beer-Hacket, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 4
m. S.W. Sherborne. Ac. 903. P. 96.

Beerlage, a vill. of Prussia, Westphalia, gov.,

circ. and 17^ m. E.N.E. Coesfeld. P. 1400.

Beernem, a comm. and vilL of Belgium, prov.
"West Flanders, 5 m. S.E. Bruges. P. 3446.

Beer-Eegis or Bere-Kegis, a market town and
pa. of England, co. Dorset, 7 m. N.W. Wareham.
Ac. of pa. 8894. P. of do. 1624.

Beersheiba, Bir-es-Sebcu, a ruined border town
of Palestine, 45 m. S.S.W. Jerusalem. A station

of the patriarch Abraham, and the S. limit of the
Promised Laud, while Dan formed the N. fron-
tier. Here are still two deep wells of pure water,
very ancient, and the ruins of a former town.
Bees (St), a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,

3 m. W.N.W. Egremont, on the coast. Com-
prises the port and town of Whitehaven, vill. of
St Bees, and several chapelries and townships
^vith a college for divinity students. Ac. 71,332.
P. 23,901. The vilL is ancient, and stands on
the side of the bay formed by the S. headland.

—

St Bees Head, or the cliff of Baratk, is a sea-mark
for vessels in the N.E. part of Irish Sea. Lat.
of lighthouse 54° 30' 50" N. ; Ion. 3° 38' 7" W.
Beesby, a pa. of England. [Hawerby.]—II.

(in-the-Marshy, a pa., co. Lincoln, parts Lindsey,
22 m. N.N.E. Alford. Ac. 1180. P. 174.

Beeskow, a town Prussia, prov. Brandenbvirg,
gov. and 17J m. S.W. Frankfurt, on 1. b. of the
Spree. P. 4200. Manufs. woollen and linen fabrics.

Eeestox, sev. pas. of England.—I. (All Sainis),

CO. Norfolk, 6J m. N.E. Swaffham. Ac 2073.

P. 615.—II. (St Andrew), i^m. N.N.E. Norwich.
Ac. 626. P. 37.—III. (St Lawrence), 3J m. E.N.E.
Coltishall. Ac 519. P. 60.—IV. (Itegis), 3 m.
W.N.W. Cromer. Ac. 957. P. 196.—t. co. and
o\ m. S.W. Nottingham, on Derby and Lincoln
Kailway. Ac. 1440. P. 3195, employed in silk and
lace manufs.—VI. a chapelry, co. York, West
Eiding, and 3 m. S.W. Lee'ds. Ac. 1535. P.
2547.—VII. a to^v^lship in pa. of Bunbury, co.

Chester. P. 1957,

Beesuia-uggur or Bis.vxagar, a iovra of India,
Guzerat, 220 m. N. Mow. P. 18,000. It has con-
siderable cotton manufs. and ti-ansit trade.

Beesulfoor, a town of India, state and 18 m.
E. Joudpore. P. 4050.
Beetham or Betholme, a pa. of England, co.

Westmoreland, ward Kendal, 7 m. W. Kirkby-
Lonsdale. Ac. 17,449. P. 1510.
Beetley, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.

W.N.W. East Dereham. Ac 1770. P. 363.
Bkfort, a to%iTi of France. [Belfort.]
Befort, a vill. and castle of Luxembourg, cant,

and 8 m. N.N.W. Echtemach. P. 1530.
Bega, a river of E. Hungary, joins the Theiss,

21 m. E. Peterwardein, and forms part of the Bega
Canal, extending 86 m. from Facset to Becskerek.
Beqanse, a comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, dep.

Morbihan, arr. Vannes, cant. Allaire. P. 1686.
Begamy (Great and Little), a vill. of Hun-

gary, gov. and 7 m. E. Kaszony. P. 1170.
Begard, a vill. of France, dep. Cotes-du-Nord,

cap. cant., 7 m. N.W. Guingamp. P. 4182.
Beg-Bazaar, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia,

62 m. W. Angora. P. 3500. Manufs. carpets.
Begbrooke, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 2

m. S.S.E. Woodstock. Ac 623. P. 104.
Begelly, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,

4 ra. S.S.E. Narberth. Ac. S878. P. 1311.

Begemeder, a dist. of Abyssinia on the E. of

Lake Dembea. Bears large numbers of cattle.

Begharsu or Bagirmi, a region of N. Africa,

S.E. of Lake Tchad. Cap. Mesena. P. of region
estimated at 1,500,000, military force 13,000.

Beghram, a plain, and the remains of an anc.

city in Afghanistan, 35 m. N.N.E. Cabool.
Begkos, a large vUl. in Asia Minor, AnatoUa,

on the Bosporus, 8 m. N.N.E. ScutarL
BiiGLES, a comm. and vill. of France, Gironde,

2 m. S. Bordeaux, on the Garonne. P. 4005.
Beq-shehr, a lake, river, and town of Asia

Minor, Karamania. The lake (probably the anc
Caralitis), 44 m. S.W. Koniyeh, is about 20 m.
long, from 5 to 10 m. broad, and contains many
isls. It discharges itself into the Soglah lake, 25
m. S.E., by the Beg-shehr river ; the towns Beg-
shehr and Kereli, Caralio, are on its E. shore.

Beguildy (Llanfihangel), a pa. of South
Wales, CO. Eadnor, 6J m. N.W. Elnighton. Ac.
16,645. P. 1203.

Behar, a prov. and town of India. [Bahak.^
Behbehan, a town of Persia, prov. Fars, in a

fertile plain, 130 m. W.N.W. Shiraz. P. 4000.
Enclosed by an earthen wall, and has a citadel.

Behle, a vill. of Prussia, prov. Posen, circ. and
10 m. N.N.W. Czamikow. P. 1200.

Behnau, a vill. of Brandenburg, gov. Frank-
fort, circ. and 6 m. N.N.E. Soran. P. 1500.

Beiineseh, a town of Egypt, on the Canal Jo-
seph, 48 m. S.S.W. Benisouef. It has ruins of

ancient Oxyrynchus, and is celebrated for its

numerous monasteries.
BiJiOBiA, a hamlet of France, dep. B. Pyr^n^es,

cant. St Jean-de-Luz, with a custom-house in
the pass of the Pyrenees, on the route to Spain.
Beiirinq or AiaiiRALTy Bay, an inlet of the

Pacific Ocean, Eussian America, lat. 59° 30' N.,

with Port MuJgrave on S., Ion. 140° W.
Behring Isla>-d, the most W. of the Aleutian

Islands, North Pacific, lat. 55° 22' N. ; Ion. 166° E.,

and where Behring was wrecked, and died in

1741. Area 30 sq. m. P. 2500.
Behring Sea is that part of the North Pacific

Ocean between the Aleutian Islands, in lat. 56°,

and Behring Strait in 66° N., by which latter it

communicates with the Arctic Ocean. It has on its

W. side Kamtchatka and the Tchuktchi country,
with the Gulf of Anadyr, and on its E. Eussian
America, with Norton Sound and Bristol Bay.
Contains several islands, and receives the Ana-
dyr river. Fogs are almost perpetual in this sea.

Beihring Strait, the channel which separates
Asia and America at their nearest approach to

each other, and connects the Arctic with the Pa-
cific Ocean (Behring Sea). Between East Cape
(Asia), lat. 66° 6' N., Ion. 169° 38' W., and Cape
Prince of Wales (America), lat. 65° 33' N., Ion.

167° 69' W., it is 36 m. wide. Shores rocky, bare,

and greatly indented. Discovered by Belmng in

1728, and first explored by Cook in 1788.

Behrungex, a market town, Saxe-Meiningen,
circ. & 13| m. W.S.W. Hildburghausen. P. 1380.

Bei-Bazar or Beg-Bazaar, a town of Asia
Minor, Anatolia, on an affl. of the Sangarius, 52
m. W. Angora. Area 15 sq. m. P. 2500.
Beiersdorf, a vill. of Saxony, gov. Bautzen,

2J m. N. Neusalza. P. 1350.

Beikrtheim, a vill. of Baden, circ Middle
Ehiue, amt. Carlsruhe. P. 660. Mineral springs.

Beighton, a pa, of England, co. Derby, 9 m.
N.N.E. Chesterfield. Ac 3070. P. 1284.—II.
(or Beyton), co. Suffolk, 6 m. E.S.E. Bury St
Edmunds.. Ac 625. P. 360.—III. (or Boyton),

CO. Norfolk, 2 m. S.W. Acle. Ac 1015. P. 365.

Beuerland, three vills. of the Netherlands, S.
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Holland.

—

Oude, 7 m., Nieuwe, 10 m., and Zeid,

12 m. S.S.W. Eottcrdam. The first has a pop.

of 3000, and a considerable trade in flax.

Beilan, a town and pass of Syria, at its N.
extremity, on the E. side of the Gulf of Iscan-

deroon. The pass, between the mountains of

Ehossus and Amanus, is considered identical with
the Amanian gates of antiquity, it being the only
practicable route from Cilicia into Syria. The
town, near the crest of the pass, has 5000 inhabi-

tants and numerous aqueducts. Here the Egyp-
tians defeated the Turks in 1832.

Beilngries, a town of Bavaria, on 1. b. of the
Altmuhl, 18 m. N. Ingolstadt. P. 1150.

Beilsteix, a small town of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Neckar, 7 m. S.E. Heilbronn. P. 1230.—II. a
viU. of Ehenish Prussia, gov. and 22 m. S.W.
Coblenz, on rt. b. of the Moselle. P. 300.

BEiNEi, a comm. and vill. of France, cap. cant.,

dep. Marne, 8 m. E. Eeims. P. 1059.

Beesstein, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, 2^ m. E.S.E.
Waiblingen. P. 1040.

Beinwtl, two towns of Switzerland, cant.

Aargau.—I. Pop. 1451.—II. Pop. 870.

Beira or Beyra, a prov. of Portugal, between
lat. 39° 30' and 41° 30' N. ; Ion. 6° 40' and 9° 50'

W., having N. the provs. Minho and Tras-os-
Montes, S. Estremadura and Alemtejo, E. Spain,
and W. the Atlantic. Area 8675 sq. m. P. (1863)
1,210,056. Surface mountainous, traversed by
the Serra Estrella; soil infertile. Chief rivers,

the Douro, forming the N., and Tagus part of the
S. frontier ; the Aguada on the N.E. ; and the
Mondego in the centre. Products, wine, wheat,
barley, maize, olives, and fniits. On the moun-
tains many sheep are pastured, and celebrated
cheese is made ; marble, iron, & coal are wrought

;

manufs. are unimportant. Chief towns, Coimbra,
Ovar, Aveiro, Viseu, and Lamego. In 1835 the
province was divided into Upper Beira, cap.
Viseu, and Lower Beira, cap. Castel Branco.
Beiramitch, a town of Asia Minor, cap. of

the anc. dist. of Troas, 30 m. from the Darda-
nelles. It has many antiquities.

Beirut, a seaport town of Syria. [Beyrout.]
Beisan, Beth-shan and Scythopolis, a vill. oi

Palestine, pash. Damascus, near the Jordan, 65
m. N.N.E. Jerusalem.
Bei Sher, a town and fresh water lake in Asia

Minor, prov. Karaman, the lake 35 m. long, and
the town on river Bei Shehr at S. end of lake.

Beit-eI/-Fakih (" house of a saint"), a marit.
town of Arabia, Yemen, on the Red Bea, 100 m.
S.W. Sana. P. about 8000. It has a citadel and
a mosque, and is the centre of the Yemen trade
in coffee ; this article, wax, gums, and coin, are
exchanged to caravans which come hither from
all parts of Arabia, Persia, Syria, and Egypt, for
Indian and British piece goods, spices, and sugar.
Its principal merchants are Hindoos.
Beit-el-Ma, a vill. of Syria, pash. Aleppo, on

the Orontes, 5 m. S.W. Antiocli, supposed to oc-
cupy a portion of the site of anc. Daphne.

Beitii, a pa. and town of Scotland, cos. Avr
and Renfrew, 20 m. N. Ayr. Ac. 10,688. P. 6775,
do. of town 3420.
Beit Jala, anc. Zelzah, a vill., Palestine, 6 m.

S.W. Jerusalem, with a Roman Catholic seminary.
Beitstad, a town of Norway, stift and 55 m.

N.E. Trondhjem, on Beitstad-fiord. P. 2700.
Beja, Pax Julia, a fortified town of Portugal,

prov. Alemtejo, cap. dist., on a hill, 36 m. S.S.W.
Evora. P. 5500. Its walls are flanked by towers;

.

and it has a castle, cathedral, hospital, and Latin
school, with tanneries, and a manuf. of earthen-
wares. Area of dist. 5011 sq. m. P. (1863) 125,971.

Beja, a vill. of Brazil, prov. and on the Rio
Para, 35 m. S.W. Para.
Bejapoor, an old prov., South India, between

lat. 15° and 18° N. ; Ion. 73° and 78° E., intersected
by the Krishna or Kistnah river, and bounded
southward by its tributary the Toombuddra. It

is now subdivided among the doms. of Sattara
and the Nizam, the British dists. Concan, Poonah,
and Dharwar (Bombay presid.), and the Portu-
guese territory of Goa.

—

Bejapoor {Vijayapura,
" the impregnable city "), cap. of the above prov.,

126 m. S.E. Sattara, on an alfl. of the Kistnah. In
the 16th and 17th centuries, it was the cap. of a
flourishing Mohammedan sovereignty. Principal
edifices in the outer city, the mosque and mau-
soleum of Ibrahim Adil Shah (a structure worthy
of comparison with the most famous Mogul build-
ings of N. India), numerous other mosques and
tombs, a ruined palace, and a bazaar; in the inner
city, the mausoleum of Mahmoud Shah, the great
mosque, military treasury, and a low temple in
the earliest style of Hindoo architecture. All
these edifices are of solid materials ; and for 5 m.
W. of the fort, the area enclosed by the outer
walls is covered with tombs, and remains similar
to those around Delhi.—II. a town of the Guico-
war's dom., 40 m. N.N.E. Ahmedabad, lat. 23°

37' N. ; Ion. 72° 46' E.
Bejar, a town of Spain, prov. and 45 m. S.

Salamanca. P. 4664. It has saline springs (temp.
104° to 108° Falir.), and cloth manufactm-es.
Bejar, a town of Texas. [Bexar.]
Bejawer, a town, British India, Bundlecund,

prov. Allahabad, 24 m. S.S.W. Chatterpoor.
Bejer, a town of Spain. [Vejer.]
Bejetsk, a town, Russia, gov. & 67 m. N.N.E.

Tver, near the Mologa. P. 3200. It has an an-
nual fair for corn, iron, sUk, and other goods.

Bejijah, a town of Spain, Andalucia, prov.
and 20 m. N.E. Jaen. P. 3000. Manufs. linen.

Bejis, a town, Spain, prov. and 36 m. W. Cas-
tellon-de-la-Plana. P. 3155. Linen-weaving.
Bejucal, a town of the Spanish West Indies,

island of Cuba, 15 m. S. Havana, on railway to

Batabano. P. 2165.
Bekenried, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Un-

terwalden, on the S.bank of the Lake of Lucerne,
6 m. E. Stanz. P. 1360.

Bekes or Bekesvar, a town, Hungary, cap. co.

of same name, at the confl. of the White & Black
Koros, 57 m. S.W. Debreczin. P. of town, 18,600

;

do. of CO. 165,665. It was formerly fortified, and
has a considerable trade in cattle, corn, and
honey.
Bekfeiyah, a vill., Syria, in the Lebanon, with

a Jesuit orphan school for 200 boys, opened 1863.
Bel, a market town of Hungary, gov. and ISJ

m. S.S.E. Tenke. P. 1385.

Bela, Belah or Beylah, a town of Beloochis-
tan, cap. prov. Lus, near the Poorally river, and
120 m. S. Khozdar. P. from 4000 to 5000.—II.
a town of British India, presid. Bengal, dist. and
45 m. W.N.W. Cawnpoor.

BEiiA, two towns of North Hungary.—I. co.

Zips, 5 m. N.E. Kesmarkt. P. 2316. Linen
manufs.—II. co. tint. Neutra, gov. and 12i m.
N.W. Privitz. P. 2926.
B^LABRE, a town of France, dep. Indre, cap.

cant., arr. and 8 m. S.W, Le Blanc. P. 2221.
Belad-es-Soudan, a territory of the govern-

ment of Egypt, extending S. from the second cata-

ract to Sennaar ; now, 1867, divided into the provs.

of Sennaar, Kordofan, Taka, Berber, and Dongola.
Belaia, a river of Russia, Orenburg, an

afiiuent of the Kama, rises in the Ural Mountains.

Belaik or Bellairjc, a township of the U. S.
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North Araericft, cap. co. Harford, Marjland, 22
m. N.N.E. Baltimore.
Belalcazar, a town of Spain, prov. and 43 vr

N.N. W. Cordova. P. 3380. Marnifs. woollens.

Belaspook, a town, N. India, cap. Eajahship
of CahJore, on the Sutlej, which is crossed 2 m.
above by a ferry, 185 m. N.W. Delhi.

Belaspoor, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, dist Moradabad, 110 m. E.N.E. Delhi
Belaugh, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, IJ m.

S.E. Coltishall. Ac. 854. P. 154.

Belbek, a small river of the S.W. Crimea, fall-

ing into the Black Sea N. of SeArastopoL
Belbets, a to-vvn of Lower Egypt, on the E.

arm of the Nile, 28 m. N.N.E. Cairo. P. 6000.

It has numerous mosques, and is a station on the
route from Egypt to Syria,

Belbo, a river of North Italy, rising in the
Apennines, prov. Coni. Passes Nice, and falls

into the Tanaro E. of Alessandria,
Belbroughton, a pa. of England, co. Worces-

ter, 5J m. E. Kidderminster. Ac. 4605. P. 1995.

Bexcaibe, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aude, cap. cant., arr. and 22 m. S.S.W. Limoux.
P. 1051.

Belcele, a vill. of Belgium, prov. East Flan-
ders, 17 m. E.N.E. Ghent. P. 2856.

Beixmai.wei.i, a pa., Engl., co. Dorset, 6^ m.
W.N.W. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 1308. P. 158.

Belchamp, several pas. of England, co. Essex.
—I. (0«on), 5 m. W. Sudbury. Ac. 1693. P.
375.—II. (St Paul), 2 m. S.E. Clare. Ac. 2557.

P. 832.—III. ( Walter), 3^ m. W. Sudbmy. P. 708.

Belcher Islands, two small groups in Hud-
son Bay. Lat. 56° N. ; Ion. 80° W.
Belchertown, a township of U. S., N. Amer.,

Massachusetts, 11 m, E. Northampton.
Belchford, a pa, of England, co. Lincoln, pts.

Lindsey, 4 m. N.E. Homcastle. Ac. 2390. P. 638.

Belchite:, a town of Spain, prov. and 22 m.
S.S.E. Zaragoza, P. 2385. Woollen manufs.
Belclare, a pa, of Ireland, co. Galway, 3 m.

S.W. Tuam. Ac. 7847. P. 1519.

Beled, a vill. of Hungary, co. Oedenburg, gov.
and 10 m. S.S.E. Kapuvar. P. 2210.
Beleekul-Jerid (or country of dates), a region

of Northern Africa, extending S. of Mount Atlas,
E. of Marocco, & S. Algdrie, to Tunis & Tripoli on
the E. Generally arid, and covered with sterile

plains of sand & rocks ; but contains several oases
fertile in dates, and is inhabited by nomadic tribes.

Belem, Argentine Coufed., South America,
dep. Catamarca. P. (1863) 4600.
Belem, a town, Portugal, 2 m. S W, Lisbon, on

rt. b. & near the mouth of Tagus. Lat. of castle 38*

40" N. ; Ion. 9° 14' W. P. of town 5000. It has a for-

tress, a custom-house, quarantine establishment,
and iron foundry. It was taken by the French in

1807, and by the troops of Don Pedro in 1833.
Belem, a city of Brazil. [Para.]
Bkl£stes, a town of Hungary, co. Bihar, on

the Koros, 30 m. S.S.E. Gross-Wardein. P.
2825. With mai'ble quarries and mines of iron.

Belesta, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Ari^ge, 17 m. E.S.E. Foix, with iron foundries
and marble works. P. 2459.

Belfast, two baronies of Ireland, co. Antrim,
Upper and Lower. The upper barony extends
neaily to the S.E. extremity of the co. Ac. 32,942.
P. 13,609. Contains the borough of same name.
Ac. of lower barony, 56,142. P. 23,271.

Belfast, a pari, and munic. bor., and manuf.
and seaport town of Ireland, cap. of Ulster, and
CO. town of Antrim, at the head of Belfast Lough,
where it receives the Lagan, 12 m. from the Irish

Sea, and 86 m. N.N.E Dublin. P. (1841) 76,308;

(1851) 103,067 ; (1861) 121,602. Lat. 54° 36' 3" N'
Ion. 6° 65' 53" W Mean temp., July 59°-4; Jan.1
40°-3. Altitude 20 feet. Ac. of pail. bor. o637.|
The town is advancing in prosperity ; has nume-l
rous places of worship, including 11 of the Estapj
blished Church, 27 Presbyterian, 10 Methodis
3 Unitarian, 4 Eoman Catholic chapels ; a Boya
Academic Institution, comprising various schools
open to persons of all religious denominations,
with about 400 pupils ; Queen's College, opened in

1849, under a president & vice-president, with 22
professors, & 400 students ; a Presbyterian college

endowed by Government, with 6 professors and
about 150 students; the Belfast Academy, with
about 2000 pupils; national, ragged, and other
schools ; an incorp. poor-house, with infirmary, it

a union workhouse ; district lunatic asylum, deaf-

mute and blind asylimis, other hospitals, county
court-house, coimty jaU, exchange, brown & white
linen halls, custom-house, 3 public libraries,

theatre, mechanics' institute and museimi, bar-
racks, botanic garden, and 2 music halls, 5 bank-
ing companies, a savings' bank, chamber of com-
merce, societies of history, natural history, statis-

tics, music, and fine arts. Ten newspapers are
published in the bor. Belfast is the principal

depot of the Irish Linen trade, and the chief seat

of the cotton manufs. of Ireland. It has linen
and cotton nulls, mostly wrought by water power;
distilleries, breweries, foundries, ship-yards, rope
and sail-cloth factories, floui-mills, glass, soap^

and tobacco factories, dye-works, and bleach-
ing-grounds. Imports and exports (1863) about
18,000,000^. Eeg. shipping of port (1863) 466
ve.^isels , aggregate burden, 62,928 tons. Customs
rev. (1862) 368,068/. Steamers ply regularly
to London, Liverpool, Dublin, Glasgow, Fleet-
wood, Morecambe, Ardrossan, SUloth, & Bristol.

The inland trade of Belfast is facilitated by a
canal connecting the Lagan with Lough Neagh,
and by railways crossing the country in all

directions, and extending by direct commxmica-
tion to Cork, Galway, and Londonderry. Ships
entered (1862) 326, tonnage 86,998; cleared 111^
tonnage 41,633. A raOway from Cave-hill, 8 m.
distant, is used for conveying limestone to the
quavs. Corporation assessment (1863) 32,000/.
Belfast sends 2 members to H. of C. Beg. elec-

I tors 3518. General and petty sessions and coimty
assizes are held in the borough, which was incor-

poi-ated by charter of James ii. Belfast Lough is

an inlet of the North Channel, 12 m.in length N.E.
to S.W., and 7^ m. in width at its entrance.

Belfast, a township and seaport of the XJ. S.,

North America, Maine, cap. co. Waldo, on Belfaj.i

Bay, 37 m. E. Augusta. P. 5500. It has trade

in fish and timber, and extensive shipbuilding.—
II. a township of New York, between Bath aiyi

Batavia,
Belford, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Northumberland, 14 m. S.S.E. Berwick. Ac
of pa. 11,604. P. of ditto, 1724. The town is

within 2 m. of, and 190 feet above, the sea, on the
Newcastle and Berwick Kailway.
Belfekyer, a vilL of Hungary, co. Sud Bihai^

gov. and 2 m. S.S.E. Tenke. P. 1400.

Belfiore di Pobcile, a vill. of N. Italv, proT.

Verona, dist. & 3 m. W.S.W. Bonifacio. P. 1260.

Belfort or Befort, a fortified town of France^

dep. Haut Ehin, cap. arr., on the Savoureuse, SB

m. S.S.W. Cohnar. P. 8101. It has a church,

college, and public library of 20,000 volumea^

with iron works. Commerce of arr. princijttilly

in cattle, horses, hair, feathers, iron and metala,

dried fruits, salt, etc.

Belfobte, atown, Italy, prov. Macerata. P. 1755

I
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Beixjard, a town of Prussian Poraerania, gov.

and 16 m. S.W. Coslin, cap. circ, on the Persante.

P. 3350. It is the seat of a forest board ; and has
an old castle, and manufs. of woollen stuffs.

Belgaum, a fortified town of British India,

presid. Bombay, dist. and 41 m. N.W. Darwar, on
a healthy site, 2500 feet above the sea. Area of

coUectorate 5405 sq. m. P. 1,025,882. Captured
by the British in 1818, and is now head-quarters

of the S. division of the Bombay army. Annual
rainfall 36 inches.

Belgern, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
Merseburg, on 1. b. of the Elbe, 8 m. S.E. Torgau.
P. 3100. Potteries and breweries.

Belgiojoso, a town of N. Italv, Lombardy,
prov. and 8 m. E.S.E. Pavia. P. 3840.

Belgirate, a vill. of Piedmont, with a harbour
on the W. side of Lago Maggiore. P. 740.

Belgium (Fr. Belgique^ Germ. Belgien; aiic.

a part of Gallia Belgicay a kingdom of Central
Europe, situated between lat. 49° 30' and 51° 30'

N. ; Ion. 2° 33' and 6° 5' E., having N. the Nether-
lands, E. Dutch Limbourg and Luxembourg, and
Rhenish Prussia, S. and S.W. France, and W. the
North Sea. Greatest length N.W. to S.E. 200
m., greatest breadth N. to S. 137 miles. The area
and pop. of the provs. are as follow :

—

Provinces.
Area in

sq. miles.
Pop. Deo.
3L IbtiL

Chief Cities.

Antwerp (Anvers),
West Flanders, .

East Flanders,
Hainanlt,
Liege, • .

Brabant,
Limbourg, .

Luxembourg,
Namur, .

1096
>251
11a
1411
1120
1271
934

1710
1417

176,287
656,489
821,003
856,801
«61,899
862,624
199,703
207,246
308,616

Antwerp.
Bruges.
Ghent.
Mons.
Liege.
Brussels.
Hasselt.
Arlon.
Namar.

Total, . . 11,403 4,9«,470 -

Its pop. is the densest in Europe, average up-
wards of 400, and in some of the provs. 600, to the
sq. m. About two-third are Flemings, one-third
Walloons, and 40,000 Germans. Surface in the N.
and W. flat ; coasts \oy and protected against
the encroachments of the sea by dykes and sand
downs, though no part of Flanders is below the
sea-level. The centre is undulating, and the S.
and E. provs., being traversed by the Ardennes
mountains, which enclose the valley of the Meuse,
and separate its basin from that of the Moselle,
rise above the sea to 2000 feet. The whole terri-

tory belongs to the basin of the North Sea, and
is well watered. Chief rivers the Meuse (Maas),
Scheldt, Eupel, Demer, Senne, Dendre, Haine,
Durme, and Lys, tributary to the latter ; and the
Ourthe, Vesdre, Ambleve, Mark, Dommel, Geer,
Mehaigne, and Sambre, afflts. of the former.
Climate humid and cool ; unhealthy in the low
parts of Flanders and in the prov. of Antwerp.
Mean temp, of year at Brussels, 60°*4 ; extreme
heat 91° -6 ; extreme cold minus 3°, Fahr. ; prevail-
ing wind S.W. Soil in general fertile, especially
so in Flanders ; sandy and sterile in great part
of the provs. Antwerp and Luxembourg. In the
mountainous regions the riches consist in forests
and mineral products. Wheat, rye, barley, oats,

and buck-wheat are cultivated. Potatoes, oil-

seeds, madder, and flax are grown in Flanders

;

hops, beet-root, chicory, and tobacco in the central
provs. Inferior wine is produced on thb banks of
the Meuse. Horticulture is an important branch
of industry. Homed cattle are numerous in
Flanders. Flemish draught horses and colts are
exported to France and the Prussian dominions.

The road and saddle horses have been improvd
by crossings with English breeds. English sheep
have been imported to improve the native races.

Pigs are reared in the forest regions, and the
rearing of the sUk-worm was established in 1826.
Mining is extensively pursued, but the produce
of iron and coal has greatly declined. Iron is

abundant in the countries between the Sambre,
Meuse, Limbourg, and Luxembourg. Export of
iron (1860) valued at 25,000,000 fr. The chief
coal fields are in Hainaut. The amount raised
in 1860 was 9,610,895 tons. Copper and lead are
deficient, but the mines of Moresnet (Liege) fur-
nish more than half the zinc used in Europe.
Fishing in the open sea and on the coasts is

carried on by boats belonging to the ports of
Antwerp, Ostend, Blankenberghe, and Nieuport.
Ostend is the principal port forthe herring fisheiy.

Manufactures comprise linen, recently revived
at Bruges. Courtray, Brussels, Ghent, Antwerp,
Mechlin, and Tournay produce nearly one million
pieces annually ; lawn and damask fabrics at
Brussels, Mechlin, Louvain, and Bruges ; wool-
lens at Verviers, Lifege, Ypres, Mons, etc. ; carpets
at Brussels and Tournay ; cotton at Ghent, Bni-
ges, Mechlin, Louvain, Tournay, and Mons. The
lace trade maintains its ancient supremacy. The
manufactiire of Valenciennes lace alone employs
50,000 women in the two Flanders, and represents
a value of 20,000,000 fr. per annum. Steam
engines are buUt, and ordnance cast at Liege,
Brussels, Charleroi, Tirlemont, and Bmges ; nail-
making at Charleroi ; firearms are made at Liege,
and exported to Brazil, Germany, Italy, Spain,
and the East ; and the value of exports in this

branch has doubled since 1859. The demand
for Belgian paper is more than all the mills
can produce. Cutlery is manufactured in Namur,
Brussels, and Ghent. Other manufactures are
leather, glass, and porcelain, beet-root sugar,
salt, chemical goods, bronze ware, scientific and
musical instruments, hardwares, and jewellery.
The railway system is very complete. The works
were executed by government ; they centre in
Mechlin, diverging N. to the Scheldt, E. to the
Prussian frontier, S. to the French frontier, and
W. to the North Sea. In 1866, 13ul m. of railway
were open. The whole territory is intersected

by canals, many of which admit merchant vessels,

and others, as those in the Campiue districts, are
highly beneficial to agriculture. Imports : wool,
cottons, silk, linens, machinery, copper, indigo,

hides, iron, bacon, cofi^ee, tallow, leather, and
guano, to the value (in 1862) of 4,550,142?. Ex-
ports : silks, flax, butter, wool, glass, arms, paper,

sugar, cotton, apples, hops, zinc, poultry, bark,

eggs, lace, corn, oil, chicory; value (in 1862),

4,876,212/. In 1862, the number of vessels of the
Belgian merchant service was 111 ; at the several

ports, 4092 ships (tonnage 780,703) entered, & 4095
(tonnage 784,326) cleared outwards. In 1862 there
were 69 beet-root sugar factories, employing 250
hands. A considerable amount of the foreign mer-
chandise imported passes through the country into

Germany. A treaty of commerce and navigation
was concluded with England, and a new customs'
tariff with the Netherlands, in 1862. Government
is a limited constitutional monarchy ; the legisla-

tive body consisting of two chambers, the senate
and the house of representatives. The king, aa
president of a responsible ministry, is at the head
of all public affairs. Punishment of death has
been abolished ; universal toleration, freedom of

the press, and trial by jury are established. The
pop. is almost entirely Roman Catholic, but the
king is Protestant

;
part of the income of clergy
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of all sects is paid by the state. Each prov. has
its governor, council, and court of assize. Each
canton has a tribunal de paix, each arrond. a
tribunal dc premiere instance, and there are courts

of appeal at Brussels, Ghent, and Liege, The
kingdom has universities at Ghent, Liege, Lou-
vain, and Brussels ; in most of the cities are dio-

cesan seminaries; in many, high schools, termed
gymnasia. The compulsory system of education
in force under the Dutch rule was abolished in

1830. Each commune has its bureau of charity

for the relief of the poor, and hospitals and
asylums are established in the piincipal cities

and towns. Belgium has 22 fortified places ; the
standing army consists by law (1853) of 10 ),000

men. Public revenue (1864) 6,313,512t ; es^jen-
diture (1864) 6,099,321/. Belgium successively
formed part of the doms. of Austria and Spain
from the 15th century uiltil 1795, when it was
conquered by the French. It remained annexed
to Holland from 1815 to 1830, in the autumn of
which year it acquired its independence, after a
revolution of a very few days.
Belgodere, a comm. and town of France, isl.

Corsica, cap. cant., arr. & 13 m. "W.N.W. Calvi.
P. 1004.

Belgorod (Buss. Bejelgorod, "White Tower"),
a town of Eussia, gov. and 72 m. S. Koursk, on
theDonetz. P. 10,318.(?) It is an archbishop's see,

has numerous churches, and manufs. of leather.

Belgrade, Singidunum, a fortified city, cap. of
Servia, on rt. b. of the Danube, at the confluence
of the Save, 44 m. S.E. Peterwardein ; lat. 44°
47' 57" N. ; Ion. 20° 28' 14" E. P. 30,000. It is

strongly fortified. The citadel, occupied by the
Turkish pasha and troops, is on the tongue of
land between the rivers, behind which rises the
city proper, with a cathedral and palace. The
Turkish quarter slopes down to the Danube ; the
Servian quarter, with the custom-house and con-
sular residence, borders on the Save. Belgrade
had formerlyan oriental appearance, but churches
are superseding mosques ; and the bazaars have
now glazed shop*-windows. Manufs. ai-ms, carpets,

silk goods, cutlery, and saddlery, silk and carpets

;

a lyceum and schools ; it is the entrep6t of com-
merce between Turkey and Austria, and the seat
of the principal authorities of Servia. It was
taken by the Turks, under Solyman n., in 1522 ;

and retaken by Prince Eugene in 1717. It was
partly ruined during the Servian insurrection in
1813, but the defences were strengthened during
the Crimean war.
Belgrade, a town of European Turkey, Ku-

mili, 13 m. N. Constantinople.
Belgrave, a pa. of England, co. and 1^ m. N".

Leicester. Ac. 3450. P. 2808.
Belha'S'en, a vill. of Scotland, co. Haddington,

pa. and 1 m. W. Dunbar. P. 405.
Belhelvie, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co.

and 7 m. N.N.E. Abt?rdeen. P. 1807.
Belici, Tgpsa, a river in the W. of Sicily, rises

9 m. S. Palermo, flows S.S.W., separates the in-
tends. Girgenti and Trapani, and enters the Me-
diterranean, 15 m. N.W. Sciacca. Length 27 m.

Belida, a town of Africa, Algeria. [Blidah.]
Belin, a comm. & vOl. of France, dep. Gironde,

cap. cant., 25 m. S.S.W. Bordeaux. P. 1768.
Belitz or Beelitz, a fortified town of Prussia,

prov. Brandenburg, gov. and 12 m. S.S.W. Pots-
dam. P. 2347. It has linen manufactories,
Belize, a Brit. Colony, Cent. Amer. ([Balize.]
Belknap, a co. of the U. S^ North America,

in the S.E. of New Hampshire. Area 387 sq. m.
P. (1860) 18,549. It has several lakes, ponds,
and mill streams. Soil fertile. Manufs. cottons

and woollens ; an iron foundry and saw mill
Concord and Warren KaUway passes through W.
end of CO., which is partly intersected by the
Dover and Alton Bailway.
Bell, a co. of the U. S^ N. America, Texas.

Area 850 sq. m. Watered by Leon and Lampasas
Creek, which unite to form Little river. P. free

3794, slaves 1005. Caj). Cameron.
Bella, a town of South Italy, prov. Basilicata,

cap. cant, 14 ra. S.S.W. Melfi. P. 5202.

Bella, a vill. of Hungarv, co. Trentschin, gov.
and 9J m. E. SiUein. P. 2*250.

Bellac, a town of France, dep. Haute Vienne,
cap. arr., 23 m. N.N.W. Limoges. P. 3633.

Manufs. coarse woollens and paper.

.Bellagio, a town of Northern Italy, prov. and
16 m. N.N.E. Como, on the promontory which
divides the lakes of Como and Lecco. P. 2612.
Bellaght, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Lon- •

donderry, 6 m. N.N.E. Magherafelt P. 634
Bellaky, a vilL of Ireland, Connaught, co.

Sligo, 7 m. N.E. Swineford. P. 283.

Bellauo, a vill. of Lombardy, prov. Como, 14
m. N.N.W. Lecco, at the mouth of the torrent

Piovema, on which is a cascade called the Orrido
di BeUano. P. 2605.
Bellaxte, a town of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Teramo. P. 2127.
Bellart, one of the Balaghaut ceded dists. of

British India, presidency Madras, having E. Cud-
dapah, W. the Bombay dist. Darwar, N. the
Nizam's dom., and S. Mysore. Area 13,056 sq.

m. P. (1851) 1,229,599.—IL cap. above dist.,

and head-quarters of a division of the Madras
army, 265 m. N.W. Madras. It has a fort on a
rocky height 450 feet high, below which is the
town, with a bazaar, barracks, and military can-
tonments. Climate healthy. Temp. 78° in Jan.,
92° Fahr. in May.—III. a decayed to^vn, presi-

dency Bengal, Gurrah-Mundlah dist., lat. 23°
48' N. ; lon. 80° 20' E.

Bellas, a town of Portugal, prov. Estrema-
dura, 8 m. N.W. Lisbon, on the Ancelva, with
mineral baths, and a fine castle. P. 4000.
Belle Alllax^e (La), a hamlet of Belgium,

prov. Brabant, 13 m. S. Brussels, and 2 m. S. Mont
St Jean. It was the centre of operations in the
field of Waterloo, and the place where Napoleon
L commanded the battle called by the Prussians
the battle of La Belle Alliance^ 18th June 1815.

BELI.EAC, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, parts
Lindsey, 4 m. N.W. Alford. Ac 1344. P. 214.

Bellechasse, a co. of Canada East, bordering
on the St Lawrence. Area 1083 sq. m. Pro-
duce, maple sugar, flax, hay, oats, woollen goods,
and leather. Cap. Berthier-en-Bas. P. 18,000.

Belledo, a town of North Italy, prov. Como,
circ. Lecco. P. 1235.

Belleek, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Fermanagh, on the Erne, here crossed by a
bridge, 4 m. E.S.E. Ballyshannon. Ac. 10,780.

P. 2338, of whom 223 are in the village.

Belle-Fontaine, a comm. and viU. of France,
dep. Vosges, 10 m. S. Epinal. P. of comm. 2266.

It has iron works and manufs. of cutlery.

Belle-Fontaine, a hamlet of Switzerland, cant.

Berne, on rt. b. of the Doubs, with iron works.
Bellegarde, a hill fortress of France, dep. E.

Pyre'n^s, on the Spanish frontier, 17 m. S. Per-
pignan.—II. {Pont de), dep. Ain, arr. Nantua,
with a custom-house. Near it is the celeb. Perte
du Rhone.—III. dep. Grard, arr. Nismes. P. 2855.

Belleohem, a town of Belgium, prov. E, Flan-
ders, arr. and 3 m. S. Courtrai. P. 3182.

Bellei.sle, an island of British North America,
in the Atlantic Ocean, at the entrance of the
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strait of same name, between Labrador and the

N. extremity of Newfoundland. Lat. of N. point
52' V 16" N. ; Ion. 55° 19' 4' W. It is on the

parallel of Essex in England, but yields only po-
tatoes and other vegetables.

Bklleisle-en-Mer, an island of Prance, dep.

Morbihan, in the Atlantic, 8 m. S. Quiberon
Point. Length 11 m.; breadth 6 m. P. 10,076.

Chief industry, a pilchard fishery. Produces ex-
cellent wheat, and fine draught horses. It has a
good anchorage and several small ports. The
island forms a canton, and is defended by a
citadel. It was taken by the English in 1761,

and held by them till 1763.

—

Belleisle-en-Terre is

a small town, dep. Cotes-du-Nord, cap. cant., 10
m. W. Guingamp. P. 1887.
Bellem, a vill. of Belgium, prov. E. Flanders,

arr. and lOJ m. N.W. Ghent. P. 1630.

BELLfiME or Bellesme, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Orne, cap. cant , near the forest of

Bellesme, 22 m. E.S.E. Alen9on. P. 3153. It

has manufs. of coarse linen and cottons.

BelIiENAVEs, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Allier, arr. and 9 m. N.W. Gannat. P. 2673.
Bellenz, a town, Switzerland. [Bellinzoxa."]
Bellevaux, a comm. of France, dep. Haute-

Savoie, arr. and cant. Thonon. P. 1375.

Belleville, a town of France, dep. Eh6ne,
cap. cant., 8 m. N. Villefranche. P. 3052.

Belleville, a township of U. S., North Ame-
rica, New Jersey, 3^ m. N.E. Newark. P. 3513.

Bellevili^ a town of Canada West, on N.
shore of Lake Ontario, and on rail, 45 m. W.
Kingston. P. (1861) 6277.
Belley, Bellicium, a town of France, dep. Ain,

cap. arr., near the Ehone, 39 m. E. Lyon. P.
4792. The seat of a bishopric ; has a church, and
was formerly fortified. In its vicinity are the
best lithographing stones in France.
Bellicourt, a comm. of France, dep. Aisne,

arr. St Quentin, cant. Catelet. P. 1558.

Bellie, a maritime pa. of Scotland, cos. Mo-
ray and Banff, on the Spey, 8 m. E. Elgin. P.
2292. The vill. of Fochabers is in this parish.
Belltgn^, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loire-Inferieure, arr. Ancenis, cant. Varades.
P. 2227.

Bellinqham, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. NortiLumborland, ward Tindale, on the
Tyne, 14 m. N.N.W. Hexham. Ac. of pa. 20,211,
consisting mostly of moors and sheep-walks. P.
1662. It is a polling-place for the S. division of

the county. The lands belonged to the Earl of

Derwentwater, but were forfeited to the crown
in 1715, and granted to Greenwich Hospital.
Bellingshausen Island, Society Islands, Pa-

cific Ocean, is in lat. 15° 48' S. ; Ion. 154° 30' W.
Bellingwolde, a frontier vill. of the Nether-

lands, with a fort on the borders of Hanover,
prov. and 26 m. E.S.E. Groningen. P. 2784.
Bellinzago, a comm. and vill. of Northern

Italy, prov. and circ. Milan. P. 1323.—II. a
comm. and vill., prov. and circ. Novara. P.
3825.

Bellinzona (Germ. Bellenz), a town of Swit-
zerland, one of the caps, of the cant. Ticino, on
1. b. of the Ticino, 16 m. N. Lugano. P. 2196. It

has a transit trade between Switzerland & Italy.

Bellmansdorf, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, circ.

and 9J m. W.S.W. Lauhan. P. 1260.
Bellona, a town of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Caserta. P. 2304.
Bellosguardo, a town of South Italy, prov.

Salerno, circ. Campagna. P. 1055.
Bellot Strait, Polar Eegions between North

Bomerset and Boothia Felix, named from Lieut.

Bellot of the French Navy, who perished in the
search for Franklin.
Bellou, two comms. and vills. of France, dep.

Orne.—I. {-en-IIoulme\ arr. Domfront. P. 2667.—II. Q-sur-Huine'), arr. Mortagne. P. 907.
Bellovar, a town and post-station of Croatia,

circ. Batinyan, 37 m. N.E. Agram. P. 2800.
Bell-Rock or Inch-Cape, a reef of rocks in

the North Sea, 12 m. S.E. Arbroath. Ac. 6. The
reef is 2000 feet long, and at spring-ebbs a por-
tion is uncovered to the height of 4 feet. Between
1808 and 1811, a lighthouse was built on it, which
is 100 feet high, and 42 feet in diameter at its

base, with a revolving light; lat. 56° 26' 3" N.

;

Ion. 2° 23' 6" W. At the distance of 100 yards
all round the rock, at low water of spring-tides,
there is a depth of three fathoms water.

Bellshill, a town of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.
Bothwell. P. 2945.
Bell Town, the cap. of a self-styled regal

chief of Guinea, on the Gamaroons river, near its

estuary. Vessels can lie close to the town.
Belluno, Bellunum, a city of Northern Italy,

cap. deleg., on rt. b. of the Piave, 51 m. N. Venice.
P. (1862) 43,322. Enclosed by walls ; has an aque-
duct, and cathedral. Manufs. silks, leather, and
trade in timber. P. of prov. (1862) 167,229.

Bellus, a town of Hungary, gov. and 6 m.
N.N.E. lUava. P. 2070. It has thermal springs.

Bellusco, a town of Northern Italy, prov.

Milan, circ. Monza. P. 1483.

Bellye, a vill. of South Hungary, with a castle,

CO. Baranya, 16 m. S.E. Piinfkirchen. P. 1075.

Belmont, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loire, cap. cant., 16 m. N.E. Roanne. P. 3592.

—

II. {Belmonty, a vill., dep. Aveyron, cap. cant.,

arr. St Affrique. P. 1788.

Belmont, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in E. of Ohio, on Ohio river. Area 520 sq. m.
P. (1860) 36,398. Soil fertile. Products, wheat,
oats, tobacco, cattle, horses, and stone coal.

Belmonte, a town of S. Italy, prov. Cosenza,
on a mountain near the Mediterranean, 14 m.
S.W. Cosenza. P. 3645.
Belmonte, a town of South Italy, prov. Cam-

pobasso, circ. Isernia, on a high hill, surrounded
by orange groves. P. 1726.—II. a vill., prov.
Perugia, circ. liieti. P. 1409.

Belmonte, a town of Spain, prov. and 35 m.
S.W. Cuenca. P. 2694.
Belmonte (properly Rio Jequitinhonha), a

river of Brazil, prov. Bahia, formed by the union
of two rivers which rise in the Sierra Frio, flows

N.E., and enters the Atlantic in lat. 15° 55' S.

;

Ion. 38° 55' W. On rt. b. at its mouth is the town
of Belmonte, with a port on the Atlantic. P. 600.

Belmullet, a seaport town of Ireland, Con-
naught, CO. Mayo, 11 m. W.N.W. Bangor. P. 907.

Belobanya, a royal free town of Hungary, co.

Honth, circ. and 2 m. N. Schemnitz. P. 1740.

Bel(EIL, a town of Belgium, prov. and 19 m.
E. Tournai. P. 22u7. Extensive breweries.

Beloit, a town of U. S., N. America,Wisconsin,
on Rock river, on rail from Chicago to Madison.
P. 8000. It has a college and many elegant
churches.
Beloochistan or Beluchistan {Gedrosia, and

the countries of the Oritse, Ichthyophagi, etc.), a
country of Southern Asia, forming the S.E. part
of the old dom. of Persia, between lat. 24° 60'

and 30° 20' N. ; Ion. 57° 40' and 69° 18' E.

;

having E. Sinde, N. Afghanistan, W. Khorasan,
and extending on the S. for 550 m. along the
shores of the Indian Ocean. Area 200,000 sq. m.
P. 500,000.(?) It is subdivided into the 6 provs.

of Kelat, Sarawan, Cutch-Gundava, Jhalawan,
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Lus, and Makran. Nearly the whole country is

mountainous, except in the N.W. and along the
coast, its general characteristics being a rugged
and elevated surface, barrenness, and deficiency

of water. Its mountains Ln the E. are connected
with those of South Afghanistan, and rise to a
considerable elevation ; the llolan Pass is 5793
feet and the bottom of some valleys are upwards
of 6700 feet: the cap Kelat is 6000 feet, and
in the N. the peak of Chebal Tan 12,000 feet

above the sea. The rivers are insignificant, ex-
cept after heavy rains ; the largest, the Dustee,
though supposed to have a course of 1000 m., has
been found at its mouth only 20 inches deep, and
20 yards in width. The climate is cold in the ele-

vated parts, and hot in the valleys. In the low
and watered plains of Cutch-Gundava and Lus,
rice and sugar-cane, cotton, indigo, and tobacco
are raised ; in other parts, wheat, barley, madder,
and pulses, Eiu-opean fruits, melons, pomegra-
nates, rhubarb, and assafoetida are the principal

products; on some of the mountain sides, the
tamarisk and babool attain the size of large trees.

In the wide sandy desert of Mekran, where the
returning army of Alexander the Great suffered

its severest hardships, the date is the only valu-
able product. Pastiu-es are poor, and cattle few

;

but sheep and goats are kept. The Bactrian (or
two-humped) camel and the dromedary are used
as beasts of burden ; in the N.W. horses are bred.

The strata about Kelat and Moostung, as well as
other explored localities, consists of secondary
limestone, sandstone, and conglomerates ; and
the N.W. extremity shows indication of volcanic
action. Mineral products comprise copper, lead,

antimony, iron, sulphur, alum, and sal-ammoniac.
Prepared skins, woollen felt and cloths, carpets,

«md tent-covers of goats' or camels' hair, and
rude fixe-arms, are the manufactured products.
Trade comparatively small, and almost mono-
polized by Hindoos. Sonmeanee is the only sea-

port. Exports, butter or ghee, hides, wool, drugs,

dried fruits, fish, com, and vegetable oil ; imports,

British and Indian manufs., rice, spices, dye-
stuffs, and slaves for Muscat. The pop. consists

mainly of Belooches and Brahooes, two races

very different in personal appearance, but both
Mohammedans of the Sunuite creed, and sub-
divided into numerous tribes or clans. Most of

the E. provs. are under the unceitain authority

of the khan of Kelat, whose revenue is estimated
at 30,000i. annually, and his armed force at 3000
men. A late khan of Kelat having acted trea-

cherously toward the British, during their ad-
vance into Afghanistan in 1839, his capital was
stormed and taken in that year. In the following
year it changed hands, and was again captured
and temporarily held by the British in 1841.

Belorado, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 m. E.
Burgos, on rt. b. of Tiron. P. 1897. Linen-weaving.

Belp, a vill. of Switzerland, cant., and 5 m. S.E.
Bern. P. 1867. On its S. side is the Belpberg
mountain, 2940 feet high.

Belpasso, a town of Sicily, cap. cant., prov.
and 7J m. N.W. Catania. P. 7339.
Belpech, a comm. & town, France, dep. Aude,

cap. cant., 13 m. S.W. Castelnaudary. P. 2477.

Belper, amui^.ot town i>l Knplnnd, co. Derby,
pa. Duffield, on the North Midland KaUway, 7 m.
N. Derby. P. 9509. Manufs. of cotton, nails,

earthenware and silks. It is the polling-place

for S. division of county.
Belsteai>, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m.

S.W. Ipswich. Ac. 1022. P. 292.

Belstone, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2 m.
S.E. Oakhampton. Ac. 1600. P. 181.

Belt (Great and Little), two straits of the
Baltic Sea, by which it commimicates with the
Kattegat. Both extend from about lat. 54° 50'

to 55° 40' N. The Great Belt in Ion. 11° E., be-
tween the Danish isls. Seeland and Laland on the
E., and Fiihnen and Langeland on the W. The
Little Belt, Ion. 9° 50' E., between the mainland of
Denmark on the W^ and the island Fuhnen on
the E., is 70 m. long, and 4 to 20 m. broad. The
navigation of the belts is dangerous from the
number of shoals, and their UabUity to storms in.

winter, when they are sometimes frozen over.
Beltek, two market towns of Hungary—I. co.

and 16 m. S. Szathmar. P. 1260.—II. co. Sza-
bolcs, gov. and lOJ m. S. Nyir-Bathor. P. 1600.

Beltox, several pas. of England—I. co. Lei-
cester, 6 m. E.N.E. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Ac.
1900. P. 781.—II. CO. Lincoln, pts. Kesteven,

2J m. N.E. Grantham. Ac. 1709. P. 142.—IIL
pts. Lindsey, 11 m. N.W. Gainsborough. Ao.
8530. P. 1871.—IV. CO. Eutland, 4 m. W.N.W.
Uppingham. Ac. 2380. P. 441.—V. co. Suffolk^

on the Waveney, 3J m. S.W. Yarmouth. Ao.
2059. P. 516.

Beltrl'm, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
Gelderiand, 16^ m. E.S.E. Zutphen. P. 500.

Belturbet, a municipal borough and market
town of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 8J m. N.N.W.
Cavan, on the Erne. P. 1789.
Beluka Moxintain, Siberia, the highest of

the Katunsk mountains, at the sources of the
river Obi, 12,790 feet above the sea.

Belvedere, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 32
m. N.W. Coseuza, on the Mediterranean. P.
4627.—II. a town, prov. and 15 m. W. Ancona.
It has six annual fairs. P. 2236.—III. a hamlet
of Saxe-Weimar, near Weimar.
Belvedere, acomm. of North Italy, prov. Ales-

sandria, circ. Asti. P. 1005.

—

Belvedere is a vilL,

prov. Catanzaro, circ. Cotrone. P. 1064.

Belves, a comm. and town of France, dep. Dor-
dogne, 13 m. S.W. Sarlat. P. 2504.

Belvoir, an extra-parochial dist. of England,
cos. Leicester and Lincoln, 5 m. W.S.W. Great
Grantham. Ac. 170. P. 171.

Belyaxdo, a river of E. Australia, an affl. of

the Snttor, which it joins in lat. 21° 33' S. ; Ion.

148° 47' E. Discovered by Sir T. Mitchell in 1846.

Belz, a town of Austria, Galicia, circ. Zol-

kiew, 40 m. N. Lemberg. P. 2310.

Belz, a comm. and viU. of France, dep. Mor-
bihan, cap. cant., 19 m. W. Vannes. P. 1959.

Belzig, a town of Prussia, cap. circ, prov. and
19 m. S.S.E. Brandenburg. . P. 2500. Manufs.
of woollen cloths and paper.
Bembatooka, a bay and vill. N.W. coast of

Madagascar. Eice is grown and cattle reared.

Bembridge, a vill. and watering place, Isle of

Wight, at its E. extremity, pa. Brading, on a de-
clivity at the S.E. side of Brading harbour.
BiMFiCA. a town of Portugal, prov. Estrema-

dura, 8 m. N.W. Lisbon. P. 3873.
Bemfleet, a pa. of England. [Benfleet."]

Bemini Islands, a small group, Bahamas, Bri-

tish West Indies. Lat 26° 40" N. ; Ion. 79' 10' W.
Bemsiel, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Gelderiand, 7 m. S. Amhem. P. 3720.

Bempton, a pa., Engl., co. York, East Eiding, 3
m. N.N.E. Bridlington. Ac. 2093. P. 346.

Benabarre, a town of Spain, prov. and 44 m.
E. Huesca. P. 2211.

Benacre, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, in N.E.
Ac. 1660. P. 212. Contains Benacre Hall (Sir

T. Gooch, Bart)
Benaguacil, a town of Spain, prov. and 11 m.

N.W. Valencia. P. 3034. Manufs. of linens.
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Bek-Ahik, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

Liege, arr. and 2 m. W. Huy. P. 1200. Lead,

zinc, manganese, and iron mines.

Bknais, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Indre-

et-Loire, arr. Chinon, cant. Bourgueil. P. 132C.

Manufs. of china and pottery.

Benalder Mountaln, Scotland, one of the
Grampians, S.E. Inverness, a station of the Ord-
nance Survey.
Benamakgoso, a town of Spain, prov. and 20

m. N.E. Malaga. P. 4200. Distilleries of brandy.
Benameji, a town of Spain, prov. and 39 m.

S.S.E. Cordova, on rt. b. of the Genii. P. 4525.

Benamocarra, a town of Spain, prov. and 20
m. E.N.E. Malaga. P. 2700. It has mineral baths,

and trade in wine and brandy.
Benanoir {the ''mountain of Gold"), one of the

peaks or " paps " of the island of Jura, Scotland,
elevation 2420 feet above the sea.

Benaocaz, a small town of Spain, prov. and
60 m. E.N.E. Cadiz. P. 4100. Manufs. cloths.

Benaojan, a town of Spain, prov. and 45 m.
W.N.W. Malaga. P. 3100. OU mills.

Benares, a dist of British India, presid. Bengal,
situated between lat. 25"" 7' and 25° 32' N., and be-

tween the rivers Ganges and Sye (which on three
sides separate it from Ghazipoor), having W. the
districts Mirzapoor & Juanpoor. Climate healthy.

Wheat, barley, and pulse are raised, but little

rice. The dist. was ceded to Britain in 1773. The
BUgar cane is cultivated, and opium and indigo
raised to a considerable extent. Ai-ea 994 sq.

miles, P. (1856) 851,759.
Bexares, Varanashi, a city of Hindostan, and

which may be considered its Hindoo (as Delhi
was its Mohammedan, and Calcutta is its British)

capital. The cap. of a division of the Bengal
presid., and of above dist., on the 1. b. of the
Ganges, 390 m. N.W. Calcutta, and 420 m. S.E.
Delhi. Lat. of observatory 25° 18' 33" N. ; Ion.
82° 65' 62" E. Stationary pop. about 200,000;
but at certain festivals the number is greatly in-

creased, this city being " most holy," and resorted
to by pilgrims from all parts of India, and from
Tibet and Burma. It stretches for 4 m. along
the river, from which ascend many handsome
ghauts, or flighte of stone steps. Principal
edifices, the mosque of Aurungzebe, with two
minarets 232 feet above the Ganges, about 300
other mosques and 1000 pagodas, an ancient
observatory, Hindoo Sanscrit college, the chief

Beat of native learning in India, with an English
department. Height 270 ft. above the sea. Temp.
68° to 98° Fahr. ; rainfall 37 inches. At Seroli, a
little to the E., is a tope, now ruined, but originally

similar to those in the Punjab. Among its in-

habitants are many wealthy native bankers, and
dealers in diamonds, for which gems the city is

famous. It has a trade in shawls, muslins, silks,

cottons, and fine woollens of its own manuf., and
in European goods, salt, indigo, and opium. The
seat of a British court of circuit and appeal, an
English college, missions, and Mohammedan and
Hindoo schools. During the mutiny of 1857
the fanatical pop. of Benares had 30,090 sabres
sharpened in anticipation of a second repulse of

the British. [Secrole.] The railway to Kara-
mansa, 66^ m., was opened in 1864.

Benasal, a town of Spain, prov. and 27 m.
N.N.W. Castellon-de-la-Plaua, Valencia. P. 2700.
Manuf. of woollens.
Benasque, a town of Spain, prov. and 65 m.

N.E. Hucsca, in the valley of same name, on 1. b.

of the Esera, 2830 feet above the sea. P. 1234.

Benassais, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Vienne. arr. and 16 m. W. Poitiers. P. 2190.

Benatek, a small town of Bohemia, on the Iser,

9 m. S.S.E. Bunzlau. P. 1520. It was long the
residence of Tycho Brahd.
Benavarre, a town of Spain, Aragon, prov.

and 45 m. E.S.E. Huesca. P. 3060.
Ben-Aven, a mountain of Scotland, Gram-

pians, between the cos. Aberdeen and Banff, and
separating the basins of the Aven and Dee.
Height above the sea 3976 feet.

Benaventb, a town of Spain, prov. and 31 m.
N. Zamora. P. 12,464.

Eenavente, a town of Portugal, prov. Alem-
tejo, 27 m. N.E. Lisbon. P. 1860.
Benbaun, a mountain of the Binabola group,

or " Twelve Pins," Ireland, Connaught, co. Gal-
way, barony Ballinahinch. Elevation 2395 feet.

Benbecula, one of the Hebrides Isls., between
N. and S. Uist, 8 m. in length, and the same in
breadth. P. 1485. It is low and flat.

Bexbukb, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Tyrone,
on the Blackwater, 5 m. N.W. Armagh. P. 275.
Ben Cleugh, a mountain of Scotland, 6 m. N.

Clackmannan. 2352 feet above the sea. Highest
of the Ochils. Lat. 56° 11' 8' N. ; Ion. 3° 46' 2" W.
Ben Clibrig, a mountain of Scotland, co.

Sutherland, 3157 feet above the sea.

Bencoolen (Dut. Benkoelen), a residency and
seaport town of the Dutch East Indies, on the W.
coast of the island Sumatra. P. of residency
(1864) 120,514, of the town 13,000. Situation un-
healthy. Chief trade, imports of goods from
Batavia, Bengal, and Europe. It was founded
by the English in 1685, and ceded to the Dutch,
in exchange for Malacca, in 1824.

Bencovaz, a town of Austria, Dalmatia, 20 m.
S.E. Zara. P. 10,152.

Benckuachan, a mountain of Scotland, co.

Argyle, dist. Lorn, between Lochs Etive and Awe.
Height estimated at 3670 feet ; base 20 m. in circ.

Bencsek, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, gov.
and 20^ m. S.S.E. Neu-Arad. P. 2185.

Benuemeek, a river of Persia. [Bund-Emie.]
Bender, a fortified town of Bussia, cap. dist.

same name, prov. Bessarabia, on rt. b. of the
Dniester, 48 m. from its mouth, and 58 m. W.N.W.
Odessa. P. (1863) 22,448. It is enclosed by a wall
and ditch, and has a citadel on an eminence : Bender
taken and stormed by the Russians 1770 and 1809-

Bendochy, a {la, of Scotland, co. Perth, IJ m.
N. Coupar-Angus. P. 769.

Benuorf, a to-wn of Ilhenish Prussia, gov.,

circ. and 4^ m. N. Coblentz. P. 2250. It baa
iron forges, and manufs. of woollen yam.
Bendramo, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia, on

the Sea of Marmora, S. of the peninsula Cyzicus.

Bendsin, a town, Poland, gov. Kadom. P. 4033.

Bene, Augusta Bagiennorum, a town of North
Italy, prov. and 18 m. N.E. Cuneo, circ. Mondovi.
P. 62G4.

Benedictbeuern, a hamlet of Bavaria, circ

Ober Baiem, 8^ m. S.W. Tolz, with a castle, cele-

brated glass works, and marble quarries.

Bi>:nefield, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-
ton, 3J m. W. Oundle. Ac. 6100. P. 627.

Bf:N£jAC, a comm. of France, dep. Basses-

Pyr^u^es, arr. Pan, cant. Clarac. P. 1666.

Benenden, a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathe

Scray, 3 m. S.E. Cranbrook. Ac. 6508. P. 1062.

Beneschau, a town of Bohemia, cu-c. Berauu,

24 m. S.S.E. Prague. P. 2310.

Benest, a vill. of France, dep. Charente, 10 ni.

W. Confolens. P. 1419.

Benestare, a town of South Italy, prov. Reg-
gie, Calabria, circ. Geraci. P. 2918.

Benet, a comm. & town of France, dep. Vendee^

arr. Fontenay-le-Comte, cant. Maillezaio. P. 24&7.
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Benetutti, a town of Italy, isl. Sardinia, prov.

Sassari, circ. OzierL P. 1752.

Bene\'ente, a Beaport town of Brazil, prov.

Espirito Sauto, 47 m. S. Victoria, at tho mouth of

river Benevente, in the Atlantic. P. 3000.

B£x£vent-l'-Abbaye, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Oreuse, dap. cant., arr. and 13 m.
N.N.W. Boui-ganeuf. P. 1487.

Benevb^xto, Benevenium, a city of South Italy,

cap. prov. Benevento, 32 m. N.E. Naples. P.

(1862) 16,484. Occupies the site of the ancient

town, out of the ruins of which it was built. The
modem buildings are a cathedral, churches,

town- hall, hospitals, and palaces. It is an arch-

bishop's see. Under the Lombards, Benevento
was the cap. of a duchy. In 1806, Napoleon i.

erected it into a principality, but it was again
restored to the Pope in 1814. The prov. of Bene-
vento, incorporated in the kingdom of Italj' in

1860, has an area of 669 sq. m., and a pop. (1862)
of 220,506.

Bexfeld, a town of France, dep. Bas-Ehin,

lOJ m. N.N.W. Schelestadt. P. 2745.

Benfleet, two pas. of England, co. Essex.—T.

(North), 3 m. W. Ravleigh. Ac. 2418. P. 285.—II.

(SoiUhy 3J m. S.S.VV. Rayleigh. Ac. 3361. P. 573.

Bengal, Bangala, the greatest of the three pre-
sidencies of the British empire in India, extends
between lat. 10° and 35° 50' N.; Ion. 69° 30' and
Jt9° 20' E., bounded N. by the Himalaya, Nepal,
Sikkim, and Bhotan, E. by Siam and Burma, S.E.
by the Gulf of Bengal and Madras Presidency,
8.W. by the Nizam's dominions, and N.W. by
Afghanistan. Its divisions, forming the one pre-
sidency of Bengal, as distinguished from those of
Madras and Bombay, and which are all subject
to the same central authority, and xmder the
same military rule, are as follow :

—

Area in sq. m. Pop. (1867)
Governor General's District, . 48,314 5,937,441
Lieut. Governorship of Bengal, .246,785 42,505,2-22

„ „ of N.W. Provinces, . 84,982 28,223,SSy

„ „ of Punjab, . . . 100,441 14,58-5,804
Chief Commissionership of Oudh, 22,456 6,502,884

„ „ of Central Provinces, 79,600 7,181,321

„ „ of British Burma, . 90,070 2,196,180

Total, 672,948 107,132,741

The area is thus more than 7 times, and the
population nearly 5 times, that of Great Britain.
The greater proportion of -this territory consists
of the immense plain or valley of the Ganges.
In the N. this plain rises into the mountainous
region of Kumaon, and on the S. are the
Vindhyan mountains, and the table-land of
Central India. The river Ganges flows in a S.E.
direction, through the whole extent of the presi-
dency, and is joined in its course by numerous
tributaries, of which the Jumna, Chumbul, Gogi-a,
Gunduck, and Sone are the roost considerable.
The eastern division of the country is traversed
by the Brahmaputra, which discharges its waters
into the Bay of Bengal, near the confluence of the
Ganges. Both these rivers divide into numerous
branches before reaching the sea, and their united
deltas form a tract of rich alluvial soil, exceeding
30,000 sq. m. There are no inland lakes, but
numerous lagoons and marshes, especially in the
lower dists. The surface of the country genei-ally
exhibits a deep clay alluvium, interspersed with
Bandy tracts, and tertiary deposits in some loca-
lities. Approaching the Himalayan range to the
N., are granitic and porphyritic rocks, with
secondary limestone and sandstones ; N.W. are
basaltic and greenstone rocks. A great portion
of the territory is covered with woods and jungles

which abound in wild animals, as the leopard,

tiger, jackal, and elephant. The ordinary beasts

of burden are the elephant, the bullock, and the
horse. Goal is worked in the dist. of Burdwan.
The climate varies exceedingly according to

elevation. The mean annual temperature of the
plains is from 78° to 79° ; on the mountains the
mean max. is 73° Fahr. During the winter
months in Kumaon there is frost and snow. In
Bengal, the rainy season com mences in June, and
continues tiU the middle of October. The annual
rain-fall in Central Bengal and the Deccan is

about 70 inches ; wliile at Cherrapoonyee, 4500
feet above the sea, it is 610 inches. The winter
or cold season lasts from November to the middle
of February, when the hot seasou begins, and con-
tinues till the middle of June. During the rainy
season the lower provinces are ovei-flowed by the
Ganges and its tributaries. Hence these dists.

are highly favourable to the cultivation of rice,

which is here the principal product of the soil.

In the upper districts, wheat and barley are the
principal crops. Indigo is largely cultivated from
Dacca to Delhi, there being upwards of 400 indigo
factories in the presidency. Its culture occupies
more than 1,000,000 of acres, and its annual pro-
duce is estimated to be worth from 2,000,000/. to

3,000,000/., half of which amount is yearly ex-
pended in its production. Opium is a govern-
ment monopoly, and is cultivated only in Bahar
and Benares, where the produce is considered
equal, if not superior, to the opium of Malwah.
Cotton is a staple crop ; and the soil in Benares
is capable of producing sugar equal to that of the
West Indies. Tobacco is raised, and most of the
spice and fruit trees of Asia have been acclimated
somewhere in this region. The forests contain
teak, saul, sissu, banyan, ebony, oak, and pint

timber, with rattans, bamboot., cocoa, areca, and
other palms. The tea plant is extensively culti-

vated on the southern slopes of the Himalaya,
and the cinchona (Peruvian bark) tree has lately

been introduced with success in many parts of

the province. A great quantity of silk is pro-
duced in Bengal-proper. Elephants' teeth and
hides of various kinds form important articles of

trade. Nitre is obtained principally in Bahar
province. Muslins, cotton piece goods, diaper,

pack-thread, sail-cloth, chintzes, silks, calicoes,

blanketing, and other woven goods, are occasion-
ally manufactured ; but of late years they have
begun to be superseded by fabrics from Europe.
Commerce and social intercourse have been vastly
benefited by the construction of a gigantic line
of railway now (1864) open from Calcutta to
Delhi, with branches to Hoogly and Rangunge;
also a line from Umritsir through Lahore to-
wards Mooltan, and lines in the vicinity of Cal-
cutta. In each district or coUectorave is a judge
empowered to decide appeals originating within
its bounds, and to try civil suits to the amount
of 2000/. Superior to these tribunals is the High
Court of Judicature in Calcutta, for the lower
provinces, and all European British-born subjects
throughout Bengal in criminal cases; the Sudder
Adaulut Court at Agra for the N.W. provinces

;

and a Judicial Commissioner in each of the pro-
vinces of the Punjab, Oude, and Central India.
From all these there is appeal only to the British
sovereign in council. In the upper provs. the land
rev. is collected for the government directly by
its ownofiicers; in the lower provs. the zemindars,
or hereditary tax-collectors, constituted proprie-
tors of the soO by Lord Comwallis' Act, pay a
fixed rent to gov. [India.J Schools for the
natives have been established by government
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throughout the presidency, and colleges at Cal-

cutta, Delhi, Agra, Be»iares, and elsewhere; be-

sides which, there are many missionary stations

and schools for their religious instruction. Eng-
lish is taught in most of the schools, and is highly
valued by the natives. The popj of this presid.

embraces a great variety of races—Hindoos of

all castes, Moguls, Sikhs, Rajpoots, peculiar wild
tribes in Gundwanah and Bhaugulpore; and be-

yond the Brahmaputra, Mughs, Garrows, and
other Indo-Chinese races, differing widely from
those of Western Asia. The natives of Bengal are

feeble and unwarlike, and their territory has al-

ways, within historical times, been under foreign

dominion. The prevailing religions ai-e the
Brahminical and Mohammedan ; Buddhism is

confined to the countries E. of the Brahmaputra

;

and the hill tribes have rude paganisms of their

own. The Protestant Episcopalian Church con-
sists of an archdeacon and chaplains, subordinate
to the bishop of Calcutta ; there is also a small
establishment for the Scotch kirk. The Roman
Catholic establishment is under the vicar apos-
tolic of Agra, and a legate at Calcutta. Public
rev. is derived from the land-tax, and subsidies
from protected native states; mint, post-office,

stamp, and excise duties
;
judicial fees and fines,

customs, income-tax, and opium monopoly.
Total rev. (1863)45,105,710/. ; expend, in India
37,228,901/. ; besides charges in England. Ex-
ports from Bengal and Pegu (1862) rice, indigo,

hemp, seeds, hides, saltpetre, cotton, silk, gums,
tea, sugar, teak, satflower, oils, etc., to the value
of 8,699,089/. Imports, cottons, iron, machinery,
woollens, copper, beer and ale, apparel, salt, hard-
wares, glass, wine, etc., to the value of 8,275,117/.

Principal cities,Calcutta, the cap. of 1 ritish India

;

Delhi, formerly the Mohammedan cap. ; Benares,
Moorshedabad, Dacca, Patna, Allahabad, Agra,
Lahore, and Umritsir. Calcutta was erected into

a presid. separate from Madras in 1707; in 1765,
the English acquired by treaty the sovereignty
over the provs. Bengal, Baliar, and a part of

Orissa ; and in 1773, the residence of the Gover-
nor-General of India was fixed in Bengal. The
principal accessions of territory since have been
Benares, in 1775; Oude dists., 1801 and 1856;
Delhi territory, 1805; Kuraaon, 1815; S.W.
(Nerbudda) dists., 1818 ; Singapore and Malacca,
1824 ; the Berar dists. and Burmese ceded provs.
in 1826 and 1852 ; Nagpore and Jhansi, 1854.

—

Bengal Province, one of the largest and most im-
portant of the old Mohammedan provs. of Hin-
dostan, between lat. 21° and 27° N. ; Ion. 87° and
96° E. It comprises the delta of the Ganges,
with the lower course of the Brahmaputra, and
is traversed by numerous other rivers, its surface
being mostly a dead level. It is wholly included
in the British dom., and forms, under the above
presidency, the divisions of its three principal
cities, Calcutta, Moorshedabad, and Dacca,
which are subdivided into numerous subordinate
districts. [See India and the other names at the
commencement of this notice.]

Bengal (Bay of), Gangeticus Sinus, a part of
the Indian Ocean, extending between Hither and
Further India, including the sea from Cape Ne-
grais on the E., to the delta of the Godavery on
the W., between lat. 16° 80' and 23° N. Its chief
aflis. are the Ganges, including the Brahma-
putra, and the Godavery. On its E. coast are
the ports of Aracan, Cheduba, Martaban, etc.

The Sea of Bengal, which is sometimes described
as part of the bay, extends to lat. 8° N., between
the islands of Ceylon and Juukseylon.
£knoazi, Berenice, a maritime town of North

Africa, Barca, on the Gulf of Sidia (anc. Syrtis

Majory420 m. E.S.E. Tripoli. Lat. 32° 6' 8" N.

;

Ion. 20" 2' 7" E. P. 2500. Its castle is the re-

sidence of a bey ; trade with Barbary and Malta.
Chief imports (1862) were of cotton manufs.,
sugar, iron, boards, and wines, worth 11,880/. Ex-
ports comprised cattle, wool, butter, and skins,

to the value of 29,666/.

Bengeo or Benghoo, a pa. of England, co. and
1 m. N.N.B. Hertford. Ac. 3047. P. 1791.

Bengermow, a town of British India, Oude,
45 m. W. Luckuow.
Bengkwokth, a pa. of England, co. "Worcester,

^ m. S.E. Evesham, and included within its pari,

bounds. P. 1259.

Bengoke Head, a cape on the N. coast of Ire-

land, CO. Antrim, E. the Giant's Causeway.
Bengower, a mountain of the Binabola group,

Ireland, Connaught, co. Galway, 2336 feet high.
Benguela, a marit. country of West Africa,

nominally claimed by Portugal, between lat. 9°

and 17° S. ; Ion. 12° and 17° E., having N. An-
gola, from which it is separated by the river Co-
anza, and W. the South Atlantic. Surface moun-
tainous, and rises progressively inland by a series

of terraces. Principal rivers have all a W. course.

Climate unhealthy, and fever prevalent. Temp,
varies from 94° to 105° Fahr. in the shade at noon.
The soil is well watered, and productive ; little

com is raised, but tropical fruits, European vege-
tables, and cattle are abundant, and turtles are
obtained on the sea coast. Mineral products com-
prise copper, sulphur, petroleum, and gold. Near
the town is a very rich mine of saltpetre. Among
the natives here, are the Giagas, a race of fierce

savages, whose incursions are much dreaded by
the Portuguese. Fdticism is the prevailing super-
stition. Beasts of prey, including the lion and
hyena, are numerous. The government of the

prov. is under the immediate control of the
governor-general of Loando. New Benguela and
Novo Redondo, on the coast, and a few stations in

the interior, are occupied by the Portuguese.
Benguela (New, or St Philip de), a seaport

town, and the Portuguese cap. of above country,

with a harbour on the Atlantic, near the river

Catumbella. Lat. 12° 33' 9" S. ; Ion. 13° 25' 2"

E. P. 3000 (?), of whom one-third are whites
and mulattoes. Its principal inhabitants are slave

dealers, and in one year 20,000 slaves have
been exported. Morality is at the lowest ebb,

and there is no school of instruction in the town.
The ruins of Old Benguela, the original cap. of

the country, are situated on the coast, 130 m.
N.N.E. New Benguela.
Bengy-sur-Ckaon, a vill., France, dep. Cher,

arr. Bourges, cant. Baugy. P. 1429. On the rail-

way between Bourges and Moulins.
Beniiall, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, IJ m.

S.W. Saxmundham. Ac. 2156. P. 678.

Benholm, a marit. pa. of Scotland, co. Kin-
cardine, 10 m. S.S.W. Stonehaven. P. 1574,
emploj'ed in fishing and weaving. It comprises
the vill. of Johnshaven.
Ben-Hope, a mountain range of Scotland, co.

Sutherland, pa. Durness ; elevation 3160 feet.

Beni, a dep. of Bolivia, formed in 1843, by
uniting the provs. Caupolican or Apolabamba,
previously a part of La Paz, to those of Moxos
and Yuracares, which formed part of the dep. La
Cruz. P. (1858) 53,973. Cap. Trinidad.

Bent, a river. South America, Bolivia, formed
by the junction of all the streams descending
from the eastern Cordillera, between lat. 14° and
18° S. It flows through the prov. of Moxos
E.wai'd, where it is joined by the Rio Mamore
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near the Brazilian fortress of Beii-a, to form the
great riTer Madeira, one of the largest affls. of

the Amazon.
Bkni Adin or Bexi Ali, a town. Upper Egypt,

on the border of the Libyan Desert, 15 m. W.N.W.
Siout. It is a place of rendezvous for the caravans
entering Egj7)t from Darfur.
Besicia, a town of U. S., North America, the

former capital of California, on the N. side of the
Strait of Karquenas. It Las a capitol, arsenal, and
naval station. Near it are extensive stone quar-
ries. The harbour can contain vessels of the
largest size. At the E. end of the town are the
works of the Pacific steamship company. P. 2000.

Ben'icarlo, a seaport town of Spain, prov. and
42 m. N.E. CiiStellon-de-la-Plana, on the Medi-
terranean. P. 6060. Trade in full-bodied wines,
which are exported chiefly to Bordeaux, for mix-
ing with clarets and other French wines.
Benidorm, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 m.

N.E. Alicante, near the Mediterranean. P. 4502,
employed in tunny and anchovy fisheries. Near
the coast is an island of same name.

Benigaxim, a town of Spain, prov. Valencia,
5 m. S.E. San Felipe de Jativa. P. 3257.
Bexigso (Sax), a town of North Italy, prov.

and circ. Turin. P. 3024.
Beni-Hassax, a vill. of Central Egypt, prov.

and 15 m. S.S.E. Minieh, on rt b. of the Nile.

Benix (Bight of), the N. portion of the Gulf
of Guinea, between the Slave Coast and the Cala-
bar river. The coast towns trade in palm-oil
and ivory.

Bexix, a maritime state. West Africa, between
lat 4° and 9° N. ; Ion. 4° and 8° E., having W.
Dahomey, N. Yaruba, S.E. the Lower Niger, and
S.W. the Bight of Benin. Area 50,000 (?) sq. m.
P. unknown. Surface rises progressively inland
to the height of 2500 feet ; is well watered, and
extremely fertile. Principal rivers, the branches
of the Niger (Quorra), at its delta. The religion,

government, and customs, are similar to those in

Ashantee and the rest of Guinea. The export
trade is in salt, palm-oil, blue coi-al, jasper, leopard
fikins, pepper, native-dyed cloths, and slaves.

Belzoni, the traveller, died on the route to

Benin in 1823.—II. cap. above state, on the Benin
river, 70 m. above its mouth in the Bight of

Benin. Lat 6° 20' N. ; Ion. 5° 60' E. P. esti-

mated at 15,000. It is a mart for live stock, yams,
cotton, ivory, and European wares.
Bexix or Forbiosa, a river of Western Africa,

being the W. arm of the Niger at its delta.

Bexix-d'-Asy (St), a comm. and vill., France,
dep. Nievre, cap. cant., arr. and 14 m. E. Nevers.
P. 1859.

Bexixguet, a small isl. off the N.W. coast of

France, dep. Fini.stfere, 12 m. S.E. Ushant.
Bexisa, a town of Spain, prov. and 39 m. N.E.

Alicante, near the Mediterranean- P. 3678.
Manufs. of linens and woollens.

Bexi-Sabih, a town of Marocco, on the Drah
or Darah river, E. of Mount Atlas.

Bexi-Souef, a town of Central Egypt, on rt. b.

of the Nile, 62 m. S.S.W. Cairo. P. 5000. The
entrepot for the produce of the valley of Fayoiun.
Here are cotton-mills, and alabaster quarries.
Bexkah, a fortified vill. of Bootan, on a nearly

inaccessible rock, 3100 feet above the sea, and
defended by round towers and a citadel.

Bexkex, a town of Switzerland, cant. St GaU,
dist. Gast«r. P. 1222.

Bexlawers, a mountain of Scotland, nearly in
its centre, co. and 32 m. W.N.W. Perth, on the
W. side of Loch Tay. It is 3984 tt. above the sea.

Bkxledi, a mountain of Scotland, co. Perth,

4 m. W.N.W. Callander, 2863 feet in height Its

scenery has been described by Sir Walter Scott,

in the " Lady of the Lake."
Bex-Lomoxd, a mountain of Scotland, co. Stir-

ling, at the S.W. extremity of the Grampian,
chain, 27 m. W.N.W. Stirling, lat 56° 11' 24" N.

;

Ion. 4° 37' 52" W. Height 3192 feet On the N.
this mountain terminates by a precipice 2000 feet

high. On its W. side is Loch Lomond,
Bex-Lomoxd, a mountain of Tasmania (Van

Diemen's Land), 30 m. S.E. of Launceston, and
rising to an elevation of 6010 feet above the sea.

Bex-Macdhui, the summit of a lofty mountain
range in Scotland, co. Aberdeen, on the border of

Inverness-shire. Height above the sea 4296 feet
Bex-More, a mountain of Scotland, Hebrides,

isl. of Mull, 9 m. S.S.W. Torosay. Height 3185 ft
Bex-More or Fairhead, a promontory on the

Irish coast, co. Antrim, opposite the Mull of Kin-
tyre, 4J m. N.E. Ballycastle, consists of a colum-
nar basaltic rock, rising, 636 feet above the sea.

Bexxebeola. (Twelve Pixs of), a group of

mountains in Ireland, Connaught, co. Galway, in

Connemara, the loftiest summits being BencoiT,
2336 feet, and Benbaun, 2395 feet above the sea.

BEXXECKEXSTErs, a town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. Erfurt, in a detached portion of territory in

the Harz, 22 m. S.W. Halberstadt P. 3630.

Bex-Nevis, a mountain of Scotland, and the
loftiest in Britain, co. Inverness, E. Fort WiUiain,
lat 56=" 47' 48' N. ; Ion. 5° 0' 6" W. ; 4406 ft above
the s^a. Circumference at base 24 m. On its N.E.
side it terminates by a precipice 1500 feet high.

The base of the mountain consists of granite and
gneiss, the upper part is composed of porphyry.
Bex-Ne\is, a mountain of Tasmania, 25 m. E.

Launceston. Height 3910 feet
Bexningtox, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Herts, 4 m. E.S.E. Stevenage. Ac. 2908. P. 637.

—II. CO. Lincoln, pts. Holland, on the N. Sea, 5
m. N.E. Boston. Ac. 7495. P. 588.—III. (Lotiff'),

same co., Kesteven, 7 m. N.W. Grantham. Ac
4420. P. 1080.

Bexxixgtox, a co. of the U.S., North America,
S.W. part of Vermont Area 700 sq. m. P. (I860)
19,436. Products, com, potatoes, butter, and
cheese. Manufs. cottons and woollens ; iron

foundries, giist, paper, planing, saw, and gun-
powder mills. Minerals are marble, iron, lead,

and yellow ochre. The railway from Rutland to

Bennington partly intersects it—II. chief town
of above CO., 34 m. N.E. Albany. P. 3923, mostly
emploved in manufs.—III. a town, Wyoming, co.

New York, 523 m. W. Albany. P. 2406. Manufs.
of fine procelain and parian ware. Famous for a
battle between the British & Americans in 1777.

Bexxisch or Bexischi. a town of Austrian Si-

lesia, circ. and 13 m. W.N.W. Troppau. P. 310P,
engaged in mines and manufs. of lin6n.

Bexxiworth. a pa., England, co. Lincoln, pts.

Lindsey, 5 m. E.N.E. Wragby. Ac. 2994. P. 431.

Bexxshausb:x, a viU. of Prussian Saxony, gov.
Erfiirt, circ Schleusingen, 10 m. N.E. Meinin-
gen, with iron forges. P. 1800.

Be^s'Xwihr, a comm. of France, dep. HautEhin,
P. 965. With a station on the Strasbourg and
Basle Railway, 3J m. S. Colmar.
Bexoit (St), a town of the Island Bourbon, on

its N.E. side, cap. cant, arr. and 23 m. S.E. St
Denis. P. 3976. Cultivation of coffee the sugar-
cane, nutmeg, and clove.

Bb:xoit (St), several comma, and vUls. of

France.—I. (de LeyssieuX dep. Ain, arr. and 7 m.
S.W. Belley. P. 1204.—II. (du SaultX a town, dep.

Indre, arr. le Blanc. P. 1072.—III. (sur Loire),

arr. Gien. P. 1633.
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Benox, a coram. & vill., France, dep. Charente

luferieure, arr. la Rochelle, oant. Cour9on. P. 1069.

Benoob, Omphis, a vill. of Lower Egypt, 14 m.
S.W. Mansurah, on the E. arm of the Nile.

Benovvm, a town of Central Africa, Soudan,
near the border of Senegambia. Lat. 15° 5' N.

;

Ion. 9° W. It is a principal caravan station on
the route from the Senegal to Timbuctoo.
Bensberg, a market town of Khenish Pmssia,

gov. and 9 m. E. Cologne. P. 864.

Benskn, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 18 m.
N.N.E. Leitmeritz, with two castles. P. 1340.

Bensheim, an old fortified town of Hessen-
Darmstadt, prov. Starkenberg, on the Berg-
strasse, 14 m. S. Darmstadt. P. 4500.

Bensington or Benson (Saxon Benesington or

Bynsington), a pa. of England, co. and 12 m. S.S.E.
Oxford, on 1. b. of the Thames. Ac. 2922. P.

1169. It was once important. Here the West
Saxons built a castle for defence of their frontiers,

which was taken by the Britons about a.d. 571.

Benthall, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 3 m.
N.E. Much-Wenlock. Ac. 824. P. 499.

Bentham, a pa. of England, co. York, "West
Biding, llj m. W.N.W. Settle. Ac. 25,500. P.
3589. Manufs. of linens.

Bentheim, a town of Hanover, landrost and
38 m. W. Osnabrilck, cap. co., on the Dutch fron-
tier. P. 2000. Manufs. of linen cloths and parch-
ment, with stone quarries and sulphur baths.

Bentinck Island, a low wooded isl. in the
Gulf of Carpentaria, 10 m. from the mainland of

North Australia. Lat. 17° S. ; Ion. 139° 40' E.
Bentley, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Hants, 4 m. W.S.W. Faruham. Ac. 2288. P.
721.—II. CO. Suffolk, 5 m. by railway S.W. Ips-
wich. Ac. 2801. P. 453.—III. (i-'eraray), co.Derby,
3 m. N.N.W. Ashbome. Ac. 1036. P. 305.—IV.
{Great\ co. Essex, 6i m. E.S.E. Colchester. Ac.
3188. P. 1033.—V. (Little), same co., 4^ m. S.S.E.
Manningtree. Ac. 2012. P. 458.^VI. (with
Arksey), Yorkshire. Ac. 5220. P. 1099.
Benton (Long), a pa. of England, co. Northum-

berland, Castle-ward, 3 m. N.E. Newcastle. Ac.
9040. P. 13,304, mostly employed in collieries,

stone quan'ies, and foundries.
Benton, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Tennessee, drained by river of same name. Area
380 sq. m. P. 8463. Soil fertile.—II. a co. in W.
of Missouri. Area 580 sq. m. P. 8473 free, 599
slaves. Surface prairie and woodland, soil rich.

—III. a CO. in N.W. of Arkansas. Area 1020
sq. m. P. 8922 free, 384 slaves. Surface hilly,

soil fertile.—IV. a co., Oregon. P. 3074.—V. a
CO. of Indiana. P. 2809.—VI. a co., Iowa. P.
8496.—VII. a town, New York, 192 m.W. Albany.
P. 3456.—Also the name of several other towns
and villages.

Bentschen, a town of Prussia, Posen, circ. and
l^ m. S.E. Meseritz. P. 1500.
Bentworth, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3i m.

W. Alton. Ac. 3688. P. 647.
Benue, or Chadda, a river of W. Africa,

Guinea, joins the Quorra (or Niger) on left, 230
m. from its mouth, in the Gidf of Guinea. In
1833 it was navigated by Allen and Oldfield, to a
point 85 m. E. of its junction, and in 1854 the
steamer " Pleiad " ascended it to Dolti, 120 m.
from its source, thus proving the identity of
the BenU^, seen by Dr Barth in 1851, with the
Chadda, and opening up an important route to
Central Africa.
Benwell, a township of England, co. North-

umberland, Castle-ward, pa. St John, 2 m. W.
Newcastle. Ac. 1346. P. 1771. Above sea 2G7 ft.

Bkn-Wyvis, a mountain of Scotland, co. Ross,

10 m. W. Kiltearn, 3422 feet above the sea.

—

Ben
Voirlich, Dumbartonshire, at N.W. end of Loch
Lomoud, is 3091 feet above the sea.

Benye, two vills. of Hungary.—I. co. Posth-
Pilis, gov. and 4 m. E. Monor. P. 2850.—II.
(Erdo), CO. Zemplin, gov. and 9J m. N.N.W.
Tokaj. P. 2130. It has vineries.

Benzerta (Lakes of). North Africa, dom. and
30 m. N.W. I'unis ; the N. and larger (anc. Hip-
ponitus Imcus), 8J m. in length, and salt ; and the
smaller (anc. Sisaras Palus), 9j m. in length, tur-

bid an'd fresh. They ai-e the principal sources
whence Tunis is supplied with fish. On the chan-
nel between the former and the sea is the town
Benzerta or Bizerta. [Bizerta.]
Beodra, a market town and post station, Hun-

gary, Banat, and 47 m. W. Temeswar. P. 3035.
Beoley, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, 7 m.

E. Bromsgrove. Ac. 4480. P. 682.

Bepton, a pa. of Engl., co. Sussex, rape Chi-
chester, 2| m. S.W. Midhurst. Ac. 1224. P. 211.

Bequia, the most N. of the Grenadines, West
India islands, lat. 13° N. ; Ion. 61° 18' W., 8 m. St
Vincent. Length N.E. to S.W. 7, breadth IJ m.
Ber (Little), a market town of Hungary, co.

Gran, gov. and 11^ m. S.W. Kocs. P. 2275.

Berain-sur-d'Heune, a comm. and viU. of

France, dep. Saone-et-Loire, arr. Chalon, cant.

Givry. P. 1201. Coals and minerals.

Bebar, a valley of the Nizam's doms., India,

lat. 20° 15' to 21° 40' N. ; Ion. 76° to 78° 2' E. Area
9000 sq. m. Chief towns, Ellichpore and Oomra-
wuttee, the depot for the raw cotton of the dis-

trict. Rev. of E. and W. provs. (1862) 389,567^.

The Berar Valley railway was opened in 1863.

Berat, a town of European Turkey, Albania,
sanj. Avlona, on rt. b. of the Ergent, 30 m. N.E.
Avlona. P. between 8000 and 10,000.

Beraun, Beraunum, VeroTias, a town of Bohe-
mia, cap. circ, on the Beraun river, 17J m. S.W.
Prague. P. 2800. It has iron and coal mines.
Berbenno, a town of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Bergamo. P. 1048.

Berbenno, a town of North Italy, prov. and
cii-c. Sondrio. P. 2668.

Berber, a town and region of Egypt, on the
Nile, in lat. 18° N. ; Ion. 34° E.
Berbera, a seaport station of East Africa,

Somauli, on a deep bay of the Gulf of Aden, 160
m. E.S.E. Zeyla. Lat. 10° 26' 15' N. ; Ion. 45° 7'

57" E. An annual fair is held from October to

April, attended by 10,000 to 20,000 persons.

Berbice, the most W. dist. of British Guiana,
extending along the coast, and up the Berbice
river, and mostly between lat. 6° and 7° N. ; Ion.

57° and 68° W. P. (1851) 27,000, of whom 320
were whites. Products, sugar, coffee, and cotton.

Principal town. New Amsterdam. The Berbice
river, in the above dist., has at first a N., and
afterwards a N.E. course, between the Essequibo
and the Corentyn rivers, and joins the Atlantic

by an estuary 5 m. wide, 10 m. N. New Amster-
dam, and in lat. 6° 21' N. ; Ion. 67° 12' W. In
1837, it was ascended as far as lat. 3° 65' N., where
it was 33 yards wide, with a depth of from 8 to
10 feet. In its upper part it has rapids and cata-
racts ; but it is navigable for 165 m. from the sea,

for vessels drawing 7 feet water. Among the
vegetation on its banks, the magnificent water
lily, the Victoria regia, was discovered in 1837.
Berceto, a town of Northern Italy, prov. and

28 m. S.W. Parma. P. 6159.
Berchem, a town of Belgium, prov. E. Flan-

ders, on the Scheldt, 19 m. S.W. Ghent. P. 2342.
—II. a viU., prov. and 2 m. S. Antwerp, on the
railway to Bi-ussels. P. 2729. Bleaching and
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tnanufs of canvas, starch, and tobacco.—III. a
vill. of the Netherlands, prov. N. Brabant, 13 m.
N.E. Bois-le-Duc. P. l84l.

Bekchidda, a to^vn of the island Sardinia,

prov. Sassari, circ. Ozibri. P. 1331.

Berchikg, a town of Bava-ia, cii"c. Middle
Franconia, on Ludwig's Canal, ?0 m. W.N.W.
Eegensburg. P. 1370.

Bekchtesgaden, a market town of Bavaria,

circ. Upper Bavaria, 12 m. S. Salzburg. P. 1900.

Manufs. of bone and wooden wares. In the royal

salt mines 200 miners are employed, and the
annual produce is 16,000 cwt. of rock salt.

Berchtoi;sdorf, a market town of Austria,

gov. Modling, 7 m. S.S.W. Wien. P. 2310.

Berck-sdr-Meh, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Pas-de-Calais, on the English Channel, 8 m.
S.W. Montreuil. P. 2703.

Berczel, two vills. of Hungary.—I. co. Pesth-
PiHs, gov. and 7 m. W.N.W. Czegled. P. 1815.—
II. CO. Szabolcz, gov. and 15 m. N.N.W. Nyiregy-
haza. P. 1440. Mineral springs and soda manuf.
Berden, a pa. of Engl., co. Essex, 5 m. N.W.

Stansted-Mountfitchet. Ac. 1771. P. 414.

Beirdiansk, a maritime town of South Russia,

Taurida, at the mouth of the small river Berda,
on the N. shore of the Sea of Azov, 150 m. N.E.
Simferopol. P. 11,000. It has a good harbour
between two peninsulas. There are coal mines
and salt lakes in its vicinity. In 1862, 207 ves-
sels (tonnage 46,190) were loaded at the port.

Imports (1862) 17,228Z. ; exports, wheat & grains,

linseed, tallow, wool, etc, 642,340/.

Bebditchev, a town of Russian Poland, gov.
Kiev, 24 m. S. Jitomir. P. (1863) 53,169. Im-
portant for its commerce and its four annual fairs,

at which goods, to the average annual value of
600,000/., are disposed of.

Berechka, a trading town, European Turkey,
Bosnia, on the Save. Large exports and imports.
Bere-Church, a pa, of England, co. Essex,

2 m. S.W. Colchester, and within its jurisdiction.

P. 112. [For other vills. in England with the
prefix Bere^ see Beer.]
Bereczk, a market town of Austrian Tran-

sylvania, gov. and 9 m. E.N.E. Kezdi-Vasarhely.
P. 2900.

Bereg, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, circ. and
9J m. N.N.W. Zombor. P. 2440.
Beregh, a CO. of Upper Hungary, this side the

Theiss. P. 121,500. Chief towns Bereghszasz
and Munkacs.—II. a town in above co. P. 1215.
Bereghszasz, atown of E. Hungary, co. Beregh,

18 m. S. Munkacs. P. 3750. It has Roman Catholic,
Greek, and Protestant churches.

Beregszo, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, gov.
and 13J m. W.S.W. Temesvar. P. 1960.
BEiiEGUARDO, a vill. of North Italy, Lombardy,

prov. and 9 m. N.W. Pavia, near canal of same
name, in the Ticino. P. 1163.

Bere>iexd, a vill. of Himgary, gov. and 8 m.
S.E. Siklos. P. 1680.

' Berenice, a ruined city of Egj-pt, anciently the
emporium of its commerce with India, on a bay
in the Red Sea, 20 m. S.W. Ras Bemass.
Berent, a town of West Prussia, gov. and 31

m. W.S.W. Danzig. P. 2300.
Bereny, several vills. of Austria.—I. {Csah\

CO. Stuhlweissenburg, gov. and 6 m. E.S.E.
Moor. P. 1680.—II. (Jasz\ a market town, 39 m.
E. Pesth. P. 16,875.-111. ^Great and Little), co.
Somogy, gov. and 18 m. E.N.E. Karad. P. 1090.—IV. CO., gov. and 10| m. N.E. Stuhlweissen-
burg. P. 3910.—V. (J/e25), CO. Bekes-Csanad,
gov. and 6 m. N.W. Bekes. P. 8265.
Berksina or Berezina, a river of Russia, gov.

Minsk, in the N. of which it rises, flows generally

S., and joins the Dnieper in lat. 52° 28' N. Length
200 m. Principal afflt. the Svislotch. The towns
Borisov and Bobruitsk are on its banks. It is

navigable, and is connected with the Diina by a
canal, which thus establishes a communication
between the Baltic and Black Seas. This river

is memorable for the disastrous passage of the

French army during the retreat of Napoleon i.

from Moscow, in 1812.—II. a vill. on the rt. b. of

the Berezina, 48 m. E. Minsk, at which Charles
xu. crossed the river, Jtme 29, 1708.

Berethalom, a market town of Austria, Tran-
sylvania, gov. and 9J m. E.S.E. Medias. P. 2235.

BERETTYO-UjFAiu, a market town of Hungary,
CO. Nord-Bihar, 9J m. S. Derecske. P. 4820.

Berezna, a town of Russia, on the Desna, goT.
and 20 m. E. Techemigov. P. 5500.

Berezov, a town of Siberia, gov. and 400 m.
N.N.W. Tobolsk, on 1. b. of the Sosva. It is the
sole trading station in a wide extent of country,
and has traflBc in furs.—II. a gold-mining vill. oi

Asiatic Russia, gov. Perm, N.E. Jekaterineburg.
Berg, a town of Switzerland, cant. Thurgau,

dist. Weinfclden. P. 1276.

Berg, numerous villages in Germany, the prin-
cipal in Wiirtemberg, circ. Neckar, 1\ m. N.E.
Stuttgart. P. 770. It has saline springs, temp. 68*

Fahr. The Duchy of Berg, on the Rhine, be-
tween Cologne and Coblenz, formed by Napoleon
I. in 1806, and ceded to Prussia in 1815, is now
comprised in Prussian Westphalia.
Berga, a town of Spain, prov. & 51 m. N.N.W.

Barcelona. P. 6333. It has an hospital.

Bergama, Bergamus, a ruined city of Asia
Minor, Anatolia, on the Mendere-Chai (Simoit),

] J m. S.E. the site of ancient Troy.
Beegamasco, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Ales-

sandria, circ. Acqui. P. 1617.

Bergamo, Bergomum, a fortified city of North
Italy, cap. -pro v., 39 m. N.E. Milan. P. (1862)
24,566, of comm. 38,765. It has churches, cathe-
dral, monasteries, nunneries, town-hall, col-

lege, athena;um, academy of the fine arts, dio-
cesan and other schools, public library, military
asylum, and theatres, with manufactures of silk,

wooUen, cotton, and Unen fabrics, silk twist, and
iron goods. The largest fair in North Italy is

held here annually in August ; and it has trade in
grinding-stones, quarried in the vicinity. During
the height of the Venetian power Bergamo waa
a dependency on its territory ; under Napoleon
I. it was cap. of the dep. Serio. The prov. of
Bergamo has an area of 1026 sq. m., divided into
18 dists. P. (1862) 347,235. Pasturage good,
with herds of sheep and goats. Minerals are
iron, marble, whetstones, and lignite.

Beegaxtixo, a market town of North Italy,

Venetia, gov., prov. and 25 m. W. Rovigo. P. 3000.
Bergedorf, a town of North Germany, be-

longing jointly to Hamburg and Liibeck, on the
Berlin Railway, 10 m. E.S.E. Hamburg, P. 6257.
Bergeijk, a vilL of the Netherlands, prov. N.

Brabant, 25 m. S. Bois-le-Duc. P. 1761.
Bergen, a fortified city and seaport of Nor-

way, cap. prov., built round the head of a deep
bay, on the Atlantic, 190 miles W.N.W. Chris-
tiania. Lat. of castle 60° 24' N. ; Ion. 6° 18' E. P.
(1856), with suburbs, 30,402. It has a cathedral,

churches, hospitals, theatre, museum, diocesan
college, naval academy, schools, public libraries,

and an hospital for lepers. Bergtn is surrounded
by elevated hills on the land side, which renders
the cUmate humid. Annual fitU of rain and snow
73 inches ; most falls in the winter half year. It

is the seat of a court of secondary jurisdiction.
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mid of one of the three public treasuries of Nor-
way, and the station of a naval squadron. Its

harbour, deep and sheltered, but rocky, is de-

fended by several forts, which, with the town
walls, mount 100 guns. Manufs., earthenware,

tobacco, and cordage ; distilling and ship-build-

ing are carried on ; the fishery is, however, the

principal source of employment, and fleets of

from 60 to 80 small vessels come from the N.
provs. in summer, bringing to Bergen, fish, roes,

fish-oil, blubber, skins, and feathers, and taking

back goods in return. The foreign trade is

mostly with the countries of North Europe. Im-
ports, corn, brandy and wines, cotton and wool-
len manufs., colonial produce and hemp ; exports,

di-ied and salted fish, lobsters, oil, horns, iron,

rock-moss, skins, & timber.—North Bergenhuus.
P. (1855) 81,496. Area 6745 sq. m.—South Ber-
genhuus. P. 104,763. Area 6808 sq. m.
Bergen, a town of Prussian Pomerania, gov.

Stralsund, circ. and near the centre of the island

Siigen, of which it is cap., 15 m. N.E. Stralsund.

P. 3100. Manufs. of woollen cloth and brandy.
Bergen, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Limbourg, on rt. b. of the Maas, 30 m. E.S.E.
Bois-le-Duc. P. 3442.

Bergen, a vill. of Prussia, landrost and 34 m.
S.W. Ltineburg. P. 830. Linen manufs.
Bergen, co. of the U. S., North America, in

N.E. of New Jersey. Area 350 sq. m. P. (I860)

21,618. Soil fertile.—II. a township, New Jersey,

cap. CO. Hudson, 48 m. N.E. Trenton. P. 2758.

—

III. a township. New York, 217 m. W. Albany.
P. 1832.

Bergen-op-Zoom, a fortified town of the
Netherlands, cap. cant., prov. North Brabant, on
the Zoom, near its junction with the E. Scheldt,

22 m. W.S.W. Breda. P. (1861) 8818. It has a
harbour, two arsenals, town-house, Latin school,

school of architecture ; manufs. of earthenwares,
and trade in anchovies. The fortifications were
extended in 1703. It was taken by the French
in 1747 and in 1794 ; and defended by them
against the English in 1814.
Beugerac, a town of France, dep. and on rt.

b. of the Dordogne, cap. arr., 25 ni S.S.W. Peri-
gueux. P. 12,116. It has a comm. college, public
library, tribunal of commerce ; manufs. of paper,
iron & copper wares, serges and hosiery. Exports
white wines, liqueurs, and provisions to Bordeaux.
Formerly fortified, and sustained many sieges.

Bergileim, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
H. Ehin, arr. and 8J m. N. Colmar. P. 3200.
Manufs. calico, oils, candles, and bricks.

Bkugheim, a market town of Ehenish Prussia,
gov. and 14 m. W.N.W. Cologne. P. 866.—II. a
vill, princip. and 4 m. S.E. Waldeck. P. 640.

Bergholt, two pas. of England, co. Suffolk.

—

I. (^050, 6 m. S.S.E. Hadleigh. Ac. 3063. P.
1397.—II. (WesfX 3i m. N.W. Colchester. Ac.
2273. P. 906.

Bergholtz or New Bergholtz, a post vill. of
the U. S., North America, New York, Niagara co.,

16 ni. N. Buffalo. P. 2000. Founded in 1843 by
Lutheran emigrants.
Bergreichenstkin, a town of Bohemia, circ.

Prachin, 42 m. W.N.W. Budweis. P. 2000.
Bergstadt, a town of Moravia, circ. & 19 m. N.

Olmiitz. P. 1530, with iron mines. Its silver
mines have been occasionally worked since 1437.
Bergues, a fortified town of France, dep.

Nord, cap. cant., on the Colme, 6 m. S.S.E. Dun-
kerque. P. 6022. It has a comm. college, hos-
pital, and public library ; with distilleries, salt
and sugar refineries, manufs. of soap, tobacco,
•nd earthenware, and commerce in cattle, cheese,

and lace. It communicates with Dunkerque and
the sea by the canal of Bergues, which admits
vessels of 300 tons.

Berguji, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
Friesland, cap. cant., on the Bergum Lake, 8 m.
E. Leeuwarden. P. 2028.

Berg On, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Grisons,

on the N. slope of the Albula mountain, 4544
feet above the sea. P. 600. Below the vill.'ige

is the valley of Bergiinerstein.

Bergzabern, a town of Ehenish Bavaria, circ.

Pfalz, on the Erlbach, 8 m. S.W. Landau. P. 2650.

Berhampore, a town of S. India, Madras pre-

sid., dist, and 20 m. S.E. Ganjam. P. estim. at

20,000. It has a military cantonment, bazaars, and
manufs. of silk, cotton, sugar, and sugar candy.
Berhobleth, a vill. of Austria, Bukowina, gov.

and 7 m. S.S.E. Wisznitz. P. 2335.

Beringen, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant,

and 3 m. W. Schaffhausen. P. 1395.

Berislav, a town of South Eussia, gov. & 25 m.
E. Kherson, on rt. b. of the Dnieper, here crossed

by a floating bridge. Trade with the Crimea.
Berja, a town of Spain, prov. and 22 m. W.

Almeria, on the S. slope of the Sierra de Gador.
P. 9840. It is the centre of lead mines.

Berka, two vills. of Central Germany, duchy
Saxe-Weimar.—I. on the Ilm, 6 m. S. Weimar.
P. 1270. Sulphur baths.—II. on the Werra, 11

m. W.S.W. Eisenach. P. 1200.

Berkeley, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. and 15 m. S.S.W. Glo'ster. Ac. of pa. 15,740.

P. of do. 4316. The town, in the vale of Berke-
ley, near the Severn, and on the Glo'ster and
Bristol Eailway, has a church, which is the

burial place of Dr Jenner ; a market-house ; trade

in timber, coal, malt, and cheese, facilitated by
the Glo'ster and Berkeley Canal. Berkeley Castle,

on an eminence S.E. of the town, is the place in

which Edward ii. was murdered in 1327. Berke-
ley Vale is noted for rich pasturage, and pro-

duces the famous " double Gloucester " cheese.

Berkeley, a co. of U. S., North America, in

N.E. of Virginia, on the Potomac. Area 392 sq.

m. P. (1860) free 10,875, slaves 1650. Products,

wheat, corn, and butter. It has flour, saw, and
paper mills. Lime, iron, and coal are abundant.
BeuivEley Sound, the most frequented inlet

of the E. Falkland Isl., in the Atlantic, near its

N.E. extremity. Lat. 51° 30' S. ; Ion. 57° 56' W.
Berkley, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 2 m.

E.N.E. Frome. Ac. 1927. P. 386.

Berkley-Springs, a vill. of the U. S., North
America, Virginia, 180 m. N.N.W. Eichmond.
Berkeswell, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,

6 m. W. Coventry. Ac. 6958. P. 1624.

Berkhamstead (Great), a market town and
pa. of England, co. Herts, on the Grand Junction
Canal and the N.W. Eailway, 28 m. N.W. London.
Ac. of pa. 4250. P. 3585. It has a church, corn
exchange, gaol, and house of correction. Cowper
the poet was bom here in 1731, while his father

was rector of the pa. Altitude 370 feet. Mean
temp., June 63°-7 ; Jan. 37°'l.—II. (Little), a pa.

CO. and 4J m. S.W. Hertford. Ac. 1689. P. 450.

—III. (St Mary). [North Church.]
Berks, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S.E. of Pennsylvania. Area 1020 sq. m. P.

(1860) 93,818. Soil fertile, watered by Schuylkill
river. Produces all kinds of gi"ain, also cattle,

horses, and pork. It has iron and copper mines

;

iron foundries, tin works, potteries, breweries, tan-

neries, and distillei-ies
;
paper, saw, gimpowder,

linseed-oil, and rolling mills. The Schuylkill
Canal, and the Philadelphia and Heading Eail-

way, intersect the co. Capital, Eeading.
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Bfrkshtre, an inland co. of England, having

N. the COS. Oxford and Bucks, E. SuiTey, S.

Hants, W. WUts and Glo'ster. Ac. 451,210. P.

176,256. The Thames forms all its N. boundary

;

other rivers are its affls. the Keunet and Loddon.
A tract of down extends thi-ough its centre ; its

S.E. and E. parts are occupied by Windsor
forest and park. The soil is fertile. Sub-soil

chalk, gravel, and clay. Agriculture is back-
ward. Manufs. unimportant; but an extensive
trade in agricultural produce is carried on by the

Thames, the Wilts and Berks, and Kennet and
Avon Canals, and the Great Western Railway.
Chief towns, Reading, Windsor, Wallingford,
Abingdon, and Newbury. Berks contains 20
hundreds, and 151 pas. in the circuit and diocese

of Oxford. It returns 3 members to the House
of Commons. Reg. electors (1864) 4979.

Berkshire, a co. of U. S., North America, in W.
part of Massachusetts, intersected by Boston and
Albany Railroad. Area 1400 sq. m. P. (1860)
55,120. Manufs. cottons, woollens, iron, & glass

;

calico-printing ; distilleries, tanneries, paper and
saw mills. Marble, limestone, and iron are abun-
dant.—II. a town, Franklin CO., Vermont. P. 1955.

Berlaer, a coram, and vill. of Belgium, prov.
Antwerp, arr. & 9 m. N.E. Mechlin. P. 2925.
Berlaimont, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Nord, cap. cant., on the Sambre, 8 m. N.W.
Avesnes. P. (with comm.) 2619. Manufactures
of pottery, and brick-making.
BerlangX, two small towns of Spain : one in

the prov., and 22 m. S.W. Soria
; p. 1692 ;—the

other in the prov., & 65 m. S.E. Badajos
; p. 4128.

Berlau, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. Budweis,
gov. and 5 m. N. Kalsching. P. 1075.

Berlebeck, a vill. of Lippe-Detmold, 3 m.
S.S.W. Detmold. P. 1100.

Berleburg, a town of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. and 28 m. S.S.E. Amsberg, cap. circ. Witt-
genstein. P. 2152. Manufs. of woollen cloths.

Berlichixgen, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, 10 m.
W.N.W. Kiinzelsau. P. 1420. Woolspinning.
Berlikum, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. N.

Brabant, 6 m. E. Bois-le-Duc. P. 2222.—II. a
vill., prov. W. Friesland. P. 1220. It has a
large annual fair.

Berlin, a city of Germany, cap. of Prussi;i,

and of the prov. Bi-andenburg, on the Spree, 156
m. E.S.E. Hamburg, and 100 m. N. Dresden.
Lat. (of new observatory) 62° 30' 16' N. ; Ion. 13°

23' 58" E. ; 115 feet above the sea ; mean temp,
of year 48°*2 ; summer 64°'5 ; winter 31°"4, Fahr.
P. in 1700, 29,000 ; 1861, 547,561 ; 1864, 632,749.

Built in a sandy plain, on both banks of the

Spree ; it is 10 hl in circumference. The chief

divisions of the city are—1. Berlin Proper

;

2. Cologne {Alt and Neu Kolny, on the Spree ; 3.

Louisenstadt, in the S. ; 4. Friedrichstadt, in
S.W. ; 6. Friedrichswerder, between Alt and Neu
Koln and Friedrichstadt ; 6. Neustadt or Doro-
theenstadt^ between Friedrichstadt and the Spree;
7. Friedrich Wtlhelmstadt, built 1828, and the
suburbs of Stralhatt, Spandau, and Konigstadt,
Oranienburg, and Potsdam. The city is entered
by 14 gates, one of which, the Brandenburg gate
on the W., is a colossal structure, surmounted by a
"victory, in a car drawn by 4 horses. It was car-
ried to Paris in 1807, and restored in 1814. Of
the 40 bridges which cross the Spree and its

branches, the principal are the long bridge, with
an equestrian statue of the great elector Frede-
rick William ; the Schlossbriicke or palace bridge,
with groups of heroes in marble ; Frederick
Bridge, consisting of 8 arches, and constructed of
iron. The finest streets are in Friedrichstadt

and Dorotheenstadt ; the most celebitited is that

called " Unter-den-Linden," ornamented by an
equestrian statue of Frederick the Great, termi-

nated by the Brandenburg gate at the one end,

and the royal palace at the other. Around the
principal squares and streets are grouped nume-
rous public buildings, among which are the royal

castle and palace, the arsenal, university, mu-
seums, exchange, opera-house, theatres, and the

palaces of the princes. There are 33 churches,

of which 23 are evangelical, 4 French Calvinist,

2 Roman CathoUc, and a chapel of the Bohemian
Brothers. The suburbs have many attractions,

among which are the Thier-garten, a large open
park outside of the Brandenburg gate, in which
a " corso " has been established, and the KJreutz-

berg, a sandhill S. of the gate of Halle, on which
is erected an iron monument to the memory of

the Prussians who fell in the wars of Napoleon i.

Berlin is the great centre of instruction and in-

tellectual development in North Germany ; its

educational establishments are numerous and
celebrated. The university, founded in 1810,

and comprising schools of jurisprudence, medi-
cine, and philosophy, is attended by about 1200
students. There are 6 gymnasia, 2 Protestant
theological seminaries, a military school ; schools

of artillery, military engineering, architecture,

sculpture, painting, and music; a preparatory
school of music, and many elementary schools.

The royal library, founded in 1650, has 600,000
printed vols, and 500 MSS. Among its collec-

tions are royal museums of painting, sculpture,

antiquities, coins, and medals ; a museum of na^
tural history, a royal astronomical and magnetic
observatory, and a royal botanic garden. Its

academic institutions comprise the academies of

sciences {Akademie der Wissenschaften), of the
fine arts, of industry, and of music; a geographical
society, founded in 1828, and a society of natural

histoiy. It has two royal theatres, and an opera-
house. Among its charitable institutions are the
Hotel des Invalides, for 300 soldiers and 12 officers,

and an orphan hospital. Berlin is the first city

in Germany for the variety and importance of its

manufs., comprising the celebrated Berlin china,

cloths, linens, carpets, silks, ribbons, and ii'on

wares called " Berlin jewellery," paper, porcelain,

mathematical and optical instruments, chemical
and dye-stuffs, and musical instruments. Amou?
its great industrial establishments are the royal
iron foundi-y and royal porcelain manufactory.
The productions of the press in typography,
cartography, and lithogi-aphy, are numerous and
excellent. For the encouragement of commerce
there is a royal bank, a royal mercantile marine
(Seehandlungs- institute) established 1772, and
steampacket companies. All the great roads in
the kingdom meet in Berlin ; and by canals it

communicates with the Baltic and the North Sea,
and with the rivers Elbe, Oder, and Vistula,

rendering its navigation of considerable import-
ance ; and it is the centre of a vast system of rail-

ways. Berlin was occupied by the Austrians and
Russians in 1760, and by the French in 1806.

Berlin, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Connecticut, co. and 12 m. S.W. Hartford.
Manufs. tin wares.—II. a town, Rensselaer, co.

New York.

—

New Berlin is a township, 8 m. N.E.
Norwich.
Berlinchen, a town of Prussia, prov. Bran-

denburg, gov. and 52 m. N.E. Frankfurt-on-the-
Oder, with manufs. of cloth and paper. P. 3700.

Berlingas (Fr. Berlinguesy, a group of small

rocky islands off the W. coast of Portugal, prov.

Estremadura, 10 miles N.W. Peniche, with a
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liglitliouse. The safest passage is that inside of

tlie islands.

Berlingekode, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov.

Erfurt, circ. and 7 m. W.N.W. Worbis. P. 1010.

Berix>hy, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and

8 m. S.W. Kalusz. P. 1055.

Bekmerain, a comm. and ^^ll. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Carabrai, cant. Solesmes. P. 1281.

Bermeo, a seaport town of Spain, prov. Viz-

caya, on the Bay of Biscay, 14 m. N.E. Bilbao.

P. 3625, mostly engaged in fisheries.

Bermondsey, a pa. of England, and suburb of

London, co. Surrey, included in the borough of

Southwark, on the E. Ac. 688. P. 58,355.

Bermuda, Bermudas, or Somers Islands, a

group of about 300 small islands, belonging to

Great Britain, in the Atlantic, 580 m. S.E. of

Cape Hatteras, in S. Carolina. Lat. 32° 20'

N. ; Ion. 64° 50' W. Area 24 sq. m. P. (1863)

11,451, the majority of whom are coloured.

Surface mostly low, and composed of a shelly

coralline rock, while coral reefs surround the

Bermudas, which are visited by severe gales in

winter ; but among the islands are several good
anchorages. Climate mild and delightful, and
highly salubrious, but severe thunder-storms
frequently prevail, and the atmosphere is some-
times charged with excessive humidity. Mean
annual temp. 71° to 75° Fahr. Principal exports,

arrow-root, cocoa, potatoes, onions, palmetto, and
straw-hats. The fruits of both tropical and tem-
perate regions are raised

;
poultry and veal are

plentiful. Many of the inhabitants are engaged
in the transit and other trade between Newfound-
land and the West Indies; and others in the

whale-fishery. Exports : cotton, timber, and
arrow-root, to the value, in 1863, of 20,319Z. Im-
ports: arms, leather, woollens, cottons, coffee,

coals, tea, and saltpetre, value 1863, 78,334^. Re-
venue, 16,000?. ; imperial expenditure for civil

& military purposes, 91,637/. Government vested
is. a governor, a council of 8 members, and an
assembly of 36 members, 4 being returned by
each parish. The principal islands are Bermuda
or Long Island, St George, Somerset, St David,
and Ireland. St George and Ireland islands are
strongly fortified ; on the former is Hamilton,
the cap., and the latter is entirely occupied by
its fortress, arsenal, and dock-yards. It is a con-
vict station. Its harbour, which is completely
land-locked, is said to be one of the finest in the
world. This group of islands was discovered in

1522 by Bermudez, a Spaniard. Sir G. Somers
was wrecked here in 1609, and soon after this

they were colonized from Virginia and England.
There is regular steam communication between
Bermuda & New York, Bermuda & Halifax, & Ber-
muda and St Thomas. Shortest track to England
2858 sea m. Shortest steam passage 25 days.
Bern or Berne (Canton), a state of Central

Europe, one of the three Vorort, or governing
cantons of the Swiss Confederation, situated be-
tween lat. 46'' 20' and 47° 30' N. ; Ion. 6° 50' and
8° 27' E. Bounded N. by France, E. by the
cants. Soleure, Aargau, Lucern, Unterwalden,
and Uri, S. by the Valais, and W. by Vaud,
Fribourg, and Neuchatel. Area 2615 sq. m.
P. (I860) 467,141, most of whom are Protest-
ants. The country is mountainous, comprising,
in the S., many of the highest points of the Alps,
as the Finster-aar-Horn, Jungfrau, Schreckhorn,
and Monch, the terraces and contre-forts of

which form the Bernese Oherland, celebrated for
the beauty of its valleys, the chief of which are
the Simmenthal, Lauterbrunnen, Grindelwald,
and H&slL The N. part of the caut. is covered

by the J<:i'a mountains, the two regions Ixrinjf

separated by the valley of the Aar. Nearly tlia

whole territory belongs to the basin of the Rhine,
and is drained by the Aar and its tributaries, the
chief of which are the Emmen, Simmen, Kander,
and Thiele. The lakes of Neuchatel and Bienne
are formed by the Thiele, and those of Thun and
Brienz by the Aar. Climate healthy, exces-

sively cold in the region of the Alps, where per-
ennial snow forms the most extensive glaciers

in Switzerland, but mild at the foot of the Jura,

and in the valley of Interlachen. The mountains
are covered with forests of pine and beech, and
the soil is fertile in the valleys. The amount of

grain, potatoes, hemp, and lint, is insufficient for

consumption. The vine is cultivated to a consi-

derable extent in the valleys of the Thiele, and
on the lakes Neuchatel, Bienne, and Thun. Pas-
turage is extensive, and the rearing of cattle, the
chief source of wealth ; those of the valleys of the
Emmen and Sarine being considered the best in

Switzerland; and the cheese there produced is

one of the chief articles of commerce in the can-
ton. The horses of the Emmenthal are highly
valued. The canton has mines of iron, lead,

and copper, marble and gypsum quarries, fine

freestone, granite, and lime. Iron is worked ex-
tensively in the Jura. Among the many mineral
springs, those of Weissenburg, Blumenstein,
Frutigen, and Gumigel, are most frequented.
Chief objects of industry are the manufs. of

linens and woollens, iron and copper wares,
watchmaking, and the wooden wares of the
Oberland. Imports are salt, colonial producta
grain, tobacco, and metals. The canton is tra-

versed by excellent roads, and steam packets ply
on the lakes, and on the river Aar. "The educa-
tional establishments of the canton comprise a
university, polytechnic and normal schools, and
the agricultm-al and industrial institution at

Hofwyl. In 1863 the canton issued 46 journals.

Bern is the largest canton of the Swiss Confedera-
tion, and holds the second rank in the federal

diet. Its contingent to the army is 5824 men.
Bern, a town, Switzerland, cap. cant, of same

name, on a small peninsula formed by the Aar,
80 m. N.E. Geneva, and 23 m. S. Basel, 1907 feet

above the sea. P. (1860) 29,016, of whom 1636
were strangers. Bern is the seat of the federal

diet, alternately with Zurich and Lucern, and re-

sidence of three foreign ministers. It is built of

freestone, andis remarkable for the arcades formed
by the houses in all its principal streets, and for

its fountains. It has a Gothic cathedral, univer-
sity, an observatory, public library with an ex-
tensive collection of MSS. on Swiss history,

museum of natural history, arsenal, cantonal auu
state bank ; chief industry manuf . of gunpowder,
firearms, and mathematical instruments, straw
hats, paper, and leather. Bern was surrounded
by walls in 1191, declared a free city in 1218, and
admitted into the Swiss Confederation in 1352

;

its fortifications were demolished in 1835. It is

the birthplace of Haller.

Bernalda, a to-\vn, South Italy, prov. Potenza,
circ. Matera, on the Gulf of Taranto. P. 5862.

Bernalillo, a co., U. S., North America, in
the E. of New Mexico. Area 900 sq. m. P. 8769.
Products, wheat, wine, and wool.
Bernard (Great St), Mons Jovis, a mountain

pass in the chain of the Alps, between Piedmont
and the Valais. It owes its modem name to the
celebrity of the hospice, said to have been founded
by Bernard de Menthon, in 862, for the succour
of travellers, who have been assisted to the num-
ber of 600 in one day. The hospice, a stone
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building, is situated on the summit of the pass,

11 m. N.N.W. Aosta, and 17 m. S.S.E. Martigny,
8113 feet above the sea. It is the highest habita-
tion in Europe ; and the cold is so intense, that a
small lake in its ^dcinity is frozen over nine months
in the year. Mean temp, of year 28' "55 ; summer
41°'5, virinter 17°'5. At all times, the philanthro-
pic inmates, monks of the order of St Augustine,
with their valuable dogs, hold themselves in
readiness to assist travellers arrested by snow,
which in winter accumulates to a depth of from
10 to 40 feet. This gorge, which was traversed
by Eoman armies, by Charlemagne, & by Frederic
Barbarossa, is celebrated for the passage of Bona-
parte I., at the head of the French army of 30,000
men, with cavalry and artillery, 15th to 21st May
1800. Little St Bernard is a mountain of the Graian
Alps, S. of Mont Blanc. Elev. of convent 7076 ft.

Bernard, a township of the U. S., N. America,
New Jersey, co. Somerset.—II. (St)^ a pa., Louisi-
ana, between New Orleans and the Gulf of
Mexico.—III. a river of Texas, dist. Brazoria.
Bernardino (St), a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Grisons, in the valley of Misocco, 15 m. N. Ro-
veredo, with mineral springs. The Pass ofBer-
nardino or Bernhardin, is traversed by the route
from Coire to Bellinzona. Elev. 6970 feet.

Bernareggio, a town of North Italy, prov.
Milan, circ. Monza. P. 1376.
Bernaroswiller, a comm. & vill., France, dep.

Bas Ehin, arr. Schlestadt, cant. Obernai. P. 1310.
Bernate, a town of North Italy, prov. Milan,

cii-c. Abbiatc-Grasso. P. 1449.
Bernau, a town, Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,

on rail. 13 m. N.E. Berlin. P. 4065. Weaving
and breweries.
Bernaville, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Somme, cap. cant., arr. and 9 m. W.S.W. IDouI-
lens. P. 1115.
Bernay, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Eure, cap. arr., on the Chareutonne, 25 m. W.N.W.
Evreux. P. 7566. Manufs. woollen cloths, linens,
and yarn, & is the seat of a tribunal of commerce.
Bernburg, a town of North Germany, cap.

duchy Anhalt-Bernburg, on the Saale, 23 m. S.
Magdeburg. P. (1861) 12,171. Manufs. porce-
lain, paper, and starch. It is connected by rail-

ways with Berlin, Magdeburg, and Dresden.
Bernburger "Vorstadt, a vill. of Pmssian

Saxony, gov. Magdeburg. P. 1560.
Berne, Switzerland. [Bern.]
Berne, a town of Nortli Germany, duchy and

11 m. E. Oldenburg. P. 7500.
Bern^ a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Mor-

bihau, arr. Napoldonville, cant.le Faouet. P. 1766.
Berne, several townships of the U. S., North

America.—I. New York, co. and 17 m. W. Al-
bany. P. 3441.—II. Ohio, CO. Monroe. P. 2419.—III. Pennsylvania, co. Berks, 11m. N.W. Read-
ing, on the Schuylkill. P. 3149.
Berneck, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper Fran-

conia, on the White Main, at the mouth of the
Oelsnitz, 8 m. N.E. Baireuth. P. 1050. Manufs.
alum, vitriol, and iron wire, and has a pearl-
fishery in the river.

Berneck, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 11
m. E. St GaU. P. 2044.
Beknera, three isls. of the Hebrides ; one the

most S. of the group, pop. 34 ; another in Harris
Sound, pop. 315 ; and the third on the W. side of
the island Lewis, pop. 453.
Bernese Oberland, Switzerland. [Bern.]
Bernezzo, a town of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Cuneo, near Caraglio. P. 3111.
Bernhausen, a vill., Wurtemberg, 7 m. S.S.E.

Stuttgart. P. 1520.

Bernier, a small island, West Australia, N.W.
of Shark Bay. Lat. 24° 50' S. ; Ion. 113° 15' E.

Berni^res-i.e-Patry, a comm. & vill., Franco,
dep. Calvados, arr. Vire, cant. Vassy. P. 1502.

Bernina, a mountain of the Rhsetian Alps,

Switzerland, cant. Grisons, 36 m. S.E. Coire, re-

markable for its extensive glacier. The Pass of

Bernina forms a communication between the
Upper Engadine and the Valteline, 7672 feet high.

Bernis, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Gard,
arr. Nimes, cant. Vauvert. P. 1309. Distillery.

Bernkastel, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov.
and 23 m. N.E. Treves, situated beneath a ruined
fortress on the Moselle. P. 2300. With copper and
lead mines, and considerable trade in wine.
Bernstadt, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.

and 22 m. E. Breslau. P. 3800. Manufs. of

wooUen and linen fabrics.—II. a town of Saxony,
circ. and 20 m. S.E. Bautzen. P. 1625. Woollen
manufs.—III. a vill., Wurtemberg, circ. Danube.

Bernstein, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 55 m. N.E. Frankfiirt. P. 1840.

Manufactures woollen stuffs.—II. a town, West
Hungary, co. Eisenburg, 14 m. W. Giins. P. 1160.

Berntrode, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov.
Erfurt, circ. and 4 m. E.S.E. Worbis. P. 1150.

Berravoi>, an independent territory and town
of N. Afghanistan, the town situated in a valley,

& on the river of same name, 108 m. N. Peshawar.
Berre, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Bouclies-du-Rh6ne, cap. cant., with a port on the
Etang de Berre, 16 m. N.W, MarseUle. P. 2091.

It has trade in salt, fruits, and olive oil. The
lagoon called Etang de Berre discharges itself into

the sea by a passage called the Port-du-Bouc, and
has extensive saltworks and eel fisheries.

Berriedale, a maritime pa., castle, and Ness of

Scotland, co. Caithness, 7i m. S.S.W. Latheron.
Berrien, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Finist^re, arr. Ch§,teaulin, cant. Huelgoat. P. 2069.
Berrien, co., U. S., N. America, in Georgia.

P. 3043 free, 432 slaves.

Berrien, co., U. S., North America, in S.W.
Michigan. Area 576 sq. m. P. (1860) 22,378. Soil

on river banks a deep rich loam, densely wooded.
Berriew or Aber Rhiw, a pa. of North Wales,

CO. Montgomery, at the confluence of the Rhiw
and Severn rivers, 5 m. S.W. Welshpool. Ac.
12,010. P. 2155.

Berrington, a pa., England, co. Salop, on the
Severn, 4 m. S.S.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. 3520. P. 772.

Berrow, two pas. of England.—I. co. Somer-
set, 9 m. W.S.W. Axbridge. Ac. 6563. P. 489.

—II. CO. Worcester, &J m. S.W. Upton-on-Sevem.
Ac. 2180. P. 453.

Berry or Berri, one of the old provs. of

France, near its centre, now forming the modem
deps. Cher and Indre ; its capital was Bourges.
The Canal de Berry connects the waters of the
Loire with the Canal of Digoin.
Berryn-Arbor, a pa. of England, co. Devon,

3 m. E.S.E. Ilfracombe. Ac. 4958. P. 775.

Berry-Pomeroy, a pa. of England, co. Devon,
2 m. E.N.E. Totness. Ac. 4526. P. 1065.

Bersac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute Vienne, arr. Bessac, cant. Laurifere. P. 1658.

On the railway between Chateauroux & Limoges.
Bersiiam, a township of North Wales, on. Den-

bigh, pa. and 1 m. W. Wrexham, with iron-works.

Ac. 1901. P. 3073.

Bersslyanica, a vill. of Croatia, gov. 17i m.
E.S.E. Kreutz. P. 1006.

Bersted (South), a pa. of England, co Sussex,
b\ m. S.E. Chichester. Ac. 3008 P. 3128.
The watering-place Bognor is in this parish.
Berthier, a CO. of W. Canada, on St Law-

I
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rencfi. Area 9590 sq. m. Watered by Assump-
tion riv. Products, woollens, linens, flax, oats, &
tobacco. Cap. Berthier-en-Haut.

Beutuelsdorf, a vill. of Saxony, gov. Dres-
den, 3J m. S.S.E. Freiterg. P. 1215.

Berthelsdokf, a vill. of Saxony, circ. and 18

m. S.E. Bautzen. P. 1921. It is the seat of the

central conference of the sect of Hermhuter
Christians.

Berthevin (St), two towns of France, dep.

Mayenne.—I. arr. Laval, cant. Landivy. P. 1018.

—II. (Sur Vicoin), cant, and arr. Laval. P. 2229.

Bertholdsdokf, a town of Austria, circ.

Lower Ens, near the railway from Vienna to

Trieste, 8 m. S. Vienna. P. 2120.

Berthoud, a town, Switzerland. [BurgdorfJ
Bertie, a co. of the U. S., North America, N.E!

part of North Carolina. Area 680 sq. m. P.

(3125 free, 8185 slaves.

Bertignat, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

Puy-de-D6me, arr. Ambert. P. 2409.

Bertixcourt, a vill. of France, dep. Pas-de-
Calais, cap. cant., 16 m. S.S.E. Arras. P. 1591.

Bertinoro, a town of North Italy, prov. and 7

m. S.E. Forli, celebrated for its wines. P. 6388.

Bertiolo, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Udine, 3J
m. S.E. Codriopo. P. 2640. Linen marnif.

Bertrand 1)E CoMsiiNGES (St), a comm. and
town of France, dep. H. Garonne, cap. cant., 9 m.
S.W. St Gaudens. P. 745. Marble quarries.

Bertrich, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov. Co-
blenz, circ. and 6 m. S.W. Cochem.
Bkktry, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Cambrai, cant. Clary. P. 2849.

Be^tsdorf, a vill. of Saxony, gov. Bautzen,
3i m. S.S.W. Zittau. P. 2040.

Bervie or Inverbervie, a pari, bor., seaport
town, apd pa. of Scotland, co. Kincardine, on the
North Sea, and rail., 8^ m. S.S.W. Stonehaven.
Ac. 2000. P. 1561 ; of bor. 952, mostly engaged
in fishing. Linen manufs. and trade in com.
Unites with Montrose, Arbroath, Brechin, and
Forfar, to send one member to House of Com-
mons. Corp. revenue, 159/.

Berwick, a town of the U. S., North America,
York, CO. Maine, 16 m. N.W. Portsmoutli.—II. a
town of Pennsylvania, 41 m. S.W. Harrisburgh.
—III. a town of Columbia, co. Pennsylvania.
Berwick, several pas. of England.—I. co. Sus-

sex, rape Pevensey, 7 m. S.E. Lewes. Ac. 1097.

P. 169.—II. QSt James), co. Wilts, 6^ m. W.S.W.
Amesbury. Ac. 2487. P. 252.—III. {St John),
same co., 5i m. S.E. Shaftesbury. Ac. 3669. P.
499.—IV. (St Leonard), same co., 1 m. E. Hin-
don. Ac. 970. P. 40.

Berwick (North), a pari, bor., seaport town,
and pa. of Scotland, co. Haddington, at the mouth
of tlie Firth of Forth, terminus of branch of N.
British railway, 22 m. E.N.E. Edinburgh. Ac
6372. P. of parish 2071; of borough 1164. It
Las a harbour, an active trade in corn ; and is

frequented as a bathing-place, Corp. rev. 1862,
3862. This borough joins with Haddington,
Dunbar, Jedburgh, and Lauder, in sending one
member to House of Commons. In the pa. are
the Bass Rock, an insulated rock about two miles
from the shore, one mile in circumference and 360
ft. high, formerly a state prison, TantalJan Castle,
and North Berwick Law ; the last, a conical hill

612 feet in height, forms a conspicuous landmark.
Berwick-ojt-Tweed, a seaport town, munic.

pari. bor. and pa. of England, co. Northumber-
land, on the N. bank of the Tweed, at its mouth,
and on N. B. railway, 57 m. E.S.E. Edinburgh,
100 feet above the sea. Lat. of lighthouse, 65° 46'

N .; Ion. 1° 59' W. Ac. of pa. 6195. P. of do. 8613

;

of pari, borough 13,265. It is connected with its

suburbs, Tweedmouth and Spittal, by a bridge.

Another bridge conducts the North British rail-

way across the Tweed. Its harbour is shel-

tered by a long pier. Chief buildings, a Gothic
churcli, dissenting chapels, town-liall with an ex-
change and jail attached, pauper lunatic asylum,
assembly rooms, public subscription library, and
barracks. An iron-foundry at which steam-
engines and mill machinery are built; manufs. of

sail-cloth, cordage, and linen fabrics, are carried

on ; and near the t»wn are coal mines. Imports,
timber, staves, bones, iron, hemp, tallow, and oil.

Exports, agricultural produce, wool, ale, whisky,
coal, and fish, especially salmon—its fishery of

which in the Tweed is still very productive.

Customs rev. (1862) 10,297/.; exp. 12,522/. ; ves-
sels belonging to the port, 20 ; tonn., 1098. The
borough sends 2 memoers to the H. of C. Reg.
electors (1864) 816. Before the municipal Reform
Act, Berwick was a free town, independent both
of Scotland and England ; but it is now consti-

tuted an English county for all purposes except
parliamentary elections.

Berwickshire, a co. of Scotland, forming its

S.E. extremity on the coast of the North Sea,

bounded S. by Northumberland, and W. by Had-
dington and Edinburgh shires. The principal

division was formerly called the Merse (March
or border dist). Ac. 302,951. P. 36,613. ItsN.
part consists of the bare, slaty, Lammermoor hills;

but the dist. of Lauderdale in the W., and the
Merse in the S., are level, and among the most
fertile and best cultivated tracts in Britain. Prin-
cipal rivers, the Tweed, Eye, and the Leader,
Whitadder, Blackadder, and other affluents of

the Tweed. Chief towns, Greenlaw, Lauder,
Dunse, and Eyemouth. The co. returns 1 mem-
ber to the House of Commons.
Berzence, a market town and cas. of Hungarv,

CO. Somogy, 60 m. W. Funfkirchen. P. 1930.

"

Berzevicze, a market town and cas. of Hun-
gary, gov. & 11^ m. W.N.W. Zeben. P. 1445.

Berzowa, a vill. of Hungary, co. Arad, gov.
and 14 m. E. Eadna. P. 1420.

Besan^on, VesontiQ, a citj' of France, cap. dep.

Doubs, 45 m. E. Dijon, on the Doubs, and on the
Canal of the Rh6ne and Rhine. P. 46,786. It is a
fortified city, & its citadel, on an elevated rock, is

considered impregnable. It is well supplied with
water. Chief edifices, a cathedral, court-house,

town-hall, royal college, arsenal, hospital, bar-
racks, public library, and museum. It is an arch-

bishop's see, and the seat of a tribunal of com-
merce ; diocesan school, academy of sciences and
arts, schools of artillery and medicine, and a deaf-

mute institution. Manufs. watches (employing
6000 workmen), jewellery, porcelain, druggets,

carpets, and iron wire ; it is an important entrep6t

for the produce of the south of France. It was
twoc taken by Louis xiv., and united to France
in 1678. The Austrians besieged it without suc-

cess in 1814.

Besate, a town of N. Italy, prov. MOan, circ.

Abbiate-Grasso. P. 1808.

Besenei.lo, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, gov. and
5 m. N.N.E. Eoveredo. P. 1235.

Besenzone, a town of Italy, prov. Piacenza,
circ. Fiorenzuola. P. 1856.
Besford, a chapelry of England, co. Worces-

ter, pa. Pershore, on the Bristol and Birmingham
railway, 2 m. S.E. Worcester. P. 164.—II. a
township, CO. Salop, pa. Shawbury.
Beshetsk, a town of Russia in Europe, gov.

Tver, cap. dist. 70 m. N.N.W. Tver.
Besigheim, a town of Wurtemberg, circ.
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Neckar, at the confl. of the Neckar and Enz, 15

ni. N. Stuttgart, on railway to Heilbronn. P.

2550. Dist. celebrated for its red wines.

Besko, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and 3J
m, E.N.E. Rymanow. P. 1720.

Beslelsleigh, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 3

m. N.W. Abingdon. Ac. 893. P. 92.

Besneville, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Manche, arr. Valognes, cant. St Sauveur-Sur-
Douve. P. 1500.

Besni, Nisus (?), a town of Asia Minor, pash.

Marash, in a naiTow glen, 2340 feet above the

sea, and 30 m. W.N.W. Someisat.
Besovicz, a vill. of Austria, Banat, gov. & near

Weisskirchen, P. 2460.

Bessax, a town of France, dep. Herault, arr.

and 11 m. E. Beziers on the Herault. P. 2455.

Bessarabia, an administrative prov. of South
or New Eussia, cap. Kishenau, bounded E. by the

gov. Kherson, N.E. and N. Podolia, W. the Buko-
vina and Moldavia, and S. Bulgaria and the Black
Sea. Area ia,447 sq. m. P. (1863) 1,026,346.

Surface low and flat, except in the N., where it

is traversed by some of the contreforts of the Car-
pathians ; the climate is healthy and the soil

fertile. Principal rivers, the Danube on the S.,

Pruth on the W., and Dniester on the E. fron-

tier. These rivers enclose the prov., except at its

N.W. extremity. Wheat, barley, maize, millet,

tobacco, hemp, and flax are raised, as well as all

kinds of fruit and wines of good quality; but
the greater proportion of land is in pastiirage.

Manufs. soap, leather, candles, and spirituous
liquors. Exports, wool, cattle, tallow, salt, and
cheese. There is an agricultural colony of Bul-
garians on the Pruth, and another of Germans
in the S. Chief towns, Kishenau, Bender, Aker-
man, and IsmaU. Bessarabia was ceded by Tur-
key to Bussia by the treaty of Bucharest in 1812.
Bessastadir or Bessestad, a town of Iceland,

S.W. Keikiavik, with a g^ymnasium, a classical

school and a library.

Besse, a town of France, dep. Puy-de-D6me,
cap. cant., 20 m. S.S.W. Clermont. Pop. of comm.
1916.—II. a vill., dep. Var, cap. cant., 7 m. S.E.
BrignoUes. P. 1702.—III. («ar Braye\ a comm.
and town, dep. Sarthe, 6 m. S. St Calais. P. 2284.

BESSfeGES, a vill. of France, dep. Gard, arr. and
11 m. N.N.W. Alais. P. 7055. Extensive coal
mines and mineral wealth.
Bessenay, a comm. and vill. of France, dep

Rh6ne, arr. and 13 m. W. Lyon. P. 2222.
Bessenova, two vills. of Austria, Woiwodena.

—I. gov. and 7 m. N.W. Temesvar. P. 2175.—II.
iAlt\ gov. and 8 m. W.S.W, St Miklos. P. 7480.
Bessenzog, a vUl. of Hungary, gov. and 9 m.

N.N.E. Szohiok. P. 1850.
Bessikes, a comm. and town of France, dep. H.

Vienne, cap. cant., 10 m. E. BeUac. P. 2590.
Bessingby, a pa. of England, co. York, East

Riding, 1^ m. S.W. BridUngton. Ac. 1230. P. 70.
Bessingham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5

m. S.W. Cromer. Ac. 514. P. 153.
Bessungen, a vill. and cas. Hessen-Darmstadt,

gov. J m. from Darmstadt P. 2000.
Besthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 1 m.

E. Attleboro'. Ac. 2440. P, 614.
Besuki, a town and prov. of Java, occupying

the E. end of the island. It contains the dists. of
Probolingo, Besuki, and Bonjoewangi. Produces
rice, coffee, and sugar. Area 3900 sq. m. P.
400,000. (?)

Besztercze, several vills. of Hungary,—I. co.
gov, and 7 m. N.N.W. Pressburg. P. 1450.—II.
XVagK), CO. Trencsin, gov. and 6J m, N.N.E.
Predmir. P. 1870.—III. gov. and 7 m. E.N E.

NenstadU. P. 1645.—IV. (New), lOJ m. E N.E.
NeustadtL P. 1680.

Betaghstown, (vulg. Bettystovm), a vill. of

Ireland, Leinster, co. Meath, on the coast, 3 m.
E.S.E. Drogheda, on Dublin railway. P. 68.

Betaille, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.

Lot, arr. Gourdon, cant. Vayrac. P. 1611.

Betaisob, a town and place of pilgrimage, Bri-

tish India, presid. and 35 m. S.E. Agra, on the

Jumna ; near it are remains of an anc. Hindoo city.

Betanzos, Flavium Brigantium, a town of

Spain, prov. and 10 m. S.E. Coruiia, on river of

same name, near its mouth, in the Bay of Betan-
zos. P. 4210. The Bay of Betamos is an inlet of

the Atlantic, branches of which form the har-
bours of Ferrol and Coruiia.

Betauimena, a fertile disL on the E. coast of

Madagascar. It has the towns of Andevurante
and Manuru, on rivers of the same names.
Betchworth, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 3

m. W. Reigate. Ac. 3726. P. 1389.

Beteta, a vill. of Spain, prov. and 48 m. N.N.E.
Cuenca. P. 1100. With mineral springs (temp.
70° Fahr.) and royal baths.

Bethany (Arab. El-AziriyK), a vOl. of Pales-
tine, on the E. slope of the Mount of Olives, li
m. E. Jerusalem.—Of Bethphage, a vilL, supposed
to have been near it, no trace exists.

Bethany, a township, U. S^ North America,
New York, co. Genesee, 229 m. W. Albany.
Bethex (Arab. Beitin), a ruined town of PaJes-

tine, pash. Damascus, 10 m. N. Jerusalem.
Bethel, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Maine, 18 m. N.W. Paris. P. 2253.—XL
Ohio, CO. Clark.
Bethersdex, a pa. of England, co Kent, lathe

Sci-ay, 5i m. W.S.W. Ashford. Ac. 6345. P. 1124.

Beth-hokon (Upper and Lower), (Arab. Beit
' Ur el-Foka, and el-Tahta), two vills. of Palestine,

pash. Damascus, 9 m. N.W. Jerusalem. Between
the two vills. is a pass, down which Joshua drove
the Amorite kings (Josh, x.), and through which
has always been the main route for heavy trans-
port between Jerusalem and the coast.

Bethlehem {Beit-Lahm, the ^'^ house qfjesh"),
a town of Palestine, which will be ever memorable
as the birthplace of Christ. It stands on a narrow
ridge, a spur of the mountain chain of Anti-Li-
banus, 5 m. S.W. Jerusalem. P. said to be 3000,
all Christians,—a bold and hardy race, who have
successfully resisted Turkish oppression. It is a
lai^e straggling place, with magnificent church,
erected a.d. 327 by the Empress Helena, over the
site (the " Grotto of the Nativity ") ti-aditionally

celebrated for the birth of the Saviour, & to which
belong convents, schools, and hospitals, of the
Roman Catholics, Greeks, and Armenians.

BErrHLEHEM, a town of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Pennsylvania, 60 m. W.N.W. Philadelphia.
P. 2000. It is the chief seat of the Moravian
Brethren, and has a seminary.—^11. a township,
Ohio, CO. Stark, 9 m. S.W. Canton, near the
Ohio Canal.—III. New Jersey, 37 m. N.W. Tren-
ton.—IV. New York, co., 6 m. S. Albany.

BETHI.EN, several vills. of Austria, Transyl-
vania.—I. circ and 16 m. W.N.W. Bistritz. P.
1490.—II. gov. and 2J m. W.S.W. Fogares. P.
1076.—III. (St Miklos), gov, and 8 m. N.E. Bal-
asfalva. P. 1070.

Bethmale, a conmi. and vill. of France, dep.
Ari^ge, arr. St Girons, cant. Castillon. P. 1715.

Bethnal Green, a pa, of England, and one of

the E. suburbs of London, co. Middlesex, 2J m.
E.N.E. St Paul's Cathedral. Ac. 760. P. 105,101,

many of whom are employed in silk-weaving. Ik

is the centre of a poor-law union.

I
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BETHSATnA OF GALILEE, an anc. town of Pa-
lestine, which probably stood on the W. shore of

Lake Tiberias, near Capernaum.

—

Bethsaida Ju-
lias was on the N.E. side of the same lake, 2 m.
above the mouth of the Jordan.
Bethshan, Scythopolis, now Beisin, a vill. of

E. Palestine, on route from Jerusalem to Damas-
cus, in valley of Jezreel, 23 m. S.E. Nazareth.
Beth-shemesh, an anc. city of Palestine, the

remains of which are supposed to be at Airv-esh-

Shems, vill., pash. Gaza, 15 m. W.S.W. Jerusalem.
Bethune, a strongly fortified town of France,

dep. Pas-de-Calais, cap. arr., on a rock near the
Lawe, and the Canal of Aire, 16 m. N.N.W. Arras.
P. 8264. It has a comm. college, Gothic church,
and commerce in cheese, grain, oil, charcoal, iron,

brandy, and lint. Taken by the French in 1645,
retaken by the allies in 1710, secured to France
by the peace of Utrecht 1714.

Bethzy-St-Pikrre, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Oise,arr. Senlis, cant.Crdssy. P. 1604.

Betley, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 6 m.
W.N.W. Newcastle-under-Lyne, on the Grand
Junction railway. Ac. 1435. P. 850.

Betlis, a town of Asiatic Turkey. [Bitlis."]

Betsche, a town of Prussia, Posen, circ. and

8J m. E.N.E. Meseritz. P. 1350.

Betshangek, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3i m.
S.S.W. Sandwich. Ac. 397. P. 43.

Bettemburo, a vill. of the Netherlands, arr.

and 5 m. S.S.W. Luxembourg. P. 1100.

Bettendorf, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
Luxembourg, arr. and 3 m. N.E. Diekirch.
BettenhAusen, two vills. of Germany.—I.

Hessen Cassel, prov. Lower Hessen, on the Losse.
P. 1300. Manufs. cottons, paper, and metallic

wares.—II. Saxe-Meningen, on the Herpf. P. 800.
Bettiah, a town of British India, presid. Ben-

gal, dist. Shahabad, 90 m. N.N.W. Patna.
Bettiscombe, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6J

m, N.N.E. Lyme Eegis. Ac. 667. P. 76.

Bettola, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Piacenza. P. 6668.

Betton, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ille

et Vilaine, arr. and cant. Eennes. P. 2008.
Bettona, a town of Central Italy, prov. and

circ. Perugia, on 1. b. of the Nure. P. 2696.
Bettschwanden, a vill. of Switzerland, cant,

and 7 m. S.S.W. Glarus, on the Linth. P. 1600.
Bettws, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 7^ m. N.W.

Knighton. Ac. 8664. P. 520.

Bettws, numerous pas. of England and Wales.
—I. England, co. Monmouth, 2^ m. N.W. New-
port. Ac. 1132. P. 84.—II. South Wales, co.

and 9 m. N.W. Carmarthen. Ac. 6465. P. 1547.
—III. CO. Glamorgan, 5 m. N. Bridgend. Ac.
6086. P. 371.—IV. North Wales, co. Montgo-
mery, on the Bechan, 3J m. N. Newtown. P. 730.
—V. (_Bledrws), South Wales, co. Cardigan, on
the Tivy, 2^ m. N. Lampeter. Ac. 2216. P. 222.
—VI. (Diserthy, co. and llj m. W.S.W. New
Eadnor. P. 130.—VII. (Garmon), N. Wales, at
the foot of Snowdon, co. and 6 m. S.E. Carnar-
von. P. 94.—VIII. {Gwerft/l-Goch), co. Merio-
neth, 4 m. N.W. Corwen. Ac. 2650. P. 258.—
IX. (Jevan or Evan), S. Wales, co. Cardigan, 4
m. N.N.W. Newcastle-in-Emlyn. Ac. 2640. P.
419.—^X. (LeiMy, same co., 7 m. N.N.E. Lam-
peter. Ac. 2342. P. 349.-XL {Newydd), in
England, co. Monmouth, 3| m. N.N.W. iJsk.

Ac. 1122. P. 129.—XII. (Y Coed), North Wales,
CO. Carnarvon, 4 m. S. Llanrwct. Ac. 3537. P.
609.—XIII. (Yn Rhos), co. Denbigh, 3 m. S.W.
Abergele. P. 838.—A hamlet, co. Merioneth,
and a chapelry, co. Monmouth, have the name
of Bettws.

Bei'WAH, a river of Hindostan, rises in theVind-
hyan mountains, Bhopaul, flows mostly N.E., and
after a coui'se of 340 m. joins the Jumna, 30 m.
E.S.E. Kalpee. Kuns through beds of iron ore.

The towns Bilsah and Jhansi on its banks.
Betz, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Indre-

et-Loire, cant. Pressigny-le-Grand. P. 1407.
Beuern, a vill. of Baden, circle Middle Rhine,

2i m. S.E. Baden. P. 1200.

Beuren, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov. Er-
furt, circ. and 5 m. S.W. Worbis. P. 1350.
Beuren, a vill. of WUrtemberg, 5 m. S.S.E.

Niirtingen. P. 1650. Has marble and alabaster.
Beutei^bach, a town of Wiirtemberg, on the

Beutel, circ. Jaxt, 10 m. E. Stuttgart. P. 1900.
Beuthek, two towns of Prussian Silesia.—I.

gov. and 50 m. S.E. Oppeln, cap. circ, near the
Polish frontier. P. ('1864) 12,852. Manufactures
woollen cloths ana earthenwares.— II. gov.
Breslau, on the Oder, 13 m. W.N.W. Glogau.
P. 3850. Manufactures cloths and straw-hats. .

Beuvron, a small river of France, rises near
ChatiDon-sur-Loire, dep. Loiret. Passes Chaon,
Lamotte-Beuvron, & Neung, & falls into the Loire.

Bexts'RY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Pas
de Calais, arr. Bethune, cant. Cambrin. P. 2947.
Beuzec, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Finis-

tfere, arr. Quiniper, cant. Pont-Croix. P. 2101.
Beuzeville, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Eure, 7 m. W. Pont Audemer, with a station on
the Paris and Havre railway. P. 2451.

Bkvagna (^Mevania), a town of Central Italy,

prov. and 18 m. S.E. Perugia, cap. gov. P. 4472.
Bevedero, a lake or swamp in the Argentine

Confederation, South America, prov. Mendoza, in
which- the Desaguadero river is lost.

Beveland (N. and S.), two isls. of the Nether-
lands, prov. Zeeland, in the mouth of the Scheldt,
divided W.ward, by a narrow channel, from the
island Walcheren. Area 120 sq. m. South Beve-
land is the largest and most fertile, and has on it

the town of Goes, the cap., and Fort Bath.
Bevenais, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Isfere, arr. La Tour-du-Pin. P. 1126.
Bevensen, a town of Prussia, prov. and 13 m.

S.S.E. Liineburg, with linen manufs. P. 1300.

Bevebcoates, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 2i
m. N.W. Tuxford. Ac. 790. P. 48.

Beveren, a town of Belgium, prov. East Flan-
ders, 6J m. W. Antwerp. P. 1560.

Beverino, a town of North Italy, prov. Genoa,
circ. Levante. P. 2467.

Beverley, a pari., munic. bor., & market town,
England, co. York, cap. E. Riding, on Bridlington
rail., 9 m. N.N.W. Hull. P. 10,868. The bor. con-
sists of three parishes. It has a guildhall & register

oflSce for East Riding, session-hall, gaol, house of

correction, assembly-rooms, and mechanics' insti-

tute. Trade in com, coals, & leather. The beauti-

ful minster of Beverley, with two towers, one of

which is 198 feet high, has 40 stalls in the choirs,

a noble screen and altar, and the finest carved
work in England. The, " freed stool " for criminals
to fly to, is said to have been brought from Dim-
bar. The minster also contains several tombs of

the Percys, Earls of Northumberland. The cor-
poration holds a criminal court, also courts of
session and requests. Returns 2 members to H. of

C. Reg. elect. 1252. It is also the place of the elec-
tion of members for the East Riding of Yorkshire.
Beverley, a township of the U. S., N. Amer.,

Massachusetts, 18 m. N.E. Boston.—II. a vill.,

cap. of Randolph co., Virginia.—III. a vill. on the
Delaware, 13 m. from Philadelphia. P. 1500.

Beat-rn, a comm. & town of Belgium, E. Flan-
ders. 14 m. N.E.. Termond. P. of comm. 6050-
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Bexterx, a vill. of Gemianj', duchy Brunswick,
cii-c. and 3 m. N.E. Holzqiinden. P. 1400.

Beverstoxe, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 2
ra. W.N.W. Tetbury. Ac. 2360. P. 170.

Bevekuxgex, a walled town of Prussian "West-

phalia, gov. and 47 m. S.S.E. Minden, on 1. b of

the Weser. P. 2200. Manuf. leather ajid soap.

Beverwyk, a town of the Netherlands, N.
Holland, cap. cant., at the head of the Y, 7 m. N.
Haarlem. P. 2252. In its vicinity the expedi-

tion of the Prince of Orange to England, and the
Eevolution of 1688, were planned.

Bevilacqua, a vill. of Northern Italy, gov.
Venice, prov. and 25 m. E. Verona.
Bewcastle, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,

ward Eskdale, 10 m. N.E. Brampton. Ac. 30,000.

P. 1091. It has mines of coal and lead.

Bewdley, Beaulieu, a pari, and munic. bor.,

market town, and chapelry of England, co. and
14 ni. N.N.W. Worcester, pa. Ribbesford, on the
Severn, across which it communicates with its

suburb Wribbenhall by a bridge. P. of pari,

bor. 7084. It has a town-hall, church, manufs. of

liorn articles, carpets, iron and brass wares, tanne-
ries & malt-houses ; & a transit trade by the Severn.
It sends 1 member to H. of C. Keg. elects. 365.
Bewerley, a township of England, co. York,

West Eiding, pa, Eipon, 8 m. N.W. Ripley. Ac.
6872. P. 1297, engaged in adjacent lead mines.
Bex (pronounced Bee), a vill., Switzerland, cant.

Vaud, on rt. b. of the Rhone, 20m S.E. Lausanne.
P. 3552. It has salt mines and sulphur baths.
Bexar, a co. of U. S., North America, Texas.

P. (1860) 13,059 free, 1395 slaves.

Bexar (San Antonio de), a town of TJ. S.,

North America, Texas, the cap. of its N.W. dist.,

on the river San Antonia, 73 m. S.W. Austin.
Bexhill, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, on rail.

6 m. W. Hastings. Ac. 8814. P. 2084. It has
chalybeate springs.

Eexley, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3 m.
W.S.W. Dartford. Ac. 5025. P. 4944.
Bexwell, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 1 m.

E. Downham-market. Ac. 1177. P. 94.

Beyah, a river of the Punjab. [Beas.I
BEYERi.ANr) or Beigerland, an isl. of S. Hol-

land, between the Old Maas on the N., and Hol-
land-Diep on the S., 6 m. S. Rotterdam. Among
its vills. are Old, New, and South Beyerland.
Beyhar or ViHAR, a town of British India,

presid. and prov. Bengal, dist. and 42 m. N.
liungpoor, and the residence of the rajah of
Cooch-Bahar.
Beynat, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

Correze, cap. cant., 9 nu W.S.W. Brive. P. 2105.
Beypoor or Baipur, a seaport town of India,

presid. Madras, with which town it is connected
by rail, on the N. side of the estuary of Sharapoya.
The bar will admit of vessels drawing 14 feet,

and within is deep water. Iron ore is found in
the vicinity.

Beyrout or Beirut (Berytus), a fortified sea-
port and commercial town of Syria, pash. Acre,
on a bay of the Mediterranean, 57 m. W.N.W.
Damascus, of which city it is the port, 3 m. S.
Cape B<"yrout, in lat. 33° 50' N. ; Ion. 35° 24' 4"
E., on which a lighthouse 98 ft. high was erected in
1864. P. estimated at 60,000. Its walls are 3 m.
in circumference, outside of which are suburbs
equalling the town in extent. It has well supplied
bazaars, and is plentifully furnished with springs.
There is an English school for 200 women and
girls, a ragged school opened in 1863. The French
have an orphan school for 600 girls, and a Jesuit
school. The Bible has been ti-anslated into Arabic
at the American Mission press, under Dr Van

Dyck. The harbour, protected bj' a mole, is

adapted only for small boats ; but in the bay be-

yond it ships may anchor in from 6 to 11 fathoms.

Manufs. silk stuffs, and gold and silver thread.

Much increased by immigrants from Damascus.
Principal exports, silk, dried fruits, madder,

gums, wool, and oils. Imports, cottons, woollens,

hardwares, and other Eurojjean manufactures.

In 1861, 304 British and foreign vessels entered

the port. Imports in the same year were worth

741,432/.; exports, 339,640/. A carriage road

between Beyrout and Damascus by Zahleh has
been constructed by a French company, and a
telegraph established. The highest point on
the road, at the head of Nahr Beirut, is 6059

feet above the sea. Beyrout was bombarded and
taken by the English in 1840.

Beyton, England. [Beighton.]
Bezdan, a market town of Austria, Woiwod-

ena, gov. and 11^ m. W.N.W. Zombor. P. 7400.

Bez-de-Belfourtb:, a comm, and vill., France,

dep. Tarn, arr. Castres, cant. Brassac. P. 1663.

Bezded, a vill. of Hungary, co. Szabolcs, gov.

and 10 m. N.N.E. Kis-Varda. P. 1156.

BfezE, a vilL of France, dep. Cote-d'Or, 13 m.
N.E. Dijon. P. 1135, engaged in mining.

Beziers, a city of France, dep. Herault, cap.

arr., on the Orb, and 38 m. S.W. Montpellier. P.

24,270. It has a Gothic church, coram, college,

barracks, public library, tribunal of commerce,
agricultural society, and manufs. of silk, hosiery,

dimity, parchment, gloves, verdigris, and confec-

tionary. Tanneries, and brandy distilleries.

Bezo, a vill. of Hungary, co. gov. ind 7 m. W.
Unghvar. P. 1585.

Bezons, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, arr. and 9 m. N. Versailles, on rt,

b. of the Seine and on railway. P. 834.

Bezora or Bezwarra, a town of British India,

Madras, dist. and 40 m. N.W. Masulipatam, on
the Kistnah, with a ferry station.

Bhadrinath, a town of India, in the British

district of Gurhwal, in a valley of the Himalaya,
80 m. N. Almora. With a Hindoo pilgrim temple
10,294 feet above the sea. W. of the temple the

Bhadnidh peak of the Himalaya rises to 23,441 ft

Lat. 30° 42' N. ; Ion. 79° 15' E.
Bhag or Bagh, a town of Beloochistan, prov.

Cutch-Gimdava, at the S. entrance of the Bolan-
pass, 60 m. N.W. Shikarpoor (Scinde). Lat. 28°

56' N. ; Ion. 67° 54' E. Enclosed by a mud waU.
Biiagulpore, a dist. of British India, prov.

Bengal. Area 6806 sq. m. P. 2,000,000,—The
town Bhagulpore is cap. above dist., on rt. b. of

the Ganges, 150 m. N.W. Berhampore. It is

meanly built, but has some handsome houses,

mosques, cavalry barracks, jail, & a government
school with an avei-age attendance of 115 pupils.

BuAGWAR River. [Dlstee.]
Bhamo or Bamo, a town of Burmah, the prin-

cipal mart of its trade with China, at the junction
of the Taping with the Irrawady, 40 m. W. the
Chinese frontier, and 180 m. N.N.E. Ava. It has
2000 houses. Woollen, cotton, and silk goods are

imported from China by winter caravans ; and
the Shan tribes exchange their native produce
for salt, rice, & gnapee (a sauce made of dried fish).

Bhanpoora, a town, Hindostan, 46 m. S.S.W
Kotah.—II. a town of British India, presid. Ben-
gal, dist. and 65 m. S.W. Cuttack.
Bhatneer or Bhutneer, a town of British

India, in the N.E. quarter of Ajmeer, prov. of

the presid. of Bengal, and the modern cap. of the
country of the Bhattis, 18.i m. W.N.W. Delhi
Lat 29° 36' N. ; Ion. 74° 12' E.
Bhavani-Kudai, a town of British India,

I
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presid. Madras, dist. and 58 m. N.E. Coimbatoor,

at the confluence of the Bhavani & Cavery rivers.

Here are famous temples of Vishnu and Siva.

BiiAVVLPOOK or Daodpootra, an independent
state of N.W. Hindostan, between lat. 27° 41' and
30° 35' N. ; Ion. 69° 30' & 74° E., having N.W. the

Ghara (Sutlej) and Indus rivers, separating it

from the Punjab, E. and S.E. the Bicanere terri-

tory, S. Jessulmere, and S.W. Scinde. Estimated
area 22,000 sq. m. P. 600,000, mostly Jats, with
some Hindoos, Beloochees, and Afghans of a
bulky, strong make, and dark complexion. Sur-
face level, and chiefly desert, except along the
Ghara, where a strip of territory, about 10 m. in

width, is of high fertility, producing rice, wheat,
maize, indigo, sugar, opium, and the finest fruits.

Cattle, wild hogs, game, and poultry, are plenti-

ful. Exports, raw cotton, sugar, indigo, hides,

ghee, drugs, dye-stuffs, wool, and coarse cotton
cloths. Imports, the manufactured goods of Bri-

tain & Hindostan. Annual public revenue about
160,000Z. The rajah maintains a standing ai-my

of nearly 7000 men, and he can raise an irregular

force of 20,000 men. His adhesion to the Britisli,

in the Afghan war, was rewarded, in 1813, by the

annexation to his dominions of some districts in

North Scinde. Principal towns, Bhawlpoor, Ah-
medpoor, Ooch, and Khanpoor.

—

Bhawlpoor, the
cap. of the above state, on a branch of the Ghara,
2 m. from the main stream, and 30 m. above its

confluence with the Chenaub, and on a route
from India to Afghanistan. Lat. 29° 26' N. ; Ion.

71° 37' E. P. about 20,000. It is enclosed by
gardens, and by a mud wall 4 m. in circum-
ference : famous for its scarfs & turbans, manu-
factured by Hindoos ; chintzes and other cotton
goods are woven here. It is an entrepot for Euro-
pean and Indian goods, exported hence to Balkh,
Bokhara, and Astrakhan.
Bheer, a town of India, Deccan, Nizam's do-

minion, cap. dist. and 70 m. S.S.E. Arungabad.
Bhewudey, a town of India, in the British

district of Tannah, presid. & 29 m. N.E. Bombay.
The average annual rainfall here is 80 inches.
BiiiND and Bhindur, towns of Hindostan, the

former, dom. and 46 m. N.E. Gwalior ; the latter,

dom. and 34 m. E.S.E. Odeypoor.
Bhirjan, Beebjoon, or Mihbjan, one of the

most E. towns of the Persian dominions in the
desert, 180 m. S. Meshed. It has caravanserais,
mosques, baths, citadel, and a governor's palace.

Bhooj, a fortified city of Hindostan, cap. of

Cutch, and in a plain near its centre, 35 m. N.
the Gulf of Cutch. Lat. 23° 13' N. ; Ion. 69° 44'

E. P. 20,000. (?) It has a castellated palace,

temples, & mosques, interspersed with date trees,

& was nearly destroyed by an earthquake in 1819.

Bhoong-Bara, a dist. of Scinde. The chief

place Bhoong is in lat. 28° 24' N. ; Ion. 69° 50' E.,

on 1. b. of the Ganges. In 1843 it was trans-
ferred by the British to the rajah of Bhawlpoor.
Bhopaul or BopAUL, a state of India, presid.

Bengal, tributary to the British, having N. & W.
the Gwalior dominion ; the Nerbudda forms its

boundary on the S. Estimated area 6764 sq. m.
P. 662,872. (?) Surface uneven, and traversed by
the Vindhyan mountains. Soil fertile and well
watered. Public revenue estimated at 180,000^.

annually.

—

Bhopaul, the cap. of the above state &
seat of the British resident, is walled & has a fort,

105 m. E. Oojein. Lat. 23° 14' N. ; Ion. 77° 33' E.
BuoTAN or BuooTAN, Hindostan. [Bootan.]
Bhowan, a town of N.W. India, 80 m.W. DelHi,

P. 29,000. (?) Taken by the British in 1809.

Bhownuggi'r, a seaport town of British India,

presid. and 200 m. N. Bombay, dist. Ahmedabad,

on the W. side of the Gulf of Cambay, in which
it is one of the chief ports, 51 m. S.W. Cambay.
Bhujee, a petty state of Hindostan, situated

between the Sutlej and Jumna, with a fort.

Bhurti'OOR, a native state of India, tributary
to the British, between lat. 26° 43' and 27° 50' N.

;

Ion. 76° 54' and 77° 49' E., having N. and N.E. the
presid. Bengal (upper provs.), S.E. and S. the
Gwalior dominion, and W. the Macherry domi-
nion. Area 1978 sq. m. Pop. (estim.) 600,000.
Surface well watered; products, cotton, com,
sugar, and salt from brine springs. Principal
towns, Bhurtpoor and Deeg.

—

Bhurtpoor, the cap.
of the above state, 33 m. W. Agra. Pop. (estim.)
100,000. It is 8 m. in circuit, and was strongly
fortified before its capitulation in 1805. It was
stormed by the British in 1826. Extensive transit
trade in salt from the Sambor Lake.
BiiUTNEER, a town of N.W. India, belonging

to the rajah of Bicanere, 207 m. N.W. Delhi.
BuYSONDAH or Bynsont, a judicial state of

India, prov. Malwa. Area 8 sq. m. P. 2000.
Bia, a vill. of Hungary, co. Pesth, 10 m. S.W.

Ofen, with a Eeformed church. P. 1677.
Biafra (Bight of), an inlet of the Atlantic,

on the W. coast of Africa, between Cape For-
mosa and Cape Lopez, within Ion. 5° and 10° E.,
and containing the isls. of Fernando Po, Prince,
and St Thomas. It receives the Camaroons, Ma-
limba, Mooney, and Old Calabar rivers, and all

those watering the E. part of the Niger delta. Of
Biafra kingdom, E. of the Bight, little is known.
BiAGio (San), a town of South Italy, prov. and

3 m. W. Nicastro. P. 3000.
BiALA, a town of Austrian Galicia, circ. Wado-

wicz, 43 m. W.S.W. Cracow, on the Biala, across
which a stone bridge connects it with 1 ielitz, in
Moravia. P. 4175. Manufs. linen cloths.—II. a
vUl. of Galicia, circ. Brzezany, gov. and 8 m.
E.S.E. Przemyslany. P. 1270.—III. a vill., circ,
gov. and 2^ m. N.W. Czortkow. P. 2485.

BiALA, a town of Poland, gov. Lublin, on au
affl. of the Bug, 37 m. E.S.E. Siedlec. P. 4351.

BiALLiV, a small town of East Prussia, gov. and
68 m. S. Gumbinnen. P. 1250.

BiALYKAMiEN, a market town of Austria, Gali-
cia, circ. Zloczow, gov. and 5 m. S.S.W. Olesko.
P. 2180. Beet-root sugar, chocolate, and chicory
manufactures.

BiALYSTOK, a fortified city of S.W. Eussia, cap.

prov., on the Bialy, an affl. of the Narew, gov.
and 45 m. S.W. Grodno, on railway from St
Petersburg to Warsaw. P. 11,467.

BiANA, a town of India, with a fort, Bhui-t-

poor dom., 50 m. S.W. Agra.
BiANCAViLLA, a town of Sicily, prov. and 14

m. N.W. Catania, on the declivity of Mount JStna.

Exports, grain, cotton, and silk. P. (1862) 9683.

Bianco (Cape), several headlands in the Me-
diterranean, the principal in Sicily, 19 m. W.N.W.
Girgenti.

—

Bianco is the name of vills. in Italy,

and the Ionian islands ; of a town in the prov.
Reggio-CalSrbria, 15 m. S.S.W. Geraco. P. 1807.

BiANDRATE, a vill. of North Italy, cap. prov.
and 8 m. W. Novara. P. 1224.

BiANDRONNO, a town of North Italy, prov.
Como, circ. Vareze. P. 1088.

BiANzi, a town of Noi-th Italy, prov. Novara,
circ. Vercelli. P., 3112.

BiANZONE, a town of North Italv, prov. and
circ. Sondrio. P. 1390.

BiAR, a town of Spain, prov. and 30 m. N.W.
Alicante. P. 2963. Celebrated for honey.

Biarritz, a maritime vill. of France, dep. B.
Pyrdn^es, arr. and 6 m. S.W. Bayonne, with well-

frequonted baths and curious grottoes. P. 2771.
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BiASOA, a town, Switzerland, cant. Ticino, cap.

dist. Eivient 9 r;. N. Bellinzona. P. 1942.

BiAssoxo, a town of North Italy, prov. Milan,
circ. Monza, P. 1995.

Bibb, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in centre

of Georgia. Area 432 sq. m. P. 9501 free, 6790
slaves.— II. CO. in centre of Alabama. Area 864
sq. m. P. 8052 free, 3842 slaves.

BiBBiENA, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and 16
m. N.N.W. Arezzo, on the Amo. P. 5295.

BiBBOXA, a town of Central Italy, prov. Pisa,

6 m. S.E. Cecina. P. 4267.

BiBERACH. a waUed town of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Danube, on the Eiss, 23 ra. S.S.W. TJlm. P. 6000,

Chief industry, weaving of linen and mixed fab-
rics, bleaching, tanning, and fur-dressing.—II.

a vill., circ. Neckar, 4^ m. N.W. Heilbronn. P.
1300.

BiBERACK, a viU. of Baden, circ. Middle Rhine,
on the Kinzig, 10 m. S.S.E. OflFenburg. P. 1207.

BiBERiST, a town of Switzerland, cant. Soleure,

on the route to Berthoud. P. 1068.

BiBERSTETN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aargau,
pa. Kirchberg. P. 668.
BiBiANA, a vill., N. Italy, at the entrance to the

valley of Lucema, prov. Turin. P. of comm. 3077.
BiBiANO, a town of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Reggio Emilia. P. 4750.
BiBLis, a vill. of Hessen-Darmstadt, prov.

Starkenburg, 9 m. N.W. Heppenheim. P. 2065.
BiBURY, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 3J m.

N.W. Fairford. Ac. 6300. P. 1080.
BiCAmsER or Beekaneer, a Rajpoot state of

India, tributary to the British, mostly between
lat. 27° 30' and 29° 55' N. ; Ion. 72° and 75° E.,

having N. the Bhatty coimtry, E. the presid. Ben-
gal (upper provs.), S. the Joudpoor and Jeypoor
dominions, & W. Bhawlpoor. Area 17,676 sq. m.
Pop. uncertain. Surface elevated, but flat and
sandy, and the crops are precarious. Indian pulses
are almost the only articles raised ; rice, wheat,
copper, spices, coarse cloths, salt, sugar, opium,
and indigo. Horses and bullocks are almost the
only exports. Principal towns, Bicanere and
Chooroo.

—

Bicanere, a fortified town, cap. above
state, 240 m W.S.W. Delhi, is enclosed by a wall,
flanked with towers. P. estimated at 60,000.
BiccAR^ a town of South Italy, cap. cant.,

prov. and 18 m. W.S.W. Foggia. P. 3990.
Bicester, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. and 11 m. N.N.E. Oxford. Ac. of pa. 2580.
P. of do. 3049. Manufs. lace.

BicirrRE, a hamlet of France. [Gentilly.]
BiCHAXA, a considerable town of Abyssinia,

Amhara, cap. of a chiefship, 160 m. S.S.E. Gondar.
BiCHANCOURT, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.

Aisne, arr. Laon, cant. Coucy-le-Chateau. P.
1143. Manuf. of black soap.

BiciNicco, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Udine,
dist. and 5^ m. W.N.W. Palma. P. 1354.

BiCKENHiLL, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
4J m. S.S.W. Coleshill. Ac. 1004. P. 229.

BiCKEXRiEDE, a vill. of Prussia, gov. Erfurt,
circ. and 7 m. N.W. Mulhausen. P. 1240.

Bicker, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 9J m.
E.N.E. Folkingham. Ac. 3720. P. 839.

Bickerstaffe:, a township of England, co.
Lancaster, 3 m. S.E. Ormskirk. Ac. 6353. P. 1637.

BiCKiNGTON, several pas. of. England.—I. co.

Devon, 3^ m. N.E. Ashburton. Ac. 1375. P.
294.—II. {Hiffhy, in same co., 6 m. N.N.E. Great
Torrington. Ac. 4194. P. 738. [Abbots-Bick-
INGTON.]
BiCKLEiGH, two pas. of England, co. Devon.

—

I. at the confl. of the Exe and Dart, 3 m. S.W.
Tiverton. Ac. 2323. P. 402. Bamfylde Moore

Carew, who became " king of the gypsies," was
the son of a rector of this pa., bom in 1693.—II.

6 m. N.N.E. Plymouth. Ac. 1835. P. 254.

Bicknoller, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
12 m. W.N.W. Bridgewater. Ac. 1390. P. 345.

BiCKNOR, several pas. of England.—L co,

Kent, lathe Aylesford, 4^ m. S.W. Milton, Ac.
631. P. 53.—II. ^English), co. Glo'ster, on the
Wye, 3 m. N. Colford. Ac. 2377. P. 592. In
the vicinity are many cider orchards.—III.

(TFeZsA), CO. Hereford, almost encircled by the
Wye, 4 m- S.S.W. Ross. Ac. 8502. P. 80.

BicsA, a market town and cas. of Hungary, co,

and 32 m. N.E. Trencsin. P. 2600.

BicsKE, a market town and cas. of Hungary,
CO. and 22 m. N.N.E. Stuhlweissenburg. P.
3755.—II. {Tapjoy, co. Pesth-Pilis, gov. and 4 m.
S.S.W. Nagy-Kata. P. 2460.

BiCTON, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon, on the coast,

3 m. W.S.W. Sidmouth. Ac. 1294. P. 166.

BiDACHE, a comm. and town of France, dep. B.
Pyrdn^es, cap. cant^ on the Bidouze, 17 m. E.
Bayonne. P. (with comm.) 2706.

BiDASSOA, a river, forming part of the boundary
between France and Spain. It rises in Spain,
and, flowing S.W. and N., enters the Bay of
Biscay at Fuenterrabia. On an island in its

mouth the treaty of the Pyr^n^es was concluded
in 1659.

BiDBOROUGH, a pa, of England, co. Kent, lathe
Aylesford, 3 m. S.W. Tunbridge. Ac. 1299. P.2ia
BiDDEFORD, a township, U.S., North America,

Maine, on the Sacco, 17 m. S. Portland.
BiDDENDEN, a pa. Of England, co, Kent, 5 m.

N,N.E. Cranbrook. Ac. 7208. P. 1412.
BiDDEKHAM, a ps, of England, co. and 2 m.

W. Bedford. Ac 1760. P. 350.

BiDDESTONE, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4 m.
W. Chippenham, Ac. 2290. P. 407,
BiDDisHAM, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, on

the Axe, 3J m. W.S.W. Axbridge. Ac. 574. P. 147,
BiDDLESDOX or BiTTLESDEN, a pa. of England,

CO. Bucks, 3 m- N.E. Brackley, Ac, 1630, P. 169.

BiDDULPH, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 6 m.
W.N.W. Leek. Ac. 5635. P. 3468. Iron-works,
collieries, potteries, and cotton manufs.
Bldefobd, a municipal borough, seaport, mar-

ket town, and pa. of England, co. Devon, on the
Torridge, about IJ m. above its influx into the
estuary of the Taw, 8 m. S.W. Barnstaple. Ac,
of p. 3196. P. of do. 6742. It has a town-hall,
union workhouse, and an assembly room, manufs.
of ropes, sails, and earthenware, and docks for
ship-building. Imports, timber, coals, and colo-
nial produce. Exports, sails and cordage, oak-
bark, earthenware, com, and flour. The quay
near the centre of the town is at full tides acces-
sible to vessels of 500 tons; and about 2J ra.

above the bridge, the Torrington Canal joins the
river. Customs rev. (1862) 3278^. Exports 785/.

Vessels belonging to the port 71, tonnage 8518.
BiDFORD or BiTFORD, a pa. of England, co.

Warwick, on the Avon, 3J m. S.E. Alcester. Ac.
3240. P. 1565.

BiDGHiKLi, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 17
m. N. Sataliah, said to comprise 1000 houses.
BiDSCHOw (New) (Bohem. Biczow), a town of

Bohemia, in the circ. of same name, 50 m. E.N.E.
Prague. P. 3831. Trade in cattle.

BiDSTOXE, a pa. of England, co. Chester, on
the Mersey, 8 m. N.N.W. Great Neston, Ac,
4248. P. (exclusive of Birkenhead) 2164. A
lighthouse in this pa. belongs to the corporation

of Liverpool. Lat. 53° 24' N. ; Ion. 3° 4' W.
BiEBERAU (Gb.), a market town of Hessen, gov.

and 6 m. S. Dieburg. P. 1500.
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BiEBRiCH or BiBERicn, a vill. ol West Ger-

many, duchy Nassau, on rt. b. of the Ehine, at

the terminus of the Taunus railway, with a quay,

3^ m. S. Wiesbaden. P. with Mosbach, 28»2.

BiECZ, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

circ. and 11 m. W. Jaslo, on the Eoppa. P. 2335.

BiEDEXKOPF, a town of Germany, Hessen-
Darmstadt, prov. Upper Hessen, on the Lahn, 24

m. N.N.W. Giessen. P. 3800. With an active

commerce, and extensive manufs. of cloth.

BiEDERBACH, a vill. of Baden, Upper Ehine, 9

J

m. N.N.E. Waldkirch. P. 1925.

BiEL, a town of Switzerland. [Biejtnte.I

BiELAU, 4 contiguous vills. of Prussian Silesia,

gov. Breslau, in the circle Reichenbach. P. 6995.

It has woollen and linen weaving.
BiELAYA, a river of Eussia, gov. Orenburg,

rises N.E. Ourlask, flows S.W., N., and N.W.,
and joins the Kama 15 m. N.E. Menzelinsk, after

a winding course of nearly 500 m.—II. a vill^

gov. and 44 m. S.S.W. Kiev.
Bielefeld, a walled town of Prussian West-

phalia, cap. circ, gov. and 26 m. S.W. Minden,
on the Minden and Cologne railway. P. (1864)
16,523. It is the centre of the Westphalian
linen trade, and has bleaching-grounds, manufs.
of wooUens, thread, leather, soap, tobacco, and
meerschaum pipes.

_

BiELEV (Russ. Bjelew), a town of Eussia, gov.
and 64 m. S.W. Tula, cap circ, on 1. b. of the
Oka. P. 10,921. Manufs. of soap, leather, and
hardwares, and a considerable trade.

BiELGOROD ("Euss. Bejelgorod, ''white town"^,

a town of Eussia, gov. and 73 m. S. Koursk, on
the Donetz. P. 12,403.

BiELiTZ, a town of Silesia, circ. and 18 m. N.E.
Teschen, on 1. b. of the Biala river, across which
a bridge connects it with the town Biala, in

Austrian Galicia. P. 7310. It has a trade in
woollen cloths, and is the seat of a Protestant
consistory.

BiELLA, a town of N. Italy, cap. circ, prov.

Novara, on the Cervo, gov. and 38 m. N.E. Turin.

P. (1862) 8362. Manufs. of woollens.

BiELLOBERDO, a vill. of Austria, Slavonia, gov.
and 9J m. E.S.E. Essek. P. 1820.
BiELO More, Eussia. [WHriE Sea."]

BiELOi, a town of Eussia, gov. and 70 m. N.N.E.
Smolensk, cap. circ, on an affl. of the Diina. P.
3476.

BiELO-OzERO (" the white lake "), Russia, gov.
Novgorod, lat. 60' 10' N. ; Ion. 37° 30' E., 25 m. by
20 m. It is deep, and abounds in fish. Its waters
flow to the Volga by the Sheksna river, and it

conMnunicates by canals with the Onega, Sukona,
and Dwina.
BiELOPOL (Russ. BjelopoUy, a town of Russia,

gov. and 106 m. N.W. Kharkov, on the Vira. P.
10,623.

BiELOPOL, a town of European Turkey, Her-
zegovina, 28 m. S.W. Novi-Bazar. P. 3000.
BiELozERSK, two towns of Russia.—I. gov. and

250 m. E.N.E. Novgorod, cap. circ, o'n the S.
shore of the Bielo-Ozero. P. 3090. It has a
trade in pitch, tallow, cattle, and corn.—II. gov.
and 200 m. S.W. Tobolsk, on the Tobol.

BiELSK, a town of Russian Poland, prov. and 25
m. S. Bialystok. P. 12,090. It has a custom-
house, and until 1795 was the cap. of a palatinate.
—II. a vill. of Poland, prov. and 9 m. N.N.E. Plock.

BiELTSi, a town of Bessarabia, cap. dist. 60 m.
N.W. Kashenau.
BiENKowKA, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov.

and 4i m. N.E. Makow. P. 1376.
BiENNE (Lake of), Switzerland, cant, and 16

m. N.W. Bern, and 3 m. N.E. the Lake of Neu-

chatel. 10 m. by 1 to 3 m. Area 16-216 sq. m.

;

1419 feet above the sea
;
greatest depth, 400 feet.

It is traversed by the river Thiele, which joins

the Aar, 4 m. E. Bienne, and contains the island

St Pierre, the residence of Rousseau in 1765.

BiEXNE (Germ. Biet\, a town of Switzerland,

cant, and 17 m. N.W. Bern, at the N. extremity
of the above lake. P. 5973, mostly Protestants.

It is enclosed by old walls ; has a high school,

several mills, and trade in watches.
BiENTiNA, a town of Central Italy, prov. and

11m. E. Pisa. P. 2504.—The Lake o/Bientina,

N. of the town, and partly in the duchy Lucca,
is 5 m. by 2 m., and discharges its waters S.ward
into the river Amo.

BiENVENiDA, a town of Spain, prov. and 48 m.
S.E. Badajoz. P. 3280. It has linen weaving.
Bienville, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in

the N.W. Louisiana. Area 681 sq. m. P. 6000
free, 5000 slaves.

BiENViLLERS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Pas-de-Calais, arr. Arras. P. 1162.

BiERAWA, a vill. and cas. of Prussian SUesia,

gov. Oppeln, circ. and 6 m. S.E. Kosel. P. 1250.

Blere, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov. Magde-.
burg, 6 m. N.W. Calbe. P. 1800.

BiernE, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Mayenne, cap. cant., arr. and 7 m. W.S.W. Cha-
teau-Gontier. P. 1108.

Bierley (North), a township of England, co.

York, West Riding, pa. and 5 m. S.E. Bradford.
Ac. 3090. P. 12,500, partly employed in quarries
and coal-pits.

BiERT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Ariege, arr. St Girons, cant. Massat. P. 2507.

Bierton-with-Broughton, a pa., England, co.

Bucks, IJ m. N.E. Aylesbury. Ac. 2470. P. 691.

Biebvliet, a town of the Netherlands, prov.
Zeeland, 13 m. E.N.E. Sluis. P. 1675. Birth-
place of Beukels, the reputed inventor of the art

of curing herrings. Aji inundation, which in

1377 submerged 19 villages, detached Biervliet

from the continent, and its site is still insular.

BiERZANOw, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov.
Podgorze, 6 m. S.E. Krakan. P. 1100.

BiES-BoscH, a marshy lake of the Netherlands,
forming the E. extension of the branch of the
Maas, called Holland's Diep, between the provs.
South Holland and North Brabant. It is shallow,
and contains numerous islands. It was formed
19th November 1421, by an inundation which is

said to have submerged 72 villages and 100,000
inhabitants.

BiESHiEM, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Haut Rhin, arr. Colmar, cant. Neuf-Brisach.
P. 1606.

BiETiGHEiM, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Nec-
kar, on the Enz, 13 m. N.N.W. Stuttgart. P.
3100.—II. a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle Ehine, 10
m. S.W. Carlsruhe. P. 1482.

BiETSCHOwiTZ, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov.
Oppeln, circ and 2^ m. S.S.W. Benthen. P. 1200.
BiEvtNE, a comm. and town of Belgium, pi'ov.

Hainaut, arr. and 25 m. N.E. ToumaL P. 3270.
Bi&VRES, a comm. & vill. of Prance, on the

Bifevre, an affl. of the Seine, 5 m. S.E. Versailles.

P. 943.

BiFERNO, a river of S. Italy, prov. Sannio, rises
in the Apennines, flows N.E^ and enters the
Adriatic 3 m. S.E. Termoli. Length 40 miles.
Big Black River, of U. S., North America,

Mississippi, rises in Choctaw co., flows S.W. into
the Mississippi at Grand Gulf. Length 200 m.

BiGA, a town of Asia Minor, pash. Anatolia,
cap. sanj., on the Bokli, 18 m. S.S.W. its mouth
in the Sea of Marmora, and 42 m. N.E. Adramyti.
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BiQANOS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, an-. Bordeaux, cant. Audenge. P. 1591.

Iron-foundry and turpentine manufacture,
BiGBURY, a pa. of England, co. Devon, on Big-

bury Bay, 3J m. S. Modbui-y. Ac. 3167. P. 497.

BiGBY, a pa. of England, co. liincoln, 3| m. E.
Glandford Brigg. Ac. 3440. P. 249.

Big Flats, a townsliip, U. S., North America,
New York, on rail., 204 m. S.W. Albany.

Bigga, one of the Shetland Islands, in Yell
Sound, Scotland.
BiGGAR, a vill. and pa. of Scotland, co. and 11

m. E.S.E. Lanark, near the Caledonian railway.

Ac. 7288. P. of pa. 1999, of viU. 1448. It has
a church, dissenting chapels, commercial bank
agency, savings bank, and subscription libraries.

Some tumuli here mark the scene of a battle

fought between the Scots and English in the
time of Edward ii.

B1GG1.ESWADE, a market town and pa, of Eng-
land, CO. and 9J m. E.S.E. Bedford, on the navig-
able river Ivel. Ac. of pa. 4310, much of which
is laid out in market gardens. P. 4631. It has a
church, union workhouse, and maniif. of thread
lace. Polling place for the county.
Big Hokx, a navigable river of North America,

W. territory, rises in the Kocky Mountains about
lat. 42° 30' N., and flows N.E. to the Yellowstone
river ; length about 250 miles.

Bightox, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2 m.
N.N.E. Alresford. Ac. 2094. P. 299.

Bignan, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Mor-
bihan, arr. Ploermel, cant. St-Jean-de-Br^velay.
P. 3009.

BiGNON (Le), a comm. and viU. of France, dep.
Loire-Inferieure, arr. Nantes, cant. Aigrefeuille.

P. 2119.
BiGXOR, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, rape

Arundel, 4^ m. S.E. Petworth. Ac. 1145. P. 167.

BiGORRE, an old subdivision of S.W. France,
prov. Gascogne, now forming part of the dep.
Haute Pyrenees. [BAGxfeRES-DE-BiGORRE.")
Big Sandy Kiver, a river of the U. S., North

America, rises in Virginia, flows N.W., and joins

the Ohio river, after having for 200 m. formed
the boundary between Virginia and Kentucky.
Big Sprlsg, a post vill. of the U. S., North

America, Kentucky, Breckenbridge co., 44 m.
S.W. LouisvUle. A large spring rises in the
middle of the village, and after flowing a few
hundred feet, disappears under ground.
BiHACH or BiHACz, a fortified town and strong-

hold of European Turkey, Croatia, on an island in

the Unna, near the Dalmatian frontier, 65 m. W.
Banyaluka. P. 3000.

Bihar, a town of Hungary, beyond the Theiss,
CO. Bihar, 8 m. N. Gross-Wardein. P. 2412.

BiJANAGUR {Vijayanagarcu, "the city of tri-

umph "), a decayed and deserted but once famous
city of South India, presid. Madras, dist. and 30
m. N.W. Bellary, on the Toombuddra. Lat. 15°

14' N. ; Ion. 76° 37' E.
BiJAWAR, a protected state of British India,

presid. Bengal, with a cap. of same name, 75 m.
S.E. Jhansi. Area 920 sq. m. P. 90,000. Public
revenue, 35,000/. Armed force, 1000 men.
BiJBAHAR or ViGiPARA, the largest town of

Cashmere, next to its cap., 25 m. S.E. the city of
Cashmere on the Jailum, here crossed by a re-
markable timber bridge, 25 m. S.E. Serinagur.

BijNA, a protected state of India, Bundelcund.
Area 27 sq. m. P. 2800. Annual revenue, 1600/.
Armed force about 260 men.
BijNEE or Khungtaghaut, a town of India,

cap. of a rajahship, 26 m. N.N.E. Goalpara, It
consists of a fort and some temples.

BijxouR, a dist. of British India, presid. Ben-
gal, N.W. provs. Area 1904 sq. m. P. 620,646.
Busk or Biisk, a fortified town of Siberia, gov.

and 270 m. S. Tomsk, cap. dist. P. 3500.

Blkacs, two vills. of Hungary.—I. co. Tolna,
gov. and 2 m. S.W. Dunafoldvar. P. 1063.—IL
CO. Sud Bihar, gov. and 10 in. S.S.W. Gross-
wardein. P. 1070.

BiiCFALVA, a vUL of Austria, Transylvania,
circ. Kronstadt, gov. and 8 m. S.S.E. Sepsi-St-
Giorgy, P. 2018.

BiKJTY, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, circ.

Zombor, gov. and 13 m. E.S.E. Baja. P. 4010.
BiLAH, a riv. of the island of Sumatra, which

flows into the Strait of Malacca. Navigable for

30 mUes for vessels drawing 13 feet water.
Bilbao, a town and princip. port of the north

of Spain, cap. prov. Vizcaya (Biscay), on the
Nervion, 6 m. from its mouth at Portugalete, and
40 m. N. Vitoria. Lat 43° 14' 3" N. ; ion. 2° 56'

5" W. P. 15,000. It is enclosed by lofty moun-
tains. A promenade borders the river, crossed
by two suspension bridges, and a stone bridge. It

has a cathedral and an hospitaL Manufs. hard-
wares, anchors, leather, paper, hats, tobacco, and
earthenware^ there are large rope-walks and
docks for building merchant vessels, with iron
and copper mines in the vicinity. Exports, flour

and grains, wines, madder, minerals, liquorice,

fruits, wool, etc. Imports, cocoa, codiSsh, yams,
di'ugs, tobacco, sugar, hides, timber, hardwares,
jute, wool, spirits, machinery, manufactured
goods, and railway materials. In 1862, 1744
vessels entered, and 1605 cleared the port. A
railway to Tudela was opened in 1864. Bilbao was
foimded in 1300 ; at the end of the 15th century
it became the seat of the famous consulado, ori-

ginally established at Burgos, and having the
highest authority in Spain as a commercial tri-

bunal. It was the scene of frequent contests in

the late Carlist wars, and Zumalacarregui re-

ceived his death-wound here on June 10, 1835.

BiLBOROUGH, a pa, of England, co. and 3^ m.
W.N.W. Nottingham. Ac. 1090. P. 232.

BU3ROUGH, a pa. of England, co. and ainsty

York, 4 m. N.E. Tadcaster. Ac. 1389. P. 216.

The parliamentary general, Lord Fairfax, was
buried in the church.

BiLCZE, a vilL and cas. of Austria, Galicia, circ
Czortkow, gov. and 12 m. S.S.E. Fluste. P. 2565.
BiLDESTON, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, llj

m. W.N.W. Ipswich. Ac. 1420. P. 788.

B11.GORA1, a town of Poland, gov. and 47 m.
S.S.W. Lubhn, on the Lada. P. 5583.

BiLiABSK, a vilL of Kussia, gov. and 68 m. S.E.
Kazan. P. 2600. Near it are extensive ruina.

BiLiN, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 17 m. W.
Leitmeritz, on the BUa. P. 3013. It has two
castles, and frequented mineral springs, the aci-

dulated waters of which form an article of export.

BiLiXBAEvsK, a mining town of Bussia, gov.
Perm, in the Ural mountains, 30 m. W. Jekate-
rineburg. It has extensive iron-works.

BiLiRAN, one of the Philippine islands, north
of Leyte. Lat 11° 27' N. ; Ion. 124° 30' E.

BiLKE, a market town of Hungary, co. Bereg,

gov. and 13 m. E.S.E. Kis-Almas. P. 3636.

BiLLERBECK, a Small town of Prussian West-
phalia, gov. and 16 m. W.N.W. Miinster. P. 1418,

engaged in linen weaving and bleaching.—II. or

Friedrichskuld, a vill„ prov. Pomerania, gov. C69-
lin, 9 m. N.N.E. Rummelsberg.

BiLLERicA, a toAvnship of the United States,

North America, Massachusetts, 18 m. N.W. Bos-
ton, on Boston and LoweU railway.

Bttj.f.ricay, a market town and chapelry of
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Englanrl. co. Essex, pa. Great Buvstead, '24 in.

E.N.E. London. P. 1390. It has a union work-
house, and manufs. of silk braid and lace.

BiLLESDON, a pa. of England, co. and 8J ra. E.

Leicester. Ac. 4430. P. 1085.

BiLi-i'SLKY, a pa. of Engl., co. Warwick, 3J m.
W.N.W. Stratford-on-Avon. Ac. 750. P. 35.

BiLLiEKS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, arr. and 25 m. S.E. Vannes, with a
small port on the Vilaine. P. 1085.

BiLi.iGHEiM, a market town of Rhenish Ba-
varia, on the Klingbach,4m. S.S.W. Landau. P.

1760. It has mf,nufs. of hosiery.

BiLLiGHEiM, a town of the grand duchy of

Baden, cii-c. Lower Rhine, E. Mossbach. P. 1100.

Billing, two pas. of Engl., co. Northampton.
I. {Great), 4 m. N.E. Northampton. Ac. 1290.

P. 425.—II. {Little), on the Nen, 3J m. E.N.E.
Northampton. Ac. 856. P. 76.

BiLLiNGBOKOUGH, a pa. of England, co. Lin-
coln, 3 m. E. Folkiugham. Ac. 2020. P. 1149.

BiLLiNGE Ciiapel-End, a chapelry of England,
CO. Lancaster, pa. and 5i m. S.W. Wigan. P.
2015.—II. B. Higher-End is an adjoining town-
ship. P. 1051.

BiLLiNGKOED, two pas. of Engl., CO. Norfolk,

1* m. E. Scole. Ac. 1820. P. 354.—II. 4| m,
N.N.E. East Dereham. Ac. 1820. P. 199.

BiLLiNGHAjr, a pa. of England, co. Durham,
ward, and 3 m. by railway N.N.E. Stockton. Ac.
11,691. P. 2166.

BiLLiNGUAY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8
m. N.E. Sleaford. Ac. 7630. P. 2247.

BiLLiNGSiiURST, a pa. of Engl., co. Sussex, rape
Arundel, containing two hamlets of same name,
6 m. S.W. Horsham. Ac. 6768. P. 1495.

BiLLiNGSLEY, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 5 m.
S.S.W. Bridgenorth. Ac. 1285. P. 144. There
are large collieries in this parish.

BiLLiNGTON Langiio, a chapelry of England,
CO. Lancaster, pa. and 5J m. N.N.E. Blackburn.
Ac. 2960. P. 1038, employed in cotton-weaving.

BiLLiTON, an island of the Dutch East Indies,

between Sumatraand Borneo. Lat. of hill on N.W.
part, 3° 13' S. ; Ion. 108" 7' E. Area 1150 sq. m.
P. of Residency (1864) 15,824. It is surrounded by
rocks and islets, and is rich in iron and timber.
Imports, rice, trepang, birds' nests, seaweed, tor-
toise-shell, and wax.

—

Billiton-passage, between
this island and Borneo, is about 130 m. across.
BiLLocKLY or BiLi-oCKBY, a pa. of Engl., co.

Norfolk, 2^ m. N.E. Acle. Ac. 389. P. 46.

BiLLOM, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Puy-de-D6me, cap. cant., on a hill, 14 m. E.S.E.
Clermont. P. 4598. Manufs. earthenwares.
BiLi^QuAY, a vill. of England, co. Durham, 3

m. E. Gateshead. It has works for smelting lead
ore, making litharge and red lead, bottle works,
and ship-building yards.
BiLLWAKDER, a dist. of the free state of Ham-

burg, -with a town of same name, 6 m. E.S.E.
Hamburg. P. of town 1600, of dist. 2500.

Billy, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim, 8
m. N.E. Coleraine. Ac. 17,290. P. 5897.

BiLLY-suR-OiSY', a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Nievre, cant, and arr. Clamecy. P. 1327.
BioiA, a town of Central Africa, Nigritia, near

lat. 18° 40' N. ; Ion. 14° E., on the route from
Fezzan to Lake Tchad. Water plentiful.

BiLNEY', two pas. of England, co. Norfolk.—I.

,

(Easf), 4J m. N.N.W. East Dereham. Ac. 644.
P. 198.—II. (WestX 7 m. S.E. King's Ljoin. Ac.
2750. P. 253.

BiLouicA. Mountain, Asia. [Altai.]
BiLSA or Bhilsa, a town, India, dom. and 183

m, S. Gwalior, on rt. b. of the Betwah. P. 30,000.

Bir-SBY, a pa. of England, co. liiucoln, 1 m.
E.N.E. Alford. Ac. 2820. P. 572.

Bilsdale Midcable, a township of England,
CO. York, North Riding, pa. and 12 m. N.N.\\^
Helmsley. P. 738.

Bix^EN, a town of Belgium, prov. Limbourg,
cap. cant., 8 m. S.E. Hasselt, on the Demer. P,
3085. Manufs. of cutlery and earthenwares.

BiLSiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6 m.
S.S.E. Ashford. Ac. 2843. P. 360.

BiusTiioRPE, a pa. of England, co, Notts, 4J m.
S. Ollerton. Ac. 1572, P. 197.

BiLSTON, a market town, township, & chapelry
of England, co. Stafford, pa. and 2^ m. S.E.Wol-
verhampton, of the pari, borough of which it

forms a part ; on West Midland Railway. It

lias baths and public wash-houses. P. (I860)

24,364. Alt. 450 feet. Coal and ironstone abound,
and its manufs. consist of metal castings for

machinery, japanned and fancy iron goods, locks,

tin-plate goods, nails, wire, and screws. It has
brass and bell foundries, malting, & ropemaking.
BiLTON, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, IJ m.

S. W. Rugby. Ac. 2243. P. 1096.—II. a pa., co.

and ainsty York, 5 m. E.N.E. Wetherby. Ac.
4150. P. 926.—III. (with Harrogate), a chapelry,

same co., West Riding, pa. and 2 m. W. Kuares-
boro', Ac. 4800. P. 4603.

BiMA, a seaport town of the Dutch East Indies,

cap. state of same name, in the isl. Sumbawa, on
a bay of its N. coast, 100 m. E. Sumbawa. Chief
exports, timber and horses.

BiMBER, a town of the Punjab, on an affl. of

the Chenaub, 100 m. N. Lahore.
BiMBiA, a river of W. Africa, enters the Bight

of Biafra, W. of the Camaroons river. On its

banks are many populous villages, suboi'dinate to a
chief, who placed himselfunder British protection.

BiMiNi, a small group of islands surrounded
by reefs, in the Bahama archipelago.
BiMLiPATAM, Bhivialaputana, a seaport town

of British India, presid. Madras, dist. and 17 m.
E.N.E, Vizagapatam, on the Bay of Bengal. It

has a brisk coasting trade.

BiNAB, a town of Persia, prov. Azerbijan, on
the Sofi Chai, a tributary of Lake Uriimiyah, on
the W. side of the lake, and 55 m. S.S.W. Tabriz.
It has caravanseries, and an abundance of wafer.
BXNABOLA, BURABOLA Or TvVELVE PiNS, a lofty

mountain range of Ireland, Connaught co., Gal-
way, barony and 5 m. N.E. Ballinahinch ; culmi-
nating point, Knockannahiggen, 2400 feet.

BiNACRE or Benacbe, a pa. of England, co.

Suffolk, 6 m. N.E. Southwold. Ac. 1660, includ-
ing a pond of about 100 ac. P. 212.

Binago, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Como. P. 1793.

BiNAsco, a town of Northern Italy, prov. and
11 m. N.W, Pavia. P, of dist. 9338,
BinBROOKE, a vill. and formerly a market

town of England, co. Lincoln, comprising 2 pas.
on the Aaklam, 7 m, N,E. Market-Raisen. Ac.
6070. P. 1334.

BmCHE, a town of Belgium, prov. Hainaut,
cap. cant., on the Haine, and on a branch of the
Mons Canal, 10 m. E.S.E. Mons. P. 5235. It
has manufs. of cutlery and hardwares, and trade
in lace, paper, marble, and coal.

BiNCiiESTEK, a township of England, co. Dur-
ham, ward Darlington, pa. St Andrew-Auckland,
1^ m. N.N.E. Bishop-Auckland. P. 33.

BiNcoBiE, a pa. of England, co. Doi-set, 4 m.
S.S.W. Dorchester. Ac. 977. P. 194.

BiNDRABAN, Vrindavana, a considerable town of

British India, presid. Bengal, upper prov., on the
Jumna, dist. and 40 m. N.N.W. Agra. P. estiin.
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19,776. It has several sacred pools and caves,

and temples of Krishna, one of which is among
the most massive works of Hindoo architecture.

BiXETTO, a town of South Italy, prov. Ban,
circ. Alta-mura. P. 1156.

BiNEGAR, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3J
m. N. Shepton Mallet. Ac. 1216. P. 302.

BiNFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Berks, in

Windsor Forest, 3 m. N.E. Wokingham. Ac.
3207. P. 1371. Pope the poet is said to have
written his " Windsor Forest" here.

BiKGEN, a town of Germany, grand duchy
Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Eheinhessen, on L b.

of the Ehine, at the influx, and on rt b. of the
Nahe, 17 m. W. Mentz. P. 6000. Leather manuf

.

and superior wines. Near it, the Ehine, breaking
through a mountain chain, narrows to form the
Bingerloch, a dangerous rapid at low water. On
an island in the Rhine is the Mausethurm (mouse-
tower), a structure erected as a toll-house in the
13th century.
BiNGEafHEiM, a market town, Hessen-Darm-

stadt, prov. Oberhessen, 16 m. N. Hanau. P. 600.

Bingham, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. and 8J m. E. Nottmgham. Ac. 3054. P. 1918.

BiNGHAMPTON, a town, U. St North America,
New York, cap. co. Broome, at the junction of

the rivers Chenango and Susquehanna, 115 m.
S.W. Albany. P. 6000. It has various manufs.,
and a large export of timber.

BcfGHAMSTOWN or Saleex, a marit vilL of

Ireland, Connaught, co. Mayo, on the W. side of

Blacksod Bay, 2J m. S.S.W. Belmullet P. 219.

Bdigley, a market towu and pa. of England,
CO. York, West Eiding, on the Aire, Leeds, and
Liverpool CanaL and North Midland Railway, 15
m.W.N.W.Leeds. Ac 13,892. P. 15,367. It has
paper manufs. and trade in malt. Alt. 278 feet.

BinGOL Dagh, "Mountain of a thousand lakes,"

a range of mountains in Asia Minor, between
Kurdistan and Armenia, 10,000 ft. above the sea.

From it streams flow to the Euphrates on the S^
and the Araxes on the N.E.

BiNHA>r, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3J m.
N.E New Walsingham. Ac. 2200. P. 511.

BuJic, a comm. and seaport of France, dep.
C6tes-du-Nord, arr. and 7 m- N.N.W. St Brieuc
P. 2673. Fisheries and ship-buUding.

BiNis, a vilL of Austria, Woiwodena, circle

Lugos, gov. and 4| m. S.W. Bogsan. P. 1580.

BiNLEY, a pa, of England, co. Warwick, 2J m.
E. Coventry. Ac 2470. P. 196.

BmKiNGEX, a town of Switzerland, cant. Basel,

in the valley of Laimen. P. 1776.

Bncrr or Burning (East and West), two vills.

of Scotland, co. Linlithgow.
BiNoiiDo, a town of the island of Luzon, Philip-

pines, prov. Tondo, separated by a long bridge
from ManUa. Residence of the authorities of the
prov. P. 29,200.

BiNSDORF, a town, Wiirtemberg, circ Schwarz-
wald, 8 m. S.E. Sulz. P. 960.

BiNSEY, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m. N.W.
Oxford, on the Isis. Ac. 470. P. 67.

BiNSTEAD, a pa. of England, Isle of Wight, on
its N. coast, bf m. E.N.E. Newport Ac 1475.
P. 486.—II. a pa., co. Sussex, rape and 2 m. S.W.
ArundeL Ac. 1086. P. 110.

BiNSTED, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4 m. N.E.
Alton. Ac. 6833. P. 1195.
BiNTANG, an isl. of the Dutch E. Indies. Lat.

1° 5' N., Ion. 104° 29' E^ 40 m. S.E. Singapore.
Area 600 sq. m. Pop. with the small isls. in its

vicinity, 13,000. Gambeer (an astringent gum),
pepper, and rice are the chief exports from Rhio
on its S.W. coast

BiNTEUXE, an inland town of Ceylon, on th«
MahavillaguDga river, 30 m. E. Kandy.

BiNTON, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, on
the Avon, 3^m. W.S.W. Stratford. Ac 1260.

P. 230.

BtNTREE, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5J nx.

N.W. Reepham. Ac 1455. P. 406.

Bktclu, a riv. and territory in the Siiltanate

of Brunai, Borneo, thinly peopled by Dyak tribes.

BiOBio, a river of Chile, rises in the Andes,
flows W.N.W., forming in part the boundary be-
tween the provinces Concepcion and Arauco, and
enters the Pacific Ocean at New Concepcion.
Course 200 miles.

BiOGLio, a vill. of N. Italy, div. Turin, prov.
Novara, 5 m. E.N.E. Biella. P. with comm- 1922.

BiONE, a town of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

circ. Salo. P. 1040.

BioRKO, an island of Sweden, on the E. coast
Lat. 59° 53' N. ; Ion. 19' E.—II. an isl. in the Gulf
of Bothnia, W. coast of Finland. Lat. 63° 21' N.

;

Ion. 21° 10' E.
BiORNEBORG, a scaport town of Finland, Isen

At)o, on the Kumo, at its mouth, in the Gulf of

Bothnia, 60 m. N.N.W. Abo. P. (1864) 7186. Ithas
ship-building, and exports timber, pitch, and tar.

BiOT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Var,
cant and 3 m. N.N.W. Antibes. P. 1326. Manufs.
olive oil, and has manganese mines.

BiouL, a town of Belgium, prov. Namur, 8 m,
N.W. Dinant, with a castle. P. 913.

BiozAT, a comm. & vilL of France, dep. Allier,

arr. and cant. Gannat P. 1525.

BiR (pron. Beer), (Turkish Bireh-jik, anc
Birtha), a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and 120
m. S.W. Diarbekir, on the Euphrates, 115 m.
N.E. Antioch. Lat 37" 3' N. ; Ion. 38° E. It has
a citadel on a steep rock, and several mosques.
Here it was proposed to commence the steam
navigation of the Euphrates to the Persian Gulf.

Many small towns in Arabia have the prefix Bir,
meaning " a welL"
Birbeck-Fells, a dist of England, co. West-

moreland, comprising pts. of the pas. of Crosby-
Ravensworth, Orton, and Shap.
BiRBHOOH or Beerbiioom {Virabkumi, "the

land of heroes "), a dist of British India, presid.

and prov. Bengal, enclosed by the dists. Bhau-
gulpore, Moorshedabad, Nuddea, Burdwan, Ban-
coora, Ramghur, and Pachete, between lat. 23"*

32' and 24° 40' N. ; Ion. 86° 25' and 88° 30' E.
Area 4736 sq. m. Estim. pop. 1,580,600. Coal
and iron mines are wrought in this district

Birch, sev. pas. of England.—I. co. Essex, S
m. S.W. Colchester. Ac 3069. P. 940.—II.
(_Little), CO. and 5^ m. E.S.E. Hereford. Ac 967.

P. 336.—IIL QMucK), co. and 6 m. S. Hereford.
Ac 1287. P. 496.

BiRCHAM, three pas. of England, co. Norfolk.

—

I. (Great), 7 m. S.S.W. Bumham-Westgate. Ac.
3606. P. 489.—II. (Newton), 6J m. S.S.W. Bum-
ham-Westgate. Ac 1128. P. 118.—III. (To/is),

adjoining Great Bircham. Ac. 1431. P. 169.

BiRCHANGER, a pa. of England, co. Essex, IJ
m. S.S.W. Stanstead Mount Fitchet Ac 1050.

P. 358.

BiRCHrsGTON, a seaport vill. and pa. of Eng-
land, and a member of the cinque port of Dover,
CO. Kent, Isle of Thanet, 3J m. W.S.W. Margate.
Ac 2070. P. 813.

BiBCHOLT, a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathd

Shepway, 4 m. E.S.E. Ashford. Ac 298. P. 30.

BiRCHOVER, a chapelry of England, eo. Derby,
5 m. W.N.W. Matlock. P. 51.

BiRDBROOiL, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 7 lu

N.W. CasUe-Hedinghem. Ac 2386. P. 64a
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BiRDHAM, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, rape

and 3-J
m. W.S.W. Chichester. Ac. 1948. P. 436.

BiKDiNBURY, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
4| m. N.N.E. Southam. Ac. 1180. P. 184.

BiKD Island, one of the Sandwich isls., N. Pa-
cific Ocean.—II. one of the Low isls., Pacific,

near the middle of the group.

—

Bird Islands,

South Africa, Cape Colony, are in Algoa Bay.
BiRDSALL, a pa. of England, co. York, East

Riding, 5^ m. S.S.E. New-Malton. Ac. 3972. P.

355. Birthplace of Burton, the puritan divine.

BiEGDEN, a vill. of Prussia, gov. Aachen, circ.

and 4 m. N.W. Geilenkirchen. P. 1140.

BiRGHAM or Brigham, a vill. of England, co.

Northumberland, 4 m. W. Coldstream. In 1290,

a treaty of peace was signed here between Eng-
land and Scotland, but it was broken on the
death of Margaret, Queen of Scotland.

BiRioussA, a river of Siberia, part of boundary
of govs. Irkutsk and Yenesei. Course 200 m.
BiRiouTCHE, a town of Russia, on 1. b. of the

Sosna, gov. and 76 m. S.S.W. Voronej. P. 6451.

BiKKADEM, a town of Algeria, dep. arr. and
cant. Algiers. P. 2870, of whom 1562 are Euro-
peans. Trade in cotton, figs, and tobacco.

BiRKBY, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Riding, 5|- m. N.W. Northallerton, on Great
Northern railway. Ac. 3619. P. 298.

BiRKENAU, a vill. and cas. of Hessen, Star-
kenburg, gov. and 9f m. S.S.W. Lindenfels.

P. 1200.

BiRKENFELD, a principality of West Germany,
belonging to Oldenburg, but detached from the
rest of that duchy, W. of the Rhine, and enclosed
by Rhenish Prussia and Meissenheim. Area 143
sq. m. P. (1864) 35,198. Surface mountainous
and well wooded. Chief river the Nahe, an affl.

of the Rhine. Products, cattle, iron, flax, hemp,
and oil seeds. It is divided into 3 amts., Birken-
feld, Oberstein, and Nohfelden, and was ceded
to Oldenburg by the treaty of Vienna in 1816.
BiRKENFELD, a town of Germany, cap. above

?rincipality, near the Nahe, 25 m. E.S.E. Treves.
'. with adjoining vill. of Eckweiler, 2400, who

manuf. linen and woollen fabrics, and leather.

Birkenhead, a town, township, and chapelry of
England, co. Chester, pa. Bidstone, on the W. side

of the Mersey about 3 m. from the sea, opposite
Liverpool, and 15 m. N.N.W. Chester. Area
about 1388 ac. P. (1861) 36,212, inhabited houses
4669. Its pop. in 1831 was only 2500. The first

wet dock here was begun to be made at Wallasey
Pool, a creek of the River Mersey of about 340
acres extent, in 1824, and Morton's patent slip was
established here by the Council of Liverpool in

1826, previous to which an extensive boiler yard
was established. The town dates its rise from
that time, and its progress has been marvellously
rapid. The first Act of Parliament for watch-
ing, paving, lighting, cleaning, etc., and estab-
lishing a market, was obtained in 1833. Under
this, commissioners were appointed. Subsequent

I Acts gave power to purchase the ferry across the
Mersey, to form a park, to regulate buildings and
width of streets, and to form a cemetery. The

' town has now a noble park of 120 acres, a public
market 430 feet long by 130 feet wide, a public
slaughter-house, a handsome square of 6ji acres,

public library and news room, hospital and public
i cemetery. The gas and water supply are the

,
property of the ratepayers. Wallasey Pool has
been recently formed into a float, with docks and

,
basins. The area of the float, docks, and basins

i
is 167 acres 1427 yards, and there is quay space

' extending to 9 miles 198 yards. The London
and North-Western and the Great Western rail-

ways are connected with the quay. The float,

docks, and basins are under control of the Mersey
Docks and Harbour Board. In addition to these,
the corporation of Liverpool have, within the
last few years, constructed spacious graving
docks and ship-building yards on that side of

the Mersey. There are three ferries, Woodside,
Monks, and Birkenhead. The foi'mer has an im-
mense floating landing-stage. Monks ferry is

solely for railway accommodation, and it and
Birkenhead ferry have piers in the Mersey. There
are in the town six churches, one of which, St
Mary's, stands within the precincts of the ancient
priory, part of the ruins of which still remain, also
one English Presbyterian church, three United
Presbyterian chapels, one Wesleyan chapel, and
several smaller places of worship belonging to
different denominations. The educational estab-
lishments rank high ; and hotels numerous. It

returns 1 mem. to H. of 0. Reg. elect. (1864) 3626.
BiRKET, el-Hajji, or " lake of pilgrims," a small

lake of Egypt, 10 m. N.E. Cairo.

—

B.-el-Keroun
is the modem name of Lake Mceris.

Birk-Fell, a mountain of Cumberland, on S.
side of Ulleswater, 6 m. N. Ambleside.

BiRKiN, a pa. of England, co. York, West
Riding, 3^ m. N.E. Ferrybridge. Ac. 5609. P.82L

BiEKis, a market town of Austria, Woiwodena,
circ. Lugos, gov. and 13 m. N.N.W. Eacset on
the Maros. P. 1700.

BiRKUNGEN, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov.
Erfurt, circ. and 4J m. S.S.W. Worbis. P. 1100.

Birley, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 3i ni.

E.N.E. Weobley. Ac. 1004. P. 190.

Birling, a pa. of England, co. Kent, on the Med-
way, 5| m. N.W. Maidstone. Ac. 1004. P. 190.
Birlingham, a pa., Engl., co. Worcester, on the

Avon, 2J m. S.S.W. Pershore. Ac. 1210. P. 353.
BiRMAH or the Birman Empire. [Burma."]
Birmandreis, a town of Algeria, annexed to

Birkadem, 3 m. from Algiers. P. 1019, of whom
706 are Europeans. Trade in the cereals, figs,

vines, olive oil, and tobacco. It has flour mills.

BiRMENSDORF, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Aargau, circ. Baden. P. 971. Mineral baths.
Also a vill., cant. Zttrich. P. 1158.

Birmingham, a pari, and municipal bor., one
of the principal manufacturing towns of England,
near its centre, co. and 17 m. N.W. Warwick, 100
m. N.W. London, and 78^ m. S.E. Liverpool.
Area 18,780 ac. of borougl^ which includes the
adjacent townships, Aston and Edgbaston. P.

(1690) 4000 ; (1801) 60,822 ; (1851) 232.841 ;
(1861)

296,076 ; estimated (1866) 335,798. The town, on
the Rea, occupies the E. declivity of three hills 474
feet alt. In its centre is a handsome quarter,

containing the town-hall, the grammar school of

Edward IV., St Philip's, and Christ's churches.
Queen's college, Midland institute, central free

library, theatre, and other edifices. The uneven
ground on which the town is built, facilitates its

drainage, and thus contributes to its salubrity.

The superb town-hall, in the classic style, occu-
pies a commanding site ; it is built of Anglesea
marble, and has a saloon 146 feet in length, 65
feet in breadth, and the same in height ; it can
accommodate 8000 persons standing (or 2500
seated), and has a &ie organ. In this hall the
triennial musical festivals arc held. The free

grammar school, founded in 1552, is a richly de-
corated Gothic edifice, rebuilt in 1834, after the
design of Sir C. Barry, at a cost of nearly 50,000/.

It has a revenue, now probably amounting to

11,000Z. a year. Queen's College, incorporated by
royal charter in 1843, and munificently endowed
by the late Dr Wamcford, is in connection with
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the University of London, and regulated on the

old collegiate system : attaclied to it are a medical
school and Queen's hospital. Birmingham origi-

nally consisted of but one pa. ; it is now divided
into five—St Martin, St Philip, St Thomas, St
George, and All Saints. St Martin's churcli, in

the Bull-ring, was built in the 8th century. There
are several other churches belonging to the Estab-
lishment. These j)arishes -were formerly within
the Archbishopric of Lichfield and Coventry, but
•were transferred by the church commissioners to

the diocese of Worcester. Dissenting chapels
comprise those of Independents, Friends, Metho-
dists, Swedenborgians, Roman Catholics, and
Unitarians, and there is a Jews' synagogue. Other
principal buildings are : a gaol, lunatic asylum,
theatre, a general hospital, dispensary, trade and
com exchanges, market-hall, Roman Catholic

cathedral, barracks, and central railway station,

which last is a general point of junction of rail-

ways from London, Liverpool, Derby, Worcester,
etc. The public institutions comprise a society

of artists, with a life academy, and annual exhibi-

tion of paintings
;
public and free libraries ; baths,

dining halls and clubs for the working classes ; a
central scientific or Midland institute, where lec-

tures are given, and classes are open for general
and scientific education ; a college for Dissenters at

Moseley ; national and proprietary schools, and a
great variety of other educational establishments

;

deaf-mute, and Magdalen asylums ; eye and ear,

and lying-in hospitals; a botanic garden, and
horticultural society. There is a cemetery at Wit-
ton ; also Church of England and general ceme-
teries in the immediate vicinity of the town ; three

public parks for the recreation of the people : viz.,

Aston, opened by Her Majesty in person, June
18, 1858, Adderley, and Calthorpe parks. Bir-
mingham has made rapid progress in manufac-
turing industry within the present century. Its

mamifactures comprise almost every description

of iron and steel goods, brass and iron founding,
saddlery, firearms, cutlery, gold, silver, plated,

bronze, or-molu, and japanned wares; papier-
mache goods, toys, jewellery, electro-plated goods,
buttons, steel-pens, glass, tools, steam-engines,
and all kinds of machinery. The engines, of

•which there are 724 employed in its factories, are

as follow :—High pressure, 6623 horse power

;

low pressure, 3287 horse power ; total horse
power, 9910 ; smelting and casting furnaces, num-
ber in all 1013 ; estimated value of engines,

92,337^., and consume 600 tons of coals daily. The
annual value of manufactures has been estimated
at 4,000,000/. Among the manufacturing estab-

lishments is the steam-engine factory with which
the name of the celebrated Watt is associated,

which still bears the namfe of the Soho, though
removed from its original site—the original

building having been taken down recently.

Wages are higher in Birmingham than in most of

the manufacturing towns of the North of Eng-
land ; and the condition of its artisans is in fa-

vourable contrast to that exhibited at many other
places, both as to health and prosperity. It is

computed that 20,000 families are employed in
trade, manufactures, and handicraft ; and a few
years ago upwards of 40,000 of its inhabitants
were members of friendly societies. Land and
building societies are also features. The town is a
rapidly extending one, and the style of architec-
ture now adopted in the public buildings, etc.,

partakes of the improving spirit of the age. The
immense coal and iron beds of the district by
which Birmingham is surrounded, may be viewed
as the main source of its manuifacturing pros-

perity, which has also been greatly aided by]
canals, communicating -with the Thames, Severn,!
Mersey, Trent, and Humber, and more recently J

by railways, which bring London, and all thai
great towns of the North of England, within a fewj
hours' journey. The London and Birminghai
railway was commenced in 1834, and completed^
in 1838, at an expense of 5.600,000/. ; and by means
of the Grand Junction railway, Birmingham has
commimication -with Warrington, Stafford, Man-
chester, and Liverpool. By its charter of incor-

poration, dated 1838, Birmingham is divided into

16 wards, and governed by a mayor and recorder,

16 aldennen, and 48 common councilmen. Corp.
rev. 138,564/. It has a bor. court of quarter-
sessipns, bankruptcy and county courts. Assessed
taxes, 18,876/. ; poor-rates, 108,962/. Since the Re-
form Act it has sent two members to Housa
of Commons. Registered electors 14,371. This
town is supposed to have been a place where arms
were manufactured in the time of the ancient
Britons ; its high commercial importance dates,

however, only from the 17th century.
BiRNAsi, a hill of Scotland, co. and 12 m. N.W.

Perth, and about an equal distance W.N.W. Dun-
sinnan. It was anciently included in a royal

forest, which Shakespeare has made famous as
" Birnam Wood," in his tragedy of Macbeth.
BiRJfBAUM (Polish Miedzychody, a to^wn of Prus-

sian Poland, gov. and 44 m. W.N.W. Posen, cap.
circ, on the Warta. P. 3100. Manufs. woollea
cloths and yam.
BiRNEE (Old), a large town of Central Africa,

Bomou, of which it was formerly the cap., on the
Yeou, 70 m. W. Kouka. Pop. estim. at 10,000.

It covers a space of several sq. m., is enclosed by
remains of walls, and is the seat of extensive
markets.

—

New Bimee is a town 20 m. S. Kouka.
BiEJJiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 3^ m. S.S.W.

Elgin, on the Lossie. P. 411.

BiRON, a comm. and town of France, dep. Dor-
dogne, arr. and 22 m. S.E. Bergerac. P. 555. It

was formerly fortified.

Birr or Parsons'-Town, a market town of
Ireland, Leinster, King's co., in pa. Birr, 62J m.
W.S.W. Dublin. Pop. of town 5401, of pa. 9292.

Ac. of pa. 7217. At Birr Castle is the Earl of

Rosse's very powerful telescope.

BiRRESBORN, a hamlet of Rhenish Prussia, gov.
Treves, circ. Priim. It has mineral springs. Near
it is the acidulated spring of Brudeldreis.
BiRRWLNKEN, a to^vn of Switzerland, cant.

Thurgau, dist. Weinfelden. P. 1429.

BiRRWYL, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aargau,
3 m. S. Bmgg. P. 958. Here Pestalozzi began
his celebrated system of education in 1768.
BiRSAY and Harray, a pa. of Scotland, 14 m.

N.W. Kirkwall, Orkney isls., formerly 2 pas., novr
united. P. 2593, some of whom go annually to

the Greenland and Da^vis' Strait whale fisheries.

BiRSE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, on the
Dee, 2 m. S.E. Aboyne. P. 1284.—A small river

of Switzerland, cant. Bern, has this name.
BiRSK, an anc. town of Russia, gov. Orenbum

cap. circ. on the Bielala, 60 m. N.W. Ufa. P.
3500. Manufs. of sUks, woollens, and cottons.

BiRSTALL, a pa. of England, co. York, West
Riding, near the York and North Midland rail-

way, 7 m. S.W. Leeds. Ac. 13,656. P. 43,505j
mostly dependent on its woollen, worsted, cotton,

and silk manufs. It has coal and iron mines, and
is a polling place for the West Riding of the co.

BiRSTEiN, a mkt. town & castle of Chur Hes-
sen, circ. Gelnhausen, 22 m. N.E. Hanau. P. 1000.

B1RTI.E, a tnshp. of England, co. Lancaster, p%
Middleton, 2J m. N.E. Bury. P. 1753.
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BiUTLEY, a township of England, co. Durliaiu,

pa. Chester-le-Street, 5 m. S.S.E. Gateahoad. P.

2246, cliiefly engage(i in raising coal.

BiKTS Morton, a pa. of Engl., co. Worcester,

4J ra. S.W. Upton-on-Severn. Ac. 1268. P. 289.

BiRU or Biciioo, a kingdom of West Africa,

Soudan, N. and W. the Niger, with the Sahara on
the N. Lat. 15° to 16° N. ; Ion. 5" 30' to 7° 15'

W.—The cap. town Walet is 268 m. S.S.W. Tira-

biictoo.

BiRZE, a town of Enssia, gov. Vilna, N.W. Po-
nievieje, with a castle of the Princes Kadzivill.

BisACCiA, a town of S. Italy, prov. Avellino,

buUt on a hill, 30 m. E.N.E. Avellino. P. 5208.

BiSAcauiN'o, or BusACCHiNO, a (;omm. of Sicily,

27 m. S. Palermo. P. 8690 ; with an extensive
trade in grain, oil, and lint.

BisAGNO, a fertile and highly cultivated district

in the vicinity of Genoa
;
gives name to tJie river

which, passing the E. walls of the city, falls into

the Mediterranean near the lazaretto.

BiSAMBERG, a vill. of Lower Austria, 1| m. S.E.
Korneubiu'g. P. 564.—The Bisamberff, a hill in

its vicinity, is 1189 feet in elevation.

BiSANO, an island, Asiatic Archipelago, off the
N.E. extremity of Celebes. Circum. 20 m.
BisBAL (La-"), a town of Spain, prov. and 10 m.

E. Gerona, with a bridge on the Adaro. P. 3110.

BiSBKOOKE, a pa. of England, co. Eutlaud, IJ
m. E. Uppingham. Ac. 720. P. 266.

BiscARA, a town of Algeria, cap. the oasis of

Zaab, S. of Mount Atlas, and on the Kantara, 205
m. S.E. Algiers. P. 860 Europeans. Occupied
by the French since 1844.

BiscARi, a town of Sicily, prov. Noto, 45 m.
W. Syracuse, on the Dirillo. P. 2535.
BiscARRossE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Landes, 8 m. N.W. Parentis-en-Bom. P. 1662.
BiscATHORPE, a pa. and vill. of England, co.

Lincoln, 7Jm.N.N.E.Wragby. Ac. 1050. P. 90.

Biscay (^Spanish Vizcayay, a prov. of North
Spain, one of the 3 Basque provs., bounded N. by
the Bay of Biscay, S. by the prov. Alava, E. by
Guipuzcoa, and W. by Santander. Area 848 sq.

m. P. (1857) 160,579. Cap. Bilbao, on river of

same name. Under the name Biscay (Spanish
Provincias Vascongadas) are comprehended the
3 Basque pi-ovinces Vizcaya (Biscay), Guipuzcoa,
and Alava. [Basque.]

Biscay, a town of New Mexico. [Dur.vngo.]
Biscay (Bay of), (Fr. Golfe de Gascogne,

Aquitanicus Sinusy, a bay or gulf formed bj' the
Atlantic, and extending between Ouessaut island,

on the W". coast of France, and Cape Ortegal on
the N. coast of Spain. It receives the waters of
the Loire, Cliarente, Gironde, and Adour. Its

principal ports are Lorient, Nantes, La Rochelle,
Eochefort, Bordeaux, and Bayonne, in France

;

passages, San Sebastian, Bilbao, and Santander,
in Spain. Chief islands, Belleisle, E^, and Oleron,
on the coast of France. Its N. and S. coasts are
bold and rocky ; but on the E. from the mouth
of the Gironde to the Adour, the coast is com-
posed of sand downs, and interrupted by nume-
rous lagoons. The depth varies from 20 fathoms
on the W. of France, to 200 fathoms on the N. of
Spain. Navigation is much impeded by the
heavy seas produced by N.W. winds, and by
Eennel's current, which sets in from the Atlantic.

BiscEGLiE, a fortified seaport town of South
Italy, prov. Bari, on the Adriatic, 21 m. W.N.W.
Bari. P. (1861) 19,056. It has a cathedral,
churches, convents, and public reservoirs.
BiscHDORF, a market town of Hungary, co. and

4^ m. E.S.E. Pressburg, gov. Schutt-Sommerein.
Pop. 1430.

BisciiHEiM, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Bas-Rliin, aiT. and 2 m. N. Strasbourg. P. 3401.
BiscHOFFEROUE, a vill. of Prussian Saxony,

gov. Erfurt, circ. & 7 m. N.N.E. Worbis. P. 1100.
BiscHOFSBURG, a town of E. Prussia, on the

Dimmer, gov. and 60 m. S.S.E. Konigsberg. P.
2600, who manufacture linen yarn and fabrics.

Bischofshagen, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. Minden, 5 m. N.N.E. Herford. P. 1250.

BisciiOFSHEiM, several small towns in Ger-
many.—I. {B. on the Taid>er), Baden, circ. Lower
Khine, 19 m. S.W. Wurtzburg. P. 2350.—IL
(am Hhein), Baden, circ. Middle Ehine, 19 m.
S.W. Eastadt. P. 1700.—III. (Fo7- der Bhon),
Bavaria, cii'c. Franconia, 40 m. N.E. Wui-tzburg.
P. 1850.

BiscHOFSHEiM, a vill. of France, dep. Bas-
Ehin, arr. Schelestadt, cant. Eosheim. P. 1678.

BiscHOB's-IiAAK, a town of Illyria, Carnioli,
gov. and 15 m. N.E. Laybach. P. 1850.

BiscHOFSSTEiN, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and
46 m. S.S.E. Kiinigsberg. P. 2800, who manuf.
hosiery, leather, and woollen and linen fabrics.

BiscHOFSWEKDA, a town of the kingdom of
Saxony, on railway from Dresden to Bautzen,
circ. and 20 m. E.N.E. Dresden. P. 3400, who
manufacture linen and woollen fabrics.

BiscuoFSWERDER (Polisli Biskupiecz), a small
town of Western Prassia, gov. and 25 m. S.E.
Marienwerder. P. 1700.

BiscnoFSZELL, a town of Switzerland, cant.
Thurgau, on the Sitter, near its mouth in the
Thur, 11 m. S.S.E. Constance. P. 1409.

BisciioF-TEiNiTZ Or TsiNrfz, a town of Bo-
hemia, circ. Klattau, 25 m. S.W. Pilsen. P.
2895. Manufs. lace, linens, and glass-works.
BiscHwiLLER, a town of France, dep. Bas-

Eliin, cap. cant., on the Moder, 14 m. N. Stras-
bourg. P. "8780. Manufs. coarse woollens, linens,

gloves, and earthenwares. Near it is the rich iron
mine of Mittelhardt.

BisENTi, a town of South Italy, prov. Teramo,
cap. circ, 14 m. S.E. Teramo. P. 2572.

BiSENTiNA, a small isl. on the Lake of Bolsena,
S. Italy, with a church & convent of Franciscans.

BisENZ, a town of Moravia, circ. and 11 m.
S.W. Hradisch. P. 3560. It has a castle and
gardens, and grows excellent wines.

BisiiAM (Montague), a pa. of England, co.

Berks, on the Thames, 3|^ m. N.W. Maidenhead.
Ac. 2520. P. 665. Copper manufacture.
BisHAMPTON, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

4^ m. N.N.E. Pershore. Ac. 2140. P. 469.
Bishop and Clerks, a group of rocky islets in

St George's Channel, off the coast of Pembroke-
shire, Wales, about 6 m. W. St Davids.—II. a
group in the South Pacific Ocean, S.W. of New
Zealand. Lat. 65° 15' S. ; Ion. 59° E.
Bishop-Auckland, a town, Engl. [Auckland.]
Bisiiopbriggs, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark,

])a. Cadder, on rail., 3 m. N.N.E. Glasgow. P.
658. Freestone quarries.

BiSHOPSBOURNE, a pa. of England, co. Kent,
lathe St Augustine, 4 m. S.S.E. Canterbury. Ac.
2002. P. 416.

Bishop's Cannings, a pa. of Engl., co. Wilts,
3 m. N.E. Devizes. Ac. 12,641. P. 4062.

Bishop's Castle, a munic. bor., market town,
and pa. of England, co. Salop, 18J m. S.S.W.
Shrewsbury. Ac. 5649. P. 2083. It has a church,
free school, town-hall, and rakt.-house. Until the
Reform Act it sent two members to the House of
Commons.
Bishop's-Cleeve, England. [Cleeve-Bishops.]
Bishop's Ponthili^ a pa. of England, co.

Wilts, 2 m. E. of N. Hindon. Ac. 1735. P. 187.
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Bishop's Frojce, a pa. of Engl., co. Hereford,

ii m. S.S.E. Bromyard. Ac. 4550. P. 1014.

Bishop's Hull, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

U m. W. Taunton. Ac. 1341. P. 1614.

Bishop's Lydeard, a pa. of England, co. Somer-
set, 4 m. N.W. Taunton. Ac. 4686. P. 1459.

Bishop Middlkham, a pa. and township of

England, co. paUtine, and 8 m. S.S.E. Durham.
Ac. 5971. P. 2272.

Bishop's Nympton, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon,
3 m. E.S.E. of South Molton. Ac. 9579. P. 1198.

Bishop's Stokti'X)rd, a pa. and town of Eng-
land, CO. and 10 m. E.N.E. Hertford, on the East.

Co. railway. Ac. 3241. P. 5390. It has a church,
town-house, and chapels. Trade in grain & malt.

Bishop's Sutton, a pa. of England, co. Hants,

IJ m. S.E. New Arlesford. Ac 3510. P. 537.

Bishop's Tachbrook, a pa. of England, co.

and 2f m. S.E. Warwick. Ac. 3446. P. 603.

Bishop's Tawtox, a pa. of England, co. Devon,
2^ m. S.S.E. Barnstaple. Ac. 4263. P. 1857.

Bishop's Teigntox, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon,
4 m. E.N.E. Newton-Bushel. Ac. 4748. P. 974.

Bishopstoke, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 5
m. W.N.W. Bishop's Waltham. Ac. 3360. P. 1390.

With a station on the South-Western railway.
Bishopstone, sev. pas. of England and Wales.

—I. South Wales, co. Glamorgan, 6 m. S.W.
Swansea. Ac 2387. P. 418.—II. England,
CO. and 6J m. W.N.W. Hereford. Ac 776. P.
288.—III. CO. Sussex, rape Pevensey, 2 m.
N.N.W. Seaford. Ac 1937. P. 322.—IV, co.

Wilts, 3J m. S. Wilton. Ac 4452. P. 685.—V.
in same co., 5J m. E. Swindon. Ac. 4452. P. 716.

Bishopstrow, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, If
m. S.E. Warminster. Ac. 1045. P. 268.

Bishop's Waltham, a pa. and town of Engl., co.

and 10 m. E.N.E. Southampton. Ac. 7388. P. 2267.
Bishopthorpe, a pa. of England, co. and ainsty

York, on the Ouse, 3J m. S.S.W. York. Ac.
760. P. 452. The palace here has been the resi-

dence of the Archbishop of York since the destruc-

tion of Cawood Castle, in the parliamentary war.
Bishopton, a pa, of England, co. Durham, 5

m. W.N.W. Stockton-on-Tees. Ac 4031. P. 488.

Bishopton, a vill. of Scotland, co. Eenfuew, 8
m. E.S.E. Greenock, on the Glasgow and Green-
ock railway, which passes through Bishopton
ridge by a tunnel 2300 yards in length. P. 341.

Bishop Wkarmouth, a pa, of England, co.

palatine of Durham, and forming the S. part of

the town of Sunderland, with which it is united
by an iron bridge over the Wear. Ac. 12,109. P.
96,214. [SO-DERLAND.I
Bishop Wilton, apa., Engl., E. Eiding of York-

shire, 4J m. N. Pocklington. Ac. 7224. P. 910.

BiSHTON or BiSHOPSTON, a pa. Engl., co. Mon-
mouth, 3^ m. S.E. Caerleon. Ac. 1211. P. 188.

BisiGNAXO, Besidix, a town, Naples, prov. and
15 m. N. Cosenza. P. 4096. It has a castle, a
cathedral, several churches, and trade in sUk.

BiSKOWiCE, a viU. of Austria, Galicia, circ. gov.
and 2J m. N.N.W. Sambor. P. 1974.

Biskra, a town of Algeria, dep. Constantine,
cap. circ, 180 m. from Bathna, P. 1015, of whom
249 are Europeans. Manuf. of carpets, pottery,
and saltpetre.

BiSLEY, a market town and pa., England, co.

Glo'ster, on the Glo'ster and Bristol railway, 3J
ra. E.N.E. Stroud. Ac. of pa, 8033. P. 4692. It
has a church and manufs. of woollens.—II. a pa.,

CO. Surrey, 4 m- S.E. Bagshot. Ac. 950. P. 313.
BiSLiCH, a vill. of Khenish Prussia, gov. Dus-

saldorf, circ. and 7 m. S.S.E. Eees. P. 1970.
Bismark, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. and

37 m. N. Magdeburg. P. 1730.

BisPERODA, a vill., Brunswick, 12 m. N N.W
Eschershausen. P. 1200. Mineral springs.

BispHAM, a pa, of England, co. Lancaster, on
'

the coast, 2 m. N.W. Poulton. Ac 5865. P.
'

4344.—II. a township, parish of Crotson, sama I

county.
BissAGOs or BuoojA Isi-Axds, off the W. coast ^

of Africa, 16 large and numerous small isls., be-
tween lat. 10° 2' and 11° 42' N. ; Ion. 15° and 17'

W. The isls. appear to be densely peopled, but
little is known of the interior ; they contain many
fine ports. Chief produce, rice and fruit, and
many cattle are reared.

BissAO, an island and Portuguese settlement of

West Africa, Senegambia, one of the BLssagos
group, opposite the delta of the Jeba river. Lat.
of the fort, 11° 61' N. ; Ion. 15° 37' 6" W. P. 8000.
This island "is the great stronghold of the Por-
tuguese slave trade." Exports hides, rice, wax,
and Gambia produce, and imports British manu-
factured goods.

BissiNGEN, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle
Franconia, 41 m. S. Anspach. P. 830, who manuf.
linen and woollen cloths, and wooden wares.—
Bissingen, two vilJs. of Wiirtember^.—I. circle

Neckar, 5^ m. N.W. Ludwigsburg. P. 1400.—IL
circle Danube, 3^ m. S.S.E. Kirchheim. P. 1730.

BissoLEE, two towns of India. [Bislo-l]

BissUNPOOR, Vishnapura, an ancient town of

British India, presid. Bengal, dist. Bancoorah, 77
m. W.N.W. Calcutta, on the route to Benares.

BiSTAGNO, a town of N. Italy, prov. and 21 m.
S.S.W. Alessandra, cap. mand. P. 1880.

BiSTAM or BosTAM, a town of Persia, prov.

Khorassan, 40 m. S.E. Astrabad.
BiSTRAU, a town of Bohemia, circ. Chrudim,

36 m. W.S.W. Olmiitz. P. 2100. It is cap. of lord-

ship of same name. P. 10,179.

BisTRiTZ, a river of Transylvania, rises in the
Bistritz mountain, and joins the Szamos after a
W. course of 60 m.—II. a river which rises in

the E. of Hungary, flows S.E. through Bukovina
and Moldavia, joins the Sereth near Baku, after

a course of 110 m., and is named the "Golden
Bistritz" from its auriferous sands.—III. two
rivers of Galicia, tributary to the Dniester.

Bistritz, a fortified town of Transylvania,
Saxon-land, on the Bistritz river, 50 m. N.E.
Klausenburg. P. 5578. It has several churches,

a gymnasium, grammar schools, and a trade in

cattle. District intersected by a branch of the
Carpathian mountains. Climate severe.—II. a
town of Moldavia, on the " golden " Bistritz, 6
m. W.S.W. Jassy.—III. a town of Bohemia, circ

and 27^ m. E.N.E. Budweis. P. 2938.—IV. a
vill. of Austrian Silesia, circ. Teschen, gov. and
4| m. N.N.W. Jablunka. P. 1558.

BiSTRzrrz, a town and castle of Moravia, circ
and 31 m. E.N.E. Iglau. P. 2798.—II. (ZJnter

Hostein), a market town and castle, circ. Neu Tit-

schein, gov. and lOJm. S.S.W. Weisskirchen. P.

1586.-111. (Gr.), a vill., gov. and 3| m. S.S.W.
Eoznau. P. 1815.

BisuLi or BissoLEE, VLiavili, a town of British

India, Punjab, on the Ravee, 95 m. N.E. Lahore.

It has a bazaar and a palace.—II. a town, presid.

Bengal, dist. and 31 m. W. Bareily.

BisuscHio, a town of North Italy, prov. Como,
circ Varese. P. 1470.

BiSLTUN {Baghistane, " the place of gardens "^j

a ruined town of Persia, prov. Irak Ajemi, dist,

and 21 m. E. Kirmanshah.
BiswAH, a small town of British India, Oode

territory, 43 m. N. of Lucknow.
BisZTVA, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, ciro

Karlsburg, gov. & 7 m. N. Abrud Banya, P. 3133
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BitBURG, a town of Ehenish Prussia, cap. circ,

17 m. N.W. Treves. P. 2230.

BiTCHE, a town and fortress of France, dep.

Moselle, cap. cant., in a pass of the Vosges, arr.

and 16 m. E.S.E. Sarreguemiues. P. 2965. The
fort, on an isolated rock in the middle of the

town, is well supplied with water, and almost
impregnable. The town has manufs. of paper
and porcelain, and glass-works.

BiTCHFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2J
m. N.N.AV. Corby. Ac. 1540. P. 159.

BiTETTO, a town of South Italy, with a cathe-

dral, prov. and 10 m. S.W. Bari, on the Adriatic.

P. 5043.

BiTHOOR, a town of India, N.W. provs., on rt.

b. of Ganges, 12 m. N.W. Cawnpore. P. 8217.

When Bajee Eao, the ex-peshwa of the Mahrattas,
surrendered to the British, he received a very
handsome pension, and had Bithoor assigned
him as a residence. On his death, his son, the
infamous Nana Saheb, continued to live in the
same locality, till defeated and driven from it by
Havelock in 1857.

BiTKOW, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and
5 m. S.S.E. Solotwina. P. 1189.

BiTLis, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and 62

m. W. Van, on the W. side of Lake Van, 5156
feet above the sea. P. 2000 Mohammedan and
1000 Armenian families. Built in a ravine, with
hills 2000 feet above its valley. It has three
mosques, baths, and caravanserais. Manufs. cot-

ton cloths, celebrated for their bright red dye

;

also firearms and silver articles; and exports
tobacco. Near it the army of Solyman the Magni-
ficent was defeated by the Persians in 1554.
BiTONTO, Bituntunu, a fortified town of South

Italy, cap. circ, 10 m W.S.W. Bari. P. (1862)
22,126, of comm. 23,832. It has a cathedral,
castle, and excellent wine is raised in its vicinity.

BiTRiTTO, a town of South Italy, prov. and 6| m.
W.S.W.'Bari. P. 3366. Commerce in wine.
BiTSCHWiLLER, a comm. and town of France,

dep. H. Rhin, 18 m. N.N.E. Belfort, on the Thu-
ren. P. 3215. Manufs. of iron and cottons.

BiTTADON, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5i m.
N.W. Barnstaple. Ac. 1018. P. 65.

BiTTERFELD, a walled town, Prussian Saxony,
gov. Merseburg, cap. circ, on 1. b. of the Mulde,
18 m. N.E. Halle. P. 4000. It has manufs, of

woollen cloth and earthenware.
BiTTERLEY, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4 m.

N.N.E. Ludlow. Ac. 5610. P. 972. Cleehill, in
the parish, abounds in coal and ironstone.

Bittern, a tything and post town of England,
CO. Hants, on the Itchin, 2 m. E.N.E. Southamp-
ton. P. 1733. It has a camp, the Eoman Claus-
entum, where many anc. remains have been found.
Bittesch (Gross), a town of Moravia, 20 m.

W.N.W, Brunn. P. 1602.—11. (Klein), a vill. of

Moravia, 10 m. N.W. Briinn.

BiTTESWELL, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 1

m. N.W. Lutterworth. Ac. 2630. P. 438.
BiTTi, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov. Sas-

eari, cap. mand., 68 m. S.E. Sassari. P. 2882.

BiTTiscHKA, a vill. of Moravia, circ Brunn, gov.
and 5 m. S. Tischnowitz. P. 1350. Iron-works,
coal mines, and sugar manuf.

BiTTON, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, on the
Avon, 6 m. S.E. Bristol. Ac 7156. P. 9630,
employed in coal and iron mines and quarries.

BiTTSE (Grbla.t), a market town and cas. of

Hungary, co. and 32 m. N.E. Trencsin, on the
Waag. P. 2600.

BiviERE, BivERi or Lentini, a Lake of Sicily,

intend. Syracuse, 17 m. W.N.W. Agosta. In
winter it is about 19 ij\. in circumference, but

much of it Is mere marsh in summer. In its

fisheries of eels, mullet, etc., 50 to 60 boats are
usually employed.

Bivio, a vill. of Switzerland. [Stalin.]
BivONA, a town of Sicily, cap. district, prov,

and 21 m. N.N.W. Girgenti. P. 3690.
BivoNGi, a town of South Italy, prov. Eeggio-

Calabria, circ. Geracia. P. 2393.
Bix, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4 m. N.N.W.

Henley-on-Thames. Ac. 3075. P. 392.
BixLEY, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2J no,

S.S.E. Norwich. Ac 760. P. 161.
BiZE, two vills. of France.—I. dep. Aude, 11 m.

N.W. Narbonne. P. 1210.—II. (B.-Nistos), dep,
Hautes Pyrdn^es. P. (with comm.) 1071.
Bizerta or Benzerta (Hippo Zaritus), a forti-

fied seaport of Tunis, the most northern town of
Africa, at the head of a gulf of the Meditenunean,
38 m. N.W. Tunis. P. 8000. (?^ It is defended
by two castles, but commanded by adjacent
heights. Though its port now admits only small
vessels, it was formerly one of the best in the
Mediterranean.

BizovAC, a vill. of Austria, Slavonia, co. and
12 m. W.N.W. Essek. P. ljL04.

Bj, names of places in Pu'ssia, etc., beginning
with these letters, are referred to Bi.

Blaby, a pa. of Engl., co. & 4^ m. W.S.W. Lei-
cester, on Midland Co. railway. Ac. 3300. P. 1998,

Blacj6, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Rhone,
cant, and arr. Villefranche. P. 1216. Brick and
tile manufactures.
Blach^re (La), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Ard^che, arr. Largentifere, cant. Joyeuse.
P. 2675.

Black, a township of the U. S., North America,
Indiana, co. Posey.
Blackawton, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5

m. W. Dartmouth. Ac. 5646. P. 1229.
Blackborough, a pa. of England, co. Devon,

5 m. E.N.E. CuUompton. Area included in pa.
of Kentisbere, 508 ac. P. 76.

Blackbourton, a pa. of England, co. Oxford,

6J m. S.S.E. Burford. Ac. 1300. P, 260.
Blackbraes, a vill. of Scotland, co. Stirling,

pa. Muiravonside. P. 607.
Black-Brook, atownship ofthe TJ. S., N, Amer,,

New York, 20 m. S,W. Plattsburg. P. 2525.

Blackburn, a pari, bor., market town, and pa.

of England, co, Lancaster, 22 m. N.N.W, Man-
chester. P. of borough (1851) 46,536 ; do. (1861)

63,126. Alt. 368 feet. Staple trade, cotton manuf.

It has 5 churches and many chapels, grammar
schools, infirmary (cost 25,000^.), town-hall,

market house, exchange, free library, and a very
fine public park of 50 acres. Pubhc baths on a

large scale were erected in 1864. It has railway

communication with all parts of the kingdom,
and abundant supplies of coal for domestic and
manuf. purposes. Annual rateable value of pro-

perty in the borough 145,000Z. It is governed by
a corporation and borough magistrates, of whom
the mayor is chief. Returns 2 members to H. of

0. Reg. elect. (1864) 1,706.

Blackburn, a vill. of Scotland, co. Linlithgow,

pas. Livingstone and Whitburn. P. 758.

Blackford, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4
m. W.N.W. Wincanton. Ac. 578. P. 164.

Blackford, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, with
a vUl. 8 m. N.E. Dunblane. P. 2041 ; of vill. 881.

Blackford, a co, of the U. S., North America,

N.E. part of Indiana. Area 169 sq. m, P. 4122,

Chief town, Hartford.
Black Forest (Germ. Schicarzwaldy, a moun-

tainous region of S.W. Germany, in the gi-and

duchy of Baden, and the W. of WUrteniberg, be-
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tw^n lat. 47' 30' and 49° 30' N. ; Ion. 7° 40' and
9° E., separating the basins of the Rhine and
Neckar. Besides its extensive forests, it is re-

markable for mines of silver, copper, zinc, lead,

and iron ; in many places it is 3700 feet above
the sea, and the Feldbcrg, 4675 feet, is the loftiest

mountain in "W. Germany. The Danube, Neckar,
Kinzig, Murg, Els, etc., rise in this region ; and
in it are the towns Neustadt, Homberg, Freu-
denstadt, Altensteig, Bretten, Eppingen, etc., be-
sides numeroTis vills. ; the inhabitants of which
are mainly engaged in rearing live stock, trading

in timber, manufacturing wooden clocks, toys,

and woollen fabrics. This region was included
in the Hercynia Sylva of the ancient Romans.
Black Ha\vk, a co. of TJ. S^ North America,

Iowa. Area 576 sq. m. Intersected by Cedar
River. P. 8244.

Black He.\.d, the name of several capes of the
United Kingdom.—I. England, co. Cornwall, E.
Lizard Point. Lat 60° N. ; Ion. 5° 7' W.—II.

Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim, N. the entrance of

Belfast Lough. Lat. 54° 46' N. ; Ion. 5° 42' W.—
III. Munster, co. Clare, S. side of Galway Bay.
Lat. 53° 9' N. ; lon-9° 16' W.—IV. Scotland, co.

Wigtown, 6 m. W.S.W. Stranraer.

Blackheath, an open common in England,
CO. Kent, lathe Sutton-at-Hone, 5 m. S.E. Lon-
don, and mostly in the pa. of Greenwich, and
adjoining its park. It is bordered by numerous
villas, and on it are two episcopal chapels and
Morden College ; the last named, founded for

decayed merchants by Sir J. Morden, Bart.,

in 1695, has an annual revenue of about 5000/.

Blackheath is crossed by the Roman Watling
Street; and was tlie scene of several insurrec-

tionary movements, including those of Wat Tyler
and Cade. It is a place of holiday resort, and
fairs are held here at Easter and Whitsuntide.
—II. A lai'^e elevated tract of heath land in co.

Surrey, from 3 to 6 m. S.E. Guildford, has the
same name.
Blacklet or Blakely, a chapelry of England,

CO. Lancaster, pa. and 4 m. N. Manchester. Ac.
1764. P. 4112. Some of the largest dye-works
in England are established here.

Blacklow Hill, England, co. and 1\ m. N.
Warwick. A stone cross hers marks the spot

where Piers Gaveston, favourite of Edward ii.,

was beheaded by the barons in 1312.

Blackmarstone, a pa. of Engl, fDyjichukch.]
Blackmore, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3J m.

W.N.W. Ingatestone. Ac. 2576. P. 644.

Black Mountains, U. S., North America, the
highest range of the Appalachian system, N.
Carolina. They rise from a plateau about 2000
feet high. Mitchell's Peak is 6576, and Black
Dome 6760 feet above the sea.

Blackness, a vill. and seaport of Scotland, co.

Linlithgow, on the Firth of Forth, 14 m. W.N.W.
Edinburgh. Its old castle is one of the 4 kept
up by the Articles of Union. James i. and Charles
I. made it a state prison.

Blackpooi., a vill. of England, co. Lancaster,
pa. Bispham, on the coast, 4 ni. S.W. Poulton.
P. 3506. It is a sea-bathing place, with a theatre,

library, and newsroom, and communicates by a
branch with the Preston and Wyre railway.
Bi^CK River, of the U. S., North America,

New York, rises in co. Herkimer, and flows W.
past "W^atertown to Lake Ontario. Length 125 m.—II. Jamaica, co. Cornwall ; after a tortuous S.
course of 33 m. enters Black-river Bay, in the
Caribbean Sea. At its mouth is Black-river vill.,

for 25 m. above which it is navigable for boats.
Blackrock, a town of Ireland, Leinster, co.

and 4 m. S.E. Dublin, on the Dublin and Kings-
town railway, and on the S. shore of Dublin
Bay. P. 2923. It is a place of resort for bathing.

—Several vills. of Ireland have this name.—J.

CO. Louth, at the head of a small bay, about 2^
m. S.E. Dimdalk. P. 416. Also resorted to for

sea-bathing.—II. Mimster, co. and 3 m. E. Cork,
on the estuary of the Lee. P. 529.

Black Rock, a township, U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, co. Erie, on the Niagara, and on
rail. 2 m. below Buffalo. It has a harbour, and a
ferry to Waterloo in Canada.
Blackrod, a chapelry of England, co. Lan-

caster, pa. Bolton, near the Wigan and Preston
railway, 4J m. S.E. Chorley. P. 2911.

Black or Euxine Sea, Pontus Euxinus, a great

inland sea between Europe and Asia, within the
parallels of lat. 40° 45' and 46° 45° N., extending
from Ion. 27° 30' to 41° 50' E. ; extreme length
700 m., greatest breadth 380 m. Area 172,000 sq.

m. It is surrounded by the countries of Russia,

Armenia, and Asiatic and European Turkey, and
communicates by the strait of Yenikale, ancient
Cimmerian Bosponts, with the Sea of Azov on the
N.E., and by the Bosporus, with the Sea of Mar-
mara, in the S.W. The shores of the Euxino
are bold and high on the N.E., E., and S.W., but
flat ou the N. and N.W. ; its depth varies from
4 to 48 fathoms near its shores, but in the middle
no soundings have been obtained at 150 fathoms.
The water contains l-7th less salt than the ocean,

and is so fresh that it easily freezes. It has
numerous small ports ; but the only gulf of im-
portance is that of Kerkinit, between the Crimea
and the continent of Russia. There are seve-

ral islands near the mouth of the Danube—the

largest of these, Serpent island, has a lighthouse.

The chief affluents of the Euxine are the Danube,
Dniester, Bug, Dnieper, the Don (by the Sea of

Azov and the Strait of Yenikale), and the Kuban
in Europe ; and the Kizil-Irmak and Sakara in

Asia. The streams of these rivers produce strong
currents, particularly in the beginning of sum-
mer. The Black Sea has no perceptible tide ; it

is liable to frequent storms, such as are generally
met with in great lakes and enclosed seas ; but
its navigation is so far from being very danger-
ous, as formerly represented, that probably no
sea of equal extent is more safe. It has neither

islands, rocks, nor reefs in the tracks of naviga-
tion, and has everywhere excellent anchorage.
It is traversed regularly by steam-packets be-

tween Constantinople and the mouths of the
Danube, & between the principal ports of Russia.

The principal trade of the Black Sea is carried

on at Odessa, in grain, iron, and furs.

Blackstairs, a mountain range of Ireland, on
the boundary between cos. Carlow and Wexford.
Mount Leinster, the highest point, is 2610 feet.

Blackstone-Edge, a range of high hills, mostly
moorland, forming part of "the Backbone of

England," cos. York and Lancaster, 6 m. E.N.E.
Rochdale. A stone dividing the cos. of York and
Lancashire stands on the summit of these hills.

Blacktail, a large shoal off the English coast,

CO. Essex, in the estuary of the Thames, below
Cauvey Island. A beacon has been placed on it.

BLACKTOtT, a pa. of England, oo. York, East
Riding, near the confluence of the Ouse & Trent,

7 m. E.S.E. Howden. Ac 3313. P. 534.

Blackwall, a suburb of London, co. Middle-
sex, pa. Poplar, at the confluence of the Lee and
the Thames, 4 m. E.S.E. St Paul's Cathedral.

Here are the East and West India docks. A rail-

way, 3f m. in length, connects it with the city of

London. Vast iron ship-building yards have
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sprung up witbin a few years. The first iron-

clad ship of the nary, the " Warrior," and the
"Minotaur," of 50 guns, were built at Blackwall.

Black-Warrior, a river of the U. S., North
America, rises in North Alabama, and after a S.

course of 180 ra. joins the Tombigbee river. It

is navigable for steamers up to Tuscaloosa.
Blackwater, two rivers of Ireland.—I. Mun-

ster, CO. Cork, rises about 16 ra. N.E. Killarney,

flows at first southward, but afterwards E. to

Cappoquin, where it abruptly turns again south-

ward, and enters the sea at Youghal, after a course

estimated at 100 ra. The tide rises in it to Cap-
poquin, to which town it is navigable ; and besides

which. Mallow, Fermoy, Lismore, and Youghal
are on its banks. Affls. the Dundalo, Awbeg,
Funcheon, and Bride.—II. Ulster, cos. Tyrone
and Armagh, falls into Lough Neagh at its S.W.
corner. Caledon and Charlemont are the princi-

pal towns on its banks, at which last it receives

the Ulster Canal.
Blackwater, three rivers of England.—I. co.

Essex, rises near Saffron-Walden, flows south-
eastward, and, after uniting with the Chelmer,
falls into the arm of the North Sea called Black-
water Bay.—II. CO. Dorset, rises near Cranbrook,
and is tributary to the Stour.—III. co. Hants,
forming a part of the boundary betw. that co. and
Berks, joins the Loddon, 5^m. S.W. Wokingham.
Bl^ickwater, a vOl. of England, co. Hants, at

its N.E. extremity on the Blackwater river.

Blackwater, two townships of Ireland.—I.

CO. and 5 m. N.W. Armagh.—II. co. and 9 m.
N.E. Wexford. P. 230.

Blackwatertown, a vill. of Ireland, co. Ar-
magh, on the Blackwater river, 2i m. S.S.W.
Moy. P. 344.

Blackwell, a pa. of England, "co. Derby, 3 m.
N.E. Alfreton. Ac. 1700. P. 517.—Also a hamlet,
CO. Worcester, on the Bristol and Birmingham
railway, 2 m. N. Bromsgrove. P. 203.

Blaokwell's Island, U. S., North America, in

the East River, opposite New York, is the seat of

the penitentiary and of a lunatic asylum.
Blackwood River, West Australia, cos. Dur-

ham and Nelson, flows W. and S., and enters the
Hardy inlet, 6 m. N.E. Augusta. It traverses a
well-wooded and good grazing country, and is

navigable for boats to 25 m. from the sea.
Bladen, a co., U. S., N. Amer., in S. part of N.

Carolina. ArealUSOsq.m. P. 6668 free, 5327 slaves.
Bladen, a vill. of Prussian Silesja, gov. Oppeln,

ciro. LeobschUtz. P. 1430.

Bladensbuhg, a vill., U. S., N. Amer., Mary-
land, 7 m. N.E. Washington, on 1. b. of the Potomac.
Here the British defeated the Americans in 1814.
Bladon, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, li m. S.

Woodstock. Ac. 1350. P. 666.

Blaen-Honddan, ahamlet of S.Wales, co. Gla-
morgan, pa. Cadoxton, 3 m. N.N.W. Neath. P. 1661.
Blaen-Porth, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 5

m. E.N.E. Cardigan. Ac. 3548. P. 732.
Blagdon, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 5 ni.

N.E. Axbridge. Ac. 3535. P. 1083.
Blagnac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

H. Garonne, 2 m. N.N.W. Toulouse. P. 1683.
Blagodah, a mountain of W. Siberia, Perm,

in the Urals, remarkable for its magnetic ores.

Blagovestchensk, a town of Russia, in Asia,
cap. of Amur territory, on 1. b. of Amur river,

I

at the jimction of the Zeya.
Blain, a comm. and town of France, dep. Loire

Inffirieure, cap. cant., 20 m. N.N.W. Nantes, on
the Isac. P. with comm. 6781.

Blainville, a comm. of France, dep. Manche,
with a vUl. 6 m. W. Coutances. P. 1708.

Blair, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

the S.S.W. of Pennsylvania. Area 650 sq. m.
P. (1860), 27,829. It has flour, grist, and saw
mills, iron-mining and foundries, woollen fac-

tories and tanneries. Central railway passes

through the co. Cap. Hollidaysburg.
Blair-Athol or Atholl, a large pa. of Scot-

land, CO. Perth, and comprising all its N. part,

with a vill, 30 m. N.W. Perth. Area 312 sq. m.
P. 1659. In it are the mountains Benygloe (3725
feet), and Bendearg (3550 feet), with the pass of

Killiecrankie, Athol Forest, and Blair-Athol

Castle ; 427 feet above the sea.

Blair-Gowrie, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth,

with a town on the Ericht, 15 m. N.N.E. Perth.

P. of pa. 4657. P. of town, 3344. 227 feet above
the sea.

Blair-Logie, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 3 m.
N.E. Stirling, at the foot of the Ochils. P. 124.

Blairsville, a township, U. S., N. Americii,

Pennsylvania, 198 m. W.N.W. Harrisburg. P.

1512.

Blaisdon, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 4 m.
N. Newnham. Ac. 900. P. 282.

Blaise (St), a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 3

m. N.E. Neuchatel, on N. b. of the lake.

Blaisois, a former div. of France in Orl^anais,

of which Blois was cap., now comprised in, and
forming a great part of, the dep. Loire-et-Cher.

Blaison, a oomra. and town of France, dep.

Maine-et-Lou'e, aiT. and 10 m. S.B. Angers, on
the 1. b. of the Loire. P. 988.

Blakeley, a small seaport of the U. S., North
America, Alabama, cap. co. Baldwin, on the

Tensaw river, opposite Mobile. Its harbour ad-

mits vessels drawing 11 feet of water.

Blakemere, a pa. of England, co. and 9J m.
W. Hereford. Ac. 1127. P. 176.

Blakemore or White Hart Forest, England,

CO. Dorset, is a large tract, comprising several

hundreds in the N. and W. pai-ts of the county.

Blaiceney, a seaport and pa. of England, co.

Norfolk, 7 m. E. Wells. Ac. of pa. 1865. P.

961. Its harbour affords good shelter.—II. a

chapelry, pa. Awre, co. and 12J- m. W.S.W.
Glo'ster. P. returned with parish.

Blakeniiam, two pas. of England.—I. (Great\
CO. Suffolk, 3 m. S.E. Needham. Ac. 869. P. 291.

—IL(Li«fe),4m.S.E.Needham. Ac. 1054. P. 164.

Blakesley, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
4 m. W.N.W. Towcester. Ac. 2840. P. 777.

Elamont, two comms. and towns of France.

—I. dep. Meurthe, arr. and 16 m. E. Lun^ville,

on the Vezouze. P. 2298.—II. dep. Doubs, arr.

and 8 m. S.S.E. Montb^liard. P. 645.

Blanc (Le), a comm. and town of France, cap.

arr., dep. Indre, on the Creuse, 32 m. W.S.W.
Ch§,teauroux. It was formerly fortified, and has
wool-spinning works and tanneries. P. 6882.

Blanc (Mont), Alps. [Mont Blanc]
Blanca, a town of Spain, prov. and 20 m. N.W.

Murcia, near 1. b. of the Segura. P. 2240.

Manufs. silk, linen, oil, and bass-mats.

Blancafort, a comm. and vill. of France, dep,

Cher, arr. and cant. Sancerre. P. 1435.

Blanchland, a vill. and chapelry of England,
CO. Northumberland, pa. of Shotley, in a deep
vale on the Derwent, 9 m. S.S.E. Hexham. P. 474.

Blanchvilleskill, a pa. of Ireland, co. and 5
m. E.S.E. Kilkenny. Ac. 854. P. 72.

Blanco, a co. of U. S., North America, State of

Texas. P. 1281.

BixANCO (Cape), the name of numerous head-
lauds in Africa, America, the Philippines, Greece^

and Spain ; the principal. West Africa, Sahara, on
the Atlantic, in lat. 20° 46' 55' N. ; Ion. 16° 68' 6'W
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Blanpain, a toYra and conini. of Brlgium, prov.

Eainaut, 6 m. W.N.W. Toumai. P. 2783.

Blaxuecques, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Pas de Calais, cant, and arr. St Omer. P.

1890. Flour and paper mills.

Blanufokd-Fdklsl, a numic. bor., mkt. town,
and pa. of England, co. Dorset, on the Stour,

here crossed by three bridges, and near the ford

called by the Koiuans Trajectus Belaniensis, 17 m.
N.E. Dorchester. Ac. of pa. 862. P. 3900. It has
a church, town-hall, and a nianuf. of shirt-but-

tons. Polling-place for the county.—II. {StMary\
a pa. on the opposite side of the Stour, communi-
cating by a bridge, and \ m. S. Blan»lford-Foruni.

Ac. 1583. P. 409.

Blandfokd, a township of U. S., North Amer.,
Massachusetts, 96 m. W.S.W. Boston.

Blajjes, a seaport town of Spain, prov. and 22
m. S. Gerona, on the MediteiTanean. P. 5043.

Bla:<gy, a comm. & town of France, dep. Seine
Inf.. cap. cant., aiT. & 13 m. N.E. Neuchatel. P.
1699. Manufs. of chemical products and paper.
Bla>'kesbeughe, a marit. town of Belgium,

prov. W. Flanders, with a fishing port on the
English Channel, 9 m. N.W. Bi-ugcs. P. 1800.

Blakkenbukg, 2 towns of Germany.—I. ducliy

and 37 m. S.E. Brunswick, cap. of circ, and for-

merlj' of an indep. principality. P. 3700. Area
of circ. 183 sq. m. P. 22,898.-11. a town of

Schwarzburg-Kudolstadt, on the Khine, 13 m.
S.S.W. Sondershausen. P. 1300.

Blaxkenbuiig, a hamlet of Switzerland, cant.

Berne, Ober-Simmenthal, 19 m. S.W. Thun. It

has a large annual fair.

BlanivENese, a town of Prussia, duchy Hol-
stein, on the Elbe, 6 m. W. Altona, with a ferry

to Cranz. P. with Wedel (1866) 5419.

BI.ANKENHAGEN, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. Mindeu, 7 m. N.N.E. Wiedenbruck. P. 1100.
Blankenhayn, a town of Central Germany,

grand duchy, and 9 m. S.S.E. Weimar. P. 1600.
Manuf. of ginghams and porcelain.

Blankenstein, a small town of Prassian West-
phalia, gov. Arnsberg, 24 m. N.E. Diisseldorf, on
the Ruhr. P. 856, who manuf. files & steel wares.
Blaxkney with LiNwoou, a pa. of England, co.

Lincoln, 9^ m. N. Sleaford. Ac. 6000. P. 660.
Blanquekokt, two comms. and vills. of France.

—I. dep. Gironde, cap. cant, and 6 m. N.W. Bor-
deaux. P. 2498.— II. dep. Lot-et-Garonne, 29 m.
N.N.E. Agen. P. 1693.

Blanquilla, an isl. of Caribbean Sea, belong-
ing to Venezuela, 74 m. N.N.E. Tortuga, and
liaving on its W. coast the village of Agueda.
Blaksko, a market town and cas. of Moravia,

circ. and llj m. N. Brunn. P. 2064. Cotton
manuf., iron-casting, powder and paper mills.

Blaxtyke, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, 8 m.
S.E. Glasgow. An. 4026. P. 3092. Here are
cotton-spinning and dye-works. Includes vill. of
Blautyre-Works. P. 1317. David Livingstone,
the African tiuveller, was born here in 1817.
Blanzac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Charente, cap. cant., aiT. and 12 m. S.S.W. Au-
gouleme. P. 893. Extensive cattle market.
Blanzy, a vill. of France, Saone-et-Loire, on the

Canal-du-Centre, 18 m. S.E. Autun. P. 3480.
Blauixgiioi, a comm. and vill. of Fiance,

dep. Nord, aiT. and cant. Hazebrouck. P. 1773.
Blarney, a hamlet of Ireland, Munster, co.

and 4 m. N.W. Cork, pa. Garrycloyne, on a
rivulet of same name. It is now almost unin-
habited, but has a woollen mill and a paper fac-
tory. Here is the " Blarney Stone." P. 260.
Blaschki or Blaszki, a town of Russian Po-

knd, gov. Warsaw. P. 2854.

Beasexdorf, a town of Transylvania, 18 nu
N.E. Karisburg. P. 4000. [Bai^sfalva.]

Bea-sheim, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
Miuden, circ. and 2^ m. W. Ijiibbecke. P. 1100.

Bl^vsien (St), a vill. of Baden, circ. Ober-
Rhein, 21 m. S.E. Friburg, on the Alb. P. 1000,

It lias important iron-works and a manuf. of anus,
BLA.SIENZEELA, a town of Gennany, Saxe-Co-

burg Gotha, 20 m. S.S.W. Gotha, with a powder
mill and manufs. of iron wares. P. 1570.

BiASKET Islands, a group of rocky islands on.

the W. coast of Ireland, at the entrance of Dinglo
Bay, largest 2\ m. in length. One of these, in Ion.
10° 36' W., forms the most W. land in Europe.
Blasova, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, circ.

Temesvar.,^gov. Buzias. P. 1150.

Blaston, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 7 m.
N.E. Market-Harboro'. Ac. 1267. P. 93.

Blaszkowa, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, circ,

Jaslo, gov. and 2i m. S.S.W. Brzostek. P. 1170,

Blata. a market town of Dalmatia, circ. and
46 m. W.N.W. Ragusa. P. 2600.

Blatchington, two pas. of England, co. Sua*
sex.—I. (Easty, rape Pevensey, 11 m. E.S.E,'
Brighton. Ac. 821. P. 128. Here is a strong'
battery for defence of the coast.—II. {West), 2j
m. W.N.W. Brighton. Ac. 876. P. 69.

Blatchingwoktii, a township of England, co.

Lancaster, pa. and 41 m. N.E. Rochdale, in the
vicinity of the Manchester and Leeds railway.
P. 4860, chiefly engaged in woollen manufs. .

Beatherw'ick, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-
ton, 6 m. N.E. Rockingham. Ac. 1975. P. 189.,

Bi..,\TNA, a town of Bohemia, circ. Prachin on
the Uslawa, 60 m. S.W. Prague. P. 1500.

Blatnitz, a vill. of Hungary, co. Arva-Thurocz.
gov. & 8 m. S. St Marton. P. 1200.—IL a vill. of

Moravia, gov. &4m. S.E.Ungarisch-Ostra.P. 2170.
Blaton, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

Hainaut, 15 m. S.E. Tournay. P. 2319.
Blattna, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 13J m.

N.W. Pisek. P. 2330. Beet sugar manuf.
BlaubeCren, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Dan-

ube, on the Blau, 10 m. W.N.W. Ulm. P. 1965.
Blauda, a vUl. and cas. of Moravia, circ. Olmiitz,

gov. and 2^ m. S.W. Schonberg. P. 2602.
Blaxhael, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6J m.

S.E. Framlingham. Ac. 1975. P. 589.
Blaydon, a vill. of England, co. Durham, pa.

Ryton, on Newcastle and Carlisle rail., between
Gateshead and Stocksfield.

—

{Buni), a hamlet,
same co., on the Tyne. It has a coal mine.
Blaye, Blavia, a comm. and fortified seaport

town of France, dep. and on rt. b. of the Gi-
ronde, here about 2^ m. across, cap. arr., 20 m.
N.N.W. Bordeaux. P. 4972. It has a strong
citadel, in which the Duchess de Berri was im-
prisoned in 1833; public fountain, theatre, hos-
pital, agricultural society; exports wine, brandy,
corn, fruits, and soap. Its harbour is defendetl
"by forts M^doc and Patd. All vessels inward
Ixiund to Bordeaux, etc., are required to anchor
in the road of Blaye, and to exhibit their papers

;

many outward bound vessels call to take in stores^

and to complete their cargoes.

Plazey (St), a pa. of England, co. ComwaH
4 m. N.E. St Austell. Ac. 1797. P. 4224.
Blazowa, a market town of Au.stria, Galicia^

circ. Jaslo, gov. and \Z\ m. E. Strzyzow. P. 3340.

Beeadon, a pa. of Engl., co. Somerset, on the

Axe, 6 m. W.N.W. Axbridge. Ac. 2795. P. 623.

Blean, a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathe St

Augustine, 2 m. N.N.^^. Canterbury. Ac. 2260.

P. 626. The centre of a poor-law union.

Beeasby, a pa. of England, co. Notts, on fiie

Trent, 3 m. S.S.E. Southwell. Ac. 1560. P. 332.

I
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• Bleckede, a town of Prussia, gov. and 13^
in. E.N.E. Liineburg, on 1. b. of the Elbe. P. 1485.

Bledd-fa or Blisthvaugh, a pa. of South
Wales, CO. Radnor, in the forest of tlie same name,

5J m. W.S.W. Knighton. Ac. 2740. P. 250.

Blkdington, a pa .of England, co. Glo'ster, 3J
ra. S.E. Stow-on-the Wold. Ac. 1110. P. 245.

Bledi.ow, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 5 m.
E.S.E. Thame. Ac. 4130. P. 1189.

Bledsoe, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in S.E. of Tennessee. Area 520 sq. m. P. 3770
free, 689 slaves. Surface mountainous, watered
chiefly by Sequatchie river.

Bleggio (Upper and Lower), 2 vills. of

Austria, Tirol, circ. & 13| m. S.W. Trient. P.

2730.

Blegno, a river of Switzerland, cant. Tessin,

flows S. and joins the Tessin or Ticino, on left,

near Biasca. It gives its name to the Val Blegno,

a rich valley, which forms a dist. of the canton.
Bleibach, a vill. of Illyria, circ. 8 m. W. Vil-

lach, near the Bleiherg (lead mntn.), in which are

1 copper and 3 lead mines. The lead mines yield
annually from 33,000 to 35,000 cwt. P. 5600.

Bleiberg, a vill. of Austria, Kiirnten, gov. and
8 m. W. Villach. P. 2255. It has the richest

lead and copper mines in Europe.
Bleicherode, a walled town of Prussian Sax-

ony, gov. Erfurt, on the Bude, at the foot of the
Pockenberg, circ. and 10 m. S.W. Nordhausen.
P. 2900. Woollen and linen weaving.

Bleistadt, a mining town of Bohemia, circ.

Elbogen, on the Voigtland, 14 m. N.N.E. Eger.
Bleiswijk, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

South Holland, 7 m. N. Rotterdam. P. 1279.
Blekinge, a prov. of Sweden. [Carlscrona.]
Blencow, a township of England, co. Cumber-

land, pa. Dacre, 6 m. W.N.AV. Penrith. P. 99.

. Blendworth, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 7
m. S.S.E. Petersfield. Ac. 2304. P. 219.
BlSneau, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Yonne, 29 m. W.S.W. Auxerre. P. 1892. Prince
Condd was here vanquished by Turenne in 1652.
. Blenheim, a township, U. S., North America,
New York, co. and 24 m. S.W. Schoharie.
-, Blenheim, a township of New Zealand, South
Island, cap. of the prov. Marlborough.
' Blenheim (Germ. Blindheim), a vill. of Bava-
ria, circ. Swabia, 23 m. N.N.W. Augsburg. The
English and Imperialists, under the Duke of
Marlborough and Prince Eugene, here defeated
the French and Bavarians, 2d August 1704.

Bli':nheim Park (^formerly Woodstock Park),
an extra-parochial dist. of England, co. Oxford,
pa. Woodstock, 62J m. W.N.W. London. P. 118.
Ac. 2940. It was given by the nation to the first

Duke of Marlborough, in honour of whose victory,
in 1704, it received its name.

. Blenjo, a river, valley, and dist. of Switzer-
land, cant. Ticino, cap. Lottigna.

Blenkijjsop, a township of Engl., co. Northum-
berland, pa. Haltwhistle, 17 m. W. Hexham, on
Newcastle and Carlisle railway. Ac. 4919. P. 444.

Bij;nnerville, a seaport of Ireland, co. Kerry,
on Tralee Bay, 1| m. S.W. Tralee. P. 340.
Blenod-les-Toui., a comm. and vill. of France,

4'ep. Meurthe, and 5 ra. S.S.W. Toul. P. 1550.
BLi;R^ a town of France, dep. Indre-et-Loire,

cap. cant., 15 m. E.S.E. Tours. P. 3477.
Blesen, a town of Prussia, Posen, circ. and

21 m. W.S.W. Birnbaum. P. 1350.
Bleseny, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, gov-

and 9J m. E.N.E. Koros-Bauya. P. 2331.
Blesle, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Haute

Loire, cap. cant., 12 m. W. Brioude. P. 1715.
Ble.ssu{Gton, a pa. and market town of Ireland,

CO. Wicklow, near the Liffey, 18 m. S.W. Dublin,
Ac. 1.5,780. P. 1587 ; do. of town, 1127.

Bletchingley, a town and pa. of JEngland, co.

Surrey, on a branch of the Brighton railway, 18
m. S. London. Ac. of pa. 5585. P. 1691.

Bletciiington, a pa. of England, co. Oxford,
3i m. E.N.E. Woodstock. Ac. 2540. P. 688.

Bletchley, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 1| m.
W. Fenny-Stratford. Ac. 3150. P. 1658. At
its station, the Bedford branch joins the North-
western railway.
Bletherstonf^ a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-

broke, 5 m. W.N.W. Narberth. Ac. 2366. P. 255.

Bletsoe, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m. N.N.W.
Bedford. Ac. 2239. P. 412.

BletteRj\:ns, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Jura, cap. cant., arr. and 7 m. N.N.W. Lons-le-
Saulnier. P. 1163. Commerce in grain and fish.

Bleville, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.
Seine Inferieure, aiT. and 2 m. N. Havre. P.
1671. It has mineral springs.

Blevio, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. circ, and near
Lake of Como. P. 839.

Blewbebry, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 4 m.
N.E. East Ilsley. Ac. 6814. P. 1114.

Blewfields, Central Amer. [Bluefields."]
Blickling, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, IJ

m. N.W. Aylsham. Ac. 2 123. P. 392. Anne
Boleyn (whose family owned the manor) was born
here in 1607.

Blidah or Blida, a town of Algeria, on the
borders of the Metidjah Plain, prov. and 30 m
S.W. Algiers. Taken by the French in 1830, and
occupied by them since 1838. P. 11,563, of whom
6468 are Europeans. Manuf. oils and tiles. It has
brass-works and tanneries, with commerce in

cattle, grains, and wool.
Blidworth, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4J m.

S.E. Mansfield. Ac. 6610. P. 1166.

Blie-skastel, a town of Rhenish Bavaria, on
the Blies, 5J m. W. Deux-Pouts. P. 1874.

Bligh, a CO. of New South Wales. Chief
town, Cassilis, 200 m. N.W. Sydney. Area of

CO. 1,077,120 ac. P. 1094.

Bligny-sur-Ouche, acomm. and town, France,
dep. Cote d'Or, arr. and 9 m. N. Beaune. P. 1393.

Bliling or Blelling, a seaport of the isl. Bali,

Malay Archipelago, on its N. coast.

Blimont (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Somme, arr. Abbeville, cant. St Valery-sur-
Somrae. P. 1297.

Bllstj^nd, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4 m.
N.N.E. Bodmin. Ac. 6338. P. 553.

Blisworth, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-
ton, 4 m. N.E. Towcester, with a station on the
North-Western railway, 4 m. S.W. Northampton,
Ac. of pa. 1980. P. 1022.

Blithfield-with-Newton, a pa. of England,
CO. Stafford, 3^ m.N.Eudgeley. Ac. 3193. P. 338.

Blizne, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and 4
m. N.W. Brzozow. P. 1776.

Block Island, U. S., North America, near
Rhode Island, in the Atlantic, Newport co., 13

m. S.S.W. Point-Judith, 8 m. by 4 miles.

Blockley, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,
enclosed by the co. of Glo'ster, 10 m. S.E. Eves-
ham. Ac. 7870. P. 2596. It has silk mills.

Blockley, a township of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania, co. and 3 m. W. Phila-
delphia. P. 3318. Woollen and cotton manufs.
Bloe-mendaal, two vills. of the Netherlands »

one in S. Holland, 1^ m. N.N.W. Gouda ; the other
in North HoUand, 2 m. N. Haarlem. P. 1500.

Blofield, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.
W.S.W. Acle. Ac. 2334. P. 1155.

Blois, an anc. city of Fiance, cap. dep. Loir-
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et-Chei on both sides of the Loii-c, and on the
railway from Orleans to Tours, 100 m. S.W. Paris,

and 35 m. S.W. Orleans. P. 20,331. It is an arch-
bishop's see, and has a tribunal of commerce,
comni. college, normal school, a diocesan serai-

n<iry, botanic garden, and public hbrai-y. Manufs.
gloves and porcelain, and has trade in wine, tim-
ber, and bi-andy.

Blokulla, a small rocky isl. in the Baltic, be-
tween Oeland and the mainland of Sweden.
Blokzyl, a maritime town of the Netherlands,

prov. Overyssel, with a good port on the E. coast

of the Zuiderzee, 16 m. N.N.W. ZwoUe. P. 1666.

Blomberg, a viU. of Centi-al Germany, Lippe-
Detmold, on the Distel, 40 m. S.W. Hanover.
P. 1900. Manufs. woollens and leather.—II. a
vill. and castle of Baden, circ. Lake, 32 m. N.W.
Constance. P. 509.

Blond, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Haute
Vienne, arr. and cant. Bellac. P. 2380.

Bloxj, a town of Poland, 16 m. W. Warsaw.
P. 1181. It is celebrated in the history of the
wars between the Swedes and Poles.

Blo'-Noei-ox or Norton Hei.leau, a pa. of

England, co. Norfolk, on the Waveney, 5 m. S.
of East Harling. Ac. 1132. P. 370.
Bloodt-Fakel.vnd, a promontory of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Donegal, on its N.W. coast, 5 m.
W.S.W. the island InnisbofBn.
Bloom, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Ohio, CO. Fairfield. P. 2301.—II. town,
Morgan co., Ohio. P. 1388.—III. town, Pennsyl-
vania, H) m. N.E. Danville. P. 1774
Bloomfield, a township of the U. S^ North

America, New Jersey, 4 m. N. Newark.—II. co.

Somerset, Maine, 35 m. N. Augusta.—III. a town
of Hartford co., Connecticut.
Blooming-Gro\'e, a township of the TJ. S^

North America, New York, 86 m. S. Albany.
Bloomington, a vill. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Indiana, cap. co. Mom-oe, 46 m. S.W. Indian-
opolis. It is the seat of the Indiana University.
Blora, a disL of the island Java, Surabaya.

Noted for its forests of teak.
Blore, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, on the

Dove, 3J m. N.W. Ashbome. Ac 3730. P. 320.
The second battle between the forces of York and
Lancaster was fought on Bloreheath in 1459.

Blosseville-Bonsecours, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Seine-Inferieure, arr. Boueu, cant.

Boos. P. 1411.
Blot-l'Eglise, a comm. and vill. France, dep.

Puy-de-Dome, arr. Eiom, cant. Menat. P. 1249.
Blotzheim, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haut-Ehin, 4 m. W. Huningue. P. 2532.
Blol'nt, two cos. of the U. S., North America.—I. in E.S.E. of Tennessee. Area 450 sq. m.

Pop. (I860") 11,907 free, 1363 slates. Surface ele-
vated, valleys fertile. Products, Indian com,
wheat, and oats. Minerals are iron, marble, and
limestone. Cap. Marysville—II. in the N. of
Alabama. Area 955 sq. m. Pop. 10,199 free, 666
slaves. Products, Indian com and cotton. It has
grist, saw mills, and tanneries. Cap. Blountsville.

Blowitz, a town of Bohemia, circ. gov. and 15
m. S.E. Pilsen. P. 1672.
Bloxham, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 3^ m.

S.W. Banbury. Ac. 4240. P. 1607.
Bloxholme, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5

m. N.N.W. Sleaford. Ac. 1298. P. 115.
Bloxwich, an eccles. pa. of England, co. Staf-

ford, 2J m. N.N.W. WalsaU. P. 7345. Cele-
brated for the manufacture of awl blades.
Bloxworth, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 5J

m. N.N.W. Wareham. Ac. 2776. P. 264.
Bludenz, a town of Austria, Tirol, circ. Vorarl-

ber^, with a castle of same name, on rt. b. of the

lUe, 12 m. S.E. Feldkirch. P. 2220.

Blcdovvitz (Nieder, Mittel, and Ober),
three contiguous vills. of Austrian Silesia, cue
and 10 m. W. Teschen.
Blue Earth, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Minnesota, watered by the river k Saques, Sioux
and Blue Earth rivers, and bounded on the W.
by the Missouri, and on the N.E. by the Minne-
sota. Cap. Mankato. P. 4803.

—

Blue River, Indi-

ana, rises in Henry co., flows S.W. past New-
castle and Shelbyville to Sugar Creek, Johnson
CO., where it gets the name of Driftwood Fork.—Bluelick Springs^ a vill. of Kentucky, Nicholas
CO. Famous for its mineral waters.

Bluefields or Blewfields, a river and town
of the Mosquito territory. Central America, the

river enteiing an inlet of the Caribbean Sea in

lat. 12° N., Ion. 83° W., after an E. course of se-

veral hundred miles, for the last 80 m. of which it

is navigable. At its mouth is the town on a com-
manding height, with a good harbour. P. 500.

Blue-Hill, a township of the U. S., North
America, Maine, 29 m. S.E. Augusta.

BLLTi MoL'NTAiNS, a range in E. Australia, New
South Wales, cos. Cook and Westmoreland, be-

tween lat 33° and 34° S., Ion. 150° and 151° E^
and in which originate several of the rivers flow-

ing into Broken Bay, as well as some afils. of the

Macquarrie river. A road made by convict labour,

across the mountains N.ward, in some places

reaches to 3400 feet in height above the sea.

Blue-Ridge or South Mountains, U. S., N.
America, the eastern range of the Alleghany
mountains, branching off from the main range
in N. Carolina, and stretching across Virginia to

the Susquehanna river, Pennsylvania. Height
of the loftiest peak nearly 4000 feet.

Blue-Stack Mountain, Ireland, Ulster, co.

Donegal, near Glenties. Elevation 2213 feet.

Blumenstein, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

5 m. W. Thun, with mineral springs and well-

frequented baths. P. 944.
Blumenthal, a viU., Pmssia, duchy and 11 m.

NT.W. Bremen, near rt. b. of Weser, with a port.

Blundeston, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3J
m. N.W. Lowestoft. Ac. 1573. P. 664.

Blltiham, a pa. of Engl., co. Bedford, on the

Ivol, 5 m. N.N.W. Biggleswade. Ac. 3300. P. 1150.

Blunsdon (St Andrew), a pa. of England, co.

WUts, 4 m. W.S.W, Highworth. Ac. 1420. P.
84.

—

Broad Blurudon is a chapelry in the pa., and
^ m. S.W. Highworth. P. 806.

Bluntisham-and-Earith, a pa of England,
CO. Huntingdon, on the Ouse, 4J m- N.E. St Ives.

Ac. 3423. P. 1351.

Blurton, a chapelry of England, co. Stafford,

5 m. E.S.E. Newcastle-under-Lyne. P. 2730.

Blyborough, a pa. of Engl^ co. Lincoln, 8 m.
N.E. Gainsborough. Ac. 2345. P. 209.

Blyford, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2\ m.
E.S.E. Halesworth- Ac. 947. P. 193.

Blymhill, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 5 m.
W.N.W. Brewood. Ac 2925. P. 591.

Blyth, a pa. of England, cos. York and Notta^

6 m. N.W. East Retford. Ac. 17,110. P., in-

cluding the town of Bawtry, 3486.—II. (<SotrfA), *
seaport town, co. Northumberland, Castle ward,
pa. Earsdon, on the Blythe river, at its mouth,
11 m. N.N.E. Newcastle, near Berwick railway.

Ac 1180. P. 2901. It has a harbour, a light-

house in lat. 55° 7' N.; Ion. 1' 30' 2" W.; dry
dock, custom-house, dependent on Newcastle, &
exports of coal, iron, & salt.—III. {North), oppo-
site South Blyth, on 1. b. of the river, is a sznall

village.
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Blytjiburgii, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, on

the Blythe river, here navigable, 5 m. W. Sonth-
wold. Ac. 4116. P. 832.

Blythe, several rivers of England.—I. co.

Suffolk, rises near Laxford, flows E.ward and
enters the North Sea near Southwold.—II. co.

Northumberland, flows through Stannington vale

into the North Sea at Blyth.—III. An affl. of the

Tame, co. Warwick.
Blyton, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.

N.E. Gainsborough. Ac. 2830. P. 746.

Bnin, a town of Prussian Poland, prov. Posen,
circ. and 10 m. N.E. Schriram. P. 1210.

Boa Islakd, in Ireland, Ulster, co. Fermanagh,
is the largest island in Loch Erne. Ac. 1338.

BoAD, a town of British India, presid. Bengal,
dist. and 100 m. on the Mahanuddy, W.N.W.
Cuttack, commanding the principal pass between
that town and Nagpore.
BoAuiLLA HE EiosECO, a town of Spain, prov.

and 26 m. N.N.W. Palencia. P. 950.

BoARA, two vills. of North Italy.—I. prov.
Padua, dist. & 12 m. S. Monselice, on the Adige.
P. 2242.—II. 2 m. N. Rovigo, on the Adige, op-
posite the former. P. 2822.

BoARHUNT, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2 m.
N.N.E. Fareham. Ac. 1938. P. 267.

BoARSTALL, a pa. of England. [Borstaix.1
BoaVISTA or Bonavista, an island of Africa,

the most E., and, next to Santiago, the largest of

the Cape Verd islands. Lat. of N.W. point 16°

13' 18" N. ; Ion. 22= 56' 24" W. P. (1860) 2647.

It is of a pentagonal form, and about 20 m. in

length. The surface is flat, with two basaltic

peaks in the centre ; soil fertile, but cultivation

neglected. This island has 8 ports, Porto Sal Eey
on the W., Porto do Norte on N.E., and Porto
Curralinho on the S E. Chief towns, Eabil, the
cap., and Porto Sal Eey.
Bobbing, a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathe of

Scray, 1 m. N.W. Milton. Ac. 1071. P. 449.
BoBBiNGTON, a pa. of England, cos. Salop and

Stafford, 8i m. S.W. Wolverhampton. Ac. 2676.
P. 431.

BoBBiNGWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Essex,
2 m. N.W. Chipping-Ongar. Ac. 1628. P. 334.

BoBBio, a town of North Italy, cap. circ.

Pavia, on the Trebbia, 39 m. E.S.E. Alessandria.
P. 4576. It has a cathedral and a monastery.
BoBBio, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin,

circ. Pinerolo. P. 1551.
BoBDA, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, gov.

Billek, l4 m. W.S.W. Temesvar. P. 1025.
BoBER, a river of Prussian Silesia, rises on the

Bohemian frontier, and after a N.N.W. course of
about 115 m., joins the Oder at Crossen. Chief
affl. the Queiss on left.—II. A navigable river of
Poland, tributary to the Narew.
BoBERSBERG, a towu of Prussia, prov. Bran-

denburg, gov. Frankfurt, circ. and 7 m. S. Cros-
sen, on the Bober. P. 1550.
BoBiA or Pirate Isle, a small island of Africa,

in the Bay of Amboises, off the coast of Guinea.
It is the remains of a large isl., and continues to
decrease by action of the waves. Shores abrupt
and difficult of access, but densely peopled.

BoBiLEE, a fortified town of British India,
Madras, dist. Ganjam, 36 m. W.N.W. Cicacole.
BoBiNGEN, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Swabia, 36

m. W.N.W. MUnchen. P. 1450.
BoBLiNGEN, a town of Wurtemberg, circ. Nec-

kar, 11 m. S.W. Stuttgart. P. 3400. Manufs.
woollen cloths, vinegar, and chemical products.
BoBRAU, a vill. of Moravia, circ. Iglau, gov.

and 7 m. S.S.E. Neustadtl. P. 1340.
BoBKiTscii, two vills. of Saxony, gov. Dresden.

—I. (Lower), 4 m. E.S.E. Freiberg. P. 1740.—IL
{Upper), 6J m. S.E. Freiberg. P. 1603.
BoBRKA or BoBERKA, a town of Austrian Po-

land, Galicia, circ. Brzezany, 21 m. S.E. Ijeiuberg.
P. 2763. Linen manufs.
BoBROCZ, a vill. of Hungary, co. Liptau, gov.

and 4 m. N. St Miklos. P. 2796.
BoBROv, a town of Russia, cap. dist., gov. and

60 m. S.E. Voronej, on the Bitiug. P. 4865.
Bobruisk, a town of Russia, gov. and 88 m.

S.E. Minsk, on rt. b. of the Berezina. P. 10,222.

It was ineffectually besieged by the French in
1812. Station for steam-packets on the river.

Boca, a town of N. Italy, prov. and circ. No-
vara. P. 1354.

Boca ("»io«/A"), a term applied to numerous
straits and rivers.—I. {Boca Ckica), the Channel,
28 m. below, and leading to the port of Carta-
gena, New Grenada.—II. {de Navios), the S. and
largest mouth of the Orinoco river. South Ame-
rica.—III. {Grande), a bay of the Caribbean Sea,
Central America, Costa Eica, at the mouth of the
Zucar river.—IV. (del Toro), Caribbean Sea,
Costa Eica. Lat. 9° 20' N. ; Ion. 82° W.
Boca or Bocca Tigris, or the " Bogue," the

entrance to the Canton river (Chinese Choo-
Keang, " Pearl River"), China, lat. 22° 45' N.

;

Ion. 113° 35' E. All the estuary of the river S.
of this is called the " Outer waters." The Bogue
has on its E. side the isls. Anunghoy and Chuen-
pee, and on the W. Ty-cock-tow isl. ; in its centre
are the rocky islets, N. and S. Wantung, all of

which are strongly fortified. The Bogue forts

were captured by the British, Feb. 26, 1841, and
again in Nov. 1856 ; dismantled & in ruins, 1864.

BocAGE (Le), an old dist. of France, Normandy,
of which Vire was the cap. It is now included in

the dep. Calvados.—II. part of the dep. LaVendde,
so called on account of the great quantity of wood
with which it is covered.
BocAiRENT, a town of Spain, prov. and 30 m.

N.N.W. Alicante. P. 4070. Manufs. cloth and
paper, and has brandy distilleries.

BoccA-Di-Lupo (" Wolf's moutK^ modem
name of the pass of Thermopyla.
Bocciie-di-Catabro, a dist. of S. Austria. The

Bocchese are the most commercial and richest

people in Dalmatia. Climate healthy.

Bocchetta (Monte), one of the West Apen-
nines, traversed by the road from Genoa to Novi,
now much improved, and passable for carriages.

The summit of the pass is 2556 feet high.
BocCHiGLiKRO, a town of South Italy, prov.

Cosenza, 12 m. S.S.E. Rossano. P. 3358.

BoccoLO, a town of Central Italy, prov. Pia-
cenza, circ. Fiorenzuola. P. 2476.

BocHNiA, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

cap. circ, 25 m. E.S.E. Cracow. P. 5470. It has
several churches, a gymnasium, and mines of

rock salt, which employ 500 miners, and yield an-
nually 250,000 cwt. of salt. P. of circ. 178,760.

BociiOLD, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
and 44 m. W. Miinster, circ. Borken, on the Aa.
P. 4800. Manufs. of cotton, woollen, and silk

fabrics, hosiery, and brandy.
BocHOLD, a vill. of Belgium, Limbourg, 2i ra.

N.W. Bree.
BociiUM, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

Arnsberg, cap. circ, 26 m. N.E. Diisseldorf. P.
(1864) 11,766. The seat of a mining court, manufs.
of woollen cloths, cassimeres, and hardwares.
BocKAU, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwickau, -im.

W.N.W. Schwarzenberg. P. 1764. Extensive
chemical manufs. and mines of cobalt and silver.

Bock EN, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, circ. Leit-

merilz, gov. 3 m. E. Bensen. P. 2174.
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BocKExuKiM, a town of Hessen-Cassel, circ.

Hannau, 3 m. N.W.Frankfurt. P. 3500. Manufs.
pianofortes, snuff-boxes, jewellerj', and ironware.
It wr,8 separated from Bergen in 1832.

BoCKENHEM, a towu of i^'russia, landr. and If

in. S.S.E. Hildeslieim. P. 2500, who manuf
linen fabrics and yam, tobacRO, and potasb.

BocKFLfss, a town of Lower Au.sti-ia, with a
castle, 15 m. N.W. Marchegg. P. 1452.

BoCKHouN, a vill. of Oldenburg, cii-c. Neuen-
burg, 4i m. W. Harel. P. 1000.

BocKiioitsT, a vill., Prussian Westphalia, gov.
Minden, circ. and 7 m. W.N.W. Halle. P. 1370.

Bucking, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2 m. N.
Biaintree. Ac. 4607. P. 3555.

BoCKLETOX, a pa. of England, cos. Hereford &
Worcester. 5 m. S. Senbury. Ac. 3229. P. 34G.

BocoGXANO, a comm. & vill. of the isl. of Cor-
sica, cap. cant., 20J m. N.E. Ajaccio. P. 2140.

Bot;oxxoc, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4
m. E.N.E. Lostwithiel. Ac. 2230. P. 323. W.
Pitt, E. of Chatham, was bom here in 1708.
BocQUEno, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.

Cotes-du-Nord, arr. St Brieuc, cant. Chatelau-
dren. P. 1G83.

BocsAK, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, gov.
and 7^ m. W.S.W. Nagy-Kikinda. P. 2746.

BoczA, a town of Hungary, co. Liptau, 11 m.
S.E. Werbicze. P. 1220. Its once important
gold mines are rendered useless by iniindations.

BoDDAM, a vill. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, pa.

Peterhead. P. 650.

BoDDiXGTON, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 4
m. W.N.W. Cheltenham. Ac. 930. P. 392.—II.
{Lower and Upper), co. Northampton, 9 m. S.W.
Daventry. Ac. 3770. P. 724.

BoDEDEKx, a pa. of North Wales, co. Angle-
sey, 6 m. E.S.E. Holyhead. Ac. 4235. P. 1084.

BoDEGRAVEN, a vill. of S. Holland, on the Old
Khine, 12 m. S.E. Leyden. P. with pa. 2120.

BoDELSHAUSEN, a vill., Wurtemberg, Schwarz-
wald, 6J m. S. Rottenburg. P. 1560.

BoDENHABi, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.
N.N.E. Hereford. Ac. 5260. P. 1096.

BoDENHEisi, a market town of Hessen, cant,

and 5| m. N.N.W. Oppenheim. P. 1750.

BouENMAis, a vill. of Bavaria, gov. and 2J m.
N. Regen. P. 1600.

Boden-See. [Constance (liAKE of).]

BoDENSTADT, a town of Moravia, circ. Prerau,

.19 m. E.N.E. Olmutz. P. 1407.

BoDENSWEiER, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle
Rhine, 4^ m. S.S.W. Bischofsheim. P. 1050.

BoDENWEiiDEK, a walled town, Prussia, princip.

Caldenberg, on an isl. in the Weser, enclosed by
the territory of Brunswick, 12 m. S.E. Hameln.
P. 1500. Cotton-spinning and trade in timber.

BouEWRYU. a pa. of N. Wales, co. Anglesey,
hund. of Twr'Celyn, 2J m. S.W. Amlwch. P. 26.

BoDFARY or BoDVARi, a pa. of N. Wales, cos.

Flint and Denbigh, 4 m. N.E. Denbigh. Ac. 1449.

P. 383.

BoDFUAN or BoD\T<:,vN, a pa. of North Wales,
CO. Carnarvon, 2* m. S.S.E. Nevin. Ac. 2572.
P. 382.

BoDHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2i m.
E. Holt. Ac. 1680. P. 316.
BoDiAM, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, rape

Hastings, on the Rother, 7 m. N.N.E. Battle. Ac.
1596. P. 803.

BoDiLis, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Finistfere, cant. Landivisiau. P. 1811.
BoDLAND, a vill. and castle of Prussian Silesia,

gov. Oppeln, circ. and 14 m. W.N.W. Rosenberg.
P. 1300. It has iron mines.
BoDMANN, Bodami Castrutn, a vill. of Baden,

circ. Lake, on Lake Constance, at the mouth of
the Stockach. P. 881.
Bodmin, a pari, and munic. bor., town and pa.

of England, cap. co. Cornwall, 232 m. W.S.W.
London, and 26 m. N.N.W. Plymouth, on South
Devon railway. Ac. of pa. 6190. P. of do. 4809 ;

of bor., which comprises 3 other pas., 6524. It
has a mayoralty-house, a court-house, in which
assizes are held, and bor. sessions ; co. gaol and
house of correction, co. lunatic asylum, and com
market. It is the centre of a poor-law union, the

place of election for the E. division of the co., and
sends two members to H. of C. Reg. elect. 406.

BoDNEY", a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5i m.
W.S.W. Walton. Ac. 2605. P. 117.

Bodoe:, a seaport town of Norway, stift Nord-
land, mainland, opposite Loffoden Isls. P. 277.

BoDKOGii-KEREszTfit, a town of Hungary, co.

Zemplin, on the Bodrogh, a tributary of the
Theiss, 3 m. N.W. Tokay. P. 1377, mostly Mag-
yars. It has several churches and a synagogue.
The Tokay wines are raised in its vicinity.

BoDUNGEN, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov.
Erfmt, cue. and 7i m. N.E. Worbis. P. 1100.

BoDWROG, a pa. of North Wales, co. Anglesey,
lOJ m. E.S.E. Holyhead. Ac. 1813. P. 319.

BouzANOwiTz, a vill. and castle of Prussian
Silesia, gov. Oppeln, circ. and 9| m. E.N.E.
Rosenberg. P. 1200.
BoEN, a comm. and town of France, dep. Loire,

cap. cant., 9 m. N.N.W. Montbrison. P. 1895.
Manufs. of paper and trade in wine.
BoEO (Cape), Lilyboeum Prom,, the most W.

point of Sicily, intend, and 18 m. S.S.W. Tra-
pani, lat. 37° 48' 10" N. ; Ion. 12° 25' 10" E.

BcEOTiA, a division of ancient Greece, cap.

Lebadia, on the continent of Hellas, having N.
the dep. Phthiotis, S. Thebes and the Gulf of
Corinth, W. Phocis, and E. Thebes and Lake
Topolias. Well watered and fertile. Mount
Helicon is on its S.E. border.
BoEGE^ a town of Fi-ance, Haute Savoy, arr.

and 12 m. S. by W. Thonon. P. 1402.
BoERENTHAL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

MoseUe, arr. Sarreguemincs, cant. Bitche. P.
1824. It has ii'on forges.

BoERSCii, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. B.
Rhin, arr. and 16 m. N. Schelestadt. P. 1844.

BoESCHfePE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, arr. and 8 m. N.E. Hazebrouck. P. 2011.
BoFFALORA, a town. North Italy, prov. Milan,

circ. Abbiate-Grasso. P. 1556.
BoFFRES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ardfeche, arr. Tournon, cant. Vemoux. P. 1656.

Bog, two rivers of EuropeaCn Russia. [Bug.]
BoGAN or New-Year River (the '^^ Allan

Water" of OxIey), a river of East Australia,

rises in Harvey range, near lat. 33° S., Ion. 148"

30' E., flows generally N.W., and joins the Dar-
ling river about lat. 30° N., Ion. 146° E. Total
course upwards of 300 miles.

BoGARD (Sar), a vill. of Hungary, co. and 23
m. S.S.E. Stuhlweissenburg. P. 3090.

BoGAROS. a vill. of Austiia. Woiwodena, gov.
BiUjet, 14^'m. W.N.W. Temesvar. P. 2200.

BoGARRA, a town, Spain, prov. and 32 m. S.W
Albacete. P. 1927. Manufs. of linens & woollens
BoGAT (Maros), a vill., Austria, Tiansylvania,

gov. and lOJ m. S. Zah. P. ] 832.

BoGATH, a vill. of Hungary, co. Szabolcs, gov.
and 3i m. S.W. Nyii-bator. P. 2100.

BoGDANY, a vill. of Hungary, co. Pesth Pills,

gov. and 18J m. N. Ofen. P. 3000.

BoGDO-OoLA, a mountain of South Russia, in

the N.W. of the gov. Astrakhan. It rises abruptly

out cf the flat steppe, and is held sacred by the
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Kalmucks. On its N. sido is a lake of same name,

2l> ra. in circumf., yielding large quantities of salt.

BoGEN, atown of Bavaria, circ. Lower Bavaria,

on 1. b. of the Danube, 6 m. E. Strubiug, with

large breweries. P. 1143. Near it is the vill.

Bogenberg, on a mountain of same name, with a

chapel, a celebrated place of pilgrimage.

BoGENiiAUSEN, a vill. of Bavaiia, 2 m. N.E.
Muucheu (Munich), on the Isar, witli a royal ob-

servatory, in lat. 48° 8' 54" N. ; Ion. 11° 36' 22' E.

BoGENSE, a small seaport town of Denmark, on
theN. coast of the island Fiihnen. P. 1400.

BoGGAH. a town of Brit. India, presid. Bengal,

dist. Sarun, on the Gunduch, 30 m. N.W. Bettiah.

BoGHAZ KiEUi or Koi (probably the anc. Ta-
vinm), a vUl. of Asia Minor, pash. Sivas, 88 m.
S.W. Amasia. Portions of a large temple and of

a Cyclopean wall are seen here.

Bogie, a small river of Scotland, co. Aberdeen,
flows N.ward tlirough the pa. of Auchindoir, and
joins the Deveron near Huntly.
BoGLiAsco, a town of North Italy, prov. and

oirc. Genoa. P. 1617.

BoGLipoRE or Bhaguli'ore, a dist. of British

India, Bahar prov., presid. Bengal, enclosed by
the dists. Moorshedabad, Birbhoom, Ramghur,
Bahar, Tirhoot, and Pumeah. Area 5806 sq. m.
P. estim. at 2,000,000. The Ganges traverses it,

and forms most part of its E. boundary. The
hills in the S. are inhabited by a wild people,

supposed to be of the aboriginal race of Hindos-
tan.

—

Boglipore (" the abode of refugees ") is the
cap. of the above dist., 2 m. S. of the Ganges,
and 104 m. N.W. Moorshedabad. It has an
English church, chapels, school, gaol, hospital,

Mohammedan Arabic college, and mosques.
Manufs. silk fabrics. Near it are several round
towers, to which the Jains resort in pilgrimage.
Bognok (formerly Hothamptoti), a maritima

market town, cliapelry, and bathing-place, Eng-
land, CO. Sussex, rape and 6 m. S.E. Cliichester,

pa. South Bersted. Ac. 3008. P. 2523. It is

sheltered from N. winds, and has a market-place.
A rocky coast renders it inaccessible, except to

small vessels. It has a station on the South
Coast railway.

BoGNi-scuLTZ, a vill. of Pi-ussia, gov. Oppeln,
circ. and 7| m. S.E. Beuthen. P. 1380.
BoGODOUKHOF or BonouuKiiov, a fortified

town of Russia, gov. and 29 m. N.W. Kharkov,
cap. dist., on the Merle. P. 10,000. Leather-
dressing, boot-making, and trade in cattle & hides.

BoQOGNO, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Novara. P. 1307.

BoGORODiTSK, a town of Russia, gov. Tula,
cap. circ, 40 m. S.E. Tula. P. 2900. It has a
royal castle, and trade in honey and flax.

BoGORODSK, a town of Russia, gov. and 35 m.
E.N.E. Moscow, cap. dist. of same name. P.
of town 660, of dist. about 60,000. The country
is marshy, and abounds in rivers and forests.

BoGosLoosK, a town of Russia, in the Ural
mountains, gov. and 180 m. N.E. Perm, 960 feet
above the sea.

Bogota (formerly Santa Fe de Bogota), a city
of South America, cap. of the republic of New
Granada, on a plateau 8958 feet above the sea,
on the San Francisco river, and in lat. 4° 35' N.

;

Ion. 74° 10' W. P. with suburbs, 43,000. It has
several squares, in one of which are the cathe-
dral, palace of the president, and custom-house.
Other buildings are, palaces of the deputies and
senate, ndnt, barracks, theatre, churches, and
convents. Nearly one -half of the city is occu-
pied by religious structures, and most part of the
property [p U belopgs to tlie church. It has a

university. The Rio Francisco, which travel sea
the city, joins the Rio Bogota in the centre of
the plain, and the conjoint waters descend in a
S.W. direction, through a ravine nearly 40 m.
long. At the cataract of Tequendama the cleft

between the rocks is only 36 feet wide, and the
waters descend in an unbroken mass 900 feet.

In the centre is the natural bridge of Icononzo or
Pandi, formed by two rocks that unite the oppo-
site sides of a deep mountain cleft, 300 feet above
the surface of the torrent. The Campo contains
coal-fields, and towards the N. border the salt

mines of Zikaquii-a.

Bogouslav or Boguslaw, a town of Russia,
gov. and 70 ra. S.S.E. Kiew, cap. dist. of same
name, on rt. b. of the Rossa. P. 6000.
BoGSAK, two vills. of Prussian Silesia.—I.

{NevietX circ. and 20 m. S.S.W. Lugos. P. 1977.
—II. (Olahy, gov. and 3^ m. W.S.W. Nemet-
Bogsan. P. 2207.

BoGUTSHAR, a town of Russia, gov. and 138 m.
S.S.E. Voronej, cap. circ, near the Don. P. 2G00.
BoGWAXGOLA, a large town of British India,

presid. Bengal, dist. and 10 m. N E. Moorsheda-
bad. It has an extensive trade in grain.
BoGYEST, a vill. of Hungary, co. Arad, gov.

and 7 m. S.E. Butyin. P. 1800.

BoGYiszLO, a vill. of Hungaiy, co. Pesth Pilis,

gov. and 12^ m. S.S.W. Kalocsa. P. 2170.
BoHAix, a town of France, dep. Aisne, cap.

cant., 12 ni. N.N.E. St Quentin. P. 5051.
BoHALi.E (La), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Maiue-et-Loir, arr. Angers. P. 1013.

BoHAUAr, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Banff and
Moray, 12 m. S.E. Elgin. P. 1412.

BoHEiMKiRCiiES, a market town of Austria,
gov. and 7 m. E. St Polten. P. 1979.
BOHMEMIA (iviNGLioM OF), (jernian Bdnnun,

Boh. Czech, apolitical and administrative division

of the Austrian empire, in the centre of Europe,
between lat. 48° 33' and 51° 3' N.; Ion. 12°

and 16° 46' E., bounded N. by Saxony and
Prussian Silesia, E. by Prussia and Moravia,
S. by Lower Austria, and W^ by Bavaria : cap.

Prag (Prague) Area estimated at 20,063 sq.

m. P. (1857) 4,705,525. The teiTitory forms
an enclosed plateau, nearly surrounded by ele-

vated chains of mountains, the chief of which
are the Riesengebirge (Giant mountains) on
the N., the Sudetengebirge N.E., the Bohmcr-
wald S.W., and Erzgebirge (Ore mountains) in
the N.W. The interior is traversed by the con-
treforts of these chains. Its principal valleys are
those of the Ell)e and Moldau, forming the upper
basin of the Elbe, to which nearly all its streams
are tributary. Thecountry is richly watered. The
Elbe rises in the Riesengebirge, and receives on
the right the Isar, and on the left the Aupe,
Mettau, Erlitz, Moldau, Eger, and Bila. 'I'he

Moldau, the largest river in the kingdom, receives
on the right the Czazawa and the Luschuitz, on
the left the Watawa and the Beraun. The cli-

mate is in general healthy, mild in the valleys,

but cold in the mountainous regions ; the higher
mountains being covered with snow during great
part of the year. Soil in general fertile, espe-
cially in the N. and N.E., in the valleys of the
Eger and Elbe. The productive part of the land
foiTns nearly 13-16ths of the superficies. Bohemia
is both an agricultural and a manufacturing
country, but especially rich in the produce of its

agriculture. The principal products are rye.

oats, potatoes, fruit, flax, hops, and beet-root for

the manuf. of sugar. Vines are grown in part of

the valley of the Elbe only. The forests yield a
large amount of timber. Chief mining districts-
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nre in the Erzegebirge and the contreforts of the
Pichtelgebirge. The gold mines are now aban-
doned, and the silver mines have lost much of

their importance. Among the other metals and
minerals are cinnabar, bismuth, chrome, zinc,

sulphur, alum, marble, coal^ iron, copper and tin.

Bohemia possesses a great number of mineral
springs of all kinds. Manufs. thread, linens,

cotton, iron, woollens, glass, and paper. Tlie

commerce of the country consists in the exporta-
tion of the products of the soil and manufs., the
importation of colonial goods, and the transit of

merchandise from North Germany to Austria,
Switzerland, and Italy. The Elbe and the Mol-
dau are navigated by steam packets, and the lat-

ter communicates with the Danube by a railway
from Budweis to Linz. Prague is connected by
railways with Olmlitz on the E., Lana on the W.,
and Leitineritz and Dresden on the N. Bohemia,
with the title of kingdom, forms a provincial go-
vernment of the Austrian empire, having certain

Eolitical privileges. The Emperor of Austria
ears the title of King of Bohemia, and is crowned

at Prague. It came into the possession of the
house of Austria in 1526 It consists of 1 district,

that of Prag, and 16 circles : Beraun, Bidschow,
Budweis, Bunzlau, Chrudira, Czaslau, Elbogen,
Kaurzim. Klattau, Koniggratr, Leitmeritz, Pil-
sen, Prachim, Rakonitz, Saaz, and Tabor. Roman
Catholicism is the religion of the state, but other
foiins of worship are tolerated. Bohemia pos-
sesses many establishments for public instniction.

The university of Prag is one of the mostancient
in Germany. ThekingdomhasSepiscopal schools
and 22 gymnasia. It has many learned societies,

with which are connected public libraries, bo-
tanic gardens, and scientific collections. The
chief fortifications are at Prague, Josephstadt,
Koniggratz, and Theresienstadt. In the war
with Austria the Prussians crossed the frontier
of Bohemia, 24th June 1866.

BoHMERWALD (Bohemian Forest), a chain of
mountains in Germany, between Bohemia and
Bavaria, extending N.W. to S.E., and separating
the basins of the Elbe and Danube. The prin-
cipal summits are the Aber (4613 feet), and the
Eachelberg, 4561 feet in elevation.

Bohmisch-Brod. B. Leipa, etc. [Rrod, etc.]

BoHMiscHDoKF, a vill. of Austrian Silesia, gov.
and 2^ m. N.E. Freiwaldau. P. 1696.
BoHMiscHKRUT, a market town of Austria, gov

and 7 m. KN.W. Zistersdorf. P. 1500.
BoHO, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Fermanagh,

7^ m. W.N.W. EnniskUlen. Ac. 15,062. P. 1789.
BoHoi., one of the Philippine isls. ; betw. Zebu

and Leyte, and 70 m. N.W. Mindanao. Lat. 10'

N. ; Ion. 124° E. Length 40 m. ; breadth 30 m.
BoHOLA, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. Mayo,

G} m. S.E. Foxford. Ac. 8674. P. 3183.
B0HORODCZ.VNY, a town of Austrian Galicia, 12

m. S.S.W. Stanislawow. Trib. of mines. P. 3680.
B0HU8, a laen of Sweden. [Gothenburg.J
Boi-AvAD, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 45

m. S.S.W. Siuope. P. 2000.
Bois-Blanc, an island of Lake Huron, North

Amerina, between the island MichilimacMnac and
the plains of Michigan. It is 10 m. by 3 m., and
has a lighthouse on its E. extremity.
BoiscoMMUN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loiret, arr. Pithviers, cant. Beaune-la-Rolande.
P. 1202.

Bois-DE-LEssiNES, comm. and vill. of Belgium,
prov. Hainaut, 28 m. N.E. Toumai. P. 1752.

Bois-d'Oingt (Le), a comm. & vill. of France,
dep. Rhone, cap. cant., arr. and 7 m. S.W. Villo-
fi-anche. P. 1343.

Bois-Guillaume, a comm. and vill. of Franco,
dep. Seine Inferieure, 2 m. N. Rouen. P. 3120.

Bois (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Charente Inferieure, arr. and 14 m. W. La Ro-
chelle, in the lie de R^. P. 19«).

Bois-LE-Duc (Dutch, S' Herzogenhusch,—Lat.

SilvaDucis,—in English, iheDuke^s Wood), a forti-

fied city of the Netherlands, cap. N. Brabant, at the

iunction of the Dommel and the Aa. 3 m. S. the
Maas, and 28 m. S.S.E. Utrecht. P. (1865) 24,222.

It is 6 m. in circumference, defended by a citadel

land two forts, and intersected by several canals,

ts buildings comprise a cathedral, town-haU,

grammar school, college, academy of arts, arsenal,

and several hospitals. Manufs. : linens, thread,

needles, cutlery, and mirrors ; with breweries and
distilleries, and a considerable trade. It is the
seat of a vicar-general, and tribunals of primary
jurisdiction and commerce. It was taken by the
French in 1794.

BoissET, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cantal, arr. Aurillac, cant. Maurs. P. 1871.

BoissEZON, a comm. and vOl. of France, dep.

Tarn, 7 m. E.S.E. Castres. P. 2707.

B01S.SY, a vill. of France, dep. Seine-et-Oise,

10 m. S.E. Paris. P. 846.

BoiTZEKBURG, a town of North Germany, Mek-
lenburg-Schwerin, duchy Giistrow, on rt. b. of

the Elbe, & on the Hamburg and Berlin railway,

34 m. S.W. Schwerin. P. 3400. It has a wool-
mkt., manufacturing establishments, ship-build-

ing docks, and a transit trade by land and water,

BoiTZENBURG, a vill. of Prussia, prov. Bran-
denburg, gov. Potsdam, 52 m. N. Berlin. P. 1000,

BoizENBURG, town of Mccklenburg-Schweiin,
circ. Wendisch, on the Elbe, 32 m. S.W. Schwerin.
P. 3184. Manufs. soap, leather, and vinegar.

BojADOR (Cape), a headland of West Africa,

formed by the termination of a range of Mount
Atlas, in lat. 26"^ 7' N. ; Ion. 14° 29' W. It was
doubled by the Portuguese in 1433.

BojAN, a vill. of Austria, Bukowina, gov.
Sadagora, 13 m. E.S.E. Czeruowitz. P. 4020.

BojANA, a river of European Tui-key, waters
Upper Albania, under the name of the Moracca,
traverses the lake and enters the Adriatic 8 m.
S. of the town of Scutari, length 65 mUes.
BojANO, Povianum, an episcopal town of South

Italy, prov. & 10 m. S.W. Carapobasso. P. 4971.

BojANOwo, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.
Posen, 44 m. N.N.W. Breslau. P. 2300.

BoKA, a vill. of Hungary, co. Torontal, on tho
Temes. P. 2599.
Bokhara or Uzbekistan (Uzbeks-land), a state

of Central Asia, indep. Turkestan, between lat.

36° and 41° N. ; Ion. 63° and 70° E. ; having N. the

Sea of Aral and the country of Khokan, E.

Koondooz, S. the Oxus, and W. Khiva. Esti-

mated area 235,000 sq. m. P. 1,500,000. Surface
level ; fertile where watered by the Oxus, Kohik,
and Kurshee, its principal rivers, but elsewhere
mostly a sandy waste. Rice, wheat, barley, maize,

cotton, indigo, and fine fruits, are chief objects

of culture. Mineral products are gold, salt, and
sulphur. Timber is got only in the mountains.
The guinea-worm (rishtu), which burrows in tho

flesh of the human body, and causes much pain,

is one of the greatest evils with which the country
is afiiicted. Cattle and live stock comprise sheep,

goats, and camels. The Bactrian camel is the

beast of burden, Manufs. cotton, silk, shagreen,

sabres, cutlery, gold, silver, turned articles, and
fireanns ; and by its position between the Russian
dom. and Southern Asia, the country has con-

siderable commercial importance. The Russian

trade is carried on by means of caravans, from
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3000 to 5000 camels being employed in the trans-

port of merchandise from Bokhara to Russia.

Ti-ade with Cabool, HeiTit, and Caslimere is also

carried on by means of camels. Exports silk,

cotton, wool, coarse chintzes, cotton thread, lamb-
skins, lapis lazuli, dried fruits, etc. Imports mus-
lins, Benares brocades, white cloth, sugar, and
shawls from the S. ; and from Kussia numerous
kinds of European manufactures, a large quantity

of which are British. From Chinese Turkestan,

coarse porcelain, musk, tea in gre.at quantities,

silks, rhubarb, and Tibet wool, are received.

The Khan, though nominally despotic, is greatly

under the influence of the priesthood ; and Mo-
hammedanism being very strict here, no other

religion is publicly professed. Total military

force of all arms, 4000 men, not more than one-

third of whom are completely armed, the rest

being camp followers. Principal cities, Bokhara,
Samarcand, Baikh, and Kurshee.
Bokhara, a celebrated city of Central Asia,

cap. above Ehanat, near the Zer-afchan river,

130 m. W.S.W. Samarcand. Lat. 39° 48' N. ; Ion.

64° 26' E. Pop. estimated at 160,000. It is about
8 m. in circ, entered by 12 gates. In the centre

is the citadel, containing the palace, harem, and
residences of the state-officers, with the royal
stables and barracks. It is said to have 360
mosques, and as many colleges and schools ; this

city having been long famous as a seat of Mo-
hammedan learning. Among its pop. are about
4000 Jews, who carry on an active commerce

;

the natives and merchants of Persia, Turkey,
Russia, Tartary, China, India, and Cabool, as-

semble here.

Bokod, a vill. of Hungary, co. Gran, gov. and
8 m. S. Kocs. P. 1762. Wine and tobacco.

Bokony, a vill. of Hungary, co. Szabolcs, gov.
and 12 m, from Nagy-Kallo. P. 2220.

BOKSZEG, a vill. of Hungary, co. Arad, gov.
and ^ m. E. Boros-Jeno. P. 1820.

BoLuVBOLA, one of the Society islands, Pacific

Ocean, situated N.W. Tahiti, and nearly 30 ra.

in circ. P. 18,000. It is well wooded.
BoLAM, a pa. of England, co. Northumberland,

7 m. W.S.W. Morpeth. Ac. 7336. P. 685.

BoLANO, a town of North Italy, prov. Genoa,
circ. Levante. P. 1795.
BoLANOS, a town of Mexico, prov. Jalisco, 65

m. N.N.W. Guadalajara. It has rich silver mines
in its vicinity.

BOLAN Pass, a narrow ravine, walled in on
both sides by precipitous rocks and hills more
than 4000 feet high, Beloochistan, prov. Sarawan,
about 55 m. in length (from near i)adur to Shawl),
on the route from the Lower Indus to the table-

land of Afghanistan. Lat. 29° 30' to 29° 52' N.;
Ion. 67° to 67° 40' E.; highest point, 5793 feet.

Average ascent from the S. 90 feet per mile. The
road is practicable for wheeled vehicles, but is in-

fested by Belooch freebooters. In 1839 acolumn of

the British army took 6 days to cross it. The Bolan
River rises in this pass at 4494 feet above the sea.

Its declivity is rapid ; & the road follows its course.

BoLAs (Great), a pa. of England, co. Salop, 6
m. W.N.W. Newport. Ac. 1845. P. 278.
Bolawadun, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia,

in a plain, 22 m. N.E. Afium-Kara-Hissar.
BoLBEC, a town of France, dep. Seine-Infe-

rieure, cap. cant., on the railway from Paris
to Havre, and on the Bolbec, which furnishes
water-power, 17 m. E.N.E. Havre. P. 9577. With
manufs. of calicoes, cottons, woollens, linens, dj'e-

works, and chemical factories; ti-ade in grains,
hemp, soda, and sulphuric acid, as well as in the
cattle reared in the district.

Bold, a township of EngUnd, co. Lancaster
pa. and 5 m. E.S.E. Prescot. Ac. 4338. P.
798.

BoLDOX, a pa. of England, co. Durham, ward
Chester, 4 m. N.W. Sunderland. Ac. 3954. P.
1024. Manor consists of two townships, E. and
W. It has a station on the Great North of Eng-
land railway.
BoLDRE, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2\ m.

North Lymington. Ac. 11,950. P. 2842.
Bole, a pa. of England, co. Notts, on the Trent,

2J m. S.W. Gainsborough. Ac. 1250. P. 238.

BoLECHow, a market town of Austrian Galicia,

circ. and 14 m. S. Stry, on a tributary of the Dnies-
ter. It has productive salt-works. P. 3690.
BoLESKiNE and Abeutakfp, two united pas.

of Scotland, co. and 23 m. S.W. Inverness. Esti-
mated area 210 sq. m. P. 1743. Part of the Cale
donian Canal, Fort Augustus, and the Fall of
Foyers, are in these parishes.

BoLGARY, a vill. of Russia, gov. and 60 m. S.

Kazan, on 1. b. of the Volga, near which are the
ruins of Briakimov, anc. cap. of the Bulgarians.
BoLGRAD, a town of European Russia, Bes-

sarabia, on the lalpuch Lake, 28 m. N.W. Ismail.

P. chiefly Bulgarians, estimated at 8000.
BoLi or BoLY (Hadrianopolis), a town of Asia

Minor, pash. Anatolia, cap. sanj., 76 m. N.W.
Angora. P. 6000. It has mineral baths.

BoLiNGBROKE, a market town and pa. of Engr
land, CO. Lincoln, 3J m. W.S.W. Spilsby. Ac.
of pa. 2570. P. 1018. It has remains of the
castle in which Henry iv. was born, and a
manuf. of earthenware.

Bolivar, a co. of the TJ. S., North America, in

W. part of Mississippi. Area 720 sq. m. P. 1393
free, 9078 slaves. Chief town same name.—II.

a town of Texas, on a point of land at the N.
enti-ance of Galveston Bay.
Bolivia or Upper Peru, a republican state of

South America, between lat. 10° and 23° S. ; Ion.
57° 30' and 70° 10' W. ; having N. and E. the
Brazilian dominion, S. the Argentine Confed.,

and W. Peru, with only a short coast-line on the
Pacific, at its S.W. extremity. Length estimated
at 1000 m., width 800 m., but its boimdaries are

disputed and undefined. In 1858 the pop. com-
prised 245,000 Indians, besides the following:

—

Separtmenta. Area In

sq. m.
Population Chief CiUet.

La Pas (de Ajacuchoj.-i
I'otosi

Oruro
Chuquisaca or Sucre, .

Cochabamba, . .

Beni
tSanta Oral de la Sierra,
Tarija
Atacama,

39,850
31.8<KI

8,480
34,35()

4u,000

1200,000

J
20,000

475 3^
281,2^
H<|,»31
!!23,H68

349.892

1 63.973

\ 153,164
f 8><,9""

1 6,273

UPui.
Potosi.
Oruro.
fjucre.

rochabnmba.
Trinidad.
Santa Crux.
Tnrija.

Cobija.

Total, 874,480 1
1,742,352

According to other calculations the whole area i* 510,368 sq. m.

The centre of the country is covered with rami-
fications of the Andes, which here divide into

two Cordilleras, enclosing the Lake of Titicaca.

The W. Cordillera forms the boundary on the
side of Peru, between lat. 16° and 22° S., and the
volcanoes of Atacama and Tacora. The region
between the Pacific and the Andes is nearly bar-

ren, and is called the desert of Atacama. The
valley of Titicaca is fertile, especially in the
vicinity of the lake. The long valleys S. of the

Sierra de la Cruz, are the most populous and
best cultivated parts of Bolivia, especially the

valley of Cochabamba. The Yunga valleys N. of
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Sierra de la Cruz are also fertile. The plains of

Moxos and Chuquitos are covered with dense
forests. The streams which descend from the
W. valley of the Andes do not reach the Pacific,

except the Loa, which flows 180 nu, but with a
scanty supply of water. Numerous rivers descend
from the E. declivity of the Andes. These be-
long to the basins of the Amazon or La Plata

;

among the former class, the Beni, Mamore, Rio
Grande or Guapai, tributaries of the Madeira,
are the principal ; and, among the latter, the
Pilcomaj-o and Paraguay. The Desaguadero,
which has its entire course 200 m. in Bolivia,

flows out of Lake Titicaca, the largest lake in
South America. Besides Lake Titicaca, the R.E.
half of which is in tiiis republic, there are many
others in the wide plains in the E., a region said

to be little above the sea-level. In the middle
region the rainy season lasts from November to
February; but on the coast rain seldom falls.

Amongst the vegetable productions are cacao,
cotton, indigo, rice, barley, oats, potatoes, maize,
sugar-cane, cinchona (Peruvian liirk), and many
other valuable drugs, the finest fruits, and timber
fit for every purpose. Gold is found in all the
rivers in the E. Cordillera of the Andes; and
the productiveness of the silver mines of Potosi
were long very great, though now on the decline.

Lead, tin, salt, sulphur, nitre, are also met with.
Copper mines abundant, but too far inland to be
.wrought to advantage. Among the wild animals
are the tapir, jaguar, leopard, monkey, amphibious
reptiles, birds, and fishes in great numbers. The
climate of the plains is too hot for sheep ; but
herds of cattle graze on the banks of the rivers,

and the llama, guanaco, and vicuiia live in the
mountains. More than 3-4ths of the population
are Indians, the rest Mestizos, Spaniards, and a
few Africans. The natives of the valley of
Titicaca follow agriculture and the rearing of

cattle. The plains are inhabited by numerous
Indian tribes, who manuf. fine cloths, fans, and
parasols. The other manufs. are of cotton goods
and glass wares at Cochabamba, cloths of llama
and alpaca hair at La Paz, hats of vicuna wool
at Atacama, vessels of silver wire in the mining
districts. The Jesuits, who founded missions in

the provs. of the Moxos and Ghiquitos, have
been partly successful in uniting all the tribes

under a uniform language (Chiquito) and code
of laws. The foreign commerce of Bolivia is

small, owing to its being almost shut out by the
Andes from contact with the s*u Foreign goods
mostly come from Peru by way of Arica and
Tacna, and are subject to a high transit duty.
Imports, iron, hardwares, silk, and a few other
articles ; and exports, the precious metals, wool,
woollen goods, hats, pewter, cacao leaf, cinchona
bark, skins, soap, and tobacco. The executive
government is vested in a president ; the le-

gislative functions are exercised by a senate,
tribunes, and censors. The country is divided
into 3 bishoprics ; but there is no church exclu-
sively supported by the state. Public revenue
about 1,700,000 dollars a year. Standing army
about 2000 men. There is said to be no public
debt. Bolivia, under the name of Upfwr Peru,
was formerly a part of the Spanish viceroyalty
of Buenos Ayres; but it acquired its independence
in 1824, and its name was assumed in honour of
Bolivar, who, in 1826, drew up its earliest con-
stitution. Sucre is the cap. and seat of general
government. Cobija is the only seaport.
BoLKACs, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, gov.

and 7 m. E. Balasfalva. P. 2250.

BoLKEXHAix, a town of Prussian Silesia, cap.

circ, on L b. of the Neisse. P. 2000. Linen and
woollen manufactures.
BoLKHOv, a town of Russia, gov. and 30 m. N.

Orel, on the Nougra. P. 17,450. It is cap. of a
circle ; has manufs. of leather, gloves, hats, and
hosiery, with trade in hemp and linseed oil.

Boll, a town of Switzerland. I Bulle.]
Boll, a vilL of WUrtemberg, circ. Danube, 5

m. S.W. Goppingen. P. 1500. It has much-
frequented mineral springs and baths.

BoLL.VTE, a town of N. Italy, prov. and 6 m.
N.W. Milan, cap. dist P. 3458.

BoLLENE or BoLLENXE, a town of France, dep.

Vaucluse, cap. cant., 22 m. N. Avignon. P. 5007.

BoLLEXGO, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin,
circ. Ivrea. P. 2277.

Bollen-Fee, a township of England, co. Ches-
ter, pa. Wilmslow, on the Chester Extension
railway, 6 m. S.W. Stockpoi-t. Ac 2664. P. 2143.

Bolllxgen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 3,

m. N.E. Bern. P. 3511. With mineral baths.

Bollinger, a co. of U. S., North America,
Missouri. P. 7371.

BoLLiNGTON, a township of England, co. Ches-
ter, pa. Prestbury, 3 m. N.N.E. Macclesfield. Ac.
1184. P. 6439.

BoLLU I.LOS DEL CoNDADO, a town of Spain,

prov. and 20 m. N.E. Huelva. P. 4638.
BoLLWiLLER, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.

Haut Rhin, on the Strasbourg and Basle rail-

way, 7^ m. N.E. Miilhausen. P. 1440.

BoLsi, a maritime dist. of West Africa, S.S.E.
the peninsula of Sierra Leone, extending N. from
Sherboro River to Yawry Bay.

BoLMA>iY, a vill. of Hungary, co. Baranya,
gov. and lOJ m. N.W. Darda. P. 1400.

BoLMEN, a lake of Sweden, Isen Jonkoping, 53
m. N N.W. Christianstadt, 20 m. long and 7 m.
broad. In it is the vill. of Bolmso.

BtiLNEY, a pa. of England, co. Stissex, 3 m.
S.W. Cuckfield. Ac 3546. P. 789.

BoLNHURST, a pa. of England, co. and 6J m
N.N.E. Bedford. Ac. 2160. P. 348.

Bologna, till 1860 a deleg. of the Pontif.

States, now a prov. of the kingdom of Italy,

bounded on the N. by Ferrara, E. by Ravenna, S,

by Tuscany, and W. bv Modena. Area 1401 sq

m. P. (1862) 407,452. Mountainous in the S. It is

watered by many streams, which are used in irri-

gating rice fields. Wheat, maize, rice, hemp, saf-

fron, olive oU, and wine, are the products. Trade
in hemp, rice, and silk. SUk-worms are reared.

Bologna (anc. Felsina, afterwards Bononid), a
city of the kingdom of Italj-, cap. prov., in a
plain N. of the Apennines, on the canal of Bo-
logna, 24 m. S.E. Modena, and 27 m. S.W. Fer-
rara. Lat. of observatory 44° 29' 54' N. ; Ion. 11*

21' E. 205 feet above the sea. P. (1862) S!»,850, of

coram. 109,395. It forms an oval, enclosed by
a brick wall, about 2 m. in length by 1^ m. in

breadth, entered by 12 gates, and intersectod by
the Reno Canal. Bologna is one of the great

centres of public instruction in Italy, and has a

university, academy of fine arts, with galleries of

painting and sculpture, a school of music, libra-

ries, cabinets, observatory, and botanic garden.

It is said to have 74 churches, 35 monasteries,

and 38 convents. Principal churches, San Stefa-

no, the cathedral, with the meridian of Cassini

traced on the floor ; St Dominic, and St Barto-

lomeo. The other principal edifices are the

palazzo publico, podesta palace, registry, chamber
of commerce, scuole pie, the tower of Asinelli, the

loftiest in Italy, and the leaning tower of Gari-

senda. Outside of the city an arcade, nearly 3

m. in length, leads to the church of the Madouns^
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di San Luca. Manufs. of silks, crape, chemical
products, wax candles, musical instruments,

paper, cards, artificial ilowers, leather-work, glass,

soap, maccaroni, and sausages, in high repute ; &
trade in other products. The exports consist

cliiefly in raw silk, wines, oil, and hemp. It has
been an archbishop's see since the 4th century,

is the residence of a cardinal legate, and was the
seat of the court of appeal for the four north
legations of the Pontifical States. Birthplace of

Galvani, Aldrovandi, Malpighi, Massighi, the

Zanotti, the painters Guido, Albano, Doinenich-
ino, and the three CaraccL, the founders of the
far-fained Bolognese scliool of painting. Bologna
was annexed to the Pontifical States in 1596, and
transfeiTed to the kingdom of Italy in 1860.

BoLOx, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, gov.
and 9 m. S. Baroth. P. 2220.

BoLONCiiEN, a vill. of Central America, Yuca-
tan, 50 m. N.E. Gampeachy. P. 7000. It has a
cavern in a rock, with a water spring.

Bolor-Tagh, a mountain chain of Central
Asia, which extends from N. to S. between the
valleys of the Oxus and the Indus, separating
the eastern from the western table-lands of Asia.

From the Bolor there spring in a direction from
W. to E. four parallel chains of mountains—the
Thian Shan, Altai, Kuenlun, and Himalaya.
The highest point of the Bolor is about 19,000
feet. Three great passes cross this chain ; two
from Yarkand and Kashgar westward, and one
from Budukshan into Little Tibet.

BoLOTANA, a town of the island Sardinia, prov.
Sassari, cap. mand., 28 m. E. Bosa. P. 2782.

BOLSA.S, a river of Mexico, which, after a long
W. course, partly separating the deps. Mexico
and Michoacan, enters the Pacific Ocean 225 m.
S.W. Mexico. On it are the towns Miscala,
Huetamo, and Zacatula.
Boi^CHAjA-RjEKA, a river of Ivamtschatka,

which takes its rise among the hills in the S. of

that peninsula, and flowing W., falls into the Sea
of Okhotsk. Chief affl. the Natschika.
BoLSENA, Volsinium, a town of Central Italy, 20

m. N.N.W. Viterbo, on the N. shore of the Lake
of Bolsena. It was one of the twelve Etruscan
cities, cap. of the Volsci. The Lake of Bolsena
{Lacas Volsiniensis) is 10 m. long and 8 m.
broad. It discharges its waters by the Marta
river S.W. into the MediteiTanean. and contains
the two small islands Bisentina and Martana.
BoLSHERETSK, a scaport town of N.E Asia,

Kamtschatka, 120 m. W. Petropaulovsk.
BoLSOVER, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Derby, 6 m. E. Chestei-field. Ac. of pa. 6060.

P. 1629. The new houses of Parliament were built

from its quarries of magnesian limestone. It is

the site of a castle built by Peveril of the Peak.
BoLSWARD, a fortified town of the Netherlands,

prov. Frieslaud, cap. cant., 14 ra. S.W. Leeuwar-
den. P. 4223. It has manufs. of woollens, and
a large trade in butter.

BoLszowcE, a market town of Austria, Galicia,

gov. and 7 m. S.S.E. Bursztyn. P. 1690.

BoETANA, a town of Spain, Aragon, prov. and
30 m. N.E. Huesca, on 1. b. of the Ara. P. 2860.
Manufs. linens, woollens, and silks. Trade in

cattle, earthenware, cloths, and silk.

Bolt Head, a cape of England, the most S.

point of the co. Devon. Lat. 50° 13' N. ; Ion.
3° 49' W.
Bolton, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 3 m. S.S.W.

Haddington. Ac. 3106. P. 332.

Bolton, the name of numerous pas. of Eng-
land.—I. a township, co. Northumberland, Ed-
lingham pa., N.W. Alnwick. Ac. 2048. P. 151.

Here the Earl of SuiTey collected his foroes bo^
fore the battle of Flodden.—II. a chapelry, Mor-
land pa., co. Westmoreland, 4 m. N.W. Appleby
Ac. 270. P. 390.—III. (Abbey), a chapelry, co
York, West Riding, on the Wharfe, pa. and 5 m
N.E. Skipton. Ac. 3995. P. 112.—IV. {by
Bowland), a pa., co. York, West Riding, on the
Ribble, 6 m. N.E. Clithero. Ac. 6792. P. 739.
—V. (/>e Sands), co. and 3 m. N. Lancaster. Ac.
1571. P. 692.—VI. {Percy), co. and ainsty York,
5 m. E.S.E. Tadcaster. Ac. 2170. P. 292.—VIL
(upon Deame\ a pa., same riding, 7 m. N.N.PJ.
Rotherham. Ac. 2213. P. 479.-VIII. (on Swale),
a chapelry, co. York, North Riding, pa. Catterick,
41 m. E.S.E. Richmond. P. 105. Henry Jenkins
died here at the reputed age of 169 years.
Bolton, townships, U. S., N. America.—I. co.

Massachusetts, 25 m. W. Boston.—II. Connecti-
cut, Tolland co.—III. Warren co., New York.
BoLTON-LE-MooRS, a manufacturing town,

pari., munic. bor., and pa. of England, co. Lan-
caster, hundred Salford, on an afiluent of the
Irwell, 12 ra. N.W. Manchester, and 175 m.
N.N.W. London. Alt. 3U0 ft. Ac. of pa. 30,062.
P. 97,215. P. of bor., chiefly composed of the
townships of Great and Little Bolton, (1851)
61,171, (1861)70,395. Chief edifices are: a parish
and seven other churches, dissenting places of

worship ; town-hall, 2 cloth-halls, an exchange,
theatre, assembly and concert rooms. It has public
libraries and a mechanics' institute. There are
coal-pits in the vicinity. The woollen manufac-
tures of Bolton, introduced by the Flemings in

1337, were in a flourishing state before the reigu
of Henry viii. ; but the great prosperity of the
town dates from the introduction of the invention
of Arkwright and Crompton, constructors of the

mule-jenny, since which time it has become ore of

the principal seats of the English cotton manufac-
ture. Manuf. muslins, calicoes, cotton shawls,
quiltings, jeans, and fustians ; and the average
quantity of cloth bleached in the parish annually,
has been estimated at from 6,000,000 to 7,000,000
pieces. It has paper, flax, and saw mills, chemical
works and foundries, and is head of a poor-law
union. Connected by canal with Manchester,
and by railways with Bury, Manchester, Leigh,
Liverpool, Preston, etc. It sends two members
to House of Commons. Reg. electors (1864) 2131.
Bolus Head, a cape of Ireland, co. XeiTy,

N.W. side of entrance into Ballynaskelling Bay.
Lat. 51° 48' N. ; Ion. 10° 15' E.
BoLZANETO, a town of N. Italy, prov. and circ.

Genoa. P. 2610,
Bolzano, a town of the Tirol. [Botzen.]
BoMAUsuND Fort. [Aland Islands.]
BoMBA, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Chieti, 18 m.

W.S.W. Vasto. P. 2514.

Bombay Presidency, the most westerly of the
three presids. of British India, between lat. 14° 20'

and 28° 30' N. ; Ion. 66° 30' and 77° 20' E. ; having
N. Afghanistan, W. Beloochistan and the Indian
Ocean, E. Rajputana, Indore, and the Nizam, S.

Goa, and the Madras presid. Area and pop. (1867)
as follow :—Bombay (British), area 142,042 sq. m.
P. 12,889,106. Native States, area 66,004 sq. m.
P. 6,804,523. Total area 208,046 sq. m. Total p.

19,693,629. The W. Ghauts separate the W. or

maritime from the E. districts, which latter form a
part of the table-land of the Deccan. In the N. the

mountains belong to the Sautpoora and Vindhvan
chains. Principal rivers-, the Nerbudda, Tapteo,

Mhye, and Sabermutty, falling into the G. of Cam-
bay : above the ghauts, the rivs. are tributary to the

Godavery &Kistuah. CUmate moist ; mean temp.,

April to June, 85° Fahr. Ann. rainfall 78 in., on
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102 rainy days. Unhealthy except from Jan. to

June. The absence of practicable roads and navi-

gtible rivers is now compensated for by magni-
ficent lines of railway, crossing the prov. in a

N.N.E. and S. direction. It contains the richest

cotton fields in India. Eice is an important article

of culture. Sugar and indigo are raised in Can-
deish. Cardamoms, pepper, and the teak of India
proper, are almost exclusively the growth of this

region. The N. dists. are famous for their variety

of fruits ; cocoa palms cover a large extent of

sandy land in the Concan. Wool is expoi-ted in

considerable quantities, and great exertions have
been made to introduce the culture of silk. The
cattle of Guzerat are a large and fine breed ; W.
of the ghauts the ox and buffalo are almost the
only domestic animals. The whole presid. is as-

sessed under the native village-system of India,

except the dists. of Surat and Kaira, where the
ryotwarry system is in force. Principal manufs.
embroidered silks, and woollen and cotton cloths.

Government vested in a governor and 3 membei-s
of council (into which, as into the councils of the

other presidencies, native members have recently
been admitted), subject to the control of the Gov.-
General of India in Council. In the cap. of each
coUectorate is the seat of a British collector, and
a judge, subordinate to the central court of Bom-
bay. Kevenue (1863) 5,6.50,000i. Value of im-
portsfromBombayand Scindein 1862,21,908,616;.
Exports, etc., 6,806,082/. The army comprises
about 59,000 men and oflScers. In the S. there
are many native, Roman Catholic, and Nestorian
Christians. The Parsees are now almost confined
to this part of Asia. There are in the presidency
an English episcopal bishopric with 24 clergy, a
Scottish church and Eoman Catholic establish-

ment, which receivegovernment aid. Elphinstone
college, founded 1837, had, in 1863, 69 students

;

and there are many schools for the native Hin-
doos, besides native village schools. Bombay was
the earliest possession of the British in the east
It was ceded by the Moguls to the Portuguese in

1530, and came into the possession of the English
in 1662, as a part of the dowiy of the Infanta of

Portugal, on her marriage with Charles ii. ; but
by far the greater part of the territory was ac-
quired between 1803 and 1818.

Bombay, a city, seaport, and cap. of the above
presidency, is situated on a narrow neck of land
at the S.E. extremity of the island of Bombay,
on an excellent land-locked harbour. Lat. of

observatory 18° 53' 45" N. ; Ion. 72° 42' E. P.
of the islands of Bombay and Colaba by census
of 1849, 566,119; 1864, 600,000; 1865, 816,562.
It consists of the fort or old town, 1 m. in length
by J m. in breadth, and in which the European
inhabitants, and most of the Parsee merchants,
reside ; and the new town, about 1 m. northward,
inhabited by the Hindoos and Mohammedan
native pop. It was lighted with gas in 1865. It
has a university conferring degrees since 1862.
There were at same date 405 native Christians in

the city ; four banks, insurance office.s, and ex-
tensive bazaars. Principal edifices in the fort are
the court-house, and other government oflBces,

custom-house, to^vn-hall, castle, mint, cathedral
of St Thomas, and St Andrew's Scottish church,
European hospital. Sir J. Jejeebboy's hospital,
the Byculla church and club, the house of cor-
rection, theatre, and the Hindoo temple of Momba
Devi. On the S.W. the fort is connected by Co-
la I.a causeway with the island of Colaba, on
which are the lighthouse, observatory, lunatic
asj'lura, and a stone pier. The government-house
is at Malabar Point. The harbour affords frood

anchorage for ships of the largest burden, and
the dockyard covers about 200 acres. The rail-

way terminus is beside the native barracks at

N. end of the esplanade. The development of

commerce since the outbreak of the ci'^ war in
America in 1861 is unexampled, and Bombay now
exceeds any other port of India in exports and im-
ports. The cotton shipped during Jan. and Feb,
1863, amounted to 28,362,335 lbs., value 1,468,078/.

In 1837, steam navigation was commenced be-
tween Bombay and Suez ; and mails are de-
spatched every fortnight between England and
India ; average time by overland route 35 days.
The first line of railway in Hindostan was opened
between Bombay and Tannah, 20 m, N.N.E., in

1853 ; the line to Ahmedabad, 310 m., in 1864.
In 1865 it wiU be connected by rail with Calcutta
and Madras. Shortest sea track to London 10,597
sea miles. Shortest steam voyage by the Cape 83
days.

—

Bombay Island, on which the city is built,

is 8 m. in length and 3 in breadth, and is formed
of two ranges of greenstone, connected in the
middle by sandstone strata. The interior lies low,
and was at one time liable to be fiooded by the tide.

Area, including Colaba island, 18 sq. miles.
BoiTBAY, a township of U. S., North America,

New York, 15 m. N.E. Malone. P. 1963.
BojiEii LES-FoRGES (St), a comm. and vilL of

France, dep. Ome, arr. Domfront. P. 1977.
BoBi-FiM, several towns and vills. of BraziL

—

I. prov. and 95 m. S.E. Goyaz.—II. prov. and 65
m. W. Rio de Janeiro ; others in provs. Minas
Geraes, Maranhao, and Bahia.
Bom-Jardim, a town of Brazil, prov. and 210

m. S. Ceara, dist. Crato. P. 6000.—II. a vill^

prov. Bahia, dist. S. Amara, P. 1200.
BoMMEL (Dutch Zalt BommeT), a town of the

Netherlands, prov. Guelderland, on 1. b. of the
Waal, 25 m. E. Dort, P. 3100. It was formerly
an important fortified place, but its port is now
greatly obstructed by shoals.—II. JJen BomTnel,
a vill. of South Holland, island Overflakee, 7 m.
W. Willemstadt P. 1199.
BoMMEiy-FiOKD, a Strait between the islands

Storen and Bommel-Oe, on the W. coast of Nor-
way. Lat. 59° 40' N. ; Ion. 5'"20' E.
BoMMEUERWAARD, an isl. of the Netherlands,

formed by the Woal & the Meuse, prov. Guelder-
land, 3 m. E. Bommel. P. 15,000. Besides the

town of Zalt-Bommel, there are 17 villages in the
island. It is defended on the E. by the redout St
Andr^ and on the W. by the castle of Lovenstein.

BoMi'ORTO, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Modena. P. 2539.

BoMST, a town of Prussian Poland, cap. circ,
gov. and 48 m. W.S.W. Posen. P. 2340.
BoM-SuccEsso or IsiTtntuNA, a vill. of Brazil,

prov. Minas-Geraes, 250 m. N.E. Villa Rica.
Bon (Cape), a headland of North Africa, in the

MediteiTanean, state and 58 m. N.E. Tunis. Lat.
(of tower) 37° 4' 20" N. ; Ion. 10° 53° 35" E.
Bona, a fortified seaport town of Algeria, dep.

and 85 m. N.E. Gonstantine, cap. arr., on the bay
of the Mediterranean, near the mouth of the
Seboos. Lat. of the hospital, 36° 53' 58" N.

;

Ion. 7° 46' 5" E. P. 15,272, of whom 9261 are
Europeans. It is nearly 2 m. in circumference,
is surrounded by a wall, and has four gates : fort

Cigogne is its chief defence.

—

Bona has greatly

improved siuce possessed by the French, and
has markets, bazaars, cafds, reading-rooms, a
chamber of commerce, and a theatre ; has brass

works, distilleries, soap works, marble quar-
ries, and mines of iron and mercury. Exports
cattle, leather, oU, wax, wool, iron, and minerals.

Beyond a swamp S. of Bona, are the ruins of
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Illppo-regius. once the see of St Augustine, but
desti'oyed bj' the Oaliph Othman. Begular steam
oonmiunication with Marseille and Cotte in

France, and Algiers and Tunis, in Africa.

BoN-AiKE, an isL, W. Indies. [Buen-Ayre.]
BoNA-BojfA, one of the Society islands, Pacific

Ocean, 200 in. N.W. Tahiti. P. 1800.

BoNACCA or GuANAjA, an island in the Carib-
bean Sea, Bay of Honduras, 30 m. N. Cape Cas-
tillo, in hit. 16' 28' N. ; Ion. 85° 55' W. Length
9 ni., breadth 1 to 3 miles.

BoNARCADO, a town of the island of Sardinia,

prov. Cagliari, circ. Oristano. P. 1343.

BoxARiToo, a small island of the Indian Ar-
chipelago, between Celebes and Flores, an entre-
pot for the Bugis traders.

BoNASsoi,A, a town of North Italy, prov. Genoa,
circ. Levante. P. 1033.

BoNATK., 2 towns, Italy, prov. & circ. Bergamo.
—l.(diSopro). P. 16G7.—II. (jdiSolto) P. 1528.

BoNATi, a town of S. Italy, prov. Salerno, near
the gulf, and 3 m. N.E. Policastro. P. 3038.
BoNAVENTURiV, S. America. [Bitenaventuka.I
BoNAViGO, a vill. of North Italy, dist. and 4^

in. N.N.W. Legnago, on the Adige. P. 2049.
BonAVISTA, a bay and cape on the E. coast of

Newfoundland. Lat. 48° 42' N. ; Ion. 53° 8' W.
BoNBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5J m.

N. Glandford Briggs. Ac. 2410. P. 471.

BoNCHAMP, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Mayenne, arr. Laval, cant. Argentrd P. 1262.
BoNCHURCH, a pa. of Engl., Isle of Wight, on its

S.E. coast, 8J m. S.E. Newport. Ac. 618. P. 564.
BONCOURT, a town, Switzerland. [Bubendohf.]
BoNCZHiDA, a vill. of Transylvania, Austria,

gov. and -^ m. E.N.E. Valazut. P. 1814.
Bond, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S.W. part of central Illinois, and on railway from
Terre Haute to St Louis. Area 400 sq. m. P.
9615. Soil fertile. Products, corn, wheat, and
butter. Stone coal is plentiful. Greenville is

Ciip. of the county.
Bondeno, Padlnum, a town of N. Italy, prov.

and 11 m. W.N.W. Fen-ara. P. (1861) 11,815.
BoNDLBiGH, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6i m.

S.S.W. Chuhnleigh. Ac. 1784. P. 279.
BoNDORF, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, Schwarzwald,

6 m. S. Heerenberg. P. 1350.

BoNDOU, a little-known countiy of W. Africa,
lat. 14° to 15° N ; Ion. 1 1° to 13° W. Estim. pop.
1,500,000. Climate healthy. Sui-face elevated
and well watered; the rivers are tributaries of

the Gambia and Senegal, and the Falemd forms
the E. boundary. Soil fertile. Cattle, corn, gums,
and cotton cloths, form the chief exports. It has
transit trade in slaves, salt, iron, butter, and gold
dust. Principal town, Bulibani.

BoNDUES, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Nord, arr. and 5 m. N. Lille. P. 3375.

BoNDY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Seine,

7 m. E.N.E. Paris, near the Bondy Forest. P. 1458.
BoNR,v, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Benevento. P. 1643.

BoNEFRO, a town of S. Italy, prov. Campobasso,
dist. and 6h m. S.S.E. Lariuo. P. 4394.
BoNENcoNTRE, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Lot-et-Garunne, aiT. and cant. Agen. P. 1322.

BoNGAY, Bangey or Bangavi, an island of the
Indian Archipelago, near E. coast, Celebes, be-
tween Peling and Xoola. It gives its name to a
group of islets, resorted to for slaves and wood.

BoNHiLL, a pa. and town of Scotland, co. and 3
m. N. Dumbarton. Ac. 9191. P. 8866 ; of town
27(55. It is situated on the K. Leven, which flows
from L. Lomond. Near it is Bonhill House, and
a pillar to Smollett, who was born here.

BoNHOMME, a township of the TJ. S., North
America, Missoui-i, co. St Louis.—II. (^Buiine

feimrm), Howard co.

BoKHOMME (CoL Du), 10 m. S. Mont Blanc.
BoNi or Bony, an independent state of the

island Celebes, South Pacific, on E. coast of theW.
peninsula, and on the Bay of Boni, between lat.

4° 20' and 5° 20' S. ; Ion. 119° 35' and 120° 3U' E.,

with a town of the same name near its N.E. ex-
tremity. This state is the most powerful in Ce-
lebes. The Gulfof Boni., called also Bughis Bay,
is 200 m. in length by from 40 to 80 m. in breadtli,

and separates the two south peninsulas of Celebes.
Bonifacio, a fortified seaport town of Corsica,

cap. cant., in a peninsula in the strait of samo
name, 44 m. S.S.E. Ajaccio. P. 3453. Tho
Strait of Bonifacio., between Corsica and Sar-
dinia, is 7 m. across in its narrowest part.

Bonifacio (St), a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and
14 m. E.S.E. Verona. P. 4641.

BoNiFATi, a town of South Italy, prov. and 28
m. N.W. Coscnza. P. 2947.
Eonigen, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

dist. Interlachen. P. 1368.
BoNii.LA, a town of Spain, prov. and 28 m.

W.N.W. Avila. P. 1700.

BoNiLLO, a town of Spain, prov. and 34 m.
W.N.W. Albacete. P. 5980.
BoNiN or Arzobispo Islands, in North Pacific,

between lat. 26° 30' and 27° 44' N , Ion. 142° and
143° E., consist of three grouj^s, the most north-
erly called Parry Island, and the most southerlj-,

Baily Islands. The principal of the centr-al group
are Peel and Kater Islands, at the former of
which English and other Europeans engaged in
the whale fishery are settled, as well as some na-
tives of the Sandwich Isles. Area of the whole
estimated at 122 sq. miles.

BoNiN-SiRLV, a group of small islands in the Pa-
cific Ocean, archip. of Magellan, lat. 27° N. ; Ion.

141° 20' E. ; inhabited by a colony of Japanese.
BoNiSTALLO, a dist. and vill. of North Italy,

Tuscany, 3 m. E. Carmignano. P. 1425.
BoNiTO, a town of South Italy, prov. Salerno,

6 m. S.W. Ariano. P. 3777.
BoNJean, atown, Switzerland. lBotziingenJ.
Bonn, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and A\ nu

N. Fribourg, on rt. b. of the Sarine, with mineral
springs and baths, formerly much frequented.

Bonn, Bonna, a town of Ehenish Prussia, cap.

circ, on 1. b. of the Ehine, and on railway, 15 m.
S.S.E. Cologne. Pop. (1864) 22,492. It has a
celebrated university, with 800 students and
library of 200,000 vols., an observatory, botanic

garden, and museum of natural history, school

of agriculture. It is the seat of a superior mining
court, and has an active commerce, and manufs. of

cotton, silk, & tobacco. Beethoven wasbom here.

BoNNAT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Creuse, cap. cant., and 11 m. N. Gueret P. 2712.

BoNNEMAiN, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.

Hie et Vilaine, arr. St Malo, cant. Combourg.
P. 1832.

Bonnes, a comm. and vill., France, dep.Vienno,
arr. Poitiers, cant. St Julien-Lars. P.1510.
BoNNETABLE, a comm. and town, France, dep.

Sarthe, cap. cant., on the Dive, 15 m. N.E. Lo
Mans. P. 4956. Manufs. cottons and woollens.

BoNNET-DE-Joux (Sx), a coium. and vOl. of

France, dep. Saone et Loire, cap. cant., arr. and
9 m. E.N.E. Charolles. P. 1632.

BoNNET-LE-CiiATEAU (St), a comm. and town
of France, dep. Loire, 13- m. S. Montbrison. P.

2230. There are numei'ous comms. and vills. iu

France of the name of St Bonnet.
LoxNEivij;-TitoNcy, a comm. and vill of
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France, dep. Iih6ne, air. Villefranche-sur-Saone,
cant, la Mure. P. 1587.

BoNXEVAL, a comra. and town of France, dep.

Eure-et-Loire, on the Loire, here crossed by nu-
merous bridges, 19 m. S.S.W. Chartres. P. 3006.

1 onneuil-Matours, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Vienna, arr. Chatellerault, cant.

Vouneuil. P. 1534.

BosxiERES and Boxxieux, two vills. of France.
—I. dep. Seine-et-Oise, cap. cant., on the Paris
and Havre railway, 43 m. E.N.E. Paris. P. 809.
—II. dep. Vaucluse, 6 m. S.W. Apt. P. 2530.

BoxxiXGiiEiM, a tovra of Wurtemberg, circ.

Neckar, 19 ra. N.N.W. Stuttgart. P.- 2300.
BoxxiXGTOx, a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathe

Shepway, q m. S.S-E. Ashford. Ac. 4310. P. 187.
BoxxoviLLE, Bonnopolis, a town of France, dep.

Haute Savoie, on rt. b. of the Arve, 15 m. E.S.E.
Geneva. P. 21o7.
BoxxT, a town of France, dep. Loiret, on rt.

b. of the Loire, 12 m. S.E. Gien. P. 2567.
BoxxY River, West Africa, Upper Guinea,

forms one of the arms of the Niger, at its delta
between the Old and New Calabar rivers, enters
the Atlantic (Bight of Biafra) about lat. 4° 30'

N. ; Ion. 7° 10' E. Bonny Town is on the E. bank,
near its mouth. The country aroimd this river
is an uncultivated swamp, little above the level of
the ocean. The centre of a great trade in palm oil.

Box'XYTOx, a vill. of Scotland, co. Ayr, pa. Kil-
marnock. P. 630.

Boxo, a vill. of isl. Sardinia, prov. Sassari, cap.
dist., on the Tirsi, 44 m. S.E. Sassari. P. 2808.
BoxoA, an island of the Malay Archipelago,

with a Dutch trading station, 12 m. N.W. Ceram.
BoxoRVA, a viU. of the island Sardinia, cap.

mand., prov. and 28 m S.S.E. Sassari. P. 4897.
Boxow, a viU. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and 7

m. S.E. Krakowice. P. 1615.
Boxteshall or Boxsall, a pa. of England, co.

Derby, on the Derwent, 1^ m. S.W. Matlock. Ac.
2464. P. 1290. It has lead and zinc mines.
BoxTHAix, a seaport town of the Lsland Celebes,

at the S. extremity of the W. peninsula, with a
Dutch fort and harbour, 35 m. S.E. Macassar.
Lat. 6° 27' N. ; Ion. 119° 53' E.

BoMVicixo, a town of South Italy, prov. Co-
senza, circ. Paola. P. 2366.

BoxviLSTOx, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamor-
gan, 8 m. W.S.W. Cardiff. Ac. 1178. P. 291.

BoxYHAD or BoxHARD, a market town of Hun-
gary, CO. Tolna, 21 m. N.E. Funfkirchen. P. 5340.
Boo ISLAXDs, a small group, Asiatic Archipe-

lago, 65 m. S.E. GDolo. Inhabited and fertile.

Booby Islaxd, Torres Strait, in lat. 10° 36' S.,

Ion. 141° 52' 50" E., is a mere rock, but contains
a dep6t pf provisions and water, left by vessels
passing, for the benefit of those who may be
wrecked. It is one-fourth of a mile in diameter,
level, and 3 feet high.
BoODROOM or BoDRUX (probably the anc. Hali-

camassus), a seaport town of A.sia Minor, Ana-
tolia, on the N. shore of the Gulf of Kos, 96 m.
S. Smyrna. P. 11,000. (?) Its harbour is fre-
quented by Turkish cruisers.

BoojxooRi), a town of Persia, prov. Ehoras-
san, 160 m. E.N.E. Astrabad.
BooKHAM, two contiguous pas. of England, co.

Surrey.—I. (Great), 2 m. S.W. Leatherhead. Ac.
3249. P. 1106.—II. (Lz«/e), 2J m. S.W. Leather-
head. Ac. 950. P. 219.

BooLEKoMBA-AXD-BoxTHAix, a territory in the
S.W. peninsula, island Celebes ; length, E. to W.
48 m. ; breadth, N. to S. 20 m. P. 25,000.

BooLEY, a town of Giiinea, dom. and 65 m.
6.W. Benin, on the S. side of Benin river.

BooLUXDSHUHUR, a dist. of British India,

presid. Bengal. Area 1855 sq. m. P. 699,393.

—

Boolundshuhur, cap. above dist., 40 m. S.E. Delhi,

784 feet above the sea. P. 12,049.

Boosi, a comm. and town of Belgium, prov. and
10 m. S. Antwerp, with a port on the Eupel. P.

7464. It has brick and tile works.
BooxDEE or BuxDL, a state of Hindostan, ti-i-

butarytothe British, in Eajpootana, between lat.

25° and 26' N., and about Ion. 76° E. Area 2290
sq. m. Principal towns, Boondee and Patun.

—

Boondee, the cap., is 95 m. S.E. Ajmere.
BooxE, a CO. of the U. S., North America, iti

N. of Kentucky. Area 300 sq. m. Pop. 9451 free,

1745 slaves. Surface uneven. Soil productive.

—II. a CO., centre of Indiana, intersected by the
Lafayette railway. Area 408 sq. m. Pop. (1860)
16,753. Surface level and soil fertile.—III. a co.

Illinois. The Chicago and Galena railway pas.«es

through the co. Area 432 sq. m. Pop. (I860)

11,678.—IV. CO. centre of Missouri. Area 690
sq. m. Pop. (1860) 14,452 free, 5034 slaves.—V.
a CO. Virginia. Pop. free 4682, slaves 158.—VI.
a township of Indiana, Harrison co. P. 2058.

—

VII. a township, co. Warrick. P. 1722.—VIIL
a CO. Iowa. P. 4232.

BooxEViLLE, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, on Black River Canal, 25
m. N. Utica. P. 3306.—II. a city or town, Mis-
souri, cap. CO. Cooper, on the Missouri, 48 m.
N.W. Jefferson. P. 2581. It has an export
trade in cattle and provisions.

BooxTiXG IsLAXDS, fouT islands, Indian archi-

pelago, N. of Penang.
BooxTox, a town of the TJ. S., North America,

New Jersey, Morris co., on the Rocka.way river,

8 m. N.E. Morristown. With extensive iron

manufactures.
BooRHAXPOOR, Barhanpura, a city of India,

Gwalior dom., on the Taptee, 130 m. S.S.E. Oo-
jein. This city was the anc. cap. of Candeish.

BooRLOS, a lake of Lower Egypt. [Bourlos.]
BooRO, an island of the Asiatic archipelago,

between lat. 3° and 4° S. ; Ion. 126° and 127° E.

;

50 m. W. Ceram. Estimated area 1970 sq. m.
P. 18,000. It is mountainous, well watered, and
fertile

;
producing rice, sago, fruits, dye-woods,

and cajeput oil. Mount Dome is 10,4t)0 feet, and
Tomahoo 6528 feet high. At its E. end is a Dutch
station termed Fort Defence ; and on its N. side

is Cajeli Bay, with a good anchorage.
BooROJiRi), a town of Persia, prov. Irak-Ajemi,

90 m. S.S.E. Hamadan. P. 12,000.

BooSEJiPRA or BoosuBi Prah, a river of N.W
Africa, Ashantee country. It is formed by the

junction of two streams, which rise about 100 m.
from the coast, and falls into the Atlantic in lat.

4° 52' N. ; Ion. 1° 30' W. As far as explored, it was
found to be 100 yards broad and 4 fathoms deep.

BoosxAH, a town of British India, presid. Ben-
gal, dist. Jessore, 102 m. N.E. Calcutta.

BooTAX or Bhotax, a country of North Hin-
dostan, partly independent, but, according to ra

cent information, partlv also dependent on Tibet,

between lat. 88" 32' & 92° 30' N.; Ion. 26° 18' ft

28° 2' E. ; having W. Sikkim, S. and E. Bengal
and Assam, and N. the main chain of the Hima-
laya, which here rises to 25,000 feet in elevation.

Area estimated at 64500 sq. m. P. 1,500,000. (.')

Surface mountainous, with a slope S. ; and this

region differs from most others, in its lower hill

ranges having but a scanty vegetation, while its

finest forests are from 8000 to 10,000 feet above
the sea. Products are oak, pine, rattans, fruits,

and vegetables. Wheat, barley, rice, maize, and
buckwheat are raised in terraces alo"" the hill-
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sides , but supplies of gi'ain, as also of sugar aud
tobacco, come from Bengal, ia return for native

cloths, rock-salt, rhubarb, jabrung spice, Tibet

goods, mules, and ponies. Iron is the oniymine-
ral raised, though Bootan is reported to be rich in

copper and other metals. Manufs. are of woven
goods, paper, a species of satin from bark, tobacco-

pouches, gunpowder, arms, and hardwares. Prin-

cipal trade is with Bengal ; from Tibet, however,
some silks and tea ai-e imported. Towns are

few; the principal are Tassisudon and Punakka.
Dherma Kajah, or nominal sovereign and eccle-

siastical chief, is supposed to be divine, leaves

state affairs to the l)eb-Kajah and councQ of

state, which consists of eight members (one of

whom he appoints), without whose authority the

Deb-Kajah can do nothing important. The state

religion is Buddhism, and Bootan swarms with
priests, the monastic endowments absorbing a
large part of the national property. The custom
of polyandry is prevalent; but polygamy also

prevails. After an insuirection in lt<6y, part ot the
S. frontier was incorporated with British India.

BooTEiiSTOWN, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, with
a vill., CO. and 3^ m. S.E. Dublin. Ac. of pa.

487. P. 3219; of vill. 664.

BooTHAUK, a fortified vill. of Afghanistan, 12 m.
E. Cabool. The pass of Boothauk is 5 m. long
and in narrowest parts 50 yards wide, hemmed in

by cliffs 600 feet high.
BooTHBAY, a maritime township of the U. S.,

North America, Maine, co. Lincoln, on the At-
lantic, with a good harbour, 67 m. S.E. Augusta.

BooTiiBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5 m.
S.E. Grantham. Ac. 2860. P. 218.

Boothby-Pagnell, a pa. of England, co. Lin-
coln, 5 m. S.E. Grantham. Ac. 1794. P. 112.

BooTHiA Felix, an insular portion of British
North America, extending into the Arctic Ocean,
between lat. 69° aud 76° N. ; Ion. 92° and 97° W.

;

so named in honour of Sir Felix Booth. It was
discovered by Captain James Boss, who here de-
termined the position of the magnetic pole.

—

Boothia Gnlf, on its E. side, a S.ward continua-
tion of Prince Begent Inlet, separates it from
Cockburn island aud Melville peninsula.
Booths, two contiguous townships of England,

CO. Lancaster, pa. Whalley.—I. (^Higher), 4J m.
S.S.W. Burnley. Ac. 2000. P. 5131.—11. (Zower),
3^ m. S.W. Burnley. Ac. 630, P. 4656.
BooTLE, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Cumberland, ward Allerdale, on the Irish
Sea, 6 m. S.S.E. Eavenglass, on Whitehaven
railway, Ac. of pa, 7146, P. 901, In the
vicinity are the Corney and Bootle falls, and
Black-comb mountain, elev, 1919 feet.— II, a
township, CO. Lancaster, pa, Walton-on-the-hill,
at the mouth of the Mersey, 3 m, N, Liverpool,
Ac. 1781, P. 6414.
BooroN, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m.

S.W. Aylsham, Ac, 1040, P, 246,
BooTuN, an island of the Asiatic archipelago,

lat. 5° S., Ion. 123° E., and S.E. of the isl. Celebes.
Estimated area 1800 sq. m. The isl. is elevated,
and fertUe in rice, maize, and tropical fruits.

The town Bootan is at the S.W. extremity of the
island.—The Strait oj' Bootoru, from 15 to 20 m.
in width, separates this island from Pangaosani
and Celebes.

Boowang-Besi, Oma or Harooko, an island
of the Indian archipelago, 1;^ m. N.E. Amboina,
is \\ m. long. P. 4000. It has hot springs.
• BoPAUi., a state & city, Hindostan. [Bhopaul."]
' BoPFiNGEN, a town of Wurtemberg, circ, Jaxt,
•on the Eger, 7 ra. N. Neresheim, P. 1600.
BorpARD or Boppart {Bodobiga), a walled

town of Bhenish Prussia, gov. and 9 m. S. Cob-
lenz, on 1. b. of the Bhine. P. 3700. Manufs. of

cottcm cloths and yarn, and a transit trade.

Boras, a town of Sweden, Isen and 50 m. S.E.
Wenersborg. P. 3097, who manuf. linens.

BoKAU, a market town of Austria, Bohemia,
gov. and 6J ra, N.N.E. Przebyslau. P. 1781.

BoRB<v, a vill. of Portugal, prov. Alemtejo, 17
m. W.S.W. Elvas. P. 35UG.

BoKBA, a town of Brazil, prov. Para, ou. rt b. "f

the Madeira, 95 m. S.S.W. Barra-do-Bio-Negi'o.

BoRBONA, a town of South Italy, prov. Aquila,
circ. Cittaducale. P. 1339.

BoRC^v, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Belluno,

dist. and 8 m. W.N.W. Pieve di Cudore, P. 1087,

BoRCETTi':, a town of Prussia. [Burtsciieid,"]

BoRCULo or Borkklo, a town of the Nether-
lands, prov, Guelderland, 15 m, E. Zutphen, on
the Berkel. P. 3750.

BoRiJEAUX, Bwdigala, a comm. and city in the
S.W. of France, cap. dep. Gironde, on the 1. b.

of the Garonne, 60 m. from its mouth, in the

Atlantic. Lat. 44° 50' 16" N. ; Ion. 0° 34' 32' W.
P. (1861) 162,750, principally composed of mer-
chants, tradesmen, artificers, and labourers. Bail-

way to La Teste & Paris. Is an archbishop's see,

the seat of a national court, aud of a university

academy ; cap of the 11th military division ; has a
tribunal of commerce, exchange, school of medi-
cine, college, normal and navigation schools,

mint, and large public library. Situated on a
navigable river 2600 feet broad, and 60 to 90 feet

deep, communicating on one side with the Atlan-
tic, and on the other with the Mediterranean, by
the Canal du Midi. Its basin, formed by the
Garonne, is fit for 1200 ships of any size, and is

accessible even for ships of 600 tons at all times
of the tide. It is well supplied with water, and
has docks and building yard. In 1862, 429
sailing vessels (measuring 124,926 tons) and 12

steamers belonged to the port ; 35 vessels (mea-
suring 10,895 tons) were launched ; 3660 vessels

(measuring 654,019 tons) entered, and 3699
(measuring 660,488 tons) cleared the port. Of
these, 518 entered and 615 cleared were British,

Maniifs, cottons, woollens, printed calicoes, and
tobacco ; vinegar, chemical products, distiUeries,~

iron-foundries, sugar, and saltpetre refineries.

Its commerce extends to all parts of the world.

Exports wines, brandy, and fruit ; imports colo-

nial merchandise, cotton goods, iron, coal, and
timber. The chief import from Britain is coal,

241,321 tons having been imported in 1862,

Under the name of Burdigala, this was an im-
portant place at the time of the conquest of the

country by the Bomans. The wines of Bordeaux
were celebrated as early as the 4th century. In
1152 it passed, by the marriage of Henry Planta-

geuet with Eleonore of Guienne, under the do-
minion of England ; since 1453 it has belonged
to France.
BoRUELAis, an old subdiv. of France, formed of

the coast line of the prov. Guyenne, and of which
Bordeaux was the cap. ; it now forms the greater

part of the dep. Gironde, and a portion of Landes,
Borden, a pa. of Engl., co. Kent, lathe Scray,

1 m, W, Sittingbourne. Ac. 2132. P, 1023,

BoRDENToWN, a town of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New Jersey, on the Delaware, 7 m. S.E.

Trenton, on the Camden and Amboy railway. P,

3000. It is a favourite summer resoii; of tlie

Philadelphians, and has the mansion and grounds
occupied by the late Jos. Bonaparte, ex-King of

Spain.
BoRDfeRES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

H. Pyi-^n^es, cap. cant., 29 m. S.S.E. Tarbes. P
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462.

—

Les Boj-des is a small town of France, dep.

Ariege, 12 m. W. Tamiers. P. 1290.

BoRDESiiOLM, a vill. of Denmark, Holstein, on
the Kiel and Altona railway, 12 m. S.S.W. Kiel.

BoRDESLEY, a cliapelry of England, pa. of As-
ton, in the town of Birmingham. P. 21,339.

BoRDiGHERA, a town, N. Italy, prov. Maurizio,

circ. San Eemo. P. 1504.

BoRDWKLL, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, Queen's
CO., 4 m. N.E. Eathdowny. Ac. 3073. P. 471.

Bore, a town of W. Africa, W.S.W. Timbuctoo
Hound it is a mountainous district, where wheat,
rice, and cotton are cultivated.

BoREE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardeche, arr. Toumon, cant. St Martin-de-Vala-
mas. P. 1363.

BoREE, a fortd. town of Afghanistan, prov. o
Sewestan, on the route from Dera Ghazee Khan
to Candahar. Lat. 30° 55' N. ; Ion. 68' 35° E.

BoKEiiAM, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3J m.
N.E. Chelmsford. Ac. 3739. P. 989.

BoRETro, a town of North Italy, prov. Eeggio
Emilia, circ. Guastalla. P. 3854.

BoRGARO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Turin. P. 1016.

BoRGENTREiCH, a town, Prussian Westphalia,
gov. Minden, 21 m. N.N.W. Cassel. P. 1820.

BORGERHOUT, a comm. and town of Belgium,
prov. Antwerp. P. 4491. It has bleach-fields,

dye-works, and corn-mills.

BoRGETTO, a town of the island of Sicily, prov.
and circ. Palermo. P. 6002.

BoRGHETTO, the name of several towns and
viUs. of Italy.—I. Lombardy, prov. MUan, 7 m.
S. Lodi. P. 5273.—II. deleg. Verona, on the
Mincio, 15 m. S.W. Verona. P. 2500.—III. prov.
and 43 m. E.S.E. Genoa. P. 1806.

BoRGiii, a town of North Italy, prov. Fori, circ.

Cesena. P. 2044.

BoRGHOLM, a town of Sweden, cap. Lsl. Oeland,
wi|h a harbour on the E. coast, 25 m. N.E. Kal-
mar. P. 683.

BoRGHOiz, a vill. of Prussian "Westphalia, gov.
and 56 m. S.E. Minden, on the Bever. P. 1300.

BoRGHOLZHAUSEiN, a town of Prussian "West-

phalia, gov. and 30 m. "W.S."W. Minden. P. 1400.

BoRGHORST, a vill. of Hanover, gov. Miinster,

circ. & 2 m. S.E. Steinfurt. P. 1560. Tobacco manf.
Borgia, a town of S. Italy, prov. Catanzaro,

cap. cant., 6^ m. S.W. Catanzaro. P. 3664. It

was almost wholly destroyed by an earthquake in

1783. In its vicinity excellent wine is produced.
Borgiallo, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin,

circ. Ivrea. P. 1202.

BoEGXE (Lake\ a lagoon or inlet of the Gulf
of Mexico, U. S., North America, Louisiana, 10

m. E. New Orleans, communicates on the N.W.
with Lake Pontchartrain. Length E. to W. 40
m. ; breadth 13 miles.

LoRGo or BoRGA, a seaport town of Finland,
IsBn Nyland, on a bay of the Gulf of Finland,
124 m. E. Abo. P. 2038. It is a bishop's see,

and has manufs. of saU-cloth and tobacco.
BoRGO, a vill. of the Austrian empire, Tirol,

circ. Eoveredo, on the Brenta. P. 2000.
BoRGO ("<oicii") is a prefix to the names of

many places in Italy.—I. (B. a Buggiano), prov.
and 27J m. W.N.W. Florence. P. 1677.—II. i_B.

MozzanoX cap. dist. on 1. b. of the Sei chin, 6 m.
N.N.E. Lucca. P. 9280.—III. (£./orfe), deleg.

and 7 m. S. Mantua, on 1. b. of the Po. P. 3500.

—IV. (J5. Lavezzand), prov. and 8 m. S.S.E. No-
vara. P. 2709.—V. {B. MasinoX Piedmont, prov.
Turin, cap. mand. P. 2017.—VI. {B. Nvovo), 4
m. N.E. Lucca. P. 6225.—VII. 13 m. W.S.W.

Piacenza. P. 1200.—VIII. {B. San Dalmazz->\
prov. and 5 m. S.W. Cuneo, cap. mand. P.
3899.—IX. {Sesia), prov. and 25 m. N.W. Nc-
vara, 6ap. mand. P. 3123—^X. {B. San Lorenzo),
Tuscany, on 1. b. of the Sieve, in a fertile district,

prov. & 14 m. N.E. Florence. P. (1861) 11,408.
—XI. {_Velino\ prov. Aquila. P. 1228.—XII.
{Colle/ecato'), prov. Aquila. P. 4612.—XIII. (,San

Marttnd), prov. Alessandria. P. 1163.—XIV.
{Panicaley pr. Bologna. P. 4188.—XV. {SatolloX
prov. Brescia. P. 1572.—^XVI. (^San Giacomo\
piov. Brescia. P. 2149.—XVII. (cTAle), prov.
Novara. P. 3245.—XVIII. (San Siro), prov.
Pavia. P. 1184.—XIX. {Pace), prov. Pesaro. P.
1393.—XX. (S. Bernardino), prov. Piacenza. P.
6682.—^XXI. (Franco di IvreaX prov. Turin. P.
fl713.

BoRGO, several vills. of Austria, Transylvania.
—I. {B. Bestrecze), circ. and 11 m. E.N.E. Bistritz.

P. 1450.—II. iB. Prund), circ. and 12 m. E.N.E.
Bistritz. P. 1526 Paper mills and salt springs.
—III. (B. Soczeny), circ. Bistritz, gov. and 3i m.
W.S.W. Borgo-Prund. P. 1050.—IV. (B. Ttha),

IJm. E. Borgo-Prund. P. 1387.
BoRcx) - DI - VAL - SuGANA, a town of Austria,

Tirol, on the Brenta, 12 m. E.S.E. Trent. P. 4226.
Silk-spinning.

BoRGOJLAKERO, a Walled town of North Italy,

prov. and 20 m. N.N.W. Novara, cap. mand., near
the Agogna. P. (1862) 4604.
BoRGO San Donino, a walled town of Northern

Italy, prov. and 14 m. N.W. of Parma, cap. dist,

on L b. of the Nure. P. (with comm.) (1861)
10,202. Manufs. of sUks and linens.

BoEGO San Sepolcko, a town of Italy, on the
Tiber, prov. and 15 m. N.E- Arezzo. P. 7813.

It was formerly fortified, and has a cathedral

and a citadeL Borgo is also the prefix of the
following towns:— (TicinoX prov. and cap.

mand., 27 m. N. Novara. P. 2139.—IL ( Vercelli\

div. & prov. Novara, 3 m. N.E. VercellL P. 2669.

BoBGOO or BoRGOU, a kingdom of Africa,

Soudan, W. of the Quorra, about lat. 10° N. ; Ion.

4° E. Principal towns, Boussa, Kiama, and NikL
—II. a kingdom of Africa, E. Soudan, cap. Wai-a,

about 440 m. E. Lake Tchad.
BoRGOTAEO, a town of Northern Italy, prov.

and 32 m. S.W. Panna, cap. dist. of same name,
on 1. b. of the Taro. P. 6938.

BoRGUE. a maritime pa. of Scotland, stewartiy

& 3 m. S."SV. Kirkcudbright. Ac. 15,177. P. 116-_'.

BoRiNAGE, a small district of Belgium, prov.

Hainaut, important for its coal mines, which oc-

cupy nearly the entire extent. It comprises the
comms. Jemmapes, Quaregnoii, Homu, Wasmes,
Paturage, Frameries, etc. P. about 32,000.

BoRissoGLEBSK, two towns of Eussia.—I. gov.

and 100 m. S.S.E. Tambov, cap. circ, on 1. b. of

the Vorona. P. 2500.—II. gov. and 23 m. N.W.
Jaroslav, on rt b. of the Volga. P. 4000.

BoRissov, a town of Russia, gov. and 38 ra.

N.E. Minsk, on 1. b. of the Berezina. Near this,

at the vill. of Studienka, the disastrous passage of

the Berezina was effected by the French army
in 1812.

—

Borispol is a market town of Eussia,

gov. Tchemigov.
BoRJA, a town of Spain, Aragon, prov. and 39

m. W.N.W. Zaragoza. P. 3242.

BoRjA, a town of South America, Ecuador, on
the Amazon, £. Santiago.

BoRjAS, an anc. town of Spain, prov. and 10 nu
E.S.E. Lerida. P. 2019.

BoRKAL or Berkei, a river of Elienish Prus-

sia and the Netherlands, flows W. through the

prov. Guelderland, and joins the Yssel at Zut»

I
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plien, which town it divides into two parts ; length

(JO m.

—

Borkulo is a fortified town on its left bank
in Guelderland, 15 ni. E. Zutphen. P. 1200.

BoRKEN, two towns of Germany.—I. Prussian

Westphalia, gov. and 34 m. W.S.W. Miinster, on
the Aa. P. 3000, who manuf. linen fabrics and
chicory.—II. a town of Hessen-Cassel, prov.

Lower-Hessen, 20 m. S.S.W. Cassel. P. 1340.

BoRiCENDORF, a vlll. of Prussian Silesia, gov.

Oppeln, circ. and 8 m. S.S.W. Neisse. P. 1350.

BoRKi-WEii.KiE, a vill. of Austria, Galicia,

circ. Tarnopol, gov. and lOJ m. N.E. Skalat.

P. 1350.

BoKKOWANN, a vill. of Moravia, circ. Brunn,
gov. and SJ m. N.W. Klobank. P. 1087.

BoRKUM, an island in the North Sea, belonging

to Prussia, landr. Aurich, at the mouth of the

Ems, 26 m. N.W. Emden. Lat. of lighthouse 53°

35' N.; Ion. 6° 41' E. P. 485. The island is low
and divided into two parts by a narrow channel

;

length 6 m., average breadth 2 miles.

BoRLEY, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2J m.
N.W. Sudbury. Ac. 776. P. 190.

BoRMES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Var,

20 m. E.N.E. Toulon. P. 2107.

BoRMiDA, a river of N. Italy, an affl. of the

Tanaro, which it joins 1^ m. E. Alessandria;

course N.E. 28 miles.

BoRMio (Germ. Worms), a town of N. Italy,

prov. and 29 m. N.E. Sondrio, near 1. b. of the

Adda. P. 1630. North of Bormio, at Mohna, on
the Adda, are the salt baths called Bagni di Bor-
mio (temperature 99° '5 Fahr.).

BoRNA, a town of Saxony, circ. and 16 m.
S.S.E. Leipzig. P. 4592. It has manufs. of

woollen cloths and earthenwares.
BORNAND, 2 towns of Savoy.—I. (^Grandy, prov.

Faucigny, 11 m. E. Annecy. P. 1954.—II. (Petif),

same prov., 5 ra. S. Bonneville. P. 1483.

Borne, a small river of England, co. Warwick,
which joins the Tame near Tamworth.

Borne, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Over
Yssel, 4 m. N.E. Delden. P. 2600.

Borneo (native name Bulo-Kalamantiny, an
island of Malaysia, near the centre of the Eastern
Archipelago, in the Pacific Ocean, between lat.

7° 4' N. and 4° 10' S. ; Ion. 108° 50' and 119° 20'

E. ; divided by the equator into two nearly equal
portions, and bounded N. and W. by the Chinese
Sea, S. by the Sea of Java, and E. by the Sea of

Celebes and the Strait of Macassar. It is of a
compact form, has few indentations of the sea,

but many bays and creeks, and a coast line of
nearly 3000 miles. Length 800 m., breadth 700 m.
Estimated area 280,000 sq. m. The pop. vaguely
estimated at 2,000,000 to 3,000,000, is supposed to
comprise Malays, about one-fourth ; Dyaks, two-
thirds ; the others Chinese and Europeans. The
shores are low and often marshy, being sur-
rounded by numerous islets and rocks. Little is

known of the interior except in the district of
Banjermassin, on the S.E., and a portion of Bor-
neo Proper on the N. Two nearly parallel ranges
of mountains run through the island fa-om S.W.
to N.E., between which are extensive and well-
watered plains. The W.most of these chains
rises in the territory of Sarawak, with an eleva-
tion of about 3280 'feet, and gradually increases
in elevation till it terminates near the N. coast
in Mount Kini Balu, 13,700 feet high, on which
trees grow to 7000 feet. The second range, which
crosses the equator, in Ion. 113° E., appears to be
much lower than the former : a cross range leaves
the first chain about lat. 2° N., and running S.E.
extends through Banjermassin. The chief rivers
arc, on the N. and W. coast, the Borneo or Bru-

nai, on which is situated the cap. of the isl., and
which opens into a bay of same name, in lat. 6°

N. ; the Seriboe, which falls into the China Sea,
in lat. 2° 10' N. ; the Batang-lopar, a magnificent
river, the mouth of which, 4 m. wide, is in lat. 1"

30' N. ; on its 1. b., 35 m. from its mouth, is the
town of Patusen, which was strongly fortLfied

and held by a band of pirates, but was destroyed
by the expedition under Sir James Brooke in

1846 ; the Morotaba or Sarawak, which flows
N.E. and N. nearly through the centre of the
territory of same name ; the Pontianak, fonned
by the junction of numerous streams, rises about
Ion. 112° 30', and reaches the sea in Ion. 109° 15'

on the equator ; the Majak opens into a wide
estuary in lat. 0° 50' S. On the S. are the Pem-
buan, Sampet, and Mendawa, in districts of same
names, between Ion. 112° and 113° 30' E. ; the
Kahajan and Murong, or rivers of the Great and
Little Dyaks; and the Banjer or Barito, which
rises in the centi'al mountains, lat. 0° 30' N., flows
fii'st E. and then S., with a very winding course,

and reaches the Java Sea by a wide estuary, in
lat. 3° 30' S., Ion. 114° 35' E., about 12 m. S. the
town of Banjermassin, of which teiTitory it forms
the W. boundary. On the E. coast the Koetei
forms a wide delta between lat. 0° 20' and 1° S.,

and the Berou reaches the sea by several branches,
about lat. 2° N. Most of these rivers are navig-
able. The only known lake of importance is

that of Kini Balu, S.E. of the mountain of same
name, the centre of which is in lat. 6° 40' N., Ion.

117° E. ; it is 35 m. long, and 30 m. broad. The
climate is tropical in the interior, but on the N
coast it is European. Minerals comprise gold
(which is found in grains on the hills between lat,

2° N. and 1° S., across the island, yielding on an
average 350,000 ounces a year), silver, iron ore,

and coal. The diamond mines are in Landak, 50
m. N.E. Pontianak, on river of that name. The
largest diamond found weighs 367 carats ; the
mines are worked by the Dyaks. Excellent coal

is worked in Borneo-Proper, in the island of

Lubuan, and Banjermassin. The soil is very
fertile. The forests furnish valuable timber, and
the gutta-percha tree. Among the vegetable pro-
ducts are benzoin, found in Brunai, sago, cam-
phor, palm Bugar, and ratans, which latter are
exported to the value of 100,000/. a year. The
animals comprise the elephant, rhinoceros, leo-

pard, ox, wild hog, deer, horse, and monkey;
among these the orang-outang is conspicuous.
The birds are varied and rich in plumage : there
are few reptiles. The Dyaks are the aborigines
of Borneo ; they are divided into numerous tribes,

and they still retain possession of the interior of

the island. Each petty tribe is named after the
river on which it is settled. Those on the W.
side of the island live in sheds or houses large
enough to contain the whole community. The
houses arc built on piles of wood from 5 to 20
feet from the ground, the floors being of split

bamboo, and the roof of the leaf of the Nieboug.
In the centre of the building is the apartment of

the chief and the " head room," where are kept
the heads which every man must procure before
he is allowed to marry. They have no religious

ceremonies nor priests. Their chiefs have some
influence, but are not armed with full power.
When the fertility of their rice grounds is ex-
hausted, they remove their settlement elsewhere.
In the province of Banjermassin, a savage tribe

live in trees, and hold no intercourse with other
people. The Malays retain their distinctive

character as a separate nation, having great par-
tiality for the sea, and following piracy as an
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occvipjition. They aro leagued together hy socie-

ties called Kong-sies, and confirm their oath by
drinking blood, to protect themselves against the
other tribes. They are skilful in working iron,

and the sword-blades and kreeses of the Southern
Dyaks are of repute in Europe. The mining
operations of the country are conducted by the
Chinese. The British trade, which is the most
extensive, is carried on by the port of Singapore.

Borneo is divided into many separate states,

governed by native chiefs. The best known of

these are Brunai or Borneo Proper, which extends
over the level sjwce on the N. coast, the sultan
of which is now placed under the superintendence
of Sir James Brooke ; Sambas, Pontianak, Sim-
pang, and Matan, on the W. coast ; Banjermassin
on the S. ; and the territory of the sultan of Soo-
loo on the E. Off the N. coast of the island, and
about 30 m. I^.E. Brunai, is the island of Labuan,
now belonging to Britain [Labuan] ; and on the

U. coast, near the N.W. part of the island, is the
territorv of Sarawak, extending between lat. 1°

and 2° N., Ion. 109° 40' and 110° 45' E., bounded
W. and S. by the mountains of Krimbang, and
watered by the river Sarawak and tributaries.

This ten-itory enjoys an excellent climate, is rich

in mineral coal and agricultural products, and is

well situated for trade. The capital is Sarawak
(formerly called Kuchin). P. estimated at 12,000,

including 150 Chinese. IJnder the government of

Sir James Brooke, the inhabitants of this part of

Borneo have commenced a hopeful career of civi-

lisation; an English church mission has been
established, & a native school built at the town of

Sarawak, which, previous to his visit, comprised
only a few mud houses, & about 1500 inhabitants.
The Dutch possessions are divided politically

into the residency of the W. coast, cap. Ponti-
anak, and the residency of the S. and E. coasts,
cap. Banjermassin. P. (1864) W. coast, 354,329

;

S.E. coast, 160,679. These possessions form a
special government, [Banjermassin -Ponti-
anak.] Borneo was discovered by the Portu-
guese in 1521. The English and Portuguese
several times attempted to found establishments
on its coasts, without success. The Dutch had
extensive commercial relations with the W.
coast, where they had factories at Soekadana
and Pontianak, at the commencement of the
17th century

;
part of the W. coast was ceded

to them by the king of Bantam in 1780, and they
founded the estabhshment of Pontianak in 1823.
The sovereignty of the S. coast was ceded to the
Dutch by the sultan of Banjermassin in 1787.
But the most important event in. the recent
history of Borneo, is the enterprise of Sir
James Brooke, who first visited the island in
1839, and has since been actively engaged in the
suppression of piracy, the administration of jus-
tice, and the encouragement of commerce and
manufactures.
Borneo or Brauni, cap. prov. of same name,

near the N. coast of the island of Borneo, and on
1. b. of the river Brauni, in lat. 52° 30' N. ; Ion.
114° 52' E. It is built on piles in the river, and
defended by batteries. P. 22,000. (?)
Bobnesga, a river of Spain, an affl. of the Esla.

Bises in the Cantabrian mountains, and fiows S.
past the city of Leon.
BoRNHEiM, a vill. of S.W. Germany, Frankfurt,

2 m. N.N.E. Frankfurt on the Main. P. 3000.
BornHEM, a town and comm. of Belgium, prov.

Antwerp, on 1. b. of the Scheldt, 15 m. W. Mech-
lin. P. 4194.
BoRNHOLM, an island in the Baltic, belonging

to Denmark, stift Seeland, off the S. coast of

Sweden, between lat. 54° 59' and 55° 18' N. ; lon^
14° 42' and 15° 10' E. Area, with 3 small islands,

Christiansoe, Fredericksholin, and Grasholm, 223
sq. m. P. 29,304. Surface mountainous ; shores

steep and rocky: highest point, Rytterkniigten
mountain, 506 ft., near centre of the island. Yields
building-stone, blue marble, potters' clay, & coal.

Oats, flax, and hemp are raised ; timber is scarce.

Fish plentiful. Manufs. tiles, bricks, pottery,

wooden clocks, and linens. Chief towns, Ronne,
the cap. Hasle, Svanike, Nexoe, and Aakirkeby.
BoRNOS, a town of Spain, Andalucia, prov. and

34 m. N.E. Cadiz, on the Guadalete. P. 4826.

BoRXOU (native Kanowra), a country of Cen-
tral Africa, Soudan, between lat 10° and 15° N. ;.

Ion. 12° and 18° E. ; having N. Kanem and Sahara,'

E. Lake Tchad and Begharmi, S. Mandara, and
W. Houssa. Lake Tchad appears to receive all

the waters of Bomou ; the chief rivers are the
Shary from the mountains of Mandara, and the
Yeou from those of Houssa. Climate excessive

;

temperature in summer (March to June), 104° to

107° Fahr. The dry season is from April to
October, and the rainy season during remainder
of the year. Surface level and fertile ; annually,

inundated ; chief products, millet, barley, beans,

maize, cotton, and indigo ; trees are scarce, and
it has no fruit or edible roots. The India-rubber,

tree is found in abundance. The wealth, of the
inhabitants is in slaves and cattle. Chief exports^

slaves, gold-dust, and civit. The mass of the
people (Kanowry) are negroes, professing feti-

cism, divided in tribes, and speaking different

idioms. The dominant race (Shouas) are of Arab
descent, and Mohammedans. Principal towns,;

Kouka, the residence of the sovereign, Engomou,
Deegoa, Old and New Bimie, and Affagay.
BoRO BoDO, a remarkable ancient temple in the

island of Java, prov. Kadoe, near the Probo river.

Borodino, a vill. of Russia, gov. and 75 m.
W.S.W. Moscow, on the Kologa, an affluent of

the Moskwa, celebrated for the victory grained by
the French over the Russians, 7th September
1812, and called the battle of Moskwa.

—

New
Borodino is a settlement of exiles, ia Siberia, near
Krasnoyarsk, gov. Yenisiesk.
Borofsk or BoRovsK, an anc. town of Russia,

cap. dist. of same name, gov. and 49 m. N.N.E.
Kalouga, is traversed by the Protra. P. 6000.
Trade in flax, hemp, and leather.

BoRONOW, a vill. and castle of Prussian Silesia,

gov. Oppeln, circ. and 10 m. E. Lublinitz. P. 1300.
BoRoojiRD, a town of Persia, prov. Irak-Ajemi,

on the Ab-Zal, 90 m. S.S.E. Hamadan. P. 12,000.
It has a castle and several mosques.
BoRORE, a town, isl. Sardinia, prov. Cagliari,

circ OristanL P. 2024.
Boros-Jeno, a market town of Hungary, oo.

Arad, gov. and 8 m. N.E. Ponkota. P. 2790.
Borough (Llanelly), vill. of South Wales, pa»

Llanelly, co. & 14 m. S.E. Carmartnen. P. 11,084.
Boroughbridge, a market town and chapelry

of England, co. York, West Riding, pa. Aldbor-.
ough, on the river Ure, here navigable, 17 m.
N.W. York. P. 909. The town communicates
by a branch with the Great N. of England raiL
BoROVA, a vill. of Austria, Slavonia, co. Essek,

gov. and 3| m. N. Vukovar. P. 1871.
BoRovii"CHi, the name of several towns of Rus-

sia.—I. gov. and 96 m. E.S.E. Novgorord, cap.
circ, on the Msta, near the rapids, of Borovitskie.
P. (1855) 11,834.-11. gov. and 72 ra. N.E. Tcher-
nigov.—III. gov. and 46 m. E.N.E. Pskov.
BoROVSK, a town of Russia, gov. and 50 m.

N.N.E. Kaluga, on the Protva, cap. dist. P. 5000 ,

Manufs. of sail-cloth and leather.
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BoRRioii, a town of Spain, Valencia, prov. and

4 m. N.N.W. Castellon de la Plana. P. 2069.

BoRRis or Bitrris-Idrone, a vill. of Ireland,

CO. and 16 ra. S. Carlow. P. 879.

BoRRis-tN-OssoRY, a town of Ireland, Leinster,

Queen's co., 7 m. E.S.E. Eoscrea. P. 731. Above
eea-level 368 feet.

BoRRiSNAFARNEY, a pa. of Ireland, cos. Tippe-
rary and King's co., near Moneygall and Devil's

Bit Mountain. Ac. 4539. P. 455.

BoRRisoKANE, a town and pa. of Ireland, Mun-
ster, CO. Tipperary, 12 m. S.W. Parsonstown. Ac.
of pa. 5128. P. 2067; do. of town, 1034. Above
sea-level, 216 feet.

BoRRisOLEiGH, a town of Ireland, Munster, co.

Tipperary, 6 m. S.S.W. Templemore. P. 907.

BoRROMEAN ISLANDS, a group of 4 Small isls.

of N. Italy, prov. Pallanza, in the Bay of Tosa,
forming the W. arm of the Lago Maggiore. The
N.most is Isola S. Giovanni or Isolino.—II. Isola

Madre, the largest.—III. Isola Superiore or /. dei

Pescatori, inhabited by fishermen, and containing
the small church of the isls.—IV. Isola Bella.

This island, which was formerly a sterile rock,

was, in 1671, transformed into a garden, rising in

10 terraces, in the form of an amphitheatre, and
enclosing the palace of Count Borromeo.
BoRROWDALE, a chapelry of Engl., co. Cumber-

land, ward Allerdale-above-Derwent, pa. Cross-
thwaite, 7 m. S.S.W. Keswick. P. 422. Here is

the mine whence is obtained the finest black-lead
or plumbago. It is opened only occasionally and
strictly watched.
BoRROwsTOUNNESS or Bo'ness, a burgh of ba-

rony, seaport, pa. and town of Scotland, co. Lin-
lithgow, on a low peninsula in the Firth of Forth,
17 m. W.N.W. Edinburgh. Ac. 4277. P. 6698

;

of town, including Corbiehall, 3814. It has a
harbour 2^ ac. in extent, and a sluicing basin;
ship-building, trade in coal and salt, distilleries,

and manufs. of earthenware, soap and vitriol. The
coal mines of the pa. extend under the bed of the
Forth, so as almost to meet those of Culross from
the opposite side. Shipping (1862) 344 vessels
entered, & 1734 cleared ; customs rev. (1862) 584i.

Belong to the port 62, tonnage 6325 ; steamers 2,

tonnage 21. A branch of the E. and G. railway
extends to the harbour.

BoRS, a vill. of Hungary, co. Sud-Bihar, gov.
and 2i m. E. Artand. P. 1300.

BoitSA, a vill. of Hungary, co. Marmaros, 47
m. S.E. Szigeth, on the Viso. P. 3858. Silver
and copper mines and foundries in its vicinity.

—

II. a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, gov. and 5
m. W.N.W. Valaszut. P. 1741.
BoRSANO, a town of North Italy, prov. Milan,

eirc. Abbriate-Grasso. P. 1148.
BoRSNA or BoRZNA, a town of Eussia, gov. and

45 m. E.S.E. Tchernigov. P. 1200.
BoRSO, a market town of North Italy, prov.

Treviso, dist. and 5 m. W.N.W. Asolo. P. 2780.
BoRsoD or BoRSCHOD, an administrative prov.

of Hungary, circ. on this side the Theiss ; cap.
Miskolcz. Extends on both sides of the river
Sajo. Yields grain, wine, and fruits ; cattle are
reared, and itscommerce is important. P. 216,500.
BoRSTALL or BoARSTALL, a pa, of England,

CO. Bucks, 6 m. S.S.E. Bicester. Ac 3080. P.
255. In the civil war Borstall house was garri-
soned for King Charles i., and taken by Fairfax
in 1646.

BoRT, a comm. and town of France, dep. Cor-
r^ze, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Dordogne, 14 m.
S.S.E. Ussel. P. 2654. It has a trade in horses
arid cattle. Birthplace of Marmontel.
BoKTHWiCK, a pa. of Scotland, co. Edinburgh,

on Edinburgh and Hawick railway, 12 m. S.E.
Edinburgh, containing 6 vills. Ac. 980G. P. 1742.

BoRTiGALi, a vill. of the isl. of Sardinia, prov.
Cagliari, div. and 40 m. S.E. Sassari. P. 2718.
BoRVELY, a vill. of Hungary, co. Szatmar, gov.

and 4|m. N. Nagy-Karoly. P. 1600.

BoRYSTHENES, a river of Russia. [Dnieper.]
BoRZECiN, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and

6 m. W.S.W. Radlow. P. 4237.
BoRZNA, a town of Eussia in Europe, cap. dist.,

gov. and 56 m. E.S.E. Tchernigov. P. 5900.
BoRZOLi, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ

Genoa. P. 2241.
BoRZONASCA, a vill. of North Italy, cap. mand.

prov. Genoa, 10 m. N.N.E. Chiavari. P. 4272.
Manufs. of cloths.

BoRZSONY, a market town, Hungary, co. Hont,
gov. and SJ m. S.S.E. Vamos-Mikola. P. 1480.

BosA, a seaport town of the island Sardinia,
prov. Cagliari, 30 m. S. Sassari, cap. mand., at
the mouth of tlie Termo, on theW. coast. P. 6403.

liosACZ, a vill. of Hungary, co., gov. and 10 m.
W.S.W. Trencsin. P. 2000.
Bo Sarkany, a vill. of Prussia, Posen, co. Old-

enburg, gov. and 5| m. N. Csoma. P. 1056.
BosBURY, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 4 m.

N.N.W. Ledbury. Ac. 4769. P. 1090.

BoscAWEN, a township of the U. S., N. Amer.,
New Hampshire, 9 m. N. Concord.
BoscAWEN Island, a small isl. of the Pacific,

Navigator group. Lat. 15° 60' S. ; Ion. 173° 36° W.
Bosco, a town of N. Italy, prov. and 7 m. S.S.E.

Alessandria. P. with dist. 3741.
Bosco Tre-case, a town of S. Italy, on the S.

declivity of Mount Vesuvius. P. (1862) 4426.
It has a mauuf. of arms and gunpowder.
BoscoBEL, an extra parochial liberty of Eng-

land, co. Salop, 6m. E.N.E. Shiffnall. P. 22. The
manor-house here was the retreat of King Charles
II. after the battle of Worcester in 1651.
BosCOMBE, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4 m:

S.E. Amesbury. Ac 1692. P. 143.
Boscoreale, a town of South Italy, prov. Na-

poli, circ Castel-a-Mare. P. 4653.
Bosc-ROGER, a vill., France, dep. Eure, arr.

Pont-Audemer, cant. Bourgtheroulde. P. 2020.
iosDARROs, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

B. Pyr^n^es, arr. and cant. Pau. P. 1876.

BosHAM, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, rape and
3^ m. W.S.W. Chichester, on the Brighton and
South Coast railway. Ac. 3839. P. 1158.

BosHEitsTON, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 4|
m. S.S.W. Pembroke. Ac 1566. P. 200.

Bosisio, a town, N. Italy, prov. Como, circ.

Lecco. P. 1646.

BosjEAN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Saone-et-Loire, arr. Louhans, cant. St-Gennain-
du-Bois. P. 981.

Bosjesman's, Boschman's or Bushmen's
Country, a region of South Africa, N. of the
colonial territory of the Cape of Good Hope. The
inhabitants, a race of Hottentots, are the most
diminutive and savage of these regions.

BosKOOP, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. S.

Holland, 9 m. S.E. Leyden. P. 1884.
BosKOWiTZ, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ

and 21 m. N.N.E. Briinu. P. 6240. Manufs.
Prussian blue, alum, vitriol, glass, and potash.

BosMiTCii, a river and vill. of Persia, prov.
Azerbijan ; the river, an afliuent of that which
passes Tabriz ; and the vill. on its bank, 12 m.
E. Tabriz.
BosNA, a river of European Turkey, Bosnia, to

which it gives its name ; after a tortuous N. course
of 160 m., it joins the Save, 24 m. E. Brod. Greatest
breadth 400 feet. Principal afliuQiits the Lasch.r»,
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Krivago, and Spressa. The towns Jepee, Maglai,

and UoboL, are on its banks.
BoBXA Serai, Ser.uo or Sekaievo, a city of

European Tui-key, cap. of the prov. of Bosnia, on
the Migliazza, an affluent of the Bosna, 122 m.
S.W. Belgrade. P. 40,000. (?) It is defended
by a citadel ; has manufs. of firearms, jewellery,

leather, and woollen goods ; and is the entrep6t

for the commerce of Turkey, Dalmatia, Croatia,

and South Germany. In the vicinity are iron

mines and mineral baths.

Bosnia or Bosna, a prov. of European Turkey,
eomprising Bosnia Proper, Herzegovina, and part

of Turkish Croatia, situated at the extreme W.
part of the empire, between lat. 42° 30' and 45°
15' N., bounded N. and W. by the provs. of Aus-
tria, S. by Montenegro and Albania, and E. by
Servia. Area estim. at 26,961 sq. m. P. estim.

at 1,500,000, comprising Bosnians, Croatians,

Turks, Greeks, Jews, and Gipsies. Sm-facc
mountainous ; is traversed by the chain of the
Dinaric Alps, and covered by its contreforts, and
those of the Julian Alps, rising in many places

upwards of 6000 feet. A great part of it is situ-

ated in the basin of the Danube, and watered by
the Save, and its affluents the Verba, Bosna, and
Dria. The S. portion (Herzegovina) is watered
by the Narenta, an affluent of the Mediterranean.
The soU is not fertile. On the N. slopes of the
Dinaric Alps are forests, yielding timber and good
pasturage. Climate humid. Wheat, barley,

maize, and (in the S. districts) flax, tobacco,

wines, and olives, are cultivated. Bearing cattle

is an important branch of agriculture ; the horses
are good, and sheep furnish a celebrated kind of

wool. The moimtains contain gold, silver, and
mercury ; but the government permits only the
mining of iron and lead. Manuf. industry is

limited to firearms, leather, woollen and cotton
Btuffs, and gunpowder. Exports, leather, hides,

wool, goats' hair, honey, cattle, timber, and mine-
ral waters ; imports, colonial produce, sUks, paper,

salt, oil, and dried fruits. Transit tirade between
Turkey and the Austrian States. The Bosniaks
are of Slavonian origin, and many belong to the

Greek church. As a frontier province, Bosnia is

important, and has a great number of fortifica-

tions. Cap. Zwomik, besides which the chief

towns are Mostar, Derbend, and Gradiksa. Pre-
vious to 640 it was governed by independent
princes, called Bans or Waiwodes, who became
vassals to Hungary. The Turks rendered it tribu-

tary in 1463, & it was united to the empire in 1522.

BosPHORUS (properly Bosporus) or the Chan-
nel OF CoNSTANTiNOPiJi, Bosporus Thracius, a
strait of Turkey, which separates Europe and
Asia, and connects the Black Sea with the Sea
of Marmara, Length N.E. to S.W. 20 m., breadth
1 m. to 2 m. At its S. and N. entrances are
lighthouses. Shores elevated and picturesque,
with wooded cliffs studded with ruins & splendid
oriental mansions ; on them are the town of Scu-
tari, the castles of Europe and Asia, Buyukder^,
Therapia, Pera, & the city of Constantinople. One
of its gulfs is the harbour of Constantinople, or
the " Golden Horn."—II. Cimmerian Bosporus, an
inlet of the Black Sea. [Yenikale (Strait of).]

BossALL, a pa. of England, co. i ork. North
Kiding, 9 ra. N.E. York. Ac. 9417. P. 1075.
BossAY, a comm. & vilL of France, dep. Indre-

et-Loii-e, arr. Lochcs, cant. Preuilly. P. 1763.
Bossier, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

N.W. of Louisiana, Area 1016 sq. m. P. 3348
free, 8000 slaves. Cap. Belleville.

Bosque, a co. of U. S., North America, Texas,
watered by Bosque R. P. 2005. Cap. Meridan.

1vUl. ofl
:harlo-i

Bossut-les-Wai.court, a comm. and vill.

Belgium, prov. Hauiaut, arr. and 14 m. S. Charlo-S
roi. P. 581. Near this the French gained a vic-
tory over the Austrians in 1792
BosTAN (El), Comana, a town of Asiatic Tur-

key, pash. and 40 m. N.W. Marash, on the Sihoon
(Sarusy, and on the N. side of Mount Taurus. P.
from 8000 to 9000. Trade in wheat.
Boston, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport town

and pa, of England, co. Lincoln, parts Holland,
on the Great Northern railway, 5 m. from the
sea, and 28 m. S.E. Lincoln. Ac 5220. P. 15,078.

The toAvu is divided into two nearly equal parts
by the Witham river. P. of pari. bor. 17,518.

Customs rev. (1862) 40,532/. It has a new
hall, poorhouse, house of correction, gaol, custom-
house, market-house, and vauxhall, assembly-
rooms, public libraries ; manufs. of sail-cloth,

canvas, and sacking; iron-foundries and ship-
yards. Vessels of 300 tons unload in the town,
whence the navigation is continued to Lincoln
by steamers and barges. Imports, Baltic produce,
coal and manuf. goods coastwise. Exports, oats,

wool, and woad. Amount (1862) 56'J3/. Vessels
belonging to the port 49, tonnage 3675. Boston
sends 2 mems. to H. of C. Keg. elect 1056. It

is a polling-place for the Holland div. of the ca
Boston, a vill. of England, co. York, North

Biding, pa, Bramham, on the Wharie, 4 m.
W.N.W. Tadcaster. Pop. returned with pa. It

has a saline spring.

Boston, a city and seaport of the U. S., North
America, cap. state Massachusetts, co. Suffolk,

at the head of Massachusetts Baj', 207 m. E.N.E.
New York. Lat. of state-house 42° 21' 23' N,
Ion. 71° 4' 9' W. Pop. (1850) 138,788, (I860)

177,812, exclusive of the suburbs of Charleston,
Dorchester, BrookAolle, Cambridge, etc., with
which it communicates by several bridges. The
city proper is mostly built on a peninsula, 3
miles in length by 1 in breadth, and connected
with the mainland by a narrow isthmus. Its

streets, lined with houses of deep red brick,

are irregularly laid out on an imeven surface.

The quays are extensive ; and the common,
consisting of nearly 50 acres, forms a beauti-
ful promenade. Chief edifices, the state-house,

city-hall, Faneuil-hall, in which public moet-:
ings are held, Faneuil-hall market, 536 feet in
lengtli, the Massachusetts hospital, custom-house,.
CO. gaol, houses of industry and correction, two
theatres, an athenaeum with a picture gallery
and a library, an Odeon, and about 100 churches
of different sects. Here are the medical branch
of Harvard university, numerous superior schools,
literary, scientific, and charitable institutions, an
admirable public library, banks and insurance"
companies. There are 12 daily newspapers, be-
sides other publications, issued in Boston. The
harbour is commodious, vessels of the lai^est
class approaching the quays ; and the bay (whiclv
has at its entrance a revolving light 65 feet in
height) is studded with numerous elevated islets,'

which protect the port from the winds, and fur-
nish convenient sites for fortresses. The city is

connected with Worcester, Providence, Lowell,
Maine, and other parts of the interior by rail-

ways, canals, and navigable rivers ; and several'

Bi-itish steam-ships form a packet line between
Boston and Liverpool, calling at Halifax, Nova
Scotia. Boston is not the only port of the manu-^
factm-ing region of the United States, but the
great emporium of New England. In 1862, 3030
vessels from foreign ports entered, and 2946.

cleared. Coastwise, entered, 6273 ; cleared. 2451.^

The products ct ihe United States exported from
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Boston in 1862 amounted to 12,183,040 dols. ; the

products of foreign countries exported, 1,687,089

dols. Total value of exports, 13,870,135 dols.

Boston is the chief seat of the American ice trade,

from Wenham Lake, 20 m. N.N.E. the city. In
1860 the exports of ice amounted to 142,46.3 tons,

but in 1862 only 78,102. (Annual value of manuf.
products estimated at 266,000,000 dols.) Imports,

(1862) 604,865 tons foreign and domestic coal,

43,493 bales cotton (a decrease of 338,473 bales

since 1860), 20,910 tons logwood, 1.365,832 barrels

flour, 3,058,012 bushels corn and oats, 323,109
bushels lye and shorts. 15,351 bales gunny bags,

44,722 barrels beef, 46,384 hhds. sugar, 2789 hhds.
tobacco, 99,603 bales wool, besides largo amounts
of fish, fruit, hemp, jute, hides, iron, lead, leather,

linseed, molasses, naval stores, provisions, rice,

salt, spices, spirits, and wines. Exports in 1862
comprised 10,540 bags coffee, 251 bales cotton
(against 10,403 in 1860), 8984 packages cotton
goods, 13,665 tons logwood, 655,591 barrels flour,

123,929 bushels corn and wheat, 10,780 hhds.
molasses, 1041 hhds. tobacco, with large quan-
tities of fish, lead, lumber, provisions, spirits

(especially rum), sugar, and sumac. This city

enjoys the largest share of the United States
trade with India and China. In 1822 a munici-
pality was adopted, and the city is governed by
a mayor, aldermen, and common council. The
town was founded in 1630, and named after the
English town, whence many of its inhabitants had
emigrated. The American revolution commenced
in Boston, which town took the lead in opposing
the taxation of the colonies. In 1775 the British
army, 10,000 strong, had possession of the town,
but were compelled to withdraw in March 1776.
Its inhabitants have since been pre-eminently
distinguished amongst their co-citizens of the
U. S. for their success in the cultiv. of science and
literature, as well as their untiring application to
commercial pursuits. Birthplace of Dr Benjamin
Franklin. Shortest track to Liverpool, 2803 sea
miles ; average steam passage, 12J days.—II. a
town. New York, 22 m. S.W. Buffalo. P. 1745.
BosWELLS (St), a pa. of Scotland, co. Rox-

burgh, on rt. b. of the Tweed, contains the vill.

Lessudden, 8i m. W.S.W. Kelso. Ac. 3198. P.
865. St Boswells fair, July 18th, is the largest
in S. of Scotland for sheep.
BoswoRTH, two pas. of England, co. Leicester.

—I. (^Husbands), 6 m. W.S.W. Market Harboro'.
Ac. 3870. P. 934.—II. {Market), a market town
and pa., near the Ashby Canal, 11| m. S.W.
Leicester. Ac. 7449. P. 2376, partly employed
in the knitting of worsted stockings. On a moss
in the vicinity, on the 22d of August 1485, was
fought the battle which terminated the wars of
the Hoses, with the life of Eichard iii. ; and on an
eminence called CrownhUl, Lord Stanley placed
the crown upon the head of the victor, Henry vii.

BoszoRMENY, two towns of Hungary.—^I. co.
Bihar, circ. and 18 m. N.W. Grosswardein. P.
15,525.—II. CO. Szabolcz, cap. of the Haiduck
dist., 11 m. N.W. Debrecin, with Protestant and
Greek chui-ches, and dist. court-houses. P. 3200.
Botany Bay, an inlet of the Pacific Ocean, E.

coast of Australia, New South Wales, co. Cumber-
land, 7 m. S. Sydney Heads, about 5 ra. in length
and breadth. Lat. 34" S. ; Ion. 151° 16' E. It
was discovered by Captain Cook in 1770, and
derived its name from the variety of new plants
then observed on its shores. It became an
English penal colony in 1787, and the colony of
N. S. Wales was long after known as Botany Bay.
On account of the insecurity of its anchorage, it

was abandoned or Port Jackson. [Sydsey.j

BoT^VNY Island, South I'acific Ocean, off the
S.E. extremity of New Caledonia, in lat. 22° 27'

S. ; Ion. 167° 1' E.
BoTCHKA, a vill. of Asiatic Turkey, pash. Tre-

bizond, on the Joruk, 30 m. R. Batum.
BoiTSL Tobago, an isl. in the China Sea, 45 m.

S.E. Formosa. Lat. of S.E. point, 22° 1' 40' N.

;

Ion. 121° 39' 45' E. S. of it is the isl. Little-Botel.

BoTESDALE, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Suffolk, 7 m. W.N.W. Eye. P. 580. Polling-
place for W. Suffolk.

Botetourt, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in the centre of Virginia, W. of the Blue Ridge
mountains, intersected by the Vii-ginia and Ten-
nessee railway, and by Richmond and Buchanan
canal. Area 650 sq. m. P. 8747 free, 2769
slaves. Products, wheat, oats, and butter. It has
a woollen factory, flour and saw mills, iron-works,
and 21 churches.
BoTFALVA, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,

circ. gov. and 7J m. N.N.E. Kronstadt. P. 1943.
BoTHALL, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-

land, ward and 3 m. E. Morpeth, on the Wans-
beck. Ac. 7693. P. 1233.

BoTHAMSALL, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4*
m. N.W. Tuxford. Ac. 1630. P. 296.

BoTHENHAMPTON, a pa. of England, in the
union of Bridport, co. Dorset, 1 m. S.S.E. Brid-
port. Ac. 823. P. 646.

BoTHENWALD, a vill. of Moravia, gov. Fulneck,

7J m. N.N.E. Neutitschein. P. 2220.
BoTHKENXAR, a pa. of Scotl., CO. and 8 m. S.E.

Stirling. Ac. 2645. P. 1722. Land level and
highly cultivated.

BoTHNANG, a vill. of Wurtemberg, circ. Nec-
kar, 1 m. W. Stuttgart. P. 1130.

Bothnia (5o«ere), divisions of Sweden. [Norr-
BOTTEK, WeSTERBOTTEN.]
Bothnia (Gulf of), Scand. Bottn, " a lake," a

gulf of Europe, forming the N. part of the Baltic
Sea, between lat. 60° and 66° N., Ion. 17° and 26°
35' E., from the Aland Islands to Tomea, having
E. Finland, and W. Sweden. Length 400 m.

;

average breadth 100 m. Its depth is not greater
than that of the Baltic generally, but it has fewer
shoals and better harbours than are met with in
most parts of that sea. It receives nearly all the
great rivers of Sweden and Finland. On its

shores are the towns Abo, Vasa, Uleaborg, Tor-
nea, Pitea, Umea, Hernosand, and Gefle.

BoTHSOREL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep,
Finist^re, arr. Morlaix, cant. Plouigneau. P. 1633.

BoTiiWELL, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, with
a vill. on the Clyde, 8J m. S.E. Glasgow. The
Clydesdale Junction railway has a station a mile
distant Ac. 13,774. P. of pa. 17,903, of vill.

1057. In it are collieries, iron-works, and free-
stone quarries. Bothwell Bridge, on the river, was
the scene of an action between the covenanters
and the royal forces in 1679.

BoTi^Y, a pa., Engl., co. Hants, 4 m. S.S.W.
Bishop's Waltham, & with station on the S. West-
em rail., 77^ m. S.W. London. Ac. 1887. P. 860.
BoTouscHANi or BoTToscHANY, a town of Mol-

davia. [BOTUSCIIANY.]
BoTRiPHNiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 23 m.

S.W. Banff. P. 867.

BoTSORHEL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Finist6re, arr. Morlaix, cant. Plouigneau. P. 1633.
BoTTANUCCO, a town of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Bergamo. P. 1379.—BoUicino is a town,
prov. circ. Brescia. P. 1684.
BoTTESFORD, two pas. of England.—I. co. Lei-

cester, 7^ m. W.N.W. Grantham. Ac. 5010.
P. 1415.—II. CO. Lincoln, 7 m. W. Glandford
Briggs. Ac. 7470. P. 1616.
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BoTTisHAJi, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,

6J m. W.S.W. Kewmarket. Ac. 4700. P. 1508.

BoTTRiGHE, a vill. of N". Italy, prov. Eovigo,
dist. and 2J m. S.S.E. Adria. P. 3850.

BoTTWAK (Great), a town of Wiirtemberg,
circ. Neckar, 16 m. N.N.E. Stuttgart. P. 2550.—
Little Bottwar, a vill. S. the former. P. 1010.

BoTTWNOG, a pa. of North Wales, co, Carnar-
von, 7J m. W.S.W. PwUheli. Ac. 487. P. 138.

BoTUSCHANT, a town of Moldavia, cap. dist. 59
m. N.N.W. Jassy. P. 4500. Trade in wool,
honey, wine, wax, cattle, and tobacco.

BoTUSFLEMiNG, a pa. of Ensjland, co. Cornwall,
3 m. N.N.W. Saltash. Ac. 1138. P. 237.

BoTZBERG (Moxs VocETius), a mountain of

Switzerland, cant. Argovia, 3 m. E. Bmgg.
BoTZEai (Italian Bolzanoy, Pons Drusl, a town

of the Tirol, at the confluence of the Talfer and
the Eisach, cap. cant. 32 m. N.N.E. Trent. P.
10,172. It is protected from sudden inundations
of the river by a strong dyke nearly 2 m. in length.
2Ianuf. Unen and sUk fabrics, sUk twist, hosiery,

and leather.

BoTZLiNGEN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Uri,

on L b. of the Reuss, 3 m. S. Altorf. The can-
tonal assembly is held annually on the meadow
of Gand near it.

BouAFLE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, 14 m. N.W. Versailles. P. 1092.

BouATE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire-Inferieure, 8 m. S.W. Nantes. P. 1388.

Boucfe, a comm. and vilL of France, dep. Ome,
7 m. S.W. Argentan, with iron-works. P. 1150.

BoucHAiN, a fortified frontier town of France,
dep. Nord, cap. cant., on the Scheldt, 12 m. S.E.
Douai. P. 1501. Salt refineries, and manuf.
beet-root sugar. It was taken by the Duke of

Marlborough in 1711 ; re-taken by the French in

1712, and ceded to France by the treaty of Utrecht.
BouCHEMAiXE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, arr. and cant Angers, on rt b. of

the Loire, at the mouth of the Maine. P. 1197.

BoucHES-DU-EiioifE, a marit. dep. of the S.E.
of France, formed of a part of Provence, cap.

Marseille. Area 1971 sq. m. P. 507,112. It is

divided into three communal arrs., Marseille,

Aix, and Aries ; 27 cantons and lOG comms-
The chief rivers and canals are the Rh6ne, which
sep>arates into several branches between Aries
and the sea, forming a kind of delta called lie de
la Camargue ; the Durance, affluent of the Rhone

;

the canal of Aries and Boucs, the canal from the
Durance to Marseille, and the canal of Craponne.
The principal marshes are the Etangs de Berre,

and de Valcares. There are numerous islands,

the chief of which are Pomfegue and Eatoneau,
opposite Marseille. Climate dry and warm ; sur-
face interspersed with mountains, and bordered
S. by marshes which are generally dry, and fer-

tile in parts. The plain of Cran, stony and
sterile, extends S.W. to the left of the Delta.
Com raised is insufficient for home consump-
tion ; wine is exported ; and silk, almonds, olives,

figs, and dried grapes are important products.
Cattle, horses, and sheep are reared, and it has a
tunny fishery. The dep. contains marble quar-
ries, salt marshes, and mineral waters, and an
export and import trade with the Levant, Africa,
and Italy ; has manufs. of white soap, olive
oil, chemical products, essences, and perfumes

;

brandy distilleries, sugar and sulphur refineries.

f!oucHES was the prefix to the names of several
deps. of the French empire under Napoleon i.

—

I. (de TEIbe), composed the territory of Hamburg,
with parts of Luxemboui^, Holstein, Hanover,
and Brunswick, cap. Hamburg.—II. (de TEscatWy,

th» prov. Zeeland, cap. Middleburg.—III. (d»

VYssety the prov. Over Yssel, cap. Zwolle.—Iv.
{du Jihin), the E. part of Dutch Brabant, cap.

Bois-le-Duc.—V. (du Weser), the territory of

Bremen and parts of Oldenburg and Hanover,
cap. Bremen.
BoccHOL'X (Les), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Jui-a, 6J m. SS.W. St Claude. P. 1072.

BouDRT, Baudna, a vilL of Switzerland, cant,

and 5 m. S.W. Neuchatel, on the Reuss. P. 1531.

Borfi, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Aisne,
arr. Vervins, cant Nouvion. P. 1257.

BotrfeRE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Mayenne, arr. and 8 m. W.N.W. Chateau Gon-
tier. P. 2040.

BouKXiERE (La), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. lUe-et-Vilaine, 12 m. E.N.E. Eennes. P. 2430.

BouFARiK, a vill., Algeria, 15 m. S. Algiers, P.

7643. A French military station. Trade in cereals,

cotton, olives, oranges, tobacco, vines, and cattle.

BouFFiouLX, a comm. & vill. of Belgium, prov.
Hainaut, arr. and 4 m. E. Charleroi, with manufs.
of pottery and iron-foundries. P. 1027.

Bougainville, a bay, island, and strait, so de-
signated from the French navigator of that name.
—I. (Bay), S. America, Patagonia, in the Strait

of MageUan. Lat. 53° 25' S. ; Ion. 7° 13' W.—II.

(Island), Salomon group. Pacific, betw. lat. 5° 30'

and 7° 2' S. ; about Ion. 155° E. It is mntns., well
wooded, and populous.—III. (Strait), between the
isl. Espiritu Santo and Mallicollo, "hew Hebrides.
BouGHROOD, a pa. of South Wales, co. Radnor,

on the Wye, 7 m. W.S.W. Hay. Ac. 1633. P. 292.

BoUGHTON, numerous pas. of England.—L co,

Norfolk, li m. N. Stoke-Ferry. Ac. 1323. P.
238.—II. CO. and 3J m. N. Northampton. Ac
1850. P. 372.—III. CO, Notts, 2 m. N.E. OUer-
ton. Ac 1372. P. 390.—IV. (Aluph), co. Kent
lathe Scray, 4 m. N.N.E, Ashford. Ac. 2418.

P. 475.—V. (Great), a township, co. and 1 m. E.
Chester. Ac 760. P. 1387.-VI. (Malkerb), a
pa., CO. Kent, lathe Ashford, 9 m. E.S.E. Maid-
stone. Ac 2699. P. 408.—VII. (Monchelsea),
same co. and lathe, 4 m. S.E. Maidstone. Ac
2296. P. 1190. Here are large quarries of rag-
stone—VIII. (Under Blean\ 3 m. S.E. Favers-
ham. Ac. 2353. P. 1624.

Bougiah (French Bougie), a fortified maritime
town of Algeria, prov. and 113 m. E. Algiers,

on a bay of same name in the Mediterranean.
It has no harbour, but secure anchorage at the
mouth of the Aduse. P. 2610, of whom 1365
were Europeans. Trade in oil and wax.
Bougival, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, 4 m. N. Versailles. P. 2104.

BouGCENAis, a comm. & town of France, dep.

Loire-Inferieure, 4 m. S.W. Nantes. P. 3877.

BouiLLAXTE, a town of the French colony of

Guadeloupe, Antilles, on the west coast of the
isl., 8 m. N.N.W. Basse-Terre, so called from
the hot mineral springs in its vicinity.

BouiLLARGCES, a comm. and viU. of France,
dep. Gard, arr. and cant Nismes. P. 2818.

BouiLLE (La), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Seine-Inferieure, arr, and 10 m. S.W. Rouen,
on 1. b. of the Seine, P. 652.

BociLufe-LoRET, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Deux-Sfevres, 8 m. N.N.W. Thouars. P. 1218:

BouiLLOX, a fortfd. town, Belgium, prov. Lux-
embourg, cap. cant on the Semoy, 16 m. W.S.W.
Neufchateau. P. 2703. Manufs. woollens.

BouDf, an island and comm. off the W. coast

of France, dep. Vend^ from which it is sepa-

rated by a narrow channel, 22 m. S.W. Nantes.
Area 3 sq. leagues. P. 2844. It has salt works.
The vill. of same name has a port
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BouiNSK, a town of Eussia, cap. dist., gov. and

68 m. N.N.W. Simbii-sk, on the Carla. P. 31G8.

BouJEAN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Berne.

BouLAC, BooLAK or BuLAii, a town of Egypt,

on rt. b. of the Nile, at the divergence of its Pelu-

siac branch, 1 m. N.W. Cairo, of which it forms

a suburb. P. 13,200. It is the port of Cairo, at

which ships navigating the Nile discharge their

cargoes. It was burned by the French in 1799,

and built by the late Mehemet Ali, who esta-

blished cotton-spinning and weaving factories,

a school of engineering, and a regular printing

establishment, from which issue a weekly news-
paper in Arabic, and treatises for the use of the

students of the Pacha's colleges.

BouLAY, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Moselle, arr. and 15 m. E.N.E. Metz. P. 2968.

BoULBON, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Bouches-du-Khone, arr. Aries, cant. Tarascon.
P. 1268.

BouLEBANi, a town of West Africa, cap. Bon-
•iou, near 1. b. of Faldm^, in lat. 14° 20' N. ; Ion.

12° 24' W. P. 2200, most of whom are the
slaves of the monarch, who derives a large in-

come from their sale.

BouLGE, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m.
N.N.W. Woodbridge. Ac. 645. P. 39.

BouLLEKET, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cher, arr. Sancerre, cant. 'L6r4. P. 1760.

BouLOGNE-SuK-MEt{, GesoriacuTiu a fortified

seaport town of Prance, cap. arr. dep. Pas-de-
Calais, on the English Channel, at the mouth
of the Lianne, and at the head of the railway
from Amiens to Boulogne, 139 m. N.N.W. Paris,

and 19 m. S.W. Calais. Lat. (of the column) 50°
44' 32' N. ; Ion. 1° 36' 15' E. P. 36,265. It is

divided into upper and lower towns. The first

on a hill whence the English coast is visible.

Chief buildings, cathedral, episcopal palace, and
town-haU. The lower, or new town, stretches
from the upper town to the sea. It has public
baths, ball and concert rooms, comm. college,

theatre, museum and library, hospital, custom-
house, and barracks ; also two English cliurches,

school of navigation, tribunal of commerce, so-
cieties of agriculture, commerce and arts. Manufs.
of coarse woollens, saU-cloth,cordage, bottle glass,

earthenware, cement, steel pens, files, buttons,
and oU. In its vicinity are marble quarries. Its

fisheries are extensive. Steamers make the pas-
sage to Dover in 3J hours, and to London in
about 12 hours. The port is not easy of access,
being formed by two wooden piers stretching out
only to low-water mark, but the tide rises up-
wards of 16 feet, and ships find good anchorage
about \ m. from the harbour. A red fixed light
is placed on the N.E. pier, and two other lights,

one above the other, on the S.W. pier.

Boulogne, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Haute Garonne, 44 m. S.W. Toulouse, cap. cant.
P. 2003. Trade in salted poultry, grain, and
chestnuts.—II. a comm. & town, dep. Seine, arr.

St Denis, between the right b. of the Seine and a
wood which separates it from the fortifications,

4J m. W. Paris. P. 13,944.
_
The wood to which

the town gives its name, Bois de Boulogne, is the
finest promenade in the environs of Paris.
BouLOiBE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Sarthe, cap. cant., 15 m. E. Le Mans. P. 2215.
BouLON (Le), a comm. and vill. of France,

Pyrdn^es-Orientales, cant. Ceret, on the Tech.
It is frequented for its cold ferruginous springs.
BouLONNAis, a former division of France, in the

prov. Picardy, of which the cap. was Boulogne,
now comprised in the department Pas-de-Calais.
BouLSTON or BuLLSTox, a pa. of S. Wales, co.

Pembroke, Dungleddy hundred, 3 m. S.E. Ilaver-
ford-West. Ac. 1822. P. 254.

BouLTHAJi, a pa. of England, co. and 2i m,
S.S.W. Lincoln. Ac. 1210. P. 95.

BouLT-suK-SuiPPE, a comm. and vill. of Franco
dep. Mame, arr. Keims, cant. Bourgogne. P. 1317.,

Bot/NTiFUL Island, a small island of the Gulf
of Carpentaria, Australia, length about 2J m.
breadth f m. Abounds in turtle.

EouNTY Islands, a small group. Pacific Ocean,
S.E. New Zealand. Lat. 47° 44' S. ; Ion. 179° 7' E.

BoupfeRE, a comm. &town, France, dep. Vendue,
arr. Fontenay-le-Comte, cant. Pouzauges. P. 2762.
Bourbon or Ile de la Reunion, an island of

the Mascarene group, Indian Ocean, forming a
French colony, cap. St Denis, in lat. 20° 51' 43'

S. ; Ion. 55° 30' 16" E. Area 824 sq. m. P., ex-
clusive of its dependencies, Nossi-Bd and May-
otte, and the small island of St. Marie, near
Madagascar (1861), 183,361, including Indians,
Chinese, Negroes, a garrison, and officials. The
island, of volcanic origin, and of an elliptical form,
is traversed from N. to S. by a chain of mountains
which divides it into two portions, differing in

formation, climate, and productions ; these are on
the E. partie du vent (windward), and W. partie
sous le vent (leeward) side. Q'he chief summits
are the Piton deNeiges, an extinct volcano 10,100
feet. Grand Bernard, 9500 feet, Cimandef, 7300
feet, and Piton de la Foumaise, an active vol-

cano, 7218 feet above the level of the sea. There
are no extensive plains, but the mountains, which
cover the entire surface, are separated by narrow
valleys ; it is watered by ntmierous streams, all of

which are rapid and none navigable. The climate'

has recently undergone a great change, being
formerly very salubrious. The bloody flux and a
typhoid fever attack every European after a resi-

dence of four or five years on the island. Mean
temp, at St Denis 77° Fahr. Annual rainfall 128
inches. Yearly mean of wind 309 days E., 56
days W. Winter, 1st May to 1st October ; rainy
season, 1st Nov. to 30th April. The prevailing

winds drive the rain-clouds to the E. side of the
island, and often originate terrific hurricanes ; on
such occasions the waves, usually 3 to 4 ft. high,

rise to 30 or 40 ft., the sky assumes a copper colour,

the temperature rises to its maximum intensity,

the barometer sinks to its lowest point, rain falls

in torrents, and the wind blows with resistless

force,—men, animals, trees, and houses are over-
turned. It has no port, and its anchorage is in-

secure. In one year 11 large vessels were wrecked
near its shores. The soil is fertile in the vicinity

of the coast. The products are sugar, coffee,

cloves, maize, rice, and tobacco. The com raised
is insufficient for consumption, and is only used
by Europeans, manioc being the chief food of the
slaves. Principal exports, sugar, coffee, cloves,

dye-woods, and saltpetre ; imports, wheat, oU,

wine, cattle, timber, salt, glass, and manufactured
goods. Bourbon was discovered in 1645 by the
Portuguese, who called it Mascarenhas, from the
name of their chief. It was occupied by the
English in 1810, and restored to France in 1814.

The island is divided into the arr. St Denis,
comprising the natural division called the *'par-
tie du vent," and the arr. St Paul, comprising the
''partie sous le vent."

Bourbon, several towns of France.

—

l.(Lanct/),

dep. Sa6ne-et-Loire, cap. cant., 26 m. W.N.W.
CharoUes. P. 3253. It has mineral springs and
baths.—II. {LArchambauUy, dep. Allier, cap.

cant., 13 m. W. Moulins. P. 3292. It has mine-
ral springs, and well-frequented baths (.temp,

140° Fahrenheit).
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Bourbon, a co., U. S., N. America, N.E. part of

Kentucky. Soil very fertile. Area 230 sq. m. P.
8093 free, 6767 slaves.—IL a co. Kansas. P. 6101.

BouRBONNAis, an old prov. in the centre of

France, now forming the dep. Allier and a part
of Cher ; its cap. was Moulins.
BouRBONXE-LES- Bains, Aqux Borvonis, a

comm. and town of France, dep. Haute Mame,
cap. cant., arr. and 20 m. E.N.E. Langres, at the
confl. of the Borne and Aspance. P. 4080. It

has saline hot springs, temp. 122° to 167° Fahr.
Manufs. cotton, wool, and silk : tanneries, foun-
dries, and brick works.
Bourbon-VENDfe or Napoleon-Vendue, for-

merly La Roche-sur-Yon, a town of W. France,
cap. dep. Vendue, on the Yon, 40 m. S. Nantes,
P. 8298. Chief buildings, parish church, town-
hall, prefecture, and barracks, college, hospital,

theatre, normal school, and society of agriculture,

arts, and sciences. Im Roche-sur-Yon had only
800 inhabitants when Napoleon i. granted large

sums for its improvement and gave it his name,
which was changed after the restoration to that
of Bourbon-Vendue.
BouRBOULE (La), a hamlet of France, dep.

Puy-de-Dome, arr. and 22 m. S.W. Clermont, on
the Dordogne, with mineral springs. P. 106.

BouKBOURO - viixE, a comm. and town of
France, dep. Nord, arr. and 9 m. S.W. Dim-
kerque, cap. cant., on canal of same name, which
connects Dunkerque to the Aa. P. 2615. It was
formerly fortified, and has manufs. of soap, chemi-
cal products, and beet-root sugar.—II. (B. Cam-
pagne), a vill. in the above cant. P. 2372.

Bourbriac, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.
C6tes-du-Nord, cap. cant., arr. and 6 m. S.S.W.
Guingamp. P. 4190.
BouRDEAUX, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Drome, cap. cant., 26 m. S.S.E. Valence. P. 1379.
BouRDEiLLES, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Dordogne, arr. and 11 m. N.E. P^rigueux, on
rt b. of the Dronne. P. 1481.

BoURG, numerous towns and vills. of France.
—I. (en-Bresse\ cap. dep. Ain, 20 m. E.S.E.
Macon, on the Beyssousse. P. 14,052. It has a
comm. college, normal school, hospital, library,

and botanic garden. Commerce in grain, hides,

cattle, and poultry. Birthplace of the astronomer
Lalande.—II. (Le), comm. and vilL dep. Vendee,
arr. Napoleon-Vend^. P. 2264.—III. (sur Gi-
rondey, dep. Gironde, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the
Dordogne, 14 m. N. Bordeaux, with stone quar-
ries. P. 2721.—IV. (JLastic), dep. Puy-de-Dome,
arr. and 26 m. W.S.W. Clermont. P. 2579.—V.
{la Reiney dep. Seine, 5 m. S.W. Paris. P. 1920.

—VI. (les Valence), dep. Dr6me, i^ m. N. Valence,
of which it forms a suburb on 1. b. of the Eh6ne.
P. 3276.—VII. {ArgetUaly, dep. Loire, cap. cant^
32 m. S.E. Montbrison. P. 3535.—VIII. (cCOy-
sans), dep. Is^re, cap. cant>, on the Rornanche, 18
m. S.E. Grenoble. P. 2796. There are lead
mines in its vicinity. — IX. {du Peage), dep.
Dr6me, cap. cant, on 1. b. of the Is^re, with dye-
works and manufs. of silks. P. 4264.—^X. (St
Attdeol), dep. Ard^che, cap. cant^ on rt. b. of the
Rh6ne, arr. and 35 m. S. Privas. P. 4637.
BouRG (Gr-vnd) or Marigot, a town of the

French Antilles, cap. and on W. side of the isL
Marie-Galante. It is the residence of a military
conMnandant. P. 1400.

BouRG rLE) or BuKG (Germ. Burgthal\ a vilL
of Switzerland, cant. Bern, 10 m. S.W. Basel, at
the foot of the Blauerberg, with sulphur springs.
BouRG (Petit), a town of the French Antilles,

on E. coast of the island Guadeloupe, 5m. W.S W.
Pointe-^-Pitre. It has sugar mills.

BouRGACiiARD, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Eure, arr. and 13 m. E. Pont-Audmere. P.
1320. Manufs. cloth and paper.

Bourganeuf, a comm. and town of France,
cap. arr., dep. Creuse, 20 m. W, Aubusson, on
the Thorion. P. 3222.

BouRGAS, a town, Europ. Turkey. fBuRGHAZ.]
Bourg-de-Thisy, a comm. & vill., France, dep.

Ehone, arr. Villefranche, cant. Thizy. P. 2092.

EoURGES, Avaricum, a city in the centre of

France, cap. dep. Cher, 123 m. S. Paris, on the
canal du Berry, and on the railway du Centre,

at the junction of the Auron, the Y^vrette, the
Langis, and the Moudon, which form the Eure. P.

28,064. Cathedral, royal college, normal school,

public library. Manufs. cloth and cutlery, and has
commerce in grain, hemp, and porcelain. Birth-

place of Louis XL Bottrges, formerly one of the
strongest cities of Gaul, was taken by Caesar,

and nearly all its inhabitants massacred. It was
afterwards cap. of the prov. Berry.
BouRGET, a town of France, dep. Savoie, 7 m.

W.N.W. Chambery, with which it is connected
by railway, at the S. extremity of the Lake of

Bourget. P. 1720.—The Lake of Bourget or
Chdtillon, 11 by 2 m., discharges its waters into

the Ehone by the canal of Savi^re.

BouEGNEUF (Le), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Mayenne, arr. Laval, cant. Loiron. P. 2230.
BouRGNEUF-EN-RETZ, a Seaport town of France,

dep. Loire-Inferieure, cap. cant., 21 m. S.W. Nan-
tes. P. 2893. Exports salt, oysters, and brandy.
BouRGOGNE (English Burgundy), an old prov.

of France, of which the cap. was Dijon, now
forming the deps. Cote-d'Or, Sa6ne-et-Loire, Ain,
and part of Yonne. The Canal of Burgundy
unites the Yonne to the Sadne ; near PouiUy is

a tunnel 9350 feet in length.
BouRGOGNE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Mame, cap, cant., arr. and 6 m. N.N.E. Ileims.

P. 1014.

BouRGOEN, Bergusium, a comm. and town of
France, dep. Is^re, cap. cant., on the Bourbre, 7
m. W. La Tour-du-Pin. P. 4851. Manufs. cali-

coes, beet-root sugar, and paper.
BouRGON, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.

Mayenne, arr. Laval, cant. Loiron. P. 1603.
Iron mines.
BouRG St Maurice, a town of France, dep.

Savoie, on the Isere, 13 m. N.E. Moutiers, near
the Little St Bernard pass. P. 2597.

BouRGUEiL, Burgolium, a comm. and town of
France, dep. Indre-et-Loire, cap. cant., 27 m.
W.S.W, Tours. P. 3416. Trade in wine.
BouRKE, a CO. of South Australia. Area 3000

sq. m. P. 17,331. It contains 35 parishes.

BouRLON, a comm. and viU. of France, dep.
Pas-de-Calais, arr. Arras. P. 1620.
BouRLos or BooRLOS, a lagoon of Lower

Egypt, in the delta of the Nile, about 5 m. E.
Rosetta. Length W. to E. 38 m. ; average
breadth 17 m. A narrow tongue of land separates
it from the Mediterranean, with which it com-
municates by a single channel. It is connected
with the Nile by several canals ; but is shallow,
marshy, and navigable only along its N. shore.

BouRMONT, a comm. and town of France, dep.
H. Mame, cap. cant., near rt. b. of the Meuse,
arr. and 22 m. E.N.E. Chaumont. P. 904.

Bourn, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 2 m.
S.S.E. Caxton. Ac, 4065. P. 883.

Bourn, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Lincoln, pts. Kesteven, near the Fens, 34 m.
S.S.E. Lincoln. Ac of pa. 9352. P. 3730.

Bournabat, a vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 4
m. N.E. Smyrna, at the head of its gulf.
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Boui:XK (East)—[Eastbourne].—I. (_Boume

St Mary), a pa. of England, co. Hauts, 3 m. N.W.
Whitchurch. Ac. 3512. P. 5795.—II. (West),

CO. Sussex, rape and 7 m. W.N.W. Chichester.

Ac. 5091. P. 2165.

BouiOJEMOUTH, a small watering-place of Engl.,

CO. Hants, on Poole Bay, 5 m. W. Christchurch.

Mean temp. July 62°-7, Jan. 40°"1 ; rain 30 in.

BouKNEY or BouRCiiiN, a pa. of Ireland,

Munster, co. Tipperary, 4 m. S.W. Eoscrea. Ac.
12,981. P. 2230.

BouRNEZEAU, a town and comm. of France,

dep. Vendue, arr. and 12 m. S.S.W. Napoldon-
Vendde. P. 2117.

BouEJl-MooK, a township of England, co. Dur-
ham, ward Easington, 2 m. N. Houghton-le-
Spring. Ac. 500. P. 973.

BouRO or BoEROE, one of the Molucca isls.

W. of the isl. Ceram, lat. 3" 30' S., Ion. 126' 35'

E. ; length 85 m., breadth 35 m. P. 30,000. (?)
Fertile, but interior little known. Chief town
Cajeli, situated on the E. coast, with a Dutch
fort. P. 1800.

BouRSEUL, a comm. & vilL, France, dep. Cotes-
du-Nord, arr. Diuan, cant. Plancoet. P. 1486.

BouRTANGE, a town and fortress of the Nether-
lands, in the morass of same name, 31 m. S.E.
Groningen. Taken by the Spaniards in 1593,
and again by the French in 1795.
BouRTU, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Eure,27m.S.W.Evreux. P. 1808. Manufs. pins.

BouRTiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 16 m.
N.W. Aberdeen. Ac. 4000. P. 547.

BouRTON, several pas., etc., England.—I. a
chapelry, co. Dorset, pa. Gillingham, 3J m. S.W.
Mere. P. 921.—II. (ore Dunsmoor), co. War-
wick, 3J m. W.S.W. Dunchurch. Ac. 2520. P.
382.—III. (pn-hill), co. Gloucester, 2 m. W. More-
ton. Ac. 2960. P. 606.—IV. (pn-the- Water),
same co., on the Koman foss-way, 3^ m. S.S.W.
Storr-on-the-Wold. Ac. 2282. P. 1011.
BousAADA, a vill. of Algdrie, a French military

station, dep. Constantine, 65 m. from Setif. P.
4041. Trade in cattle, butter, dates, grains, oils,

woollen stuffs, feathers, and flgs.

BousBECQUE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, arr. Lille, cant. Tourconig. P. 1892.
BouscAT (Le), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Gironde, arr. and cant. Bordeaux. P. 3565.
BoussA, a town of Central Africa, W. Soudan,

cap. district of same name, on an island in the
Niger. About lat, 10' 14' N. ; Ion, 5' 20' E, P.
estimated from 10,000 to 18,000. Near this Mungo
Park, the traveller, was murdered.

BoussAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Creuse, cap. arr., 20 m. N.E, Gudret, P. 994.
BoussAC (La), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, arr, St Malo, cant. Pleine-
Fougferes. P. 3029.
BoussAY SDR-S^VBE, a comm. and town, France,

dep. Loire Inferieure, arr. Nantes, cant. CUsson.
P, 2137.

BoussERAC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep,
Ariege, arr. St Girons, cant. Massat. P. 2645.

BoussifeRES, a vill. of France, cap. cant., dep.
Doubs, aiT. and 9 m. S.W. Besan9on, near 1, b.
of the Doubs. P. 254.
BoussoLE Strait is the channel which con-

nects the Sea of Okhotsk with the Pacific, in the
centre of the Kurile islands, Lat. 46° 30' N.
Boussu, a comm. and town of Belgium, prov.

Hainaut, cap. cant., arr. and 7 m. W. Mons, on
the Haiae. P. 3287. Exports coal.
Boutonne, a river of France, deps. Deux-

S6vi-es & Charente Inferieure, joins the Charente,
8 m. E. Rochefort, after a S.W. course of 65 m.

BouviGNES, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov,
and 14 m. S. Namur, on 1. b. of the Maeso
BouviNES, a viU., France, dep. Nord, 6 m. S.E,

Lille, P. 1864. Celebrated for the victory gained
by Philip Augustus over the Emperor Otho, 1214.
BouvRON, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Loii-e

Inferieure, arr. Savenay, cant. Blain. P. 3004.
BouxwiLLER (Germ. Buchswiller), a comm,

and town of France, cap. cant., dep. Bas Ehin,
on the Moder, arr. and 15 m. N.E. Saverne, P,
3825. Communal college; mines of alum, and
manufs. of chemical products.
BouzoNviLLE, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Moselle, arr, and 18 m. E.S.E. Thionville,
on the Nied. P. 1991. Tanneries.
BouzouLOUK, a town of Russia, gov. and 145

m. N.W. Orenburg, on 1. b. of the Samara.
BovA, a town of South Italy, prov. and 18 m.

E.S.E. Reggio. P. 2687. Nearly destroyed by
the earthquake of 1783.
BovALtNO, a town of South Italy, prov, Reg-

gio-Calabria, ciic. Geraci. P. 2149.

BovEGNO, a vill. of Northern Italy, gov. Milan,
prov. and 18 m. N.N.E. Brescia, near 1. b. of the
Mella. P. 1931, Manufs. cutlery. In its vicinity

are iron mines and mineral springs.
BoVENDEN, a town of Prussia, landr. Hildes-

heim, princip. and 4 m. N, Gottingen, near the
Leine, P, 1800, who manuf, linens and yarn.
BoVERAY, an island of Scotland, Hebrides, 1

m. N, North Uist, P, 156.

BovES, a comm, and vill, of France, dep.
Somme, arr. Amiens, cant. Sains, P, 1739,

BoVES, a town of Northern Italy, prov, & 4 m. S.
Cuneo, cap, mand. P,3129, Marble and iron works.
BovEVAGH, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Lon-

donderry, 4^ m. N.N.W. Dungiven. Ac. 18,003.

P. 3934.

BovEY, two pas. of England, co. Devon.—T.

{North), 13 m. W.S.W. Exeter. Ac. 6654. P,

513, Has tin mines.—II, (South or B. Tracey),

3i m. S.W, Clmdleigh. Ac. 7262. P. 2080.

BoviNA, a township of U. S., North America,
New York, 86 m, S.S.W, Albany. P. 1403,

BoviNGDON, a chapelry of England, co. Herts,

pa. Hemel-Hempstead, 3^ m. W.N.W, King's
Langley. Ac. 3958. P. 1155.

BoviNO, Vibinum, a fortified town, South Italy,

prov. and 18 m. S.S.W. Foggia. P. 6641,

Bovisio, a town of North Italy, prov. Milan,

on the Seveso. P. 1211,

Bovolenta and Bovolone, 2 vills. of N. Italy,

gov. Venice,—I, deleg. and 10 m. S.S.E. Padua.
P.3124,—Il.deleg. & 13m, S.S.E. Verona. P,3400,
Bow or Stratford-le-Bow, a pa. of England,

CO. Middlesex, forming an E. suburb of London,
on the Lea, 4 m. E.N.E, St Paul's Cathedral, and
on E, Cos, Railway, Ac. 809. P. 11,590.-11. (or

Nymet Tracey), a pa., Devonshire, 7im. W. Credi-

ton. Ac. 2740. P. 904. Here Cromwell sur
prised the royalists in 1646.

Bow or Harp Island, an island of the Low
Archipelago, Pacific. Lat. N.E. point, 18° 6' 18"

S. ; Ion. 140° 61' 16" W. It is of coral formation,

30 m. in length by 5 m. in breadth,
BoWDEN, two pas. of England.—I. (Great), co,

Leicester, i.\ m. N.E. Market-Harborough. Ac.
3120. P. 3697.—II. (Little), co. Northampton,
separated from the co. Leicester by the Welland,
1 m. S.E. Market-Harboro', Ac. 1670. P. 486.

BowDEN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Roxburgh, 11 m,
W.S.W. Kelso. Ac. 7682. P. 864. The EUdou
hUls, elevation 1364 feet, form part of the boun-
dary of this parish on the north.
BowDEN Edge, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Derby, pa.

and 1 m. N.N.E. Chapel-en-le-Frith. P. 1297,
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BoWDiTCH Island, in the S. Pacific, of coral for-

mation and triangular shape. Length 8, brtjadth

4 m. Lat of N. point 9° 20' S. ; Ion. 171° 4' W.
Foliage luxuriant and climate salubrious. Dis-

covered by the Americans in 1841.

BowDoiN, a township, U. S., North America,

CO. Maine, 18 m. S.S.W. Augusta. P. 1857.

BowDOiirHAM, a township, U. S., North Amer^
on the Kennebec, 21 m. S. Augusta. P. 2381.

BowDON, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 6 m.
j:.N.E. Nether-Knutsford. Acl7,97L P. 14,822.

BowEN, N.E. Australia, the town of Port

Denison, in Edgecombe Bay. Lat. 20° 5' S.;

Ion. 148° 10' E. P. (1865) 1000.

BowEE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Caithness, 11 m.
S.E. Thurso. P. 1746.

Bowee-Chai-k, a pa. of England, co. WUts, 7

m S.S.W. Wilton. Ac 2966. P. 496.

BowEKS-GiFFORD, a pa. of England, co. Essex,
4 m. W.S.W. Eayleigh. Ac. 2606. P. 259.

Bowes, a pa. of England, co. York, N. Eiding,
4 m- S.W. Barnard Castle. Ac. 18,334. P. 849.

BowFELL, a mntn. of Engl., co. Westmoreland,
8 m. W.N.W. Ambleside. Elevation 2911 feet.

Bowie, a co. of U. S., North America, Texas.
P. 2401 free, 2651 slaves.

BowLAND-FoKEST, a towuship, Engl., cos.York
rW. Eiding), Lancaster, and pas. Slaidbum and
WhaUey,10m.N.W.Clitheroe. Ac.19,058. P.488.
Bo^vxiNG, a tnshp. of Engl., co. York, W. Eid-

ing, pa. and 1| m. S.W. Bradford. P. 14,494.

Bowling Bay, a vOl. of Scotland, co. and 2J m.
E.S.E. Dimibarton, a sub-port of Glasgow, with
a quay at the termination of the Forth and Clyde
Canal, and railway to Balloch. P. 182.

Bo\\-ling-Geeen, a vill., U. S., North America,
Kentucky, cap. co. Warren, 122 m. S.W. Frank-
fort.—Several U. S. vUls. have this name.
. BowMORE, a seaport vill. of Scotland, co. Ar-
gyle, on Lochindaal, the great inlet of the isL

Islay, 11 m. S.W. Port-Askaig. P. 985. It has a
parish church, a land-locked harbour and pier.

,
BowNESS, a pa. of England, co. and ward Cum-

berland, on Solway Firth, 12 m. W.N.W. Carlisle.

Ac 17,947. P. 1321.—II. a vill., co. Westmore-
land, ward Kendal, pa. and on E. bank of the
Lake of Windermere, 7^ m. W.N.W. Kirkby-
Kendal, with which it is connected by railway.
P. returned with parish.

. Box, a pa, of England, co. Wilts, 7 m. W.S.W.
Chippenham. Ac. 4217. P. 2061. At Boxhill
the G. W. Eailway passes through a freestone
formation, by a tunnel If m. in length.
BoxBEKG, a small town, Baden, cap. dist., circ

Lower Ehine, 19 m. S.S.E. Wertheim. P. 1220.
Box Eldek, a co. of U. S^ North America, ter-

ritory Utah. P. 1608.
BoxFORD, two pas. of England.—I. co. Berks,

4 m. N.W. Newbury. Ac. 2769. P. 636.—II. co.

Suffolk, 13 m. S.W. Ipswich. Ac 1820. P. 986.
BoxGRO\-E, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, rape

and 3i m. E.N.E. Chichester. Ac. 3676. P. 666.
BoxLEY, a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathe

Aylesford, 2 m. N.N.E. Maidstone. Area, in-
cluding Pinnenden Heath, 6745 ac. P. 1470.
Paper mills and a woollen mill.

, BoxMEEE, a viU. of the Netherlands, prov.
North Brabant, cap. cant., 28 m. E.S.E. Bois-le-
Duc, near 1. b. of the Maese. P. 2200.
BoxTED, 2 pas. of Engl.—I. co. Essex, on the

Stour, 2 m, S.E. Neyland. Ac 3082. P. 935.—
II. CO. Suffolk, 5 m. N.E. Clare. Ac. 1367. P. 192.
BoxTEi^ a vill. of the Netherlands, on 1. b. of the

Dommel, 6 m. S. Bois-le-Duc P. 4013. The
French defeated the Anglo-Dutch army in 1794.
Superior damasks are made here.

BoxwELL with Leightef.ton, a pa, of England,
in S.W. of CO. Gloucester, 3^ m. E.S.E. Wooton-
under-Edge. Ac 2266. P. 255.

BoxwoRTH, a pa. of Engl., co. Cambridge, 5J
m. N.N.E. Caxton. Ac 20U0. P. 358.

BoTACA, a vill. of New Granada, South Ame-
rica, dep. Boyaca, 20 m. S. Tunja, celebrated for

the victory gained by Bolivar over the Spaniards
in 1819, which secured the independence of Co-
lombia. The dep. Boyaca extends between the
Magdalena and the borders of Venezuela, com-
prising the whole of the E. Andes. Chief towns,
Socorro, Ttmja, and Caaanare. P. 379,682. Cap.
Tunja. It is watered by the Magdalena, the Sog»-
mozo, Zulia, Cazanare, and Meta ; and exports
wheat, cacao, cotton, coffee, tobacco, and indigo.

BoYADEL, a viU. of Prussian Silesia, gov. Lieg-
nitz, circ. and 12 m. E. Griinberg. P. 1400.

BoYAXA, a bay and town on the N.W. coast of

Madagascar, about 70 m. E. Cape St Andrew.
BoYD, a CO. of United States, North America,

Kentucky, P. 6044.

BoYDTON, a town of U. S., North America, Vir-
ginia, co>, and 78 m. S.S.W. Eichmond.
BoYD-TowN, N. S. Wales. [Twofold Bay.")

Boyle, a barony of Ireland, co. Eoscommon,
now divided into barony of Boyle in N., & French
Park in S. Length of anc barony 25 m., breadth
9 m. Ac. 81,163. In the N. are sandstone and
coal, in S. limestone. Alt. 191 feet.

Boyle, a town and pa. in the above barony, on
both sides of the river Boyle, 8 m. N.W. Carrick-
on-Shannon. Ac of pa. 19,618. P. of do. 8844;
of town, 3098. It is the head of a poor-law union,
has general sessions, a court of record, and a
seneschal court. The river Boyle rises in Lough
Grara, flows through Lough Key and some minor
lakes, and joins the Shannon, 1 m. N.W. Carrick,

after an E. course of 13 miles.

Boyle, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

centre of Kentucky. Area 180 sq. m. P. 6025
free, 3279 slaves. Cap. Danville.
BoYLSTONE, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 7jHu

S. Ashbome. Ac 1270. P. 268.

BoYNDiE, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. and
3 m. W. Banff, on Moray Firth. P. 1711.

BoYNE, a river of Ireland, Leinster, Kildare,

King's, Meath, and Louth cos., rises in the Bog
of Allen, near Carbery, and flows N.E. by Trim
and Navan to Drogheda, about 4 m. below which
it enters the Irish Sea, It is navigable for barges
of 70 tons to Navan, 19 m. from the sea ; and, at

high water, for vessels of 200 tons to Drogheda.
About 2f m. W. the last-named town, an obelisk

marks the spot where the forces of William ui.,

on the 1st July 1690, gained a victory over those
of James n., known as the " Battle of the Boyne,"
BoYNE, a river of East Australia, entering Port

Curtis, in lat. 23° 60' S. ; Ion. 151° 30' E.
BoYNES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loiret, cant, and arr. Pithiviers. P. 1675.

BoYNTON, a pa., England, co. York, E. Biding,

2J m. W.N.W. Bridlington. Ac. 2690. P. 128.

BoYOUNAGH, a pa., Ireland, Connaught, co. Gal-
way, 6f m. E.N.E. Dunamore. Ac 15,831. P. 3890.

BoYSTOWN or Baltiboys, a pa. of Ireland,

Leinster, co. Wicklow, 2J m. S.W. Blessington.
Ac 25,134. P. 2790.
BoYTON, several pas. of England. — I. cos.

Cornwall and Devon, 4J m. N.N.W. Launceston.
Ac 4965. P. 476.—II. co. Suffolk, 7 m. E.S.E.
Woodbridgc Ac 1533. P. 254.—III. co. Wilts,

6 m. E.S.E. Warminster. Ac. 3956. P. 410.

[Beighton.]
BozEAT, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, 6

m. S. Wellingborough. Ac 2400. P. 96o.
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• BozEL, a vill. of France, Savoie, arr. and 7 m.

W.S.W. Moutiers. P. 1422.

BozoiJLS, a town and comm. of France, dep.

Aveyron, arr. and 9 m. N.N.E. Eodez. P. 2612.

BozRAH or BosTRA, a i-uined town of Syria,

pash. and 76 m. S.S.E. Damascus. Mentioned

in Scripture as a chief town of the Edomites.

BozRAH, a township, U. S., North America,

Connecticut, 33 m. E.S.E. Hartford.

BozzoLO, a fortified town, N. Italy, Lombardy,
prov. Cremona, 16 m. W.S.W. Mantua. P. 4237.

Bra, a town of North Italy, prov. Cuneo on
rt. b. ot the Stura, 25 m. S.-E. Guneo. P. (1862)
9125. Foundries of metal, manufs. silk, and
trade in corn, cattle, and wine.
Braake, a vill. of N. Germany, duchy and 17

m. N.E. Oldenburg, with a harbour on rt b. of

the Weser, and shipbuilding yards. P. 1397.

Brabant, an old duchy of the Netherlands,
which formed part of the circ. of Burgundy in

the Germanic Empire, After the truce in 1609,

it was divided into Spanish Brabant, now form-
ing the provs. South Brabant and Antwerp in

Belgium, and Dutch or North Brabant, which
stiU belongs to the Netherlands.
Brabant (North) (Dutch Noord Brahand), a

prov. in the S. of Netherlands, between lat. 51° 13'

and 51° 50' N. ; Ion. 4° 12' and 5° 58' E. ; bounded
N. by the Maese, Hollands Diep, and Gelderland,
W. Zeeland, S. Belgium, and E. Limbourg. Area
1985 sq.m. P. (1865)423,421, mostlyRoman Catho-
lics. Chief rivers, the Maese, Dommel, Aa, Donge,
and Dintel. The country is uniformly fiat, marshy
in some places, soil in general infertile, and wood
rare. Chief products, rye, oats, wheat, lint, and
fruits. The rearing of cattle and sheep is the prin-
cipal branch of rural industry. It is the seat of
an extensive linen trade, and manufs. woollen,
linen, and cotton fabrics, leather, and earthenware,
& has tanneries & distilleries. Cap. Bois-le-Duc.
Brabant(South) (Dut. Zuid Braband), a prov.

of Belgiimi, near its centre, between lat. 50° 32'
and 61° 3' N. ; Ion. 4° and 5° 10' E., and sur-
rounded by the provs. Antwerp, Limbourg, Liege,
Namur, Hainaut, and E. Flanders. Area 1271
sq. m. P. (1864) 852.624. Surface hilly, in the
B. well watered, and fertile. Principal rivers,

the Senne, Dyle, and Demer. Chief products,
com and oil seed, flax, hemp, and hops. "Woods
extensive, and include the forest of Soignies.
Cattle and sheep numerous. Iron and stone
abundant. Manufs. cotton and linen fabrics,
lace, leather, woollen cloth, soap, and chemical
products. The prov. is intersected by several
important canals and railways, and is subdivided
into three arrs., Brussels, Louvain, and Nivelles.
Brabourne, a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathe

Shepway, b\ m. E. Ashford. Ac. 3499. P. 743.
Bracadale, a marit. pa. of Scotland, co. Inver-

ness, comprising a great part of the S.W. coast
of the isl. Skye, with some small isls. P. 1335.
Bracciano, a town of Central Italy, 17 m.

N.W. Home, on the W. shore of lake of same
name, which is 22 m. in circumference, and gives
rise to the Arrone (anc. Aro). P. 1380. In its

vicinity are thermal springs and baths.
Braceborough, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

8Jm. W.N.W. Market-Deeping. Ac. 2230. P. 220.
Bracebridge, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m.

S.S.W. Lincohi. Ac. 1482. P. 836, within city
liberty.

Braceby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3i m.
W.N.W. Folkingham. Ac. 970. P. 168.
Brace-Meole, a pa. of England, co. Salop, IJ

m. S. Shrewsbury, within the area of which bor.
it is included. P. 1215.

Bracewell, a pa. of England, co. Yo^k, West
Biding, 8 m. W.S.W. Skipton. Ac. 1920. P. 140.

Brachelen, a vill. of Ehenish Prussia, gov.
Aachen, 9 m. N.W. Juliers. P. 2400. Paper mills

BIU.CIEUX, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loir-et-Cher, cap. cant., aiT. and 11 m. W.S.W.
Blois. P. 1135.

Bracigliaxo, a town of South Italy, prov.

and lOJ m. N. Salerno. P. 2980.

Brackenheim. a town of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Neckar, 21 m. N.N.W. Stuttgart, on the Zaber.

P. 1520. It has a Latin school and anc. castle.

Bbackley, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Northampton, on the Ouse, 8Jm. E.S.E. Ban-
bury. Ac. of pa. 4137. P. 2383. The head of

a poor-law union.
Bracken, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N.E. Kentucky, on Ohio river. Area 200 sq.

m. P. (1860) 11,021. Cap. Brookville.

Brackwede, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. Minden, 2J m. S. Bielefeld. P. 1730.

Bracon-Ash, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 7
m. S.S.W. Norwich. Ac. 974. P. 271.

Bead, a mkt. town, Austria, Transylvania, ciroi

Broos, gov. and 5 m. S.E. Koros-Banya. P. 1734.

Bradano, Bradanus, a river of S. Italy, pi-ov.

Basilicata, rises in the Apennines, flows S.E. 60
m., and enters the Gulf of Taranto on the N.W.
Bradborne, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 4^ m.

N.N.E. Ashbome. Ac. 3425. P. 862.

Bradden, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
3 m. W. Towcester. Ac. 1000. P. 140.

Bradenham, 3 pas. of England.—I. co. Bucks,

3| m. N.N.W. High Wycombe. Ac. 1001. P.
185.—II. (East), CO. Norfolk, 5 m. S.W. East
Dereham. Ac 2340. P. 399.—III. (West), 6 m.
W.S.W. East Dereham. Ac 1682. P. 387.

Bradeston, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4
m. W.S.W. Aclc Ac 616. P. 133.

Bkadfield, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Berks, 7 m. W. Reading. Ac. 4384. P. 1167. It

has a union workhouse and a school of industry.

—II. CO. Essex, on the Stour, 3 m. E.S.E. Man-
ningtree. Ac 2719. P. 914.—III. co. Norfolk,
2 m. N.N.W. North Walsham. Ac. 757. P. 226.

—IV. (St George), co. Suffolk, 4| m. S.E. Bury-
St-Edmunds. Ac 1984. P. 427.—V. (Combust),
5 m. S.E. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 818. '^. 173.

—VI. (St Clare), co. Suffolk, 5^ m. S.E. Bury.
A;. 1428. P. 233.—VII. a chapelry, co. York,
West Riding, pa. Ecclesfield, 7 m. N.N.W. Shef-
field : on a tributary of the Don, E. of Black Tor
mountain. P. 9089. It was the scene of a terrible

calamity, 11th March 1864, from the bursting of
a reservoir of 95 acres, connected with the water-
works of SheflSeld, when 260 lives were lost, and
property to a great amount destroyed.
Bradford, a pari, bor., market town, and pa.,

England, co. York, West Riding, on an affl. of the
Aire, and branch of the Leeds and Liverpool Ca-
nal, 8 m. W. Leeds, on the Leeds Railway. Ac. of
pa. 34,146. P. of do. 156,053. Ac. of pari, bor.,

comprising the townships Bradford, Manning-
ham, Bowling, and Horton, 6230. P. of do. (1861)
103,778 ; (1861) 106.218. The pop. of the bor. is

now (1864) estim. at 125,000. Alt. 354 ft. It has an
exchange, court-house and gaol, music hall seated
for 3500, infirmary, 10 churches, and 26 chapels
ofWesleyans, Baptists, Independents, etc., me-
chanics' institute, and 6 banks. Bradford is now
the principal seat of the worsted yarn and stuff

manufacture in England, and the great mart for

long wool used in these fabrics. It has coal and
iron in its vicinity. The Leeds and Liverpool
Canal connects it with the Irish and North Seaa.

Customs rev. (1862) 35,700^. Sends 2 members to
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House of Commona Reg. electors 4564:. Polling
place for West Riding of Yorkshire.
Bradfoiu) (Great), a market town and pa. of

England, co. WUts, on the Avon, and the Ken-
net and Avon Canal, 6 m. E S.E. Bath, and 29
m. N.W. Salisbury, Ac. of pa. 11,310. P. of do.

8032 ; of town 4291. It is separated into two parts

by the Avon, crossed by two bridges. It has a
union workhouse, banks, manufs. of wooUen
cloths and kerseymeres, and stone quarries. A
colossal group, in bronze, to IL Oastler, advocate
of the 10 hours factory bill, was erected in 1864.

Bradfokd, several pas. of Engl.—I. co. Devon,
on the Torridge, 7^ m. N.W. Hatherleigh. Ac.
8468. P. 444.—II. co. Somerset, 3J m. W.S.W.
Taunton. Ac. 1782. P. 552.—III. (Abbas), oo.

Dorset, 3^ m. S.W. Sherborne. Ac. 1139. P. 585.

—IV. (Peverill), in same co., 3 m. N.N.W. Dor-
chester. Ac. 2700. P. 361.—V. ( West), a town-
ship, CO. York, West Riding, pa. Wilton, 2 m. N.
CUtheroe. P. 289.

Bradford, a co. of the U. S., North America,
InN.E. part of Pennsylvania. Area 1170 sq. m.
P. (1860) 48,734. SoU fertile, and drained by
Tioga river. Products, maple sugar, wheat, oats,

Indian com, potatoes, and butter. Minerals, iron,

sandstone, and coal. It has saw and gi-ist mills,

iron works, distilleries, tanneries, and woollen
factories. There is abundant water-power on the
numerous streams of the co., which is traversed
by railway from Elmira to William sport. Cap.
of the CO. Towanda.
Bradford, several towns of the U. S., North

America,— I. a township, Massachusetts, on the
Morrimac, 28 m. N. Boston.—II. a town. Orange
CO., Vermont,—IIL Merrimac co., New Hamp-
shire, 25 m. W, Concord.—IV. a town, Steuben
CO., New York.—V. a town, Penobscot co., Maine.
Bradoate (Park), an exti-a-parochial liberty

of Engl., CO. and 5 m. N.W. Leicester. The un-
fortunate Lady Jane Grey was bom here in 1537.

Bradixg, a marit. town and pa. of England,
near the E. extremity of the Isle of Wight, co.

Hants, 7 m. E.S.E. Newport, Ac. of pa. 10,107.

P. 3709. It has a church, town-hall, and a quay
accessible to small vessels at high water.
Bradlet, several pas. of Engl.—I. co. Derby,

3J m. E. Ashborne. Ac. 2374. P. 253.—II. co.

Lincoln, pts. Lindsey, 2J m. S.W. Great Grims-
by. Ac 1523. P. 108.—III. CO. Hants, 5J m.
W.N.W. Alton. Ac. 960. P, 106,—IV, co, Staf-

ford, 3i m, N,W, Penkridge, Ac. 3376. P. 597.

In the vicinity is an ignited bed of coal which
has burnt for 60 years—V. (^Greaf), co. Suffolk,

8 m. N.W. Clare, Ac 2280. P, 460.—VL {Little),

same co., 7^ m. N.W. Clare. Ac. 957, P. 28.—
VII. (in the Moors), co. Stafford, 3^ m. E.S.E.
Cheadle. Ac 650. P. 43.—VIII. {North), co.

Wilts, 2 m. S. Trowbridge. Ac 4036. P. 2196.
—IX. (WeM), (Jo, Somerset, 4 m, E.S.E. Glaston-
bury. Ac 625. P. 136.

Bradlet, a co. of the tJ. S., North America, in

Arkansas. P. 5698 free, 2690 slaves.

Bradley, a co. of the IJ. S., N. America, in S.E.
part of Tennessee, watered by Heawassee river

and branches. Surface mountainous, but fertile

on banks of rivers. P. 10,528 free, 1173 slaves.

Bradley's Both, a township of England, W.
Riding of Yorkshire, pa. Kildwick, P. 442.
Bradmore, a pa. of England, co. and 5J m. S.

Nottingham. Ac 1560. P. 296, '

Bradnixch or Braines, an old bor. town and
pa, of England, co. Devon, near the Exeter and
Bristol Railway, 8J m. N.N.E. Exeter. Ac. 4351.
P. 1796. It has a guild-hall, gaol, paper mUls, and
manufactures of woollen stuffs.

Bradon (South), a pa. of England, co. Somer-
set, 2i m. N. Ilminster. Ac 390. P. 38.

Bradpole, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 1 m.
N.E. Bridport. Ac 966. P. 1449.

Bradsberg, an administi-ative prov. in the S.

of Norway. Ac 5408. P. (1855) 76,546.

BradshvVW, a chapelry of England, co. Lan-
caster, pa. and 3 m. N.E. Bolton. P. 1968. It has
bleaching works.
Bradshaw-Edge, a township, Engl., co. Derbv,

pa. and 1^ m. W. Chapel-en-le-Frith, P. 2518*

Br,vdstoxe, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon, on the
Tamar, 4 m. S.E. Launceston. Ac. 1257. P. 142.
Bradwell, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Bucks, 3 m. E.S.E. Stony-Stratford. Ac 892. P.
1658.—II. CO. Essex, on the Blackwater, 2 m. W.
CoggleshaU. Ac. 1161. P. 273.—III. co. Suffolk,

2J m. S.W. Great Yarmouth, Ac. 2383, P. 387.
—IV. (next the Sea), co. Essex, 10 m. E. Maldon,
Ac. 10,115. P. 1094.—V. a hamlet, co. Derby,
pa. Hope, 3i m. N.N.E. Tidswell. P. 1304. It has
a cotton factory, lead mines, and smelting works,
Bradworthy, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6J

m. N.W. Holsworthy. Ac 9586. P. 981,
Brady, several townships of U. S., N. America,

—I. Pennsylvania, Clearfield co, P, 1083.—IL
Pennsylvania, Huntingdon co, P, 1020,—III.

Ohio, Williams co, P, 1128,
BptADY's Bend, a township of the United States,

North America, Pennsylvania, Armstrong co^ on
the Alleghany River. P. 2325.
Braekel, a town of N. Germany, Brunswick,

prov. and 14 m. S.W. Holzminden. P. 2700.
Braemar, Scotland. FCrathie."!
Braffertox, a pa, of Engl., co. York, N. Rid-

ing, 4 m. N.E. Boroughbridge. Ac 2409. P. 254,

Brafield-ox-the-Green, a pa. of EngL, co.

and 4| m, S.E. Northampton. Ac. 1980. P. 494.

Braoa, Braccara Augusta, a city of Portue^l,
cap. prov. Minho, 35 m. N.E. Porto, P, (18o3)

19,514, The seat of an archbishop, who is primate

of Portugal: hasacathedral&archbishop's palace.
Manufs, of firearms, jewellery, cutlery, and hats.

Area of dist, 1088 sq. m, P, 303,484.

Brag.v>j9A, a town of Portugal, prov, Tras-os-
Montes, near the N.E. frontier, cap. Comarca, on
the Eerrenza, 26 m, N.W. Miranda, P. 5000. It

has a citadel, and manufs. of velvet and other silk

fabrics. Area of dist 2380 sq. m, P, 144,352,

Bragax<;-a, a seaport town of Brazil, prov. and
120 m. N.E. Pard, on 1. b. of the Cahiti, on which
it has a harbour. P. 6000.—II. a town of Brazil,

prov. and 50 m. N. San Paulo. P. 10,000,

Bragerxaes, a town of Norway, with a port

at the mouth of the river Drammen, opposite

StrCimso, 21 m, S,W, Christiania,

Brahe or Braa, a river of Prussia, prov, Posen,
flows S, and joins the Vistula on 1, above Fordon.
It is connected with the Netze by the canal of

Bromberg, and thus unites the Oder and Vistula.

Braiiestad, a seaport town of Russian Finland,

laen and 36 m. S.W. Uleaborg, on Gulf of Both-
nia. P. 1160.

Brahilov or Brailoff (Turk, Ibrahil), a forti-

fied town and the principal port of Walachia, on
1. b. of the Danube, 103 m. N.E. Bucharest, Pop.
estimated at 6000, Warehouses are extensive, and
its harbour is sheltered by an island. Most of the

exported produce of Walachia is shipped here,

Brahmapootra or Brahmaputra, a riv., Asia,

supposed to rise in Tibet, at E. extrem. of the Hima-
layas ; enters the British prov. of Assam, where it

first becomes known, and where, in lat. 28° N^ Ion.

95° E., it is joined by a great stream from the N-
supposed to be the Sampu or Dihong, which rises

on the N. of the Himalayas ; after the junction,
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the main stream flows generally W.S.W, past

Goalpara to the meridian of 90° E., when it turns

S.W, and flows in this direction to lat. 25° N.,

making a circuit round the Garrow hills. In lat.

25° 10' N., Ion. 89° 43' E., it gives off the Konaie,

and after a S.E. course of 130 m., changes its name
to the Meghna ; 50 m. S.W. of this, it receives

part of the waters of the Konaie, and 25 m. far-

ther, a large portion of those of the Ganges. After

a course of 90 ra. more, it enters the Baj' of Ben-
gal by three mouths, the Hattia on the E., Sha-
bazpore in centre, and Ganges in the W. It rises

30 or 40 feet during the rainy season, and inun-

dates the country S. of the Himalaya from April

to September, discharging into the sea a greater
quantity of water than the Ganges.

BiiAio-Y-PwLi^ a headland, N. Wales, opposite

Bardsey Island, S.W. Carnarvon ; anc. Cancan-
orum Prom., with remains of Chapel Vair.

Bkaidwood, a town of New South Wales
colony, cap. of co. St Vincent, 180 m. S.W.
Sydney, in the midst of the Southern gold-fields.

Pop. of police dist. (1861) 959.

BiiAiLES, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
4i m. S.E. Sliipston-on-Stour. Ac. 5220. P.

1347.

Brailesford, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.
W.N.W. Derby. Ac. 4296. P. 773.

Brailoff, a town of Walachia. [Brahilot.]
Brain, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ille-

et-Vilaine, arr. and cant. Eedon. P. 1940.

Braine-le-Comte, a town of Belgium, prov.
Hainaut, on the Briissels and Valenciennes Ilail-

way, 13^ m. N.N.E. Mons. P. 6221.
Braine-ia-Leude, a vill. of Belgium, prov.

Brabant, 12 m. S. Brussels, with manufs. of cot-
ton cloths and starch. P. 2771.
Braines, a town of England. [BRADXfNCn."]
Bkaintfield or Bramfiei>d, a pa. of England,

00. and 3 m. N.W. Hertford. Ac. 1540. P. 191.

Braintrek, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Essex, 8J m. E. Dunmow. Ac. of pa. 2242.
P. 4620. It has a church and chapels. Manufs. of
silk, straw-plait, and crape. Polling place for
North Essex. Is the head of a poor-law union,
comprising 14 parishes.

Braintree, a township of the U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, 10 m. S.S.E. Boston.

—

II. a township Vermont, 16 m. S. Montpelier.
Braintkem, a township of U. S., N. America,

Pennsylvania, 13 m. N.N.W. Han-isburg. P. 1355.
Braiseworth, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2

m. S.S.W. Eye. Ac. 720. P. 164.

Braisne, a comm. and town of Prance, dep.
Aisne, cap. cant., arr. Soissons. P. 1581. Manuf.
of beet-sugar, and tanneries.

BraithweIvL, a pa. of England, co. York, W.
Riding, 7 m. S.S.W. Doncaster. Ac. 2990. P. 757.
Brake, a vill. of Oldenburg, circ. Ovelgonne,

on the Weser, 16 m. N.E. Oldenburg. P. 1500.
Shipbuilding yards, and trade in shipping.
Brakel, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

and 42 m. S.S.E. Minden P 2820.
Brakei. (Neder), a town of Belgium, prov. E.

Flanders, arr. and 8 m. S.E. Audenarde. P. 3807.
Breweries. Op Brakel is a vill. 1 m. S.W. North
Brakel. P. 2300. Manufs. cloth.

Bralin, a town of Prassian Silesia, circ. and 39
m. E.N.E. Breslau. Manufs. of cloth. P. 1500.

Braji, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Aude,
arr. Castelnaudary, cant. Fanjeaux. P. 1638.

Brajibach, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,
in a gorge of the Erzgebirge, near the Bohemian
frontier, 11 m. N. Eger. P. 136. Custom-house.
Bramber, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, rape

Brambor, ou the Adur, i xa. S.E. Steyniug. Ac.

854. P. 119. Bramber returned 2 members to

H. of 0. until disfranchised by the Reform Act.
Bramcote, a pa. of England, co. and 4^ m.

W.S.W. Nottingham. Ac. 1076. P. 691.

Bramdean, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3J m.
S.E. New Alresford. Ac. 1204. P. 202.

Bramkrton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5
m. S.E. Norwich. Ac. 728. P. 300.

Bramfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2J
m. S. Halesworth. Ac. 2546. P. 649.

Bramford, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3J ra.

N.W. Ipswich. Ac. 3226. P. 1019.

Bramhai.i., a township of England, co. Ches-
ter, pa. and 3 m. S. Stockport. Ac. 3250. P. 1615.

Bramiiam, a pa. of England, co. York, W. Rid-
ing, 4 m. S.S.E. Wetherby. Ac. 5462. P. 3484.

Bramley, several pas., etc., of England.—I. co.

Hants, 4 m. N. Basingstoke. Ac. 2255. P. 467.

—II. CO. Surrey, 3 m. S.E. Guildford. Ac. 4008.

P. 1129.—III. a chapelry, co. York, West Riding,
pa. and 3J m. W.N.W. Leeds. P. 8690.

Bramford-Speke, a pa. of England, co. Devon,
4 m. N. Exeter. Ac. 1642. P. 494.

Bramiton, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Cumberland, ward Eskdale, near Newcastle
Railway, 8* m. E.N.E. Carlisle. Ac. of pa. 16,970.

P. 3585. It has a town-hall, union workhouse,
breweries, manufs. of checks and ginghams.

Brajiitox, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Derby, 3 m. W.N.W. Chesterfield. Ac. 8820. P.
4927. It has coal and iron mines, manufactures of

earthenware, and bleaching grounds.—II. co. and
2 m. W. Huntingdon. Ac. 2411. P. 1270.—III.
CO. Norfolk, 2 m. S.E. Aylsham. Ac. 521. P. 195.

—IV. CO. Northampton, 3 m. E. Market Harboro'.
Ac. 2259. P. 107.—V. co. Suffolk, 4J m. N E.
Halesworth. Ac. 2002. P. 310.—VI. (^Abbots),

CO. Hereford, on the Wye, 1^ m. N. Ross. Ac.
1452. P. 257.—VII. {Bierlow), a township, co.

York, West Riding, pa. Wath-on-Deame, 6 m.
N.W. Rotherham. Ac. 3074. P. 1938. It has iron
works.—VIII. (Bryan), partly in S. Wales, co.

Radnor, and partly in England, co. Hereford, 5 m.
E.Knighton. Ac. 5314. V. 430.—IX. (Chapel),

CO. and 5 m. N.N.W. Northampton. Ac. 1330. P.
170.—X. (Church), 4 m. N.N.W. Northampton.
Ac. 1100. P. 158.
Bramsche, a town of Prussia, 10 m. N.N.W.

Osnabriick, on the Ha^ise. P. 1600.

Bramshall, a pa, of England, co. Stafford, 2
ra. W. Uttoxeter. Ac. 1276. P. 199.

Bramsicaw, apa. of Engl., cos. Wilts and Hants,
6 m. N.N.W. Lyndhurst. Ac. 3560. P. 746. .

Bramshot, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4 m.
W. Haslemere. Ac. 6676. P. 1367.

Bramstedt, a town of Prussia, Holstein, 26
m. N. Hambui'g, on the Bramaue. P. 2159. It

has sulphur springs and baths.

Bramwith (Kirk-), a pa. of Engl., co. York, W.
Riding, 5 ra. S.W. Thome. Ac. 1260. P. 226.

BitAN, a river of Scotland, co. Perth, rises in

Loch Freuchie, and joins the Tay near Dunkeld,
after a N.E. course of about 14 miles.

Brancaleone, a town of South Italy, prov.
Reggio, 23 m. S.S.W. Gerace. P. 1100. It was
partially destroyed by the earthquake of 1783.

Brancaster or Branchester, Brannodunum,
a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, with a quay on the
North Sea, 4 m. W.N.W. Bumham-Westgatc.
Ac. 6777. P. 1002.

Brancepetii, a pa. of Engl., co. and 4 m. S.W.
Durham, ward Darlington. Ac. 22,525. P. 15,712.

Branch, a co., U.S., North America, in S. part

of Michigan. Area 576 sq. m. P. (I860) 20,981.

The post vill. of Branch is 89 m. S.S.W. Lansing.
Branchier (St), a town of Switzerland, canL
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Valais, 4J m. S.E. Martigny, on 1. b. of the Dranse,

and on route of the Great St Bernard. P. 739.

Bkancus (St), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Indre-et-Loii-e, arr. Tours, cant. M«ntbazon.
P. 1835.

Bra>;co, one of the Cape Verd isls., S. St Lucia.

Bkanco (Rio]), a river of Brazil, rises in the
Parime mountains, and flows S. 400 m. to the Eio
Negro, which it joins near lat. 1° 20' S.

BjEt.VNCouRT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aisne, arr. St Quentin. P. 1746.

Bra>tj, a town of Saxony, circ. and 23 m. S.W.
Dresden. P. 2630, employed in mining, and in

manuf. of trinkets, lace, and wooden utensils.

Brandan (St), a comm. and vUl. of France,
dep. Cotes-du-Nord, arr. St Brieuc. P. 2730.

Braxdau, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. Saaz, gov.
and 3 m. N.W. Katharinabei^. P. 1163.

Brandeis, a town of Bohemia, circ Kaurzim,
on 1. b. of the Elbe, 13 m. E.N.E. Prague. P.
2891.—II. (am-Adler), a town, circ. and 28 m.
S.E. Koniggi-atz, on the Stille-Adler. P. 1334.

Br.vnde^"burg, a prov. of Prussia, in the centre

of the kingdom, of which it formed the nucleus,

bounded N. by Mecklenburg, N E. Pomerania, E.
W. Prussia and Posen, S. Silesia and the king-
dom of Saxony, W. the province of Saxony and
Hanover. Area 15,6u9 sq. m, P. (1864) 2,616,583.

Surface flat and sandy, but rich in lakes. Situated

in the basins of the Elbe and the Oder, and
watered by these rivers. The two rivers are con-

nected by canals. Soil infertile. Products, buck-
wheat, rye, potatoes, hemp, flax, tobacco, and
hops. Sheep are reared, and wool is an important

product Minerals, iron, gypsum, alum, and vit-

rioL It has mineral springs and baths. The
manufs. are carried on in the principal towns of

the prov., which has breweries, distilleries, tan-

neries
;
potash, charcoal, Lme, and sulphur works.

Trade is facilitated by canals and railways from
the capitaL It is divided into the two regencies

of Potsdam and Frankfurt.
Brandenburg, a town of Prussia, in the prov.

of same name, gov. Potsdam, cap. circ West
Havelland, on the Havel, and on Magdeburg
Railway, 37 m. W.S.W. Berlin. P. (1864) 25,967.
exclusive of 2180 military. It is enclosed by
walls, and divided by the river into an old and
new town ; between which, on an island, is the
quarter called "Venice," having a cathedral,
castle, council-bouse, college, and public library.

It is the seat of several high tribunsds ; and has
manufs. of woollens, linens, hosiery, and paper

;

breweries, tanneries, and boat-building.—II. a
vUl. of East Prussia, gov. and 13 m. S.W. Konigs-
berg. P. 985.

Brandexbctrg (Mark of), an old state of Ger-
many, ia the circle of Upper Saxony, divided into

two parts—the Electoral and the NewMark ; it is

now comprised in the Pnissian prov. Branden-
burg, and part of the prov. Saxony. The mar-
graves of Brandenburg having joined the electo-

rate, the duchy of Prussia, and some other posses-
sions, the great elector, Fred, iii^ declared himself
king of Prussia, under the name of Fred, i., in 1701.
Brandenburg (NE:^v), a town of Mecklenburg

Strelitz, near the N. shore of Tollensee Lake, at
the outlet of river of same name, 18 m. N.N.E.
Strelitz. P. 1000. Manufs. woollen, cotton, and
damask goods, leather, paper, & chemical products.
Brandekburgh, a viU. of Scotland, co. Elgin,

pa, Drainie. P. 952.

Brandhof, a vill. of Austria, Styria, on the N.
declivity of the Seeberg, 9 m. S. Mariazell.
Brandistone, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3

m. S.E. Reepham. Ac 764. P. 181.—II. Bran-

destoru, a pa^ co. Suffolk, 3 m. S.W. Frauling^
ham. Ac. 1224. P. 469.

Brandizzo, a town of Northern Italy, prov.

and circ. Turin. P. 1458.

Brando, a comm. and town of France, dep
Corsica, cap. cant., arr. & 6 m. N. Bastia. P. 1541.

Brandon, a market town and pa. of Engl., co.

Suffolk, on the Little Ouse or Brandon river, and
on the Ely and Norwich Railway, 70 m. N.N.E.
London. Ac 6759. P. 2218. 164 feet above the

sea.—II. (LittleX a pa., co. Norfolk, 5 m. N.N.W
Wymondham. 'Ac 979. P. 208.—III. a hamlet,

CO. Warwick, on railway, 5 m. S.E. Coventry.
Brandon, a mntn., headland, bay, and vill. of

Ireland, Munster, co. Kerry. The mountain, 22

m. W. Tralee, is 3127 feet high, and terminates

N.E. in the headland, which forms the W. limit

of Brandon Bay, an arm of Tralee Bay. The
vill., a fishing and coast-gruard station, is on the

W. side of Brandon Bay, 10 m. N.E. Dingle.

Brandon, a township, TJ. S., North America
Vermont, 40 m. S.W. Montpelier. P. 2835.

Brandsburtox, a pa. of England, co. York, E.

Riding, 8 m. N.E. Beverley. Ac. 5060. P. 811
Braxdsby, a pa. of Engl., co. York, N. Riding.

5 m. E.N.E. Easingwold. Ac. 3048. P. 284.

Brandt, a tnshp., U.S., N. America, New Yorl;

on Lake Erie, 20 m. S.S.W. Buffalo. P. 1028.

Brandtwine Creek, a river, U.S., N. America,
rises in Pennsylvania, and after a S.E. course of

36 m., joins the Delaware river, and forms the

port of Wilmington (Delaware). It is navigable to

creek Brandywine. A battle between the British &
Americans was fought at Chadd's Ford, Sept. 11,

1777, and terminated to the retreat of the Ameri-
can forces.—II. a town of Chester co., Pennsyl-
vania.—III. a town of Newcastle co., Delaware.
Brandford, a township of the U. S., North

America, Connecticut, on Long Island Sound, 7
m. E. Newhaven. P. 1425.

Branges, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Sa6ne-et-Loire, cant, and arr. Louhans. P. 1804.

Bbanistye, a vill. of Hungary, co. Trencsin,

gov. and ^ m. W.N.W. Predmir. P. 1115.

Branna, a vill. of Bohemia, circ Bidschow, 2^
m. E. Starkenbach. Produces the finest thread
and lace in the kingdom. P. 1937.

Brannockstown, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster,

CO. Kildare. Ac 888. P. 94.

Branscombe, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon, on the

S. coast, 4^ m. E. Sidmouth. Ac. 3487. P. 936.

Bransk, a town of Russia, prov. and 31 m.
S.S.W. Bialystok, on the Nourtschek. P. 1350.

Braxston, 2 pis. of Engl.— I. co. Lincoln, pts.

Lindsey, 4 m. S.E. Lincoln, & within the liberty of

that city. Ac. 5389. P. 1469.-11. co. Leicester,

8 m. N.N.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 960. P. 297.

Brant, a co. in the S. of Canada West, drained

by Grand R. Area 416 sq. m. Products, wool,

potatoes, hops, and maple sugar. Cap. Brant-
ford. P. 25.426.

Brantford, a town of Canada West, on Grand
River, and on L. Huron Railway, 7 m. S. Paris.

Braxtham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, on
the Stour, 7 m. S.S.W. Ipswich. Ac 2482. P. 445.

Brantingham, a pa., Engl., co. York, E. Riding,

IJ m. S.S.E. South-Cave. Ac. 3632. P. 572.

Brantome, a town of France, dep. Dordogne,
aip. cant., 12 m. N. Perigueux. P. 2584.

Branxton, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-
land, ward Glendale, 9 m. N.W. Wooler. Ac. 1487.

P. 255. The battle of Flodden was fought here

September 19, 1513.

Braoua, a town of the E. coast of AfricA, So-
mauli country, lat 10° 10' N. P. 5000. It has 14

mosques, and is under the Imam of Muskat
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Brasher, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, New York, St Lawrence co., 40 m. N.E.
Ogdensburg. P. 2582.

Brasher Falls, a vill., U. S., N. America, New
York, CO. St Lawrence, on Deer river.

Braslaf, a town of Russia, gov. Wilna, dist.

and 20 m. N.E. Vidze.
Braspart, a comm. and town of France, dop.

Finistfere, 9 m. N.E. Chateaulin. P. 2917.

Brass, a river and town of Africa, Guinea ; the
river, one of the arms of the Niger at its delta,

lat. 4° 35' N. ; Ion. 6° 16' 2" E. Trade in slaves.

Brassac, several vills. of France.—I. dep. Tarn,
cap. cant., 12 m. E. Castres. P. 2016.—II. Puy-
de-D6me, 9J m. S.S.E. Issoire, on the Allier, with
extensive mines and exports of coal. P. 1826.

—

III, Dordogne, arr. Eiberac. P. 1657.

Brasschaet, a comm. and vill. of Belgium,
prov. and 7 m. N.E. Antwerp. P. 2222.

Brassington, a chapelry of England, co. Derby,
pa. Bradbome, 3|- m. N.W. Wii-ksworth. P. 718.

Brassy, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nievre, arr. Olamecy, cant. Lormes. P. 1922.

Brasted, a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathe

Sutton-at-Hone, 4 m. W.N.W. Seven-Oaks. Ac.
4456. P. 1182.

Brathay, a river of England, co. Westmore-
land, flows through Great Langdale, and joins

the Rothay near its mouth in Lake Windermere.
Bratkowice, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, circ.

Ezesow, gov. and 4 m. S.W. Glogow. P. 2235.
Bratoft, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, parts

Lindsey, 5| m. S.E. SpiJsby. Ac. 1814. P. 280.

Bra'itleborough, a township of U. S., North
America, Vermont, on the Connecticut river, 66
m. E. Albany. It is a favourite health resort, and
has a lunatic asylum.
Brattleby, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.

N.N.W. Lincoln, parts Lindsey. Ac. 1220. P. 153.

Braxton, a chapelry of England, co. Wilts, pa.

and 3 m. N.E. Westbury. P. 744.

Bratton, three pas. of England.—I. (jClovellyy,

CO. Devon, 8 m. W.S.W. Oakhampton. Ac. 8316.
P. 706.—II. (Fleming), same co., 5J m. E.N.E.
Barnstaple. Ac. 5845. P. 686.—III. {Seymour),
00. Somerset, 2J m. N.W. Wincanton. Ac. 1093.
P. 80.

Bratz, a town of E. Prussia, prov. Posen, circ.

and 10 m. S.S.E. Meseritz, on the Obra. P. 1450.
Bratzlaf (Polish Braclaw), a fortified town of

Russian Poland, gov. Podolia, cap. dist., on the
Bug, 92 m. E.N.E. Kamenietz. P. 2600.
Bratzkoi, a town of Siberia, gov. and 250 m.

N.W. Irkutsk, at the confluence of the Oka and
Angara. Lat. 66° 34' N. ; Ion. 101° 47' E.
Braubach, a town of Germany, cant, and 7 m.

W.S.W. Nassau, on rt. b. of the Rhine. P. 1507.
In its vicinity are silver and copper mines, and
the mineral springs of Diukhold.
Braughing, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 7^ m.

N.N.E. Ware. Ac. 4300. P. 1180.
Braunau, a frontier town of Upper Austria,

circ. Upper Inn, 57 m. W. Linz, at the junction
of the Salza and the Inn. P. 2330, employed in
woollen-weaving and brewing. It was held by
Napoleon i. in 1805 and 1808.
Braunau, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 83

m. N.E. Koniggratz. Pop., with suburbs, 3220.
Manufs. cottons, linens, and aquafortis.
Brauncewell, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

I

4i m. N.N.W. Sleaford. Ac. 3470. P. 1l2.
Braunfels, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov.

and 37 m. E.N.E. Coblenz. P. 1600.
Braunhirschen, a vill. of Lower Austria, circ.

and near Vienna. P. 2800.

.
Brauni, a town of Borneo. pBoKNEO."!

Braunlingen, a town of Baden, circ. Lake, 29
m. E.S.E. Friburg, on the Bregach. P. 1660.
Braunsbach, a town of Wurtemberg, circ.

Jaxt, 6 m. S.E. KUnzelsau. P. 1000.

Braunsberg, a town of East Prussia, gov. and
35 m. S.W. Konigsberg, cap. circ, on the Pas-
sargo. r. (1864) 10,571. Manufs. woollen-cloth &
yarn, and trade in corn and timber.—II. a town of

Moravia, circ. and 38 m. N.E. Prerau. P. 3500.

Braunschweig, Germany. [Brunswick.!
Braunsdorf, a vill. of Saxony, gov. Dresden,

5J m. W.N.W. Freiberg. P. 1720.
Braunsdorf, a vill. of Saxony, circ. Dresden,

44 m. W.N.W. Freiberg. P. 1834. Silver mines.
Braunseifen, a town of Moravia, circ. and 20*

m. N.N.E. Olmiitz. P. 2310. Iron mines.
Braunston, two pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-

thampton, 3 m. N.W. Daventry. Ac. 3930. P.
1228. The Oxford and Grand Junction Canals
unite in this pa.—II. co. Rutland, 2 m. W.S.W.
Oakham. Ac. 3250. P. 398.

Braunton, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 m.
W.N.W. Barnstaple. Ac. 11,983. P, 2168.
Braux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ar-

dennes, arr. Mezieres, cant. Monthermd P. 1920.

Brava, an island of Africa, Cape Verd Archi-
pelago, S.W. Fogo. Lat. 14° 49' N. ; Ion. 24" 4b'

W. ; 7 m. long, and 6 m. broad. P. (1860) 6557.

Mountainous, coasts arid, but the interior fer-

tile. Taken possession of by the Portuguese in

1680, when the colonists were driven from Fogo
by a volcanic eruption. Healthy, and produces
maize and vegetables. The chief vill. is San.

Joao Baptista, with a harbour on the E. coast.

Brava, a town of East Africa, on the coast, and'
100 m. S.W. Magadoxo, with a port on the Indian
Ocean, and active trade with Arabia and India.

BiiAVO del Norte (Rio). [Rio Grande.]
Brawdy, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,

7 m. E. St David's. Ac. 6401. P. 644.

Braxted, two pas. of England, co. Essex.—I.

{Great), 2 m. E.N.E. Withara. Ac. 2631. P. 384.

—II. {Little), 1 m. E. Witham. Ac. 563. P. 111.

Braxton, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

N.W. part of Virginia, watered by the Elk and
Little Kanahwa rivers. P. 4888 free, 104 slaves.

It has grist, saw, and wool-carding mills, a tan-
nery, stone coal, and salt springs.

Bray, a pa. of England, co. Berks, on the

Thames, IJ m. E.S.E. Maidenhead. Ac. 9002.

P. 4801. In the Thames here is Monkey Island.

Bray, a maritime town and pa. of Ireland, cos.'

Dublin and Wicklow, on the Bray at its mouth,
12 m. S.S.E. Dublin. Alt. 41 ft, Ac. of pa. 2985.

P. 3668 ; do. of town, 4182. The town is divided
into two parts by the riv. It has several churches,
hospital, police barracks, and manufs. of woollen
and linen fabrics—Bray Head, a promontory 1^
m. S.W. the town, rises to 807 feet above the sea.

Bray, a dist. of France, in the old prov. of

Normandy, now included in the dep. Seine Infe-

rieure.—II. {sur-Seine), a comm. and town, dep.

Seine-et-Marne, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Seine,

10 m. S.S.W. Provins. P. 1615.—III. (swr-zSowTOe),
a small town, dep. Somme, cap. cant., arr. and 10

m. W. P^ronne. P. 1468.

Bray, a river of France, between deps. Sarthe
and Loire-et-Cher, joins the Loire on the rt. at

Souge.
Bkaybrooke, pa. of England, co. Northampton,

3 m. S.S.E. Market-Harboro'. Ac. 3060. P. 458.

Brayfield (Cold), a pa. of Engl., co. Bucks,
on the Ouse, 2| m. E. Olney. Ac. 630. P. 99.

Brayton, a pa. of England, co. York, West
Riding, 1^ m. W.S.W. Selby, on Leeds Kailway.
Ac. 1790. P. 367.
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Brazey-en-Piaine, a comm. & vill. of Franco,

dep. C6te-d'0r, aiT. Beaune. P. 1984.

Brazil, an empire of South America, occupying
a large portion of the eastern and central part of

thatcountry ; between lat. 4° 30' N. and 33° 40' S.

;

Ion. 34° 49 ' and 74°W. Length from N. to S. about
2600 m. ; breadth 2550 m. Area 3,137,886 sq. m.
Itsinternal boundaries, which are disputed andun-
defined, come in contact -with the different states

and territories of South America, except Chile and
Patagonia, while the Atlantic washes its shores
from its N.E. to its S. limits. The area & pop. of the
provinces are given in the table. Pop. (1864) esti-

mated 10,045,000 of whom 1,715,000 were slaves.

Provinces. Sq. m.
Pop.
1856.

Chief Towns.

Park .... 1,158,188 207,400'Park or Belem.
Maranlifto . • 143,696 360,000;Maranhao.
Piauhy . . . 97,732i 150,400jOeiras.
Ceark . . . 36,886| 385,300:Fortaleza.
R. Gr. do Norte 17,050 190,000;NataL
Parahyba . . 24.193 209,300jParahyba.
Pemambuco . 61,824 950,000'Recife (Per'buco)
Alagoas . . . 11,267 204,200iMaceio.
Serfrtpe . . . 11,225 183,60o;Serifrpe d'el Rev.
Bahia . . . 129,495, l.lOO.OOOjSan Salvador.
Espirito Santo 1S,670: 61,300 Vittoiia
Kio de Janeiro 18,283 1,200,000 Rio de Janeira
San Paulo . . 171,143 500,OOo|San Paulo.
Sta-Catliarina . 14,764; 1 05,000 Desferro.

Rio Grande do Sul 86,2941 201,300 S. Pedro do SuL
MinasGeracs . 242,640 1,300,000 Ouro Preto.

Matto Grosso . 610,502 85,000 Cuyaba.
Goya 7, . . . 289,008 180,000 Goyaz.
Amazonas . . * * 42,600 Maiiaos.

Parana . . . * * 72,400 Curitiba.

20 Provinces 3,137,880 7,677,800|

Besides the islands of Fernando do Noronho,
Trinidad, and Martin Vaz. The country is gene-
rally mountainous in the E. and S., and level in

the N. and W. The mountain system covers the
E. extremity of the continent 2000 miles inland
towards the W. and S., nearly to the Rio de la

Plata. The chief peaks are Itambe, 5960, Itaco-
lumi, 5750, and Itabira, 5250 ft. above the sea.

The Organ mountains, near Rio, are remarkable
for picturesque outlines and rich vegetation.

Several minor ranges intersect the country, en-
closing tracts, some of which are elevated, and
others low-lying plains. The N. part of Brazil

consists of the greater part of the plain through
which flows the river Amazon and its tributaries,

and varying in width from 350 to 800 miles. The
empire abounds in magnificent rivers, forming
a complete network, the soil of which is deep
and soft, and covered for the most part with dense
forests. The principal rivers in the S.E. are the
Tocantins, Araguay, Pamahiba, San Francisco,
Belmonte, Doce, Parahiba-do-Sul, & Rio Grande-
do-Sul, all of large size, but of diflicult navigation,
in consequence of rapids. The table-laud on the
8.W. is separated from the Andes of Bolivia by
a large plain, traversed by those rivers, which
join to form the Madeira. From seven lakes on
this table-land rises the river Paraguay, which
flows S. through a swampy country, and then
through the plain of Paraguay to join the Pa-
rana. The latter receives the Rio Grande, the
Parnahiba, Sapucahy, Pardo, and many others,
which flow in a S.E. direction into the Atlantic.
The Uruguay flows S. through another table-land
to the plain of the Missiones. The principal lakes
a.re Patos, an enlargement of the Rio Grande, and
Lake Mirim. There are many small lakes and
marshes near the W. boundary in countries yet

unexplored. The climate of the Amazon Valley
is of a tropical nature ; only the dry and rainy
seasons are not distinctly marked. The nights
are cloudless ; but in the morning the clouds
accumulate and continue till the afternoon, when
thunder and lightning, with torrents of rain,

prevail for two hours, and all again is clear. The
climate of Central and West Brazil is more varied,
the heat in the dry season being excessive, while
frostynights are of frequent occurrence in winter;
rain in some situations is of rare occurrence. The
climate in the valley of the S.E. coast is, notwith-
standing its low latitude, as genial as that of Italy,

being clear and serene, and refreshed by the sea-
breeze from the E. At Rio de Janeiro the annual
mean temp, is 77° F. The shores of the E. coast
are low, the country rising gradually behind into
the mountain region, which runs parallel to the
coast. The harbours of Rio de Janeiro and Bahia
are excellent. The population of Brazil consists
of Europeans, whites bom in the country, who
call themselves Brazilians ; Mulattoes ; Mamalu-
coes, or offspring of whites and native Indians

;

Negroes ; Mestizoes or Zamboes, mixed castes
between Negroes and Indians, and the Aborigines
or American Indians. The slave pop. consists of
Negroes and mixed breeds. Of the Aborigines,
a portion are in a civilised condition, who are
styled Cabocloes ; the others are in a savage and
unreclaimed state. In 1863 it was estimated that
there were 3,300,000 negro slaves, and 2,800,000
free coloured. Brazil, the U. S. of N. America, &
the Spanish colonies, are the countries where slav-
ery is still upheld by the European race. Abori-
ginal slavery was abolished in June 1854 ; and
the laws regarding domestic slaves are not strin-

gent. The slave can demand his liberty on paying
a sum equal to his value. There is little political

division of castes ; and intermarriages among
the different races are common. There are in
Brazil eighty-eight titles of nobility; but these
are not hereditary. Veiy little has been done
for education throughout the empire ; schools
and school-books are deficient. The ecclesiastical

establishment is also at a very low ebb, and many
districts are almost wholly destitute of religious

teachers. The religion of the state is EouMin
Catholic ; but all other forms of Chiistianity are
tolerated and protected. The monastic system is

on the decline. The country along the coast and
the banks of some of the rivers, besides tracts in

Minas Geraes, have been improved, but it is cal-

culated that not one acre out of 150 is cultivated.

The forests furnish every variety of timber, more
than 100 species of palms, logwood, mahogany,
Brazil, and numerous other dye-woods, with
sassafras, sarsaparilla, ipecacuanha, and a great
variety of other drugs. Cocoa, caoutchouc, and
manioc are indigenous products ; maize, sugar,

coffee, cotton, rice, wheat, and tobacco have been
introduced by European culture. The cultiire of

the China tea plant has not been successful ; the
yerba mate, or Pai^aguay tea, is, however, an
abundant product of the W. provs. The horse,

ox, and sheep, derived from European stocks,

have been naturalized in the country ; and herds
of cattle are reared on the more open parts.

Wild animals comprise the jaguar, hyena, tiger-

cat, tapir, wild-hog, and a great variety of birds

of the richest plumage. The diamond mines of

Minas Geraes are very productive. Other gems,
gold, silver, copper, iron, & platinum, are among
the mineral products of the same prov. ; these
mines are now wrought by the Anglo-Brazilian
mining company, organized in 1825. Manufs.
cotton-weaving, and tanning ; nearly all branches
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of '"ndustry being performed by slaves. From
its central position in reference to the chief com-
mercial countries of the globe, and its extensive

line of coast, Brazil is favourably situated for

trade. Eailways were commenced in 1854. The
first opened was from Eio de Janeiro to Petro-

polis, 35 miles. The line from Bahia N.W. to the

Ban Francisco riv. is in progress, and an English
company is now (1864) engaged in constructing

a line from Pemambuco S.W . to the waterfall of

Paulo Affonzo, the head of navigation on the San
Francisco. Exports from the N. provs. are coffee,

cotton, cacao, sugar, and tobacco ; from the S.,

hides, tallow, and other animal products ; and
from the capital and middle provs., these, with
drugs, diamonds, gold-dust, dyes, rice, manioc,
tapioca, spirits, and rosewood. The staple pro-

duct of Brazil is coffee, which yields more than
half the total exports. In 1861, 2764 vessels (ton-

nage 878,598) arrived in the ports of the empire
from foreign coimtries. From Brazil to foreign

countries, 2469 vessels(tonnage 916,491). Exports
(1861) 124,000,000 milreis; imports, 119,326,303
milreis. Nearly one-half of the trade is of British

origin. On the Upper Amazon there is an exten-
sive deposit of pure rock-salt ; and in the prov.
of Eio Grande do Sul, coal, suited for steam pur-
poses, has been discovered.
The government is an hereditary limited mo-

narchy ; the legislative power is vested in a se-

nate of 64 members, and a chamber of deputies,

the former elected for life, and the latter for four
years, elected by free citizens having property to
200 milreis annually. Each member of the legisla-

ture receives a salary. Parliaments are quarten-
nial, each sitting lasting four months. The justices

of the peace are elected by the people in each dis-

trict. Trial by jury exists in both civil and crimi-
nal courts. In Eio and Bahia are superior courts,

with eight judges each ; and the fonner city is

also the seat of a supreme judicial tribunal, with
twelve judges appointed by the crown. The exe-
cutive government is in the six departments of
the empire, justice, foreign affairs, navy, war, and
finance. Income (1863), 61,500,000 mil. Estim.
expend. (1863-4) 51,029,053 mil. Debt 190,232,276
mil. Military force (1860) 22,646 men, of whom
3727 were cavalry. In 1863 the navy consisted
of 1 frigate, 6 corvettes, and 10 smaller sailing
vessels, and 22 steamers. Brazil was first dis-
covered in 1500, and began to be colonized by
the Portuguese in 1531. In 1808, King Johnvi.
of Portugal took up his residence in Brazil ; and
in 1815 constituted it a kingdom. In 1822 it de-
clared itself an independent state, and obtained
a constitution in 1825. Rio de Janeiro is the cap.
of the empire and the seat of government.
Brazoria, a town of Texas, cap. co. same name,

on the Brazos, 22 m. N.W. from its mouth. P.
of CO. 2033 free, 6110 slaves.
Brazos, one of the largest rivers of Texas,

U. S., North America, rises in the N.W. part of
that state; flows S.E. through its centre, and
after a course of 900 m. (500 m. direct) enters the
Gulf of Mexico, 60 m. W.S.W. Galveston. It is

navigable at high water for 300 m., and steamers
ascend 40 m. to Columbia at all seasons. The co.
of Brazos, Texas, has a pop. of 2776.
Bkazza, an isl. of Dalmatia, in the Adriatic,

circ. and 8 m. S. Spalatro. Area 170 sq. m. P.
15,495. Surface mountainous and rugged, pro-
ducing scarcely l-4th of the com consumed ; but
the island is well cultivated, and yields oil, figs,

almonds, saffron, and wine. Its tids' milk and
cheese are in repute, and it is famed for honey.
PrincipaJ vills. Milna and NeresL The channel

of Brazza between it and the mainland is from 7
to 8 m. across, and capable of affording secure
anchorage for shipping.
Breadalbane, a dist. of Scotland, comprising

the W. part of the co. Perth, and surrounded by
the dists. Lochaber, Athol, Stratheam, Monteith,
Lorn, and Knapdale. Though moimtainous and
rugged, being traversed by the Grampians, it has
good roads and bridges. In it are Ben Lawers,
Lochs Tay and Lyon, and the vills. Kenmoro,
Killin, and Clifton. Granite, gneiss, and schistose

rocks prevail in the dist. Copper is found at
Aithra, and lead at Tyndrura.
Breadsall, a pa. of England, co. and 2J m.

N.N.E. Derby. Ac. 2410. P. 592.

Breage, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 2J m.
"W. Helstone. Ac. 7161. P. 5173.
Breaghury, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co.

Mayo, 2a m. E.S.E. Castlebar. Ac. 5265. 1'. 1079.

Brea Hear, Ireland, W. coast, co. Kerry, Va-
lentia Island, S. side of Dingle Bay, in lat. 51° 65'

N. ; Ion. 10» 15' W.
Breaksea Sound and Island, on the S.W.

coast of S. island. New Zealand, prov. Otago.
Lat. 45° 40' S. ; Ion. 166° 40' E.
Breal, a comm. and town of France, dep. Ille-

et-Vilaine, 10 m. S.W. Eennes. P. 2258.

Breamore or Bromere, a pa. of England, co.

Hants, on the Avon, 3 m. N.N.E. Fordingbridge.
Ac. 2651. P. 565.

Breane, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, on the
coast, 8i m. N.W. Axbridge. Ac. 3167. P. 146.

Breathitt, a co. of U. S., North America, in

E. part of Kentucky. Area 680 sq. m. P. 4980.
Chief town same name.

Bii&AUTi^ a comm. & town, France, dep. Seine-
Inferieure, arr. and 16 m. N.E. Havre. P. 1256.

Breb, a vUl. of Himgary, co. Marmaros, gov.
and 3J m. S. Sugatagh. P. 1022.

Brebbia, a town of North Italy, prov. Como,
circ. Varese. P. 1227.

Br^biAres, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Pas-de-Calais, arr. Arras, cant. Vitry. P. 1681.

Breccia, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Como. P. 1056.

Brece, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. May-
enne, arr. Mayenne, cant. Gorron. P. 2296.

Brecey, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Manche, cap. cant., 27 m. S.W. St L6. P. 2440.

Brech, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Morbihaii,
arr. Lorient, cant. Pluvigner. P. 2499.

Breche-de-Eoi^nd, a defile of the Pyrdn^es,
between France and Spain, about 11 m. S. Luz,
forming a difficult passage, from 200 to 300 feet

wide, in a rocky wall from 300 to 600 feet higli;

surrounded by the rocks called Tours de Mar-
bord, at an elevation of 9500 feet above the sea.

Brech-ffa or Brechya, a pa. of South
Wales, CO. and 9^ m. N.E. Carmarthen. Ac.
630. P. 122.

Brechin, a pirl. bor. and pa, of Scotland, co.

Forfar, on the S. Esk, 7J m. W.N.W. Montrose,
with which it communicates by a branch of N.
Eailway. P. of bor. 7179 ; of pa. 8810. It has
a church, various chapels, town-house ; manufs
of linens and sail-cloth, and spinning, bleaching,
distilling, and brewing. Brechin unites with
Montrose, etc., in sending one member to House
of Commons. Corp. rev. 940/.

Bbecht, a comm. and town of Belgium, cap.

cant., prov. and 14 m. N.E. Antwerp. P. 2823.
Breckenridge, a co. of U. S., North America,

in N.W. part of Kentucky, on the Ohio. Area
466 sq. m. P. 10,806 free, 2340 slaves.—II. a co.

Kansas. P. 3197.

Breckerfeld, a town of Prussian Westphalia,
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circ. Hagen, 14J m. E. Elberfeld, It has paper
and gunpowder mills. P. 1730.

Brecklks, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4J m.
S.S.E. Watton. Ac. 1860. P. 130.

Brecon, Breck>ocbl, or Aber-Honddhu, a
pari., munic. bor. & town of South Wales, cap. co.

Brecon, on the Usk, at the influx of the Honddhu
and Tarrell, 14 m. S. Builth, 452 feet above the

sea. Pop. of par. bor. (consisting of 3 pas., 2
extra-parochial dists., and Trecastle ward, 10 m.
distant) 6426 ; do. of town and municipal bor.

6235. Principal buildings, St John's & St David's
churches, arsenal, town and co. halls, co. gaol,

infirmary, and dissenting chapels. It has a col-

lege, academy for Independent ministers, coal and
lime wharfs, and a general trade. Brecon com-
municates with the Monmouth Canal by the
Brecknock and Abergavenny Canal, 35 m. in

length, and by a railway with Merthyr Tydvil,
14 m. S. It is the seat of the co. assizes, quarter
and petty sessions, and the place of pari, election

for the CO. It sends one member to H. of C.
Brecknockshike or Breckon, an inland co.

of South "Wales, enclosed by the cos. Cardigan,
Radnor, Carmarthen, Glamorgan, Monmouth,and
Hereford. Ac. 460,158, of which about 232,000
are cultivated. P. 61,627. Surface mostly moun-
tainous. The Brecknock Beacon (the loftiest sum-
mit in South Wales) is 2862 feet, and Cradle
mountain 2660 feet above the sea. The Wye
forms the N. boundary ; other rivera are the Usk
and its affls. Principal products, oats, barley,

wheat, wool, butter, cheese, and cattle. The breed
of sheep is small, but of excellent quality. The co.

yields copper, lead, iron, coal, and limestone ; and
on its S.most border are large iron works. The
CO. has manufs. of coarse woollens and worsted
hosiery. Principal towns, Breckon, Crickhowell,
and Builth. It is divided into 6 hunds. and 71
pas., mostly in the diocese of St David's, Sends
2 members to H. of C, 1 for the co., reg. elect.

2431, and 1 for the bor. of Brecon, reg. elect. 315.

The Welsh language is now mostly disused,

except in the N. and E. parts of the county.
Bkeda, a strongly fortified town of the Nether-

lands, prov. Brabant, cap. cant, in a wide marsh,
on theMerk, 24 m. W.S.W. Bois-le-Duc P. (1865)
15,225. Chief edifices, the citadel, town-hall,
court-house, arsenal, Roman Catholic and Pro-
testant churches. It has a magnetic observatoiy,
a commercial tribunal, Latin school ; manufs. car-
pets of cow hau-, employing 1200 hands. Taken
by Prince Maurice of Nassau in 1590; by the
Spaniards in 1625, and by the French in 1793

;

celebrated for the association of nobles formed
in 1566 under the name of "the Compromise of
Breda ;

" and for the congress of 1667 and 1746.
Bredasdorp. [Cape Colony.]
Bredbuky, a township, Engl., co. Chester, pa.

and 2 m. E.N.E. Stockport. Ac. 2521. P. 3408.
BsEDE, a pa. of Engl., co. Sussex, rape Hast-

ings, 5 m. E.N.E. Battle. Ac. 4840. P. 1083.
BuKDEXBCRY Or Bridenbury, a pa., Engl., co.

Hereford, 3 m. W.N.W. Bromyard. Ac. 545. P. 52.
Bredevoort, atown of the Netherlands, prov.

Gelderland, on the Bredevoorter Aa, in a marshy
dist, 30 m. S.E. Amheim. P. 900.
Bredfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m.

N. Woodbridge. Ac. 1067. P. 454.
Bredgar, a pa. of Engl., co. Kent, lathe Scray,

3 m. S.S.W. Sittingbower. Ac. 1727. P. 547.
Bredhurst, a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathe

Aylesford, 4^ m. S.E. Chatham. Ac. 600. P. 117.
Bbedicot, a pa. of England, co. and 3i m. E.

Worcester. Ac 397. P. 63.
Bredon, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, on

1
the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway, 31
N.N.E. Tewkesbury. Ac. 5818. P. 1555.
Bredon, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cantal, 1^ m. S.W. Murat. P. of comm. 2400.
Bhedstedt, a vill. oi Prussia, duchy Scbles-

wig, cap. dist., near the North Sea, & 24m. W.S.W.
Flensborg. P. 1800 ; and pop. of dist. 10,900.
Bredwakdike, a pa. of EngL, co. and 12 m.

W.N.W. Hereford, on the Wye. Ac. 2245. P. 420.

BREa)Y, two pas., Engl., co. Dorset.—I. {Littlei,

7i m. S.W. Dorchester. Ac. 1636. P. 199.—II.
<iLong), 8i m. W. Dorchester. Ac. 2117. P. 250.

B»£e, a comm. & town of Belgium, prov. Lim-
bourg, cap. cant., 18 m. W. Ruremonde. P. 1610.

Breede, a river of South Africa, Caf)e Colony,
dists. Worcester and Zwellendam, rises in the
Warm-Bokkeveld, a mountain basin about lat.

33° 10' S., Ion. 19° 30' E. ; flows first N.W. through
the mountains at Mostert and Hoek Pass, and
after a course mostly S.E., enters the sea at Port
Beaufort. It is the deepest and one of the largest

rivers of the colony; but its navigation is im-
peded by a bar at its mouth, with only 13 feet

water at low, and 19 feet at high spring tide.

Affls. the Hex and Zondereinde ; the towns of

Worcester and Zwellendam are near its banks.
Breedevort or Breevoort, a town of the

Netherlands, prov. Gelderland, 20 m. S.E. Zut-
phen. P. 900. Cotton factory and linen weaving.
Breedon-os-the-Hill, a pa. of England, co.

Leicester, 6 m. N.N.E. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Ac.
6410. P. 2417.
Bregaglia, Switzerland. [Val Bregaglta.]
BreganCj'OX, a fortified islet of France, dep.

Var, 20 m. E. Toulon, in the Bay of Hyeres.
Bregexz, Brigantia, a frontier town of Austria,

Tirol, cap. circ. Vorarlberg, at the E. extremity
of the Lake of Constance, between the Swiss and
Bavarian territories, 80 m. W.N.W. Innspriick.

P. 3257. It has cotton manufs., and an active

transit trade.

Bregi, a vilL of Austria, Croatia, co. Agram,
gov. Dugoselo, 21 m. E.S.E. Agram. P. 1678.

Breglio, a town of France, Alpes Maritimes,
20 m. N.E. Nice, cap. cant., on the Roia. P.
(with comm.) 2706.

Bregnaxo, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Como. P. 2111.
Brehal, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Manche, cap. cant., arr. and 12 m. S.S.W. Cou-
tances. P. 1538.

Brehan-Loudeac a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Morbihan, cant. Rohan. P. 2439.
Br£hand, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

C6tes-du-Nord, cant. Moncontour. P. 2067.
Brehar or Bryher, one of the Scilly Islands,

CO. Cornwall (Engl.), 30 m. W. Land's End. P. 115.

Brehat, a small island of France in the English
Chaiyiel, off the coast of Brittanv, dep. C6tes-du-
Nord, 4 m. N. Paimpol. It has'a vill. P. 1202.

Brehna, a town of Prussia, prov. Saxony, circ.

Bitterfeld, 12 m. N.E. Halle. P. 1700.

Breightmet, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Lancaster,
pa. and 2 m. E. Bolton. Ac. 970. P. 1562.

Breil (Le), a comm. and viU. of France, dep.

Sarthe, arr. and 13 m. E. Le Mans. P. 2152.

BREUfTON, a pa. of England, on the Wye, co.

and 2i m. W.S.W. Hereford. Ac. 1629. P. 398.

Breisach (New), (Neuf Breisach), a frontier

town of France, dep. Haut-Rhin, cap. cant., near
1. b. of the Rhine, 8 m. S.E. Cohnar. P. 3466.

It is strongly fortified.

Breisach (Old), (^Alt Breisach), a fortified town
of Germany, duchy Baden, circ. Upper Rhine, on
rt. b. of the Rhine,opposite New Breisach. P. 3200.

It has a cathedral, college, and transit trade.
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Breisgau, an old division of Germany, in S.W.
of Swabia. Chief towns, Freiburg, Old lireisach,

and Laufenburg. Long held by the Counts of

Breisach, and afterwards united to the dominions

of Austria. Ceded in 1806 chiefly to Baden, with

a portion to Switzerland and Wiirtemberg.
Bkeisig (Niedek), a town of Ehenish Prussia,

gov. & 18 m. N.W. Coblenz, on 1. b. of the Ehine.

P. 1200.-0667' B. is a vill., same gov. P. 600.

Breitbacii (Ehein), a vill. of Prussia, 15 m.

N.N.W. Neuwied, near the Ehine. P. 1280. Iron,

copper, and vitriol manufactures.
BuEiTENBACH, a town of Central Germany,

principality Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, 23 m.
N. Coburg. P. 2500.

Breitenbach, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Bas-Rhin, arr. Sch^estadt, cant. Vill^. P. 1016.

Breitenbrunn, a town. Saxony, circ. Zwickau.

P. 2100. Paper mills and iron forges.

Breitenfeld, a vill. of Saxony, circ. and 4 m.
N. Leipzig, remarkable for two battles gained by
the Swedes during the 30 years' war.
Breitenworbis, a vill. of Prussian Saxony,

gov. Erfurt, circ. and 2J m. E. Worbis. P. 1900.

Breitsciieid, a vill. of Nassau, amt. and 4^ m.
W. Herbom. P. 1630.

Brejo, a town of Brazil, prov. Maranhao, cap.

comarca of same name, near 1. b. of the river, and
210 m. S.W. the city of San Luiz. P. 3000.

Brelade (St), a vill. and pa. of Jersey, on St

Brelade's Bay, S.AV. coast of the island, and 1^
m. S.W, St Aubin. Ac. 3167. P. 2354.

Breloux, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Deux-
Sevres, arr. Niort, cant. St Maitent. P. 2131.

Bkembate (di Sotto), a town of North Italy,

prov. and circ. Bergamo. P. 1596.

Brembili^, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan,

12 m. N. Bergamo. P. 2217.

Brembio, a vill. North Italy, prov. Milan, 9

m. S.S.E. Lodi. P. 2922.

Brembo, a river of North Italy, prov. Milan.

It rises in the Piz-del-Diavolo, waters Piazza and
Zogno, and falls into the Adda after a course of

about 40 m.
Bkeme, a town of N. Italy, prov. Pavia, 10 m.

S.W. Mortara, on 1. b. of the Po. P. 2268.

Bremen, a free city of Northern Germany,
on the Weser, 59 m. S.W. Hamburg. Lat. (of

Observatory) 53° 4' 36" N.; Ion. 8° 48' 54' E.

Area 74 sq. m. P. (1864) city, 70,692 ; dist.,

21,983. The city is divided by the river into

the old town on the right, and the new town on
the left bank. Chief buildings, St Peter's chui-ch

or the Dom Kirche, the church of St Ansgarius,
town-hall, the observatory of Olbers, museum
and gymnasium, school of commerce and naviga-
tion, school of design, and public library. Its

foreign trade is chiefly with North America, and
it is the great emporium of Brunswick, Hessen,
and Hanover. Owing to the sanding up of the
river, large ships cannot reach its harbour, and
Bremerhafen was buUt at the mouth of the
Weser for their accommodation. [Bremerhafen.]
Shipbuilding, manufs. of woollens and cottons,

paper, starch, colours, chicory, cigars ; sugar re-

fineries, beer breweries, and brandy distilleries.

Imports tobacco, coffee, sugar, cotton, rice, and
other colonial products ; oil, iron, tin, wines, tea,

cotton manufs., timber, and hemp. Exports linen,

cotton, silks, and woollen goods, grain, leathe)-,

cattle, wines, oak bark, glass, smelts, and provi-
sions.

—

Bremen, which was one of the principal

towns of the Hanseatic League, was successively
cap. of the archbishopric, then of the duchy of

Bremen, and afterwards a free imperial city. It

Was cap. of the department of the Weser, under

the empire of Napoleon i., latterly cap. of a small

republic, governed democratically, and, in 1866, a
member of the N. German Confed. Connected by
railwaywith Hanover, and by steamwith Bremer-
hafen, Oldenburg, & Hull. Bremerhafen, 2 market
towns, 12 pas., and 58 vills. belong to the State.

Bremen (Duchy of), an old duchy of Ger-
many, in the circ. of Lower Saxony. It was
first a bishopric, then an archbishopric, after-

wards secularized and ceded to Sweden in 1648.

In 1719 it was ceded to Hanover by the treaty

of Stockholm. Cliief towns Verdun and Stade.

The town of Bremen was not comprised in it.

It still belongs to Hanover, and forms part of the
landrost Stade.
Bremer, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Iowa, watered by Cedar, Wapsipinicon, and Eng-
lish rivers. Area 430 sq. m. P. 4915.

Bremerhafen, a town of Germany, belonging
to the free state, and 34 m. N.N.W. the city of

Bremen, on the rt. b. of the estuary of the Weser,
at the mouth of the Geeste. Pop. (1864) 7435.

The town of Vegesack, also belonging to Bremen,
has a pop. of 3981. This port was built byBremen
in 1830, for the accommodation of large vessels

connected with its trade. Its docks, completed
in 1862, may contain from 400 to 500 large vessels.

The mercantile marine comprises 294 ships, of

which 11 are steamers. In 1865 44,665 emigrants
left the port.

Bremerlehe, a town of Prussia, cap. amt.

landr. and 36 m. W.S.W. Stade. P. 1650.

Bremervobde, a vill. of Prussia, landr. Stade,

on the Oste, 30 m. N.N.E. Bremen. P. 2600.

Connected by canals with the Elbe at Stade, and
the Weser near Bremen. It has an active trade.

Bremgarten, two towns of Switzerland.—I.

cant, and 2 m. N. Bern, on. the Aar. P. 683.

—

II. cant. Aargau, on the Reuss, 14| m. E.S.E.

Aarau. P. 1551.

Bremgarten, a vill. of Baden, circ. Upper
Rhine, 12 m. S.W. Freiburg. P. 661.

Bremhill, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4 m.
E.N.E. Chippenham. Ac. 5920. P. 1357.

Bremilham or Courtch, a pa. of England, co.

Wilts, 2 m. S.W. Malmesbury. Ac. 433. P. 29.

Bkenchley, a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathe

Aylesford, 4 m. N. Lamberhurst. Ac. 7780. P.

2844. It has mineral waters.

Brenditz, a vill. of Moravia, circ. and 2 m.
N.N.W. Znaym. Headquarters of the Archduke
Charles during the battle of Znaym in 1809.

Brendola, a vUl. of Northern Italy, gov. Ve-
nice, deleg. and 6 m. S.W. Vicenza. "P. 3319.

Brendon, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 14^ m.
E. Ilfracombe. Ac. 6733. P. 291.

Brenets (Les), a vUl. of Switzerland, cant, and
12 m. V/.N.W. Neuchatel, on rt. b. of the Doubs.
P. 1400. Manufs. watches, optical instnunents,

lace, and hardwares.
Brenkelen, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

and 8 m. N.N.W. Utrecht, on the Vecht. P. 1600.

Brenndorf, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. Eger, gov.

and 4J m. N.E. Wildstein. P. 1306.

Brenne, a river of France, dep. C6te-d'0r,

joins the Armancon, on the right near St Remy.
Brenner, a mountain of Austria, one of the

culminating points of the Tirol, between the Inn,

the Aicha, and the Adige ; elevation 6788 feet.

The route from Innsprtick to Brixen traverses

this mountain at an elevation of 4650 feet.

Breno, a town of Lombardy, prov. and 35 m.
N.E. Bergamo, cap. dist., on the Oglio. P. 2779.

BfiiNOD, a town of France, cap. cant., dep. Ain,

arr. and 5 m. S.S.E. Nantua. P. 988. Commerce
in wood and cattle.
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BRENt, iwo rivers of England.—I. cos. Herts

and Middlesex, after a tortuous course enters the
Thames at Brentford, crossed by railway viaduct.

•—^II. CO. Somerset, rises in Sherwood Forest, and
enters the Bristol Channel near Bridgewater.
IBrent, several pas. of England.—I. (East), co.

Somerset, 5^ m. S.W. Axbridge. Ac. 3037. P.
797.—II. {Eleiffh), co. Suffolk, 6| m. N.E. Sud-
bury. Ac. 1617. P. 223.—III. (South'), co.

Devon, on the Avon, and on South Devon Rail-
way, 7 ra. S.S.W. Ashburton. Ac. 9374. P. 1205.

—IV. (South), CO. Somerset, 7 m. W.S.W. Ax-
bridge. Ac. 3426. P. 905. [Brent-Tor.]

Bre:nt^v, Medoacus major, a navigable river,

rises in the Tirol, and traverses Lombardy, pass-
ing Bassano; it feeds the canals of Brentelle,

Brenta, and Brenta-Novissima, and enters the
Adriatic Sea at Porto di Brondolo. Length 90 m.
Brentford, a market tovm of England, and

the nominal cap., co. Middlesex, on the Thames,
here crossed by a bridge leading to Kew, and on
tho G.-W. Railway, 7| m. W. London. The river

Brent, 8^ m. W. St Paul's, also crossed by a bridge,

divides the town into old and new Brentford ; the
fonner a chapelry in the pa. of Ealing, pop. 6748

;

the latter a separate pa., ac. 220 ; pop. 1995. Alt.

26 feet. It has a union workhouse. Its trade is

facilitated by the Grand Junction Canal, which
joins the Brent near Hanwell.
Brentingey, a pa. of England. [Wyforduy.]
Brenton Bay, an inlet, N. coast of Melville

Island, Australia. It abounds with tui-tle.

Brenton'ico, a pa. and vUl. of Austria, Tirol,

cure, and 6^ m. S.W. Roveredo, on the N. slope
of Monte Baldo, with quarries of fine marble.
P. 3886.

Brentwood, a chapelry, and formerly a market
town of England, co. Essex, pa. South Weald, on
the E. Union Rail., 17 m. E.N.E. London. P. 3093.
Brent-Tor, a pa. of England, co, Devon, 4 m.

N.N.W. Tavistock. Ac. 1212. P. 128. It has
mines of manganese, and derives its name from
the " Tor," a spur of the Dartmoor hills.

Brenz, a town of Wttrtemberg, circ. Jaxt, 10
m. S.E. Heidenheim, on the Brenz. P. 836.

Brenzeit, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4J m.
N,W. Romney. Ac, 1802. P. 270.

Breock (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,
on the river Camel, I m. W. Wadebridge. Ac
8287 P, 1866.

Breonto, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Verona, dist
and 7 m. N.N.E. St Pietro Incariano. P. 2300.

Brereton, a vill. of England, co. Stafford, 6

m. N.W. Lichfield. P. 1359.

Brereton, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 2|
m. N.N.E. Sandbach. Ac, 4501, P, 692.

Bresca, a vill. of Illyria, on the S. coast of the
island Veglia, in the Adriatic. P. 2500.

Bresceli-a, Brixellum, a walled town of North-
em Italy, Modena, prov. and 18 m. N.W. R«ggio,
on rt. b. of the Po. P. 4528.

BrescTvV, Brixia, a city of Lombardy, cap. prov.,

CO m, E.N.E. Milan, on the Garza, and on the
railway from Milan to Venice. Pop. (1862) 40,499.
Chief buildings, cathedral of marble, episcopal
palace, hall of justice, theatre, the Broletto or
old palace of the republic. In a Roman edifice,

excavated 1822, a museum of antiquities has been
deposited It has a public librai-j' with a collec-
tion of rare MSS., a college, high school, and
athensBura. Manufs. silk, woollens, linens, paper,
leather arms and cutleiy, iron works and oU
mills , and its wine enjoys repute. Taken by the
French in 1796, and made the cap. of dep. Mella.
Area of prov. 1999 sq. m. Pop. (1862) 486,383.
Beescou, an island of France, dep. Herault,

near the coast, with a port, and a small fort con-
structed in 1589, 15 m. W.S.W. Cette. P. 20.

Breslau, a gov. of Prussia, prov. Silesia. Area
3870 geo. sq. m. P. (1858) 129,747. Surface
towards the borders of Bohemia and Moravia
mountainous, some of the summits being 4000
feet high ; in other parts level. Chief rivers, the
Oder, and its affls. the Stober and Weide, on rt.,

the Neisse, Ohlau, Lohe, and Weistritz on left.

Lakes unimportant. Products, flax, madder, to-
bacco, and hops. Minerals are precious stones,
arsenic, zinc, lead, iron, and copper.
Breslau, a city of Prussia, cap. of the prov. of

Silesia, and of circ. of same name, on the Oder
at the influx of the Ohlau, and on the railway
from Berlin to Vienna, 409 feet above the sea,

190 m. S.E. Berlin. Lat. (of observatory^ 51° 6' 67 "

N.; Ion. 17° 2' 33" E. Pop. (1861) 145,689,

(1864) 163,919. It consists of an old and a new
town, surrounded by planted walks, and 5 sub-
urbs, vmited by bridges. Chief buDdings, St Eliza-
beth's church, town-house, gov. house, arch-
bishop's palace, mint, exchange, barracks, and
university buildings. The university, transferred
hither from Frankfurt on the Oder in 1811, has
a public library of 250,000 printed volumes, and
2300 MSS. Breslau has 3 other libraries, 4 gym-
nasia (3 Protestant and 1 Catholic), an astronomi-
cal and a magnetic observatory and botanic gar-
den, schools of industry, surgery, architecture,

arts, a Roman Catholic and 3 Protestant colleges,

and inferior schools : it is the seat of courts for tho
prov. & gov., and of a mining council. Emporium
for the linens of Silesia, for which it has 4 annual
fairs of 8 days each, and a wool mart. Manufs.
linen, woollen, cotton, and silk fabrics, lace,

needles, plate, jewellery, earthenware, colours,

soap, alum, starch, snuff, and sealing-wax; and
ti-ade in mining produce, timber, flax, hemp, mad-
der, com, and oxen, from the South Russian
provs., and in Hungarian wines and other mer-
chandise. Trade conducted on the Oder, and bj*

railway with Berlin and Frankfurt on the N.,

Dresden on the W., Cracow on the E., and Vienna
on the S. Bombarded and taken by the Frencli,

7th Jan. 1807, and its fortress, then partly de-
stroyed, has since been entirely razed-

Bresle, a river of France, between the deps,

Somme and Seine Inferieure, enters the English
Channel at Trdport, after a N.W. course of 35 m,

Bresles, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Oise,

10 m. E. Beauvais. P. 1937.

Bressanvido, a vill. of N. Italy, prov., dist. and
8 m. N.N.E. Vicenza. P. 1575.
Bressay or Bressa, one of the Shetland islands,

Scotland, E. of Mainland, from which it is sepa-
rated by Bressay sound. P. 901. With Barra and
Quarff it forms a pa. P. 1805. Mean temp., July
63°'l, Jan, 39°"1. Lerwick is supplied with peat,

and Shetland wikh slates, from this island.

—

Bres-
say Sound affords shelter to ships of war.

Bresse, an old division of France, in the prov.

Bourgogue, cap. Bourg, now comprised in the

dep. Ain. It was obtained by exchange from
Savoy in 1601.

Bresse (La), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vosges, arr. Remiremont. P. 400,5.

Bressinghasi, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

3J m. W. Diss. Ac. 2300. P. 596.

Bresso, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Milan. P. 1408.

Bresson (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute-Saone, arr. Lure, cant. Faucogney. P.

1920. Cotten and paper manufs.
Bressuire, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Deux-Sevres, cap. arr., 36 m. N. Nioi-t. P. 2963.
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Brest, Bresturru, a comm. and city of France,

cap. arr., dep. Finistere, 82 m. N.N.W. Quimper,

aud 310 m. W. Paris, on the N. shore of a small

gulf called the Koad of Brest. Lat. (of observa-

tory) 48° 23' 32' N. ; Ion. 4° 29' 25" W. P. 67,833.

It is a fortified city, and the most important naval

port of France. Its bay, which is very large,

communicates Tvith the North Sea by a strait

called the " Goulet," defended by forts and bat-

teries, and rendered difiQcult of access. Its inner

harbour is secure, and could accommodate 60

ships of the line. Protected by batteries and a

citadel built on a rock, and communicates by a

canal with the port of Nantes. Among its works
are five large basins, quays, an arsenal, magazines,

building yards, baiTacks, and a prison built on a

hill, with accommodation for 4000 delinquents.

The city, built on the slopes of hills, is divided

by the p>ort in two parts, which communicate only

by boats ; that on the right is called Recouvrance.

The upper and lower parts of the town are con-
nected by steep streets, and in some places only

by stairs. It has a medical school, naval school,

comm. college, school of hydrography, public

library, botanic garden, and observatory. Com-
merce is limited chiefly to the provisioning of the
town and port. In 1548, Mary Queen of Scots

landed at Brest, on her way to St Germain. It

was occupied by the English in 1372, 1378, and
1397 ; and was attacked, without success, by the

Spaniards in 1597, and by the English in 1694.

Brest-Litovski, a town of Eussia, gov. and
110 m. S. Grodno, on rt. b. of the Bug. P. (1863)
20,665. Trade in grain, hemp, flax, and honey-

BKE.STOVACZ, a vill. of Austria, gov. and 14 m.
S.S.E. Panscova. P. 2384.

Bresztovacz, a vill., Austria, Woiwodena, circ.

Zambor, gov. and 14 m. E.S.E. Apatin. P. 3592.
Bretagne (Engl. Brittany), an old prov. in the

N.W. of France, forming an extensive peninsula
between the English Channel and the Atlantic
Ocean, now comprised in the deps. Finistfere,

C6tes-du-Nord, Morbihan, and Loire Inferieure.

It was divided into Haute-Bretagne, cap. Rennes,
and Basse-Bretagne, cap. Vannes. 'This province
derives its name from the Britons, who estab-
lished themselves here.

Bketenoux, a comm. and town of France, cap.
cant., dep. Lot, arr. and 22 m. N.N.W. Figeac, on
the C^re. P. 972.

Beeteuil, two comms. and towns of France.

—

I. dep. Eure, cap. cant., 16 m. S.W. Evreux, on
the Iton. P. 2108.—II. dep. Oise, cap. cant^ on
tlie railway du Nord, 16 m. N.E. Beauvais. P.
2907. Manufs. of woollens.
Bketforton, a pa. of England, co. "Worcester,

^ m. E. Evesham. Ac. 1683. P. 565.
Bretherton, a township of England, co. Lan-

caster, pa. Croston, on the Douglas, 7J m. S.S.W.
Preston. Ac. 2405. P. 775.
Bretigny, a vill. of France, dep. Eure-et-Loire,

on the Paris and Orleans Eailway, 6 m. S.E. Char-
tres. By a treaty concluded here in 1360, the
French King, John, regained his freedom, having
been taken prisoner at the battle of Poitiers.
Bretoncelles, a comm. and vill., France, dep.

Ome, arr. Mortagne, cant. Remalard. P. 2095.
Brettach, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ. Neckar,

8 m. E.N.E. Neckarsulm. P. 1020.
Bretten, a town of Western Germany, Baden,

circ. Middle Ehine, 13 m. E. Carlsruhe. P. 3200.
Melancthon was born here in 1497.
Brettenham, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Norfolk, 3 m. E. Thetford. Ac. 1981. P. 72.—
II. CO. Suffolk, 8 m. W. Needham-Market. Ac.
1558. P. 426.

Bricttkvili.e-sur-Laizh, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Calvados, cap. cant. arr. and 12 m.
N.N.W. Falaise. P. 1080.

Brettnig, a vill. of Saxony, gov. Bautzen, Z\
m. S.E, Pulsnitz. P. 1538.

Bretton (Monk), a township of England, co.

York, W. Riding, pa. Royston, 2 m. N.E. Barns-
ley, on North Midland Eailway. Ac. 2060. P.
1918.—IL {Westy, a township, 6 m. N.W. Barns-
ley. Ac. 1856. P. 504.

Breukelen, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

and 8 m. N.N.W.Utrecht, on the Vecht, and on the
Amsterdam and Arnhem Railway. P. 1599.

Brevig, a town of Norway, stift Aggershuus,
11 m. W.N.W. Laurvig, with a port on the Lan-
gesunds Fiord. P. 1166. Trade in iron.

Brevine (La), a pa. and vill. of Switzerland,
cant, and 15 m. W. Neuchatel. P. 2319. Near
it is a bed of coal, supposed to be the fossil relic

of a forest swallowed up by an earthquake in 1356.

Beeward (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,
7 m. N.N.E. Bodmin. Ac. 9237. P. 705.

Brewer, a tnshp., U. S., N. America, Maine, 57
m. E.N.E. Augusta, on Penobscot river. P. 1736.

Beewham, 2 pas. of England.—I. (A'or^A), co.

Somerset, 2| m. N.E. Bruton. Ac. 2026. P. 321.

—II. (South), on the Brew, 2J m. E.N.E. Bruton.
Ac. 2671. P. 519.

BRE^VNIO^v, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. Prag, gov.
Smichow, 2J m. W. Prag. P. 1571.

Brewood, a pa. of Ene:land, cos. Stafford and
Salop, 4Jm. S.W. Penkridge. Ac. 11,839. P. 3399.

Brewster, a township, U.S., N. Amer., Massa-
chusetts, on Cape Cod Bay, 67 m. S.E. Boston.

Breznic, a town and cas. of Bohemia, circ. and

18i m. N.N.W. Pisek. P. 2533.

Brezolles, a comm. and town of France, cap.

cant., dep. Eure-et-Loire, arr. and 13 m. W.S.W.
Dreux. P. 920. Commerce in grain.

Beezowa, a market town of Hungary, co. Neu-
tra, 19 m. N.W. Leopoldstadt. P. 6047. It has
manufactures of leather and distilleries.

Beiac (St), a comm. and vill., France, dep. lUe-
et-Vilaine, arr. St Malo, cant. Pleurtuit. P. 2120.

Beian(;on, Brigantium, a fortified town of

France, dep. Hautes-Alpes, cap. arr., on rt. b. of

the Durance, 35 m. N.E. Gap. P. 4510. It is the
most elevated town of France, occupying a site

4285 feet above the sea, and surrounded by stiU

loftier heights, bristling with forts. Manufs. of

cotton goods, cutlery, and lead pencils.

Brian^onnais, an old dist. of France, in Haut-
Dauphine, the cap. of which was Brian9on, now
included in the dep. Hautes-Alpes.

Briansk, a town of Russia, cap. circ, on the
Desna, gov. and 70 m. W.N.W. Orel. P. (185.5)

10,682. It has a cannon foundry.
Briare, Brivodurum, a town of France, dep.

Loiret, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the I/Oire, at tho
head of the Canal de Briere, 6 m. S.E. Gien. P.
3927. The canal de Briare connects the Loire
with the Seine at Montargis, 34J m. in length.
Briatexte, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Tarn, arr. and 6 m. N.E. Lavaxir, cant. Grauehet.
P. 1403.

BRiA'nco, a town of South Italy, prov. Catan-
zaro, circ. Monteleone. P. 3008.
Briavels (St), a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster,

7 m. N. Chepstow. Ac. 6104. P. 1261.
Beibiesca, a town of Spain, prov. and 20 m.

N.E. Burgos, on the Oca. P. 2040.
Bribir, a vill. and cas. of Austria, Croatia, 18|

m. S.E. Fiume. P. 3440.
Brice (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

H. Vienne, arr. Eochechouart. P. 1307.

Brice-en-Cogles (St), a comm. and town of
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France, dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, cap. cant., arr. and
9 m. N.W. Foug^res. P. 1859.

Bricett (Great), a pa. of England, co. Suf-
folk. Ac. 915. P. 207.

Bricherasio, a market town of Piedmont, cap.

mand., prov. Turin, 5 m. S.W. Pinerolo. P.
(with comm.) 3366.

Brickexdon, a pa. of England, co. and 3 m. S.
Hertford. Ac. 1520. P. 841.

Brickhill, 3 pas. of England, co. Bucks.—I.

(Boto), If m. E. l-'enny-Stratford. Ac. 1380. P.
546.—II. {Great), 3 m. E.S.E. Fenny-Stratford.
Ac 2370. P. 590.—III. iLittUy, 2 m. E.S.E.
Fenny-Stratford. Ac 1360. P. 423.

Bricquebec, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Manche, cap. cant, 8 m. W.S.W. Valognes. P.
3969. Manufs. lace and wooden utensils.

Bride;, two rivers of Ireland, Munster.—I. cos.

Cork and Waterford, rises in the Nagle moun-
tains, and, after an E. course of 25 m., joins the
Blackwater river, 8 m. N. YoughaL It is navig-
able for barges to EontaUoon.—II. co. Cork, joins
the Lee, 6 m. W. Cork. Course 11 mUes.

Bridb:, a pa. of the Isle of Man, Irish Sea, 5 m.
N. Eamsey. Ac. 203. P. 919.

Bride (St), several pas. of England and Wales,
—I. city of London, chiefly between Fleet Street
and Blackfriars Bridge. P. 6660.—II. co. Pem-
broke, on St Bride's Bay, 11 m. S.NV. Haverford-
West. Ac. 1683. P. 151.—III. co. Glamorgan, 6
m. N.W. Cardiff. P. 122.—IV. {Major), same
CO., 3 m. S.E. Bridgend. Ac 6402. P. 826.—V.
{Minory. same co., 2J m. N.E. Bridgend. Ac.
2215. P. 879.—VI. {Netherwenf), co. Monmouth,
b\ m. E.S.E. Caerleon. Ac. 1032. P. 171.—VIL
{Wentiloog), same co., on the Bristol Channel, 4
m. S.S.W. Newport. Ac 3594. P. 241.
Bride-Kirk, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,

ward Allerdale-below-Derwent, 2 m. N.N.W.
Cockermouth. Ac 9270. P. 2876.

Brideli, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,

2J m. S. Cardigan. Ac 2179. P. 326.

Bride's Bay (St) is an inlet of St George's
Channel, at the W. extremity of the co. Pem-
broke. At its entrance are Eamsey and Skomer
Islands. St David's & St Bride's are on its shores.

Brideschurch, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Kildare. Ac 2217. P. 287.
Bride-stowe, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6 m.

S.W. Oakhampton. Ac. 6661. P. 832.

Bridford, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 m.
N.N.W. Chudleigh. Ac 4114. P. 576.

Bridge, a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathe St
Augustine, 3 m. S.E. Canterbmy. Ac. 1161. P.
893. It has a union workhouse for 22 parishes.

Bridgeford, 2 pas. of Engl., co. Nottingham.
—I. {East}, 8 m. E.N.E. Nottingham, on the

Trent. Ac 1910. P. 1078.—IL {We^t), If m.
S.S.E. Nottingham. Ac 1720. P. 390.

Bridgend, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, pas.

Ceres and Cupar. P. 518.

Bridgend, a market town of South Wales, co.

Glamorgan, pa. Coyty, on the Ogmore, here
crossed by a bridge, 6 m. W.N.W. Cowbridge.
Pop., including Oldcastle, etc., 2685. It has a
town-hall, union workhouse, and woollen manufs.
A railway, 4i m. in length, connects Bridgend
with the Duffryn-Llynvi line.

Bridgend of AijiESS, a vill. of Scotland, co.

Eoss and Cromarty, pa. Eosskeen. P. 756.
Bridgenorth (anc Brugia or Bruges), a pari.,

munic bor., and town of England, co. Salop, on
the Severn, 123 m. N.W. London, and 8 m. S.E.
Much-Wenlock. Ac of munic. bor. 1600. Pop.
of do. 6240 ; of pari. bor. 7699. The town con-
sists of an upper and lower part, connected by a

bridge ; has a town-hall, gaol, workhouse, theatre,

public library, with worsted and nail manufs.,
and slips for boat-building. Sends two members
to House of Commons. Eeg. elect. 647.

Bridge of Allan, Scot. [Allan (Bridge of).]

Bridgeport, a seaport town of the U. S., Noi-th

America, Connecticut, on an arm of Long Island
Sound, and on rail, 58 m. from New York. P.

7500. It has a harbour with 13 feet water on the

bar at high tide. Manufs. of carriages, and sad-
dlery. A railway connects it with Boston and
Albany, and steam-boats ply daily to New York,
Bridgerule, a pa. of Engl., cos. Cornwall and

Devon, A\ m. S.E. Stratton. Ac 3219. P. 410.

Briixse-Sollers, a_pa. of Engl., on the Wye,
CO. and 6^ m. W.N.W. Hereford. Ac. 768. P. 62.

Bridgeton, a seaport town of the U. S., North
America, New Jersey, co. Cumberland, on the
Cohanzy, 20 m. from its entrance into Delawai-e
Bay. It has a court-house, gaol, and iron works.
Bridgetown, the cap. town of the island Bar-

bados, on the W. coast. P. 21,384. Lat. 13° 4'

N. ; Ion. 59° 37' W. Stretches along the N. shore
of Carlisle Bay : has a gaol and council-house.
About 1 m. distant is the gov. house, and 2 m. S.

of the iovra are barracks and complete arsenal.

It was made a city in 1842, and is now supplied
with water by a company with a cap. of 72^600/.

Bridgetown, a pa. of Irel., co. Cork, Munster,
1 m. S. Castletown-Eothe. Ac. 3239. P. 614.—
Also the name of several vills. in Ireland.

Bridgewater, a pari., munic. bor., port, and
pa. of England, co. Somerset, on both sides of the
Parret, about 7 m. from its mouth, in the Bristol

Channel, 29J m. W.S.W. Bristol, near the Bris-
tol and Exeter EaUway, 41 feet above the sea.

Ac. of pa., which is almost co-extensive with the
bor., 4325. P. of do., 12,120. It has a church,
infirmary, market-house, union poorhouse, gaol,

court-house, and banks. The quay is accessible

to vessels of 200 tons, but the entrance of the
harbour is difficult, and the tide often washes into

it with great violence. Imports, wine, hemp, tal-

low, and timber, with Welsh coals and groceries

coastwise. Exports, agricultural produce and
bricks. A canal connects Bridgewater with
Taunton. Customs rev. (1862) 7110/., expendi-
ture 3155Z. Sends 2 members to fl. of C. Keg.

elect. 691. Admiral Blake was born here in 1599.

Bridgewater, several townships of TJ. S., N.
America.—I. Vermont, 46 m. S. Montpelier.—IL
New York, 17 m. S. Utica.—III. Massachusetts,

on Taunton river, 27 m. S.S.E. Boston.—IV.
New Jersey, co. Somerset.
Bridghaji, a pa. of England,' co. Norfolk, 3 m.

S.W. East-Hariing. Ac 2692. P. 328.

Bridlington or Burlington, a pa., England,
CO. York, East Eiding, including the market
towns of Bridlington and Bridlington Quay, 6 m.
W. Flamboro' Head, and 26| m. N.N.E. Hull,

65 feet above the sea. Ac. 13,236. P. 6833. It

has a town-hall, commercial exchange, dissenting

chapels, banks, and manuf. of hats. It is the

head of a poor-law union.

—

Bridlington Qttag, on
a fine bay about 1 m. S.E. of the town, is fre-

quented during summer for sea-bathing. Its har-

bour is formed by two piers, and it has an export

trade in com.
Bridport, a pari, and munic bor., seaport

town, and pa. of England, co. Dorset, on the

Brit or Bride river, here crossed by several

bridges, about li ni. from the English Channel,

and 16 m. N.W. Dorchester. Ac. of pa. 250. P.

of do. 4645. Ac of bor. 388. P. of do. 7719. It

has a town-hall, prison, market-house, branch

bank, alms-house, mechanics' institute, with

re, T
:s..

i
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maniifs. of sail-cloth, shoe thread. Tines, and nets.

The harbour, about 1 m. S. of the town, admits

vessels of 200 tons. Customs rev. (1862) 2091^.,

expenditure 10,482^. Vessels belonging to the

port 12, tonnage 1626. Bridport is divided into

two wards, and sends two members to House of

Commons. Eeg. elect. (1864) 467.

Bkidstow, a pa. of Engl., co. Hereford, on the

Wye, 1 m. W.N.W. Ross. Ac. 2199. P. 717.

Bkie, an old dist., France, which formed part

of the provs. Champagne and the Ile-de-France,

now comprised in the deps. Seine-et-Mame,
Aisne, and Mame. Its caps, were Brie-Comte-
Robert and Meaux.

Briec, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Finis-

tfere, cap, cant., 7 m. W.S.W. Quimper. P. 5493.

Brie-Comte-Robert, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Seine-et-Mame, cap. cant., near the

Y6res, 11 m. N.N.W. Melnn. P. 2881.

Briedel, a vill. of Prussia, gov. Coblenz, circ.

and 2 m. W. Zell, on rt. b. of the Moselle. P. 1290.

Brie-de-la-Rochefoucauld, a comm. and
vUl. of France, dep. Charente, arr. Angouleme,
cant, la Rochefoucauld. P. 1754.

Brieg, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and 27
m. S.E. Breslau, cap. circ, on 1. b. of the Oder,
and on the railway from Breslau to Oppeln. P.
(1864) 13,298. It has a gymnasium, a library, &
manufs. of linen, cotton, and woollen fabrics.
Brieg or Brigue, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Valais, on 1. b. of the Rhone, 31 m. E.N.E. Sion,

at the commencement of the Simplon pass. The
baths at Brieger Bad, in its vicinity, were for-

merly much frequented.
Briel or The Brielle, a fortified seaport

town of the Netherlands, prov. South Holland,
cap. cant., in the island Voome, on rt. b. of the
Maese, at its mouth, 14| m. W. Rotterdam. Lat.
(of lighthouse) 51° 54' 11" N. ; Ion. 4° 9' 51" E.
P. 4504. It has military magazines and a good
harbour : was the nucleus of the Dutch republic,
its capture by William de la Marck, 1572, having
been the first important event in the struggle be-
tween Holland and Spain. Admirals Van Tromp
and de Witt were natives of Brielle.

BriennA-le-Chateau or Napoleon, a comm.
and town of France, dep. Aube, cap. cant., near
rt. b. of the Aube, 14 m. N.W. Bar-sur-Aube. P.
2057. Here Napoleon i. received the rudiments
of his military education, and here, on 29th Jan.
1814, he met the allies in battle.

BRitNON, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Tonne, arr. and 10 m. E. Joigny. P. 2604.
Brienz, a vill, of Switzerland, cant, and 30 m.

E.S.E. Bern, on the N. shore of lake of same
name, at the foot of the Brienzergrat mountain.
P. 2280. The Brienzer-see, or Lake of Brienz, is

formed by the river Aar, at the foot of the valley
ot Hasli and above the Lake of Thun. Length
8 m., breadth 1| m. Surface 850 feet above the
sea ; depth 500 to 2000 feet. It is suiTounded by
elevated mountains ; the torrents that flow from
them form several cascades, the principal of
which is the fall of the Giessbach.
Brienza, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 4 m

S.W. Potenza, cap. cant. P. 4920.
Briercliffe, a township of Engl., co. Lancas-

ter, 3 m. N.E. Burnley. Ac. 4180. . P. 1332.
Brierly Hill, a market town and eccles. pa.

of England, co. Stafford, pa. Kingswinford, 2 m.
N.N.E. Stourbridge. The dist. abounds in mine-
rals, specially coal, iron, and fire-clay. It has
manufs. of glass, bricks, & earthenware. P. 10,755.

Brieryhurst, a hamlet of England, co. Staf-
ford, pa. Wolstonton, 2 m. N.N.E. Newcastle-
uuder-Lyne. P. 4072.

Briks or Brisen (Hung. Brezno-Ranya), a town
of North Hungary, co. Sohl, on the Gran, 24 m.
E. Neusohl. P. 3767.

Brieuc (St), Briocum, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Cotes-du-Nord, 238 m. W.S.W.
Paris, on rt. b. of the Gouet, 2^ m. from its mouth,
in the Bay of St Brieuc. Lat. (St Michel), 48°

31' 1" N.; Ion. 2° 45 6" W. P. 15,341. It has a
comm. college, public library, chamber of com-
merce, and an export trade in butter and cider.

Its port is at the vill. of Legue, 1 m. lower on tho
Gouet, where there is a custom-house and ship-

building yards. Sends several vessels to the
whale and seal fishing.

Briey, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Moselle, cap. arr., 14 m. N.W. Metz. P. 1886.

Manufs. coarse woollen stuffs and cotton.

Briezen, a town of Prussia, circ. Marienwer-
der, 23 m. E.S.E. Culm. P. 2600.

Briga-MarittiM/V, a town of North Italy,

prov. and circ. Cuneo. P. 1643.

Brigg, a town of Engl. [Glandford Brigg.]
Brigham, a pa. of Engl., co. Cumberland, on the

Derwent; tho church 2^ m. W. Cockermouth,
which town is in the pa. Ac. 22,580. P. 7874.
Brighouse, a township of England. [Hipper-

holme.] It has a station on the Leeds and Man-
chester Railway, 26 m. S.W. Leeds.
Bright, a pa., Ireland, co. Down, Ulster, 3 m.

S.S.E. Downpatrick. Ac. 5544. P. 1365.

Brightling, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, rape
Hastings, 4 in. W.S.W. Robert's Bridge. Ac.
4613. P. 661.

Brightlingsea, a marit. pa. of England, co.

Essex, forming a peninsula between the Colne
and Brightlingsea Creek, 7 m. S.S.E. Colchester.

Ac. 3560. P. 2585. Brightlingsea is a member
of the cinque port of Sandwich.
Brighton (fonnerly Brighthelmstone), a pari,

bor., pa., and watering-place of Engl., co. Sussex,
rape Lewes, on the English Channel, 50J m. by rail

S. London, 28 ft. above the sea. Lat. of lighthouse,

chain-pier, 50° 50' N. ; Ion. 0° 8' W. Ac. of pa. 1562.

P. (1801) 7339, (1851) 65,515 ; (1861) 77,693 ;
pari,

bor., 87,311. The town, sheltered on the N. & N.E.
by the Southdowns, extends (including Clifton-

ville) for 3 m. along the coast, fronted by a sea-wall
about 60 feet in height, and occupying declivities

on the E. and W., with a central valley. Consists
almost wholly of new and elegant streets, squares,

and terraces. Principal buildings are the pavi-
lion, built by George iv. when Prince of Wales,
now the property of the town ; the suspension
chain-pier, extending 1014 feet into the sea ; St
Peter's church, the co. hospital, dispensary, col-

lege, town-hall, theatre, assembly rooms, hotels,

club-houses, and baths. There are 63 boarding-
schools for young gentlemen, and 96 for ladies,

besides many day schools. It is the seat of the
Sussex literary and scientific institution, founded
in 1836. Brighton has boasted of a pack of

hounds above 150 years, and there are in the vi-

cinity several other packs, both hounds and fox-
hounds. Its fisheries employ many boats, and
supply large quantities of fish to the London
markets. It communicates with London by Lon-
don and Brighton Railway, by the South Coast
Railway with Portsmouth, 44 m. distant, and with
Hastings by its E. branch, and by steamers from
Newhaven with Dieppe (France), 80 m. distant.

Petty-sessions daily in the town-hall. Brighton
was incorporated by royal charter in 1854, since

which time courts of quarter-sessions are held
under the presidency of the borough recorder. It

sends 2 members to H. of Commons. Eeg. elec-

tors (1863-4) 5434.
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Brighton, several tnshps., U. S., North Amer.
—I. Monroe co.. New York, 3 m. K Eochester.
P. 3117.—II. Middlesex co., Massachusetts, 5 m.
W. Boston, on Charles E. P. 2356.—III. Beaver
CO., Pennsylvania. P. 902.

Brighton (New), a watering-place of England,
CO. Chester, 3 m. N.N.W. Birkenhead. It forms
the N.E. comer of the peninsula of the Wirrel,

between the Mersey and the Irish Sea.

Brightside-Bierlow or Bierlett, a township
of England, co. York, West Riding, pa. and 3 m.
N.E Sheffield. P. 29,818.

Brightwell, sev. pas. of Engl.—I. co. Berks,

2 m. W.N.W. "WaUmgford. Ac. 2024. P. 703.—11. CO. Suffolk, .H ra. E.S.E. Ipswich. Ac.
96.5. P. 81.—III. (Baldwin), co. Oxford, 2 m. W.
Watlington. Ac. 1660. P.277.—IV.(.S'oZoin«), co.

Oxford, 4Jm.S.S.E. Tetsworth. Ac. 871. P. 217.

Brignais, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gh6ne, arr. and 7 m. S.S.W. Lyon, on the
Garon. P. 2162. Trade in cattle and wine.
Brignall, a pa. of England, co. York, North

Ridinor, 3i m. S.S.E. Barnard Castle. Ac 1910.

P. 173.

Brigxano, a vilL of Northern Italy, Lombardy,
prov. and 10 m. S. Bergamo. P. 2968.

Brigxoles, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Var, cap. arr. on rt. b. of the Calami, 22 m. W.S.W.
Draguignan. P. 6143. It has a pubUc library,

normal school, manufs. of sUk twist and leather

;

trade in wines, brandy, olives, and prunes,
Brigown, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,

comprising Mitchelstown. Ac. 15,212. P. 5986.

Brigsley, a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, pts. Lind-
sey, 5 m. S. Gt Grimsby. Ac. 860. P. 152.

Brigstock, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,

7i m. N.E. Kettering. Ac. 5900. P. 1159.

Brigue, a town of Switzerland. [Brieg.]
Brigceil, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Charente, arr. and cant Confolens. P. 1889.

Porcelain manufactory.
Brihuega, a town of Spain, New Castile, prov.

and 20 m. E.N.E. Guadalajara, on the Tajuna.
P. 4364. Manufs. of linen and woollen fabrics.

Brill, a pa. of Engl., co, Bucks, 6 m. N.N.W.
Thame. Ac. 2600. P. 1432.

Brilley, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 5 m.
N.N.E. Hay. Ac. 3793. P. 517.

Brilon, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
and 22 m. E. Arnsberg, cap. circ. P. 3537. It has
manufs. of linens, and near it are mines of lead,

copper, zinc, and iron.

Brimfield, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 4
m. W. Tenbury. Ac. 1842. P. 665.

Brimham, a chapelry of Engl. [Hartwith.]
Brimpsfield, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 5

J

ra. E.N.E. Painswick. Ac. 2611. P. 392.

Brimptox, two pas. of England.—I. co. Berks,

6 m. E.S.E. Newbury. Ac. 1692. P. 462.—II. co.

Somerset, 2 m. W.S.W. Yeovil. Ac. 465. P. 135.

Beixdiok or Blitar, an inland town of Java,
cap. dist., 70 m. S.W. Surabaya.

Brindisi, Bmndusium, a fortified city and sea-

port of S. Italy, prov. Lecco, cap. dist., at the
head of a bay in the Adriatic, 45 m. E.N.E. Ta-
ranto. P. 9105. Defended by a castle and bat-
teries. It was the great naval station of the
Roman empire, but its harbour is now choked.

Brixdisi Moxtagna, a town of Southern Italy,

prov. and circ. Potenza. P. 2286.
Brindle, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster, 4 m.

N.E. Chorley. Ac. 2935. P. 1501.
Beinghukst, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

H m. W, Rockingham. Ac. 3650. P. 825.

Brixgtox, two pas. of England.—I. co. Hunt-
ii^don, 6 m. N.W. Kimbolton. Ac. 1190 P.

190.—11. (Great), co. and 6 ni. W.N.W. North-
ampton. Ac. 3761. P. 806.

Briningham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4
m. S.W. Holt Ac. 1201. P. 206.

Brujkburx, a parochial chapelry of England,
CO. Northumberland, ward Coquet-dale, pa. Long-
Framlington, 9 m. N.N.W. Morpeth. P. 220.
Coal and limestone are found here.

Brixkhill, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, pts.

Lindsey, 5 m. N.N.W. Spilsby. Ac. 780. P. 176.

Brinkley, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 5^
m. S. Newmarket Ac. 1500. P. 317.

Brinklow, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 5J
m. N.W. Rugby. Ac. 1410. P. 736.

Brinkworth, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4 m.
W.N.W. Wooton-Basset Ac. 5464. P. 1273.

Brinnixgtox, a township of Engl., co. Chester,

pa. and 2 m. N.E. Stockport. Ac 783. P. 5346.
Brikxy, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,

3 m. N. Bandon. Ac 4898. P. 1057.

Brinsop, a pa. of England, co. and 5J m. N.W.
Hereford. Ac 1364. P. 145.

Bkinton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.
S.W. Holt Ac 625. P. 177.

Briones, a town of Spain, prov. and 18 nx,

W.N.W. Logrono, on L b. of the Ebro. P. 3021.

Brioxi Islands, a group of small islands in the
Adriatic Sea, on the coast of Illyria.

Bkioxse, Brionia, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Eure, cap. cant., on the Rille, 9 m. N.E.
Beraay. P. 3940.

Briosco, a town of North Italy, prov. Milan,
circ Monza. P. 1449.
Brioude, Brivaia, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Haute Loire, cap. arr., on L b. of the Allier,

29 m. N.W. Le Puy. P. 4950.
Brioux, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Deux-Sevres, arr. and 6m. S.S.W. Melle. P. 1267.

Briouze, a comm. and vUL of France, dep.

Ome, cap. cant, arr. Argentan. P. 1875.

Brisacii, a town of France. [Breisach.^
Brisambourg, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Charente Inferieure, arr. St-Jean-d' Angely
cant. St Hilaire. P. 1606.

Brisbaxe, cap. town of British colony of

Queensland, in the co. of Stanley, on the Brisbane,

about 25 m. from its mouth, by water. P. (1861),

North Brisbane, 3476 ; South Brisbane, 749 ; total

4225.—II. a CO. of New South Wales, between
Hunter river and the Liverpool Range. A fine

agricultural co. Chief towns Murrurundi and
Scone. Ac. 1,500,760. P. (1861) 3481. It ceased
to be a penal settlement in 1842. Brisbane Dovms
are in the S. part of New South Wales, Ion. 149°

E. and between lat 36° and 37° S., about 2000
feet in average height, and well adapted for

sheep-walks.— Brisbane River, co. Brisbane,

Queensland, enters Moreton-Bay near lat. 27° 30'

S., Ion. 153° 15' E., and is ascended by the tide

for 50 m. from the sea.

Briscous, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Basses-Pyr^n^s, arr. Bayonne, cant la Bastide-

Clairence. P. 1658.
Briset, a pa. of England. [Bbicett.]
BaisiGHELLA, a town, CentwJ Italy, prov. and

28 m. S.W. Ravenna, cap. gov. It has numerous
manufactures, a college, churches, many charitable

institutions, and a lai^e trade in silk and cattle.

P. (1861) 11,602.

Brisley, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6J m.
N.W. East Dereham- Ac. 1201. P. 362.

Brislington, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

2J m. S.E. Bristol Ac 2393. P. 1489.

Brissac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, 9 m, S.E. Angers. P. 988.

Bklssago, a pa. and town of Switzerland, cant

f
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Ticino, on W. bank of Lago Maggiore, 5 m. S.W.
Locarno. P. 113G. It has an active transit trade.

Beissarthe, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, 16 m. N.N.E. Angers. P. 997.

Brisson (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loiret, cant, and arr. Gien. P. 1053.

Bristoi., a city, seaport, and co. of England,
situated chiefly in Gloucestershire, and partly in

Somersetshire, on the Avon, at its confluence

with the Frome, and 8 m. S.E. of its mouth in

the Bristol Channel: llj m. N.W. Bath, 33J m.
S.S.W. Gloucester, and 118^ m. W. London by
G.W. Railway ; 41 feet above the sea ; mean temp,

of year 49''-l ; rainfall 31 inches. Lat. of cathedral

61" 27' N. ; Ion. 2° 36' W. Ac. of bor., includ-

ing the dist. added by the municipal act. 9870.

P, (1861) 137,328, (1861) 153,093, estimated (1866)
163,680, including parliamentary boundary. Prin-
cipal edifices, the cathedral ; 19 parish churches
and many dissenting places of worship ;

guild-hall,

council-house, gaol, and brideweU ; the exchange,
used as a corn-market ; commercial rooms ; Bristol
institution, with a library and museum; in-

firmary, assembly rooms, Victoria rooms, a hall

used for concerts, the baths and pump-rooms at

Clifton, a theatre, and numerous bridges.

—

Bristol

has a proprietary Baptist college, a school of

medicine, a public library, law and medical libra-

ries. It has iron and brass foundries ; copper,
tin, zinc, glass, chemical and colour works;
sugar refineries and distilleries; and manufs. of

pins, shot, soap, leather, tobacco, cottons, hats,

and floor-cloths, with shipbuilding yards ; and
in its vicinity are brick and coal works. The
Avon at Bristol, though narrow, is deep enough
for large ships. In 1804-9 docks were formed
by changing the course of the rivers Avon and
Frome, and by placing locks at the extremity of
the old channel. Imports, sugar, molasses, rum,
coffee, tobacco, wool, turpentine, hemp, timber,
wine, and brandy. Exports, manufactured goods.
Ships entered (1861-2), 958; tonnage, 267,883.
Cleared, 288 ; tonnage, 86,006. Vessels belonging
to the port, 208; tonnage, 61,904. Bristol com-
municates by railway with Birmingham and
Exeter, with the Thames by the Kennet and
Avon Canal. It was the first port in Britain
whence regular steam communication with the
U. S. of North America was established. The s.s.

•'Great Western " and " Great Britain " were built
here ; but for want of proper dock accommodation,
not a single ocean steamer now leaves the port.
It has a chamber of commerce, mercantile cor-
porate bodies, and banking companies. In 1848
it was made a free port. The city is divided
ipto ten wards, and governed by a mayor, 16
aldermen, and 48 councillors. Its corporation
has jurisdiction on the Avon from 4 m. above
the city down to the sea, and along the channel
to Clevedon. Spring assizes for civil causes,
quarter-sessions, sheriffs and other courts are
held here. Bristol belongs to Clifton and Bed-
minster poor-law union. Customs rev. (1862)
1,317,177^. ; expenditure 298,260/. Sends two
asms, to H. of C. Reg. elect. (1864) city and bor.
13,829. Birthplace of Chatterton and Southey

Bristoi, a seaport town of the U. S.. North
America, Maine, on the Atlantic, 29 m. S.S.E.
Augusta. It has many vessels employed in the
coasting trade and fisheries.—II. a seaport, Rhode
Island, cap. co., with a harbour, on Narragansett
Bay, 18 m. S.E. Providence.—III. a township,
Connecticut, co. and 14 m. S.W. Hartford.—I V.
New York, co. Ontario, 182 m. W. Albany.—V.
a CO. in S. part of Massac'iusetts. on coast of
Atlantic. Area C20

£(i. m. P. (18S0) 93,794.—

VI. a CO. in E. of Rhode Island. Area 90 sq. m.
P. 8907.—VII. a vill., New Jersey, opposite

Buriington. P. 2570.

Bristol. Bay, an inlet of the Pacific, Russian
America, between Cape Newnham and the pen-

insula of Aliaska, in lat. 64° N. ; Ion. 160° W.
Bristol Channel, an arm of the Atlantic,

entering between St Ann's Head on the N. and
Land's End on the S., extending into the S.W.
part of Great Britain, between lat. 50° and 51°

40' N., Ion. 3° and 6° 30' W., bounded N. by
South Wales, and S. by the English cos. Somer-
set, Devon, and Cornwall. At its E. extremity

it terminates in the estuary of the Severn, besides

which river it receives the Parret, Taw, Torridge,

Taff, and Towy. Sandy Island, with lighthouse,

is in the mouth of the channel. Contains Milford

Haven, Carmarthen Bay, and Swansea Bay on
the N., and Barnstaple, Porlock, and Bridgewater
Bay on the S. Its tides flow rapidly upward, and
meeting with the currents of the Severn, cause

the phenomenon called the " bore."'

Bkistox, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on the

Bure, 3i m. S.S.W. Holt. Ac. 2751. P. 931.

Britain, or Grkat Britain, including Eng-
land and Scotland, is the largest island of Europe,
and the principal of the group of the British Isles

;

bounded on the E. by the North Sea; N. and W,
by the Atlantic Ocean and Irish Sea ; and on the
S. separated from France by the English Channel.
Its extreme length extends from lat. 49° 57' to

58° 40' N., or about 587 m. ; its greatest breadth
from Ion. 5° 47' W. to 1° 45' E., or about 360 m.
Area 83,826 sq. m., or, including the adjacent

islands, 90,038 sq. m., or 56,000,000 imperial ac.

P. (1861) 23,266,621. The births in 1862 were
818,829, and the deaths 503,673. The nuniber of

emigrants that left the United Kingdom in the
same year was 121,214, of whom 41,843 went to

our Australian colonies, 15,522 to British Ame-
rica, 58,706 to the United States, and 6143 to

other countries. In general form it is wedge-
shaped, being broadest at its S. extremity, and
narrowest at its northern. Its eastern coast

forms a waving, continuous, and rarely broken
line ; but the western coast is extremely irregular,

and deeply indented with many bays and arms
of the sea, interspersed with numerous islands.

The S.E. part of Britain is a level alluvial sur-

face; the centre undulating and hilly; the W.
and N.W. mountainous and irregular. In the N.
and W., primary strata and granite rocks pre-

vail ; in the middle districts, coal, lime, salt, and
ironstone are abundant, and these are succeeded
in England, in its E. and S.E. counties, by oolite,

chalk, and the newer geological formations. A
mountain range, more or less elevated, extends
from S. to N. of the island. Commencing at

Laud's End in Cornwall, & traversing Devonshire,
Somersetshire, & Wales, it varies in elevation from
1600 to 3600 feet. The highest summit in this

branch, as also in S. Britain, is Snowdon, in Wales,
3590 feet. Another branch extends from the Cots-
wold Hills, Gloucestershire, and runs through
Derbyshire, Staffordshire, Yorkshire, Cumber-
land, Westmoreland, and Northumberland, with
elevations from 2000 to 3000 feet ; highest sum-
mit, Scawfell, in Cumberland, 3229 feet. Suc-
ceeding these are the Cheviots, between England
and Scotland ; highest summit, Cheviot Peak,
Northumberland, 2668 feet. Farther N. is the
great Grampian range which intersects Scotland,

and whose extreme altitude is measured by Ben
Nevis on the W., attaining an elevation of 4406
feet, and forming the culminating point of the
British Isles. The most considerable rivers are the
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Severn, Medway, Dee, Mersey, Clyde, on tlie W.

;

and the Thames, Trent, Humber, Tyne, Forth,

Tay, and Spey, on the E. The principal lakes are

those of Cumberland and Westmoreland in Eng-
land, and Lochs Lomond, Tay, and Maree, in

Scotland. Loch Lomond, the largest lake in Great
Britain, has an area of 40 sq. m. The principal

bays and estuaries are the Bristol Channel, Cardi-
gan Bay, Lancaster Bay, the Solway Firth, Firth
of Clyde, on the W. ; the estuary of the Thames,
the Wash, the Humber, the Firths of Forth, Tay,
Moray, and Cromarty, on the E. ; -while on the S.

there are Falmouth, Plymouth, Portsmouth, and
other important bays and harbours.
The British Isles, or " United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland," form an immense archipe-

lago of about 5500 islands and rocks, at a small
distance from the W. shores of Central Europe,
from which it is separated by the North Sea, the
Strait of Dover, and the English Channel. The
area of the entire archipelago is 122,550 sq. m.,

and the population (by the census of 1861)
29,307,199. Including the Norman or Channel
Isles, which do not strictly belong to the archi-
pelago, the lat. extends from 49° 13' to 60° 49'

;

and the Ion. from V 45' E. to 10° 26' W. The
principal islands and groups are Britain, Ireland,

the Isle of Wight, Anglesea, Man, the Scilly isls.,

Bute, Arran, the Hebrides, Orkney and Shetland
islands. Being surrounded by the ocean, and
having a branch of the Gulf Stream flowing along
the W. coasts, the mean annual temperature of

the British Isles is equal to that of countries in
much lower latitudes on the continent of Europe,
while the winter temperature is much higher.

The mean annual temperature of the central parts
of the archipelago is about 49° Fahr., that of Unst,
in Shetland, being 44°'60, and of Cornwall in the
extreme S.61°*50. From observations taken inup-
wards of 100 localities between 1857 and 1861 in-

clusive, it appears that our mean summer temp.
(July) is 60°02, our mean winter (Jan.) 39°-42

;

while our average rain-fall is 33"79 inches. Pre-
vailing winds for nine months of the year, S.W.,
W., and N.W. From March to May, E.N.E. & N.
winds prevaiL Though variable, the climate of

Britain is found, from tables of longevity, to be one
of the most salubrious in the world, while the very
general cultivation and drainage of the soil have
removed those maladies that originate in marsh
effluvia. Within the last century the average lon-
gevity of the population has been much increased.
In 1800 the average mortality was 1 in 32; in 1847,
1 in 45. The indigenous vegetation of the British
Isles partakes of the character of that of the con-
tiguous parts of Europe, & contains few or no spe-
cies peculiar tothat archipelago: number of species
estimated at 4400, of which about 1600 are flower-
ing plants. All the grains and grasses, & the com-
mon European fruits,grow in almost all districts &
situations not too elevated, and both agriculture
and horticulture have been brought to a great
degree of perfection. The breeds of horses,
cattle, sheep, and other useful animals, are also of
the best description. Of wild animals, the fox,
badger, wild cat, stoat, martin, otter, squirrel,

hedgehog, dormouse, mole, mouse, hare, and
rabbit, are the principal The stag and fallow
deer are still abiindant in several localities. The
bittern, eagle, and other birds of prey, are becom-
ing more rare. The eastern half of' the island is

generally an agricultural, while the western is a
grazing country. Estimating the entire surface at
78,000,000 acres, it is calculated that 20,000,000 are
under crop; 28,000,000 under pasture; 15,000,000
waste, but capable of cultivation ; and 15,000,000

hopelessly waste. The amount of com, after de-
ducting seed, is estimated at 54,232,000 qrs. In
1865 the total revenue of the British colonies

amounted to 11,237,000/. ; debt, 27,161,000/.; im-
ports, 75,209,846/.; exports from do., 56,349,120/.;

imperial expenditure on the colonies, for civil

and military purposes, 3,509,465/. The penal
establishments form a large part of the charge
for civil services. The revenue of the United
Kingdom for 1866 amounted to 67,812,292/., the
expenditure to 66,474,356/., and the national debt
to 786.510,795/. The value of real property in

1862, was for England, 120,069,963/. ; Scotland,

15,128,538/.; Ireland, 13,400,546/. Exports of

British produce, 1865, 165,862,482/.; of foreign and
colonial produce, 52,995,914/.; total, 218,858,316/:;

total imports, 271,134,969/. Our imports are chiefly
of two classes, viz., food for our people, and raw
material for our manufactures. In 1865 wo
paid for foreign corn no less than 20,724,115/., or

aboutone-half thewhole subsistence of the people.

The principal articles of raw material imported
are raw cotton, wool, tea, and raw silk; while
our exports consist chiefly of cotton, woollen, and
linen goods, metallic goods, machinery, coals,

and appareL The number of vessels arrived in

British ports was 55,460, carrying 13,091,090 tons;

cleared from do., 56,209, carrying 13,444,349 tons.

The total mercantile fleet of sailing and steam
vessels belonging to Britain at the close of 1865
was 41,264, of 7,322,600 tons, manned by 350,023
men. In 1862 the royal navy ntmibered 497
ships of war, carrying 14,748 gims ; the majority
of these are propelled by steam, including 58 ships

of the line, 38 frigates, and 36 armour-plated
vessels. In 1866 our military force amounted to

138,117 men and officers (of whom 65,287 were
serving in India), besides 124,622 militia. The
total enrolled strength of the volunteer force in

1865 was 162,681. The army and navy cost the
country annually about 24,000,000/., of which sum
14,348,447/. was voted to the army for the year
1866-7. In the year 1862 the coinagewas 7,337,731/.

The number of miles of railway open in 1852-

amounted to 6890, employing 66,000 persons ; but
in 1862 the number of miles in actualoperation had
swelled to 11,551 miles, conveying 180,429,000

passengers, and drawing 29,128,551/^ of annual re-

ceipts. The coimtry is intersected throughout by
electric telegraph wires, andEngland is connected
by submarine telegraph with Ireland, the Con-
tinent, India, and America. Themineralproducein
theUnitedKingdom for 1865was—coal, 98,150,587

tons; iron ore, 9,910,045 tons, valued at 3,324,804/.;

tin from the Cornwall mines, 15,686 tons, valued
at 867,435/. ; copper of Great Britain and Ireland,

198,298 tons, valued at 927,938/. ; lead, 90,450 tons.

In the same year the Welsh gold mines yielded

1,663 oz. gold. Total value of minerals,

32,359,060/.; metals, 15,773,287/. The govern-
ment is a limited monarchy. The legislative

authority is vested in the sovereign and the
parliament (Lords and Commons), the concur-
rence of all which estates is necessary to the

enactment of new laws, or to the repeal of those

already in force. The members of the House
of Lords comprised in the year 1864, peers of

the blood royal, 2; archbishops, 2; dukes, 20;
marquises, 19 ; earls, 110 ; viscovmts, 22 ; bishops,

23 ; barons, 209 ; Scotch representative peers,

16 ; Irish do., 27 ; Irish spiritual peers, 4. 'I'otal,

455. The House of Commons consists of 658

members, 500 of whom are chosen by the electors

of England and Wales, 105 by those of Ireland,

and 53 by those of Scotland. The aggregate
number of electors in 1864 was 1,128, 754.

1
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Nothing is known historically of Britain before

the invasion of Csesar (b.c. 65, 54), except by a

few obscure allusions. It is conjectured to have
been originally peopled from the adjoining con-

tinent, first by the Celts from Gaui, and after-

wards by Teutonic tribes from Germany and
Scandinavia. After the invasion of Csesar, the

Eomans did not return to Britain for about a cen-

tury ; under Agricola, Antoninus Pius, Severus,

Caracalla, it was subdued and occupied till about

A.D. 420, when it was abandoned by the Romans.
Agricola built a wall between the Firths of Forth
and Clyde, in order to bound the empire and de-

fend it from the Caledonians. Adrian erected a

mud wall from the Solway Firth to the Tyne
;

and Severus^built a stone wall in the same direc-

tion, portions of which still remain. After the

termination of the Roman power, the greater part

of Britain was conquered by the Saxons, Jutes,

and Angles, the latter giving their name to Eng-
land ; this conquest commenced in 449, and occu-

pied about 130 years. In 1066 the Normans
made a descent on England, and possessed them-
selves of a great part of the country. In 1172

Ireland was subdued, and came under British

government. Magna Charta was obtained by
the Barons in 1215. In 1203 Wales was united

to England. In 1604, the accession of James vi.

united the crown of Scotland to that of Eng-
land. A civil war in Britain terminated in the

execution of Charles i. in 1649, followed by a
Commonwealth that lasted 11 years, in which
Oliver Cromwell assumed the dictatorship. In
1660 monarchy was restored, when Charles ii.

ascended the throne of his father. "William iii.

was called to the throne after the revolution of

1688. The legislative union of Scotland and
England took place in 1707. The American war
of independence began in 1776, and terminated
in 1784. The French revolution and war with
France began in 1793, and terminated by the
battle of Waterloo in 1815. The legislative union
of Ireland with Britain took place in 1800, and
was followed next year by the first regular census
of the British Isles. In 1829 the Catholic Eman-
cipation Act was passed; and a refonn of the

British parliamentary representation was effected

by the Act of 1832. In 1842, the tariff reform was
begun, which has resulted in free trade ; and in

1854, in alliance with France, Turkey, and Sar-
dinia, war was declared against Russia, in con-
Bequence of its encroachments on Turkey. In
1855, Sebastopol was taken by the allied armies,

and peace established in 1856. In the year fol-

lowing a formidable insurrection broke out in

India, which induced the British Government to

take the immediate superintendence of their vast
possessions in that country into their own hands.
The Cabinet Council for carrying on the business
of the state is composed of the president of the
privy council, the lord high chancellor, first lord
of the treasury, lord privy seal, chancellor of the
exchequer, minister of war, three secretaries of

state,—viz., home, colonial, and foreign affairs,

—

the commander-in-chief of the forces, first lord of

the admiralty, presidents of the boards of control
(India) and of trade, secretary at war, and the
paymaster-general. The courts of law and local

government vary in different divisions of the
empire ; but each co. throughout the kingdom is

governed by a lieutenant, sheriff, and other offi-

cers appointed by the Crown. The episcopalian
form of church government, of which the sove-
reign is the head, is the state-established religion
in England and Ireland, and the presbyterian
form that of Scotland. There is, however, the

most complete toleration of all other religioua
sects throughout the empire. The most perfect
degree of personal freedom is guaranteed by the
Habeas Corpus Act (which secures to the sus-
pected prisoner a trial or liberation within a
limited time), trial by jury, liberty of the press,
liberty of conscience, and the total abolition of
slavery. Each city and municipal borough has
the election of its own separate corporate ofiBcers.

The colonies have each a governor appointed by
the Crown, who is assisted in each of the British
North American colonies by a council and legis-

lative assembly, as also in each of the West India
islands, except St Lucia and Trinidad. These
two islands, and British Guiana, Gibraltar, Malta,
the Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon, the Mauritius,
and Hong Kong, are placed under a governor
and council. The African settlements, all the
Australasian colonies, the Falkland islands, and
St Helena, are each ruled by a governor, council,

and British Acts of Parliament ; and Honduras is

governed by a superintendent and magistrates.

The Bntisk Empire is the largest and most
powerful in the world, comprising a vast extent
of territory, estim. at 7,103,000 sq. m. In 186(5

the total pop. of Great Britain and Ireland was
estimated at 29,535,404.

States.

England and Wales, ...

Scotland,
Ireland,

Islands adjacent to Bri-)

tain, j

Malta and Gibraltar, ...

Canada,
New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia and Cape)

Breton, )

Prince Edward Island,

Newfoundland,
Hudson Bay Territory,

Labrador,
British Columbia,
Vancouver Island,

Balize, or British Hon-)
duras, )

W. Indies & Bermudas,
British Guiana,
Cape Colony and Natal,

Mauritius, and depen-)
dencies, j

Gold Coast and Lagos,
Senegambia and Sierra)

Leone, , )

StHelena&Ascensionls.,
British India,

Protected Statesin India,

Ceylon
Hong Kong & Labuan,
Australian Colonies, ...

Tasmania and New Zea-)
land, ]

Area in sq.

miles.
Pop. in

1860-6L

58,320
31,324
32,512

116
210,020
27,105

18,671

2,173

40,200
2,920,000?
170,000
200,000
14,000

13,500

12,535
76,000

119,268

708

6,000

82
851,018
625,278
24,700

77
1,616,596

132,474

20,061,726
3,061,251

5,764,543

143,779

156,682

2,606,755
262,047

332,264

80,859
122,638
180,000

5,000
40,000

18,000

25,635

941,471
155.026

388,906

319,105

161,346

48,563

6,814
135,634,244

50,465,366
1,919,487
121.763

1,113,104

245,281

British North America, comprising Canada,

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Cape Breton

Isl., Prince Edward Isl., Newfoundland, Hudson
Bay territory Labrador, British Columbia, with
Vancouver Island, Tias an area of upwards of

1,000,000 sq. m., or nearly 9 times the area of Great
Britain and Ireland, of which it is estimated that

267,000 sq. m.—a region more than twice the

area of Great Britain and Ireland—are available

for agricultural purposes. The pop. of British

N. America was estimated in 1864 at nearly four

millions. See the countries named in the above table.

lExGLAXD, Scotland, Ireland, Canada, India,

New Britain.^
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Britannia Bridge, Wales. [1Ii':nai Strait.")

Britannia Isl.\ni>s, a group of islands in the
Pacific, N.E. of New Caledonia, the largest of

which (Uea) is 30 m. in length.

Britford, a pa. of Engl., co. Wilts, 2 m. S.S.E.
Salisbury. Ac. 3148. P. 872.

Brithbek, a chapelry of South Wales, co.

Glamorgan, 10 m. N. Caerphilly. P. 3879.
British Columbia, N. Amer. [Columbia, Br."]

British Kaffi{Aria, Africa. [Kaffraria."]
Briton Ferry, a pa., S. Wales, co. Glamorgan,

ontheNeath,2im. S.Neath. Ac. 1593. P. 3781.

BRirrANY, a provr. of France. [~Bretagne."|

Brittnau, a vill. of Switzerlandi cant. Aargau,
2 m. S. Zofingen, on the Wigger. P. 2211.

Brittoll a town of South Italy, prov. Teramo,
dist. Citta Ducale. P. 1435.

Britway, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,
5 UL S.E. Rathcormack. Ac. 4009. P. 516.

Briv£, a river of France, dep. Loire-Inf., joins

the Loire on rt., above St Nazaire ; length 30 ra.

Brives, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Haute
Loire, arr. and cant. Le Puy. P. 1401.

Brives-la-Gaillarde, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Corrfeze, cap. arr., 14 m. S.W. Tulle.

P. 9854. It has a comm. college ; and manufs. of

woollens, muslins, silks, handkerchiefs, cotton
yam, candles, mustard, and oils.

Briviesca, a town of Spain, Old Castile, prov.
and 20 m. N.E. Burgos. P. 2064. Trade in grain.

BRmo, a town of N. Italy, prov. Como, cap.

dist, on the Adda, 22 m. N.E. Milan. P. 1982.

The Austrians defeated the French here in 1799.

Brix, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Manche,

5J m. N.W. Valognes. P. 2485.

Brixen (Ital. Bressanoney a fortified town of

the Tirol, S. of the Alps, circ. Pusterthal, 40 m.
S.S.E. Innspruck, on the route from Italy to

Germany by the Brenner Pass. P. 3139. It has
a cathedral. Near it iron and steel works. The
bishopric of Brixen was a state of the German em-
pire, secularized in 1803, and united to the TiroL
Brixham, a market and seaport town of Engl.,

CO. Devon, on the S.W. side of Torbay, 24 m. S.

Exeter. Ac. of pa. 5740. P. 5984. It has a church,
harbour subordinate to the port of Dartmouth,
exports of marble and iron ore, and boats engaged
in fisheries. William iii. landed in England at

Brixham, on the 5th Nov. 1688.

Brixlegg, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, circ. Inns-
priick, gov. and 1 m. S.S.W. Eattenberg. P. 1190.

Silver and copper smelting.

Brixton, several pas., eta, of England.—I. a
suburb of the S. division of London, co. Surrey,
pa. Lambeth, 4^ m. W.S.W. St Paul's Cathedral.

P. 20,067. It has a district church, and a co. house
of correction.—II. a pa., co. Devon, on the navi-
gable Yealm, 2| m. S.S.E. PljTnpton-EarL Ac.
2999. P. 691.—III. (or Brigktstone), Isle of

Wight, 6 m. S.W. Newport. Ac. 3291. P. 630.—
IV. (peverilVy co. Wilts, 4^ m. S. Warminster.
Ac. 2450. P. 225.

Brixworth, a pa, of England, co. and 7 m. N.
Northampton. Ac. 3410. P. 1253.
Broach, a city and territ. of India. reAROACH."]
Broadalbin, a township of the U. S., North

America, New York, co. Fulton, m. N.W.
Albany. P. 2474.

BroadBay, islandof Lewis, Scotland, N.E. side

of island, in iat 68° 20' N. ; Ion. &• 10' W.
Broad-Chalk, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 5i

m. S.S.W. WUton. Ac. 6904 P. 796.

Broadclist, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 m.
N.E. Exeter. Ac. 9188. P. 2318.
Broadcreek, a town of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, CO. Sussex, Delaware. P. 2713.

Broadfield or Bradfield, a pa. of Engl, co
Herts, 3 m. W.N.W. Buntingford. Ac 620. P. 19.

Broadford, a vill. of Ireland, co. Clare, 16 m.
E.S.E. Ennis. P. 289.

Broadha\'en, a bay on the W. coast of Ireland,
CO. Mayo, between Benwee and Errishead, 11 m.
N.W. Bangor. Length and average breadth, 4 m.
BROADHEitBURY, a pa. of England, co. Devon,

5 m. N.W. Honiton. Ac 4703. P. 817.

Broadhempston, a pa, of Engl., co. Devon, 4
m. S.E. Ashburton. Ac 2047. P. 661.

Broad-Hinton, a pa. of Engl., co. Wilts, 6 m-
S.S.W. Swindon. Ac 3659. P. 657.

Broadkill, a town of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, CO. Sussex, Delaware. P. 3927.
Broadmayne, a pa. of Engl., co. Dorset, 4 m.

S.S.E. Dorchester. Ac 2540. P. 506.
Broadoak, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 6 m.

W.S.W. Liskeard. Ac. 3367. P. 274.

Broad River, an arm of the sea, U. S., North
America, South Carolina, between Port Royal
Island and the mainland, 60 m. S.W. Charleston.
Broad Sound, an inlet on the E. coast of Aus-

tralia, in Iat 22° 30* S. ; Ion. 149° 40' E. Length
N. to S. 50 m., breadth at entrance 22 m.
Broadstairs (formerly Bradstovce), a seaport

town of England, co. Kent, lathe St Augustine,
pa. St Peter's, on the E. coast of the Isle of 'Thanet,

2 m. N. Ramsgate, on branch of the S.E. Railway.
Pop. returned with the pa.

Broadtop Mountain, U. S., North America,
in Pennsylvania, Bedford and Huntingdon cos.

Coal-beds from 3 to 8 feet thick.

Broadwas, a pa. of Engl., co. and 5J m. W.
Worcester. Ac. 1160. P. 311.

Broadwater, a pa. of England, co. Sussex,
rape Bramber, 1 m. N. Worthing, which it in-

cludes. Ac. 2560. P. 6466.

Broadway, 3 pas. of England.—I. co. Dorset,

3 m. N.W. Melcombe-Regis. Ac. 1029. P. 614.

—II. CO. Somerset, 2J m. N.W. Ilminster. Ac
2072. P. 431.—III. CO. Worcester, SJ m. S.E.
Evesham. Ac. 4800. P. 1566.
Broadwell, 2 pas., Engl.—I. co. Glo'ster, 1^ m.

N.N.E. Stowe-on-the-Wold. Ac. 1600. P. 398.—
II. CO. Oxford, 5 m. S. Burford. Ac. 5874. P.1103.

Broad-Windsor, a pa. of England, co. Dorset,

3 m. W.N.W. Beaminster. Ac. 6214. P. 1538.

Broadwood-Kelly, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon,

5J m. E.N.E. Hatherieigh. Ac. 2666. P. 342.

Broadwood-Widger, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon,
6 m. N.E. Launceston. Ac. 8587. P. 803.

Brobcry, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, on
the Wye, 7^ m. E.N.E. Hay. Ac 508. P. 78.

Brockdish, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on
the Waveney, ^ m. S.S.W. Harleston. Ac 1069.

P. 544.

Brocken or Brocksberg, a mountain of

Prussia, prov. Saxony, 20 m.W.S.W. Halberstadt,

in the range of the Harz mountains, of which it

is the culminating point, 3740 feet above the level

of the sea. It is ciUtivated nearly to the summit.
Brockenhurst, a pa, of England, co. Hants, A\

m. N.N.W. Lymington. Ac 2980. P. 1083.

Brockhagen, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. and 32 m. S.W. Minden. P. 2350.
Brockhall, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,

4J m. E. Daventry. Ac. 861. P. 54.

Brockhampton, a pa. of England, co. Hereford,

on the Wye, 6 m. N. of Ross. Ac. 620. P. 623.

Brocklesby, a pa. of England. [LratBER.]

Brockley, a viU. of England, co. Kent, laths

Sutton-at-Hone, pas. Lewisham and St Paul's,

Deptford, 6^ in. S.E. St Paul's, London. Pop. re-

turned with the pa,—II. a pa., co. Somerset, 8 m.
N.E. Axbridge. Ac 692. P. 93.—III. a pa^ ca
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Suffolk, 6 m. S.S.W. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac.

1665. P. 340.

Bkockpokt, a town, U. S., N. Anier., Monroe
CO., New York, on the Erie Canal. P. 1249.

Brockthokp or Bkookthokpi-:, a pa., Engl.,

CO. Glo'ster, 2^ m. N.W. Pain.swick, in vicinity of

Great Western Railway. Ac. 1001. P. 180.

Brockvili.e, a town, Canada W., co. Leeds, on
1. b. of St Lawrence & on G. T. Kail., 4 m. E.N.E.

Kingston. P. 2449. Limestone & granite quarries.

Bkookwouth, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.
E.S.E. Glo'ster. Ac. 1847. P. 475.

Broczk^v, a vill. of Hungary, co. Ob-Neutra,

gov. & 14^ m. S.W. Skalitz, 1. b. March. P. 1410.

Brod, many towns in Central and S.E. Europe.

—I. (Beutschy, Bohemia, circ. Czaslau, on the

Zasawa, 60 m. S.E. Prague. P. 4082. It has mineral

baths, silver mines, and manufs. of woollens.

—

IL (Bohemiany, circ. Kaurzim, on the Prague and
OlmUtz Railway, 20 m. E. Prague. P. 1978.—
III. {Ilungaman), Moravia, circ. and 9 m. E.S.E.
Hradisch, cap. a lordship, on rt. b. of the Olsawa.

P. 2657.—IV. {Turkishy, a fortress of Bosnia,

sanj. and 88 in. N.N.W. Travnik, on the Save.

—

V. (Slavonian), military frontier, a fortress on the

Save, defended by a fort. P. 3630.—VI. (Austrian-

CroatianX circ. and 23 m. N.E. Fiume, with iron

mines. P. 1800.

Brodick Bay, Isl. of Arran, Scotl., on E. side.

Bkodsworth, a pa. of Engl., co. York, W. Rid-
ing, 5^ m. W.N.W. Doncaster. Ac. 3170. P. 412.

Brody, a frontier town of Austrian Galicia,

cap. circ. Zloczow, 68 m. E.N.E. Lemberg. P.

18,488. It has an imperialchamber & a commercial
tribunal. Made a free commercial town in 1779,

and has trade with Russia, Poland, and Turkey.
Broek, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. N. Hol-

land, 6 m. N.E. Amsterdam. P. 1200 ; remarkable
as being the neatest and cleanest in the world.
Broglie, a comm. and town of Prance, dep.

Eure, arr. I3emay. P. 1214.
Broken Bay, aa inlet of the South Pacific,

New South Wales, at mouth of Hawkesbury riv.,

between cos. Northumberland and Cumberland.
Lat. 33° 35' S.; Ion. 151° 20' E. Shores greatly
indented. The bay affords safe anchorage.
Brokenborough, a pa. of England, co. Wilts,

2 m. N.W. Malmesbury. Ac. 2552. P. 503.

Broladre, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Ille-et-Vilaine, arr. St Malo, cant. Pleine-Fou-
geres. P. 1719.

Brolo, a town of island Sicily, prov. Messina,
circ. Patti. P. 1155.
Bromberg, a town of Prussian Poland, cap.

gov., on the Brahe, prov. & 69 m. N.E. Posen. P.
(1861) 22,474, (1861) 24,010. It has manufs.
of chicory, tobacco, Prussian blue, linen, and
woollen fabrics. The Bromberg Canal connects
the Vistula with the Oder and Elbe, by uniting
the rivers Netz and Brahe.
Bromborough, a pa. of England, co. Chester,

4J m. N.E. Great Weston. Ac. 3612. P. 1279.
Bromeswell, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2i

m. N.E. Woodbridge. Ac. 1803. P. 210.
Bromfield, two pas. of England.—I. co. Cum-

berland, wards Cumberland & AUerdale-between-
Derwent, 5^ m. W.S.W. Wigton. Ac. 8270. P.
735.—II. CO. Salop, 2 m. W.N.W. Ludlow. Ac.
7174. P. 762.
Bromham, a pa. of England, on the Ouse, here

crossed by a bridge, co. and 3 m. W.N.W. Bed-
ford. Ac 1798. P. 361.—II. CO. Wilts, 4 m.
N.W. Devises. Ac. 3593. P. 1402.
Bromu;y, a market town and pa. cff England,

CO. Kent, lathe Sutton-at-Hone, on the Ravens-
bourne, 10 m. S.E. London, Ac. of pa. 4646. P.

5505. It is a polling-place for the co., and the
head of a poor-law union.

Bromley, several pas. of England.—I. (Abhoty,

a pa. and town, co. and 12 m. E. Stafford. Ac.
of pa. 9391. P. 1538. A polling-place for the
N. division of the co.—IL (Great)^ co. Essex, 4
m. S.S.W. Manningtree. Ac. 2956. P. 758.—
III. {King's), co. Stafford, 4i m. N. Lichfield.

Ac. 3370. P. 644.—IV. {Little), co. Essex, 2^ m.
S.S.W. Manningtree. Ac. 184L P. 371.—V. (iSlt

Leonards), co. Middlesex, 3^ m. E.N.E. St Paul's
Cathedral, Loudon. Ac. 619. P. 24,077.

Brommat, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aveyron, cant. Mur-de-Barrez. P. 1475.

Bromont, a coram, and town of France, dep.
Puy-de-Dome, 15 m. W.S.W. Riom. P. 2811.
Brompton, several places in England, of which

the principal are :—I. a western suburb of Lon-
don, CO. Middlesex, pa. Kensington, 4 m. W.S.W.
St Paul's Cathedral. P. 18,198.-11. a hamlet,
CO. Kent, lathe Aylesford, pas. Gillingham and
Chatham, and enclosed within the line of Chat-
ham fortifications. P. 8119. Comprises a naval
hospital & barracks.—III. a chapelry, co. York, N.
Riding, pa. and

1
J m. N.N.E. Northallerton. P.

1398. Manufs. woollens and fancy goods. Here
was fought the " Battle of the Standard," in which
the Scots were defeated by the English in 1138.

—IV. a pa., same co. and Riding, 8 m. W.S.W.
Scarboro'. Ac. 10,180. P. 1484.—V. (Patrick),

a pa. and township, same co.. North Riding, 3J-
m. W.N.W. Bedale. Ac. 5757. P. 1216.—VI.
(Ralph), CO. Somerset, 3 m. N. Wiveliscombe. Ac.
2690. P. 436.—VII. (Regis), same co., on the
Exe, 3i m. N.E. Dulverton. Ac. 8810. P. 929.—
VIII. (upon-Swale), a pa. and township, co. York,
N. Riding, 3 m. E. Richmond. Ac. 1710. P. 406.
Bromsberrow, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster,

3J m. S.E. Ledbury. Ac. 1803. P. 305.

Bromsebro, a hamlet of Sweden, Isen and 29
m. S.W. Calmar, near the mouth of the Bromse.
Celebrated in history for the treaties between
Sweden and Denmark in 1541 and 1641.

Bromsgrove, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Worcester, 1^ m. E. a station on the
Bii-mingham and Bristol Railway, 12J m. S.S.W.
Birmingham. Ac. of pa. 10,968. P. 10,822. It has
a town-hall, branch bank, button factory, and
manufs. of nails. The head of a poor-law union.
Near it is a mineral spring.

—

Bromsgrove Lickey
is a hill range, N. of the town, in which rise

several affls. of the Trent and the Severn.
Bromwich (Castijc\ a vill. of Engl., co. War-

wick, pa. Aston, 3^ m. W.N.W. Colesliilj. P. 613.
Br(jmwich (West), a vill. and pa. of England,

CO. Stafford, 2^ m. S.E. Wednesbury. Ac. of pa.

5710. P. 41,795. It has a branch bank, and mines
of coal and iron.

Bromyard, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. and 13 m. N.E. Hereford. Ac. of pa.
8611. P. 2995. It has a union workhouse and
branch banks.
Brondolo, a fortified vill. of Northern Italy,

at the S. extremity of the island of Lido, 3 m. S.
Chioggia, on 1. b. of the Brenta-Nuova. It was
formerly a flourishing town at the mouth of the
Adige, wliich has changed its course. The Porto
di Brondolo is a shallow bay at the mouth of the
Bacchiglione.
Broxgwyx, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 7 m.

E.S.E. Cardigan. Ac. 1620. P. 339.
Bkoni, a town of N. Italy, prov. Pavia, 15 m

E.N.E. Voghera, cap. mand., near the Po. P. 7U6o.
L'BONTCA, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, circ. Sam-

bor, gov. and 8 m. N.N W. Drohobyca. P
1320.
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Bronxitza, two towns of Eussia.—I. gov. and

13 m. E.S.E. Novgorod, on the Msta river, here
crossed by a floating bridge.—II. gov. and 28 m.
S.E. Moscow, cap. circ, on the Moskwa.
Broxschhofeu, a town of Switzerland, cant.

St Gall, dist. WiU. P. 1148.
Bronte, a town of Sicily, prov. and 22 m.

N.N.W. Catania, at the W. foot of Mount iEtna.
P. (1862) 11,766. Manvifs. woollens and paper.
The title of Duke of Bronte, and an income of
Z7&QL a year, were given to Admiral Lord Nelson
by the Neapolitan government in 1799.

Brook, two pas. of England.—I. co. Kent, lathe

Sci-ay, 3J m. N.E. Ashford. Ac. 582. P. 120.—
II. CO. Hants, Isle of Wight, on the coast, 7^ m.
W.S.W. Newport Ac. 713. P. 156.

Brooke, two pas. of England.—I. co. Norfolk,
7 m. S.S.E. Norwich. Ac. 2136. P. 746.—II. co.

Eutland, 2 m. S.S.W. Oakham. Ac. 1560. P. 112.

Brooke, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

N.W. part of Virginia. Area 154 sq. m. P. 5476
free, 18 slaves. SoU fertile ; contains bituminous
coal and iron. Cap. Wellsburg.
Brookesby, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 5J

m. W.S.W. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 861. P. 44.

Brookfield, numerous townships of the U. S.,

North America.— I. Massachusetts, 60 m. W.
Boston. P. 2472.—II. Vermont, 17 m. S. Mont-
j)elier. P. 1672.—III. Connecticut, co. Fau-field,

on the Housatonic Eailwaj', 42 m. S.W. Hart-
ford. P. 1360.—IV. New York, co. Madison, 58
m. W.N.W. Albany. P. 3695.—V. Ohio, near
Lake Erie. P. 1451.—VI. Morgan co., Ohio.

P. 1426.

Brookha\'en, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, in Long Island. Area 215
sq. m. P. 8597. Includes 12 vills., and has
woollen and cotton factories, and several harbours
on Long Island Sound.
Brookland, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4} m.

W.N.W. New-Eomney. Ac. 1833, P. 459.

BrookLINE, a town of the TJ. S., N. America,
Massachusetts, 4 m. S.W. Boston. P. 2516.
Brooklyn, a city and seaport of the U. S^ N.

Anierica, King's co.. New York, W." extremity
of Long Island, opposite New York, from which
it is separated by a strait three-fourths of a mile
wide, called East Eiver, on which ferry (steam)
boats ply. P. (1850) 96,838 ;

(I860) 266,661. Site

of the city elevated and uneven, out much has
been done to overcome the inequalities of the
surface. Climat« mild and healthy. It has a
city-hall built of white marble, gaol, many fine

churches, daily and weekly newspapers, literary

institutions, libraries, reading and lecture rooms,
academy of music, banks, and six ferries across

the East Eiver; the U. S. navy-yard, 40 acres

in extent, with a large dry dock, workshops, two
ship-houses, and a large quantity of military

stores, a national lyceum with geological and
mineralogical cabinets, and a marine hospital.

The Atlantic dock, the most extensive in the
U. S., admitting ships of the largest class, was
built by a company. In 1776, this part of Long
Island was the seat of the revolutionary war. It

is divided into nine wards, and governed by a
mayor and board of aldermen.—II. a town, Penn-
sylvania, Susquehanna co.—III. a town, Ohio,
Cuyahoga co.—IV. a town, Connecticut.
Brooks, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

Georgia. P. 3074 free, 3282 slaves.

Brooks, a township of the U. S., N. America,
Waldo CO., Maine, 40 m. N.E. Augusta. P. 1021.
Brookswar or Brockwear, a vUl., England,

CO. Glo'ster, mostly in the pa. of St Briavell's, on
the Wye, 3. m N. Chepstow. Vessels ascend the

Wye to this place, to receive goods brought by
barges down the river.

Brooksville, a township of the TJ. S., N. Ame-
rica, Maine, on Penobscot Bay, 49 m. E. Augusta.
Brookville, a township of the U. S., North

America, Indiana, Franklin co., 50 m. E.N.E.
Columbus. P. 3466.

Broom, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, 3J m.
S. Stourbridge. Ac. 716. P. 118.

Broome or Brome, two pas. of England.—I.

CO. Norfolk, 2 m. N.N.E. Bungay. Ac. 1442. P.

505.—II. CO. Suffolk, 2 m. N. Eye. Ac. 892. P. 291.
BROOJfE, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in

S. part of New York, bordering on Pennsvlvania,
Area 680 sq. m. P. (I860) 35,906. A fertile graz-
ing district. Produces Indian com, oats, potatoes,

and butter. Iron foimdries, woollen factories,

tanneries, carding, fulling, flour, grist, and saw
mUls. New York and Erie Eailway intersects the

CO., as also the Chenango Canal. Capital Bing-
hampton.—II. a township of New York, 38 m.
W. Albany. P. 2404.

Broomfield, 3 pas. of England.—I. co. Essex,

2J m. N. Chelmsford. Ac. 2215. P. 849.—II. co.

Kent, lathe Aylesford, 5J m. E.S-E. Maidstone.
Ac. 1430. P. 150.—III. CO. Somerset, 6 m. N.
Taunton. Ac. 4274. P. 525.

Broomhill, a pa. of England, cos. Kent and
Sussex, 4 m. E.S.E. Eye, now conjoined with
North Eomney. Ac. 3580. P. 102.

Broons, a comm. and town of France, den.

C6tes-du-Nord, cap. cant., 15 m. S.W. Dinan. P.

2569. Duguesclin was bom in the castle of La
Motte Broons, 1 m. from the town.

Broos, a town of Transylvania, Saxon-land,
P. 4207. It has a Protestant high-school.

BRogL-E (La), a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.

Vosges, arr. St Did. P. 2689.
BROQUiis, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aveyron, 22 m. S. Eodez. P. 1894.

Brora, a river of Scotland, co. Sutherland,
rises on S.E. side of Ben-Clibrick ; after a S.E.

course through several lakes, enters the Moiuy
Fu-th, at the vill. Brora, 4 m. N.E. Golspie.

Brosasco, a town of North Italy, prov. Cuneo
circ. Saluzzo. P. 2512.
Broseley, a market town and pa, of England.

CO. Salop, on the Severn, 13 m. S.E. Shrewsbury.
Ac. of pa. 1912. P. 4724. It has coal and iron

mines, iron foundries, and potteries.

Broskoutz, a vill. of ^^ustiia, Bukowina, gov.
and 7 m. N. Storozinetz. P. 2405.
Brosxa, a pa. of Irel., Munster, co. Kerry, 8

m. E.S.E. Listowel. Ac. 11,959. P. 2343.-yThe
Great and Little Brosna are two small rivers,

Leinster, King's co., tiibutary to the Shannon.
Brossac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Chareute, cap. cant., arr. and 10 m. S.S.E. Bar-
bezieux. P. 1163.

Bkotkrode, a town of Hessen-Cassel, 12 m.
S.W. Gotha. P. 2359. Iron works and mills.

Ti-ade in ii-on, wood, tobacco, leather, and wine.

Brothers (The), a group of 6 or 8 rocky islets,

at the entrance of the Eed Sea, off the African

shore, 9^ m. S. Perim island, and varj-iug from
250 to 350 feet in height Lat. of the loftiest 12"

28' N. ; Ion. 43= 22' E.
Brothers (The), three isolated mountains of

East Australia, near the coast, between Harring-
ton Inlet and Port Macquan-ie.

Brotherton', a pa. of England, co. York, W.
Eiding, 4 m. N.N.E. Pontefract Ac. 2190. P.

1449. Queen Margaret, the second wife of Ed-
ward I., gave birth to a son here.

Brotteaux (Les), a hamlet of Franco, aiT. and
comm. Lyon, oi which it fonus a suburb.
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Brottox, a pa. of England, co. York, North

Riding, 6 m. N.E. Guisborough. Ac. 4105. P. 509.

Bkotzingen, a vill. of Baden, Middle Rhine,

1^ m. W. Pforzheim, 1. b. of the Ens. P. 1500.

Bkou, a town of France, dep. Eure-et-Loire,

cap. cant, on the Ozanne, 22 m. S.W. Chartres.

P. 2368. It has serge-weaving and iron works.
Brouage^ a hamlet of France, dep. Charente-

Inferieure, in a channel opposite the island of

Oleron, 10 m. S.S.W. Rochefort. P. 986. In
vicinity are salt marshes.
Bkough, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Westmoreland, 7i m. E.8.E. Appleby. Alt.

584 feet. Ac. of pa. 24,517. P. 1728. It has lead

and coal mines, a church, and a branch bank
Brougham, Brovoniacunu, a pa. of Engl., co.

Westmoreland, on the Eden and Lowther, 2J m.
S.E. Penrith. Ac. 6040. P. 239.

Broughshane, a town of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Antrim, ^ m. E.N.E. Ballymena. P. 865.

Bkoughton, numerous places in England and
Wales.—I. a pa., co. Bucks, 3 m. S.S.E. Newport-
Pagnell. Ac. 1020. P. 155.—II. a township,
North Wales, co. Denbigh, pa. Wrexham, 6 m.
S.W. Holt. Ac. 1183. P. 3165.—III. a pa., co.

and 5 m. N.E. Huntingdon. Ac. 2950. P. 376.

—IV. a township, co. Lancaster, pa. and li m.
N.N.W. Manchester. Ac. 960. P. 9885.— V. a

pa., CO. Lincoln, pts. Lindsey, 3 m. N.W. Brigg.
Ac. 6918. P. 1280.—VI. a pa., co. Northampton,
S m. S.W. Kettering. Ac. 2560. P. 738.—VII.
a pa., CO. Oxford, 2|- m. W.S.W. Banbury. Ac.
1950. P. 641.—VIII. a pa., co. Salop, 7 m. N.
Shrewsbury. Ac. 880. P. 223.—IX. a pa., co.

Hants, 3^ ni. W.S.W. Stockbridge. Ac. 4356. P.
1001.—X. (in-Aredale), a pa., co. York, W. Rid-
ing, 4 ni. S.W. Skipton. Ac. 3871. P. 274.—
XI. (Astley\ a pa., co. Leicester, 5i m. N.N.W.
Lutterworth. Ac. 1930. P. 785.—XII. {Brant),
a pa., CO. Lincoln, pts. Lindsey, on the Brant,

7| m. E. Newark. Ac. 2932. P. 755.—XIII.
{Church), a pa., co. and 9^ m. W.S.W. Derby.
Ac. 2272. P. 651.—XIV. ( West), a mai-ket town
and chapelry, co. Lancaster, pa. Kirkby-Ireleth,
on the Duddon, 22 m. N.W. Lancaster. Ac.
6790. P. 1183. Manufs. of woollen yarn have
declined since the introduction of machinery, but
in the adjacent mountains are mines of iron and
copper, the produce of which is exported by the
river Duddon.—XV. {Gifford), a pa., co. Wilts,
on the Avon, 2 m. W. Melksham. Ac. 1677. P.
621.—XVI. {Hackett), a pa., co. and 6 m. E.
Worcester. Ac. 390. P. 164.—XVII. {Nether),
a pa., CO. Leicester, 5J m. W.N.W. Melton-Mow-
bray. Ac. 2110. P. 519.—XVIII. {Poggs), a pa.,

co._ Oxford, 5 m. S.S.W. Barford. Ac. 1122. P.
135.—XIX. {Sulney), a pa., co. and 11 m. S.S.E.
Nottingham. Ac. 1600. P. 460.
Bkoughton, Gi.enholm and Kilbucho, a

united pa. of Scotland, co. Peebles. Ac. 1821,
nearly 3-4ths imder pasture. P. 723. The vill.

of Broughton is situated on the river Tweed, 9 m.
S.W. Peebles.
Brouguty Ferry, a town of Scotland, co. For-

far, pas. Dundee and Moniiieth, on the Firth of
Tay, opposite Ferry-port-on-Craig, f of a mile
across, with which it communicates oy a steam
ferry-boat, carrying the waggons of the Aberdeen
Eailway. P. 3513.

Broussa, Asia Minor. FBrusa.]
Brousse, a comm. and viU. of France, dep. Puy-

de-Dome, arr. Ambert, cant. Cunlhat. P. 1817.
Brouwershaven, a maritime town of the

Netherlands, prov. Zeeland, cap. cant., on the
N.W. coast of the island Schowen. P. 1092.
Brouzils (Les), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Vendee, arr. Napoldon Vendue, cant. St
Fulgent. P. 2290.

Brown, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S.S.AV. part of Ohio. Area 602 sq. m. P. (1860)
29,958. Soil good and well watered by tributary

of Ohio river. The Cincinnati and Hillsboro'

Railway passes along the N. border of the co.

—

II. a CO. in W. part of Illinois. Area 320 sq. m.
P. 9938. Soil fertile.—III. a co. in the centre of
Indiana. Area 320 sq. m. P. 6607.—IV. a co.,

Wisconsin, on Green Bay, W. of Lake Michigan.
Area 472 sq.m. P. (1860) 11,795. Surface rather
wet and cold.—V. a township, Carrol, co. Ohio,
on the Sandy and Beaver Canal. P. 2165.—VI. a
CO., Kansas. P. 2607.—VII. a co., Minnesota.
P. 2339. Also several towns in Pennsylvania, etc*

Bro^vnsea or Branicsea Island, England, co.

Dorset, 1^ m. S. Poole, at the E. end of Poole
harbour. Length 1^ m. ; breadth j m, Sm-faco
mostly heath. P. 123,

Brownsover. a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
2 m. N.N.E. Rugby. Ac. 872. P. 71.

Brownstown, a pa. of Ireland, co. Meath, 5 m.
S.S.W. Slane. Ac. 1198. P. 190. Copper ore
is found in the parish.

Brownville, a township of the U. S., North
America, co. Jefferson, New York, 6 m. W.
Watertown. P. 4282, of whom 1000 inhabit the
village.—II. a vill. of Pennsylvania, co. Fayette,
on the Monongahela, here crossed by a bridge,
189 m. W. Hanisburgh. P. 1362.—III. {Brovms-
villeX formerly Fort Brown, a town of Texas on
the Rio Grande, 40 m. from its mouth. P. 6000.

Broxbourne or Brooksbourne, a pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Herts, 1\ m. S. Hoddesdon, on the
Eastern Counties Railway. Ac. 4605. P. 2663.

Broxburn, a vill. of Scotland, pa. of Uphall,
Linlithgowshire, on the Union Canal, 12 m. W.
of Edinburgh. P. 660.

Broxholme, a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, pts.

Lindsey, 6 m. N.W. Lincoln. Ac. 1298. V. 125.

Broxted, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3 m.
S.W. Thaxted. Ac. 3149. P. 782.

Broxton, a township of England, co. Chester,

pa. and 5 m. N. Malpas. Ac. 2128. P. 646.

Brozas, a town of Spain, prov. and 24 m. N.W.
Caceres. P. 3711.

Brozzi, a comm. and town of Central Italy,

prov. and 6 m. W. Florence, on rt. b. of the Arno
river. P. 8772.

Brsesk, a town of Poland, dist. Plotzko, 90 m.
W.N.W. Warsaw. P. 1300.

Brshbsiny, a town of Poland, in the gov. of

Warsaw. P. 6375.

Bruak, a river of Scotland, co. Perth, with cas-

cades, joins the Gariy, 2 m. W.S.W. Blair-AthoU.
Bruay, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Pas-

de-Calais, arr. Bdthune, cant. Houdain. P. 1628.

Bruay, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Nord,
arr. and 3 m. from Valenciennes. P. 3060.

Bruc, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. lUe-et-

Vilaine, arr. Redon, cant. Piprac. P. 1266.

Bruca (La), a maritime town of Sicily, intend.

Catania, on a projecting rock at the mouth of the
Porcari, in the Gulf of Catania, 3 m. N. Agosta,
Bruchhausen, two towns of Hanover, co.

Hoya.—I. {Alt), 6 m. W.N.W. Hoya. P. 950.—
II. {Neu), 9 m. W. Hoya. P. 620.

Bruchsal, a town of Western Germany, grand
duchy of Baden, circ. Middle-Rhine, on the Salz-
bach, and on railway from Mannheim to Basel,

12 m. N.E. Carlsruhe. P. 7386. Trade in wine.
Bruck, " hridge," the name of many small

towns in Germany.—I. Lower Austria, on the
Leitha, 23 m. S.E. Vienna, on the Presburg Eail-

way. P. 3058. It has botanic gardens. & manufs.
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of spinning-jennies, and gold wire.—II. Styria,

cap. circ., at the confluence of the Mnr and Wui-z,

& on the Vienna & Triest Eailway, 25 m. N.N.W.
Gratz. P. 2357. Manufs. of iron wares, & a transit

trade.—III. Prussia, prov. & 17 m. S.E. Branden-
bui^. P. 1173—IV. {Kloster-Bruck), a vill. of

Moravia, cii-c. and 1 m. E.S.E. Znaini, on 1. b. of

the Taja.—V. Bavaria, circ. Middle Franconia,
2 m. S.S.W. Erlangen, on the Eegnitz. P. 1300.

Bkuckenau, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower
Franconia, on the Sinn, 36 m. N. WUrtzburg.
P. 1403. It has paper mills. About 2 m. distant

are the baths of Briickenau, frequented in sum-
mer by the Bavarian court.

BrCel, a town of Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
duchy and 12 m. N.E. Schwerin. P. 1491.

Bruff, a town and pa. of Ireland, Mimster, co.

and 14^ m. S.S.E. Limerick. Ac. of pa. 1330.

P. 2175 ; do. of to^vn, 1430. It has a church and
a Roman Catholic chapel.

BRUFFiiRE (La), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Vendde, arr. NapoMon Vendue, cant. Mon-
teigu. P. 2696.

Brugelette, a comm. Belgium, prov. Hainaut,
cant, and 2 m. E.N.E. Chievres, arr. Mons. P.

1674. Commerce in oil, chalk, linens, cattle, and
butter. It has an important Jesuitical school.

Bruges (Flem. BruggeX a fortified city of Bel-
gium, cap. prov. W. Flanders, on the railway from
Ostend to Brussels, and at the junction of the
canals from Ghent to Ostend, and to Sluis, 55 m.
N.W. Brussels, and 8 m. from the North Sea.

Lat. (of the halle spire), 51° 12' 30" N. ; Ion. 3°

13' 44" E. P. (1864) 50,503. Surrounded by
walls. Owes its name to the number of its bridges
(upwards of 50) which cross its canals. Seat of

the bishop of W. Flanders ; and has a tribunal of

commerce, athenaeum, episcopal college, theo-
logical seminary, school of surgery, academy of

painting and sculpture, a public library, schools
for blind & deaf-mute, an exchange, & poor-house
for the provs. of East and West Flanders, with
many churches. Manufs. linens, woollens, cot-
tons, lace, cordage, tobacco, soap ; distilleries,

breweries, tanneries, dye works, sugar and salt

refineries, and shipbuilding yards. Exports
lace and other maniif. goods, grain, and cattle.

Imports wool, cotton, dj-e woods, wine, and colo-

nial products. Formerly the cap. and residence
of the Counts of Flanders. In the 13th century
it was one of the most commercial cities in the
world, and the richest entrepot of the Hanseatic
League. It began to decline at the end of the 15th
century, when the reUgiovis persecutions of Philip
II. obliged its inhabs. to seek refuge in England.

Brl'ges, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Basses Pyr^ndes, arr. and 12 m. S.S.E. Pau. P.
1580. Manufs. of coarse linens.

Brugg or Bruck, a viU. of Switzerland, cap.
circ, cant. Aargau, on rt. b. of the Aar, 9 m. N.E.
Aarau, near the mouth of the Reuss. P. 1167.
Bruggen, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant,

and 2 m. S.W. St Gall ; has a bridge (Kratzen-
brUcke) over the Sitter.

Bruggex, a vill. of Ehenish Prussia, gov. Diis-
seldorf, circ. and 9 m. S.W. Kempen. P. 677.
Manufactures of linen, cotton, and silk goods.
Brughkas, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Allier, an-. Gannat, cant. Escurolles. P. 1710.
Brugise, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Padua,

dist. and 2 m. W.S.W. Piovo. P. 3135.
Brl'gxato, a town of North Italy, prov. Genoa,

circ. Levante, on 1. b. of the Vara, with a cathe-
dral church, and theological seminary. P. 681.
Brugnera, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Udine,

dist and 4^ m. S. SacDe. P. 3336.

Brugciere (La), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Tai-n, cap. cant, 27 m. S. Albi. P. 3600.

Bruhl, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. circ,

& 8 m. S.S.W. Cologne, on rail, to Bonn. P. 2200.

BrCiil, a vill. of Lower Austria, 10 m. S.S.W.
Vienna. P. 457.

Bruille (St Amand), a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Nord, arr. Valenciennes. P. 2029.

Bruis, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Tipper-
ary. Ac. 3698. P. 831.

Bruisyard, a pa. of England, co. Siiffolk, 3 m.
E.N.E. Framlinghanu Ac 1126. P. 222.

Brukenau, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, gov.
and 18J m. S. Neu Arad. P. 1465.

Brulon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Sarthe, arr. and 19 m. N.N.W. La Fleche. P. 1792.

Brumath, Brucomagus^ a town of France, dep.
Bas-RhiD, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Zom, 11 m.
N.N.W. Strasbourg. P. 4803.

Brujimex, a vilL, Netherlands, prov. Gelderr
land, on the Yssel, 14 m. N.E. Amhem. P. 860.

Brumow, a vill. of Moravia, gov. and 3^ m.
S.S.E. Klobauk. P. 1559. Glass manufacture.
Brumstead or Bruustead, a pa. of Engl., co.

Norfolk, 6 m. E.S.E. Walsham. Ac. 789. P. 99.

BrUXAI. [BORXEO.l
Bruxbaix, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6 m.

E. Norwich, on E. Union Railway. Ac. 544. P. 104.

Brundel, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. Budweis,
with mineral baths and a pilgrimage church-
BrCndel, a vill. and cas. of Axistria, Croatia,

gov. and 23 m. S.S.W. Ogulin. P. 2672.

Brukdish, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk. 4 m.
N.N.W. Framlingham. Ac 2077. P. 451.

Bruneck, a town of Austria, Tirol, cap. circ, 41
m. S.W. Innspruck, on r. b. of the Rienza. P. 1633.

Brunex, a vill. of Prussia, gov. Dusseldorf,

circ Rees, 5J m. N.N.E. Wesel. P. 2250.
Bruni Island, a long and irregular mass of

land, Tasmania, dist. Hobart Town, separated
from the mainland by D'Entrecasteaux Bay. Lat
43'?30'S.; Ion. 147° 20' E. Length N. to S. 32 m.;
breadth a i m. in the middle to 10 m. On its E.
side are Adventure Bay, & Cookville, its S. point
is Tasman Head.
Bruxiquel, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Tam-et-Graronne, 41 m. E. Montauban. P. 16S4.

It has a ruined castle and iron-worksi
BrCxji (Morav. Brno), a fortified city of the

Austrian empire, cap. gov. of Moravia and Silesia,

and of a circ of same name, at the confl. of the
Schwarza and the Zwitta, 70 m. N.N.E. Vienna,
and 116 m. S.W. Prague, with both of which
it is connected by railwav. Lat of city-hall, 49°

ir 39" N. ; Ion. 16° 36' 64' E. P. (1857) 58,809.

The city is separated by its fortifications from
several suburbs. Principal buildings, the cathe-
dral, St Jacob's and other churches ; the landhavs,

formerly an Augustine convent ; barracks, city-

hall, theatre ; the Spielberg, formerly the cita-

del, now a state prison ; Maria school for young
ladies ; and the palaces of Princes Dietrichstein

and Kaunitz, and other nobles. A park, called

the Augarten, was opened to the public by Joseph
II.; and in the Franzenburg quarter are public

gardens. It is the seat of the chief legal and
military courts and authorities for Moravian
and Austrian Silesia, of a bishop's see, and a Pro-
testant consistory : has a philosophical institute

;

theological, diocesan, and normal schools ; royal

gymnasium
;
provincial, agricultural, and histori-

cal society; museum, botanic garden, public

library, and a number of educational and charit-

able establishments. Manufactures woollens,

cottons, sOk, glass, soap, tobacco, and machinerj'

;

tanneries and leather factoriea The city is tne

1
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c«ntre of a trade between Bdhemia and Austria,

and the countries N. and E. of the Carpathian
mountains. It was occupied by the French in

1805 and 1809, and was the headquarters of

Napoleon i. before the battle of Austerlilz. Alt-

briinn, the principal suburb, was, previous to

1830, a separate market borough.
Brdnnadekn, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. St

Gall, dist. New-Toggenburg. P. 859.

BRUNN-AJi-GEBiKGE,atown of Lower Austria,

circ. and 7 m. S.W. Vienna. P. 1630. Wine is

produced in its vicinity.

Brunnen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 3J
m. S.W. Schwytz, near the mouth of the Muotta,
in the Lake of Lucerne. Here the deputies of the
3 original cantons, Uri, Schwytz, and Unter-
walden, laid the basis of the Helvetic Eepublic,

December 9, 1315.—" The Brunnens" is the name
applied to the watering-places of Germany, etc.,

collectively.

Brunoy (Braunadcm), a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Seine et Oise, arr. and 6 m. N. Cor-
beil. P. 1130.
BrunsbOttel, a maritime town of Prussia,

duchy of Holstein, on rt. b. of the Elbe, near its

mouth, 15 m. N.W. GlUckstadt. P. 1200.
Brunshausen, a vill. of Prussia, on 1. b. of the

Elbe, 15i m. N.N.E. Stade, with a small port and
custom-nouse for the river dues.
Brukstatt, acomm. and vill. of France, dep. H.

Bhin, an*. Altkirch, cant. Mulhausen. P. 2340.
BrunswickTDucHT or) (Germ. Braunschweig\

a state of North Germany, situated between lat.

61° 38' and 62° 28' N. ; Ion. 9° 23' and 11° 30' E.
The area and pop. for 1861 are as follows :

—

Circles. Area in sq. m. Pop. 18(54.

Brunswick,
Wolfenbiittel, .

Helmstedt,
GamJersheim, .

Holzminden,
Blankenburg, .

209
295
304
211
221
183

76,866
57,064

60,114
43,808
41,903
22,593

Total, 1423 292,708

Besides this, the duchy has the following de-
tached possessions :—In Prussian Silesia, 1st, in

th^ gov. of Breslau ; the principality of Oels, with
the seignory of Medzibor (area 791 sq. m., having
8 towns, 1 bourg, 324 villages, etc.), and the
land of Plomnitz in the co. of Glatz, circ. Habel-
Bchwert;—2d, in the dist. of Oppeln, circ. Lub-
linitz; the seignory of Gutentag. The entire
duchy has an area of 1526 sq. m. The principal
part, with the cap. city, lies on the E. next to
Prussia Proper ; the 2d extends E. to W. along the
S. bound of Hanover, limited on the E. by Prussia,
and W. by the Weser ; the 3d lies S.W. of the
above, between the former divisions of Prussia,
Hanover, and Anhalt. The country ismountainous
in the S., which is traversed by the Harz moun-
tains ; the Worm-Berg, 3230 feet, is the highest
point in the duchy. Itis badly watered; theOcker
flows N. past Brunswick, the Leine at Gander-
sheitn, and the Weser on the extreme W. limits
of the territory ; there are several small lakes in
the Harz, and mineral springs at HelmstMt and
Seesen. The climate is rigorous in the Harz,
where harvest is a mouth later than in the rest
of the territory. Agriculture is the chief source of
wealth. Principal products, grass, rye, baxley,
oats, seed-oil, flax, tobacco, chicory, hops, and
fruits. Cattle-breeding is important

;
great care

xs bestowed in the improvement of horses, for

which there is a stud in Harzburg ; and the sheep
are of improved breeds. Exports timber. Min-
ing is carried on in the Harz mountains ; its chief

products are gold, silver, lead, litharge, copper,
sulphur, vitriol, and alum. The iron-works em-
ploy 9 smelting houses and 10 furnaces ; marble
and alabaster are also procured. Manufactures
limited to tobacco, paper, soap, sal-ammoniac, and
madder, linen and woollen weaving and spinning,
and lacquered wares, glass, and beer. Trade is

active, and is much facilitated by the two annual
fairs at Brunswick, and by railways. The duchy
has a college, an anatomical school, five gymnasia,
and several other schools. The library of Wol-
fenbiittel is celebrated. Brunswick belongs to
the North German Confederation of 1866. The
government is exercised by a hereditary duke,
and based on the constitutions of 1832 and 1851,
with a single legislative chamber, composed of

43 members. The court of appeal at Wolfen-
biittel is the highest legal tribunal. Nearly
all belong to the Lutheran church, except 1107
Calvinists, 2458 Eoman Catholics, and 1078 Jews.
Public revenue for 1862-3, 4,893,000 thalers, or
747,456?.; expenditure same amount. Military
establishment in 1863, 1 regiment of infantry of

2000 men ; 1 battalion of life-guards, 700 men

;

1 do. light dragoons, 437 men ; and 1 brigade of

artillery, 300 rank and file.

Brunswick (Germ. Braunschweig)^ a city of N.
Germany, cap. of the Duchy of Brunswick, on tho
Ocker. Lat. (spire of St Andrea's church) 52°
46' 6" N. ; Ion. 10° 3' 40" E. P. (1864^) 45,450,
not including 1023 soldiers. Chief edifices, the,

palace, opera-house, mint, armoury, with a mu-
seum and picture-gallery, college, the cathedral

and St Andrea's church, several fountains and
monuments. Birthplace of the historian Meibom,
the theologian Henke, and the poet Lafontaine.
Brunswick is connected by railway with Hanover
on the W., Magdeburg on the E., and Neustadt
on the S.

Brunswick, a co., U. S., North America, in S.

part of Virginia. Area 676 sq. m. P. (I860)

6663 frees 9146 slaves.—II. a co. in S.E. part of

N. Carolina, on shores of Atlantic. Area 950 sq.

m. P. 4775 free, 3631 slaves.—III. a township,
Maine, co. Cumberland, on the Androscoggin, on
rail. 27 m. from Portland. P. 4976. It is the

seat of Bowdoin college, with a medical school

and various museums. It has sawing and com
mills, woollen and cotton factories, and trade in

timber.—IV. a township of New York, 10 m.
N.E. Albany. P. 3051.—V. a seaport, Georgia,

cap. CO. Glynn, on Turtle river, 168 m. S.E.

Milledgeville. It is a small village, but has a
spacious harbour.
Brunswick Bat, a bay on the N.W. coast of

Australia, in Ion. 125* E, Prince Eegent river

empties itself into this bay.

Brunswick (New). [New BRUNS^VICK.3
Bruntingthorpe, a pa. of Engl., co. Leicester,

5 m. N.E. Lutterworth. Ac. 1320. P. 413.

Brunton (East and West), two townships of

England, co. Northumberland, Castle-ward, pa,

Gosforth, 4,\ m. N.N.W. Newcastle. Joint pop
262. Their mines yield coal of superior quality.

Bruntrut, a town of Switzerl. [Porentruy.]
Bruree, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Limerick,

4 m. N.W. Kilmalloch. Ac. 8«95, P. 2411, of

whom 595 are in the village.

Brusa or Broussa, Prusa ad Olympum, a city

of Asia Minor, Anatolia, cap. sanj., at the N. foot

of Mount Olympus, 57 m. S.S.E. Constantinople.

P. probably 60,000, including Armenians, Greeks,

and Jews. Situated in a fertile neighbourhood.
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1000 feet above the sea. It has between 200 and
800 mosques ; bazaars, khans, colleges, churches
and synagogues. Armenian and other schools.

Its thermal springs have been famous in all ages.

N.W. of the city are large swimming pools. The
citadel is on a rock, near the centre of the town.
Brusa is one of the most flourishing commercial
emporiums in the Turkish dom. Trade in raw
silk and cotton now extensively grown in its

vicinity. It has manufs. of satin, cotton cloths,

carpets, tapestry, gauze and cotton twist, with a
ti-affic in corn, opium, and meerschaum clay.

Principal imports, yarn, muslins, figured woollen
dresses, dyed sarsanets. Paisley shawls, nan-
keens, cotton prints, glass wares, red caps, gold
thread, cordage, butter, caviare, and iron. The
trade with the interior is conducted by caravans
from Constantinople and Smyrna ; that by the
sea is carried on from the port of Moudania, on
the Sea of Marmoi-a. Brusa was anciently the
cap. (7f Bithynia, and after the capture by Orchan
in 1356, it continued to be the capital and the
burial-place of the Turkish sultans, until Amu-
rath removed his seat of empire to Adrianople.
It was nearly destroyed by an earthquake in 1855.

Brusasco, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Turin. P. 1349.

BrCsau, a town, Moravia, circ. & 31 m. W.N.W.
Olmiitz, on the frontier of i5oh(!mia. P. 750.

Brusciano, a town of S. Italy, prov. Caseria,
circ. Nola. P. 2576.
Brushford, two pas., Engl.—I. co. Devon, 4i

m. S.S.W. Ghumleigh. Ac. 894. P. 132.—II. co".

Somerset, IJ m. S. Dulverton. Ac. 2759. P. 328.
Brusio, a town of Switzerland, cant. Grisons,

dist. Bemina. P. 1036.

Brusnengo, a town of N. Italy, prov. Novara,
circ. Biella. P. 1811.

Brusque, a comm. and town of France, dop.
Aveyron, arr. and 12 m. S. St Affrique, on the
Dourdou. P. 1258.

Brussels (French Bmxellesy, a city of Central
Europe, cap. of the kingdom of Belgium, and of

the prov. of South Brabant, on the Senne, and on
the railway from Antwerp to France. Lat. (of

. hservatory^ 50° 61' 11" N. ; Ion. 4" 21' 10' E.
P. (1864) 187,155, and with the 8 adjacent com-
munes, 308,662. Climate temperate, humid, and
variable. Mean temp, of year 49° 6', winter 38°
summer 64", Fahr. It is the most important city

in the kingdom, the chief seat of public instruc-
tion and industry, the residence of the courts,

seat of the legislative assemblies, courts of appeal
and chamber of commerce. Consists of an upper
or new, and a lower or old town, the former of
"which is the fashionable and more healthy quar-
ter, and contains the royal palace, the govern-
ment offices, and the finest streets and hotels ; it

is well supplied with water, and has many richly
sculptured fountains. Principal buildings are
the palace of the chambers, king's palace, palace
of the "Prince of Orange," palace of the fine arts,

public library and museum, church of Notre-
Dame-de-Bon-Secours and that of Grand-B<5-
guinage, and the theatre. The anc. buildings in
the lower city comprise the H6tel de Ville, a
noble Gothic structure, with a spire of open stone
work 364 feet in height, surmounted by a statue
of St Michael. The other churches in general
decorated with rich sculptures and paintings ; the
finest is the cathedral of St Gudule, built in 1273,
and celebrated for its painted glass, numerous
statues, and finely carved pulpit ; the church of
Notre-Dame-de-la-Chapelle, and that of Notre-
Dame-des-Victoires, the Broot-Huys, or old H6tel
de Ville, and several gates of its anc. walls, which

are removed, and the space converted into boulo- :

vards. The finest promenades are the Alle'e- i

Verte, along the canal from Brussels to thaj
Scheldt, and the park, an extensive enclosure,

near the royal palace, laid out with avenues of

trees, and ornamented with statues. This was
the scene of the chief struggle in the revolution
of 1830, and a memorial to those who fell is

erected in the Place des Martyrs. A colossal

statue to Godefroid de Bouillon was inaugurated
in 1848. Three m. N. is the country palace of

Laehen. It has numerous and excellent establishr

ments of public instruction; a free university
founded in 1834, with faculties of law, medicine,
mathematical and physical sciences, and belles-

lettres ; a primary normal school, polytechnic
school, an academy of painting, sculpture, and
engraving, a royal school of music, a school of

deaf-mutes and blind, established in 1834, and
numerous primary schools and schools of indus-*

try. Among its scientific and literary establish-

ments is the astronomical observatory, one of the
finest in Europe, the depot-general for the ar»
chives of the kingdom ; the public library con-
taining 200,000 vols, and 18,000 MSS., and th*
royal library, founded in 1837 ; the gallery of

paintings in the Palais des Beaux Arts contoins
the best specimens of the Flemish school; mu-
seimis of natural history and antiquities, and A
botanic garden. Among its private collections ar©
the library of the Bollandists, and that of the
geographical establishment of M. Ph. Vander-
maelen, containing a large collection of maps, and
a museum of natural history. Brussels is the seat

of the principal banks, and of the only mint of

the kingdom, and has a savings' bank, and many
charitable institutions ; is one of the great centres

of Belgian industry, and is celebrated for its lace

and carpets. Its other chief manufs. are of fine

linens, damask, silk and cotton ribbons, gold and
silver embroidery, hats, paper, machinery, jewel-
lery, and mathematical and musical instruments.
Carriage-building and cabinet-making are im-
portant branches of industry. Manufs. of chemical
products, soap, porcelain, and crystal ; sugar re-

fineries and breweries. Book printing and litho-

graphic establishments are extensive, and 10 or
12 newspapers are issued daily. Commerce ig

facilitated by a canal, which connects it with
Antwerp ; by excellent roads, and by railways,

which radiate from it in every direction. Brttssel*

is an ancient city, believed to have been founded
in the 7th century ; was fortified in the 11th cen-
tury, and was the residence of the Dukes of Br»»
bant, and afterwards of the Spanish and Austrian
governors-general of the Netherlands ; its forti-

fications were dismantled by Joseph ii. It wasj

under the French empire, cap. of the dep. of the

Dyle ; previous to 1830 it was one of the caps, of

the kingdom of the Netherlands, and alternately

witii the Hague, the seat of the court and of the

states-general. It is the birthplace of the phy-
sicians Vesalius and Van Helmont, and of the

two painters Champaigne.
Brusson, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin,

cu-c. Aosta. P. 1682.

Brussow, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, on lake of same name, circ. and 12 m. N.E.
Prenzlau. P. 1550.

Bruton, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Somerset, 10 m. S.S.W. Frome. Ac. of pa.

3631. P. 2232. It has silk mills, and manufs. of

woollens and hosiery. It is the seat of co. ses-

sions. Birthplace of the navigator Dampier.
Brutus, a tnshp., U. S., N. America, New York,

on the Erie CanaJ, 7 m. N. Auburn. P. 2044^
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Buux, a town of Bohemia, circ. aud 14 m. N.

Saaz, on the Bila. P. 3935. It has coal mines
and manufs. of salts from seidlitz water. The
celeb, mineral spring of Seidlitz is in its vicinity.

BRuyiRES, a comm. and town of France, dcp.

Vosges, cap. cant., 13 m. E.N.E. Epinal. P. 2379.

—II. (^Sous Laany, a comm. and town, dep. Aisne,

3 m. S.S.E. Laon. P. of comm. 1073.

Bruz, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ille-

et-Vilaine, 6 m. S.W. Rennes. P. 2677.

Bkyan, a CO. of U. R., N. America, Georgia,

bordering on the Atlantic. Area 472 sq. m. P. 1636
free, 2379 slaves. Traversed by Cannouchee riv.

Bryanston or Blandford Bry^vn, a pa. of

England, co. Dorset, on the Stour, 1| m. W.N.W.
Blandford-Forum. Ac. 1512. P. 206.

Bry^jibo, a township of N. Wales, co. Denbigh,
pa. and 3 m. N.W. Wrexham. Ac. 2451. P. 2432.

Bryn-Croks, a pa. of North Wales, co. Car-
narvon, 12 m. S.W. Pwllheli. Ac. 3646. P. 889.

Bryx Eglwys, a pa. of North Wales, co. Den-
bigh, 5 m. N.E. Corwen. Ac. 3283. P. 444.

Bryngwyn, a pa. of South Wales, co. Radnor,
9 m. S.W. Kingston. Ac. 4536. P. 334.

Bryngwyn, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, 2

m. N.W. Ragland. Ac. 1484. P. 313.

Bryn-Llys or Bron Llis, a pa.. South Wales,
CO. Brecon, 6^ m. W.S.W. Hay. Ac. 2109. P. S05.

Brzesc (pron. Birshest), a town of Poland, gov.
and 94 m. W.N.W. Warsaw, on an affluent of the
Vistula. P. 1290.

Brzksc LiTEWSKi, a fortified town of Russia,

fov. Grodno, cap. circ, and formerly the cap. of

rithuania, on the Bug, 108 m. S. Grodno, on rt.

b. of the Bug. P. 17,431. It has a Jewish syna-
gogue, school for nobles, and an active trade.

Brzesxica, a town of Poland, prov. and 66 m.
S.E. Kaliscz. P. 970.

BrzI'Snitz (Boh. Breznice), a town of Bohemia,
circ. Prachin, 40 m. S.W. Prague. P. 2016.
Brzezany, a town of Austrian Galicia, cap.

circ., on the Zlota-Lipa, 54 m. S.E. Lemberg. P.
7299. Manufs. leather, sail-cloth, & linen fabrics.

Brzezyn, a town of Poland, gov. and 63 m.
S.W. Warsaw. P. 8167. Woollen manufs.
BrZoza, two vills. of Austrian Galicia.—I. gov.

and 9J m. N.N.E. Lancut. P. 1800.—II. (AVo-
lewska), gov. and 4^ m. W.S.W. Lezaysk. P. 2105.
Brzozov, a town of Austrian Galicia, circ. and

10 m. N.W. Sanok. P. 2755. Manuf. of cloth.
Brzozowa, a vill. of Austrian Galicia, circ.

Tamow, gov. and 9 m. W.S W. Tuchow. P. 2147.
Bhzyska, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, circ.

Ezeszow, gov. Lancut. P. 15.53.

Bu, a comm. and town of France, dep. Eure-
et-Loire, arr. and 7 m. N.E. Dreux. P. 1311.

BuA, an isl. of Dalmatia, circ. Spalatro, in the
Adriatic, opposite the town of Trau, vdth. which
it is connected by a bridge. P. 4000. It pro-
duces dates, wine, olives, and asphaltum. Prin-
cipal vill. Santa Groce. P. 1500.
BuACHE or Garden Island, an isl. of West

Australia, co. Perth, in the Indian Ocean, 5 m.
from the mainland ; between which and the isl.

is Cockbum Sound. Length N. to S. about 6
m. ; average breadth 1 mile.
BuAGiE, a Sikh state of N.W. India, under

British protection. P. 25,000. Ann. rev. esti-
mated at BOOQl. ; anned force 1000 men.

BuAis, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Manche,
arr. Mortain, cant. Le Teilleul. P. 1429.
BuARcos. a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, on

rt. b. of the Mondego, at its mouth, 24 m. W.
Coimbra. P. 800. It has a coal mine.
BuBAK, a vill. of Scinde, on the borders of

Bcioochistan, on N.E. shore of Lake Mancliur.

BfUASTis (Scripture Pi-bese/A, mod. Tel Basffiy,

a ruined city of Lower Egypt, on an arm of the
Nile, at its delta, 14 m. N. Belbeys.

Blbbenhali., a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
on the Avon, here crossed by a bridge, 6 m.
S.S.E. Coventry. Ac. 1290. P. 346.

BcBBio, a vill. of North Italy, cap. mand., prov.
Alessandria, circ. Acqui. P. 1414.

Bubf:ndorf or Boucourt, a pa. and vill., Swit-
zerland, cant. Bale-Campagnc, circ. Liestal, 10
m. S.E. Basel. P. 1346. Manufs. of ribbons. In
its vicinity are saline springs {Bubendor/'er-bad).
BuBiKON, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Zurich, cu-c. Hinweil. P. 1596.
BuBiON, a town of Spain, Audalucia, prov. and

35 m. S.E. Granada. P. 2697.
BuBLiTZ, a town of Prussia, prov. Pomerania,

gov. and 23 m. S.E. Coslin. P. 3340.

BuBRY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Mor-
bihan, arr. Lorient, cant. Plouay. P. 3710.
BuBwiTH, a pa. of England, co. York, East

Riding, on the Derwent, 5^ m. N.N.W. Howdeu.
Ac. 10,154. P. 1453.

Buc, a comm. and vill of France, dep. Seine-
et-Oise, arr. & 2^ m. from Versailles. P. 840. It has
an aqueduct for fconducting water to Versailles.

BuccANEER-ARCHirEi^VGO, a group of isls. in

the Indian Ocean, near the N.W. coast of Aus-
tralia. Lat. 16° S. ; Ion. 123° 30' E.

Buccari, a free royal seaport town of Austrian
Croatia, on an inlet of the Gulf of Quarnero
(Adriatic), 5 m. E.S.E. Fiume. P. 5502.

BuccHERi, a town of the isl. Sicily, prov. & circ.

Noto. P. 3993. Exports, olives, grain, and snow.
BuccniANico, a town of South Italy, prov. and

4 m. S.E. Chieti. P. 3953.
BucciNO, a to-wn of South Italy, prov. Salerno,

cap. cant., on the Botta, here crossed by a Roman
bridge, 14 m. E. Campagna. P. 6493. In its

vicinity are quarries of marble.
BuccY-LES-GY, a comm. & vill. of France, dep.

Haute-Saone, arr. Gray, cant. Gy. P. 1457.

BucELLAs, a vill. of Portugal, Estremadura, 14
m. N. Lisbon, which gives its name to a white
wine raised in its vicinity.

BucH, an old dist. of France, in the Bordelais,

cap. La Tcste-de-Buch, now in dep. Gironde.
BuciiAN, an old dist. on the E. coast of Scot-

land, now comprised in Aberdeen aud Banff, gives
a name to one of the oldest earldoms in Scotland.

Buchanan, 3 cos. U. S., North America.—I.

W.N.W. part of Missouri. Area 320 sq. m. P.
(I860) 21,850 free, 2011 slaves.—II. Iowa. Area
576 sq. m. Cap. Independence. P. 7906.—III.

Virginia. P. 2763 free, 30 slaves.

Bl'Chanan, a pa. of Scotland, co. Stirling, com-
prising all its W. part between Lochs Katrine
and Lomond, portions of which lakes it includes,

together with the mountain Ben Lomond. Ac.
47,804. P. 705.

BfCHAN-NESS, the most E. headland of Scotl.,

CO. Aberdeen, old dist. of Buchan, 2J m. S. Peter-
head. It has a lighthouse in lat. 67" 28' N., Ion. 1"

46° W., 130 feet in elevation, and revolving. Near
this are the rocks called the " BuUers of Buchan."
Bucharest, Bukharest or Bukhorest, a city

of Europe, cap. of Wallachia, seat of the governor,
and of an archbishop, situated in a swampy plain
on the Dumbovitza. Lat. (of the English quarter)
44°25'39"N. ; long. 26° 5'24" E. P.(1866) 121,734.
It resembles a village, the houses being surrounded
with gardens ; has 95 churches, of which there ia

1 Protestant and 1 Roman Catholic ; 26 muua»-
teries, a foundling and 6 other hospitals, and a
poor-house, a college, museum, and central luetro-
politan seminary. Buckharcst is the entrep6t for
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the commerce between Austria and Turkey; its

chief trade is in grain, building timber, wool, salt,

and wax. It was taken by the Kussians in 1769, &
by the Austrians in 1789. The treaty of peace, by
which the Porte ceded Bessarabia and part of Mol-
davia to Russia, was concluded here. May 28, 1812.

BucHARiA, Central Asia. [^Bukharia.]
BucHAU, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 13J m.

E.S.E. Elbogen. P. 1235. In its vicinity are
manufs. of porcelain.—II. Wtirtemberg, circ.

Danube, 7 m. S.E. Eiedlingen. P. 2000.

BucHBERG, a market town of Lower Austria,

circ. Vienna, 15 m. W. Neustadt, at the foot of the
Schneeberg, in the Buchbergthale, a fine valley

called "the Chamouni of Austria," P. 1083.

BuCHDORF, a vill. of Bavaria, Swabia, gov. and
4^ m. N.N.E. Donauworth. P. 1100.

BucHEN, a town of Baden, circ. Lower Rhine,
29 m. E.N.E. Heidelberg. P. 2500.

BrcHEX, a vill. and post station of Prussia, 8

m. N.N.E. Lauenburg, on Lubeck railway.

BuCHEXSTEix, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, gor.

and 20 m. S.S.E. Bruneck. P. 2152.

BucHHOLTEiRBERG, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Bern, dist, Konolfingen. P. 1567.

BucuHOLZ, places in GermanJ-.— I. a town of

Saxony, circ. Zwickau, 8 m. S.E. Grunhain, on the
Lehm. P. 3883. Manufs. of ribbons and lace.—II.

(Framosisch), a vill. of Prussia, gov. Potsdam, 6 m.
N. Berlin. P. 450.—III. (Wendischy, a town on
the Dehme, gov. & 36 m. S.E. Potsdam. P, 1000.

BccHOL\viTZ,atown of Austria, Moravia, circ.

and 6 m. W. Hradisch. P. 2920. In its environs
are sulphur springs and baths.

BucHS, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. St Gall. P.
2060.—II. a vill., cant. Aargau. P. 993.

BuciXE, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. Arezzo,
25 m. S.E. Florence, on the Ambra. P. of vill.

620, with comm. 6654.

BucKBY (Loxg), a pa. of England, co. North-
ampton, 5 m. N.E. Daventry. Ac. 3900. P. 2500.

BucKDEx, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m. S.W.
Huntingdon, on the Ouse. Ac. 3590. P. 1099.

BCCKEBURG, a town of North Germany, cap. of

the principality of Schaumburg-Lippe, and
residence of the Prince, on the Aue, an afii.

of the Weser, 6 m- E.S.E. Minden. P. (1864)
4294.

BfCKEir. a town of Prussia, Hanover, comm.
and 3 m. S.W. Hoya. P. 1105.
BucKEXHASi or'BoKEXHAM Ferry, four pas.

of England, co. Norfolk—I. on the Yare, here
crossed by a ferry, 4J m. S.W, Acle, and 8 m. by
railway E. Norwich. Ac. 931. P. 49.—J I. {Little),

6 m. W.S.W. Hatton. Ac. 931. P. 60.—III. {New),
a town and pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 15 m.
8.S.W. Norwich. Ac. of pa. 324. P. 656. The in-
habitants are exempt from serving on juries.—IV.
(0/(f), 3 m. S.S.E. Attleborough. Ac. 4986. P. 1214.
BucKERELL, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.

W. Honiton. Ac. 1559. P. 318.
BucKFASTLEiGH, a pa. and formerly a market

town of England, co. Devon, on the Dart, 2 m.
S.S.W. Ashburton. Ac 6928. P. 2544. In its

vicinity are marble and copper works.
BucKFiELD, a township, U. S., North America,

New York, 32 m. W.S.W. Augusta. P. 1659.
BucKHA^•EN, a fishing vill. of Scotland, co.

Fife, pa. Wemyss, on the FLrth of Forth, 9^ m. S.
Cnpar. P. 1965. It has a pier and harbour.
BucKHORx-Weston, a pa. of England, co. Dor-

eet, 8 m. N.W. Shaftesbury. Ac 1632. P. 509,
Buckie, a fishing vill. of Scot^ co. and 17^ nu

W. Banff, pa. Rathven, on the North Sea, P. 2798.
Buckingham, a co. of the U. S., North America,

io S.E. part of Central Virginia. Area 680 sq. m.

P. 6401 free, 8811 slaves. Surface varies from hilly

to level, and is drained by the Willis and Slate

rivers. Products, wheat, oats, tobacco, and live

stock. Minerals are gold, iron, and slate. It has
white sulphur springs, flour, grist, and saw mills,

and a tannery. Maj'sville is cap. of the co.—II. a
township of Pennsj-lvania, co. Bucks, 112 m. N.E.
Harrisburg. P. 2482.

BucKiNGH,v>i, a pari, and munic. bor., maxket
to"vvn, and pa. of England, co. Bucks, on the Ouse,
on a branch of the Grand Junction Canal, and of

the N.W. Railway, 15 m. N.W. Aylesbury, and 52
m. N.W. London. Ac of pa. 4777. P. of do. 3849.

P. of par. bor., which comprises 8 pas., 7626. The
town is surrounded by the Ouse, here crossed by 3
bridges, and has a town-hall, prison, union work-
house, and in its vicinity paper and com mills.

Manufs. of bobbin lace on the decline. It is the

seat of the summer assizes & quarter sessions, and
sends 2 members to H. of C. R«g. elects. 375.

Buckinghamshire, an inland co. of England,
having N. the co. Northampton, E. Bedford, Hert-
ford, and Middlesex, S. Berks, and W. Oxford.
Ac. 466,932, of which upwards of 44,000 ac. are
said to be equally divided in grassand arable laud.

P. 167,993. Surface in the N. undulating, in the

S. occupied by the Chiltem hills, and in the centre
by the vale of Aylesbury, The Thames forms
its S. boundary; other rivers are the Thane, Ouse,
and Colne, Climate mild and healthy. Timber,
esf)ecially beech, is plentiful. Wheat and beans
are the chief crops. The sheep of the vale of

Aylesbury are noted for the weight and fineness

of their fleeces. The co. yields large quantities

of butter, cattle, sheep, and poultiy. Principal
luanufs. are paf>er, straw-plait, and thread lace.

The CO. is divided into 8 hundreds and 206 pas.,

in the circ. and diocese of Oxford. Chief towns,
Aylesbury the cap., Buckingham, Marlow, and
Wycombe, each of which sends 2 mems. to H. of C.

The CO. sends 3 members. Reg. elects. (1864) 5836.

The N.W. and G. W. Railway, and the Grand
Junction Canal, intersect the county. Many
events of historical interest occurred in Bucln.
Hampden was bom in the village which bears his

name ; Cowper lived at Olney ; and Herschel had
his greit telescope at Slough.

BucKi^AND, numerous pas. in England—I. co.

Berks, 4 m. N.N.E. Great Farringdon. Ac. 4434.

P. 912.—II. CO. Bucks, 4 m. E.S.E. Aylesburv. Ac
1544. P. 732.—III. CO. Glo'ster, 6 m. W^S.W.
Chipping-Campden. Ac 2270. P. 355.—IV. co.

Hertford, 2\ m. S.W. Barkway. Ac 1552. P. 385.

—V. CO. Kent, lathe St Augustine, IJ m. N.N.W.
Dover. Ac 978. P. 2162.—VI. same co., lathe

Scray, 2J m. N.N.W. Faversham. Ac. 978. P. 18.

—VII. CO. Surrev, 2 m. W. Reigate. Ac. 1744. P.
369.—VIII. {Brewery, co. Devon, 5 m. W. Great
Torrington. Ac. 6157. P. 922.—IX. (JDenham), co,

Somerset, 2J m. N.N.W. Frome. Ac 1399. P. 459.

—X. (Eusty, CO. Devon, 4i m. W.N.W. South-
Molton. .Ac 2429. P. 356.—XI. {Egg) LEgg-Buck-
land"].-XII. (Filleiffky co. Devon. 5^ m. N.W.
Hatherieigh. Ac 3037. P. 258.—XIII. {St Mary\
CO. Somerset, 6 m. W.S.W. Hminster. Ac. 3490. P.

715.—^XIV. {MonachorwrCy co. Devon, 4 m. S.S.E.

Tavistock. Ac 6338. P. 1489.—XV. {in the Moory
same co., 3^ m. N.W. Ashburton, to which its

curacy is annexed. Ac. 1458. P. 113.—XVI.
{Newtony, co. Dorset, 10 m. N. Dorchester. Ac.
6018. P. 972.—XVII. {Ripersy same co., 3 m.
N.N.W. Melcombe-Regis. Ac. 1237, P. 113.

—XVIII. {TotOsain/sy co. Devon, 2 m. N.E.
Kingsbridge. P. 31.—XIX. {Westy same co.,

ojm. N.W. South-Molton. Ac 1772. P. 321.—
XX. {West), CO. Somerset, 2^ m. E. Wellington.
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Ac. 3671. P. 901.—Several hamlets in England
have the same name, one of which, co. Hants, is a
considerable suburb of Portsmouth, and ij m.
K.E. that town.
BuCKLAND, a town of the U.S., North America,

Massachusetts, 88 m. W.N.W. Boston. P. 1056.

BucKLAND Island, North Pacific Ocean, be-
long*, to central division of the Bonin Islands.

BucKLEBURY, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 6

m. E.N.E. Newbury. Ac. 5252. P. 1178.

BucKLESiiAai, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5

m. E.S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 1822. P. 362.

BuCKi.YViE, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 13 m.
W. Stirling. P. 339.

BucKMiNSTEK, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

8J m. E.N.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 6053. P. 655.

Above sea-level 586 feet.

BucKNALL, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, pts.

Lindsey, 5^ m. W. Homcastle. Ac. 2490. P. 406.

—II. a township, co. Stafford, 3J m. E.N.E. New-
castle-under-Lyne. P. 1286.

BuCKNELL, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 2J m.
W.N.W. Bicester. Ac. 2471. P. 406.

BucKNiLL. a pa. of England, cos. Hereford and
Salop, 5 m. E.N.E. Knighton. Ac. 4160. P. 790.

BucKNiow, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, circ, gov.
and 5 m. S. Tarnopol. P. 1411.

BucKOW, a vill. of Prussia, gov. and 26 m. N.W.
Frankfurt, on the Stebberow. P. 1400.

BucKOW (Neu), a town of Mecklenburg
Schwerin, duchy and 29 m. N.N.E. Schwerin,
near the Baltic. P. 1468.

BccKS, a CO. of the U. S., Noi-th America, in

E.S.E. extremity of Pennsylvania, on the Dela-
ware Kiver. Area 600 sq. m. Pop. (1860) 63,578.

Products are various kinds of grains, butter, and
fruit. Minerals comprise iron, ores, plumbago,
titanium, with limestone and sandstone quarries.

It has flour, grist, saw, and paper mills ; woollen
factories, iron foundries, distilleries, and various
other branches of industry; many churches and
newspapers. The Delaware Eiver is navigable
along the S.E. border, and the Delaware Canal
the N.E. border of the co. The S.E. part is tra-

versed by the Philadelphia and Trenton Railway.
Bucks is one of the three original cos. formed by
William Penn. Doylestown is cap. of the county.
—II. a town, Ohio, Tarcarawesco co. P. 1457.
BucKSPORT, a seaport and township, U. S.,

North America, Maine, co. Hancock, on the river
Penobscot, 15 m. S. Bangor. P. 3381. It has a
harbour, and a timber trade.

BucKWORTii, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.
N.W. Huntingdon. Ac. 1950. P. 201.
BuCQUOY, a comm. and town of Prance, dep.

Pas de Calais, arr. and 10 m. S. Arras. P. 1761.
BucsuM, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, circ.

Karlsburg, gov. and 8 m. E.S.E. Abrud Banya.
P. 3671. Gold mines.
BucYRUS, a township, U. S., North America,

Ohio. cap. Crawford co., on the Sandusky, 60 m.
N. Columbus. P. 2315.
BuczAcz, a town of Austrian Galicia, circ. and

33 m. E.N.E. Stanislawow, on the Stry. P. 6683.
A treaty of peace between the Poles and the
Turks was signed here in 1672.
BuczASz or BuTscHATSCii, a town of Austrian

Poland, Galicia, on the Sereth, an affluent of the
Dniester, 85 m. S.E. Leinberg. P. 2200.
BuczYNA, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and

12 m. W. Lubaczow. P. 2990.
BuDA or Ofen (Slav. Budin), a free city of the

Austrian Empire, cap. of the kingdom of Hungary,
and of the circ. on this side the Danube, 130 m. S.E.
Vienna, on rt. b. of the Danube, opposite Pesth,
with which city it is connected by a magnificent

suspension bridge. Lat. (of observatory) 47° 29'

12" N., Ion. 19° 3' 10" E. P. (1857) 55,240. [Alt
Ofen and Pesth."! The city is situated on the slop©
of a hill, in the form of an amphitheatre ; in its

centre is the citadel, an old fortress enclosing the
royal palace, in which are preserved the insignia
of Hungarian royalty, and the buildings of the
central administration. The other principal edi-

fices are the cathedral, garrison church, two Gothic
monuments, the convents of St Elizabeth, St
Florian, and the Capuchins; an observatory on the
summit of the Blocksberg, in connection with the
University of Pesth ; a type-foundry, dependent
on the same establishment ; a gymnasium and
several libraries. Connected with the arsenal is a
cannon foundry and powder manufactory. It has
manufs. of cloth, leather, silks, and velvets, and
an extensive commerce in wine, of which about
300,000 eimers of an excellent quality, resembling
burgundy, are produced in its vicinity. It has an
establishment of baths in connection with the hot
sulphiu: springs, from which the name Ofen
(Oven) is derived (temp. 117° 5' Fahr.). The city

is ancient, and was occupied by the Romans till the
4th century. Taken by Soliman the Magnificent
in 1526, and retaken by Ferdinand i.. King of
Bohemia, in 1527 ; was again taken by Soliman
in 1529, and occupied by the Turks till 1686. It

suffered much during the Hungarian struggle for

independence in 1848-9.

Buda-Keszi, a town of Hungary, co. Pesth, 5
m. W. Buda. P. 2521.
BuDAON, a dist. of British India, prov. BengaL

N.W. prov. Area 2368 sq. m. P. 1,019,161. The
town of Budaon is in lat. 28° 2' N., Ion. 79° 11' E.
BuDBKOOKE, a pa. of England, co. and IJ m.

N.W. Warwick. Ac. 3216. P. 492.

BuDDEEABAD, a strong fort of Afghanistan,
N.E. Cabool. Lat. 34° 55' N. ; Ion. 70° 14' E.
Here the British captives spared from the mas-
sacres of 1841 were for a short time imprisoned.
BUDDRUCK (Farfarjca), a town of British India,

presid. Bengal, dist. Cuttack, 40 ra. S.W. Balasore.

BuDDU, a town of Guinea, on rt. b. of the Ni-
ger, 37 m. N.W. the junction of the Chadda. P.
3500. It is supposed to be the chief place of

Kakanda state.

BuDDUso, a vill. of the island of Sardinia, prov.

and 40 m. E. Sassari. P. 2575.

BuDE, a vill. and seaport of England, co. Corn-
wall, on the Bristol Channel, pa. and IJ m. W.
Stratton. P. 766. It is connected by a canal with
Launceston, 14 m. S.S.E.

BuDEAUX (St), a pa. of England, co. Devon,
on the Tamar, 3^ m. N.N.W. Plymouth. Ac,
3317. P. 1376.

BuDEL, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. North
Brabant, 12 m. S.E. Eyndhoven. P. 500.

Blderich or Blucher, a walled town of

Rhenish Prussia, gov. Cleves, on 1. b. of the
Rhine, opposite Wesel. P. 1260. The old town
was burned by the French in 1813.

BC'desheim, a vill. of Hessen-Darmstadt, prov.

Rhine, 1 m. S.E. Bingen. P. 1500. Also several

other vills. in H.-Darmstadt and Rhen. Prussia.
BuDFALVA, a vill. of Hungary, co. Marmaros,

gov. and 4 m. S. Sukatagh. P. 1565.

Budge budge, a town of British India, prov.
Bengal, on 1. b. of the Hoogly river, 10 m. S.S.W.
Calcutta. It has ruins of a small fort.

BuDiN, a town, Austria, Bohemia, gov. Prague,
9 m. S. Leitmeritz, on the Kleine-Eger. P. 1320.

BODiNGiai, a town of Germany, H.-Darmstadt,
prov. Upper Hessen, cap. co., 28 m. S.E. Giessen.
P. 2840. Manufs. of linens, hosiery, and needlea.

Near it are salt springs.
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BuDissiN, a town of Saxouy. [Bautzex.J
BuDLEiGH (Easi-), a pa. of England, co. Devon,

4 m. W.S.W. Sidmouth. Ac. 3277. P. 2496. E.
and W. Budleigh are hundreds of the same co.

BuDOCK, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 1^ m.
W. Falmouth. Ac. 4214. P. 2251.

Bldos-Hegy, a mountain of Transylvania,
near its E. border, lat. 46° 12' N., 7340 feet in

elevation. It has sulphur springs and caverns,

which emit sulphuric exhalations.

BuDRAWAR (^'stronghold of Buddha"), a town,
Punjab, N.W. India, near 1. b. of the river Che-
naub, 107 m. N.E. Lahore. P. probably 2000,
many of whom are Caslimere shawl weavers.
Lat. 32° 53' N. ; Ion. 75° 28' E.; elev. 5000 feet.

BuDRio, a comnu and town of Centiul Italy,

prov. and 12 m. N.E. Bologna. P. of comm.
(1861) 15,565.

BuDUA, the most S. town of the Austrian em-
pire, Dalmatia, cu-c and 10 m. S. Cattaro, on a
peninsula in the Adriatic. It is walled, and has
a roadstead for small vessels. P. 780.
BuDUKSHAX, Central Asia. [Kookdooz.]
BuDUKSHAS, Badakshan or Fyzabad, a town

of Independent Tartary, cap. dist. of same name,
180 m. N.E. Cabool, in lat. 36° 25' N. ; Ion. 71° 37'

E. It was at one time a place of importance,
and cap. of an independent kingdom. In 1832, a
great part of it was destroyed by an earthquake.
BuDWEis, a town of Bohemia, cap. circ., on the

Moldau, 77 m. S. Prague. P. 14,811. It has a
council-house, cathedral, gymnasium, and a high-
scliool, with nianufs. of woollen cloths, muslins,
damasks, and saltpetre. A railway connects it

with Linz, on the Danube.
BUDWiTZ {ildlirisch Budwitzy, a town of Aus-

tria, Moravia, Briinn, circ. and 17 m. W.N.W.
Znaim. P. 2378. It has a castle and sev. suburbs.
BuDWORTH, two pas, of England, co. Chester.

—

I. {Great), 2^ m. N.E. Northwich. Ac. 35,920.
P. 18,852.-11. (^Little), 3^ m. E.N.E. Tarporley.
Ac. 2762. P. 582.

BuDZAXOw, a market town and cas. of Austria,
Galicia, gov. and 7 m. N. Czortkowa, P. 3113.
BuDZYN, a town of Pmssia, Posen, gov. Brom-

berg, circ. and 7 m. S.S.E. Chodgiesen. P. 1630.
BuECH, a river of France, affl. of the Durance

at Sisteron, B. Alpes, rises in the dep. Drome;
length 63 m. Petit Buech is an affl. of the above.
Buenaventura, a maritime village of New

Granada, South America, dep. Cauca, cap. prov.
and on the Bay of Choco. Also a town of Mexico,
state Chihuahua, P. 1500. With extensive rains.

BuENA-ViSTA, a town of Mexico, dep. Vera
Cruz, on the Kio Yaqui, 32 m. S. Tampico.
BuEN Ayre or BoN Air, one of the Dutch W.

India islands, off the coast of Colombia. 30 n^ E.
•^ui-acjao. Lat. 12° 20* N. ; Ion. 68° 27' W. Length
20 m. ; breadth 4 m. Products, cattle and salt.

P. (1864) 3579. It has a village with a harbour.
Buenos Ayres, the largest, most populous and

most llom-isiiiug of the provs. which comprise the
Argentine Confedei-ation, South America. Ex-
tends from Bahia Blanca, lat. 39° S., along the
Atlantic Ocean to the S. bank of the Parana
Guazu R, and follows it within 30 m. of Kosario.
This river separates it from the prov. of Entre
Eios. Thence llie W. boiaulary is fonned by a
line drawn S.W. to the lake of Chiquita, and then
S. to Bahia Blanca on the Bio Negro, accordiug
to some authorities ; E. by the Atlantic Ocean.
But its boundaries are quite undetennined. Area
83,615 sq. m. P. (1860) 350,000 (130,000 Argen-
tines and 20,000 Indians, the rest Monte Videans,
Europeans, and 1000 Americans). The annual
immigration since 1856 is about 8000. The N.

1
includes a portion of the eastern Pampas, and is

flat, with lakes and swamps. The S. part com-
prehends the low hills of the Sierras del Vulcan
and CuiTa-Malal. Principal rivers, the Salado
and Quequen. Climate humid and variable ; ice

seldom occurs ; mean summer heat 90° Fahr. The
N. winds prevailing here have the disagreeable
character of the sirocco of Italy ; the S.W. winds,
or pamperos, are hurricanes accompanied with
thunder. There is sufficient rain in general
throughout, but occasionally there are years of

excessive and destructive droughts. The soU is

fertile in many places, but it is estimated that
there is not a thousandth part under cultivation.

Hides, hair, horns, tallow, and jerked beef are
chief exports ; horses, mules, and asses are also

exported. The breed of sheep has been improved,
and wool now forms an article of export. For-
merly the cultivation of the soil was so neglected
that grain was required from abroad ; now, wheat
is exported to some extent. Buenos Ayres became
independent of the Spanish government in 1816,
and along with the neighbouring states joined
in a confederated republic (the Ai'gentine or La
Plata), from which it separated in 1853, but was
reunited in 1859. The religion of the prov. is

Eoman Catholic, but others are tolerated. A chain
of forts has been established along the W, bound-
ary to overawe the Indian population.

Buenos Ayres Q'good air"), the cap. city of

the province of same name, is situated on the S.

of the Plata estuary, about 150 m. from the sea,

opposite the town Colonia. Lat. 34° 36' 29" S.

;

Ion. 58' 23' 34" W. P. (1863) 140,000. It covers a
surface of about 2 m. in length by 1J m. in breadth,

and is regularly laid out, all its streets crossing

each other at right angles, and now mostly paved
witb granite. Almost all its houses are but one
storey in height, flat-roofed, and built around
court-yards. It is ill provided with water, which
is brought by carriers from the river. Principal
edifices are churches, cathedral, convents, found-
ling hospital, and orphan asylum—aU built of a
fine white stone quarried near the city. The
government offices are in a fort near the river.

The university occupies an extensive building,

and has a valuable library ; besides which there
are a superior academy, a military college, various
public schools, several printing establishments,

and manufs. of cigars, carpets, furniture, boots
and shoes. The navigation of the Plata, here
36 m. broad, is difficult ; and ships drawing 16

feet water are obliged to anchor in the Amarra-
dero, a roadstead 7 or 8 m. distant, to and from
which merchandise has to be conveyed by lighters

and rude ox-carts. In 1860, the exports were
valued at 4,176,446?., and comprised ox-hides,

tallow, wool, and jerked beef. Buenos Ayres was
founded in 1535 ; in 1775 it was made the seat

of a viceroyalty. In 1806 it was taken by the

English, but it was retaken by the Spaniards in

the same year. Shortest track to Liverpool, 6210
sea miles ; shortest sailing voyage, 67 days. In
1864 the Northern line of railway was opened
from Buenos Ayres to San Fernando, & the Great
Southern line from the capital was in progress.

Buffalo, a city and port of entry, U. S., N.
America, New York, cap. co. Erie, at the E. ex-
tremity of Lake Erie, where it contracts into

Niagaj-a river, 16 m. S.S.E. Niagara Falls. P
(1860) 81,129. Piincipal edifices, churches, court-

house, theatre, markets, city-offices, orphan asy-

lum, university, lyceum, banks, fire, life, & marine
insurance cos. Manufs. iron : wooUens, saw-
mills, and shipbuilding. Its harbour, formed by
Buffalo Creek, has a stone pier, 1600 ft. in length,
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terminated by a ligbthouse ; admits vessels draw-
ing 13 feet water. In winter ice is often driven

into it by westerly winds, wbere it long remains
after the lake is clear. Since the completion of

the Erie Canal, and the formation of railways

uniting it with New York, the other cities on the

Atlantic coast, the Ohio and Mississippi valleys,

Pittsburg and Canada, it has become a place of

great commercial importance. There are about

3500 boats, average 200 tons, employed on the

canal, but only 2000 of these are suited to carry

grain. In 1861, 8201 vessels, of 3,356,154 tons,

entered, and 8189 vessels, of 3,333,037 tons,

cleared. The receipts of all kinds of grain and
flour at the port in 1862 amounted to 72,872,454

bushels. Imports from Canada in 1862 were
worth 2,613,624 dols. Exports to Canada 677,598
dels. The total exports from Buffalo of forest

and agricultural products, manufactures, etc.,

amounted to 53,424,992 dols. The total imports,

41,448,623 dols. The total eastward movement
of freight by the Erie Canal in 1862 was 1,980,982
tons ; total westward, 353,422 tons. It was burned
by the English in 1814.—II. a township, Mis-
souri, CO. Pike. P. 2174.—III. a co. Wisconsin.
P. 3864.

Buffalo-Bayou, a river of Texas, co. Harris-
burg, after an E. course of 70 m. enters the Bay
of Galveston. It is navigated by steamers. The
town of Houston is on its banks.
BuFFAi>ORA, a town of North Italy, prov. and

26 m. N.N.W. I'avia. P. 1257. On railway to

Milan, with a bridge over the Ticino.
Buffola-Lakes, three lakes of British North

America, Hudson Bay territory, one in lat. 66°
20' N., Ion. 113° W. ; another in lat. 66" N., Ion.

113° 45' W.; and the third in lat. 62° 15° N., Ion.

112° 10' W.
Bukfon, a comm. and vill., France, dep. C6te-

d'Or, 11 m. N. Semur. It has iron foundries.
Bug or Bog, two rivers of Russian Poland.

—

I. forms a great part of the E. frontier of Poland
;

rises in Galicia, near Zloczow ; flows generally N.
to Brzesc-Litevsk, and thence N.W.

;
joins the

Vistula, 18 m. N.W. Warsaw, after a course of
800 m. Chief affluents, the Muchawetz, Zna, and
Narew. The towns Zloczow, Wlodava, Brzesc,
Drohiczyn, and Wyszkow, are on its banks. The
Brzesc-Litevsk Canal, which unites the Mucha-
vetz and Pira rivers, connects it with the Dnie-
per.—II. (anc. Hypanis), Bussia, govs. Podolia
ftnd Kherson, flows S.E., and enters the estuary
of the Dnieper 30 m. W. Kherson. Course 340
m. Affluents, the Siniuke, Radima, and Negal.
The towns Bratslav, Oliviopol, Voznesensk, and
Nicolaev, are on its banks, and it is navigable
from the sea to Voznesensk.
BuGA, two towns of S. America, New Granada,

dep, Cauca, prov. Popayan, one 105 m. N.N.E.,
and the other 45 m. N.E. Popayan.
BuGBRooK, a pa., Engl., co. and 5 m. W.S.W.

Northampton. Ac. 2420. P. 935.
BuGEY, a small territory of France, in the old

prov. of Bourgogne, of which the cap. was Bel-
ley, now comprised in the dep. Ain.
BuGGAUR or BAGHAR(the destroyer), one of the

western branches of the Indus, Scinde, diverg-
ing a little below Thatta, at the head of the delta,

a large riv. with a westerly course of nearly 80 m.
BuGGENHOUT, a comm. and vill. of Belgium,

prov. Flanders, 6 m. E. Termonde. P. 3424.
BuGGiANo, a town of Central Italy, 27 m.

W.N.W. Florence, in the centre of the Val-di-
Nievole. P. 9742. It has silk-mills.

BuGiiAT, a state, British India, between the
'Sutlej and Jumna rivers, W. of the Sinnore val-

ley. Surface hilly. Principal forts IJajghur and
Tuxhal. P. estimated 3240.
BuGiAn, a town of Algiers. [Bougiah.]
Bug-Lawton, a township, England, co. Ches-

ter, 2 m. N.N.E. Congleton. Ac. 2852. P. 2014.
Bugthorpe, a pa. of England, co. and liberty

York, 7 m. N.N.W. Pocklington. Ac. 1990. P. 245.

BuGUE (Le), a comm. and town of France, dep.
Dordogue, cap. cant., arr. and 14 m. W. Sarlat,

on rt. b. of the Vezere. P. 2969.
Bugulma, a town of Russia, gov. Orenburg

130 m. W.S.W. Ufa. P. 2000. Trade in cottons
and woollens, and two great annual fairs,

BuGYANOVCZE, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena,
circ. Neusatz, gov. and 6 m. S.S.E. Ruma. P. 1870.

BuGYi, a vill. of Hungary, co. Pesth, gov. Ocsa,
18 m. S.S.E. Pesth. P. 2216.
Buhl, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Haut-

Rhin, 6 m. S.S.W. Colmar. P. 2090.
BOhl, a market town of Baden, circ. Middle

Rhine, 25 m. S.S.W, Carlsruhe, on railway to
Kehl, P. 2800. Manufs. leather.

BiJHLER, a vill., Switzerland, cant. Appenzell,
3 m. S.S.W. Trogen. P. 1505.

BiJHLERTHAL, a vill. of Baden, Middle Rhine,
2 m. E. Biihl. P. 1800.

BuHULiEN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
C6tes-du-Nord, 1 m. from Lannion. P. 1114.
BuiLDWAS, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 3J m,

N.N.E. Much-Wenlock. Ac. 2128. P. 276.

BuiLTH or Llanfair, a market town and pa.

of South Wales, co. Brecon, 12 m. S.W. New
Radnor. Ac. 712. P. of pa. 11 10. About 1 m.
N.W. of the town are saline and chalybeate
springs. Above sea-level 427 feet.

BuiNSK, a town of Russia, cap. circ, gov. and
45 m. N. Simbirsk, on the Karla. P. 1300.

Buironfos.SE, a comm. and vill., France, dep.
Aisne, cant. La Capelle, arr. and 9 m. N.N.W.
Vervins. P, 2565. Manuf. wooden shoes.

Buis (Lf.s-Baronuies), a town of France, dep.

Drome, cap. cant., 10 m. S.E. Nyons. P. 2370.

BuiTENPOST, a vill. of the Netherlands, pror.
Friesland, 16 m. E.N.E. Leeuwarden. P. 800.

Buitp;nsluis or Neualvnsdorp, a town of the
Netherlands, prov. South Holland, on rt. b. of

branch of the Meuse, called Hollands Diep. P. 2265.
BuiTENZORG, a town of the island of Java, cap.

of Dutch residency of same name, 35 m. S. I3ata-

via, with government buildings, and the hotel of

the governor-general.
BuiTKAGO, an ancient town of Spain, prov. and

40 m. N. Madrid. P. 1506. It has an hospital,

trade in wool, and manufs. of cordage.
BuiTTLE, a pa. of Scotland, stewartry and 10

m. N.E. Kirkcudbright. Ac. 12,431. P. 1165.

BuJAK, a vill. of Hungary, co. Neograd, gov.
and 3J m. N. Szirak. P. 1671.

BujALANCE, a city of Spain, prov. and 17 m. E.
Cordova. P. 8936. It has a college and exten-
sive woollen manufactures.
BujALEUF, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

H. Vienne, arr. and 18 m. E. Limoges, on the
Vienne, at the mouth of the Mande. P. 2000.

BujE, a town of Austria, Istria, circ. Mitter-
burg, 16 m. S.S.W. Triest. P. 2188.

BiJK, a town of Prussia, prov. Posen, cap. circ.

of same name, 16 m. W.S.W. Posen. P. 2300.

BuKAA-EL Valley. [Coxe-Syria."]
BuKHAREST, Cap. Wallachia. [Bucharest.]
Bukharia is a name given to a wide extent of

territory in Central Asia, comprising the E. part
of Independent and the W. part of Chinese Tar-
tary, the latter subdivision being called Little

Biikh(\ria. [Turke.stax, Bokhara, Khokan."]
Bukhtaruimsk, a fortress of Asiatic Ruissia,
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goT. and 480 m. S.S.W. Tomsk, on the Irtish, 50
m. from the Chinese frontier.

BuKiN, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, circ.

and 30 m. W. Neusatz, gov. Palanka. P. 2405.

BuKKE or BuKN FioKD, on the W. coast of

Norway, prov. Stavanger. Length about 35 m.,

breadth 15 m. ; full of islands, one of which has
the same name.
BUKKUR, an island and fort of Scinde, in the

Indus, between the towns Eoree on the E. and
Sukkur on the W. bank, 165 m. N.N.E. Hydera-
bad. Lat. 27* 39' N. ; Ion. 68° 56' E. The island

is a limestone rock, 800 yards in length by 300 in

width, and nearly covered by the fortress. The
British army, destined for Afghanistan, crossed

the Indus here early in 1839, on a bridge of boats.

—II. a town of the Punjab, near the Indus, 17 m.
S.S.E. Dera-Ismael-Khan. P. 5000, who carry

on an active commerce.
BuKovACZ, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, circ.

gov. and 9 m. E.S.E. Temesvar. P. 1372.

BiiKOW, a market town of Bohemia, circ Prag,
gov. and 5 m. N.N.E. Unhost. P. 1371.

BuKOW (New), a town, Mecklenburg Schwerin,
28 m. N.N.E. Schwerin. P. 1600.

BuKOWiNA, a crown-land of Austria, E. Galicia,

lat. 47° 20' to 48° 40' N. ; Ion. 24' 45' to 26° 20' E.
Area 4037 sq. m. P. (1857) 462,242. Climate
salubrious. Traversed by the rivers Pruth,
Dniester, Suczawa, Sere, Moldawa, and Bistritza,

where gold is found in its sands. Trade in cattle,

hides, wool, wax, and honey. Buhowina was
united to Galicia in 1777, and from 1786 to 1849
it formed the circle of Czernowitz. In 1854 it

was constituted a crown-land.
. BuKOWSKO, a market town of Austria, Bohe-
mia, circ. Tabor, 5 m. "W.S.W. Wesely. P. 1343.

BuLACAN, a town of Luzon, Philippine Islands,

cap. prov., 20 m. N.W. Manila. P. 9803.

BClach, a town of Switzerland, cap. circ. of

same name, cant., and 10 m. N. Zurich. P. 1570.

BuLAK, a town of Egypt. [Boulac]
BuLAMA, the most E. of the Bissagos islands,

off the W. coast of Africa, 20 m. S. Bissao. Lat.
11° 34' N. ; Ion. 15° 33' W. It is 20 m. in length by
10 m. in breadth, wooded, fertile, but unhealthy.
Now claimed by Portugal. Previous to 1794 it

was the site of a British settlement
BuLAVADiN, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia,

28 m. E.N.E. Alium Kara Hissar. P. 3000.

Bui.DUR, a town of Asia Minor, on the shores
of a fresh-water lake of the same name, 170 m.
E.S.E. Smyrna. The town has about 5000 houses.

Pop. principally Greeks.
BuLFORD, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, on the

Avon, 2 m. N.N.E. Amesbury. Ac. 3475. P. 383.

BuLGA, a mountain and considerable town of

Abyssinia, Shoa, 26 m. S.S.E. Ankober.
Bulgaria, Msesia Inferior, a prov. of European

Turkey, between lat. 42° 8' and 45° 20' N. ; Ion.

22° 15' and 29° 35' E. ; separated N. by the Danube
from WalJachia, Moldavia, and Bessarabia, and
S. by the Balkhan mountains from Bumili, and
having W. Sei-via, and E. the Black Sea. Area
38,952 sq. m. P. 3,000,000. (?) Surface moun-
tainous in the S., level in the N., well wooded,
and abounding in rich pasture. Principal river
the Danube, with its tributaries the Isker, Vid,
Jantra, and Osma, and the Kamtchik and Pravadi,
which enter the Black Sea. At its N.E. extre-
mity is the Lake of Rassein, Products, cattle,

tallow, hides, hemp, flax, skins, timber, and attar
of roses. In the pashalic of Silistria, a surplus of
com is produced, but in some other parts less is

raised than is required for home consumption.
-The Bulgarians are adherents of the Greek

church ; they speak the Servian language, and
manuf. woollens, rifle barrels, and morocco lea-
ther, in addition to their rural occupations. Bul-
garia is subdivided into the pashs. of Widin,
Varna, Silistria, and Sophia, cap. Sophia ; besides
which towns it comprises the towns Nicopolis,
Rustchuk, Sistova, Shumla, Babadagh, Kustendje,
etc. From the 7th century till 1018, and again
from 1196 tiU the middle of the 14th century,
Bulgaria formed an independent kingdom; it

then became subject to Hungary, but was con-
quered by the Turks in 1392. Its position made
the prov. of importance during the Turko-Eus-
sian campaign of 1854.

BuLGNEViLLE, a comm. and town of France,dep.
Vosges, cap. cant., arr. and 12 m. S.S.E. Neufchl,-
teau. P. 1024. Manufs. of lace and pottery ware.

BuLKESZ, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, gov.
and 7 m. N.E. Palanka. P. 2470.

BuLKiNGTOji, a pa. of England, oo. Warwick, 4
m. S.S.E. Nuneaton. Ac. 4510. P. 1858.
Bui-KWORTHY, a pa, of England, co. Devon, 5J

m. S.W. Great Tonington. Ac. 1115. P. 128.

BuLLAS, a town of Spain, prov. and 32 m.
W.N.W. Murcia. P. 5145.

Bulle:, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 14 m.
S. Freiburg. P. 2086. It is the chief entrepdtfor
Gruydre cheese, made in the adjacent valleys.

Blllendorf, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, gov.
and 3J m. N.N.E. Friedland. P. 1610.

BuLLEKS OF Buchan, a fishing vill. of Scot-
land, CO. and 22 m. N.N.E. Aberdeen. The
Bullers or boilers, a natural cave in a granite
cliff, 50 feet diameter and 150 feet deep, has the
sea dashing in with great force. Near it are the
ruins of Slains Castle.

BuLLES, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Oise, arr. and 6 m. N.N.W. Clermont. P. 966.

Important manuf. of linen.

BuLLEY, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 4J m.
S.S.E. Newent. Ac. 951. P. 226.

BuLLiKGHAM (UppER & Lower), a pa. of Engl.,

CO. and 2 m. S. Hereford. Ac. 1798. P. 338.

BuLLiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, pts.

Lindsey, 2 m. W. Wraby. Ac. 760. P. 44.

BuLUT, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in

N.W. part of Kentucky. Area 300 sq. m. P.
5831 free, 1458 slaves. Surface uneven, but fer-

tile. It is drained by the Salt river. Products
are corn, wool, and live stock. Manufs. wooUens
and ironwares. Capital, Shepherdsville.

Bt'LLOCK, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in

E. part of Georgia. Area 900 sq. m. P. 3506
free, 2162 slaves. Climate healthy. Products
are com, rice, sugar-cane, cotton, and timber.

Capital, Statesborough.
Bollock, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, co. and

7 m. S.E. Dublin. P. 1753.
Bull Eun, creek or stream, U. S., North

America, N.E. Virginia, on the borders of Fairfax
and Prince William counties ; was the scene of

great battles between the Federals and Confede-
rates, 18th and 21st July 1861, and August 1862.

Bull's Bay, a headland on the E. coast of New-
foundland. Lat. 47° 18' N. ; Ion. 62° 47' W.

Bully, two comms. and vills. of France.—I.

dep. Pas-de-Calais, arr. B^thime, cant. Lens. P.

1448. It has coal mines.—II. dep. Ehone, arr.

Lyon, cant. I'Arbresle. P. 1808. Marble quarries

and coal mines.
BuLMER, two pas. of England.—I. co. Essex, 2J

m. W.S.W. Sudbury. Ac. 2779. P. 758.—II.

CO. York, North Eiding, 7 m. W.S.W. New-Mal-
ton. Ac. 3800. P. 1077.

BuLOLA, a river and town of West Africa, Sene-

gambia; the river enters the Atlantic opposite
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tlio Bissagos islands ; and on one of its creeks is

the town, in lat. 11° 30' N. ; Ion. W 24' W.
BuLPUAX, a pa. of Engl., co. Essex, 2J m. N.W.

Horndon-on-the-Hill. Ac. 16G7. P. 268.

BuiAVK, a seaport town of British India, pre-

sid. Bombay, dist and 42 m. S.S.W. Surat, on
the Gulf of Gambay. P. 7000. Manufs. of ging-

hams, and trade in salt, grain, and sugar.

BuLSUX, a Sikh state of North India, under
British protection, between the Sutlej and Jumna,
lat. about 31° N. ; Ion. 77° E. P. with Burroulee,

5000. Annual revenue 600^.

BuLTi oaBuLTiSTAN (called also Little Tibet),

a state of Central Asia, tributary to the rulers of

the Punjab, but N. the Himalaya, between lat.

34° 30' and 3G° 30' N., Ion. 75° and 77° E., and
surrounded, except on the S.W., by the Chinese
dom. It consists of a part of the upper valley of

the Indus, having a general elevation of 6000 or

7000 feet above the sea, and enclosed by moun-
tains which rise to 6000 or 8000 feet higher.

Climate cold in winter. European fruits are

plentiful. Animals comprise the slia, the large-

homed goat, sheep, the musk-deer, and ibis. The
inliabitants are of Tartar descent, and Moham-
medans of the Sheah sect; until the late Sikh
conquest, they lived under an hereditary chief,

termed the Gylfo. Principal to^vn Iskardoh.
BuLUBGURii, a town of India, N.W. prov., 29

•Di. S. Delhi. It is the chief place of a jaghire of

same name, with an area of 190 sq. m. P. 57,000.
BuLWELL, a pa. of Engl., co. and 4 m. N.N.W.

Nottingham. Ac. 1210. P. 3660.

BuLWiCK, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton, llj
m. N.N.E. Kettering. Ac. 1910. P. 462.

BuLWUDUN (anc. Polybotum), a large town of

Asiatic Turkey, pash. Anatolia, 218 m. E.N.E.
Smyrna, contains many remains of antiquity.
BuMLiN, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. Eos-

common, comprising a great part of Strokestown,
which see. Ac. 6582. P. 2067.

Bujisi, a fortified town of Persia, prov. and 115
m. E.S.E. Kirman, on the route to Bunpoor.

BCmplitz, a town of Switzerland, cant, and
near Bern. P. 2034.

BuMPSTED, two pas. of England.—I. {Heliony,

00. Essex. 8 m. N.N.E. Thaxted. Ac. 3296. P.
1158.—II. {Steeple), in same co., 8 m. N.N.W.
Castle-Hedingham. Ac. 3191. P. 887.
Bun (Great and Little), a vill. of Austria,

Transylvania, gov. and 6 m. W.S.W. Szitas-
keresztur. P. 1451.
BuNAHEE, a town and fort of British India,

presid. Bengal, upper provs., dist. and 30 m.
S.S.E. Ajmere.
BuNARBASHi, a viU. of Asia Minor, Anatolia,

at the extremity of the plain of Troy. Bunar-
baxhi River rises by numerous warm springs
below the village, and flows N.W.
BuNAWE, a vill. of Scotland, co. Argyle, pa.

Muckaim, 17 m. N.N.W. Inverary. It has a quay
on Loch Etive, a salmon fishery, and iron-works.
BuNBURY, a pa. of England, co. Chester, on the

Chester and Crewe Railway, 3^ m. S.S.E. Tar-
poriey. Ac. 16,830. P. 4727.
Buncombe, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in W. of North Carolina. Area 450 sq. m. P.
10,721 free, 1933 slaves. Surface, a grazing val-
ley, between the two ridges of the Alleghany
mountains.—II. a co., Iowa. P. 3724.
BuNCRANA, a market town of Ireland, Ulster,

CO. Donegal, on Lough Swilly, 11 m. N.N.W.
Londonderry. P. 685. Mean temp., Jan. 39°-3.

Altitude 48 feet. It has a cnurch and barracks.
Bund, a division of Switzerland. [Geisons.]
BOnde, two vills. of Prussia I. Hanover,

landr. Aurich, 5 m. N. Weeuer. P. 1918.—IL
Prussian Westphalia, gov. Minden, circ. and 7 m-
N.N.W. Herford. P. 1450. Mineral baths.

Bundelcund or Bundi.ecund, a territory of
Hindostan, partly belonging to the British, be-
tween lat 24° and 26° 26' N. ; Ion. 78° and 81° 39'

E., having W. the Gwalior dom., and on other
sides the Bengal territories (upper provs.), Bag-
helcund, etc. P. 2,500,000. (?) Surface moun-
tainous, it being traversed by the Vindliyau
range. Principal rivers, the Desan, Betwah, Cane,
tributaries of the Jiunna. Principal towns, Jhansi,

Bandah, Chatterpoor. In it are the diamond
mines of Pannah.
BuND-EMiR, Araxes, a river of Persia, prov.

Fars, enters the Lake Bakhtegan, about 55 m.
E. Shiraz, after a S.E. course of 150 m. It is

rapid, and very liable to inundate its banks.
BuNDORAN, a maritime vill., and the principal

watering-place, on the N.W. coast of Ireland,

Ulster, CO Donegal, on Donegal Bay, 4J m. S.W.
Bally-Shannon. P. 714.

—

Bundroes is another
fishing and bathing vill. about 1 m. W.S.W.
Bungay, a market town of England, comprising

Holy Trinity and St Mary pas., co. Suffolk, on
the Waveney, 30| m. N.N.E. Ipswich. United
area of pas. 2088. P. 3805. It has a market-place,
theatre, assembly-rooms, bath-house, branch
banks, some manufs. of hemp, and trade by the
Waveney in corn, malt, coal, and lime.

Bunker's Hill, in Massachusetts, Charles-

town, has a mouument 220 feet high to com-
memorate the first great battle fought on it be-

tween the Britiish and Americans, June 17, 1775.

BuNKLE AND Preston, a pa. of Scotland, co.

Berwick, 9 m. N.E. Greenlaw. Ac. 9256. P. 756.

BuNMAHON or BoNMAHON, a maritime vill. of

Ireland, Munster, co. and 14 m. S-AV. Waterford.
P. 914. Near it are the mines of Knockmahon.
BuNNOO, a plain in S.W. of the salt range in

the Punjab, watered by the river Kurum. Centre
in lat. 32° 46' N. ; Ion. 70° 30' E.
Bunny or Boney, a pa. of England, co. and

6^ m. S. Nottingham. Ac. 2000. P. 273.

BuSoi^ a town of Spain, prov. &27 m. W.S.V/.
Valencia. P. 2473. Manufs. paper.

BuSoLA, a town of Spain, isl. Majorca, 9 m.
N.N.E. Palma. P. 1936.

Bunratty (Upper and Lower), two baronies

of Ireland, co. Clare, Munster, bounded on N. by
CO. Galway, and S. by Shannon river, 16 m. long,

and from 3 to 7 broad. Surface rocky, but

adapted for grazing.—II. a pa. of Munster, co.

and 11 m. S.S.E. Clare, at the mouth of the

Ougaree, in the Shannon. Ac. 2747. P. 662.

BuNnvALLA, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, dist. Canara, 16 m. E. Mangalore.
BuNWELr-, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5^ m.

W. St Marj'-Stratton. Ac. 2470. P. 907. Eleva-

tion 186 feet above the sea.

BuNwooL or Bongo, one of the Philippine isls.,

Asiatic archipelago, in the great S. inlet of

Mindanao. Lat. 7' 14' N. ; Ion. 124' 10° E.

Densely wooded.
BuNZLAU, several towns of E. Germany.—I.

{New or Jung-Bumlau), Bohemia, cap. circ, on
1. b. of the Iser, a tributary of the Elbe, 32 m-
N.E. Prague. P. 6067. Manufs. cotton and
woollen fabrics, and leather.—II. (0/rf), a town,
circ. Kaurzim, on rt. b. of the Elbe, opposite

Brandeis, 14 m. E.N.E. Prague. P. 2451. It has
a collegiate church.—III. a town of Prussian
Silesia, gov. and 24 m. W.N.W. Liegnitz, cap.

cij-c, on rt. b. of the Bober. P. 6700. It has manufs.
of earthenware and hosiery.
Buocns, a Till, of Switzerland, cant. Unterwal-
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den, on the south side of the Lake of Lucerne.
P. 1432.

BuoLicK, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Tip-
perary, 7 m S.E. Thurles. Ac. 7116. P. 1859.

Buo.vABiTAUX), a town of South Italy, prov.
Salerno, dist. and 9 m. S. Sala. P. 3151.
BuoNALBERGO, a town of S. Italy, prov. Avel-

lino, dist. and 7 m. N.W. Ariano. P. 3765.—II.

a town, prov. and circ. Benevento. P. 3374.
Bl'oxconvento, a vill. of Cent Italy, prov. and

15 m. S.S.E. Siena, on the Ombrone. P. 3164.
BuoNO (Sa:?), a town of S. Italy, prov. Chieti,

circ. Va.sto. P. 2879.
Bura, two vills. of Hungary, co. Szolnok, gov.

and 18i m. S.W. Tisza-Fured, 1. b. Theiss.—

L

P. 1440.—IL P. 1640.

BURAKOWKA, a vill. of Austrian Galicia, gov.
and 7 m. S.E. Jaslowiec. P. 1332
BuRANO, an isl. and town of Northern Italy, on

the Adriatic, deleg. and 5 m. N.E. Venice. P. of
town, 5897.

BuRAZjooy, a town of Persia, prov. Fars, 22
m. N.N.E. Bushire.
BuRBAGE, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4J m.

N.E.Pewsey Ac. 3283. P. 1603.—IL a chapelry,
CO. Leicester, 1^ m. S.E. Hinckley. P. 1801.

BuRCOMBE (South), a pa. of Engl., co. Wilts,

If m. W.S.W. WUton. Ac. 3090. P. 374.

BuRCOTT, a hamlet of England, co. Oxford, 4
m. S.E. Abingdon. Ac. 1450. P. 374.

BuRDEKiN, a river of N.E. Australia, Queens-
land, between lat. 19° and 20° 20' S^ flows S.E.
to lat. 20° 15' S., then N. till it falls into Cleve-
land Bay, near Cape Upstart.
BuRDiEHOUSK, a vilL, Scotland, co. and 3^ m. S.

Edinburgh. It is well known to collectors of local

fossils ; the Scottish equivalent of the mountain
limestone crops out here. Limestone quarries.

BuRDUR, a large town of Asiatic Turkey, pash.
Anatolia, 68 m. N. Adalia.
BuRDWAX ( VardamaTU, " productive "\ a dist. of

British India, presid. and prov. Bengal, enclosed
by the dists. Beerbhoom, Nuddea, Hooghly, and
Bancoorah. Area 2224 sq. m. P. (1850) 1,520,840.

It is generally under cultivation, and is one of the
most productive parts of India. Its coal fields

yield annually from 43,000 to 46,000 tons of

coal. Iron ore and buildiing stone are plentiful.

Principal to^vns, Burdwan, Culna, and Cuttwa.
Burdwan is the cap. of this dist, on the Dum-
modah, 68 m. N.W. Calcutta, with which it is con-
nected by railway. P. 64,000. Palace and gar-
dens belonging to its rajah, government and
missionary schools, and manufs. silk and cotton.

BuRE, a river of England, co. Norfolk ; after a
S.E. course of 40 m., joins the Tare at Yarmouth,
whence it is navigable to Aylsham.
Bureau, a co., U. S., N. America, N. part of Illi-

nois. Area 864 sq.m. P. (1860) 26,426. A railway
passes through the co. from Bock isl. to Chicago.
Bu-Eegreb, a river of Marocco, and the S.W.

boundarj' of the anc Mauritania, enters the At-
lantic at Rabatt, 108 m. W. Fez, by a mouth 600
yards across, within which is an imperial dock-yd.
BuREX, a town, Prussian Westphalia, gov. Min-

den, cap. circ, 10 m. E. Soest, on the Alme. P. 2200.
BuREN, a town of Switzerland, cant and 14 m.

N.N.W. Bern, on the Aar. P. 1160.—II. {Ober\
a vilL of Switzerland, cant and 10 m. N.W. St
Gall. P. 1410.

BuREN, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Gel-
deriand, 4 m. N.W. Thiel. P. 1500.

BuRES, two pas. of England.—I. (Mount\ co.

Essex, 6 m. E. Halstead. Ac. 1404. P. 301.—
II. (St Mary\ cos. Suffolk and Essex, on the
Stour, 6 m. S.S.E. Ludbury. Ac. 4131. P. 1G59.

BuEFORD, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. and 17 m. W.N.W. Oxford. Ac. of pa. 2170. P.
1649. It has a branch bank, and manufs. of rugs
and saddlery. EdgehilL, where the troops imder
Fairfax defeated the Eoyalists in 1649, is in ita

vicinity.—II. a pa^ co. Salop, 1 m. W. Tenbory.
Ac. 6672. P. 1121.

Burg, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. and 13
m. N.E. Magdebui'g, circ. Jerichow Island, ou
the Ihle. P. ('1864) 15,391. Manufs. wooUena,
dye, glue, ana sniiff.—IL a town of Rhenish
Prussia, gov. Diisseldorf, on the Wipper, 16 m,
N.N.E. Cologne. P. 1670. Manufs. of counter-
panes, ribbons and hardwares.
Burg, a maritime town of Prussia, Schleswig,

cap. isl. Femem, on its S. side. Lat. 54° 26' 10*

N.; Ion, 11° 12' E. P. 1800.

Burgage, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Wick-
low. Ac 1876. P. 217.

Burgaxtai, a town of Mongolia (Gobi), in lat
48° 16' N. ; Ion. 106° 38' E. 4400 ft. above the sea.

BuRGATE, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4J m.
W.N.W. Eye. Ac 2076. P. 359.

BuRGAU, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia, 23
m. W.N.W. Augsburg. P. 2100.

BuRGAU, a vill. of Styria, on the Hungarian
frontier, 29 m. E. Gratz. P. 1224.

BuRGBERNHEiM. a town, Bavaria, circ. Middle
Franconia, 16 m. N.W. Anspach. P. 1400.

BuRGDORF (Fr. Bertkoud), a town of Switzer-
land, cant, and 11m. N.E. Bern, on 1. b. of the
Emmen. P. 4199. It is the dep6t for the Em-
menthal cheese, and manufactures ribbons and
silk. Near it are the baths of Sommerhaus.
BuEGDORF, a town of Prussia, landr. Lune->

burg, on the Aa, 13 m. S. Cdlle. P. 3500.

BuEGEL, a town of Saxe-Weimar, 20 m. B.
Weimar, near Griesbach. P. 1330.

BuRGEO Isi-AXDS, a gtoup in British North
America. Lat. of S.W. point 47° 33' N. ; Ion.

67° 44' W. P. 700. Important as a fishing-station.

BuRGESBEG, a pa., Irel., Mimster, co. Tipper-
ary, 6^ m. S.S.W. Nenagh. Ac. 4980. P. 1187.

Burgh, numerous pas. of Engl.—I. co. Suffolk,

3J m. N.W. Woodbridge. Ac. 1201. P. 271.—
II. {Aptony, CO. Norfolk 8 m. S.E. Norwich. Aa
1620. P. 644.—III. (Castle), co. Suffolk, 3^ m.
W.S.W. Great Yarmouth. Ac. 1496. P. 468.—
IV. (in-the-Marsh), a market town and pa., co.

Lincoln, pts. Lindsev, 6i m. E.S.E. Spilsby. Ac
of pa. 4233. P. 1223.—V. (^Mattishalt), a pa., co.

Norfolk, 4i m. S.E. East-Dereham. Ac. 789. P.
227.—VI. t<"» the Sands), co. and ward Cumber*
land, 6 m. W.N.W. Carlisle. Ac 7839. P. 986.

—VII. (SotUh), CO. Norfolk, 6 m. N.E. Watton.
Ac. 1216. P. 317.—VIII. (St Margaret), co. Nor-
folk, 3J m. N.E. Acle. Ac. 1665. P. 654.—IX.
(St Peter or Wheatacre), same co., 5 m. E.N.E.
Beccles. Ac. 2041. P. 298.—X. (upon-Bane), a pa,
CO. Lincoln, 6 m. W. Louth. Ac. 1660. P. 203.

BcRGHAUN, a town of Germany, Hessen-Cassel,
prov. and 11 m. N. Fulda, on the Haune. P. 1850.

BuRGHAUSEN, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Bavaria, on L b. of the Salzach, 68 m. E. Munich.
P. 2480. Manufs. cloth. Trade in leather.

BuRGHAZ or BouRGHAS, a seaport town of Eu-
ropean Turkey. Rumili, on gulf of same name, ia

the Black Sea. 76 m. N.E. Adrianople. P. 4000. (?)

It is remarkable for its large exports of cereals,

the quantity exported in 1862 being estimated at

260,000 quarters. It sends a large quantity of

fine clay for the manuf. of pipes to Constanti-

nople. In 1862, 230 vessels entered, and 220 (180

with grain) cleared the port. It has telegraphic

communication with Constantinople, Varna, and
Adrianople. The Gulf of Boiirghas is 14 m. in

I
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length, E. to W., and has a lighthouse on Aua-
statia Island, 131 feet high.—II. vill., Atsia Minor,

pash. Anatolia, 12 m. N.E. Abydos.
BuuGHCLERE, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 6

m. N. Whitchurch. Ac. 5080. P. 819.

Burg-Head, a marit. vill. of Scotland, co. and
7 m. N.W. Elgin, on a promontory. P. 1099.

BuRGHEiisn, a pa. of England. [Bukwash.]
BuKGHFiELD or BuRFiELD, a pa. of England,

CO. Berks, 5 m. S.W. Reading. Ac. 4237. P. 1139.

BuRGiiiLi^ a pa. of England, co. and 3f m.
N.W. Hereford. Ac. 3704. P. 934.

BURGHOKN, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

North Holland, near Alkmaar. P. 1885.

BuRGHWALLis, a pa. of England, co. York, W.
Riding, 7 m. N.N.W. Doncaster. Ac. 1700. P. 237.

BURGio, a town of Sicily, circ. Bivona, prov.

and 28 m. N.W. Girgenti. P. 4930.

BiTRGK, a vill. of Saxony, circ. and 5 m. S.W.
Dresden, with coal mines, coke furnaces, and a

gas work. P. 860.—II. a 'hamlet of Reuss-
Greiz, cap. lordship of same name, 4 m. N. Saal-

burg, on the Saale. Near it are the iron mines
of Burghhammer.
BuRGKUNSTADT, a town of Bavaria, circ. Up-

per Franconia, on the Main, and on Numberg
Railway, 24 m. N.E. Bamberg. P. 1400.

BuRGLEN, three vills. of Switzerland.—I. cant.

Uri, l\ m. E. Altorf. P. 1312. The reputed birth-

place of William Tell.— II. cant. Thurgau, 12 m.
E. Frauenfeld. P. 1134.—III. cant. Bern, rt. b.

of the Zihl, near Lake Bienne. P. 1926.

BuRGLENGENFELD, a towD of Bavaria, circ.

Ober Pfalz, 15 m. N.N.W. Regensburg. P. 1500.

BuRGO, a town of Spain, prov. and 36 m. W.
Malaga, on the Ardales. P. 1790.

BuRGODE-OsMA, a town of Spain, prov. and
28 m. W. Soria, and 1 m. N. Osma. P. 2072.
Burgos, a prov. of Spain, Old Castile, bounded

N. by Santander, E. by Alava, Logrofio, and
Soria, S. by Segovia, and W. by Palencia and
Valladolid. Area 5645 sq. m. P. (1857) 333,356.
Surface elevated. Soil in the valleys fertile.

Yields grain, vegetables, and fruit. Mountains
afford rich pasturage. Minerals are gold, silver,

iron, lead, copper, quicksilver, sulphur, gypsum,
marble, and stone. Manufs. cottons, woollens,
linens, paper, leather, cutlery, earthenwares, and
brandy. Climate cold and damp.
Burgos, a city of Spain, cap. prov. of same name,

and formerly cap. of Old Castile, on 1. b. of the
Arlanzon, 130 m. N. Madrid. P. 15,924. It is an
archbishop's see, and the seat of a college ; a
school of surgery ; and manufs. of leather, wool-
lens and hats. It was taken by the French in 1808
and in 1809.

BuRGSTADT, a town of Saxony, circ. and 35 ra.

S.E. Leipzig. P. '11'^t. Manufs. of stockings,
linen and woollen weaving, and cotton printing.

BuRGSTEiN, a vill. of Bohemia, cap. lordship
of same name in the circ. Leitmeritz. P. 1987.
BuRGUETE, a town of Spain, Navarra, 15 m.

N.E. Pamplona, in the valley of Roncevaux.
Here the troops of Charlemagne were defeated, &
his nephew, the famous Roland, perished in 778.
Burgundy, prov. of France. reouRGOGNE.]
BuRHAM, a pa. of England, co. Kent, lathe and

1\ m. N.N.W. Aylesford. Ac. 1737. P. 775.
BURHAMPOOTER RiVER. [BrAHMAPOOTRA."|
Burhamporf, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, dist. and 5 m. S. Moorshedabad, on the
Bhagirathi, with military cantonments. Mean
temp. 64° in Jan. to 87° in June. Rainfall 40 in.

BuRiAS, one of the Philippine islands, Asiatic
archipelago, 20 m. S.S.E. Luzon. Lat. 13° N.

:

Ion. 123° E.

BuRiASCO, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin,
4 m. E. Pinerolo. P. 197L

BuRiE, a comm. and town of France, dep,
Charente Inferieure, cap. cant., arr. and 10 m.
W.N.W. Saintes. P. 1787.
BuRiTON, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2 m.

S.S.W. Petersfield. Ac. 6305. P. 1050.
Burke, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

E. part of Georgia, on the Savannah river. Area
1040 sq. m. P. 5113 free, 12,052 slaves. Sur-
face level. Yields cotton, oats, and sweet pota-
toes. Minerals are limestone, jasper, and gypsum.
Waynesborough is the cap.

Burke, a co. of the U. S., North America, in W.
part of North Carolina. Area 450 sq. m. P. 6866
free, 2371 slaves. Traversed by the Catawba.
Surface elevated, and suitable for grazing. Pro-
duces corn, wheat& cattle. Morgantown is the cap,
BuRKETOWN, the first settlement on the shores

of the Gulf of Carpentaria, N. Australia, at the

head of navigation of the Albert river. Lat.
16° 35' S.; Ion. 139° 30' E. Founded 1865.

BuRKHA, a tovni, E. Arabia, dom. and 45 m.
N.W. Muscat, on sea of Bab-el-Mandeb. P. 4000.
BuRKHARDTSDORF, a town of Saxony, circ.

Zwickau, amt and 7 m. S. Chemnitz. P. 2644.
BuRi^DiNGEN, a town and castle of Prussia,

Hohenzollem, 7 m. E.S.E. Hechingen. P. 1400.

BuRLATS, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Tarn, arr. and 5 m. E.N.E. Castres, on the Agout.
P. 1600. It has several paper mills.

BuRLESCOMBE, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon. 8 m.
E.N.E. Tiverton. Ac. 4210. P. 911.

Burleson, a co. of Texas, U. S., N. America.
Area 1025 sq. m. P. 3680 free, 2003 slaves. Cap.
Caldwell.
BuRLESTONE, a pa. of Engl., co. Dorset, on the

Piddle, 6|m. E.N.E. Dorchester. Ac. 3768. P. 856,
BuRLEY-ON-THE-HiLL, a pa. of Engl., CO. Rut-

land, 2 m. N.E. Oakham. Ac 3390. P. 237.—
II. a chapelry, co. York, W. Riding, pa. and 2
m. W.N.W. Otley, on the Wharfe. P. 2454.

BuRLiNGHAM, three adjoining pas. of England,
CO. Norfolk.—I. (St Andrew), 2J m. W.S.W. Acle.
Ac. 750. P. 186.—II. (St Edmund). Ac. 661, P,
85.—III. (St Peter). Ac. 405. P. 80.

Burlington, several places, U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. a CO., New Jersey, on the Delaware
river, and washed by the Atlantic Ocean. P,

(1860) 49,730. Soil fertile and well wooded.—II.
a city and port, cap. of above co., on the Dela-
ware, 16 m. N.E. PhUadelphia. P. 6193. It has
an episcopal college, a city haU, lyceum, library,

and a bank.—III. a township. New York co., on
the Otsego river, 68 m. W. Albany, P. 1835.—
IV. a town, Iowa territory, cap. co. Des Moines,
on the Mississippi, 250 m. above St Louis. It has
a court-house, a gaol, and several churches. P.
6706.—V. a town and port, Vermont, cap. co.

Chittenden, beautifully situated on the Lake
Champlain, 31 ra. W.N.W. Montpelier. P. 7713.
It has a court-house, churches, wharves, light-

house, state university, medical school, and library.

Burma or Birjlvh, the Burmese empire, or
kingdom of Ava, a state of Further India, and
formerly the most extensive and powerful in that
peninsula ; but since the wars with the British,

1824 to 1852, its territories are comprised within
lat. 19° 30' and 28° N. ; Ion. 94° to 102° E. ; having
W. Assam, Independent Tipperah, and Aracan,
N. Tibet and Assam, E. the Chinese prov. Yun-
nan, from which it is separated by the Ku-lung
river, and Ton-King ; and S. Siam, and the Bri-
tish province of Pegu. Area 185,000 sq. m., & pop.
3,000,000. (?) It is composed of the kingdom of Bur-
ma, with portions of the tributary Shan & Khyen
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etates. It is enclosed on the W., N. and S.E. by
mountain ranges, level on the S. and S.E. ; its cen-
tral part consists of the upper basin of the Irra-

•wadL Thecountry is reckoned salubrious. From
May till the middle of Sept. is the rainy season.
From Sept. till March the weather is delightful,

temp, seldom exceeding 75° Fahr. In Apnl and
May the heat is great, but soon mitigated by the
rains. Annual rainfall 150 to 200 inches. The soil

is of high fertility; but except near the towns, most
of it lies waste, and agriculture is in a backward
state. Rice is the chief crop in the S. ; Indian
millet and maize in the N. ; and sesamum is uni-
versally cultivated for cattle. Other products are
cotton, indigo, yams, sweet potatoes, tobacco, oil

plants, bananas and other fmits, betel-nut and
leaf, sugar cane, onions, garlic, and in the N. a
kind of tea. Teak, oak, and other woods abound
on the mountain ranges, and pabn and bamboo
are also plentifid. Oxen, elephants, horses, buf-
faloes, and goats are the domestic animals. Mine-
ral products are gold, silver, iron, copper, lead,

tin, amber, petroleum, marble, serpentine, sap-
phires and other gems, antimony, sulphur, nitre,

and coal. In physical form, the Burmese ai'e

more allied to the Mongolians of E. Asia than to

the Hindoos ; figure short, robust, and fleshy, face
lozenge-shaped, cheek-bones large and oblique

;

hair black, coarse and lank, and skin light brown
or yellowish. Their language is monosyllabic,
allied to the Chinese. The Burmese are gay,
and fond of amusements, but less civilised than
the Hindoos. They have boat-building, bell-

casting, work in gold and silver, dye silk and
other fabrics, manuf. lacquered wares, paper and
coarse earthenwai-es ; but most of their manuf.
goods are imported from foreign countries. China
sends silks, porcelain, copper, carpets, metals,
drugs, and tea, in return for raw cotton, feathers,

ivory, birds' nests, horns, gums, and British

manufs. From the Shan tribes the Burmese ob-
tain their best sword-i>lades, witli lac, wax, and
varnish, in return for salt and dried fish. British
cotton goods, areca and cocoa-nut.«, tobacco, iron,

hardwares, copper, lead, and other minerals,
opium, sugar, spirits, English glass, earthenwares,
firearms, and gunpowder, are imported from Bri-
tish India. The government is hereditary and
despotic. Buddhism is tlie prevailing supersti-

tion ; there are a few Christians and Jews. Edu-
cation, in so far as reading and writing are con-
cerned, is generally diffused. Public revenue is

derived from a tithe of the profits of cultivation,

duties on imports and exports, on petroleum, a
royal monopoly of marble, amber, the precious
metals, and gems. Ava and Amarapura were
successively the seats of government; the pre-
sent capital is Mandelay. Other towns, includ-
ing Bamo, are chiefly on the lirawad i. In 1823
the Burmese provoked war with the British,

which lasted during the years 1824-5, and was
renewed in 1852. In both cases it terminated in
their defeat, and the cession of several territories

to the English. In 1862 the three maritime pro-
vinces of India beyond the Ganges which had
been conquered from the Burmese, were united
under one local administration, and called ' BRr-
TisH BuRJiA.' These provinces comprised the
ancient kingdoms of Pegu and Aracan, with the
long line of coast known as Tenasserim. Pegu
was occupied in consequence of the war of 1852.
Aracan and Tenasserim were acquired by treaty,
after the wars of 1825-6. The province of Bn-
tish Burma extends along the E. shore of the
Bay of Bengal, from 20' 50' to 10° N. Length of

coast line 1100 m. Area 90,070 sq. m. Each di-

vision has a chief seaport ; Tenasserim has JIoul-
mein, Pegu Rangoon, and Aracan Akyab. Aracau,
the N.most division of the province, is separated
from Pegu and Burma by a range of mountains
7000 feet high. Pegu and Martaban lie in the
valley of the Irrawadi (now traversed by Eng-
lish steamers) and Sitang rivers, bounded E. and
W. by mountain ranges. The valley of the Irra-

wadi expands into a magnificent alluvial region,

extending over 10,000 sq. m. North Tenasserim
is bovmded W. for 100 m. by the river Saluen ; it

is a wilderness of hUls, densely wooded. P. of
British Burma (1861),—Pegu, 1,150,189; Tenas-
serim, 371,402 ; Aracan, 376,306 ; total, 1,897,897.

In 1859 it was only 948,371 : the increase is due to
immigration to Pegu, comprising Eiiropeans and
their descendants, 2562 ; the others chiefly Bur-
mese, including Aracanese, Karens, Chinese, and
Indians. Soil very fertile, agriculture rude ; all J

the tribes are truthful and hospitable. The i

houses are built of bamboo ; food and clothing !

abundant. The introduction of Christianity has
;

made great changes in the rude hUl tribes. The
natives grow cotton and weave textures of dif-

ferent colours. The cultivation of the tea plant
has been commenced at Akyab. Exports of grain

(1862), Pegu, 216,144; Tenass., 30.705 ; Aracan,
106,830 ; in aU, 353,679 tons. Rev. (1862) 9,627,648
rupees, about 10 mill, rupees above 1861. A
treaty between Great Britain and the king of

Ava, of date 1863, gives free access to the terri-

tory of the Burmese Empire.
BuRsiARSH, a pa. of England, co. Kent lathe

Shepway, 4 m. S.W. Hythe. Ac. 1796. P. 170.

Blrmixgton, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 2
m. S.S.E. Shipston-on-Stour. Ac. 808. P. 212.

BuKNAGE, a townshij), Engl., co. Lancaster, on
the Mersey, pa. and 4 m. S. Manchester. P. 624»

BuRNBY, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Riding,

4 m. S.E. Pocklington. Ac. 1667. P. 126.

BuRNCHURCH, a pa. of Ireland, co. and 4^ m.
S.S.W. Kilkenny. Ac 3363. P. 557.

BuRNESiDE, a chapelry of England, co. West-
moreland, with a station on the Kendal and
Windermere Railway, 2J m. N.W. Kendal.
BuRUESTON, a pa. of England, co. York, North

Riding, 4 m. S.E. Bedale. Ac. 7411. P. 1554.

Burnet, a co. of U. S., North America, Texas.
Pop. 2252 free, 235 slaves.

Burnet's Creek, a river of the U. S., North
America, Indiana, a tributary of the Wabash,
which it joins 4 m. above Lafayette.

BuRXEiT, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3J nu
N.E. Pensford. Ac. 608. P. 98.

BuRNHAM, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Bucks, ^ m. N.N.W. Eton. Ac 6730. P, 2233.

—II. CO. Essex, 18^ m. E.S.E. Chelmsford. Ac
5523. P. 1870.—III. CO. Somerset, on Bridge-
water Bay, 2 m. from the Highbridge station of

the Great Western Railway. Ac 4302. P. 2262.—
IV. (Deepdale), co. Norfolk, 2J m. N.W. Bumham-
Westgate. Ac. 1061, consisting partly of salt

marshes. P. 81.—V. (^Norton), same co., 1 m. N.
Bumham-Westgate. Ac 3896. P. 172.—VL
(Overy\ 1 m. N.E. Burnham-Westgate. Ac 2548.

P. 650.—VIL (Thorpe), 1^ m. E.S.E. Bumham-
West^te. Ac 2328. P. 427. Birthplace of Ad-
miral Lord Nelson.—VIII. (Sutton), | m. N.E.

Bumham-Westgate. Ac 1452, including Bum-
ham-Ulph. P. 380.

Burnham-Westgate, a market town and pa.

of England, co. Norfolk, 32 m. N W. Norwich.

Ac. of pa. 3047. P. 1094.

Burnxey, amarkettown of Engl., co. Lancaster,

pa. Whalley, on the Bum, 22 m. N. Manchester.

Acl839. P.19 971. Alt.375ft. Manufs. ofcotton
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and woollen fabrics, machinery, iron and brass

foundries, breweries, tanneries, and rope-walks.

Its manufacturing prosperity, which is mainly
owing to the coal of the vicinity, has been further

promoted by the Leeds and Liverpool Canal, and
by luilway with Bury, Blackburn, & Manchester.
BuRNSALL, a pa. of England, co. York, "West

I?idiug, on the Wharfe, 7 m. N.N.E. Skipton. Ac.

31,33L P. 1275.

BuRNS-HiLi., a town and mission station of

British Kaffraria, South Africa, 20 m. W.N.W.
Williamstown, near the Keiskamma river.

Burntisland, a pari, bor., seaport town, and
pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, on the Firth of Forth,

6[m.N.N.W. Leith. Ac. 2950. Pop. of do. 3143;

of pa. 3670, chiefly occupied in the fisheries, in

curing herrings, and in distilling. It has a town-
house, school-house, harbour, low-water pier,

lighthouse, and a dry dock. Important harbour
trade in export of coal and pig iron. It is the

steamboat-ferry station on the passage of the

North British Railway. The pa. abounds In lime-

stone. Burntisland unites with Kinghorn, Dysart,

and Kirkcaldy in sending one member to House
of Commons. Corporation revenue 621/.

BuRNTWOOD, with the hamlets of Ediall and
Woodhouse, a joint township and ecclcs. pa. of

Engl., CO. Stafford, 3 m. S.W. Lichfield. P. 1634.

BuRONZo, a town of North Italy, prov. Novara,
circ. Vercelli. P. 1077.

BuRPHAM, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, rape
and 2 m. E.N.E. Arundel. Ac. 2720. P. 256.

BuRRA and Burray, three small isls. of Scot-
land, respectively belonging to the Shetland and
Orkney groups. Pop. of Burray, 657 ; of East
Burra, 209 ; of West Burra, 393.

BURRA Burra, a copper mine of Soiith Aus-
tralia, one of the richest in the world, 90 m.
N.N.E. of Adelaide.
Burriama, a town of Spain, prov. and 8 m. S.

Castellon-de-la-Plana, on 1. b. of the Eio Seco, 1

m. from its mouth in the Mediterranean. P. 6204.
BURRiLViLLE, a township of the U. S., North

America, Rhode Island, co. and 17 m. N.W. Pro-
vidence. P. 3538.

BuRRiNGTON, Several pas. of England.—I. co.

Hereford, 5 m. W.S.W. Ludlow. Ac. 2580. P. 231.

—II. CO. Devon, on the Taw, 3i m. N.W. Chum-
leigh. Ac, 5330. P. 939.— III. co. Somerset,
on the Mendip hills, 4 m. N.E. Axbridge. Ac.
2009. P. 477.

Burriscarra, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co.

Mayo. Ac. 4356. P. 892.

BuRRiSHOOLB^ a maritime pa. of Ireland, Con-
naught, CO. Mayo, comprising the town of New-
port. Ac. 63,749. P. 6318.
BuRRiSNAFARNEY, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster,

King's CO. and Tipperary. Ac. 4539. P. 455.
BuRRisoi^ a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, cap. dist l!ackergunge, on an island of
the Ganges, 120 m. E.N.E. Calcutta.
BuRROUGH, a pa. of Engl., co. Leicester, 5i m.

S.W, Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1565. P. 138.
Burrough-Green, a pa. of Engl., co. Cam-

bridge, 5 m. S. Newmarket. Ac. 2217. P. 427.
Burrow Head, Scotland, co. Wigtown, is the

terminating point of the peninsula which sepa-
rates Wigtown Bay from Glenluce Bay, in lat. 54'^

40' N. ; Ion. i" 20' W.
BuRRY, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Meath.

Ac. 3694. P. 447.
BuRscouGH, a township of England, co. Lan-

caster, on the Leeds and Liverpool Canal, pa.
and 2 m, N,N.E. Ormskirk. Ac. 4957. P. 2461.
BuRSLKDON, a pa. of England, co. and 41 m.

E.S.E, Southampton, Ac, 905, P. 659.

BuRSLESi, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. Stafford, 3 m. N.E. Newcastle-under-Lyne.
Ac. 2940. P. of pa. 22,327. It has factories,

town-hall, news-room, covered market, churches
and dissenting chapels. Burslem forms a part
of the pari, borough of Stoke-upon-Trent. As
early as the 17th century it was the chief place in
England for the manufacture of earthenware,
brought to great perfection by Josiah Wedge-
wood, bom here in 1730. An institution bearing
his name was founded in 1863. There are also

extensive coal and iron works, with manufs. of

glass, bricks, tiles, steam-boilers, colours, etc.

BuRSTAUT, a vill. of Hessen, Starkenburg,
circ. and 9 m. W. Heppenheim. P. 2000.

BuRSTALL, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5 m.
E.N.E. Hadleigli. Ac. 766. P. 222.

BuRSTEAD, two contiguous pas. of England.

—

I. {Great), co. Essex, If m. S.S.E. Billericay.

Ac. 3502. P. 2095.—11. {Little), 2J m. S.W.
Billericay. Ac. 1829. P. 186.

BuRSTOCK, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 4J m.
W.N.W. Beaminster. Ac. 913. P. 220.

BuRSTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
E.N.E. Diss. Ac. 1449. P. 410.

BuRSTOW, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 6i m.
S.S.E. Eeigate. Ac. 4717. P. 927.

BuRSTWiCK, a pa. of England, co. York, East
Riding, 9 m. E.S.E. Hull. Ac. 5720. P. 728.

BuRSZTYN, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

circ. and 20 m. S.W. Brzezan, on the Lippa. P.
2704. It has Roman Catholic and Greek churches.
Burt, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Donegal, on

Lough Swilly, 6 m. W.N.W. Londonderry. Ac.
12,348. P. 2723.
Burton, numerous pas. and townships in Eng-

land and Wales.—I. a pa., co. Chester, on the
Dee, near its mouth, 8 m. N.W. Chester. Ac.
3497. P. 425.—II. South Wales, co. Pembroke,
7 m. S.E, Haverford West. Ac. 3815. P. 1029.

—III. CO. Sussex, rape Arundel, 3 m. S.S.W.
Petworth. Ac, with Barlavington, 809. P. 45.

—IV. {Ac/nes), co. York, N. Riding, 6 m. W.S.W.
Bridlington. Ac. 6409. P. 428.—V. {Bishop),

CO. York, N. Riding, 3 m. W. Beverley. Ac.
3970. P, 499.—VI. {Bradstock). a pa., co. Dorset,
3 m. S.S.E. Bridport. Ac. 2680. P. 1010.—VII.
{Cherry), co. York, N. Riding, 3 m. W.N.W.
Beveriey. Ac. 3661. P, 502.—VIII. {(Joggles),

CO. Lincoln, pts. Kesteven, 1\ m. W.N.W. Corbj-.

Ac. 2676. P. 288.—IX. {Constable), a township,
CO. York, N. Riding, pa. Tinghall, 4 m. N.E.
Middleham. Ac 2672. P. 224.—X. co. War-
wick, 4 m. E. Kingston. Ac. 6400. P. 655.—
XL {Extra), a township, co. Stafford, and adjoin-
ing the town of Burton-upon-Trent. P. 2849.

—

XII. {Fleming), a pa., co. York, E. Riding, 6J m.
N.N.W. Bridlington. Ac 3590. P. 625.—XIII.
{Gate), CO. Lincoln, pts. Lindsey, on the Trent,
4i m. S.S.E. Gainsborough. Ac 1108. P. 115.

—XIV. {Hastings), co. Warwick, 3i m. E.S.E.
Nuneaton. Ac 1910. P. 199.—XV. (in Lons-
dale), a township, co. York, West Riding, pa.

Thornton, in Lonsdale, 12 m. W.N.W. Settle.

Ac 1380. P. 697.—XVI. {Joyce), co. and 5 m,
E.N.E. Nottingham. Ac 1940. P. 834.—XVII.
{Kirk). [KiRK-BuKTON.]—XVIII. {Latimer), co.

Northampton, 3J m. S.S.E. Kettering. Ac. 2690.
P. 1158.—XIX. {Lazars), co. Leicester, 2 m.
S.S.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac 2060. P. 233.—
XX. {Leonard), co. York, West Riding, 4^ m,
N.N.W. Knaresborough. Ac. 1739. P. 607.—
XXI. (by Lincoln), co. Lincoln, pts. Lindsey, 2 J
m. N.W, Lincoln. Ac 2325. P. 171.—XXII
{Overy), co. and 7 m. E.S.E. Leicester. Ac. 1660
P. 465.—XXIII. {Petwardine), co. Lincoln, pta
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Kesteven, 6| m. N.N.E. Polkingrham. Ac. 2580.

P. 135.—XXIV. (Pidsey), co. York, E. Riding,
lOj m. E.N.E. Hull. Ac. 1980. P. 408.—XXV.
{pn-Strather), co. Lincoln, pts. Lindsey, at the
mouth of the Trent, 10| m. W.S.W. Barton-on-
Humber. Ac. 3860. P. 983.—XXVI. ( H^wf), co.

JJotts, 4 m. S.S.W. Gainsbro'. Ac. 710. P. 67.

—XXVII. {with Slat/), a township of N. Wales,
CO. Denbigh, pa. Gresford, N.W. Wrexham. P.
670.—^XXVIII. (with Walden), a township, co.

York, North Riding, pa. Aysgarth, 7 m. W.S.W.
Middleham. Ac 6790. P. 478.—XXIX. ( W^ootf),

a chapelry, co. Lancaster, pa. Warrington, on
the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, 2^ m.
S.W. Newton-in-Makerfield. P. 990.

BuRTOX-iN-ExNDAL, a market town and pa.

of England, cos. Westmoreland and Lancaster,
10 m. S. Kendal, on Carlisle Railway. Ac 8768.

P. 2118.

Burton-on-Trent, a market town and pa. of

England, cos. Stafford and Derby, on the Trent,

•J
m. from the West Midland Railway, 11 m.

S.S.W. Derby. 152 feet above the sea. Pop. of

pa. 16,824, of township 9534. It has three
churches, many dissenting places of worship, a
town-hall and assembly-rooms; museum and pub-
lic library, county court-house, grammar school
and alms-house. Celebrated, along with Glasgow,
for brewing " East India pale " aJe, which is ex-
ported to all parts of the globe. There are

besides extensive iron and boiler works, copper-
works, plaster, cement, and flint mills, cooper-
ages, etc. The Grand Trunk Canal connects
the Mersey with the Trent, which latter river is

navigable from the Humber to this town.
BuKTSCiiEiD or BoRCETTE, a tovm of Rhenish

Prussia, gov., circ, and immediately S.E. Aix-la-
Chapelle. P. 6000. Manufs. woollen cloth, cassi-

merea, yam, and Prussian blue; and has hot
sulphur springs and baths, much frequented
(temp. 106° to 155° Fahr.). PiEicHLixGEN."]
BuRUM or BoiRCM, a vill. of the Netherlands,

proT. Friesland, 11 m. S.E. Dockum. P. 1500.

BuRWAH, two towns of British India, presid.

Bengal.—I. dist. and 87 m. S.W. Ramghur.—II.

dist. and 39 m. N.N.E. Cuttack.
BuRWANNEE, a fortified town of Central India,

dom. and 72 m. S.W. Indore.
BuBWARTON, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 7i m.

N.E. Ludlow. Ac. 1239. P. 156.

BuRv^ASH or BuRGHERSH, a pa. of England, co.

Sussex, rape Hastings, 5^ m, S.E. Wadhurst. Ac.
7321. P. 2143.

BuRWELL, two pas. of England.—I. co. Lincoln,
pts. Lindsey, 5i m. S.S.E. Louth. Ac 2190. P.
159.—II. CO. Cambridge, 4 m. W.N.W. New-
market. Ac 7232. P. 1987.

BuRWHA, a negro town of Central Africa,

kingdom of Bomou, on W. b. of Lake Tchad, 80
m. N.N.W. Kouka. Area 3 sq.m. P. 5500. It

is surrounded by a wall 13 feet high.
Burt, a pari, bor., town, and pa. of England,

CO. Lancaster, on the Irwell, 8J m. N.N.W. Man-
chester. Ac. of pa. 24,320. P. of do. 80,558. Ac. of

bor., which comprises the townships Bury and
Elton, 4650. P. 37,563. It has communication by
railway with Liverpool, Wigan, Bolton, Manches-
ter, and Leeds, and with Bolton by canal. It has
four churches, dissenting places of worship, public
libraries, mechanics' institution, news-room, horti-
cultmral society, with manufs. of cottons, wool-
lens, calico-printing, and bleaching establish-
ments, and several iron works. In the vicinity
are extensive coal mines, and a largo extent of
pasture land. Since the Reform Act it has sent
one member to House of Conimons, Reg. elects.

1313. The late Sir Robert Peel wasbom at Cham-
ber Hall, in the vicinity of Buiy.
Bury, two pas. of England.—I. co. Hants, 1 m.

S. Romsey. Ac. 1645. P. 362.—II. co. Sussex,

rape and 4 m. N. Amndel. Ac 3340. P. 500.

Bury, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Oise,

arr. Clermont, cant. Mouy. P. 1655.

Bury St Edmund's, a pari, and munic bor.

town of England, comprising two pas^ co. Suffolk,

on the Larke, 24m. N.W. Ipswich, and 60 m. N.E.
London, and on station of the E. Union Railway.
Ac. of bor. 3040. P. 13,318. Principal edifices,

St Mary's church, St James's, the shire-haU.

guild-hall, wool-hall, theatre, with concert and
assembly rooms, co. gaol, and house of correction.

It has a mechanics' institute, subscription librarj',

and botanic garden. Seat of a trade in wool,

corn, butter, & cheese. St Matthew's fair, lasting

for about three weeks from October 2d, is one of

the most important in England. The bor. is

divided into two wards, and governed by a mayor,
6 aldermen, and 18 councillors. It is the place of

the CO. assizes, and has general sessions in Feb.,

June, and Nov., quarter-sessions, petty-sessions

weekly, with manorial and other courts. Bury
returns 2 members to H. of C. Reg. elects. 692.

BuRTAN (St), a pa. of Engl., co. Cornwall, 5 m.
S.W. Penzance. Ac 6964 P. 1428.

BuETTHORPE, a pa. of England, co. York, East
Riding, 5 m. S. New-Malton. Ac 1225. P. 265.

BuRZEN, a river of Transylvania, an afil. of tho
Aluta at I3renndorf. It gives its name to th©
Burzenlatid, a mountainous region which forms
the dist. of Kronstadt. P. 80,000.

BuRZErr, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardeche, cap. cant., arr. and 14 m. N. Largentiere.

P. 2774. SUk mills and woollen manufactories.
BuRZYN, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and 3

m. S.S.E. Tuchow. P. 1340.

BusACHi, a town of Sardinia, cap. prov. Cag-
liari, on tho Tirsi, 11 m. N.E. Ori.stano. P. of

comm. 2007 ; of prov. (1861) 115,398.

BusACHiNO or BusAQUiNO, a town of Sicily,

prov. Palermo, cap. cant., and 30 m. S.S.W. Paler-

mo. P. 8100. Manufs. linens.

BusACO, a hamlet and convent of Portugal,

prov. Beira, in the Serra-de-Busaco, 20 m. N.N.E.
Coimbra. Here, on the 27th Sept.1810, the French
were repulsed in an attack upon the troops imder
the Duke of Wellington.
Bu Sada (.46m SaJa), a town of Algeria, among

the Atlas mountains, 120 m. S.S.E. Algiers. It

has about 500 houses and 5 mosques.
Busalijv, a town of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Genoa. P. 2604.
BusBACH, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, circ. and

6 m. E. Aix-la-Chapelle, with woollen manufs.
and mines of lead and calamine. P. 1250.

BuscA, a town of North Italy, cap. dist., prov,

and 9 m. N.W. Cuneo, on 1. b. of the Macra, an
afa. of the Po. P. 9331 It has a college, an
hospital, and botanic gardens. Wine is produced
in its vicinity.

BuscATE, a town, N. Italy, prov. Milan, circ.

Abbiate-Grasso. P. 1681.

BuscEMi, a town of Italy, in the island Sicily,

prov. and circ. Noto. P. 2391.

BuscoT, a pa. of England, co. Berks, on the

Thames, 4| m. W.N.W. Great Farringdon. Ac.

2846. P. 467.

BusEK, a vill. of Hessen, gov. and 5 m. E.

Giessen. P. 1480.

BusEO, a town of Wallachia, on the river of same
name, 60 m. N.E. Bucharest. P. 4500.

BusHBURY, a pa. of Engl., co. Stafford, 2i m.

N.N.E. Wolverhampton. Ac 6377. P. 205')
.
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BusiiKAB, an island in the Persian Gulf, 11 m.

from its N. coast. Lat. 26° 50' N. ; Ion. 53° 12' £.

Low and ilat ; at its W. extremity is a town, with
a harbour, which was visited by the fleet of

Nearchus.
BusiiEY, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 2 m. S.S.E.

Watford, with a station on London and North-
Western Railway. Ac. 3188. P. 3159.—II. (or

Bushy), a royal park, co. Middlesex,on the Thames,
adjoining Hampton Court, 12 m. S.W. London.
•Ac. 1110. It has superb avenues of limes and
chestnuts.
' BusHiRE (properly Abu-shehr, "Father of

dties"), a seaport city of Persia, and its principal

«ntrep6t on the Persian Gulf, at the N. extremity
oi a sandy peninsula. Lat. 29° N. ; Ion. 50° 52' E.
Estira. pop. (1860) 18,000. On the land side it

is protected by a wall with round towers, and on
the other sides enclosed by the sea, which on
the N. forms a harbour. Public buildings com-
prise mosques, the sheikh's palace, and a bazaar.

Ships of 300 tons are obliged to lie in a roadstead
6 m. from the city. It is the commercial em-
porium of Persia, and imports from British India
rice, indigo, sugar, spices, steel, and English cot-

ton goods
;
porcelain from China and the Malay

archipelago ; tin from Banca ; coffee from Mocha

;

bullion and European manufs. from Bassorah.
Exports, raw silk, Kirman wool, shawls, carpets,

silk goods, dried fruits, grain, Shiraz wine, tur-

quoises, pearls, assafoetida, gall-nuts and cotton
A consular resident here superintends affairs of

Britain in the Persian Gulf. In 1831 the plague
reduced the pop. of Bushire from 20,000 to 6000.

In 1856 it was captured by the British.

BusHLEY, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, IJ
m. N.N.W. Tewkesbury. Ac. 1740. P. 282.

Bushman's Rivek, South Africa, Cape Colony,
flows generally S.E., forming the boundary be-
tween the dists. of Uitenage and Albany, and
enters the Indian Ocean in Ion. 26° 37' E.

Bushmills, a town of Irel., Ulster, co. Antrim,
on the Bush, 8 m. N.E. Coleraine. P. 1049.
. BusiGNY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, arr. and 12 ra. from Cambrai. P. 3412.

Busic, a town of Austria, Galicia, circ. Zloczow,
on the Bug, 32 m. E.N.E. Lemberg. P. 3000.
BusKERUD, a bail, of Norway, prov. Agger-

shuus. Area 5773 sq. m. P. (1855) 90,343.
BusKO, a town of Poland, 44 m. N.E. Cracow,

with mineral springs and baths, P. 800.
BusLiNGTHORPE, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

8 m. W.S.W. Market-Raisen. Ac. 1096. P. 55.

BusNES, a coram, and vill. of France, arr.

B^thune, cant. Lillers. P. 1584.
' BusSAHEit, a Sikh state, N. India, under Brit,

protection, S. the Sutlej. Lat. 31° 30' N. ; Ion. 78°

E. Estim. pop. 150,000. Chief products, sheep,
cattle, wool, iron, tobacco, fruits, musk, opium,
and sugar, which are exported across the Hima-
laya, in return for tea, Chinese silks and borax.
Chief town, Rampoor.
BussANO, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vosges, on the Moselle, near its source, 14 m.
B.E. Remiremont. P. 2165.
BussEAU, a Comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Deux-Sevres, arr. Niort, cant. Colonges. P. 1491.
BussEE, two towns of Hindostan.—I. dom. and

19 m. S.E. Jeypoor.—II. dist. Boolundshahur, 4
m. N. Sirhind.

BussEROLLES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Dordogne, arr. and 10 m. N. Nontron. P. 1950.

BussETO, Buxetum, a town of North Italy, prov.
and 17 m. N.W. Panna, circ. Borgo San Donino,
on rt b. of the Ongina. P. 8088. It has a palace,
and manufs. of silk, linen, and liquors.

BussifeRE, several comms. of France, in tho

centre and \V. deps.—I. Dunoiss, dep. Creuse, 7J
m. N.W. Gueret. P. 2906.—II. (Badit), a comm.
and vill. dep. Dordogne, cap. cant., arr. Nontron.
P. 1293.—III. (Poitevine), a town and comm.
dep. Haute Vienne, arr. and 11 m. N.W. Bellac.

P. 2305.

Bussii:RES-LES-BELMONT, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. H. Mame, arr. Langres, cant Fays-
Billot. P. 1477.

BussxANG, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Thur-
gau, on 1. b. of the Thur. P. 2029.

Busso, a town of South Italy, prov. and 5 m.
from Campobasso. P. 2009.

BussoLEXGO, a vill. of North Italy, gov. Venice,
deleg. and 9 m. W.N.W. Verona. P. 2708.

BussoLENO, a town of N. Italj', prov. Turin, 6
m. E. Susa, on 1. b. of the Doire. P. 2256. In
its environs are quarries of green marble.
BussoRAH, Asiatic Turkey. [BassorailI
Bussy-ex-Othe, a coram, and vill. of France,

dep. Youue, arr. Joigny, cant. Brienon. P. 1250.

Bussy-le-Gkaxd, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Cote d'Or, arr. and 10 m. N. Semur. P. 975.

BusTAR, a town and dist. of British India,

Central provinces, 124 m. N.W. Chicacole. Tlio
dist. is raountainous and unexplored.
Bustee, a town of British India, prov. of Gude

dist. and 40 m. W. Goruckpoor.
Busto-Arsizio, a town of N. Italy, prov. and

19 m. N.W. Milan. P. (1862) 9978. It has a
cotton thread factory, and an active trade.
BusTo Garolfo, a town of N. Italy, prov.

Milan, circ. Abbiate-Grasso. P. 2699.

BusUjVnga, one of the Philippine Islands, chief

of the Calamianes group. Length 45 m. ; breadth
15 m. P. 4500.

BusuLUK, a town of Russia, gov. and 150 m.
N.W. Orenburg, cap. circ, on the Samara. P. 1500.

BusuM, a seaport town, duchy Holstein, with a
port on the N. Sea, 36 m. N.W. Gluckstadt. P. 800.

BusyAGON, one of the Philippine Isls., Asiatic

archipelago, 50 m. S.W. Mindoro. Length 60 m.

;

breadth 12 m. Surface mountainous.
Butcher Island, an isl. of India, in Bombay

harbour, between Salsette and Caranja islands.

BuTCOMBK, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 7
m. N.E. Axbridge. Ac. 983. P. 223.

Bute, an isl. of Scotland, in the Firth of Clyde,

forming with Arran, etc., the co. Bute, and sepa-

rated from Argyleshire by a winding channel
(the Kyles of Bute), generally less than 1 m.
across. It is in length 15J m., and from 2 to 5
m. in breadth. Area about 60 sq. m. P. 9306.

Its N. part is mountainous and rugged, its centre

and S. parts are undulating, with a fertile soil.

In the centre are the small lakes Fad, Ascog,
and Quein, and there is a vitrified fort at ittj

south end. Its climate is moist, but the mild-
ness and equability of its temperature have made
it a resort of invalids.

BUTERA, a town of the island of Sicily, prov.
and 19 m. S.S.E. Caltanisetta. P. 5141.

Buteshire, a co. of Scotland, composed of

Arran, Bute, the Cumbrays, Holy Isle, Pladda,
and Inchmarnoch, the whole between lat. 55° 27'

and 55° 66' N.; Ion. 4° 52' and 5° 23' W. Ac.
109,375, of which 60,000 are cultivated, 40,000
uncultivated, and 65,000 unprofitable. P. 16,331.

Chief town, Rothesay, on Bute island. The co.

returns one member to House of Commons. Re-
gistered electors, 500. [Kyles of Bute.")

BuTi, a town of Tuscany, 9^ m. E. Pisa. P.

4091. Its vicinity produces excellent olives.

Buti^ a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. Borynia.

12 m. S.S.W. Turka. P. 1382.
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Bdtleigh, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4

ui. S.S.E. Glastonbury. Ac. 4467. P. 1038.

BcTLER, five COS. of the U. S., North America.
—I. in W. part of Pennsylvania. Area 800 sq.

m. P. (1860) 35,694. Drained by Slippery Eock
and Coneqnenessing Greeks. Surface undulating,
soil sandy and fertile. Yields wheat, oats, rye,

silk, wool, and live stock. Minerals are bitu-

minous coal, petroleum, iron ore, and limestone.

Manufs. woollens, cottons, agricultural imple-
ments, iron and tin. It has tanneries, potteries,

flour and saw mills. Gap. Butler.—II. a co. in the
S. of Alabama. Area 875 sq. m. P. 11,304 free,

6818 slaves. Soil fertile. Yields cotton, Indian
com, and pine timber. Cap. Greenville.—III. a co.

in the S.W. of Kentucky. Area 500 sq. m. P. 7157
free, 770 slaves. Surface hilly ; soil fertile. Pro-
ducts, Indian com, oat.s, tobacco, and live stock.

—IV. a CO. in the S.W. of Ohio. Area 455 sq.

m. P. (I860) 35,840. Drained by St Glair and
Four Mile Greeks. Soil productive. YieMs In-
dian com, wheat, oats, butter, and pork. Water-
power abundant. Intersected by the Miami
Canal, and the Cincinnati and Dayton Railway.

—

V. a CO. Missouri. P. 2891.

Butler, a township. New York, co. Wavne,
159 m. W.N.W. Albany. P. 2272.—II. a town-
ship, Ohio, CO. Montgomery. P. 1896.
Butler's-Marston, a pa. of England, co. War-

wick, n m. S.W. Kington. Ac. 1620. P. 271.

BuTLEY, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 7 m.
E.N.E. AVoodbridge. Aa 1941. P. 385.—II. a
tnshp., CO. Chester, 3 m. N. Macclesfield. P. 674.

BuTOOL, a town of British India, presid. Ben-
gal, dist. and 64 m. N. Goruckpoor.
BuTOW, a town of Prussian Pomerania, gov.

and 63 m. E. Koslin. P. 3500. Woollen and
linen manufactures, and a wool fair.

BuTRiNTO, a fortified maritime town of Euro-
pean Turkey, Epims, sanj. Delvino, at the mouth
of a river opposite Corfu. P. 2150. The Lake
of Butrinto, N. of the town, is 6 m. in length by
2 m. in breadth.
BuTscHETJE (Mor>TAiN), in Transylvania,

Carpathian range, 9528 feet above the sea.

BuTscHOWiTZ, a town of Austria, Moravia,
circ. and 18 ni. E. Brunn. P. 2921. Manufs. of

cloths and morocco leather.

BOtschwyl, a town of Switzerland, cant. St
Gall, dist. Haut-Toggenburg. P. 2133.

Butte, a co. in the U. S., N. America, in the
N. of California, bordering on Utah. Area about
5000 sq. m. Watered by Feather river and Little

Fork. Many parts are fitted for agriculture. The
name of the co. was taken from the Butte moun-
tains here. Cap. Hamilton. P. 12,106.

BuTTELSTAiiT, a town of Gennany, Saxe-Wei-
mar, 8 m. N. Weimar. P. 962.

BuTTERLEiGH, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3
m. S.S.E. Tiverton. Aa 479. P. 153.

BuTTERMERE, a pa. of Engl., CO. Wilts, 5 m. S.

Hungerford. Ac 1502. P. 128.—II. a chapelry,

CO. Cumberland, pa. Brigham, 7J m. S.W. Kes-
wick. Ac. 4398. P. 101. The Lake Buttermere
is IJ m. in length by \ m. in width.

Butternuts, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 84 m. S.W. Albany. P.
1927.

BuTTERWiCK, a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, pts.

Holland, on the coast, 4 m. E. Boston. Ac. 4420.
P. 605.—II. ( West\ a township, same co., parts
Lindsey, 11 m. N.E. Gainsboro . P. 907.—Several
smaller townships, cos. York and Lincoln, are
named Butterwick.
BuTTERWORTH, a township of Engl., co. Lan-

caster, pa. and 3 m. E. Rochdale. P. 6704.

9m.TBuTTES, avill. of Switzerland, cant, and 19
S.W. Ntnifchatel. P. 1407. Mauuf. of watches
BuTTEVANT, a market town and pa. of Ireland,

Munster, co. Cork. The town stands on the
Awbeg, 3J m. W. Doneraile. Ac. of pa. 11,582.

P. 4323; do. of town, 2372.

BuTTiGiJERA, a town of North Italv, prov.
Alessandria, 16 m. N.W. Asti. P. 25'71.—IL
{Altay, a viU., in the prov. Turin. P. 1258.

BuTTiNGTOx, a pa. of N. Wales, co. Montgom-
ery, on the Severn, and partly included in the
bor. of Welshpool. Ac. 5099. P. 4844.

BuTTiSHOLZ, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
11 m. N.W. Lucerne. P. 1674. Near which is

a mound, called Tertre Anglais^ said to be the
grave of 3000 Englishmen, followers of De Goucy,
defeated here in 1376.

BuTTOLPHs, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, rape
Bramber, li m. S.E. Steyning. Ac. 910. P. 64.

The river Augur is here navigable.

Butts, a co. of U. S., North America, in centre

of Georgia. Area 180 sq. m. P. 3388 free, 3067
slaves. Soil fertile. Products are Indian com,
wheat, cotton, and sweet potatoes. It has tan-
neries, a woollen factory, saw and grist mUls.
There are 12 churches. Capital, Jackson.
BuTTSBURRY, a pa, of England, co. Essex, 6

m. S.S.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 2116. P. 631.

BuTTSTADT, a town of Germany, duchv Saxe-
Weimar, princip. & 11 m. N.N.E. Weimar. P. 2386.

BuTYiN or BuTTZEN, a town of Hungary, E. of

the Theiss, co. and 37 m. N E. Arad. P. 2930.

BuTYNY, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and 7
m. W.S.W. Mosty Wielke. P. 1655.

BuTZBACH, a town of West Gennany, H. Darm-
stadt, prov. Upper Hessen, 11 m. S. Giessen. P.
2400. Manufs. flannels, hosiery, and leather.

BiJTzow, a decayed town of Northern Germany,
Mecklenburg Schwerin, princip. Schwerin, on
the Waraow, 18 m. S.W. Rostock. P. 3894.

Manufs. paper and playing-cards.
BuviESCA, a town of Spain, prov. and 20 m.

N.N.E. Burgos, on 1. b. of the Onca. P. 2064.

BuxAR, a town and fortress of British India,

presid. Bengal, dist Bakhar, on rt. b. of the Ganges,
73 m. W. Patna, and near E. I. railway to Delhi.

Famous for a victory obtained, in 1764, by 7000
Europeans and sepoys, under Sir H. Monro, over
a native anny of 40,000.

BuxiiAi-L, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3J m.
W.S.W. Stow-Market, Ac 2120. P. 636.

BuxifcRE-LA-GRUE, a comm. & town of France,
dep. Allier, cant. Bourbon I'Archambault. P. 2442.

BuxTED, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, rapo
Pevensey, lini.N.E.Uckfield: Ac 7020. P. 1624.

BuxTEHiTDE, a towu of Prussia, landr. and 13

m. S.E. Stade, on the Este river, near its mouth,
in the Elbe. P. 2000. Manufactures starch,

leather and snuff.

Buxton, Bucostenum, a market town, chapeJrj-,

and watering-place of England, co. Derbv, pa.

Bakewoll, 3i m. W.N.W. Derby, and 160 m.
N.N.W. London. P. 1877. It is situated in a valley

900 feet above the sea, and consists of an old

and a new town, the latter with a church, public

and private baths, assembly-rooms, and a pump-
room. The saline waters in the lower town are

from a hot and a cold spring, within a few inches

of each other ; there is also a chalybeate spring.

Buxton is frequented annually by numerous visi-

tors, chiefly between June and October. From
1000 to 1200 poor invalids annually avail them-
selves of the " bath-charity," by means of which
they are, on proper recommendation, maintained

for a month, while using the waters. It hafl

manufs. of alabaster, spar and other ornaments.
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Adjacent to the town are Pool's-hole, a stalactite

cavern, and Diamond hill, where crystals are

found.—II. a pa., co. Norfolk, 4 m. N.W. Coltis-

hall. Ac. 1274. F. 640.

Buxton, a vill. of Upper Canada, Ealoigh town-
ship, CO. Kent, 13 m. S.W. Chatham. The Elgin

settlement for improvement of the coloured popu-
lation was incorporated here in 1850.

Buxton, a township of the U. S., N. America,

Maine, co. York, 62 m. S.W. Augusta. P. 2995.

BuxY, a coram, and town of France, dep. SaSne-
et-Loire, cap. cant., 9 m. S.W. Chalons. P. 2030.

BuYUKDEKE, a viU. of Turkey, on the European
shore of the Bosporus, famous for its pictur-

esque beauty. The upper part is occupied by the

summer residences and gardens of the European
ambassadors, and the lower by Greeks, Armeni-
ans, and Turks.
BuzA, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, gov.

and 13^ m. S.E. Szamos-Ujvar. P. 1377.

BuzAN^Ais, a coram, and town of France, dep.

Indre, cap. cant., on the Indre, 13 m. N.W. ChS.-

teauroux. P. 5016. Woollen manufs., and trade

in wool ; in its vicinity are extensive iron-works.
BuZvVNCY, a town of France, dep. Ardennes,

cap. cant., 25 m. S.E. Mezieres. P. 891,

BuzET, a coram, and town of France, dep.

Lot-et-Garonne, arr. and 7 m. N. Nerac. P. 1509.

Excellent wine produced in its vicinity.

BuziAS, a market town of Austria, Woiwodena,
gov. and 16 m. E.S.E. Temesvar. P. 1505.

BuzsAK, a vill. of Hungary, co. Somogy, gov.
and 9 m. E.N.E. Marczaly. P. 1665.

Buzzard Bay, U. S., North America, on the
S. coast of Massachusetts. 30 by 7 miles.

By^am Martin Island, Pacific Ocean, is in

lat. 19° 40' 22" S., and Ion. 140° 22' 28" W.
Byfang, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov. Dus-

soldorf, 4 m. E.N.E. Werden. P. 1412.

Byfield, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, 7

m. S.S.W. Daventry. Ac. 2760. P. 901.

Byfleet, a pa, of England, co. Surrey, 2 m.
S. the Weybridge station of the South-Western
Bailway. Ac. 2068. P. 770,

Byford, a pa. of England, co. & 7J m. W.N.W.
Hereford. Ac. 903. P. 201.

Bygonbarry, a town of British India, presid.

and prov. Bengal, dist. Mymunsing, on rt. b. of

the Brahmaputra, 73 m. N. Dacca.
Bygrave, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 2 m.

N.N.E. Baldock. Ac. 1809. P. 195.

Byker, a township, Engl., co. Northumberland,
on Tjme, IJ m. E. Newcastle. Ac. 867. P. 7663.

Bykiiof, several towns in Eussia.—I. gov. and
55 m. S. Tchernigov.—II. (^Novo-B.y, gov. and
38 m. S. Moghilev.—III. (_Staroi-B.), gov. and 26
m. S. Moghilev ; an old fortified town on rt. b. of

the Dnieper. P. 3900.
Byland (Abbey), a township of England, co.

York, N.Eiding, pa. Coxwold, 5m. W.S.W. Helms-
ley. Ac. 3130. P. 104.—II. {Old), a contiguous
pa., 5 ra. W.N.W. Helmsley. Ac. 2733. P. 157.

ByOiAUGH, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4^ m*
N.E. Dereham. Ac. 1546. P. 82.

Byrd, a township of the U. S., North America,
Mississippi, Cape Girardeau co. P. 2575.

Byron, a township, U. S., North America, New
York, CO. Genesee, 10 m. N.E. Batavia. P. 1566.

Byron (Bay), E. coast of Labrador, North
America, in lat. 54° 40' N., Ion. 57° 30' W.—
(Island), Pacific, Mulgrave archipelago, lat. 1° 18'

S. ; Ion. 177° 20' E.
I3YBKIA, a town of India, in the British dist.

Ghazeepoor, 607 m. N.W. Calcutta.

Bytham (Castle), a pa. of England, co. Lin-
coln, pts. Kesteven, 5 m. S.S.W. Corby. Ac.
7760. P. 1024.—II. {Little), a pa. adjoining the
last named. Ac. 1010. P. 362.

Bythorn, a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon,

6J m. N.N.W. Kimbolton. Ac. 1503. P. 292.

Byton, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 4 m.
E. Presteign. Ac. 946. P. 214.
Bytown, Canada West. [Ottawa.]
By^vell, two contiguous pas, of England, co.

Northumberland.—I. (St Andrew''s), on Carlisle

Railway, ward. Tindale, 13J m. W. Newcastle-
upon-Tyne. Ac. 3612. 7.508.-11. (St Peter's),

on the Tyne. Ac. 17,355. P. 1547.

C
Placet sought for under this initial and not found, are referred to the letter K.

replaced by TCE.
CZ is sometimea

Cabagan, a town of the Philippine Isl., in prov.
Cagayan, at N. extremity of isl. Luzon. P. 11, 185.

Caballos, Honduras. [Puerto Cortez.]
Cabalunga, a town of the isl, of Samar, Philip-

pines, residence of the Spanish alcalde of the isl.

CabaSas or CavaSas, a port on N.W, coast of
island Cuba, 30 m. W. Havana, Cigar manuf.
Cabanes, a town of Spain, prov. and 12 m.

N.E. Castellon de la Plana. P. 1916.
Cabanes, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Bou-

ches-du-Rhone, arr. Aries, cant. Orgon. P. 1038.
Cabannes-et-Barres, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Tarn, arr. Castres. P. 1372.
Cabarras, a CO., U. S., North America, in S.

part of North Carolina, drained by Rocky River.
Area 350 sq. m. Pop. 7506 free, 3040 slaves. Sur-
face hilly. Concord is the capital.

Cabasse, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Var,
arr. Brignoles, cant. Besse. P. 1685.
Cabe<;o de Vide, a town of Portugal, prov.

Alemtejo, 15 m. N.E. Aviz. P. 2000.
Cabell, a co., U. S., North America, in W. part

of Virginia, on the Ohio River. Area 680 sq. m.
Pop. 7715 free, 305 slaves.

Cabenda or Kabenda, a seaport town of West
Africa, S. Guinea, in Angoy, 40 m. N. the mouth
of the river Zaire. The principal centre of the
coast trade in ivory, wax, honey, gum, etc.

Cases or Kilabs, Tacapa, a seaport town of

North Africa, dom. and 200 m. S. Tunis, on a
small river (ancient Triton) in the Gulf of Cabes.
Cabes (Gulf of), Syrtis Minor, an inlet of the

Mediterranean, on the N.E. coast of Africa, be-
tween the isls. of Kerkenna and Jerba. Lat. 34°

N., Ion. from 10° to 11" E. On its shores are the
towns of Cabes or Khabs, and Sfax or Sfakus.
Cabeza del Buey, a town, Spain, prov. & 86 m.

E.S.E, Badajoz. P.5395. Manufs. woollen & linens.

Cabeizas de San Juan, a town of Spain, prov.
and 27 m. S. Sevilla. P. 2421.
Cabezon de la Sal, a market town of Spain,

prov. & 7 m. N.N.E. Valladolid, on the Pisuerga.
Scene of one of the first battles of the Peninsular
war in 1808.

Cabiao, a town of the isl. Luzon, Philippines,
prov. Pampanga, N.W. Manila. P. 4940.
Cable Island, a small isl. of Ireland, Munstcr

CO. Cork, in the Atlantic, 6 m. S.S.W. YoughaL.
r
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Cabo Frto, a city and seaport of Brazil, X.E.

the cape of same name, prov. and 75 m. N.K
Itio de Janeiro. P. 3500. Climate unhealthy.

Cabool or Cabul, a fortified city, and cap.

prov. Cabool, on the Cabool Kiver, here crossed by
three bridges, 6396 feet above the sea, and 82 m.
N.N.E. Ghuznee. Lat. 34° 30* N. ; Ion. 69° 6' E.

Pop. about 60,000. It is enclosed on the N.W.
and S. sides by hills, along which run weak ram-
parts ; and at its E. end is the Bala Hissar ("palace
of the kings "). This citadel comprises the resi-

dence of the chief, government offices, royal gar-
dens, an inner fort, and a town with 5000 inhabi-
tants. The outer town, 3 m. in circumference, is

entered by four gates, and has two principal
thoroughfares running parallel to each other, the
N. of which led to the magnificent bazaar, de-
stroyed by the British on their evacuation of

Cabool in 1842. The city is subdivided into dists.,

each enclosed with walls. In the S.W. dist. is a
strongly fortified quarter, inhabited by Persians
or KuzzUbashes, of whom there are from 10,000 to

12,000 in the city. Streets intricate and badly
paved. Houses in general two to thi"ee storeys
nigh, built of sun-dried bricks and wood, with
flat roofs ; those of the wealthy have extensive
courts and gardens. Outside of the city are the
tombs of the emperor Baber, who made Cabool
his cap., and of Timour-Shah. Cabool has an
active trade; imports precious metals, firearms,

paper, tea, cotton goods, broad cloths, velvets,

kermes and other dyes, iron wares, cutlery,

needles, raw silk, to from 40,000/. to 50,000/.
yearly, mostly brought from the Eussian and the
Chinese dominions, and Independent Turkestan

;

and which goods are mostly expedited southward
into Hindostan. It has markets for com, cattle,

and fuel, and is well supplied with vegetables and
fruits. From its elevation, the winter in Cabool
is long and severe ; the summer is delightful

;

average temperature from 75° to 85° Fahr. The
inhabitants are tall, well made, not very dark, and
have Jewish features-. They are Mohammedans of

the Sonnee sect. The higher classes speak Per-
sian, the common people the Pushtoo dialect. It

was taken by Sebuctaghi in 977, by Tamerlane at

the end of the 14th century, and in 1738 by Nadir
8hah. It was the scene in 1842 of the treacherous
outbreak of the chiefs, the murders of Sir "W.

Macnaughten and Sir A. Bumes, and the mas-
sacre of 3800 soldiers and 12,000 camp followers;
was retaken in the same year by the British troops
tinder Sir K. Sale, the bazaars and public build-
ings biimed and finally relinquished. Its chief-

ship is considered to extend from the S. of Ghuz-
nee to the Hindoo Koosh, and from Bamian to the
Khyber mountains, comprising an area of about
10,000 sq. m., with the cities of Cabool, Istalif,

Ghuznee, and Jelalabad. Dost Mahomed's army
amounted to 2500 infantry, and 12,000 to 13,000
horse. His annual revenue is said to be 150,000/.

Cabool River or Jui-Shir, the only large tributary
of the Indus from the W., rises near lat. 34° 21'

N., Ion. 68° 20' E., at an elevation of 8400 feet, and
after an E. course of 320 m., and the addition of
many tributaries, joins the Indus nearly opposite
Attock : it is navigable for boats of 40 or 50 tons,

from the Indus to Dobundee, a distance of 50 m.
.The towns of Cabool, Jelalabad, and Salpoor are
on its banks.
Cabot, a township of the U. S., North America,

Vermont, 17 m. N.E. Montpelier. P. 1356.
Cabourn, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 14 m.

N.N.E. Caistor. Ac. 2860. P. 171.
Cabka, yEgabrum, a town of Spain, prov. and

30 m. S.E. Cordova. P 11,576. It has a college,

and manufs. of tiles, bricks, linens, and soap, lis

neighbourhood is volcanic, and produces wine of

superior quality.

Cabrach, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Aberdeen and
Banff, 38J m. N.W. Aberdeen. Surface moun-
tainous. Estimated ac. 51,200. P. 794.

Cabras, a vilL in the isl. Sardinia, prov. Cagli>
ari, 5 m. N.W. Oristano. P. 4024.

Cabrera, one of the Balearic isls., in the Medi
terranean, 9 m. S. Majorca. It has a fort, and is

used by the Spanish gov. as a place of exile.

Cabris, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Alpe»»
Maritimes, arr. Grasse, cant. St VaUier. P. 1725.

Ca^apaba, a town of Brazil, cap. dist same
name, prov. Eio Grande do Sul, 150 m. W.S.W,
Porto Alegre. P. 3000.

Cacapon or Great C, a river of the U. S.,

North America, Virginia, co. Hardy, rises in the
Alleghany mountains, and falls into the Potomac,
4 m. from Berkeley springs. Length about 140 m*
Caccamo, a town of Sicily, prov. Palermo, 6J

m. S.W. Termini. P. 7233.

Caccavone, a town of South Italy, prov.

Campobasso, 3 m. S.W. Agnone. P. 2646.

Caccuri, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Catanzaro^

circ. and 20 m. N.W. Cotrone. P. 1204.

Cacebes, a prov. of Spain, Estremadnra,
bounded N. by Salamanca, E. by AvUla, Ciudad
Real, and Toledo, S. by Badajoz, andW. by Portu-
gal. Area 8007 sq. m. P. (1857) 302,134. It is

mountainous and well wooded ; valleys fertile|.

Minerals are iron, lead, copper, and silver.

Caceres, Castra Cacilia, a town of Spain, cap.

of a prov. formed of the N. part of Estremadun*,
on river of same name, 25 m. W. Truxillo. P.
12,051. It has flour mills and dye-works.
Caceres, a town of South America, New Gra-

nada, prov. and 110 m. N. Popayan.
Caceres (Nueva), a town of the Philippine^

cap. prov. in the isl. of Luzon, on the S.E. coast,

175 m. S.E. Manila. P., with the suburbs Tabuco
and Santa Cruz, 12,000.

Cachar, a territory of British India, presid.

Bengal, in Further India, between lat. 24° and
26° N. ; Ion. 92° and 93° 30' E. ; enclosed by Cas-
say, Assam, and the dists. Tiperah, Silhet, and
Jynteah. Area 4000 sq. m. Estim. pop. 60,000.

Surface mostly mountainous. In the S. are fer-

tile plains, but most part of the country is imcul-
tivated. The tea plant is indigenous, and in 1862
there were 68,149 ac. leased to tea planters, of

which 6077 ac. were under cultivation, employing
6719 labourers. Estim. crop, 336,800 lbs. of tea.

Chief river the Barak. Eice, cotton, and sugar
are raised, and, with timber, bamboo, iron ore,

wax, ivory, and limestone, form the chief exports.

Cache, a co. of U. S., N. America, Territory

Utah. P. 2605.
Cached, a town and fort of West Africa, Sene-

gambia, Portuguese territory, near the mouth of

the Cacheo river, 85 m. S.S.E. Bathurst
Cachoeira, a commercial city of Brazil, prov.

and 60 m. W.N.W. Bahia, on the river Paraguasu,
cap. comarca of same name. Chief exports to-

bacco and coffee. Pop. of dist. 15,000.—II. prov.

Eio Grande do Sul, 150 m. N.N.W. Eio Grande.
—III. Grande, a town, prov. and 200 m. S.S.W.
Para, on E. bank of the Tocantins. P. 4000.

Caconda (New), a town of W. Africa, Ben-
guela, belonging to Portugal, 170 m. S.E. St

Philip-de-Benguela.
Cacongo, a town of West Africa, S. Guinea,

Angola, cap. a petty state, 35 m. S.E. Loango.
CAdalex, a coram, and town of France, dejK

Tarn, 5 m. S.E. Giiillac. P. 2014.

Cadamstown, a pa. of Ireland. Leinster, co.
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Kildare, 12 m. N. Robertstown. Ac. 5032. P.

700.

Cadaques, a town and port of Spain, prov. and

82 m. N.E. Gerona. P. 2787.

Cadbury, three pas. of Engl.—I. co. Devon,
M m. E.N.E. Crediton. Ac. 1899. P. 241.—II.
(North), CO. Somerset, 3J m. S. Castlecary. Ac.

2810. P. 997.—III. (South}, same co., 6 m.
W.S.W. Wiiicanton. Ac. 800. P. 287.

Caddenabia, a vill. of North Italy, W. shore of

Lake Como. Much resorted to by the Milanese.

Near it is the Villa Carlotta, containing works of

Canova and Thorwaldsen.
Cauuek, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanai-k, 5 m.

N.E. Glasgow, and on the Edinburgh, Kirkintil-

loch, and Monkland Railway. Ac.14,088. P. 5948.

It comprises the villages of Auchinearn, Bishop-

briggs, and Chryston. P. 582. At Robroystone,

in this pa., Wallace was betrayed and apprehend-
ed, August 6, 1305.

Caduington, a pa. of Engl., cos. Bedford and
Hertford, 2 m. W.S.W. Luton. Ac. 4500. P. 1861.

Caddo, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

N.W. part of Louisiana. P. 4802 free, 7338 slaves.

In N. part is Caddo lake, and Red river on the E.

Cadeac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. H.
Pyrdn^es, 15 m. S.W. Arreau, on the Nesle. P.

426. It has hot sulphur springs and baths.

Cadeby, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 1^ m.
E.S.E. Market-Bosworth. Ac. 2130. P. 422.

Cadelbosco, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Reggio in Emilia. P. 5285.

Cadeleigh, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4i ra.

S.W.Tiverton. Ac. 2191. P. 358.

Caden, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Mor-
bihan, arr. Vannes, cant. Rochefort. P. 2250.

Cadenet, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vaucluse, cap. cant., 31 m. S.E. Avignon. P. 2737.

Manufs. oil of olives, and soda.

Cadeo, a town of North Italy, prov. Piacenza,
circ. Fiorenzuola. P. 3025.

Cauereita, a town of Mexico, dep. and 42 m.
E. Queretaro. P. 4000. In its vicinity silver

mines are worked.
Cadek-Idris, a mountain of Wales, co. Meri-

oneth, 5 m. S.S.W. Dolgelly. It is a basalt ridge,

10 m. long, 1 to 3 m. broad, and 2959 feet high.

Cadebousse, a comm. and town, France, dep.

Vaucluse, on 1. b. of the Rh6ne, 11 m. N.N.W.
Avignon. P. 3158. Silk manufs.
Cadiar, a vill. of Spain, Andalucia, proV. and

45 m. S.E. Granada, on the Cadiar. P. 2126.
Cadiere (La), a comm. and vill., France, dep.

Var, and 10 m. N.W. Toulon. P. 2246.
Cadillac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gironde, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Garonne, 17
m. S.E. Bordeaux. P. 2549.

Cadiz, a prov. of Spain, Andalucia, between
lat. 36° 2' and 37° N. ; Ion. 4° 7' and 6° 22' W.
Bounded N. by Huelva and Seville, E. by Malaga,
8. and W. by the Strait of Gibraltar and the At-
lantic. Area 2806 sq. m. P. (185/) 383,078. It
is one of the three provs. into which the ancient
kingdom of Seville has been divided. Principal
rivers are the Guadalete and Guadiaro, and their
affls. The mountains of Ronda traverse a part
of it in the E. SoU fertile in the valleys, yielding
the usual cereals, and fruits of many kinds.

Cadiz, Gades, a fortified city of Spain, cap.
above prov. on the Atlantic, at the extremity
of a peninsula of the isle of Leon, the narrow
isthmus of which forms an immense bay. Lat. of
observatory 36° 31' 41" N.; Ion. 6' 17' 13" W.
Mean temp, of year 62°, winter 52°-8, summer
70°-2, Fahr. Annual rainfall 23 inches on 100
rainy days. P. (1857) 71,914. Public edifices

include two cathedi-als, two theatres, house ol
refuge, arsenal, naval college, ban-acks, and the
lighthouse of St Sebastian, 172 feet in height.
Ships of large burden anchor J m. from the shore;
its trade has declined since the emancipation of

the Spanish colonies ; its dependency, St Mary,
is the centre of the ti-ade in sherry wine. Exports
wine, provisions, manufactured goods, metals, &
colonial produce. Cadiz was made a free port in

1829, but it ceased to enjoy that advantage in

1832. Was taken by the English in 1596, and
bombarded by them in 1800.

Cadiz (Bay of), an extensive inlet of the Atlan-
tic, on the S.W. coast of Spain, prov. Cadiz, in lat.

36° 30' N. ; Ion. 6° 15' W., bounded S.W. by the
peninsula of Cadiz, 5 m. in length, and divided
into an outer and inner bay by the promontory
and fort of Matagorda. Along its shores are
some excellent harbours. In the islet La Cai^
raca, on its E. side, are arsenals and shipbuild-
ing yards, the most important in the kingdom.

Cadiz, a town, U. S., N. America, Ohio, cap. of

Han-ison co., 102 m. E.N.E. Columbia. P. 2453.
Cadney, a pa., Engl., co. Lincoln, 2| m. S.S.E.

Glandford-Brigg. Ac. 4860. P. 570.

CADONEGiif:, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov.
and dist. Pavia, on the Brenta. P. 1263.

Cadore (Pieve-di), a town of Northern Italy,

on rt. b. of the Piavo, 22^ m. N.N.E. Belluno.

P. 1600. Birthplace of Titian.

Cadoxton, two pas. of South Wales.—I. co.

Glamorgan, | m. N. Neath. Ac. 32,060. P. 8209.

—II. (near Barry), same co., on the Bristol

Channel, 5J m. S.W. Cardiff. Ac. 1028. P. 279.

Cads^vnd, Cadzand or Cassandria, an island,

Netherlands, prov. Zeeland, at the mouth of the
West Scheldt, and having on it a small town of

same name, 5 m. N. Sluis. P. 1156.

Caen, Cadomum, a city of France, cap. dep.

Calvados, 122 m. W.N.W. Paris, and 9 m. from
the English Channel, on 1. b. of the Ome, and on
a branch of the Paris & Rouen Railway. P. (1861)
43,740. It has a university academy, chamber
of commerce, college, normal school, schools of

hydrography and medicine, and a public library.

Chief edifices are the h6tel-de-ville, palace of

justice, church of St Etienne, which contains the
tombs of William the Conqueror and his Queen.
Manufs. lace, blonde, black and white crape, oUs,

and cutlery ; cotton-spinning, wax-bleaching,
brewing & dyeing works, & shipbuilding yards.

Exports manuf. articles, grain, cyder, brandy,
wine, oil, cattle, fish, fruit, butter, and eggs ; its

trade is facilitated by a branch of the Odon, which
traverses it. A maritime canal, 12 feet deep, con-
nects its port with the sea. The English took it in
1.'546, & again in 1417, when they held it till 1450.

Previous to the revolution in 1793, it was the seat

of a university, founded by Henry vi. of England.
Caenby, a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, pts. Lind-

say, 7 m. W. Market-Raisen. Ac. 1430. P. 125.

Caer (Celtic, " a castle "). For names with this

prefix not mentioned below, see Car.
Caerano, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov.

Treviso, dist. Montebelluno. P. 1330.

Caergwle, a township of North Wales, co.

Flint, pa. Hope, on the Alyn, 5 m. N.N.W. Wrex-
ham. P. 719. Unites with Flint, etc., to send
one member to House of Commons.
Caeriiun, a pa.. North Wales, co. Carnarvon, on

Conway, 4 m. S. Aberconway. Ac. 13,402. P. 1314.
Caerleon (" Castle ofthe legion "), ancient Isca

Silurum, a market town of England, co. Mon-
mouth, pa. Llangattock, on the Usk, here crossed
by a bridge, 2J m. N.E. Newport. P. 1281. Jt is

interesting as the anc. '»p. of Britannia Securuia
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(modem Wales), and as having been a place of

importance in the 12th century, during which,
and subsequently, it was ruined by repeated wars
between the Welsh and the Anglo-Normans.

Caer»iarthe2J, South Wales. [Carmakthen.1
Caerxarvon, a town, N. Wales. [Carnarvon.]
Caernarvon, a town of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Lancaster co., Pennsjlvania. P. 1590.

CAERpmLX,Y, a market town and chapehy of

South Wales, co. Glamorgan, pa. Eglwyslan, 7 m.
N.N.W. Cardiff. Pop. returned with its parish.

Manufs. of linsey-woolsey, shirtings, and checks.
In the vicinity are collieries and iron works.
Caerwent, Venta /Silurum. a pa. of England,

CO. Monmouth, 5 m. W.S.W. Chepstow. Ac.
1962. P. 445. It has Boman remains.
Caerwys, a market town and parish of North

Wales, CO. Flint, 4} m. S.W. HolyweU. P. 947.

Unites with FUnt, etc., to send 1 mem. to H. of C.

C.ESAREA, two towns of Asiatic Turkey. [ILvi-
SARIYEH and KlSARIAH.^

Caestre, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Nord,
arr. and cant. Hazebroiick. P. 1556. Hop culture.

Caffa, Crimea. [Theodosia.J
Caffraria, South Africa. [Kaffraria.]
Caffristan, Central Asia. [KafiristanIj
Cagatan, a prov. of the isl. ot Luzon, at the N.

extremity of the island. It comprises 21 towns
and vills., cap. Lallo. P. 68,580.

Cagayan-Sooi-oo, an island of Asiatic archi-
pelago, in the Sooloo Sea, lat. 6° 58' 5" N. ; Ion.

118° 28' 11" E. It is 20 m. in circumference, and
wooded.
Cagayanes, a group of small isls. in the Sooloo

Sea, lat. 9° 35' 30' N. ; Ion. 121° 15' 30" E.
Caggiano, a town of S. Italy, prov. Salerno,

14 m. N. Diano. P. 3606.
Cagli, a walled town of Central Italy, prov.

and 13 m. S. Pesaro, at the confluence of the
Losso and Cantiano. P. 9763. It has a trade in
tanned and dressed leather.

Cagliari, Calaris, a fortified maritime city,

aud cap. prov. of the island Sardinia, on bay of

same name, on the S. coast of the isl. Lat. (tower
of San Pancracio) 39° 13' 14" N. ; Ion. 9° 7' 48'

E. P. (1862) 28,244, pop. of province 30,905.

The ancient city, on the summit of a low hiU,

comprises the citadel, viceregal palace, and
cathedral. T^he Marinct, extending thence down
to the shore, contains the dwelUngs of foreign

consuls, with the bonding warehouse, arsenaL
lazaretto, and mole. It has a royal tobacco

factory, manufactures of cottons, gunpowder,
eoap, furniture, and leather. Exports, com, pulse,
oil, wine, and salt. The seat of a royal court and
a tribunal of commerce, and the residence of the
viceroy and the archbishop-primate of Sardinia.
Cagliari is a telegraphic station.

Cagnano, two towns of South Italj'.—I. prov.
Foggia, cap. cant., on the Garganian promontory,
25 m. N.E. Foggia. P. 4469.—IL prov. and 10
m. N.W, Aquila. P. 2097.
Cagnes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Var,

near the Mediterranean, 11 m. E. Grasse. P. 2435.
Manufs. olive oil, and prepares anchovies and
sardines.

Caguan, a town of South America, New Gra-
nada, dep. Cundinamarca, on the Caguan river,
a tributary of the Amazon, 180 m. S.S.W. Bogota.
Cahaba, a river of the U. S., North America,

Alabama, after a S. course of 120 mjoins the Ala-
bama riv. at Cahaba vill , 68 m. S.E. Tuscaloosa.

Caiiagnf-s, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Cal-
vados, arr. Vire, cant. Aulnay-sur-Odon. P. 1638.
Caheragh, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,

6 m. N. Skibbereen. Ac. 23,525. P. 4406.

C Ai 1
Caheravally, a pa. of Ireland, Mun ster, odti;

and 4 m. S. Limerick. Ac. 3833. P. 859.

Cahkrbarnagh Mountain, Ireland, co. Cork
5 m. S.W. Millstreet, 2231 feet high.

Caherduggan, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, (

Cork, 4 m. N. Mallow. Ac. 6131. P. 966.

Caherelly, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

9 m. S.E. Limerick. Ac. 2718. P. 555.

Caherlag, a pa. of Ireland, Mimster, co.

5 m. E. Cork. Ac. 3556. P. 1486.

Cahernarry, a pa., Ireland, Munster, co.

5 m. S.E. Limerick. Ac. 2478. P. 691.

Cahersiveen, a town of Ireland, Munster, ca
KeiTj', pa. Cahir, 2J m. E.N.E. Valentia. P. 1802.

It has a cathedral, chapel, bridewell, union work-
house, and fever hospital. Altitude 52 feet.

Cahete or Caete, a town of Brazil, proT.
Minas Geraes, 10 m. S.E. Sahara. P. 6000.
Cahir or Caher, a pa. and mkt. town, Ireland,

Munster, co. Tippei-ary, on the Suir, 97 m. S.S.W.
Dublin, near the Cork Bail. Ac of pa. 13,64&
P. 6830 ; do. of town, 2977. Alt. 166 ft. It has •
church, Boman Catholic chapel,- sessions-house,

gaol, market-house, and flour-miUs. Near th^
town are military barracks.—II. a pa., Munste^
CO. Kerry, comprising the town of Cahersiveen
(which see). Ac 19,100. P. 4687. Birthplace
of the late Daniel O'Connell.—III. a small island,

barony of Murrisk, co. Mayo, 4^ m. from the

shore.—IV. an island, 3^ m. S. Clare Island.

Caher mountain, Kerry, is 3200 feet, Cahirconree

2796, and Cahirbama 2239 feet above the sea.

Cahirconlish, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

and 9 m. E.S.E. Limerick. Ac 8172. P. 2324»

of whom 594 are in the vilL The Shannon line

of railway passes within 2 m. of the village.

Cahla, a town of Sax-Altenburg, circ. and on
the Saale. P. 2497. Manufs. of porcelain.

Cahlore, a principality in North Hindostan,
on the Sutlej. Capital, Belaspoor.

Cahors, Divona, a town of France, cap. dep.

Lot, on a rocky peninsula, almost enclosed by the

river Lot, 60 m. N. Toulouse. P. 13,846, Prin-
cipal edifices, a cathedral, the prefecture, char-
treuse, theatre, and public library. It is the seat

of a university academy, national college, normal
school, and chambers of commerce and manufs.
Manufs. ofcandles, woollens, cotton yam, leather,

paper and glass wares ; trade in fidl-bodied red

wines (vins de Cahors), brandy, and rural produce,

Cahuzac, several vills. of France ; the princi-

pal in dep. Tarn, 12 m. W.N.W. AlbL P, 169L
Caicos or The Keys. [Bahama.]
Caiffa, a maritime town of Syria. [Kaiffa."]

Cailar, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Gard,
arr. Nimes, cant. Vauvert. P. 1249. Distillery.

Caili-ojia or Cayllojia, a town of S. America,
South Peru, cap. prov. and 90 m. N.N.E. Are-
quipa. Near it are rich silver mines.

Caillou, a lake of the U. S., Louisiana, 2 m. N.
of the G. of Mexico. About 10 m. long.

Cainhaji, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 3 m.
E.S.E. Ludlow. Ac 2529. P. 75.5.

Caire or Cairau, a pa. of South Wales, co.

Glamorgan, 3J m. W.S.W. Cardiff. Ac 746.

P. 131.

Cairnet-HILL, a vilL of Scotland, ca Fife, pa.

Camock, 3 m. W. Dunfermline. P. 415.

Cairngorm, a mountain of Scotland, co. Banff,

12 m. S.W. Tomajitoul, 4095 feet above the sea.

Among other minerals are found the topazes
known as " Cairngorm stones."

Cairnie, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Aberdeen and
Banff, 3 m. N.W. Huntly. P. 1490.
Cairnbyan, a maritime vilL of Scotland, co.

Wigtown, on Loch Kyan, 10 m. N.W. Glenluce.
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Vessels of any burden may ride in its bay in

safety. A small river, co. Dumfries, has this

name.

—

Cainiaple is a mountain, co. Linlithgow,
pa. Torphichen. Height 1498 feet.

Cairo, an Italian corruption of Musr-El-
Kahirah (" the victorious " of the Arabs), the cap.

city of Egypt, residence of the viceroy and seat

of government, near the rt. b. of the Nile, 5 m.
from the origin of its delta, and on railway from
Alexandria to Suez. Lat. 30° 2' 4" N. ; Ion. 31°
15' 36" E. Altitude 40 feet above the sea. Pop.,
including the suburbs of Boulac aud Old Cairo,
estimated at 265,000, comprising Mohammedans,
Copts, Jews, and numerous foreigners. Climate
healthy and little variable. Mean temp, of year
72'''2, of winter 58°"5, of summer SS^'l, Fahr. Kain
falls 10 or 12 times a year, but lasts for only 1 or
2 hours. The city proper is built on a slope at

the foot of one of the lowest ridges of the chain of

Jebel Mokkatam, and occupies an area of 3 sq.

m. ; it is surrounded by old walls, and the highest
part of the ridge is occupied by a citadel, which
contains the palace of the viceroy, the arsenal,

mint, public offices, and the magnificent new
mosque of Mohammed Ali. The citadel is com-
manded by forts placed on the extremity of the
chain of Mokkatam. The city is separated from
its suburbs Boulac and Misr-el-Aatik (improperly
called Old Cairo) by a series of gardens and plan-
tations. Cairo is divided into several distinct

quarters according to the religion and race of its

inhabitants, as the Coptic quarter, Jews' quarter,
and Frank quarter, which are separated by gates.
The city is traversed by a canal of irrigation,

which commences at Old Cairo. The remarkable
edifices of Cairo, which comprise many of the
finest remains of Arabian architecture, all date
from the reign of the Arabs and the ancient
sultans of Egj-pt. Among these are about 400
mosques, with picturesque minarets, several of the
ancient gates, an aqueduct for conveying water
from the Nile to the citadel, the ancient works of
the citadel, and the palace and well of Joseph.
Shepherd's hotel, a large and well-conducted
establishment, is the great resort of the English.
At Old Cairo are the seven towers still called
"the Granary of Joseph," and serving their an-
cient purpose. In the island of Ehoda is the
celebrated Kilometer, a graduated column for
indicating the height of the water during the
annual inundation of the river ; numerous ancient
cisterns and baths still ornament the city ; on the
S., outside the walls, are the tombs of the Mame-
lukes, and on the N.E. the obelisk of Heliopolis.
There are four primary gov. schools in Cairo,
excellent schools conducted by the American
missionaries, who also preach in Arabic, museum
of Egyptian antiquities, magnetic observatory,
hospitals, and a lunatic asylum. There are two
newspapers published here, one in Turkish and
the other in Arabic. Cairo was long the chief
entrepot for the commerce of Egypt, and its trade
ha^ greatly increased since the opening of the
railway to Alexandria and Suez. The bazaars
are well supplied with goods of every description,
and are thronged by crowds of visitors of all na-
tions

; caravans arrive annually from Mourzouk,
Sennaar, and Darfur. There is a branch railway
1 mile to Boulac, the port of Cairo, and teleg. lines
to Alexandria, Suez, and Damietta. [Eoui^c]
[Egypt.] Cairo was founded by the Arabs in
970 ; its citadel was built by Saladin in 1176

;

and it was the capital of the sultans of Egypt
till the time of the Turkish conquest in 1507;
since that time it has been the residence of
the Paclias, governors of the province; it was

taken by the French in 1798, and held by them for

3J years. Fostat was the capital till a.d. 973.

Oaiko, Corium, a town of North Italy, prov
Genoa, circ. and 12 m. W.N.W. Savona, cap.

mand., on 1. b. of the Bormida. P. 3305. Vic-
tory of the French over the Austrians in 1794.

—

II. a vill. of South Italy, prov. Caserta, 15 m.
S.E. Sora.

Cairo, a township of the U. S., North America,
New York, 26 m. S.S.W. Albany. P. 2831.—
II. a vill. of Illinois, at the junction of the Mis-
sissippi and Ohio.

Caister, a pa. of England, Norfolk, 3 m. N.
Yarmouth. Ac. 3047. P. 1203. The ruins of C.

castle, and church of Holy Trinity, are in the pa.

Caistor, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Lincoln, parts Lindsey, 11 m. S.W. Grimsby,
near Manchester and Lincoln Railway. Ac. 6490.

P. 2348. It has a union workhouse and 2 branch
banks.—II. (anc. Venta Icenorurn), a pa., co. Nor-
folk, near the Northern and Eastern Counties
Eailway, 4 m. S. Norwich. Ac. 1044. P. 162.

Caithness, the most northerly co. of Scotland,

having W. the co. Sutherland, E. the North Sea,

and N. the Atlantic Ocean. Ac. 455,708, of which
about 70,000 are cultivated, 75,000 uncultivated,

and the remainder unprofitable. P. (1861) 41,111.

Surface mountainous in the W. and S. ; else-

where flat or undulating, and consisting of moors.
Annual rain-fall at Noss Head 24 inches. Hori-
zontal beds of sandstone cover the level plains,

above which is till clay surmounted by a deep
fertile loam. Fossil fish and traces of vegetable
remains are abundant in the shale and sandstone,

and lead ore has been found. The fishery is the
principal branch of trade ; and from 150,000 to

200,000 barrels of fish are annually cured for ex-
port. Kelp and oats are also exported. Imports
are manufactured goods and colonial produce.
Principal towns Wick and Thurso. In the mid-
dle ages this part of Scotland was held by tho
kings of Norway ; most of its inhabitants are of

Scandinavian or Gothic descent, and use the
English to the exclusion of the Gaelic language.
Caithness returns 1 member to House of Com-
mons. Eeg. electors 511.

Caivano, a town of South Italy, prov. and 7 m.
N.E. of Naples. P. 9983.

Caix, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Somme,
arr. Montdidier, cant. Eosi^res. P. 1350. Wool-
len manuf.
Cajano (Poggia a), a town of Central Italy, in

the ValOmbrone, 10m. W.N.W. Florence. P. 1425.

It has a suspension bridge over the Ombrone.
Cajarc, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot, cap. cant., 19 m. E.N.E. Cahors. P. 1928.

Cajazzo, an ancient town of S. Italj-, cap. prov.

Caserta, 10 m. N.E. Capua. P. 5712. In its

vicinity excellent wine is produced.
Cajou, a branch of the Mahanuddy river, Hin-

dostan, which separates at Cuttack, and termi-

nates principally in the Alankar river.

Calabar (Old) or Cross River, a river of

Africa, Upper Guinea, which falls into the Bight
of Biafra by a wide estuary, in lat. 5° N., Ion. 8°

20' E. The so-called Cross Eiver, found to be
the main stream, is navigable by steam-vessels
as far as lat. 6° 20' N., Ion. 9° 35' E., nearly 200
m. (including windings) from its mouth ; the chief

towns on its banks are Acoono Coono and Omuu
or Bosun, on an island of the same name. The
branch of this river which joins its estuary from
N.N.E., hitherto considered the main stream, is

navigable only for about 30 m. from its estuary.

On 1. b., 6 m. from its mouth, is Duke Town, aud
5 m. N.N.W. of the latter, on a small deltoid
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branch of the river, is Creek Town ; these are

the seats of highly interesting missions, and the
natives have recently made considerable progress
in civilisation. New Calabar River is a branch
of the Quorra at its delta, which flows S.E., and
enters the Bight of Benin W. of Bonny.
Calabozo, a town of South America, Vene-

zuela, prov. and 120 m. S.S.W. Caracas. P. 4000.

Calabrlv, BruHium, the S. part of the king-
dom of Italy, bounded E., W., and S. by the
Mediterranean, N. by the prov. BasUicata, and
separated from Sicily by the Strait of Messina.
It forms a long peninsula, traversed throughout
Dy the Apennines, which rise to an elevation of

3000 or 4000 feet. None of the rivers are large,

but the valleys on their banks, and the plains at

their months, are fertile. Chief products, wine,
silk, and oil, wheat, rice, olives, oranges, lemons,
and saffron, cotton, and sugar-cane. Silk is the

staple manuf. The country is now (1864) divided
into the provs. of Catanzaro, area 2306 sq. m.
P. (1862) 384,1.59; Cosenza, area 2840 sq. m.
P. 431,922 ; and Eeggio, area 1514 sq. m. P.
324,546. Calabria is subject to frequent earth-
quakes. In the time of the Bomans it was occu-
pied by the Brutti ; its eastern coast formed part
of Magna Graecia, and many of its present inhabi-
tants are of Greek descent.

Calbkaitto, a town of South Italy, prov. Avel-
lino, on the Sele, 10 m. N.E. Campagna. P. 2884.

Calaceite, a town of Spain, prov. and 75 m.
N.E. Teruel. P. 2404.

Calaf, a town of Spain, prov. and 46 m. N.W.
Barcelona, P. 2794. Manufactures linens.

Calahorra, Calaffurris, a city of Spain, prov.
and 24 m. S.E. Logrorio, on rt. b. of the Ebro.
P. 5994, Birthplace of Quintilian.—II. a town
in the prov. and 34 m. E. Granada. P. 1993.

Calais, a seaport town of France, cap. cant.,

dep. Pas-de-Calais, on the Strait of Dover, 26J
ni. E.S.E. Dover, and 235 m. from Paris by rail.

Lat. of new lighthouse, 50° 57' 45" N. ; Ion. 1° 51'

18' E. (height 190 feet). P. (1861) 12,934. The
town and harbour are defended by a castle and
forts, and by means of sluices the whole adjacent
country may be laid under water. It is the seat

of a tribunal and a chaml>er of commerce, has a
military hospital, and manufs. of bobbin net,

hosiery, tulle, soap, & cement; salt-refineries, dis-

tilleries, carriage-factories, shipbuilding docks,
and it is an entrepot for colonial produce, Bor-
deaux wines, brandy, and cured fish ; but its

chief importance is owing to its being the French
port nearest to England, to which country it ex-
ports eggs and other niral produce. Calais im-
ports wool, cotton thread, iron, coal, flax, tim-
ber, wheat, flour, spun silk, and bullion. The
total value of imports in 1861 was 1,442,979/.

Exports wines and brandies, raw silks and eggs

;

to the value (in 1861) of 111,632/. The total

annual value of fish taken by the Calais fisher-

men may be considered at about 50,000/. ; of

this nearly five-sixths are sent to Paris and other
places on the line of railway, and the rest is

consumed in the town. It has constant communi-
cation by steam packets with Dover, Eamsgate,
and London, and by submarine telegraph with
Dover.

—

Calais 1*^ nonnectud with St Omer by a
canal. This citj' had a prominent place in all the
wars between England and France. It was taken
by the English, under Edward iii., in 1347. The
French, under the Duke of Guise, retook it in

the reign of Mary, 1558.

Calais;, two townships of U. S., North America.
—I. Maine, on the St Croix river, opposite St
Andrews, New Bi-unswick. P. 4753. The tide

here rises 20 feet, and vessels of the largest cla^
ascend to the lower vilL, which is connected bjl
a railway with the upper vill., 2 m. distanfl
Trade in timber.—II. Vermont, co. Washington, I

9 m. N.E. MontpeUier. P. 1410.

Calais (St), acomm. and town of France, cap.

arr., dep. Sarthe, 26 m. E.S.E. Le Mans, on the
Anille. P. 3739. It has a comm. college, andy
manufs. of woollen and cotton cloths.

Calaisis, a disL of France, in the old prov.

Picardy, now comprised in the dep. Pas-de-CaMa*!
It was occupied by the English from 1349 to 165
Calalzo, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, pro74

Belluno, dist. Pieve di Cadone. P. 1659.

Calamianes Islands, a group, Asiatic archU
pelago, Philippines, midway between MindoroancT
Palawan, lat. 12° N. ; Ion. 120° B.—Calamianes f

35 m. in length by 15 m. in breadth, has a Spanisli

settlement, and is the residence of an alcalde.

Calamo, a small island of the Ionian group
between Sta. Maura & the continent. Area 7J i

m.—II. a small isl. of Asia Minor. [Kalimno.''

Calamo<:ha, a town of Spain, Aragon, prov.-

and 38 m. N. Teruel, near the Jiloca. P. 1400.

Calamota, a small island of S. Dalmatia, in th»
Adriatic, circ. and 6 m. W.N.W. Eagusa. P. 300.

—II. a town of Greece, Morea, [Kalajlvta.]
Calanas, a viU. of Spain, Andalucia, prov. and

20 m. N. Huelva. P. 1948.

Calanda, a town of Spain, prov. and 62 m. N.E.
Teruel, on small river of same name. P. 3576.

CAI.ANDSOOG, a comm. of the Netherlands, prov..

N. Holland, on the North Sea. The allied British,

and Russian forces here gained a victory over tha
Dutch in 1799.

Calang, a town, Malay peninsula, state and-

S.E. Salangore, on the river Calang, about 20 m.
from its mouth, in the Strait of Malacca. It is

fortified. Near it are tin mines.
Calangianus, a town of the island Sardinia,

prov. Sassari, circ. Tempio. P. 2194.

Calan-na, a town of South Italy, prov. and 7
m. N.E. Eeggio. P. 1976.

Calanxa, a town of Central Africa, cap. kin^
dom, about 230 m. S.S.W. Timbuctoo.
Calapan, a maritime town of the Philippinai

Islands, cap. the island of Mindoro, on its N.E.
coast, in the Strait of Mindoro, 85 m. E.S.E. M»--
nila. Ships unload at Porto Gabera, 20 m. N.W.
Calaby, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Wick-

low, 3J m. N.W. Newton-Mount-Kennedy. A(V,

19,583. P. 1651. I

Calascibetta, a town of Sicily, near its centre^
15 m. N.E. Caltanisetta. P. 5365.

Calasparra, a town of Spain, prov. and 40 m.
N.W. Murcia. P. 5275.

Calata Biano, a town of the island Sicily,

prov. Catania, circ. Acireale. P. 2818.

Calatafimi, a town in N.W. of Sicily, prov.
Trapani, 8 m. S.W. Alcamo. P. 8731. Between
this town & Vita, on loth May 1860, Garibaldiwon
his first victory in Sicily over the Neapohtans.
Calata Gikone or Caltagiiione (Ilybla Mi-

nor), a city of Sicily, prov. and 34 m. S.W.
Catania. It is a bishop's see, & has an Episcopal
academy. P. (1862) 22,015, of comm. 24,417.

Calatanazor, a town of Spain prov. and 10 m.
S.W. Soria, celebratedfor the victory ofAhnanzor
over the Christians in 1001. P. 1300.

CALATAYtn>, a town of Spain, on 1. b. of the

Jalon, prov. and 48 m. S.W. Zaragoza. P. 7125.

Manufs. woollens, brown paper, and leatner.

Calatrava LA ViEjA, (hetum or Oreo, a ruined

city of Spain, prov. and 20 m. S.E. Ciudad Eeal.

CALA^'KRAS, a CO. of the U. S« North America,

in N. part of Central California. Area 3000 sq.
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m. P. (1860) 16,299. Cap. Double Springs.

Gold mining is extensively carried on.

Caij^yax, one of the Babuyanes islands, Asiatic

archip., 60 m. N. Luzon (Philippines), 15 m. long.

Calbe, two towns, Prussian dom. [Kalbe.]
Calboubxe, a pa. in the Isle of Wight, 4^ m.

S.W. Newport. Ac. 6397. P. 728.

Calburga or Kui.burga, a town of India,

Deccan, Nizam's dom., cap. dist., on an aiS. of

the Beemah, 110 m. W. Hyderabad. It has been
successively the cap. of Hindoo and Mohamme-
dan sovereignties.

Caixja, a town of South America, Peru, dep.

and 12 m. N.E. Cuzco, on the Yucay river.

Calcababbio, a town of North Italy, prov.

Pavia, cLrc. Voghera. P. 1465.

Calcahcen, a town of Yucatan, Central Ame-
rica, about 30 m. E.S.E. Merida.

Calcar, a small town of Khenish Prussia, gov.

and 7 m. S.E. Cleve, on the Khine. P. 1900. It

has manufs. of cotton stuffs and hosiery.

Calcasieu, a co. of U. S., North America, in

W. part of Louisiana. Area 5400 sq. m. P.

4757 free, 1171 slaves. Also a river and lake in

same state, the waters of which are discharged
into the Gulf of Mexico.
Calceby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, pts.

Lindsey, 4 m. W. Alford. Ac. 618. P. 66.

Calcethorpe, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

pts. Lindsey, oj m. N.W. Louth. Ac. 1088. P. 84.

Calcinaja, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Pisa, in the valley of the Arno. P. 3313.

Calcinate, a town of North Italy, prov.

Bergamo, circ Treviglio. P. 2269.

Calcinato, a town of North Italy, prov. and
11 m. S.E. Brescia, on the Chiese, P. 2054.

Calcio, a town of North Italy, prov. and 16
m. S.E. Bergamo. P. 2888.
Calcken, a comm. and town of Belgium, prov.

East Flanders, 8 m. E. Ghent. P. 4952.
Calcutta, the capital city of British India,

presid. and prov. Bengal, on the 1. b. of the
Hooghly, an arm of the Ganges, and 100 m. from
the Bay of Bengal. Lat. of Fort William, 22° 35'

N.; Ion. 88° 30' E. P. (1850) 413,182, now (1868)
about 1,000,000, besides whom about 177,000 daily

frequent the city from the vicinity. The popu-
lation comprises Hindoos, Mussulmans, Euro-
peans, Chinese, Jews, Armenians, and Persians.
The city extends for 4^ m. along the river, and
is enclosed on the land side by canals and the
Mahratta ditch. It is divided into two distinct

girts, that on the N. being the native portion.
The streets are narrow, and the buildings are
occupied as bazaars in the lower parts, and as
dwelling-houses above. The S., called "Chow-
ringhee," the European portion, is the fashionable
part. The streets are wide, and many of the houses
detached in their own gardens. Public build-
ings are Fort William, the largest fortress in
India, constructed at a cost of 2,000,000/!., is gar-
risoned by a detachment of artillery, European
and native regiments, it mounts 619 guns, and in
the armoury are 80,000 stand of small arms; the
government-house, mint, custom-house, town-
Eall, gaol, hospitals. There are churches and
chapels of all denominations and creeds. The
educational institutions comprise Hindoo, Sans-
crit, Mohammedan, and Anglo-Indian colleges,
grammar and various other schools ; of the non-
government colleges the principal are the Free
Church, established and erected by the great mis-
Bionary, Dr Duff, and the Doveton college for the
East Indian community. The literary and scien-
tific establishments comprise the Asiatic society,
the Bethune society; a literary, scientific, and

philosophical institution for the educated natives
of the city ; Dalhousie institute, native medical
college, public library, horticultural and agricul-

tural society, with botanic gardens.

—

Calcutta is

the headquarters of the governor-general, and
of the government, the supreme courts of justice,

and court of appeal for the lower provinces of Ben-
gal, the seat of the chief bishop of the Church of

England in India and Ceylon, and of the vicar-

apostolic of the Eoman Catholics. Several news-
papers are published in the city, in the English
and native languages. There are several banks,
insurance, and navigation companies, and a cham-
ber of commerce. A cannon foundry, sugar re-

fining, cotton, flour, saw and oil mills, and ship-

building docks. The commerce of Calcutta is

extensive, monopolizing the internal trade of

Bengal. Imports silks, cotton goods, yam, cut-

lery, wines, and spirits. Exports sugar, opium,
indigo, country-made cotton piece goods, and
raw silk. [Bengal.] The Hoogly, opposite the
city, is not quite one mile across, and ships can
anchor in six fathoms water. The navigation of

the river is dangerous, on account of shifting

sands and a rapid current. The coinage of the
presidency are the gold and silver rupee and cop-
per pice. A gold coinage is to be introduced, and
there is a paper currency to the extent of 5^
millions sterling in 1864. The value of the mohur,
which is not a legal tender, is 16 rupees, and a
rupee is valued at 2s. English money. A railway
from Calcutta to Eanegunge, 122 m. N.W., was
opened in 1855 ; and now, 1864, the East Indian
Railway, which is to extend to the Chenab, a tribu-
tary of the Indus at Moultan, is opened as far as

Delhi. Another line of raU. extends N.E. towards
Dacca, and a third S.E., terminating at the Mut-
lah river, in the valley of the Ganges. An electric

telegraph has been formed between the city and
Saugor at the mouth of the Hoogly. There is

'

regular steam communication with England by
the overland route, the mails being despatched
every fortnight. Average time on the voyage 42
days. The elevation of the city is 18 feet above
the sea. Annual fall of rain, 64°*1 inches ; rainy
season, middle of June to middle of October.
Mean maximum temp, of year, 90° Fahr. Euro-
pean society is good, exhibiting much social feel-

ing and gaiety, with some formality in official

circles. Equipages are very numerous ; the espla-

nade (the Hyde Park of India) is a place of great
resort, the evening drive being esteemed indis-

pensable. The rich native families, who now
assimilate in the splendour of their houses and
equipages to the English, are of very recent ori-

gin, and owe their wealth and consequence to the

commercial facilities which the city affords. In
1698, the seat of the East India Company's fac-

tory was removed from Hooghly to Calcutta, pre-
viously to which Calcutta was an inconsiderable

village surrounded with jungle. In 1756, an
attack was made on the English factory by the
Nawab of Moorshedabad, and 146 Englishmen
were shut up in the "black hole," of whom 118-

died before morning. In 1757 the fort was re-

taken, and has since been demolished.
Caldaeo or Kaltern, a comm. and town of

Austria, Tirol, 8 m. S.W. Botzen. P. 1600.
Caldarola, a town of Central Italy, prov.

Macerata, circ. Camerino, picturesquely situated-

on the right bank of the Chieti. P. 2860.

Caldas, two towns of Portugal, so named from-
their warm springs.—I. Estremadura, 47 m. N.
Lisbon. P. 1500. Sulphur baths.—II. (del Rey\
24 m. S. Santiago.

Caldas, two towns of Spain.—I. {de 3fomlmy,
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ape. Aqnx Calidx), prov. and 14 m. N. Barcelona,
with thennal baths. P. 2409.—II. {de Oviedo),

situated near Oviedo.
Caldas da Rainha, a town of Portugal, prov.

Estremadura, 58 m. N. Lisbon. P. 1550.

Caldbeck, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,
ward Allerdale-below-Derwent, 12 m. S.S.W.
Carlisle. Ac. 24,280. P. 1560.

Caldecot or Caldecote, several pas. of Eng-
land.—I. CO. Eutland, 4 m. S. Uppingham. Ac.
1440. P. 346.—XL co. Cambridge, SJ m. E.S.E.
Caxton. Ac. 833. P. 93.—III. co. Herts, 3 m.
N.N.W. Baldock. Ac. 318. P. 44.—IV. co. Nor-
folk, 4 m. N.E. Stock-Feiry. Ac. 930. P. 39.—
V. CO. Warwick, 3 m. E.S.E. Athertone. Ac.
686. P. 130.—VI. CO. Huntingdon, IJ m. W.S.W.
Stilton. Ac. 778. P. 70.

Calder, two rivers of England.—I. co. York,
West Eiding, rises near Burnley, on the borders
of Lancashire, flows tortuously E., and joins the
Aire at Castleford, after a course of 40 m. ; for

nearly 30 m. it is navigable, forming a branch of

the Aire and Calder navigation.—II. co. Lancas-
ter, rises near the foregoing, flows W. and joins

the Ribble near Whalley.

—

Calder or Ccdderbridge,

is a hamlet, co. Cumberland, on a stream of same
name, 3 m. S.S.W. Egremont.
Calder, two pas., Scotland.—I. (Mid-Calder),

CO. and 13 m. S.W. Edinburgh. Ac. 12,324. P.
1389. Includes vill., pop. 525.—ll-lWest-Calder),
adjoining the above on the S.W. Ac. 21,392. P.
1927. Both on the Caledonian Railway.

—

East-
Calder is an ancient rectory and vill. in Kirk-
newton pa., 11 m. W.S.W. Edinburgh.—The
South-Caider is a small river of Lanarkshire,
tributary to the Clyde.
Calder or Swallowhall, a vill. of Scotland,

CO. Lanark, pa. Old Monkland. P. 1232.

Caldera, a small town of S. America, Argen-
tine Confed., dep. and 22 m. N.E. Salta.—II. a
seaport town of Chile, prov. Atacama, on the
Pacific, 30 m. N.W. Copiapd.—III. a seaport of

Hayti, on its S. coast, 50 m. S.W. St Domingo.

—

IV. a seaport. Cent. America, Costa-Rica, on the
Pacific, abandoned and removed to Punta Arenas.
Calderaea, a town of NoAh Italy, prov. and

circ. Bologna. P. 3940. Products, hemp & vines.

Calderbank, a town of Scotland, co. Lanark,
pa. Old Monkland. P. 2461.

Caldewgate, a suburb of the city of Carlisle,

England, co. Cumberland, intersected bv the Car-
lisle & Newcastle Railway. Ac. 1564. 'P. 9732.

Caldicot, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, 4J
m. S.S.W. Chepstow. Ac. 3168. P. 679.

Caldiero, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and 9 m.
E. Verona, so called from its once celebrated
thermal springs. The Archduke Charles gained
a victory here over Massena in 1805. P. 1926.

Caldonazzo, a comm. and vill. of Austria,

Tirol, prov. and 11 m. S.E. Trent. P. 2602.

Caldwell, two townships of U. S., North
America.—I. New York, 49 m. N. Albany. P.
752. The vill. is near Lake George.—II. New
Jersey, Essex co., 51 m. N.N.W. Trenton. P. 2476.
Caldwell, five of the U. S., N. America.—I.

in N.W. part of North Carolina. Area 450 sq. m.
P. 6409 free, 1088 slaves. Soil fertile, and adapted
to pasturage. It has com and flour mills, a lint-

seed oil manufactory, and tanneries. Cap. Lenoir.
—II. in W. part of Kentucky. Area 700 sq. m.
P. 6912 free, 2406 slaves. Surface level, soil fer-

tile, and well watered. Products, wheat, corn,
tobacco, pork, wool, and flax, coal and iron ore,

and has iron works. Cap. Princeton.—III. in

N.W. of Missouri, 435 sq. m. P. 4812 free, 222
slaves. Qoil fertile. Products, wheat, com, and

live stock. Cap. Kingston.—IV. a co. in S. of
Central Texas. Area 549 sq. m. P. 2871 free,

1610 slaves. Corn, cotton, and cattle are the pro-
ducts. Cap. Lockhart.—V. in Louisiana, between
Washita and Red rivers. P. 2888 free, 1945 slaves.

Caldy, an island and extra-parochial dist. of

North Wales, co. Pembroke, off its S. coast, 2 m.
S. Tenby, with a lighthouse on the S. side, in
lat. 51° 37' 56" N., Ion. 4° 40' 57" W., and 210
feet above the sea. Ac. 472. P. 73.

Caledon, a dist. and vill. of Cape Colony, S.

Africa. P. (1865) 9900, of vill. 724. It has
mineral springs. Caledon River, Hottentot coun-
trN', is an afH. of the Nu Gariep or Cradock river,

which it joins in lat. 30° 18' S. ; Ion. 26° 17' E.
Caledon Bay, North Australia, is an inlet on tho
W. side of the Gulf of Carpentaria. Lat. 12° 40'

S. ; Ion. 136° 40' E.
Caledon, a market town of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Tyrone, on the Blackwater and on the Ulster
Canal, 9^m. N.N.E. Monaghan. P. 825. It has a
market for com and linens.

Caledonia is that part of Scotland extending
N. of the Wall of Antoninus, the Albin of the Bri-
tons, & the Vespasiana of Richard of Cirencester.

Cai^donia, a CO. of the U. S., North America,
in the E.N.E. part of Vermont. Area 650 sq. m.
P. (I860) 21,684. SoU well watered and fertile.

Yields potatoes, oats, and maple sugar. It has
granite, limestone, iron ores and sulphur springs,

with woollen factories, starch works, iron works,
tanneries, floiir and saw mills. Bellows Falls

and St Johnsbury Railway partly intersect the
CO. Cap. Danville.—II. a township of Living-
ston, CO. New York, on the Genessee river, 20 m.
S.W. Rochester.
Caledonu. (New), an island, South Pacific

Ocean, between lat. 20° and 22° 30' S., Ion. 164"

and 167° E. Length N.W. to S.E. 220 m., breadth
30 m. Area 7722 sq. m. P. 45,000. Surface
mountainous, rising in the centre to nearly 8000
feet above the sea ; in N. wooded, but elsewhere
mostly arid and bare. Pop. are of the Papuan
negro race. The island was discovered by Cap-
tain Cook in 1774. It was taken possession of

by the French, with its dependency, the Isle of

Pines, as a French colony, 20th Sept. 1853.
Caledonian Canal, Scotland, cos. Inverness

and Argyle, connects the North and Irish Seas,

extending N.E. to S.W., through the Glen of

Caledonia, from the Moray Firth to Loch Eil,

through Lochs Ness, Oich, and Lochy. Length
60|- m., of which the lochs compose S7\ m., and
the canal 23 m. Begun in 1805, and opened in
1822. It was repaired and re-bpened in 1847.
Calella, a marit. town of Spain, prov. & 30 m.

S.E. Barcelona, on the Mediterranean. P. 3036.
Calenberg, Hanover. [Kalenberg.]
Calendasco, a town of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Piacenza. P. 3152.

Calenzana, a comm. and vill. of the isl. Cor-
sica, arr. and 5 m. S.E. Calvi. P. 2553.

Calenzano, a town of Central Italy, prov.
and circ. Florence. P. 5734.

Calestano, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Parma. P. 2791.

Calf (The), a rock off the coast of Ireland, co.

Cork, in the Atlantic, J ni. S.W. Dursey Island.

Calf of Man, a small isl. in the Irish Sea, im-
mediately off the S.W. extremity of the Isle of

Man, 6^ m. S.W. Castleton. Lat. of lighthouse
54° 3' N. ; Ion. 4° 49' W.
Calhoun, a co., U. S., North America, in

centre of Michigan. Area 720 sq. m. P. (1860)

29,664. Surface imdulating; soil rich sandy
loam. Intersected hy the Michigan Centitd

I
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Railway.—II. a CO., Illinois, between Illinois and
Mississippi river. Area 2G0 sq. m. P. 5144.

—

III. a CO. Alabama. P. (1860) 17,197 free, 4342

slaves.—IV. a co. in Arkansas. P. 3122 free, 981

slaves.—V. in Florida. P. 922 free, 524 slaves.

—

VI. in Georgia. P. 2182 free, 2731 slaves.—VII.

in Mississippi. P. 7695 free, 1823 slaves.—VIII.

in Texas. P. 2228 free, 414 slaves.—IX. in

Virginia. P. 2493 free, 9 slaves.

Cali, a town of South America, Granadian
Confed., dep. and near the river Cauca, 70 m. N.
Popayan. P. 4000.

Caliano, a town of Austria, Tyrol, 9 m. S.

Trent, on 1. b. of the Adige, celeb, for the defeat

of the Venetians by the Austrians in 1487. P. 8*2.

Cauce al, CoKNOViGLio, a comm. of North
Italy, prov. and circ. Massa, P. 2997.

Cauce di Vako, a comm. and town of Central

Italy, prov. Pisa, 11 m. S. Pontremoli, on 1. b. of

the Usurana, an affl. of the Vara. P. 2959.

Calicut, a seapoi-t town of British India, pre-

Bid. Madras, cap. dist. Malabar, on the Indian

Ocean, 102 m. S.W. Seringapatam. Lat. 11° 15'

N.; Ion. 75° 52' E. P. estimated at 25,000. Ex-
ports teak, pepper, cardamoms, wax, coir, cord-

age, sandal-wood, and cocoa-nuts. It was the

first place in India touched at by Vasco de Gama,
who arrived here May 18, 1498.

California, the most westerly of the U. S.,

North America, bounded N. by Oregon, E. by
Utah and New Mexico, S. by the Mexican terri-

tory of Lower California, and W. by the Pacific.

Cap. Sacramento. The state extends along the

Pacific nearly 750 m. from S.E. to N.W., with
an average width of 250 m. Area 188,982 sq. m.,

or nearly twice the size of Great Britain. P.

(1850) 92,597, (1860) 379,994, of whom 23,348

were Chinese and Mexican half-breeds, and
14,555 Indians. The pop. has representatives

from all parts of the world. In 1848 the United
States acquired this territory by conquest and
purchase from Mexico. In 1850 it was erected

into a state, and admitted into the Confederation

;

it is composed of 43 counties. The country is

mountainous ; Mount Shasta, near N. end of the
Sierra Nevada, the highest peak in the U. S.

territory, has an elevation of 14,440 feet, and is

snow-clad. The Sierra Nevada divides the state

on the E. from the Great Basin, and the coast

range : on the W., between these, there is a rich

vaUey 500 m. by 75 m., with a warm climate and
productive soil. The chief bays are San Fran-
cisco, Humboldt, Monterey, Sir F. Drake, Santa
Barlmra, and San Diego. Principal rivers, the
Sacramento and San Joaquin, with their tribu-

taries. Chief lakes, Tulare, Clear, Owen, Goose,
and Honey. There are many artesian wells in
the state. The climate is very varied, but on
the entire west of the coast range very windy,
with a surplus of rain during winter, and
very little during summer. In the south the
heat is intense, with little rain. In the
vaUeys the soil is very productive, yielding
figs, dates, sugar, tobacco, wheat, rye, rice,

coffee, cotton, and fruits. The vine is suc-
cessfully cultivated. More than two million
vines have been planted; and in 1860, 157 casks
of wine were exported. Minerals are important,
and comprise coal, granite, marble, diamonds,
iron, lead, copper, quicksilv*, silver, and gold,
which last is found in abundance, and was acci-
dentally discovered in 1848 in New Helvetia, on
the banks of the Sacramento. The value ex-
ported from San Francisco in 1857 was estimated
at 14,000,000/., and the entire yield of gold to 1st
July 1862, 136,000,000;. The timber trade is im-

portant, and there are 388 saw-mills in the state.

The fauna comprises the grizzly bear, Californian
lion, silver fox, elks, wild horses, horned cattle,

squirrels, etc., but the furred animals are driven
to the Sierra Nevada. Birds and fishes of all

kinds are in abundance. Exports (1862), corn,
quicksilver, wool, timber, silver, etc., to the value
of 355,846/. Imports cottons, linens, woollens,
iron, earthenware, beer and ale, apparel, jute,

hardwares, wine, bags, coals, spirits, etc., to
the value of 375,462/. Number of public and
private schools in the state (in 1861), 892 ; total

children in attendance, 38,092. The judiciary
comprises a supreme court, with one chief and
two subordinate judges, elected by the people
for six years, besides districit and county courts.
The government consists of a governor, a senate
of 40, and a house of representatives of 80 mem-
bers, and the state sends two representatives to
Congress. Shortest sea route to Land's End,
England, 12,236 sea miles. The Central Pacific
Railway is now (1867) open to Cisco from Sacra-
mento, 94 miles. Height above sea, 6000 feet, at
12 m. west of the summit of S. Nevada,
Califokmia (Gulf of), or Sea of Cortez, an

arm of the Pacific Ocean, between lat. 23° and 32°

N., Ion. 107° and 114° W., separating the penin-
sula of California on the W. from Sonora and
Sinaloa (Mexico) on the E. Length 700 m.,
breadth 40 to 100 m. Its W. coasts are abrupt,

and offer few places of shelter; E. coasts low.
The tide is little felt, and in many respects it re-

sembles the Adriatic. It contains numerous
islands, and at its N. extremity it receives the
rivers Colorado and Gila. The vills. Loreto, La
Paz, and Guaymas are on its shores. It is noted
for its pearl fishery.

Calig or Calix, a town of Spain, prov. and 38
m. N.E. Castellon-de-la-Plana. P. 3020.

Caligni, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ome, arr. Domfront, cant. Flers. P. 1680.

Calimera, two towns of South Italv.—I. prov.

and 13i m. N.W. Lecce. P. 2249.-^11. Catan-
zaro. P. 500.

Calimere (Point), a cape on the coast of

India, 30 m. from the N. extremity of Ceylon,
Lat. 10° 17' N. ; Ion. 79° 5' E.
Calingapatam, a seaport of British India,

presid. Madras, dist. Ganjam, on the Bay of Ben-
gal, 16 m. E.N.E. Chicacole, on the Paddair.

Calitri, a town of South Italy, prov. Avellinc,

near the Ofanto, 7 m. E.N.E. Conza. P. 6208.

Calizzano, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Genoa,
14 m. S.W. Cairo. P. 2844.

Calkek, a vill. of Belgium, prov. E. Flanders,

on the Scheldt, 8| m. E. Ghent. P. 4950.

Callac and Callas, two small to^vns of France,

dep. C6tes-du-Nord, cap. cant., 30 m. W.S.W. St

Brieuc. P. 3279.—II. dep. Var, cap. cant., 5 m.
N.E. Draguignan. P. 2006.

Callan, a munic. bor., market town, and pa.

of Ireland, Leinster, co. Ealkenny. Ac. of pa. 5633.

P. 3986 ; do. of town, 2331. It has a union work-
house, with manufactures of flannels and shoes.

—II. a river, Ulster, co. Armagh, rises near the
centre of the co., and flows N. past the city of

Armagh, and joins the Blackwater at entrance
into Charlemont. Total course, 10 miles.

Callander, a pa. and vill. of Scotland, co.

and 30 m. W.S.W. Pei-th, on branch of the
Scottish Central Eailway. P. 1676, of vill. 884.

The craig is 1130 feet high. It comprises a con-
siderable extent of surface in the Grampians, and
has slate and marble quarries. Annual rain-fall,

66 inches. Altitude of village 345 feet.

Callac, a fortified town of North Peru, dep.
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and 6 m. W. Lima, of which it is the port, on the
Pacific, in lat. 12° S. ; Ion. 77° 13' 7" W. P. 20,000.

The castle here is the key of Lima ; and its road-
stead is the best on the coast. It has (1866) an
iron built floating dock, capable of sustaining a
vessel of 6000 tons; and communication with
Lima by railway. Exports specie, copper, cotton,

bark, and hides. In 1746 Callao was destroyed by
an earthquake, when 3000 persons perished. It
was bombarded by the Spaniards in 1865.

Callas, a town of France. [Callac]
Callaway, co. of the U. S., North America, in

E. central part of Missouri Area 743 sq. m. P.

(;1860) 12,926 free, 4523 slaves. Surface undulat-
ing and soil fertile. Products are oats, tobacco,
horses, and cattle. Minerals are coal, iron,

limestone, and potters' clay. Cap. Fulton-

Calle (La), the most E. town and seaport of

Alg^e, cap. dist., on a peninsula in the Mediter-
ranean, 300 m. E. Algiers. P. 924 Eirropeans,

317 natives. Seat of the French coral fishery.

Callkkberg, two vills. of Saxony, circ. Zwic-
kau.—L dist. Waldenberg. P. 1242.—H. dist
Liechtenstein. P. 1900.

Calliagna, a seaport vill^ island St Vincent,
British West Indies, on its S. coast, 2 m. S.E.

Kingstown, having the best harb. in the island.

Calllan, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Var, 14 m. N.E. Draguignan. P. 1478.

Callianee, a town of British India, presid.

and 28 m. N.E. Bombay, on Gt. E. Penins. Eailw.
Calliano, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Ales-

Bandria, 12 m. S.W. Casale. P. 2787.

Callicoon, a township of the U. S., N. Amer.,
New York, co. Sullivan, on the Delaware and
Erie Eailway, 90 m. S.E. Albany. P. 1981.

Callies, a town of Prussia, gov. Coslin, 58 m.
E.S.E. Stettin. P. 2800.

Callinqer or Kalleenjur, a town and hill-

fort of British India, N.W. provs., dist. and 90 m.
W.S.W. Allahabad, on a table-land 1200 feet

above the adjacent plains. The town, at the N.
foot of a hill, enclosed by walls 5 m. in circum-
ference, was taken by the British in 1812.

Callingtox or Kellington, a market town
and pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 10 m. S.

Launceston. Ac. of pa. 2492. P. 2202. It has
tin and copper mines, and a branch bank.

Calloo, a vill. of Belgium, E. Flanders, on 1. b.

of the Scheldt, 6 m. W.N.W. Antwerp. P. 2229.

Callosa, two towns of Spain.—I. (de EnsarriaX
prov. and 26 m. N.E. Alicante. P. 4328.—II.

{de Segura), 27 m. S.W. Alicante. P. 2904.

Callow, a pa. of England, co. and 3J m. S.S.W.
Hereford. Ac. 621. P. 137.

Callowat, a CO. of the U. S., North America,
Kentucky. P. 8423 free, 1492 slaves.

Calmar, Sweden. [Kalmar.]
Calhu^a, a town of N. Guinea, Africa, king-

dom Dahomey, 15 m. S.E. Abomey. P. 15,000.

Calmont, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute Garonne, arr. VUlefranche-de-Lauragais,
cant. Nailloux. P. 2071.

Calmpthout, a comm. and vill. of Belgium,
prov. and 12 m. N.E. Antwerp, with breweries,
tanneries, and oil mills. P. 2258.

Cai^k, a parL bor., market town, and pa. of

England, co. WUts, 6J m. N.W. Devizes. Ac. of

bor. and pa. 8079. P. 5098. It has a church,
town-hall, union workhouse, branch bank, and
manufs. of woollens. It sends 1 member to

House of Commons. Eeg. elects. 173.

Calonne-sur-la-Lys, a comm. and viU. of
France, dep. Pas-de-CaJais, arr. B^thune, cant.

LiUers. P. 1615.

Calore, two rivers of South Italy; one in the

prov. Avellino, afB. of the Voltumo ; the other
in Salerno, tributary to the Sele.

Calosso, a vilL of North Italy, prov. Alessan-
dria, 11 m. S.S.E. AstL P. 2264.

Calow, a hamlet of England, co. Derby, pa. and
1\ m. E. Chesterfield. P. 675.

Calpee, a town of India. [Kalpee.]
Calpentyn, a long narrow peninsula of Ceylon,

on its W. coast, and which during the N.E. mon-
soon becomes an isl. Lat. 8° 14' N. ; Ion. 79° 53' E.
Calry, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. and

comprising a part of the town of Sligo. Ac
9974. P. 6177.

Calstock, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 5 m.
E. CaUington. Ac. 6133. P. 7090.

CaLSTONE-Wellington, a pa. of England, co.

Wilts, 2\ m. S.E. Calne. Ac. 308. P. 36.

Calta Bellota (Tricald), a town of Sicily,

GirgentL, on river of same name (anc. Crimisus),

10 m. N.E. Sciacca. P. 6175.

Caltanisetta, a city of Sicily, cap. prov. and
valley of same name, in a fertile plain near the
Salso, 28 m. N.E. Girgenti. P. (1862) 20,411, of

comm. 23,879. Area of prov. 1499 sq. m. P. (1862)
223,178. Has mineral springs and sulphur works.
Caltavcturo, a town of Sicilv, circ. Termini,

prov. and 38 m. S.E. Palermo. P. 5129.

Calthoufe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m-
N. Aylsham. Ac. 850. P. 187.

Calthwaite, a township of England, co. Cum-
berland, pa. Hesket-in-the-Forest, 7 m. N.W.
Penrith. Ac. 1876. P. 269.

Calton, a pa. of Scotland, forming part of bor.

of Glasgow. Ac. 896. P. 53,057.

Caltrano, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Vicenza,
circ. Massa. P. 1473.

Caltura, a seaport town and fort of Ceylon,
on its W. coast, 26 m. S.E. Colombo, with an ac-

tive trade in arrack.

Caluire, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.

Rh6ne, arr. and 3 m. N.N.E. Lyon. P. 8774.

Manufs. printed stuffs and machinery.
Calumet, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

N.E. part of Wisconsin. Area 324 sq. m. P. 7895.

—II. a township, Pike, co. MissourL P. 2743.

Calumick, a river of the U. S., rises in Indiana,

divides into two branches, and both fall into the
L. Michigan.

Calusco, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Bergamo. P. 1672.

Caluso, a fortified town of North Italy, prov.

Turin, cu"c. and 11 m. S. Ivrea, cap. mand. P. 6934.

Calvados, a marit. dep. on the N.W. of France,
formed of part of the old prov. of Lower Nor-
mandy, having N. the English Channel, S. Ome,
E. Eure, and W. Manche. Area 2132 sq. m.
P. 480,992. Cap. Caen. Surface hilly in the S.,

with plains and fertile valleys. Climate tem-
perate. Sou weU watered. Chief rivers the
Ome, Toucques, Dives, Seulle, Dromme, and
Vire, none of them navigable. Minerals are

coal, grey marble, freestone, slate, and cold

mineral waters. Four-fifths of the surface of

the dep. are under cultivation. Com and fruit

are extensively grown, cider and wine are made,
hemp and lint grown, and the forests furnish

timber. Pasturage abundant, and horses, cattle,

sheep, and hogs are reared ; fishing and herring-

curing are carried on. Manufs. of cotton and
woollen stuffs, lace Vnd yam, cutlery, jewellery,

paper, porcelain, chemicals, etc. The dep. is

divided into the 6 arrs. of Bayeux, Caen, Falaise,

Lisieux, Pont-l'Eveque, and' Vire. Calvados ia

named from a belt of rocks which extends along

its coast from the mouth of the Ome to that oi

the Viro.
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Calvanico, a town of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Salerno. P. 1840.

Calvatone, a town of North Italy, prov.

Cremona, circ. Casal-Maggiore. P. 1777.

Calvkllo, a town of South Italy, prov. Basili-

cata, 12 m. S. Potenza. P. 5172.

CALVEXZ.VNO, a town of North Italy, prov.

Bergamo, circ. Treviglio. P. 1638.

Calver, a township of England, co. Derby, 4

m. N.N.E. Bakewell, on the Derwen't. P. 617. Ex-
tensive lime works, lead mines, and a cotton mill.

Calverleigh, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2

m. N.W. Tiverton. Ac. 550. P. 86.

Galverley, a pa. of England, co. York, West
Riding, 6 m. N.W. Leeds. Ac. 8998. P., in-

cluding township of Pudsey, 28,563.—II. (Cmto-

Farsley), a township in above pa., 4 m. N.E.
Bradford. Ac. 3500. P. 5559.

Calvert, a co. of the U. S., North America, on
Chesapeake Bay, S.W. part of Maryland. Area
239 sq. m. P. 5838 free, 4609 slaves.

Calvert Island, British Columbia, on its W.
coast. Lat. 51° 30' N. ; Ion. 128° 10' W.—Cal-

vert Tsh., Pacific, in lat. 8° 55' N. ; Ion. 172° 10' E.
Calverton, two pas. of England.—I. co. Bucks,

1 m. S. Stonj'-Stratford. Ac. 1980. P. 595.—II. co.

and 6Jm. N.N.E. Nottingham. Ac. 3320. P. 1372.

Calvi, Calvium, a seaport town of France,
Corsica, cap. arr., on a peninsula of its N.W.
coast, in the Gulf of Calvi, 38 m. W.S.W. Bastia.

P. 2069. Its citadel was taken by the English
in 1794, after a siege of 51 days.

Calvi, a decayed town of South Italy, prov.
Caserta, 7^ m. N.N.W. Capua. P. 2716.

Calvi dell' Umbria, a town of Central Italy,

prov. Perugia, circ. Terni. P. 1750.

Calvla, a town of Spain, Majorca island, 6 m.
W. Palma. P. 2007.

Calvinia. [Cape Colony.]
Calvisano, a town of Northern Italy, prov.

and 15 m. S.S.E. Brescia. P. 3520.

Calvisson, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gard, 10 m. S.W. Nismes. P. 2503.

Calvizzano, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and
5 m. N.W. Naples, circ. Casoria. P. 1966.
Calw, a town of South Germany, Wiirtem-

berg. circ. Black Forest, on the Nagold, 20 m.
W.S.W. Stuttgart. P. 4200. Manufs. of woollens.
Calwick, a township of England, co. Stafford,

7 m. N.N.E. Uttoxoter, on the Dove. P. 85.

Calynda Island, Asia Minor. [Kalimno.]
Calzada, three towns of Spain.—1. prov. and

14 m. S.S.E. Ciudad-Eeal. P. 3447.—II. (Cala-
trav(i). Now Castile, prov. and 15 m. S.S.E.
Ciudad-Eeal. P. 3840—111. {de Oropesd), New
Castile, prov. Toledo, 28 m. Talavera. P. 1160.
Cam, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. Eos-

common, 9 m. N.W. Athlone. Ac. 12,403. P. 2041.
Cam or Gkanta, a river of England, rises in

Essex, flows N.E. through co. Cambridge, and
after a course of 40 ra. joins the Ouse, 3J m. S.
Ely. Navigable from the Ouse to Cambridge.

—

II. a river, co. Glo'ster, tributary of the Severn,
which it joins at Frampton-Pill.
Camagna, a town of North Italy, prov. Ales-

sandria, circ. Casale-Monferrato. P. 2090.
Camajore, a walled town of Central Italy,

prov. and 11 m. N.W. Lucca. P. (1861) 16,813.
Camamu, a town of Brazil, prov. and 82 ra.

S.W. Bahia, on the river Acarahy. P. 2000.
Caslvna, a town of South Peru, dep. and 80

m. W. Areqiiipa, cap. prov.. on the Mages, near
its mouth in the Pacific. P. 1600.
Camandona, a town of North Italy, prov.

Novara, circ. Biella. P. 1998.
Caslarade, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ari^ge, arr. Pamiers, cant. Mas-d'Azil. P. 1106
It has saline springs.

Camaran, island^ Arabia. [Kamaran.]
Camaranca, a riv. of Africa, Guinea, rises in

KLssi, traverses Kourankos country, and falls

into the Atlantic between Freetown and Cherbro,
Sierra Leone.
Camabda, a town of Italy, prov. and circ

Aquila. P. 3065.

CamarAs, a comm. and town of Fi-ance, dep.

Aveyron, arr. St Affrique, on rt. b. of the Dour-
don. P. 2250. Manufs. woollen cloths.

Caslujet, a maritime vill. of France, dep. Fi-
nistfere, with a small port on rt. b. of the Aulne,
near its mouth, in the Atlantic, 8 m. S.W. Brest.

P. 1232. Trade in sardines.

Camaret, a comm. and viU. of France, dep.
Vaucluse, arr. and cant. Orange. P. 2695. Silk
spinning.
Camargo, a town of Spain, prov. and 4 m.

from Santander. P. 2750.

Camargue (La), an island of France, dep.
Bouches-du-Eh6ne, formed by the two arms of
the river Ehone, at its mouth. It is quite flat

;

soil composed of mud banks, arid sand, or bare
gravel beds, alternating with salt marshes and
lagoons, from 2 to 7 feet above the sea, resembling
the borders of the Nile. The mirage occurs during
the heats, as in the deserts of Africa, and it is the
resort of the ibis, pelican, and flamingo. The
ground is so impregnated with salt that the water
is brackish. The sea is excluded by dykes, and
the waters of the Ehone are used in irrigation, to

counteract the effects of the salt. The banks of

the Ehone are fertile, yielding wheat and wine
;

the lower parts are pasture ground, on which are
sheep and cattle, and wild horses. The island is

divided into 9 comms. and has several lagoons.

CamariKas, a marit. town of Spain, prov. and
43 m. W.S.W. Coruiia, on the N. side of the Bay
of Camariiias, on which it has a harbour. P. 1440.
Camaroons Mountains, Africa, Upper Guinea,

form a parallelogram between lat. 4° 20' and 3° 57'

N. ; Ion. 9° r and 9° 25' E. The countiy is thinly
populated and quite uncultivated. Having every
range of climate, from a mean of 78° Fahr. in the
lower regions, to frost and snow in the upper, it

is admirably adapted for a sanitarium. The prin-
cipal peaks, Albert and Victoria, are enormous
craters, the former 13,119 feet above tlie sea.

The palm-oil tree and cocoa-nut grow wild, the
antelope and eagle abound. Victoria mission star-

tion, at the foot of the mountain on Ambas Bay,
was founded 1858. The Camaroons river skirts

the mountains on the E., and enters the Bight of
Biafra in 4° N., 9"^ 40' E., by a large estuary. Cape
Camaroon is on an isl. in the estuary. Camaroon
is from the Portuguese Camardo, a shrimp.
Camastra, a town of the isl. Sicily, prov. and

circ. Girgenti. P. 1067.

Cambay, a seaport city of India, cap. of a small
territory in the prov. Guzerat, at the head of the
Gulf of Cambay, 230 m. N. Bombay. Pop. about
10,000. It has a curious subterraneous Jain or
Buddhic temple. Trade has declined, owing to
the progressive shallowing of the Gulf ; it still,

however, exports cotton, grain, ivory, and articles

in bloodstone andcamelian, its manufs. of which
are in high repute. The Gnlfof Camhay lies be-
tween lat. 21° 5' and 22° 10^ ISL, and Ion. 71° 50'

and 72° 40' E. Length 80 m. ; breadth 25 m.
Eeceives the rivers Narbada, Dhadar, and Mali!
from the E., the Saburmutte from the N., and the
Bhadar from the W.

Camiseunon, a comm. and vill. of France, dep^
Munche, arr. and cant. Coutances. P. 1247.
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Cambertvell, a pa. of England and suburb of

London, co. Surrey, 2 m. S. St Paul's cathedi-al.

Cambil, a town of Spain, prov. and 13 in.

S.S.E. Jaen, on the Matavexis. P. 2773.

Cambo, a vill. of France, dep. Basses Pyr^ndos,

arr. and 9J m. S.S.E. Bayonne. P. 1467.

Cambodia, Camboja, or Me-Kong, a river of

Asia, rises in the Chinese prov. of Yun-nan, about
lat 27° 40' N., traverses the rich valley which
separates the countries of Anam on the E., from
Siam and t!ambodia on the W., and enters the

Chinese Sea by many mouths. Little is known
of its upper course, but on the S. border of

China, 800 m. direct from its mouth, it is, during

the rains, 1600 feet wide, and inmany places very
deep. In its lower course its banks are low and
sandy, and it annually inundates its valley.

Cambodia or Camboja fnative Khrmry, a mari-
time country of S.E. Asia, Dounded S. by the Gulf
of Siam, S.E. by Lower Cochin China, N. & N.W.
by Anam Laos and Siam ; length S.W. to N.K
270, breadth 150 m. Li the time of its splendour

it extended from lat. 8° 50' to 14° 50' N. ; between
Ion. 102° and 108° E. ; but it has long been in

decadence through encroachments of Siam and
of Anam. Ultimately it became tributary to

Siam, but on 11th August 1863 the French con-

cluded a treaty with the Siamese, which rendered
Cambodia an independent kingdom. The coimtry

is flat, and in many respects resembles Egypt,
being watered by the Me-Kong, which enters it

from the N.E., and at Pnomb Pinh is met by
the great river from the Tale Sab lake. This
vast sheet of water forms a backwater for the

reception of the annual overflow of the Me-Kong
during the five rainy months of the year. It

covers a vast area. It is in the form of a violin,

and its N. end is crowned by mountains. Near
its centre is a great mast, marking the boundary
between Siam and Cambodia. It swarms with
fish, and there are thousands of pelicans and cor-

morants on its shores. Chief products of Cam-
bodia, timber, tobacco, pepper, ginger, sugar-cane,

and especially silk, cotton, and gums. The fauna
includes the elephant, rhinoceros, black bear,

buffalo, tiger, and wild boar. The mountains
contain gold, copper, argentiferous lead, zinc,

and iron ore ; but there is no iudustrj-, the people
being oppressed by the mandarins. Its pop. is

now estimated at not more than a million, many
of whom are Cochin-Chinese, Chinese, and
Malaj-s. The former power and populousness
of the country is attested by splendid mins of

vast walled cities, with ruins of magnificent
temples, palaces, bridges, and artificial lakes.

The buildings are chiefly of freestone, while
their foundations and the retaining walls of the
lakes or tanks are of iron-conglomerate. These
buildings are alike remarkable for their vast pro-
portions and their architecture, partly resembling
the Indian, &partly the classical styles. Itspresent
cap. is Pnomb Pinh, at the confluence of the outlet
of Tale Sab withtheMe-Kong. Udong,the former
cap., is on the W. bank of the Me-Kong river.

Cambon, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Loire-Inf., arr. and cant. Saveny. P. 4560.
Camboene, a pa. and market town of Engl., co.

Cornwall, on railway 11 m. N.W. Falmouth.
Ac. 6744. P. 14,056. The copper mine of Dol-
coate in this pa. is 1000 feet deep.
Cambrai or Cambrat, Camaracum, a fortified

town of France, dep. Nord, cap. arr., on the
Scheldt, 82 m. S.S.E. Lille. P. 22,557. The seat
of an archbishop. Has a citadel, cathedral, mili-
tary hospital, town-hall, comm. college, and a
public library. It has a diocesan andother schools,

and a tribunal of commerce. Is famous for its

linen fabrics, thence called cambi'ics. Manufs.
linen-thread, lace, oils, hardware, beetroot-sugar,

and soap. Commerce in wool, flax, butter, and
hops. The league of Cambray against the Vene-
tian republic was concluded here in 1508, and the

peace between Charles v. and Francis i. in 1529
Oasibbesis, an old subdivision of French Flan-

ders, of which Cambray was the cap., now com-
prised in the dep. du Nord.
Cambria, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S.W. central part of Pennsylvania. Area 670
sq. ra. P. (1860) 29,155. Surface mountainous,
irregular, and broken, traversed by deep ravines,
and covered with forests. Yields wheat, oats, and
butter. It has iron-works, saw, grist, wool-card-
ing mills, and tanneries. Coal and iron are plenti-

ful. The CO. is traversed by the Pennsylvania
Canal and Portage Eailway, which connect at
Johnstown, and by the Central Eailway, Cap.
Ebensburgh.—II. a township. New York, co.
Niagara, 22 m. N.N.E. Buffalo. P. 2366.
Cambridge (anc. Grantay, a pari, and munic

bor. and market town of England, cap. co. Cam-
bridge, and seat of one of the English imiversities,

on both sides the Cam, and on the Great Eastern
Eailway, 67 m. N.N.E. London. Ac. 3470. which
includes 14 pas., and extra-parochial dist. of the
university. Pop. (1851) 27,815; (1861) 26,361.

Principal buildings connected with the town, St
Mary's and Trinity churches, St Sepulchre's, a
grammar school, a national school, an hospital,

theatre in the suburb of Barnwell ; shire-hall,

town-hall, and gaol ; a imion workhouse, a house
of correction, and house of industry, founded in

1628 by Hobson, the eccentric carrier, Cambridge
has no manufs., but carries on a trade by the riv.

with Lynn, in com and coals. Divided into 4
wards, and governed by a mayor, 10 aldermen,
and 30 councillors. It is the seat of co. assizes,

bor. and co. quarter-sessions, and petty-sessions,

weekly on Friday. [Barnvvkll.] Cambridge (in-

dependent of its university) sends 2 members to

H. of C. Eeg. elect. 1875. It gives the title of

Duke to Geoi^e, Prince of the royal blood. The
University of Cambridge, supposed to have been
founded in the 7th century by Sigebert, King of

East Anglia, consists now of 16 colleges and 1

hall, as follow :
—St Peter's College or Peterhouse^

founded in 1257 ; Clare College, 1326 ; Pembroke
College, 1347 ; Caius College, 1348 ; Trinity Hall,

1350 ; Corpus Christi College, 1351 ; King's Col-

lege, 1441 ; Queen's College, 1446, by Margaret of

Anjou, and re-founded by the consort of Edward
IV. ; Catherine College, 1475 ; Jestts College, 1496

;

Christ's College, 1605 ; St John's College, 1511

;

Magdalen College, 1619 ; Trinity College, 1546 ;

Emmanuel College, 1584 ; Sidney Sussex College,

1596 ; and Downing College, 1800. Principal

edifices connected with the university are the

senate-house, the public schools, library, obser-

vatory, Pitt press or university printing-ofiice,

and Fitzwilliam museum. The principal edifices

belonging to the colleges are the chapels of King's

College and Jesus College, the hall and library of

Trinity College, and a magnificent chapel now in

course of erection by St John's College, from the

designs of Mr G. G. Scott. Each college or hall

is a body corporate, internally governed by its

own statutes, and maintained by the endowments
of the several founders and benefactors. The
government of the university, so far as legislation

is concerned, is vested in the senate, a body com-
posed of those members of the several colleges

who have taken the degree of M- A ., or any liigher

degree, and who have professed themselves bona-
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fide members of the Church of England. The
executive government is vested iu the chan-

cellor (at present the Duke of Devonshii-e), the

vice-chancellor, high steward (at present Earl

Powis), commissary, proctors, and Other officers,

and an elective body called the council of the

senate. The council of the senate originate all

measures proposed to the senate. The number
of members on the boards at present (1864) is

7922, of whom 5004 are members of the senate.

The statutes by which the university is now
governed were approved by the Queen in council

in July 1858, and many important changes, tend-

ing to make the constitution of the university

more liberal, were then introduced. Classics and
mathematics, moral and natural science, form the

curriculum ; but the highest rewards of the uni-

versity are bestowed for proficiency in the two
former. Candidates for university honours rely

more on the teaching of private tutors for instruc-

tion than on that of the professors. The income
of the university is about 12,000/. a-year. That
of the colleges in the aggregate amounts to a

little more than 200,000/. per annum, of which
Bum upwards of 20,000/. is bestowed in scholar-

ships and exhibitions. The university sends 2

members to the House of Commons, who are

chosen by the senate. Eeg. electors (1864) 5184.

Cambhidge, a town of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Massachusetts, cap. (in conjunction with
Concord) of co. Middlesex, on the Charles river,

3 m. N.W. Boston, with which and with Charles-

ton it is connected by bridges. P. (1855) 20,473,

(1860) 26,060. It has a university called Har-
vard College, the oldest in the TJnited States,

founded in 1638, with a library, museum, labora-

tory, & botanic garden.—II. a township of New
York, 31 m. N.N.E. Albany, P. 2593.—III. a
township, Ohio, 72 m. E. Columbus. P. 2489.—
IV. a township, Vermont, 31 m. N.W. Montpelier.

P. 1849.

Cambridge Gulf, N.W, Australia, between
Capes Dussejour and Domett, in lat. 14° 45' S. It

is 20 m. wide at its entrance, and runs 75 m. inland.

Cambridgeshire, an inland co. of England in

its east part, having N. Lincolnshire, E. Norfolk
and Suffolk, S. Essex and Herts, W Bedford,
Himtingdon, Northamptonshire. Extreme length
60 m., breadth 30 m. Area 857 sq. m., or 571,768
ac., of which about 150,000 ac. are uninrproved
fen land. P. (1861) 181,585. Chalk hills, part of

the Chiltern range, cross the S. corner of the co.

;

highest point Gogmagog Hill, near Cambridge.
Surface, except on the S., marshy flat fenny
land, crossed by dykes, canals, and ditches, and
thinly wooded, with villages standing here and
there on small elevations. [Bedford Level.]
Principal rivers, the Ouse, Cam, Nen, and Lark.
The fens are liable to inundation, but in dry
years the crops of com, flax, and hemp are often
very heavy. Ely island is famous for garden
vegetables, as are the meadows of the Cam for

cheese and butter. To the S.E., about New-
market, many sheep are fed, and horses, cattle,

and pigeons are reared in the fens. Several
lines of railway intersect the co. Cambridgeshire
is comprised in the Norfolk circuit, and (with
exception of 16 pas.) in the diocese of Ely. It

sends (exclusive of its boroughs) three members
to House of Commons. Eeg. elect (1864) 3740.
Cambrils, a seaport town of Spain, prov. and

8 m. S.W. Tarragona. P. 2254.
Cambus, a vill. of Scotland, coi Clackmannan,

2 m. W. of Alloa, with a distilleiy.

Cambusbarrox, a vill. of Scotland, co. Stir-
ling, pa. St Ninians. P. 535.

Cambuslang, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, on
the Clyde, 5 m. S.E.Glasgow, Ac. 6208, P. 3647.
Includes vill., P. 749.

Cambusnethan, a pa. of Scotland co. Lanark,
on the Clyde and Calder, 15 m. E.S.E. Glasgow.
Ac. 16,708. P, 14,601, Includes viU., P. 1279.
Cambyna, an island of the Asiatic archipelago,

16 m. S. Celebes, lat. 5° 21' S., Ion. 121° 67' E.
Length N. to S. 20 m., breadth 15 miles.

Ca>iden, a CO., U. S., North America, in N.E.
part of North Carolina. Area 280 sq. m. P.
3216 free, 2127 slaves. The vill. of Camden ia

83 m. N.E. Columbia. A battle was fought here
between the British and Americans in 1781.

—

II. a CO., S.E. part of Georgia. Area 766 sq. m.
P. 1277 free, 4143 slaves.—HI. a co. in the centre
of Missouri. Area 600 sq. m. P. 4769 free, 206
slaves. Soil fertile.—IV. a township, Maine, on
Penobscot Bay, 19 m. N. Tomaston. It has a
good harbour, shipbuilding yards, a fishery, and
an export trade in lime.—V. a vUl. of co. Oneida,
New York, 108 m. N.W. Albany.—VI. a vill.,

S. Carolina, 30 m. N.E. Columbia.—VII. a co.,

New Jersey. P. (1860) 34,457.—VIII. a city

and seaport. New Jersey, on the Delaware river,

opposite Philadelphia, with which it communi-
cates by steamers. P. 15,000. Ships of largest

size approach the lower town, and it communi-
cates by railway with New York and Woodbury.
Camden, a co. of New South Wales, between

the Pacific and the WoUondilly river, and between
the Shoalhaven and the Nepean. It is the largest

grain-producing co. in New South Wales, and has
extensive iron mines in the Mittagong range.

Ac. 1,400,960. P. (1861) 22,734.-11. a viU., above
CO., on the Nepean, 40 m. S.W. Sydney. P. 685,

Camden Town, a suburb of London. [London.]
Came, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Basses-

Pyrdndes, arr. Bayonne, cant. Bidache. P. 1671.

Camel, a small river of England. [Alan.]
Camel, two pas. of England, co. Somerset.

—

I. (West), 3J m. E.N.E. Ilchester. Ac. 195d.

P. 338.—II. iQueen), 6i m. E.N.E. Ilchester. Ac.
2498. P. 734.

Cameijsy, a pa. of England, co.' Somerset, 4J
m. S.S.W. Peneford. Ac. 1633, P. 526.

Camelford, a municipal borough and town of

England, co. Cornwall, pa. Lanteglos, on the
Camel, 11 m. N.N.E. Bodmin. P. 1620. Height
680 feet. Rainfall 60 inches.

Camelon, a vill. of Scotland, co. Stirling, IJ
m. W.N.W. Falldrk. P. 1308.—Old Camelon, a
little N.W.ward, was an anc. port on the Carrou,
Camel's Hump, a mountain of the U. S., North

America, Vermont, one of the loftiest peaks of
the Green mountains. Elevation 4188 feet,

Camen, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
and 8 m. S.W. Hamm. P. 3000.

Camenz, a town of Saxony, circ. Bautzen, on
the Black Elster, 20 m. N.E. Dresden. P. 4697.

Camera-de-Lobos, a maritime vill. of the isl.

Madeira, and the first settled by Europeans; a
few miles W. Santa Cruz.
Camerano, a town of Central Italy, prov. and

circ. Ancona. P. 3470.
Cameri, a viU. of North Italy, prov. and 4J m.

N.E. Novara. P. (with comm.) 4690.
Camekingham, a pa. of England, co. and 7|

m. N.N.W. Lincoln. Ac. 1806. P. 137.

Camerino, Camerinum, a city of Central Italy,

cap. small deleg. of same name, in the Apennines,

41 m. S.W. Ancona. P. (1861) 11,873. It has silk

manufactures.
Camerlata, a town of North Italy, prov. antl

circ. Como. P. 2199. It is the station for Ccnio,

on the railway to Milan.
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Casierox, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 7 m.

E.S.E. Cupar. Ac. 9324. P. 1362.

Cameron, a town of the TJ. S., North America,
New York, 14 m. S. Bath. P. 1701.

Casieron, a CO. of the U. S., N. America, in S.

of Texas, on the Gulf of Mexico. Area 5460 sq.

m. P. 6021 free, 7 slaves. Cap. Brownsville.

Camerton, a pa. of England, co. Somerciet, 6}
m. S.W. Bath. Ac. 1748. P. 1368.

Cam£ta, a town of Brazil, prov. Para, on "W.

bank, estuary of the Tocantius, 100 m. S.W.
Belem. P. 20,000. The district is fertile.

Camiglen, an island of Asiatic archipelago,

Philippines, 30 m. N. Luzon. Area 40 sq. miles.

Camillus, a township, U. S., North America,
New York, on the Erie Canal, 7 m. W. Syracuse.
Caminha, a fortified town of Portugal, prov.

Miuho, 27 m. N.W. Braga. P. 2520.

Cajiisako, two towns of North Italy.—I. prov.

and 8i m. E.S.E. Vicenza. P. 2800.—II. prov.
Cremona, 5 m. N.N.E. Crema. P. 1106.

Camlez, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.

C6tes-du-Nord, arr. Lannion, cant. Tr^gnier.

P. 1262.

Camlin, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim, ^
m. N. Glenavy. Ac. 5802. P. 1709.

Cammarata, a town of Sicily, in the Val Maz-
zara, prov. and 21 m. N.N.E. GirgentL P. 4907.
Cammerton, a pa. of England, co. Cumber-

land, on the Derwent, 3 m. E.N.E. Workington.
Ac. 3727. P. 1326.

Cammin or Kajiin, two towns of Prussia.—I.

prov. Pomerania, gov. and 38 m. N.E. Stettin,

near the Baltic. P. 3400.—II. West Prussia,

gov. Marienwerder, on the Kamionka. P. 1050.

Camogiie, a mountain of Switzerland, cant.

Tessin, on the borders of Lombardy, 7 m. N.
Lago Lugano. 8800 ft. above the sea. The view,
one of the finest in Switzerland, embraces all the
peaks in the Oberland, looking down on fourteen
vallej's, and the Italian lakes, as far as Milan.
Camogli, a maritime town of North Italy, prov.

and 13 m. E.S.E. Genoa, on the Gulf of Genoa

;

built entirely in the sea. P. 7380.

Camolijj, a town of Ireland, Leinster, co. Wex-
ford, on the Bann, 6\ m. S.W. Gorey. P. 610.

Camonica or Valle Camoxica, a valle}- of

North Italy, prov. Bei^amo, formed by ramifica-
tions of the Eliaetian Alps, and extending for 50
m. N.N.E. to S.S.W., along the Ollio to the Lake
of Iseo. It is well cultivated, and has marble,
elate, lead, copper, and iron.

Camors, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, arr. Lorient, cant. Pluvigner. P. 2086.

Campagna, a town of South Italy, prov. and
20 m. E. Salerno, in the middle of high moun-
tains. P. 9710. It is a bishop's see, and has a
cathedral.—II. a vill. of Northern Italy, prov.
and 12 m. S.W. Venice.
Campagna di EostA, Latium, an old prov. of

the States of the Church, Italy, now fonuing the
deleg. of Frosinone, and the greater part of the
Comarca di Roma, extending along the W. coast
from Civita Vecchia to Astura and the Pontine
marshes, and inland to the Alban and Sabine
hills, Eome being near its centre, and through it

ran the Appian Way. It is an undulating region,
rising to 200 feet above the sea, and skirted on
the Mediterranean by a strip of marsh-land from
2 to 3 m. in breadth. Once celebrated for the
salubrity of its climate, it is now nearly deserted
on account of malaria,
Campagnac, a comm. and vill. of France, dop.

Aveyron, cap. cant, 23 m. E. Eodez. P. 1331.
Campagsatico, a town of Central Italy, prov.

and circ. Grosseto. P. 4485.

Campaone, a comm. and vill. of France, d>'p

Landes, arr. and cant. Mont-de-Marsan. P. 1092
Campagne-i-es-Hesdin, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Pas-de-Calais, arr. and cant. Mon-
treuil-sur-Mer. P. 1223.

Casipagnola, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
12 m, N.N.E. Eeggio. P. 3071.

Campan, a town of France, dep. Hautes Pyrd-
n^es, arr. and 13 m. S.S.E. Bagnferes-de-Bigorre,

on 1. b. of the Adour. P. 3655. There are marble
quarries in its vicinity.

Campaxa, an isl. off the W. coast of Patagonia,
lat. 48° 30' S. ; Ion. 75° 30' W., separated from
Wellington Island by Fallos Channel. Length
N. to S. about 55 m., average breadth 10 miles.

Campana, a town of South Italy, prov. Co-
senza, 7 m. S.W. Cariati. P. 2365.— Cape Cam-
paneUcu, South Italy, 20 m. S. Naples, bounds the
Bay of Naples on the S.E.
Campana (La), a town of Spain, prov. and 37

m. E.N.E. SevOla. P. 5380.

Campanario, a town of Spain, Estremadura,
prov. and 62 m. E.S.E. Badajos. P. 5406. Manufs.
linens and ropes. Trade in wool and grain.

CAsrPAN'ET, a town of Spain, island Majorca, 22
m. N.E. Palma. P. 2188.

Campanha. a city of Brazil, prov. Minas Ge-
raes, 160 m. SW. Ouro-Preto. P. 6000.
Campania Felice, Naples. [TerradiLavoro.]
Campab, a river and town of the island Suma-

tra, on its E. coast, about 75 m. S.W. Singapore.
Campbell, several cos. of the U. S., North

America.—I. in N. of Kentucky, on the Ohio.
Area 120 sq.m. P. (1860; 20.793 free, 116 slaves.

Surface diversified; soil fertile. Yields Indian
com, oats, and tobacco.—II. in N.N.E. of Ten-
nessee, bordering on Kentucky. Area 450 sq. m.
P. 6346 free, 366 slaves. Siirface hilly, and partlv
covered with forests. It has 15 churches.—III.

in the N.W. of Georgia. Area 360 sq. m. P. 6297
free, 2004 slaves. Soil various. Yields grain and
cotton. It has cotton manufs., tanneries, and flour

and saw-mills. There are 20 churches. Minerals
are gold, iron, and soapstone. La Grange and
Atlanta Eailwav passes the S.E. border.—IV. in

the S. of Virginia. Area 576 sq. m. P. (1860)
14,617 free, 11,580 slaves. Products grain and to-

bacco. It has cotton, wooUen, & tobacco factories,

iron foundries, and flour-ntUls, with 42 churches
and 3 newspapers. The Virginia and Tennessee
and South Side railways connect with each other
at Lynchburg, the chief town of the co. The
James River Canal passes along the north border.

Campbell Island, South Pacific, lat. 52° 33'

26" S., Ion. 169° 8' 41" E., is 36 m. in circumfe-
rence, mountainous, and has sevei-al harbours. It

is volcanic, and its flora is very interesting.

Casipbei.town, a royal and pari, bor., seaport
town, and pa. of Scotland, co. Argyle, on the E
coast of the peninsula of Cantire, near its S. ex-
tremity, 38 m. S.W. AjT. Ac. of pa. 43,750. Pop.
of do. *8149

; of bor. 6033. It has distilleries and
malt-houses, a harbour, and a quay. Corporation
rev., includiiig harbour (1862-3), 1963/. Customs
rev. 450/. Registered vessels, sailing 39 ; tons
1571. Steam 2; tons 279. Entered 706; tons

50,447. Cleared 411; tons 39,273. Campheltown
imites with Ayr, Inverary, Irvine, and Oban, to

return one member to House of Commons.—II. a
vill., with Fishertown Crook, and Stewartown,
CO. and 9 m. N.E. Inverness, on Beauly Firth.

P. 842. Rainfall 51 inches ; height 75 feet.

Campbell Town, a town of Tasmania, co.

Somerset, near the Macquarrie. P. 2549.

Campuen (Chipping), a market town and pa. of

England, co. and 24 m. N.E. Glo'ster. Ac. of p»
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46C0. P. 1975. It lias a Gothic church, a court-

house, and a market-house.
. Campeachy, the principal seaport town of Yu-
catan, Central America, on its W. coast, 90 m.

S.S.W. Merida. Lat. 19= 60' N. ; Ion. 90° 33' W.
r. 15,000. It has churches, convents, cemetery,

college, theatre, and shipbuilding docks. Its

harbour is shallow, but it is the centre of trade in

logwood, or " Campeachy-wood," and it exports

cotton and wax.
Campegine, a town of North Italy, prov. and

8 m. W. lieggio, on rt. b. of the Enza. P. 3362.

Campei.lo, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. Peru-
gia, circ. Spoleto. P. 1385.

CAMPfiNtAC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, arr. and cant. Ploermel. P. 2303.

Campekuovvn, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

North Holland, 27 m. N.W. Amsterdam, in the

North Sea, celebrated for Admiral Duncan's vic-

toi-y over the Dutch fleet, 11th October 1797.

Camphin-en-P£v£le, a comm. and vill., France,

cep. Nord, arr. Lille, cant. Cysoing. P. 1408.

Campi, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecce, 7

m. W.N.W. Lecce. P. 4463.—11. a vill. of Cen-
tral Italy, prov. and 7 m. N.W. Florence. Pop.

(1861) 10,376. It has a fine old castle.

Oampiglia, a town of Central Italy, 33 m.
N.W. Grosseto. P. 6175.—II. North Italy, prov.

Novara, circ. Biella. P. 938.

Campili.o, two towns of Spain.—I. (de Are-
nas'), prov. and 17 m. S. Jaen. P. 1121.—II. (de

Altohuey), New Castile, prov. and 40 m. S.S.E.

Cuencja. P. 3149. Manufs. of leather.

CaMpillos, a modern town of Spain, prov. and
33 m. N.W. Malaga. P. 4410.

Campina-Grande, a town of Brazil, prov. and
100 m. W.N.W. Parahiba. Pop., with dist., 6000.

Campinas, a city of Brazil, prov. and 70 m.
N.N.W. Sao Paulo. P. 6000.

Campli, a town of South Italy, cap. circ, prov.
and 5 m. N. Teramo. P. 7236. A bishop's see.

Taken and sacked by the French in 1558.

Campo, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Beggio. P. 2000.

Campobasso, a fortified city of South Italy, cap.

prov. Campobasso, 65 m. N.N.E. Naples. P. (1861)
14,346. It has considerable trade, and manufs.
of cutlery and arms. Area of prov. 1804 sq. m.
P. (1862), 346,007.

—

Campo Bianco is a mountain
in the island Lipari, formed of volcanic scoriae,

which furnishes pumice stone.

Campobasso, a new prov. of the kingdom of

Italy. [Molise.1
Campobello, two towns of Sicily.—I. prov.

Girgenti, and 18 m. S.S.W. Caltanisetta. P. 6821.
—II. prov. Trapani, 6 m. S.E. Mazzara. P. 5248.

Campobello, an island of New Brunswick, at
the mouth of the Passamaquoddy Bay, in lat. 44°

67' N. ; Ion. 66° 55' W. It has a lighthouse on its

N. point, 60 feet high. The island is 9 m. long,

1 to 3 m. broad, and has several good harbours.
Campochiako, a town of South Italy, prov.

Campobasso, circ. Isernia. P. 2105.
Campo de Criptana, a town of Spain, prov.

and 50 m.N.E. Ciudad-Eeal. P. 5250. It manufs.
cloth, and trade in grain and fruit.

Campo-Felice, a vill. of the island Sicily, prov.
Palermo, circ. Cefalti. P. 1281.
Campo-Fiorito, a vill. of the island Sicily,

prov. Palermo, circ. Corleone. P. 1527.

Campo-Fokmio, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov.
and 7 m. S.W. Udine, famous for the treaty of

peace concluded here between the Austrians and
French, 17th October 1797.
Campo-Franco, a town of the island Sicily,

prov. and circ. Caltanisetta. P. 2196.

Campo-Freddo, a town of North Italy, pro7.
and 16 m. N.W. Genoa. P. 2978.

Campogalliano, a town of Central Italy, prov.
and circ. Modena. P. 3879.

Campo-Largo, a town of Brazil, prov. Bahia,
on 1. b. of the Eio Grande, 70 m. from its mouth,
in the San Francisco. P. 3000.

Campo-Lattaro, a vill. of South Italy, prov.
Benevento, circ. Cerreto. P. 1504.

Campolieto, a town of South Italy, prov. and
8 m. N.E. Campobasso. P. 2082.

Campo-Mayor, a fortified town of Portugal,
prov. Alemtejo, 9 m. N.E. Elvas. P. 4500.
Campo-Mayor, two towns of BrazU.—I. prov.

Piauhy, 145 m. N.E. Oeiras. P. 6000.—II. (de
Quixeramobini), prov. Ceira, 185 m. S.S.W. For-
taleza. Pop., with district, 8000.
Campora, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Salerno,

near Agerola. P. 1294.

Campo Reale, a town of the island Sicily, prov.
Trapani, circ. Alcamo. P. 3157.
Cabiporgiano, a town of Central Italy, prov.

Massa, circ. Castelnuovo. P. 2312.
Campos, a town of Spain, island Majorca, 21 m.

S.E. Palma. P. 2796.

—

Canal oj" Campos, Spain,
Leon, commences at the Eio Seco, and joins the
Canal of Castile 5 m. N.W. Palencia.
Campo San Pietro or Campo Sampiero, a

market town of Northern Italy, prov. and 13 m.
Padua. P. 2766.

Camposano, a vill.. South Italy, prov. Caserta,
dist. and 2 m. N. Nola. P. 2553.

Camposanto, a town of N. Italy, prov. Modena,
circ. Mirandola. P. 4548.
Campos dos Goitacazes (formerly San Salvo-

tor dos Campos), a city of Brazil, prov. and 155
m. N.E. Eio Janeiro, on rt. b. of the Parahiba. P.
4000. Constituteda city in 1835. Its dist. contains
a pop. of 40,000. Chief produce the sugar-cane.

Campouriez, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aveyron, arr. Espalion, cant. St Amans. P. 1200.
Camprodon, a fortified town of Sjiain, prov.

and 32 m. N.W. Gerona, on 1. b. of the Ten P.
1162. It was twice taken by the French in 1794.

Camps, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Var,
arr. and cant. Brignoles. P. 1152.

Campsey-Asii, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6
m. N.E. Woodbridge. Ac. 1813. P. 379.

Campsie, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 15 m. S.W.
Stirling, on the Glasgow & Kirkintilloch Eailway.
Ac. 17,976. P. G483. It has calico-printing, cotton
facto7-ies, alum, Prussian blue and coal.

—

Campsie-
fells is a range of hills N. the village, rising to a
height of 1500 feet.

Campton, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 3J m
N.E. Silsoe. Ac. 1120. P. 1644.

Cajipvere, Netherlands. [Vere."|

Camroop, a district of British India, Lower
Assam, between lat. 26° 47' N., and Ion. 90° 40'

and 92° 10' E. Area 2788 sq. m. P. 300,000.

Camrose or Camrhos, a pa.. South Wales, co.

Pembroke, 3 ra. N.N.W. Haverford-West. Ac.
8219. P. 1126.

Camsali^ a pa., Engl., co. York, West Eiding,

1\ m. N.N.W. Doncaster. Ac. 9390. P. 1948.

Camtoos, a river of South Africa, Cape Colony,
dists. Beaufort and Qitenhage, rises in the Niew-
veld mountains, flows successively S. & S.E., and
enters the sea 20 m. S.W. Uitenhage, aftera course
of about 300 m. Afils. the Salt river and Kouga.
Camugnano, a town of N. Italy, prov. Bologna,

circ. Vergato. P. 3873.
Camus, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Tyrone, on

the Thoume. Ac. 7505. P. 5134.

Cana, Kefr-Kenna, a vill. of Palestine, 6 m.
N.E. Nazareth, on the route to Tiberias, ascer-
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tained to be the scene of the miracle recorded in St

John. Another vill., Kana-el-Jelil., formerly sup-
posed to be the Cana of theNew Testament, is 8 m.
N. Nazareth.—II. a Till., pash. Acre, 5 m. S.E.

Tyre, and probably the Kanah of Joshua (xii. 28).

Cana or Canamina, a town of W. Africa, Da-
homey. It is the residence of the great Fetish,

the holy city of the Dahomans. The king has
two spacious mansions here, where he assists in

annual human sacrifices.

Canaan, a name applied in Scripture to the

"Promised Land" of the Israelites. [Palestine.]
Canaan, several townships, U. S., North Ame-

rica.—I. Connecticut, CO. and 15 m. N.N.W.
Lichfield- P. 2727.—IL New York, 24 m. S.E
Albany. P. 1941. Eailways from Stockbridge

to Albany and Hudson pass through this town-
ship.—III. New Hampshire, 33 m. N.W. Con-
cord. P. 1686.—IV. Pennsylvania, co. Wayne.
P. 1462.—V. Ohio, Wayne co. P. 1923 ; and se-

veral other small towns.
Canaan (New), a township, U. S., N. America,

Connecticut, 61 m. S.W. Hartford. P. 2601.

Canada, aBritishcolony ofN.America, extend-
ing in a triangular form from Gasp^ Point, in the

Gulf of St Lawrence, Ion. 64° W., to the shores of

Lake Superior, aboutIon. 90°W., andbetween lat.

42° and 60° N. ; bounded N. by the Hudson Bay
territory ; S. by Lake Huron, Erie, Ontario, the St

Lawrence, New Brunswick, and the U. S. of New
York, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine ; and
W.by theN.W. shores of Lake Superior. Length
1275 m., breadth 200 to 400 m. Upper Canada,
area, 121,260 sq. m. P. (1865) 1,655,022. Lower
Canada, area, 210,020 sq. m- P. (1865) 1,226,840.

Total area, 331,280. P. 2,881,862. Area of settled

portion 40,000 sq. m. The country, divided by the

Ottawa into the provs. of .Upper & Lower Canada,
was united in 1840. The former is divided into

42, and the latter into 60 counties. The provs. of

Canada, £. & W., Nova Scotia, & New Brunswick
were, by Act of the Imperial Government, united
under the title of the Prov. of Canada, in 1867. The
upper prov., or Canada West, has a level surface,
except in the W., where an undulating plateau,
stretching from S.W. to N.E., forms the water
parting between Lakes Huron and Superior. The
upper prov. is watered by streams flowing S. to
Lakes Erie and Ontario ; the principal rivers are
the Thames, flowing into Lake St Clair, and the
Ouse, which enters Lake Erie. The Niagara se-
parates the peninsular portion of S.W. Canada
from the state of New York on the E. Lower
Canada, or Canada East, is characterized by pic-
turesque scenery; it is traversed from N.E. to
S.W. by the Green mountains, 4000 feet high, on
the S. of the St Lawrence, and the Wotchish
moimtains, between Hudson Bay and the Gulf
of St Lawrence. Canada is wholly embraced in
the basin of the St Lawrence, that river forming,
in )>art of its course, the boundary between Ca-
nada and the state of New York. Of its tribu-
taries, the principal are, on the N., the Ottawa,
which flows S.E. and joins the main stream above
Montreal ; the StMaiuice or Three Elvers, which
flows S. and joins it 70 m. W. of Quebec ; and the
Saguenay from Lake St John. On the S. side
of the St Lawrence the chief afiluents are the
Eichelieu (the outlet of Lake Champlain), St
Francis, and Chaudiere. Besides the great lakes
Superior, Huron, Erie, and Ontario, which have
an aggregate area of 63,000 sq. m., the surface of
the country is covered with sheets of water con-
nected by numberless small streams. Climate
cxcessjye. Mean annual temp, at Toronto 44°,
July 67°, Jan. 23°-7 ; but at Sti-atford, in the in-

terior of Upper Canada, 1182 feet above the sea,

the temp, ranges from 78°-5 to 6°"2 ; fall of rain
32 inches ; rainy days 105 ; total depth of snow
80"4 inches; but the dryness of the air, and the
absence of high winds, greatly mitigate the cold
of winter, and render the climate salubrious and
conducive to longevity. In 1861 the number of
acres cultivated in Upper Canada was 6,051,619,
yielding 24,620,425 bushels wheat, 21,220,874
bushels oats, 18,206,959 bushels turnips, and
15,325.920 bushels potatoes. The live stock num-
bered 377,681 horses, 1,015,328 cattle, 1,170,225
sheep, and 776,000 pigs. In the same year there
were in Lower Canada 4,678,900 acres under til-

lage. Until recently, farming was carried on with-
out any of the scientific systems introduced by
agriculturists in England or Scotland, there being
no rotation of crop, the fields on getting exhausted
being abandoned. By the emigration of scien-
tific agriculturists, and the formatior of agricul-
tural societies, a great change has taken place,
the abandoned fields are being reclaimed and
judiciously treated, and a different and better
kind of stock introduced. The chief agricultural
products of the country include wheat, oats, bar-
ley, pease, potatoes, butter and cheese, beef, pork,
mutton, and wool, besides hemp, flax, tolxicco,

maple sugar, timber, and fruit. About 30,000,000
cubic feet of timber, in a rough state, were ex-
ported in 1862, besides 400,000,000 square feet of
sawed timber. In 1860 the revenue of the colony
was 1,499,000/., the debt 11,971,000/., and the im-
perial expenditure for civil and military purposes

I 211,596/. In 1861, 1344 vessels of an aggregate
tonnage of 775,820 tons arrived, and the customs
duties amounted to 881,632/. Exports (1862) com,
timber, skins, ashes, butter, petroleum, cheese,
bacon, etc., to the value of 6,572,430/. Imports,
cottons, woollens, linens, iron, apparel, tea, hard-
wares, coals, cotton, indigo, coffee, rice, wool,
wine, sugar, currants, cloves, salt, etc., to the
value of 2,757,859/. Minerals comprise iron,

lead, tin, copper, silver, gold, marble, and litho-
graphic stones, together with peat, petroleum,
and asphalt ; but hitherto no coal has been dis-
covered. Wild animals include the bear, wolf,
beaver, fox, otter, lynx, and wild cat. Birds con-
sist of swans, the Canada goose, turkeys, ducks,
snow owls, and many varieties of smaller birds.
The fisheries on the coasts, lakes, and rivers are
highly important. In 1861 the population, ac-
cording to race and religion, was as follows •

—

Inhabitants bom in the country, 1,917,777, of
whom 1,037,070 were of British origin, 880,607 of
Frenchorigin, and 12,711 Indians.

E. CwiadA. W Canada.
Church of England, . 63,322 311,665
Church of Scotland, . 23,688 108,963
Church of Rome, . 942,724 258,141
Free Presbyterians, . 14,770 143,043
United Presbyterians, 6,149 61,378
Wesleyan Methodists, 25,879 218,427
Episcopal Methodists,

.

2,537 71,615
Kew Connection, 1,292 28,200
Other Methodists, 874 23,330
Congref^ationalists, . 4,927 9,367
Baptists, 7,761 61,569
Lutherans, . 857 24,299
Quakers, 121 7,383
Jews, . ... 672 614
Other Creeds, 16,199 78,217

1,110,664 1,396,091

In 1858 there were in West Canada 12 colleges, 121
grammar schools, 3866 common schools, and 255
private schools ; making a total of 4254 educational
establishments in operation, with 306,626 students
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md pupils, and costing the country 303,200/. In
Canada East the number of schools in the same
year was 2985, attended by 156,872 pupils ; this

number includes 2 colleges, 10 superior schools,

and 170 secondary: the total contributions for

these amounted to 91,879/. The press is ad-
vancing rapidly ; the journals are unstamped,
and there is no duty on paper or advertisements.

There are 20 newspapers in East, and 30 in West
Canada ; some of these are daily papers, and se-

veral of those in East Canada are entirely in the
French language. Canada is peculiarly inviting

as a field for emigrants, the soil being fertile and
easily cultivated, with facilities for commerce on
the rivers and lakes almost unbounded. There
were (in 1865) 2148 miles of railway in operation,
of which 1377 are in the Grand Trunk system,
besides several excellent roads and canals
opening up the interior. Postal communica-
tion is evei-ywhere complete, the most distant

hamlet having its post-offlce ; while the electric

telegraph passes through every town, the total

number of miles being now 4046. Land is easily
attainable; there being 2,460,000 acres for sale in
Upper Canada, and 4,540,000 acres in Lower.
Crown lands in Lower Canada can be purchased
at from 30 cents to 1 dollar per acre, according
to situation, the purchase-money being payable
in five yearly instalments from the date of pur-
chase. In Upper Canada the cost of land is

2s. per acre, the purchase-money being pay-
able in five yearly instalments. The colonial
government will allot land without purchase, in
either province, to the extent of 100 acres, to per-
sons of 18 years of age and upwards, who have
never received a grant of land from government,
on giving security that they can support them-
selves till a crop be raised. The British and
American Land Company sells its land in Lower
Canada at from 8«. to 12s. per acre, and requires
interest only for the fu-st six years, and then
allows four years for the payment of the princi-
pal. The Canada Company sells land on the S.E.
shore of Lake Huron, at from 2«. to 24s. per acre,
according to vicinity to the lake. Agricultural
labourers are in demand, and wages are high. In
1861, the sum of 15,515/. 16s. lOd was remitted
through the Canada Company alone by emigrants
to their friends in the British Islands and Ger-
many, to enable them to reach Canada. The num-
ber of emigrants that arrived in Canada in 1862
was 22,358 persons, of whom 14,401 were from the
United Kingdom, 2516 from Germany, 5289 from
Norway and Sweden, and 152 from other coun-
tries. This country was discovered in 1499 by
J. and S. Cabot, and acquired by the British be-
tween 1759 and 1763. In 1774, by an Act of the
British Parliament, a legislative council of 23
members was appointed to assist the governor.
In 1791 two legislative chambers were consti-
tuted ; and after several years of discontent, and
an open rebellion in 1837-8, a bill was passed in
1839^ to reunite the two provinces under the
administration of agovernor-general, andalegisla-
tive council. In 1793 Canada was made an English
bishopric. There are now bishops of Quebec,
Montreal, and Toronto, besides Eoman Catholic
bishops, and Protestant dissenting ministers.
Canada Creek, a riv., U. S., N. America, New

York, joins the Mohawk riv. after acourse of 60 m.—Canadian River, Upper Texas, N.America, joins
the Arkansas river, state Arkansas, nearlat.37°N.,
Ion. 106° W., after an E. course, estimated at 800 m.
Canadia, a dominion of British N. America,

comprising the provinces of Canada, Nova
Scotia, and New Brunswick, united by an Act

I of Parliament passed on 29th March 1867. Capital
Ottawa. [See the separate articles.'] The legisla-
tive authority of the dominion is vested in a
Parliament of two Houses, the Senate and the
House of Assembly.
Canajohaire, atownship, V. S., N. America, N.

York, on the Mohawk, 42 m. W. Albany. P. 4097.
Canale, a town of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,

24 m. S.E. Turin. Pop., with comm., 4594.
CANAI.S, a town of Spain, prov. & 36 m. S.S.W.

Valencia, at the confl. of the Canolas and Santos
rivers. P. 2150.
Canamina, a town of West Africa, Dahomey,

12 m. S.W. Abomey. P. 10,000.
Canandaigua, a township of the U. S., North

America, New York, cap. co. Ontario, onW. shore
of Canandaigua Lake, 14 m. W. Geneva. Tlie
Rochester and Syracuse Railway passes through
the CO. P. 7075.—II. a vilL, co. New York, at W.
extremity of lake of same name, 29 m. S.E. Ro-
chester, and on railway to Elmira and Niagara
falls. P. 3500.

—

Canandaigua Lake, 15 m. in length
S. to N. and from 1 to 1| m. wide, discharges its

surplus water N. into Seneca river.

Cananea, a maratime to\vn of Brazil, prov. Sao
Paulo, on a small isl. in the Bay of Tarapande.
Lat. 25° S. P. 2000, subui-bs included.

Oananore, Canura, a seaport town of British

India, presid. Madras, dist. Malabar, at the head
of a bay, 63 m. N.N.W. Calicut. Mean max. temp.
81° to 90°, mean min. 73° to 82»

; rain-fall 123
inches. Inl791itwas besieged by General Aber-
cromby, and surrendered. Since then it has been
the chief British station in Malabar.
Canara (South), the most W. district of the

Madras presid., British India, extending alongthe
Malabar coast, between lat. 12° and 15" N. ; Ion. 74°

and 76° E. ; having landward the British dists.

Malabar, Coorg, Dhar-war, Mysore, and the Portu-
guese territory of Goa. Area7720sq. m. P. estim.

at995,666. ItisdividedintoNorth & South Canara.
N. Canara the S.most dist of the Bombay presid.,

has an area of 4300 sq. m. P. (1862) 490,089.

Principal towns, Mangalore and Barcelore. The
prov. was transferred to Britain in 1799.

Canarac, a Till, of India. [Kanarak.")
Canari, a comm. and vill. ot France, dep. Cor-

sica, arr. Bastia, cant. Nonza. P. 1300.

Canaries or Canary Islands, Fortunatm In-
sulse, an archipelago, Atlantic Ocean, 60 m. fi-om
the W. coast of North Africa, between lat. 27' 40'

and 29° 26' N. ; Ion. 13° 25' and 18° 16' W. They
consist of 7 principal islands and several islets,

arranged in the following order from E. to W.

:

—Lanzarote and Fuerteventura, with the islets

Graciosa, Montaiia Clara, Alegranza, and Lobos

:

Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Gomera, Palma, and
Hierro (Ferro). Area of the whole estimated at
175i? sq. m. P. 234,046. The coasts of the islands
are rocky and abrupt, and they are covered with
mountains, of which the Pico de Teyde in Tene-
rife is 12,182 feet above the sea. The islands con-
sist of a continuous series of volcanic mountains,
which rise in a circular form from the coast
around a principal crater ; the greater part of them
are deeply indented, and in the form of a cone re-
versed. The surface is volcanic, presenting a
succession of mountains and plains, extinct cra-
ters and fertile valleys. There are no rivers, but
numerous torrents. The tropical heat is mo-
derated by the Atlantic breezes, and the climate
is equable. Winter is almost unknown on the
coasts. The annual mean temp, at Santa Cruz
is 7r-15; winter 64° -85, summer 76°-68. The
rainy season commences in November and con-
tinues till February. During the dry season.
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from April to October, the weather is uniformly
fine, and the trade winds blow steadily. E. and
S.E. winds are the scourge of these islands ; blow-
ing over the burning plains of Africa, they carry
an intensely hot and dry air, which destroys vege-
tation and induces disease. In 1704 the Canaries
suffered severely from this cause. Fresh water is

BO scarce, especially in the S. islands, as in some
Ee3.sons to compel the inhabitants to emigrate

;

and in 1864 the drought was so excessive as

to threaten a famine. The vegetation of these

islands is not less interesting than their geolo-

gical formation. {Johnston's Physical Atlas.'] The
chief productions are wine, oil, grain, the sugar-
cane, and fruits of all kinds ; and the siUTounding
seas abound in fish. The principal foreign trade
is carried on with the U. S. of North America,
England, and Hamburg, and there is considerable
commerce between the different islands. Exports
(1862), cochineal, wine, barilla, etc., to the value
of 164,754?. Imports, cottons, wooUens, linens,

coals, apparel, hardwares, tobacco, guano, flax,

earthenware, etc., to the value of 152,766/. The
goat is valuable ; dogs are numerous, and all the
domestic animals of Europe are easily naturalized.

The camel & the ass are used as beasts of burden.
Among birds are the vulture, bustard, pheasant,
wood pigeon, red partridge, blackbird, Unnet, and
the thistle finch or canary bird. The inhabitants
are of European origin, mostly Spaniards, and the
prevailing religion is Roman Catholic. Since
1493 these islands have belonged to Spain, of
which kingdom they form a prov., governed by
the same laws as the peninsular portion. Las
Palmas, in the island Gran Canaria, is cap. of the
prov. of the Canary isls.

Canaro, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, prov.
Kovigo, dist. Occhiobello. P. 2679.
Cakary Island (Spanish Gran CanariaX near

tlie centre of the group of the Canaries, is of a cir-

cular form. Area 758 sq. m. P. 57,625. Length
S.W. to N.E. 35 m. ; at the N.E. point a portion
detached from the mass is joined by a peninsula.
Surface mountainous ; culminating point El Cum-
bre, 6648 feet in elevation. The cap. is las Palmas^
the largest town of the archipelago. P. (1861)
13,000. It has a cathedral and a palace of justice.

The other principal places are Port la Luz, which
is well sheltered, and has a good anchorage

;

Teror, a town of 4600 inhabitants, residence of
the bishop ; Tiraxana, a colony of free blacks, who
live in grottoes, and have no intercourse with
Europeans ; Atalat/a, a town of 2000 inhabitants,

the houses of which are excavated in the sides of

Mount StAntoine; Affuimez, pop. 2300 ; and Telde,

a town situated in a fertile district on the coast.

Cakastra (Sierra de), a mountain range in
Brazil, S. America, between the provs. of Minas-
Geraes and Goyaz.
CaSavaral-de-Alconetar, a vilL of Spain,

Estremadura, 23 m. N.N.E. Caceres. P. 2355.
Canavezes, a town of Portugal, prov. Miaho,

near the Tamega, 10 m. E.N.E. Penafiel. P. 1500.
Cancale, a comm. and seaport town of France,

dep. Ule-et-VUaine, cap. cant., on bay of same
name, in the English Channel, 8 m. E.N.E. St
Malo. P. 6352. Good anchorage is found be-
tween it and some rocks off the shore, from
which oysters are extensively fished.

Cancau or Ha-tian, a seaport town of S.E.
Asia, Lower or French Cochin China, on the Gulf
of Siam. Lat 10° 15' N. ; Ion. 105° E. Commerce
in timber and iron.

Canceixara, a town of South Italy, prov.
Basilicata, 8 m. N.E. Potenza. P. 2898.

Cakcello, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Caserta, on rail, to Nola. P. 1101. It has a la:

ruined castle.

Cancon, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Lot-
et-Garonne, arr. Ville-neuve-sur-Lot. P. 1539.
Cancoopa, a town of India, Deccan, Mysore

dom., 24 m. N.N.W. Chittledroog.
Candahar or Kand.\har (Afgh. Akmed-

ShaAt), a fortified city, and the cap. of Central
Afghanistan, in a fertile plain, 3484 feet above
the sea, 200 m. S.W. Cabool. Lat. 32° 37' N.

;

Ion. 66° 20' E. P. variously stated from 50,000
to 100,000, mostly Afghans. Various manufs.
are carried on, and its transit trade is consider-
able. Its vicinity is well watered by canals from
the Urghundaub river, 4 m. W., and produces
fruits, com, tobacco, and madder. CandaJiar, sup-
posed to have been originally founded by Alex-
ander the Great, was taken by Tamerlane in 1384,
and by Shah Abbas of Persia in 1620, was held
by British troops from 1839 to 1842, when it was
finally evacuated.

Caxdas, a comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, dep.
Somme, arr. Doullens, cant. Bemaville. P. 1689.
Cand^ a comm. and town of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, arr. and 11 m. S.W. Segre. P.
1855. It has slate quarries.

Candeish, Khandesa, a British collectorate of

India, presid. of Bombay, enclosed by the dists.

Surat and Ahmednuggur, & the Indore, Gwalior,
Nizam's, and Guicowar's territories, has an area
of 9311 sq. m. P. 778,112. The chief rivers are
the Nerbudda and Taptee. The Bheels inhabit
the interior. The dist. was conquered by the
British in 1819.

Candela, a town of South Italy, prov. and 22
m. S. Foggia, circ. Bovino. P. 6352.
Caxdelairo, a town, Spain, Leon, prov. & 40 m.

S. Salamanca. P. 2089. Maniifs. linens and paper.

Candelara, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Pesaro. P. 1703.
Candelaria, a town of the Argentine Confed.,

S. America, dep. Corrientes, on the Parana, oppo-
site Itapua (Paraguay).—II. a seaport town,
Canaries, on the E. coast of the island Teneriffe.

Candelaro, a river of S. Italy, prov. Foggia,
rises in Mount Libumo, and after a S.E. course of

40 m^ enters the Adriatic Sea. Affls. the Triolo,

Salsola, and Celone. Near itsmouth are salt-works.
Candeleda, a town of Spain, Old CastUe, prov.

and 42 m. S.S.W. Avila. P. 4730.
Candelo, a town of North Italy, div. Turin,

prov. Novara, 3J m. S.E. Biella, cap. mand., on
rt. b. of the Cervo. P. 2316.

Caxdes, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Indre-et-Loire, arr. and 7J m. W.N.W. Chinon,
on 1. b. of the Loire. P. 630.

Candia, an isL, Mediterranean Sea. rCRETE.1
Candia or Megalo-Kastro, a fortified seaport

city, and the cap. of the island Crete, near the

centre of its N. coast. P. estim. (1863) 20,000

Turks, and 10,000 Greeks. Its fortifications were
constructed by the Venetians. Its harbour is

available only for vessels of small draught.
Principal edifices, the pasha's palace, bazaars,

mosques, synagogue, lighthouse, and public

baths. Candia was taken by the Turks from the

Venetians in 1669.

CAia)iA, two towns of North Italy.—I. prov.

and 20 m. S. Pavia, circ. Lomellino. P. 2517.

—II. prov. Turin, circ. Ivrea. P. 2147.

Candia, a township of U. S^ North America,
New Hampshire, 18 m. S.E. Concord. P. 1482.

Candiolo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Turin. P. 1294.

Cahdle>las Islands, South Pacific Ocean, are i

near Sandwich Land. Lat. 37* 10' S. : Ion. 30" W.
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! Oandlesby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, pts.

Lindsey, 3J m. N.E. Spilsby. Ac. 850. P. 240.

CANnoR, a township of U. S., North America,

Tioga CO., New York, 9 m. N. Owego. P. 3433.

Candover, three contiguous pas. of England,

CO. Hants.—I. (_Brown), 3 m. N.N.W. Old Aires-

ford. Ac 2088. P. 322.—II. (^Chilton), in same
CO., 4J m. N. New Alresford. Ac. 1472. P. 142.

' —III. {Preston), 5^ m. N.N.E. New Abesford.

I

Ac 3413. P. 476.

I
Candy, a town of the isl. Ceylon. [Kandy.]

' Cane or Ken, a river of India, Bundelcund,
joins the Jumna, 23 m. from Bandah, after a N.E.
course of 250 m. It separates the Bengal S.W.

I territories from the Gwalior and Bundelcund

;

dominions.
Canea or Khania (jCydonia), a fortified sea-

port, and the principal commercial town of Crete,
I cap. prov., on the N. coast of the island, 64 m.
W.N.W, Candia. P. (1863) estim. 16,000 (12,000

Turks and 4000 Greeks, Jews, and Christians).

Its port is the best in Crete, and admits vessels of

300 tons ; it is formed by a mole 1200 feet long,

with a lighthouse at its extremity opposite a fort,

defending the harbour. It has an arsenal, docks,

Venetian gallry vaults, a lazaretto, manufs. of

silk, and bazaars. It is the seat of a pasha, and
has a handsome mosque, a Greek bishop's see,

and the residence of several European consuls.

Caneadea, a town of the U. S., North America,
New York, 10 m. N. Angelica. P. 1477.

Caneghem, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

West Flanders, 15 m. N.E. Courtray. P. 2013.

Canel, a town of West Africa, Senegambia, on
an affl. of the Senegal, 30 m. S.E. Sedo. P. 6000. (?)

Oanelli, a market town of North Italy, prov.

Alessandria, 13 m. S.E. Asti, cap. mand., near 1.

b. of the Belbo. P. 4236.
Caneta, a town of South America, Peru, dep.

and 81 m. S.E. Lima, near the Pacific.

I Canet-de-Mar, a maritime town of Spain,.
: prov. and 26 m. N.E. Barcelona, on the Mediter-
: ranean. P. 2800. Fisheries and distilleries.

CaJ5ete de las Torres, a town of Spain, prov.

I

and 25 ra. E. Cordova, near the Caiialejo. P. 1960.
' OaIJete-la-Keai., a town of Spain, prov. and
44 m. N.W. Malaga. P. 3574. Commerce in
[fruits and wine.—^11. (La Huergina), a town in
the pjov. and 27 m. E. Cuenca. P. 1230.

,
Caneva, a market town of Northern Italy,

;prov. and 37 m. W. Udine. P. 4270.
I Canewdon, a pa. of England, co. Essejc, 3 m.
N.N.E. Kochford. Ac 4071. P. 664,

' Canfield, two pas. of England, co. Essex.—I.

iGreat), 3| m. S.S.W. Great Dunmow. Ac 2472.
:P. 468.—II. {UUlel 3 m.W.S.W, Great Dunmow.
[Ac 1479. P. 314.

I

Canford, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 2 m. E.
iWimbome-Minster. Ac 17,739. P. 4877.

Canfranc, a frontier town of Spain, prov.
|Huesca, in the Pyren&s, 9 m. N. Jaca.

Cangallo, a town of Peru, on the Pampas, one
I
of the head branches of the Apurimac river, dep.
|and 30 m. S.W. Ayacucho. P. 20,000. (?)
' Oangas, two towns of Spain, Asturias.—I. (de
''Onii), prov. and 35 m. E.S.E. Oviedo. P. 6380.
|-1L (de Tineo), 32 m. W.S.W. Oviedo. P. 602.
I Cangrejos or Crab, a small isl. of S. America,
Venezuela, at the mouth of the Orinoco river.

I Caniac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Lot,
||iirr. Gourdon, cant. La Bastide-Murat. P. 1223.

Oanicatti, a town of Sicily, cap. circ, prov.
[ind 15 m. E.N.E. Girgenti, on the Naro. P. (1861)
120,149. It is situated in a hollow, amid vine-
yards, olive and orange groves. In its environs
ire sulphur mines.

Canigou, a mountain of France, dep. Pyrenees
Orientales. It is one of the culminating points
of the Pyrenees. Altitude 9137 feet.

Canihuel, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Cotes-du-Nord, arr. Guingamp, cant. St Nicholas.
P. 1612.

Caniles, a town of Spain, prov. and 29 m. S.W.
Granada. P. 3947. Linen manufactures.

Canllij^s, two towns of Spain.— I. (AndaluciaX
prov. and 22 m. E.N.E. Malaga. P. 2247.—II.
(de Albaidd), contiguous to the above. P. 1108.

Canino, a town of Central Italy, deleg. and 20
m. W.N.W. Viterbo. P. 1522. It has many an-
tiquities, and iron foundries.

Canisbay, a pa., Scotland, co. Caithness, 7 m.
N. Keiss, on Pentland Firth. Ac 38,160. P. 2730.
Canister Islands, three small islets, Mergui

archipelago, Indian Ocean. Lat. 13° N. ; Ion. 98° E.
Canjayar, a town of Spain, prov. and 34 m. W.

Almeria, E. of the Sierra Gador. P. 2200.
Cann, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 1 m. S.E.

Shaftesbury. Ac 930. P. 547.

Canna, Hebrides, Scotland, co. Argyle, one of
four isls. forming pa. of Small Isles, 7 m. S.W.
Skye. Length E. to W. 4J m. ; breadth 1 m. P.
127. Surface elevated, with basaltic rocks.
Cannalonga, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Sa-

lerno, circ. Vallo della Lucania. P. 1213.

Cannara, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. Peru-
gia, circ. Fuliguo. P. 1900.

Oanne, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Bari, near the
Ofanto, 8 m. W.S.W. Barletta, on the site of the
field of Cannse, still called the "Campo di Sangne,"
where Hannibal gained a victory over the Eo-
mans, B.C. 216.

Canne, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, Lim-
bourg, 10 m. E.N.E. Tongres. P. 610.

Cannelton, a town, U. S., N. America, Indiana,
CO. Perry, on the Ohio. It has vast cotton manuf.
The neighbouring mountains are rich in coal.

Cannes, a comm. and seaport town of South
France, dep.Var, cap. cant., on the Mediterranean,
25 m. N.E. Draguignan. P. 7357. It has dis-

tilleries of essences, and manuf. of soap, olive oil,

and perfumery. Exports anchovies, fruits, and
corn. Napoleon I. landed at Cannes from Elba,

1st March 1815.

Canneto, a town of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

20 m. W. Mantua, on 1. b. of the Oglio. P. 2209.

Cannei'o, a town of South Italy, prov. and 9

m. S. Bari. P. 2939.
CANNET-PRfes-CANNEs (Le), a comm. and vill.

of France, dep. Alpcs Maritimes, arr. Grasse,

cant. Cannes. P. 1176.

Cannings (Bishop's). rBiSHOP's-CANNiNGS."]
Cannington, a pa, of England, co. Somerset,

3 m. N.W. Bridgewater, with a station on the

Great Western EaUway. Ac. 6015. P. 1419. Kit-
hill, in the vicinity, has an elevation of 1067 feet.

Cannitello, a comm. and vill. of South Italy,

prov. and 8 m. N. Eeggio. P. 2465.

Cannobio, a town of North Italy, prov. and
44 m. N.N.E. Novara, cap. mand., on the W. side

of Lago Maggiore. P. 2428.

Cannock, a town and pa. of England, co. Staf-

ford, 8 m. N.W. Walsall, on branch of London
and N.W. Railway. Ac 10,775. P. 3964.-Can-
nockchase, a bleak tract of 25,000 ac, stretches

hence N.E. to the river Trent.

Cannon, a co., U. S., North America, in centre

of Tennessee. Area 340 sq. m. P. 8535 free,

974 slaves. Surface hilly ; soil fertile.

Cannonby (Cross), a pa., England, co. Cum-
berland, near the Carlisle & Whitehaven EaUway,
6 ra. N.N.W. Cockermouth. Ac. 3911. P. 6900.

Cannonsburg, a town, U. S., North America.
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Pennsylvania, co. Washington, 19 m. S.W. Pitts-

burg. Jefferson's college, founded 1802, has a
branch (a medical college in Philadelphia).

Cannstadt, a town, Wiirtemberg, circ. Neckar,

2^ m. N.E. Stuttgart. P. 5500. Mineral springs.

A i-ailway to Wasseraliingen was opened in 1861.

Canonbie, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumfries, 5J
m. S.S.E. Langholm. Ac. 24,359. P. 3219.

Canoxgate, a pa. of Scotland, forming part of

the bor. of Edinburgh. Ac. 680. P. 11,653.

Canoxica, a vill. of North Italy, pror. Ber-
gamo, circ. Treviglio, on the Adda. P. 1484.

Canonicut, a small island of the U. S^ North
America, Narraganset Bay, Rhode Island, New
York, 2 m. long by IJ broad.

Canolo, a town of South Italy, prov. Eeggio,
circ. Geraci. P. 2875.

Canox-Fromk, a pa. of England, co. Hereford,

on the Frome, 6 m. N.N.W. Ledbury. Ac. 1023.

P. 115.—II. {Pion), same co., 4 m. S.W. Weobley.
Ac. 3706. P. 768.

Canosa, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Chieti. P. 1448.

Canosa (Canusiumy, a town of South Italy,

prov. Bari, cap. cant., 13 m. S.S.W. Barletta. P.

(.1861) 12,894. The principal church of Canosa
is remarkable for its small clusters of cupolas,

resembling a Turkish mosque. In a court adjoin-

ing the church is the tomb of Bohemond, Prince
of Antioch, one of the heroes of Tasso. The city

suffered severely from the earthquake of August
14, 1851. About 6 m. N. of Canosa, a few remains
mark the site of Cannra.

Canossa, a town of North Italy, prov. and
11 m. S.W. Reggio, with a castle, in which the
Emperor Henri iv. of France performed penance
before Pope Gregory vii., in 1077.

Canouan, the central of the Grenadine islands,

British W. Indies, lat. 12° 43' N. ; Ion. 61° 21' W.
Canourguk (La), a comm. and town of France,

dep. Lozere, ca^p. cant., 15 m. S.W. Mende. P.
1912. Near it Roman remains have been found.
Canquenes, a town and dist. of South America,

Chile, prov. Maule, 170 m. S.W. Santiago.
Causo (Cape), the E. extremity of Nova Scotia,

in lat. 45° 17' N. ; Ion. 61° W.—The Gvt of Canso
is the passage between Nova Scotia and Cape
Breton, from the Atlantic into Northumberland
Strait Length 17 m. ; average breadth 2J m.
Cantabrlan Mountains, in the N. of Spain,

form a prolongation of the Pyren^s, and extend
from these mountains on the E., to Cape Finist^re

on the W., about lat. 43° N. The chief divisions

of the chain are the Sierras d'Aralar, Salvada,
Ordunte, Anagiia, Sejos, Albas, Peiia, Mellara,

the mountains of Asturias, Sierra de Peiiamarella,

Mondoiiedo, Quadramon, and Tecyra ; some of

the summits attain an elevation of 10,000 ft. The
centre of the chain is of Devonian strata, overlaid

on the east by the richest coal-field in Spain.
Cantagallo, a town of Brazil, prov. and 83 m.

N.E. Rio de Janeiro. P. 4000.
Cantagallo, a town of Central Italy, prov.

and circ. Florence. P. 3505.
Cantai, a central dep. of France, formed of the

S. part of the old prov. Auvergne, cap. Aurillac.

Area 2217 sq. m. P. 240,523. It is entirely
mountainous, occupied by the mass of Cantal
and its contreforts ; culminating point, Plomb de
Cantal, one of the four principal groups which
form the mountains of Auvei^ne, 6093 feet in
elevation. The sm-face is almost entirely covered
with the debris of extinct volcanoes ; it furnishes
marble and coal, and has mineral springs ; its

metallic riches are unexplored. Chief rivers, the
Alaguon, affl. of the Allier ; Truyere and Cello^

1
affls. of the Lot ; the C^re, affl. of the Dordogne.
The climate is salubrious ; rigorous in the moun-
tains, the summits of which are covered with
snow more than half the year. Wild boars, foxes
wolves, and polecats, are common. Soil infertile

except in some of the valleys ; the declivities o!

the mountains afford pasturage. Chief products

are buck-wheat, potatoes, and chestnuts. Cattle-

rearing is a branch of industry ; the chief manuf.
being cheese (the most celebrated of which it

called Roquefort), linens, and paper. The dep
forms the 19th military division of France, anc
is divided into the arronds. Aurillac, Mauriac,
Munit, and St Flour.

Cantalapiedra and Cantalejo, two towns
of Spain ; the former, prov. and 25 m. E.N.E.
Salamanca. P. 1076. The latter, prov. and It

m. N.N.E. Segovia. P. 1176.
Cantalice, a town of Southern Italy, in the

prov. Aquila, 6 m. N. Civita Ducale. P. 19G8.

It has a custom house.
Cantalopo, a town of South Italy, prov. Cam-

pobasso, circ. and 11m. S.E. Isernia, cap. cant.

P. 2352. The French here gained a victory

over the Neapolitans in 1798. An earthquake.

in which many lives were lost, occuned here

in 1805.

Cantalupo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Ales-

sandria, circ. Novi. P. 1086.

Casteleu, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-Inferieure, 3 m. W. Rouen. P. 3490. It has

cotton-spinning, manufs. of soap and chemicals,

and tanneries.

Cantenac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, 10 m. N. Bordeaux, with a port on 1. b.

of the Gironde. P. 942. Exports wine, of which
that of Gorse is in repute.

Canterbury, a city, bor., and co. of itself, Engl.,

and its meti'opolitan see, within co. Kent, on
Watling Street, & on the Stour, 55 m. E.S.E. Lon-
don, or 81 by the S.E., & 60 by the London, Chal-
ham, & Dover line of railway. Lat. 61° 16' 48'

N. ; Ion. 1° 4' 31' E. Alt. 38 ft. Ac. 3240, which
includes 14 pas. P. (186 1) 2 1, 324. Its cathedral,

erected in 12th & two following centuries, on the

site of the first Christian church built in Saxon
England, is in the form of a double cross, with a

central and two western towers, and presenta a

union of almost every style of Christian architec-

ture. The choir is large, and the pavement of the

chapel of the Holy Trinity is worn into hollowi)

by the knees of the pilgrims who here wor-
shipped at the shrine of Thomas k Becket ; and
here are monuments of Henry iv. and his Queen,

the Black Prince, and many prelates. A chapter-

house and a library are attached to the cathedral,

under which isaciypt, used as aFrench Protestant

church since the reign of Elizabeth. The parish

churches are mostly ancient, but possess little

interest. The grammar school was founded by

Henry vui. There are numerous other endowed
schools ; an infirmary, guild-hall, gaol, house of

correction, workhouse, exchange, theatre, and

philosophical institution, with a library and mu-
seum, cavalry, infantry, and artillery barracks,

and militaiy hospital. In the vicinity are ex-

tensive nurseries, woollen mills; but the chief

business is the export of agricultui-al produce,

especially of hops. Petty-sessions, Thursdays.

Quarter-sessions are also held. Canterbury sends

2 mems. to H. of C. Reg. elect. 1853. The arch-

bishopric was founded in 597. The archbishop

is "primate of all England," and metropoliton,

first peer of the realm next to the royal family.

He crowns the sovereign in Westminster Abbey, i

and his ecclesiastical province includes all £ng* '
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land except the six northern counties. His seats

are Lambeth Palace and Addington Park. In-

come 15,000/. a year. Amongst other priTileges

has that of conferring degrees in divinity, law,
' and medicine.

Canteubuky, atnshp., U. S., N. America, Con-
necticut, Windham, co. 12 m. N. Norwich. P.

1669. Cotton and woollen factories.—II, a town,

New Hampshire, 8 m. N. Concord. P. 1614.

Canterbury, one of the prov. govs, of New
,
Zealand, occupying the centre of Middle island.

P. (1866) 48,618. Chief towns Christchurch and
Lyttleton. A railway from Canterbury to its

port, Lyttleton, was opened in 1864. The pro-
'. vince is level on the E., & rises to elevated moun-
' tains on the W. These, which form the magni-
' ficent snow-clad range of the Southern Alps, from
which enormous glaciers descend, were explored

' by Dr Haast, the state geologist, in 1861-62-63.
' The mountains are pyramidal in form, and many
rise above 10,000 feet. The highest peak is Mount
Cook, 30 m. from the W. coast, and 12,460 feet

above the sea. Between the mountain systems
there are passes 6500 to 8000 feet high, and from

' these rapid torrents fall into the ocean on the W.
' coast. Between Mount Cook and Mount Stokes
there is a cleft or col 7000 feet above the sea,

' through which alone it is possible to reach the W.
coast, and which will be made available for ponies.

I The valleys on both sides of the range are densely
clothed with forest trees, and the scenery is de-

' scribed as truly grand and sublime. The most
prominent of the snow-clad peaks, besides Mount

! Cook, are Mounts Murchison, Darwin, Brewster,
' Forbes, Tyndall, and Keith Johnston.

Cantiano, a fortified town. Central Italy, prov.
and 20 m. S. Pesaro, on the Cantiana. P. 2851.
Cantillana, a town of Spain, prov. and 18 m.

N.E. SeviUa, on the Guadalquiver. P. 4382.

I

Cantire (Mull of), Scotland. [Kintyre.]
': Cantley, two pas. of England.—I. co. Norfolk.
' on the Harwich Kailway, 9J m. S.S.E. Norwich.
: Ac. 1850. P. 235.—II. co. York, W. Eiding, 3 m.
: S.E. Doncaster. Ac. 5160. P. 663.

I Canton (Chinese Sang-ching, the " city of per-
' fection"), a city and seaport of China, cap. prov.
Quangtung, on 1. b. of the Canton or Pearl (6'Aoo-
keang) river, about 70 m. from its mouth, in the
China Sea. Lat. 23° 6' 9" N.; Ion. 113" 15' E.
Mean temperature of year, 69°*9

; winter, 54°-8;

1 summer, 82", Fahr. Pop. (1863) estimated at
'1,210,000, including boat pop. 230,000, & Ho-nam
I suburb 100,000. "With its suburbs it occupies the
'N. bank of the river, extending inland nearly to a

I

row of heights commanding it on the N. and N.E.,
I but between which and the city is a broken
; ravine; to the S. is an alluvial plain, formed by
ithe delta of the river. The city is enclosed by a
wall of brick, on a foundation of red sandstone,
6 or 7 m. in circumference, and entered by 12
gates; and it is unequally divided by another
.wall, with 4 gates, into the old and new town, in
the former of which are the residences of most of
'the high oflScers, and the arsenal. The walls are
^n some places mounted with cannon. On the
N. heights are four forts, and on some islands in
phe river are other forts, now in ruins, termed the
'Dutch" and the "French folly." Various de-
^ched batteries also guard the approach to the
jnty by the river. The suburbs are nearly as large
)is the city itself ; on the S. they stretch all along
jhe river side. Fonnerly at their S.W. comer
vere the foreign honga or European quarters,
vhich were destroyed by fire during the bombard-
jnent of the city in 185"?, and the site abandoned
uy foreigners after the cessation of hostilities,

when they took up their abode on the Ho-nam
side of the river. Under the treaty of Tien-tsin
a new site was fixed upon in the Sha-meen suburb
about 3-4ths of a mile up the river. Here a tri-

angular piece of ground is separated from the
mainland by a wide canal, faced with masonry,
crossed by 3 stone bridges, having a strong stone
bulwark along the river's bank for upwards of

half a mile, where trees have been planted and a
promenade formed by the resident British. The
ground is well laid out, but to the present date

(1864) only a few merchants have built hongs on
the site. Several canals intersect the city, crossed
by stone bridges. The residences of the wealthy,
built within a walled court, are richly furnished

;

those of the middle classes, in which about one-
third of the pop. resides, have no courts; and
those of the lower orders, which are numerous,
along the banks of the canals and in the suburbs,
are mud hovels, in which from 10 to 20 persons
are sometimes crowded in one apartment. A large
part of the pop. resides on the water. The river
is crowded with vessels and rafts of all kinds, on
many of which largenumbers of poultry arereared.
Upwards of 120 temples are enumerated in and
adjacent to Canton. [Ho-nam.] Within the old
city are two other temples, ana a Mohammedan
mosque ; and outside of the walls, on the N. side,

an immense five-storied temple. The city has
several hospitals, a grand hall for examination of

candidates for literary honours, with 7000 student
dormitories, 14 high schools, & about 30 colleges,

three of which have each 200 students. Manufs.
various and extensive, and the shops are filled

with articles of Chinese workmanship. Great
numbers of individuals work in wood, stone, iron,

and brass. The markets abound with all kinda
of live stock for food, including dogs, cats, owls,
etc., suitable only for Chinese consumers; but
provisions of all kinds are abundant and cheap.
Canton is well supplied with water from reser-

voirs and springs. UntU 1843, all the legitimate
foreign trade of China was conducted at Canton,
Since then the opening of the northern ports has
seriously checked the trade of this southern em-
porium, especially those on the Yang-tse riveiv

whence the greater part of the teas are exported
which were formerly shipped at Canton. Tea is

the great article of foreign export ; next silk and
silk piece goods, precious metals, cassia, sugar,

porcelain, and other articles. The importation of

opium into Canton and other ports is tacitly

permitted, though not legalised. The exports
in 1845 amounted in value to 6,622,726/., and
the imports to 3,046,942/. Far from increas-

ing, the internal trade is less now (1864) than it

was 20 years since. On the 26th of May 1841,

the Chinese troops were defeated, and the river

defences and the hill forts above Canton captured
by the British, who, however, did not enter the
city, a truce having forthwith been agreed to.

In 1847, and again in 1856, for similar reasons,
the British destroyed the forts, bombarded and
took the city, and sunk 23 war-junks. In 1858
the allied British and French forces took military
possession of Canton as a material guarantee for

the payment of indemnity money for war ex-
penses, and evacuated it in August 1862, under
friendly relations with the Chinese government.
[CniNA.]
Canton, numerous townships in the U.S., North

America.—I. Massachusetts, co. Norfolk, on the
Boston and Providence Railway, 14 m. S.W. Bos-
ton, P, 2598. It has woollen and cotton factories,

and iron foundries.—II. New York, cap. co. St
Lawrence, on Grass river, 20 m. E.S.E, Ogdena-
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barg. P. 4085. It has marble, copperas, and alum
works.—111. Ohio, cap. co. Stark, 104 m. N.E.
Columbus. P. 4326.—IV. Connecticut, co. and 13
m. N.W. Hartford. P. 1994 ; and several others.

Canton River (Chinese Choo-Kiang or ''Pearl

Kiver"), is the lower part of the Pe-kiang, which
has a navigable course for 300 m. further inlaikd,

through the provs. Quang-tung and Kiang-see,
in China, and is joined about 4 m. W. of Canton
by a branch from the Si-kiang. Opposite the city

it is crowded with vessels, and deep enough for

ships of from 800 to 1000 tons ; but foreign ships
come up only as far as Whampoa, about 15 m.
lower, loading and unloading by means of native
boats. At about 40 m. below Canton, it is called

the Boca Tigris, and widens there into a large
estuary, termed the " Outer Waters." All around
and below Canton it forms a multitude of islands,

including Ho-nam, Whampoa, French, Dane,
Junk, Ty-cock-tow, Anung-hoy, Chuenpee,Tiger
island, on which rice is grown and numerous forts

are placed. It was blockaded by the British in

1857. [Boca Tigris.]
Cantokia, a town of Spain, prov. and 34 m.

N.N.E. Almeria, on the Almanzor. P. 4500. It has
manufs. of woollen stuffs.

Cantreff, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 2 m.
S. Brecon, near the river Usk, and traversed by
the Brecknock liills. Ac. 20,000. P. 221.

Canturio or Cantu, a town of Northern Italy,

prov. and 5 m. S.E. Como. P. 6781. Manufs. of

iron wares.
Cana'ey Island, a chapelry of Engl., co. Essex,

and mostly in pa. S. Bemfleet, 30 m. E. London.
Encircled by a branch of the Thames, and com-
prises 3600 ac. of marsh-land. P. 241.
Cajtvvick, a pa. of England, co. and \\ m. S.S.E.

Lincoln, within the liberty of which city it is in-

cluded. P. 228.

Cany, a comm. and town of France, dep. Seine
Inferieure, 31 m. N.W. Eouen. P. 2175.
Canzano, two vills. of South Italy.—I. prov.,

circ. and 6 m. E.S.E. Teramo. P. 1646.—II. prov.
Aquila, 5 m. S.E. Sulmona. P. 1287.

Canzo, a market town of North Italy, prov.
and 10 m. N.E. Como, cap. of a rich dist., with
many silk manufs. P. 2083.

Caoor, a Malay town and dist. on the S.W.
coast of the isl. of Sumatra. P. of town 1500.(.')

Caorle, an isl. and vill. in the Adriatic, gov. &
29 m. N.E. Venice. P. 1776. It is a bishop's see.

Caorso, a comm. and viU. of Northern Italy,

prov. and 10 m. E. Piacenza. P. 3099.

Capaccio, a iovm of South Italy, prov. and 25
m. S.E. Salerno, cap. cant., near the ruins of

Paestum. P. 3689.

Capannoli, a comm. and vill. of Central Italy,

prov. and 16 m- S.E. Pisa. P. 2765.
Capannoki, a comm. and town of Northern

Italy, prov. and 5 m. E. Lucca. P. (1862) ol
town 482, of comm. 38,349.

Capaci, a town of the isl. SicUy, prov. and
circ. Palenno. P. 2482.
Capbern or Capvern, a vill. of France, dep.

H. PjT^nees, in a narrow valley, 8 m. E.N.E.
Bagneres. P. 783. Sulphur springs and baths.
Capdenac, a market town of France, dep. Lot,

3 m. S.E. Figeae, on rt. b. of the Lot. P. 1602.
Cape. For all Capes not undermentioned, see

the respective names.
Cape Ann, a promontory of the U. S., North

America, Massachusetts, lat (N. light) 42° 38' 21"
N. ; Ion. 70° 34' 48' W.
Cape Breton, an island of British North Ame-

rica, at the E. extremity of Nova Scotia, from
which it is sepai-ated by the Gut or Strait of

Canso, from 1| m. to J m. broad ; mostly between
lat. 45° and 47° N. ; Ion. 60° and 61° 30' W. Ex-
treme length from N. to S. 100 m. ; extreme
breadth from E. to W 85 m. Area 3120 sq. m.
P. (1861) 63,063, the majority of whom are de-
scendants of emigrants from Scotland, but many
are of French origin, while a few are from Ire-

land. The principal religious denominations are
Presbyterians & Boman Catholics, who are nearly
equal in numbers. It is irregularly shaped, and
indented with bays ; almost intersected bj' an anu
of the sea, called the Bras d'Or, 50 m. long. From
this gulf to the Atlantic a canal is being con-
structed ; the total length is to be 2300 feet. Sur-
face Tineven. Granite, limestone, and primaiy
slate prevail; and gypsum, salt, and coal are

found. The land to the N. has an elevation of

1800 feet. There are fresh water lakes and rivers,

but not navigable. Salt springs on the coast.

The climate is varied. Mean annual temp. 43°,

the extremes being 24° below zero and 95° above

;

fall of raia 41 inches ; number of rainy days 411.

Vegetation is rapid. Maize, wheat, lye, and other
grains are raised ; but the com produced is in-

sufficient for home consumption. In 1861 the
number of acres alienated was 813,543, while
777,438 remained open for settlement. Principal
exports are pine, oak, birch, and maple timber to

Great Britain ; fish and coal to the United States

and West Indies. Cape Breton was first colonized
by the French in 1712 ; it was ceded to the Bri-

tish by the treaty of Paris in 1763 ; it foi-med a
separate colony from 1784 to 1819, but in the lat-

ter year it was incorporated into the province of

Nova Scotia, and sends two members to its

House of Assembly. It is divided into 4 counties
—Richmond, Inverness, Victoria, and Cape Bi-e-

ton. Principal towns, Sydney, the cap., Arichat,

and Port Hood. [Nova Scotia.]
Cape Charles, a headland of the U. S., North

America, Marj-land, on the N. side of the entrance
to Chesapeake Bay.
Cape Charles, a headland of British North

America, Labrador, immediately N. the Strait of

Belleisle. Lat. 52° 25' N. ; Ion. 55° 10' W.
Cape Clarence, a headland of Ban-ow Strait,

Baffin Bay, in lat. 73° 53' N. ; Ion. 90° 10' W.
Cape Cleiar, Astrinum Prom., the most S.

headland of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork, on an
island, having an area of 1506 ac. P. 819 ; i^-ith a
lighthouse on an abrupt cliff 455 feet above the

sea, lat. 51° 26' N. ; Ion. 9° 29' W.
Cape Coast Castle, a town and fort of Africa,

cap. of the British settlements on the coast of

N. Guinea. Lat 5° 6' 25* N. ; Ion. 1° 12' 45' W.
The principal fort is situated on a granite rock

which projects into the sea ; near it are two
small outposts. Fort William and Fort Victoiia.

P. 10,000. The soil in the vicinity is wooded, but

deficient in water ; climate damp and unhealthy.
Mean temp, of year 78°; Feb. 80°*5, Sept. 73°,

Fahr. Exports, palm-oU, gold-dust, maize, and
tortoise-shelL The settlement is under a presi-

dent and council, assisted by subordinate officers.

Cape Cod, a peninsula of the U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, in the Atlantic. Lat. of

lighthouse, 42° 2' 23" N. ; Ion. 70° 3' 55" W. It

is hook-shaped ; 65 m. in length by 8 in average
breadth ; and encloses Cape Cod Bay.
Cape CoLomr, or Cape of Good Hope, a colony

of Great Britain, occupying the S. of the peninsula

of Africa, lat. 26° 30' and 34° 61' S. ; Ion. 16' 20'

& 28° E.; bounded S. & E. by the Indian Ocean,

Kafirland, Natal, & the Drakenberg mountains,W.
by the Atlantic, & N. by the Orange riv. Length
W. to E., from the mouth of the Orange River to
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(he Drakenberg mountains, 700 m. ; average

breadth, 400 m. Area, including British Kaffrari a,

196,000 sq. m. P. (1865) 496,381, of whom 181,692

whites and 314,789 coloured. The country is

formed by terraces, rising in stages from S. to N.
The chief mountain chains are the Zwarte Berg,

6000 feet high, Nieuveld and Sneeuw-Bergen, in

which last is the Spitzkop or Compass-berg, 8500

feet in elevation, and the Drakenberg, between the

Orange Free State and Natal, estimated at 10,000

feet,and the culminatingpoint of all S. Africa. The
summits of this range are covered with snow for

four months in the year. Table Moimtain, at the

S.W. of the col(my, in the Swellendam range, is an
insulated flat-topped mass, 3582 feet in height, the

S.point of which forms the promontory of the Cape

ofGood Hope, 1000 feet high,in lat. 34° 22' S. ; Ion.

18° 29' E. It was discovered in 1486 by Diaz, a
Portuguese admiral, who named it " Cape of

Storms." Cape Agulhas is the S.most point of

Africa, in lat. 34° 61' S. ; Ion. 20° 2' E. ; it gives its

name to an extensive sand bank, and to an import-
ant current which flows from the Indian to the
Atlantic Ocean. The most extensive plain is the
Great Karroo, an arid tract 200 m. by 50, between
the Zwarte Bergand the Nieuveld mountains. The
onlypassage from one terrace to another is through
the Kloofs, narrow and diflScult mountain gorges

;

some of these have beenmade passable forwheeled
carriages, but the roads in general are very bad.

The principal bays are (from W. to E.) St Helena,
Table, False (the W. part of which forms Simon
Bay), St Sebastian, and Algoa. Streams are nu-
merous, but rapid, mostly dry in summer, and imfit

for navigation. The chief are, on the E. and 8.

coast. Great Kei (between the colony and Kafir-
land), Keiskamma, Great Fish, Sunday, Camtoos,
and Breede; on the W. the Elephant or Oliphant

;

and on the N. several small streams tributary to

the Orange. [Orange or Gareip.]—Climate
mild and healthy, but very dry ; rains irregular,

often falling in torrents on the coast, but rare in
the plains in the interior. Snow falls only in the
moimtains. December andJanuary are the warm-
est, andJuneandJuly the coldest months. [Cape
ToWN.l The colony is remarkably free from epi-
demic d.isease, and favourable to Europeans la-

bouring under pulmonary complaints, yet few of
the inhabitants attain an advanced age. Soil fer-
tile, where suflSciently watered, but the general
appearance of the country is sterile and monoton-
ous. The arid steppes or Karoos of the interior
are destitute of trees, and coveredwith an epheme-
ral vegetation after heavy rains only. The flora
of the colony is of a peculiar and varied character,
which is more remarkable for variety and beauty
of the flowers than for their uses. The heath tribe
attains perfection, and numbers about 400 species.
The most valuable plant is the aloe, the produce of
whichhas been exported in one year to the amount
of 2794?. ; a species of soda, found in the Karoo,
is employed in the manuf. of soap, and candles are
made from the covering of the wax-berry. Euro-
peaii grains, & the fruits of temperate & tropical
regions, have been successfully introduced. Corn
is raisedmore than requisite for consumption, and
the cultivation of the vine is an important source
of wealth ; a good white wine is produced in the
interior, but only the small vineyard at the foot
of Table mountain produces the celebrated liqueur
called Constantia. Cattle-rearing is the chief
branch of rural industry; and the introduction
of the merino sheep has rendered the rural trade
of the colony important. The coasts abound with
fish. Gold has been discovered in the basin of the
Omuge ; and, near its moutli, copper mines, yield-

ing 60 to 70 per cent, of pure metal. The fauna
comprises the lion, hyena, buffalo, hippopotamus,
zebra, and rhinoceros. Birds are the ostrich and
eagle. Snakes are numerous. The commerce
of the colony is extensive. The ports are Cape
Town and Simon Town in the W., and Port
Elizabeth in the E. Exports wool, skins, copper,
ostrich feathers, cotton, ivory, hides, aloes, etc.,

to the value of 1,517,851?. Imports cottons,
woollens, leather, iron, hardwares, beer and ale,

soap and candles, arms, machinery, timber, linens,

glass, etc., to the value of 2,034,558?. The colony
consists of an E. aild a W. province, subdivided
as follows :

—

western 5? 1 eastern ii
1DIVISIONS. Hft s DIVISIONS.

i2 H H 1

Capo Town 28,457 15,118 Bumansdorp 7876 1 2198
Green Point 9'« 7.'9 Uitenhftge 19,148

:
7206

Robben I. 4S8 266 Fort Elizabeth 11,6)3 71S1
Cape Dirision 20,241 9748 Alexandria 6655 1931
Stellenbosch 8917 2712 Albany 16,264 : 8086
Paarl 1S,583 6304 Uathurst 4867 1528 1

Malmesbarr 14,672 6514 Peddle 18,798 998
Piketberg 6037 3174 Victoria East 8'-'93 1141
Clanvilluim 7041 2231 Stockenstrom 5647 1326
Nanqua Land 10,<'71 1882 Fort Beaufort 13,341 2767
CalTinia 8521 22.13 Bedford 8350 1952
Tulbagh 8695 3459 Somerset 10,593 3977
Worcester 7704 3159 Cradock 12,223 6924
Frajersburff
Victoria W-est

8293 2949 Middleborff 4645 1978
8658 3S87 Graaff-Reinet 14,695 6013

Bpaufort 5828 2623 Murraysburff 2940 987
Prino« Albert 5983 3338 Richmond 6090 2685
Caledon 9900 4517 Hope Town 4349 2223
Bredasdorp 4169 2020 Colesberg 8115 3485
Robertson 6155 3741 Albert 9802 49U
Swellendam 9964 4757 Aliwal North 22,200 3953
Riversdalo 10.6K5 6974 Queens Town 44,555 1650
Mossel Ba7
Georgo

4278
10,658

2158
4988 Pop. of E. ProT. 260,081, 76,244

< >udtslioom 12,077 6091 1

Knyina 2471 1479
Total Pop. of the

Colony

1

Pop.ofW.ProT. 236,300,105,343 496,3811 181,593

Stellenbosch is the chief wine, and Swellendam
the principal com growing district; the others
are appropriated to grazing. The government is

vested in a legislative council, consisting of 5
official members—viz., the governor, the second
in command of the forces, colonial secretary,
attorney-general, and treasurer—and 5 unofficial

members, inhabitants of the colony, nominated
by the governor ; its debates are published. The
only educational institutions of importance were,
till 1839, the South African College and the South
African Institution, at Cape Town ; but a compre-
hensive system, embracing primary and classical

schools, was then instituted by the government.
In many of the districts are missionary schools,

supported by different Protestant societies. The
English language alone is used in courts of law,
but Dutch is also taught in government schools.
The money in use is exclusively British, and
Dutch weights and measures are nearly super-
seded by the English. The Dutch founded a
colony at the Cape in 1652, which was taken by
the British in 1795. The boers, or farmers, de-
scendants of the original Dutch settlers, have lost

much of their ancestral industry and cleanliness

;

they are affectionate in their family relations,

strict in religious observances, but prejudiced and
illiterate. The peace of the colony is frequently
interrupted by incursions of the Kaffirs and other
savage tribes <m the frontiers. Shortest sea
route to Liverpool 5998 m. ; average time by
sailing vessel 63 days, by steam 36 days.
Cape-da-Eoca, the W. most headland of Por-

tugal, prov. Estremadura, 20 m. W.N.W. Lisbon,
with a fort and a lighthouse.
Cape Diamond, a headland of Canada E., ter-

minatingthe promontoryon which Quebec stands.

At junction of the St Charles & St Lawrence rivs.
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Cape Elizabeth, a township of the U. S^ N.

America, Maine, 6 m. S. Portland. P. 1666.

Cape Fear, a headland, U. S., North America,
North Carolina, forming the S. point of Smitli's

Island, at the mouth of Cape Fear river, lat. 33°
48' N. ; Ion. 78° 9' W.
Cape Frio, a promontory on the coast of Brazil,

80 m. E. Rio de Janeiro, forms the terminus of the
ridge of mountains which run parallel to tlie coast
Kiev. 1570 feet. Lat. 22" 59' 9" S. ; Ion. 41° 57' 2"

W. A lighthouse was erected on it in 1836.

Cape Frowarij, the S. extremity of South
America, in lat. 53° 53' S. ; Ion. 71"' 18' W.
Cape Girardeau, a co. of the U. S., North

America, in S.E. of Missouri, on the Mississippi

river. Area 864 sq. m. P. (1860) 14,014 free,

1533 slaves.—II. a vill. in same co. P. 1728.

Cape Griznez, a headland of France, dep.

Pas-de-Calais. The nearest point of the French
coast to Britain. Lat. 50° 62' N. ; Ion. 1° 35' E.
Cape Hatteras, a low prominence or head-

land of the U. S., North America, N. Carolina,
at the angle of a long reef which lines the coast.

Lat. 35° 14' N. ; Ion. 75° 30' W.
Cape Hattien, a seaport town of the Island of

Havti, on its N. coast, 90 m. N. Port-au-Prince.
In 1789 its pop. was 18,500; in 1851 only 6000.
Bombarded by the English in 1865.
Cape Horn or Hoork, the most S. point of

America, on the last island of the Fuegian archi-
pelago, in lat 55° 58' 40" S. ; Ion. 67° 16' W. It

is a lofty, steep, bare, black rock, with pointed
summits, and was formerly considered dangerous
to pass ; but the difficulties of doubling it are now
greatly diminished. It was named by Schouten,
its discoverer, after his biithplace, Hoorn, in the
Netherlands.
Cape Islaxd, a vill. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, New Jersey, at its extreme S. point, on the
Atlantic, 91 m. S. Trenton.
Capel, several pas. of England.—I. co. Surrey,

6i m. S. Dorking. Ac. 5522. P. 1074.—II. (St

Andreioy, co. Suffolk, 7 m. S.E. Woodbridge. Ac.
2272. P. 231.—III. {Curriff), a hamlet, N. Wales,
CO. Carnarvon, pa. Llandegai, at the foot of

Snowdon. Pop. returned with pa. It is a pol-

ling-place for the CO.—IV. {Garmon), a township,
same co., 4J m. S. Llanrwst. P. 728.

Cape La Hague, a headland of France, Nor-
mandy, dep. Manche, forming the N.W. extre-

mity of the peninsula Cotentin, in the English
Channel, opposite the island Aldemey, 16 m.
N.N.W. Cherboui^, and 60 m. S. St Albans
Head (Dorsetshire). Lat of lighthouse 49° 43'

22' N. ; Ion. 1° 57' 6' W. It is often confounded
with Cape La Hague, on the opposite side of Co-
tentin. 10 m. N.E. Valognes, on which the united
English and Dutch fleets defeated the French
naval force, May 19 to 22, 1692.
Capellades, an episcopal town of Spain, prov.

and 30 m. N.W. Barcelona. P. 2798.
Capelle (La), a comm. and town of France,

dep. Aisne, cap. cant, 10 m. N.W. Vervins. P.
1559.—II. (^Banachy, a vill., dep. Lot, arr. and
cant. Figeac. P. 2152.—IIL (^Mariral), a vilL,

dep. Lot, cap. cant., 10 m. N.W. Figeac. P. 1452.
Capellen and Capellexdorf. [Kapelle.]
Capei.le-op-den-Boscii, a vill. of Belgium,

prov. S. Brabant, 11 ra. N. Brussels. P. 2500.
Cape Mat.^pax, the southmost point of the

Morea, Greece, in lat 36° 23' N. ; Ion. 22° 29' E.
Cape May, a co., U. S„ N. America, in S. part

of New Jersey. Area 246sq.m. P. 7130. Soil
alluvial. Eastern margin indented by the At-
lantic.—II. a headland. New Jersey, on the N.
Biae of the entrance into Delaware Bay. Lat of

lighthou.se, S.W. point of Cape, 38° 65' N. ; Ion. •

75° 2' W.

—

Cape Henlopett forms the S. side of
the entrance to the same bay.
Cape Mount, a river of W. Africa, which falls

into the Atlantic Ocean, in lat 6° 44' N. ; Ion.
11° 25' W. The dist of Cape Mount, with its

islands, lakes, & rivers, was formally granted
by the king of the territory to an English com-
pany, in 1841.

Cape Eiver or Vaunk.s, a river of Central
America, Nicaragua and Mosquito Country, en-
ters the Caribbean Sea at Cape Gracios a Dios.
after a N.E. course estimated at from 250 to 300
m., through a fertile territoj-j'. It is navigable
from the sea for a considerable distance inland.
Capernaum, a ruined city of Palestine, pash.

Damascus, identified with Tel Hum, on the
N.W. shore of the lake, and 6| m. N. Tiberias.

Capestan'g, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Herault, cap. cant, on the Canal du Midi, and
near the head of a pool {etang) of the same name,
47 m. W.S.W. Montpellier. P. 2746. Manufs.
cream of tartar and brandy.
Capestrano & Capistreixo, two small towns

of South Italy ; the former prov. and 22 m. S.E.
AquHa. P. 3064. The latter in same prov., 3J
m. W. Lake Fucino. P. 2809. Near it is the
aqueduct formed by Claudius, for draining the
Lake Fucino.
Cape St Blas, a low point of land on the 8.

coast of Florida, U.S., North America. Lat 29*

40' N.; Ion. 85° 22' W.
Capesterre (La) or Le Marigot, a town of

the isl. Guadeloupe, French Antilles, cap. cant,
on its E. coast, 13 m. E.N.E. Basseterre ; in a
healthy and fertile situation. P. 3500.

Cape Town, a fortified seaport town of South-
em Africa, cap. of the Cape Colony on its W.
coast at the N. declivity of Table Mountain, and
on the S.W. shore of Table Bay. Lat. of obser-
vatory 33° 56' S. ; Ion. 18° 28' 7" E. ; 32 m. N.
" the Cape." Mean temp, of year 64°*7, mean of

highest temp. 68°-8, do. of lowest 54°-7 Fahr.
Annual rainfaU 24 inches. P. (1865) 28,457, of

whom 15,118 are Europeans. It is laid out in the
Dutch style, with canals in the streets ; the houses
are flat-roofed and painted or white-washed, with
terraces in front, public buildings, a royal marine
and a magnetic observatory, exchange, churches
and chapels. The educational establishments are

the South African College and the South African
Institution, a public library, and a valuable botanic
garden. There are several banks, and numerous
industrial establishments. Cape Tovm was con-
stituted a bishopric in 1847. "Table Bay is capa-
cious, but is exposed to W. winds, which from
June to August produce heavy swells ; its N.W.
point is marked by two lighthouses. The fii'st

Parliament elected by the colonies under the con-
stitution granted by the Queen, was opened here
1st July 1854.

Cape Verd, the most W. cape of Africa, in the

Atlantic Ocean, between the rivers Senegal and
Gambia. Lat 14' 43' N. ; Ion. 17° 34' W. Its

name is derived from a group of enormous
baobab-trees which crown its summit.
Cape Vekd Islands, a group in the Atlantia

belonging to Portugal, situated 320 m. W. of the

Cape, between lat 14° 45' and 17° 13' N. ; Ion. 22°

45' and 25° 25' W. The archipelago consists of

the following 10 isls.—Sal, Boavista, Mayo, San-
tiago (St James), the largest, Fogo, Bmva,
Grande, Kombo, S. Nicolao, and S. Luzia ; and 4

islets, Branco, Bazo, S. Vicente, and S. AntSo.
Area estimated at 1650 sq. m. P. (1860) 89,3ia

(1863) 85,400 j the white pop. in the whole arcbi-
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polago ia to the coloured as 1 to 20. The surface

of the isls. is in general mountainous, and the

volcano of Togo is 9157 feet above the sea. The
soil is various but fertile , the scarcity of water is

the cause of frequent and severe distress, which
induced a famine in 1864. Climate very hot,

but tempered by the sea breezes ; mean temp, of

May and Aug. 70°-9, April to Sept. 70°, during
the other months 65° Fahr. The mornings and
evenings are cool, and dews abundant. Chief
vegetable products, maize, rice, and French beans.

Coffee, introduced in 1790, has completely suc-

ceeded ; the cotton shrub is indigenous ; indigo

grows wild, and tobacco is cultivated in some of

the isls. ; tropical fniits are abundant. Orchill,

the trade in which was formerly monopolized by
the government, and yielded an annual revenue
of 24,000/., decreased in value so rapidly, after

the trade was thrown open in 1837, as to require

new restrictions, which were put in force in 1844.

Cattle are reared; goats and pigs numerous.
Asses and mules are the beasts of burden. Fowls
are abundant. Whales abound in the neighbour-
ing seas, and are fished by the English and Ame-
ricans. Amber is found on all the coasts, which
are frequented by turtle. The natives are quiet

and docile, but indolent; the Portuguese lan-

guage is corrupted into a jargon called lingua

creoula. Agriculture and the preparation of salt

are chief branches of industry ; linens, pottery-

ware, soap, and leather, are manufactured in some
of the isls. Exports (1861), nuts, orchal, etc., to the

value of 1180/. Imports (1862), coals, cottons,

iron, etc., to the value of 18,487. These isls., to-

gether with the Portuguese possessions on the
continent of Africa, near Cape Roxo, constitute

the province of Cape Verd, the cap. of which was
removed from Porto Praya to Mindello in the
isl. St Vincent, in 1838. The prov. is under a
governor-general, who exercises both civil and
military power. The Eoman Catholic is the only
form of worship.
Cape Wrath, forms the N.W. extremity of

Scotland, co. Sutherland. Lat. 58° 38' N. ; Ion.
4° 68' 5" W. It is a pyramid of gneiss rising to
300 feet, and having on it a lighthouse, with a
light 400 feet above the sea.

Cape York, the terminating point of the N.E.
coast of Australia, in lat. 10° 30' S. ; Ion. 142° 33' E.
Capitaxata, an old prov. of Italy, now Foggia,

in the S.E., bounded N. and E. by the Adriatic.
Climate warm. Pastures rich, and cattle reared.
Produce, wine, saffron, and fruit.

Capivary, a town of Brazil, prov. Eio de Ja-
neu-o, 24 m. N.W. Cabo Frio. P. 3000.

Capiz, a city of the Philippines, cap. of the isl.

Panay, on its N. coast. P. 11,145. It is the re-
sidence of a Spanish alcalde, gov. of the prov.

Capizzi, Capitium, a town of Sicily, prov. Mes-
sina, 19 m. W.N.W. Bronte. P. 3663.
Caple, a hamlet of England, co. Kent, 3 m.

8.E. Tunbridge. Ac. 1568. P. 611.

Capg-di-Ponte, a vill. of North Italy, prov.
Brescia, circ. Breno. P. 1760.
Capo d'Istria, ^gida, a fortified seaport town

of Austria, Illyria, gov. and 8 m. S.W. Triest, circ.

Istria, on a rock in the Gulf of Triest, connected by
a bridge with the mainland. P. 6866. It has a
cathedral & 30 churches, gymnasium, and prison.
Manufs. leather & soap. Exports wine, oil, & salt.

Capodrise, a town of Southern Italy, prov.
and circ. Caserta. P. 2803.

_
Capolona, a town of Central Italy, prov. and

circ. Arezzo, on the Arno. P. 2495.
Caposelle, a town of South Italy, prov. Avel-

Hno. 13 m. N.N.K Campatrtu*. P. 3943.

Cappadocia, an ancient prov. of Asia Minoi',

which now forms several Turkish ayalets.

Cappadocia, a vill. of S. Italj', prov. Aquila,
circ. Avezzano. P. 1972. The sceneiy hero is

wild and romantic.
Cappagh, two pas. of Ireland.—I. Ulster, co.

Tyrone, 5 m. N.N.E. Omagh. Ac. 37,670. P.
9871.—II. Munster, co. Limerick, 2J m. N.N.E.
Eathkeale. Ac. 1267. P. 318. At Cappagh Hill,

10 m W. Skibbereen, there is a copper mine.

—

III. A river and bog, co. Galway.
Cappagiiwhite, a town of Ireland, Munster,

CO. and 7 m. N. Tipperary. P. 674.

Cappanacushy, a group of islets, Ireland,

Munster, co. Kerry, at the head of the estuary of

river of same name, and 3 m. W. Kenmare.
Cappel, a town of Switzerland, cant. St Gall,

dist. Haut-Toggenburg. P. 2229.

Cappel, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 10 m.
S.S.W. Zurich. Here the reformer Ulrich Zwin-
glius was killed in a skirmish against the Papists,

October 11, 1531.

Cappella, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov.
Treviso dist. Ceneda. P. 1769.
Ca?PELN, two vills., N. Germany.—I. Prussia,

prov. & 9 m. N.E. Osnabriick.—II. QVesterX Prus-
sian Westphalia, Munster, 19 m. E.N.E. Kheina.
Cappeln, a vill. of Prussia, duchy Schleswig,

on the Schley. P. 2761. Exports com and fish.

Cappoge, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Louth,
1 m. N.W. Dunlur. Ac. 1283. P. 347.

Cappoquin, a town of Irel., Munster, co. Water-
ford, on the Blackwater, navigable hence down-
wards in barges, 4 m. E.N.E. Lismore. P. 1774.

Capracotta, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 27
m. N.W. Campobasso. P. 2838.

Capraja, an island of North Italy, Mediter-
ranean, with fortified port of same name, on E.

side, 17 m. E. the N. extremity of Corsica. Length

3J m., breadth IJ m. P. 684. It is mountainous,
and produces wine and oil.

Capraja, a town. Central Italy, prov. Florence,

circ. Miniato. P. 2938. • Its stronghold rises boldly
with an abrupt precipice towards the Arno.
Caprara, a town of North Italy, prov. Bologna,

circ. Vergato. P. 4188.

Caprera, an island of the Mediterranean, off

the N.E. coast of Sardinia. Length N. to S. 5
miles. The home of Garibaldi.

Caprese, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and 13

m. N.E. Arezzo. P. 1867. Michael Angelo was
bom here in 1475.

Capri, Caprex, an island of S. Italy, dist. Cas-
tellamare, at the S. entrance of the bay, and 20

m. S. the city of Naples. Length 4J m., breadth
3 m. It is mountainous, coasts steep and inac-

cessible, except at the port oj" Capri, a small for-

tified town on its S. side, with a cathedral. P. of

town, 2360. Climate mild ; soil rocky, but well

cultivated, & producing grain, fruit, oil, and wine.

Capri, a small island of Dalmatia, in the Adri-
atic Sea, 10 m. W. Sebenico.

Capriata, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Ales-

sandria, 7 m. S.W. Novi, cap. mand. P. 2760.

Capriati, a town of South Italy, prov. Caserta,

cap. cant, 6 m. E.S.E. Venafro. P. 1430.

Capricorn Islands, a small group of islands

and rocks off the E. coast of Australia, on the

tropic of Capricorn. Lon. 151° 15' E.
Caprino, two towns of Northern Italy.—I.

prov. and 10 m. W.N.W. Bergamo, with exten-
sive silk mills. P. 1547.—II. cap. dist, and 15
m. N.W. Verona. P. 3400.

Capryke, a town of Belgium, prov. East Flan-
ders, 13 m. N.N.W. Ghent. P. 3829. It has
several breweries, and trade in timber.
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Capsali, a seaport town of the Ionian Islands,

cap. Cerigo, near S. side of the isl. P. 6000.
Capua (Casilinuviy, a forliiied city of S. Italy,

cap. prov. Caserta, on the Volturno, 20 m. N.
Naples. P. C1861J 14,238. It is an archbishop's
see, and has a gotnic cathedral. In 1860 it was
taken by the Italian army from Francis ii. Ano.
Capua, with ruins of an amphitheatre, is 2 m.
distant. It is one of the keys of the province

;

for, though far from the frontier, it is the only
fortress that covers the approach to Naples.
Capueso, a town of South Italy, prov. and 7

m. S.E. Bari. P. 4012.

Caputh, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 11 m. N.
Perth. Estimated area 16,000 ac P. 2373.

Caqueta, a river, Brazil. pTAPCRA.]
Cara, an islet of Scotland, co. Argyle, off its

W. coast, pa. and immediately S. Gigha.
Carabajales, two towns of Spain.—I. prov.

and 16 m. N.W, Zamora. P. 834.—II. (de li Eti-
comiendd), prov. and 40 m. N.W. Zamora.
Carabobo, a prov. of Venezuela, South Ame-

rica, with a small town, 33 m. S.W. Valencia.
Area 8080 sq. m. P. (1854) 96,967.
Caracas or Caraccas, a prov., Venezuela, S.

Amer., in lat. 7° 38' & 10° 26' N. ; Ion. 65° 30' & 68°

W., bounded N. by the Caribbean Sea,W. by Cara-
bobo & Varinas, S. by Achaguas, Venezuela, and
Guiana, & E. by Barcelona. Area 33,819 sq. m. P.
242,888. Surface diversified, & flat on the coast,

where several indentations occur, & form good
harbours & roadsteads. Products, cacao, coffee,

& indigo. The prov. is divided into 16 cantons.
Caracas, cap. city of the above prov., lat. 10°

30' 13" N. ; Ion. 67° 4' 45" "W., 2880 feet above
the sea, and 16 m. S.S.E. of La Guayra its port, on
the Caribbean Sea. It is wel 1 supplied with water,
and has a healthy climate. Mean temperature of

June 72°, Feb. 68°-2, Fahr. It has a cathedral, the
church of Alta Gracia. By the earthquake of

1812, 12,000 persons perished.

Caraffa, a vill., S. Italy, prov. & circ. Catan-
zaro, on high-road betw. Cotrone & Pizzo. P. 1265.

Caraglio, a town of North Italy, prov. and 6
m. W. Cuneo, cap. mand., on the Grana. P.,

with comm., 6474. It has manufactures of silks.

Cara Hissar. LKara-H. & Afium-K.-Hissar.]
Caraslagxa, a vilL of N. Italy, prov. Cuneo,

circ. Saluzzo. P. (with comm.) 3517.

Caraman, a comm. and town of France, dep.

H. Garonne, 9 m. N. ViUefranche. P. 2577.

Caraman, Asia Minor. [Karaman.]
Carahanico, a to^vn of South Italy, cap. cant.,

prov. and 17^ m. S.W. Chieti. P. 2955.

Caramnassa, a river of British Indfa, presid.

Bengal, tributary to the Ganges, and separating
the old provs. Bahar and Benares.

Carajjja, an island of British India., presid.

Bombay, in Bombay harbour, about 8 m. E.S.E.
of the city. Nearly circular, and 4 m. in diameter.

Caraxtec, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.

Finistfere, arr. Morlaix, cant. Taulet. P. 1355.
Carantilly, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Manche, arr. St L6, cant. Marigny. P. 1162.
Carapella, Cerbalus, a river of S. Italy, prov.

Foggia, after a N.E. coiu-se of about 48 m. enters
the Adriatic, 9 m. S. Manfredonia. Near its

mouth it sends E.ward a branch which enters the
lagoon of Salpi. The towns Ascoli di Satriano
and Carapella are on its banks.

CARAPEI.LE, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and
circ. Aquila. P. 1643.

Carasco, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Genoa,

2J m. N.E. Chiavari. P. 1908.

Oaeassai, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and ciic.

Ascoli-Pioeuo. P. 1758.

Carate Brianza, a market town of North
Italy, prov. and 15 m. N. Milan. P. 2954. For-
merly fortified.

Caravaca, a town of Spain, prov. and 39 m,
N.W. Murcia, on an affluent of the Segura. P.
9910. In a mountain W. of the town is the sta-
lactite cavern of Barquilla.

Caravaggio, a town of Northern Italy, prov.
and 15 m. S.S.W. Bergamo. P. (1862) 6535.
Birthplace of the painters Polidoro Caldara and
Michael Angelo M^erigi, both named Caravaggio
from their native town.
Caravanchel, two contiguous vills. of Spain,

prov. and near Madrid. United pop. 1900.

Caravellas, a seaport town of Brazil, cap.

comarca, prov. Bahia, dist Porto Seguro, on N.
side of the Bay of Caravellas, in the Atlantic.

Lat. 17° 49' S., Ion. 39° 26' W. P. 5000.

Carbalj/), a vilL of Spain, prov. Coruna. With
mineral springs and baths. P. 365.

Carbet (Le), a town of Martinique, French
Antilles, on W. side of the island, 2 m. S. San
Pierre. P. 3501. S. of the town is the Piton de
Carbet, a volcanic mountain.
Carbon, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

E. part of Pennsylvania. Area 400 sq. m. P.

(1860) 21,033. Surface rugged and sterile. It

has the most extensive coal mining in the U. S.,

and saw, flour, grist, powder nulls, and iron

works. A railway extends from the mines to

Lehigh river, the navigation of which has been
opened by means of dams and locks as far aa

White Haven. Cap. Mauch Chunk.
Carbon (Cape), North Africa, Algeria, in lat.

36° 47' N. ; Ion. 5° 5' E.
Carbonara, two towns of South Italy.—I.

prov. and 36 m. E. Avellino, cap. cant P. 2800.

—II. prov. and 4 m. S. Bari. P. 4754.
Carbonara, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and

22i m. S.E. Mantua, on the Po. P. 1900.

Carbonara, a town of European Turkey, Al-
bania, on the Vonizza, 10 m. E.N.E. Avlona.
Carbonara (Cape), forms the S.E. extremity

of the island Sardinia. Lat 39° 4' N., Ion. 9° 34' E.
Carbonaro, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Pavia, on the Ticino. P. 1306.

Carbon-Blanc, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Gii-onde, 6 m. N.E. Bordeaux. P. 839.

Carbondale, a vill., U. S., N. America, Penn-
sylvania, 29 m. N.E. Wilkesbarre. P. 2398.

Carbone, a town of South Italy, prov. Basili-

cata, 39 m. S.S.E. Potenza. P. 1692.

Carbonera-el-Mayor, a town of Spain, prov.

and 8 m. N.N.W. Segovia. P. 2051.

Cabbonne, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

H. Garonne, 23 m. S.S.W. Toulouse. P. 2468.

Carbrooke, a pa, of England, co. Norfolk, 2J
m. N.N.W. Watton. Ac. 3020. P. 751.

Carbury, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kil-

dare. Ac. 4796. P. 483.

Carcabuey, a town of Spain, provl and 36 m.
S.E. Cordova. P. 3396.

Carcajente, a town of Spain, prov. Valencia,

12 m. N.N.E. San Felipe. P. 7280. Linen and
woollen manufactures.
Carcare, a vill.. North Italy, prov. Genoa, on

the road from Alessandria to Savona, P. 1363.

Carcassonne, Carcaso, a comm. and city of

South France, cap. dep. Aude, on the Aude and
the Canal du Midi, 65 m. S.E. Toulouse. P.

20,644. The river is here crossed by a bridge of

10 arches. The new or low town is regularly

built, and is sun-ounded by a wall. The old city,

on elevated ground, is enclosed by walls, por-

tions of which are supposed to be as old as the

time of the Visigoths ; and it contains the castl*
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and the old cathedral. Other edifices are the new
cathedral, town-hall, hospitals, theatre, barracks,

covered markets, and church of St Vincent. It

is a bishop's see, and has a coram, college, normal
school, and a tribunal of commerce. It is well

supplied with water, and has important manufs.

of cloth, linens, nails, and soap, distilleries, tan-

neries, & paper mills. Trade in leather, cloth, &
wool. Suffered in the wars against the Albigenses.

Carcavellos, a vill. of Portugal, prov. Estre-

madura, 11 m. W.N.W. Lisbon, and famous for

its wine (known in commerce as Calcavella).

Gaecelen, a town of Spain, prov. and 23 m.
E.N.E. Albacete. P. 2019.

Garceei, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, prov.

Padua, dist. Este, P. 1796.

CARCfes, a comm. and town of France, dep. Var,

on the Argens, 15 m. W.S.W. Draguignan. P.

2789. Silk weaving, distilleries, and tanneries.

Carcolston, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 7 m.
S. SouthweU. Ac. 1200. P. 229.

Carculla, a town of British India, presid.

"Madras, dist. Canara, 27 m. N.N.E. Mangalore.
Cardaillac, a coram, and market town of

France, dep. Lot, 31 m. N.E. Cahors. P. 1273.

Cardano, a town of North Italy, prov. Milan,

circ. Gallarate. P. 2057.

Garden, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and
18 m. S. W. Coblenz. P. 500.

Cardenas, a town of Cuba, cap. jurisdiction.

East of Havana, on N. coast of the island, on a
bay. P. 3103. It is connected by railway with
Montalvo and Matanzas.

CardeSJosa, a town of Spain, prov. and 8 m.
N.W. Avila. P. 816. Woollen weaving.
Gardeston, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 6 m.

W. Shrewsbury. Ac. 2400. P. 294.

Cardiff, a pari, and munic. bor., and seaport of

South Wales, cap. co. Glamorgan) on the Taff, IJ
m. from its mouth, in the estuarj- of the Severn.

10^ m. S.W. Newport. Alt. 394 ft. P. (1814)

10,000, (1861) 32,954, besides 6000 in suburbs. The
Taflf Vale Railway connects it with Merthyr and
Aberdare mineral field, and the Rhymney Railway
with the Monmouthshire mineral districts, and
directly with Binningham on the N. The South
Wales Railway gives direct access to London on
one side, and MilfordHaven on the other. Increase
oftradeandpopulation almostunprecedented. Ex-
ports (1862), 1,689,740/.; (1863\ coal, 1,485,385/.;

iron, 212,892/. Customs rev. 12,299/. Vessels be-
longing to the port, 57 ; tonnage, 12,880. Splendid
docks, with 45 acres water area, give great facili-

ties for shipments. A new dockand tidal harbour,
to cost 750,000/., are in progress within the port
of Cardiff, & the Marquis of Bute has applied
to Parliament for authority to construct new
docks to cover an area of 145 acres, and a low-
water pier, from which steamers may depart at all

hours. Iron ship-building yards, iron and other
factories, have been established on a large scale,

and Cardiff is rapidly becoming one of the first

ports in the empire. It has atown-hall, lawcom-ts,
CO. gaol, house of correction, theatre, four banks,
and several schools. Cardiff joins with Cow-
bridge and Llantrissent in sending one member
to House of Commons. Reg. electors (1865)
2195. Gives title of baron to Marquis of Bute.
Cardigan, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport

town, and pa. of South Wales, cap. co., on the
Tewy, 5 ra. from its entrance into St George
Channel, 23 m. N.E. Haverford-West. P. 3543.
Imports coal, limestone, and timber. Exports
slates, oats, and butter. Vessels belonging to
the port in 1862, 72 ; tonnage, 6944. Vessels ex-
ceeding 300 tons can enter the harbour, but a bar

at its mouth renders the passage dangerous m
rough weather. Customs rev. (1862) 61/. Assizes
are held here. Cardigan, with the suburb of
Bridgend, unites with Aberystwith, Lampeter,
and Adpar, in sending one member to House of
Commons. Reg. elect. (1864) 658.

Cardigan Bay, an inlet of St George Channel,
Wales, between Brach-y-Pwll & Stumble Head-
lands, surrounded by the cos. Carnarvon, Meri-
oneth, Cardigan, and Pembroke. It receives the
rivers Maw, Dovy, Ystwith, Yiron, and Teify.

The island Bardsey is near its N. extremity.
Cardiganshire, a co. of Soiith Wales, having

W. Cardigan Bay, and enclosed landward by the
cos. Merioneth, Montgomery, Radnor, Brecon,
Carmarthen and Pembroke. Area 676 sq. m., or

443,387 ac, of which scarcely more than one-third
is arable. P. 72,245. Surface level on the coast;

mountainous in the interior, but interspersed with
fertile valleys. Plinlimmon, 2481 feet in height,

is in its N.E. part. The chief rivers are the Teify,

Dovy, Ridol, Ystwith, Arth, and Towey. Prin-
cipal industry in the rearing of live stock, and
silver, copper, and lead mines. Gloves and flan-

nels are manufactured. Exports slates, wool,

butter, and oats. The co. is subdivided into 6
hundreds and 64 pas., and is in the diocese of St
David's. It returns one member to House of

Commons. Reg. elect. (1864) 3415.

Cardinale, a town of South Italy, prov. and
21 m. S.S.W. Catanzaro. P. 2903.

Cardington, two pas. of England.—I. co. Bed-
ford, on the Ouse, 2 m. S.S.W. WiUington. Ac.
5170. P. 1419. In the church is a tablet to the
memory of Howard the philanthropist, who re-

sided here.—II. co. Salop, 3| m. E.N.E. Church-
Stretton. Ac. 6713. P. 768.

Cardinham, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 3J
m. N.E. Bodmin. Ac. 9534 P. 717.

Cardito, a vill. of Southern Italy, prov. and
7 m. N. Naples, circ. Casoria. P. 3968.

Cardiva, one of the Maldive Islands, Indian
Ocean, lat. 5° N., Ion. 73° 40' E.

Cardona, a fortified town of Spain, prov. and
44 m. N.W. Barcelona. P. 2366. S.W. of the town
is a mountain of rock-salt, 500 feet in elevation,

which affords an inexhaustible supply of that

article. The town has manufs. of silks & cutlery.

Cardross, a town and pa. of Scotland, co. and

3J m. W.N.W. Dumbarton, on the Clyde, and on
rail, to Helensburgh. Ac. 11,536. P. 6325. Robert
the Bruce died here, 1329.

Careby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, on the
Glen, 5 m. S.W. Bourn. Ac. 1454. P. 107.

Careggine, a comm. of Central Italy, prov.

Massa, circ. Castelnuovo. P. 1372.

Carema, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Turin,

circ. Ivrea. P. 1473.

Carennac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot, 35 m. N.N.E. Cahors. P. 1020.

Carentan, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Manche, cap. cant., 14 m. N.N.W. St L6. P.

3110. Manufs. of lace and cotton, and exports
cattle, hogs, and corn.

Carentoir, a coram, and vill. of France, cap.

cant, dep. Morbihan, arr. and 28 m. E.N.E.
Vannes. P. 4405. Trade in cider and butter.

Caresana, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Novara,
8 m. S.S.E. Vercelli. P. 3228.
Careston, a pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar, 4 m.

W. Brechin. P. 225.

Carew, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 4 m.
E.N.E. Pembroke. Ac. 5636. P. 993.

Carfin, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, j»a,

Bothwell. P. 1342.

CARGiitSE, a comm. and vill. of Corsica, arr.
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»nd 12 m. N.N.W. Ajaccio, on the Gulf of

iSagone. P. 1063. This commune forms a Greek
colony, and is the best cultivated in the island.

Cabgill, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 10 m. N.E.
Perth, on the Tay, and on Scot Midland Eailway.

P. 1647. Salmon fisheries and stone quarries.

Cargin, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. Gal-
way, 1 m. S.W. Headford. Ac. 2866. P. 793.

Cabhaix, VorganiuTn, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Finistfere, cap. cant^ near 1. b. of

the Hy^res, 31 m. N.E. Q,uimper. P. 2197.

Carham, a pa. of England, co. Northimiber-
land, on the Tweed, 3 m. S.W. Coldstream. Ac.
10,382. P. 1274.

Carhampton, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

IJ m. S.E. Dunster. Ac. 5724. P. 706.

Cariaco, a marit town, S. Amer., Venezuela,
prov. and 40 m. E. Cumana, in a plain watered by
the Cariaco river, near the liead of the Gulf of

Cariaco. P. 7000.—The GulfofCariaco is 40 m. in

length W. to E., by 10 m. in breadth, has in all

parts good anchorage, and richly wooded shores.

Cariati, a seaport town of South Italy, prov.
Cosenza, cap. cant., on the Gidf of Taranto, 17
m. E.S.E. Eossano. P. 3100.

Caribbean Sbia, that portion of the Atlantic

Ocean which extends between Central and South
America, and the isls. of Cuba, Haiti, and Porto
Eico, communicating on the W. with the Gulf of

Mexico. Chief inlets, the Gulfs of Honduras,
Darien, and Maracaybo. [Atlantic]
Cariboo, a mining dist. [Columbia, BBmsH.]
Carife, Callijite, a town of South Italy, prov.

Avellino, in the Apennines, 11 m. S.S.E. Anano.
P. 2020. It has a coUegiate church.
Carignan, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardennes, cap. cant., on the Chiers, 22 m. E.S.E.
Mezieres. P. 2119. Tile and brick works.
Carignano, a town of North Italy, prov.

Turin, cap. mand., near 1. b. of the Po, 11 m. S.

Turin. P. 7712. It has manuf. of silk twist
Cabiblata Islands, a group in the China Sea,

in the middle of the Carimata or Billiton Strait,

between Borneo and Billiton. Carimata, the
largest, is 15 m. in circumference. The islands

have no permanent inhabitants. The highest
peak is 2000 feet above the sea, in lat. 1° 36' S., Ion.
108° 54' E.

—

Carimata-passage, between Borneo
and Billiton, is 120 m. across.

Cakimons, several islands of the Asiatic archi-
pelago.—I. (Great and Little), in the Strait of
Malacca, 30 m. S.W. Singapore. Lat. 1° 5' N.

;

Ion. 103° 30' E.—II. {Cartmon-Java), a group N.
of Java. Lat. 5* 45' S ; Ion. 110° 15' E.

Carixena, a town of Spain, prov. and 30 m.
S.S.W. Zaragoza. P. 3500.
Cabinhenha, a town of Brazil, prov. Bahia, on

1. b. of the San Francisco, and at the mouth of
the Carinhenha, 52 m. N. Salgado. P. 2000.

Carini, a town of Sicily, prov. and 12 m.
W.N.W. Palermo. P. (1862^ 9300.
Carinola, a town of South Italy, prov.

Caserta, dist. and 20 m. E. Gaeta. P. 6620. Its

vicinity produces excellent wine.
Carinthia, a prov. of Austria. [Karnthen.J
Cabipe, a town and valley of South America,

Venezuela, prov. and 40 m. S.E. Cumana. P.
5000. The valley is noted for a savem fre-
quented bya species of night-hawk ((7aprtwM<7o«s).

Carisbbooke, a pa. and anc castle, Isle of
Wight, li m. S.W. Newport. Ac 7409. P. 7502.
Cai{la-le-Comte, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Ariege, arr. and 11 m. W. Pamiers. P.
1977. Birthplace of the philosopher Bayle.
Cablantino, a town of South Italy, prov.

Foggia, circ. S. Severe. P. 1544.

Garlaverook, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 5 m
S.S.E. Dumfries, on the Solway Firth and the
river Nith. Ac. 18,320. P. 1248.

Carlbt, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, on the
Glen, 5 m. S.W. Bourn. Ac. 1020. P. 349.
Carlee, a viU. of British India, presid. Bom-

bay, dist. and 34 m. N.W. Poona, famous for cave
temples, probably of Buddhic origin.

Carlentini, a town of Sicily, prov. Noto, 19
m. N.W. Syracuse. Founded by Charles v., to
be the head-quarters of his Sicilian army, but
never completed ; and, being partially destroyed
by an earthquake in 1693, it is now unimportant.
P. 4721.

Cablepont, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Oise, arr. Compi^gne. cant. Eibecourt. P. 1511.

CarI£T, a town of Spain, prov. and 19 m. 8.
Valencia, on the Eequena. P. 3884. Trade in
grain, fruit, and wine. It has linen weaving.
Carlingford or Carlinford, a maritime town

and pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Louth, on the
S. shore of Carlingford Bay, 10 m. E.N.E. Dun-
dalk. Ac. of pa. 19,984. P. 8032 ; do. of town,
777.

—

CarlingfordBay is an inlet of the Irish Sea,
between cos. Louth and Down, 11 m. in length
by 3 m. in greatest breadth, and connected with
Lough-Neagh by the Newry Canal. Lat. of
lighthouse, on an isl. at its mouth, 64° 1' N. ; Ion.
6° 5' W. On the S. side of the ha.y Carlingford
Mountains rise to 1935 feet in height.

Carlisle, Luguvallum, a city of England, cap.
CO. Cumberland, on the rivers Eden, Caldew, and
Petterill, with a bridge of 10 arches. The Lan-
caster and Carlisle (now London and S.-W.),
Newcastle and Carlisle (now North-Eastem), the
Caledonian, Glasgow and S.-Western, Maryport
and Carlisle, and the Silloth, Port Carlisle, and
Carlisle Eailways, all unite here. The Port Car-
lisle EaiL was formerly a ship canal from the
Solway Firth, and now extended to Silloth, 300
m. N.N.W. London, 60 m. W.S.W. Newcastle.
Ac. of pari, and muncip. city, 1525 ac. P. (1851)
26,310, (1861) 29,436. It has an anc. cathedral
(recently restored) and 5 other churches, besides
meeting-houses of various denominations. A
cemetery of 45 acres opened 1854. Town-hall,
county gaol, news-rooms, infirmary, dispensary,
and house of recovery. An anc. castle, the keep
buUt by William Eufus, now used as barracks,
mechanics' institute, school of arts, library, banks,
manufs. of cottons and woollens, print and dye
works, engineering works, iron foundries, tan-
neries, and breweries. The corporation consists
of a mayor, 10 aldermen, and 30 coimciUors, who
also form a local board of health. Corp. rev.

3000/., irrespective of rates. Vessels belonging
to the port (1862) 15, tonnage 1910. County
assizes held twice a year ; county sessions, quar-
terly and petty sessions, 3 times a week. The
early history goes back to the most remote period
of our annals ; many memorials of the Eoman
period are constantly being found, and vestiges
of the Eoman wall are still seen in the vicinity.

Part of the anc. wall which surrounded the city
still remains. The charters of the city date
back to Henry iii., but the governing charter
was given by Charles i., in whose favour the
city declared and suffered severely during the
succeeding civU war. In 1745 it surrendered to

Prince Charles, but was retaken by the Duke of
Cumberland, when he put to death, as traitors,

the officers of the garrison. Carlisle sends 2
members to House of Commons. Eeg. electors

(1863) 1475. It has a bishop, and dean and
chapter. The see, founded by Henry i., com-
prises parishes in Cumberland and Westmoreland.
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Rev. 5000/. Customs rev. (1862) 32,164/. Exports

(1862) 1268/. Mean temp. Juno 61°-0, Jan. o8'-9.

Altitude at castle 68 feet.

Caklisle, a town, U. S., North America, Penn-
Bylvania, cap. co. Cumberland, 18 m. SW. Harris-

burgh. P. 6000. It has a co.-house, co.-offices,

barracks, and a college, founded in 1783.—II. a
township, New York, co. and 8 m. N.W. Scho-
harie. P. 1850.—III. (Nevj), a town of Lower
Canada, on Chaleur Bay.
Caklo, an island, Gulf of Bothnia. [Karlo.]
Carlofoktk, a town near the S.W. coast of the

islaiid Sardinia, prov. Cagliari, cap. mand., on
the island San Pietro. P. 3612. It has extensive

fisheries and important salt works.
Caui^opago or Karlobago, a fortified seaport

town of Austrian Croatia, on the Adriatic, oppo-

site the Dalmatian island Pago. , P. 960. Active

trade in wine, timber, and fish.

Carlopoli, a town of South Italy, prov. and

12J m. N.N.W. Catanzaro. P. 1999.

Carix)s (San), a fortified town of South Ame-
rica, Republic of Chile, cap. prov. and on N.W.
coast of Chiloe Island.

Carlos (San), a town of South America, Vene-
zuela, 130 m. S.W. Caracas, in a valley on the

Aguare. P. 10,000. (?)

Carlota (La), a town of Spain, prov. and 17

m. S.S.W. Cordova. P. 3252. It is one of the

German colonies, founded in 1767, in the Sierra

Morena. Manufs. hempen and linen fabrics.

Carlow, an inland co. of Ireland, Leinster,

encircled by the cos. Kildare, Wicklow, Wexford,
and Kilkenny. Ac. 221,342, of which about

185,000 ac. are arable and 31,000 ac. bog, moun-
tain, and waste land. P. in 1841, 86,228; in 1851,

68,075; in 1861, 51,137. Surface, except in the

S., flat or undulating. Principal rivers, the Bar-

row and Slaney. Granite is found throughout

the CO. Manufs. unimportant. Corn, flour, malt,

bacon, and butter, are the principal exports. Car-

low is divided into 7 baronies, and 47 pas. in the

diocese of Leighlin. Chief towns, Carlow and
Old Leighlin. Exclusive of its capital, it sends 2

members to House of Commons.
Carlow (originally Catherlogh), a pari, and

munic. bor., town, and pa. of Ireland, cap. above
CO., at the confluence of the Burron with the

navigable Barrow, and on S.-E. rail., 44 m. S.SW.
Dublin. Alt. 160 feet. Ac. of pa. 3330. P. 8102,

do. of town, 8973. It has a Protestant pa. church,

a Roman Catholic cathedral, and a college for

divinity students ; 2 nunneries, a court-house, co.

gaol, lunatic asylum and infirmary, fever hospital,

union workhouse, and barracks. Exports corn,

bacon, and butter to Waterford by the river, and
to Dublin by the Grand Canal. Co. assizes, and
quarter and petty-sessions are held; and a co.

police force is stationed at Carlow. It sends 1

member to House of Commons. Reg. elect. 234.

Carlovitz, a town of Slavonia. [Karlowitz.]
Cari^bad (Germ. Karlsbad, " Charles' bath"),

a town of Bohemia, circ. Elbogen, on the Tiipel,

near its junction with the Eger, 70 m. W.N.W.
Prague, famous for its hot springs. Stationary
pop. 3000 ; but, during the season, 5000 visitors

are added. Mean temperature of year 46° ; win-
ter 36°-3; summer 63°-7, Fahr. The town, the

most fashionable watering-place in Germany,
occupies the bottom of a narrow valley, between
Bteep granite mountains, and consists mainly of

lodging-houses and hotels for visitors. It has a
granite bridge across the Eger ; theatre, hospital,

and reading-rooms. It possesses numerous ther-

mo-sulphated saline spi-ings, with a temp, rang-
ing from 104° to 165° Fahr. ; of these, the Sprudel,

temp. 165° Falir., deposits so much incrustation,

and is forced upwards with such violence, that
fresh orifices have to be continually bored, to pre-
vent explosions and damage to the town. The
Muhlhrunnen, temp. 138° Fahr., furnishes most of

the water used for drinking. Vapour baths have
been constructed over the Hygienquelle. The
public walks around the town are admired. The
baths are mostly frequented from June to Sep-
tember. Carlsbad is celebrated for the congress
held there in 1819.

Carlsburg, Transylvania. [Karlsburg.]
Carlscrona or Bleking, a maritime Iten in

the S. of Sweden, between lat. 56° and 56° 30' N.

;

Ion. 14° 30' and 16° E., having S. and E. the Bal-
tic, W. Christianstadt, N. Wexio, and N.E. Kal-
mar. Area 1149 sq. m. P. (1865) 125,436. Prin-
cipal towns, Carlscrona and Carlshamn.
Carlscrona or Karlskrona, a fortified sea-

port town of Sweden, and the principal station

of the Swedish navj', cap. Isen, near the S. ex-
tremity of the kingdom, on 5 small islands in the
Baltic, connected by bridges with each other and
the mainland, 55 m. E. Christianstadt. Lat. of

S. point 56° 9' 5" N. ; Ion. 15° 35' 2" E. P. in

1865, 16,245. Harbour safe, with water sufiicient

for the largest ships, and three entrances, the
principal defended by two strong forts. Town,
built principally of wood, is separated by a wall

from an extensive naval arsenal and dockyard.

Chief edifices, the churches, council-house, pre-

fect's residence, and public schools. Manufs. of

naval equipments, linen cloths, tobacco, and re-

fined sugar, and an export trade in metals, potash,

and other Baltic produce, as the outport of Got-
tenburg.'
Carlshamn {Charles' harbour), a fortified sea-

port town of Sweden, Isen and 26 m. W. Carls-

crona, on the Baltic. P. 5731. Manufs. sail-cloth,

tobacco, and hats ; and has dye-houses, building-

docks ; trade in iron, timber, pitch, and tar.

Carlso, a small isl. in the Baltic, W. of Goth-
land. Lat. N.E. point, 57° 19' 39" N. ; Ion. 18° E.

Carlsruhe or Karlsruhe (" Charles' Best "),

a city of W. Germany, cap. Grand Duchy of

Baden, and of the circ. of Middle Rhine, on the

railway from Mannheim to Basle, 4 m. E. of the

Rhine, and 39 m. W.N.W. Stuttgart. P. (1864)

30,367, of whom nearly two-thirds are Protes-

tants. Mean temp, of "year 51°'5
; winter 34°-6

;

summer 66°"3, Fahr. Chief buildings are the
grand ducal palace, the palace of the Margraves
of Baden, polytechnic school, Protestant and
Roman Catholic churches, a synagogue, council-

house, the hall of representatives, mint, post-

oflace, barracks, arsenal, cannon-foundry, mu-
seum, club-house, and several hospitals, includ-

ing one richly endowed by the London tailor,

Stultz. The city is supplied with water by an
aqueduct from Durlach, and ornamented with
fountains, and a stone pyramid in the market-
place, under which the founder of the city was
buried. The gardens of the palace form the chief

public promenade. Public institutions comprise
a lyceum, military, medical, & veterinary schools,

academies of architecture, painting, and music,

botanic garden, society of arts, and numerous
literary associations. Manufs. of jewellery, car-

pets, & chemical products, furniture & carriages.

Carlsruhe, a market town, Prussian Silesia,

circ. and 18 m. N.W. Oppeln. P. 1550.

Oarlstad, a Isen or prov. of Sweden, mostly
between lat. 59° and 61° N., Ion. 12° and 14° 30'

E., having S. Lake Wener and Wenersborg, W.
Norway, E. CErebro, and N.E. Fahlun. Area
6524 sq. m. P. 259,612. Surface mountaiuoua
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or hilly, interspersed with numerous lakes and
rivers; the principal of the latter is the Clara.
The prov. comprises some nch iron mines, and
the towns Carlstad and Christineham.

Cari^tad, an inland town of Sweden, cap.

above Isen, on the island Tingvalla, near the N.
shore of Lake Wener, 160 m. W. Stockholm.
P. 4728. It has a cathedral, college with library

and observatory, town-house, governor's resi-

dence, theatre, club, cabinet of natural history,

and agricultural society. Exports copper, iron,

com, salt, and timber.

Cari^tadt, Germany. [Kari.stadt."|
Carlton, numerous pas. of England.—I. co.

Suffolk, 1 m. N.W. Saxmundham. Ac. 543. P.
116.—II. CO. Cambridge, 7 m. S. Newmarket.
Ac. 2200. P. 402.—III. (^Easf), co. Norfolk, 4J
m. E. Wymondham. Ac. 1213. P. 244.—IV.
(Great), co. Lincoln, parts Lindsev, 5| m. E.S.E.
Louth. Ac. 2190. P. 338.—V. (Li'«/e> 4i m.
E.S.E. Louth. Ac. 1006. P. 181.—VI. {NorthX
5 m. N.N.W. Lincoln. Ac. 1795. P. 163.-VII.
(South), CO. and 4| m. N.N.W. Lincoln. Ac. 1910.
P. 181.—VIII. (Curlieu), co. Leicester, 7 m.
N.N.W. Market-Harborough. Ac. 2970. P. 308.
— IX. (Le Moorlands), co. Lincoln, parts Kest-
even, 7J ra. E.N.E. Newark. Ac. 2610. P. 384.—X. (Scroop), CO. Lincoln, parts Kesteven, 6j m.
N.E. Grantham. Ac. 1342. P. 266.
Carlton, several pas., etc., of England.—I. co.

J3ods, on the Ouse, 4| m. N.E. Olney. Ac. 1530.
P. 470.—II. CO. Norfolk, 5J m. S.W. Norwich.
Ac. 772. P. 79.— III. CO. Northampton, 3 ra.

W.S.W. Rockingham. Ac. 1593. P. 70.—IV.
a toAvnship, co. Notts, pa. Gedling, 3 m. E.N.E.
Nottingham. P. 2559.—V. a pa., co. York, N.
Riding, 3 m. S.S.W. Stokesley, Ac. 830. P.
243.—VI. a chapelry, co. York, W. Riding, pa.
and 1^ m. N.N.E. Snaith. P. 752.—VII. a town-
ship, CO. York, W. Riding, pa. Rothwell, 4i m.
N. Wakefield. P. 2028.—VIII. a pa., same co.

and Riding, on the Aire, 2 m. S.W. Skipton. Ac.
6117. P. 1506.—IX. (Forehoe), co. Norfolk, on
the Yare, 3J m. N.N.W. Wymondham. Ac. 772.
P. 124.—X. (CastleX co. Lincoln, pts. Lindsey,
6^ m. E.S.E. Louth. Ac. 600. P. 45. It was
formerly a market town.—XI. (Colville), co. Suf-
folk, 3J ra. S.W. Lowestoft. Ac. 2804. P. 946.—XII. (in Lindrick), co. Notts, 4 m. N.N.E.
Worksop. Ac. 3980. P. 1035.—XIII. (Rode),
CO. Norfolk, 6 m, W.S.W. Mary-Stratton. Ac.
2631. P. 905.

Carlton, a township of the TT. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, on Lake Ontario, 221 m. N.W.
Albany. P. 2809.
Carlton (Fort), British North America, on

the Saskatchewan river, N. branch, lat. 53° N.

;

Ion. 61° 12' W., is enclosed by lofty stockades.
Carluke, a municipal bor., pa. and town of

Scotland, co. and 5 m. N.W. Lanark. Ac. 16,410.
P. 6176, of town 3111. Manufs. of cotton ; coal,
iron, and lime works.
Carmagnola, a city of North Italy, cap. mand.,

on the Po, prov. and 16 m. S. Turin. P. (1861)
12,512. Manufs. of jewellery, and an active trade
in silk, flax, com, cattle, etc.

Carmarthen, Caer Fryddyn Maridunutn, a
pari, and munic. bor., seaport town and pa. of
South Wales, cap. co., on the Towy, here crossed
l)y a bridge, 8 m. above its mouth in the Bristol
Channel, 14 m. N.W. Llanelly, with which it is
connected by railway. P. of bor. 9993. Annual
rainfall 42 inches. Altitude, 30 feet. Principal edi-
fico.s, a pa. church, guildhall, market house, bor.
ani CO. gaol, custom-house, and theatre, a new
lunatic asylum for 260 patients. The town has

a grammar school and Presb3rterian college, docks
for building vessels, and an active export trade
in corn, butter, timber, bark, slates, and lead ore.

The Towy is navigable to the bridge for vessels
of 200 tons burden. It is the seat of the co. as-
sizes, half-yearly bor. se.ssions, and petty sessions

weekly. In conjunction with Llanelly, it sends
1 member to H. of C. Reg. elects. (1864) 858.

Cakmarthen Bay, a large inlet of the Bristol

Channel, Wales, between St Gowan's Point, co.

Pembroke, and Worms Head, co. Glamorgan, and
having N. the co. Carmarthen. It receives the

Taff and Toivy rivers. Caldby Island, in the

bay, has a lighthouse, 210 feet above the sea, in

lat. 51° 37' 66" N. ; Ion. 4° 40' 67" W.
Carmarthenshire, the largest co. of Wales,

in its S. part, having S. the Bristol Channel, and
on other sides the cos. Pembroke, Cardigan, Bre-
con, and Glamorgan. Area 974 sq. m., or 606,331

ac. P. 111,796. Surface hilly, interspersed with
productive valleys ; in the E. it is bounded by
mountains, one of which, the Vann, rises to 2596
feet in height. Chief rivers, the Towy, Cothy,
and Taff. Barley and oats are raised. The up-
lands pasture herds of small cattle, and in other

parts are well wooded. Iron, lead, coal, and
lime are the mineral products, and with tinned
iron plates, barley, oats, cattle, and butter, form
the exports. Railways connect tlie mines of the

interior with the coast. The co. is divided into

8 hundreds, in the diocese of St David's. Chief
towns, Carmarthen, Llandovery, Kidwelly, and
Llanelly ; exclusive of which, it sends 2 meiii«

bars to H. of C. Reg. elects. (1864) 4521.

Carmeaux, a comm. and town of France, dep
Tarn, arr. and 7 m. N. Albi, on 1. b. of the Cerou.

P. 4043. Coal mines in its vicinity.

CARMEL("<Ae Park," or ^'^ Fruitful Field"), a
mountain ridge of Palestine, which branches off

from the N. end of the mountains of Samaria,
runs N.W. between the plains of Plioenicia and
Sharon, and forms a bold promontory on the

Mediterranean. Length 18 m., greatest breadth
6 m., highest point 1760 feet Its sides and dells

are covered with the evergreen oak, the prickly

pear and copsewood, and its scenery is among
the finest in Palestine. It abounds in hares,

partridges, quails, woodcocks, and tlie jackal

;

the wolf and wild boar are met with. Carmel is

sacred as the scene of Elijah's sacrifice (1 Kings
xviii.) The Convent of Carmel, seated high on
the W. declivity of the ridge overlooking the
sea, consists of a large square block of buildings,

surmounted by a cupola, and comfoi-table ac-

commodation IS offered to travellers by the Car-
melite monks.
Carmel, a township of the TJ. S., North Ame-

rica, state and 50 m. N.E. New York. P. 2442.

Carmen, an isl. of Central America, Yucatan,
in the Gulf of Mexico, 90 m, S.W. Campeachy,
and bounding the Lake Terminos on the north.

Carmen, an island, in the Gulf of California,

opposite Loreto. It contains a large salt lake.

Carmen (El), a town on the S. border of Bue-
nos Ayres, on Rio Negro, 20 m. from its mouth in

the Atlantic. P. 2000. Exports hides, oil, skins,

beef, salt, and Patagonian mantles.
Carmiano, a town of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Lecce. P. 1831.

Caumichael, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 5 m.
S E. Lanark, on the Clyde. Ac. 11,373. P. 836.

Carmignano, Carminianum, a market town of

Central Italy, in the VS.1 d'Ombrone, prov. and
13 m. W.N.W. Florence. P. 9485.

Carmoe or Kakmoe, an island of Norway, stift

Christiansand, cant and 20 m. N.W. Stava^ger,
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in the North Sea, at the entrance of Bukke fiord.

Lat 59° 20' N. ; Ion. 5° 15' E. Length 21 m.,

average breadth 5 m. P. 6390.

Cakmona, Carmo, a city of Spain, prov. and 18
m. N.E. Sevilla. P. 15,121. Manufs. •woollen and
hempen fabrics, soap, and leather.

Carmunnock, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark,
4 m. S. Glasgow. Ac. 3490. P. 734. Bounded
on W. by White Cart river. Coal, ironstone,

and limestone abound.
Carmyle, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

Old Monkland. P. 506.

Carmylie, a pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar, 6 m.
N.W.Arbroath. Ac. 7561. P. 1286. Slate and
paving stone is exported from this parish.

Carn or Carna, two pas. of Ireland, prov.
Leinster.—I. co. Wexford, 3 m. S.S.E. Broadway.
Ac. 19G3. P. 667.—XL co. and4m. E.S.E. Kildare.
Ac. 1457. P. 562.—A hamlet, Connaught, co.

Mayo, has also this name.
Caknabat, a town, European Turkey, Rumili,

"0 m. N.E. Adrianople, and on S. slope of the
Balkan mountains. It has leather factories.

Carnaby, a pa. of Engl., co. York, E. Riding,
8 m, S.W. Bridlington. Ac. 2000. P. 152.

Carxac, a comra. and vill. of France, dep. Mor-
bihan, arr. and 17 m. S.E. Lorient. P. 3915.
Carnach, a quoad sacra pa. of Scotland, co.

Ross, disjoined from Urray, Contin, etc. Length
17 m. by 10 m. in greatest breadth.
Carnagh, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Wex-

ford, 4 ra. S.E. New Ross. Ac. 2106. P. 265.
Carnalway, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kil-

dare, 5 m. S. Nass. Ac. 3840. P. 875.
Carnaprayaga, a vill. of N. Hindostan, dist.

Gurbwal, 30 m. E.N.E. Seriuagur, and one of the
principal holy places of Hindoo pilgrimage.
Carnarvon, a pari, and munic. bor. and sea-

port town of North Wales, cap. co. Carnarvon,
pa. Llanbeblig, on the E. side of the Menai Strait,

7 m. S.W. the Menai Bridge, with a branch on the
Chester and Holyhead Railway. P. 8512. At the
W. end of the town is the castle, built by Edward i.

In its tower, Edward ir., the first Anglo-Norman
Prince of Wales, was bom. Other edifices are
the town-hall, co.-hall, and custom-houses. The
harbour admits vessels of 400 tons, but the trade
is carried on by small craft, and steamers pro-
ceeding to and from Liverpool. Exports slate
and coal, the former of which is brought into the
town by a railway from quarries 10 m. distant.
Customs rev. (1862) 9010^. Exports 680/. Vessels
belonging to the port, 343; tonnage, 35,367.
Alt 340 feet ; rainfall 49 inches. It is the seat
of CO. assizes and quarter sessions. In connection
with Bangor, Conway, Criccieth, Nevin, etc., it

Bends 1 mem. to H. of C. Reg. elect. (1864) 1046.
Carnarvon Bay is that portion of St George

Channel which washes the W. coast of the Welsh
COS. Carnarvon and Auglesea. Breadth of en-
trance between Holyhead and Brach-y-Pwll, 35
m. It receives the river Cefui, and communi-
cates with the Irish Sea by Menai Strait.
Carnarvonshire, a co. of NorthWales, having

W. and N. Carnarvon Bay and the Menai Strait,
S. Cardigan Bay, E. and S.E. the cos. Denbigh
and Merioneth. Area 544 sq. m., or 370,273 ac,
one-half of which is unfit for cultivation. P.
95,694. Surface altogether mountainous, and
traversed by some of the loftiest ranges in Bri-
tain. [^Snowdon and Penmaen-Mawr.] Prin-
cipal river the Conway. Oats and barley are
raised in the valleys, but the chief branch of
rural industry is rearing of cattle for dairy pro-
duce, and a diminutive breed of sheep. Mineral
products, copper, lead, slate, and coal. The shii-e

is divided into 10 hundreds, and 71 pas. in the
diocese of Bangor. Principal towns, Carnarvon.
Bangor (a city^ Pwllheli, and Conway. It sends
1 member to H. of C. Reg. elects (1864) 2298.

Carnatic (The), a division of Southern India,

extending along its E. coast, between lat. 8° 10' &
16° N. ; Ion. 77° 20' & 79° 30' E. Average breadth
75 m. The country is divided into three parts.

Southern Carnatic comprises the British dists.

Tiunevelly, Madura, part of Trichinopoly, Tan-
jore, and the native state of Poodoocottah. Cen-
tral Camat.ic comprises the larger portion of the
dist. Trichinopoly and the dists. of North and
South Arcot, Chingleput, and a part of Nellore.

Northern Carnatic is enclosed by the Pennar river

on one extremity and the Guntoor on the other,

including the remainder of Nellore. At the close

of the last century this country was the place
where the British and French strove for supre-
macy in India. In 1801 the title of Nabob of the
Carnatic became nominal, the British obtaining
all the actual power, of which they had long exex--

cised the chief portion.

Carnbee, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 12 m.
S.E. Cupar. Ac. 8395. P. 1157.

Carncastle. a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. An-
trim, 3 m. N.W'. Lame. Ac. 9723. P. 1508.

Carndonagh, a town of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Donegal, 29 m. N.E. Raphoe. P. 645.
" Carneillb (La) & Carnet, two vills., France,

Normandy; the former, dep. Ome, 34 m. N.W.
Alen^on. P. (with comm.) 1678 ; the latter, dep.
Manche, 12 m. S. Avranches. P. 1004.

Carnew, a township and pa. of Ireland, Lein-
ster, CO. Wicklow, 7 m. W. Gorey. Ac. of pa.

23,465. P. 4337 ; do. of town, 918.

Carngiwch, a pa. of North Wales, co. Camai-
von, 5 m. N.W. Pwllheli. Ac. 1344. P. 130.

Carnicobar, the most N. of the Nicobar isls^

Bay of Bengal. Lat. 9° 10' N. ; Ion. 92° 48' E. It

is 40 m. in circ, low, wooded, and unhealthy.
Carnieres, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Cambrai, cap. cant. P. 1760. Manufs.
brass, oil, and chemicals.

Carniola, a prov. of Austria. [Krain.]
Carnmoney, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. An-

trim, 6 m. N. Belfast Ac. 8977. P. 6624.

Carno, a pa. of N. Wales, co. Montgomery, on
Camo river, a tributary of the Severn, 10 m.
W.N.W. Newton. Ac. 10,982. P. 969.

Carnock, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 3 m. W.
Dunfermline. Ac. 3502. P. 2925.

Carnoet, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Cotes-
du-Nord, arr. Guingamp, cant. Callac. P. 2034.

Carnoules, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Var, arr. Toulon, cant. Guers. P. 1365.

Carnoustie, a marit. vill. of Scotland, co. For-
far, pa. Barrie, 6^ m. S.W. Arbroath. P. 1488.

Carnsore Point, a headland, forming the S.E.
extremity of the Irish mainland, Leinster, 12 m.
S.S.E. Wexford. It was the Hieron of Ptolemy.
Carnteel, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, Tyrone, 2

m. S.E. Ballygawley. Ac. 13,431. P. 6455.
Carnwath, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, with

a vill. 7 m. E.N.E. Lanark, near the Caledonian
Railway. Ac. of pa. 30,564. P. 3584. Here is

also a vill., with extensive iron works, named
after its founders, Wilsontown. P. 895.
Caro, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep. Mor-

bihan, arr. Ploermel, cant. Malestrolt. P. 1597.
Caroche, a town of South America, Venezuela,

dep. Zulia, prov. and 20 m. N.N.E. Truxillo.
Carolei, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Cosenza. P. 2472.

Carolina (La), a town of Spain, prov. and 36
ra. N.N.E. Jaen. P. 1739. This is one of the
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principal to'WTis established in the Sierra Morena
for German colonists, in 1776.

Carolina, two towns of South America,—I.

Venezuela, dep. Orinoco, on the Ami, 50 m.
S.W. Angostura.—II. a town, dep. Cundina-
marca, prov. Antioquia.
Carolina (North), one of the U. S., North

America, in the south part of the Union, mostly
between lat. 33' dff and 36° 30' N., Ion. 75° 45'

and 84* W., having N. Virginia, W. Tennessee,

S. Georgia and South Carolina, and E. the At-
lantic. Length 430 m. ; breadth 180 m. Area
about 45,000 sq. m. P. (I860) 992,622, of whom
331,059 were slaves. The coast is bordered with
sandy islands; a marshy flat extends from the

sea inland S. for 60 or 80 dl, intersected by creeks

and estuaries, the principal of which are Albe-
marle and Pamlico Sounds, having between them
the great Alligator swamp. N. of this, extending
into Virginia, is the great Dismal swamp. The
cultivated portion of the state is flat and gently
undulating, and in some districts fertile ; its W.
pai-t compiises a portion of the Appalachian
mountain chain, which here rises in several peaks
to upwards of 6000 feet in height. Piincipal

rivers, the Roanoke, Chowan, Neuse, Tar, Cape
Feare, Pamlico, and Yadkin. The climate of the
low swampy plains is unhealthy ; on the elevated

parts of the state the air is pure and salubrious.

Kice, maize, and cotton are the chief crops in the
lowlands ; wheat, rye, barley, oats, and flax are

produced in the interior uplands ; tobacco, maize,
and various fruits, including grapes, are raised

in every part. The pitch pine is of prevalent
growth, and affords tar, turpentine, pitch, and
wood for export. Hogs are rearedl Principal

mineral products, iron, copper, and a little gold.

In 1862, 943 m. of railways had been completed in

this state. Owing to the want of harbours, most
part of the foreign trade is conducted through the
adjacent states. Exports chiefly rice, cotton,

and pine timber. In 1860 the total value of

annual product was 14,450,000 dollars. The first

permanent settlement made in N. Carolina was
in 1650 : it and S. Carolina were called the country

of Albemarle. The constitution (adopted 1776)
consists of a senate of 50, a house of commons
of 120 members, and a governor, elected bien-
nially by the people. It is divided into 79 cos^
and sends 8 representatives to Congi-ess. Princi-
pal towns, Raleigh the cap., Wilmington, Fayettts-

ville and Newbem.
Carolina (South), one of the U. S^ North

America, in the south part of the Union, mostly
between lat. 32° and 35° N., Ion. 78° 24' and 83°

30' W., having E. the Atlantic, and on other sides

North Carolina and Geor^a. Length 200 m.

;

breadth 125 m. Area 24,500 sq. m. P. (I860)
703,708, of whom 402,406 were slaves. The coast
is bounded by a chain of isls. Surface low and
marshy for 100 m. from the coast ; which region
is succeeded by one of sand-hills ; country fiu--

ther inland is undulating, fertile, and salubrious,
rising at the N.W. extremity into the Appala-
chian mountain chain, which, in Table mountain,
reaches to an elevation of 4000 feet Chief
rivers, the Great Pedee, Santee, Edisto, and
Savannah. Products are cotton, maize^ and rice

;

the islands bordering the coast produce the
famous sea-island cotton. Maize, wheat, and
other grains, short stapled cotton, tobacco, in-
digo, sugar, and silk, are the other crops. Live
stock numerous. Value of annual products in
1860, 0,800,000 dollars. There is the Sanlee and
other canals in this state ; and 659 m. of railway
were opened. Public revenue, 600,292 dollars.

1
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The first settlement was made at Port Royal
1689. Constitution of South Carolina, formed in

1790, consists of a senate of 45 members, elected

for four years, and a house of representatives of

124 membei-s, elected for two years ; with a gover-
nor and lieutenant-governor, elected by both
houses of representatives, for two years. It is

divided into 29 dists., and sends 5 representatives
to Congress. Principal towns, Columbia the cap^
Charleston, and Georgetown.
Caroline, co. U. S^ North America, in E. part

of Maryland. Area 310 sq. m. P. (I860) 10,390
free, 739 slaves.—II. co., in E. part of Virginia.

Area 580 sq. m. P. 7792 free, 10,672 slaves.

Surface hiUy ; soil various. Products, com and
tobacco, and it has flour, grist, and saw mills, and
tanneries.—III. a township, New York, Tomkiiui
CO., 12 m. S.E. Ithaca. P. 2457.

Caroline Islaijds or New Philippines (Spa-
nish CarolirM&, Neuvas Filipinos), an archipelago
of Oceania Micronesia, between the Philippines,

the Mariannes, the Marshall isls., and Papua,
extending from lat. 3° 5' to 12° N., and including
the Pelew isls. (which, from the character of

their inhabitants and the history of their dis-

covery, form part of the archipelago), extend from
W. to E. over a space of 2000 miles. P. (1862)
estim. at 23,580. They are divided into numerous
groups, the W.most of which, the Paloas or Pelew,
consists of seven lai^e and many small isls., all

of coraUine formation, flat, and affording no secure
anchorage. N.E. of these is the group of Yap,
the chief isl. of which is elevated, and its moun-
tains contain the precious metals. £. of Yap is

the group Egoi, nearly all of which are low coral-

line isls., fertile, and partly inhabited. The other
principal groups are called Siniavine, Lutke,
Mortlock, Enderby, fxid Hogoleu. Ulalan, the
E.most of the group, in Jat 6° 19' N^ Ion. 163* 6'

E., is 24 m. in circumference, and has abundant
supplies of water, fniit, and fish. The climate of

the Carolines is mild and agreeable. The inhabit-

ants live almost on the produce of their fishing

;

the greater portion are of the Malay race, and are

excellent seamen. The Carolines were discovered
by the Spaniard, Lopez de Villalobos, in 1543,

and they were so named in honour of Charles IL

These isls. nominally belong to Spain, and form
part of the government of the Philippines, but
the Spaniards have no settlement on any of

them.
Caroline Island, one of the Marquesas gronft

South Pacific, lying N. of Eimeo, lat. 9° 57' S,
Ion. 150° 25' W^ a low-lj-ing strip of land covered
with verdure, 5 m. in circumference.
Carolixexsyhx, a maritime vill. of Prussia

on the North Sea, 34 m. N.E. Emden. P. 1082.

Cabomb, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vaucluse, 4 m. N.E. Carpentras. P. 2517.

Cakon, a market town and pa. of South Wales,
CO. Cardigan, on the Berwyn, near its confluence

with the Teifi- Ac. 39,138. P. of pa. 2608.

Carondelet, a vill. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Missouri, on the Mississippi, co. and 5 m.
S.S.W. St Louis. P. 800.

Caronia, a maritime town of Sicily, prov. Mes-
sina, on the N. coast, 22 m. E. Cefalu. P. 2100.

Caronno, a town of North Italy, prov. Milan,

circ. Gallarate. P. 2120.

Carony, a river of South America, Venezuela,

dep. Orinoco, rises in the Sierra Pacai-aima, and
after a N. course of 400 nu, joins the Orinoco.

85 m. E. Angostura. Aflls., the Paragua and

Acaman. Cataracts render it innavigable.

Caroor, a town of British India, presid. Ma-
dras, dist. Coimbatoor, 210 m. 6.W. Madras, on
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I. b. of the Ambrawutty lirer. Near it are a fort

aud a large temple.

Oaroka, a town of South America, Venezuela,

prov. and 95 m. S.W. Coro. P. 6200. (?) Manufs.
of saddlery, leather, ropes, hammocks; and a

trade in agricultui-al produce, and the balsams

and aromatic gums of its vicinity.

CAUorro, a vill. of S. Italy, 6^ m. S.W. Castel-

a-Mare, on the S.E. side of the Bay of Naples.

Cakouge, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 1^
II. S. Geneva, on 1. b. of the Arve. P. 6817.

JIanufs. thi-ead, watches, clay pipes, and leather.

Cakovigno, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecce,

dist. and 19 m. W.N.W. Brindisi. P. 4339.

CAitoviLLi, a town of South Italy, prov. Campo-
basso, 10 m. N.N.E. Isernia, P. 2793.

Cakpane or Oarpaneuo, a vill. of North Italy,

prov. and 23 m. N.N.E. Vicenza, on 1. b. of the

Brenta. P. 1750. The French defeated the Aus-
trians here in 179G.

Carpanei'o, a town of North Italy, prov. Pia-
cenza, circ. Fiorenzuola. P. 5336.

Cakpathian Mountains or Krapacks (Ger-
man Karpaihen), form the N.E. portion of the
mountain system of Southern Europe, and extend,
nearly in the form of a semicircle, the concavity
of which is towards the S.W., over a space of 800
m. from the Danube, near Presburg on the S.W.,
to a point on the same river, near Orsova, on the
S.E., or between lat. 44° 30' and 49° 40' N. ; Ion.
17° and 26° E., enclosing the whole of the left

basin of the Danube in Hungary. They consist
of a series of mountainous groups, connected by
elevated plateaus. Their chief divisions are on
the W., the little Cai'pathians extending N.E.
between the Waag and the March ; the Jablunka
mountains to the E. of these ; the western or
proper Carpathians extending E. and S.E. from
Ion. 19° to 25° E., and comprising the groups of

Tatra, Lomnitz, and Bisztra; and the E. Car-
pathians, on the S.E. of Transylvania. The cul-
minating point is Mount Butschetje in Transyl-
vania, 9528 feet, the Lomnitzer spitze, in the
Tatra group, being 8779 feet in elevation ; the
lower peaks vary from 200 to 3000 feet. The
principal passes are TergovOy on the route from
Orsova to Temeswar ; Vulcaru, in the valley of the
Strehe ; Rothen-Thurnu, in the valley of the Aluta;
Tursburg, on the route from Bukharest to Kron-
stadt ; Ojitos aud Ggines, between Moldavia and
Transylvania ; Borgo, between Bistritz and Buko-
wina ; and Jablunka, on the route from Presburg
to Cracow. Although the Carpathians do not
attain the elevation of the Alps or the Caucasus,
yet they derive a peculiar grandeur from the
rugged natm-e and pyramidal form of their sum-
mits ; their steepest sides are generally towards
the N. Granite forms the basis of the group, and
this is interspersed with gneiss, horn-blende, and
a variety of volcanic substances. They are rich
in g61d, silver, copper, lead, mercury, and rock
salt; their valleys produce excellent grain, and
their sides are covered with forests.

Carpathos Island. [Scarpanto.]
Carpenedolo, a town of Northern Italy,

prov. and 16 m, S.E- Brescia. P. 4016.
Carpeneto, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Ales-

sandria, 6 m. E. Acqui. P. 1636.
Carpentaria (Gulf of), in the South Pacific,

indents deeply the N. coast of Australia, between
Capes Amhem and York, comprised between lat.

11° and 17° 30' S. ; Ion. 136' and 142° E. Average
length and breadth about 350 ra. each. Coasts
low, but on the W. greatly indented ; and it con-
tains Groote, Wellesley, and many other isls. Its
E. coast was discovered by the Dutch in 1606,

this being the first authenticated discovery of
any part of the Australian continent.
Carpentras, Carpentoracte, a comm. and town

of France, dep. Vaucluse, cap. arr., on the Auzon,
15 m. N.E. Avignon. P. 10,918. Chief edifices,

a cathedi-al, palace of justice, hospital, and aque-
duct. It is an entrepot for the i^roducts of the
South of France, as silk, almonds, madder, honey,
wax, wool, olive oil, and saffron. The centre of

bi-andy distilleries, and manufs. of nitric and sul-

phui'ic acids, and has cotton and woollen spin-
ning, tannery, and dye-works.

Carpi, two fortified towns of N. Italy.—I. prov.

& 9 m. W.N.W. Modena, cap. cant., on the Canal
of Carpi. P. (1861) 17,504. It has a citadel, a
cathedral, and manufs. of sUk.—II. a fortified

town, Venetia, prov. and 28 m. S.E. Verona, on
rt. b. of the Adige. P. 1200. Here, in 1701, the

French were defeated by Prince Eugene.
Carpignano, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and 12 m.

N.W. Novara, cap. mand., on the Sesia. P. 2123.

Carpignano, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and
8 m. N.E. Lecce, cap. cant. P. 1702.

Carpineti, a town of North Italy, prov. and
23 m. S.W. Reggio. P. ibSQ.—Carpineto is the
name of several vills. in Central Italy.

Carping, a town of South Italy, prov. Foggia,
on Monte Gargano, 22 m. N.E. San Severe. P.
6381. It is also the name of a mountain in Cala-
bria, W. of Cosenza, and of an aiS. of the Tiber,
Pontifical States, deleg. Perugia.
Carpinoxe, a town of S. Italy, prov. Campo-

basso, on the high road between that town and
Iseruia. P. 3049.

Carpio, three towns of Spain.—I, prov. and
15 m. E-N.!?]. Cordova, on the Guadalquivir. P.
2696.—II. (El), prov. and 22 m W.N.W. Toledo,
near rt. b. of the Tagus. P. 2497.—HI. prov. and
35 m. S.W. Valladolid. P. 659.

Carquefou, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire-Inferieure, cap. cant., arr. and 6 m. N.N.E.
Nantes. P. 2810.
Carra, a barony, Ireland, co. Mayo, Connaught.

Ac. 134,206. P. 28,647. On its N. boundary are

loughs Cullen and Con ; on its S., loughs Carra
and Mask ; on the S.E. the ground is low and un-
der culture ; the N. is mountainous and moorland.
Carragh, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kil-

dare, 3 m. N.W. Naas. Ac. 3733. P. 681.

Carran, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Clare,

6 m. N. Can-ofin. Ac. 14,460. P. 630.

CAiiiiANCAS, a town of Brazil, in dist. of same
name, erected 1841, prov. Minas-Geraes, on upper
course of the Eio Grande. P. of dist. 4000.

Caurantuohill, tlie highest mount, of Ireland,

Munster, co. Kerry, in the MacGillicuddy Reeks
range, 5 m. S.W. Killaruey. 3414 ft. above sea.

Carrara, a city of Italy, prov. Massa, 69 m.
S.W. Modena, on the Aveuza, 2 ra. from its mouth
in the Mediterranean. P. (1861) 18,346. It has
an academy of the fine arts. At Monte Sagro, in

its environs, are the famous marble quarries,

which have furnished the statuavy marble of

Carrara. The port of embarkation is at L'Avenza.
Carraree, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, 32 ra. E. Durbunga.
Carre, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Vicenza, dist.

Thiene. P. 1683.

Carrega, a vill. of N- Italy, div. Genoa, prov.
Alessandria. P. (with coram.) 1902.

Carreira Isles, an island group of Spain, off

E. coast of Galicia, prov. Coruna, 22 m. N.W.
Vigo. P. 1241.

Carriacou, the largest of the Grenadine isls.

(British West Indies', 20 ra. N.E. Granada.
Length 7 m.'; breadth from 2 to 4 m. On its W
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side is Hillsboro' town and harbour, in lat. 12°

27' N. ; Ion. 61° 30' W.
Carricai, India. [Karikal.]
Carrick, S. div. of AjTshire. [Ayrshire.]
Carrick, several pas. of Ireland, Leinster.—I.

CO. and 2i m. W. Wexford. Ac. 3009. P. 1286.—
II. CO. KUdare. Ac. 5196. P. 298.—III. co. West-
raeath. Ac. 2103. P. 300.—IV. Carrick-a-Rede,

an insulated basaltic rock, Ulster, co. Antrim, 2

m. W. Kenbane Head.
Carrickbaggot, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Louth, 2 m. S.E. Dunleer. Ac. 826. P. 158.

Carrickbeo (formerly Carrickmacgriffiri), a

town of Ireland, Munster, co. and 14 m. W.N.W.
Waterford, on the Suir. P. 1477.

Carrickfergus, a pari. & munic. bor., seapuri,

market town, & pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim,
on Belfast Lough, 9 m. N.N.E. Belfast. Ac of pa.

10,702. P. of pa. 9417 ; of town 4028. Alt 23 ft.

Vessels of 100 tons unload at the pier. Manufs.
linen and cotton fabrics. The bor. sends 1 member
to H. of C. Keg. elect. (1863) 1243. William in.

landed here in 1690. In 1852 extensive salt mines
were discovered within one mile of Carrickfergus.
Carrickmacross, Magheross, a mkt. town and

pa, of Ireland, Ulster, co. Monaghan, 12 m. S.W.
Dmidalk. Ac. of pa., including loughs, 16,702.

P. 8034; do. of town, 2063.

Carrick-on-Shannon, a disfranchised pari,

bor. and mkt. town of Ireland, Connaught, cap.

CO. Leitrim, on the Shannon, across which it com-
municates with a suburb in co. Roscommon, bv a
bridge, 19 in. N.N.W. Longford. P. 1408. It has
a church and a Roman Catholic chapel. Alt. 160 ft.

Carrk.-k-on-Sutr, a mkt. town and pa, of Ire-
land, Munster, co. Tipperary, on the Suir, 13 m. S.
Clonrael. Ac. of pa. 2426. P. 6464 ; do. of town,
5059. It has a pa. church, a Roman Catholic
chapel, nimnery, with a large school-house,
monastery, prison, union workhouse, hospital,

and barracks. The woollen manuf. has decayed.
Improvements in the river enable vessels of con-
siderable burden to approach the town, which
has an export trade in com and cotton.

Carriden, a marit. pa. of Scotland, co. Lin-
lithgow, on the Firth of Forth, 15 m. N.N.W.
Edinburgh. Ac. 3309. P. 1821. The wall of

Antoninus had its E. termination in this parish.
CARRifeRES St Denis, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Seine et Oise, arr. Versailles, cant.

Argenteuil. P. 1219.

Carrigaholt, a marit. vill. of Ireland, Mun-
ster, CO. Clare, 35 m. S.W. Ennis, on estuary of

the Shannon. P. 689.

Carrigaline or Beaa'er, a marit. pa. of Ire-
land, Munster, co. and 8 m. S.E. Cork, on Cork
harbour. Ac 14,498. P. 4587, partly employed
in fine marble and slate quarries.

Carrigallex, a barony of Ireland, fonning
S.E. dist. of CO. Leitrim, Connaught. Ac. 62,395.
P. 19,192.—II. pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co.

Leitrim, 11 m. E.N.E. Mohill. Ac. 17,740, in-
cluding several loughs. P. 5522.
Carrigfadda, a mountain of Ireland, co. Cork,

6 m. S. Dunmanway, height 1019 feet.

Carrigleamleary, a pa. of Ireland, Munster,
CO. Cork, 3 m. N.E. Mallow. Ac. 3320. P. 540.
Carrig-o-Gunnel or Carrickaquicy, a vill.,

Ireland, Munster, co. and 5 m. W.S.W. Limerick.
Carrigparson, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

and 4 m. S.E. Limerick. Ac. 1449. P. 371.
Carrigrohane, a pa., Ircl., Munster, co. Cork,

on the Lea riv., 2 m. W. Cork. Ac. 2658. P. 2318.
Carrigrohanebeg, a pa. of Ireland, Munster,

CO. and 4 m. W. Cork. Ac. 2061. P. 322.

Cabrigtohill, a pa. of Ireland, Mimster, co.

Cork, 3 m. W. Middleton. Ac. 10,318. P. 2802}.'

do. of vill. 826.

Carrigufoyle, a small isl. of Ireland, Mun-
ster, CO. Kerry, in the estuary of the Shannon, 2 J

m. N. Ballylongford.

CARRiL,'a town of Spain, Galicia, prov. and 10
j

m. N.N.W. Pontevedra, near the mouth of the]

Ulla. P. 1100.

Carrington, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 10 m.

S.E. Edinburgh. Ac 4403. P. 681.

Carrixgton, a chapeli-y of England, co. Ches-
ter, pa. Bowdon, on the Mersey, 9^ m. N. Nether-
Knutsford. P. 521.

Carrion, several towns of Spain.—;!. (de Calw-

travay, prov. and 9 m. N.E. Ciudad Real. P.

3130.— II. {de los CespedesX prov. and 14 m. W,
Sevilla.—III. {de los Condes% prov. and 21 m. N.
Palencia, on 1. b. of the Carrion. P. 3132. Formerly__

cap. dist. of same name, and fortified.

Carr Rock, a portion of a reef in the N. Sea,!l

off Fife-Ness, Scotland, in lat. 56° 17' N., lon.2*1
85' W., 11 m. W.S.W. Bell-Rock lighthouse AJ
masonry beacon on this rock was completed ini

1818, at a cost of 5000/. Elevation, 30 feet,

Carro, a town of North Italy, prov. Genoa
circ. Levante. P. 1730.

Carrodano, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Genoa,
circ. Levante. P. 1295.

Carroll, several cos. of the U. S., N. America.
—I. in E. of New Hampshire. Area 560 sq. in.

P. (1860) 20,465. Surface uneven and mountain-
ous. Soil productive. It has numerous streams,

which afford water-power, woollen factories, flour,

saw, & paper mills, and tanneries. Cap. Ossipee.

—II. in N. part of Marjland. Area 500 sq. m. P.

(1860) 23,750 free, 783 slaves. Surface hilly.

Yields wheat, com, and butter. It has wooUen
and cotton factories, tanneries, flour and paper
mills, copper and iron mines. Cap. Westminster.
—III. in the S.S.W. of Virginia. Area 440 sq. in.

P. 7750 free, 262 slaves. Surface hilly, and
adapted for grazing. Yields wheat, Indian com,
oats, horses, cattle, and swine, and has iron forges

and tanneries. Lead, iron, and copper are found.

Cap. Hillsville.—IV. in the W. part of Georgia.

Area 572 sq. m. P. (1860) 10,129 free, 1862 slaves.

Yields cotton, maize, wheat, oats, and fruits, and
has a cotton factory and saw mills. There are rich

gold mines. Cap. Carrollton.—V. in the N.W.
part of Mississippi. Area 850 sq. m. P. 8227 free,

(I860) 13,808 slaves. Cotton and com are tha

products.—VI. a pa. in the N.E. of Louisiana.

Area 1050 sq. m. P. 4144 free, (I860) 13,908 slaves.

Surface level.—VII. a co. in the N.N.W. part of

Arkansas. Area 1038 sq. m. P. 9068 free, 330
slaves. Yellow marble is found in the co.—VIIL
in the W. of Tennessee. Area 625 sq. m. P.-

(1860) 13,373 free, 4064 slaves. Surface level, soil

productive. Yields Indian com, oats, cotton,

tobacco, and timber.—IX. in N. of Kentucky.
Area 200 sq. m. P. 6633 free, 1045 slaves. Soil

fertile. Yields com, wheat, tobacco, wool, and
flax.—X. in E. ot Ohio. Area 360 sq. m. P. (1860)
15,738. Yields Indian com, wheat, oats, cattle,

and swine. Coal and iron are plentiful. Sandy
and Beaver Canal passes through the co.—^XI. in

the N.W. of Indiana. Area 378 sq. m. P. (1860)

13,489. Soil fertile. Yields wheat, com, maize,

hemp, tobacco, pork, and cattle. Wabash and
Erie Canal intersects the co.—XII. in theW.N.W.
of Hlinois. Area 416 sq. m. P. (1860) 11,733.

SoU fertile, yielding Indian com, oats, and butter.

Lead is found in the co.—XIII. in the N.W. of

Missouri. Area 700 sq. m. P. 8695 free, 1068

slaves. Soil productive. Limestone & sandstone.

Carron, a river and vill. of Scotland, co. Stir-
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ling, the river entering the Flrtb of Forth 3 m.

£.N.E. Falkirk, after an E. coui-se of 16 ni. On
its N. bank, 2 m. N.E. Falkirk, is the vill. with

the "Carron ironworks," large foundries where
carronades and other ordnance are cast.

Cakkonshoke, a vill. of Scotland, co. Stirling,

partly in pa. of Larbert, and partly in pa. of

Bothkennar. P. 1035.

Cakkouges, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Orne, arr. and 15 m. N.W. Alentjon. P. 1832.

Cakrowmore, a lake of Ireland, Connaught,
CO. Mayo, 4 ni. N.E. Tulloghan Bay. It con-

tains several islets, and discharges itself by the

river Munhin into the Owenmore.
CARKU,atown,N. Italy,prov.Cuneo,6m.N.N.E.

Mondovi, cap. mand. P. (with comm.) 3787.

Carse, a term for several contiguous dists. in

Scotland.—I. (of Falki7-ky, cos. Linlithgow and
Stirling, extends along the Firth of Forth from
Bo'ness to Airth.—II. {of Gowrie), co. Perth, ex-

tends for 15 m. between the Tay and Sidlaw hills.

—III. (ofStirling), from Bucklyvie to the E. ex-
tremity of the CO. Stirling, consists of a rich agri-

cultural tract of 30,000 acres. The accumulated
alluvial soil cf these dists. is due to riverdeposition.

Carshalton, a pa. of England, co. Surrey,

•with a station near the Epsom Railway, 10 m.
S.S.W. London. Ac. 2904. P. 2538. The vill.

•was formerly a market town.
Caksington, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 2 m.

W. Wirksworth. Ac. 1118. P. 269.

Carsoli, a town of South Italy, prov. Aquila,
circ. Avezzano. P. 6258. It has a ruined castle.

Carson, a town of U. S., North America, cap.

state, territory Nevada. P. 2500.

Oauspach, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Haut-
Rhin, arr. Mulhouse, cant. Altkirch. P. 1280.

Cak-sphairn, apa., Scotl., stewartiy of Kirkcud-
bright, 11 m. N.N.W. New Galloway. Ac. 54,876.

P. 553. In it are some productive lead mines.
Carstairs, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 5 m.

E.N.E. Lanark. Ac. 9899. P. 1345.

Cart, two rivers of Scotland, co. Renfrew, the
united stream of which enters the Firth of Clyde
6m. below Glasgow, the White Cart having passed
through Pollockshaws and Paislej', and being
united to a branch of the Forth and Clyde Canal.
Cartagena (Carthago Nova, or " New Car-

thage," it having been a principal colony of the
Carthaginians), a city and seaport, and the chief

naval arsenal of Spain, on a bay of the Mediter-
ranean, prov. and 27 ra. S.S.E. Murcia. Lat. 37°

36'
5-;; N. ; Ion. 0° 56' 36" W. P. 33,800. It

occupies the declivity of a hill, and a small plain
extending to the harbour, which is one of the
best in the Mediterranean, protected from all

winds by surrounding heights, and by au island
on the S., which, as well as the city, is fortified.

It has churches, convents, marine school, royal
hospital, foundling hospital, town-hall, custom-
house, observatory, theatre, and circus. In its

W. division are an arsenal, docks for building
ships of war, and a bagne for galley-slaves. Its

£)rt communicates with the Segiira river by the

I

orca Canal. Number of British and foreign

j

vessels which entered in 1862 was 1993 (tonnage
1 196,240), value of cargoes 923,105/. British and

foreign ships cleared 1977 (tonnage 183,194),

\

value of cargoes 707,187 /. The harbour is under
a government siirvey, with the object of forming

I a plan for a commodious mole and stores, the
t^'overnment to advance 13,000,000 of reals to-
wards the construction, to be in connection with
the terminus of the railway now making, in
direct communication with Madrid, the first

part of which was opened to the public on

the 15th of January 1863 as far as Murcia,
Manufs. of cordage and canvas, trade in barilla

and agricultural produce, tunny fishery, and a
glass factory and smelting works. The mines of

Cartagena, originally wrought by the Cartha-
ginians, were re-discovered a few years ago. Car-
tagena was taken by Scipio B.C. 210, at which
period Livy states that it was one of the richest

cities in the world. It was ruined by the Goths

;

and its modem importance dates only from the
time of Philip ii.

Cartagena or Carthagena, a strongly forti-

fied city and seaport of South America, Granadian
Confed., of which republic it is the chief naval
arsenal, cap. prov., on a sandy peninsula in the
Caribbean Sea. Lat. of the dome 10° 25' 38" N.

;

Ion. 77° 54' 25" W. P. 10,000, 9-lOths of whom
are a mixed black race. It has a citadel, college,

seminaries, and hospitals. Mean temp. 80° to 86"

Fahr., but the air is dry and healthy. Its port
is defended by two forts, and is the only harboiu'
on the N. coast of New Gi'anada adapted forrepair-
ing vessels. Under the Spaniards, this city was
tho, seat of a captain-general, and of one of the
three tribunals of the Inquisition in S. America.
Cartago, a river and bay of Central America,

Mosquito coast, the river rising about lat. 14° 37'

N. ; and after a N.N.E. course of 45 m., entering
the bay, which is a large lagoon communicating
with the Caribbean Sea, in lat. 15° 20' N. ; and
extending between Ion. 83° 35' and 84° 15' W.
Cartago, a ruined city of Central Amei-ica,

state Costa-Rica, and formerly its cap., on the
river Cartago, about 60 m. from its mouth in the
Pacific Ocean. It was so demolished by the
earthquake in 1841, that of 3000 houses and 8
churches, only 100 of the former and one of the
latter were left standing. San Jose had pre-
viously superseded it in political and commercial
importance. The active volcano of Cartago forms
an important sea-mark.
Cartago, a town of South America, Granadian

Confed., state of Antioquia, on the Viega, an affl.

of the Cauca, 130 ra. N.W. Bogota. P. 3000.

Trade in fruits, coffee, cocoa, tobacco, cattle.

Caktama, an ancient town of Spain, prov. and
21 m. W. Malaga, on the Guadaljore. P. 2863.

Cartaya, a town of Spain, prov. and 9 m. W.
Huelva. P. 4097. Manufs. of linens.

Carter, two cos. of the U. S., North America.
—I. in the N.E. of Tennessee. Area 350 sq. m.
P. 6750 free, 374 slaves. Mountains covered
with timber, and the valleys are fertile. It has
iron mines and iron works.— II. in the N.E.
border of Kentucky. Area 550 sq. m. P. 8207
free, 309 slaves. Iron ore, stone, coal, and salt

springs.—III. Missouri. P. 1215 free, 20 slaves.

Carteret, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in S.E. of North Carolina. Area 450 sq. m. P.
6217 free, 1969 slaves.

Carteret, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Manche, on bay of same name, in the mouth of

the Gerfleur, in the English Channel. P. 419.

Carteret or Malaita Island, Pacific Ocean,
Solomon archipelago, is in lat. 8" 60' S. ; lou.

160° 48' E.
Carter Fell,, Scotland. [Cheviot Hills.]
Carthage, a vill. of U. S., North America, cap.

Jasper co., Missouri. The scene of a great battle

in the civil wars, 6th July 1861.

Carthage (Cape), a promontory of North
Africa, in the Mediterranean. Lat. 36° 62' 22"
N. ; Ion. 10° 21' 49" E. Traces of the city of Car-
thage, the rival of Rome, are found on the pro-
montory N. of the lagoon of Tunis.
Carthagena, Carthago. [Cartagena, ktc.^
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Cartiglfaxo, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov.

Vicenza, dist. Bassano, on the Brenta. P. 1498.

Cartmel, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Lancaster, on Morecambe Bay, 12 m. N.W.
Lancaster. Ac. of pa. 22,960. P. 5108.

Cartoceto, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Pesaro. P. 2674.

CAR'nvoRTH, a township of Engl., co. York, W.
Riding, 6 m. S. Huddersfield. Ac. 2820. P. 2503.

Carugate, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan,
circ. Monza. P. 1732.

Carunciiio, a town of South Italy, prov.
Chieti, circ. Vasto. P. 2500.

Carupano, a seaport town of South America,
Venezuela, cap. prov. and 65 m. N.E. Cumana, on
the Caribbean Sea, at the mouths of two small
rivers, defended by a fort. P. 6000.

Carvalho, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, at

foot of mountain of same name, 16 m.S.E.Coimbra.
Carver, a co. of U. S., North America, Min-

nesota. P. 5106.

CAR\nN-EpiNOT, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Pas-de-Calais, cap. cant., 14i m. E.S.E.
Bdtlmue, near station of Railway-du-Nord. P.
6094. Manufs. beet-root sugar, and starch.

Carvoeiro or Peniche, a cape of Portugal,
prov. Algarve ; lat. of lighthouse, 39° 21' 48" N.
Carysfoot Island, Pacific, is a coral reef en-

circling a lagoon, in lat. 20° 44' S., Ion. 138° 22' W.
Caryskort, Macreddin or Moycreeoin, a dis-

franchised borough of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Wicklow, 5 m. S.W. Rathdi-um.
Carytena, a vill. of Greece, Arcadia, 17 m. W.

Tripolitza. P. 1000.

Casaba or Cassaba, two towns of Asia Minor.
—I. Anatolia, 30 m. N.E. Smyrna.—II. a town,
pash. Karamania, 54 m. S.S.E. Konieh.
Casabianca, a port, of Marocco, on the Atlantic,

with commerce in grain, hides, almond oil, bark,

and woollens. P. of Jews and Moors.
Casabona, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Catan-

zaro, circ. Cotrone. P. 1936.

Casa-Braxca, a town of Brazil, prov. S. Paulo,
dist. Mogi-Mirin. P. 3000.—II. a vill., prov.
Minas-Geraes, dist. Ouro-Preto. P. 2000.

Casacalenda (jOalela), a town of S. Italy, prov.
and 17J m. N.E. Campobasso, cap. cant. P. 6017.

Casacanuitella, a vill. of South Italy, prov.
and circ. Chieti. P. 1606.

Casaccia (Germ. Kasatch), a vill. of Switzer-
•land, cant. Grisons, cap. the valley of Bregaglia,

S. of Mount Septimer, and 13 m. N.E. Chiavenna.
Casal, a prefix of the names of towns and vills.

in Italy.—I. {Anguida), a town of South Italy,

prov. Chieti, circ. Vasto. P. 2792.—II. {Attico),

a vill. of South Italy, prov. Caserta, circ. Sora. P.
1850.—III. {BordinoX South Italy, prov. Chieti,

7 m. N.W. Vasto. P. 3295.—IV. (Bore), prov.
Avellino, 7 m. N.W. Ariano. P. 2202.—V. {Bor-
joney, North Italv, prov. and 14 m. E.N.E. Turin.
P. 2414.—VI. {Buitano), North Italv, prov. and 8
m. N.N.W. Cremona, P. 3912.—VII. (Cermellt),

prov. and circ. Alessandria. P. 1368.—VIII,
t Cipriani), S. Italy, prov. and 6^ m. W. Campo-
basso. P. 1614.—IX. (di Principe), prov. and 14
m. S.W. Caserta. P. 3229.—X. iDvni), prov.
Benevento, 21 m. S. Campobasso. P. 3050.—XI.
(Fiuminese), a town of North Italy, prov. Bologna,
circ. Imola. P. 3240.—XII. (Grande), a town of
North Italy, prov. and circ. Reggio. P. 3822.

—

XIII. {Morano), a town of North Italv, prov. and
circ. Cremona. P. 1917.—XIV. (Uce), a vill. of
South Italy, prov. and circ. Caserta. P. 1973.

—

XV. (J'olone), a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Novara. P. 1789.

Casale, a city of the kingdom of Italy, cap.

prov. Alcssandi'ia, on rt. b. of the Po, 38 m.
E.N.E. Turin. P. (1862) 17,061, of comm. 26,032.

It has a cathedral, churches, town-hall, college,

public library, theatre, com magazine, and
liospitals. Its principal manuf. is of silk twist.—
II. a town of North Italy, prov. Novara, on the
Strona. P. 2201.—III. a town of South Italv,

prov. Caserta, 20 m. S.E. Sora. P. 1600.—IV. "a

vill.. North Italy, prov. and 7 m. S.E. Treviso.

—

V. a vUl. of North Italy, Venetia, prov. Padua,
dist, Montagnana. P. 3121.—VI. (della Trinita\
a town of South Italy, prov. and 25 m. E.S.E.
Foggia, cap. cant., on Lake Salpi. P. 6262.

—

VII. (di I^cceX prov. and 34 m. S.S.E. Aquila.
P. 1158.—VIII. (Lo Stumo), prov. Avellino, 1 m.
N.E. Frigento. P. 2403.

Casalecchio, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Bologna. P. 2269.

Casaleone, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Verona,

dist. Sanguiretto. P. 2559.

Casaletto, a town of South Italy, prov.

Salerno, circ. Sala. P. 2301.

Casalicchio, a town of South Italy, prov.

Salerno, circ. Vallo della Lucania. P. 3066.

Ca-sauno, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Novara, P. 2817.

Casai>Maggiore, a town of N. Italy, prov.

and 22 m. E.S.E. Cremona, cap. dist., on 1, b. of

thePo. P. (1861) 15,317. Manufs. of earthenware.
The country here is often inundated by the Po.
Casalnocetto, a vill. of North Italy, prov.

Alessandria, 6 m. E.N.E. Tortona, P. 1273.

Casalnuovo, a town of South Italy,, prov.

Cosenza, dist. and 14 m. E.N.E. Castrovillari, near
the Gulf of Taranto. P. 2000.—II. a town, prov.

Naples, circ. and S^m. E. Casoria. P. 3458.—Hi.
a town, prov. Salerno, circ. and 14 m. S.S.E. Sala.

P. 2061.—IV. a town, prov. Foggia, circ. and Ic

m. S.W. St Severo. P. 3568.
Casal-Pusterlengo, a town of North Italy,

prov. Milan, 12 m. S.E. Lodi. P. 6335.

Casalvecchio, a town, S. Italy, prov. & 25 m.
W.N,W, Foggia. P, 2227.—II. a vill. of Sicily, on
a mountain, prov. & 23 m. S.W, Messina. P. 2550.

Casalvieri, a town of South Italy, prov.

Caserta, 7 m. S.S.E, Sora. P, 4048,

Casamauza, a river of Western Africa, Sene-
gambia, enters the Atlantic 60 m, S. the Gambia
river. On the N. side of its entrance the French
have established a trading station.

Casamarciano, a vill, of South Italy, prov. .i

Caserta, IJ m, N.E, Nola. P. 1694.

Casamassima, atown of South Italy, prov, and
14 m. S.S.E. Bari, cap. cant. P. 6066.

Casamiccioi^, a town of South Italy, circ
and 12 m. S.W. Pozzuoli, at the foot of the Mt
Epomeo. P. 3090. It has thermal springs & bathax

Casanare, a prov. of New Granada, dep.

Boyaca, extending from the slope of the Andes to

the Orinoco. P. 12,000. Mountainous in the W.,
but the rest is a level plain, traversed by several

rivers.—II. a river in the same prov., rising in tho

mountains of Chita, after an E. course of 180 nL<

falls into the Meta in lat. 5° 56' N. ; Ion. 71° 50* W.
Casanare, a town of South America, TSeyf

Granada, cap. prov., 194 m. N.E. Bogota.
Casandrino, a vill. of Southern Italy, proT.

and 6 m. N. Naples. P. 2202.

Casanova and Casapulla, 2 contiguous town*
of S. Italy, prov. and respectively 2 & 3 ni. N.W.
Caserta. P. Casanova, 4143 ; do. Casapulla, 2669.

Casarabonela, a town of Spain, prov. and 2D

m. W.N.W. Malaga. P. 4666. It has consider-

able commerce in wine and fruit.

Casarano, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecco,

cap. cant., dist. and 12 m. S.E. Gallipoli. P. 400C.
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CASAR-DE-CACKitES, a town of Spain, prov. and

10 m. N.N.W. Caceres. P. 4047, employed in

linen-weaving and mannfs. of leather.

Casabes, a town of Spain, prov. and 52 m.
W.S.W. Malaga. P. 4500. Manufs. leather.

Casarsa, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Udine,
dist. S. Vito. P. 2424.

Casakza, a town of North Italy, prov. Genoa,
circ. Chiavari. P. 2682.

Casas-de-Iba55ez, a town of Spain, prov. and
25 m. N.E. Albaceti. P. 3270.

Casas Grandks, a town of Mexico, prov. Chila-
nahua, on the San Miguel. P. 4000. (?)
Casate-Nuovo, a town of North Italy, prov.

Como, circ. Lecco. P. 2496.

Casbin, a town of Persia. [K^vsBiJf.]

Cascaes, a seaport town of Portugal, Estre-
madura, on the Atlantic, 15 m. W. Lisbon. P.
2600. It has a harbour, and manuf. of woollens.

Cascante, Cascantum, a town of Spain, Na-
varre, 53 m. S. Pamplona, on the Queiles. P.
2928.—II. a vill, prov. and 10 m. S. Teruel.
Cascavel, a town of Brazil, cap. dist. same

name, prov. Ceara, at the foot of Cascarel moun-
tain, on river, and 40 m. S.W. the port of Ceara.
P. of dist. 8690.

Cascia, a town, Central Italy, cap. gov. of same
name, prov. Perugia, 13 m. E. Spoleto. P. 4483.
Casciano (San), two towns, Central Italj'.

—

I. prov. and 8^ m. S.W. Florence. Pop. (1861)
11,2.58. Manufs. artificial flowers and straw hats.

Near this is the villa of Macchiavelli. It has a
castle and a collegiate church, and is celebrated
for its baths.—II. {dei Bagniy, prov. Siena, 17 m.
S.E. Pi^nza. P. 3218. It has mineral baths.

Cascina, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and 8
m. E.S.E. Pisa, on the Arno. P. 2588. The vine
grows luxuriantly here. Manufs. linen, cotton,

and hemp.
Casco (B.^y), U. S., North America, Maine,

CO. Ciunberland, lat. 44° N., Ion. 68° W., is at its

entrance 20 miles in width. Contains 300 small
islands ; & on its W. side is the town of Portland.
Cascob, a pa. of England and Wales, cos. Rad-

nor and Hereford, 6 m. W.N.W. Presteigne. Ac.
2548. P. 153.

Casei Gerola, a town of North Italy, prov.
Pavia, circ. Voghera. P. 2104.
Casella, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Genoa. P. 1796.

Caselle, a town of North Italy, prov. and 8 m.
N.N.W. Turin. P. 4684. Manufs. of silk twist,
and paper. It has a large palace.—II. {LuramX
a town of North Italy, prov. Milan, 6J m. S. W.
Lodi, P. 1127.—III. {LandiX a vill., prov. Milan,
19 m. S.E. Lodi. P. 2002.
Caselle in Pittari, a town of South Italy,

prov. Salerno, circ. Sala. P. 2022.

_
Casellina, a town of Central Italy, prov. and

circ. Florence, in the well-cultivated vallev of
the Arno. P. 9275.
Caserta, a city of S. Italy, cap. prov., 17 m. N.E.

Naples, and 6 m. S.E. Capua. P. (1862) 10,895,
of comm. 27,728; It has a cathedral, a theatre,
churches, convent, hospital, military school, and
bwTacks ; and its palace, built by Charles iii., is

one of the finest in Europe. Near Caserta is the
royal silk factory of St Leucio.

—

Caserta Vecchia
is a fortified town, 3 m. N.E. Caserta. P. 1200.
Caserta, a prov. of the kingdom of Italy (for-

merly Terra di Lavoro). Area 2294 sq. m.
P. 653,464.

Casey, a co., U. S., North America, in centre
of Kentucky, Area 448 sq. m. Pop. 5800 free,
666 slaves.

Casheen-Bay, Ireland, Connaught, co. Galway,

is on the W. side of the isl. Garomna. It is easy
of access, and with depth of water for large ships.
Cashel, a city, pari, and munic. bor. of Ireland,

Munster, co. Tipperary, 49 m. N.N.E. Cork. Area
of pari. bor. 4018 ac. Alt. 369 ft. P. 4327. Has
cathedral, pa. church, nunnery, infirmary, work-
house, bridewell, national school, and barracks. It
is an archbishop's see, now combined with the see
ofWaterford. Cashel sends 1 mem. to H. of C. Peg.
elect 145.—II. a pa., co. Longford, 5 ra. S. Lanes-
borough. Ac. 15,859, including loughs. P. 3128.
Cash Fens, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, pa.

Strathmiglo. P. 512.

Cashmere, India. fKASHMiR,"]
Casier, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov. and

dist. Treviso. P. 1463.
Casina, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Eeggio in Emilia. P. 3707.
Casio-e-Casoi^, a town of North Italy, prov.

Bologna, circ. Vergato. P. 2954.
Caskets, a dangerous group of rocks in the

English Channel, 7 m. W. Alderney. On the
highest is a lighthouse, in lat. 49° 43' N., Ion. 2°

22' W. Off these rocks Prince William, son of
Henry i. of England, and his suite, perished in
1119 ; & the Victory, 110 gxms, foundered in 1744.

Casxigo, a town of North Italy, prov. Bergamo,
circ. Clusone. P. 1628.

Casola, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Massa. P. 2779.

Casola, a town of South Italy, prov. Napoli,
circ. and 3 m. E. Castel-a-Mare. P. 2206.

CASOU.V Valsenio, a town of North Italy, prov.
Eavenna, circ. Faenza. P. 4065. It has a con-
vent, churches, an hospital, and silk mills.

Casole d'Elsa, a town of Central Italy, prov.
and circ. Siena, cap. comm. P. 4295.

Casoli, a town of South Italy, prov. Chieti. cap.
circ, on a mntn., 17 m. S.S.W. Chieti. P. 3161.
In a plain near Casoli are remains of great walls,
aqueducts, and other antiquities.

Casorate, a town of Northern Italy, prov. and
11 m. N.W. Pavia. P. 3364.
Casoria, a town of South Italy, cap. circ, prov.

and 6 m. N.N.E. Naples. P. 8706. The country
is rich and commercial, and the town has fine

streets and churches.
Casorzo, a town of North Italy, prov. Ales-

sandria, circ. Casale. P. 2018.
Caspe, a town of Spain, prov. and 57 m. S.E.

Zaragoza, near the Ebro. P. 7500.
Caspian Sea (^Mare Caspium or Hyrcainumy,

an inland sea or salt- lake of West Asia, and the
largest of its kind known on the globe, between
lat. 36° 40' and 47° 20' N., Ion. 46° 50' and 55° 10'

E., enclosed by the doms. of Russia, the Kirghis,
Khiva, and Persia. Length N. to S. about 700
m.

;
greatest breadth about 270 m., though the

average does not exceed 200 m. ; & in some places
it is not more than 150 m. across. Estim. area
140,000 sq. m. Coast-line irregular, especially on
the E. side, where are the Gulfs of Mertvoi, Ken-
derlinslc, and Balkan. Opposite the last, the penin-
sula of Apsheron (celeb, for its naphtha) stretches
into it on its W. side. The S. coast is almost un-
broken, and bounded at a short distance by lofty
mountains ; its N. shores are low and marshy, or
composed of sandy flats, and broken into countless
islets, especially about the mouth of the Volga.
Depth of water along the coast inconsiderable, &
even several miles from the shore it rarelyexceeds
12 ft.; but in the centre it varies from ISOto 300 ft.,

& in one place no bottomwas found at 480 fathoms.
Its surface is now ascertained to be 85 feet below
the level of the Black Sea, and the difference ia

supposed to be augmenting by the decrease of the
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Caspian ; a phenomenon remarkable on account of

the vabt quantity of water wliicli it receives from
the Volga, Ural, Tereh, Kur, and other rivers, but
due probably to its extensive evaporating surface.

The water of this sea is not nearly so salt as that
of the ocean. It has no tides, and in winter its

N. part is covered with ice. Sturgeons, salmon,
sterlets, and seals are abundant, and many fish-

eries are earned on in tliis sea, the trade of which
is nearly monopolized byAstrakhan. Guriev,Der-
bend, and Baku are the other towns on its coasts.

There are three series of canals connecting the
Caspian with Lake Ladoga. In 1863 the Bussian
fleet stationed in the harbour of Ashuradah, on an
island, close to Persian shore, comprised 8 war
steamers and 5 war sloops, besides merchant
steamers and transports. The Caspian was known
to the Greeks and Romans. Strabo • derives its

name from the Caspii, who inhabited its S. coast.

Cass, several counties, U. S., North America.

—

I. in N.W. of Georgia. Area 432 sq. m. Hilly, but
fertile. P. (1860) 11,442 free, 4282 slaves.—II. in

S.W. Michigan. Area 504 sq. m. P. (1860) 17,721.—III. in N. of Indiana. Area 376 sq. m. P.

(1860) 16,843.—IV. in W. of Illinois. Area 360
sq. m. P. (1860) 11,325.—V. in W. of Missouri.
Area 670 sq. m. P. 8784 free, 1010 slaves.—VI.
a CO., Iowa. P. 1612.—VII. a co., Texas. P. 4936
free, 3475 slaves.—VIII. a co. of territory, Ne-
braska. P. 3369.

Cassala, a town of Africa, N. Abyssinia, on the
Gash. Lat. 15° 30' N. Cap. of the prov. Taka or
Gash, founded by Egvptian conquerors in 1840.

P. 30,000, of whom 4000 are Negro soldiers.

Cassandra, Pallmnae, a peninsula of European
Turkey, prov. Rumili, between the Gulfs of Cas-
sandra & Salonica. Lat. 40° N., Ion. 23° 30' E.

—

The Gulfof'Cassandra (anc. Toronaicus Sinus) is

33 m. in length, S.E. to N.W., by 10 m. in breadth.
Cassandri^v, Netherlands. [Cadsand.J
Cassano, several towns of S. Italy.—I. prov.

Cosenza, cap. circ, 34 m. N. Cosenza. P. 7456.
It has hot sulphurous baths, an ancient castle, and
a cathedral. Manufs. maccaroni, leather, linens,

yarn, cotton, and silk.—II. prov. & 18 m. S.S.W.
Bari, cap. circ. P. 4219.—III. Avellino, 9 m.
S.W. St Angelo. P. 1321.

Cassano, several vills. of Northern Italy.—I.

(^Magna^o), prov. & 23 m. N.W. Milan. P. 3029.—II. {dAdda), prov. and 17 m. E.N.E. Milan, on
railway to Brescia. P. 5592. It has extensive silk-

works, and was the scene of a battle between Ven-
dome and Prince Eugene in 1705.—III. (Spinolay,
prov. Alessandi-ia, ] ra. S. Tortona. P. 1332.

Cassaro, a town of Sicily, prov. Note. 18 m.
W. Syracuse. P. 1576.
Cassel or Kassei., a city of Germany, cap. of

Electoral Hessen (Kurhesseu), and chief town of
the circ. of Lower Hessen, on the Fulda, and on
railway, 90 m. N.N.E. Frankfurt-on-the-Main.
Lat. (Wilhelmshohe) 51° 18' 58" N., Ion. 9° 24' 3"
E. P. (1864) 40,228. It is the soat of goveniment.
The Fulda divides it into two portions : that on
the W. bank comprises the old town and upper
new town ; on the E. bank the lower new town.
In the old town are the Katteuburgh and the
town-hall. The upper or (French) new town
comprises the clcc-ior's palace, a museum and
librai'j', the government offices, the Bellevue
palace, observatory, pictui-e-gallery, electoral

stables, riding-school, mint, town-hall, arsenal,

barracks, and opera-house. It has Protestant
churches, Roman Catholic church, synagogue, col-
lege, normal school, military schools, academy
of .arts, and societies of agricultm-e, trade, and
manufactures. Cotton, silk, woollen fabrics,

I leather, gloves, carpets, paper-hangings, earthen
and lacquered wares, snufif, lace, gold and silver

articles, chemical products, dyes (especially Cas-
sel-yellow and black), hats, soap, starch, musical
instruments, carriages, and machinery are manu-
factured ; and in the vicinity are gunpowder, oil,

and other mills. Under Napoleon i. it was cap. of

the kingdom of Westphalia. [Hessen-Cassel.]
Cassel or Kassel, Castdluin Trajani, a forti-

fied town of Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Rhenish
Hessen, on rt. b. of the Rhine, and on the Taunus
Railway, opposite Mayence, with which it com-
municates by a bridge. P. 1170.

Cassei, Castellum, a town of France, dep. Nord,
cap. cant., on railway, 27 m. N.W. Lille. P. 4260.

Manufs. lace, linen cloth, thread, hosiery, & soap.

It has oil mills, salt refineries, and a trade in

cattle, butter, and poultry.

Casseneuil, a comm. and town of France, dep,

Lot-et-Garonne, cant. Cancon, 5 m. N.W. ViUe-
neuve-sur-Lot. P. 2065.

Cassilis, New South Wales. rBuGH.]
Cassim Pasha, a suburb of Constantinople,

European Turkey, on the N. shore of the "Golden
Horn," separated from Galata, E. by burying-
grounds. It comprises the imperial dockyard of

Tershanna, the naval arsenal of the capital, and
the palace of the capitan-pasha. On a hill above
it is the suburb St Demetri.

Cassine, a market town of N. Italy, prov. & 14
m. S.S.W. Alessandria, on a height overlooking
the valley of the Bormida. P., with comm., 5011.

Cassinelle, a town of North Italy, prov. Ales-
sandria, cii-c. Acqui. P. 2043.

Casslngton, a pa. of England, co. and 4J m.
N.W. Oxford. Ac. 2990. P. 433.

Cassino (Moxte), a mountain of South Italy,

prov. Caserta, 50 m. N.W. Naples.
Cassiquiare, a river of S. Amer. [Orixoco.]
Cassis, a comm. and seaport town, France, dep.

Bouches-du-Rhone, on Mediterranean, arr. and 10

m. S.E. Marseille. P. 2038 ; with a harbour, ship-
building, trade in fruits & wine, & a coi-al fishery.

Cassolxovo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Pavui,

circ. Lomellina, lOJ m. S.E. Novai'a. P., with
comm., 5198.

Castagna, a town of South Italy, prov. Ter-
amo, 15 m- N.W. Civita-de-Penne. P. 1070.

Castagnaro, a vill. of Noi'th Italy, gov. Venice,
6 m. S.E. Verona, on right bank of the Adige.
P. 2715.

Castagxkto, a town of South Italv, prov. and
30 m. S.E. Salerno. P. 2000.

Castagneto, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and
39 m. S.S.E. Pisa. P. 4722.

Castagxole, three comms. and vills. of

Northern Italy.—I. (delle Lauze), prov. Ales-
sandria, 10 m. S. Asti. P. 3068.—II. prov. Ales-
sandria, arr, Casall. P. 2320.—III. prov. Turino,
cii-c. Piuerolo. P. 2266.

Castai-la, a town of Spain, prov. and 24 ra.

N.W. Alicante, on the river Castalla. P. 3032.

It has linen manufs. and brandy distilleries.

CastAXARES, three market towns of Spain, prov.

Burgos.—I. on rt. b. of the Arlanzon, 4 m. E. Bur-
gos.—II. (rfe las Cuevas} prov. and 11 m. S.S.W.
Logroiio.—III. (de Rioja\, 24 m. W. Logroiio.

CastaKeira, a town of Portugal, prov. Estre-

madura, 20 m. N.E. Lisbon, on rt. b, of the

Tagus. P. 1000.

CASTASEmo, a vill., Portugal, prov. Eeira, 11 m.
S.E. Lamego on rt. b. of the Tavora. P. 2000.

Castania, a town of the isL Sicily, prov. Mes-
sina, circ. Patti. P. 2241.

C.\STAXO, a town of North Italy, prov. and 21

m. W.N.W. Milan. P. 3609.
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Castasegna, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland,

cant. Grisons, 7 m. N.N.E. Chiavenna, at the W.
extremity of the Val Bregaglia. The mulberry

ceases to flourish north of this vill., which is there-

fore the limit of the cultivation of the silk-worm.

Casteggio, Clastidium^ a town, N. Italy, prov.

Alessandria, cap. maud., circ, and 6} m. E.N.E.
Voghera. P., with comm., 3206. The battle of

ilontebello, in which the French routed the

Austrians, June 9, 1800, was fought between
Casteggio and Voghera.
Castel, a prefixed name of the following

towns and vills. in Italy.—I. {AlJUrt), a town
of North Italy, prov. Alessandi-ia, circ. Asti. P.

2082.—II. (_Alto\ a vill. of South Italy, prov. and
6 m. E. Teramo. P. 2646.—III. C-a-Mare or

Castellamarey, a city and seaport of South Italy,

cap. dist., on the S.E. side of the gull and 17 m.
by rail S.E. iSaples. P. a8t)2) 14,'J32, ot

comm. 21,794. It is at the foot of a hill on
which stood the aiicieut Stabi/e, near which
Pliny the elder met his death dui-ing the eruption

of Vesuvius a.d. 79 ; and has a castle, royal palace,

military hospital, royal dockyard, and a quay.
Manufs. of linen, silk, and cotton fabrics, sail-

cloth, and leather. Its harbour is defended by
two forts, and its mineral waters are celebrated.

—IV. (;-a-Mare), a seaport town of Sicily, prov.

and 20 m. E. Trapani, near the head of the Gulf
of Castel-a-Mare. P. 8986. Exports wine, cotton,

fruit, manna, and shumac. Near it are the re-

mains of the ancient Segesta.—V. (_-a-Marey, a
town of South Italy, prov. Teramo^ near the
Adriatic, 12 m. E. Civita di Penne. P. 4541.—VI.
(BaldoX N. Italy, prov. and 29 m. S.W. Padua, on
the Adige. P. 2532.—VII. (Belforte), prov. and
7 m. N.E. Mantua.—VIII. {Bohgnese\ N. Italy,

prov. and 22 m. W.S.W. Ravenna, between Imola
and Faenza. P. 5288. Here, in 1434, the Milanese
defeated the Florentines in a decisive battle.

—

IX. {Bottacioy, South Italy, prov. and 14J m. N.
Campobasso. P. 1643.—X. (^BuonoX a town of
Sicily, prov. Palermo, cap. cant., in the Madonian
mountains, 8 m. S.E. Chefalu. P. 7948. It has
mineral springs.—XI. (Clementind), a vill., Cen-
tral Italy, prov. and 17 m. E. Camerino.—^XII.

{DacciaX, isl. Sicily, prov. and circ. Palermo. P.
2504.—XIII. (cPAjano), N. Italy, prov. Bologna,
circ. Vergato. P. 3474. Manufs. gun-barrels.

—

XIV. (cCArgiley, N. Italy, prov. and circ. Bologna.
P. 3178.—XV. (cfe Franchi), South Italy, prov.
Avellino, on the Galore, 7i m. S.W. St Angelo-
de-Lombardi. P. 2285.—xVl. {Delfino or Chateau
Dauphin}, North Italy, prov. and 28 m. "W.N.W.
Cuneo, at the foot of Mount Viso. P. 1139.—
XVII. (deir Abatey, S. Italy, prov, Salerno, cap.
cant., 12 m. S.S.W. Cappaccio. P. 3706.—XVIII.
{ddla Pietra), Tirol, circ. and 6 m. N.E. Roveredo,
on the Adige.—XIX. (del Montey, South Italy,

prov. Aquila, on a mountain, 19 m. E. Aquila. P.
1564.—^XX. (del Piano), Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Grosseto. P. 5617.—XXI (del Rio), North
Italy, prov. and 33 m. W.S.W. Ravenna. P. 2458.—^XXII. (Dieri), Caserta, prov. and 23 m. S.E.
Aquila. P. 1306.—XXIII. (di LamaX prov. and
circ Ascoli-Piceno. P. 1490.—XXIV. (di San-
gro), a city of South Italy, prov. and 63 m. S.E.
Aquila, cap. cant. P. 4802. A curious old town,
with ruins of a feudal castle.—^XXV. (di Ser-
ravalle), North Italy, prov. and circ. Bologna. P.
2575.—XXVI. (Fidardo), Central Italy, prov. and
11 m. S. Ancona. P. 6275. Near here the Pied-
montese gained a victory over the Papal troops,
Sept. I860.—XXVII. (Fiorentino), Central Italy,
prov. and 18 m. S.W. Florence, cap. comm. Chit?f
place in the vaUey of the Elsa. P. 6798.—XXVllI.

(Forte), South Italy, prov. Caserta, 14 m. N.E.
Gaeta. P. 2875.—XXIX. (-Gandolfo), a vill. of
Italy, Comarca di Roma, on N.W. side of the
Monte Albano, 14 m. S.E. Rome. P. 1144.—
XXX. (-GiorgioX Central Italy, prov. Perugia,
circ. Orvieto. P. 1646.—XXXI. (-Goffredo), a
walled town of North Italy, prov. and 13 m.
N.W. Mantua. P. 3725. It has an hospital and
manufs. of silk.—XXXII. (-GomberioX a vill. of
Northern Italy, prov. and 7i m. N.W. Vicenza.
P. 2510.—XXXIII. (-Gugliehw), a vill. of North
Italy, gov. Venice, prov. and 12 m. W.S.W. Ro-
vigo. P. 3034.—XXXIV. (-Lastua), a vill. of Dal-
matia, circ. and 22 ni. S.E. Cattaro, with a laza-
retto and quarantine station on the Adriatic Sea.
—XXXV. (-Leone), a walled town., North Italy,

prov. and 16 m. N.W. Cremona, on 1. b. of Serio-
Morto. P. "6900.—XXXVI. (MaggioreX North
Italy, prov. & circ. Bologna. P. 4108.—XXXVII.
(Mezzano), South Italy, prov. Basilicata, circ.

Potenza. P. 2016.—XXXVIII. (Aforrone), a town
of South Italy, prov. and circ. Caserta. P. 2337.—XXXIX. (Novetto), a comm. of N. Italy, prov.

Pavia, circ. Lomelliua. P. 1619.—^XL. (Pagano
and Castel-Petroso), two vills. of South Italy

;

the former, prov. Benevento, pop. 2701, 12 m*
S.E. ; and the latter, prov. and 20 m. W. Campo-
basso. P. 2971.—XLI. (Planio), Central Italy,

prov. and circ. Ancona. P. 2304.—XLII. (PotoX
South Italy, prov. and circ. Benevento. P. 1552.

—XLIII. (Saraceno), a town of South Italy,

prov. and 33 ra. S. Potenza, circ. Lagonegro. P.
1606.—^XLIV. (-Sardo), formerly Castel Arago-
nese), a fortified town and seaport of the island

Sardinia, the strongest on the island, on its N.
coast, prov. and 16 m. N.E. Sassari. P. (with
comm.) 1946. — XLV. (Termini), Camiciante
Aquise, a town of Sicily, prov. and 16 m. N. Gir-
genti. P. 6614. It has 11 churches, a Francis-
can convent, and extensive mines of sulphur and
rock salt.—XLVI. (Vecchio Subequo), a town of

South Italy, prov. and circ. Aquila. P. 1569.

—

XLVII. (Vetere), a town of South Italy, prov.

Benevehto, circ. South Bartolomeo. P. 3859.—

•

XLVIII. ( Vittorio), a town of North Italy, prov.

Porto Maurizio, circ. S. Remo. P. 1603.

Castel, a town of Rheinhessen, on the Rhine, •

opposite Maintz. P, 2600.

Castklet (Le), several vills. of France.—

L

dep. Var, 3 m. N,W Toulon. P. 1929, Manufs.
pottery ware.—II. dep. Vaucluse, cant, and arr

Apt.—III. (Les Snusses), dep. Basses-Alpes, aiT

Castellane.—IV. (St Cassien), dep. Basses-Alpes,

cant. Entreveaux.
Castel-Franco, several towns of Italy.—I.

(Forum Gallorum), North Italy, prov. and 16 m.
W.N.W. Bologna. P. (1861), of comm., 11,934.

—II. a fortified town, gov. Venice, prov. and 15
m. W. Treviso, on rt. b. of the Musone. P. 4220.
Silk & woollen manufs.—III. S. Italy, prov. and
21_m. N.E. Benevento, cap. cant. P. 3818.—IV,
(di Sopra), Central Italy, prov. and circ. Arezzo.
P. 2702.—V. (di Sotto), Central Italy, prov. and
26 m. S.W. Florence, on the Amo. P. 4212.
Castelgrande, a town of South Italy, prov.

Basilicata, 21 m. N.W. Potenza. P. 3237.
Castelquelfo, a viU. of Northern Italy, prov.

and 6 m. W.N.W. Parma, on 1. b. of the Taro.—
II. prov. Bologna, circ. Imola. P. 2863.
Castel-Jaloux, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Lot-et-Garonne, cap. cant., on the Avance,
17 m. N.W. Nerac. P. 2852. Iron «fe copper forges.

Manufs. of paper, glass, and woollen fabrics.

Castellafiume, a town of South Italy, prov.
Aquila, circ. Avezzano. P. 1543.
Castkuamare, Naples. LCaotei.-a-Mahe.]
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Castkllamonte. a town of Xorth Italy, prov.

Turin, circ. and 10 m. S.W. Ivrea, cap. mand.
P. 5641 . Manufs. of earthenwares.

Castellan^v, a town of South Italy, prov. Ban,
cap. circ, 2G m. S.E. Ban. P. 9691.

Castellaneta. a town of South Italy, prov.

Lecce, cap. cant., 20 m. N.W. Taranto. P. 6525.

Castellaune, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Basses Alpes, cap. arr., on the Verdon, 20 m.
S.E. Digne. P. 2200. Manufs. of coarse wooUens.
Casteixaro, a town of North Italy, prov. and

14 m. N.N.W. Mantua. P. 2071. Also 2 vills.

—I. prov. Porto Maurizio, circ. San Remo. P.

916.—II. prov. Pavia, circ. Lomellina. P. 646.

Castellarquato, a town of North Italy, prov.

and 15 m. S.E. Piaceuza, on 1. b. of Arda. P.

4556. Trade in cattle, wine, and silk.

Castellazzo, a town of North Italy, prov. and
5 m. S.W. Alessandria, cap, mand. P. 574^
Castelleoxe, a town of Central Italy, prov.

and circ. Ancona. P. 1618.

Castellerano, a town of North Italy, prov.
and circ. Eeggio, in Emilia. P. 2775.

Castelletto, several vills. of North Italy.—I.

(al Pd), prov. Pavia. P. 448.—II. {Sopra Ttcino},

prov. and 19 m. N. Novara, on rt. b. of the Ticino.

P. 4041.—III. (d'Orba), cap. mand., prov. Ales-
sandria, 6J m- S.W. Novi. P. 2277.—IV. (MerliX
prov. Alessandria, circ. Casale. P. 1492.—V.
(Scazzosoy, prov. and circ. Alessandria. P. 1635.

—

Vl. (Stura), prov. and circ. Cuneo. P. 1102.

Castelletto di Beenzone, a vill. of N. Italy,

prov. & dist Bardalino, on Lake Guarda. P. 1783.
Castelli, a town of South Italy, prov. aua

circ. Teramo. P. 2877.
Castelltna, two vills. of Central Italy.—I.

prov. and 19 m. S.S.E. Pisa. P. 1854.—II. prov.
and 9 m. N.N.E. Siena. P. of comm. 3525.

Castellinaldo, a town of North Italy, prov.
Cuneo, circ. Alba. P. 1413.

CASTEixtNo DI BiFERNO, a town of South Italy,

prov. and circ. Campobasso. P. 1589.
Cast?;i.i,o, a prefixed name of towns, and a

vill. of Portugal.—I. (jBrnnco), a town,' prov.
Beira, cap. comarca, 64 m. S.E. Coimbra. P. 6000.
—II. (de Vide), a town, prov. Alemtejo, 11 m. N.
Portaleg^e. P. 5800. Manufs. of woollens.—III.

(Melhor), a vill., prov Beira, on 1. b. of the Douro,
5 m. N. Castel-Eodrigo.

Castello, a prefixed name of several places in

Italy.—I. (della Baronid), a vUl. of South Italy,

prov. Avellino, cap. cant^ 10J m. S.E. Ariano. P.
1639. It has mineral springs, and a marnif. of

woollens.—II. (cPAci)^ a vill. of Sicily, prov. and
4 m. N.E. Catania, on the Mediterranean.—III.

(de San Cataldo), a vill. of South Italy, prov. and
7 m. N.E. Lecce, on the Adriatic Sea.—IV. (de

Quatroy, a town of Central Italy, 4 m. N. Flor-
ence. P. 1350.—VI. (di AnnoTiey, a town of North
Italy, prov. and circ. Alessandria. P. 2653.—VII.
(Sopra L,ecco\ a vill. of North Italy, prov. Como,
circ. Lecco. P. 1698.—VIII. (di Campagnanoy, a
vill. of S. Italy, prov. Caserta, circ. Piedimonte.
P. 1355.—IX. (diAlife), a vill. of South Italy,

prov. Caserta, circ. Piedimonte. P. 1526.
Castello Lavazza, a vill. of N. Italy, prov.

Belluno, dist Longarone, on r. h. of the Piave.
P. 2100. Trade in iron, copper, silk, and wool.
Castellon-de-Ampurias, a town, Spa^a, prov.

6 21 m. N.N.E. Gerona, on 1. b. of Muga. P. 2706.
Castellox-de-la-Plana, CastcUia, a town of

Spain, cap. prov. of the same name, 4 m. from the
Mediterranean, and 40 m. N.N.E. Valencia. P.
16,952. It has brandy distilleries and an active
commerce. Area of province 2445 sq. m. P.
260,919,

Castello^:, a town of South Italy, prov.
Caserta, on the Appian Wav, and on the Gulf of

j

Gaeta, 6^ m. N.E. Gaeta. P. 3430.

Castellote, a town of Spain, prov. and 55 m.
N.E. Teruel. P. 2475.

Castellucchio, a town of North Italy, prov.
Cremona, on the Austrian frontier. P. 4343.

C-vstelluccia, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and]
27 m. E.S.E. Salerno. P. 2649.

Castelluccio, several towns of South Italy.

—I. prov. Caserta, 6 m. S.W. Sora. P. 1457.—
II. (^Acqtia BofTand), prov. & 20 m. N.E. Campo-
basso, on the S. slope of Monte Sibilla, 4763
feet above the sea, the loftiest vill. in the Apen-
nines. P. 3730.—III. (Inferiorey, prov. Basilicata,

32 m. S.W. Tursi. P. 2722.—IV. (Superiore),

same prov., immediately N.W. Castelluccio Infe-
riore. P. 2905.—V. ( Valmaggiorey South Italy,

prov. Foggia, circ. Bovino. P. 2687.
Castelluccio, a town of the island Sicily, prov.

Messina, circ. Mistretta. P. 1982.

Castelmary, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Aveyron, arr. Eodez, cant. La Salvetat P. 1088.
Castelmoron, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Lot-et-Garonne, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the
Lot, 17 m. S.E. Marmande. P. 2094.
Castelxau is the prefixed name of several-

comms., towns, and vills. of France, in the S.W.
deps.—I. (de Brassac), dep. Tarn, 30 m. S.E. Albi.

.

P. 4192.—II. (Magnoacy, H. Pyrenees, cap. cant.,

21 m. N.E. Tarbes. P. 1632.—III. (de Afedoc),

cap. cant., dep. Gironde, 16 m. N.W, Bordeaux.
P, 1520.—IV'. (de Montmiraity, Tarn, cap. cant.,

17 m. N.W. Albi. P. 3021.—V. (Montratiery dep.

Lot, cap. cant., 12J m. S.S.W. Cahors, P, 101.5,—
VI. (Riviere Basse), H. Pyrdn^es, cap. cant., 25 m.
N.W. Tarbes. P. 1232.—VIL a fortress, dep.

Card, 8 m. S. Uzes, where Eoland, chief of the
Camisards, met his death, August 13, 1704.
Castelnaudary, Sostomaffus, a town of France,

dep. Aude, cap. arr., near the Canal du Midi, 22
m. W.N.W. Carcassonne. P. 9584 It has ship-
building yards, and manufs. of wooUen and silk

fabrics, and earthenwares.
CASTEI.NFONA, a town of Central Italy, prov.

Massa, circ. Castelnuovo. P. 4771.
Castelnovo, several towns of Italy.—I. prov.

& 6 m. S.S.E. Modena. P. 2550.—II. South Italy,

prov. Caserta, 13 m. N.E. Gaeta, P. 871,-111.
Sicily, Messina, 14 m, S.W. Milazzo, P. 1634.

CASTEI.XOVO, a vilL of N. Italy, Venetia, prov.
Verona, dist BardoUno. P. 2812. It was sacked
and burned by the Austrians in 1848.—IL prov.
Udine, dist SpiUmbergo. P, 2644.—III. prov.
Euvigo, dist. Massa. P. 3801.
Castelxuovo, several towns, etc, of Italy.

—I. (Belbo), prov. Alessandria, circ AcquL
P. 1597.—II. (Berardetigdy a town of Central
Italy, prov. and circ Siena. P. 7607. It is in the
most classical part of modem Tuscany.—IlL
(Bocca d'Adday a vill.. North Italy, prov. Milan,

23 m. S.E. Lodi. P. 2181.—IV. (Bortniday prov.
Alessandria, circ Acqui. P. 1619.—V, (C(ucea\
prov, Alessandria, circ. AstL P. 1619.—VI.
(cCAstiy North Italy, prov. Alessandria, 15 m.
N.W. Asti, cap. mand. P. (with comm.) 3180.

—

VII. (dei MorUiy North Italy, cap. cant, prov.

and 20 m. S.S.W. Eeggio. P. 6135.—VIII. (di

Cevay North Italy, prov. Cuneo, 12 m. E.S.E.
Mondovi. P, 404.—IX. (di Camay a town of

South Italy, prov. Salerno, circ. Campagna. P.
1459,—X, (di Garfagnanay cap. dist. Garfagnana,
on the Serchio, prov. and 43 m. S.W. Modena.
P. 2700.—XI. (di Magray prov. Genoa, 11 m. E.

Spezia, in the Val de Magra. P. 2788.—XIL (di

Soto), prov. Modena, on the canal of Castal-
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uuovo, prov. and 10 m. N.W. lleggio. P. 5689.

—

XIII. (di Val-di-Cecinay, prov. Pisa, 13^ m. S.

Volterra. P. 3184.—XIV. (Scrivia), North Italy,

prov. and 13 m. E.N.E. Alessandria, circ. Tor-

tona, cap. mand., on the Scrivia. Pop. (with

comm.) 6592.—XV. (Val-Tidone\ prov. Parma,
dist. and 13 m. W.S.W. Piacenza. P. 1500.—
XVI. South Italy, prov. and 14 m. S.E. Chieti.

P. 4712.—XVII. prov. and 24 m. VV.N.W. Fog-
gia. P. 3346.

Castelnuovo, a fortified town and seaport of

Austria, Dalmatia, circ. and 11 m. W. Cattaro,

on the W. entrance of the gulf. It is commanded
by two forts on contiguous heights, and defended

by a citadel on the shore. P. of comm. 7886. It

was captured by the British in 1814.

Oastklorizo or Castel-Rosso, a small island

off the S. coast of Asia Minor, 19 m. S.E. Patara.

Lat. 36° 7' 30" N., Ion. 29° 40' E. Surface rugged.
Castel-Koduigo, a fortified town of Portugal,

prov. Beira, 32 m. N.E. Guarda. P. 400.

Castel-Sagrat, a town, France, dep. Tam-et-
Garonne, 23 m. W.N.W. Montauban. P. 1337.

Castel (San), a prefix of the names of the fol-

lowing towns.—I. (Angela), South Italy, prov.

Aquila, circ. Cittaducale. P. 2029.—II. (^Giorgio),

South Italy, prov. and circ. Salerno. P. 4911.

—III. {Giovanni), prov. and 15 m. W. Piacenza.
P. 7657.—IV. (Lorenzo), S. Italy, prov. Salerno,

8J m. E. Capaccio. P. 2998.—V. (Niccolo),

Central Italy, prov. and circ. Arezzo. P. 4580.

—

VI. (Pietro), a fortified town of N. Italy, prov.

and 14 m. S.E. Bologna, on the Emilian Way,
near the Silaro. P. (1861) 11,509. It has many
churches, a theatre, trade in grain, and a large

annual fair.

Castel St Pietro, avill. of Switzerland, cant.

Ticino (Mendrisio). It is the country of cele-

brated architects. P. 870.

Castel-Sarrasik, a town of France, dep. Tarn-
et-Garonne, cap. arr., on the Songuine, near its

influx into the Garonne, 12 m. W. Montauban.
P. 6838. Manufs. of serge and worsted stockings,
and a trade in corn raised in its vicinity.

Castelvetere, several towns of South Italy.

—I. (ancient Caulonia), prov. Reggio, cap. circ,

near the Mediterranean, 13 m. N.E. Gerace.
P. 7733. The town suffered much from the
earthquakes of 1659 and 1783.—II. prov. and 18
m. E.S.E. Campobasso. P. (with comm.) 3578.

—

III. prov. Avellino, 10 m. W. St Angelo. P. 2018.
Cabtelvetuano {Entella) a town of the island

Sicily, prov. and 29 m. S.E. Trapani, cap. cant.,
in a plain producing fine oil and wine. P. (1862)
14,640. Manufs. cloth, cotton, and silk.

Castelvetro, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Modena. P. 4039.
Castenaso, a town of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Bologna, near 1. b. of Idice. P. 3957.
Castenedolo, a town of North Italy, prov.

and 6J m. S.E. Brescia. P. 3363.
Castera-Lectourois, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Gers, arr. and 2^ m N. Lectoure. P.
Sulphur and ferruginous springs, and an765.

excellent bath establishment,
Castera-Verduzan, a vill. of South France,

dep. and on the Gers, 23 m. N. Auch. P. 1080,
Sulphur and chalybeate springs,
Casterton, two pas, of England, co. Rutland.

—I. (Great), 2^ m. N.N.W. Stamford. Ac. 1690.
P. 323.—II. (^Little), 2 m. N.W. Stamford, Ac.
1450. P. lis.

Castets, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Gironde, on the Garonne, 9 m. N. Bazas. P.
1320.—II. a coram, and town, dep. Landes, cap.
cant., 12 m. N.N.W. Dax. P. 2055.

Castiguone, numerous towns & vills. of Italj*.

—I, North Italy, prov, Milan, llj m. S,E, Lodi,
near rt, b, of the Adda, P, 3412.—II. prov.
Massa, 21 m. N.W. Lucca. P. 3047.— III.

South Italy, prov. and 4J m. N.N.E. Cosenza. P.
1201.—IV. prov. Catanzaro, 10 m. W. Nicastro.

P. 3300.—V, Sicily, prov. and 25 m, N,N,E, Ca-
tania, on the declivity of Mount .ffitna, P, 5001,

—VI. Central Italy, prov, and 22 m, W, Perugia,
on the W. side of the Lake of Perugia, P, 9546.

—VII, a vill. of Comarca di Eoma, near the Lake
of Gabti, with considerable remains of antiquity.

—VIII (alia Valle), South Italy, prov. and circ.

Teramo, P, 2875.—IX, (Chiavarese), N, Italy,

prov, Genoa, circ. Chiavari. P. 2257. The soil

abounds in minerals, jasper, and various coloured
marbles.—X. (dei Gati), prov. and 26^ m. S.W.
Bologna. P, 2820,—XI. (della Pescaia), Central
Italy, prov. and 12 m.W. Grosseto, on the Mediter-
ranean, at the outlet of the lagoon of Castiglione.

P. 3645.—XII. (della Pescara), South Italy, prov.
Teramo, 21 m. S.S.W. Citta-Sau-Angelo. P. 2053.

—XIII. (delle Stiviere), North Italy, prov. and 22
m. N.W. Mantua. P. 3716. Noted for the deci-

sive victory gained here by the French over the
Austrians in 1796.—XIV. (d'Orcia), Cent, Italy

prov. Siena, near the Orcia, 7^ m. S.E. Montal-
cino. P. 2216.—XV. (Fiorentino), Central Italy,

8J m. S.E. Arezzo. P. (1861) 2511. It abounds
in vineyards and agricultural produce, and has a
splendid view of the valley of the Chiana.—XVI.
— (Messer Marino), South Italy, prov. Chieti, cap.

circ., 22 m. S.W. Vasto. P. 3874.—XVII. (Messer
Raimondo), South Italy, prov, and 17 m, S,E,
Teramo, P, 2946,—XVIIl, (Torinese), N, Italy,

prov. and circ, Turin. P, 1656,

Castiglione (Lake of), a lagoon of Central
Italy, prov, Siena, N, of Grosseto, 10 m. in length
by 1 to 3 m. in breadth. It receives the Bruna
and other rivers, and discharges into the Medi-
terranean, by a canal close to Castiglione della

Pescaja.

Castigx^vno, a town of Central Italy, prov, and
circ, Ascoli-Piceno, P, 2485.

Castile (Span. Castilla), a former kingdom of

Spain, which occupied the central table-land of

the peninsula, composed chiefly of tertiary for-

mation, and elevated 2300 feet above the sea.

In the 10th century this region was a country, of

which Burgos was the capital ; at the commf-.ncc-
ment of the 11th century it was erected into a
kingdom, and was successively extended by the
addition of the kingdoms of Leon, Estremadura,
and Andalucia. The marriage of Ferdinand, king
of Aragon, with Isabella of Castile, in 1474, united
under one sceptre all the Christian states of the
Peninsula ; and the conquest of Granada, in 1492,
led to the establishment of the kingdom of Spain.
From the great importance of Castile, as the cen-
tre of the kingdom, the appellation " Castillian" is

often used to indicate Spaniards in general,

Castile (New), (Span, Castilla-ta-Nueva), an
old prov. of Spain, forming the S. portion of the
anc. kingdom of Castile ; cap. Madrid. It is now
divided into the provs. of Madrid, Toledo, Ciu-
dad-Real, Cuen9a, and Guadalaxara. This region
forpis part of the central table-land of Spain,
bounded N. by the mountains of the Sierra Gua-
darama, S. by those of the Sierra Morena, and
traversed by several minor chains, which separate
broad plains or valleys. Its rivers comprise the
upper courses of the Tagus, Guadiana, the Guad-
alquivir, the Segura, and the Xucar. Climate
dry and healthy. From the elevation of surface,

the winters are cold. In summer the heat is

great in the valleys. Winds are violent and very
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dry ; and in summer the air is loaded with dust.

Soil fertile, but suffers from drought; water is

scarce ; often for several months in succession it

does not rain, and the average annual fall for the
table-land is only 10 inches. Agriculture is in a
neglected state, yet grain is raised sufficient for

consumption. Oil and wine abound in many
parts of the prov. ; the most celebrated wine is

that of Val-de-Penas, in the prov. Ciudad E«al.

Saffron, madder, lint, hemp, and fruit are culti-

vated. The rearing of cattle is an important
branch of industry ; horses are of an excellent
quality; the sheep of the Sierras Cuen9a and
Molina supply the celebrated merino wool. The
mountains of the Sierra Morena afford the richest

supply of minerals in the kingdom. The chief

mines are those of Almaden. The prov. affords

excellent marble and rock salt, andcontains nume-
rous mineral springs. Principal manufs. cloth,

silk, cotton, and paper.

Castile (Old\ (Span. Castilla-la-Vieja), an
old prov. of Spam, comprising the N. portion of

the anc. kingdom of Castile, and forming the new
provs. of Burgos, Valladolid, Palencia, Avila,
Segovia, Soria, Logrono, and Santander. The S.

portion of the territory is traversed by the Sierra
Guadarama, and the N. by the mountains of As-
turias, while in the centre the Sierra Occa sepa-
rates the basins of the Ebro and the Douro. The
climate is more moist than in New Castile, and is

mild in the plains. Timber is rare, except on the
mountains ; soil fertile, and yields abundance of

grain in the plains, and wine, madder, oU, lint,

and fruits are produced. Pasturage is excellent,

and cattle and sheep are extensively reared. The
merino wool of Segovia is considered next in

quality to that of Leon. The mountains supply
useful minerals, and there are many mineral
springs. Manufs. unimportant ; cloth is still the
principal, next to which are leather, paper, glass,

and stoneware. Com, madder, and wool are the
principal articles of export.

Castile, a township of the TJ. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, near Lake Erie, 222 m. W.
Albany. P. 2446.

Castillo de Locubin, a town of Spain, prov.
and 18 m. S.W. Jaen. P. 3971.

Castillon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ari^ge, cap. cant., arr. and 7 m. S.W. St Girons,

on the Lizard. P. 1072.

Castillon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gironde, cap. cant., arr. & 10 m. E.S.E. Libourne,
on the rt. b. of the Dordogne. P. 3517. Manufs.
of nails and cords, cotton-spinning.

Castillon£s, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Lot-et-Garonne, cap. cant., arr. and 17 m.
N.N.W. Villeneuve-sur-Lot. P. 2134.

Castine, a seaport town, U. S., North America,
Maine, on Penobscot Bay, 25 m. S. Bangor. P.

1261. It has trade in timber, and fishing.

Castione, two vills. of North Italy ; one 20 m.
N.E. Bergamo. P. 1068. The other 4 m. W.
Sondrio. P. 1335.

Castle-Acre or East Acre, a pa. of England,
CO. Norfolk, 4 m. N. Swaffham. Ac. 3249. P. 1405.

Castle-AsHBY, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.
E.S.E. Northampton. Ac. 1926. P. 183. On the
Northampton and Peterboro' Eailway. [Ashbt.]
Castlebar or Aglish, a disfranch. par), and

munic. bor., town and pa, of Ireland, Connaught,
cap. CO. Mayo, on the Castlebar river, 10 m.
E.N.E. Westport. P. 3022. Principal edifices,

parish church, castle, and Roman Catholic chapel,

court-house, workhouse, and linen-hall. It has
breweries, trade in coarse Unens ; and is the head
of a poor-law union, and the seat of the co. court

of assize.—The Castlebar river issues from a lake,

3 m. in length, S.W. of the town, and flows N.
into Loch CuUin. Alt. of town 152 feet .

Castle-Bellingham, a market town of Ire- 1

land. Leinster, co. Louth, 4i m. N. Dunbar, on I

Dundalk and Drogheda Railway. P. 539, psuily J
employed in linen-weaving. -^

Castle-Blayney, a town of Ireland, Ulster, co.

and 12 m. S.S.E. Monaghan, at the W. extremity
of Loch BlajTiey, on Drogheda and Enniskillen
Eailway. P. 1822.

Castle-Bbomwich, a hamlet, England, on Mid-
land Eailway, 14^ m. E.N.E. Birmingham. P. 618.

Castle (Bytue), a pa. of S. Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 10 in. N.E. Haverford-West. Ac. 2537.
P. 227.—II. (jCaer-Cineon), a pa. of N. Wales, co.

Montgomery, 4J m. W.S.W. Welshpool. Ac
6540. P. 682.—III. {Camps), a pa. of England, co.

Cambridge, 5 m. E.S.E. Linton. Ac. 2703. P. 901.

Castle-Carey, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Somerset, 10 m. S.E. Wells. Ac of pa.

2625. P. 2060.

Castle-Carr.4CK, a pa. of England, co. Cum-
beriand, 9 m. E. Carlisle. Ac 3640. P. 337.

Castle-Caby, a hamlet of Scotland, co. Stir-

ling, pa. and 9 m. W.S.W. Falkirk, with a station

on the Edinburgh and Glasgow Eailway.
Castle-Church, a pa. of England, co. and 1

m. S.W. Stafford. Ac. 3774. P. 3362.

Castle-Combe, a vill. and pa., Engl., co. Wilts,

6 m. N.W. Chippenham. Ac. of pa. 1494. P. 534.
,

Castle-Comer, a town and pa. of Ireland,''

Leinster, co. and 10 m. N.N.E. Kilkenny. Ac. of

pa. 21,592. P. 79l5; do. of town, 1435. It has
church, schools, market-house, court-house, and
fever hospital. Extensive collieries 2^ m. dist.

Castle-Connell or Stradbai,ly, a town and
pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. and 6^ m. N.N.E.
Limerick, on the Shannon, close to the Falls of

Doonass. Ac. of pa. 6488. P. 3315 ; do. of town
504. It has chalybeate springs.

Castleconor, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co.

Sligo, on the Moy, near its mouth in Killala Bay,
3 m. N.N.E. Ballina. Ac. 16,677. P. 2763.
Castle-Dermot or Tbistledermot, a pa, and

town of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kildare, on the

Lear, 6 m. N.N.E. Carlow. Ac of pa. 7497. P.
of do. 2006, of town 883. Two pariiaments were
held here in the time of Henry iv.

Castle-Douglas, a town of Scotl., stewartry
and 9 m. N.E. Kirkcudbright, pa. Kelton. P. 2261.

Castle-Eaton, a pa. of Engl., co. Wilts, on th»

Thames, ^va. N.W. Highworth. Ac 1956. P. 28&
Castle-Eden, a pa. and yill., Engl., co. and 10

m. S.E. Durham, on the Eden, and the Hartlepool

and Sunderland Eailway. Ac 1935. P. 535.

Castle-Finn, a markettown of Ireland, Ulster,

CO. Donegal, on the Finn, which is navigable up
to the town, 5 m. S.W. Lifford. P. 605.

Castlefobd, a pa., Engl., co. York, West Rid-

ing, having a station on the North Midland Rail-

way, 7^ m. N.E. Wakefield. Ac 2040. P. 4366.

Castle-Frome, a pa., Engl., co. Hereford, 6f
m. N.N.W. Ledbury. Ac. 1611. P. 160.

Castle-Haven, a pa., Irel., co. Cork, on Castle-

Haven Bay, 15 m. N.E. Cape Clear. Ac 10,642.

P. 3284, with vill. of Castle-Townsend.
Castle-Island, a pa. and town of Ireland,

Munster, co. Kerry, 11 m. E.S.E. Tralee. Ac. of

pa. 29,635. P. 6035 ; do. of town, 1702.—II. an
islet, Munster, co. Cork, in Roaring-Water Bay,

N. Cape Clear. Ac 121.

Castle-Jordan, a pa., Ireland, Leinster, King^i

and Meath cos., on the Grand Canal, 6 m. S.S.W.
Kinnegad. Ac. 17,371. P. 2R61.

Castle-Knock, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.
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and in barony of same name, 4 m. "W.N.W. Dub-
lin, on the Liffey. Ac. 7123. P. 4028.

Castle-Lyons, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, Mun-
ster, CO. Cork, 2 m. N.E. Eathcormack. Ac. of

pa. 13,708. P. 2701 ; do. of vill. 290.

Castle-Macadam, a pa. of Irel., Leinster, co.

Wicklow, e m. S. Kathdinim. Ac. 10,843. P. 4162.

Castle-Magkek, a pa., Irel., Munster, co. Cork,

7 m. W.N.W. Mallow, and comprising part of the

town of Kanturk (which see). Ac. 7880. P. 1668.

Castlemaine; an incorporated town of Victoria

colony, on the Melbourne Railway. P. 4000. A
district of same name. P. (1859) 30,523, of whom
6974 were Chinese. Gold-mining is carried on.

Castle-Martix, a pa. of South Wales, co. and
5 m. W.S.W. Pembroke. Ac.48o7. P. 422.

Castle-Martye, a town, and formerly a pari,

borough of Ireland, Munster, co. and 18 m. E.

Cork, <m the Maine. P. 711.

Castle-More, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught,
COS. Koscommon and Mayo, 1 m. S.E. Ballagha-

direen. Ac. 8912. P. 3178.

Castle-Morton, a pa. of Engl., co. Worcester,

4 m. S.S.W. Upton-on-Severn. Ac. 3656. P. 818.

Castle-Northwicii, a township of England,

CO. Chester, pa. Great Budworth, 6 m. W.N.W.
Middlewich. Ac. 100. P. 1395.

Castle-Pollard, a town, Ireland, Leinster, co.

Westmeath, 6J m. W.N.W. Drumcree. P. 1013.

Oastle-Rahan, a pa. of Ireland, in barony of

same name, Ulster, co. Cavan, 5 m. W. Virginia,

and comprising a part of the town Ballyjamesduff
(which see). Ac. 10,212, P. 4260.

Castle-Kea or Castlereagh, a market town
of Ireland, in barony of same name, Connaught,
CO. and 16 m. W.N.W. Roscommon, on the Suck.
P. 1446. It is the head of a poor-law union, and
has a workhouse, dispensary, and prison.

—

Castle-

reagh is a hamlet, Ulster, co. Down, 2 m. S.E.
Ballyacerret. P. 206.

Castlereagh, a river of Australia, is an affl.

of the Darling, which flows N.W., and joins that

river in lat. 30° S., Ion. 147° 20' E.
Oastle-Rising, a bor. town and pa. of Eng-

land, CO. Norfolk, 4 m. N.N.E. King's Lynn. Ac.
of pa. 2096. P. 377. Remains of castle, in which
Isabella, Queen of Edward ii., was imprisoned,
after the murder of her husband.
Castle-Terra, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co.

and 4 m. N.N.E. Cavan. Ac. 9980. P. 4138. It

comprises the town of Ballyhaise (which see).

Castle-Thorpe, a pa. of England, co. Bucks,
3 m. N.N.E. Stony-Stratford. Ac. 1380. P. 338.

Castleton, a pa. of England, co. Derby, in the
Peak dist., 5 m. N. Tideswell. Ac. 10,205. P.
1167.—II. a pa., co. Dorset, f m. N.E. Sherborne
Ac 69. P. 59.—III. a township, co. Lancaster,
pa. and 1^ m. S.S.E. Rochdale. P. 13,971.
Castleton, three townships, U. S., North

America.—I. New York, on Staten island. P.
6389.—II. on Hudson, 8 m. S.E. Albany. P. 350.
—III. Vermont, co. & 10 m. W. Rutland. P. 3016.
pASTLETON, a pa. of Scotland, co. Roxburgh,

with the vill. of New Castletown, 16 m. S,
Hawick, Ac. 68,152. P. 3688, of vill. 1124,
CASTLETO^VN OF Braemar, a vill, of Scotland,

Crathy and Braemar pa., Aberdeenshire, on the
Clunie, above its junction with the Dee, 52 m.
W.S.W. Aberdeen. 1100 feet above the sea.

Casti.etown or Castletown Bearhaven, a
seaport town of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork, on the
W. side of Bantry Bay, opposite Bere island, 20
m, W. Bantry. P. 1070. It is a coast guard sta-
tion. Vessels of 400 tons can reach its pier.

Casti-etown, numerous pas. of Ireland.—I.

Leinster, co. Louth, 1^ m. N.N.W, Dundalk.

Ac, 2609, P, 726,—II. Munster, co. Limerick, 4
ra. N.E. Pallas Green. Ac. 1724. P. 318.—III.
{Arrdyi Munster, co. Tipperary, 7 m. N.W.
Nenagh, Ac, 6804. P. 2100.

CASTLETO^VN, a pa. and town of the Isle of Man,
S. extremity, on W. shore of Castletown-Bay,
11 m. S.W. Douglas. P. 2373; of landward,
2692. Mean temp. June 61°, Jan. 43° Fahr. It is

the seat of the Manx governor, and has a bank,
prison, and barracks, with the walls and towers
of Castle Rushen.
Castletown-Roche, a town and pa. of Ireland,

Munster, co. Cork, on the Awbeg, 8 m. -W.N.W.
Fermoy. Ac. of pa. 6484. P. 1968 ; do. of town, 871.

Castleto'vvnsend, a small seaport town of Ire-

land, Munster, co. Cork, on the W. side of Castle-
haven Bay, 4 m. E.S.E. Skibbereen. P. 476.

Custom-house for the port of Baltimore.
Castle-Wellan, a market town of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Down, 5 m. S.W. Clough. P. 746.

Caston, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
S.E. Watton. Ac. 1557. P. 510.

Castor, Durobrivse, a pa. of England, co. Nor-
thampton, on the Nene, 4rJ m. W. Peterborough.
Ac. 7020. P. 1323.

Castor River, a riv. of the U. S., N. America,
rises in Fi-ancisco co., in the E.S.E. of the state

of Missouri, flows S., joins several small lakes

in Stoddard co., and falls into the Whitewater
River, which empties itself into Big Lake.

Castres, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Tarn, cap. aiT., on the Agout, 23 m. S.E. AlbL
P. (1861) 21,538. It has a town-hall, public
libraiy, church, theatre, barrack, and exchange.
The seat of a Protestant consistory, having been
one of the first towns which embraced the doc-
trines of Calvin; diocesan and other superior
schools, council of agriculture, and chamber of

manufs. Manufs. of cassimeres, cotton goods,
copper wares, glue, soap, and paper. Coal, iron,

lead, and copper are raised in its vicinity, and the
town lias an active trade in wool, liqueurs, and
confectionary. Birthplace of Dacier and Rapin.

Castres, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gironde, 11 m. S.E. Bordeaux. P. 739.

CASTRiiZZATO, a town of North Italy, prov.
Brescia, circ. Chiari. P. 2277.

Castri, a vill. of Greece, gov. Phocis, occupy-
ing a portion of the site of ancient Delphi, on the
S. declivity of Mount Parnassus, 7 m. E. Salona.

About 250 yards E. is the famous Castalian spring.

Castries, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Herault, cap. cant., 7 m. N.E. Montpellier. P. 1213.

Castries or Port Castries, a town, isl. St
Lucia, British W. Indies, on its W. coast. P. 2400.

Castrignano, a town of South Italy, prov.
Lecce, circ. Gallipoli. P. 2737.

Castro, Castrum Minervse, a decayed seaport

city of South Italy, prov. Lecce, 10 m. S.W.
Otranto, on the Adriatic. It has a castle, cathe-

dral, harbour, an export trade in corn, wine,
olives, fruit, cotton, and fish. In its vicinity are
remarkable grottoes.—II. {Castrimamium), avill.
of Cent. Italy, prov. and 25 m. W.N.W. Viterbo.
—III. a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and 9 m. 8.
Frosinone.—IV. (Giovanni), Enna, a city, Sicily,

prov. Catania, cap. circ, on a table-land in the
centre of the island, 4000 feet above the sea, and
13 m. N.E. Caltanisetta. P. (1862) 13,747. It
is healthy, and well supplied with water. Enna
was celebrated in antiquity as the mythical birth-
place of Ceres, and the site of her most famous
temple ; and 5 m. distant is the lake of Pergusa,
where Proserpine was carried off by Pluto.—V.
{Reale), a town of Sicily, prov. Messina, cap. circ,

12 m. S. W. Milazzo. P. 7553.—VI. (Filippo), a
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town, island Sicily, prov. and circ. Girgenti. P.

25r)8.

Castro, a to-mi of Brazil, prov. San Paulo, W.
the Sierra do Mar, and 60 m. N. Curutiba. P.

of the dist. 8000.—II. a seaport town of Chile, and
the former cap. of the isl. Chiloe, on its E. coast.

Castro, Mitylene, a seaport town of Asiatic

Turkey, cap. the island of Mitylene, on its E.
coast, 55 m. N.W. Smyrna. P. 6500.

Castro-del-Eio-el-Leal, a town of Spain,

prov. and 17 m. S.E Cordova, near the Guada-
jocillo. P. 9092. Manufs. wool
CASTROjEKiz {Casfrum Caesaris), a town of

Spain, prov. and IS m. W. Burgos, between the
Orda and Garbanzuela. P. 2420.

Castro-Marim, a fortified town of Portugal,

prov. Algarves, on rt. b. of the Guadiana, near its

mouth, and opposite Ayamonte. P. 2250.

Castronuovo, a fortified town of Sicily, prov.
Palermo, cap. cant., on a mountain, 25 m. N. Gir-
genti. P. 4029. Near it are quarries of fine marble.
Castroxuovo, a town of South Italy, prov.

BasDicata, 34 m. S.S.E. Potenza. P. 2472.

Castropignano, a town of South Italy, prov.
Campobasso, cap. circ, near the Bifemo, 5 m.
W.N.W. Campobasso. P. 2821.

Castropol, a seaport town of Spain, prov.
and 68 m. W.N.W. Oviedo. P. 1246.

Castro-Urdiales, a seaport town of Spain,
prov. and 27 m. E. Santander, on the Bay of

Biscay. P. 2936. The town was sacked by the

French in 1811, but has since been rebuilt

Castroverde, a town of Portugal, prov. Alem-
tejo, 26 m. S. Beja. P. 2000.

Castrovillari, a fortified town of South Italy,

prov. Cosenza, cap. circ, 7 m. "W.N.W. Cassano.
P. 7931. In its vicinity, near Monte PoUino, the
famous cheese called cacio cavallo is made.
Castro-Virryna, a prov. and town of South

Peru, dep. Ayacucho, cap. prov., 112 m. S.W.
Guamanga, P. (of prov.) 14,000. Though in a
tropical region, it is so elevated that its inhabit-
ants often suffer from the intensity of the cold.

Castua, a town of Austria, Illyria, on the E.
side of the peninsula Istria, near the Gulf of

Quamero, circ. and 34 m. S.E. Triest P. 850.

Formerly cap. of the ancient Lihumia.
Castuera, a town of Spain, cap. dist., prov.

and 68 m. E.S.E. Badajoz, near rt. b. of the
Guadalefra. P. 5578. Trade in fruit and wine.

Castus, one of the Ionian isls. Area 3 sq. ni.

Caswell, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in N. part of North Carolina, on Eichmond and
Danville Railway. Area 400 sq. m. P. 6860 free,

9355 slaves. Surface undulating and soil fertile.

Capital, Yancey.
Cat Island, Bahamas. [San Salvador.]
Cataforio, a town of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Eeggio. P. 2671.

Catahoula, a co. of the U'. S., North America,
Louisiana, comprising the vill. Harrisonburgh, on
the Washita, 28 m. N.W. Natchez. P. of co., 5538
free, 6113 slaves.—The Catahoula Eiver is a
tributary of the Washita.
Cataldo 1 San), a town, Sicily, in the Val-Maz-

zara, prov. & 5 m. W.S.W. Caltauisetta, cap. circ.

P. (1862) 9671. In its vicinity are sulphur mines.
Catalina (Santa), an island. Pacific Ocean,

separated from Upper California by the channel
of Santa Barbara.—II. an islet, Caribbean Sea,
90 m. E. the Mosquito coast, and immediately
N. Old Providence island.—III. a harbour and
island. Mosquito coast. Central America.—IV. a
harbour on the E. coast of Newfoundland, N. the
entrance of Trinity Bay.—V. a cape, Central
America, state and 70 m. S.S.W. Nicaragua.

Catalonia (Spanish Catalunay, an old prov. of

Spain, in the N.E. of the peninsula, bounded N.
by the republic of Andorra and the Pyrdn^t-s,

W. by Aragon, S. Valencia, and E. the Mediter-
ranean. Its cap. was Barcelona ; it is now divided
into the provs. of Barcelona, Tan-agona, Lerida,
and Gerona. Surface mountainous, intersected by
tbe contreforts of the Pyrdn^es, which separate it

into numerous small valleys. Near its centre,

Mont Serrat is 4054 feet above the sea. Coast bold
and rugged. Surface well watered. Chief rivei

the Ebro, Llobregat, and Ter. Climate dry am _

healthy in the interior, but humid and variable ofl

the coasts. Every variety of bread-corn is raised,

but insufficient for consumption. Products are
hemp, flax, saffron, madder, liquorice, barilla,

chestnuts, oranges, citrons, figs, and almonds; ana
wine is produced. Minerals are copper, zinc, maa<;i
ganese, lead, & coal ; there is a salt-mine at Cantj
dona, & salt-works on the coast. Manufs. woollens
cotton, silk, leather, paper, cordage, and firearma«
Catalonia was not long \inder the dominion of thiq

Moors. It was conquered by Charlemagne, and
after his death divided into numerous fiefs, whick
were finally absorbed in the prov. of Barcelona.
It was united to the crown of Aragon in 1137. The
Catalans speak a peculiar language, distinct froa
the Castilian ; they have frequently attempted ta
free themselves from the government of Spain.

.'

Catamarca, a dep. of tlie Argentine Confed,
S. America, between lat. 25° and 29- S., Ion. 66"

and 69° W., having W. the Andes, separating it

from Atacama in Chile, and on other sides the
deps. Salta, Tucuinan, Cordova, and Eioja. Area
35,780 sq. m. P. (1860) 50,000. Exports cotton
and red pepper. It has gold, sUver, copper, tin, and
nickel mines. Catamarca, the cap., is in lat. 27*

SC S. ; Ion. 68° W. P. 12,000.

Catanduanes, one of the Philippine Islands^

Asiatic Archipelago, near the S.E. coast of Luzod,
40 m. long and 15 m. broad, and fertile.

Catania, Catana, a city and seaport of Sicily,

cap. prov., on its E. coast, near the foot of Mount
^tna, 31 m. N.N.W. Syracuse. P. (1862) 64,921,

of comm. 68,810. Mean temp, of year 67°-4|

winter, 52°-8 ; siunmer, 84°-5 Fahr. Often ruined

by earthquakes and eruptions of ^tna, but always
rebuilt in a superior style. Its streets are paved
with lava, of which material the public buildings
are constructed, the latter being faced with vaag^

nesian limestone and enriched with marbles. A
natural mole of lava encloses the harbour. Prin-
cipal edifices, the cathedral, rebuilt after the

earthquake of 1693, senate house, Benedictine
convent, museum, university, founded in 1445,

college of arts, & private museums. It is a bishop's

see, the seat of one of the three high civil & crimi-

nal courts in Sicily, & of inferior courts. Manufs.
silk fabrics, and wares in lava and amber ; besides

which goods, it exports com, macaroni, potatoes,

olives, figs, raw silk, wine, soda, mansa, canthsr-

rides, and snow from Mount .Stna. The harbour
is not adequate to the importance of the city. Area
of prov. 1824 sq. m. P. (1862) 450,460. The Gvl/

of Catania extends from La Trezza Bay, near

Aci Keale, to Cape Santa Croce, near Agosta, 18

miles. It receives the Giaretta river.

Catanzaro, a city of S. Italy, cap. prov. Catan-
zaro, on a mountain, near the Gulf of Squillace, 33

111. S.S.E. Cosenza. P. (1862) 17,136, of conun.

22,451. Many of its buildings were destroyed by

the earthquake of 1783, but it has a cathedral and

other churches, a castle, palace, lyceum, theatre, a

royal academy of sciences, a diocesan school, col-

lege and foimdling hospital, with a government
pawn-bank, & other charitable institutions. It has
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manufs. of silk, velvet, and woollen fabrics, and

an active trade in agricultural produce. It has

seven ports, the chief of which is called Agraria.

Catanzaro, a prov. of Italy (formerly Calabria

Citra II.). Area 2306 sq. m. P. (1862) 384,159.

Catarroja, a town of Spain, prov. and 6 m. S.

Valencia. P. 3585.

Catawba, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

centre of North Carolina. Area 250 sq. in. P.

9065 free, 1664 slaves. Soil fertile. Yields iron

ore, and has iron forges. Cap. Newton.
Catawissa, a tnshp., U. S., N. America, Penn-

sylvania, 52 m. N.N.E. Harrisburg. P. 2565.

Catbalogan or Cadvaloxga, a town, Philip-

pines, cap. of isl. Samar, on W. coast. P. 6328.

Catcott, a chapelry of England, co. Somerset,

pa. Moorlincli, 6| m. E.N.E. Bridgewater. Ac.
2256. P. 740.

Cateau (Le) or CAXEAtr-CAMBRESis, a comm.
and town oi France, dep. Nord, cap. cant., on the

Selle, 14 m. E.S.E. Cambrai. P. 9212. Manufs.
shawls, merinoes, and calicoes. The treaty of

Cateau-Cambresis, between Philip ii. of Spain &
Henri ii. of France, was signed here in 1559.

Catelet (Le), a comm. and town of France,
cap. cant., dep. Aiue, arr. and 10 m. N. St Queu-
tin, on the Scheldt. P. 645.

Catena Nuova, a town of the island Sicily,

prov. Catania, circ. Nicosia. P. 1657.

Caterhajm, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 3 m.
N.W. Godstone. Ac. 2460. P. 815.

Caterina (Santa), a fortified town of Sicily,

prov. and 7 m. N.N.W. Caltanisetta, cap. circ,

on a hill near the \V. bank of the Salso. P. 6382.

—II. a market town, same prov., near the sea,

13 m. W.N.W. Terranova.
• Caterina (Santa), a market town of South
Italy, prov., dist. and 26 m. S. Catanzaro. P.
2686.—II. the most N. headland of the island

Corfu.—The Canal ofSanta Caterina, N. Italy,

prov. and S. Padua, passes Este, and connects
with other canals the Adige and Bacchiglione
rivers with the Brenta.. Length 8 miles.

Caterli, a maritime town of Asia Minor, Ana-
tolia, on the Sea of Marmora, 25 m. S. Constanti-
nople. P. 3000.
Catesby-Abbey, a pa. of England, co. Nor-

thampton, 4 m. S.W. Daventry. Ac. 1990. P. 107.

Catkield, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 12 m.
N.E. Nonvich. Ac. 2393. P. 660.

Catharina (Santa), a maritime prov. of South
Brazil, between lat. 26° and 29° S. ; Ion. 49° and
61° 30' W., having E. the Atlantic, and on other
sides the provs. San Paulo and Rio Grande do
Sul. Area 14,754 sq. m. P. (1856) 105,000.
The coast low ; surface elsewhere mountainous,
traversed by Sierra Catharina on the W., and
well watered. SoU fertile and salubrious. Prin-
cipal crops are rice, manioc, millet, sugar, coffee,

and cochineal, with a little cotton. Principal
towns, Desterro, Joinville, and Laguna.
Catharina (Santa), a fortified island of Bra-

zil, forming the bay oi same name, off the coast
of the above prov., between lat. 27° and 28° S.
Length N. to S. 30 m., breadth 8 m. P. 12,000.
Surface mountainous, well watered and covered
with forests. It abounds with natural curiositius.

On its W. coast is the town of Desterro.
Catharines, a township, U. S., North America,

New York, 16 m. E. Elmira. P. 3070.
Cathcart, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Renfrew and

Lanark, on the White Cart River, 2 m. S. Glas-
gow. Ac. 4100. P. 3782. The battle of Langside,
the last fought in behalf of Mary, Queen of Scots,
.took place in this parish in 1568. Renfrewshire
portion includes vill. of New Cathcart. P. 749.

Cathedine, a pa. of South Wales, co. Brecon,
7 m. N.W. Crickhowcll. Ac. 15(i7. P. 191.
Catherine (St), an island off the coast of

Georgia, U. S., North America, at the mouth of the
rivers Newport & Medway, 12 m. S.E. Riceboro',
and between St Catherine and Sapels Sounds.
Length N. to S. 10 m.

;
greatest breadth 5 miles.

Catherine (St), a pa. of England, co. Somer-
set, 3J m. N.N.E. Bath. Ac. 1040. P. 84.

Catherini-; (St), anc. Cordylusa, an islet of the
Mediterranean, off the S. extremity of Rhodes.
Catherington, a pa. of England, co. Hants,

6| m. S.S.W. Peterfield. Ac. 5139. P. 1151.
Catherstone-Lewston, a pa. of England, po.

Dorset, 2^ m. N.E. Lyme-Regis. Ac. 248. P. 34.

Cati, a modern town of Spain, prov. and 32 m.
N.N.E. Castellon de la Plana. P. 1666.

Catignano, a town of South Italy, prov. Te-
ramo, circ. Penne. P. 2129.
Catmandoo, cap. of Nepaul. [Khatmandoo "]

Catmore:, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 3 m.
W.S.W. Ilsley. Ac. 696. P. 121.

Cato, a tnshp., U. S., North Amer., New York,
on Seneca river, 25 m. N. Auburn. P. 2247.
Catoche (Cape), a headland on the N. coast of

Yucatan, Cent. Amer. Lat. 21° 31' N. ; Ion. 87° W.
Caton, a chapelry of England, co., pa., and 5

m. N.E. Lancaster. Ac. 8373. P. 1160.

Catona. a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Reggio. P. 2751.
Catoosa, a co. of U. S., N. America, Georgia.

P. 4372 free, 710 slaves.

Catorche, a town of Mexico, state and 120 ni.

N. San Luis de Potosi. In the centre of im-
portant silver mines.

CatraIj, a town of Spain, prov. and 20 m. S.W.
Alicante. P. 2268. It has linen manufs.

Catrine, a town of Scotland, co. Ayr, pa. Som,
2 J ra. S.S.E. Mauchline. P. 2484.

Catsfiei.d, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2 m.
S.W. Battle. Ac. 2944. P. 584.

Catskili^ a township, U. S., North Americat,

New York, cap. co. Greene, on the Hudson, 31
m. S. Albany. P. 6454.

—

Catskill Mountains are
in the vicinity, and bend in the fonn of a cres-

cent towards the Mohawk River. High Peak,
the highest point, is 4000 feet above the sea. In
their recesses are the wolf, bear, and wild deer.

Cattaraugus, a co. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, in W. part, of New York. Area 1234 sq. m.
P. (I860) 43,886. Soil fertile, and adapted to

grazing. Exports cattle and wood.
Cattaro, a fortified seaport town of Austria,

Dalmatia, cap. circ. of same name, at the head
of the Gulf of Cattaro, 36 m. S.E. Ragusa. P.
1932. (?) It has two forts, a cathedral, collegiate,

Greek, and a number of other churches, several

hospitals, and a high school. It is enclosed on
all sides by mountains, and all the heights around
it are covered with fortifications. It was the cap.

of a small republic, which placed itself under the
dominion of Venice in 1420. Taken by the English
in 1813, and belonged successively to Austria and
to France till 1814. The GulfofCattaro is 30 m.
in length, consisting of three basins connected by
straits, and protected from winds by mountains,

and is the best harbour of the Adi-iatic.

Cattegat, an inlet, North Sea. [North Sea.J
Cattenham, Germ. Kattenhowen, a comm. and

vill. of France, dep. Moselle, cap. cant., arr. and
6 m. N.E. Thionville. P. 1115.

Catterall, a township, Engl., co. Lancaster,

pa. and 1^ m. S. Garstang. Ac. 1733. P. 1867.

Catterick, the supposed anc. " CataractonurruT

a pa. of England, co. York, North Riding, on the

Swale, 5 m. S.E. Richmond. Ac. 22,599. P. 2914.
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C.^ttiixon-sur-Sambre:, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep Nord, aiT. and 19 m. E.S.E. Cam-
brai. P. 2662. Manufs. of fine thread.

CATTiS'n:)CK, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 9|
m. N.W. Dorchester. Ac. 3009. P. 510.

Cattolica, a town of Sicily, prov. and 14 m.
N.W. Girgenti, cap. cant. P. 6500. It has pro-

ductive sulphur-mines.—II. a vill. of Central

Italy, prov. Forli, 9 m. S.E. Kimini, near the

Adriatic. P. 1300.

Catton, two pas. of England.—I. co. Norfolk,

2J m. N. Norwich. Ac. 895. P. 646.—II. co.

and 7 m. E.N.E. York, East Hiding, on the Der-
went. Ac. 6102. P. 1189.

CArmvAR, India. [Kattywar.J
Catus, a comm. and town of France, cap. cant.,

dep. Lot, 9 m. N.W. Cahors. P. 1611.

Catwtck, a pa. of Engl., co. York, East Eiding,

8 m. E.N.E. Beverley. Ac. 1650. P. 248.

Catworth (Great), a pa., Engl., co. Hunting-
don, 4 m. N.N.W. Kimbolton. Ac 2090. P. 640.

Catzis, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Glarus,

Heizenberg, furnishes the largest supply of fruit

in the cant. P. 775.

Cau, a town of Austria, Istria, gov. Gorz,
dist. Canale. P. 2583.

Caub, a town of Prussia, Nassau, on rt. b. of

the Ehine, 21 m. Wiesbaden. P. (1864) 2127.

A toll is here levied on all vessels navigating

the river. Blucher crossed the Ehine here with
the Prussian army, January 1, 1814.

Cauca, a river of South America, Granadian
Confed., rises near the frontier of Ecuador, flows
N. between two Cordilleras of the Andes, and
joins the Magdalena 25 m. N.W. Mompox, after

a course estimated at 500 m. Chief tributary the
Nechi. On it are the towns Popayan, Antioquia,
and Caceres. It waters a highly productive
region, and gives name to a dep. having 68,300
sq. m., and 330,331 inhabitants.

Caucasus, an extensive mountain chain, be-
tween Europe and Asia, of which it forms the
boundary by closing the isthmus which separates
the Black from the Caspian Sea. It commences
in a tongue of land called the peninsula of Taman,
which separates the E. part of the Sea of Azov
jfrom the Black Sea, in lat. 45° 10' N., Ion. 36° 45'

E., and runs S.E. in the direction of the coast to

lat. 43° N., where it turns first E., and then S.E.,

till it terminates in the peninsula of Apsheron in

the Caspian Sea. Lat. 40° 20' N. ; Ion. 50° 20' E.
Extreme length 750 m. ; breadth 65 to 150 m.
The culminating point of the chain. Mount
Elburz, in lat. 43° 20' N., Ion. 43° 30' E., rises

between the sources of the rivers Kuban and
Terek, to an elevation of 18,493 feet. The next
in elevation is Mount Kazbek, in lat. 42° 50' N.,

Ion. 44° 20' E., 16,545 feet ; but the mean elevation
of the other peaks is much less. With few ex-
ceptions, the mountains are covered with per-
petual ice and snow. The snow-line is 11,000 to

12,000 feet. W. of Elburz the chain decreases
rapidly in height, and on the shores of the Black
Sea it is only about 200 feet in elevation. E. of

the central mass it maintains a considerable ele-

vation till it approaches the Caspian Sea. A
contrefort, which leaves the central mass in Ion.
44° E., runs S. between the rivers Kur and Rion,
and connects the Caucasus with the mountains of

Armenia. On the S. the Caucasus descends gra-
dually by a succession of terraces, whUe on the
N. it is more abrupt and precipitous. The moun-
tains are either flat or cup-shaped. The existence
of glaciers in the Caucasus is uncertain, and there
are no lakes of importance ; hence the region in
general is not well watered. The chief rivers are,

1
n,(h8 1on the N. of the chain, the Terek and Kuban,

former of which flows E. to the Caspian, and the
latter W. to the Black Sea ; and on the S. the 1
Eion, a tributary of the Black, and the Kur, of the
Caspian Sea. The climate is healthy although
tempests are frequent, and the higher plateaUx
are exposed to burning heats in summer. The M
soil is fertile in the valleys, and the mountains
are covered with timber ; every species of grain ^,

is abundant, and is cultivated to a height of 8300 '-•

feet, while the lower valleys produce cotton, rice,

lint, tobacco, indigo, and wine. The auroch, a
species of domestic ox, is still found in the moun-
tains ;—the forests teem with fur-hearing animals,
and the rivers abound in fish. The greater part
of the mountains are of secondary formation, in-

terspersed with volcanic rocks. The chain con-
tains no active volcanoes, but is frequently visited

by earthquakes. Minerals comprise copper, lead,

iron, sulphur, and coal. The only pass which has
been rendered practicable for carriages is thatat
from Mo=dok to Tiflis by the valley of the Terefc.j
The principal pass on the E. is that of Derbend. fl

The Caucasus mountains have been celebrated
from the highest antiquity ; the people who in-

'

habit them have almost always maintained their

independence, and though nominally subject to

Eussia, many of the tribes still maintain a con-
stant struggle against her authority. The princi-

pal tribes are the Circassians, Ossetes, Lesghiana,
Abasians, Georgians, Misheges, and Mingreliana.
The Circassians and Georgians are considered'*?

the finest types of the human family ; and the
,

Caucasian race is the name by which the white
population of Europe, America, and part of Asia,
Australia, and Africa, is distinguished.

Caucasus, or the Caucasian Eegion, is the
name given to those portions of the Eussian
empire situated near the Caucasus mountains.
These are, in Europe, Cis-Caucasia, comprising
the provs. of Stavropol, Circassia, and Daghestan;
and in Asia Trans-Caucasia^ or the countries
situated between Turkey, Persia, the Caspian and
the Black Seas, and rtie range of the Caucasus
mountains, comprising the provs. of Abasia, Min-
grelia, Imeretia, Georgia, Shirvan, and Eussian
Armenia. Area 170,790 sq. m. Pop. of the
Lieutenancy of the Caucasus (1858) 4,257,704.
Caucasus or Ciscaucasia (now Stavropol),

a former gov. of Eussia, at the N.E. declivity of

the Caucasian mountains, cap. Stavropol. It is

bounded N. by the gov. of Astrakan and the
country of the Don Cossacks, E. by the Caspian
Sea, S.W. by Kabarda and Circassia, and W.
by the Cossacks of the Black Sea. P. (185«rt

562,317. The country is flat, and in great part
covered with salt marshes. Climate warm; soil

fertile on the banks of the rivers, and the steppes
afford good pasturage. Chief rivers, the Terek
and Kuban on the S., the Manitch on the N., and
the Kuma in the centre. Forests are confined to

the banks of the Terek and Kuma, and the slopes
of the mountains. The principal products are
com, wine, silk, cotton, sheep, cattle, and horses.

Caudan, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, arr. Lorient, cant. Pont Scorff. P. 4755.

Cauuebec, a comm. & seaport town of France,
dep. Seine Inferieure, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the

Seine, at the influx of the Caudebec, 26 m- E.
Havre. P. 2164. Manufs. of cottons, and an
active commerce. It was formerly the fortified

cap. of the Pays de Caux, and was taken by the
English in 1419.

Caudebec xxs Elbeuf, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Seine Inferieure, arr. Eouen, cant.

Elbeuf, on the Oison, with cloth manufs. P. 6908.
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Caud£r^vn, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, aiT. and 2 m. W. Bordeaux. P. 5672.

Caudete, a town of Spain, prov. and 50 m.

E.S.E. Albacete. P. 5502.

Caudry, a comni. and vill., France, dep. Nord,

ftrr. Cambrai. P. 4421. Manufs. tulle lace.

Cauijjon, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 6| m.

N.W. Abhbome. Ac. 1458. P. 400.

Caulk or Calke, a pa. of England, co. Derby,

4 m. N. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Ac. 880. P. 78.

Caulonia, Italy. [Castelveterk.]
Caulsdokf, a small dist. of Bavaria, Upper

Franconia, which, with Gersfeld and Orb, was
ceded to Prussia after the war of 1866. Area of

the whole 214 sq. m. P. 32,976.

Cauly Nuddee Eiver, S.W. India, rises in

lat. 15° 33' N., Ion., 74° 47' E., flows S. & W., &
enters the ocean near the to'wn of Sedashevaghur.
Caumont, Calvomons.) a comm. and town of

France, cap. cant., dep. Calvados, arr. and 12 m.
S.S.W. Bayeux. P. 1067.—II. dep. Eure, 16 m.
E. Pont-Audemer. P. 844.—III. Lot-et-Garonne,

4 m. S. Mamiande. P. 1023.—IV. St Nicolas-

de-la-Grive, dep. Tam-et-Garonue, arr. Castel-

sarrazin, cant, Cavaillon. P. 2017. Silk worms
are reared, and olive oil and wine produced.
Caundle, four pas. of England, co, Dorset.

—

I. {Bishop), 5 m. S.E. Sherborne. Ac. 1397. P.
371.—II. (Marsh), 3J m. S.E. Sherborne Ac.
792. P. 84.—III. (P«?-«e), 4 m. E.N.E. Sherborne.
Ac. 1470. P. 185.—IV. (Stourtm), 5^ m. E, Sher-
borne. Ac. 1975. P. 395.

Caunes (Les), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Aude, 11 m. N.E. Carcassonne. P. 2347.

Has distilleries, dye-works, and marble quarries.

Caunton, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 5J m.
N.W. Newark, Ac. 3130. P. 596.

Caussade, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Tam-et-Garonne, cap. cant., arr. and 12^ m. N.E.
Montauban. P. 4033. Manufs. woollens & beet-
root sugar, and trade in saffron fruita and cattle.

Cauterets, a comm., vill ., and much-frequented
watering-place of France, dep. H. Pyrenees, 25 m.
6.S.W. Tarbes. P. 1457. The vill. stands in a fer-

tile basin, 2900 feet above the sea, and enclosed by
rugged mountains. There are 15 mineral springs,

varying in temperature from 98° to 131° Fahr.
Cauveripuram, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, dist. and 80 m. N.E. Coimbatoor, on
rt. b. of the Cauvery. The Pass of Cauveripuram
is 30 m. long.

Caux (Pays de), a district of France, in the

old prov. of Normandy, of which the cap. was
Caudebec and afterwards Dieppe. It is now com-
prised in the dep. Seine-Inferieure. The Pays
tie Caux was celebrated for its fertility.

Caux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. He-
rault, arr. Beziers, cant. Pez^nas. P. 1793. Dis-
tilleries of brandy, and trade in horses and mules.
Cava, a town of Southern Italy, prov. and 3J

m. N.W. Salerno, cap. circ. P. (1861) 19,488. It

has a cathedral, diocesan school, a convent, a
Benedictine monastery containing vast archives,
and a Ubrary with rare & curious MSS. Manufs.
of sUks, cottons, woollens, and tobacco.—II. a
town of North Italy, prov., cap. mand., circ. and
4 m. S.W. Pavia. P. 670.
Cava, one of Orkney isls., 9 m. S. Pomona. P. 29.

Cavacurta, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan,
circ. Lodi. P. 1443.
Cavaglia, a town, N. Italj-, 30 m. N.E. Turin,

prov. Novara, circ Biella, cap. mand. P. 2361.
Cavagi.io (jTAffuona), a vill. of North lUly,

prov. and circ. Novara. P. 1320.
Cavagnolo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and

circ- Turin. P. 1545.

Cavaillox, Cabellio, a town of France, dep.
Vaucluse, cap. cant., arr. and 14 m. S.E. Avig-
non. P. 7797. Manufs. silk twist.

Cavalcante, a town of Brazil, cap. comarca,
prov. and 300 m. N.E. Goyaz, with gold mines
and gold-washings in the river Almas. P. 4000.

Cavallerleone, a vill. of North Italy, prov.
Cuneo, circ. Saluzzo. P. 1363.

Cavallekmaggiore, a town of North Italy,

prov. Cuneo, circ. Saluzzo, cap. mand., between
the Marca and Grana, 24 m. N.E. Cuneo. P. with
comm. 5307. Products : cheese, rye, hay, hemp,
mulberries, and wood. It has several charitable
institutions.

Cavallo, a town of Turkey. [Kavala."]
Cavan, an inland co. of Ireland, Ulster, having

N. the CO. Fermanagh, E. Monaghan, S. Meath,
and West Meath, S.W. Leitrim. Area 746 sq.

m., or 477,360 ac, of which 275,473 are arable,

and 22.142 water. P. in 1841, 243,158; in 1851,

174,071 ; in 1861, 153,906. Surface mountainous
on the borders, enclosing an open country, inter-

spersed with bog. Principal rivers, the Woodford,
Upper Erne, & some affluents of the Blackwater.
Chief loughs, those of Gowua, Shillin, etc., some
highly picturesque. Granite schists and Silurian

rocks prevail. Soil light and poor, except on the
banks of the rivers. Principal crops, potatoes, flax,

barley, and oats. Coal, iron, copper, lead, and
numerous mineral springs. Manufs. linen. The
Ulster coast terminates at Belturbet. Cavan is

subdivided into 8 baronies and 36 pas. Principal
towns, Cavan, the cap., and Belturbet. It sends
two members to House of Commons.
Cavan, a market town, and formerly a pari,

bor. of Ireland, cap. co. Cavan, on an affl. of the
Annalee, 26 m. S.S.E. Enniskillen, on the Dublin
Railway. P. 3118. It has barracks, panoptic
prison, workhouse, and an infirmary, and is the
head of a poor-law union. Alt. 218 feet.

Cavan, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Cotes-
du-Nord, 5 m. S.E. Lannion. P. 1955.

Cavarzeke, a comm. of N. Italy, gov. Venice,
on the Adige, 11 ni. S.W. Chioggia. P. 11,187.

It has trade in cattle, grain, silk, and wood.
Cavaso, a vill. of N. Italy, gov. Venice, prov.

and 20 m. N.W. Treviso. P. 2532.

Cavasso, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Udine, dist,

Maniago. P. 2315.

Cava-Zuccherixa, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia,

prov. Udine, dist. Dona. P. 2341.

Cave, two pas. of England, co. York, East
Riding.—I. (North), 6? m. S.S.E. Market-Weigh-
ton. Ac. 6913. P. 1281.—II. (Sotith), a market
town and pa., same Riding, 8 m. S.S.E. Market-
Weighton. Ac. of pa. 8709. P. 1377.

Oa\T!;dine, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, dist. Vez-
zano. P. 2517.

Cavenago, two vills. of North Italy.—I. upon
the Adda, prov. Milan, circ. Lodi. P. 1372.—II.

(c?t Brianza), prov. Milan, circ. Monza. P. 1236.

Cavendish, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2^
m. E. Clare. Ac. 3354. P. 1301.

Cavendish, a township of the U. S., N. Amer.,
Vermont, 56 m. S. Moutpelier. P. 1676.

Cavenham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4J
m. S.S.E. Mildenhall. Ac. 2630. P. 229.

Ca\'ers, a pa. of Scotland, co. Roxburgh, S.W.
Hawick. Ac. 18,352. P. 1824. The Wisp
mountain, elevation 1830 feet, is in this parish.

Caversfield, a pa. of England, cos. Oxford
and Bucks, 1^ m. N. Bicester. Ac. 1200. P. 183.

Caversham, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 1 m.
N. Reading. Ac. 4772. P. 1783.

Caverswall, a pa. of England, co. Stafford,

3J ra. W. Cheadle. Ac. 5300 P. 3046.
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Ca\'ery or Caun'ert, a river of Southern India,

Deccan, rises near lat. 12° 25' N^ Ion. 75° 34' E.,

flows tortuously S.E. ; and after a course of 472
m. through the territory of Mysore and the

Madras presidency, enters the sea by numerous
mouths in the prov. of Tanjore, and the most
northerly of -which is the Coleroon. Various
dams are thrown across the river for the purpose
of irrigation.

Cavkzzo, a town of I^orth Italy, prov. Modena,
circ. Mirandola. P. 4582.

Cavi, a town of Central Italy, comarca, and 23
m. E.S.E. Rome. P. 2000.

Cavi (Monte), Italy. IAlbaxo.]
CaviANA, an island ofTJrazil, prov. Para, in

the northern mouth of the Amazon, on the equa-
tor. Length 35 m. ; breadth 20 m. It is level

and fertUe, and well stocked with cattle. On its

S.E. side is the smaU town of EoberdeUo.
Cavit£, a fortified seaport town of Luzon,

Philippines, in the bay, and 10 m. S.S.W. the city

of Manila. P. 15,000. It has an arsenal, and is

cap. of the prov. of same name, residence of the
governor, and head naval dep6t of the Spanish
possessions in the East. The prov. of Cavit^ is

flat, and has no important rivers. Chief pro-
ducts, rice, sugar, indigo, and coffee.

Cavorre or Cavour, a town of North Italy,

prov. Turin, circ. and 7 m. S.S.E. Pinerolo. P.

(with comm.) 7280. It has a college, an hospital,

and a school.

Cawdor, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Nairn and In-

verness, 3^ m. S.W. Nairn. Ac. 35,300. P. 1203.

King Duncan is said to have been murdered by
Macbeth in Cawdor Castle.

Cavriago, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ Eeggio. P. 3230.
Cavriasa, a vilL, N. Italy, 17 m. N.W. Mantua.

P. 2261. A great battle was fought here between
the allied French and Sardinians and the Aus-
trians, June 1859, in which the latter were routed.

Cavriglia, a town of Central Italy, prov.

and circ Arezzo, cap. comm., in the richest part

of the valley of the Arno. P. 4104.

CA^VK^VELL, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 7

m. N. Homcastle. Ac. 640. P. 36.

Cawtjpore, a dist. of British India, N.W.
provs., between lat. 2.5° 55' and 27° N. ; Ion. 79°

34' and 80° 37' E. It is bounded on the N.W.
by the Ganges, which separates it from the terri-

tory of Oude ; on the S.W. by the Jumna, divid-

ing it from the British dists. of Humeerpoor and
Calpee, and from the Bundela state of Bownee ;

on the N.W. by the British dists. Etawah and
Furruckhabad ; and on the S.E. by the British

dist. of Futtehpore. It is within the limits of

the Doab, between the Jumna and the Ganges.
Area 2337 sq. m. P. 1,000,000. (?) Surface is an
alluvial plain rising from 60 to 120 feet above
the Ganges at low water. Soil fertile and well cul-

tivated. Principal products, wheat, barley, maize,
pulse, sugar, oil-seeds, potatoes, millet, a little

rice, cotton, tobacco, poppy, European vegetables
and fruit, including the vine. Indigo of fine

quality grows wild. The countiy is watered by
the tributaries of the Jumna, Esun, and the
Ganges, all of which are here navigable. The
Ganges Canal runs for 60 m. through this dis-

trict, which wUl assist irrigation in Bhognee-
poor, the want of water here often leading to
famine through failure of the crops. In 1 848 there
were 540 schools in the district, attended by 4569
male, and 50 female, pupils. The schools are
classed as English, Sanscrit, Hindu, and Arabic.
The district is everywhere intersected with good
roads. Formerly Thugs infested this territory,

thereby rendering life and property unsafa but
have been suppressed by government. The land
revenue of the dist. has been satisfactorily re-ai^

ranged. The country was ceded by treatv to
Britain in 1801.

Cavs'npore, a city, cap. of dist. of same name,
on rt. b. of the Ganges, in the subdivision of

Jaujmau, 628 m. N.W. Calcutta, on the E. Indian
Railway. 379 feet above the sea. Ac. of city 690.

P. (exclusive of military) 59,000. The Ganges ia

here 500 yards wide at low water; & when swollen
J|

by the periodical rains, it is a mile wide, and very I*

rapid. Commerce at the landing-piace is import-
^

ant, the river being navigable to the sea, a dis^nce
of 1000 m., and upwards to Sukertal, 300 m. The
city is built on a sandy plain, and is oppressively

hot in summer, and in winter the temp, is seldom
below 40° Fahr. It has a church, a military hospi-
tal, and cantonments for 7000 troops. In Jtuui'|

1857, it was the scene of a fearful massacre of theJ
British garrison by order of Nana Sahib ; and ioM
July, of the women and children who had beenJJ
formerly spared.

Cawood, a pa. of Engl., co. York, West Ridings

on the Ouse, 18 m. N.B. Leeds. Ac. 2840. P. 1243.

Cawstox, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2J m.
E. Reepham. Ac. 4296. P. 1019.

Cawthorne, a pa. of England, co. York, West
Riding, 4 m. N.W. Bamsley. Ac. 3440. P. 128S
Cawthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8

m. S.S.E. Louth. Ac. 460. P. 223.

Caxajiakca (Place of Frosty, a city of Pern,

dep. TruxUlo, cap. prov., in a healthy situation in

the valley of the Maraiion, 72 m. N.N.E. Truxilla
P. 7000. ' Manufs. woollen cloths and cutlery.

Caxamarqi'illa, a town of North Peru, dep.

Liberitad, 100 m. E.N.E. Truxillo. P. 8000.

Caxatasibo, a town of Peru, dep. Ancacha,
120 m. N.N.E. Lima. P. about 6000. Near ft

are silver mines.
Caxlas, a town of Brazil, prov. and 200 m.

S.S.W. Maranhao. P. 6000.(?) Commerce in rice

and cotton.

Caxoeira, sev. towns of Brazil. [Cachoeiba.1
Caxtox, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. and 9J m. W. Cambridge, on the Ermine
Street. Ac. of pa. 2000. P. 545.

Cayasibe or Cayambe-urcu, one of the loftiest

stmimits of the Andes, Ecuador, on the equator,

100 m. N.E. Quito. 19,535 feet above the sea.

Cayenne, a seaport town, and the cap. of

French Guiana, on the W. point of the island and
at the mouth of the small river of same name^
in the Atlantic. Lat. 4° 56' 5' N. ; Ion. 52° 2(r

W. P. (1861) 6000. It is divided into the old

and new town, has a wide and safe bay, and ia

the entrepot for the trade of the colony. CajroHM
is the seat of government, and has an imperial

court, botanic garden, penitentiary, & leper hospi-

tal. The island of Cayenne is separated from tne

continent of South America by a narrow channel,

and is 30 m. in oiroumference. Chief product^
sugar, cotton, coffee, and fruits.

Cayes (Les), a seaport town of Hayti, on ita

S. coast, 92 m. W.S.W. Port-Republicain.—XL
(de Jacmel), a town on the Jacmel river, 20 m. S.

Port-Republicain.
Cayelx, a marit town and comm. of France,

dep. Somme, on the English Channel, arr. and
16 m. W.N.W. Abbeville. P. 2868.

Caylus, a comm. and town of France, cap.

cant., dep. Tam-et-Garonne, 25 m. N.E. Mont*
auban. P. 4973.

Caymans, three islands of British West Indies^

in the Caribbean Sea, 200 m. N.W. Jamaica. P.

2000. one-tliird of whom are whites. Grand
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Cayman is 80 m. by 5 m., and only a few feet

above the sea. Climate humid but healthy.

Cayjuto, a river of South America, New Gra-

nada, isthmus of Panama, enters the Bay of Pa-
nama, 10 m. W. Chorrera, to which town one of

its branches is navigable.

Cayo Romano. [Eomano.I
Catsteb (Turkish Kutchuk-Mender}, a river

of Asia Minor, Anatolia, after a W. course of 75

m. enters the Gulf of Scala Nova, 35 m. S.E.

Smyrna- At its mouth are the ruins of Ephesus.
Oayton, a pa., England, co. York, N. Eiding, on

the coast, 4 m. S.E. Scarborough. Ac. 2583. P. 634.

Caythorpe, a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, on the

Brant,9m.N.N.E. Grantham. Ac. 4210. P. 822.

Cayuga, a co., 17. S., North America, in W.
part of New Yorii. Area 648 sq. m. P. (I860),

55,767. It extends N. to Lake Ontario, and has

a fertile soil. Salt and gj'psum, and sulphur
springs abound; in the centre of co. is Lake
Owasco.

—

Cayuga Lake is 40 m. in length, & from
1 to 8J m. across. It discharges its surplus waters

northward by the river Seneca into Lake Erie.

At its S. extremity is the township and vill.

Ithaca.—The vill. Cayuga is at the N.E. extremity
of the lake, here crossed by a bridge upwards of

1 mile in length.

Cazalla-de-la-Sieera, atown of Spain, prov.

and 89 m. N.E. Sevilla, in the Sierra Morena. P.

7240. Manufs. linens.

Cazaubon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

QerSj cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Douze, 40 m.
N.W. Auch. P. 2800. It has distilleries.

Cazembr, a country of Africa, said to be among
the most powerful to the "W. of the Portuguese
settlements on the S.E. coast, its centre being
near lat. 12° S. ; Ion. 31° E. Manioc, maize, cop-
per, iron, and ivory, are among its chief products
Its cap., a fortified town, is near lat. 11° 45' S.

;

Ion. 30° 30' E.
Cazenovia, a township, TJ. S., North America,

New York, 16 m. E.S.E. Onondaga. P. 4812.
It has several woollen and fulling mills.

Caz&kes, a comm. and town of France, dep.
H. Garonne, cap. cant, on 1. b. of the Garonne,
32 m. S.S.W. Toulouse. P. 2C33.—II. a vill.,

dep. Landes, on rt. b. of the Adour, 10 m. S.E.
Mont-de-Marsan. P. 968. Manufs. of woollens.
Cazes-Mondenakd, a comm. and vill., France,

dep. Tarn et Garonne, arr. Moissac, cant. Lau-
zerte. P. 3013.

Cazorla, a town of Spain, prov. and 40 m.
E.N.E. Jaen, on the Vega. P. 7383.
Cazouls-les-B£zieks, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Hdrault, arr. and 6 m. N.W. B(^ziers.

P. 2412. Trade in muscatel wine.
Cazzago, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

circ. Chiari. P. 1428.
Cazzone, a town of North Italy, prov. Como,

circ. Varese. P. 2017.
Cea, a small town of Spain, prov. and 32 m.

E.S.E. Leon, on 1. b. of river of same name, which
joins the Elsa, 6 m. N.E. Benavente, after a S.W.
course of about 70 m.—II. a vill. of Galicia, prov.
and 10 m. N.W. Orense.

Cea, a vill. of Portugal, prov. Beira, 28 m.
W.S.W. Guarda P. 1400.
Ceanc6, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Orne, arr. and cant. Domfront. P. 3334.
Ceara, a maritime prov. in the N. of Brazil,

cap. Fortaleza, bounded N. by the Atlantic Ocean,
E. by the prov. Eio-Grande-do-Norte and Para-

ll?^ S. by Pemambuco, and W. by Piauhi.
Extending between lat. 2° 40' and 7' 25' S. ; Ion.
37° 40' and 41° 30' "W. Area 36,886 sq. m. P.
(ISdti) 385,300. It has on its W. boundary the

Sion-a Ibiapaba. Chief rivers, the Croyahu,
Ceara, and Jaguaribe, the latter navigable for a
considerable distance. Climate healthy, heat
excessive in the valleys. The surface rises in
the form of an amphitheatre from the coast ; the
higher grounds are fertile, but the valleys are
arid. The comauba palm, which grows here in

great abundance, supplies many of the wants of

the inhabitants. The prov. produces cotton, rice,

sugar-cane, and caoutchouc; abounds in medicinal
plants, including balsams, gums, resins, and fruits;

and has magnificent cattle pasturage. Among its

minerals are gold, iron, copper, and salt. In 1833,

the prov. was divided into the comarcas of Aracati,

Campo-Maior, Crato, Fortaleza, Ico, and Sobral.

Cebazat, a comm. & town of France, dep. Puy-
de-I)6me, 4 m. N. Clermont-Ferrand, P. 2044.

Cebolla, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 m.
W.N.W. Toledo, near rt. b. of the Tagus. P. 2357.

Cebeeros, a town of Spain, prov. and 21 ra.

S.S.E. Avila, on the Alberche. P. 2744. Manufs.
leather and cloth ; trade in grain and wine.
Cebu, a city of the Philippines. [Zebu."]

Ceccano, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and 5
m. S. Frosinone, on rt. b. of the Sacco, cap. gov.
P. 5827.

Cecil, a co., U. S., N. America, in N.E. part of

Maryland, bounded on W. by Chesapeake Bay.
Area 360 sq. m. P. (1860) 22,912 free, 950 slaves.—
II. a town,Washington co., Pennsylvania. P. 1287.

Cegiliano, a vill. of Central Italy, comarca di

Roma, in the Sabine mountains, 8 m. E. Tivoli,

with remains of Cyclopean walls.

Cecina, CsBcina, a river of Central Italy, joins

the Mediterranean at the vill. Cecina, 20 m. S.S.E.

Livorno, after a tortuous course of about 40 miles.

Ceclavin, an ancient town of Spain, prov. and
35 m. N.W. Caceres. P. 3090. It has trade in

fruit and grain, and numerous flour-mills.

Cedar, two townships, U. S., North America,
Missouri.—I. CO. Boone. P. 3313.—II. oo. Calla-

way. P. 1896.

—

Cedar-Creek is a township, Dela-

ware, CO. Sussex. P. 2420.

Cedar, a co. of U. S., North America, Iowa.
P. (1860) 12,949.-11. a co., Missouri. P. 6426
free, 211 slaves.

Cedar Mountain, U. S., North America, Cul-
pepper CO., Virginia, famous for a battle between
the Federals under Banks and the Confederates
under Jackson, 9th August 1862.

Cedar Mountains, a range of primary moun-
tains in South Africa, Cape Colony, dist. Clan-

william, between the Elephant and 'Thorn Rivers,

about lat. 32° S. ; Ion. 19° E. They vary from
1600 to 5000 feet in elevation ; the valleys they
enclose are productive of corn and tobacco ; and
the mountains are named from the cedar-trees

which grow on their higher parts.

Cedars of Lebanon, a group of very ancient

trees in the liCbanon, Syria, at the head of Nahr
Kadisha, 6315 feet above the sea.

Cefalu, Cephaludium, a fortified seaport town
of Sicilv, cap. circ, prov. & 47 m. E.S.E. Palermo,

on the N. coast of the island. P. (1862) 11,183.

Cap^ circ. and dist. Here are ancient walls ol

immense blocks of stone, and caves of fine marble.

Ceglie, Cselia, a city, S. Italy, prov. Lecce, cap.

cant., dist. & 27 m. W. Brindisi. P. (1861) 11,566.

Ceglie, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Bari. P. 2298. It has two Benedictine monasteries.

Cehegin (Legisa), a town of Spain, prov. and
37 m. W.N.W. Murcia, on the Caravaca. P. 9605.

Manufs. paper.
Ceidio, a pa. of North Wales, co. Carnarvon,

6 m. N.N.W. Pwllheli. Ac. 1081. P. 153.

Ceilues, a comm. and town of France dep
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ofHerault, 41 m. W.N.W. Montpellier, on rt. b,

tlie Orbe. P. 872.

Ceirchiog, a parochial chapelry of North
Wales, CO. Anglesey, 4i m. N. Abertraw. P. 174.

Celakowic, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

Prague, dist Brandeis, on the Elbe. P. 1682.

Celano, Clitertmrtu, a town of S. Italy, prov.
Aquila, cap. circ., 20 m. S.S.E. Aquila. P. 4846.
It has a medisBval castle, and was nearly de-
stroyed by the earthquake of 1695. The former
Lake Celano or Fucino, was drained in 1862.
Celano (Lakk), S. Italy. [Fucino Lago.]
CEI.ANOVA, a town of Spain, prov. and 12 m. S.

Orense, with a Benedictine monastery.
Celbridge, a town of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Kildare, on the Liffey, here crossed by a bridge,

12 m. S.W. Dublin. P. 1592. It has a work-
house, CO. hospital, and woollen factory, and it

is the head of a poor-law union.
Celebes, a large island, Asiatic Archipelago,

mostly between lat. 1° 50' N. and 5° 30' S., Ion.

119° and 125° E. It is of most irregular shape,
consisting of four peninsulas uniting in a common
centre (no point being further than 50 m. from
the sea), from which they extend N.E. and S.

;

separated by the Bays of Gorontalo, Tolo, and
BonL Estimated area 73,000 sq. m. Pop. supposed
to be between 1,600,000 and 2,000,000. Surface
greatly diversified, & well watered by three rivers

and many streams. Climate healthy. The centre

is mountainous; highest part, Lampo Betang
mountain, 7000 feet in elevation. There are vol-

canoes in the N. and S. peninsulas. Minerals are

gold, iron, and salt. Extensive grassy plains in

the low grounds. Timber is not generally plen-
tiful, but in one part is a large forest. Products,
rice, maize, cassava, tobacco, and cotton, with
yams, sago, sugar-cane, and excellent breeds of

horses and other live stock. The pop. is composed
of distinct races ; the Turajas or Horafores of the
centre being the supposed aborigines. The coasts
are inhabited by the Bughis, a maritime com-
mercial people. Imports (1862) cottons, coals,

woollens, beer and ale, earthenware, spirits, arms,
etc^ to the value of 7919/. The Mohanmiedan
Bughis collect the native produce of its E. islands,

which they exchange at Singapore for calicoes,

iron, muskets, gunpowder, & British and Indian
manufactures; they have also established flourish-

ing colonies in Flores, Sumbawa, and other
islands. The women manuf. cloths and variegated
mats. The Badjus, or "sea-gipsies," are a people
constantly residing on board their vessels ; they
carry on an active trade with the Chinese, whose
ports they visit with cargoes of cotton, birds' nests,

trepang, sharks' fins, tortoise-shell, and pearl.

Turtles abound on the coasts. Celebes is divided
into about 13 independent stat«s, the most powei^
ful being the confederacy of Boni in the S. penin-
sula. In most of them the government seems to
be a limited monarchy. The Dutch have pos-
sessed settlements here since they expelled the
Portuguese in 1660. They divide the isl. into the
gov. of Mangkasser, embracing the two S. penin-
sulas, the residency of Menado in the N., and
Temate on the E. Their principal establishments
are Menado, near the N.W., and Kema, near the
N.E. extremity of the island, both declared free
ports in 1849, and Mangkasser on the W. coast,

near the S. extremity of the island, where for-
merly stood the native town of Macasser, the har-
bour of which was made a free port in 1847. The
pop. subject to the Netlierlands government
amounted in 1864, to 298,222. In 1811, the
British took possession of these Dutch settle-

ments, but they were again restored in 1816.

1
Italy.-*
p. cantP

:ir^

Celenza, two market towns of South Italy..

I. prov. and 30 m. W.N.W. Foggia, cap.

P. 3270.—II. prov. Chieti, cap. cant., 17 m. S.S.W.
Vasto. P. 1832.

Celestial Mountains, Asia. [Thlan-Shax.'
Celico, a town of South Italy, prov. and c:

Cosenza. P. 2448.

Cella, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Alessandria,

4 m. S.W. Asti. P. 977.

Cellardykes, a township of Scotland, co. Fife,

pa. KUrenny, adjoining Anstruther. P. 1893.

Cellatica, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Brescia. P. 1527.

Celle, a market town of North Italy, prov.

Genoa, 4 m. N.E. Savona. P. 2147.
Celle, or Zell, a town of Prussia, landr.

LUneburg, on 1. b. of the Aller, which here be-
comes navigable, and on the Hanover and Bruns-
wick railway, 23 m. N.E. Hanover. P. (1864)
14,922. It has Lutheran, Calvinist, and Koman
Catholic churches, a medical college, and royal

agricultural society. Manufs. chicory, hnen fa-

brics, hosiery, soap, tobacco, and brandy, and car-

ries on a transit trade by the Aller.

—

Celle or

Celles is the name of numerous comms. and vills.

in France and Belgium.
Cellefkouin, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

Charente, arr. Euffec, cant. Mansle. P. 2047.

Celles-sur-Belle, a comm.and vill. of France,

dep. Deux-Sevres, cap. cant. P. 1589. Fulling
mills.—II. (Sur Plaine), dep. Vosges, aiT. St Di4,

cant. Baon 1 Etape. P. 1648. Manufs. embroidery,
and cotton-spinning.
Cellier (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dej

Loire Inferieure, arr. Ancenis, cant. Lign^,
2243.

Celling, two market towns of South Italy.—

L

prov. and 12 m. S.E. Teramo. P. 3068.—II. proT.
and 15 m. N.W. Lecce. P. 1166. :

Cellio, a vill. of South Italy, prov. NovarHi
4^ m. S.E. VaraUo. P. (with commO 3019.

Cellule, a comm. and vUl. of France, deft.

Puy-de-Dome, arr. and cant. Biom. P. 2201.

Celorico, a fortified town of Portugal, proT.

Beira, 11 m. N.W. Guarda, at the foot of tbs

Serra Estrella. P. 1800.

Cembra, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, circ. Trent.

P. 1403.

Cemmaes, a pa. of N. Wales, co. Montgomery,
7 m. N.E. Machynllaeth. Ac. 9247. P. 872. .

Ceneda (Ceneto), a town, Northern Italy, gat.

Venice, prov. and 22 m. N. Treviso. P. 7989.

Manufs. of linens, wooUens, and paper.

Cenla, a town of Spain, prov. Tarragona, on
1. b. of small river of same name, 16 m. S.W. Tot-
tosa. P. 2043 It has remains of Roman walk,

Cenis (Monte), Ssu-dinia. [Monte Cenisio,^

Cenon-la-Bastide, a comm. and vUl., Franoe^

dep. Gironde, arr. Bordeaux. P. 6817.

Centaijx), a town of North Italy, prov. and?^
m. N. Cuneo, cap. mand., on 1. b. of the Grana.
P., with comm., 4G81.
Cento, a fortified town of North Italy, proT.

Ferrara, 16 m. N.N.W. Bologna, on 1. b. of the

Reno. P. (1861) 17,383. Birthplace of the painter

Guercino.—The Canal of Cento, 30 m. in length,

passes this town, and connects Bologna with

•Ferrara.

Centola, a town of South Italy, prov. Salenu^
circ. II Vallo. P. 2277.
Centorbi, CerUurupi, a town of Sicily, prov. 4

19 m. W.N.W. Catania, on a rugged mountain.

P. 6913. Around it are ruins of Centurupi.

Central, a township, U. S., North Ameriav
Missouri, St Louis co. P. 1924.

. Central America. [America (Central), j
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Central Pkovinces, an extensive British ter-

ritory in tiie centre of the Indian Peninsvila, dis-

sociated geographically and politically from the

other British provs., and mostly surrounded by
foreign territory. The provs. are divided nearly in

two by the Sautpoora hills, which run E. and N.,

south of the Ner^iudda river. They extend from
Bundelcund in the N. to the Madras presidency

in the S., from the frontier of Bengal in the E.

to independent Malwa and the Deccan on the W.,
or from lat. 18° to 24° N., Ion. 77° to 83° E.

;

length E. to W. 550 m. Area 108,666 sq. m. P. in

1863 7,041,480. They are bounded N. by the in-

dependent states of Bundelcund, N.W. the British

district of Chundegree, LuUutpore (^N.W. pro-

vinces), Bhopal state, Scindia's dominions, Berar
and the Nizam's dominions, S. and S.E. by the

Nizam's dominions and the Madras district of

Kajahmundry, on the E. by Jeypore state, by the

portion of Bengal called the tributary Mehals, and
the Rewa state, comprising portions of the ancient

divisions Hindostan and Malwa, and the greater

part of Gondwana, but in a strict sense none of the

Deccan. Some parts of the provinces are flat and
fertile, but they are generally wild and rugged,
abounding in hills, forests, and brushwood

;

sparselypeopled, only in parts well cultivated ; but
rich in resources. Chief products, cotton in the
valleys of the Wurda and Nerbudda, rice and
wheat in Nerbudda valley, opium, sugar-cane,

millet, flax and hemp. Area under cotton cultiva-

tion during the season 1866-7, was 611,722 acres.

Yield of cotton, 32,410,861 lbs. There are valuable.

Saul forests in the Sautpoora hills, iron is abun-
dant, & good coal is found. Chief towns, Nagpore,
Saugor, & Jubbulpore. By government resolution
of Nov. 2, 1861, the prov. of Nagpore & its depend-
encies & the Saugor & Nerbudda territories were
formed into the Cent. Prov., & on April 30, 1862,
Sumbulpore and its dependencies were added.
Centre, a co., T7. S., North America, in middle

of Pennsylvania. Area 1000 sq. m. P. (1860)
27,000. Soil various, valleys fertile, mountains
sterile, but yield timber. It has flour, grist, and
saw nulls, tanneries, iron furnaces and foundries,
and woollen factories. Minerals are iron, coal,

and limestone. Cap. Bellefonte.—Also five towns
in Pennsylvania—I. Green co.—II. Indiana co.

—III. Union co.—IV. a town, Ohio, Colombiana
CO.—V. a town, Indiana, Hancock co.

Centreville, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 45 m. S.E. Buffalo.

Ceos, an island of Greece. [Zea.]
Cepagatti, a town of S. Italy, prov. Teramo,

circ. Penne. P. 2818.
Cephalonta (pron. KephaloniaX (anc. Cepha-

lenia) the largest of the Ionian Islands, forming,
with Ithaca, a nomarchy of Greece, off the W.
coast in the Mediterranean, betw. lat. 38° 3' & 38°
30'N.; Ion. 20° 21' and 20' 49' E.; separated from
Ithaca, 2 m. N.N.E., bythe Channel of Cephalonia.
Area256sq.m. P. (1864)27,787. Shape irregular,
and indented by the deep Bays of Samos and
Argostoli. Surface uneven; Monte Nero, or the
"Black Mountain" (anc. Mount Ainosy, in the S.
rises to 5259 feet above the sea ; in the S.W. is a
plain of considerable extent. Products, wheat,
maize, corn, pulse, currants, olive oil, wine,
cotton, flax, and salts, which compose the chief
exports. Most of the pop. are of Greek descent.
Pnncipal towns, Argostoli, the cap., and Lixuri.
By Thucydides, this isl. was called Tetrapolis,
from its four principal cities, Samos, Krani, Pali,
and Pronos, the remains of which are traceable.
The isl. was devastated by an earthquake in 1857.
Cepuissia, a vill. of Greece, 9 m. N.E. Athens.

—II. (or MelasX a river, rises in Phocis, 15 m,
N.W. Salona, flows generally E., forming the N.
boundary of Boeotia, and enters Lake Ccjpals, 8
m. E.N.E. Lebadea.

Cephissus, a riv., Greece, gov. Attica, rises be-
neath Mnt. Parnes, & after a S.W. course of 25 m.,

enters the Gulf of .ffigina, 6 m. W.S.W. Athens.
Cepfaloni, a market town of S. Italy, prov.

and 6i m. S. Benevento. P. 2638.

Ceprano, a market town of Central Italy,

Pontif. States, prov. and 11 m. S.E. Frosinone,
on the Neapolitan frontier. P. 3175. It has
several churches and monasteries, and here took
place the last of King Murat's battles for Italian

independence against the Austrians, 1815.

Cera, an isl. of the Asiatic archipelago, im-
mediately W. of Timor-Laut. Lat. 8° 10' 8. ; Ion.

130° 55' E., and 20 m. in circumference.
Ceram, an island of the Asiatic archipelago.

Lat. of N.W. point 2° 53' S. ; Ion. 128° 12' E. ; 20
m. N.E. Amboyna. Estim. area 6000 sq. m. P.
estim. at 28,000. A mountain chain traverses it

from E. to W., rising to 7000 or 8000 feet above
the sea, and the valleys between its spurs are

fertile. It has forests of fine timber. Inhabi-
tants mostly Papuan negroes, who are celebrated

for the maniifacture of aims. The Dutch claim

the sovereignty of the isl., and have established

several forts on its shores. Principal vUl. and har-

bour, Sanway on the N. coast.

—

Ceram-Laut is a

cluster of isls. 12 m. from the S.E. coast of Ceram.
Cerami, a town of Sicily, prov. Catania, in a

mining district, 17 m. W. Bronte. P. 4410.

Ceranesi, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Genoa. P. 3161.

Cerano, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 81 m.
E.S.E. Novara. P., with comm., 4593. Birthplace

of the celebrated painter Crespi.

Cerans Foulletourte, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Sarthe, arr. le Fleche, cant. Pont-
vallais. P. 2476. Paper-making.
Ceraso, a town of South Italy, prov. Salerno,

circ. Ill Vallo. P. 2739.

Cerce Magoiore, a town of South Italy, prov.

Benevento, circ. Bartolomeo. P. 3757.

Cercenasco, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Turin,
circ. Pindrolo. P. 1911.

Cerchiara, a town of South Italy, prov. Co-
senza, circ. CastrovLllari. P. 2596.

Cerchio, a town of South Italy, prov. Aquila,

circ. Avezzano. P. 1568.

Cerda, a town of the isl. Sicily, prov. Palermo,
circ. Tennini. P. 2463.

Cerdagne, an old division of Europe, in the

Pyrenees, partly enclosed in the French dep.

Pyrenees Orientales, and partly in Catalonia

(Spain), provs. Barcelona, Gerona, and Lerida.

The principal towns are Mont Louis in French,
and Puy-Cerda in Spanish Cerdagne.
Cerdon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ain, arr. Nantua, 14 m. S.E. Bourg. P. 1770.

Cere:, a river of Southern France, deps. Cantal
and Lot, rises in the Plomb-de-Cantal, and after a
westerly course of about 55 m., joins the Dordogne
near Bretenoux.

CERii (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot, cap. cant., arr. Figeac, 35 ra. N.E. Cahors.
P. 4302. Manufs. hats, and trade in linens.

Cerea, a market town of N. Italy, prov. and 19

m> S.S.E. Verona. P. 5930. Here the Austrians
gained a victory over the French Sept. 1798.

Ceregnano, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
dist. Rovigo, cap. comm. P. 2215.

Cerences, a comm. and market town, France,
dep. Manche, 9 m. S. Coutances. P. 2162.

Ceres, a pa. of Scotland,'co. Fife, on the Cere^
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3 m. S.E. Cupar-Fife. Ac. 10,075. P. 2723. Coal
and limestone are wrought in the pa. It was
the scene of the murder of Archbishop Sharpe.

—

Includes vilL P. 698.

Ceres, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Turin. P. 1821.

Ceresaka, a town of North Italy, prov. Brescia,
circ. Castiglione. P. 1816.

Ceresole, a Till, of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
and 13J m. N.W. Alba Cuneo, cap. mand. P. 1727.
In its vicinity the French gained a victory over
the Imperialists in 1544.

Ceret, a comm. and frontier town of France,
dep. Pyrenees Orientales, cap. arr., 16 m. S.W.
Perpignan. P. 3585. Manufs. of corks, leather,

and copper wares. In 1660 the plenipotentiaries
of France and Spain met here to fix the limits of

the two kingdoms.
Cergues (St), a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Vaud, 7^ m. N. Nyon, at the foot of Mont Dole.
Ceriaxa, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Maurizio,

5 m. N. San Eemo, cap. mand. P. 2373.
Cerigxola {Cerauni/tay, an episcopal town of

8 Italy, prov. and 23 m. S.E. Foggia, cap. circ.

P. (1862) 17,242, of comm. 21,639. It has a college,
an hospital, and a trade in cotton and fruits. It
stands on a height in the middle of a vast plain.
Cerigo (^Ct/thera), the most S. of the 7 principji

Ionian isls., Mediterranean, in the nomarchy of
Laconia(Morea), between lat. 36° 7' & 36° 23 ''N.;
Ion. 23° E. Area 107 sq.m- P. (1864) 14,454. Shores
abrupt, and dangerous to shipping. Surface
mountainous and rocky. More cattle are reared
here than in any other of the Ionian Lsls. Chief
crops, wheat, maize, pulse, cotton, flax, wine, and
oUve oil ; which last and the honey of the island
are highly esteemed. Principal town, Kapsali, at
its S. extremity. Cytherea was long a naval sta-
tion of the Lacedaemonians, and it had in ancient
times a temple of Venus.
Cerigotto {Offilia), a small island of the Medi-

terranean, midway between Cerigo and Crete.
Length 5 m^ breadth 1 to 3 m. P. 30 families.

Cerilly, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Allier, cap. cant., 24 m. W.N.W. Moulins. P. 2554.
It has manufs. of musluis and paper.
Cerixa or TzERiXA {Ceryneia), a seaport town

of the isLCyprus, on its N. coast, 10 m. N. Lefkosia.
(jEKisANo, a town of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Cosenza. P. 2183.
Cerist, several comms. and vills. of France,

Normandy, the principal in dep. Manche, cap.
cant., 7 m. E. Coutances. P. 2016.

Cerizay, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Deux-Sevres, arr. and 9 m. W. Bressuire, on an
affluent of the Sfevre-Nantaise. P. 1873.
Cerxay, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Haut-Khin, cap. cant^ on railway, 8 m. N.W.
Mulhausen. P. 4936. Manufs. printed cottons,
linens, paper, and machinery.

Cerni-:, two pas. of England.—I. {Nethery co.
Dorset, 5 m. N.N.W. Dorchester. Ac. 845. P. 95.—II. {Upper), same co_ 7 m. N.N.W. Dorchester.
Ac. 1103. P. 75.

Cer>'E-Abbas, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Dorset, 7^ m. N.N.W. Dorchester. Ac.
of pa. 3063. P. 1185, employed in malting, and
manufs. of linens, gloves, and parchment. It has a
union workhouse.
Cernetz or Zerxetz, a vill., Switzerland, cant.

Orisons, lower Engadine, 31 m. S.E. Chur, with
a Protestant church and mineral baths. P. 603.
Cerney, two pas. of England.—I. {North), co.

Gloucester, 4 m. N. Cirencester. Ac. 4158. P. 692.—II. {South), same co., 6 m. S.S.E. Cirencester.
Ac 3100. P. 1006

Cernix (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep
Cantal, cap. cant, arr. and 8 m. N. Aui-illac, oc J

left bank of the Doire. P. 2795.

Cernovic, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, ciro.1

Tabor, dist. Kamenitz. P. 2000.

Cerxusco Asixario, a town of North Italy,]

prov. and circ. Milan. P. 5078. It lies on thai
bank of the Martesana Canal, and has beaotifol

houses and gardens.
Cermexate, a town of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Como. P. 2937.

Cermigxaxo, a town of South Italy, prov.
Teramo, circ. Penne. P. 2301.

Cerreto, a town of South Italy, prov. Caserta,

cap. cant, on the Apennines, 22 m. N.E. Capua.
P. 6169. Manuf. coarse woollens. It is a beautiful

city, with a cathedral, church, and squares.—U.
a market town of Central Italy, prov. Perugia, 11
m. N.E. Spoleto, on the Nera. P. 1748.

Cerreto, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Ancona. P. 2012.

Cerreto Guidi, a market town of Central
Italy, prov. Florence, 4 m. N.W. EmpolL P. 5547.
The country here is richly cultivated.

Cerreto Saxxita, a town of South Italy, prov.
Benevento, circ. Cerretto, cap. circ P. 5250.
Cekrigceixwex, a pa.. North Wales, co. Angle-

sey, 2i m. N.W. Llangeffni. Ac. 1582. P. 465.
Cerrig-y-Druidiox, a pa., N. Wales, co. Den-

bigli, on a branch of the Dee. Ac. 11,586. P. 1243.

Cerrioxe, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Novai-a,
circ. Biella. P. 1591.

Cerro, a market town of South Italy, prov
Campobasso, 13 m. N.N.E. Venafro. P. 2369.
Cerro Gorda, Central America, the first

mountain plateau on the route from Vera Crua
to Mexico. Here, on the 18th April 1847, the
Mexicans were defeated by the United States
forces.—II. {Morado Negro), two mountains,
South America, Aj^entine Confed., dep. La Bioja,

and the former yielding gold ore.—III. (de Patco),
a town of Peru, dep. Junin, 140 m. Is.E. Lima.'
Elevation 14,100 feet Climate resembles a cold
English winter all the year. P. variously esti-

mated from 7000 to 16,000. The silver mines hen»
are the richest in Peru, the annual yield being
250,000 marks of silver.—IV. {Azitl), a town, dep.
Lima.—V. {de Potosi), a metalliferous mountain,
Bolivia, immediately S.W. Potosi, 16,037 feet

above the sea.

Cerro del Axdevaix), a town of Spain, prov.
a,nd 25 m. N. Huelva. P. 2728. It has manufao^
tures of linens and coarse woollens.
Cerro Frio, a dist. of Bi»zil. [Serro Fbio.1
Cerro Maggiore, a town of North Italy, prow

Milan, circ Gallarate. P. 2297.
Cerros, an island of the Pacific Ocean, off th»

coast of Lower California, in lat 28° 12' N. ; Ion.
115° 20' W. Length N. to S. 30 m. ; breadth 5 m.
Certaldo, a market town. Central Italy, prov.

and 18| m. S.W. Florence, on the Elsa. P. 6562.

It is the birthplace and burial-place of Boccacio.
Cervaro, a river of South Italy, prov. Foggia,

rises in the Apennines near Ariano, and after a
N.E. course of 50 m. enters the lagoon of Pantano
Salso, on the Adriatic coast

'

Cervaro, a town of South Italy, prov. Caserta,

cap. cant., 22 m. S.E. Sora. P. 429a
Cervasca, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 5J

m. S.W. Cuneo, near 1. b. of the Stura. P. 2599.

Cerveira (Villa-Nova da), a fortified town
of Portugal, prov. Minho, 16 m. N. Viana, on 1. b.

of the Minho. P. 200.

CsaiVERA, a town of Spain, prov. Barcelona, 28

m. E. Lcrida. P. 5312.— II. {del Jiio Alhama),
prov. Logrono, 18 m. S. Calahorra. P. 3690.—
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III. prov. and 58 m. N. Palencia. P. 2000.—IV.
a cape in the Mediterranean, forming part of the

Ijoundary between Spain (Catalonia) and France.

Lat. 42° 26' N. ; Ion. 3° 10' E.

Cekvere, a town of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
circ. Saluzzo. P. 2234.

Cekvesina, a town of North Italy, prov. Pavia,

circ. Voghera. P. 1628.

Cebvktere (Csere), a vill. of Central Italy,

comarca di Eoma, 27 m. W. Eome. Csere was, in

antiquity, one of the twelve great cities of Etruria,

and celebrated by Virgil as the cap. of Mezen-
tius. Its acropolis is occupied by a modem vill.

—Cere Novo (or New-Cere) is a small vill. 3J m.
E. Gervetere.

Cervia, a town of Central Italy, prov. and 13^
m. S.S.E. Ravenna, on the Adriatic. P. with its

BUiTounding vills. 6820. Its salt-works in the

adjoining marshes are important. It is an un-
healthy place ; has a cathedral, an hospital, a
seminary and school, and a small port.

Cervin (Mont) (Italian Monte Silvio, German
Matterkom), a mountain of the Pennine Alps, be-

tween the Valaisin Switzerland & the Val d Aosta
in Piedmont, 40 m. E.N.E. Mont Blanc, and 12

m. W.N.W. Monte Rosa. Elev. 14,771 feet. The
Col of Mont Cervin is used in summer as a pas-

sage for horses and mules. Elevation 10,938 feet.

Cervinara, a town of S.' Italy, prov. and 12 m.
N.W. Avellino, cap. circ. P. 6828.

Cebvino, a town of South Italy, prov. and
circ. Caserta. P. 2838.

Cervione, a comm. and seaport town on E.
coast of Corsica, 26 m. S. Bastia. P. 1536.

Cervoli (Columhuria), a small isl. of Central
Italy, in Mediterranean, prov. Pisa, 5 m. E. Elba.
Cervon, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nievre, arr. Clamfecy, cant. Corbigny. P. 2106.

Cerzeto, a town of South Italy, prov. and
circ. Cosenza, cap. circ. P. 3131.

Cesa, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Caserta. P. 1865.

Cesana, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Belluno,
dist. Feltre, on the Piave. P. 2308.

Cesano Maderno, a vill. of North Italy, prov.
Milan, circ. Monza. P. 1967.
Cesario (San), a town of South Italy, prov.

and 4 m. 8. Lecce, cap. circ. P. 4121.
Cesaro, a town of Sicily, prov. Messina, cap.

cant., on a hill, 7^ m. N.W. Bronte. P. 3428.
Cesena, a town of Central Italy, prov. and 12

m. S.E. Forli, on the Emilian Way. P. (1861)
7771, of comm. 33,871. Chief buildings, town-
hall, Capuchin church, libi'ary rich in MSS., se-

veral palaces, a cathedral, two hospitals, and a

magnificent theatre. Products, wine, hemp, and
silk. Popes Pius vi. and Vli. were natives of

this town. In vicinity are sulphur mines.
Cesenatico, a seaport town of North Italy,

prov. Forli, 9 m. E.N.E. Cesena, on the Adriatic.
P. 5725. It has a small harbour.

Cesi or Cesio, a vill. of Central Italy, prov.
Perugia, 7 m. N.N.E. Nami. P. 1595.

Cesio, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, prov.
Belluno, dist. Feltre. P. 3373.

Cessaniti, a town of South Italy, prov. Catan-
zaro, circ. Monteleone. P. 2082.

Cessenon, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Herault, arr. St Pons, cant. St Chinian. P. 1950.
In a most beautiful situation.
Cessford, a vill. of Scotland, co. Eoxbiirgh,

pa. Eckford, 6 m. N.E. Jedburgh.
CtasoN, a comm. aAd vill. of France, dep. Ille-

et-VDaine, 3 m. E. Rennes, on rt. b. of the Vi-
laine, where it becomes navigable. P. 2632.

Gkstona, a vill. of Spain, Giiipuzcoa, prov. and

11 m. S.W. San Sebastian, near rt. b. of the Urola.
P. 1600. It has mineral springs and baths.
Cetigne, a town of European Turkey, cap. of

the republic of Montenegro, 17 m. E.N.E. Cat-
taro, and 39 m. N.N.W. Scutari.

Ceton, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Orne, 23 m. S.S.E. Mortagne. P. 3307.
Cetona, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and 34

m. S. Siena, in the Val di Chiana. Pop., with pa.,

4049. Built around the foot of Mount Cetona.
It has a mediasval castle, & Etruscan antiquities.

Cetraro, a town of South Italy, prov. Cosenza,
cap. circ, with a small fishing port on the Medi-
terranean, 24 m. N.W. Cosenza. P. (1862) 2619.
Cette, a comm. and fortified seaport town of

France, dep. Hi^rault, cap. cant., at head of rail-

way from Beaucaire, between the Mediterranean
and the lagoon of Thau, 17 m. S.W. Montpellier.
Lat. of lighthouse 43' 23' 48" N. ; Ion. 3° 42' 16"
E. P. (1861) 22,438. It is defended by a citadel,

and its harbour is formed by two piers with a
breakwater in front, defended by two forts, one on
either pier. A broad and deep canal, bordered with
quays and warehouses, connects the port with
the lagoon of Thau, and with the Canal-du-Midi,
and canals leading to the Rh6ne, by which means
Cette has an extensive traffic with the inte-

rior. Imports Benicarlo wine from Spain, for

mixing with French wines for the English and
other markets. Exports wine & brandy, almonds,
verdigris, salt, syrups, liqueurs, soap, perfumery,
and glass wares. It has shipbuilding yards, and
an active oyster and anchovy fishery%

Ceuta, Septa, a seaport town of Africa, be-
longing to Spain, in Marocco, opposite and 17 m.
S.S.E. Gibraltar. Lat. (Mount Acho) 35° 54° 4'

N. ; Ion. 6° 16' 6" W. P. 8200. The castle oc-

cupies the highest point of a mountain (the anc
Ahyla, and one of the PUlars of Hercules—the
rock of Gibraltar being the other) at the extre-
mity of a peninsula. On the narrow isthmus at

the opposite extremity is another strong citadel

;

and between the two is the town, with a cathe-
dral, several convents, hospital, convict establish-

ment, and schools. It is well supplied with water.
Ceuta is the chief of the Spanish presidios on the
African coast, the seat of a royal court, and the
residence of a military governor and financial

intendant. It was taken from the Moors by John,
king of Portugal, in 1415, and has permanently
belonged to Spain since 1640.

Ceva, Ceba, a town of North Italy, prov. and
26 m. from Coni, circ. Mondovi, cap. mand., on
the Tanaro. P. 4233. Manufs. of silk twist, and
trade in cheese called Robiole.

Cevarese, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, prov.
and dist. Padua. P. 1932.

Cevennes, Cebennx Monies, a range of moun-
tains in the S. of France, commencing at the
Canal-du-Midi, W. of Carcassonne, and running
N.N.E. to the Canal-du-Centre. They are di-

vided into the S. and N. Cevennes ; the former,

under the names of the Montagues Noires, Espi-
nouse, Garrigues, and Loz^re, extend over 120 m.
to Mont Lozere, wliere the chain forms a group
called Monts du Gfevaudan, which sends several

contreforts to the N. and S. The N. Cevennes
take the name of Monts Vivarais, Lyonnais,
Forez, and Charolais. The Loire, Allier, Lot,

Aveyron, Tarn, Herault, Gard, and other rivers,

have their sources in these mountains, the S.

portions of which contain extinct volcanoes, and
present many deep fissures in the higher valleys.

The highest points are Mezin, 5794 feet, and
Lozfere, 4884 feet above the level of the sea. The
Cevennes served as a retreat for numerous Pro-
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testant families after the revocation of tlie edict

of Nautes.
Ceve^jxes, an old country of France, which

formed the N.E. part of the government of Lan-
guedoc, cap. Mende. It was divided into Gfevau-
dan, Velay, Vivarais, and Cevennes Proper. The
Cevennes Proper is now included partly in the
dep. Gard, and partly in Aveyron.

Cevio, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Ticino,

dist Val-Maggia. P. 602.

Ceylon (Singala, anc. TaprobcmaX an island

of British India, separated from the S. extremity
of Hindostan by the Gulf of Manaar ; between lat.

5° 55' and 9° 61' N. ; Ion. 79° 42' and 81° 55' E.
Shape pyriform, with apex to the N. Extreme
length from N. to S., 271 m. ;

greatest breadth 137
m. Area 24,700 sq. m., or including its depend-
net islands, 25,742 sq. m. P. (1863) l,82u,000.

Nearly four-fifths of the surface consist of undu-
lating plains, slightly diversified by offsets from
the mountain system which entirely covers the
remaining fifth. In this stupendous mountain
knot the highest elevation is Pedrotallagalla,
8280 feet, while Adam's Peak attains to a height
of 7420 feet. The E. shore is frequently bold and
rocky, with deep water. The W. shore is uni-
formly low, and indented with bays and inlets.

The N.W. part of the island is almost joined to the
neighbouring peninsula by the island of Manaar,
from the west point of wMch a shoal stretches to
the island of Eameseram, a dist. of about 30 m.

(_
Adam's Bridge], leaving open only two navi-

gable passages, that between Manaar and Ceylon,
which has not more than four feet water at ebb
tide, and the narrow passage of Paumben be-
tween Eameseram and the mainland, which is

six feet in depth at high water. The island is

chiefly formed of gneiss, especially in its southern
portions, whUo coral and marine deposits prevail
in the more level parts of the northern plains, but
these are entirely destitute of fossils. Dolomite
is found in the interior, and hornblende rock
forms the summit of Adam's Peak. Among the
most abundant minerals are iron, manganese,
plumbago, nitre in caves, salt, anthracite, and
kaolin ; while gold, tin, nickel, cobalt, and the
rare metal tellurium, exist in smaller quantities.

Quicksilver has recently been discovered near the
capital, and the island has for ages been cele-
brated for its precious stones, among which are
the sapphire, topaz, garnet, amethyst, ruby, but
no diamonds. The climate is hot and moist.
Mean annual temp, at Colombo, on the W. coast,
75°-92, but at Tvincomald, on the E. coast, 81°-4

Fahr. The mean temp, of each month of the year is

very nearly the same; annual rainfall at Colombo,
90°-75 inches; snow is unknown, but hail falls

occasionally in the Kandian mountains, and
water-spouts are frequent. At Trincomal^ the
rainfall is only 40 inches, whUe the temp, varies
from 70° Fahr. in Jan. to 94° in June. The N.E.
monsoon prevails from November to February,
modified and interrupted by local cu-cumstances

;

the S.W. monsoon from April to November.
Eivers are numerous, especially on the W. coast,
where there are ten of considerable magnitude.
The largest is MahaweUiganga (the Ganges of
Ptolemj^ which has its origin in the highlands
in the S., and flowing N.E., enters the ocean at
Trincomal^ after a course of 134 miles. The
soil is chiefly ferruginous and quartzose in the R.,

and sandy and calcareous in the N., with a small
proportion of vegetable matter

;
yet vegetation is

most luxuriant ; and irrigation appears to have
been anciently practised from art&cial tanks and
lakes still existing. Rice, cotton, tobacco, pepper,

coffee, and various vegetables are raised, but the
soil is ill adapted for systematic cultivation. The
cocoa palm, Palmyra palm, talipot, jack-tree, ta-

marind, bread-fruit, and cinnamon, are among
the most useful trees ; the last is cultivated to a
great extent, but some recent attempts to culti-

vate extensively the sugar-cane appear to have
failed. The indigenous flora, which includes

about 3000 flowering plants, is now regarded as
approximating more closely to the vegetation of

the Malay Archipelago than to that of the Dec-
can. The zoology of the island is much the same
as in S. India, but many of the larger animals of

the latter are unknown in Ceylon, and some
species are peculiar to the island. The mammalia
include 6 quadrumana, 35 camivoia, 18 rodentia,

1 edentata, 3 pachydermata, and 1 cetaceous
animal. There are also 320 species of birds,

about 38 of which are peculiar to Ceylon; 109
reptiles, of which 19 are peculiar ; and upwards
of 600 fishes, all of which were captured at one
spot [Colombo.] This is the largest collection of

flashes known to exist in one locality. Marine
testacea are also extremely numerous, while in-

sects swarm in myriads. The elephants, once
very abundant, are getting much more rare:

for the most part they are destitute of tusks.

Little is known of the aboriginal inhabitants of

Ceylon, though in all probability they were of the
same stock as the original iiihabitants of the
Deccan, now represented by the hiU tribes of the
Concan, Canara, Gujerat, & Cutch, for not only are
the early superstitions of both peoples identical,

but there is also a marked affinity between the
Singhalese now spoken in the centre and S. of

Ceylon and the Tamil, Telingu, and Malayalim
of the Deccan, none of which is of Sanscritio

origin. At present the inhabitants of Ceylon are
similar in ^1 respects to the Hindoos of the
neighbouring continent, and consist of Singalese,

inhabiting the interior and parts of the coast,

Malabars, Mohammedans, Europeans, and Ne>
groes. Ceylon was known to the Greeks in the
time of Alexander, as also to the Eomans. The
Portuguese formed a settlement at Colombo in

1517. They were superseded by the Dutch in

1658 ; and at the close of the 18th century, the
British, after various encounters with the Dutch
and French, obtained possession of the stations

on the coast ; and finally, in 1815, at the invitation

of the native chiefs, took possession of the whole
isl. The government now consists of a governor &
an executive council of five members, and legisla-

tive councU of nine more, and six unofficial mem-
bers, natives or naturalized subjects, and proprie-
tors or principal merchants of the isl. The isl. is

divided into five provinces, and these into dis-

tricts, each with an agent and assistant. There
are a supreme court, provincial courts, and magi-
strates. The island was constituted a bishopric

of the English Church in 1846. There are besides

clergymen of other denominations. Educational
establishments have been formed chiefly by re-

ligious and missionary societies. In 1850 there

were 84 government schools, with a large attend-,

ance of scholars. Buddhism was almost the

universal creed of the natives, and still remains •

so. The Singhalese language is peculiar to i)i\a-4

island, but Tamul is spoken by the Malabars 10*^

the N., and by the Moormen disjjersed through
aU parts of the island, and Indo-Portuguese by
the descendants of the European settlers in many
of the seaport towns. Pali is the language of the

religion and literature of the Buddhists. The
British government have formed many excellent

roads throughout the island, and there is a canal
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and river communication between Colombo and
Calpentyn. The natives are ingenious workers

in metals, and in manufactures of cordage, mat-

ting, and baskets. Eevenue (1860) 767,000^. ; im-

perial expenditure, 110,268/. The total strength

for civil and military purposes in the same year

was 2370 men. Exports (1862), coffee, cocoa-nut

and other oils, cotton, cinnamon, coir-rope, plum-
bago, etc., to the value of 2,488.262Z. Imports
cottons, iron, coal, apparel, beer and ale, wine,

woollens, hardware, earthenware, guano, spirits,

paper, etc., to the value of 607,216/. The chief

towns are Colombo the cap., Kandy, Trincomald,

Point-de-Galle, Jaffna, Calpentyn. Ceylon is

now the central point for the Oriental mail pac-

kets. The mail which leaves Southampton every

fortnight, via Alexandria & the Red Sea, touches

at Ceylon, whence issue branch mails to Madras,
Calcutta, Penang, Singapore, Hong Kong, and
Australia. Shortest sea route to England, by
" the Cape," 10,010 sea mUes. Average time by
sailing vessels 122, shortest 106 days.

Cezac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, arr. Blaye, cant. St Savin. P. 1691.

Ceze, a river of France, dep. Gard, rises in the

Cevennes mountains, dep. Lozfere, and, after an
E.S.E. course of about 60 m., joins the Rhone 6

m. W. Orange. Its sands are auriferous.

Cezimbra, a seaport town of Portugal, prov.

Estremadura, on a bay of the Mediterranean, 18

m. S. Lisbon. P. 5000. It has active fisheries.

Chabanais, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Charente, cap. cant., on the Vienne, 30 m. N.E.
Angouleme. P. 1666.

Chabeuil, Cerebelliaca, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Dr6me, cap. cant., 7 m. E.S.E. Va-
lence, on the Voure. P. 4355. Manufactures silk.

Chablais (Ital. Ciablese), foi-merly the most
N. prov. of Savoy, on the Lake of Geneva, now
the French dep. Haute-Savoie.

Chablis, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Yonne, cap. cant., arr. and 9 m. E. Auxerre, on
1. b. of the Seray. P 2335. In its vicinity the
celebrated wine called Chablis is produced.
Ghabkis, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Indre, 30 m. N. Chateauroux. P. 3030.

Chacabuco, a town of Chile, prov. and 25 m.
N. Santiago, on the Colina. Near this place the
republican troops defeated the royalists in 1817.

Chacao, a seaport town of Chile, on the N.
coast of the isl. Chiloe, 20 m. E.N.E. San Carlos.

Chaceley, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, on
the Severn, 3 m. S.W. Tewkesbury. Ac. 1725.
P. 307.

Chachapoyas, a city of Peru, cap. dep.
Amazonas, on the Utenbamba, a tributary of the
Maranon, near the Ecuador frontier. P. 4000.
Chaco (El Gran), a region of South America,

in the centre of the continent, Bolivia and Ar-
gentine Confed., between lat. 18° and 28° S., Ion.
58° and 63° W., bounded E. by the river Paraguay,
and traversed by its tributaries. Surface level,

the N. part covered with grass, the S. portion an
arid & desert plain, inhabited by roving Indians.
Chad (Lake), Cent. Africa. [Tchad (Lake).]
Chadda River, Africa. [Benue.]
Chaddebton, a chapelry of England, co. Lan-

caster, pa. Oldham-cum-Prestwich, on the Irk,

^ m. N.N.E. Manchester. Ac. 297& P. 7486.
Chaddksden, a pa. of England, co. and 24 m,

E. Derby. Ac. 2080. P. 465.
Chaddesley-Corbett, a pa., Engl., co. Worces-

ter, 5 m. W.N.W. Brorasgrove. Ac. 5914. P. 1457.
CHADDLEWORTH-wrrH-WooLTjjY, a pa., Eng-

land, CO. Berks, 54 m. S.W. East Ilsley. Ac.
3319. P. 539.

CiiADLiNGTON, a cnap. of Engl., co. Oxford, pa.
"

Charlbury, 3^ m. S.S.E. Chipping-Norton. Ac.
3000. P. 753.

Chadshcnt, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
1^ m. N.E. Kington. Ac 1366. P. 37.

Chadwell (St Mary's), a pa. of England, co.

Essex, 2^ m. S. Orsett. Ac. 1977. P. 457.

Ghjerosmx, a ruined city of Greece, gov.
Boeotia, 5 m. N. Lebadea. Its remains comprise
an anc. theatre, an aqueduct, & a small temple. On
a portion of the site stands the vill. of Capranu.
Chaffcombe, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

3 m. S. Ilminster. Ac. 999. P. 246.

Chagford, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 8J m.
S.E. Okehampton. Ac. 7492. P. 1379.

Chagny, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, cap. cant., 10 m. N.W. Chalon-
sur-Saone. P. 3459.

Chagos(Isl.) [Peros Baniios, Diego Garcia.']

Chaores, a river of South America, Granadian
Confed., Isthmus of Panama, rises 30 m. N.E. Pa-
nama, flows at first W., then N., and enters the

Caribbean Sea near lat. 9° 18' 13' N. It traverses

a fertile country, and below the influx of the

Trinidad its depth varies from 16 to 30 feet ; but

its navigation is impeded by numerous falls, and
by its great rapidity. Affluents, the Pequeni,

Trinidad, and Gatun, all considerable streams.

Chagres, a seaport town of Central America,

on the N. coast of the Isthmus of Panama, at the

mouth of the Chagres river, in the Caribbean Sea.

Lat. 9° 18' 6-' N. ; Ion. 79° 59' 2" W. ; with a har-

bour for vessels drawing 10 or 12 feet water. Its

situation is unhealthy, and the foreign mail sta-

tion has been removed to Aspinwall, 8 m. N.
Chaibassa, a town of British India, dist. Singh-

bhoom, presid. Bengal, in lat. 22° 36' N. ; Ion. 85°

45' E. It is the seat of a civil establishment.

Chailey, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6 m.
N.N.W. Lewes. Ac. 6889. P. 1344. It has a

union workhouse.
Chaillac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Indre, 17 m. S.E. Le Blanc. P. 2673.—IL a
comm. and vill., dep. H. Vienne, 5 m. N.N.E.
Rochechouart, on the Vienne. P. 1221.

Chaiixand, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Mayenne, cap. cant., on the Ernde, arr. and 11

m. N.N.W. Laval. P. 2544.

Chaille-les-Marais, a comm. and viU. of

France, dep. Vendue, cap. cant., 28 m. S.E. Na-
poleon Vendue. P. 2487.

Chaillevftte, a comm. and seaport vill. of

France, dep. Charente-Inferieure, 6 m. S. Ma-
rennes, on 1. b. of the Seudre. P. 940.

Chaise-Dieu (La), a comm. and town of

France, dep. Haute Loire, cap. cant., 21 m.
N.N.W. Le Puy. P. 1722.

Chalabre, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aude, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Lers, 24 m. S.W.
Carcassonne. P. 2291. Manufs. woollens.

Chalais, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Charente, cap. cant., arr. and 18 m. S.E. Barbe-

zieux, on the Tude. P. 714.

Chalamont, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ain, cap. cant., 19 m. E. Trevoux. P. 1679.

Chalan^on, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardfeche, 16 m. S.W. Tournon. P. 1144.

Chalbury, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 4J
m. N.N.E. Wimbome. Ac. 1344. P. 194.

Chalcis or Negropont, Egripoa, a maritime
town of Greece, cap. gov. Eubcea, on the Euripus,

at its narrowest part, here crossed by a bridge

17 m. N.E. Thebes. P. 6000.

Chalco, a town of Mexico, state and 25 m.
S.E. Mexico, on E. shore of the Lake of Chalco,

a basin 9 in. in length by 6 m. in width.
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CuAi-COMBE, a pa. of England, co. Nortbanip-

ton, 3J in. N.N.E. Banburj-. Ac. 1694. P. 4G8.

Chaldon, two pas. of England.—I. co. Surrey,

5 m. N.E. Eeigate. Ac. 1622. P. 169.—II. (^er-
ring'), co. Dorset, 9J m. AV.S.W. Warehani. Ac
2981. P. 341.

Chalk, a pa. of the Isle of Wight, 7 m. S.S.W.
Newport. Ac. 2375. P. 584.

Chaleur Bay, an inlet of the Gulf of St Law-
rence, North America. Lat. 48" N. ; Ion. 65° W.
Length E. to W. about 90 m. ; breadth varies

from 12 to 28 m. It separates Jjower Canada
from New Brunswick, and at its W. extremity
receives the Ristigouche river.

Chaxj^'ielo, a pa. of Engl., co. Wilts, on a branch
of the Avon, 3 m. W. Melksham. Ac 700. P. 12.

Chai.foxt, tn-o pas. of England, co. Bucks.

—

L iSt GilesX 3 m. S. Amersham. Ac. 3641. P.
1217. William Penn, founder of the colony of

Pennsylvania, is bmied in its cemetery, and
Milton here finished his "Paradise Lost."—II.

(St Peter}, 3J m. E.N.E. Beaconsfield. Ac 4717.

P. 1344. It has petty sessions.

Chalford, a chapelry of England, co. Glo'ster,

pas. Bisley and Minchinhampton, on the Frome,
2 m. N.E. the latter village.

Chalgrave, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 3J
m. N.N.W. Dunstable. Ac. 2130. P. 961.

Chalgro\'e, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4i
ra. S.W. Tetsworth. Ac 2364. P. 549. In 1643
the parliamentary forces were defeated here by
the royal troops.

Chalk, a pa. of Engl., «o. Kent, on the Thames,
1} m. S.S.E. Gravesend. Ac 2246. P. 382.

Chalky Bay or Cloudy Inlet, near the S.W.
extremity of South Island, New Zealand. Lat.
46° S. ; Ion. 166° 20' E.—Chalkt/ Island, a small
isl. in the bay, is a mass of white limestone.

Challacx)mbe, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 9

m. N.E. Barnstaple. Ac. 5343. P. 282.

Challais, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Valais,

dist. Sierre. P. 687.

Challans, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vendue, cap. cant., arr. Les Sables, ^23 m. N.W.
Napoleon Vendue. P. 4178.

Challes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Sarthe, 11 m. S.E. Mans. P. 1260.

CH.A.LLOCK, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4 m.
E. Charing. Ac 2837. P. 373.

Challonais, an old division of France, in the
prov. Burgundy, now comprised in the deps.

Sa6ne-et-Loire. Its cap. was Chalon-sur-Saone.
Chaloxnes-sur-Loire, a comm. and town of

France, dep.^ Maiae-et-Loire, cap. cant-, on 1. b.

of the Loire,. 12 m. S.W. Angers. P. 6089.
Manufs. woollen and cotton.

Chaloxs-slij-Marxe, Catalaunum, a comm.
and city of France, cap. dep. Marne, on railway
from Paris to Strasbourg, and on rt. b. of the
Marne, here crossed by a bridge, 90 m. E. Paris.

Altitude 270 feet. P. 16,676. Chief edifices,

the cathedral, town-hall, prefecture, the churches
Notre Dame and St Alpin. It is a bishop's see,

and has a diocesan school, a commercial tribunal,

schools of geometry and design, botanic garden,
various scientific collections, public library of

26,000 volumes, and manufs. of woollen, linen, and
cotton goods, with tanneries and dye-factories.
Chalon-sur-Saone, CabillonunL, a comm, and

town of France, dep. Saone-et-Loire, cap. arr.,

on rt. b. of the Sa6ne, at the commencement of
the Canal du Centre, and on the railway from
Dijon to Lyon, 32 m. N. Macon. 584 feet above
the sea. P. 19,709. Principal structures, the ca-
thedral, St Peter's church, town-hall, the hospice
St Laurent, and hospital of St Louis. It has a

school of design, public librarj-, college, theatre,

public baths, glass factories, iron works, manufs.
of watches, jewellery, linen, and other fabrics. J

Being at the junction of several great roads, and 'I

connected with the Mediterranean, Atlantic, and I

North Sea by the Ehone, Saone, Loire, and seve-
ral canals, it is the centre of a considerable trad&

'

and exports wine, timber, charcoal, iron, lime-
stone, and agricultural produce to other parts of
France. Chalon was cap. of the old division of
Chalonnais, in the prov. of Burgundy.
Chalosse, an old division of France, in the

prov. Gascogne, of which the cap. was St-Sever.
It is now comprised in the dep. Landes.
Chalton, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4J m.

S.S.W. Petersfield. Ac 1723. P. 619.

Chai^us, Castrum Lucii, a conmi. and town of
Finance, dep. H. Vienue, cap. cant., 17 m. S.W.
Limoges, on the Tardouere. P. 1987.

Chalvington, a pa. of England, co. Sussex,
4J^«.

m. W. Hailsham. Ac. 729. P. 149.

CILV3I, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
at the N. end of the Lake of Zug, 3 m. W.N.W.
Zug. P. 1616.

Cham, a town of Bavaria, on the Cham, 30

1

N.E. Eegensburg. P. 2100.

Chasla, a river of South America, dep. Zv
eaters the Lake of Maracaybo, lat. 8° 30' N^ loiul
71'' 38' W., after a N. course of 7a nules.

Chama, a river of Guinea, enters the Atlantic
26 ra. W.S.W. Cape Coast Castle, after a S. course,

estimated at 75 m. At its mouth is the vilL

Chama, with the Dutch fort St Sebastian.
Chamalari, one of the principal peaks of the

Himalaya mountains, between Tibet and Bootan.
Lat. 28° 4' N., Ion. 90° E. Height 27,200 feet.

Chahalieres, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Puy-de-D6me, arr. and 2 m. W. Clermont.
P. 1242. Manufactures paper.
Chajlas (St), a comm. and town of S. France,

dep. Bouches-du-Khone, on the N. bank of the
lagoon of Berre, and on the railway of Avignon,
24 m. N.W. Marseille. P. 2692. It has a powder
magazine, whence Toulon is supplied, and trade
in oil and oUves.

Chasiba, a town in the S. division of Cashmere,
situated among the S. mountains of the Himalaya,
on the river Eavel, in lat. 32° 29' N^ Ion. 76° 10'

E. P. 5000.

CiiASiBERET, a comm. & market town, France,
dep. Corr^ze, 21 m. N.N.W. Tulle. P. 2841.
Chambers, a co., U. S^ North America, in E.

part of Alabama. Area 775 sq. m. P. (1860) 11,365
free, 11,849 slaves. Surface uneven ; soil fertUe,

Yields Indian com, wheat, cotton, cattle, & swine.
It has flour, grist, saw, carding, and fulling-mills.

CiLUiBERSBURG, a town, U. S., North Ajaerica,

Pennsylvania, cap. co. Franklin, on a branch of

the Potomac, 45 m. S.W. Harrisbui^h. P. 4272.

It has various manufacturing establishments.

Chambery, €amperiaxyutru, an episcopal city of

France, dep. Savoie, on the Leysse, 45 m. S.S.W
Geneva. Pop. of comm. 13,629. Altitude 799
feet. Mean temp, of year 50°'55 ; snmmer 66°'7

;

winter 35°-3. Principal buUdings, cathedral, con-
vents, and barracks. It is an archbishop's see,

the residence of the military governor, and seat

of the superior tribunal, and academy of Savoie

;

and it has a Jesuits' college, societies of agricul-

ture and commerce, public library, manufs. of

silk, gauze, and other fabrics, lace, hats, leather,

and soap, and a trade in metals, Hqueurs, and the

wines of its vicinity. From 1792 to 1815, Cham-
bery was the cap. of the French dep. Mont Blanc
Chambly, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Oiso, 20 m. S.S.E. Beauvais. P. 1424.
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Chambly, a township and fort, Lower Canada,

CO. Kent, on 1. b. of the Richlieu or Chambly
river, dist. and 15 m. S.E. Montreal.

Chambon, several comms. & towns of France,

— I. dep. Creuse, cap. cant., on the Tardes, 2G m.

E. Gueret. P. 2252. It is supposed to have been
the cap. of the Cambovicenses, and Gallic, Eonian,

and early Frankish remains are found here II.

a vill., dep. H. Loire, 10 ni. S.E. Yssengeaux. P.

2211.—III. (^Feugerolles), dep. Loire, cap. cant.,

4 m. S.W. St Etienne. P. 5514.

Ghambord, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ijoir-et-Cher, 8 m. E. Blois, on the Cosson river.

P. 308.

Chamboulive, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Correze, 12 m. N.N.W. Tulle. P. 3002.

Chambray, a town in the isl. Gozo. [Gozo.l
Cham-Callao, an island in the China Sea, off

the E. coast of Cochin-China, 30 m. E.S.E. Turon.
Lat. 16° 54' N. ; Ion. 108° 28' E. It has a vill.

and a small harbour on its S.W. side.

Chamon, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Savoie, arr. Chambery, cap. cant. P. 1527.

Chamond (St), a town of France, dep. Loire,

cap. cant., at the confluence of the Gier and the
Ban rivers, and on the railway from Lyon, 7 m.
N.E. St Etienne. P. 11,626. It has a pa. church,
public baths, chamber of manufs., looms for cotton

and silk fabrics, ribbons, laces, cast-iron and nail

works, and in ite vicinity many coal mines.
CiiAMONix or CiiAMOUNi, a valley of the French

dep. Haute Savoie, fonns the upper part of the
basin of the Arve, above the valley of Servoz

;

length N.E. to S.W. 12 m. ; breadth 1 to 6. m.

;

elevation above the sea at the vill. of Chamonix,
3425 feet. It is bounded on the S. by the mass
of Mont Blanc, and N. by Mont Breven and the
Aiguilles Rouges, part of the range which sepa-
rates Savoy from the Valais. The glaciers which
descend into the valley from Mont Blauc, among
which is the Mer de Glace, are the grandest in
the Alps. The climate of the valley is rigorous
in winter, from October to May, during which
time snow usually covers the lower ground to
the depth of three feet ; the summer is short and
warm(mean temperature at Le Prieurd 41° Fahr.).
Soil infertile, but well cultivated

;
produces a con-

siderable supply of grain and fruits ; cattle are
reared, and the honey is excellent. The valley
contains the three parishes of Chamonix, Argen-
tiere, and Ouches.

—

Chamonix or La Prieure,
the principal vill. of the valley of Chamonix,
is situated on the rt. b. of the Arve, 12 m. E.
Sallenche. P. 23Q4.
Chamoreril, a lake in Ladakh, in the elevated

table-land of Eupshu, between the valley of the
Sutlej and the Indus, in lat. 32° 55' N., Ion. 78°
15' E. The lake is 15,000 feet above the sea,

surrounded by mountains in some places 500 feet
above the surface of the lake. The lake is lo|
m. long by 2J m. broad. The water is of a blue
colour, and brackish. It receives several streams,
but has no outlet, the water being carried off by
evaporation.

_
Chamoson, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Valais,

dist. Conthey. It has iron works. P. 1140.
Champagnac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cantal, arr. Maursac, cant. Saignes. P. 1873.
Numerous oil mills.—II. dep. Haute-Vienne, arr.

Kochechouart, cant. Oradour. P. 1840.—Metal
furnaces and marble quarries.—III. dep. Creuse,
arr. Aubusson, cant. Bellegarde. P. 1745.
Champagne, an old prov. of France, of which

the cap. was Troyes, now forming the greater
portion of the 4 deps. of Ardennes, Marne, Aube,
and H. Mame, and part of those of Aisne, Seine-

et-Mame, and Yonne. This country, long go-
verned by native princes of Champagne, was
united to the crown of France by the marriage of

Phillipe le Bel with Jeanne de Navarre in 1286.

Champagne-les-Marais, a comm. and vill.

of France, dep. Vendue, arr. Fontenay le Compte,
cant. ChaiUe. P. 1764.—II. St Hilaire, dep.

Vienne, arr. Civray, cant. Gen^ais. P. 1586.

Champagne, a dist. of France, in the deps.

Charente and Charente-Inferieure, forming part
of the arrs. Saintes, Jonzac, and Cognac. Cele-
brated for its wines, and brandy called Cognac.
Champagney, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Haute SaSne, cap. cant., 25 m. E.N.E. Ve-
soul. P. 3590. In its vicinity coal is worked.
Champagnole, a comm. and town of Franco,

dep. Jura, cap. cant., on the Ain, hero crossed by
a bridge, 18 m. E.N.E. Lons-le-Saulnier. P.
3193. Manufs. of nails and iron wire.

Champaign, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in W. of Ohio. Area 390 sq. m. P. (1860) 22,698.

Soil fertile. Lake Erie Railway and the Spring-
field and Mansfield Railway intersect the county.
—II. lUinois. P. (1860) 14,029.

Champaubert, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Marne, 27 m. W.S.W. Chalons. Here tho
Russian and Prussian army received a chock,

from the troops of Napoleon i., Feb. 10, 1814.

Champdeniehs, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Deux-S6vres, arr. and 4 m. N. Niort. P. 1377..

Champeix, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Puy-de-Dome, cap. cant., on the Couze, 14 m.
S.S.E. Clermont. P. 1801.

Champeby, a vill., Switzerland, cant. Vallais,

at the head of the Val d'llliers. P. 619. Its gi-ot-

toes are remarkable for the numerous stalactites.

Champigny, several comms. and vills. of
France ; the principal in dep. Seine, 8 m. E.S.E.
Paris. P. 1944.

Champion, a township, U. S., North America,
New York, 12 m. E. Watertown. P. 2085.

CuAMPLAiN, a township and fort, U. S., North
America, New York, co. Clinton, near Lak&
Champlain. P. 5067.

—

Lake Champlain lies be-
tween the states New York and Vermont, ex-
tending for 4 m. into Lower Canada, is 105 m. in.

length N. to S., breadth varying from ^ m. to 10
m. It contains numerous islands ; receives several
rivers, and discharges its superfluous waters by
the Richlieu river into the St Lawrence. It forms
an important medium of commerce. A canal, 64
m. in length, connects it with the Hudson river.

Champlute, a comm. and town of France,
dep. H. Saone, cap. cant., 29 m. W. Vesoul. P.
2865, who weave linen and woollen fabrics.

OuAMPNiERS, a comm. and town of Prance, dep.

Chareut«, 5 m. N.N.E Angouleme. P. 3648.

Champoton, a marit. vill., Cent. America, Yu-
catan, Gulf of Mexico, 35 m. S.S.W. Campeachy.
Champrond, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Eure-et-Lou", arr. and 13 m. E.N.E. Nogent-
le-Rotrou. P. 845.

Champs (St PAre), a comm. and vill., France,
dep. Vendue, arr. les-Sables d'Olonne, cant, lea

Moutiers. P. 1742.

Champsaur, a dist. of France, in the old prov.
of Dauphind, principal place St Bonnet; now-
comprised in the deps. H. Alpes and Dr6me.
Champsegret, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Orne, 4| m. E.N.E. Domfront. P. 3604.

It has manufs. of linens, and iron foundries.

CHAMPTOcf:, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, near rt. b. of the Loire, 15 m.
W.S.W. Angers. P. 2163.

—

Champtoceaux is a.

vill . 18 m. W.S.W. P. 1563.

Chamusca, a town of Portugal, prov. Estrema-
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dura, on 1. b. of the Tagus, 13 m. N.N.E. San-
tarem. P. 3200. Excellent red wine produced
in its vicinity.

Chanac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lozfere, cap. cant., on the Lot, 8 m. S.W. Mende.
P. 1671. It has manufactures of serges.

Chanaibun, a town of Siam, cap. prov., on a
river near its mouth, in the gulf of Siam, 145 m.
S.E. Bangkok. It exports pepper, cardamoms,
rosewood, dyewoods, ship-timber, hides, horns,
ivory, and gums.
Cuanak-Kalessi (Turk. "Poi-cow^te"), a town

of Asia Minor, Anatolia, on the Dardanelles, 28
m. S.W. Gallipoli.

Chaxcay, a town of South Amer., Peru, dep.
Lima, cap. prov., near the mouth of the Chancay
river, in the Pacific, 45 m. N.N.W. Lima.
Chanceaux, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Cote d'Or, arr. and 18 m. E. Semur, near rt.

b. of the Seine. P. 514.

Chandah, a town of India, on 1. b. of the Eraee
river. Central provs., 85 m. S. Nagpore. It is

surrounded by walls 6 m. in extent, from 15 to
20 feet in height, and flanked with towers, and is

well supplied with water. Within the walls the
streets are straggling and the houses detached.
Chandeleur Is. or Palos, a group of islands

of the U. S., North America, in the Gulf oif

Mexico, on the coast of Louisiana.
Ohanderi or Chaxdhairee, a town of India,

prov. Malwa, territory of Gwalior, 105 m. S.
Agra, in lat. 24° 41' N. ; Ion. 78° 12' E. It has
declined on account of Mahratta oppression, the
scourge of war, and the decay of its manufactures,
which are undersold by Britain. It has a strong
fort, situated on a hill. Under the Mahratta sway,
along with the surrounding territory, it became
the resort of freebooters, very troublesome to the
contiguous tracts under British rule or protection.

Chandernagore, a French settlement of In-
dia, on rt. b. of the Hooghly, 17 m. N. Calcutta,

in lat. 22° 50' N., Ion. 88^ 23' E., surrounded by
the British dist. of Hooghly, presid. Bengal. Ac.
2330. P. 28,352. The Hooghly had formerly
sufficient water to allow ships of the line to come
up to the town. It was a French settlement in

1700, was taken by the British in 1757, restored
to France in 1763, retaken by Britain in 1793,
and finally restored to France in 1816.
Chaxdode, a town of India, Baroda dom., on

the Nerbudda, 35 m. E.N.E. Baroach.
Chandore, a fortified town of British India,

presid. Bombay, dist. Ahmednuggur, on a hill

range, commanding an important pass, 148 m.
N.E. Bombay. P. 7000. It capitulated to the
British in 1804, and again in 1818.
Chaijdpoor, a town of British India, dist.

Bijnour, in the N.W. provs., 930 m. N.W. Cal-
cutta. P. 11,491.

Chaneral, an island and town of Chile. The
island is in lat. 29° 1' S., Ion. 71° 40 W. ; is 2 m.
long. The town on the mainland.
Chang-Chau, a city of China, prov. Fo-kien,

cap. dep., 30 m. S.W. Amoy. P. 800,000.
Chang-Cheun or St John Islaxd, off S. coast

of China, lat 21° 40' N. ; Ion. 112° 45' E.
ChaxgA, two viUs. of France.—I. dep. Sarthe,

4 m. E.S.E. Le Mans. P. 2751.—II. dep. Mayenne,
2Jm. N.Laval. P. 2421.

Chaniers, a vill. of France, dep. Charente-In-
ferieure, 4 m. from Saintes. P. 2556.
Channel Islands, a name employed to desig-

nate a group of islands in the English Channel,
off the N.W. coast of France : the principal being
Jersey Guernsey, Aldemey, Sercq, and Herm
(which see). They are oflBcially comprised in the

r, and^
!long-§

English CO. Hants and diocese of Winchester,
are the only portions of Normandy now belong-

ing to the English crown, to which they have re-

mained attached ever since the Conquest. Ex-
ports (1862), granite, butter, potatoes, cows, eggs,

tobacco, confectionery, oil, hides, wine, apples,

com, fish, pears, etc., to the value of 645,801/. Im-
ports, apparel, woollens, cottons, tobacco, furni-

ture, tea, coals, plate, iron, wine, linens, hard-
wares, beer and ale, leather, cement, earthenware,
copper, etc., to the value of 996,869/.

Channelkirk, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick^
in the Lanmiermoor Hills. Ac. 14,202. P. 67L
Chantelle, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Allier, cap. cant., arr. and 9 m. N. Gannat, on
the Bouble. P. 2040. Commerce in wines.

Chanteix>up, a comm, and viU. of France, dep.

nie-et-Vilaine, arr. Eedon, cant, le Sel. P. 1538.

Chantenat, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loire-lnferieure, on rt. b. of the Loire, arr. and
1 m. S.W. Nant«s. P. 7252.—II. a vilL, dep.

Nievre, 15 m. S.E. Nevers. P. 1790.—III.avilL,
dep. Sarthe, 15 m. N. La Fleche. P. 1426.

Chantilly, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Oise, on the Nonnette, 23 m. N.N.E. Paris. P. •

2930. Manufs. of lace and porcelain, and an hos-
pital. The Forest ofChantilly comprises 6700 ac.

In it are several bmldings of interest.

Chantonnay, a comm. and town of France^
Vendue, 17 m. E. Napoleon-Vend^. P. 3253.

Chantrign£, a comm. and town of France^ ^

dep. and 7 m. N.E. Mayenne. P. 2012. Jt

Chanu, a comm. and vilL of France, dep. Ome, '

9 m. N. Domfront. P. 2617. Manufs. of hard-
wares, and quarries of buUding stones.

Chanza, a frontier river between Spain and
Portugal (Andalucia and Alemtejo), course 65 m.
S.S.W., joins the Guadiana near Alcoutira.

Chao-de-Couce, a town of Portugal, Estre«
madura, cap. comarca, on a hiU, 25 m. N.E. Leira.

P. 3000. Its vicinity produces good wine.
Chao-Hing, a city of China, prov. Che-kiang,

cap. dep., on a river near its mouth, in the estuary
Tshen-tang, 73 m. W. Ning-po. Lat. 30° 6' N,
Ion. 120° 3' E. It is intersected by canals.

Chao-Khing, a fortified city of China, prov.

Cuang-tung, cap. dep^ 50 m. W. Canton.
Chao-uan, a seaport of China, prov. Fo-kien,

90 m. S.W. Amoy, where junks freight with alum
and sugar.

Chaos or Bird Islands, several rocky islets

of South Africa, at the entrance of Algoa Bay,
35 m. E. Port Elizabeth ; on one of which the

navigator Bartholomew Diaz perished in 1500.

Chao-Tchou, two cities of China, prov. Quang-
tung.—I. cap. dep., on the Pe-Mang, here crossed
by a bridge of boats, 115 m. N. Canton. It is

large and populous, enclosed by walls, and has
manufs, of nankeen fabrics.—II. cap. dep., on the

Han-kiang, here crossed by a bridge, near its

mouth in the China Sea.
Chaource, Catusiacum, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Aube, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Ar-
mance, 16 m. S. Troyes. P. 1609.

Chao-wou or Cha-ou-Foo, a fortified city of

China, prov. Fo-kien, in the black-tea district, 146

m. N.W. Foo-Chow. Lat. 27° 21' 36' N., Ion. 117*

36' 64' E. Its woven fabrics have a high repute.

Chapada, a town of Brazil, prov. Maranhao,
on upper part of the Rio Grajahu, cap. comm. and
of an electoral college. P. 1000.

Chapala, a lake of Mexico, S.E. Guadalaxara,

formed by the Bio Grande de Santiago, 50 m. long.

Chapdes-Beaufort, a comm. and vUl., France,

dep. Puy-de-D6me, arr. Eiom, cant. Poutgibaud.

P. 2342. Mineral springs and lead mines.
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I Chapel, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Wex-
ford, 6 m. S.W. Enniscorthy. Ac. 3588. P. 811.

Chapel, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

Cambusnethan. P. 622.

Chapel-en-le-Frith, a market town and pa.

of England, co. Derby, 4i m. N. Buxton. Ac. of

pa. 13,220. P. 42(J4. The town is surrounded

by lofty hills. Manufs. of cotton and paper," and

in its vicinity are lead and coal mines, and lime

works. It is the seat of petty sessions. Head of

a poor-law union, and a polling-place for North
Derbyshire.
Chapelhall, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark,

pa. Bothwell. P. 1990.

i Chapel-Hill, a pa., England, co. Monmouth,
i on the Wye, 4 m. N. Chepstow. Ac. 820. P. 497.

Chapel-Izod, a town of Ireland, Leinster, co.

and 3 m. W. Dublin, on the LifFey. P. 1360.

Chapelle (La), a prefixed name of numerous
comms., towns, and vills. in France, the principal

of which are—I. (^Agnany, dep. Puy-de-D6me, arr.

and 8 m. N.W. Ambert. P. 2714.—II. {d'AligneX
I dep. Sarthe, arr. La Flfeche. P. 1751.—III.
(cPAngillon), a town, dep. Cher, 19 m. W. San-

, cerre, cap. cant. P. 884.—IV. (aux Pots}, dep.

Oise, arr. Beauvais, with extensive manuf. of

pottery ware. P. 731.—V. (aux Boisy, dep. Vos-
: ges, 10 m. S.S.W. Epinal. P. 2532.—VI. (Basse

Mer\ Loire-Inferieure, 10 m. E.N.E. Nantes.

,
P. 4536.—VII. (d^Amwntieres}, dep. Nord, arr.

Lille. P. 2531.—VIII. (des Marais\ Loire Infe-

I rieure, 33 m. N.W. Nantes. P. 2142.—IX. (en

Vecors), dep. Dr6me, cap. cant., 25 m. E. Valence.
P. 1262.—X. [Jamony, dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, 5 m.
E. Foug5res. P. 1882.—XI. (La Heine), dep.

Seine-et-Marne, 9 m. S.W. Fontainebleau. P.
844.—XII. (jS"; Denis), dep. Seine, arr. and 3 m.
S. St Denis, near Paris, of which it forms a
suburb. P. 22,052.—XIII. (St Sauveur), dep.

Sa6ne-et-Loire, 33 m. N.W. Macon. P. 1144.

—

XIV. (St Mesrnin), dep. Loiret, arr. Orleans, on
: the railway from Paris to Tours. P. 1848.—XV.
(sur Erdre), dep. Loire Inferieure, cap. cant., 5

: m. N. Nantes. P. 2580.—XVI. ( Volant), dep. Jura,
12 m. N.W. Lons le Saulnier. P. 1622.—XVII.
(de Guinchay), dep. Sa6ne-et-Lotre, arr. Macon,
cap. cant. P. 2054.—XVIII. dep. Indre-et-Loire,
arr. Chinon, cant. Bourgueil. P. 2877.

;
Chapel of Gaeioch, a pa. of Scotland, co.

,
Aberdeen, near Inverury. P. 2023.
Chapeltox, a vQl. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

i

Glassford. P. 634.

^

Chapman, a town, U. S., N. America, Pennsyl-
vania, 39 m. N.N.W, Harrisburg. P. 1427.

i
Chapniers or Champniers, a vill. of France,

I

dep. Charente Inferieure, on the Charente, 4 m.
: S.E. Saintes. P. 3648.
I Chapoo, a maritime town of China, prov. Che-
I kiaug, on a promontorj' on the N. side of the
!
estuary Tshen-Tang, 30 m. S.E. Shanghai, and
50 m. N.E. Hang-chow-foo, of which it is the
port, and with which it has canal communica-

j

tion. Lat. 30° 40' N. ; Ion. 120° 30' E. The
I

harbour is shallow, and the tides here are rapid

;

but the roadstead has deep water.
I Chaptes (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Gard, arr. and 12 m. S.E. Uzes, near rt. b.

j

of the Garden, cap. cant. P. 868.

!
CHARBONNii:EE.s, a comm. and vill. of France,

t

dep. Eh6ne, arr. and 5 m. from Lyon, with cold
.ferruginous springs. P. 602.

Chard, a municip. bor., town and pa. of Eng-
i land, CO. Somerset, 12 m. S.E. Taunton. Ac. of
jpa. 6449. P. 5316. It has a market-place, a
church, a town-hall, workhouse for a union com-
prising 89 sq. m., and manufs. of lace and wool-

len goods. The bor. formerly sent 2 memlors
to House of Commons. The royalists were de-
feated at Chard in the wars of Charles i.

Chardon, a township, U. S., North America,
Ohio, 180 m. N.E. Columbus. P. 1622.

Chakdonne, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,
dist. Vevey. P. 985.

Chardstock, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 3
m. S.S.W. Chard. Ac. 6800. P. 1461.

Charensat, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Puy-de-D6me, 23 m. W.N.W. Riom. P. 1900.

Charente, a river in the W. of France, rises

in the dep. Haute Vienne, 14 m. N.W. Chains,
flows W., and after a course of 200 m. through
the deps. Charente and Charente Inf., enters the
Atlantic opposite the isl. Oleron. Affls. the Bou-
tonne on the right, and the Trouve and Nd on left.

Navigable for 130 m. from the sea to Montignac.
Cilarente, a dep. of France, between lat. 45°

10' and 46° 8' N., and surrounded by the deps.
Charente Inferieure, Deux-Sevres, Vienne, Haute
Vienne, and Dordogne. Area 2294 sq. m. P.
379,081. Surface undulating ; it contains many
deep caverns ; hUly in the N.E., where there are
shallow lakes. Principal rivers the Charente
and Vienne. Climate mild. Soil calcareous,
dry, and infertile, and the com produced barely
suffices for home consumption. Vineyards com-
prise 112,600 hect., but the wines are of inferior

quality. The Cognac and Jarnac brandies are
from this dep. Woods extensive, and chestnuts
form an important crop ; truffles are obtained to
the value of 300,000 francs yearly. Iron and
gypsum are the mineral products ; iron-forging,

paper-making, distUling, and tanning, the main
branches of manufacturing industry. Charente
is divided into 5 arrs. : Angouleme, the cap., Bar-
bezieux. Cognac. Confolens, and Ruffec.

Charente-Inf&rieure, a marit. dep. of West
France, having W. the Atlantic (Bay of Biscay),
S. the estuary and dep. Gironde, and on other
sides the deps. Vendue, Deux-Sfevres, Charente,
and Dordogne. Area (including the islands 'BA

and Oleron) 2635 sq. m. P. 481,060. Climate
temperate ; surface level

; principal rivers, the
Charente, Boutonne, and S6vre-Niortaise. Soil
generally fertile. Com more than sufficient for

home consumption is produced ; and wine to the
value of 800,000/. annually, the greater part of
which is converted into brandy or vinegar. Pas-
tures good, and live stock plentiful. Salt works
along the coast. The pilchard, oyster, and other
fisheries are important. Manufs. glass, earthen-
ware, and leather, with coarse' woollens, and
soap. This dep. is divided into 6 arrs. : La
Rochelle, the cap., Jonzac, Marennes, Eochefort,
Saintes, and St Jean d'Angely.
Chaeenton-le-Pont, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Seine, on rt. b. of Mame, 5 m. S.E.
Paris. P. 5531. A bridge across the Mame,
which has been frequently the scene of conflicts

for the military possession of the cap., is now
guarded by two forts forming part of the fortifi-

cations of Paris ; the bridge unites this vilL with
the hamlet Charenton St Maurice, where there
is a national lunatic asylum.—II. a comm. and
town, dep. Cher, cap. cant., on the Bern Canal,
27 m. S.S.E. Bourges. P. 1655.
Charfield, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, with

a station on the Bristol and Birmingham Rail-
way, 2 m. N. Wickwar. Ac. 1369. P. 629.

Charford, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4 m.
N.N.E. Fordingbridge. Ac. 1403. P. 140.

Charikar, a town of Afghanistan, 36 m. N.
Cabool. P. 5000. Commerce in coarse cotton
cloths, and a transit trade across the Hindoo
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Koosh. In 1811 it was the station of a British

panison, afterwards almost wholly destroyed in

it3 retreat to Cabool.
CiiARiXG, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 13 m.

E.S.E. Maidstone, and 6 m. N.E. the Pinckley
station, on the Dover Eailway. Ac. 4551. P. 1285.

Chakit£ (La), a comra. and town of France,
dep. Nievre, cap. cant., on rt b. of the Loire, 14
m. N.N.W. Nevers. P. 5297. It has anchor-
forges, button, hardware, and glass factories, and
a trade in iron, timber, com, and charcoal.

Chariton, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in N. part of Missouri. Area 780 sq. m. P. 9723
free, 2839 slaves. It has coal and limestone.

—

II. a river, Missouri, joins the river Iowa at

Chariton vUl., after a S. course of 130 m.—III. a
township, Missouri, on the Missouri, 60 m. N.W.
Jefferson. P. 3113.—IV. a township, Louisiana,
in its W. part. P. 1306.

Charjooee, a town of independent Turkestan,
Khanat, and 65 m. S.W. Bokhara, 6 m. S. the
Oxus. P. 5000. It has a fort and a bazaar.
Charkov, a gov. of Russia. [Kharkov.]
Charlbcry, a pa. of Englandj co. Oxford, 5J

m. N. Witney. Ac. 11,320. P. 3074.
Charlcombe, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

IJ m. N. Bath. Ac. 571. P. 378.

Charlcote:, a pa. of England, co. "Warwick, on
the Avon, 6 m. N.W. Kington. Ac. 2199. P. 286.

Charlemoxt, a market town, and formerly a
pari. bor. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 6 m. N.N.W.
Armagh, on the Blackwater river, here crossed
by a bridge connecting it with Moy, and on the
Ulster Canal. P. 480. Principal buildings, a
fort, used as the ordnance depot and head artil-

lery quarters for North Ireland.

Charlemont, a town, U. S., North America,
Massachusetts, 93 m. W. Boston. P. 1173.

Charlemoxt, a hamlet and fortress of France,
dep. Ardennes. The fortress is situated on a
limestone rock, on 1. b. ol the Meuse, opposite
Givef, near the Belgian frontier.

Chari.eroi or Charleroy, a fortified town of

Belgium, prov. Hainaut, cap. arr., on the Sambre,
r>nd on the Brussels and Namur Eailway, 23 m.
E. Mons. P. (1864) 13,495. It has coal mines,
iron foundries, cutlery, glass, and nail factories,

brick yards, woollen cloth and yarn factories. It is
connected with Brussels bj' the Charleroi Canal.
Charles, two pas. of England.—1. co. Devon,

5 m. N.N.W. South Molton. Ac. 2429. P. 356.—II. (the Martyr), same co., hundred of Ro-
borough. Ac. 1757. P. 24,270.

Charles (Cape), the most E. point of Labra-
dor, British North America. Lat. 62° N. ; Ion.
55° 30' W.—II. U. S., Vuginia, forming with
Cape Henry the entrance to Chesapeake Bay.
Lat. 37° 10' N. ; Ion. 75° 43' W.—</n/e/), Red Sea,
on the Arabian coast, 22 m. N. Jiddah. Lat. 21°
41' N. ; Ion. 39° 14' 'E.—{Island), British North
America, in Hudson Strait. Lat. 62° 40' N. ; Ion.
75° W. Length about 40 m., breadth 20 m.

CiiARiJs, one of the Galapagos islands, Pacific.—(River\ United States, Massachusetts, enters
Boston harbour after a N.E. course of 50 miles.
Charles a co., U. S., North America, on S.W.

of Maryland. Area 460 sq. m. P. 6864 free,
9653 slaves.—II. {Charles City), a co. in S.E.
Virginia, watered by the James river. Area 208
sq. m. P. 2663 free, 2947 slaves.
Charles (St), a pa. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Louisiana, W. New Orleans, and traversed
by the river Mississippi. Area 289 sq. m. P.
(;i860) 1115 free, 4182 slaves.—II. a co., Mis.souri,
in the E. part of the state, between the Mississippi
and Missouri rivers. Area 495 sq. m. Its cap.,

St Charles, is on the N. bank of the Missouri, Sfl

m. N.W. St Louis. It has a court-house, gaol,

nunnery, and a Methodist college.

—

Zxike St

Charles, Lower Canada, 12 m. N.N.W. Quebec,
is 5 m. in length, and gives rise to a river of same
name, which joins the St Lawrence at Quebec,
after a S.E. course of 15 niUes.

Charleston, a seaport city of the U. S., N.
America, cap. state, S. Carolina, on a low point

of land formed by the confluence of the Cooper
and Ashley rivers, 7 m. from the Atlantic. P.
city (1850) 42,985, (1860) 40,578. In 1863 it i

estimated at 65,000, of whom 20,000 were slan

It is defended by Castle Pinckney, forts Moul-
trie and Sumpter; is much frequented for sea-

bathing; and its public buildings are antique
and noble. Among these are the old and new
custom-houses (the latter of marble), churches^
orphan asylum for 250 inmates, a niilitary aoft>

demy, a literary and a medical college, wUSk,

museum and large libraries. The public chari-

ties are numerous and well endowed. In the
environs are the Battery, a fashionable prome*;
ade, and the Magnolia cemetery. The bay at
harbour is about 2 m. in breadth, and has de^
water up to the city wharves. A lighthouse,

with revolving Ught, stands on a small island,

2J m. N.W. of this channel. Lat 32° 41' 2" N.

;

Ion. 79° 52' 7' W. The commerce of Charh
once equal to that of any city in the Atlant
has undergone great fluctuations. Before
war in 1863 it was increasing. Chief expor
rice, cotton, tobacco, limiber, tar, and pit

Steamers ply to New York, Philadelphia, Balii

more, Havana, and Florida, and there are raflp

ways to the N., S., and W. The city was
founded in 1670. The chronicles of Charleston

show a series of gallant struggles with powerful
enemies, including the Spaniards, the British

during the revolutionary wars, and the Northern
States in 1863-64.

Charleston, a dist. in the S.E. part of South
Carolina, on the Atlantic Area 1906 sq. m. P.

(1860) 32,810 free, 37,290 slaves. Surface leva;
and generally productive. Yields Indian corn,

cotton, and sweet potatoes. It has a cotton factory,

rice, saw, and planing mills. A canal unites the

Santee and Cooper rivers. The South Carolina
Eailway terminates at Charleston.
Charleston, a maritune vill. of Scotland, co.

Fife, on the Firth of Forth, pa. and 3 m. S.W.
Dunfermline. P. 701. It has a harbour, lime-
works, and export of coals.

Charleston of Aboyne, a vill. of Scotland,
CO. Aberdeen, pa. Aboyne, on the Dee, 27J m.
W. Aberdeen.
Charleston, a maritime vill. of England, co.

Cornwall, on S.W. coast, pa. and IJ m. from St
Austell. Its harbour is defended by a batteiy,

and it annually exports 7000 tons of porcelam
clay, artificially prepared from granite.
Charleston, the cap. town of the British W.

India island Nevis, on its N.W. coast P. 1806.

CHABLEsro\VN, a viU. of Scotland, co. Banff,

pa. Aberlour. P. 545.
Charlestown, a town and port of the U. S^

North America, Massachusetts, 1 m. N. Boston,

with which city it communicates by bridges across

Charles river, and is connected by railways with
New York and Albany. P. (1860) 25,063. Chief

buUdings, a model state prison, town-house, hos-

pital, 9 churches, and in the navy yard, covering

60 ac, a marine hospital, warehouse, arsenal,

powder magazine, and covered docks, in which
the lai^est vessels of war are built It has timber

yards, rope-walks, potteries, and distilleries. Im-
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mediately in the rear of the town is Bunker Hill,

the scene of a battle 17th June 1775, on which a

monument has been erected.— II. a township,

New York, 31 m. W. Albany. P. 2216.—III. a
town, Pennsylvania, 82 m. E. Harrisburg. P. 1039.

Charleswouth, a hamlet of England, co.

Derby, pa. Glossop, 8J m. N.N.W. Chapel-en-le-

Frith, and about 1 m. S. the Sheffield and Man-
chester Eailway. P. 1565.

Charleton, two pas. of England.—I. co. De-
von, on the coast, 2 m. S.S.E. Kingsbridge. Ac.

2779. P. 568.—II. {Queen), co. Somerset, 2| m.
N.N.E. Peusford. Ac. 955. P. 141.

Charlevai>, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Eure, arr. and 9 m. N.N.W. Andelys, on the

Andelle. P. 1457. Manufs. of calicoes.

Charleville, called Libreville under the first

republic, a comm. and town of France, dep. Ar-
dennes, I m. N.N.E. Meziferes, with which it

communicates by an avenue and suspension

bridge across the Meuse. P. 9907. It has a

college, an ecclesiastical school, and a public

library. Manufs. of muskets, nail works, copper
foundries, and tanneries, with a port on the river,

and export trade in wine, spirits, coal, iron,

and slates.

CiLARLEViLtiE, Ratkgogffan, a town, pa., munic.
bor., and formerly pari, bor., Ireland, Munster,
CO. Cork, on Great South and Western Eailway,
22 m. W.S.W. Limerick. Ac. of pa. 3317. P.

3410 ; do. of town 2468.

CiiARUEU, Carilociis, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Loire, cap. cant., 38 m. N.E. Mont-
brisoru P. 3936. Manufs. cottons and linens.

Charlinch, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4

m. W. Bridgewater. Ac. 1432. P. 241.

Charlois, a vill. of the Netherlands, on the
Maas, 2 m. S.S.W. Eotterdara. P. 2000.

Charlotte, a co., U. S., North America, in S.

part of Virginia. Area 600 sq. m. P. 5233 free,

9238 slaves. Soil fertile, yielding grain, fruits,

and tobacco. The Kichmond and Danville Rail-
way passes through the co.—II. a township, Ver-
mont, 31 m. W. Montpellier. P. 1634.—III. a
township of New York, 330 m. S.W. Albany. P.
1428.—IV. a town. North Carolina, cap. co. Meck-
lenbnrgli, 118 m. S.W. Ealeigh. P. 1300. It is

in the midst of the gold regions of the state, and
has a branch of the United States mint.

—

Char-
lotte Harbour or Gasparilla Sound, an inlet of the
Gulf of Mexico, W. coast of Florida. Lat. 26°
45' N. ; Ion. 82° 15' W. Average breadth 10 m.
Charlotte river flows into it.

Charlotte Amaj^ie or St Thomas, a town of

the West Indies, cap. of the island of St Thomas.
P. 10,000. It is built in the form of an amphi-
theatre, behind a spacious bay, which rendei-s it

one of the best trading places in the "West Indies.
The town is defended by the citadel of Christian
Fort, and two batteries at the entrance of the
harbour. Ceded to the United States in 1867.

Charlottenbrunn, a town of Prussian Silesia,
reg. and 42 m. S.W. Breslau, with mineral springs
and baths. P. 1100. Manufs. of linens and cottons.
Charlottenburg, a town of Prussia, prov.

Bradenburg, reg. Potsdam, circ. Teltow, on 1. b.
of the Spree, 3 m. W. Berlin. P. (1864) 13,438.
Manufa. of cotton and hosiery.
Charlottesville, a vill. of the U. S., North

America,Vu-ginia, cap. co. Albemarle, 63 m. N.W.
Richmond. P. 1400. It is the seat of the Virginia
university, which is endowed by the state, & has
11 professors, an observatory, museum, & library.
Charlotte-Town, the cap. town of Prince

Edward Island, British America, on HDlsborough
nvcr, near the S. coast, with a good harbour.

Lat. 46° 15' N. ; Ion. 63° 7' W. Cliief edifices, the

court-houae, Episcopal& Scotch churches, several

chapels, the barracks, and the fort. It has an
iron-foundry, a manuf. of coarse woollens, & ship-

building. P. (1861) 6706.—11. the cap. of Dominica,
on its W. coast, 21 m S.E. Prince Rupert Bay.
Charlton, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Georgia. P. 1223 free, 557 slaves.

Charlton, an island of British North America,
in James Baj'. Lat. 52° N. ; Ion. 79° 60' "W.

Charlton, two townships, U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. Massachusetts, co. "Worcester, 45 m.
AV.S."W. Boston. P. 2117.—IL New York, 22 m.
N.N."W. Albany. P. 1902.
Carlton, numerous pas., etc., of England.—I.

CO. Kent, 1| m. N.E. Dover. Ac. 381. P. 4093.
—II. CO. "Wilts, 2^ m. N.E. Malmesbuiy. Ac
4780. P. 621.—III. {Abbots), co. Glo'ster, 3 m.
S.E.Winchcombe. Ac. 2190. P. 109.—IV. (Adam),
CO. Somerset, 7 m. S."W. Castle-Carey. Ac. 3910.
P. 530.—V. (Horethorne), co. Somerset, 4+ m.
S."W. "Wincanton. Ac. 2363. P. 506.—VI. (King's),

Glo'ster, 2 m. S.E. Cheltenham. Ac. 3170. P.
3443.—VII. (Mackrel), co. Somerset, 2 m. E.
Somerton. Area included with Charlton-Adam.
P. 387.—Vm. (Marshall), co. Dorset, 2 m. S.

Blandford- Forum. Ac. 2100. P. 442.— IX.
(Musgrave), co. Somerset, 1 ra. N.N.E. Wincan-
ton. Ac. 2153. P. 418.—X. (next Woolwich), co.

Kent, 8 m. S.E. London. Ac. 1342. P. 8472.—
XL (on Otmoor), co. Oxford, 4| m. S."W. Bicester.

Ac. 1864. P. 687.—XII. (Westport), co. "Wilts,

4 m. S.W. Pewsey. Ac. 1706. P. 222.
Charlavood, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 6

m. S.S.W. Eeigate. Ac. 7000. P. 1542.
GiiARLY, sev. vills. of France, the chief in dep.

Aisne, cap. cant., 42 m. S S.W. Laon. P. 1757.

Charmes-sur-Moselle, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Vosges, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the
Moselle, here crossed by a bridge, 15 m. N.W.
Epinal. P. 3059. Manufs. lace. Tanneries.
Charmey (German Galmis), a pa. and vill- of

Switzerland, cant, and 14 m. S. Freyburg, in the
high valley of same name, in which the finest of

the celebrated Gruy6re cheese is made. P. 1012.

Charminster, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 2
m. N.N.W. Dorchester. Ac. 4095. P. 1020.

CiLARMOUTH, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, at

the mouth of the small river Char, in the English
Channel, 2 m. N.E. Lyme-Regis. Ac. 518. P.
678. In 1839 severe shocks of earthquake oc-

curred in this vicinity.

Charneux, a vill. of Belgiiim, prov. and 10 m.
E. Liege. P. 2300. It has manufs. of cloth.

Ciiarnock-Heath, a towniship of England, co.

Lancashire, pa. Standish, 3 m. S.E. Chorley. Ac.
1596. P. 772.

—

Chamoch Richard is a township iu

same pa., 3 m. "W.S."W. Chorley. Ac. 1948. P. 899.

Charny, a coram, and town of France, dep.
Yonne, 15 m. S."W. Joigny. P. 1472.

Charolais, an old subdivision of France, in the
prov. Burgundy, of which Charolles was the cap.,

now comprised in the dep. Saone-et-Loire.
Charolles, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, cap. arr., 28 m. 'W.N."W. Macon.
P. 3284. It has a chamber of commerce, manuf.
ofcnxcibles; ironworks; trade in wine and grain.

Charonne, a comm. and vill. of France, deji.

Seine, arr. St Denis, adjoining Paris on the E.
Manufs. of chemical products.

CiLAROST, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Cher, arr. and 15 m. S."W. Bourges. P. 1563.

Chaupey, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Drome, 9 m. E. Valence. P. 2610.
Charrou.y, a comm. and town of France, dop.

Vienne, cap. cant., 30 m. S. Poitiers. P. 1879.
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• Chars, a comm. & town of France, dep. Seine-
et-Oise, arr. and 11 m. N.W. Pontoise, on the
Viosne. P. 1008.

Oharsfield, a pa., England, co. Suffolk, 3^ m.
W.N.W. Market-Wickham. Ac. 1299. P. 484.

CharshambAh, a town of Asia Minor, pash.

Bivas, on the Teshil Irmak (/rw), near its mouth
in the Black Sea.
Chart, several pas. of England, co. Kent.—I.

{Great), 2 m. W.S.W. Ashford. Ac. 3281. P. 806.

—II. {Little), 2 m. S.W. Charing. Ac. 1578. P.
304.

—

111. {next Sutton-Valence), CO. Kent, 4Jm.
S.S.E. Maidstone. Ac. 2073. P. 693.

Charter-House-Hinton, a pa. of England, co.

Somerset, 5 m. S.S.E. Bath. Ac. 2890. P. 615.

Chartham, a pa., Engl., co. Kent, on the Stour,

3 m. "W.S.W. Canterbury. Ac. 4530. P. 1094.

CiLARTRE (La), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Sarthe, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Loir, 25 m.
S.E. Le Mans. P. 1620. Trade in cattle and grain.

Chartres, Autricunu, a comm. and city of

France, cap. dep. Eure-et-Loir. on a steep decli-

vity beside the Eure, 47 m. S.Wi Paris. P. (1861)
19,631. It has a cathedral, a society of agricul-
ture, and a public library of 31,000 vols. Manufs.
hosiery and leather. Chartres was long held by
the English, from whom it was taken by Dunois
in 1432. In its cathedral St Bernard preached
the second crusade in 1145.
Chartreuse (La Grande), a hanJet of France,

dep. Isere, 12 m. N.E. Grenoble, in the valley of

Guier, surrounded by high mntns. Celebrated
for its vast convent, founded 1084, by Bruno, and
for long headquarters of the order of Chartreux

;

now occupied by 30 monks.
Charwah, a town of India, Hindostan, prov.

Candeish, Gwalior dom., 80 m. S.E. Indore.
Charweltox, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-

ton, 5 m. S.S.W. Daventry. Ac. 2332. P. 214.

Chartbdis, whirlpool. [Galofaro.]
Charzow, a vill., Prussian SUesia, gov. Oppeln.

Near are the important foundries of Konigshutte.
Chasgo or Shushgao, a cluster of vills. and a

fort of Afghanistan, at the highest part of the
route between Ghuznee and Cabool, 10 m, N.
Ghuznee, and 8697 feet above the sea.

Chasma or Chassma, a river of military Croa-
tia, after a tortuous W. course of 55 m. joins the
Lonya, 16 m. S.W. Belovar. Near their junction
is the vill. Chasma. P. 450.

Chasselas, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Sa6ne-et-Loire, 8 m. S.W. Macon. P. 308.

Chasseneuil, a coram, and town of France,
dep. Charente, arr. and 16 m. S.W. Confolens.
P. 2178.—Also vills. deps. Indre and Vienne.

Chasseral, a mountain of Switzerland, one of

the culminating points of the Jura range, cant.

Bern, 9 m. W. Bienne ; elevation 6280 feet.

Chasseron, a mountain of the Jura range, be-
tween the French dep. Doubs and the Swiss cant.

Vaud, 6 m. N.W. Yverdun ; elevation 5284 feet.

Chastleton, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5
m. N.W. Chipping-Norton. Ac. 1769. P. 218.

A tumulus here marks the spot where Edmund
Ironside defeated Canute in 1016.
Chatburn, a township of England, co. Lan-

caster, 2i m. E.N.E. Clitheroe. Ac. 720. P. 521.
Chateau (Le) or Chateau d'Olekon, a comm.

and fortified seaport town of France, dep. Cha-
rente Inferieure, arr. and 6 m. N.W. Marennes,
on the S.E. point of the island of Oleron. P.
3618. It has a trade in salt, wine, and brandy.
ChAteaubourg, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Ille et Vilaine, arr. Vitr^ cap. cant. P. 1298.
Chateaubbiant, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Loire Inferieure, cap. cant., 35 m. N.N.E.

Nantes. P. 4636. Manufactures of woollen stuffs

with trade in iron, timber, oil, and com.
Chateau-Chalox, a comm. and town

France, dep. Jura, arr. and 6 m. E. Lons-le
Saimier, on rt. b. of the Seille. P. 697. Ej
cellent wine produced in its vicinity.

Chateau-Chinon, acomm. andtown of Franoi^
dep. Nifevre, cap. arr., in a mountainous dist,,

near rt. b. of the Yonne, 37 m. E. Nevers. P.
2777. Trade in wine and wool.
Chateau-d'CEx or Chateau d'Oyes, a vilL of

Switzerland, cant. Vaud, cap. dist., 22 m. B.
Lausanne, on rt. b. of the Sarine. P. 2259.

Chateau-du-Loir, a comm. & town of FranceJ
dep. Sarthe, cap. cant., on a hill, 23 m. S.S.E. It«
Mans, near rt. b. of the Loir. P. 3102. It haq
manufactures of linens, cotton twist, and leathe^
and a brisk trade in grain and chestnuts.

Chateaudck, a comm. and town of France
dep. Eure-et-Loir, cap. arr., near 1. b. of the Loir,

26 m. S.S.W. Chartres. P. 6719. It has a castle,

»

town-hall, communal college, and public library.

Tanneries and manufs. of blankets.

Chateaugay, a township, U. S., North Amerioi,
New York, on the navigable river of same namo^
35 m. W.S.W. Champlain. P. 1228.

Chateaugiron, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, cap. cant., arr. and 9 m. S.K.
Rennes. P. 1581. Manufs. of cottons. i

Chateau-Gontier, a comm. & town of Franct^
dep. and on the Mayenne, here crossed by a bridgig^

;

cap. arr., 17 ra. S.S.E. Laval. P. 7756. Manuftf;
of linen and woollen fabrics, and bleach-groundik

Chateau-Haitt-Brioii, a hamlet of France^
dep. Gironde, arr. Liboume, with a vineyard,
producing fine Bordeaux wine.
Chateau-Lafitte, a hamlet of France, dep.

Gironde, arr. Lesparre, with a vineyai-d, produo*
ing fine growths of Bordeaux wine.
Chateau-LANDON, acomm. and town of Franca,

dep. Seine-et-Mame, cap. cant., 16 m. S. Fon»
tainebleau. P. 2573.

—

Chateau la Valliere is a
comm. and market town, dep. Indre-et-Loiw^
cap. cant., 19 m. N.W. Tours. P. 1309.

Chateau-Latour, two contiguous vineyards
of France, dep. and on the Gironde, near Paoil-

lac, and which yield fine growths of claret wine.—Chateau Leoville, adjacent, produces a growth
of wine almost equalling the foregoing.

Chateaulen, a comm. and town of Franca^

dep. Finist^re, cap. arr., on the Aulne, 13 m. N;
Quimper. P. 2892. Trade in fish and cattle.

Chateau Margaux, a vineyard of France, den,

and on the Gironde, 14 m. N.W. Bordeaux. It

produces one of the first gi-owths of claret wine.

CHATKAUMEHiiANT, a comm. & town of France,

dep. Cher, cap. cant, 21 m. S.S.E. Bourges. P. 3130.

Chateauneuf, numerous comms., towns, and
vills. of France.—I. {sur Charente), dep. and on
1. b. of the Charente, cap. cant., 11 m. W.S.W.
Angouleme. P. 3565. It has a trade in brandy,

wine, and salt.—II. {tur Cher), dep. and on an
island in the Cher, cap. cant., arr. and 12 m.

N.W. St Amand. P. 3005.—III. {du Faou), dep.

Finist^re, cap. cant^ on the Aulne, 17 m. N.E.

Quimper. P. 2830.—IV. {sur Loire), dep. Loiret,

cap. cant, 14 m. E.S.E. Orleans. P. 3197.—V.
{de Mazeno), dep. Dr6me. arr. and 9 m. E. Mont^
limart P. 1966.—VI. {de Randon), dep. Lozere,

cap. cant., 12 m. N.E. Mende. P. 1465.—VII.
{ahere), dep. Dr6me, arr. and 5 m. S. Mont^i-

mart, on 1. b. of the Rh6ne, opposite Viviers.

P. 2226. Commerce in red wine.—VIII. {sur

Sarthe), dep. Maine-et-Loire, cap. cant, 15 m.

N.N.E. Angers, on rt b. of the Sarthe. P. 1548.

—IX. {en Bretagne), a fortified town, dep. Ille-et-
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Vilaine, arr. and 6 m. S.E. St Malo. P. 823.—

X (en Thymerais), dep. Eure-et-Loir, cap. cant.,

15 m. N.W. Chartres. P. 1467.—XI. {val de

Bargis), dep. Ni^vre, arr. and 16 m. S.E. Cosne.

P. 2081.

Chateau-Ponsat, a comm. and town of France,

dep. H. Vienne, cap. cant., arr. and 9 m. E. Bellac,

on rt. b. of the Gartempe. P. 3827.

Chateau-Porcien, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Ardennes, cap. cant., on the Aisne,

26 m. S.W. Mezieres. P. 2137. Manufs. flannels.

Chateau-Renard, a comm. & town of France,

dep. Loiret, cap. cant., 10 m. E.S.E. Montargis.

p. 2644.—II. dep. Bouches du Eh6ne, 19 m. N.E.
Aries, near 1. b. of the Durance. P. 6532.

Chateau-Renault, a comm. & town of France,

dep. Indre-et-Loire, cap. cant., on the Brenne,

17 m. N.E. Tours. P. 3562. Manufs. woollens.

Chateauroux, a comm. and town of France,

cap. dep. Indre, in a plain on the Indre, and at

terminus of the railway from Orleans, 61 m.
S.E. Tours. P. (1861) 16,170. It is the seat of

a court of assize, chambers of commerce and manu-
factures, a society of arts and agriculture. Manu-
factures comprise woollens, cutlery, hats, hosiery,

paper, parchment, and military equipments ; it

has also a trade in woollen yarn, leather, iron,

cattle, and lithographic stones.—II. a comm. and
vill., dep. Hautes Alpes, arr. and 3 m. N.N.E.
Embrun. P. 1875.

Chateau-Saijns, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Meurthe, 17 ra. N.E. Nancy. P. 2335.

Chateau-Thierry, a comm. & town of France,
dep. Aisne, cap. arr., on the Marne, across which
it communicates with a suburb by a bridge, 37 m.
S.S.W. Laon. P. 6925.

Chateau-Villain, a comm. & town of France,

dep. Haute Marne, arr. and 11 m. S.W. Chau-
mont, cap. cant. P. 1784.

ChAtelard, a town, Switzerland, cant Vaud,
dist Vevey, in part of pa. Montreux. P. 2970.

Chatelaudren, a comm. and town of Franc*.
dep. C6tes-du-Nord, cap. cant., 10 m. W. St
Brieuc. P. 1351. Manuf. coarse woollen stuffs.

Chateldon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Puy-de-D6me, cap. cant., arr. and 9 m. N. Thiers.

P. 1838. Mineral springs and baths.

Chatelet, a town of Belgium, prov. Hainaut,
on rt. b. of the Sambre, 4 ra. E. Charleroi. P.
4000. Manufs. woollen cloth and leather.

Chatelet (Le), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Cher, 11 m. S.S.W. Amand. P. 1842.

Chatellerault, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Vienne, cap. arr., on the Vienne, across
which it communicates with a suburb by a bridge,
18 m. N.N.E. Poitiers. P. 14,210. Manuf. of

French cutlery. It has an exchange, hospital,

national manufacture of arms, and a trade in

mUlstones, wines, dried fruits, and agricultural
produce. It gives title of Duke of Chatellerault
to the (Scotch) Duke of Hamilton.
Chatel St Denis, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

and 23 m. S.W. Freiburg. P. 2381.
Chatel St Denis-sur-Moselle, a comm. and

town of France, dep. Epinal, on the Moselle, 10
m. N. Vosges. P. 1266.

Chatelus, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Creuse, cap. cant, 12 m. N.E. Gueret. P. 1317.
Chatenay, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine, 5 m. S.S.W. Paris. Birthplace of Voltaire*
Chatb:nois, sev. comms. and towns of France.

—I. dep. Bas Rhin, 25 m. S.S.W. Strasbourg.
P. 3937.—II. a comm. and vill., dep. Haut Rhin,
6 m. S. Belfort P. 948.—III. a comm. and town,
dep. Vosges, cap. cant., 7 m. S.E. Neufch^teau.
P. 151L Manufactures lace.

Chatham, a pari, bor., naval arsenal, towu,
and pa. of England, on the E. bank of the Med-
wa.v, 30 m. E.S.E. London, with which it is con-
nected by rail. Alt 57 feet P. of pari. bor. (1851)
28,424, (1861) 36,177. The river Medway hero
widens and is flanked on the E. and S. by heights
partly built on and crowned with several forts and
batteries. Principal edifices, two churches, a sea-
men's hospital, andmechanics' institute. The mili-
tary and naval establishments, separated from the
town and the country beyond by a line of fortifi-

cations, comprise infantry, marine, engineer, and
artillery barracks, a school for engineers, and a
marine hospital ; the dockyard & arsenal, founded
in the reign of Elizabeth, surrounded by a wall
enclosing 90 ac. The dockyard contains 4 tide-
docks, and 8 building slips for vessels of the largest
size ; with saw-mills, metal-mills, forges, machi-
nery-works, & roperies. It has ordnance-ranges,
an armoury, officers' and artificers' quarters, and a
chapel. Near the dockyard is a large prison for
convicts who labour in the yard. The bor. has no
munic. jurisdiction, but sends 1 member to H. of 0.
Reg. elect 1876. Itgave the title ofEarl to the elder
Pitt. In 1667, the DutchunderDeRuytersailedup
the Medway, and, in defiance of the forts on its

banks, succeeded inbumingmanyvessels &8tores.
Chatham, two cos., U. S., North America.—I.

in centre of North Carolina. Area 858 sq. m.
P. (1860) 12,855 free, 6346 slaves.—II. on S. E. of
Georgia, on the Savannah river. Area 420 sq.
m. P. (I860) 16,236 free, 14,807 slaves.—Also
several townships.—I. Massachusetts, on the
S.E. point of Cape Cod, 75 m. S.E. Boston.—II.

Connecticut, 16 m. S. Hartford.—III. New Jer-
sey, 39 m. N.N.E. Trenton.
Chatham, a vill., New Brunswick, co. North-

umberland, on the Miramichi,' near its mouth.
—II. a vill. Upper Canada, co. Kent, on the
Thames, 18 m. from its mouth, in Lake St Clair.

P. (1861) 4466.

Chatham (Bay), U. S., North America, Florida,
Gulf of Mexico, bounded by Capes Sable and St
Romans.

—

{Cape), W. Australia, dists. Lanark
and Stirling, 28 m. S.E. Point d'Entrecasteaux.
Chatham (Islands), a group. South Pacific,

380 m. E. New Zealand, of which colony they
form part. Lat. of Cape Young, 43° 48' S. ; Ion. 176"
58' W. They consist of Wairikaori (Chatham),
T'itt and some smaller islands, the first being about
90 m. in circumference. Coast rocky. P. 64. Im-
ports (1865) 114/. ; exports 105/. ; rev. 95/.—II. a
group in tlie Radaok chain. North Pacific Ocean.
Lat. 9° N. ; Ion. 179° 50' E.—III. {Island), off the

W. coast of Patagonia, 30 m. S. Wellington is-

land.—IV. one of the Galapagos islands. Pacific

Ocean. Excellent coal has been discovered here.

—V. {Port), an inlet on the E. coast of the S.

Andaman isl.. Bay of Bengal.—VI. (Sound), Rus-
sian America, lat. 66° 30' S. ; Ion. 133° W. ; sepa-

rates George lit. & Prince of Wales' archipelagoes.

Chatillon, numerous comms., towns, and vills.

of France.—I. dep. Drome, cap. cant., 32 m.
E.S.E. Valence. P. 1248.—II. {Castellio), dep.

Rh6ne, arr. and 9 m. S.S.W. Villefranche, on the

Azerque. P. 1201.—III. (en Bazois), dep. Nifevre,

arr. and 15 m. W. Chateau-Chinon, on the Aron.

P. 1576.—IV. {sur Colmont), dep. and 11 m.
W.N.W. Mayenne. P. 2655.—V. (les Dombes),

dep. Ain, cap. cant., arr. and 16 m. N.N.E. Tre-
voux, on the Chalaronne. P. 2107.—VI. (jsur

Indre), dep. and on 1. b. of the Indre, cap. cant.,

27 m. W.N.W. Chateauroux. P. 2869.—VII.
{sur Loing), dep. Loiret cap. cant., on 1. b. of the

Loing and the Briare Canal, 13 m. S.E. Montar-
gis. P. 2594.—VIII. {sur Loire), dep. Loiret,
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cap. cant., 44 m. E.S.E. Orleans. T. 3136.—IX,
(stir MaiTie), dep. and on 1. b. of the Mame. cap.

cant., 29 m. W.^.W. Chalons. T. 955.—X. (rfe

MichailleX dep. Ain, cap. cant., 26 m. E.S/E.
Bourg. P. 1315.—XI. {sur Sa6ne\ dep. Vosges,

9 m. S.S.E. Lamarche. P. 632.—X'll. ( sur Seifie),

dep. Cote d'Or, cap. arr., 43 m. N.N.W. Dijon, on
the Seine. P. 4836. Manufs. of woollen and
linen fabrics, hats, leather, and paper goods. In
Feb. 1814, a conference was held here between
Napoleon i. and the Allies.—XIII. ( sur Secre),

dep. Deux Sevres, arr. and 14 m. W.N.W. Bres-
suire. on the rt. b. of the Sevre Nantaise; previous
to 1737, named Mauleon. P 1460.—XIV. (en

Vendelaisy, dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, arr. and 8 m. N.
Vitre. P. 1510.

Chatili-ox, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin,
12 m. E. Aosta. on 1. b. of the Dora-Baltea. P.
8025. Manufs. iron and steel.

Chatlet, a hamlet of England, co. Essex, pa.

Great Leighs. ' P. 644.

Chat-moss, a morass, England, co. Lancaster,
mostly in the pa. Eccles, 10 m. W. Manchester.
Ac. 6000. A large portion of it has been drained,

and now yields good crops. It is crossed by the
railway from Livei^pool to Manchester.
Chatonnay, a coram, and town, France, dep.

Isfere, 16 m. E.S.E. Vienne. P. 2728.

Chatre (La), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Indre, cap. arr., 22 m. S.E. Chateauroux, on
the Indre. P. 5038. It has leather and woollen
factories, and a trade in wool and goat sldns.

Chatsk, a town of Bussia in Europe, gov.
Tambov, cap. dist., on a small river of the same
name. P. 7000. Trade in hardwares. Around
the town is a vast fertile plain.

Chatswoktu, a township of England, co. and
18 m. N.N.E. Derby, traversed by the Derwent
river. It has magnificent gardens, the property
of the Duke of Devonshire. Eainfall 30 inches.

Chattahoochie, a riv., U. S., North America,
rises in the Appalachian mountains, flows S.,

forming a portion of the boundary between Ala-
bama and Georgia, and after a course of 400 m.,

joins Flint river, to form the Appalachicola, 40 m.
N.W. Tallahassee. It is navigable to Columbus.
Chattahoochie, a co. of U. S., North America.

Georgia. P. 3039 free, 2758 slaves.

Chattaxooga, a vill. of the U. S., N. America,
Tennessee, co. Hamilton, 140 m. from Nashville.

A great railway centre. P. 6000.
Chatteris, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,

10 m. N.W. Ely. Ac. 15,090. P. .4731.

Chatterpoor or Chutierpore, atown of Hin-
dostan, Bundelcund, cap. rajahship, 73 m. S.E.
Jhansi. Manufs. paper and cutlery, and has iron

mines in the vicinity. It lias a bazaar, is well
supplied with water, and has a transit trade. The
territory of which this town is the cap., has an
area of 1240 k<i. m., and a pop. of 120,000. The
armed force consists of 1000 infantry, 100 Ciivalry,

and 10 artillery.

CHATTisiiAji, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4

J

m. E.S.E. Hadleigh. Ac. 713. P. 192.
Chattox, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-

land, 4Jm. E. Wooler. Ac. 17,090. P. 1651.
Chattooga, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in

N.W. of Georgia. Area 420 sq. m. P. 5111 free,

2054 slaves. Yields wheat, com. and tobacco. It

has four tanneries, and a cotton factory. Minerals
are iron, lead, limestone, and marble.
Chattra, Kshetra, a town of North Hindostan,

Nepaul, in lat. 26° 53' N. ; Ion. 87° 4' E.
Ch.iVUCHixa, a town of Spain, Andalucia, prov.

and 12 m. from Granada. P. 1744.
Chai'Wes-aigues, Calcntes Aqiise, a comm. and

(

i

town of France, dep Cantal, cap. cant., aiT.

12 m. S.S.W. St Flour. P. 1950. It has
springs, temp. 177° Fahr. ; they are used for baths,

washing fleeces, and warming the houses of the
town.
Chaudfoxtaine, a comm. and viU. of Belgium,

prov., arr. and 4 m. S.E. Liege, on rt. b. of the
Vesdre. P. 973. It has thermal springs, temp.
104° Fahr. Its baths are well frequented.

Chaudieke, a lake and a river of Lower Ca-
nada ; the lake is an enlargement of the Ottawa
river, 55 m. N.N.W. Johnstown : the river joins

the St Lawrence 7 m. above Quebec, after a
N.N.W. course of 90 m.—The Falls of the Chm
diere are 2^ m. from the river mouth.
Chauffailles, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Saone-et-Loire, cap. cant., 24 m. W.S.W.
Macon. P. 3979. It has a manuf. of linens.

Chaumes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-et-Mame, arr. Melun, cant. Toumon. P.

1813. Manufs. bricks, chalk, and tiles.

Chaumoxt, a comm. and town of France, cap.

dep. Haute Mame, on a height between the

Mame and Suize, 134 m. E.S.E. Paris. P. 7149.

It has a tribunal of commerce and public library,

with manufs. of woollens, druggets, linen and cot-

ton yam, gloves, and a trade in iron & iron-wares.

Here, on the 1st March 1814, the representativeB

of the allied powers concluded a treaty against

Napoleon i., contingent on his refusal to accept

the terms proposed at Chatillon.—II. a comm. and::

town, dep. Oise, cap. cant., 14 m. S.W. Beauvais.,!

P. 1195. Manufs. of leather.—III. (sur Loire),%
'

comm. and vill., dep. Loire-et-Cher, on the Loue,
10 m. S.W. Blois. P. 1000.—IV. (sur TharotmeX
dep. Loir-et-Cher, arr. Bomorantin, cant, la

Motte Beuvron. P. 1225.

Chaumont, a comm. and vill., France, Haute
Savoie, prov. Carouge, 9 ni. W. St Julien. P. 683.

Chauny, a comm. and town of France, depw

Aisne, cap. cant., mostly on an isl. in the Oise,

18 m. W.N.W. Laon. P. 8163. It has an active

trade in cider, linen clothes, and hosiery.

Chaussey, a group of bare and rocky isls. in

the English Channel, 8 m. from coast of France,

opposite Granville. They supply excellent gra-

nite ; and on the largest island is a grazing farm.

Chaussix, a comm. and town of Fi-ance, dep.

Jura, cap. cant., arr. and 9 m. S.S.W. Dole, near
1. b. oftheDoubs. P. 120L
Chautauque, a co., U. S., North America, in

S.W. part of New York, on Lake Erie. Area 1017

sq. m. P. (1860) 58,622. It has a lake coast of

30 m. ; and about 5 m. fronfi the lake, an elevatod

ridge, 1400 feet high, divides the waters that flow

into the lake from those that take their course

to the Gulf of Mexico. Chief town, Mayville.—

•

Lake Chautauque, in its vicinity, is 18 m. in

length N. to S., elevation 1291 feet, navigable by
steamboats, and connected by its outlet with the

river Alleghany.
Chauvk, a comm. and vill. France, dep. Loire

Inferieure, arr. Paimboeuf, cant. St Terb. P. 1803.

Chauvigny, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vienne, arr. and 18 m. N.W. Montmoi-illon, on

rt. b. of the Vienne. P. 2014. Manufs. druggets.

C1L.VUX-DE-F0ND (La), a pa. and town, Swit-

zerland, cant, and 9 m. N.W. Neufchatel. P
(1860) 16,778. It is situated at the foot of a_nar-

'row gorge of the Jura, at an elevation of 3070 ft.

above the sea. With Lode, this is the chief seat

of the manuf. of the watches of the canton.

—

Chaux-du-MUieu is a vill. 9 m. S.S.W. the above,

with manufs. of chains for the movements of

watches. P. 950.

Ck<\.vaxay, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
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Loire, arr. St Etienne, cant. Pelussin. P. 1780.

Manufs. gallic acid, silk mills, tiles, etc.

Chavanges, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aube, cap. cant., arr. and 19 m. E. Arcis-sur-

A.ube. P 970. Manufs. of cotton goods.—II.

(eii Paillcrs), dep. Vendde, arr. Napoleon Vendee,

cant. St Fulgent. P. 2661.

Chaves, Aqux Flavix, a fortified town of Por-

tugal, prov. Tras-os-Montes, 44 m. W. Braganza,

on rt. b. of the Tamega. P. 3900. It has hot

saline springs (temp. 129° Fahr.), and baths.

Chaves or Villa-do-Ecuadok, a maritime

town of Brazil, prov. Pard, on the N. coast of the

island Marajo, at the mouth of the Amazon. Lat.
0° 20' S. ; Ion. 49° 40' W.—11. the cap. town of the

island St Thomas, Gulf of Guinea.
Chaville, a viU. of France, dejx Seine-et-Oise,

on the Seine, and Paris and Versailles BaUway,
1 m. E. Versailles. P. 2330.

Chavli, a small town of Eussia in Europe,
gov. Vilna, cap. dist., on the Ooukot river. The
dist. is fertile, producing wheat.
Chavokxay, a viU. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,

dist. Orbe. P. 847.

Chawleigh, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2 m.
S.8.E. Chumleigh. Ac. 5020. P. 801.

Chaavton, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 1^ m.
S.S.W. Alton. Ac. 2663. P. 464.

Chayar, a town of Chinese Turkestan, on the
Chayar, affl. of Erghen. Lat. 41° 5' N., Ion. 83° E.
Chayenpoor, a fortified town of Nepaul, 130 m.

S.E. Khatmandoo, cap. a dist. Exports rice, wheat,
oil, ghee, metals, cotton and wooUen cloths, tim-

ber, spices, sugar, tobacco, & pearls. Imports salt,

gold and silver, musk, skins, and Chinese wares.
Chaylakd (La), a comm. and town of France,

dep. Ardfeche, cap. cant., arr. and 28 m, S.W.
Toumon, on 1. b. of the Dome. P. 2353. It has
salt mines, tanneries, and trade in cattle.

Chazelles-sur-Lyon, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Loire, 16 m. E. Montbrison. P. 6332.

Chazy, a township of the U. S., North America,
New York, on Lake Champlain, and watered by
Chazy river, which falls into the lake. P. 4324.

Cheadle, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Stafford, 8 m. E.S.E. Stoke-on-Trent. Ac. of

pa. 6701. P. 4803. It has a church, P^man Catho-
lic chapel, and union workhouse. Coal and lime-
stone aboimd in the vicinity. Copper, brass, and
tin works, and a manuf. of cotton tape, are car-
ried on.—II. a pa., co. Chester, on railway, 2|- m.
8. Stockport. Ac. 6275. P. 10,852, mostly en-
gaged in cotton factories and print works.

—

Cheadle, Bulkeley, and Moseley., are townships in
the same pa. ; the former on the Macclesfield
branch of the N.-Western Railway. P. 6115;
the latter, P. 2329.

Cheam. a pa. of Engl., co. Surrey, 1| m. E.N.E.
Ewell, with a station on the London and Epsom
Eailway, 9 m. S.W, London. Ac. 1894. P. 1156.
Cheaput, a small town and important military

post of Scinde, 102 m. KN.E. Hyderabad. Lat.
26° 62' N., Ion. 68° 34' E.
Chearsley, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 3 m.

N.N.E. Thame. Ac. 1130. P. 287.
Ciieat, a river of the U. S., North America,

Virginia, rises in Haystack Peak, flows N. and
joins West river, an affluent of the Ohio, within
the Pennsylvanian frontier. Total course 90 miles.
Cheatham, a co. of U. S., North America,

Tennessee. P. 5376 free, 1882 slaves.
Chebsey, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 2 m.

E. Eccleshall. Ac. 4172. P. 514.
CiiEBuaro and CiiEDAnircTO, two bays. Nova

Scotia ; the former near Halifax, the latter at the
E. extremity of the island, opposite Cape Breton.

Chebyx, a vill. of Lower Egypt, prov. Menouf,
with a gov. school and a cotton factory.

Checa, a town of Spain, prov. and 77 m. E.N.E.
Guadalaxara. P. 1201. Manufs. iron goods.
CuECiNQ, a town of Poland, 9 m. S.W. Kielce,

on the Czama. P. 3000, mostly Jews. There
are quarries of fine marble in its vicinity.

Checkendon, a pa. of England, co. Oxford,
near the Chiltern hills, 7^ m. S. Watlington. Ac.
3063. P. 357.

Checkley and Teaij, a pa. of England, co.

Stafford, 5J m. N.W. Uttoxeter. Ac. 5643. P.
2304.

—

Checkley with Wrtnchill, is a township, co.

Chester, on the London and North-Westeru
Eailway, 12 m. N.W. Stafford. Ac. 1433. P. 202.

Checo, a vill. of Chile, dep. Coquimbo, 6 m. E.
Copiapo, with rich copper mines.
Ghedabucto Bay, Nova Scotia. [Chebucto.]
Chedburgh, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 8

m. N.N.E. Clare. Ac. 666. P. 325.

Cheddar, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 2 in.

S.E. Axbridge. Ac. 6998. P. 2032. The vill.,

at the entrance of a deep rocky gorge of the Men-
dip hnis, has a church. The Cheddar cheese is

produced in this parish.

Cheddington, a pa. of England, co. Bucks,
with a station on the London and North-Western
Eailway, 4 m. N. Tring. Ac. 1398. P. 628.

Cheddleto:*, a pa. of England, co. Stafford,

2^ m. S.W. Liek. Ac. 9080. P. 2050.
Cheddon-Fitzfainj:, a pa. of England, co.

Somerset, 3 m. N.E. Ilchester. Ac. 960. P. 338.

Chedgrave, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 7
m. N.N.W. Beccles. Ac. 1432. P. 387.

Chedington, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 17
m, N.W. Dorchester. Ac. 773. P. 176.

Chediston, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 ra.

W. Halesworth. Ac. 2378. P, 418.

Cheduba, an island, Further India, British

prov. Aracan, in the Bay of Bengal. Lat. 18° 52'

N., Ion, 93° 31' and 93° 50' E. Area 250 sq. m.
P. 9000. Shape triangular ; in the interior sur-
face iiTegular, consists of plains & hills rising in

the N. from 30 to 500 feet, & in the S. the highest
is 1400 feet in elevation. SoU fertile, producing
rice, hemp, cotton, sugar, & tobacco. The island

was captui-ed from the Burmese in 1824.

Cheuworth, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 4^
m. S.W, Northleach, Ao, 4689. P. 954.

Chedzoy, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3 m.
E. Bridgewater. Ac. 1655. P. 442.

Chee-Cho'o or Tchi-tchou, a city of China,
prov. Ngan-Hoei, cap. dep., near the Yang-tze-
kiang, 20 m. N.E. Ngan-king.
Cheera, a city of Chinese Turkestan, 75 m.

E.S.E. Khoten, Silk is produced in its vicinity,

Cheetam, a chapelry of Lancaster, pa. and !{
m. N.N.W. Manchester, and comprised in its

borough. Ac. 919. P. 17,746.

Che-foo, a harbour in China, prov. Shantung,
N. coast, promontory same name. Lat. 37° N.

;

Ion. 121° E. Here, since the treaty of Tien-tsin,

the French have had a naval squadron, to hold
the port as a material guarantee for payment of

indemnity. British steamers bound from Shang-
hai to Tien-tsin call at this port. When the
Pei-ho river is frozen up from Dec. to Mareli,

communication is carried on via Chefoo to Peldug
and Tien-tsin.

Chef (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Isere, 34 m. N.W. Grenoble. P. 3550. In its

vicinity good red wine is produced.
Chef-Boutoxne, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Deux-Sfevres, cap. cant., 24 m. S.E. Niort

P. 2341. It has manufs. of druggets.

CiiEiH., meaning " forty," a prefixed name of

—
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I, Tan or Kohi-chihuUon ("mountain of forty-

bodies "), a lofty mountain, Beloochistan, imme-
diately S. Moostung. Lat. 29° 40' N., Ion. 66° 55' E.

—II. Bucha Gum (" the forty lost children "), a
place of pilgrimage, Afghanistan, 6 m. S.W.
Ghuzuee.—III. Dochtur (" the forty virgins"), a
ehrine, Afghanistan. Lat. 35° T N., Ion. 62° 9'

E. Curious Mohammedan legends attach to all

these localities.

CiiEK-CHoo or Cheag-tchu, a vill. of Hong-
kong, on a bay, near the S. of the island. P. 800,

employed in trade and faiming. A military sta-

tion, with barracks.

Che-kiang, a maritime prov. of China, mostly
between lat. 28° and 31° N., Ion. 118° and 121° E.,

having E. the Pacific Ocean, and on other sides

the Kiang, provs. Ngan-hoei and Fo-kien. P.

80,437,974. (?) Surface greatly diversified, & the

prov. is traversed by the Great Canal. Coasts
abrupt & much indented. It is one of the most fer-

tile & commercial provs. of China. Products, silk,

tea, cotton, indigo, fruits, camphor, & coal. Manufs.
silks, crape, gold and silver stuffs, and paper. Fer-
mented liquors are extensively made in this prov.

Che-kiajig, comprising the Chusan islands, is sub-

divided into 11 deps. Chief cities, Hangchow-foo,
Ning-po, Chao-hing, Ouen-chow, and Chapoo.
Chelborough, two pas. of England, co. Dor-

Bet.—I. {East), 6j m. N.E. Beaminster. Ac. 948.

P. 93.—II, {West), 5 m. N.E. Munster. Ac. 578.

P. 73.

CiiELDON, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.
E.S.E. Chumleigh. Ac. 1108. P. 97.

Chelek, a vill. of Asiatic Turkey, pash. Diar-

bekir, sanj. and 15 m. S.W. Sert.

Chelford, a township of England, co. Chester,

14 m. N.E. Crewe, with a station on the North-
western Eailway. Ac. 290. P. 266.

Chelindkeh, a small seaport town of Asia
Minor, pash. Itshil, 40 m. W.S.W. Selefkeh.

Chell, a township of England, co. Stafford,

pa. Wolstanton, 4^ m. N.N.E. Newcastle-under-
Lyne. P. 1219.

Chellaston, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 4^
m. S.S.E. Derby. Ac. 810. P. 484.

Chelles, Cellx, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Seine-et-Mame, near rt. b. of the Mame, 10

ui. E. Paris. P. 1914.

Chellesworth, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

1\ m. S.W. Bildeston. Ac. 861. P. 273.

Chellington, a pa. of England, co. Bedford,

on the Ouse, 6 m. N.E. Olney. Ac. 610. P. 136.

Chkllumbrum, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, dist. and 103 m. S.E. Arcot, near mouth
of Coleroon River.

Chelm, a town of Poland, gov. and 42 m.
E.S.E. Lublin. P. 5640. The Poles were de-
feated here by the Russians, June 4, 1794.

Chelmarsh, a pa. of England, co. Salop, on the

Severn, ^ m. S.E. Bridgnorth. Ac. 3259. P. 564.

Chelmer, a river of England, co. Essex, rises

near Thaxted, and flows S.E. by Dunmow and
Chelmsford to Maldon, where it joins the Black-
water after a course of 30 miles.

Chelmondiston, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

6J m. S.S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 1627. P. 949.

Chelmsford, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, cap. CO. Essex, on the Eastern Union Rail-

way, at the confluence of the Chelmer and Cann
rivers, respectively crossed here by an iron and a
stone bridge, 29 m. E.N.E. London. Alt. 121 feet.

Ac. of pa. 2841. P. 8407. Principal buildings, the

pa, church, a county-hall, comprising the assize-

court, assembly-rooms, and corn-exchange, co.

gaol, house of correction, and theatre. The
towu is the seat of assizes and local courts.

CiiEi-MSFORD, a to-w-nship, U. S., N. America,]
Massachusetts, co. Middlesex, 24 m. N.N.W. Bo*
ton. P. 2098, who manuf. glass and iron wares
and export granite by the Middlesex Canal.
Cheloxa, a mountain on the N. frontier o|

Greece, 15 m. E.S.E. Arta, the most conspicuou
ot those encircling the Gulf of Arta on the E.,

6312 feet in elevation, and named from a supposed
resemblance to a tortoise.

Chelsbia, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, form-
ing a populous S.W. suburb of London, on the L
b. of the Thames, here crossed by a bridge, 44
m. W.S.W. St. Paul's Cathedral. Ac. 865. P.
63,439. Its principal edifice is the hospital for

superannuated soldiers, founded in the time of

Charles ii., and completed by Sir C. Wren in

1692. The establishment supports about 550
in-pensioners and from 70,000 to 80,000 out-
pensioners, and its expenditure, amounting to
nearly 1,500,000/. annually, is mostly defrayed
by a parliamentary grant. Near it is the military

school founded on the suggestion of the late Duke
of York in 1801, and in which 1000 children of

soldiers are maintained and educated at the pub>
lie expense. The pa. of St Luke was divided
into two pas. in 1832. The new pa. church is ia

the decorated Gothic style ; the old church, a plain

brick structure, with monuments to Sir Thomas
More and to Sir Hans Sloane, who was lord of

the manor, and founded the botanic garden of

Chelsea, belonging to the Apothecaries Society.

It has water-works for supply of London, the

Cadogan chain-pier, and floor-cloth factories.

Chelsea, which formerly contained the celebrated

Ranelagh, now comprises Cremorne house and
gardens, a place of popular resort in summer.
Chelsea, two townships of the U. S., North

America, Massachusetts, co. Suffolk, 3 m. N.E.
Boston, and communicating by a bridge with
Charleston. P. 6701.—II. Vermont, cap. co.

Orange, 23 m. S.E. Montpelier. P. 1958.

Chelsfield, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6 ra.

S.E. Bromley. Ac. 3280. P. 784.

Chelsham, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 6 m.
S.E. Croydon. Ac. 3314. P. 401.

Cheltenham, a pari, bor., town, fashionable

watering-place, and pa. of England, co. and 8 m.
E.N.E. Gloucester, on the Bristol- and Birming-
ham Railway, 90 m. W.N.W. London. Ac. of

pa. 3740. P. in 1801, 3076 ; in 1861, 39,693. It

is situated on the Chelt, a tributary of the Severn,

in a vale, sheltered from the N. and E. by a semi-

circular sweep of the Cotswold and other hills.

Mean temp, of year 51°-54, winter 40°"60, summer
64°'32

; rainfall 23 inches. The mineral springs,

to which it owes its rapid increase, are well fre-

quented. The springs are nearly alike in their

ingredients ; they are slightly ferruginous, with
traces of iodine. The Montpellier well, discovered

in 1716, Pittville, and other pump-rooms, are

surrounded by tasteful grounds and avenues, and
there are baths of every description in the town.

The pa. church is an ancient Gothic structure, and
there are four or five district churches, several dis-

senting chapels, a Roman Catholic chapel, syna-

gogue, female orphan asylum foxmded by Queen
Charlotte in 1806, a general hospital, public

library, mechanics' institute, theatre, assembly
and concert rooms. It is the seat of petty sessions,

a manor court and a polling-place for E. division

of CO. Sends one member to H. of 0. Reg. elect.

2656 ; and is now (1864) greatly resorted to for

its educational establishments.

Chelva, a town of Spain, prov. and 38 m. N.W
Valencia, on river of same name. P. 4488.

Chklveston or Cuelston, a jm. of England.
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CO. Northampton, 2 m. E.N.E. Higkam Ferrers.

Ao. 1730. P. 454.

Chelvey, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 8 m.

W.S.W. Bristol. Ac. 1077. P. 54.

Chelwood, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, If

m. S.E. Pensford. Ac. 1077. P. 180.

Chelt (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lozere, cap. cant., 22. m. W.N.W. Mende. P.

1872.—II. (dAubrac\ dep. Aveyron, cap. cant.,

25 m. N.E. ftodez. P. 1697.

Chemille, a comm. and town of France, dep.
' Maine-et-Loire, cap. cant., 19 m. S.S.W. Angers.

j

P. 4703. It has manufs. of linen cloths and
bandikerchiefs, and an active trade in cattle.

' CHEMiLLft, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

i

ludre-et-Loire, 18 m. N. Tours. P. 1153.

Chemnitz, a town of Saxony, circ. and 20 m.

E N.E. Zwickau, cap. dist. on the Chemnitz river,

; au affl. of the Mulde. P. (1864') 64,827. Manufs.
stoddugs, mitts, linens, machinery, bleachiug

' and dyeing works, and tanneries. Alt Chemnitz

is a vill. immediately S. P. 860.
' Chemung, a co., U. S., North America, in S.
' part of New York, watered by Chemung river.

Area 530 sq. m, P. (1860) 26,917.-11. a town-
ship, same co., on the New York and Erie Kail-

way, 10 m. S.E. Elmira, and which is connected
• by canal with Seueoa Lake. P. 2672.

Chenango, a co. of the U. S., North America,
,in centre of New York. Area 792 sq. m. P.

(I860) 40,934. Surface hilly, but valleys fertile.

^V"atered by Chenango river, which joins the
Susquehanna at Binghampton, whence a canal,

;
97 m. in length, with 116 locks, joins the Erie
Canal at Utica.—II. a township of Broome co..

New York, 108 m. 8.W. Albany. P. 8734.—III. a
< township of Lawrence co., Pennsylvania. P. 1622.

Chenaub (ano. Acesines), a river of the Punjab,
which has its rise in Lahoul, lat. 32° 48' N., Ion.

77° 27' E. It flows through the Kitanka Pass,

which is 1300 feet above the sea. At Tandi it is

joined by the Surajbhagha, a river 40 m. long,

flowing from the N. At Eiasi the river, leav-

iing the mountains, enters the level ground of

the Punjab, whei'e it is 600 feet wide. It becomes
'navigable for rafts 50 m. lower do-\vn, and joins

-ithe Ghara in lat. 29° 21' N., Ion. 7V 4' E., after
la generally S.W. course estimated at 765 m.,
ill the latter part of which it is from ^ to If m.
:vcross, and sometimes 14 feet in depth. The
|Uaited stream is then called Punjnud (five rivers).

I- CuiN&E, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.
and 8 m. S.W. Liege, at the confl. of the Ourte and
IVesdre. P. 1925. It has iron and glass works.
I Chenerailles, a comm. and town of France,
idep. Creuse, cap. cant., arr., and 10 m. N. Aubus-
3on. P. 1048. It was formerly fortified.

Ghene-Thonex, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland,
bant, and 2 m. E. Geneva, opposite Chene-les-
iBougeries. P. 1699.

I
Cheneys or Chenies, a pa. of Engl., co. Bucks,

i m. E.N.E. Amersham. Ac. 1744. P. 468.
Cheniers, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Creuse, an-. Gudret, cant. Longwy. P. 1822.
Chenit (Le), a comm. and vill. of Switzerland,

cant. Vaudi on the Orbe, at its entrance into the
S. extremity of the Lake de Joux, 19 ra. W.N.W.
Lausanne. P. 3236.
Chennaputten or Chinapatam, a town of

|lndia, territory of Mysore, 38 m. N.E. Seringapa-
jiira, in lat. 12° 40' N., Ion. 77* 16' E. Manufs. of
i^lass, & steel-wire strings formusical instruments.

Chknonck,\ux, a comm. and vill. of France,
lep. Indre-et-Loire, on the Cher, immediately
idjacent to Bler^. P. 368.
CiiEO-Po, a seaport town of China, prov. Fo-

kieu, S.W. Amoy, and opposite Formosa, to which
island it exports sugar, rice, and camphor.

Chepillo, an island in the Pacific Ocean, in

the bay and off the S. coast of the isthmus Pa-
nama, lat. 8° 57' N., Ion. 79° 9' W.
Chepo, a river and town of South America,

New Granada, dep. Panama, and in the narrowest
part of the isthmus. The river enters the Pacific

18 m. E. Panama ; and a little above, where it is

navigable, is the town, an entrepot for traffic with
the Mandingo Indians.
Chepstow, a market town, river port, and pa.

of England, co. Monmouth, on the Wye, near its

junction with the Severn, 14J m. E.N.E. New-
poi-t, with a station on the South Wales Eailway.
Ac. of pa. 1282. P. 3465. Exports (1862)
10,836^. Vessels belonging to the port, 13 ; ton-
nage, 1023. Customs rev. (1862) 4457/. The
town is buUt on a slope between bold cliffs, with
a bridge over the Wye. It has a church, union
workhouse, and theatre. Ship-building is carried

on. Imports wines, and other goods, for the
consumption of a large inland district, and exports
corn, cider, bark, iron, coal, and millstones. The
tide rises sometimes to 50, and even to 70 feet,

and flows with great rapidity ; hence large vessels

can come up to the town.
Cher, a river of Central France, rises in the

dep. Creuse, flows E., N., and W., through the
deps. Allier, Cher, Loir-et-Cher, and Indre-et-
Loir, and joins the Loire S.W. Tours, after a
course of 195 m., for the last 47 of which it is

navigable. Principal affls., the Tardes, Arnon,
Evre, and Saudre. The Canal du Berri runs
parallel to it in the upper part.

Cher, a central dep. of France, cap. Bourges,
situated between the deps. Allier, Nievre, Loiret,

Loir-et-Cher, and Indre, and between lat. 46° 25'

and 47° 39' N., Ion. 1° 55' and 3° 10' E. Area
2779 sq. m. P. 323,393. Climate temperate.
Surface mostly level, and generally wooded.
Principal rivers the Cher and Loire. More corn
and wine are produced than are required for home
consumption ; sheep are numerous, and trade is

mostly in rural produce. Mines of iron, man-
ganese, and coal are wrought. Chief manufs.
woollen goods and porcelain. Cher is subdi-
vided into 3 arr., Boui-ges, St Amand, & Sancerre.
Cherasco, a town of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,

cap. mand., on the Tanaro, near the influx of the
Stura, 32 m. S.S.E. Turin. P. 8894 It is sup-
plied with water by a canal, which also tum.s
several silk-mills. Trade in wine, silk, hemp,
hay, wood, and mushrooms. It has five churches,

and two magnificent arches. Here in 1796
Napoleon i. gained a decisive victory over the
Sardinian troops, and in 1801 its fortifications

were destroyed by the French.
Cherbourg, a seaport city of France, dep.

Manche, cap. arr., on the English Channel, at the

N. extremity of the peninsula of Cotentin, and
nearly opposite the W. extremity of the Isle of

Wight. Lat. of Fort Eoyal, 49° 40' 3" N., Ion.

1° 36' W. P. (1861) 41,812. Its climate is mild.

It is a fortified city of the first class, at the head
of a bay between Cape Levi on the E. and Cape
La Hogue on the W. The city and port are de-
fended by several forts and redoubts. The
military port can accommodate 50 ships of the
line ; the commercial port is safe and commo-
dious. The magnificent basin was opened 7th
August 1858 ; the roadstead, formed by an im-
mense pier, and defended by 3 forts and a battery,

has space for 400 ships ; it extends in a crescent
form over an extent of 24 miles. Cherbourg is

a maritime prefecture, and has a comm. college,-
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theatre, hospital, aud a colossal equestrian statue

of Napoleon i. in bronze, inaugurated 8th August
1858. Chief industry, bi-ass and copper-founding,
machinery, lace-making, sugar-relining, tanning,

and dyeing. Trade in naval supplies, butter,

timber from the north, lint, grain, coals, and salt.

Chekchei.l or Shek-shell, CsBsarea, a seaport
to\ra of North Africa, Alerdrie, prov. and 55 m.
W.S.W. Algiers. P. 5886, of whom 1468 were
Europeans. The port is shallow, and exposed to

N. winds, though protected by a rocky island.

Chekepovetz or TcHEKEPO\Trrz, a town of

Eui-opean Eussia, gov. and 250 m. E.N.E. Nov-
gorod, on rt. b. of the Sheksna, near the confl. of

the Yargaba. P. 1000.

Cherhill, a chapelry of England, co. Wilts,
pa. and 2^ m. E. Calne. Ac. 1817. P. 364.

Chekibon or Sheribox, a seaport town of

Java, on its N. coast, 125 m. E.S.E. Batavia. P.
11,000. It is the residence of a Dutch governor,
and has trade in coffee, indigo, teakwood, etc.

P. of residency 550,000.
Cherington, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,

3^ m. S.E. Skipton-on-Stour. Ac. 890. P. 311.
Cheriton, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Kent, 2i m. W.N.W. Folkestone. Ac. 1861. P.
3330.—II. CO. Hants. 3 m. S. New Alresford. Ac.
3030. P. 621.—III. (Bishop's), co. Devon. 5i m.
S.W. Crediton. Ac. 4875. P. 696.—IV. {North),
CO. Somerset, 2i m. S.S.W. Wincanton. Ac.
1088. P. 302.— V. {Fitzpaine), co. Devon, 4i m.
N.N.E. Crediton. Ac. 6382. P. 1111.

CiiERiTox. a pa. of South Wales, co, Glamor-
gan, on the Bury, 14 m. W.N.W. Swansea. Ac.
1419. P. 230.

Chekokef:, several cos., U. S., North America.
—I. in S.W. of North Carolina. Area 1200 sq.

m. P. 8647 free, 519 slaves. Soil fertile on
rivers. Various coloured marbles are found. It

has valuable gold mines, iron, lead, and silver in
small quantities.—II. in N- of Georgia. Area
528 sq. m. P. (1860) 10,092 free, 1199 slaves.—
IIL in N.E. of Alabama. Area 766 sq. m. P.
(I860) 15,368 free, 3002 slaves.—IV. in E. of

Texas. Area 740 sq. m. P. 8852 free, 3246
slaves.—With other small towns and villages.

Chekonea, a ruined city of Greece, gov. Boeo-
tia, 5 m. N.N.E. Lebadea, celebrated for the vic-

tory of Philip over the Athenians, 338 B.C., and
for that of Sylla over the general of Mithridates,

86 B.C. Plutarch was bom at Cheronea in the
year 50 a.d.

Cherrington, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster,

4 m. N.N.E. Tetbury. Ac. 1880. P. 232.

CuERRY-HiNTOX, a pa. of England, co. and 2^
m. S.E. Cambridge. Ac. 2043. P. 734.

Cherry Vaujsy, a township, U. S., N. Amer.,
New York, 33 m. W. Albany. P. 4206.—Also a
township, Ohio, 202 m. N.E. Columbus. P. 839.

Cherso, an island of Illyria, gov. Trieste, in

the Gulf of Quamero, Adriatii^ 12 m. S.S.W.
Fiume. Area 105 sq. m. P. 14,000. Sui-face

generally stony and rugged. Cherso, the cap., on
its W. coast, has a cathedral. P. 1497. The
other towns are Osero, Lossin-Grande;, and
Lossin-Piccolo.
CuERsox, a gov. & town, Eussia. {[Kherson.]
Chersonesus, the anc. name of several penin-

sulas of Europe, as C. Cimbrica [Jutlakp], C.
Thracia (^Gallipoli], C. Taurica LCbijiea].
Cherta, a town ot Spain, prov. and 38 m. S.W.

Tarragona. P. 2433.

Chertsey, a market town and fa. of England,
00. Surr/^y, on the Thames, here crossed by a
bridge, 19 m. W.S.W. London. Ac. of pa. 10,'J29.

P. 6680. It is a i)ol]ing-placa for the county.

Chesapeake, the largest bay in the
North America, Virginia and Maryland,
which states it divides into two parts. It is 200
m. in length, from 4 to 40 m. in breadth, and
about 9 fathoms in depth. The Susquehai
Patapsko, Severn, Potomac, Eappahannock, Yor]
and James rivers flow into this bay, which
many harbours.
Cheselborxe, a pa. of England, co. Dorset,

m. S.W. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 25S0. P. 43!

Chesham, a market town and pa. of Engl
CO. Bucks, 12 m. W.N.W. the Watford station

the N.-W. Eailway, and 29 m. W.N.W. Lond(
Ac. of pa. 12,657. P. 5985. Manufs. of straw
plait, shoes, wooden turned wares, & paper-mills,

Chesham-Bois, a pa. of England, co. Bu<

"

1J m. N.N.E. Chesham. Ac. 905. P. 218,

Chi-:shire, a maritime co. of England, ha'

N. the Irish Sea and the estuary of the Mei
and on other sides the cos. Lancaster, Yoi
Derby, Stafford, Salop, Flint, W. Flint, Denbi(
and the estuary of the Dee. Ac. 707,078, of wl
upwards of 620,000 are estimated to be under ci

tui-e. P. (1861) 505,428. Surface, except on its ex-
treme E. and W. borders, level, well wooded, and
studded with small lakes or meres. Principal
rivers, the Dee, Mersej', and Weever. Soil chiefly

a clayey or sandy loam. Climate moist. Annual
rainfall 36 inches. This is one of the principal

daii-yand grazing districts in England, and cheese
fonns its principal rural product. Near Nantwich
are mines of rock-salt, and saline springs ; other
mineral products are coal, copper, and lead.

Manufs. of cottons and silks. The Grand Tnink
and Bridgewater Canals, and the London and
N.-W., Manchester and Binningham, the Crewe
and Chester, and Holyhead Eailways traverse the

CO. Cheshire (exclusive of Chester) is subdivided
into 7 hundreds aud 90 pas. in the diocese of

Chester. Besides the cap. city, Chester, it con-
tains the towns Macclesfield, Stockport, Congle-
ton, and Knutsford. Its N. and S. divisions each
send 2 members to H. of C. Beg. elects., north

division 6007, south division 6708. It was held by
the Anglo-Saxons from 828 till taken possession

of by William the Conqueror, who formed it into

a county-palatine. It was governed almost inde-

pendent of the EngUsh crown till the reign of

Henry viii., but remained a co-palatine imtil aa
act of George lY. abolished its independent courts

Cheshire, a co. of the U. S., North America,-

in S.W. of New Hampshire. Area 460 sq. m.

P. (1860) 27,434. Soil fertile. Has manufs. of

woollen and cotton, iron and glass works, flour,

grist, and saw mills. Connected by railway with
Worcester, Massachusetts, Montpelier, Vermont
Hartford, Connecticut, and Keene.—II. a town-
ship, Connecticut, 25 m. S.S.W. Hartford. P. 1627.

Cheshunt, a pa. of England, co. Herts, with »
station on the Eastern Counties Eailway, 14 m.
N. London. Ac. 8493. P. 6592.

Cheslyn-Hay, a township of England, Ofc

Stafford, pa. Cannock. P. 1177.

Chesne (iJi), a comm. and vill., France, ief.

Ardennes, arr. Vouziers, cap. cant. P. 1669.

Chesnut Hiix, a township of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania, Monroe co. P. 1318.

Chessington, a pa. of England, co. Surreyv J
m. W. Ewell. Ac. 1229. P. 219.

Chessy, a comm. and town of France, defc

Ehone, arr. and 9 m. S.S.W. ViUefranche, on L

b. of the Azerque. P. 1132.

Cheste, a town of Spain, prov. and 14 m. W.
Valencia. P. 3742. ManuJEs. woollens.
Chester, Deva Castro, an episcopal city, co. of

itself, pari, aud munic. bor., and river port of

I
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England, cap. co., on the Dee, crossed by 2 stone,

1 uuspensiou, & 1 railway bridges, at the termini

of numerous railways, 16 m. S.S.E. Liverpool, 21

ra. N.W. Crewe, and 185 m. N.W. London. Ac. of

city CO., comprising 11 pas., 3016. P. (1861) 31,110.

It stands on a rocky elevation, in part enclosed

by walls erected by the Eomans, 1| m. in circum-

ference. The streets are sunk below the level

of the houses, and the footways also, which are

within piazzas or " rows." Principal edifices, the

castle, comprising barracks and armoury with

nearly 30,000 stand of arms, the city gaol, churches,

palatinate offices ; its fine old town-hall was de-

stroyed byfire in 1862; linen, union, and commerce
halls, exchange, co. infirmary, and co. lunatic asy-

lum, church diocesan training college, military

barracks, blue-coat school, alms-houses, railway

station, the largest in England, mechanics' insti-

tute, with museum, stamp office, assay office,

music hall, and 13 churches, besides dissenting

thapels; a new covered market, public baths and
L'emetery. The city has three weekly newspapers,
liaces are held yearly in May. The cathedral is

an uTegular massive structure, with a tower
127 feet in height ; St John's church ; Trinity

church, which contains the tombs of the poet Par-
jiel), and of Matthew Henry the commentator on
the Bible. At the end of the principal street of

the city proper is an arched gateway. Vessels

of 300 tons come up to the city, which exports

cheese, cast-iron, coal, lead, and lime, and imports
wines and other produce. Manufs. lead, and has
shot works with a tower 150 feet high, iron ship-

building yards, small foundries, tobacco manuf.,

and extensive nurseries. Co. assizes for Che-
shire; CO. and bor. quarter-sessions. The munic.
and pari, bor., subdivided into five wards, is

governed by a mayor, 10 aldermen, and 30 coun-
cillors. Chester sends 2 members to H. of C.

Eeg. electors, freemen 1231, householders 2650.

The diocese comprises the co. Chester and part

of Lancashire. Episcopal rev. 4500Z. Chester
gives title of earl to the Prince of Wales. About
3 m. S. is Eaton Hall, seat of the Marquis of

"Westminster. Exports (1862) 2847^. Vessels
belonging to the port (1862) 56, tons 3917. Cus-
toms rev. (1862) 59,361/.

Chester, a maritime vill., Nova Scotia, British
North America, 33 m. W. Halifax.
Chester, several places, U. S., 't^orth America.

—I. a CO. in the S.E. of Pennsylvania. Area 792
sq. m. P. (1860) 74,578. Soil varied, and highly
cultivated. It has iron works, cotton and woollen
manufs., tanneries, flour and paper mills. Minerals
comprise limestone, marble, copper, lead, silver,

and precious stones.—II. a dist., S. Carolina.
Area 480 sq. m. P. 7254 free, 10,868 slaves. Also
several townships.—I. New Hampshire, 23 m.
S.S.E. Concord. P. 1301.—II. Vermont, 83 m.
S. Montpelier. P. 2008.—III. Pennsylvania,
on the W. bank of the Delaware river. P. 1993.
—IV. Pennsylvania, cap. co. Delaware, 84 m.
E.S.E. Harrisburg. P. 2097.—V. New Jersey, 9
m. S.W. Mount Holly. P. 1334.—VI. Hampden
CO., Massachusetts. P. 1521.—VII. Orange co..

New York. P. 1642.—VIII. Meigs co., Ohio.
P. 1600.—And several others. The Chester river,

Delaware and Maryland, enters Chesapeake Bay
and is navigable for 40 ra. to Chester town.
Chesterfield, a munic. bor., town, pa. and

,
township of Engl., co. and 22 m. N.N.E. Derby,
1 <n the Bother, and a canal connecting it with the
'i'rent, & having a station on the N. Midland Rail-
way, 24i m. N.N.E. Derby. Ac. of pa. 11,45L P.
(1861) 18,970 ; do. of bor. 9836. Principal edi-
tices, a crucifonn church, literary and mechanics'

institutes, town-hall, gaol, union workhouse, and
assembly rooms. Manufs. of cottons, silks, lace,

hosiery, worsted, earthenware, and machinery.
In its vicinity are iron, coal, and lead mines.
Annual rainfall 25 inches. Alt. 322 feet.

Chesterfield, a co., U. S., North America,
Virginia, on James river. Area 456 sq. m. P.

(1860) 10,662 free, 8354 slaves. Products, com,
cotton, and tobacco. It has cotton factories and
an iron foundry, and coal mines.—II. a dist. S.

Carolina. Area 660 sq. m. P. 7486 free, 4348
slaves.—III. a township. New Hampshire, 49 m.
S.W. Concord. P. 1680.—IV. Massachusetts, 106
m. W. Boston. P. 1014.—V. New Jersey, 12 m,
N.E. Mount Holly. P. 4514.—VI. New York, on
the W. side of Lake Champlain. P. 2716.

Chesterfield-Inlet, a long and narrow inlet,

British North America, stretching N. from Hud-
son Bay. Entrance, lat. 63= 30' N. ; Ion. 90° 40'

W. Ijength 250 m. ; breadth 25 m. It contains
numerous islands and receives several rivers,

Ohesterford, Camboricum or Buta Iceno7~um,

two pas. of Engl., co. Essex.—I. on the Granta, 3i
m. N.N.W. Saffron-Walden. Ac. 3030. P. 1027.

Great quantities of Roman coins and urns, and
the remains of a Roman villa, have been dug up
here.—II. {Little), 2a m. N.W. Saffron-Walden.
Ac. 1260. P. 276. Chesterford station, E. Co.
Railway, is 10 m. S. Cambridge.
Chester-le-Street, a pa. and vill. of England,

CO. and 5| m. N. Durham, near the Great N. of
Engl. Railway. Alt. 72 ft. Ac 31,001. P. 23,076.
The vill., which is on the ancient Ermine Street,

was long the seat of the Durham episcopal see.

It ia a polling-place for S. division of county.
Chesterton, several pas. of England.— I. co.

and about 1 m. N.E. Cambridge. Ac. 2729. P.

2986. It has a union workhouse.—II. co. Oxford,

U ra. S.W. Bicester. Ac. 2850. P. 384.—III. co.

Huntingdon, 4^ m. N.N.W. Stilton. Ac. 1330.

P. 129.—IV. CO. Warwick, 5 m. N.N.E. Kington.
Ac. 3512. P. 217.

Chestertown, a seaport town, U. S., North
America, Maryland, cap. Kent co. P. 1295.

Chesterville, a township, U. S., North Ame-
rica, Maine, 17 m. N.W. Augusta. P. 1142.

Cheswardine, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4 m.
S.S.E. Drayton. Ac. .5723. P. 1159.

Chetah, a town of Asiatic Russia, cap. gov. of

Trans-Baikal, at junction of the Chetah with In-

godeh riv. Lat. 52° N. ; Ion. 113° E. Founded 1854.

Chettle, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6J m.
N.E. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 1113. P. 177.

Chetton, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4 m.
W.S.W. Bridgenorth. Ac. 4936. P. 590.

CiiETAVooD or Chetwode, a pa. of Engl., co.

Bucks, 8im. W.N.W. Winslow. Ac. 1200. P. 177.

Ghet\n'ynd, a pa. of England, co. Salop, Ij m.
N. Newport. Ac. 3803. P. 719.

Oheux, a comm, and town of France, dep.

Calvados, on rt. b. of the Mue, an*, and 10 m. W.
Caen. P. 952.

Cheveley, a pa. of England, co. Carabridge, 3

m. S.E. Newmarket. Ac. 2527. P. 607.

Cheveney, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

dist. Porrentruy. P. 899.

Chevening, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2J m.
N.W. Seven Oaks. Ac. 3773. P. 932.

Chevington, a pa., England, co. Suffolk, b\ m.
W.S.W. Bury St Edmunds. Ac. 2240. P. 621.

Chevereel, 2 pas., Engl., co.Wilts.— I. {Great\
2 m. W. E. Lavington. Ac. 1840. P. 661.—II.

(^Little), IJ m. W. E. Lavington. Ac. 1930. P. 234.

Chevilia', a comm. & vifl., France, dep. Loiret,

on the Paris Railway, 9 ra. N. Orleans. P. 1424.

Cheviot Fells, a mountain range of South
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Africa, Cape Colony, extending E. to W., in co.

Somerset, between the Green Bergen on the W.
& the Hyndhope Fells on the E., in lat. 32° 30' S.
Cheviot Hills, a mountain range extending

from N.E. to S.W., between England and Scot-
land, COS. Northumberland and Roxburgh, but
mostly in the fonner co. The strata comprise
porphyry and greenstone, old red sandstone and
mountain limestone. They afford excellent pas-
ture and sheep-grazing. Grouse are abimdant.
The Cheviot peak, about 7 m. S.W. Wooler, lat.

65° 28' 42" N., Ion. 2° 8' 37" W., is 2668 feet, and
Carter Fell, 2020 feet high. The Cheviot Hills

were the scene of the famous encounter between
the Earl Percy and Douglas, described in the
ballad of " Chevy Chase."
Chevrkuse, a comm. and town of France, dcp.

Seine-et-Oise, cap. cant., 7 m. S.W. Versailles,
on the Yvette. P. 1869.
Chew-Magna, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

3 m. W. Pensford. Ac. 5006. P. 1855.
Chewstoke, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

4J m. S.W, Pensford. Ac. 2092. P. 758.
Chewton-Mendip, a pa. of Engl., co. Somerset,

on the Mendip hills, 6 m. N.N.E. Wells. Ac. 5809.
P. 875.

Cheylard (Le), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Ardeche, aiT Toumon, cap. cant P. 3755.
Manufs. hats, silk, and wool-spinning.

Chexbres, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,
dist. Lavaux, 9 m. from Lausanne. P. 789.
Cheze (La), a comm. and town of France, dep.

C6tes-du-Nord, cap. cant., arr. and 6 m. S.E.
Loudeac, on the Lid. P. 450.

Cheze l'Abbaye, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Aisne, 4 m. S. Chateau Thierry. P. 1277.

Chiajano, a town of South Italy, prov. and 4
m. from Naples, circ. Pozzuoli. P. 3668.
Chiampo, a vill., Northern Italy, gov. Venetia,

prov. and 12 m. W. Vicenza. P. 3420.
Chiana, two rivers of Central Italy ; the former

an affluent of the Amo, which it joins 5 m. N.W.
Arezzo, after a course of 35 m. ; the latter joins
the Paglia. The two are connected by the Chiana
Canal, 37 m. in length, begun in 1551, finished in
1823, and by which a large tract of land has been
drained and rendered fertile.

Chianaxo, a viU. of North Italy, Venetia, prov.
Treviso, dist. Oderzo. P. 2458.
Chtanciano, a vill. of Siena, 4 m. S.E. Monte-

pulciano. P. 2384. In vicinity are marble quar-
ries and mineral springs.

Chiaxxi, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Pisa. P. 281L

Chiasoc, a town of North Italy, prov. Ttmn,
circ. Susa. P. 1655.

Chllnti, the part of Central Italy which lies

between the sources of the Arabia, Ambra, and
Ombrone, forming part of the watershed between
their basins and the Amo. It is covered with vine-
yards, which supply the best wines of Tuscany.
Chlvpa or Chiapas, the most S.E. state of

Mexico, between lat. 16" and 18° N. ; Ion. 90° 30'

and 94° W. ; having N. the state Tabasco, W.
Oaxaca, S. and E. Guatemala, and N.E. Yucatan.
Area 19,263 sq. m. P. 167,472, chiefly Indians.
It comprises a portion of the table-land of Central
America, traver>oil by the rivers Usumasinta,
Tabasco, and their atiluents. Exports, vanilla
& cocoa. Chief towns, S. Cristobel, the cap., Ciu-
dad-de-lae-Casas, Chiapa, & Palenque. Remains
of ancient cities are found in N.E. of this state.

CHLA.PA DE LOS Indios, a town of Mexico, state
Chiapa, on the Tabasco, 20 ni. N.W. Ciudad-de-
las-Casas.

Chiaramonte, a town of Sicily, prov. Noto, 11

m. N.N.W. Modica, cap. circ. P. 8273.—II. a

'

of the isl. Sardinia, 14 m. E.N.E. Sassari. P. ISo'l

Chiaravalle, a town of South Italy, provj
and 17 m. S.W. Catanzaro, cap. cant, near tl

Gulf of Squillace. P. 3205.

Chiaravalle, a town of Central Italy, pro^
and cii-c. Ancona, on the 1. b. of the Esino.

^

3916. It has an important manufactory of tot

Chiarenza or Clarestza, a cape and vilL <

Greece. [Klarentza.]
Chiari, a town of North Italy, prov. and 1^

m. W. Brescia, on railway from Milan to Brescii

P. (1862) 5297. It has numerous churches, aa4
manufs. of silk and twist Here Prince Eugeno
gained a victory over Marechal ViUeroi in 170L
Chiaromonte, a town, S. Italy, prov. and 42 m.

S.E. Potenza, cap. cant., on a mountain. P. 3247.

Chiasso, a towq of Switzerland, cant. Tessin,

with a custom-house on the frontier of LombardiL
4 m. N.W. Como. P. 1346.

Chiavari, a circ. in the prov. Genoa, N. Italj

between lat. 44° 14' and 44° 36' N. Area 166 f

m. Pop. (1861) 108,391. It is mountainous,
fertile in the vaUeys. Products, fruit, hor
cattle, sheep, and silk-wonus.
Chiavari, a maritime town of North Itah

prov. and 21 m. E.S.E. Genoa, cap. circ, on the
Gulf of Rapallo, at the mouth of the Stm-la. Pop,

(1861) 10,457. It is enclosed by cultivated hilla.

Principal edifices, three churches, an hospital

and convent. It has a society of agriculture and
arts, lace and sUk twist factories, and an anchovy
fishery. It is noted for a manufacture of fumituiB.

Marble & slate are quarried in its neighbourhood.
Chiavazza, a town of North Italy, prov. No^

vara, circ. Biella. P. 1966.

Chia^'enna (Clavennay, a town of North It^t
Valtellina, on the Maira, prov. and 20 m. W.N.W.
Sondrio. P. 3845. It is enclosed by walls, and
has six churches. Manufs. of silk twist & fabric^

and of pottery, made from a peculiar soft stone^

are carried on. The Septimer and Spliigen roads

meet here ; and it has an active trade with Swit'
zerland and Italy in wine, which is kept in largS

excavations termed '' ventorali."

CHIA^'ERANO, a town of North Italy, proT.

Turin, circ. Ivrea. P. 3182.

Chiavbie, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin,

circ. Susa. P. 1834.

CHicAcoLi^or CiCACOLE, a town, British Indi^
presid. Madras, dist. & 107 m. S.W. Ganjam, on N»
b. of Naglaudee, near Bay of Bengal. P. 50,00(k

Has barracks, bazaars, mosques, & muslin manuftk
Chicago, a city of the U. S., North Amerid^

Illinois, cap. co. Cook, on the river Chicago, whei»
it enters the S. end of Lake Michigan, and where
there has been formed a good harbour. The dtjr

is beautifully situated on an inclined plain, ex-

tending for many miles along the shore of Lake
Michigan. P. (1860) 109,260. It has an elegant

custom-house, built in 1863, court-house, ar-

moury, a cathedral & several spacious churches,

large libraries, hospitals, and banks. It is noted

for the extent of its grain and lumber trade. Its

rapid progress in population and wealth is shown
by the fact that in 1831 it was only an Indian

trading post, and in 1840 its population was only

6000. Now (1864) it is estimated at 115,000. The
shipments of bread-stuffs from this port are enor-

mous ; in 1862 they amounted to 55,720,160 bush.,

and are increasing tenfold every ten j-ears since

1842. Railways unite the city with Galena, Mi-

chigan, Mobile, and other places.

Chicapa, a town of Mexico, state Oaxaca, 25 nu

N.W. Tehuantepec, on river of sam^ name. In

its vicinity are silver mines.
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Chichacotta, a town of Hindostaii, Bhotan,

near the British frontier, 60 m. N. Rungpoor. Lat.

2G° 35' N. ; Ion. 89° 32' E.
Chicheley, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 2J m.

N.E. Newport-Pagnell. Ac. 1620. P. 265.
Chicken, a vill. of Central America, Yucatan,

18 m. S.W. Valladolid, with the remains of an
ancient Indian city, comprising a ruined temple
450 feet in length, a pyramid 550 feet sq. at base,

a domed edifice, the "house of the caziques,"

virnaraented with sculptures.

CHiCHEitouLY, a town, India, cap. of a protected

Seik state of same name, 981 m. N.W. of Calcutta.

1 1 is surrounded by a mud wall, and has a bazaar.

OHICHE3TEI5, a city, CO. of itself, and pari, and
manic, bor. of England, cap. co. Sussex, on the

S. Coast Railway, 14^ m. E.N.E. Portsmouth, and
•ii8| ra. W. Brighton. Area of city liberty 1601

HO. Pop. of pai'l. boi'. 8059. It stands in a plain

between the Southdown hills and the sea, and is

enclosed by walls of Roman oonstmction, now
formed into terraces with walks, and shaded by
elm trees. Annual rainfall 25 inches. The cathe-

dral is 380 feet in length, and 227 feet in breadth,

with a spire 300 feet in height. In its interior

are a richly adorned choir and portraits of the
sovereigns of England from the time of the con-
(juest. South of the cathedral is a quadrangle
enclosed by cloisters, including the churchyard,
and near it is the bishop's palace and gardens.
The see is co-extensive with the co. Sussex,
excepting 22 pas., which are peculiar. The city

is divided into 8 pas. It has a grammar school,

lilue-coat, national, Lancasterian, & other schools.

Trade almost wholly in agricultural produce and
live stock. Manufs. coopers' and other wooden
wares. It sends two members to House of

Commons. Reg. electors (1864) 529. Origi-
nally the town was a Roman station. It

was taken and partially destroyed about 491
by the S. Saxons, under Ella, but rebuilt
by his son Cissa (whence its name) , and thence-
forth it remained the cap. of the kingdom Sussex,
till its conquest by the W. Saxons. Various
Roman remains, with inscriptions, have been
discovered in the city and vicinity. Chichester
harbour, 2 m. S.W. of the city, is an inlet of the
English Channel, between the peninsula Selsey
and Hayling island, containing several creeks
and Thomey island.

—

Chichester Rape comprises
the eight W. hundreds of the co. Sussex.
Chickahominy, a river in the U. S., North

America, Virginia ; rises in Hanover co., and falls

into York River, 8 m. above Jamestown.
Chickasaw, a co., U. S., North America, in N.

of Mississippi. Area 970 sq. m. P. 7339 free,

9087 slaves.—II. Iowa. P. 4336.
Chickerell (West), a pa. of England, co. Dor-

set, 2| m. N.W. Weymouth. Ac. 1812. P. 660.
Chicklade, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 1 m.

N. Hindon. Ac. 1039. P. 143.

Chicknaighully or Chica Nayakana Mulli,
a town, India, territory Mysore, 69 m. N. Seringa-
patara. Has mud walls, and strongly fortified.

Chickney, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3 m.
S.W. Thaxted. Ac. 700. P. 76.
Chiclano, a town of Spain, prov. and 12 m.

S.E. Cadiz. P. 21,046. Manufs. linen, earthen-
wares, and brandy. On March 11, 1811, the
French were defeated by the Anglo-Spanish army,
in the battle of Barossa, 5 m. S. Chiclano.
Chiclayo, a town of N. Peru, dep. Truxillo,

prov. and 3 m. S.E. Lambayeque.
Chicoana or Chicuana, a town of the Argen-

tine Confed., prov. and 25 m. S.S.W. Salta, onrt.
b. of the Quebrada del Toro. P. 2000.

Chicopee, a town, U. S., N. Amer., Hampden
CO., Massachusetts, 80 m. W.S.W. Boston. P. 8291.

Chicot, a co. of U. S., North America, Ar-
kansas. JP. 1722 free, 7512 slaves.

Chicova, a town of S.E. Africa, Monomotapa,
on rt. b. of the Zambesi, 220 m. W.N.W. Senna.

Formerly celebi-ated for its silver mines.

Chiddingfold, a pa., Engl., co. Surrey, the vill.

4 m. N.E. Haslemere. Ac. 6936. P. 1167.

Chiddingly, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4J
m. N.W. Hailsham. Ac. 4297. P. 992.

Chiddingstone, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6

m. W.S.W. Tunbridge. Ac. 5979. P. 1200.

Chideock, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 3 m.

W. Bridport Ac. 2052. P. 794.

Chidham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 5 m.

W.S.W. Chichester, Ac. 2185. P. 310.

Chidleigh, a cape of British North America,

Labrador, lat. 60° 25' N. ; Ion. 65° W.
Chiem-see, a lake of Upper Bavaria, 42 m. S.E.

Munich, celebrated for its fish. Length 12 m.,

breadth 9 m., height above the sea 1549 feet,

greatest depth 480 feet It has 3 small isls., re-

ceives the Achen and Prien rivers, and discharges

its surplus waters by the Alz into the Inn.

Chienti, a river. Central Italy, prov. Macerata,

enters the Adriatic 25 m. S.S.E. Ancona, after a
N.E. course of 45 m. On its W. bank is Tolen-

tino, nearwhich the Austrians defeated the French
troops under Murat, May 4, 1815.—II. a town of

South Italy, prov. Foggia, on the Adriatic, dist.

and 15J m. N.W. San Severo. P. 2085.

Chieri (Carea), a town of North Italy, cap.

mand., on a hill, prov. and 9 m. S.E. Turin. P.

(1861) 15,474. It is one of the most ancient manu-
factm-ing towns in Europe, & has suffered greatly

from wars, inundations, and pestilence. Manufs.
of silk, cotton, and linen fabrics.

Chiers, a river of Europe, rises N.W. Esch in

Luxembourg, and flows through the French deps.

Meuse and Ardennes, and joins the Meuse 4 m.

S. Sedan, after a W. course of 60 miles.

Chiesa, Clusius, a river of the Tirol and North
Italy, rises W. of Arco in the Tirol, flows S.,

forming the Lake of Idro, and joins the Oglio,

18 m. W. Mantua. Length 75 miles.

Chieti, Teate, a fortifled archiepiscopal city

of South Italy, cap. prov. Chieti, on a hill, near
the Pescara, 40 m. E. Aquila. P. (1862) 12,877.

It has a cathedral, college, theatre, and remains
of antiquity. It was taken by the French in

1802. Jn 1702 it was much injured by an
earthquake.

Chieti, a prov. of the kingdom of Italy (for-

merly Abruzzo Cit.). Area 1104 sq. m. P. 327,316.

Chievely, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 4 ni.

N. Newbury. Ac. 7397. P. 1923.

Chievres, a town of Belgium, prov. Hainaut,

arr. and 11 m. N.W. Mons, on the Hunel. P.

3107. Manufs. of cottons and pottery.

Chiftlik, a vill. of Turkish Armenia, cap.

sanj. pash. and 84 m. W. Erzeroum.
Chignai^ two pas. of England, co. Essex.—I.

St James, 3| m. N.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 908. P.

258.—II. (Smealy), ^ m. N.W. Chehusford. Ac.
476. P. 70.

CaiGNEcrro Bay, an inlet of British North Ame-
rica, between Nova Scotia and New Bmnswick,
forming the N. extremity of the Bay of Fundy
(which see). Length 30 m., breadth 8 miles.

Ohignolo, a town of North Italy, prov. and
16 m. E.S.E. Pavia. P. 4299.
Chigwell, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6 m.

S. Epping. Ac. 4522. P. 2676.

ChihuAhua (prou. ChiwawaX a state, Mexico,
between lat. 27° and 32° N. ; Ion. 104° and 108°
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40' W. ; having R a desei-t, and the Eio Bravo
del Norte dividing it from Texas, and on other
sides the states Sonora, Sinaloa, and Durango.
Area 103,928 sq. m. P. 164,073. It is a moun-
tain table-land, abounding in nitre and other

salts, and rich in mines of gold and silver.

Chihuahua, a citv of Mexico, cap. above state,

in an arid plain. Lat. 28° 40' N. ; Ion. lOo" 33'

W, P. 12,000. It has a noble cathedral, con-
vftnts, State-house, and an aqueduct 3 m. in length.

Chilapa, a town of Mexico, 58 m. N.E. Aca-
pulco. Trade in grain and fruits.

Chilaw, a maritime town of Ceylon, on its "W.

coast, 50 m. N. Colombo.
Chilbolton, a pa. of England, eo. Hants, 4 m.

S.S.E. Andover. Ac. 3100. P. 398.

Chilcx, a seaport of Peru, dep. and 40 m. S.E.
Lima, on the Pacific, near which is a vill. of same
name, and remains of ancient Peruvian edifices.

Chilcito, a town, Argentine Confed., dep. and
50 m. N.W. Kioja. Headquarters of its mining
district. Elevation 3000 feet above the sea.

CiiiLCOirBE, two pas. of England.—I. co. Hants,
2 m. S.E. Wmchester. Ac. 2257. P. 278.—II. co.

Dorset, 4J m. E.S.E. Bridport. Ac. 456. P. 24.

Chilcompton, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
6 m. N.N.E. Shepton-Mallet. Ac. 1233. P. 730.

Childerditch, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3
m. S. Brentwood. Ac. 1614. P. 239.

Childerley, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.
W.N.W. Cambridge. Ac. 1052. P. 50.

Child-Okeford, a pa. of England, oo. Dorset,

5J m. N.W. Blandford Forum. Ac. 1752. P. 783.

Childrey, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 2J m.
W. "Wantage. Ac. 2850. P. 504.

Cihlds-Ercall, a pa. of England, co. Salop,

6J m. N.W. Newport. Ac. 3633. P. 470.

Childs-Wickham, a pa. of Engl., co. Glo'ster,

5 m. W. Chipping-Camden. Ac. 2040. P. 440.

Childwall, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster,

4 m. S.W. Prescot. Ac. 19,327. P. 17,917.

Chilfrooji, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 5 m.
N.W. Stratton. Ac. 940. P. 120.

Chilham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, &J m.
W.S.W. Canterbury. Ac. 4332. P. 1319.

Chile, a republican state of South America,
bounded by the Pacific on the W., and on the E.

partly by the Andes. The republic extends from
fat. 24° 20' S. to Cape Horn, and is divided into

Cisandine, or Western Chile, to Cape Froward,
lat. 53° 65' S. ; and Transandine, or Eastern
Chile, comprising Patagonia, or the territory of

Magellan (cap. Punto Arenas founded 1853), and
the island Tierra del Fuego. The claim to the
territory S. of the Eio Negro is disputed by the
Argentine Confed. Area and pop. of provs. (1854)'

as follow. Total pop. (1865) estim. at 1,814,218:—
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Province?.
Area in

sq m.
Population.

Atacama, - - - 31,120 50,690
Coquimbo, 16,206 110,589
Acuncafcua, 7,394 111,504
Valparaiso, 1,325 116,043
Santiago, - . - 7,207 272,499
Colehagua, 4,728 192,704
Talca, . . - 3,018 79,439
Maule, ... 3,512 156,245
Nuble, - - - 3.142 100.792
Conception, 5,432 110,291
Arauco, - - - 15,775 43.466
VaUivia, - 12,324 29,203
Chiloe, - — 61,686
Llanquihue, 4,619 3,826
Magallanes — 153

Total (1854). 11.5.802 1,439,120

1r part^
on the-'^

The slopes of the Andes form the greater
of Chile. The volcanic peak of Aconcagua, ou"i

E. boundary N.E. of Valparaiso, rises to an elev.

of 23,910 ft., that of Maypu, S. of it, to ]7,6'14 ft
There are several passes across the Chilian range

:

I. Aconcagua at an elevation of 14,000 feet ; IL
Portillo, 14,370 ; and III. Tunyan and Cumbre,
12,450 feet. North of the Eio Chuapa the whola^j

country is formed by the declivity of the AndeSjl
except a narrow belt of plain 60 to 80 feet in el©-^
vation, bordering the sea. The surface is ver
irregular, rocky, sandy, and almost barren axAj
uncultivated, except a few spots on the banks of''

the rivers. South of Eio Chuapa the country is

more diversified. HUly and steiile tracts occupy
the middle of this space, but on either side are
vaUeys and plains of considerable fertUity. From
the Eio Maule to the Biobio the land becomes,
more level, and is in general more fertile. Tl
climate of Central Chile is hot and dry. In sum-
mer the thermometer rises to 90° and 95° Fahr. ft

in the other seasons the air is more temperat«^.i

and the climate is, on the whole, healthy. In

spring and winter ice is sometimes seen even oo
the coasts. In some of the valleys, as Copiapo in

the N., years pass over without rain falling, but
dews are frequent. Farther south showers are
only occasional, sometimes at an interval of thres
years. In the vicinity of the river Biobio, dep.

Conception, rain falls regularly in winter. SouUi
of this river the rains are irregular, but fall

heavily. In spring the sky is cloudy, but for

many months of the year it is clear and trans*

parent High gales, blowing in particular direo-

tions, are not unfrequent, and earthquakes occur
very often, particularly near the coast. Snow
falls on the summits of the Andes, and, by its

gradual melting, affords a supply of water to the

rivers. The lower limits of the snow-line are,

N. extremity 17,000 feet, in middle 12,780 feet, in

S. extremity 8300 feet The rivers N. of the

Maypu bring down to the coast little water.

None are navigable. S. of lat. 34° the rains are

sufficiently copious to form considerable rivers.

The Maule is navigable for vessels drawing seven
feet water. The Biobio, the largest river in the

country, has a course of 200 m., is 2 m. wide at

its mouth at New Conception : navigable for boats

in its whole course, but too shallow for large ves-

sels. The CaUecalle river admits vessels of con-

siderable size. The principal lakes are Llanqui-
hue, Eanco, Huanhue, Naguelhuapi, and Einhue,

between 39° and 41° S., and Coluguape, and Csr-

por in Patagonia. There are good harbours at

Valdivia, Coquimbo, Valparaiso, New Concep-
cion, and Puerto Montt. The tracts through the

valley and ravines are only passable by niule^

and good roads and bridges are much needed.

The vegetation of the north of Chile is very
limited. Tropical plants do not grow from the

extreme dryness of the soil. Farther south In-

dian com, wheat, barley, oats, beans, and hemp
are cultivated ; and melons, pumpkins, figs, grapes,

pomegranates, oranges, peaches, apples, and
olives are abundant. The S. forests also contain

a variety of excellent timber trees ; and this is the

native country of the potato. Among the animals

of prey the puma is the most conspicuous. The
guanacoe and llama abound in the plains of the S.

provinces, and the pastures feed large herds of

cattle, horses, asses, mules, and goats. The coast

abounds with whale, cod, and pilchard. Jerked

beef, tallow, hides, and live stock are exported.

Gold is found in the sands of the rivers, and was

formerly, though not now, collected. Silver

mines exist in the S. Andes, but silver and copper
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mines are chiefly -wrought in the more N. parts;

lead and iron are found, but are not worked. On
the river Biobio coal and lignite beds abound, and
are partially wrought. I'he pop. consists of the

descendants of the Spaniards and the aboriginal

tribes. All the inhabitants of the Biobio are of

European descent, with scarcely any mixture of

Indian blood. The aborigines inhabit almost
exclusively the country south of this river.

[Araucania.] The religion is Eoman Catholic.

Manufs. earthenwares, linen cloths, cordage, soap,

copperwares, leather, and brandy. Exports (1862),

copper, silver, com, hides, nitre, wool, cocoa, etc.,

to the value of 2,863,434?. Imports, cottons, wool-
lens, irons, linens, gunpowder, hardwares, coals,

bags, bricks, beer and ale, rice, tea, wine, pepper,

silk, etc., to the value of 979,344/. Debt 1,597,915;.

Army (1862) 3093 men, besides 29,698 national

guards or militia. Navy, 4 steamers, with 27
guns ; 1 screw sloop, with 5 guns ; and 2 paddle
steamers, with 2 guns. Chile was taken posses-

sion of by the Spaniards after the conquest of

Peru, and a settlement formed at Santiago in

1641. The straggle for independence against the
mother country commenced in 1810, and ter-

minated in 1818 bj' the battle of Maypii and the
formation of a republic. The government is

vested in a supreme director, a senate of 20 mem-
bers, and a house of representatives, to which a
deputy is sent for every 20,000 persons. It is at

present (,1864) the best governed and most pros-
perous of the S. American republics. There are a
university and lyceum at Santiago, and govern-
ment schools and seminaries established through-
out several districts. Santiago is the capital of

the republic and the seat of government.
Chili, a township, U. S., North America, New

York, 10 m. S.W. Kochester. P. 2247.
Chi-li or Pe-che-li, the most N. prov. of

China, and mostly between lat. 35° and 41° 30' N.

;

Ion. 114° and 120 E. ; having N. Mongolia, E. the
Gulf of Pe-chi-li, and on the other sides the
provs. Shang-tung, Shan-se, and Ho-nan. P.
27,990,871. (?) It is well watered, but is the
least productive prov. of China Proper ; it owes
its importance to containing the capital Peking,
and the great depots of rice and salt for the in-

ternal supply of the empire, and of the cattle sent
into China from Mongolia. Coal of inferior quality
is raised in considerable quantities. The prov.
is divided into 11 deps. Chief cities Peking and
Tung-ping.

Chi-li or Pe-chi-li (Gulf of), an inlet of the
Yellow Sea, between lat. 37° 10' and 39° 20' N.

;

Ion. 118° and 121° E., communicating N. with the
Gulf of Leao-tong, and E. with the Yellow Sea

;

bounded on other sides by the Chinese provs.
Clii-li and Shang-tung. Length and breadth
about 150 m. each. It receives the Pei-ho river
on W., and the Chan-tou on N.
Chilicothe or Chillicothe, a town of the

U. S., North America, Ohio, on the Scioto River,
and Ohio Canal, 43 m. S. Columbus. P. (I860)
7626. It has several churches, court-house, and
bank. It was cap. of the state from 1800 to 1810.
Chilka, a lake of British India, between the

presids. Madras and Bengal. It is 42 m. long
from N.E. to S.W., and 15 m. in breadth. A
branch of the Mahanuddy River enters it, and in
lat 9° 42' N., Ion. 85° 40' E., it enters the sea by

i a narrow and deep outlet. The lake has several
islands, and its waters are salt and shallow.
Cun-KEEA, a town of British India, presid. of

Bengal, upper provs., dist. and 70 m. W.N.W.
Bareily, and a principal mart of the trade between
the British territory and Kumaoa Tibet.

CiiiLLAHTARA, a town of British India, dist.

and 22 m. N.W. Banda, on rt. b. of the Jumna,
here crossed by a ferry. The cotton grown in

the vicinity is shipped here, and sent down the
river to the lower provinces.

CuiLLAN, a town of ChUe, prov. and 120 m.
N.E. Concepcion, on the Nubee River.
Chillenden, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3J m.

S.S.E. Wingham. Ac. 196. P. 127.

Chillesfokd, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3
m. N.W. Oxford. Ac. 1806. P. 214.

ChilllanwallA, a vilL, Western India, Punjab,
on 1. b. of the Jehlum, 85 m. N.W. Lahore, cele-

brated for a victory of the British over the Sikhs,

13th January 1849. An obelisk has been erected
in memory of the fallen.

Chilungham, a pa. of England, co. Northum-
berland, on the TUl, 4^ m. S.E. Wooler. Ac.
4929. P. 328.

Chillingtox, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

3^ m. W.N.W. Crewkeme. Ac. 881. P. 298.

CiiiLLiSQUAQUE, a township of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania, 65 m. N. Harrisburg.
Chillon (Castle of), a stronghold of Switzer-

land, Canton Vaud, 6 m. S.E. Vevay, at the E. of

the Lake of Geneva, used as an arsenal.

Chillon, a town of Spain, New CastUe, prov.
and 56 m. S.W. Ciudad-Real. P. 2415. It has
quicksilver mines in vicinity.

Chilmakk, a pa. of England, co. WUts, 4 m. E.
Hindon. Ac. 3164. P. 642.

Chiljlaree, Chalamari, a town of British India,

presid. of I'engal, dist. and 40 m. S.E. Rungpoor,
on the Brahmapootra. P. 2000.

Chiloe, an island on the W. coast of South
America, which, Avith several smaller islands,

forms a prov. of the Chilean republic. It is sepa-
rated from Patagonia by Gulf of Ancud, and ex-
tends from lat. 44° 40' to 43° 20' S. ; Ion. 74° W.
It is 120 m. in length, and 40 m. in breadth. P.

(1854) 61,586. It is hilly and densely wooded,
except around th"? coast, where it is partially

cleared and cultivated. Climate temperate, but
moist; in winter almoc-t incessant rains prevail,

mth frequent Kales from W. to N.W. ; the sum-
mer is warm, and, on the whole, it is healthy. Soil,

a rich sandy loam. Chief products, wheat, barley,

potatoes, apples, and strawberries ; and cattle,

sheep, and swine are reared. The shores pro-
duce abundance of oysters, mussels, and pico (a

bai-nacle), which form a principal part of the food
of the inhabitants. The population consists of

natives, originally of Spanish descent, and abori-

ginal Indians, but the great bulk of the inhabitants

are a mixed breed. A coarse woollen cloth, dyed
blue, is the principal local maufacture. Exports
comprise provisions, timber, hides, brooms, and
woollens. Lignite coal is found. The island

was discovered by the Spaniards in 1558. Castro,

the ancient capital, was founded in 1566. San
Carlos is now the chief town and port This
island was the last to throw off the authority of

the Spaniards. The Chilo5 archipelago consists

of upwards of 60 small islands, about 30 of which
are inhabited, and several are well cultivated.

Chilpanzingo, a town of Mexico, dep. and 120
m. W.S.W. Mexico, on the road from Acapulco,
and 4800 feet above the sea.

Chiltepec, an arm of the River Tabasco,
Mexico, leaves the main stream at San Juan Bau-
tista, and after a N. course of 60 or 70 m. enters
the Gulf of Mexico, 30 m. W.S.W. La Frontera.
Chiltern Hili^ a range of chalk hills of Eng-

land, CO. Bucks, the S. part of which they traverse,

between Goring in Oxfordshire and Tring in co;

Herts. Breadth from 16 to 20 m. Height of princi-
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ml summit nearWendover, 905 feet above the sea.

The region is said to have been formerly covered
with a forest, some traces of which are extant, and
it was notoriously infested with depredators, to

suppress whose ravages the office of " stewards of

the Chiltem hundreds " was established under
the crown. The duties of the office are now only
nominal, but the recognition of them is retained
to enable members of the House of Commons, by
accepting them under the crown, to relinquish
their seats in that assembly, which a member
cannot otherwise do. There are three Chiltem
hundreds, and the office is in the gift of the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer.
Chiltington (West), a pa. of England, co.

Sussex, 7} m. N.W. Steyning. Ac. 3917. P. 668.

Chiltohrne-Domer, a pa. of England, co.

Somerset, 2 m. S. Hchester. Ac. 1392. P. 242.
Chilton, several pas. of Engl.—I. co. Berks,

3 m N. East Hsley. Ac. 1415. P. 315.—II. co.

Bucks, 3^ m. N.N.W. Thame. Ac. 2080. P. 364.
—III. CO. Suffolk, li m. N.E. Sudbury. Ac. 979.
P. 149.—IV. (CantilloX co. Somerset, 3^ m. E.
Ilchester. Ac. 631. P. 112.—V. {Foliat), cos.

Berks and Wilts, 2 m. W. Hungerford. Ac. 3740.
P. 691.—VI. (Trinity), co. Somerset, N. Bridge-
water. Ac. 1543. P. 53.

Chilvers-Coton, a pa. of Engl., co. Warwick,
1 m. S.W. Nuneaton. Ac. 3730. P. 2764.
Chilwell, a hamlet of England, co. and 4J m.

S.W. Nottingham, pa. Attenbury. P. 815.
Chilwobth, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3J

m. S.E. Romsey. Ac. 1400. P. 176.—II. a chapeh-y,
CO. Sun-ey, 2J m. S.E. GuUdford.
Chimaltenango, a town of Central America,

state and 28 m. W.N.W. Guatemala. P.. 4000.
Chimamua, a town of Central America, isthmus

of Tehnantepec, a favourite resort of the inhabit-
ants of Minatitlan, 10 m. distant. P. 1600.
Chimanas, a group of islets in the Caribbean

Sea, in lat 10° 19' N. ; Ion. 64° 51' W.
Chimay, a town of Belgium, prov. Hainault,

cap. cant., on the Blanche, 32 m. S.E. Mons.
P. 3041. It has a college, iron works, and
breweries.
Chimborazo, a mountain of South America,

and the culminating point of the Andes of Quito.
Lat. 1° 30' S. ; Ion. 79° W. Altitude 21,424 feet.

It is in the form of a cone, and perpetually snow-
clad. This was long considered the culminating
point of the Andes, and the highest mountain in

the world. It was ascended by Humboldt, 23d
June 1802, to an elevation of 19,286 feet, & again
by Boussingault and Hall, 16th December 1831,
to 19,695 feet.

Chimera or Khimara, a town of European
Turkey, Albania, on the Strait of Otranto,
22 m. N.W. Delvino, at the foot- of the range
of mountains of same name, anc Acroceramis,
which terminates at Cape Linguetta, on the Bay
of Avlona.

China, a large and important country. Eastern
Asia, constituting the principal part of the Chinese
empire

—

China Proper extends between lat. 20°
and 42° N. ; Ion. 98° and 122° E. Greatest length
about 1600 m. ; breadth varies from 900 to 1300
m. Having N. Manchooria and Mongolia, W.
Tibet and other dependencies, S. the Burmese,
Laos, and Anamese dominions, from S.E. round
to N.E. the China and Yellow Seas. It is shut
out from its N. dependencies by the great wall,
constructed in the 3d century before the Chris-
tian era, and which extends over hill and dale for
1250 miles, varies from 16 to 30 feet in height,
and is strengthened at regular intervals by large
square towers. This defensive barrier is "now in

« CHI
decay. Estim. area of China Proper, 1,297,699
sq. m. P. in 1857 estimated by Sir John Bowring
at 350,000,000 to 400,000,000. By census of

1842 the P. was 414,686,556. The Chinese empire
is composed of five great divisions, Manchooria,
Mongolia, Turkestan or Little Bucharia, Tibet,
and China Proper. Estim. area of whole empire,

3,010,400 sq. m. The first named divisions are
of great extent, thinly peopled, and much less

civilised than China Proper.
China consists of an elevated region in the N.,

an alluvial plain in the centre, through which the
Yang-tze-kiang & Hoang-ho rivers flow ; and in

the S., a region alternately undulating and inter-

spersed with valleys & mountains. It is estimated
that 2-3ds of the country are mountainous. Next
to the great rivers already named, which rank
amongst the lai-gest in Asia, the Yun-ling, flow-
ing near Peking, and the Se-keang or Western
river, flowing near Canton, are of the highest im-
portance ; the prov. Yun-nan is travei-sed by the
main streams, or by considerable affluents of all

the great rivers of Further India. Lakes are both
numerous and extensive ; that of Tung-ting, in

the prov. Hoo-nan, is stated to be 220 m. in cir-

cuit. The coast line has been estimated at 2500
m. in length, and it is alternately bold and rocky,

or low and swampy ; it presents, however, many
good harbours at the mouths of the rivers & else-

where. In China the winters are colder, and the

summers hotter, than in the same parallels ofWest-
em Europe. Peking, in the same lat. as Naples,
has its average temperature 9° lower. In the south-
em provinces, near Canton and Macao, the winter
months are dry and comparatively cold ; March &
April bring fogs and a milder temperature. Much
rain falls in May, and from July to September
there is intense heat, with cyclones, here called

tj'-foong, and thunder storms. There are no active

volcanoes in China Proper ; but in several locali-

ties there are hot springs and emissions of gas.

The vegetable productions of the country belong
chiefly to the temperate zone. Of tropical plants,

the bamboo is most prized for building & domestic
uses. The camphor-tree grows to the height of 50

feet, & is a good timber tree ; many lacker shrubs,

from which gum varnish is obtained ; the croton

sebijisrum or tallow tree ; an inferior sort of cin-

namon-tree, rhubarb, snulax, and other herbs, are

common, and the rare plant ginseng. Among the

fruits are the China orange, the ly-chee, loquat,

and wampee. The nelumbium, a large water lily,

yields edible seeds ; and the camellia, the olea

fragrans, the tree peony, and the Indian chrysan-
themum are among the most conspicuous flowers.

The wild animals of China, if they ever abounded,
have been long since almost extii-pated by the

cultivation of the land, and the dense population

;

but the tiger is still kaown in the forests of Yun-
nan, and wild cats in the forests of the S. Tha
domestic dog is chiefly of one variety, like the

shepherd's dog, of a pale yellow colour. The deer

family are now rare. Birds include pheasants,

qtiails, ring-dove, and fishing cormorant. A few
harmless reptiles still exist, and the locust fre-

quently commits great devastations. Kice ia the

principal article of culture, and the main food of

the population ; cotton is extensively grown for

clothing in the N. provinces; wheat, barley,

millet, and other grains of temperate climates are

raised, especially in the N. and W. provinces,

where the climate is similar to that of latitudes

much farther N. in Europe, the cold being often

severe. The density of population, among other

circumstances, ha.s, in many parts, compelled the

cultivation of everj- spot of ground at all capable
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of yielding produce for nutriment, & the mountain
sides are often terraced and manured on principles

of the sti'ictest economy. The land is cultivated

everywhere in small patches ; a farm of 8 or 10

acres is considered large. Kitchen vegetables, oil

plants of various kinds, and tobacco are almost
universal articles of culture. Tea, the most valu-

able article of the foreign trade, and also exten-
sively consumed in China, is a product almost
peculiar to this region. It is raised chiefly be-
tween lat. 25° and 31° N., on a tract extending
from the coast inland for 500 or 600 m., & having
an area of 350 to 400 sq. m., in the provs. Fo-kien,
Ngan-hoei, Kiang-si, and Che-kiang ; also in the
central provinces of Hoo-nan and Hoo-peh. The
soil on which it grows is chiefly composed of dis-

integrated granite and ferruginous sandstone.
During the season 1862-3 the export of tea to

Great Britain was 121,273,580 lbs. ; and of China
silk the export was 83,264 bales. The black teas

are mostly prepared in Fo-kien, and the green in
Ngan-hoei, both derived from one species of plant.

The prov. Chili produces large quantities of salt

and of coal, which, though of inferior quality, is

especially valuable, owing to the general absence
of timber or wood for fuel ; in the S.E. districts

lignite is also found. In Kan-soo great quantities
of tobacco are raised ; in Che-kiang, silk is the
chief article of produce, sugar in the S. Cotton,
camphor, ginseng, rhubarb, & other drugs, nume-
rous gums & varnishes, cassia, musk, the precious
metals, gems, copper, tin, lead, mercury, arsenic,

iron, and the finest porcelain clay, are among
the chief products of the empire, the principal
mines being in Kwi-choo and Yun-nan. Live
stock numerous only in the W. provinces. Manu-
factures are of the most varied, & often of the most
exquisite desci-iption. Chinese porcelain, silks,

embroidery, & lacquered wares are unequalled for
brilliancy, richness, and durability ; & in carved
goods in tortoise-shell, ivory, & horn, in engrav-
ing, the manufactures of paper, ink, cabinet-work,
& bell-casting, the whole of which are carried on
without the aid of machinery, the Chinese excel.
The traffic, in the E. provinces especially, is con-
ducted chiefly by water ; and among the most re-
markable of the national works for this purpose,
is the Grand Canal, extending from Hang-chow

-

foo N. for 700 m. to the Yan-kiang river. The
W. provinces import rice and other grains from
the E., in return for metallic and some other pro-
ducts. From Tibet, China imports coarse wool-
lens, gold, Indian piece goods, shells, rhinoceros'
horns, feathers, in return for silks, porcelain,
English broad cloths, pearls, coal, and tea. A
considerable trade is carried on with Nepaul,
Bootan, and Kumaon, the exports to which com-
prise borax, salt, and woollen goods ; the returns
being in grain, mole-skins, tobacco, and Indian
rupees. Caravans go frequently from China to
Yarkand, and other parts of Chinese Turkestan,
with tea and various manufactures, and bring
back cattle and raw silk. The overland trade
with Burma is extensive ; Bhamo, in the Burmese
dominion, is its principal seat, where a large an-
nual mart is held for many months during the
year. The trade with Eussia is wholly conducted
at Kiachta (which see), on the Mongolian frontier,
where Chinese raw and manufactured silks, por-
celain, rhubarb, sugar-candy, musk, and tea, are
exchanged for furs, sheep & lamb skins, & woollen
goods. From Leao-tong, on the N. frontier of the
prov. Chi-li, wheat, cotton, & drugs are received
in return for coarse manufactured goods. The
maritime trade is by far the most important. From
70 to 80 junks, and from 40 to 60 foreign vessels,

averaging 600 tons each, owned by the king, leave
Siam in the summer with rice, sugar, japan wood,
betel-nut, zinc, ivory, gamboge, and take back
flour, pease, cured mutton, and other provisions.

Gold, ebony, tin, edible birds' nests, shark fins,

sea-slug, pepper, and various condiments, are
imported from the archipelago. The total mari-
time export and import trade of China with Euro-
pean nations (Russia excepted), and with the
United States, in 1862, has been estimated at up-
wards of 48 millions sterling, of which Shanghai
alone contributes 37,531,3891 Among the exports
to Great Britain in 1863 from June to December,
was 35,067,000 lbs. of raw cotton ; the imports of
silver specie from thence in that year 2,628,389^.,

& of British produce and manufactures 3,886,389^*

The finances of the empire are believed to be in
an unsatisfactory condition, although the revenue
is officially stated to amount to 191,804,139 taels,

or about 63,934,173?. annually. The opium ex-
ported from India to China in 1861, amounted in
value to 9,428, 887i. ; this is the principal import
into China, the trade being now (1864) legalized*

The emperor is of the Manchoo dynasty, who
conquered the country in the 17th century ; and
the chief posts in the great ofiices of state are held
by Manchoo Tartars. The present emperor is a
minor, ruling through his uncle as Prince Regent.
The government is despotic, and is conducted
under the emperor by an " inner" or privy coun-
cil, a general council ; the six supreme boards of

civil office, revenue, rites, war, punishment, and
public works ; a censorate, high courts of memo-
rials and appeals, and the imperial college which
regulates every thing relating to literature and
science. The last is a most important engine
of Chinese polity, literary acquirements being a
chief step to advancement in the public service,

and schools being universal. The code of laws
is reckoned good, and the administration of those
on the whole mild ; but the slavish subjection in
which the administrators are held, and a system
of organized espionage on the functionaries, leads
to deceit and bribery throughout all the ofiices of
government. There are 18 provinces, each sub-
divided into what we may call departments, ar-
rondissements, and districts, orfoo, ting, choo, and
keen, which titles are respectively afiixed to the
names of their capital cities and towns. The
metropolitan province Chi-li, for instance, which
is about as large as England and Wales, consists
of 11 foo, 3 ting, 17 choo, and 174 heen districts,

all under special governors ; besides which officers,

a tsungtuh or governor-general has usually autho-
rity over two or more provinces. The standing
military force consists of four national divisions
—the Manchoos in 678 companies of 100men each;
the Mongols in 211 companies, and 106,000
Chinese, all cavalry; and 500,000 native infantry,

besides 125,000 irregular troops or militia—in all

829,900 men. Besides these, many troops are
stationed in the provinces of Mongolia, Turkestan,
Tibet, where the government is military ; and in
all considerable cities of the N. provinces, there
is a garrison of Tartar troops. Since the termi-
nation of the contest with the English and French,
the allies have aided the government in forming
regiments of disciplined troops after the European
model with great success. At the Taku forts
British sergeants drilled a select number of Tar-
tar soldiers, who have formed the nucleus of a
disciplined army at Peking. An Anglo-Chinese
force, 5000 strong, aided in suppressing the Tai-
ping rebeDion round Shanghai, and a Franco-
Chinese contingent, 3000 strong, protects the
treaty port of Ningpo. In physical character
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the Chinese rank under the Mongolian family of

man ; the harsher features of this family being
considerably softened. The head and face are

square-formed or angular—the nose flat, lips

thick, and eyes small, with oblique eyelids, and
cheek-bones prominent. Colour of skin lemon yel-

low, hair black, beard scanty. While young, both
males and females are good-looking, but after 20
the features gradually assume a harsh appear-
ance. The practice of retarding the growth of

the foot in females (which does not extend to the
labouring classes) renders them lame, and com-
paratively incapable of active exertion. The
Chinese intellect is shrewd, and takes a common
sense view of things : not apt to be imaginative or

speculative. The disposition is mild and peaceful,

but deceitful ; filial affection and parental rever-
ence are cultivated, but deliberate infanticide,

practised on motives of expediency, shows a low
state of moral feeling. At a very remote period,

the natives appear to have advanced to a consider-
able state of civilisation ; and to the practice of the
arts of domestic life, especially the arts of print-

ing, the invention of the mariner's compass, and
the manufactui'e of silk and porcelain ; but here
they have paused, and their government and in-

stitutions tend not to the further progress of im-
provement. The language is monosyllabic, and
their letters express words and ideas, formed
upon a hieroglyphic basis, the roots or original

characters amounting to 214. The fine arts have
made no great progress ; and though education in

reading and writing is common, yet they have no
pretensions to learning or science. The supersti-

tion of Confucius is that adopted by the court and
upper classes, & consists in a refined deism, with a
great reverence for ancestors, and for the moral
precepts of Confucius. Buddhism is the religion

of the great mass of the people in China Proper,
Manchooiia, Mongolia, & Tibet, which last coun-
try is its headquarters, being the seat of its most
sacred Llamas. The Taou belief is that next in

importance, as respects the number of its votaries.

Mohammedans are said to be numerous, espe-
cially in the prov. Shen-si ; and in Chinese Tur-
kestan they form the majority of the population.

Eoman Catholics and Jews form a comparatively
insignificant proportion of the pop. ; of the former
there are estimated to be 320,000, and other Chris-
tian sects considerably less. The political in-

fluence of China extends considerably beyond
the ten-itorial limits of her empire ; and it is cus-
tomary for embassies to be sent at stated times,

generally from two to five years, from many sur-

rounding countries, with presents to the emperor

;

other presents of at least an equal value being
given back in return. The Chinese court affects

to consider the complimentary gifts from foreign

btates as so much tribute, and in this sense they
enumerate Anam, Siam, Burmah, the Laos, Soo-
loo, the Netherlands, and even Great Britain, as
tributary nations. The rule, however, of the pre-
sent Tartar dynasty, even in the heart of its own
dominions, is held by a very uncertain tenure

;

the Meaou-tsze tribes in the S.W. provs. of China,
and supposed to be their original inhabitants, have
repeatedly risen in rebellion ; secret societies, the
principal of which is called "the Triad," and
which has for its object the restoration of a native
dj-nasty, are rapidly extending. The native
records of China extend as far back as b.c. 2204

;

and however fabulous their early portion may be
considered, there is no doubt that China is the
oldest existing dominion on the globe. Some
scattered notices of this empire appear in the
works of middle-age travellers ; but Marco Polo

was the first among the moderns to give a de-
tailed account of the country. The commencement
of direct European commerce with China dates
only since the discovery of the passage round the

Cape of Good Hope. The first attempt of the
English to open a trade with China was made in

1637,whenfourmerchant vessels arrived at Macao;
but through the intrigues of the Portuguese there

established, the enterprise failed. Afterwards the
East India Company carried on some small traffic

at the different maritime ports, and chiefly at Can-
ton. In 1792 Lord Macartney's embassy attempted
to put the trade on a more liberal basis, but with
little success. In 1816 Lord Amherst's mission,

for a similar purpose, also failed of success,though
the English trade continued pretty quiet and
steady for the next 20 years. In 1834 the exclu-
sive trade of the East India Company with China
terminated, and the country was thrown open to

general traders. Still the trade with foreigners

was refused to be recognised by the government
of Peking ; and numerous petty annoyances were
continuaDy occuiTing, till at last, in 1839, the

Chinese government forcibly obliged the English
merchants at Canton to deliver up 20,283 chests

of opium, which having been destroyed, and com-
pensation refused, war was declared by England,
and the coasts of China were blockaded by a Bri-

tish naval force, amounting in 1842 to 37 shi^
mounting 784 guns, and manned by 7069 men.
After a series of successes, a peace was concluded
at Nanking, August 29, 1842, by which European
merchants and a British consul were allowed to

reside at the ports of Canton, Amoy, Fou-chow,
Ning-po, and Shang-hai ; the island of Hong-
Kong was ceded to the English in perpetuity, and
6,000,000 dols. were agreed to be paid by seven in-

stalments, as indemnity for the opium destroyed;

3,000,000 dols. as the amount of debts due by in-

solvent Hong merchants ; and 12,000,000 as in-

demnity for the expenses of the war. In 1847, and
again in 1856, fresh outrages led to the capture of

tlie Bogue forts, the bombardment of Canton, and
the destruction of junks. On the 26th May 1858,

a treaty was entered into at Tien-tsin, between
Great Britain, France, & China, by which foreign

ministers are now resident at the court of Peking,

missionaries are to be protected, freedom granted
to Christians to exercise their religion, travellers

with passports are allowed to go into the interior,

new ports are opened, and the free navigation of

the Yang-tse-kiang is declared, with customs
under foreign management at all the treaty polls.

On 2lBt August 1860, the. Taku Forts, at the

mouth of the Pei-hoe, were held by the Bri-

tish and French, and on the 13th October
Peking was taken. Since the treaty of Shang-
hai and Ningpo foreign commerce has flourished,

and the industrious inhabitants are protected.

The fastest voyage by a sailing vessel was from
Hong-Kong to London in 83 days in the spring
of 1867,
China Sea (properly Chinese Sea) is th.at por-

tion of the Pacific Ocean which extends between

China and Siam on the W., the Philippine isls.

on the E., Borneo on the S., and the island of For-

mosa on the N. It fonns the great Gulfs of Siam
and Tonquin. Chief affluents: the Meinam,

Cambodia, and Canton rivers. Chief ports : Can-

ton, Manilla, and Singapore.

China, a township, U.S., North America, Maine,

21 m. E.N.E. Augusta. P. 2769.—II. a town-

ship. New York, 244 m. W. Albany. P. 1961.

Chinachin, a town of Nepaul, on an affluent of

the Goggra, 250 m. "W.N.W. Khatmandoo. It

lias Hindoo temples, and a ti'ade in metals.

I
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Chixasdeg.v, a tovni of Central America, Ni-

caragua, in the plain and 20 m. N.W. the city of

Leon. P. 16,000.

Chincha, a small seaport town of North Pgni,

dep. and 115 m. S.S.E. Lima.

—

The Chincha

Islands, in lat. 13° 38' S., Ion. 76° 28' W., yield

large quantities of guano.

Chinchilla, a city of Spain, pror. and 9 m.

S.E. Albacete. P. 12,609. Manuf. cloths.

Chinchon, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 m.
S.S.E. Madrid, between the Tagus and the Ta-
juna. P. 6392. It has mineral springs and baths.

Chin-CHOO or Tsinenchax, a maritime district

of China, between lat. 23° and 26=' N., Ion. 116° and
119° E., comprising parts of the provs. Fokien and
Quangtong, and inhabited by a hardy and in-

dustrious people, who man most part of the im-

perial and commercial navy, and are particularly

able as fishermen, traders, and agi'iculturists.

Soil mostly sterile; sugar and sweet potatoes,

raised by much labour, are the only exports. This
circumstance continually causes large numbers of

the pop. to emigiate.—II. a city, prov. Hoo-nan,
cap. dep., 80 m. S.S.E. Kai-fung.—III. a city,

prov. Hoo-nan, cap. dep., on the Yuen-kiang, 110

m. W.S.W. the great lake Tong-ting.
Chlnchokuo (El), a reef off the E. coast of

Yucatan, Central America, 110 m. S. Cozumel isl.

Length N. to S., 23 m.
;
greatest breadth 9 miles.

Chindwaua, a town of India, Berar dom., 82

m. S. Saugor, and 70 ra. N. Nagpore, in lat. 22° 4'

N., Ion. 78° 54' E., 2100 feet abi)ve the sea, in the

Sautpoora hills. It is situated on a table-land, hav-
ing an open space on the summit of A\ m. in cir-

cumference. On account of the salubrity of the

chmate it is a resort of invalids for the recovery

of health, and has a bazaar and military barracks.

Chine (La), a vill. of British North America,
Lower Canada, on the isl. and 70 m. above the

city of Montreal. It is the centre of all the com-
merce between Upper and Lower Canada. There
is a canal from this point to Montreal, to avoid
the rapids of St Louis.
Ching, a prefixed name of numerous cities of

China, the principal being—I. (Kiang), prov.
and 35 ra. S.E. Yun-nan, cap. dep., on the bank
of a lake.—II. {Ching-te or Jehoy, prov. Chi-li,

cap. dep., 110 m. N.N.E. Peking, beyond the great
wall of China. Near it is an imperial palace, the
summer residence of the emperor.—III. {Ting\
prov. Chi-li, cap. dep., 155 m. S.S.W. Peking.

—

IV. {Ton), cap. prov. Se-chuen. Lat. 30° 40' N.

;

Ion. 104° E. It is populous, adorned with fine

edifices, intersected by canals, and the seat of an
extensive commerce. It was formerly an imperial
residence, but was ruined by the Tartars in 1646.

Ching-kinq, a prov. of China. [Leaotono.J
Chingford, a pa. of England, co. Essex, on the

Lea, 9i m. N.N.E. St Paul's, London. Ac. 2766.
P. 1174.

Chinglepdt or Chkngalpatt, a town of
British India, presid. and 37 m. S.S.W. Madras,
near the Palar river. It is cap. collectorate of
same name, formerly a place of strength and still

surrounded by a rampart. The fort is at its N.E.
extremity. Its manuf. of pottery has been re-
moved to Madras.

Chin-hae, a maritime city of China, prov.
Che-kiang, at the mouth of the Yung-kiang river,

12 m. N.E. Ning-po. Lat. 29° 54' N. ; Ion. 121°
62' E. It stands on a tongue of land, at the foot
of a hill abruptly rising from the sea, & cro\vned
by a citadel. Town enclosed by castellated walls
nearly 3 m. in circ, and connected with a stone
embankment, extending several miles along the
cx)ast. The suburbs and the opposite bank of

the river wei'o also found defended by batteries

in the last war, and 157 pieces of ainnon wero
taken bj' the British at the capture of Chin-hae,
Oct. 10, 1841.—II. a town, Corea, on its S. coast,

at the mouth of the Hau-kiang river.

Chini or Chinee, a large vill. of Scinde, 30 m.
N.W. Sehwan, and at an altitude of 10,000 feet.

CuiNi, a vill. of British India, dist. Koonawur,
near rt. b. of the Sutluj, in lat. 31° 31' N. ; Ion.
78° 19' E. The vicinity is well watered by nume-
rous rills which run down the side of a mountain
and flow into the Sutluj. Vines of excellent
quality, and in great quantity, are here cultivated.

Dried grapes fomi a favourite food of the people.
The vill. is 8770 feet in elevation above the sea.

Chinian (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Herault, cap. cant., 48 m. W.S.W. Montpel-
lier. P. 4339. Manufs. of cloth.

CiiiNiNi or Ciuneane, a town of the Punjab^ on
the Taui river, 110 m. N.E. Lahore.

Chin-kiang-foo, a maritime city of China,
prov. Kiang-su, on the Yang-tze-kiang river, 48
m. E.N.E. Nanking Formerly an important
fortified city, the key of central China, with
400,000 inhabitants, but in ruins, and deserted
since the Taiping rebellion. A branch of the
Great Canal reaches its W. suburbs, rendering it

a good position for tnide. This is an open port
under the Tien-tsiu treatj', which also grants to

the British a concession of land not yet occupied.
On SUver Island is the British vice-consulate.

Afloat on the river several merchants conduct
trade on board ships. It is one of the finest sites

for a city in China. The principal curiosity here
is a pagoda of cast iron, 30 feet high, and con •

joctured to bo at least 1200 years old. This city

was taken by the British, July 21, 1842.

Chinley, a chplrv. of Engl., co. Derby, pa. Glos-
sop, 2J m. W.N. W.'Chapel-in-le-Frith. P. 1229.

Chinnock, three pas. of England, co. Somerset.
—I. {EastX 4 m. S.W. Yeovil. Ac. 1320. P.
552.—II. (MiddleX 3} m. N.E. Crewkerne. Ac.
471. P. 2o8.—III. ( IVesty, adjoins the last named
pa. Ac. 642. P. 643.

CiiiNNOK, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4^ m.
S.E. Thame. Ac. 2687. P. 1296.

Chinon, a comm. and town of France, dep. In-
dre-et-Loire, cap. arr., on the Vienne, 25 m.
S.W. Tours. P. 6905. Rabelais was born here in

1483.

Chinoxdega, two contiguous towns of Central
America, state Nicaragua.

—

New Chinondega, 9
in. N. Kealejo, and a depot for the trade of that
port with the interior. P. from 8000 to 10,000.

It stands in a fertile plain ; houses straggling, and
many enclosed by gardens and plantations.

—

Old
Chinondega has from 3000 to 4000 inhabitants.

Chinkaipatam, a town of British India, My-
sore dom., 38 m. N.W. Seringapatam. Has a
stone fort and a temple.

0hin,sura, a town of British India, on rt. b. of
the Hoogly, presid. Bengal, 20 m. N. Calcutta.
The town is large, and the healthiest in the lower
prov. of Bengal. It has barracks, a large military
hospital, and a government educational establish-
ment called Hoogly College. In the vicinity tlie

British defeated the Dutch in 1759. In 1824 it

was ceded to theBritish by the Dutch, in exchange
for the British possessions on the island Sumatra.

Chiny, a town of Belgium, Luxemburg, 8 m.
S.S.W. Neufchateau. P. 1084.
Chin-Yang, a city, Chinese emp. [Moukden.]
Chic or Kuio, an isl., Asiat. Turkey. [Scio.J
CiiiOBBE, a town of China, prov. Fo-kien, l.-)

m. S.W. Amoy, in lat. 24° 35' N. ; Ion. 177° 15'

E. On the Nan-Kian river, an affluent of the
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Lonangf. It has considerable commerce in coarse

china-ware made in its environs. P. 300,000.

CIiiioGOiA, Fossa Cfndia, a fortified seaport
town, N. Italy, gov. and 15 m. S. Venice, cap. dist.,

on an island in the S. of the Venetian lagoon. P.

(1857) 26,667. It is 2 m. in circumference, founded
on piles, and connected with the mainland by a
Btone bridge. It has a cathedral, and a harbour
protected by two forts and several batteries : high
schools, salt works, yards for ship-building,

fisheries, & a trade with the interior, by the Brenta,
Adige, Po, and various canals. It is celebrated for

the beauty of its women, and for its fishermen. It

was formerly the seat of an independent republic
Chiomonte, a town of North Italy, prov.

Turin, circ. Susa. P. 1849.

Chions, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, prov.
Udine, dist Vito. P. 2370.

Chiosi, two towns of North Italy, prov. Milan.
—I. (di Porta Cremona), circ. Lodi. P. 1801.

—

II. (di Porta JRegaky, circ LodL P. 2365.
Chipicani, a mountain, Bolivia. [Tacoba.]
Chipiona, a market town of Spain, prov. and

22 m. N.N.W. Cadiz, at the mouth of the Gua-
dalquivir. P. 1731.

Chippenham, a pari. & municipal bor., town &
pa. of England, co. Wilts, on the Avon, and on the
G.-W. Railway, 22 m. E. Bristol. Ac. of pa. 9100.
Alt. 152 feet P. 5396; do. of pari. bor. 7075. It

hasachurch, aunionworkhouse, andliteraryinsti-

tute. Its manufactures of silk and woollen have
declined, but the retail trade Js thriving, and the
markets are large. The bor. sends 2members to H.
of 0. Reg. elects. 375.—II. apa., England, ca Cam-
bridge, 41 m. N.N.E. Newmarket Ac. 4205. P. 796.
Chippewa, a co., U. S., N. America, in N. part

of Michigan. Area 2376 sq. m. P. 1603.—II. a
river, Wisconsin ; after a S.W. course of 160 m.
it joins the Mississippi below Lake Pepin.—III. a
township, Ohio, 92 m. N.E. Columbus. P. 2637.
Chippeway, a vill. of Canada W., dist Lincoln,

at the confl. of the Welland Canal with the
Niagara, 2^ m. above the Falls of Niagara.—II. a
CO., Wisconsin, U. S., North America. P. 1895.
CuiPPEWAYAN FoBT, British North America,

is a commercial post in the Chippeway territory,

at the W. end of Lake Athabasca.
Chippewayak Mountains, a great central

American range, including the Rocky mountains.
Chipping, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster, 8

m. E. Garstang. Ac. 8756. P. 1483.

Chipping-Norton, Ongar, & SoDBL'RY, towns
of England, which see under respective words.
Chipping-Warden, a pa. of England, co. Nor-

thampton, 6 m. N.N.E. Banbury. Ac. 1987. P. 489.

Chipstable, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

2} m. S.W. Wiveliscomb. Ac. 2252. P. 361.
Chipstead, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 2^

m. N.E. Gatton. Ac. 2333. P. 641.

Chiquimula (de la Sierra), a town of Central
America, state and 85 m. E.N.E. Guatemala, cap.

dep. P. 6000. It is a place of active trade.

Chiqcitos, a territory of Bolivia, dep. Santa
Cruz, between lat. 15° and 17° S. Surface level,

and intersected by many rivers.

Chirac, a comm. & tovm of France, dep. Lozfere,

on 1. b. of the Rioulone, 11 m. W. Mende. P. 1793.
Chirbdry or Cherbury, a pa. of Engl., co. Sa-

lop, 2i m. N.E. Montgomery. Ac. 11,041. P. 1638.
Chirens, a comra. and town of France, dep.

Isfere, 18 m. N.N.W. Grenoble. P. 1711.
Chirgong or Ciutrgaon, a town of India, Bun-

delcund, 124 m. N.E. Goonah. Food and water
abundant. Revenue of district from 40,000 to

60,000 rupees, subject to an annual payment of
7500 rupees to Jhansi United to Britain in 1841.

CuiRico (San), two market towns of South
Italy, prov. Basilicata.—I. (jVwot'o), on a hill, 5
m. N.W. Tricarico. P. 2282, mostly of Albanian
descent.—II. (Rapard), cap. circ, 22 m. S.E.
Marisco-Nuovo. P. 3050.

Chiriqui, a prov., river, lagoon, and archi-

pelago of Central America, state Costa Rica.

The river, after a N. course, enters the lagoon,

which is separated from the Caribbean Sea by
the Chiriqui archipelago. Lat. 90° N. ; Ion. 82**

30' E. The Chiriqui lagoon is a spacious bay
with three entrances, and capable of containing
ships of the largest class. It extends along the

coast about 90 m^ and 40 to 60 m. inland. The
prov. of Chiriqui had, in 1856, a pop. of 17,279, of

whom 2400 were whites. The volcano Chiriqui is

in the W. of the department.
Chirk, a pa. of North Wales, co. Denbigh, on

the EUesmere Canal, 4i m. S. Rhiwabon. Ac.
4635. P. 1630. The vill. is large. N. of it the
Dee is crossed by an aqueduct for the canal.

Chirkareb:, a town of India, cap. a small native

state same name, 41 m. S.W. Banda. Is situated

in a valley at the base of a hill, on top of which is a
fort. Below the town is a lake stocked with fish.

Chirnside, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 8 m. N.W.
Berwick. Ac. 6594. P. 1502.—Includes vill. P.

901. Chirnside hill is in the Lammermoor range.

Chirouico, a vill. of Switzerland, cant Ticino^

in Val Levantine. P. 781.

Chirra Poonyee or Cherbapongi, a town of

Eastern India, on a table land surroimded by the
Cossya hills, 4118 feet above the sea, in lat 26°

14' N.; Ion. 91° 45' E. Highest mean max. temjp.

73°-83 in May ; lowest mean min. 60°-l Fahr. m
Feb. Moisture excessive during six months of the
j'ear. Recorded rain-fall for one year (1859-60)
615*26 inches ; of this amount nearly 21 feet fell in

the month of June. It is the headquarters of the
Sylhet light infantry. Climate cold, but invigorat-
ing. The native troops and European residents

very healthy if well sheltered. Iron & coal abound
Chirripo, a volcano and river of Central Ame-

rica, state Costa Rica. The former is about 20
m. N.E. Cartago ; and from its N. flank the river

flows to join the BarbUla, & form the Matina river.

Chirton, a township of England, co. Northum-
berland, pa. Tynemouth, on the Tyne, 1 m.
W.S.W. North Shields. P. 5544.

Chisago, a co. of U. S., North America, Min-
nesota. P. 1743.

Chiselbokough, a pa. of England, co. Somer-
set, 5 m. W. Yeovil. Ac. 790. P. 419.

Chisei-hamptox, a pa. of England, co. and 7J
m. S.E. Oxford. Ac. 1210. P. 133.

Chiselhurst, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 11

m. S.E. London. Ac. 2738. P. 2287.

Chishall, two contiguous pas. of England, co,

Essex.—I. {Great), 1\ m. W.N.W. Saffron-WaT-
den. Ac. 1410. P. 473.— II. {Little), 8 m. W.
Saffron-Walden. Ac. 1420. P. 110.

Chisledon, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 3 m.
S.S.E. Swindon. Ac. 4760. P. 1206.

Chislet, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6^ m.
N.E. Canterbury. Ac. 6835. P. 1072.

Chiswell Isi^NDS, a group of barren islands

near the S. coast of Russian America, in lat. 69°

30' N. ; Ion. 149° 2' W.
Chiswick, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, on

the Thames, 7^ m. W.S.W. St Paul'.s, London.
Ac. 1311. P. 6605. In Chiswick-house both

Fox and Canning died. The gardens of the

horticultural society are in this parish.

Chithvrst, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.

W.N.W. Midhurst. Ac. 1047. P. 215.

Chiti, Citium, a marit. vill. of the isl. of Cypni^
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cm its S. coast, near Cape CLiti, aud 3 m. S.W.
Lamica. It Las various remains of antiquity.

Chi-tsiex, a city of China, prov. Kwi-chow,
cap. dep., and 430 m. N.W. Canton.
Chittae, one of the Laccadive islands, Indian

Ocean, 165 m. S.W. Mangalore.
Ghittagong, a dist., British India, presid. Ben-

gal, beyond the Brahmapootra river, between
lat. 20° 45' and 23° 25' N. ; Ion. 91° 32' and 93° E.

Length N. to S. 185 m., greatest breadth 100 m. It

bas N. Tipperah, E. IBurma, S. Aracan, and W.
the Bay of Bengal. Estimated area 2717 sq. m. P.

1,000,000. Surface flat on the coast ; mountainous
in the interior, the highest point being 8000 feet

above the level of the sea. Climate moist, the

tainy season being greatly protracted. Soil fer-

tile, but much of it covered with forests. Eice,

sugar-cane, betelnut, tobacco, hemp, oats, and
mustara are raised. Chittagong was ceded to

the British in 1760.

Chittagong or Islamabad, a town of British

India, cap. dist. of same name, at the N.E. ex-
tremity of the Bay of Bengal, in lat. 22° 20' N.

;

Ion. 91° 64' E. It is unhealthy, fogs prevailing
during the winter & rainy season, causing asthma
and ague, and it has declined much of late years.
Chitteldroog or Chitradueg, a town and

fortress of South India, dom. Mysore, 128 m. N.
Seringapatam. The fort, garrisoned by British
troops, is one of the strongest in South India ; the
town, at its base, is enclosed by walls, and has a
.•spacious main street.

Chittenden, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in N.W. part of Vermont. Area 500 sq". m. P.
29,036.—II. A township, Eutland co., same state.

Chittkkne or Chilterne, two contiguous pas.
of England, co. Wilts.—I. {All Saints'), 6 m.
TJS.K Heytesbury, Ac. 4476. P. 509.—II. (St
Mary). Ac. 1198. P. 201.

Ghittlehampton, a pa., England, co. Devon, 5
m. W. South-Molton. Ac. 8720. P. 1660.
Chittor or ChittiJe, a town and fortress of

British India, dist. of North Arcot, presid. and 80
m. W. Madras, on the south bank of the Puni
river, 1100 feet above the sea. The annual range
of the thermometer in the shade is from 50° to
100°, and it sometimes rises to 140° Fahr. when
exposed to the heat of the s\m. It is the seat of
a judicial establishment. The native town is ill

drained and unhealthy. The fort has five tanks
and various temples.
Chittor or Chittorgurh, a town of India,

territory of Oodeypoor, or Mewar, 270 m. S.W.
Agra, in lat. 24° 52' N. ; Ion. 74° 41' E. The town
stands on the Biruch or Beris river, here crossed
by a bridge of nine arches. The fortress is built
on an isolated rock 3J m. in greatest length, and
from 300 to 400 feet in height. The base of the
hill is covered with jungle, and infested with
tigers. Within the fortress are various ancient
temples and water tanks.
Chiuduno, a town of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Bergamo. P. 1557.
Ohiuro, a vill. of North Italv, prov. and 7 m. E.

Sondrio, on rt. b. of the Adda.' P. 1545.
Chiusa (La), a town of North Italy, prov. and

8 m. S.E. Cuneo, on 1. b. of the Pesio. P. 6919.
Manufs. of silk fabrics and glass wares. Chief
product, chestnuts.—II. a vill., 18 m. W.N.W.
lunn, on the DoraEiparia. P. 970.—III. a town
of Sicily, prov. and 30 m. S.S.W. Palermo. P.
6840.—IV. a defile of Northern Italy, prov. and

a!;™'
^•^' Verona, through which pass the

Adige river, and one of the great routes between
Italy and the Tirol.
OmisA, a town of the Tirol. [Klauskn.]

Cinus^VNO, a market town of South Italy, prov.
Avellino, dist. and 6 m. E.N.E. Avellino. P. 2401.

CiiiusDiNO, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Siena. P. 3566.

Chiusi (Cltisium Novum), a city of Central Italy,

prov. and 37 m. S.E. Siena. P. 4306. It has an
interesting museum of Etruscan antiquities, with
a cathedral and convents. The Lake of Chiusi, 1
ra. E., is 4 m. in length N. to S., by 1 m. in
breadth, and traversed by the river Tuscan-
Chiana. Its banks are marshy,

Chiusi, a town of Central Italy, prov. and circ.

Arezzo. P. 2279.
Chivi, a town of Spain, prov. and 18 m. W.

Valencia. P. 2983.
Chivasso, a city of North Italy, prov. and 15

m. N.E. Turin, cap. mand., in a fertile plain, on 1.

b. of the Po. P. 8593. The city is enclosed by
a wall. It was stormed and taken by the French,
October 18, 1804. Here are the remains of the
palace of the Marquis of Montferrat. It is cele-
brated for its lampreys.
Chivelstone, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5

m. S.S.E. Kingsbridge. Ac. 2806. P. 523.

Chklov or SCHKLOV, a town of Eussia, gov.
and 25 m. N.N.W. Moghliev, on rt. b. of the
Dnieper. P. 2500.

Chlumetz, a town of Bohemia, circ. BidsclT^iv.

on the ZydUna, 46 m. E.N.E. Prague. P. 3174.
Manufs. of cotton goods. Near it the Austrians
were defeated by the Prussians, July 3, 1866.

Chobando or Sebando, a town of Tibet, 230
m. E.N.E. Lassa, in lat. 30° 17' N. ; Ion. 95° 40' E.

Cho.4, a state of Abyssinia. [Shoa.]
Chobham, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, on the

Mole, 8 m. N. Guildford. Ac. 11,536. P. 2098.
Near it is a fish-pond covering 150 acres.

Chocholna, a vill. of Hungary, co. & 38 m. N.E.
Trentcsin, on the Waag, with mineral springs.

Choco Bay, Granadian Confederation, in South
America, is in lat. 3° 30' N., Ion. 77° 30' W.
Choctaw, two cos. of the U. S., North America.

—I. in centre of Mississippi. Area 990 sq. m.
P. (1860) 11,625 free, 4197 slaves. Soil fertile.

Products, Indian com and cotton.—II. in the W.
part of Alabama, bordering the Mississippi Area
800 sq. m. P. 6783 free, 7094 slaves. Products:
cotton, oats, and sweet potatoes.

Chocznia, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, circ. and
dist. Wadowice. P. 2003.

Chodenschloss, a vill. and castle of Austria,

Bohemia, circ. Pilsen, dist. Taus. P. 2017.

Paper-mills.

Chodonow, a market town of Austria, Galitz,

circ. and dist Brzezany. P. 1763.

Chodziesen, a town of Prussia, prov. Posen,
reg. and 47 m. W.S.W. Bromberg. P. 3350, en-
gaged in woollen-weaving.
Chogdah, a town of British India, presid. and

prov. Bengal, dist. Nuddea, on the Hooghly river,

37 m. N. Calcutta.

Choiseul, a harbour of Madagascar, on the
E. coast of the island, in the Bay of Antongil.

—

II. an island in the South Pacific, one of the
Salomon group, in lat 7° 29' S. ; Ion. 157° 65' E.
Choisy-sur-Seine or Choisy le Eoi, a comm.

and town of France, dep., and on 1. b. of the
Seine, and on the Paris and Orleans Eailway, 6
m. S. Paris. P. 4648. Manufs. of glass wares,
porcelain, soap, marocco leather, and chemical
products.—II. (En-brie), dep. Seine-et-Marne,
arr. and 6 m. E.S.E. Coulommiers. P. 1330.

Choki^r, a vill. of Belgium, prov. and 6 ni.

S.W. Liege. P. 461. Extensive lime-works.
Cholderton, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 6 m.

E.N.E. Amesbury. Ac 1661. P. 191.
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Cholet or CHOi.UiT, a comm. & town of France, i

dep. Maine-et-Loire, on rt. b. of the Maine, aiT.

and 11 m. S.S.E. Beaupreau. P. 12,735. Manufs.
of fine woollen and mixed cloths (the Challies

deriving name from this town) ; cloth-markets,

and a trade in cattle.

Chollerton, a pa. of England, co. Northum-
berland, on the Tyne, 5 m. N. Hexham. Aa.
12,950. P. 1156.

CuoLMOJTDELY, a tnship., Engl., co. Chester, pa.

Malpas, 7 m. W. Nantwich. Ac. 2898. P. 306.

CiiOLOjow, a vOl. of Austria, Galicia, cii-c.

Toloezow, dist. Eadziechow. P. 2515.

Cholsey, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 2^ m.
S.W. Wallmgford. Ac. 4447. P. 1127.

Cholula, a decayed town, Mexico. [Puebla."]

Cholutoca, a dep. of Central America, Hon-
duras, with rich sUver mines. The isls. Tigre
(with the fi'ee port of Amapala) and Sacate
Grande are in this dep.

Chomerac, a comm. and town of France, cap.

cant., dep. Ard^che, arr. and 3^ m. S.E. Privas.

P. 2454. Manufactures of silk goods.
Chonda, a town of India, territory and 18 m.

N.W. the fort of Gwalior, in lat. 26° 27' N. ; Ion.

78° E. On 29th December 1843, the British forces

here routed the Mahj-attas, who abandoned their

gims and baggage.
Chonos Akchipei^\.go, an island group off the

W. coast of Patagonia, between lat. 44° and 46°

S. ; Ion. 74° and 75° W. Some of the islands are

large, but all, except a few outlying ones west-
ward, are bare, and very scantily inhabited.

Chookaneepar,v, a town of British India, dist.

Camroop, ia Assam, presid. Bengal, 34 m. S.E.

Goalpara.
Choo-keaxg, Chinese name for Canton river.

Chookoo, a town of Hindostan, Eajpootana,

dom. and 100 m. E.N.E Bicanere. Exclusive of

suburbs, it is about 1§ m. in circumference.

Chopek, a river of Eussia, flows S.S.W.
through the govs. Penza, Saratov, Voronej, and
the Don Cossack coimtiy, and joins the Don,
after a course estimated at 260 miles.

Chopeksk (Novo) (or New), a fortified town
of Russia, gov. and 118 m. E.S.E. Voronej.
Chopra, a town of British India, presid. Bom-

bay, dist. Candeish, near the Taptee, 150 m. E.

8urat. Lat 21° 14' N. ; Ion. 79° 14' E.

Choptauk Eiver, a river of U. S., N. America,
Delaware and Maryland, rises in Kent co., in the

first of these States, and flows S.W. into Mary-
land. Near the S. extremity of Talbot co. it en-

larges into an estuary, which communicates with
Chesapeake Bay. Length 100 miles.

Ohorassan, a prov. of Persia. [Persia.]

Chorges, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Hautes Alpes, cap. cant., 9 m. E. Gap. P. 1814.

Chorillos, a vill. and watering place of Peru,
dep. and 10 m. S. Lima, resorted to by the inha-
bitants of that city in summer.

Chorley, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Lancaster, on the Chor, near its confluence
with the Yarrow, and on the Leeds and Liverpool
Canal, 9 m. S.S.E. Preston, with which town and
with Bolton it communicates by rail. Ac. 3571.

P. 15,013. Alt. 300 ft. It has a parish and a
Gothic church, Eoman Catholic chapel, grammar
fichool, town-hall, and union workhouse, with
manufactures of cotton yarn, muslins, jaconets,
and fancy goods. In the vicinity are coal and
lead mines, slate and stone quarries.—II. a town-
ship, CO. Chester, pa. Wilmslow, 6 m. N.W. Mac-
clesfield. Ac. 1357. P. 1760.—III. a township,
in the same co., pa. Wrenburv, 5 m. W. Nant-
wich. Ac. 1381. P. 1C6.

CKORLTOX-ON-MEr.i.ocK, a township of Eng-
land, 00. Lancaster, pa. and 1 m. S. Manchester,
of which city it is a suburb. Ac. 700. P. 44,795.

—II. (with Eardyy a chapeli-y, 3| m. S.W. Man-
chester. Ac. 1265. P. 739.—III. three small
townships, Chester co., and a chapelry and town
ship, Stafford county.
Chorostkow, a town of Austrian Galicia,

m. S.S.E. Tarnapol, on the Teyna. P. 3197.

Chorrera, a town of South America, Graa^
adian Confederation, on the isthmus, and 15
W.S.W. Panama, near the head of the riva

Chorrera, which enters the Pacific Ocean 10 ]

W. Panama. P. 2500.

Chorum, a town of Asia Minor. [Tchoeum.1
Chorzele, a town of Poland, prov. Plock, IS

m. N. Przasnj'sz, on the frontiers of Prussia. P.
1700. Manufactures wooUens and leather.

Chota Nagpore or Nagporethe Less, ac
of British India, presid. Bengal, between lat.

!

28' and 23° 40' N. ; Ion. 83° 64' and 85° 56' Bf"
Bounded on the N. and E. by the British distai

Palamow, Eamgurh, Pachete, and Singliboom, ca
the S. by Singhboom and the Central Pi'ovinc

and on the W. by the native states of Odeip
and Sirgooja. Area 6308 sq. m. P. not i

tained. Surface undulating, but for the most part
a table-land with an elevation of 3000 feet aboTit

the sea. It is drained in the N.E. by the tribtt*

tai-ies of the Subunrika, which flow S.E. and faU
into the Bay of Bengal. • The hilly part of thft

district is covered with jungle and forests, whitA
yield valuable timber. Mean temp., winter, 32*

to 62° ; summer, 78° to 98°, Fahr. Soil fertilai

yielding wheat, barley, rice, pulse, cotton, aira

sugar. Coal and iron are found, but the absence
of good roads prevents them being worked ynSSk

profit. Serious disturbances broke out in thii

district in 1832.

Choteborek, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, wo.
Czaslaw, dist. Debrowna. P. 3906. :

Choieyla, a town of India, peninsida of Kat-
tywar, prov. Guzerat, 260 m. N.W. Bombay.
Chotieschac, a town of Bohemia, circ. and

10 m. S.W. Pilsen. P. 1016.
Chotusitz, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 2J m.

N. Czaslau. P. 1237.

Chotyn or Choczim (Euss. Khotlne), a strongly

fortified town of South Eussia, prov. Bessarabia,

on the Dniester, 20 m. S.W. Kamenietz. P. for-

merly amounting to 20,000, had (in 1855) di-

minished to 12,931 ; but the town is still an im-

portant military post. TUl the end of the 18th

century it was the northermost fort of the Otto-

man empire. The Eussians here defeated the

Turks in 1739.

Chotzex, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 19 m.
E. Chrudim, on the Stille-Adler, and on the rail-

way from Prague to Briinn. P. 2330.

Choubar, a seaport town of Beloochistan, S.

Asia, prov. Mekran, 130 m. S.W. Kedje.
Chouchuk, a town of the Punjab, on the Eavee,

62 m. S.W. Lahore.
Choulv, a town of Eussia in Europe, gov.

Vladimir, on the Teza river. P. 2000. It is

verj' ancient, and has 6 churches, and manuf. of

soap.

Choulesbury, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 4

m. N.N.W. Chesham. Ac. 176. P. 105.

Chourar, a petty dist. of India, belongs to the

Jarcegah Eajpoots, in the N.W. part of the prov.

Guzerat, between lat. 23° 35' and 23° 56' N. ; Ion.

70° 53' and 71° 11' E. Length 25 m. ; breadth

17 m. P. 2500. Country flat and open. Salt

abundant. Annual revenue 9000 rupees.

Choi'zk, a comm. and town of France, dep.
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Indre-ct-Loire, on the Loire, 7 m. N.W. Cliiuou.

r. 3410. Trade in com, wine, and fruits.

Chouzy, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire-et-Cher, with a station on the Orleans

RaOway, arr. and 6 m. S.W. Blois. P. 1442.

Chowan, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

N.E, part of N. Carolina. Area 218 sq. m. P.

3129 free, 3713 slaves. Surface level and pro-

ductive. Saw mills and ship-buUding.

Chowky Island. [Nicobau Islands.]

Chrast, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. and 6^ m. S.E.

Chrudira. P. 1663.

Chrishall, a pa. of England, co. Esse.x, 4J m.
N. Glavering. Ac. 2690. P. 643.

Christburg, a town of West Prussia, reg. and
23 m. N.E. Marienwerder, on the Sorge. P. 2650.

Manufactures of wooUens. Tanneries.
CnRisTCiiUKCH, a pari, and munic. bor., town,

and pa. of England, co. Hants, on the S.W. bor-

der of the New Forest, and at the confl. of the
Avon and Stour, about 1^ m. above their mouth
in Christchurch Bay (English Channel), near the

railway between Southampton and Dorchester,

20 m. S.W. Southampton. Ac. of pa. 24,985. P.

6123; do. of pari, bor, 9368. It has a union
workhouse, manufactures of watch-springs and
liosiery, and a salmon fishery. It sends one
jnember to House of Commons. Keg. elects. 413.

The phenomenon of a double tide every 12 hours
occurs in Christchurch Bay—Christchurch is the
name of several parishes in and around London.
Christchurch, a town of the South Island, New

Zealand, cap. prov. Canterbury, on its E. coast,
oinnected by railway with its port Lyttleton,
•200 m. N. Otago. P. (1861) 5000.
Christian, two cos. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica.—I. in S. part of Kentucky. Area 540 sq.

m. P. (1860) 11,686 free, 9951 slaves. Soil,

a fertile clay, producing wheat, maize, and
tobacco. Minerals are coal and iron.—II. in
centre of Illinois. Area 560 sq. m. P. (1860)
10,492. Yields wheat and oats. The Central
Eailway intersects the county.—II. a co., Mis-
souri. P. 5262 free, 2291 slaves.
Christiana, a township, U. S., North America,

Delaware, 6 ra. S.W. Wilmington. P. 3902.
Christiania, the cap. city of Norway, amt.

Aggershuus, at the head of Christiania fiord, in
lat. 59° 54' 1" N. ; Ion. 10° 45' E. P. (1866) 65,513.
Temperature of the year 41°-4, winter 23°, sum-
mer 59°-9, Fahr. It has a cathedral, a citadel, and
the arsenal of the kingdom, a royal residence,
military and lunatic hospitals, a town-hall, bank
and exchange, two theatres, a university, with a
library, various other public schools, museums,
and astronomical observatory, and a botanic gar-
den. Manufs. of woollen fabrics, tobacco, hard-
wares and paper, distilleries and breweries, and
a trade in deals and fish. Founded in 1624.
Chkistian-Malford, a pa, of Engl., co. Wilts.

5 m. N.N.E. Chippenham. Ac. 3104. P. 898.
Christianopel, a marit. town of Sweden, Iseu

and 20 m. E.N.E. Cariscrona, on Kalmar Sound.
Christians, an amt. or dist., Norway, occupy-

ing its centre, between lat. 60° and 62° N., and
Ion. 8° and 11° E., enclosed by the amts. Hedo-
mark, Drontheim, and Bergen, and traversed by
the Louzen river. Ac. 10,446. P. (1866) 124,968.
Christiansand, a fortified seaport town of

Norway, near its S. extremity, cap. stift of same
name, on a fiord of the Skager-rack, 157 m. S.W.
Christiania. Lat 58° 8' N. ; Ion. 8° 3' E. P. (1866)
10,876. Principal edifices, the citadel Frederick's-
holm, and a Gothic cathedral. Ship-building is
• arried on

; it has a secure harbour, and an ex-
port trade. It was taken by the English in 1807.

Christiansfeld, a town of Prussia, ducby
Schleswig, 7J m. N. Hadersleben. P. 70C.

Manufactures of linen and cotton fabrics. It io a

colony of Moravian Brothers, by whom it wao
founded in 1773.

—

Christiansx is a group of islets

in the Baltic, 13 m. N.E. Bomholm. P. 400
Lat. of lighthouse 65° 19' N. ; Ion. 15° 12' E.

Christianstad, a fortified town of S. Sweden,
cap. ten of same name, on the Helge, near the
Baltic, 265 m. S.W. Stockholm. P. (1865) 6422.

Manufs. gloves, linen and woollen fabrics.

Christianstad, a town of Prussia, prov.

Brandenburg, reg. Frankfurt, on the Bober,
opposite Naumberg. P. 960.

Christianstadt, a ten or dist. of Sweden, near
its S. extremity, mostly enclosed by Halmstad,
Wexio, Cariscrona, and Malmce. Area 2487 sq.

m. P. (1865) 222,235. Its centre is formed of

the fertile valley of the Helge. Chief products,

com, flax, hemp, and hops. Chief towns, Chris-
tianstad, Cimbrisham, and Engelholm.

GiiKisTiANSTED, a town of the island St Croix,
Danish West Indies, on the N.E. coast of the
island. P. (1855) 9521, of whom 1250 were slaves.

It is the seat of the governor-general of the
Danish West Indies, and has an excellent port,

defended by fort Christiansvarn, and a battery.

This is the chief entrepot of commerce with
Copenhagen. The town has a Danish and Eng-
lish church, and a Danish and English bank.

Christiansund, a seaport town of Norway, 85
m.W.S.W. Drontheim, amt. Eomsdal, on three isls.

in the Atlantic, which enclose its harbour. P.

(1845)3163. It has an active trade and fisheries.

Christina (Santa) Island. [Tahuata.]
Christinehamn, a town of Sweden, ten and 25

m. E.S.E. Carlstadt, on the Varn, \ m. from its

mouth in Lake Wener. P. 2733.

Christinestadt, a seaport town of Eussian
Finland, ten and 55 m. S. Wasa, on the Gulf of

Bothnia. P. 1500.

Christleton, a pa. of England, co. and 2i m.
E.S.E. Chester. Ac. 3191. P. 1006.
Christmas (Cataracts) are in the river Ber-

bice, British Guiana. Lat. 44° 41' 45" N. ; Ion.
57° 54' 10" W.

—

(Harbour), Kerguelen Land, In-
dian Ocean, in lat. 49° 20' S. ; Ion. 69° 24' E.—
(Island), Pacific. Lat. S.E. point, 1° 41' S. ; Ion.
157° 30' W. Was discovered by Cook, Dec. 24,

1777, and is about 60 m. in circuit.—II. an island,

Indian Ocean. Lat. 10° 31' S. ; Ion. 105° 34' E.—(Sound), near the S. extremity of America, 120
m. N.W. Cape Horn. Discovered in 1774.

Christon, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4
m. N.W. Axbridge. Ac. 571. P. 81.

Christophe (St), numerous comms. and vills.

of France ; the principal in dep. Indre-et-Loire,
18 m. N.N.W. Tours. P. 1234.

Christopher (St), or St Kitt's, one of the
British West India islands. Windward group.
Lat. (Fort-Smith) 17° 17' N. ; Ion. 62° 48' W., 46
m. W.N.W. Antigua. Length N.W. to S.E. 2(1

m., breadth 6 m. Area, with Angulla, 103 sq.m. P.

(1863) 24,440. The island is an irregular oblong,
traversed in the centre from N. to S. by a moun-
tain ridge of volcanic origin, in the middle of
which rises the craggy summit of Mount Misery,
4100 ft. above the sea, and overhanging the crater
of an extinct volcano ; from this central ridge the
land gradually and uniformly slopes to the sea,

every portion of it being rich fertile soil, & highly
cultivated, pasture and woodlands ascending al-

most to the mountain summits ; in the N.E. there
are several salt ponds, producing abundance of salt.

Soil composed of loam, clay, and volcanic ashes,

in some places with a depth of 75 feet, resting on
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pravel. Sulphur is found in the central range, &
indications of silver ore* Climate dry & healthy.

Mean ann. temp, ranges from 81° to 84° Fahr., but
the mornings & evenings are cooled by sea breezes.

The coldest month February, -vrarmest August.
Prevailing wnds N.E. and S.E. ; rains frequent;

annual rainfall 60 in. ; huiTicanes occur occasion-

ally, & a terrific & fatal one nearly destroyed the

island in 1722. The soil is particularly adapted
for sugar plantations. In 1861, 11,000 hhds. (a

great increase on former years) of sugar, with
3127 puncheons of molasses and 1240 puncheons
of rum, were exported to Great Britain. Total
value of imports (1861) 136,938Z., exports 158,224/.

The island is divided into 9 pas. Chief towns,
Basseterre the cap., which is defended by three

forts, & Sandy Point. Besides the parish churches,
there are Methodist congregations, and several

schools. Public rev. (1861)20,283/., expenditure
21,433/. The imperial expenditure for civil and
military purposes for 1860 was 2575/. This island

was discovered by Columbus in 1493, & was then
densely peopled by Caribs. In 1625, it was simul-
taneously taJten possession of by colonies of Eng-
lish and French, and divided into upper and lov.-er

portions. From that period it became the scene of

frequent contests between the two nations, till at

last it was finallj' ceded to the British in 1783.

Chkistoval (San), two towns of South Ame-
rica.—I. Venezuela, prov. and 96 m. S.S.W.
Merida, on an affluent of the Apure.—II. Gra-
nadian Confed., prov. Antioquia. Lat. 6° 16' N.
—The Lake of San ChristovaL, dep. and 12 m.
N.N.E. Mexico, is 10 m. in length by 6 m. in

breadth.
Christow, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4J- m.

N.N.W. Chudleigh. Ac. 3218. P. 941.

Chrudim, a town of Bohemia, cap. circ. of

same name, on the Chrudimka, an affluent of the
Elbe, 62 m. E.S.E. Prague. P. 5921.
Chrystox, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

Cadder, 7 m. E.N.E. Glasgow. P. 582.

Chrzaxow, a town of the late republic of Cra-
cow, on the Chechlo, 27 m. W.N.W. Cracow. P.
4568, mostly Jews. It has an active commerce.
Chu-Chow, a city of China, prov. Che-Kiang,

on a navigable river, 130 m. S. Hang-chow-foo.
CuucuiTO or Chuquito, a decayed town of

Bolivia, dep. & 12 m. S.E. Puno, on the W. shore
of Lake Titicaca. P. 5000 ; at the commencement
of the 18th century it was estimated at 300,000.
Chudleigh, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Devon, 9 m. S.S.W. Exeter. Ac. of pa. 6037.

P. 2108. The town is on an acclivity near the
Teign. The district is famous for cider orchards.

CHUE^'PEE, a fortified port of China, on an isl.

opposite Ty-cock-tow point, in the Canton river,

35 m- S.E. Canton. It was taken by the British
in 1841, when a Chinese squadron of war-junks
was also destroyed in Anson Bay, immediately N.

CHUI.XA, Crocota, an islet of the Indian Ocean,
6 m. N.W. Cape Monza, Beloochistan. It is a
conical rock, about 3 miles in circuit
Chulumani, a town of Bolivia, dep. and 60 m.

E.N.E. La Paz, on a head stream of the BenL
Chumbul, a river of India, rises in the Vind-

hyan mountains, lat. 22° 26' N. ; Ion. 75° 45' E.
2019 feet above the sea. Flowing N.E. 209 m.
from its source, it expands into a lake, the outlet
of which is at the other extremity, through a
deep narrow bed which the waters have formed
in the rock. The river then holds its N.E. course
for 541 m., and joins the Jumna 85 m. S.E. Agra.
It receives numerous tributaries.

CiiUMiE, a mountain range of South Africa,
C«pe Colony, between the parallels of 32* and
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33° S., in the meridian of 27° E.— II. a river)
flowing from the above mountains and from the

j

Katzberg S.S.E. to the Keiskamma.
Chumleigh, a market town and pa. of England,

]

CO. Devon, on the Dart, 21 m. N.W. Exeter. Ac]
8815. P. 1706.

Chumaioorea, a town of British India, dist.]

Camroop, presid. Bengal, 39 m. E. Qoalpara,
Chumpapooii, a town of British India, presid.^

Bengal, dist. Sarun, 21 m. N.E. Bettiah.

Chumulari, a mountain peak of the Eiinalayaa,:!

in lat. 27° 49' 41" N., Ion. 89° 18' 43" E. Height
23,944 feet above the sea.

Chunar or Chusargurh, a town of British

India, dist. Mirzapoor, N.W. provs., 16 m. S.W.
Benares. P. 11,05}<. It has an Episcopalian church
belonging to the Church Missionary Society, and
a Roman Catholic chapel. Altitude 280 ft. Meaa.
temp. 84° in Jan. to 120° Fahr. in June. Rain-fa"'

47 inches. The Ganges is navigable here at (

seasons for vessels of 60 tons, & is commanded by i

battery built on a rocky eminence. Within the for

tress is the governor's house, hospital, state prison,!

a Hindoo ancient palace, containing a well su

very deep in the rock, which has always water (

inferior quality, only used in cases of emei^encyj
The territory was ceded to the British in 1768.

Chun-khlno and Chan-khinq, two cities

China, prov. Se-chuen, caps, of deps. ; the forme
on a tributary of the Yang-tze-kiang, 115 m.
Ching-tou ; the latter on the Yang-tze-kiang, '

m. S.E. Chun-khing, with sugar factories.

Chun-ninq and Chun-te, two cities of China.

—I. prov. and 170 m. W. Yun-nan, cap. dep.

—

II. prov. Chi-li, cap. dep., 220 m. S.S.W. Pekin.
Chupra, a town of British India, presid. Ben-

gal, cap. dist. Sarun, on north b. of the Ganges, 34'

m. W.N.W. Patna. The British military and
civU station is isolated.

Chuquibamba, a town of South America, Pern,
dep. and 15 m. N.W. Arequipa. In the vicinity

is a mountain of the same name. Lat. 15° 60' S.

;

Ion. 72° 20' W. Elevation 21,000 feet.

Chuquisaca, a dep. of Bolivia, South AmeriOL
P. (1858) 223,668, comprising many Creoles, and
Quichua Indians. Cap. Sucre, in lat 19° 3' S.;

Ion. 64° 25' W. The dep. is watei-ed by the Ma-
mord and Pilcomayo. It producesthe sugar-cane
and tropical fruits, and has five silver mines in

operation. There are remains of magnificent edi-

fices of unknown origin.

Chuquisaca, Bolivia. [Sucre.]
Chuquito, a town of Peni. [Chucuito.]
Chur (Fr. Coire, anc. Curia hksetorum), the

cap. town of the Swiss cant. Grisons, in the val-

ley of the Upper Rhine. Lat 46° 50* N. ; Ion.V
35' E. Altitude 2003 feet. Mean temp, of year 49*,

winter 32°, summer 63°-7, Fahr. P. 6990. It has

a cathedral, a bishop's palace, Roman Catholic

seminary, Protestant cantonal school and library,

with manufs. of zinc wares, cutting tools, and an
active transit trade.

Church (States of). [Pontifical States.]
Churcham, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.

W.S.W. Gloucester. Ac. 4264. P. 1002.

Church, a prefixed name of numerous pas.,

etc., of England and Wales.—I. {Aston), a cha-

pelrj', CO. Salop, pa. Edgmund, IJ m. S. Newport
P. 574.—II. (Boumy, a pa., co. and 3J m. E. Glou-
cester. Ac 4076. P. 1119.—III. {Eaton), a pa.,

CO. Stafford, 6J m. E. Newport. Ac. 4204. P. 643.

—IV. (jGresley), a pa,, co. Derby, 4^ m. S.E. Bin-

ton-on-Trent Ac. 6700. P. 4416.—V. {HoMy-
boumy. a pa., co. Worcester, 5 m. E. Evesliain.

Ac. 1312. P. 144—VI. (Bulme), a chapelry, co.

Chester, pa. Sandbach, 4 m. E. Middlewich. Ao-

I^I
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«54. P. 1573.—VII. {Knowle), a pa., co. Dorset,

i m. S.W. Corfe-Castle. Ac. 2920. P. 611.—
VIII. (Langton), a pa., co. Leicester, 4 m. N. Mar-
ket- Harborough. Ac. 4280. P. 842.—IX. (Lawj-

tnn\ a pa., co. Chester, near Congleton. Ac. 1452.

j>_ 348.—X. (^Lench), a pa., co. Worcester, 6 m.
N.E. Pershore. Ac. 2523. P. 422.—XI. (OaHey),

a pa., CO. Hants, 4| m. W.S. W. Basingstoke. Ac.

1605. P. 278.—XII. (Orer), a pa., co. Warwick,
4 m. N.N.E. Rugby. Ac. 1440. P. 357.—XIII.
(Stantony, a pa., co. Devon, 9J m. N.N.E. Honiton.

Ac. 4980. P. 961.—XIV. {Stoke), a pa.. North
Wales, CO. and 3J m. N.W. Montgomery. Ac.

8787. P. 1369.—XV. {Stowe), a pa., co. Devon, 2

m. N.W. Kingsbridge. Ac. 1877. P. 376.—XVL
{Stretton), a pa. and market town, co. Salop. Ac.
] 0,716. P. 1695.—XVII. (Kork), a chapelry, co.

Lancaster, pa. Whalley, 4 m. E. Blackburn. Ac.

620. P. 1545.

Church Conistone, a chapelry of England, co.

Lancaster, pa. Ulverstone, at the S. extremity of

Conistone Water, 4 m. W. Hawkshead. Ac. 7210.

P. 1324.

—

Conistone Water is a lake 6J m. in length,

N. to S., by f m. in breadth, and having at its N.
extremity Conistone Fells, in which are slate

ijuames and copper mines.

Churchill, four pas of England.—I. co. Ox-
f.rd, 2^ m S.W. Chipping-Norton. Ac. 2850.

r. 642.—II. CO. Somerset, 3J m. N. Axbridge.
Ac. 2397. P. 810.—III. co. Worcester, 4 m. N.E.
Ividderminster. Ac. 924. P. 181.—IV. same co.,

5 ni. E.S.E. Worcester. Ac. 924. P. 78.

Churchill (Capk), British North America, is

a headland on the W. coast of Hudson Bay. Lat.

o8° 54' N. ; Ion. 93° E.

—

Churchill River, which en-

tors Hudson Bay, 45 m. W., is the lower part of

the Mississippi. At its mouth is Fort Churchill.

Ohurchtown or Ckuiiekny, several pas. of

Ireland.—I. Munster, co. Cork, 7 m. S.S.W Char-
leville. Ac. 8046. P. 1515.—II. (or Rheban),

Leinster, co. Kildare, traversed by the Grand
Canal. Ac. 7339. P. 2176.—III. co. Westmeath,
5 m. W.S.W. Mullingar. Ac. 5302. P. 559.—
IV. CO. Meath, 3 m. S.W. Navan. Ac. 1336. P. 293.

Chureis, a town of Southern Kussia, gov. Tau-
rida, 60 m. N.W. Simferopol.
Churgaok, India. [Chirgong.1
Churston-Ferrers, a pa. of England, co.

' Devon, near Torbay, IJ m. W. Brixham. Ac.
2777. P. 766.

Chirton, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4 m.
N.N.E. West Lavington. Ac. 1858. P. 382.

Churwalden, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland,
cant. Orisons, 6 m. S. Chur. P 632.

Churwell, a township of Engl., co. York,West
lading, pa. Batley, 3 m. S.S.W. Leeds Ac. 488.

I

F. 1564.

I

Chusan, one of a group of isls. off the E. coast
cf China, prov. Che-kiang, opposite the estuary

' ; the Tsien-tang-kiang, 50 m. E.N.E. Niug-po.
I at. of harbour 30° 0' 10' N. ; Ion. 122° 10' E.
Length E. to W. 10 m. ; breadth from 6 to 20 m.

;

circumference 51 m. P. 200,000. Surface moun-
I
tainous, interspersed with well-cultivated valleys,
find the mountain-sides are tilled in terraces with
t

!
10 utmost care. Products comprise rice, wheat,

tia, cloth grass, sweet potatoes, cotton, tobacco,
cliostnuts, walnuts, and varnish. The island is

intersected by flagged roads and canals, which
last, and the rice swamps, render it in some parts
jimhealthy to Europeans ; on the whole, however,

t

!
16 climate is salubrious. Mean temp, of winter

10'-9, of autumn 67°-8 Fahr. Numerous towns
II ud vills. are scattered over it, the cap. being

' Ting-hae, near the S. coast. It was taken by the
Lritish in 1840, and again in 184L and held until

the final settlement of the war expenses agreed
to be paid by China to Great Britain.

Chusistan, a prov. of Persia. [Khuzistan.")
Chute, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 3^ m N.E.

Ludgershall. Ac. 3181 P. 638.

Chutterpore, a rajahship of India, Bundel-
cund, feudatory to the British, with a cap. of same
name, 73 m. S.E. .ThansL Area 1240 sq. m. P.

about 120,000. Revenue 30,000/. a year. Armed
force 1200 men.
Chyrow, a town of Austrian Galicia, 56 m.

S.W. Lemberg, on the Streewiatz. P. 1468.

Ciablese, Savoy. [Chablais.]
OiANCLANA, a town of Sicily, prov. and 15 m.

N.W. Girgenti. P. 4582.
CiANO, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Reggio. P. 2813.
_

CiBAO, the principal mountain of Haiti, near
the centre of the island, in the chain which runs
E. and W. Culminating point 4590 feet above
the sea. Formerly celebrated for its mines of gold.

CiBOURE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Basses Pyrenees, arr. Bayonne, with a small
port at the mouth of the Nevelle. P. 1966.

CiBRiAN DE Castro (San), a small town of

Spain, prov. and 9 m. N.E. Zaraora, near the
Esla.

—

San Cibrian de Campos, and de Mazote,
are market towns, provs. Palencia and Valladolid.

CiCAGNA, a town of North Italy, prov. Genoa,
11 m. N. Chiavari, cap. mand. P. 2634.

Cicala, a town of South Italy, prov. Catan-
zaro, circ. Nicastro. P. 2146.

CiccLANO, a town of South Italy, cap. cii'c,

prov. Caserta, 3 m. N. Nola. P. 3708.

CiCERALE, a town of South Italy, prov. Salerno,

circ. II Vallo. P. 2035.

Cicero, a township, U. S., N. Amer., New
York, CO. and 11 m. N.N.E. Onondaga. P. 2980.

Ciechanow, a town of Poland, prov. Plock, 14
m. S.W. Przasnysz, on the Lidinia. P. 2400.

Ciechanowiec, a town of Russian Poland,

prov. and 45 m. S.W. Bialystok, on 1. b. of the

Nurzek. P. 3000, the greater part of whom are

Jews.—II. a town of Poland, gov. Augustow, on
rt. b. of Nurzek, opposite the above town. P.

2761. Distilleries and trade in grain.

CiEGO (El), a town, Spain, prov. & 9 m.W.N.W.
Logrono, on the Ebro. P. 980. Trade in fruit.

CiEMPOZUELOS, a town of Spain, prov. and 17

m. S. Madrid, near rt. b. of the Jarama. P. 2064.

It has manufs. of saltpetre.

CiENFUEGOs, a town of the island of Cuba, cap.

jurisdiction, on the Bay of Jagua, south coast.

P. (1861) 10,338.

CiEPLiCE, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, circ.

Przemysl, dist. Steniawa. P. 2579.

CiERP, a comm. and viU. of France, dep. Haute
Garonne, arr. St Gaudens. P. 1003. Marble
quarries in its vicinity.

CiERS (St), several comms. and vills. of France,
the principal St Ciers-la-Lande, dep. Gironde,

cap. cant., 13 m. N.N.E. Blaye. P. 2889.

CiEZA, a town of Spain, prov. and 26 m. N.W.
Murcia, near 1. b. of the Segura. P. 10,371.

CiFUEXTKS, a town of Spain, prov. and 34 m.
N.E. Guadalajai-a. P. 1465.

CiGLiANO, a small town, N. Italy, prov. Novara,
circ. and 18 m. W. Vercelli, cap. mand. P. 5725.

CiGOGNOLA, a town of North Italy, prov. Pavia,

circ. Voghera. P. 1714.

CiGOLE, a town of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

circ. Verolanuova. P. 1329.

CiLAVEGNA, a town of North Italy, prov. Pavia,

3^ m. N.E. Mortara. P. 3484.
CiLCEX or K[LKt:N, a pa. of North Wales, co.

Flint, 4 m. W.N.W. Mold. Ac. 6403. P. 102tt.
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Ciix:exin', Kilkeniiu, a pa. of S. "Wales, co. & 9^
m. S.E. Cardigan, on the Teify. Ac. 3405. P. 603.

CiLiciA, an ancient div. of Asia Minor, now
included in the Turkish pash. of Itshili. It is a
vast plain, surrounded by the mountains of Tau-
rus, except in the S., where it is bathed by the

Mediterranean. In anc. times it was occupied
by Greek colonies, and many remains of rich

cities are found. Now it is all waste ; only two
towns of importance remain. Tarsus and Adana,
and the whole pop. of CUicia is not more than
100,000. The Turks rule, but nomade Turcomans
are the most important inhabitants.

CiLLEROS, a town of Spain, Estremadura, prov.

and 50 m. N.N.W. Caceres. P. 2520.

CiLLiECHRisT or GiLCiiKiST, a chapehy of

Scotland, co. Ross, pa. Urray.
OiLLT, GiLLi or ZiLLi, Claudia Celeia^ a town

of Stvria, cap. circ, on the San, and on railway
frora'Vienna to Triest, 58 m. S. Gratz. P. 2301.

It has a gymnasium, and trade in wine and oil.

CiMBRisHAMJf, Cimbrorum Partus^ a town of

Sweden, Isen and 33 m. S.S.E. Christianstadt, on
the Baltic. P. 1446. It has a port and fishery.

CiMiNA, a town of South Italy, prov. Reggio,
circ. Geraci. P. 1862.

CiMiNXA, a town of Sicilv, cap. circ, prov. and
18 m. S.E. Palermo. P. 6323.

CniiTiLE (jCcemeteriujny, a town of South Italy,

prov. Caserta, 1 m. N. Nola. P. 4099. Cele-
brated for its ecclesiastical remains.
CiNALOA or SiKALOA, a town of Mexico,

state Sinaloa, 105 m. N.E. CuUacan, on 1. b.

of river. P. estimated at 10,000. [Sinaloa.]
CiNCA (anc. Cinga), a river of Spain, which

rises in the Pyrenees, on the French frontier,

in a lake in the valley of Bielsa, prov. Huesca,
and flows S. through Aragon ; it joins the
Sesre.
OixciNN.vn, a city of U. S., North America,

Ohio, cap. CO. Hamilton, on the Ohio, 92 m. S.W.
Columbus, called the " Queen of the West." P.
in 1800, 750; 1850, 115,436; 1860, 161,044; in

1864 is estimated at 250,000. Temperature of
vear 54°-6, summer 73°-9, winter 34°-5, Fahr.
Rainfall 48-33; snow 19-70, inches. The city
is built on two plateaux, 60 and 108 feet above
the sea. Principal buildings: the observatory,
with a powerful telescope, masonic haU, mer-
chants' exchange and library, Ohio medical col-

lege, St Peter's college with an organ of 2700
pipes and 44 stops. Episcopal, Presbyterian,
and in all 100 churches, city hall, banks, and
theatres. A magnificent suspension bridge across
the Ohio river built 1864. It has iron, brass, and
type foundries, cotton, woollen, and tobacco fac-

tories, flour-mills, and shipbuilding yards. It is

the principal pork market in the union. There
are 14 daily and 21 weekly newspapers. Its

trade is facilitated by the Miami Canal, which
connects it with Lake Erie, and has railways to
all the important cities of the union. The city
is divided into 16 wards, and governed by a mayor
and a council of 32 members.

—

Cincinnatus is a
tnshp., New York, 116 m. S.W. Albany. P. 1206.

Cinco-Senores, a town of Mexico, state and
106 m. N.N.W. Durango.
CiNET, a town of Belgium, prov. Namur, 9 m.

E.N.E. Dinant, on the Haljoux. P. 1435, It

has ancient walls, and manufs. of pottery ware.
CiNGOLi, Cingtthttru, a town of Central Italy,

prov. and 14 m. W.N.W. Macerata, on the river
Musone. P. 1758.

CiifiGiANO, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Grosseto. P. 4244. Between the valleys
Orcia and Ombrone. It has a castle.

1
ud 14 i» !f

11

CiNiSELiX), 4 market town of North Italy,

and 6 m. N. Milan. P. 2650.

Crxisi, a town of Sicily, prov., dist. and
W.N.W. Palermo, near the coast P. 6714,

Cisq-Mars, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Indre-et-Loire, arr. and 16 m. N.E.
Chinon, near rt. b. of the Loire. P. 1999.

CiNQUEFROXD, a town of South Italy, p:

Reggio, 15 m. E.N.E. Palmi. P. 4936. Ne
ruined by the earthquake of 1783.

CiXQUE- Ports (The), England, cos.

and Sussex ; had formerly important privileges,

and consisted of the five ports, Dover, Sand-
wich, Romney, Hythe, and Hastings, to which
were afterwaids added Winchelsea, Seaford,

and Rye.
CiNTEGABELLE, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Haute Garonne, on rt. b. of the Ariege, 20

m. S. Toulouse. P. 4099. Lord Hill's division

passed the river here in 1814.

CiNTi, a dist. of Bolivia, dep. Chuquisaca, cap.

Camargo or Cinti, 126 m. S.W. Sucre, on a tribu-

taiT of the Pilcomayo.
CnfTRA, a town of Portugal, prov. Estremadura,

14 m. N.N.W. Lisbon, on the slope of the moun-
tain-chain of Cintra, which terminates at Cajx'

Roca. P. 2562. The convention of Cintra, 1

;

which the French were allowed to leave Portug
unmolested, was signed here in 1808.

CiXTRUEXiGO, a town of Spain, prov. Navarra,
14 ra. W. Tudela, on rt. b. of the Alhama. P.

2200. It has manufs. of woollens.
CiORLANO, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Caserta,

circ. Piedmonte. P. 1382.

CiOTAT (La), Citharista^ a maritime comm. and
town of France, dep. Bouches du Rhone, on the

W. side of a \k,j in the Mediterranean, 14 ni.

S.E. MarseiUe. P. 8444. It has a town-hall,

hospital, lazaretto, school of navigation, a port

enclosed by a mole, a ligjhthouse, shipbuilding

yards, a trade in dry fruits, wine, and olive oiL

CiRCARS (Northern), several dists. of British

India. [Northern Circars.]
CiRCASsiA or TcHERKESSiA, a Country com-

prising the N. slope of the Caucasus, and also a

part of its S. slope, the whole tract extending
from the shores of the Black Sea to the vicinity

of the Caspian, between lat. 42° and 45° N^ Ion.

37° and 47° E., and now nominally composing
a part of the Russian empire. Its N. frontier is-

formed by the Kuban and Terek rivers, of which
all its streams are affluents. Surface mountain-
ous, with extensive and fertile valleys, in which
corn, wine, and most of the fruits of temperate
climates are raised ; but cattle-rearing is the main
branch of industry. The horses are excellent.

Mineral products comprise iron, lead, and nitre

;

salt is nowhere met with, it is a chief article ot

import for the Russian provs. Trade and manufs.
are insignificant. There are no large towns, the

inhabitants living in scattered villages. The
people are, physically, amongst the finest of the

human race, but little civilised, living partly by
brigandage and the sale of slaves ; and they have
long been waging an obstinate resistance to the

Russians, who have been attempting to obtain

dominion over their counti-y. [Caucasus.]
CiRCELLO, a town of South Italy, prov. Benc-

vento, circ. S. Bartolomeo. P. 2929.
CiRCELLO or CiRCEO, Circteum Promontoriwn.

a headland of South Italy, on the Mediterranean.

12m.W.S.W. Terracina. Lat 41° 13' N.; lou. 13

3' E. Height above the sea 1713 feet.

CiRCLEViLLE, a township of the U. S., NortL

America, Ohio, cap. co. Pickaway, on the OhiC'

Canal, 25 m. S. Columbus. P. 3842,

II
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Cirencester, pronounced Ciceter (Coriniurn),

a pari, bor., town and pa. of England, co. and
1() in. S.E. Gloucester, on a branch of the Great

Western i.'ailway, and on the river Chum and a

blanch of the Thames and Severn Canal. An-
nual rainfall 28 inches. Ac. 5000. P. 6336. It

was a town of the ancient Britons. Principal

buildings comprise a parish church, dissenting

cliapels, hospitals, and a union workhouse. Pub-
lic institutions, a free grammar school, blue and
vellow coat schools. Principal manufs. are of

carpets, woollen cloths, and cutlery. It is not

an incorporated bor., but is governed by two high
constables and fourteen wardsmen. It is a pol-

ling-place for East Gloucestershire, and sends

two members to H. of 0. Keg. electors 450.

CiRKY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Meurthe, 33 m. E. Nancy. P. 2194. It has glass

works.—II. dep. Haute Mame, 12 m. S. Vassy,
: m rt. b. of the Blaise. P. 666.—III. {le Nobley, a
I'lnm. and vill., France, dep. Saone et Loire, arr.

' harolles, cant. Toulon-sur-Arroux. P. 1511.

CiRiE, a town of North Italy, prov.and 12 m.
N.N.W. Turin, cap. mand., on a branch of the

Stiuu. P. 4300. It has two paper-mills, and
laanufs. of silk and cotton. The commune pos-

sses a public school, a theatre, and an hospital.

UiRiGLiANO, a town of South Italy, prov. Ba-
silicata, circ. Matera. P. 1608.

Giro, a town of South Italy, prov. Catanzaro,
circ. and 21 m. N.N.W. Cotrone, 3 m. from the

Mediterranean, cap. circ. P. 5297. Manufs. of

serge and coarse Linens, trade in manna and agri-

cultural produce, and an anchovy fishery.

Cisalpine Eepublic, a former state in the
North of Italy, founded by the French in 1797.

CiSANO, a town of North Italy, prov. and cii"c.

Bergamo. P. 1899.

Ciserano, a town of North Italy, prov. Ber-
gamo, circ. Treviglio. P. 1302.

CisLAGO, a town of North Italy, prov. Milan,
circ. Gallarate. P. 2404.

CiSNEROS, a town of Spain, Leon, prov. and 24
m. N.W. Palencia. P. 2029.

Cis-SuTLEj, territory, India. [Sirhind.]
CiSTERNA, several vills. of Italy.—I. Central

Italy, prov. and 8 m, S.S.E. Velletri. P. 2500. It

Las a collegiate church.—II. prov. Alessandria,
23 m. S.E. Turin. P. 2155.—III. prov. Caserta,
9 m. N.E. Naples, above the Pontine marshes.

CiSTERNiNo, a market town of South Italy,

prov. Bari, 17 m. S.E. Monopoli. P. 6205.
CiSTRiiREs, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute Loire, arr. a&d 11 m. E. Brioude. P. 1050.
CiTARA, a market town of South Italy, prov.,

circ. and 3^ m. S.W. Salerno, on the Gulf. P.
2210, mostly occupied in fishing.

CiTERNA, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Perugia. P. 2460.
Cmi^RON (Mount), now Elatea, a mountain

of Greece, forming part, of the boundary between
Attica and Thebes. 4620 feet above the sea.

CiTTADELLA, a Walled town of Northern Italy,
gov. Venetia, prov. and 14 m. N.E. Vicenza, on
1. b. of the Brentella. P. 6599, partly engaged in
paper and woollen factories. It has hospitals,
elementary schools, and a theatre.
CiTTA-DELLA-PiEVE {Castrwu PlcbisX a town

of Central Italy, prov. and 23 m. W.S. W. Peru-
gia, cap. gov. P. 6755. It stands on a vine and
olive-clad hill, and was the birthplace of Perugino
in 1446. The cathedral and several churches are
adorned with some of his finest frescoes.
CiTTA Di Castetxo {Tiphemum Tiberinuni), a

town of Central Italy, prov. and 25 m. N.W.
Perugia, on 1. b. of the Tiber, cap. dist. P. (1861^

5587, of comm. 22,016. It has a cathedral,
several decorated palaces, four of which belong
to the Vitelli family, and manufs. silk twists.
CiTTA DiTCALE, Naples. I Oivita L>i;cale.J
CiTTANuovA, a coium. of South Italv, prov.

Keggio, circ. Palme. P. (1861) 11,103.
'

CiTTA-NuovA, a town of Illyria, gov., circ. and
26 ra. S.S.W. Triest, on a headland in the Adri-
atic, with a good harbour. P. 1411.

CriTA-NcovA, a town of European Turkey,
sanj. and 30 m. N.N.W. Ochrida.
CiTTA Vecchia or NoTABiLE, a fortified city

of Malta, near the centre of the island, 6 m. W.
Valletta. It stands on a limestone hill, in which
catacombs have been excavated at a remote pe-
riod ; and it has a cathedral. On its S.W. side

is the suburb Eabato, in which is the grotto of

St Paul. P. 22,182.

CiTTA-Vecchia (anc. Pharia), a seaport and
mkt. town, Austria, on an inlet of the isl. Lesina,

Dalmatia, circ. and 23 m. S. Spalatro. P. 2341.

CiTTY Point, a port of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Vu'ginia, at the junction of the James and
Appomattox rivers, 20 m. S.E. Richmond.
Ciudad de las Casas or S. Ciiristobal, a town

of Mexico, dep. Chiapas. Lat. 16° 30' N. ; Ion. 92*

40' W. P. 3800. It has a cathedral, convents, an
hospital, and a college.

CiUDADELA, a city and seaport of Spain, in the
island of Minorca, on its W. coast, 25 m. N.W.
Mahon. Pop. 7800.

Ciudad Real, a prov. of Spain, occupying the

S. of New Castile, bounded on the N. by Toledo,

E. Albacete, S. Cordova and Jaen, W. Caceres
and Badajos. Area 7833 sq. m. Pop. (1857)
244,328. The prov. is generally barren and moun-
tainous, except on the banks of the rivers, which
yield oats, wheat, barley, rye, maize, and flax.

Horses, cattle, pigs, sheep, and goats are reared.

Manufs. cottons, woollens, linens, silk, soap, salt-

petre, earthenware, and hardware. Minerals com-
prise silver, copper, iron, lead, antimony, coal, cin -

nabar, granite, quarzite, jasper, and marble. It

has hot and cold mineral and medicinal springs.

Ciudad Real, a city of Spain, cap. prov. of

same name, and formerly cap. of La Mancha, 97
m. S. Madrid, between the Guadiana and the Ja-
balon. P. 8300. It has an hospital, with several

schools ; manufs. of woollens and leather. Com-
merce in wine, fruits, oil, and mules.

Ciudad Rodrigo, a fortified frontier city of

Spain, prov. and 44 m. S.W. Salamanca, near rt.

b. of the Agueda. Pop. 4852. Chief edifices, a
citadel, cathedral, and the governor's residence.

It was taken by the Portuguese in 1706, by the

French in 1810, and by the British in 1812.

CiVATE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Como,
circ. Lecco. P. 1477.

CiviDALE, Forum JuUi, a town of Northern
Italy, gov. Venice, prov. and 9 m. E.N.E. Udine,
on the Natisone, here crossed by a bridge. Cap.
dist. It has schools and hospitals. Pop. 6478.

—

Cividate is a viU. of North Italy, prov. and 18J m.
S.E. Bergamo. P. 2099.

CiviTA, several market towns of South Italy.

—

I. prov. Cosenza, 3J m. N. Cassano. P. 2137.

—

II. (^CampomaranoX prov. & 16 m. N. of Campn-
basso, cap. cant. P. 2761.

CiviTA Castellana, a town of the Pontifical

States, prov. and 19 m. S.E. Viterbo, cap. gov. P.

4000. Close to it are remains of the anc. Faterium,
with some sepulchral chambers. Near it the

French defeated the Neapolitans, Dec. 4, 1798.

CiviTA d'Anting, a vill. of South Italy, prov.

Aquila, circ. Avezzano. P. 1421.

CiviTA DucALK, the most W. town of S Italy,
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prov. Aquila, cap. dist., on rt. b. of the Velino, 5

m. E. Eieti. Pop. 2286. 4 m. from the town
there are springs of mineral water.

CiviTAL, a town of British India, Hyderabad,
22m- N.E. Moodgul, in lat, 16° 6 ' N. ; Ion. 76° 50' E.

CiviTA Lavixia, a town of Central Italy, Pon-
tif. States, comm. and 18 m. S.S.E. Home. P. 800.

CiviTA NuovA, two small towns of Central

Italy.—I. prov. and 12 m. E. Macerata, near the
Adriatic. It is beautifully situated, has some fine

buildings, and active commerce. P. 8583.—11.

prov. Campobasso, circ and 10 m. E.N.E. Isemia.
P. 3333.

CrviTAauA>'A, a market town of South Italy,

prov. Teramo, in a valley 9 m. S. Penne. Pop. i

2218.

—

Civita Beale is a market town, prov.
;

Aqmla, at the source of the Vellino, 19 m. N.E. I

Civita Ducale. Pop. 1283.
|

Civita-Sant-Angelo, a town of South Italy,
j

prov. Teramo, cap. dist., near the Adriatic, 9 m.
|

N.E. Civita di Penne. Pop. 6341. It has an
:

active trade in grain, wine, and oil.
,

Civita Vecchia, a vilL of South Italy, prov.
Campobasso, circ. Isemia. P. 1917.

Civita Vecchia, Centum Cellm, and Trajani
;

Partus, the principal seaport city of the Pontif.
j

States, Central Italy, cap. deleg., on the Mediter- !

ranean, at termini of railway, 40 m. N.W. Home,
j

P. 7823. Chief edifices, the convents and <

churches, theatre, an aqueduct, lazaretto, arsenal,
i

warehouses, and a convict estabhshmenL Two
large moles, enclosing its harbour, extend sea-
ward, and are fronted by another mole, on the S.

extremity of which is a lighthouse, in lat. 42° 4' 6"

N. ; Ion. 11° 35' E. It is a free port. Imports
woven goods, salt provisions, wines and spirits,

haberdashery, salt, and drugs. Exports staves,

wheat, alum, cheese, skins, and bark. Area of

prov. 380 sq. m. P. (1862) 20,700.

CiviTELLA,threemarkettowns of South Italy.

—

I. (^CasaTwva), prov. Teramo, circ. and 7 m. S.S.W.
Civita da Penne. P. 4110.—II. (del TrorUo), cap.,

circ, prov. and 10 m. N. Teramo. P. 6827. It has
a strong castle, and in 1557 was besieged by the
Duke of Guise.—III. (Roveto) prov. Aquila, circ.

Avezzano, on the rt. b. of the Liris. P. 2290.

CiviTELLA, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Arezzo, between the valleys of the Chikna
and the Ambra, cap. comm. P. 5692.

CiviTELLA (di Ronuwndy, a town of North Italy,

prov., circ and 16 m. E. of ForlL P. 4686.

CiviTELLA (Messer Eaimondd), a town of South
Italy, prov. Chieti, circ Lanciano. P. 1733.

Civo, a comm- and vilL of N. Italy, gov. Milajj,

prov. and 14 m. E. Sondrio. P. 1753.

CiVRAT, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Vienne, on the Charente, 30 m. S. Poitiers. P.
2304. Manufs. of woollen fabrics.

Clachnahakry (" The Watchman's Stone "\ a
vilL of Scotland, co., pa. and 1| m. W.S.W. In-
verness, at the mouth of the Caledonian Canal.
Clackamas, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in the N.W. of Oregon. P. 3466.
Clackheatox or Cleckheaton, a chapelry of

England, co. York, W. Hiding, Birstall pa., 5 m.
S.S.E. Bradford, with a station on the Bradford
branch of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Rail-
way. Ac 1726. r. 6-231.

Clackmannan, a vilL and pa. of Scotland, cap.
CO., on the Devon, near its confluence with the
Forth, 7 m. E. Stirling. Area of pa., which com-
prises the vill. of Newtonshaw, about 7000 ac P.
of pa. 4425 ; do. of vilL 1159. It stands on an
eminence near Scottish Central EaiL Alt. 66 feet.

Clackmannanshiee, the smallest co. of Scot-
land, having S. the Kiver Forth, and on other

sides the cos. Pertli, Stirling, and Fife. Ac. 29,
of which about 22,000 are arable, and 5000 do,

pasture. P. 21,450. Annual rainfall at Dollar 28
It coubists chiefly of the valley of the Devon, aloi

which river large crops of beans, peas, etc., ^
raised. In the N. the co. extends to the Ochil HillsT
Mineral products consist of ironstone, sandstone,
and greenstone, with coal shipped in considerable
quantities from AUoa. This county comprises onlv
4 pas. Towns Clackmannan, Alloa, and Dollar.
It unites with the co. Kinross in sending 1 mem.
to House of Commons. Eeg. electors (1^62) 747.

Clacton. two pas. of England, co. Essex.—

L

(Great), 13 m. E.S.E. Colchester. Ac. 4280,

1280.—II. {Litde}, 12 m. E.S.E. Colchester. A(
2966. P. 584.

Clagenfurth, atown, Illyria.[KLAGENFiRT.]
Claiborne, sev. cos., U. S., North America

I. in S.W. part of Mississippi, on river Missis-
sippi. Area 480 sq. m. P. (1860) 3383 free. 12,296
slaves.—II. in N.E. of Tennessee. Area 580 sq. m.
P. 8900 free, 743 slaves.—III. a co., Louisiana,
in the Bed Eiver. Area 1080 sq. m. P. 9000 free,

7848 slaves,

Claife, a township of England, co. Lancaster,
pa. and 2 m. S E. Hawkeshead, on Lake Winder-
mere. Ac. 5310. P. 540
Claim (Le), a river of France, arises in dep. of

Charente, arr. Confolens, enters the dep. of

Vienne, flows genei-aUy northwards, and fails into

the Vienne 3 m. iibove Chatellerault. In its course,

of about 70 m., it jMisses Vivonne and Poitiers.

Claines, a pa. of England, co. and 2^ m. N.
Worcester. Ac. 4813. P. 1806.

Ci^iR (St), a lake and river of North America,
between the British and U. S. territories, and
forming a part of the great water line from Lake
Superior to the mouth of the river St Lawrence.—Lake St Clair, between Upper Canada and the

state Michigan, in lat. 32° 30' N., Ion. 82° 30' W.,
is 30 m. in length and 12 m. mean breadth. Area
360 sq. m. Depth 20 feet ; height above sea 571
feet, or 6 feet higher than Lake Erie. Contains
many islands, receives the Thames, Clinton,

Great Bear Creek, and other rivers, and com-
municates on the S.W. by the Detroit river with
Lake Erie. On its N. side it is entered by the

Kiver St Clair, which biings into it the surplus

waters of Lake Huron, and is 30 m. in length, i m.
in width, about 60 feet in average depth, and
easily navigated.—II. a co. in E. of Michigan.
Area 948 sq. m. P. 10,420. Chief town same
name, 48 m. N.E. Detroit. P. 172a—III. a co.

N.E. of Alabama. Area 732 sq. m. P. 6829.—
IV. a CO. in the S.W. of Illinois. Area 648 sq. m.
P. 20,181.—V. a township, Pennsylvania, 113 m.
W. Hai-risburg. P. 1488.—VI. two townships.

Ohio : the one in Butler CO. P. 1174. The other

in Columbiana co., on Beaver Canal. P. 1115.

Clair (St), several comms,, towns, and vili.s.

of France.—4. dep. Seine-et-Oise, on 1. b. of the

Epte, 34 m. N.W. Versailles. P. 513.—II. a

market town, dep. Manche, cap. canL, 6 m. N.E.
St L6. P. 638.—III. (or St ClarX a market town,

dep. Gers, cap. cant., 8 m. E.S.E. Lectoure, near

1. b. of the Eetz. P. 1695.

Clairac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot-et-Garonne, on the Lot, 16 m. N.W. Agen.

P. 2313. It has paper mills, and a traffic in white

wines, prunes, and rural produce.—II. a viU^

dep. Herault, 20 m. N.W. Bezieres.

CLAiREFOXTArNE, a vill. of France, dep. Aisne,

arr. Vervins, cant. La CapeUe. P. 1329.

Clairegoutte, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Haute-Sa6ne, arr. and 8 m. E. Lure, with

manufactures of cotton. P. 584.

H
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Olairvaux, Calra Vallis, a comm. and hamlet

of France, dep. and on tho Aube, 33 m. E.S.E.

Troyes.—II. dep. Aveyron, air. Eodez, cant.

Marcillac. P. 2450.—III. dep. Jura, arr. Lons
le Sauluier, cap. cant. P. 1201.

Claix, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Isere, 6 m. S.S.W. Grenoble. P. 2026.

Clamakt, a comii. & vilL, France, dep. Seine,

on the Versailles Hallway, 5 m. S.W. Paris. Ex-
tensive stone quarries in its vicinity. P. 2751.

Clamecy, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ni6vre, at the confluence of the Yonne and Beuv-
ron, 36 m. N.N.E. Nevers. P. 5622. It has
several Gothic chiirches. Manufs. of earthen-

wares, paper, and leather, and a trade in fuel.

Clanaborough. a pa. of England, co. Devon,
2 m. E. Bow. Ac. 874. P. 61.

Olandon, two contiguous pas. of England, co.

Surrey.—I. {East\ 4J m. E.N.E. Guildford. Ac.
1493. P. 283.—II. {West), 3J m. E.N.E. Guild-
ford. Ac. 987. P. 329.

Clandonagh, a barony of Ireland, Leinster,

Queen's co., forms middle part of what was for-

merly the barony of Upper Ossory. Ac. 43,533.

P. 8618.

CuANE, a barony, pa., and town of Ireland,

Leinster, co. Kildare. The town is ct. the Liffey,

iiere crossed by a bridge, 7 m. W.S.W Selbridge.

Ac. of pa. 4663. P. of pa. 1533 ; do. oJ town 257.

Adjoining the town is the Bog of Clane. Ac. 2235.

Clanfield, two pas. of England.—I. co. Ox-
ford, 5 m. E.N.E. Lechlade. Ac. 1620. P. 547,

—II. CO. Hants, 5J m. S.W. Petersfleld. Ac.
1395. P. 265.

Clanmaueice, a barony, Ireland, Munster, co.

Kerry, bounded on W. by Atlantic. Ac. 120,520.
P. 26,527.—11. (Clanmorris), a bar., Connaught,
CO. Mayo. Ac. 69,252. P. 18,222.

Clanwilliam, a dist. in the N. \V. of the Oape
Colony, South Africa, extending from lat. 31° to
.S3° S., and from the Atlantic to Ion. 20° 15' E.
Top. (1865) 7041, of whom 2231 are Europeans.
It is traversed north to south by the Karree
Berg and Cedar Berg mountains, and watered
by the Oliphant and its tributaries.

—

Clanvnlliam
vill., cap. of the district, is situated on the right
bank of the Oliphant river, 140 m. N.N.E. Cape
Town. P. 327. It has a church and an English
school.

Claxwili.iam, a bar. of Ireland, co. Limerick,
Munster, bounded on N. by the Shannon. Ac.
55,627. P. 17,729. Also a barony, co. Tipperary,
bounded on W. by co. Limerick. Ac. 115,960.
P. 31,695.

Clapiiam, several pas. of England.—I. co. and
2 m. N.W. Bedford. Area 1982. P. 502.—II.
CO. Surrey, comprising a suburb of London, 4 m.
S.S.W. St Paul's. Area 1233. P. 20,894. The
vill. is built around a beautifully planted common
of 200 ac. Annual rainfall 21 inches.—III. co
Sussex, 6 m. S.W. Steyning. Ac. 1794. P. 249.
—IV. CO. York, West Biding, 6 m. N.W. Settle.
Ac. 24,340. P. 1708.—V. {with Newby), a town-
ship in above pa., 6i m. W.N.W. Settle. Ac.
14,720. P. 809.
Clapton, several pas. of England. — T. co.

Glo'ster, 3| m. N.E. North-Leach. Ac. 783. P.
123.—II. CO. Northampton, 4 m. E.N.E. Thrap-
ston. Ac. 1946. P. 153.—III. co. Somerset, 7i
m. W. Bristol. Ac. 1066. P. 173.

Clak^v, a market town, Irel., Leinster, King's
CO., 5 m. S.W. Kilbeggan. P. 915.—IL a pa., co.
and 3 m. E.N.E. Kilkenny. Ac. 3201. P. 450.

CI.ARA, one of the Mergui islands off the Ca-
naries

; and a town of the island (Juba, 48 m. N.W.
irmidad. P. 6132

Clara (Santa), an island of South America,
Ecuador, dep. and in the Gulf of Guayaquil, 13
m. S.W. the island of Puna.
Clara (Saxta), a settlement of Upper Califor-

nia, 20 m. S. Francisco, near the coast.

Clarinbridge, a vill. of Ireland, Connaught,
CO. and 8 m. S.E. Galway. P. 217.

Clarbeston, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 5J m.N.N.W. Narberth. Ac. 1588. P. 191.

Ci^r-de-Loalvgne (St), a comm. and town of

France, dep. Gers, 85 m. E.S.E. Lectoure. P. 1695.

Clare, a maritime co. of Ireland, Munster,
having W. the Atlantic, and landward the cos.

Galway, Tipperary, and Limerick, it being sepa-

rated from the two latter by Lough Derg and the
river Shannon. Area 1294 sq. m., or 827,993 ac,
of which 455,009 are arable, 8304 in plantations,

67,920 under water, and 728 in towns. P. 166,305.

Surface mostly hiUy and rugged, with some tracts

of level land ; lime is the chief mineral, and there
are valuable lead mines. Coast precipitous.

Principal river, the Fergus, and its afiiuents.

Small lakes are numerous. Soil fertile in the
low lands. Annual rainfall 52 inches. Principal
crops, potatoes, oats, and barley, with a little

inferior wheat and clover. The fisheries are

important. Manufs. coarse linens, hosiery, and
flannels. Clare is divided into 11 baronies and
80 pas., in the dioceses of Kilfenora, KiUaloe,
and Limerick. Chief towns, Ennis, the cap.,

Kilrush, Eunistimon, and a part of Killaloe.

Exclusive of Ennis, the co. sends 2 members to

H. of C. Reg. electors (1859) 5509.-II. a town,
Munster, in above co., and pa. of Clare Abbey, on
the Fergus, here crossed by a bridge 2 m. E.S.E.
Ennis. Ac. of pa. 7023. P. of pa. 1935; of town
495. Its quay is inadequate for its commerce, as

it is tho port for all the centre of the co., and it

exports corn, meal, and flour. About 1 m. S. are

the remains of Clare Abbey, founded by O'Brien,

king of Munster, in the 12th century.—III. Con-
naught, CO. Mayo, 15 m. S.E. Castlebar. P. 1323.

It has a court-house, and an active retail trade.

—IV. (or Clara), an island off the W. coast of

Ireland, Connaught, co. Mayo, at the entrance

of Clew Bay, 4 m. S. Achil island. Lat. 53° N.,

Ion. 9° 59' W. Length 4^ m. ; breadth 2 m. Ac.
4530. P. 725. Lighthouse N. point of island,

altitude 487 feet high. Surface mountainous,
its highest point rising to 1520 feet above the
sea.—V. a river, Connaught, co. Galway, after

a south course of 32 miles, enters Lake Corrib
3 miles north Galway. Chief aflluent, the

Moyne. In several places it expands into shallow
marshes, and for 3 miles it is subterranean.—VI.
a barony, Connaught, co. Galway, divided from
the CO. Mayo by Black river. Ac. 127,486. P.

26,649.

Clare, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Suffolk, on the river Stour, 14J m. W.S.W.
Bury St Edmunds. Ac. of pa. 2228. P.

1657. It is a poUing-place for the western
division.

Clareborough, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 2J
m. N.E. East Eetford. Ac. 3870. P. 2412.

Clare-GalWAY, a pa, of Ireland, Connaught,
CO. and 6 m. N.N.E. Galway. Ac. 11,983.

P. 2701. Surface mostly fertile, and drained
by the river Clare, crossed at the village by a
bridge.

Claremont, a domain and royal palace of

England, co. Surrey, immediately E. Esher, which
belonged to the late King of the Belgians.
Louis Philippe, ex-king of the French, died here
in exile.

Claremont, a township, U. S., North America,
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New Hampshire, on Connecticut river, 46 m.
W.N.W. Concord. P. 3606.

Clakence, a vUl. of Greece, whence, since the
14th century, many members of the British royal

family have taken a ducal title. [Klakentza."!
CiAREXCE, a township of the U. S., N. America,

Kew York, 16 m. E.N.E. Buffalo. P. 2727.

Clarence, a pastoral district of New South
Wales, on the Pacific. Lat. 29° S. ; Ion. 153" E.
Area 9760 sq. m. P. 5141.—The Clarence River^

one of the finest streams in Australia, flows
through the dist. and through Clarence co., and
enters the Pacific at Shoal Bay.
Clarence {Island), South America, "W. of Ti-

erra del Fuego. Lat. 54° 10' S. ; Ion. 71° 20" W.
Length E. to W. 52 m. ; breadth 23 m. It is

rocky and greatly indented by bays.

—

(Island),

Pacific, N. of Navigator Island. Lat. 8° 10' S.

;

Ion. 172° 10' 'W.—{Harbour or Port), Eussiau
America, on E. side of Behring Strait, 45 m. S.E.
Cape Prince of Wales.

—

{Peak), Fernando Po
Island, is 10,700 feet above the sea.

—

{River),

East Australia, enters the Pacific at Shoal Bay.
Lat. 29° 20' S., after a tortuous N.E.ward course.

—(iS<rai7),Persian Gulf, between the island Kishm
and the mainland, varies in breadth from 3 to 13
m., and is studded with isls.—Also a strait, Rus-
sian America, between Prince of Wales Archi-
pelago and Duke of York Island.—(roim), a
settlement, and formerly a British military sta-

tion, on the N. side of Fernando Po Island-

Clarendon, a township, U. S., N. America,
New York, near Stockport. P. 1809.—II. Ver-
mont, 53 m. S.S.W. Montpelier. P. 147. The
Clarendon mineral springs aremuch resorted to.

—

III. a dist., S. Carolina. P. 4529 free, 8566 slaves.

Clarendon-Park, an extra parochial liberty

and anciently a roval forest of England, co. Wilts,

2J m. E.S.E. Salisbury. Ac. 4160, about l-3d of

which is woodland. P. 181. Eemaina of a htfnt-

ing seat, in which Henry ii. held the council that
enacted, in 1194, the constitutions of Clarendon,
aimed against the encroachments of the clergy.

Clarens, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud, on
the Lake of Geneva, 3 m. E.S.E. Vevey. De-
scribed in the writings of Byron and Eousseau.
Claret, a comm. and vill. of France,*dep. He-

rault, arr. MontpeUier, cap. cant. P. 2197.
Clarion, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Pennsylvania, cap. co. Clarion, W. border
of the state, near Clarion river, a tributary of the
Alleghany. P. 1200 ; do. of co. (1860) 24,988.

Clark, a co. of U. S., North America, territorv

Washmgton. P. 2384.
Clark Rn'ER, U. S., North America, Oregon

territory, rises in the Rocky Mountains, and, after

a N.W. course of 500 ra., joins the Columbia near
lat 48° 45' N. ; Ion. 117° 30' W. In its course it

expands into a lake 35 m. in length.
Clarke, the name of eleven cos., U. S., North

America, viz— I. in Virginia, pop. (1860) 3771
free, 3375 slaves.—IL Georgia, pop. 5558 free,

6660 slaves.—III. Alabama, pop. 7613 free, 7436
slaves.—IV. Mississippi, pop. 5695 free, 5076
slaves.—V. Kentuckj', pop. 6722 free, 4762 slaves.

—VI.Ohio,pop.25,300.—VILIndiana,pop.20,502.—VIII. Illinois, pop. 14,987.—IX. Missouri, pop.
11,229 free, 455 slaves.—^X. Arkansas, pop. 7521
free, 2214 slaves.—XI. Iowa, pop. 6427.

C1.ARKS0N, a township of U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 16 m. N.W. Rochester. P. 4556.

Clarkston, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.
New Monkland. P. 925.

Clarkstown, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, cap. co. Rockland, 102 m.
S. Albany. P. 3111.

Y^HClaeo, a wapentake or division of co. Ta
West Riding, England, comprising 29 pas., withi^

the towns Ripon, Knaresboro' and Otley. Ac
212,650. P. 49,476.

Claro, a vilL of Switzerland, cant. Ticino,

dist. Riviera. P. 899.

Clary, a comm. and vilL of France, dep. Nord,
cap. cant, arr. and 10 m. S.E. Cambria. P. 2597.

Clase, a hamlet of S. Wales, co. Glamorgan,
pa. Llangwellach, 5 m. N.W. Swansea. P. 9436.

Clashacrotv, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Kilkenny, 1 m. S.E. Freshford. Ac 999. P. 187.

Clashmore, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, Mimster,

CO. Waterford, 4 m. N.N.E. Youghall. Ac. 720L.
P. 2175. It has co. petty-sessions.

Clatt, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, 8 m. S.'

Huntly. P. 511. The vilL was formerly a burgh,

of barony.
Clatworthy, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

2J m. N.W. WiveUscombe. Ac 2848. P. 313.

Clatford, two pas. of England, co. Hants.—

L

{Goodwarth), 2 m. S.S.E. Andover. Ac. 3390. P. 703.

—n.(C59pe7-),lJm.S.Andover. Ac 215. P. 427.

Claude (St\ a comm. and market town ot

France, dep. Charente, cap. cant, arr. and 12 m^.

W.S.W. Oonfolens. P. 1881.

Clattde (St), a comm. and town of France,

dep. Jura, cap. arr., 25 m. S.E. Lons-le-Saulnier,,

at the confluence of the Bienne and Tacon. P»,

6316. Manufs. articles in horn, ivory, and wood,'

buttons, toys, jewellery, watches, and hardwares.

Claude (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep*.

Loir-et-Cher, arr. and cant Blois. P. 1356.

Claudon, a coinm. & vill., France, dep. Vosgeay

arr. Mirecourt, cant Monthureux- P. 1350.

Claudt, two viUs. of Ireland.—I. Ulster, co. ft

9 m. S.S.E. Londonderry. P. 209.—IL (or CladyX

Ulster, CO. Tyrone, 4 m. S.S.W. Strabane. P. 170.

Claughton, a township of England, cc Lan-
caster, pa. and 2 m- S.E. Garstang. Ac 3700,

P. 608.—II. a pa., co. and 7 m. N.E. Lancaster,

Ac 1550. P. 94.

Clausenburg,Transylvania. [Klausenbubo.J
Clausthal or Klausthal, a town of Prussia^

cap. a dist in the Harz, 47 m. S.E. Hanover. F*

(1864) 9200, of landrostei 33,121. It is 1740 :

above the sea, and is mostly built of wood.
_
NeaB-

it are the principal lead and silver mines in th#

Harz, of which it is the chief mining town, and
has a mining academy, museum, and a mint

Claveisolles, a comm. & vill. of France, dep.

Rhone, arr. Villefranche, cant. La Mure. P. 1220L,

Claverack, a township of the U. S., Nortli

America, New York, 4 m. E. Hudson. P. 3208«.

Cla\'erdon, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
3 m. E.S.E. Bath. Ac 1228. P. 213.

Claverdon, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 8J
m. E. Henley-in-Arden. Ac 4330. P. 755.

Cla\'erujg, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6} m.
N.N.W.Stansted-Mountfitchet Ac 3798. P. 1047.

CLA^'ERLEY, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4J m.
E. Bridgenorth. Ac 8143. P. 1667.

Clavesana, a comm. of North Italy, proT,

Cuneo, circ. Mondovi. P. 1485.
Clawrplyf, a hamlet of England, co. Mon^

mouth, pa. Mynydyslwyn. P. 2409.

Clawson, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 6 m.

N.N.W. Mclton-Mowbray. Ac 3450. P. 820.

CLA^^TON, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.

S. Holsworthy. Ac. 5358. P. 549.

Claxby, several pas. of England, co. Lincoln.

—I. 3 m. S. Alford. Ac 590. P. 103.—II. U ra.

N.Market-Raisen. Ac 1689. P. 237.—IIL (P&ci-
acre), 4} m. S.E. Homcastlc Ac. 847. P. 39.

Claxton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 7 at,

E.S.E. Norwich. Ac 991. P. 202.
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Clay, several cos., U. S., NortL America.—I.

in S.E. of Kentucky. Area 880 sq. m. P. 6303

free, 349 slaves. Contains salt springs and coal.

—

II. in W. part of Indiana. Area 360 sq. m. P. (I860)

12,161. Ithas iron oreandcoal, andit is intersected

by the Terre Haute and Indianapolis Eailway, and
by the Erie and Wabash Canal.—III. in S. of Illi-

nois, Area 468 sq. m. P. 9336.—IV. in N.W.
of Missouri. Area 432 sq. m. P. 9568 free, 3455
slaves.—V. a township, state New York, on the

Oswego river, 128 m. W.N.W. Albany. P, 3402.

—VI. a township, Montgomery co., Ohio. P. 1633.

—VII. a CO. Florida. P. 1395 free, 519 slaves.—
VIII. a CO. Georgia. P. 2640 free, 2253 slaves.—
IX. a CO. Virginia. P. 1766 free, 21 slaves.

Claybrooke, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

4 m. N.W. Lutterworth. Ac. 6380. P. 1274.—II.
Great Claybrooke is a chapelry in this pa. P. 424.

CiAYCO'roN, a pa, of England, co. Northampton,
7 m. E.N.E. Kugby. Ac. 974, P. 112.

Claydon, several pas. of England.—I. co. Suf-
folk, 4i m. N.N.W. Ipswich. Ac. 950. P. 510.

—II. iEasf% CO. Bucks, 2f m. S.W. Winslow. Ac.
2160, P, 385.—III. {Middle\ same co., 3 m. S.W.
Winslow. Ac. 2586. P. 146.—IV. (-S'<eep/e), same
CO., 4J m. W. Winslow. Ac. 3270. P. 946.

CiAYE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Mame, arr. and 9 m, W. Meaux, on the
Canal de I'Ourcq. P. 1607.

Clayette (La), a comra. and town of France,
dep. Saone-et-Loire, arr. and 10 m. S. Charolles.
P. 1671.

Clayhanger, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4
m. E.N.E. Bampton. Ac. 2083. P. 274.

Clay'hidon, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 13
m. E.N.E. Tiverton. Ac. 5089. P. 705.
Claypole, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4^

m. S.E. Newark. Ac. 3370. P. 774.
CLArroN, several pas. and townships of Eng-

land.—I. CO. Sussex, 2 m. E. Hurst-Pierpoint.
Ac. 2402. P. 863.—II. a township, co. York,
West Riding, pa. and 3^ m. S.W. Bradford. Ac.
1610. P. 5655.—III. (joith-Fricklei/y, a pa., co.

York, West Riding, 8 m. N.W. Doncastcr. Ac.
1640. P. 312.—IV. iLe-Dale\ a township, co.

Lancaster, pa. and 4 m. N.N.W. Blackburn. Ac.
950. P. 375.—V. {Le-Moors), same co., pa.
Whalley, 7 m. S. Clitheroe. Ac. 950. P. 4682.—^VI. (Le- Woodsy, co. Lancaster, pa. Leyland,
3* m. N.N.W. Chorley. Ac. 1450. P. 705.—VII.
inestX CO. York, West Riding, pa. High Hoylaud,
7 in. W.N.W, Bamesley, Ac. 1098. P. 1532.
Clayton, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

N. part of Iowa state. Area 758 sq. m. P. (1860)
20,728. Soil productive, and climate healthy. It
has lead mines.—II. a township. New York, on
the St Lawrence, 12 m. N.W. Watertown. P. 4191.
—III. a CO. Georgia. P. 3240 free, 1226 slaves.
Clayworth, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 5 m.

N.N.E. East-Retford. Ac. 3080. P. 538.
Clear-Creek, several townships, U. S., North

America, Ohio ; the principal in co. Warren. P.
2882 ; and Richmond co. P. 1653.
Clearfield, a co. and town, U. S., North Ame-

rica, in W. part of Pennsylvania. Area of co. 1425
sq. m. P. of do. (1860) 18,759 ; of town, 603.
Clear - Water or Washacummov River,

British North America, lat. 56° 30' N., Ion. 110°
W., connects Lake Methy with the river Atha-
basca, and thence the waters flow to Hudson
Bay, with those entering the Arctic Ocean.
Cleasby, a pa. of Engl., co. York, North Rid-

ing, 3 m. W.S.W. Dariington. Ac. 970. P. 189.
Cleator, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,

^ m. N. Egremont. Ac, 2844. P. 3995.
L I.ECY, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Calvados, near 1. b. of the Orne, arr. and 13
m. W.N.W. Falaise. P. 1953. It has manufs. of

lace and cotton fabrics.

Cleden, two comms. and market towns of

France, dep. Finistere.—I. 25 m, W.N.W., pop.

1569 ; and 11. 26 m. N.E. Quimper, P. 149.

Cleder, a comm. and market town of France,

dep, Finistere, arr, & 13 m. N.W. Moriaix. P. 4673.

Clee, two pas. of England.—I. co. Lincoln, 1

J

m. S.E. Great Grimsby, Ac. 9790. P. 1565.—II.
(St Margaret), co. Salop, 17J m. N.N.E. Ludlow.
Ac, 1589. P. 281.

Cleenish, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Fer-
managh, 7 m, W.S.W, Enniskillen, Ac, 33,701.

P. 7505.

Cleer (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 2J
m. N. Liskeard. Ac. 11,263. P. 3931.

Clees (Le), a pa, and vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Vaud, dist. and 4 m. W. Orbe, on 1. b. of the
river Orbe, in a narrow gorge of the Jura. P. 224.

Cleetiiorpe, a township of England, co. Lin-
coln, pa. Clee, on the coast, 2| m. E.S.E. Great
Grimsby. P. 1230, It is frequented for sea-

bathing.
Cleeat:-Bishop's or Bishop's Cleeve, a pa,

of England, co. Glo'ster, with a station on the
Bristol and Birmingham Railway, 3J m. N.N.E.
Cheltenham. Ac. 8150. P. 1970.

Cleeve (Old), a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

3J m. S.E. Dunster. Ac. 6413. P. 1629.

Cleeve-Prior, a pa. of England, co. Worces-
ter, 5 m. N.E. Evesham. Ac. 1680. P. 340.

Clefmont, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute-Marne, arr. Chaumont, cap. cant. P. 6745.

Cleguerec, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Morbihan, cap. cant., arr. and 6 m.
N.W. Pontivy. P. 3442.

Cleish, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 3J m. S.S.W.
Kinross, Ac, 6214. P, 649,

Clement (St), numerous comms, and vills, of

France,—I. dep. Correze, 6 m. N.N.W. Tulle. P.
1557.—II. dep. Manche, arr. and 2^ m. N.E.
Mortain. P, 1026.—III. (de Montagne), dep.

Allier, arr. and 13 m. S.S.E. La Palisse. P. 1 522.

—IV. ides Leveesy, dep. Maine-et-Loire, on rt. b.

of the Loire, 7 m. N.W. Saumur. P. 1693.

Clement (St), two pas. of England.—I. co.

Cornwall, 1^ m. S.E. Truro. Ac. 3494. P. 3731.

—II. CO. and 3J m. E. Oxford, Ac, 580, P 2286,—St Clement-Danes is a pa. of London, with a
church in the Strand, a little W. Temple Bar.

Ac. of pa. 44. P. 15,692.

Clemente (San), a town of Spain, prov. ana
48 m. S.S.W. Cuenca. P. 3120.

Clemente (San), a vill. of Naples, prov, and
1 m, S.E. Caserta, with a fine historical museum.
Clements (St), a pa. of Scotland, forming part

of bor. of Aberdeen. P. 7623.

Clench-Warton, a pa, of England, co. Nor
folk, 2 m. W. Lywn. Ac. 3505. P. 599.

Clent, a pa. of England, co, Worcester, 3J m,
S.S.E. Stoui-bridge. Ac. 2365. P. 966.

Cleobury-Mortimer, a market town and pa.

of England, co. Salop, 10 m. E. Ludlow. Ac. of

pa. 7077. P. 1619. It has a workhouse for a union
embracing 88 sq. m. The Clee hills, in vicinity

abound in coal, ironstone, and limestone.

Cleobury (North), a pa. of England, co. Salop,

7J m. S.W. Bridgenorth. Ac. 1660. P. 168.

Clekac, a coram. & vill., France, dep. Charente-
Inferieure, aiT. Jonzac, cant. Montguyon. P. 1558
Clercken, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov

W. Flanders, 20 m. S.W. Bruges. P. 2845.
Cleres, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-Inferieure, arr. and 10 m. N. Rouen, ou
small river of same name. P. 739.
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Clereecx, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Drome, arr. Valence, cant. Romans. P. 1824.

Cleejus (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vosges, arr. Epinal, cant. Xertigny. P. 2489.

Ul£KKENWeli^ a dist. and out-pa. of city of

London, co. Middlesex, 1 m. N. St Paul's. Ac.
3S0. P. 65,681. It has a session-house, Clerkenwell
(ireen Pi-ison-house, and New River Head water
cistern for supplying the metropolis. " St John's
Gate " is the only remnant of an ancient priory

which stood in that locality.

Clermoxt-Fekraxd, Augtistonemetunui acomm.
and city of Fi-ance, cap. dep. Puy-de-Dome, in an
amphitheatre, and on rail. 236 m. S.S.E. Paris.

P. 37,275. It has a university, academy, normal
school, botanic garden, chamber of commerce, &
school of design. It is composed of two towns,
Clermont and Mont-Ferrand, united by a fine

promenade. Being situated near the Puy-de-
Dome, it is surrounded by volcanic formations
of the most varied aspect. Chief edifices, the
Gothic cathedral and church of Notre-Dame. In
one of its suburbs is the fountain of St Alyne,
the incrustations of which, during the successive

deposits of 700 years, have formed a curious
natural bridge. Manufs. of linen and woollen
fabrics, hosiery, pa|)er, and cutlery. In 1095 Pope
Urban v., assisted by Peter the Hermit, here
proclaimed the first cmsade.
Clermont, several comms., towns, and vills.

of France.—I. dep. Oise, cap. arr., on the route

between Paris and Amiens, and on the Railway
du Nord, 16 m. S.S.E. Beauvais. Pop. 5666,

engaged in calico-bleaching, and trading in agri-

cultural produce.—IL (de Lodeve), dep. Herault,

23 m. W. Montpellier. P. 6405. Manufs. of

wooUens, and ti-ade in rural produce.—III. (en

Argonne), dep. Meuse, cap. cant., 14 m. W.S.W.
Verdun. P. 1330.—IV. dep. Sarthe, arr. and
cant, la Fleche. P. 1572.—V. (Dessous), dep.

Lot et Garonne, aiT. Agen, cant. Port St Marie.

P. 1177.

Clermont, a co. of U. S., North America, in

S.W. of Ohio, and on Ohio river. Area 484 sq. m.
P. (I860') 33,034. Large part of co. fertile.—Also
a township, Columbia, co. New York. P. 1130.

CLEitMONTOis, a small dist. of France, in the
prov. Lorraine, of which the cap. was C. en

Argonne, now comprised in the dep. Meuse.
Clkrmont-Tonnere, an isl. of Pacific Ocean,

Low island group, lat. 18° 32' 49" S., Ion. 136° 21'

12' W. Length 10 m. by 1| m. across. Surface
low. Its discovery has been claimed for the

French under Admiral Duperrey in 1825.

Clerval, a comm. and town of France, dep.

on the Doubs, 24 m. N.E. Besanfon. P. 1362.

Clervaux, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Luxembmg, 13 m. N. Diekirch. P. 800.

Clery, Clariacunu, a comm. and town, France,
dep. Loiret, on 1. b. of the Loire, 9 m. S.W. Or-
leans, P. 2765.
Clether (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

6 m. E. Camelford. Ac. 2960. P. 229.

Cleto, a comm. of South Italy, prov. Cosenza,
circ. Paola. P. 1615.
Cleve or Kleve, a town of Rhenish Prussia,

gov. Dlisseldorf, cap. circ and formerly cap. duchy
of Cleve, near the Rhine, and the Netherlands
frontier, 23 m. N.W. Wesel. P. 8500.

Cle\'eix)N, two pas. of England, co. Somerset,
on the Severn.-L 12 m. W.S.W. Bristol. Ac
4067. P. 2941. Clevedon-Road station, on the
Great Western Railway, is 4 m. S.E.—II. {C.
Milton or Milton-ClevedonX 2 m. N.N.W. Bruton.
Ac. 1221. P. 210.

Cleveland, a fertile dist. of England, co. York,

North Riding, S. the river Tees. In it is

hamlet Cleveland-port, pa. Ormesby.
C1.EVELANU, a CO. of the U. S., North Americ

in S.W. of Noi-th Carolina. Area 640 sq. m- Poj
(186 ') 10,217 free, 2131 slaves.—II. a town, 01
cap. CO. Cuyahoga, at the entrance of Cuyahog
river into Lake Erie, and at the terminus of

Ohio Canal, 123 m. N.N.E. Columbus. P. (If

43,417. It lias broad streets, a lyceum, and sev

ral newspapers. Its harbour is one of the best <

the lake, and the carrj'ing trade is very extensive.

80 steam and saU vessels were built and equipped
here in 1859-60.

Clew Bay, Ireland, Connaught, co. Mayo, ia

an inlet of the Atlantic, lat. 63° 55' N., Ion. 9° 60'

W. ; it extends inland for 16 m^ with a nearly

uniform breadth of 8 m. Along its shores are

numerous small harbours and fishing stations.

At its upper end is an archipelago of about 300
fertile and cultivated islets ; and opposite its

entrance is Clare Island.

Cle\\'ER, a pa. of England, co. Berks, on the

Thames, 1 m. W. Windsor. Ac. 1666. P. 5418.

Cley near the Sea, a seaport and pa. of

England, co. Norfolk, on an estuary, f m. from
the North Sea, and 25 m. N.N.W. Norwich. Ac

,

of pa. 2363, mostly salt marsh. P. 791.

Cliburn, a pa. of England, co. Westmoreland I

7 m. N.W. Appleby. Ac. 1360. P. 367.

Clichy-la-Garonne, a comm. & vill., Franoe^

dep. and on rt. b. of the Seine, 4J m. N.W. Paxil I

of which it forms a suburb. P. 17,473. It hip
|

important manufactures of chemical products.

CuDDESDEN, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2

1

S. Basingstoke. Ac. 2150. P. 320.

Clifden, a seaf)ort town of Ireland, Coik>l

naught, dist Connemara, co. and 43 m. W.N.W^.|
Galway, on an inlet of Ardbear harbour. ]P^|

1434. It has a custom-house and harbour. Ex-
ports herrings and oats.—IL a vill., Leinster, coi I

Kilkenny. P. 70.

Cliffe, several places in England.—I. a townr-l

ship, CO. York, East Riding, 3 m. E. Selby, on thfel

railway thence to Hull. Ac 2618. P. 616.—itl
(fit Hooy, CO. Kent, 6J m. N. Rochester. Ac 783ft.|

P. 980.—III. {West% a pa., co. Kent, 2i m. jfJ
Dover. Ac 1194. P. 122.—IV. {St Tho

"

CO. Sussex, 1 m. E. Lewes. Area returned '

Lewes. P. 1568.—V. {Regis or King's Cliffe^ ^

Northampton, 6 m. N.N.W. Oundle. Ac. 4460.1

P. 1360.—VI. {Pypard or Pepefy, co. WUts, 4 m.1

S. Wooton-Basset. Ac. 3986. P. 910.

Clifford, two pas of England.—I. co. He
ford, 8 m. S.S.W. Kington. Ac 6522. P. T"
II. {Chambers'), co. Cloister, 2 m. S. Stratford-

Avon. Ac. 2500. P. 344.—III. a township, '

York, West Riding, pa. Bramham, 3 m. S.f

Wetherby. P. 2163.

Clifton, a watering-place and pa. of England
CO. Glo'ster, about 1 m. W. BristoL Ac 740. I
21,376. It is built on the sides and summit of

precipitous limestone hill 460 ft. high, command
fine views, and is separated from a similar (

"

by a deep chasm, through which flows the :

gable Avon. Its hot baths have a temper
of about 73° Fahr. They contain an unu
quantity of carbonic acid gas, with salts of i

nesia. Mean temp. Ju. 62°7, Jan. 39°"3. "
32 inches ; rainy days 169.

Clifton, numerous pas., etc, of England.—^II

CO. Bedford, U m. E. ShefFord. Ac. 1420. P|
1478.—II. CO. Westmoreland, 3 m. S.S.E. Pen|
rith. Ac. 1520. P. 342.—III. {Campville), coJ

Stafford, 6 m. N.E. Tamworth. Ac 6004. P|

881.—IV. {Eatnden), co. Oxford, 3J m. E.SM
Abingdon. Ac 1030. P. 353.—V. {Maylxmky^
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CO Dorset, 4| m. W.S.W. Sherborae. Ac. 1254.

P. 73._V1. {North), co. Notts, 5jm. E.N.E. Tux-
ford. Ac. 50oO. P. 269.—VU. (Reynesy, co.

Bucks. Ac. 1444. P. 212.—VIII. (upon-Duns-

mrrey, co. Warwick, 2^ m. E.N.E. Eugby. Ac.

4902. P. 732.—IX. {upon-Teame)^ co. and 9^ m.

N.W. Worcester. Ac. 2972. P. 542.—X. {with-

Glapton), CO. and 3^ m. S.S.W. Nottingham. Ac.

19SU. P. 382.—XI. (with-Compton), a township,

CO. Derby, pa. and l|^ m. S.W. Ashbourne. Ac.

lOlC. P. 894.—XII. (with-SalwickX a township,

CO. Lancaster, pa. and 3 m. E.S.E. Kirkham. Ac.

3776. P. 447.—^XIII. a township, co. Lancaster,

pa. Eccles, on the Manchester and Bolton Kail-

way, 6| m. N.W. Salford. P. 2140.—XIV. a
township, CO. York, North Eiding, pas. St Michael
and St OUve, 1^ m. N.W. York. P. 2659.—XV.
(cum-Hartsheaa), co. York, West Eiding, pa.

Dewsbury, 6 m. N.E. Huddersfield. Ac. 2964.

P. 1873.

Clifton-Paek, a township of the U. S., North
Amer., New York, 22 m. N.W. Albany. P. 2868.

Dumping, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.
S.Arundel. Ac. 2186. P. 33L
Clinch, a co. of U. S., Georgia. P. 2614 free,

449 slaves.

CLmcii, a river in U. S., North America, Vir-
ginia and Tennessee, unites with Holston river

at Kingston to form the Tennessee, after a S.W.
course of 200 m., mostly navigable for boats.

Cllnchamps, a comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, dep.

Calvados, arr. Vire, cant. St Sever, P. 1474.

Clinton, numerous cos. and townships of the

U. S., N<.>rth America.—I. a co. in N.E. of New
York. Area 932 sq. m. P. (1860) 45,735. Partly
mountainous, partly fertile.—II. a co. in W. of

Pennsylvania. Area 840 sq. m. P. (1860) 17,723.

—III. a CO. in S. of Kentucky. Area 234 sq. m.
P. 5523 free, 258 slaves. Soil fertile.—IV. a co.

in S.W. of Ohio. Area 430 sq. m. P. (1860)
21,461. Soil rich.—V. a co. in centre of Michigan.
Area 576 sq.m. P. (1860) 13,916. Surface level

;

soil good— VI. a co. in S. Illinois. Area 468 sq.

ra. P. (1860) 10,941.—VII. a co. in N.W. of
Missouri. Area 416 sq. m. P. 6704 free, 1144
slaves.—VIII. Indiana. P. (1860) 14,505.—IX.
a CO. in E. part of Iowa territory. P. (I860) 18,938.
—X. a township, Maine, 25 m. N.N.E. Augusta.
P. 1743.—XL New York, 10 m. N. Poughkeepsie.
P. 1795.—XII. a viU., 9 m. S.W. Utica. P. about
800. It is the seat of Hamilton College.—^XIII.
a township. New Jersey, co. Essex. P. 1976.

—

XIV. Ohio, CO. Summit. P. 1196.
Clion, two comras. and viUs. of France.—I.

dep. Loire-Inferieure, 11 m. S. Paimboeuf. P.
2002.—II. dep. Indre, 44 m. S.E. ChatiUon.
P. 1854.

Cliperton Rock and Island, North Pacific
Ocean, lat. 10° 13' 24' N., Ion. 109° T 30' W.,
vises at one point to 170 feet above the sea.

Clippesby, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3i
m. N.E. Acle. Ac. 861. P. 97.
Clipsham, a pa. of England, co. Rutland, 7 m.

I^.N.W. Stamford. Ac. 1655. P. 213.
Clipston, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton, 4 m.

S.S.W. Market-Harborough. Ac. 2800. P. 877.
Clisheim or Clisseval, the highest mountain

in the outer Hebrides, Scotland, island of Harris,
6 m. N.W. Tarbet. Height 2700 feet.

Clissa, a fortified town of Dalmatia, circ. and
4 m. N.E. Spalatro, on a height commanding the
route from that city to the interior. P. 1200.

Clisson, a comm. and town of Prance, dep.
Loire-Inferieure, on the S^vre-Nantaise, near its
co;ifl. with the Maine, 16 m. S.E. Nantes. P.
2829 Manuf. woollen cloth, paper, and yam.

Clist, several pas. of England, co. Devon.—I.

(St George), 14 m. E.N.E. Topsham. Ac. 1066.
P. 300.—II. (Honiton), 44 m. E. Exeter. Ac. 1725.
P. 416.—III. {HydonX 3.\ m. S.S.E. Collumptou.
Ac. 1725. P. 329.—IV. {St Lawrence), 6 m. S.
Collumpton. Ac. 1060. P. 164.—V. (St Mary),
li m. N.E. Topsham. Ac. 582. P. 176.

Clithekoe, a pari, and muuic. bor. and mar-
ket town of England, co. Lancaster, pa. Whalley,
on the Eibble, at the base of Pendle Hill (which,
rises to 1800 feet above the sea), 28 m. by rail-

way, N. Manchester. P. of pari. bor. 10,864. It

has a chapel of ease, Roman Catholic chapel,
grammar school founded by Queen Mary in 1654,
mechanics' institute, moot-hall, gaol, and manufs.
of calicoes and other cotton fabrics. It sends one
member to House of Commons. Reg. elect. 493.

Cliviger, a chapelry of England, co. Lancas-
ter, pa. Whalley, 4 m. S.S.E. Burnley. Ac. 6160.

P. 1770.
Clocaenog, a pa. of North Wales, co. Den-

bigh, 3 m. S.W. Ruthin. Ac. 6671. P. 439.
Clock or Clough Point, a headland of Scot-

land, CO. Renfrew, S. shore of the Firth of Clyde,
4 m. W.S.W. Greenock. It has a fixed light.

Clodock, a pa. of England, co. and 16 m. S.W.
Hereford Ac. 17,833. P. 1794.
Cloford, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4 m.

S.W. Frome. Ac. 2243. P. 218.

Cloghan, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, 4 m.
N.N.E. Bauagher. P. 315.

Cloghane, a pa., Ireland, Munster, co. Kerry,
consisting chiefly of a mountainous peninsula,
W. of Brandon Bay. Ac. 17,572. P. 1782.

Clogheen, a mai'ket town of Ireland, Munster,
co.Tipperary, 13^ m. W.S.W. ClonmeU. P. 1347.
It is the head of a poor-law union. The Cork
Railway passes within 6 m. of the town.
Clogher, a decayed episcopal city and dis-

franchised pari, bor., barony, and market town and
pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Tyrone, on the Black-
water river, 82 m. N.N.W. Dublin. Ac. of barony
97,569

;
pop. of do. 26,917. Ac. of pa. 49,763. P.

12,008; of town, 389. It has a cathedral, bishop's
palace, prison, workhouse, and is the head of a
poor-law union. Its diocese comprises 43 pas. in
the cos. Monaghan, Fermanagh, Tyrone, Done-
gal, and Louth.
Clogher, several pas. of Ireland.—I. Munster,

CO. Tipperary, 6 m. S.W. Thuiies. Ac. 8119. P.
1285.—II. (or Kilcloger), Leinster, co. Louth, 7
m. N.E. Drogheda. Ac. 1861. P. 1200. Its vill.,

N. of Clogher Head (Irish Sea), has a fishery,

and is resorted to for sea-bathing. P. 836.—III.

a vill., Connaught, co. Mayo, near Kilcummin-
Head, and 4 m. N. Killala. P. 133.

Clogherny, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Ty-
rone, 5 m. S.E. Omagh. Ac. 17,791. P. 6033.
Clohars Carnoet, a comm. and vill., France,

dep. Finisterre, arr. & cant. Quimperl^. P. 3125.
Cloitre, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Finis-

terre, arr. Morlaix, cant. St Th^gonec. P. 1369.
Clon (Irish Cluan or Cluain), a prefix to places

in Ireland, signifying a fertile strip of land sur-
rounded by a moor or bog, or on one side by a
bog and on the other by water.

Parish. County. Acres. Pop.
Clonagam, . Wateriord, . 4,939 4,373
Clonagh, . . Limerick, . 2,428 420
Clonaghlis, . Kildare, . . 477 113
Clonallan, . Down, . . 11,445 4,776
Olonal\'y, . . Meath, . . 3,125 439
Clonamery, . Kilkenny, . 3,390 561
Clonard, . . Meath, . . 13,324 2,787
Clonaeney, . Westmeath, . 2,307 469
Clonbeg, . . Tipperaiy, . 15,112 2,638
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Parish. County. Acres Pop.

Clonbern, . . Galway, . . 10,461 1,842
Clonbroxey, . Longford, . 12,706 3,144
Clonbullogue, Tipperary, . 3,954 709
Clonca, . . . Donegal, . 19,643 5,929
Cloxcagh, . . Limerick, . 4,543 788
Cloxcrew, Limerick, 1,714 244
Cloncurry, . Kildare, . . 8,390 916
Cloncurry, . Kildare, . 5,419 349
Clondagad, . Clare, . . 16,975 2,946
Clondahorky, Donegal, . 29,618 5,350
Clondalkin, . Dublin, . 4,933 2,411
Clondavaddog, Donegal, . 27,365 7,436
Clondrohid, . Cork, . . . 27,114 3,976
Clonduff, . . Down, . , . 21,241 6.504
Cloxdulane, . Cork, . . . 4,926 990
Clox-e, . . . Wexford,

.

. 6,266 1,062
Cloxea, . . , Waterford, . 2,108 492
Cloneex, . . Tipperary, 7,542 1,244
Clonelty, . . Limerick, . 3,748 835
Clonenagh, . Queen's, . . 47,188 1L352
Clonfad, . . Westmeath, . 4,648 866

Clonfeacle, fArmagli and

( Tyrone, j- 26,282 12,929

Clonfert, . . Galway, , . 24,446 3,177
Clonfert, . . Cork, . . 62,109 11,055
Closgeen, . . Wexford, 6.379 1,053
Clongesh, . . Longford, 12,536 3,909
Cloxgill, . . Meath, . . 2,387 166
Clonkefn, . . Louth, . 4,321 1,088
Clonkeen, . . Limerick, 1,144 250
Clonkeek, . . Galway, . 8,213 1,076
Clonlea, . . Clare, . . 8,680 2,021
Clonleigh, . Wexford, . 2,716 481
Clonleigh, . Donegal, . . 12,364 3,931
Clonxoghax, . Clare, . . . 2,951 471
Clonmacduff, Meath, . 2,540 622
Clonmacnoise, King's, . . 21,918 3,013
Cloxmany, Donegal, . . 23,375 5,668
Cloxmeex, . . Cork, . . 20,076 3,487
Clonmelsh, , Carlow, . . 3,146 425
Clonmethax, . Dublin, . 3,027 445
Cloxmines, Wexford, . 1,379 247
Cloxmore, . . Carlow, , 6,029 1,390
Cloxmore, . . Kilkenny, 6,091 622
Cloxmore, . . Louth, . 1,905 459
Cloxmore, . . Wexford, 6,766 1,153
€lox(e, . . . Tyrone, . 9,236 5,125
Cloxoulty, Tipperary . 11,134 2,139
Cloxtet, . . Tipperary, 2,450 572
Cloxpriest, . Cork, . . 6,984 2,005
Cloxrush, . . Galway. . 7,410 1,600
Cloxsasi', . . King'^ . . 23,557 2,312
Cloxsilvxbo, . Kildare, . 2,021 283
Cloxshire, Limerick, 1,517 259
Cloxsilla, . . Dublin, . 3,256 901
Cloxtead, . . Cork, . . 3,097 686
Cloxtibret, . Monaghan, 26,219 11,382
Clonturk, . . Dublin, . 1,244 2,720
Cloxtuskebt, Galway . 16,509 2,228
Cloxygoose, . Carlow, . 4,699 2,045
Cloxytiurk, . King's, . 11,747 2,240
Cloonclare, . Leitrim, . 32,352 8,759
Clooxe, . . . Leitrim, . 41,523 12,829
Clooxfixlough, Eoscommon, 7,814 2,710

Cix)XAKiLTY or Clogilnakilty, a mai-ket town,
and formerly a pari. bor. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Cork, on the Foilagh, near its mouth in Clona-
kilty Bay, 11 m. S.W. Bandon. P. 3108. It has
a church, court-house, barracks, bridewell, mar-
ket-house, and linen hall. Manufs. cotton.
Cloxbulloge, a town of Ireland, Leinster,

King's CO., 6 m. S.S.W. Edenderry. P. 110.
Cloxderalaw Bay, Ireland, Munster, co.

Clare, 18 m. S.W. Ennis, is an inlet of the Shan-

I

1

non estuary, penetrating inland for about
breadth from 1^ to J mile.

Cloxes, a pa. and market town of Ireland, Ul-
ster, CO. and 11 m. W.S.W. Monaghan, and near
the Ulster Canal. Ac of pa. 42,876. Pop. of pa.
15,904 ; do. of town, 2390. The town has a work-
house, fever hospital, sessions and market-houses,
with trade in brewing, tanning, & export of line:

and com. It is the head of a poor-law union.
Cloxmel, a pari, and munic. bor. and town

Ireland, Munster, cos. Waterford and Tipperary'
on the Limerick and Waterford Railway, and on
both banks of the Suir, and on Moore and Long
Islands, its several parts connected by 3 bridges
14 m. ti.8.r;. Cashel. Alt. 76 tu Ac of parL Bor,
331. P. 10,644. Its municipal jurisdiction extends
over 4800 ac, mostly in co. Waterford. Principal
buildings, a church, Boman Catholic and other

chapels, 2 convents, a lunatic asylum, co
house, couutj' gaol, barracks, county infirmai

and dispensary, fever hospital, and house of i

dustry. It has a mechanics' institute, sevei

Imuks, breweries, a distillery, and a considerabi

commerce in agricultural produce. It is the hi

of a poor-law union. Ths bor. sends 1 meml
to the H. of C. Reg. electors 253.—II. a pa., Mun^
ster, CO. & 10 m. E.S.E. Cork, & comprising a part

of the town of Cove. [Cork.] Ac 3197. P. 2250.

Cloxmellox, a market town of Ireland, Leiiw
ster, CO. West Meath, 4 m. N.W. Athboy. P.
Cloxtarf, a town and pa. of Ireland, Leinsi

CO. and 3 m. E.N.E. Dublin, on the N. side of il

bay, and on Dublin and Drogheda Railway,
of pa. 1189. P. 2470 ; do. of town 137. Here, <H^

April 23, 1014, the united Danes and Irish were
defeated by the troops of Brian Borouch, who waa
killed in the action. j

Cloxthal or Kloxthal, a lake of Switzerland
in the valley of same name, cant, and 3 m. S."W^

Glanis. It is 2 m. long, 1 m. broad, and 25191

feet above the level of the sea.

Clooxcraff, a pa, of Ireland, Connaught, co.

Roscommon, 5 m. N.N.E. Strokestown. Ac. 4859.

P. 1272.

Clooxey, a pa., Ireland, Munster, co. Clare, 31
m. E. Ennistymon. Ac. 10,225. P. 1943.

Clooxoghil, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught ca
Sligo,3im. W.S.W. Ballymote. Ac 6989. P. 1597.

Clophill, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 2 m.
N. SUsoe. Ac 2140. P. 1169.

Clopton, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3J m.
N.W. Woodbridge. Ac 2074. P. 407.

Closeburx, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumfries, Sjf

m. S.E. Thornhill, on the Nith. Ac 29,347. P.

1651. It has remains of the old castle of the

KDpatricks, and at Crichup Linn, Balfour of

Burley's cave, the retreat of the covenanters.
Closworth, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4

m, S. Yeovil. Ac. 1071. P. 184.

Clothall, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 2J m.

S.E. Baldock. Ac. 3444. P. 492,

Clotze or Klotze, a vill. of Prussian Saxony,

reg. and 40 m, N.W. Magdeburg. P. 2400.

Cloud (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, 5^ m. W. Paris, on the slope of a

hill near 1. b. of the Seine, and on the railway

from Paris to Versailles. P. 5616. The chateau

of St Cloud, originally the propertjr of the dukes

of Orleans, was long a summer residence of the

kings of France ; it has an extensive park and

elegant fountains. Napoleon Bonaparte here

broke up the assembly of 500, and caiised himseli

to be proclaimed First Consul, 9th Novembei
1799 ; and here, in July 1830, Charles x. signcc

the ordinances that cost him his throne.

Cloudy Bay, New Zealand, is an inlet of Cootft
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Rtrait, in the N.E. extremity of South Island.

Its S. coast is lofty ; on its N. shore is Cloudy
harbour, one of the finest known, the entrance of

which is in lat. 41° 20' S. ; Ion. 174° JO' E. Cloudy
Bay receives the Wairoo river.

CloyA, a pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar, a beauti-

ful valley in the Grampian mntns. [Cortacht.]
Clovelly or Ci^vellt, a pa. of England, co.

Devon, on the Bristol Channel, 9 m. S.W. Bide-

ford. Ac. 3502. P. 825.

Clown, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 7J m.
E.N.E. Chesterfield. Ac. 1860. P. 704.

Cloyd, a river, North Wales, cos. Denbigh and
Flint, rises near Slanfihangel, flows mostly N.
past Euthin, Denbigh, St Asaph, and Ehyddlan,
and enters the Irish Sea at Ehyl. Total course

30 m. Chief affluent the Elwy.
Cloyes, a" comm. and town of France, dep.

Eure-et-Loire, cap. cant., arr. and 6 m. S.W. ChS,-

teaudun, on 1. b. of the Loire. P. 1359.

Cloyne, a pa. and market town, and formerly
an Episcopal city, Ireland, Munster, co. Cork, 4

m. S.W. Castle-Martyr. Area of pa. 9969 ac.

Pop. of pa. S897; do. of town 1434. Principal
public edifices, a Eoman Catholic cathedral, a
round tower, church, nunnery and monastery.
The diocese is merged in that of Cork. In the
vicinity are valuable marble quarries.

Ci.UGNAT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Creuse, 14 m. N.E. Gu^ret,on the Veraux. P. 2220.

Cluis, two contiguous vills. of France, dep.
Indre, 12 m. W. La Chatre. United pop. 2085.

Clujj or Clunn, a decayed bor., market town
and pa. of England, co. Salop, on a river of same
name, 5J m. S.S.W. Bishop's Castle. Area of pa.

19,782 ac, including nearly 2338 ac. of common
land in the Forest of Clun. Pop. 2121 ; do. of
township 984.

Clunbury, a pa. of Engl., co. Salop, 6 m. S.S.E.
Bishop's Castle. Ac. 5404. P. 102'J.

Clungunfoed, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 9J
m. N.E. Knighton. Ac. 3620. P. 647.

Clunie, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 13 m. N.
Perth. Ac. 8000. P. 699. Surface mountainous.
Clunie Loch has a small island.

Cluny, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 16 m. W.
Aberdeen. Area about 7000 ac. P. 1254.
Cluny, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Grone,
11 m. N.W. Macon. P. 4278. It has a college and
hospitals. Manufs. gloves, linen, and leather;
paper and oil mills, a large pottery, and a trade
in timber, com, and cattle.

Cluses, a town of France, dep. Haute Savoie,
near rt. b. of Arve, 23 m. E.S.E. Geneva. P. 1585.
It has a church, college, hospitals, and manufs.
clock and watch movements.
Clusone, a town of North Italy, prov. and 17

m. N.E. Bergamo, near the Serio. P. 2840. It
has a church, hospitals, public school, and trade
in corn and iron. In the vicinity are copper
foundries and vitriol works.—II. a river (ancient
Clttsoy, North Italy, prov. Turin, rises in the
Alps, about 12 m. E. Mont Genfevre, flows S.E.
past Fenestrella, Perosa, and Pinerolo, and after
a comrse of 50 m. joins the Po 18 m. S.S.W. Turin.

Clussaix, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Deux-Sfevres, arr. Melle, cant. Sauz^. P. 1395.
Glutton, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3 m.

S. Pensford. Ac. 1636. P. 1149. It is the head
of a poor-law union.
Clwyd, a river of North Wales, flows N.

tbrough the cos. Denbigh and Flint to the Irish
' t^a. It is navigable from Ehuddlan. Its valley,
one of the most beautiful in Wales, is 20 m. long,
and 3 to 8 in breadth.

Clyde (the Glolla of Tacitus), one of the largest

and most important rivers in Scotland. It takes
its rise from numerous streams flowing from a
mountain range in S. part of Lanarkshire and
borders of Dumfriesshire ; the chief summits of

which are the Lowthers, Leadhills, Queensberry
Hill, and Eodger Law, with elevations approach-
ing 3000 feet. The original source of the Clyde,
popularly so called, has its rise about 2 m. S.E.
Eodger Law, and 4 m. S.E. vill. of Elvanfoot, at an
elevation of 1400 feet After a course of a few
miles this small stream is joined by the Daer,
Powtrail, Elvan, and other mountain rivulets. It

now flows in a N.E. direction, receiving tributaries

fi'om the Tinto Hills, then turning with many
windings N.W. and W., is joined by the Douglas
Water from the S.W., the Medwin, Mouse, etc,
and, entering Lanark parish, forms the celebrated
falls, descending by several rapids about 230 feet,

amid high shelving sandstone rocks and pictur-
esque scenery. The falls are Bonnington Linn,
30 feet, CoiTa Linn, 84 feet, and Stonebyres, 80
feet. Its course is now through rich and fertile

valleys on to Glasgow, where it is navigable for

vessels of 200 tons, its depth at high water being
19 feet, and the rise of the tide 6 to 8 feet. From
this city it expands into a river navigable for

ships of the largest class, and flows W.N.W.,
dividing the co. Eenfrew on the S. from Dumbar-
ton on the N., receiving the tributaries of the Kel-
vin, Cart, and Leven. At Bowling it receives the
Forth and Clyde Canal. The salt water extends
to 1 m. above Bowling, where the firth may bo
said to commence. After passing Dumbarton
it gradually widens, till between Greenock and
Helensburgh it is 4 m. in width, spreading N.
into Gareloch and Loch Long, W. into Holy Iioch,

and S. into the Firth of Clyde proper, with the
isles of Bute and the Gjimbraes, situated at its

mouth. The estuary extends to Eosneath Point
18 m. below Greenock, with a mean width of 32
m., after which it is enclosed by Ayrshire and
the Isle of Arran, & becomes identified wdththe N.
Channel. Tlie length of the river from its source
to Glasgow, including windings, is about 75 m.
In 1865 the number of ships built on the Clydewas
263 ; total tonnage 151,998, & 23,857 horse power.
In the Clyde, in 1812, was launched the first boatin
Europe successfully propelled by steam. The
customs revenue of the Clyde ports for 1863-64
amounted to 2,281,400^., and the emigration from
the river to America and Australia is rapidly in-

creasing.

—

Clydesdale is the district fonning the
valley of the Clyde [Lanaukshire], and is cele-

brated for its orchards, coal & iron mines, & horses.

Clyde, a river of British North America, fall-

ing into Baffin Sea in lat. 70° 10' N. ; Ion. 69° W.
Clyde Ironworks, a vill. of Scotland, co.

Lanark, pa. Old Monkland. P. 617.

Clydey, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,
3 m. S.W. Newcastle-Emlyn, Ac. 8120. P. 1074.

Clyne, a pa. of Scotland, co. Sutherland, 12 in.

N.N.E. Domoch, on Dornoch Firth. P. 1886.

Clynog. a pa. of North Wales, co. and 9^ m.
S.S.W. Carnarvon. Ac 12,060. P. 1671.

Clyro, a pa. of South Wales, co. Eadnor, on
the Wye, 1 m. S.W. Hay. Ac 7225. P. 888.

Sessions for the hundred are held in the vUl.—
Clytha is a hamlet, co. Monmouth, 5 m. N.N.W.
Usk. Ac. 1841. P. 364.
Clythe-ness, a headland of Scotl., on the N.

Sea, CO. Caithness, lat. 58° 21' N. ; Ion. 3° 18' W.
CoA, Cuda, a river of Portugal, prov. Beira,

rises in the Sierra de Gata, flows N., passing near
Almeida, and joins the Douro on left, 5 m. W
Torre de Moncorvo. Length 80 miles.
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CoAGH. a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Tyrone, 4

m. S.S.E. Moneymore. P. 403.

OoAHosiA, a CO. of U. S., North America, in

N.W. MississippL Area 828 sq. m. P. 1521 free,

5085 slaves.

CoAHUiLA or CoHAtTTLA, a state of Mexico, be-
tween lat. 25° and 28° N., S.W. of Texas. Area
30,740 sq. ra. P. (1862) 70,000. Surface moun-
tainous. Chief rivers, Rio Del Norte and Agua
Verde. Climate temperate and healthy. It has
silver mines. Products : the cereals, vanilla, in-

digo, and wine. Cattle are largely reared, and
fish are abundant.

—

Coahuila or Montelovez is a
considerable town in above state, 130 m. N.W.
Monterey. P. 8000.

CoALEY, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 3 m.
N.N.E. Dursley. Ac. 2460. P. 777.

Coal Island, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Ty-
rone, 4 m. N.E. Dungannon. P. 661. Potteries,

flour mills, and coal mines in its vicinity.

CoALSKAUGHTON, a vill, of Scotland, co. Clack-
mannan, pa. TUlicouItry. P. 795.

CoANZA, a river of West Africa, Lower Guinea,
enters the Atlantic S. of Loando, near lat. 9° 10'

S., Ion. 14° 22' E., after a rapid course of (as is

supposed) at least 500 miles.

CoARi, a riv. of S. America, Brazil, prov. Soli-

moens, rises about 7° 15' S. lat., flows N.E., and
joins the Amazon after a course of upwards of

400 mUes.
CoARRAZE, a comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, dep.

Basses Pjrendes, arr. and 11 m. S.E. Pau. P.

2438. Chief industry linen -weaving.
CoASsoLo, a oomm. of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Turin. P. 3879. Many cattle are reared here.

Coatbridge, a town of Scotland, co. Lanark,
pa. Old Monkland, 9J m. E. Glasgow by railway,
and on the Monkland Canal. P. 10,501. Near
it are extensive iron works.
Coatdyke, a viU. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

Old Monkland, near Coatbridge. P. 842.

CoATES, several pas. of England.—I. co. Glo'ster,

3 m. W.S.W. Cirencester. Ac. 2330. P. 417.—
II. CO. and 9 m. N.W. Lincoln, parts Lindsey.
Ac. 950. P. 54.—III. CO. Sussex, 3 m. S.S.E.

Petworth. Ac 345. P. 78.—IV. (Great), co.

Lincoln, parts Lindsey, 2} m. W. Great Grimsby.
Ac. 4480. P. 206.—V. (Little), same co., parts

Lindsey, 2 m. W. Great Grimsby. Ac. 1024. P.

59.—VI. (NorthX same co., and parts Lindsey, 9

m. N.N.E. Louth. Ac. 4101. P. 290.

CoATZACOALCo, a riv. of Mexico, rises in the
SieiTa Madre, dep. Oaxaca, flows N. between
Vera Cruz and Tabasco, and enters the Bay of

Coatzacoalco (Caribbean Sea), 130 m. S.E. Vera
Cruz.

CoAZZE, a market town of North Italy, prov.

Turin, circ. and 13 m. E.S.E. Susa, near the confl.

of the Sangone and Sangonetto. P. 3872.

CoBAN, a city of Central America, state and
90 m. N.N.W. Guatemala, cap. dep. Vera Paz, on
the Eio Dulce Estimated pip. 14,000.

Cobb, a co. of U. S., North America, in N.W.
of Geoi^a. Area 520 sq. m. P. (1860) 10,428
free, 3819 slaves. Soil fertile. Yields Indian
corn, wheat, cotton, and has a cotton factory,

flour mills, and tanneries. Minerals : gold, silver,

copper, lead, iron, and granite.
Cobbee, a town of Centi-al Africa. [Kobbe.")
Cobern, a vill. of Ehenish Pnissia, gov. Cob-

lentz, on the Moselle. P. 1400. Manufs. wine
and tobacco.

CoBHAM, two pas. of England.—I. co. Kent, 4^
m. W. Rochester. Ac. 3096. P. 864.—II. co. Sur-
rey, 9 m. N.E. Guildford. Ac 5228. P. 1998. It

comprises Church-Cobkam, a vill. on the Mole
;

and Street-Cobham, a hamlet on the London and
Portsmouth road.

Cobija, the only legal seaport of Bolivia, cap
dep. Atacama, on the Pacific, on an open roa
stead. Lat. 22° 34' S.; Ion. 70" 21' 2" W. P:3

(1858) 2380. It is a depot for coin, bullion, or
cotton and woollen stuffs, paper, and mercury.
Coblenz (English Coblentz, French Coblence,

ancient ConJiueTites), a foitified city of Khenish
Prussia, cap. reg., on 1. b. of the Rhine, at the influx
of the Moselle, the former river here crossed by tM
bridge 485 yards across, & the latter by a bridga
536 yards in length: on rail.. 49 m. S.S.E. ColngTn3
P. (1864) 28,701. Mean temp, of year 5r»-5^
winter 35'*-7, summer 66'-6 Fahr. It has sfr*

veral churches, a palace of the former electors of

Treves, an anc. Jesuits' college, a Roman Cathi ilic

seminary,& theatre; manufs. of cotton andwooUen
fabrics, & an active general trade. Around it are

several detached forts. Ehrenbreitstein, on the op-
posite bank of the Rhine, is one of the strongest

outworks. It was taken by the French in 1794,

after an obstinate resistance, and made cap. of the

dep. Rhine and Moselle, under Napoleon i. 'i'Le

gov. of Coblem is bounded on N. by gov. Cologne,

E. duchies of Hessen-Darmstadt and Nassau, S.

Rhenish Bavaria, and W. govs. Trier and Aix-la-

Chapelle.—II. a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aar-
gau, at the confl. of the Aar and Rhine, 16 me I

N.E. Aarau. P. 709. %
Colbeskill, a township of U. S., North Ame«

'

rica, New York, 38 m. W. Albany. P. 2229.

Cobras, an island of S. America, Brazil, prov,; I

and 25 m. from Rio de Janeiro, in its bay. Onift,
\

of the principal defences of the city. »-'

Cobre, a town of the island of Cuba, E. de*
partment, W.N.W. Santiago. P. 2138.

CoBRiDGE, a hamlet of England, co. Stafford^

pa, and forming a suburb of Burslem, 3 m. NJSi»

Newcastle-under-Lyne. P. 3378.

CoBURG, a town of Central Gei-many, cap. prin- I

cipality of Coburg (a portion of the duchy of Saxe>
|

Coburg-Gotha), on the Itz, an afii. of the RegD%
and on railway from Dresden to Munich, 26 m,
N. Bambere:. Lat. 50° 15' 19" N. ; Ion. 10° ,58? I

9" E. P. (1864) 10,724. Mean temp, of year ASf^
winter 32°. summer, 62°'8, Fahr. Principal build*

ings, the Ehrenberg palace, containing a colle<V I

tion of paintings, churches, arsenal, observatorj^ f

theatre, casino, and workhouse. Coburg is thill

seat of all the high courts for the duchy, and H

I

has a gymnasium, and manufs. of woollen, llnMii I

and cotton fabrics, gold and silver articles, blead^*
j

ing and dye-works, stonerquarries, and an activo
|

transit and general trade.

CoBL'RG, a town of Canada W^ 70 m. froai|

Toronto, and 90 m. from Kingston, at terminus oil

railway from Peterboro'. P. 5000. It has various!

manufs. Near it is Victoria College, founded by
j

act of the legislature in 1842.

CoBURG-PEXUJsuLA, North Australia, lat. ll"!

22' S., Ion. 132° 10' E, is 60 m. in length E. tol

W., by 20 m. across, connected S.E. with the|

mainland by a narrow isthmus, and separatedW
from Melville island by Dundas Strait.

CoccAGLio, a town of North Italy, prov. Bres-

cia, circ. Chiari. P. 2330.

CoccoNATO, a town of North Italy, prov. Ales-

sandria, cap. mand., 17 m. E.N.E. Turin. P^ with

comm., 2677.

COCH..VBAMBA, a dep. of the republic of Bolivia

mostly between lat 15° 30* and 19° S. ; Ion. 64°

and 68° W. Area 55,120 sq. m. P. (1858)349,892

It produces cotton, sugar, dyewoods, timber, and

the precious metals. The city of Cochabamho.

cap. dep., on the Rio Grande, in a plain at the hi
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footof the Andes, ITOm.N.N.W. Sucre. P. (1858)

40.678. Climate temperate and healthy. Mauufs.

of cotton fabrics and glass wares.

CocuEM, a town of Rhenish Prussia, reg. and
24 m. S.W. Coblenz, cap. circ, on the Moselle, at

the influx of the Endert. P. 2600.

CocHEREL, a hamlet of France, dep. Eure, arr.

and 12 m. E. Evereux, celebrated for a victory-

gained by Du Guesclin over the King of Na-
varre in 1364.

Cochin, a rajahship of S. India, politically con-

nected with the presidency of Madras, extends

along the Malabar coast, between lat. 9° 48' and
10° 60' N. ; Ion. 76° 5' and 76° 58' E. Area 1988

sq. m. P. with Travancore (1862) 1,505,000.

Part of the country is mountainous, extending

over the Western Ghauts, which are well wooded,
and have an elevation from 4000 to 5000 feet

above the sea. The country is interspersed by a
number of shallow lakes called backwaters, re-

ceiving numerous streams on their descent from
the Western Ghauts, and from this circumstance
liable to rise as the feeders swell, and to fall as

they shrink or dry up. The limits of the back-
waters, N. and S., extend 120 m., and pass be-

yond the boundary of the state ;
greatest breadth

10 m. The form is in-egular, branching into

shallow channels, enclosing low alluvial islands.

The sea communication is at three points—1st,

l)y the city of Cochin ; 2d, at Kodungaloor ; and
the 3d at Chetuwaya. The backwater is navig-
able at all seasons from Cochin to Kodungaloor
and AleppL Atmosphere damp ; annual rainfall

during the monsoon 72 inches. Annual temp.
78° Fahr. Products : rice, pepper, ginger, yams,

. sweat potatoes, arrowroot, coffee, cotton, sugar-
cane, and fruit. The forests belong to the rajah,

I
and are his chief source of income, the timber

j
sold from them yielding an annual revenue of

' 80,000 rupees. Cochin contains eight subdivisions.

I
There are 108 places of Christian worship ; 2734

I
Brahminical ; 31 Mussulman ; and 8 Jewish. The

I schools are 95 in all—Hebrew 4 ; Sanscrit 7

;

j
English 6 ; Tamul 9 ; Malayalam 69 ; and Mah-

I

ratta 1. Annual tribute of 240,000 rupees, pay-
' able to the British. Cochin is advancing rapidly
in prosperity, a large sum being expended in the
construction of roads, bridges, canals, and other

i public works, yet the revenue yields a large in-

I

crease. Here, in 1503, was erected the first fort

; possessed by the Portuguese in India; and Co-
chin is stUl the see of a Roman Catholic bishop.
It has also Protestant church missionary esta-

I

blishments and English schools. It is divided
into the talooks or districts of Cochin, Cannanore,

I
Moogoondaparum, Trichoor, Tallapilly, Chittoor,
and Cranganore. The town was taken from the
Kutch in 1796 by the British.
Cochin, a town of British India, dist. Malabar,

presid. Madras, 665 m. S.E. Bombay. It is situated
I in the S. side of an extensive backwater, 4 feet
above sea-level, where are shipbuilding yards. It
has an arsenal, harbour, citadel, and extensive

1 trade. Climate mild and variable.
Cochin China [Anam (Empire of)], and

Lower or French Cochin China [Saigon."]
Cockayne-Hatley, a pa. of Engl., co. Bedford,

i'l m. N.E. Biggleswade. Ac. 1161. P. 126.
CocKBiiKN (Channel), Tierra-del-Fuego, is a

continuation of Magdalen Sound, in lat. 54° 30' S.;
^lon. 72° W.—{Island), Pacific Ocean, is in lat. 22°

1'2'25'S. ; Ion. 138° 39' 53' W.—(Sound), W.
Australia, co. Perth, lat. 32° 10' S., Ion. 115° 40'

'••) is sheltered westward by Garden island.
i>eagth N. to S. 6 m., breadth 4 miles.
CoCKBi'KNsvATH, a pa. and vill. of Scotland,

CO. and 18 m. N.W. Berwick, on the North British
Railway. Ac. 12,951. P. 1194.

Cocke, a co., U. S., North America, in E. pait
of Tennessee, bounded S.E. by Smoky mutns.
Area 374 sq. m. P. 9559 free, 849 slaves.

CocKEN, a township of England, co. Durham,
pa. Houghton-le-Spring, 3^ m. N.N.E. Durham.
Ac. 437. P. 77.

CocKENZiE, a maritime vill. of Scotland, co.

Haddington, pa. Tranent^ on tlie Forth, 1 m. E,
Prestonpans. P. 649. Fishing and salt manuf.
Cocker, a river of England, co. Cumberland,

issuing from Lake Buttermere, and flowing N.
into the Derwent at Cockermouth.
CocKERHAM, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster,

^ m. N.N.W. Garstang. Ac. 10,420. P. 2922.

CocKERiNGTON, two contiguous pas. of Eng-
land, CO. Lincoln.—1. {North), A\ m. N.E. Louth.
Ac. 1750. P. 265.—II. {South), E.N.E. Louth.
Ac. 1880. P. 300.

Cockermouth, a pari, bor., town, and chapelry
of England, co. Cumberland, pa. Brigham, at the
confluence of the Derwent and Cocker rivers, 25
m. S.W. Cariisle. P. of chapelry 5388, do. of

pari. bor. 7057. Annual rainfall 64 in. It has a
chapel of ease, grammar school, town-hall, co.

house of correction, court-house, market-house,
alms-house, with flax and woollen mills, manufs.
of hats and hosiery, and cotton looms. The bor.
is a polling-place for the W. division of the co.,

and sends two members to H. of 0. Reg. elect.

398. Birthplace of the poet Wordsworth.
CocKFiELD, two pas. of England.—I. co. Dur-

ham, 7 m. N.E. Barnard Castle. Ac. 4416. P.
1256.—II. CO. Suffolk, 4| m. N.W. Lavenham.
Ac. 3626. P. 992.

Cocking, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2J m.
S. Midhurst, on the road to Chichester. Ac.
2602. P. 430.

CocKiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2 m.
W. Torbury. Ac. 1016. P. 210.

Cockley-Cley, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

3^ m. S.S.W. Swaffham. Ac. 4312. P. 263.

CocKPEN, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 7 m. S.E.
Edinburgh, on the Edinburgh and Hawick Rail-

way, and comprising the vill. of Bonnyrigg.
Ac. 2950. P. 2902, of vill. 898. It has coal-fields

and gunpowder mills at Stobs.

Cockthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4

m. W. Clay. Ac. 514. P. 42.

CocLE, a river of New Granada, Isthmus of

Panama, formed by the union of the Panonomo
and Rata ; enters the Caribbean Sea 50 m. S.E.

Chagres, after a course of 75 miles.

Cocos IsLS., Indian Ocean. [Keeling Isls.]

CocQUio, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Conio,

circ. Varese. P. 1783.

CocuLLo, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Aquila,

circ. Avezzano. P. 1377.

CocuMONT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot-et-Garonne, 9 m. S.W. Marmande. P. 1708.

CoDDENHAM, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3
m. E. Needham-Market. Ac. 2719. P. 903.

CoDDiNGTON, three pas. of England.—I. co.

Chester, 6 m. N.N.W. Malpas. Ac. 2957. P. 325.

—II. CO. Hereford, 3f m. N. Ledbury. Ac. 1076.

P. 168.—III. CO. Notts, 2J m. E.N.E. Newark.
Ac. 1850. P. 513.

CoDEViGO, a vOl. of N. Italy, prov. Padua,
dist. Piove, P. 1486.

CoDEViLLA, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Pavia,

circ. Voghera. P. 1737.

CoDFORD, two pas. of England.—I. {St Mary),
CO. Wilts, 4 m. E.S.E. Heytesbury. Ac. 2123. P.
404.—II. {St PeterX 3 m. S.E. Heytosbiny. Ac
1611. P. 369.
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CoDicoTE, a pa. of Englnnd, co. Herts, 2 m.
N.N.W. Welwyn. Ac. 2671. P. 1227.

CoDiGORO, Neronia, a town of North Italy,

prov. and 22 m. E. Ferrara, on 1. b. of the Po di

Volano, 8 m. from the Adriatic. P. 4403.

CoDiNAs DE San Feliu, a town of Spain, prov.

Barcelona, on the Congost. P. 2579.

CoDNOR WITH Loscow, a township of England,
CO. Derby, 4| m. S.S.E. Alfreton. P. 3829.

CODO, a town of Brazil, prov. Maranhao, at the
confl. of the Codo with the Itapicuru, 50 m.
N.W. Caxias.

CoDOGNE, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Treviso,

dist. Conegliano. P. 2351.

CoDOGNO, a town of North Italy, prov. Milan,

15 m. S.E. Lodi, cap. dist., between the Po and
Adda. P. (1861) 10,063. Manufs. of sOk stuffs.

It has a college, hospital, theatre, schools, and
churches, and is celebrated for its cheese, impro-
perly called Pannisan cheese.

CoDROiPO, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and dist.

Udine. P. 4135. Manufs. woollen and sailcloth.

CoDSALL, a pa., Engl., co. Stafford, 5 m. N.W.
Wolverhampton, with a station on the Shrews-
bury & Birmingham Eailway. Ac. 2580. P. 1204,

CoEDANA, a pa. of North Wales, co. Anglesey,
2 m, S.E. Lanerchymedd. Ac. 1627. P. 275.

CoEDCAKLASS, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Pembroke,
6^ m. S.E. Haverford-West. Ac. 1150. P. 155.

Coed-Franii, a hamlet of South Wales, co.

Glamorgan, pa. Cadoxton. P. 2151.

CoEDKERXEW, a pa., England, co. Monmouth,
4 m. S.S.W. Newport. Ac. 1270. P. 162.

CoEL, a town of British India, presid. I^engal,

N.W. provs., dist. Allyghur, and the residence of

its civil authorities, 80 m. S.S.E. Delhi. P. 36,181.

Ccele-Syria, a valley of Syria, between the
mountain ranges of Lebanon and Anti-Libanus.
Length 100 m., breadth 10 m., traversed by the
Litany river {Leontesy, and containing the ruins
of Baalbec, and the vill. of Zahleh. Near Bar
Elias it is 2854 feet above the sea.

CoELLEDA, a town of Prussian Saxony, reg. and
35 m. W.S.W. Merseburg, cap. circ. P. 4100.

CoEPANO (Dutch Koepang), a town and princi-

pal Dutch settlement in the island of Timor, near
its S.W. extremity. It has a harbour defended
by Fort Concordia.
CoESME, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ille-

et-Villaine, arr. Vitr^, cant. Rh^tiers. P. 1616.
CoETiiEN, a town of Germany, duchy Anhalt-

Dessau-Coethen. P. (1861) 10,593.

CoETivr, an island, Indian Ocean, 550 m. N.E,
Madagascar, in lat. 7" 6' S., Ion. 56° 30' E. A coral

reef stretches for several miles from S.W. point of

the isl. A second reef extends from the N. for2^m.
CoEVERDEN, a fortified town, Netherlands,

prov. Drenthe, with a port on the Kleine Vecht,
23 m. S.S.E. Assen. P. 2395. Manufs. cotton.
COEYJLVXS, a tnship., U.S., N. Amer., New York,

on Hudson riv., co. and 13 m. S. Albany. P. 3050.
Coffee, four cos., U. S., N. Amer.—I. in centre

of Tennessee. Area 276 sq. m. P. 8160 free, 1629
slaves. Surface undulating and fertile. The co.

is intersected by the Nashville and Chattanooga
Eailway.—II. in S.E. of Alabama. Area 1008
sq. m. P. 8206 free, 1417 slaves.—III. Georgia.
P. 2216 free, 663 slaves.—IV. Kansas. P. 2842.
CoFFiNSWELL, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4

m. E.S.E. Newton. Ac. 1126. P. 194.
CoFRE DE Peroti':, a mountain of Mexico,

state Puebla, 13,416 feet above the sea.
COFRENTF-s, a town of Spain, prov. and 50 m.

Vv^S.W, Valencia. P. 1624. Manufs. linen.
CoGAN, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamorgan,

4J n. S.S.W. Cardiff. Ac. 602. P. 283.

CoGENHOE, a pa. of England, co. and b\ m.
Northampton. Ac. 960. P. 360.

CoGGES, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, about i

m. E. Witney. Ac. 1820. P. 714.

CoGGESHALL (Great), a market town and pa.'*

of England, co. Essex, on the Blackwater, here
crossed by a bridge, 6 m. E.S.E. Braintree. Ac.
2770. P. 3679. King Stephen held the lordship
of this place through Earl Eustace, father of

Maud, the king's wife.

CoGGiOLA, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Novara, 11

m. N.N.E. Biella, on 1. b. of the Sessera. P. 2249.

CoGLES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ille-

et-Villaine, arr. Fougferes, cant. St Brice. P. 1304.

CoGLiANO, Cosiiinum, a town of South Italj

prov. Salerno, circ. and 11 m. N.E. Campagu
P. 3472. ICognac, Conacum, a comm. and town, Franfl
cap. arr., dep. Charente, 21 m. W. AngoulSm
on 1. b. of the Charente. P. 8167. It is the ^ .

trepot of the brandy of the Charente, to which it
''

gives its nam^, and which forms the object of

a very extensive commerce. Manufs. earthen-
ware and paper.—11. a comm. and vill., dep.

Haute Vienne, 10 m. W. Limoges. P. 1864,

COGNE, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin, 9i
m. S. Aosta, in the valley of same name, sur-

rounded by elevated mountains, P. 1586. Iron
is extensively mined in the valley.

CoGOLETO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 14

m. W. Genoa P. 2322. Birthplace of Christopher
Columbus, in 1447.

CoGOLiN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Var,
arr. Draguignan, cant. Grimaud. P. 1689.

CoGORNO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Genoa,!
2 m. N.E. Chiavari. P. 3960.
CoHASSET, a township and port of U. S., Norflil

Amer., Massachusetts, 16 m. S.E. Boston. P, 1776 f
CoHOES, a viU., U. S., N. America, New Yot

on the Mohawk river, co. and 8 m. N. AlbanyJ
P. about 2600. It has a cotton factory and a 1

fouudry. In its vicinity the Mohawk river

a perpendicular fall of 70 feet.

CoiMBATORE, a dist. of British India, presid

Madras, between lat. 10° 14' and 12° 19' N. ; lonJ
76° 36' and 78° 16' E. It is enclosed by the di8te|

Salem, Trichinopoly, Madura, Malabar, and Mj
sore, and Cochin doms. Area 8280 sq. m. I

1,153,862. It is a table land towards the base ol

the Ghauts, 900 feet above the sea. Prindpt]
mountains in the Kundah range, the Kudiali'

8502 feet, and the Animali 8970 feet; the PulnaJ
or Vurragiri range, between 6000 and 7000 feel

high. Chief rivers, the Cauvery, Noyel, Bhovaoii
and Ambrawutty. The rainy season commencel
at the beginning of November and continues til J
the end of December. In January and Februar!
heavy dews fall and fogs prevail, causing inter

mittent fevers and cat-arrhs. Temperature vari

ous, thermometer ranging from 62° to 82° Fahi

Soil fertile. Products : rice, cotton, tobacco, an

the castor-oil plant, with cattle, sheep, and eli

phants, the tusks of the latter being a source ('

revenue. Manufs. woollens and cottons. Mineral

are iron, beryl, and saltpetre. The dist. is ii

tersected by good roads. Chief towns, Coimbt^

tore, Palaghat, and Darampoor. Coimhatore, ca]

dist. of above, on 1. b. of the Noyel, an affl. of tL

Cauvery, and on railway 268 m. S.W. Madra
1483 feet above the sea. The town is well ver.

tilated, but is unhealthy on account of the inferic

quality of the water.

CoiMBRA, Conimbrigcu, a city of Portugal, ci]

prov. Beira!, on rt. b, of the Mondego, 110 r

N.N.E. Lisbon, P. (1863) 18,147. Its universit;

the only one in Portugal, consists of 10 colleges,

.
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lias a libraiy, with museums aud an observatory,

aud it is numerously attended. Manufs. earthen-

wares, linen and woollen fabrics, combs, and wil-

low toothpicks. Area of dist. 1327 sq. m. P.

(1863) 273,990.

Coin, a town, Spain, Andalucia, prov. and 21 m.
W. Malaga. P. 8239. Manufs. linens & woollens.

CoiRE, the cap. town of the Grisons. [Chue.]
CoiSE, a comm. and vill. of France, prov. Savoie,

12 m. S.E, Chambery. Mineral springs. P. 1602.

OojUTEPEQUE, a town of Central America,
state and 15 m. S. San Salvador. Estimated pop.

16,000. Lake Cojutepeqiie or Illabasco, a few
leagues distant, is 12 m. in length E. to W., with
an average breadth of 5 miles.

CoKER, two pas. of England, co. Somerset.—I.

(East), 2J m. S.S.E. Yeovil. Ac. 2121. P. 1186.

The voyager Dampier was born here in 1652.—II.

( West), 3 m. W.S,W. Yeovil. Ac. 1299. P. 1012.

Col (" a neck"), the name of many passes across

the Alps of Savoy and Piedmont ; some of the
principal being—I. (C. de Balme). [Balme.I—
ll. (C du Bonliomme), Graian Alps, 10 m. S. W.
Mont Blanc. Height 8054 feet.—III. (C. de Fer-
1-et), between the Valais (Switzerland) and Pied-
mont, W. of the Great St Bernard. Height 7641
feet.—IV. (C. de la Seigne), leads from Savoy into

the Val d'Aosta, Piedmont, 7 m. W.S.W. Mout
Blanc. Height 8422 feet.—V. (C. de Tende),

Maritime Alps, on the route frem Nice to Tvu-in.

Height 5986 feet.—Many others are of greater
elevation, but less frequented as routes.

CoLABA, a narrow promontory, British India,
presid. and immediately S. the island of Bombay,
with which it is connected by a causeway. It

has a lighthouse, observatory, a church, and can-
tonments for British troops.—II. a small island
in the Arabian Sea, lat. 18° 33' N. ; Ion. 72" 56' E.,

near the W. shore of the Concan.
CoLAN, a pa. of England, co. CornAvall, 3J m.

S.W. St Colomb-Major. Ac. 1545. P. 265.
GoLAPOKE, a state of India, [Kolapore.]
CoLAK, a town of Southern India, in the state

of Mysore, 40 m. E. Bangalore.
CoLBERG or KoLBERG, a fortified seaport town

of Prussian Pomerania, gov. and 25 m. W. Kos-
lin, on the Persante, near its mouth, in the Baltic.

P. (1864) 12,688. It has a cathedral, several
churches, hospitals, house of correction, harbour,
woollen factories, distilleries, salt works, salmon
and lamprey fisheries, and an export trade. It
sustained memorable sieges in 1760 and 1806.

CoLBiTZ, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov.
Magdeburg, circ. Wolminstadt. P. 1520.
CoLBORDOLO, a vill. of Central Italy, prov.

I'esaro, circ. Urbino. P. 1671.
Colby, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3J m.

N.N.E. Aylesham. Ac. 919. P. 178.
CoLCHAGUA, a prov. of Chile, between lat. 34°

aud 34° 40' S., stretching from the Andes to the
Pacific, having N. and S. the deps. Santiago aud
Talca. Area 4728 sq. m. P. 192,704. Plains
fertile. The chief towns are Curico, San Fer-
nando, and Rengo.
Colchester, Camalodimunu a pari, andmunic.

TOr., nver port, & town of England, co. Essex, on
the Colne, and on the Eastern Union Rail., 51 m.
^.N.E. London, Alt. 100 ft. Ac. of bor., compris-
iiiglC pas., 11,770. P.(1861)23,81o. It is well built,
ou an eminence. The town has poor's hospitals,
general hospital, union workhouse, lunatic asy-
lum, town-hall, theatre, barracks, literary aud
scienttfac associations, custom-house, market-
iiouse, bonding warehouses, three banks, and a
quay, approached by vessels of 150 tons. Vessels
lielougma to the port 101, tonnage 13,166. Ex-

ports (1862) 3214^. Its manufs. of silk are de-
clining ; but it has some malting trade. Colchester
has five large tailoring establishments, employing
2000 women and 200 men. Imports coal, timber,
wines, oilcakes, manufs., and colonial produce

;

exports corn and malt, and has oyster fisheries.

The ruins of a Eoman castle, contains the mu-
seum of the Essex Archajological Society ; and
vuins of an ancient priory in good preservation.
It is a polling place for the N. division of the
CO., and sends two members to H. of C. Reg.
electors 1314. Customs revenue n.862) 15,122^.

Colchester, several tnsps., U. S., N. America.
—I. Connecticut, co. and 20 m. N.N.W. New Lon-
don.—II. Vermont, 46 m. W.S.W. Montpelier.

—

III. New York, co. Delaware, 76 m. S.W. Albany.
Colchester, a co. of Nova Scotia, British

North America. P. (1861) 20,045.

Colchis, an anc. div. of Asia, E. of the Black
Sea. It was, in the 15th century, subdivided
into the principalities of Imeretia, Mingrelia, aud
Gom-iel, and is now almost wholly comprised in

the Russian gov. Transcaucasia, The pheasant
is originally from this district.

CoLD-AsHBY and Cold-Ashton, two pas. of

England. [Ashby-Cold and Ashton-Cold.]
CoLD-HtGHAJi, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-

ton, 4 m. N.W. Towcester. Ac. 1660. P. 349.

Coldlngham, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick,
on North British Railway, with a vill. of same
name, 2J m. N.W. Eyemouth, and the hamlets
W. Reston aud Auchincross. Ac. 24,325. P.
3241. Includes vill., pop. 655.

CoLUiTZ or KoLDiTZ, a town of Saxony, circ.

and 25 m. S.E. Leipzig, on the Mulde. P. 775.

Manufs. stockings, linens, felt, and earthenwares.
Cold-Norton, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 5

m. S. Maldon. Ac. 1650. P. 207.

CoLD-OvERTON, a pa. of Engl., co. Leicester, 7
m. S.S.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1657. P. 97.

Colored, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6 m.
N.N.W. Dover. Ac. 1532. P. 134.

CoLDRERio, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Ticino,

dist. Mendrisio. P. 722.

Coldstream (formerly Lennel or Leinhall), a
border vill., burgh of barony, and pa. of Scotland,

CO. and 15 m. W. Berwick, on the N. bank of the

Tweed, here crossed by a bridge, on the main
route from Scotland into England. One mile

distant is a station on the Kelso branch of N.
B. Railway. Ac. 8534. Rural pop. of pa. 2823

;

pop. of vill. 1834. It has a pa. church, several

chapels, benevolent societies, and libi-aries. The
famous ford of the Tweed, where the Scotch and
English armies crossed in former times, is in its

vicinity. The "Coldstream Guards" were so
named from having been raised here by General
Monk in 1659-60.

Cold-Waltham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex,

^ m. N. Bury. Ac. 1193. P. 447.

Cole, a co., U. S., N. America, in centre of Mis-
souri. Area 440 sq. m. P. 8710 free, 987 slaves.

CoLEBROOKE, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4
m. W. Crediton. Ac. 4989. P. 802.

CoLEBROOK-DALE, a hamlet of England, co.

Salop, pa. and 2 m. N. Broseley, on the Severn.
This district contains extensive seams of coal

and ironstone, and petroleum or tar springs,

which issue from the sandstone strata. Hero
railroads, formed of wood, were first used in 1620
and 1650, and about a century afterwards iron
plates were put upon the wooden rails. Pop.
engaged in the collieries aud foundries, fire-brick

and tobacco-pipe manufs. [Broseley.]
CoLEBY, a pa. of England, co. and 8 m. S.

Lincoln. Ac. 2600. P. 458.
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CoLEFOED, a market town of England, co.

Glo'ster, pa. Newland, 7^ m. W.N.W. Blakeney.

V. 2600. Polling-place for the W. division of the co.

CoLEiiAN, a jaghire of India, -within the British

dist. Singbhoom, N.W. frontier of Bengal. Annual
rev. 10,000 nipees. It is tributary to the British.

CoLEMORE, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 5J m.
S.S.W. Alton. Ac. 1485. P. 151.

Cole-Ortox, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

2 m. E. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Ac. 1999. P. 626.

It has an endowed school, and an almshouse.
CoLERAty, several townships, U. S., North

America.—I. Pennsylvania, co. Bedford. P. 5190.

And Lancaster co., 52 m. S.E. Harrisburgh. P.

1453.—II. Massachusetts, co. Franklin, 23 m. N.
Northampton. P. 1971.—III. Ohio, 10 m. N.
Cincinnati. P. 3125.
CoLERAiNE, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport

town, bar. and pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. London-
derry, on the Bann, 4 m. from its mouth, and 47
m. N.N.W. Belfast, and connected with London-
derry by Bail. Alt. 36 ft. Ac. of pa. 4838. P. 6002.

Ac. of pari. bor. 963 ; of bar. 85,836. P. of town
6631 ; of bor. 26,041. Vessels of 200 tons burden
discharge at the quay close to the bridge. Ves-
sels belonging to the port (1862) 2, tons 144. Ex-
ports corn, meal, provisions, and fine linens.

Steamers ply hence to Liverpool, Glasgow, and
Fleetwood. Customs rev. (1862) 7778^ Coleraine
has paper-mills, tanneries, bleach-grounds, and
salmon and eel fisheries. The bor. sends one
member to House of Commons. Eeg. electors 263.

Coleridge, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4i m.
S. Chumleigh. Ac. 3670. P. 613.

CoLERXE, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 6i m.
W.S.W. Chippenham. Ac. 2620. P. 1040.
CoLEROON, the most northern and largest

branch of the Cavery river, British India, at its

<lelta, enters the Indian Ocean at Devicotta, 24
ra. N. Tranquebar, after having formed for 80 m.
the division between the Madi-as dists. of Tan-
jore and Trichinopoly. Waters shallow.

Coles, a co. of the (J. S., North America, in E.
of Illinois. Area 864 sq. m. P. (1860) 14,203.

CoLESBERG, a district of the Cape Colony,
South Africa, having S. the dists. Graaf-Eeynet
and Cradock, and north the Hottentot country.
Area 11,654 sq. m, P. 8,115. It is a lofty level

region, well adapted for rearing live stock, of

which large numbers are fed. The Orange river
forms its E. and N. boundary. The township
Colesberg has Dutch and Wesleyan churches, and
about 500 inhabitants.

CoLESHORNE, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 8
m. N.N.W. Cirencester. Ac. 2200. P. 261.

CoLESHiLL, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Warwick, on the Cole (an affi. of the Tame\
with a station on a branch of the W. M. Rail-
way, 14J m. N.W. Coventry. Ac. of pa. 6200.
P. 2053. The place of election for the N. division
of the county.

CoLESHiLL, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 3f m.
W.S.W. Great Farringdon. Ac. 2301. P. 464.—
II. a hamlet, co. Bucks, pa. and If m. S.S.W.
Amersham. Ac. 2810. P. 531.

CoLESHiLL, a township of North Wales, co.

Flint, pa. Holywell, and the scene of a battle, where
Henry ii. was defeated by the Welsh in 1157.

CoLESViLLE, a township, U. S., N. America, New
York, ontheUnadilla, 98 m. S.W.Albany. P. 2867.

CoLGO>G, a town of British India, presid.
Bengal, dist Bhagulpore, on rt. b. of the Ghinges,
in lat. 25° 13' N. ; Ion. 87° 17' E.

CoLi, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Piacenza, cap. comm. P. 4084.
CoLico, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 26^ m.

N.N.E. Como, near the N. extremity of the Lake
of Como, at the foot of Monte Legnano. P. 2988.

CoLiGNY, a comm. and market town of France, ,| i

dep. Ain, cap. cant., 14 m. N.N.E. Bourg. P. P
1655. [Chatillon sue Loing.]

C0LIJNSPI.AAT, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
Zeeland, on the N. coast of the island of Beveland,

'

12 m. N.E. Middleburg. P. 1688.

CoLiMA, a prov. of Mexico, between lat 19* and
20° N., stretching 100 m. along the coast of the?
Pacific, S. of the dep. Xalisco. In it are the
volcanoes of Colima, Orizaba, Coffre-de-Perote,

Popocatepet, and Jorullo. A new volcano broke
out a few m. N. of Colima in 1863. Climate hot;
soil fertile. Area 3338 sq. m. P. (1857) 62,109.—Colima, cap. above territory, is in a fertile plain,

40 m. N.E. Porto de Colima, on Pacific. P. 31,774.

CoLiNSBURGH, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, pa.

Kilconquhar, 4 m. W. Pittenweem. P. 438.

CoLiNTON, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 3 in. S.W.
Edinburgh, with a vill. on Leith Water. Ao,
5659. P. of pa. 2656. It has paper, snuff, and
flour mills.

CoLKiRK, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2 m.
S. Fakenham. Ac. 1482. P. 473.

Coi>L, one of the Western Islands of Scotland,
on the W. coast of Mull, pa. and 2J m. N.E. the
isl. Tiree. Length N.W. to S.W. 12 m. ; average
breadth 2J m. Ac. 10,000. P. 779. About l-3d
is cultivated and in pasture, the rest is rocky
and barren.

Collage, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 7 m. N.Er
Perth. Area nearly 5 sq. m. P. 534.

CoLLACHULL, a maritime town of Southern
India on a small bay, Travancore territory, in
lat 8° 10' N. ; Ion. 77° 18' E.
CoLLALTO, a town of Central Italy, ^09%.

Perugia, circ, Eieti. P. 1506.
CoLLARES, a market town of Portugal, 12 m.

W.N.W. Lisbon, N. of Cape Roca. P. 2200.
CoLLARES, a town of Brazil, prov. and 40 m.

N.N.E. Para, on an isl. in the Para river.

CoLLAZzoNE, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Perugia. P. 2346.

CoLLE, several towns and vills. of Italy.—I.

South Italy, a town, prov., circ. and 17 m. S.S.E.
Campobasso. P. 1835.—II. a town, prov. Siena,

22 m. S.S.W. Florence, on the Elsa. P. 7552.
It has a cathedral, a castle, and paper-mills.—III.

{Colledimaciney, a vill., prov. Chieti, circ. Lan-
ciano. P. I486.—IV. (Collegno), a vill., prov.
and 5 m. W. Turin, on rt. b. of the Dora-Kiparia.
P. 2264.—V. {Corvino\ a town, prov. Teramo, 4
m. E. Civita-di-Penne. P.. 2756.—VI. {DimezzoX
prov. Chieti, circ. Vasto. P. 1487.—VII. {LonffO),
a vill., prov. Aquila, circ. Avezzano. P. 1664.

—

VIII. (Pietroy, a vill., prov. and circ. Aquila. P.

1419.—IX. (Salvettt), a town, prov. and circ Pisa,

cap. comm. P. 7926. It has large trade in grain

and cattle.—^X. (San Magno), a vill., prov. Caserta,

cu-c. Sora. P. 1639.—XI. (SannUaX a town, prov.

Benevento, circ. S. Bartolomeo. P. 4967.—XII.
(Scipoli), a vill., prov. Perugia, circ. Temi. P. 1995.

CoLLE (La), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Alpes-Maritimes, arr. Grasse, cant. Vence. P. 1267.

CoLLECCHio, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Parma. P. 2654.

CoLLESANO, a town of the island Sicily, prov.

and 25 m. E.S.E. Palermo, on the N. declivity of

the Madonia mountains, cap. circ. It has sul-

phurous waters. P. 4825.
CoLLESsEAH, a maritime town of isl. Socotra,

Indian Ocean, on N. coast, 30 m. W. Tamarida.
CoLLEssiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 5 m. W.

Cupar. Ac. 8702. P. 1530.
CoLLETON, a dist. of the U. S., North America,
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in S. part of South Carolina, on the Atlantic.

Area 2100 sq. m. P. (1860) 9609 free, 32,307

r-!aves. Surface level
;
products rice and cotton.

Collet-le-Dkze, a coram, and vill. of France,

(!ep. Loz^re, cant. Germain-de-Calbertd. P. 1293.

CoLLETOKTO, a town of S. Italy, prov. Campo-
basso, circ. and 10 m. S.S.E. Larino. P. 3376.

CoLLEVECciiio, a vill. of Central Italy, prov.

I'ei-ugia, circ. Kieti. P. 1879.

Colli, a Volturno, a vill. of South Italy, prov.
Carapobasso, circ. Isernia. P. 1668.

Collier Law, a mountain, Engl., co. Durham,
5 m. N.W. Wolsingham, height 1685 feet.

Collierly, a township, England, co. and 11 m.
N.W. Durham, pa. Lanchester. Ac. 1055. P. 1322.

Collin, a co. of Texas, U. S., North America,
cap. M'Kinnar. P. 8217 free, 1047 slaves.

CoLLiNGBOURNE-Ducis, a pa., Engl., CO. Wilts,

2J m. N.N.W. Ludgershall. Ac. 3381. P. 564.

CoLLiNGBOURNE-KiNGSTON, a pa. of England,
CO. WUts, 3 m. N.N.W. Ludgershall. Ac. 7293.

r. 903.

CoLLiNGiiAsi, three pas. of England.—I. co.

York, West Riding, 2 m. S-W. Wetherby. Ac.
2553. P. 309.— II. (^Northy, co. Notts, 5J m.
N.N.E. Newark. Ac. 1820. T.IOIO.—III. (South),

same CO., 4Jm.N.N.E. Newark. Ac. 2763. P. 863.

CoLLiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 3J
m. N. Bromyard. Ac. 985. P. 150.

Collingtree, a pa. of England, co. and 3J m.
P. Northampton. Ac. 1190. P. 237.

Collins, a township, U. S., N. America, New
York, CO. Erie, on Cattaraugus Creek.
COLLiNSTOWN, a town of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Westmeath,
4
J m. S.E. Castle Pollard. P. 312.

CoLLio, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 14 m.
K.N.E. Brescia, on rt. b. of the Mella. P. 2108.
It. has iron mines and forges.

CoLLiouRE, a comm. and fortified seaport town
of France, dep. E. Pyr^u^es, on the Mediter-
ranean, a little N. Port Vendres, and 15 m. S.E.
Poi-pignan. P. 3470. It is defended by 3 forts,

and has some trade in wines, wool, and anchovies.
CoLLO, a town of Algeria, prov. Constantino,

'J8 m. W. Bona, on bay of same name. P. 2500.
CoiJX)BRifeRES, a comm. & vill. of France, dep.

\'ar, cap. cant., arr. and 19 m. E.N.E. Toulon. P.
2302. It has iron, lead, and coal mines.
Collogne, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant.

^'alais, opposite St Maurice, on rt. b. of the Ehone,
5302 feet above the sea. — II. {Bellrive), cant.
Geneva, on 1. b. of the Lake. P. 802.

Collon, a market town and pa. of Ireland,
I-einster, co. Louth, on an affluent of the Boyne,
:<\ m. N.W. Drogheda. Ac. of pa. 8813. P. of

lui. 2009 ; do. of town 714.
Collooney, a market town of Ireland, co. and

h\ m. S.W. Sligo, on the Owenbeg P. 465.
CoLLUMBKiLL, two pas. of Ireland, Leinster.

—

1. CO. Longford, 3 m. W. Granard. Ac. 18,566, in-
cluding loughs. P. 6435.—II. CO. Kilkenny, in-
cluding a part of Thomastown. [THO^LVSTO^VN.l
Ac. 4473. P. 791.
Colly-Weston, a pa. of Engl., co. Northamp-

ton, ^ m. S.S.W. Stamford. Ac. 1690. P. 473.
Coi^MAR {Columbaria), a comm. and city of

France, cap. dep. Haut Rhin, on the Lauch, near
its confl. with the 111, on railway, 41 m. N.N.E.
Strasbourg. P. 22,629. Principal edifices, cathe-
dral, town-hall, theatre, prison, and court-house.

,

It has a comm. college, with a collection of paint-
ings, large library, and several hospitals. It is

1 1 16 seat of a superior court, and a tribunal of com-
merce

; and has manufs. of cottons, tapes, cutleiy,
paper, leather, and combs. It was ceded to
i' ranee by the peace of Ryswick in 1697.

CoLMARS (Collis Martis), a comm. and town of
France, dep. Basses Alpes, 24 ra. N. CastcUane,
on 1. b. of the Verdon. P. 1118. It is defended
by walls and forts.

Coi^iENAR, several towns of Spain.—I. prov.
and 15 m. N. Malaga, cap. dist. P. 5930.—II.

{del Arroyo), prov. and 33 m. S.E. Avila.—III.

(de Oreja), prov. and 30 m. S.S.E. Madrid. P.
4484.—IV. {de la Sierra), prov. and 35 m. N.
Guadalaxara, on 1. b. of the Jarama.—V. ( Viego),
prov. and 17 m. N. Madrid, between the Manza-
nares and Tejada. P. 3728.
CoLMERY, a comm. and vDl. of France, dep.

Ni^vre, arr. Cosne, cant. Donzy. P. 1537.

CoLMONELL, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ayi-, 5 m.
N.E. Ballantrae. Ac. 48,153. P. 2588.
CoLMWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Bedford,

5i m. W.S.W. St Neots. Ac. 2310. P. 527.

CoLN, two pas. of England, co. Gloucester.

—

I. {St Aldwyn), 3 m. N. Fairford. Ac. 3420. P.
516.—II. {St Dennis), 3 m. S.S.W. Northleach.
Ac. 2430. P. 206.

CoLNBROOK, a chapelry of England, cos. Mid-
dlesex and Bucks, on the Colne, 17 m. S.W. Lou-
don. P. 1196.

CoLNE, three rivers of England.—I. cos. Herts
and Middlesex, rises between Hatfield and St
Albans, flows S.W. and S. past Watford, Rick-
mansworth, Uxbridge, W. Drayton, and Coin-
brook, and joins the Thames at Staines. Course
30 m.—II. CO. Essex, rises near the N. ex-
tremity of the CO., flows S.E. past Halstead
and Colchester, and joins the North Sea by a
broad estuary, separated from that of the Black
water by Mersea Island. Course about 30 m.

—

III. CO. Glo'ster, joins the Isis, near Lechlade,
after a S.E.ward course of about 25 miles.

Colne, a market town of England, co. Lan-
caster, pa. Whalley, on an affluent of the Calder,

and on Leeds and Liverpool Canal, 32 m. by rail-

way, N.E. Manchester. Ac. 4575. P. 7906. It

has two chapels of ease, a grammar school, cloth

hall, and manufs. of cotton, calicoes, and mous-
selins-de-laine. Its mills are partly wi'ought by
water power. Coal, slate, and lime abound in

the vicinity.—II. co. Huntingdon, IJ m. S.E.
Somersham. Ac. 2011. P. 385.—III. {Earls),

CO. Essex, 31 m. S.E. Halstead. Ac. 2959. P.
1540.—IV. {Engain), same co., 2\ m. E. Halstead.

Ac. 2444. P. 021.—Y. {Wake), same co., 5i m.
E. S.E. Halstead. Ac. 1926. V-b^o.—Yl. {White),

same co., 4^ m. E. Halstead. Ac. 1467. P. 400.

CoLNEY, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3^ m.
E. Norwich. Ac. 948. P. 84.

Coln-Rogers, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 4
m. W.S.W. North-Leach. Ac. 1508. P. 116.

CoLOBRAB.0, a town, S.' Italy, prov. Potenza,

circ. Lago-negrd. P. 2563.

CoLOGNA, a town of North Italy, gov. Venice,

prov and 19 m. S.E. Verona. P. 6568. Cap. dist.,

on the banks of the Frassine. It has a large com-
merce, chiefly in almonds ; and there is a cathedral.

Cologne, a town of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

ciro. Chiari. P. 1873.

Cologne (Germ. Koln, anc. Agrippina Colonia),

a, fortified city of West Germany, formerly cap.

electorate, now cap. Rhenish Prussia, on 1. b. of

the Rhine, 45 m. N.N.W. Coblenz. Lat of cathe-

dral 50° 56' 59" N. ; Ion. 6° 57' 52" E. P. (1861)

113,083, (1864) 122,162. It is strongly defend-

ed, and surrounded by high walls, and its grand

Gothic cathedral is one of the finest in Europe.

Chief buildings, churches, town-hall, court-house,

archbishop's palace, exchange, and an arsenal.

Its university, founded in 1388, was suppressed

by the French ; it has. however, a Protestant and
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a Roman Catholic gymiiasiimi, an archiepiscopal

seminary, school of design, a public library, a
new museum, and numerous literary institu-

tions. The vast library and archives belonging
to the cathedral, held by Darmstadt since 1812,

were restored after the war of 1866. It is

a great railway centre, with a magnificent rail-

way bridge across the Khine, and has extensive
steam-packet traffic on the river. Manufs. cot-

ton yarn and stuffs, silk fabrics, velvets, woollen
cloths, hosiery, lace, cordage, tobacco, hats, wax
lights, starch, needles, clocks, gold and silver

articles, sealing-wax, earthen and lacquered
wares, vinegar, and eati-de-Colome. On the op-
posite side of the river i« tlio snbiirb of Dput^^

,

Cologne, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gers, aiT. and 18 m. N. Lombez, on the SeiTam-
pion. P. 886.

CoLOGNO MoNZESE, a town of North Italy,

prov. Milan, circ. Monza, P. 2061.

CoLOGNO, a walled town of North Italy, prov.

and 8 m. S.S.E. Bergamo. P. 2707. It suffered

in the wars of the Guelphs and Ghibelins.

CoLOMA, a vill. of Galifomia, co. El Dorado.
P. 800. Where gold deposits were first discovered.

CoLOMA (Santa), two towns of Spain.—I. (de

FaiTies), prov. and 13 m. S.S.W. Gerona. P.

3526.—II. prov. Barcelona, 9J m. S.E. Cervera.

CoLOMBAN DE ViLi.AKS (St), a vill. of france,

dep. Savoie, axr. and 6J m. N.W. St Jean de Mau-
rienne, on the Glandon. P. 1551.

CoLOMBANO (San), a town of North Italy, prov.

Milan, 9 m. S. Lodi, on the Lambro. P. 6844.

CoLOMBE (St), a comm. and to-vvn of France,
dep. Eh6ne, cap. cant., 16 m. S. Lyon, on rt. b.

of the Rhone. P. 692.—II. a vill., dep. Isere, arr.

Le Tour-du-Pin. P. 1123. Numerous comms.
and vills. of France have the same name.
CoLOMBES, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

Seine, arr. St Denis, cant. Courbevoie. P. 2805.

CoLOMBEY, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Meurthe, cap. cant., arr. and 10 m. S. Toul. P. 983.

CoLOMBEY-MuRAZ, a vUl. of Switzerland, cant.

Valais, dist. Monthey. P. 962.

Colombia, a region in the N. part of S. America,
in 1831 divided into the republics Venezuela, New
Granada, and Ecuador. In 1861 the Republic of

New Granadia adopted the title of "United States
of Colombia," cap. Bogota. [Geanda (New).]
Colombier, a comm. and vill. of Switzerland,

cant and 4 m. S.W. Neuchatel. P. 1007.
Colombier, a comm. and vilL of Finance, dep.

Isere, arr. and 16 m. N.E. Vienne. P. 1449.

CoLOMBiis, a comm. and viU. of France, dep.

Aveyron, arr. Rodez, cant. Sauveterre, P. 2127.

Colombo or Columbo, the chief seaport town
and modern cap. of Ceylon, on its W. coast Lat.
of lighthouse, 6° 56' N. ; Ion. 79° 49' E. P. (1858)
55,000. The fortified town, about 1^ m. in cir-

cumference, stands on a peninsula, on three sides

surrounded by the sea, and having landward a
lake, moat, and drawbridges; internally it re-

sembles a European town. Climate varies from
great moisture in the S.W, to great drought
in the N.E. monsoon, when clouds of dust are
raised. Mean temp, of year 75°"92, max. 89°'5,

min. 52°-5, Fahr. ; rainfall 90 in. The fortified

town is the residence of the military authorities

;

the open town or petta to the E. is occupied by
a mixed population of Dutch and Portuguese
descent, and the suburbs are inhabited bj' native
Singhalese. The English residents are located
near the lighthouse. Principal edifices, the
government-house, court-house, English, Dutch,
and Portuguese churches, chapels, barracks, and
a military hospital. It has museums, schools,

and libraries. The harbour, defended by the

foil, is small, and the roadstead is safe. Colombo
was occupied by the Portuguese in 1617 ; taken

by the Dutch in 1603, and by the English in

1796. A railway connects it with Kandy, 79 m.
in length. Cinnamon gardens surround it on the

land side. It has no advantages for a capital.

Colomera, a town of Spain, prov. and 12 m. N.
Granada, on rt. b. of river of same name. P. 3102.

CoLOMiERS (Laspi.anes), a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Haute Garonne, aiT. and cant. Toul-
ouse. P. 1576.

Colon, a vill. of the island of Cuba, in the

Western dep. P. 1593.

Coloxella, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 16 m.
N.E. Teramo, near the Mediterranean. P. 3809.

COLONLA, a fortified maritime town of S. Ame-
rica, Uruguay, on N. b. of the estuary of the Plata,

opposite Buenos Ayres, 98 m. W.N.W. Monte
Video. P. 2500. In 1845, it was taken by the

Englishand French fleetsfrom the troops of Rosas.

CoLONNA (Cape), Sunium, Greece, is the south-

most point of Attica, 26 m. S.S.E. Athens. Lat. of

temple 37° 8' 51' N. ; Ion. 24° 1' 48' E. On it are

the remains of a temple of Minerva, from the
" columns " of which it derives its name.
CoLONNA, a town of the Pontifical States, Italy,

13 m. E. Rome. It takes its name from the power-
ful family of the Colonnas, and has some Roman
remains. P. 2707. >
CoLONNE or Nau, a cape of South Italy, pro^

Catanzaro, in the Ionian Sea, at the entrance of

the Gulf of Taranto. The Lacinium promontor-
ium of the ancients, so called from a temple of

Juno Lacinia, the remains of which still exist

CoLONSAY, an island of the Hebrides, Scotland,

included in Argyleshii-e, 9 nx, W.N.W. Islay,

separated from the island Oronsay by a narrow
sound, left dry at low water. Length of both
islands 12 m., and from 1 to 3 m. in breadth. Ac.

9000, of which one half is cultivated. It fomis a

pa. with Oronsay. P. 598. Surface irregular, but

not mountainous. Loch Fad is in the centre.

Colorado, a co. of U. S., N. America, Texas.

P. 4326 free, 3559 alav. s.

Colorado, a state of U.S., N. America, bovmded
N. by Idaho and Nebraska, N. by Utah, S. Now
Mexico, and E. byNebraskaand Kansas, cap. Den-
ver citj'. Long's Peak and Pike's Peak are in the

territory, and there are extensive gold fields in the

E. slopes of the snowy mountains. P. (1860)

34,277, of whom 2261 were Indians. Admitted
to the Union as a state in 1866.

Colorado, rivers of America.—I. Upper Cali-

fornia, rises by many heads in the Anahuac
plateau, flows S., & enters the Gulf of Cahfomia in

lat 32° N. ; Ion. 114°W. Course 700m.—II. Texas,

rises by many heads near lat 140° W., flows S.E.

through the dists. Bastrop, Fayette, Colorado, and

Matagorda, &enters theBay of Matagorda, Course

900 m. Austin, cap. of the state, is at the head of

the steam-boat navigation, 300 m. from the sea.

—

III. a name of the Desaguadero. [Plata (La).]

CoLORNO, Coiurtdum, a market town of North-

em Italy, prov. and 8 m. N. Parma, cap. comm.
It has a magnificent ducal palace, public schools

and hospitals. P. 6985.

Colquitt, a co. of U. S., North America, Geor-

gia, P. 1206 free, 110 slaves.

Coix>siNNi, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ

Coseuza. P. 1692.

CoLP or CoLPA, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, 7 ni.

N.E. Duleek. Ac. 5417. P. 1605.

CoLPLAH, a CO., U. S., North America, in the

S.W. of Mississippi. Area 960 sq. m. P. 11,874,

of whom 6480 were slaves.
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CoLSTERWoiiTU, a pa. of England, co. and 32-J

m. S. Lincoln. Ac. 3000. P. 1163. Sir Isaac

Newton was bom here in 1642.

Colston-Basset, a pa. of England, co. and 10

m. E.S.E. Nottingham. Ac. 2391. P. 297.

CoLTisHAi.L, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 8

m. N.N.E. Norwich. Ac. 1180. P. 978.

CoLTNESs Ironworks, a vill. of Scotland, co.

Lanark, pa. Cambusnethan. P. 1576.

CoLTON. two pas. of England.—I. co. Norfolk,

r>i m. N. Wymondham. Ac. 911. P. 228.—II.
CO. Staiford, IJm. N.N.E. Eudgeley. Ac. 3665. P.

629. [Coui-TON.]

Coi.UMB (St) {Major), a market town and pa.

of England, co. Cornwall, 32 m. S.W. Launces-
ton. Ac. of pa. 12,697. P. 2879. It is the head
of a poor-law union, and the seat of petty-ses-

sions and a branch bank.—II. (Minor), a pa. of

same co., 5J m. W.S.W. St Columb-Major. Ac.
5879. P. 2067.

Columbia, a federal dist. of the U. S., North
America, lying on both sides of the Potomac river,

about 120 m. from its mouth, between Virginia

and Maryland, by which states it was ceded to the

Eepublic in 1790, for the seat of the United States

Congress. Area 50 sq. m. P. (1860) 71,895 free,

3185 slaves. Slavery is now suppressed in the

dist Surface undulating ; soil sandy. Washing-
ton is cap. of the dist., wlaich is under the govern-
ment of Congress. The dist. is divided by the
Potomac into two cos., in one of which the laws
of Virginia remain in force, and in the other those
of Maryland.

—

Columbia is the name of numerous
places in U. S.—I. a co. in E. part of New York,
on the Hudson river. Area 624 sq. m. P, (I860)
47,172.—II. a CO. in E. of Georgia. Area 680 sq.

ra. P. 3567 free, 8293 slaves.—III. a co., Florida.

Area 2400 sq. m. P. 2583 free, 2063 slaves.—IV.
a CO., Pennsylvania. Pop. (1860) 25,065.—V. a
CO., Arkansas. P. 8850 free, 9599 slaves VI. a
vill., California. P. 2000.—VII. a co., Wisconsin.
P. (1860)24,441.—VIII. a town in Pennsylvania,
on the Susquehanna and on railways, 12 m. W.
Lancester, with a fine bridge across the river.

P. 5000.— IX. a township. New York, 68 ra.

N.W. Albany. P. 2001.—X. a town, cap. state

S. Carolina, on Cougaree river, 120 m. N.N.W.
Charlestown, with which it is connected by rail-

way. P. 8095.—XI. a township, Missouri, cap. co.

Boone, 27 m. N. Jefferson. P. 3365.—XII. a town,
Ohio, 6 m. E. Cincinnati. P. 2416.—XIII. a town
of Tennessee, 41 m. below Nashville, oa the Duck
river, and on railway to the Gulf of Mexico. P.
6000.

Columbia (British), a colony of British North
America, between lat. 49° and 55° N. ; and Ion.
115° and 133° W. Boundaries as settled by Act
of Parliament, Aug. 1858, N. Simpson river and
the Finlay branch of the Peace river, separating
It from the British colony of Stickeen, W. the
Pacific, S. the frontiers of the U. S. of America, on
the parallel of 49° N., and E. the main chain of the
Kocky Mountains, including Queen Charlotte
island, and others adjacent, except Vancouver
island. Area (estim.) 222,080 sq. m. P. (1863)
63,671, of whom 50,000 were natives. The Rocky
Mountains extend from S.E. to N.W. 40 to 100
m. broad, rising in Mount Hooker and Mount
Brown, lat. 52°, to 15,900 or 16,000 feet. The
passes across these are high arid plains. The
country between the mountains & the ocean, 400
m. broad, is traversed by lower parallel ranges.
The Fraser riv., which has its source near Mount
Brown, flows from N. to S., nearly through the
centre of the region, and at Lytton it is joined by
the Thompson river from the N.E., and farther N.

by the Stuart and Chilicotin from the N.W. The
coast is broken up by numerous creeks, bays, and
harbours, and in the interior are many large lakes.

Soil igneous or volcanic, and in many places ex-
tremely fertile. Climate cold and variable ; snow,
sleet, rain, and fog visit the settler in rapid suc-
cession ; winter lasts from September to May, the
temperature varying from freezing-point to 20° or
30° below zero, and the snow lying to a great
depth. Mean summer temp, at Fort Hope, in the
interior, 62° ; on the S.W. coast the temp, is

greatly milder, and the fall of snow trifling. Pre-
valent winds S.W. There are vast forests of

cypress, pine, fir, hemlock, yew, oak, birch, pop-
lar, maple, etc., but few or no ashes, beeches, or
elms. Many tropical fruits are indigenous on the
W. shores. Animals comprise the bear, buffalo,

moose and red deer, puma, wolf, with numerous
species of birds, inchiding the eagle, hawk, kite,

grouse, snipe, wild pigeon, crane, thrush, lark, &
especially geese and wild ducks ; and the rivers

and lakes abound in excellent salmon and other
fish. Exports (1862): skins, timber, oil, wool,
etc., to the value of 48,01y/. Imports : woollens,

api^arel, beer and ale, leather, spirits, cottons, iron,

hardwares, machinery, wine, currants, etc., to the
value of 224,555?. Gold was discovered in 1856 on
the Upper Columbia, and next year on the middle
course of the Fraser river, and in the dist. of

Thompson river and Lake Shoushwap. In 1861
the total yield of gold was estimated at 1,527,975?.,

more than one-third of which was from Cariboo
on Quesnel river, an affluent of the Fraser. Other
minerals comprise silver, copper, iron, plumbago,
and coal. British Columbia was established as a
crown colony in 1858. In 1866 Vancouver isl. was
united to it, forming one colony; cap. New
Westminster,.on the rt. b. of Fraser river, 15 m.
above its entrance into the Gulf of Georgia. Two
useful roads were in progress in 1864, both ter-

minating at Alexandria, whence there are few
obstacles to the navigation of the Fraser upwards.
[Eraser River.]
Columbia or (jregon Eitee, N.W. America,

British and U. S. doms. The main river rises in tho

Rocky Mountains, British territory, about lat. 50°

N., flows successfully N., S., and S.W., and, after

a course estimated at 1200 m., enters the Pacific in

lat. 46° 5' N., 150 m. S. Fuca Strait. The lower
part of its course forms the boundary between the

state of Oregon and Washington territory, and
near its head waters, in British Columbia, gold
was discovered in 1856. Its principal affluents are

Snake and Lewis rivers, and it has fine rapids

across the Cascade Mountains, up to which vessels
of 300 tons can ascend. By the Oregon treaty

its entire navigation is open to British vessels.

Columbiana, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in E. part of Ohio. Area 740 sq. m. Pop. (I860)

32,836. Surface hilly, but fertile.

Columbretes, a group of volcanic islands and
rocks in the Mediterranean, off the E. coast of

Spain, 66 m. N.E. Valencia. Lat. of Mount
Colibre, in the largest island, 39° 63' 58" N., Ion.

0° 44' 27" E., supposed to be the ancient Ophiusm.
Columbus, several places, U. S., North Ame-

rica.—I. a CO. in the S. of North Carolina. Area
625 sq. m. P. 6134 free, 2463 slaves.—II. cap.

state Ohio, co. Franklin, Sciota river, at the
mouth of the Whetstone, 210 m. N.E. Cincinnati.

P. (1860) 18,554.—III. Georgia, cap. co. Muscogee,
118 m. W.S.W. MUledgevUle. P. 9621. Large
quantities of cotton are shipped hence to the Gulf
of Mexico.—IV. Mississippi, cap. co. Lowndes,
on the Tombigbee, 126 m. N.E. Jackson. P. 4000
—V. a township, Indiana, cap. co. Bartholomew
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41 m. S.S.E. Indianopolis. P. 1008.—VI. a town-
ship, Warren co^ Pennsylvania. P. 1422.

CoLCSi, a CO. of U. S., North America, Califoi--

nia. Area 3500 sq. m. P. 2274.

CoLVEXD (formerly Culwen) and SouTH^v^^K,

a pa. of Scotland, stewartry and 11 m. E. Kiik-
cudbright Ac. 23,472. P. 1366.

Coi.vKSTOX, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6J
m N.N.E. Bi-andon. Ac. 861. P. 59.

CoLWALi^ a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 3f
m. N.N.E. Ledbury. Ac. 3771. P. 1628.

CoLwicH, a pa, of England, co. Stafford, on the
Trent, 3 m. N.N.W. Eudgeley. Ac. 8975. P. 1828.

CoLWicK, a pa. of England, co. and 2\ m. E.

Nottingham. Ac. 1255. P. 110.

CoLwixsTOX, a pa. of South Wales, co. Gla-
moi^n, 4 m. W. Cowbridge. Ac. 1760. P. 274.

C(»LYTON, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Devon, on the Coly, a small affl. of the Axe,
22 m. E. Exeter. Ac. of pa. 7196. P. 2446.

CoMACCHio, a fortified town of Central Italy,

prov. and 28 m. E.S.E. FeiTara, in the midst of

the marshes termed Valli-di-Comacchio, 3 m. from
the Adriatic. P. 8476. It has a cathedral, hos-
pitals, and schools ; a lai^e trade in eels, and has
ancient salt-pits. By the treaty of 1815, the
Austrians acquired the right to garrison this

town and FeiTara.

Coscvi^ a CO. of U. S., North America, Texas.
P. 3837 free, 193 slaves.

CoMAYAGUA (formerly Valladolid), a city of

Central America, cap. dep. Honduras, on a river

flowing to the Pacific Ocean, lat. 14° 28' N. ; Ion.

87° 39' W. P 18,000. Previous to 1827 it was
18,000. It is 1800 feet above the sea. Mean
temp. 79°, highest 88°, lowest 68° Fahr.
CoMBAKONUit, a town, Brit. India, dist. & 20 m.

N.E. Tanjore, between two outlets of the Cauvery.
Combe, several pas. of England.—I. co. South-

ampton, 9J m. N. Andover. Ac. 2226. P. 225.—II.
(.46605), CO. Somerset, 3| m. S. Wincanton. Ac.
1850. P. 487.—III. {Florey\ same co., 5 m. N.E.
Wivelscombe. Ac. 1369. P. 383.—IV. {Hay), co.

Somerset, ^ m. S.W. Bath. Ac. 1091. P. 245.—
V. CO. Oxford, 2J m. S.W. Woodstock. Ac. 1450.

P. 627.—VI. (^Martin), a pa., co. Devon, on an
inlet of the English Channel, 4J m. E. Ilfracombe.
Ac. 3815. P. 1484. The vill. and cove are en-
compassed, except on the N.W., by romantic
hills. The pa. contains argentiferous lead mines.
—VII. (St Nicholas), a pa., co. Somerset, 2i m.
N.W. Chard. Ac. 4203. P. 1228—VIII. {Alonc-
ton), CO. Somerset, 2^ m. S.S.E. Bath. Ac. 720.
P. 1271. It has freestone quarries.

Comber or CrMBER, a market town and pa.

of Ireland, Ulster, co. Down, on the W. side of
Lough Strangford, 8 m. E.S.E. Belfast. Ac. of
pa. 17,419. P. 7593 ; do. of town 1713.
CoMBERMERE, a township of England, co.

Chester, pa. Acton, IJ m. N.W. Nantwich. Pop.
returned with parish.

CoMBERMERE Bay, a bay between the mouths
of the Talak and Aeng rivers, on the coast of
Arracan. It abounds with shoals and sandbanks.
CoMBERTON, three pas. of England.—I. co. and

5 m. W.S.W. Cambridge. Ac. 1925. P. 562.—
II. (fireat), co. Worcester, 2J m. S.S.E. Pershore.
Ac. 960. P. 247.—III. {Little), same co., 2J m.
S.E. Pershore. Ac. 770. P. 257.
CoMBix, a mountain of Europe, between Swit-

zerland, cant. Valais, and the prov. Aosta, one of
the culminating points of the Pennine Alps, E.
of Great St Bernard, 9 m. S.E. Martigny, 14,124
feet above the sea, with extensive glaciers.
CoMBiNTEiGNHEAD, a pa. of England, co. Devon,

3 m. E. Newton-Bushell. Ac. 2407. P. 417.

CoMBLES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Somme, cap. cant., 26 m. E.N.E. Amiens. P. 1648,

CoMBOL'RG, a comm. and town of Fi-ance, dei^.
'

Ille-et-Vilaine, arr. and 20 m. S.S.E. St Male, P.
'

5033. Birthplace of Chateaubriand-
CoMBRAiLLES, an old div of France in the prov.

Basse-Auvergne, the cap. of which was Evreux.
It is now comprised in the dep. Creuse.
CoMBRONDE, a comm. and town of France, dop.

Puv-de-D6me, 15 m. N. Clermont. P. 1968.

Combs, a pa, of England, co. Suffolk, 1\ m. S.

Market-Stow. Ac. 2745. P. 986.

Comelico, two vills. of N. Italy.—I. (Inferior),

prov. Belluno, dist. Auronzo. P. 1951.—II. (Suf
perior), prov. BeUuno, dist. Auronzo. P. 3202.

CoMEN, a vill. of Austria, Istria, circ. Gorz. P.
1100.

CoMEQUiERS, comm. and vill. France, dep. Ven-
due, arr. Sables d'Olonne, cant. St Gilles. P. 1625.
Comercolly, a town of British India, presid.

Pengal, dist. Pubna, near a branch of the Ganges^
64 m. S.E. Moorshedabad.
CoMixo, an isl. of Mediterranean. [Comdjo.]
CoMiSA, a market town of Austria, Dahnatia,

circ. Spalatro, on W. coast of isL Lissa. P. 2791.
CoMiso, a town of Sicily, prov. Noto, 8 m. W.

Eagusa, cap. circ. P. (1862) 13,000.

CoMiTLAX (S. Domingo), a town of Mexica
state Chiapa, on the Grijalva, 40 m. S.E. Ciudaa
Las-Casas.
CoMMENDA, a British fort of West Africa,

Guinea coast, 15 m. W.S.W. Cape Coast Castl*^

having near it a town with 3000 inhabitants.— .

Little Commenda is a Dutch fort on the same coast.

Commextry, a comm. and vill. of France, depp

Allier, arr. MontluQon, cap. cant. P. 8582.
Commercy, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Meuse, on rail., 20 m. E. Bar-le-Duc, on 1. b. of tlie

Meuse. P. 3916. It has a town-hall, a market-
house, and theatre. Manufs. cotton and leather,

and trade in com, wood, oil, and cattle.

Commessaggio, a vilL of North Italy, proT.
Cremona, circ. Casal-Maggiore. P. 1427.

Commixes, a comm. and town of Belgium, pror.
West Flanders, arr. and 9^ m. E. Ypres, on rail,

to Bruges, on 1. b. of the Lys, and on the frontier of

France, opposite the French town of same name^
with which it communicates by a drawbridge. P.
3503. Manufa ribbons, thread, handkerchiefs, and
tobacco.—II. a comm. and town of France, dept

Nord, on rt. b. of the Lys, opposite the aboves
and 8 m. N. Lille. P. 5838. Manufs. ribbons and
thread. The old town of Commines, which com-
prised both the above tawns previous to the
cession of French Flanders to France, was fortH

fied, but dismantled by the French in 1672. Birtlf
place of Philippe de Commines.
CoMinxi, a vill. of the island Sicily, prov. and

circ. Gii^enti. P. 1626.

CoMo (Lake of), German Comersee, anc. Lacui
Larii, a lake of Northern Italy, prov. Como,
forming the greatest sinus of the river Adda,
which enters it at the foot of the Lepontine and
Bhetian Alps, and quits it at Lecco, in the midst
of mountains of from 1000 to 1300 feet in eleva-

tion. It is of a very irregular shape, being sepa-

rated into the two branches of Como and Lecoo
by the promontory of Bellagio. Extreme breadth
between Menaggio and Varena, 3 m. Length,
Como to Riva, 35 m. Como is, on account of the

beauty of its basin, and its favourable exposure,

the most celebrated of all the lakes of Northern
Italy. Its navigation is liable to interruption

from sudden storms ; regular steam communica-
tion is established between its principal towns.

CoMO, Comum, an ancient episcopal city of
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North Italy, cap. prov. same name, at the S. ex-

t)-emity of the Lake o. Como, at terminus of

laihvay to Milan ; 702 feet above the sea. P.

(1862) 11,562, of Qomm. 24,088. Climate mild,

being surrounded by lofty mountain.s, which pro-

tect it from the N.W. It has a public libraiy, a
1j itanic garden, turce gymnasia, and a museum
of antiquities. Chief edifices, the cathedral and
town-hall. Manufs. woollens, silks, cotton, and
soap. Trade is much facilitated by navigation in

the lake. It is the birthplace of the younger (and
probably also of the elder) Pliny. The city was
totally destroyed in the wars with Milan, 1127,

and was rebuilt by Frederic Barbarossa in 1155.

Area of prov. 1094 sq. m. P. (1862) 457,434.

CoMODO, an island of the Malay archipelago,

between Sambawa and Flores; lat. N.E. peak 8°

22' S., Ion. 119° 37' E. Length N. to S. 35 miles.

CoMORiN (Cape), the S. extremity of India,

state of Travancore, in the Indian Ocean. Lat.
8^ 5' N., Ion. 77° 37' E.

OoMORN, a town of Hungary. [Komorn.]
Comoro Isi.es, a volcanic group in the Mozam-

bique Channel, 350 m. from the N.W. coast of

Madagascar, and 200 m. from the E. coast of

Africa, between lat. 11° and 13° S., Ion. 43° and
45° 30' E. Pop. estimated at 80,000. The group
consists of the islands Angaziya or Great Comoro,
Anjouan or Johanna, Mayotta, and Mohilla. The
islands are mountainous, and fertile in tropical

productions. The meadows maintain herds of

cattle, and the rivers abound in fish. The Arabs
nianuf. coarse cloths, jewellery, and small arms.
Commerce formerly important, and extended to

India. Chief exports, cocoa-nut oil and tortoise-

shell. The Comores are governed by sultans, one
of whom resides in nearly every town. The island

of Mayotta was ceded to France in 1841, and the
cession was confirmed in 1845, A British consul
has recently been appointed i( r the islands.

CoMPiANO (JJomplanum), a t<jwn of North Italy,

prov. Parma, circ. Borgotaro. P. 4078. Cap.
com., on the 1. b. of the Taro, sun'ounded by
walls, and with a castle.

CoMPifeGNE, Compendium, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Oise, cap. arr., on 1. b. of the Oise,

and on the railway from Paris to St Quentin, 33
m. E.S.E. Beauvais. P. 12,137. It is a tribunal
of commerce, and has a communal college and
public library, manufs. of muslins, hosiery, and
cordage, and commerce in wood and grain. Chief
edifices, the church of the ancient abbey of St
Corneille, the Hotel de Ville, and the Pout Neuf.
Its palace, rebuilt under Louis xiv., xv., and xvi.,

and restored by Napoleon i., is surrounded by
parks and a forest of 30,000 acres. It was formerly
fortified ; and in defending it while besieged by
the Duke of Burgundy, Joan of Arc was made
prisoner, in 1430, and sold to the English. Here
Napoleon i. espoused Marie-Louise, archduchess
of Austria, in 1810.
CoMPOSTELLA, a town of Mexico, dep. Xalisco,

and formerly its cap., 100 m. W. Guadalaxara.
It has silver mines, but is nearly deserted on ac-
count of its unhealthy climate.
CoMPREiQNAC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute Vienne, near the source of the Vincou, on
a hUl, 12 m. N. Limoges. P. 2101.
CoMPSTALi^ a vill. of England, co. Chester, pa.

and 5 m. E. Stockport. Cotton works.
CoMPTAT d'Avignon, an old div. of France,

which, with the Comtat- Fe»iai«i?i, forms nearly the
whole of the dep. Vancluse. It was held bv the
popes from 1228 to 1791, when it was united to
France by a decree of the National Assembly.

CoMp-roN, numerous pas. of England.—I. co.

Berks, 2 m. E.S.E. East Ilsley. Ac. 3795. P.
590.—II. CO. Hants, 2J m. S.S.W. Winchester.
Ac. 2099. P. 279.—III. co. Surrey, 3^ m. N.N.W.
Guildford. Ac. 1971. P. 502.—IV. co. Sussex,
8 m. S.S.W. Midhurst. Ac. 1661. P. 266.—V.
{Abbasy, CO. Dorset, 8 m. N.N.W. Dorchester. Ac.
2170. P. 100.—VL {Abbas), same co., 3 m. S.

Shaftesbury. Ac. 1516. P. 456.—VII. {Abdale),
CO. Gloucester, 3J m. N.W. North-Leach. Ac.
2215. P. 258.—VIII. {Basset), co. Wilts, 3 m.
E.N.E. Calne. Ac. 2632. P. 369.—IX. {Beau-
champ), CO. Berks, 5J m. S. Great Farringdon.
Ac. 1453. P. 128.—X. {Bishop), co. Somerset, 2
m. W. Axbridge. Ac. 2535. P. 663.—XI. {Cham-
berlain), CO. Wilts, 4J m. W.S.W. Wilton. Ac.
2130. P. 348.—XII. {Dando), co. Somerset, 2 m.
E.N.E. Pensford. Ac. 1974. P. 347.—XIIL
{Dundon), same co., 1^ m. N. Somerton. Ac.
2571. P. 662.—XIV. {Little), same co., 4| m.
W.N.W. Chipping-Norton. Ac. 1670. P. 398.—
XV. {Long), co. Warwick, 4 m. N.N.W. Chipping-
Norton. Ac. 3530. P. 703.—XVI. {Martin), co.

Somerset, 1\ m. N. WeUs. Ac. 2314. P. 658.—
XVII. {Nether), co. Dorset, 3 m. W.N.W. Sher-
borne. Ac. 892. P. 376.—XVIII. {Over), same
CO., ^ m. W. Sherborne. Ac. 788. P. 150.—
XIX. {Pauncefoot), co. Somerset, 4J m. W.S.W.
Wincanton. Ac. 672. P. 253.—XX. (Fa/Zance),
CO. Dorset, 7 m. W.N.W. Dorchester. Ac. 1296.

P. 136.—XXI. {Wyniates), an extra-parochial
dist., CO. Warwick, 5 m. E.N.E. Shipston-on-
Stour. Ac 997. P. S7.

CoMRiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, with a
vill., 6 m. W. Crieff. Length of pa. about 16 m.

;

breadth 12 m. P. 2226; do. of vill. 789, engaged
in distilling, and in woollen and cotton weaving.
The vill., on the Earn andLednock, has a church.

Slight shocks of earthquake have been repeatedly

felt in this parish. Alt. 199 feet.

CoMUNANZA, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Ascoli-Piceno. P. 2874.

CoNA, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Venetia,
dist. Chioggia. P. 1973.

CoNAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Charente-Inferieiu-e, arr. and 14 m. W.S.W. Jon-
zac. P. 1598.

CoNAN, a riv., Scotl., co. Ross, which after an E.
course of 35 m. enters Cromarty Firth, near Ding-
wall. Affls. the Garve and Orrin. It affords valu-
able salmon and trout fisheries.

—

Conan Bridge is

a vill. on its banks, 2^ m. S. Dingwall. P. 601.

CoNCA {delle Campana), a town of South Italy,

prov. Caserta, circ. Gaeta. P. 2461.
CoNCAN, a narrow tract of country, presid.

Bombay, between lat. 15° 44' and 20° 22' N. ; Ion.

72° 52' and 73° 45' E. Length 330 m., breadth 25
to 52 m. It is bounded on the W. by the Arabian
Sea, and on the E. by the Ghauts, in which the
Bhore Ghaunt, 40 m. S.E. Bombay, is traversed
by the railway from Madras, exhibiting the most
difficult and stupendous engineering works in

the world. Surface mostly a collection of rocky
mountains and jungly ravines, interspersed with
fertile rice tracts, and presenting many shallow
harbours along the coast. Principal towns, Jun-
era, Eutnagheria, Vingorla, and Viziadroog.
CoNCARNEAU, a maritime comm. and town of

France, cap. cant., dep. Finistfere, on an island in

the Bay De-la-Foret, Atlantic Ocean, 12 m.' S.E.
Quimper. P. 2767. It is defended by a fort.

Concei<;ao d'Itasiarca, several towns of Bra-
zil.—I. prov. Pernambuco, 16 m. N. 01ind;v, cap.

dist. of the isl. of Itamarca on its W. coast. P.
of dist. estim. at 12,000.—II. {de Noguega\ prov.
Minas Geraes, 85 m. N.N.E. Ouro Preto. P. 1200.
It has a gold mine.— III. a city, prov. and 340 m.
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N.N.E. Goyaz. P. 2000.—IV. (die Lagod), prov.

and iu the centre of the isl. of Santa Catherina,

E. Desterro. P. 3000.—V. (da Serra), prov.

Espiritu-Santo, N.N.W. Victoria. P. 1500.—VI.
(do Serrdy, prov. Minas Geraes, N.N.W. Ouro
Preto. P. of dist. 8000, employed in gold mines.

CoNCENTAiNA, a town of Spain, prov. and 28

m. N. Alicante. P. 5972. Manufs. wooUen.
CoNCEPCioN, a dep. of Chile, between lat. 36°

and 37° S., having N. the deps. Maule and Nuble,

E. the Andes, W. the Pacific Ocean, and S. the

dep. Arauco. Area 5432 sq. m. P. 110,291.

Principal rivers, the Biobio and Itata. It con-
tains the most extensive plains in Chile. The
travesia of Yambul, 60 m. in length, is almost a
desert. Coal of an inferior quality is abundant,
and a little wine is exported.
CoNCEPCioN, a town of S. America, Entre Eios,

on. r. b. oftheUruguay, 150m. N. Buenos Ayres. P.
5000. It was, in 1863, cap. of the prov. Entre Kios.

CoNCEPCioN (New, or Mocha), a port of Chile,

cap. prov., on the Biobio, lat. 36* 49' 30" S. ; Ion.

73° 5' 30" W. P. 10,000. Cathedral and most of

its other buildings ruined by the earthquake of

1835. Principal exports tallow and hides. Its

port, Talcahuano, is on Concepcian Bay, 8 m. N.
the town. It is about 5 m. across, receives the
Biobio river.

CoNCEPCioN or Conception (La), an island of

Bahamas, 25 m. SiE. St Salvador.—II. an island

and headland on the N. side of the isthmus of

Panama, 78 m. E. Puerto Bello.—III. (del Paoy,

8. Amer., Venezuela, prov. & 110 m. S. Barcelona.
Conception Bay, an inlet, Newfoundland, on

its E. coast, N.W. St John, lat. 48° N., Ion. 53°

W., and which gives name to the most flourish-

ing districts of the colony. It has several ports,

the principal being Harbour Gi-ace.

—

Conception
Strait is an inlet of Tierra del Fuego, between
Hanover island and the Madre archipelago, and
continuous with Mesier Channel.
CoNCHAGUA or FoNSECA Glt-f, an inlet of the

Pacific Ocean, between the states San Salvador
and Nicaragua, is 40 m. in breadth, and receives

several considerable rivers. At its W. entrance is

the extinct volcano of Conchagua,
Conches, a coram, and town of France, dep.

Eure, arr. and 10 m. S.W. Evreux. P. 1945.

CoNCiios, a river of Mexico, deps. Durango and
Chihuahua, joins the Rio Bravo del Norte near
lat. 29° 50' N., Ion. 104" 40' W., after a N. coui-se

estimated at 300 miles.

CoNCiZE, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,
cap. circ, on the Lake of Neuchatel, 6 m. N.N.E.
Tverduu. P. 823. Its wine is the best of the dist.

Concord, several towns, etc, of U. S., North
America.—I. cap. New Hampshire and co. Mer-
rimac, 62 m. N.N.W. Boston, on the Merrimac,
and on rail. 18 m. from Manchester. P. 8584. It

has a state capitol, and a state prison, lunatic

asylum, a court-house, churches, manufs. of hard-
wares, and trade with Boston.—II. a township,
Massachusetts, 17 ra, N.W. Boston. P. 2249. It

is celebrated as the place where the first British

blood was shed in the revolutionary war of 1775.
—III. New York, co. Erie, 25 m. S. Buffalo. P.
8021.—IV. Ohio, CO. Ross. P. 2549.—V. Michigan,
85 m. W. Detroit. P. 984.
CoNco, a vilL of North Italy, prov. Vicenza,

dist. Marostica. P. 3024.

Concordia, a co., U. S., North America, Louisi-
ana, on the Mississippi. Area 780 ac. Pop., free

1263, slaves (1860) 12,542. SoU very fertile.

Chief product cotton. Cap. Vadalia.
Concordia (Di qua), a town of Northern Italy,

gov. prov. and 34 m. N.E. Venice, on 1. b. of the

n
\

i

Limene. P. 2448. It has a cathedral, and many'
remains of ancient grandeur.—II. a walled town
of the duchy, and 17 m. N. Modena, on rt. b. of
the Secchia. P. 6979.—III. a vill. of North Italy,

prov. Vicenza, dist. Porto Gruaro. P. 2448.
CoNCOREzzo, a town of North Italy, prov,

Milan, circ. Monza. P. 2331.
CoNDAMiNE Rn'EB, N. S.Wales, is a head stream

of the Darling river, lat. 28° S. ; Ion. 151° E.
CoNDAPiLLY, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, dist. and 55 m. N.W. Masulipatam, on th(

Kistnah, formerly the cap. of one of N. Circars.

CoNDAT, several comms. and vills. of Franotk*
—I. dep. Correze, 16 m. N.N.W. Tulle. P. 1603
—II. dep. Puy-de-D6me, 26 m. W. Clermont
P. 2136.—III. (en FeniersX dep. Cantal, 32 m.
N.E. Aurillac. P. 3150.
CoNDATCHT, a bay and vill. of Ceylon, on it».r

W. coast, 120 m. N. Colombo. m
CoNDE, several places of Brazil.—I. a town and"'

seaport, prov. and 85 m. N.E. Bahia. P. 2000.—
II. a town, prov. and 20 m. S. Paraiba. P. 800.

—III. a town, prov. and 22 m. S.W. Para, on rt.

b. of the Tocantins. P. principally Indians.
Cond£, several comms., towns, and vills. of

France.—I. dep. Nord, at the confl. of the Haine
and Scheldt, cap. cant., 7 m. N.N.E. Valenciennes.
P. 5804. It is enclosed by strong fortifications,

and has a church, town-haU, arsenal, military
hospital, manufs. of chicory, starch, leather, and
cordage, trade in coals and cattle. It was taken^
by the Austrians in 1793.—II. (sur Noireau), dep,
Calvados, cap. cant., at the confl. of the Noireaa
and Drouance, 25 m. S.S.W. Caen. P. 7234.
Manufs. linens, cotton, and mixed fabrics, mus-
lins, cotton-yam, cutlery, and leather, and trads
in cattle, horses, and honey.—III. (mr Vire), a
conim. and vill^ dep. Manche, on rt. b. of the
Vire, 5 m. S.S.E. St L6. P. 2011.—IV. (sur Hume),
dep. Ome, 7 m. S.E. Mortagne. P. 1292.—V. («r
Itori), dep. Eure, on 1. b. of the Iton, 16 m. S.S.W.
Evreux. P. 968.—^VI. (en Brie), dep. Aisne, 8 m.
E. Chateau Thierry, cap. cant. P. 763.

CoNDicoTE, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster. ^
m.N.W. Stowe-on-the-Wold. Ac. 890. P. 182.

CoNDOFABi, a town of South Italy, prov. and
circ. Reggio. P. 2775.
Condom, a town of France, dep. Gers, cap. arr,

on the Bayse, here crossed by two bridges, 25 m.
N.N.W. Auch. P. 8175. It has an exchange, two
hospitals, manufs. of cotton and mixed fabrics^

cotton-yam, and earthenware.
CoNDOMois, a former dist. of France, in the

old prov. of Gascogne, the cap. of which was Con-
dom, now comprised in the deps. Gers, Landes,
and Lot-et-Garonne.
Condor, Isl, Chinese Sea. f Pulo-Condor.]
CoND<«RAT, a vilL of Scotland, co. Dumbarton,

pa. Cumbernauld. P. 659.

CoNDOVER, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4 m. S.

Shrewsburj'. Ac. 7422. P. 1871.

CoNDRAPiiXY, a town of India, Berar's domi-
nions, in lat 18° 19' N. ; Ion. 81° 39' E.

CoNDRiEU, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Rh6ne, 21 m. S. Lyon, on rt b. of the Rh6ne. P.

2298. Manufs. silk, and trade in com and wine.

CoNECHU, a CO., U. S., N. America, in S. part of

Alabama, watered by river of same name, whicli

flowing through Florida, enters Gulf of Mexico

at Pensacola Bay, and is navigable for 100 m.

Area of co. 1476 m. P. 6429 free, 4882 slaves.

CoNEGLiANO, a towu of Northern Italy, gov.

Venice, prov. and 15 m. N. Treviso, cap. dist

P. 6204. It has a cathedral, a citadel, and an ex-

tensive castle. Manufs. woollen and silk fabrics.

CoNESLWGii, two townships, U.S, North Ame-

I
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rica.— I. Pennsylvania, 15 m.W. Ebbensburg. P.

1288.—II. CO. Indiana. P. 1441. The Gono-
maugh river joins the Alleghany 29 m. N.N.E.
Pittsburgh, after a N.W. course of 150 miles.

CoNEQUENESSiNG, a townsliip, U.S., NorthAme-
rica, Pennsylvania, co. and 12 m. "W. Butler. P.

2698, chiefly of Iiish and German descent.

CoNESTOGA, a township, U.S., Noi-th America,
Pennsylvania, 6 m. S. Lancaster. P. 2886.

CoNESUS and Conesville are post-vills., U. S.,

North America, New York.—I. 10 m. S.E. Gen-
nesee.—II. 40 m. S.W. Albany.
Confederation of the Ehine was formed by

the secondary states of Germany, under the pro-

tection of Napoleon i., in 1806. It comprised 34

states; viz., the four kingdoms of Bavaria, Saxony,
Westphalia, Wurtemberg; and the duchies or

principalities of Frankfurt, Berg and Cleves,

Hessen Darmstadt, Wurzburg, Nassau-Usingen,
N. Weilburg, HohenzoUern-Hechingen, Sigma-
ringen, Isenburg-Birkstein, Liechtenstein, Leyen,
Saxe Weimar, S. Gotha, S. Meningen, S. Hild-
burghausen, S. Coburg-Saalfeld, Anhalt-Dessau,
A.-Bernburg, A.-Ciithen, Lippe-Detmold, L.-

Schaumburg,Mecklenburg-Schwerin,M.-Strelitz,
Beuss Greitz, R. Schleitz, E. Ebersdorf, R. Lo-
benstein, Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, S.-Ru-
dolstadt, and Waldeck. At the fall of Napo-
leon I. the states of the confederation of the Rhine
combined with the other states of Germany to

form the Germanic confederation. [Germany.]
CoNFEY, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kildare,

4 m. N.E. Celbridge. Ac. 1128. P. 76.

CoNFiENZA, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
9 m. S.S.W. Pavia. P. 2320.

CoNFLANS, a town of France, dep. H. Savoie,
at the influx of the Arley into the Isere, 24 m.
E.N.E. Chambery. P. 1500. Its fortifications

were mostly destroyed by the French under
Francis i. Near it are royal smelting works for

silver ore, raised in its vicinity.

CoNFLANs, a vill. of France, dep. Sarthe, 26 m.
E. Le Mans. P. 936.—Several communes in the
central and E. deps. of France have this name.
CoNFLANs St Honorine, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Soine-et-Oise, on rt. b. of the Seine,
near the influx of the Oise, and on the Paris and
Havre Railway, 14 m. N.W. Paris. P. 1659.
CoNFLENTi, a market town of South Italy, prov.

Catanzaro, 7 m. N. Nicastro. P. 3322.
CoNFOLENS, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Charente, cap. arr., on rt. b. of the Vienne, 35 m.
N.E. Angouleme. P. 2720. Trade in timber,
cattle, and corn.

CoNFRANCON, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Ain, arr. Bourg, cant. Mortrevel. P. 1339.
Cong, a town and pa. of Ireland, Connaught,

COS. Mayo and Galway, 9 m. W.N.W. Headford.
Area of pa., including Lough Corrib, 22,786 ac.
P. 5753, do. of town 469.
CoNGAREE, a river of the U. S., North America,

South Carolina, formed by the junction of the
Broad and Saluda Rivers, at Columbia. After a
course of about 60 miles S.E., it unites with the
Wateree to form the Santee.
CoNGERSTON, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

3 ra. W.N.W. Market Bosworth. Ac 1020. P. 250.
CoNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3J m.

E.S.E. Castle-Rising. Ac. 2850. P. 315.
CoNGLETON, a munic. bor., town, and chapelry

of England, co. Chester, pa. Astburg, in the val-
ley of the Dane, near the Macclesfield Canal, 7|
m. S.S.W. Macclesfield. Ac. of chapehy 2564.
P. 12,344. Principal buildings, the Episcopal,
Roman Catholic, and other clia | ids, town-hall and
gaol, markethouse, and assembly-rooms. It has

a grammar scliool, cotton-spinning factories, and
nianufs. of ribands and other silk fabrics, and
is the head of a poor-law union. Alt. 305 feet.

Congo, an extensive but little known country
of Western Africa, in S. Guinea. It was formerly
understood to comprise all the countries between
the equator and lat. 18° S., and is now divided
into four principal parts, viz. Loango, Congo Pro-
per, Angola, and Benguela. Congo Proper is

separated from Loango on the N. by the river

Zaire, S. from Angola by the Dande, and is

bounded W. by the Atlantic, and E. by the coun-
tries of the interior; cap. Banza, called by the
Poi'tuguese San Salvador. Climate hot and pes-

tilential on the coasts, temperate & more healthy
in the mountain districts of the interior. Rainy
season from Feb. to A pril, when fever is preva-
lent. Soil fertile and well cultivated in the in-

terior, which is supposed to be vei-y populous.

Chief products, rice, maize, sugar, tobacco, and
pepper. The animals, which resemble those of

the other countries of Guinea, comprise the lion

and elephant. The government of the different

states is despotic. The Portuguese, who dis-

covered Congo in 1486, long held it in vassalage
chiefly through their missionaries, but their au-
thority is now merely nominaL
Congo or Zaire, a river of Africa. [Zaire."]

CoNGOON, a maritime tovm of Persia, prov.

Fars, with a port on the N. shore of the Persian
Gulf, 115 m. S.E. Bushire. P. 6000.

CoNGREiioY, a river of Central America, Gua-
temala, prov. Honduras, flows N., and enters the
Caribbean Sea, 55 m. W.S.W. Truxillo. A few
miles above its mouth is a peak of same name,
7500 feet above the sea.

CoNGRESBiiRY, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
2 m. S. the Clevedon Road station of the Great
Western Railway. Ac. 4443. P. 1190.

Congress, a township of the U. S., North
America, Ohio, 84 m. N.E. Columbus. P. 2006.

CoNHOCTON, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, on Conhocton Creek, 18 m.
N.W. Bath. P. 1992.
CoNi (Ital. Cmeo), a town of N. Italy, cap. div.,

prov. and mand., at the confl. of the Stura and
Gezzo, 48 m. S.W. Turin. P. (1862) 12,797,

of comm. 23,012. It was a strong fortress pre-

vious to 1800, when it was dismantled by tho

French after the battle of Marengo. It has a
cathedral and other churches, nunneries, town-
hall, royal college, hospital, orphan asylum, work-
house, theatre, and public baths, with manufs. of

silk and other fabrics, and a considerable trade

in agricultural produce. Area of prov. 2754 sq.

m. P. 697,279.
CoNiL, a town of Spain, prov. and 22 m. S.S.E.

Cadiz. It is surrounded by walls, and defended
by 3 forts. P. 3542. Chief industry, an exten-

sive tunny fishery.

CoNiNGSBY or CuxESBY, a pa. of Engl., co. Lin-
coln, 3 m. S.S.W. Homcastle. Ac. 6560. P. 1938.

CoNiNGTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. Cam-
bridge, 3^ m. S. St Ives. Ac. 1477. P. 233.—
II. {with Huntsy, co. Huntingdon, 3 m. S.S.E.

Stilton. Ac. 3089. P. 301.

CoNiSBROUGH, a pa. of England, co. York, W.
Riding, on the Don, 7 m. N.E. Rotherham. Ac.
4107. P. 1655.

CoNiscLiFFE, a pa. of England, co. Durham,
4 m. W. Dariington. Ac. 3008. P. 434.

CoNisHOLM, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 7J
m. N.N.E. Louth. Ac. 1195. P. 167.

CoNiSTON, a township of England, co. York, E.

Riding, 6 m. N.E. Hull ; & a chapelry, pa. Bursall^

11J m. N.E. Settle. Ac. 600. P. of former 101.
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CoNiSTOXE, Engl. [Church Conistone ]
CoxiTZ or KoNiTZ, a town of West Prussia,

reg. Marienwerder, on the Brahe. P. 4000. It

lias a gymnasium and nianufs. of linens.

CoNjE\'ERAM {Canchipura, "the golden city"),

a town of British India, presid. and 42 m. S.W.
Madras, dist. Chingleput, on the Wegawati. It

has several pagodas.
CoxLiE, a comm. & market town of France, dep.

Sarthe, cap. cant, 12 m. N.W. Mans. P. 1252.

CoxMAUGHT, the most "W. and smallest of the

four provs. of Ireland, bounded on N. and W. by
the Atlantic, E. by Ulster and Leinster, and S.E.

by Munster. Greatest length from S. to N., 86 m.

;

greatest breadth, 81 m. Ac. (in 1861) 4,233,196,

of which about 2,000,000 are arable. P. 913,135.

The W. portion is broken up into numerous pen-
insulas, the largest of which is Connemara, and
by the islands of Achill, Innisbegil, Clare, Innis-

bofBn, and Arranmore. The bays and sounds
afford commodious harbours. The W. part of the

province, including the islands, rises to 2000 feet.

The N and S. extremities are also elevated,

while the centre forms one level plain. Chief
rivers, the Bonnet, Uncion, Arrow, Moy, Clare,

the Shannon forming the E. boundary. Chief
lakes, Conn, 10 m. in length, Corrib, Mask, and
Carnu Granite and primary rocks form the

northern part, commencing at Galway Bay ; Si-

lurian strata extendW. of Lochs Conib and Mask;
to this succeeds old red sandstone. The centre

and eastern parts are composed of limestone, and
coal is found in Lough Allan dist The prov. is

divided into the cos. Mayo and Galway on the

Wt and Sligo, Leitrim, and Roscommon on the

E. Chief towns, Galway, Eoscommon, Sligo,

Carrick, Castlebar, Tuam, Ballinasloe, and Ath-
lone. Connaught visls formerly a kingdom of the

Irish heptarchy ; in 1590, it was divided into cos.

and came under English administration.

CoXNEAUT, a township of the U. S., North
America, Ohio, on Lake Erie. P. 2694. Also
two townships, Pennsylvania.
CoxxECTicuT, one of the smaller of the U. S.,

North America, between lat 41° and 42° N.

;

Ion. 72° and 73° 50' W. ; having N. Massachusetts,

E. Ehode Island, W. New York state, and S.

Long-Island Sound. It was settled in 1633.

Area 4674 sq. m. P. (1860) 460,147 (451,520 white,

8627 free coloured). Surface undulating ; moun-
tainous in the N. Principal rivers, the Connecti-
cut, Housatonic, and Thames. Principal har-

bours, those of Newhaven and New London.
Soil more fitted for grazing than tillage, and
large herds of cattle are reared. Principal pro-

ducts, butter, cheese, wool, maize and European
grains, flax, hemp, tobacco, apples, and cider.

Mineral products, iron, plumbago, marble, and
free-stone. Cotton and woollen fabrics, hard-
wares, hats, leather, fire-arms, and other goods are
made. Farmington Canal is in this state, which,
in 1860, had 603 miles of railway. Exports, pro-
visions and rural produce to other parts of the
Union and to the West Indies. In 1860, the pro-
ducts of its industry amoimted to 83,000,000 dol-

lars. It has three colleges, and a public school
fund of more than 2,000,000 dollars. Principal
towns, Hartford the cap., Newhaven, Middle-
town, New London, and Norwich. Connecticut
sends four representatives to Congress. The go-
vernment of the state is vested in a governor,
lieutenant-governor, who is president of the se-

nate, and a house of representatives.

CoxNECTicuT, a river of the U. S., North
America, the largest in New England, rises on the
N. border of New Hampshire, separates that state

from Vermont, traverses Massachusetts and Con-
necticut, and enters Long-Island Soimd, 30 m.
E. Newhaven, after a S. course of 410 m. It haa
shad fisheries, and is navigable for sloops 50 m.
up to Hurford. Its W. branch forms the boun-
dary between the U. S. and Canada, to lat. 45° N.
CoxNELL, a small barony and two pas. of Ire-

land, on the Liffey, Leinster, co. Kildare.—I.

(Greaty, comprising the town of New-Bridge
(which see> Ac. 4847. P. 4101.—II. (_Old), U
m. W.S.W. Naas. Ac. 3987. P. 60S.

CoxxEsiAKA (the Bays of the OceanX a disL of
Ireland, co. Galway, occupying its W. portion.

It is SO m. in length, and 15 to 20 m. in breadth,
consisting principally of bogs and mountains, in-
terpersed with lakes. It is subdivided into Con-
nemara Proper in the W., Jar-Connaught in the
S., and Joyce country in the N.
CoxxERX, a walled town of Prussian Saxony,

reg. Mersebui^, 16 m. N.W. Halle. P. 2700.
Building stone is quarried in its vicinity.

CoxxEBS\TLLE, a township, U. S., North Ame-
rica, Fayette co., Indiana. P. 1436.

CoxxEwaxz, a vill. of Saxony, gov. Leipsic^

circ. Boma, on the Pleisse. P. 2163.
CoxxoK, a j)a., vUl. and EpiscopaUan see ci

Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim, 18 m. N.N.W. Brf-
fast. Ac. of pa. 17,140. P. 7928 ; do. of vill. 287.
CoxQUEs, two towns of France.—I. dep. Avey-

ron, cap. cant., 19 m. N.N.W. Eodez. P. 1288.—
II. dep. Aude, cap. cant, 5 m. N.N.E. Carcassonne^
on 1. b. of the OrbieL P. 1581.
CoxQUET (Le), Conotiesfaw, a maritime comm.

and town of France, dep. Pinist^re, with a port
on the Atlantic, arr. and 11 m. W. Br^st P. 1324,
Manufs. chemical products.
CoxRY, a pa,, Ireland, Leinster, co. Westmeath,

4 m. E. Ballymore. Ac. 3696. P. 559.

Coxseca or Couseca, a town of Africa, Upper
Guinea, 150 m. E.S.E. Free Fown, Sierra Leone.
CoxsEGUiAXA (anc Quisiffuina), a volcano of

Central America, Nicaragua, on a promontory S.

side of Fonesca Gulf, and 10 m. from the Pacific
In 1835 an eruption of this volcano occurred,
when a large tract of pasture country was con-
verted into a waste.

Coxselice, a market town of Central Italy,

prov. and 24 m. S.S.E. Eavenna. P. 5524, who
trade in rice, com, and hemp.

CoxsEL\'E, a market town of Northern Italy,

gov. Venice, prov. and 12 m. S. Padua. P. 4847.

CoxsTABLE, a township, U. S., North America,
Franklin co.. New York. P. 1000.
CoxsTADT, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov.

Oppeln, circ. Kneutzberg. P. 1560.
CoxsTAXcE (Lake ofJ (German Bodensee, anc.

BrigatUimis laats), a lake of Europe between Swit-
zerland and Gennany, traversed from E. to W.
by the Ehine. Length 40 m. ; extreme breadth
9 m. ; elevation above the sea, 1250 feet ; depth
964 feet Its shores are bounded S. by Switzer-
land, S.E. by Austria, N.E. by Bavaria and
Wiirtemberg, and N.W. by Baden. 2^ ear Con-
stance it separates into two branches, UtUer See
(lower lake) on the W., and Uberlingen See (Lake
of UeberUngen) on the N.W. of Constance. The
principal part of the Boden-See communicates
with the Unter-See only by a narrow channel
traversed by the Rhine. The waters of the lake

are subject to rise and fall suddenly, without ap-

?arent cause, a phenomenon which is called ruhis.

t is navigated by steam packets. The shores of

the lake, which are in general flat, are very fertile.

Principal aflls. besides the Rhine, the Aach and
Argen on the W.
Constance (German Konttanz, anc. ConstoM-

I

I
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ila), a fortified city of the Grand Duchy of Baden,

cap. circ. Lake, oa the S.W. shore of the Lake of

Constance, at the efiBux of the Rhine, 35 ra. N.E.

Zurich. P. with suburbs 6300. Chief edifices,

a cathedral, the Kauf haus, in which the famous
council of Constance sat from 1414 to 1418 (and

which deposed three anti-popes, and condemned
Huss and Jerome of Prague) ; an ancient palace,

a grand ducal residence, various conventual esta-

blishments, and a theatre. One of its suburbs is

connected with it by a long covered bridge across

the Khine. Manufs. of cotton goods, watches,

and silk fabrics. Constance was annexed to the

Austrian dominions in 1549, and to Baden in 1805.

CoNSTANTiA, a township of the U. S., North
America, Oswego co., New York. P. 2495.

CoNSTAJJTiA, a vilL of the Cape Colony, South
Africa, at the E. base of the Table mountain, 12

m. S. Cape Town, celebrated for its rich wine.

CoNSTANTiNA, a town of Spain, prov. and 40 m.

N.N.E. Sevilla, near the Sierra de Constantina.

P. 6983. It is defended by a strong castle. Near it

are some argentiferous lead mines.—The Sierra

de Constantino^ between Andalucia and Estrema-
dura, is connected E. with the Sierra Morena, and
gives rise to the river Ardilla, afil. of the Guadi-

! ana, and the Huelva, affl. of the Guadalquivir.

CoxsTiVJjTiNE, Cirta, a fortified city of Algeria,

cap. prov. of same name, on a detached height,

surrounded on three sides by ravines, one of

which is crossed by a Roman bridge. Lat. 36°

22' 21" N. ; Ion. 6° 37' E. P. (1861) 6200 Euro-
peans, 28,000 natives. Mean temp, ot year 62° "95,

winter 50°-36, summer 79°-82 Fahr. Has a public

school & hospital, Roman remains, & a citadel on
the site of the anc. Numidian fortress. Manufs.

i saddlery & leathern goods, & exp. corn to Tunis.

It was taken by the French, 13th October 1837.

i
Area of prov. 67,576 sq. m. P. (1861) 1,402,027.

i
CONSTANTiNK, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

I 6 m. S.W. Falmouth. Ac. 8179. P. 2014.

I

Constantinople, Stamhoul. the cap. of the

j
Tm-kish, as formerly of the Byzantine or Lower

I Roman empire, near the E. extremity of Euro-

!

peau Turkey, separated by the Bosporus from

I

Asia Minor. Lat. (Mosque of St Sophia) 41° 0' 16"

j
N. ; Ion. 28° 69' 14" E. Estini. pop., including Pera,

1 Galata, Scutari, etc., 800,000; of whom 200,000
Greeks, 40,000 Armenians, and 60,000 Jews. The
city proper, occupying a triangular promontory of

land between the Bosponis and its inlet the
" Golden Horn," is about 3J m. in length N.W.
to S.E., by from 1 to 4 m. in breadth, enclosed by
a triple range of walls 12^ m. in cir., and entered
at present by 28 gates. The city is built on an un-
dulating declivity, highest on the land side. Ex-

I
ternally it has an imposing appearance, with its

pictui'esque mosques, cupolas, and minarets, in-

terspersed with cypresses, and its port crowded
with shipping ; but infernally it consists mostly
of a labyrinth of crooked, ill-paved, and dirty
lanes, and a crowd of low-built and small houses,
formed of wood or roughlj' hewn stone. Its

drainage is favoured by its uneven site and a
great number of public fountains, which amply
supply the city with water, brought by two aque-
ducts 10 m. in length. A great number of dogs
range the streets, and act as scavengers. Each
ward has its own particular dogs; and should an
individual cur trespass upon a neighbouring ter-
ritory, he is immediately driven off by the dogs
which hold it in occupation. The climate is vari-
able, and the temperature, especially in winter
and spring, subject to great vicissitudes; snow and
hard frost alternate with mild weather. The mean
tamp, of year is 56°-3, winter 40°-8, summer 71°-2,

Fahr. The annual quantity of rain is moderate.
This capital, including its suburbs, contains 14
royal and 332 other mosques, 40 Mohammedan
colleges, 183 hospitals, 36 Christian churches, se-
veral synagogues, 130 public baths, and 180 khans
or inns, besides numerous bazaars, coffee-houses,

and caravanserais. The extreme point of the
city on the E. was occupied by the "Seraglio"
formerly, the private domain of the Sultan, the
boundaries of which are supposed to have been
those of the anc. Byzantium. It comprised an
area of about 3 m. in circ, separately enclosed by
walls, and extending down to the Sea of Mar-
mara. Its surface was " irregularly covered with
detached suites of apartments, baths, mosques,
kiosks, gardens, and groves of cypress." Its

inner inclosure alone was devoted to the use
of the Sultan's harem. In the second court was
the ti-easury, imperial kitchens and stables,

divan, hall of justice, the arsenal, formerly the
church of St Irene, and the Corinthian column
of Theodosius ; and in the outer court (the anc.
Forum Angusti), the mint, state offices, infir-

maries, etc. This court was entered from the
city by a large and heavy gate termed the " Sub-
lime Porte," a name which has thence been ap-
plied to the Turkish Government. This immense
pile of buildings was burned to the ground in
1863. The new palace built by Abdul Medjid is

on the W. shore of the Bosporus, 2 or 3 m. N. of

the old Seraglio. To the W. of the old palace
is the noble mosque of St Sophia, originally a
Christian cathedral, built between 631 and 638,

at a cost equivalent to 1,000,000/. This edifice is

in the form of a Greek cross, 269 feet in length
by 143 in breadth (in its interior), and surmounted
by a flattened dome 180 feet above the ground,
besides several minor cupolas, and 4 minarets
added to it by the Turks. In its interior are
numerous large columns, a floor of variegated
marble, and bronze gates ; but most of the ancient
Byzantine paintings and decorations have been
hidden by Turkish inscriptions, and the general
effect of the building is destroyed by the presence
of a multitude of lamps, globes, and other insig-
nificant ornaments depending from the dome. A
few years ago the interior was cleared and reno-
vated, and it has now a magnificent appearance.
Near St Sophia is the mosque of Achmet, a fine

structure with a beautiful marble pavement and 6
minarets, a number unusual in any other mosque
of the Mohammedan world. This mosque stands
on the At-meidan or " Horse square," the ancient
Hippodrome of historic celebrity, a space 300 yards
in length by 150 in breadth, and on which are the
granite Theban obelisk set up by Theodosius, the
broken pyramid of Constantiue Porphyrogenitus,
shorn of its bronze plates, and the identical twist-

ed brass column which originally supported the
tripod in the temple of Delphi. The other mosques
are those of Solyman the Magnificent, of Moham-
med II., Bajazet ii., Selim ii., Mustapha iii., and
Othman and Eyub, with the Valide mosque, built

by the mother of Mohammed iv., and containing
pillars from the ruins of Troy. Most of these
establishments have attached to them one or mora
colleges or charitable institutions; that of Mo-
hammed II. is surrounded by eight endowed
academies, a diet house for the poor, hospital,

caravanserais, and baths, all surmounted by lead-
covered cupolas. There is a university, erected
in 1847, which in 1855 was used by the French
as an army hospital

; government naval, military,
and medical colleges, as well as numerous infe-
rior schools, public libraries, government printing
establishments, and offices for journals printed iu
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BIX different languages. The bazaars are extensive
«fe well supplied, but have no architectural beauty

;

the numerous cemeteries, interspersed with tall

cypresses, in and around the city, are among its

greatest ornaments. Principal antiquities are the
burnt column erected by Constantine the Great,
a part of the column of Arcadius, the pillar of

Marcian, vestiges of the Boucoleon palace, buUt
by Theodosius ii., the aqueduct of Valens, sub-
terranean cisterns, the principal of which, called

by the Turks the " thousand and one columns,'"

is a vault 240 feet in length by 200 feet in width,
supported by 424 pillars. At the S.W. angle of

the city is the citadel of the " seven towers," now
used as a military storehouse (Heptapyrgium).
The city proper comprises separate quarters for

the Jews, Armenians, and Greeks; that of the
last, "the Fanar," extends along the shore of

the " Golden Horn." This harbour, which has
usurped the name of the promontory on which
Byzantium was built, extends between the city

and its suburbs Pera, Galata, etc., for about 4J m.
S.E. to N.W., breadth varying from 1 to 4 fur-

longs. It is deep enough to float ships of the
largest size, can receive 1200 sail of tlie line, and
is always full of mercantile and other vessels, with
a vast number of caiques, graceful light boats,

which here form the principal vehicles of trans-
port. Two bridges of boats connectStamboul with
Galata, and a third, near the upper end of the
harbour, with the suburb Hasskeui ; besides
which suburb, those of Pera, Kassim Pasha, Top-
hana, and Ters-hana, with the imperial arsenals
and dockyard, are on its N. shore. I Scutari.J
Imports—com, iron, timber, tallow, nirs, cotton
stuffs and yarn, woollens, silks, metallic goods,
watches, jewellery, furniture, dyes, drugs, coffee,

sugar. Wax, copper, gums, and porcelain. Exports
—silk, cai-pets, hides, wool, goats' hair, potash,
gall, j'ellow berries, linseed, madder, valonea,
bones. Manufs. marocco leather, saddlery, shoes,
meerschaum - pipe bowls, mouth - pieces, pipe-
tubes ; and expressly for the manufacture of the
last, large numbers of cherry-trees are raised near
the city. Constantinople is the see of Greek,
Armenian, and Catholico-Anneuian patriarchs.

It was originally founded by Byzas, B.C. 656, and
rebuilt by Constantine a.d. 328, since which time
it has been rejjeatedly besieged, but only twice
taken, viz., in 1204 by the Crusaders, who retained
it till 1261, and by the Turks under Mohammed
II., May 29, 1453,—an event which marked the
final extinction of the Roman empire in the East.
Constantinople (Channel of). [Bosporus.]
CoNSTiTUCiON (La), a small seaport town of

Chile, dep. Maule, at the mouth of the river of

same name, 105 m. N.E. Concepcion.
CoNSTiTUi^AO, a town of Brazil, prov. and 115

m. N.W. San Paulo, on rt. b. of the Piracicaba.
CoNsuEGKA (Conaaburusy, a town of Spain,

prov. and 35 m. S.E. Toledo, on rt. b. of the
Amarguilla. P. 4842. Manufs. woollens.

CoNTAt, a town of Hiudostan, presid. Bengal,
65 m. S.W. Calcutta, on a MIL
CoNTAMiNES (Les), a vUl. of France, dep. Haute

Savoie, prov. Faucigny, on the route from the
Col du Bonhomme to St Maurice. P. 790.

CoNTARiNA, a town of North Italy, prov. and
29 m. S. Venice, on 1. b. of the Po. P. 4370.

CoNTAS, a town, Brazil. [Rio-de-Contas.]
CoNTES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Alpes Maritimes, arr. Nice, cap. cant P. 1070.
Contessa, a town of Sicily, prov. Palermo,

circ and 9 m. S.W. Corleone. P. 3472.—II, a
vill., European Turkey, Rumili, on the N. shore
of Gulf of Contessa or Orphano.

1Contessa (Gulf of), Turkey. [Orphano.1
Contest, a comm. and vill. oi France, dep

Mayenne, aiT. and cant. Mayenne. P. 1320.

Conthey, a pa. and town of Switzerland, cant.

Valais, 3 m. W. Sion, on the Morge, near its

mouth, in the Rhone. P. 2624. Excellent wine
is produced in its vicinity.

CoNTicH, a vill. of Belgium, prov. and 6 m,
S.S.E. Antwerp, cap. cant. P. 3640. Manui
hats and leather, and trade in horses and fueL

CoNTiGLiANO, a towu of Central Italy, prov,

Perugia, circ. Rieti. P. 2379.

CoNTiN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ross, comprising
a vill., 5 m. S.W. Dingwall, with Lochs Faimicb,
Luichart, etc. P. 1509.

CoNTOOCOOK, a river of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New Hampshire. Its principal branch rises

in CO. Chester, and runs N. and N.E. until it joina

the Merrimac to the N. of Concord.
Contra Costa, a co. of U. S., North America,

California. P. 5328.

Contrada, a town of South Italy, prov. and
circ. Avellino. P. 2069.

CovTRERAS Islands, a group of islands in the
North Pacific, S.W. coast of Guatemala, pror.

Vei-agua, in lat. 7° 50' N. ; Ion. 8° 20' W.
CoNTRES, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lou-et-Cher, cap. cant., aiT. and 14 ni. S.S.K
Blois. P. 2601.
CoNTRExiviLLE, a comm. and vill. of France^

dep. Vosges, arr. and 14 m. S.W. Mirecourt, oa
the Vaire. P. 669. Has mineral waters.

CoNTROGUERRA, a town of South Italy, prov.

and 16 m. N.N.E. Teramo. P. 2239.
CoNTRONE, a town, South Italy, prov. Salemo^

10 m. S.S.K Campagna. P. 1609.

CoNTURSi, a town, South Italy, prov. SalemOi
on the Sale, 26 m. E. Salerno. P. 2799.

CoNTY or CoNTi, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Somme, cap. cant, arr. and 12J m. S.S.W
Amiens, on the Seille. P. 1007.

CoN^•ERSANO, an ancient town of South Italy,

cap circ, prov. and 19 m. S.K Baii. P. (1861)
10,344. Chief edifices, a cathedral, a large Bene-
dictine nunnery, convents, a bishop's palace,

diocesan seminary, hospital, & fouudling asyliun.

A trade is carried on between it and Bari, in

wine, oil, almonds and other fruits, flax, & cotton.

Convoy, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Donegal,

2J m. S.W. Raphoe. Ac. 20,082. P. 3884, of

whom 302 are in the village.

CoNWAL, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Donegal,
comprising the town Letter-Kenny (which see).

Ac. 45,250. P. 9850.
Conway or Conwy, a river of North Wales,

issues from a small lake, flows mostly N.N.W.,
between the cos. Carmaiihen and Denbigh, and
joins Beaumaris Bay by a broad estuaiy 11 m.

E. Beaumaris. Total coiirse 30 miles.

Conway or Aber-Conway, a pari, and munic.

bor., seaport town, and pa. of North Wales, co.

Carnarvon, on the estuary of the above river,

here crossed by a tubular suspension bridge, 327

feet in length, on the line of the Chester and
Holyhead Railway, 13 m. E.N.E. Bangor. Ac
2437. P. of pa. 1855 ; do. of pari. bor. 2523. It

is enclosed by embattled walls, with towers and
gateways. Principal edifices, the corporation

hall and an old church. The harbour dries at low

water. Trade in millstones. It has petty-sessions

monthly, and is the head of a poor-law union.

Conway unites with Carnarvon, Bangor, Cric-

cieth, Nevin, and Pwlheh, in sending one member
to House of Commons.
Conway, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

centre of Arkansas. Ai-ea 1860 sq. m. P. 58s?5

i
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free, 802 slaves.—II. a township, Carrol, co. New
Hampshire, 66 m. N.N.W. Concord. P. 1769.—

111. a township, Franklin, co. Massachusetts.

1'. 1831.

Conwil-Cayo, a pa. of South Wales, co. Car-

marthen, 7J m. N. W. Landovery. Ac. 41,785.

1'. 2251. In the vicinity are mineral springs.

CoNZA, Coinpsa, a town of South Italy, prov.

AvolUno, circ. and 9 m. S.E. St Angelo-de-

Lombardi. P. 1339. It has a cathedral, an arch-

bishop's palace, and a diocesan seminary. It was
nearly destroyed by an earthquake in 1694.

CooGEE, a seaport town of New South Wales,

CO. Cumberland, 6 m. S. Sydney.
Cook, two cos., U. S., North America.—I. in

N.E. of Illinois. Area 886 sq.m. P. (1860) 144,954.

—II. in Texas. P. 3391 free, 369 slaves.

Cook, an inland co. of New South Wales. Ac.

1,065,600. P. (1861) 5032. Soil rocky, but has

fertile valleys, and a large extent of table-land

from 2000 to 3000 feet high.

CooKBUKY, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4 m.
N.E. Holsworthy. Ac. 2710. P. 249.

CooKHAM, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 2| m.
N.N.E. Maidenhead. Ac. 6509. P. 4468.

GooKLEY, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2J m.
W.S.W. Halesworth. Ac. 1704. P. 252.

Cook Inlet, Russian America, is between lat.

58° and 61° N. ; Ion, 151° and 154° W., opposite

the island Kodiak.
Cook Islands, Pacific Ocean, S. Polynesia, in

S.W. of the Society Islands, between the archi-

pelago of Tonga on the W. and Tahiti on the E.

The principal are Mangeia, Atiou, Harvey, and
liaratODga, The inhabitants are of the Malay
race, and many of them have been converted to

Christianity by English missionaries.

Cook Strait, New Zealand, separates the two
principal islands, and was named after its disco-

verer. Captain Cook, in 1770,

CooKSTOWN, an inland town of Ireland, Ulster,

CO, Tyrone, on the Ballinderry, 6 m, W.N.W,
. Stewartstown, P, 3257, It has a pa. church, a
court-house, Tinion workhouse, bank, market-
house, and linen-hall.—II. a pa., Leinster, co.

Heath, 2 m. E.N.E. Ratoath. Ac. 1238. P. 127.

Coolaghmore, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Kilkenny, 3 m. S, Callan, Ac, 5504, P, 854,

CooLANEY, a market town of Ireland, Con-
uaught, CO. and 8^ m. S.S.W. Sligo, P, 297,

CooLBANAGHER, a pa, of Ireland, Queen's co

,

5 TO. S.E. Montmellick. Ac. 9621, P. 1535,

CooLCASHiN, a pa, of Ireland, co. Kilkenny, 3
ui, N.E. Johnstown. Ac. 1670. P. 242.

CooLCRAHEEN, a pa. of Ireland, co. Kilkenny,
3 m. N.E. Freshford. Ac. 2507, P. 337.

CooLE, a vill. of Ireland, co. Wostmeath, 4 m,
N.W, Castle-Pollard, P, 257,-11, a pa., co.

Cork, 4 m. S.E, Fermoy, Ac. 1152, P, 164.

CooLEAGH, a pa. of Ireland, co. Tipperary, 4
m. N. Fethard. Ac. 2658. P. 542.

CoOLGREANY, a viU. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Wexfoid, 3 m. S.S.W. Arklow. P. 224.

CooLiN or CucHULLtN HiLLS, a range of hills,

Scotl., Isle of Skye, commencing at tne head of
Loch Scavaig, and extending in a N.W. direction,

enclosing the valley of Loch Coruisk, and on the
N.E, that of Hart-o-Corrie. Scuir-na-Gillean,
ftt the N.E, extremity of the range, is supposed
W be 3200 feet high, Hyperstein is found here,

CooLiNEY, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,
3 m, S.W. Charloville, Ac, 1152, P, 162,
Cooling, a pa, of England, co. Kent, 4J m.

N.N.E. Eochester. Ac. 1544. P. 121,
Coolkerky, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, Queen's

eo., 2 m. E. Kathdowney. Ac. 1019, P, 260.

Coolmundry, a pa. of Ireland, co. Tipperary,
2 m. E. Fethard. Ac. 1688, P, 318.

Coolock, a pa. and town of Ireland, co. and 3
m. N.N.E. Dublin. Ac. 1734. P. 814.

CooLscAMP, a vill. of Belgium, prov. West
Flanders, arr. and 14 m. S. Bruges, P, 2554. It

has manufs. of linens.

CooLSTUFF, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co,

Wexford, 1 m. E. Taghmon, Ac, 3347, P. 455,

CoOMAssiE, the cap. town of the Ashantee
dom., Guinea, about 120 m. N,N,W, Cape Coast
Castle, Lat. 6° 34' 50' N, ; Ion, 2° 12' W. Pop.
estimated at 18,000. It has a fortified palace and
an active trade.

CooMBE-BissET, a pa. of England, co. Wilts,

3J S.W, Salisbury. Ac. 2196. P. 337.

Coojibe-Keynes, a pa. of England, co, Dorset,

6 m, W.S.W. Wareham. Ac. 2004. P, 163.

CooMBLA, a town of British India, dist. South
Canara, presid. and 360 m. W. Madras,
Coombs, a pa, of England, co. Sussex, 2 m.

S.S.E. Steyuing. Ac. 1292. P. 77.

CooMFiDAii, a port on the Arabian shore of

the Ked Sea, district of Hedjaz.
CooMTA, a town of British India, dist. North

Banara, presid. Madras, 328 m. S.E. Bombay.
CooNDAPOOR, a maritime town of British India,

presid. Madi-as, dist. Canara, 53 m. N. Mangalore.
Cooper, a co., U. S., North America, in centre

of Missouri, and watered by river of same name.
Area 576 sq. m. P. (18C0) 13,556 free, 3800 slaves.

Cooper Island, British West Indies, Virginia
island, is an islet 5 m. S.E. Tortola.
CooPEKSTowN, a vill. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Now York, cap. co. and on Otsego Lake, 69
m. W. Albany. P. 1400.

CooRG, a district of Southern India, between
lat. 11° 56' and 12° 45' N. ; Ion. 75° 26' and 76°

13' E ; enclosed by Mysoi-e, Canara, and Mala-
bar. Area 1420 sq. m. Pop., by census of 1862,

118,352. It is a rugged and mountainous coun-
try, the lowest part being 3000 feet above the
sea, and mostly covered with large forests. It is

watered bj* the Cauvery and its tributaries.

Temp. 52° to 82° I'ahr. The natives are a tall

and handsome race, both sexes being employed
in agricultural pursuits, and the men occasionally
in hunting wild animals. It was annexed to
Britain in 1832. Gross revenue (1862) 35,213/,
Exports, coffee, plantains, and oranges. The
cardamon of Coorg is esteemed for its aroma.

Coos, a CO., U. S., North America, in N. of New
Hampshire. Ai-ea 1600 sq. m. P. (I860) 13,161.

Connecticut river and the White Mountain range
are in this county.

Coosa, a co., U. S., North America, in centre
of Alabama. Area 864 sq. m. P. (1860) 14,061
free, 6212 slaves. Watered by river of same
name, 240 m. in length, which, with the Tala-
poosa, joins to form the Alabama.

CoossY, a river of British India, which has its

rise in the dist. Kamghur, presid. Bengal, lat. 23°

36' N. ; Ion. 85° 58' E, It has a S.E. course of

240 m., receiving the Comaree as a ti-ibutary, and
enters the Hoogly in lat. 22° N., Ion. 88° 4' E.

CoosY, a large river of India, which rises in
the snowy peaks of the Himalaya, in lat. 28° 25'

N., Ion. 86° 11' E., and enters the Ganges in lat.

25° 19' N., Ion. 87° 19' E. Total length 325 m.
During its course it throws off several branches,
and receives the Gogaree on the right 10 m.
above its confluence with the Gauges.
CooTEmLL, a market town of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Cavan, on the Cootehill river, an afliuent of the
Aunalee, 28 m. W.N.W. Dundalk. P. 1994. Trade
in linens, corn, beer, and spirits.
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CoPAKE, a township, U. S., North America,

New York, 47 m. S.E. Albany. P. 1652.

CopAN, a ruined city, Central America, state

Guatemala, 30 m. E. Chiqnimula, Its remains
extend for 2 m. along the Copan river, an affl. of

the Montagua, and comprise the walls of a sup-
posed temple 624 feet in length, and many pyra-
midal structures, with sculptiired idols resembling
the remains of Egyptian or Hindoo art.

CopANo. a seaport town of the U. S., North
America, Texas, dist. and 7 m. S.W. Refugios.
CoPDOCK, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3J m.

S.W. Ipswich. Ac. 954. P. 341.

CoPELAJJD Islands, a small group, Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Down, off the S. side of the entrance
to Belfast Lough. On Cross island, about 6 m.
N.N.E. Donaghadee, is a lighthouse, elevation

131 feet; lat. 64° 4' 44" N. ; Ion. 5° 32' "W.
Copenhagen (Dan. KJobenhavn, "Merchant's

Port"\ cap. of the kingdom of Denmark, in the
Sound, is built on the islands Seeland and Ama-
ger, wliich are separated by a narrow arm of the
sea, forming an excellent harbour. Lat. of ob-
servatory 56° 40' 43" N. ; Ion. 12° 34' 44" E. P.

(1861) 165,143. Mean temp, of year 46°-6, winter
Sl'-o, summer 62'"*7 Fahr. The city is the resi-

dence of the sovereign and seat of the court, is

strongly fortified and divided into two parts, the
smaller of which, called Christianshavn, is on the
island Amager. Within the walls there are 15
open squares. On the north of the city, and
connected with it by an esplanade, is the citadel

of Frederickshavn, a regular polygon with live

bastions. The city contains many public buDd-
ings, among which are the palace of Amelien-
burg, inhabited by the royal family; the castle of

Charlottenburg, now used as an academy of

the fine arts, and its parks as a botanic garden

;

the colossal palace of Christianburg, exchange,
museum of Thorwaldsen, town hall, church of St
Peter, the cathedral, with a spire 270 feet high,

and many of the finest works of Thorwaldsen

;

university, rich and distinguished ; three public

libraries with 600,000 volumes and many MSS.

;

museums of ethnology and antiquities ; the castle

of Eosenburg, in which are deposited the regalia

and manyantiquities; the town-house and theatre;

the Trinity church, on the round tower of which
is placed the observatoiy ; and the church of our
Saviour, in Christianshavn, with a spire 288 feet

high. Copenhagen possesses many scientific and
literary establishments ; besides a imivcrsity, it

has a polytechnic school, a royal academy of

sciences and arts, an astronomical and a mag-
netic observatory, and a gallery of paintings.

Copenhagen is tlie centre of commerce of the
kingdom, and, by means of canals, large ships

reach its warehouses in the middle of the city.

Its commerce extends to all parts of the world.
It communicates with Boeskilde and Corsoer by
railway ; is the station for the naval force of

the kiugdom, and has a cannon foundry, an
arsenal, and shipbuilding docks. It has wool-
len factories, steam spinning mills, distilleries,

breweries, iron foundries, tanneries, sugar refin-

eries, and manufs. of sail-cloth, porcelain, and
tobacco. The city was founded in 1168. Origi-
nally built of wood, it was burned in 1728 and
1796. It was taken by Nelson in the battle of
the Baltic, 2d April 1801, and bombarded by the
English in 1807. Being little above the level of
the sea, it is liable to be ovei-flowed during storms.
It was lighted by gas in 1856.

CopENiK, a town of Prussia, Brandenburg,
circ Potsdam, dist. Teltow. P. 2700.
CopENHALi, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 4i[

VP«-W Im. N.E. Nantwich, on North-Western Kailwsr
Ac. 2848. P. 8981.

Coi'ERTiNO, a town of South Italy, cap. circ,

prov. and 10 m. S.S.W. Lecce, enclosed by walls,

and defended by a castle. P. 4885.

CoPET or COPPET, a vill. of Switzerland, cant
Vaud, on the Lake of Geneva, 8 m. N.N.E.
Geneva. P. 600.

CoPFORD, a pa, of England, co. Essex, 5 m.
W.S.W. Colchester. Ac. 2397. P. 775.

CoPGROVE, a pa., Engl., co. York, West Piiding^

4 m. W.S.W. Boroughbridge. Ac. 832. P. 68.

CopiAii, a CO. of U. S., North America, Mia-
sissippi. P. 7433 free, 7965 slaves.

CopiAPd, a volcano, river, town, and dist of
Child The volcano in the Andes, lat. 27° 32' S.
The river flowing W. from it to the Pacific, which,
after a course of 120 m., it enters at Copiap<S
Bay. The dist. is rich in metallic products, but
with a barren soil, and scantily peopled. The
to^vn of Copiapo, the most northerlj' of Chil^
cap, dep. Atacama, on the Copiapd river, SO m.
from its mouth in the Pacific. It has been re-

peatedly ruined by earthquakes. It is connected
by railway with Caldera on the N.W. and Pa-
vilion on the S.E. It exports silver, copper, and
copper ore. Fossil remains and sUicitied wood
abound in this district The bay and port of

Copiapo are at the mouth of the river, in lat. 27°

20' S. Ion. ; 71° 2' W.
CopiNSHAY, one of the smaller Orkney Islands,

pa. St Andrews, in lat 58° 66' N. ; Ion. 2° 26' W.
P. 9. In summer it is the resort of immense
numbers of sea fowl.

Copij:, a pa. of England, co. and 3^ m. E.S.E.
Bedford. Ac. 2109. P. 665.

Copley, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Ohio, 6 m. N.W. Akron. P. 1641.
CoppARO. a town of Central Italy prov. and

11 m. E.N.E. Ferrara. P. (1862) 1746.

CoPPEL, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud, on
the Lake of Geneva. P. 500. It has the ruins
of a splendid castle, which was for several years
the residence of Madame de Stael.

CoppenbrCgge, a small town of Prussia^
Hanover, landrost and 19 m. S.S.W. Hanover.
Coppermine KiVEit, British North America,

N.W. territory, enters an inlet of the Arctic

Ocean N.E. of the Great Bear Lake, after a

course of 260 m. W. of it are the Coppennino
mountains.
CoppiNGFORD, a pa. of England, co. Hants, b\

m. S. StUton. Ac. 1030. P. 62.

CoppuLi., a chapeliy of England, co. Lancaster,

pa. Standish, 4 m. S.S.W. Chorley. P. 1230.

CopuL, a fortified town of India, Deccan,
Nizam's dom., 65 m. W. Bellary.

Coquet or Cocket, a river of England, co.

Northumberland, rises in the Cheviot Hills, co.

Eoxbui^h, and enters the North Sea near Wark-
worth. Its valley, Coquetdale, forms a civil

division of the co. Opposite its mouth is Coquet
island, 1 m. in circumference, and having a fixed

light 80 feet above the sea.

CoQfiMBO, a dep. of Chile, between lat 29*

and 32° S. ; Ion. 70° and 72° W. ; having S. the

dep. Aconcagua, N. Atacama, E. the Andes, and

W. the Pacific. Estimated area 16,206 sq. m., and

pop. 110,689. Surface bare and unwatered, but

it contains some rich mines.

—

Coquimbo is one of

the chief seaport towns, and cap. of the depart-

ment situated on the Pacific, at the mouth of the

Coquimbo river. Lat of port 29° 55' 2" S. ; Ion.

71° 25' 16" W. P. 6000. (?) It has convents

and churches, a public school, and liospital.

Some French mercantile houses are established
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here, and it has one of the best smelting furnaces

in Chile. Exports silver, copper and cojiper ore,

and chinchilla skins.

CoKA, the cap. of the island Samos, Asiatic

Turkey, 3 m. from its S. coast, and on a portion

of the site of ancient Samos. P. 1000. An-
ciently one of the most flourishing cities of Greece.

CoKi, a commercial town of the Pontifical

States, prov. and 8 m. S.E. Velletri, in a pictur-

esque situation, with ancient walls and monu-
ments. P. 3000,

CoRAi. Sea is that part of the Pacific Ocean
bounded W. by Australia, and E. by the archi-

pelago of New Hebrides, so called from the

numerous coral reefs it contains.

CoitANCY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nievre, arr. and cant. Chateau Chinon. P. 1238.

GoRATo, a city of South Italy, prov. Bari. cap.

circ, 14 m. S.E., Barletta, P. (1862) 24,676, of

comm. 24,857. It lias 5 convents & orphan asylum.
OoKAT, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Fiuistere, 13 m. E.N.E. Quimper. P. 1992.

CoRBACU or KoRBACH, a walled town of Cen-
tral Germany, cap. principality Waldeck, on the
liter, 23 m. S.W. Cassel. P. 2391. It has a castle,

I.ntheran and Calvinistic churches, a college,

1 rphan asylum, and manufs. of woollen stuffs.

CouBALLY, several pas. of Ireland.—I. partly

in Leinster, King's co., and partly in Munster, co.

Tipperaiy, near Roscrea. Ac. 12,746. P. 2152.

—II. Munster, co. and 6J m. S.S.E. Waterford.
Ac. 725. P. 198.—III. CO. and 6 m. S.W. Cork.
Ac. 869. P. 146.

CoRBARA, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Salerno. P. 1758.

GoRBEiL, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, cap. arr., on the Seine, at the influx

of the Essonne, and at the head of a branch of

the Paris and Orleans Railway, 18 m. S.S.E.
Paris. P. 6221. It has a corn hall, corn maga-
zine, public library, and theatre.

CoRBEiLLES, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.
Loiret, arr. Moutargis, cant. Ferrieres. P. 1295.
CoRBELiN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Isere, arr. la Tour de Pin, cant, le Pont de Bea-
voisin. P. 1965.

GoKBEXoD, a comm. and vUl. France, dep. Ain,
arr. Belley, cant. Seyssel. P. 1355.

CoRBETTA, a vill. of North Italy, gov. Venice,
prov. Milan, 23 m. N.N.W. Pavia. P. 4489.

CoRBiE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

I

Somme, cap. cant., on the Canal de la Somme and

I

the Railway du Nord, 9 m. E. Amiens. P. 3196.
' CoRBiERES, Germ. Korbers, a pa. and vill. of
Switzerland (formerly a town), cant, and 9 m. S.
Fribourg, on the Sarine. P. 231.

CoRBiGNY, a comm. and town of France, dep.

;

Nifevre, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Arguisson, 30
ra. N.E. Nevers. P. 2054.
CoRBRiDGE, a pa. of England, co. Northum-

berland, on the Tyne, and on railway, 3J m. E.
Hexham. Ac. 13,130. P. 2170. The vill. was
iormerly a pari, borough.
CoRBY, a market town and pa. of England, co.

and 30 m. S. Lincoln. Ac. 2726. P. 818.—II. a
I pa., CO. Northampton, 3 m. S.E. Rockingham. Ac.
2800. P. 794.—III. (Grea<), a township, co. Cum-
berland, pa. Wetheral, 6 m. E.S.E. Carlisle. P. 323.
CoRCKLLES, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,
m. N.E. of Lausanne. P. 930.

I CoRciANo, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Perugia. It is surrounded by walls. P. 4085.
GoRciEux, a comm. and market town of

Fi-ance, dep. Vosges, 20 m. E. Epinal. P. 1553.
CoRcoBADo, a mountain, Patagonia. [Andes.]
CoRcojiouiDE, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, cos.

Cork and Limerick, 9 m. S. Rathkcalo. Ac.
10,011. P. 2674.

CoRCUBioN, a town of Spain, on bay of same
name, prov. and 60 m. W.S.W. Coruiia. P. 1140.

It was dismantled by the English in 1809, in

which year it was burned by the French.
CoRUEMAis, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Loire Inferioure, 16 m. W.N.W
Nantes. P. 2625.

CouDES, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Tarn, cap. cant., 13 ra. N.W. Albi. P. 2847.

Cordillera, the Spanish name of a mountain
chain. [Andes.]
CoEDouAN (To^VEE of), France, a lighthouse,

at the mouth of the Gironde, on a rock— the
remnant of the island of Antros—60 m. N.N.W.
Bordeaux. The lighthouse is 206 feet in elevation.

Cordova or Cordoba (French Cordxt^ anc.

Corduba), a city of Spain, cap. prov. of same name,
and formerly cap. of kingdom, in a salubrious

plain on the Guadalquivir, 86 m. N.E. Sevilla.

Lat. 37° 52' 15" N. ; Ion. 4^ 49' 36" W. P. (1857)
160,000. Its Moorish walls enclose a large area,

much of which is now occupied by gardens or by
ruins, except one large square, bordered by lofty

and handsome edifices. It communicates with a
suburb across the river by a bridge of 16 arches,

commanded by a Saracenic castle. Its cathedral,

formerly a Mohammedan mosque, and still one of

the most remarkable edifices in Spain, presents
in its interior a '* labyrinth of columns " of all

orders and materials. It has 13 parish churches,

convents, bishop's palace, city_ hall, hospitals,

foundling and other asylums, ,3 colleges, and
several schools. The Cordovan manufactures of

leather (hence called Cordwairi) have declined
into insignificance ; but the silversmiths and fili-

gree workers maintain their repute ; and manu-
factures of paper, barrels, hats, and silken fabrics

are carried on. Cordova was taken by the Moors
in 672, and for many centuries afterwards re-

mained the cap. of the " Caliphate of the West,"
and was occupied and pillaged by the French in

June 1803. It was for some time comprised in

the country of the kings of Sevilla ; was taken
by Ferdinand iii., king of Castile, in 1236, and
became cap. of one of the four old provs. of Anda-
lucia, with the title of kingdom. The prov. of

Cordova is bounded N. by Badajos and Ciudad
Real, E. by Jaen, S. and S.E. by Granada and
Malaga, and S.W. by Sevilla. It retains its old

boundaries unaltered by the decree of 1834. Area
5186 sq. m. P. 631,356.

Cordova, a town of Mexico, dep. and 50 m.
W.S.W. Vera Cruz, on the E. slope of the Peak of

Orizaba. P. 7000. It has a trade in sugar, coffee,

cotton and woollen fabrics, and mules.

Cordova, a dep. of the Argentine Confed.,

South America, near its centre, bounded by San-
tiago, La Rioja, San Luis, Entre Rios. P. 130,000.

The mountains of the Sierra de Cordova extend
N. and W. of the capital ; elsewhere it is flat.

Climate variable, with mediimi moisture. Little

wheat is raised, that consumed being imported
from San Juan. Cattle, sheep, and goats are

numerous; and beef, maize, and fruits are the
principal products.

—

Cordova, the cap., is in lat.

31° 26' 14" S. ; Ion. 63° 55' W. It is encircled by
the Rio Primero, and has a cathedral and several

churches. P. 25.000.

CoRDovADo, a viil. of Northern Italy, gov,
Venice, prov. and 23 m. S.W. Udine. P. 2400.

It has a fort, a cathedral, and bishop's palace.

CoREA, a peninsular country of E. Asia, tribu-

tary to Cliina, and also to Japan, between lat. 33°

and 43° N., Ion. 124° and 130° E., separated N.W.
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from the Chinese prov. Leaotong by a wooden
palisade, and Laving N. Manchooria, E. the Sea
of Japan, and W. the yellow Sea. Area, includ-

ing islands, 80,000 sq. m. Coast line elevated

and fertile ; the interior is little known. Pro-
ducts, wheat, miUet, rice, cotton, hemp, tobacco,

ginseng, the fniits of Northern China, cattle, tim-
ber, furs, gold, silver, iron, rock-salt, and coal.

Manufs. are similar to those of the Chinese, whose
habits and rehgion mostly prevail among the
population, though the Coi-eans use an alphabetic
and not symbolic mode of writing. Commerce
chiefly with Japan, whence are imported pepper,
aromatic woods, alum, horns, Japanese and Dutch
manufactured goods. The trade wath China is

stated to be wholly contrabrand ; and no Corean
trader is suffered to settle in China, or Chinese
in Corea, Government despotic ; and the elec-

tion of the sovereign, and many of his important
public acts, must be approved by the emperor of

China. Corea is divided into 8 provinces ; chief
city, Han-ching. It became subject to China at

the end of the 17th century, to which country it

sends an embassy every four years, with tribute
in ginseng root, skins, cotton, pepper, silk, horses,
and silver ingots. The Archipelago of Corea
comprises numerous islands and islets in the
Tellow Sea, and on the coasts of the peninsula

;

the chief are the Quelpaert and Amherst islands.—Corea Strait is between the peninsula of Corea
and the island of Kiusiu.

CoREGLiA, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Lucca, cap. comm. P. 4246.
CoRELLA, a to-ivn of Spain, prov. Navarra, 49

m. S.S.W. Pamplona, in a fertile plain, on 1. b. of

the Alhama. P. 4000. It has an hospital, dis-

tilleries, oil mills, and liquorice factories. .

CoRELY, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4J m.
N.N.E. Tenbury. Ac. 2175. P. 515.

CoREXO, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Caserta,
circ. Gaeta. P. 1922.

CoRENTYN or CoRA>TYN, a rivcr of South
America, rises in Mount Acarai, lat. 1° N., 25 m.
E. of the Essequibo, flows generally N., separating
British and Dutch Guiana, and enters the Atlan-
tic by an estuary in lat 6° N., Ion. 57° W.,
about 25 m. across at its mouth. It was ascended
in 1836 as high as lat. 4° 21' 30' N., Ion. 57° 35'

30' W., where it forms a series of cataracts, and
is 900 yards across. It is navigable for boats
from the sea to the influx of the Cabalaba (lat.

5' N.), a distance of 150 miles.

CoRFE, a pa, of England, co. Somerset, 3J m.
S. Taunton. Ac. 1127. P. 381.

Corfe-Castle, a decayed bor., town, and pa.

of England, co. Dorset, Isle of Purbeck, 4;J m.
S.S.E. Wareham, within the pari. bor. Ac. of pa.

9884. P. 1900. King Edward the martyr was
murdered here, at the instance of his stepmother
Elfrida, in 978.

CoRFE-MuLLEN, a pa. of England, co. Dorset,
3 m. S.W. Wimborue-Minster. Ac. 3086. P.
724. It has two endowed schools, and a money
charity of about 60/. per annum.

Corfu, Corcyra, one of the Ionian Islands,
forming a nomarchy of Greece, in the Meditei--
ranean, opposite the coast of Albania, from which
it is separated by a narrow channel, between lat
38° 40' and 39° 40' N., and mostly between Ion.
19° 10' and 20° E. Shape, elongated and irre-

gular. Extremelength40,breadth2tol8m. Area
275 sq.m. P. (1864) 64,359. Surface hiUy; highest
part Mount Salvator, 2900 feet, in the S.W. ; soil

fertile ; climate hot, variable, and unhealthy on
the coasts. Products : com, wine, and oil, more
than half of the islands being covered with olive-

groves ; oranges, lemons, salt, honey, and waiT
It is subdivided into seven cantons.

Corfu, a fortified seaport city, cap. island o£ i

same name, near the centre of its E. coast, 10 m.|
S.S.W. Butrinto (Epinis) Lat of citadel 39° 37'

1" N. ; Ion. 19' 55' 5' E. P. 25,000. It wag
defended by a detached citadel, by forts Neufl
and Yido (the latter on a small island, the ano.

Pti/cha), and other fortifications, but they were
dismantled when the island was ceded to Greece
in 1864. Piincipal edifices, the cathedral, nu-
merous otherGreek andRomanCathoHc churches,

the arsenal, military hospital, former residence

of the lord-high-commissioner in the citadel,

lunatic and orphan asylums, a lighthouse, and an
aqueduct. Corfu was the seat of the parlia-

mentary senate and high judicial court of the
Ionian Islands, and of a university and college.

It publishes several journals. Mean temperature
of year 65°-24, summer 78°, winter 53° Fahr. Rain
falls mostly from November to March. It has tt

safe harbour, and communicates by steam packetf.l

with Otranto, Triest, Athens, Gibraltar, aud'j

England.

—

Corfu Channel, between the island an4
J

the mainland of Epinis, is about 30 m. in lengtl^
N. to S., and 2 to 16 m. wide.

CoRGtjiONT, a vill., Switzerland, cant Berne, in

the valley of St Imier. Manufs. of pottery. P. 973.

CoRGNAG, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Dordogne, arr. Nontron, cant. Thiviers. P. 1342.

CoRHAMPTON, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4 m.

N.E. Bishop's-Waltham. Ac. 2410. P 189.

CoRiA, Cauriunu, a town of Spain, prov. and 47
m. N.N.W. Caceres, on the Alagon. P. 2793. It

is enclosed by granite walls, has a castle, a cathe-

dral, convents, hospitals, and a modem aqueduct
In 1812, it formed the winter quarters of the

troops under Lord HUl.—II. a market town,

prov. and 6 m. S.S.W. Sevilla, on the Guadal-
quivir, noted for a manuf. of large jars for storing

oil and almonds. P. 3183.
CoRiANO, a town of North Italy, prov. Forli,

circ. RiminL P. 4794. It has a ruined castle.

CoRiGUANO, two towns of South Italy.—

L

prov. Cosenza, cap. dist, 16 m. W.N.W. Rossano,

and 4 m. from the Gulf of Taranto. P. (1861)

10,624. It has a castle, and manufactures of

woollen cloth, caps, soap, and liquorice, with a

trade in wine, fruit, and manna, the produce of

the vicinity.—11, prov^ circ. and 14 m. S.S.E.

Lecce. P. 2407.

CoRDiALDO, an ancient city of Central Italy,

between the Misa and the Cesano, prov. and 25

m. W. Ancona. P. 5624. It is surrounded by
strong walls, and has some fine buildings, squares,

churches, hospitals, and schools.

CoRiXGA, Caranga, a seaport town of British

India, presid. Madras, dist. and 32 m. S.E. Ka-

jahmundry, on one of the mouths of the Groda-

very, with a harbour, which has a bar at its

entrance with 13 feet water at spring tides. It has

yards for the repair of ships. It is liable to in-

undation during severe gales from the N.E. In

1787 the houses were swept away, and most of

the inhabitants drowned, and in 1832 a similar

disaster occurred.

Corinth, several townships of the U. S., North

America, the principal in Vermont, 28 m. S,E,

Montpelier, P. 1906.—Others are in New York
and Maine.
Corinth, Corinthus, a city of the kingdom of

Greece, cap. dep. of same name, on the isthmus

of Corintli, between the Gulfs of Lepanto on the

W., and iEgina on the E., 48 m, W, Athens.

P, 2000. From its port, in the Bay of Corinth,

it exports dried grapes, wheat, oil, honey, and
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<xax. Chief remains of antiquity, seven Doric

columns, and traces of an amphitheatre and Ro-

man baths. This was originally the capital of

Corinthia, taken and destroyed by Mumraius,

146 B.C. It was the entrepSt of the commerce of

Asia with Greece and W. Italy. Its inhabitants

formed numerous colonies, and acquired great

riches, so that the city became proverbial for its

luxury. St Paul preached the gospel here for up-

wards of a year. The city oame into the possession

of the Venetians after the taking of Constantin-

ople by the Crusaders, and remained in their

hands till 1446, when it was taken by the Turks.

The Venetians re-took it in 1687. It was again

captured by the Turks in 1715, and retained by
them till 1823. Nearly destroyed by an earth-

quake on 31st February 1858. The GulfofCorinth
or Lepanto separates the Morea on the S. from
Hellas on the N. Length W. to E. 75 m. ; aver-

age breadth 15 m. It receives numerous small

rivers, and communicates N. with the Gulf of

Patras, by the Strait of Lepanto.—The Isthmus of
Corinth is a neck of land uniting the Morea with

Attica, between the Gulfs of Corinth and .^Igiua.

Length 20 miles ; breadth 4 to 8 miles. On it

are various remains of antiquity, including the

Isthmian wall, and traces of the temple of Nep-
tune. The vill. Kalamaki is on its N., and Ken-
kries on its S. coast.

CoRio, a markettown of North Italy cap. mand.,
prov. and 20 m. N.N.W. Turin. P. of comm.
5805. Products butter and cheese.

Cork, the most southerly and largest co. of

Ireland, Munster, bounded on the N. by Limerick,

N.E. by Tipperary, E. by Waterford, and on
the other sides by the Atlantic Ocean. Greatest
length 110 m., breadth 70 m. Area, E. Riding,

1,040,285 ac. ; W. Riding, 809,499 ac, total

1,849,685 ac, of which about 1,308,322 are

arable, 52,180 in plantations, and 465,889 waste.

P. (excluding the city of Cork) in 1841, 773,398

;

in 1851, 563,158 ; in 1861, 464,697. Surface moun-
tainous in the W. ; in the N. and E. rich and fer-

tile, but deficient in timber. Old red sandstone
and mountain limestone are the predominant
rocks, with seams of coal. Silurian strata prevail
in the S.E. dists. Coast deeply indented by some
fine bays and harbours ; the principal being Ban-
try and Dunmanus bays, and Clonakilty, Kinsale,

Cork, and Youghal harbours. Principal rivers,

the iBlackwater, Lee, and Bandon ; the first

chiefly, the others wholly, within this co. Small
lakes are numerous. Chief crops, oats, wheat,
and potatoes. Copper and limestone are the
principal mineral products. Principal manufs.
linen-weaving, with distilling in Cork. The co.

is subdivided into E. and W. Ridings, 23 baronies,
and 251 pas., mostly in the dioceses of Cork,
Cloyne, and Ross. After Cork city, the cap., the
principal towns are Youghal, Bandon, and Kin-
sale. The ca sends two members to House of
Commons. Reg. electors 15,716. Cork is sup-
posed by some to have been originally peopled
by the Iberi from Spain. The ancient territory
was more extensive than at present, and previous
to 1172, formed a kingdom under the Macarthys.
Cork, a city, pari, bor., river port of Ireland,

cap. CO. Cork, and barony, on the Lee, 11 m.
above the entrance of Cork harbour, and 137 m.
S.W. Dublin, with which. Limerick and Bandon
Bridge, it is connected by railways. Lat 51° 50'
4" N. ; Ion. 8° 19' W. Ac. of pari bor. 47,995. P.
-'2,405. Ac. of the munic. bor. 2265. P. bO,i^i,

5-6th8 of whom are Roman Catholics. Mean
trrap. June 62°-7, Jan. 43°-l Fahr. Altitude 28 ft.

luiinfall 40 inches. The city proper is built

on an island formed by the Lee, crossed by nine
bridges, one of which, Patrick's bridge, lately

built to replace an old one, is a beautiful struc-

ture. Chief edifices, city and co. court-house,

mansion-house, exchange, commercial buildings,

old CO. court-house, co. and city prisons, house of

correction, convict dep6t, savings bank, N. and
S. infirmaries, lunatic asylum, custom-house, royal
institution, and the Episcopal palace of the united
diocese of Cork, Cloyne, and Ross. The cathe-

dral, a plain building; three Roman Catholic

churches, one of which ranks as aRoman Catholic

cathedral ; a magnificent Roman Catholic chapel,

built in 1864 ; Augustine, Franciscan, Dominican,
and Capuchin monasteries, and two nunneries,

to which are attached female schools. Charitable

institutions comprise, besides the infirmaries,

fever, lying-in, and foundling hospitals, Magda-
len asylum and refuge for females, green and blue-

coat schools, the Monk's schools, government
pawn-bank (montdepi^t^). Principal scientific in-

stitutions : Queen's college, the school of medicine
and surgery, Cork library, philosophical library,

fine art, Cuverian, agricultural, horticultural, and
other societies, and the mechanics' institute. The
city has several club-houses and banks, a cham-
ber of commerce, three theatres, a circus, and six

newspapers. Near it are cavalry and infantry
barracks. Manufs. leather, iron and other me-
tallic goods, glass, gloves, and paper, and there are

extensive breweries and distilleries ; the woollen
and cotton manufs., formerly extensive, are now
all but extinct. Exports, com, flour, butter, and
other Irish produce. Cork butter market is famed
all over the world ; about 2000 firkins, or 8000/.

worth, pass through it daily. Imports manuf.
goods from England ; wines, finiHs, salt, and tim-
ber. Vessels entered (1861) 416, tons 122,250

,

cleared 103, tons 29,581 ; vessels belonging to the

port (1862), sailing 193, tons 30,109; steam 23,

tons 6730. Customs rev. 298,445/. Cork com-
municates by steam-packets with London, Dub-
lin, Bristol, Liverpool, and Glasgow. Its corpo-
ration consists of a mayor, recorder, sheriff, 16
aldermen, and 48 town-councillors, elected from
its eight wards. Annual value of property under
the Tenement Valuation Act, 119,917/. It is the
seat of assizes for the city and the co. Cork, of

quarter-sessions, and a recorder's weekly court

;

and the headquarters of the S. military dist. of

Ireland. It sends two members to H. of C. Reg.
electors 3056.

—

Cork Harbour is a land-locked
basin, formed by the estuary of the Lee, which
is navigable to 1J m. above Cork city. It is large

and deep enough to contain the whole British

navy, and has an entrance 1 m. across, within
which its breadth varies to 8 miles. It contains
Spike and Haulbowline islands, on which are a
convict station, artillery barracks, and various
ordnance works. On its shores are the towns
QuEENSTOWN and Passage (which see), with
quays 4 m. in length, and which were erected at

a cost of 100,000/. The Cunard, and nearly all

other American lines of steamers, call here on
outward and homeward voyages.
CoKKBEG, a pa. of Ireland, Mimster, co. Cork,

6 ra. S.W. Cloyne. Ac. 2660. P. 1111.

CoBLAT, a comm. and town of France, dep.
CStes-du-Nord, cap. cant., arr. and 17 m. N.W.
Loud^ac. P. 1535.—The adjacent vill., Hau^
Corlay, has 1061 inhabitants.

CoBLEONK, a town of Sicily, prov. and 21 m.
S. Palermo, cap. dist., on a hill near the source
of the Belici. P. (1861) 15,350. It has several
churches and convents, a royal college, prison,
and hospital, with trade in com and oil.
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COPXETTO, a town of South Italy, prov. Basili-

cata, circ. and 23 m. S.E. Potenza. P. 4780.

—

II. (^Monforte), a vill. of South Italy, prov. Sa^-

lemo, circ. Campagna. P. 1974.

CoRLEY, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 4J m.
N.N.W. Coventry. Ac. 1378. P. 327.

CoRLiN, a town of Prussian Pomerania, reg.

and 16 m. S.W. CSslin. P. 2500.

CoRMANO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Milan. P. 1333.

CoRMEiLLES, two comms. and market towns
of France.—I. dep. Oise, 15 m. N. Beauvais. P.
1432.—II. dep. Eure, cap. cant., 38 m. W.N.W.
Evreux. P. 1426. Manufs. of parchment
CoRME-RoYAL, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Charente Inf., arr. & 9 m.W. Saintes. P. 1367.

CoRMERY, a comm. and town of Frunce, dep.

Indi-e-et-Loire, arr. and 11 m. S.E. Toui's, on 1. b.

of the Indre. P. 1039.

CoRMicY, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Mame, 10 m. N.W. Reims. P. 1431.

CoRMOXS, a walled town of Illyria, gov. Triest,

circ. and 7 m. W. Gorz. P. 4383, partly engaged
in silk manufactures.
CoRNAC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Lot,

arr. Figeac, cant. Lretonoux. P. 1540.

OoRNATE, a vilL of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Milan. P. 1637.

CoRXAREDO, a town of North Italy, prov.
Milan, circ. Gallarate. P. 2934.
CoRNARD, two pas. of Engl., co. Suffolk.—I.

(GreatX 1 m. E.S.E. Sudbury. Ac. 1567. P. 904.—
IL (Little), 21 m. S.E. Sudbury. Ac 1657. P. 404.

CoRN^ a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Malne-
et-Loire, arr. Baugd, cant. Beaufort. P. 1983.

CoRNEDO, a town of North Italy, Venetia, prov.
Vicenza, dist. Valdagno. P. 3768.

CoRNEGLiASO and CoRNiGLiANO, two market
towns of North Italy.—L div., prov. and 3 m. W.
Genoa, on the Mediterranean. P. 3593. Manufs.
of printed calicoes.—IL Piedmont, prov. Cuneo,
circ. Alba, cap. mand., 26 m. S.E. Tmin. P. 1973.

CoENEiLLE-LA-RiviERE, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Pyrenees Orientales, arr. Perpignan,
cant. Millas. P. 1365.
CoRNELLY, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 1

m. W. Tregony. Aa 1348. P. 99.

Cobner-Inlet, Australia, New South Wales,
in lat. 38° 47' S. ; Ion. 146° 20' E.

Corneto, a maritime town of Central Italy,

prov. and 12 m. N. Civita Vecchia, cap. gov., on
a lofty height, bordering the Mediterranean, and
1^ m. from the ruins of Tarquinii, to which city

it succeeded in the 6th century, as a bishop's see.

P. 4000. It has a Gothic cathedral and salt-pits.

Corney, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 3J
m. S.E. Ravenglass. Ac. 3890. P. 266.
CoRNFORTH, a township of England, co. and 6

m. S.S.E. Durham, pa. Bishop's-Middleham. Ac.
1689. P. 1619.
CoRNHiLL, a chapelry of England, co. Durham,

pa. Norham, 2 m. E. Coldstream. Ac. 4746. P. 853.
CoRXiA, a river of Central Italy, enters the

Mediterranean 3 m. E. Piombino, length 24 m.
Its basin is remarkable for volcanic phenomena,
springs of carbonic acid and mineral waters.
CoRNiAREVA, a town of Austria, Wallachia,

dist. Karansebes. P. 3300.
CoRNiOLio, a town of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Parma, cap. conmi. P. 4867.
CoRNiMONT-HoRNENBERG, a comm. and town

of France, dep. Vosges, arr. and 11 m. Remire-
mont. P. 1419.

Corning, a town of the TJ. S., North America,
Bteuben co^ New York, 166 m. W.S.W. Albany.

Cornish, two townships, U. S., North America.

1—L Maine, 66 m. S.W. Augusta. P. 1263.—IL
New Hampshire, 46 m. W.N.W. Concord. P. 1726.
CoRxoGioviNE, a vill. of North Italy, prov.

Milan, circ. Lodi.' P. 1482.

CoRNOL, a viU. of Switzerland, cant Bern,
dist Porrentruy. P. 902.

CoRNO (Monte) or Gran Sasso d'Italia, the
culminating group of the Apennines, in South
Italy, between the confines of Teramo and Aquila,
comprising Monts Fano, Intermesoli, Como-Pic-
colo, Vado, Pagliari, Castelli, Pietra and Tra
Torre. The Corno, between the latter two, is

9591 feet above the sea, and its summit is covered
with snow at all seasons.

CoRNOUAiLLAs, an old dist. of France, in Lowor
Brittany, the cap. of which was Quimper-Coren-
tin, now comprised in the deps. Finist^re, Cotes-
du-Nord, and Morbihan.

CoRNUAiioj; (La), a comm. and vill. of France^ .

dep. Maine-et-Loire, arr. Angers, cant Le Loa-t v

roux-B^onnais. P. 1621.
^

CoRNUDA, a town of North Italy, Venetia, 1
prov. Treviso, dist Montebelluno. P. 3380. ,

'

CoRNUS, a coram, and market town of France^
dep. Aveyron, cap. cant., on the Boras, arr. and
15 m. E.S.E. St Affrique. P. 1621.

Cornwall, a co. of England, forming its S.W.
extremity, enclosed on all sides by the sea, ex-
cept E., where it is mostly separated from Devon-
shire by the river Tamar. Length 78 m. ; breadth
43 m. Ac. 873,600, of which 700,000 are esti-

mated to be arable, pasture, and meadow lands.

P. (1861) 369,390. Annual rainfall (at Truro) 40 in.

Surface intersected from W. to E. by a ridge of

rugged and bleak hUls, and scantily timbered, but

it has some fertile valleys. Between Mount Bay
and the ScUly Islands there were formerly woo<ls,

meadows, arable lands, and 140 parish churches,

which had been submerged by the ocean; and
the submarine forests show, in this tract a sub-

sidence of at least 12 feet On the N. coast, %
considerable extent of surface has been over-

whelmed with shifting sand, covering hiUs of

several hundred feet in height. Shores gpreatly

indented by inlets of the sea, the principal of

which are St Ives and Padstow, harbours on the

Irish Sea ; and on the English Channel, St Bla-

zey Bay, Falmouth Harbour, and Mount Bay, be-

tween the promontories of the Lizard and Land's

End. Principal rivers, the Tamar, Lynber,
Towey, Fal, and Camel or Alan. The climate

is mild, especially in winter, but damp, with
cloudy atmosphere and frequent rain, yet salu-

brious. Myrtles and some other plants of South
Europe flourish in the open air, but fruits do not

ripen welL Com and potatoes are the chief

crops, and agriculture has lately improved. The
pilchard fishery is actively carried on. ComvxM
is rich in metals. Tin was worked here by the

Phoenicians long before the Christian era. Value

of yearly produce of tin and copper upwards of

1,000,000/. The great metallic district extends

from Dartmoor in Devonshire on the E. to the

Land's End on the W. Tin is found most abun-

dantly in the St Just, St Ives, and St Austell

dists. Copper in the dists. Gwennap, Redruth,

Camborne, Breague, Marazion, and Gumnear.
Silver, lead, zinc, iron, manganese, antimony, co-

balt, and bismuth are also found in various loca-

lities. Soapstone and porcelain clay are exten-

sively shipped from Cornwall for the potteries.

The exports are nearlyconfined to mining produce

and fish. Manufs. almost wholly domestic. Corn-

wall, including the Scilly islands, is subdivided

into 9 hundreds and 203 pas., all in the diocese

of Exeter, and S.W. circuit Before the Reform

I
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Act it contained 20 bors., some mere vills., each

sending 2 mems. to H. of C. It now, with its

towns, returns 10 mems., including 2 for each div.

of the CO. Eeg. elect. E. div. 5705, W. do. 4577.

rrincip. towns: Bodmin, Truro, Launceston, Fal-

mouth, Penrhyn, & Penzance. Thispart of Britain

was not subdued by the Saxons till the time of

Athelstan, and its vernacular language (^Cornish,

a dialect of the Celtic) has become extinct only

during the present century. The dist. contains

many Druidical stones. The Cassiterides, or

"Tin Islands" of the Phoenicians and Greeks, was
the seat of the Famabii, or Comavii (or Comu-
bians, a name probably derived from "Kemou " a
horn, having reference to its shape, or " Cam " a
hill), a branch of the Damnonii in the Roman
Britannia Prima. It was made a separate British

kingdom in 446 under Vortigem, but was after-

wards overrun by the Saxons (who called it

WeallaSifrom the "Gall" or "Welsch," a stranger),

first in 813 under Egbert, in 892 under Alfred,

and again in 927-38 under Athelstan, who in-

cluded it as part of Wessex. King Arthur was a
native of Tintagtl Castle. It was ravaged after-

I wards by the Danes in 806, and between 977 and
981, who partially settled here. It was created a

duchy in the person of the Black Prince, and is

! now held by the Prince of Wales. [Sciix,y Isles.]

Cornwall, a small town of Upper Canada, on
the St Lawrence, 6 m. W. St Eegis.

Cornwall, a township of the U. S., North
I America, 48 m. N. New York, on the Hudson
I river. P. 4471. In it is the United States Mili-

tary Academy of West Point.—Other townships
of same name are in Vermont and Connecticut.

C0RNWAIJ.1S, a CO. of Canada East, extending

1
160 m. along the S.E. bank of the St Lawrence.

I—II. a town of Nova Scotia, King's co., on an
; inlet of the Bay of Fundy, 50 m. N.W. Halifax.

—III. (^Island), British North America, Arctic

I
Ocean, E. of Bathurst island, lat. 65° N., Ion. 95°

I W.—IV. New Shetland, South Atlantic, lat. 61°

iS., Ion. 54° 28' W.—V. Mulgrave archipelago.

Pacific, N. of Radack Island.

CORNWELL, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 3 m.
W. Chipping Norton. Ac. 820. P. 97.

CoRNWOOD, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4J m.
N.E. Earls-Plymton. Ac. 10,680. P. 1087.

CoRNWORTHY, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3J
m. S.8.E. Totness. Ac. 2721. P. 479.

CoRO, a marit. city of South America, Vene-
zuela, of which it was once the cap., now cap.
.prov., in a sandy plain near the Gulf of Mara-
icaybo, 155 m. W\N.W. Valencia. P. 4000. Area
of prov. 11,197 sq. m. P. (1864) 40,476.
CoROMANDEL CoAST, India, extends along E.

I side of the peninsula, commencing at Point Ca-
llimere, in lat. 10° 17' N., Ion. 79° 56' E., and
stretching N. to Gondegam, in lat. 15° 20' N., Ion.

1
80° 10' E. It has no good harbour, and is heavily

j

surf-beaten. The places mostly frequented by
I
shipping are Negapatam, Nagore, Tranquebar,
Cuddalore, Pondicherry, Sadras, Madras, and
Pulicat. The sea coast comprises the British
districts Tanj ore, Arcot, Chingleput, andNellore.
Corona, a hamlet of Northern Italy, gov.

Venice, 15 m. N.W. Verona. Celebrated for a
battle between the French and Austrians, 15th
January 1797.—IL a vill. of North Italy, prov.
Pavia, circ. Voghera. P. 1468.
Coronata, an isl. of Dalmatia, in the Adriatic,

'nrc and 18 m. S. Zara. Length 15 m., breadth
IJ HL Surface mountainous.
Coronation - Gulf, Arctic Ocean, British

North America, is W. of Victoria Land and Kent
peninsula. Lat 68° 30' N. : Ion. 110° W.

Coronation-Island, New b'outa Shetland.
South Atlantic, in lat. 60° 32' S. ; Ion. 46° 62' vV,

It was discovered in 1821.— II. Russian America,
W. of Prince of Wales archipelago.

CoRONiL, a town of Spain, prov. and 24 m. S.E.
Sevilla, on a crown-shaped hill. P. 3778.
CoKPi Santi, a dist. lying round the city of

Milan, North Italy, including numerous villages.

P. (1862) 46,348.

Corps, two towns of France.—I. dep. Isfere,

cap. cant., on the Drac, 28 m. S.S.E. Grenoble.
P. 1335.—II. (Nuds-les-Trois-Maisons), dep. llle-

et-Vilaine, 10 m. S.E. Rennes. P. 2174.

Corpus Christi Bay, a lagoon, U. S., N. Ame-
rica, Texas, co. Refugio, lat. 27° 30' N. ; Ion. 98°

W., forming the N. extremity of the Laguna del

Madre, and separated by Mustang isl. from the
Gulf of Mexico, with which it communicates by
Aransaso and Corpus Christi inlets. At its W.
extremity it receives the river Nueces.
CoRPUSTY, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m.

N.W. Aylsham. Ac. 1018. P. 425.

Corral de Almaguer, a town of Spain, prov.
and 45 m. E.S.E. Toledo, in a fertile plain near
the Eianzares. P. 3209.—II. (de Calatrava), a
town, New Castile, prov. and 8 m. S.S.W. Ciudad
Real. P. 1315.

CoRRAi^s, a town of Spain, Andalucia, prov.
and 52 m. E.S.E. SevUla. P. 1671.

CoRREGio, a town of Northern Italy, prov. and
9 m. N.E. Reggio. P. (1861) 11,693.

CoRRENS, acomm. and vill. of France, dep. Var,
arr. Brignoles, cant. Cotignac. P. 1284.

CoRRESE, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and 18
m. S.S.W. Rieti, near river of same name, on the
site of the ancient city of Cures.

CoRRteE, a department of France, formed of

part of the old prov. Limousin, near its centre,

between the deps. Creuse, Haute Vienne, Dor-
dogne. Lot, Cantal, and Puy-de-D6me, and be-
tween lat. 44° 55' and 45° 40' N. Area 2265 sq.

m. P. 310,118. Surface hilly, climate temperate.
Principal rivers, the Dordogne and Vezere, of

which latter the Coirfeze is an affluent. Soil poor.

Com is raised for exportation, but many of the
pop. subsist on chestnut flour. Cattle are reared.

Chief products, timber, coal, iron, copper, lead,

and millstones. The principal manuf. is of mus-
kets, at Tulle. It is divided into the three arrs.

of Tulle the cap., Brive, and Ussel.

CoRKfezE, a town of France, dep. Corrfeze, cap.

cant., 9 m. N.E. Tulle. P. 1689.

CoRREZzoLA, a town of North Italy, Venetia,

prov. Padua, dist. Piove. P. 2736.

CoRRiB (Lough), a lake of Ireland, Connaught,
CO. and 3 m. N. Galway. Shape very irregular.

Length, N.W. to S.E. 27 m. ; breadth 1 m. to 6 m.
Ac. 43,485. It contains numerous islets, receives

the Clare and other rivers,with the surplus waters
of Loughs Mask and Carra, and discharges its

own surplus by the Galway riv. into Galway Bay.
CoRRiENTES, a dep. of the Argentine Confed.,

mostly between lat. 27° and 30° 30' S. ; Ion. 57°

and 69° W., having E. Brazil, S. Entre Rios, and
W. the river Parana, which river also separates

it N. from Paraguay. Area 45,454 sq. m. P.

(1860) 85,000. Surface on the S. undul^^'ing,

fertile and wooded; in the N. swampy, and com-
prising the lake or marsh of Ybera. Products,

maize, cotton, sugar, indigo, tobacco, and a kind
of silk (seta sylvestre). Chief towns, Corrientes
and Goya.

—

Corrientes, the cap., is situated on
the Parana, near the confl. of the Paraguay. Lat.
27° 27' 31" S. ; Ion. 58° 46' W. P. 16,000.-A river,

same state, and several capes in Cuba, Mexico,
and New Granada, have same name.
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CORRIKVREKIJJ Or CoRRYBRKCIlTAX, a whirl-
pool off the W. coast of Scotland, between the

islands Jura and Scarba, occasioned by the tide-

stream being opposed by a pyramidal rock, which
rises within 15 fathoms of the surface.

CoRRiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 7 m.
E.N.E. Grays-Thurrock. Ac. 3536. P. 229.—
II. a pa., CO. Lincoln, 4 m. N.E. Gainsborough.
Ac. 6189. P. 717.

CoRRiSKtN (Loch), a lake of Scotland, in the

Isle of Skje, near its S. coast, 12i m. S. Portree.

Length, N. to S., about 2 m. by ^ m. across. It

is very deep, and contains seyeral islets.

CoRROFLN, a market town of Ireland, Munster,
CO. Clare, 13 m. S.W. Ghort. P. 741.

CoKROGE, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Tippe-
rary. Ac. 868. P. 298.

CoRROPOLi, a town of South Italy, prov., circ
and 14 m. N.N.E. Teramo. P. 3603.

CoRRTHABBiE, a mountain of Scotland, co. and
in the S. of Banffshire. Height 2568 feet.

Corse, a cape, forming the N. extremity of

Corsica, in lat. 43° 0' 35" N. ; Ion. 9° 23' 3' E.
Corse, a pa. of Engl., co. Glo'ster, 4^ m. N.E.

Newent. Ac. 2190. P. 552.

CoRSCOMBE, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 4 m.
N.E. Beaminster. Ac. 5003. P. 753.

CoRSENSiDE, a pa. of Eugl., CO. Northumber-
land, 17 m. N.N.W. Hexham. Ac. 11,132. P. 505.

CoRSEUL, Fanum Martis, a comm. and vilL of

France, dep. Cotes-du-Nord, 26 m. E. St Brieuc
P. 3174.

CoRSEWALL PoLNT, a headland of Scotland, on
its S.W. coast, CO. Wigtown, 12 m. N. Port
Patrick, with a lighthouse, elevation 112 feet.

Lat. 55° 1' N. ; Ion. 5° 9' W.
CoESHAM, a pa. of England, co. WUts, with a

station on the Great Western Railway, 4 m. S.W.
Chippenham. Ac. 6498. P. 3196.

Corsica (French Corse), an island in the Medi-
terranean, between lat. 41° 20' and 43° N., and
Ion. 8° 30' and 9° 30' E., separated S. from Sar-
dinia by the Strait of Bonifacio. Shape nearly
oval, with a projecting appendage on N. Length
N. to S., 120 m.

;
greatest breadth 45 m. Cap.

Ajaccio. Area 3377 sq. m. P. 252,889. Shores
mostly low ; centre mntns. ; culminating point
Monte Rotondo, 9068 feet above the sea. Soil in

most parts fertile, but agriculture is Ul conducted.
Rearing live stock is the chief branch of industry.
Products, timber, honey, wax, olive oil, the fruits

of Italy and S. France, and fish, which latter are,

however, mostly taken by Genoese & Neapolitan
fishermen. The island is rich in minerals, but
few mines are wrought ; and manufs. are nearly
limited to the production of coarse woollens, hard-
wares, and leather. P. mostly of Italian descent.
Napoleon i. was bom on the island. The dep. is

divided into the 6 arrs. of Ajaccio, Bastia, Calvia,
Corte, and Sartene, its principal towns. It was
ceded to France (of which it forms a dep.) by the
Genoese in 1768. In 1848 a lighthouse was
erected on the island Giraglia, off the N. point of
Corsica, in lat 43° 1' 45" N., Ion. 90° 24' 17" E.

CoRSico, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 4^ m.
S.W. MUan, on the Naviglio Grande. P. 1590.
It is the dep6t for the best cheese, called parme-
san or ffrana, made in the provs. Milan and Pavia.

CoRSico, a small island in Corsico Bay, W.
coast of Africa, lat 9° 55' N., Ion. 9° 20' E. A
station of the American Board of Missions.

CoRSiER, a town of Switzerland, cant Vaud,
near the Lake of Geneva. P. 1351.

CoRSLEY, a pa. of England, co. WUts, 3 m. N.W.
Warminster. Ac. 2580. P. 1235.
CoRSOER or KoKSOB, a maritima town of Den-

mark, prov. Seeland, on the Great Belt, oppo^
Nj'eborg. P. (1861) 2957. It communicates by
railway with Copenhagen, 61 m. N.N.E.

CoRSTON, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3} m.
W. Bath. Ac. 1190. P. 472.

CoRSTORPHiNE, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 4 m.
W. Edinburgh, with a station on the Edinburgh
and Glasgow Railway. The church, built in 1429, < I

was coUegiate. There is here a once famed sul- ,

phur spring. Ac. 3653. Pop. of pa, 1579; in-

cluding vill. Pop. 688.

CoRTAiLLOD, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland,
cant and 5 m. S.W. Neufchatel. P. 1184. It
has cotton factories.

CoRTACHY and Clova, two conjoined pas. of

Scotland, co. Forfar, the vill. Cortachy being 7J
m. N.W. Forfar. P. 653. They comprise a por-
tion of the Grampians.
CoBTALE, a town of South Italy, prov. 9 m.

W.S.W. Catanzaro, cap. circ. P. 4068. It suffered

much from the earthquake of 1783.
CoRTAZzoNE, a town of North Italy, proT.

Alessandria, circ. Asti. P. 1588.

CoETE, a comm. and town of Corsica, near its

centre, cap. arr., 31 m. S.W. Bastia. P. 5734. li
is defended by a castle, and has a polytechnic
school, an hospital, and trade in com and winey^
Near it are quarries of jasper and marble.
CoRTK DEL Palasio, a comm. and viU. rf'

North Italy, prov. MUan, 4 m. N.E. Lodi. P. 164rt('—II. (dei Cortesi), a town of North Italy, prov.
and circ. Cremona. P. 1691.
CoRTEGANA, a town of Spain, prov. and 43 m.

N.N.E. Huelva, at the foot of the Sierra Aracena. •

P. 3295. Its pa. church is built of marble. j;

CoRTEJiAGGiOBE (anc. Costrum Lauri), acomm.
and town of North Italy, prov. and 15 m. E.S.K
Piacenza, Pop. of town 4569. The country is

flat, and yields good pasturage.
CoRTEMARCQ, a market town of Belgium, prov.

W. Flanders, arr. and 15 m. S.S.W. Bruges. P.
4015. Manufactures woollen fabrics.

CoRTEsuGLiA, a town of North Italy, prov.
Cuneo, circ. Alba, cap. mand., divided into two
parts by the Bormida, 34 m. S.W. Alessandria.
P. 2960.

Corte-Olona, a town of Northern Italy, gov.
Milan, prov. and 11 m. S.S.E. Pavia, cap. dist of

same name, on 1. b. of the Olona, P. 1970.

CoBTENO, a town of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

circ. Breno. P. 1500.

Cortes, three towns of Spain.—I. (de la Fron-
teray, Andalucia, prov. and 48 m. W.S.W. Malaga.
P. 3295. Manufs. of leather.—II. (de ArenosoX
Valencia, prov. and 28 m. N.W. Castellon-de-la

Plana, 15 m. N. Viver. P. 1775.—III. prov.

Navarre, 12 m. S.E. Tudela, near rt b. of the

Ebro. P. 960.

CoRTETZ or CoRTiTZ, an isL of Russia, gov. and
39 m. S. Ekaterinoslav, formed by the Dnieper.
Inhabited by a colony of Prussian Mennonites.

CoRTiLE, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ

Parma, cap. comm. P. 3900.

Cortina, a town of Austria, Tirol, on L b. of

the Botta, 64 m. S.E. Innsbrttck. P. 2670.

Cortland, a co., TJ. S., North America, in centre

of New York. Area 500 sq.m. P. (1860) 26,294.

Contains iron, marl, and sulphur springs. Chief

town same name. P. 7758.

—

CortlandviUe, a town-
ship, same co. P. 3799.

Cobton, two pas. of England.—I. co. Suffolk,

3 m. N. Lowestoft Ac. 1495. P. 530.—IL
{Denharn), co. Somerset Ac. 1140. P. 428.

CoRTONA, Coryturru, a town of Central Italy, in

anc. times one of the 12 principal cities of Etruria,

prov. and 50 m. S.E. Florence, on a hill facing
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the Lake of Thrasymene. P. (1862) 3525, of
oomm. 25,032. Its Cyclopean walls, supposed to
liave been erected 3000 years ago, remain perfect
in two-thirds of their extent. Around the city,

and in its numerous museums, are a great variety
of Etruscan and some Roman antiquities ; and
Cortona has a cathedral of the 10th century,
which, like many of its other churches, contains
fine works of art; also a castle built by the
Jledici, a famous academy of sciences, founded in
1726, a theatre, and trade in wine and olives.

CoKUCHE, a town of Portugal, prov. Alemtejo,

on the Erra, 60 m. E.N.E. Lisbon. P. 2520.

Coeu55a (English Corunna, French Corogne), a
fortified city and seaport of Spain, cap. prov. of

same name, in the bays of Betanzos and of Ferrol

(Atlantic), 320 m. N.W. Madrid. Lat. (Fort St
Antonio) 43° 22' 5" N.; Ion. 8° 22' 7" W. P. 19,415.

It stands on the E. side of a small peninsula, and
consists of an upper and a lower town, the former
liaving the citadel, and the latter containing the

theatre, custom-house, reading-room, palace of

the captain-general, court-house, arsenal, and
barracks. Its harbour is safe, and defended on
the E. by fort San Diego, W. by fort San Antonio.
North of it is the tower of Hercules, a lighthouse
92 feet in height, on a Roman foundation. A great

part of its pop. is employed in the herring and
pilchard fishery on the coast. Principal manufs.
linen goods, hats, cordage, canvas, and cigars.

Some ship-building is carried on, and it has a
school of navigation. From this port the Spanish
Armada set sail in 1588, and near this, on the
heights of Elvina, the French were defeated Jan.
16, 1809, by the troops under Sir J. Moore, who
was mortally wounded in the action. There is

regular steam 6ommunication with Southampton
in summer. Area of prov. 3077 sq. m. P. (1857)
661,989.

CoRViNO, a town of North Italy, prov. Pavia,
circ. Voghera. P. 1601.

CoRVO, the most N. and smallest of the Azores
islands. Lat. of S. point, 39° 41' 41" N. ; it is 6
m. long and 3 m. broad, with a crater at the E.
ead, containing a small lake 1277 feet above the
sea. It is fertile. The climate is delicious. P. 900.

Corvod-l'Okgueilleux, oomm. &vill., France,
dep. Ni^vre, arr. Claraecy, cant. Varzy. P. 1622.

GoRWEX, a market town and pa. of North
Wales, COS. Merioneth and Denbigh, on the Dee,
11 m. E.N.E. Bala. Ac. of pa. 12,646. P. 2042. It

has a church, a bridewell, and a union workhouse.
GoRYKLL, a CO. of Texas, U. S., North America,

cap. Sate Ville. Pop. 2360 free, 306 slaves.

CoRYGAUM, a vill. of British India, presid. Bom-
bay, dist. and 16 m. N.E. Poona, on the Beeraah,
memorable for an obstinately and successfully
contested action, fought on Dec. 31, 1818, by a
few British troops, against the army of the
Peshwa, estimated at 20,000 cavalry and several
thousand infantry, mostly Arabs.
CoRYToN, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6 m.

N.W. Tavistock. Ac. 1334. P. 238.
CoRzfe, comm. and vill., France, dep. Maine et

Loire, arr. Baug^, cant. Seiches. P. 1553.
Cos or Stanchio, an island of Asiatic Turkey,

in the Mediterranean, 21m. long and 5 m. broad.
A range of lofty mountains rises on the S. coast

;

the_ rest of the island is a beautiful and fertile

plain, with a delightful climate. Produce, corn,

I

cotton, silk, and wines, fruit, and formerly flocks
of sheep. In ancient times the island was cele-
brated for a temple to Esculapius, and was the
birthplace of Hippocrates and Apelles.

Cosby, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m. S.S.W.
Leicester. Ac. 2550. P. 974.

CosciLE, Syharis, a river of South Italy, prov
Cosenza, which, after an E. course of about 20
m., joins the Crati 4 m. from the Gulf of Taranto,
and near the site of the ancient city Sybaris.
CosKL or KdsEL, a fortified town of Prussian

Silesia, reg. and 26 m. S.S.E. Oppeln, on 1. b. of
the Oder. P. 3800.

Cosenza, Cosentia, a city of South Italy, c^ip.

prov. of same name, at the confl. of the rivers
Crati and Busento, 12 m. E. the Mediterranean,
29 m. S.W. Rossauo. P. (1862) 11,649. It is

enclosed by walls, and has an old castle now con-
verted into barracks, a court-house, cathedi-al,

diocesan seminary, royal college, theatre, found-
ling asylum, academies of science and literature,

manufs. of earthenware and cutlery, a trade in
silk, rice, wine, manna, and flax. Area of prov.
2840 sq. m. P. 431,922. Cosenza, a prov. of the
kingdom of Italy, formerly Calabria Citra.

CosFKLD or KosFELu, a town of Prussian
Westphalia, cap. circ, reg. and 20 m. W. Miin-
ster, with fortifications. JP. 3630.—II. a pa. and
vill., same circle.

CosGROVE or CovESGROVE, a pa. of England,
CO. Northampton, 1^ m. N. Stony-Stratford.
Area 1760. P. 776.

CosHESTON, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 2i m.
N.N.E. Pembroke. Ac. 2440. P. 602.

Coshocton, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in E. of Ohio. Area 646 sq. m. P. (1860) 25,032.

Cosio, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and cii-c.

Sondrio. P. 1663.

CosLiN or KosLiN, a town of Prussia, prov.
Pomerania, cap. reg., 7 m. from the Baltic. Lat.
54° 12' 7" N. ; Ion. 16° 10' E. P. (1864) 12,844.
It was burned 1718, and since rebuilt. It has a
society of arts, a college, a normal school, and
manufs. of woollen stufifs, hosiery, silks, and
leather. On the Ellenberg is a monument to the
Pomeranians who fell in the war of 1813.
CosME (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Sarthe, arr. and 7 m. S.E. Mamers. P. 1770.

CosNE, Condate, a town of France, dep. Ni^vre,
cap. arr., on the Loire, 27 m. N.N.W. Nevers.
P. 6340. It has an anchor forge and heavy iron-

work, and manufs. hardwares and cutlery.

CosNE-suR l' Oeil, comm. and viU., France, dep.

AUier, arr. Montlucon, cant. H^risson. P. 1256.

Cossacks of the Black Sea, a gov. of South
Russia, bounded E. by the gov. Caucasus, W. by
the Sea of Azov, S. by Circassia, and N. by the

country of the Don Cossacks ; cap. Ekaterinodar,
on its S. boundary, and on rt. b. of the Kouban.
It is occupied by a pop. of Cossacks, who form a
species of democratic republic, and who, in 1828-9,

attempted to render themselves independent.
Area 12,219 sq. m. P. (1858) 202,493.

Cossacks (Country of the Don), a vast plain

of S. Russia, traversed by the River Don, and
bounded N. by the gov. Saratov, S. by the gov.
Caucasus and the Cossacks of the Black Sea, E.

by Astrakhan, and W. by Veronej and Ekater-
iuoslav. Cap. Tcherkask. Territory fertile, but
ill cultivated. Soil an elevated plateau. Chief
industiy agriculture, fishing, and cattle-rearing.

Though subjected to Russia, the Cossacks are

governed by their own laws, and have peculiar

usages. Area 63,778 sq. m. P. (1863) 949,682
Cossacks, besides the Russians permanently esta-

blished in separate hamlets.

CossAL, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m. N.N.W.
Nottingham. Ac. 720. P. 256.

CossANO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
circ. Alba. P. 1777.

CossATo, a town of North Italy, Turin, cap,

mand., prov. Novara, 7 ra. E. Biella! P. 2812...
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CossATE, a conim. and vill. of France, dep.

Nievre, arr. Nevers, cant. Donnes. P. 1470.

CossEiR, a seaport town, Egypt. [Kosseir.]
Coss£-LE-Vivien, a comm. and market town

of France, dep. Mayenne, cap. cant., 11 m. S.W.
Laval, on 1. b. of the Oudon. P. 3372.

CossiMBAZAR, a town of British India, presid.

and prov. Bengal, dist. and about 1 m. S. Moor-
ehedabad, of which it is the port, on the Bliagi-

rathi or Hoogly branch of the Ganges. P. 3638.

It has nianufs. of carpets, satins, and stockings,

and a large trade in silk, etc.

CossiLA, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Novara,
circ. Biella, on the Oropa. P. 2540.

CossiNGTOX, two pas. of England.—I. co. Lei-

cester, 1^ m. S.E. Mount-Sorrel. Ac. 1551. P. 408.

— 11. CO. Somerset, 4 m. N.E. Bridgewater. Ac.
1380. P. 252.

Cossipore, a suburb of Calcutta, on 1. b. of the

Hooglj% 6 m. N. Fort William. It is the seat of

the government cannon foundry.
CossoGNO, a town of North Italy, prov. Novara,

circ. Pallanza. P. 1404.

CossoNAY or CossosEX, a town of Switzer-
land, cant. Vaud, cap. dist, on the Venoge, 9 m.
N.W. Lausanne. P. 946.

CossYAH Hills, Further India, about lat 25°

26' 7' N. ; Ion. 90° 52' and 92° 11' E. Area 729
sq. m. P. 10,935. Comprise all that tract of

country between Assam and Sylhet on the N. and
S., and .fvnteah and the Grarrow country on the

E. and W.
Costa, a vill. of N. Italy, gov. Venice, prov. and

4 m. W.S.W. Eovigo, on the Adigetto. P. 2000.

Costacciaro, a town of Central Italy, prov.
and circ. Perugia. P. 2077.

CosTAJiBOXE,a city,Asia Minor.[TCASTAMOXXi.]
Costa-Eica, the most S. state of Central Amer.,

extending from the Caribbean Sea t-o the Pacific

Ocean, lat. 8° 30' to 10° 40' N. ; Ion. 82° to 35°

W. ; having the state Nicaragua on the N., and
New Granada, to Ion. 83° 13' W., on the S. Area
23,000 sq. m. P. (1864) 120,471, It is tra-

versed N.W. to S.E. by the chain of the Cor-
dilleras, and has many volcanoes 8000 to 12,000
feet high. Climate varies with elevation ; below
3000 feet the tierra caliente is tropical, and grows
cacao, vanilla, and banana; in the tierra tem-
pladas, more mild, the sugar-cane, orange, and
coffee plants

;
pines and oaks characterize the

highest levels of the tierra^ frias. The country
is covered with thick forests and jungles. Eain-
fall excessive. Gold and silver mines exist in
the state, and brown coal is found in the islands
of the Chiriqui lagoon. Coffee is the staple
article of trade. Tobacco of superior quality,

sarsaparilla, indigo, sugar, cacao, and dye-woods,
are among its other products. Principal ex-
ports, hides, tobacco, and coffee. The state
18 divided into five provs. ; San Jos^ is the
cap. ; its port is Punta Arenas, on the Gulf of
Nicoya. It is a free, sovereign, and independent
republic. The government, which is reiresenta-
tive, with the executive entrusted to a supreme
chief, was established in 1823. Roman Catholic
is the predominating religion, and education is

at a low ebb.—The Costa Rica river, 30 m. in
length, is an affluent of the San Juan, on the N.
frontier.

CossoiXE, a town of the island of Sardinia,
prov. Sassari, circ. Alghero. P. 1540.

CosTESSY or CossEY, a pa. of England, co. Nor-
folk, 4i m. W.N.W. Norwich. Ac. 3040. P. 1047.

CosTiGLiOLE, two towns of North Italy,—I.

(dAstiy prov. Alessandria, cap. mand., 8 m. S.
Asti. P. 5669. It has an electoral college.—II.

Sa'(di Saluzzd), prov. Cuneo, cii'C. and 6 m. S.

luzzo. P. 2634.

CosTOCK or C0RTI.1NGSTOCK, a pa. of England,

,

CO. and 8f m. S. Nottingham. Ac 1320. P. 440.

CosTON, two pas. of England.—L co. Leicesterj I

6| m. E.N.E. Melton Mowbray. Ac. 1745. P.
179.—II. CO. Norfolk, 4 m. N.W. Wymondhanu '

Ac. 342. Pop. 58,

Costox-Hacket, a pa. of England, co. Worces*^
ter, 4J m. N.E. Broomsgrove. Ac. 1261. P. 173.

Cos^viG or KoswiGK, a town of Central Ger-
many, duchy Anhault-Bemburg, on the Elbe, 11
m. E'.N.E. Dessau. P. 2800.

Cote d'Or, a chain of mountains in France,
which separates the basin of the Saone from those
of the Seine and Loire, and connects the 0©»
vennes with the Vosges. The name has special

reference to the small chain which extends from
Dijon to the S. limit of the dep. C6te d'Or, and
was bestowed on it on account of its valuable vin©«
yards. Culminating point Le Tasselot, 1968 feet

Cote d'Ob, a dep. in the E. of France, formed
of part of the old prov. Boui^ogne, between lat.

46° 55' and 48° 10' N., and surrounded by thfl

deps. Aube, Yonne, Saone-et-Loiie, Jura, Haute
Saone, and Haut Mame ; cap. Dijon. Area 8388
sq. m. P. 384,140. Chief rivers, the Seine, the

Arman9on, Serain, and Aube in the basin of the
Seine ; the S^ne, which is navigable ; the Vin-
geaime, the Tille and Ouche, its affluents. The
Canal de Bourgogne traverses the dep. from S,£,

to N.W, Climate temperate. Soil rich in mines
of iron and coal, marble, gypsum, building and
lithographic stones A great part of it is covered
with forests. It is fertile in grain and fruit, bul
especially in the vine, which renders this one oi

the most important deps. of FranCe. The most
celebrated vineyards are those of Chambertin,

'

Roman^ Eichebourg, Clos-Vougeot, Clos-St
George, Tache, Montrachet, Nuits, Volnay, Po-
mard, and Beaune. Chief manufs. iron, potteryj-

jewellery, and chemical products, woollen and
cotton spinning, and manufs. of cloth and paper.

The dep. is divided into four arrs. : Beaune, Ch»«
tUlon-sur-Seine, Dijon, and Semur.

CoTENTiN, Constantimts, a dist, of France, in,

the old prov. of Normandy. It forms a peninsulft

in the N. of dep. Manche extending into the Eng->
lish Channel ; its N. extremity is Cape la Hague^
principal town Coutances.
CoTE-EoTiE, a vill, of France, dep. Eh6ne, arr.

Lyon, cant St Colombe, with a vineyard produo*
ing the celebrated red wine of that name.
Cote St AndrA (La), a comm. and town of

France, cap. cant., dep. Isfere, arr. and 19 m. E.S.E.
Vienne. P, 4234. Its vicinity produces the cele-

brated liqueur called Eaux-de-la-C6te.
Cotes (.Les), several vineyards of France, dep.

Gironde ; those which produce the best grapes
extend along the rt. b. of the Garonne, between
Ambarez and St Croix-du-Mont
Cotes-du-Nord, a maritime dep. of the W, of

France, formed of part of the old prov. of Bre-
tagne, cap, St Brieuc. Between lat. 48° 3' and
48° 57' N., bounded N. by the English Channel,
in which it comprises several small isls., S, by
the dep. Morbilum, E. by the Ille-et-Vilaine, and
W. by Finistfere. Area 2658 sq. m. P. 628,676.

Principal rivers, the Eance, Arguenon, Gouet,
|

Trieux, and Oust. Climate temperate, but incon-

stant and often rainy. Soil mountainous and un-
1

dulating, contains iron, lead, excellent granite,

and many mineral springs. Com and cider are

exported, hemp and flax raised ; many horses and
cattle are reared. Chief manufs. linen and wool-

len goods, and sail cloth. The other expoi-ts are
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iron, lead, copper, grain, honey, wax, and cider.

The dap. is divided into the arrs. Dinan, (luin-

gamp, Lannion, Loudeac, and S. Brieuc.

CoTESWOLD or CoTswoLD HiLLS, England, a

tract of about 200,000 acres in the centre of the

CO. Glo'ster, extending from Bath N. to Chipping
(Jarapden, and separating the basins of theThames
and Severn. Surface generally bare ; extreme
elevation near Cheltenham 1134 feet.

CoTGKAVE, a pa. of England, co.andoJm.E.S.E.
Nottingham. Ac. 3350. P. 878.

CoTHAM, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4 m. S.

Newark. Ac. 1210. P. 95.

CoTHELSi'ONE, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

5i m. N.N.W. Taunton. Ac. 906. P. 107.

'CoTHEN, a town of Germany. rKoTHEN.l
CoTHERiDGE, a pa. of England, co. and4 m.

N. Worcester. Ac. 2202. P. 233.

CoTHERSTON, a township of England, co. York,
North Kiding, pa. Eonald Kirk, 3 m. N.W. Bar-
nard Castle. Ac. 8228. P. 661.

CoTHY, a river of South Wales, co. Carmarthen,
which, after a southward course of 25 miles, joins

the Towy about 5 miles above Carmarthen.
CoTiGNAc, a coram, and town of France, dep.

Var, cap. cant., 16 m. W. Draguignan. P. 3616.

Trade in silks, leather, and wine.
CoTiGNOLA, a town of Central Italy, prov. Ka-

venna, 34 m. S.S.E. Ferrara, near 1. b. of the Sen-
iiio. P. 6243. The country is well watered by
canals, and produces hemp, vines, and hay.
CoTUfDiBA or CoTiNGUiBA, a riv., Brazil, which

has its rise on the N. side of Mount Itabaiana,

flows S. past S. Amaro, and falls into the Atlantic

18 m. N.N.E. Sergipe del Eey; course 90 miles.

CoTLEiOH, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.
E.N.E. Honiton. Ac. 1218. P. 188.

CoTON, a pa. of England, co. and 3 m. N.W.
Cambridge. Ac. 1130. P. 311.

CoTOPAXi, a volcano of South America, Ecua-
dor, in the Eastern Cordillera of the Andes, 34 m.
S.S.E. Quito. Lat. 0° 41' S.; Ion. 78° 42' W. Shape
conical ; height above the sea 18,876 feet, or 9800
feet above the adjacent valley ; the upper 4400
feet of the mountain are covered with snow, ex-
cept a section around its summit.
CoTRONE, Crotona, an ancient city of South

Italy, prov. Catanzaro, on its E. coast, near the
mouth of the Esaro, 6 m. N.W. Cape Naiu P.
7168. It is enclosed by walls and defended by a
strong citadel. It has a cathedral, a diocesan
seminary, military and civil hospitals, asylums,
and convents. In ancient times it was famous
for the school of Pythagoras. A great quantity of

liquorice-root is grown here.
CoTRONEi, a market town of South Italy, 20 m.

W.N.W. Cotrone. P. 1285.
Gotta, a vill. of Ceylon, 6 m. E. Colombo, for-

merly one of the capitals of the kings of Ceylon.
It consists of a single street. The missionaries
have here a Christian institution, in which He-
brew, Greek, Latin, and English, mathematics
and theology, are taught. It has also a chapel
and a printing office.

CoTTAKCE, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Loire,
arr. Montbrison, cant. Flers. P.. 1266.
CoTTHUS or KoTTBUS, a town of Prussia, prov.

Brandenburg, reg. & 43 m. S.S.W. Frankfurt, cap.
circ, on the Spree. P. (1864) 12, 125. It has a royal
palace, college, and orphan asylum. Manufs. of
woollen cloths, linen, hosiery, and tobacco, with
breweries, distilleries, and exportand transit trade.
CorrKNHAM, a pa. of England, co. and 6J m.

N. Cambridge. Ac. 7107. P. 2415.
CoTTERKD. a pa. of England, co. Herts, 2^ m.

W. Buntingford. Ac. 1760. P. 470.

CoTTERSTOCK, a pa. of EngL, co. Northampton,
2 m. N.N.E. Cundle. Ac. 690. P. 211.

CoTTKSBACH, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

IJ m. S.S.W. Lutterworth. Ac. 1227. P. 125.

CoTTESBRooK, a pa. of England, co. and 9^ m.
N.N.W. Northampton. Ac. 2780. P. 201.

CorrESFORD, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 6J
m. N. Bicester. Ac. 1620. P. 269.

Cottesmore, a pa. of Engl., co. Eutland, 4 m.
N.N.E. Oakham. Ac. 2420. P. 627.

Cottingham, two pas. of England.—I. co.

York, East Kiding, 4^ ra. N.W. Kingston-on-
Hull. Ac. 9295. P. 3131.—II. co. Northampton,
2 m. S.W. Rockingham. Ac. 3286. P. 1139.

CoiTON, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 m.
N.W. Mendlesham. Ac. 1921. P. 642.—II. a
township, CO. Stafford, pa. Alton, 6J m. N.E.
Cheadle. P. 446.—Several smaller townships of

England have this name.
Cotuy, a town of the isl. Haiti, N.E. dep., near

the river Juna, 44 m. N.E. San Domingo. P.
2000. In its vicinity are copper and iron mines.
CouARDE (La), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Charente Inferieure, arr. La Eochelle, cant.

Ars-en-E^. P. 1616.

CouBisoN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aveyron, arr. Espalion, cant. Estaing. P. 2267.

CouBLANE, acomm. & vill., France, dep. Saone
et Loire, arr. Langres, cant. Prauthoy. P. 1712.

Coublevie, a comm. and vLU. of France, dep.

Is6re, arr. Grenoble, cant. Voiron. P. 1335.

Coubon, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire, arr. Pontoise, cant. Gonesse. P. 2536.

Couches, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, 14 m. E.S.E. Autun. P. 2844.

CoucKELAERE, a comm. and vill. of Belgium,
prov. West Flanders, 11 m. S.W. Bniges. P. 4152.

Coucy-le-Chateau, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Aisne, cap. cant., 10 m. N. Soissons.

P. 874.—Also comms. in Ardennes and Aisne.
CouuKERCiiE, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Nord, 3 m. S.E. Dunkerque. P. 976.

CouDES-MoNTPEYROux, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Puy-de-D6me, cant. Issoire, with
remains of castle of Montpeyroux. P. 1416.

CouDOONiA, a riv.. West Africa, Soudan, rises

in the mountain range between the parallels of
9° and IC N.. and after a S.W. course falls into

the Niger 5 m. N.W. Egga.
CouDRE, an island of Canada East, in the St

Lawrence, 55 m. N.E. Quebec, 6 m. long and 3
m. broad. Soil fertile.

CouERON, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lou'e-Inferieure, on the Loire, with a basin and
quay, 14 m. S.E. Savenay. P. 4709. Commerce
in linens, cloth, wine, brandy, and fish.

CouESMES, a comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, dep.

and 11 m. N.N.W. Mayenne. P. 1416.

CouESNON, a river of France, dep. Ille-et-Vi-

laine, enters Cancale Bay nearly opposite Mont-
St-Michael, after a generally N. course of 56 m.,

for the last 20 of which it is navigable.
Couffb;, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loue-Inferiexire, 6 m. W.N.W. Ancenis. P. 1985.

CouGHTON, a i)a. of England, co. Warwick, 2
m. N.N.W. Alcester. Ac. 3070. P. 883.
CouHi, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vienne, arr. and 11 m. N.N.W. Civraj', on rt. b.
of the Dive. P. 1892. Manufs. woollens.
CouLANGES, two comms. & towns, France, dep.

Yonne. P. 1639.—I. (La Vineuse), 6 m. S. Auxerre.
—II. (sur Yonne), 18 m. S. Auxerre. P. 1353.
CouLEUVRE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Allier, arr. Moulins, cant. Lurcy Ldvy. P. 2064.
CouLL, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, W. of

Lumphanan. P. 792.
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CocLLON, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

Loiret, 33 m. S.E. Orleans. P. 2334.

CouLMAx, an island in the Antarctic Ocean,
lat. 73° 36' S. ; Ion. 170° 2' E. Discovered in 1841.
CouLOMJitEES, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Seine-et-Marne, cap. aiT., on rt. b. of the
Grand-Moron, an affluent of the Marne, 13 m.
S.E. Meaux. P. 4628.

Coulonges-sur-Lautize, a comm. and town
of France, dep. Deux-Sfevres, cap. cant., arr. and
12 m, N.N.W. Niort P. 2038.

CouLSDOX, a pa. of England, co. Sun-ey, 5 m.
S.S.W. Croydon. Ac. 4403. P. 993.

CouLSTON (East), a pa. of Engl., co. Wilts, &{
m. E.N.E. Westbury. Ac. 862. P. 119.

Coulter (Loch), a lake of Scotland, co. Stir-
ling, pa. St Ninians, 2 m. in circ. Its waters are
reported to have sunk from 10 to 12 feet during
the great earthquake of Lisbon in 1756.

CoULTERSViLL, a Small mining town of Cali-
fornia, 40 m. from Sonora, with large quartz mills.

CouLTON or CoLTux, a pa. of Engl., co. Lancas-
ter, 5 m. N.N.E. Ulverstone. Ac. 13,330. P. 1794.
CouxCELLES-CHAirsSEY, a comm.& vilL. France,

dep. Moselle, arr. Metz, cant. Pange. P. 1451.
CouND, a pa. of England, co. Salop, oj m. N.W.

Much-Wenlock. Ac. 5530. P. 908.
CocNDOX, a township of England, co. Dui-ham,

pa. St Andrew-Auckland, 2 m. E.S.E. Bishop-
Auckland. Ac. 584. P. 2765.
CouNTESTHORPE, a chapeliy of England, co.

and 6 m. S. Leicester, on the South Midland
Railway, pa. Blaby. P. 975.

CouxTisBURY, a pa. of England, co. Devon, on
the Bristol Channel, 14* m. E.N.E. Ilfracombe.
Ac. 3512. P. 176.

CouPAXG, a Dutch settlement in the S.W. of
the island of Timor, with a free port,

Coup.VR-AxQUS, a bui^h of barony and pa. of
Scotland, cos. Perth and Forfar, on the Isla, a
tributary of the Tay, 13 m. N.N.E. Perth, on the
Dundee and Newtyle Railway. P. of pa. 2929;
do. of vill. 1943. It has a parish church, town-
honse and gaol. [Gupar-Fife.]
Coupe-Lexch-Newhallkby, a township of

England, co. Lancaster, pa. Bury, 4 m. S.S.E.
Haslington. Ac. 1545. P. 2851.

CouPiAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Aveyron, 25 m. S. Rodez. P. 1527.
CouRBEVOiE, a comm. and vill. of France, cap.

cant., dep. Seine, arr. St Denis, on 1. b. of the
Seine, and on the Paris and Versailles Railway,

5J m. N.W. Pai-is. P. 10,553. Manufs. white
lead. Distilleries.

CouRCELLES, a viU. of Belgium, prov. Hainault,
4| m. N.W. CharleroL P. 3226.
CouRCEMONT, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Sarthe, 14 m. N.N.E. Le Mans. P. 1601.
CoiJRCiT^ a comm. and market town of France,

dep. and 17 m. E. Mayenne. P. 2100.
CouRDEMANCHE, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Sarthe, 11 m. S.W. St Calais. P. 1525.
CouRFAiVRE, a vilL of Switzerland, cant,

Berne, near Delemont. P. 646.

CouRGENAY, a towu of Switzerland, cant.
Bern, between Delemont and St Ursanne. P. 1172.
CouRiERRES, a comm. «fe vill., France, dep. Pas-

de-Calais, arr. and 15 m. E.S.E. Bdthune. P. 3010.
CocRLAXD or KuRLAXD, a gov. of Russia, be-

tween lat. 56^ and 58° N. ; Ion. 21° and 27° E.,
having S. the gov. Wilna, E. Vitebsk, N. Livonia
and the Gulf of Riga, and W. the Baltic. Area
10,532 sq. m. P. ri863) 1,204,751, mostly Protes-
tants and of Litnuanian descent Coast flat;

surface imdulating. Principal rivers, the Duna,
BuUer, As and Windau. Lakes numerous. Soil

1rampyS
'.d wittf|

fertile in the E-, but in many other parts swampyi
about 2-5ths of the surface are covered witB
forests of fir and oak. More com is raised thaa'
is required for home consumption, with flax,

hemp, tobacco, and fruits. Pasturage scanty,
and the oxen, sheep, and horses are of inferior
breeds. Manufs. of paper and copper wares
with distilleries and tile factories. Chief toi*

Mitau the cap., Libau, Goldingen, and Jacob
stadt. Courland formed an independent duch]
from 1561 to 1795; it was incorporated wit]

Russia in the latter year, but the Courlander:
maintained their ancient rights and privileges.

OouRMAYEUR, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Ti
circ. Val d'Entreves, 4211 feet above the sea,

:

sorted to for mineral waters and baths. Splendid
views of Mont Blanc are obtained from the Cra-
mont, Mont Saxe, etc., in its vicinity.

CoL'RXOX, a comm. and town of France, dep^
Puy-de-Dome, arr. and 6 m. E.S.E. Clermont*
Ferrand, near 1. b. of the AUier. P. 2522.
CouROJiXE (La), a comm. and vill. of France^

dep. Charente, arr. and 4 m. S.W. AngoulSmat
P. 2700. It has numerous paper mills.

CouRPiERRE, a comm, and town of FraQoe^
dep. Puy-de-Dome, on the Dore, 22 m. E. Gl»
mont. P. 3763. J
CouRREXDUx, a vill. of Switzerland, cant

Bern, at the enti-ance of Val Moutier. P. 785.

CouRRoux (LCtholdsdorf), a town of Swit-
zerland, cant. Bern, near Delemont. P. 1169. It
has iron mines.

CouRS, a comm. and vilL, France, dep. Rhdiu^
20 m. W.N.W. Villefranche, on the Trambou«^')
P. 4909. Manufs. cotton goods. J. f

CouRSAX, a comm. and vilL of France, dep<
Aude, 4 m. N.N.E. Narbonne. P. 2154.
CouRSEULLES or Courseule-scr-Mek, a comm.

and vill. of France, dep. Calvados, near the Eng«
lish Channel, 11 m. N.N.W. Caen. P. 1687.
Coursox, sevei-al vills. of France.—I. dept

Yonne, cap. cant., 13 m. S. Auxerre. P. 1418.—
IL dep. Calvados, 40 m. S.W. Caen. P. 1256.
Court, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant,

|

Berne, ciic. Moutier, on the Birs. P. 603.

Courtallum, a town of British India, dist.

Tinnevelly, territory of Ti-avancore, 350 m. S.W.
Madras. The town is enclosed on three sides

by hills, through which a narrow valley ruii%
opening up an easy communication between tho
Cai-natic and Malabar. Climate salubrious, and
soil fertile in the vicinity, yielding arrowroot^
nutmeg, clove, cinnamon, date and sago-palms.
CouRTEEXHALL, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m.

S. Northampton. Ac. 1330. P. 162.

CoLRTELARY, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Bern, cap. dist., with an old castle. P. 1095.
CouRTEXAY, a comm. and town of France^

dep. Loiret, 15 m. E.N.E. Montargis. P. 2871.

CoURTETELLE, a vill. of Switzerland, cant
Bern, near Delemont, on the Some. P. 746.

CouRTHEZOX, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

,

Vaucluse, arr. and 10 m. N.N.E. Avignon, on a
branch of the Ouveze. P. 2613.

CouRTisoLS, a comm. and vilL of France, dep,

!

Marne, arr. and 7 m. E.N.E. ChSlons, on the|

Vesle. P. 1740.

CouRTMACSHERRY, a fishing vilL of Ireland, 1

Munster, co. Cork, on W. shore of bay, 7 m. E.

Clouakilty. P. 461.

CouKTR^vi or CoiRTRAL (Flem. Kortryk), a I

fortified town of Belgium, prov. West Flanders,
cap. arr., on the Lys, 26 m. N.W. Ghent, with
which it communicates by railway. P. (1864)
23,510. Chief edifices, a town-hall and cathedral,
St Martin's church, and a public library. Manufs.
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linen and cotton fabrics, damasks, lace, yam,
woollen goods, hosiery, paper, tobacco, soap, beer,

and leather. The "Battle of the Spurs" was
fought here in 1302. It was taken by the French
in 1793, and made cap. of the dep. of the Lys.

CouRUTTE Island, one of the Laccadives, in

lat. 10° 31' N. ; Ion. 72° 43' E. It is 2^ m. long

and 1 m. broad. The S. and W. sides of the

island are surrounded by a coral reef.

CouBViLLE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Eure-et-Loire, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Eure, 11

m. W. Chartres. P. 1628.

CoUKZiEii or CoUKSiEUX, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Eh6ne, 12 m. W. Lyon. P. 1667.

CloussAC-BoNNEVAL, a comm. & vill. of Prance,

dep. H. Vienne, 21 m. S. Limoges. P. 3070.

OousERANS (Le), an ancient dist. of France, in

the Pyrenees, near the Spanish frontier. It was
a dependency of the former prov. of Gascouy,
itd now forms a part of the dep. Arlege. St Lizer
was its capital.

Oousolke, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Nord,
arr. Avesnes, cant. Solre-le-Ohiteau. P. 1912.

CoDTANCES, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Manche, cap. arr., at the confl. of the Soulle & Bul-
sard, 8 m. from the English Chan., & 41 m. S. Cher-
bourg. P. 8062. Has a prefecture, comm. college,

library, and theatre. Manufs. worsted, druggets,

tape, lace, parchments, and hardwares, and a trade
in com, flax, hemp, butter, and cattle.

CouTERNE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ome, on 1. b. of the Ye4, near its confluence with
the Mayenne, 11 m. E.S.E. Domfront. P. 1576.

CoOTiCHES, a comm. and viU. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. and 8 m. N.E. Douai. P. 2119. It

has manufs. of beet-root sugar.

CouTOirvRE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Lou-e, 8 m. N.E. Eoanne. P. 1881.

CouTR^vs, Corterate, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Glronde, cap. cant., on the Dronne,
26 m. N.E. Bordeaux. P. 3883.

Couture (La), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Pas-de-Calais, 6 m. N.E. B^thune. P. 2223.
—^11, a vill., dep. Eure, arr. and 14 m. S.E. Evreux,
with manufs. of wind-instruments.
CouvET, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, in the

Val-de-Travers, cant, and 14 m. W.S.W. Neu-
chatel. P. 1981. It is the centre of the lace

manufacture of the canton.
CouviN, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

and 35 m. S.W. Namur, cap. cant. P. 2000. It

has rich iron mines and important and celebrated
manufs. of steam machinery and cables.

Coux (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Dordogne, 13 m. W.S.W. Sarlat. P. 1749.
Govs, a fishing vill. of Scotland, co. Kincar-

dine, on the S. shore of Nigg Bay, 4 m. S.S.W.
Aberdeen. P. 385.
Cove, several pas. of England, co. Suffolk.—I.

(iJjrtAe), 4 m. N. Southwold. Ac. 1553. P. 192.—
IL {NorthX 3 m. S.E. Beccles. Ac. 1242. P. 200.—
IIL (South\ 3Jm. N. Southwold. Ac. 1214. P. 187.
Cove of Cork, now Queenstown, a seaport

•«id market town of Ireland, Munster, co. & 10 m.
E.S.E. Cork, on the S. side of Cove Island, in Cork
haxbour. P. 9326. Ai-ea of isl. 6119 ac. Mean
annual temp. 51°-93, summer 61°-36, winter 44°-19,
Fahr. Bainfall33in.onl31rainydays. It occupies
a_steep slope, its houses being disposed in succes-
sive terraces. Principal edifices, a pa. church.
Eoman Catholic chapel, national school, hospital,
dispensary, bridewell, club-house, and market-
hcmse. Eoche's Point, at the E. entrance of Cork
harbour, lat. 51° 47' 33" N., Ion. 8° 13' 14" W.,

"f flf™°^ted
by a fixed light, and at the E. end

of the town are a pier quays, and a station-house

for pilots and officers of the port of Cork. Cove
is protected by batteries, and opposite it are
several islets, with additional fortifications, bar-
racks, magazines, and victualling stores. The isle

of Cove, area about 13,000 ac, is fertile, mostly
occupied with villas A plantations, & connected
with themainland by several bridges. The steamer
" City of New York " struck on a sunken rock at
entrance to the harbour, April 1864. The rock is

to be removed, and the light at Roche's Point
altered, as a guide to the fair way.—II. a mari-
time vill., same co., 1 m. E. Kinsale. P. 238.

CovELONG, a maritime town of British India,
presid. and 27 m. S. Madras, dist. Chingleput.
CovENEY, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 3i

m. W.N.W. Ely. Ac. 7249. P. 1756.
CovENHAM, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln.

—I. (St Bartholomew), 5 m. N.N.E. Louth. Ac.
1340. P. 298.—II. (St Mary), 7 m. W. Saltfleet.

Ac. 950. P. 196.

Coventry, a city, co., and muuic. and pari,

bor. of England, cap. co. Warwick, on the Sher-
boume. an affl. of the Avon, and on the N.-W
Eail., 17J m. E.S.E. Birmingham. Alt. 276 ft.

Ac. of city 4920. P. of pari. bor. (1851) 36,812 ;

do. (1861) 41,647. It has remains of ancient
walls, wmch were 3 m. in circumf. Chief build-

ings, St Michael, Holy Trinity, St Peter, St
Thomas, and Christchurch, St Osbirg, Eoman
Catholic churches and dissenting chapels, a co.

hall, St Mary hall, the drapers' hall, gaol, barracks,
and theatre. It has a mechanics' institute and
public library. Manufs. of silk fabrics & ribbons

;

watch-making and dye-works. Coventry is di-

vided into 6 wards. It has quarter-sessions, and
sheriff's county courts monthly. It sends 2 mem-
bers to H. of 0. Reg. elect. 5576. This city was
originally chartered by Earl Leofric, in the time
of Edward the Confessor, at the instance, it is

said, of his Lady Godiva, in commemoration of

whom a curious annual festival takes place in

the city. This was the seat of two memorable
parliaments in the 15th century. It formed a part
of the see of Lichfield and Coventry until 1836,
when it was transferred to the see of Worcester
Coventry, several townships of the TJ. S.,

North America.—I. Connecticut, 17 m. E. Hart-
ford. P. 1984.—II. Pennsylvania,, on Tioga riv.

P. 2620.—III. Rhode Island, 13 m. S.W. Provi-
dence. P. 3620.—IV. Chenango co.. New York.
P. 1677.—V. Seneca CO. P. 1563. Manuf. of cotton.

CovERHAM, a pa. of England, co. York, N. Rid-
ing, 2 m. S.W. Middleham. Ac. 21,726. P. 1191.

Covert, a township, U. S., North America, co.

Seneca, New York, 176 m. W. Albany. P. 2253.

CoviLHA, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, 21 m.
S.W. Guarda. P. 5000. It has woollen manufs.,

and near it are thermal springs.

Covington, a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon,
3| m. N.N.W. Kimbolton. Ac. 1290. P. 188.

Covington, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in S. part of Alabama. Area 1152 sq. m. P. 5648
free, 821 slaves.—II. a co. in theS. of Mississippi.

Area 486 sq. m. P. 2845 free, 1563 slaves.—III.
a township of Kentucky, on the Ohio river, di-

rectly opposite Cincinnati. P. 14,000. It has
extensive manufs. of cotton, hemp, silk, tobacco,

and great pork-curing establishments.— IV. a
township, New York, co. Genessee. P. 2438.

Other townships of same name in Pennsylvania,
Ohio, and Georgia.
Covington and Thankerton, a pa., Scotl., co.

and 7 m. E. Lanark, on the Clyde. Ac. 6167. P.
532, of whom 372 are in the vill. of Thankerton.
Covo, a town of North Italy, prov. Bergamo,

circ. Treviglio. P. 2329.
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CowAL or CowALL, a peninsular mtns. dist. of

Scotland, co. Argj-le, between Loch Long and the

Firth of Clyde on the E., and Loch Fyne on the
W. In it are Lochs Goyle and Eck, the vills. In-
verchaolain, Kilmodan, Kilmun, Kilfinau, Strath-
lachlan, LochgoUhead, and Kilmorich.
CowAKNE, two contiguous pas. of England, co.

Hereford.—L (JfucA), 5J m. S.W. Bromyard. Ac.
3706. P. 563.—II. {Little), 4 m. W.S.W. Brom-
yard. Ac. 696. P. 186.

CowBiT, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5 m.
N.N.E. Crowland. Ac. 4590. P. 649.

CowBRiDGE or PoxT-vAEN, a munic. bor.,

market town, and pa. of South Wales, co. Gla-
mo-gan, on the river Ddaw, 12 m. W. Cardiff. P.
of pari. bor. 1094. It has an ancient Gothic gate-
way, a town-hall, a market-house, and church.
Cowbridge unites with Cardiflf and Llantrissant
in sending one member to House of Commons.
CuwDEX, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 7J m- W.

Tunbridge Wells. Ac. 3232. P. 772.

Cowdenbeath, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, pa.

Beath, on rail. 4 m. N.E. Dunfermline. P. 1148.

CowES (East), a hamlet, Isle of Wight, pa.

Whippingham, on the E. side or rt. b. of the riv.

Medina, at its mouth, opposite West Cowes, and
4 m. N. Newport. P. 1954. Here is the cus-
tom-house, port of Cowes, and a chapel of ease.

Near it is Osborne House, the marine residence of

Her Majesty Queen Victoria.

Cowes (West), a seaport town and watering-
place, Isle of Wight, pa. Northwood, on the W.
side of the river Medina, at its mouth (here \ m.
across), and at the N. extremity of the island, lOJ
m. S.S.E. Southampton, and 11 m. W.S.W. Ports-
mouth, with both of which ports it communicates
daUy by steamei-s. P. 4591. At the angle formed
by the river and sea, termed Egypt Point, is a
lottery built by Henry viii., and a church. It

has assembly and reading-rooms, a good bath-
ing establishment, and docks for ship-build-
ing ; and it is the headquarters of the Royal
Yacht Club, who hold their annual regatta here.

Its coasting trade consists chiefly of exports of

agricultural produce and malt ; imports coal, colo-

nial produce, and manufactured goods. Customs
revenue (1862) 3134Z. Vessels belonging to the
port 56, tons 5372. Exports (1862) 7573?.

Coweta, a co., U. S., North America, in W. of

Georgia. Area 532 sq. m. P. 7455 free, 7248 slaves.

CowFOLD, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6 m.
S.S.E. Horsham. Ac. 4458. P. 946.

CowGKOVE, a hamlet of England, co. Dorset,

pa. Wimbome-Minster, 1 m. S. Kingston.
Cow^-Honeyborxe, a pa., Engl., oo. Glo'ster, 4

m. N.W. Chipping-Campden. Ac 1360. P. 360.

Cowhythe, a station on the Trigonometrical
Survey of Scotland, Banffshire, on the meridian
of Dunnose (lat. 57' 40' 69" N. ; Ion. 2° 39' 31'

WA 1 m, E. Portsoy. Height 267 feet.

CowiCK, a tnshp., Engl., co. York, W. Riding,
pa. and \\ m. S.E. Snaith. Ac 5725. P. 849.

CowisHAR, a town, Nepaul, near its N.W.extre-
mity, on the Goggra. Lat. 13°16' N.; Ion. 81° 6' E.
CowxAM, a pa. of Engl., co. York, East Riding,

8} m. N.N.W. Great Driflield. Ac 2036. P. 69.

Co^vley, 3 pas. of Engl.—I. co. Glo'ster, 5 m. S.
Cheltenham. Ac 1834. P. 311.—II. co. Middle-
sex, 1 m. S. Uxbridge. Ac. 300. P. 371.—III. co.

and 2J nu S.S.E. Oxford. Ac 940. P. 1404.
CowLiNGE, a township of England, co. York, W.

Riding, pa. KUdwick, 5i m. S.S.W. Skipton. P.
1815. It has cotton manufactures.

CowLiifGE, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 7 m.
N.N.W. Clare. Ac 3025. P. 842.

CowPEJf, a township of Engl., co. Northumber-

land, pa. Horton, 6|m. S.S.E. Morpeth. Ac 176«j
P. 6291, partly engaged in raising coal.

CowsBY, a pa. of England, co. York, North'
Riding, 6 m. N.N.E. Thirsk. Ac 1167. P. 105.

CowTHORPE, a pa. of Engl., co. York, W. Rid-
ing, 3 m- N.N.E. Wetherby. Ac. 1323. P. 141.

Co^\"rox (East), a pa. of England, co. York;
North Riding, with a station on the Great West
of England Railway, 6 m. N.E. Catterick. Ac
3310. P. 472.

—

North and South Cowton are town-
ships in Gilling pa. P. respectively 312 and 167.

CoxE Bazar, a town of British India, presid.

and prov. Bengal, dist. Chittagong, on the rvnx
Nauf, near its mouth, 70 m. S. Islamabad.—II. an
island at the mouth of the Hoogly, near N. end of
Sagor island, 3 m. long and 2 m. broad.

CoxHOE, a tnshp., Engl., co. and 5J m. S.SJEL
Durham, pa. KUloe, with a station on the New-
castle and Carlisle Railway. Ac 1055. P. 4171.

CoxiM, a river of Bi-azil, rises in the moim?
tains of dist. Camapuan, in the S. of prov. Matto.-

Grosso, flows N.E. till it receives the Camapuan,
when it turns N.W. and joins the Taquari, in lat
18° 24' S. Chief affls. on the right, the Barreinn
Inferno, Sellado, and Jauru ; and on the left the
Paredao, Furado, Orelha-de-Anta, Bicudo, and
Taquari-Mirim.
CoxLODGE, a township of England, co. Nw*;

thumberland, pa. Gosforth, 2J m. N.N.W. Newi
castle. Ac. 808. P. 1092. »

I

CoxsACKiE, a township, U. S., North Americai^
New York, Greene co., 22 m. S. Albany. P. 374iy
CoxwELL (Great), a pa. of England, co. Berk%

1| m. S.W. Great FaiTingdon. Ac 1410. P.871. ,|—Little Coxtcell is a township in the same parish^

Cox^voLD, a pa. of England, co. York, NorUl
Riding, 5 m. N. Easingwold. Ac 14,252. P. 1205.

Coy-Church, a pa. of South Wales, co. Gla-
moi^n, 2J m. E. Bridgend. Ac. 9105. P. 148L
CoYLE, a town of British India, presid. Bengal^

upper provs., dist Agra, on an island in tlw
Jumna, 6 m. S. Muttra,

CoYLTOX, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 5 m. E.S.E.

Ayr. Ac 11,752. P. 1604.

CoYTY, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamorgan,
\\ m. N.E. Bridgend. Ac 4571. P. 2685.

Cozes, a comm. and market town, France, dep.

Charente Inf., 4am. S.S.E. LaRochelle. P. 1885.

CozUMEi^ IsLAXTJ, off the E. coast of Yucatan,

Central America, lat. 20° 35' N. ; Ion. 86° 41' W.;
24 m. in length N. to S., and 7 m. in ^vidth.

Cracatoa, a mountainous island in the Strait

of Sunda, between Sumatra and Java.
Crach, a comm. and vUL of France, dep. Mor-

bihan, 19 m. S.E. L'Orient P. 1826.

Cracow (German and Polish Krakau), a city

and ancient cap. of Poland, more recently the

cap. of a small republic, now comprised in the

Austrian empire, on 1. b. of the Vistula, which
separates it from the suburb Podgorze, at the

head of a branch railway from Vienna, Berlin,

and Warsaw, 158 m. S.S.W. Warsaw. Lat. of

observatory 50° 3' 69" N. ; Ion. 19° 51' 50" E.

P. (1857) 41,086. Mean temp, of year 47°, win-

ter 27°, summer 66°, Fahr. It has a castle, a

cathedral containing 20 chapels and the tombs
of the most celebrated Polish kings, the bishop's

palace, council-house ; a university, with a bo-

tanic garden, an observatory, and a library with

30,000 printed vols, and 4500 MSS., a gymna-
sium, school of arts, and academy of painting.

About 3 m. W. is a tumulus to the memory of

Kosciusko, 120 feet in elevation. The territory,

which formed the late republic of Cracow, has an

area of 445 sq. m., and comprises, besides the

city, the towns Chrzanow and Krzezowica. It
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was incorporated with the Austrian empire, after

au insurrection, in December 1846.

Cradle or Black Mountain, England, co.

Brecon. Highest point Cradle or Jfen Cader
Fawr, 2660 feet.

Cbadley, a chapeliy of England, co. Worces-
ter, pa. and 2^ m. N.W. Hales-Owen. Ac. 732.

P. 4075.—II. a pa., co. Hereford, 6| m. N.N.E.
Ledbury. Ac. 6966. P. 1830.

Ckadock, a dist. in the E. of the Cape Colony,

South Africa, having E. British Kaffraria, S. the

dist. Somerset, N. Colesberg, and W. Graaf Eey-
net. Area 3168 sq. m. P. 12,228. Surface alter-

nately fertile and arid, bare of wood, or encum-
bered with mimosa bushes. Principal rivers, the

Great Fish, Brakke, and Tarka.—The vill., Cra-
dock, on 1. b. of the Great Fish riv., 3 m. N. Somer-
set, has a Dutch church and chalybeate springs.

Cr-A-DOO, a town of S.W. Africa, coast of Guinea,
Bight of Benin, kingdom of Jaboo, at the junc-

tion of the Palmar river with the lake or lagoon
of Cradoo, in lat. 6° 38' N. ; Ion. 3° 56' E.
Oraig, a CO. of Virginia, U. S., North America,

cap. New Castle.
_
P. 3133 free, 420 slaves.

Craig, Inch Briock, a maritime pa. of Scotland,

CO. Forfar, comprising the vill. of Ferryden. Area
3308 Scotch ac. P. 2177.

Craighead, a co. of U. S., North America,
Arkansas. P. 2979 free, 87 slaves.

Craigie, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 9 m. E.N.E.
Ayr. Ac. 6579. P. 730.

Craigmark, a vill. of Scotland, co. Ayr, pa,

Dalniellington. P. 543.

Craigneish, a marit. pa. of Scotl., co. Argyle,
comprising a peninsula N. of Jura Sound, with a
\'ill., 19 m. W.S.W. Inverary. P. of pa. 618.

Craigneuk, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark,
pa. Dalziel. P. 716.

Craig's Village, a vill. of British Guiana, a
few miles from the mouth of Berbice riv. P. 1600.

Craike, a pa. of England, co. Durham, en-
closed by the co. York, N. Biding, 2^ m. N.E.
Easingwold. Ac. 2779. P. 685.
Crail, a royal and pari, bor., seaport town,

and pa. of Scotland, co. and in the "East Neuk"
of Fife, on the North Sea, 9 m. S.E. St Andrews.
Ac. 6782. P. of pa. 1931; do. of town 1211;
Corp. rev. (1862-3) 674?. It has an ancient church.
The bor. unites with St Andrews, Anstruther
West and East, Cupar, Kilrenny, and Pitteu-
weem, in sending 1 member to H. of Commons.
Crailing, a pa. of Scotland, co. Eoxburgh, in

Teviotdale, 6 m. S.W. Kelso. Ac. 6043. P. 673.
Crakehall, a township of England, co. York,

N. Riding, pa. and If m. W.N.W. Bedale. Ac.
1752. P. 583.

Crambe, a pa. of England, co. York, N. Eiding,
6 m. S.S.W. New Malton. Ac. 3778. P. 691.
Cramlington, a chapelry of England, co. Nor-

tliumberland, pa. St Andrews, on railway, 8i m.
N.N.E. Newcastle. P. 3301.
Cramond, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Edinburgh

and Linlithgow, vdth a vill. at the mouth of the
Almond in the Forth, 6J m. W. Edinburgh, and
1 m. N. Cramond Brig. Ac. 6662. P. of pa.
2748. In this pa. are Corstorphine hill, Cramond
and Inch Mickery islands, and Granton pier. It
has salmon stake nets, iron works and paper
mills. Cramond {Caer Almond) was an impor-

1

tant Roman station on Watling Street, and traces
I
of the mole, coins, etc., have been found.

I Cranage, a township of England, co. Chester,
pa. Sandbach, Si m. E.N.E. Middlewich. Ac.
1876. P. 39L
Cranberry, a township of the TJ. S., North

America, Pennsylvania, co. & 11 m. S.W. Butler.

Cranborne, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Dorset, 9 m. N.N.E. Wimborne, and 13 m.
S.W. Salisbury. Ac. of pa. 13,730. P. 2656.—
Cranborne Chase is a tract of wood and parkland
extending nearly to Salisbury, and still abound-
ing in deer.

Cranbrooke, a market town and pa., England,
CO. Kent, 7 m. S.S.W. the Staplehurst station on
the South-Eastern Railway, & 13 m. S. Maidstone.
Ac of pa. 9862. P 4128. Manufs. woollens.

Cranfield, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 6 m.
W.N.W. Ampthill. Ac. 3500. P. 1591.

Cbanford, two pas. of England.—1. co. Mid-
dlesex, 1^ m. from the Southall station. Great
Western Railway, and 2f m. N.W. Hounslow.
Ac. 721. P. 530.—II. CO. Northampton, ^ m.
E. Kettering. Ac. 2420. P. 653.

Cranganore, a maritime town of South India,

Travancore dom., rajahship and 16 m. N. Co9hin.

Craniiam, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Glo'ster, 2J-

m. N.N.E. Painswick. Ac. 1859. P.424.—ILco.
Essex, 4^ m. E.S.E. Romford. Ac. 1875. P. 385.

Cranley, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 8 m.
S.S.E. Guildford. Ac. 7340. P. 1393.

Crannichfeld, a dist. of the Grand Duchy of

Saxe Meiningen. P. (1861) 3144.

Cranmore, two contiguous pas. of England,
CO. Somerset.—I. (Easty, 4j m. E. Shepton-Mallet,

Ac. 1054. P. 70.—II. {West), 3| m. E. Shepton-
Mallet. Ac 1814. P. 292.

Grange, a pa., Engl., co. Leicester, b\ m.N.N.E.
Market-Harborough. Ac. 990. P. 107.

Cransac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aveyron, arr. Villefranche, cant Aubin. P.

1967. Sulphurous vapour baths.

Cransfokd, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 m.
N.E. Framlington. Ac. 1189. P. 284.

Cranshavvs, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick, 8

m. N.W. Dunse. Ac 8738. P. 134. It com-
prises a portion of the Lammermoors.

Cransley, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
3 m. S.W. Kettering. Ac 2510. P. 350.

Cranston, a pa. of Scotland, co. Edinburgh,
3 m. S.E. Dalkeith. Ac 5102. P. 1035. Coal,

limestone, and sand are raised here.

Cranston, a township of the U. S., North
America, Ehode Island, co. and 5 m. S.W. Provi-

dence. P. 2962. It has cotton factories.

Crantock, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 6

m. N.W. St Michael Ac. 2552. P. 381.

(/RANWELL, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.
N.W. Sleaford. Ac. 2622. P. 233.

Cranwich, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6 m.
S.E. Stoke-Ferry. Ac 1824. P. 88.

Cranworth, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5

m. N.E. Watton. Ac. 1126. P. 264.

Graon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Mayenne, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Oudon, 18 m.
S.W. Laval. P. 4291.

Craonne, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aisne, cap. cant., 12 m. S.E. Laon. P. 852. lu
the battle of Craonne, 7th March 1814, the Prus-
sians were routed by Napoleon i.

Craponne, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Haute Loire, cap. cant., arr. and 19 m. N. Le
Puy. P. 2630. Manufs. of lace and woollens.

Cbatfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5 m.
W.S.W. Halesworth. Ac 2085. P. 604.

Crathorne, a pa. of England, co. York, N. Eid-
ing, 3i m. S.S.E. Yarmouth. Ac 2530. P. 256.

Crathie and Braemar, an extensive united
inland parish of Aberdeenshire, Scotland, in tho
dist. of Mar, and intersected by the Dee river.

P. 1574. Length of inhabited part 25 m.

;

breadth 6 to 10 m. The mountains Ben Mac-
dhui, Ben-na-buird, and Cairn-Toul are on the
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N.W., and Lochnagar on the S. The Dee, tak-
ing its rise in the ridge of Braeriach, forms a cas-
cade at Linn of Dee, and winds through the val-
ley of Crathy, in which are situated Balmoral, a
royal residence, and Abergeldie, on rt. b. of the
Dee. The ancient Caledonian Forest of Mar
formerly covered the whole pa., and part still

remains in Braemar, where are also plantations of

fir & larch. Principal lake, Loch Callater, in Glen
Callater. The military road from Blairgowrie to

Fort George intersects the dist. Alt. of Crathie
908 feet. fCASTLETOWN of Braemak."]

Ceati, Crathis, a river of South Italy, prov.
Cosenza, rises in the forest of SUa, flows N. and
E., and enters the Gulf of Taranto, 13 m. E.S.E.
Caesano. Course 50 m. Chief aflis. the Coscile
and Busento.

Crato, a town of Portugal, prov. Alemtejo,
cap. Comarca, near 1. b. of the Ervedal, 11 m. W.
Portalegre, P. 3000.

Ckato, a city of Brazil, prov. Ceara, cap. Co-
marca, 240 m. S.S.W. Fortaleza.
Crau (La), Lapidmi Campi, a plain, S. France,

occupying the W. part of the dep. Bouches-du-
KhCne, arr. Aries and Aix, between the KhSne and
the dtang de Berre, its N. part traversed by a
branch of the canal of Craponne. Surface covered
with boulders, but it is interspersed with some
vineyards, and olive and mulberry plantations.
Craughwell, a town of Ireland, Connaught,

CO. and 14 m. E.S.E. Galway. P. 240.

Cravagliaxa, a town of North Italy, prov.
Novara, circ. Valsesia. P. 1454.

Craven, a co. U. S., North America, in S.E.
of N. Carolina. Area 980 sq. m. P. (1860) 10,079
free, 6189 slaves. Surface level, somewhat
marshy, but fertile.

Craw d'HyAres (La), a comm. & viU., France,
dep. Var, arr. Toulon, cant. Hyferes. P. 2553.
Crawford, the name of 8 cos. of U. S., North

America.—I. in N. of Pennsylvania. Area 1016
sq. m. P. (1860) 48,755.-11. in W. of Georgia.
Area 382 sq. m. P. 3423 free, 4270 slaves.—III.
in N. of Ohio. Area 596 sq. m. P. (1860) 23,881.

—IV. in S. of Indiana. Area 320 sq. m. P. 8226.
—V. in S.E. of Illinois. Area 468 sq.m. P. (1860)
11,551.—VI. in S.W. of Wisconsin. Surface
mountainous and wooded. P. 8068.—VII. in

S.E. of Missouri. Area 1008 sq. m. P. 6641
free, 182 slaves.—VIII. in N.W. of Arkansas.
Area 960 sq. m. P. 6992 free, 858 slaves.—Also a
township, N. York, 92 m. S.S.W. Albany. P. 1912.
Crawford or Cilawfohd-Douglas, a pa. of

Scotland, co. Lanark, including the vill. of Lead-
Lills (which see), 15 m. S.S.E. Lesmahagow.
Ac. about 76,000. P. 1590. At the vill. of

Crawford the Clyde is crossed by a bridge.

Crawford-John, a pa. of Scotland, co. and

12J m. S. Lanark. Ac. 26,460. P. 980.

Crawford Tarrant, a pa. of Engl., co. Dorset,

SJ m. S.S.E. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 600. P. 67.

Crawley, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Southampton, 5 m. N.N.W.Winchester. Ac. 4589.
•p. 502.—II. CO. Sussex, with a station on the Lon-
don and Brighton Bailway, 8 m. N.N.E. Cuckfield.
Ac. 770. P. 473.—IIL (JVor<A), co. Bucks, 3J m.
Fj. Newport-Pagnell. Ac. 4060. P. 981.

Cray, several contiguous pas. of England, co.

Kent.—I. {Foots), llj m. E.S.E. London. Ac.
798. P. 286.—II. (North\ 1 m. N.E. Foot's Cray.
Ac. 1443. P. 578.—III. (St Mary'sX 2 m. S. Foofs-
Cray. Ac 2010. P. 1464.—IV. (St PauTs), 4^ m.
E. Bromley. Ac. 2010. P. 532. The above 4
pas., called " The Grays," are so named from the
small river Cray, which joins the Darent, 2 m.
N.N.W. Dartford.

Crayford, a pa. of England, co. Kent, on the
Cray, 8 m. E.S.E. Greenwich. Ac. 2474. P. 3103^
In its vicinity are bleaching grounds, silk and
calico-printing establishments, and numerous
chalk pits. Here, in 457, Hengist totally defeated
Vortimer in the second great battle between the
Saxons and Britons.

Creacombe, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 84
m. E.S.E. South-Molton. Ac. 1050. P. 63.

Creagh, two pas. of Ireland.—I. Munster, co.

Cork, including a part of the town of Skibbereeiu
Ac. 7053. P. 3865.—II. Connaught, co. Eoscom-
mon, comprising a part of the town of Ballinasloe.

Ac. 8867. P. 2224.

Creake, two contiguous pas. of England, co,

Norfolk.—I. (North}, 3 m. S.S.E. Bumham-West-
gate. AC.360L P. 708.—IL (^oirfA), 4 m. S.S.W
Bumham-Westgate. Ac 4146. P. 1058.
Creances, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Manche, 12 m. N.N.W. Coutances. P. 2195.
Creaton (Great), a pa. of England, co. and

8 m. N.N.W. Northampton. Ac 790. P. 510.—
Little Creaton is a hamlet, same co., 7 m. N.N.W.
Northampton.

,

Crecchio, a town of South Italy, prov. Chieti^'

circ Lanciano. P. 2448.

Crecora, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Lime-
rick, 2 m. S.E. St Patrickswell. Ac 3012. P. 638.

Crecrin, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, cos. Carr
low and Wicklow, 3 m. S.W. Hacketstown. AoJ •

2470. P. 372. -^

Ceecy or Cressy, several towns and vUls. oi»

France.—I. dep. Somme, cap. cant., 10 m. It
AbbeArille, on the Maye, famous in British history

,

for the victory gained here, August 26, 1346, by
the troops of Edward m. of England over a larg«

French army under Philip of Valois. P. 1732.-4

II. dep. Seine-et-Mame, cap. cant., on the Gran4
Morin river, 25 m. E. Paris. P. 1057.—III. (nr
Serrey, a comm. and town, dep. Aisne, cap. cant^
10 m. N. Laon. P. 2136.

Credenuili., a pa. of England, co. and 4} m.
W.N.W. Hereford. Ac. 1224. P. 199.

Credin, a comm. and vill. of France, dep,

Morbihan, 10 m. N.W. Ploermel. P. 1728.

Crediton, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Devon, on the Crede, near its confl. with the

Exe, 8 m. N.W. Exeter. Ac 12,309. P. 6731.

It is a poUing-place for North Devon.
Creb:, a river of Scotland, rises in Loch Dor-

nal, CO. Ayr, flows S.E. between the cos. Wigtown
and Kirkcudbright, and joins Wigtown Bay, by
the estuary Loch Cree, after a course of 20 m.

For 4 miles from the bay it is a salmon river.

Creech (St Michael), a pa. of England, ca
Somerset, 3 m. E.N.E. Taunton, on the Bristol

and Exeter Eailway. Ac 2304. P. 1121.

Creed, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, IJ m.

N.N.E. Tregony. Ac 2809. P. 743.

Creek, a township, U. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, Washington co. P. 2006.

Creeksea or Crixith, a pa. of England, co.

Essex, 2 m. N.W. Bumham. Ac. 985. P. 176.

Creek Town, a viU. of W. Africa, Guinea, on

an affl. of the Old Calabar river, 70 m. above

its mouth. Lat. 6° 56' N. ; Ion. 8° 40' E.

Cre^eting, several pas. of England, co. Suffolk

—I. (All Saints), 2 m. N. Needham. Ac. of com-

bined pas. 3115. P. 202.—II. (St Olave), adjoin-

ing the above. P. 41.—III. (St MaryX 1 m. NJ!
Needham. P. 202.—IV. (,S^ Peter), 2^ m. E.S.E.

Stow-Market P. 248.

Ceeeton, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3J m.

S.S.E. Corby. Ac 1003. P. 79.

Creetown, a marit vill. and burgh of barony.

Scotland, stewartrj' Kirkcudbright, pa. Kirkma-
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breck, at the mouth of the Cree, in Wigtown Bay,

4 m. N.E. Wigtown, with which it communicates

with packet-boats. P. 969. Near the vill. is a

granite quarry, whence stone was taken for the

Liverpool docks.

Ckeeve, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. Ros-

common, 2 m. N. Elphin. Ac. 4573. P. 1069.

Ceifeld, a town of Rhenish Prussia, reg. & 12

m. N.W. DUsseldorf, cap. circ. P. (1864) 53,421.

It is the principal town in Prussia for the manu-
facture of silk goods, a branch of industry intro-

duced here by refugees frem Juliers in the 17th

and 18th centuries, the products of which are esti-

mated worthnearly 1,500,000?. annually. Hereare
also manufactures of woollen, cotton, and linen

fabrics, lace, oil-cloths; potteries, and tanneries.

Creggan, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, cos. Ar-
magh and Louth, 9 m. N.W. Dundalk. Ac.
24^814. P. 11,416.

Cbeglingen, a town of WUrtemberg, circ.

Jaxt, on 1. b. of the Tauber, 44 m. N.E. Heil-

bronn. P. 1400.

Cbegrina, a pa. of South Wales, co. Radnor,

4| m. E.N.E. Builth. Ac. 1595. P. 124.

Orehelp, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Wick-
low, 3 m. N. Donard. Ac. 2214. P. 339.

CrAhen, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. C6tes-
du-Nord, arr. Dinan, cant. Plancoet. P. 1697.

Creich, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 4 m. N.W.
Cupar. Ac. 2341. P. 377.

(Jreil, a comm. and town of France, dep. Oise,

cap. cant., 6 m. N.W. Senlis, on the Oise. P.
3626. It has a porcelain factory.

Crema, a town of North Italy, prov. Cremona,
on rt. b. of the Serio, 25 m. E.S.E. Milan. P.

8076. Manufs. of lace and silk. It lies in a rich

agricultural district, and has several hospitals

and an elementary school. Gold-dust is found
in the river Serio.

Gremaux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire, 11 m. S.S.W. Roanne. P. 1566.

Cremi^ux, a town of France, dep. Isfere, cap.

cant., 43 m. N.W. Grenoble. P. 2370.
Cremmen, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-

burg, reg. and 26 m. N. Potsdam. P. 2500.
Cremolino, a town of North Italy, prov. Ales-

sandria, circ. Acqui. P. 1529.
Cremona, a prov. of the kingdom of Italy,

bounded N. by the Oglio, S. by the ^o, W. by
Lodi, and E. by Bergamo. Area 828 sq. m. P.

(1862) 339,641. Products, com, rice, wine, and
tlax. It is divided into three districts.

Cremona, a fortified city of North Italy, cap.
prov., on the Po, here crossed by a bridere, 48 m.
8.E. MHan. P. of city and comin. ri862) 31,001.
It has a cathedral and numerous other churches,
palaces, schools, city hall, two theatres, barracks,
hospitals, and charitable institutions. Its corse
is fine, and much resorted to. Products of dis-
tricts, flax, com, rice, vines, hay, mulberries, and
cheese. There is also much cattle and game.
Crendon (Long), a pa. of England, co. Bucks,

2 m. N. Thane. Ac. 3121. P. 1570.
Crenna, a town of North Italy, prov. Milan,

cu-c. Gallarate. P. 1631.
Crepy or Crespy, two comms. and towns of

France.—I. dep. Uise, cap. cant., air. and 13 m.
E. Senlis. P. 2834.—II. (era Lannois), dep. Aisne,
arr. and 5 m. N.W. Laon. P. 1634.
Crescent City, a town of U. S., North Ame-

rica, N.W. California, Klamath co., near point St
I (-reorge. It was founded in 1851, and is now an
important entrepot of trade with the upper mines.
<'rescent Island, Pacific Ocean, is one of the

ii'.ost easterly of Dangerous Archipelago. Lat.
^3 20' S. ; Ion. 134° 35' W. ; and 3^ m. in length.

Ckescentino, a town of North Italy, prov. and
18 m. W.S.W. Novara, at the confluence of the
Dora Baltea with the Po. P. 2798. It has a college.

Manufs. of silk and woollens. Products of dis-
trict are, cheese, rye, hemp, and hay.
Crescenzago, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Milan. P. 1696.

Crespano, a viU. of North Italy, gov. Venice,
prov. Treviso, dist. and 4 m. N.W. Asolo. P.
2237. Manufs. linen.

Crespellauo, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Bologna. P. 4479.

Crespin, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, arr.Valenciennes, cant. Cond^-sur-l'Escaut.
P. 1500. Manufs. beet-root sugar, and potash.

Crespino, a town of Northern Italy, gov.
Venetia, cap. comm., on the Po, 40 m. S.S.W.
Venice. P. 4032. Products, flax and silk.

Cressa, a town of Northern Italy, prov. and
circ. Novara. P. 143G.

Cressiek, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Neuf-
chatel, on the road to Landeron. P. 667.

Ckf:ssing, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3 m.
S.E. Braintree. Ac. 2367. P. 582.

Cressingham, two pas. of England, co. Nor-
folk.—I. {Great), 4J m. W.N.W. Walton. Ac.
2424. P. 530.-11. (Little), 3^ m. W.S.W. Wal-
ton. Ac. 1826. P. 243.

Cressy, a vill. of France. [Crecy.]
Crest, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Drome, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the river Drome,
14 m. S.S.E. Valence. P. 5460.—IL a market
town, dep. Puy-de-D6me, 7 m. S.S.E. Clermont-
I'errand. P. 850.
Crete (vulg. Candia, Turk. Kiridi), one of the

largest islands of the Mediterranean, belonging
to Turkey, between lat. 34° 55' and 35° 43'

N. ; Ion. 23° 30' and 26° 20' E. Length 150 m.,
breadth 6 to 35 m. P. estimated (in 1863) at

324,000, comprising 106,855 Mohammedans and
217,145 Greeks, but all speak the Greek language.
It is traversed throughout its entire length by a
chain of mountains. Mount Ida, near its centre,

rises to 7674 feet in height. The N. coast has
many good harbours, while the S. is almost in-
accessible. Caverns are very numerous, and one
of great extent near Moimt Ida, is supposed to
have been that anciently celebrated as the retreat

of Minotaur. Heat excessive in summer, but
tempered by a N. wind termed embat; cold on
the mountains. The island is salubrious, although
leprosy is perpetuated by negligence. Soil fertile,

but agriculture neglected
;

principal products,
wheat, tobacco, olive oil, oranges, lemons, silk,

wine, raisins, carobs, valonea, w-ool, cotton, and
honey. It abovmds in aromatic plants, and the
honey of Mount Ida is celebrated. It occupies a
very favourable position in maritime commerce.
Manufs. comprise soap, leather, and spirits, with
coverlids, sacking, and coarse cloths. Crete is

divided into the 3 provs. of Candia, Retimo, and
Canea (or Khania), its principal towns. It is

governed by a pasha. In 1866-7 the Christian
population revolted against the Turkish govern-,
ment.

Cketeil, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine, on the Marne, 6 m. S.E. Paris. P. 2412.

Cretingham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4i
m. W.S.W. Framlington. Ac. 1638. P. 343.

Creuilly, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Calvados, 10 m. N.W. Caen, on rt. b. of the Seule,

P. 990. It has manufs. of lace.

Creuse, a river of France, deps. Creuse and
Indre, joins the Vienne, 12 m. N. Chatellerault,

after a N.N.W. course of nearly 150 miles.

Creuse, a dep. in the centre of France, cajj^
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Gneret, between the deps. Indre, Hante-Vienne,
Correze, Puy-de-D6me, AUier, and Cher. Area
8150 sq. m. P. 270,055. Climate cold and moist.

Surface mostly mountainous, and great part of it

arid. Rearing live stock is the chief branch of

rural industry. Mineral products, coal and salt.

Manufs. carpets. It is divided into the 4 arrs. of

Aubusson, Boui^aneuf, Boussac, and Gueret.

Ckeutzwald-la-Ckoix, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. iloselle, caut. Bouzonville. P. 1748.

Creuzburg, a town of Prussian Silesia, goT.

and 24 m. N.N.E. Oppeln. P. 38U0.

CREUZiER-LE-ViEUX,acomm. and vill., France,

dep. Allier, arr. la, Palisse, cant. Gusset. P. 1544.

Creuzot (Le), a conmu and vilL of France,

dep. Saone-et-Loir, 12 m. S.S.E. Autun. P.

(1861) 16,094, (1867) 25,000, of whom 10,000 are

employed in the worKs of Messrs Schneider & Co.,

From the raising of raw coal and iron ore to the
manufacturing of finished rails and locomotives,

Creuzot is the largest establishment in the world.

A private branch communicates with the Paris

and Lyons railway. The Canal du Centre puts
it in communication with the Mediterranean for

barges of 200 tons, with Paris by the Seine, and
with the Atlantic by the Loire. The annual yield

of coal in the Creuzot basin is about 200,000 tons

;

and of pig iron, 100,000 tons. There are 20 miles

of single rail within the foundries and yards.

Crevecceur, two comms. & vills., France.—

L

dep. Oise, cap. cant., 12 m. N. Beauvais. P. 2538.

—IL dep. Nord, 5 m. S. CambraL P. 2328.

Crevillente, an ancient town of Spain, prov.
and 20 W.S.W. Alicante. P. 7226.

Crewe, a market town of England, co. Chester,
pa. Barthomley, on the London & North-Western
liailway, 34 m. S.E. Liverpool. Ac. 279. P. 387,
chiefly employed on the railways centering there.

Crewkerne, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Somerset, 10 m. S.S.W. Belchester. Ac
of pa. 6331. P. 4705.

Cretsse, a comm- and town of France, dep.
Lot, 16 m. N.E. Gourdon. P. 813.

Crich, a pa. of England, co. and 12 m. N.
Derby, on raUway. Ac. 6180. P. 3970.—Also a
township in the same co. P. 2829.
Crichton, a pa., ScotL, co. and 11 m. S.E. Edin-

burgh- Ac. of pa. (including the vilL Pathhead)
4821. P. 1304 ; do. of vill. 735. Has ruins of Crichton
Castle or Humbie's-Wa'as, and limestone quarries.

Crick, a pa., England, co. Northampton, on
railway, 4^ m. N. Weedon. Ac. 3770. P. 2829.
Grickadarn, a pa. of South Wales, co. Brecon,

7 m. N.N.W. Talgarth. Ac. 4331. P. 448.

CriCkeith or Criccieth, a parL bor., market
town and pa. of North Wales, co. Carnarvon, 9
m- E.N.E. Pwllheli. P. of pari. bor. 408.

Cricket, two pas. of England, co. Somerset.

—

I. {Melherbie), 2 m. S.E. Ilminster. Ac. 540.
P. 21.—n. {St Thomas), 4 m. S.W. Crewkeme.
Ac. 875. P. 66.

Crickhoweli. a pa. & mkt. town, S. Wales, co.

&12im.E.S.E. Brecon. Ac. 1941. P. of pa. 1516.
Cricklade, a pari. bor. and market town of

Engl., CO. Wilts, on the Thames & Severn Canal.
Ac. of old bor., comprising two pas. (St Mary and
St Samson), 5998. P. 1453 ; do. of modem pari,

bor., which embraces most part of four adjacent
hundreds, and the town Swindon, 36,893.

Cricksto\\'n, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Meath, 4 m. N.E. Dunshauglin. Ac. 1431. P. 101.
Criech, a pa. of Scotland, co. Sutherland, 11

m. N.W. Dornoch, 40 m. in length. P. 2521.
Crieff, a town, burgh of barony, and pa. of

Bcotland, co. and 15 m. W. Perth, on the Earn, a
moutary of the Tay, and at terminus of branch

i

of Scottish Central Railway. P. of pa. 4490 ; do. of
town 3903. It stands near the base of the Gram-
pians, and has manufs. of cottons, Unen, worsted
and woollen stuffs, and tanneries. Alt 267 feet
Criffel or Crowfell, a granite mountain of

Scotland, in S.E. of Kirkcudbright, 1867 ft. high.
Crigglestoxe, a township of England, C4>.

York, West Riding, pa. Great Sandal, 3 m. S.W.
Wakefield. Ac. 3057. P. 2021.

Crisiea (Chersonestu TauricaX a peninsula d'
Europe, in the Black Sea, forming a pendant to

Russia, with which it is connected on the N. by
the narrow isthmus of Perekop. It is of a quad-
rangular form, having its greatest extension from
W. to E., on which latter side it is prolonged by
the sub-peninsula of Kertch, between lat. 44* 4^
and 46° 6' N., corresponding with that portion of

France included between Bordeaux and L*
Rochelle, Ion. 32° 30' and 36° 35' E., correspon*-
ing with Russia, between St Petersburg and
Moscow. Extreme length 190 m., breadth 110
m. The whole of the N.E. angle, from Perekop
to the Strait of Yenikale, is devastated by tne

encroachments of the Putrid Sea, a collection o^
stagnant water, exhaling pestilential vapours.*!

The central and W. portion is a vast steppe, do^"

void of mountains or forests, interspersed with
salt lakes and marshes, exposed to the severitr

of a Russian winter, and the small rivers of whica.^

are dried up by the heat of summer. Large flockl|

of broad-tailed sheep and cattle are pastm-ed oim
these plains, and the salt obtained from the lake|p

yields a large revenue. The south coast of thf
Crimea, defended from the N. winds by a range of

wooded mountains, from the sides of which nn-
merous semicircular valleys slope southwards tO

the Black Sea, presents the most striking contraali

to the other parts of the peninsula. Here tlM-

climate resembles that of Asia Minor or Italy t

winter is scarcely felt, trees seldom lose their

verdure, and the primrose and spring saffron ap-

pear in February. The olive, fig, vine, and pome-
granate, the cistus and other delicate flowers,

grow luxuriantly in the open air. The most
celebrated of these valleys is tbat of Baidar,

which, on account of its beauty and fertility, is

termed the " Crimean Temp^." Its W. end is 6

m. S.E. of Balaklava, and it extends 10 m. E.,

with a breadth of 3 to 5 miles. It is entirely sur-

rounded by high mountains, and presents a suc-

cession of cultivated fields, woods, and meadows.
The villages are clean, and the inhabitants pro-

sperous. The mountainous country in which
these sheltered valleys are situated, occupies less

than a fourth part of the superficies of the penin-

sula. The mountains curve in the direction of the

S. coast from the W. of Balaklava to the Bay of

Kaffa. On the S. they present a series of calcare-

ous cliffs, sloping gradually towards the steppes

on the N. ; the culminating point, Tchatir-dagh,

is 5000 feet above the sea. The principal rivers

are the Alma, the Salghir, and the Karasu. The
climate of the Crimea is most unequal at all sea-

sons, but especially so in winter, and varies much,

according to position, in the moimtains, steppes,

and valleys. In some winters frost is hardly

known, while in others severe frost, accompanied

by N. winds, continues from October until April-

In 1787 the Sea of Azof, the Putrid Sea, and pan
of the Bay of Kaffa, were frozen so as to bear the

passage of men and horses. The N. wind, which

alone brings frost, is often suddenly followed by

S. and S.W. winds, which always bring rain ; the

E. and SE. winds bring fine weather. In sum-

mer the temperature sometimes rises to 100°

Fahr. in the shade, when the rivulets are dried
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np, and the soil of the steppes is parched and
dusty. The difference of temperature in 24 hours
often exceeds 28° Fahr. Spring, which usually

extends from the beginning of March to the end
of May, is the most genial and healthy season,

having a mild temperature and a serene sky.

Autumn, the most unhealthy season, is marked
by the occuiTence of intennittent and biliary

fevers. The heavy rains cease generally about

the middle of October. The mountains are snow-
clad till about the middle of May. The forests

furnish the pine, beech, oak, elm, ash, and poplar,

and give shelter to the wolf, fox, roebuck, fallow-

deer, and hare. Domestic animals comprise the

horse, Camel, dromedary, buffalo, oxen, and
gevdral species of sheep. Among birds are the

vulture of the Alps, the kite, and a species of fal-

con, used by the Tartars in their favourite amuse-
ment of hawking. Trout of a large size and ex-

cellent quality abound in the rivers, & the sea sup-
plies the sturgeon, mullet, mackerel, and pilchard.

The rural population is entirely Tartar, except a
few German and other colonists in the S. The
Tartars have preserved many of the customs of

their ancestors, and are hospitable to strangers.

The Crimea forms the greater part of the Eus-
sian gov. Taurida ; it is divided into the dists. of

Simferopol, the cap. Eupatoria, Theodosia or
Kaffa, & Perekop, its chief towns. It was known
as the Chersonesus Taurica 1400 years B.C. Its

history is a chronicle of invasions and changes,
in the course of which it has been subjected to

more than 60 dynasties, including the Scythians,
Greeks, Romans, Tartars, Genoese, and Turks.
Russia acquired it by treachery in 1783 under the
Empress Catherine ii. In 1778 its pop. was esti-

mated at 500,000, but under the despotism of the
Czar it decreased by emigration to 205,600 in

1793, and is still decreasing. Its ancient cities

have been ruined, and its resources neglected.
Russian improvement has been limited to the
erection of the new town of Simferopol, the har-
bour and fortifications of Sevastopol, and the

I

Bimimer palaces of the empress and the nobles

I

on its S.E. shores. The Anglo-French army
i landed in Kalamita Pay, on the W. coast, 14th
Sept., defeated the Russians on the Alma 20th
of same month, and commenced the siege of

Sevastopol 17th Oct. 1854, which fell after a
siege of eleven months.

Crimmitzschau, a town of Saxony, circ. and
10 m. N.W. Zwickau, on the Rhine, and on rail-
way from Altenburg to Zwickau. P. (1864) 10,650.
Crimond, a marit. pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen,

fi m. S.E. Fraserburgh. Ac. 4600. P. 892.
Crimplesham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

^ m. N.W. Stokeferry. Ac. 1620. P. 328.
Crinan Canal, Scotland, co. Argyle, connects

I^och Gilp with Jura Sound, across the head of
tlie peninsula of Kintyre. Length 9 m. ; average
width 24 feet, and depth 12 feet. It has 15 locks,
is navigable for vessels of 200 tons, and was com-
pleted in 1801, at a coast of 183,000/.
Cringleford, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

3 m. S.W. Norwich. Ac. 980. P. 205.
Crinow, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,

2 m. N.E. Narberth. Ac. 352. P. 70.
Criquetot, two comms. and vills. of France,

dep. Seine Inferieure.—I. (Lesneval), cap. cant.,
12 m. N.N.E. Havre. P. 1483.—II. (sur Ouville).
UT. Yvetot. P. 930.
Critchell, two contiguous pas. of England,

CO. Dorset.— I. {LongX 6 m. W.S.W. Cranborne,
Ac. 1869. P. 145.-11. (MooreX bi m. S.W. Cran-
horae. Ac. 1705. P. 145.

Crittenden, two cos. of U. S., North America.

—I. Arkansas. P. 2573 free, 2347 slaves.—II.
Kentucky. P. 7857 free, 939 slaves.

Ckivitz, a town of N. Germany. [Krivitz.T
Croagh, a pa., Ireland, Muuster, co. Limerick,

3J m. N.N.E. Rathkeale. Ac. 7220. P. 1629.

Croagh Patrick or Reek, a mntn. of Ireland,

Connaught, co. Mayo, on the S. side of Clew Bay,
6 m. W.S.W. Westford, 2530 feet above the sea.

Croatia (German Kroatien) and Slavonia, a
crown-land of the Austrian empire, in the south,
having N. Illyria, Stj'ria, and Hungary,. E. Turk-
ish Croatia, S. Dalmatia and the Military Fron-
tiers, and W. the Adriatic. In 1854 it was united
to Slavonia, which was separated from Hungary.
Area 7444 sq. m. Pop. of the united crown-land
876,009. The form and surface of Croatia is very
in'egular ; between the Save and the Adriatic it

is traversed by a range of limestone mountains,
an extension of the Julian Alps, varying in height
from 3500 to 5000 feet. Its minerals comprise
copper, iron, lead, and coal. It has salt mines
and mineral springs. Climate mild and salu-

brious in the S. districts ; on the higher summits
snow lies during a great part of the year, and it

is visited by cold N.E. winds. The plains of the
E. and N.E. are fertile, and furnish grain, fruits,

and wine ; there are forests of oak and beech.
The inhabitants are of Slavonian descent, and
mostly belong to the Roman Catholic and Greek
churches. Cattle -rearing is extensively carried on.—Slavonia. [Military I rontier.]
Croatia (Turkish). ^Bosnia.]
Croce Ficsciii, two comms. and vills. of

North Italy.—I. prov. and 13 m. N.N.E. Genoa,

with the palaces of Balbi and Daglio. P. 3303

—II. (_Moss(>), prov. Novara, circ. Biella. P. 1632.

Croce (Santa), Italy, fSanta Ukock.
j

Croft, several pas. of England.—I. co. Here-
ford, 6 m. N.N.W. Leominster. Ac. 1564. P.

155.—II. CO. Leicester, 5J m. E.N.E. Hiucklev.

Ac. 1010. P. 319.—III. CO. Lincoln, 7i m. E.S.E.

Spilsby. Ac. 6163. P. 784.—IV. co. York, North
Riding, with a station on the Great North of

England Railway, 11 m. N.N.W. Northallerton.

Ac. 7030. P. 761.

Crofthead. a vill. of Scotland, co. Linlithgow,

pa. Whitburn. P. 1112.

Crofton, a pa. of England, co. York, W. Rid-
ing, 4 m. S.E. Wakefield. Ac. 1504. P. 402.

Croghan, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, King's

CO., 4 m. N. Philipstown. Ac. 5794. P. 642.

Croglin, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 4J-

m. N.N.E. Kirkoswald. Ac. 9180. P. 254.

Crognaleto, a town of South Italy, prov. ana
circ. Teramo. P. 2538.

Croia, a town of Albania, 45 m. S.E. Scutari.

It is the chief town of the Mirdites, a Roman
Catholic people, nearly independent. P. 6000.

Croisic (Le), a comm. and seaport town of

France, dep. Loire-Inferieure, cap. cant., 44 m.
W. Nantes. P. 2182. It has active fisheries.

About 6 m. seaward is Le Four, a dangerous reel

of rocks, marked by a lighthouse.

Croisille (La), a comm. and vUl. of France,

dep. H. Vienne, 20 m. S.E. Limoges. P. 2014.

Cboisilles, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Pas-de-Calais, arr. Arras, cap. cant. P. 1611.

Manufactures brass and beet-root sugar.

Croix-Rousse (La), a subm-b of the town of

Lyon, dep. Rhone, with manufs. of silk.

Croix (La\ numerous comms. & vills., France.
—I. dep. Indre-et-Loire, arr. Tours, cant. B\4t6.

P. 1336.—II. dep. Nord, aiT. Lille, cant. Rouhaix.
P. 2593.—III. (aux Mines), dep. Vosges, arr. St
Di^, cant. Fraize. P. 1596.—IV. (Bars}, dep. Avey-
ron, arr. Espalion, cant. Mfir-de-Bancz. P. 1730-
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Croix (St), Islakd, West Indies. [Cruz

(Santa).]
Ckoix (St), numerous comms. and vills. of

France, tne principal being,—I. dep. Gironde,
arr. and 22 m. S.E. Bordeaux. P. 936.—II. dep.
Haut-Ehin, arr. and 4 m. S. Colmar. P. 1689.—
III. (aux Mines), dep. Vosges, arr. and 15 m.
N.W. Colmar. P. 3651.—IV. (de Volvestre), dep.
Ariege, cap. cant., arr. and 9 m. N. St Girons. P.
1702.—V. dep. Aveyron, arr. Villefranche de
Eouergue, cant. Villeneuve. P. 1428.

Gboix (St), a river of the U. S., N. America, in
Maine, rises in Grand Lake, lat. 45° 40' N., Ion.
67° 3' W., flows tortuously S.E., forming part of
the boundary between the United States and
New Brunswick, and enters Passamaquoddy Bay.
Length 54| m., for the latter 12 m. of which it is

navigable tor large vessels.

Croix (St), a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,
on the French frontier, 7 m. W. Grauson. P. 4860.
Watch and lace-making.
Croix (St), a vill. of Canada East, on the S.

bank of the St Lawrence, 25 m. S.W. Quebec.
Croix (St), the southmost and largest of the

Virgin islands, and the most important of the
Danish possessions in the West Indies. Area 100
eq. m. P. (1860) 22,862. Cap. Christiansted. It
was possessed successively by the Dutch, English,
Spanish, & French,& was sold to Denmark in 1733.
Croixille (La), a comm. & vill. of France, dep.

Mayenne, arr. Laval, cant. ChaiUand. P. 1461.
Crolles, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Isfere, 11 m. N.E. Grenoble. P. 1439.
Cromarty, a co. of Scotland, forming the pro-

montory called Ardmeanach, or the " Black Isle,"

consisting of about 17^ sq. m., but including also
nine detached portions of land in various parts
of Eoss-shire. The dist. is now included in the
sheriffdom of Eoss, with which it joins in sending
a member to House of Commons, and a sheriff

court is held every alternate Friday at the town
of Cromarty. Eeg. electors 43.

—

Cromarty, a pari,

bor., seaport town, and pa., cap. above co., on
Cromarty Firth, at the S. side of its entrance,
near the South Sutor, 16 m. E.N.E. Dingwall.
P. of pa. 2300, do. of pari. bor. 1491. It has two
churches, ship-buUding docks, a harbour, and a
pier, accessible by vessels of 400 tons; manufs.
of ropes, sacking, sail-cloth, and beer. Expoi-ts
pork, and has a herring fishery. The bor., which
was once a royal burgh, now unites with Kirk-
wall, Wick, Dingwall, Dornoch, and Tain, in
sending one member to House of Commons.
Birthplace of Hugh Miller, the geologist.

Cromarty Firth, Pwtus Salutis, an inlet of the
N. Sea, Scotland, on its N.E. coast, immediately
W. Moray Firth, and between the cos. Cromarty
and Eoss. Length N.E. to S.W. 18 m. ; breadth
within varies from 3 to 5 m. ; average depth 9 to

12 fathoms. It is entered by a strait, between
wooded headlands, called South and North Sutors,
only 1^ m. across. The old red sandstone of this

locality contains fossil fishes. Lias rocks, with nu-
merous fossil remains, are also found on S.E. shore.

Crombie, an anc. pa., Scotland. [Torryburn.]
Cromdale, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 27 m.

S.E. Inverness, on the Spey. P. 3943.
Cromer, a seaport town and watering-place of

England, co. Norfolk, on its N. coast, 21 m. N.
Norwich. Area of pa. 1001 ac. P. 1367. It has
a fort and battery, a church, baths, and a public
library. About \ m. E. is the first of four light-

houses between it and Yarmouth. All attempts
to form a harbour have been baffled by the heavy
sea which is here continually gaining on the
l»nd, and vessels load and unload on the open

Jl
beach. Nearly the whole of the old town, foS
merly called Shipden, and one pa. church, have
been swept away by the sea. The inhabitants
are mostly engaged in fishing. — Cromer Bavi
from the danger of its navigation, has been namei"
by seamen the " Devil's Throat."
Cromford, a market town of England,

Derby, pa. Wirksworth, in the valley of Matlock-
dale, at the terminus of the Peak Forest Eailway,
2 m. S. Matlock. P. 1140.

'

Cromhall, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 2i m.
W.N.W. Wickar. Ac. 2579. P. 681.
Crompton, a township of England, co. Laim

caster, pa. Oldham-cum-Prestwich, 4. m. S.S.E;
Eochdale. P. 7032. Has cotton manufs.
Cromwell, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 6 oi.

N. Newark. Ac. 1170. P. 162.

Cronat-sur-Loire, a comm. and vill. of France^
dep. Sa6ne-et-Loire, arr. Charolles, cant Boxir-
bon-Lancy. P. 1403. ,

Cronberg or Cronenbekg, a town of Frassisy

Nassau, arr. and 1J m. E. Konigstein. P. (186^
2124. Near it is the mineral spring of Kronthal.

Crondail, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3 m.
N.W. Famham. Ac 9614. P. 2764.

Crone (Ger. Kreisstadty, a vill. of West Pruft'

sia, circ. Marienwerder. P. 3850.

Cronstadt or Kronstadt, a fortified town c(^

Eussia, gov. and 18 m. W. St Petersburg,
"^

which it forms the port, on the E. side of 11

small island Kotlinoi, in the Gulf of Finlani

Lat of cathedral 59° 59' 46' N. ; Ion. 29° 46' 38B'

E. P. (1863) 48,413. In winter, during sever^
months of which the port is ice-bound, it is nearlf
deserted. Its vast port, the most important
the Eussian maiine, is divided into 3 parts : thi

on the E. is the military port, which usually conf»

tains the greater part of the Eussian fleet ; the
middle port is used for refitting ships of war ; and
that on the W. for the lading and discharging of

merchant vessels which cannot approach St
Petersburg. They are all strongly defended by
ramparts and bastions. The town is traversea

by 2 navigable canals. It has 5 Eussian churchei^
1 Lutheran, and 1 English church, and a cels»

brated school for Baltic pilots. The inhabitanW
are mostly seafaring people. Cronstadt w»B
founded by Peter the Great in 1703.

Cronstadt, Transylvania. [Kronstadt.]
Crook and Billy-Eow, a township of Eng-

land, CO. Durham, pa. Brancepath, 6 m. N.W.
Bishop Auckland, on a branch of the Weardale
Eailway. P. 5134.

Crooke, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. and 6 m.

S.E. Waterford. Ac. 1935. P. 451.

Cbookedholm, a vill. of Scotland, oo. Ayr, pa.

Kilmarnock. P. 620.

Crooked Islands (Great & Little), two isls.

!

of the Bahamas. Lat. of Moss' flag-staff, 22" 47*

5" N. ; Ion. 74° 20' 86" W. P. (1861) 627.

Crookhaven, a vill. of Ireland, Munster, co-

Cork, on Crookhaven harbour, 19 m. W.S.W.
Skibbereen. P. 455.

Croom, a town and pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Limerick, 5 m. S.S.E. Adare. Ac. of pa. 13,418.

P. 4271 ; do. of town, 1182.

Croome, several pas. of England, co.Worcester.

—I. (EarFs), li m. N.E. Upton-on-Sevem. Ac.

1141. P. 189.—II. (^D'AUtot), 4 m. W.S.W. Par-

shore. Ac. 1148. P. 163.—III. (Hiit), 2J m. E.

Upton-on-Sevem. Ac. 982. P. 198.

Cropalati, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Co-

senza, circ. Eossano. P. 1493.

Ckopane, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and oirc.

Catanzaro. P. 1547.

Croppenstadt, a walled town of Prussian
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Saxony, gov. Magdeburg, circ. and 7 m. S.S.E.

Oschersleben. P. 2100.

Cropreadt, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4 m.

N. Banburj'. Ac. 7776. P. 2478.

Cropthorn, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

4 m. E.S.E. Pershore. Ac. 2000. P. 839.

Cropwell-Bishop, a pa. of England, co. and

Tim. E.S.E. Nottingham. Ac. 1380. P. 638.—
Cropwell-Buthr is a hamlet, same co., pa. Tythbv,

7 m. E.S.E. Nottingham. P. 604.

Crosby, several places in England.—I. (Garref),

CO. Westmoreland, 3 m. W.N.W. Kirby-Stephen.
Ac. 4224. P. 306.—II. (GreatX a chapelry, co.

Lancaster, pa. Sephton, on the Irish Sea, 7 m.
N.N.W. Liverpool. P. 3794.—III. (^Ravensworih),

a pa., CO.Westmoreland, 4 m. N. Orton. Ac. 15,024.

P. 927.—IV. (upon-Eden), co. Cumberland, 3J m.
N.N.E. Carlisle. Ac. 3590. P. 426.—V. (Litlle

Crosby), a township, co. Lancaster, pa. Sephton,

8 m. W.N.W. Liverpool. P. 418.

Croscombe, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 2

m W.N.W. Shepton-Mallet. Ac. 1420. P. 729.

Cross and Burness, a pa. of the Orkney Islands,

Scotland, in island of Sanda. P. 1555.

Cross or La Cross Lake, British N. America,
20 m. in length N. to S., receives the Beaver, and
gives origin to the Mississippi. On its W. side is

Fort La Crosse, lat. 55° 26' N. ; Ion. 108° W.
Crossac, comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, dep. Loire

Inferieure, arr. Savenay, cant. Pont-chateau. P.
1617.

Crossakeei^ a post town of Ireland, Leinster,
CO. Meath, 6 m. W.S.W. Meath. P. 191.

Crossboyne, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co.

ilayo, 2 m. S. Claremorris. Ac. 16,234. P. 4206.

Orossen, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
reg. and 32 m. S.E. Frankfurt, at the confluence of

the Bober -with the Oder. P. 7000. It has manufs.

of woollen cloth and hosiery, tanneries, and dis-

tilleries. It was taken by the Russians in 1758.
Ckos-s-Fell, a mountain of England, co. Cum-

berland, 11 m. E.N.E. Penrith, lat 54° 42' 10" N.

;

Ion. 2° 29' 6" W. Elevation 2927 feet.

Crossford, two vills. of Scotland.—I. co. Fife,
pa. and 2J m. W. Dunfermline. P. 379.—II. co.

Lanark, pa. Lesmahagow. P. 530.
Crossgar, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Down,
m. N.W. Downpatrick. P. 817.

Crossgates, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, chiefly
in pa. and 3J m. E. Dunfermline. P. 1115.
Ceosshaven, a vill. and harbour of Ireland,

:*runster, 10 m. S.E. Cork. P. 459.
Crosshill, a vill. of Scotland, co. Ajt, pa.

Kirkmichael. P. 1107.
Crossland (South), a township of England,

CO. York, West Riding, 3 m. S.S.W. Huddero-
tield. P. 2794.
Crossmaglek, a market town of Ireland, Ul-

ster, CO. Armagh, 10 m. N.W. Dundalk. P. 635.
Crossmichael, a pa. of Scotland, stewarti-y

Kirkcudbright. Ac. 10,148. P. 1636.
Crossmolina, a market town and pa. of Ireland,

Connaught, co. Mayo, on the Deel, 6^ m. S.W.
liallina. Ac. of pa. 63,526, mostly mountainous.
Top. 6547; do. of town, 1110.
Crossmyloof, a vill. of Scotland, co. Renfrew,

pa. Cathcart. P. 939.
Cross-River, W. Africa, Guinea. [Calabar.]
Cross Sandcroft, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

4 m. S.S.W. Bungay. Ac. 1010. P. 238.

I

pKoss-SoUND, Russian America, separates
King George in. archipelago, N.W. from the
niamland. Cross Cape is at its S.W. entrance.
Crostuwaite, a pa. of England, co. Cumber-

lund, comprisiug the town of Keswick, I3orrow-
uale, and the lakes Derwentwater, Thirlmere, and

a part of Bassenthwaite water. Ac. 58,330. P. 507(X
Copper, lead, and plumbago mines.— Crosstkwaite'
with-Lyth is a chapelry, co. Westmoreland, pa.
Heversham, 4^ m. W.S.W. Kendal. P. 740.

Croston, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster, 6
m. W. Chorley. Ac. (including several town-
ships) 10,648. P. 4242.

Crostwick, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
S.S.W. Coltishall. Ac. 690. P. 144.

Crostwight, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3
m. S.E. AValsham. Ac. 777. P. 73.

Crotona, a city of Italy. [Cotrone.]
Crotoy (Le), a comm. and town of France,

dep. Somme, arr. and 10 m. N.W. Abbeville,
with a small port on rt. b. of the Somme, near
its mouth. P. 1411. It has an extensive oyster
bed, and remains of a fortress in which Joan of

Arc was imprisoned.
Croughton, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-

ton, 3i m. S.W. Brackley. Ac. 2620. P. 580.

Croulin Isles, Scotland, off the W. coast of

Ross-shire, 14 m. S.W. Loch-Carron. The
largest island is about 1 m. in length. P. 38.

Crowan, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4^ m.
N.N.W. Helstone. Ac. 7239. P. 4131.

Crowcombe, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
6i m. N.N.E. Wiveliscombe. Ac. 3176. P. 573.

The vill. is a titular bor., and has a free school.

Crowell, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4 m.
E.S.E. Tetsworth. Ac. 987. P. 162.

Crowhurst, two pas. of England, co. Surrey,

3i m. S.E. Godstone. Ac. 2081. P. 211.—II. co.

Sussex, 2| m. S. Battle. Ac. 2161. P. 430.

Crowland, a town of England. [Croyland.I
Crowle, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Lincoln, near the confl. of the Trent and Don,
5a m. E.S.E. Thome. Ac. of pa. 7350. P. 3182.

Crowle, a pa, of England, co. Worcester, 5 m.
S.S.E. Droitwich. Ac. 1640. P. 576.

Cbowmarsh-Gifford, a pa., England, co. Ox-
ford, IJ m. E.N.E. Wellingford. Ac. 662. P. 360.

Crown Point, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, on Lake Champlain, 88 m.
N. Albany. P. 2379.

Crownthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,
2 m. N.W. Wymondham. Ac. 696. P. 97.

Croxall, a pa. of England, cos. Stafford and
Derby, 6 m. N. Tamworth. Ac. 3020. P. 247.

Croxby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.
E.S.E. Caistor. Ac. 1628. P. 147.

Croxden, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 4^ m.
N.N.W. Uttoxeter. Ac. 2300. P. 224.

Croxton, several pas., etc. of England.—I. co.

Cambridge, 3^ m. W. Coxton. Ac. 1901. P. 267.

—II. CO. Lincoln, 6| m. E.N.E. Glandford-brigg.
Ac. 1630. P. 122.—III. CO. Norfolk, 2^ m. N.
Thetford. Ac 2333. P. 400.—IV. a township, co.

Stafford, pa. and 3| m. W.N.W. Eccleshall. P.
1075.—V. Keyrial, a pa., co. Leicester, 9 m. N.E.
Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 3900. P. bU.—Nl. (South),

same co., 8 m. S. Grimston. Ac. 1760. P. 311.

Croy, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Nairn and Inver-
ness, 8 m. N.E. Inverness. P. 1873. It com-
prises the moor of CuUoden, memorable for the
total defeat of Piince Charles' army in 1746, by
the royal ti'oops under the Duke of Cumberland.
Mean temp., June 67°"8, Jan. 38°-0 ; annual rain-

fall at Culioden House, 33 inches. Altitude 104
feet.

Croydon, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. SmTey, 10^ m. S. London Bridge. Ac. of

pa. 9821. P. 20,240. Principal edifices, the
parish church ; remains of a fine palace of the
Archbishops of Canterbury, who frequently re-

sided here from the Conquest till the year 1809
;

hospital for poor men and women of Croydon
z
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and Lambeth, founded by ArcliLislaop Whitgift
in IGO-i; town-hall, corn-market, and union-
house. The summer assizes for the county are

held here eveiy other year alternately with
Guildford. An active trade in com, cattle and
sheep. The Dover and the Brighton Eailways
both have stations in the town. The old church
contains fine monuments, especially those to

Archbishops Grindall and Sheldon. Close by
are the remains of the archiepiscopal. palace, now
used as a bleaching-ground. The banqueting-
hall and chapel are still standing.

Ckoydon, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 6

m. S. Caxton. Ac. 2711. P. 508.

Cboyland or Crowland, an ancient town and
pa. of England, co. Lincoln, on the river Wel-
land, here crossed by a bridge, 14 m. E.N.E.
Stamford. Ac. of pa. 12,780. P. 3148.

Crozant, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Creuze, arr. Gudret, cant. Dun-le-Palleteau. P.
1362. Eemains of an ancient castle, which could
have contained 10,000 men.
Crozet Islands, a group of four volcanic

islands in the South Indian Ocean, between Ker-
guelen and Prince Edward islands, situated at
fihort and nearly equal distances from each other.

The eastmost isl. is placed by Sir J. Eoss in lat.46°

27' S.; Ion. 52° 14' E.; it is 3 or 4 m. in diameter,
and its highest point is 4000 feet above the sea.

Orozon, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Finistfere, cap. cant., 25 m. N.W. Quimper, on a
peninsula S. Brest Eoads. P. 8651, chiefly sup-
ported by navigation and fishing.—II. a vill.,

dep. Indre, 6 m. S.W. La ChStre. P. 1082,

Cruach-Lussa or Cruach-Lusach ("/Ae
Mountain of Plants^'), a mountain of Scotland, co.

Argyle, dist Knapdale, 3000 feet above the sea.

Cruagh or Cbevagh, a pa. of Ireland, Lein-
ster, CO. and 7 m. S. Dublin. Ac. 4460. P. 695.

Crucero, a town of S.E. Peru, dep. and 130
m. N. Puno. It is situated on a bleak table-land
of the Caravaya mountains, 13,000 feet above the
sea, and is so named from the number of roads
that cross here. The dist. of Caravaya, of which
Crucero is the mud-built cap., has a pop. of 22,000,
and exports cocoa, coffee, Chile pepper, and gold.

Cruces, a vill. of South America, Granadian
Gonfed., dep. and on the isthmus, 20 m. N.N.W.
Panama, and to which boats ascend the Chagres
river. It is the entrepot for the trade between
Portobello and Panama.

Crucoli, a town of South Italy, prov. Catan-
zaro, circ. Cotrone. P. 1885.
Cruden, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 20 m. N.N.E.

Aberdeen. P. 2743. In the 11th centiuy this

pa. was the scene of a battle between the forces
of Malcolm n. of Scotland, and of Canute, after-

wards king of England.
Crddwell, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4 m.

N.N.E. Malmesbury. Ac. 4780. P. 799.
Cruicetown, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Meath, 2 m. W. Nobber. Ac. 1863. P. 172.
Cruit Island, Ireland, Ulster, co. Donegal, is

in the Atlantic, immediately off its N.W. coast,

6 m. N.N.W, Dungloe. Length N. to S. 2 miles.
Crumlin, a market town of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Antrim, 12 m. W.N.W. Belfast. P. 459.—II. a
pa., Leinster, co. and 2\ m. S.W. Dublin. Ac
1817. P. 819 ; do. of vill. 241.
Crummock-Water, a lake of England, co.

Cumberland, between Buttermere and Lowes
Water. Length 4 miles, breadth ^ mile.
Crumsall, a township of Engl., co. Lancaster,

pa. and 3 m. N. Manchester. Ac, 733. P. 4285.
Crundale, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 7 m.

e.S.W, Canterbury. Ac. 1587. P. 279.
I

Crunavear, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 6 m. E.S.E. Narberth. Ac. 1690. P. 26L

Cruseilles, a comm. and vill. of France, dep,
Haute-Savoie, arr. St Julian, cap. cant P. 1960.
Cruwys-Morchard, a pa. of England, co.

Devon, 5i m, W, Tiverton. Ac. 5766. P. 685.

Crux-Easton, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 6
m. N.N.W. Whitchurch, Ac. 1099. P. 76.

Crux-la-Ville, a coram. & vill. of France, dep.
Nievfere, arr. Nevers, cant. St Saulge. P. 1867.

Cruybeke and Cruyshantem, two viUs. of
Belgium, prov. E. Flanders ; the former 6 m.
S.W. Antwerp, the latter 11 m. S.W. Ghent
Crystal(Sierra del), a range of moimtains on

the W. coast of Africa, near the equator, appean
to form a line of ghauts, 100 or 150 m. from the
shore, but they have never been visited by Euro-
peans. The most remarkable hill is Elephai4i-
Mountain, about 1707 feet above the sea. ^
CsABA (pronounced Tsabay, a vilL of Hungar«|

beyond the Theiss, co. and 7 m. S.S.W. Bekea.
Pop. of dist. 25,808. It has a Eoman Catholio
and a Protestant church, and a trade in com,
cattle, fruit, wine, hemp, and flax.

Csaikisten-Batailixjns, a dist of Hungary,
Military Slavonia, on the angle formed by thft.

Danube and the Theiss. Area 64 geo. sq.

P. 30,600.

CSAKATHURM, CAKATIIURN, Or TsAKATORNT.
a town of Hungary, co. Szalad, 7 m. N.N,'
Warasdin. P. 2000.
CsAKVAR, a vill. of Hungary, on W. side

the Danube, co. Stuhlweissenburg, 27 m. W.S."
Buda. P. 4566.
CsANAD, a market town of E. Hungary, cap.

CO., 44 m. N. Temesvar, on the Maros. P. 1760.

CsANAD, two towns of Hungary.—I. on thgr

Maros, 7 m. S.E. Mako. P. 2535 II. in mf
Torontal, also on the Maros. P, 8000.

CsANTAVER, a vill. of Hungary, this side the
Danube, co. Bacs, near Magyar Kanisa. P. 4275.

CsANY or TsANY, a vill. of Hungary, on this side

Theiss, co. Heves, 3 m. from Hatran. P. 2319.

CsASGAR, a vill. of Hungary, this side the Dan-
ube, CO. Komom, and 8 m. from Tata. P. 2388.

CsAT, CsATH, or CsATT, a town of Hungary,
Theiss, co. Borsod, 13 m. from Miskolcz. P. 6256.

CsATAD, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, circ

Becskerek, dist. Billet P. 2600.

CsATCZA, a town of Hungary, this side the

Danube, co. and 54 ni. N.E. Treutschin. P. 2918.

CsATSAK or TsATSAK, a town of Servia, on the

Morava, 90 m. S.W. Belgrade.
CsAvos, a vill. of Austria, circ. Becskerek, dist

Modos. P. 2878.
CsEB, a vill. of Hungary, circ. Hither Danube,

CO. Bacs, 3 m. from Palanka. P. 1125.

CsEPREGH or TscnAPRiNG, a town of Hun-
gary, CO. and 20 m. E.S.E. Oedenbui-g. P. 2303.

CsEREVics, a town of Hungarian Slavonia, disL

Sjmnia, 11m. W.S.W. Peterwardein. P. 1634.

CsERVENKA, a towu of Hungary, this side the

Danube, co. Bacs, on the Franzens Canal, 10 m.

from Zombor. P. 6200.

CsETNEK, a market town of Northern Hun-
gary, CO. G6m6r, 8 m. W. Eosenau, on an affl. of

the Sajo. P. 1438. Iron and antimony mines.

CsiK, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, dist

Udvarh^y. P. 2067.
Csiker-Stuhl, a dist. of Transylvania, Szek-

lerland, on the border of Moldavia, Area 96('

geo. sq. m. P. 30,000. Soil barren.

Csiklova-Nemet or Tschiki.owa, a mkt. towi

of Hungary, circ. this side the Theiss, co. Krasse.

2 m. S.E. Oravicza. P. 5141. It has copper mine*.

CsiTATE, a vill. of Little Walachia, on left b-
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of the Danube, 9 m. N.N.E. Kalefat. The Turks
here defeated the Eussians, 6th January 1854.

CsKOVA, a town of Hungary, on this side the

Theiss, co. Temes, 18 m. S. Temesvar. P. 4250.

CsoKA, a market town of Hungary, circ. this

side the Theiss, co. Torontal, dist. and 5 m. from
Torok-Kanisa, on the Theiss. P. 2880.

CscKONYA, a market town of Hungary, circ.

this side the Danube, co. Sumegh, dist. and 6 m.
8.W. Babocsa. P. 1162.

CsoNGRAD, a market town of Hungary, cap.

CO. of the same name, at the confluence of the

Theiss and Koros, 70 m. S.E. Pesth. P. 12,802.

CsoNOPLYA, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena,
circ. and dist. Zombor. P. 4788.

CsoRNA, a market town of Western Hungary,
CO. and 30 m. E.S.E. Oedenburg. P. 3720.

CuAJMEQUAJLPA, a town of Central America,
state of Guatemala. P. from 2000 to 3000.

CUASSO, a town of North Italy, prov. Conio,

circ. Varese. P. 1638.

CcAUTLAO or QuATLA - Amilpas, a town of

Mexico, dep. and 70 m. S.W. La Puebla.

CuBiV, the lai^est of the West India Isles, situ-

ated between lat. 19° 60' and 23° 9' N. ; Ion. 74°

8' and 84° 58' W. ; 140 m. S.E. Florida, and 130

N.E. Yucatan. It is of an elongated narrow
shape; greatest length 764 m., breadth varying
from 25 to 130 m. Area, including its dependent
islands, about 49,066 sq. m. P. (by census of

1861) 1,396,430, of whom 793,384 were whites;
free coloured, comprising 17,000 Chinese, 225,843

;

free negroes 6650, slaves 370,553. The coasts are

surrounded with reefs and shallows, & only one-
third of them accessible to vessels ; on this part,

however, there are several harbours. There are
numerous islets surrounding the coast, the prin-
cipal of which are Los Pinos, Romano, Turignano,
and Cruz. The S.E. part of the island is inter-

sected by a mountain range, the Sierra del Cobre,
the highest parts attaining an elevation of 6890
feet; this chain extends along the greater part
of the length of the island. The northern part
is more level, with rich valleys and plains. Ex-
tensive lagoons and salt marshes lie along the
Hat shores. There are no large rivers; the
Cauto, which is the largest, being only 90 m. in

length. Some are navigable for a few miles
inward for boats ; others areused for irrigating the
fields. The climate is more temperate than that
of the other West Indian Islands, but also more
variable. Snow never appears, even in the high-
est parts ; but hail-storms occur sometimes, ice

is occasionally formed at an elevation of a few
hundred feet, and earthquakes are frequent. W.
winds prevail during the cold season, and rain
falls every month of the year. Except in the low
marshy grounds the climate is salubrious, and
invalids from the United States resort to the isl.

Mean annual temp, at Havana 77° Fahr. ; winter
73°, and sunMner 81°-5. Among the whites ague
and yellow fever are the chief diseases. The
most fatal months for Europeans are May, June,
July, and August; the healthiest, January, Feb-
ruary, March, April, and November. The reverse
is the case with the Creoles ; for the yellow fever,
which during the hot season cuts off the former,
generally spares the latter. Primary rocks and
limestone prevail in the mountain districts. The
mineral treasures of Cuba have been only imper-
f(!Ctly explored, but the precious metals are known
to exist, and copper is very extensively deposited
in the Sierra del Cobre. In 1844 the quantity of
tliis metal exported, represented a sixth part of.

that of the globe. Mines of alum, copperas, and
excellent coal have been discovered ; and there

are many mineral springs in the island. Exten-
sive districts in the mountain regions are covered
with dense forests, among which the majestic
ceiba and mahogany trees are conspicuous, with
other valuable wood fit for ship-building; and
palms, plantains, and beautiful ornamental trees

abound. Only a small proportion of the land,

about 2,000,000 acres, is yet under cultivation;

but it produces abundant crops of maize, yams,
bananas, potatoes, sugar, coffee, tobacco, cotton,

cocoa, and indigo. The vmcultivated portions
contain extensive and fertile prairies, where cattle

are extensively reared. Only one indigenous
quadruped has been found, the huita, resembling
a rat, and 18 inches in length. Amphibious rep-
tiles, as the alligator, manati, tortoise, and ser-

pents from 10 to 12 feet in length, abound. Birds
of beautiful plumage are numerous, and fish of

various kinds swarm along the coasts. Cuba
is divided into two deps., the Western and the
Eastern. Chief towns, Havana (cap. of the
Western dep. and of all the island), Santiago
de Cuba (cap. of the Eastern dep.), Matanzas,
Puerto Principe, Trinidad, etc. The commercial
prosperity of Cuba has been of late years on the
increase. Provisions of all kinds, and manufac-
tured goods, are the chief articles of impoi-ta-

tion. The exports to Spain in 1860 amounted to

2,239,307^., and the imports from that countiy to

1,621,348Z. The exports mainly consist of sugar,

rum, molasses, coffee, bees'-wax, tobacco, cigars,

and copper ore. The internal traffic is now
facilitated by improved roads, and 351 miles. of

railway were open in 1860. The government of

the island is vested in a captain-general, who is

supreme military commandant and civil governor
of one of the provinces. There is a governor of

the other provinces, who has independent civil

power, responsible only to the court of Spain.
There is a military garrison of several battalions,

and a marine force of 4 frigates, 15 steam-ships,

and 32 small craft. Steamboats ply between
Havana and other parts of the coast. No fo-

reigner can land on the island without procuring
the security of a native of responsibility for his

good behaviour. Both religion and education
are under the immediate control of the govern-
ment. The latter has recently made great pro-
gress ; and there is a royal university at Havana.
The Roman Catholic religion is established, and
no other is tolerated. Cuba was discovered by
Columbus in his first voyage in 1493. In 1511
the first settlement was made by the Spaniards,

and soon after the aboriginal inhabitants were
wholly extirpated. In 1762 Havana was cap-
tured and taken possession of by the British,

but restored to the Spaniards next year. In
1850, and again in 1861, a piratical attempt
was made on Cuba by a band of United States

adventurers, under the command of a Spaniard
named Narasso Lopez : they were defeated, and
their leader executed. [Havana (Santiago db
Cuba)."]

Cuba, a town of U. S., North America, New
York, 226 m. W.S.W. Albany. P. 2143.

Cuba, a pa. and town of Portugal, prov. AI-
garve, and 14 m. N.N.E. Beja. P. 2410.

CuBAGUA, an island of South America, Vene-
zuela, dep. and 30 m. N. Caracas, in* the Carib-
bean Sea, between Margarita and the mainland.
CuBBKKLY, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 5 m.

S.S.E. Cheltenham. Ac. 3421. P. 343.
CuBBiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. and 61 m.

E.N.E. Warwick. Ac. 1780. P. 964.
CuBEKT, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 54 m.

W.N.W. St Michael. Ac. 2518. P. 420.
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CuBLEY, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 6 m. S.

Ashbom-ne. Ac. 225i. P. 383.

CuBLnJGTo:^, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 6 m.
N.N.E. Aylesbury. Ac. 1290. P. 288.

CuBLiZE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Eh6ne, arr. Ville-Fi-ancbe-sur-Saone, on rt. b. of

the Eh6ne, 27 m. N.W. Lyon. P. 2248.

CcBCLCO, a town of Central America, Guate-

mala. P. 4000.
CuBZAC, a comm. and vilL of France, d^p. Gi-

ronde, arr. and 11 m. N.N.E. Bordeaux, with a

port on rt. b. of the Dordogne. P. 975.

CcccA, a vill. of Austria, Venetia, prov. Ve-
rona, dist. Cologna. P. 3302.

CucHULLDf Hills, Scotland. [Coolin.]

CccKTiELD, a pa. and market town of Engl., co.

Sussex, 34 m. S.S.E. London. Ac. 11,167. P. 3539.

CucKLiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

2 mu E. Wincanton. Ac. 2865. P. 280.

Cco-TotTLZ-V, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Tarn, arr. Lavaur, cap. cant.

CucuiSAs (Las), a town of Venezuela, prov. and
28 m. S.W. Caracas. P. 5000.

CucuRRON, anc. Cticuro, a town of France, dep.

Vaucluse, 7 m. S.S.E. Apt. P. 1781.

CUDDALORE, a maritime town of British India,

presid. Madi-as, dist. South Arcot, on the Bay of

Bengal, 100 m. S. Madras. Lat. 11° 43' N. ; Ion.

79° 50' E. It is large and populous.
CuDDAPAH, a dist. of British India, presid.

Madras, enclosed by Kumool, Guntoor, Nellore,

North Arcot, Mysore, & Bellary, between lat. 13"

12' and 16° 19' N. ; Ion. 77° 52' and 79° 48' E. Area
12,970 sq. m. P. 1,451,921, one-eighth of whom
were Mussulmans, and the remainder Hindoos.
Surface diversified. A mountain chain traverses

the whole district, forming part of the Eastern
Ghauts, the highest point being 3500 feet above
the level of the sea. The geological formation
consists of granite, gneiss, mica-slate, many
places overlaid with sandstone, intermixed with
veins of greenstone. Mines of lead, copper, and
iron exist in the hills, but are not worked vigor-

ously. The diamond mines in this dist. have been
abandoned. Principal rivers, the Pennar and its

tributaries, flow E. to the Bay of Bengal. Climate
is intensely hot during the day. Annual mean
temp, in the shade 81j°, max. 98°, min. 65° Fahr.
Eainy season from the end of October tUl the end
of November. Soil fertile, yielding valuable tim-
ber and fruit trees, rice, wheat, sugar, oU-seeds,

indigo, tobacco, and cotton. Manufs. cotton

piece goods, coai-se woollens, muslins, and work-
ing in gold, silver, and pottery. Exports cottons,

coarse woollens, silk, sugar, tobacco, and grain.

Imports iron and copper. Zoology comprises the
leopard, wolf, hyaena, besides a great variety of

serpents and birds, the bee, lac insect, and silk-

worm. The district was ceded to Britain in 1800.

CuDDAPAH, a military cantonment of Britisli

India, cap. of dist of same name, presid. and 139
m. N.W. Madras. It has ban-acks & an hospital.

CuDDESDON, a pa. of England, co. and 6J m.
E.S.E. Oxford. Ac. 2689. P. 1591.

CuDDiNGTON, two pas., England.—I. co. Bucks,

5i m. W.S.W. Aylesbuiy. Ac. 1281. P. 590.—II.
CO. Surrey, 1 m. N.N.E. EweU. Ac. 1827. P. 148.

Cddham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6J m.
S.S.E. Bromley. Ac. 5869. P. 988.
CuDiLLERO or Clelro, a town and seaport of

Spain, Astm-ias, prov. and 22 m. N.W. Ovicdo,
on the Bay of Biscay. P. 2210.
CuDOS, a comm. and vill. of France, arr. and

cant. Tazas. P. 1165.

CuDREFix, a town of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,
with a small port on £. bank of Lake Neuchatel,

1
5 m. N.W. Avenches. It is a port of embarkation,

6 has an active transit trade on the lake. The con-

federate Swiss took it by assault in 1475. P. 671.

CtiDWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3

m. S.E. Dminster. Ac. 1077. P. 151.- II. a
township, CO. York, West Riding, pa. Royston.

3J m. E.N.E. Barnesley. Ac. 1712. P. 521.

CuELLAR, a town of Spain, prov. and 30 m.
N.N.W. Segovia. P. 3148.

CuEXCA, a prov. of Spain, New Castile, between
lat 39° 20' and 40° 47' N. ; Ion. 1° 5' and 3° W.
Area 6721 sq. m. P. (1857) 229,959. It is moun-
tainous in its central and E. portion, which is

formed intovalleys running N. to S., & watered by
streams falling into the Jucar. Moimtains yield

honey, timber, copper, silver, iron, coal, and alum.

The Sierra Cuenca, a portion of the Iberian moun-
tains, traverses the province. Principal rivers are

the Tagus, Jucar, Gabriel, Rianzares, and Giguela.

Cuenca, a city of Spain, cap. prov. of same
name, near the confl. of the Huecar and Jucar,

84 m. S.E. Madrid. P. 6037. It is enclosed by
high walls, and has 7 gates, a cathedral, episcopal

palace, 14 pa. churches, 13 convents, colleges, and
hospitals, a diocesan school, and 8 bridges across

the rivers. Manufs. woollen stuffs and paper.

Cl'ENCA, a city of South America, Ecuador, dep.

Assuay, cap. prov., in a wide plain, 8640 feet above
the sea, 70 m. S.E. Guayaquil P. 20,000. (?) It

has a cathedral, university, and trade in cneese^

confectionery, bark, and rural produce.

CuERDEX, a township, Engl., co. Lancaster, pa.

Leyland, 5 m. N.N.W. Chorley. Ac. 800. P. 666.

CuERXAVACA, a town of Mexico, state and 40
m. S. Mexico, on the slope of the Sierra Guchilipe.

CuERS, a comm. and town of France, dep. Var,

cap. cant, arr. and 11 m. N.E. Toulon. P. 431L
Trade in wine, brandy, and olive-oiL

CuEVA DE Vera, a town of Spain, prov. and 42

m. N.E. Almeria, at the mouth of the Almanzor
in the Mediterranean. P. 10,140.

CcEVAS DE VnfROMA, a town of Spain, proT.^

and 23 m. N.E. Castellon de la Plana. P. 2600. '

CuFFT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Cher,*^

arr. St Amand, cant la Guerche. P. 1364.
|

CuGAXT), a comm. & vill., France, dep. Vend^,'
arr. Napoleon Vendue, cant Montaigu. P. 2295.

.

Manufs. cloth. Wool, and paper mills. '

Cuggioxo-Maggiore, a town of North Italy,'

prov. and 18 m. W. Milan. P. 4567. ^
Ccglieri, a town of the isl. Sardinia, pTOTi*

Gagliari, 9 m. S.E. Bosa. P. 4240. f
CuGXOLi, a town of South Italy, prov. Teramiiy'

circ. Penne. P. 1736. ''^

CuiABA, a town of Brazil. [CirrABA."]

CuiLCACH Mountain, Ireland, Fermanagh, 12

m. S.W. Enniskillen, height 2180 feet
CuisEiAux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, cap. cant., arr. and 12 m. S.K
Louhans. P. 1542. It has a fine church of the 14th

century, with peculiar and grotesque carvings.

CuisERY, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, cap. cant, on rt. b. of the Seille,

arr. and 11 m. S.W. Louhans. P. 1600.

CuivRE, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Missouri, co. St Charles. P. 2093.

CuLBONE, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, on
the Bristol Channel, 8^ m. W. Minehead. Ac.

1502. P. 41. The vill. and church are so buried

among loftj- and almost perpendicular hills, with
an elevation of 1300 feet, that for three months
in winter the sun is never seen,

CuLCHETii, a township of Engl., co. Lancaster,

pa. Winwick, 4 m. E. Newton. Ac. 5361. P. 2214.

CuLDAFF, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Donegal,

9 m. N.N.W. Moville. Ac. 20,046. P. 4895.

I
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CuLEBKA, a seaport of Central America, state

Costa ilica, in lat. 10° 35' N. ; Ion. 85° 38' W.—
IL a river, same state, enters the Caribbean Sea,

near the Lake Chiriqui.

CuLEBR<v, one of the Virgin islands, West In-

dies, 8 m. long by 2 wide. P. 300.

CuLFEiGHTRiN or CARET, a pa. of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Antrim, 2 m. E. Ballycastle. Ac.

26,466, above half of which is mountainous and
covered with heath. P. 3111.

CuLFORD, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4J m.
N.N.W. Bury St Edmunds. Ac. 2217. P. 316.

CuLHASt, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, IJ m.
S.S.E. Abingdon. Ac. 1680. P. 474.

CuLiiAT, a coram, and viU. of France, dep. Puy-
de-D6me, arr. Thiers, cant. Lezoux. P. 1465.

CuLiACAN, a town of Mexico, dep. and 90 m.
S.E. Sinaloa, in a fertile tract, on the river Culia-

can. P. 12,000. It is a dep6t for goods passing
between Guaymas and Mazatlan.
CULLEN, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport town,

and pa. of Scotland, co. and 12 m. W.N.W. Banff,

on the Cullen, at its mouth in Cullen Bay (North
Kea). Corp. rev. 1862-3, 62/. P. of town 3543,

do. of pari. bor. 1818. It has a church, market
place, manufs. of damasks and other linen goods,

and a trade in dried and cured iish. The bor.

unites with Elgin, Banff, Kintore, Peterhead,

Macduff, and Inverury in sending one member
to House of Commons. The Bin of CuUen, 2|
m. S.W. of the town, is 1648 feet high.

Cullen, several pas. of Ireland.—I. co. Cork, 6

m. N.W. Mill-Street. Ac. 13,674. P. 3096.—II. co.

Cork, and 5 m. N.N.E. Kinsale. Ac. 4249. P.
619.—III. CO. and 5 m. N.W. Tipperary. Ac.
1985. P. 856, of whom 215 are in the village.

CuLLENSWOOD, Ireland, Leinster, is a suburb
of Dublm, on its S.E. side. P. 850.

CuLLENWAiNE, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, Tip-
perary and King's cos. Ac 4744. P. 1263.

CuLLERA, Sucro, a maritime town of Spain, prov.
and 24 m. S.S.E. Valencia, on the Mediterranean
at the mouth of the Jucar. P. 7821.

—

Cape CuUera,
3 m. N., is in lat. 39° 9' N. ; Ion. 4° 51' 41" E.
CuLLERCOATS, a township of England, co. Nor-

thumberland, pa. and IJ m. N.N.W. Tynemouth.
P. 866. The vill. is frequented for sea-bathing.
CuLLODEN or Drummossie-Mook. [Croy.]
CuLLOMPTON, a pa. and market town of Eng-

land, CO. Devon, 11m. N.E. Exeter, with a sta-

tion on the G. W. Railway. Ac. 7370. P. 3185.
Manufs. woollens.
Cully, a town, Switzerland, cant. Vaud, on the

Lake of Geneva, 5 m. E.S.E. Lausanne. P. 1202.
Culm and Culmbach. [Kulm, Kui.mbach.]
CuLMiNGTON, a pa of England, co. Salop, 5 m.

N.N.W. Ludlow. Ac. 3476. P. 615.
CuLMSTOCK, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6^

m. N.E. CuUompton. Ac. 4530. P. 1224.
CuLMULLiN, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Meath, 8 m. E. Summerhill. Ac. 5565. P. 568.
CuLNA, two towns of British India, presid. Ben-

gal.—I. dist. and 26 m. E. Burdwan, on rt. b. of
the Hoogly. P. 60,000. It is a place of consider-
able trade, being a station for steamers plying
between Calcutta and the N.W. provs.—II. dist.

Malabar, 34 m. N.E. Calicut.
CuLOz, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ain,

arr. Belley, cant. Seyssel. P. 1453.
Culpepper, a co. of the U. S., North America,

I Virginia. Area 672 sq. m. P. 6388 free, 6675
slaves.—II. a township and cap., same co., 98 m.
N.N.W. Richmond. P. 300.
CULPHO, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3} m.

W. Woodbridge. Ac. 641. P. 66.
CuLRoa-s, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport town,

and pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, on the N. shore of

the Firth of Forth, 19 m. W.N.W. Edinburgh.
Corp. rev., 1862-3, 60/. Ac. 8949. Pop. of pa.

1423 ; do. of pari. bor. 617. It has schools, charit-

able institutions, and damask-weaving. The
bor. unites with Queensferry, Inverkeithing,
Dunfermline, and Stirling, in sending one mem-
ber to House of Commons.

CtiiAAMOND, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 11 m.
N.W. Aberdeen. P. 1165.
CuLTER, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 11 m. S.E.

Lanark. Ac. 1193. P. 665. Culterfell mountain,
in the pa., has an elevation of 2430 feet.

CuLi-s, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 3 m. S.W.
Cupar. Ac. 2925. P. 800. Birthplace of Sir

D. Wilkie, the historical painter.

CuLWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-
ton, 7 m. N.E. Banbury. Ac. 2246. P. 662.

CumanA, a maritime city of South America,
Venezuela, cap. dep. and prov., on the Gulf of

Cariaco, at the mouth of the Manzanares. Lat.
of Fort Boca del Rio 10° 27' 6" N. ; Ion. 64° 11'

W. P. 8000. It has several suburbs, and a fort

on an adjacent height, but no remarkable edifices

;

on account of frequent earthquakes, all its houses
are low built. Its roadstead is good. Export
trade in cattle, smoked beef, salt fish, cacao, and
other provisions. Cumana was mostly destroyed
by an earthquake, 15th July 1853. The dep., of

which it is the cap., has an area of 370,000 sq. m.,

and comprises, besides the cities Cumand and
Barcelona, the towns of Cai'iaco, Carupano,
Aragua, and El Pao. Area of prov. 17,309 sq. m.
P. (1854) 50,671.

CuMANACOA, a town of South America, Vene-
zuela, dep., prov. and 40 m. S.E. Cumand. P.
6000. (?) It has a cool and healthy climate.

Cumber, two pas. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Lon-
donderry.—I. (^UpperX 10 m. W. Dungiven. Ac.
17,596. P. 3979.—IL {Lower), 6 m. E. London-
derry. Ac. 14,466. P. 3381.

Cumberland, the most N.W. co. of England,
having N. Solway Firth and the Esk and Liddle
rivers separating it from Scotland, W. the Irish

Sea, and on the other sides the cos. Lancaster,
Westmoreland, Durham, and Northumberland.
Ai-ea 1523 sq. m., or 1,001,273 ac, about two-thirds
of which are enclosed and cultivated. P. 205,276.
Surface mountainous. Sea Fell rises to 3229
feet above the sea, and Black Comb, in the pa. of

Whitback, is a station of the Ordnance Survey.
Principal rivers, the Eden, Esk, and Derwent. In
this CO. are the Lakes Derwent-water, Bassenth-
waite, Borrowdale, Buttermere, and Ulles-water,

on the borders of Westmoreland. The co. is

traversed by the Lancaster and the Whitehaven
and Carlisle Railways. Wheat, oats, and turnips

are the principal crops. In the S. is a large ex-
tent of grazing land, and butter forms a principal

export. Near Whitehaven and Newington are
extensive beds of coal, and in Borrowdale is a
mine of plumbago or graphite. Other mineral
products are lead, iron ore, and various metals,

slate, marl, and gypsum. There are iron forges

at Carlisle, Dalston, and Seaton ; and the co. has
manufactures of wooUens, cottons, linens, earth-
enwares, and glass. Cumberland is divided into

5 wards, and 104 pas. It sends 2 members to H.
of C. Reg. elects. (1864) E. div. 5411, W. do. 4650.

CuJiBERLAND, a CO. of New South Wales, lat.

34° S. ; Ion. 151° E. ; having E. the ocean, and
landward the counties Northumberland, Hunter,
Cook, and Camden. Ac. 914,890. P. (1861)
124,678. In it are the towns Sydney, Paramatta,
Richmond, Windsor, Hawkesbury, and Liver-
pool, with Ports Jackson and Hackins, aQ4
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Botany Hay.—TI. a co. of Tasmania, near the

cantre of the island.

CuMBEELAND, several places of the U.S., North
America.—I. a co. in the S.W. of Maine. Area
990 sq.m. P. (1860) 75,591. SoD fertile. Products,

com and sweet potatoes. It has cotton and wool-
len factories, iron works, tanneries, and paper
mills. Good fishing on the coast. The Boston
and Waterville, and the Atlantic and St Law-
rence Eailways, pass through the co.—II. a co. in

the S.S.W. of New Jersey. Area 480 sq. m.
P. (1860) 22,605. It is bounded on the S.W. by-

Delaware Bay, E. by Tuckahoe Creek, and is

intersected by Maurice Eiver and Cohansey
Creek. Products, Indian com, wheat, and pota-
toes. It has glass and iron works, and flour mills.

—III. a CO. in the S.S.E. of Pennsylvania. Area
545 sq.m. P. (1860)40,098. Soil fertUe. Pro-
ducts, wheat, rye, and oats. It has flour, grist,

and saw mills, iron works, distilleries, and tan-
neries. Minerals are lime and iron. The Cum-
berland Valley Railway intersects the co.—IV. a
CO. in the S.E. of Virginia. Area 310 sq. m.
P. 3256 free, 6705 slaves. Surface undulating.
Products, Indian com and tobacco. It has flour

mills and an iron foundry.—V. a co. in the S.

part of North Carolina. Area 1680 sq. m. P.
(I860) 10,539 free, 5830 slaves. Soil fertUe.

Products, Indian com, cotton, and sweet potatoes.

It has cotton factories, cx)m, floiu', and saw mills,

—VI. a CO. iu the S. of Kentucky, bordering on
Tennessee. Area 375 sq. m. P. 5927 free, 1413
slaves. Surface diversified. Yields com, wheat,
and tobacco.—VII. a co. in the E.S.E. of Illinois.

Area 310 sq. m. P. 8311. Soil good.—VIII. a co.,

Tennessee. P. 3339 free, 12 1 slaves.—IX. a town-
ship of Pennsylvania, Green co. P. 1958.—^X. a
township of Rhode Island, co. and 8 m. N. Pro-
vidence. P. 5225. Maniifactures cotton, and has
boat-bmlding.—^XI. a town, Alleghany, co. Mary-
land, on 1. b. of the Potomac, and on the Balti-

more and Ohio Railway. P. 6067. Coal mines ia
its vicinity.—^XII. a large river, rises in Cumber-
land mountains, Kentucky, and, after a S.W.
course of 600 m., enters the Ohio river ; navigable
for steamers 200 m. to Nashville. At the Cum-
berland Gap the water makes its way between
cliffs 1300 feet high. The Gap was several times
fought for during the Civil War of 1862-3.
Cumberland, an island. Pacific Ocean, Dan-

gerous Archipelago group.
Cumberland, an island of the U. S., North

America, off the coast of Georgia, N.E. St Mary,
15 m. long and 6 broad.—The Ciunberland
islands are a group off N.E. Australia. Lat. 20°

to 21° S. : Ion. 149° E.
Cumberland Isl^vnd, British N. America, is

between Davis Strait and Northumberland inlet.

—II. a CO. of Nova Scotia. P. (1861) 19,533.

Cujibeunauld, a pa. and vUL of Scotland, co.

Dumbarton, on railway, 14 m. N.E. Glasgow.
Ac. 11,803. P. 3513 ; do. of vill 1561. Hand-
loom weaving, and in its vicinity coal and lime
works.
CuMBERWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

34 m. E.S.E. Alford. Ac. 950. P. 266.—II. a
cnapelry, co. York, West Riding, pa. SiLkstone,
7 m. S.E. Hudder^field. P. 1974.—IIL (Halfy a
township, same co., pa. Kirk-Burton. Ac 930.

P. 1974.

CuMBRAY or Cisibraes (Great and Little),
two islands of Scotland, co. Bute, in the Firth of
Clyde, 2 m. S.W. Largs. Area of Great Cum-
bray 5100 ac, of which 3000 are arable. P. 1222,
mostly in Millport, a bathing place, at its S. end.
Little Cumbray lies S., separated from the co. Ayr

"1

by a channel 3 m. across, ai.d has a lighthouse,
in lat. 65° 43' 16" N., Ion. 4' 58' W., with 20 in-
habitants. Both islands contain remai'kable trap
dykes iutersecttng the old red sandstone. T
gether they form the pa. of Cumbrae. P. 1256.
CuMBRE (La), a principal pass across the An

des, between Santiago (Chile) and Mendoza,
lat. 33° S., Ion. 70° 20' W. 12,454 feet above the si

CuMBRE (La), a town of Spain, Estremadursu]
prov. and 29 m. E.S.E. Caceres. P. 2081.
Cumbres-Mazores, a town of Spain, prov. and

55 m. N.N.E. Huelva. P. 2056.
Cumbria, an ancient British principality, com-

prising, with the greater part of Cumberland, the
Scotch dists. Sti-athclyde, Galloway, Kyle, Car-
rick, and Cimningham, in the cos. Wigtown and
Ayr. Early in the 11th Century it was given to
Malcolm, Piince of Scotland, to be held as a fief

of the Crown of England. Its name is preserved
not only in that of Cumberland, but in the islands
Cumbray, and in many places in Clydesdale.
Cumbrian Mountains, a range of hills, Eng^.

land, occupying part of the cos. Cumberland,
Westmoreland, and Lancashire, extending from
Fell Top in Cumberland, to near Ulversione ia
Lancashire, 37 m. N. to S., and 35 m. E. to W,
Granite, limestone, and slate are found in tha
mountains.
CuMiANA, a town of North Italy, cap. mand^

prov. Turin, 7 m. N. Pinerolo, on the Cisola. P^
5731. It has an hospital, a theatre, a publift
school, and remains of a noble castle.

CuMiNEsrowN, a viU. of Scotland, co. Aber«
deen, pa. Monquhitter, P. 459.
CuMiNO or CoMiNO, an island of the Mediterra-

nean, between Malta and Gozo, IJ m. in length,
by J m. across. West of it is the islet Cominotto.
CuMMERSDALE, a township, England, co. G\ua-

berland, pa, St Mary, Carlisle. Ac. 1911. P. 829.
CuMMERTREEs, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumfries

on Solway Firth. Ac. 11,747. P. 1230.
Cummer, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. Gal-

way, 4 m. S. Tuam. Ac. 9314. P. 1263.
CuaiNOCK, two contiguous pas. of Scotland, co,

Ayr.—I. ((3Wj, on Lugar Water, 12 m. E. Ayr.
Ac. 14,209. P. 3721 ; do. of town 2316. Old Cum-
nock has banks and public libraries, a manu-
facture of plane-tree snuff boxes, and trade in
cotton stuffs and earthenwares.—11. The pa. of
New Cumnock is immediately S. of Old Gum-
nock, and the vill. is 6 m. S. Both are on the Glas-
gow, Dumfries, and Carlisle Railway. Ac. of pa.
48,357. P. 2891. It has coal and lead mines.
CuMNOR, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 5 m.

N.N.E. Abingdon, near the Great Western Sail-
way. Ac. 7730. P. 102L
CuMREW, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 6

m. N. Kirk-Oswald. Ac. 2694. P. 136.
CuMRU, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Pennsylvania, Berks co. P. 2939.
CuM\VHiTTON, a pa. of England, co. Cumber-

land, 7 m. E.S.E. Carlisle. Ac. 5400. P. 529.

CuNDALL, a pa., England, co. York, N. Riding.

4J m. N.N.E. Borough bridge. Ac. 3351. P. 392.

CuNDLNAMARCA, the E. Central dep. of the Gra-
nadian Confed., S. America, comprising the E.

Cordillera of the Andes in the W., with extensive
plains in the E. Estimated area 350,000 sq. m.
P. (with Tolima) 474,648, consisting of wlutes,

Indians, and mixed races in about equal propor-
tions. Bogota is the cap. city of the prov. and of

the republic
CuNEO, a town of North Italy. [Coni.]
Cdnha, a town of Brazil, prov. and 135 m. NJE.

Sao Paulo, near the Jacuhi.

CUNNINGILVM IsLAND, a popv'^US liilaild, U. S,
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North America, Ohio, in the W. pai-t of Lake

Erie, Ottowa co., 10 m. N. Sandusky Bay.

CuoRGNi^ a market town of North Italy, prov.

Tmin, circ. and 12^ m. W.S.W. Ivrea, cap. mand.,

at the foot of an eminence, on the Orca. P. (with

oomm.) 3493. It has several churches and con-

vents. The soil is fertile in vines, com, and

wood. Manufs. copper, iron, cotton, and silk.

CuPAK-FiFE, a royal, pari, and municip. bor.,

market town, and pa. of Scotland, cap. co. Fife,

in the centre of the " Howe " of Fife, on the Eden,

9 m. W. St Andrews. It has a station of the North

British Eailway. P. of pa. 6759 ; do. of borough

4980 ; do. of pari. bor. 6029. It has a pa. church,

county-hall, town-hall, the Madras Academy,

com exchange, gaol, public library, dissenting

chapels, reading-room, newspaper oflSces, and
banks ; an active manuf. of linen goods, spinning

mills, com miUs, breweries, and tanyards. It has

a sheriff's court, and county quarter-sessions.

The borough unites with Saint Andrews, the

two Anstruthers, Grail, Kilrenny, and Pitten-

weem, in sending one member to House of

Commons. Eeg. electors (1863) 225. [Coupar-
Angus.]
CuPELLO, a town of South Italy, prov. Chifeti,

circ Vasto. P. 2693.

CuPiCA, a vill., Granadian Confed., between
the Bay of Panama and the mouth of a river of

same name, on the Pacific.

CUEA, a town of South America, state and dep.

Venezuela, 60 m. S.W. Caracas. P. 4000.

CURA9A0 or CURA90A, an island, Caribbean

Sea, belonging to the Dutch, off the N. coast of

Venezuela. Lat. 12° N. ; Ion. 69° W. Length
40 m., breadth 6 to 10 m. P. (1858) 19,669. The
slaves were freed in this and other Dutch West
Indian Islands 1st July 1863. Shores bold; sur-

face hilly ; and deficient in water. Sugar, indigo,

tobacco, and maize are raised. Government vested

in a stadtholder, assisted by a civil and military

coimcU. Chief town, Wilhelmstadt or Curasao.
CuRBRiDGE, a hamlet of England, co. Oxford,

pa. and 2 m. W.S.W. Witney. Ac. 2952. P. 622.

CuRCiAT-DoNGALON, a comm. and vill. of

I'^rance, dep. Ain, arr. Bourg, cant. Saint Trivier-

de-Gourtes. P. 1417.

GURDWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
3 ra. N.N.W. GoleshiU. Ac. 3170. P. 649.

GuREGGio, a viU. of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Novara. P. 1336.

GuRLA MuRiA or KuRiA MuRiA IsLES, a group
of 5 isls. off the S.E. coast of Arabia ; Hellaniyah,
the largest and only inhabited island, being in lat.

17° 33' N. ; Ion. 66° 6' E. Surface sterile.

CuRico, a town of Chile, dep. Colchagua, on
the Mataquito, 100 m. S.S.W. Santiago. P. 2000.

Curing, a town of North Italy, prov. Novara,
circ. Biella. P. 2395.
Gurische-Haff, a lagoon or back water of the

Baltic, East Prussia, extending along the coast for

iibout 53 m. S. of Memel, separated by a narrow
sandy ridge—the Curische-Nehrung—from the
sea, with which it communicates at its N. ex-
tremity by Memel Deeps, a channel 300 yards
across and 12 feet deep. It receives the Niemen.
Curitiba, a town of Brazil, cap. prov. Parana,

lat. 25° 33' S. ; Ion. 49° 30' W. Chief building, the
church of St Luz. Manufs. coarse woollens. Its
dist. has a population of 12,000, mostly employed
in agriculture.

CuRQY, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Sa6ne
?t Loire, arr. Ambert, cap. cant, P. 2982.
Manufs. carablet, linens, and snuff.

CrRLANi), a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6 m.
W.N.W. Ilminster. Ac. 777. P. 247.

CuRNo, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Bergamo. P. 1127.

CuRRACLONE, a pa., Ireland, Leinster, Queen's
CO., 2 m. E. Stradbally. Ac. 3644. P, 492.

Current Eiver, a river of the U. S., N. Amer
Rises in Texas, co. Missouri, flows N.E. into

Arkansas, and falls into the Black river in Ran-
dolph CO. Entire length about 250 m. Navi-
gable for flat boats.

CuRRiE {Coria), a pa. of Scotland, co. and 6 m.
S.W. Edinburgh, on Caledonian Railway. Ac.
11,236. P. 2248, of whom 345 are in the village.

CuRRiN, apa. of Ireland,cos. Monaghan and Fer-
managh, 5 m. S.S.E. Clones. Ac. 11,372. P. 4134.

.

Currituck, a co. of the U. S., North America,
forming the N.E. extremity of North Carolina,
bordering on Virginia and Currituck. Area 200
sq. m. P. 4892 free, 2623 slaves.

Currituck Island, a long and narrow island,

U. S., North America, off the coast of North Caro-
lina, at its N.E. extremity.

Curry, several pas. of England, co. Somerset.
—I. (^Mallet), 41 m. N.N.W. Ilminster. Ac. 1650.
P. 649.—II. (North), 6 m. E.S.E. Taunton. Ac.
6556. P. 1839.—in. (Jtevelle), 2J m. W.N.W.
Langport. Ac. 4108. P. 1704.

CuRSi, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecce, circ.

Gallipoli. P. 1056.

GuKTi, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Caserta. P. 2415.

Curtis Islands, Pacific Ocean, are in lat. 30°
36' S., Ion. 179° 14' W.
Curuguaty, a vill. of Paraguay, 135 m. N.E.

Assump9ion. It is a depot for yerba-mate, or
Paraguay tea, collected in its vicinity.

CurVALE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Tarn, on the Ranee, 16 m. E. Albi. P. 2503.
CuRY, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4i m.

S.S.E. Helston. Ac. 2845. P. 517.

CuKZOLA, Corcyra Nigra, an island of Dalma-
tia, circ. Ragusa, on the Adriatic, separated by
a narrow strait from the peninsula of Sabioncello.
Lat. 43° 65' N. ; Ion. 16° 46' E. Length E. to W.
26 m., average breadth 4 m. ,• the greatest part of
it is covered with trees. P. 4268. Principal
products, timber, corn, wine, and fruits.—II. a
town on its N.E. coast. P. 2198. It has a cathe-
dral, and two small harbours.

—

Curzolari Isles,

coast of Greece. [Kurzolari.1
CusAGO, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Milan. P. 1218.

CusANO, a town of South Italy, prov. Bene-
vento, cap. circ, 19 m. N.W. Benvento. P. 3944.
CusHENDALL or Newtownglens, atown IreL,

Ulster, CO. Antrim, 32 m. N. Belfast. P. 447.

Cusop, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 1^ m.
E.S.E. Hay. Ac 2294. P. 218.

CussAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Haute Vienne, 21 m, S.W. Limoges. P. 1864.

Gusset, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Allier, cap. cant., 32 m. S.S.E. Moulins. P. 6113.

CussY-EN-MoRVANT, a viU. of France, dep.
Sa6ne-et-Loire, 12 m. N.W. Autun. P. 2016.

CusTOZZA, a viU. of N. Italy, 10 m. S.W. Verona.
Here, on 24th June 1866 (the anniversary of Sol-
ferino), was fought the battle of Custozza, inwhich
the Italians imder King Victor Emanuel were
defeated by the Austrians, underArchduke Albert.

GusTRiN, a fortfd. town of Prussia. [KOstrin.]
CusY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Haute-

Savoie, arr. Annecy, cant. Alby. P. 1478.

Gutch or Kach'h, a native state of India, be-
tween lat. (including the Runn) 22° 47' and 24'
40' N. ; Ion. 68° 26° and 71° 45' E. Bounded on
the N. and N.W. by Scinde, E. by the Guicowar
dom., S. by the Kattywar peninsula and the G .
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af Cuteh, and on tlie S.E. by tlie Indian Ocean.
Area (exclusive of the Eimn) 6764 sq. m. P.
500,536. The country is intersected by two
mountain ranges. Soil sterile and sandy, but in-
terspersed with numerous fertile tracts. There
being no large rivers, the streams drying up on
the cessation of the rains, water is consequently
scarce ; however, good water is obtained by
boring the rock underlying the more recent for-

mations. Products comprise the common grains
of India, sugar, cotton, g^pes, and musk-melons.
The horse, cattle, and the camel are reared. Wild
animals: the tiger, leopard, hyaena, and wolf.
Minerals are coal, iron, and alum. The Gvlfof
CtilcK, lat. 22° 20' N., Ion. 69° 20' E., between
Cutch and the peninsiila of Cattywar, is 110 m.
long and 25 m. wide at entrance. The Great Eunn
of Cutch lies in lat. 23° 22' and 24' 42' N. ; Ion.
69° 50' and 71° 20' E. Area 7000 sq. m. It is

conjectured to have been formerly an inland sea,

having obtained its present elevation by the up-
heaving of the earth, caused by an earthquake in
1819. It has several more elevated tracts of con-
siderable extent. During the monsoon it is flooded
by sea water blown into it, and by the rains. Dur-
ing the dry season the Runn swarms with flies.

The Small Runn is between lat. 23° 5' and 23° 45'

N. ; Ion. 70° 45' and 71° 50' E. Area 1600 sq. m.
These two wastes resemble each other in their
physical character. Salt is their only product.
Annual revenue of the state 73,842i.
Cutch or Ka.ch'h (GuNDAVA),a prov. of Beloo-

chistan, between lat. 27° 40° and 29° 50' N. ; Ion.
67° 21' and 69° 15' E. ; having W. the provs. Sara-
wan and Jhalawan, N. Afghanistan, & E. Scinde.
Length N. to S. 160 m., breadth 130 m. Area
10,000 sq. m. P. 100,000. (?) Surface low and
generally level, but ill watered, destitute of forest
land ; and the climate is oppressively hot. Where
irrigated, it yields grain, pulse, cotton, sugar,
madder, and fruits ; and this is the most valuable
part of the khan of Kelat's dominions. It has also
some commercial importance, from being tra-
versed by the principal routes from Scinde into
Afghanistan. Principal towns, Gundava, Dadur,
Bhag, Lehree, and Kotree.
CUTCOMBE, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 5

m. S.S.W. Dunster. Ac 7231. P. 793.
CoTHBERTS (St), a pa. of Scotl., forming part

of the bor. of Edinburgh. Ac. 6675. P. 91,325.
CuTiGLiAxo, a town of Central Italy, prov.

Florence, circ. Pistoja, on the 1. b. of the Lima,
here crossed by a magnificent bridge. P. 2283.

Cptro, a town of South Italy, prov. Catan-
zaro, circ. Cotrone. P. 2705.
CcTROFiANO, a town of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Lecce, cap. circ. P. 3147.
Cuts, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Oise,

arr. Compifegne, cant Noyon. P. 1319.
CuTTACK, a prov. of British India, presid. Ben-

gal, between lat 19° 40* and 21° 45' N. ; Ion. 85°
8' and 87° 31' E. Area 7635 sq. m. P. 2,127,555,
one-tenth of whom are Mussulmans, the others
Brahminists. The sea coast runs S.E. from
Priaghy, N.E. to the mouth of the Soobunreeka
river, and is called the Orissa coast. Level on
the coast, but mountainous in the interior. Chilka
Lake, 42 m. in length by 16 m. in breadth, from
4 to 6 feet deep, has numerous islands, is well
stocked with fish, yields large quantities of salt,

and is being rapidly filled up by the silt swept into
it by numerous torrents. It communicates with
the sea by a narrow channeL Climate insalu-
brious, soil diversified. Chief crops, rice, poppy,
oil-seeds, indigo, tobacco, and cotton. Sheep,
Imfifaloes, swine, and goats are reared. Manufs.

A
coarse cottons and fine muslins. Iron ore is found.

Principal rivers, the Mahanuddee, Byturnee, and
Brahmunnee, besides sevei-al other streams. Zoo-
logy : tiger, leopard, bear, hyaena, and elephant
Chief towns, Futtack, Balasore, Koordah, Pooree,

and Kanarak.
CuTTACK, a town of British India, presid. Ben-

gal, 220 m. S.W. Calcutta, cap. of dist. of same
name. Estim. pop. 40,000. Chief buildings, a fort

and a few Brahminical temples. Climate healthy.

CuTWA, a town of British India, presid. and
prov. Bengal, dist. and 30 m. N.E. Bui-dwan, at

the confl. of the Hadjee river with the Bhagruttee.

Cuv'O, a riv. of Western Africa, Lower Gruine4^

Benguela, enters the Atlantic 120 m. S. of the

Coanza, after a course estimated at 400 miles.

CuxAc d'Aude;, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Aude, arr. Narbonne, cant Coursan. P. 1579.

CuxHAM, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4J m.
S.S.W. Tetsworth. Ac. 487. P. 177.

CuxHAVEX, a seaport viU. of N.W. Germany,
dom. and 58 m. W.N.W. Hamburg, on the W.
bank of the Elbe, at its mouth, in lat 53° 53' N^
Ion. 8° 44' E. One of the Hanse towns. P. 1150.

It has public baths, and regular steam-packet
communication with England. Imports co^ from
Britain, and manufactured and colonial goods
from Hamburg & Bremen. It is a life-boat station.

CuxTOX, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2j m.
S.W. Kochester. Ac. 1756. P. 441.

CuxwoLD, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3J m.
E. Caistor. Ac. 1563. P. 83. J
CuYABA or CuiABA, a city of Brazil, cap. of the J

prov. of Matto-Grosso, near 1. b. of river of same " i

name. Lat 15° 36' S. ; Ion. 66° W. P. (1852)

10,000. Chief edifices, the churches of Bon
Jesus, N. S. do Eozario, and San Antonio. It

has an imperial hospital, a lazaretto, a Latin and
other schools. Cuiaba supplanted Matto Grosso
as cap. of the prov. in 1820. It is the seat of the

prov. assembly, of a military commandant, and
of the bishop of the diocese of Matto-Grosso. It

carries on an active commerce with Rio, in hides,

gold dust, diamonds, and ipecacuanha, by cara-

vans of 200 to 300 mules each. The comarca, of

which it is cap., comprises nimierous viUs., and
has a pop. of 25,000, comprising miners, agri-

culturists, and many half civilised Indians. The
gold and diamond mines of the district have been

worked since 1719.—The River Cuyaba rises 130

m. N.E. the town, flows S.S.W. 100 m., and joins

the Louren^o, to form the Paraguay.
Cuyahoga, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N. part of Ohio, watered by river of same
name. Area 486 sq. m. P. (1860) 78,033.-11.

{Cuyahoga FallsX a vill. same state, on the Cuya-
hoga river and tne Pennsylvania and Ohio Canal,

128 m, N.E. Columbus. It has paper and other

manufs^ and great water power, the river here

falling 240 feet by successive leaps through a

deep channel. P. 3000. The Cuyahoga river

enters Lake Erie at Cleveland, after a N.warJ
course estimated at 60 miles.

CuTxno, CuTUNT or CurmviNi, a river of Bri-

tish Guiana, tributary to the Essequibo, which it

joins from the W., in lat. 2° 16' N., Ion. 5° 43' W^
after receiving the Maparoony.

Cuzco, a dep. of S. Peru, between lat. 9* SO*

and 15° S. ; Ion. 69° and 73° W. ; having N. Bra-

zil, W. the dep. Ayacucho, E. Puno, and S. Are-

quipa. Area 44,900 sq. m. P. 346,031. Surface

hilly. Chief rivers, the Urubamba and Apuri-

mac. Chief towns, Cuzco, Aban9ay, juad Uru-

bamba.

—

Cuzco, cap. dep., and formerly the cap.

of the vastempire of the Incas, is on the Guatanai,

200 m. N.N.E. Arequipa, 11,400 feet above iht

i
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eea. Lat. 13° SO' 56' S. ; Ion. 72" 2' 10" W. P.

46,000, mostly Indians. Manufs. cotton and
woollen stuffs, leather, and embroidery, and lias

a considerable trade with the port of Islay, in the

Pacific. Cuzco is the see of a bishop, and has a

cathedral, with an altar of massive silver; 15

churches and 7 convents ; a university, founded

1692 ; college of science and arts, hospitals, mint,

and theatres. Printing was introduced only in

1822. From its great elevation, the climate is

cold during the rainy season, Nov. to February.

CuzoRN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Lot-
et-Garonne, arr. Villeneuve sur Lot. P. 1435.

CwM or Combe, a pa. of North Wales, co.

Flint, 2 m. N.N.E. St Asaph. Ac. 3702. P. 495.

CwMCARVEN, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 4

m. S.S.W. Monmouth. Ac. 2875. P. 332.

CwMDU, a hamlet of South Wales, co. Glamor-
gan, pa. Llangynyd, 7J m. N.N.W. Bridgend.

Ac. 3813. P. 4154.

CwMRHEiDOi, a township of South Wales, co.

Cardigan, pa. Llanbadarn-Fawr, 1 m. S.E. Aber-
ystwyth. Ac. 7824. P. 1304.

CwM-ToYDDWK, a pa. of South Wales, co. and
2 m. S. Ehayader. Ac. 32,000. P. 798.

CwMYOY, a pa. of England, cos. Hereford and
Monmouth, 6 m. N. Abergavenny. Ac. 10,3()6.

P. 649.

Oyciades are the principal isls. of the Grecian
archipelago, situated between lat. 36° and 38° N.,

Ion. 24° and 26° 30' E., belonging to the kingdom
of Greece, of which they form the govs. Tenos,
Kyra, Naxos, and Thera, comprising the islands

Syra, Kythnos, Thera, Tenos, Andros, Naxos, and
Melos. Area 1060 sq. m. P. 118,130, many of

whom are Eoman Catholics. These islands are

generally mountainous, but most of them fertile,

producing wine, silk, barley, and olive oil.

Cyfoeth-y-Beennin, a township of S. Wales,
CO. Cardigan, pa, Llanfihangel-Genur-Glynn, 4
m. N.N.E. Aberystwyth. Ac. 2514. P. 1089.

Cylcii-Mawr, a township of South Wales, co.

Cardigan, 5 m. N.E. Aberystwyth. P. 460.

Cylch-y-Dre, a township of South Wales, co.

Pembroke, pa. St David's. P. 1027.

Cyly-Cum, a pa. qf South Wales, co. Caniiar-
thcn, 6 m. N.W. Llandovery. Ac. 17,300. P. 1380.

Cyprian Bay (St), an inlet of the Atlantic, on
the W. coast of Africa, Sahara, immediately N.
Cape Barbas. Lat. 22° 35' N. ; Ion. 17° W. It

receives the river St Cyprian, 50 m. iu length.

Cypriex (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Dordogne, cap. cant., arr. and 9 m. W. Sar-
lat. P. 2415.—IL a vill., dep. Aveyron, 16 m.
N.N.W. Eodez. P. 1800.
Cyprus, an island, Asiatic Turkey, in the Me-

diterranean, 60 m. off the S. coast of Asia Minor,
in lat. 35° N., and between Ion. 32° and 34° 40' E.
Area 4200 sq. m. P. (1863) 200,000, of whom
about two-thirds are Christians, and one-third
Mussulmans. The mountain system of the island
consists of three parts. A continuous chain
(highest points, Mts. Buffavento and St Hilarion,
3340 feet high) extends for a distance of about
100 miles along the N. shore from Cape Andrea,
its N.E. extremity, to Cape Kormakiti on the
N.W., where the Bay of Morphon intervenes,
and separates it from a second range, which occu-
pies all the N.W. and W. portions of the island,
and trending S.ward, terminates at Stavrovouni,
|bety?een Capes Carrubiere and Kiti. A third and
loftier series of mountains, the most conspicuous
of which are Kikko, Troodos (Mount Olympus,
C590 feet high), Adelphe, and Makheira, diverges
from the second range near its beginning, and
iiaversing the island from N.N.W. to S.S.E. re-

joins it at Stavrovouni. From the base of the
Troodos range rich and fertile plains stretch
E.ward, and occupy nearly the whole interior of

the island. The rivers of Cypinis are mere
mountain torrents, the largest ^the Pedias) ris-

ing in Mount Troodos. The climate of Cyprus
varies in different localities. In the central
plains and about Lamica the heat in summer is

excessive ; the winters, however, are mild, and
snow is of rare occurrence. Mean max. temp, at

Lamica 80°, average minimum 54° Fahr. Rain
is almost unknown in summer from May till

October. The prevailing winds are W. and S.W.
The N. side of the island is considered healthy,

but the plains are unhealthy, the stagnant lagunes
about Famagdsta, Lamica, and Limassal giving
rise to intermittent fevers. Cyprus was in olden
times famous for its mineral products, its copper
being superior to any other, but they are at pre-
sent neglected. The salt obtained from the
lagunes at Limassal and Lamica is an important
source of revenue. Extensive pine forests exist

in the higher mountains. About 300,000 acres,

or one-eighth of the island, are under cultivation.

The chief products are wheat, barley, sesame,
vetches, cotton, silk, madder, carobs, wine, olives,

I'aisins, caiTots, tobacco, and colocynth. Tho
average produce of wheat is about 80,000 qrs., of

barley 120,000 qrs. ; the average value of these
exported is about 33,000^. The wines of Cyprus
form one of its chief articles of export. They
are of two kinds, the coarse black wine and a
sweet malmsey wines. The manufs. are incon-
siderable, the chief being silk stuffs and leather.

Exports (1863) 188,137^. Imports 100, 005?. Eev.
of island 21,510,000 piastres. The means of inter-

nal transport are very deficient. Beasts of burden
are the camel, mule, and ass ; oxen are employed
for agricultural purposes. The arrivals in 1862
were 727 ships of 100,040 tons. Principal towns,
Ijcfkosia or Nicosia, Lamica, Famagdsta, liimas-

sol, and Baffa. The island, at an early period,

was colonized by the Phoenicians, then succes-
sively possessed by the Egyptians, Greeks, Ro-
mans, Byzantines, Venetians, and lastly by the
Turks, who now possess it.

Cykn-y-Brain Hill, North Wales, co. Den*
bigh, 6 m. N. Llangollen. Height 1843 feet.

Cye (St), numerous vills. of France.—I. dep.

Seine-et-Oise, arr. and 2\ m. W.Versailles. It has
a military school. P. 1931.—II. dep. Seine-et-

Mame, arr. Coulommiers. P. 14-16.— III. dep.

Var, arr. Toulon. P. 2003.—IV. (au Mont d'Or\
dep. lihone, near rt. b. of the Sa6ne, 3 m. N.
Lyon. P. 1764.—V. (du Bailleui), dep. Manche,
arr. Mortain. P. 1754.—VI. (en Pail), dep.

Mayenne, cant. Prez-en-Pail. P. 1213.—VII.
(sur Loire), dep. Indre et Loire, arr. and cant.

Tours. P. 1883.—VIII. (sur Menthon), dep. Ain,
arr. Bourg, cant. Pont-de-Veyle. P. 1400.

Cyrus (St), a pa. of Scotland, co. Kincardine.
Length 5 m., breadth 3 m. P. 1552. In the
North Esk is a salmon fishery.

Cysoing, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr., cant, and 8 m. S.E. of Lille. P. 2993.

A pyramid 60 feet high, with sculptures and in-

scriptions, was raised bj' the canons of Cysoing
in memory of the battle of Fontenoy, gained by
the French, under Louis xv., 11th May 1745.

CzARNiKow (jiTon.Tchamikov), a town of Prus-
sia, gov. and 63 m. S.W. Bromberg, cap. circ,

on the Netz. P. 3700. Manufs. of linen fabrics.

CzARNOWO, a viU. of Poland, 80 m. E.N.E.
Plock, on rt. b. of the Orz, celebratedfor a victory

by the French over the Russians, Dec. 1806.

CzASLAU (pron. Chazlau), a town of Bohemia,
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cap. ciro., 45 m. E.S.E. Prague. P. 3400. Here
the Prassians under Frederick the Great gained
a victory over the Austrians, 17th May 1742.

CzECLED, a large vill. of Central Hungary, co.

and 40 m. S.E. Pesth. P. 16,944.

CzEMPiN, a small town of Prussian Poland,
gov. and 20 m. S.S.W. Posen. P. 1250.

CzENSTOCHOW (Alt andNEU) two contiguous
towns of Poland, 135 m. S.S.W. Warsaw, with
which they communicate by railway. Joint pop.

(1865) 13,102.

CzEREKWE, two Small towns of Bohemia, circ
and 34 m. E.S.E. Tabor.
CzEBNiEJEVO, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.

Brombei^, 10 m. S.W. Gnesen. P. 1200.—Czers)!;

is atown of Poland, prov. and 22 m. S.E. Warsaw,
CzERNOWiTZ or TscHERNOWiTZ, a town of

Austrian Poland, Bukowina, cap. circ. samenamej-
on a hill near the Pruth, 146 m. S.E. Lemberg.
P. (1857) 26,845, It has a Greek cathedral, a
gymnasium, and high schools, manufs. of clocks,

sUver goods, hardwares, and carriages, and an
active trade.—II. a vUl. of Bohemia, circ. and 13
m. E.S.E. Tabor.
GzERNYA, a town of Austria, Woiwodena, circ.

Beaskerek, dist. Hatzfeld. P. 8130.

CzoRTKOW, a town of Austrian Galicia, cap.

circ, on the Sereth, 105 m. S.E. Lemberg. P..

2179. Manufs. tobacco. |
CzREPAJA, a viU. of Austria, Banat, circ. Pano> J

sova. P. 4495.

CzuDiN, a vill. of Austria, Bukowina, caxti

Storczinetz. P. 2087.

CzYRKAssY, a town of Russia. [TCHEBKASK.1

D
Daber, a fortified town of Prussia, reg. Stet-

tin, 18 m. N.N.E. Stargard. P. 1560.

Dabo, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Meurthe,
arr. Sarrebourg, cant. PhaJsbourg. P. 2516.

Dabringhausen, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia,

gov. Diisseldorf, circ. & 8 m. S.E. WestLennep;
with manufs. of cotton and sUk. P. 250.

Dacca, a dist. of British India, presid. Bengal,
between lat. 23° 12' and 24° 17' N. ; Ion. 90° 11'

and 90° 58' E. Area 1960 sq. m. P. estimated
at 600,000. It is generally low-lying, drained by
numerous rivers. In the N.W. are some small
ridges, with an elevation of from 20 to 50 feet

above the adjacent country. In the S., being
more depressed, it is inundated during the perio-

dical luins, and is under cultivation. The entire

district is badly cultivated. Chief products,

sugar, betel-nut, hemp, indigo, and esculent vege-
tables. Manufs. comprise jewellery, working in

gold and sUver, glass, paper, soap, woollens, and
hardware. Mean annual temp, at noon 79° Fahr.
Rainfall 70 inches. Traffic mostly carried on by
means of the river, roads being few and bad.
Dacca, a town of British India, cap. of dist. of

same name, presid. Bengal 150 m. N.E. Calcutta.

P., exclusive of military, 67,000. It is 4 m. long,

and IJ m. broad. Chief buildings, Protestant,
Roman Catholic, Armenian, and Greek churches,
Mussulmans mosques, Brahminical temples, Eng-
lish, Greek, and Armenian cemeteries, a gaol,

lupatic asylum, a college, subject to the control of

the Council of Education, but under the manage-
ment of a local committee. The BaptLst mission
have schools here. In the city and subiu-bs are 10
bridges, 13 ghats or landing places,7 ferry stations,

and 12 bazaars. Seat of the civil establishment,
consisting of a judge, a collector, and several other
officers. From the insalubrity of its situation, in

1852 it was resolved to abandon the cantonment.
Dachsberg, a vill. and castle of Austria, gov.

and 3J m. E.S.E. Waizenkirchen. P. 1266.
Dachau, a market town of Upper Bavaria, on

the Ammer, 10 m. N.N.W. Munchen. P. 1400.
Dachsejt, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

pa. Laufen, rt. b. of the Rhine. P. 567.
Dacotah, North America. [Dakota.]
Dacre, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 4|

m. W.S.W. Penrith. Ac. 8205. P. 967.—II. a
tnshp., CO. York, West Riding, pa. Ripon, 5| m. W.
Ripley. P. 673. Near it are valuable lead mines.
Dade, two cos„ U. S., North America.—I. in

N.W. of Georgia. Area 240 sq. m. P. 2769
free, 300 slaves.—II. in S.W. of Missouri. P.
6726 free, 346 slaves.

Dadree, a town of India, cap. of div. of aaoii
name in native state of Jujhur. Lat. 28° 32' N. ; '

Ion. 76° 20' E. r?
Dadur, a town of Beloochistan, prov. Cutcb*

Gundava, 5 m. E. of the Bolan Pass. P. 3000. It
is stated to be " one of the hottest places in th«
world." In November 1840, the British routed a
Kelat force here. ;

Daet, a prov. and town of Luzon, Philippina
archipelago. The town is situated on the river at
same name, which falls into the Pacific at tht
mouth of the Bay of San Miguel. P. 7702.

Dagana, a vill. of Senegal, Africa, d&p. and
80 m. from St Louis. P. 2500. It is a French
military post.

Dagelet, an island in the Sea of Japan, about
midway between Japan and Corea, 8 m. in circ.

Dagenham, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3J nu
S.S.W. Romford. Ac 4550. P. 2708.
Daghestan, a prov. of Asiatic Russia, extends

along the W. coast of the Caspian Sea, between
lat 41° and 43° N. ; Ion. 46° and 50° E. ; bounded
S. and S.W. by the Caucasus mountains and
Georgia, and N. by the prov. Kumiki. Area 860 )

sq. m. P. (1856) 427,931. Surface mostly moun-
tainous. Grain, hemp, madder, and tobacco are

raised in the valleys, but the pop. is mostly em-
ployed in cattle-rearing. Chief towns, Derbend,
Tarki, Nizabad, and Kuba. [Derbend."]
Daglingworth, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster,

3 m. N.W. Cirencester. Ac. 1700. P. 320.

Dago, an Island of Russia, gov. Esthonia, in

the Baltic Sea, near the entrance of the Gulf of

Finland, separated from the island Oesel on the

N. by Sele-Sund. Length nearly 34 m. ; breadth
15 m. P. 10,000. Coasts rocky, and soil poor.

Dagsborodgh, a vilL of U. S., North America,
Delaware, 44 m. S.S.E. Dover. P. 2512.

Dahalak or Dhalak, an isL of the Red Sea,

E. of the Bay of Massouah. The largest in the

gulf. Once important in the pearl fishery.

Dahlen, two towns of Germany.—I. Rhenish
Prussia, gov. Diisseldorf, 4 m. S.W. Gladbacb.

P. 1430. Manufs. wooUen fabrics, lace, and soap.

—IL Saxony, on railway, circ. and 27 m. E. Leip-

zig. P. 2769. It has manufs. of linens.

Dahme, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
gov. Potsdam, on the river Dahme, 44 m. S. Ber-

lin. P. 4100. It is enclosed by walls, and de-

fended by a citadel, and has woollen cloth,

tobacco, and linen factories. The French were

defeated here in 1713.

Dahx, a market town with two castles ia

Bavaria, 8 m. E.S.E. Pirmasenz. P. 1400.
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D.uiOMEY, a kingdom of Upper Guinea, and,

next to Ashantee, the most important state on

the W. coast of Africa, extending along the coast,

from the river Volta to Fort Badagry, bounded
W. by Ashantee, E. by Yarriba, N. the moun-
tains of Kong, and S. the Gulf of Benin. P.

estimated at 700,000, of whom only a few are free.

Surface level and well watered ; tropical products

grow here in the utmost luxuriance. The inha-

bitants are in the lowest stage of barbarism ; and
the king, who has a body guard of 2000 Amazons,
exercises the most absolute despotism. Chief

town, Abomey. Vast forests, in which the palm
tree prevail, cover nearly all the country from
Abomey to the sea. Cotton grows wild. The
Dahomans manuf. coarse cotton cloth, and they

show taste in making jewellery, bracelets, etc.

Eice abounds in the marshy soU. The chief trade

is in palm oil. There are no camels, horses can-

not live here, and there are no roads
;
goods are

transported on the backs of men. The Dahomans
are of low stature, robust, and active.

Dailly, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ayr, with a vill.

on the Girvan river, 6 m. E.N.E. Girvan. Ac.
18,078. P. 2050 ; do. vill. 650.

Daimiel, a town of Spain, prov. and 20 m.
E.N.E. Ciudad-Eeal. P. 9128. There are seve-

ral salt marshes in its vicinity. It has manufs.
of woollens and linens, and is one of the richest

and most important places in La Mancha.
Daina, a vill. of Syria, pash. and 20 m. W.

Aleppo, with numerous ruins, supposed to be
those of the ancient Imma, and near it the con-
vent and ruined pillar of St Simon- Stylites.

Dairsib, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 2J m. E.

Cupar. Ac. 2560. P. 638.

Dajel, a town and fort of North Scinde, 40 m.
S.S.W. Dera Ghazee Khan, and commanding a
route from the Indus through the Bolan Pass.
Dakhel or Dakhleh (El), the W. oasis of

Upper Egypt, near lat. 25° 30' N. ; Ion. 29'" E. ; 50
m. W. the oasis El-Kharzeh. Length E. to W.
28 m. ; breadth 15 m. Soil fertile, yielding dates,

olives, and other fruits. It contains the small
towns El Kasr and Kalamoon, and numerous vills.

—DaJckeh (anc. Pselds) is a viD. of Nubia, on 1.

b. of the Nile, 40 m. N.E. Derr, with a temple of
the Ptolemaic era. Opposite it, east of the Nile,

are considerable remaius of the ancient Meta-
compso.

Dakota, a territory of the U. S., North America,
organized in 1861, bounded N. by British posses-
sions, E. by Minnesota and Iowa, S. by the
Nebraska territory, and W. by the territories of
Montana and Idaho. Area 325,000 ac. P. 44,601,
of whom 39.664 are Indians. Cap. Yankton on
the Missouri. Climate mild. Chief settlements,
Sioux Falls, Elkpoint, Bruley Creek, Vermillion,
Bonhomme, Greenwood, and Fort Eandall. The
temtory yields furs and peltries. A gold field of
considerable extent was discovered in 1862 on
Qi-asshopper Creek, a tributary of the Missouri,
and a settlement was organized there, called
North-Western District.—II. Dakota, a co. of
Minnesota. P. 9093.

_
Dalai-Nor, a lake of Mongolia, near the Eus-

sian frontier, in lat. 54° N., Ion. 116° E.
Dalamow, a city of India, dist. Banswara, ter-

ritory of Dude, on 1. b. of the Ganges, 68 m. N.W.

I

Allahabad. P. 10,000. With two Hindoo temples.
I

•Dalaroe, a maritime vill. of Sweden, Isen and
120 ra. S.E. Stockholm, with a fort on the Gulf of
I'otlmia. P. 600, mostly pilots.
Dalbeattie, a vill. of Scotland, stewartry

Kirkcudbright,
4J m. E.S.E. Castle-Douglas. P.

1 1 00.

Dalbury, a pa. of England, co. and £9 m.
S.S.W. Derby. Ac. 1172. P. 263.

Dalby, several pas. of England.—I. co. Lii;-

coln, 3 m, N.N.E. Spilsby. Ac. 1020. P. 116.—
II. CO. York, North Eiding, 9^ m. W.S.W. New
Maldon. Ac 1298. P. 149.—III. (Magna), co.

Leicester, 3J m. S.W. Melton-Mowbray. Ac 2328.

P. 484.—IV. {Parva), same co., 4 m, S.S.E. Mel-
ton-Mowbray. Ac. 1848 P. 183.—V. {on the

Wolds), same co., 6^ m. N.W. Melton-Mowbray.
Ac. 3430. P. 359.

Dalderby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2J m.
S. Homcastle. Ac. 408. P. 40.

Dale, a maritime vill. and pa., formerly a bor.

and market town of South Wales, co. Pembroke,
6^ m. W. Milford, on a peninsula bounding Mil-
ford-haven on the W. Pop. of pa. 463. In this

pa. is St Ann's Head, lat. 51° 41' N., Ion. 5° 10' 25"
W., with two lighthouses, elevation 192 feet.

Dale, a co. of the U. S., North America, in S.E.
of Alabama. P. (1860) 10,388 free, 1809 slaves.

Chief town, Newton.
Dalecarlia or Dalarne, an old prov. of Swe-

den, now comprised in the laen Fahlun.
Dal-Elf, a river of Sweden, tens Fahlun and

Gefle, formed by the union of the Oster and
Wester-Dai, 20 m. W. Fahlun, flows S.E, and E.,

traversing many lakes, and enters the Gulf of

Bothnia 10 m. E. Gefle ; length 250 m. It forms
numerous cataracts, and near its mouth it ia

navigable for rafts.

Dalem, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Gel-
derland, on its W. frontier. P. 400.

Dalen, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Drenthe,

2J m. N.E. Koevorden. P. 1600.

Dalekburg, a town of Hanover, 15 m. S.E.
Luneburg. P. 800.

Daleszyce, a town of Poland, prov. and 9 m.
S.E. Kielce. P. 1520. Near it are mines.

Dalfsen, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
Overyssel, on the Vecht, 7 m. E. ZwoUe.
Dalgety, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, on the

Firth of Forth, 2 m. N.E. Inverkeithing. Ac.
3710. P. 1569, chiefly employed in the collieries.

Dalham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6 m.
E.N.E. Newmarket. Ac. 1840. P. 639.

Dalhousie, a town of Pegu, on Cape Negrais,
150 m., W.S.W. Eangoon.
Dalhousie, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 8 m. S.E.

Edinburgh, with a station on the Hawick bi-anch

of the North British Railway.
Dallas, a town of Spain, prov. and 20 m.

W.S.W. Almeria, near the Mediterranean. P.
9000. It has extensive fisheries.

Dalinghoe, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2Jm.
W.S.W. Wickham-Market. Ac. 1630. P. 370.

Dalintober, a vill. of Scotland, co. Argyle,
dist. Kintyre, 1 m. N.W. Campbeltown. P. 1762.

Dalkeith, a burgh of barony, market town,
and pa. of Scotland, co. and 6i m. S.E. Edinburgh,
between the N. and S. Esk rivers. A station on
the Hawick branch of the North British Eailway.
Ac. 2345. Pop. of pa. 7114; do. of town 6396. Al-
titude 131 ft. Eainfall23 in. It has a pa. church,
several chapels, mechanics' institute, subscription
library, banks, and an elegant corn exchange. In
and around it are com mills, with breweries, iron
founderies, tanneries, and coal works. Adjoining ia

Dalkeith Park, a seat of the Duke of Buccleuch.
Dalkey, a maritime pa. of Ireland, Leinster,

CO. and 8 m. S.E. Dublin. Ac. 467. Pop. of pa.

2190 ; do. of vill. 378. The latter on the Irish Sea,
immediately outside Dublin Bay, was a seaport
town of some consequence in the 17th century.
Dalkey Island and battery are separated from the
mainland by a narrow sound.
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Dalkissore, a river of British India, rises in

dist. Pachete, presid. Bengal, about lat. 23° 30'

N^ Ion. 86° 34' E., and, after a S.E. course of 170

m. it enters tlie Hoogly at Diamond Harbour.
Dallas or Dollas, a pa. of Scotland, co. and

8 m. S.W. Elgin. P. 1102.

Dallas, several cos. of the U. S., N. America.
—I. in the W. of Alabama. Area 890 sq. m. P.

(1860) 786.5 free, 25,760 slaves. The Alabama
divides the co. into two nearly equal parts. Sur-
face uneven. Soil fertile. Products, cotton and
Indian com. It has saw and grist mills, and tan-
neries.—II. in the N.N.E. of Texas. Area 950
sq. m. P. 7591 free, 1074 slaves.—III. in the
S.W. of Arkansas. Area 860 sq. m. P. 4789 free,

3494 slaves. Surface undulating. Soil fertile.

Products, Indian com and cotton. It has saw-mills
and tanneries.—IV. in the S.W. of Missouri.
Area 576 sq. m. P. 5778 fi"ee, 114 slaves.—V. a
CO. Iowa. P. 5244.

Dallau, a town of Baden, clrc. Lower Khine,
N. Mosbach. P. 1180.

Dallington, two pas. of England.—I. co. and
IJ m. N.W. Northampton. Ac. 1520. P. 686.— II.

CO. Sussex, 6 m. W.N.W. Battle. Ac. 2873. P. 591.

Dallya or Dauja, a market town, Austria,

Slavonia, co. Verotz, on rt. b. of the Danube, 19
m. E.S.E. Eszek. P. 3? 80.
Dalmally, a vill. of Scotland, co. Argyll, 12

m. N.N.E. Inverarj', at the head of the Eiver Awe
in Glenorchy. Rainfall 172 inches.

Dalmatia (Kingdom of), Germ. Dalmatien,
the S.most portion of the Austrian Empire, situ-

ated between lat. 42° 15' and 44° 64' N., Ion.

14° 30' and 19° E., and forming a narrow strip of

country, bounded W. by the Adriatic, E. by Tur-
key (Herzegovina), N. and E. by Croatia; cap.

Zara. Area 4940 sq. m, P. (1857) 404,499:
mostly of Slavonic origin, and Boman Catbolics.

Surface mountainous, covered by offshoots of the
Dinaric Alps, traversed on the N. by a ridge of

limestone mountains, and on the W. by a similar

ridge pai-allel with the coast. Culminating points,

Mount Orien 6332, Dinara 6040, Pastovo 5929,
and Velebich 5439 feet above the sea. Chief
rivers, the Zennagna. Kerka, Cettina, and Na-
renta. SoU good. Products, Indian corn, rj'e,

barley, figs, and olives. Coal and asphaite
mines are worked ; iron exists in the mountains.
Fishing employs many of the coast population,
and the country is remarkable for the nimiber of

its birds. Ship-building is carried on, and all

parts of the coast afford excellent harbours.
Climate resembles that of Naples, but is more
healthy. Temperature seldom below freezing.

Maximum heat in June aad July 89° Fahr.

;

winter short; snow seldom lies, except on the
mountains. The Sirocco blows 100 days in the
year, and is much dreaded on the coast in win-
ter.

—

Dalmatia is divided into the 4 deps. Zara,
Spalatro, Eagusa, and Cattaro. Imports (I860)
8,066,667 fl.; exports 5,573,347 fl. It formed
piut of ancient Illijricum. In 1805 Napoleon
I. incorporated it with the kingdom of Italj'.

Dalsiatov or Dolmatov, a town of Asiatic
Russia, gov. Perm, on the Iset, 100 m. E.S.E.
Ekaterinburg. Pop. about 1000.
Dalmellixgtox, a pa. and burgh of barony of

Scotland, co. and 13 m. S.E. Ayr. Ac. 17,926.
Pop. of pa. 4194, includes vill. of Dalmellington,
pop. 1299. It has woollen manufs. and coal works.

DALSUOfY, a pa. of Scotland, co. Linlithgow, on
the Firth of Forth, 1J m. E.S.E. Queensferry. Ac.
6797. P. 1274. Balmeny Park is in the parish.
Dalmy, an island of the Persian Gulf, off the

Arabian coast, in lat. 24° 36' N., Ion. 52° 24' E.

1
on Avi^ '

Dalnok, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,
and 7 m. N.N.W. Baratosch. P. 1555.

Dalry, a pa. and town of Scotland, co. Aytf
the town having a station on the Glasgow and
Ayr Railway, 18 m. N.N.W. Ayr, 15 m. S.W.
Paisley. P. of pa. 11,156, of which the town con-
tains 4232. There are coal and iron works, and a
manuf. of woollens.—II. a pa., stewartry of Kirfc^

cudbright, on the Ken, 3 m. N.W. New Gallo
Ac. 34,729. P. 1149, includes vill. of Dairy,

639. Height of Blacklarg mountain 2890 feel

Dalrymple, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 44
S.E. Ayr. Ac. 7959. P. 1325.

Dalrymple (Port), Tasmania, in an estuary

at the mouth oi the Tamar, N. shore. Lat. of

lighthouse 41° 3' 6' S. ; Ion. 146° 47' 5" E.

Dalserf, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, on the

Clyde, 6 m. S.E. Hamilton. Ac. 7035. P. 4876.

Dalstox, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 6

m. S.S.W. Carlisle. Ac. 10,890. P. 2568.—II.

a hamlet, co. Middlesex, forming a N. suburb of

London, pa. Hackney, 3J m. N.N.E. St Paul'a

Cathedral. P. 10,247.

Dalton, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 10 m. E.

Dumfries. Area about 11 sq. m. P. 679.

Dalton, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Massachusetts, 9 m. N.E. Lenox. P. 1029.

Daltox, several pas., etc. of England.—I. (in

Furness), a market town, co. and 18 m. W.N.W
Lancaster. Area of pa. including several islant.

on the coast, 16,364. P. 9152. It has iron minc-
foundries, and malting.—II. (le-Dale), co. Dur-
ham, 63 m. S. Sunderiand. Ac. 4281. P. 843-.'.

—III. (North), CO. York, East Riding, 7 m. S.W.
Great Driffield. Ac. 3890. VAS6.—IY. (South).

same co. and Riding, 5i m. N.W. Beverley. Ac.

1730. P. 338.—V. a tnshp., co. Lancaster, pa. and

1J m. E.S.E. Burton-in-Kendal. Ac. 2135. P. 129.

—VI. (on Tees), a township, co. York, N. Ridinv'

pa. Croft, 5 m. S. Darlington. Ac. 1247. P. S(k

Dalupiri, one of the Philippine islands, ^
Luzon. Lat. 19° 15' N. ; Ion 121' 34' E.

Dalwood, a hamlet of England, co. Devon, ^
m. N.W. Axmiuster. Ac. 1709. P. 492.

DAI.ZIEL, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, 2 m
N.E. Hamilton. Ac. 3085. P. 5438.

Damaghan, a fortified town of Persia, prov

Ivhorassan, 50 m. S.S.E. Astrabad.
Dajlvk, a town of Java, near its N. coast, !•

m. N.E. Samarang.
Damala, a vill. of Greece, Morea, dep. Argoli.'^

26 m. E.S.E. Argos, on the Gulf of .aigina.

Damax, a town of India, belonging to Porti:

gal, on the coast of the Northern Concan, ii

eluded within the limits of the Bombay presid

101 m. N. Bombay, on the Damungunga or Da
man river. The town is fortified, has 9 Christia

churches and ship-building yards. Provisioi

plentiful.

—

Daman dist is 10 m. long by 5 broai

Dasl^n or The Border, a tract of country !>

ween the Suliman mountains and the Indus rivf

formerly a part of Runjeet Singh's kingdom '

Lahore, but now annexed to the British prov. •;

the Punjab. It is 300 m. long and 60 m. broa

In some parts the surface consists of hai

clay, or loose sand. Where irrigated it is vei

fertile, and the products resemble those of Indi

Chief towns, Dera Ismael Khan, Dera Tati Kha;

and Dera Chazee Khan.
Dajl\shour, Hermopolis-parva, a town

Lower Egypt, cap. prov. Bahireh, on railway, •'

m. E.S.E. Alexandria, It has cotton-spinnii

and woollen-weaving factories.

—

Damanho:

Chobra is a vill. on the Nile, 5 m. N. Cairo, whe
the Egyptian pasha has a summer residence.

Damar, a town of Arabia, Yemen, 60 m. S.S
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(Sana, with a citadel. It supplies the beautiful

hard resin of commerce, which is extensively used

.in making varnish.

Damakan, an island of the Asiatic archipelago,

E. Palawan, lat. 10° 45' N. ; Ion. 120° 5' E., 45 m.
iin circumference.

I Dajiar^vs, a coast country of S.W. Africa, be-

jtween lat. 21° and 24° S., consisting of wide plains

ind grassy slopes at the foot of hills rising to 1000

ieet above the sea. Copper appears to be plen-

i^iful, the natives making it into rings. The
I
population is divided into two distinct nations,

;he Damaras of the hills and the Damaras of the

jolains. The former subsist on roots, and by hunt-
lug; the latter rear cattle. Lions, rhinoceroses,

md zebras, are the wild animals of the country.

Damascus, a pash. of Syria, including all the

Inhabited country lying E. of the Jordan, Ccele

pyria, and the Orontes, from Amah in the N. to

''etra in the S. Lat. 31° to 36° N. ; Ion. 35° to 41°

1
3., having N. the pashs. Aleppo and Diarbekir,

l»V. that of Sidon or Beyrout, h. and S. the Ara-

\
)ian desert. Surface mostly level, except in the

;
tV". ; in parts it is extremely fertile. Principal

ivers, the Orontes and Jordan ; and it comprises

I he Dead Sea, a part of the Lake of Tiberias, and
i
everal smaller lakes. Com, hemp, flax, madder,

I

obacco, cotton, silk, and cochineal are raised, and
ive stock of all kinds are numerous. Chief cities,

; Jamascus, Homs, and Hamah ; here also are the

I
emains of Palmyra, and other cities celebrated

I

a ancient and sacred history. Pop. (1858) esti-

ioated at 547,800. The Pasha & th& Commauder-
; n-Chief of the forces reside at Damascus.
,
Damascus, a city of Sj'ria, situated in a vast

,)lain of extreme fertility on the E. slope of the
I'.hain of Anti-Lebanon, and on the edge of the
llesert, 2200 feet above the sea. Lat. (of Great
losk) 33° 30' 30' N. ; Ion. 36° 18' 24' E. Pop.
previous to the massacre of 1860, estimated at
: 50,000; 129,000 Moslems, 15,000 Christians, and

I

000 Jews. It is watered by the Barada (anc.
\iband), which rises high up on the W. flank of
jhe Anti-Lebanon range, flows S.E., and bursts
uddenly through a narrow gorge into the plain,
lear the city, supplying its public fountains,
I'aths, and cisterns, and sending off numerous
j

ranches to irrigate the meadows and corn fields.

j

.'he Barada, the source of the beauty and wealth
.f the city, converts the country, 30 m. in circuit,

jrom a desert into an oasis of the richest verdure,
'he produce of the orchards are pomegranates,
jfalnuts, figs, plums, apricots, citrons, pears,
pples, olives, and many ornamental and flower-
ig shrubs. In the midst of these rises Damascus,
ne of the most ancient cities in the world, and
16 virtual capital of Syria. Its numerous mosks,
amounted by golden crescents, and its many
ill_ white minarets, show to great advantage
gainst the deep green foliage. Inside the walls,
'hich comprise massive remains of Eoman and
aracenic masonry, the streets are narrow, crook-
0, and unpaved. The most conspicuous objects
re the Great Mosk, a magnificent building of
hnstian origin, with a dome 120 feet in height

:

iree mmarets, one of which is 250 feet high, and
lany other mosks and minarets, the Great Khan,
reek cathedi-al and chiu-ches, and Annenian con-
ent. The old castle at the N.W, angle of the city
now a ruin. W. of it are the Pasha's palace &
vrracks. The "street called straight," 1 m. in
ingth, runs through the city from E. to W., & in it
''^^ Principal hotel ; at its E. end is an anc. gate-
ay, W and N. of which is the Christian quarter.

!

He Jews quarter is in the S., and the Turkish
und the old castle in the N.W. In the S.W. is

the large suburb of Meidan, in which is " the Gats
of God," whenc* the pilgrim caravan passes on its

way to Mecca. Outside the walls, on the S.E.,

is the English cemetery, with the tomb of D. W.
Arnold Broomfield, and the grave of Mr Buckle
the historian. The different quarters are kept
by great numbers of dogs, which act as scaven-
gers, and notwithstanding their savage condition,

hydrophobia is unknown. From the great abund-
ance of pure running water, the streets are much
more cleanly than those of other eastern towns.
Climate healthy, and it is not subject to epi-

demic diseases. There is a leper hospital, with
but few patients. Many of the principal mansions
of the Moslems and Jews are rich and elaborate

in their decorations, and profuse in their marble
ornaments and fountains. The extensive bazaars
form a city of themselves ; they are celebrated as

being truly oriental ; they are well stocked with
goods, and thronged with groups of people in

every variety of costume. The former manuf. of

silk is nearly abandoned, and Manchester goods
have taken its place. Coarse woollen cloth for

abbas or cloaks of the peasantry, is still made,
as well as silver ornaments and arms to a small
extent ; but since the recent massacre, the weavers
and workers in jewellery have quitted the city.

Damascus has, from the remotest ages, been a.

great seat of trade between Egypt and the N. of

Syria ; it still has its immense caravans, and an
extensive commerce with the Bedawins of the E.

desert. Its trade with the west is much facili-

tated by the new road to Beyrout, opened in 1863,

and on which a French company run diligences

daily. According to Josephus, Damascus was
founded by Uz, son of Aram, and grandson of

Shem. It is first mentioned in Scripture as the
residence of Eliezer, the steward of Abraham

;

and it has retained its perennial vigour, while
generations of cities have fallen into decay. A
Protestant mission was established in 1848, and
is carried on with great zeal by the Presbyterian
Church of Ireland, and that of the United States

of North America. By means of schools, books,

and lately the printing press, this mission has
greatly advanced the cause of civilization. Da-
mascus suffered severely during the masSacre of

the Christians by the Druses in 1860 ; the wholo
Christian quarter was burned to the ground,
more than 4000 Christians were murdered, and
at least 20,000 fled to Beyrout and elsewhere,

and now (1864) the houses are only slowly rising

from their ruins, amidst constant dread of another
outbreak.
Damazan, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot-et-Garonne, 11 m. N.N.W. Nerac. P. 1835.

Dambach, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Bas Ehin, 4 m. N. Schelestadt. P. 3251. Near
it are mines of iron and manganese.
Dambooloo, a vill. of Ceylon, 40 m. N. Kandy,

with cave temples, and Buddhic sculptures.

Damborsciiitz, a market town of Moravia,
circ. and 17 m. S.E. Brtinn. P. 2148.

Damer, a town of Nubia. [Ei>-dahmer.1
Damergu, a dist of Africa, Sudan, W. of Laks

Tchad, a fertile region, with about 70 towns and
villages. Chief products, Indian com and millet.

Damerham (South), a pa. of England, co.

Wilts, 10 m. S.S.W. Salisbury. Ac. 4310. P. 697.

Damery, a comm. and town of France, dep.

JIarne, arr. and 4 m. W.N.W. Epernay, near rt.

b. of the Marne. P. 1747. Trade in red wines.
Damgarten, a town of Prussia, prov. Pomc-

rania, reg. and 25 m. W. Stralsund. P 1750.

Damiano (San), two small towns of Italy.—;

T. (d'Asti), North Italy, prov. Alessandria, uiro.
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and 6 m. W-S-W. Asti, cap. mand., on tLe Borbo.
P. (with comm.) 7739. It is partially fortified.

It hAS a college, a public hospital, and schools.

—

II. {Macray, prov., circ. and 6 m. W.S.W. Coni.
P. (with comm.) 2752. It has dairy produce.
Damietta, a town and river-port of Lower

Egypt, on rt. b. of the great E. branch of the
Nile, at its delta, 8 m. from its mouth, in the
Mediterranean. Lat. 31° 25' N. ; Ion. 31° 49' E.
Pop. estimated at 37,000. It has a line of tele-

graph to Cairo, mosques and marble baths, a
school for infantry officers, and a cotton-spinning
factory. Its commerce is mostly monopolized by
Alexandria.

—

Old Damietta^ repeatedly taken by
the Christians during the Crusades, was about 4
m. N., where there are some of its remains.
Damm (Alt), a fortified town of Prussia, prov.

Pomerania, reg. and 5 m. E.S.E. Stettin, on the
railway to Stargard, at the mouth of the Plone,
in Lake Damm. P. 3200. Manufs. woollen cloths.

—IL (-Veu), a town in the reg. Frankfurt, circ.

KSnigsberg. P. 3260. Manufs. woollens.
Damma, an island of the Molucca group, E.

Archipelago, N.E. Timor, lat 7° 5' S. ; Ion. 128°

30' E. It yields sulphur, and has good anchorage.
Dam>lveie, several comms. and vUls. in the

central deps. of France ; the principal in Eure-
et-Loir, 8 m. S. Chartres. P. 1295.

Dammartin, a coram, and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Mame, cap. cant., arr. and 11. m. N.W.
Meaux. Pop. 1801.—Some vills., deps. Doubs,
Jura, Haute Marne, etc., have the same name.

Dasime, a fortified town of Belgium, prov. W.
Flanders, 4 m. N.E. Bruges, on a canal. P. 800.

Damme, a vilL of North Germany, duchy and
43 m. S. Oldenburg. P. 1750.

Dammer, an island, Asiatic archipelago, off S.

extremity of Gilola. Lat. 1° S. ; Ion. 128° 10" E.
Dammersche-see, a lake of Prussia, prov.

Pomerania, reg. Stettin, formed by the Oder, neiir

its mouth. It is navigable in aU its extent.

Dammoodah, a river of India, which has its

rise in the British dist. of Kamgurh, presid. Ben-
gal, lat 23° 55' N. ; Ion. 84° 53' E. It has a S.

course of 350 m., through the British districts

Ramgurh, Pacheet Bancoora, and Burdwan, and
falls into the Hoogly in lat 22° 13' N. ; Ion. 88°

7' E. It has numerous tributaries. The valley of

the Dammoodah, traversed by the E. Indian
liailway, abounds in iron and coal.

Damoo, a town of Tibet, 40 m. N.N.E. the Niti
Pass, in lat 31° 26' N. ; Ion 79° 53' E.
Dampier Archipelago is off the N.W. coast

of Australia, lat 21° S. ; Ion. 116° to 117° E., and
comprises Enderby, Lewis, Rosemary, Legendre,
Depuch. and many smaller isls.

—

Dampier, a co.

of New South Wales, on the coast, between the
Dena and Bega rivers. Ac. 1,024,000. Chief
town Moruya,
Dampierre, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Jura, cap. cant, near rt b. of the Doubs, 12 m.
N.E. Dole. P. 705.—II. («*r Salon}, a market
town of France, dep. Haute Saone, cap. cant., on
the Salon, 9 m. N.E. Gray. P. 1353.—III. (^Sous

Bouhy\ dep. Nifevre, arr. Cosne, cant. St Amand-
en-Puisaye. P. 1484.
Damratch, a vill. of Prussia, gov., circ. and

19 m. N.N.W. OppehL P. 1460.
Damville and DAM^^LlJiRS, two conmis. and

vills. of France, caps, of cantons; the former,
dep. Eure, an-, and 11 m. S.S.W. Evreux. P.
1003.—The latter, dep. Meuse, arr. and 13 m. S.
Montmedy. P. 934.

Dax, a city of antiquity, in Palestine, at the N.
extremity of the " Promised Land " (Beersheeba,
or Bir-saba, 140 m. distant, fonuing its S. limit).

II
Dakakii, or Dankalt, a country of N.E. Africa

extending along the W. coast of the Red Sea,
between lat 12° and 15° N. ; Ion. 40° and 43=' 30'

E., having W. chiefly the dom. of Tigre, Abys-
sinia. It is a rockj', bare, and desolate region,

with numerous salt lakes.

Danbury, a pa. of England, co. Essex, on the
Chelmer, ^ m. E.S.E. Chelmsford, 366 feet above
the sea. Ac 2950. P. 1113.

DaneCRY, a township and bor. of U. S., N.
America, Connecticut, 48 m. S.W. Hartford.
Danby, two pas. of England, co. York, North

Riding.—I. 8J m. S.E. Gainsborough. Ac. 13,860.

P. 1637.—II. (Whishe), 3J m. N.W. NorthaUer-
ton. Ac. 4547. P. 657.

—

Danbt/ Castle belonged to

the De Brusses, but passed to the Barons Latimer.
Danby, two townships of the U. S., North Ame-

i-ica—I. New York, 168 m. W.S.W. Albany
^i

Vermont, 13 m. N. Manchester.
Dane, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S. of Wisconsin. Area 1235 sq. m. P. (18
43,922. It is drained by the Sugar and Calfisb

rivers. Soil fertile. Products, Indian com, oat-s,

and wheat. The Milwaukee and Mississippi

Railway intersects the county.
Danesfort, a pa, of Ireland, Leinster, co. and

5 m. S. Kilkenny. Ac. 5062. P. 827. '*

Da\esto\vx, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, ddL

Meath, 3 m. W. Duleek. Ac. 1642. P. 203.

DaneALVA, a vi]l. of Austria, Transylvania,

gov. and 13 m. N. Tschik-Szereda. P. 1866.

Daxgasdargan, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Tipperary, 3 m. S.W. Cashel. Ac. 1105. P. 149.

Dasgandoxovan, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Cork, 4 m. N. Castlemartyr. Ac. 2928. P. 461.

D^VNGE, a comm. and town of France, d(

Vienne, arr. Chatellerault, cap. cant, on the
way between Tours and Poitiers. P. 867.

Dangeau, a comm. and vill. of France,
Eure-et-Loir, 9 m. N. Chateaudun. P. 1409,

Dangerous Archipelago, a group of islani

Pacific, in lat. 21° S. ; Ion. 140° W., compi
the Palliser, Resolution, Harp, and numei
other isls.

—

The Isles ofDanger are a small
in the Pacific. Lat 11° S. ; Ion. 166° W.
Danholm (formerly Straley, a small island

Russia, in the Baltic, opposite Stralsund, in

narrow strait between Rugen and the mainland.
Daxiele (San), a market town of North Itafy,

13 m. N.W. Udine, cap. dist., with a magnificen'

bridge on the Tagliaraento. P. 4615.—II- a vilL

North Italy, prov. and circ. Cremona. P. 1839.

Danilisha, a populous vill. of Russia, gov. am
adjacent to Perm, of >vhich it is a suburb.

Danilov, a town of Russia, gov. and 40 m
N.N.E. Jaroslavl, cap. circ, on the Pelenda

It is surrounded by collieries, and has manufs. o

candles and dye-works.

—

Danilovetschi is a town
gov. and 80 m. N. Minsk. P. 1200.

Danische-Wald, a country, duchy of Schles

wig, between the Gulfs of Eckemfiorde and Kie'

Dankali (KrxGDOM of), formerly a prov. (

Abyssinia, now an independent state, bounde

N.E. by the Red Sea, S.W. by a range of moun
tains. It is 250 m. in lenth by 56 m. in breadtl

P. 70,000. (?) Country low and unproductiv.

Temp, excessive, the thermometer often risin

as high as 110° Fahr. In the dry season water i

very scarce. The DanakUs compose various zVra

tribes of a treacherous and cruel disposition.

Dankara, a town of West Africa, U^pf

Guinea, cap. kingdom of same name, on the (joI

Coast, 47 m. W. Coomassie. The kingdom
"

tributary to Ashantee, and has gold mines.

Dankov or DoNKOV, a town of Russia, gO'

and 90 m. S. Riazan, cap. circ, at the confluew

I
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of the Vesovaja with the Don. P. 2500. It is

mcstly built of wood, and has six churches.

Daxna, an island of Scotland, co. Argyll, pa.

Xorth Knapdale. P. 76.

Dannkmarie, a comm. & mkt town of France,

dep. H. Ehin, cap. cant., an-, and 12 m. E. Belfort,

on the Canal of the Ehfine and Khine. P. 1218.

Dannemora, a mining town of Sweden, Isen

and 22 m. N. Upsal. Its mines are the largest,

and yield the best iron in the country.
Dannenberg, a walled town of Prussia, Hano-

ver, landr. and 30 m. E.S.E. Ltlneburg, cap. co.

on the Jeetze. P. 2031.

Dannowitz (Un-i'ek) or Dolny Dunagowice,
.1 market town of Moravia, circ. and 23 m. S.

Brttnn. P. 2600.

Danoo, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, gov.

and 4J m. W. Schasburg. P. 1265.

DANSV^LLE, a township of U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 25 m. N.W. Bath. P. 2726.—II.
a vill., same state, near Sparta. P. 1800.

Dantumwoude or Damwoude, a vill. of the

Netherlands, prov. Friesland, 11 m. N.E. Leeu-
warden. P. 700.

Danube (German Bonau, anc. Danubius and
Tster), an important river, and, next to the Volga,
the largest in Europe, originates in the Brege, a
motmtain torrent which rises on the E. declivity

of the Schwarzwald in Baden, at an elevation of

2850 feet above the sea. This stream, when
joined by the Brigach, and by the waters of a
spring from the castle garden of Donaueschingen,
takes the name of the Danube. It flows first

generally E.N.E. to Ulm and Eegensburg, thence
E.S.E. to Passau it traverses the plain of Bavaria.
From Passau to Vienna, E.S.E., it intersects a
hilly region, and the remainder of its course,

E.S.E to Waitzdn, S. to Bacz, and E. to the Black
Sea, is through a country, generally flat, except
at the defile of the '^ iron gate," E. of Orsova.
Length (direct) 1000 m., or including windings,
1725 m. It drains the waters from a surface of
nearly 250,000 sq. m. ; its average fall is 18 inches
per mile, but below Pesth it is only 3 inches ; at
Ulm it is 1400 feet, at Eegensburg 1000, at Passau
800, at Vienna 450, and at Pesth 300 feet above
the level of the sea. Its breadth at Ulm is 108
feet, and in its lower course 6000 feet ; depth at
Ulm, 6 feet, at Passau 16 feet, and lower down
average 20 feet. It passes Sigmaringen and Ulm
in Wiirtemberg, Dillingen, Donauworth, Ingol-
stadt, Eegensburg, and Passau in Bavaria ; Linz,
Krems, and Vienna, in Austria ; Presburg, Ko-
mom. Gran, Waitzen, Ofen-Pesth, and Peter-
wardein in Hungary ; Belgrade and Smendria in
Servia ; Widin, Nicopoli, Eustchuk, Silistria, and
Hirsova, in Bulgaria; Giurgevo, and Brahilov,
in Wallachia. The chief afils. of the Danube are,
on the right, the lUer, Lech, Isar, Inn, Ens,
liaab, Drave, Save, Morava, Timok, Isker, Vid,
and Jantra ; and on the left, the Altmilhl, Nab,
Eegen, March, Waag, Gran, Theiss, Temes, Ghyl,
Aluta, Jalomnitza, Sereth, and Pruth. Near its
mouth in the Black Sea it separates into several
branches, the S.most of which, called the St

j George mouth, forms the boundary between Tur-
key and EuBsia, tlie others are the Sulina mouth in
the centre, and the Kilia mouth. The bar on the
Sulina mouth, formerly 8 ft. water, has been deep-
ened to 15 ft. by means of two piers, that on the N.
|4631 ft., and that on the S. 3000 ft. long. Cost
100,000i. Discharge in ordinary floods 20,000,000
nibic ft per minute. Detritus brought down in
floods one cubic inch per cubic ft. of water. It
pommunicates by canals with the Elbe and Ehine,
ind is navigable for vessels of 100 tons from Ulm

to the Black Sea. Steam packets were established
on the Danube in 1830. A railway from Kustendji
to Tchernavoda, 39 m., avoids the tedious naviga-
tion of the lower part of the riv. Another line from
Varna to Eustchuk, 130 m., was opened in 1867.

Danube, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 68 m. W.N.W. Albany. P. 1730.
Danube (Circle beyond the), (Germ. Kreise

jenseits der Donauy, one of the great divisions of
Hungary, comprising nearly all the kingdom on
the right or W. of the river. The " circle on this
side the Danube," diesseits der Doruvu, extends
along the left or N. and E. of the river.

Danube (Circle of), one of the four circles of
Wiirtemberg, cap. Ulm. Area 2417 sq. miles. P.
(1864) 420,310.

Danubian Principalities, Europe. By a
decree of the diet of 19th October 1857, the two
principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia were
united in the state of Eumania, under a foreign
hereditary prince. The neutrality -^f he terri-

tory is guaranteed. The pop. of the principality

is being constantly increased by immigrants from
Russia & Hungary. [Moldavia & Wallachia.]
Danville, a township of the U. S., Nortu

America, Vermont, 24 m. N.W. Montpelier. P.
2577.—II. a vill., Pennsylvania, 30 m. E.N.E.
Harrisburgh, on the Susquehana. P. 3300.—III.

a vill. of Virginia, on the Dan, an afiluent of the
Eoanoake, 28 m. W.N.W. Eoxborough. P. 1440.

—IV. a town, Kentucky, 38 m. S.E. Frankfort.
P. 3000.—V. a vill. of Missouri, cap. co. Mont-
gomery, 42 m. N.E. Jefferson.

Danzig {Danizic Gdansk'), an important for-

tified city and seaport of West Prussia, cap. reg.,

on 1. b. of the Vistula, 3^ m. from its outlet at

Weichselmiinde, and here joined by the Mottlau
and Eandanne, which traverse the city. Lat.
(of parish church) 54° 21' 4" N. ; Ion. 18° 39'

34" E. P. (1861) 82,765, (1864) 90,334. Mean
temperature of year 45°'6, winter 30°, summer
61°'9, Fahr. Principal public edifices, a cathe-

dral, numerous Lutheran and Roman Catholic

churches and chapels, two synagogues, an English
church, monastries and nunneries, a gymnasium,
a royal school of navigation, schools of com-
merce, arts, and trade, a public libi'ary, an obser-

vatory, a museum, society of natural history,

an orphan asylum, house of industry, and several

hospitals, two town-halls, an arsenal, and an ex-

change. Vessels drawing 8 or 9 feet water can
reach the city ; others lie in the Neufahrwasser,
at the mouth of the river, or in the roads which
afford good anchorage. Danzig had (in 1862)
123 sailing and 11 steam vessels of about 69,500

tons burden in all. In the same year 3151 vessels

entered the port, and 3200 cleared. Principal

manufactures : firearms, tobacco, silks, vitriol, and
jewellery ; and it has numerous distilleries,

breweries, flour mills, dye-works, and sugar re-

fineries. There are about eighty iron forges

forre-working old iron, brought chiefly from
England and Holland. Principal exports : grains

and seeds, timber, pork, oil and oilcakes, bones,

spruce beer, raw sugar and molasses, spirits,

etc. Imports comprise coals, iron and ma-
chinery, oil, herrings, coffee, hides, rice, soda,

chemicals, cotton wares, saltpetre, southern
fruits and spices, tobacco and wine. Value of

exports (1862) 4,257,726^.; of imports 852,802/.

Eailway intercourse with Warsaw and St Peters-

burg, Berlin, etc. Danzig was occupied by tho
Teutonic knights from 1310 till 1464, when ir.

became independent under the protection of

Poland, and was for a long period a principal

member of the Hanseatic league. It was assigned
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to Prussia at the secoud partition of Poland. It

capitulated to the French iu 1807. Since 1815
its fortifications have been extended and im-
proved, and works have been constructed by
which the whole adjacent country may be laid

under water. It is the birthplace of Fahrenheit.
—The GvlfofDanzig^ E. and W. Prussia, is an
inlet of the Baltic, 65 m. in breadth at its en-
trance. It is separated from the Frische Haff by
the Frische Nehrung, a long narrow tongue of

land on the S.E. On it are the towns PUlau,
Putzig, and Hela.

Danzig, a gov. in the prov. "West Prussia,
Iwunded N. by the Baltic, E. by Konigsbei^, S.
Marienwerder, and W. Kiistrin. Area 2436 sq.

geo. m. P. 405,850. Surface level & well watered.
Products, com, barley, flax, and tobacco. Horses,
cattle, and swine are reared. Principal lakes are
the Drausensee. Isamowitzersee, and Eadaunen-
see. The Vistula is the principal river.

Daoodnuggur, a town of British India, dist.

Behar, presid. Bengal, 89 m. E. Benares. Pop.
estimated at 10,000. Manufs. carpets, blankets,
and cotton fabrics.

DAOULA.S, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Finistere, cap. cant., arr. and 10 m. E. Brest,
with a port on the Atlantic. P. 684.
Daouria, a country of Asia, Russia and Mon-

golia, E. of Lake Baikal. The Daourain moim-
tains, a part of the Stanovol chain, are rich in
silver, zinc, copper, iron, and mercury.
Dapoolek, a town of British India, dist. Rutna-

gherry, Bombay, in lat. 17° 48' N. ; Ion. 73° 16' E.
Dara-ai^Beida {the "white kcmse"), a fortified

maritime town of Marocco, kingdom of Fez, on
the Atlantic Ocean, 46 m. N.E. Azamor.
Darabgherd or Darabjerd, a town of Persia,

prov. Fars, 130 m. S.E. Shiraz. P. 15,000 to 20,000.
Daragdnj, a town of British India, dist.

Allahabad, on 1. b. of the Ganges, N.W. provs.,
in lat. 26° 27' N. ; Ion. 81° 67' E. P. 9103.
Darajee, a town of Scinde, in the delta of the

Indus, 39 m. S.S.W. Tattah. P. 2000.
Daraporam, a populous town of British India,

presid. Madras, dist. and 42 m. S.E. Coimbatore.
Darbuxg or RoosHKAToxG, a river of India,

in Bussahir, which has its source in perennial
snow, 15,000 feet above the sea, in lat 31° 57' N.

;

Ion. 78° 25' E., on the S.W. declivity of the Da-
muk Shu. After a southerly com-se of 27 m. it

falls into the Sutluj.

Darda, a market town of Hungarv, comm.
and 36 m. S.S.E. FUnfkirchen. P. 2366.
Dardanelles or Hellespont (Channel of),

a narrow strait between Europe and Asiatic Tur-
key, connecting the Sea of Marmara and the
Xgea.n Sea, between lat. 40° and 40° 30' N. ; Ion.
26° 10' and 26° 40' E., having S.E. Asia Minor,
and N.W. the peninsula of Gallipoli. Length
N.E. to S.W. 40 m; breadth 1 to 4 m. As the
key of Constantinople and the Bosporous it is

strongly fortified. On its shores are several
castles, the towns of Gallipoli and Lamsaki, the
sites of ancient Sestos, Abydos, etc. The in-
vading armies of Xerxes and of the Turks crossed
it to enter Europe.
Dardenne, a town of the U.S., North Ame-

rica, Missouri, 160 m. N.E. Jefferson. P. 1605.
Dardesheim, a town of Prussian Saxony, circ.

and 11 m. N.W. Halberstadt. P. 1660.
Dardilly, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Rh6ne, arr. Lyon, cant. Limonest. P. 1294.
Darent, a river of England, co. Kent, rises near

Bradsted, flows mostly N.E. past Dartford, and
joins the Thames near Erith. Total length 20
m. If, is navigable from the Thames to Dartford.

II
Darenth, a pa. of England, co. Kent, on the Da-

renth, 2^ m. E.S.E. Dartford. Ac. 2189. P. 626.
Darfeld, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

Miinster, cu-c. and 8 m. N.E. Coesfeld. P. 2300.
Darfield, a pa. of Engl., co. York, W. Ridina

with a station on the North Midland Railway'
4» m. E.S.E. Barnesley. Ac. 13,367. P. 12,23
Darfo, a conmi. and vill. of North Italy, pro

Brescia, 30 m. N.E. Bergamo. P. 2005.

Darfur, a cotmtry of Central Africa, E.
gritia, consisting of an oasis, near lat 14° N. ; loni
27° E., and W. of Kordofan. It is little known,
but said to be infertile. P. 200,000 (?) Arabs and
Negroes. Copper and iron are among its chief pro-
ducts,and these, with camels, ivory, feathers, gum,
leather,and slaves,are exchanged by its merchants
for Asiatic and European manufs. and other goods,
brought bj'cai-avans from Egj'pt and Nubia. Chief
towns, Kobb^ the cap., Kubcabia, and Zeghawa.
Dargal, a mountain of New South Wales, in

the Murray range, co. Selwyn. Height 5490 feeW
|

Dargun, a market town of Mecklenbn
Schwerin circ. Wendisch, 27 m. E.N.E. Gustro
Dariel, a Russian fortress of Circassia,

narrow defile of the Cauca«as, on the Terek, i

N. Tiflis. It is the ancient Pyls Caspiae. (?)
Daribin, a town of the U. S., North Amei

Georgia, on the navigable river Alatamaha, 8

1

above its mouth in the Atlantic. It has an i

port trade in cotton.—II. a township. New Yoii
near Lake Erie. P. 2046.—III. a township, C
necticut, 63 m. S.W. Hartford. P. 1464, f\
Darien (Gulf of), a portion of the Caribbe«B|

Sea, New Gitinada, in lat. 9° N.; Ion. 7° W., having
W. the isthmus of Darien or Panama. At its S.

extremity the Bay of Choco receives the river

Atrato. A ship canal has been proposed fromU
Port Escoces on the E., to the Gulf of San IGrl
guel on the W. of the isthmus, but a reconnairl
sance made in 1853 proved its impracticability. I

Darien (Isthmus). [Panama (Isthmus oiflfc^ I

Darjeeling, British India, presid. Bengal, ml
27° 2' N.; Ion. 88° 19' E., is a sanitarium for Britilil

troops, and is very salubrious. Tea culture lail
been recently introduced, and at an altitude Oil

7000 feet planters have taken up 21,865 ac, aail
employed (in 1862) 4819 labourers, 8762 ac aai|

under cultivation, and the estimated produce <

1863 was 78,224 lbs. manuf. tea of first class.

Darke, a co^ U. S., North Amer., in W. of OhiA|
Area 714 sq.m. P. (1860) 26,009. Soil very fratilftl

Darkehmen, a town of E. Prussia, reg. and tfI

m. S.S.W. Gumbinnen, cap. circ, on the
app. P. 2260. Manufs. linens and woollens.

D..VRKHAN (Mount), ai lofty granite mounii
rapge, Mongolia, 140 m. S.E. Ourga, near
route thence to Pekin ; on it is a monument;
which the Mongol tribes repair annually to oele'l

brate the memory of Genghis Khan. I

Darking, a town of England. [Dorking.] II

Darlaston, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, near]

N.W. Railway, 1\ m. N.N.W. Wednesbury. Acj

901. P. 12,884. It has extensive coal and ir

works, and mantifs. gun-locks, nails, etc
Darley, a pa. of England, co. Derby, on th<'

Derwent, 3 m. N.W. Matlock. Ac 7140. P
2156.

—

Darley Abbey, a township, same oo, pa

Alkmund, IJ m. N. Derby. P. 967.

Darling, a principal river of Central Australia

rises by numerous heads, between lat, 26° and 2/

S. ; Ion. 151° and 152° E., it flows S.W^ and h*
been traced as far as lat. 32° 24' 20* S. ; Ion. 14i

24' 26" E., where it has a southward course, aiK

unites with the Murray near lat. 34° S. ; Ion. 442

E. It receives the Macintyre, Gwydir, Mamoi
Castlereagh, Bogan, and other rivers on the leii
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und the NaiTan and Warrego on tho right bank,

traverses a bare and sterile country, and in most
part of its course its waters are salt.

Darling, a co. of New South "Wales, on
right bank of Namoi River, S. of Murchison. Ac.
928,000.

Dakling Downs, a squatting dist. of New
South Wales, between lat. 27° and 28° 15' S., be-

tween river of same name and the Lachlan. A
fine grazing district Area 50,000 sq. m. P. 919.

Darlinghurst, a suburb of Sydney, New
South Wales, with the Central Criminal Court.

Darling Mountalns, West Australia, com-
mence in CO. Twiss, and terminate at Point D'En-
trecasteaux. Length 250 m. Summit 3500 feet

above the sea.

Darlington, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. and 18J m. S. Durham, on the Great
N. of England Railway, 45 m. N. York. Ac. of pa.

7630. P. 16,752 ; do. of town 15,779 (1861), a con-
siderable number of whom belong to the Society

of Friends. Altitude 146 feet. Rainfall 19 inches.

It has four churches, union workhouse, a town-
hall and covered market, two mechanics' insti-

tutes, manufs. of iron in all branches, worsted,
yam, and engine and machine works. It is a
titular bor. under the Bishop of Durham, and the
place of election for S. division of co.

;
petty-

sessions and bor. courts are held. It communi-
cates by railway with Bishop Auckland, the Lake
District, and Stockton.
DARHNGTON,a dist. of the U. S., North America,

in E. part of S. Carolina. Area 1050 sq. m. P.

(1860) 8484 free, 11,877 slaves. Surface sandy
and light ; rich soil on river margins.
Darlton, a pa. of England, co. Nottingham, 6

m. S.E. East Itetford. Ac. 1507. P. 163.

Darmabaii, an island of the Red Sea, on the
coast of Africa, Assab Bay, in lat. 12° 15' N.

;

Ion. 42° 55' E. It is 20 m. in circumference, very
low, and partly covered with jungle.
Darmsden, a hamlet of England, co. Siiffolk,

1 m. S. Needham. P. 64.

Darmstadt, a town of West Germany, cap.

grand-duchy Hesscn-Darmstadt, and of the prov.
Starkenburg, at the N.W. extremity of the Oden-
wald, and on the Frankfurt and Mannheim Rail-
way, 68 m. N.E. Carisruhe. P. (1864) 29,228.
It consists of an old and new town, both enclosed
by walls, and has an old ducal palace, with a
picture gallery, museum of natural history, a
haU of antiquities, armoury, library, and a new
palace, erected 1864, the opera-house, several
churches, the Casino, hall of the commons, mili-
tary hospital, orphan asylum, and a synagogue. It
has an agricultural normal school, gymnasium,
school of arts and sciences, sculpture, and draw-
ing. Manufs. tobacco, wax-candles, carpets,
silver articles, paper, cards, and starch.
Darxac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute Vienne, 8 m. N.N.W. Bellac. P. 1395.

^

Darnetal, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Seine-Inferieure, cap. cant., on the Aubette, arr.
and 2 m. E. Rouen. P. 6203. Manufs. of woollen
cloths, blankets, flannels, etc.

Darney, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Vosges, 15 m. S. Mirrecourt. P. 1928.
Darngaber, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark,

pa. Hamilton. P. 505.
Darnley Island, Torres Strait, Australasia,

's about 100 m. N.E. Cape York.
L I^AKOCA, a town of Spain, on the Jiloca, prov.

I crue; 48 m. S.W. Zaragoza. P. 2216.
Darocz, a town and a vill. of Hungary.—I.
<traly), a market town, circ. Theiss, co. Szath-

-'•ir, on the Craszna, 50 m. E.N.E. Debreczin.

P. 2520.—II. (I'ihold), a vill., circ. Theiss, oo.
Barsod, 9 m. from Erlaw. P. 1508.

Darowkn, a pa.. North Wales, co. Montgomery,
6 m. E.N.E. Machynllaeth. Ac. 10,000. P. 1227.

Darragh or Glenkoe, a pa. of Ireland, co.

Limerick, 8 m. S.E. Kilmalloch. Ac. 6712. P. 1726.

Darrington, a pa. of England, co. York, West
Riding, 2J ra. S.E. Pontefract. Ac. 4820. P. 744.

Dai{sham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, Ij m.
E.N E. Yoxford. Ac. 1550. P. 409.

Dart, a river of England, co. Devon, rises in

Dartmoor, and after a course of 35 m. joins the
English Channel by an estuary which forms the

harbour of Dartmouth.
Dartford, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Kent, lathe Sutton, on the navigable Darent,
near the line of the London and Gravesend Rail-

way, 17 m. E.S.E. London. Ac. of pa. 4286. P.

6597. It has a church, co. bridewell, union work-
house, market-house, branch bank, with gun-
powder, paper, oil, and flour mills, a steam-engine
factory, and trade with London by the river. It

is the seat of lathe sessions and a court of re-

quests. The first paper mill was built here by
Spielman, who died 1607. Here also are the ruins

of a nunnery of the time of Edward iii., and many
ancient caverns dug in the chalk. Wat Tyler's

insurrection broke out at Dartford in 1381.

Dartington, a pa. of England, co. Devon, on
the Dart, 2 m. N.N.W. Totness. Ac. 3248. P. 626.

Dartmoor, one of the four principal physical

divisions of the co. Devon, England. These are

Dartmoor, centrally placed, N. Devon, E. Devon,
S. Devon, or the S. Hams. Dartmoor is semi-
mountainous, and the water-shed of all the rivers

of the CO. Though little known even to the people

of tho CO., it is one of the most interesting dis-

tricts in England. Extent.—From Cosdoa Bea-
con (N.) to Butterton Hill (S.) 22 m. ; from
Meavy (W.) to Moreton Hampstead (E.) 20 m.
Ac, including adjacent commons, 135,000. All

Dartmoor is in pa. of Lydford. Inhabitants,

scarcely any. Physicalfeatures.—Elevated land,

of irregular form : highest hills about 2000 feet

;

many minor hills, nearly all capped by castellated

piles of granite (these piles are called " tors ")

:

barren, a wild mixture of heath, bog, blocks and
debris of granite : rapid and broken streams, and
rivers. Monumental relics.—At the epoch of

Roman invasion, Devon was peopled on the coast

by Belgian adventurers, in the interior (Dart-
moor) by the aborigines. These of Oriental

origin. Evidences still existing on the moor in

monumental remains. These illustrate, too, the

early religion. They are circular temples, or

sacred circles, stone avenues, rock idols, logan
stones, rock basins, cromlechs, kistvaens, bar-

rows and cairns, rock pillars, remains of granite-

built dwellings, pounds or circumvallations.

trackways orroads, track -linesor boundary banks,
bridges, forts and entrenchments. Mineral pro-
ductions are copper, tin, lead, silver, manganese,
cobalt, antimony, zinc, iron (red hematite). Gold
is occasionally found, China clay, granite. Al
Prince Town are immense granite works. A tram-
road (worked by horses) connects these with tho

various public works and port of Plymouth. Dart-
moor supplies Plymouth and Devonport with
water : it is the property of the Duke of Cornwall.

The Convict Prison is 7 miles from Tavistock.

Formerly a prison of war, which once held 10,000

men. Now a convict establishment The con-
victs cultivate the adjacent moor.
Dartmouth, a pari, and munic. bor. and sea-

port town of England, co. Devon, on the W. sidn

of the estuary of the Dart, which forms its har-
2a
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bour, and on South Devon Eailway, 25 m. S.

Exeter. Ac, including 3 pas., 1(550. P. 4444.

Principal edifices, churches, chapels, alms-house,

gaol, custom-house, and market-house. The Dart
is defended at its entrance by a castle and bat-

teries, and is navigable to the town for vessels of

150 tons burden. Vessels belonging to the port,

256; tons, 34,193. Customs rev. (1862) 3962i.

Exports (1862) 3358/, of barley, woollen goods, and
cider. Imports, wine, oil, fruit, salt, and fish, many
^f the inhabitants being engaged in the pilchard

.»nd Labrador fisheries. Steamers ply hence daUy
to Totness. It is the seat of bor. quarter sessions,

a coast-guard station, and returns one member to

House of Commons. Eeg. electors (1864) 284.

Dartmouth, a maritime township of the U. S.,

North America, Massachusetts, 7 m. S.W. New
Bedford. It has vessels engaged in the whaling
and coasting trade.

Dartmouth, a town of Nova Scotia, on the E.
side of Halifax harbour. Has ship-building yards.

Darton, a pa. of England, co. York, West Bid-
ing, 4 m. N.W. Bamsley. Ac. 4206. P. 4592.

Daruvar, a town of Austria, Slavonia, co. and
28 m. N.W. Posega. It has sulphur baths and
marble quarries. P. 3500.

Darvas, a vilL of Hungary, this side the Theiss,

CO. Bihar, 15 m. from Grosswardein. P. 955.

Darvel, a viU. of Scotland, co. and 15 m. N.E.
Ayr. P. 1544.

Darver, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Louth,
near Castle Bellingham. Ac. 1992. P. 371.

Darwen, two contiguous townships of Eng-
land, CO. Lancaster.—I. (Lower'), pa. and 2 m.
S.E. Blackburn, with a station on the Bolton,

Blackburn, Clitheroe, and West Yorkshire Eail-

way. Ac. 2490. P. 3301.—II. (Over), same pa.,

3J m. S.S.E. Blackburn. Ac. 5010. P. 16,492.

Darwent, a river of England. [Derwent.]
Darwin (Mountand Sound), Tierra del Fuego,

Borith America, are on the S.W. side of King
Charles' South Land ; the mountain near the
coast is estimated to be 6800 feet in height.

Daschitz, a market town of Bohemia, circ. and
7 m. N.N.E. Chrudim, on the Laucna. P. 1944.

Dashcovka, a town of Russia, gov. and 12 m.
R. Mohilev, on right bank of the River Dnieper.
The French were here defeated by the Russians,
July 10, 1812.

Dassat (Avon), a pa. of England, co. Warwick,

6i m. E.S.E. Kington. Ac. 1580. P. 208.

Dassau or Dassow, a market town of N. Ger-
many, Mecklenberg-Schwerin, lordship and 20
m. W. Wismar, on the Stepenitz. P. 1800.

Dassel, a town of Hanover, landrost Hildes-
heim, princip. and 23 m. N.N.W. Gottingen. P.
1621. Manufs. of linens and paper.
Dassen Island, South Africa, Cape Colony, in

the Atlantic, is 40 m. N.N.W. Cape Town.
Datchet, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, on the

Thames, here crossed by a bridge, connecting it

with Windsor. Ac 1630. P. 982.

Datchavorth, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 3
ni. N.E. Welwyn. Ac 1921. P. 635.

Datnovo, a market town of Russian Poland,
gov. and 70 m. N.W. Vilna. P. about 1400.
Datschitz (Moravian Daczicze), a town of

Moravia, circ. and 25 m. S. Iglau. P. 2545.
Dattoli, a cluster of rocky islets around the

island Panaria, Lipari group, Mediterranean.
Dauba or DuBA, a town of Bohemia, circ.

Bunzlan, 19 m. N.W. Jung-Bunzlau. P. 1628.
Daudleb or Daudleby, a vill. of Bohemia,

circ KOniggratz, on the Adler. P. 1008.
Dauendorf, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Bas-

Rhin, arr. Strasbourg, cant. Haguenan. P. 1319.

1tid,go*PDaugt, a market town of Russian Poland, got
Vilna, 25 m. S.W. Novo-Troki. P. 1200.

Dal'Le, a vlU. of South America, Ecuador, 22
m. N.N.W. Guayaquil, on the river Daule.
Daulitz, a vUl., Austria, Bohemia, gov. and I

m. S.W. Rumburg. P. 1324. Has thread manui
Daumazan, a comm. and vill. of France, de

Ari^ge, arr. Pamiers, cant. le-Maz-d'Azil. P. 13l|
Daumeray, a comm. and vill. of France, da

Maine-et-Loire, 19 m. N.W. Baug6. P. 1735.

Daun, a viU. of Rhenish Prussia, cap. circ,

m. N.N.E. Treves. P. 460. Mineral springs.

Daung (The), a tract of country within the
presid. of Bombay, consists of several native
states, tributary to a chief styled the rajah of

Daung, situated between lat. 20° 22' and 21° 6'

N. ; Ion. 73° 28' and 73° 52' E. Area 950 sq. m.
P. estimated at 70,300.

Dauntsey, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4J m.
S.S.E. Mahnesbury. Ac 3301. P. 578.

Dauphin, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in S.E. of iPennsylvania. Area 608 sq. m. P.

(1860) 46,756. Surface mountainous, soil fertile.

—II. (Island), off the entrance of Mobile Bay, 26
m. S. Mobile, and 14 m. in length E. to W.
Dauphin River, British North America, con-

nects Lakes Manitouba and Winnipeg.
DAUPHiNife, an old frontier prov. m S.W. t

France, now comprised in the deps. Drome, I
Alpes, and Is6re. After having been goveme
for several centuries by palatine counts, who wei
called Dauphins, it was ceded to Philip of Valoi

in 1349, and from that time to the revolution of I

1830 the eldest son of the King of France hai,

the title of Dauphin.
Dauria, a dist. of N.E. Asia, Manchoor

separated from the region of Lake Baikal by i

Durian mountains, an extensive range commei
ing about lat. 50° N., and stretching N.E. to 1

Yablonoi mountains. The vast steppes of

border land cover 8900 m., and afford excellenl

grazing to cattle, sheep, and horses. Wool ill

now exported by the Amur.
Dauss, an island, Persian Gulf, in a bay of thil

Arabian coast, lat. 25° 10' N. ; Ion. 53° 3' E. A
Dautova, a vUl. of Hungary, co. Bacs, on L 1^1

of the Danube, 9 m. S. Baja. P. 2800. jDavenham, a pa., England, co. Chester, on ih|l

Wenbeck, 2 m. S. Northwich. Ac. 9449. P. 685&|
Da\'enport, a city of U. S., North Amerio«||

Iowa, cap. Scott co., 60 m. E. of Iowa City. P*|

(1860) 11,297. It is a great railway centre, andhail
extensive trade. Iowa College was established I

here in 1847.—II. a township of New York, 69|
ra. S.W. Albany.—III. a township of Iowa, on I

the Mississippi, at the foot of the upper rapida^ I

and on railway to Chicago. P. (1860) 11,267,]

Seat of the Iowa College. '

Daventry, an ancient munic bor., town, and

pa., England, co. and 12 m. W.N.W. Northamp-
ton, and 5 m. S.W. the Weedon station of the

N.-W. Rail Ac. of pa. 4090. P. 4124. Altitude

486 feet. It has a church, union workhouse,

branch bank, and manufs. of shoes and whips.

Bor. sessions are held yearly. It is a poUing-

place for south division of county.
David, a town of South America, New Gra-

nada, Veraguas, in lat. 8° 23' N., Ion. 82° 27' W-,

on 1. b. of the river David. Bocca Chica is its

seaport. Pop. a mixed race. Exports rice, coffee,

hides, turtle, shells, and gold dust. Climate salu-

brious. It is of recent origin, and its pop. if

rapidly increasing by immigration.
David (St) or Freewill Islands, a group ol

four islands in the North Pacific, in lat. 0° 66' N.

:

Ion. 134° 21' 30" E. They are populous.
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Pavid (St), a pa. of South Wales, co. and 8 m.

W.S.W. Brecon. Ac. 2789. P. 1418.

David (St), a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, on the

N. side of the Firth of Forth, IJ m. E. Inver-

keithing.

David (St), one of the Bermuda isls. Lat.32° 10'

N., Ion. 64° 20' W. ; also pas. in Hayti & Jamaica.

Davids (St), a decayed episcopal city of South
"Wales, CO. Pembroke, near its W. extremity, on
the Allan, 1 m. fi'om its mouth on the N. side of

St Bride Bay, 15 m.W.N.W. Haverford-West Ac.

11,185. P. of pa. 2199, nearly half in the city. It

has a cathedral and bishop's palace. The diocese

comprises the cos. Pembroke, Carmarthen, Bre-

con, and most part of Radnorshire, with pas. in

adjacent cos. The bishop resides at Abergwelly.
—St David's Head, the most W. point of Wales, is

I in lat. 51° 50' N. ; Ion. 5° 15' W.
Davidson, two cos., TJ. S., North America.—I.

I in centre of North Carolina. Area 380 sq. m. P.

.(1860) 13,525 free, 3076 slaves.—II. in centre of

iTennessee. Area 720 sq.m. P. (1860) 32,265 free,

114,790 slaves.

Davidson's Mains, a vill. of Scotland, co. and

i2 m. W. Edinburgh, pa. Cramond. P. 599.

Davidstow, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4
;ti. N.E. Camelford. Ac, 6766. P. 394.

i Davtdstown, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kil-
ilare, 4 m. S.W. KUcullenbridge. Ac. 3905. P. 720.

1
Davte, a CO., U. S., North America, in centre

if North Carolina. Area 175 sq. m. P. 6102 free,

i;392 slaves.

,
Daviess, three cos., U. S., North America.—I.

n S.W. of Indiana. Area 420 sq. m. P. (1860)
13,323.—II. in N.W. of Missouri. Area 676 sq.

la. P. 9248 free, 358 slaves.—III. in N.W. of

jCentucky. Area 400 sq.m. P. (1860) 12,034 free,

1 515 slaves. It has extensive beds of coal.

I
Davington, a pa. of England, co. Kent, | m.

ir.W. Feversham. Ac. 540. P. 149.

j

Daviot and Dunlichty, a pa. of Scotland, cos.

.avemess, Nairn, and Aberdeen. P. 2355.

\
Davis, three cos. of the U. S., North America.

—

in S. of Iowa. Area 604 sq. m, P. (1860) 13,764.
-II. inKansas. P. 1163.—III. in Utah. P. 2904.

j

Davis Strait, between Greenland and British

. orth America, connects Baffin Bay with the
itlantic Ocean ; where narrowest it is from 150
160 m. across. It was named after its dis-

vorer in the 16th century. Strong currents set
im it southward, and it is greatly encumbered
th ice, but is much frequented by whaling ships.

DavU^ Cove, an inlet near W. extremity of

maica, 5 m. S.W. Lucea.
Davlia, Davlis, a vill. of Greece, gov. Boeotia, 9
N.W. Lebadea, at the foot of Mt Parnassus.
Davoid-Gorodok, a market town, Kussian Po-
1(1, gov. and 132 m. S.S.W. Minsk. P. 3000.
Davoli, a town of South Italy, prov., circ. and
m. S. Catanzaro. P. 2935.
Davos, a town of Switzerland, cant. Grisons,
m. E. Coire. P. 1705.
'AVREU, a market town of Eussian Poland,
^. Vilna, 45 m. N.E. Wilkomir. P. 1100.
^awley (Magna), a pa. of England, co. Salop,
^. W.S.W. Shiffnall. Ac. 2743. P. 11,013.
>Awi,isH, a pa. and vill. of England, co. Devon,

' the English Channel, 3 m. N.N.E. East Teign-
1 uth, with a station on the Great Western Eail-
' »•• Ac 6512. P. 4014. Eainfall 32 inches.
,'awson, a considerable river of E. Australia,

1 ly discovered, near lat. 25° S., Ion. 150° E.
'AwsoN, a CO. of U. S., North America, Georgia.

J ^530 free, 326 slaves.

f '^'^f
"^ ""^ "^^^^ ^OTKi-^M^M^o, a comm. and

•^ a of France, dep. Landes, cap. arr., in a fer-

tile plain, on 1. b. of the Adour, 30 m. S.W. Mont-
de-Marsan. P. 9856. It has a cathedral, an old
episcopal palace, coxirt-house, prison, and cham-
ber of commerce. Manufs. of earthenware, linen
thread, linseed oil, vinegar, and leather, and trade
in com, wine, brandy, Bayonne hams, and wood.
It has hot saline springs (temp. 162° Fahr.).
Daxlander, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle

Rhine, dist. and 4 m. W. Carlsruhe. P. 1550.

Daxweiler, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov.
and 28 m. S. Coblenz. P. 625.

Day or Dye (St), a town of England, co. Corn-
wall, 7 m. W. Truro. P. 2700.
Daylesford, a pa. of England, co.Worcester, 3J

m. E.S.E. Stow-on-tho-Wold. Ac. 653. P. 108.

Dayton, a city, U. S., North America, Ohio, co.

Montgomery, on the Great Miami river, 55 m.
W.S.W. Columbus. P. (1860) 20,081. It has cotton
factories, iron-foundries, and machinery- works.
Dead Sea, properly Salt Sea or Lake As-

phaltites (Arab. Bahr Ijuf), Sea of Lot, is the
lowest and largest of the three lakes which inter-

rupt the course of the Jordan, lat. 31° 6' 20' to
31° 46' N. ; Ion. 35° 24' to 35° 37' E. Its N. extre-
mity is where the Jordan enters it, 20 m. K Jeru-
salem. Length N. to S. 46 m., breadth in middle
lOJ m. ; depression below the Mediterranean
1312 feet; greatest depth, at one-third of its length
from N. end, 218 fathoms (1308 feet). Having no
outlet, its level is determined by the amount of

water it receives and the extent of evaporation.
The great fissure in which it lies is walled in by
a range of nearly parallel mountains, bare and
stern, and estim. at 1200 to 1500 feet above the
lake, and composed of red sandstone overlaid by
limestone. Near its S.E. end, a peninsula pro-
jects to within 2 m. of its. W. side, enclosing a
shallow lagoon, which forms the S. part of the
lake. Its water is clear an4. transparent, but salt

and peculiarly bitter to tho feste ; its density is so

great that a man cannot sinfcdower than the arms
when standing in it. Sea water contains 4, while
the Dead Sea contains 26J per cent, of salt. Its

specific gravity is thus 1-fifth greater than that
of the ocean ; but the water of Tuz Gul (lake), in
Asia Minor, is still mote dense. The mountain
of rock salt, on its S.W. side, is called Jebel
Usedum (Mt. Sodom). Only the lowest forms of

animal life exist in its salt and acrid waters, but
birds fly over its surface, and animals and plants
inhabit its shores. Its scenery, far from being
gloomy, is grand, bright, and pleasing.

Delaki, a vill. of Hungary, gov. and 2i m.
W.S.W. Sellye. P. 1856.

Deakovak, a mkt. town of Hungary, Slavonia,

CO. Verotze, 22 m. S.S.W. Erzek. P. 3000.

Deal, a munic. and pari, bor., marit. town, and
pa. of England, co. Kent, member of the Cinque
port of Sandwich, from which town it is 4J m.
S.E. on the shore of the North Sea, near the S.

extremity of the Downs, opposite Goodwin Sands,
8 m. N.N.E. Dover, and 102 m. E.S.E. London.
Ac. of pa. 1217. P. 7531. Principal build-
ings, the church, court-house, gaol, naval store-

house, custom-house, public rooms, with a library

and baths. Vessel belonging to the port 1, tons
105. Customs rev. (1862) 2027/. ; exports (1861)
6441/. Walmer Castle is in this borough, where
the first Duke of Wellington died in 1852. The
skill and boldness of the Deal boatmen is re-
nowned. The bor. unites with Sandwich in
sending two members to House of Commons.
Dean, numerous pas. of England.—I. co. Cum-

berland, 4J m. S.W. Cockermouth. Ac. 6360. P.
829.— II. CO. Lancaster, 134 m. S.S.W. Great
Bolton. Ac. 19,340. P. 35,746. It has cotton
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mills, bleaching works, and coal mines.—III. co.

Southampton, 5^ m. W.S.W. Basingstoke. Ac.
1657. P. 153.—IV. {East), same co., 5J m. N.W.
Eomsey, with a station on a branch of the S.-W.
EaUway. Ac. 1064. P. 223.—V. (EastX co. Sussex,

6J m. S.S.E. Midhurst. Ac. 4647. P. 343.—VI.
(Easty, same co., 2i m. S.W. Eastbourne. Ac.
2431. P. 334.—VII. {Little), co. Glo'ster, 2 m.
W.N.W. Newnham, in the Forest of Dean. Ac.
510. P. 887.—VIII. {Nether), co. Bedford, ^ m.
W. Kimbolton. Ac. 2370. P. 652.—IX. {Pnor\
CO. Devon, 4 m. S.S.W. Ashburton. Ac. 4165.

P. 422.—^X. {Priors), co. Southampton, 4 m.
N.N.W. Petersfield. Ac. 1518. P. 129.—XI.
( Wesi), CO. Wilts, 7 m. N.W. Eomsey. Ac. 4382.

'P. U6.—XII. {West), CO. Sussex, 2^ m. E.N.E.
Seaford. Ac. 2464. P. 153.—XIII. ( West), same
CO., 6 m. S. Midhurst. Ac. 2290. P. 681.

Dean (Forest), England, co. Glo'ster, com-
prised formerly the chief part of the co. W. of the
Severn, but as a royal forest it is now reduced to

22,000 ac., about 5 m. S.W. Newnham, and of

which 11,000 is under enclosure for navy timber.
Iron and coal mines in vicinity. It contains oak,

beech, and orchards yielding the famous styre-

apple eider. Numerous railways connect the
mines with the Severn and Wye. It is divided
into six extra-parochial districts, and belongs to

the Crown. The inhabitants are exempted from
county rates, and have other ancient privileges.

Deanstos, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 30 m.
S.W. Perth, on rt. b. of the Teith, 1 m. W.
Doune. P. 727. Rainfall 44 inches.

Dearborn, a co. of the U. S., North America,
!n S.E. of Indiana. Area 308 sq. m. P. (I860)

24^406. The Whitewater Canal and the Law-
renceburgh and Indianapolis Eailway intersect

the county.
Dearham, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 5

m. N.W. Cockermouth. Ac. 3377. P. 2595.

Dease Inlet, Arctic Ocean, Bussian America,
S.E. Point Barrow, is in lat. 71" 13' N., Ion. 75°

10' W., and 5 m. across at its entrance.

Deba, a town of Tibet, cap. div., near the Up-
per Sutluj, 14,91S feet above the sea. Lat. 30"

13' N. ; Ion. 80° 21' E. It has a temple of Vishnu.
Deba, a seaport town of Arabia, on the Ara-

bian Sea, dom. and 100 m. N.W. Muscat.
Debach, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4 m.

N.N.W. Woodbridge. Ac. 464. P. 144.

Debden, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4 m.
N.W. Thaxted. Ac. 4404. P. 942.

Debenham, a market town and pa., Engl., co.

Suffolk, 13 m. N. Ipswich. Ac. 3271. P. 1488.

Debo (Lake) (Arab. BaJir-Tieb, the "black
lake"). Central Africa, Nigritia, 150 m. S.W.
Timbuctoo, and traversed by the Joliba river,

which enters on its S. and emerges from its N.E.
eide.—On its S.W. shore is a town of same name.
Debba Tabor, a hill fort of Abyssinia, prov.

Begemeder, in about lat 11° 45' N., Ion. 38° 5' E.

Debreczin, a royal free town of East Hungary,
cap. CO. Bihar, 116 m. E. Pesth. P. (1857) 36,283,

mostly Magyars, the greater part of whom are
Galvinists. Has churches, monastery, hospitals,

an orphan asylum, and a town-haU ; a Calvinistic

college, with a library, and upwards of 2000 stu-

dents ; a Piarist college, and a Roman Catholic
high schooL Manufs. unimportant. It was
taken by the Turks in 1684, but abandoned by
them in the same year.
Debtling, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2i m.

N.E. Maidstone. Ac. 1576. P. 344.
Decatur, a co., U. S., North America, in S.W.

of Georgia. Area 870 sq. m. P. 5998 free, 5924
slaves.—II. a co., S.E. of Indiana. Area 380 sq.

m. P. (1860) 17,294.-111. a co. in centre of Ten-
nessee. Area 320 sq. m. P. 5492 free, 784 slaves.

—IV. a township. New York, 61 m. W.S.W.
Albany. P. 927 ; and several other smaller towns
and villages.—V. a co., Iowa. P. 8677.
Decazeville, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aveyron, arr. and 19 m. N.E. Villefranche. 1'.

8020. It has extensive iron forges.

Deccan, a vast tract of country in Southern
India, situated between the Nerbudda and the
Kistna rivers. Properly it includes the territory

S. of the Vindhya mountains, which separate it

from Hindostan on the N., and comprehends the
Nerbudda valley, the narrow tract of low land
forming a belt round the coast of the peninsula,
and the table-land which rests on each side of the
Eastern and Western Ghauts ; one of which, the
Bhore Ghaut, now traversed by the Indian Pen-
insula and Madras Railway, used to be considered
the key to the Deccan. The average height of

its mountains is 4000 feet, the highest 8700 feet

above the sea.

Deccan or Dukkinshahabazpoor Island, in

the Bay of Bengal, at the mouth of the Bi-ahma-
pootra. It is 30 m. long, and 10 to 13 m. broad.
The island is very low, and at spring tides and
during the rains it is almost submerged.
Deception Island, near South Shetland, Ant-

arctic Ocean, is volcanic, and consists of alter-

nate layers of ashes and ice, with a deep lake, 5
m. in circ, and hot springs, temp. 140° Fahr.
Dechkin, a town of Russia, gov. and 30 nt.

N.N.E. Orel, on the Oka. P. 2000. It has a
bour and salt magazines.
Dechtchin, a market town of Russian Pol

gov. Volhynia, 11 m. S.W. Jitomir. P. 1050,

Dechy, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. N(
arr. and cant. Douai. P. 1620.

Decimomannu, a vill. of the isl. Sardinia, piOT.
and circ. Cagliari. P. 1344. Manufs.
pottery.

Decize, Decetia, a comm. and town of F:

dep. Nievre, cap. cant., arr. and 18 m. S.Ej

Nevers. P. 4362. It is situated on a rock in th(|

middle of an island formed by the Loire, and
extensive iron works and coal mines.
Decollatura, a comm. of South Italy, proT

Catanzaro, circ. Nicastro. P. 4402.
Decs, a vill. of Hungary, this side the Danulx

CO. Tolna, near Szexard. P. 2250.
Dectaun, a town of India, belonging to Scindis

state Gwalior, 20 m. W. Mow, 1881 feet abov
the sea. P. 6000.

Decuman (St), a pa. of England, co. Somerse
5 m. E. Dunster. Ac. 4281. P. 3196.
Deddington, a town and pa. of England, C(

and 16 m. N.N.W. Oxford. Ac. 3990. P. 202-

Dedham, a pa^ Engl., co. Essex, on the Stou

3^ m. N.W. Manningtree. Ac. 2551. P. 1734.

Dedham, a township, U. S., N. America, Ma
sachusetts, cap. Norfolk co., 13 m. S.S.W. Boetoi

P. 4477. It has a g^l, court-house, and bank
Dedilova, a town of Russia, gov. and 20

1

S.E. Tula. P. 1000.
Dee, a river of England, rises in Lake Bal

Merionethshire, Wales, flows at first E. throuf

the vale of Llangollen and Wynnstay, then tur;

N., separating the co. Denbigh on the W. fro

Flintshire, and Cheshire on the E. ; it flows in

the Irish Sea. Total course 70 m. Principal all

the Alwyn, which joins it at Holt. Its estuary

encumbered by sandbanks ; but it has inland coi

munication with the rivers of Central Englanc

Dee, two rivers of Scotland.—I. co. Al«rdet

rises in Cairngorm mountains, Braemar, a;

flows, with a generally E. course, to the Nor

II I
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Sea at Aberdeen. Total course 90 m., and with

its affls. it drains nearly 1000 sq. m. It rises in

the wells of Dee, at an elevation of 4000 feet, 12

m. from which, at an elevation of 1190 feet, its

waters are hemmed into a narrow intricate chasm
of rock, flowing over which it forms the " Linn
of Dee." Castletown of Braemar, Balmoral, Bal-

later, Aboyne, and Kincardine O'Neil, are on its

banks. Its salmon fishery is valuable.—II.

stewartry of Kirkcudbright, flows southward
through Loch Ken, and past Carsphairn, Dairy,

New Galloway, & Kirkcudbright, and below the

latter town joins the Solway Firth, after a course

of 60 m., for the last seven miles of which it is

navigable.

Dee, a riv., Irel., cos. Meath & Louth. It rises

near Drumconrath, flows through the vale of Ar-
dee, after a course of 21 m. falls into Dundalk Bay.
Deeford, a chapelry of England,co.Worcester,

with a station on the Birmingham and Glouces-

ter Eailway, 4 m. N. Tewkesbury. P. 463.

Deegoa, awalled town of Bomou, Ceut. Africa,

cap. a chiefship, 60 m. S. Kouka. P. 30,000. (.')

Deene, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, 5

m. E.N.E. Eockingham. Ac. 3152. P. 540.

Deepixg, three pas. of England, co. Lincoln.

—

I. (St James}, on the Welland, f m. E.N.E. Deep-
ing-Market. Ac. 6470. P. 1763.—II. (Market),

a market town and pa., 93 m. N.N.W. liondon.

Ac. 1290. P. 1337.—III. ( West), on the WeUand,
2 m. W.S.W. Market-Deeping. Ac. 1170. P. 349.

Deer, two pas. of Scotland.—I. (Old), cos.

Aberdeen & Banff, 25 m. N. Aberdeen. P. 5174.—
II. (New), CO. Aberdeen, adjoins the above. P. 4385.

Deer, the cap. town of Nubia. [Derr.]
Deerfield, several townships of the U. S., N.

America.—I. New Hampshire, 15 m. S.E. Con-
cord. P. 2022.—II. Massachusetts, 78 m. W. Bos-
ton. P. 2421.—III. New York, 4 m. N. Utica. P.

3120.—IV. New Jersey, co. Cumberland. P. 2621.
—Others are in Ohio, etc.

Deerhurst, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 2J
m. S.W. Tewkesbury. Ac. 2930. P. 930.

Deer Isle, a township of the U. S.,N. America,
Maine, on Penobscot Bay, 56 m. E.S.E. Augusta.
P. 3037.

Deerness, a quoad sacra pa. of Scotl., Orkney,
island of Pomona, forming a peninsula between
the North Sea and the inlet of Deer Sound, which
makes an excellent harbour. P., including Co-
pinshay island, 804. Altitude 282 feet.

Dees, a market town of Transylvania, co. Szol-
nok, at the confl. of the Great and Little Szamos,
28 m. N.N.E. Klausenburg. P. 4355.
Deesa, a town of India, Guzerat, 370 m. N.

Bombay. It has a British cantonment on 1. b. of
the Biuinass.

Defiance, a co. of U. S., North America, in
the N.W. of Ohio, bordering on Indiana. Area
414 sq.m. P. (I860) 11,886. Surface level. SoU
fertile. The Fort Wayne and Toledo Eailway
intersects the county.
Degagnac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot, arr. and 6 m. S.S.W. Gourdon. P. 2025.
Degerlock, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Neckar, 3 m. S. Stuttgart. P. 1500.
Deggendorf, a town of Lower Bavaria, cap.

dist., on the Danube, 29 m. N.W. Passau. P. 3900.
It has breweries and potteries.
Degginqen, a vill., Wiirtemberg, circ. Danube,

near Geislingen. P. 1800.
I Deghitche, a town of Eussian Poland, gov.

Vilna, 44 m. W.N.W. Georgenburg. P. 1100.
Degnizli or Denizli, a town of Asia Minor,

Anatolia, 53 m. S.E. AUah-Shehr. It has a castle,
several mosques, and bazaars ; but in 1715 it was

destroyed by an earthquake, and 12,000 of its In-

habitants are said to have perished.

Dego, a town of North Italy, prov. Genoa, 18
m. S. Acqui. P. 1941. Here Napoleon i. gained
a battle over the Austrians in 1796.

Dehak or DoHAK, a vill. of Persia, prov. Irak-
Ajemi, 53 m. N.W. Ispahan.

Deii-i-hajee, a walled town of Afghanistan,
20 m. S. Candahar. P. 2000.
Dehra Doon, a district of British India,

N.W. provinces, between lat. 30° and 30°
32' N.; Ion. 77° 43' and 78° 24' K P.

32,083. It consists, for the most part, of a
fertile valley 45 m. in length, with an average
breadth from 15 to 20 m. On the N.E. frontier

of the valley the mountains have an elevation of

7000 to 8000 feet above the sea, and the Sewalik
range from 3000 to 3500 feet. Soil rich. Yields
rice, maize, cotton, sugar, opium, hemp, and
indigo. The cultivation of the tea plant has been
successfully introduced on the S.W. declivity of

the range rising N. of the Dehra Doon. Temp.
37° to 101° Fahr. Eainfall 67 inches, during July,

August, and September, which is the unhealthy
season.

Dehra, a large vill. of India, in the Dehra Doon
valley, in lat. 30° 19' N. ; Ion. 78° 5' E. 2369 feet

above the sea.

Deidesheim, a town of Ehenish Bavaria, 13 m.
W.N.W. Spires. P. 2350.

Deighton-Kirk, a pa. of England, co. York,
West Eiding, 2 m. N. Wetherby. Ac. 3611. P.
485.—II. a chapelry, pa. Northallerton.—III. a
township, pa. Escrick, co. York.
Deiningen, a vill. of Bavaria, Schwabia, 4 m.

E. Nordlingen. P. ]800.

Delnum, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Fries-

land, 3 m. W. Leeuwarden. P. 400.

Deir, numerous places in the East.—I. (el-

Kamr), a town of Syria, picturesquely situated

on the W. slope of the Lebanon, 15 m. S.S.W.
Beirut. P. 8000. It has often suffered severely
in the wars between the Christians and the
Druses.—II. (or Der, probably the anc. Thapsa-
cus), Asiatic Turkey, on the Euphrates, 20 m.
N.W. Kerhisiya.—III. (elAhmar), a Druse vill. of

Syria, 10 m. S .E. Beyrout, on the road to Damascus.
Deirut, a town of Lower Egy^t, prov. and 13

m. S.S.E. Eosetta, on the W. baiftk of the Nile.

Deislingen, a vill. of Wilrteigberg, circ. Black
Forest, 35 m. S.W. Tubingen. i.P. 1700.

De Kalb, a CO., U.S., North America, in N. part
of Georgia. Area 360 sq. m. P. 6806 free, 2000
slaves. Soil fertile. Products, Indian com,
wheat, and cotton. It has girst and saw mills.

Minerals are gold, iron, and granite. Four lines

of railway terminate in the co.—II. a co. in N.E.
of Alabama. Area 720 sq. m. P. 9857 free, 848
slaves.—III. a co. in centre of Tennessee. Area
275 sq. m. P. 9548 free, 1025 slaves.—IV. a co.

in N.E. of Indiana. Area 365 sq. m. P. (1860)
13,880.—V. a CO. in Illinois. Area 648 sq. m. P.

(1860) 19,086.—VI. a co., Missouri. P. 5087 free,

137 slaves.—^VII. a township. New York, co.

St Lawrence, on the river Oswegatchie. P. 1631.

—Several vills. in the U. S. have this name.
Dei^goa Bay, an inlet of the Indian Ocean,

S.E. Africa, 65 m. in length N. to S., by 20 m.
across. Lat. of Cape St Mary, Inyack island,

25° 58' S. ; Ion. 33° 16' E. Shores flat, marshy,
and unhealthy in summer. The bay, commodioiis
and safe, is frequented by South Sea whalers, and
has on its W. side an estuary, termed English
river, formed by the mouths of several streams,

one of which, the Delagoa river, is navigable by
vessels drawing 12 feet water for 40 m. The
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Portuguese have a small fort near Cape Inyack,
with an export trade in ivory, gold dust, & slaves.

Delamere, a pa. of England, co. and 12 m.
E.N.E. Chester. Ac. 8770. P. 1146. Altitude

672 feet.

Deiattnwith LtJH, a market town of Austria,

Galicia, 26 m. S.S.W. Stanislawow, on 1. b. of the

Pruth. P. 3355. It has salt springs and baths.

Delaware, a river of the U. S., North America,
rises in Catskill mountains, New York, flows S.,

dividing this state and New Jersey from Penn-
sylvania, and finally expands into Delaware Bay,
between New Jersey on the E. and Delaware
state on the W. Course 300 m. 70 m. from its

source it breaks through the Water Gap, where
the cliffs are 1200 feet high. Principal affls., the

Popacton and Leigh. It is navigable from the

ocean to Philadelphia, 50 m. from its mouth, for

large ships, and for sloops 35 m. farther, to Tren-
ton.

—

Delaware Bay is an inlet of the Atlantic, 65
m. by 18 m., between Capes May and Henlopen.
Delaware, one of the U. S. of North America,

lat. 38° 29' to 39° 47' N. ; Ion. 74° 56' to 75° 40' W.,
having N. Pennsylvania, W. and S. Maryland,
and E. Delaware river and bay. Area 2120 sq. m.
P. (1860) 112,216 free, 1798 slaves. Surface hUly
in the N. and E. ; elsewhere level, and in the S.

is Cyprus swamp, yielding fine timber. Chief
river the Delaware, in the E. The Brandywine,
a romantic stream, is famous for the Eevolution-
ary battle of September 1777. Climate generally

mild; in N. part winter severe. Chief crops,

wheat, maize, oats, potatoes, flax, wool, and fruit.

It was settled in 1627, and ranks twenty-third
among the wheat - growing states. Manufs.
wooUens, cottons, iron works, tanneries, shipbuild-

ing, and paper mills. A canal in the N. part of the

state connects theDelaware andChesapeake rivers.

Five railways are in operation. The senate and
governor are chosen for four years, but the latter is

never re-eligible. All acts of the legislature must
be renewed every 20 years. Delaware sends 2
senators and 1 representative to the U. S. Con-
gress. Cap. Dover. Total valuation of property
(I860) 46,242,181 dollars.—II. a co. in S.E. part

of New York. Area 1362 sq. m. P. (1860) 42,465.

It has iron foundries, tanneries, woollen and card-
ing nulls. The New York and Erie Eailway
passes through the S.W. part of the co.—III. a
CO. in S.E. of Pennsylvania. Area 220 sq. m. P.

(1860) 30,597. Surface undulating, soil fertUe.

It has cotton and woollen factories, iron works,
paper mUls, and tanneries. The West Chester,

Philadelphia, and Columbia, and the Philadelphia
and Wilmington Bailways intersect the co.—IV.
a CO. in centre of Ohio. Area 610 sq. m. P.
(I860) 23,902. The Cleveland and Cincinnati
Kailway intersects the co.—V. a co. in E. of In-
diana. Area 394 sq. m. P. (1860) 15,753. The
Bellefontaine and Indianapolis Eailway intersects

the CO.—VI. a CO. in N. of Iowa. Area 576 sq. m.
P. (1860) 11,024.—VII. a township. New Jersey,
on Delaware river.—VIII. a township, Pennsyl-
vania, 7 m. N.W. Mercer.—EK. a vill^ Ohio, 24
m. N. Columbus. In its vicinity are a sulphur
spring and baths.
DelbrCck, a market town of Prussian "West-

phalia, gov. Minden, 9 m. W.N.W. Paderbom. P.
1150. Manufactures tobacco.
Delden, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Over-Yssel, 31 m, S.E. Zwolle. P. 1495.
Delemont (German JDehberg), a town of Swit-

zerland, cant, and 29 m. N. Bern, on 1. b. of the
Some. P. 2087. It has a manuf. of watches.

DEI.JT, a town of the Netherlands, prov. South
Holland, cap. cant., 9 m. N.W. Eotterdam, on the

canal between it and the Hague. P. (1865) 22,032.

Principal edifices, the palace in which Prince
William i. of Orange was assassinated, now used
as a barrack ; a Gothic church, the old church,

the council-house, arsenal, and school of military

engineering. It has breweries and distilleriea,

with manufs. of imitation Turkey carpets and
woollen cloth, soap, and earthenwares ; but most
of the coarse table goods known as " Delft ware,"
are in reality made in England.
Delft Island, Palk Strait, Indian Ocean, off

the N. of Ceylon, 7 m. long, 3^ m. broad.

Delftshavkn and Delfzyl, 2 towns, Nether-
lands ; the former. South Holland, on rt. b. of the
Maas, 2 m. S.W. Rotterdam. P. 3000. Ship*
building, herring fishery, and distilling; the lat>

ter, a strongly fortified town, prov. and 16 nt..

E.N.E. Groningen, with a port at the mouth of
the Ems. P. 3974. J
Delgada (Punta), a town of the island Si'

Michaels, Azores. '-

Delgado (Cape), a headland on the E. coaat

of Africa, Quiloa. Lat. 10° 41' S. ; Ion. 40' 40* B.
Delhi, a dist. of British India, N.W.prova.

between lat. 28° 24' and 28° 54' N. ; Ion. 76" 4g^
and 77° 29' E. Area 602 sq. m. P. estim. •!.

306,550. Climate dry, surface rocky or sandjfc

and fertilized by means of irrigation. TieUB
barley, wheat, and pulse. The district is waterMl
by the Jumna and its branches, the Delhi CankL
and by the Hansouti Nullah, a torrent which e»"
pands into a shallow lake during the rains.

Delhi, a celeb, city of British India, cap. disb
of same name, N.W. provs., in lat. 28° 39' N. ; l(nl.i

77° 18' E. P. (1846) 137,977, in 1864, with mi^
burbs, about 150,000. The city is 7 m. in eii>^

cumf., entered by 11 gates, and enclosed onthrtf:
sides by a wall of red granite, with several bai^

tions. The Mogul's palace is a magnificent buQdi;

ing, and the principal mosque,which cost 100,000£f
has been restored by the British Government. It

has also Hindoo temples, and an English churcb.

In 1792 Delhi College was established, and ifi

income amounts to 40,580 rupees per annum ; itW>
divided into four departments, English, Arabic^,

Persian, and Sanscrit. In 1851 it was attended hfi
333 students, ofwhom 22 were Christians, 206Moj
hammedans, and 105 Hindoos. Outside the ci%
is a large observatory, and the celebrated Shsbfj
Umar garden. Two canals irrigate the vicinit^'

and bring water to the city. It was taken U^
the British in 1803, and has continued smef
under British rule. In May 1857 Delhi ini
occupied by the Bengal mutineers, who massacred
the Europeans ; but it was bombarded and taken

by the British on the 20th September same year.

Delhi, a township of the U. S., North America,
New York, cap. co. Delaware, 67 m. "W.S.W. Al-

bany, on the Coquago, a branch of the Delaware,
—II. a township of the co. Ohio, near Cincinnati.

Deua, a town of Sicily, prov., circ. and 11 m.
S.S.W. Caltanisetta. P. 3560.
Deliceto, a town of S. Italy, prov. YoggisL, on »

hill, dist & 3 m- S.E. Bovino, cap. circ. P. 4698.

Delttzsch, a town of Prussian Saxony, cap^

circ., gov. & 19 m. N.E. Mersebiu^, on the Lobber.

P. 6400. Manufs. tobacco, stockings, and gloves.

Delle, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Haot
Ehin, 11 m. S.E. Belfort P. 1125.

Delliblat. a viU. of Hungary, dist. Temesvar,
10 m. from Neudorf. P. 3485.

Delugsen, a market town of Brunswick, circ

and 12J m. W.N.W. Gandersheim. P. 1340.

Dellnicze, a vill. of Austria, co. Agram, 12 hl

from Fussina. P. 1679.

Dellys, a seaport town of Algeria, 49 n* I»

I
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Algiers, in lat. 36" 55' 30' N. ; Ion. 3' 55' 12' E.

P. 10,484 (862 Europeans). It has trade in grain,

oil, and dried fruits.

Delmenhorst, a town, N.W. Germany, grand
duchy, and 16 m. E.S.'E. Oldenburg, cap. circ, on
the Delme. P. 1850.

Del Norte, a co. of U. S., North America,
California. P. 1993.

Delos, two islands in the Grecian Archipelago,

Cyclades; the largest, lat. 37° 24' N. ; Ion. 25° 15'

E., 4J m. long and 2 m. broad, is the anc. Rhenea.

The smaller island is a rock ^ m. E. the former.

Delphi, a ruined city of Greece. [Castri.]
Delsberg, Switzerland. [Delemont.]
Delta, from the Greek letter A, a name applied

to alluvial tracts enclosed between the bifur-

cating branches of a river and their common reci-

pient. Deltas are c&WedJluvial, lacustrine, Mediter-
ranean, or Oceanic, according as the streams which
form them fall into a river, lake, or sea. They
are simple deltas when the stream is divided into

two branches only, and compound when inter-

sected by other branches. The principal deltas

are those of the Nile, Ganges, and Niger. Deltic

branches of a river are those which enclose a
delta ; and deltic islands are those formed by the
ano-deltie branches of a compound delta. The
delta of the NUe at present is well marked by the
elevation of the Libyan desert on the W., and
that of El Tih on the E., which enclose the bed
of the river near Cairo. In Strabo's time the
delta extended as far S. as Cercesura, which was
W. of and neariy opposite Heliopolis.

Delta, a co.,IJ. S., N. Amer., Michigan. P. 1172.
Delting, a pa. of Shetland island, mainland,

on its N. coast. P. 1975.
Dklvino, a town of European Turkey, Alba-

nia, cap. sanj., 47 m. "W.N.W. Yanina, on a hill

slope covered with olive and orange plantations,
formerly the residence of the Pacha. P. 10,000.—Delvinacki is a vill. 23 miles E.
DiLT-lBRAHEM, a town of Algeria, arr. and 6

m. from Algiers. Pop. 2000, of whom 1246 are
European, engaged chiefly in agricidture.
Demavknd (Mount), a volcanic mountain of

Persia, and the loftiest peak of the Elburz chain
between the provs. Irak-Ajemi and Mazanderan,
40 m. N.E. Teheran. Height 21,000 feet (Buss,
survey). Form conical, with a crater-shaped
summit.

_
It yields pumice-stone and sulphur.

Around its base are many hot springs. Between
it and Teheran is the small town Demavend.
Dembea or TzANA. a lake of Abyssinia. Lat.

12* N. ; Ion. 37° 15' E. Length N. to S. 60 m.,
breadth 25 m. Alt. 6120 ft. It contains several
islands, the largest named Dek, and its S. part is

traversed by the Bahr-El-Azrek or Blue Nile.
Dembla, a river of Western Africa, Sierra

Leone, supposed to rise in the mountain dist.

S.E. of Senegambia, flows in a S.W. direction,
and falls into the Atlantic in lat. 9° 45' N.
Dembica, a town and castle of Austria, Galicia,

circ. and 18 m. E.N.E. Tamow. P. 1730.
Dembleby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3i

m. N.W. Ealkingham. Ac. 1071. P. 51.
Demer, a river of Belgium, provs. Limburg

and South Brabant, tributary to the Dyle, which
it joins 6 m. N. Louvain, after a W. course of 47
m., for the last 18 m. of which it is navigable.
Demerara or Demerart, a river of South

America, British Guiana, rises near lat. 5° 20' N.,
'and after a N. course of 180 m., enters the At-
lantic by an estuary near lat. 6° 50' N. ; Ion. 58°
-0' W. It gives name to a co. of British Guiana.
Demkter, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, gov.

aud 7 m. S.E. Bistritz. P. 2378. It has salt springs.

Destetrio (San), two market towns of South
Italy.—I. prov. and 12 m. S.E. Aquila, cap.
circ. P. 2625. It has a trade in almonds anJ
saffron.—II. prov. Cosenza, cap. circ, dist. and
17 m. W. Rossano. P. 2904.

Demiansk, a town of Eussia, gov. and 106 m.
S.E. Novgorod. P. 1200.—II. a viU. of Siberia,
gov. and 100 m. N.N.E. Tobolsk.
Demir-Hissar (Heraclea or the castle of iron),

a town of European Turkey, Rumili, on the
Struma, 13 m. N.N.W. Seres. P. 8000.
Demish or Odemes, a commercial town of Asia

Minor, Anatolia, 50 m. E.S.E. Smyrna.
Demmin, a town of Prussia, prov. Pomerania,

cap. circ, gov. and 73 m. W.N.W. Stettin, at the
mouth of the Tollense and the Trebel. P. 6160.
Manufs. hats, woollen cloths, Unen, stockings,
and leather ; has distilleries, breweries, trade in
tobacco, gloves, timber, com, and a harbour on
the river. It is very ancient, and celebrated for
the numerous sieges it has sustained.
Demone (Val), an old division in the N.E. of

Sicily, now comprised in the provs. Messina, Ca-
tanio, and Palermo.
Demonte, a fortified town of North Italy, prov.

and 15 m. S.W. Cuneo, cap. mand., on rt. b. of
the Stura. P. 6078. It has thermal springs,
iron-works, linen, coarse woollen manufactures,
and a silk-mill. Also a college and a theatre.

Demotica, Didymotichos, a town of European
Turkey, Rumili, on the Maritza, 25 m. S. Adria-
nople. P. 8000.

Denain, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, with a station on the railway from Abscon
to Valenciennes, 14 m. E. Douai. P. 10,254.

Denardiston or Denston, a pa. of England,
CO. Suffolk, 5 m. N. Clare. Ac. 1230. P. 277.

Denbigh, a pari, and munic. bor., market town,
and pa. of North Wales, co. Denbigh, on an
afiluent of the Glwyd, 5 m. S. St Asaph. P. of

pa. 4054 ; do. of pari, bor., including three other
towns, 6946. It stands on a steep acclivity : has a
pa. church, an anc. chapel, town-hall, assembly-
room, literary society, and market-house, with
manufs. of gloves and shoes. The bor. is a
polling place for co., and joins with Wrexham,
Ruthin, and Holt, in sending one member to the
House of Commons. Reg electors (1864) 889.

Denbighshire, a maritime co. of North Wales,
having N. the Irish sea, E. the cos. Flint& Chester,

S. Shropshire, Montgomery, & Merioneth, & W.
Carnarvon. Area 603 sq. m., or 386,052 ac. P.
100,778. Surface mostly rugged and mountainous,
but it contains the fertile valley of Llangollen.
Principal rivers, the Clwyd, Dee, Conway, and
VaUe-Crucis. The Conway forms its W., and the
Dee most part of its E. boundary. Chief crops,

rye, barley, and oats. Sheep and goats are
numerous ; wool is manufactured into stockings,

flannel, and coarse cloths by the rural population.

Coal, lead, iron, flint, and slate are raised ; in the
Rhuabon hills are several iron works, and a
cannon foundry. Gloves and shoes are among
the manufactured products. The Holyhead
Railway crosses the N. part of the co. Denbigh-
shire, is divided into 64 pas. in the dioceses of

St Asaph and Bangor. Exclusive 'of its bors.,

it sends two members to H. of 0. Reg. elect. 845.

Denbury, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 ra.

W.S.W. Ashburton. Ac 1068. P. 410.

Denby, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m. N.N.E.
Derby. Ac. 2395. P. 3338.—II. a chapelry, co.

York, West Riding, 8 m. W. Bamesley. P. 2262.

Denchworth, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 2J
m. N.N.W. Wantage Ac. 1060. P. 257.

Dendze, a river of Belgium, provs. Hainant
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Jind East Flanders, after a N. course of 42 m.
joins the Scheldt at Dendermonde. It is navig-
able from the Scheldt to Ath, by the help of

numerous sluices.

Dejtder, a river of Nubia, tributary to the Blue
Nile, which it joins 40 m. N. Sennaar, after a
N.W. course of 250 miles.

Dexderah, Tentt/ra, a vilL of Upper Egypt,
near the 1. b. of the Nile, opposite Keneh. Its

grand temple is 220 feet in length by 50 feet in

breadth, with a portico supported by 24 columns.

In it is also a famous zodiacal celling, the plani-

sphere of which was removed to Paris in 1822.

Dendermonde (Belg. Temwnde), a fortified

town of Belgium, prov. East Flanders, cap. arr.,

at the confl. of the Dender and the Scheldt, and
on the railway from Mechlin to Ostend, 16 m. E.
Ghent. P. 8637. It has a town-hall, hospital,

lunatic and orphan asylums, churches and con-
vents. Manufs. of cotton-yam, lace, and woollens.
Dex£e, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Maine-

et-Loire, arr. Angers, cant. Chalonnes. P. 1391.

Desekamp, a pa. and vill. of the Netherlands,
prov. Overyssel, 5^ m. N.E. Oldenzaal. P. 4068.

Denford, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
1| m. S. Thrapston. Ac. 1940. P. 429.

Dexgie, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3J m.
S.W. BradweU. Ac. 3319. P. 298.

Dekhaji, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Bucks, 2 m. N.N.W. IJxbridge, and 5J m. N. the

W. Drayton station of the Great Western Eail-

way. Ac. 3905. P. 1068.—II. co. Suffolk, 6^ m.
"W.S.W. Bury St Edmunds. Ac. 1267. P. 200.—
III. same co., 2^ m. E.N.E. Eye. Ac. 1267. P. 282.

Denham, a CO. of New South Wales, between
the Gwydir and Namoi rivers, W. of jamieson.
Area 1,296,000 acres.

Denholm, a vill. of Scotland, co. Eoxburgh, pa.

Cavers, 5 m. E.N.K Hawick. P. 766. Birth-
place of Leyden the poet.

Denia, a maritime town of Spain, prov. and 45
ra. N.E. Alicante, on the Mediterranean. P. 2619.

Manufactures of woollen and linen cloths.

Deniliquik, a post-town of New South Wales,
on the Wakool river, co. Townsend, 472 m. from
Sydney. It is the great entrepot for the sale of

cattle and sheep required for the neighbouring
colonies. Mean temp. 57° Fahr. P. 632.

Deneso, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 4 m. S. St
Andrews. Ac. 2737. P. 370.

Denio, a pa. of South Wales, co. Carnarvon,
including the township PwUhelL P. 2428.

Dekis (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine, cap. arr., with a station on the Eailway du
Nord, 5J m. N. the centre of Paris. P. 22,052.

It has a theatre, public library, various manufs.,
and several annual fairs. It was the anc. place
of sepulchre of the kings of France. The church
is a Gothic edifice, 415J feet in length, 106J feet

in breadth, with two towers, and a spire 85 feet

in height ; in the vaults are some of its ancient
tombs, which escaped destruction in the revolu-
tion of 1798. Its former abbey is now used as a
house of instruction, founded by Napoleon i. for

the daughters of members of the legion of honour.
The Canal of St Denis is a short branch of the
Canal De I'Ourcq.

Denis (St), a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hainaut,

4J m. N.E. Mons, with cotton-spinning works.
Denis (St), cap. town of the French colony of

the island Bourbon, Indian Ocean, on the N. coast
of the island, at the mouth of the river St Denis.
Lat. 20° 52' N. ; Ion. 55° 30' 24' E. P. with dist.

20,184, of whom 10,096 were emancipated slaves.
It is the residence of the governor of the island,
tb9 seat of a high court, and has a college, hospi-

1
tal, botanic garden, a bank, an active trade. Inm
foundries and tobacco manufs. It is situated on
an exposed roadstead, the best in the island.

Denis (St), numerous comms. and vills,

France.— I. dep. Charente Inferieure, in

Island Oleron, with a small port P. 1659.

—

'.

(dAnjoii), dep. Mayenne, 12 m. E. Chateau-Goi
tier. P. 2698.—III. {de GastinesX dep. and 11
W.N.W. Mayenne. P. 3434.—IV. (de Jt '

dep. Indre, arr. and 7 m. S.W. La ChS.tre.

1831.—V. (en-VoTy, dep. Loiret, 10 m. E.S,

Orleans. P. 1093.—VI. (sur-Loire), dep. Loir-

Cher, arr. and 4 m. N.E. Blois, with mine:

springs. P. 531.—VII. (de Pille), dep. Gironde,

on 1. b. of the Isle, arr. and 5J m. N. Libourne.

P. 2699.—VIII. (cTOrques), dep. Sarthe, arr. and
21 m. W. Le Mans. P. 2366.—IX. (le Chevasse),

dep. Vendue, arr. Napoleon Vendue, cant, le

Poir^-sur-Napoleon. P. 1603.—X. (le Gat),

Manche, arr. and 10 m. S.S.E. Coutances.
1554.—XI. (le Vetu), arr. and 4 m. S. Coutani

P. 1392.—XII. (sur Sarthon), dep. Ome, arr,

6 m. N.W. Alen^on. P. 1254.—XIII. (Ht
dep. Indre-et-Loire, arr. Tours, cant. Amboia&
P. 1310. It has iron forges.

Denis-dd-Sig (St), a town W. of Algeria, arr.

and 30 m. S.W. Oran^ cap. cant. P. 3963. Round
the town are large and rich farms, where the

cereals, cotton, to&icco, and vines are cultivated.

Denison, a CO. of New South Wales, on the N.

of Murray river, W. of Hume. Area 726,400 ac.

Dknizli, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 54 dl
S.E. Allah-Shehr, in a fertile valley surroundil
with gardens, and has several bazaars.

Denkendorf, a town of Wurtemberg, ciiQ,

Neckar, on the Kersch, 3 m, S. Esslingen. K
1500. ^
Denmailk (Ejngdom of), a state of Northeap

Europe, cap. Copenhagen. According to lHi$

treaty of London (1852) it comprised the kin|^
dom of Denmark Proper, with the Duchies «f

Schleswig-Holstein andLauenburg. This treail^

was overturned by the invasion of the DuchiflS

by Austria and Prussia, and by the treaty li
Vienna, 30th October 1864, according to whioll

the King of Denmark renounced jdl right if
the Duchies in favour of the King of Pmsdk
and the Emperor of Austria. The Duchies c|

Schleswig-Holstein and Lauenburg were, l)ji

the treaty of Prague, 20th August 1866, incoc^

porated with the Prussian dominions. The anij
and pop. of Denmark and its dependencies alt

as follows :

—

A. Kingdom of Denmark

—

Copenhagen, .

Seeland and Moan, .

Bomholm,
Fohnen and Langeland,
Lolland-Falster, etc,

Jutland (North),

Total,

Area in

sq. miles.

2,849

223
1,286
648

9,791

14,797

B. Colonies

—

Faroe (17 Islands,
Iceland, .

Greenland,

WMt (St Croix,

(St John,

Total,

610
39,696
3,9M

74
23
21

44,278

Popi
186ft,

(155,143

1419,668

29,804

206,826

86,797

703,813

1,600,551

66,987

9,880

J38,381

124,820

m
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The kingdom is bounded N. and W. by the North
Sea, E. by the Cattegat and the Baltic, and S. by
the Bay of Heilsminde, in the Little Belt. The
coasts are greatly indented, and the country is

perfectly flat ; in the N. some parts of it are be-

low the sea-level, from the invasions of which it

is defended by dykes. On the E. the surface rises

into gentle elevations. The highest part of the
peninsula is 500 feet, and of the islands 400 feet

above the sea. Among the islands, Seeland and
Fiihnen only have rivers, the others being watered
by mere brooks. There are extensive marshes in

all the valleys of the peninsula and the islands.

There are no large rivers in the kingdom. The
largest lake is the Arve, in Seeland. The prin-

cipal gulfs are the Liim-flord, Ringskiobing or
Stavning-flord, Nissum-fiord, and the Bays of

Jammer, Tannis, and Vixo on the continent ; on the
N., Kioje and Prsesto Bays in Zealand ; the Ise-

flord in Seeland, and Odense-fiord in FUhnen.
Between the islands and the peninsula of Den-
mark, and between Zealand and Sweden, there

are several passages called sounds, the chief of

which are Ore Sund (the Sound), and the Great
and Little Belts. The climate of Denmark is

humid and cloudy, but, notwithstanding its north-
em position, it is, from the lowness of its level

and the influence of the surrounding seas, much
milder than the countries of Germany situated

further 8. Mean temp, of the year 46°-6 Fahr.

;

shortest day 6J hours; longest day 17^ hours.

Storms are rare, and of short duration ; average
annual days of storm 9, rain 137, snow 32. Pre-
vailing winds, W. during spring and summer, and
S.W. in autumn and winter.

—

Denmark is an agri-

cultural country, and the cultivation of the soil,

which is almost entirely alluvial, occupies the
majority of the people. From the absence of

coal and water-power there are but few manufac-
tures. The soil is much sub-divided. Com is

raised more than necessary for home consumpt
The principal crops are barley, wheat, oats, buck-
wheat, potatoes, hemp, lint, tobacco, and hops.
Forests are not extensive, and mostly confined
to the E. coasts of the peninsula and the islands
Seeland and Ftihnen. Cattle are extensively
reared in N. Jutland. Horses, sheep, and swine
are extensively reared. The number of horses
in the kingdom in 1861 was 481,604, of cattle

1,827,067, of sheep 2,323,438, and of swine 483,033.
Goats are kept in small numbers, and game is

abundant. Oysters, herrings, salmon, and seals
are fished on the coasts and in the rivers. A s

Denmark has no mountains, except in Bornholm,
where an inferior quahty of coal is found, its

mineral products are insignificant. "Woollen
cloths, linens, bonnets, and papers, are made for
home consumption. Government formerly pro-
tected several branches of manufactures, but these
are now mostly confined to the porcelain works
at Copenhagen. Boads in general are bad ; the
best are in Seeland and Fiihnen. Railways are
in operation from Copenhagen westward to Kor-
Bor by Roeskilde and Ringsted, in Zealand ; and
from Aarhuus to Eanders and Viborg, in the pen-
insula. The geographical position of the coun-
try is favourable for water communication, and
there are many canals. The principal ports are
Copenhagen, Middelfart, Aarhuus, and Aalborg.
Exports, 1862 (including Iceland and the Faroe
Islands), grain, cattle, horses, sheep, butter, wool,
Iseeds, oilcake, tallow, bones, etc., to the value of
4,398,079Z. Imports, coals, iron, cottons, woollens,
linens, sugar, machinery, tea, fish, hardwares,
'offee, soda, indigo, etc., to the value of 6,806,303/.
Mercantile marine (1861), 5679 vessels. Aggre-

gate burden, 246,100 tons. The constitution of
the Danish monarchy is embodied in the charter
of 1849, modified in 1863 and 1865. The execu-
tive power is in the king and his ministers, and
the right of making or altering laws in the Rigs-
dag or Diet, comprising the Landsthing and the
Folkstking, the former the Senate and the latter

the House of Commons. The king must be a
member of the evangelical Lutheran Church,
which is the religion of the state, and has been
prevalent since 1536. Other sects are tolerated.
The pop. is divided into three classes, nobles,
citizens, and peasants. The poor are provided
for by assessment. Elementary education is

widely diffused in Denmark, attendance at school
is obligatory from the age of 7 to 14, The sys-
tem of mutual instruction, introduced in 1820,
was generally adopted in 1840. Besides the uni-
versity of Copenhagen, there are colleges or
gymnasia at Loroe and Aalborg, besides grammar
and normal schools in all the large towns. There
are upwards of 4000 parochial schools kept up at

the public expense. In 1866 the navy consisted
of 3 frigates and 1 floating battery with 44 guns

;

4 steam frigates with 162 guns in all ; 3 steam
corvettes with 44 guns ; 6 paddle-wheel vessels
with 38 guns ; 4 corvettes with 12, and 7 iron

gunboats with 13 guns in all ; sailing vessels, 2
ships of the line of 84 guns each ; 1 frigate of 48,

1 brig of 16 guns ; manned by nearly 1000 men.
Army (1866) on the peace footing 22,900 men;
to be doubled on the war footing. Rev. 1866-67,

18,957,404 rix dob. Expenditure 23,529,021 rix
dols. The continental part of Denmark, formerly
called the Cimbrian Ckersonesus, was the country
of the Cimbri, who ravaged Em-ope 100 years B.C.

Its first kings were descendants of Odin, and
hence issued many of the pirates, who, under
the name of Normans, long ravaged Western
Europe, and under whom the Danes made ir-

ruptions into England in 835 and 1042. After
conversion to Christianity, the Danes were long
the leaders in the affairs of the north. The
celebrated Margaret of Denmark, by the treaty
of Calmar, in 1397, united the three kingdoms
of the north, and after the dissolution of the
union the Danes kept possession of Norway
till 1814, when it was ceded to Sweden. The
duchies of Schleswig and Holstein revolted

from Denmark in 1848, and appealed to the

German States for assistance. Prussia sent

an army to aid the duchies, some indecisive

battles were fought, Austria interposed, the

duchies submitted, and their future relation

to Denmark was settled by the protocol of

Loudon 1852. The dispute was renewed in

1863. The alUed armies of Prussia and Austria
entered the duchies on 1st January, and the

Danes retreated to Diippel, which was bom-
barded and taken by assault 18th April 1864;
when the differences were referred to a con-
gress of the great Powers. (See before.) The
colonial possessions of Denmark consist of

the islands of Faroe and Iceland with part

of the coast of Greenland, and the tropical

possessions comprise the Danish West Hiilia

Islands, St Croix, St Thomas, and St John,
with a number of smaller islands. The estab-

lishments on the coast of Guinea, viz., Forts
Christiansborg, Fredensborg, etc., were ceded
to Britain by purchase in 1850. The town
of Tranquebar, with its districts, on the Coro-
mandel coast, ceded to Denmark by the rajah of

Tanjore in 1620, and the small dist. and town of

Serampore (Danish Frederiksnagor) in Bengal,

founded by the Danish East India Co. in 1755,
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were transferred to Britain in 1846. The Kicobar
Islands, in the Pay of Bengal, were taken posses-
sion of bythe Danes in 1756; in 1840 the pop. of the
Danish colony amounted to 6000, but they were
abandoned in 1848, on account of their insalubrity.

Denmark, two townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. New York, on Black river, near
Lake Erie.—II. Maine, 47 m. N.W. Portland.
Denk, a pa, of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 4 m.

S.E. Cavan. Ac 11,598. P. 4197.
DENNKWiTZ,avTll., Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,

gov. Potsdam, circ. and 3 m. S.W. JUterbogk. P.
236. The allies defeated the French here in 1813.

Dennington, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2

m. N. Framlington. Ac. 3262. P. 895.

DEanfis, two townships, U. S., N. America.—I.

Massachusetts, 65 m. S.E. Boston. P. 3257.

—

XL New Jersey, 73 m. S. Trenton. P. 1350.

Dennis (St\ a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4J
m. S.S.E. St Columb Major. Ac. 3100. P. 993.

Denxy, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 7 m. S.E.
Stirling. Ac 8356. P. 4988 ; do. of town, 2428.
Above sea level 150 feet.

Denston, a pa. of England. LDenardiston.J
Dent, a chapelry of England, co. York, West

Riding, on a stream of same name, pa. and 3 m.
from Sedbergh. Ac. 23,200. P. 1427. It is a poll-

ing place for West Riding.
Dent, a co. of U. S., North America, Missouri.

P. 5498 free, 156 slaves.

Denta Gyenta, a market town of Hungary,
28 m. S. Temesvar, on the Bezava. P. 2530.
Dent-du-Midi, a mountain of the Alps, on the

frontiers of the Valais, 10,771 feet in elevation.

It was ascended for the firat time in 1784.

Denton, numerous pas., etc. of England.—

L

00. Huntingdon, 1| m. S.S.W. Stilton. Ac 890.

P. 87.—II. CO. Kent, 7J m. S.S.E. Canterbu^.
Ac 1062. P. 183.-IIL co. Lincoln, 4 m. S.W.
Grantham. Ac 2600. P. 637.—IV. co. Norfolk,

3i m. N.E. Harleston. Ac 2437. P. 618.—V.
CO. and 6 m. E.S.E. Northampton. Ac. 1970. P.
578.—VI. CO. Sussex, on the Ouse, 1^ m. N.E.
Newhaven. Ac 1008. P. 206.—VIL i^Nether),

CO. Cumberland, 6 m. E.N.E. Brampton. Ac
4530. P. 302.—VIII. a township, co. Lancaster,
pa. Manchester, 4 m. N.N.E. Stockport Ac. 1647.

P. 3335.—IX. a township, co. York, West Riding,
on the Wharfe, pa. and 4 m. N.W. Otley. Ac
3100. P. 170.—X. {Eas(\ a township, Northum-
berland, pa. Newbum, 3^m. W.N.W. Newcastle-
on-Tyne. Ac. 809. P. 600.

Denton, an agricultural co. of Texas, U. S.,

North America. Area 300 sq. m. P. free, 4780

;

slaves, 251.

D'Entkecasteaux (Channel), Australasia,
Tasmania, in lat. 43° 25' S., Ion. 147° 15' E., sepa-
rates Bruny island from the mainland. Length
N. to S. 35 m. ; breadth 3 to 9 m. At its N. end
it opens into the estuary of the Derwent river,

and that of the Huon joins it from the W.

—

{Islands), Pacific Ocean. Lat 10° S. ; Ion. 151°

E.—(Potn<), W. Australia. Lat 34° 52' 30' S.

Denver, U. S., North America. [Pike's Peak.]
Denver, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, IJ m.

S. Market-Downham. Ac 3149. P. 932.
Denzlingen, a vill. of Baden, circ Upper Rhine,

4 m. S. Emmendingen. P. 1500.
Deobund, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, N.W. provs., dist and 21 m. S.S.E. Sa-
harunpoor. P. 18,638.
Deodub, an independent state of India, prov.

Guzerat, presid. Bombay, in lat 24° 9' N. ; Ion. 71°
49' E. Area 80 sq. m. P. 2000. It is composed
of Rajpoots and Coolies. Each village governs
itself, depending on the British for defence.

!ars

ben •;

1|

Deols, a comm. and town of France, dep. li

dre, arr. and 1 m. N.N.E. Chateauroux, on rt
of the Indre. P. 2415.

Deonellt, a town and fort of India, Mysoi
territory, 90 m. N.E. Seringapatam. Tip]

Sultan was bom here in 1753.

Deopham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, Si
m. S.W. Wymondham. Ac 1646. P. 483.

Deori or BuRADEORi, a town in the Britiatt/

territory of Saugor and Nerbudda, N.W. provsj*
41 m. N.W. Gurrah. It has a bazaar. It was
formerly a place of importance. Some years
since the town was burnt by a freebooter, when
30,000 persons perished in the conflagration.

Depalpoor, a town of India, territory of

dore, 27 m. N.W. Mori. P. 4000.

Depden, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 7
S.W. Bury St Edmunds. Ac 1595. P. 265.

Depedelen or Tepeleni, a town of European
Turkey, Albania, sani. and 30 m. S.E. Avlona.
Birthplace of Ali Pacha of Yanini.
Deptford, a pari. bor. and naval port of En|

land, COS. Kent and Surrey, on the Thames, wl
joined by the Ravensboume, and on the Loni
and Greenwich Railway, contigjuous to Gr(

wich, and 3 m. S.E. London Bridge, Ac,
prising two pas., 1609. P. 37,834. Chief bi

ings, the parish churches, two hospitals

decayed pilots and ship-masters, or their wido'
belonging to the Trinity House, and an extensi'

naval arsenal, victualling office, and dockyj
established here by Henry vm., and occupy
an area of 31 ac This, with large private yi

for ship-building, mostly employs the pop. T
bor. (created by the Reform Act) joins

Greenwich, Woolwich, etc., in sencung 2
bers to House of Commons.
Deptford, a township of the U. S~, Nt

America, New Jersey, co. Gloucester. P. 2571

Depuch Island, off the N.W. coast ofA
lia, lat 20° 37' 45" S., Ion. 117° 44' E. ; 8 m. in

Dera, a town of India, dist Ahladganj, b

tory of Oude, 30 m. N. Allahabad. P. 80M
The zemindar or landholder pays to the state ia
annual revenue of 100,000 rupees. T
Dera, Deen Pdnah, a town of India, 40 m

N.W. Mooltan, and nearly opposite a vUL of saidl

name, on the L b. of the Indus.
Dera Ghazee Khan, a town of Afghanisbill

4 m. from rt b. of the Indus, and 65 m. N.'W|
Bhaulpoor. Lat 30° 4' N.; Ion. 70° 54' E. M
25,000. It stands at the junction of sevanl
great routes, and has a large bazaar, with manaftS
of silks, cottons, scarfs, and cutlery, a traoal

ti-ade, and extensive commerce. Ceded to Bif
tein in 1849.

Dera Ismael Khan, a town of Afghanistan^

near the rt b. of the Indus, 17 m. N.N.W. Bufc*

kur. Lat 31° 50' N. ; Ion. 70° 68' E. P. 800*
It has a manuf. of white cotton cloth, and tradt

in grain and salt Ceded to Britain in 1849.

Derateh (El), a town of Arabia, formerly calk

country of the Wahabees, near the centre of

Nedjed. Lat 25° 15' N.; Ion. 46° 30' E. P.

15,000. (?) It consists of five separately fortified

quarters. In 1819 it was nearly ruined by th<

troops of Ibrahim Pasha, after a siege of 7 mOTithft

Derbend, a British military station on thfl

N.W. frontier of the Punjab. It stands on the rt

b. of the Indus, in lat. 34° 18' N.; Ion. 72° 55' E.

Derbend or Derbent, Albana, a fortified

marit town of Russia, cap. of the gov. Derbend,

in the lieutenancy of the Caucasus, 135 m. N.W.
Baku. P. (1857) 12,870, Mohammedans, with a

few Armenians and Jews. It is situated at tlie

foot of a mountain, at the entrance of a defile m
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the Caucasus, called by the ancients the " Alba-

nian gates" and formerly shut in on the N. by an
iron gate. The town is enclosed by two walls of

singular masonry, 8 feet thick and 26 feet high,

probably 1500 years old; and seven gates lead to

the different quarters. Ships cannot come near
it The gov. of Derhend extends over the plains

on the W. shore o f the Caspian, from lat 40° 30'

to 42° 40' N., and from the Caucasus to 49° 40' E.

Area 10,414 sq. m. P. 613,925. It was taken by
Eussia from Persia in 1795.

Derby, a pari, and munic. bor., and manufac-

1

taring town of England, cap. co., on the Derwent,
at the head of its navigation, and on Markeaton
brook, also at junction of the principal branches
of the Midland Railway, 39 m. N.N.E. Birming-
ham, and 15^ m. W.S.W. Nottingham, 180 feet

above the sea. Mean temp, of year, 48°
'3 ; Ju.

ei"'! ; Jan. 37°-7
; rainfall 23 inches. Ac. of bor.,

;
including 5 pas., 1660. P. (1861) 43,091. It has
a market-place and an asseftibly-room, a Grecian

, structure, containing post oflSce, Derbyshire bank,

;
hotel, and public rooms, a museum, All-Saints'

i
church, an elegant Roman Catholic church, cha-
pels of ease, and dissenting chapels, infirmary,

[
CO. and town-halls, com exchange, new market

: house, and a gaol. It also has the first silk mill

! ever built in England, and an excellent aboretum.

I

Amongst numerous public institutions are a

,

philosophical society, town and co. library, me-
' ohanics institute, and various charitable asylums.
i It is favourably situated for manufactures and
trade, standing at the S. extremity of a coal-

, field, and communicating by canals and railways

j
with a large part of England. Manufs. silk twist

, and hosiery, sUk ribbons, cotton fabrics, hosiery,
' lace, porcelain. Fluor-spar and marble ornaments

I

are made in large quantities ; and it has many
I

rolling mills, foundries, and other metallic works,

j

soap factories, tanneries, bleaching grounds, corn
' mills, and malting houses. Co. assizes ; co.

quarter-sessions four times yearly ; and bor.,

I

quarter, and petty sessions are held. It is the

I

place of election for the S. division of co., and
; sends 2 members to the House of Commons for
1 the borough. Registered electors (1864) 2518.

Dekby, two townships of the U. S., North
America.— I. Connecticut, on the Housatonic
.river, at the head of the sloop navigation, 37 m.
[S.W. Hartford. P. 3824.—II. Vermont, on the
E. side of the Lake Mephremagog, 53 m. N.N.E.
Montpelier. P. 1750.

I

PjEEBY, formerly Fort Langley, a vill. of
I British Columbia, on the Fraser river, 20 m. E.
New Westminster.
Derby Haven, a maritime vill. of Isle of Man,

1 m. N.E. Castleton, with a good safe harbour.
Derby (West), a chapelry of England, co.

Lancaster, pa. Walton-on-the-hill, and included
n the bor. of Liverpool. Ac. 6123. P. 62,694.
Derbyshire, an inland and central co. of Eng-

aud, having N. the co. York, E. Notts, S. Lei-
vster, Warwick, and Stafford, and W. Stafford
ind Cheshire. Ac. 658,803, of which about
>10,000 are in pasture or arable. P. 339,327.
-urface in the N.W. occupied by the S. termina-

iion

of the Penine chain of mountains, highest
levations 1700 to 1800 feet, composed of lime-
tone, and abounding in romantic hill and dale
cenery, caverns, and other natural curiosities
Peak]; elsewhere level or gently undulating,
nncipal rivers, the Trent, Derwent, Dove, and
> ye. Climate cool, and rather moist in the N.W.,
ut bracing and salubrious. Surface in the N.W.
jostly heathy or peatvon the hills ; soil reddish
lay or marl, and fertile in the S., where most

grain and large quantities of cheese are produced
Collieries & iron works are numerous in the N.E^
and lead mines in the Peak districts, where mar-
ble and various kinds of spar are also obtained.
Manufs. of sUk and cotton piece goods, hosiery,

metallic goods, and porcelain. Canals are nume-
rous, and branches of the Midland Railway in-

tersect the CO. throughout. Derbyshire is divided
into 6 hundreds and about 140 pas., in the dio-

ceses of Lichfield and Midland circuit. It sends
two members to H. of C. for each of its two pari,

divisions (N. & S.), and two for its co. town. Reg.
electors (1864) N. div. of co. 5008, S. div. 7976.

Dereham (East) or Market Dereham, a
market town and pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 16
m. W.N.W. Norwich, and 10 m. N.N.W. Wy-
mondham, where it communicates by a branch
with the E. C. RaUway. Ac. of pa. 6222. P. 4368.
It has a cruciform church.— W. Dereham, same
CO., 3 m. W.N.W. Stoke-Ferry. Ac. 3440. P. 679.

Derenburg, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
Magdeburg, circ. and 7 ra. W.S.W. Halberstadt.

P. 2500. It is enclosed by walls.

Derekdah, a town and fort of Asiatic Turkey,
pash. and 65 m. S.E. Sivas.

Deretschin, a market town of Russian Poland,
gov. and 53 m. S.E. Grodno. P. 1600.

Derg (Lough), Ireland, is an expansion of the
Shannon River, and separates Munster (co. Tip-
perary) from Connaught (co. Galway). Shape
serpentine ; length, N. to S., 24 m. ; breadth 2 to

6 nules. Ac. 29,570. Alt. 110 feet It receives

several small rivers, and the surplus waters of

Lakes O'Grady and Craney.—II. a lake of Ulster,

at the S.E. extremity of the co. Donegal, about 9

m. in circumference ; and containing the famous
islet termed St Patrick's Purgatory, which is

visited annually by great numbers of devotees.

Derna or Derne, Demis, a seaport town of

Northern Africa, Barca, Tripoli, 150 m. E.N.E.
Benghazi. The seat of a governor, and a place

of considerable trade. In 1862, 40 vessels entered,

ard 38 cleared the port.

Dernis, a vill. of Dalmatia, cap. dist, circ. and
50 m. S.E. Zara, on the Cicola. P. 18,099.

Dernye, a town of Austrian Croatia, on the

Drave, 4 m. from. Neudorf. P. 1699.

Derpt, a town of Russia. [Dorpat.]
Derr or Deer, a town of Eastern Africa, cap.

of Nubia, on S.E. bank of the NUe. Lat 22° 44'

N. ; Ion. 32° 15' E. P. 3000.

Derralossory, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Wicklow, 8 m. N. Rathdrum. Ac. 45,964. P. 3790.

Derry, a CO. & city, Ireland. [IiONDONDERRY."|

Derry, several townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. New Hampshire, 28 m. S.E. Con-
cord. P. 1850.—II. Pennsylvania, comprising

Lewistown. P. 1080.—III. Pennsylvania, 12 m.
S.E. Harrisburg. P. 1816.—IV. Pennsylvania,

84 m. N.N.E. Harrisburg. P. 1764.

Derry, the prefix of several pas. in Ireland.

—

I. (^Derryaghy), Ulster, co. Antrim, 2 m. N. Lis-

bum. Ac. 12,466. P. 4734.—II. (Derrykeighan),
Ulster, CO. Antrim, 5 m. N.N.E. Ballymoney. Ac.

7676. P. 2381.—III. {DerryloranX Ulster, co.

Tyrone, comprising Cookstown (which see). Ac.

12,082. P. 7722.—IV. {Derrynoose or Madden),
Ulster, CO. Armagh, 4 m. S.S.W. Keady. Ac.
15,048. P. 6792.—V. {DerryvvllanX Ulster, co. Fer-
managh. Ac. including loughs 20,995. P. 7829.

Dersingham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4

m. N.N.E. Castle-Rising. Ac. 3472. P. 822
Dertingen, a market town of Wiirtemberg,

circ. Neckar, 4 m. N. Maulbronn. P. 1800.

Dkruta, a comm. of Central Italy, prov. & circ.

Perugia, near the 1. b. of the Tiber. P. 4229.
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Manxifs. majolica. Chief products grain, olives,

vines, and acorns.

De ExnrrER, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 13 m. S.W. Eaton. P. 1931.

Derval. or Darval, a thriving manufacturing
vill. of Scotland, co. Ayr, pa, Loudon, on Irvine

Water, 9 m. E. Kilmarnock. P. 1544.

Derval, a conim. and town of France, dep.

Loire Inferieure, cap. cant., arr. Chateaubriant.

P. 2677.

Dervock, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim,
4 m. N.N.E. BaUymoney. P. 347.

Derwen, a pa. of North "Wales, co. Denbigh,
6 m. S.S.W. Euthin. Ac 3912. P. 573.

Derwent, several rivers of England.—I. co.

Derby, rises in the High Peak, near the N. ex-
tremity of the cOt flows S.S.E., past Chatsworth,
Matlock, and Belper, to Derby, whence it pro-
ceeds ia a navigable S.E. course, and joins the
Trent on the borders of Leicestershire. Length
nearly 50 m. Chief afiB., the Wye.—II. co. York,
East Eiding, a large part of which it drains, rises

in the Wolds, and after a S. course, past New
Malton, joins the Ouse at Barmby, whence it is

navigable to Malton. Total course 60 m.—III.

CO, Cumberland, rises in the dist. Borrowdale, and
flows N, through the Lakes of Derwent-water and
Bassenthwaite-water, and thence W.S.W. past
Oockermouth to the Irish Sea, which it enters at

Workington. Chief afils., the Greta and Cocker.
Derwent, one of the principal rivers of Tas-

mania, Australasia, rises from Lake St Clare, in

centre of the island, flows very tortuously S.E.,

through the dist. New Norfolk, and between
Eichmond and Hobart Town, and enters Storm
Bay by an estuary, 4 m. across.

Derwent-water or Keswick Lake, a lake
of England, co. Cumberland, in Borrowdale,
stretches S. from Keswick for 4 m., and is about
its centre 1} m. across. Its banks are rocky and
abrupt ; in it are several wooded islands, and a
remarkable mass of soft land, which sometimes
partly floats on its surface. It is an enlargement
of the Derwent river, which enters at its S., and
emerges at its N. extremity.
Desaguadero, a river of Bolivia, dep. La Paz,

rises from the Lake Titicaca, and after a S. course
of 216 m. enters Lake Poopo Choro, S. of Uroro.
—II. a river, Argentine Confed., between the
deps. San Luis & Mendoza, but dry in summer.

JD^saignes," a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ard^che, on rt, b. of the Doux, arr, and 16 m.
W,N,W, Toumon, P, 3881.

Desana, a vill. of Italy, prov. Novara, circ.

Vercelli. P, 1587, It has an anc. feudal castle.

Desborough, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-
ton, 5 m. N.W. Kettering. Ac. 2410. P. 1350.

Deschkin, a town of Eussia, gov. and 34 m.
KN.E. Orel, on 1. b. of the Oka. P. 1000.

Desenzano, a town of North Italy, prov. and
16 m. E.S.E. Brescia, on the S.W. bank of the
Lake of Garda, on which it has a fishing port.

P. 4530. It is defended by a castle. Manufs. of

silk hosiery.—II. a vill., prov. Bergamo. P. 1132.

Deseret, a CO. of U. S., North America, Utah
territory, W. of the Great Salt Lake.

Desert, North America has several extensive
deserts, one E. of Eocky Mountains in Nebraska,
New Mexico, and Texas ; & 1 W. of Eocky Moun-
tains in Utah & California. [Sahara, Gobi, etc/]

Desert, a prefix of several pas. of Ireland.—I.

(^Desertcreai), Ulster, co. Tyrone, li^ m. S.W.
Cookstown. Ac. 14,398. P. 6520, many employed
in linen weaving.—II, (Besertli/ny, Ulster, co.

Londonderry, including part of the town of

Moneyraore. Ac. 5561. P. 2098.—III. {Desert-

II
martin), Ulster, co. Londonderry, 3 m. S.E. Tub-
bermore. Ac. 9579. P. 3628, of whom 158 are
in the village.—IV. {DesertoghiUy,XJ\stor, co. Lon-
donderry, 4 m. W.N.W. Kilreti. Ac. 11,466. P.
3680.—V. (Desertserges% Munster, co. Cork, 6 m.
W.S.W. Bandon. Ac. 15,728. P. 3054,
Desertas (Las), a group of islets in the At-

lantic Ocean, S.E. Madeira ; the largest is 6 m.
long and J m. broad. Extensive cattle pastures.

Desertines, a comm. and vill, of France, dep.
Allier, arr. and cant. Montlucon. P. 1591.
Desford, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 5 m.

E. Market-Bosworth- Ac. 3830. P. 970,
Desful, a town of Persia, [DizruL.]
Desha, a co. of U, S., North America, in S.E.

of Arkansas. Area 800 sq, m, P, 2675 free,

3784 slaves.

Desisia, an artificial island of Japan, opposite
the city Nangasaki, with which it communicates
by a bridge, strictly guarded. The island is about
600 feet in length by 250 feet in breadth,

Desio, a town of North Italy, prov. and 11 m.
N, MUan. P. 6431. It has a fine hospital.

D£siR (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Calvados, arr. and cant. Lisieux. P. 2347.
Desirade, an island of the Little Antilles, be-

longing to the French, 4 m. W. Guadeloupe, of

which it is a dependency. Length N.E. to S.W.
6 m. ; average breadth 2 m. P. 1705, Surface
elevated and infertile. It was the first island

discovered by Columbus, on his second voyage,
November 1493. . H
Deskford, a pa. of Scotland, co, Banff, 3 m.S.^|

CuUen. P. 1031, «
Des-Moines, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in S.E. of Iowa, watered by river of same name.
Area 384 sq. m. P. (1860) 19,611.—IL a town oi

Polk, CO. Iowa. P. 3963.

—

Des-Moines River rise.-

in Minnesota, flows 450 m. through Iowa, to it-

S.E. extremity, where it enters the Mi.ssisai]

4 m. below Keokuk.
Desna, a river of Eussia, govs. Smolensk, Ordl

and Tchemigov, joins the Dniepernearly op;_

Kiev, after a S. course of nearly 600 m., for

most part of which it is navigable. On it are
towns Elnia, Briansk, and Tchemigov.
Desolation (CapeS, Greenland, is the S.W. ex

tremity of Nunar-Soak isL Lat. 60' 50* N, ; Ion, 46
50' W,—II. a headland, South America, Tierra

del-Fuego, on one of its W. isls. Lat. 56* 45' 40

S. ; Ion. 71° 37' 10" W. [Kerguelen Land.]
Desoto, a co. of the U. S., North America, i

N. of Mississippi Area 840 sq. m. P. (186C

9349 free, 13,987 slaves.—IL a co., in W. c

Louisiana, Area 828 sq. m. P. 4791 free, 850

slaves.

Despoto Dagh, Bhodope, a mountain chain (

European Turkey, Eumili, leaves the Baikal

about 40 m. E. Ghiustendil, extends S.K, an

terminates on the bank of the Maritza, the basi

of which it bounds on S.W. Altitude 7800 fee

Dessau, a town of Northern Germany, ca;

duchy Anhalt-Dessau, on 1. b. of the Mulde, ne;

its confluence with the Elbe, 67 m. S.W. Berii

P. (1861) 16,306, Principal pubUc edifices, tl

ducal palace, Amelia asylum, riding-schoc

Lutheran, Eoman CathoUc, and two Calvini

churches, and a synagogue. It has a college ai

a normal school. Manufs. of woollens, hats, ai

leather, distilleries, and a brisk trade in com.

Desterro, a city of Brazil, cap. of the pro

of Santa Catharina, on W. coast of the islai

Santa Catharina, 500 m. (direct) S.W. Eio^a
eiro. It is defended by several forts.

Desvres, a comm. and town of France, de

Pas-dc-Calais, cap. caut., arr. and 11 m. E.S.

At
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Bovdogne. P. 2833. It has manufs. of coarse

woollen cloths, and earthenwares.

Deh-hwick-Lea, a vill. and chapelry of Eng-
land, CO. and 14 m. N.N.W. Derby. P. 935.

Manufs. cottons and worsted. The Cromford and
High Peak Railway passes by the village.

Detmold, a town of N.W. Germany, cap. prin-

cip. Lippe-Detmold, on the Werre, 4" m. S.W.
Hanover. P. with military (1864) 6203. Prin-

cipal public edifices, a palace, Lutheran and two
Calvinist churches. It has a normal school, a
gymnasium, library, Bible society, school of arts

and sciences. Manufs. of linens and leather, and
several breweries. In the vicinity is the battle-

field onwhich theAnnyof Varus was destroyed by
the Germans under Herrmann (Arminius) a.d. 9.

Detour Point, a headland of the U. S., North
America, N. shore of Lake Michigan, in lat. 45°

57' N. ; Ion. 84° 4' W.
Detroit, a city of the U. S., North America,

state Michigan, co. Wayne, on the W. side of the
river or channel of same name, which divides the
United States from Canada, and unites Lakes St
Clair and Erie, 225 m. W. Buffalo. P. (1840)
9102; (1860) 45,619. It is a great commercial
dep6t of the W. Chief buildings, the old state-

house, city hall, Bank of Michigan, custom-house,
and marine hospital. It has an excellent har-
bour, and is in connection with an extensive sys-
tem of railways and steam packets. Manufs.
machinery and agricultural implements. Iron
and brass foundries, and shipbuilding. Detroit
was founded in 1760 by the French.
Detroit Eiver has its origin in Lake St

Glair, and extends 28 m. to Lake Erie, forming
part of the boundary between Canada and the
United States. At Detroit it is | m. wide, and is

navigable throughout for vessels of any burden.
Grosse, Fighting, and other islands, are near its

mouth. The navigation is open for eight months
in the year. The principal channel is on the E.
side of the Canadian shore.
Dettelbach, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower

Franconia, cap. dist., on the Main, 10 m. E.N.E.
AVurzburg. P, 2500. It has two churches, one
of which is much resorted to by pilgrims.

—

Det-
tenheim is a vill., circ. Middle Franconia, 25 m. S.
Anspach.
Dettingen, several market towns of Southern

Germany— I. Wiirtemberg, circ. Black Forest,
on the Erms, 6 m. S.W. Nurtingen. P. 2900.—
IL cii-c. Danube, 18 m. E.S.E. Nurtingen. P.
2300.—III. circ. Jaxt, 15 m. N.N.E. Ulm. P.
14.50.—IV. a vill , Bavaria, circ. Lower Fran-
comaj on rt. b. of the Main, 8 m. N.W. Aschaffen-
burg. In 1743, the allied Britishand Austrianarmy
gained a victory here over the French. The Prus-
sians defeated the Bavarians here July 25, 1866.
DETTiNGEN,avill. of Switzerland, cant Aargau,

on rt. b. of the Aar. P. 1098.
Dettva, a town in N.W. of Hungary, co. Sohl,

in a valley E. of Altsohl. P. 7730.
Dettwiller, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Bas-Ehin, 4J m. E.N.E. Saverne, on L b. of
the Zom. P. 1850. Manufactures cottons.
Decle, a river of France, rises in the dep. Pas-

de-Calais, passes Lille and Quesnoy, dep. Nord,
and joins the Lys on the right.—The Cancd-de-
(a-Deule joins the Scrape and the Lys, and passes
the above towns. Length 41 miles.
Dexilemont, a comm. and town of France,

ilep. Nord, arr. and 8 m. N.W. Lille. P. 1943.
Detjlina, a vill. of Eussia, gov. and 33 m. N.

Moscow, on the Voria.
Deurne, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. North

lirabant, near the Peel marsh, 5 m. E. Helmond.

Deukne, a comm. of Belgium, prov. and 2 m
E. Antwei-p. P. 6196.

Deutichem or Doetichem, a town of the
Netherlands, prov. Gelderland, on the Old Yssel,
16 m. E. Amheim. P. 1831.

Deutschbrod, a town of Bohemia. [Beod.]
Deutschendorf or Poprad, a town of North-

ern Hungary, co. Zips, 7 m. S.W. Kesmarkt.
Deutsches-Bund. [GekmajtyJ
Deutsch-Krone, a town of WT Prussia, gov.

Marienwerder, cap. circ, on the Lake Eadnor, 61
m. W.N.W. Posen. P. 4260.
Deutschland, country, Europe. [Germant.J
Deutz or DuYTZ, a fortified town of Ehenisn

Prussia, on rt. b. of the Ehine, gov. and opposite
Cologne, with which city it is united by a hand-
some railway bridge on the line to Minden, P.
5000. Manufs. of velvets and silks.

Deuxhill, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4 m.
S.S.W. Bridgenorth. Ac. 487. P. 43.

Deux-Ponts (German Ztveibriickeny, "two
bridges," a town of Ehenish Bavaria, formerly
cap. of an indep. duchy, and since 1814 of a dist.

and CO., on the Erbach, near its confluence with
the Serre, 50 m. W. Spires. P. 6920. It has a
Lutheran cathedral, Calvinist and Lutheran
churches, a college, and manufs. of woollen
cloths, leather, cotton, and tobacco. Deux-Ponts
with its duchy formed from 1802 to 1814 an an*,

of the French dep. Mont-Tonnerre.
DEUX-Si:vRES, a dep. of France. [SfevREs.]

Deva (German Diemrich or Schlossberg), a
market town of Transylvania, co. and 10 m. N.
Hunyad, on the Maros. P. 2400. In the vicinity

are a copper mine and paper mills.

Deva, a town of Spain, prov. Guipuscoa, with
a small port on the Deva, near its mouth, in the
Bay of Biscay. P. 2490.

Devaprayaga, a town of India, Gurwhal, at the
confluence of the Aluknunda and Bhageerettee,
2266 feet above the sea. The united stream has
here a breadth of 80 yards, and is thence called the
Ganges. Here is a temple to the god Eamach-
andra. It is a place of Hindoo pilgrimage, being
peculiarly sacred; the superstitious ceremony con-
sists in ablution in the river, at its confluence.

Devenish, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Fer-
managh, 5 m. N.N.W. Enniskillen. Ac, includ-
ing loughs, 30,613. P. 5402.

Deventee, a fortified town of the Netherlands,
prov. Overvssel, cap. arr., on the Yssel, 18 m. S.
Zwolle. P. (1865) 17,726.including 372 military.

Chief edifices, a cathedral, 6 other churches, & th»
town-hall. It is the seat of courts of assize, has
an athenaeum, Latin schools, and an observatory.

Manufs. imitation Turkey carpets, & linen goods.

Deveueux (St), a pa. of England, co. and 6J
m. S.S.W. Hereford. Ac. 1095. P. 242.

Deverill, two pas. of England, co. WUts.—I.

(Longbridye), 3 m. S. Warminster. Ac. 4156. P.
1197.—II. {Monckton\ 4J m. N.N.E. Mere. Ac.
2450. P. 225.

Deveron, a river, Scotland, cos. Aberdeen and
Banff, rises in the pa. Cabrach, flows N.E. past
Huntly and Turriff, and enters the North Sea at
Banff. Length 40 m. Affluents Bogie and Isla.

Devetser or Devecser, a market town of

Hungary, co. and 23 m. W. Vezprim, cap. dist.

of same name, 81 m. S.W. Pesth. P. 2996.
Deviapatam, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, in lat. 9° 28' N. ; Ion. 78° 68' E.
Devicotta, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, dist. and 60 m. N.E. Tanjore.
Devil Islajjd, Tierra del Fuego, is in lat. 64'

58' 30' S. ; Ion. 69° 4' 50' W. Cook gave the
name of Devil's Basin to a poi-t in Christmas
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Sound, Tierra del Fuego, lat. 55° 16' S. ; Ion. 70°

W.

—

Devifs Bridge crosses the Eeuss, in Swit-
zerland, cant. Uri, 16 m. S. Altorf.

D^viLLE-Lis-RoUEN, a comm. and vilL of

France, dep- Seine-Inferieure, on the Cailly, 2 m.
N.W. Rouen. P. 3925. Manufs. cotton cloths.

Devil's Bit Mountains, Ireland, Munster, cos.

Tipperary and Leinster, extend S.W. to N.E.
for 24 m., and separate the basins of the Shannon
and Suir. Height 1583 feet.

Devizes, the Vize, a pari, and raunic. bor. and
town of England, co. Wilts, on the Kennet and
Avon Canal, 23 m. N.N.W. Salisbury, and 10 m.
S.E. the Chippenham station of the Great Western
Railway. Ac. of bor., including 2 pas., 639. P.

4591. Principal buildings, two ancient churches,

a town-hall, large co. gaol, and a union work-
house. Mills for silk-throwing, manufs. of snuff

and malt. It is the seat of co. summer assizes, co.

quarter-sessions, & petty-sessions. It is the place
of election for the N. division of the co., and sends
two members to H. of C. Reg. electors (1864) 350.

Devoch-Water, a lake of England, co. Cum-
berland, 4J m. E. Ravenglass, and formed by the
sources of a tributary of the Esk. Ac. 300.

Devon, a river of Scotland, cos. Perth and
Clackmannan, rises in the OchU hills, pa. Black-
ford, and after a course of 25 m. successively

E., W., and S., joins the Forth near Alloa. It

has falls near the vill. Crook of Devon.
Devon, a co. of England. [Devonshire.]
Devon (Noktii), a tract of the Arctic region,

in North America, lat. 75° N. ; Ion. 80° to 92' W.,
having E. Baffin Bay, W. Wellington Strait,

and S. Barrow Strait, separating it from North
Somerset.
Devonpokt, formerly Plymouth Dock, S.W.

of CO. Devon, on E. shore of mouth of Tamar.
So closely connected with Stonehouse and Ply-
mouth as to form with these one gieat town.
Devonport is a pari, and munic. bor. A port. A
naval arsenal. Fortified. The pari. bor. includes
the pa. Stoke-Dameral and the township of E.
Stonehouse. P. of pari. bor. (1851) 50,159 ; (1861)
64,798. Stands on high ground. The specialities

of the town are

—

Buildings. Town-hall, column,
the public library (with Egyptian parade), me-
chanics' institute, new market (1852).

—

Govern-
ment Establishments. New Raglan barracks (for

2 regts., will accommodate 2000 men & 80 officers),

military hospital (S. front of grey marble), dock-
yard, gun-wharf, Keyham steam-yard, powder
dep6t at Eonterbury.

—

The Harbour. CaUed the^

Hamoaze. One of the most interesting sights in

the world. Opposite are the heights of Mount
Edgcumbe. Around are about 60 vessels of war
in ordinary, others in a partial state of equipment
—some just arrived from a foreign station about
to be paid off, others receiving their complements
of men and stores. Across the harbour a steam
floating-bridge.

—

The Royal Albert Bridge., 3 miles
out on Cornwall Railway.

—

Mount Wise is a
splendid military parade ground. View from it

beautifuL Devonport is the seat of the military
and naval government of " The Three Towns."
On Mt. Wise is the residence of the Ueutenant-
govemor of the garrison, also of the port-ad-
miral. Devonport has a public park and theatre.
Stoke is a bright & elegant suburb. From Devon-
port steamers regularly ascend the Tamar; in
summer with more frequency. No stranger
should omit to see one of the loveliest rivers in
England. Cotehele House and the Morwell Rocks
are only the chief attractions. The railway com-
munication of Devonport is W. to Cornwall, E.
to all parts of England by S. Devon line, N. to

Tavistock and Launceston. Davenport sends
two members to House of Commons. Registered
electors (1864) 2826.

Devonshibe, a maritime co. of England ; Brit
name, Dyvnaint; of inhabitants, Dyvnonwyn.
Then Daumonium. Part of Britianniaprima under
Romans

;
part kingdom of Wessex under Saxons.

71 m. N. to S., 72 E. to W. ; circumference 287.

Area 2585 sq. m.,= 1,657,180 ac, 1,200,000 under
cultivation; 33 hundreds, 465 pas., 36 market
towns. Exeter the see and cap. P. (1861) 584,373.—The situation of the co. has haa its effect on
character and history of people. Its isolation and
position of harbours have begotten a roughness
and independence, and there have been always a.

race of hardy and daring seamen. Cornwall oa,

W., the sea N. and S., Devonshire communicates
/

by land with rest of England through Somerset
and Dorset. Climate.—Prevailing wind W. Thatt
clouds break on Dartmoor, and so Devonshire is ,

very wet. In summer cool, mild in winter.i

Mean winter temp. 44°'9, summer 60°'9 Fi^.
In winter Torquay is almost like the S. oi
Europe, standing on bright limestone, facing the'

S., and effectually sheltered from N. & E. wind^
Physical Features.—Great diversity. The wil£^
sterile tracts are Exmoor and Dartmoor—tfasf

latter very interesting. [Dartmoor.] The vales^-

of Exeter and S. Devon are rich. In the W. thera^!

is much mining. The N. moderately fertUoit^

Devonshire is the garden of England. The high^ i

rich, flowery hedges are to be mentioned as ^
characteristic physical feature. These are th»,

chief centres of attraction : Clovelly, Ilfracombe^

}

Lynton, in the N. ; in the S. Exeter, DawlishjH
Teignmouth, Torquay, Dartmouth (ascend thsM
Dart to Totness), Plymouth (ascend the TamaVf
to Devon Great Consols), and Tavistock. Tfac^V

principal rivers are Taw, Torridge, Tamar, Dar^«^
Teign, and Exe. But many of the minor riven

,

which dance down from Dartmoor are of estcelk

ing beauty. Of bays and estuaries there are Bide*

,

ford Bay, mouth of the Exe, of the Teign, Tor
Bay, mouth of the Dart, Plymouth Sound, and

^

the estuary of the Tamar (called Hamoaze). AJl {

accommodate ships of various burthens. Besides;,''

towns named above, these also are principal»r!

Bideford, Barnstaple, Tiverton, Newton, and!
Devonport. Internal Communication.—A few^^

minor canals and tramwaysfor merchandise. ThS

,

railways are the Bristol and Exeter (from B. to,,

E.), North Devon (Exeter to Bideford), South-
western (London to Exeter, entering the co. neMP

Chord), South Devon (Exeter to Plymouth), th«

Cornish (from Plymouth), Plymouth to Launces*
ton via Tavistock, Newton to Morton, Exeter to

Okehampton via Crediton, Exeter to Exmoutlb
Other minor branches to some of these. Prodtuy

tions, Mineral.—Copper, tin, manganese, lead;

in small quantities, iron, silver, gold, bismuth,

antimony, and cobalt; coal, limestone, gypsum,
fluor spar, pipe-clay, china-clay, slate, freestone^

and granite. Agricultural.—Com of most kinds,

abundance of frmt. Orchards numerous, for manu-
facture of cider. Graziog farms numerous ; so

with dairy farms, but little cheese produced,

butter mainly, and the celebrated Devonshire

cream. Devon breed of cattle is highly valued

;

so Dartmoor mutton and Exmoor ponies ; wooL
Manufactures of every kind are rapidly declining.

The CO. is mainly agricultural and mining. The
lace manufacture is still of some importance, its

chief seat Honiton. Fisheries.—Salmon in the

Tamar, Tavy, and Exe ; trout in all the rivers.

On the coast the hake, herring, pilchard, mackerel,

dory, and other fisheries are important. Celt'

I
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brated men.—King Arthur ; Winfred of Crediton,

''

wlio became St Boniface, the missionary to Ger-

many; Henry vi., Lord Chancellor Fortescue,

Sir F. Drake, Sir Richard Hawkins, Sir Walter
Kaleigh, Sir Humphrey Gilbert ;—among church-

I men: Hooker, Jewell, Reynolds;—poets: Wm.
;
Prowne, Ford the dramatist, Robert Herrick, and
Carrington ;—painters : Sir Joshua Reynolds,

Northcote, Haydon, and Sir Charles Eastlake.
' Devon is richer than many other cos. in old world
I legends and superstitions. The dialect, fast

; disappearing, should interest the archseologist.

' The antiquities are primitive memorials on Dart-
! moor (r. Dartmoor), castles, many fortified pri-

vate houses. Devon is rich in altar tombs and
sepulchral bronzes. As was to be expected in the
garden of England, monasteries abound. The

I Benedictines had 6 estabs. besides Tavistock

;

the Cistercians 5, Buckfast and Buckland the
chief ; the Augustiuian canons founded the
•priory of Pljonpton; the Premonstrants the
'abbey of Tor; mendicants occupied Plymouth
and Exeter. A few of the great Norman abbeys

': had cells or priories also in different parts of the
'CO. Church architecture has its specialities in

;the CO. Exeter cathedral exhibits all styles from
early English to decorated. Ottery has a fine

'decorated college church. Crediton, Cullompton,
'Tiverton, and Broadclyst are the best examples
•?i the final period of Gothic. Cullompton, Dart-
Imouth, Harberton, and Atherington show beau-
jiful and intricate woodwork. Many churches
1 ire unsurpassed in situation ; while some on the
border of the moor, nestling under the tors, by
ivom benches, dimmed window quarrels, queer
Admonitory tents, and rough granite pavement,
'•emindusof an older time. Devonshire sends
\'.'2 members to House of Commons, viz., 2 for

I
ST. division, registered electors (1864) 8677; 2
(or S. division, 9571 electors; and 18 for the
Itroughs.

I
Devbighi, Nicopolis, a town, Asiatic Turkey,

!)ash. and 62 m. E. Sivas, on the Egkin.
Devynnock, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 8

1 W.S.W. Brecon. Ac. 28,883. P. 1798.
Dewas, a town of India, prov. Malwa, 23 m.

li.E. Oojein. It is the cap. of a rajahship, under
British protection. P. 25,000.
Dewchurch, two pas. of England.—I. {Much),

1 0. and 6 m. S.S.W. Hereford. Ac. 4878. P. 608.
II. (LittleX same co., 5i m. S.E. Hereford. Ac.
652. P. 322.

Dk-Witt, a township of the U. S., N. America,
^ew York, near Onondago. P. 3302.
De-Witt, a co. of U. S., N. America, Illinois.

. (I860) 10,820.-11. a co. Texas. P. 3465 free,
343 slaves.

De-Witt Land, a region, Australia, on its

•W. coast, between Ion. 120° and 123° S., oppo-

j

te Dampier archipelago, discovered in 1628.
Dewlish, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 9J m.

V.S.W. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 2090. P. 458.
Dewsall, a pa. of England, co. and ^ m.
«.W. Hereford. Ac. 676. P. 36.

1 Dewsbury, a market and manufacturing town,
is and township of England, co. York, West
tidmg, on the Calder, 8 m. S.S.W. Leeds, and

I the Manchester and Leeds Railway, 7 m.
•N.W. Wakefield. Ac. of pa. 9768. P. of do.

•
S'88

; of township, 18,148. It has a mechanics'
stitute, branch banks, a blanket-hall, with
,inufs. of blankets, carpets, druggets, fiushings,
I'drngs, and other woollen fabrics made from
luse woollen rags re-spun (shoddy). In the
Maity are some collieries. The Calder naviga-
>n connects the town with Hull and Liverpool.

Dexter, a township of the U. S., N. America,
Maine, 49 m. N.N.B. Augusta. P. 1948.—II. a
vill. of Jefferson co.. New York. P. 700.—III.
Bexterville, New York, is a recently formed
vill. on the N. side of Lake Chatauque, with a
trade in timber.
Deynze, a town of Belgium, prov. East Flan-

ders, cap. cant., on the Lys, and on the Ghent and
Courtrai Railway, 9 m. S.W. Ghent. P. 3630. It
has celebrated gin distilleries.

Detra Doon, India. [Dehra Doon.]
Deza, a town of Spain, Old Castile, prov. and

35 m. S.E. Soria. P. 1424.

Dezfool, a city of Persia. [Dizful.]
Dhalak, Orine, an island in the Red Sea, 25

m. E. Massowah, Abyssinia, 23 m. in length N. to

S., by 15 m. in average breadth. A coral fisherj'.

It was purchased by Great Britain in 1861.

Dhamee, a hill state of India, about lat. 31°

12' N. ; Ion. 77° 8' E. Area 25 sq. m. P. 3000.
It consists of a collection of hills, with interven-
ing valleys, and is well watered. In 1815, the
British conferred it on a petty Hindoo prince.

Dhar, a tributary state of India, about lat. 22°

35' N. ; Ion. 75° 20' E. Area 1070 sq. m. P.
104,860. Soil fertile. Yields rice, wheat, millets,

pulse, maize, sugar, oil-seeds, opium, ginger,

tobacco, cotton, and hemp. Annual revenue
47,500^.

—

Dhar, the cap. of the above state, is 33
m. W. Mhow. The town is surrounded by a mud
wall, has two mosques, and is well supplied with
water from tanks. An English and a vernacular
school have been established here by the ruler

of Dhar.
Dharma, a subdivision of dist. Kumaon, Bri-

tish India, N.W. provs. Lat. 30° 5' to 30° 30' N.

;

Ion. 80° 25' to 80° 45' E. Area 400 sq. m. P.
2052. It consists of narrow and rugged valleys,

through which flow the Douhli river and its

feeders, and of mountains covered with per-
petual snow, the highest point being 18,942 feet

above the sea. Rainfall 31 inches.

Dharwar, a dist. of British India, presid.

Bombay, between lat. 14° 16' and 15° 20' N. ; Ion.
74° 60' and 76° E. It is enclosed by Belgaum, Bel-
lary, Mysore, Madras territory, and the Nizam's
dom. Area 3837 sq. m. P. 754,385. Surface
mostly level, and soil generally fertile, and well
adapted for the growth of American cotton,

which was introduced here in 1842, and has been
entirely successful. The subdivision is inter-

sected with good roads. .Government has estab-

lished 14 vernacular schools in the dist., which
have an attendance of 900 pupils.

—

Dharwar was
incorporated with the British territory in 1818.

Dharwar, a town of British India, cap. of state

of same name, presid. and 288 m. S.E. Bombay.
Two government native schools and an EngUsh
school are established here.

Dhaulagiri, a lofty peak, of the Himalaya
mountains, N. Hindostan, between Nepaul and
Tibet, in lat. 28° 41' 48" N. ; Ion. 82° 32' 8' E.
Elevation 26,826 feet. [Himalaya.]
Dheegwas or Dhigons, a town of India, dist.

Ahladganj, territory of Gude, 30 m. N.W. Alla-

habad. P. 8000.

Dholka, a town of Hindostan, presid. Bombay,
dist. and 22 m. S.W. Ahmedabad. P. 25,000.

Dholpore, a territory of India, on the north
bank of the Chumbul river, between lat. 26° 30'

and 26° 57' N. ; Ion. 77° 32' and 78° 20' E. Area
1626 sq. m. Estim. pop. 550,000. Soil generally
sterile, but rendered fertile by artificial irrigation.

Annual rev. 70,000Z.

—

Dholpore, cap, town of ter-

ritoryof same name, 34 m. S.Agra, near 1. b.of the

Chumbul. It has several fine mosques and tombs.
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Dhoorcatee, the smallest of the SikU states,

K.W. Hindostan, protected by British. P. 200.

Dhcbbooee, a decayed to\vTi of India, territory

of the Guicowar, 225 m. N. Bombay. It is en-
closed by stone walls 2 m. in circuit, having 62
towers. It has a large water-tank, and a Hindoo
temple richly embellished with sculptures. These
stone buildmgs excite surprise, as there are no
stones of any kind in this port of Guzerat
Dhumtouk or Dumtauk, a valley in the British

prov. of the Punjab, in lat. 34° and 34° 10' N.

;

Ion. 72° 55' and 73° 15' E- The valley has the
appearance of having once been the bed of a
torrent, and is stUl traversed by numerous water-
courses, which empty themselves into the river

Dor. Numerous villages are scattered over the
valley, which is populous. Sugar is so abundantly
grown, that it is the chief food of the cattle.

Dhunela, a town of Scindia, territory of Gwa-
lior, 60 m. S. Agra. The Mahratta army en-
camped herein December 1843, previous to giving
battle to the British.

Dhubmsal, a town of Cashmere, 39 m. N.E.
Jehlum. A stone obelisk 227 feet high, with a
white cross at top, was erected in 1864 to mark
the grave of Lord Elgin, governor-gen. of India.

Dhubritmpoor, a Rajpoot state of India, Bom-
bay, bounded on the N. by Bansda, on the E. by
the Daung, on the S. by Penth, and on the W.
by Surat Area 225 sq. m. P. 16,650. Annual
revenue 9100?.

DiABLERETs (Les), Switzerland, cants. Vaud
and Yalais, a mass of mountains on the limits of

the valleys of Gryon and Lizeme, with many
remarkable peaks—had been subject to frightful

landslips, causing great destruction. Highest
peak 10,190 feet above the sea.

DiADiN, a town of Turkish Armenia, pash. and
25 m. W.N.W. Bayazid, on the Euphrates.
DiAMANT, a comm. and town of the French

colony of Martinique, in the Antilles, on the S.

coast of the island, 8 m. S.S.E. Fort EoyaJ, near
the Mome de Diamant, a volcanic mountain, 1568
feet in elevation. P. 1534.

Diamante, avill. of South Italy, prov. Cosenza,
circ. Paola. P. 1581.

DiAMANTnso, a city of Brazil, prov. Minas-
Geraes, 160 m. N. Ouro-Preto, on the E. slope of

the Serra do Espinha^o, 5700 feet above the sea.

It is built in the form of an amphitheatre. Its

dist. comprises several viUs. and a pop. of 14.000.

DiAMEXTiNO, a town of Brazil, prov. Mato-
Grosso, on the river Diamantino, 90 m. N.N.W.
Cuiaba. P. 4500. The river Diamantino, so called

from the valuable diamonds found in its basin,

was discovered in 1728, and the famous ''Dia-
mond District" extends between the town and
the Sierra Diamentino.
Diamond (Hakboue\ a port of British India,

presid. Bengal, in the river Hoogly, 30 m. S.S.W.
Calcutta, with which it communicates by a good
road, & by electric telegraph. Situation swampy.
Diamond Island, Burmese dom., is in the estu-

ary of the Bassain river, 12 m. S.E. Cape Negrais.
It abounds with turtles.

DiANO or Feggiano, a town of South Italy,

prov. Salerno, cap. cant, in the Val-di-Diano, on
the Calore, 45 m. S.E. Salerno. P. 6721.

DiANO, two towns ofNorth Italy.—I. (Marina),
div. Nice, prov. Porto Maurizio, 1J m. N. Oneille.

P. 2098.—II. ((TAlbd), prov. Cuneo, 3J m. S. Alba.
P. 1727. It has the ruins of an ancient castle.

DiARBEKiK, a pash. of Asiatic Turkey, forming
the W. part of Turkish Armenia, between lat
37° and 39' N. ; Ion. 37° and 39° E., having N.W.
and S. the Euphrates, separating it from the

pash. Erzeroum, Sivas, Marash. and Damascus,
and E. the pashis. Van. and Kurdistan. Its centre
is traversed by the Upper Tigris. Cotton, galls,

and wool are the chief articles of product and
ti-ade. Chief cities, Diarbekir, Orfah, and Mardin.
Diarhekir, the cap., is situated near the Tigris,

in lat 37° 55' 30' N. ; Ion. 39° 52' E. P. 13,000
or 14,000. It is enclosed by a wall, has a citai"

cotton and silk looms, and copper works
DiBDEN, a pa. of England, co. and 2J m. S

Southampton. Ac. 3837. P. 513.

DiCKELVENNE, a comm. and vill. of Belgii

prov. E. Flanders, on the Scheldt P. 1632.

Dickinson, a township, U. S^ North Ameri(a^
Pennsylvania, 24 m. S.W. Harrisburg. P. 3027.

—

II. a township, New York, 15 m. S.W. Malone.
P. 1119.

DiCKLEBLTiGH, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

2i m. N.N.E. Scole. Ac. 2343. P. 895.

Dickson, a co. of the TJ. S., North America, in

centre of Tennessee. Area 724 sq. m. P. 7781
free, 2201 slaves.

DiCOMANO (anc JDecumanum), a town of Centra'

Italy, prov. and 18 m. E.N.E. Florence, cap. con;

P. 3946.

DiDAM, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Gelder-

land, 13 m. S. Zutphen. P. 2100.

DiDBKOOicE, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, ;;

m. N.E. Winchcombe. Ac. 2578. P. 221.

DiDDENGTON, a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon,
4 m. N. St Neots. Ac. 1450. P. 204.

Dlddlebuky, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 7 ir.

N. Ludlow. Ac. 9535. P. 833.

Didier-la-S£auve (St), a comm. and town r

France, dep. Haute Loire, cap. cant, 14 m. N.£
Yssengeaux. P. 5220. Manufs. silk twist
Didiek (St), numerous comms. and vills. r

France, mostly in the E. and Central deps.—

1

(av^Monl dCOr), Rhdne, 5 m. N. Lyon. P. 2281

Has mineral springs.—II. (de La Tour), Isere, ar

La Tour du Pin. P. 1550.—III. (sous-riviere

dep. Ehone, arr. Lyon, cant. Momant P. 127:

—IV. (sur Chalaronne), Ain, arr. and 16 m. ^
Trevoux. P. 2673.—V. (sur Dovlon), Haui
Loire, arr. and 8 m. E. Brioude. P. 1690.—V!
(sur Roch^ort), Loire, arr. and 16 m. N.W. Mon:
brison. P. 1433.

DiDLiNG, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4 n

S.W. Midhurst Ac. 814. P. 85.

DiDLiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,
,'

m. E.S.E. Stoke-Ferry. Ac. 1854. P. 80.

DiDiiARTON, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, .'

m. S.W. Tetbury. Ac. 719. P. 92.

Didsbury, chapelry, England, co. Lancaster, c

the Mersey, 3 m. W. Stockport. Ac. 1527. P. 182

Die, Dea Vocontiorum, a comm. and wallt

town of France, dep. Drome, cap. arr. on rt b.

the Dr6me, 20 m. E.S.E. Valence. P. 3874
has manufs. of silks, paper, and leather.

Dii; (St), Sanctum Deodatum, a comm. and tov

of France, cap. arr., dep. Vosges, 24 m. EJf.

'

Epinal, on the Meurthe. P. 9554. It has a comi

college, cotton-spinning, iron forges, and w'

works. In its vicinity are iron and copper miu'

& marble quarries. It has iron & sulphur spring

DiEBURG, a town of Central Germany, Hess'

Darmstadt, prov. Starkenburg, cap. dist on t'

Gersprenz, 9 m. E.N.E. Darmstadt P. 3200.

Dieditz or DiEDiCE, a town of Moravia, cL

and 16 m. E.N.E. Brunn. P. 1574.

DiKGO (S^vn), a harbour and maritime vill.

Upper California, on the Pacific. Lat 32° 39'

N. ; Ion. 117° 17° W.—II. a shoal of the Gulf

Mexico, between Pensacola (Florida) and t

mouth of the Mississippi

—

Cape San Diego is 1

E. extremity of Staten-Land, Tierra del Fueg

:USL I
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Diego Garcia, the S.most of the Maldive

islands, Indian Ocean, with an excellent harbour.
—Diego is a bay, Anegada island, W. Indies.

—

D.

Sauriez or British Sound, a harbour, near the N.

extremity of Madagascar ; and Diego Ramirez, an

island group, South Pacific, 60 m. S.W. Cape
Horn.
DiEKiKCii, a town of the Netherlands, prov. and

18 m. N. Luxembourg, on the Sure. J?. 3200.

DiELLi, a fortified town of the island of Timor,

on the N. coast, cap. of the Portuguese gov. of

Dielli, and residence of the governor.

DiELSDORF. a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant,

and 8 m. N.N.W. Zurich. P. 650. It has lime-

stone quarries.

DiEME, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Rhone,

arr. Villefranche, cant. Tararo. P. 1499. Manu-
factures silks and muslins.

DiEMEL, a river of Central Germany, Prussian

Westphalia and Hessen Cassel, joins the Werra,
24 m. N. Cassel, after a N.E. course of 60 miltes.

DiENViLLE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

I

Aube, 13 m. N.W. Bar-sur-Aube. P. 1159.

DiEPENBEK, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

Limbourg, and 3 m. S.E. Hasselt. P. 2508.

DiEPENiiEiM or DiEPEN, a town of the Nether-
lands, prov. Overyssel, 17 m. E.S.E. Deventer.

I
DiEPHOLZ, a to^vn of Pnissia, 60 m. W.N.W.

Hanover, on the Hunte. P. withWillenberg 2448.,

j
DiEPOLDSAN, a town of Switzerland, cant. St

Gall, lower Kheinthal. The inhabitants are oc-

I
cupied in spinning and embroidery. P., with

. Widnaw, 2739.

Dieppe, a comm. and seaport town of France,
' cap. arr., dep. Seine Infericure, at the mouth of

I the Arques, on the English Channel, and 33 m.
i N. Eouen. Lat. of lighthouse 49° 55' 7' N. ; Ion.

r 5' 2" E. P. 20,187. It is divided into the

I

town proper, and the suburb Le Pollet, which

I
communicate by a iiying bridge. Principal edi-

j
fices, an old castle, 2 churches, town-liall, comm.
'college, theatre, public library, baths, and a

j
school of navigation. The port, enclosed by two
jetties, and bordered by quays, can accommodate
from 60 to 80 vessels under 600 tons. It is de-
fended by a fort and citadel, and is a fortified

town of third class. It has ship-building docks,
manufs. of ivory wares, watches, and lace, and is

ji packet station, communicating daily by steam-
boats with Brighton. It is resorted to by sura-
jmer visitors.

Dikr-d'Au\'ergne, a comm. and town of
France, dep. Puy-de-Dome, arr. Clermont-Fer-
and, cap. cant. P. 1586.
DiERDORF, a town of Ehenish Prussia, reg. and
t_m. N.N.E. Coblenz, on the Holz-bach. P.
450. Manufs. of woollens, linens, and leather.
DiESBACii, two vills. of Switzerland.—I. cant.
nd 11 m. S.E. Bern. P. 702.—II. a vill. same
aat. P. 940.

DiESSEN, a market town of Upper Bavaria, on
- Ammer, 13 m. S.E. Landsberg. P. 1900.
DiESSESHoFEN, a town of Switzerland, cant.

-imrgau, on 1. b. of the Rhine, 5J m. E. Schaff-
vusen. P. 1599, mostly Protestants.
DiEST, a walled town of Belgium, prov. South

Irabant, on the Demer, arr. and 17 m. N.E.
ouvain. P. 7720. Manufactures of woollens
nd hosiery. Taken by Marlborough in 1705.
DiETENHEiM, a town of Wurtemberg, circ.
'anube, 15 m. N.E. Biberich. P. 1260.

' DiETFURT, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper Pa-
tinate, on the Ludwigs Canal, at the mouth of

,

10 Altmlihl, 23 m. W. Eogensburg. P. 957.—II.
viU., cir J. Middle Franconia, on the Altmiihl, 2
. N.W. Pappenheim.—Z)ie<j^Aem or Dittigheim

is a vill. of Baden, circ. Lower Rhine, on the Tati-
ber, 1 m. S. Bischopheim. P. 1000.

DiETiKON, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 8
m. W.N.W. Zurich. P. 1470.

DiETLiNGEN, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle
Rhine, 12 m. S.E. Carisruhe. P. 1350.

DiETWYL, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 8 m.
N.N.E. Lucerne, on the Reuss. P. 2500.

DiEU, an island of France. [Ile-d'Yeu.]
DiEULEFiT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Drome, cap. cant., arr. and 17 m. E. Montelimart.
P. 4205. It has a model Protestant school and ele-

gant church. Manufs. of woollen cloths, earthen-
wares, and glass. In the town are two acidu-
lated mineral springs, and 2 m. N.E. is a curious
stalactitic cave called the grotto of Tom Jones.

—

Dieulouard is a comm. and vill., dep. Meurthe,
10 m. N.N.W. Nancy. P. 1607.
Dieuze, Decern I'agi, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Meurthe, cap. cant., arr. and 9 ra.

E. Chateau-Salins. P. 3203. It is enclosed by
walls, and has a church, two hospitals, manufs.
of linen cloth, hosiery, hats, and soda.
DiEY (St), a to-wn of France. [Di£ (St).]

DiEZ or Dietz, a town of Prussia, deleg. and
10 m. N.E. Nassau, cap. dist., on the Aar, at its

mouth in the Lahn. P. (1864) 3447.

DiGBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m. N.
Sleaford. Ac. 2382. P. 330.

DiGBY, a vill. of Nova Scotia, on Annapolis
harbour, 11 m. S.W. Annapolis. Dighy County
had in 1861 a pop. of 14,751.

—

Cape Dighy is on
the E. side of Kerguelen Land, Indian Ocean.

DiGES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Yonne,
aiT. Auxerre, cant. Toncy. P. 1599.
DiGHTON, a town of the U. S., North America.

Massachusetts, on the Taunton river, 37 m. S.
Boston. P. 1641.

DiGXAC, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Charente,
arr. Angouleme, cant. liavallette. P. 1436.

DiGNANO, a town of Ulyria, circ. Istria, gov.
and 48 m. S.S.E. Triest, 3 m. from the Adriatic.

P. 4339. It has a cathedral and 2 monasteries.
DiGNE, Dinia, a walled town of France, cap.

dep. Basses Alpes, near 1. b. of the Bleone, 55 m.
N.E. Aix. P. 6544. It has a cathedral, a bishop's

palace, courts of assize and commerce, a public
library, mineral springs, tanneries, and trade in

prunes, almonds, corn, hemp, and cattle.

DiGNUGGUR, a town of British India, Bengal,
dist. Burdwan, on railway, 70 m. N.W. Calcutta.

DiGNY, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Eure-et-
Loire, arr. Dreux, cant. Senonches. P. 1226.

DiGOiN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Sa6ne-et-Loire, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Loire,

at the entrance of the Canal du Centre, arr. and
14 m. W. Charolles. P. 3070. Manufs. earthen-
wares, and trade in salt.

DiGSWELL, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 1 m.
S.S.E. Welwyn. Ac. 1623. P. 243.

DiGUE (La), an inhabited island of the Sey-
chelles Archipelago, Indian Ocean, in lat. 4° 21'

12" S. ; Ion. 65° 55' 15" E. It is surrounded by
a reef, and is difficult of access.

DiHEWiD, a pa. of Wales, co. Cardigan, 4 m.
S.S.E, Aberaeron. Ac. 3215. P. 454.

DiHONG, the great western stream forming the
Brahmaputra river. Further India, which breaks
through the Himalaya, near lat. 28° 15' N. ; Ion.

95° 10' E. [Brahmaputra.]
Dijon, Divio, a comm. and town of France,

cap. dep. Cote-d'Or, at the confl. of the Ouche and
Suzon, on railway to Lj'on, 160 m. S.E. Paris.

P. (1861) 37,074. Mean temp, of year 52°-9 ; winter
35°'4, summer 69°-6, Fahr. It is well supplied with
water, and has magnificent public promenades.

2b
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Chief buildings, a palace of the princes of Conde,
cathedral, a castle, town-hall, prefecture, court-

house, hospitals, prisons, and an orphan asylum,
two public libraries, national court for the deps.

Cote-d'Or, H. Mame, and Saone-et-Loire, courts
of assize and commerce, a university academy, 8
colleges, schools of medicine and the fine arts,

public library of 50,000 vols., and a botanic garden.
Manufs. linens, cottons, woollens, hats, earthen-
ware, and leather ; but its chief dependence is on
its wine trade, as the principal depot and market
for the sale of Burgundy wines.
DijoxxAis, an old division of France, in the

prov. Burgundy, the cap. of which was Dijon,
now comprised in the dep. Cote-d'Or.
DiKOWA, a town of Bornu, Cent. Africa, south

of Lake Tchad, in a great cotton-growing dist.

DiLHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.
S.E. North Walsham. Ac. 15«3. P. 42.5.

DiLHORXE, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 2 m.
N.W. Cheadle. Ac. 3648. P. 1573. ExceUent
coal found in the parish.
DiLLENBUKG, a town of Prussia, duchy & 37 m.

N.E. Nassau, cap. dist, on the Dille. P. (1864)
8024. It has a college, hospital, and orphan asy-
lum. Manufactures of woollen fabrics. In the
vicinity are copper mines, potash, and lime works.

DiLLiNGEN, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia,
cap. dist., on 1. b. of the Danube, 24 m. N.W.
Augsburg. P. 3500. It has a palace, the re-

sidence of the bishops of Augsburg, three Boman
Catholic churches, an orphan asylum, barracks,

and gymnasium ; ship-buUding docks, and manu-
factures of cutlery.

DiLLiNGEN, a vill. of Ehenish Pmssia, gov. and
28 m. S. Treves. P. 1400. It has paper mills,

and copper and iron foundries.

DiLLN (Hung. Bda-Banya), a town, N.W. Hun-
gary, CO. Honth, 2 m. N.E. Schemnitz. P. 1.541.

DiiMAN, a town of N. Persia, prov. Azerbijan,
50 m. N.N.W. Urumiyah. P. 15,000. (?)

DiLTON, a chapelry of England, co. Wilts, pa.

and 2 m. S.S.W. Westbury. P. 1561.

DiLWORTH, a township of Engl., co. Lancaster,
on the Kibble, 7 m. N.E. Preston. Ac. 1226. P. 959.

DiLWYN, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 2 m.
N.E. Weobley. Ac. 6067. P. 1069.
DoiA, a town of Abyssinia, state Amhara, dist.

Gojam, near lat. 10° 30' N. ; Ion. 38° 5' E. It is

divided into many quarters by stone walls.

DiMBOvrrzA, a river of Wallachia, rises in the
E. Carpathians, flows S. past Bucharest, and joins

the Danube on 1. opposite Turtukai, length 135 m.
DiMiTROWSK, a town of Russia, gov. and 47 m.

S.W. Orel, on rt. b. of the Oschiritza. P. 3000.
DiMiTZANA, a town of Greece, Morea, on an

affl. of the Carbonaro, one of the branches of the
Eouphia, 15 m. N.W. Tripolitza.

DiNAGEPORE, a dist. of British India, presid.

Bengal, between lat. 24° 63' and 26° 38' N. ; Ion.
88° r and 89° 16' E. Area 3820 sq. m. P.
1,200,000. Surface level. Principal products,
rice, of which two crops are obtained yearly,
wheat, barley, millet, ginger, pepper, sugar, and
cotton. Domestic animals are homed cattle,

horses, sheep, goats, and swine. Manufs. silks,

cottons, paper-making, bookbinding, tanneries,
distilleries, and pottery ware. Chief rivers, the
Teesta and Attree, which are navigable through
most of their course, the Jamima, the Tangon,
and several other streams. In spring strong west
winds prevail, producing great heat, and often
accompanied by storms of thimder, hail, and
rain. Hailstones are occasionally so large as to
kill men and cattle when struck by them. A
hailstone has been found measuring six inches in

diameter. The dwellings of the natives are gene-
rally wretched hovels. It has numerous mosques.
DiNAGEPORE, a town of British India, cap. dist

of same name, 261 m. N. Calcutta. Estimated
pop. from 25,000 to 30,000. It is the seat of a
British jurisdiction.

DiNAMi, a vilL of South Italy, prov. Catanzaro,
circ Monteleone. P. 1587.

DiNAN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

C6tes-du-Nord, cap. arr., 14 m. S. St Malo. P.
8089. It is situated on a scarped mountain, 126
feet above the Eance, on which it has a fort

Principal edifices, two Gothic churches, a clock-

tower, the town-hall, common college, and hos-
pital. Manufs. of sail-cloth, linen and cotton
fabrics, shoes, hats, and leather; salt refineric^

beet-root sugar factories, and a trade in butt^
hemp, linen, and thread.

DiXANT, a town of Belgium, prov. and 15 m. S.

Namur. P. (1861) 7130. It has a cathedral, two
hospitals, a Latin school, manufs. of hardwares,

woollen fabrics, paper, and leather
DiXAPOOR, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, on rt. b. of the Ganges, 145 m. E. Benares.
P., exclusive of militaiy, 16,130. It is a military

station, has large barracks, a church, and markets
well supplied with provisions.

DcfARic Alps, consist of that portion of the

Alpine system which connects the Julian Alps
with branches of the Balkan in Turkey, and
covers S. Croatia, Dalmatia, and Herzegovina
with their ramifications, separating the basin of

the Save from the region watered by the Kerka,

Narenta, and other rivers flowing to the Adriatic

Sea. They seldom rise to more than 7000 feet in

height, and are chiefly of a calcareous formation.

DtNAS, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Pembroke, on New-
port Bay, 4 m. N.E. Fishguard. Ac. 2328. P. 820.

Desder, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, on the

river Brue, 2 m. S.E. Wells. Ac. 1071. P. 244

DuTDiGUL, a town with a fort, Madras presid.

British India, 30 m. N.W. Madura, 400 feet abovt

the sea. P., exclusive of the military, 6550.

DiNDiNG, a town on the W. coast of the M^
peninsula, lat 4' 20' N. ; Ion. 100° 32' E.—

.

Binding is a granitic and wooded islet.

DiNtAULT, a comm. and town of France,
Finistfere, arr. and cant Chiteaulin. P. 1658.

Dlnedor, a pa. of England, co. and 2\ m. S.S.

Hereford. Ac. 1678. P. 270.

DiNGfe, a comm. and town of France, dep. Dki
et-VDaine, 17 m. N. Rennes. P. 1892.

DiNGELSTADT, a walled town of Prussian Sm]
ony, reg. Erfurt, on the Unstrut, 10 m. N.N.
MUhlhausen. P. 3200. "Manufs. of cotton, Unens

and woollen stuffs.—11. a vill. of Prussia, pro\

Saxony, gov. Magdeburg, circ. and near Oscher

sleben, on the Huy. P. 1650.

DiNGESTOW, a pa. of England, co. and 8J n

W.S.W. Monmouth. Ac. 1546. P. 23L
Dingle, a seaport and market town, pa., an

disfranchised bor. of Ireland, Munster, co. Kerr;

on the N. side of Dingle Bay, 8 m. E. Dunmoi
Head. Ac of pa. 9097. P. 3911; do. of tow

2260.

—

Dingle Bay is much exposed to the swe

of the Atlantic, but the harbour is safe.

DiXGLEY, a pa. of England, co. Northampto

2J m. E. Market-Harborough. Ac 1317. P. 11

DiNGOLFiNG, a town of Lower Bavaria, on

rock near rt b. of the Isar, 10 m. W.S.W. La;

dau. P. 2000.

Dingwall, a royal bor. and pa. of Scotlan

cap. CO. Ross, at the head of Cromarty Firt

where joined by the Peffer, 11 m. N.W. Inve

ness. P. ofpa. 2412; do. of bor. 2084. Altitude

feet. It has wharves for vessels drawing 9 f*

I
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water, but very little trade. The soil in the vici-

nity is rich and fertile. The bor. joins with Tain,

Dornoch, Wick, and Kirkwall in sending one
member to House of Commons. Corp. rev. 183/.

DiNKELSBUHL, a fortified town of Bavaria, circ.

Middle Franconia, cap. dist., on the Wernitz, 20

m. S.W. Anspach. P. 6030. Manufs. of woollen

cloths, leather, stockings, and gloves.

DiNKLAGE, a vill. of Northern Gennany, grand
duchy Oldenburg, cap. dist. and lordship, 8 m.
S.W. Vecht. P. 1660.

DiNNiNGTONjtwo pas. of England.—I. co. York,
West Kiding, 7 m. N.W. Worksop. Ac. 1540.

P. 272.—II. CO. Northumberland, 6 m. N.N.W.
Newcastle. Ac. 6538. P. 774.

DiNSDALK, a pa. and watering-place of Engl.,

CO. Durham, on the Tees, 5 m. S.E. Darlington.

Ac. of pa. 1340. P. 167. It has a medicinal
spring, with baths and hotel.

DiNSHEiM, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Bas-
Bhin, arr. Strasbourg, cant. Molsheim. P. 1369.

DiNSLAKEN, a town of Khenish Prussia, reg.

and 24 m. from Dusseldorf. P. 1800. It has
manufs. of woollen, linen, and cotton stuffs.

Dlnteloord, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

N. Brabant, 5 m. W.S.W. Willemstad. P. 1000.

DiNTiKEN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aargau,
near Lenzbourg. P. 627.

Dinting, a township of England, co. Derby, on
the Sheffield and Manchester Railway, 30 m.
N.W. Sheffield. P. 730.

DiNTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. Bucks,

am. W.S.W. Aylesbury. Ac. 4100. P. 814.—
. CO. Wilts, 5J m. W. Wilton, on the Nadder.

Ac. 4086. P. 609.

DiNWiDDiE, a CO., U.S., North America, in S.E.
of Virginia. Area 616 sq. m. P. (1860) 17,424
free, 12,774 slaves.

DiNXPERLO, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
Gelderland, 7 m. S.W. Breedwoort. P. 700.

DiNYAS, a vill, of Austria, Woiwodena, gov.
and 14 m. N.N.E. Modos. P. 1466.

DiOD, a vill. of Austria, Siebenburgen, gov.
and 2 m. W.N.W. Tovis. P. 1362.

Diois, an old district of France, in the prov.
Dauphind, the cap. of which was Die. In 1414 it

was ceded to Charles vi. by Louis-de-Poitiers.
DioMA, a river of European Russia, gov. Or*i-

biirg, after a N.N.E. course of 150 m., joins the
Bibla near Ufa. Copper mines on its banks.
DioMEDE Islands, a group in Behring Strait,

midway between Asia and America, consisting of
Fairway, Krusenstem, and Katmanow islands,
the central one in lat. 65° 46' N. ; Ion. 168° 65' W.

Dion, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. AUier,
arr. Moulins, cant. DompieiTe. P. 1493.
Dios-Gyor, a market town of N, Hungary, co.

Borsod, in a pleasant valley, 6J m. W. Miskolcz.
P. 3264. It has manufs. of barrels and toys.
Near it are important iron mines.
DiozEGH, two market towns of Hungary.—I.

ro. Bihar, 23 m. S.E. Debreczin. P. 4946.—II.
"ii. and 25 m. E.N.E. Presburg, on the Dudwag.
1'. 1674. •

Dipignano, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and 3 m.
S. Oosenza, cap. cant. P. 3279.
DippoLDiswALDE, a town of Saxony, ciro. and

1 1 m. S. Dresden, on the Weisseritz. P. 2956.
U has manufs. of woollen and linen cloths.

1 DiPTFORD, a pa. of England, co. Devon, on the
Avon, 5 m. W.S.W. Totness. Ac. 4154. P. 659.

' DiRHAM. a pa. of -England, co. Glo'stei*, 4^ m.
S.S.E. Chipping-Sodbury. Ac. 3006. P. 457.
DiRiLLO, Achates, a river of Sicily, prov. Syra-

•use, enters the Mediterranean 24 m. W.N.W.
ttodica, after a W.S.W. course of about 30 miles.

DiRiNOX, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

Finistere, arr. Brest, cant. Landerneau. P. 1 638.

Dirk-Hartog Island, off the W. coast of

Australia. Lat. 26° S. ; Ion. 113° E. Coast steep;
length, N. to S., 46 miles; breadth 10 miles.

DiRLETON, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. and
6i m. N. Haddington, on the S. shore of the Firth
of Forth. Ac. 10,798. P. 1640, includes vill. of

Dirleton, pop. 354.

DiRMSTEiN, a town of Ehenish Bavaria, circ.

Pfalz, 4 m. E.N.E. Griinstadt. P. 2100.

Dirschau, a town of East Prussia, cap. circ.

Stargard, reg. and 20 m. S.S.E. Dantzic, on 1. b.

of the Vistula. P. 3700. It has tanneries,

breweries, and a transit trade on the river.

DiRSCHEL, a vill. and castle of Prussian Silesia,

gov. Oppeln, 12 m. S.E. Levhschutz. P. 1250.

Dis, a walled town of S. Arabia, near the coast,

63 m. E.N.E. Makallah, with 1000 inhabitants.

Disappointment Islands, a group in the Pa-
cific Ocean, in lat. 14° 5' S. Discovered in 1765.

DiscHiNGEN, two market towns of Wiirtem-
berg.—I. circ. Jaxt, on the Egge, 5 m. S.S.E.
Neresheim. P. 1100.—II. (Upper\ circ. and on
the Danube, E. Ehingen. P. 930.

Disco, a large island in Davis' Strait, oil the W.
coast of Greenland. Lat. 70° N. ; Ion. 55° W.

DiSENTis or DissENT'is, a vill. of Switzerland,
cant. Grisons, in the valley of the Upper Rhine,
34 m. S.W. Chur, 3809 feet above the sea, with
1224 inhabs., and a monastery of the 7th century.
DiSEWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

6J m. N.W. Loughborough. Ac. 1880. P. 567.

Dismal-Swamp, a morass of the U. S., North
America, commencing S. of Norfolk, Virginia,

and extending for 30 m. into N. Caroliua. Area
about 235 sq. m. It is thickly covered with wood,
has Lake Drummond inits centre, and is traversed
by the Dismal Swamp Canal, 23 miles in length.

DisNA, a town of Russia, gov. and 109 m. N.N.E.
Minsk, cap. circ. of same name, at the mouth of

the Disna. P. 2219.

Diso, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Lecce, circ.

Gallipoli. P. 1920.

DisoN, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Lidge, arr. and
2 m. N.N.W. Verviers. P. 2900. It has impor-
tant manufactures of woollen cloths.

Diss, a market town and pa. of England, co.

Norfolk, on the Waveney, 20 m. S.S.W. Norwich.
Ac. 3627. P. 3710. Manufactures of hemp, flax,

and cotton.

DissAis and Dissay, two comras. and vills. of

Fi-anoe.—I. dep. Vienne, 9 m. N.N.E. Poitiers.

P. 1065.—II. dep. Sarthe, arr. and 21 m. S.S.W.
St Calais, on 1. b. of the Long. P. 1407.

DissEN, a market town of Hanover, landrost

and 13 m. S.S.E. Osnaburg. P. 1509.

DissENTis Muster, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Grisons, 3800 feet above the sea, 34 m. W.S.W,
Chur. P. 1224.

DissERTH, a pa. of South Wales, co, Radnor,
on a branch of the Wye, 4J m. N.E. Builth. Ac.
6650. P. 521.

DiSTiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,
8 m. S. Workington. Ac. 2910. P, 785.

DiSTLEY, a chapelry of England, co. Chester
pa. and 6Jm. S.E. Stockport. Ac. 2700. P. 2265.

DrrCHEAT, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3
m. N.N.W. Clastlecarey. Ac. 4511. P. 1218.

DiTCHiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,
2 m. N. Bungay. Ac. 2083. P. 1100.

DiTCHLiNG, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.
E.S.E. Hurstpierpoint. Ac. 4183. P. 1082. Above
sea level 814 feet.

DiTMARSH, North and South (Danish Norder
and Sttder DitTnarchen), a subdivision of tho
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duchy of Holstein, Denmark, between the Elbe
and the Eider. The N. district contains 11 vills.,

chief town Heide. Area 231 sq. m. P. (1847)
S0,200. The S. district contains 13 vUls. Area
275 sq. m. P. 33,400. Chief town Meldorf.

Ditbo-Varhegy (German Burgberd), a vill. of

Transylvania, Szekler-land, on the Maros, 8 m.
N.W. Gyergyo St MLklos, with mineral springs.

P. 3988.

DiTTELSDORF, a vill. of Saxony, gov. Bautzen,
gov. and 5 m. N.N.E. Zitteu. P. 1502.

DiTTERiDGE, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 7 m.
W.S.W. Chippenham. Ac. 374. P. 110.

DiTTERSBACH or Starsow, a vill. of Bohemia,
circ. Chrudim, 4 m. W. Olmutz. P. 1121.

DiiTERSDORF, vill., Austria, Bohemia, gov. & 10

m. E.S.E. Leitomischl. P. 1319.—II. vill.. Saxony,
gov. Zwickau, 2 m. W. Zschopau. P. 14G7.

DiTTFURT, a mkt. town, Prussian Saxony, reg.

and 28 m. S.W. Magdeburg, on the Bode. P. 2000.

DiTTiKEN, a viU. of Switzerland, cant. Aargau,
dist. Bremgarten. P. 734.

DiTi'isHASi, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2J m.
N.N.W. Dartmouth. Ac. 3438. P. 762.

DiTTOX, numerous pas., etc., England.—I. co.

Kent, 3^ m. N.W. Maidstone. Ac. 1075. P. 255.

—II. (/en), CO. and 2^ m. N.N.E. Cambridge.
Ac. 1862. P. 581.—III. (Long'), co. Surrev, 2^ m.
S.S.W. Kingston-on-Thames. Ac. 2116. P. 1445.

—IV. (Priors), co. Salop, 7i m. W.S.W. Bridge-
north. Ac 5530. P. 613.—V. (Thames), co. Sur-
rey, 12J m. S.W. London bv railway. Ac. 2865.

P. 2253.—VI. (Wood), co. Cambridge, 3 m. S.E.

Newmarket. Ac. 4899. P. 1375.

DiTi,iNGEN", a vill. of Wurtemberg, circ. Nec-
kar, on the Glems. P. 1300.

Diu, a fortified maritime town of West Hindos-
tan, belonging to the Portuguese, on an isl. off the

S. coast of the Guzerat peninsula, E. of Diu-head.
P. (1854) 10,8oS.—Diu-head Cape is in lat. 20° 43'

N.; Ion. 71° 3' 2" E.
DiVEX or DiviN, a market town of Hungary,

CO. Neograd, 20 m. S.E. Altshol. P. 1261.

DiVEX or Divix, two market towns of Eussia,

—I. South Kussia, prov. Daghestan, on the Eu-
bass, 22 m. W.S.W. Derbend.—II. Russian Po^
land, gov. Grodno, about 20 m. S.S.E. Kobrin.

Dives, a comm. and town of France, dep. Cal-
vados, arr. and 12 m. W. Pont I'Eveque, on rt. b.

of the Dives. P. 656.

Di\'ES, a riv., France, rises in the dep. of Ome,
arr. Argentan, passes St Lambert, enters the dep.

of Calvados near Ommoy, and falls into the Eng-
lish Channel above the town of Dives, after a
course of 65 m. It is navigable for a short waj'.

DiviNA, a vill. of Hungary, co. Trentschin, gov.
and 7 m. N.N.K Bittse. P. 1828.

DiviRiGi (anc. Tephrene), a town of Asia
Minor, prov. Kumili, on the Kumer-Su river. It

has about 2000 houses.
Divonxe, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.

Ain, cant, and 6 m. from Gex. It has paper mills

and iron foundries. P. 1356.
DivosH or DiwoscH, a vill. of Austria, Slavonia,

CO. Syrmia, 22 m. S.W. Peterwardein. P. 1320.

DiwisciiAU or DiBisCHAU, a town of Bohemia,
circ. Kaurzim, 30 m. S.E. Prague. P. 1662.
DtXAX, a town of Abyssinia, state Tigre, 65 m.

N.E. Axum, on the Danakil frontier.

DixcovE Fort, a British settlement of West
Africa, on the Gold Coast. Lat. 4° 48' N., Ion.
1° 57' W,, in a bay, in which ships of 100 tons
can load. The town, which lies below the fort,

has a permanent pop. of about 1200.
DiXMONT, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Yonne, 20 m. N. Auxerre. P. 1816.

>f S^lDixmude (Flem. Dixmuyderi), a town of

gium, prov. West Flanders, on rt. b. of the Yser,

12 m. N. Ypres. P. 3566. It has a pa. church,
hospital, and workhouse.
Dixox E>.TRANCE, a strait of North America,

W. coast, lat. 64° 30' N., Ion. 132° W., betweenJ |

Queen Charlotte island and the Prince of Wale
~

Archipelago. Length, W. to E., 100 miles.

DiXTON (Newton), a pa. of England, co. & 1 m.
N.E. Monmouth, on the Wye. Ac. 3848. P. 763.

DiZFL'L, a city of Persia, prov. Khuzistan, m^
which it is now the principal mart, on the Dizfulf
river (Coprates), here crossed by a bridge, 32 m
W.N.W. Shuster. P. 15,000. (?)
Dizier (St), a comm. and town of France, dep

Haute-Mame, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Mame,^
which here becomes navigable, aiT. and 10 m. N»
Vassay. P. 8077. It has a comm. college, town<»

hall, hospital, docks for building vessels, cottoa

and iron factories, and an active export trade i^

iron and timber. In 1544 it sustained a memor
able siege by the Emperor Charles v. ; and in 18ll
the French troops here twice defeated a part
the allied army.—II. a comm. and vUL, deji^
Creuse, arr. and 5 m. N. Bourganeuf. P. 2236.

Dizy-le-Gros, a comm. and vill., France, dep;

Aisne, arr. Laon, cant. Eozoy-sur-Serre. P. 1392.

Dj, for places sometimes spelled with these ijii^

tial letters, and not found here, refer to DI and G.
Djangutai, a market to^vn, South Russia, proT*

Daghestan, 60 m. N.W. Derbend. P. 5000.

Djab or El Djar, a maritime town of Arabiai
Hedjaz, on the Eed Sea, 45 m. S.S.E. Yembo.
Djavat, a town of Russian Transcaucasia, proT. ,

|

Shirvan, on ]. b. of the Kour, at its junction witl^

the Ai-as, 36 m. S. Novo-Shamaki.
Djesr-Erkexe, a town of European Turkey,,

Rumili, on the Maritza, at its confl. with the iSf-

keue, 18 m. S.E. Adrianople. P. 2000.

Djiixtelli, a town of Algeria, dep. Constantintk/

arr. PhUlipeville, cap. cant. P. 3034, of whom.
712 are Europeans. It has a port on the Medi-
terranean,

Djokjokarta, a Dutch residency of Java, on-

1

the S. coast of the island, near its centre. P.

330,000. The cap. town of same name, lat. 7" 47'

S., Ion. 10° 24' E., contains the old palace of ths
Sultan and the Dutch fort. P. 90,000.

Djouce, a mountain of Ireland, co. Wicklow,
2384 feet above the sea.

Dmitrov, a town of Eussia, gov. and 40 m. N.
Moscow, cap. circ^ on the Jakhrama, an affl. rtf

the Volga. P. 3000. It has a college, and mannfs.
of woollen cloths and leather. Near it is a por-

i

celain factory.

Dmitrovsk, a town of Russia, gov. and 40 m.
S.W. Orel, cap. circ, on the Nenissa, and on the

liigh road from Moscow to Kiev. P. (1863) 6602.
'

Dnieper, Borysthenes, a river of Russia, rises

in the gov. Smolensk, flows generally S., & passes

Smolensk (where it becomes navigable), Mohilev,

Kiev, Ekaterinoslav, Kherson, and enters the

Black Sea on the N. Length 623 m. (including

windings, 1230 m.). Chief affls. on right, Drutz,

Berezina, Pripet, Bug,—left, Soj, Desna, Soula,

Korol, and Samara. The navigation is interrupted

by rapids for 47 m. below Ekaterinoslav.
Dnieprovsk (Verkhne), a town of European

Russia, cap. dist. same name, gov. and 41 ni.

W.N.W. Ekaterinoslav, on the Dnieper.
Dniester, Tvras or Danaster, a navigable rivfr

of Austria and Russia, rises in the Carpathian

mountains (Galicia), separates Bessarabia from

the govs. PodoUa and Kherson, flows E.S.E. It

passes Sambor, Halicz, Choczim, Mohilev, BeiJ-

der, Akerman, and enters the Black Sea on the
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N.W. Length 400 m.(mcludmg windings, 500 m.).

Chief affls., right, Stry, Eeout, and Botna; left,

Sered, and Podhorce.

DoABS OF India, Punjab [Baree-Eechna,
and SiND Sagub Doabs.J
DoAZiT, a coram, and vill. of Prance, dep. Lan-

des, 18 m. S.S.W. Mont de Marsan. P. 1503.

DoiJARVA, the most N. town of Abyssinai, 98 m.
N. Axum, formerly important.

DoBBO, a town of E. Archipelago. [Amiu IsL.]

DoBCZYCE, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and
15 m. W.S.W. Bochnia. P. 2036.

DoBELN, a town of Saxony, circ. and 35 m.
E.S.E. Leipzig, on an island formed by the Mulde.

P. 7218. It has two churches, an hospital, and
manufs. of woollen cloth, linen, and cotton.

DoBERAN, a market town and sea-bathing esta-

blishment of Germany, Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
duchy and 40 m. N.N.E. Schwerin, cap. dist., on
a river which falls into the Baltic 2^ m. below
the town, P. 3350. It has mineral springs and
baths, temp. 42° Fahr.
DoBLEN or DoBLEHN, a large market town of

Russia, gov. Courland, circ. and 18 m. W. Mittau.

DoBLiNG, a suburban vill. of Vienna, 3 m. N.
the city, with mineral baths. P. (1862) 8228.

DoBOi, a town of European Turkey, Bosnia,

on 1. b. of the Bosna, 42 m. N.E. Travuik.
DoBOKA, a vill. of Transylvania, 12 m. W.S.W.

Szamos-Ujvar. P. 1021. P. of co. Doboka 72,000.

DoBRA, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and 4J
m. N.E. Sieniawa. P. 1388.—II. a vill., gov. and
7 m. W.S.W. Bircza. P. 1371.—III. a vill., gov.
and 3 m. W.S.W. Tymbark. P. 1285.

DoBRA, a town of Poland, prov. and 25 m.
E.N.E. Kalisz. P. 1000. Manufs. linens.

DoBRA BoNOPOLis, a vill. of Transylvania, co.

Hunyad, on the Maros, 50 m. W.S.W. Karlsburg.
DoBRAN or DoBBANY, a town of Bohemia, circ.

and 10 m. W.S.W. Pilsen. P. 2170.

DoBRiGNO, a vill. of Austria, Illyria, 24 m.
S.S.E. Fiume. P. 1315. Coal mines in its vicinity.

DoBRiLUCK, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
Imrg, reg. and 66 m. S.S.W. Frankfurt, on the
Dober. P. 1420. Manufactures of woollens.
DoBRiNCZE or DoBRiNZEN, a vill. of Austria,

Slavonia, 22 m. S.S.E. Peterwardein. P. 1330.

DoBRiTSCH, a town and castle of Austria, Bo-
hemia, circ. and 22 m. S.S.W. Prague. P. 2583.
DoBKOKOz, a market town of Hungary, co.

Tolna, 84 m. S.S.W. Pesth. P. 2971.
DoBROMiL, a town of Austrian Galicia, circ.

and 23 m. E. Sanok, cap. landship, on the Wirwa.
P. 1797. It has important cattle fairs.

DoBRONA or DoBRANYiVA, a market town of
Hungary, co. Sohl, 69 m. N.N.W. Pesth. P. 2833.
DoBRosLAWiTz, a viU. of Austrian Silesia, circ.

Teschen, 41 m. N.E. Olmiitz. P. 389.
DoBROTA, a market town of Dalmatia, circ.

and 2 m. N. Cattaro, on the Adriatic. P. 1400.
DoBROTWOR, a market town of Austria, Galicia,

gov. & 8 m. N. Kamionka-Strumilowa. P. 2068.
DoBRUDSHA, a country of European Turkey,

Bulgaria, extending from the Danube on the N.
to Cape Kaliakra, about the lat. of Varna, on
the Black Sea, bounded W. by Silistria and the
Danube. It is a low undulating plain, rising 200
or 300 feet above the sea, and is in most places
arid and destitute of water. Trajan's Wall, from
the Danube to the Black Sea, crossed this region
near its centre.

DoBRUscHKA Or DoBRUSKA, a town of Bohe-
mia, circ. and 15 m. E.N.E. Koniggratz. P. 2664.
It has a trade in com, flax, yarn, and wine.
DoBRZAN, a town of Bohemia, cu-c. and 8 m.

b.S.W. Pilsen, on rt. b. of the Radbuza. P. 2000.

DoBRZYN. a town of Poland, gov. Ploclc, on the
Drewenz, 18 m. N.N.W. Lipno. P. 2200. Manu-
factures of woollen cloth and leather.

DoBSCiiAU or DoBSiNA, a market town of North
Hungary, co. and 21 m. N.N.E. GomCr. P. 4684.
Has iron, copper, and cobalt mines.
DocE, a river of Brazil, rises in the prov. Minas

Geraes, flows N.E. between the provs. Porto
Seguro and Espiritu Santo, and enters the At-
lantic 70 m. N. Victoria. Length 360 miles.

DocHART, a lake of Scotland, co. Perth, pa.

Killin. Length 3 m. It has a curious floating

island.—A river of same name, 10 m. in length,

carries its siirplus waters through Glen-Dochart
into Loch Tay.
Docking, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m.

S.W. Bumham. Ac. 6113. P. 1625.

DocKLovv, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 5 m.
E.S.E. Leominster. Ac. 1715. P. 196.

DocKUM, a town of the Netherlands, prov.
Priesland, 13 m. N.E. Leeuwarden. P. 3900.
DoDA, a town of Northern Punjab, on rt. b. of

the Ghenab, 115 m. N. Lahore. It has a fort and
a bazaar.

DoDAiREE, a town of India, Deccan, Mysore
dom., 22 m. E. Chittledroog.

DoDBROOKE, a mai'ket town and pa., Engl., co.

Devon, J- m. E. Kingsbridge. Ac. 464. P. 1183.

DoDDENHAAi, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m.
W.N.W. Worcester. Ac. 916. P. 278.

DonDERiiiLL, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

i m. N. Droitwitch. Ac. 6450. P. 2140.

DoDDiNGiiuRST, a pa. of England, co. Essex,

3} m. N.W. Brentwood. Ac. 1892. P. 394.

DoDDiNGTON, Several pas. of England.—I. co.

Cambridge, 4 m. S. the station of the Peterboro'
and Ely Railway at March. Ac. 36,985. P. 8722,
—II. a CO. and 5 m. W.S.W. Lincoln. Ac. 4040,
P. 264.—III. CO. Kent, 4^ m. S.S.E. Sitting-

bourne. Ac. 1918. P. 476.—IV. co. Northum-
berland, 23 m. N. Woolen Ac. 9110. P. 795. In
the vicinity is a valuable coal mine.—V. {Dry),
CO. Lincoln, 8 m. N.N.W. Grantham. Ac. 2160.

P. 283.—VI. (Great), co. Northampton, 2 m.
S.S.W. Wellingborough. Ac. 1310. P. 580.

DoDDiscoMBSLEiGii, a pa. of England, co. De-
von, 6J m. S.W. Exeter. Ac. 2390. P. 343.

DoDDLESTON, a pa. of England, co. and 4J m.
S.S.W. Chester. Ac. 4013. P. 814.

Doddridge, a co. of U. S., North America,
Virginia. Area 300 sq. m. P. 6169 free, 34 slaves.

DoDFORD, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,

2f m. E.S.E. Daventry. Ac. 1180. P. 238.

Dodge, a co. of the D. S., N, America, in S.E,

of Wisconsin. Area 900 sq. m. P. (I860) 42,818.

Soil fertile. Products, Indian com, wheat, and po-
tatoes. Fond du Lac and Chicago Railway inter-

sect the county.—II. a co. of Minnesota. P. 3797.

DoDiNQTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. Glou-
cester, 2J m. S.E. Chipping-Sodbury. Ac. 1473.

P. 126.—II. CO. Somerset, 8 m. W.N.W. Bridge-
water. Ac. 543. P. 98.

DoDWORTH, a township of England, co. York,
W. Riding, 2* m. W.S.W. Barnsley. Ac. 1947.

P. 2117.
Doediberg, a principal summit of the Swiss

Alps, 17 m. S.S.W. Glarus, at the S. extremity
of the canton. Height 11,887 feet. Elevation of

pass between the valleys of the Linth and Vorder
Eheiu, 9609 feet.

Doesburg, a fortified town of the Netherlands,
prov. Gelderland, cap. dist., on the Yssel, 10 m.
E. Arnheim. P. 3347.
Dofrefeld or Dofrines, the central portion of

the mountain chain of Scandinavia. [Norway.]
Dogger-Bank, a sandbank occupying all the
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centre of the North Sea, between lat, 54° 10' and
55° 50' N., and Ion. 1° and 4° 40' E., intermediate
between the shores of England and Denmark.
Mean depth 10 to 20 fathoms. It is the seat of

important fisheries. In 1781, an engagement
took place between the English and Dutch off its

S. extremity. The Fisher Bank is a N. extension

of the Dogger, lat. 56° to 58° N. ; Ion. 3° to 6° E.
Dog Island, Pacific Ocean, in Timor group.

Lat. 7° 40' S. ; Ion. 126° 2' E.

DoGLiANi, a town of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
11 m. N.N.E. Mondovi. P. 6115.

DoGMELLS (St), a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 2 m. W. Cardigan. Ac. 6620. P. 2438,

chiefly employed in fishing. The vill. has the
ruins of an abbey.

DoGiiERSFiELD, a pa. of England, co. South-
ampton, 2 m. E.N.E. Odiham. Ac. 1728. P. 251.

DoGNA, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Udine, dist.

and 6 m. E.N.E. Morgio. P. 1447.

DoGNACSKA, a market town of Hungary, co.

Krassova, 8 m. S. Boksan. P. 2615. It has
mines of copper, lead, and zinc.

Dogs (Isle of) or Poplar Marshes, a penin-
sula of the Thames, England, co. Middlesex, 3J
m. E.S.E. St Paul's cathedral.

DoGSTHORPE, a hamlet, Engl., co. Northamp-
ton, IJ m. N. Peterborough. Ac. 2130. P. 425.

DoGWKLL (St), a pa. of S. Wales, co. and 8 m.
N. Pembroke. Ac. 3347. P. 436. It has a medi-
cinal spring.

DoHLEN, a vill. of Saxony, gov. and 4J m. S.W.
Dresden. P. 1509.

DoHNA, a town of Saxony, circ. and 10 m.
S.S.E. Dresden. P. 1493.

DoHUD, a considerable town of India, Gwalior
dom., 100 m. W. Oojein.

DoHUL, an island in Eed Sea, lat. 15° 55' N.

;

Ion. 39' 40' E. P. 100. It is 9 m. in circumf.

DoiziEUX, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire, arr. St Etienne, cant. St Chamond. P. 2523.

Dojcs, a vill. of Hungary, gov. and 5 m. W.
Szenitz. P. 1446.

DoKKUM, a town of the Netherlands, prov.
Friesland, cap. dist., on the Ship-Canal Dokkum-
diep, 6 m. from the North Sea, and 12i m. N.E.
Leeuwarden. P. 3797. It is the principal mar-
ket for flax, has a town-hall, a Latin school, ship-
building docks, salt refineries, and breweries.

Doi., a comm. and town, France, dep. lUe-et-

Vilaine, cap. cant., 13 m. S.E. St Malo. P. 4191.

DoLAY (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, arr. Vannes, cant la-Roche-Bemard.
P. 2394.

Dol-Ben-Maen, a pa., N. Wales, co. Carnar-
von, 4| m. N.W. Tremadock. Ac. 2145. P. 387.

Dolce (Gulf and River). [Dulce.]
Dolce Acqua, a market town of North Italy,

prov. Porto Maurizio, 21 m. E.N.E. Nice, cap.

mand., on the Nervia. P. (with comm.) 2200.

—

Dolcedo is a comm. and town in the same prov.
P. 2601.

Dole, a comm. and town of France, dep. Jura,
cap. arr., on rt. b. of the Doubs, 29 m. N. Lons-le-
Saulnier. P. 10,605. Principal edifices, court-
house, 2 prisons, 2 hospitals, and a theatre. It

has a public library of 35,830 vols., manufs. of

straw hats, leather, earthenwares, hardwares, and
trade in agricultural produce.
Dole (La), a mountain of Switzerland, cant.

Vaud, in the chain of the Jura, on the French
frontier, 16 m. N. Geneva, 5509 feet in elevation.
DoLGELLY or DoLGELLEN, a market town and

pa. of North Wales, cap. co. Merioneth, on the
Mynach, 46 m. W. Shrewsbury. Ac. 25,607. P.
of pa. 1600. P. of town 2217. Principal edifices,

II

a church, a co. hall, gaol, and house of correction.

Has manufactures of coarse woollens, and is the
seat of CO. summer assizes, and the head of a
poor-law union. Here Oweu Glendwr held a
parliament in 1404.

DoLGOi, an island, Caspian Sea, off the coast of
Khiva. Lat. 45° N. ; Ion. 51° 30' E.—II. an isl.,

European Russia, gov. Archangel, in the Arctic
Ocean, 55 m. S. the island Vaigatz.

DoLHA, a town of Austria, Galicia, co. Mar-
maros, gov. and 11 m. N. Huszth. P. 1275.

,

DoLHE, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and 13a I

m. S.S.E. Podemsz, on rt. b. of the Stry. P. 1938.11
It has iron works.
DoLiNA, a town of Austrian Galicia, circ. and

22 m. S.S.E. Stry. P. 5215.

DoiXAR, a pa. of Scotland, co. Clackmannan,
10 m. N.E. Stirling. P. 1776. The vill. »
situated on the Devon. P. 1540. Dollar Academjri
was founded in 1819, under the will of Capt
M'Nab, who left 80,000/. for the purpose. Co
is wrought here ; ironstone is abundant, and le

and copper mines were formerly wrought in th6(^

OchUls.
Dollar-Law, a mountain of Scotland, co. and

9i m. S.S.W. Peebles. Elevation 2840 feet.

DoLLART, a gulf of the German Ocean, at the
estuary of the Ems, between Hanover and tho
Netherlands, 10 m. in length N. to S., by 7 m.
across, made by a destructive inundation in 1276k

DoLLEOi, a vill. of Austria, Moravia, circ, gov.
and ii m. N.N.E Olmutz. P. 1234.

DoLLON, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Sarthe, arr. St Calais, cant. Vibraye. P. 2191.

DoLLOVA, a vill. of Hungarv, (Mst. Temesvar,
21 m. E.N.E. Belgrade. P. 60*C4.

DoLLOVA, a vill. of Austria, Banal-Milit&rg-

renze, 12 m. E.N.E. Pancsova. P. 6064.

DoLM, an island of Norway, coast of Trondh-
jem, between the islands of Hittem and Froyen*
6 m. by 1 m. Surface sterile and mountainous.
DoLMATOv, a town of Asiatic Russia, goT.

Perm, on 1. b. of the Iset, 30 m. W.N.W. Shad-
rinsk. P. 1600.

DoLO, a town of N. Italy, gov. and 13 m. "W.

Venice, on the Brenta and Brentano. P. 6150i

DoLOMiEN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep^

Isfere, arr. and cant. Tour-du-Pin. P. 2440.

Dolores, a town of Spain, prov. and 21 m.
S.S.W. Alicante, on the Segura. P. 2433.

DoLPHiNTOX, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, 6J
m. N.N.E. Biggar. Ac 3581. P. 260.—DolpMnston
is a hamlet, co. Haddington, 2 m. W. Tranent;

and Dolphiston, a vill., co. Roxburgh, on the Jed,

6| m. S.S.E. Jedburgh.
DoLTON, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 m.

N.N.E. Hafherleigh, Ac. 3653. P. 938.

Dolus, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Charente-Inferieure, arr. Marennes, cant, le

Chiteau d'Oleron. P. 2199.

Dol-Wydellan, a pa. of North Wales, co.

Carnarvon, on the river Ledan, 6J m. S.S.W.

Llanrwst. Ac 14,384. P. 811.

DomagnA, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

lUe-et-Vilaine, cant Chateaubourg. P. 1827.

Domaize, a vill. of France, dep. Puy-de-D6me,

22 m. S.S.E. Clermont-Ferrand. P. 1377.

DoMALAiN, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, 22 m. E. Rennes. P. 2553.

DOMARADZ, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and

7 m. N.N.W. Brzozow. P. 2593.

DoMART, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Somme, cap. cant., 14 m. N.W. Amiens. P. 1467.

DoMBES, an old division of France, in the prov.

Bourgogne, cap. Tr^voux, now comprised in the

dep. Ain. The principality of Dombes was long
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governed by particular princes. The district is

unhealthy, from numerous artificial marshes.

DoMBKESSOJT, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Neufchatel. P. 1050. Chief place of the third

electoral college, sending 6 deputies to the grand

council.

DoMBKOVTTZY, a town of Russian Poland, gov.

Volhynia, 138 m. N.N.W. Jitomir. P. 2645.

DoMBBOWiCK, a town of Russian Poland, 84

m. W Warsaw. P. 1159.

UoMBUKG, a small town of the Netherlands,

prov. Zeeland, on the W. coast of the island

Walcheren, 6^ m. N.W. Middelburg.
DoMDiDiER, a vill., Switzerland, cant. Freiburg,

on the road from Morat to Lausanne. P. 766.

DoMftNE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Isfere, cap. cant., 5 m. N.E. Grenoble. P. 1393.

DoMEXiCA (Santa), a town. South Italy, prov.

Cosenza, circ. Paola, 3 m. E. Scalea. P. 2753.

Dom£kat, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Allier, 3 m. W.N.W. Montlu9on. P. 3221.

DoMESNE, a cape of Russia, gov. Courland, in

the Baltic, W. side of the Gulf of Livonia or

Riga, S. of the isle of Oesel, in lat. 57° 46' N.

;

Ion. 22° 28' E.

DoMKSSiJi, a comm. and vill. of Fnance, dep.

Savoie, arr. Chambery, cant. Pont-de-Beau-
Voisin. P. 1372.

DoMFRONT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Orne, cap. arr., 35 m. "W.N.W. Alen9on. P. 2909.

It has a church, manufactures of coarse linen and
hempen cloths.—II. a vill., dep. Sarthe, 10 m.
N.W. Le Maus. P. 1417.

DoMiNENC (St), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, arr. St Malo. P. 1687.

Domingo (San), a fortified seaport city of the
Republic of same name, isl. Haiti, West Indies, on
the 8.E. coast, at the mouth of the Ozama, which
forms its harbour. Lat. 18° 30' N. ; Ion. 69° 52'W.
P. 15,000. It was the first permanent settlement

made by Europeans in America. Has a cathedral,
hospitals, colleges, an arsenal, lighthouse, & bar-

racks. Its harbour is unfit for large ships. [Hayti.]
Domingo (San), is a republic in the L. part of

the island Haiti, cap. San Domingo. Area 17,212

sq. m. P. (185^ 200,000. Spain renounced pos-
session of San Domingo in 1865.

Domingo (San), an islet of theW. Indies, on the

G. Bahama Bank, 90 m. N.E. Las Nuevitas (Cuba).
Domingo (San), a town, South America, New

Granada, dep. Cundinamarca, 60 m. E. Antioquia.
Dominica or Domenica, a British West India

island. Windward group, lat. of Eoseau harbour,
15° 18' N. ; Ion. 61° 24' W., 22 m. N. Martinique
and 8. Guadeloupe. Length N. to S. 29 m., breadth
16 m. Area 291 sq. m. P. (1860) 25,065. It is of
Tol(»nic origin, & the most elevated of the Lesser
Antilles, the extreme height (Mome Diabloten)
6314 feet. It is in part mountainous and rugged,
though interspersed with fertile valleys, and well
watered. Hot and sulphureous springs abound.
Lava is found in great quantities. Soil fertile, and
well suited for coffee and sugar ; other products
lire maize, cotton, cocoa, tobacco, timber trees, and
cabinet wood. Hogs, poultry, bees, and game are
plentiful. Temperature of the low districts ranges
from 69° to 88° Fahr., but in the more elevated
parts it is much lower, the air being frequently
chill.

_
Wet season from September to January,

but rain falls frequently during the other months.
Thunder-storms not generally severe,earthquakes

,

of rare occurrence. There are one Episcopal and
two dissenting churches, four day schools, and
two infant do. Exports sugar, molasses, rum,
coffee, cocoa, cane-juice, and copper ore. Principal
liarbours

: Roseau on the W., and Prince Rupert

Bay on the N. coast. Government in the handa
of a governor, council, and legislative assembly
of 20 members, and has a well-organized militia.

Public revenue (1860) 15,200/., and the expendi-
ture 13,700/. The imperial expenditure for judicial,

civil, ecclesiastical, and miscellaneous, amounted
to 3180/. The island is divided into 10 pas. Chief
towns, Roseau, the cap., and St Joseph. It was
discovered by Columbus in 1493, and ceded by
France to Great Britain in 1763.

DoMiNiCK (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

2J m. S.E. Callington. Ac. 3226. P. 862.

Domino or Domenico (San), the lai-gest of the
Tremeti islands, Adriatic Sea, 14 ra. N. the pro-
montory of Gargano. Length 2 m., breadth 1 m.

DoMiTZ, atown of Northern Germany, Mecklen-
burg-Schwerin, deleg. & 33 m. S.S.W. Schwerin,
cap. dist., at the confl. of the Elde with the Elbe.
P. 2600. It has manufactures of tobacco ; distil-

leries, and breweries.

Dommaetln, numerous small comras. and vills.

of France. The principal is in dep. Vosges, arr.

and cant. Remiremont. P. 1277.

DoMMiS^ a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Dor-
dogne, cap. cant., 36 m. S.E. Perigueux, on the
Dordogne. P. 1996.

DoMMEL, a river of the Netherlands, prov. N.
Brabant, after a N. coui'se of 45 m. joins the Maas
at Fort Crevecoeur, 4 m. N. Bois-le-Duc.
DoMMiTSCH, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.

Merseburg, 8 m. N.N.W. Torgau. P. 2120.
DoMNAU, a town of East Prussia, gov. and 23

m. S.E. Konigsberg. P. 1600.

DoMODOSStjLA, a town of Northern Italy, prov.
Novara, cap. mand., on the Simplon route, near
the Swiss frontier, and 16 m. N.W. Lago Mag-
giore. P. (with comm.) 2587.

DoMOS, a vill. of Hungary, co. Gran, on the
Danube, 19 m. N.N.W. Pesth. P. 1096.

Domosglo, a vill. of Hungary, co. Heves, gov.
and 12 m. W.S.W. Erlau. P. 1667.

DoMPAiRE, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Vosges, arr. and 7 m. S.E. Mirecourt, cap. cant.

P. 1414. It has manufs. of lace.

DoMPiERRE, several comma. & vills. of France.
—I. dep. Charente Inferieure, 6 m. N.E. La Ro-
chelle. P. 1858.—II. dep. Allier, cap. cant., 16 m.
E.S.E. Moulins. P. 1965.—IIL dep. H. Vienne,
12 m. N.E. Bellac. P. 1666.

DoMBEMY-LA-PuCELLE, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Vosges, arr. and 7 m. N. Neufcha-
teau, on I. b. of the Meuse. P. 323. Is the native
place of Joan of Arc, bom 1412, whose house is

preserved as a national relic. Opposite to it is

a handsome monument, with a colossal bust of

the heroine.

DoMRiANSK, a market town of European Rus-
sia, gov. and 40 m. N.N.E. Perm. P. 1600.

DoMSOD, a vill. of Hungary, co. Pesth, gov. and
12 m. N. Duna-Vecse. P. 3100.

DoMUSNOVAS, a town of the isl. Sardinia, prov.
Cagliari, circ. Iglesias. P. 2195.

Don, Tanais, a river of European Russia, rises

in the small lake Iranozera, gov. Tula, fiows gene-
rally S., passes Dankov, Lebedian, Tcherkask,
Nakhitchevan, Azov, Rostov, and enters the Sea
of Azov by many mouths on the N.E. Chief
aifluents on the right, the Metcha Sosna, and the
Douetz ; left, the Voronetz, Khoper, Medvietza,
Sal, and Manitch. Length, direct, 468 m. ; in-

cluding windings, 995 m. The navigation of the
Don is difiicult in summer when the water is low,
but in winter it is traversed by large vessels.

The Don and the Voronetz communicate by
canals with the Oka, affl. of the Volga, and thus
xinite the Sea of Azov to the Caspian.
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Don, a river of England, co. York, "West Rid-

iiig, rises in the moors W. of Pennistone, flows
at first S.E. to Sheffield, and thence N.E. past
Rotherham and Doncaster to Goole, where it

joins the Ouse, after a course of 55 m. Navi-
gable from Sheffield. Affluents, the Hodbeck
and Wente. It communicates by canals with the
Trent and the Calder.

Dox, a river of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, rises

in Ben Aven, flows tortuously E. past Towie,
Alford, Monymusk, Inverury, and Kintore. and
enters the North Sea 1| m. N. Aberdeen, after

a course of 62 m. Princii)al affluent, the Uric.

Its salmon fisheries are valuable.

Don, a river of France, deps. Maine-et-Loire
and Ule-et-VUaine, joins the Vilaine 6 m. E.N.E.
Eedon, after a W. course of about 40 m., for the
last 10 of which it is navigable.
Dona Anna, a co. of U. S., North America,

New Mexico. P. 6239.

Dona (San), a town of Northern Italy, cap.

dist, deleg. and 18 m. N.E. Venice, on 1. b. of

the Piave. P. 5525.

DoNABATE, a vill. and pa. of Ireland, co. & lOJ
m. N.N.E. Dublin, with a station on the Dublin
and Drogheda Railway. Ac. 2714. P. 362.

Donahue, a town of British India, dist. Pegu,
65 m. N.W. Rangoon. In 1825 the Burmese here
successfully resisted the British ; and again, in

1853, a detachment of sepoys, accompanied by a
party of marines and seamen, were repulsed, with
the loss of their commander and several officers.

DoNACAVY or Findonach, a pa. of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Tj'rone, comprising the town of Fin-
tona. Ac. 23,050. P. 8042. Linen weaving.
DoNAGH. two pas. of Ireland.—I. co. Ulster,

end 5 m. N.N.E. Monaghan. Ac. 16,202. P. 6120.

—II. CO. Donegal. Ac. 25,259. P. 4474.
DoNAGHAPEE, a seaport, market town, and pa.

of Ireland, Ulster, co. Down, on the Irish Chan-
nel, lej m. E.N.E. Belfast. Ac. 9593. P. 7499

;

do. of town 2671. It has a harbour, with a light-

house. Embroidering is here carried on to a con-
Biderable extent, and in the town are many flax

mills. Mean temp. Ju. 58°-7, Jan. 41°-2.

DoNAGHCLONEY, a pa. and town of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Down, 2J m. S.E. Lurgan. Ac. 6697.
P. 6812 ; of town, 148.

DoNAGHcuMPER, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Kildare. Ac. 2321. P. 1082.

DoNAGHEDY, a pa., Ireland, Ulster, co. Tyrone,

7J m. N.E. Strabane. Ac. 39,423. P. 8321.
DoNAGHENRY, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Ty-

rone, including Stewartstown and a part of Coal
Island. Ac. 7154. P. 4749. Linen weaving.
DoNAGHMORE, numerous pas. of Ireland.—I.

Ulster, CO. Donegal, including the town of Castle
Linn, 4 m. S.W. Lifford. Ac. 46,378. P. 9188.
—II. CO. Tyrone, 2J m. N.W. Dungannon. Ac.
18,410. P. 9087, of whom 430 are in the vill.—
III. Munster, co. Cork, 11^ m. E.N.E. Macroom.
Ac. 22,308. P. 3999.—IV. Ulster, co. Down, 4|
m. N. Newiy. Ac. 8396. P. 2842.—V. Leinster,
CO. Wicklow, 4 m. N.N.E. Baltinglass. Ac. 23,427.
P. 2077.—VI. CO. Wexford, 6 m. S.S.E. Gorey.
Ac. 7477. P. 1382.—VII. Queen's co., about 2*
m. N.N.W. Rathdowuey. Ac. 3528. P. 776 ; pop",

of town 243.—VIII. co. Meath, including part of
the town of Navan. Ac. 3955. P. 1081.—IX.
Munster, co. and 2^ m. S.S.E. Limerick. Ac. 943.
P. 289.—X. CO. Tipperary, li m. S.W. Fethard.
Ac. 1797. P. 317.—XI. co. Cork, 7J m. E.S.E.
Clona. Ac. 312. P. 206.—XIL Leinster. co.

Meath, 4 m. E.S.E. Ratoath. Ac. 3413. P. 268.
—XIIL CO. Kildare, U ra. E.S.E. Maynooth.
Ac. 301. P. 46.

DoNAGHMOYNE, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Monaghan, 3 m. N.N.E. Carrickmacross. Ac.
25,501. P. 8694.

DoNAGHFATRicic, two pas. of Ireland.—I. Con-
naught, CO. Galway, 3 m. E.N.E. Headford. Ac.
10,342. P. 1980.—II. Leinster, co. Meath, 4i :

N.W. Navan. Ac. 4027. P. 449.

DoNALDSONViLLE, a viU. of the U. S., Nor
America, Louisiana, 63 m. W.N.W. New Orlean
DoNANAGHT^i, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, i

Galway, on the river Shannon. Ac. 2634. P. 12fi

DoNARD, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, co. Wic
low, 6 m. N.N.E. Baltinglass. Ac. 4808. P. Slf^
DoNAT (St), a comm. and vill. of France, depi I

Cotes-du-Nord, arr. and cant. St Brieuc. P. 2130.
|

DoNAT-LE-RojiAN (St), a comm. and town
France, cap. cant., dep. Drome, 13 m. N. Valend
P. 2512. It has manufs. of crapes and silk.

DoNATO (San), several market towns, etc.

Italy.—I. South Italy, prov. Caserta, 11 ni. ',

Sora. P. 4244.—II. prov., circ. and 3 m. E.S.:

Parma. P. 2946.—III. South Italy, prov. Cosena
circ. Castrovillari. P. 3761. — IV. (di Lecc
South Italy, prov. and circ. Lecce. P. 2191.

DoNATTS (St), a pa. of South Wales, co. Gl
morgan, on the Bristol Channel, 5 m. S.W. Cot
bridge. Ac. 1018. P. 126.

DoNAD, a river of Europe. [Danube.]
DoNAUEscniNGEN, a town of Southern G8l>|

many, grand dnchy Baden, circ. Lake, 37 m. N.W, I

Constance, at the confl. of the Brigachand Bre«i,l

P. 3100. A spring, rising in its castle yard, is tIiB|

fountainhead of the Danube.
DoNAUSTAUF, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upperl

Palatinate, 9 m. W.N.W. Worth, on 1. b. of thel

Danube. P. 1200. Near it is the Walhalla temple.1

DONAUWORTH, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia,!

cap. dist., at the confl. of the Wei'nitz with thel

Danube, 25 m. N.N.W. Augsburg. P. 2800. Itf

has breweries, and a transit trade on the Danub
In 1704, Marlborough gained a victory over '

Bavarians near this.

Don Benito, a town of Spain, prov. and 57

1

E.N.E. Badajoz, near 1. b. of the Guadiana. Id

is cap. of partido of same name, comprising eightj

vills. P. 15,124. Manufs. woollens.

Doncaster, Danum, a municipal bor., market

town, and pa. of England, co. York,West Riding

on the navigable river Don, here crossed by twi

bridges, 32 m. S. York, and 9 m. E. the Swintou
station of North Midland Railway. Ac. of pal

6527. P. of town (1861) 17,632. Altitude 56 feet|

Chief buildings, the parish church, Christ chu
grammar school, St Thomas' hospital ; a covn^l
deaf-mute institution, union workhouse, toWB-f

hall, gaol, and cross, public library, theatrel

lyceum, and branch banks, and new wool, cattlel

and corn markets. The races here were estaf

Wished in 1703. In 1776, the famous St L^J
stakes for 3-year-olds were founded. It is a poll]'

ing-place for the West Riding.
DoNCHERY, a comm. and town of France, dep '

Ardennes, on rt. b. of the Meuse, arr. and 3 m. '\V

Sedan. Pop. 2147. Manufs. of sei^e, linen clotbt

and lace.

Don Cossacks Country. [Cossacks.]
DoNDRA Head, Indian Ocean, the S.niost ex

tremity of the island Ceylon.
Donegal, a maritime co. of Ireland. Ulst''!

having E. and S. the cos. Londonderry, Tyrone

and Fermanagh, and on other sides Donegal Ba;

and the Atlantic. Area 1865 sq. m., or 1,103,44

ac, of which 393,191 ac. are arable, and 769,58

do. waste. P. 237,395 Surface mountainous

principal rivers, the Sv illy and Leenan. Shore

greatly indented, and the co. contains Lough
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Swilly aud Mulroy, with Sheephaven, Gliddore,
* Guybarra, and Lochrus bays ; and many islands

off the coast. Inland lakes numerous ; the prin-
• cipal is Lough Derg, in which is the island St
' Patrick's Purgatory. Soil not very fertile ; tim-

b'T is scarce
;
potatoes, oats, barley, and flax are

the chief crops. Fisheries on the coast and kelp-

making important. Manufs. linens. Trade chiefly

conducted through the city of Londonderry. The
' CO. is divided into 6 baronies and 51 pas. Prin-
' cipal towns, Ballyshannon and Letterkenny, with
'' the ports Rathmelton, Donegal, and Killybegs.
' The Finn Valley Railway is in the co. It sends
' two members to House of Commons.

Do.n'egaIj, a seaport, market town, and pa. of

j

Ireland, in co. of same name, at the mouth of the

>Esk in Donegal Bay, II m. N.N.E. Ballyshannon.
Ac. of pa. 22,815. P. 5529; do. of town 1541.

Above sea level 21 feet. It has a church, market

I
place, bridewell, workhouse, sulphur baths, a har-

boiu', and exports corn and butter.

' Donegal, several townships of the U. S., North
^America, Pennsylvania.—I. S.W. Pittsburgh. P.

2414.—II. 37 m. N.N.E. Pittsburgh. P. 1747.—
'III. an adjacent township, co. Butler. P. 1615.

Donegal Bay, an indentation of the Atlantic,

in W. coast of Ireland, cos. Donegal, Leitrim,

ind Sligo. It extends inwards 25 m., between
I'oelin Head on the N. and Gesigo Point on the
5., and is 20 m. wide. It receives several rivers.

DoNEOOKK, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and
S m. N.E. Antrim, near Belfast Eail. Ac. 6650.
1*. 1739.

DoNERAiLE, a market town and pa. of Ireland,

funster, co. Cork, on the Awbeg, here crossed

jy a bridge, 6 m. N.N.E. Mallow. Ac. of pa.

jia,44L P. 4111 ; do. of town 1475.
' DoNETZ, a river of Southern Russia, and the
• )rincipal affl. of the Don, rises in the gov. Koursk,
jlows mostly S.E. through the gov. Kharkhov and
lie Don-Cossack country, and joins the Don on

right, 40 m. N.E. Novo-Tcherkask, after a course
j)f 400 m. It is wide and deep, and its banks are
pighly fertile. Principal afiis. the Oskol, Aidar,
itndKalitva, all from the N. On its banks are
he towns Bielgorod, Tmiev, Izium, and Slavia-
loserbsk, and an extensive coal field.

DoNGES, a comm. and market town of France,
lep. Loire Inf., 25 m. N.N.W. Nantes. P. 3006.
DoNQ-NAi, a river of S.E. Asia, Anam, enters

he Saigon near its mouth.
DoNGO, anc. Aduncum, a comm. and vill. of

forth Italy, gov. Milan, prov. and 20 m. N.N.E.
'omo. P. 1286. Manufs. calico and mathema-
ical instruments; iron and copper foundries,
nth copper and iron mines in the vicinity.
DoNGOLA, a prov. of Nubia, in its central part,

onsisting of the valley of the Nile, between lat.
8° and 19° 30' N., and comprising the towns New
ud Old Dongola. The Mamelukes took posses-
ion of this countrj' on escaping from Egypt ; it

•as taken from them by Ibrahim Pacha in 1820.
DoNGOLA (New) or Maraka, a town of Nubia,

ip. prov. Dongola, on the W. bank of the Nile,
at 19» 10' 19" N. ; Ion. 30° 22' 15" E. It is im-
lortant both as a military depot and a place of
I "ade

; its exports are chiefly slaves, in return for
uods of all descriptions from Cairo. It has an
itliso factory belonging to the Egyptian pasha.
-Old Dongola is a ruined town on rt. b. of the

J

lie, 75 m. S.S.E. New Dongola.
Do.NGUupooR or DoNGERPORE, a native state of
idia, prov. Rajpootana, between lat. 23° 35' and
k 3 N.

; Ion. 73° 40' and 74° 18' E. Area 1000
1-m. P. 100,000. Annual revenue 10,900;. Tri-
ito to the British, three-eighths of the revenue.

Armed force, 200 iifantry, 125 cavalry, and 100
police.

—

Dungurpoor, a town of India, cap. state

of same name, 345 m. N. Bombay.
DoNiiEAD, two pas. of England, co. Wilts.—I.

{St Andrew), b\ m. S. Hindon, Ac. 3540. P. 830.

—II. {St Mary), 5J m. S.S.W. Hindon. Ac. 5247.

P. 1482.

DoNiNGTON, two pas. of England.—I. {Castle),

CO. Leicester, 2 m. from Keyworth station on the
Midland Railway. Ac. 4250. P. 2445.—II. {on
Bain), co. Lincoln, on the Bain, 6J m. S.W.
Louth. Ac. 1890. P. 552.

Doniphan, a co. of U. S., North America, Kan-
sas. P. 8083.

Donjon (Le), a comm. and town of Fi-ance,

dep. AUier, cap. cant, on the Odde, 26 m. S.E.
MoulLns. P. 1879. It has manufs. of cloths.

Donkov, a town of Russia, gov. and 90 m. S.

Riazan, on the Don, cap. dist. P. 2500.

Donnas, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Turin,
circ. Aosta. P. 1750.

DoNNEMARiE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-et-Marne, arr. Provins, cap. cant. P. 1145.

DoNNiNGTON, Several pas., etc., England.— I. a
market town and pa., co. and 27 m. E.S.E. Lin-
coln. Ac. of pa. 6180. P. 1690. A canal con-
nects the town with Boston. Hemp is largely

cultivated.—II. co. Salop, 4}- m. S.E. Shiffnall.

Ac. 2641. P. 456. — III. CO. Sussex, on the A nindel
and Portsmouth Canal, and 1^ ni. S. Chichester.
Ac 1029. P. 188.—IV. CO. Hereford, 2\ m.
W.S.W. Ledbury. Ac 808. P. 105.

DoNNYBROOiv (St Mary's), a pa. of Ireland,

Leinster, co. and 2 m. S.E. Dublin, including the
small towns of Irishtown, Ringsend, and Sandy-
mount (which see). Ac. 1686. P. 12,151, of whom
1853 are in the vill. : the latter, on the Dodder,
has a pa. church, hospital, dispensary, and seve-
ral mills, and was famous for its fair held during
the week commencing August 26th.

DoNOBiEU, a town, prov. Pegu, on the rt. b.

of the Irrawadi, 60 m. above Rangoon.
DoNOHiLL, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. and

4 m. N. Tipperary. Ac. 13,913. P. 2808.
DoNTREix, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Creuse, 20 m. E. Aubusson. P. 2380.
DoNYATT, a pa. of England, co. St)merset, IJ

m. W.S.W. Ilminster. Ac 1223. P. 494.

DoNYLAND (East), a pa. of England, co. Essex,
31- m. S.S.E. Colchester. Ac 1067. P. 1052.

DoNZDORF, a town, Wilrtemberg, circ. Danube,
on the Lauter, 5 m. N. Geisslingen. P. 1670.

DoNZENAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Correze, cap. cant., 5 m. N. Brives. P. 3360.
DoNZfeRE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Drome, on the Rhone, 35 m. S. Valence. P. 1748.

DoNZY, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Nifevre, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Nonain, arr. and
10 m. E.S.E. Cosne. P. 4047.
DooDHOo, a fortified town of India, Rajpoot,

state of Jeypore, 162 m. E. Agra. It has many
shops and a large trade.

DoODPATLEE, a vill. of Eastern India, Cachar,
in lat. 25° 3' N. ; Ion. 92° 42' E. It was a Bur-
mese military cantonment in the war of 1825, but
the stockades were destroyed by the British.

DooiSH, a mountain, Ireland, Ulster, co. Done-
gal, 10 m. W.N.W, Letterkenny, height 2143 feet,

Dooly, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S. of Georgia. Area 676 sq. m. P. 4847 free,

4070 slaves. Surface elevated and well watered.
DooN, a river of Scotland, co. Ayr, flowing

from Loch Doon in a N.N.W. course of about 18
m. into the Firth of Clyde, 3 m. S. Ayr.

—

Loch
Doon, 22 m. S.S.E. Ayr, 5 m. in length and j m.
in breadth, is enclosed by mountains.

LI
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DooK, a pa. of Ireland, ITunster, co. and 9 m.

N.N.W. Tipperaiy. Ac. 27,680. P. 5826.

DooNDONNELL, a pa. of Ireland, Munster^ co.

Limerick, 2 m. W. Eathkeale. Ac. 1394. P. 328.

DooNFEEjrr, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co.

Mayo, 8 m. N.W. Killala. Ac. 31,251. P. 2582.

Door, a co. of U. S., North America, Wiscon-
sin. P. 2948. Cap. Gibraltar.

DooRA, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Clare,

2 m. E. Ennis. Ac 6918. P. 1281.

DooRA Ghaut, Himalayas, India, 17,750 feet

above the sea.

DooRN (Great and LrrrLE), two rivers of

South Africa, Cape Colony, tributary to Elephant
river, in the dist. George.

—

Boom is the name of

communes in the Cape Colony.
DooRN, a vilL of the Netherlands, prov. and

11 m. E.S.E. Utrecht P. 1002.

DooRNiK, a city of Belgium. [Tournay."]
DooRNSPYK, a pa. and viU. of the Netherlands,

prov. Gelderland, on the Zuyderzee, IJ m. S.W.
Elburg. P. of pa. 2815.

DooRUNDA, a military cantonment of British

India, Bengal, in lat. 23° 24' N. ; Ion. 85° 20' E.
DooRWAi or Dhoorwye, a jaghire of Hindos-

tan, territory of Bundelcund, in lat. 25° 28' N.

;

Ion. 79° 7' E. Annual revenue 15,000 rupees.

Armed force 238 men. Cap. town is same name.
Dor or Dore (Mouijt), a group of mountains in

France, comprised in the mountains of Auvergne,
dep. Puy-de-D6me. Lat. 45° 32' N. ; Ion. 2° 60'

E. The principal summit is the Pic de Sancj^,

6188 feet in elevation. These mountains contam
many volcanic products and some craters. The
rivers Dor and Dogne have their sources here, &
the mineral baths of Mont Dor are situated in the

N. of the mountains. The Dor mountain is often

mistaken for the Mont d'Or, in the dep. Bhone.
Dora or Duria (Major and Minor\ two rivers

of Northern Italy, tributary to the Po.—I. (D.

Baltecu anc D. Major), rises at the foot of the

Little St Bernard, and after an E. and S.E. course
of 90 m. joins the Po near Crescentino. The towns
Courmayeur, Aosta, Chatillon, and Ivrea are on
its banks ; and under the French it gave name
to a dep. of which Ivrea was the cap.—II. {D.
Bipaira, anc. D. Minor), rises in the Cottian
Alps, and after an E. course of 60 m. joins the Po
near Turin. On it are Cozanne, Oulx, and Susa.
Dorak, a town of Persia, prov. Khuzistan, 90

m. S. Shuster. P. 6000. It is walled, and reported
to have thriving manufs S.E. of it are the re-

mains of Eski or Old Dorak.
DoRAHA, a town of Central Arabia, Nedjed,

30 m. N.E. Derrayah. P. 7700. It is a place of

provisioning for the Mecca caravans.
DoRAN, a town of Arabia, Yemen, on a mntn.,

30 m. S. Sana. It has some remarkable tombs.
DoRAT (Le), a comm. and town of France, dep.

H. Vienne, cap. cant., 7 m. N. Bellac. P. 2604.

Dorchester, Dumovaria, a pari, and inunic.

bor. and town of England, cap. co. Dorset, on an
eminence on the rt. b. of the Frome. 8 m. N. Wev-
mouth, on theEngL Channel,and115m. S.W. Lon-
don, by the S.-W. Eail. Alt. 222 ft. Ac of bor.,

comprising 3 pas., 1411, P. 6823. It has three
churches, co. hospital, union workhouse, town-
haU, market-house, shire-hall, county gaol and
house of correction, cavalry barracks, theatre,

banks, and several Boroan remains. Dorchester
has ale breweries. Alt. 222 feet. It sends two
members to H. of C. Keg. electors (1864) 450.
Dorchester, Dorocina, a vill. and pa. of Eng-

land, CO. and 9 m. S.S.E. Oxford, on the Thames,
here crossed by a bridge. Ac. 3194. P. 1097.
Dorchester, a co. of the U. S^ North America,

gJlin S.E. of Maryland. Area 604 sq. m. P. (18^

16,338 free, 4123 slaves,—II. a township, Massa^
chusetts, on an inlet of Boston harbour, 4 m, S.

Boston. P. 7968, employed in various manufs.,
and in whale and cod fisheries.

DoRDOGNE, a dep. in the S.W. of France, be-

tween the deps. Haute Vienne, Charente, Cba-
rente Inferieure, Gironde, Lot-et-Garonne, Lot
andCorreze. Area 3545 sq. m. P. 601,687. Cbie
rivers, Dordogne and Vezere, both navigable, H
Vezere and Isle. Climate healthy, but cold ii

the moimtainous districts. Surface in many part
imcultivated, with many marshes. Soil generally

dry and sandy, is rich in minerals, including iro£

copper, lead, coal, manganese, and lithographi

stones; marble quarries and mineral springs

Com deficient. Chestnuts are extensively culti

vated. It is celebrated for hams and truffles. Th
principal manufs. are iron, paper, brandy, am
liqueurs. Dordogne is divided into the arrs. Ber
gerac, Nontron, P^rigueux, Eiberac, and Sarlat

Dordogne, a river, S.W. of France, formed b;

the junction of the Dor and Dogne, dep. Puy-de
Dome, flows generally W., through the dep;

Correze, Lot, Dordogne, and Gironde, and afte

a course of 220 m., 167 of which are navigabli

joins the Garonne, 13 m. N. Bordeaux,
the Vezere and L'Isle.

Dordrecht, a town, Netherlands. rDoRiJ
Dore, a chapelry of England, co. Derby,

Dronfield, 8j m. N.W. Chesterfield. P. 610.

Dore Abbey, a pa. of England, co. and 10
S.W. Hereford. Ac. 6390. P. 651.

DoREBAT, a town of Arabia, Yemen, 46
E.N.E. Mocha, and the residence of a sheikh.
Dore l'Eguse, a comm. and vilL of F:

dep. Puy-de-D6me, 12 m. S. Ambert. P.
DoRENALL, a town, Brit India, dist Cud(

presid. Madras ; lat. 15° 65' N. ; Ion. 79° 10'

DoREKBACH, a vilL of Bavaria, cant and 2 r

W.S.W. Bergzabem. P. 1200.

DoRES, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 8 m. S.S.Y<

Inverness, on Loch Ness. P. 1506.

DoRFCHEMNiTZ, two vills. of Saxony.—I. cir

Zwickau, 4 m. S.S.E. Stolberg. P. 927.—II. cir

Dresden, dist. and 9 m. S. Freiberg. P. 1340.

DoRGALi, a vill. of the isl. Sardinia, cap. dis

prov. and 62 m. E.S.E. Sassari. P. 3684.
DoRHEiM, a market town of Hessen-Cassel,

a territory enclosed by Hesseu-Darmstadt, pro

and 16 m. N. Hanau, on the Wetter. P. 688.

Dorking or Darking, a market town and j

of England, co, Surrey, 21 m. S.S.W. London, <

the London and Dover Eailway. Ac. of \

10,020. P, 6997, Rainfall 25 inches,

DoRLA (Upper and Lov^'er), two contiguo

vills. of Prussian Saxony, gov. Erfurt, 3 m, S.S.^

Muhlhausen. United pop. 2680.
DoRLiKON, a vUl. of Switzerland, cant Zflrit

on 1. b. of the river Thur. P. 622.

DoRUSHEiM, a comm. & vill., France, dep. B
Bhin, arr. Strasbourg, cant Molsheim. P. 191

Dokmagen, Dumoviagus, a vill. of Ehenii

Prussia, gov. and 10 m. S.S.E. Diisseldorf, ne

the Ehine. P. 1500.

DoRMANS, a comm. and town of France^ d(

Mame, 14 m. W. Epemay. P. 2244.

DoRJUNGTON, a pa. of England, co. and 4j|

E. Hereford. Ac. 1381. P. 138.

DoRMOBS Kjrchen, a town of Hungary, co. (

denburg, gov. & 9 m. E.N.E. Eisenstadt P. 14f

DoRMSToN, a pa. of England, co. Worcest

6i m. "W. Alcester. Ac 830. P. 97.

DoRNACH, a comm. and vill. of France, d
Haut Ehin, 2i m. by railway N.W. MUhlhaus.

P. 3867. It has cotton spinning and weaving
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DoRNBACH, a vill. of Lower Austria, 3 m.

N.W. Vienna. P. 862.

DoRNBKKG, a vill. of Austria, Istria, gor. and
7 m. S.E. Gorz, on 1. b. of the Izonzo. P. 1329.

DoRNBiRN or DornbOrn, a market town of

Austria, Tyrol, princip. Vorarlberg, circ. and 6

a. S. Bregonz, at the confluence of the Fussach
ivith the Lake Constance. P. 8225.

DoRNBURG, a town of Germany, duchy and 15

n. E. Weimar, on the Saale. P. 715.

DoRNDORF, a town of Prussia, prov. West-
)halia, gov. and 20 m. S.W. Munster. P. 2824.

klanufs. woollens and linens.

I DoRNECK, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 19

n. N. Soleure. P. 895. Celebrated for the victory
'if the Swiss over the Austrians in 1499.

I

DoRXES, a vill. of France, dep. Nievre, cap.

ant., arr. and 21 m. S.S.E. Nevres. P. 1562.

DoRNEs, a market town of Portugal, on the

ezere, 14 m. N.E. Thomar.
' DoRKEY, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 2» m.
!V.N.W. Eton. Ac. 1550. P. 367.

: DORNHAH, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Black
rorest, 7 m. W. Sulz. P. 800. Mineral springs.

' DoRNO, a town of North Italy, prov. Novara,

j

m. S.E. Mortara. P. (with comm.) 4243.
' DoRJJOCH, a royal and pari, bor., maritime vill.,

iOdpa. of Scotland, cap. co. Sutherland, on the
.'irth of same name, 14 m. N. Cromarty. P. of pa.

IB85; do. of bor. 647. It has a church (originally
' cathedral). It unites with Kirkwall, Cromarty,
iiingwall. Tain, and Wick in sending one mem-
er to H. of Commons. Dornoch was, until the
jvolution, the seat of the bishops of Caithness.
Dornoch Firth, an inlet of the North Sea,

'D the N.E. coast of Scotland, between the cos.

lutherlaud and Boss. Breadth of entrance 15
liles.

DoRNOCK, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumfries, on the
iolway Firth, 2 m. E. Annan. Ac. 6779. P. 866.
DoRNSTKTTEN, Tarodunum, a town of Wiirtem-

'arg, circ. Black Forest, 6 m. E.N.E. Frenden-
adt. P. 1200.

DoENTHAL, a vill. of Saxonv, gov. Dresden,
m. N.N.W. Sayda. P. 1224.

'

Dorsum, a vill. of Hanover, landr. and 13 m.
.W, Aurich. P. 979.
DoBooH, a town of Hungary, co. Szabolcz, 20
. N.N.W. Debreczin. P. 8222.—Also a vill.,

)v. and 16 m. S.W. Duna-Foldvar. P. 2653.
DoROGOBUSH or DoROGOBUj, a town of Russia,
)V. and 55 m. E.N.E. Smolensk, cap. circ, on
le Dnieper. P. 6000. On the 12th October 1812,
e French were defeated here by the Russians.
DoEOGoiE, a town of Moldavia, in its N. part,
I m. N.W. Jassy, on rt. b. of the river Schig.
DoEOSMA, a viU. of Central Hungary, Little
umania, 6 m. W.N.W. Szeged. P. 9236.
DoROSZLo, a vill. of Hungary, co. Bacs, 8 m.
om Zombor. P. 2641.
DoROSzow, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, gov. and
m. S.S.E. Laka. P. 2302.
DoRPAT or Derpt (Russian Juriev), a town of
issia, gov. Livonia, cap. circ, on the Embach,
ire crossed by a bridge, 150 m. N.E. Riga. Lat.
observatory, 58° 22' N. ; Ion. 26° 43'' E. P
eW) 13,826. Mean temperature of year 41°-8
inter 30°-l, summer 63° Fahr. It comprises a
pro proper, and the suburbs St Petersburg and
ga. Principal edifices, cathedral government
aces, and college. Its university, originally
landed in 1632 by Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden,
d re-established by Paul i., has 69 professors,

or 600 students, an extensive library, a
iseum of arts, an observatory, and botanic

It is the chief school for the ProtestantI'den.

clergy in Russia, and the Reformed Synod of
Wilna send their students to Dorpat.
DoRRE Island, West Austraha, is 15 m. N.

Dirk Hartog Island, and with it bounds Shark
Bay on the W. Lat. 25° 10' S. Length N. to S.
20 miles.

DoRRHA, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Tippe-
rary, 9 m. E.N.E. Portumna. Ac. 15,750. P. 1878.
DoRRUJGTON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5

m. N. Sleaford. Ac. 680. P. 467.

Dorset, a township of the U.S., North America,
Vermont, 76 m. S.S.W. Montpelier. P. 1426.
Dorsetshire, a maritime co. of England, on

its S.W. coast, having N.W. the co. Somerset, N.
Wilts, E. Hants, W. Devonshire, and S. the Eng-
lish Channel. Area 1006 sq. m., or 632,026 ac,
about l-3d of which is estimated to be arable, l-9th
waste, and the remainder in pasture. P. (1861)
188,789. Surface in the N. mostly level : in the
centre, traversed by chalk downs, on which many
sheep are pastured ; in the S. diversified by hill

and dale ; in the E. are wide heaths. Principal
rivers, the Stour & Frome. On S. coast the islands
of Portland and of Purbec, with St Alban's Head,
and on the S.E. the inlet Poole Harbour. Wheat,
barley, hemp, and linseed are principal crops;
some hops are raised. Sheep estimated at nearly
1,000,000. Daily husbandry is highly important

;

butter, ale, and cyder are chief products. Port-
land and Purbeck stone, coarse marble and
potter's clay, are raised. It has linen, silk, and
wooUen factories, and a county asylum for 300
patients. The South-Western liailway from Lon-
don extends through the S.E. part of the co., to
Dorchester. The co. is subdivided into 34 hun-
dreds and 276 pas., in the W. circuit, and forms
an archdeaconry of the diocese of Salisbury. It
Bends, with its bors., twelve members to House
of Commons, three of whom are returned by
the county. Reg. co. electors (1864) 6169.

Dorsington, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 7
m. N.N.W. Chipping-Campden. Ac 910. P. 118.
Dorsten, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov,

and 35 m. S.W. MUnster, on the Lippe. P. 2940.
It has manufs. of woollen cloth.

DoRSTONE, a pa. of England, co, Hereford, 6i
m. E. Hay. Ac 6386. P. 547.

DoRT, DoRDT, or Dordrecht, a town of the
Netherlands, prov. South Holland, cap. dist., on
an island in the Merwe (Meuse), 10 m. S.E. Rot-
terdam. P. a865) 24,124. Chief edifices, a town-
hall and Gothic church. It has a Latin school, and
many public institutions ; several quays & canals,

a harbour, building docks, saw-mills, salt and
sugar refineries, linen-bleaching grounds, white
lead and tobacco factories, & a trade in flax, com,
salt-fish, whale oil, & timber, floated hither down
the Rhine.

—

Dort was the original residence of

the Counts of Holland, and the place where, in
1572, the independence of the United Provinces
was first declared. The Synod of Dort, which
anathemised the doctrines of Armiuius, and
was productive of much intestine disturbance
in the Netherlands, was held here in 1618 and
1619.

Dortmund, a walled town of Pnissian West-
phalia, gov. and 27 m. W.N.W. Amsberg, cap.

circ, on the Emster, and on the Cologne and Min-
den Railway. P. (1864) 27,356. It is the seat of
a mining board, and has a Roman Catholic and
four Lutheran churches, three monasteries, and
three hospitals. Manufs. of linen, wooUen, and
cotton stuffs, tobacco, nails, and cutlery.

DoRTON, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 12 m. E.
Oxford. Ac. 1431. P. 137. It has a chalybeate
spa and bath establishments.

Ll
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DoRUJr, a town of Hauover, duchy and 44 m.

N.N.AV. Bremen. P. 904.

DoKZBACH, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. and
on the Jaxt, 7 m. S. Mergenthcim. P. 1500.

Dos Earrios. a town of Spain, prov. and 27 m.
E.S.E. Toledo, in a plain. P. 2427.

Dos HERMA2JOS, a town of Spain, prov. and 6

m. S.S.E. Sevilla, near the Gudiaro. P. 3498.

Dosa-Jasz, a vill. of Hungaiy, co. and 36 m.
E. Pesth. P. 2576.

DosoLO, a coram, and vill. of North Italy, gov.

Milan, prov. Cremona, dist. and 7 m. E.N.E. Via-
dana. P. 3500.

DossENHEiJi, a vill. of Paden, circ. Lower
Ehine, 4 m. N. Heidelberg. P. 1430.

DoTis, a market town of West Hungary, co. and
12 m. S.E. Komom. P. 4869. It consists of an
upper and a lower town, and has a Calvinist and
several Eoman Catholic churches, a synagogue,
monastery. Piarist college, gjonnasiuni, and high
school. Manufs. porcelain and woollen cloths.

DouAi or DouAY, a fortified town of France,

dep. Nord, cap. arr., on the Scarpe, and on the

Eailway du Nord, at the junction of the branches
to Lille & Valenciennes, 18 m. S. Lille. P. (1861)
24,486. It has an arsenal and cannon foundry,

several hospitals, a theatre, botanic garden, na-
tional college, numerous scientific institutions,

and public library of 36,000 volumes.
DouA^^i, a vUl. of Switzerland, cant. Berne, on

the rt. b. of the Lake of Bienne. P. 865.

DouARNEXEZ, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Finistere, cap. cant., on the Bay of Douar-
nenez, arr. and 12 m. N.W. Quimper. P. 4870.

It has a considei-able fishery.

Double Springs, a town of California, 87 m.
E.N.E. San Francisco. It is a resort of miners.
DouBS, Zhibis, a river of France, rises in the

Jura, at the S. extremity of the dep. Doiibs, passes
Morteau, St Hippolyte, Besan9on, and Dole,
where its natural navigation commences, & joins

the Saone on the left at Verdun-sur-Sa6ne. It is

accompanied by the canal of the Phone and Ehine
from Voujancom-t to its junction with the Saone.
Length 288 m. Chief afiiuent the liOue. Near
Morteau it forms a cataract 88 feet high.
DouBS, a dep. in the East of France, formed

of part of the provs. of Franche-Comte, cap. Be-
f:an9on. It is situated between the deps. Haut
Khin, Haut Sa6ne, and Jura, and on the frontiers

of Switzerland. Area 2018 sq. m. P. 296,280.
Chief rivers, the Doubs and Loue. In the N.W.
the Oignon forms part of the limits of Haute
Sa6ne. The canal of the Eh6ue and Ehine tra-

verses the dep. from S.W. to N.E. Hallways from
Paris to Besan9on by Dole, and from Besau^on to

Bel fort by Montb^liard. Climate cold in the E.
Sm-face mountainous, nearly covered with ramifi-

cations of the Jura range. Soil in many parts fer-

tile, rich in the valley of the Doubs. Com in-

sufficient for consumption. It has rich mines of

iron, salt, gypsum; and mineral springs. Excellent

fasturage, and is celebrated for its draught horses,
t has iron foundries, and manufs. of iron goods,

watches, cutlery, cotton and yam fabrics, paper,
and leather. Exports comprise cheese and butter.

It is divided into the four arrs. Beaume-les-
Dames, Besan9on, Montbeliard, and Pontalier.
DoucK (vulg. Djoucey a mountain of Ireland,

Leinster, co. Wicklow, 5^ m. S.S.W. Bray, 2392
feet above the sea.

DoucHT, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Nord,
on the Selles, 27 m. S.S.E. Lille. P. 1897.
DouDEVtLLE, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Seine-Inferieure, cap. cant., arr. and
8 m. N. Yvetot. P. 3622.

1
^1
edtet

>erica.J

4

DouDLEB, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. Koni^rSfcfc
gov. and 2 m. E.S.E. Adlerkosteletz. P. 1649.

Manufs. beet-root sugar.

Doui, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, cap. cant., arr. and 10 m. W.S.W.
Saumur. P. 3337.

DouERA, a walled town of Algeria, cap.

10 m. S.W. Algiers. P. 4610. Cattle, grain, i

ton, tobacco, and vines, are cultivated in the dtet I

Dougherty, a co. of U. S., North America.
J

Georgia. P. 2216 free, 6079 slaves.

Douglas, a seaport, market town, water
place, and cap. of the Isle of Man, on a bay-^

its E. coast, 81 m. N.W. Liverpool. P. 12,611

It has four Episcopal churches, several meeting
houses, a custom-house, market-house, post-ofBcc

for the island, house of industry, assembly rooms,
libraries, and baths. The harbour, which ad
mits of vessels drawing from 10 to 12 feet athigl

water, but dries at low tide, has a pier, 520 fee!

in length, with a lighthouse at its N. head. Lat
54° 10' N. ; Ion. 4° 29' W. Eainfall 40 inches

Steamers run to Liverpool and Whitehaver
The town has coasting trade and extensiv

fisheries. It is the seat of the Deemster Cour
for the island. Birthplace of Professor Edwar
Forbes, the naturalist.

Douglas, a pa. and vill. of Scotland, ca •

9^ m. S.S.W. Lanark, on a stream of samei
which rises in Caimtable mountain, and fLoy

m. N E., through Douglas-dale into the Cljj

Ac. of pa., which is mostly pastoral, 34,817. i

2490, do. of vill. 1426, employed in cotton

ing and collieries.

—

Douglas Castle is 783
above the sea. Mean temperature, June
Jan. 36''-8 Fahr.
Douglas, a township of the U. S., North Attui

rica, Massachusetts, 40 m. S.W. Boston. P. 187a

Manuf. cotton and leather goods.—Also a towil

ship, Berks, co. Pennsylvania. P. 1133;.
Montgomerj' co., do. P. 1090.—II. a co., lUineiJ

P. 7140.—III. a CO., Kansas. P. 8637.—IV. a«
Missouri. P. 2414.—V. a co., Oregon. F.8S0|
—VI. a CO., Nebraska. P. 4328.

Douglas (Fort), British N. America, is i

the confluence of the Assiniboine and Bed riv

Douglas Island, Eussian America, is ber
Admiralty Island and the Mainlani Lat.
15' N. ; Ion. 134° 24' W.
Doulevant, a comm. and town of France, C»l

cant., dep. Haute Marae, arr. and 9 m. S. VaSB]

on 1. b. of the Blaise. P. 702.

DouLLEXs, a comm. and to^vn of France, dej

Somme, cap. arr., on the Authie, 17 m. N.
P. 4930. It has a citadel, prison, theatre, coti

spinning mill, and a tiude in coarse hempen cloti

and com. Taken by the allies in 1814.

Doulting, a pa. of England, co. Somer
m. E. Shepton-Mallet Ac. 3600. P. 667.

Dou>E, a vill., Scotland, co. Perth, pa. EilmJ
dock, on the Teith, 6^ m. N.W. Stirling. P. 12

Dour, a comm. and town of Belgium, pp
Hainaut, cap. cant., arr. and 9 m. W.S.W. Mora

P. 5833. It has a custom-house, and extensi^

iron and coal works.
Dour, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and

m. N.N.W. Bagdad, on the Tigris.

DouRDAK, a comm. and town of France, di

Seine-et-Oise, cap. cant., on the Oi-ge, 18

S.W.Versailles. P. 2676. Tribunal of commer
Manufactiu-es of silk hosiery, and coarse wooll

goods.
DoURGXE, a comm. and market town of Fran

dep. Tarn, cap. cant., arr. and 9 m. S.S.

Castres, at the foot of Mont Noire. P. 1791.

DouRSAZAC, a comm. and vill. of France, d
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H. Vienne, arr. and 15 m. S.E. Eochehouart.

P. 2265. It has important iron foundries.

DouKO (Spanish Duero, anc. Burius), a river

)f Spain and Portugal, rises in the prov. Soiia

Spain), flows generally W. through Leon to

"Miranda, then turns S.S.W., forming the boun-
iary between Spain and Portugal ; and, lastly,

n W. ; and having divided the Portuguese
s. Tras-os-Montes and Beira, and intersected

prov. Oporto, enters tlie Atlantic at San Joao

ia i"oz, 3 m. W. Oporto. Total course estimated at

:00 m. Its basin, between the Asturian moun-
ains N., and the Sieri-as Guadarrama and Estrel-

i, is the most extensive in the Spanish peninsula,

lut its course is chiefly through narrow and
i-aggy valleys. Chief tributaries, the Pisuerga,

klsa, Eresma, Tormes, and Tavora. The cities

jnd towns, Soria, Aranda, Toro, Zamora, Miran-
ja, St Joao de Pesquiera, and Oporto, are on its

lanks. About 58 m. E. of Oporto, commences
jtie wine country of the Douro.
; Douro (Pl'Lo), an island of the Indian Archi-
elago, 35 m. S.W. Timor, in lat. 10° 48' S. ; Ion.

' 11' E. It is almost a barren rock, yielding
native beans and spelt. P. 5000.

ojousTiiE and Douve, two rivers of France : the

i)nner, dep. Correze, joins the Dordogne near
j.rgentat, after a S. course of 25 in. ; the latter,

lep. Mauche, enters the English Channel at

arentan, after a S.E. course of 30 miles.

I
DouvAiNE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

avoie, cap. cant., arr. Thonon, on the shores of

le Lake of Geneva. P. 1290.

! DouvRES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep
lalvados, cap. cant., 8 m. N. Caen. P. 2131.

DouvKiN, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Pas-
e- Calais, arr. B^thune, cant. Cambrin. P. 1464.

Doux and Douze, two rivers of France : the
)nner, dep. Ard^che, joins the Rhone near
oumon, alter a S.E. course of 25 m. ; the latter,

aps. Gers and Landes. joins the Midon at Mont-
a-Mai-san, after a N.W. course of 65 miles.

DouZY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
rdennes, arr. Sedan, cant. Mouzon. P. 1490.

DovADOLA, a town of Central Italy, prov.
lorence, 10 m. S.W. Terra-del-Sole, on the
.ontone. P. 2500. It has an old castle in rains.

ear here commence the Miocene deposits, which
rm precipices behind the vill., and from which
sue the celebrated mineral waters of Castro-Fars.
Dove, a river of England, between the cos.
erby and Stafford, rises near Buxton, and after
S. course of 39 ra. joins the Trent below Burton.
Dover, Ihibris, a pari, and munic. bor., cinque
)rt, and town of England, co. Kent, on the N.W.
de of Dover Strait, at the terminus of London
id Chatham Railway, 88 m. by railway E.S.E.
Dndon, 21m. from Cape Gris-nez, on the opposite
ie of the English Channel, and 26^ m. N.W.
Jlais. Lat. of castle 51° 7' 8" N. ; Ion. 1° 19' 5'

P. (1851) 22,244 ; do. (1861) 24,970. On the
valk downs are the castle, citadet and several
rong detached forts, a harbour of refuge which,
lien completed, will enclose 674 acres. On the
., the railway enters the town through a
nnel cut in the cliffs, which here abut into the
a. The castle is a collection of formidable
^rks, occupying 35 acres, containing Roman
d Saxon towers, a keep forming a bomb-proof
igazine, and barracks for 2000 men. Other
iucipal edifices are a military hospital, 2 parish
arches, chapel of ease, numerous dissenting
I pels, a synagogue, town-hall, and gaol, the
>pital Maison-Dieu, custom-house, workhouse,
•itre, assembly-rooms, museum, baths, and
cks. The harbour consists a" 3 basins, the

outer one enclosed between two piers 150 feet
apart. The Admiralty pier renders the harbour
always open. The pier, which is the W. arm of
the harbour of refuge, was commenced in 1848.
Dover is the chief port of communication between
England and the continent, and has regular inter-
course with Calais and Boulogne It imports eggs
and rural produce from France, and has a coasting
trade and fishery. Vessels belonging to the port
(18C3) 24, tons 2775. Custom rev. (1862) 7053/.
Exports (1862) 112,199/. It has ship-building.
The bor. is divided into 3 wards, and is governed
by a mayor, 6 aldermen, and 18 coimcillors. Corp.
rev. 5076/. Dover is the seat of quarter-sessions,
a board for licensing pilots, and a court of the
constable of the cinque ports. It sends two mem-
bers to H. of C. Reg. elects. (1864) 2263.
DoVEB, several towns of the U.S., North Ame-

rica.—I. a bor., cap. Kent co., Delaware, 50 m. S.
Wilmington. P. 3932.—II. atownship,cap. Straf-
ford CO., New Hampshire, on Piscatogua river,

57 m. N.N.E. Boston. P. 8502.—III. a township.
New York, 66 m. E.S.E. Albany.—IV. New Jer-
sey, 24 m. S. Freehold.—V. York co., Pennsyl-
vania, 18 m. S. Harrisburg.—VI. cap. Piscatiquis,
Maine, 69 m. N.N.E. Augusta.—VII. a township,
Ohio, 62 m. S. Cleveland by the Ohio Canal.

—

VIII. Lafayette, co. Missouri, 92 m. W. Jefferson.
Dover (Strait of), (French Pas-de-Calais,

anc. Freium Gallicum), the strait which separates
England and France, and connects the English
Channel with the North Sea. It extends from
Dungeness and Cape Gris-nez N.E., to the S.
Foreland and Calais, with which it communicates
by a submarine telegraph. Length 22 m. ; breadth
(narrowest) 21 miles.

DovERA, a comm. and vill. of North Italy, gov.
Milan, prov. Cremona, 4 m. N.N.E. Lodi. P. 1984.
Dover Court, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2

m. S.W. Harwich. Ac. 2966. P. 1231.
DovERDALE, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

2i m. W.N.W. Droitwich. Ac. 743. P. 43.

DOVERFIELD Or DOFRINE MnTNS. [NoRWAY.]
DovERiDGE, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 2 m.

E.N.E. Uttoxeter. Ac. 4278. P. 737.

DovY or Dyvi, a river of Wales, cos. Merioneth
and Montgomery, rises near Bala, and after a
S.W. course of about 30 m. joins the Irish Sea
7 m. N. Aberystwith.
DowALLY, a pa. of Scotland. [Dunkeld.]
DowALTON Loch, Wigtownshire, Scotland, 5

m. S.S.W. Wigtown, about 2 m. long and ^ m.
broad. In this loch, when drained in 1863, lacus-
trian human habitations were found built on
artificial islands.

DowDESWELL, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,

4J m. S.E. Cheltenham. Ac. 2246. P. 350.

DowLAND, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3| m.
N.N.E. Hatherleigh. Ac. 1735. P. 205.

DowLES, a pa. of England, co. Salop, on the
Severn, 1J m. N. Bewdley. Ac. 679. P. 98.

DowLisH, 2 pas. of England, co. Somerset.—

L

(Wake), i m. S.S.E. Ilminster. P. 319,-11.
(H-'esO) Um. E.S.E. Ilminster. P. 52. United
pas., ac. 1282.

DowLUTABAD, a town of India, Deccan, Nizam's
dom., in dist. of same name, 7 m. N.W. Aurung-
abad, and with a rock fortress 600 feet high.
Down, amaritime co. of Ireland, Ulster, having

W. the cos. Antrim and Armagh, and on other
sides the Irish Sea and Belfast Lough, Area
955 sq, m,, or 611,839 ac., of which 614,180 are
arable. P. 299,302. Carlingford Bay separates
it from Leinster on the S., and the Newry Canal
and Lagan rivers from its boundaries on the W.
Other rivers are the Bann and AnnahilL It con-
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iiins Lough Strangford, Dundnim Bay, and the
Moume mountains, the highest of which, Slieve

Ponard, is 2796 feet above the sea. Surface
mostly mountainous or hilly, but in many parts

fertile. The S. part consists of granite and pri-

mary rocks, the N. of secondary limestones and
trap rocks. Principal crops, potatoes, barley,

oats, and flax. Fisheries employ 4000 to 6000
hands. Linen is the staple manufacture. Ex-
poits comprise these goods, with com, butter,

pork, hides, and skins. The Ulster Railway
crosses the N. part of the co. Down is subdivided
into 10 baronies and 70 pas., in the dioceses of

Down and Dromore. Principal towns, Down-
patrick the cap., Newton-Ardes, and Newry.
The CO. returns 4 members to H. of Commons.
Down, several pas. of England.—I. co. Kent,

r>\ m. S.S.E. Bromley. Ac. 1654. P. 496.—II.
(East\ CO. Devon, 6J m. N.N.E. Barnstaple. Ac.
3643. P. il8.—in. (West), 6 m. N.N.W. Barn-
staple. Ac. 4059. P. 554.—IV. (St Mary), same
CO., 6 m. W.N.W. Crediton. Ac 2229. P. 426.

Down, a pa. of Ireland, co. Down. Ac. 11,484.

P. 6996.

DowiTE, a town of the U. S., North America,
CO. Cumberland, New Jersey, 14 m. S.E. Bridge-
ton. P. 1920.

DowNHAM, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Cambridge,
3 m. N.N.W. Ely. Ac 9789. P. 2158.—IL co.

Essex, 3J m. E. Billericay. Ac. 2223. P. 247.

Dowxham-Market, a market town and pa. of

England, co. Norfolk, on the Ouse, here crossed

by a bridge, with a station on the East Anglian
Railway, lOJ m. S. Lj-nn. Ac. of pa. 2490. P.

2132. It has a chuixh, union workhouse, and a
bell-foundry.
DowxHEAD, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

^ m. E.N.E. Shepton-Mallet. Ac. 1525. P. 249.

DowN-Hoi.iJVSD, a tnsp., England, co. Lancas-
ter, pa. Halsall, 4 m. W. Ormskirk. Ac. 3474. P.

748. Crossed by the Leeds and Liverpool Canal.

DowxnoLME, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Riding, 4^ m. S.W. Richmond. Ac 5915. P. 241.

DowNPATRiCK, a pari., mimic bor., and seaport

town of Ireland, Ulster, cap. co. Down, near the
mouth of the Quoyle, in Lough Strangford, 21
m. S.S.E. Belfast. P. 4156. Above sea level 34 ft.

Principal edifices, cathedral, pa. church, chapels,

diocesan school, co. court-house, prison, infirmary,

fever hospital, almshouses, barracks, and a union
workhouse. It has a library, newsroom, various
schools, convenient quays, manufs. of linen, lea-

ther, soap, and breweries. Its holy wells are re-

sorted to by Roman Catholic pilgrims. It is the
seat of CO. assizes, quarter and petty sessions, and
Bends 1 mem. to H- of C. Reg. elect. 191.

Do^vNS (The), a portion of the North Sea, off

the S.E. coast of England, co. Kent, between the

N. and S. Foreland, and opposite Ramsgate and
Deal, where valuable shelter is ensured for ship-

ping by the Goodwin Sands, which serve as a
breakwater, but where many ships are wrecked.
DowNTON, a disfranchised bor., town, and pa.

of England, co. Wilts, on the Avon, which here
divides into three arms, each crossed by a bridge,

6 m. S.S.E. Salisbury. Ac of pa. 1.3,221. P.

3566. It has a church, several chapels, and a
granunar school. About 2 m. distant is the
mansion and estate of Standlinch, the national
gift to Horatio, Admiral Lord Nelson.—IL a pa.

of England, co. Hereford, 6i m- W.S.W. Ludlow.
Ac 1201. P. 184.

DowsBT, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.
N.N.E. Bourn. Ac. 1809. P. 195.

Do^\TH, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Meath,
B m. E. Slane. Ac. 1463. P. 280.

ll
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DoTET, a comm. & vill. of Fi-ance, dep. AT
arr. Montlu^on, cant. Montmarault. P. 2162.
DoYLESTOWN, a bor. of the U. S., North

rica, Pennsylvania, 88 m. E. Hamsburg. P. 2471
DoYNTON, a pa. of England, co. Gloster, 5^ib

S. Chipping-Sodbury. Ac 1703. P. 448. '

"

DozuLE, a comm. and town of France,
Calvados, arr. Pont-1'Eveque, cap. cant. P. I

DozzA, a town of North Italy, prov. Bolo
circ Imola. P. 2031.

Drac, a river in the S.E. of France, deps. Haut

"

Alpes and Is^re, rises in the Alps, and joins th

Isere 3 m. below Grenoble, after a N.W. conjg.
of 70 miles. i

Drachenfels, a mountain peak, one of

'

range of the Sieben-gebirge, in Rhenish Prusmfe'

on rt. b. of the Rhine, 10 m. S.E. Bonn, elevatio

1056 feet above the sea.

Dracut, a township of the U. S., North

.

rica, Massachusetts, 27 m. N.N.W. Boston.
Dragomestre, AstaaiA, a seaport town

Greece, Hellas, gov. Acamania, on an inlet c

the Ionian Sea, 28 m. S.S.E. Vonizza, The Ba

of Dragomettre, sheltered on the S.W. by li

Dragonera isls., is 6 m. in length by 1 m. acrt

-

Dragomirxa, a vill. of Austrian Poland, Buk..

wina, circ. and 36 m. S.W. Tchemovitz, on
frontier of Moldavia.
Dragonera, several islands, Mediterrane

I. belonging to Spain, off the W. end of Majc
about 2 m. in length, and having a fort oil

highest point, but otherwise uninhabited.—^IL
|

group, Ionian Islands, immediately off the (

of Acamania, 6 m. S.W. Di"agomestre.—II£>|

group, S. the Morea, and immediately E. Ce
~^'

Dragoni, a town of South Italy, prov. Ca
12 m. N.N.E. Capua. P. 1951.

Dragon's Mouth is the passage between 1

island of Trinidad and the Peninsula of

South America, 12 m. across from E. to W.j

'

interspersed by islets.—The Boca del Dragoi
passage. New Granada, prov. Veragua, let

*

from the Lake Chiriqui into the Caribbean i

Dragor, a maritime vill. of Denmark, oikl

Sound, at the S.E. extremity of the isL

7 m. S. Copenhagen. P. 1800, mostly seaia

Dragten, a town of the Netherlands,
Friesland, 15 m. S.E. Leeuwarden. P. 440

Dkaguignan, a comm. and town^of Fr
cap. dep. Var, 40 m. N.E. Toulon. P. 10,082^ I

Drah or Draha, a river, prov.. and towa |

Marocco ; the river rises in the Taiilet E. of Al
and lost in the desert after a S. course of 250i
Drahotusch, a town of Austria, Moravia, (

Prerau, 22 m. E.N.E. Obnutz. P. 1282.
Draint, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. (

m. N. Elgin, on the Moray Firth. P. 3028.
Drake, aco. of New South Wales, on the Kl

Now England range, S. of BuUer. Ac 752,00l|

Drake Channel, British West Indies, is f

mediately S.E. the island Tortola.
Drake Island, England, in the Sound, off ll

town of Plymouth, has a fort & military quartel
Drakenbekg Mountains, forming the

boundary of NataL Peaks of Giant's Castle 9(|

feet. Champagne Castle 9500 feet, passes
Harrismith 9000, Mount Malani, 7200 feet.

Drakestown, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster,

Meath, 6 m. N.E. Kells. Ac 2692. P. 303.

Drama, a town of European Turkey,
donia, sanj. and 30 m. E.N.E. Seres.
Dramburg. a town of Prussian Pomerania, g^

and 60 m. S.S.W. Kosliu, cap. circ. P. 3700.

Dbammen, a seaport town of Norway, sii

Aggershuus, amt. Buskerud, on both sides of

Drammen, near its mouth in the Christiania fie
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22 m. S.W. Christiana. P. (1866) 13,876. It

consists of the two formerly separate vills.

Bragemffis and Stromsoe, which are united by a
bridge across the river, and has a college,

various schools, distilleries, manufs. of carriages,

sail-oloth, rope, tobacco, and earthenwares, and
an active trade in timber, iron, and pitch.

Dranse, a river of France, H. Savoie, enters

the Lake of Geneva 2^ m. N.E. Thonon, after a

N. course of 24 miles.

Dranse, a river of Switzerland, cant. Valais,

joins the Rhone near Martigny, after a N. course

of 24 miles.

Dkansfeld, a town of Hanover, landr. Hildes-

heim, and 7 m. W.S.W. Gottingen. P. 1505.

I

Draperstown, a town of Ireland, Ulster, co.

I and 27 m. S.S.E. Londonderry. P. 467.

Drapia, a conim. of South Italy prov. Catan-

)
zaro, circ. Monteleone. P. 2604.

Draughton, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-
. ton, 7 m. W.S.W. Kettering. Ac. 1477. P. 19U.

I
Drave (Germ. Drau), a river of S.E. Europe,

1 and one of the principal tributaries of the Danube,
rises in the Tirol, 17 m. E. Brunecken, flows E.

[between the basins of the Mur and Save, at first

through Carinthia and Styria, and afterwards
separating Hungary from Croatia and Slaronia,

and joins the Danube, 14 m. E. Eszek, after a

!course of 360 m., for the latter 3-4ths of which it

[is navigable. Chief afiluents the Mur, Mohl,
.Gurk, Lavant, and Gail. On it are the towns
iLienz, Greifenburg, Villach, Marburg, Warasdin,
iand Eszek In its upper part it is rapid, and is

'.httle used for commercial purposes.
' Draveii., a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

jSelne-et-Oise, arr. Corbeil, cant. Boissy-St-Leger.
jP. 1918.

I
Drax, a pa. of England, co. York, W. Riding,

)3Jm. N.N.E. Snaith. Ac. 6474. P. 1231.
i Draycot, two pas. of England, on the Der-
jwent, CO. Wilts.—I. (^Cerne), on a branch of the

lAvon, 3J m. N.E. Chippenham. Ac. 1066. P.

158.—IL (Folliai), 4^ m. S.S.E. Swindon. Ac.
702. P. 27.

—

Draycot is a cliapelry, co. and 6^
m. S.E. Derby, pa. Wilne. P. 1016.

Dratcott-in-the-Moors, a pa. of England, co.

Stafford, 2J m. S.W. Cheadle. Ac. 2880. P. 451.

Drayton, numerous pas. of England.—I. co.

Berks, 2{ m. S.S.W. Abingdon. Ac. 1950. P.
505.—II. CO. Norfolk, A\ m. N.W. Noi-wich. Ac.
1832. P. 451.—IIL CO. Oxford, on the Thames,

m. N. Wallingford. Ac. 1260. P. 327.—IV.
iame co., 2j m. W.N.W. Banbury. Ac. 1260.
P. 186.—V. CO. Somerset, 2 m. S.W. Langport.
Ac. 2165. P. 657.—VI. {Basset), co. Stafford, 2}
n. S.S.W. Tamworth. Ac. 3315. P. 441.—VII.
Beauchamp), co. Bucks, 2 m. W.N.W. Tring.
'Vc. 1874. P. 268.—VIII. {Dry), co. and 5 m.
^•W. Cambridge, on a branch of the Ouse. Ac.

P. 470.—IX. (East), co. Notts, on a branch
)f the Trent, 3J m. N.N.E. Tuxford. Ac. 1543
?. 263.—X. (Fen), co. Cambridge, on a branch of
he Ouse, 3 m. S.E. St Ives. Ac. 1496. P. 445.
—XI. (Fenny), co. Leicester, 5J m. W.N.W.
linckley. Ac. 1280. P. 126. George Fox, the
ounder of the sect of Friends, was bom here in

624.—XII. (Parslow), co. Bucks, 4J m. E.N.E.
Vinslow. Ac. 1680. P. 468.—XIII. (IFesO, co.

Notts, on the river Maun, 3 m. N.N.W. Tuxford.
Ac. 1390. P. 96.—XIV. a hamlet, co. Sussex, with
j. station on the South Coast Railway, 2 m E. Chi-
liester; and a hamlet, co. Hants, 1 m. E. Cosham.
Draitx)n-in-Hales or Market- Afediolanum,
market town and pa, of England, co. Salop, on
ho L'pool and Birmingham June. Canal, 17f m.
N N.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. of pa. 14,216. P. 5242.

li

Drayton (West), a pa. of England, co. Middle-
sex, with a station on the G. W. Railway, 13} ra.

W. the terminus at Paddington, and SJ m. S
Uxbridge. Ac. of pa. 850. P. 951.

Drebach, a vill. of Saxony, circ. Zwickau, 8
m. S.W. Lengefeld. P. 2000.

Dreetz, a vill. of Prussia, Brandenburg, gov.

Potsdam, 9 m. S.W. Wusterhausen. P. 1400.

Dreghorn, a pa. and vill. of Scotland, co.

Ayr, the vill. 2 m. S.E. Irvine. Ac. 566L P.

3283, of whom 901 are in the village.

Drem, a hamlet of Scotland, co. and 4 m. N.
Haddington, with a station on the N. B. Railway,

16J m. E.N.E. Edinburgh. Rainfall at Fenton
Barns 23 inches.

Drempt, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Gel-
derland, 8 m. S. Zutphen. P. 1100.

Drengfurtii, a town of E. Prussia, reg. K6-
nigsberg, on the Veisse, 12 m. N.N.E. Rasten-
burg. P. 1680. Manufs. of linen and leather.

—

Drensteinfurth is a town of Pi-ussian Westphalia,

reg. and 13 m. S.S.E. Munster. P. 1200.

Drenthe, a frontier prov. of the Netherland.s,

having E. the Hanoverian dom., N. and N.E.
provs. Groningen, W. Friesland, S. and S.W.
Overyssel. Area 1029 sq. m. P. (1865) 104,014.
Surface level, and much of it marshy; its E.
frontier is formed by the Bourtanger Moor.
Soil generally poor ; buck-wheat is the principal
grain used. The rearing of live stock is the
chief branch of rural industry. Coarse woollens
and linen fabrics are manufactured. Chief towns,
Assen, Meppel, and Koeverden.
Drepano (Cape), Drepanmn, several head-

lands, European Turkey and Greece.— I. Mace-
donia, forms the S. extremity of the Central
peninsula of Chalcis.—II. N. coast of Crete, 15
m. E. Canea.—III. on the S. shore of the
Corinthian Gulf, at its entrance, and 2 m. S.W.
of which is the vill. Drepano.
Dresden, one of the four circles into which the

kingdom of Saxony is divided, bounded on the N.
by Prussia, E. by Bautzen, S.E. and S. by Bohe-
mia, and on the W. Zwickau and Leipzig. Area
1675 sq. m. P. (1864) 615,169. It belongs to

the basin of the Elbe, by which it is traversed
from S.E. to N.W., and towards both banks of

which the surface slopes down into fertile level

tracts. It is mountainous in the S.W., where
covered by the ridges of the Erzgebirge, 2800
feet above the sea. It is more pastoral than agri-

cultural, and many cattle, sheep, goats, and swine
are reared. Minerals are silver, copper, lead,

antimony, cobalt, iron, coal, lignite, and marble,

which are worked. Manufs. in metal, glass, and
porcelain. The circle is divided into 11 bailiwicks.

Dresden, the cap. city of the kingdom of Sax-
ony, on both sides of the Elbe, here crossed by a
bridge, which connects its old and new towns,

61 m. E.S.E. Leipzig, and 100 m. S.S.E. Berlin,

with which city, Gorlitz, etc., it has railway com-
munication. P. (1864) 145,728 Protestants, and
about 6000 Roman Catholics. Altitude 322 feel

above the sea. Mean temperature of year 49°"1.

winter 32° • 7, summer 66°, Fahr. The royal

palace is an antiquated building containing a

royal library, a Roman Catholic church, and the

state treasurj', with a collection of valuable pro-

perty. The Dresden gallery of paintings is

famed. The palace of the princes, the Japanese

palace or Augusteum, and the Zwinger, also con-

tain collections of works of art and scientific

treasures. Other objects of interest are the

Briihl palace, churches, opera house, seated for

8000 spectators, theatre, the residence of the

commandant, the mint, arsenal, hall for the an-
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nual exhibition and sale of works by Saxon ar-

tists, an academy of arts, colleges, and asylums,
the house of assembly, royal guard house,

post oflSce, trades' and city balls, and public

baths. Manufs. silk and woollen stuffs, leatber,

carpets, gloves, jewellery, musical and scientific

instruments, artificial flowers, chemical products,

a bomb and cannon foundry, sug:ar refinery, and
a wool market. Dresden is celebrated as a place
of education. On the 26th and 27th August 1813,
the allies wore defeated imder its walls by tlie

troops of Napoleon i. The Prussians entered
Dresden en route to Bohemia, 27th June 186G.
Dresden, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Maine, 18 m. S. Augusta. P. 1419.—Also
townships in New York, Illinois, and Maine.

DrkL'x, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Eure-et-Loir, cap. arr. on the Blaise, 20 m. N.
Chartres. P. 6940. It has a Gothic churcb.
town-hall, asylum, public baths, and theatre.

Manufs. serge, hosierj', hats, and leather.

Drew, a co. of U. S., North America, Arkansas.
P. 5581 free, 3497 slaves.

Drewenz, a riv. and lake of Prussia ; the lake,

circ, and close to Osterode, 7 m, in length E. to
W., and traversed by the river, which, after a
S.W. course of 80 m., past Strasburg and Do-
brzyn, joins the Vistula, 3 m. E. Thorn.
Drewsteigxtox, a pa. of England, co. Devon,

& m. E.S.E. Okehampton. Ac. 6937. P. 1067.

Driburg, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
Minden, 11 m. E.S.E. Paderborn. P. 2120. It

is enclosed by walls. Manufs. of glass and fire-

arms, and has mineral baths.

Driby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4J m.
W.S.W. Alford. Ac. 1338. P. 79.

Dbiebergen, a vilL of the Netherlands, prov.
and 6 m. E.S.E. Utrecht, with a station on the
Amsterdam and Amhem Eailway.
Dkieuorf, a town in the duchy, and 25 m. N.E.

Nassau. P. 800.

Driel, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Gelder-
land, 6 m. S.S.E. Bommel. P. 2815.

Driesen, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 64 m. N.E. Frankfurt, on an island

formed by the Netze. P. 4000. Manufs. of

woollen cloth, linens, and leather.

Driffieijj, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 3j
m. S.S.E. Cirencester. Ac. 1310. P. 132.—II.
(Great\ a market town and pa. of England, co.

York, East Riding, with a station on the Hull and
Scarborough Railway, 20 m. N.N.W. Hull Ac.
of pa. 7434. P. 4734. It has an ancient church,
a union workhouse, and branch banks, and is a
polling-place for the East Riding of the co.

—

Little Driffield is a chapelry in same parish.

Drigg, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 2 m.
N.W. Eavenglass. Ac. 5347. P. 440.

Driglixgtox, a chapelry of England, co. York,
West Riding, i)a. Birstall, 5 m. E.S.E. Bradford.

Ac. 1130. P. 4274. Woollen manufs.
Drijixagh, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. and

2 m. S.W. Dublin. Ac 732. P. 355.

Drdj, two rivers of European Turkey.—I.

Bosnia, rises in the Dinaric Alps, and, after a N.
course of 180 m., partly separating Bosnia from
Servia, joins the Save 63 m. W. Belgrade. In S.

Bosnia it receives numerous afiis. ; and on it are

the towns Totcha, Vischegi-ad, and Zvomik.

—

II. Albania, formed by the junction of the Black
and White Drin, 17 m. S.S. W. Prisrend, whence
it has a generally W. course of 110 m., and
enters the Gulf of Drin (Adriatic Sea) 5 m. below
Alessio.

Drinagh, two J* s. of Ireland.—I. Munster, co.

Cork, 3J m. S. Dunmanway. Ac. 12,868. P.

2398.—II. Leinster, co. and 1\ m. S.S.E. We
ford. Ac. 1170. P. 356.

Drexkstoxe, a pa, of England, co. Suffolk,

m. W.N.W. Stow-Market. Ac. 2172. P. 496.
Drishaxe, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Corli

Ac. 33,083. P. 6289.

Drissa or Drizix, a town of Russia in Europ
gov. Vitebsk, at the junction of the Drissa i

Dwina, cap. dist. P. 2000.
Drobak, a seaport town of Norway, stift

.

gershuus, on the E. side of Christiania fiord,

m. S. Christiania. P. 1476. Trade in timber, i

Drogheda, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport i

town of Ireland, Leinster, cos. Meath and Loutb^
on both sides of the Boyne, here crossed by •
bridge, 4 m. from its mouth in the Irish Sea, on
Drogheda RaUway, 31J m. N. Dublin, Ac, com-
prising parts of 3 pas., 440. P. of pari. bor. (1851)
16,845 ; do. (1861) 14,740. It was formerly e^
closed by walls, and has churches, a Romdl
Catholic cathedral, monasteries and nunneriei|'|
an endowed classical and 5 other schools, an infli^

mary, an institution for Protestant clergymen'*
widows, gaol, barracks, union workhouse, oust
house, linen-hall, andmarket-house. The harh
admits vessels of 200 tons. Alt. 34 feet. Gust
rev. (1862) 6579/. Vessels belonging to the

38, tons 3689. The manuf. of linens has given \

to that of cottons, which is rapidly increasing, i

a large cotton-mill was builtin 1864; and breT
"

is an important branch of industry. The boron
sends 1 member to H. of C. Reg. elects. 630.

Drohitshiii or Drohicztx, a town of Russiai^ I

Poland, prov. and 55 m. S.S.W. Bialystok, CMfL\

cii-c, on the north b. of the Bug. P. 1000. IthSI
several churches, convents, and public 8chooH|l

An engagement between the Poles and Russianal

took place here 20th July 1831.—II. a town,!

gov. Grodno, 25 m. E. Kobrin.
Drohobice or Drohobicz, a town, Austria I

Poland, GaUcia, circ and 18 m. S.E. Sambor, oal

the Tiszmanicka, P. 12,976. It has 8 suburbs,
{

numerous churches, a synagogue, several schoola, I

and important annual cattle and com markats.!

Near it are pitch wells, iron mines, & salt wod&l
Droitwich (Roman Salinx), a parh and maniQ.|

bor. and town of England, co. and 7 m. N.NJ"
Worcester, on a canal communicating with
Severn, and with a station on the Bristol

Birmingham Railway. Ac of munic bor. 16

Alt. 103 feet P. 3124 ; do. of pari. bor. 7086.

has several churches, hospital, and a union work-'

house. In the centre of the town, rising throng!

strata of red sandstone and gypsimi, are tlit

famous brine-springs, which yield annually abou:

30,000 tons of salt, nearly a half of which is ex-

ported. The bor. formerly sent 2 mem. to H. o;

C. ; at present 1. It is the place of election fo

the E. division of co. Reg. elects. (1865) 380.

Drolshagex, a town of Pnissia, prov. West

phalia, gov. Ai-nsberg, 35 m. E.N.E. Cologne

P. 650. Rich coal mines in vicinity.

Drom, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Tipperarj

2 ra. S.W. Templemore. Ac. 4480. P. 997.

Dromagh, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Cori

bi m. S.W. Kanturk. It has collieries, bolting

mills, and a manuf. of coarse pottery.

Dkomaba, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co, Bovn

6 m. E.S.E. Dromore. Ac 14,168. P. 5646, f

whom 272 are in the village.

Dromard, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, c
Sligo, 2 m. N.W. Coolaney. Ac 7422. P. 137;

Drcmcolliher, a !»., Irel., Munster, co. Lime

rick, 10 m. S.E. Newcastle. Ac. 4846. P. 149-i

Dromdaleague, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, o

Cork, 8 m. E.S.E. Bantry. Ac 18,708. ^ ^^''p.soi:
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DuojiE, a river of France, rises in Hantes

Alpes, flows W. through the dep. Dr6mo, and
: joins the Rhone on left, 12 m. S.S.W Valence,

j
after a course of GO m. past Luc, Die, and Crest.

j It is innavigable, but used for floating timber.

1 Drome, a dep. S.E. of France, enclosed by the

I

Ali)ine deps. Isere, Vaucluse, and by the Ehone,
I which river separates it W. from Ard^che. Area
2518 sq. m. P. 326,684. Chief rivers, the Rhone,

' Isfere, and Drome. Railways from Paris to Mar-
I
seilles, and from Lorial tc Crest. Climate tem-

l perate. Surface mountainous in the E., level in

; the W. Soil generally infertile. Silk and wine
i are important products. Hermitage being among
i
the growths of the latter. Mineral products con-

I sist of coal, iron, copper, lead, marble, & granite.

!
Manufs. silk-twist and fabrics, iron goods, wool-

i
lens, gloves, and hosiery,

I Dromin, two pas. of Ireland.—I. Munster, co.

! Limerick, 3 m. S.S.W. Bi-uff. Ac. 4095. P. 666.

I
—II. Leinster, co. Louth, IJ m. W.N.W. Duu-

I leer. Ac. 2042. P. 617.

I
Dromiskw, a pa. of Irel., co. Louth, Leinster,

2 m. N. Castle-Bellingham. Ac. 5312. P. 1902.

Dromod, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Kerry,

f
6 m. S.E. Cahersiveen. Ac. 48,325. P. 4316.
Dromore. an Episcopal city and pa. of Ireland,

I
Ulster, CO. Down, on the Lagan, 14^ m. S.W. Bel-

I
fast. Ac. of pa. 20,488. P. 13,549 ; do. of city,

j
2531. It has a cathedral, an Episcopal residence,
:and a market-house. The diocese comprises 27
Ipas. in COS. Down, Armagh, and Antrim.

Dromore, a pa. of Ireland, co. Tyrone, 8J m.
IS.W. Omagh. Ac. 25,493. P. 7190. Somevills.
in the cos. Clare and Sligo have this name.
Dromore, a township, U. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, 15 m. S.E. Lancaster. P. 2268.
Deomtarriff, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Cork, 4 m. S.S.W. Kanturk. Ac. 15,224. P. 3804.
Dron, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, on S.E. bor-

ders, adjoining Abernethy pa., co. Fife. Ac.
il92. P. 376.

DROirfi, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Loir-
3t-Cher, arr. Vendome, cap. cant. P. 1100.
Dronero, a town of N. Italy, prov. and 10 m.

W.N.W. Cuneo, cap. mand., near the foot of the
^Ips. P., including comm., 7278. It has large
ixport and import trade, chiefly in corn, hemp,
md cattle.

Dronfield, a pa. and vill. of England, co.
5erby, 5^ m. N.N.W. Chesterfield. Ac. 15,580.
'. 6013. Manufs. of cutlery and iron-wares.
Dronne, a river of France, after a S.W. course

•i 90 m. unites with the Isle near Coutras. It
orms the boundary between the deps. Dordogne
nd those of Charente and Charente-Inferieure.
Dbonryp, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
riesland, cap. cant., 6 m. W. Leeuwarden.
Drontheim, a city, Norway. [Tkondhjem.]
Droorajapatam or Doogookauzepataji, a

laritime town of British India, dist. Nellore,
resid. Madras. Its port (Blackwood Harbour)
! the only place of safety for shipping on the
•oromandel coast. It is intended to connect the
)wn with the city of Madras through the Pulicat
ake, by means of a canal.
Drorandorf, a fortified town. Lower Austria,

1 the Moravian frontier, 20 m. W. Znaym.
Dkosau, Droschau or Straczow, a town of

lOhemia, circ. and 8 ra. S.S.W. BQattau. P. 1761.
I Drosendorf, a town, Lower Austria, circ. and
'. m. N. Krems. P. 820. Formerly fortified.
Drossen, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
irg, gov. and 14 m. N.E. Frankfurt. P. 4700.
has several Lutheran churches, and manufs.
woollen cloths, linen fabrics, and leather

! Droxfokd, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3J m.
E.N.E. Bishop's-Waltham. Ac. 6986. P. 2194.

Dkoylsden, a township of Engl., co. Lancaster,
pa. and 4 m. E. Manchester. Ac. 1611. P. 8798.
Druento, a comm. of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Turin. P. 2364.

Dritgeac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cantal, arr. and cant. Mauriac. P. 1272.

Dkulingex, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Bas-Rhin, arr Saverne, cap. cant. P. 573.

Drum, the following parishes in Ireland have
this prefix :

—

Parish. County. Acres. Pop.

Drum, . . Roscommon, . 15,991 3,414
/' Mayo, . . 7,767 2,565

Dkumachose, Londonderry, . 11,682 4,654
Drumacoo, Galway, . . . 1,931 545
Drumbally-I

RONEY, . j
Down, . . 12,338 7,493

Drumbeg, . . Down & Antrica, 2,711 1,751
Drumbo, . . Down, . , 13,793 7,073
Drumcannon, Waterford, . . 7,671 3,733
Drumcar, . . Louth, . . 4,041 1,166
Drumcliff, Sligo,. . . 26,598 7,972

/r /r
Clare, . . 9,937 9,708

Drumcolusib, Sligo, . . . 4, .528 1,133
Drumcondra, Meath, . . 7,925 1,385
Drumcree, Armagh, 13,385 14,140
Drumcreehy, Clare, . . 6,285 1,680
Drumcullex, King's CO., . 13,904 1,474
Drumgath, Down, . . 6,330 3,625
Drumglass, . Tyrone, . . 3,602 5,858
Drubigooland Down, . . . 19,653 8,457
Drumgoox, Cavan, . . 15,508 7,945
Drumhomf, . Donegal, 35,884 7,493
DitUMKAY, . . Wicklow, . 1,661 337
Drumkeeran, Fermanagh, 23,666 5,817
Drumlane, Cavan, . . 18,800 6,036
Drumlease, . Leitrim, . . 14,772 3,383
Drumline, . . Clare, . . . 2,954 661
Drumlumjian, Cavan, . . 16,345 5,608
Drummaul, . Antrim, . . 21,105 9,511

Drummully, .

(Fermanagh }

\& Monaghan, (
7,287 2,494

Drumragh, Tvrone, . . 20,163 9,578
Drumkaney, . Westmeath, 9,102 1,730
Drumrat, . . Sligo,. . . 3,730 1,090
Drumreuxy, . Leitrim, . . 31,137 7,818
Drumshallox, Louth, . . 3,585 779
Drumsnat, Monaghan, . 5,019 2,061
Drumtullagh

or Grange,
> Antrim, . . , 3,752 1,144

DRtnaBLADE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen,
3 m. E.N.E. Huntly. P. 926.

Drummelzier, a pa. of Scotland, co. and SJ m.
S.W. Peebles. Ac. 18,029. P. 209.

Drummond Island is the farthest W. of the
Manitoulin islands. Lake Huron, North America,
30 m. E. Mackinaw ; 20 m. in length E. to W., by
10 m. in greatest breadth. Here is a British fort

and trading post.

Drummond Island, an islet in the China Sea,
Paracels group, 220 m. S.E. Hainan.
Drumoak, a pa., Scotland, cos. Aberdeen and

Kincardine, 11 m. W.S.W. Aberdeen. P. 996.

Drumtemple, a pa, of Ireland, Counaught, cos.

Galway and Roscommon, 4 m. S.S.E. Castlerea.

Ac. 6530. P. 1681.

Drunen, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. North
Brabant, 7 m. W. Bois-le-Duc. P. 1400.

Drung, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 6 m.
E.N.E. Cavan. Ac. 11,475. P. 4212.

Drusenheim, a comm. and town of France,
dep. B. Rhin, at the confluence of the Moder and
the Rhine, 17 m. S. Weissenibourg. P. 1606.

2c
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Drushkopol, a town of Kussian Poland, gov.

Volhynia, 32 m. S.S.E. Vladimir. P. 1080.

Druten, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Gel-
derland, 11 m. W.N.W. Nimeguen. P. 2700.

Druyes-les-Belles-Fojjtaines, a comm. and
vill. of France, dep. Yonne, arr. Auxerre, cant
Courson. P. 931. On the summit of a hill, from
the foot of which a small river springs.

Dryden, a township of the U. S., N. America,
New York, 128 m. W.S.W. Albany. P. 5122.

Dryfesdai-e or Drysdale, a pa. of Scotland,

CO. Dumfries, on the Drjrfe, an affl. of the Annan,
E. Lochmaben. Ac 10,372. P. 2509.

Drymen, a pa, of Scotland, co. and 18 m.
W.N.W. Stirling. Ac. 30,973. P. 1619, includes
vill. of Drymen, pop. 411.

Drypool, a pa. of England, co. Yorlc, East Rid-
ing, i m. N.E. HuU. Ac. 2206. P. 6241.

Drzewica, a town of Poland, prov. Sandomir,
on the Drzewica, 29 m. W. Radom. P. 800.

DuAGH, a pa, of Ireland, Munster, co. Kerry,
5 m. E.S.E. Listowel. Ac. 19,701. P. 3820.

DuANESBURG, a township of the U. S., N. Ame-
rica, New York, 24 m. W.N.W. Albany. P. 3464.

DuALT, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Cotes-
du-Nord, 18 m. S.W. Guingamp. P. 2805.
DuBAREE, a town of British India, dist. and 46

m. S.W. Goalpara, presid. Bengal.
DuBBO, a post town of New South Wales, co.

Lincoln, on the Macquarrie River, 226 m. from
Sydney. P. 481. It has a court of petty sessions.

DuBBOi. a populous town of India, dom. and
88 m. N.E. Broach, with remains of fortifications,

and a trade in rice & other grains, cotton, sugar,

and hemp. It swarras with monkeys.
DuBEN, a town of Prussian Saxony, reg. Merse-

burg, 18 m. W. Torgan. P. 4600.

DCbe>tx»rf, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Zurich, dist. Uster. P. 2463.

Dubekka, a town of Poland, gov. of Lublin.

P. 3065.
DuBiczA or Dubitza, a fortified town of Eu-

ropean Turkey, Bosnia, on rt b. of the Unna, 23
m. W. Gradiska. P. 6000. It was taken by the
Austrians in 1738.

DuBiczA, a market town of Austria, Military
Croatia, circ. Dubicz. P. 3066.—II. a vill. on
the Military Frontier, on 1. b. of the Unna, oppo-
site Turkish Dubiczsu
DuBiECKO, a town of Austrian Galicia, 75 m.

W. Lemberg. P. 1097.

Dublin (Irish Bally-ath-cliath "the town on
the ford of the hurdles," Dvbh-linn, " Black pool,"

Eblana of Ptolemy), the cap. city of Ireland, and
of CO. Dublin, on the Liffey, at its entrance into

Dublin Bay, Irish Sea, 60 m. W. Holyhead. Lat
of observatory 53» 20' 38" N., Ion. 6° 17' 30" W.
Ac of CO. of city, 3839 ; do. of pari. bor. 4943. P.
of municipal bor. (1851) 258,369; do. (1861) 254,293;
f1866) with suburb^ estim. at 318,437. Mean temp.
(Botanic Garden), June 60°-l, Jan. 41°-7 ; rainfall
26 inches. The city proper is nearly surrounded
by the Circular-road, 9 m. in length, and which
(accompanied by a branch of the Grand Canal on
the S. and S.E.), encloses an area of 1264 acres

;

intersected from W. to E. by the Liffey, which
enters Dublin Bay ; its S. portion comprising 786
acres, and its N. 478 do. The river is here crossed
by 6 stone and 3 iron bridges, and bordered on
each side by granite quays, 2J m. in length.
Principal buildings and institutions, the Castle,
the seat of government and winter residence of
the Lord Lieutenant : it is built on an eminence
near the centre of the city, and contains an arse-
nal, an armoury, vice-regal chapel, and police

1

bairacks. Adjoining it on the S. are its gardens ] dare, and his jurisdiction is nearly co-extensi

& military barracks ; the courts of law, called th«
4 law courts ; the King's Inn, with garden adjoin-

ing; the college, and adjacent park; custom-
house ; Bank of Ireland, formerly the parliament
house

;
post office, colleges of surgeons and physi-

cians ; rotunda and lying-in hospital ; the Royal
Dublin Society and National Gallery, in connec-
tion with which are botanic and zoological gar-
dens ; agricultural hall for farm produce ; school
of design, and museum of geology and natural
historj' ; the mansion-house ; Kilmainham Royal
Hospital for disabled soldiers ; the cathedrals of

Christ Church and St Patrick's ; 20 pa. churches

;

20 non-parochial places of Protestant Episcopal
worship, of which the principal are St George,
St Stephen, St Andrew ; 16 Roman Catholic
places of worship, mostly elegant buildings; 3

monasteries ; 8 convents ; 5 Presbyterian ; 2 Uni-
tarian ; 3 Independent ; 2 Primitive Wesleyan ; 8

Wesleyan Methodist ; 1 Welsh Methodist, 1 Bap-
tist, 1 Moravian, 1 Geirman Lutheran, chapels , 2

Friends' meeting-houses; 1 Jews' synagogue.
There are 20 medical and surgical hospitals in

Dublin, the chief of which are Steeven's, Sir P.

Dun's, Meath, Home of Industry, and St Vin-
cent's. Also the hospital for incurables ; the

Blue Coat and Simpson's, for sons of decayed
citizens, and Swift's for lunatics. There are

barracks within the city, and 4 in the suburbs.

3 theatres. In the public squares are equestrian

statues of William iii., George i. and n., pedes-

trian statues of Oliver Goldsmith, T. Moore, and
Wm. Dai^n ; the Nelson pillar, and the Crami»-
ton memorial. In the Phoenix Park, comprising:

1753 acres, are the Viceregal Lodge, Chief antl

Under Secretaries' lodges, the Hibernian school

for soldiers' sons, military magazine, medical

infirmary, zoological garden, constabulary bar-

racks, ordnance survey office, and WellingtoTi

testimonial. The prisons are Newgate, Mountju
convict depfit, and Richmond bridewell. D-Mi
is decorated by several historical statues, & man;,

of its public buildings are adorned with sym-
bolical figures. Its university, chartered in 1691

situated in Trinity College, and attended by aboi;

1500 students, possesses a landed rev. of 64,000

a-year, a library of 106,000 printed vols, an

1500 MSS. vols., a park, printing-house, anatoni:

cal and chemical departments, botanic gardei

and an observatory 272 feet above the sea. Thei

are 31 newspapers published in the city. Dul
lin communicates with the W. of Ireland by th

Grand and Royal Canals, and with the N^ S

and W. by railways, and by steam-packets wit

Belfast, Glasgow, Liverpool, Holyhead, Bristc

Cork, Plymouth, Southampton, London, ac

Havre. Its harbour, which comprises an art

of 3030 acres, has been much improved ; depth ;:

low water 12 feet, and the tide rises 11 to 12 ft

the wharves and docks are accessible bjr vesse:

of 900 tons. Near the mouth of the Liffey is ti

Grand Canal, the docks of which occupy 8 acre

Chief trade in export of linens, poplins, portt

and provisions. Customs rev. (1862) 1,015,441'

Vessels entered 541 (tonnage 161,315"); cleared 2l

(tonnage 105,356). Reg. shipping of port, sailii

vessels 513 (tonnage 38,167), steamers 61 (tonna;

13,986). Besides the Lord Mayor's weekly cour
there are courts of conscience for debts under 4(

Dublin is the seat of a chamber of commerce, & t

Ouzel-galley society, instituted in 1705, for i

arbitration of commercial disputes, the expens

whereof are appropriated to the benefit of decaj"

merchants. The see of the archbishop comprif

the cos. Dublin and Wicklow, with part of Ki
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I
with the prov-5. Leinster and Munster. Dublin

,
is divided into 20 pas. and 15 municipal wards,

I
with 15 aldermen, one of whom is chosen Lord

: Mayor, and 45 councillors, formings the corpora-

, tion, the revenue of which is 23,000/. ; it sends 2

i
members to House of Commons. Eeg. electors

I 10,367, besides 2 members for the University of

!

Trinity College, 1700 electors.

Dublin, a marit. co. of Ireland, Leinster, has

E. the Irish Sea, and landward from S. round to

N. the cos. Wicklow, Kildare, and Meath. Area
354 sq. m., or 226,517 ac. P. (1861) exclusive of

,
city, 155,444. Surface mostly a level rich plain,

j

well cultivated. In the S. a mountain in the

1 Kippure range rises to 1699 feet above the sea.

j
Principal river the Liffey. The Royal and Grand
Canals run W. through the co., and connect the

i
Liffey with the Shannon, and it is crossed by
railways to the N., S., and W. Fishing all along

[ the coast is important ; and manufs. are more
' various than in any other part of Ireland, includ-

I
ing the Balbriggan hosiery. The co. is divided

into 9 baronies ; chief towns, after Dublin city, are

Kingstown, Blackrock, Balbriggan, and Swords.
' It sends 2 members to House of Commons, besides

; 4 for the city and university.

Dublin, several townships of the U. S., North

j
America, the principal in New Hampshire, 34 m.
S.W.Concord. P. 1088.

1 Dublin Bat, an inlet of the Irish Sea, co.

i Dublin, between Howth Head on the N. (503 ft.),

I

with Baily lighthouse, lat. 53° 21' 40" N. ; Ion. 6°

i3' 5" W., & Kingstown on the S., with the light-

ihouse, lat. 53° 18' N. ; Ion. 6° 8' W. Its length
iand breadth of entrance are each about 7 m.
iShores bold. At its W. end is the mouth of the

jriver Liffey, with Dublin harbour.

DuBNiAN, a vill. of Austria, Moravia, gov. and
is m. N.N.W. Coding. P. 1466.

DUBNicz, a market town of N.W. Hungary, co.

md 7 m. N.E. Trentschin. P. 1618.

Dubnicza, a town of European Turkey, Bul-
garia, 22 m. S. Sophia, ou 1. b. of the Djerma.
P. 6000. It has extensive iron works. The
rine is cultivated in its vicinity.

Ddbno, a town of Russian Poland, gov. Vol-
lynia, on the Irwa, 32 m. W. Ostrog. P. 8700.

Dubois, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

). of Indiana. Area 432 sq. m. P. (1860) 10,394.

Dubovka or DuBovsKi-PosAD, a market town
f Russia, gov. Saratov, circ. and 30 m. N.K
'zaritzin, on the rt. b. of the Volga. P. (1863)
2,282, with extensive transit trade on the river.

Dubozari or Novo-Dubozaki, a town of Rus-
ia, gov. Kherson, on the Dniester, 42 m. N.W.
'mispol. P. 1600. It has several churches, a
ows' synagogue, and a trade in tobacco.
Dubrovna, a town of Russian Poland, prov.
ad 47 m. N.N.E. Moghilev, on 1. b. of the Dnie-
3r. P. 4000. It has a synagogue, and manu-
.ctures of clocks and woollen fabrics.
Bubuque, a CO. of U. S., North America, Iowa.

• (I860) 31,164.
Dubuque, a town of the U. S., North America,
'wa, on rt. b. of the Mississippi, 70 m. N.E. Iowa
ty. P. (1860) 13,000. It is the emporium of
e lead regions of this and the states of Wis-
nsin and Illinois. Many railways meet here.
DucATO (Cape), at the S. extremity of the
and Santa Maura, Ionian Islands, is the ancient
nicadian promontory, or " Lover's Leap."
(DucATES, atown of European Turkey, Albania,
Ti. S. Valona. It is the cap. of a numerous tribe
Albanian Japys, whose gov. is patriarchal.
DucEY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
anche, 7 m. S.S.E. Avranches. P. 1876.

DuciE Island, Pacific Ocean, is oval shaped,
and of coral formation, with a lagoon in its cen-
tre. Lat. 24° 30' S. ; Ion. 124° 20' W.
Duck, a river of the U. S., North America,

rises in a branch of the Cumberland mountains,
and after a W.N.W. course of 180 m., falls into
the Tennessee, 72 m. W.S.W. Nashville.
Duck Creek, Central Australia, is an arm of

the Macquarrie River, W. of its marshes, and the
principal channel by which its waters reach the
Darling River off the S. coast of the Great
Manitoulin island.

Duck Island, North America, in Lake Huron.
DucKENFiELD, England. [Dukinfield.]
Ducklington, a pa. of England, co. Oxford,

li m. S. Witney. Ac. 2440. P. 606.

DucKMANTON, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 3J
m. E. Chesterfield. Ac. 4296. P. 607. The
Adelphi coal and iron works are in this parish.
DucLAiR or Ducler, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Seine-Inferieure, cap. cant., on left

bank of the Seine, arr. and 10 m. W.N.W. Rouen.
P. 1802.

Dudcote, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 5| m
W.N.W. Dallingford. Ac. 1094. P. 349.
DuDDESTON, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Warwick,

forming the N.E. suburb of Birmingham. Ac.
936. P. 38,760.
DuDDiNGSTON, a pa. of Scotland, co. Edinburgh,

on the Firth, and comprising the bor. of Porto-
bello, the vills. Joppa and Duddingston, E.andW.
2 pas. Ac. 1899. P. 5159. The pa. church, of

Saxon origin, is situated on the borders of Dud-
dingston Loch, which skirts the base of Arthur
Seat. There are flour mills in the pa., and it is

crossed by the old line of railway to Dalkeith.
DuDDiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-

ton, 6 m. W.N.W. Wandsford. Ac. 1400. P. 422.
DuDDON, a river of England, rises near the

junction of the cos. Cumberland, Lancaster, and
Westmoreland, and after a S.S.W. course of about
8 m., between Cumberland and Lancashire, joins
the Irish Sea N. of Morecambe Bay, by a wide
estuary, mostly dry at low water.
DuDELSHEiM, a market-town of Hessen-Dann-

stadt, Oberhessen, near Biidingen. P. 1280.
DuDENHOFEN, a vill. of Hessen-Darmstadt,

Oberhessen dist., and near Biidingen. P. 1140.

Duderstadt, atown of Prussia,Hanover, landr.
Hildesheim, princip. Griibenhagen, cap. circ, on
the Hahle, 15 m. E. Gottingen. P. (1864) 4165.
DuDiNGEN or GuiN, a pa. and vill. of Swit-

zerland, cant, and 3 m. N.N.E. Frieburg. P. 2740.
Dudley, a pari, bor., town, and pa. of England,

CO. Worcester, of which it is a detached part, sur-
rounded by CO. Stafford, 10 m. W.N.W. Birming-
ham. Area of pa. and bor. 3930 ac. P. (1861)
44,951 It has a parish church, chapel of ease, and
dissenting chapels, and is a pi'incipal seat of the
iron trade , its vicinity abounding with mines of
coal and iron, and with limestone quarries. Nails,

jhain cables, grates, fire-irons, and iron utensils
generally, with glass, are the principal manufac-
tured products. Since the Reform Act, it has sent
ono member to H. of. C. Reg. elect. 1058. The
Dudley Canal, 13 m. in length joins the Birming-
ham and Worcester Canal, 4 m. S. Birmingham.
The limestone of Dudley belongs to the Silurian

system, and is full of organic remains. Dudley-
hill is composed of basalt. The limestone has
been wrought into caverns of vast extent. In the
vicinity are chalybeate springs.

DuDLjCY, several townships of the U.S., North
America.—I. Massachusetts, 48 m. S.W. Boston.

P. 1446.—II. a township, state Iowa. P. 1650
Others are in Ohio and North Carolina.
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Dddzelle, a comm. and town of Belgium, prov.

W. Flanders, 4| m. N. Bruges. P. 1600.

Due Miglia (Com S. Saving), a town of North
Italy, prov. cii-c. Cremona. P. of comm. 9010.

DukSas, a town of Spain, prov. and 9 m. S.

Palencia, near the Pisuerga. P. 2232.

DuEEO, ariver of Spain and Portugal. [Docro.]
Duff Islands, 11 islets. Pacific Ocean, lat 10°

S., Ion. 167° E., N.E. of Santa Ciniz.

Duffel, a vill. of Belgium, prov. and 10 m.
S.E. Antwerp, on the railway thence to Brussels

and on the Nethe. P. 4048.

DuFFiELD, a pa. of England, co. and 4^ m. N.
Derby, with a station on the North Midland Eail-

way. Ac. 17,390. P. 16,776. Manufs. of cotton

and cotton lace, and collieries

—

North Duffield is

a tnshp., CO. York, East Eiding, pa. Skipwith, 5^
m. N.E. Selby. Ac. 3220. P. 470.

Dufftown, a vill. of Scotland, co. Banff, pa.

Mortlach. P. 1249.

Duffus, a pa, of Scotland, co. and 3 m. N.N.W.
Elgin, length 5 m., breadth 2J m. P. 3308.

DuFTON, a pa. of England, co. Westmoreland,
3 m. N. Appleby. Ac. 18,129. P. 495.

Dug, a town of India, 80 m. S. Kotah.
DuGNAXO, a comm. and vill. of Northern Italy,

prov. Milan, circ. and 6 m^ W. Monza. P. 1417.

DuiDA, a mountain of S. Amen, Venezuela, near
its S. extremity, in lat. 3° 10' N., Ion. 66° 10' W.,
8500 ft. above the sea. It is perpendicular on the

S. and W., bare on the summit, and on its less

steep sides clothed with trees. It forms a land-
mark for the voyager on the Orinoco.

DuiNO, Castellum Pucinum, a seaport town of

Austria, Illyria, gov. and 12 m. N.W. Triest.

Has a quarry of black marble. P. 356.

DuiKimsH, a pa. of Scotland, co. Inverness,
comprising the most W. part of the Isle of Skye.
Area upwards of 50.000 Scotch ac. P. 4775.
D uisBUKQ, atown of Khenish Prussia, "cap. circ,

on rail., reg.'and 15 m. N. Diisseldorf, between
the Euhr and Anger, near the Rhine. P. (1864)
14,368. It has two Lutheran and two Catholic
cliurches, a gymnasium, and manufs. of woollen
and cotton fabftcs, leather, glue, tobacco, and
soap. It has shipbuilding docks. The circ. of

Duisbiu-g contains 227 sq. m., and a pop of

97,865. It comn^nicates by Canal with the Rhine.
DumiLAND {^'pigeon land"), an island of the

Netherlands, prov. Zeeland, in the E. Scheldt,
separated from Schoewen by a narrow channel.
Length E. to W. 8 m., breadth 6 m. It is de-
fended by dykes.
DuivEN, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Gel-

derland, 6 m. E.S.E. Amhem. P. 700.
DuKLNFiELD, a township of England, co. Ches-

ter, pa. Stockport, with a station on the Man-
chester and Staley-bridge Railway, IJ m. S.W.
Staley-bridge. Ac. 1690. P. 29,953, chiefly en-
gaged in raanufs. of cottons, and in collieries.

Dukes, a co., U.S., N. Amen, consisting of seve-
ral isls. in Buzzard Bay, Massachusetts. P. 4403.
Duke Town, Guinea. [Calabae.J
DuKLA, a frontier town of Austrian Poland,

Galicia, circ. & 17 m. S.E. Jaslo, on the Jasielka,
at the foot of the Carpathian mountains. P. 2027.
Manufs. of woollen cloth, linen, and flanneL
DUKORA and Dukovstchina, 2 market towns of

Russia ; the former gov. and 22 m. S.E. Minsk

;

the latter cap. circ, gov. and 82 m. S.E. Smolensk.
DuLANE, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Meath,

2 m. N.W. Kells. Ac. 4242. P. 713.
DuLAS, a pa, of England, co. and 12 m. W.S.W.

Hereford. Ac 845. P. 76 II. (or Dulais), a
hamlet, S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, pa. Cadoxton,
9 m. E.S.K Cowbridge. P. 970, partly employed

1
II

in coal and copper mines III. a maritime ham-
let, on the N. coast of Anglesey, 4 m. S.S.K
Amlwch.—Several small rivers of Wales haT(
this name.
Dulce(Rio), a river of South America, Arge)

,

tine Confed., rises in the dist. Tucuman, flows

S.E. past Santiago, and empties itself into Poron-
gos Lake.—II. Golfo Dulce is an inlet of the At-
lantic Ocean, in the Gulf of Honduras, S. of hsf
lize. Lat of entrance 15° 50' N. ; Ion. 88° 46' 20'

W. The gulf is 28 m. long and 11 m. in breadth.

—III. an inlet of the Pacific, on the coast of
Guatemala. Lat. 8° 20* N. ; Ion. 83° W.
DuLciGNO, Ulciniam, a seaport town of E

pean Turkey, Albania, on Cape KadUie, a reel

peninsula in the Adriatic, 12 m. W.S.W. Soui

P. from 7000 to 8000.

DuLEEK, a disfranchised bor., market to __
and pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Meath, on NanriVt
Water, 5 m. S.S.W. Drogheda, Ac. of pa. 16,55i
P. 2942; do. of town 200.

DuLEEK Abbey, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co,

Meath, 3 m. S.E. Duleek. Ac 1029. P. 108.-

DClken, a town of Rhenish Prussia, reg. and
20 m. W. Diisseldorf, on the canal between tha

Rhine & Venlo (Netherlands). P. 2700. Manuft.
linens, cottons, velvet, and watches.
Dull, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, 3J m. HC'

Aberfeldy. Length, N. to S., 20 m ; breadth 12 m.
Surface mostly mountainous. P. 2945.

DuLLiKEN, a vill. of Switzerland, pa. Starr-

kirch, cant. Soleure. P. 683. Inhabitants Oa*
tholics, employed in weaving stockings.

DuLLiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,

3J m. S.S.W. Newmarket. Ac 3240. P. 800.

DuLLN or DiLLN (Hung. Bela Banyd), a royal

free town of N.W. Hungary, co. Honth, 8 m. S.Wk
Altsohl. P. 1541. It has silver mines.
DuLMEN, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gotfs

& 17 m. S.W. MUnster, cap. co. P. 3450. Manui*
of linen, and some dyeing establishments.

DuLOE, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 3J m.
N.N.W. West Loe. Ac 6844. P. 1096.

DuLVEKTON, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Somerset, 58 m. S.W. Bath. Ac. of pa.

8337. P. 1552. Manufs. woollen stuffs. In the

vicinity are lead mines.
DuLwiCH, a hamlet of England, co. Surrey, and

suburb of London, pa, Camberwell, 4^ m. S.S.E.

St Paul's cathedral. Ac. 1423. P. 1723.-Dirf-|

.wichCollec/e, founded in 1619 by Edward AUeyne^
a tragic actor, maintains a master and a warden
(having -the name of Alleyne or Allen), four fel-

lows in holy orders, numerous poor brethren and
sisters, and foundation scholars. Annual revenue,

,8637/. The picture-gallery, containing a choi

collection of Italian and Flemish paintings,

left to the college in 1811 by Sir F. Bourgeois.

DuMARAN, an island of the Asiatic Archipelagi

Philippines, N.E. Palawan. Lat. 10° 30' N. ; Ion

120° E. About 20 m. in length and breadth, vriiH

'a town, same name, S.W. coast. P. 1460.

DUALARESQUE, a river of Australia, which Tise^

in the Macpherson mountains, flows W^ forming;

the boundary between New South Wales unc

Queensland, and falls into Macintyre River.

Dumbarton orDuNBARTON, a royal pari am
munic bon, river port, and pa. of Scotland, caj

CO. Dumbarton, on the Leven, near its confl. wii

;

the Clyde 13 m. N.W. Glasgow, on the Dumbai
tonshire Railway. Ac of pa. 8563. P. 6304; dc

of town 6096 ; do. of pari bon 82.53. It has on

main street. Dimibarton castle, on a bold isolate

basaltic rock, at the river mouth (lat. 55° 56' 22

N., Ion. 4° 33' 68" W. ; 206 feet above the Clyde

is a fortress of great antiquity and historical iu:
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interest, and one of those maintained at the pub-

lic expense by the terms of the union of Scotland

and England. The Leven is navigable at high

water, from its mouth to Loch Lomond, for small

craft, and to the bridge for large vessels ; and the

town has iron and wooden ship-building, engi-

neering, iron founding, and rope making. Va-
rious manufactures are carried on in its vicinity.

The bor. unites with Port-Glasgow, Renfrew,

Butherglen, and Kilmarnock, to return one mem-
ber to H. of 0. Corp. rev. (1862) 578;. It was
erected into a royal burgh by Alexander ii., 1222.

DuMBAKTONSiiiRE (formerly Lennox), a co. of

Scotland, chiefly enclosed by Lochs Lomond and
Long, and the Firth of Clyde, which separates it

from the cos. Stirling, Argyle, and Kenfrew ; but

having also a detached portion eastward, between
the cos. Stirling and Lanark, and on Campsie
branch of the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway,

and the Clyde and Forth Canal. Total ac.

204,800 ; about 20,000 ac. forming a part of Loch
Lomond. P. 52,034. Principal river the Leven.
Surface mostly mountainous, and soil poor ; but

in the lowlands fertile and well cultivated. Rain-
fall at Balloch castle 67 inches. Principal crops,

oats and potatoes. It contains iron and coal

mines, freestone and limestone quarries, cotton

mills, glass works, paper mills, and print fields.

It is subdived into 12 pas. Principal towns
Dumbarton and Helensburgh. Reg. electors

(1862) 1634. The co. sends 1 mem. to H. of C.

DuJiBLETON, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster,

4^^ m. N.N.W. Winchcombe. Ac. 2100. P. 465.

DuMBRAViczE, a town of Hungary, circ. Theiss.

CO. and 40 m. from Arad. P. 1746.

Dumdum, a town and cantonment of British

India, presid. and prov. Bengal, 8 m. N.E. Cal-
cutta. It has a cannon foundry. Climate very
moist.—II. the valley of the Pir Panjal pass
between the Punjab and Cashmere, 11,800 feet

above the sea, traversed by the River Rembeara.
Dumfries, a pari, and munic. bor., river-port,

and pa. of Scotland, cap. co., on the Nith, across

which it communicates with its suburb Maxwel-
ton, by two bridges, 9 m. from the mouth of the
river in Solway Firth, and 28^ m. "W.N.W. Car-
lisle, with which, and with Glasgow, Edinburgh,
and Portpatrick, it is connected by raOways. Ac.
10,199. P. of do. 13.523 ; do. of town 12,313; do.

of pari. bor. 14,023.' Altitude 55 feet ; rainfall 36
inches. It is regarded as the provincial cap. of

Scotland: it has three pa. churches dissenting
chapels, a tower in the High Street, the work of

Inigo Jones, where the town council meet, the
Crichton royal institution (lunatic asylum), infir-

mary, dispensary, court-house, bridewell, theatre,
and assembly rooms ; it has 6 banks, 4 endowed
seminaries united under the name of the Dum-
fries Academy, several associations with libraries,

reading rooms, an observatory, and a mechanics'
institute. Several newspapers are published in
the town. It is supplied with water from Loch-
rutter Loch, 4 m. distant. Vessels of 60 tons
approach the town quay, and between it and
the mouth of the river are three other quays for
lai^er vessels. Manufs. tweeds, hosiery, leather,
baskets, clogs and shoes. Dumfries has a weekly
market, and annual fairs for the sale of cattle. Ex-
ports (1862) 360/, which comprise wool, freestone,
hosiery, shoes, sheep, grain, and wood. Imports,

,
coal, slate, iron, tallow hemp, bones, timber, wine,
and colonial produce. Customs rev. (1862) 7397/.
Shipping inwards, 748; outwards 817. Vessels
belonging to ihe port 69; tons 13,222. Corp.
rev. 1606/. The bor. unites with Kircudbright,
Sanquhar, Lochmaben, and Annan, in sending

one member to H. of C. Dumfries became a
royal bor. in the 12th century, when a monastery
was founded here, in the chapel of which John
Comyn, a competitor for the Scottish throne, was
stabbed by Robert Bruce, in 1305. In St Michael's
church burying ground, Robert Bums, the Scot-
tish poet, is interred, and a monument ia here
erected to his memory. On the banks of the
Cluden are the ruins of a nunnery. Mean temp.
June 67°-2 ; Jan. 38°-l Fahr. Altitude 85 feet.

Dumfriesshire, a frontier co. of Scotland,
bounded E. and S. by Cumberland and the Sol-
way Firth, and having on other sides the cos.

Roxburgh, Selkirk, Peebles, Lanark, Ayr, and
Kirkcudbright. Ac. 702,953, about l-4th of which
is arable. P. 75,878. The co. is subdivided into
Nithsdale, Annandale, and Eskdale, watered by
the rivers Nith, Annan, and Esk. There are nine
lochs in the vicinity of Lochmaben ; and Loch
Skene, near head of Moffat Water, whence issues
the picturesque waterfall called the Grey Mare's
Tail, is 1300 ft. above the sea. Lochar moss, cover-
ing 10 m. of the valley between Nith and Annan,
is principally a morass. A considerable part of
the county is mountainous, especially towards the
N. and N.E. Amongst tbe highest mountains are
BlackLarg 2890 ft, Lowther 2522 ft., Queensberry
2259 ft, and Hartfell 2638 ft The high grounds
afford good pasturage ; and cattle, sheep, and pig
rearing forms an important branch of rural indus-
try. Soil fertile in the lowlands. The valley of the
Nith, on the E., is composed of new red sandstone.
The mountainous districts are of mica slate forma-
tion. Limestone is quarried at Closebum andKel-
head ; coal is found at Sanquhar and Langholm

;

lead at Leadhills. Gold was also in former times
found here. Mineral springs at Moffat The cli-

mate in the S.W. valley is mild but moist Mean
annual rainfall 36 inches. Manufs. unimportant
The Glasgow, Dumfries, & Carlisle Railway inter-
sects the county, which is subdivided into 43 pas.

Chief towns, Dumfries, thecap., Annan, Sanquhar,
and Lochmaben. Royal bors., Thomhill, Moffat,

Lockerbie, Langham, and Ecclefechan. The co.

sends one memljer to H. of C. Reg. electors

(1862) 2071. Dumfries originally comprised the
stewartry of Kirkcudbright, and by the Romans
was comprehended under the prov. Valentia.

DuMMEiR, a pa. of England, co. Southampton,

5} m. S.W. Basingstoke. Ac. 1501. P. 400.

DuMMODAH, a riv. of British India, presid. Ben-
gal, joins the Hoogly river 30 m. S.W. Calcutta,

after a S.E. course estimated at 300 m. Its valley

is capable of furnishing large supplies of coal.

DusrMow, a pergunnah of British India, in lat.

23' 50' N., Ion. 79° 30' E. Ac. 1,554,058. P.

363,584. The cap. town has the same name.
Dun, several comms. and towns of France.—I.

(le Palleteau), dcp. Creuse, arr. and 14 _m. N.W.
Gueret, cap. cant. P. 1487.—II. (le Roi, Castram
Dunt), dep. Cher, arr. and 11 m. N. St Amand
Montrond, on rt. b. of the Auron, cap. cant P.

5460.—III. (sur Meusey, dep. Meusp, arr. and 12

S.S.W. Montmedy, on 1. b. of the Meuse. P. 951.

Dun, a pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar, 4 m. N.W.
Montrose. Area about 12 sq. m. P. 765.

DCna or Southern Dwina, Ttiruntus, an im-
portant river of Russia, rises in the W. of the

gov. Tever, near the sources of the Volga, with
which it is connected by a canal, flows at first

S.W. between the govs. Smolensk and Pskov, and
afterwards N.W., in the lower part of its course
separating Courland on the S. from the govs.

Vitebsk and Livonia, and enters the Gulf of Riga
7 m. N.W. Riga. Length direct, 400 m., fornearly
all of which it is navigable. Opposite Riga it is
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Rbout 2400 feet broad, and crossed by a floating

bridge, which is taken down annually in Septem-
ber, and again erected in April. Principal affls.,

the Evst and Drissa from the N., the Meja and
Desna from the E. and S. On its banks are the

towns Velij, Suraj, Vitebsk, Polotzk, Drissa,

Diinaburg, and Eiga. It is connected by canals
with Lake Umen, the Beresina, and the Niemen.
DuNABURG, a fortified town of Russian Poland,

gov. Vitebsk, cap. circ, on rt. b. of the Diina, 57
m. W.N.W. Drissa. P. (1863) 27,825.

DuNAERTZi, a market town of Russian Poland,
gov. Podolia, 12 m. N. Kamenietz. P. 3000.
DuNAGHY, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim,

6| m. N. Ballymena. Ac. 13,725. P. 3930.
DuNAJOW, a market town of Austria, Galicia,

gov. and 12 m. E.S.E. Przenyslany. P. 1648.

DOnamCnde, a fortress of Russia, gov. Livonia,
circ. and 9 m. N.W. Riga, on an island at the
mouth of the Diina, which it defends. It has a
custom-house, and a quarantine establishment.
DuNANY, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Louth,

12 m. S.E. Dundalk. Ac. 1661, P. 520.

DUNA Vkcse, a market town of Central Hun-
gary, CO. and 40 m. S. Pesth, on 1. b. of the Danube.
P. 7910.—II. a vill. of European Turkey, Bulga-
ria, on rt. b. of the Danube, 22 m. from its mouth.
Dunbar, a royal pari, and munic. bor., seaport

town, and pa. of Scotland, co. and 10 m. E.N.E.
Haddington, at the mouth of the Firth of Forth,
and with a station on the North British Railway,
29} m. E.N.E. Edinburgh. Ac. 8803. P. of pa.

4944 ; do. of town 3796 ; do. of pari. bor. 3516. It

has a Gothic parish church, town-hall, assembly
rooms, public libraries, ship-building docks, sail-

cloth and cordage factories, iron foundries,

breweries, and distilleries. It has extensive her-
ring fisheries. The harbour, though its entrance
is impeded by rocks, is accessible by vessels of

300 tons. Principal imports, coal and foreign
grain ; exports, com, whisky, and fish. The
bor. joins with North Berwick, Haddington,
Lauder, and Jedburgh, in sending one member to

House of Commons. Corp. revenue 1424/. The
"freed stool" of Dunbar is now preserved in

Beverly minster.
Dunbar, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Pennsylvania, Fayette co., 8 m. N.E. Union.
DuNBARNEY, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 3J m.

S.S.E. Perth. Ac. 4136. P. 1035.

DuNBEATH, a maritime vill. of Scotland, co.

Caithness, pa. and 3 m. S.W. Latheron.
DuNBELL, a pa. and town of Ireland, co. Kil-

kenny, 2 m. S.W. Gowran. Ac. 2578. P. 427.

DuNBiN, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Louth,
2 m. S.W. Dundalk. Ac. 2169. P. 672.

Dunblane, a burgh of barony, market town,
pa., and formerly an Episcopal city of Scotland,
CO. and 23 m. S.W. Perth, on the Allan. P. of

pa. 2528 ; do. of vill. 1709. The choir of its fine

anc. cathedral is now used for the pa. church. Alt.

at cathedral 208 ft. Near it, in 1715, was fought
the indecisive battle of Sheriffmuir, between the
royal forces and the troops of the Pretender.
Dunboe, a pa. of Irel., Ulster co. Londonderry,

6 m. W.N.W. Coloraine. Ac. 10,576. P. 2607.
DUNBOG, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 5 m.

W.N.W. Cupar. Ac. 2396. P. 207.
DUNBOYNE, a pa,, Ireland, Leinster, co. Meath,

9^ m. N.W. Dublin. Ac. 13,685. P. 1845.
DUNBULLOGE, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

and 7 m. N. Cork. Ac. 16,781. P. 2541.
DuNCANNON, a maritime vill. of Ireland, Lein-

ster, CO. Wexford, on Waterford harbour, 2 m.
S.S.E. Ballyhack. P. 519. It has a fort.

Duncan Island, Pacific, near the centre of the

1
•s to ihn '

nstfll
^astnPI

Galapagos group.—II. China Sea, belongs to the
Paracels (wliich see).—III. Duncan Channel, inlet

Prince of Wales' Archipelago, Russian America.
DuNCANSBY Head, the N.E. headland of Scot-

land, CO. Caithness, pa. Cannisby, about 1^ m.
E.N.E. John O'Groat's House. Lat. 58° 39*

"~

Ion. 3° 1' W.
DuNCniDEOCK, a pa. of England, co. Devo

4 m. S.W. Exeter. Ac. 950. P. 165.

DUNCHURCH, a pa. of England, co. and 13ii
E.N.E. Warwick. Ac. 4846. P. 1309.

DuNCORMiCK, a pa. and town of Ireland, ^

Wexford, 4 m. W. Bridgetown. Ac. 5710. P. 141
DuNCTON, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3J It. I

S.S.W. Petworth. Ac. 1324. P. 258.

Dundalk, two baronies, and a pari, and raxi

bor., seaport town, and pa. of Ireland, Leinsfc

CO. Louth, at the mouth of the small river Castlil

town, and at termination of railway, 45 m. N.W.
Dublin. Ac. of pa. 6201. P. 17,731. Ac. of town
and bor. 450. P. 10,360. Altitude 31 feet. Prin-
cipal buildings, a pa. church, 3 Roman Catholic

chapels, 2 convents, national schools, barracks,

CO. court-house, co. gaol, market & custom-houses,
infirmaiy, guild-hall, linen-hall, & a union work-
house. It has flour mills, breweries, tanneries,

& a distillery. Harbour safe ; fisheries important,

and it exports rural produce, with timber, slates,

and coal. Vessels belonging to the port 25, tons

2094. Customs rev. (1862) 46,428/. Exports
669/. It is the seat of co. assizes, and quarter
and petty-sessions, and sends 1 member to House
of Commons. Reg. elects. 268.

—

Dundalk Bay is

between Cooley and Dunany Points, 8 m. in

length and breadth. It contains oyster beds, and
receives the rivers Dee, Fane, and Castletown.
DuNDAS, a town of Upper Canada, cap. dist.

Gore, at the head of Burlingtcai Bay, Lake Ontario,

41 m. S.W. Toronto. P. 29,b2.—(Island), Briti sh N.
America, is in the Pacific, 40 m. N.E. Queen
Charlotte Island.

—

{Islands), off the E. coast of

Africa, between the equator and lat. 1° 30' S.,

comprise nearly 500 coral islets, from 2J to 4 m.

in length, but with only one secure harbour near

the mouth of the Durnford river.

—

{River), an

affl. of English ilver, Delagoa Bay, E. Africa.—
{Strait), N. Australia, separates Melville island

from Coburg peninsula, and is 18 m. across.

Dundee, a pari., munic, royal burgh, seaport

town, and pa. of Scotland, co. and 14 m. S.S.W.
Forfar, on N. bank of the Tay, 10 m. W. Buddon-
ness light, at the entrance of its firth. Lat. of

lighthouse, 56° 8' N., Ion. 2° 58' W. Ac. of pa.

4582. Pop. of pari. bor. (1851) 78,931 ; do. (1861:

90,417 ; of pa. 68,986. Altitude 34 feet. Mean tetiip.

of year 51°-9, winter 41°-4, summer 63°-4 Fabr
Exp. (1862) 65,549/. It stands mostly on the de-

clivity between the river and Dundee-law, which

is 525 feet high. It is irregularly built. Principal

edifices, town-hall, trades' hall, Watt institution,

St Mary's and other churches, Royal Exchange,

new court-houses, new infirmary for 300 patients,

high school, barracks, gaol, bridewell, lunatic

asylum, dispensary, and other charitable institu-

tions. It has a local bank and five agencies o

Edinburgh establishments, 2 daily, 1 bi-weekly

and 2 weekly newspapers, and is supplied witl

excellent water. The town was surrounded b;

fortified walls, begun by the English and com-

pleted by the French in 1547. The 'Ea&iport o.

gate, and an old tower of the 12th centviry, 15'

feet high, are still standing. The park,presented!

the town by Sir David Baxter in 1862, at the E. c

the town, comprises 37 acres. Dundee is the chi(

seat of the linen and jute trades in Great Britair

Previous to 1830 its manufs. were all made frov
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flax, imported mostly from Eussia, but at that

time a new fibre, named jute, grown in India, was
introduced, and has led to great changes and a

vast increase in the manufs. From it packsheet,

bagging, sackings, carpets, and other coarse goods

are now made, and exported to all parts of the

world. The British navy is almost entirely sup-

plied with flax canvas made here. Raw material

imported in 1863 : flax & tow, 28,011, jute 46,983,

hemp 978; total 75,971 tons. In 1860 about

20,000 persons were employed in weaving, and
the estimated annual value of manuf. goods is

3,300,000^. Tanning, iron working, machinery,

and shipbuilding, including the construction of

iron steamers, are also important. Dundee has
a tide-harbour, and several large wat docks, a
waving dock, and a slip for ships of 800 tons reg.

Total shipping of port (1862) 208 vessels ; aggre-
gate burden 39,447 tons. Entered 2168, cleared

855. It communicates hourly by a steam ferry

with Newport on opposite shore of the Tay,
and by railway with Edinburgh, Arbroath, Mon-
trose, Perth, Coupar-Angus, Forfar, Newtyle,
etc. ; also by steam with Newburgh, Perth, New-
castle-on-Tyne, Hull, and London. Previous to

1834 the town formed only one pa. It was then
divided into 12 quoad sacra pas. The munic. bor.

is divided into 3 dists, town council consisting of

a provost, 4 bailies, and 10 councillors, including
dean of guild. Customs rev. 60,420/. Corp. rev.

3370/. Dundee sends one member to H. of C.

Eeg electors 2728. Birthplace of Hector Boetius,

Fergusson the poet, and Admiral Lord Duncan.
DuNDEERow, a T)a. & town of Ireland, Munster,

CO. Cork, 3 m. N.W. Kinsale. Ac. 6433. P. 1336.

DUNDONALD, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ayr, dist.

Kyle, 4 m. S.S.W. Irvine. Ac. 13,404. P. 7606.

DuNDRENNAN, the old name of a pa. of Scot-
land, 00. Kirkcudbright. [Rerrick.]
DUNDRXTM Bay, Ireland, Ulster, co. Down, is a

bay of the Irish Sea, 7 m. S.W. Downpatrick.
Breadth at entrance about 10 miles. Near its N.
side are the rocks cow and calf, connected by a
reef with the mainland. The Great Britain
steam-ship was stranded here in 1846, but got off

in 1847 very little damaged.
DuNDRY, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4J m.

N.W. Pensford. Ac. 2799. P. 556.

DuNEANE, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 8^
m. W.N.W. Antrim. Ac. 11,257. P. 5658.

DuNEANY, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. and
4 m. W. KUdare. Ac. 3084. P. 381:

DcNEDiN, cap. town, prov. Otago, New Zea-
land, 200 m. by sea S. Port Lyttleton, at the
head of a fine harbour. Founded in 1848 by
colonists connected with the Free Church of

Scotland. P. about 4000. Export of gold (1862)
397,603 oz. ; and in 1863, 701,713 oz., the in-
crease in the year being equal in value to 788,926/.
Dunes, a comm. and town, France, dep. Tam-

et-Garonne, 29 m. W. Montauban. P. 1202.
DCNFANAQHY, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Donegal, on the S. side of Dunfanaghy harbour,
!l2im. N.W. Kilmacrenan. P. 657.

Dunfermline, a pari, and munic. bor., royal
<-ity, manufacturing town, and pa. of Scotland,
CO. Fife, 13 m. N.W. Edinburgh, on the Stirling

I

and Dunfermline Railway. Altitude 296 feet.

Ac. 21,263. P. of pa. 21,187; do. of town 8402;
do. of pari. bor. 13,506. Principal edifice, its

I collegiate church. The abbey, originally founded
Iby Malcolm and his queen between 1070 and
1 1086, was a monastery of Culdees. Edward i. of
England was resident here for some months in
,1304, and on leaving it set it on fire. It was re-
built by King Robert Bruce, and here his body

was interred. In 1589, the abbey, with its lands,

was erected into a temporal lordship, and con-
ferred upon Anne of Denmark, queen of James vr.

The nave and tower, and some parts of the re-

fectory still remain, and are partly of Saxon and
partly Norman architecture. In the town are
several other places of worship, a guild-haU,
town-hall, and gaol, public schools, a mechanics'
institute, and subscription libraries. Manufs.
linen, diapers, and damasks. It has breweries,
rope, tan, and soap works, tobacco factories, flour

mills, power and hand-loom factories, iron foun-
dries, etc. Coal has been worked for 600 years,

and lime and iron are raised in the parish. The
town, erected into a royal burgh in 1588, imites
with Stirling, Inverkeithing,Culross, and Queens-
ferry, in sending 1 member to H. of C. Corp.
rev. 1500/. Adjoining the abbey was a palace,

enlarged by James iv. in 1500, in which Charles i.

was bom in 1600, and where Charles ii., in 1650,
subscribed the league and covenant.
DuNFiERTH, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kil-

dare, 6 m. W. Kilcock. Ac. 5548. P. 668.

DuNGANNON, a pari., munic. bor., and mar-
ket town of Ireland, Ulster, co. Tyrone, near a
branch of the Blackwater, 11 m. N.N.W. Armagh.
P. of town 3984. It has a church, union work-
house, fever hospital, bridewell, branch banks,
court and market houses, with manufs. of linen &
earthenware. The bor. sends 1 mem. to H. of C.

DuNGANSTOWN, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

and 5 m. S.S.W. Wicklow. Ac. 14,287. P. 2280.

DuNGARVAN, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport
town, andpa. of Ireland, Munster, co. and 25 m.
W.S.W. Waterford, on the Colligan, near its

mouth in the Bay of Dungarvan, and across

which a bridge connects it with its suburb Ab-
bingside. Ac of bor. 8498. P. 8720. P. of town
5886. Principal edifices, the pa. church, 4 Roman
Catholic chapels, convents, a castle, now used as

barracks, bridewell, session-house, union work-
house, and market-house, Co. quarter and petty-

sessions. It sends one member to H. of Commons.
—II. a pa. of Leinster, co. Kilkenny, 3 m. W.S.W.
Gowran. Ac. 5881. P. 993.

DuNGEN, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. West
Brabant, 3 m. S.E. Bois-le-Duc. P. 1100.

Dungeness, a headland of England, forming
the S. extremity of the co. Kent, and projecting

into the English Channel, about 3^ m. S.E. Lydd.
It has a fort and lighthouse in lat. 50° 54' 59' N.

;

Ion. 58° E. Elevation of lighthouse 92 feet.

DuNGiVEX, a market town and pa. of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. and 16^ m. E.S.E. Londonderry, on
the road from Armagh. Ac. of pa. 29,298. P.

4248; do. of town 845.

DuNGLJiss, a promontory of Scotland, co. and

2J m. E.S.E. Dumbarton, pa. Old KUpatrick, pro-

jecting into the Clyde. The wall of Antoninus
terminated at this point.

DuNGOG, a post town, N. S. Wales, co. Durham,
on Williams Riv., 31 m. from Maitland. P. 458.

Dungourney, a pa. town, Irel., Munster, co.

Cork, 4 m. N. Castlemartyr. Ac. 8230; P. 1225.

Dunham, several pas., etc., of England.—I. co.

Notts, on the Trent, b\ m. E.N.E. Tuxford. Ac.
2030. P. 631.—II. (Great), co. Norfolk, 64 m.
N.E. Swaffham. Ac. 1968. P. 493.—III. {LutleX
same co., 6f m. N.E. Swaffham. Ac. 1835. P.

327.—IV. (Massey\ a township, co. Chester, pa
Bowden, 5} m. N.N.W. Nether-Knutsford. Ao
3470. P. 1535.

DuNHiLL, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Water-
ford, 6 m. S.E. Kilmacthomas. Ac. 6287. P. 1369.

Dunholme, a pa. of England, co. and 6J m.
N.N.E. Lincoln. Ac. 2190. P. 453.
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DuNiRY, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. Gal-

way, 8 m. N.W. Portumna. Ac. 5828. P. 969.

DuNiKEES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute Loire, arr. and 10 m. N.E. Yssengeaux, on
1. b. of the Dunieres. P. 2264.

DiiNiPACE, a pa. and vill. of Scotland, co. Stir-

ling, conjoined with Larbert and Falkirk. Ac.
6628. P. 1731 ; do. of vill. 1007.

DuNKELD, a burgh of barony, and vUl. of Scot-

land, CO. Perth, Old Dunkeld (pa. Dunkeld and
Dowally), 15^ m. by railway N.N.W. Perth, on
the gi-eat E. pass to the Highlands, and on the N.
bank of the Tay, across which it communicates
with its suburb. Little Dunkeld, by a fine bridge.

Altitude 194 feet. Area of Old Dunkeld pa. 14

sq. m. P. 971, do. of village 929. The village

has remains of a cathedral, the choir of which is

now used as the pa. church. In ancient times,

Dunkeld is said to have been the seat of the
Pictish kings. The pa. of Little Dunkeld has an
area of about 31,000 ac. P. 2104.

DuNKERQUE(Eng. Dunkirk'), a fortified seaport

town, and the most N. of France, dep. Nord, cap.

arr., on the Strait of Dover, 40 m. N.W. Lille,

and 45 m. E. Dover, at the junction of 3 canals,

and on the Railway du Nord. P. 32,113. It is

defended by a citadel ; has a town-hall, theatre,

concert-hall, churches, hospitals, military and
civil prisons, barracks, a college, and public li-

brary ; soap and starch manufs., iron works, rope
works, and tanneries. Harbour, chiefly artificial,

is shallow, but the roadstead is good, and since

Dunkerque was made a free port in 1826, it has
had a brisk and increasing trade in wines. It

has also many vessels engaged in the herring and
cod fisheries. In 1862, 890 British vessels entered
the port. Principal imports are iron, lead, ma-
chinery, coals, colonial produce, seeds, oil, tim-

ber, flax and hemp. Exports consist of flour,

grain, oil and seeds. Customs rev. (1861) 248,762Z.

In 1388, it was burned by the English ; in 1664,

Charles ii. of England sold it for 200,000Z. to

Louis XIV., who had it strongly fortified at a
vast expense.
DuNKERRiN, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, King's

CO., 8 m. S. Shinrone. Ac. 7769. P. 1410.

DuNKERTON, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
5 m. S.S.W. Bath. Ac. 1233. P. 1060.

DuNKESWELL, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5

m. W.N.W Honiton. Ac. 5160. P. 492.

Dunkirk, an extra-parochial dist. of Engl., co.

Kent, 2im. W.N.W. Canterbury. Ac. 4620. P. 721.

Dunkirk, a town of France. [Dunkerque.]
Dunkirk, a town of the U. S., North America,

New York, on Lake Erie, 40 m. S.W. Buffalo,

and 470 m. W. New York, at terminus of New
York and Erie Railway.
DuNKiTT, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kil-

kenny, 4J m. N.W. Waterford. Ac. 6773. P. 2042.

Dunklin, a co. of U. S., North America, Mis-
souri, cap. Kennet. P. 4856 free, 171 slaves.

DuNLAVAN, a town and pa. of Ireland, Lein-
ster, CO. Wicklow, 5 m. N.W. Donard. Ac. of

pa. 5851. P. 1401.
DuNLECKNEY, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co Car-

low. Ac. (with Bagnalstown) 7956. P. 3699.
DuNLEEE, a disfranchised bor. and pa. of Ire-

land, Leinster, co. Louth, 11 m. S. Dundalk. Ac.
of pa. 2378. P. 922 ; do. of town 992.

DuNLEiTH, a town of North America, Illinois,

on the Mississippi, opposite Dubuque, at terminus
of Illinois Central Railway.

Dun-le-Pallete:au, a comm. and town of
France, dep. Creuse, arr. Gue'ret, cap. cant. P. 1487.
DuNLOP, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Ayr and Ren-

frew, 7^ m. N.E. Irvine. Ac. 6080. P. 1038,

""igA

includes village. P. 330. It is celebrated fori
cheese.

DuNLUCE, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrin
including part of the town of Bushmills.
9370. P. 2506. Its ruined castle, on a rock,

one of the finest in Ireland.

DuNJiAHON, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Coi:

4 m. E. Castletownroche. Ac. 2302. P. 517.

DuNMANUS Bay, an inlet of the S.W. coast of
Ireland, co. Cork, is 4 m. wide at its entrance^

and stretches inland for 12 m. It is separated
from Bantry Bay by a long and narrow peninsula.
DUNMANWAY', a market town of Ireland, Mun-

ster, near the junction of three streams, whidi
form the river Bandon, 29 m. W.S.W. Cork. P.
2068. It has a parish church, a bridewell,

workhouse, and market-house.
DuNMORE, a pa. and town, Ireland, Connangl

CO. Galway, 7| m. N.N.E. Tuam. Ac. of pa!

34,938. P. 8340; do. of town 651.—II. a pa.,

Leinster, co. and 3| m. W.N.W. Kilkenny. Ac.
2379. P. 357.—III. (Eas(% a seaport town,
Munster, co. and 8i m. S.E. Waterford, on
Waterford harbour. P. 312. Mail steam-packets
ply regularly between it and Milford.

DuNMOw (Great), a market town and pa. of

England, co. Essex, onthe Chelmer, 12 m. N.N.W.
Chelmsford. Ac. of pa. 6746. P. 2976.—II.

{Littley, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2 m. E.S.E.

the above. Ac. 1715. P. 379.

DuNMOYLAN, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Limerick, 9 m. S.W. Askeaton. Ac. 6189. P. 1217.
|

DuNMURRAGHiLL, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster.

CO. Kildare, 4 m. N.W. Clane. Ac. 501. P. lOSil

DuNMURRY', a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. tail
2 m. N. Kildare. Ac. 1100. P. 152.

Dunn, a co. of the U. S., North America, Wi^l
consin. P. 2704.

DuNNAiLAGGAN, a pa. and vill. of Ireland.!

Leinster, co. Kilkenny, 3 m. N.W. Knocktophfflr.[

Ac. 3551. P. 686.

DuNNET, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. Caitb-I

ness, on Pentland Firth, with a vill. "i m. E.NXl
Thurso. P. of pa. 1861.

—

Dunnet-heacC'vi this pa,J
is a rocky peninsula forming the N. extremit]r(

Great Britain, and having on it a lighthouse ('

feet above the sea, in lat. 58° 40' N. ; Ion. 3° 211

W. On the S.W. side is the inlet Dunnet Bay. I

DmraicHEN, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 4t mj
E.S.E. Forfar. Ac. 4922. P. 1932.

Dunning, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, withi

neat vill., ^ m. S.S.W. Perth. Ac. 14.927. PJ
of pa. 2084, includes vill. of Dunning, pop. 1106.1

DuNNiNGEN, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, dieJ
Schwarzwald, 7 m. W.N.W. EottweiL P. 1425J

DuNNiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. ainsty awl
4 m. E. York. Ac. 3199. P. 906.

DUNNOSE, a lofty headland, England, Isle ol

Wight near the centre of its S.E. coast. Lat T*'

37' 7' N. ; Ion. 1° 11' 36' W. Height 772 feabj

DuNNOTTAR, a pa. of Scotland, co. Kincard'

on the North Sea, and comprising the town el

Stonehaven. P. 1828. The ruin of DunnottaJ
castle stands on a perpendicular rock, 160 feel

above the sea, and almost separated from thi

mainland by a deep chasm. During the commonj
wealth, the Scottish regalia was kept there ; anJ

previous to the surrender of the garrison tl

Cromwell, it was privately carried away, ani

secreted in the church of Kineff. The castle w«i
dismantled after the rebellion of 1715.

Dunn's Plains, an agricultural settlement cl

New South Wales, on Pepper Creek, co. Batb|

urst, near Hockley.
Dunoon and Kilmun, a pa. of Scotland,

Argyle, on the W. side of the Firth of Clyde, 7f
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m. W. Greenock. Area 72 sq. m. P. 5461. The
town of Dunoon is finely placed on the shore. P.

2968. It has a pier, churches, hotels, and all the

requisites of a fashionable watering-place. Kim,
an adjoining hamlet on the W., has also a pier.

DuNQUiN, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Kerry,

7 in. S.W. Dingle. Ac. 4396. P. 617.

DuNitossNESS, a pa. of Scotland, forming a pen-

insula at the S. extremity of Shetland mainland,

and terminating in Sumburgh Head. P. 4830.

DuNSANY, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Meath,

4 m. N.W. Dunsaughlin. Ac. 964. P. 157.

DuNSBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4^ m.
N.N.E. Bourn. Ac. 2695. P. 195.

DuNSCORE, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 9 m.
N.W. Dumfries. Ac. 14,923. P. 1554.

DuNSE, a burgh of barony, market town, and
pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick, on an eminence at

(he S. point of Dunse Law, and on branch of

N. B. Railway, 13 m. W. Berwick-upon-Tweed.
Ac. 11,474. P. 3595 ; do. of town 2556. Alt. 488
feet. It has a town-hall, public library, a read-

ing-room, and 2 branch banks. Birthplace of Sir

Joseph Paxton, architect of the Crystal Palace.
DuNSFOiJ), a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 6 m.

S.S.E. Godalming. Ac. 4393. P. 716.

DuNSFOED, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 7i m.
W.S.W. Exeter. Ac. 6948. P. 921.

DuNSFORT, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Down,
G m. S.E. Downpatrick. Ac. 4238. P. 1093.

DuNSHAUGHLiN, a pa. and market town, Ire-

land Leinster, co. Meath, 11 m. S.S.E. Navan.
Ac. of pa. 5263. P. 1202 ; do. of town 592.

DuNSHALT, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, 1 m.
E. Auchtermuchty. P. 567.

DuNSiNK, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Dub-
lin, 4 m. W.N.W. Dublin Castle, and on a hill,

near which is Trinity College observatory. P. 60.

DuNSiNNANB, One of the Sidlaw Hills, Scotland,
CO. and 7 m. N.E. Perth, and 12 m. S.E. Birnam
hill, pa. Collace. 1114 feet above the sea.

DuNSTABi^E, a markettown and pa. of England,
CO. and 18 m. S.S.W. Bedford, at the E. base of
the Chiltem hills, 481 feet above the sea. Ac.
of pa. 390. P. 4470. It is the principal seat of
the British straw-plait manuf., in which many
females are engaged. At the priory here Arch-
bishop Cranmer pronounced sentence of divorce
against Queen Catherine.
DnusTAN (St), a pa. of England, co. Kent, 1 m.

W. Canterbury. Ac. 865. P. 1620.
DuNSTEE, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Somerset, 32 1 m. W.N.W. Somerton. Ac. of
pa. 8455. P. 1112.
DuNSTEW, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 2 m.

S.S.W. Deddington. Ac. 1370. P. 407.
Ddnston, two pas. of England.—I. co. and 7J

m. S.S.E. Lincoln. Ac. 4620. P. 575.—II. co.
Norfolk, on the Yare, 4 m. S. Norwich. Ac.
616. P. 83.

DuNSYRE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, 7 m.
N.N.E. Biggar. Ac. 10,759. P. 312.
DuNTERTON, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4-^

m. S.S.E. Launceston. Ac. 1161. P. 181.

I

DcNTOCHER, a manufacturing town of Scot-
jland, CO. Dumbarton, 8 m. W.N.W. Glasgow. P.
i2360. It has cotton spinning and weaving fac-
:ories, and manufs. of agricultural implements.
DuNTON, several pas. of England.— I. co. Bed-

jiord, 3 m. E.S.E. Biggleswade. Ac. 2840. P.
[318.—II. CO. Bucks, 4 m. S.E. Winslow. Ac.
•1550. P. 106.—III. CO. Essex, 3^ m. N.N.W.
florndon-on-the-Hill. Ac. 2338. P. 174.—IV.
o. Norfolk, 2| m. W.N.W. Fakenham. Ac.
1;21. P. 126.—V. {Basseti), co. Leicester, 4| m.
^. Lutterworth. Ac. 1860. P. 524.

DuNTSBORXE, two contiguous pas. of England,
CO. Glo'ster.—I. (Abbots). Ac. 3290. P. 354.—II.
(Rouse), 3Jm. N.W. Cirencester. Ac. 1730. P. 127.
DuNURLiN, a pa. of Ireland, Munstei-, co.

Kerry, 6 m. N.W. Dingle. Ac. 4699. P. 887.

DuKVEGAN, a bay and headland of Scotland,
on the W. coast of the Isle of Skye.
DuNWiCH, a decayed bor., seaport, and pa. of

England, co. Suffolk, on the North Sea, 26 m.
N.E. Ipswich. Ac. of bor. and pa. 1465, mostly
heath or sea beach. P. 227. The bor. formerly
sent two members to House of Commons.
Du Page, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N.E. of Illinois. Area 342 sq. m. P. (I860)
14,701. The Illinois and Michigan rivers pass
along the S.E. border, and the Chicago and Ga-
lena Eailway intersects the county.
DuPEREE, a vill. of Algeria, dep. Algiers, arr.

MUianah. P. 663. On the raUway between
Blidah and Orleansville.

Duplin, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S.E. part of North Carolina. Area 676 sq. m.
P. 8660 free, 7124 slaves.

DuppAU, a market town of Bohemia, circ. and
18 m. E.N.E. Elnbogen. P. 1458.

DuppELi. or Dybbol, a fortified town of the
Duchy of Schleswig on the peninsula between
Flensborg Fiord and the Aale Sound, N.E. Flens-
borg. It was bombarded and taken by the Prus-
sians 18th April 1864.
Durabund or Derabund, a town and fort of

Asia, Derajat, on the rt. b. of the Indus, in lat.

31° 35' N., Ion. 70° 13' E. P. 1000.
Durance, a river of S.E. France, rises near

Mt. Genevre, dep. Hautes Alps, and after a tor-

tuous S.W. course, dividing that dep. from Basses
Alpes, and Vaucluse from the Bouches-du-Ehone,
joins the Rhone, 3 m. S.W. Avignon. Course
160 m. Chief affluents, the Buech and Verdon.
DuEANGO, a state of Mexico, between lat. 23°

45' and 27° N., Ion. 102° 30' and 107° W., sur-

rounded by Coahuila, Zacatecas, Xalisco, Sonora,
and Chihuahua. Area 49,996 sq. m. P. 156,000.

Surface mostly mountainous, and much of it is a
rocky and iiTCclaimable desert; but along the
banks of its small rivers are fertile tracts yielding
maize, rice, and other grains, flax, cotton, and in-

digo. Other products are cattle, cochineal, iron,

and precious metals. Chief towns Durango,
Nombre-de-Dios, Mapimi, & San Juan del Rio.

—

Durango, the cap. above dep., is 6848 feet above
the sea, in the Sierra Madre, near the Culiacan
river, 150 m. N.N.W. Zacatecas. P. 14,000. Chief
edifices, a cathedral and other churches, con-
vents, theatre, and mint. Iron mines are wrought
in its vicinity. Manufs. woollen articles, woollen
stuffs, and leather.

Durango, a town of Spain, prov. Biscay, 13 m.
S.E. Bilbao, on rt. b. of the Durango. P. 2246.

It has an hospital, and several public schools.

Duras, a comm. and town of France, dep. Lot-
et-Garonne, 12 m. N. Marmande. P. 1617.

DuRAVEL, acomm. &town ofFrance, dep. Lot, 18
m. W.N.W. Cahors, on rt. b. of the Lot. P. 1776.

DuRAZzo, Dyri-adhium, a fortified marit. town
of European Turkey, Albania, sanj. and 30 m.
W.N.W. El-Bassan, on the rocky peninsula of
Peli, in the Adriatic. P. from 9000 to 10,000.

It has an active import and export trade.

Durban, town and county, S. Africa, Natal.
Area of co. 3774 sq. m. P. (1863) 1291 white,
3729 coloured, total 5020. P. of borough of Dur-
ban (1863) 4313, of whom 2507 are whites.
DuRBEN, a market town of Russia, gov. Cour-

land, on the S.E. shore of the Lake Durben, 15
m. E.N.E. Libau. P. 1500.
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DuKBUT, a town of Belgium, Luxembourg, on
the Ourthe, 11 m. N.N.E. Marche.
DuREN, Marcodurum, a town of Rhenish Prus-

sia, gov. and 18 m. E.N.E. Aix-la-Chapelle, cap.

oirc, on the Ro6r, and on the Cologne and Aix-la-
Chapelle RaiL P. (1864) 10,268. It has a Roman
Catholic, Lutheran, & Calvinist churches, manufs.
of woollen cloths, cassimeres, cotton goods, naUs,
cutlery, watches, soap, leather, and coloured silks.

In its vicinity are oil, paper, and wire mills.

Charlemagne here defeated the Saxons, and held
diets in 775 and 779. Afterwards an imperial city,

taken by the French in 1594, & given to Pnissia
in 1815. The circ. of Duren has a pop. of 53,047.
DOrernstein, a town of Lower Austria, on 1. b.

of the Danube, 3J m. W.S.W. Krems. P. 511.

On a high rock near the town are the ruins of

the fortress in which Richard Coeur-de-Lion was
imprisoned on his return from Palestine in 1192.

In 1805, the French here defeated the united
Russian and Austrian armies.
Durham, a marit. co. of N.E. England, having

E. the North Sea, N. the co. Northumberland, W.
Cumberland and Westmoreland, and S. York-
shire. Area (including the detached portion Nor-
ham on the Tweed, Scotland ; Holy island, and
some islets, & dists. included in Northumberland
and Yorkshire), 1097 sq. m., or 622,476 ac., of

which about 500,000 ac. are arable, and 200,000
in pastures and waste lands. P. 508,666. Surface
mountainous in the W., where Collier Law is 1685
feet above the sea, and whence several parallel

hill ranges decline toward the coast, enclosing
many fertile tracts. The river Tees forms the S.

boundary, the Derwent and Tyne the N.; these,

with the Wear, are navigable from 10 to 20 m.
The other river is the Skerne. Heaths occupy
much of the W. portion, where, however, agri-
culture is most advanced. The valley of the
Tees and eastern shores of the co. are composed
of magnesian limestone, and new red sandstone,
covering to a considerable depth the coal fields

below. The W. part of the co. consists of moun-
tain limestone, rich in lead ore

;
greenstone and

basalt dykes intersect the district. Mineral pro-
ducts, coal, limestone, ironstone, slate, g^ndstone,
and lead. Coal is the chief export, for which
alone 500 ships are employed at Sunderland, and
more than.160 m. of railway are connected with
the mines and port. Climate healthy, air sharp
and cool in the W., but milder near the shores.

The Teeswater breed of shorthomed cattle is

famous for fattening, and the horses of Durham
for draught & the saddle. Sheep, chiefly Cheviots
and Leicesters, are numerous. Manufs. very
various, but except shipbuilding at Sunderland
and South Shields, none are extensive. The co.

is connected with London, York, Newcastle, and
Scotland by railway, and is traversed by numer-
ous branch lines. Durham is a co.-palatine, and
was formerly under the sovereignty of its bishop,
most of whose jurisdiction has now merged in
that of the crown. It is divided into the 4 wards
of Chester, Easington, Darlington, and Stockton,
and 60 pas. and 15 parochial chapelries in the
diocese of Durham. Principal towns, Durham,
Sunderland, Darlington, Gateshead, S. Shields,
Stockton, and Hartlepool. It sends in all 10
mems. to H. of C, 4 of whom are returned by the
CO. Reg. electors (1864) N, divis. 5241, S. do. 6952.
Durham, an ancient city, pari, and munic. bor.,

and Episcopal see of England, cap. above co.,

nearly in its centre, on a branch of the G. N.
Railway, 14| m. S. Newcastle. Lat. (of observa-
tory) 64° 46' 6' N. ; Ion. P 35' 4' W. Altitude
158 ft. Ac. of bor. 10,260. P. (1861) 14,088. It

has a cathedral and castle, occupying the summit
of a steep rocky eminence surrounded by terraced
gardens and plantations, and nearly encircled by
the Wear, here crossed by several bridges, and
beyond which on either side are the quarters
Framwellgate and Elvet. The cathedral, founded
in 1093, including the western porch, is 507 feet

in length, by 200 feet in greatest breadth, and
has a central tower 214 feet in height ; a fine W.
front with a Galilee chapel and two richly orna-
mented towers, 143 feet in height. The see,

comprising the cos. Durham & Northumberland,
with some other tracts, was long the richest

bishopric in England. The bishop's annual in-

come is now 8000/. Cardinal Wolsey was prelate

here. Adjoining the cloisters are the deanery
library, chapter-house, prebendal college, aiKl

exchequer. The castle, a little N. of the cathe-
dral, founded by William the Conqueror in 1072,

was formerly the residence of the bishop, but is

now the seat of the university, incorporated

1837, and succeeding one existing from the time
of Cromwell to the Restoration. Durham has 7

pa. churches, 2 Roman Catholic and other chapels,

an infirmary, alms-houses and charitable insti-

tutions, public libraries, assembly rooms, and
mechanics' institute. In the old town, on the N..

are the market-place, corp. buildings, theatre, and
new markets ; in Elvet the co. gaol and court-

house. Manufs. carpets, paper, brass and iron

goods. The bor. is divided into 3 wards, and
governed by a mayor, 6 aldermen, and 18 coun-
cillors. Corp. rev. 300i Durham is the seat of

CO. assizes, quarter sessions, and sheriffs' courts.

It is a polling-place for the co.. and head of a poor-

law union. It sends 2 members to H. of C. Reg.

electors 1165. Rainfall at observatory 24 inches.

Durham, a co. of New South Wales, on 1. b. of

the Hunter, and rt. b. of the William river, whicli

nearly encloses it. Area 1,354,880 ac. P. (1861)

11,997. It is one of the most important counties

of N. S. Wales. Surface mostly mountainous and
wooded ; the Hunter river forms its boundary
on the N.W. and S. During 1861 it produced

113,422 bushels of wheat, 180,110 of maize, 1804

cwt. of tobacco, and 20,005 gallons of wine. Dun-
gog, Clarence, Paterson, and MusweUbrook arc

the chief towns.
Durham, a co. of W. Australia, surrounde

by the districts Grey, Carnarvon, Lansdowne.
Howick, and Victoria.

Durham, a co. of British North Ameriai
Canada West, dist. Newcastle, N. of Lake Ontario

Durham, several townships of the U. S^ Nortl

America.—I. Maine, on the Androscoggin river

28 m. S.W. Augusta. P. 1894.—II. New Hamfi-

shire, 8 m. W.N.W. Portsmouth. P. 1499.—Ill
Connecticut, 20 m. S. Hartford. P. 1065.—lA'
Green, co. New York. P. 2600.

DuRHAMTOWN, a vllL of Scotland, co. Linlith

gow, pa. Bathgate. P. 611.

DuRisDEER, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 17 r.

N.N.W. Dumfries. Ac. 19,852. P. 1320.

DOkkheim, a iovnx of Rhenish Bavaria, cat

CO., on the Isenach, 18 m. N. Landau. P. 700!

Manufs. of tobacco, cutlery, and paj)er.

DuRLACH, a town of Western Germany, Bade:

circ. Middle Rhine, on the Pfinz, with a statii

on Baden Railway, 3 m. E.S.E. Carlsruhe. -

4900. Manufs. of tobacco and earthenwares.

DuRLEiGH, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, J n

W.S.W. Bridgewater. Ac. 886. P. 168.

DuRLEY, a pa. of England, co. Southampton,

m. W. Bishop's Waltham. Ac. 2474. P. 411.

Durmersheim, a vill. of Baden, Mittel Khit'

6 m. N.N.E. Rastadt. P. 1700.
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DuKNESS, a pa. forming the N.W. extremity of

Scotland, co. Sutherland, and including Cape
^Vrath. Area estimated at 300 sq. m. P. 1109.

DuENFOKD (Great), a pa. of England, co.

1 Wilts, on the Avon, 2^ m. S.S.W. Amesbury.

} Ac. 3423. P. 563.

I

DOrnten (Mittel, Ober, and Unter), a pa.

j
&vill. of Switzerland, cant. & 16 m. S.E. Zurich.

I P. 1770. Silk and cotton weaving and spinning.

)
DObrenasch, a vill. of Switzerland, cant Aar-

I gau, pa. Lentwyl. P. 979. In the environs are
I several magnificent views.

(
DuRRENBERG, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov.

I

and 5 m. S.S.E. Merseburg. P. 350. It has saline

i springs, yielding annually 240,000 cwts. of salt.

j

DuRRENBERG, a vill. and mountain of Upper
1 Austria, circ. Salzburg, near the Salza, 2 m.
S.S.W. Hallein, the mountain containing mines,

1 from which upwards of 150,000 tons of salt are

raised annually. P. of vill. 688.

i
DCkeenroth, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland,

I cant and 22 m. N.E. Bern. P. 1365.

I DURRiNGTON, two pas. of England-—I. co. Sus-
1 sex, 2 m. N.W. Worthing. Ac. 891. P. 171.—
I II. CO. Wilts, on the Avon, 2J m, N. Amesburj'.
Ac. 2682. P. 440.

DuRRis, a pa. of Scotland, co. Kincardine, 10

: m. N.W. Stonehaven. Area 25 sq. m. P. 1109.

(
DuRRMENZ-MiJHLACKER, a market town of S.

I
Germany, Wiirtemberg, circ. Neckar, on the Enz,

1 17 m. W. Ludwigsburg. P. 1540.

I
DCRBOW, a market town and pa. of Ireland,

I

Leinster, Kilkenny & Queen's cos., 5| m. S.S.W.
Ubbeyleix. Ac. of pa. 6527. P. 1759; do. of

'town, 869.—II. a pa., chiefly in King's co., 4 m.
}N. Tullamore. Ac. 9772. P. 1423.

DOrr-See:, a lake of Switzerland, cant and 37
m. 8. Bern. Elevation 4000 feet above the sea.

DuRRUNG, a dist. of British India, Lower
Assam. Area 2000 sq. m. P. 80,000.

DURRUS, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,
3 m. S.S.W. Bantry. Ac. 11,138. P. 2137.
Dubsey, an island of Ireland, Munster, off its

S.W. extremity, between the Kenmare river and
Bantry Bay Length 2^ m. P. 200.

DuRSLEY, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. and 14 m. S.S.W. Glo'ster, and 4J m. E.S.E.
the Berkeley station of the Glo'ster and Bristol
RaDway. Ac. 1059. P. 2477. Manufs. woollens. It
lias a market-house and union workhouse, and is a
place of election for the W. division of the county.
Ddrston, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4^

aa. N.E. Taunton. Ac. 1022. P. 223.
DuBTAL, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Loire,
10 m. N.E. Angers. P. 3528. Manufs. paper,
Miarse earthenware, bricks, and tiles.

DuRWESTON, a pa. of Engl., co. Dorset, on the
otour, 2J m. N.W. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 1763.
'.364.

Dusky Bay, a large inlet on the S.W. coast of
south Island. New Zealand, lat 45° 40' S., Ion.
j.66° 20' E., affording good anchorage, and having
in it Resolution and other islands. It was dis-
iwered by Cook in 1769.
DusNOK, a vill. of Hungary, co. and 60 m. from

'.sth. P. 2369.
BussELDORF, a town of Rhenish Prussia, cap.
'V. and of duchy of Berg, on rt b. of the

iliine, here crossed by a bridge at the inflHX of
liu DUssel, on railway, 21 m. N.N.W. Cologne,
"|iii 16 m. \y. Elberfeld, of which it is the port
'• (1861), including suburbs of Neustadt and
aigselburg, 41,294, (1864) 44,297. It is the
sidence of the governor of the Rhenish pro-
duces. Principal edifices, the castle, churches,

town-hall, & ban-acks ; it has a Jews' synagogue,
a mint, several hospitals, au academy of sciences
originally seated at Duisburg, a school of paint-
ing and many educational establishments, an
observatory, museums, and remains of a collection

of pictures which were chiefly transferred to

Munich. Manuf. woollen stuffs, carpets, hosiery,

chemical products, starch, and vinegar.

DCssELDORF, a gov. of Rhenish Prussia,

bounded on the N. and W. by the Netherlands,
S. by Aix-la-Chapelle and Cologne, E. by Arns-
berg, and N.E. by Miinster. Principal products
are wheat, oats, barley, rye, potatoes, flax, and
tobacco. Coal, iron, and potters'-clay are the
minerals. The gov. is divided into 13 circles.

DussLiNGEN, a market town of Wiirtemberg,
circ. Black Forest, 5 m. S. Tubingen. P. 2300.

DusTEE, a river of Beloochistan, prov. Mehran,
enters the Arabian Sea in lat. 25" 3' N., Ion. 61°

50' E., after a course of 1000 m., but very shal-

low throughout.
DusTON, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m. W.

Northampton. Ac. 1760. P. 1162.

Dutchess, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

E.S.E. of New York. Area 765 sq. m. P. (1860)
64,941. Soil fertile. Products, Indian corn and
potatoes. It has flour mills, iron foundries, cotton
and woollen factories. Minerals are iron, lead,

marble, lime, and slates. The Harlem Railway &
the Hudson River Railway traverse the county.
DuTHiLL and Rothiemurchus, a united pa.

of Scotland, cos. Elgin and Inverness, on the
Spoy. P. 1928.

Dutteeah, a rajahship of Hindostan, territory

of Bundelcund, between lat. 25° 32' and 26° 18'

N., Ion. 78° 15' and 78° 64' E. Area 850 sq. m.
P. 120,000. Annual revenue 100,000/. Armed
force 5000 infantry, 1000 cavalry, and 80 artillery.

The rajahship comprises 180 villages.

—

Dutteeah,

a town, cap. of rajahship of same name, 125
m. S.E, Agra, Estimated pop. 40,000 or 60,000.

It is enclosed by a stone wall 30 feet high, with
embattled towers at its four corners. It has the
palace of the rajah and a fine reservoir.

DuTTON, two townships of England I. co.

Chester, pa. Great Badworth, 4J m. E. Frodsham.
Ac. 2076. P. 442. The Grand Junction Railway
viaduct, which here crosses the valley of the
Weaver, consists of 20 arches 70 feet high and
60 feet in span,—II. co. Lancaster, pa, Ribchester,

6^ m. N.N.W. Blackbui-n. Ac. 1809. P. 312.

DurrwEiLER, a vill. of Prussia, 4 m. S.S.E,

Treves, on the Fischbach. P. 1420. A seam of

coal in the neighbourhood has long been burning
below ground.
Duval, a co. of the U. S., North America, on

N.E. of Florida, Area 720 sq. m. P. 3087 free,

1987 slaves.

Dux or Duxow, a town of Bohemia, circ. and
18 m. W.N.W. Leitmeritz. P. 1341.

DuxBURY, two townships, U. S,, N. Amer.

—

I. Massachusetts, 30 m. S.S.E. Boston, P. 2679,

—II, Vermont, 13 m. W. Montpellier. P. 820.

DuxFORD, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, on
the Cam, 6J m. W. Linton, Ac, 3132. P. 841,

DwARKA or DwARiKA, a maritime town of

Hindostan, peninsula Kattywar, prov, Guzerat,
in lat 22° 15' N., Ion. 69° 1' E. Here is a cele-

brated temple to Krishna, " The Lord of Dava-
raka," and two other smaller temples. The
Gumti, a small rivulet, is supposed to be espe-
cially sacred.

DwiNA, DviNA or Northern Dwina, an im-
portant river of Russia, govs. Vologda and Arch-
angel, is formed by the confluence of the Suk-
houa and Vitchegda, flows N.W. and enters a
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gulf of the "WTiite Sea by several mouths, 20 m.
below Archangel. Total course 330 m. Chief

afl^. the Pinega from the N., Vaga and Emtza
from the S. ; all the principal towns of the gov.

Vologda are on the banks of its tributaries. It

is connected through the Sukhona with the Neva
bythe Lubinski Canal, andthrough the Vitchegda
with the Kama and Volga, by the Sevemoi Canal.

From shoals at its mouth, it does not admit ves-

sels drawing more than 14 feet water ; and it is

ice-bound there for half the year. Opposite
Archangel it is 4 m. in breadth ; and it is the
principal channel for the trade between Central
Itussia and the White Sea.

DwYGYFTLCHi, a pa. of N. Wales, co. Carnar-
von, on the Irish Sea, 1^ m. W. Conway. Ac.
5794. P. 1286.

Dtce, a pa. of Scot., co. and 8 m. N.W. Aber-
deen, on the Don. P. 685. Granite quarries.

Dyer, a co. of the U. S^ North America,
Tennessee. Area 840 sq. m. P. 7895 free, 2641
slaves. Chief town, Dyersburgh.
Dtffryx (Clydach), a hamlet of South Wales,

CO. Glamorgan, 2 m. N.W. Neath. P. 1022.

Dyherkfurth, a town of Prussia, prov. Si-

lesia, gov. and 18 m. N.N.W. Breslau, on the

Oder. P. 1500. Manufs. pottery.

Dyke and Moy, a united pa. of Scotland, cos.

Elgin and Nairn, on the Moray Firth, 3 m. W.
Forres. P. 1247.

Dykehead, a vUl. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

Shotts. P. 673.

Dyle, a river of Belgium, provs. S. Brabant
and Antwerp, after a N. and W. course of 50 ra.,

joins the Nethe to form the Eupel 4 m. N.W.
Mechlin ; besides which city, Louvain and Wavre
are on its banks. Chief affl. the Demer, from the

influx of which the Dyle is navigable to its ter-

mination, a distance of 22 m. It gave its name
to the dep. Dyle (pi which Brussels was cap.).

Tinder the French empire during the reign of

Napoleon i.

Dymchubch, a pa, of England, co. Kent, on
the English Channel, 4 m. N.N.E. New Eomney.
Area included in Eomney marsh, 1534 ac. P.

618. This pa., though defended by a strong sea-

wall, has been often inundated by the sea,

Dyjieirchion, a pa. of N. Wales, co. Flint, on
the Clwyd, 3 m. E.S.E. St Asaph. Ac 3873. P. 707.

Dymock, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 4 m.
N.N.W. Newent. Ac. 6875. P. 1870.

Dykow, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

cu'C. and 17 m. N. Sanok, on 1. b. of the San. P
2660. It is an entrepot for the sale of linens.

Dysakt or Desart, a royal pail, and munio.
bor., seaport town, and pa. of Scotland, co. Fife^

on the N. coast of the Firth of Forth, 12 m. N.NA
Edinburgh. Ac. 4317. P. 8842, do. of bo ^
1755, do. of pari. bor. 8066. Manufs. of ticki^

and checks, flax-spinning mUl, and trade
coal and building stone; about 100,000 tons flax

are raised annually in the pa. The bor. unites

with Kirkcaldy, Burntisland, and Kinghom in

sending 1 member to House of Commons.
Dysart or Dysert, numerous pas. of Ireland.

—I. Leinster, co. Kilkenny, 4J m. S.E. South
Castlecomer. Ac. 7938. P. 1384.—II. Munster,
CO. Clare, 2 m. S. Corrofin. Ac. 7250. P. 1337.

—III. Connaught, co. Roscommon, 6^ m. S.S.E.

Mount-Talbot. Ac. 6568. P. 1113.—IV. Mun-
ster, CO. Kerry, li m. S. Castle-Island. Ac. 6053.

P. 962.—V. CO. Waterford, 8 m. N.E. Clonmel. Ac.

5396. P. 887.—VI. co. Kerry, 6J m. S.W. Lis-

towel. Ac. 6073. P. 941.—VII. Leinster, co
Westmeath, 6 m. S.S.W. Mullingar. Ac. 6241

P. 719.—VIII. CO. Louth, 2 m. E. Dunleer. Ac
1911. P. 424.—IX. (Gcdlen\ Leinster, QueenV
CO., including the town of Ballinakilly. Ac. 10,781

.

P. 2544.

Dysartenos, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, Queen's
CO., 3 m. S.W. Stradbally. Ac. 6095. P. 1»>06.

Dysartmoox, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, Kil-

kenny, 3 m. S. Innistioge. Ac 6207. P. 1156.

Dyserth, a pa. of North Wales, co. Flint, i

m. S. St Asaph. Ac 3348. P. 1098.

DziALOszicE, a town of Poland, prov. and 36 n

.

S.S.W. Kielce, on rt. b. of the Warta. P. 3193.

DziALOSZYU, a town of Poland, prov. and 67 m.

S.S.E. Kalisz, on rt. b. of the Warta. P. llOd.

Manufs. marocco-leather, woollens, and hosiery.

DziTOVO, a market town of Eussian Poland
gov. and 97 m. S.S.E. Grodno. P. 1000.

DzicziLOV, a market town of Eussian Poland
gov. Podolia, 70 m. E. Kamenietz P. 1500.

DzouNGARiA (Chinese Thian-Skan-pe-loo),

region of Central Asia, comprised in Chines

Turkestan, between lat. 42° and 60° N., Ion. 7j

and 90° E., bordering on the Russian gov. Tonifl

and the khanat Khokan. It is mountainous, at'

has numerous lakes. It is subdivided into ti

military divisions of Hi and Kour-kara-Ousso-
its chief cities, and of Tarbagatai.
DzwixoGROD, a market town of Austrian P)

land, Galicia, 25 m. S.W. Kamienetz. P. 1380.

E
Eagle, a pa. of England, co. and 6J m. W.S.W.

Lincoln. Ac. 2450. P. 614.

Eagle, a township, U. S., North America, New
York, 226 m. W.S.W. Albany. P. 1381.

Eagle Island, Ireland, Connaught, co. Mayo,
is in the Atlantic, and 4 m. W.S.W. Ems-Head. It

has two lighthouses. P. 22. Lat, 54° 7' N. ; Ion.

10° 0' W.

—

Eagle Mountain, Ulster, co. Down, one
of the highest of the Moume mountains, is 2084
feet above the level of the sea.

Eaglescliffe or Ecclescliffe, a pa. of Engl.,
CO. Durham, ^ m. N.N.E. Yarm. Ac 482L P. 698.

Eagleshasi, a pa. of Scotland, co. Renfrew, 9
m. S.E. Paisley. Ac 16,003. P. 2328. Includes
vill. of Eaglesham. P. 1769.
Eagleshay, one of the Orkney Islands, 1 m.

E. Rousay. Length 2J m. ; breadth 1 m. P. 205.

Earring, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4 m.
B.S.E. Allerton. Ac 2497. P. 650.

Ealan-na-Coomb, an islet of Scotland, off tl

coast of Sutherland, pa. Tongue.
Ealing, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, wi.

a station on the Great Western Railway, 9 i:

W. St Paul's Cathedral, London. Ac 3814. 1

11,963.

Eamont Bridge, a township of England, c

Westmoreland, pa. Burton, IJ m. W.S.W. Pei

rith. Ac. 1169. Pt with Yanwath, 381.

Eanc^ a comm. and vill. of France, dep. H
et-VUaine, arr. Vitr^ cant, la Guerche. P. 11<'

Eabdislaxd, a pa. of England, co. Herefo;

4J m. W. Leominster. Ac. 4455. P. 894.

Eardisley, a pa. of England, co. Hereford,

m. S S.E. Kington. Ac 4633. P. 826.

Earith, a pa., Engl., co. Hants. rBLCNTisHA-'i

Earl, a to-vynship of the U. S., ^o^th Amen:
Pennsylvania, 13 m. N.W. Lancaster. P. B9i'-

Earlsferry, a decayed royal buigh of Sc.
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land, CO. Fife, pa. Kilconquhar, on the Fii-th of

Forth, 1 ra. W. Elie. P. 395.

Eaul-Shilton, a chapelry of England, co.

Leicester, 4 m.N.N.E.Hiuckley. Ac. 920. P. 2176.

Earlstoke, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 3J m.

W. East Lavington. Ac. 2400. P. 378.

Earlston, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick, 6J
m. S.S.E. Lauder. Ac. 10,009. P. 1825, includ-

ing vill. of Earlston (P. 980). It has an endowed
academy, library, and savings' bank, and is the

birthplace of Thomas the Ehymer.
Earlstown, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kil-

kenny, 1 m. E. Callan. Ac. 2938. P. 370.

Early, a co., U. S., North America, on S.W.
of Georgia, watered by Chattahochee river. Area

i 864 sq. m. P. 2092 free, 4057 slaves.

I

Earn (Loch), a lake of Scotland, co. and 24 m.
\ W. Perth. Circumference 19 m. Depth 100 fa-

;
thorns.—II. a river issuing from the above lake,

' Jlows E. through the valley of Strathern, and joins

, the Tay, near Abernethy, after a course of 30 m.
; It is navigable for vessels of 50 tons to the Bridge

j
of Earn, 3 m. E.S.E. Perth. Alt. of lake 327 ft
Earnley, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6 m.

! 8.S.W, Chichester. Ac. 1182. P. 116.
' Earnshill, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4
m. S.S.W. Langport. Ac. 375. P. 17.

Earsdon, a pa., England, co. Northumberland,
3im.N.W. North Shields. Ac. 11,646. P. 12,444.

Earsham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 1 ra.

W.S.W. Bungay. Ac. 3052. P. 697.

Eartham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 5f m.
N.E. Chichester. Ac. 1504. P. 121.

Easby, a pa. of England, co. York, N. Eiding,
2 m. E. Eichmond. Ac. 5090. P. 844.

Easdalb, an island of the Hebrides, coast of

CO. Argyle, pa, Kilbrandon. Area IJ sq. m. P.
449. It is noted for slate quarries.
Easebourne, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, IJ

m. N.E. Midhurst. Ac. 4043. P. 859.
Easington, several pas. of England.—I. co. and

BJ m. E. Durham. Ac. 13,730. P. 7336. It is

head of a poor law union.—II. co. Oxford, 3i m.
3.8.W. Tetsworth. Ac. 232. P. 26.—III. co.

Fork, East Eiding, on the North Sea, 6 m. E.S.E.
Patrington. Ac. 5228. P. 666.—IV. same co'.,

S^orth Eiding, 10 m. E.N.E. Guisborough. Ac.
)293. P. 752.

Easingwold, a market town and pa. of Engl.,
». York, North Eiding, 12* m. N.N.W. York.
ic. of pa. 11,953. P. 2724 ; do. of town 2147. It
las an endowed school, a union workhouse, and
hree branch banks.
Easky, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, Connaught,

». and 19J m. W. Sligo, on river of same name.
Vc. 13,286. P. 3975 ; do. of vill. 330.
East, is the prefix of numerous places of the

J. 8., North America, the principal of which are
-I. (Bethlehemy, a township, Pennsylvania, 168
a. W. Harrisburg.—II. (Bloamjield), New York,
'< m.W. Canandaigua.—III. (^Bradford), co. Ches-
er, Pennsylvania.—IV. {Bridgewater), Massa-
husetts, 22 m. S. Boston.—V. iCaln), Pennsyl-
ania, co. Chester.—VI. (^Chester), 15 m. N.E.
^ew York.—VII. (jCocalico), Pennsylvania, co.
iancaster. — VIII. {DeerX Pennsylvania, co.
aleghany.— IX. {Donegaij, Pennsylvania, co.
/ancaster.—X. (Feliciana), a co., Louisiana. Area
GO sq. m.—XL (Greenwich}, Ehode Island, cap.
0. Kent, 12 m. S. Providence.—XII. (HaddamX
lonnecticut, 30 m. S.S.E. Hartford.— XIII.
iiiamptony, New York, on the E. end of Long
^livnd, 98 m. E. New York. It has a lighthouse
10 feet in height.—XIV. (Hanover), Pennsyl-
iiua, 21 m. E. Harrisburg.—XV. (Haiiford\
xuuecticut, 2 m. E. Hartford.—XVI. (Haven),

Connecticut, 39 m. S.S.W. Hartford. It has a
harbour and lighthouse.—XVII. (Hempjield),
Peunsj^lvania, 32 m. E.S.E. Harrisburg.—XVIII.
(Huntingdon), Pennsylvania, co. Westmoreland.
—XIX. (Liverpool), a vill., Ohio, on the Ohio
river, 134 m. E.N.E. Columbus.—^XX. (Nantmeaty,
a township, Pennsylvania, 33 m. N.W. Philadel-
phia.—XXI. (Nottingham), Pennsylvania, 40 m.
S.W. Philadelphia.— XXIL (PennX Pennsyl-
vania, 84 m. N.E. Harrisburg.

—

XaIII. (Pens-
boro'X Pennsylvania, 10 m. N.E. Carlisle.

—

XXIV. (River), a strait connecting Long Island
Sound with New York harbour or bay.—XXV.
(Union), a township, Ohio, 78m. N.E. Columbus.
—XXVI. ( Whitelandy, Pennsylvania, Chester co.

—XXVII. (Windsor), Connecticut, 11 m. N.E.
Hartford.—XXVIII. (Windsor), New Jersey, 20
m. S.W. New Brunswick.
Eastbourne, a market town and pa. of Engl.,

CO. Sussex, 6^ m. S. Hailsham. Ac. of pa. 5512.
P. 5795. The town, which is being rapidly ex-
tended, has a theatre, library, & chalybeate spring.
Eastbridge, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 5 m.

N. New Eomney. Ac. 1135. P. 45.

East Burra, an island of Scotland, co. Shet-
land, pa. Bressaj'. P. 2C9.

East Cape, Wai-Apou, is the most E. point of
New Zealand, N. island. Lat. 37° 40' S., Ion. 178°
40' E.—II. the most E. cape of Madagascar.
Lat. 15° 2' S., Ion. 50° 4' E.

East-Church, a pa. of Engl., co. Kent, Isle of
Sheppey, 5 m. E.S.E. Queenboro'. Ac. 8621. P. 996.
Eastcotts, a chapelry of England, co. and 3^

m. S.E. Bedford, pa. Cardington. P. 847.

Easter (Good), two pas. of England, co. Essex.
—I. 6^ m. N.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 2081. P. 539.

—II. (High), same co., 8 m. N.W. Chelmsford.
Ac. 4725. P. 947.

Eastergate, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 5 m.
W.S.W. Arundel. Ac. 912. P. 162.

Easter Island, in the Pacific, is in lat. 27° 6'

S., Ion. 109° 17' W., about 200 m. W. the coast
of Chile. It is of volcanic origin, 1200 feet

above the sea. Pop. estimated at 1200.
Eastern Archipelago. [Aslatic Archip."]
Eastern Creek, a townsliip of New Soutli

Wales, CO. Cumberland.
East Grinstead, a pa. and market town of

England, co. Sussex, 26 m. S. London, Ac. of
pa. 15,071. P. 4266.
Eastham, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Chester, 4

J-

m. E.N.E. Great Neston. Ac. 10,538. P. 2641.—II.
CO. Worcester, 4 m. E. Tenbury. Ac. 3846. P. 645.

Easthampstead, a pa. of England, co. Berks,

3J m. E.S.E. Workingham. Ac. 6186. P. 789.

Easthope, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4 m.
S.S.W. Muoh-Wenlock. Ac. 814. P. 109.

Easthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4 m.
E.S.E. Great Coggeshall. Ac. 1300. P. 144.

Easthothly, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 7J
m. N.E. Lewis. Ac. 2000. P. 615.

Eastixgton, a pa., Engl., co. Glo'ster, 4J m. W.
Stroud. Ac. 2042. P. 1717. Woollen manufs.
Eastleach, two pas. of England, co. Glo'ster,

—I. (Martin), 3 m, N.N.W. Lechdale, Ac. 1960.

P. 216.—II. (Turville), same co., 4 m. N.N.AV.
Lechdale. Ac. 2670. P. 506.

Eastling, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4^ m.
S.W. Faversham. Ac. 1915. P. 399.
East-Main or Slade Eiver, Labrador, enters

James Bay on its E. side. Course estimated at
400 m., in which it traverses numerous lakes.

East-Meon, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 8 m.
E.N.E. Eishop's-Waltham. Ac. 11,380. P. 1486.

Eastmuir, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

Shettlestone. P. 510.
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Eastnor, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 1| m.
E.S.E. Ledbury. Ac. 3186. P. 478.

Easton, numerous pas. of England.—I. co.

Wilts, 7J m. N.N.W. Ludgers-hall. Ac. 2080. P.
463.— II. CO. Suffolk, 2J m. N.N.W. Wickham-
market Ac. 1462. P. 400.—III. co. Hunting-
don, 3J m. N.E. Kimbolton. Ac. 1310. P, 15o.

—IV. CO. Norfolk, 7 m. W.N.W. Norwich. Ac.
1576. P. 233.—V. CO. Northampton, 2 m. S.S.W.
Stamford. Ac 3170. P. 984.—VI. co Hants, 2^
m. N.N.E. Winchester. Ac. 2734. P. 455.—VII.
(^Greaty, co. Essex, 3 m. N.N.W. Great Dunmow.
Ac. 2532. P. 891.—VIII. (^Little), same co., IJ
m. N.W. Great Dunmow. Ac. 1548. P. 357.—
IX. (in Gordano), co. Somerset, 4| m. W.N.W.
Bristol. Ac. 1931. P. 2028.—X. (Grey), co. WUts,
3^ m. W. Malmesbury. Ac. 1046. P. 177.—XI.
(Magna), a chapelry, co. Leicester, pa, Bringhurst,

U m. N.W. Eockingham. P. 690.—XII. (^Maudity,

a pa., CO. Northampton, Sj m. S. Wellingboro'. Ac.
1764. P. 207.—^XIII. (Neston), in same co., 1 m.
E. Towcester, Ac. 1703. P. 160.

Easton, several townships, etc. of the TJ. S., N.
America.—I. Massachusetts, 22 m. S. Boston. It

has cotton manufs.—II. New York, 27 m. N.N.E.
Albany.—III. a town, Pennsylvania, cap. co.

Northampton, at the confluence of the Delaware &
Lehigh, 50 m. N. Philadelphia. It has a court-
house, several churches, a college, and various
manufs.—IV. a vill. of Maryland, cap. co. Talbot,
on an estuary joining Chesapeake Bay, 30 m.
E.S.E. Annapolis.
Eastport, a town at the extreme E. point of

the U. S., N. America, Maine, on Moose island,

in Passamaquoddy Bay, 144 m. N.E. Augusta. It

is a garrison town, and has a bridge connecting
with the mainland, and a harbour.
Eastrington, a pa, of England, co. York, East

Eiding, with a station on the Hull and Selby Rail-
way, 20 m. W. HuU. Ac. 7022. P. 1906.

Eastrop, a pa. of England, co. Hants, J m.
N.E. Basingstoke. Ac 438. P. 130.

Eastry, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2J m.
S.S.W. Sandwich. Ac 2715. P. 1505.
Eastwall, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4 m. N.

Ashford. Ac 894. P. 126.—II. co. Leicester, 6^
m. N.N.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac 1346. P. 160.

Eastwick, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 4 m.
W.S.W. Sawbridgeworth. Ac 810. P. 116.

Eastwood, two pas. of England.—I. co. Essex,

IJ m. S.W. Rochford. Ac. 6618. P. 573.—II. co.

and 8 m. N.W. Nottingham. Ac 940. P. 1860.

It has coal mines.
Eastwood, a pa. of Scotland, co. Renfrew, 3 m.

S.W. Glasgow. Ac 5690. P. 11,314.

Eatington, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 4

J

m. W.S.W. Kington. Ac 4080. P. 713.

Eaton, numerous pas. of England.—I. co. Lei-
cester, 7 m. N.N.E. Melton-Mowbray, about 300
feet above the level of the sea. Ac. 2470. P.
421.—II. a township, co. Chester, pa, and IJ m.
N.E, Tarporley. Ac. 1314. P. 465.—III. in same
CO., pa. Prestbury, IJ m. N.N.E. Congleton. P,
485—IV, a pa,, co. Notts, 2 m. S. East Retford.
Ac 1540. P. 184.—V. CO, Salop, 4 m. E,S.E.
Church-Stretton. Ac 6201. P, 544.—VI. (5i«Aop),
CO, and 4J m. W, Hereford, Ac. 2229. P, 465,—
VII, (Brai/), CO, Beds, 3^ m, W.S.W, Dunstable,
Ac 2650, P, 1440.—VIII, (Constantine), co.

Salop, 4i m. N,N,W, Much-Wenlock, Ac. 874.

P. 242.—IX. (Eaton-hiir). [Pulford.]—X. (Hast-
ingsy, a pa., co. Berks, on the Thames, 3 m. N.W,
Great Farringdon, Ac 1330. P. 185.—XI. (Z,t«/e),

a chapelry, co. and 3} m. N.N.E. Derby (pa, St
Alkmund). P. 775.—XII, (Long), same co., pa,

Tawley, 6J m. from Nottingham, by Midland

1Railway, P, 1551,—^XIII. (Socon), a pa., co. Bed-
ford, 1^ m. S.W, St Neots. Ac. 7530. P. 2766,
Eaton, a co,, U. S., North America, in centre

of Michigan, Area 576 sq. m. P. (1860) 16,476.—II. a to^vnship, New York. 94 m. W.N.W.
Albany.—III. NewHampshire, 50 m. E.N.E. Con-
cord.—IV, a viU., CO. Ohio, 46 m. N. CincinnatL
Eau-Claire, a co. of U, S., North America,

Wisconsin. P. 3162.

Eaux-Bonnes (Les), a hamlet of France, dei
Basses Pyrenees, 22 m. S. Pau, frequented for 11

sulphur springs, P, 508.

—

Les Eaux Chaudet, ig^.

the vicinity, is a similar place of resort £
Eaux-Vives, a comm. and vill, of Switzerland

cant, Geneva, on the S.E, shore of Lake Lema^
P, 4180. ,

Eauze, Elvsa, a comm. and town of France^
dep. Gers, cap, cant., on the Gelise, arr, and Is
m. S.W, Condom. P. 4255.
EbbersTon, a pa. of England, co. York, Nortk

Riding, 6 m. S.E, Pickering, Ac. 6350, P. 678.
Ebbesborne-Wake, a pa, of Engl., co. Wilti^

8 m. S.W, WUton, Ac 2762, P, 326.

Ebbs-Fleet, a hamlet, England, co. Kent, pa»

Minster, on Pegwell Bay, 3^m.W.S.W, RamsgatAi
Ebeleben, a town of Germany, pidncip, & Sm.

S,W. Schwartzburg-Sondershausen. P. 875.

Ebeltoff, a seaport town, Denmark, Jtitland,

stift and 18 m. E.N.E. Aarhuus, on a bay of the

Cattegat, P, 1100, It has a small harbour,
Ebenfurt, a town of Lower Austria, 24 m. S.

Vienna, on the Leitha. P. 1524. It has a castle,

and manufs. of woollens and paper.
Eberbach, a vill. of Baden, circ. Lower Rhine,

on rt. b. of the Neckar, 23 m, E, Mannheim. P,

3700. It has iron works.
Eberbach, a vill. of Nassau, near rt, b, of the

Rhine, 3 m. N. Hattenheim. P. 125. Its vine-

yard is 200 feet in elevation, and produces one of

the best wines of the district.

Ebermannstadt, a town of Bavaria, circ. Up-
per Franconia, 15 m. S.E. Bamberg. P, 65L
Ebern, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower Fran-

conia, on 1, b. of the Baunach, 45 m. N.E. Wttra-
j

bui^. P. 1120. It has linen and woollen manufs.

Ebernburg, a vill. of Bavaria, Palatinate, 20

m. S.W, Mentz, P, 450,

Ebersbach, a vill. of Saxony, circ. and 14 m.

S.W, Bautzen, on the Bohemian frontier, P.

6153. It is one of the principal seats of the linen

manufacture of Saxony.
Ebeksberg or Ebei^berg, a vill. of Upper

Austria, on rt, b. of the Traun, 4 m. S.S.K Linx.

P, 1018, The French defeated the Austrians

here, 3d May 1809,
Ebersberg, a vUl. of Upper Bavaria, 18 01^

E.S.E. Miinich. P, 1060,

Ebersberg, a vill. of Wurtemberg, 4 m. E,

Backnang, P, 420,

Ebersdobf, in Germany.—I. a market town,

princip. Eeuss, cap. lordship*, 39 m, S.S.E. Wei-

mar. P. 1312. Here Napoleon i. issued his first

proclamation to the Saxons in 1806.—II, (Kaiser-

EbersdorfX a vill. of Lower Austria, 6 m, S.E.

Vienna. P, 1348.

Ebersheim, a comm. and vill, of France, dep.

Bas Rhin, on the Strasbourg and Mulhausen
Railway, 4 m. N.N.E. Schelestadt. P. 1992,

Eberstadt, a market town of Hessen Darm-
stadt, prov. Starkenburg, 4 m, S, Darmstadt. P.

1850. It has woollen manufs. and breweries.

EBE.SFALVA, Transylvania. pEus-^BETHsrADr,"]

Ebher, a town of Persia, [Abher.]
Ebikon, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and '6 m.

from Lucerne, P, 932, This vill. lias suffered

from many tattles. The heroic Pierre de Gun-
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doldingen, who fell in the battle of Sempach, was
Lord of Ebikon.
Ebingen, a town of Wiirtemberg, ciro. and 10

m. E.S.E. Bahlingen, on the Schmiecha. P. 4420.

Manufs. woollen cloths, hosiery, and leather.

Eblern, a vill. of Austria, Styria, circ. Juden-
berg, on rt. b. of the Ens. P. 600. It has copper
mines and foundries.

Eboe, a town of Guinea. [Aboh.]
Eboli or EvoLi, Eburi, a town of S. Italy, prov.

& 16 m. E.S.E. Salerno, circ. Campagna. P. 8842.

Ebony, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3^ m. S.E.

Tenterden. Ac. 2209. P. 184.

Ebreuil, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

Allier, cap. cant., arr. and 6 m. W. Gannat, on 1.

b. of the Sioule. P. 2426.

Ebrington. a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 2 m.
E.N.E. Chipping-Camden. Ac. 2960. P. 570.

Ebro, Ibems, a river in the N.E. of Spain, rises

in the prov. Santander, 12 m. W. Eeyiiosa, flows

generally S.E. past Frias, Mirarda-de-Ebro,
Logroiio, Calahorra, Tudela, Zaragoza, Mequi-
neza, Mora, Tortosa, and Amposta, and enters

the Mediterranean in lat. 40° 42' N. ; Ion. 0° 60'

E. Length 340 m. Chief affls., on right the

Jalon ; on left the Aragon, Galego, and Segre. It

is navigable from Tudela, but its navigation is

difiScult on account of its rapidity and the rocks
in its bed, and several canals have been cut for its

improvement.
Ebstoef, a town of Hanover, landr. and 15 m.

S. LUneburg (princip. of Liineburg). P. 1317.

EcAussiNES, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hainaut,

I
on the Senne, and on the Namvir fiailway, 13 m.

I N.E. Mons. P. 2680.

I
EoCHiNSWELL, a chapelry of England, co.

Hants, pa, Kingsclere, 7^ m. N.N.E. Whitchurch.
Ac. 2319. P. 452.

EccLKFECHAN, a viU. of Scotland, co. and 14 m.
E. Dumfries, pa. Hoddam, with a station on the
Caledonian Eailway. P. 884.

EcCLKS, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster, 4 m.
W.N.W. Manchester, with a station on the rail-

way thence to Liverpool. Ac, including the
morass of Chat-Moss, 20,240. P. 62,679.-11. a
pa., CO. Norfolk, with a station on the Eastern
Counties Eailway, 11 m. E.N.E. Thetford. Ac.
1685. P. 194.

EcCLES, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick, on the
Tweed, 5 m. N.N.E. Kelso. Ac. 12,488. P. 1861.

EcCLESALL-BiERLOW, a township of England,
00. York, West Riding, pa. and 3| m. S.W.
Sheffield. Ac. 4400. P. 38,771. It is the head
of a poor-law union.
EcCLESFiELD, a pa. of England, co. York, West

Riding, 5 m. N. Sheffield. Ac. 9810. P. 12,479.
EccLESHALL, an ancient market town and pa.

of England, co. Stafford, on the Great Junction
Eailway, 6J m. W.N.W. Stafford. Ac. of pa.
21,460. P. 4882.
EcCLESHiLL, a township of England, co. Lan-

»8ter, pa. and 3^ m. S.S.E. Blackburn. Ac. 792.
P. 643.—II. CO. York, pa. and 3 m. N.N.E. Brad-
ord. Ac. 1070. P. 4482.
EccLESMACHAN, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 5 m.

E.S.E. Linlithgow. Ac. 2647. P. 309.
EccLESTON, a pa. of Engla^^d, co. and 2 m.

5.S.E. Chester. Ac. 2402. P. 349—II. a pa., co
lancaster, 4 m. W. Chorley. Ac. 2085. P. 965.
-III. a township, same co., pa. and 2J m. N.N.E
>escot P. 8256.—IV. {Great), same co., pa. St
klichael, 5 m. N. Kirkham, Ac. 1412. P. 641.
EcHALLENS, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant,

/wid, 8 m. N.N. W. Lausanne. P. 1030.
EcHALLON, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ud, arr. Nantua, cant. Oyonnax. P. 1247.

EciiAUFFOUR, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Ome, arr. and 19 m. E. Argentan. P. 1426.

EcHELLES (Les), a vill. of France, cap. cant.,

dep. Savoy, 12 m. S.W. Chambeiy, on rt. b. of

the Guiers. P. 813. It is named from the stairs

which fonnerly existed here, and which have
been replaced by a new road cut in the mountain,
over a space of 1000 feet, begun by Napoleon i.,

and finished by the King of Sardinia in 1817.

£chenoz-la-Meune, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Haute-Saone, arr. and cant. VesouL
P. 891. In a valley, with curious caves.

Echire, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Deux-
Sevres, arr. and cant. Niort. P. 1627.

Echmiadzin (pron. Etckmiadzin), a town and
the ecclesiastical cap. of Armenia, in the Russian
dom., prov. and 15 m. W. Erivan, and 25 m. N.
Mount Ararat. It has a fortified convent, com-
prising a church, bazaars, etc. ; and is the seat of

the primate of the Armenian church.

Echmin or Akhmin, PanopoUs or Chemnis, a
town of Upper Egypt, 17 ra. N.W. Girgeh, on rt.

b. of the Nile, with ruins of a temple of Osiris.

EcHOLLS, a CO. of U. S., N. America, Georgia.

P. 1177 free, 314 slaves.

EcHT, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 16 m. W.
Aberdeen. About 11,000 ac. P. 1287.

EcHT, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

Lirabourg, 12 m. N.N.E. Maestricht. P. 3188.

Echterdingen, a vill. of Wurtemberg, circ.

Neckar, 5 m. S. Stuttgart. P. 1040.

EcHTERNACH, a town of the Netherlands, on
the Sure, prov. and 19 m. N.E. Luxembourg. P.

3726. Mamifs. damasks and paper.

EcHZELL, a vill. of Hessen Darmstadt, Ober-
hessen, 5 m. S.S.E. Giessen. P. 1630.

EciJA, Astigis, a town of Spain, prov. and 52 m.
E.N.E. Sevilla, on 1. b. of the Genii. P. 23,722.

It has convents, hospitals, churches, and Roman
remains. Its vicinity is fertile in corn and oil.

Manufs. coarse woollen cloths, linens, & leather.

EcK (Loch), a lake of Scotland, co. Argyle,

between 'Lochs Long and Fyne. Length 7 m.,

breadth J mile.

Eckartsberga, a town of Prussian Saxony,
cap. circ, gov. and 25 m. S.W. Merseburg, P.

1870. Manufs. woollen cloths and leather.

EcKERNFORDE or EcKERNFiORD, a scaport town
of Prussia, amt Gottorp, on an inlet of the Bal-
tic, prov. and 10 m. E.S.E. Schleswig. P. (1864)
3954. It has a normal school, with distilleries,

ship-yards, and malting trade.

EcKKRSDORF, three vills. of Prussia.—I. gov.

Breslau, circ. Glatz. P. 1000. In the vicinity

coal is worked.—II.gov. Liegnitz, circ. Sagan. P.

1100.—III. gov. Breslau, circ. Namslau. P. 1200.

EcKFORD, a pa., Scotland, co. Roxburgh, in Vale
of Teviot, 5 m. S.S.W. Kelso. Ac 10,097. P. 957
EcKiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Worcester

3i m. S.S.W. Pershore. Ac 2200. P. 748.—II
a pa., CO. Derby, on the North Midland Railway

6i m. N.N.E. Chesterfield. Ac 6610. P. 6064
It has potteries and nail works.
EcKMUHL (Germ. Eggmuhle\ a vill. of Bavaria,

circ. Lower Bavaria, 13 m. S.S.E Regensburg, on
1. b. of the Great Labor. The French defeated

the Austrians here, 22d April 1809.

EcupsE Island, West Australia, dist. Planta-
genet, is off its S. coast, 12 m. S. Albany.
EcLUSE (L*), a vill. of France, dep. Nord, arr.

and 6 m. S. Douai, on the Sensee. P. 1730.

^COCHE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire, arr. Roanne, cant. Belmont. P. 1748.

EcoMMOY, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Sarthe, cap. cant., 13 m. S.S.E. Le-Mans. P. 3615.

Economy, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
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rica, Pennsylvania, on the Ohio, 182 m. W.N.W.
Harrisburg, and a few miles W. of Pittsburg.

Pop. mostly Germans, who have a chiu'cli, con-

cert-hall, museum, libraiy, and a few factories,

and hold the property in common, under a pecu-
liar social economy.
EcoucH^ a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ome, cap. cant., arr. and 5 m. S.W. Argentan,
on 1 b. of the Ome. P. 1404.

EcouES, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Seine-et-Oise, 10 m. N. Paris. P. 1282.

Ecoukt-St-Quentix, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Pas-de-Calais, arr. Arras, cant.

Marquion. P. 1894. Manufs. cloths.

EcoTEUX, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Charente-Infer., arr. Saintes, cant. Burie. P. 1328.

EcQUES, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Pas-de-Ca-
lais, arr. St Omer, cant. Aire-sur-la-Lys. P. 1302.

EcRiCOK or IcRicoK, a town of Guinea, cap. a
chiefship, on the Old Calabar river, here upwards
of 1 m. in breadth, about 100 m. N. its mouth

;

houses of earth, and raised on platforms.

—

Old
Ecricok is much higher up the same river.

EcsED, a vill. of Hungary, co. Heves, gov. and
8 m. W.S.W. Gyongyos. P. 1803.

EcsEG, a vill. of Central Hungary, co. Neograd,
12 m. from Hatvun. P. 1499.

Ecs-Hegy, a vill. of Hungary, co. Eaab, gov.
and 2 m. W.N.W. Martinsberg. P. 1253.

EcsKA, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, gov. and
4 m. S.S.E. Nagy-Becskerek. P. 4165.

EcroN, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, 5

m. S.W. Wellingborough. Ac. 1790. P. 640.

Ecuador (Eepitblic of), Emator, an indepen-
dent state of South America, oetween lat. 1° 40'

N. and 5° 50* S. ; Ion. 69° and 81° 20' W., having
N. New Granada, E. Brazil, S. Peru, and W. the
Pacific Ocean. Length about 830 m., breadth 510
ni. The Republic is divided into three depart-

ments—(1) Guyaquil or Guyas, with an area of

25,450 sq. m; (2) Quito; and (3) Assuay, the
united area of the two latter being 259,906 sq. m.
The total area of the Republic is thus 285,356 sq.

m. P. (1858) 1,040,371, among whom are about
600,000 whites, descendants of Europeans. Cap.
Quito. Its W. part comprises the great chain of

the Andes, which here attains nearly its highest
elevation, in the summits of Chimborazo, Coto-
paxi, Antisana, and Cayambe. On the E. the
country descends into the central plain of the
continent, and is traversed by the upper course of

the Amazon and its tributaries, the Putumayo,
Nafo, Pasta4^ Macas, Huallaga, and Ucayale.
In 1853, the navigation of the rivers of the re-

public was declared free of all dues for 20 years.

W. of the Andes, the Guayaquil, Esmeralda, and
Mira rivers flow into the ocean. The temp, of

Quito and the more elevated table-lands varies

between 52°'2 and 61°"3 Fahr. during the year.

Mean annual temp. 61°. Along the coast, from
the Gulf of Guayaquil to Cape San Lorenzo, rain

rarely or never falls. The valleys of Daiili and
Guayaquil have regular rainy and dry seasons,

and in the valley of the Amazon it rains almost
daily, with excessive heat. Principal products,
wheat, cacao, cotton, coffee, sugar, maize, yams,
tobacco, corn, and fniits. In the S. extremity of

the Andes are extensive forests, and the cinchona
bark tree is common ; the plains yield wax, gums,
resins, and sarsaparilla. Turtles abound in the
Amazon, and fish, especially the manta, are
plentiful on the shores of the Pacific Gold is

abundant in the sands of almost all the rivers,

and the contributions of the Indians of the in-

terior are mostly paid in gold dust. Lead and
quicksilver are also plentiful; but few, if any,

mines are wrought Sulphur is abundant near
Chimborazo. Woollen cloths and cotton goods
are manufactured. Exports (1862) cocoa, cincho-s
na, orchal, tobacco, etc., to the value of 95,029H
Imports (1861) cottons, linens, woollens, hatd
wares, iron, silks, etc., to the value of 156,91fifl

The Ecuador Land Company possess large blocH
of land on the coasts and in the interior. Ecuado^
which once formed part of the empire of the Incaa,

was discovered by Pizarro in 1526, and was held
under the Spanish crown till 1812, when a revolu-
tion occurred which ended in the establishment of
a free republic. In 1821, New Granada and Ven&-
zuela united, and formed one republic, under the
name of Colombia ; but this imion was dissolved
in 1831, when the countries again separated, and
Ecuador disjoined itself from New Granada.
The republic is governed by a president, chosen
for 8 years, a vice-president, council of state,

senate, and house of representatives, with 1

member for every 40,000 inhabitants. The pop.

consists of the descendants of Spaniards, and of

aboriginal Indians and Meztizos. There are very
few negroes. In the W. mountainous region the

natives are Peruvians, and are agricultm-ists and
mechanics. The Indians of the plains are chiefly

hunters and fishers.

EcuBLENs, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,
di.^. Merges. P. 604.

EcuEiLLt, a comm. and town of France, dep^

Indre, cap. cant., arr. Chateauroux. P. 1800.

EcuissES, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Sa^At^
|

et-Loire, arr. Chalon, cant. Buxy. P. 1289.

EcuLLY, a comm. and viU. of France, dm I

Rhone, arr. Lyon, cant. Limonest. P. 2760. u
has a petrifying spring

ficuRAS, a comm. & vill, France, dep. Charenta^
|

arr. Angouleme, cant. Montbron. P. 1685.

EczEL, a vill. of Austria, Ti-ansylvania, oirc.
|

Hermannstadt, gov. and 7 m. E. Medias. P. 1691.

Edam, a town of the Netherlands, prov. North,
j

Holland, with a port on the Zuyder-Zee, 12 m.
(

N.E. Amsterdam. P. 4024.

Edam, a small island of the Malay Archipelago^
j

off the E. coast of Celebes.

Eday, one of the Orkney Islands, Scotland]
between Westray and Stronsay, to the lattery

'

which is a ferry, 3 m. across. Length 6J
breadth 2J m. Surface mostly hUly, and yield

good pasture. P. 897. Its harbour of Calf-Sonndl
affords shelter to the largest vessels.

Edburton, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, S^nt.l

E. Steyning. Ac. 2650. P. 300.

Ed-dahmer, a town, Nubia, on the rt. b. of

)

Nile, at the influx of the Atbara, 80 m. N. ShendyJ
Eddertoun, a pa. of Scotland, co. Rosa, 3 nJ

W.N.W. Tain. P. 836.

Eddirachillis, a pa. of Scotland, co. Sather'j

land, on its W. coast, 14 m. N.N.W. Ass^iJ
Length 16 m. ; breadth about 10 m. It conraBt^

mostly of mo\intains and lakes, and is indent

by numerous arms of the sea. P. 1641.

Eddlesborough, a pa. of England, co. Bn
3 m. N.E. Ivinghoe. Ac. 4579. P. 1671.

Eddlestone, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 8

1

N. Peebles. Ac. 18,590. P. 753. Edd'
'

Water intersects it from N. to S.

Eddy, an island of Ireland, Galway Bay,

and 5 m. E.SE. Galway. Ac. 137. P. 61.

Eddystone, a group of rocks in the Engl^j

Channel, off the coast of Cornwall, 14 m. S.S.Wl

Plymouth breakwater. Lat. 60° 10' 64" N.; loiJ

4° 15 53' W. On one of these rocks the celebrateJ

Eddystone Lighthouse was built in 1759, of PonJ
land stone encased in granite. It is 72 ft. in elov^

Ede, a pa. and vill. of the Netherlands,
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Hrlderlancl, cap. ca,nt., 10J m. N.W. Amhem.
r. of pa. 8326 ; do. of vill. 1000.

Edeleney, a market town of Hungary, on this

\ Bide of the Theiss, 12 m. N. Miskolcz. P. 1393.

I

Ed»;lfingen, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, cii-c. Jaxt,

2 m. W.N.W. Mergentheim. P. 1200.

Edex, a post-township and seaport of "New

I
South Wales, on Twofold Bay, co. Auckland, 283

im. from Sydney. P. 482. It has a court of petty

1 sessions.

1 Eden, a river of England, rising in co. West-
imoreland, near the borders of co. York, and flow-

jing through Cumberland, after a N.W. course of

|4^8 m., into Solway Fii'l h. Chief affl. the Eamont.
jThe salmon fisheries of this river are valuable.

j
Eden, two rivers of Scotland.—I. co. Fife, flow-

jing, after an E. course of 18 m., into the Bay of St

i

Andrews, in the North Sea.—II. joins the Tweed,
\i} m. below Kelso, after a S.E. course of 18 miles.

I Eden, a township of the U. S., North America,
\New York, 14 m, S. Buffalo. P. 2494.—II. a
lownship, Ohio, 8 m. S- Tiffin. P. 1471.

j
Edenbridge, a pa. of England, co. Kent, with

fi station on the South-Eastern Railway, 5 m.
I^.N.E. Godstone. Ac. 7020. P. 1736.

I
Edenderry, a market town, Ireland, Leinster,

ving's county, near the Bog of Allen, on a branch
,.f the Grand Canal, 32^ m. W. Dublin. P. 359.

I
Edentield or Eaton Field, a chapelry of Eng-

land, CO. Lancaster, pa. and 6^ m. N. Burj'. P.
: (^turned with pa.) employed in cotton manufs.

dengale, a vill. of England, co. Stafford, 5
X.N.W. Tamworth, on the Meese. P. 208.

Edenhall, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,
|; m. N. Penrith. Ac. 3354. P. 287.

Edenham, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2J m.
^.W. Bourn. Ac. 6844. P. 644.

Edenkoben, a market town of Ehenish Bavaria,
ire Pfalz, 7 m. N. Landau. P. 5000. It has
lineral springs and important grain markets.
Edknsoe, a pa. of Engl., co. Derby, on the Der-

rent, 2} m. E.N.E. Bakewell. Ac. 4829. P. 592.

Edenton, a vill. of the U. S., North America,
^orth Carolina, cap. co. Chowan, on a bay of

ame name, connecting with Albemarle Sound,
6 m. S. Norfolk. It has a court-house, a bank,
nd considerable shipping.
Edermike, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. "Wex-

)rd, 4 m. S.E. Enniscattry. Ac. 4130. P. 956.
Edern, a comm. and town of France, dep.

'inistfere, 8 m. S.E. Chiteaulin. P. 1880.
Edernion, a valley of North Wales, co. Merio-

eth, between Corwen and Bala. P. of the hun-
red 5043.

EoESHEiM, a market town of Bavaria, Palati-
ate, and 6 m. N. Landau. P. 2070. Wine is

reduced in its vicinity.

Edeyrn, a pa. of North Wales, co. Carnarvon,
m. W.N.W. Nevin. Ac. 1380. P. 613.
Edfou (Coptic Atbo, anc. Apollinopolis Magna),
vill. of Upper Egypt, on the W. bank of the
ile, 50 m. S.S.E. Thebes, consisting of a cluster
mud huts, around some of the finest ruins in
gypt. P. from 1500 to 2000. Manufs. blue cotton
oths, & earthenware similar to the anc Egyptian
)ttery. The remains of antiquity comprise a quay
id two fine temples, both of which appear to have
!en constructed in the age of the Ptolemies.
Edgar, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in E. part

j

Illinois. Area 642 sq. m. P. (I860) 16,925.
I Edgarton, a seaport of the U. S., North Ame-
>^A Massachusetts, 75 m. S.S.E. Boston. P.
I
"JO. It has a good harbour and some shipping.

I

Enr.ii^ a tything of England, co. Glo'ster, 2 m.
'

• Stroud. P. 1176.—II. a township, co. Chester,
'• Malpas. P. 270.

Edgebaston, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
2 m. S.W. Birmingham. Ac. 2545. P. 12,907.

Edgecoit, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 104
ra. W.N.W. Aylesbury. Ac. 650. P. 182.-11.
CO. Northampton, 6 m. N.N.E. Banbury. Ac.
1344. P. 103.

Edgecombe, a co. of the XJ. S., North America,
in E. of North Carolina. Area 492 sq.m. P. 7268
free, 10,108 slaves.—II. a seaport town of Maine,
29 ra. S.S.E. Augusta. P. 1428.

Edgecumbe (Bay), E. Australia, is an inlet of

the Pacific Ocean. Lat. 20° S. ; Ion. 147° 30' E.
Edgkfield, a dist. of the U. S., N. America, in

W. of South Carolina. Ac. 1680. P. 15,827
free, 24,060 slaves. Soil light, and adapted for

cotton. Chief town same name, 140 m. N.W.
Charleston. P. 2200.
Edgefield, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m

S. Holt. Ac. 2435. P. 624.

Edgehill, an elevated ridge of England, co.

Warwick, 7 m. N.W. Banbury. Here was fought,
in 1642, the first battle between Charles i. and
the parliamentary forces.—II. co. Lancaster, a
suburb of Liverpool, which it adjoins, and with
which its pop. is united.

Edgeware, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, 10
m. W.N.W. Loudon. Ac. 1979. P. 705.

Edgeworth, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 5J
m. N.W. Cirencester. Ac. 1566. P. 139.

Edgeworthstown or Mostrim, a pa. of Ire-

land, Leinster, co. and 6| m. E.S.E. Longford.
Ac. 10,943. P. 3046.
Edgiiond, a pa. of England, co. Salop, IJ m.

W. Newport. Ac. 9598. P. 2598.
Edgton, a pa. of England, co. Salop, A\ m.

E.S.E. Bishop's Castle. Ac. 1832. P. 186.

Edgwokth, a township of England, co. Lan-
caster, pa. Bolton, 7 m. W.N.W. Bury. Ac. 2480.

P. 1350.

Edinburg, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 38 m. N. Albany. P. 1536.

—II. Ohio, 127 m. N.E. Columbus. P. 1101.

Edinburgh, a city, pari, bor., and the metro-
polis of Scotland, on the S. bank of the Fii-th of
Forth. Lat. of observatory 55° 57' 23" N., Ion. 3°

10' 54" W.; 400 m. N. of London, by G. N. and
N. B. rail. P. in 1801 (including Leith) 82,560 ; in

1851, within parliamentary boundary, 160,302 ; do.

(186n 168,121 ; of royalty, 66,429 ; (1866) estim.

75,128. The city is picturesquely situated upon
three ridges of hills. Alt. of Princes Street, at

Register Office, 219 ft. ; do. of Cowgate, at foot of

St Mary's Wynd, 191 feet. The oldtown occupies
the more elevated ridge, which terminates on the
W. by the bold rocky eminence of the Castle

Hill. Alt. of the esplanade 359 feet (overlooking
the Firth of Forth 2 m. N.). on which are a statue

in bronze to the Duke of York, and a runic cross

to the memory of officers and men of the 78th

Regiment who fell in the Indian mutiny. Be-
tween the old and new town is a deep ravino
converted into gardens, and crossed on the
E. by the North Bridge ; and by the Waverley
Bridge, leading to the Railway Stations, and
about the centre by an earthen mound. The
new town, on the N., forms an extensive paralle-

logram, with wide and straight streets intersect-

ing each other at right angles, and relieved at cer-

tain places by squares, a circus, and a spacious

octagon. Altitude of George Street, at statue

of George iv., 224 feet ; do. foot of Pitt Street 66
feet. The city extends almost without interrup-
tion to the shores of the Firth on the N., uniting
it with Granton, a modem and excellent steamer
port, and the ancient fishing vill. of Newhaven ;

and on the W. with the Dean and Corstorphine
2 D.
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Hill. To the S. of the old town extend the rural

suburbs of Newington, the Grange, and Mommg-
side. The piincipal feature in the old town is

the High Street, which, with the Canongate, ex-
tends along the elevated ridge from the Castle-

hiU (Assembly Hall 309 feet) on the W. to Holy-
rood Palace (120 feet) on the E., with Cockbum
Street, a new line of access to the railway sta-

tions ; and many narrow wynds or closes on each
side connecting it on the S. with the parallel street

called the Cowgate, and on the N. with a narrow
street skirting the base of the Calton Hill. The
houses in this part are lofty, and each storey is

divided into distinct dwelling apartments orflats,
of which there are from 5 to 10 in one building.

In this line of streets are the Assembly Hall of

the Church of Scotland, with an elegant spire 241
feet high ; the High Church of St Giles, built in

the cathedral style, with a tower in the form
of an imperial crown; the Parliament House,
containing the old parliament haU, with oaken
roof, built 1632, and the various courts of justice,

courts of exchequer, the advocates' and writers'

libraries ; Eoyal Exchange, and City Chambers
or Town Hall ; the Tron Church ; the house in

which John Knox lived; and the Canongate
Tolbooth. At the E. extremity of Canongate, in

the valley between Arthur Seat and Calton Hill,

are situated the abbey and palace of Eolyrood,
founded in 1128 by David i. The ruins of the
nave of the ancient abbey remain ; and the tower
of the N.W. comer of the palace, built 1528 by
James v., and containing Queen Mary's apart-

ments, has been preserved and incorporated
with the more modem buildings erected after the
restoration in 1671. An ornamental fountain,

stands in the area in front of the palace. Along
with Beverley in Hampshire, Holyrood has the
privilege of sanctuary. The castle, built on a
precipitous rock of basaltic greenstone (highest
point 437 feet), contains some ancient apartments,
in one of which Queen Mary gave birth to James
VI. of Scotland, afterwards James i. of England

;

the crown and regralia of Scotland, an armoury,
and bariucks. The imiversity, founded 1582,

by charter of James vi., is a noble institution.

The building, commenced in 1789, forms a large

quadrangle, with a court in the centre, and
contains a library with about 120,000 printed
books and 500 vols, of MSS., a natural history
museum. Several clubs, under the name of

the "Associated Societies of the University,"

meet within its walls. There are upwards of

100 bursaries and scholarships connected with
the university ;

yearly value 5/. to lOOZ. each.
The professors, in number 33, deliver courses
of lectures on literature and science, theology,
law, medicine, agriculture, languages, and music.
Annual average of students (since 1800) 1636.

Communicating with the university on the W. is

the industrial museum, a noble edifice in the mixed
Italian style, designed by Captain Fowkes, E.E.,

to accommodate the objects of Industrial art, now
b«ing arranged by Professor Archer, in connexion
with a chair of technology,in8titutedby the Crown
in 1855. The foundation stone was laid by the late

Prince Consort 23d Oct 1861, and the building is

now (1864) nearly completed. There is also a
Free Church college, and a theological hall of
United Presbyterians ; colleges of physicians and
of surgeons, with an anatomical museum; the
royal society of literature & science. Highland &
agricultural society ; meterological society ; so-
ciety of arts ; antiquarian society ; royal academy
of painting, with annual exhibitions of pictures

;

music hall ; assembly rooms ; a royal botanic

1
garden ;

philosophic institution ; High schcofi
Edinburgh academy ; college for daughters of
ministers & professors of the Church of Scotland
& the Universities, at Whitehouse, opened 1863; 2

normal and 2 n^ged schools ; a school of arts or

Watt institution, with a statue of James Watt ; a
mechanics' & several subscription libraries ; school

of design, and many private schools & institutions

for the instruction of .youth ; imited service and
new clubs; an abbatoir; 2 veterinary colleges;

and a spacious corn exchange. The most re-

markable public buildings of the new town are the

royal institution, with a statue of Queen Victoria,

and the royal academy buildings on the Mound

;

St George and St Andrew's churches ; Melville

monument, 139 feet high ; the Scott monimient,
the work of a native self-taught architect, ad-

mired for its artistic beauty ; astronomical obser-

vatory on the Calton Hill (349 feel above the

sea), by an electric wire from which a time gun
is fired from the castle at one o'clock p.m. every

week-day. Near it are monuments to Nelson,

Playfair, D. Stewart, Bums, the rudiments of a

national monument, and the High School. The
general post-ofiice, in Waterloo Place, being found

inadequate for the greatly increased business.

Government, in 1862, resolved to erect a new
building at the comer of North Bridge, on a site

formerly occupied by the Theatre Boyal and

Shakespeare Square, acquired at a cost of 62,000/

The design, by E. Matheson, Esq., of H. M
Board of Works, is in an enriched Italian styl

and it forms an important addition to the pub!

buildings of the city. The foundation stono

was laid by H.R.H. Prince Albert 23d October

1861, and it is now (1864) far advanced towards
completion. Edinburgh is divided into 13 pas.,

and had in 1864 the following churches and

chapels:—Established Church 26, Free do. 33,

United Presbyterian 20, Eeformed and other

Presbyterian 2, Scottish Episcopal 12, Eng^h
Episcopal 2, Baptist 7, Congregationalist 3,

lOvang. Union 2, Wesleyan 2, Roman CathoUc

3, Unitarian 1, Jews' Synagogue 1. The charit-

able institutions are—for education and vaKO-

tenance of children ; the Orphan hospital, Geoig«

Heriot's hospital, founded 1624, with many out

door schools, in which poor children are educate

gratis; Geoi^e Watson's hospital, also with out

door schools; John Watson's institution ; the mer-

chant maiden, trades maiden, Donaldson's hos

pital; Stewart's hospital; Gillespie's hospitr.

for old men and women, with a free school ; tb

Fettes College for boys, now (1864) bein

erected at Comely Bank; an asylum for th

blind ; deaf-mute institution ; a royal infirmari

receiving from 3000 to 4000 patients annually

and several public dispensaries ; Chalmers' hof

pital for the sick and hurt, opened 1864, an'

sick children's hospital, 1863; night asylu:

for the houseless poor, and house of refugi

There are three poor's houses and two ragge

schools connected with the city and suburb!

There are seven banks, many of which are elc

gant structures, and a government savings' banl

Coach-building, flint glass making, ale-brewin;-

brassfounding, comb and brush making, besidi

an india-rubber and gutta-piercha work, wbic

employs several hundred hands, are its chi'

manufs. It holds a high place as a printing at

publishing centre, in connection with whic

type-founding, press-making, and bookbindir

are extensively carried on. Stereotyping, f

Edinburgh invention, is now brought to great pe

fection. In 1863 there were in the city 34 pu'

lishing firms, and 133 booksellers and neT"
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agents. There are 90 letterpress establishments

well known for the excellence of their typo-

graphy. Wood, copper, and steel engraving,

dve and stamp cutting, are well conducted ; and
Edinburgh has the largest private establishment

in the kingdom, perhaps in Europe, for the pro-

duction of atlases, maps, and all kinds of geogra-
phical works ; 3 daily, and 8 weekly or semi-
weekly newspapers, are published, besides nume-
rous monthly, quarterly, and other periodicals.

Edinburgh is a great railway centre, and a part

of the new town is traversed by a tunnel of the

N. B. line. The union canal is used for the con-
veyance of heavy goods between Edinburgh and
Glasgow. The elevated situation of the city ad-
mits of free ventilation ; and an abundant supply
of water is brought from the Pentland Hills, 8 m.
S.W. Mean temperature of the year 47°*2 Fahr.

;

mean of summer 67°'6, winter 37°"9. Annual
,rainfall 27 inches. The climate of Edinburgh is

[salubrious, and is comparatively dry and mild.

[Arthur Seat, in its immediate vicinity, in the
middle of the Eoyal Park (680 acres in extent),

322 feet above the sea, is encircled by carriage

irives, and ornamented by artificial lakes. The
neadows on the south are open parks for arcbery
md other recreations, and in the " links " the
mcient game of golf is still played. In the vici-

aity there are 6 ornamental cemeteries.

The city is governed by a Lord Provost, elected
!or 3 years, who is also high sheriff of the royalty,

ord lieutenant of co. of the city, admiral of Firth
f Forth, is entitled to the style and title of
' The Eight Honourable," and has precedence of
.11 official persons within his jurisdiction ; 6 bailies,

. dean of guild, treasurer, and council ; in all, 41.
?here is a guildry, a merchant company, chamber
f commerce, and 14 incorporated trades. The
ity sends two members to H. of 0. Keg. electors

1862)1569. Corp. revenue of city (1862-3) 43,464Z.
Lunual value of real property (1863-4) 933,536^
'he Court of Session, or supreme civil court for
Gotland, is composed of 13 judges, 6 of whom sit

3 lords ordinary, to decide causes in the first in-
:ance, and 4 sit in each of the two divisions of
le inner house. The Court of Justiciary is com-
Dsed of the Lord Justice-General, the Lord Jus-
ce-Clerk, & 5 lords commissioners. The faculty
advocates (barristers) consists of advocates

ho l;ave the privilege of pleading causes before
16 Court of Session. The advocates' library con-
ins 160,000 printed volumes and 1700 MSS., &
entitled to a copy of every book issued in the
nited Kingdom. The society of writers to the
?net, who have also a large library, practise as
;ent3 or attorneys before the Court of Session,
be solicitors is another society who practise
fore the supreme courts, but with inferior privi-

es to the W.S. There is also a sheriff court,
th a new county hall in course of erection,
64, and justice of peace court The Register
3U8e, an elegant building E. end of Princes
reet, erected in 1774, with an equestrian statue
Wellington in front, contains the public re-i,

rds, & records of landed property, for Scotland,
der the direction of the lord clerk register and
rks of Court of Session, with an extensive de-
ihed range of additional buildings, erected
S3, in a plain Italian style, by Mr Matheson. It
itains a central dome, and is divided into 5 gal-
les for the records of the supreme courts of

1^ and those of births, marriages, and deaths in
>tland. The police establishment and society
high constables form an effective protection

I

the peace of the city. The prisons for the city
1 CO. are situated on S. side of the Calton Hill.

Simeon of Durham, writing in the year 8£4,
mentions the fortress or castle under the nani«
of Edwinesburch, or castle of Edwin, probably so
called after Edwin, Prince of Northumberland.
In 1128 the town received a charter from David
I., still preserved in the archives of the city.

In 1437 James ii. was crowned here ; an d in
1633 Charles i., on the occasion of his coronation,
created the burgh into a city, with all customary
privileges. Edinburgh was the permanent seat of

the Scottish parliament till the union with Eng-
land ; it was long a favourite abode of the Scottish
sovereigns, and its ancient palace is still fre-

quently honoured with the visits of royalty.
Edinburgh (New), a vill. of Canada West, co.

Carlton, township Gloucester, at the confl. of the
Ottawa & Rideau rivers, 1 m. from Ottawa. P. 700.
Edinburghshire or Mid-Lothian, the metro-

politan CO. of Scotland, bounded N. by the Firth
of Forth, E. by Haddington and Berwick shires,

S. by Peebles and Selkirk, and W. by Linlith-
gowshire. Extreme length W. to E. 35 m.;
average breadth 16 m. Ac. 234,925. P. (1861)
273,997. The S.E. part of the co. is intersected
by the Moorfoot hills, a branch of the Lammer-
moors, of lower silurian formation. From the
S.W., the Pentland range runs towards the N.E.,
composed of felstone, while the greenstone hills

of Corstorphine extend from the Firth of Forth
S.ward, and are continued by the greenstone and
basaltic elevations of the castle rock, Arthur Seat,

and Calton, in the vicinity of the capital. Car-
nethy, the most elevated of the Pentland range,
is 1890 feet above the sea. From the S. the co.

gradually slopes towards the borders of the Firth
dnd on the E. and W. extends into level and fer-

tile plains. The coast line, 13 m. in extent, is in
part sand downs. The pi-incipal rivers, none of
which are large, are the Water of Leith, flowing
along the N.W. declivity of the Pentlands, till it

joins the Firth at Leith. The Esk, originating
in two branches N. and S., in the S. part of the
same mountain range, uniting to the E. of Dal-'

keith, and joining the sea at Musselburgh. The
Almond, flowing through the N.W. valley of the
CO., the Tyne rising in the Moorfoot hills, & flow-
ing E. into Haddingtonshire. The Gala, rising
also in the Moorioots, crosses the S.E. corner of

the CO., and forms the boundary between Selkirk
and Roxburgh. The greater part of the co.

belongs to the coal formation, and coal is exten-
sively wrought. A bed about 15 m. in length and
8 m. in breadth, extends across the district fronr;

Carlops to Musselburgh, containing 33 seams,
from 9 inches to 6 feet thick, partly horizontal
and partly edge. Sandstone of a very superior
quality abounds, and is extensively quarried at
Craigleith, Granton, and Hailes. Limestone is

found in many localities, especially at Gilmerton,'
Crichton, and Burdiehouse. Slight indications of
lead and copper have been noticed, but no metal
is wrought except iron, which exists as ironstone
in the coal strata. The co. is chiefij' agricultural,

and farming is conducted on the best modem
principles. The farms are large; chief crops,

wheat, barley, oats, beans, peas, turnips, and po-
tatoes. Valued rent (1863-4) 396,386^. In the
vicinity of the metropolis are large nurseries,

vegetable and fruit gardens, and dairy pastures.
There are large paper mills on the Esk and Water
of Leith, and several distilleries, breweries, pot-
teries, but no other manufs. of importance. The
Edinburgh and Glasgow, North British, and
Caledonian railways, traverse the co. Edinburgh,
the cap., is the only royal burgh. Dalkeith is a
burgh of barony, and Musselburgh a burgh of
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regality. Principal towns and vills., Portobello,
Xewhaven, Lasswade, Loanhead, Eatho, Peni-
cuick, and Roslin. Leith is the principal seaport,

and at Granton is a low-water pier for steamboats.

tributary to the Guicowar.

—

Edur is cap. of dist
of same name, in lat. 23° 50' N. ; Ion. 73° 3' E.
P. 10,000.

ED\aN-LoAcn, a pa. of England, co. Wor
Theco.(exclusive of Edinburgh and suburbs) con- ter, 3J m. N. Bromyard. Ac. 534. P. 53
tains 24 pas. and 5 quoadsacra do. It sends 1 mem-
ber to House of Commons. Reg. elects. (1863)
1593. Polling-places, Edinburgh, Dalkeith, and
Mid-Calder. Mid-Lothian and the surrounding
districts, at the period of the Roman conquest,
was formed into the prov. of Valentia. The county
was subsequently occupied by Saxon invaders
from the N. of England, and by them chiefly re-

tained till about the year 1020, when the Lothians
were ceded to the Scottish monarch, Malcolm ii.

Principal antiquities : RosUn Chapel, Craigmillar,

Borthwick, and Crichton castles.

Edinghall or Edingale, a pa. of England,
cos. Stafford and Derby, 5 m. N. Tamworth.
Ac. 900. P. 208.

Edingly, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 2| m.
W.N.W. SouthweU. Ac. 1800. P. 390.

Edixgthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,
3 m. E.N.E. North Walsham. Ac. 710. P. 181.

Edington, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 3| m.
E.N.E. Westbury.' Ac. 5705. P. 994 Here King
Alfred gained his greatest victory over the Danes.
Edinkillie, a pa. of Scotland, co. Elgin, on the

Findhom, in the centre of the co. Area 65 sq.

miles, a part of which is woodland. P. 1303.

Edisto, a river of the TJ. S., N. America, South
Carolina, rises in Edgefield dist., and flowing
S.E. and S., enters the Atlantic by two branches,
which enclose Edisto Island (12 m. in length),

about 20 m. S.W. Charleston. The river is

navigable for 100 miles.

Edith-Weston or Edweston, a pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Rutland, A\ m. S.E. Oakham. Ac.
1723. P. 387.

Edlaston, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 3 m.
S. Ashbourne. Ac 1360. P. 207.

Edlixgham, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-
land, 5Jm. W.S.W. Alnwick. Ac. 12,348. P, 676.

Edlingtox, two pas. of England.—I. co. Lin-
coln, 2 m. N.W. Horncastle. Ac 2900. P. 21
—II. CO. York, West Riding, 6 m. S.S.W. Doi>
caster. Ac. 1727. P. 149.

Edlipo, a town of Asiatic Turkey, Syria, 32
m. S.W. Aleppo. P. 2500.
Edmeston, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, New York, 15 m. W. Cooperstown. P. 1885.

Edmondbyers, a pa. of England, co. Durham,
9 m. N.N.W. Walsingham. Ac. 4880. P. 455.

Edmondthorpe, a pa. of Engl., co. Leicester, 7
m. E.S.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac 1753. P. 233.

Edhuhsham, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, IJ
m. S. Cranbome. Ac. 1671. P. 279.

Edmonson, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in centre of Kentucky. Area 280 sq. m. P. 4372
free, 273 slaves.

Edmonton, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, on
the London and Cambridge Railway, and the Ken-
river, 8 m. N. London. Ac. 7480. P. 10,930.

Edmonton, a fortified vill. of British North
America. Lat. 53° 45' N. ; Ion. 113° 20' W. Its

vicinity is rich in coal and other minerals.
Edmund's-Bury. [Buky-St-Edmund'3.]
Ednam, a pa. of Scotland, co. Eoxbxirgh, 2\ m.

N.N E. Kelso. Ac 3919. P. 699.
Edolo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Brescia, 44

m. N.E. Bergamo, on rt b. of the Oglio. P. 1715.
Edrom, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick, 3J m.

N.E. Dunse. Ac. 9634. P. 1592.
Edstcne (Great), a pa. of England, co. York,

N Riding, lUm. W. Pickering. Ac 1800 P. 152.

Eduk, a Rajpoot state of India, prov. Guzerat,

41
dist

3'E. ,

«|
>forf1. 'Edvin-Ralph, a pa. of England, co. Hereford,

2 m. N.N.W. Bromyard. Ac. 1590. P. 165.

Edwalton, a pa. of England, co. and 3J m.
S.S.E. Nottingham. Ac 813. P. 115.

Edwards, a co. of the U. S., North Americi,
on S.E. of Illinois. Area 216 sq. m. P. 5454.

Surface undulating, soil fertile.

—

Edwardsville \s

a township, same state, cap. co. Madison, 48 m.
W.S.W. Vandalia,
Edwardstone, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

5i m. W. Hadleigh. Ac 1872. P. 462.

Edwinstow, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 2 m.
W. GUerton. Ac including the N. part of Sher-
wood Forest, 17,270. P. 2651.

Edworth, a pa. of England, co. Bedfordshire,

3J m. S.E. Biggleswade. Ac. 1099. P. 99.

Edzell, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Forfar and Kin-
cardine. The Forfarshire portion includes vill. of

Edzell, pop. 397, 6^ m. N.N.W. Brechin. P. 1025.

Eeckeren, a town of Belgium, cap. cant., prov.

and 4 m. N. Antwerp. P. 4540.

Eecloo, a comm. and town of Belgium, prov.

East Flanders, cap. arr., 11m. N.W. Ghent. P. 9300,

It has a town-hall, convent, prison, churches,

schools, and manufs. of woollens, tobacco, and
chocolate, with breweries and salt refineries.

Eegholm (Great and Little), 2 small islands

of Denmark, in the Great Belt, 2^ m. W. Seeland.

Eejmut, a town of Scinde, near the Indus, 17 m.

S.E. Shikarpore. Lat 27° 55' N. ; Ion. 68° 56' E.

Eekairee or Akheri, a decayed town of India,

territory of Mysore, 162 m. N.W. Seringapatam.
Eela, a city, Chinese Turkestan. [Ill]
Eemnes, a viU. of the Netherlands, ' prov.

Utrecht, near the Eem, 8 m. N.N.W. Amersfort.

Eesaugh, a town and strong fort of Hindostar

,

dom. and 100 m. W S.W. Gwalior.
Efenechtyd, a pa. of North Wales, co. Den-

bigh, 2 m. S.W. Ruthin. Ac 1217. P. 211.

Efferding, a town of Upper Austria, near tha

Danube, 13 m. W. Linz. P. 1930.

Efftn, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Limericl-

.

3 m. S.W. KilmaUoch. Ac. 5266. P. 1260.

Effingham, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, S;

m. S.W. Leatherhead. Ac 2940. P. 633.

Effingham, a co. of U. S., North America, Illi-

nois. P. 7816.—II. a CO., Georgia. Pop. 2590 fre.

2165 slaves.

Egadi, Egates, a group of islands in the Medi-

terranean, W. of Sicily; the chief islands are

Favignana, Levanso, and Maretimo.
EoBA, a small kingdom of W. Africa, mostb

on 1. b. of the Ogun river, south of Torubi

Area 3000 sq. m. P. 200,000.

Egbell, a market town of Hungary, Hitht

Danube, co. and 53 m. N.W. Neutra. P. 2644.

Egdean, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, IJ ri

S.E. Petworth. Ac 710. P. 85.

• Egea de Los Caballeros, a town of Spairi

prov. and 34 m. N.N.W. Zaragoza. P. 3082.

Egedesminde, a dist. of North Greenland, com
prising numerous isls. It was named from Hans

Egede, who visited it as a missionary in 1741.

Egeln, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. and 1

m. S W. Magdeburg, on the Bode. P. 3360.

Egelshofen, a vill. of Switzerland, I m. 5

Constance. P. 1613, partly wine-growers.

Egenhausen, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, oii'

Schwarzwald, 6 m. W. Nagold. P. 1100. ,

Egensburg, a town of Lower Austria, cir

and 18 m. N.N.E. Krems. P. 1262.
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Eger, a river of E. Germany, rises by nume-

rous heads near the Fichtel-Gebirge, Bavaria,

flows N.E. through Bohemia, nearly parallel to

the Erzgebirge, and joins the Elbe 33 m. N.N.W.
Prague; course 125 m. Affls., the Saubach & Tepl.

Egee (Bohemian Chehy, a frontier town of Bo-
hemia, cap. circ, on rt. b. of the Eger, 92 m. W.
Prague. P. 11,180. In its old castle, in 1634,

the principal friends of Wallenstein were put to

death, while Wallenstein himself was assassi-

nated in a house in the market-place. It has a
' town-hall, pa. church, college, barracks, schools,
' and hospitals ; and manufs. of chintz, cotton fa-

jbrics, and woollens. Near it are the baths of

: Franzenbrunnen.

j
Egerbegy, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,

circ. Maros Vasarhely, dist. Zah. P. 2365.
' Egerdir, a lake and town of Asia Minor, pash.
Anatolia, 15 m. N.E. Isbarta. The lake, 27 m.
'in length N. to S., greatest breadth 10 m. ; it

1 communicates at its N. end with Lake HoTran.

iAt its S. extremity is the town, in lat. 37° 52' N.,

Hon. 31° 6' E., on a promontory in the lake. W.
'of this is Jalobatch, and the ruins of Antioch of

'pisidia.

I Egeri, a lake of Switzerland, cant, and 4 m.
lS-E. Zug. Length o\ m. ; breadth 1^ ni. Egen
is the name of two adjacent pas. {Ober and Untery,
with a united pop. of about 4308.

1 Egersund, a maritime town of Norway, amt.
and 38 m. S. Stavanger, on the strait which
'Beparates it from the island of Egeroe. P. 1262.
It is the centre of an extensive herring fishery.

Eoerszeg, a vill. of W. Hungary, cap. cu'c, on
the Zala, 70 m. S.S.W, Raab. P. 3422.
Egerton, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 7 m.

W.N.W. Ashford. Ac. 2780. P. 816.
Egg, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant, and

9 m. S.E. Ziirich, in a fertile dist. 2380 feet above
the sea. P. 2483. Manufs. cottons.
Egg or Eigg Island. [Flannan Island.J
Egga, a large town of Guinea, on the S.W.

bank of the Niger (Quorra), 70 m. N.N.W. its

junction with the Benue. Lat. 8° 42' N., Ion. 6°

iO' E. It extends for more than 2 m. along the
river, and is very populous. A large pop. also live
here on board of canoes, and trade on the Niger.
Egg-Buckland, a pa. of England, co. Devon,

2} m. N.N.E. Plymouth. Ac. 3304. P. 1415.
Eggebee, a town of W. Africa, 80 m. S.S.W.

Kano, in lat. 10° 52' N., Ion. 9° 6' E. P. 14,000.
Eggenberg, a vill. of Stj-ria, circ. and near

3ratz. Pop. of dist. 3516.
Eggenfelden, a market town. Upper Bavaria,

)n L b. of the Kott, 34 m. W.S.W. Passau. P.
\.i!)0. It has manufs. of cloth.
Eggesford, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2 m.

= Chumleigh. Ac. 2500. P. 126.
Egg Harbour (Great), a township of the U.

3., North America, New Jersey, 48 m. S.E. Wood-
'ury. P. 2739.—II. (^Little), 35 m. S.E. Mount
lolly. P, 1875. Also two bays and rivers in
ame state.

Eqgingtox, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 3i m.
^.N.E. Burton-on-Trent. Ac. 2289. P. 355.
Eggleston Abbey, a pa. of Engl. [Rokkby.]
Egglestone, a chapelry of England, co. Dur-

lam, pa. Middleton-in-Teesdale, 5^ m. N.N.W.
Jarnard Castle. Ac. 7919. P. 788.
Eggmuhle, a vill. of Bavaria. [Eckmuhl.]
Eggolsheiji, a market town of Bavaria, circ.

I'pper Franconia, on the Nurnberg and Neue-
larkt Railway, 11 m. S. Bamberg. P. 620.

I
Egham, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, on the

'names, 3 m. E. Windsor, with a station on the
truat Western Railway. Ac. 7435. P. 4864.

Egiiolsi, a small island of Denmark, diocese

Fionia, in the Little Belt, 4 m. N.E. Mroe Island.

Also a small island in the Liimfiord, Jutland.
Egidio (San), two vills. of S. Italy.—I. (alia

Vibratay, prov. and circ. Teramo. P. 1924.—II.

(del Monte), prov. and circ. Salerno. P. 3023.

Egiuistadt, Transylvania. [Enyed (Nagy)].
Egin, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. Sivas,

on the Euphrates, 22 m. N.E. Arabgir.
Egina, an isl. and gulf of Greece. [JEgina.]
Egleton, a pa. of England, co. Rutland, IJ m.

S.E. Oakham. Ac. 1450. P. 131.

Egletons, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Corrfeze, arr. Tulle, cap. cant. P. 1598.

Eglingham, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-
land, 6 m. N.W. Alnwick. Ac. 23,361. P. 1845.

Eglinton, an incipient township of New South
Wales, near Bathurst.
Eglinton Ironworics, a vill. of Scotland, co.

Ayr, pa. Kilwinning. P. 1342.

Eglisau, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 14
m. N. Zurich, on rt. b. of the Rhine, near the
frontier of Baden. P. 1572.

Eglischwyl, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aar-
gau, 3 m. from Lenzbourg. P. 1073.

Egliseneuve-d'Entraignes, a comm. and vill.

of France, dep. Puy-de-Dome, arr. Issoire, cant.

Besse. P. 2045.

Eglish, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, King's co.,

3| m. N.N.E. Birr. Ac. 14,799. P. 1596.—IL
Ulster, CO. Armagh, 4 m. N.N.E. Tynan. Area
about 10,500 ac. P. 4037.
]&glisottes-et-Chalaure, a comm. and vill.

of France, dep. Gironde, arr. Liboume, cant,

Gontras. P. 1286.

Eglon, an ancient city of Palestine, identified

with the vill. Ajlan, pash. and 18 ra. E.N.E. Gaza.
Egloshayle, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

on the Camel, f m. E. Wadebridge. Ac. 5748.

P. 1479.—II. (Eglosherry), a pa., same co., 3i^ m.
W.N.W. Launceston. Ac. 3235. P. 610.

Eglwys (which signifies church') is the prefix to

several pas. in Wales.—I. (Bretvis), co. Glamor-
gan, 4 m. S.E. Cowbridge. Ac. 367. P. 21.—IL
(Cymmyny, co. Carmarthen, 4 m. from Llangham.
P. 260.— III. (Wrw\ CO. Pembroke, 6 m. S. Car-
digan. P. 490.—I V. (Fack), cos. Denbigh and
Carnarvon, 6 m. N. Llanrwst. Ac. 10,740. P.
1530.—V. (llan), co. Glamorgan, on the TafT, 9

J

m. N.W. Cardiff. Ac. 13,619. P. 6383, partly

employed in coal mines.—VI. (Rhos), co. Car-
narvon, near the mouth of the Conway, IJ m.
N.N.E. Conway. Ac. 3735. P. 832.

Egmanton, a pa. of England, co. Notts, IJ m.
S. Tuxford. Ac. 2220. P. 386.

Egmere, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2J m.
W.N.W. Walsingham. Ac. 1237. P. 66.

Egmond-aan-Zee, a marit. vill. of the Nether-
lands'J prov. North Holland, on the North Sea, 5
m. W. Alkmaar. P. 1338.

Egmont, an inlet of the Gulf of St Lawrence,
North America, on the S.W. coast of Prince
Edward isl. Lat. 46° 34' N. ; Ion. 64° E.—II.

(Island), Low Archipelago, Pacific. Lat. 19° 24'

S. ; Ion. 139° 16' W.—III. (Island), the largest of
the Santa Cruz Archipelago or Queen Charlotte
isls.. Pacific. Lat. of co. Mendana, 10° 63' S.

;

Ion. 166° 50' E. Length 20 m. ; breadth 10 m.
It is of coral formation, steep, well wooded, and
fertile.—IV. (Mount), an active volcano of New
Zealand, N. isl., 18 m. S. New Plymouth, and
rising to about 8840 feet above the sea. Lat.
39° 15' S. ; Ion. 174° 13' E.—V.(Poi-t), W. Falk-
land isl., off its N. coast, between Keppel and
Saunders isls., in lat. 51° 21' S. ; Ion. 60° W. It
affords anchorage and fresh water.
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Egxach, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Thiirgau, 2^ m. "W. Arbon. P. 2622.

Egoi Isles, Pacific Ocean. [Oarolines.1
Egremont, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Cumberlaad, on the Eden, 37 m. S.S.W.
Carlisle. Ac. of pa. 2708. P. 3481. Manufs. of

linens, canvas, and paper.

Egremont, a pa. of South Wales, co. Car-
marthen, 4 m. N.W. Narberth. Ac. 1006. P. 124.

Egres or Egris, a vill. of Hiingary, Banat, co.

Torontal, on the Maros, 15 m. from Komlos.
P. 3347.

Egkeville^ a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Mame, arr. and 17 m. S.S.fi. Fontain-
bleau. P. 1792. It has manufs. of serge.

Egripo or Negropont, Greece. [Eitbcea."]

Egton, a pa. of England, co. York, North Rid-
ing, 7im. W.S.W. Whitby. Ac. 15,146. P. 1115.
—-11. Cum-Newland, a chapelry, co. Lancaster,
Va.and4m. N.N.E. Ulverstone. Ac. 3390. P. 1231.

Eguii-les, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Bouches-du-Ehone, 5 m. N.W. Aix. P. 1780.

Eguisiieim, a comm. and town of France, dep.
H. Rhin, on the Strasbourg and Mulhausen Rail-
way, arr. and 4 m. S.W. Colmar. P. 1937.

Eguzon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Indre, arr. la Chitre, cap. cant. P. 1594. It has
a lead mine.
Egyek, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Nord-

Bihar, dist. Debreczin. P. 2742.

Egyhaza, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Pesth,

dist. Duna Vescse. P. 2120.

Egypt (Lat. Egyptus, the Mizraim of Scripture,

and Massr of the Arabs), a country of N.E. Africa,

situated between lat. 31° 37' and 24° V N., Ion.

27° 13' and 34° 12' E. ; bounded N. by the Medi-
terranean, E. by the Isthmus of Suez and the
Red Sea, S. by Nubia, and W. by Barbary and
the Sahara. Length, N. to S., 520 m. Area
stimated at 177,970 sq. m., of which the ex-
"jnt of the space inundated or irrigated by the
Nile is about 6000 sq. m. Pop. by a rough census

(1859) 5,125,000. Another estimate, based on an
official return of the number of houses, allowing 8
persons to each house in Cairo, and 4 for the rest

ofthe country:—EgyptianMussulmans, 2,600,000;

do. Copts, 150,000; Osmanli Turks, 12,000; Bed-
win Arabs, 70,000; Barbaras, 5000; Negroes,

20,000; Abyssinians, 5000; Circassian and Geor-
gian slaves, 5000; Jews, 7000; Syrians, 5000;
Armenians, 2000 ; Greeks, 5000 ; Europeans
domiciled in Egypt, about 9500. Cap. Cairo. The
territory of Egypt is composed of a long narrow
valley, enclosed by a double range of hills,

which extend from Assouan to Cairo, and tra-

versed by the NUe. N. of Cairo, where the
mountains terminate, the Nile separates into

numerous branches, of which the two principal

flow, the one N.E., and the other N.W., to the
Mediterranean, enclosing a triangular space, hav-
ing the sea for its base, and called the Delta from
its resemblance to the Greek letter A. These
mountain chains, which defend the valley of the
Nile from the sands of the surrounding desert,

rise to a height of about 2000 feet in the vicinity

of Thebes ; in many places they are merely low
hills stretching into the desert. On the E. of the
Nile, in Middle Egypt, the highest point is Jebel
Gharib, 6000 feet above the sea. The range,
which is seldom more than 300 feet high, ter-
minates abruptly in Jebel Mokketam, near Cairo.
The desert of Libya contains many oases, which
owe their fertility to the lowness of their situa-
tion, enabling them to retain moisture. In the
N. of the Libyan desert are two contiguous val-
leys, enclosed by branches of the W. mountains,

II
in one of which, called the " valley of the Natron
Lakes," are found small pools, which in winter
extrude a liquid of a violet-red colour, to the
height of 6 or 8 ft. This, when evaporated by the

sun's heat, leaves the substance called natron, a
mixture of marine salt and sulphate of soda.

The principal lakes are Birket-el-Keroun or
Lake Moeris, in Middle Egypt, and Mareotis,

Bourlos, and Menzaleh, in Lower Egypt, which
last are shallow lagoons, separated from the Me-
diterranean by numeious peninsulas of sand.

The geological formation of Egypt comprises
granite in the district of the cataracts, from Phllae

to Syene, sandstone from Syene to Esneh, and
limestone from Esneh to the Delta. The climate

of Egypt is extremely diy, equable, and healthy.

There are but two seasons—the temperate, which
lasts from October to March, and the hot, from
March to September. The heat, during the day,

is excessive in summer, owing to the confined

position of the country and the lowness of its

surface ; but the nights are cool. In winter the

weather is mild. At Cairo, lat. 30° 3' N., the

mean temp, of the year is 72°*2, winter 58°*4,

summer 85°-l Fahr. ; and at Kenueh, lat. 26° 10'

N., mean temp, of year 79°"9, winter 63°"6, sum-
mer 92° Fahr. Upper and Middle Egypt are

more healthy than the Delta. On the subsiding

of the inundation of the Nile, fevers, dysentery,

& ophthalmia prevail. N. & N.W.winds blow dur-

ing the progress of the sun towards the tropic of

Cancer ; but, on its return to the tropic of Capri-

corn, they vary between S.E. and W. During the

spring equinox the country is visited by the pes-

tilential wind called the Simoom, or Khamsin, a

hot S.S.W. wind of 50 days' duration, when the

diseases peculiar to the country assume their

greatest virulence. The mirage occurs on the

plains after the surface has been heated by the

sun, on which occasion the country appears lik(

a vast lake studded with islands. Rain is un-

known in Upper Egypt ; in the Delta it falls fre-

quently from November to March. Showers are

slight and unfrequent at Cairo
;
yet in 1824 laun

fell continuously for 8 days, and caused the de-

struction of several houses. During the French

scientific expedition, the number of rainy days

was 15, and the latest observations give 10 or 12:

in a year in Lower Egypt. Fogs are rare, but

very dense when they do occur. Snow seldom

falls except in the vicinity of the coast, and then

in very small quantity. In 1833 snow fell a;

Alexandria, Rosetta, and Atfeh, to the amazement
of the inhabitants, to whom the phenomenon was

totally unknown ; and in the winter of 1863-4,

frost lasted for some hours at Cairo. With tb-

exception of the oases, the fertility of Egypt i-

confined to the valley inundated by the Nile, ii

the Delta, and a space of from 5 to 25 m. on tl

banks of the river, in Middle and Upper Egypt-

The soil is composed of successive deposits ol

earth brought down by the river, enveloping th

)

sands of the desert: and vegetation is sharpl;.

defined by the water mark. The Nile regularl;

inundates its valley for several months in th'

year. This periodic inundation commences in

June, and attains its maximum height in Septem

ber. After having remained stationary for seveni

days, the waters subside, and disappear at tli

end of November. The distribution of the watt

:

is favoured by the slightly convex form of th;

central valley of the Nile, and is assisted b.

lateral canals. On the left or W. side of the river

the chief of these is the canal of Joseph, whic:

feeds the ancient Lake Moeris, at the bottom c

the fertile vaUey of Fayoum. As a potable water
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that of the Nile is reckoned the best in the world.

.Egypt has no metals, and the only minerals are

: natron, saltpetre, salt, marble, and the celebrated

!red granite called " Syene marble," employed in

,the construction of the pyi-amids, and in many of

i the monuments of Italy; the principal quarries

• ire situated in Upper Egypt. Emeralds are found

in the mountains on the shores of the Red Sea,

.but the mines are abandoned. The cultivation

3f the soil is divided into that of the low grounds,

,3r those watered naturally, and the high grounds,

'•which depend for their productiveness on artificial

;
nundations ; the greater part of Upper Egypt is

hus watered, and many means have been em-
liloyed to facilitate the process. In ancient times

iLake Moeris was formed for a reservoir ; and a
complete barrage of the Nile, lately effected,

^eatly augments the fertility of the soil. The
i)lants peculiar to Egypt comprise the lotus, the

papyrus (from which the first substance used for

irating upon was made), the ziziphus, and many
'.romatic plants. The aate palm flourishes from
, he Delta to the lat. of Thebes, and on its fruit

;Dany of the inhabitants of Upper Egypt depend
|or nourishment. Egypt has from the remotest
j.ges been considered one of the most fertile

;ountries in the world. The chief cultivated

iilants are cotton, lint, hemp, indigo, sugar, to-

iiacco, opium ; the principal grains are millet,

;aaize, wheat, and rice. The growth of cotton
5 greatly extended ; the crop for 1864 was estim.
p yield 15,000,000/. in value. Durrah (Sorghum
/idgare) forms a chief article of nourishment.
i-'he cereals of Egypt have always been cele-

rated ; and onions, melons, cucumbers, are ex-
ensively used. The vine was widely cultivated

1 ancient times, & the Mareotio wine was famed
y the Romans ; its growth was extirpated by the
lussulmans, but again actively promoted by the
ite Mohammed AU. The date palm is the most
aluable fruit tree ; the other fruits are the fig,

omegranate, banana, olives, and melons. Vege-
ibles are very abundant, and comprise peas,
eana, lentils, leeks, onions, garlic, and cucum-
ers. Maize, rice, sugar-cane, tobacco, and hemp,
re cultivated. Numerous plantations of mul-
erries have recently been made. There are no
jrests, but groves of sycamores and palms, and
few orange and lemon trees. Wild animals

f the antelope kind abound in the deserts, but
le hippopotamus is not now found in Egypt,
Qd rarely in Lower Nubia. Domestic animals
smprise the ox, buffalo, sheep, goats, horse,

38, mule, camel, and dromedary. The birds are
ot of rich plumage : they comprise the ibis, cele-
rated in antiquity, the vulture, pelican, plover,
ittem, and quails, which arrive in gi-eat flights

cm the interior of Africa. The rearing of fowls,
igeons, and bees, is an important branch of in-
ustry among the peasantry, who hatch eggs by
leans of artificial heat. Fish are abundant in the
.kes of the Delta and in the Nile, and forms a
msiderable article of food. Reptiles, especially
le crocodile, serpents, and snakes, are common

;

id sponges, coral, the polypus, and madrepores,
re found on the shores of the Red Sea. The
Anufactures of Egypt are almost entirely mo-
3polized by the Government. Carpets are made
; Benisouef, red caps at Foulah, and firearms
id military accoutrements at Cairo. The prin-
pal manufs. of the natives are of woollen cloths,

)ttery-ware, and carpets. The trade with Europe
carried on through Alexandria. Exports to

lie United Kingdom (1865), cotton, silk, grains,
' muf. articles of goat's hair, wool, gums, pearls,

"T) raga, flax, musk, coffee, &c, 21,773,256t

Imports from the United Kingdom, cottons, ap-
parel, silks, plate, copper, machinery, iron, coals,

hardwares, indigo, arms, linens, woollens, etc.,

5,985,087/. It is anticipated that the new fresh-
water canal from the Nile to Suez, opened in 1864,
will extend the culture of the cotton plant over an
immense area well suited for its growth. The
traffic with the interior of Africa is carried on by
means of caravans, which bring, in exchange for

European & Egyptian products, ivory, gold-dust,

skins, wool, gum, ostrich feathers, & metals. The
slave-market of Cairo was abolished in 1846.

The chief commercial relations with Arabia and
India are carried on by Kossier and Suez. Since
the establishment of regular steam packets in the
Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean, and the
railway from Alexandria to Suez, Egypt has be-
come the route to India for all the correspondence
of Europe, as well as for the greater portion of
travellers. The NUe and the canals are employed
for native traffic. Egypt was one of the earliest

civilised countries in the world. And it is be-
lieved that a colony of Ethiopians first introduced
a form of religion, and the art of cultivating the
soil. The empire was greatly extended under
Sesostris and Rameses. It was subjugated by
Cambyses, King of Persia, 525 B.C. At that
time it was occupied by an industrious popula-
tion, had numerous cities and monuments of

astonishing grandeur, of which the pyramids
still exist; the obelisks, many of which were
carried to Rome and Paris ; and numerous tem-
ples and palaces. For 24 centuries it has been
subjected to foreign domination, and it fell suc-
cessively into misery and ignorance. It was
taken by Alexander the Great B.C. 332. After
his death it formed a separate kingdom under the
Ptolemies, till the year 30 B.C. Augustus then re-

duced it to a Roman province. The Mohammedan
Arabians seized it in the 7th century. The Ca-
liphs possessed it for two centuries. In 1250 it

came into the power of the Mamelukes, who were
subjected to the Turks at the commencement of

the 16th century. The French overran it in 1798

;

in 1802 they were driven from it by the British ; &
in 1811 Mohammed Ali rendered himself master
of the country by the massacre of the Mamelukes.
By judicious government & great reforms, Egypt,
underMohammed Ali, made rapidprogress in civi-

lisation ; he added to his territory Nubia, Kor-
dofan, and part of Abyssinia ; and extended his

dominion over Syria, Crete, and part of Arabia

,

but in 1840 he was deprived of all his Asiatic pos-
sessions. By Imperial firman, 18G7, the govern-
ment is hereditary among the descendants of

Mohammed Ali, who bear the title of King.
Egt/pt comprises the provinces of Said or Upper
Egypt; Vostani or Middle Egypt; and Bahari or

Lower Egypt. These are divided into 7 intenden-

cies, which are subdivided into department and
arronds. Besides the governors of these divisions,

the Fellahshave preserved theirhereditary sheiks.

The highest tribunals are those of the cadis ; in-

ferior causes are judged without appeal by the

magistrates. The only city besides Cairo is

Alexandria. The largest pyramids are near
Gizeh, 7 m. S.W. Cairo, but others occur at in-

tervals on and near the 1. b. of the Nile, over a

space of 70 m. The greatest temples & sculptures

are found on the site of Thebes, and at Edfou,

Denderah, etc. The chief establishment of public

instruction is the University of El-Agha at Cairo.

Mohammed Ali established schools of medicine,

languages, and agriculture—military and naval

schools. Most of the primary schools and the

libraries are dependent on the mosques. The
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Egyptian army is raised by conscription. In
1863 it consisted of—infantry, 12,000 ; cavalry,
3500 ; artillery, 1500; engineers, 3000; and a regi-

ment of 3000 negroes in Sudan. The fleet, in 1865,
consisted of 7 line-of-battle ships, 6 frigates, 9
corvettes, 7 brigs, 18 gun- boats, and 27 transports.
The public rev. for 1864 was estim. at 4,250,000^.;

expenditure, 3,575,000/.; surplus, 675,000/.; a tri-

bute of 400,000/. yearly is payable to the Turkish
government. The revenue is chiefly derived from
land, capitation taxes, and from the Pacha's
monopoly on raw and manufactured goods.
Ehex, a river of Engl., co. Ciimberland, rises

near Borrodale, flows through the lake and vale
of Ennerdale, past Egremont, S. to the Irish Sea.
Ehisgen, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Danube,

cap. dist., 15 m. S.W. Ulm. P. 3200. It has a
Boman Catholic gymnasium, an hospital, and
four churches. Manufs. cotton goods.
Ehnen, a viU., Netherlands, Luxemburg, dist

Grevenmachem, on the Moselle. P. 1600.

Ehnheim, a town of France. [Obernai.]
Ehningex, a market village of "Wiirtembei:^,

circ. Black Forest, 5 m. E. Urach. P. 5550.—II.
a vill., circ. Neckar, on the Wuzin, 4 m. S.W.
Boblingen. P. 1530.

Ehrexberg (Alt and Nec), two contiguous
vills. of Bohemia, circ. Leitmeritz. P. 5171.

Linen-weaving and cotton manuf.
Ehrenbreitstein, a town of Ehenish Prussia,

gov. circ, and immediately opposite Coblenz,
with which it is connected by a bridge. P.

4000. It is situated at the foot of a rocky
mountain, 468 feet in elevation, and thence called

Ehren. im Thale; it has a steam-cooking ap-
paratus which prepares provisions for 1000 men
daily.—The Fortress of Ehrenbreitstein (Broad
Stone of Honour), which covers the rock, was
originally a Eoman castrum. It was in vain be-
sieged by the French in 1632 and 1688 ; again be-
sieged by General Marceau in 1796, taken in

1799, and demolished after the peace of Lim^ville,

but restored by the Prussian Government since

1815 ; and is now a first-class fortress, capable of

containing a garrison of 14,000 men.
Ehresfriedersdorf, a town of Saxony, circ.

Zwickau, 4 m. W. Volkenstein. P. 8C00, mostly
employed in mining and lace-making.
Ehrenhausex, a town of Austria, Styria, on

railway, circ. and 12 m. N. Marburg. P. 556.

Ehre:nstetten, a market town of Baden, circ.

Upper Ehine, 8 m. S.W. Freiburg. P. 1600.

EiBAU (Alt and Neu), two contiguous vills. of

Saxony, circ. Budissin, on the Rumburger. P.

5057. This is one of the chief seats of the cele-

brated linen manuf. of Lusatia.
EiBELSTADT, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower

Franconia, b\ m. S.E. Wiirzburg. P. 2000.

EiBEXscmJTZ, a town of Moravia, circ. Znaym,
on the Iglawa, 12 m. S.W. Brunn. P. 3910.

EiBENSTOCK, a town of Saxony, circ. and 16 m.
S.S.E. Zwickau. P. 6472. Manufs. of chemical
products, muslins, and lace.

EiBERGEN, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
Gelderland, 21 m. E. Zutphen. P. 1200.

EiBiswALD, a market town of Styria, circ. and
24 m. W.N.W. Marburg. P. 664. It has a
castle, and extensive coal mines and iron works.

EiCH, avilL of S^^-itzerland, cant Lucem, dist.

Sursee, on the south bank of the Lake of Sempach.
EiCHHORN, a vill. of Moravia, circ. and 10 m.

W. Briinn, on the Schwarzawa, with an old for-

tress, powder-mills, and iron works.
EiCHSTADT, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle

Franconia, cap. of a principality, 42 m. W.S.W.
Beerensburg, on the Altmiihl. P. 760'^. It has

a cathedral and several other churches, a Cap
chin convent, bishop's palace, gymnasiimi, Lati

and other schools, a public Ubrary, museimis, and
manufs. of earthenwares, hardwares, and woollen
goods, with breweries and stone quarries.

EiCHSTETTEN, a market town of Baden, circ.

Upper Ehine, on 1. b. of the Dreisam, 8 m. N.W.
Freiburg. P. 2500.

Eider, Eidora., an important river of Denmark,
rises in Holstein, 8 m. S. of Kiel, and flows gene-
rally W. to the North Sea, past Eendsburg and
Friedrichstadt, forming, with the canal of same
name which continues it, the limit between the

Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein. Length 90

m., for 70 m. of which it is navigable. It opens
a communication between the Baltic and the

North Sea, and the tides are felt as far as Eends-
burg. Chief affluent the Trenn.

EiDSVOLD, a town of Norway, amt Aggershuns,
32 m. N.N.E. Christiania, on rt. b. of the Vermen-
Elf. It has iron forges, and was the seat of the

National Assembly held after the treaty of Kiel,

January 14, 1814, by which Denmark abandoned
Norway to Sweden.
Eiger, a mountain of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

in the Bernese Oberland, 13,045 ft. above the sea.

EiOG or Egg Island, one of the Hebrides is-

lands, Scotland, co. Inverness, pa. Small Islands,

12 m. W. Arisaig, on the mainland. Ac. 558'

Scots. P. 309. Here are some remarkab.^
basaltic cliffs.

EiKEN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant Aargau,

near the Ehine, 10 m. N. Aarau P. 807.

EiLAC (Del-tsch), a town of Pnissia, prov.

West Prussia, reg. and 29 m. E.S.E. Marien-
werder, on the Lake of Geserich. P. 2400.

EiLAU (Prevssisch), a town of Prussia, prov.

East Prussia, cap. circ, reg. and 22 m. S.S.E.

Konigsberg, on the Pasmar. P. 2800. TL
French here defeated the Prussians and Eussian-

7th and 8th February 1807.

EiLDOX Hills, three conical peaks of Scotlan

CO. Eoxbnrgh, pa. Melrose. Elevation of tl

loftiest 1350 feet above the sea.

Eilenburg, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.

and 27 m. E.N.E. Merseburg, on an island in the

Mulde. P. (1864) 10,395. Luther preached her

at the commencement of the Eeformation in 152:

ErLENDORP, a vilL of Ehenish Prussia, gov,

and 3 m. E. Aix-la-Chapelle. P. 1300.

EiLSEN, a vill. of North Germany, Lippe-

Schaumburg, amt and 2 m. E.S.E. Buckeburg, c

the An, at the foot of the Harrlberg mountair

It has mineral springs and a bathing establish

ment Temp, of water 52° to 55° Fahr. P. 200

EiMBECK or EiNBECK, a town of Prussiii

Hanover, landrost Hildesheim, cap. principalitj

Grubenhageo, on the Ilm, 39 m. S.E. Hanover

P. (1864) 5823. It has breweries and manufs. o

linen fabrics and hosiery.

EiiHEO, one of the Society Islands, Pacifl

Ocean, N.W. Tahiti. Lat 17° 30' S. ; Ion. 15')

10' W. Length 9 m. ; breadth 5 m. Estimatt;

pop. 1300. It is mountainous, has an abrui-

coast, and is noted for its timber. It is the churc

station of the missionaries in these islandi-i

[Society Islands.] >

Eindho\'en, a town of the Netherlands, prcj

North Brabant, cap. cant, on the Dommel, attn

infl. of the Gender, 19 m. S.E. Bois-le-Duc I

3050. Manufs. liirens and woollens.

EiNOD, a vill. of Austria, Styria, circ and 5j

N.W. Judenburg. with minei-al springs.

EiNSiEDEL, a vilL of North Hungary, ci.

Zips, on the Golnitz, 114 m. N.E. Pesth. P. 23.

EiNSiEDEU 8 vill. of Austria, Hungary, •:
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Zips, dist. Gollnitz. P. 2378. Iron works, copper
miues.—II. a vill. of Saxony, gov. and dist.

i Chemnitz. P. 1572.

EiNSiEDELN, a to'WTi of Switzerland, cant, and
: 9 m. N.N.E. Schwytz, in the valley of the Sihl.
I P. of dist. 7253. It comprises about 75 inns and
' alehouses for the reception of pilgrims, etc. ; and
owes its origin to the famous Benedictine abbey,
superior of all the abbeys of this order in Swit-
izerland, with an extensive parish. The abbey
lis situated 2985 feet above the sea. It was
^founded in the 9th century; has an hospital,

llibrary, museum of paintings andEoman antiqui-

Ities, and a marble chapel with an image of the
iVirgin, which, on the 14th Sept. annually, at-

itiacts on an average 150,000 pilgi-ims. Its rich

itreasury was despoiled by the French in 1798.

EiNViLi.E, a comm. and mai-ket town of France,
liep. Meurthe, 4| m. N. Lundville. P. 1165.

I
EiPEL, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, circ. Sitchin,

list. Trautenau. P. 1635. Flax-spinning.
EiSEJfACH, a town of Central Germany, Grand

Ouchy Saxe-Weimar, cap. circ. Eisenach, on the
ilorsel, at the foot of the Wartburg, and on the
l-ailway from Leipzig to Cassel 44 m. W. Woi-
inar. P. (1864) 12,072. It has a mint, town-
iiall, prisons, and hospitals, a gymnasium, forest

itnd other schools, manufs. of cotton goods, soap,

[vliite lead ; dye-works and tanneries. Near it

(s the castle of Wartburg, once the residence of
he landgraves of Thuringia, and in which Luther
•Kissed ten months of durance, from 1521 to 1622,
jinder the friendly arrest of the E lector of Saxony.
I'he circ. of Eisenach has an area of 468 sq. m.,
-nd a pop. of 82,444.

EiSENBERO, a town of Central Germany, Saxe-
Uteuburg, duchy and 24 m. W.S.W. Altenburg.

6000. It has an observatory and manufs. of
i^oollen stuffs and porcelain.

EiSENBURG or Vas-Varmegye, a CO. of West-
m Hungary, bounded N.W. by archduchy of

lustria. Area 1536 geo. sq. m. P. 293,183. Sui--

ice mountainous in the W., but the valleys and
lains are extensive. Chief rivers, the Eaab, which
aceives the Pinka, Sorok, Herpenyo, and Gyon-
yos. Soil fertile.

EoENBURG or Vasvar, a market town of Hun-
anr, CO. Eisenburg, 27 m. S.E. Guns. P. 632.
Eisenerz, a market town of Styria, circ. and

) m. N.W. Briick, in an Alpine region at the foot
the Erzberg. P. 1484. [Euzberg.]
Eisenstadt, a free royal town of East Hungary,
ro. and 12 m. N.N.W. Odenburg, near the W.
mk of Lake Neusiedl. P. 2480. In the park is

1 orangery containing 400 trees and 70,000
)ecies of exotic plants. North of the town are
)ological gardens.
EiSEY, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, on the
'hame8,lm. N.N.E. Cricklade. Ac. 1840. P. 198.
EiSFELD, a town of Central Germany, Saxe-
einingen, cap. dist. principality and 8 m. E.
ildburghausen. P. 3027. Manufs. cotton. P.
dist. 14,025.

EiSGRUB, a market town of Moravia, circ. and
m. E.S.E. BrUnn, on the Thaya. P. 2170.
Eisi.eben a town of Prussian Saxony, cap. circ.

g.,23m.N.W.Mersburg. P. (1864) 11,841. Has
";u weaving, andmines of silverandcopper in the
inity. Birthplace of the refoi-mer Martin Luther.
KisLiNGEN (Grcss), a vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ.
^luube, 2 m. E. GSppingen. P. 1230.
' 'ixo, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, 27 m.
^-W. Lamego, near rt. b. of the Vouga. P. 2890.
1:jea-de-los-Caballeros, a town of Spain,
;' ;on, prov. and 30 m. W.N.W. Zaragoza. P.
3. Manufs. linen and hempen fabrics.

Ekaterinburg, a fortified town of Asiatic
Russia, cap. dist. gov. Perm, on the E. slope of the
Ural mountains, and on the river Isset. Lat. /ifi'

48' 67" N. ; Ion. 61° 35' E. P. (1863) 21,777.

Mean temp, of year 31°-9, winter 4°*7, summer
60°-9, Fahr. It was founded by Peter the Great
in 1723. Chief edifices, a mint, arsenal, custom-
house, government school, and an hospital, with
botanic garden. It is the seat of a council of mines,

and the centre of all the forges and mines belong-
ing to the crown. Chief industry mining and
polishing the precious stones, porphyries, agates,

and jaspers procured in the adjacent mountains.
Ekaterikodak, atownof Eussia, gov.Taurida,

on rt. b. of the Kouban, r50 m. W.N.W. Stavropol.

It is cap. dist. of the Cossacks of the Black Sea
(or the Tchernomersk Cossacks). P. (1863) 9504.

Ekaterinograd or Iekaterinograd, a town
and fortress of Eussia, gov. Caucasus, 20 m. W.
Mosdok, on 1. b. of the Terek, in lat. 43° 40' N.;
Ion. 43° 55' E. It is an important military post

of the Cossacks of the line. P. 2473.

Ekaterinoslav, a gov. of South Eussia, in lat.

47° to 49° 20'N.,lon. 33° 30' to 39°40'E., boimded
on the N. by govs. Pultova, Kharkov, and Voro-
nez, B. W the Don Cossacks, S. by Taurida, and
W. by Kherson, with a separate portion in the

coimtry of the Don Cossacks, at the mouth of the

Don. Area 26,052 sq. m. P. (1864) 1,204,751.

Climate temperate. Summer warm and dry, and
winter short. Products, wheat, barley, oats, pease,

vegetables, fiax, hemp, and fruits. Minerals are

granite, lime, chalk, salt, and garnets. Manufs.
cloth and leather, and distilling.

Ekaterinoslav, a fortified town of New Eus-
sia, cap. gov. of same name, 820 m. S.S.E. St

Petersburg, near rt. b. of the Dnieper. Lat. 48°

27' 50" N., Ion. 35° 5' 33" E. P. (1863) 19,988,

It is the see of an archbishop, and has an ecclesi-

astical seminary, and manufs. of cloths and silks.

It was founded in honour of the Empress Cathe-
rine II. in 1787.

Ekemezo, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania,
circ. Hermannstadt, dis. Medias. P. 1693.

Ekeroe, one of the Aland Islands, Gulf of

Bothnia, W. Aland. Length 12 m., breadth 4 m.
Ekesjo, a town of Sweden, laen and 160 m. S.W.

Stockholm. P. 1941. In vicinity is a mineral
spring.

Ekhmin (J'anopolis and Chemmis\ a town of

Upper Egypt, on the Nile, 63 m. S.S.E. Siout.

Eknes or Ekenas, a seaport town of Eussian
Finland, on a fiord of the Gulf of Finland, 65 m.
S.E. Abo. P. 1800.

Ekron, an ancient town of Palestine, identified

with the vill. Akri, pash. Gaza, 23 m. W.N.W.
Jerusalem.
Elambazar, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, 90 m. N.W. Calcutta, on 1. b. of the
Hadjee. P. 2950.

El Araish (the garden ofpleasure\ improperly
Larache, a foi'tified seaport town of Marocco, near
the mouth of a river in the Atlantic, 45 m. S.S.W.
Tangier. Lat. 35° 13' N., Ion. 6° 9' W. It has
a mosque, market-place, and dockyard.
Elba (Latin Ilva, Greek Aithalid), the largest

island of Central Italy, prov. Litome, in the Medi-
terranean, between Corsica and the coast, from
which it is separated by the channel of Piombino.
It is of a triangular form, rounded on W., shores
elevated and steep, deeply indented by 7 gulfs,

which form several good ports, the best of which
is that of Porto-Fen-ajo, the cap. Lengtli E. to

W. 17^ m , breadth 2} to lOJ m. P. (1861) 20,340.

The island is entirely mountainous, covered with
the contreforts of 3 chains, which meet S.E. of
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the cap.; the culminating point is 3134 feet in ele-

vation. The climate is temperate and healthy,
except in some low dists. on the shore. Excel-
lent -wine and delicious fruits are produced. Iron
abounds in many parts of the island, but is worked
only near Porto-Ferraio. The port of embarka-
tion for all the minerals of Elba is Folloniccu, on
the Gulf of Piombino. By the treaty of Paris,

1814, the island was erected into a sovereignty
for Napoleon i., and it was his residence from 3d
May 1814 to 26th February 1815.

Elba, a township of the U-S^ North America,
New York, 7 m. N. Batavia. P. 1772.
El-Bassan, Albassan, or Ilbassan, a town of

Albania, cap. sanj., on the Scombi, 28 m. N.N.E.
Berat P. 5000. Manufs. of iron and copper wares.

Elbe:, Albis,a, river of Germany, rises in the W.
slopes of the Schnee-Koppe, in the Riesengebirge,
Bohemia, from 30 springs, the southmost of which,
the Elb-brunneti, is 4500 feet above the sea. It

flows generally N.W^ and waters Bohemia, Sax-
ony, and Prussia ; separates Hanover and Meck-
lenburg, and forms part of the S. boundary of

Denmark. It enters the North Sea near the
port of Cuxhaven, and passes in its course Leit-
meritz, Konigsteio, Dresden, Torgau, Wittem-
berg, Magdeburg, Lauenburg, Hamburg, Altona,
and Gliickstadt. Length, direct dist., 395 m.

;

including windings, 550 m. Chief affls., on rt
the Havel, augmented by the Spree; on 1. the
Moldau, Eger, and Saale. It is navigable from
the confl. of the Moldau, but its navigation is

impeded by the lowness of its bed, the greater
part of which is only from 150 to 300 feet above
the level of the sea. It is 13 m. wide at its mouth,
and ships drawing 14 feet water can ascend it to

Hamburg, but its estuary is encumbered by sand-
banks. It is connected by canals with the Oder,
and also with the Trave, an affluent of the Baltic.

Elberfeld, a town of Rhenish Prussia, cap.

circ. on both sides of the Wiipper, 16 m. E. Diis-

peldorf. with which it is connected W railway.
P. (1864) 62,008. .Mean temp, of year oO°, winter
36°-5, summer 63°4, Fahr. The town is long,

straggling, and irregularly built It is the chief

Ecat of the cotton manuf. of Germany, the seat of

several commercial companies, and has a gymna-
sium, with a library& museimi, a school ofmanufs.,

and 22 burgher schools. Its chief business is in

dyeing, printing, and cotton-weaving. It is famed
for the dyeing of Turkey-red, and a great amotmt
of yam is annually sent here to be dyed from
Great Britain & other places. Elberfeld and Bar-
men, which adjoins it, supply all Germany with
tapes and bands. [Barkhn.] It has extensive
exchange transactions, a Ehenish-West-Indian
trading co., bleachflelds, and a mining company.
Elbekt, a CO. of the U. S., North America,

N.E. of Georgia. Area 560 sq. m. P. 4722 free,

5711 slaves. Surface hilly. Soil good, producing
grain, cotton, etc., and a little sUk.
Elbkrton, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 2} m.

S.W. Thombmy. Ac 1673. P. 180.

Elbe-Teixitz, a town of Bohemia, circ and 19
m. W. Chrudim, on rt. b. of the Elbe, and on the
Prague and Olmutz Railway. P. 2329.
Elbeuf or Elbcecf, a comm. and town of

France, cap. cant^ dep. Seine Inferieure, arr.

and 12 m. S.S.W. Rouen, on L b. of the Seine.
P. 20,692. The seat of a tribunal of commerce,
with manufs. of cloth, machinery, and soap, and
iron and copper foundries.
Elbing, a fortified seaport town of East Prus-

sia, reg. and 34 m. E.S.E. Danzig, cap. circ, on
the Elbing, 5 m. from its mouth in the Frische
Haff. P. (1864) 27,534. Principal edifices, a

Roman Catholic and 8 Protestant churches, a
synagogue, a gymnasium, schools and charitable
establishments, including a house of industry,
founded by Cowle (an Englishman), in which 400
children are educated. Manufs. of woollen cloths,

refined sugar, vitriol, i)earl-ash, tobacco, sailcloth,

oiL starch, soap, and chicory.
Elbikgerode, a town of Prussia, landr. Hil-

desheim, in the Harz, 20 m. E. Klausthal. P.
3204. It has mining, iron forging, and brewing.
Elbogen or Elnbogek, a town of Bohemia,

cap. circ, on L b. of the Eger, 75 m. W. Prague.
P. 2280. Manufactures of fine china ware.
Elbbidge, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, New York, 13 m. W. Syracuse P. 3924.

Elbubg, a town of the Netherlands, prov. Gel-
derland, on the Znyder-Zee, 40 m- E.N.E. Am-
sterdam. P. 2448, mostly employed in fishing.

Elburz, Elbruz, or Elbubj (the watch-tower),

a mountain of Asia, in the Caucasus, 18,493 feet

above the sea. Also a mountain chain of Persia,

S. of the Caspian Sea. [Demavend (Mount).]
Elche, lUid, a town of Spain, prov. and 13 m.

S.W. Alicante. P. 18,068. It is enclosed by
walls, and has an Oriental appearance. Chief
edifices, a church, convents, schools, and a bridge
across a ravine which intersects the town.—II.

(de la Sierra), prov. and 65 m. S.S.W. Albacete,

on the Segura, with manufs. of coarse cloths.

Elchingen, a vill. of Bavaria, circ Swabia, on
L b. of the Danube, 8 m. N.E. Ulm. P. 702. The
French here defeated the Austrians, Oct. 1805.

Elda, Adellum, a town of Spain, prov. and 26
m- N.W. AHcante, on L b. of the Elda. P. 3846.

It has manufs. of paper, soap, lace, and leather.

Eldagsen, a town of Prussia, princip. Kalen-
be^, 15 m. S.S.W. Hanover. P. 2363.

Elde, a river of Mecklenbujg-Schwerin, takes

its rise in Lake Mliritz, forms Lakes Kolpin, Fk-
sen, Malchow, and Plan, then fiows W.S.W^ re-

ceiving the waters of Lake Schiverin on the rigt-,

and falls into the Elbe at Domitz. Course 94 r

Eldek, a pa. of England. [El^'edon.]
Eldena, a vill. of Prussian Pomerania, wita

school of agriculture, 6 m. E. Griefswalde. P. 1650. I

Eldersfield, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,
]

6 m. W.S.W. Tewkesbury. Ac 3307. P. 782.

Elderslie, a vill. of Scotland, co. Renfrew, pa.

and 2 m. N.E. Paisley. P. 784, chiefly weaver^

spinners, & colliers. This isthe ancient patrimoc v

and supposed birthplace of Sir William Wallac •

in whose family it remained until the last centur

Eldon, a township of England, co. Durham
3 m. S.E. Auckland. Ac 1540. P. 311.

El Doratk), a co. of the U. S., North America

in N. of California. Area 2000 sq. m. P. (186M

20,562. The co. is rich in gold. Cap. CuUomi i

Ele, a city of Chinese Turkestan. [lu.]
|

Elechee or Ilitsi, Turkestan. fKHOTKN.') I

Eleigh or Monks-Eleigh, a pa. oiTEngland, c
-

Suffolk, 5 m. N.N.W.Hadleigh. Ac 2099. P.67f

Elemer, a vilL of Austria, Hungary, circ ar >

dist. Nagy-Becskerek. P. 3400.

Elena (St), a point and maritime vill. of Sout , j

America, Ecuador, dep. Guayaquil, prov. Manab
Point St Elena, in lat. 2° 12' S., Ion. 81° W. ; an.

the vill. on the Bay of St Elena, 30 m. S.E.

Elephant Bay, S.W. Africa, Benguela, is a

inlet of the Atlantic, in lat 13° 14' S., Ion. 12* Sc

E. It has excellent anchorage, but no frRi

vrsAer.— (Island), Senegambia, in the Gamt?

river, 100 m. from its mouth. It is very pop.

lous, and on it the French formerly had Fort Pi

dor.—(River), South Africa, Cape Colony, ento

the Atlantic after a course of 140 miles.

ElephantA, a smal 1 island of British India, P"
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I lid. and in the harbour of Bombay, 7 m. S.W. the
' city. It is 6 m. in circ, and has some remarkable

,
cave-temples, in one of which is a colossal bust

I 15 feet in height, representing a triune Brahmini-
cal divinity. A gigantic figure of an elephant

;

(whence the name of the island) formerly stood

near the shore, but it has now fallen to decay. The
great temple-cave is 130 feet long and 123 broad,

I rests on 26 pillars, and contains many mytholo-

;

gical figures apparently belonging to some of the

I early centuries of the Christian era.

I Elephantine (Arabic Jeziret-el-Chaf, "islet

of flowers "\ an island of Upper Egypt, in the

I NUe, opposite Assonan (Syene). It is 1 m. long
and \ m. broad, highly fertile, and covered with

j
gardens, dwellings, and mills, interspersed among

1 canals and ruins. It has extensive quarries of

.gi-anite, traces of Boman edifices, and remains of

•temples erected by the Pharaohs.

I
Eletz, a city of Russia. TJeletz.]

I
Eleusis, an ancient city oT Greece, near Lep-

sina, gov. Attica, at the mouth of the Saranda-
iporo, in the Gulf of .SIgina, 12 m. N.W. Athens.
;The plain around is strewed with ruins, and the
iincient causeway hence to Athena forms the
Imodem highway.
\ Ei.EUTHEiiA Royal Island and Keys, one of

i,he Bahama Islands, W. Indies. Lat. of Pigeon
jSey, 25° 11' N., Ion. 76° 15' W., 50 m. N.E. New
jJ*rovidence, and separated from Abaco by the
'rovidence Channel. Length 80 m., breadth 10

In. At its N. end is a harbour and fort. P. (1861)
1.209.

! Eleutheropolis or Betogabra, an ancient
|ity of Palestine, identified with Beit-Jibrin, a
I'ill. in the pash. and 28 m. E.N.E. Gaza, with
jery extensive ruins, comprising a large Roman
ortress and massive vaults.

Elfdalen, a pa. and vill. of Sweden, laan and 72
1. N.W. Fahlun. P. 2700. It has porphyry quar-
ies and iron works.
Elfeld or Eltville, a town of Prussia, for-

lerly cap. of the Duchy Nassau, Rheingau, on
he Ehine, 5 m. S.W. Wiesbaden. P. (1864) 2367.
Elfoed, a pa, of England, co. Stafford, 4i m.
[.N.W. Tamworth. Ac. 2070. P. 461.
Elfsborg, a lean of Sweden. [Wenersbobg.]
Elgar, an islet of the Orkney group, Scotland,

. of Shapinshay.

j
Elgg, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 18 m.
•E. Zurich. Pop., with adjacent hamlet, 1921.
I the vicinity are glass works and coal mines.
Elgin, a royal par., munic. bor., ancient city, &
- of Scotland, cap. eo. Moray or Elgin, on the
Msie, 118m. N. Edinburgh, and 5m. S.W. Lossie-
puth, its seaport, withwhich and with Burghead,
is connected by railway. Alt. 67 ft Area of pa,
out 18 sq. m. P. of do. (1861) 8726 ; do. of bor.
43. Corp. rev. 837^. Mean temp., July 57°-2;
n. S7°-7 Fahr. Rainfall 24 in. Alt. 67 feet
le town is finely situated on, gently rising
3und, and extends about a mile "in length along

p rt. b. of the Lossie. Chief buildings, a parish
lurch in centre of the High Street, court-house

I prison, Gray's hospital or infirmary, endowed
I

I 20,000;., to M-hich is attached a lunatic
Uira; an orphan institution, endowed with
000/., by General Anderson, a native of the
^n, and who left it for India a private soldier.
ore is an English chapel, Free church, and

I oral other churches. A literary and scientific
"titution with museum, an academy, assembly
' ins, concert hall, mechanics' institute, and three
' Kly newspapers ; com market hall, 7 banks,
• oollen nianuf., foundry, tanneries, breweries,
t -mills, nurseries, and tile works. The rains

of its celebrated cathedral are on the N.E. of the
High Street ; it was founded in 1224, and is in the
form of a cross, 289 feet in length ; breadth of
transept 120 feet ; height of two western towers,
between which is the grand entrance, 83 feet.

The great central tower and spire, which fell in

1711, was 198 feet high. The chapter house is

entire, and highly oniamented. The architecture
is a mixture of Saxon and middle Gothic. The
ruin is carefully preserved by the Commissioners
of Woods and Forests, and a new strong wall and
elegant lodge have been recently erected. There
are also remains of a monastery of Grey Friars.

Elgin is supposed to have derived its name from
Helgy, a Pictish general, and was created a royal
burgh by William i. Along with Banff, Cullen,

Inverury, Kintore, & Peterhead, it returns 1 mem-
ber to H. of 0. Here is held the sheriff and head
burgh courtof the co. The secluded valley of Plua-
cardine, in S.W. of pa., contains the ruins of Plus-
cardine priory, founded in 1230 bv Alexander n.

Elginshire, a co. of Scotland. [Morayshire.]
Elgiobar, a town of Spain, prov. Guipuzcoa,

10 ra. W.S.W. St Sebastian. P. 200.

Elgneta, a town of Spain, prov. Guipuzcoa,
22 m. E.S.E. Bilbao, on rt. b. of the Deva. P.
2000. Manufs. of linen and ironware.
Elham, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Kent, 6J m. N.N.W. Folkestone. Ac. of pa.
6570. P. 1159.

El-Hayz, a small oasis of the Libyan desert,

Africa. Lat. 28° 3' N., Ion. 20° 63' E.
El-Helleh, a vill. of Upper Egypt, prov.

Keneh, on rt. b. of the NQe, opposite Esnd
Elia (Sant), two towns of South Italy.—I. (o

PianisiX prov. and circ. Campobasso. P. 4275.
Cap. circ.—II. (Fiume Rapidaiy, prov. Caserta,

cii-c. Sora. P. 4832.

Elias (Mount St), the name of many summits
in Greece.—I. (anc. Taygetus), Morea, gov. La-
conia, in Maina, 10 m. S.W. Mistra, 7829 feet.

—

II. (anc. Ochay, near the S.E. extremity of the
island Eubcea, 4607 feet.—III. island Ceos.—IV.
island Melos.—V. island Paros, Grecian Archi-
pelago.—VI. Santa Maura, Ionian Island, 4rJ m.
S.W. Amaxichi, 3000 feet.

Elias (Mount St), a volcanic mountain of
N. America, forming a part of the boundary be-
tween the Britishand Russian territories. Lat. 60°

18' N., Ion. 140° 30' W., 17,860 ft. (?) above the sea.

Elice, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Teramo,
circ. Penne. P. 1738.

Eije, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, on the Forth,

here forming the Bay of Ely, 2^ m. E.S.E. Collins-

burgh. Ac. 2241. P. 826. The vill., pop. 706, has
a harbour and pier. Resorted to for sea-bathing.

Eling, a pa. of England, co. Hants, on the
Anton river, 3J m. W. Southampton. Ac. 18,459.

P. 5947. It has ship-building docks.

Elis, a dep. of the kingdom of Greece, on the
N.W. coast of the Morea. Chief town Pyrgos.
Elisabetgrad, a fortified town of South Rus-

sia, gov, and 130 m. N. Kherson, on the Ingul.
P. (1863) 25,057. It has military magazines.
Elisabethstadt, a royal free town of Austria,

Transylvania, circ. and on the Kiikiilo, 35 m.
N.E. Hermannstadt. P. 4000.

Elisabetopol or Ganjeh, a fortified town of

Russian Transcaucasia, gov. and 102 m. S.E.

Teflis. P. (18G3) .15,191 ; near it are the villa,

of Anenfeld and Helmendorf, German colonies.

Elizabeth, numerous townships, etc., U. S.,

North America, of which the principal are :—I.

New Jersey, on Newark Bay and Staten Island
Sound.—II. Pennsylvania. Has collieries and
manufs.—III. Pennsylvania, co. Lancaster.—IV.
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Ohio, CO. Lawrence.—V. {Cityy, a co. in E. part

of Virginia. Area 64 sq. ra. P. 3381 free, 2417
slaves.—VI. (jCityy, North Carolina, on the Pas-
quotank, 40 m. S.W. Norfolk.—VII. {Islands),

Massachusetts, the name of 16 islets between
Buzzard Bay andVineyard Sound.—VIII. (Port),

New Jersey, on Staten Island, 12 m. S.W. New
York. It has a court-house, and a harbour which
admits of vessels of 300 tons. Steamboats ply
daily to New York. The railway to SomerviDe
commences here.—IX. {River), Virginia : it flows

N.W. 25 m., into the estuary of James river, its

mouth forming the harbour of Norfolk.—X.

( Cape), Maine, at the S.W. entrance of the Bay of

Casco. Lat. 43° 33' N., Ion. 70° 10' W.
Elizabeth.—I. {Cape), Chinese Empire, is the

N. extremity of SagaUn Island, in the Sea of

Okhotsk. Lat. 54° 24' N., Ion. 142° 47' E.—II.

Eussian America, E. of the entrance to Cook
inlet. Lat. 59° 8' N., Ion. 151° 3' W.—{Island or

Henderson's Island), Pacific, in lat. 24° 21' S., Ion.

128° 18' W^ is of a peculiar coral formation, 6 m.
in length by 1 m. in breadth, and thickly covered
with shrubs.—(Pori), Cape Colony, on the W.
side of Algoa Bay, and the most frequented sea-

port along the S. coast of Africa. Pop of dist.

4246.

—

{River), U. S., North America, Virginia.

Elizabethtown, numerous townships, IJ. S.,

North America.—I. New Jersey, 40 m. N.E.
Trenton, on Elizabethtown river and on railway.

It has a court-house.—II. New York, W. of Lake
Champlain, 110 m. N. Albany.—Virginia, cap. co.

Marshall, 12 m. S. Wheeling. It has a court-house.
Elizoxdo, a town of Spain, Navarre, cap. of

the valley of Bastan, 20 m. N. Pamplona, P. 1100.

El-Jemm, Tsydrus, a viU. of Barbary, dom. and
105 m. S.S.E. Tunis. Eemains of an amphitheatre.

Elk, the prefix to several places in the U. S.,

North America.—I. a co., Pennsylvania. P.
5915.—II. {Elk Creek), a township, Pennsylva-
nia, 16 m. S.W. Erie.—III. {Elk Ridge-LandingX
a vill. of Maryland, on the Patapsco, 8 m. S.S. W.
Baltimore. It has iron works.
El Kab, Eilethyas, a town. Upper Egypt, on

rt. b. of the Nile, 40 m. S.S.E. Thebes.
El-Kasr, a vill. of Upper Egypt, cap. the

great W. oasis of Dakil, in lat. 25° 41' N., Ion.

29° E. It is the residence of a sheikh.

El-Khargeh, a to^ni. Upper Egj-pt, cap. the
Great Oasis. Lat. 25° 28' N. ; Ion. 30° 40' E. P.

6000. Among numerous ruins are those of a
temple, and near it is a remarkable necropolis.

Elkhart, a co. of the U. S., North America,
Indiana. P. (1860) 20,986.

El Khatif or Kilvtiff, a maritime town,
Arabia, on the W. side of the Gulf of Bahrein.
Elkixgtox, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-

ton, lOJ m. N.N.E. Daventrv. Ac 1720. P. 60.

—II. {North), CO. Lincoln, ^ m. N.N.W. Louth.
Ac. 991. P. 108.—III. {South'), 2i m. N.W.
Louth. Ac. 3049. P. 333.

El-Kos (a "6otc," so named from its wind-
ings), a river of Marocco, prov. Fez, enters the
Atlantic at El-Araish, after a N.W. course. It

has a bar at its mouth, within which is a port.

El-Kosu. a market town of Asiatic Turkey,
Kurdistan, at the foot of the Sote mountains, 30
m. N. Mosul. P. from 2000 to 3000.
Elksley a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4J m.

N.W. Tuxford. Ac. 2500. P. 362.
Elkstoxe. a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 7i

m. N.N.W. Cirencester Ac. 20.58. P. 320.— II.

a township, co. Stafford, pa. Alstonefield 7 m.
E.N.E. Leek. P. 689.

Ellasd, a chapelry of England, co. York, W.
Ei ding, on the Ualder, pa. and 4 m. S.E. Halifax,

with a station on the Manch ister and Leeds Bail-

way. Ac. 3360. P. 8716. Manufs. woollens.
Ellastoxe, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 41

m. N.E. Ashbourne. Ac. 7970. P. 1230.

Ell6, a river of France, between the deps.

Morbihan and Finistfere, enters the Atlantic 30
m. S.W. Quimper, after a S. course of 38 m. It

is navigable from Quimperl^ (8 m.) to the sea.

Eluepield, a vill. of Saxony, ctrc. Zwickau,
dist Falkenstein. P. 1836.

Ellel, a chapelry of England, co. Lancaster,
pa. Cockerton, 4 m. S.S.W. Lancaster. Ac. 5620.

P. 1968.

Ellenborocgh, a township of England, co.

Cumberland, pa, Durham, on the Ellen, 5J m.
W.N.W. Cockermouth. Ac. 1224. P. 1086.

Ellenhall, a pa, of England, co. Stafford, li

m. S.S.K EccleshaU. Ac. 1750. P. 300.

Ellerburx, a pa, of England, co. York, North
Riding, 3^m.E.N.E. Pickering. Ac. 4590. P. 648.

Ellertok (Priory), a pa, of England, co.

York, E. Hiding, 8^ m. N.N.W. Howden. Ac.

2552. P. 338.—II. {on Swale'), a township, North
Biding, pa. and IJ m. E.S.E. Chatterick. Ac.

1609. P. 153.

Ellery, -a township, U. S., North America.
New York, 278 m. W.S.W. Albany.
Ellesborough, a pa, of England, co. Bucks.

2| m. W.S.W. Windover. Ac. 3310. P. 724.

Ellesmere, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land and Wales, cos. Flint and Salop, 16 m.

N.N W. Shi"e\*'sbury. Ac. of pa, (including ii

small lake from which it takes its name) 26,6i33.

P. 6453. It is head of a poor-law imion ; has n

branch bank, and a ti-ade in malt, carried on b;.'

a canal, which communicates with Welshpool,

Chester, and the Mersey.
Ellezelles, a comm. and town of Belgium,

prov. Hainant, 16 m. N.E. Toumay. P. 6205.

Elllaxt, a coram, and vill. of France, dej)

Finistfere, arr. Quimper, cant Eosporden. P. 295-

Ellice Islands, a group of islets on a cor.i

reef, surrounding a lagoon in the Pacific Oceau

Lat 8° 30' S. ; Ion. 179° 13' E. P. 250.

Ellichpoor, a city of India, Nizam's dom^ 10<

m. W. Nagpoor. Lat 21° 10' N., Ion. 77° 36' E
Eli.icott, a township, U. S., North America

New York, 18 m. S.E. Maryville.—£//tcoftm//t
c^p. CO. Cattaraugus, is in the same state.

Ellicott's Mili^ a to^vn, U. S., North Ame
rica, Maryland, 14 m. S.W. Baltimore, on tb

Patapsco and on the Ohio EaUway, is a ver

picturesque spot. It has cotton and other mill

Ellixgen, a town of Bavaria, circ. Midc.

Franconia, on the Eezat, 28 m. S.S.W. Niirt

berg. P. 1400. It has a manuf. of pianoforte;

Ellixgham, several pas. of England.—L <'

Norfolk, 2i m. N.E. Bungay. Ac. 1379. P. Si^

—II. CO. Northumberland, 8 m. N. Alnwi-

Ac. 12,348. P. 676.—III. co. Hants, 2J m. :

Eingwood. Ac. 2545. P. 306.—IV. (Great), c

Norfolk, 2 m. W.N.W. Attleburgh. Ac. 267

P. 717.—V. {Little), 4 m. N.W. Attleburgh. -^

1540. P. 382.

Eixixgtox, a pa. of England, co. and 5J
W. Huntingdon. Ac. 2910. P. 413.^
Ellington, two townships of the U. S., Noi

America.—I. Connecticut, 15 m. N.N.E. Hf

:

ford.—II. New York, 25 m. E. Mayvilla
Elliot, a township of the U. S., North An

rica, Maine, 102 m. S.S.W. Augusta.
Ellis, a co. of the U. S., North America, Te::

P. 4142 free, 1104 slaves.

Ellisblt?g, a township of the U. S., Nci

America, New York, on Lake Ontario, 140

N.W. Albany.
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Ei-LiSFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4 m.

S. Basingstoke. Ac 2360. P. 255.

Ellon, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, on the

Ythan, 16 m. N. Aberdeen. P. 3913 ; includes

vill. of Ellon, pop. 823.

Elloue, a town of ISritish India, presid. Ma-

i

dras, dist. & 39 m. N. Masulipatani, and formerly

cap. of one of the Northern Circars.

Bllough, a pa. of Enp:land, co. Suffolk, 3 m.
'

S.S.E. Beccles. Ac. 1097. P. 126.

Elloughton, a pa. of England, co. York, E.

I

Eiding, 4 m. S.S.E. South Cave. Ac. 2988. P. 688.

Ellrich, a town of Prussian Saxony, reg. and
;
45 m. N.N.W. Erfurt. P. 3000. Near it is the

1 remarkable calcareous grotto of Kelle.

Ellsworth, a township of the U. S., North

I

America, Maine, 71 m. E.N.E. Augusta. P. 4009.

Ellwangen, a town of Wurtemberg, Jaxt, on
|the Jaxt, 45 m. E.N.E. Stuttgart. P. 3000.

Elm, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, island

;of Ely, 2 m. S. Wisbeach. Ac. 11,105. P. 1729.

,—II. a pa., CO. Somerset, 2 m. W.N.W. Erome.
jlc. 893. P. 377.

I
Elm, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant, and

10 m. S.S.E. Glarus, 3182 feet above the sea, and
1^0 surrounded by mountains that the sun does not
isach it during six months in the year. P. 891.

j
El Masaraii, a vill. of Egypt, *prov. Ghizeh,

j'.O m. S. Cairo, opposite the site of ancient Mem-
jihis, with extensive quarries, to which a railway
'las been laid down.
EiJUBRiDGE, a chapelry of England, co. Wor-

ester, 4 m. N. Droitwich. P. 391.
EL>rooN, a pa. of England, co. Warwick. 4J m.

V.S.W. Coleshill. Area 1127. P. 206.—II. co.

Cssex, 5 m. W.N.W. Saffron-Walden. Ac. 2480.
'. 731.

El Metemneh, a town of Nubia, on the 1. b.

f the Nile, nearly opposite Shendy.
Elmham (North), a pa. of Eneland, co. Nor-
5lk,5im. N. East Dereham. Ac."4631. P. 1251.
-11. {South, All Saints), a pa., co. Suffolk, 5 m.
V.N.W. Halesworth. Ac. 1150. P. 197.—Elm-
am, St Margaret's pa., is 5 m. N.N.W. Hales-
'•ortL

Elmina or St George d'Elmina, a town and
irt, cap. of the Dutch possessions, on the Guinea
)a8t, Africa. The fort is in lat. 5° 4' 45" N.

;

In. 1° 20' 30" W. P. 8000 to 10,000 blacks. The
jrt of Elmina is the strongest on the coast.

Elmira, a township of the U. S., N. America,
ew York, cap. co. Chemung, on the Chemung
inal, and New York and Erie Railway, 158 m.
.8.W. Albany. P. 8166.
Elmlet Castle, a pa. of England, co. Worces-
*, 4 m. S.W. Evesham. Ac. 2067. P. 373.-n.
ovettX a pa. of same co., 5 m. N.W. Droitwich,
ir West Midland Railway. Ac. 2381. P. 353.
Elmlet (Isle of), a pa. of England, co. Kent,
land of Sheppey, 3| m. S.E. Queenborough. The
and ia 3i m. long by 2 m. in breadth. Ac. 2341.
140.

^

Elmoboe, a pa. of England, co. and 4J m.
S.W. Gloucester. Ac. 1486. P. 374.
3LM8ALL (North and South), two adjacent
mships of England, co. York, West Riding, pa.

M ith-Kirby, 6^ m. S.S.E. Pontefract P. 948.
I'^LMSETT, a pa., Engl., co. Suffolk, 3J m. N.N.E.
'Idleigh. Ac. 1973. P. 459. Here is a curious
1 rifying spring, called the Dropping-well.
;lm8Hoiin or Elveshorn C'bend of the Elbe''),
*''mi of Prussia, on the Elbe, and on the Kiel
Altona Railway, 10 m. E.S.E. Gliickstadt.
1866) 6671. Has an active trade in grain.

;

lmstead, a pa, of England, co. Essex, 4i m.
1 -olchester. Ac. 3644. P, 953.

Elmsted, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 65 m.
E.N.E. Ashford. Ac. 2692. P. 492.

Elsisthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

3 m. E.N.E. Hinckley. Ac. 1650. P. 45.

Elm.stone, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2} in.

N.N.E. Wingham. Ac. 432. P. 75.—II. (Hard-
wicke), CO. Glo'ster, 3i m. N.N.W. Cheltenham.
Ac. 2613. P. 440.

Elmswell, a pa. of England, co. Siiffolk, on
the East Union Railwaj', 7| m. E.S.E. Bury Ac.
2066. P. 759.

Elmtox, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 7J m.
EN.E. Chesterfield. Ac. 2970. P. 469.

Elnbogen, a town of Bohemia. [Elbogex.]
Elne, Illiheris, Helena, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Pyrenees Orientales, on 1. b. of the
Tech, 8 m. S.S.E. Perpignan. P. 2486. Illi-

beris was the place where Hannibal first en-
camped after passing the Pyrenees. Having been
rebuilt by Constantino, it received the name of

his mother Helena.
El-Obeid, the cap. town of Kordofan, Africa,

in a plain, 240 m. S.W. Sennaar. Lat. 13° 11' N.

;

Ion. 29° 48' E. P. 30,000. (?) Dwellings mostly
reeds or straw, and in the shape of corn stacks,

and a few of sun-dried bricks. Exports comprise
gold, silver, hides, ivory, gum-arabic, and slaves.

El Oos, an island in the Euphrates, Asiatic

Turkey, 8 m. N.N.W. Hit, with a town of same
name. The island is 1 m. in length.

Elora or Ellora, a vill., Hindostan, Nizam';?

dom., in lat. 20° 5' N., Ion. 75° 15' E., 1 m. E. of

which are cave-temples excavated in the W. slope

of a liill, and in magnitude and execution surpass-

ing all other of their kind in India.

Elorrio, a town of Spain, prov. Biscay, 18 m.
S.E. Bilbao. P. 2280.

Eloy (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Puy-de-Dome, arr. Riom. P. 536. Hascoal mines.
Eloyes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vosges, arr. and cant. Remiremont. P. 1340.

El Paso, a co. of U. S., North America, Texas.
P. 4036 free, 15 slaves.

Elphin, a market town, pa., and bishop's see

of Ireland, Connaught, co. Roscommon, \7\ m.
W.N.W. Longford. Ac. of pa., which contains
some rich grazing laud, 12,544. P. 4260; do. of

town 1007. Its cathedral is a small plain church.
The diocese comprises 76 pas., in cos. Roscom-
mon, Sligo, Galway, and Mayo, and is now an-
nexed to the sees of Kilmore and Ardagh.
Elpidio (S.'Vn), a town, Cent. Italy, prov. Ascoli-

Piceno circ. & 6 m. N. Fermo. P. of comm. 8818.
El Rosario, a town of Mexico, dep. Sinaloa, 55

m. E.N.E. Mazatlan. P. 5000.

Elsa, two rivers of Central Italy, Tuscany.—
I. provs. Siena and Florence, joins the Arno 3^
m. W. Empoli, after a N.W. course of 30 m.—II.

an affluent of the Albegna ; total course 12 miles.

Elsass, a country of Germany. [Alsace.]
Elsdon, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Northumberland, 16 m. W.N.W. Morpeth. Ac.
of pa., including much mountain woodland, 74,917.

P. 1521. The pa. has coal, lime, and ironstone.

Elsenham, a pa. of Engl., co. Essex, 2 m. N.E.
Stansted-Mount-Fichet. Ad. 1829. P. 480.

Elsfield, a pa. of England, co. and 3i m.
N.N.E. Oxford. Ac. 1280. P. 179.

Elsfleth, a market town of Oldenburg, on the
Weser, at the influx of the Hunte, 18 m. N.W.
Bremen. P. 1650, employed in ship-building.

EI.SHAM or Ailesham, a pa., Engl., co. Lincoln,
4 m. N.N.E. Glandford-Brigg. Ac. 4110. P. 409.

El-sing, a pa. of England, co Norfolk, 6 ni.

E.N.E. East Dereham. Ac. 1511 P. 392.

Eusinore or Elsineur (Dan. Ilelsingor), a sea-
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port town of Denmark, island Seeland, on its E.
coast, at the narrowest part of the Sound, 24 ra.

N. Copenhagen. Lat. 66° 2' 11' N. ; Jon. 12° 36'

49" E. P. (1861) 8442. It stands on a declivity,

sloping to the shore, and on its N.E. side is the
fortress of Kronborg. Here the Sound-dues are
levied from all merchant ships, except Danish
and Swedish, passing into or out of the Baltic.

Elson Bay, an inlet of the Arctic Ocean, Rus-
sian America, immediately E. Point Barrow.
Lat. 71° N. ; Ion. 156° W.
Elson Island, in the Pacific Ocean, is one of

the Gambler islands.

Elstead, two pas. of England.—I. co. Surrey,
4 m. W. Godalming. Ac. 4119. P. 818.—II. co.

Sussex, 4^ m.W.S."W.Midhurst Ac. 1789. P. 174.

Elster, two rivers of Germany.—I. (^White),

rises in Voigtland, Bohemia, flows N. and joins
the Saale, 3 m. S. Halle (Prussia), passing Adorf,
Plauen, Greitz, and near Leipzig; length 110 m.
Chief affluent the Pleisse on right.—II. (Black'),

rises 2 m. S. Elstra (Saxony), flows N.W. past
Hoierswerda, Elsterwerda, and Herzberg, and
joins the Elbe 8 m. E. Wittemberg (Prussia);
length 105 m. Chief affl. the Roder, on left,

—

Elster is a viU. of Saxony, circ. Zwickau, cant.

Voitsberg, on Little Elster, with mineral springs.

Eljsteeberg, a town of Saxony, circ. and 16
m. S.W. Zwickau, on 1. b. of the White Elster.

P. 3162. Has woollen and cotton weaving.
Elsterwerda, a town of Prussian Saxony,

reg. and G6 m. E.N.E. Merseburg. P. 1800.
Elston or Elveston, a pa. of England, co.

Notts, 4^ m. S.W. Newark. Ac 1640. P. 262.
Elstow, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m. S. Bed-

ford. Ac. 1522. P. 418. John Bunyan, author of

the " Pilgrim's Progress," was bom here in 1628.
Ei^STRA, a town of Saxony, circ. Bautzen, 21

m. N.E. Dresden. P. 1218.
Elstkee or Idlestree, a pa. of England, co.

Herts, 3 m. N.N.W. Edgeware. Ac. 1370. P. 402.

Elswick, a township of Engl., co. Northumber-
land, 1 m. W. Newcastle. Ac. 783. P, 14,345.

Elsworth, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,

3J m. N.N.E. Caxton. Ac. 3700. P. 822.
Eltex, a vilL of Prussia, gov. Diisseldorf, 6 m.

N.N.E. Cleves. P. 1.500.

Elterljein, a mining town of Saxony, circ. and
19 m. S.E. Zwickau. P. 2380. Manufs. lace.

Eltham, a pa. and town of England, co. Kent,
7 m. E.S.E. London. Ac. of pa. 4350. P. 3009.
Eltingen, a vill., Wurtemberg, on the Neckar,

near Leonberg. P. 1674.

Eltisley, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 2i
m, W.N.W. Caxton. Ac. 1922. P. 478.
Eltmanx, a town, Bavaria, circ. Lower Franco-

nia, on the Main, 35 m. E.N.E. Wurtzburg. P. 1420.
Eltox, several pas. of England.— I. co. Dur-

ham, 2J m. W.S.W, Stockton. Ac. 1419. P. 108.

—II. CO. Hereford, 4 m. S.W. Ludlow. Ac. 1470.

P. 108.—III. CO. Huntingdon, 6^ m. W.N.W.
Stilton. Ac 3260. P. 947.—IV. co. and 12 m.
E.S.E. Nottmgham. Ac 980. P. 94.—V. a town-
ship, CO. Chester, pa. Warmingham, 2 ra. W.S.W.
Sandbach. Ac. 1027. P. 507.—VI. a township,
CO. Derby, 6 m. N.W. Matlock. P. 491.—VII. a
township, CO. Lancaster, pa. and 13J m. W. Bury.
Ac 2521. P. 7756.
Eltox, a salt lake of Russia, 70 m. E. of the

Volga, gov. and 160 m. S.S.E. Saratov. Area
130 sq. m. Upwards of 100,000 tons of salt are
obtained annually from its waters.
Eltsch (Hung. Jolsva), a town of Hungary,

CO. and 13 m. N.N.W. Gomor. I'. 3470. It has
mines, and an extensive trade in iron.

Eltville, a town of W. Germany. fELFELD."]

El-Tyii or Ex Tih (Desert of), or of ^-thi

Wandering" the place of the 40 years' sojourn of

the Hebrews in the desert, the peninsula between
the Gulfs of Suez and Akabah, and Egypt and
Palestine. It is mountainous, comprising the Jeb-
el-Tyh, Mount Sinai, etc.—The Wady-et-Tik, or
" Valley of the Wandering," is in Middle Egypt,
extending between ancient Memphis and Suez,
immediately S. the Jeb el-Ataka.

Elvax Water, a small affl. of the Clyde, Sfcotl.,

CO. Lanark, pa. Crawford. It flows N.E. Par-
ticles of gold have been often found in its sands.

Elvas, a fortified frontier city of PortuMl,
prov. Alemtejo, 40 m. N.E. Evora, and 12 m. w.
Badajos, on rt b. of the Guadiana. P. (1865) 11,088.

Chief edifices, the cathedral, churches, and con-

vents, arsenal, bomb-proof barracks for 6000 or
7000 men, a theatre, college, seminary, public

hospital, and a prison. A Moorish aqueduct sup-

plies the city with water from a hill 3 m. W.
Manufs. arms and jewellery. Elvas was taken and
held by the French from March to August 1808.

Elvastox, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m. E.S.E.

Derby. Ac. 2760. P. 499.

Elvedox or Eldex, a pa. of England, co. Suf-

folk, 3^ m. S.W. Thetford. Ac. 5290. P. 193.

Elvex, a comm. and town of France, dep. Mor-
bihan, cap. cant., 10 m. N.E. Vannes. P. 3519.

Elverdissex, a vill. of Germany, Westphalia,
circ. Minden, dist. Herford. P. 1900.

Elvetham, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4J m.
N.N.E. Odiham. Ac. 3200. P. 475.

Elvingtox, a pa. of England, co. York, E.

Riding, 7 m. E.S.E. York. Ac. 2256. P. 472.

Elvis (St), a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 4 m. E.S.E. St Davids. Ac. 414. P. 33.

Elwick-Hall, a pa. of England, co. Durban,

^ m. N.N.E. Stockton. Ac. 4321. P. 206.

Elworthy, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, )

'

m- N. Wiveliscombe. Ac. 1635. P. 197.

Elwy, a river, S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, joii

the Severn at Pennarth.—II. a river, N. Wales
CO. Denbigh, falling into the Clwyd at St Asapli

Ely (Isle op), a district of England, N. of tin

CO. Cambridge, from the rest of which it is sepa^i

rated on the S. by the Ouse. P. (1861) 176,016

Ac. 225,150, comprising 4 hundred.s, and consist'

ing of fens interspersed with. small elevation;

generaDy crowned with vills. A smaller tract, o

about 7 m. by 4 m., forms the isle strictly so called

It is surroimded by marsh, formerly covered wit!

water, whence the name. The soil is very fertili

but requires artificial draining. The (fist, is

level monotonous plain, containing marsh plant

and aquatic birds, but few other objects of inte

rest [Bedford Level."]

Ely, a city and Episcopal see of England, caj
j

of above dist, on the Ouse, 16 m. N.N.E. Can j

bridge, and 72 m. N.E. London, on Easter

Counties Railway. Ac, including 2 pas., 16,61

P. 5186 ; do. of bor. 7428. Principal buildinf:

the cathedral, built between the reigns of Wr
Rufus and Edward iii., exhibiting a singular y I
imposing combination of the Saxon, Norman, at: |
Gothic styles. Trinity Church, and the bisho-

palace. Manufs. of earthenware & tobacco pip

It is governed by a custos-rotvdorum, and is t!

only city in England which sends no member
House of Commons. Its bishopric was foundi

\

in 1107. It now extends over pas. mostly in c.
j

Cambridge, Bedford, and Huntingdon. ;

Elyria, a township, U. S^ North Amrai

Ohio, 105 m. N.N.E. Columbus. P. 2668.

Elz, a river, S.W. Germany, Baden, joins 1

Rhine, 20 m. S. Strasbourg, after a tortuo

course of 33 m. past Waldkirch and Kenzigen.
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EiJ^A, a river of Central Italy, Tuscany, joining

the Arno near Empoli, after a N.W. course of 35 m.
Elze, a town of Prussia, landr. and 9 m.

AV.S.W. Hildesheim, near the Saale. P. 2268.

Ematbis, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster co. Monaghan,

3J m. W. Ballybay. Ac. L-2,-/'J7. P. 41C,9.

Emanuel, a co., U. S., N. America, Georgia.

Area 1100 sq. m. P. 3787 free, 1294 slaves.

Ehba or Djem, a river of Central Asia, form-

ing a part of the boundary between the Eussian
gov. Orenburg and the Kirghis territory (Indep.

Turkestan), enters the Gulf of Emba at the N.E.
extremity of the Caspian Sea, after a S.W. course
estimated at 250 m., where it expands into nume-
rous shallow lakes, and has valuable fisheries.

Embden, a town of Hanover. [Emden.]
Emberton or Emmerton, a pa. of England,

CO. Buckingham, IJ m. S. Olney, and 8 m. from
Wolverton station on the London and North-
western Railway. Ac. 1860. P. 632.

Embleton, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-
land, 6^ m. N.N.E. Alnwick. Ac. 13,228. P. 2302.

—II. a chapelry, co. Cumberland, pa. Brigham,

2J m. S.E. Cockermouth. Ac. 3870. P. 363.

Embomma, a town of Africa, Lower Guinea,
Congo, 70 m. "W.N.W. San Salvador.
Emborrow, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, oi

m. N.E. Wells. Ac. 2039. P. 178.

Embrach, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

dist Bulach. P. 1440. Celebrated for a wine
called Kingswein, made from vines which had be-
longed to the Emperors of the House of Hapsburg.

:
Embrun, £'6rod'MreMm,acomm.andfortifiedtown

[of France, dep. Hautes Alpes, cap. arr., on rt. b. of
[the Durance, 19 m. E. Gap. P. 4287.

Embsay, atownship, Engl., co. York,W. Eiding,
pa. and 2 m. E.N.E. Skipton. Ac. 2522. P. 1025.

I

Ehden or Embden, a fortified seaport town of
Prussia, Hanover, landr. Aurich, princip. E. Friea-
and, on the Dollart, 14 m. S.W. Aurich, with
yhich itcommunicatesbycanal. Lat.63°22'3"N.

;

on, 7° 12' 38" E. P. (1864) 12,053. The town is
utersected by canals connected with the harbour.
Principal edifices, council and custom-houses,
Jarracks, exchange, gymnasium, and school of
lavigation. The port, consisting of an outer
nd two inner harbours, is shallow ; but the road-
tead is deep. It is a free port. It has ship-
uilding docks, and extensive manufs. Exports
orn. Imports timber, hemp, and potash.
Emenabad, Aminibad, a town of the Punjab,

3 m. N. Lahore. Lat. 32° 4' N. ; Ion. 74° 10' E.
Emessa, a town of Syria. [Homs.J
Emilion (St), a comm. and town of France,
iP. Gironde, 3 m. S.E. Libourne. P. 3014.
Emilian Provinces of North Italy, are com-
•ised in the former Duchy of Parma. Ancient
''<milia included Modena and part of Bologna.
Emineh, a cape of European Turkey, forming
e termination of Mount Balkan in the Black Sea.
Emlagh, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Meath,
ra. N.E. Kells. Ac. 2118. P. 249.
Emlaghfad, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co.
d Hi m. S.S.W. Sligo. Ac, including the
wn of Ballymote, 9309. P. 4322.
Emley, a pa. of England, co. York, West Eid-
I?, 7 m. E.S.E. Huddersfield. Ac. 3715. P. 2771.
Emly, a market and Episcopal town, and pa. of
?land, Munster, co. and 8 m. W.S.W. Tipperary.
^- of pa. 9183. P. 2551 ; do. of town 366.
b.MLYGRENNAN, a pa. of Ireland, co. Limerick,
II- E. Kilmallock. Ac. 2513. P. 739.
-MMEN, two rivers of Switzerland.—I. {Great),
it. Bern, rises in the Bernose Oberland, flows
and joins the Aar, 1^ m. N.E. Solem-e, after a
use of 45 m. Its vaUey, " the Emmenthal," is

one of the finest in Switzerland.—II. (Littk'),

cant. Lucerne, rises near the source of above
river, and after a N.E. course of 30 m. joins the
Eeuss IJ m. N.W. Lucerne.
Emmendingen, a town of Baden, circ. Upper

Ehine, on the Elz, and on railway, 9 m. N.N.W.
Freiburg. P. 2000. Manufs. of paper and cotton.

Emmerich, a frontier town of Ehenish Prussia,
gov. and 49 m. N.N.W. Dttsseldorf, on rt. b. of
the Ehine. P. 6700. It has a custom-house.
Manufs. woollen stuffs, hosiery, and soap.

Emmington or Ammington, a pa. of England,
CO. Oxford, 3 m. S.E. Thame. Ac. 726. P. 88.

Emmebin, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, arr. LUle, cant. Haubourdin. P. 1688.
Emmet, a co. of U. S., North America^ Michi-

gan. P. 1149.

Emneth, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2 m.
S.E. Wisbeach. Ac. 3449. P. 1023.

Emod, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Borsord,
dist. Csath. P. 1988.

Empingham, a pa. of England, co. Eutland, 6
m. E. Oakham. Ac. 2780. P. 921.

Empoli, Empulum, a town of Central Italy,

prov. and 16 m. W. Florence. P. of comm. (1861)
16,768. Celebrated in the conflicts of the Guelphs
and Ghibellines, described by Dante.
Emporion, a town of the island Santorin,

Grecian Archipelago. P. 1380.

Empshot, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 6 m.
S.S.E. Alton. Ac. 1230. P. 167.

Empurany, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Ard^che, arr. Tournon, cant. la-Mastre. P. 1855.

Ems, Amisus, a river of N.W. Germany, rises

inLippe Detmold, traverses Prussian Westphalia,
flows at first W., then N. through Hanover, and
joins the North Sea by an estuary, between the
Netherlands andE. Priesland, after acourse of 160
m. Near its mouth it expands into a basin called

the 'Dollart. Aifls., the Werse, Haase, and Leda.
Ems, a pa. & vill. of Switzerland, cant. Grisons,

dist.Boden. P. 1374. Catholics speakingEomanch.
Ems or Bad-Ems, a watering place of Prussia,

Nassau, on the Lahn, 16 m. N. Wiesbaden. P.
3991. The springs vary from 93° to 135° Fahr.
Emsworth, a maritime town of England, co.

Hants, on the Chichester and Portsmouth Eail-
way, 8J m. E.N.E. Portsmouth. P. returned
with its pa. Warblington.
Emu, a post township of New South Wales, on

Nepean river, co. Cook, at the base of the Blue
mountains, 2 m. from Penrith. P. (1861) 107.

Emyvale, a town of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 5
m. N.N.E. Monaghan. P. 512.

Enare, a lake of Eussian Lapland, about lat.

69° N. ; Ion. 28° E. Area 685 sq. m. It contains
numerous islands, and communicates with the
Arctic Ocean by the Patsjoki river.

Enakea, a country of N.E. Africa, Abyssinia,
S.W. Shoa, between lat. 7° and 8° N. ; Ion. 36°

and 37° E. Nearly all the coffee, and a large pro-
portion of the slaves and ivory brought through
Abyssinia to be sent to the marts N. and E., are
from this country. Principal town, Saka.
Enbobne, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 2i m.

S.W. Newbury. Ac. 2485. P. 412.

Encinasola, a town of Spain, prov. and 60 m.
N.N.E. Huelva. P. 3000. Manufs. of woollens.
Encounter Bay, S. Australia, in lat. 35° 30'

S., Ion. 139° E., receives the outlet of Lake Vic-
toria, and is E. of Kangaroo island.

Endeavour Eiver, E. Australia, enters the
Pacific, in lat. 15° 26' S. ; Ion. 145 'E.—(Strait),
N. Australia, is between Cape York and Wolf
Island, E. of the Gulf of Carpentaria. Lat. 10°
45' S. ; Ion. 142° 10' E. Breadth 8 miles.
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Ejtdelliojt, a maritime pa. of England, co.

Comwali, 4 j m. N.N.B. Wade Bridge. Ac. 3729.

P. 1192.

Enderby, a pa. of England, co. and 4J ni.

S.S.W. Leicester, Ac. 1810. P. 1333.—II. (Bag\
CO. Lincoln, 5 m. N.N.W. Spilsbv. Ac. 617. F.

81.—III. {Mavis\ same co., 2| m. W.N.W. Spilsby.

Ac. 1510. P. 186.—IV. {WoodX same co., 3J m.
S.S.E. Homcastle. Ac. 990. P. 244.

Enderby Land, a considerable extent of ter-

ritory in the Antarctic Ocean, lat. 67° 30' S.

;

Ion. 50° E. Discovered by Biscoe in 1831.

ExDERMO, a port of Japan, on the S. coast of

the island Jesso. Lat. 42° 20' N. ; Ion. 141° 5' E.
Endford or Enford, a pa. of Engl., co. Wilts, 8

m. W.N.W. Ludgershall. Ac. 7880. P. 893.

Endl\n, a town of Persia. [Hindian.]
Endingen, a town of Baden, circ. Upp>er Rhine,

12 m. N.N.W. Freiburg, between the Rhine and
the Baden Railway. P. 3300. It has linen
manufactures and extensive vineyards.
Endon, a chapelry of England, co. Stafford, pa.

and A\ m. S.W. Leek. P. 1241.

Endred, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Szat-
mar, dist. Nagy Karoly. P. 1535.

Endrick, a river of Scotland, rises in co. Stir-

ling, and flows thi'ough the valley of Innerdale
into Loch Lomond, near Buchanan.
Endrod, a vill. of Austria, Hungaiy, co. Bekes-

Csanad, dist. Szarvas. P. 7359.
Enego, a vill. of Austria, Venetia, prov.

Viceuza, dist. Asiago. P. 3202.

Enfield, a post-town of New South Wales,
6 m. S. of Sydney. P. 409.

Enfield, a pa. and town of England, co. Mid-
dlesex, on the Eastern Counties Railway, 10 m.
N.E. London. Ac. of pa. 12,460. P. 12,424. It

has a famous Gov. musket and sword factory.

Enfield, several townships, U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. Connecticut, on Connecticut river, 15
m. N.N.E. Hai-tford. It has a Shaker's settle-

ment, and a carpet factory.—II. New York, 5 m.
W. Ithaca.—III. New Hampshire, 36 m. N.W.
Concord.
ExGADiNE, a valley of Switzerland, cant. Gri-

sons, league of " God's house," between two prin-
cipal chains of the Rhaetian Alps, and consisting
of the upper valley of the Inn. Length, S.W. to

N.E^ 45 in.; average width 1^ m. Elevation
6753 feet above the sea. P. 10,000. It is sub-
divided into the Ober and Unter-Engadine.
Engano, an island of the Malay Archipelago,

off the S.W. coast of Sumatra. Lat. 5° 21' S.

;

Ion. 102° 20' E. It is about 30 m. in circuit,

lofty, and well wooded.—II. an island off the N.
coast ©f Papua. Lat. 2° 28' S. ; Ion. 135° E.
Length 15 m., breadth 5 m.—III. a cape, at the
N.E. extremity of the island Luzon (Philippines),
lat. 18° 40' N. ; Ion. 122' 20' E.—IV. the mostE.
cape of Hayti. Lat. 18° 35' N. ; Ion. 68° 20' W.
Engelberg, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Un-

terwalden, 9 m. S.E. Sarnen, 3284 feet above the
sea. P. 1737.

ENGELHARD.SZELL, a town of Upper Austria,
28 m. N.W. Wels, on rt. b. of Danube. P. 1032.
Engelholm, a seaport town of Sweden, Icen

Christianstad, on the Ronne Aa, near its mouth
in a bay of the Kattegat. P. 1647.
Engelsbekg, a town of Austrian Silesia, circ.

and 24 m. W.N.W. Troppan. P. 1946.
Engen, a iown of Baden, circ. Lake, on the

Aach, 23 m. N.W. Constance. P. 1480. The
French defeated the Austrians here, 3d Mav
1800.

Enger, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
and 18 m. S.W. Minden. P. 1640.

Enghien, a town of Belgium, prov. Hainai
cap. cant,, 16 m. N.N.E. Mons. P. 3742.

Enghien, a vill. of France. PIontmorency.
Engia or Egina, an isl. of Greece. [wEgtxa."

England (French Angleferre), with Wales,
forms the southern portion of the island of Great
Britain, l)etween lat. 50° and 55° 45' N. ; Ion. 1"

45' E. and 5° 44' W. ; bounded N. by Scotland, E.

by the North Sea, S. the English Channel, and
W. the Atlantic Ocean and the Irish Sea. Length
from Berwick to the Land's End 425 m. ; breadth
60 to 303 m. Area 68,320 sq. m., or 37,324,883

stabite acres, of which 50,922 sq. m. belong to

England, and 7398 to Wales. P. (1851) of Eng-
land and Wales, 17,927,609; (1861) 20,066,224;

increase in ten years, 2,134,116. Average num-
ber of persons to the sq. m. for England and
Wales, 344. The surface is greatly diversi-

fied. In the S.W. peninsula the Cornish high-

lands extend in a N.E. direction, attaining

in Brown Willy an elevation of 1364 feet,

and are succeeded on the E. by the Dartmoor
hills, 2050 feet, the Dorset hills, 900 feet, and
the North and South Downs sloping E. tn

the Wealden heights, 313 feet in elevation, and
terminating in the North Foreland. From Dart-

moor, the Exmoor heights, the Mendip and Cotes-

wold hills (1134 feet), extend N., separating the

basins of the Thames and Severn, and enclosing

Salisbury Plain. From the N.bank of the Thames,
the Chiltem hills and the Eastern hills divide the

eastern plain from the basin of the Ouse and the

fen districts. In all this region, S. of the Wast
and E. of the Severn, the hills are mostly isolated,

and none of them, except the Dartmoor Hills, at-

tain a height of 2000 feet. W. of the Seveiii, th.'

country is occupied by the Cambrian mountains A;

their offsets [Wales]. Near the centre of England
is the Peak of Derby (1803 feet), on the Pennin;

chain, which extends in a N.N.W. direction, se-

parating the basins of tlie Trent and the Mereej,

and terminating on the N. between the Tyne and

the Eden. Its highest points are Pennegent, 226()

feet, Ingleborough, 2373 feet, Whemside, 2414 ft.,

Crossfell, 2927 feet, and Bowfell, 2911 feet, above

the sea. Succeeding these, and forming the

boundary between England and Scotland, arf

the Cheviot hills, the highest summit of which if

Cheviot Peak, in Northumberland, 2688 feet

Connected with the Pennine chain on the N.^
are the Cumbrian mountains, comprising Skici

daw, 3022 feet, Helvellyu, 3055 feet, and Sca^^

fell, 3229 feet, above the sea. Near the L'

coast are the Wolds of Yorkshire and LincoLi

shire (1485 feet). The declivity of the mouii

tains is in general steep towards the W, bu

sloping gently towards the E. The Great cei)

tral plain is bounded by the Thames on the f-

the Severn on the W., and the Ouse on tli

E. On the N. it is separated by the Trent froi

the plain of York, which latter is connected wi:

the low coast lands extending to Berwick. T'}

coast line of England is extremely irregular, aii

deeply indented with bays, forming natural ha:

hours, affording safe anchorage, and protected c

a great number of prominent capes and heat

lauds. Of its rivers, 60 are navigable, but

general only for a short distance from the si'

The four principal are—the Thames, Humb;
Severn, and Mersey. On the S. coast, theTam>

Exe, and Avon contribute their watere to t

English Channel ; on the E. coast, the Thanit

Yare, Great Ouse, Witham, Humber and Trei

Tees, Tyne, and Tweed flow to the North S''

on the W. coast, the Severn, Towey, and Pari

flow into the Bristol Channel, and the De* (
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V\"ales), the Mersey, Ribble, and Eden, to the
Ii'isli Sea. Area (exclusive of Wales), pop., and
subdivisions as follow:

—

Counties.
Area in
Stat, aa Pop. 1861.

County and
Chief Towns.

IJedfonishire, Sai,582 135,287 Bedford.
Uerkshire 4.51,210 176,256 ReadinK.
JJucklnghamshire, 4li6,i)3-3 167,993 Buckingham.
Ciimbridgeshire, S2S,18-2 176,016 Cambrid.5e.
Cheshire 707,078 61 '6,428 Ohe.ter.
Cornwall 873,B0U 369,390 Bodmin.
Cumberliind l,(M)l,-273 205,276 Carlisle.
Uerbv.hire, 658,«()3 339,327 Derby.
I)er«nshire, l,(i-i7,180 684,373 Exeter.
Dorsetshiie^ 632,"25 lba,789 Dorcliester.
Durham, 622,47tt 508,666 Durham.
Eases, i,06(i,5-19 404,851 Chelmsford.
filoucestershire. 8u5,lU2 486,770 Gloucester (Bris-

tol).

Herefordshire, B34.8-23 123,712 Hereford.
Hertfordshire 391,141 173,280 Hertford.
Huntingdonshire, 228,544 64,250 Huntingdon.
Kent 1,039.419 733,887 M:iid8tone.
Lancashire, 1,219.221 2,429,440 Lanci4Ster (Man-

chester and
Liverpool).

Leicestershire, 514,164 237,412 Leicester.
Linci'lnshire, 1,775.467 412,246 Lincoln.
Middlesex 180,136 2,206,485 Brentford

(London).
Monmouthshire, 368,399 174,633 Monmouth.
.Norfolk ],:i64,301 4.'M,798 Norwich.
Northamptonshire, ... 6311,358 227,704 Northampton.
Northumberland, 1,349,299 343.1 '25 Newcastle.
Nottinghamshire, ... 52«,o76 293,867 Nottingham.
Oxfordshire 473,717 170,944 Oxford.
Rutlandshire. 95,»I5 21,8(U Oallham.
Shropshire (Salop), ... 8;6,(i65 240,959 Shrewsbury.
.Somersetshire, 1.047,220 444,873 Bith.
Soulhunptonshire I
(Hampshire or Hants), J

1,070,216 481,815
[

Winchester (.and

Southampton).
Staffordshire 723,468 746,943 Staff.irii (Stoke-

•Suffolk, 947,681 337,' 7')

upon Trent).
Ipswich.

.Surrey 478,793 831 ,"93 (juildford.
Suaiex, 936,911 31)3,735 ChichesUT

Warwickshire, 563,945 661,853
(Brighton).

Warwick (Bir-
mingham).

Westmoreland. 4S5.4:)2 60.817 Appleby.
Wiluhire !-65,\92 249,311 Salisbury.
Woroestershire,
Yortaihlre—

472,163 307,397 Worcester.

Kast Ridinit, 768,419 24 1,527 Beverley (Hull).
North Riding, ... l,:iT"i,l21 24.5,154 Northallerton.
West Biding, ... 1.709,3 7 l,8u7,79« Ripon

{Leeds,Sheffleld,
Bradford).

City

Total,

2,7a 1 40,433 York.

32,59(1,397 18,954,444

The geological structure of England and "Wales,
30iamencing on the W., and covering the whole
>rincipality of Wales, except the S.E. angle, con-
iists of the Silurian system of rocks, composed of
imestone, flags, and slates. To this succeeds the
_3eTonian or old red sandstone, which prevails
hrough the cos. of Brecknock, Hereford, Mon-
nouth, Devon, and Cornwall. The midland part
•f England, commencing at Berwick, has a basis
if carboniferous limestone in N., which extends
5. and W., with some interruptions, into Devon-
hire, and contains the principal lead mines.
i.bove this lie the coal formations, commencing
Q Northumberland, and extending through Dur-
lam, York, Lancashire, and Staffordshire, into
South Wales. Above the coal deposits lie the
ew red sandstone and magnesian limestone, ex-
anding in a long narrow belt from Shields to
Varwick, and thence to Bristol, and in some lo-
alities abounding in salt and gyp.sum. East of
lie coal and sandstone district.?, in a waving line
'om Whitby to the S. coast of Dorset, extend the
las and Oolite. These are succeeded eastward
7 green sand and chalk, and the Wealden beds
Sussex. Diluvial clays and tertiary formations
'stitute the Norfolk and Suffolk districts, and
-ins of the Thames and South Hampshire.
I'.ITAIN, CORNWAT.T., WalKS.")
i'he prevailing winds for the summer, autumn.

and part of winter, are S.W. and W. In spring

and other portions of the year, dry and scorching

E. and N.E. winds are common. Most rain falls

in summer and autumn. The greatest annual
amount of rain falls at Seathwaite in Cumber-
land, amounting to 127 inches, and the W. coast

generally is considerably more humid than the E.

The least annual amount on the E. coasts varies

from 20 to 25 inches ; Bishopwearmouth, in Dur-
ham, having an average of only 16'91 inches.

Mean annual fall of rain in the ten years extending
from 1850 to 1859, 30-52 inches. Mean tempera-
ture, year 49°-7, winter 39°*5, summer 60°'8 Fahr.

Estates and farms vary greatly in size; but
throughout the greater part of the country landed
property is very much divided. In 1862 the nett

amount of the income and property tax, which
was then 9d. in the pound, was 9,313,782i. Agri-
culture has attained great superiority throughout
England generally, though in many districts,

particularly in the W., it is backward. Wheat is

the principal crop, especially in the E. and S.E.

cos. ; barley is raised chiefly in the central cos.,

and oats in the N., though they are cultivated

more or less in all parts of the country. Peas,

beans, potatoes, and turnips are the crops next
in importance. Eye and buckwheat are only
partially cultivated ; rape, fliix, hemp, and man-
gel-wurzel are only cultivated in certain parts.

Hops are nearly confined to Kent, Herefordshire,

and the vicinity of Farnham in Surrey, and their

average annual produce is estim. at 30,000,000 lbs.

Adjacent to the large towns, the land is com-
monly laid out in kitchen gardens ; and in Bed-
fordshire an extensive district is appropriated to

raising vegetables for the London markets. In
the S.W. cos. large quantities of apples aro

grown, and Devon and Hereford are famous for

their cyder. Perry is made chiefly in Worces-
tershire, and mead in many of the counties con-
tiguous to Wales. The grape does not flourish

so as to produce wine, beer and ale being uni-

versally the popular beverages which supply
its place. In 1866, of the total area of England,
22,261,838 ac. were under crops of all kinds;
7,400,170 under com crops; 2,750,008 under green
crops; 760,979 under fallow, 2,296,087 clover and
grass under rotation, and 8,998,027 under per-
manent pasture. Hay forms an flnportant crop,

for which Middlesex and the adjacent cos. are

famous. The stock of horses in England & Wales
has been estim. at 1,500,000, 2-3ds of which are
employed in farm labour. Estim. ordinary stock

of cattle (1866) 3,420,044, l-4th of which stock is

annually slaughtered ; of these the Lancashira
Holderness, Northumberland, Durham, Devon,
Hereford, Sussex, & Suffolk are the chief breeds

;

in addition to which, many have of late been in-

troduced from Guernsey, Aldemey, etc. Butter is

an important product in Essex, Cambridgeshire,
and Dorset ; cheese in Cheshire, Gloucester, Wilts,

Leicestershire, and Devonshire. The number
of sheep in 1866 was 15,424,541. The lonp-
woolled comprise the Eomney-marsh, Tees-water,
Lincoln, and New Leicester breeds; and the

short-woolled, the South Down, Dorset, Wilts,

and Hereford. Total annual produce of wool in

England has been estimated at 470,000 packs, of

240 lbs. each (upwards of 1,000,000 cwt.). Hogs
are very generally kept, and are numerous in the
forest lands of Hants, Berks, Gloucester, and
Hereford, the former of which cos. is famous for

bacon. Geese are reared in large numbers in

Lincoln fens, partly for the sake of their quills.

Many other kinds of poultry are also common.
England is generally well wooded, and 02,620 ac.
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of royal forest lands aie enclosed for the growth
of timber. The New Forest in Hampshire, the

forest of Sherwood (Notts), Dean (Gloucester-

shire), are among the largest of the forest tracts

;

but the oak, so valuable a material for the con-
struction of the royal navy, grows to the greatest

perfection in the wealds of Sussex, Surrey, and
Ivent, a tract comprising all the countrj' between
the North and South Downs, and many parts of

which have remained densely wooded ever since

the Roman period. The fisheries, though they
have never been chief sources of national wealth,

are highly imj)ortant in some localities. In the

North Sea, the herring fishery is that principally

pursued ; and about 100 smacks of from 40 to 50

tons burden are annually employed from Yar-
mouth, which has an extensive trade in herrings.

U'he towns of Sunderland, Whitby, Scarboro', and
Haj^vich are also interested in the same trade.

On the coasts of Devon and Cornwall, many of

the pop. are employed during summer in the pil-

chard fisheries. Cod, mackarel, soles, flounders,

salmon in some of the N. estuaries, and oysters,

lire the other fish of most importance taken in the
British seas. At several of the ports ships are still

fitted out for whale fisheries in S. ocean, but the

N. whale fishing is now limited to Scottish poi-ts.

England is greatly indebted for the high rank
she holds to her extraordinary mineral wealth.

The abundant supply of coals obtained in Lan-
cashire, West Yorkshire, Northimiberland, Dur-
ham, Staffordshire, and Warwickshire have ren-
dered these cos. the seats of the largest and most
flourishing manufs. in the world. [For statement
of coal and iron, see Britain.] Tin is procured
only in Cornwall and Devon, and copper is almost
confined to that region. Lead is raised in Somer-
set, Derbyshire, & Cumberland. The total quan-
tityobtainedannually in England&Walesisestim.
at 50,000 tons, from which silver to the value of

about 30,000i. is usually extracted- Plimibago is

found in the greatest purity at Borrowdale in

Cumberland, and in Devonshire manganese is

found. Zinc, nickel, arsenic, alum, salt from beds,

& springs in Cheshire & Worcestershire, potters'

clay in Staffordshire & Cornwall, lime, freestone,

and granite are among the most valuable minerals.
In 1863 529 furnaces built; in blast, 333 ; make of

pig iron, 2,451,211 tons. Watches made in Engl.,

26,000, and the number imported from Switzer-
land, 25,000 anniially. By far the most important
manufs. are those of cotton goods, the great seat
of which is South Lancashire. The number of cot-

ton mills exceeds 2000 in all. The woollen manufs.
are chiefly seated in West Yorkshire, especiallv at
and around Leeds, Wakefield, Huddersfield, Hali-
fax, Bradford, & Dewsbury ; also in the cos. Lan-
cashire, Cumberland, Gloucester, Wilts, Devon,
and Somerset In Leicestershire stocking-weav-
ing is carried on; and Norwich has trade in
worsteds, and is the principal seat of the crape
manufacture. The manufacture of linens is car-
ried on principally in Yorkshire, Lancashire, Dur-
liam, and Dorset; and that of silks in London
(Spitalfields), and at Manchester, Macclesfield,
and Coventry, in which last town ribbons are
chiefly woven. The foregoing manufactures are
now moctly wrought with the aid of steam.
Nextin importance to the manufacture of woven

fabrics is that of hardwares. The more ponder-
ous iron machinery is wrought in Shropshiie,
fitaffordshire, in the vicinity of Birmingham, and
sD the naval dockyards. Sheflield, London, and
Birmingham are the principal seats of the manu-
facture of cutlery.. Watch and clock works are
made in LancasMre ; leather gloves at Woreester,

1>in theeM 1Yeovil, & Woodstock ; boots and shoos in tbeeiM
Northampton and Stafford ; & the leather manuf
is estimated to employ in all nearly 234,000 hands
Earthenwares are manufactured in the potterie

of N.W. Staffordshire; china-wares in Derbyshir
and Worcesterehire ; and glass-wares chiefly ij

the northern counties. Paper, hats, bricks, tije.-

soap, gunpowder, chemical wares, and straw
plait are among the other articles of manufacturf
Extensive sugar refineries, distilleries, and brew
eries are established in all the larger commerci
towns ; and the London breweries are estima;

to supply annually from 1,800,000 to 2,000,'

barrels of porter. Ship-building is a most ex!

.

sive & important branch of industry : the larp

ships of the line are built at the great dockyai
of Portsmouth, Plymouth, and Chatham; an
others at the yards of Sheemess and Deptforii

Mercantile vessels of large burden are chief!

built in or near London, Liverpool, Sunderlanii

Newcastle, Hull, Yarmouth, Bristol, Southam]'
ton, and Cowes. Internal communication is e:

fected by numerous navigable canals, and in evei

direction by good turnpike roads ; but both th-

means of traSSc have been in a great part suj

seded by a series of railways, which already t

tend like a network over the greater part of t

kingdom. In 1862 there were 7305 miles of r:;

way in operation in England and Wales ; and
most of the lines of railway telegraphic wi

were erected. The gross custom duties receiv

at all the ports of England and Wales (18i

amounted to 18,829,423i. ; and the shipp

:

registered as owned at the ports of England
1862, consisted of 20,055 sailing vessels (toi

nage 3,562,022), and 1695 steam-vessels (tonnaji

407,328), making a total of 21,752 vessels (toi

nage 3,969,350) ; total crews, 176,152.

England, in the early middle ages, composed
heptarchy of seven kingdoms—viz., Kent, Suss-

Wessex, Essex, Northumbria, East Anglia,

eluding the S.E. cos., and Mercia, embracing i

Midland cos. These provinces, under the Sax
monarchy, have, with a few exceptions, long bi

;

obsolete ; but ecclesiastically, the country
divided into the two provs. or archbishoprics

Canterbury and York. The former of the

(with a pop. of 14,071,164 in 1861), comprising ^

the country S. of the Dee and Humber, is s\.

divided into the seventeen sees of Canterbu
London, Winchester, Lichfield, Lincoln, E
Salibbury, Exeter, Bath and Wells, Chichest

Norwich, Worcester, Hereford, Rochester, i-

ford, Peterborough, and Gloucester, togetherw
the four Welsh bishoprics of Bangor, St Asa]

St David's, and Llandaff; and the province

York (with a pop. of 6,138,507) comprises the •

of that city, with those of Manchester, Durlin

Carlisle, Chester, Eipon, and Sodor and M
Of the 20,066,224 persons forming the entire p
of England and Wales in 1861, there were 481.'.

engaged in the various professions ; 623,710

commerce ; 2,010,454 in agriculture ; 4,828,39'.

industrial pursuits; and 11,426,720 in dome
occupations (including the wives, mothers, c.

•

dren, relatives, and servants of households) i[

at school. Of the first class {profession) 38, >

were clergymen, 34,991 lawyers, 38,441 ph;

cians and druggists, and 110,364 teachers. -

total number of persons described in the ceij

lists as "scholars" was 3,150,048, or nearly o-

sixth of the entire population. Nearly all ^ "

under twenty years of age, while the males 1

females were almost equal. There are 11. >

parishes or parochial benefices, of which 1 •

are new districts, the incumbents of wLi
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tijoy an agcregato revenue of about 3,250,000^.

uniially. In 1851, the total number of places

;
f worship was 34,467, providing 10,212,563 sit-

iings. Of tliese the Church of England supplied

1,317,915, & all the other denominations 4,894,648

jittings. And the number of children attending

:hool was 1,754,812. The cos. are temtorial
jivisions, some of which were established during
tie heptarchy. In each are a lord-lieutenant,

j
nd one or more sheriffs appointed by the Crown,

!
variable number of magistrates commissioned

' y royal authority to act as justices of the peace,

I
ad one or more coroners elected by the com-
jionalty. Besides parishes, the cos. are generally

j
ibdivided into hundreds, and tythings, and pa.

QJons; in addition, Sussex is divided into rapes,

j

lent into lathes, Lincoln into parts, the extreme
! . cos. into wards, and Yorkshire into wapen-
''.kes and ridings, all of which are more exten-
ve divisions than those previously named. At

lie census of 1861 the number of cities, boroughs,

i id towns in England and Wales containing up-
jurds of 2000 of a population was 607. Cities

i id boroughs are governed by their own corpora-
Ions, which, since the Municipal Reform Act,

jive consisted of a mayor and a variable number
r aldermen, and three times their number of

[junciUors or burgesses, elected by the different

! )rough wards. The cities of London, Bristol,

I Jinterbury, Coventry, Exeter, Gloucester, Lich-
'jld, Lincoln, Norwich, Worcester, and York,
iid the towns, Hull, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Not-
Ingham, Poole, and Southampton, are cos. of

(lemselves, and participate in the regulations
oplying to counties in the election of representa-

I
ves to Parliament. The total number of electors

•r cities and boroughs in England and Wales in
*63-4 was 487,004, and for counties 635,788,
:aking a total of 1,022,792, or nearly one-
l^entieth of the population. [For government,
hmmerce, and elective franchise, see Britain.]
I England (New), North America. [New
' NGLAND.]

[ Englkfield, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 6J
i . W. Beading; Ac. 1427. P. 392.

j
Englewood-Fokkst, a wide moor in Eng-

i

nd, CO. Cumberland, near Carlisle. It was dis-

j

rested by Henry viii,

j
English Bazaar, a town of British India, pre-

|d. Bengal, dist. Maldah, on rt. b. of the Ma-
i muddy, 55 m. N. Moorshedabad. It is the seat

j

the civil establishment of the district.

English Channel, that portion of the Atlantic
hich SOT)arates Great Britain from France, ex-
nding from Dover Strait to Land's End, Corn-
all. Width at Dover 20 m., at Land's End 102
. ; greatest width 155 miles.

I

English-Combe, a pa. of England, co. Somer-
t, ^ m. S.E. Bath. Ac. 1852. P. 559.
English (Company's Isi-akds), a group off the
. coast of Australia, 40 m. N.W. Cape Arnhem.
It. 12° 10' S. ; Ion. 136° 35' E.—Cove, a bay on
e S.W. coast of New Ireland, Pacific. Lat. 4°

j' S.; Ion. 152° 35' K—Harbour, S. coast of the
land Antigua, is one of the best harbours in the
est Indies. Lat. 17° 3' N. ; Ion. 61° 45' W.—
. Central America, Costa Rica, on the Pacific,
it 8° 60' N. ; Ion. 83° 55' W.—River, an estuary
Delagoa Bay, S.E. Africa, about lat. 25° 68'

' S^ Ion. 32° 36' 7' E., which receives the Mat-
1, Dundas, and Temby rivers. It flows through
|raud flat covered with mangroves.
Enguera, a town of Spain, prov. and 47 m.
W. Valencia. P. 5751. It has manufs. of
'^Uen stuffs, and a considerable trade.
toGutALES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aveyron, arr. Espalion, cant. Entraygues. P
1277.

Enikale (Strait of), S. Russia. [Yenikai.e.1
Enkhuysen or Enkhuizen, a fortified seaport

town of the Netherlands, prov. North Holland,
cap. cant., on a peninsula in the Zuyder-Zee, 28
m. N.N.E. Amsterdam. P. 5449. It has a town-
hall, a cannon foundry, and trade in salt, fish,

timber, and cattle.

Enkirch, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov. Co-
blenz, 4 m. S.W. ZeU, on the Moselle. P. 2200.
Enkoping, a town of Sweden, Isen and 27 m.

S.W. Upsal, near Lake Maslar. P. 1626.
Enmore, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4 m.

W.S.W. Bridgewater. Ac. 1112. P. 314.
Ennaska, one of the Fox Islands, North Pacific

Ocean, 90 m. S.W. Oumnak. Lat. 52° 40' N.
Ennel or Belvedere, a lake of Ireland, Lein-

ster, CO. Westmeath, 2 m. S.S.W. MuUingar. Ac.
3603. It is studded with wooded Islets.

Ennenda, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 1 m.
S.E. Glarus, on the rt. b. of the Linth. P. 2560.
Ennereilly, a pa. of Irehmd, Leinster, co.

Wicklow, 4 m. N.E. Arklow. Ac. 3213. P. 390.
Ennerdale-Water, a lake of England, co.

Cumberland, 7 m. N.E. Egi-emont. It is formed
by the River Eken. Length 2^ m. ; breadth | m.

EnnetiSires, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, arr. Lille, cant. Haubourdin. P. 1635.
Ennevelin, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Lille, cant. Pont-k-Marcq. P. 1601.
Ennezat, a comm. and vill. of France, dep,

Puy-de-D6me, 10 m. N.E. Clermont. P. 1441.

Ennis, a pari, and munic. bor. and market town
of Ireland, cap. co. Clare, on the Fergus, and on
rail, 20 m. W.N.W. Limerick. P. 7041. It has a
CO. court-house, gaol, & infirmary, fever hospital,

town-hall, barrack, workhouse, market-house, and
linen market, 3 branch banks, a pa. and a Roman
Catholic church and college, and two convents.
The bor. sends 1 member to House of Commons.
Ennisooffey, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Westmeath, 4 m. S.E. Mullingar. Ac. 4466. P. 657.

Enniscorthy, a munic. bor. and market town
of Ireland, Leinster, co. and 12 m. N.N.W. Wex-
ford. P. 5770. It has a court-house, district

bridewell, Roman Catholic cathedral and convent.
Alt. 24 feet.

Enniskeen, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster and Lein-

ster, COS. Cavan and Meath. Ac. 20,808. P. 6155.

Enniskerry, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Wicklow, 11 m. S.S.E. Dublin. P. 381.

Enniskillen, a pari, and munic. bor., thriving

market town and pa. of Ireland, Ulster, cap. co.

Fermanagh, mostly built on an island on the river

connecting Upper and Lower Lough Erne, 87 m.
N.W. Dublin, and united to Londonderry and
Dundalk by railway. Ac. of pa. about 26,514.

P. of town 5774 ; do. of pa. 12,684. Mean temp.,

June 59°, Jan. 40°-2 Fahr. Altitude 187 feet.

It has a CO. court-house and prison, a town-haU,

an endowed school, barracks, infirmary, union
workhouse, linen-hall, two or three branch banks,

newspapers, and a manuf. of cutlery. The bor.

sends 1 mem. to House of Commons. Reg. elect.

227. Enniskillen was founded in 1641.
Ennisnag, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. and

6 m. S. Kilkenny. Ac. 1735. P. 479.

Ennistimon, a market town of Ireland, Mun-
ster, CO. Clare, on a small river of same name,
near its mouth in Ijiscanor Bay, 14J m. W.N.W.
Ennis. P. 1450. It has a union workhouse, and
a district bridewell.

Enns or Ens, Anesus, a river of Austria, rises

in the circ. Salzburg, 11 m. S. Radstadt, flows E.
through Styria, and then N., separating the prova.
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of Upper and Lower Austria, past Eadstad, Ste-

yer and Enns, and enters the Danube on right,

11 m. S.S.E. Linz. Chief affls., the Steyer on
right, and Salza on left. Length 112 miles.

Ex>'S or Ens, Lauriacunu, a fortified town of

Upper Austria, circ. Traun, on 1. b. of the Enns,
near its junction with the Danube, 10 m. S.K
Linz. P. 3610. It has cotton spinning, and
manufactures of iron and steel.

Enoder (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

2J m. N.E. St Michael. Ac. 7037. P. 1151.

Enontekeis, a vill. of Eussian Lapland, on the

Tomea river, 190 m. N.N.W. Tomea. P. 800.

Enos or Eoxos, jEnos, a seaport town of Euro-
pean Turkey, prov. Rumili, sanj. and 38 m. N.W.
GaUipoli, on the ^gean Sea, at the mouth of the
Maritza,inthe Gulfof Enos. P. 7000. (.») It is

the actual port of Adrianople, and the seat of

some trade, but its harbour is choked with sand,

and admits only small vessels.

—

The GvifofEnos^
N. of the town, is 14 m. in length by 5 m. in

breadth, and entered by a strait 2]f m. in width.
ExosBURG, a township, U. S., North America,

Vermont, 44 m. N.N.W. Moutpelier, P. 2022.

Essay and Eriskay, two islets of Scotland,

CO. Argyle, in the Hebrides ; the former between
Harris and North Uist ; the latter immediately S.

of South Uist, is 2 m. in length N. to S., and the
place where Prince Charles Edward Stuart first

landed, in 1745. P. 396.

Enschede, a frontier town of the Netherlands,
prov. Overyssel, 40 m. S.E. Zwolle. P. 8000. It

was nearly destroyed by fire in 1862. There are

\»tton factories in its vicinity.

Exsb:nada de Barragon, a bay and vill. of S.

America, Argentine Confed., dep. and 30 m. S.E.

Buenos Ayres, in the estuary of the Plata river.

ExsiiAM. a pa. of England, co. Oxford, on the
Isis, 5 m. E.S.E. "Witney. Ac. 5060. P. 2096.

ExsisHEiM, a comm. and town of France, dep.

H. Ehin, on the 111, 15 m. S. Colmar. P. 3989.

It has manufs. of calico and straw hats.

Ensival, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Liege, on the
Vesdre, 7 m. N. Spa. P. 2720.

Enstoxe, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4J m.
E.S.K Chipping-Norton. Ac 6177. P. 1198.

Entfelden (Ober\ a viU. of Switzerland, cant.

Aargaxi, on the road from Zurich to Berne. P.1287.

EuTLEBUCii, a pa, and vill. of Switzerland,
cant. Lucerne, cap. vallev of same name, on the

Little Emmen, 12 m. S.W. Lucerne. P. 2913.

Entraigues or Extkaygues, the name of se-

veral comms., towns, and vills. of France; the
principal being—I. in dep. Aveyron, 15 m. N.W.
Espalion, on the Lot. P. 2022.—II. dep. Vau-
cluse, arr. and cant Carpentras, on the i-ailway to

Avignon. P. 2122.
Entraln'S-sur-Nohaix, a comm. & vill., France,

Nievre, arr. Clamecy, cant Varzy. P. 2606.

Entrammes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Mayenne, arr. and cant. LavaL P. 1500.

Entraque, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 13
m. S.S.W. Coni. P. with comm. 2505.

ExTRECE-STEAUX, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Var, 12 m. N.E. BrignoUes. P. 1940.

Extre-deux-Mers, Bimaris, a vine country
of France, dep. Gironde, between the Dordogne
and Garonne, interspersed with com fields and
country seats ; the best wine is produced from
the vineyards of Sainte-Foy-la-Grande.
EsTRE-DouRO-E-MiXHO, PortugaL rjIiXHO.I
Extremoxt-le-Vieux, a comm. and vUL of

France, dep. Savoie, arr. Chamb^ry, cant Echel-
les. P. 1590.

Extre flios, a dep. of the Argentine Confed.,
South America, between the rivers Uruguay and

Paranhi (whence its name), having E. the repntv
lie Uruguay, and on the other sides, Corrientes.
Santa F6, and Buenos Ayres. Area 29,955 sq. m
P. 80,000. Surface alternately swampy & in wid
prau-ies, on which large herds of cattle and horsr-

wander ; its S. part is an alluvial plain, annuall\
inimdated. Climate equable and healthy ; then
is no frost Cultivation is very limited. Princi
pal products are hides, horns, tallow, and jerkec
beef. Chief towns Bajada de Santa F^ or Parana.
Ybicuy, and Concepcion.
ExTREVAUX, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep

B. AJpes, cap. cant, on a height, near the Var
arr. and 17 m. E. Castellane. P. 1564.
ExTRY Island or Kapiti, an island off the W

coast of New Zealand, N. Island, in Cook Strait

Lat 40° 50' S. ; Ion. 174° 45' K It is 5 m. i:

length N.E. to S.W., by IJ m. in breadth, aiic

rises to 1800 feet above the sea. Water, wood
and live stock are plentiful, and the island is «

native depot for flax.

Entwisle, a township of England, co. Lancas-
ter, pa. &6J m. N.N.E. Bolton. Ac. 1450. P. 422.

Ex'vermex, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine Inferieure, arr. Dieppe, cap. cant. P. 1343.

It has various manufactures.
ExviE, a comm. of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,

circ. Saluzzo. P. 3047. Famed for its chestnuts.

ExviLLE or Enfield, a pa., Engl., eo. Stafford

5| m. W.N.W. Stourbridge. Ac. 4925. P. 850.

Enyed (Nagy), a town of Transylvania, cap.

circ, near the Maros, 32 m. S. Klausenburg. 1'.

3072. It has an evangelical and a Greek churc!..

and a Protestant lyceum.
ExYEXG, a viU. of Hungary, co. and 10 m. from

Veszprim. P. 2617.

Exz, a river of Germany (Wurtemberg anri

Baden), consisting of the Grosz and Klein Enz,
which unit* near Calmbach. It flows N.E. and
E. past Pforzheim, and joins the Neckar on lef:

at Besigheim. Length 55 miles.

ExzBERO, a vUL of Wurtemberg, circ. Neckar,
6 m. S. Maulbronn, frontier of Baden. P. 1000.

ExzELi, Enzilli or Ixzilli, a seaport town and
a lake of Persia, prov. Ghilan ; the town, on ti

low spit of land between the Caspian Sea and the

lake, 18 m. N.W. Reshd. P. 2500, mostly Rus-
sians. It has caravanserais and a bazaar. The
lake, about 25 m. in length E. to W^ communi-
cates with the Caspian Sea. E. of Enzeli, by a

channel 500 yards across. It forms the port of

Enzeli, and is frequented by Eussian vessels.

ExzEKSDORF, a fortified town of Lower Aus-
tria, on 1. b. of the Danube, 8 m. E. Vienna, on

railway to Stockerau. P. 869. It was bombarded
by the French in 1809. '

EooA or MiDDLEBURG, One of the Friendly

Islands, Pacific. Lat 18° 19' S. ; Ion. 175° 37' W.
Circuit 30 m. Surface i;ocky and barren. Dis-

covered by Tasman in 1643.

EPAiGXia, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Eure, 5^ m. S.S.W. Pont-Audmere. P. 1729.

Epaix (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep

Indre-et-Loire, 18 m. S.S.W. Tours. P. 1980.

Epaxomerla, a town of the Grecian Archipela-

go, in the isl. of Santorin or Thera. It is situated

on the face of a cliff at the N.W. of the island.

Epargxes, a comm. and vUl., France, dep. Cha-

rente Inferieure, arr. Saintes, cant. Cozes. P. 1460.

Epehy, a comm. & vilL of France, dep. Sommc,
10 m. N.E. Peronne. P. 2010.

Eperies (Hung. Heperjes), a royal free town of

Hungary, cap. circ Saros, on 1. b. of the Tansw.

an aflL of the Theiss, 143 m. N.E. Pesth. P.

9550. It has a Lutheran and foxir Roman
Catholic churches, a Jews' synagogue, town-l*'ll«

J
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n Episcopal libraiy, maiuifactures of linens and
Yooilens, earthenware, and beer. Near it are

;halybeate springs and a royal salt mine.
Eperlecques, a comm. and vilL, France, dep.

Cas-de-Calais, arr. StOmer,cant.Ardres. P. 1924.

Efernay, Aqum Perennes, a comm. and town
if France, dep. Manie, cap. arr., near 1. b. of the

ilarne, 19 m. W.N.W. Chalons-sur-Marne. P.

(\698. It is the principal entrepot for champagne
vines, has a comm. college, and various manufs.
Eperxon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

:ro-et-Loire, 14 m. N.N.E. Chartres. P. 1683.

Epesses, a comm. and vill. of France, dep Ven-
'.ue, arr. Nap.-Vendue, cant, les Herbiers. P. 1737.

Epfig, a comm. and town of France, dep. Bas-
ithin, arr. and 6J m. N. Schelestadt. P. 2976.

Ephesus, a famous ancient city of Asia Minor,
iDW in ruins, near mouth of the Mendere (Cay-
<ter\ in the Gulf of Scala Nova, nearly opposite

he isl. of Sambon, and on railway from Smyrna.
I'phesus was anciently the cap. and one of the

welve cities of Ionia, and had one of the seven
hriiitian churches founded by the Apostles.

Subsequently a Mohammedan city was ei'ected

ait of the ruins of the former, but it also has fal-

len into utter ruin.

Ephrataii, two townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. New York, 46 m. W.N.W. Albany.
—II. Pennsylvania, 33 m. E.S.E. Harrisburg.
Epidaurus or Piuavro, a seaport vill. of

'Ireece, Morea, gov. and 23 m. E. Argos, on the

Gulf of .iEgina. It was the place where the first

lireek congress assembled in 1821.

Epila, a town of Spain, prov. and 22 m. W.
Zaragoza, on the Jalon. P. 3152.

Efinac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
iSaone-et-Loire, 10 m. E.N.E. Autun. P. 3967. It

has coal and iron mines, and is connected by rail-

way with the canal of Bourgogne.
Epinal, a comm. and town of France, cap. dep.

Vosges, on both sides of the Moselle, 190 m.
E.8.E. Paris. P. 11,957. It has a church, prefec-

ture, theatre, public library, and museums of

paintings and antiquities. Manufs. embroidery,
lace, linen fabrics and thread, hosiery, earthen-
ware, oil, paper, and chemical products.
EpiNAY, the name of several comms. and vills.

of France, the principal being in dep. Seine, 9 m.
N. Paris. P. 1290.—Another {sur Orge), dep.

!;eine-et-Oise, on the Paris Railway, 2ji m. from
l.ougjumeau. P. 687. Quarries of paving stones.

Epiniac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ille-

tt-Vilaine, arr. St Malo, cant. Dol. P. 2163.
Epirus, a division of European Turkey, in the

I

S. of Albania, in which it is now included.
Episcopia, a town of South Italy, prov. Po-

I tenza, cure. Lagonegro. P. 2110.
Eppau, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, circ. Brixen,

dist. Kaltem. P. 4664.
Epperstone, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4^ m.

S.W. Southwell. Ac. 2300. P. 618.
Epping, a market town and pa. of England, co.

Essex, 16 m. N.N.E. London. Ac. of pa. 5281.
P. 2105. It has a union workhouse, and is noted
for its cream, butter, sausages, and pork. The royal
forest of Epping has still some beautiful wood-
land scenery. The river Roding divides Epping
Eorest from the Forest of Hainault on the S.E.
i'lie two forests together cover about 10,000 acres.

Eppinqen, a town of Baden, circ. Middle Rhine,
on the Elsenz, 25 m. E.N.E. Carlsruhe, P. 3300.
It, has linen manufactures.
Eppinghofen, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Dilssel-

dorf, dist. Duisburg. P. 1880.
Eppstein, a vill. of Germany, duchv of Nas-

sau, 6 m. S.W. Konigstein. P. 7G0,

Epsom, a pa. and town of England, co. Surrey,
on rail, 14 m. S.W. London, and 8 m. W.S.W.
Croydon. Ac. of pa. 4389. P. 4890. It has a
town-hall, and is famous for its medicinal spa,

from which the sulphate of magnesia takes the
name of Epsom salts, but chiefly for its races,

which are held on the week preceding Whitsun-
day, and are, especially on the Derby day, more
numerously attended than any other in the
kingdom.
Epworth, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Lincoln, 10 m. N.N.W. Gainsboro'. Ac. of

pa. 8140. P. 2097, mostly employed in the
culture, dressing, and spinning of flax. John
Wesley, founder of the sect of Methodists, was
born here in 1703.

Equador (Republic), S. Amer. [Ecuador."]
Equeurdreville, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Manche, arr. Cherbourg, cant. Octeville.

P. 4968.

Erath, a co. of U. S., North America, Texas.
P. 2307 free, 118 slaves.

Erba, a town of Northern Italy, gov. Milan,
prov. and 7 m. E.N.E. Como. P. 1621.

Erbach, a town of Hessen-Darmstadt, prov.
Starkenburg, cap. co., on the Mimling, 22 m.
S.E. Darmstadt. P, 2100.

—

Erbach is the name
of several vills. of Wurtemberg and Nassau, and
of a river of Rhenish Bavaria, which piiuses

Deux-Ponts and joins the Bliese, after a course
of 20 miles.

Erbil, a to-\vn of Asiatic Turkey. [Arbil.J
Erbisdorf, a vill. of Saxonv, circ. Dresden,

dist. Freiberg. P. 1985.
Erbistock, a pa. of North Wales, cos. Flint

and Denbigh, 5 m. N.W. Ellesmere. Ac. 1602.

P. 337.

Erbrat, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire Inferieure, arr. Chiteaubriant. cant St
Julien. P. 2700.

Erbusco, a comm. of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

circ. Chiari, 2 m. S.W. of Adro. P. 2774.

Ercall (Magxa), a pa. of England, co. Salop,

51 m. N.W. Wellington. Ac. 10,593. P. 1969.

Erce, a comm. and town, France, dep. Ariege,

12 m. S.E. St Girons. P. 3371.—II. (en Lumee),

a vill., dep. lUe-et-Vilaine, 23 m. N.E. Redon.

P. 3279.—III. (Pres-liffre), dep. lUe-et-Vilaine,

arr. Rennes, cant. Liffr^. P. 1576.

Erchie, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecce,

circ. Brindisi. P. 2302.

Ercildown, a pa. of Scotland. [Earlston.]
Ercsin, a vill. of Hungary, co, Stuhlweissen-

burg, with a steam-packet station on rt. b. of thfc

Danube, ^ m. N. Adony. P. 3074.

Erdberg, a vill., Austria, Moravia, circ. Znaim,
dist. loslowitz. P. 1631. Famous vineyards.

Erdeven, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, arr. and 12 m. S.E. L'Orient. P. 2109.

ERDrao, a town of Upper Bavaria, 20 ra. N.E.
Munich. P. 1830, employed in woollen weaving.
Erdington, an anc. hamlet of England, Aston

pa., CO. Warwick. P. 3906. It has a workhouse,
college, and orphan asylum.
Erdod, a town of East Hungary, circ. Szath-

mar, 65 m. E.N.E. Debreczin. P. 1383.

Erdohegy, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co.

Arad, dist. Kis Jeno. P. 1770.

Erdovec, a vill. of Austria, Croatia, co. Varas-
din, dist. Kj-eutz. P. 2000.

Erdre, a river of France, dep. Loire-Inferieure,

joins the Loire at Nantes, after S.W. course of 45
m., for the last 16 m. of which it is navigable.

Erebus (Volcano of). [Victoria Land.]
Ekegli or Erekli, Heraclea, a seaport town

of Asia Minor, on the Black Sea, 128 ra. E.N.E.
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Constantinople. Lat, 41° 15' 30' N. ; Ion. 31° 28'

E. It has mosques, khans, a castle, and huge
blocks of stones and architectural fragments of the

ancient city ; a good port, and shipbuilding yards.

Exports, timber, silk, and wax ; imports, colonial

produce, tobacco, and iron. It was anciently of

considerable importance, & here the 10,000 Greeks,

under Xenophon, embarked on their return to

Greece.—II. (anc. Archdaidy, a town, pash. Kara-
mania, 80 m. E.S.E. Konien, at the N. foot of the

Bulghar Tagh.—III. (anc. Perinthus), a seaport

town, European Turkey, Rumili, on the Sea of

Marmora, 53 m. W. Constantinople.

Erktz, a fortified town of Russian Transcau-
casia, dist. Shirvan, near the Kur, 50 m. W.N.W.
Nova Shamaki.

Erfurt, a gov. of Prussian Saxony, bounded
N. by Hanover and Brunswick, N.E. & E. by Mer-
seburg, Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, and Saxe-
Weimar, S. by Schwarzburg-Eudolstadt, Saxe-
Coburg-Gotha, and Saxe-Meiningen, and W. by
Hessen Cassel. It is very ii-regularand dislocated,

consisting of a long narrow belt, and of nine minor
portions mixed up with the other states. Surface
diversified. The Beerberg mountain is 3060 ft.

above the sea. It is watered by numerous streams
in the basin of the Elbe. Minerals are coal, iron,

copper, silver, cobalt, coal-Ugnite, limestone, and
gypsum. In the plains, wheat, pulse, oil-seeds,

hemp, flax, fruit, and dye-plants. Manufs. wool-
lens, linen, cotton, worsted, leather, tobacco, and
iron ware.
Erfurt or Erfurth, a fortified town of Prus-

sian Saxony, cap. gov., on rt. b. of the Gera, and
on the Thuringian Railway, 14 m- E. Gotha. P.

(1864) 40,143. Principal edifices, an .anc. Gothic
cathedral, churches, Ursuline convent. The mo-
nastery of St Augustine, in which Luther's cell

is pointed out, is now an orphan asylum. Its

imivei-sity, founded 1378, was suppressed in 1816;
but it has a normal school, academy of sciences,

scientific and literary associations, museums, bo-
tanic garden, and a public library. It has two
citadels. Manufs. of shoes, wooUen and cotton
cloths, leather, vinegar, vennicelli, & pearl barley.

In 1808, an interview took place here between
Napoleon i. and the Emperor Alexander of Russia.

Ergeszingen, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Schwarzwald, 6 m. W.N.W. Rottenburg. P. 1540.

Ergu^-Armel and -Gab£ric, two comms. and
vills. of France, dep. Finist^re, arr. and cant.

Quimper. Pop. 1845 and 2255.

Eriboll (Loch), an arm of the sea, N. coast

of Scotland, co. Sutherland, pa. Durness. It is

10 m. in length, and from 1 to 3 m. in breadth.

Ericeira, a maritime town of Portugal, prov.

Estremadura, near the Atlantic, 22 m. N.W,
Lisbon. P. ^50, mostly fishers.

Erich or Irej, a town of Hindostan, Bundel-
cund, on the Betwah, 40 m. N.E. JhansL Lat.
25° 47' N. ; Ion. 79° 9' E.
Ericht (Loch), a lake of Scotland, cos. Perth

and Inverness, pas. Fortingalland Lagan. Length
14 m., breadth 1 m. It lies in an uninhabited
district, the wildest and most inaccessible in Scot-
land.—II. a river, E. of co. Perth, flowing into the
Isla, opposite Balbrogy, after a course of 17 m.
Erie (Lake), the S.most of the five great lakes

of North America, between lat. 41° 25' and 43°

N., Ion. 79° and 83° 30' W., having N. Upper
Canada, and on other sides states New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michigan. Length 250
m., breadth 80 m., mean depth 200 feet. Area
6000 sq. m. Height of its surface above the sea
265 feet, being 312 feet below the level of Lake
Huron, and on the same level as Lake Ontario.

It is shallower than any of the other great la'keiL

being on an average 120 feet in depth. Its water
is pure and transparent. Near its W. end are
several groups of islands, and it there also receives
the Detroit river from Lake St Clair. On its N,
side the Ouse or Welland, and some smaller riyere
join it ; and from the S. the Portage, Sandu^y,
Cuyahoga, and Cattaraugus. Near its N.E. extre-
mity it discharges itself into Lake Ontario bydn
Niagara river, and these lakes communicate
through the Ouse by the Welland CanaL The
Erie Canal borders most part of its S. shore, and
the Ohio Canal connects it with the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers ; and it is traversed by sailing

vessels and steamers.

Erie, several cos. of the U. S^ North America,
—I. in W. of New York. Area 876 sq. m. P.

(1860) 141,971. Surface pretty level, but hilly

towards the S.—II. in N.W. part of Pennsylvania.
Area 720 sq. m. P. (1860) 49,432. Surface well

adapted for grazing.—III. in N. of Ohio. Area 824
sq. m. P. (1860) 24,474. Surface level & fertile.

Erie, a town of U. S., N. Amer., Pennsylvania,
cap. CO., on Lake Erie, 88 m. W. Buffalo. P.

(1860) 9419. Its harbour is formed by an island

4 m. long, and protected by a breakwater ; is con-
nected by canal with the Ohio river, and by rail-

way with New York and other places on the S.

and W. Value of exports and impoi-ts 51,000,000
dollars.

Erie (Fort), Canada West, British N. America,
is at the commencement of Niagara river, im-
mediately opposite Biackrock, New York county.

Erino-ELa.stro, Thespite, a vill. of Greece, gov.

and 10 m. W. Thebes, on the slope of Mount
Zagros (ancient Helicon).

Eriskay (Island), Scotland. [Erisat.]
Eriswell, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 m.

N.N.E. MUdenhall. Ac. 6620. P. 473.
Erith, a pa. of England, co. Kent, on the

Thames, 2^ m. N. Crayford. Ac. 4585. P. 4143,

with a station on the S. E. Railway.
Eritax, a fortified town of Russian Armenia,

cap. gov., on the Zengui, an aifl. of the Araxes,
115 m. S.S.W. Teflis. P. (1863) 12,170. Ithasa
bazaar, several Armenian churcnea, an Armenian
convent, Greek church, mosques, and curious

aqueducts. Near it is a citadel on a scarped rock,

in which are the governor's residence, a mosque,
a cannon foundry, and barracks. It has manufs.
of cotton stuffs, leather, and earthenware, and is

a station for caravans from Teflis and Erzeroum.
It was taken by the Russians in 1827. Area of

gov. 12,194 sq. m. P. 257,106.
Erke, a pa. of Ireland, Kilkenny, and Queen's

COS., 3 m. S.E. Johnstown: Ac. 18,584. P. 2629.

Erkelexz, a town of Rhenish Prussia, circ.

and 23 m. N.N.E. Aix-la-ChapeUe. P. 2200, en-

gaged in Unen-weaving and lace-maMng.
Erlach (French Cerlier), a town of Switzer-

land, cant. Bern, on the Lake of Bienne, 24 m.
W.N.W. Bern. P. 643.

Erlangen, a town of Bavaria, circ Middle
Franconia, near the Regnitz, on the raihVay, 11

m- N.N.W. Nttrnberg. P. (1864) 11,202. Here
is the only Protestant university in Bavaria,

founded in 1743, and with which the university

of Altdorf was incorporated in 1809. It has

faculties of theology, medicine, and arts; museums
of natural history, a library, and a botanic garden.

Manufs. of woollen goods, hosiery, hats, gloves,

and leather; a plate-glass factory, breweries, and

an active trade in cattle.

Erlau (Hung. £ger, Slav. Jager), a fortified

town of Hungary, cap. co. Heves, on the Erhu
or Eger, 67 m. N.E. Pesth. P. 18,154, mostly
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:.iman Catholics. It has a cathedral, a bishop's

alaoe, a diocesan lyceum, with a library and
bservatory, a gymnasium and high schools, and
i the seat of a trado in red wines raised in its

icinity. Manufs. of woollen and linen fabrics.

Erlenbach, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
m. S.E. Bern, on the Simmen river, at the foot

1 the Stockhorn mountain. P. 1369.

Erlenbach, a vill. of Rheuish Bavaria, 6 m.
;.B. Landau. P. 111.

Eblisbacu (deasous), a vill. of Switzerland,

uit. Soleure, dist. Olten Goesgen. Many of the

iliabitants are employed as jewellers in Aargau.
i'. 822—II. (dessus), a vill., cant. Argau, at the

loot of the Schafmatt. P. 468.

Eematingen, a viU. of Switzerland, cant. Thur-
atL on the Untersee, 4 m. W.N.W. Constance.
'. 1701.

Erme (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 3J
,1. N.N.E. Truro. Ac. 4607. P. 554.

Erme, a river rising in Dartmoor, co. Devon,
nd flowing S. into the English Channel, 4^ m.
-.S.W. Modbury.
ErmeIvAND, an old div. of Poland, forming the

_-]. part of the palatinate of Marienbm-g, now com-
prised in the Prussian regency of KSnigsberg.
Ermelo, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Gel-

lirland, 125 m. N.W. Arnhem. P. 1400.

Erme:sonville, a comm. and vill. of France,
lep. Oise, 7 m. S.E. Senlis. P. 454. It has a
;hateau, in which Rousseau the poet died.

Erjiington, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon, on the
Ei-me, IJ m. W.N.W. Modbury. Ac. 4952. P. 1785.

Ermsleben, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
xnd 38 m. N.W. Merseburg, on rt. b. of the Selke.

i'. 2600. Manufs. linens, dyeing and print works.
Erne, a river and two lakes of Ireland, Ulster.

[The river issues from Lake Gowna, co. Cavan,
land flowing N. merges into Upper and Lower
Lough Erne,whence re-issuing, itflowsinto Done-
|gal Bay. It is navigable for vessels drawing 12
feet to Ballyshannon, where it forms a cataract.

(United length of the two lakes and their con-

j
necting river about 60 m. Ac. of upper lake 9453

;

do. of lower lake 27,645. The lakes are studded
with numerous islets. Elevation of lower lake
above Donegal Bay 148 feet.

Ernee, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Mayenne, cap. cant., on an affluent of the May-
enne, 17 m. N.N.W. Laval, P. 6320. It has a
conmi. college and manufs. of needles.

Eensdorf, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, circ.

Breslau, dist. Reichenbach. P. 3900. Cotton mills.

Ernstbrunn or Ehbensbrunn, a market town
of Lower Austria, 12 m. N. Kornenburg. P. 1400.
Ernsthal, a town of Saxony, circ. and 12 m.

N.E. Zwickau. P. 3463. Manuf. woollens.
Erpingham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2|-

m. N. Aylesham. Ac. 1381. P. 423.
Erqui, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Cotes-

du-Nord, arr. St Brieuc, cant. Pleneuf. P. 2373.
Ebrigal, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. London-

derry, 5 m. W.N.W. Kibrea. Ac. 19,625. P. 4638.—11. {Keerogue), a pa., co. Tyrone. Ac. 21,139.
P. 6400.—III. {Trough), cos. Monaghan and Ty-
rone. Ac. 24,791. P. 6864.
Erringden, a township of England, co. York,

' West Riding, pa. and 7 m. W. Halifax, near York
and North Midland Railway. Ac. 2980. P. 1764.
Erris, a maritime district or barony of Ireland,

I

Connaught,intheN.W.ofco.Mayo. Ac. 230,452.

I

Smgularly wildand desolate mountain scenery.

i

P. 19,397.

—

Errishead, a lofty promontory in this
district, forms the W. point of the Bav of Broad-

I

haven, 5^ m. N. Belmullet.
Ekroi, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, on the Tay,

and 10 m. W.S.W. Dundee, on railway. Ac. 8626.
P.27o9; includes vill. of Errol, pop. 1086.

Ekkomanga, an island of the New Hebrides,
where the missionary Williams was murdered,
Ersek-ujvar, a market town of Hungary, co.

and 22 m. S.S.E. Neutra, on 1. b. of the Neutra. P.
6785. It has a Franciscan and normal school.

Ershausen, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, circ.

Erfurt, dist. Heiligenstadt. P. 1630. Wool-spin-
ning and cloth manufs.
Erskine, a pa. of Scotland, on the Clyde, co.

and 5 m. W.N.W. Renfrew. Ac. 9092. P. 1448.
Erskuie or Talbragan River, New South

Wales, a trib. of Macquarrie river, flows W.
through Lincoln co. Coal beds on its banks.

Erstein, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Bas-Rhin, cap. cant., on the 111, and on the railway
thence to Mulhausen, 12 m. S.S.W. Strasbourg.
P. 3705. It has extensive manufs. of cotton
goods, cordage, tobacco, tiles, and earthenware.
Erth (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 3 m.

N.E. Marazion. Ac. 4092. P. 2558.
Ertlngen, a vill. of Wurtemberg, circ. Danube,

S. from Riedlingen. P. 1890.

Ertraag-oe (IsL.), Norway, stift Trondheim,
40 m. N.E. Ghi-istiansand. Lat. 63° 13' N. ; Ion.
8° 20' E. Length and breadth about 12 m. each.

Ertvelx)e, a vill. of Belgium, prov. E. Flanders,
9 m. N. Ghent. P. (including comm.) 3060.

Ervan (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 3|
m. S.S.W. Padstow. Ac. 3218. P. 437.

Ebvy, a comm. and town of France, dep. Aube,
19 m. S.S.W. Troyes. P. 1658. It has manufs.
of coarse linens and wicker work.
Erwarton, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 7 m.

S.S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 2978. P. 243.

Erwitte, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia, circ.

Arnsberg, dist. Lippstadt. P. 1040.

Erxleben, a vill. of Prussia, gov. Magdeburg,
circ. and 10 m. S. Neuhaldensleben. P. 1700.

Erzberg, a mining dist. of Styria, circ. Brack.
The market town of Eisenerz lies at the foot of

the Erzberg mountain; and here, for upwards of

1000 years, extensive iron mines have been in

operation. [Eisenerz.]
Erzen, Arzianorum Oppidum or Thospicu, a

town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and 85 m. E. Diar-
bekir, on the Erzen river, an affl. of the Tigris.

Near it, on the E., is the small lake Thospitis.

Erzengan or Erzingen, a town of Asiatic

Turkey, pash. Erzeroum, cap. sanj., in a fine plain

on the Euphrates, 75 m. W.S.W. Erzeroum.
Erzekoum (Pasiialic ob-\ one of the great

subdivisions of Asiatic Turkey, comprising the
greater part of Turkish Armenia, mostly between
lat. 39° and 41° N. ; Ion. 39° and 44° E. It is a
lofty table-land ; elevation estimated at 6000 feet

,

traversed from E. to W. by several mountain
chains, & containing the sources of the Euphrates,
Araxes, Kur, and Tchoruk rivers. It has exten-
sive and fertile valleys, producing rye, barley,

flax, and fine fruits ; and rich pasturages, feeding
numerous herds of cattle.

Erzeroum, Erz-Rum, or Arzeroom, the prin-

cipal city of Armenia, Asiatic Turkey, cap. pash.

Erzeroum, 120 m. S.E. Trebizond, and 155 m.
W. Mount Ararat, in a plain on the Kara river,

or W. branch of the Euphrates, 6800 feet above
the sea. P. before the Russian invasion in 1830,

estimated at 100,000; but in 1844 it was only
40,000 ; it is, however, regularly increasing. Prin-
cipal buUdings, a citadel, Armenian and Greek
churches and schools, about 40 mosques, custom-
house, and numerous khans or caravanserais. It

has an extensive trade witVi the adjacent countries,
and is a chief halting station for caravans from
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Telieran to Mecca. Imports shawls, silk, cotton,

tobacco, rice, indigo, madder, and rhubarb from
the E. ; and broad cloths, chintzes, shawls, and
cutleiy from the "W., by way of the Black Sea.

Its vicinity is extremely fertile ; and near it many
cattle^ horses, mules, and sheep are reared ; which,
with furs and gall nuts, form the principal ex-
ports. British goods are here superseding many
native fabrics in the bazaars. Erzeroum was
founded about a.d. 415, near the site of the ancient
Arze, under the name of Theodosiopolis ; and it

was the bulwark of Armenia under the Byzan-
tines, as it still is under the Turks, its position

rendering it an important military post.

Erz-gebirge (Ore mountainsy, a mountain
chain of Southern Germany, bounding Saxony
on the E., and Bohemia on the N.W., and ex-
tending from the Fichtelberg N.E. to tlie Saxon
Switzerland. Length about 120 m. : breadth 25
m.; height 2500 ft, but the Schwartzwald rises to

4590 feet It is abrupt on its S.E. side, mostly
of primary formation, and yields numerous metal-
lic ores, whence its name.
EsANATOLiA(or S. Axatolia), atown of Central

Italy, prov. and circ. Macerata. P. 2184.

Escala (La), a town of Spain, prov. and 18 m.
N.E. Gerona, with a fishing port in the Mediter-
ranean. P. 2212.

EscALOXA, a town of Spain, prov. and 28 m.
N.W. Toledo, on the Alberche. P. 500.—Nearer
Toledo is Escalonill, a vill. P. 2094.—II. a
market town, prov. and 12 m. N. Segovia. P. 1098.

Escambia, a co., U. S., N. America, in W. of

Florida. Area 570 sq.m. P. 3807 free, 1961 slaves.

EscARENE (L'), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Alpes-Maritimes, arr. Nice, cap. cant. P. 1819.

EscATRON, a town of Spain, prov. and 42 m.
S.E. Zaragoza, near the coufl. of the Martlno and
Ebro. P. 1698.

EsCAUDCEUVRES, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Nord, arr. and cant. Cambrau P. 1770.

EscAUT, river, France & Belgium. [Scheldt.]
EscHEXBACH, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper

Palatinate, 27 m. S.E. Bayreuth. P. 1800.—II. a
vill., circ. Middle Franconia, 9 m. S.E. Ansbach.
P. 950.

EscHENBACH, a vill. of Switzerland, cant and
6 m. N. Lucerne. P. 1180.
EsCHEXZ, a vill. and pa. of Switzerland, cant.

Thurgau, 13 m. E.S.E. Schaffhausen. P. 1009.

EscHERSHAUSEN, a vill. of Brunswick, circ.

Holzminden, on the Lenne. P. 1075.

EsCHMUXEix or EsCHSiouNEYN, a vill. of Cen-
tral Egypt, prov. and 22 m. S. Minieh, cap. arr., on
1. b. of the Nile, on the site of Hermopolis Magna.
EscHOLTZ Bay, an inlet of Kotzebue Sound,

Eehring Strait, Russian America, near the Arctic
circle, Ion. 161° 10* W., and where some remark-
able fossil remains have been discovered.

EscHOLzsiATT, a pa. and vUl. of Switzerland,
cant. Luzem, 3000 feet above the sea. P. 3348.

EscHWEGE, a walled town of Hessen-Cassel,
prov. Lower Hessen, on the "Werra, 26 m. E.S.E.
Cassel. P. 7200. Manufs. of woollens and linens.
EsCHWEiLER, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov.,

circ. and 9 m. E.N.E. Aix-la-Chapelle, on railway.
P. (1864) 13,737. Manufs. ribbons, woollens,
canvas, needles, ironwire, and machinery.

Escuis, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Vosges, arr. Mirecourt, cant Damey. P. 1434.
EscLUSHAM (Above and Below), the name of

two townships of North Wales, co. Denbigh, pa. of
Wrexham, about 6 m. S.W. Holt Joint pop. 1238.
EscoMBE, a parochial chapelry of England, co.

Durham, l\ m. W.N.W. Bishop-Auckland. Ac.
840. P. 3743.

EscoxDiBO, the name of several harbours in

America, etc.—I. Cuba, on its S. coast, 60 m. E.
Santiago.—II. Venezuela, dep. Zulia, prov. Gore,
on the N. coast of the peninsula Paraguana^—III. New Granada, dep. Isthmus, prov. Cauca.
on the E. side of the Bay of Panama, 140 m. S.E.
Panama,—IV. Gulf of California, in lat. 25° 55'

N. ; Ion. 110° 45' W., near Loreto.—V. Yucatan,
at the N.E. extremity of Lake Terminos. Lat
18° 60' N. ; Ion. 91° 6' W. It is the name of the
adjacent channel from Lake Terminos into the

Gulf of Mexico, and of the Blewfields river,

Central America,-
EscoRL\L DE Abajo, a town of Spain, prov.

and 24 m. N.W. Madrid, on the S.S.E. slope oi

the Sierra Guadarrama. P. 1442. It is remark-
able for the celebrated monastery and palace oi

the Escurial in its vicinity.

EscoKiAZA, a town of Spain, prov. and 33 m.
S.W. St Sebastian, on the Deva. P. 1896.

EscouRCE, a comm. & vUl., France, dep. Lan-
des, arr. Mont-de-Marsan, cant. Sabres. P. 1617.

EscouROLLES, a coram, and town of France,
dep. Allier, arr. Gannat, cap. cant P. 1236.

EscRicK, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Biding.

7 m. S.S.E. York. Ac. 4120. P. 1237.

EscuDO DE Veragua, a river dividing Centra!

from S. America, flows into the Caribbean Sea,

opposite the island Escudo, after a course of 15

m. Lat. of Escudo island, 9° N. ; Ion. 81° 30' W.
liscuRLAL, a town of Spain. [Escorlal."]

E.sDRAELOif (Plain of), (Turk. Merj Ibu Amir),
a plain of Palestine, 10 to 30 m. S. Acre, between
Mounts Carmel W., and Hermon and Gilboa E.

It is fertile, is watered by the Kishon, and iia.-

been the scene of numerous combats, both in

ancient and modem times.
EsEXS, a town of Prussia, landr. Aurich, near

the North Sea, 26 m. N.E. Emden. P. 2360. It

has linen manufs., breweries, and distilleries.

EsH, a chapeliy of England, pa. Lanchester, en.

and5Jm.AV.N.W.Durham. Ac. 3016. P. 942.

EsHER, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, with a

station on the South-Western EaUway, 15 m.
S.W. London. Ac. 2120. P. 1460.

EsHiiocNEYX, a vill. of Egypt [Eschml'xkin."
EsHOLT, a township, Engl., co. York, West Hid-

ing, pa. and 4 m. S.S.W. Otley. Ac. 810. P. 369.

EsHTEMOA, an ancient town of Palestine, is

identified with the modern vill. Semua, 8 m. S.

Hebron, and has remains of antiquity.

EsiNE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Brescia, circ.

and 4 m. S.W. Breno. P. 1436.

Esrxo, a river of Central Italy, rises on the N.

slope of the Apennines, flows N.W., and enters,

the Adriatic Sea, 7m. N.W.Ancona. Length 40 m.

EsK, a lake of Ireland, Ulster, co. and about £

m. N.N.E. Donegal Ac. 976.—II. a mountain
range, between cos. Cork and Kerry.

EsK, a river of England, co. Cumberland, riset-

in Sea Fell, and flows S.W. for 20 m. into the

Irish Sea, near Eavenglass.
EsK, several rivers of Scotland.—I. co. Dum-

fries, formed by the confluence of the Black and

White Esk in Eskdalemuir, flows S. 35 m. intC'

Solway Firth, near Sarkfoot—II. {North'), co.

Forfar, rises in the Grampians, and flows S.E.

25 m. into the North Sea, 4 m. N. Montrose.—
III. {South), CO. Forfar, rises in the Grampians
in the N.W. of the co_ flows E. through Strath-

more, after a course of 40 m. S.E. into Montrose

harbour.—IV. and V. {North and South), twc

small streams, rise in co. Peebles, flow through

Mid-Lothian, unite near Dalkeith, and proceed tc

the sea at Musselburgh, The N. branch flows

past Roslin Castle and Hawthomdou.

I
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EsK (N. and S.), two rivers of Tasmania, dist.

.iiunccston, flow W., and join the Macquarrie

Liul Q.uamby to form the Tamar river.

EsKDALEMUiR, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 22 m.

s^E. Dumfries. Ac. 43,521, mostly heath and
nountains, the loftiest rising to 2200 feet above

he sea. P. 590.

EsKE, a river of England, co. York, N. Kiding,

ises near Kildale, and flows E. into the North
Sea at Whitby.

i;.sKi (signifying "oW), a Turkish prefix of

names of numerous towns, etc., including the

.lowing:—I. (AdaliaX the ruins of the ancient

>'/(/«, Asia Minor, pash. Adana, on the Mediter-

iuiean, 35 m. N.W. Alaya.—II. {Andaval), pash.

vdiiiah, 6 m. N.E. Nigdeh.—III. (Baba), a vill.

f European Turkey, Rumili, sanj. Kirkkilissia,

8 m. S.E. Adrianople.—IV. (Erekli), Rumili,

:aij. Gallipoli, on the Sea of Marmora, .55 m.
A'. Constantinople.

—

E. Stamhoul is the ancient

ilexandria Troas (which see).

EsKiDjUMA (Eng. Old Friday), a to'wn of Euro-
ican Turkey, Bulgaria, 18 m. W. Shumla. P.

.000, mostly Turks.
EsKi-HissAR, two ruined cities of Asia Minor,

Inatolia.—I. (anc. iModicea), 46 m. S.E. Ala-
>hehr (anc. Philadelphiayi has extensive remains
if walls, two theatres, temples, etc.—II. (Strato-

icsea), 65 m. S.E. Aiasaluk (anc. Ephesus), and
l>o having extensive remains, including a tem-
ileand a theatre.

EsKiLSTUNA, a town of Sweden, Iron Nykoping,
7 ra. W. Stockholm, on the Hielmar. P. 4661.

IjSki-Sagra, Berocu, a town of European Tur-
V, prov. Rumili, on the S. slope of the Balkan

n.mutains, 70 m. N.W. Adrianople. P. 20,000. (?)

ilanufs. of carpets and leather. Near it are hot
nineral baths.

EsKi-SiiEHR, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia,

!7 m. E.N.E. Kutaiah, and supposed to occupy
,he site of the ancient Dorylxum.
EsMERELDAS, a river of South America, Ecua-

llor, provs. Imbabura and Pichincha, rises near
Juito, flows N.W., and enters the Pacific, in lat.

' 5' N., Ion. 79° 40' W., after a course of 110 m.
-II. a small port, 10 m. from its mouth. P. 600.

EsMOK, a frontier city of S.W. China, prov.
fu-nan. It is walled and garrisoned by Chinese
oldiers, and traversed by merchants' caravans in

he trade between China, Siam, and Burma.
E'sNE (vulg. Esneh, Copt. 'iSne, anc. JMopolis),

he principal commercial town of Upper Egypt,
in 1. b. of the Nile, 25 m. S. Thebes. It stands
m a mound of debris, 30 feet in height, and is the
!ntrep6t for the Sennaar caravans. It has manu-
actures of cotton shawls, pottery, a cotton-spin-
ling factory, and a Coptic monastery ; but it is

ihiefly famous for a vast ancient temple, now
ionverted into a cotton warehouse.
EsNES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Nord,

irr. Cambrai, cant. Clary. P. 1602.
Eso, an island of Dalmatia, circ. and 8 m. S.W.

5ara, in the Adriatic, between the isls. Grossa and
Jgliano. Length 7 m. ; average breadth IJ m.
EsooAN, a town of Egypt. | Assouan.]
Esopus, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

ica, New York, on the Hudson river, 7 ra. S.
•Kingston. P. 2872.
Espadacinta, a fortified frontier town of Por-

"o^'l, prov. Tras-os-Montes, on rt. b. of the
'euro, 20 m. E. Moncorvo.

I

Espauon, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Vvcyron, cap. arr., on the Lot, 16 m. N.E.
:hodez. P. 4230. It has a large timber trade.
Espaly-Saint-Marcel, a comm. and vill. of
ranee, dep. Haute-Loire, cant, le Puy. P. 1507.

Espa55a, a conntiy of Europe. [Spain.")

Espauragosa-de-Lare-s, a town of Spain,
Estremadura, prov. and 80 m. E. Badajos. P.
2450. Manufs. linen. Trade in cattle.

Esparraguera, a town of Spain, Catalonia,
prov. and 14 m. N.W. Barcelona, on the Llobro-
gat. P. 2306. It has numerous cloth factories

and paper mills.

EsPEJO, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 m. S.E.
Cordova, on the Salado. P. 5284. It has manufs.
of pottery : and linen weaving.
EsPEjo, a town of Spain, Andalucia, prov. and

20 m. S.E. Cordova. P. 5284. Manufs. linens and
wooUens, earthenware, wine, and oil.

Espelettb:, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

B. Pyrdn^es, 12 m. S. Bayonne. P. 1549.

Espera, a town of Spain, prov. and 34 m. N.E.
Cadiz, on the Guadalete. P. 1577.

EsPERANCE (Bay), an inlet, S. coast of Australia.

Lat. 33° 50' S. ; Ion. 122° E.
EsPARAzA, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aude, arr. and 8 m. S. Limoux, on 1. b. of the
Aude. P. 1613. It has manufs. of hats.

EspiCHEL (Cape) or Cape Spichel, Portugal,
Estremadura, on the Atlantic, 21 m. S. Lisbon,
with a lighthouse, lat. 38° 24' N., Ion. 9° 13' W.

EspiEL, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 m. N.W.
Cordova, -Jiear 1. b. of the Guadiato. P. 1088.

Espierre, a vill., Belgium, prov. W. Flanders,
8 ra. S.S.E. Courtrai. The French were defeated
by the Austrians and English, May 22, 1794.

EspiNARUO, a town of Spain, prov. and 2 m,
N.N.W. Murcia. P. 1887. Manufs. sOks, linens,

earthenware, and glass.

EspiNHACA (Serro do), an extensive moun-
tain chain of Brazil, which traverses from S. to N.
the provs. Bahia, Minas Gei-aes, and San Paulo,
and extends to the Uruguay. It contains rich

diamond mines.
Espinosa-dp:-los-Montero3, a town of Spain,

prov. and 62 ra. N. Burgos, near 1. b. of the
Trueba. P. 2298. Celebrated for a victory of the
French over the Spaniards, November 1808.

Espira-de-l'Agly, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Pyr^n^es-Orientales, arr. Perpignan, cant
Rivevaltes. P. 1308.

EspiRiTU Santo, a small maritime prov. of

Brazil, between lat. 18° 30' and 21° 20' S., having
N. the prov. Porto-Seguro, W. Minas Geraes, S.

Rio Janeiro, and E. the Atlantic. Area 13,670 sq.

m. P. (1856) 51,300. Surface rises on proceeding
inland. Principal rivers, the Doce on the N., and
Parahyba on the S, border. Soil infertile, but
adapted to the culture of sugar. Cap. Vittoria.

—

II. (Espiritu Santo or Villa Velha d"), the former
cap. of the above prov., is situated on the S. shore
of the Bay of Espiritu Santo. P. 1000.

Espiritu Santo Island, the largest and most
W. of the New Hebrides Islands, Pacific Ocean.
Lat. 15° S. ; Ion. 167° E. Length N. to S. 65 m.

;

breadth 20 m. Surface mountainous, but except
in the most elevated parts, fertile & weU wooded.

Espiritu Santo, a cape of South America,
Tierra del Fuego. Lat. 62" 38' S. ; Ion. 68° 37' W.
Espiritu Santo, a town of Cuba, near the

centre of the island. P. 7424.

Espiritu Santo, a vill. of Spain, Estremadura,
prov. Badajoz, 42 m. E.N.E. Llerena.
Espiritu Santo, an island of the Gulf of Cali-

fornia, 30 m. N. La Paz, and 13 m. in length by
5 m. in breadth.—II. a group of the Bahama
Islands, 18 m. S. Andros.—III. a bay of the U. S.,

Florida, on its W. coa*st, in lat. 28° 40' N., Ion.
82° 46' W., and divided into Hillsborough and
Tampa Bays.—IV. a bay of Texas, forming a part

I
of the backwater, dists. Victoria and Refugio. Lat.
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28° 30' N. ; Ion. 97° 30' W. It is large; at its

opposite extremity it receives the Guadaloupe
river ; opposite the sea it is sheltered by Mata-
gorda island ; and S.W- it communicates with
Aransas Bay, and with the Gulf of Mexico by
Espiritu Santo inlet.

EspiTA, a town of Central America, Yucatan,
about 30 m. N. Valladolid. P. 3000.

EsPLUGA DE Francoli, a town of Spain, prov.

and 22 m. N.N.W. Tarragona. P. 2702.

EsposENDA, a maritime town of Portugal, prov.

Minho, at the mouth of the Cavado, 26 m. N.
Oporto. P. 1500.

Esprit (St), a comm. & seaport town, France,
dep. Landes, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Adour, op-
posite Bayonne, of which it is a suburb. It has a
citadel, commanding the town & port of Bayonne.
EsQUEHtoiES, a town of France, dep. Aisne,

arr. Vervins. P. 2276.

EsQUELBECQ, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Dunkerque, cant. Wormboudt. P. 1949.

EsQUERMES, a suburb of the town of Lille, with
important manufactures.
EsQUiBiEN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Finistfere, arr. Quimper, cant. Pont-Croix. P. 2178.

EsQUiBLAuo (L'), an island of the Mediterra-
nean, near the French coast, in lat. 43° 3' N., Ion.
6° 36' E.
EsQuiERA, a vill. of Portugal, prov. Beira, 22

m. N.E. Aveiro. P. 2900.

Esquimaux, an island and harbour of North
America, Gulf of St Lawrence, Labrador coast,

in lat. 54° 35' N., Ion. 56° 21' W. It is 2f m.
long by 1| m. broad, and from 200 to 250 feet

high on the north side.

EsQuiNTLA, a town of Central America, Guate-
mala, dep. Chiquimula. P. 6000.

EsQUipULAs, a town of Central America, state

Guatemala, dep. and 18 m. S.S.E. Chiquimula.
P. 1800. Eeputed for its sanctity: 80,000 pilgrims
are known to have assembled on one occasion to

the church of Nostra Senora do Esquipulas.
EssARTS (Les), a comm. and town of France,

dep. Vendue, cap. cant., 10 m. N.E. Napoleon
Vendue. P. 2838.

Ess^ a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ille-et-

Vilaine, arr. and 16 m. S.W. Vitre. P. 1489.

EssECK, EssEGG, Or EszEK (Slav. Oszik, anc.

Mursid), a fortified town of the Austrian Empire,
cap. Slavonia, on the Drave, on which it has a
steam-packet station, 13 m. from its confl. with
the Danube. P. 13,221. The modem fortress has
an arsenal and bairacks for 30,000 men, and is

strengthened by additional works on the opposite
bank of the Drave. Around it, beyond its glacis,

are the upper, lower, and new towns, in which last

most of the trade is conducted. It has Koman
Catholic, Greek, and other churches, a council

-

house, gymnasium, and normal school. Manu-
factures of silk stuffs.

Essen, a town of Rhenish Prussia, on the
Cologne and Minden Railway, 20 m. N.N.E. Diis-
seldorf. P. (1864) 31,336. Manufs. of firearms,
steam-engines, leather, vitriol, woollen and linen
goods. It has extensive coal mines and iron fur-
naces. It has Roman Catholic and Lutheran
churches, and a gymnasium. It is the seat of a
mining board, and a municipal court of justice.

Essen, a vill. of Hanover, landr. and 13 m.
E.N.E. Osnaburg. P. 845.

Essen, a vill. of Oldenburg, Germany, 31 m.
S.S.W. Oldenburg. P. 750.
EssENDiNE, a pa. of England, co. Rutland, 4i

m. N.N.E. Stamford. Ac. 1626. P. 193.
EssENDON, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 3 m.

E. Hatfield. Ac. 2303. P. G72.

EssEQUiBO or EssEQUEBO, the principal rirer
of British Guiana, South America, enters tho
Atlantic in the N.W. part of that colony by an
estuary 20 m. in width, lat. 7° N., Ion. 59° W.,
after a course of at least 450 m. One of its sources
has been explored in lat. 0° 41' N. Afils., the

Ripununy or Rupunoo, Masseroony, and Cuyuni.
Its course lies thi-ough forests of the most gigantic

vegetation. It has many islands. About 60 m.
from its mouth are the falls of Etabally. It gives
name to a co. of British Guiana.

EssERTiNES, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud
15 m. from Lausanne. P. 664.

Essex, a maritime co. in the S.E. of England,
having N. cos. Cambridge and Suffolk, E. th(

North Sea, S. the Thames, and W. Middlesex antl

Herts. Ac. 1,060,549, of which nearly 900,000 ac.

are arable and grass land, and about 50,000 wood-
land. P. 404,851. Surface towards the Thame.-,

and the sea flat, marshy, and much broken irit<:

peninsulas and islands ; coast line 85 m. ,• in the

centre and N. beautifully diversified and richly

wooded. Principal rivers, the Thames, Lea, Stoui,

Roding, Crouch, Colne, Chelmer, and Blackwater,
Soil mostly a fertile loam. Climate on the coast

moist ; inland clear and healthy, with little rain.

Farming is ranked among the best in England,
and the quality of Essex wheat is very superior!

Besides the usual crops, teazels, saffron, carraway,
and hops are lai^ely grown. Great numbers ol

calves are fattened for the London market,
Fai-ms of all sizes. The co. is almost wholl-i)

agricultural. It has silk manufactures, and valu^

able oyster fisheries. Essex contains 14 hundreds.

6 half-hundreds, and a royal liberty, comprisinji

406 pas., in the home cii'cuit and dioceses of Lou-
don and of Rochester. Chief towns, Chelmsfcn;
(the cap.), Colchester, Maldon, and Harwich, Th6
CO. is intersected by the Eastern Counties Rail-

way. It sends 4 members to House of Com-
mons. Reg. electors (1864) N. division 5184, S
do. 7206.

Essex, several cos., etc. of the U. S., North
America.—I. in N.E. of Vermont. Area 226 sq.

m. P. 5786.—II. in N.E. of Massachusetts
Area 368 sq. m. P. (1860) 165,611.-111. in N.E
of New York. Area 1779 sq. m. P, (1860)28,214
—IV. in N. of New Jersey. Area 241 sq. k
P. (1860) 98,877.—V. in E. of Virginia. Area 28(:

sq. m. P. 3773 free, 6696 slaves.—VI. a town-

ship of Vermont, 31 m. N.W, Montpelier.—^VIl

a township of Massachusetts, 27 m. N.E, Boston

It has ship-building and fisheries.—VIII. a vill.

Connecticut, on Connecticut river, 31 m. S.E
Hartford.—IX. a township, New York, on Lakt

Champlain, 108 m. N.E. Albany.
Essex, the westmost co. of Canada West, be

tween the Lakes Erie and St Clair,

Essie-with-Nevay, a pa. of Scotland, co. ani.

7 m. S.W. Forfar. Ac. 5120. P. 748.
EssiNGEN, a vLll. of Wiirtemberg, circ. Aalen

near Remsa. P. 1700.

EssiNGTON, a townslrip of England, co. StafEorq

pa. Bushbury, 5 m. N,E. Wolverhampton. Ac
2957, P. 976. '

EssmoTON, N. Australia. HPort Essinqton.'

Es-SiouT, a town of Upper Egypt. [Siour,]'

EssLiNG, a vill, of Lower Austria, on th

Danube, 7 m. E. Vienna, and where an engage

ment took place, 21st and 22d May 1809, betwee-

the French and the Austrians, P. 371. [Asfekn,
EssLiNGEN, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ, an

on the Neckar, and on the railway to Ulm,

m. E.S.E, Stuttgart. P. (1864) 15,586. Manufs

of woollen and cotton cloths and yam, lacquere

tin wares, glue, and mathematical instruments.
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EssoMMES, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

li>no, arr. and cant. Chateau-Thierry. P. 1781.

llssoxxES, a river of France, deps. Loiret and
><'iue-et-Oise, rises 12 m. N.E. Orleans, after a

S'. course of 45 m. joins the Seine at Corbeil. It

uins numerous flour mills.—II. a comm. and
/ill. on the above river, dep. Seine-et-Oise, ^ m.
jj.W. Corbeil. P. 3858. Flour mills. Manufs.
|,obacco and table-linen.

Es-SouAX, a town of Upper Egypt. [Assouan.]
EssoYEs, a comm. and town, France, dep. Aube,

ap. cant., 10 m. S.E. Bar-sur-Seine. P. 1761.

EsTAGEL, a comm. and town of France, dep.

[Pyrenees Orieutales, on rt. b. of the Gly, 11 m.
tiV.N.W. Perpignan. P. 2378, employed in dis-

jilleries and marble quarries. Birthplace of

jb-ago the astronomer.

: EsTAiNG, a conim. and town of France, dep.

Weyron, arr. Espalion, cap. cant. P. 1594.

EsTAiRES, a comm. and town of France, dep.

•ford, on 1. b. of the Lys, 13 m. W. LUle. P.

1 113. Manufs. linens and soap.

EsTANCiA, a town of Brazil, prov. and 25 m.
|,.W. Sergipe, on 1. b. of the Piauhy. P. 3000.

I EsTARREjA, a pa. and town of Portugal, pi-ov.

Stira, 23 m, S. Oporto. P. 2035.
EsTAVAYER or EsTAVAYfi (Germ. StxffisX a
iwu of Switzerland, cant, and 15 m. w.N.W.
'reiburg, on the E. shore of Lake Neuchatel.
'. of pa. 1383. It has a Jesuit college.

EsTE, Ateste, a town of N. Italy, prov. and 17
S.S.W. Padua, cap. dist. P. 10,640. The
ca or castle of Estd overhangs the town, and
church of San Martino has a leaning cam-
lilo. Manufs. of silk twists, linens, and

..ihenware.

Esxfe, a river of Hanover, which joins the Elbe,
m. W. Altona, after a N. course of 26 miles.

I
EsTELLA (Stella and AlbaX, a town of Spain,

jrov. Navarra, 26 m. S.W. Pamplona. P. 6750.
t has a college, and manufs. of woollens.

1-^TEPA, Astapa, a town of Spain, prov. and
11. E.N.E. Sevilla. P. 7339.
.STEPHE (St), a comm. and vill. of France,
. Gironde, 30 m. N.N.W. Bordeaux. P. 2455.
IsTEPONA, a maritime town of Spain, prov. and

L m. S.W. Malaga, on the Mediterranean. P.
!75. Chief industry, fishing, linen weaving,
id manufs. of leather.

EsTEKHAZY (Huug. Eszterhaz), a vill. of Lower
ungary, circ. Oedenburg, S.E. of Neusiedl
ake, 41 m. W.S.W. Presburg. P. 289.
EsTERNAY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
lame, arr. Epernay, cap. cant. P. 1791. Manufs.
Jrcelain.

EsTERSNOW, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co.

oscommon, 3 m. S.E. Boyle. Ac. 6457. P. 1419.
EsTHONiA or Revel (Germ. Esthland), a gov.

' Bussia, between lat. 58° 15' and 39° 40' N.,
n. 22° 10' and 28° 5' E., having E. the gov. St
etersburg, S. Livonia and the Lake Peipus, N.
e Gulf of Finland, and W. the Baltic, in which
comprises the islands Dago, Worms, etc. Area
:-'5 sq. m. P. (1858) 303,478. Surface gene-
lly flat; shores rocky. Principal rivers, the
irva, Loksa, & Keyel, all flowing N. Soil sandy
marshy, and climate humid ; about two-thirds
it covered with pine forests or unproductive.
ore corn is, however, raised than is required
r home consumpt ; besides flax, hemp, hops,
d tobacco. Many cattle are reared, and the

,
heries are important. Principal exports, com,
ints, salt fish, and hides. Principal imports,
'•rings and salt. The gov. is subdivided into
< circles. Principal towns. Revel or Reval,
ipsal, Weissenstein, and Weseuberg.

Estill, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

E. of Kentucky. Area 300 sq. m. P. 6379 fre.;,

507 slaves. Surface mountainous, in some parts

fertile. Minerals, iron and stone uoal.

EsTissAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aube, arr. Troyes, cap. cant. P. 1909.

EsTivAREiLLES, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Loire, arr. Montbrison, cant. St Bonnet-le-
Chateau. P. 1508.
EsTRABLiN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Isfere, arr. and cant. Vienne. P. 1751.

Estr^es-St-Denis, a comm. and town, France,
dep. Oise, arr. Compfeigne, cap. cant P. 1346.

Estreli^, a river of Central America, state

Costa Rica, enters the Pacific near Quajrpo, after

a S.W. course of 50 m.—II. a town of New Gra-
nada, prov. Antioquia, 5 m. S.W. Medellin.—III.

(Porto da), a maritime vill. of Brazil, prov. and
on the Bay of Rio de Janeiro, 16 m. N. Rio.—IV.
a mountain chain of Brazil, prov. Rio de Janeiro.

Length E. to W. about 18 m.; av. height 3400 ft.

EsTRELLA (Serra de), a mountain range of

Portugal, prov. Beira, extending from S.W. to

N.E. for about 75 m., and having one snow-clad
peak which rises to 7524 feet in height.

Estremadura, an old prov. in the S.W. of

Spain, bounded N. by the prov. Leon, E. byNew
and Old Castile, S. Andalucia, and W. Portugal

;

now comprised in the provs. Badajos and Caceres.

Area 16,688 sq. m. P. (1857) 707,115. On the
N. it is bounded by the Sierras de Gredos, Bejar,

and Gata ; on the S. by that of Constantina, a
continuation of the Sierra Morena ; and in the

centre it is divided by the Sierras de Gaudalupo
and San Benito into 2 regions, the N. watered by
the Tagus, and the S. by the Guadiana. Soil very
fertile, but almost whoUy devoted to pasturage.

Agriculture is greatly neglected ; much less corn,

wine, flax, hemp, etc., is raised than is required

for home consumpt ; and chestnuts form a large

portion of the food of the inhabitants. Sheep,
hogs, goats, and cattle are reared. Lead, copper,

silver, and iron mines exist here, but they are

nearly all neglected; and manufs. are insignificant.

Estremadura, an administrative prov. of Por-
tugal, on the Atlantic Ocean, cap. Lisbon. Area
8281 sq. m. P. 785,866. The Tagus divides

it into two nearly equal parts, the N. of which is

more mountainous than the S., but also more
fertile. It is frequently visited by earthquakes.

Principal products, wine, fruits, oil, honey, cork,

sumach, and salt. Few mines are wrought ; and
manufs. are unimportant. The prov. is sub-

divided into the dists. of Lisbon, Leiria, and
Santarem, besides which cities it comprises Setu-
bal, Torres-Vedras, Thomar, and Cintra.

EsTREMEitA, a town of Spain, New Castile,

prov. & 32 m. E.S.E. Madi-id. P. 2996. Manufs.
cordage and coarse cloth.

EsTREMOZ, a fortified town of Portugal, prov.

Alemtejo, 23 m. N.E. Evora. P. 6600. It has a
castle, an arsenal, and cavalry barracks ; manufs.
of earthenware, and a trade in hardwares. Near
it are marble quarries.

Estremoz, a town of Brazil, prov. Rio-Grande-
do-Norte, 16 m. N. Natal. P. 1700.

Esures, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Indre-
et-Loire, arr. Tours, cant. Montbazon. P. 1871.

EszEK, a town of Hungary. [Esseck.]
Etables, a comm. & maritime town of France,

dep. Cotes-du-Nord, on the English Channel, 8
m. N.N.W. St Brieuc. P. 2972.

Etagnat, a comm. and viU., France, Charente,
arr. Confolens, cant Chabanais. P. 1473.

Etain, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Meuse, cap. cant, on an afil. of the Moselle, in a

LI
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marshy tract, 12 m. E.N.E. Verdun. P. 2C60. It

Las a commxmal college and manufs. of cottons.

Etale, a market town of Belgium, prov. Lux-
emburg, 24 m. S.W. Bastogne.
Etampes (formerly Estampes), a comm. and

town of France, dep. Seine-et-Oise, cap. arr., 30
in. S.S.W. Paris. P. 8220. It has a station on
the Paris and Orleans EaUway, a Gothic church,
and conuru coll. In the town and its vicinity are
numerous flour mills. Manufs. of soap, hosiery,

and linen thread.

Etaples, a comm. and seaport town of France,
dep. Pas de Calais, on the Canche, near its mouth,
15 m. S. Boulogne, on rail, to Abbeville. P.
2589. It has a fishery, trade in salt, breweries,
and distilleries.

Etawah, a dist. of British India, presid. Ben-
gal, N.W. provs., div. Agra, in the Doab, en-
closed by the dists. Agra, Alighur, Ferokhabad,
and Cawnpore, the Gwalior dom. and Bundel-
cund. Area 1674 sq. m. P. 500,000. Thugs
formerly were in this district in great numbers,
but have been suppressed by Government. Chief
towns, Mynpooree, Etawah, Kanoje, and Belah.
—II. a town, cap. above dist., on the Jumna, 63
m. S.E. Agra ; with remains of former grandeur,
now in decay. P. 18,000.

Etchells, a township of England, co. Chester,
pa. & 3J m. W.S.W. Stockport. Ac. 2282. P. 721.

Etchilhampton, a pa. of England, co. "WUts,

^ m. E.S.E. Devizes. Ac. 3160. P. 252.
Etchingiiam, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 8

m. E.S.E. Wadhurst. Ac. 3750. P. 864.

Etchmiadzin, a vill., N. Persia. [Echmiadzix."]
Etel, a comm. and vilL of France, dep. Mor-

bihan, arr. Lorient, cap. Belz. P. 1361.

Ethiopia, the Cush of the Bible, originally

tompiised all the regions on the S. of the globe
known to the ancients. In more recent times the
name has been applied to the countries S. of

Egypt and Libya, on the Upper NUe, but it has
no political or geographical area.

Etienne (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Loire, cap. dep., on the Furens, a small affi.

of the Loire, 32 m. S.S.W. Lyon, with which it

is connected by railway. P. (1861) 92,250. It

has extens. coal mines, a national college, school
of mines, chemical laboratory, and public library.

Principal edifices, the hotel de vUle, comprising
the town-hall, exchange, and a museum of the
local manufs. ; court-house, theatre, public library,

and the termini of the two railways to Lyon and
Boaune. It has acquired prosperity in the two
very dissimilar manufs. of firearms and silk

ribbons. Hardwares, bayonets, files, nails, cast-
iron, and steel are made, and coal is raised for

exportation, to the amount of 600,000 tons a-year.
The ribbon manufs. are mostly in the suburbs
and vicinity. It has also manufs. of other silk

goods, lace, embroidery, muslins, cotton yam,
glass, leather, paper, and lamp black.
Etienne (S^ the name of numerous comms.

and towns of France.— I. (de Baigorry,') dep. B.
Pyrenees, cap. cant^ on the Spanish frontier, 23
m. S.S.E. Bayonne. P. 2600. It has iron mines
and marble quarries.—II. (de Lugdares\ Ardeche,
cap. cant, 31 m. W. Privas. P. 1522.—III. (de
Montluc\ Loire-Inferieure, 10 m. N.W. Nantes.
P. 4783.—IV. (de St Geoirs), Isere, cap. cant.,

20 m. N.W. Grenoble. P. 1857.—V. (du Rouv-
rat/)f Seine-Inferieure, near the Seine, 4 m. S.
Eouen, P. 1633.—VI. (de Fursac}, dep. Creuse,
aiT. Gudret, cant. Grand-Bourg. P. 2029.—VII.
(du Boisy, dep. Ain, arr. Bouig, cant. Treffort.

P. 1613.—VIII. (du Bois), dep. Vendue, arr. les

Cables d'Olonne, cant. Palluan. P. 2582,—IX.

(la Varenne), dep. Rh6ne, arr. Villefranche su
Sa6ne, cant. Belleville. P. 1830.

Etive (Loch), an inlet of the Atlantic, Scot
land, CO. Ai^yle, in lat. 56° 5' N., Ion. 5° 3' W
Length 20 m. ; breadth varies from

-J
m. to 3 ir

The river Awe, from Loch Awe, falls into it a

the ferry of Bunawe. Dunstaffnage Castle ruin

are at its S. end. It abounds with seal & sahnoi
Etko, a kgoon of Lower Egypt, 7 m. S.S,'\\

Eosetta, 18 m. in length, and from 3 to 5 m. i

breadth, and separated from the Mediten-anea
by a narrow sandbank, on which is the vill. Etki-

14 m. E. Aboukir. This lagoon was formed b.

an inundation of the Nile in 1801.

Etna or Mt^a. (Ital. Monte Gibello), a. volc&nU
mountain of Sicily, on the E. coast of the island

prov. Catania, in the Val di Dimone, forming :

nearly isolated cone, having E. the Mediterranean
and on the other sides the rivers Simeto and One-
bello. The summit of the volcano is the culminat-

ing point of an irregularly triangular space, anc

its slopes are divided into 3 regions :—I. the lavs

region, covered with the richest vegetation, el(-

gant cities, and villas ; II. the wooded region

III. the upper region, covered with scorisa ani

ashes, in the midst of which rises the principi

crater, which is always covered with snow. Tl
highest point, 10,874 feet above the sea, is in lat

37^ 43' 31" N., Ion. 15° E. The first recordfc

eruption of .3^tna was in the year 476 B.a, am
the latest occurred on 31st January 1865.

Etoile, a comm. and town of France, de:

Dr6me, 7 m. S. Valence. P. 3117.

Eton, a town and pa. of England, co. Buck?
on rt. b. of the Thames, opposite Windsor, will

which it is connected by a bridge, and within
;

m. of the Windsor station of the Great Wester;

EaUway. Ac. of pa. 783. P. 3122. The towi

is famous for its college, founded by King Hem;
^a. in 1440.

Etr£aupoi!T, a vill. of France, dep. Aisne, an
Vervins, cant. La Capelle. P. 1868.

Etrelles, a comm. and vill. of France, def

lUe-et-VUaine, arr. Vitr^ cant. Argentrd. P.153t

£tr£pagny, a comm. and vill. of France, def

Eiire, arr. les Andelys, cap. cant. P. 1663.

Etretat, a comm. and maritime vill. of Franci

dep. Seine-Inferieure, on the English Channel, 1

m. N.N.E. Havre. P. 1655. Celebrated for oysten

Etreux, a comm. and viU. of France, dej

Aisne, arr. Vervins, cant. Wassigny. P. 2064.

Etroeckgt, a comm. and vill. of France, de[

Nord, arr. and cant Avesnes. P. 2306.

Etrukia, in ancient times one of the most iic

portant countries of Italy, afterwaids forming tl;

duchy of Lucca, the greater part of Tuscany, an

a portion of the Pontifical States, now comprise?

in the kingdom of Italy. The name was restop?

by Napoleon i., who, by the treaty of Lun^vil'

in 1808, formed, of the grand duchy of Tuscan;

the kingdom of Etruria, which was united to t
French Empire in 1808.

Etruria, a vUl. of England, co. Stafford,

railway and 1^ m. from Stoke-on-Trent P. 29:.'

The N. Staffordshire infirmary here accommi

dates 129 patients. It has extensive iron work;

one of the largest potteries in the coxinty, a::

schools, erected by the Messrs Wedgwood.
Etsch, a river of Northern Italy. [Adige.^

Etten, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Koi:

Brabant 6 m. W.S.W. Breda. P. (with comi.

5391, who trade in com, cattle, and fuel.

Ettenheisi, a town of Baden, circ. Upi
Ehine, cap. dist, 18 m. N. Freiburg, on railw

:

to Carlsruhe. P. 3150, who manuf. linen fabri':

ErruxGEX, a town of Baden, circ. Midu
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ihino, cap. dist., on railway ami on tho Alb river,

li m. S. Carlsrulie. P. 4400. It has gunpowder,
)'ij)er, and cotton mills.

IOttox, a pa. of England, co. York, East Eid-

II ;r, 4J ni. N.W. Beverley. Ac. 39(50. P. 602.

—I I. CO. Northampton, 6:^ m. N.N.E. Peterboro'.

\c. 1270. P. 160.

IIttricic, a river of Scotland, ri-sing in the

^.\V. of CO. Selkirk, through which it flows N.E.,

iiing the Tweed after a course of 24 m., 2 m.
Iw Selkirk. Chief affluent the Yarrow.—II.

fi), a mountain near the source of the above
iver. Height 2269 feet.—III. (Forest), a pasto-

•al tract watered by the above river and its tribu-

aiies. It formed originally a part of the Groat
Caledonian Forest, but is now almost entii'ely di-

'ested of trees.—IV. a mountainous pa., near the

lead waters of the above river, 17 m. S.W. Sel-

nrk. Ac. 42,682. P. 454. Birthplace of James
logg, " the Ettrick Shepherd."
Ettyek, a vill. of W. Hungary, co. Stuhlweis-

onburg, 12 m. from Martonvasar. P. 2088.

Etwall, apa. of England, co. and C m. W.S.W.
I. rby. Ac. 3465. P. 846.

Kv, a comm. and town of France, dcp. Seine-
nferieure, cap. cant., on the Bresle, near tho

ni,'lish Channel, 17 m. N.N.E. Dieppe. P. 4416.

! has a comm. college and tribunal of commerce.
he Chateau d'Eu contains a collection of histo-

x-.il portraits, and is surrounded by a park and
nlens. The forest of Eu extends for a consi-

able distance to the E. and S. The town of

1 was burnt in 1445 by Louis xi., to prevent its

illing into the hands of the English. An inter-

iow between the Queen of England and Louis
'hilippe, late King of the French, took place

lere in 1843 and again in 1845.

EuBA, a vill. of Saxony, circ. Zwickau, E.
'hemnitz. P. 1871. Manufs. linens and hoisery.

t has a stone quarry and saw-mills.

EuBCEA (formerly Egripos or Negroponf), tho
xrgest island of the kingdom of Greece, of which
t forms a dep. in the ^gean Sea, lying along the
<'. coast of Thebes and Attica, between lat. 37°

7' and 39° 2' N. ; Ion. 22° 40' and 24° 40' E., se-
larated from the mainland by the channels of

'juboea (ancient Euripos, Egripos, or Negropont,
rossed by a bridge at its narrowest point op-
osite Chalcis), Talanta, and Trikeri. Length
15 m.

;
greatest breadth 33 m. Area 1699 sq. ni.

'. 72,368. Surface mountainous, but fertile,

lighest mountains St Elias, near the S.E. ex-
remity, 4607 feet, and Delphi, near centre on N.
oast, 6725 feet. Principal products, corn, wine,
otton, wool, pitch, and turpentine. Many cattle,

beep, and goats are reared. Principal towns,
'halcis, cap. of the N. division (Eubcea) ; Karystos,
hief town of the S. division.

Euclid, a township of the U. S.. N. America,
'hio, on Lake Erie, 132 m. N.N.E. Columbus.
EucuMBENE, a river of New South Wales, rises

1 Snowy mountains, flows E. as far as Deuison,
aen 8., and falls into Snowy river.

EuDOKEKF or Foggy Islands, a group of small
-uds in the North Pacific Ocean, off the S.E.
stof Aliaska, Russian America.
hUERDORP, a market town of Bavaria, Lower
lanconia, cap. dist. of same name, on the Saale,
I ra. N.N.E. Wurzburg. P. 1000.
IvUFAULA, a town of the U.S., North America,
hibama, Barbour co., on rt. b. of the Chata-

I Mjchee river, 90 m. E.S.E. Montgomery. It has
1 nctive commerce, chiefly in cotton. P. 3000.
I'.UFEMiA (Santa), several comms. etc., of Italy.
I. prov. Catanzaro, near the Gulf of St Eufemiii,
m. W.NicasU-o. P. 1100. It suffered severely

in the earthquake of 163*^.—IT. (della Fonte') a
comm. of N. Italy, prov. and circ. Brescia. P. of
comm. 2228. It has silk mills and timber.— III.
prov. Reggio Calabria, circ. Palme. P. 5852.
EuFEMiA Santa, a vill. of Austria, Dalmatia,

circ. Zara, in tho island Uglian.
EuGANEAN Hills, a low range of mountains

in Lombardy, in W. of the prov. Padua, extending
for about 10 m^from N.W. to S.E. The mountains
are of volcanic origin, and covered with wood.
Highest point, Monte Benda, 2000 ft. above the sea.

EuLAU, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, circ. Leit-
meritz, dist. Tetclien. P. 1546.
EuLE, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ. and

dist. Prague. P. 2115.
EuPATORiA (foi-merly Koslov), a seaport town of

Russia, gov. Taurida, on theW. coast ofthe Crimea,
in a Bay, 38 m. W.N.W. Simferopol. P. (1863)
6867, mostly Karaite Jews. The Tartar pop.
have a mosque. Part of the Anglo-French in-
vading army landed here in Sept. 1854. On the
17th Feb. 1855, the Russians attacked the town,
but were repulsed by the Turks, and the Anglo-
French war-steamers at anchor in the roadstead.
EuPEN, a frontier town of Rhenish Prussia,

gov. and 10 m. S.S.W. Aix-la-Chapelle, cap. circ.

P. (1864) 13,632. It has manufs. of woollena.
Euphrates (native Phraat or Frat\ a river

of Asiatic Turkej'^, the E.niost part of which it

drains ; rises by two heads in the table-land of

Armenia, the source of the principal, the Morad,
being between Lake Van and Mount Ararat, and
that of the Frat, about 20 m. N.E. Erzorouni.

Both branches have a W. course, and they unite

in lat. 39° N., Ion. 39° E., whence the Euphrates
has successively a S. and a S.E. course, encom-
passing on three sides the whole basin of its chief

tributary the Tigris, and separating Turkish
Armenia and Mesopotamia from Syria and the
Arabian Desert. In lat. 31° N., Ion. 47° E., the
Tigris unites with it to fomi the Shat-el-Arab,
which, about 130 m. below, enters the head of

the Persian Gulf, and including which, the total

length of the Euphrates to the source of tho
Morad may be estimated at 1800 m. In its upper
third, it traverses a mountainous country, and
near Someisat breaks through the Taurus chain,

forming a double cataract ; but from this poin t

it is navigable to the sea, and in its lower part

flows through a rich and flat region, where it

varies from 200 to 800 yards in width, having as
high as Hillah a depth of 18 feet, and navigable
for steamers drawing 4 feet water, from the sea

to Bir, 100 m. E. the Gulf of Scauderoon, and
the nearest point of its approach to the Mediter-
ranean. Besides the Tigris, it receives the Ka-
rasu of Kaisariyeh, Khabur, and Kerah rivers

;

and on its banks are Bassorah (on the Shat-ul-

Arab), and the towns Arja, Semava, Lemlum,
Hillah (the modem representative of Babylon),
Aubar, Hit, Hadiih, Kaskisia, Rakha, etc.; and
in Armenia, Melagherd, and Erzeroum.
EuRE, Ebura, a river in the N.W. of France,

rises in dep. Orne, flows N.E. through the deps.

Eure-et-Loire and Euro, past Chartres, Nogent-
le-Roi, Ivry, Louviers, and joins the Seine on
left, near Pont-de-l'Arche. Chief affluent the Iton
on left. Length 112 m., for 60 of which it is

navigable.
EuRE, a dep. in the N.W. of France, cap. Ev-

reux, forms part of the old prov. of Normandy,
situated on the estuary of the Seine, between
lat. 48° 37' and 49° 28' N. Area 2300 sq. m. P.
398,661. Climate mild and humid; surface gene-
rally flat. Chief rivers, the Seine and its atfl u-

ents, the Euro, Rille, Andelle, and the Iton, afila-
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ejit of the Eure. There are several mineral
springs. Its railways are the Paris and Havre,
Cherbourg, and Honneur lines. Minerals comprise
iron, building and mill stones ; com is raised for

exportation ; apples and pears are important
crops

;
pasture is extensive, and forests cover one-

fifth part of the dep. ; excellent horses, cattle, and
sheep are reared. Mining and manuf. industry-

active ; the latter includes woollens, cotton, paper,

glass, iron, copper, and zinc wares. The dep. is

divided into the arrs. Les Andelys, Bemay, Ev-
reux, Louviers, and Pont-Audemer.
EuRE-ET-LoiR, a dep. in the N.W. of France,

cap. Chartres, forms part of the old provs. Or-
loannais and Ile-de -France, between lat 47° 57'

and 48° 55' N. Area 2268 sq. m. P. 290,445.

Chief rivers, the Eure and Loir ; there are many
marshes in the W. RaUways, from Paris to

Brest by Chartres, and from Paris to Toure by
Chateaudun. Climate mUd and temperate. Soil

fertile ; a great amount of com is raised. Cavalry
horses are reared, and numerous cattle, sheep,

and poultry. The dep. has few minerals, but
several iron works, and manufs, of coarse cloths,

cottons, and paper. It is divided into the arrs.

Chartres, Chateaudun, Dreux, and Nogent-le-
Eotrou.
EuKiPOS Chaxxel, Greece. [Eub(ea.]
Europe:, Europa, the smallest of the great

divisions of the globe, forms a peninsular pro-
longation of Asia, from which it is separated on
the E. by the river Kara, the Ural mountains and
river, and the Caspian Sea ; and on the S. by the
mountain chain of Caucasus. On all other sides

it is bounded by seas, bays, gulfs, and straits

;

these are, on the N. the Arctic Ocean, W. the
Atlantic, and S. the Strait of Gibi-altar, the
Mediterranean, the Sea of Marmara, and the
Black Sea. The continental portion of Europe
is comprised between lat. 36° and 71° 12' N., Ion.
9° 30' "W. and 60° 50' E. Area estimated at

3,768,000 sq. m., 3-4ths of which is occupied
by plains, and l-4th by mountains and high
lands. The peninsulas comprise one-fourth,

and the islands about one-twentieth of the whole
extent.

The following table shows the area and popu-
lation of the different states :

—

l\
England and Wales,
Scotland* —
Ireland,
Islands
Netherlands (Kinffdom of), with thei
Duchies of Limburg A Liixemlmrfr,^

Denmark (exclusiTe of the Duchies ofi

Schleswig Holstein A Lauenburg),/
Sveden, «».».»>..)
Norway, ... — ... •« •« )

Switzerland,
Germany (States forming the North)
German Confed. after the war of >

1866), )
Spain, with its Mands, and the Statel
of Andorra, .« ... «. «. J

Portugal, with Islands,
Belg^inm, ... «. »> .» —
France, ...

Marino (San) Bepublic, ». «
Italy (Kingdom ofX «. — —
Pontifical states, „. .„ „
Greece, and \
Ionian Isles. /
Russia (in Europe),
Poland (King^dom of),

Finland (T.rand Duchy). .

Turkey in Europe, including
butary Principalities of I
Wallachia, and Servia,

; El
the tri-)

[oldaria, >

Europe owes much of its pre-eminence as the

centre of modern civilisation and progress, to its

peculiar physical conformation. It is so inter-

sected by inland seas, bays, and gulfs, that it has
a development of coast line far surpassing, id

proportion to area, that of any other continent
The principal peninsulas are in the N. ; Scan,
dinavia, between the Baltic Sea and the Atlantic

Ocean ; Jutland, between the Baltic and the Nortl
Sea ; the peninsula of Brittany, between the Eng-
lish Channel and the Bay of Biscay. In the S.

the Iberian peninsula (Spain and Portugal)
between the Mediterranean and the Atlantic

Ocean ; the Italian peninsula, between the Adria-
tic and the Tyrrhenian Sea ; the Hellenic penin-

sula (Greece and Turkey), E. of Italy; and th.t

Crimea in the N. of the Black Sea. 'The prin
cipal islands are the British Isles, the largas:

in Europe, between the Atlantic Ocean and
the North Sea ; in the Arctic Ocean, Novaii.
Zemlia ; in the Mediten-anean Sea & its branches.
Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, Malta, Elba, and thi;

Balearic islands; the islands of Greece, will,

the Ionian islands, Crete or Candia, and thi;

islands of Dalmatia. The Baltic includes nu-
merous islands, the chief of which are See-
land, Fuhnen, and Laaland, Rugen, Bomholm.
Oeland, Gotliland, and the archipelago of Stock-
holm. Most of the rivers of Europe belong ti>

two great basins, that of the Atlantic and it j

branches on the W., and the Mediterranean on
the S. ; the line of separation, which follows thi;

direction S.W. to N.E., is elevated on the W.,
where it is formed by the Sierra Nevada, part ot

the PjTendes, the Cevennes and tlie Vosge?
mountains ; it meets the Alps near the source;

of the Rhine and Rhone. After cutting the Car-

pathians on the N. of Hungary, the watershei!

traverses Russia, where its elevation is very in-

considerable. On the E. and S.E., the Volga and
its affluents contribute their waters to the Cas-

pian Sea, and on the N.E. the Dwina flows to th;

Arctic Ocean. A great part of North Germanj.
Denmark, the Netherlands, and part of Belgiur
are plains, little elevated above the level of the

sea ; the great plains of Russia and Poland have

a mean height of 360 feet. The other countries

of Europe are traversed by chains of moimtains
of the chief of which are the Scandinavian Alp:

in Sweden and Norway ; the Carpathians, tin

Sudetic mountains in Germany ; the Balkai

mountains, the Dinaric Alps, and the chaii

of Pindus in Turkey; the Alps, between Italy

France, Switzerland, & Germany ; the Apennines
in Italj'; the Jura, between France and Switzer

land ; the Cevennes & the mountains of Auvergn<-

in Fi-ance; the Pj-ren^es, between France am
Spain ; the Iberian and the Cantabrian moor
tains, the Serra-da-Estrella, the mountains c

Toledo, the Sierra Morena, and the Sierra Nevad
in Spain. The principal summits of the diflerei.

chains are, in the Alps, Mont Blanc, the culmina'

ing point of Europe, 16,744 feet, Monte Rot

15,174 feet; in the Pyrenees, Maladetta, 11,16

feet ; in the Sierra Nevada, the peak of Mulha^ei

11,660 feet The mountains of Great Britain cove

the N. and W. parts of the island; their genen'

dii-ection corresponds with that of the Scandin;.

vian mountains, and like them also the W. side

are abrupt, and broken up by numerous gulf

while they slope gradually to the E. shores. Tl
principal chains are the Gi-ampians, the Cheviot-

the Cumbrian and the "Welsh mountains ; and tl

culminating point is Ben Nevis, 4406 feet abov

the sea. The islands of Sardinia and Corsit

are traversed bj' a small chain of mountains, ii

terrupted by the Strait of Bonifacio, culmiuatii.

point Monte Rotondo in Corsica, 8762 fet

Sicily is traversed by a chain of moimtaius, scp;-
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rated from tlie Apennines by the Strait of Mes--

?iii:i, culminating point Mount iEtna, 10,872 feet

i!)iive the sea. Some of these mountain chains

contain numerous extinct volcanoes ; but the vol-

canoes of ^tna, Vesuvius, Hekla, and Stroraboli

lire still in a state of activity. The mean height

i)f Europe is 1342 feet above the sea.

Europe is everywhere well watered. The most
iiiportant rivers are the Volga, Don, Dnieper,

Danube, Po, Rhone, Ebro, Tagus, Garrone,

(Loire, Seine, Meuse, Rhine, Elbe, Oder, Vistula,

ind Dwina. Lakes abound in Sweden, the N.W.
pf Russia, Switzerland, Hungary, and Italy. The
Inost remarkable are Wener, Wetter, Mseler, in

Sweden ; Ladoga, Onega, and Peipus, in Russia

;

Leman, Lucerne, and Zuricli, in Switzerland

;

Constance, between Switzerland and Germany

;

?Jeusiedl and Balaton, in Hungary ; Maggiore,

i^omo, and Garda, in North Italy.

! The climate of continental Europe presents the

iiiost striking contrasts, but it is in general tem-
jjcrate, and exempt from the extremes of heat

md cold to which the other great divisions of the

!;!obe are exposed. This is partly owing to the

loas by which it is surrounded, and partly to the

;ulf stream, the heated atmosphere from which
s carried by the prevailing S.W. winds to the W.
!;liores of Europe. The numerous inland seas,

lakes, and rivers which intersect it, soften the
jitmosphere, and induce a humidity favourable to

iregetation. South of the parallel of lat. 45° N.,

iistreme cold is rare, and of short duration, while

Ihe heat is tempered by the mountains which
iver this portion of Europe; but the southern
lasts frequently suffer from the hot wind of

ifrica, the Sirocco, which is occasionally arrested

',)nly at the foot of the Alps. The great plain of

Ihe N.E. being exposed to N. winds from the

i'lrctic
Ocean, has a much more severe climate

han the other countries of Europe. The lower
imit of perpetual snow in Europe has, in the Alps
md Pyrenees, an elevation of 8900 feet ; and iu

he interior of Norway, 4000 to 5000 feet. The
jioil of the different countries of Europe is, on the

|vhole, fertile, and produces all the vegetable sub-
tances of temperate climates. In the peninsulas
•f the S., where the vegetation resembles that of

he tropics, the sugar cane, the cotton plant, the
irange, citron, fig, pomegranate, vine, rice, and
ohftcoo are cultivated, and the trees comprise
he chestnut, oak, and pine. In the central
egions, comprising France, Switzerland, and the
'alleys of the Rhine, Elbe, Danube, and Theiss,
nd on the shores of the Black and Caspian Seas,
he viae is cultivated with success ; the orchards
upply the walnut, peach, apricot, apple, and
lear; wheat, rye, and in some places tobacco
nd maize, are cultivated ; the poplar is common,
he chestnut rare, and the forests comprise the
ak, beech, and fir. In the British islands, and
he greater part of lower Europe, valuable grain
s cultivated, and the forests produce the oak,
'eech, birch, and pine. In the North of Europe,
arley and oats are cultivated as far as lat. 60°

in Lapland, and the forests produce the pine
1 the birch ; the North of Russia is incapable
producing apy kind of grain.
ihe fauna of Europe is less varied than that of
' other continents of the Old World, but is rich

1 useful animals, and exempt from the noxious
"'cies common to Asia and Africa. The horse,
w, ass, sheep, goat, pig, and dog are distributed

'•arly all over the continent ; the buffalo feeds in
if marshy plains of Italy, Wallachia, and Hun-
"7; and the camel thrives near the Black Sea.

Li the north of Europe the rein-deer renders

valuable service to man ; many of its quadrupeds
yield furs, and the eider duck furnishes the valu-
able down of commerce. The forests abound with
hares, foxes, deer, and wild boars ; the wolf and
the bear are common in Scandinavia. In the
higher Alps and the Pyrenees are found the cha-
mois, the-wild goat, the bear, and the eagle. The
birds of prey comprise the vulture, kite, eagle, and
falcon. The northern seas contain immense
shoals of hen-ing, cod, salmon, and mackerel, and
the Mediterranean has many species of fish.

The mineral riches of Europe are highly im-
portant, less on account of the precious metals,
than the abundance of the commonest minerals.
The most productive gold mines in Europe are
those of the Carpathians in the N. of Hungary,
Transylvania, and Russia. The richest silver

mines are iu the Erzgebirge, the Carpathians, and
the Harz in Germany, and the Alps in Scandi-
navia. Iron is widely distributed ; it is most
abundant in Britain, the Cevennes, the Vosges,
the Jura, the Eastern Alps, the Riesengebirge,
and other mountains of Germany, and in the
Scandinavian Alps. Lead is abundant in the E.
part of the Sierra Nevada, in Cornwall, and in
the Eastern Alps. Copper in Cornwall, the E.
Alps, & the Alps of Scandinavia. Tin is nowhere
plentiful, except in Cornwall, and zinc is mostly
found in the Riesen Gebirge. The principal
mines of mercury are those of Almaden in tlie

Sierra Morena, Spain, and of Idriain the Eastern
Alps. Salt mines occur principally in the Car-
pathians and in the Eastern Alps ; but sea salt

is obtained abundantly on the greater part of the
coasts, especially on those of the Black Sea.
Coal is most abundant in Great Britain and in
Belgium, in the Cevennes, and in the mountains
between the Rhine and the Weser. The greatest
amount of turf is obtained in the low plains of

North Holland, at the mouths of the Meuse and
Rhine in South Holland, and in Ireland. Europe
was to a great extent sunk in barbarism at a
time when Asia and Africa had powerful nations,

and rich and populous cities. The navigators of

Phoenicia, Greece, and Tuscany diffused civilisa-

tion and the arts through the countries of the S.,

while those of the middle and N. of Europe, sepa-

rated by impenetrable forests and vast marshes,

were inhabited by nomade races, unacquainted
with agriculture and commerce. Among these,

however, the Celts, Germans, and Sarmatians
foi-med powerful nations, who held disputed

sway, till the Romans subdued all the countries

of the S. and W., and duiing five centuries gave
them their language, arts, and laws. In the fifth

century, the Roman Empire was dismembered by
irruptions of barbarians, and Europe again par-

tially reverted to a state of barbarism. Modem
civilisation dawned amidst the struggles conse-

quent on the founding of the empire of Charle-
magne, towards the close of the eighth century.

It was facilitated by the crusades in the twelfth,

and far more by the invention of printing and
maritime discovery in the fifteenth century, which
distributed over the globe the commerce and the
colonies of Europeans, who now people the

greater part of America and Australasia, and
have settled in India, Africa, and the islands of

the Eastern Ocean.
The population belongs to the Indo-European

family of the Caucasian race, except a few Mongo-
lian tribes in the N. and E. of the continent. The
varieties of this family consist of the Teutonic
or German, distributed over the N. and W. of

Europe ; the Slavonian in the centre and E. ; the
Hellenic and Pelasgian in the S. ; and the Celtic
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in the W. The political divisions of Europe were
materially chauged after the war of 186G. [Italy,

Germany, Pkcssia.]
EuROTAS, a river in the S. of Morea. [Greece.]
EuRRE, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Drome,

arr. Die, cant Crest. P. 1321.

EuRVTANiA, a dist. of Greece, prov. JStolia and
Acamania. P. 21,533.

EusANio DEL Saugro (San), a vill. of South
Italy, prov. Chieti, circ. Lanciano. P. 1593.

Euskirchen, a town of Rhenish Prussia, reg.

and 20 m. S.W. Cologne. P. 3300.

EcsTATius (St), one of the Dutch West India
isles, leeward group, 12 m. N.W. St Christopher.

Area 190 sq. m. P. (1864) 1936. It is moun-
tainous, and has two extinct volcanoes. Climate
healthy, but earthquakes & hurricanes frequent.

EoSTON, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m.
S.S.E. Thetford. Ac. 3780. P. 244.

EusTON, a post-town of New South Wales, on
Murray river, co. Taila, It has a petty coiirt.

EuTAW Springs, an affluent of the Santee riv.,

S. Carolina, U. S. North America. Near it a
battle was fought between the British and Ameri-
cans in 1781.

EuTiN, a town of Northern Germany, cap. Prin-
cipality Lubeck, in a detached territory, enclosed
by Holstein, 18 m. N. Lubeck. P. 3000.

Etjxine Sea, Europe and Asia. [Black Sea.]
EuXTON, a chapelry of England, co. Lancaster,

on Preston Rail., 2 m. W.N.W. Chorley. P. 1491.
EvAL (St), a pa. of Engl., co. Cornwall, 44 m.

W.N.W. St Columb Major. Ac. 2886. P. 437.

Evans, a town of U. S., N. America, New York,
281 m. W. Albany, on Lake Erie. P. 2182.

Evansville, a town, U. S., North America,
Indiana, on the Ohio, 144 m. S.S.W. Indianopolis.
Pop., with the adjoining vill. of Lawesca (1859),
12,000. It is an extensive shipping port.

Evanton, a viU. of Scotland, co. Ross, 13 ra.

N.N.W. Inverness. P. 584.

EvAUX, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Creuse, cap. cant., arr. and 21 m. N.E. Aubusson,
with hot mineral baths. P. 2697.

E\'EDON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2{ m.
N.E. Sleaford. Ac. 1333. P. 62.

EvENLEY, a pa. of England, co. Nortliampton,
1 m. S. Brackley. Ac. 3104. P. 525.—II. a river

of England, rising in the N. of co. Oxford, and
flowing S.E. past Blandford and Blenheim, into

the Isis, 4 m. W.N.W. Oxford.
EvENLODE, a pa. of Engl., co. Worcester, 2 J m.

S.E. Moreton-in-the-Marsh. Ac. 1563. P. 276.

EvENwoOD, a township of Engl., co. Durham,
5 m. S.W. Bishop Auckland. P. 726.

EvERBECQ, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.
Hainaut, 22 m. N.E. Tournai. P. 4338.

EvERCREECH, a pa. of Engl., co. Somerset, 4 m.
S.S.E. Shepton-Mallet Ac. 4078. P. 1321.

EvERDON, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,

3i m. S.S.E. Daventry. Ac. 1900. P. 740.

E\'EHEST (Mount), a peak of the Himalayas,
the highest ascertained point on the surface of

the globe, in lat. 27° 59' 16" N., Ion. 85° 58' 8'

E., and N.E. of Catmandu, nearly midway be-
tween the peaks of Dhaulagiri and Kanchinjinja.

Height 29,002 feet above the sea.

EvERGHEM, a vill. of Belgium, prov. East Flan-
ders, cap. cant., 4 m. N. Ghent. P. 7795.
EvERiNGHAM, a pa., Engl., co. York, E. Riding.

5 m.W.N.W. Market-Weighton. Ac. 3080. P. 321.
EvERLEY, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4| m.

N.W. Ludgershall. Ac. 3275. P. 294.
EvERSDEN (Gre^vt), a pa. of England, co. Cam-

bridge, 6 m. S.E. Caxton. Ac. 1200. P. 314.—
II. (.Little), 5^ m. S.E. Caxton. Ac. 670. P. 239.

E\'ERSHOLT, a pa, of England, co. Bedford. 24
m. E.S.E. Wobum. Ac. 2119. P. 885.

E-NTiRSiiOT, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6i ni

E.N.E. Beauminster. Ac. 1409. P. 595.
EvERSLEY, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2 m. N.

Hartford Bridge. Aa 5224. P. 829.

EvERTON, several pas. of England.—I. co. Beds,

4} m. N.N.E. Biggleswade. Ac. 975. P. 248.—
II. CO. Notts, 2i m. E.S.E. Bawtry. Ac. 4679. P.
849.—III. a chapelry, co. Lancaster, pa. Walton-
on-the-Hill, 2 m. N.N.E. Liverpool Ac. 700.

P. 64,848.

EvESBATCH, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 4

m. S.S.E. Bromyard. Ac. 973. P. 87.

E\'ESHAM, a pari, and raunic. bor. and market
town of England, co. Worcester, in the vale of

the same name, and on the navigable Avon, with
a station on Oxford Rail., 15 m. S.E. Worcester
Area, which includes three pas., 2150 ac. P. 4680.

It has three chvtrches, g^i-ammar schools, town-
hall, library and assembly rooms, and two banks.
Its staple industry is market gardening, for which
it has long been famous. A fine bridge over thd
Avon connects it with Bengeworth. It sends tw{>

members to the House of Commons. Reg. elects

339. Near it are several medicinal springs.

Evesham, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New Jersey, 34 m. S. Trenton. P. 5i)G0.

EviAN, a viU. of France, dep. Haute Savoie, oii

the Lake, and 26 m. N.E. Geneva. P. 2240.

Near it are the chalybeate springs of Amphion.
EviE and Rendall, a pa. in the mainland o:

Orkney, Scotland. Area 5 sq. m. P. 1408.

EviNGTON, a pa. of England, co. and 3 m. E.S.E.

Leicester. Ac. 1360. P. 275.

EvrsA, a comm. and vill. of Corsica, arr. Ajac^

cio, cap. canL P. 1495.

EvoLENA, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Valais,

dist. Herens. Near the great glacier of Fer-

pecle, across which a path leads in eight hours t'l

Zermatt in the valley of the Cervin. P. 1057.

EvoRA, Ebora and Liheralitas Julise, a city ot

Portugal, cap. prov. Aiemtejo, on a height 85 m,

E.S.E. Lisbon. P. (1865) 11,965. It has a Gothic

cathedral, several convents & hospitals, barracks,

diocesan school, and a museum. Manufs. hai'o

ware and leather. The dist. of Evora has an are:

of 2619 sq. m., & a pop. of 91,680.

—

Evoramonte it

a market town, prov. Aiemtejo, 16 m. N.E. Evorsi.

EvRAN, a comm. & town of France, dep. Cotei--

du-Nord, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Ranee, 6 ni

S.S.E. Dinan. P. 4360.

EvRE, a river of France, dep. Cher, rises ic

the marsh of Bourdelins, and joins the Chernea]

Vierzon. Length 41 miles.

EvREUX (anc. Mediolanum, afterwards Eburc

vicesX a city of France, cap. dep. Eure, on thi

Iton, 53 m. W.N.W. Paris. P. 12,265. It has ;

cathedral, the church of St Taurin, a clock towei;

town-hall, episcopal palace, theatre, and a botanij

garden. Manufs. cotton twist, woollen and cof

ton fabrics, and leather.

EvRON, a comm. and town of France, de;

Mayenne, cap. cant., 17 m. E.N.E. Laval. 1

5101. It has manufactures of linen goods.

EwANowiTZ or Eywanowitz, a town of AufJ

tria, Moravia, circ. and 24 m. E.N.E. Brunn, oi

1. b. of the Hanna. P. 2161.

Ewe, an island of Scotland, co. Ross and Cri

marty, pa. Gairloch. P. 48.

Ewe (Loch), an inlet of the North Sea, Scot

land, W. coast of co. Ross. It is connected by '

short river with Loch Maree.
Ewe (St\ a pa. of England, co. Comw."vU, J'

m. E.N.E. Tregoney. Ac. 5935. P. 1434.

E\vEi,L, a small market town and pa. of Ej^;
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and, CO. Surrey, with a station on the London
ind Epsom Bailway, H m. N.N.E. Epsom. Ac.

)f pa. 4221. P. 2195.—II. a pa., co. Kent, 2J m.
^.W. Dover. Ac. 1590. P. 429.

EwELME, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 2^ m.
:.N.E. Wallingford. Ac. 2376. P. 684.

EwKNJUR, a CO. of New South Wales, between
]astlereagh and Macquarrie rivers, dist. Bligh,

5. of Gregory. Ac 1,063,700.

EwENNY, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamorgan,
, m. W. Cowbridge. Ac 1975. P. 273.

EwERBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3 m.
C.N.E. Sleaford. Ac. 2529. P. 473.

' Emtes, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumfries, on the

(iver Ewes, 4m. N. Langholm. Ac. 25,010. P. 356.

1 EwHURST, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 10 m.
».W. Dorking. Ac 5483. P. 881.—II. a pa., co.

iSussex, 4 m. N.E. Kobert's Bridge. Ac 5719. P.

043.—III. CO. Hants, 6 m. N.W. Basingstoke.

\Kc. 479. P. 12.

1 EwLOE, a township of N. Wales, co. Flint, pa.

jlawarden, 6 m. S.S.E. Flint. Ac 2299. P. 1765.

ExAERDE, a coram, and vill. of Belgium, prov.

: ist Flanders, 8 m. N.W. Termonde. P. 4235.

I has linen manufs., breweries, and com mills.

ExBOURNE, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4^ m.
:.S.E. Hatherleigh. Ac 2121. P. 459.

ExBURY, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 6| m.
:.N.E. Symington. Ac 3066. P. 373.

ExciDEuiL, an ancient town of France, dep.Dor-
(jgne, 20 m. N.E.Perigueux,onthe Loue. P. 2278.

ExE, a river of England, rises in Exmoor, co.

merset, and flows S. 45 m. into the English
hannel at Exmouth, whence to Topsham (about
ra^ it has a navigable estuary. Chief affls.,

I
he Culm and Greedy.
ExEA or Egea de los Caballeros, a town of

jJpain, prov. and 33 m. N.W. Zaragoza. P. 3082.

It has manufs. of linens and woollens.

i
ExHLBY, a township of England, co. York, N.

tiding, pa. Bumeston, 2 m. S.E. Bedale. P. 780.

Exeter, Isca Bamnoniorunu, a city, episcopal
ee, separate co., pari, and munic bor., and river
ort of England, cap. co. Devon, on the Exe, 10
I. N.W. from its entrance into the English
('hannel, 75 m. S.W. Bristol, with which it is con-
ected by the G.-W., the S.-W., and Exmouth
lails. Ac of city and co., which includes 19 pas.,

800. P.(1861) 33,738; of pari. bor. 41,749. Alti-
ide 180 ft. Mean temp., June 63°-0, Jan. 40°-9

'ahr. Chief buildings, the cathedral, with Nor-
lan towers over each transept, richly carved W.
"ont, painted windows, with organ & bell, episco-
al throne, chapter-house, libi-ary, and numerous
liapelfi, the bishop's palace, and a theological
olle^e; it has numerous endowed schools and
ospitals, a CO. hospital, lunatic, blind, and deaf
sylums, female penitentiary, infirmary, & work-
ouse ; a CO. sessions-house, a co. and city gaol
ad bridewell, cavalry and artillery barracks,
ncient guUdhall, theatre, circus, baths, ball-
3om, fountains, marble statue of Earl Fortesque,
ablic library, a new museum built in 1864,
thenseum, mechanics' institute, scientific and
terary institution, several banks, five weekly
-wspapers, custom-house, bonding-warehouse,
id cloth-halls. Manufs. paper, with breweries,
id several large iron foundries. It has a large
mating basin, and a ship canal to Topsham, by
Inch vessels of 300 tons approach the city.
essels belonging to the port 116, tons 16,848.
,ustoms rev. (1862) 113,637^. Exports 1504Z.
:^eter has sent 2 mems. to H. of C! since 1286.
eg. elects. 2504. It is also the place of election
r the S. division of the co. ; and courts of bank-
'Ptcy for Exeter district, embracing all S. of

Bristol, are held here. Its bishopric, fixed hero
in 1050 by Edward the Confessor, comprises four
archdeaneries and about 640 benefices, occupying
nearly the whole of Cornwall and Devon.

ExETTER, several townships, U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. New Hampshire, on Exeter river, 33 m.
E.S.E. Concord. The river, a branch of the
Piscataqua, is navigable for vessels of 500 tons.

—II. Rhode Island, 22 m. S.W. Providence—III.
New York, 64 m. W. Albany.—IV. Pennsylvania,
CO. Berks.—V. in same state, 129 m. N.N.E.
Harrisburg.
ExFORD, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, on the

Exe river, 7^ m. N.N.W. Dulverton. Ac. 5699.

P. 646. It has several ancient tumuli.

ExHALL, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 2 m.
E.S.E. Alcester. Ac 780. P. 203.—II. in same
CO., 4i m. N.N.E. Coventry. Ac. 1990. P. 964.

ExiLLES, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 37 m.
W. Turin, circ. Susa, on the Doire. P. (includ-

ing comm.) 2172.

ExiN (Pol. Ksynia), a town of Prussian Poland,
gov. Posen, reg. and 24 m. W.S.W. Bromberg,
with 2450 inhabitants, and a famous convent.
ExMiNSTEE, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.

S.S.E. Exeter. Ac 5817. P. 1781.

Exmoor, an extra-parochial dist. of England,
in W. of CO. Somerset and N.E. of Devon. Ac.
19,270. P. 323. It consists of ranges of hills

from 1100 feet to 1600 feet in elevation. A few
red deer still breed in this tract. The river Exe
rises here.

Exmouth, a town and watering-place of Eng-
land, CO. Devon, pa. Littleham, on the Exe, at

its mouth, in the English Channel, 9 m. S.S.E.
Exeter. P. 5228. It has a ball-room, and baths.

ExNiNG, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2J m.
N.W. Newmarket. Ac 5710. P. 1348.

ExouDUN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Deux-Sfevres, arr. Melle, cant, la Motte-St-H^-
raye. P. 1597.

ExTON, a pa. of England, co. Rutland, 4J m.
E.N.E. Oakham. Ac 4860. P. 835.—II. co.

Somerset, 4 m. N.N.E. Dulverton. Ac. 4045. P.

410.—III. CO. Hants, 4^ m. N.E. Bishop's Wal-
tham. Ac. 2464. P. 257.

ExuMA (Great and Little), two of the Ba-
hama islands ; the larger in hit. 23° 30' N. ; Ion.

75° 50' W. ; 30 m. by 3 m., and having one of the

best harbours in these islands. P. (1861) 2289.

Eyam, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 4§ m. E.N.E.
Tideswell. Ac. 4476. P. 1673.

Eybar, a town of Spain, prov. Guipuzcoa, 23
m, W.S.W. St Sebastian. P. 1771. It has exten-

sive manufs. of arms.
Eydon, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, 9

m. S.S.W. Daventry. Ac 1620. P. 676.

Eye, a pari, and munie. bor., market town, and
pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 11 m. from the Haw-
ley-road station of the Eastern Counties Rail-

way, and 20 m. N. Ipswich. Ac. of pa. 4320. P.

2430 ; of bor. 7038. It has a Gothic church, a
grammar school with two exhibitions to Cam-
bridge, a guildhall, gaol, house of industiy, alms-
house, and a branch Bank of England. Eye for-

merly sent 2 members, & now sends 1 to H. of C.

Reg. elects. 333. The pari. bor. now extends over
11 pas.—II. a pa., co. Hereford, 2 m. N.W. Leo-
minster. Ac. 4307. P. 733.—III. co. Northamp-
ton, 3J to. N.E. Peterborough. Ac. 2670. P. 1375.

—IV. a liberty, co. Oxford, pa. Sonning, 5 ni.

S.S.W. Henley-on-Thames. P. 799.

Eyefohd, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 2\ ni.

W.S.W. Stow-on-the-Wold. Ac. 1380. P. 44.

Eyemouth, a seaport, vill., and pa. of Scotland,
00. Berwick, on the Eye, a stream which enters

2f
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the North Sea, 8 m. K.N.W. Berwick. Ac. 1079.

P. of pa. 1804 ; of vill. 1721. It has a fishery.

Eygai-i^kks a conim. and vill. of Fmuce, dep.

Bouches-du-Khone, arr. Ai'les, caut. Orgon. P.
1500. Has mUl-stone quarries.

Eyguiekes, a comra. and town of France, dep.
Bouches-du-Rhone, cap. cant., 20 m. E. Aries.

P. 2999. Manufs. of woollen stuffs and silk

twist
Eyke, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3J m.

E.N.E. Woodbridge. Ac. 2749. Pop. 486.
Eylau, two towns of Prussia. [Eilau.]
Eymoltiers, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Haute Vienne, 23 m. E.S.E. Limoges. P. 3572.
Eynesbury, a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon,

J m. S. St Neots. Ac. 1249. P. 1314.

Eynesfoed, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 5\ m.
S.E. Foots-cray. Ac. 3503. P. 1738.

Eyragues, a comm. and Till, of France, dep.
Bouches-du-Khone, 16 m. N.E. Aries. P. 2554.

Eyrecourt or Aircourt, a small market town
of Ireland, Connaught, co. Galway, 6 m. K.W.
Banagher. P. 968.

Eysixes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Gir-
onde, aiT. Bordeaux, cant. Blanquefort. P. 2847.

Eytiiorxe, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6 ni

N.N.W. Dover. Ac. 1318. P. 461.

Eyton, a pa. of England, co. Hereford. 2 m
KN.W. Leominster. Ac. 964. P. 155.-11 (or.

the Wildmoorsy, co. Salop, 2^ m. N. Wellington
Ac. 1038. P. 451.

Eytuh or Eta, a town of British India, dist

Mynpoorie, N.W. provs. It is the principal plact

of a pergunnah of same name, and is surroundec
by a mud walL It has a bazaar. Provisions anci

water are plentiful.

Eyworth, a pa. of England, co. Beds, 4m.
N.N.E. Biggleswade. Ac. 1229. P. 149.

EzCARAY, a town of Spain, prov. and 31 m.
W.S.W. Logrono, on the Oja. P. 3211.

F
Faaberg, a pa. and vill. of Norway, stift and

85 m. N. Christiania, on the Longen. P. 4780.
Faaboro, a seaport town of Denmark, island

Fiihnen, on its S. coast, amt. and 15 m. "W.
Svendberg. P. 3120. It exports com.
Fabbrica, a town of Central Italy, Pontifical

States, deleg. and 11 m. E.S.E. Viterbo. P. 2149.
Fabbrica, a comm. of Central Italy, Poutitiual

States, deleg. and 11 m. E.S.E. Viterbo. P. 2149.
Fabbrica Curone, a town of North Italy, prov.

Alessandria, circ. Tortona. P. 1504.

Fabbrico, a comm. of N. Italy, prov. Eeggio
Emilia, circ Guastalla, P. 2842.
Fabriako, a city of Central Italy, prov. An-

cona, 29 m. W. Macerata. P. of comm. (1861)
16,532. It has a cathedral, many fine churches,
and manufactures of paper and parchment.
Fabrique la Nueva, a town of Spain, prov.

Malaga, near the Guadiaro. P. 2475.
Fabrizia, a town of South Italy, prov. Catan-

zaro, circ. Monteleone. P. 5160.
Faccombe, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 9 m.

K.N.E. Andover. Ac. 2630. P. 243.

Fachingex, a vill. of W. Germany, duchy and
9 m. KN.E. Nassau, on the Lahn, with a mineral
Bpring, the waters of which are exported.

Facset, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, circ.

Ono, dist. Lugos. P. 2000.
Factory 1si.axd, one of the islands de Los, off

the W. coast of Africa, 75 m. N.W. Sierra Leone.
Fad (Loch), a lake of Scotland, Isle of Bute,

1 m. S.E. Rothesay. Length 5 miles.

Fadd, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Tolna,
circ. Szegszard, on the Danube. P. 4102.

Fadievskoi, an island of the Arctic Ocean,
Asiatic Russia, gov. Yakutsk, lat. 76° N., Ion.
141° to 145° E^ between the islands Kotelnoi and
New Siberia. Length, S.E. to N.W., 100 m.

;

breadth 35 m. It is mountainous and uninhabited.
Faedis, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, prov.

Udine, dist. Cividale. P. of comm. 3298.

F.«:gloe, one of the Aland isls., Baltic, in the
S. part of the group. Lat. 60° N. ; Ion. 20° 20' E.
F.EMUND, a lake of Norway, dist. Hedemark,

near the Swedish frontier, 85 m. S.E. Trondheim.
Length N. to S. 37 m. ; breadth varying to 5 m.
Fjengoe, an island in the Baltic, off the E.

eoast of Sweden. Lat 58° 13' N, ; Ion. 16° 57' E.
Faenza, Faventia, a city of Italy, prov. and 19

m. S.W. Ravenna, at the junction of the Canal of

Zanelli with the Lamone. P. (1862) 17,486, of

comm. 36,357. It is enclosed by walls, defended
by a citadel, and has a cathedral, schools of

painting, college, hospital, lunatic and orphan
asylums. Manufactures of a pecviliar kind ci

earthenware, silk twist, and paper.
F.erder, a small isl. off the S. coast of Norwav.

with a lighthouse in lat. 59° 3' N., Ion. 10° 37' 11

Faeto, a town of South Italy, prov. Foggia
circ. Bovino. P. 3339.

Fagagna, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, prov
Udine, dist. Daniele. P. of comm. 3447.

Fagan (St), a pa. of S. Wales, co. Glamorgan
in the vale of the Elwv, 5 m. W. Cardiff. Ac
2241. P. 506.

Fagnano, several vills. of Italy.—I. N. Italy

prov. and 19 m. N.W. Milan, on rt. b. of the Olon:)

P. of comm. 3381. It has large manufs. of silk aii(

cotton.—II. deleg. and 13 ni. S. Verona, Here
in 1799, an engagement took place between It.

French and the Austrians.—III. (Alto'), a comni.

S. Italy, prov. and 14 m. S.E. Aquila. P. 182-:

—IV. prov. and 22 m. N.N.W. Cosenza. I
3604.—V. prov. Ravenna, 10 m. S.W. Faenza.

Fahan, two pas. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Don<»

gal.—I. (Lowery, on Lough Swilly. Ac. (moetl;

mountainous) 24,782. P. 4891.—II. {Upper), i

m. S. Buncrana. Ac. 10,430. P. 2148.

Fahliyan, a town of Persia, prov. Fars, caj

dist, 45 m. N. Kazerun.
Fahi.un or Fai.un, a mining town of Swede:

cap. Isen Kopparberg. between lakes Marpan an

Runn, 64 m. W.S.W. Gefle. P. 5126. It has

school of practical mining, museums; & manul;

of cotton and yam ; and copper mines.

Fahrafeld, a vill. of Lower Austria, on th

Triesting, 20 m. S.W. Vienna. P. 798. Mannf
bi-ass wares, and it has a c<itton mill.

Fahy, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught co. Galwf

2 m. S.W. Eyrecoui-t. Ac. 3778. P. 432.

Faicchio, a town of South Italy, prov. Ben

vento, circ. Cerreto. P. 3394.

Faido, a town of Switzerland, cap. of the V

Levantine, cant Tessin, 22 m. W.N.W. Belli

zona, on left bank of the Ticino. P. 661.

Fai-fo, a town of the empire Anam, Furtl

India, and formerly the centre of its China tra:

prov. Quang-nan, on a river near its mouth,

the China Sea, and 15 m. 8. Turon, with wh"

town it communicates by a canal. P. 15,000.

has a Buddhic temple. Principal exports, sog

and cinnamon.
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Faiuswortii, a tushp. of Engl., co. Lancaster,

a. and 4^ m. E.N.E. Manchester. P. 5113.

Faikburn, a townsliip of England, co. York,

V. Riding, 2J m. N.N.W. Ferrybridge. Ac.

1

386. P. 458.
' Fairfax, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

1[.E. of Virginia. Area 468 sq. m. P. 8718 free,

lUi slaves.—II. a township, Vermont, 37 m.
:.\V. Montpelier. P. 2112.

Faikfiei.u, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6^ m.

jP'.N.W. New Eomney. Ac. 1203. P. 69.—II.

I chapelry, co. Derby, pa. Hope, 1 m. N.E. Bux-
pn. P. 1075.—III. a hamlet, co. Lancaster, on
jiilway, pa. and 3J m. E.S.E. Manchester. P.

•eturned with pa.) mostly employed in cotton

lanufactures.

Fairfield, numerous townships, etc. of the
i . S., North America ; the chief of which are

—

\
Maine, 22 m. N. Augusta.—II. Vermont, 40 m.

I
.W. Montpelier.—III. a seaport, Connecticut, in

iong Island Sound, 56 m. S.W. Hartford. It

iis a good harbour, and a lighthouse on Fair-

cather Island.—IV. a township, New York, 73
. W.N.W. Albany.—V. New Jersey, 72 m.
S.W. Trenton.—VI. Pennsylvania, co. West-
joreland.—VII. Ohio, co. Butler.—VIII. Ohio,

[). Highland.—IX. a co. in S.W. of Connecticut^

n Long Island Sound. Area 630 sq. m. P.

-GO) 77,476.—X. a co. in centre of Ohio. Area
'

<
i sq. m. P. (1860) 30,538.—XI. a dist. in centre

South Carolina. Area 796 sq. m. P. (1860)
'77 free, 15,534 slaves.

Fairp'ord, a market town and pa. of England,
'. and 24 m. S.E. Gloucester, on the Colne, at foot

I 'otswold hills. Ac. of pa. 3879. P. 1654.

Fairhaven, a township of the U. S., North
jmerica, Massachusetts, on Acushnett river, 61

j. S.E. Boston. P. 4304. It has a whale fishery.

i
Pair Head or Bexmore Head, a lofty pro-
outcry, N. coast of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim,
m. E.N.E. Ballycastle. It is an immense body
columnar greenstone, 530 feet in elevation.

Fair Isle, Scotland, between Orkney and
letland, 23 m. S.W. Sumburgh Head. Length
m. ; breadth 2J m. P. 380. It is accessible for

ssels at only one point, on the S.E. The Duke
Medina Sidonia, admiral of the Spanish Ar-

ada, was wrecked here in 1588.

Pairley, a vill. of Scotland, co. Ayr, on the
ast, 3 m. S. Largs. P. 521,

Fairlight, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2J m.
N.E. Hastings. Ac. 3309. P. 501.
Fairsted, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4 m.
.N.W. Witham. Ac. 1853. P. 351.
Fairview, two townships of the U. S., North
nerica, Pennsylvania.—I. 17 m. N.W. York.
II. Erie co., 222 m. N.W. Harrisburg.
Fairweather, a cape and mountain of Russian
nerica ; the cape is in lat. 68° 51' N., and Ion.

7°86'W. Mount Fairweather, 35 m. N.E., forms
important point on the Eussian and British

mtier, 14,900 feet above the sea.
Faisans (Ile des), a small island, formed by the
dassoa, on the borders of France & Spain, near
in. Here the treaty of the Pyrenees was con-
ided between France and Spain, Sept. 7, 1659.
Faith (St), a pa. of England, co. Southampton,
1- S. Winchester, within the boundary of which
V it is included. P. 1391.
I'aithleg, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. and 4
E. Waterford. Ac. 1494. P. 520.

,i AKENUAM (Great), a pa. of England, co. Siif-
k, 6 m. S.S.E. Thetford. Ac. 2165. P. 196.
Fakkniiam-Lancaster, a pa. and market town
England, co. Norfolk, on the Wensum, 24 m.
W. Norwich. Ac. of pa. 2208. P. 2456.

Fal, a river of England, co. Cornwall, rises

near Tregonna hill, in the centre of the co., flows
S. and S.W. past Grampound, into the estuary
which forms Falmouth harbour.
Fala and Soutra, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Edin-

burgh & Haddington, 14 m. S.E. Edinburgh. Ac.
6066. P. 382. Soutra Hill 1184 ft. above the sea.

Falaise, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Calvados, cap. arr., on rt. b. of Ant^, 22 m. S.S.E.
Caen. P. 8561. Chief edifices, the castle in which
William the Conqueror was born in 1024, town-
hall, and two hospitals. Manufs. cotton, yarn,
and hosiery. In Guibray, a suburb on a height
immediately E., a famous fair is held from the
10th to the 25th of August.
Falces, a town of Spain, prov. and 29 m. S.W.

Pamplona. P. 2310. It has mineral springs.

Falcet, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 m.
W.N.W. Tarragona. P. 2995.

Falconara Albanf.se, a town of S. Italy, prov.
and 10 m. W. Cosenza. P. 1542.

Falconara Marittima, a town of Central
Italy, prov. and circ. Ancona. P. of comm. 4196.

Falconera, a small island of the Grecian Archi-
pelago, 26 m. N.W. Milo. Lat. 36° 50' 40" N.
Faldingwortii, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

4 m. S.W. Market-Raisen. Ac. 1820. P. 365.

FALEMfi, a river of Senegambia, Western
Africa, affluent of the Senegal, which it joins 15
m. N.W. Galam, in lat. 14° 40' N., Ion. 11° 48'

W., after a northward course of 200 miles.

Falerna, a town of South Italy, prov. Catan-
zaro, circ. Nicastro. P. 2594.

Falfield, a chapelry of England, co. Glo'ster,

pa. and 3J m. N.E. Thornbury. P. 884.

Falkenau, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 6 m.
W.S.W. Elnbogen, on the Eger. P. 2125.

Falkenberg, a fortified town of Prussian Si-

lesia, reg. and 14 m. S.W. Oppeln. P. 1950.

Falkenberg, a seaport town of Sweden, leen

and 20 m. N.W. Halmstad. P. 1198.

Falkenburg, a town of Pnissian Pomerania,
reg. and 47 m. S. K6slin. P. 3600.

Falkenham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 9
m. E.S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 1968. P. 270.

Falkenstein, a town of Saxonv, circ. Zwickau,
11 m. E. Plauen. P. 3986. Iron mines.
Falkinghaji, a pa. of Engl. [Folkingham.]
Falkirk, a pari, munic. bor., market town, and

pa. of Scotland, co. Stirling, on an eminence at the

S.W. extremity of the fertile tract called the Carse
of Falkirk, 24 m. W.N.W. Edinburgh, & on Edin-

burgh and Glasgow Railway. Ac. 19,822. Pop. of

pari. bor. (1861) 9030 pop. of pa. 17,026. Corp.

rev. 1083i. Altitude 127 feet. Falkirk has a town

-

house, parish church, numerous schools, public

library, branch banks, foundry, and other manufs.
The CaiTon iron works are within 2 m. of the '

town. Three annual fairs, called trysts, are held

on the 2d Tuesday in August, September, and
October, at which about 300,000 head of cattle

and sheep are annually exposed for sale. Fal-
kirk unites with Linlithgow, Lanark, Hamilton,
and Airdrie in sending one member to H. of C. In
1298 a battle was fought here between the troops
of Sir W. Wallace and of Edward i., the latter

victorious ; and in 1746 an engagement between
the Highlanders, under Prince Charles Edward,
and the English army.
Falkland, a royal and munic. bor. and pa. of

Scotland, co. Fife, at foot of East Lomond Hill,

22 m. N.N.W. Edinburgh. Ac. 8266. P. 2937.

It has an ancient palace, in which James v. died.

Falkland Islands(French JfaZowine*, Spanish
Malvinas), a group in the South Atlantic Ocean,
belonging to Great Britain, and consisting of i
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large and 200 small islands, between lat. 51°

and 52° 30' S., Ion. 57° 40' and 61° 20' W., about
310 m. E. the Strait of Magellan, Patagonia,
Area 13,000 sq. m. The East Falkland island

is nearly 100 m. in length N.E. to S.W., by
60 m. in greatest breadth, and the West Falkland
about 90 by 50 m. ; they are separated by Falk-
land Sound, from 9 to 12 m. in breadth. Others
of the group are named the Great Swan, Saun-
deny Keppel, Pebble, Eagle, and Jason islands.

Shores, greatly indented, and mostly low, afford

mars, good harbours. Surface more lofty in the
W. than in the E. portion of the group, but in
the latter are hills 1700 feet above the sea. Clay
slates of the silurian system constitute the greater
part of the level country, and quartz rock the
mountain summits. Exports to Brit-ain (1862)
20,131i ; imports, 10,742/. Climate temperate and
healthy, but moist westerly winds, often very vio-

lent, prevail. Mean temperature of year 47°'2,

summer 53°"3, winter 39°*9, Fahr. Grass lands
are extremely luxuriant, and these islands are
well adapted for rearing live stock, already nu-
merous in a wild state. The tussac grass grows
to the height of 6 feet Shrub trees are the only
timber. Peat is abundant to the depth of 10 feet.

Some vegetables are raised in the settled parts,

but little or no com. The only indigenous quad-
ruped is a large fox ; sea-fowl are in considerable
numbers ; snipe, quails, hawks, etc., and a species

of vulture, are found in the islands. Copper and
iron ores have been discovered ; seals and whales
are plentiful around the coasts, and fish, espe-
cially cod, are abundant in the bays. These
islands form a convenient station for ships to

Erocure provisions and fresh water. Stanley Har-
our was founded in 1853, and had a pop. of 450.

The inhabitants are mostly Buenos-Ayrean colo-

nists, with some Indians, Europeans, and occa-
sionally the crews of whaling vessels. The Falk-
land islands were discovered by Davis in 1592,
colonized by the French in 1763, taken by the
Spaniards in 1767, and ceded in 1771 to the Bri-

tish, who have held uninterrupted possession of

them only since 1833.

Falkoping, a town of Sweden, laen and 88 m.
S.W. Mariestad, near which, in 1388, Albert, King
of Sweden, was defeated and made prisoner by
Margaret, Queen of Denmark. F. 1288.

Falkses, a vill. of Moldavia. [Faltsi.1
Fall, a river of South Africa. [Vaal.j
Fallerone (Faleria), a town of Central Italy,

prov. Ascoli-Piceno, circ. Fermo. P. 3547. It

has many remains and ancient inscriptions.

Fall Kivee, a seaport and township, U. S., N.
America, Massachusetts, co. Bristol, on the Fall
river, at its entrance into a branch of Narraganset
Bay, 46 m. S. Boston. P. of township (I860) 14,026.

The town has banks, manufs., and shipping.
Falls, a township of the U. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, on the Susquehanna, 153 m. S.E.
Harrisburg. P. 2108.—II. a township of same
state, on the Delaware river, at its falls, opposite
Trenton, with which it communicates by a bridge.

P. 2058.—Ill a town, Hocking co., Ohio. P. 1625.
—IV. a CO., Texas. P. 1898 free, 1716 slaves.

Falmer, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4 m.
W.S.W. Lewes. Ac. 4358. P. 512.
Falmouth, a pari, munic. bor., seaport town,

and pa. of England, co. Cornwall, on a branch of

the estuarv of the Fal, 14 m. N.N.E. the Lizard
Point, and" 79 ra. S.W. Exeter. Lat. 50° 8' 8' N.

;

Ion. 6° 2' 7" W. Ac. of pa. 989. P. of bor., includ-
ingBudock pa., 9392. Altitude 32 ft. Mean temp,
of year 50°-6, winter 41°-9, summer 58°-l, Fahr.
It has a town-hall, gaol, market-house, custom-

house, excise office, 3 baaks, and the Koyal pdj
technic institution. The harbour is formed bytut

estuary of the Fal, with numerous creeks, is 5 m
in length and 1 m. in breadth. Two breakwater!-
1000 ft. long, protect the port, which has spaciou
graving docks. Its position, at the entrance of th'

English Channel, has rendered Falmouth for th

last 150 years a principal station for the foreig:

mail packets, and the great rendezvous for fleet

proceeding to the S. and W. The foreign an^

coasting trade is considerable. Vessels belongiii;

to the port in 1860, 28U0. Customs rev. 6549

Imports, rvmi, sugar, gold, silver, wines, spirit.'

fruits, timber, tallow, and hemp. Exports, tit

copper, pilchards, & fuel. Total value (lb62) 8059

'

With Penryn it sends 2 members to House of Coin

mons. Eeg. electors (1864) 882. Falmouth is lir-

noticed in a chailer of Charles ii., dated 1661.

Falmouth, two seaport towns in the BritiBJ

West Indies ; one on the W. coast of Jamaica, i;

lat. 18* 30' N., Ion. 77° 40" W.; and the othe;

on the S. coast of Antigua, with a harbour.
Falmoitth, several townships of the U. S., >

America, the principal of which are—I. Maine,

m. N. Portland.—II. Massachusetts, on the S.^V

point of Cape Cod, 51 m. S.E. Boston.
Falour or Filor, a town of India, Punjab, o:

rt. b. of Sutlej, 6 m. N.W. Loodiana.
Fai-se Bay, an inlet of the Atlantic, Scut.

Africa, Cape Colony, the W. side of which i:

formed by the Cape of Good Hope. Length an.

breadth about 22 m. each. False Cape is a littU

K of its entrance. Ships resort to Simon Ba}

in this inlet from Table Bay during the N.W
monsoon, and it is the principal station of thi

Cape naval squadron.—II. a bay of New Zea.

land, on the W. side of North Island. Lat 3(>

33' S. ; Ion. 174° 10' E.—Ill, an inlet of the Ba;

of Bengal, 60 m. E. Cuttack.

—

Cape False is thi

name of various headlands of CaHfomia, Nev
Granada, Hayti, Honduras, etc
Falster, Falstria, an island of Denmark, intL

Baltic, stift Seeland, and separated from tha

island, Moen, and Laaland by narrow strait?

Lat 54° 50' N. ; Ion. 12° E. Length 30 m., breadt!

2 to 13 m. P., with Laland (I860), 86,797, Bur

face flat and well watered, and the island is fer

tile in fruit. More com is grown than is require

for home consumption ; timber, live stock, an'

bees are plentiful. Some vessels are built, bii

manufactures are almost wholly domestic Prin

cipal town Nykioping.
Falsterbo, a small seaport town of Sweder

near its S. extremity, Isen and 16 m, S.S.V^

Malm5, on a peninsula in the Baltic. P, 312,

Falstone, a pa. of England, co. Northmnbe
land, 7 m. N.W. Bellingham. Ac 57,700, most!

mountainous. P. 1016. Coal is abtmdant
Falterona (Mount), a summit of the Apei.

nines. Central Itely, 25 m, E.N.E. Florenc;

Height 5557 feet. The Amo rises on its S. sid'

Faltsi or Falksen, a frontier vill. of Moldavi

on the Pruth, 70 m. S.S.E. Jassy. In 1711 a trea'

was concluded here between Turkey and Eussi;

Falu, Fahlun, or Storra-Kopparberg^
marit. IsBn or prov. of Sweden, mostly betwee

lat 59° 52' and 62° 16' N., Ion. 12° and 17° I

having W. Norway, and on other sides the leei

Oestersund, Gefleboi^, Westeras, Orebro, & Car

stad. Three offsets from the Dovrefield mountaii

enclose its two principal basins, those of the Silja.

lake, and E, and W, Dahl, which unite to form tl

Dahl river. Little com is raised ; cattle-rearin

forest culture, and mining employ most of the v

habitants. Principal towns, Fahlim & Hederaor

Falltj, a mining town of Sweden, [FAflLtT*
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Famagusta, a fortified seaport town of the

>brid Cyprus, on its E. coast, in lat. 35° 7' 40'

V, Ion. 33° 59' E. Most of the inhabitants are

; reeks. It is built on the ruins of the anc. Ar-
inoe. Under the Venetian rule it was one of the

'irincipal commercial cities of the Levant. The
• ort is available for ships of small burden onl^.

ttbout 5 m. N.E. is old Famagusta (anc. Salamis

lad Constantia), a site covered with ruins.

Famars, Fanum Mortis, a vill. of France, dep.

Word, arr. and 3 m. S. Valenciennes. P. 849.

I

Fambridge, two contiguous pas. of England,

10. Essex.—I. (_North), 5 m. N.N.W. Rochford.

ic. 1248. P. 191.—II. (Sonth), 3 m. N.N.W.
Jochford. Ac. 1234. P. 104.

1 Famelkjao (Villa Nova de), a market town
jf Portugal, 12 m. S.E. Barcellos. P. 2000.

1 Famine (Port), a penal settlement of South
•i.merica, Chile, Tierra del Fuego, in lat. 53° 38'

!>., Ion. 70° 68' W.
: Fammamatz, a town of Japan, island Niphon,
I ear the coast, 50 ra. S.S.E, Okasaki.

1 Faitano, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. & 30 m. S.W.
Ilodena, near Monte Ceinone. P. of comm. 4078.

j
Fangfoss, a pa. of Engl., co. York, E. Riding,

Jm. N.W. Pocklington. Ac. 1364. P. 170.

Fang-ki, a small island off the S. coast of China,

rov. Quang-tung. Lat. 21° 18' N. ; Ion. 110° 35' E.

Faxjeaux, Fanum Jovis, a comm. and town of

ranee, dep. Aude, cap. cant., arr. and 9 m.
.S.E. Castelnaudary. P. 1734. It was burnt

y the English in 1355.

Pan-ling-tao, an isl. in the Sea of Japan, E.

f Corea. Lat. 36° 48' N. ; Ion. 128° 50' E.

Fanix)bbus, a pa. of Ireland, co. Cork, contain-
^ig the town of Dunmanway. Ac. 35,605. P.

D57.

Pasnet, a township, U. S., North America,
'ennsylvania, 16 m. N. Chambersburg.
Fannet Point, a headland of Ireland, Ulster,

3. Donegal, with a lighthouse at the W. side of

le entrance of Lough Swilly.

Pannich (Loch), a lake of Scotland, co. Ross,
a. Contin, 12 m. long by 1 m. broad.

Fannin, a co. of U. S., N. America, Georgia.
. 4996 free, 143 slaves.—II. a co., Texas. P. 7496
ee, 1721 slaves.

Fang, Fanum Fortunse, a seaport town of Cen-
al Italy, Emilian prov., cap. gov. Pesaro, on the
-driatic, at the mouth of the Metanro, 7 m. S.E.
esaro. P. (1861) 19,646. It has manufs. of silk

mt ; is surrounded by walls ; and has palaces,

cathedral, schools, and colleges.

Pang or Fanno, one of the Ionian Islands, at
le entrance of the Adriatic, 14 m. N.W. Corfu,
f which it is a dependency. Area 6 sq. m.
Fanoe, an isl. of Denmark, off the W. coast of
atland, stift and 11 m. N.W. Ribe. 8 m. long
ad 2 m. broad. P. 2800, mostly fishers.

Fantee, a maritime country of Guinea, about
.t. 6» 30' N., Ion. 1* "W., bounded S. by the Atlan-
c Ocean, and enclosed landward by native states.

oU fertile ; and the country is populous, owing
• the protection of the British forts of Cape
oast Castle, etc.

Pagu (Le), a comm. and town of France, dep.
inist^re, arr. and 8 m. N.N.W. Chiteaulin, with
port on Brest roadstead. P. 1150.
Faouet (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
orbihan, cap. cant., on the Ell^, arr. and 24 m.
'. Pontivj'. P. 2945. Manuf. paper.

I
Fara, a comm. of North Italy, prov. and 11 m.
•W. Novara. P. 1736.—II. (Filiorum Petri),
town of South Italy, prov. and 7 m. S. Chieti.
1C73.—III. (San Martinoy Chieti, dist. and 13

. S.W. Lanciano. P. 2f5(i-2._lV. {in Sahinu),

prov. Perugia, circ RietL P. 2242. It has a

large monastery.
Parades, a town of N. Africa, dom. and 38 m.

S.E. Tunis, on site of the ancient Aphrodisium.
Far.e or Faro, an island in the Baltic belong-

ing to Sweden, off the N. extremity of Gothland,
of which it is a dependency, and separated from
it by Farae Sound, 2 m, across. Area 30 sq. m. P.

mostly engaged in fishing and taking wild-fowl.

Farafreh, an oasis of the Libyan desert, Africa,

in lat. 27° N., Ion. 28° 23' E., 100 m. N.N.W. the

oasis of Dakhel. It comprises several vills., and
a town with traces of Greek and Roman edifices.

The inhabitants manufacture cotton yarn, coarse

woollens, and earthen vessels.

Farahy, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,

7 m. S.W. Mitchellstown. Ac. 5493. P. 1023.

Farahabad, a seaport town of Persia, prov.

Mazanderan, on the S. coast of the Caspian Sea,

15 m. N. Sari.

Farcett, a chapelry of England, co. Hunting-
don, 2j m. S.S.E. Peterboro'. P. 778.

Fardella, a town of S. Italy, prov. Potenza,

circ. Lagonegro. P. 1517.

Fareham, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Hants, at the N.W. extremity of Portsmouth
harbour, with a station on the South-Western
Railway, 4^ m. N.N.W. Gosport. Ac of pa.

6705. P. 6197. The town is resorted to for sea-

bathing. It has a union workhouse, and manufs.
of ropesand earthenware, ship-building, and trade

in timber, coals, and com. It is a polling place

for S. division of the county. Rainfall 31 inches.

Fare Hill, Scotland, on the boundary between
the cos. Aberdeen and Kincardine, lat. 67° 7'

22' N., Ion. 2° 31' 38" W.
Farewell, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 2 m.

N.W. Lichfield. Ac. 1049. P. 209.

Farewell (Cape), the S. extremity of Green-
land. Lat. 69° 49' N. ; Ion. 43° 54' W.
Farewell (Cafe), the N. point of S. Island,

New Zealand. Lat. 40° 31' S. ; Ion. 172° 47' E.

Farforth, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6J
m. S. Louth. Ac. 1940. P. 103.

Fargeau (St), a comm. & town of France, dep.

Yonne, cap. cant., 14 m. S.W. Joigny. P. 2587.

Faribault, a co. of U. S., North America,
Minnesota. P. 1336.
Fariglianc), a vill., N. Italy, prov. Cuneo, circ.

Mondovi, on rt. b. of Tanaro. P. of comm. 2098.

Farignana, a comm. of the island Sicily, prov.

and circ. Trapani. P. 4203.

Farilhao, islets off the coast of Portugal, prov.

Estremadura, 12 m. N.W. Cape Peniche.

Farim, a palisaded town of Senegambia, W.
Africa, on the Cacheo river, 60 m. N.W. Jeba.

Farindola, a town of South Italy, prov. and
22 m. S.S.E. Teramo. P. 3329.

Faringdon, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2} m.
S.Alton. Ac. 2297. P. 535. It has a new corn

exchange. [Farringdon."]
Fariolo, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Ticiuo,

on Lago Maggiore. Steamers call once a day.

Farkasau, a market town of Western Hun-
gary, CO. and 19 m. S.S.W. Neutra, on rt. b. of

the Waag. P. 3330.

Farlam, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 3

m. E.S.E. Brampton. Ac. 6680. P. 1311.

Farleigh, several pas. of England— I. {East),

CO. Kent, on the Medway, 2J m. S.S.W. Maid-
stone. Ac. 2023. P. 1559.—II. (West), a pa.

adjacent to the above, 3| m. S.W. Maidstone.

Ac. 1010. P. 399.—III. {Uungerford), co. Somer-
set, 6 m. S.S.E. Bath. Ac. 904. P. 127.—IV.
{Wallop), a pa., co. Hants, 3 m. S.S.W. Basing-

stoke. Ac. 1676. P. 118.
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Farley, two pas. of England.—I. co Surrey,

H m. S.S.E. Croydon. Ac. 1060. P. 105.— II.

(thamherlayne\ a pa , co. Hants, 5^ m. W.S W.
Winchester. Ac. 1767. P. 179.

Farlington, a pa. of England, co. Hants, on
the coast, \\ ra. W. Havant. Ac. 4210. P. 931.

Farlsthorp, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2
m. S.E. Alford. Ac. 1043. P. 135.

Farmborough, a pa. of England, co. Somer-
set, 7 m. S.W. Bath. Ac. 1494. P. 965.

Farmington, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster,

1\ m. E.N.E. Northleach. Ac. 2470. P. 284.

Farmington, several townships, U. S., North
America.—I. Maine, 82 m. N.W. Augusta.—II.

Connecticut, 9 m. W.S.W. Hartford.—III. New
York, 182 m. W. Albany.—IV. New Hampshire,
33 m, E.N.E. Concord.—V. Michigan, 20 m. N.W.
Detroit. And many smaller places.

Farmsum, a vUl. of the Netherlands, prov.
Groningen, 3 m. E. Appingedam. P. 1184. It

has boat-building, brick and tile fields.

Farnborough, various pas. of England.— I.

CO. Berks, 4 m. W.N.W. East Ilsley. Ac. 1844.

P. 232.—II. CO. Kent, 4^ m. S.S.E. Bromley. Ac.
1412. P. 955.—III. CO. Hants, 6i m. N.N.E.
Farnham, with a station on the London and
South-Western Railway, 4 m. E. Fleet-pond. Ac.
2208. P. 1600.—IV. CO. Warwick, 6^ m. E.S.E.
Kington. Ac. 1953. P. 401.
Farxdale, three townships of England, co.

York, North Riding, dist, Helmsley. Pops, of

East side^ High Quarter and Low Quarter respec-
tively, 390, 338, and 154.

Farndish, a pa. of England, cos. Bedford and
Northampton, 4 m. S.S.W. Higham-Ferrers. Ac.
810. P. 67.

Farndon, several pas. of England.—I. co. and
71 m. S. Chester. Ac. 1025. P. 657.—II co.

Notts, 2^ m. S.W. Newark. Ac. 1710. P. 692.

—III. (East), CO. Northampton, 2 m. S.S.W.
Market-Harboro'. Ac. 1070. P. 242.

Farxe or Fern Islands, a group of 17 islets

and rocks off the E. coast of England, co. Dur-
ham, pa. Holy Island, lying between 2 and 5 m.
from the mainland, opposite Bamborough. There
are 2 lighthouses; the highest, on S.W. point,

revolving, the other, on N.W. point, fixed. Lat.
65° 37' N. ; Ion. 1° 39' W. The passage between
the islets is, in rough weather, very dangerous.
Here the "Forfarshire" was wrecked in 1838,
when nine persons were saved by the heroism of

the lighthouse-keeper and his daughter, Grace
Darling, and in 1843 the "Pegasus " was wrecked,
when 60 persons were drowned.
Farnell, a pa. of Scotland, in the E. division

of the CO. Forfar, 4 m. S.S.E. Brechin. P. 703.
Farnham, a market town and pa. of Eng-

land, CO. Surrey, with a branch on the South-
western RaUway, 10 m. W.S.W. Guildford. Ac.
of pa. 9766. P. 9278. It is noted for the very
superior hops grown in the vicinity. The town
is governed by bailiffs under the bishop of Win-
chester.—II. a pa., CO. Dorset, 7 m. W.N.W.
Cranbome. Ac. 402. P. 121.—III. co. Essex,
2i m. N. Bishop-Stortford. Ac. 1966. P, 556.—
IV. CO. Suffolk, 2i m. S.W. Saxmundham. Ac.
1177. P. 184.—V. CO. York, West Riding, 2 m.
N. Knaresbro'. Ac 2780. P. 609.—VI. {Rot/at),

CO. Bucks, 4 m. N. Windsor. Ac 2910. P. 1378.
Farnhill, a township of England, co. York,

West Riding, pa. Kildwick, 3^ m. S.S.E. Skipton.
Ac. 683. P. 464, partly employed in a lead mine.
Farningham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 5 m.

S.E. Foot's-Cray. Station on the London, Chat-
ikam, and Dover Railway. Ac. 2708. P. 944.
Farnlet, achapelryof Engl., co York, W. Rid-

ing, pa. and 4 m. S.AV. Leeds. Ac. 1990. P. 3064
It has woollen manufs.—II. a chapeln-, samt
CO. and Riding, on the Wharfe, pa. and 2i m
N.N.E. Otley. Ac 1822. P. 186.—III. (Tyas)
a township, same co. and Riding, pa. Almondbury
4 m. S.S.E. Huddersfield. Ac 1623. P. 702.

Farnsfield, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4 m
W.N.W. Southwell. Ac 39-20. P. 1071.

Farnworth, a chapelry of England, co. Lan
caster, 3 m. S.E. Great Bolton. Ac. 1450. P. 872u
Faro, a seaport city of Portugal, prov. Algarve

cap. comarca, on the Fermoso, near the S. coast

20 m. S.W. Tavira. P. 8440. It has a cathedral

several convents, military hospital, custom-houw
and arsenal. Exports, fresh and dried fruit^

wine, cork, sumach, baskets, and anchovies.—I]

a vill., pi-ov. Alemtejo, 12 m. W.N.W. Beja.

Faro (Cape), Pelorus, the N.E. extremity of tl

isl. of Sicily, bounding, with the opposite coast o

Reggio-Calabria (rock of Scylla, etc.), the nar

rowest part of the Strait of Messina. Lat. c

lighthouse 38° 16' 50" N. ; Ion. 15° 40' 40" E.
the hill above are two sea batteries and martell

towers, covered by a fort. The Farochannel is

name given to the Sliuit of Messina, and the tw
great divisions of the Neapolitan dominions wer
accordingly called the Dominijal-di-la (on thi:

side), and Al-di-qua (beyond) di Faro.
Faroer or the Faroe Isles, a group of island:

in the North Sea belonging to Denmark, 180 iii

N.W. of the Shetlands, between lat. 61° 20* an
62° 25' N.; Ion. 6° 20* and 7° 40' W. The)
consist of 22 islands, area 610 sq. m., of which 1'

are inhabited. P. (1856) 8651. Coasts steep am
rugged ; interior moimtainous ; highest peak^

in Osteroe, 2864, and in Stromoe, 2430 feet. Th'

channels which separate the isls. afford severa

good bays. The islands enjoy all the advantage
of an insular climate, and derive great benef.

from the N. branch of the gulf stream, which
besides raising the temperature, carries to thai:

shores considerable quantities of drift wood
The winters are extremely mild ; so much sc

that sheep and cattle require no housing. Sum
mer moist and foggy. The longest day in sua.

mer is 20, and the shortest in winter 4 hours

but the length of the day is greatly extended b;

the morning and evening twilight, and by th

aurora borealis. There is no timber on the is

lands, but turf is abundant. Barley is cultivated

but does not always ripen. Turnips and potatoe

yield good crops. Most of the inhabitants ar^

employed in the fisheries, of which that of

species of small whale is the most important

and in the preparation of wool. Sheep, of whici

there are about 80,000, form the chief riches o

the islanders. The horses are small but power
ful; waggons are not employed. Sea-fowl ar

numerous ; and feathers form a considerabli

article of commerce. Among minerals, the chic

are fine opals and coal, the last especially i:

SuderOe. The j)eople, of Norwegian descent

are robust and healthv ; their spoken languag'

is a dialect of the N. German, but their written

language is Danish. The islands are goveme'
by an amtmann, who is also military comman
dant, a judge, and a provost. The trade is

royal monopoly; and half of the soil belongs t.

the king. The islands are divided into 7 parishe

under a bishop. Thorshavn, on the S. coast c

Stromoe (pop. 2600), is the cap. and the only towi

The chief islands are StrSmoe, the central an

largest of the group—area 146 sq. ra.—pop. 200C

BordSe, pop. 300; WiderSe, pop. 150; Ostero.

pop. 1780 ; Waagoe, pop. 600 ; Sandoe, 600

Sku5e, 60; SUderoe, pop. 1100.

(
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Farquhar's Group, an extensive range of

shoals and islets, off N.E. coast of Australia.

Lat (of the westermost) 17° 39' S. ; Ion. 151° 27'

E. They are all connected by a reef.

Fakk, a pa. of Scotland, co. Sutherland, on its

N'. coast. It is about 40 m. in length, and from

j to 20 m. in breadth. P. 2103.

Fakkingdon (Great), a pa. and market town
n' lOngland, co. Berks, at the foot of Farringdon
Hill, m the vale of Whitehorse, 32 m. W.N.W.
Koading, and 6 m. N. Farringdon-road station of

G.W.Kail. Ac. of pa. 6910. P. 3400. The head of

a poor-law union, and a polling-place for the co.

—

IL (Little), pa., co. Berks, near Lichlade.—III. pa.,

DO.I)evon,3^m.N.E.Topsham. Ac. 2015. P. 331.
Faukington, a township of England, co. Lan-
kier, pa. Penwortham, with a station on the

ith-Western Eailway, 4 m. S.S.W. Preston.

Ac. 1786. P. 1791.—II. {Gumey), a pa., co. Somer-
^.•t, 8^ m. N.N.E. Wells. Ac. 923. P. 482.

Far3 or Farsistan, a prov. of Persia, mostly
between lat. 28° and 32° N., Ion. 60° and 55° E

,

having S.W. the Persian Gulf, and on other sides

enclosed by the provs. Khuzistan, Irak-Ajemi,

Yezd, Kirman, and Laristan. P. 1,700,000. Sur-
face very various : on the coast it is level, and
the climate hot; in the interior are mountain
ranges rising from 2500 to 3000 feet in height,

ind interspersed with many long and narrow fer-

tile plains. Principal rivers, the Bundemeer,
Tab, and Nabon. Salt lakes numerous. Pro-
luots comprise com, rice, dates, raisins and other

fruits, tobacco, opium, saffron, hemp, cotton, attar

of roses, silk, and wine. Many cattle and sheep
are reared; and the horses, camels, and asses are

of superior breeds. Principal minerals, lead, iron,

marble,borax, naphtha, and salt. Manufs. woollen,

silk, and cotton stuffs, and skins for exportation.

Chief cities and towns, Shiraz, the cap., Busliire,

Ferozabad, and Kazerun, Fars contains the

ruins of Persepolis, Pasargada, and Shapoor.
Parshiout, a town of Upper Egypt, near the

W. bank of the Nile, 20 m. E.S.E. Girgeh. It

has a Coptic chui'ch, a government school, and a
cotton yarn factory.

Paesund, a maritime vill. of Norway, stift

Christiania, 50 m. W. Christiansand, on the North
Sea. P. 1032. Chief exports, dried fish.

Partak, a cape and seaport vill. of Arabia, on
its 8. coast ; the cape in lat. 15° 36' 40' N. ; Ion.
52° 21' 10' E. ; and the vill., called also Sal'f or
Kersah, situated on its W. side, with a harbour,
affording anchorage in nine fathoms water.
Parthinghoe, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,

4 m. W.N.W, Brackley. Ac. 1471. P. 392.

Farthingstone, a pa. of Engl., co. Northamp-
ton, 7 m. N.W. Towcester. Ac. 1820. P. 316.
Farway, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m. S.

Honiton. Ac. 2578. P. 373.
Far-West, a vill. of the U. S., North America,

Missouri, 169 m. N.W. Jefferson. P. 500.
Fasana, a small seaport town of Austria, prov.

lllyria, gov. and 52 m. S. Triest. Opposite are
:he Brioni Islands, the marble of which was used
in building Venice.
Fasano or Fagiano, a city of Southern Italy,

prov. Ban, cap. circ, 8 m. S.E. Monopoli. P.
,1861) 12,951.

Faskine, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.
Jld Monkland. P. 514.
Fatarella or Fatorrello, a town of Spain,

,3rov. and 37 m. W.N.W. Tarragona. P. 1495.
Fatchio, an island of the Japanese dom., in the

^traitofCorea, Pacific. Lat. 34° 20' N. ; Ion. 129°
'' '' E. It is fertile, but difiicult of access, and is

;ue place of banishment for state criminals.

Fatej, a town of Russia, gov. and 33 m. N.W.
Koursk, near rt. b. of the Ousoja. P. 2000.

Fatsaii, Phadisana, a seaport town of Asia
Minor, on the Black Sea, 60 m. E.S.E. Samsoun.
Fatshan (properly Fuh-shan), a city of China.

6 m. W.S.W. Canton. Famous for its iron and
other manufs. Scene of a battle between the
British and Chinese on 1st June 1857.

Faucigny, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

H. Savoie, arr. and cant. Bonneville. P. 337.

Faucillks, a mountain range of France, deps.

Marne and Vosges, connected E. with the Vosges
mountains, and S.W. with the plateau of Langres,
separating the basins of the Meuse and Moselle
from that of the Saone.
Faucogxey, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute Saone, cap. cant., at the foot of the Vosges
mountains, 11 m. N.N.E. Lure. P. 1256.

Faugiialstown, a pa. of Ireland, co. West-
meath, 3 m. S.W. Castlepollard. Ac. 6152. P. 997.

Faughanvale, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and
6 m. E.N.E. Londonderry, watered by Faughan
river. Ac. 20,466. P. 6194.

Faughart, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Louth,
3 m. N.E. Dundalk. Ac. 2408. P. 1333.

Fauglia, a comm. and vill. of Central Italy, in

the Val di Tora, 11 m. E. Leghorn, cap. comm. P.

6507. It has trade in silk, com, maize, and wine.

Fauldhouse, a vill. of Scotland, co. Linlith-

gow, pa. Whitburn^ P. 599.

Faulhorn, a mountain of the Alps, Switzer-
land, cant, and 32 m. S.E. Bern, between the

valley of the Grindelwald and the lake of Brienz,

8802 ft. above the sea. It hasan inn on the summit.
Faulkbourn, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2

m. N.W. Witham. Ac. 1151. P. 143.

Faumont, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Douai, cant. Orchies. P. 1543.

Fauquier, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N.E. of Virginia. Area 720 sq. m. P. (I860)

11,251 free, 10,465 slaves.

Fausse Riviere, a lake of the U. S., North
America, Louisiana. It was the bed of the Mis-
sissippi until about 1714, when the river took a
shorter course. Its banks are cultivated.

Favaios, a vill. of Portugal, prov. Tras-os-
Montes, 61 m. E.S.E. Braga. P. 1130.

Favale di Malvaro, a coram, and vill. of

North Italy, Chiavari, prov. Genoa. P. 1793.

Favale S. Cataldo, a town of South Italy,

prov. Potenza, circ. Lagonegro. P. 1717.

FaVARA, a town of Sicily, 4 m. S.E. Girgenti.

P. (1862) 12,341. It has rich mines of sulphur.

Faverges, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

H. Savoie, near the lake of Annecy, 23 m. N.E.
Chambery. P. 3079. Manufs. paper and cotton.

Faverxey, a comm. and town, France, dep. H.
Sa6ne, 10 m. N. Vesoul, on the Lauterne. P. 1303.

Faversham, a munic. bor., seaport town, and
pa. of England, co. Kent, on a navigable arm of

the Swale, with a station on the L. G. and D.
Railway, opposite the Isle of Sheppey, 9 m.
W.N.W. Canterbury. Ac. of pa. 2409. P. 6883.

It has a guild-hall, market-house, gaol, church,

4 dissenting chapels, assembly-rooms, and union
workhouse ; with a valuable oyster fishery. Near
it are the extensive gunpowder works of Messrs
Hall and Co. The port admits vessels of more
than 200 tons burden. Vessels belonging to the
port 162, tons 22,058.

Favignana, jEgusa or jEthusa, an island of

the Mediterranean, off the W. coast of Sicily,

prov. and 11 m. S.W. Trapani. Length E. to

W. 6 m. ; breadth 2 m. Surface low, except in

the centre, where a hill range crosses it from N.
to &., having on its highest point St Catherine's
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Castle. It lias storie quarries, tunny and an-
chovy fisheries, and an export trade in sheep,

goats, poultry, etc. On its E. side is the princi-

pal town, San Leonardo, and on its N. coast a
good harbour, defended by Fort San Giacomo.
Favbia, a market town of North Italy, prov.

and circ. Turin. P. of comm. 2561.

Fawdox, a township of England, co. Northum-
berland,- 3 m. N.N.W. Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
P. 62.

Fawfieldhead, a township of Engl., co. Staf-

ford, pa. Alstonfield, 7i m. N.E. Leek. P. 817.

Fawkham, a pa. oi England, co. Kent, 5 m.
S.E. Dartford. Ac. 1195. P. 233.

Fawley, several pas. of England.—I. co. Berks,

4i m. S. Wantage. Ac. 2870. P. 270.—II. co. Bucks,
3 m. N.N.W. Henley-on-Thames. Ac. 2010. P.
254.—III. CO. Hants, 5i m. S.S.E. Southampton.
Ac. 6590. P. 1801.

Fawsixy, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
4 m. S. Daventry. Ac. 1550. P. 64.

Faxardo, a town of the island Porto Rico,

West Indies, on the E. coast P. 3000.

Faxton, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, 4
m. S.S.W. Eothwell. Ac. 2120. P. 90.

Fay, two comms. and vUls. of France.—I. dep.
Loire-Inferieure, 8 m. N.E. Savenay. P. 4547.
—II. (aux-Loffes), dep. Loiret, 10 m. E.N.E.
Orleans. P. 1758.

Fayal, one of the Azores Islands. Lat. of

Horta 38° 30' 12" N. ; Ion. 28° 41' W. Area about
87 sq. m. P. 22,000. Surface fertile; in its centre
is a mountain about 3000 feet in height. On its

S.E. side is a fine bay, which renders it the most
frequented island of the group, after St Michael.
On this bay is Horta, the principal town.
Fayexce, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Var, cap. cant^ 12 m. N.E. Draguignan. P. 2176.
Manufs. earthenware and glass.

Fayette, numerous places of the U. S., Noi-th
America.—I. a co. in S.W. of Pennsylvania. Area
824 sq. m. P. (1860) 39,909.-11. a co. in W. of

Virginia, on Great Kanawha river, cap. Fayette-
ville. P. 5726 free, 271 slaves.—III. a co. in
centre of Ohio. Area 415 sq. m. P. (1860) 15,935.

—IV. a CO. in centre of Georgia. Area 280 sq. m.
P. 6028 free, 2019 slaves. Cap. Fayetteville.—V.
a CO. in W. of Alabama. Area 936 sq. m. P.

(1860) 11,147 free, 1703 slaves. Cap. same name.
—VI. a CO. in centre of Kentucky. Area 275 sq.

m. P. (1860) 12,584 free, 10,016 slaves.—VII. a
CO. in S.W. of Tennessee. Area 676 sq. m. P.
(I860) 8854 free, 15,473 slaves.—VIII. a co. in E.
of Indiana. Area 210 sq. m. P. (1860) 10,225.—
IX. a CO. in S. of Illinois. Area 648 sq. m. P.

(1860) 11,189.—X. a co., Iowa. P. (1860) 12,073.

—XI. a CO., Texas. P. 7818 free, 3786 slaves.—
XII. a township, New York, 157 m. W. Albany.

—

XIII. Pennsylvania, 177 m. W. Harrisburg.

—

XIV. vill. of Missouri, 49 m. N.W. Jefferson. It

has a college.—XV. (^Fayetteville), a town. North
Carolina, at the head of navigable Cape Fear river,

60 m. S. Ealeigh. P. 4790. It has an arsenal,

several cotton factories, and considerable trade
in com, tobacco, and naval stores.

Fayoe, a small island of Denmark, stift and im-
mediately E. Laaland. Area 3i sq. m. P. 1500.
Fayoum, a prov. of Middle Egypt, consisting

of a valley, 40 m. S.W. Cairo, on the W. side of
the Nile, and considerably depressed beneath its

Burface. Length E. to W. 38 m. ; breadth 31 m.
In its N. part is the famous Lake Moeris. It is

well irrigated both by nature and art, and yields
wheat, olive oU, attar of roses, indigo, and nitre.

Medinet-el-Fayoum (anc. Arsinoe) is its cap.,

arovmd which are num>rous remains of antiquity

;

i
and there are about 70 other towns and vills., all

densely peopled.
Fays-Billot (Le), a comm. & town of France,

dep. Haute Mame, cap. cant., arr. and 13 m. S.E!
Langres. P. 2335.

Fazeley, a township of England, co. Stafford,

with a station on the Birmingham and Derby
Eailway, pa. and If m. S. Tamworth. P. 1341.

Fazilpoor, a small and decayed town of N.W.
Hindostan, Bhawlpoor Territory, with a fort on
the Indus. Lat. 28° 30' N. ; Ion. 69° 50' E.
Feakle, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Clare,

5 m. W.N.W. Scariff. Ac. 35,999. P. 5373.
Feale, a river of Ireland, Munster, rises in

mountains near the junction of cos. Cork, Lime-
rick, and Kerry, flows N.W., dividing Limerick
and Cork, and through co. Kerry, and joins the
Shannon near Guisborough by a navigable and
tidal estuary called the Cashen. Length 30
miles.

Fearn, a pa. of Scotland, co. Eoss, near the
Moray Firth, N. of Cromarty. Area about 2 sq.

m. P. 2083.—II. a pa., near centre of co. Forfar,

7 m, W.N.W. Brechin. P. 439.

Featherstone, a pa. of England, co. York,
West Riding, 3 m. N.N.W. Pontefract, with a
station on the railway thence to Wakefield. Ac.

4273. P. 2406.—II. a township, co. Northumber-
land, pa. and 4 m. S.W. Haltwhistle. Ac. 2844.

P. 307.—III. a township, co. Stafford, pa. and 6

m. S. Wolverhampton. Ac. 488. P. 54.

Febetto, a viU. of South Italy, prov. Salerno,

circ. Campagna. P. 1565.

Fecamp, a comm. and seaport town of France,

dep. Seine-Inferieure, on the English Channel,
at the mouth of the river Fecamp, and on the

branch railway from Rouen, 21 m. N.N.E. Havre.
P. 12,243. Its port is good, and it has a quay,

lighthouse, numerous cotton, oil, and other mills,

turned by water-power, several steam saw-mills,

ship-building docks, tanneries, sugar-refineries,

manufs. of linens, hardwares, and soda, and an
active trade. It is the seat of a chamber of com-
merce, naval bureau, and school of navigation.

Feckenham, a pa. of England, co. Worcester.

7 m. E.S.E. Droitwich. Ac. 6787. P. 3217, partly

engaged in manufs. of needles.

Fedamore, a pa. & vill. of Ireland, Munster, co

Limerick, 5 m. N.W. Bruff. Ac. 6737. P. 2409.

Fedt, a pa. and vill. of Norway, stift and Ij

m. E. Christiania, on Lake Ojeren. P. 2360.

Feejee Islands, Pacific Ocean. [Vitl]
Feelsted, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 10 m.

N. Chelmsford. Ac. 6247. P. 1804.

Feerdjg, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2 m. S.E.

Coggeshall. Ac. 3230. P. 804.

Feerozapoor, a vUl, of British India, dist

Furruckabad, N.W. provs., in lat. 27° 3' N^ Ion

79° 58' E. The surrounding country is level, anc'

well cultivated.

FEGERSHEiirt, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Bas Ehin, with a station on the railway to Col-

mar, 7 m. S. Strasbourg. P. 1852.
j

Feggiano, a town of Italy. [Diano.]
Fegreac, a comm. and vill. of France, depi

Loire-Inferieure, 16 m. N. Savenay. P. 2772.

Fegyvernek, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co.

Szohiok, dist. Tisza-Fured. P. 3295.

Fehmarn Island, Prussia, ^Femern.]
Fehrbellin, a town of Prussra, prov. Bran-

denburg, gov. and 33 m. N.N.W. Potsdam. P
1920. In 1675 the Swedes were defeated heri

by the elector of Brandenburg.
Feia, a large lake of Brazil, prov. and 130 m

N.E. Rio-de-Janeiro, near the Atlantic, witl

w'jich it communicates by a canal called Ft

1
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Fkigiicullen, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

an. I 4 m. N. Kildare. Ac. 4175. P. 846.

Feignies, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. and 12 ra. N. Avesnes. P. 2247.

Feillens, a vill. of France, dep. Ain, arr. and
15 ra. W.N.W. Bourg-en-Bresse. P. 2704.

Feira, a seaport town of Portugal, prov. Beira,

il4 m. S.S.E. Oporto. P. 2000.

\
Feistritz, a river of Styria, which joins the

lElaab below Furstenfeld, after a S.E. course of

iibout 50 m. Pirkfeld and Ilz are on its banks.

—II. a vill., Styria, circ. and 9 m. N.N.W. Gratz,

I jn the Mur, with lead mines and smelting works.
l-III. Camiola, circ. and W. Villach. P. 409.

[With iron works.—IV. ( Windisch F\ a town of

Styria, circ. and 18 m. N.E. Cilly. P. 443,

Fekeiehegy, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena,
'arc. Zombor, dist. Kula. P. 3241.

Felaniche, a town of the isl. Majorca, 27 m.
S.S.E. Palma. P. 8102. It has a convent, hos-

bital, and manufs. of linens and woollens.

Felbach, a vill. of WUrtemberg, circ. Neckar,
J m, E.N.E. Stuttgart. P. 2300.

! Fklbrigg, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2J m.
|3.W. Cromer. Ac. 1557. P. 136.
i Feldberg, a mountain of Germany. [Baden.^

\
Feldkikch, a vill. of Baden, circ. Upper Ehine,

' m. W.S.W. Freiburg. P. 370.

Feldkikchen, a town of Austria, in the Tyrol,

ire. Vorarlberg, 20 m. S.S.W. Bregenz, on the
II. P. 2431.

Feldsberg, a town of Lower Austria, 40 m.
s\N.E. Vienna. P. 2565.

Felegyhaza, a town of Hungary, W. of the
lieiss, cap. dist. Little Cumania, on the road
etween Pesth and Temesvar, 66 m. S.E. Pesth.
'. 17,831. It has a Roman Catholic gymnasium,
nd a trade in com, wine, and fruit

Fkle (San), a town of South Italy, prov.

'otenza, circ. Melfi. P. 9086. It has an ancient
astle,

Feletto, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. and
ire. Turin. P. 1662.

Felice (San), a town of South Italy, prov.
iampobasso, circ. Larino. P. 2208.
Peuce (San), two vills. of Northern Italy.—I.

S m. E.N.E. Brescia, on the W. bank of Lake
arda. P. 1030.—II. prov. Modena, 4 m, E.S.E.
Urandola. P. of comm. 8466.
Felice (San) a Cancello, a town of South

taly, prov. and circ. Caserta. P. 5242.
Feliciana, two pas. of U. S., North America,
ouisiana.—I. (East). P. 4104 free, 10,593 slaves.
-II. {West). P, 2100 free, 9671 slaves.

Feucien (St), a comm. and town of France,
sp, Ard^che, cap, cant., arr. and 10 m. W. Tour-
an, P. 2109. Manufs. cloth.

Felicudi, an island of the Mediterranean Sea.
IjIpari Islands.]
Felino {Filinumy, a town of North Italy, prov.
id circ. Parma, cap. comm. P. 2748.
Feus-Kirk, a pa. of England, co. York, N.
iding, 2 m. N. Thirsk. Ac. 8381. P. 878.
Feux Harbour, N. Amer. [Boothia Felix.]
Felix (St), an island. South Paciiio Ocean, W.
Copiapo, OhUe. Lat. 26° 21' S. ; Ion. 79° 35'

^-—II. a cape on the S. coast of Madagascar.

I

Felix (St), two comms. and towns of France.

I

-I. dep. Haute Garonne, 23 m. S.E. Toulouse.
2696.—II. (cte Sorgue), dep, Aveyron, 7 m. S.E.
Affrique. P. 831.

,Felixstow, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 11
• S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 2823. P. 673.
Felizzano, a town of North Italy, cap. mand.,

1 the Tanaro, 9 m. W. Alessandria. P. 2453.
Felka or Folk-Velka, a town of Hungary,

CO. Zips, 8 m. S.W. Kasmark. P. 1322. Manufs.
linen, and has a trade in cattle.

Felkirk, a pa. of England, co. York, W. Eiding,
5 m. N.N.E. Bamsley. Ac. 5872. P. 1106.
Felletin, a comm. and town of Fiance, dep.

Creuse, cap. cant., 5 m. 8. Aubusson. P. 433U.
Manufs. of carpets, velvets, and paper.
Fellin, a town of Bussia, gov. Livonia, cap.

dist., 110 m. N.N.E. Riga. P. 3000.
Fellonica, a vill, N. Italy, prov. & 28 m. E.S.E.

Mantua, on rt. b. of the Po. P. of comm. 2301.
Felmersham, a pa. of England, co. Bedford,

2J m. E.N.E. Harrold. Ac. 2400. P. 483.
Felmingham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2

m. W.S.W. North Walsham. Ac. 1886. P. 434.
Felpham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6 m.

S.W. Arundel. Ac. 2254. P. 592.
Felsberg, a town of Hessen-Cassel, prov.

Lower Hessen, onl. b. of theEder, 13 m. S.S.W.
Cassel. P. 1230.
Felsham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 7 m.

W.S.W. Stow-Market. Ac. 1630. P. 394.
Felsted, a pa., Engl., co. Essex. [Feelsted.]
Feltham, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex,

on rail, 3^ m. S.W. Hounslow. Ac. 2620. P. 1837.
Felthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6i

m. N.N.W. Norwich. Ac. 2286. P. 614.

Felton, three pas. of England.—I. co. and 7
m. N.N.E. Hereford. Ac. 1699. P. 149.—II. co.

Northumberland, on the Coquet, 8 m. S. Alnwick,
and 5 from the Acklington station of the G. N.
Railway. Ac. 12,830. P. 1591.—IIL (^West), co.

Salop, 4 m. S.E. Oswestry. Ac. 5991. P. 1067.
Feltre, Feltria, a town of N. Italy, gov. Venice,

prov. and 17 m. S.W. Belluno, near the Piave. P.
5547. It has a cathedral and an episcopal gymna-
sium. Silk-twist and wax-bleaching factories, and
a trade in corn, wine, and oil. Birthplace of

Panfilo Castalai, inventor of moveable types.

Feltwell, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6 m.
S. Stoken Ferry. Ac. 14,060, nearly half fen,

1100 ac. common lands. P. 1553.

Femern, an isl. of Prussia, prov. Schleswig,
in the Baltic, separated from Holstein by Femer-
sund, a channel 1 m. broad. Lat of Burg, its

cap., 26° 10' N. ; Ion. 11° 12' E. Area 70 sq. ra.

Surface low and level. Corn and cattle are

abundant, but fishing and navigation are the

principal occupations of the inhabitants.

Femina or Femmine, a small rocky island off

the N. coast of Sicily, 10 m. N.W. Palermo.
Fenagh, two pas. of Ireland.—I. Connaught,

CO. Leitrim, 2J m. S.S.W. Ballinamore. Ac.

9764. P. 2751.—II. Leinster, co. Carlow, 5 m.
E.S.E. Leighlin Bridge. Ac. 10,522. P. 2949.

Fenain, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. and 9 m. E. Douai. P. 1960. It has

breweries, tanneries, linen-weaving, and coal

mining.
Fenestkelle, a market town of North Italy,

prov. and 50 m. W. Turin, circ. Pinerolo, cap.

mand., on the Clusone. Pop. of comm. 2025.

Fen^trange, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Meurthe, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Sarre, 8

m. N. Sarrebourg. P. 1309.

Fenit, an island, Ireland, co, Kerry, forming
the division between Tralee and Ballyheigue
Bays, 8 m, W.N.W. Tralee. Ac. 685. P. 214.

Feniton, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3^ m.
W.S.W. Honiton. Ac. 1822. P. 361.

Fenner, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 104 m. W.N.W, Albany. P. 1690.
Fenstanton, a pa. of England, co. Hunting-

don, 2 m. S.S.E. St Ives. Ac, 2400. P, 1120,

Fenton, several pas, of England,—I, co, Lin-
coln, 6 m, E.S.E. ^lewark. P. 277.—II. {Kirk),
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CO. York, "West Riding, 5 m. S.S.E. Tadcaster.

Ac. 4410. P. 711.—III. {Culvert and Vivian), a
joint township, co. Stafford, pa. Stoke-on-Trent,
on the Manchester and Birmingham Railway, 2^
m. E.S.E. Newcastle-under-Lyne. P. 7882.

Fen'tkiiss, a co. of U.S., North America, Ten-
nessee. P. 4867 free, 187 slaves.

Fknwick, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ayr, 4 ra. N.E.
Kilmarnock. Ac. 18,161. P. 1532, includes vill.

of Feuwick, pop. 639.

Fenvszaku, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, dist.

laszbereng. P. 3743.

Feock (St), a pa., Engl., co. Cornwall, on Fal-
mouth harbour, 4im. S. Truro. Ac 3765. P. 2411.
Feodosia or Kaffa, Crimea. I Theodosia.J
Ferahabad, a maritime town or Persia, prov.

Mazanderan, in the Caspian Sea, 15 m. N. Sari.
Feuai Kholm, a dist. of Afghanistan, having

E. and S.E. the Helmund river, W. and N.W.
the Koh-i-Baba mountains, in lat. 34° 20' N.,

Ion. 67° 54' E. It is populous, and fertile.

Fekbane, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, King's
CO., on the Brosna, 9 m. N.E. Banagher. P. 445.

Ferdinand (St), a township of the U. S., North
America, Missouri, co. St Louis. P. 3079.
Fekdinandea or Graham Island, a remark-

able volcanic islet, which appeared in the Medi-
terranean, 31st July 1831, in lat. 37° 8' 3" N., Ion.
12° 42' 15" E., between Sicily and Pantellaria,

and remained visible above the water for three
months. It reappeared in the spring of 1864.
Fere (La), a comm. and fortified town of

France, dep. Aisne, cap. cant., on an island in the
Oise, near its confl. with the Sen-e, 14 m. N.W.
Laon. P. 4945. Manufs. woollens and chemical
products. It has a large arsenal and a school of

artillery, and was taken by the Spaniards in 1536,
and by the Prussians 28th February 1814.

Fere Champenoise, a comm. and vill., dep.
Marne, cap. cant., arr. and 20 m. S.E. Epemay.
P. 2042. Here, on 24th March 1814, the French
were defeated by the allies.

Fered or Feredjik, a town of European Tur-
key, Kumili, sanj. and 44 m. N.W. Gallipoli, near
rt. b. of the Maritza. P. 3000. It has mineral baths.
Fi;RE-EN-TARDENOis, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Aisne, cap. cant., on the Ourcq, 12
m. N.N.E. Chateau-Thierry. P. 2497.
Ferentillo, a town of Central Italy, prov.

Perugia, eirc. Spoleto. P. 2377.
FEHK^TiiiO,Ferentinum, a town of Central Italy,

deleg. and 6 m. N.W. Frosinone. P. 8000. It is

a bishop's see, and has Etruscan remains.
Ferez, a town of Spain, Murcia, prov. and 40

m. S.S.W. Albacete. P. 1336. It has trade in
grain, wine, and oil.

Ferghana, Centi-al Asia. [Khokan.]
Fer«u8, a river of Ireland, Munster, co. Clare,

through which it runs S.E. by Ennis and Clare,

and enters the Shannon by a broad estuary, after
a S.E. course of about 27 miles.

Fergus (St), a maritime pa. of Scotland, com-
prehended m CO. Banff, but situated in co. Aber-
deen, with a vill. 4 m. N.W. Peterhead. Area 12
sq. m. P. 1608.

Fehia, a town of Spain, prov. and 29 m. S.E.
Badajos. P. 2069. Manufs. cloths.
Ferla, a town of SicOy, prov. Noto, cap. cant.,

18 m. W.N.W. Syracuse. P. 3627.
Ferlach, a vill. of Carinthia, circ. and 7 m. S.

Klagenfurt, on rt. b. of the Drave. P. 1692. It
has extonsivp iron and steel manufactures.
Fermanagh, an inland co. of Ireland, Ulster,

enclosed by the cos. Donegal, Tyrone, Monaghan,
Cavan, and Leitrim. Area 715 sq. m., or 467,538
ac, of which 289,228 ac. are arable, 114,847 un-

cultivated, 46,755 under water, and about 6155
plantations. Mountain limestone is the prevalent
rock, with old red sandstone and millstone grit.

Soil generally rich loam. The co. is intersected

by the Sligo and Dundalk Riilway. P. 105,768.

Surface varied from the richest vales to the
wildest uplands. The lakes. Upper and Lower
Erne, with their connecting river, divide the co.

into two nearly equal portions. Agriculture is

backward, except in the N. Oats, barley, wheat,
flax, and potatoes are the principal crops. It con-
tains 8 baronies and 18 pas., 15 of which are in

the diocese of Clogher. It sends three members
to House of Commons, two for the co., and one for

Enniskilleu, its chief town. Co. reg. electors

(1859) 4672.

Fermignano, a town of Central Italy, prov.

Pesaro, circ. Urbino. P. 2283. On the bank oi

the Metauro. It has silk and paper mills.

Fermo, a deleg. of Central Italy, bounded on
the N. and N.W. by Macerata, W. by Cameiino,
S. by Ascoli, and E. by the Adriatic. Length
27 m., breadth 18 m. Area 370 sq. m. P. 104,994.

Principal rivers are the Chienti, Tenna, and Aso
Soil fertile. Principal crops, corn and maize.

Fermo, Firmum, a city of Central Italy, cap

deleg., 4 m. from the Adriatic and 34 m. S.E
Ancona. P. (1861) 18,043. It has a cathedral am:
a university, several palaces and churches, witL
Roman remains. Exports corn, sUk, and wool-

lens. It is a cardinal's see.

Fermoselle, Ocellum Durii, a frontier town
of Spain, prov. and 26 m. S.W. Zamora, near tlw

Douro. P. 3360. Manufs. cloths.

Fermoy, a market town and pa. of Ireland,

Munster, co. and 19 m. N.N.E. Cork, on rt. b. ol

the Blackwater. Pop. of town 8705, of pa. 9887.

Chief structures, barracks, a pa. church, court-

house, bridewell, union workhouse, theatre, hos-

pital, and convent. It has flour mills, and a trade

in agricultural produce.
Fernan NuSez, a town of Spain, Andalucia.

prov. and 7 m. S. Cordova. P. 6652. Manufs
linens, woollens, and earthenwares.
Fernandina, a vill., co. Nassau, Florida, U. S.

North America, 185 m. N.E. Tallahassee.

Fernando (San). [San FEiiNANDO.]
Fernando de Noronha, an island of Sout!

Atlantic Ocean, 126 m. from the E. extremity o

Brazil, to which empire it belongs. Lat. of Peak

S.E. side, 3° 50' 4" S., Ion. 32° 25' 5' W. Lengti

N.E. to S.W. 8 m. Surface mountainous ani

rugged. It serves as a place of banishment froir

Brazil. Females are prohibited from landing oi

this island.

Fernando Po (Portuguese Fernao do Pao
an island of Western Africa, in the Gulf c

Guinea, between lat. 3° 10' and 3° 44' N., lor

8° 22' and 8° 54' E. Length N.N.E. to S.S.W
45 m., breadth 5 to 15 m. Its coasts are rock;

and steep, its interior entirely mountainou,'

and presents an appearance of extreme beaut; .

and fertility. It rises by regular slopes to tvi

peaks, the N.most and highest of which (Sant;

Isabel) is 10,700 feet above the sea. A great por

tion of the island is covered with dense forests (

valuable timber. Exports (1862), 14.030/. ; im

ports, 17,802/. It abounds in monkeys, some i

which are remarkable for their great size, an

contains also many wild goats and sheep. I'

climate is excessively hot, and it is exposed t

the harmattan, a pestilential wind from the cont

nent, but is healthy after the rainy season. Tl

interior is inhabited by negroes under nati^

chiefs. The island was discovered at the clo:,

of the 16th century by the noble Portu^
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Feniao do Pao. In 1827 the British settlement

of Clarence Town was established at the N.E.

end of the island. Thence the Baptist mission-

aries were expelled by the Spaniards in 1858, and

went to a new station at Victoria, near the

Camaroon mountains.

Ferney or Fekxex, a vill. of France, dep. Ain,

cap. cant., arr. and 6 m. S.E. Gex, and 4 m. N.W.
(u'nevix, at the foot of the Jura mountains. In

17()8 Voltaire took up his residence here, and

( -tablished a manufacture of watches. P. 1166.

Feu-vhukst, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4J
m. N. Midhurst. Ac. 4767. P. 769.

Fekn Islands, England. [Faune Isi^nds.]

Fekno, a comra. and vill. of Northern Italy,

prov. and 23 m. N.W. MUan. P. 1906.

Ferns, a pa. and town of Ireland, Leinster, co.

land 17f m. N. Wexford. Ac. of pa. 10,411. Pop.
'

of pa. 2033 ; do. of town 586.

! Feroe Islands, Atlantic. [Faroer.]
I Feroleto (Antico), a town oi South Italy, prov.

Catanzaro, circ. Nicastro. P. 2179. It is in a
'fertile and well-watered territory.

i Ferozabad, a town of British India, presid.

i Bengal, dist. and 24 m. E. Agra. P. 11,792.—

In. a town, Nizam's dom., on the Beemah, 112 m.
IW.S.W. Hyderabad.
' Ferozepore, a town of N.W. India, dist. Sir-

hind, 3J m. from 1. b. of the Sutlej, 85 m. W.
l^oodiana. Altitude 720 ft. Climate very healthy.

Uist. of Ferozepore, 97 sq. m. P. 16,890.

Perozeshah, a vill. of N.W. India, 10 m.
E.S.E. Ferozepore. Here the British gained a

I victory over the Sikhs, 18th November 1845, with
'heavy loss on both sides. The Feroze Shah Canal,

'runs from the Jumna river, in lat. 30° 20' N., Ion.

'77° 38' E. One branch discharges itself in the

desei-t, in lat. 29° 16' N., Ion. 75° 16' E., and the
other branch rejoins the Jumna at Delhi.

Fkkrandina, a town of South Italy, prov. and
36 m. E.S.E. Potenza, cap. ciic. P. 6420.

Fbrkara (the Forum AUieni of Tacitus), a city,

N. Italy, cap. prov. of the same name, on the Po
diVolano,26m.N.N.E. Bologna. P. (1862)27,688,
3f comm. 67,988. It is fortified, and has a garri-
Jon. Principal edifices, a palace, cathedral, and
:hurches ; the palace of the chief magistrate, in

which the Ariostean academy meets ; the college
)f medicine and jurisprudence, with museums, a
jublic hbrary of 80,000 vols, and 900 MSS. It is

ui arclibishop's see, has a university, and trade
n com, cotton, and cattle. Under the line of
3st^ it was the cap. of a sovereign duchy, with a
)op. estimated at upwards of 80,000. It was the
isylum of Calvin, Marot, and other reformers.
Vrea of prov. 999 sq. m. P. (1862) 199,158.
Perrazzano, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 1

a. S.S.E. Campobasso. P. 3104.
Perr^ (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

lle-et-Vilaine, arr. Fougeres, cant. Louvign^
u Desert. P. 1619.
Ferreira, a pa. and vill. of Spain, Andalucia,

lov. and 36 m. E. Granada. P. 1558.
Ferreira, Rarapia, a fortified town of Portu-

al, prov. Alemtejo, 16 m. W. Beja.—II. a vill.,

'ortugal, Estremadura, 6 m. E. Thomar.
Fekreikos, two places of Portugal.—I. a pa.

!id town, prov. Douro, comm. and 12 m. E.N.E.
veiro. P. 1418.—II. {de Tendaes), a pa. & town,
Lira-Alta, comm. & 16 m. from Lamego. P. 1644.
Ferrera, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and circ.

,avia. P. 1943.
Ferrere, a comra. and vill. of N. Italy, prov.
lessandria, 8 m. W. Asti. P. 1797.
Ferret (Col), a pass over the Pennine Alps,
om the town of Orsiferes, in Switzerland, on the

N., to Courmayeur, in Piedmont. Elevation 7641
feet above the sea.

Ferrias, a town of Spain, island Minorca, 19
m. N.W. Mahon. P. 1128.

Ferriby, two pas. of England.—I. (^North), co.

York, East Elding, 7 m. W.S.W. Hull, by the rail-

way to Selby, on which it has a station. Ac. 6052.

P. 948.—II. (Southy, CO. Lincoln, on the Humber,
3 m. W.S.W. Barton. Ac. 3245. P. 673.

Fekriere, several coinms. and vills. of France.
—I. dep. Allier, arr. and 4 m. S.S.E. La Palisse.

P. 3006.—II. (A,a> dep. Orne, 7 m. N.E. Domfront.
P. 1545.—III. Isere, 17 ni. N.E. Grenoble. P. 1005.

—IV. (La Grande), dep. Nord, arr. Avesnes, cant.

Maubege. P. 2046.

Fekriere, a town of N. Italy, prov. and circ.

Piacenza. Pop. of comm. 6787. On the 1. b. of the
Nure, with iron mines.
Ferrieres, a comm. and vill. of France, dep •

LoLret, cap. cant., arr. and 6 m. N.N.E. Montargis.
P. 1782. It has marble quarries.

Ferring, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3J m.
W. Worthing. Ac. 1055. P. 263.

Ferrlntosh, a vill. and barony of Scotland, in

CO. Ross, but now forming part of Nairnshire, pas.

Logie and Urquhart, IJ m. S.E. Dingwall. It

was formerly famous for its whisky, distilled

here free of duty, a privilege withdi-awn by go-
vernment in 1785.

Ferrisburgii, a township of the U. S., North
America, Vermont, on Lake Champlain, 32 m.
W. Montpelier. P. 2075.

Ferro (Spanish Eierro, French He de Fer\ the
most S.W. of the Canaray Islands. Lat. of W. ex-
tremity (or meridian of Ferro) 27° 42' 5" N., Ion.

18° 9' 7" W. Greenwich. It is known as the
place whence longitude is reckoned by many geo-
graphers. Highest point, in centre, 1659 feet.

Area of island 100 sq. m. P. 4337. Produces
wine and fruits, archil, honey, and small sheep,
which, with brandy, are exported to Teneriffe.

Chief town, Valverde.
Ferro, a capo of Algeria, prov. Constantine,

forms the E. side of the Gulf of Stora. Lat. 37"
7' 10" N. ; Ion. 7° 17' 15' E.
Ferrol, a seaport town and one of the princi-

pal naval arsenals of Spain, prov. and 12 m. N.E.
Coruiia, on the N. arm of the Bay of Betanzos.
Lat. of mole 43° 29' 30" N. ; Ion. 8° 13' W. P.
16,641. Its harbour is entered by a strait which
admits only one ship at a time, and is defended
by the castles of San Felipe and Palma. The
town, on its N. shore, is strongly fortified on the
land side. Its arsenal and dockyard cover nearly
24 acres, and comprise many docks and store-

houses. It has hospitals, churches, a monastery,
a prison, naval barracks, and schools of naviga-
tion and mathematics. Manufs. comprise hats,

paper, leather, naval stores, and hardwares. Prin-
cipal exports, corn, brandy, vinegar, and fish ; im-
ports, salted meat and manufactured products.
Ferrybridge, a town of England, co. York,

West Riding, pa. Frystone-Ferry, on the Aire,

and near the junction of the N. Midland, York,
Manchester, and Leeds and Selby Railways, 2 m.
N.E. Pontefract, within the bounds of which bor.

it is comprised. Pop. returned with parish.
Ferryden, a vill. of Scotland, co. Forfar, pa.

Craig, on the South Esk, opposite Montrose, and

f m. from the*North Sea. P. 1113, mostly fishers.

Ferryhill, a township, Engl., co. Durliam, pa.

MeiTington, with a station on the Great N. of Eng-
land Railway, 6| m. S. Durham. Ac. 24 95. P. 1423.
Ferryland, a small marit. town of Newfound-

land, on the S.E. coast, 35 m. S.W. St Johns.
Ferryport-on-Craig, a pa. of Scotland, ca
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Fife, on the S. side of estuary of the Tay. It is

a ferry station of the N. i'>ritish Eailway, llj m.
N.E. Cupar. Ac. 4952 Scots. P. 2013, includes
vill. of Ferryport-on-Craig, pop. 1773, engaged
in the sahnon fishery, and in weaving linen.

Here ia one of the Tay lighthouses. Lat 56° 29'

N. ; Ion. 2° 49' W.
Ferrttown of Cree, Scotland. [pREE.]
Fersfield, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3

J

m. W.N.W. Diss. Ac. 1386. P. 295.

Ferte (LA), an old term signifying a feudal

fortress, is the name of many towns, etc., of

France.—I. {Bernard), dep. Sarthe, cap. cant., on
1. b. of the Huisne, arr. and 17 m. S.E. Mamcrs.
P. 2613. It has manufs. of linen fabrics, and
cotton yam.—II. {Gauchery, dep. Seine-et-Mame,
cap. cant., arr. and 10 m, E.S.E. Coulommiers. P.

2547. Manufs. of serges, paper, and leather.

—

•III. (Mace% dep. Orne, cap. cant., arr. and 13 m.
E. Domfront. P. 7011. Manufs. of cotton goods.

—IV. (MilonX dep. Aisne, on the Ourcq, arr. and
15 m. N.W. Chateau-ThieiTy. P. 2008.—V. (sous

Jouarrey, a comm. and town, dep. Seine-et-Mame,
cap. cant., on the Mame, arr. and 11 m. E. Meaux.
P. 4482. In its vicinity is a large quarry of mill-

stones ; and it has manufs. of paper, ropes, and
leather. It has a commercial basin on the Mame,
here forming several islands.—VI. (St Aubin\ a
comm. and town, dep. Loiret, 13 m. S.S.E. Orleans.

P. 2305.—VII. (mr Avbey a comm. and town,
dep. Haute Mame, 16 m. W. Chaumont. P. 1203.

It is a great timber dep8t.

Fesa, a town of Persia, prov. Fara, 78 m. S.E.
Shiraz. Estimated pop. 18,000. Manujfs. of silken,

woollen, and cotton fabrics, with a trade in to-

bacco raised in its vicinity.

Festenberg, a town of Pnissian Silesia, gov.

and 26 m. N.E. Breslau. P. 2500.

Festiniog, a pa, of North Wales, co. Iferio-

neth, 14 m. W. Batafynydd. Ac. 16,456. P. 4553.

Fetcham, a pa. of England, co. Suirey, 1+ m.
W.S.W. Leatherhead. Ac. 1723. P. 390.

Fethard, a muiiic. town and pa. of Ireland,

Munster, co. Tipperary, 8 m. S.E. Cashel. P. of

town 2303.—II. a pa., Leinster, co. Wexford, 4 m.
S.E. Duncannon. Ac. of pa. 3929. P. 1598. The
vill., on Bannow Bay, has a lobster fishery. P. 303.

Fetlar, one of the most N. of the Shetland
Isles, separated from N. Yell by a sound about 2

m. in breadth. Ac. about 12,000. P. 548.

Fettercairn, a pa. of Scotland, co. Kincar-
dine, on the North Esk, 12 m. N.N.W. Montrose.
Ac. 14,359. P. 1700.

Fetteresso, a pa. of Scotland, co. Kincardine,
on the North Sea, about 2 m. W. Stonehaven.
Ac. 24,914. Pop., including part of Stonehaven,
5527, mostly Episcopalians.
Feuchtwang or FEUcH'nvANGEN, a walled

town of Bavaria, circ. Middle Franconia, on the

Sulz, 14 m. S.W. Anspach. P. 2600, employed
in weaving damasks and woollen fabrics.

Feudingheim, a vill. of Baden, circ. Lower
Ehine, dist. Mannheim, on the Neckar. P. 2100.

Feuerbacii, a market town of Wiirtemberg,
circ. Neckar, 2^ m. N.W. Stuttgart. P. 2550.

Feuerthalen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Zu-
rich, near bridge of Schaffhausen, on Ehine. P. 787.

Feuillee (La), two vills. of France.—I. dep.
Seine-Inferieure, cant. Argueil. P. 1725.—II.

Finistfere, 14 m. N.W. Carhaix. P. 2040.
Feurs, Forum Semsianorum, a coram, and

town of France, dep. Loire, cap. cant., ant and 11
m. N.E. Montbrison, on rt. b. of the Loire. P.
2823. It has a port on the river, trade in com
and hemp, and numerous Eoman antiqmties.
Feveda, an island, North America, in the Gulf

of Georgia, Oregon territory, between Vancouver
island and the mainland. Lat. 49° 41' N. ; Ion,
124° W. Length 32 m., average breadth 2 m.
Feversham, a town of Engl. [Fa\-ersham.]
Fews, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Waterford,

1 m. N.W. Kilmacthomas. Ac. 6817. P. 841.
Fewston, a pa. of England, co. Yor^ West

Eiding, 5^ m. N. Otley. Ac. 1760. P. 496.
Feye-oe, an island off the W. coast of Norway,

stift and 80 m. N.W. Bergen. Lat. 60° 46' N. ; Ion.
4° 44' E. Length 4 m. ; breadth 2 miles.
Fez or Fas, an ancient and important city of

Marocco, cap. prov., sunounded by wooded
mountains, whence rise several affluents of the
Sebu, in lat. 34° 6' 3" N., Ion. 6° 1' 10' W., 240
m. N.E. Marocco. Pop. has been estimated at
from 80,000 to 100,000, but probably does not
exceed 40,000. Fez ia the holy city of the em-
pire, and one of the three residences of the Sul-
tan, supposed to have been founded in 800. It
is surrounded by old walls, and has an ancient
fortress at each ^f its extremities E. and W. ; 860
mosques, the chief of which is called El-Caroubin,
has 300 pillars and numerous fountains, its tower
contains globes and astronomical instrxmients;
the Muley Edris is a sanctuary for criminals.
Manufs. carpets, marocco leather, woollens, silks,

jewellery, saddlery, and earthenwares. It is the
seat of the university of Marocco, and contains
numerous schools. [Marocco.]
Fezzan, Phasania, a pashalic of Africa, S. of

Tripoli, and separated bjr a chain of mountains
from Ghat on the W,, is formed by a number
of oases in the middle of the desert, and extends
between lat. 23° 30' and 30° 50' N., Ion. 12°

and 19° E. Pop. estimated at 26,000. It is said

to comprise 101 towns and viUs., or inhabited
oases, which are fertile, especially in palms. It

is inhabited by Tuaricks, Arabs, Moors, and Ne-
groes. The chief, who is subject to the Ottoman
Porte, takes the title of Sultan, and resides at

Murzuk, the cap. The next important town is

Zuela, which was colonised by the Eomans.
Wheat and barley are raised, but dates form the

chief article of food. Trade in slaves, senna,

ivory, and gums.
FiACCONE, a comm- of North Italy, prov. Ales-

sandria, 7 m. S. Novi. P. 922.

FiAMMiGNANO, a comm. of South Italy, prov.

Aquila, circ. Cittaducale. P. 3128.
FiANO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 14 ni.

N.W. Turin, cap. mand. P. 832.

FiANONA, a vill. and seaport of Austria, prov.

lUyria, circ. Triest, on the Gulf of Quarnero, 11^

m. S.W. Fiume. P. 1184.

FiASTRA, a viU. of Central Italy, prov. Mace-

rata, circ. Camerino. P. 1971.

FiCARAZZi, a maritime vill. of Sicily, prov. and

6 m. S.E. Palermo. P. 1469.

FicARRA, a town of the island Sicily, proT.

Messina, circ. Patti. P. 2360.

FiccAROLO, a vill. of North Italy, gov. Venicf

.

19 m. W.S.W. Eovigo, on the Po. P. 3381.

. Fichtel-gebirge (Mountain). [Bavaria.]

FicULLE, a small town of Central Italy, prov

Peragia, 9 m. N.N.W. Orvieto. P. 2470.

Fidalgo, a harbour of Eussian America, oi

its S. coast, N.E. Prince William Sound, in la'

60° 50' N., Ion. 145° 45' W., and bearing the nam.

of its Spanish discoverer in 1790.

FiDALLAH, a walled seaport town of Marocco

prov. Fez, near the Atlantic, 40 m. S.W. Eabat

FiDDiCH, a small river of Scotland, co. Banf

flowing through the rich and beautiful vale <

Glen-Fiddich into the Spey, 1 m. below Elohift '

FiDDiCHow, a town of Pmssian Pomeranui
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cii-n. Gvieffenhagoi). on rt. b. of the Oder, 21 m.
b.W. Stettin. P. 2400.

FxDDiNGTOX, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

6 ra W.N.W. Bridgewater. Ac. 825. P. 213.

FiDDO\VN, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kil-

kenny, on the Suir, 10 m. W.N.W. WaterforcL
Ac. 11,109. P. 3028.

FiDELAiRE (Le), a comm. and vill. of France,
a. p. Eure, 16 m. W.S.W. Evieux. P. 1343.

FiDEUis, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Grisons,

in the Prattigan. The baths of Fideris are in a
\vild gorge, not unlike Pfaffers. They are the
longest acidulous springs in Switzerland.
FiDji Islands, Pacific Ocean. [Viti.]

FiEBERBRUNN, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, circ.

Innsbruck, dist. Kitzbichl. P. 1796.

Field-Daixing, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

4Jm. E.N.E. New-Walsinghara. Ac. 1619. P. 342.

FiESOLE, Festilse, a town of Central Italy, prov.

and 3 m. N.E. Florence, on a steep hill, cap.

com. P. (1861) 11,956. It was anciently one of

the twelve principal cities of Etraria, and has re-

mains of Oyclopaean walls, a cathedral, and a
Franciscan monastery.

FiESSE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

ciro. Verola-Nuova. P. 1429.

FiESSO, two villa, of N. Italy.—I. Venetia, prov.

Eovigo, dist. Occhiobello. P. 3555.—II. prov.

Venezia, dist. Dolo. P. 2572.

Fifehead, two pas. of England, co. Dorset.

—

I. {MagdahnX 6 m. W.S.W. Shaftesbury. Ac. 976.

r. 200.—II. {NevilleX ^ m. W.N.W. Blandford-
Formn. Ac. 791. P. 87.

FiFE-NESS, a promontory of Scotland, co. Fife,

projecting on the North Sea, in lat. 56° 17' N.,

Ion. 2° 36' W. Beyond it, the dangerous ridge

called the Carr-rocks extends into the sea.

FiFESHiRE, a maritime co. of Scotland, forming
a peninsula on its E. coast, between the Firth of

Tay on the N., and the Firth of Forth on the S.,

ana having E. the North Sea, and W, the cos.

Perth, Kinross, and Clackmannan. Greatest
length 44 m., do. breadth 18 m. Ac. 328,427, of

which more than two-thirds are cultivated. P.

154,770. Surface diversified. The N. portion is

formed of old red sandstone. From the Eden W.,
it consists of the coal formation, with limestone,

seal, and ironstone. The whole co. is intersected

by trap rocks. Highest points, E. Lomond 1471 ft.,

W. do. 1713 ft.. Largo Law 948 ft., Olatto Hill 814,

fe Kellie Law 500 ft. Chief rivers, the Tay, Eden,
ljeven,& Forth. The " How of Fife," traversed by
;he Eden, is particularly productive. Cattle are of

luperior breed. Coal, lime, & fish are large exports.

Linen manufactures are carried on at Dunferm-
ine, Kirkcaldy, Dysart, Cupar, Newburgh, Auch-
«rmuchty, etc. Fifeshire contains 13 royal
jurghs, and a number of towns and villages, chief

)f which are Cupar, the co. town, Dunfermline,
st Andrews, Kirkcaldy, Elie, and other towns of
he S.E. shores. Fife sends 1 member to House
if Commons, and its burghs join in sending 3
'thers. Eeg. electors for co. (1863) 2720.
FiFiELD, two pas. of England.—I. co. Oxford,
m. N. Burford. Ac. 1148. P. 234.—II. (Bavant),

». Wilts, 6 m. S.W. Wilton. Ac. 1145. P. 33.

Figeao, a comm. and town of France, dep. Lot,
ap. arr., on rt. b. of the Selle, 32 m. N.E. Cahors.
'• 8381. It is situated in a deep valley, surround-
1 by rocky vine-clad heights. It has linen and
tton manufactures, dyeworks, and tanneries.

I Fiqheldean, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4 m.
r. Amesbury. Ac. 5279. P. 472.
PiGi Islands, Pacific. [Vitl]
PiOLiNE, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and 16
' S.E. Florence, near 1. b. of the Arno. P. 9141.

Cap. comm. It is si\rrounded by walla, and ita

silk is reckoned the best in Tuscany.
Figueira, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, at

the mouth of the Mondego, which forms its port,,

24 m. S.W. Coimbra. P. 6000. It has an active
export trade in salt, oil, wine, and fruits, and is a
favourite bathing place.—II. a vill. and seaport,
prov. Algarves, 4 ra. N.E. Cape St "Vincent.

FiGUEiRO-Dos-ViNHOs, a town of Portugal,
Estremadura, 97 m. N.E. Lisbon. P. 2410.

FiGUERAS, a strongly fortified frontier town of
Spain, prov. and 21 m. N.N.E. Gerona, near thu
French frontier. P. 8352. It is situated in a
rich plain of olives and rice. Principal edifices,
a citadel, with vast arsenals and magazines, and
large bairacks. It was taken by the French in
1808, 1811, and 1823; and has manufactures of
leather and paper.
FiLADELFLA, a town of S. Italy, prov. Catan-

zaro, cap. cant., 13 m. S. Nicastro. P. 5009.
FiLATTiERA, a comm. of Central Italy, prov.

Massa, circ. Pontremoli. P. 2139.
FiLBY, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m

W.N.W. Caistor. Ac. 1425, including a lake of
617 ac. P. 531.

FiLEHNE (Poland Widen), a town of Prussian
Poland, reg. Bromberg, on an isl. in the Netze,
45 m. N.W. Posen. P. 3500. Manufactures of
woollen cloth and lace.

FiLETTO, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Chieti. P. 1574.

Filey, a watering place and pa. of England, co.

York, East Biding, on a tongue of land project-
ing into the North Sea, and with a station on the
Scarboro' and Hull Railway, 8 m. S.E. Scarboro'.
Ac. of pa. 3628. P. 2244.
Fin (San), a town of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Cosenza. P. 4167.
Filignano, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Campo-

basso, circ. Isemia. P. 1935.
FiLippo d'Argiro (San), Aqyrium, a town of

Sicily, prov. and 31 m. W.N.W. Catania, cap.

circ, near the centre of the islani on a height
crowned by a Saracenic castle. P. (1861) 11,646.

It has remains of large acqueducts.
FiLKiNS, a hamlet, Engl., co. Oxford, pa. Broad-

well, 5 m. S.S.W. Burford. Ac. 3430. P. 641.

FiLLAN, a river of Scotland, co. Perth, pa. Kil-
lin, enters Loch Tay after an E. course of 10 m.
FiLLE-FIELD (MOUNTAIN). [NORWAY.]
FiLLEiGH, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3| ra.

W.N.W. South Molton. Ac, 2038. P. 311.

FiLLiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. and 10 m.
N.N.W. Lincoln. Ac. 3980. P. 316.
FiLLONGLEY, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 6^

m. N.N.W. Coventry. Ac. 4731. P. 1105.

Fillmore, a co. of the U. S., North America,
Minnesota. P. (1860) 13,542.—Fi"«TOore City,

U. S., N. America, cap. of Millard co., Utah, on
Nuquin, a branch of Nicollet, 600 m. S.E. San
Francisco.
FiLOR or Falour, a town of the Punjab, on

the Sutlej, 78 m. S.E. Amritsir. It has a foi-t.

FiLOTTRANO, a town of Central Italy, prov.

and circ. Ancona. P. 7627. Manufs. iron & silk.

FiLS, a river of Wiirtemberg, which joins tlie

Neckar, 6 m. E. Esslingen, after a W. course of

30 miles. Goppingen is on its N. bank.
FiLTON, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 4 m.

N.N.E. Bristol. Ac. 1030. P. 317.

FiMBOROUGH, two pas. of England, co. Suffolk.

—1. {Great), 2\ m. W.S.W. Stowmarket. Ac.
1631. P. 419.—II. {Little), 3 m. S.W. Stow-
market, Ac. 367. P. 62.

Finale, two towns of Northern Italy.—I. prov.

Genoa, cap. prov, and 10 m. N.N.E, Albenga, oii
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the Gulf of Genoa. P. 4194. It consists of the
two comms., F. Borgo and F. Marino. The former
produces the finest oranges in North Italy, and
has manufs. of bronze, linen, and paper.—II. a
frontier town of Modena, cap. cant, near the Po,
22 m. N.E. Modena. P. (1861) 12,434. Manufs.
of silk & other fabrics, & an active general trade.

FiSana, a town of Spain, prov. and 28 ni. N.W.
Almeria, at the foot of Mount Almirez. P. 3273.
FracHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m.

E.N.E. Downham. Ac. 2968. P. 886.
FiNCHAMSTEAD, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 3J

m. S.S.W. Oakingham. Ac. 3926. P. 637.
FtNCiiiNGHELD, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 5 '

m. E.N.E. Thaxted. Ac 8387. P. 2441. I

FixcHLEY, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, 1\ I

m. N.W. London. Ac. 2899. P. 4937.
;

FiNDOS, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4 m.
W.S.W. Steyning. Ac. 4336. P. 655.
FiNDHORX, a river of Scotland, rises in co. In-

verness, near Strathdeam, flows through that co.,

Nairn, and Moray, and after a N.E. course of 45
m. enters the Moray Firth. There is a valuable
salmon fishery. Destructive inundations, termed
"the Moray Flood," took place here in 1829.—II.

Findhom, a small seaport, on the above river, at

its mouth, CO. Moray, pa, Kinloss, 4 m. N. Forres.
It has a herring fisheiy, and exports of com.
FiXDLAY Seat, a mountain of Scotland, co. and

6J m S.S.W. Elgin, 1116 feet above the sea.

FiNDOE, an isl. off the S.W. coast of Norway,
dist and 15 m. E.N.E. Stavanger, in Bukkefiord.
FiNDOGASK, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 10 m.

W.S.W. Perth. P. 399.
FiNEDOX, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,

3 m. N.N.E. Wellingboro'. Ac. 3650. P. 1840.
FiNESHADE, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,

8 m. N.N.W. Oundle. Ac. 840. P. 73.

FiNESTRAT, a town of Spain, prov. and 23 m.
N.E. Alicante, on the Torres, near the Mediter-
ranean. P. 2720, who manuf. rush-wares.

FiNGEST, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 5} m.W N.W. Great Marlow. Ac. 1304. P. 352.
FiXGiiALL, a pa. of England, co. York, North

Biding, 5 m. E.N.E. Middleham. Ac. 4436. P. 406.
FiXGLAs, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. and 4

m. N.N.W. Dublin. Ac. 4696. P. 1880.
FuJGRiNHOE, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4 m.

S.S.E. Colchester. Ac. 3433. P. 670.
FiXHAM or FiG>'.^ a comm. and market town

of France, dep. Tarn-et-Garonne, 10 m. S.W.
Montauban. P. 1714.

FuJHAVEX, a vill. of Scotland. [Oatiilaw.]
FiNiSTfeRE (properly Finisterrc, Lands end\ a

dep. of France, forming its N.W. angle, and part
of the old prov. Bretagne, bounded E. by the
deps. Cotes du Nord and Morbihan, N. by the
English Channel, S. and W. by the Atlantic, in
which it comprises numerous small islands : cap.
Quimper. Area 2595 sq. m. P. 627,304. Coasts
steep, much indented on W., presenting numerous
promontories and excellent harbours. Surface
little elevated ; traversed by the low mountains
of Arr^e and Noires ; highest point 984 ft. alx)ve
the sea. It is formed by the basins of numerous
rivers, the chief of which are the Elom, Aulne,
Odet, and Ell^, all navigable near their mouths.
Climate humid and rainy; tempests frequent
Soil generally poor. Com is raised sufficient for
consumpt Cider is much used ; flax and tobacco
are grown ; horses and cattle extensively reared.
3tinerals comprise coal, lead, granite, and slate.

Man'ifs. confined to linen, paper, leather, and
chemical produce. The dep. is divided into the 5
HITS, of Brest, Ch&teaulin, Landemeau, Quimper,
and Quimperl^.

FisisTEKRE (Cape), Nerium or Cdticum pro-
moniorium, a promontory of Spain, forming tlie

N.W. angle of the peninsula. Lat 42° 54' N
Ion. 9° 21' W.
FiNLANn (Grand Duchy of), an administra-

tive division of the Russian empire (cap. Hel-

singforsy. situated between lat. 69° 48' and 70° 6'

N., Ion. 20° and 32° E., bounded N. by Lapland,
E. by the govs. Archangelsk and Olonetz, S. by
the Gulf of Finland and the gov. St Petersburg
W. by the Gulf of Bothnia and Sweden. Aren
146,070 sq. m. It is divided into 8 provinces.

Surface flat ; traversed in centre by a chain of

low hills, separating the basins of the White Sea
and the Baltic. Highest point 1300 feet Coasts

deeply indented ; on W. bordered by granite

rocks and numerous small islands, chiefly belong-

ing to the Archipelago of Aland. [Aland.]
The S. part of the country is nearly covered
with water, forming a system of lakes & marshes.
Eivers mostly small. Chief lakes, Ladoga, Saima,

and Ulla. CUmate healthy on the coasts. Temp,
(of Uleaborg), mean of year 31°-8, winter 8°4,

summer 55°*4, Fahr. June and July are the driest

months; heavy rains fall in autumn. Soil is fertile,

but little cultivated. Pine forests extend to lat

69° N. Chief crops, rye and barley. The potato,

introduced in 1762, is extensively cultivated.

Pasturage poor
;
yet horses and cattle are reared

in considerable numbers. Mineral products com-
prise copper, iron, sulphul", marble, and granite.

Chief exports, timber, bxitter, skins, and the pro-

duce of the extensive fisheries. Imports, grain,

salt, metals, tobacco, and colonial produce. Chief

educational establishments, the university of Hel-

singfors, and schools under the bishops of Abo
and Borga. Nyland, pop. (1864) 168,723 ; Abo,

323,086; Tavastehus, 171,347; Wiborg, 227,627;

Kuopio, 224,712; St Michaels, 162,461; Wasa,
313,164—Total 1,829,241 ; and Uleaborg, 188,121,

and comprises old Swedish Finland, the gov. of

Wiborg or Russian Finland, E. Bothnia, and part

of Lapland. It was ceded to Russia by the treaty

of Frsderickshamm in 1809. The pop. comprises

Finna, Swedes, & Slavonians. All belong to the

Confession of Augsburg, except Greek Catholics.

Fixlaxd (Gulf of), one of the great arms of

the Baltic Sea, extending E. between lat 58° 40'

and 60° 40' N., Ion. 23° and 30° 10' E., bounded

N. by Finland, and E. and S. by the Russian

govs. St Petersburg and Revel. Length K to

W. 260 m.; breadth N. to S. 25 to 90 m. It

contains numerous islands, the principal of which

is Kotlinoi, on which Cronstadt is built, and re-

ceives the Neva, Luga, Narova, and many smaller

rivers. St Petersburg is at its E. end, and the

towns Narva, Eevel, Port Baltic, Ecknea or

Ekemas, Borgo, Frederikshamm, Helsingfors,

and Wyberg, are also on its coasts.

FiNLAGAN, a lake of Scotland, island of Islay.

FiNMARK and Teomsoe, a Bailiewick of Nor-

way, forming the northmost portion of conti-

nental Europe, situated between the Arctic Ocean

and Russian Lapland, bounded S.W. by the prov.

Nordland. Area estimated at 27,317 sq. m. P-

(1866) 65,490. It comprises numerous islands,

on the N.most of which is North Cape. Lat 71"

10' N. ; Ion. 25° 50' E. [Norway.]
FiNMERE, a pa. of Eugland, co. Oxford, 8 ni.

N.N.K Bicester. Ac. 1542. P. 338.

Finn, a lake and river of Ireland, Ulster, cc

Donegal. The lake, in pa. Inniskeel, is 2 m. ii

length ; the river proceeds from it, and after ai

E. course of 24 m., joins the Foyle near Liffonl

FiN>-AX or FiNDox, a fishing vill. of Scotland

CO. and 6 m. S. Aberdeen. P. returned with

rd. ,

m
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of Banchory-Davenick. The vill. is famous for

its smoked haddocks, termed^nnans.
Finnan, a river of tjcotland, co. Inrorness,

flawing tlirough the valley of Glenfinnan into the

E. extremity of Loch Shiel.

FiKNiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6

m. S.S.W. Eye. Ac. 1242. P. 542.

FiNNiNGLEY, a pa. of England, cos. Notts and
York, West Riding, 4 m. N.N.E. Bawtry. Ac.

5970. P. 896.

FiNO, a vDl. of North Italy, prov., circ. and 6

m. S.W. Como. P. 1848.

FiNOW, a vill. of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
31 m. N.E. Berlin, on the Finow Canal, which
connects the rivers Havel and Oder. P. 610.

FiNSBURY, a pari. bor. of England, co. Middle-
sex, comprising the N. part of London, between
the bor. Marylebone on the W. and the Tower
[Hamlets on the E., and on the S. bordering on the
city of London and liberty of Westminster. P.

I(18G1) 387,278. Comprises the pas. Islington,

Clerkenwell, St Luke, etc., and has St Luke's
jhospital, charter-house, Smithfield, St Bai-tholo-

mew and the Foundling hospitals, Gray's Inn,

British Museum, Clerkenwell sessions-house and
prison, and the depot of the New Eiver Water
Company. Since the Reform Act it has sent 2

jmems. to H. of C. Reg. electors (1864) 24,106.

I Finster-Aakhorn, a mountain of Switzerland,
|culminating point of the Bernese Alps, between
the cants. Bern and Valais, 14,130 feet high.
FiNSTERMUNz, a narrow pass in the Alps of the

Tyrol, on the Inn, 18 m. N. Glurns.
PiNSTERWALDE, a town of Prussia, prov. Bran-

denburg, reg. and 40 m. N. Dresden. P. 5500.

, PiNTOxA, a market town of Ireland, Ulster, co.

;
Tyrone, 8 m. N.W. Clogher. P. 1410.

FxJfTRAY, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 10 m. N.W.
Aberdeen. Ac. 10,000. P. 1003.
FiNTRY, a pa. of Scotland, co. Stirling, with a

nil. 6 m. S.E. Balfron. Ac. 13,881, includes vUl.

Df Newtown, pop. 367. P. 685.

FiNVOY, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim, 4
n. S.S.W. Ballymoney. Ac. 16,369. P. 5341.
PiORA, a river of Central Italy, Tuscany, and

;he Pontifical States, rises near Mount Aniiata,
md enters the Mediterranean, 20 m. N.W. Civita
Vecchia, after a S. course of 40 miles.
FiORA (San), a comm, of Central Italy, prov.

md circ. Grosseto. P. 5463.
Fiorano, a comm. and vill. of North Italy,

)rov. and circ. Modena. P. 2960.

_
Fiorano (San), a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Milan,

lire. Lodi. P. ] 644. Large commerce in cheese.
Fiorenzuola, Florentiola, a town of Northern

taly, prov. Piacenza, cap. coram., on the ^milian
^ay, 18 m. W.N.W. Parma. P. 6306. It is

bought to occupy the site of the Roman Ftdentia,
nd has a tower, collegiate church, and other
'Uildings.—II. a vill. of Central Italy, prov.
Jrbino, 5^ m. N.W. Pesaro. P. 856.
FiRANDO, an island of Japan, off the N.W.

oast of Kiusiu, 55 m. N.N.W. Nangasaki. Lat.
3° 30' N. ; Ion, 129° 30' E. On its E. side is the
3wn Firando, with a good harbour. Here the
:>utch had a trading fort from 1609 until 1640.
PiRBECK, a pa. of England, co. York, West
idmg, 4 m. S.S.W. Tickhill. Ac. 1330. P. 195.
FntENZE, a city of Italy. [Florence.]
PiRENZuoLA, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
ic. Florence, on the Santerno. P. 8790. The
rntory round Firenzuola is subject to bitu-
inous fires.

FiRMiNY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
'^ire, 6 m. S.W. St Etienne. P. 7672. Manufs.
silks, glass, and hardwares; and has coal mines.

FiRMO, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Cosenza,
circ. Castro villari. P. 1538.

FiRMY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Aveyron, arr. Villefranche, cant. Aubin. P. 2615.
It has iron furnaces and oil mills.

FiRozABAD, a town of Persia, prov. Fars, 65
m. S.S.E. Shiraz. P. 2000. Trade in cotton and
hoi'ses, and manufs. attar of roses.

FiBOZGUR, a town of India, dom. and 102 m.
S.W. Hyderabad, on the Beemah river.

FiRSBY, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln.—I.

4 m. S.E. Spilsby. Ac. 910. P. 237.—II. {East),

5J m. W.S.W. Market-Raisen. Ac. 2292. P. 108.

Firth and Stenness, a united pa. of Orkney
mainland, Scotland. P. 1493.

FiscHAJiEND, a market town of Lower Austria,

with castle on rt. b. of the Gross Fischa river, 12
m. E.S.E. Vienna. P. 1057.

FiscHBACH, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, reg. and
27 m. S.S.W. Liegnitz. P. 1430.

FiscHiiAUSEN, a seaport town of East Prussia,

cap. circ, at the N. extremity of the Frische-
Haff, 20 m. W. Konigsberg. P. 2000.

FisciANo, a comm. of South Italy, prov. and
circ. Salerno. P. 7778.
FisiiBOURX (New), a pa. of England, co. Sussex,

IJ m. W. Chichester. Ac. 610. P. 341.

Flsher Bank, North Sea. [Dogger Bank.]
FiSHERROw, a vill. of Scotl. [Musselburgh.]
Fisher's Island, U. S., North America, New

Tork, is 14 m. N. from E. end of liOng Island.

Length' 7 m., breadth 1 m.—II. Fisher Strait, iu
N.W. America, is between Princess Royal Isls.

and the mainland. Lat. 52° N. ; Ion. 127° 53' W.
FisiiERTON, two pas. of England, co. Wilts.

—

I. {Anger), | m. W. Salisbury, with which it com-
municates by a stone bridge over the Avon.
Ac. 323. P. 2424. The co. gaol is in this pa.,

and petty sessions are held,—II. (de-la-Mere),

10 m. W.S.W. Ame.sbury. Ac. 2861. P. 333.

Fishguard or Abergwain, a seaport town &
pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke, 14 m. N.
Haverford West, to the pari. bor. of which it is

contributory. Ac. 4208. P. 2084. Has a valu-
able fisherj', and exports of oats, butter, and slates.

The harbour is one of the best in St George's
Channel. A detachment of French, who landed
here in 1797, were captured by the inhabitants.

FiSHTOi'T, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, parts

Holland, 2\ m. E.S.E. Boston. Ac. 6425. P. 586.

FisiiKiLi^ a township, U. S., N. America, New
York, on the Hudson, 78 m. S. Albany. P. 9243.

Fishlake, a pa. of England, co. York, West
Riding, 2^ m. W. Thorne. Ac. 6170. P. 1208.

Fish River (Great). [Great Fish River.]
FiSHWicK, a township of Eno-land, co. Lancas-

ter, pa. and IJ m. E. Preston. Ac. 672. P. 1884.

FiSKERTON, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m. E.
Lincoln. Ac. 2040. P. 524.—II. a township,
CO, Notts, on the Trent, 3 m. S.E. Southwell.
Ac. 1043. P. 319.

FiSMES, Fines Remorum, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Marne, cap. cant., at the confl. of

the Ardre and Vele, 15 m. W.N.W. Reims. P.
2787. It has manufs. of coarse woollens.
Fitats or Pitaki, a town of Japan, island

Niphon, cap. prov., on a river near the E. coast,

90 m. E.N.E. Yeddo.
Fitchburg, a township of the U. S., North

America, Massachusetts, 42 m. W.N.W. Boston.
P. 5009. It has cotton, woollen, and other manu-
factures.—II. Fitchville, a township, Ohio, 84 m.
N.E. Columbus. P. 1178.

Fitero, a town of Spain, prov. Navarra, 63 m.
S.S.W. Pamplona, on 1. b. of the Alhama. P.

2263. It manufs. woollen cloths & sandal cord&
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Fitfcl-Head, a headland, S. coast of Shetland,

\Y. of Quendal Bay. 929 feet above the sea.

FiTTLETOJf, a pa. of Ena:land, co. Wilts, on the
Avon, 8 m. W. Ludgershall. Ac. 3175. P. 393.

FiTTLEWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3

m. S.E. Petworth. Ac. 2367. P. 683.

FiTTRfe, a lake, Centiul Africa, Nigritia, near
lat 14° N., Ion. 20° E., 200 m. E. Lake Tchad.

FiTZ, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4 m. N.N.W.
Shrewsbury. Ac. 1512. P. 323.

FiTZHEAD, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3 m.
E.N.E. Wiveliscombe. Ac. 1208. P. 309.

FiTZHUGH Sound, a strait of N.W. America,
lat. 61° 33' N., Ion. 128° 10' W., separating Cal-
vert from the mainland ; 18 m. long, 3 m. broad.

FiTZwaLLiAM, a township of the U. S., North
America, New Hampshire, 46 m. S. Concord.
FiUMXLBO, a town of North Italy, prov. Mo-

dena, circ. PavuUo. P. 1823.

FiUMARA-Di-MuKO, a vill. of South Italy, prov.

and 7 m. N.N.E. Eeggio, P. 1732.

FiUME (Croat. Eilca, Germ. 4^^ Veit-am-Flautn),

a royal free seaport town of the Austrian dom.,
cap. the Hungarian Littorale (Croatia), on the
Gulf of Quamero, at the mouth of the Fiumara,
in the Adriatic, 40 m. S.E. Triest. P. (185lS

13,888. It has a high school, casino, theatre, and
lazaretto. It is a free port, communicates with
Carlstadt and Zeng by the Carolina and Jose-
phina roads, and is the immediate outlet by sea

for the produce of Hungaiy, with which country
it is connected by the Louisenstrasse. Chief ex-
ports, wheat, tobacco, rags, wine, salt, rape-seed,

hemp, linens, & ship-building materials. Manufs.
linens, coarse woollens, leather, rosoglio, and
earthenware, with a sugar-refinery, tanneries,

and ship yards. It was occupied by the French
from 1809 to 1814.

FiUME, a vill. of Northern Italy, deleg. and 26

m. W.S.W. Udine cap. comm. P, 2847
FiUME Di Nisi, a seaport comm. of Sicily, prov.

and on the Strait of Messina, at the mouth of

the ancient Chrysothoas, 17 m. S.S.W. Messina.
P. 3104, Near it are mines of alum and copper.

Fiume-Freddo, Bruzio, a town of South Italy,

prov. Cosenza, cap. circ, near the Miditerranean,
11m. W.S.W. Cosenza. P.446L In a fertile ter-

ritory, and is surrounded by walls.—II. a vill.

of Sicily, on the httle river of same name, which
flows from Mount .ffitna, prov. Catania, and
enters the Mediterranean Sea at AcL P. 1413.

FiuMiCELLO, a vilL of Northern Italy, prov.
and 1 m. W. Brescia. P. 2943.
FiUMlCiNO, a small seaport viU. of Central

Italy, comarca, and 15 m. S.W. Eome, of which
it is the port, at the N. mouth of the Tiber river.

FiUMONBO {Hiei~us), a small river of the island
Corsica.
Five, a prefix of—I. (Five Fingers Point), a

headland of New Zealand, Middle Island, on its

W. coast, in lat. 45° 33' S., Ion. 166° 18' E. " The
Five Fingers " is another point, on the same
coast, about 16 m. S. Cape Foulwind. Lat 42'
2' S.; Ion. 171° 25' E.—II. (Five Hummocks
Pointy, Lower California, on its W. coast. Lat.
30° 24- N. ; Ion. 115° 40' W.—III. (Five Islands
Harbour^, a bay on the W. coast of the isl.

Antigua, British West Indies.—IV. (Five Men's
Soutui), in Frobisher Strait, British N. America.
FiVEHEAD, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6

m. S.W. Langport. Ac. 1721. P. 489.
Five Sisters Islands, a gi-oup in the Tenas-

serim prov., in lat. 11° 25' N.; Ion. 89° 9' E.
FivizzAxo, a town of N. Italy, prov. and circ.

Massa, 34 m. N.W. Lucca, on 1. b. of the Rosani,
cjip. comm. Pop. of comm. (1861) 13,674.

FixBY, a township of England, co. York, W
Riding, pa. Halifax, 3i m. N.N.W. Huddersfield.
Ac. 890. P. 388.

Flaach, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Ziuich,
near the mouth of the Thur. P. 1852.
Fladburt, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

3J m. E. Pershore. Ac. 7862. P. 1514.
Fladda, an island of Scotland, co. Inverness,

pa. South Uist. P. 48.

Fladstrand, Denmark. [Fkederiksha\'n,]
Flagstad-oe, a small isl. off the S.E. coast of

Norway, amt. Nedenaes, 7 m. N.E. Arendal.—II,

one of the Loffoden isls., S. of Vest-Vaagen.
Flamborough, a pa. of England, co. York,

East Riding, on the North Sea, 4 m. E.N.E.
Bridlington. Ac. 3578. P. 1287. Flamborough-
Head, which consists of a range of limestone
rocks, 450 feet in elevation, extends along the
shore for several miles, with a lighthouse 214
feet in height, in lat. 54° 7' N. ; Ion. 0° 5' E.

The rock is perforated by caverns, which are the

resort of numerous sea-fowl.

Flamstead, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 2inL
N.N.W, Redboume. Ac, 5929. P. 1919.

Flanders, an extensive country of Europe,

comprised between the Lower Scheldt, the North
Sea, Artois, Hainaut, and Brabant. It was long

governed by Counts of Flanders. Louis xiv. of

France conquered part of it, and the remainder
passed with the rest of the Spanish Netherlands
to Austria at the commencement of the 18th

century. It now forms the provs, E. and W.
Flanders in Belgium, part of the prov. Zeeland

in the Netherlands, and the greater part of the

dep. Nord in France.
Flanders (East and West), two contiguous

provs, of Belgium, between lat, 50° 40' and 61°

23' N,, Ion, 2° 37' and 4° 23' E., having N.W,
the North Sea, and on other sides the provs. Zea-

land, Antwerp, South Brabant, Hainaut, and

the French dep, Nord. Area of East Flanders,

1161 sq. m. P. (1864) 821,003. Area of West
Flanders, 1252. P. (1864) 656,489, fBELGiUM.;
Surface level. Principal rivers, the Scheldt, it«

affls. the Lys and Dender, and the Yperlee. Soil

sandy, but carefully cultivated. Com, flax, hemp,
oil seeds, hops, and tobacco are chief crops;

pastures are excellent, and cattle numerous.
Coal, turf, and potter's clay are the principal

mineral products. Manufs. extensive, and oi

every description. East Flanders is divided into

4 aiTS. ; chief cities and towns, Ghent the cap..

Oudenarde, Dendermond, and Eecloo, with S:

Nicholas, Alost, and St Eenaix. West Flander.'

comprises 4 arrouds., Bruges the cap., Courtrsi.

Fumes, and Ypres, with Ostend, Thielt, and

Poperinghen, formerly included in the abovi

provinces.

Flanders, an old prov. of France, of which thi?

cap. was Lille, is now comprised in the dep. Nord:

Flannan Isles, or the Seven Hunters, Scot-

land, 21 m. W.N.W. of Gatton Head (Hebrides'

off the W. side of Lewis Island. The Intid-

Sacra of Buchanan, with Culdee remains, i*

rocky group, comprising Rodhoreim Isl., Broii;

Cleit, Eilean a Ghobha, Eilean Mor, Gealtair

Mor, and Soraidh ; the seventh island having n

name. These islands swarm with eider duck^

gannet, and other sea-fowl ; sheep are also fat

tened on them.
Flatbush, a township of U. S., N. Americ.i

Long Isl., state and 5 m. S.E. New York. P. 817(:

Flatholm, an islet of England, in the Bristfj

Channel, co. Somerset, pa. and 8 m. W.N.Vl
Uphill. It is IJ m. in circumference, consfatjl

mostly of rich pasture land ; and has a lighthoo
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itb a revolvinp; lights 156 feet above the sea, in

t. 51° 22' 35" N. ; Ion. 3" 7' 3" W.
I

Flat (Island), a smaU island, Mergni Archi-

ilago, S.E. Asia.

—

{Islands), two islets off the
!'. coast of Sumatra. Lat. 2° 20' N. ; Ion. 96° 3'

,

—

Flat-Point is the S. extremity of the island

imatra,and a headland on the S. coastof Borneo.
Flatow (Polish Zlotowo), a town of Western
jussia, reg. and 83 m. W.S.'W. Marienwerder.
2730. Manufs. cloth and lace.

Flattery (Cape), a headland of the U. S. ter-

toiy, North America, Oregon, at the entrance
the strait of Juan de Fuca, S. side.

FiATTERY (Cape), a cape of East Australia, in

1. 14° 52' S.; Ion. 145° 2' 21" E.

Flavel-Flypord, a pa. of England, co. and 8

. E. Worcester. Ac. 730. P. 173.

Plavigxy, a comm. and town of France, dep.

)to d'Or, cap. cant., 27 m. N.W. Dijon, with
36 inhabitants, and the remains of an abbey.
Flavy-le-Martel, a comm. and vill., France,

p. Aisne, 9 m. S.S.W. St Quentin. P. 2394.
Flawyl, a town of Switzerland, cant. St Gall,

3Wer Toggenburg. P. 2918. Has manufs. of

ttoo, muslins, silk, etc.

Flaxbourton, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
m. W.S.W. Bristol. Ac. 621. P. 215.

FLaxley, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 2| m.
. Newnham. Ac. 1375. P. 272.

FI.AYOSC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
ar, arr. and 4 m. W. Draguignan. P. 2786.
Fl^che (La), a comm. and town of France,
!p. Sarthe, cap. arr., on rt. b. of the Loire, 24
. S.S.W. Le Mans. P. 7077. It has a military
'liege, town-hall, court-house, hospital, and the
lurch of St Thomas. Manufs. linen, hosiery,
id gloves. Birth-place of Des Cartes.
Fleckeroe, an island off the S. coast of Nor-
w, 8 m. S. Christiansand. It has a good harbour.
Plbckney, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 7
. N.W. Market-Harboro'. Ac. 1630. P. 581.

Fledborough, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4i
. E.N.E. Tuxford. Ac. 1427. P. 115.

Fleet, two pas. of England I. co. Dorset, 3
. W,N.W. Weymouth. Ac. 1385. P. 160.—II.
. Lincoln, pts. Holland, 2 m. E.S.E. Holbeach.
3. 6667. P. 1312.
Fleet, a river of Scotland, stewartrj'Kirkcud-
ight, issuing from a lake of same name, and
iwing S.S.E. into Wigtown Bay.
Fleet (Loch), an arm of the sea, S.E. coast of
. Sutherland. Across its E. end a road is car-
'd by an embanked earthen mound.
Flbetwood, a seaport and watering-place of
igland, CO. Lancaster, pa. Poulton-le-Fylde, on
e Wyre, at the entrance of Morecombe Bay, 18
. N.W. Preston, with which it communicates
a railway joining the North-Western line. P.
861) 5084. It has a custom-house, lighthouse, &
cks. Customs rev. (1862)3520^. Exports 75,772/.
assels belonging to the port, 47 ; tons, 12,692.
iveral steamers ply hence to Ireland & Scotland.
Flekkefiord, a maritime town of Norway,
ft and 55 m. W. Christiansand, amt. Mandal,
an inlet of the North Sea. P. 873.
Fleming, a co. of the U. S., North America,
N.E. of Kentucky. Area 480 sq.m. P. (I860)
,471 free, 2018 slaves.
Flemingstone, a pa. of South Wales, co. Gla-
organ, 3^ m. S.S.E. Cowbridge. Ac. 672. P. 63.
Flempton, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5 m.
|N.W. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 789. P. 190.
iLENSBURG, a Beaport town of Prussia,
hleswig, on its E. coast, at the W. end of
ensburg fiord, 19 m. N. Schleswig, P. (1864)
,•'14. It has churches, market-houses, school

ofnavigation, harbour, ship-building yards, sugar-
refineries, distilleries, dye-works, foundries, chi-
cory, -vinegar, and tobacco factories, and an active
general trade. Shipping (1861) entered and
cleared 3586 vessels, tonnage 66,737.

Flers, a comm. and town of France, dep. Ome,
11 m. N.N.E. Domfront P. 10,054. It has
manufs. of linen and cotton goods.
Flesk, a river of Ireland, which flows into the

Lake of Killarney.
Flesselles, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Somme, arr. and 7 m. N. Amiens. P. 1661.

Fi^ETCHiNG, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3J
m. N.W. Uckfield. Ac. 8463. P. 2028.
Fletton, a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon, 1

m. S.S.E. Peterboro'. Ac. 780. P. 1449.
Fleurancb:, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gers, cap. cant., 14 m. N.E. Auch. P. 4275.

Fleurb.us, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Pas-de-Calais, arr. Bethune. P. 3056.
Fleurie, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ehone, arr. Villefranche, cant. Beaujeu. P. 2196.
Fleurier, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 18

m. S.W. Neuchatel, in the Val Travers. P.
(1860) 2661.
Fleurus, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hainaut, 7

m. N.E. Charieroi. P. 2370. Sanguinary battles

took place in its vicinity in the vears 1622, 1690,

1794, and 1815.

Fleurus, a vill. of Algeria, dep. Oran, cap. of

comm. P. 864, of whom are 852 Europeans. In-
dustry, grain, bricks, tiles, plaster, quarries.

Fleuuy, numerous comms. and vills. of France.
—I. dep. Aude, 7 m. N.E. Narbonne. P. 1517.

—

II. Yonne, 6J m. N.W. Auxerre. P. 1395.—III.
(sur Andelle), Eure. 9 m. N.N.W. Andelys. P.
1534.—IV. (sur Loire), on the Loire, 20 m. E.S.E.
Orleans. P. 412.

Flimsy, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 2J
m. S.S.W. Maryport. Ac. 1842. P. 1178.

Flims, a vill., Switzerland, cant. Grisons, dist.

Boden. P. 803. The path to Glanis by the Segues
Pass strikes off here.

Flinders Land, a name formerly given to the
coast of South Australia, between Ion. 127° and
140° E. Discovered by Flinders in 1802.—
(Bange), South Australia, is a mountain system,
extending, with its ramifications, N.N.E., from
about lat. 32° S., Ion 138° E., through the penin-
sula, surrounded by Lake Torrens. Mount Serle,

its chief summit, is in lat. 30° 30' S. ; Ion. 138°
40' E.—Flinders Island (Fiu-neaux).

Flines, tAvo vills. of France, dep. Nord.—I.

(lez Each), arr. and 3 m. N.E. Douai. P. 3849.—
II. (les Mortagne), on rt. b. of the Scheldt, 7 m.
S.S.E. Tournay. P. 1750.

Fline-sberg, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, reg. and
40 m. S.W. Leignitz, on the Queiss. P. 1907. It

has mineral springs and baths.

Flint, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport, water-
ing-place, and pa. of North Wales, cap. co. Flint,

on the estuary of the Dee, 12J m. W.N.W. Ches-
ter, with a station on the Chester and Holyhead
Eailway. Ac. 2639. P. of pa. 3088 ; do. of pari,

bor. 3428. It has a co. gaol and guildhall. Ex-
ports coal and lead from mines in the vicinity,

and imports timber. The wharves are approached
by vessels of 300 tons at all states of the tide.

It is the principal polling-place for the co. ; with
Mold, St Asapli, Rhyddlan, etc., it unites in send-
ing one member to House of Commons. Eeg.
electors (1864) 727.

Flint, a town of the U. S., North America,
Genesee co., Michigan, 46 m. E.N.E. Lansing.
Flintiiam, a pa. of England, co. Notts, gJ m.

S.W. Newark. Ac. 2450. P. 524.

2o
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yiiDnrsiiiRE, a maritime co. of North Wales,

having N. the Irish Sea, E. the Dee, and 8. and
W. Denbighshire. Area, 140 sq. m., or 89,479
ac. P. 39,941. Surface level in theN.; elsewhere
diversified, and a mountain range runs parallel

with the Dee throughout the co. Chief rivers,

the Dee and Clwyd. Soil fertile in the plains

and vales; but the arable land is estimated at

not more than 20,000 acres. Principal produce,

wheat, cattle, cheese, and butter. Its lead mines
are extensive ; those of copper are also valuable ;

and coal, near the Dee, is plentifully obtained for

smelting purposes and for export. Manufs. of cot-

ton have been established at Mold and elsewhere.

Flint is divided into 5 hundreds and 28 pas.,

mostly in the diocese of St Asaph and circuit of

Chester. Chief towns, Flint, Mold, St Asaph,
Holywell, Rhyddlan, and Hawarden. The great

line of railway connecting London with Holy-
head traverses the co. Flintshire sends one mem-
ber to H. of C, and 1 is returned for Flint and its

contributory boroughs. Eeg. electors (1864)3010.
Flisk, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 5 m. N.N.W.

Cupar. Ac. 2854 P. 313.

FLrrcHAM. a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4J m.
E.N.E. Castle Rising. Ac. 4200. P. 533. Resi-
dence of Felix the apostle.

Flitsch or Pless, a market town of Hlyria,

circ. and 50 m. N.N.W. Triest, on the Isonzo. P.

2741. Near it is the Flitscher-Klaus&, a pass cut
across the Julian Alps in 1809.

Flitton, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, Ij m.
W. Silsoe. Ac. 3185. P. 1310.

Flitwick, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 2J m.
S. AmpthiU. Ac. 1700. P. 773.

Flix, a town of Spain, prov. and 40 m. W.
Tarragona, on a peninsula of the Ebro. P. 1937.

It has manufs. of linens.

Flixborough, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

10 m. N.W. Glandford-Brigg. Ac. 2650. P. 236.

Flixecoubt, a coram, and vilL of France, dep.

Somme, 12 m. N.W. Amiens. P. 1803.

Flixton, several pas. of England.—I. co. Lan-
caster, 7 m. W.S.W. Manchester. Ac. 2549. P.
2050.—II. CO. Suffolk, 3 m. W.N.W. Lowestoft
Ac. 602. P. 37.—III. same co^ 2 m. S.W. Bun-
gay. Ac. 1761. P. 165.

Flobecq, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

Hainaut, 22 m. N.E. Toumay. P. 5258. It has
extensive linen manufs.
Flocktok, a chapelry of England, co. York,

West Riding, pa. Thomhill, 7^ m. E.S.E. Hud-
dersfield. Ac. 1090. P. 1090.

Flodden, a hill of England, co. Northumber-
land, pa. Kirknewton, 8 m. N.N.W. Woolen
Around its base was fought, on 9th September
1513, the celebrated battle of Flodden Field, be-

tween the English and Scotch, when the latter

were defeated with immense loss. A commemo-
ration pillar has been erected on the spot.

Floh, a vill. of Hessen Cassel, prov. and E.N.E.
of Fulda, on the Nesselwasser. P. 1115. In vici-

nity are iron mines and works, and paper mills.

Flonheim, a market town, W. Germany, Hes-
sen Darmstadt, 17 m. S.S.W. Mayence. P. 1600.

Floore, a pa. of England, co. and 7J nu W.
Northampton. Ac. 3390. P. 1138.
Florac, a comm. and town of France, cap. arr.,

dep. Lozfere, 15 m. S.E. Mende, on L b. of the
Tamon. P. 2141.

Flordon, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 8 m.
S.W. Norwich. Area 929. P. 163.
Florence (Italian Firenze, anc. Fhrentia),

cap. of the kingdom of Italy, previous to 1860 cap.
grand duchy of Tuscany. Situated on the Amo,
in a plain at the foot of the Apennines, in lat. 43°

46' 41" N. ; Ion, 11° 15' 55" E., and 146
N.N.W. Rome. P. of city (1862) 114,363. A]
tude 134 feet. Mean temp, of year 59°-2, win
43°"8, summer 74°'6 Fahr. It is subject to gr.

vicissitudes of heat and cold, The city is s-

rounded with walls ; eight of the ancient ga
still are open, and there are two Medicean f

tresses. The Amo is here crossed by f

bridges. Principal buildings, the cathedral
Santa Maria-del-Fiore, with a cupola 384 U
and a tower 266 feet, in height. The churches
Santa Croce, Santa Maria Novella, St Esprit, f

Lorenzo, & 247 other churches & convents, ma
of which are remarkable for their architecture,

the magnificent works of art they contain ;

Palazzo-Vecchio, or palace of the ministers;:

Pitti Palace, former residence of the Grand Ihil

in the Boboli Gardens, containing a rich collect

.

of paintings ; the Palazzo-del-Podestd, also wi
many fine paintings ; the Palazzo-Riccardi, wi
many valuable manuscripts. There are alsonui:-

rous private palaces. The Imperial or UflBi

gallery contains the richest collections of pole

ings, sculptures, and antiquities in the wor
Among its many educational establishments i

the university, founded 1438, academy d(^

Crusca, the Laurentian library, the library I

Magliabecchi, containing an institution of the ii

arts, of great extent, astronomical observatci

connected with which is an extensive musenn.
natural history, a botanic garden, and the triboi

opened on occasion of the meeting of the soiei>

flc congress in 1841. It has 10 theatres, seated

all for 14,500 spectators, six hospitals, and ma
other charitable institutions. Chief manufs., sL
carx)et8, straw hats, mosaic work, porcelain, a.

jewellery. Florence was an important pla

during the wars of Sylla ; in the middle ages

was one of the most powerfvil of the Tuscan :

publics ; under Napoleon i. it was cap. of the dt.

of the Amo in the French empire. It is li

birthplace of Dante, Leonardo da Vinci, Boo-

cio, Machiavelli, and Pope Leo x. Railways ct-

nect Florence with Pisa, Leghorn, etc
Florence (Compartimknto), a prov. of C*-

tral Italy, consisting of four aetached portio.^

Area 2178 sq. m. P. (1862) 696,214. Princil

products, wheat, beans, maize, and fruits. Sho*
are reared on the mountains. Minerals incla I

copper, lead, quicksilver, marble, alabaster d
building-stone.

Florence, a vill., TJ. S^ North America, M
bama, on Tennessee river, 110 m. N.W. Tu«-

loosa. It has a court-house, a cotton factory, d
communicates bysteamboats with the Mississiii* (

—II. a township of Ohio, 97 m. N.E. Colnm'A

'

—IIL a township. New York, 33 m. N.W. Ui

.

Florend (St) (Italian San Fiorenzo), a, fo-

fled seaport town of Corsica, on its N. side, -».

cant., on the Gulf of St Florent, 7 m. W. Ba,^

It was taken by the English after a siege in 17>.

Flore;nsac, a comm. and vill. of France, o.

Hdrault, 26 m. S.W. MontpelUer. P. 3756.

Florent (St), (le Ftei/), a comm. and tow if

France, dep. Maine-et-Loire, cap. cant., on 8

Loire, 21 m. W.S.W. Angers. P. 2368.

Florentxn (St), a comm. and town of Fn'^
dep. Yonne, cap. cant., at the confl.of the Armii*'

and Arman9on, arr. and 15 m. N.N.K AuiiA

P. 2589.
Flores or Floris, an island of the

_
M-J

archipelago, and the largest of the chain »

extends from Java to Timor, between lat 8* d

9° S. ; Ion. 120° and 123° E. Length W. V*

about 230 m. ; average breadth 35 m. Sui

»

hiUy, and on its S. side are several lofty vole tic
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eaks. Cotton of good staple is grown, hut the

nly exports are sandal-wood, bees'-wax, horses,

lid a few slaves. The native inhabitants are

'itnuri, a dark curly-haired race, who occupy all

lio islands hence E. to Timor-laut, to Ion. 131°.

I

In the consts are several colonies of Malays and
lugis, which latter possess the valuable port of

Indd, on the S. coast. At its E. extremity is

;aiantuca, a Portuguese station. The principal

ade of Flores centres in Singapore. The Strait

f Flores^ on the E., separates this island from
mse of Solor and Adenara.
]''i>OREs, the most W. of the Azores islands.

,.at. 39° 25' N. ; Ion. 31° 12' W. P. 9000. Sur-
jice mountainous, but fertile ; shores steep. Pro-
1 ucts comprise wheat, rye, yams, fine fruits, cedar
jrood, archil, and some manufactured woollen
|:uffs. Principal towns, Santa Cruz and Lagens.
Flores, an isl. of the Plata estuary, 22 m. E.

ioute Video. Lat. 34° 66' S. ; Ion. 55° 65' W.
,

i'LORES, an isl., N. W. America, immediately W.
I^ancouver isl., in the Pacific. Lat. 49° 20' N.

;

.m. 126° W. Length 18 miles.

j
Flokian or Floriana, a suburb of La Valetta,

{[alta (which see). Containing residences of

1 lany English families, with the principal Protes-

[int burial-grounds in Malta, barracks for 1000
jieD, a botanic garden, and a house of industry
ir 200 female children.

Florlana, an inhabited island of the Galapagos
roup. Pacific Ocean. Area 300 sq. miles.

,
Florida, the southmost of the U. S., North
merica, between lat. 25° and 31° N. ; Ion. 80°

I

ad 87° 44' W., having N. Georgia and Alabama,
1>. the Atlantic Ocean, S. and W. the Gulf of

jlexico. Area 59,268 sq. m. P. (1860) 140,426 ; of

'hom 61,745 were slaves ; free coloured 932. The
tate is 620 m. in length by 140 m. in breadth, the
-reaterpart forming a peninsula, stretching N.

i) S., between the ocean and the Gulf of Mexico
i)r400 m., and separated from Cuba by Florida
Itrait, 140 m. across. Surface mostly level, no-
/here more than 250 or 300 feet above the sea.

'he S. point of the peninsula is formed of a suc-
jession of coral reefs, and covered with a large
tieet of water, called the Everglades, an immense
rea, filled with islands, 160 by 60 miles, 6 feet
eep, covered with a dense jungle of vines and
vergreens, pines and palmettos. N. of it is the
ikeohobee lake, 40 m. long. The lands of
lorida are curiously distributed in high and
ivr hummock, swamp and savanna, and covered
dth pine woods. S. of lat. 28° is the low
3gion of magnolias and dwarf palms. The
rincipal rivers are the Appalachicola, Suwanee,
t John's, St Mary's, and Escambia. On its E.
ids are inlets and good harbours. Maize, cot-
^n, tobacco, rice, sugar, and coffee, flax, and
ilk are raised : timber is an important product,
'igs, pomegranates, oranges, and dates grow
eely in Florida. On its extensive grazing lands
lany cattle are reared. Total value of exports,
,623,624 dollars ; imports, 95,709 dollars. It sends
delegate to Congress. Total valuation of pro-
«rty (I860), 73,101,500, or excluding slaves,
2,229,000 dollars. Manufs. unimportant. In
860 there were 401 miles of railway. There is

college in the state, but there are 69 public
chools, 10 academies, and 132 churches of all de-
>ominations. Chief towns, Tallahassee, the cap.,
^t Augustine, Appalachicola, and Pensacola.
londa was discovered by Sebastian Cabot in

'497, settled by the Spaniards in 1665, and pur-
hasedfrom Spain by the United States in 1819.
ts constitution was formed in 1839, and it was
omitted into the Union in 1845.

Florida, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New 5rork, 34 m. N.N.W. Albany. P. 3571.
Florida (Cape), a headland of N. America, on

an islet of the S.E. coast of Florida, with a light-
house in lat. 25° 47' N. ; Ion. 80° 3' W.
Florida (Gulf of), the channel between

Florida and the Bahama islands, traversed by the
" Gulf Stream." [Atlantic Ocean.]
Florida-Keys, a dangerous chain of islets,

rocks, and sandbanks, in the Bahama Channel,
off the S. extremity of Florida, between lat. 24°

and 25° N., Ion. 80° and 83' W. On one of the
islets is the United States arsenal of Key West.
Florida (Rio), a vill. of Mexico, state and 180

m. N.N.W. Durango. P. 2000.
Florida, a town of Sicily, prov. Noto, cap.

circ, 7 m. W. Syracuse. P, 9365.

Floridsdorf, a vill. of Lower Austria, on
railway to Olmutz, 4 m. N. Vienna. P. 996.

Florinas, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov.
and circ. Sassari. P. 1928.

Florine (St), a comm. & vill. of France, dep.
Haute-Loire, arr, Brionde, cant. Auzon. P. 1918.

Florsheim, a town of Prussia, 35 m. S.E.
Nassau, on the Main. P. (1864) 2331.

Flotta, one of the Orkney islands, ScotL, ad-
jacent to Para, Length 3 m., breadth 2 m. P. 420.
Flotte (La), a comm. and seaport town of

France, dep. Charente-Inferieure, on the N. shore
of the Isle de Re, 9 m. W.N.W. La Rochelle. P.
2386. It has a good harbour.
Flour (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Cantal, cap. arr., 33 m. E.N.E. Aurillac. P. 6288.
It stands on a scarped basaltic rock near rt. b
of the Auzon, and has a comm. college, public
library, and trade in corn.

Flowton, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, b\ m.
W.N.W. Ipswich. Ac. 495. P. 151.

Floyd, several cos., U. S., North America.—

L

in S. of Virginia. Area 625 sq. m. P. 7761 free,

475 slaves.—II. in N.W. of Georgia. Area 452
sq. m. P. 9282 free, 6913 slaves.—III. in E. of

Kentucky. Area 960 sq. m. P. 6241 free, 147
slaves.—IV. in S.E. of Indiana. Area 144 sq. m.
P. (1860) 20,183.—V. a CO., Iowa. P. 3744.—VI. a
township. New York, 8 m. N. Utica. P. 1496.

Fluelen or Fluhlen, a vill. of Switzerland,
cant. & on the Lake of Uri, 2 m. N. Altorf. P. 660.

Flumendosa (Ssephiis), a riv. of Sardinia, prov.
Sassari, which after a S. and E. course of 60 m.
enters the Mediterranean, 30 m. N.E. Cagliari.

Flumeri, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Avellino,

.

circ. Ariano. P, 1506.

Flumini Maggiore, a tote-n of the isl. Sardinia,

prov. Cagliari, circ. Iglesiasi P. 2263.

Flums, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
23 m. S. St Gall. P. (1860) 2515.

Flurlingen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Zurich, on rt. b. of Rhine, above the falls. P. 400.

Flushing (Dutch Vlissingen, French Flessin-

gue), a fortified seaport town of the Netherlands,
prov. Zeeland, on the S. side of the isl. Walcheren,
at the mouth of the W. Scheldt. Lat. (of Hght-
house) 51° 26' 4" N., Ion. 3° 34' 7' E. Pop., exclu-
sive of garrison, 1861, 11,000. It has dockyards,
is the seat of an admiralty board, & has consider-
able trade with the East & West Indies, & exten-
sive traffic by packet boats. It was bombarded
by the English under Lord Chatham in 1809.

Flushing, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, 10 m. E.N.E. New York, on a bay of same
name. The Linnasan botanical garden is hero,

and it is much frequented as a bathing-place.
Flushing, a small seaport vUl. of England, co.

Cornwall, close to Falmouth.
Fluvanna, a co., U. S., North America, in E. of
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Virginia. Area 416 sq. m. P. 5359 free, 4994
Blaves.

Fltford-Graitox, a pa. of England, co. and
7 m. E. AVorcester. Ac. 1640. P. 225.

FoBBiSG, a pa. of England, co. Essex, near the

Thames, 3| m. E. Hordon-on-the-HiU. Ac. 2954.

P. 393. Jack Cade's rebellion commenced here.

FoCE,a comm. of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Genoa, on the Bisagno. P. 2543.

Fochabers, a vill. of Scotland, co. Moray, pa.

Bellie, on the Spey, 9 m. E. Elgin. P. 1145.

FoDDEKTY, a mountainous pa. of Scotland, cos.

Boss and Cromarty, 4 m. W. Dingwall. P. 2247.

FoEiL (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cotes-du-Nord, 9 m. S.W. St Brieuc. P. 1765.

FoGARAS, a town of Transylvania, cap. dist.

on the Aluta, 55 m. E. Hermannstadt P. 4163. It

has a Protestant training school.

FoGGiA (Arpi), a walled city of South Italy,

cap. prov. Foggia, in the great plain of Apulia,
80 m. N.E. Naples. P. (1862) 32,493. Princi-
pal structures, the governor's residence, a cathe-
dral, about twenty other churches, theatre, and
ihe com magazines (^Jbsse), many charitable in-

stitutions, and a public library. Foggia is the
entrepot of a trade in com, wool, cheese, cattle,

wine, oil, and capers ; and the place of registra-

tion for the flocks feeding in the Apulian tavoliere.

There is a railway from Foggia to Naples. Area
of prov. 3064 sq. m. P. (1862) 312,885.
Foggia, a prov. of Italj-. [Capitaxata.]
FoGi.i^vxiSE, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Benevento. P. 1830.

FoGLizzo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 17
m. N.N.E. Turin. Pop. (including comm.) 2800.
Hemp is much cultivated here.

FoGO, one of the Cape Verd Islands, W. of

Santiago, nearly circular, and 40 m. in cii'cumfer-

ence. It is formed almost entirely of the slopes of

a volcanic mountain, 9760 feet in elevation above
the sea. The first eruption of this volcano on re-

cord occurred in 1680, and the last, which caused
great destruction, 9th April 1847. Its inhabi-
tants suffer severely from want of water ; during
three years of drought (1830-32), two-thirds of

the inhabitants perished from this cause. In 1831
the pop. was reckoned at 17,000, and in 1843 only
7000. The island is extremely fertile, and pro-
duces the best grain and fruit in the archipelago.

Chief port, Nossa Senhora da Luz. Lat. 14° 53'

N., Ion. 24° 30' 5" W.
FoGO, a small isl. off the E. coast of Africa,

Mozambique Channel.—II. an isl. N.E. of New-
foundland. Lat. 49° 40' N., Ion. 54° W.

FoGO, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick, 3 m.
E.N.E. Greenlaw. Ac. 4668. P. 559.
FoHH, an island of Prussia, off the W. coast

of Schleswig, in the North Sea. Lat 54° 43' N.,
Ion. 8° 30' E. Area 25 sq. m. The W. part of
the island, with a pop. of 2100, belongs to Jut-
land

; and the E. part, pop. 2650, including vill.

of "Wyk, to Schleswig. Oysters are extensively
exported hence to Hamburg, and numerous wild
fowl are taken in autumn.

FoiAKO, two market towns of Italy.—I. (di val
Fortorey, South Italy, prov. Benevento, circ. S.
Bartolomeo, 23 m. S.E. Campobasso. P. 1835.—
II. Central Italy, in the Chiana valley, prov., circ.

and 15 m. S.S.W. Arezzo. It has a cathedral.
Pop. of comm. 7618.
Foix, a comm. and town of France, dep. Ariege,

44 m. S. Toulouse, on 1. b. of the Ariege, at the
foot of the Pyren^s. P. 5507. It has a com-
munal college and a normal school, several iron
forges, and trade in cattle, leather, wool, iron, and
Bteel goods. Birthplace of Gaston de Foix. This

was cap. of the Old Comte de Foix^ part of th
domain of Henry iv., now forming the dep. Ari%(
Fo-KiEN, a maritime prov. of China, mostl

between lat. 24° and 28° N., Ion. 116° and 121° E'

having S.E. the China Sea, and on other side

the provs. Che-kiang, Kiang-si, and Quang-tunj
Pop. (1842) according to a Chinese censu.

25,799,556. Surface mountainous. Principal riv«

the Min, which enters the sea below Foo-chow
f00, the cap. city. Produces the finest black tej

and the best camphor, tobacco, sugar, iron, it

digo, and alimi; these articles, with porcelaii

umbrellas, cloths, and other manufactured good:
form its chief exports. Principal imports are graii

pulse, drugs, salted meat, fruits, and silk piec

goods, received from the N. provs. The treat

ports of Foo-chow and Amoy and the iskn'
Formosa are comprised in this province.
FoKTCHASY, a frontier town of Wallachia an

Moldavia, European Turkey, on rt. b. of MUkovi
92 m. N.E. Bucharest. P. 6000, mostly Creel
and Jews. It was burned by the Turks in 182::

FoLDVAR, a town of Hungary, circ. Tolna, oi

rt. b. of the Danube, 50 m. S. Buda. P. 11,75^

It is a steam-packet station, and has an extcnsiv

sturgeon fishery.—II. (^Marienburgy, Transy
vania, circ. Kronstadt. P. 2049.—III. (Titza

Austria, Hungary, co. Szolnok, dist. MezStu
P. 4700.

FoLEMBRAT, a comm. and vill. of France, dc]

Aisne, arr. and 15 m. W. Laon. P. 1280. J

has an extensive glass factory.

FoLESHiLL, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 2

m. N.N.E. Coventry. Ac. 2594. P. 8140.

FoLGOAT (Le), a ^-ill. of France, dep. Finister.

14 m. N.N.E. Brest. P. 896.

FoLiGNANO, a town of Central Italy, prov. ani

circ. Ascoli-Piceno. P. 1775.
FouGNO, Fulginium, a walled town of Centni

Italy, prov. & 20m. S.E. Perugia, on the Flaminiai
Way, cap. gov, P. (1862) 7891, of comm. 20,25.;

Manufs. woollens, paper, parchment,wax candle:^

and leather. Has a cathedral and other churches
palaces, a theatre, & many charitable institution.s

The town suffered greatly from the earthquake ci

1832. Near it is a remarkable natural grotto fiUe

'

with stalactites. The river Topino, on whic!

the town stands, falls in beautiful cascades.
FoLiNA, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov. Tre

viso, dist. Ceneda. P. 2984.
FoLKE, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 3 in

S.S.E. Sherborne. Ac. 1722. P. 332.

Folkestone (Lapis pojmlt), a parL and muni(
bor., seaport, market town, and pa. of Englanc
CO. Kent, 5 m. W.S.W. Dover, of which cinque

port it is a member. Ac. of pa. 469. P. (1861

6726 ; (1861) 9674. Exports (1862) 2,628,360;

Customs rev. (1862) 10,559/. The town, on th

line of the S.E. railway, with a lofty viaduct, he

in a hollow, between two high cliffs, on the Eng
lish Channel, opposite Boulogne. Altitude 140 ft

It has a battery, a harbour admitting vessels c

from 10 to 12 feet draught at high water, and
market-house.—/bWres^one suffered greatly by en

croachments of the sea, and its trade has muc,

decayed, but it still has valuable fisheries and con

siderable traffic with Boulogne. Vessels belong

ing to the port 24, tons 3381. The bor. joins wit

Hythe in sending 1 member to H. of C. Keg. elec

tors 1196. Harvey, the discoverer of the circula

tion of the blood, was bom here in 1578.

FoLKiNGHAM or Falkingham, a market tow
and pa. of England, Co. and 26 m. S.S.E. Lincoli

Ac. of pa. 1861. P. 650.

FoLKiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4

m; S.S.W. HaUsham. Ac. 1521. P. 154.
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FoLKSWoRTH, a pa. of Engl., co. Huntingdon,

V m. N.W. Stilton. Ac. 867. P. 207.

'FoLKTON, a pa. of Engl., co. York, East Biding,

m. S.S.E. Scarborough. Ac. 5040. P. 559.

FoLLiFOOT, a township of Engl., co. Yor*:, W.
kling, pa. and 2 m. W.N.W. Spofforth. P. 419.

I'oLLo, a coram, of N. Italy, prov. Genoa, circ.

ovante, in an elevated position between the

)urasca and the Polveraro. P. 2306.

FoLLONiCA, a maritime vill. of Central Italy,

jrov. Pisa, on the Mediterranean, opposite Elba,

I
Qd 12 m. E. Piombino. It is almost deserted from

uly to October on account of malaria. The ore

'. >ni Elba is brought hither to be smelted.

FoMBio, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan,

iri\ Lodi. P. of comm. 1888.
Fond-des-Negrks, a town of Hajrti, in its S.W.
cninsula, 65 m. W.S. W. Port-Kepublicain.

Pond du Lac, a town, U. S., ,North America,
1 E. of Wisconsin, at S. end of Winnebago Lake,

. ud on railway to Milwaukee. It is noted for its

umerous Artesian wells, 90 to l.BO feet deep.

FosD DU Lac, a co. of U. S., North America,
Visconsin. P. (1860) 34,154.

FoNDi, Fundi, a town of S. Italy, prov. Caserta,

.ap. circ, on the Appian Way, dist. and 14 m.

I^.W. Gaeta. P. 6555. Unhealthy from the

'iroximity of a salt lagoon (anc. Lacus Fundanus).
t has a Gothic cathedral and extensive remains
f Gyclopsean walls. In the Dominican convent
liomas Aquinas taught theology. Fondi is the

puted robber's-nest of the frontier. Its vicinity

the anc. Csecuhus Ager) is extremely fertile, and
vas anciently famous for its wine.
PoNDOUK-LE, a vill. of Algeria, arr. Algiers,

lap. cant. P. 3827, of whom 480 are Europeans.
' Pong, a name of many cities of China ; Fong-
jsiang, prov. Shen-si, being a cap. dep., on an
iffluent of the Hoei-ho, 90 m. W. Si-ngan.

! FoNLAK, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodena, circ.

Temeswar, dist. Neu-Arad. P. 2578.

FoNNi, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov. Sas-
jari, 34 m. N.N.E. Cagliari. P. (with comm.) 3400.

iFoNSECA, a town of Spain, prov. and 12 m. S.

Toledo. P. 4162. It has manufactures of cloth,

lye-works, and brandy distilleries.

FoNSECA Gulf, Pacific Ocean. [Conchagua.]
IFoNTAiNEBLEAU, a comm. and town of France,
:ap. arr., dep. Seine-et-Mame, 35 m. S.S.E. Paris,

n the middle of a fine forest, 2 m. from 1. b. of

f.he Seine, and on the railway from Paris to Lyon.
jP. 11,939. It is celebrated for its ancient royal
Imlace, long the favourite residence of the sove-
j."signs of France, surrounded by gardens and
I
parks. It has manufactures of porcelain, com-
jnerce in grapes, and extensive quarries for paving

I

stones. Pope Pius vii. was detained here for 18
inonths, and here Napoleon i. signed his first

ibdication in 1814.
Fontaine Francaise, a comm. and town of

Prance, dep. Cote-d'Or, cap. cant., 20 m. N.E.
Dijon. P. 1085.
Fontaine l'E\'eque, a town of Belgium, prov.

Hainaut, 6 m. W. CharleroL P. 3018. It has
ron forges and hardware manufactures.
Fontaine Notre Dame, a comm. and vill. of

BVance, dep. Nord, 2 m. W. Cambrai. P. 1915.
Fontana, several vills. of Italy.—I. S. Italy,

prov. CasertA, ^ m. S.S.W. Sora. P. 2165.—II.
[FreddaX deleg. and 32 m. W.S.W. Udine. P.
2834.—III. (Elice), North Italy, prov. Ravenna,
:iro. Faenza. P. 1698.
FoNTANAROSA, a town of South Italy, prov.

Avfllino, 4J m. W. Frigento. P. 2645.
PoNTANELLA, a decayed town of N. Italy, prov.

and 17 m. S.S.E. Bergamo. P. 2490.—Fontanel-

lato is a town, prov. & 7 m. W.N.W. Parma. P. of

comm. o524. It has a collegiate church & schools.

Fontanelle, a vill. of N. Italy, Veuotia, prov.
Treviso, dist. Oderzo. P. 2951.

FoNTANETTO, two comms. of N. Italy, between
the Agogua and Sizzone.—I. prov. and circ. No-
vara. P. 2748.—II. (da Fo), prov. Novara, circ,

VerceUi. P. 2444.
Fontarabia (Si)aiii8h Fuenterrabia), a town cf

Spain, prov. Guipuzcoa, 11 m. E.N.E. San Sebas-
tian, at the mouth of the Bidassoa, in the Bay of

Biscay. P. 2035.

Fontello, a market town of Portugal, prov.
Beira, on rt. b. of the Douro, 4 m. E.N.E. Lamego.
Fontenais, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Berne,

near Porrentruy. P. 894.

Fontenay-i.e-Comte, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Vendue, cap. arr., on the Vendue,
where it becomes navigable, 33 m. S.E. Napoleon-
ville. P. 7971. It has a communal college, bar-
i-acks, hospitals, and a church with a spire 311
feet in height. Manufs. coarse linen and woollen
cloths ; and is an entrepot for the Gironde and
Charente wines.—II. Fontenay is the name of
numerous comms. and vills. of I'rance, the chief
of M'hich is F. aux Roses, dep. Seine, S. of Paris,

with a station on the railway to Sceaux. P. 2157.

—III. sous hois, dep. Seine, arr. Sceaux, cant.
Vincennes. P. 2953.

FoNTENoy, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hainaut, 5
m. S.E. Tournay, memorable as the place where,
in 1745, the British were defeated by the Fi'ench.

Fontenoy-le-Chateau, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Vosges, on rt. b, of the Toney, 17
m. S.S.W. Epinal. P. 2190.

FoNTEVivo,a comm. of N. Italy, prov. Parma,
circ. Borgo San Donino. P. 2542.
Fontevrault, a comm. & town of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, 8 m. S.E. Saumur. P. 3394.
FoNTHiLL, two pas. of England, co. Wilts.—I,

(Bishop's'), 2 m. N.N.E. Hindon. Ac. 1735. P.
187.—II. (Giffoi'dy, a pa. adjoining, 14 m. S.E,
Hindon. Ac. 1961. P. 430.

Fontmell-Magna, a pa. of England, co. Dor-
set, 4 m. S. Shaftesbury. Ac. 2853. P. 875.
Fontvieille, a comm. and vDl. of France, dep.

Bouches-du-Iihone, arr, and 5 m. N.E. Aries, P.
2788. Near it are stone quarries.

FoNZ, a town of Spain, prov. and 35 m. E.S.E.
Huesca. P. 2706.
PoNZASo, a vill. of N. Italy, gov. Venice, cap.

dist., deleg. and 22 m. W.S.W. Belluno. P. 3906.
Foo-CHOW-Fow, a departmental city of China,

one of the treaty ports opened for foreign com-
merce, cap. prov. Fo-kien, on the Min river, 25
m. from its mouth. Lat. 26° 12' 24" N. ; Ion. 119°
30' E. P. estimated at 600,000 within the walls,

which are 8J m. in circuit, and 400,000 in Nantui
and its other suburbs. It is surrounded by an
amphitheatre of hills, about 4 m. distant, and is

the residence of a viceroy and a British consul, and
has a Tartar garrison. The town is commanded
by a fortified hill 500 feet above the plain, and
inside the walls is another height, crowned by a
conspicuous watch tower. A long bridge, erected
on granite pillars, here crosses the river, and is

partly covered with shops. The city has a main
street, with residences for the public function-
aries. Large quantities of cotton goods and well-
dyed blue cloths are manufactured here, and 500
ovens for the production of porcelain, are con-
stantly employed in the city and its vicinity.
Near it are also extensive lead mines ; and the
black tea district being within 70 m., tea is pro-
cured here cheaper than at Canton. A commerce
is carried on with the maritime provs. of China,
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and with the Loo-Choo Islands and Japan. Ex-
ports, timber, tea, paper, bamboo, oranges, sugar,
epices, copper, & corn. Imports comprise Eastern
Straits produce, European manufs., and a variety
of other goods. Besides the trade by land, it is esti-

mated that shipping to 100,000 tons is employed
in the trade of Foo-chow ; and the value of the
import and export cargoes is supposed to amount
to 6,000,000Z. sterling annually. The customs re-

turns for the half-year, ended Dec 1861, state the
tonnage inwards, at 61,264 ; outwards 45,556.
Imports 1,061,855^!, including opium 619,691/.

Esprts, tea 1,077,919/. ,• sundries 91,167/.—II.

a city, prov. Kiang-si, cap. dep., 240 m. N.W. the
foregoing city.

FoRBACH, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Moselle, cap. cant, 10 m. N.N.W. Sarregue-
mines. P. 4860. Manufs. woollen cloths.

FoRBACH, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle Rhine,
on the Murg, 24 m. S.S.W. Carlsruhe. P. 1250.
FoRCALL, a town of Spain, prov. and 44 m. N.

CasteUon de la Plana, on an affl. of the Ebro. P.
2000, with manufactures of sandal cords.
FoRCALQUiER, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Basses Alpes, cap. arr., 24 m. S.W. Digne.
P. 2956. It was formerly fortified.

Force, an ancient town of Central Italy, prov.
and circ. Ascoli-Piceno, on a hill at the foot of

which runs the river Aso. P. 2356.
FoRCETT, a pa. of England, co. York, N. Rid-

ing, 7 m. N.N.E. Richmond. Ac. 5815. P. 776.
FoRCHHEiM, a fortified town of Bavaria, circ

Upper Franconia, on the Reignitz, 16 m. S.S.E.
Bamberd, on the railway thence to NUrnberg. P.
3200. Has a church, synagogue, and arsenal.
FoRCHTENAU, a market town of Western Hun-

gary, CO. and 11 m. W. Oedenburg. P. 742.
FoRCHTEXBERG, a town of Wurtcmberg, circ.

Jaxt, 18 m. N.E. HeHbronn. P. 1170.
Ford, a co. of United States, North America,

Illinois. P. 1979.

Ford, several pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-
thxmiberland, on the Till, 7J m. N.N.W. Wooler.
Ac 11,464. P. 2072.—II. co. Salop, 5 m. W.N.W.
Shrewsbury. Ac 1773. P. 351.— IIL co. Sussex,

2J m. S.S.W. Arundel. Ac 478. P. 82.—IV. a
township, CO. Durham, pa. Bishop-Wearmouth,
3J m. W. Sunderland. Ac. 1000. P. 2036.
FoRDE, a pa. and vill. of Norway, stift and 76

m. N.N.E. Bergen. P. of pa. 3760.
FoRDEL, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, pas. Aber-

dour and Dalgetty. P. 813.

FoRDES, a pa. of North Wales, co. and 3 m. N.
Montgomery. Ac. 5270. P. 926.

FoRDHAM, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Cambridge, 6 m. N. Newmarket. Ac. 4050. P.
1406.—II. CO. Essex, 5 m. W.N.W. Colchester.
Ac 2517. P. 782.—IIL co. Norfolk, 2J m. S.
Downham-Market. Ac. 2204. P. 211.
FoRDiNGBRiDGE, a pa. and market town of

England, co. Hants, on the Avon, 19 m. N.W.
Southampton. Ac. of pa. 6292. P. 2925.
FoRDLNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, |

m. S.E. Dorchester, and included within itsparL
bounds. Ac. 2749. P. 3258.
FoRDON, a town of Prussian Poland, reg. and 7

m. E.N.E. Bromberg, on the Vistula. P. 2170.
FoRDOUN, a pa of Scotland, co. Kincardine,

10 m.W.S.W. Stonehaven. Area 44 sq. m. P. 2297.
FoRD\viCH, a pa., munc bor. and member of

the cinque jwrt of Sandwich, England, co. Kent,
on the Stour, 2 m. E.NE. Canterbury. Ac of
pa. 459. P. 202.

FoRDTCE, a maritime pa. of Scotland, on the
North Sea, co. and 10 m. W. Banff. Area 20 sq.

m. P. 4145. The vilL is a burgh of barony.

Fore, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, co. West
meath, 3 m. E. Castlepollard. P. 65.

FoRELASD (North and South), two headland

in England, co. Kent. No7-th foreland forms th

N.E. angle of the co. It consists of chalky cliffy

nearly 200 feet in height, projecting intothe Nort;

Sea, and having a lighthouse with fixed light, ele

vation 184 feet, in lat. 51° 22' 5" N.; Ion. 1° 26' 7

W. The Sotah Foreland is about 16 m. S. of th

former, the Downs lying between. It has 2 light

houses, in lat. 61° 8' 4' N. ; Ion. 1° 22' 5" E., ele

vation 372 feet, with fixed lights, to warn ship

coming from the S. of their approach to th

Goodwin Sands.
FoREMARK, a pa. of England, co. and 6J n

S.S.W. Derby. Ac 2870. P. 233.

FoRENAUGHTS, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, cc

Kildare, 2 m. N.E. Naas. Ac. 663. P. 45.

FoRENZA, FoferUum, a town of South Italj

prov. Potenza, circ. Melfi, in the Apennines, 1

m. N.E. Potenza. P. 7(i66.

Forest and Frith, a township, Engl., co. Dm
ham, pa. Middleton. P. 862. It has lead mine.'

Forest, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.Norci

arr. Avesnes. P. 1765.

Forest (Black), Germany. [Black Forest.

Forest Caxtons, Switzerland, are the canton

Lucerne, Schwytz, Uri, and Unterwalden, in thi

centre of which is the Lake of Lucerne or Lak'

of the Four Forest Cantons.
FoRESTHiLL, a pa. of England, co. and 5 iri

N.N.E. Oxford. Ac 650. P. 191.

Forest-Quarter, a township of England, c:

Durham, pa. and 7 m. N.W. Stanhope. Ai:

20,000. P. 4600.

FoREZ, an old division of France, in the prov

Lyonnais, the cap. of which was Montbrison, no^

forming greater part of the dep. Loire.

Forfar, a pa., pari., munic, and royal bo:

of Scotland, cap. co. Forfar, in the vale of Strati

more, neai* a small lake, 14 m. N.N.E. Dunde<

Ac 8379. P. 10,838 ;
pop. of bor. 9258. It ha

county buildings, town-house, poor-house, iu

firmary, seven churches, an academy, parish aD'

three bor. schools, and an industrial school, tw

libraries and two reading-rooms. It is the see

of the sheriff-court, and the co. prison ; and unite

with Montrose, Arbroath, Brechin, and Bervi'

in sending one member to House of Commons. 1

has four large steam-loom factories for the manu
facture of linen, and numerous hand-loom weaver
and yam bleachers. Forfar is connected by raL

way with all the towns in the co., and is on th

through line from London to the North. Cor]

rev. (1862-3) 2320/. Altitude 196 feet.

Forfarshire or Angus, a maritime co. _c

Scotland, having N. the cos. Aberdeen and Kii

cardine, E. the North Sea, S. the Firth of Taj

and W. CO. Perth. Ac 568,750, or 888 sq. m- 1

204,425. Surface naturally divided into 4 paralli

belts, running from N.E. to S.W., viz^ the Brae

of Angus, part of Grampians ; the Vale of Strath

more ; the Sidlaw HiUs ; the plain on the Firt

of Tay and the sea. The principal mountair,

in the co. are Glashmeal 3501 ft, Bulg Mountai

1976 ft, a station in the Ord. Survey, and Dog Hi

2406 ft., lat 66° 49' N. ; Ion. 2° 56' W. Chief riven

the N. and S. Esks, and Isla. Climate in elevate

parts rather chill and moist Soil various. Agr
culture greatly advanced. Wood lands estimate

at nearly 30,000 ac. It is the chief seat of th

coarse linen manufactures of Scotland. The c*

has 6 royal burghs, viz. Dundee, Arbroath, Fot

far, Montrose, and Brechin. It sends three meuj

bers to House of Commons, one being for th« cc

Reg. electors for co. (1862) 2099.
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FoRO, a town of Persia, prov. Laiistan, 175 m.
,E. Sliiraz. It is enclosed by a rampart.

FoRGAN, St Phillans, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife,

1 the Tay, opposite Dundee, with which it com-
uuicates by a steam-boat feiTy. Ac. 5082. Soil

ch. P. 1326.

—

Newport, a vill. on the banks of

18 Tay, is in this parish.

FoRGA^JDENXY, a pa, of Scotland, cos. Perth
1(1 Kinross, 6 m. S.W. Perth. Ac. 8997. P. 739.

FoRGAKiA, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov.
dine, dist. Spilimbergo. P. of comm. 2972.
Iorges-lks-Eaux, a comm. & town of France,
p. Seine- Inferieure, 22 m, N.E. Itouen. P.
326. It has mineral springs, and an establish-

lieut of baths, frequented from July to Septem-
ber. They are chalybeate, and have a tempera-
iie of 45° Fahr. Manufs. of porcelain and vitriol.

FoRGEUX (St), a comm. and vill. of France,
ep. Khone, arr. and 14 m. S.W. Villefranche, on
ii bank of the Trenchin. P. 2194.

FoRGLEN, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 7J m. S.

anff. Area about 12 sq. m. P. 783.

FoBGNEY, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Long-
ird, 1 m. S.E. Ballymahon. Ac. 6454. P. 1207.
FoRGUE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, 7 m.

;.N.E. Huntly. Area about 50 sq. m. P. 2686. The
•ill of Forman, elevation 1000 feet above the sea,

I
ad ahnost covered with wood, is in this parish.
FoRio, a seaport town of South Italy, on the W.
iast of the island Ischia, circ. and 16 m. W.S.W.
'ozzuoli. P. 5791.

FoRiNO, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Lvellino, in a plain suiTOunded by mts. P. 3418.
FoRKiLL, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Anuagh,
m. S.S.W. Newry. Ac. 12,589. P. 5619.
Forks, a township of the U. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, near the confluence of the Delaware
t
nd Lehigh rivers, N. Philadelphia.

' POKU, till 1860, a deleg. of the Pontif. States,
j.owaprov. of the kingdom of Italy, having N.
liayenna, W. Tuscany, S. San Marino, and E. the
JLdriatic. Length 45 m., breadth 36 m. Area 706
;q. m. P. (1862) 224,463. Surface in the W.
'levated, but elsewhere level, especially in the
i^~, where it is swampy and unhealthy. The in-
erior suffers from drought, and earthquakes are
|,ommon. Products, com, hemp, flax, madder,

j

aSron, fruits, vines, and the silkworm is reared.

j
FoRU, Forum Livii, a walled city of Central

i
taly, cap. prov., on .ffimilian Way, prov. and 40

I

n. S.E. Bologna. P. (1861) 17,723. It has a cathe-

j

Iral and several churches, city hall, a university, a
jmblic librarjr and gallery of paintings, palaces, a
|:itadel, hospitals, schools; is the seat of a cardinal-
iegate, and a court of justice, subordinate to that
l>f Bologna. Manufs. of silk ribands and twist,
|>il doth, woollen fabrics, majolica-ware, soap,
|inenand cotton, glass, wines, hats, and ebony-

I

rood furniture, and has wax, nitre, and sulphur
jefineries, with an active trade in agricultural
produce. It was taken by the French in 1797.

I

-II. a vill. of South Italy, prov. Campobasso,
"i m. N. Isernia. P. 2271.
FoRLiMPOPOLi, Forum Popilii, a very ancient

own of Central Italy, prov. and 5 m. E.S.E. Forli,
m the .aimilian way. P. 4970. It has seven
ihurohes, a monasteiy, an hospital and large
'ducational establishment, and trade in wine, flax,
iilk, com and madder.
Formazza, a magnificent Swiss valley, in cant.

1 icmo, N. of Domodossola, abounding in exq uisite
icenery,

FofiMBT, a chapelry of England, co. Lancaster,
j>a. Walton-on-the-HQl, on the Irish Sea, 7i m.
W. Onnskirk. Ac. 15264. P. 1780.
Formenteka, Pityusa Minor, one of the Ba-

learic islands, in the Mediterranean, 6 m. S. Ivizo.

Length, W. to E., 13 m. by 2 to 10 m. ; highest
point, 600 feet above the sea, P. 2000.

Formeuie, a comm. and town of France, dop.
Oise, 21 in. N.N.W. Beauvais. P. 1349.

FoRMiA, a town of Italy. [Mola.]
Formiche, several islet groups in the Mediter-

ranean.—I. two small islands of the W. coast of

Sicily, prov. and 5 m. S.W. Trapani, the E. and
larger being covered with stone buildings, and
having a tolerable harbour.—II. a group oflt tho
S.E. extremity of Elba.—III. (di Grosseto), a group
including Monte Christo, Gianutri, Giglio, etc.

FoRMicoLA {Turns Feniculi), a vUl. of S. Italy,

prov. Caserta, cap. circ, 7 m. N.E. Capua. P. 2238.

FoRMiGA, a town of Brazil, prov, Minas Geraes,
140 m. E, Villa Rica, P. 2000.

FoRMiGARA, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Cremona,
dist. and 6 m. S.S.W. Soresina. P. 1232.

FoRMiGiNE, a town of N. Italy, prov. Modena,
on a canal, 6 m. S.S.W. Modena. P. 6413.

FoBMiGNY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Calvados, 12 m. N.W. Bayeux. P. 641. In 1450,

a battle took place here between the English and
French, in which the former were defeated, and
consequently obliged to abandon Normandy.
Formosa (Chinese Tae-wan), an island of the

Pacific, between lat. 22° and 25° 30' N. ; Ion. 121'

E., about 90 m. from the Chinese coast, from which
it is separated by the channel of Fo-lden or For-
mosa. Estimated area 15,000 sq. m. Pop. is

estimated at 2,000,000 Chinese, but in the interior

of the island, and on its eastern shores, a wild raco

exists who do not acknowledge the authority of

China, and of whom little is known. A volcanic

mountain chain, with summits said to be upwards
of 10,000 feet in height, traverses the centre of

the island, separating the Chinese colonists of tho

N. and W. from the wild Formosans on the E.
side. Surface of the Chinese portion well watered
and generally fertile, producing rice, sugar, cam-
phor, tobacco, wheat, tea, maize, millet, various
fruits and spices, coffee, cotton, hemp, silk, tim-
ber, and dye-woods. Heavj' rains fall from Nov.
to May, when the climate is cool. The Chinese
colonists are of a veiy mixed description, For-
mosa having been a kind of "Botany Bay" to

China ; but among them there are many wealthy
and active traders ; and an extensive commerce is

carried on with Amoy and other ports of the oppo-
site coast, to which all the shipping employed in

the trade belong. Principal exports, rice, sugar,

and camphor. Imports, opium, tea, silks, woollens,
and other manufactured goods. The native For-
mosans are a Malay race, little civilized, and
living under petty chiefs. Formosa, with the
Pescadores or Panghoo islands, forms aybo or dep.

under the prov. Fo-kien, subdivided into 5 keens

or dists. administered by a special governor
under the direct orders of the emperor. The cap.,

Foo-Choo, is rendered unhealthy by marshes in

its vicinity. The port, Taewan, is the chief seat

of British commerce; towards the interior it is

surrounded by a crenellated waU ; its schools are

in high repute in China. Formosa was the la&*t

conquest of the present Tartar dynasty. In 1632
the Dutch became masters of the island, but they
were expelled by the pirate Coxinga, whose suc-
cessors ruled here till 1683. The coasts are rocky
and dangerous, but it has good ports in the S.

At the N.E. part of the island the "Nerbudda"
transport and the brig " Ann " were wrecked in

1841. The mountains yield gold, silver, cinnibar,

and copper; and coal fields, several miles in ex-
tent, have recently been discovered.

FoiiSiosA, the most N. of the Bissagos island^
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cfiF the W. coast of Africa. It is fertile and well
wooded, but has no good water. This is the
name also of the river of Benin, of bays on the
Brazil and Zanguebar coasts, and of a mountain
of Johore, and another in Malacca.
FoRNAS, a vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 7 m.

S.E. the ruins of Xanthus.
FoRXCETT, two pas. of England, co. Norfolk.

—

I. (St Mary), 3 m. W.N.W. St Mary-Stratton.
Ac 728. P. 299.—II. (St Peter), 2J m. N.W. St
Mary-Stratton. Ac. 1828. P. 665.

FoRNELLi, a town of South Italy, prov. Cam-
pobasso, circ. Isemia. P. 2697.

FoRXHAM, several pas. of England, co. Suffolk.

—I. (All Saints), 4 m. N.N.W. Bury-St-Edmunds.
Ac. 1698. P. 381.—II. (St Geneveve). 3 m. N.N.W.
Bury. Ac. 790. P. 64.—III. (St MartinX 2 m.
N. Bury. Ac 1230. P. 350.

FoRNO, several vills. of N. Italy, the principal

being di-Rivain, prov. and 31 m. N.W. Turin.
P. (with comm.) 2887.

FoRxovo, Forum Novum, a market town of

N. Italy, prov. and 13 m. S.W. Parma, cap. comm.
P. 3304. Here the French, nnder Charles viu.,

defeated the Milanese and their allies in 1495.

FoRRABURY, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,
on the Bristol Channel, 5 m. N.N.W. Camelford.
Ac 508. P. 366.

Forbes, a pa., pari., munic, and royal bor. of

Scotland, co. Moray, 10 m. W.S.W. Elgin. Area
of pa. 9 sq. m. Pop. of do. 4112 ; pop. of town
3148. It has a town-house, academy, and library.

Coip. rev. (1862-3) 1068Z. Climate dry& healthy.

Altitude 25 ft. Mean temp. Ju. 58°"3 ; Jan. 38°-4

Fahr. Forres unites with Inverness, Fortrose,

and Nairn, in sending 1 mem. to H. of Commons.
Forsbbook, a township of Engl., co. Stafford,

pa. Dilhome, 2J m. W.S.W. Cheadle. P. 724.

FoRSCOTE, a pa. of England, .co. Somerset, 6

m. S.S.W. Bath. Ac 580. P. 46.

FoBSE, a river of Scotland, co. Caithness, rises

near the centre of the co., and flowing N., falls

into the Pentland Firth, near vill. of same name.
FoRSTE or FoRSTA, a town of Prussia, prov.

Brandenburg, gov. and 43 m. S. Frankfilrt, on an
island in the Neisse. P. 8800, employed in pot-
teries, and in weaving linens and woollens.
Forsyth, two cos. of the U. S., N. America.—I.

in N. Georgia. Area 290 sq. m. P. 6859 free, 890
slaves.—II. N. Carolina. Area 396 sq. m. P.

(1860) 10,928 free, 1764 slaves.

Fort, a prefix to the names of several military

stations of Britain.—I. (Augustus), a fort and vill.

of Scotland, co. Inverness, on the Caledonian
Canal, at the S. extremity of Loch Ness. Alti-

tude 90 feet. It is now almost abandoned.—II.

(Blockhouse and Monckton), two forts of England,
CO. Hants, pa. Alverstoke, defending the entrance
to Portsmouth harbour on the W.—III. (Cnmber-
land), England, co. Hants, on Portsea island, 4 m.
E. Portsmouth, defending the entrance of Lang-
Bton harbour.—IV. (George), Scotland, co. and 9
m. N.E. Inverness, on a point of land jutting into
Moray Firth. It is built on a regular plan.—V.
(Pitt), England, near Chatham.—VI. (William\
Scotland, co. Inverness, on Loch Eil, at the S.
extremity of the Caledonian Canal.
Fort, a prefix to the names of some military

stations in British North America.—I. (Chippey-
icayan and Wedderbum), at the W. extremity of

Lake Athabasca.—II. (Conjidetice), at the N. ex-
tremity of the Great Bear Lake.—III. (Enterprise),

150 m. N. the Great Salt Lake.—IV. (Franklin),
in lat 65° 12' N. ; Ion. 123° 13' W., with a mean
annual temperature of 17° Fahr.—^V. (Garry), at
the junction of the Assiniboine and Red Rivers,

4 m. S. Lake Winnipeg.—VI. (PiU), on the riv,

Saskatchewan, in lat. 47° 30' N. ; Ion. 108° W.-
VII. ( William), on the N.W. coast of Lake Sup.
rior, in lat. 48° 25' 33' N. ; Ion. 89° 20' W.

Fort, a prefix to the names of the followit
places.—I. (George), the citadels of Madras ai
of Astoria, U. S., Oregon temtory. North Am
rica.—II. (James), a British station on the coa
of Guinea. [Accrah.]—III. (Laramie), Centr
North America, near the head of the Platte rive

Lat. 42° 12' 10' N. ; Ion. 105° 21' 10" W.—

F

(LiberteX a seaport town of Hayti. on its ^

coast. Lat. 19° 42' N. ; Ion. 71° 57' W. It has
good harbour, and was formerly called Port Da
phin.—V. (St Elmo), the citadel of La Vallett

Malta. [Valletta (La).]—VI. (San Sebastiai

the citadel of the Portuguese settlement, Mozat
bique, E. Africa, which see.—VII. (6'an Joachin
a settlement of Brazilian Guiana, on the Branc
an aflBuent of the Amazon. Lat. 3° 1' 46* K
Ion. 60° 3' W.—VIII. ( Vancouver), a station, Or
gon territory, on the Columbia, 100 m. from tl

Pacific Lat. 45° 37' N. ; Ion. 120° 50' W.—L
(Victoria), Malay Archipelago, is the citadel

the cap. town of Ajnboyna.—^X. (Villarino),

frontier settlement in Patagonia, on the islai

Choleechel, in the Rio Negro.—XI. (WiUiav
the citadel of Calcutta, India. [Calcutta."]
FoRTALEZA, a city of Brazil, cap. of the pre

Ceara, at the mouth of the river Ceara. Lat. -

42' S. ; Ion. 38° 30' W. P. 3000. Previous
1823 it was called Ceara or Villa do Forte.
FoRTANETE, a town of Spain, prov. and 34 :

E.N.E. Terenl. P. 2002. It has manufs. of linei,

Fort Ann, a township of the U. S., NorthAm
rica. New York, 55 m. N.E. Albany.
FORTAVENTURA (IsLAND). [FUERTETENTUKA
Fort Bend, a co. U. S., North America, Texii

P. 2016 free, 4127 slaves.

Fort Covington, a township of the U. i-

North America, New Tork, 6 m. E. St Regis.

Fort de France, a town on N. coast of the i:

Martinique, cap. French colony. P. 13,101.

has an excellent port, defended by two forts. T!

seat of government, tribunal, and chamber
commerce. It has a college and garden for ti

naturalization of East Indian plants. Expoi
preserves and fine liqueurs.

Fort des Modtes, a city, U. S., N. Americ
cap. Iowa, on des Moines, 126 m. W. Iowa city

Fort Edward, a township of the U. S., Nor
America, New York, 39 m. N. Albany.
Forteviot, a pa. of Scotland, co. and adjoiiii:

Perth, on the Earn. Ac. 7952. P. 695.

Forth, a river of Scotland, rises on the N.
side of Ben Lomond, co. Stirling, and flows E.

Aberfoyl, Stirling, and Alloa, where after a win

ing course through picturesque scenery, it e

pands into the arm of the sea called the Firth

Forth, dividing the cos. Perth, Clackmann?
and Fife, on the N., from Stirling, LinKthgo
Edinburgh, and Haddington on the S. T
course of the Forth, including its many "hnk
or windings, is estimated at 170 m. Breadth

Queensferry 3 m., at Leith Fort 6 m. Ch
tributaries the Teith, Allan, and Devon. T
Forth has many good harbours; St Mai^are

Hope, above Queensferry, where the Firth begij

is one of the safest roadsteads in the island. T
river is navigable to Stirling for vessels of 1

tons, and to AUoa for vessels of 300 do. It

connected with the Clyde by a canal 38 m.

length. P. Miller tried his first steamer on t

Forth in 1785 ; and Symington his in 1801-

which was copied by Fulton in America in 18(

Fort H^vmilton, a vill. of the U. St Nor

I
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tinerica, New Yorlc, at the W. point of Long
sland, in which is a strong fort, and coinniand-

ig the entrance of New York harbour.

Forth Mouktains, a range of hills, Ireland,

.einster, co. and 4 m. S.W. Wexford. In 1798,

I

bout 15,000 insurgents encamped here previous

I) the attack and capture of Wexford.
FoRTHO or FuRTHo, a pa. of England, co.

forthampton, 7 m. W.S.W. Towcester, onWat-
jng station N.-W. Eailway. Ac. 480. P. 16.

t FoRTiNGALL, a mountainous pa. of Scotland,

Bcupying the chief part of the N.W. division of

le CO. Perth. Ac. nearly 450,000. P. 2181. In

le pa. are Schiehallion, Glen Lyon, and Lochs
annoch, Ericht, and Garry.

I'oRT Louis, a comm. and town of France, dep.

li^-Ehin, 21 m. N.N.E. Strasbourg. P. 325.
' FoRTON, a township of England, co. Lancaster,

I. and 4 m. N.N.W. Garstang. P. 674.—II.

pa., CO. Stafford, IJ m. N.N.E. Newport. Ac.

i?(iO. P. 729.

}
FoKTEObE, a royal and pari. bor. and seaport

ft Scotland, co. Eoss, pa. Eosemarkie, on Moray
lirth, opposite Fort George, to which there is a

firry, and 8 m. N.N.E. Inverness. P. 928. It

as an Episcopal chapel and an academy. Corp.

•V. (1859-60) 1751. The bor. unites with Inver-
\ss, Forres, and Nairn, in sending 1 member to

ouse of Commons.
Fort St David, a town of British India, pre-

(1. Madras, dist. South Arcot, on the Coromandel
ast, 100 m. S. Madras, and the cap. of the
ritish settlements in the Camatic from 1746 to

^58, when it was taken by the French.
Fort Sumter, entrance to Charleston harbour,

'. S., North America, is the place where the

rst shot was fired in the civil war, April 12, 1861.
' FoETUNA, a market town of Spain, prov. and
:3 m. N.N.E. Murcia. P. 4010. It has mineral
jatbs and a saltpetre factory.

FoETUNADE and FoRTUNAT (St), two comms.
lad market towns of France ; the former, dep.
iorreze, 4 m. S. Tulle. P. 2008. The latter,

lep. Ardfeche, 7 m. N.N.E. Privas. P. 1358.
I PoKTUNE (Bay), an inlet of the Atlantic, S.

imst of Newfoundland. Lat. 47° 20' N. ; Ion.
5° 40' W., giving name to dist. on its N. side. It
lutains Brun^ Island, and at its entrance are

lie French islands Miquelon and St Pierre.

} Poet Wayne, a town, U. S., N. America, In-
iana, 104 m. W. Toledo. P. (1860) 10,388. It
a great railway centre, & has extensive trade.

FoET William, a vill. of Scotland, co. Inver-
ess, pa. Kilmalie, P. 1104. Alt. 36 feet.

Poeza d'Agro, a vill. of the island Sicily, prov.
fessina, circ. Castroreale. P. 1865.
Fos, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Haute
•aronne, 60 m. S.W. Toulouse. P. 1551.
FoscLADORA, a vill. of North Italy, prov.

[assa, cu-c. Castelnuovo. P. 1400.
FosDiNovo, a town of North Italy, prov. and
jc. Massa, on the Gulf of Spezzia. P. 6341.
PosDYKE, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.
•N.W. Holbeach. Ac. 2761. P. 394:.—Fosdyke-
ash, an arm of the sea, 1 m. in width, is here
"ossed by an embankment and bridge.
FosN^iEs, a pa. and maritime vill. of Norway,
ift and 90 m. N.N.E. Trondhjem. P. 2600.
Fossa-Ceca, several vills. of South Italy.—I.
lov. and 9 m. N.W. Campobasso. P. 2498.—II.
rov. Chieti, near the Adriatic, U m. N.E. San
,}to. P, 3167.—III. prov. Gaserta, 12 m. N.W.
icdimonte. P. 947.
^^ssANo, a town of North Italy, prov. and 14
N.E. Cuneo, cap. mand., on the Stura. P.,

Uh comm., 16,524. The town is surrounded by

old walls, and has a feudal castle, cathedral, and
several charitable institutions. It has mineral
baths, and manufs. of silks, paper, and leather.

FossATO Di Vice, a town of Central Italy, prov.
Perugia, circ. Fuligno. P. 2031.

FossaWAY and Tulleibole, a united pa. of

Scotland, cos. Perth and Kinross, 6 m. W. Kin-
ross. Ac. 17,356. P. 1584.

Fosse or Fosses, a vill. of Belgium, cap. cant.,

prov. and 8 m. S.W. Namur. P. 2378.
FossoMBRONE, a town of Central Italy, 10 rc

E.S.E. Pesaro, on the Metauro. P. 6936. It has
a cathedral, palace, theatre, and schools, and
flourishing manufs. of silk, wool, and carpets.

FossuM, a vill. of Norway, stift Aggershuus,
62 m. S.W. Ghristiania. It has iron works.
FosTAT or Old Cairo, a town of Central

Egypt, on rt. b. of the Nile, 3J m. S.W. Cairo.

Foster, a township, U. S., North America,
Ehode Island, 19 m. W. Providence.

Foston, several pas. of England.—I. co. Lin-
coln, 51 m. N.N.W. Grantham. Ac. 2180. P. 479.

—II. CO. and 6J m. S.S.E. Leicester. Ac. 840.

P. 27.—III. CO. York, North Eiding, Hi m. N.E.
York. Ac. 2090. P. 355.—IV. (ore the Wolds^
East Eiding, 5 m. E.S.E. Great Driffield. Ac.
4934. P. 759.

FoTHEKBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, parts

Lindsey, 3 m. N.N.W. Louth. Ac. 1400. P. 267.

Fotheringhay, a pa. of England, co. North-
ampton, 3J m. N.N.E. Oundle. Ac. 2110. P.
246. The castle, birthplace of Bichard iil, and
the scene of the imprisonment, trial, and execu-
tion of Mary Queen of Scots, was razed to the
ground after the accession of James i.

FOUESN..VNT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Finestfere, cap. cant., 8 m. S.E. Quimper. P. 3335.

FoUGteES, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ille-et-Vilaine, cap. arr., 27 m. N.E. Eennes. P.

9470. It has a comm. college, mineral springs,

and manufs. sail-cloth and hempen fabrics, and
trade in com, butter, and honey. It was often

taken and retaken during the wars with the
English from the 11th to 15th centuries.

FouGEROLLES, two comms. and vills. of France.
—I. dep. and 19 m. N.W. Mayenne. P. of comm.
2634.—II. dep. Haute Saone, arr. and 13 m.
N.N.W. Lure. P. 6485.

FouGES, a seaport town of Asia Minor. [Pho-
c>EA."]—The Gnlf of Fouges is an inlet of the
.ffigean Sea, immediately N. the Gulf of Smyrna.
FouiLLOUSE (La), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Loire, arr. St Etienne, cant. St H^and. P.

2260. Manufs. ribbons : flour and paper mills.

FouLDEN, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.
E.S.E. Stoke-Ferry. Ac. 3395. P. 617.

FouLDEN, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 5 nx.

W.N.W. Berwick. Ac. 3298. P. 431.

FouLMiRE, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,

6| m. N.E. Eoyston. Ac. 2212. P. 660.

Foulness, an island and pa. of England, co.

Essex, on the North Sea, 9 m. E.N.E. Eochfort.

It is the largest of a cluster of islands near the
mouth of the river Crouch. Ac. 28,605. P. 681.

FoULRiDGE, a township, England, co. Lancas-
ter, pa. Whalley, 2 m. N. Oolne. Ac. 2460. P. 988.

PouLSHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 17 m.
N.W. Norwich. Ac. 8226. P. 1022.

FouLWEATHER (Cape), a headland of N.W.
America, Oregon, U. S., 100 m. S. the mouth of

the Columbia. Lat. 44° 49' N. ; Ion. 124° W.
Fou-NiNG, two cities of China.—I. prov. Fo-

kien, cap. dep., 70 m. N.E. Foo-tchow-foo.—II.

prov. Chi-li, near the Yellow Sea, 165 m. E. Pekin.
Fountain, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in W.

of Indiana. Area 390 sq. m. P. (1860) 16,566.
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FoURCiiAMBAULT, a hamlet of France, dep.

Ni^vre, bjt. Nevers. caut. Pougues. t^. 6384. It

has great iron fonnderies and nianufs. of arms.
FouK Evangelists, a group of four islets, off

the "W. coast of Patagonia, at the entrance of the
Strait of MageUan, lat 53° SO* S., Ion. 75° 7' W.,
ana which, with eight others, about 15 m. W.,
•impose a group called the " Twelve Apostles."
FouRMiES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, 8 m. S.S.E. Avesnes. P. 5357.

FoURNi IsLAiojs, CorsetB, a group of the Gre-
cian Archipelago, belonging to Asiatic Turkey,
*nd consisting of about 20 islets, 5 m. S.W. Samos,
FoussEKET (Le), a comm. and town of France,

dep. H. Garonne, 28m. S.W. Toulouse. P. 2197.
FouLA, one of the Shetland Isles, 18 m. W.

the main group, in lat 60° 8' N., Ion. 2° 6' W.
Length 2 m., breadth IJ m., elevation 1369 feet.

P. 233. The islet affords sheep pasture.

FovANT, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 6J m.
W.S.W. WUton. Ac. 2160. P. 600.

FovEAUX Strait, New Zealand, lat. 46° 40' S.

;

Ion. 168° 10' E., separates South from Stewart
Island. Breadth varies from 10 to 25 miles.

FovERAN, a pa. of Scotland, co.' Aberdeen, 1

m. S.S.W. Newburgh. P. 1891. The Ythan
river, in this pa., has a pearl fishery.

FowEY, a river of England, co. Cornwall, rises

between Bodmin and Launceston, flows S.W. and
S^ and enters the English Channel near Fowey,
after a course of about 30 m. It has a broad
estuary, and is navigable to near LostwithieL

FowEif, a pa., seaport, and bor. town of Eng-
land, CO. Cornwall, 25 m. S.S.W. Laimceston.
Ac. of pa. 1945. P. 1429. Exports iron and pil-

chards. Value (1862) 115,980/. Customs revenue
(1862) 1571/. Vessels belonging to the port 182,

tons 13,229. Its harbour is defended by one
ancient and two modem forts.

Fowler's Bay, S. Australia, is near the head
of the great Australian bight, immediately W. of

Point Fowler, in lat. 32° 1' S. ; Ion. 132° 30' E.
FowLis Wester, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 12

m. W.S.W. Perth. P. 1433.

FowNHOPE, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m. S.E.
Hereford, on the Wye. Ac. 4723. P. 1112.

FoxcoT or FoscoTT, a pa. of England, co. and
2 m. N.E. Buckingham. Ac. 620. P. 50.

FoxEARTH, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3| m.
N.W. Sudbury. Ac. 1640. P. 400.
FoxFORD, a market town of Ireland, Con-

naught, CO. Mayo, 9 m. S. Ballina. P. 662.

FoxHALL, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4J m.
E.S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 1872. P. 190.

Foxholes, a pa. of Engl., co. York, E. Eiding,

lOJ m. N. Great Driffield. Ac. 4200. P. 428.

Fox Islands, Pacific Ocean. [Aleutian Isls.]

Foxley, two pas. of Engl.— I. co. Norfolk, 2 m.
S. Foulsham. Ac. 1620. P. 278.—II. a pa., co.Wilts,

2J m. W.S.W. Malmsbury. Ac. 750. P. 55.

Fox Eiver, U. S., N. Amer., rises in S.E. of Wis-
consin, flows through Illinois, and after a S.S.W.
course of 160 m., joins the Illinois at Ottawa.
FoxTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. and 7 m.

S.S.W. Cambridge. Ac. 1727. P. 405.—II. a
pa., CO. Leicester, 2J m. N.W. Market-Harboro'.
Ac. 2020. P. 388.

FoY, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 3 m. N.
Ross. Ac. 2322. P. 161.

FoY (St), two comms. and towns of France.—I.

dep. Rh6ne, 2 m. S.S.W. Lyon. P. 4462.—II.
Gironde, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Dordogne, 38
m. E. Bordeaux- P. 3866.
Foyers, a river of Scotland, co. Inverness, pa.

Boleskine, flows mostly N., and joins Loch Ness
about half-way between Fort Augustus and N.E.

I end of the loch, 2 m. above which junction it faV
over a ridge, estimated at 90 feet in heigh
There is another fall of 30 feet about \ m. abo^
this, crossed by a bridge.

FoYLE, a river of Ireland, Ulster, formed I

the confluence of the Finn and Moume at Liffor

flows thence N. in a broad tidal stream, till

expands into Lough Foyle, after a course of :

m. It has a salmon fishery, and is navigable f.

vessels of 600 tons to the bridge at Londonderr—Longh Foyle is a large arm of the sea, formii
the estuary of the above river. Length 18 Oi

breadth 9 miles.

Foz, a vill. of Portugal, prov. Alemtejo, on tJt

Tagus, 27 m. N.E. Lisbon. Has iron works.
FozzA, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, pro-

Vicenza, dist. Ono. P. 1859.
Frabosa, 2 vills. of N. Italy, prov. Cuneo, cir»

MondovL

—

1.(Soprano,). P. of comm- 3130. Itster

ritoryhas marble.—11. (Sottana). P. ofcomm. 197

'

Frades, a small island of Brazil, prov. and '.

m- N.W. Bahia, in All Saints Bay.
Fraga, Gallica Flavia, a town of Spain, pro<

and 65 m. S.E. Huesca, on L b- of the Cinca, beii

crossed by a bridge. P. 5028.
'

Fragagnano, a town of South Italy, pros

Lecce, circ Taranta P. 2381.
Fragneto, Monforte and rAbbate, two coc

tiguous vills. of South Italy, prov. Benevento, au
respectively 17 and 18 m. W.N.W. Ariano. 1

of former 1853 ; of latter 1954. Trade in graui

Frailes, a modem town of Spain, prov. Jat
j

jurisdiction Alcala-la-Eeal. P. 2174.
'

Frain, a market town of Moravia, circ. and
m. W.N.W. Znaim, on 1. b. of the Thaya, wil

celebrated manuf. of porcelain. P. 1109.

Fraisthorpe, a pa. of England, co. York, Eii

Riding, 4|m. S.S.W. BridUngton. Ac. 2153. P. 8

Fraize, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Vo
ges, cap. cant., 25 m. E. Epinal. P. 2525.

Framfield, a pa. of England, co. Sussex,

m. S.E. Uckfield. Ac. 6700. P. 1355.

Framingham, a township of the U. S., Nor
America, 21 m. W.S.W. Boston.
Framlingham, a pa. and market town of En

land, CO. Suffolk, 15 m. N.N.E. Ipswich. Ac.

pa. 4657. P. 2252. A memorial Albert collf

and school for 300 boys, erected 1864.—II. (Ear

a pa., CO. Norfolk, 5 m. S.E. Norwich. Ac. i;

P. 111.—in. (Pigot), same co., 5J m. S.E. Nc

wich. Ac. 608. P. 312.

Framlington, a pa. of England, co. Northui

berland, 11 m. N.N.W. Morpeth. Ac. includi:

a large tract of moorland, 4962. P. 447.

Frammersbach, a market town of Bavai-

circ. Lower Franconia, 28 m. N.W. Wiirzbui

P. 2200, partly engaged in iron mines.

Frampton, several pas. of England.—^L '

Dorset, on the Frame, 5J m. N.W. Dorchesti

Ac. 3508. P. 435.—II. co. Lincoln, pts. Hollai

3J m. S. Boston. Ac. 7900. P. 843.—IIL (C
terelT), co. Glo'ster, 4 m. W.S.W. Chipping-Sc

bury. Ac. 2120. P. 1931.—IV. (pn^Seva:

same co., 6 m. N.N.W. Dursley. Ac. 2720. .

983. This pa. is much exposed to innndatiti'

of the Severn.
Framsden, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3

.

S.S.E. Debenham. Ac. 2837. P. 811.

Frajjwellgate, a township of England,

and forming a suburb of Durham, connected w '

it by a bridge across the Wear. P. 4326.

FRAN9AIS (Cape), a headland, N. coast

;

Hayti, bounding Scots Bay on the N.W.
Francaise (La), a comm. and town of Frai p

dep. Tam-et-Garonne, cap. cant., 9 m. N-
Montauban. P. 3522.
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Fkancavilla, several towns of South Italy,

c —I. prov. Lecce, cap. circ, 20 m. E.N.E.

aranto. P. (1861) 17,609. In 1734 it sufifered

om an earthquake.—II. (in Sinnt), prov. Pot-

iza, 25 m. E. Lagonegro. P. 2975.—III. prov.

:id 7 m. N.E. Chieti, cap. circ. P. 4202.—IV.
icily, prov. Messina, cap. cant., 10 m. W.N.W.
i»ormuia. P. 4023.—V. a vill., prov. Cosenza,

i- m. N.E. Cassano. P. 1068.—VI. (Angitold),

^ov. Catanzaro, 13 m. S.S.W. Nicastro. P. 1810.

I France, a country of Western Europe, bo-

reen lat. 42° 20' and 51° 6' N. ; Ion. 4° 48' W.
'

d 8° 15' E., bounded N. by the English Chan-
iil, which separates it from England; N.E. by
|)lgium, the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
Saenish Prussia, and Rhenish Bavaria ; on the E.

I'the Rhine from Baden, the Jura from Switzer-
I nd, the Alps from Italy ; bounded S. by theMedi-
! rrtuiean andthePyreneesfrom Spain ; andW. by
e Atlantic Cap. Paris. P. (1866) 38,192,694.

(Poops abroad included in table. (See Table.)

I

In form, France resembles an irregular hexa-

In, greatest length from the W. extremity of

nist^re to the point of Antibes, in Var, 680 m.

;

oadth from Givets (Ardennes) to Mont Hu-
Imba (Lower Pyrenees), 685 miles. Its prin-

)al islands are, Corsica, Hy^res, and Lerins,
' the Mediterranean ; Noirmoutier, Oleron, R^,

i'lle-Isle, Dieu, Groiz, Sein, and Ouessant, in

\i Atlantic. Peninsulas, Bretagne (Brittany)

Id Cotentin in the English Channel. The
(ists of Brittany are indented by numerous
ns of the sea, which form excellent harbours.
16 two great gulfs are the Golfe de Gascogne
ay of Biscay) on the W., and Golfe du Lion
ulf of Lions) on the S. Bays Cancale and St

•ieuo on the N. ; Brest road and the bays of

imamenez and Audierne on the W. of Brittany;

a bays of La Forest, and Quiberon, and Penerf
id on the S. of Brittany ; the bay of Bourgneuf
of the mouth of the Loire ; Basque roads or
i bay of La Rochelle, and the basin of Arcaohon,
. of the dep. Gironde; the roads of Toulon,
valaire, Grimaud, Napoule, and Jouan, on the
iditerraaean. Capes Gris-Nez in the English
annel ; Barfleurs, and la Hague, in N. of dep.
inche ; the Bee du Raz and the Pointe de Pen-
rch in Finistfere; the N. deps. present vast
ins, interspersed with hills ; those on the S.

i E. are mostly covered with mountains.

—

laong these are—I. the Alps bet\yeen France
i Italy; the principal summits of which, in
ince, are Monts Pelvoux 14,108 feet, Viso
692 feet, Genfevre 11,785 feet, and Ventoux
)3 feet.—II. the Pyrendes between France and
ain; summits in France are Monts Perdu
994 feet, Midi 9438 feet, and Canigou 9137
'•—III. the Cevennesmountainsin Languedoc

;

which Mezin is 5794, and Lozfere 4884 feet
;h.—IV. the mountains of Auvergne, a branch
the Cevennes; Mont Dor 6188 feet; Cantal
'3 feet, and the Puy-de-D6me 4806 feet high.
A the Jura between Franche-Comtd and

|itzerland; Reculet is 6643 feet high. The
itre of France, comprising an 8th or 10th of
superficies, consists of plateaux from 1200 to
'0 feet, separated by narrow valleys.—VI. the
sges mountains between Lorraine and Alsace

;

Ion d'Alsace 4688 feet. The Vosges send
'jtrefortsintoFranche-Comtd and Champagne,
«

I are connected with the Cevennes by a
M'in of heights which separate the basin of the
J|3ne from those of the Seine and Loire, and
1 Burgundy are called the C6te d'Or. The
'N-s of the English Channel are generally
I dered by sandy downs; those of Brittany

Departments.

A in

Aisne
Allier
Alp«> (Basics-)
AlpeslHautea)
Alpes Maritimes
Ardeche •.

Ardennes
Ariege
Aube
Aude • ... ...

Aveyron
Bouches du.Rhone ... ...

Calvados ... ... •

Cantal
Charente
Charente-Inferieure
Cher
Curreie
Corse
Cote d'or
Cotes.du-Nor(l
Creu-':e

Dordogne
Doubs
Drome
Eure
Eme-et Loir
Finistere
Gard
G:tronne (Ilaute-)
Gers
Gironde
Herault
Ille et-Vilaine
Indre
Indre-et-Loire
Ise
Jura
Landes ...

Loiret-Cher
Loire ... ...

Loire (Haute.)
I^lre-lnferieur«
Loiret ...

Lot
Lot-et-Oaronne
Lozere ... ...

Maine-et-Loire ••.

Manche ... ...

Mame ... ... ••• —
Mame (Haute.) ••.

Mayenne ... ...

Meurthe ... ...

Meuse ,,, ... "• •••

Morblhan ... ...

Moselle ... ...

NieviB
Nord
Oise ;

Ome ',

Pas de.Calais ...

Puy-de-Dome ...

Pyrenees (Basses-)
Pyrenees (Hautes )
Pyreneesorientales
Rhin (Bas.) ..

Rhin (Uaut-) ',"

Rhone
Saone (Haute-) ',",

Saone.et.Loire ,.,

Sarthe
Savoie .„ ']' *" "'
Savoie (Haute-) .*.'.'

Seine ...'' ...

Seine-Inferieure ',',',

Seine.et-Marne ...

Seine.et.Oise ...
Sevres (Deux.) ...

\"

Somme ...

Tarn ',",

Tarn-et-Garonne !"
Var

;;; ;;;
Vaucluse ... .]. "* "*
Vendee ",[ "',

Vienna "\
"'

Vienne (Haute-) ...
'.'.'.

'.'.'.

Vosges
Yonne
Troops In A^eria, Syria, and Rome

8q. Miles. Pop. UCL

S,839
2,8-22

2,685
3,158
1,517
a,134
2,1-20

1,889
2,317

3,437
3,376

1,971
S,13a
2,217
2,294
2,635

2,779
2,3 5
3,377
3,383

3,658
2,150
3,545
2,018
S,S18

2,595
2,253
2.429

2,425
3,752
2,393

2,361
3.2<I0

1.928
3,599
2,453
1,838
1,916
2,654
2,614
2,012
2,02u

1,996
2,750
2.289
3,159
3,4(11

1,996

2,352
2.4U4
3,625
3,073
3.633
3,193

?>261
2,354

3,551
3,l>69

2,943
1,749
1.591

1,758
1,688
l,i'77

2,062
3,302
2,396
2,283
1,319
183

3,329
2,215
2,163
2,316
2,379
2,217
1,4:«

2,349
1,369
2,588
2 61)1

2,130

2,347

369,767
564,5»7
i>56,433

146,368
125.100
194.678
388,529
329,111
351,850
2ii2,785

283,606
3il6,i'35

607,113
480,993
240,623
379,081
481,(160

323,393
310,118
262,889
384,140
628,676
270,055
601,687
296,280
33(>.684

398,661
290.455
627,304
422,107
484,081
298,931
667,193
409,391
584,930
S7O.054
323„"j72

677,748
298,053
3uii,8:i9

3^.029
617,603
305,521
68OS117
.352,757

295,.M3
333,'*S
l:i7,367

636,013
691,431
385,498
254,413
375,1H8
438,643
305,540
486,504
446.4.57

332,814
1,303,380
401,417
423,350
724,338
676,409
436,628
240,179
181.763
677.574
615,802
662,493
317,183
682,137
4(i«.lS5

275,039
2(7496

1,953,660
789,988
352,312
613,073
328,817
672,646
35.^,633

23-2,551

315,526
* 8,255
3>16,695

322,0-28

819,593
415,486
370,»>6
9o,5u7

Total 37.472,732

AtgerU'

Provinces.
Alger
Constantine
Or,in

Total

Total France and Algeria

43,632

S9,3S4

974.491
1,402,027

40,471,856
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are covered witb rocks. S. of the mouth of tlie

Gironde, is a vast country covered with marshy
lakcs (etangs) and shifting sands. France is

watered by many impoiiant rivers, as the Settle,

which flows N.W. to the English Channel, the

Loire and the Garonne, to the Atlantic Ocean, and
the Rhone, which flows S. to the Mediterranean.
The Ehine, Moselle, Meuse, Sambre, Scheldt, and
Lys, which contribute their waters to the basin

of the North Sea, have only a part of their course

in France. The Somme, Ome, Yonne, Marne,
Oise, Aisne, and Eure in the basin of the English
Channel; the Blavet, Vilaine, S^vre-Niortaise,

Charente, Adour, Allier, Cher, Indre, Vienne,
Creuse, Mayenne, Sarthe, Loire, Ari^ge, Tarn,
Gers, Lot, Dordogne, and I'Isle, in the basin of

the Atlantic; the Aude, Herault, Ain, Sa6ne,
Doubs, Isere, and Durance, in the basin of the

Mediterranean. The principal rivers are con-
nected by canals. France has few lakes, but on
the S.E. and S.W. coasts, numerous marshes and
lagoons, many of which communicate with the

sea by narrow channels. The roads are divided
into national, departmental, and communal ; the
first are paved and kept in excellent order, and
the whole have been much improved within the

last twenty years. Eailways extend from Paris

as a centre, to the extremities of the country in all

directions. At the end of 1861 there were 6269 m.
in operation. The number of letters conveyed by
the Post Oflice has more than doubled since 1847.

France is comprised between the isothermal lines

of 60° and 60° Fahr. ; its surface is little elevated,

the mean height being about 816 feet above the
sea, and its climate is in general temperate, mild,

and healthy. In the N., the winters are sometimes
rigorous, and last more than half the year (mean
temp. 50° Fahr.) ; in the S., the summers are long
and warm, the sky almost always serene, and the
winters of short duration (mean temp. 60 Fahr.)

;

in the centre, the temperature is mild and more
steady than in the N. and S. (mean temp. 58°

Fahr.) ; mean annual rainfall in S. 23., W. 24., N.
22., and in the valley of the Ehone 35, inches.

Number of rainy days between lat. 43° and 46°,

134 ; in the lat. of Paris 105, on the coasts of the

Mediterranean 66, on the Atlantic 152, and in the
interior 147. Along the coasts of the Mediter-
ranean the S. winds, heated by the desert of

Sahara, often spread desolation. The mistral, a
glacial wind from the N.N.W., occasionally ar-

rests vegetation by its furious blasts in the basin
of the Ehone, while the E. wind from the snowy
Alps is equally dreaded in the E. deps. The basin
of the Garonne is visited by cold S. winds from
the Pyrenees, and by storms from the Bay of

Biscay. The air is most moist, and rain most
frequent, on the western coasts. France pro-
duces excellent timber for ship-building and
carpentry, and the cork-tree abounds in the S.

The principal forests are those of Ardennes, Or-
leans, Fountainebleau, and Compeigne. The
wild animals are the bear, wolf, fox, wild cat,

wUd boar, stag, roe-buck, fallow deer, the cha-
mois, hare, rabbit, and beaver. Among birds, are
the eagle, falcon, buzzard, partridge, quail, and
lark. Fish abound on the coasts ; in the Atlantic
and Engb'sh Channel are, the herring, turbot,

sole, whiting, pilchard ; and salmon in the estua-
ries ; lobsters, mussels, and oysters are plenty on
these shores. In the Mediten-anean, the tunny
and anchovy. The honey bee is extensively
reared. The kermes (Coccus llicisy, which is found
near the shores of the Mediterranean, furnishes
a crimson dye.

The country is essentially agricultural. Per

centage distribution of the soil (exclusive of Ni(
and Savoy) grain crops, 28-30 ; other cereals, 6'0l

meadows, 5-00 ; fallow, 10-80 ; natural flelds, 9-5(

vineyards, 4-10 ; orchards, chestnut forests, oli\

and mulben-y groves, 0-20; pasture and was
lands, 13-50 ; forests, rivers and lakes, road
houses and uncultivated, 23-60. Quantity
wheat raised in 1861, 25J million quarters onl
(in 1857 it was

37:J:
million quarters.) Total li'

stock (1861) horses, 3,000,000 ; donkeys, 400,00(
mules, 330,000 ; homed cattle, 10,094,000 ; calv<

4,104,000; sheep and lambs, 35,000,000; goa
& kids, 1,400,000 ; swine & wild boars, 5,400,0f
Mean annual product of wine, 1,089,000,000 g:
Ions, of which 67 per cent, is consumed in t

country, and 33 per cent, exjwrted. The mc
esteemed wines are Burgundy, Champagne, a:

Bordeaux. Other products are potatoes, trufS.

beet-root, olive oil, the mulberi-y, lint, hemp, ho]
medicinal plants, and dye woods. Among fr

trees, the apple, pear, cherry, walnut, chestnut
almond, abound. The orange, citron, olive, 1;

pomegranate, and the pistachio, are confined
the regions of the S., along the shores of the Me
terranean. The product of silk has decreased
10 years from 53 million to 26J million lbs. C
and iron are widely distributed. Coal raised

1861, 8,000,000 tons, price 10s. per ton, havi
risen 31 per cent, since 18 17. Iron and steel pi

duced, 1,695,000 tons. Other minerals are copp
lead, silver, antimony, sulphur, sulphate of ire

& mineral waters. The salt marshes are a con-

derable source of wealth ; & building stones, m:'

ble, alabaster slate, and a few precious stones, .<

found. Steam power increased from 145,>'

horse power in 1847, to 613,092, in 1859. Tc-

nage of steam vessels in same period increai

from 21,134 to 33,690 tons. The cotton man.
of France is next in extent to that of Great I •

tain. Number of spindles employed (li)

6,993,165, workmen 600,000. The number f

ships which entered the ports of France in li!

was 28,822 ; tonnage 4,566,673. Cleared 19,!)

ships; tonnage 3,005,969, of these 34 per centf

ships, and 28 per cent of tonnage, were Brit;.

The progress of the industrial arts has bi

no less rapid during the same period. ^3

most important manufs. are those of arms, jeii-

lei-y, watches, coach building, cabinet maki;,

musical instruments, glass, crystal, pottery, c-

mical products, beet-root sugar, tobacco, 1,

soap, sugar and salt refineries ; dye-works, t-

neries, paper making, and printing ; sUks, cotts

woollen cloths, cai-pets, shawls, and lace, 'fl

products of manuf. industry, with those of fl

soil, form tlie objects of an immense inte:J

commerce. External commerce is much less -

portant. Book printing and publishing are >

tensively carried on. In 1863, 12,000 new b( 3

and 20,000 pieces of music were publishecin

Paris, and 6000 new works in the provim.

The number of political journals in Paris ande
departments is 318, non-political 6700. -s

principal ports are Marseille, Havre, Bordei,

Nantes, La Eochelle, Dunkerque, Boulo:^

Dieppe, St Malo, L'Orient, Bayonne, andCa
The chief commercial relations are carriectn

with the French colonies, Belgium, Swit^

land, Sardinia, England, Germany, Spain, d

North America. Exports to Great Britain (1

9

silks, woollens, grains, spirits, leather; mais.

cotton, wine, butter, eggs, sugar, oils, artil^l

flowers, rosin, watches, flax, hides, pota
^

bronze, glass, seeds, etc., to the value o'

21,675,516/. Imports from Great Britain, f^

woollens, cotton, ironj copper, coals, coffee »"
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linery, oils, hair, apparel, hardwares, tallow,

:digo, etc., to the value of 21,766,149;. The trade

3tween France and England since the treaty of

jmnierce of 1860 has increased more than 16U
\)T cent Public revenue (1863) estimated at

: 069,607,518 /?•., or 82,620,301?.; expendi-
ire 2,060,613,362 fr., or 82,424,534/.; debt
|l,902,000,000/r., or 476,080,000^ sterling.

I In ancient times France formed the greater

iirt of Transalpine Gaul. It was subjugated by
[aasar in the year 50 B.C., and formed 17 Roman
•CVS. In the 6th century, the Franks esta-

lished themselves in the N., the Burgundians

i
the E., and the Visigoths in the S. In the 6th

Intury, the Franks extended their dominions
tfernearly the whole of Gaul, but Brittany, Gas-
liny, and Languedoc preserved their indepen-
!nce. The power of the Franks continued to

'crease, and under Charlemagne, at the end of

1 e 8th century, their empire extended in Ger-
;*ny N. to the Elbe, and S.E. to the Theiss, in

laly to Volturno, and in Spain to the Ebro.

iliis empire was partitioned in the middle of the

jh centiuy, when Germany detached itself from
liul, which last was divided into two parts.— I.

'tie kingdom of France, comprised between the
jilantic, the Pyrenees, the Mediterranean Sea,

e Eh6ne, Sa6ne, Meuse, and Scheldt.—II. Lo-
aringia, a long strip of territory between the
line and the Alps on one side, and the Scheldt,

^use, Sa6ne, and Rhone on the other; to this

ily was added. This state was soon again di-

icd into the kingdoms of Italy,LoiTaine, and the
iagdom of Provence or Burgundy, called also

Qgdom of Aries. These three states were suc-
ssively united, nominally, to the Germanic
jnpire. The kingdom of France was also par-
jlled out into feudal duchies, and numerous
I
gneuries, so that the king had only an empty
le before the family of Hughes-Capet, who
tended the throne in 987, succeeded in uniting
and their small territory the different states of
ance ; this process of concentration progressed
der succeeding reigns, and was completed at
3 revolution of 1798, which subjected to equal
vs the 83 govs, or provs. of which the monarchy
s then composed, and divided them into 83
partments. Avignon and Venassin, which had
en in the possession of the Popes for five cen-
ries, were soon after united to France. The
irs of the revolution rapidly increased the ter-
ory of the French republic. Belgium, all the
iintries of Germany situated to the left of the
line, Savoy, and Nice, were conquered, and
•med. into 16 new departments. This state of
ttera, confirmed by the treaty of Lundville in
*1, and by that of Amiens in 1802, gave to
aoce its natural limits, those of ancient Trans-
ine Gaul; but the conquests of Napoleon i.

jrstepped these bounds—his empire extended
Italy to Garigliano ; in Germany to the mouths
jhe Elbe ; in Illyria to the Save and Cattaro,
I mcluded the Netherlands. The secondary

^tes of Germany, Switzerland, the kingdoms of

1 ff,.^'^^
Spain became his vassals rather than

Allies. This gigantic extension raised the
' ilo of Europe against France, which, by the
ities of 1814-15, was again confined to its for-

' limits. The most remarkable events in the
ory of France since the abdication of Napo-
1

I., are, the restoration of the Bourbons in
J

>, the abdication of Charles x. in 1830, the
« tion of Louis Philippe, Duke of Orleans, as

1 i'kj-
French in 1830, the revolution and

' i!»bdicatioE in Februaiy 1848, the proclamation
I republic, and the election of Louis Napoleon

as president in 1849, and his election as emperor
in 1851. In 1860 the duchy of Savoy and the
county of Nice were ceded by Sardinia and
annexed to France. These now form the deps. of
Alpes Maritimes, Savoie, and Haute Savoie. The
language employed in the acts of administration
is the French, which is spoken by the educated
classes, and understood by nearly all the pop.
The patois of many of the deps. being corrupt
dialects of the French ; but German is spoken in
Alsace and part of Lorraine, Flemish in part of
the dep. Nord, Basbreton in Brittany, Basque in
Lower Pyrenees, and Italian in Corsica. In 1862
the population comprised the following religious
denominations:—Roman Catholics, 35,734,667;
Protestants, 1,561,250; 166,000 Jews, and 20,815
members of other forais of belief. At same date
there were in AlgA'ie 2,778,281 Mohammedans.
France is now divided into 89 deps., including 3
for Savoie and Nice, 86 of which are on the con-
tinent, and the island of CorSica forms the 89th,
These were formed from the 32 provs. which
existed previous to 1798, and named from the
rivers, mountains, and other physical features
which occur in them. The deps. are subdivided
into 373 arrondissements, 2938 cantons, and 37,510
communes ; each dep. is governed by a prefect,

each arrond. by a sub-prefect, and each comm.
by a mayor. There are 84 Roman Catholic dio-

ceses, each administered by an archbishop or a
bishop, and each cap. of a canton has a curate,

each diocese has a seminary under the direction

of the bishop. The Lutherans have a general
consistory established at Strasbourg, where they
have also a seminary and a faculty of theology.
The Calvinists have consistorial churches in 59
deps., who meet occasionally in synod, and have
a faculty of theology at Montauban. The Jews
have a central consistory at Paris, and 60 syna-
gogues distributed over the country. For the
administration of justice. Franco is divided into

27 ressorts de cours national; there is in each
canton a jiige de paix, and in each arr. a tribunal

of premiere instance. In the commercial towns
there is a tribunal of commerce. The faculty of

theology has six schools, and the faculty of law
nine. The faculty of medicine has three schools
of medicine, and three of pharmacy. Secondary
instruction is given in national and communal
colleges. There is a national college in most of

the cities, and a communal college in other towns.
A normal school is established in Paris for train-

ing teachers. Primary instruction is imparted
gratuitously in schools supported by the com-
munes, and the teachers for these are trained in

the normal schools, in 1863 there were 82,135
schools of primary instruction, and the number
of pupils was 4,731,946. There were 338 public

libraries (exclusive of Paris), containing 44,070
MSS., and 8,733,439 printed vols. France is divid-

ed into 6 ^* arrondissements militaires" each com-
manded by a field-marshal. For the marine it

is divided into five maritime prefectures, which
are subdivided into arrs. and inscriptions. The
administration of forests is divided into 32 arrs.,

embracing the principal towns in the different

departments. In 1863, the army consisted of

124 regiments of infantry with 252,652 men, 66
regiments of cavalry with 62,798 men and 48,143
horses, and 29 regiments of artillery with 39,882
men, 16,646 horses, and 1362 guns. France has
119 fortresses, 8 of which are of the first rank

—

Paris, Lyon, Strasburg, Metz, Lille, Toulon,
Brest, and Cherbourg, 12 second, 23 third, and 76
fourth rank. The imperial navy comprised 36
liners, 6 plated frigates, 24 frigates. 10 corvettea,
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43 avisos, besides floating batteries for tlie de-

fence of the ports.

Area and pop. of the colonies & dependencies :

—

Sq. Mile*. Population.

.<l>ia— India, Pondichenr, Ksrikal,
YanaoD, Mahe

Cbanderna^re and Lower Cochin-
chiim (6 provinces)

Possessions In Asia

Africa—Senegal and dependencies
Bourbon or la Reunion
HadajtHScar
Mayotte and dependencies

Possessions In AtWcal
excl. Algeria}

itmerica—Martinique
Guadeloupe and dependencies
Guyana
St- Pierre and Miquelon

Possessions In America

Oceania—Marquisas Is.

Poinotou, Waliis, Gambler and
Toubouai

Society Is.

New Caledonia and depend. ...

Possessions in Oceania

Total of Colonies

189

10,818

231,607

3,000,000

10,8'7 2,221,607

96,5-29

834
331
»'4

64,6.'>5

178.233

J
22,570

97.908 255,463

381
419

69.501
81

136,562
136.K02
2i,687

2,311

7'),382 3J0.162

S 3

772
56-5

7,722

12,0u0

18,460
9,(K.'0

45,000

9,661 84,460

188,658 2,862,692

The colonies are subjected to special laws. In
1845, an ordonnance was passed, having for its'

object the amelioration of slavery in the French
colonies, and in 1848 the provisional government
decreed its total abolition.

France (Isle of), Indian Ocean. [MAtTKinus.]
Fbancescas, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot-et-Garonne, 6 m- S.E. Nerac. P. 1112.
Francesco (San) ai. Campo, a comm. ofNorth

Italy, prov. and circ. Turin. P. 2123.
Francesco d'Albaro (San), a town of North

Italy, prov. and circ. Genoa. P. of comm. 5391.
Fkanche ComtA, an old prov. in the E. of

France, the cap. of which was Besan^on, now di-
vided into the deps. Doubs, Haute Saone, & Jura.
Francis (St), a co. of the U. S., N. America,

Arkansas. P. 6051 free, 2621 slaves.

Francisco (San). For such places see San.
FRANCISV^LLE (St), a vill., U. S., N. America,

Louisiana, 95 m. N.W. New Orleans.
Francofonte, a comm. of Sicily, prov. and 25

m. W.N.W. Syracuse. P. 4844.

Francois (St), a co., IT. S., N. Amer., Missouri.
P. 6372 free, 877 slaves.

Francois (St), a town of the French West In-
dies, island Guadeloupe, on the S.E. coast of
Grande-Terre, 18 m. E. Pointe-k-Pitre. P. 4000.

—II. a comm. of the French isl. Martinique, with
a port on the E. coast. P. 6283.

Franconia (Germ. /Vawicn), an old duchy,
afterwards a circle of the Germanic Empire, be-
tween Upper Saxony, the Upper and Lower
Rhine, Swabia, Bavaria, and Bohemia. Chief
cities, Nilmberg, Wiirzburg, and Anspach. Since
1806 it has been divided between the grand
duchies of Baden and Hessen, and the kingdoms
of Saxony and Bavaria. It gives name to three
provinces of the kingdom of Bavaria : Upper,
Middle, and Lower Franken. [Bavaria.]
Franoonville, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Seine-et-Oise, with a station on the Northern
Railway, 9J m. N. Paris. P. 1147.
Franeker, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Friesland, 10 m. W. Leeuwarden. P. 5149. It

has an athenaeum, several Latin schools, a public
library, and botanic garden.
Franot, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

SaSno-et-Lob-e, 8 m. N.N.E. Louhans. P. 1697.

Franken. [Franconia.]
Frankenau, two vills. of Germany.—I. Hesse

Cassel, prov. Upper Hessen, on the Edder, 30
S.W. Cassel. P. 1042.—II. Bavaria, prov. Mid(
Franconia, 14 m. W. Anspach.
Frankenberg, two towns of Gennany.-

Saxony, circ. Leipzig, 7 m. N.N.E. Chemnitz,
the Zschopau, an afil. of the Mulde. P. 72i

This is one of the most important manuf. tow
in Saxony, and has extensive establishments

;

cotton and linen weaving, and mining.—II.

town of Hessen-Cassel, prov. Upper Hessen,
rt. b. of the Edder, 32 m. S.W. Cassel. P. 83
Manufs. woollen cloth, tobacco, and paper.
Frankenhausen, a town of Central Germai

principality Schwartzburg-Eudolstadt, on t

Wipper, 27 m. N. Erfurt P. (1864) 5205.

Frankenstein, a town of Prussian Siles

gov. and 39 m. S. Breslau, cap. circ, on a bran
of the railway from Berlin to Dresden. P. 61

.

It has Roman Catholic and Lutheran church:

and manufs. of woollen and linen fabrics.

Frankenthal, a town of Rhenish Bavaria,

m. N.N.W. Spires, and connected with the Bhi

by a canal 6 m. in length. P. 4700.

Frankenwald, a chain of mountains in 1

N.E. of Bavaria, between the Maine & Saale,m
ing the Fichtelgebridge with the Thiiringerwa

Frankford, a market town of Ireland, Lei

ster. King's co., 8^ m. N.E. Birr. P. 850.

Frankford, several townships, U.S., N. Am-
—I. New Jersey, co. Sussex.—II. Pennsylvan
5 m. N.E. Philadelphia.—Also in Cumberland

'

Frankfort (Germ. Frcmkfurt-am-Main), f;

merly a free city of Germany, now incorporal

with Prussia, cap. dist. of same name, on b:
sides of the Main, which divides it into two i>

equal parts, the city proper being on the N., a.

its suburb, Sachsenhausen, with which it cc-

municates by a bridge, on the S. side. Id

situated in lat. 50° 6' 43" N., Ion. 8° 41' 24*

19 m. N.E. the influx of the Main into the Ehi

at Mayence ; elevated 1600 feet above the s.

Mean temp, of year 49°-6, winter 34°*1, sumir

65°-l, Fahr. Area of dist. 34 sq. m. P. (1864?

town 78,425, of suburbs 12,829 ; total 89,837. 1»

entered by nine gates. Principal edifices, 3

Jiomer or old palace, in which the emperorsf

Germany were elected; the Thurm and Iva

palace, and place of meeting of the diet; e

cathedral, Lutheran high church, many otr

churches, two Jews' synagogues, the SacUho^

modem imperial palace, house of the Teufcc

order in Sachsenhausen, Havs sum Braunfdi''c

exchange, two hospitals, lunatic asylum, thef i,

academy of painting, and the Senkenberg musi n

with Ruppell's African collection. It has a coll 3,

medical institute, and numerous public school

a public libi-ary, several learned, scientific, d

literary institutions, including a geograpl*!

society. Manufs. comprise carpets, table co^Si

oil-cloth, cotton and silk fabrics, woollen >n

and stuffs, gold and silver articles, tobacco, \f'

ing-cards, and printers' black ; and it ha« my
priiiting, stereotyping, and lithograpic establi-

ments. Frankfort, which was made a free rt

in 1831, is one of the four great eraporia for >-

plying Germany with all kinds of merchand'J

but its principal source of wealth is in exteD'»

banking, commission, and funding transact! s.

It communicates by railways with CarlBrSi

Mainz, and Wiesbaden, and has a regular ti lo

with steam-packets on the Main. Two large n

are held here annually. Charlemagne he »

council in Frankfort in 793; it was fortifiei"

838 and 843, and erected into a free city in *•
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Goethe the poet was bom here in 1749. Napo-
ieon I. made it cap. of a grand duchy, and it was
incorporated with Prussia 20th Sept. 1866,

Frankfort (Germ. FrankJurt-an-der-Oder)^ a

!ity of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg, cap. gov., on
* . b. of the Oder, 50 m. by rail. E.S.E. Berlin. Lat.

i

)2° 22' 8" N. ; Ion. 14° 33 ' 24" E. P. (1864) 39,523,

j

ailitary 2304. It is enclosed by walls, and has 3

uburbs. Principal edifices, 3 Protestant churches,

I {oman Catholic church, a Jews' synagogue, go-
f'emment & council-houses, post-house, gymna-
|ium, high school, hospitals, and theatre. Its

niversity, founded in 1506, was transferred to

I
ireslau in 1811. It is the seat of the high court for

!;s gov. and circle, a council of nobles, and boards
• f taxation, agriculture, and canals. Manufs.
jrooDen and silk fabrics, stockings, earthenware,
'ugar, tobacco, and mustard ; and brandy distil-

n-ies. Commerce extensive in German and
oreign produce of all kinds, exported into Po-
:ind, Galicia, Eussia Bohemia, etc., by the canals

:nd rivers, on which its inhabitants also cairy on
• flourishing transit trade. Near Frankfort is

kunnersdorf, scene of the defeat of the Prussians
inder Frederick the Great by the Austrians and
[.ussians in 1759. The gov. of FrankfoH has an
irea of 8000 sq. miles.

! Frankfort, several townships of the U. S.,

. America.—I. Maine, 51 m. N.E. Augusta.—II.

e\v York, on the Mohawk, 74 m. N.W. Albany.
I -III. cap. state Kentucky, on the Kentucky river,

i) m. above its confl. with the Ohio. The state
iipitol is of white marble, quarried near. A chain
Indge connects itwith S. Frankfortoverthe river.
' PrankfCrt, cities of Germany. [Frankfort.1
1 Frankland Islands, are off the E. coast oi
I ustralia. Lat. 17° 13' S., Ion. 146° 8' E.
I Franki^y, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,
i^ m. S.E. Halesowen. Ac. 1901. P. 122.
i Franklin, several cos. of the U. S., N. Amer.
l-I. in N.W. of Maine. P. (1860) 20,403.-11. in

i

.W. of Massachusetts. P. (1860) 31,434.-111.
V N.W. of Vermont. P. (1860) 27,231.—IV. in
I.E. of New York. P. (I860) 30,837.—V. in

. of Pennsylvania. P. (1860) 42,126.—VI. in
jintre of North Carolina. P. 7031 free, 7076
aves.—VII. in N.E. of Georgia. P. 6080 free,
113 slaves.-VIII. in S. div. of Florida. P.
184 free, 520 slaves.—IX. in N.W. of Alabama.
(1860) 10,132 free, 8495 slaves.—X. in S.W. of

issisfiippi. P. 3513 free, 4752 slaves.—XI. in
of Tennessee. P. (I860) 10,297 free, 3551

aves.—XII. in centre of Kentucky. P. 9310
Be, 3384 slaves.—XIII. in centre of Ohio. P.
860) 50,361.—XIV. in S.W. of Indiana. P.
860) 19,549.—XV. in E. of Missouri. P. (1860)
s484 free, 1601 slaves.—XVI. in N.W. of Ar-
ansas. P. 6336 free, 962 slaves.—XVII. in
ntre of Virginia. P. (1860) 13,747 free, 6351
ives.—XVIII. in S. of Illinois. P. 9393.—
IX. a CO., Iowa. P. 1309.—XX. a co., Kansas.
3030.—XXI. a pa., Louisiana. P. 2760 free,
02 slaves. Also several townships.—I. Massa-
usetts, 31 m. S.S.W. Boston. Manufs. cotton
'1 straw bonnets.—II. New York, 81 m. S.W.
';niy.—III. New Jersey, 7 m. S.E. Somerville.

L V. same state, 13 m. N.W. Hackensack. Got-
1- paper, and other manufs.—V. same state, 15
fe.E. Woodbury.—VI. Pennsylvania, co. West-
neland.—VII. Ohio, on the Ohio river, co.
uemoni—VIII. Indiana, co. Johnson.—IX.

I

-souri, 43 m. N.W. Jefferson.—X. Ohio, co.
JliJand.—/VaTii-itnOT'We is a township, New
'rk, 242 m. W.S.W. Albany. P. 1706.
t hankstadt, a town of Austria, Moravia, cii-c.

1 37 m. E.N.B. Prerau. P. 5741.

Frankstown, a township of the U. S., Nortb
America, Pennsylvania, 80 m. W. Harrisburg.
Frankton, a pa, of England, co. Warwick, 4|

m. W. Dunchurch. Ac. 1636. P. 239.

Fransham, two pas. of England, co. Norfolk.
—I. {fireatX 6 m. E.N.E. Swaffham. Ac. 1901
P. 295.-11. {Little), same co., 6 m. E.N.E. Swaff-
ham. Ac. 1029. P. 256.

Frant or Fant, a pa., Engl., cos. Kent & Sus-
sex, 3 m. S. Tunbridge-Wells. Ac. 8872. P. 2469.
Franzensbrunn, a viU. of Bohemia, circ. and

17 m.W.S.W. Elbogen, with celebrated bath esta-
blishments, and from which an average of 200,000
jars of mineral water are exported annually.
Frascarolo, a comm. of North Italy, prov.

Pavia, circ. Lomellina. P. 2037.
Frascati, a town of Central Italj', Pontifical

States, on branch railway, comarca and 12 m.
S.E. Rome. Pop. of comm. 4975. It is situated
on one of the Tusculan hills, and has a modei^n
cathedral. Here are the remains of Tusculutn, the
birthplace of Cato, and where Cicero, Lucullus,
Maecenas, and Marcus Brutus had villas. It was
destroyed by the Romans in 1191.
Frascineto, a town of South Italy, prov. Co-

sen za, circ. CastrovUlari. P. 2454.
Fraserburgh, a seaport town, munic. bor.,

and pa. of Scotland, co. and 37 m. N. Aberdeen.
Ac. of pa. about 10,000. P. 4511 ; do. of town
3101. Altitude 260 feet. It has a harbour, con-
structed at a cost of about 50,000/.

Fraserpet or Kooshalnuggur, a town of
British India, Coorg dist., presid. Madras, on 1. b.

of the Cauvery, 290 m. W. Madras.
Eraser River, British Columbia, N. Amer.,

rises N. of Mount Brown, in the Rocky Moun-
tains, flows N.W. 190 m., then S.W. 100 m.,
when it turns S. in lat. 54°, and flows through the
centre of the colony 370 m. to Hope, when it

turns W. and flows 80 m. to its mouth in the Gulf
of Georgia, which separates Vancouver Island
from the mainland. New Westminster, Hope,
and Lytton are the chief places on its banks.
Total length of course 740 m. Its chief tribu-
taries are, on the right, the Stuart river, Chilcotin
river ; left, the Thompson river. Gold was dis-

covered on the middle course of the Eraser in
June 1856, and soon afterwards on its tributary
the Thompson river, and at Lake Shoushwap. In
1858, about 17,000 whites were assembled at the
diggings. Owing to numerous discouragements,
these had in 1861 decreased to 5000, whose earn-
ings amounted to 6,791,409 dols., giving an annual
average to each digger of 272/. sterling. There
has been a considerable arrival of Chinese, but
the severity of the winter season has driven them
nearly all away. The high price of provisions
in the auriferous regions, arising from the cost

of transport, and the fact that mining opera-
tions can only be carried on during four months
of the year (from the middle of September to

January), form mighty discouragements to the
miners. Yet tliere have been some splendid
prizes ; at the celebrated Cariboo district a lump
of pure gold, weighing 7 lbs., is said to have been
obtained. Steamers ascend the Eraser river as
far as Hope and Yale. The geological formation of
the gold region is precisely similar to that of Cali-
fornia, the metamorphic lower Silurian or primary
slate formation, being thrown up and pierced by
masses and veins of quartz, granite, porphyry,
and other igneous rocks. [British Columbia.]
Fraserville, formerly Riviere dv Loup, a

town of Lower Canada, 115 m. E. Quebec. P. 3000.
Frassinere, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Turia.

circ Susa. P. 1587.
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Frassixetto, a vill. of North Italj', prov.

Turin, circ. Ivi-ea. P. 1752. It has dairy produce.
Frassino, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,

circ. Saluzzo. P. 1748.
Frassinoro, a comm. and vill. of North Italy,

prov. Modena, circ. PavuUo. P. 2617.

Frasso, a comm. and vill. of South Italy, prov.
Benevento, 12 m. E.N.E. Caserta. P. 4691.

Frateixo (San), a comm. and vill. of the isl.

Sicily, prov. Messina, circ. Mistretta, cap. circ.

P. 7200.

Frating, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6 m.
E.S.E. Colchester. Ac 1350. P. 247.

Fratta (PitulimC), a town of Central Italy,

prov. and 13J m. N. Perugia, on the Tiber. P.

(1861) 10,169. It is surrounded by walls, and has
a collegiate church, and is noted for its manuf. of

majolica-ware.—II. (Xa), a vill. of Northern
Italy, prov. and 7 m. W.S.W. Eovigo. P. 2853.
Fratta Maggiore, a city of South Italy, prov.

and 6 m. N. Naples, cap. circ. P. (1861) 10,689.
Fratte (Rosa), a conmi. of Central Italy, prov.

and 16 m. S.E. Pesaro. P. 1098.
FraubrOnnem, a viU. of Switzerland, cant,

and 10 m. N.N.E. Bern. P. 525.

Frauenburg, a town, E. Prussia, gov. and 42 m.
S.W. Konigsberg, on the Frische-Haff. P. 2500.

Frauenfeld, a town of S witzei-land, cap. cant.,

Thurgau, on the Murg, 21 m. N.E. Zurich. P.

1784. It has cotton mills, dyeing, & print-works.
Frauenkappelex, a vill. of Switzerland, cant

and 6 m. from Bern, on the road to Morat. P. 663.

Frauexstein, a town of Saxony, circ. and 20

m. S.S.W. Dresden, P. 12G5. It has a silver

mine, dye works, and linen manufactures.
Fraustadt (Polish Wschowa), a frontier town

of Prussian Poland, cap. circ, gov. and 48 m.
S.S.W. Posen. P. 6400. Manufs. of woollen and
linen fabrics, Morocco leather, hats, etc., and a
large trade in corn and cattle.

Frayles (Los), several small island groups in

the Caribbean Sea, off S. coast of Hayti.

Frechen, a vill. of Khenish Prussia, gov. Co-
logne, circ. and 22 m. S.S.W. Diisseldorf. P.

2700. It has manufs. of earthenware.
Frechilla, a market town of Spain, prov. and

20 m. W.N.W. Palencia. P. 1704.

Freckenhaji, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3|
m. S.W. Mildenhall. Ac. 2520. P. 476.

Freckleton, a township of England, co. Lan-
caster, pa. Kirkham, 8 m. W. Preston. Ac. 2659.

P. 879. It has sacking and sail-cloth manuis.
Fredericia or Fridericia, a fortified town of

Denmark, prov. N. Jutland, at the N. entrance of

the Little Belt, 13 m. S.E. Veyle. P. 6261.

Frederick, a city of the U. S., North America,
Maryland, 54 m. N.W. Annapolis. P. (I860)
8143. It has a court-house, gaol, 12 churches,
and several literary institutions. A branch rail-

way, 3 m. in length, connects it with the Balti-

more and Ohio Railway.
Frederick, two cos. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica.—I. in N.E. of Maryland. Area 560 sq. m.
P. (1860) 43,348 free, 3243 slaves.—II. in N.E. of

Virginia. Area 480 sq. m. P. (1860) 14,287 free,

2259 slaves.

Fredericksberg, a vill. of Denmark, prov.
Seeland, cap. amt, 21 m. N.N.W. Copenhagen.

—

Fredericksborg is a citadel of Sweden, on the isL

of Waermde, 15 m. E.N.E. Stockholm, and de-
fending the entrance to its harbour.
Fredericksburg, a city of the U. S., North

America, Virginia, on the Rappahannock river,

in Spottsylvania co., and on railway from New
York to New Orleans, 70 m. S.S.W. Washington.
P. 6022. It has a court-house, gaol, five churches,

and a market-house. The falls of the Rappahan-
nock, in the vicinity, afford good motive power
and the town is supplied with excellent water
conveyed by pipes from the river. Near it Wash-
ington was born, 1732, and here a battle took
place between the Federal and Confederate
forces, 13th December 1862.

Frederickstadt or Friedrichstadt. a towu
cf Prussia, prov. and 25 m. W.S.W. Sclileswig,

on r. b. of the Eider, at the mouth of the Treene.
P. 2231. It was founded in 1621 by the Arminians
driven from the Netherlands by the decisions of

the Synod of Dort. It has ship-building yards,

and manufactures of woollens, mustard, starch,

and Prussian blue.

Frederickstadt, a fortified town of Norway
stift Aggershuus, at the mouth of the Glommen, ir

the Skager-rack, 48 m. S.E. Christiania. P. 2673
It has an arsenal, liarbour, and a tobacco factory

Frederickstadt, a town of Russia, gov. Com--
land, on the Dwina, 48 m. E. Mitau.
Fredericksvaern, a marit. vill. and fortres.

of Norway, stift Aggershuus, amt and 7 m. S
Laurvig, on the Skager-rack. It has a dockyard
Fredericton (formerly St Ann), the cap. towi

of New Brunswick, on the St John river, 80 m
from its mouth. P. 6000. The river is navigabl

to this point, and small steamers ascend 60 dd

higher, to Woodstock. It is the seat of the pro

vincial assembly and of King's College, thi

course of education in which resembles that pui

sued at Oxford.
Frederikshald, a marit. town of Norway

stift Aggershuus, on a small river, near the N.l

angle of the Skager-rack, 58 m. S.S.E. Christiani;!

P. (1855) 7408. It is famous for its strong foi

tress, Frederickstein, at the siege of which Charli

XII. of Sweden was killed in 1718. It has a trad

in timber and iron, manufs. linens and tobacco.

Frederikshamx or Hamina, a fortified sci

port town of Finland, on an inlet of the Gulf :

Finland, 53 m. W.S.W. Wyborg. P. 3360. 1

1809 the treaty was signed here by which Swede,

ceded Finland to Russia. In 1821 the town w;'

almost wholly destroyed by fire.

Frederikshavn (formerly Fladstrand), tl

most N. seaport town of Denmark, prov. Jii

land, stift and 36 m. N.N.E. Aalborg, on tl

Kattegat. Lat 57° 26' 1" N. ^ Ion. 10° 3' E.

1400. It has a citadel and lighthouse.

Frederiksted, a town of the Danish islai

Santa Cruz, West Indies, on its W. coast, wi

2400 inhabitants, a fort, and a roadstead.

Frederikssund, a small town of Demnar
island Seeland, on Roeskilde fiord, 22 m. N.^

Copenhagen. P. 450.

'

Frederiksvark, a market town of Denmai
on lise fiord, 30 m. N.W. Copenhagen. P. 5(

With a royal residence, a cannon foundry, gu

powder factory, and copper works.
FredonlA, a vill. of the U. S~, N. America, Nt

York, near Lake Erie, 12 m. E.N.E. Portlar

The gas used for lighting its streets is obtain

from a natural jet issuing from the earth.

Freeborn, a co. of U. S., North America, Mi

nesota. P. 3367.
Freedosi, a township, U. S., North Ameri'

New York, 270 m. S.W. Albany.
Freehold, a township, U. S., North Ameri

New Jersey, 24 m. E. Trenton. P. 2633.

Frekmantle, a town of W. AustraHa, at t

mouth of Swan River co., and 20 m. S. of Per

Freeport, a township and seaport, U. S.,

America, Maine, 34 m. S.S.W. Augusta. P. 26

Freeport, a town, U. S^ N. America, lUinc

Stevenson co., 200 m. N. Springfield. P. 352!

i
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FTiEESTONE, a CO. of U. S., North America,

xas. P. 3268 free, 3613 slaves.

I'liKETHORPE, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4

. s.S.W. Accle. Ac. 869. P. 425.

luEE-TOWT* or St George, a town of Upper

uiuea, West Africa, cap. of the British settle-

.ut of Sierra Leone, on its W. coast. Lat. 8° 30'

; Ion. 13° 10' W. It is enclosed landward

> an amphitheatre of mountains, and has

veiTiment offices.

1 KEGENAL OE I.A SiERRA, a town of Spain,

ov. and 39 m. S.E. Badajoz. P. 5975. It has

itensive lanyards and nianufs. of linens.

I
Fregona, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov.
'reviso, dist. Ceueda. P. of comm. 2500.

Frehel (Cape), a headland of France, dep.

|6tes-du-Nord, on the English Channel. Lat.

lighthouse 48° 41' 5" N. ; Ion. 20° 18' W.
iLEiBERO, a town of Saxony, cap. of its mining
., circ. and 20 m. S.W. Dresden, near the

.ulde. P. (1864) 18,877. It has a cathedral,

'rphan asylum, gynmasium, and burgher school

:

the seat of the administration of mines and
iiundries for the kingdom, and of a mining aca-

[jmy, Werner's collection of minerals, and a li-

I rary. The pupils work practically in the neigh-
Suring mines. In the vicinity are silver, copper,

ad, and cobalt mines. Extensive smelting works
id foundries are seated at Halsbrilcke, 3 m. dis-

,nt. Manufs. gold and silver lace, woollen cloths

id cassimeres, linen and cotton fabrics, yarn,

ce, white lead, vitriol, gunpowder ; breweries,
id a shot foundry. It communicates by railway
ith Breslau and Schweidnitz.
Freiburg-im-Breisgau, a city of the grand
achy Baden, cap. circ. Upper Rhine, on the
jreisam, and on the Baden Railway, by which it

)mmunicates with Mannheim, Basle, etc., 75 m.
.S.W. Carlsruhe. P., including suburbs, (1864)
U67. AIL 920 ft Its cathedral, with a spire 380
et in height, is one of the noblest Gothic edifices

I Germany. Other buildings are the grand ducal
id archbishop's palaces, 3 hospitals, custom-
Juse, exchange, theatre, town-hall, and Luthe-
.n church. The university, famous as a school
Roman Catholic theology, is well attended. It

>s museums, botanic garden, a gymnasium, and
school of forest economy, Herder's institute of
ts, and other public schools. Manufs. of chicory,
lemical products, soap, starch, leather, and
Hash, with bell-foundries, gunpowder & paper-
ilia, bleaching and dye-works.
Freiburg, a walled town of Prussian Silesia,

)V. and 36 m. W.S.W. Breslau, on railway. P.
>00. Manufs. linen and tobacco.
Freiburg, a vill. of Hanover, 18 m. N.N.W.
Aie. P. 920. With a port on the Elbe.
Freiburg, a cant., Switzerland. [Fribourg.]
Freienohl, a vUl. of Prussian Westphalia, circ.

msberg, on the Ruhr. P. 1100. It is the centre
an extensive manuf. of wooden wares.
Freienserx, a market town of Hessen Darm-
I'lt, prov. Oberhessen, circ. and 9 m. N.E. Hun-
n. P. 1132.
I'p.EiiiAN, a pa. and town of Prussia, prov.
'';sia, gov. and 38 m. N.N.E. Breslau. P. 1211.
Tkeiswaxde, two towns of Prussia.—I. prov.
:indenbm-g, gov. Potsdam, on the Alt-Oder, 33
• N.E. Beriin. P. 3690. It has alum works,
id manufs. of sulphate of soda from the noigh-
'"ii'ing springs of Alessandrienbad and Freien-
,ilde.—II. prov. Pomerania, circ. and 32 m. E.
'ttin. P. 1750. Manufs. cloths.
FuEissHEiM, a market town of Rhenish Bava-
. circ. Pfalz, 22 m. N.E. Landau. P. 2200.
^ REiRTRA, a seaport town of Chile, prov. Ata-

cama, 90 m. S.S.W. Copiapo, at the mouth of the
Guasco. P. 10,000.

Freislng, a town of Upper Bavaria, on the
Isar, 20 m. N.N.E. Munich. P. 6600.

Freistadt or Frkystadt, a toym of Prussian
Silesia, gov. Leignitz, cap. circ, 23 m. W.N.W.
Glogau. P. 3600.—II. W. Prussia, gov. and 16

m. S.E. Marienwerder. P. 1880.—III. a town of

Upper Bavaria, palantinate, Schwarzach. P. 800.

Freiwaldau, a town of Austrian Silesia, circ.

and 40 m. W.N.W. Troppau. P. 1631.

Freixo, two vills. of Portugal.—I. {cTEspada-

a-Cinta), prov. Tras-os-Montes, on rt. b. of the
Douro, 45 m. S. Brega. P. 845.—II. (de Numaoy,
prov. IBeira, 40 m. E.N.E. Viseu.
Frejus, Forum Julii, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Var, cap. cant., 15 m. S.E. Draguig-
nan. P. 2887. It has a cathedral and an Epis-
copal palace. At St Raphael, a vill. 1§ m. distant.

Napoleon i. disembarked on his return from
Egypt in 1799, and re-embarked for Elba in 1814.

Frekendorf, a vill., Switzerland, cant. Basle,

near Leistal. P. 769. Famous for fruit and wine.
Freland, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haut-Rhin, arr. Colman, cant. Portroye. P. 2056.

FrAlingiiiex, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Lille, cant. Armentiers. P. 2056.

Fremington, a pa. of England, co. Devon, on
the Taw, 3 m. W. J'arnstaple. Ac. 6810. P. 1245.

Fremont, a co. of U. S., North America, Iowa.
P. 5074.

—

Fremonts Peak, one of the Wind River
Mnts.in Idaho Ten-itory, 13,570 feet above the sea.

Frenchman's Cap, a mtn. of Tasmania, 4756 ft.

above the sea, lat. 42° 18' S. ; Ion. 145° 42' E.
French Park, a vill. of Ireland, Connaught,

CO. Roscommon, 16J ni. S.W. Leitrim. P. 476.

Frencii-River, Canada West, flows West
from Lake Nipissing into Lake Huron (Geor-
gian Bay), which it enters, lat. 45° 53' N., and
Ion. 81° 5' W., after a course estimated at 60
m.—II. a river which joins the estuary of the
Abbitibbe and Moose rivers, at the S.W. corner
of James Bay (Hudson Sea). Lat. 51° 8' N.

;

Ion. 81° W.
Frensham, a pa. of England, cos. Hants and

Surrey, 3J m. S. Famham. Ac. 8691, including
a sheet of water of about 3 m. in circ. P. 1750.

Frenze, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 1| m.
N.E. Diss. Ac. 399. P. 49.

Freshford, a market town of Ireland, Lein-
ster, CO. and 9 m. N.N.W. Kilkenny. P. 956.

Freshford, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, on
the Avon, 4^ m. S.S.E. Bath. Ac. 561. P. 584.

Freshwater, apa.,Isle of Wight, 1^ m. S.S.W.
Yarmouth. Ac. 5242. P. 1678. The cliffs ol

Freshwater Bay are perforated by remarkable
caverns, and surmounted by a lighthouse.

Fresnaye (La), a comm. and town of France,
cap. cant., dep. Sarthe, aiT. and 8 m. N.W. Ma-
mers. P. 1454.

Fresnes or Frenes, several comms., towns,
& vills. of France.—I. dep. Ome, 12 m. N. Dom-
front. P. 2137.—II. (sur Apance), Haute Mame,
23 m. E.N.E. Langres. P. 1106.—III. Nord,
S. of the Scheldt, 6J m. N. Valenciennes. P. 5017.

Fresnillo, a mining town, Mexico, state and
25 m. N.N.W. Zacatecas. P. (1861) 16,000. It is

in the centre of rich mines of silver and copper.
Fresno, a co. of U. S., North America, Cali-

fornia. P. 4605.

Fresnoy-le-Grani>, a comm. & vill. of France,
dep. Aisne, arr. St Quentin. P. 4293.

Fresse, two comms. and vills. of France.—I.

dep. Haute Sa6ne, arr. and 8 m. N.E. Lure. P.
2633.—II. dep. Vosges, arr. and 12 m. S.E. Eo-
miremout, near the Moselle. P. 1544.

2h
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FRESSDfGFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

4 m. S.S.E. Harleston. Ac. 4560. P. 1325.

Frestos or Friston, two pas. of England, co.

Suffolk.—I. 3 m. S.E. Saxmundiam. Ac 1846.

P. 432. United to Snape.—IL 3 m. S.S.E. Ips-
wich. Ac. 1513. P. 256.

Fketeval, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loir-et-Cher, on rt. b. of the Loire, 9 m. N.E.
Vendome ; near this the troops of PhiUp Augustus
were defeated by the English in 1194. P. 979.

Fretherne, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 8
m. W.N.W. Stroud. Ac. 930. P. 237.

Fretdj, a vill. of France, dep. Nord, 6 m. S.S.E.
Lille. P. 2011.

Frettenham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2
• m. S.W. Coltishall. Ac. 1581. P. 221.

Freuchie, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, pa. and
2 m. E. Falkland. P. 961.

FRECDEVBEaiG, a vill. of W. Germany, grand
duchy Baden, prov. Lower Bhine, on 1. b. of the
Main, 8 m. W.S.W. Wertheim. P. 1800.—IL a
viU. of Austria, Bohemia, circ. Leitmeritz, dist.

Kammitz. P. 3195.
Freudenstadt, a town of S. Germany, Wiir-

temberg, circ. Black Forest, on the Murg, 40 m.
S.W. Stuttgart P. 4200. It has manufs. of

woollen cloths, white lead, and Prussian blue.

Freude>thal, a walled town of Austrian
Silesia, circ. and 20 m. W. Troppau. P. 1502.

Maniifs. of Unen and woollen cloths.—II. a vill.

of "Wiirtemberg, circ. Neckar, 4 m. "W.N.W.
Besigheim, with a royal castle. P. 850.

Frevent, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Pas-de Calais, on the Canche, 21 m. W. Arras,

P. 3333. It has manufs. of linens and woollens.
Freybcro, a town of Moravia, circ. Prerau, 42

in. E.N.E. Olmutz. P. 4760. Manufs. cloths.

Freyburg, a toAvn of Baden. [FRErauRG.]
Freyburg, a town of S^vizerland. [Fribourg.]
Freycin'et (Harbour), an inlet of Shark Bay,

W. Australia. Lat. 26^15' S., Ion. 114° E.—
(^Islatid), Pacific, Dangerous archipelago, in lat.

17° 55' S., Ion. 140° 62' W. Discovered in 1823.

Freye>-vvalde, etc. [Freiexwalde, etc]
Freyexstein, a vill., Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

on rt. b. of the Toess. P. 835. Has fine vineyards.
Freystadt, a town of Upper Austria, on the

railway between Linz and Budweis, 18 m. N.N.E.
Linz. P. 2244.—II. Austrian Silesia, circ. and 11
Qi. N.W. Teschen. P. 993.

Freystadtel (Hung. GalgoczX a market town
Df Hungary, circ. and 15 m. N.W. Neutra, on the
Waag, opposite Leopoldstadt. P. 5385.
Freystrope, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Pembroke,

3 m. S.S.E. Haverford-West. Ac 1637. P. 576.
Freyavaldau orFRiEWALDE, a town, Austrian

SUesia, circ. and 37 m. N.W. Troppau. P. 163L
Freywaldau, a vUl. of Prussian Silesia, reg.

and 49 m. W.N.W. Liegnitz. P. 1061.
Frias, a town of Spain, prov. and 35 m. N.N.E.

Burgos, near the Ebro. P. 1210.
Fribourg, Freiburg, or Freyburg, a cant,

of Switzerland, bounded N. and E. by the cantons
Bern, S. by Vaud, and W. by Neuchatel. Area
632 sq. m. P. (1860) 105,523, mostly Roman
Cathoflcs. It is situated chiefly in the basin of
the Aar, and partly in that of Thiele and Lake
Neuchatel. Surface hilly in the S. and E., where
it is traversed by ramiScations of the Bernese
Alps, culminating points, the Dent de Brenlaire
7723 feet, Dent de Folligran, 7716 feet, Mount
Moleson, 4584 feet above the sea. Principal
rivers the Sarine and the Broie. The greater
part of Lake Morat is in this canton. Climate
mild in the N. and on the Lake of Neuchitel.
Agriculture is the chief occupation of the people

IlecoD B
in the N., and cattle-rearing in the S. distrfctt

Com is grown barely sufficient for home con
sumption, and dairy husbandry is well conductec
The breeds of horses and cattle are valuable

Timber and peat are important products. ]

manufs. straw hats, which, with cheese and tin:

ber, form the chief exports. The inhabitants ai

mostly of Gallic descent, and French is the pn
valent language in the towns; but German :

spoken in the N.E., and Eomansch in the I

Chief towns, Fribourg, Eomont, and Bulla.

Fribourg or Freyburg, a town of Switze:

land, on the Sarine, cap. cant., 17 m. S.W. Ber
P. (I860) 10,454, of whom 700 are stranger

Altitude 2078 feet. It consists of the upper t

French town, and the lower or German tow-

on the brink of the river ; and has a cathedra

college, town-haU, museum, hospital, orpha

asylum, prison, public baths, libraries, and med:
cal, natural history, and antiquarian societie

Manufs. woollen cloths, straw hats, hardwar
porcelain, leather, and sugar.

Frick, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aargan,
m. N. Aarau. P. 950. The Frickthal, of whic
it is the cap, is a valley of about 100 sq. m. i

extent, with a pop. of 20,000, mostly Boma
Catholics, and employed in cotton spinning, ar

trading in cattle, wine, and timber.

Frickenhausek, a town of Bavaria, Lowi;

Franconia, on rt b. of the Main, S.E. Wurzbur:
P. 1220.

Frickley, Engl. [Ciayton with Fricklet.
Fridaythorpe, a pa. , Engl., co. York, E. Eidiu s

10 m. W.N.W. Great DiifiSeld. Ac 2070. P. 33:

Friderikstadt, etc. [Frederickstadt, etc

Fridrikshald, Norway. [Frederickshald
Friedberg, a town of Hessen Darmstadt, pre

Upper Hessen, 18 m. S.S.E. Giessen. P. 2800.

Friedberg, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upp:
Bavaria, 4 m. E.S.E. Augsburg. P. 2100.

Friedeberg, several towns of Prussia.—
prov. Brandenburg, cap. circ, reg. and 56 ii

N.E. Frankfurt, on the Peza. P. 5200. Woolle
cloth factories and tanneries.—II. a town <

Prussian Silesia, gov, and 46 m. W.S.W. Lieg

nitz, on the Quiess. P. 2280.—III. (HighX Silesi.

19 m. S. Liegnitz. Here, in 1745, the Austriai

were defeated by Frederick ii.

Friedeburg, a vill. of Hanover, E. Frieslaii'

cap. dist., 16 m. E.S.E. Aurich. The amt .

dist. of Aurich is 84 sq. m. in extent. P. 7207

Friedeck, a town of Austrian Silesia, circ. ai

14 m. W.S.W. Teschen, on the Ostrawltza.

3620. Mineral baths and manufs. of linens.

Friedersdorf, a frontier vill. of PmssL'i

Silesia, reg. Liegnitz, circ and 20 m. S.E. G?^

Utz, on the Quiess. P. 1266.

Fruedewald, a maiket town of Hessen-Cass

prov. and 24 m. N.N.E. Fulda. P. 1550.

Friedlasd, numerous towns, etc, of Genn«E
—I. Mecklenburg-Strelitz, 30 m. N.K Nev

Strehtz. P. 4750. It has manufs. of VMio;

fabrics, and an active trade in horses.—IL '

Prussia, reg. Konigsberg, cap. circ, 27 m, S.

Koni^berg. P. 2500. Here the French defeat™

the allied Eussians and Prussians, 14th June 18<

—III. Bohemia, circ. Bunzlau, N. of the Lansn

mountains, 68 m. N.N.E. Prague. P. 4331,-1

(Mdrki3ch\ W. Prussia, reg. and 120 m. W.S. ^

Marienwerder, P. 2500. Manufs. of woollen a;

linen cloths.—V. (Prussian), W. Prussia, reg. a:

70 m. W.S.W. Marienwerder. P. 2640.

Friedrichroda, a town of Central Germar

duchy Saxe-Gotha, cap. dist, in the Thuringi

Forest 9 m. S.W. Gotha. P. 2500.

Friedrichshafes or Bucuiiorx, a town
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rilrtemberg, circ. Danube, 6 m. W. Tettnang,

n the Lake of Constance. P. 1100.

Friendly or Tonga Islands, Pacific, comprise

le Tonga and Viti groups. Principal islands,

'acanova, Ambow, and Tongataboo. Discovered

y Tasman in 1643, but received their collective

ame from Cook. [Polynesia, Tonga, Viti.]

Friesach, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
iirg, reg. and 33 m. N.W. Potsdam, with a station

a the railway from Berlin to Hamburg. P. 2900.

Friesland, a prov. of the Netherlands, on the

'.E. side of the Zuyder Zee, having landward
le provs. Groningen, Drenthe, and Overyssel.

jea 1266 sq.m. P. (1863") 288,949. Surface flat,

id being below the level of the sea, its coasts

» protected by dykes. Much of it consists of

iDcy^ heaths, but in the N. and W. are some
isture lands where live stock are reared. Lakes
•e numerous, and in the E. are some forests,

jeat forms the principal fuel in use. Woollens
iid fine linen fabrics, sail-cloth, tiles, etc., are

anufactured. The chief exports are cattle and
dry produce. It is subdivided into three ar-

'nds. ;
principal towns, Leeuwarden, the cap.,

[eerenveen, and Sneek, with Harlingen, Bols-
jard, and Dokkum.
Friesland (East), (Principality of), the

'

.W. portion of Hanover, forming with Harlinger-
nd the landr. or district of Aurich. [Hanover.T
J'^riesoythe, a town of North Germany, grand
ichy of Oldenburg, on the Soeste, 18 m. W.S.W.
Jonburg. P. 1040.

FuiESTHORPE^ a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,
m. S.S.W. Market-Raisen. Ac. 586. P. 46.

Frieston, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 31 m.
,
Boston, Ac. 7410. P. 1239.

' Frigate Isle, an inhabited island of the Indian
5ean, the farthest E. of the Seychelle group, in
t. 4° 32' S., Ion. 66° E. It is 2J m. in length,
id 650 feet above the level of the sea.

Frioento, atown of South Italy, prov. Avellino,

p. arc., 17 m. E.N.E. Avellino. P. 3224. Ruins
ano. Frequentum. It has been frequently de-
coyed by earthquakes.
JFrigiliana, a town of Spain, prov. and 27 m.
i Malaga, near the Mediterranean. P. 2043.
Frignano (Maggiore and Minore), two con-
:uou8 vills. of South Italy, prov. Caserta, 10
d 11 m. S.W. Caserta. United pop. 4720.
Frilsham, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 6 m.
3.B. East-Ilsley. Ac. 989. P. 183.
Frimley, a chapeliy of England, co. Surrey,
. Ash, near the South-Western Railway, 31 m.
•S.W. London. P. 2683.
Primmersdorf, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia,
•c. Diisseldorf, dist. Grevenbroich. P. 1050.
Frinco, a comm. and vill. of Northern Italy,
3V. Alessandria, 7 m. N. Asti. P. 1385.
Frindsbury, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 1| m.
W. Rochester. Ac. 3765. P. 2219.
Fring, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 8 m. S.W.
rnham-Westgate. Ac. 1710. P. 118.
Fringford, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4i
N.N.E. Bicester. Ac. 1580. P. 401.

1- liiNSTED, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 41 m.
\\V. Sittingboume. Ac. 1273. P. 219.
'hinton, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 12 m.

Manningtree. Ac. 820. P. 29. A great
of the pa. has been swept away by the sea.
luocKjiEiM, a vill. of Scotland, co. Forfar, pa.

•kden. P. 1239.

I

uiSA, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Chieti, circ.
QCiano. P. of comm. 1584.
•'risanco, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, prov.
!ne, dist. Maniago. P. of coram. 3148.

' HiSBY-ON-TUE-Wreak, a pa. of England, co.

Leicester, 4 m. W.S.W. Melton-Mowbi-ay. Ac
1080. P. 424.

Fkische-Haff (Freshwater Seay, a lagoon of
East Prussia, between lat. 54° 15' and 54° 45' N.,

Ion. 19° 15' and 20° 25' E., separated from the
Baltic by the Frische-Nehning, a tongue of land
38 m. in length by 1 m. in breadth, and at the
N.E. extremity of which it communicates with
the Baltic, by a channel

-J
m. across. Length of

the Haff S.W. to N.E. 57 m. ; average breadth
5 m. Depth in no place more than 12 feet. It

receives the Pregel and Passarge rivers, and two
arms of the Vistula at its delta.

Friskney, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3^ m.
S.W. Weinfleet. Ac. 13,083. P. 1604,

Friston, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.
W.S.W. Eastbourne. Ac. 2023. P. 89.

Frithelstock, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2
m. W. Great Torrington. Ac. 4382. P. 635.

Fritiiville, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5 m.
E. Tatlershill. Ac. 1630, recovered from the fens,

and made parochial since 1812. P. 317.
Frittenden, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4J m.

N.N.E. Cranbrooke. Ac. 3318. P. 898.

Fritton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2J m.
E.N.E. St Mary Stratton. Ac. 889. P. 235.-11.
CO. Suffolk,7 m. N.W. Lowestoft. Ac. 1562. P. 209.

Fkitwell, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5 m.
N.W. Bicester. Ac. 1230. " P. 542.

Fritzlar, a town of Germany, Hessen-Cassel,
prov. Lower Hessen, on the Edder, 16 m. S.W.
Cassel. P. 3100. It has an TJrsuline convent.

Friuli, an old prov. of Northern Italy, for-

merly divided between the empire of Austria and
the Venetian territory, now forming the circ. of

Goritz, part of Triest and the deleg. Friuli (cap,

Udine) in Lombard}'.
Frobisher Bay, British North America, lat.

62° to 64° N., Ion. 65° to 7° W., is an inlet from
the Atlantic W.ward, between Hudson Strait

'and Cumberland Bay. Length 250 m.; medium
breadth 20 m. Shores on both sides abrupt,

rugged, and mountainous.
Procester, a pa. of England, co. and 11 m.

S.S.W. Gloucester, with a station on the railway
thence to Bristol. Ac. 2720. P. 983.

Frodesley, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 7 m.
W.N.W. Much-Wenlock. Ac. 2212. P. 256.

Frodingham, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Lincoln, parts Lindsey, 7| m. W.N.W. Gland-
ford-Brigg. Ac. 5770. P. 910.—II. (North), a
pa., CO. York, East Riding, 7im. S.E. Great Drif-

field. Ac. 2880. P. 837.

Frodsilam, a pa. and market town of England,
on the Mersey and Weever rivers, co. and 11 m.
N.E. Chester, on railway to Warrington. Ac. of

pa. 14,288. P. 5890. Has salt works and cotton

manufs. The town has a church, a grammar
school, and a graving-dock.—II. a lordship in

the above pa., 11 m. N.N.E. Chester. P. 968.

Frohburg, a town of Saxony, circ. and 21 m.
S.S.E. Leipsic. P. 2753.

—

Frohnleiten is a vill. and
railway station of Styria, 14 m. N. Griitz. P. 801.

Frohsdorf, a vill. of Lower Austria, on the
Leitha, near Wiener Neustadt.

Froiise, a vill. of Saxony, circ. Magdebourg,
dist. Calbe, on the Elbe. P. 1000.

Frome or Frome Selwood, a pari, bor., town,
and pa. of England, co. Somerset, on the Frome,
11 m. S. Bath, on railway to Dorchester. Ac. of

pa. 7092. P. of pa. 11,200 ; of bor. 9522. Chief
buildings, an anc. church, a union workhouse and
market-house. Noted for its ale. Manufs. cards
for dressing woollen cloth, etc., and fine woollens.

It sends 1 member to H. of 0. Reg- electors

(1864) 412.—II. (Bishop's), a pa., co. Hereford,
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Frome, several rivers of England.—I. co. Dor-
set, rises near Beaminster, and flows S.W. past
Frampton and Dorchester, into Poole Bay.—II.

(Upper\ an affl. of the Severn, co. Gloucester.

—

III. {^Lotcery, an affl. of the Avon, in same co.

—

IV. an affl. of the Lugg, co. Hereford.—V. a river,

CO. Somerset, rises in the Mendip Hills, flows N.
past the town of Frome, and after a course of 20
m., joins tlie Avon between Bradford and Bath.
Fkosusta, a town of Spain, prov. and 20 m. N.

Palencia, near the Canal of Castile. P. 1483.

Fronsac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gironde, cap. cant, on rt. b. of the Dordogne,
opposite Liboume. P. 1560.

Front (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

H. Loire, 12 m. E.S.E. Le-Puy. P. 2521.—II.
Lot-et-Garonne, 2^ m. N.E. ViUeneuve-sur-Lot.
P. 1030.—III. Ome, 1 m. S.E. Domfront.
Froxteira, a town of Portugal, prov. Alem-

tejo, 12 m. E. Avis. P. 2480. The Portuguese
defeated the Spaniards here in 1663.
Froxtenay, a vill. of France, dep. Deux-

Sevres, aiT. Niort. P. 2276.
Froxtenhausen, a market town of Lower Ba-

varia, on rt. b. of the Vils, 52 m. N.E. Munich.
P. 1000. Manufactures woollens.
Frontera de Tabasco (La), a town of Mexico,

dep. and on the Tabasco, about 3 m. from its

mouth in the Caribbean Sea, 70 m. N.N.E. San
Juan Baptista (Villa Hermosa), of which it is the
port. Principal building the custom-house. It ex-
ports logwood, cocoa, timber, dye woods, & drugs.
Froxtignan, a comm. and town of S. France,

dep. Herault, cap. cant., on the lagoon of Mague-
lonne, 12 m. S.W. Montpellier. P. 2574.

Fronton, a comm. and vilL of France, dep. H.
Garonne, 16 m. N. Toulouse. P. 2196.

Froome, two pas. of England, co. Dorset.—I.

(St QuentinX 8 m. E.N.E. Beaminster. Ac. 1025.

P. 129.—II. (Vauchurrhy, 7i m. W.N.W. Dor-
chester. Ac. 614. P. 171.-^[For Frome-Canon,
see Canon-Frojie."!

Frosdjoxe, Frusmo, a town of Central Italy,

Pontifical States, cap. deleg., on the Cosa, and
on railway to Naples, 55 m. S.E. Rome. P. 8000.

It has a bishop's see, an apostolic palace, col-

legiate church, and public schools. Area of prov.

649 sq, miles.

Frosoloxe, a comm. of South Italy, cap. circ,

prov. Campobasso, 11 m. E. Isemia. P. 6067.

Frossasco, a comm. and vill. of N. Italy, prov.

Turin, 4 m. N. Pinerolo, on the Noso. P. 1500.

Frossay, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Loire-

Inferieure, on Loire, 18 m.W. Nantes. P. 2801.

Frostenuex, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4
m. N.N.W. Southwold. Ac. 1310. P. 409.

Frowlesworth, a pa. of England, co. Leices-

ter, 4| m. N.N.W. Lutterworth. Ac. 1496. P. 291.

Froxfield, two pas. of England.— I. co.

Hants, ^ m. N.W. Petersfield. Ac. 4898. P.

675.—II. CO. Wilts, 3 m. W. Hungerford. Ac.

2214. P. 530.

Froyen or Frojen, an island of Norway, off

its W. coast, stift and 52 m. W.N.W. Drontheim,
separated from Hittem island by Froy-fiord.

Lat. 63° 40' N., Ion. 8° 40' E. Length E. to W.
20 miles

;
greatest breadth 8 miles.

Froyle, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3 m. N.E.
Alton. Ac. .3618. P. 766.
Frozen Strait, British North America, is be-

tween Southampton Island and Melville penin-
svUa, lat. 65° 40' N., Ion. 84° 30' E. Average
breadth 15 miles.

Frugarolo {Filicariolum), a vill., North Italy,

prov. and circ. Alessandria. P. of comm. 2352.

Fruges, a comm. and town of France, dep. Pa.s-

de-Calais, cap. cant., 32 m. W.N.W Ara&
2949. It has manufs. of woollens and hosiery.

Frltigen, a vUl. of Switzerland, cant, and '

m. S.S.E. Berne. P. 3529.

Fruttuoso (Sax), a vill. of North Italy, pro
and circ. Genoa. P. of comm. 5439. Pictu
esquely situated on the hills of Albaro is tl

ancient monastery of Fruttuoso.
Fryeburg, a township of U. S., North Am

rica, Maine, 63 m. W.S.W. Augusta. P. 1524.

Fryer^jing, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 1 i

W. Ingatestone. Ac 1370. P. 707.

Frystone, two pas. of England, co. York, 'Vi

Riding.—I. (Ferry'), i m. N.W. Ferry-Bridr
Ac. 3040. P. 904.—II. (Monk), 3i m. NJJ.I
Ferry-Bridge. Ac. 4043. P. 1126.

Fubine, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 9 i.

W.N.W. Alessandria. P. with comm. 2932.

FucA or Juan De Fuca, a strait of Nor;
America, Oregon territory, leading from the P:

cific into the Gulf of Georgia, S. of Vancouv'
Island, and forming a part of the British an
United Stat-es boundary line. Lat. of entraDi
48° 10' N., Ion. 124° W.
FucECCHio, a town of Central Italy, on rt,

of the Amo, 23 m. W. Florence. Pop. of com.

(1861) 10,176. With a collegiate church.
Fucixo or Celaxo (Lago), Locus Fucinus,tl

principal lake of South Italy, prov. AquUa, U
tween two ranges of the Apennines. 15 m. !

Sora. Length NAV. to S.E. 10m. ; breadth 7 m.
receives small rivers, is subject to sudden rising

and near it are the remains of an aqueduct, cci

structed under the Emperor Claudius, to carry i

surplus waters into the GarigUano. In 1855 oper

tions were begun by a Neapolitan Company !«

draining the lake, which were completed in 18(5

FuEGO (Volcano de) ("^re volcano "), a mou:

tain of Cent. Amer., state Guatemala, 20 m. 'V

the volcano d'Agua. Eruptions frequently occj

Flegos, one of the Philippine Islands, Asiat

Archipelago, 30 m. N. Mindanao. LaL 9° 12' >

Ion. 123° 40' E., 20 m. in length by 6 m. in breadi

named from having in its centre a volcanic pesi

Fl'excaliente, a town of Spain, prov. and

m. S.S.W. Ciudad-Real. P. 2105.

Fl^en-Ho, a river of China, prov. Shan-si, jo:

the Hoang-Ho, lat. 36° 20' N., Ion. 111° 40' 1

after a course mostly S., and supposed to be na\

gable for 300 m. The cities Tai-Tuen, Fu£

Tchou, Piu-Yang, and Kiang are on its banks.

Fuen-Labrada-de-lo3-Montes, a town
Spain, Estremadura, prov. and 10 m. KBadaji

P. 1029. Manufactures Unen.
Fuen-Mayor, a towji of Spain, prov. and 6 -

W. Logrono, near the Ebro. P. 2029.

FuEXSALiDA, a town of Spain, prov. and 16

N.W. Toledo. P. 2739.

FuENSANTA, a town of Spain, prov. and 58

S. Cuenca. P. 1831.

FuENTE, numerous towns of Spain.—I. (
amo), prov. and 18 m. S. Murcia. P. 6250.—

(Cantos), prov. and 48 m. S.E. Badajos. P. 46t

III. (de Leon\ prov. and 50 m. S. Badajos.

3280. There is a silver mine in its vicinity.—ll

(del Maestre), prov. and 30 m. S.E. Badajos.

tJ106.—V. (el Sanco), prov. and 48 m. S.W. Vi

ladolid. P. 2509.—VI. (La Higuera), prov. v

lencia, 43 m. N.W. Alicante. P. 2626.—VIL (

Pena), prov. and 29 m. S.W. Zamora, P. 15

—VIII. (Ovejuna, anc. Mellaira), prov. and

m. N.W. Cordova. P. 4660. Manufs. wooU':

and leather.

FuENTE-TCHOU-FOO, a city of China, pr

Shan-si, cap. dep., near the Fuen-Ho. Lat.

19' 12" N.: Ion. 111° 41' E.
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FuENTEPELAGO, a town of Spain, prov. and 16

II. N. Segovia. P. 1352. Manufs. linens.

FUENTERKABIA, Spain. [FONTARABIA.]
I'ljENTES, several towns of Spain.—I. (cfo la

'inirpana), prov. and 27 m. E.N.E. Sevilla. P.
• ,j-).—II. (de don Bermuda), prov. and 12 m.
\ .y.W. Palencia. P. 3065.-111. (d'Onoro), prov.

iinanca, 16 m. S.W. Ciudad Eodrigo, and in

1 the scene of several engagements between

uv English and French troops.

j
FuERTE, a small island off the N.W. coast of

houth America, New Granada, in the Caribbean

jlea, 86 m. S.S.W. Cartagena.—-(i^jo de), a liver of

tlexico, Sinaloa, which enters the Gulf of Cali-

bmia in lat. 26" 50' N., Ion. 109° 10' W., after a

V. course of about 180 m. [Villa del Fuebte.]
FuERTE DE Andalgala, a town of the Argen-

'ine Confederation, prov. and 78 m. N. Cata-

liarca. P. 5500.

! Fuerteventuka or Fortevektura, one of

tie Canary Islands, in the E. part of the archi-

elago, separated from the Lanzarote on the N.

y the Canal of Bocavna. Lat. of its N.W. point,
'8° 42' N., Ion. 14° f W. Area 758 sq. m. P.

(1,860. It is less mountainous than the other

anary Islands. Highest point in the N. 2240,

[ad in the S. 2900 feet. Surface deficient in

hreams, but has some tracts of great fertility.

•j'he cap. is Betancuria. Cabras on the E. coast

jas the principal harbour. [Canaries."]
I Puerty, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. and
jji m. W.S.W. Eoscommon. Ac. 13,475. P. 2907.
' PuGA, an island of the Asiatic Archipelago,
iibuyanes, 25 m. N. Luzon, and about 35 m. in

louit. Lat. 19° N. ; Ion. 121° 20' E.
Fdgeloe, an island of Norway, Finmark, in the
jctic Ocean. Lat. 70° 18' N. ; Ion. 20° 40' E.
FuGGLESTON, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 1 m,
'.Wilton. Ac. 2480. P. 609.

FOhnen or FOnen (Dan. Fyen, Latin Fionia),

a island in the Baltic, and, next to Seeland, the
jgest of the Danish islands, between lat. 55° 4'

ad 66° 38' N., Ion. 9° 44' and 10° 63' E., sepa-
ited from Seeland E. by the Great Belt,

id from the mainland W. by the Little Belt,

urface undulating ; hilly in the W. and S.W.
res greatly indented. In the N.E. the Oden-
-liord receives the Odensee, the principal river,

) m. in length. Lakes numerous ; the largest is

rreskov See. Climate moist; soil very pro-
active. Com is raised for export, and flax,

3mp, and fruit are cultivated. Exports, cattle,

arses, honey, com, fruit, lard, butter, leather,

Jted meat, and some manufactured goods. The
ade is active, and chiefly with Norway and
weden. Fiihnen, with Langeland, an island
.E., form a stift, subdivided into 3 amts. Area
J86 sq. m. P. (1860) 205,826. Principal towns
FUhnen, Odensee, Svendborg, and Nyeborg.
Fulailee or Fullalee, a river of Scinde,
•nning the E. arm of the Indus at its delta,
ayes the Indus about 12 m. N. Hyderabad,
hich city it insulates, by sending off a branch
' rejoin the main stream 15 m. below. It thence-
rth has the name of Goonee.
Fulbeck, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 10 m.
•N.E. Grantham. Ac. 3900. P. 728.
FULBOUBNE, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m. S.E.
imbridge. Ac. 6211. P. 1548.
Fulbroke, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 4 m.
N.E. Stratford-on-Avon. Ac. 650. P. 76.

,

i' ulbrook, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, f m.
•N.E. Burford. Ac. 1670. P. 392.
Pulda, a river of Germany, mostly within the
n-itory of Hessen-Cassel, rises in the Ehon-
:birge, flows tortuously N., and at Manden

joins the Werra to fonn the Weser, after n
course of 90 m, Afiluents, the Luder, Haun, and
Schwalm.
FuLDA, awalledtown of Germany, formerlyHes-

sen-Cassel, incorporated with Prussia in 1866, 51
m. S.E. Cassel. P. (1864) 9359. It has a cathedral,
bishop's palace, monasteries, hospitals, asylums,
an arsenal, prison, and workhouse. Most of its

inhabitants are Eoman Catholics. Public institu-

tions comprise a Eoman Catholic seminary, Pro-
testant gymnasium, lyceum, with a public library,

school of industry, and orphan asylum. Manufs.
linen and woollen fabrics, tobacco, and leather.

Area of circle 706 sq. m. P. (1861) 136,572.

Fulek and Fulep-Szallas, two vills. of Hun-
gary.—I. in cii-c. Neograd, 64 m. N.N.B. Pesth.
P. 1347. Once a fortified town.—11. dist. Little

Cumania, 48 m. S.E. Pesth. P. 2600.
FuLFORD, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Eid-

ing, 2 m. S. York. Ac. 2062. P. 2478. Princi-
pal edifices, barracks, and a Friends' lunatic
asylum, termed " the Eetreat."

Fulgent (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Vendue, cap. cant., arr. and 16 m. N.E. Napo-
leonville. P. 1948.

FuLHAM, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, on
the Thames, here crossed by a bridge leading to
Putney, 6J m. S.W. St Paul's, London. Ac.
1834. P. 15,639. The palace of Fulham, a resi-

dence of the Bishops of London since Henry vir.,

is surrounded by beautiful grounds, and encircled
by a moat communicating with the Thames.
FuLiGNO, a town of Central Italy. [Fougno.]
FuLLETBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3 m.

N.E. Horncastle. Ac. 1940. P. 303.

FuLL-SuiTON, apa. of England, co. York, East
Eiding, 6 m. N.N.W. Pocklington. Ac. 950. P. 174.

FuLjiER, a pa. of Engl., co. Bucks, 4J m. E.S.E.
Beaconsfield. Ac. 1886. P. 351.

FuLMODESTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

4J m. E. Fakenham. Ac. 2333. P. 388.

FuLNECK, a vill. of England, co. York, West
Eiding, 6 m. S.W. Leeds. The inhabitants are
mostly Moravians, who settled here in 1723.

FuLNECK or FuLNiCK, a town of Moravia, circ.

and 26 m. N.E. Prerau. P. 3784. It has manufs.
of woollen and linen fabrics.

FuLSTON, a township of Engl., co. York, West
Eiding, pa. Kirk-Burton, 5f m. S.S.E. Hudders-
field. Ac. 1200. P. 2414.
FuLSTOw, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, parts

Lindsey, 7J m. N. Louth. Ac. 2840. P. 677.

Fulton, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

N.R of New York. Area 5000 sq. m. P. (1860)
24,162.-11. a township, 9 m. S. Schoharie. P.
2147.—III. a Till., same state, 139 m. W.N.W.
Albany.—IV. a co. in N. of Indiana. Area 350
sq. m. P. 9422.—V. a co. in W. of Illinois, with
vill. of same name, and a fine railway bridge
across the Mississippi. P. (1860) 33,338.—VI. a
township, Ohio, in vicinity of Cincinnati, of

which it forms a suburb. It has several ship-yards.

—VII. a township, Missouri, 25 m. N.E. Jefferson.

P. 600.—VIII. a CO. in N.W. of Ohio. P. (1860)
14,043.—LK. a co. in S. of Pennsylvania. P. 9131.—^X. a CO., Arkansas. P. 3936 free, 88 slaves.

—

XI. a CO., Georgia. P. 11,472 free, 2955 slaves.

—

XII. a CO., Kentucky. P. 4239 free, 1078 slaves.

FuLwooD, a township of England, co. and pa.
Lancaster, 2 m. N.W. Preston. Ac. 2077. P. 2313.
FuMAY, a comm. and town of France, dep. Ar-

dennes, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Meuse, 16 m. N.
Mezieres. P. 4283.

FuMEL, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Lot-et-Garonne, cap. cant., on the Lot, 26 m.
N.E. Agen. P. 3000.
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FiTMONE, a town of S. Italv, Pontifical States,

7 m. N.N.W. Frosinone. P. 1236. It has a castle,

palace, and collegiate cliurch.

FuNCHAL, the cap. town of the island Madeira,

on its S. coast. Lat of British consulate 32° 37'

7" N.; Ion. 16° 54' 7" W. P. 18,161. Mean
temp, of year 67°'6, winter 63°-5, summer 71°-6,

Fahr. Chief edifices, a cathedral, the governor's

residence, hospital, and theatre.

FuxDAo, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, 36
m. S.W. Guarda. P. 2600. Manufs. cloth.

FCNDENHALL, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m.
"W.N.W. St Mary-Stratton. Ac. 1347. P. 334.

FuNDY (Bay of), an inlet of the Atlantic, sepa-
rating Nova Scotia from New Brunswick. Length
S.W to N.E. 100 m.; average breadth 35 m.
At its upper extremity are Chignecto Bay and
Menes Channel, leading to Menes basin. Passa-
maquoddy Bay opens into it near its mouth. The
Bay of Fundy is deep, but its navigation is danger-
ous. It comprises the Grand Manan and Long
Isls., and receives the St John and St Croix rivers.

FuNFKiRCHEN (" five chuTches," Hung. Pecsy
a royal free town of S. Hungary, cap. circ, Ba-
ranya, 105 m. S.S.W. Buda. P. 15,821. It has a
cathedral, a Eoman Catholic diocesan school, a
college, military and high schools, and maniifs.

of woollen cloths.

FuNFHAUS, a vill. of Austria, circ. Unt, dist.

Sechshaus, near Vienna. P. 9585. Silk, satin,

and woollen manufs.
Fung or Fong, a prefix of the names of nume-

rous cities, etc., China.—I. CWaK), prov. Che-
kiang, on a branch of the Tchen-kiang river,

about 30 m. from Ning-po; and taken by the
British in 1842.—II {Wkang-chingy, prov. Leao-
tong, near the Corean frontier, and the only
entrep6t of the ti-ade between China and Corea.

—III. ( Yang), prov. Ngan-hoei, cap. dep., 95 m.
N.W. Nan-king.
Fu>TiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4\ m.

W.N.W. Chichester. Ac. 3635. P. 1099.

FuECA (La) (French La Fourche), a mountain of

Switzerland, cant. Valais, immediately W. Mount
St Gothard. Height 8268 feet above the sea.

FuRCi, a comm. of South Italy, prov. Chieti,

circ. Vasto. P. 2018.

FuRED, a vill. of Hungary, on the W. shore of

Lake Balaton, 9 m. S. Weszprim, resorted to as a
bathing place. P. 1281.—II. (Tiszad Fiired), a
market town, circ. and on 1. b. of the Theiss, 21

m. E.S.E. Kardszag. P. 6682.

PureedABAD, a town of British India, Upper
provs., dist. and 17 m. S. DelhL
FuREEDPOOR or DACCA Jelapooe, a dist. of

British India, presid. and prov. Bengal, between
lat. 23° and 24° N., Ion. 89° and 90° 30' E., en-
closed by the dists. Dacca, Backergunge, Pubna,
Mymimsingh, and Jessore. Area 2052 sq. m.
P. 855,000. The Ganges intersects it near its

centre. Indigo is the chief crop. The rice

grown is insufiBcient for home consumption.

—

Fvreedpoor, its chief town, is 37 m.W.S.W.Dacca.
—II. a town, dist. and 10 m. S.E. Delhi.
FuRK, a castle and vill., E. Persia, 105 m.

N.W. the Furrah-rood (lake). The castle is re-

puted to be the strongest in Chorassan. The
village has about 200 families.

FuRLO, a vill. of N.E. Italy, deleg. and 8 m.
S. Urbino, and near which is the famous Pass of
Furlo (anc. Petra Intercisa.)

FuRNARi, a comm. of the island Sicily, prov.
Messina, circ. Castroreale. P. 2084.
Furnas, a vill. on the E. coast of the island St

Michael, Azores, wiih sulphurous springs.
FvnuEAVX or Fu'SBEBs Islands, a group,

Australasia, in Bass Strait, between Tasmani
and Australia. Lat. 40° S. ; Ion. 148° E. The
consist of three or four large, and many small*
islands ; Flinders Island, the principal, being 4

m. long by 10 m. broad. Cape Barren, Clark'
Hummock, and Babel Islands are those next i

size. Flinders and Clarke islands are hDly, an
have peaks 2500 feet above the sea. Soil sand
and vegetation feeble. Discovered by the Enj
lish navigator Fumeaux in 1773.

—

Fumeaux
also an island in the Pacific Ocean. Lat 17° S
Ion. 143° 6' W.
FuRNES, the most W. town of Belgium, pro

W. Flanders, at the junction of several cana;
near the North Sea, and 26 m. W.S.W. Eruge
P. 4699. It has an active trade in cattle.

FuRNESS, a manorial liberty of England, fom
ing a promontory on the Iiish Sea, in the N.V
part of CO. Lancaster. Its greater part is a ru;.

ged region covered with underwood. Pop. most
employed in iroU mines and furnaces, slate quai

ries, and charcoal-burning. The abbey of Fui
ness is a picturesque ruin. Near it is a station (
the Broughton and Fleetwood Railway.
FuRRUCKABAD {Happy resiuence), a dist :

British India, presid. Bengal (Agra), between h
27° and 28° N., having E. the Oude doms., aii

on other sides the dists. Etawah, Alighur, aii

Bareily. Area 1909 sq. m. P. 854,799. It

mostly comprised in the Doab, its N. part beiii

traversed by the Ganges.

—

Furruckabad, the ca]

of the dist., is situated on r. b. of the Ganges, 1,

m. E.N.E. Agra. P. estimated at 66,000. It

enclosed by a wall, and is one of the princij:

commercial towns of Upper Hindostan ; but ti

government establishments of the district are !

Futtehghur, Lord Lake defeated the troops
Holkar here in 1805.

FuRRUCKNAGUR, two towns of British Ind:

presid. Bengal, dist. Delhi, one being 10 m. EJf.!
and the other 26 m. S.W. of that city.

FCrstenau, a town of Northern German
kingdom of Hanover, landrost and 23 m. N.V
Osnabruck. P. 1188—IL a vill. of Hessen Dani
stadt, prov. Starkenburg, 20 m. S.E. Darmstad
on 1. b. of the Miimling.
FCrstenberg, several small towns of Ge

manv.—I. Mecklenberg-Strelitz, on the Hav-
10 m. S.E. Old Strelitz. P. 2430.—II. Prussi

prov. Brandenburg, gov. and 14 m. S.E. Frani

fiirt-on-the-Oder, with which it communicat'
by railway. P. 1860.

Furstenfeld, a town of Styria, circ and 80 r

E. Gratz, on the Feistritz. P. 3013. It has

large imperial tobacco .factory.

Furstenfeld Bruck, a vill. of Upper Bavar
15 m. N.W. Munich, with a military hospital

Fursten\valde, a town of Prussia, prov. Bra

denburg, gov. Frankfort, on rt b. of the Spri

21 m. W. Frankfort, and on the railway them

to Berlin. P. 5300. It has manufs. of line)

and woollens, and an active trade by the river,

FCrth, a manuf. town of Bavaria, circ MidiJ

Franconia, at the confl. of the Eeg^itz and Pc!

nitz, 5 m, N.W. Niimberg, with which it coi

mimicates by railway. P. (1864) 21,054, ma
of whom were Jews, the rest mostly Lutherai

It has several churches and synagogues, a

numerous schools. The Jews, interdicted frc

settling in Niimberg, have here a separate coi

of justice, Hebrew schools, two printing establis

ments, and unu.sual privileges. Manufs. fabri

of various kinds, mirrors, lacquered wares, h:

and bone articles, and pedlary of all descriptio:

FuRTH, a frontier town of Bavaria, circ upi

Palatinate, on the Cham, 40 m. N.E. iiegeusbu:

I
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FuRTH, a vill. of Hessen Darmstadt, prov. Star-

ceuburg, 16 m. S.E. Darmstadt. P. 1370.

FuRTHO, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
> m. N.N.W. Stoney Stratford, near the North-

\Vestern Kailway. Ac. 480. P. 16.

FuRTWANGEN, a vill. of BadeD, circ. Upper
llhine, 1 ra. E.N.E. Freiburg. P. 970.

Fury-and-Hecla Strait, British North Ame-
ica, lat. 69° 60' N., Ion. 85° W., lead W.ward

. uto Boothia Gulf, having N. Cockbum island,

jind S. Melville peninsula. Breadth varies from

J to 40 m., with numerous Islands. [Boothia.]

I FnsARO, Acheron, a lake of South Italy, prov.

ind 11 m. W. Naples, on the peninsula of Baise.

FusiGNANO, a town of Northern Italy, prov.

Ijavenna, 30 m S.E. Ferrara. P. 6242.

I PusiNA, a vill. and post station of N. Italy, gov.

'md 4 m. W.S.W. Venice, on the Brenta Canal.
', FCssEX, a frontier town of Bavaria, circ.

'5wabia, on the Lech, near the Tyrolese border,

1)6 m. S.W. Augsburg. P. 1600; It has a castle,

l.ni manufa. of musical instruments.

Pdtak, a town of S. Hungary, circ. Bacs, on

I. b. of the Danube, 8 m. W. Peterwardein. P.

>o75. It has a fair in November, attended by
Curkish, Greek, and Armenian merchants.
Puttehpoor, numerous towns, etc., in India.

—

!. presid. Bengal, dist. & 75 m. W.N.W. Allaha-

liad, on E. I. ^^il. The dist. of Futtehpoor is in

iliv. Allahabad. Area 1583 sq. m. P. 611,132.

'limate various, thermometer ranging from 28° to

12° Fahr.—II. Scinde, in the delta of the Indus,
i5 m. S. Hyderabad.—III. Punjab, on the Ravee,
1!6 m. S.W. Lahore.—IV. QSikra), British India,

bresid. Bengal, dist. and 19 m. W.S.W. Agra.
i PnrrooHA or Futwa, a town of British India,

presid. Bengal, on rt. b. of the Ganges, in lat.

'lo- 80' N., Ion. 85° 22' E. P. 12 000. The
janges is here considered sacred.

Futtygurii, a military cantonment of India,
on 1. b. of the Ganges, N.W. provs., in lat. 27°
22' N. ; Ion. 79° 41' E. The place is healtny, and
well supplied with provisions.
FuTTYPOOR, two towns of India.—I. British

dom., presid. Bengal, Nagpore, cent, provs., 48 m.
E.S.E. Hosungabad.—II. Eajpootana, 90 m. N.W.
Jeypoor.

—

Futtipoor is a large vill. of Scinde, on
a branch of the Indus, 10 m. S. Larkhana.
FuUR, an island of Denmark, prov. Jutland,

amt. and 30 m. N.W. Wiborg, in the Liimfiord.
Area 11 sq. m. P. 1000. Mineral springs.

FuvEAU, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. B.
du Rhone, arr. and 7 m. S.E. Aix. P. 2883.

POzES, a vill. of Hungary, Woiwodena, circ.

Bogsaw. P. 1960.

Fye, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Sarthe,
arr. Mamers, cant. St Paterne. P, 1997.

Fyen, an island of Denmark. [FuhnenJ
Fyfield, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Berks, 4i m. W.N.W, Abingdon. Ac. 1620. P.
489.—II. CO. Essex, 2| m. N.E. Chipping-Ongar.
Ac. 2450. P. 629.—III. co. Hants, 4f m. W.
Andover. Ac. 2210. P. 222.

Fylingdales, a pa. of England, co. York, N.
Riding, on the North Sea, 4i m. S.S.E. Whitby.
Ac. 18,458. P. 1721.

Fyne (Loch), an inlet of the sea, Scotland, co.

Argyle, commencing between the isles of Bute
and Arran, and running up between the dists.

Kintyre and Cowal for about 40 m., with an aver-
age breadth of 5 m. Shores deeply indented.
The loch is noted for its herring fishery.

Fyvie, a pa. of Scotland, co. and about 24 m.
N.N.W. Aberdeen. . Ac. 20,000. P. 4344.

Fyzabad, a town of India, dom. and 4 m. W.
Oude. It is large, populous, and has the remains
of a fortress, and of a palace.—II. a vill. of Af-
ghanistan, on the Herirood, 32 m. E. Herat.

G
Oaabense, a vill. and ferry station of Den-

nark, on the N. coast of the island Falster.

6aad, a vill. of Hungary, W. of the Theiss, co.

Corontd, on the Temes. P. 1123.

Gabarret, a comm. and town of France, dep.

jandes, cap. cant., 25m. E.N.E. Mont-de-Marsan.
'. 1146. It was formerly cap. of the viscounty
labardan.

Gabas, a frontier vill. of France, dep. Basses
'yren^es, comm. Laruns, where travellers com-
aence the ascent of the Pic-du-Midi d'Ossau.
Gabel, a town of Bohemia, circ. Bunzlau, 60

Q. N.N.E. Prague. P. 2490.—II. a vill, circ. and
6 m. E. Chrudim, on 1. b. of the Adler. P. 666.

Gabela or Gabella, a town of European Tur-
:ey, Herzegovina, on the Narenta, near the Dal-
oatlan frontier, and 26 m. S.W. Mostar.
Gabera, a town of Spain, prov. and 52 m.

!.W. Tarragona. P. 1674 It has manufs. of
inens.

Gabian, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Wrault, 12 m. N.N.E. Beziers. P. 1189.
Gabiano, a town of North Italy, prov. Ales-

andria, circ. and 12 m. W. Casale, cap. mand., on
t. b. of the Po. Pop., with comm., 2528.
Gablonz (Bohemian Gablunka), a market town

f Bohemia, circ. Bunzlau. P. 3879.
Gaboon, a region of Central Africa, on the E.

oast of the Gulf of Guinea, between lat. 2° 30' N.,
nd 0° 45' S. It is watered by the Gaboon river,
t the mouth of which the French erected a mili-
uy and commercial establishment in 1843. Trade

in ivory, ebony, sandalwood, and green copal.

The gorilla ape is a native of this region.

Gac£, a comm. and town of France, dep. Ome,
cap. cant., 15 m. E.N.E. Argentan. P. 1848.

Gacilly, a town of France, dep. Morbihan,
cap. cant., 29 m. E.N.E. Vannes. P. 1308.

Gacs or Gacz, a market town of W. Hungaiy,
circ. Neograd, 64 m. N.N.E. Pesth. P. 1194.

Gadames or Ghadames, an oasis of the Afri-

can desert, S.W. of Tripoli, and S. of the main
chain of the Atlas, with a town, near lat. 30° 9'

N., Ion. 9° 14' E. It has numerous vills. and
some antiquities of the Roman period, and is the

centre of divergent routes to the territories of

Tunis, Tripoli, the oases of Ghat, Tuat, etc.

Gaddada or TcHiN-TCHOU, a river of Hindos-

tan, joins the Bramaputra in Bengal, dist. and 45

m. N.E. Rungpoor, after a S. course through
Bootan, estimated at 160 m., during which it

forms numerous cataracts.

Gaddesby, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 5J
m. S.W. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1657. P. 341.

Gaddesden, two pas. of England, co. Herts.

—

I. (^Great), 3 m. N.W. Hemel-Hempstead, and 5
m. from the Boxmoor station of the London and
North-Western Railway. Ac. 4074. P. 1147.—
II. (^lAttle), 4 m. E.S.E. Ivinghoe. Ac. 924. P. 386.

Gade, a river of England, co. Herts, after a S.

course, joins the Colne near Rickmansworth.
Affluent, the Chesham river. For many miles it

runs parallel to the N. W. Railway, and it sup-
pUes the Grand Junction Canal.
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Gadkbusch, Del Jyucas, a -walled town of North-

ern Gennany. Meckleuburg-Schwerin, cap. dist.,

13 in. W.N.W. Schwerin. P. 2300.

G^VDjATCii or Gaditch, a town of South Bussia,

prov. and 60 m. N.W. Poltava, cap. dist., on the
Psiol. P. 3641. • It has 7 churches, and an active

trade in agricultural.produce.
Gador, a town of Spain, prov. and 10 m. W.

Almeria, on rt. b. of the Almeria. P. 1954.

Gador (Sierra de), a chain of mountains,
Spain, Andalucia, being a part of a range which
is nearly parallel to the Sierra Nevada, and takes
the name of Alpigarras. Culminating point 6755
feet above the sea. It has lead mines, which yield
annually 6696 tons.

Gadsden, a co., T7. S., N. America, in centre of
Florida, extending from Georgia to the Gulf of
Mexico. Areall50sq.m. P. 3987 free, 5409 slaves.
Gadshill, England, co. Kent, 2^ m. N.W. Eo-

chester, on the London Road, famous as the scene
of Falstaff's and Prince Henry's rencontre.
Gael, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. lUe-et-

Villaine, arr. Montfort, cant. St Meon. P. 2434.
Gaeta, Caietcu, a fortified seaport city of S. Italy,

prov. Caserta, cap. dist., occupying a peninsula on
the N.W. side of the Gulf of Gaeta, 40 m. N.W.
Naples. P. (1861) 14,217 (besides the garrison). It
has a cathedral, churches, convents, and hospitals.
In its vicinity stood the villa of Cicero, in the
grounds of which he was assassinated, b.c. 43.
Gaefa was taken by the French in 1798 and 1806.
Pope Pius IX. sought an asylum here in 1850. It
suri-enderedtotheSardinian8inl861. The Gvlfof
Gaeta, Mediterranean, is in lat 41° 10' N., Ion. 13°
45

' E. On the N.E. it receives the river Garigliana
Gaffat, a \-ill. of Abyssinia, prov. Begemeder,

near Debra Tabor, the Abyssinian " Woolwich "

and arsenal.
Gaggio, a town of North Italy, prov. Bologna,

circ. Vergato. P. 3822.
Gagliano and Gagliato, three comms. and

vills. of South Italy.—I. prov. Aquila. P. 1646.
—II. prov. Catanzaro. P. 932.—III. Lecce, circ.
Gallipoli. P. 1942.

Gagliano, a town of the island Sicily, prov.
Catania, circ. Nicosia. P. 3915.
Gaidaronisi, Hyettusa^ an island off the S.W.

coast of Asia Minor, in the ^gean Sea, 13 m. S.
Samos. Lat 37° 28' N. ; Ion. 27° E.
Gail (Slav. Sillay, a river of lUyria, Carinthia,

rises near the Tyrol, and joins the Drave 2 m.
below Villach, after an E. course of 65 mOes.
Gaildorf, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Jaxt,

on the Kocher, 31 m. N.E. Stuttgart. P. 1550.
It has two castles, and manufs. of vitriol and alum.
Gaillac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Tarn, cap. arr., 12 m. W. Alby, on the Tarn. P.
7834. It has a comm. college, manufs. of wine
casks and turned wares, distilleries, tanneries,

dye-houses, and an active trade in wines.—II. a
vill., dep. Aveyron, 18 m. N.N.W. Milhaii. P.
1057.—III. (Toulzd), dep. Haute Garonne, arr.

and 16 m. S.S.E. Muret. P. 2002.
Gaillan, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, 1 m. N.N.W. Lesparre. P. 2377.
GaillefontaIne, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Seine Infdrieure, arr. Neufch&tel, cant.
Forges. P. 1712.

Gaillon, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Eure, cap. cant., 8 m. E.S.E. Louviers, with a sta-
tion on the Eouen Rail., 48 m. N.W. Paris. P. 3206.

Gaines, a township of the U.S., North America,
New York, near Lake Erie.—II. Gainesville, a
township near Lake Erie.—III. a vill., Alabama,
on the Tombigbee, 54 m. S.W. Tuscaloosa.
Gainford, a pa. and vill. of England, co. Dur-

ham, on the Tees, 7f m. W.N.W. Darlington.
Ac. 24,145. P. 7264.

Gainsborough, a seaport, market town, anr
pa. of England, co. and 16 m. N.W. Lincoln, on tht

Trent, 26 m. from its junction with the Humber
Ac. of pa. 7210. P. (1861) 7339. It has a church
towu; haU, theatre, and union workhouse. Import.«

lintseed, i-apeseed, bones, and timber. Exports
Manchester, Birmingham, and Shefiield manufs
The canals connecting it with the Trent rende:

Gainsboro' a natural outlet on the E. coast for th(

midland cos., in consideration of which it wa.

made a port in 1840. It is a poUing place for th.

parts of Lindsey. Vessels belonging to the por

2, tons 112. Customs rev. (1862), 9880/. ; export

(1862), 832/.

Gainesville, a town, U. S., North America
Virginia, co. Prince William, 10 m. N.W. Brents
ville. It was the scene of a great battle, 29tl

August 1862.

Gairdner, Lake, S. Australia, lat 32° S.

Ion. 135° E. ; length 130 m. ; breadth 25 m. ; 350 ft

above the sea. Near it are many small salt lakes

Gairloch, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ross, on a:

inlet of the sea of the same name, 24 m. E.N.I,

the N. extremity of the Isle of Skye. P. 5445'

More tban 5000 ac. in this pa. are woodlanc.
—II. a branch of the Fu-th of Cl3-de, co. Dun:
bai-ton, between pas. Row and Roseneath, op-

posite Greenock. Length S. to N. 7 m., averagi

breadth 1 mile.

Gairo, a vill. of Sardinia, prov. Cagliari, circ

and 3 m. from Lanusei. P. 1247. Manufs. woollens

Gairsay, one of the Orkney islands, Scotlani!

par. Eendai, from which it is divided on the H
by a strait Length 2 miles. P. 43.

Gais, a vUl. of Switzerland, cant and 4 m. N.I
Appenzell, on the S. declivity of the Gftbri

mountains, 2900 feet above the sea. It ha.

mineral springs and baths. P. 2480.

Gaisin or Gassin, a town of W. Russia, Podoli

;

130 m. E. Kaminietz, on a tributary of the Bu.

P. (1863) 9630.
Gajar or GiRiNG, a market town of Hungarj

on rt: b. of the Danube, co. and 24 m. NJf.\V
Pressburg, on the Rudana. P. 3284.

Gaje, a viJl. of Austria, Galicia, circ. Sambo'
dist. Drohobycz. P. 2705.

G^UOLE, a town of Central Italy, prov. ar

circ. Siena, cap. comm., in the upper valley

the Arbia. P. 5542.

Galacz or Galatz (pron. Galatsh"), a townar
the port of Moldavia, on 1. b. of the Danube, b
tween the mouths of the Sereth and the Pruth, I

m. N.E. Barhilov. Lat 45° 23' N. ; Ion. 28° 1' 1

P. 25,000 or 30,000. Since 1834, when it was maci

a free port, its trade has rapidly increased ; var

ous Greek and English commercial houses ha^

been established, its quays are accessible to ve

sels of 300 tons, and it has regular steam commi
nications with Vienna and Constantinople. Prii

cipal exports, com, tallow, wool, timber, hides,

skins ; imports, cotton fabrics & twist from Ed j

land, colonial products, olive oil, and hardwan'

Gala Water, a river of Scotland, rises in tl

Muirfoot bills, co. Edinburgh, flows mostlyS.8.T

through the above county and Roxburgh, W-

joins the Tweed close to Abbotsfoi'd. Length 20i

Galantha, a fortified vill. of West Hungar
circ. and 29 m. E. Pressburg. P. 1600.

Galapagos Islands (Spanish for Tortouey

group of the Pacific Ocean, on and near the equ

tor, between Ion. 89" and 92° W., 730 m. W. t

coast of Ecuador, South America, and consistii

of 6 principal and 7 small islands, the large

Albemarle Island, being 60 m. in length by 15
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fii breadth, -with an elevation of 4000 feet. All
are volcanic, and abound in lavas, interspersed

with some fertile oases. They are frequented
by turtles of enormous size, iguanas, and other

I reptiles, peculiar to this region. Many of the
I plants and birds are also of peculiar species. The
• principal islands are Albemarle, Indefatigable,

i

Chatham, Charles, James, Narborough, Hood,
i Barrington, Bindloes, and Abingdon, mostly un-
peopled.—II. an unimportant group of the West
Indies, Bahamas, N. of Abaco.
Galakoza, a town of Spain, prov. and 58 m.

N.N.E. Huelva, on 1. b. of the Maritiga. P. 1936.

j

Galashiels, a burgh of barony and pa. of Scot-
jland, cos. Roxburgh and Selkirk, a station on the
! N. B. Bail., 33 miles south from Edinburgh. Alt.

[385 ft, P. of pa. 3379 ; do. of town 6433. It has
'ten churches, two libraries, a mechanics' institute,
^museum, branch banks, and extensive manufs.
of shawls, plaids, and tweeds from home and
foreign wools. The mills are wrought partly by
Iwater and partly by steam-power. The burgh is

•under the General Police and Improvement (Scot-
jland) Act, 1862. Sheriff and police courts are
held. There are gas and water and other public
companies. A weekly grain market is held on
Tuesdays in the corn exchange.
Galata, a suburb of Constantinople, on the

N. side of the Golden Horn, f m. W. the Seraglio-
point. It is 4 m. in circumference, enclosed b}'
'Walls, and entered by numerous gates, which are
,
shut at simset. The"inhabitants are mostly Euro-
'oean Christians, and Galata is the chief seat of
he foreign trade of the Turkish capital. It has
Human Catholic, Greek, & Armenian churches, &
±e custom-house for the port of Constantinople.
Galata, a vill, and cape of Bulgaria, on the

Black Sea, 4 m. S.E. Varna.
Gaiati, a town of the isl, Sicily, prov. Messina,

sire. Patti. P. 2153. Birthplace of the cele-
:)rated Antonio de Ferrariis, called " II Galateo."
-t has sulphur mines.
Galatina, Italy. [Sajj-Pietro-ik.]
Galatone, a town of South Italv, prov. Lecce,

ap, cant., 17 m, S.W. Lecce. P. 5612.
Galatro, a comm. and town of South Italy,

>rov. Eeggio, 18 m. N.E. Palmi. P. 1840.
CxALAXiDi, a seaport town of Greece, gov.
hoois, on the Gulf of Salona, 12 m. S. Salona
r Amphissa. It has 2 harbours, and was one of
he most fiourishmg commercial towns in West
iellaa, but was ruined by the Turks in 1821.
Galbally, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Lime-

ick,7m. S.S.W. Tipperary. Ac. 15,457. P. 4032.
_
Galbiate, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Como,

irc. Lecco. P. 1980.
Galbooly, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Tip-

erary, 2 m. S.E. Thurles. Ac. 1267. P. 218.
Galdo, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Salerno,

irc. Campagna. P. 1659.
Galeata, a town of Central Italy, prov. FIo-

ince, circ. Eocca S. Casciano. P. 3488.
Galega, an island in the Indian Ocean, N.E.
Madagascar, lat. 10° 28' S., Ion. 56° 30' E. It is
)vered with cocoa trees, and exports oil.
Galen, a township of the U. S., North America,
^w York, between Geneva and Prattsburg.
Galena, a city of the U. S., North America, in
W. corner of Illinois, on the Fevre river, 6 m.
'ove its junction with the Mississippi, and on
il. 450 ra. above St Louis. P. 8193. It is famous

I
the centre of the great lead-mining dists. of
e Upper Mississippi, which here is navigable

^r the largest steamers.
Galera, an island. Pacific Ocean, Solomon
Irehipelago. Lat. 9° 15' S. ; Ion, 161° 30' E.

Galky, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Kerry,
4 m. W.N.W. Listowel. Ac. 12,602. P. 2498.

Galiano Island, British N. Amer., in Queen
Chariotte Sound, lat. 51° 9' N., Ion. 128° 2' W.

Galicia, an old prov. of Spain, with the title

of kingdom, and, since 1833, forming the provs.

of Coruiia, Lugo, Orense, and Pontevedra, at tho
N.W. extremity of the peninsula, between lat.

41° 60' and 43° 50' N., Ion. 6° 60' and 9° 15' W.
Surface generally mountainous

;
principal rivers,

the Minho, Sil, and Ulla. Coast line very irregular,

and presents the Capes Finistfere, Ortegal, and
Estaca, with the Bays of Ferrol, Betanzos, Co-
ruiia, Pontevedra, and Vigo. Climate temperate

;

rain more abundant than in any other part of

Spain. Forests extensive, and feed large herds
of hogs ; there are also good pasture lands, and
wide ti'acts of heath. Chestnuts, maize, rye, flax,

potatoes, wheat, barley, and inferior wine are
the principal products. Sheep and horses are

extensively reared. Mineral products comprise
copper, lead, tin, antimony, marble, and jasper.

Some pilchard-fisheries are carried on, and a few
unimportant manufactures of woollens, linens,

sail-cloth, etc. The mass of the Galicians or
Gallegos are very poor, ignorant, and uncivilised,

but hardy and industrious ; they make good agri-

cultural labourers, soldiers, and domestic ser-

vants. Many emigrate yearly into other parts of

Spain and Portugal ; and the porters and water-
carriers of Madrid, Lisbon, etc., are usually from
this part of Spain. Cap. city, Santiago.

Galicia and Lodomira, with Cracow or Aus-
trian Poland (German Galizien and Krakau), a
crown-land or prov. of the Austrian empire, cap.

Lemberg, lies in the form of a terrace on the N.
slope of the Carpathian mountains. It is bounded
W. by Silesia, S. by Hungary and Transylvania,
E. by Moldavia and Eussia, and N, by Eussia,
Poland, & Prussia, Area 30,241 sq. m, P, (1858)
4,612,110, The chief rivers are the Vistula with
its affluents, the Bialo, Wyslocka, and San ; the
Bug, Dniester, and Pruth ; there are numerous
small lakes in the Carpathians. The siu'face in

the N. comprises wide and fertile plains, while in
the S. it is covered with sandstone hills, which
spread out from the Carpathians far into the in-

terior. Climate the most rigorous in the empire,
on account of the continuous chain of mountains
which interrupt the mild southerly breezes.

Summer is of short duration, and winter, which
is very cold, lasts six months. Mean annual
temp, in the plain 45° Fahr. The principal
crops are oats, wheat, barley, and maize. Flax,
hemp, and tobacco are also cultivated. Cattle
are extensively reared, and horses are numerous,
and of a hardy breed. Sheep and horses are the
chief stock in the Bukowina (the S.E. part of the
kingdom). Bees are extensively kept, and honey
and wax are exported. Minerals comprise mar-
ble, alabaster, sulphur, iron, coal, copper, zinc

;

but the most remarkable mineral production is

fossil salt, the bed of which extends for 285 m.
along the Carpathians from E. to W., and which,
in the salt works of Wieliczka and Bochnia, has
been worked since the year 1300 ; and there are
numerous mineral springs. The only manufac-
tures of importance are spinning and weaving
flaxen and hempen fabrics. Brandy distilleries

are numerous. The inhabitants are'of Slavonic
origin, and speak the Polish language ; there are
many Jews, mostly merchants and distillers ; the
others are divided among the Eoman Catholic
and Greek churches, and a few Protestants.

Education is in a backward state, but there is a
university at Lemberg; there are numerous
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bospitals and charitable institutions , the chief

ciiminal court is at Lemberg. The kingdom is

divided into 19 circles, comprising 96 towns, 193
market towns, and 6060 villages. Galicia, for-

merly comprised in Eed Eussia, derives its name
frem Galitz or HaUcz, a town on the Dniester,

which was cap. of an indep. principality in the
middle ages ; and Lodomeria takes its name from
Vladimir in Volhynia, which was also cap. of a
duchy. This country, which was long possessed
by the Poles, was made over to Austria at the
partition of the country in 1772 and 1795.

Galilee, one of the three provs. into which
Palestine was divided in the time of our Lord,
comprising the country W. of the Jordan, be-
tween Samaria and Judea. It was divided into

Upper and Lower Galilee ; the latter included the
great plain of Esdraelon, and was one of the
richest and most beautiful portions of the country.
Galilee was the scene of most of our Lord's pri-

vate life and ministry. It now forms the central

part of the pash. of Sidon, Asiatic Turkey. The
Ijoke of Galilee, or Sea of Gennesaret, on the E. of

the prov., is oval in shape, 14 m. long, 7J m. in

extreme width, and 653 feet below the level of the
sea. The Jordan enters it on the N. and leaves
it on the S. [Jordan.] The lake occupies the
bottom of a great basin : it is bounded on the E.
by the mountains of Bashan, 2000 feet high, bar-
ren, and funbowed by ravines. On the S.W. the
shores rise abruptly, and the N.W. is occupied
by the plain of Gennesaret. From its great de-
pression the climate is hot, and the vegetation
tropicaL The water of the lake is sweet and
clear, and it abounds in fish. On its shores were
9 cities and many villages, among them Caper-
naum, Magdala, and Tiberias, of which the latter

only remains.
Galinaba, GaUinaria, an isl., North Italy, in the

Mediterranean, prov. Genoa, 2 m. S.E. Albenga.
Galistks, a town of Spain, Estremadura, prov.

and 42 m. N.N.W. Caceres. P. 1205. It has oil

and flour mills, and trade in cattle and com.
Galita, Calathe, an island of the Mediter-

ranean, off the N. coast of Tunis. Lat. 37° 31'

N. ; Ion. 8° 65' E. Between it and the mainland
are the Sorelli rocks, on which the British steam-
frigate "Avenger" foundered, 20th Dec. 1847.

Galitch, a town of Eussia, gov. and 60 m. N.E.
Kostroma, on the Lake of Galitch. P. (1863) 5251
It has 13 churches, 2 old forts, and linen manufs.

Galitz, a town of Austria. [Halicz.]
Galkot, a territory and town of Nepaul, In-

dia. The territory is small, but well cultivated,

and has iron and copper mines. The town is in

lat. 28° 17' N., Ion. 83° 14' E., on a hilL It has a
house for its chief, surrounded by 500 huts.

Gall (St\ (Germ. Sankt-Galien\ a canton in

the N.E. of Switzerland, bounded E. by the cant
Grisons, the principality of Liechtenstein and
the Vorarlberg (Tirol), N. by the Lake of Con-
stance and the cant Thurgau, W. by Zurich,
Glarus, and Schwytz, and S. by Grisons. It

wholly surrounds the cant. Appenzell. Area 749
sq. m. P. (1860) 180,427. Surface diversified,

has fertile valleys in the N., and is mountainous
in the S. Mount Sentis, near its centre, is 8215
feet above the sea. Principal rivers, the Ehine,
which forms the E. boundsuy, the Thur, Sitter,

Seez, and Linth. The canton possesses parts of
the coasts of the Lakes of Constance, Zilnch, and
WaUenstatt The com raised is insufdcient for
home consumpt; potatoes, fruit, cider, kirsch-
waser, and wine, are products of importance.
Cattle-rearing is the principal branch of rural in-
dustry. Forests are extensive in the S. The

only minerals worked are iron, coal, and peat;
mineral springs, which are numerous, comprise
the baths of Pfeffers. Manufs. muslins, linen
cloth, and cotton thread ; and has cotton-bleach-
ing establishments, glass and wax-bleaching fac-

tories. Principal imports, com and other pro-
visions, which, with cattle and hides, form the

chief exports. German is the language of the
canton ; nearly two-thirds of the inhabitants are

Roman CathoUcs, the rest Protestants. St Galj

is the only town of importance in the canton.
Gall (St), a town of Switzerland, cap. cant

St Gall, in a valley on the Steinach, 19 m. S.S.E
Constance. P. (1860) 14,532, neariy all Pro-
testants. Principal edifices, the cathedral, lat*^

the abbey church, an orphan asylum, and a pub-
lic reading-room. It has Protestant and Eomar
Catholic gymnasia, learned and other associa-

tions, collections in art and science; manufac-
tures of muslins and cotton yam, and a trade ii:

the produce of the E. Swiss cantons.
GALGiafEN, vill. Switzerland, cant. Schwytz,

near Lachen. P. 1409.

Galla Couhtey, E. Africa, S. of Abyssiniii

proper, a vast region of country, 4000 to 8000 feet

above the sea, with wooded mountains and grass;-

plains, abundance of water, and a mild and equa-

ble climate. Wheat, barley, maize, and millet ar b

cultivated ; cattle, goats, and sheep are reared.

The tributary GaUas are under one king, but theri

are many independent savage tribes.

Gallar, a town of Spain, Aragon, prov. anJ
28 m. N.W. Zaragoza. P. 1015.

Gallarate:, a market town of North Italy, prov
and 23 m. N.W. Milan. P. 5924. It has extensivf

steam cotton mills, and an active trade.

Gallardon, a comm. and vill. of France, dap
Eure-et-Loire, 10 m. E.N.E. Chartres. P. 1671.

Gallargues, a comm. and town of Franos
dep. Garde, arr. and 12 m. S.W. Nlmes, on rail-

way to MontpeUier. P. 1817.

Gallatin, a co., U. S., No'rth America, in N
of Kentucky. Area 152 sq. m. P. 4348 fre-j

708 slaves.—II. a co., S.E. of Illinois. Area 32-

sq. m. P. 8055 III. a township, Missouri, 1^

m. W. Jefferson.—IV. a township, New Tori
15 m. S.E. Hudson.
Galle, a town of Ceylon, on S.W., lat 6"1'N.

Ion. 80° 14' E. P. 3000. It is a station for steani

packets, and has a healthy climate.

Gallego, a river of Spain, rises in the Pyr;

ndes, and joins the Ebro, about 1 m. below Zari

goza, after a S. course of 80 miles.

Gallegos, a small and rapid river of Pst;

gonia, enters the Atlantic opposite the FalklaL

Islands, in lat 51° 38' S., Ion. 69° W., by a lai^

estuary, in which the tide is said to rise 46 feet.

Gallen, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, King's o.

6 m. N.E. Banagher. Ac. 19,166. P. 3113.

Gallenkirch, a pa. and vilL of Austria, Tiro

Vorarlbei^, 35 m. from Feldkirch. P. 1478.

Gallese, a vilL of Central Italy, prov. and I

m. E.S.E. Viterbo. P. 1060.

Galua, a CO. of the U. S., North America,

S.E. of Ohio. Area 520 sq. m. P. (1860) 22,04

Galliate, a vilL of North Italy, prov. and

m. E.N.E. Novara. P. (with comm.) 6688.

has a strong castle and silk mills.

Gallicano, a viU. of Italy, Pontifical Stat

comarca and 19 m. E. Home. P. 1300.

Gallicano, a town of Central Italy, prc'

Massa, circ. Castelnuovo. P. 2819.

Gallico, a town of South Italy, prov. and cij

Eeggio-Calabria. P. 4103. '

Galliera, a town of North Italy, pror. v
circ. Bologna. P. 3319. !
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Gallina, a comm. of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Reggio-Calabria. P. 5011.

Gallipoli, Callipolis, a seaport town of Earo-

pean Turkey, Eumili, cap. sanj., on the E. coast

of the peninsula of same name, at the entrance

of the Sea of Marmara, 132 m. W.S.W. Constan-

tinople. P. 50,000. It has two ports, is the

principal station of the Turkish fleet, and has

extensive bazaars. Manufactures cottons, silks,

earthenwares, and marocco leather. It is a Greek
bishop's see, residence of a Oapitan Pacha, and

' was the first European town taken by the Turks.

i
A part of the Anglo-French army, for the pro-

I

tection of Turkey, landed here in 1854.

Gallipoli (Peninsula of) (ancient Thracian

\ Chersonesus), is situated between lat. 40° 3' and
!
40° 38' N., Ion. 26° 10' and 27° E., extending

' S.W., separating the Hellespont on the S.E. from
itheiEgean Sea and Gulf of Saros on the W. and

iN. Length 63 m. ; breadth 4 to 13 miles.

I Gallipoli, Callipolis, a fortified seaport town
|of South Italy, prov. and 29 m. W.S.W. Lecce,

;cap. list., on a rocky islet in the Gulf of Taranto,

i connected by a bridge with its suburb Lizza, on
[the mainland. P. 9362. It has a cathedral, a
castle, and schools, and is noted for its cisterns,

[excavated in the rock, and peculiarly adapted for

jclarifying olive oil. St Andrea island is 1 m. W.,
'between which and the town is a harbour, with
itrom 10 to 12 fathoms water; and this port is one
iaf the most frequented in South Italy, as the great
Itnart for the oil of Apulia. Manufactures muslins,
'woollens, and cotton hosiery; a tunny fishery, and
an active trade in com, wine, and fruits.

Gallipolis, a township of the U. S., North
America, state Ohio, on the Ohio, 92 m. S.E.
Columbus. P. 2226.

)
Gallo (Cape), a headland on the N. coast of

I

Sicily, 7 m. N.N.W. Palermo.—II. (anc. Acritas),

I headland of Greece, Morea, forming the S. ex-
;remity of the gov. Messenia.
Galu), a town of South Italy, prov. Caserta,

jjiro. Piedimonte. P. 2015.

I

Qallodoro, a vill. of the isl. Sicily, prov. Mes-
nna, circ. Castroreale. P. 1748.

I Galloon, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Ferma-
iao:h. Ac. 23,807. P. 6635, including the vill.

if Newton Butler.

Galloway, a district comprising the S.W. part
if Scotland ; viz., the co. Wigtown and stewartry
Kirkcudbright. The designation, though long
ised, implies no political jurisdiction.

—

The Mull
if Gdllowai/, a bold rocky headland, forms the
xtreme S. point of Scotland, in lat. 54° 38' 1'

f.. Ion. 4° 61' 2' W., having a lighthouse 325
eet above the sea.

Galloway (New), a royal and pari, bor., Scot-
ind, CO. and 19 m. N.W. Kirkcudbright, pa.
fells, on the Ken. P. 462. Corp. rev. (1860-1)
81.

_
It unites with Wigtown, Stranraer, and

Vhithom in sending 1 member to H. of Commons.
' lALLowAY, a township of U. S., North America,
w Jersey, co. Atlantic. P. 2307.
'JALLUccio, a town of South Italy, prov. and

uc. Caserta. P. 2972.
Galluzzo, a comm. & town. Cent. Italy, prov.

lad circ. Florence. P. of comm. (1861) 14,366.
I Gallyhead, a prom, of Ireland, co. Cork, be-
Itveen the Bays of Ross and Clonakilty.
Galmier (St), a comm. and town of France,

(^•p. Loire, on the railway between Andrezieux
nd Eoanne, 12 m. E. Montbrison. P. 2954. It

-i manufs. of lace and chamois leather, and the
iiieral spring of Fontfort (anc. Aqumsegestx).
Ualofaro or Capo di Faro, Charybdis, a
liirlpool outside of the harbour of Messina, in

the strait between Italy and Sicily. Opposite to it,

on the coast of Italy, is the rock of Scylla.

Galsa, a vill. of Hungary, co. Arad, dist. Pan-
kota. P. 2190.
Galston, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 14 m.

N.N.E. Ayr, on the Irvine, with a station on the
S.-W. Bail. Ac. 15,304. P. 6254, mostly weavers.
Galtee Mountains, Ireland, Munster, extend

E. and W. for about 20 m., between Cahir in co.

Tipperary and Charleville, co. Limerick. Gal-
teemore is 3007 above the sea.

Galtres Forest, a cultivated tract in England,
CO. York, North Riding, between Aldboro' and the
city of York, formerly moor and forest.

Galtrim, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Meath,
4 m. S.E. Trim. Ac. 4128. P. 462.

Galveas, a pa. and town of Portugal, prov.
Alemtejo, 37 m. W.S.W. Portalegre. P. 1107.

Galveston, a seaport town of the U. S., North
America, Texas, in co. of same name, cap. dist.,

on the E. extremity of Galveston island, at the
entrance to Galveston Bay, Gulf of Mexico. P.
(I860) 7307. Vessels drawing 12 feet water can
lay off its piers ; and it is the seat of a growing
trade, and has a Roman Catholic university and
cathedral. It is connected by railway with Austin,
and steamers ply daily to New Orleans.

—

Galves-
ton Bay extends for 30 m. inland, and receives
the Trinidad, San Jacinto, and Buffalo-Bayou
rivers.

—

Galveston Island, 30 m. in length by 2 or
3 m. across, has at its S. extremity the town and
harbour of San Luis.
Galveston, a co. of U. S., N. America, Texas.

P. 6709 free, 1620 slaves.

Galvez, a town of Spain, prov. and 15 m. S.W.
Toledo. P. 2263. It has manufs. of serge.

Galway, a maritime co. of Ireland, Connaught,
having N. the cos. Mayo and Roscommon, E. Ros-
common, King's CO., and Tipperary, S. Clare and
the Bay of Galway, and W. the Atlantic. Ac
1,566,852, of which 742,805 are arable, 708,000
uncultivated, 23,718 in plantations, 1801 in towns,
and 90,030 under water. P. 254,611. Surface in

the W. includes the Lakes Corrib and Mask, and
the district of Connemara, one of the wildest and
most mountainous in Ireland, with a sea^coast

deeply indented by inlets. In the E. it is mostly
flat and fertile, but interspersed with bogs. Cli-

mate mild and humid. Chief rivers, the Shannon,
which bounds the co. on the S.E., the Black river,

and the Suck. Agriculture very backward. Prin-
cipal crops, oats and potatoes; the land is better

adapted for grazing than for tillage. The breed
of long-horned cattle is much valued. Fisheries

important. Coarse linens and woollens are made
here for home consumpt. Minerals comprise lead,

copper, iron, marble, and limestone. The Irish

language is in many dists. universal. The co. is

divided into two Ridings, E. & W., and comprises
18 baronies and 120 pas., in the dioceses of Clon-
fert, Tuam, Kilmacdaugh, Elphin, and Killaloe.

Chief towns, Galway (the cap.), Tuam, and Bal-
linasloe. Galway sends 4 members to House of

Commons—2 for the co., and 2 for the chief town.
Galway, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport, and

market town, cap. co. Galway, and co. of itself,

at the mouth of the river, flowing from Lough
Corrib into Galway Bay, 106 m. W. Dublin, with
which it is connected by the Midland G. W. Rail.

Lat. 53° 15' N.; Ion. 9° 3' W. Ac. of bor. 628.

Alt. 40 ft. Pop. of town 16,967. It is intersected

by branches of the river. One of the Queen's
colleges was opened here in 1849. It has a col-

legiate church, Eo. Cath. cathedral, monasteries,
nunneries, a college, grammar school, co. court-
house, town-hall, co. gaol, barracks, co. infirmary,
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union workbonse, theatre, flour mills, breweries,

distilleries, paper mill, iron foundry, fisheries.

and exports of corn, flour, bacon, fish, kelp, and
marble. The Irish Iodine Marine Salts Co. have
extensive works here. Vessels belonffing to the

port 6, tons l(i04. Customs rev. (1862) 26,285/.

The harbour has docks, admitting vessels of 700

tons, a lighthouse on an island opposite its en-
trance, and it is connected with Lough Corrib

by a canal. A line of steamers ply between this

and the N. American colonies, and great im-
provements are now (1864) projected. Alt. 40 ft.

The bor. sends 2 mem. to H. of C. Eeg. elect. 1082.

Galway was conquered in 1235 by the Anglo-Nor-
mans under De Burgh, many of whose descend-
ants still reside in the town. The town suffered
greatly during the troubles of the 17th century.
Galway, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Saratoga co., New York, 36 m. N.N.W.
Albany. P. 2158.

Galway Bay, a large inlet of the Atlantic, W.
coast of Ireland, between cos. Galway and Clare.

Length W. to E. 30 m. ; breadth 10 m. Oppo-
site its entrance are the S. Arran islands. It is

indented by peninsulas and studded with islets.

Gamaches, a comm. and town, France, Somme,
14 m. S.VV. Abbeville, on the Bresle. P. 1986.

Gamalero, a comm. and vill. of North Italy,

prov. and 9 m. S.S.W. Alessandria. P. 1627.

Gambara, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and 19 m.
S. Brescia. P. 2471.

Gambatesa, a vill. of Soiith Italy, prov., circ.

and 16 m. E.S.E. Campobasso. P. 2947.

Gambettola, a vill. of Central Italy, prov.
Forli, circ. Cesena. P. 1613.

Gambli (Stachir of Ptolemy), a river of West-
em Africa, Senegambia, the centre of which
region it traverses, entering the Atlantic at

Bathurst, 110 m. S.E. Capo Verd, in lat. 13° 30'

N., Ion. 16° 34' W., after a W.N.W. course,
estimated at upwards of 550 m. At its mouth
it is 4 m. across, but immediately within this its

width is doubled. Vessels of 300 tons can reach
the vicinity of BaiTaconda, Ion. 13° 50' W., where
the navigation is stopped by falls. It has nume-
rous affluents, and the Casanianza, which enters
the Atlantic about 60 m. further S., is considered
one of its arms.
Gambia, a British colony of Western Africa,

consisting of the island St Mary, with the town
of Bathurst (lat. 13° 24' N., Ion. 16° 36' W.) at

the month of the river Gambia, and several forts

on its banks, along which British influence ex-
tends to beyond M'Carthy island, in lat. 13° 28'

N., Ion. 15° 32' W. Area 20 sq. m. P. (in

1860) 6939. It is staled to be the most healthy
European settlement in Western Africa, and has
a flourishing trade. Exports, gum, tortoise-shell,

cotton, teak, native cloths, wax, hides, ivory,
gold-dust, rice, palm-oil, horns, and timber.
Total public revenue (1860), 10,400/. ; expendi-
ture 15,200/. It is a dependency of Sierra Leone.
The natives are superior in intelligence and civi-

lisation to the other intertropical tribes of Africa.
Gambier, a vill. of the U. S., North America,

Ohio, 56 m. N.E. Columbia, with an Episcopal
college. P. about 500.
Gambier Islands, a group in the Pacific

Ocean, lat. 23° 15' S., Ion. 134° 45' W., consisting
of 5 large islands and several islets in a coral
reef lagoon, and important as being (except Pit-
cairn island) the only known station between
Chile and I'ahiti where good water is procur-
able. The French exercise a protectorate over
the islands.

Gambiek Islands, a group in Spencer Gulf,

South Australia, Wedge Island, the largest being
in lat. 35° 6' S., Ion. 136° 28' E.
Gambolo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Pavia,

18 m. S.E. Novara. P. of comm. 5883.
Gamekex, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

Gelderland, 11 m. S.W. Tiel. P. 1042.

Gamla (or Old) Karleby, a seaport town of

Finland, laen and 68 m. N.E. Vasa, in lat. 63° 50'

N., Ion. 23° 9' E. P. 2000.—iV^y Karleby is a
maritime town, 45 m. N.E. Vasa.
Gamlingay, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,

2 m. N.N.E. Polton. Ac. 4143. P. 2004.
'

Gammertinqen, a town of Western Germany,
j

princip. and 11 m. N. HohenzoUern-Sigmaringeu.
i

P. 980. Manufs. linen, and has a paper milL
Gamrie, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. Banff,

!

with a vill. on the North Sea, 7 m. E.N.E. Banff,
j

P. 6086. On the coast here are stupendous
cliffs, perforated by caverns, and frequented by
vast fiocks of sea-birds. In the pa. are the town
Macduff and the vill. Gardenstown (P. 507).

Gamrun, a town of Persia. [Gombroo.v.]
Gamshurst, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle

Rhine, N. of Offenburg. P. 910.

Gamstov, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 3J m.
S. East Retford. Ac. 2000. P. 308.

Gan, a comm. and town of France, dep. Basse.t

Pyrenees, 4 m. S. Pau. P. 3052. It has an
active trade. Near it are mineral springs.

Gand, a city of Belgium. [Ghent.]
Gandapook, a town of British India, presid.

Bombay, dist and 62 m. N. Ahmednuggur.
Gandersheim, a town of N. Germauy, duchy

Brunswick, dist. Holzminden, cap. circ., on the

Gande, 36 m. S.W. Brunswick. P. 2300. Axes
of circ. 211 sq. m. P. (1861) 42,965.
Gandesa, a market town of Spain, prov. ant

42 m. W.S.W. Tarragona, P. 2316.

Gandia, a town of Spain, prov. & 34 m. S.S.Il

Valencia, near the Mediterranean. P. 5751

Manufs. silks, linens, and sugar.

Gandicotta, a town and fort of British Indi)

presid. Madras, dist. and 43 m. N.W. Cuddapali

on the Pennar river.

Gandino, a market town of North Italy, caj

dist., prov. and 12 m. N.E. Bergamo. P. 3310. J

has large woollen manufs.
Ganerew, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 3 v.

N.N.E. Monmouth. Ac. 835. P. 116.

Ganespoor, a town of British India, dist. Gc

ruckpoor, in the N.W. provinces. P. 1200.

Ganges, a celebrated river of Hindostai

through the N. part of which it flows from W. t

E., traversing the centre of the presids. Beng!

and Agra. It rises by. two principal heads, tl;

Bhageerettee and Aluknunda, in lat. 31° U
Ion. 79° 7' E. In the dist. of Gurhwal, tl

Bhageerettee issues from under a low arch at t

base of a snow bed 300 feet thick, which lies t

tween St Patrick, St George, and the Pyranij

mountains, respectively 22,798, 22,654, and 21,3,

feet in elevation. Above the outlet of the riV'

large icicles are formed by the freezing of tl

melted snow water. From this place, 13,800 ft!

above the sea, the river flows N. W. to Bhairogaj

in lat. 31° 2' N., Ion. 78° 54' E., where it receiM

the Jahnuvi. The united river then flows V
and S.W. to Sookhee, where it breaks throu

the Himalaya Proper, and flowing S. it receiv

the Julkar and the Bhillung, and is joined by t

Aluknunda at Deoprag, lat. 30° 8' N., Ion.
'

39' E., when the united rivers take the name

the Ganges. From this it flows sinuously S.

43 m. to Hurdwar, receiving in its course i

Sooswa river. From Hurdwar it flows S.S.B,

448 m. over shoals and rapids, fordable at sere

I
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places, to Allahabad, where it joins the Jumna,
its principal tributary', receiving in its course

• the Kamgunga, Kallee-Nuddee, & Eesun-Nuddee.
The river is navigable to small steamers for 393

m. above Allahabad. From Allahabad to Chupra
it flows easterly for 270 m., and receives the

;
Goonitee and Tons (North Western) from the N.,

I and the Tons (South Western) and Kurumnassa
' from the S. In the dry season the average
: breadth in this part is from 1200 to 1500 feet, and

j
at Benares 1400 feet, depth 35 feet, discharge

( 19,000 cubic feet per second. At the same place

I

during the rains it is 3000 feet broad, and 68 feet

\ deep. The mean discharge of water at Benares
throughout the year is 250,000 cubic feet per

' second. The depth of the channel is subject to

i great inequality, some parts exceeding 60 feet

! during the rains. Near Kutchwa, 35 m. above
'. Benares, a shoal extends across the river, having
' only 30 inches water in the dry season. In the
neighbom'hood of Chupra, about Ion. 84° 45' E.,

'

it receives the Gogra from the N.W., and the Sone
from the S.W., two large rivers, which addition

makes its channel a mile wide when clear of

islands, but in the dry season the greater part is

dry sand. It continues its E. course for 246 m.,
' as far as Eajmahal, receiving the Gunduck and
Coosy, and many smaller streams from the south

;

I

but the evaporation is so great, that a few miles
above Eajmahal, where the river is about one

' mile in breadth, there is scarcely five feet water
where deepest, with a current of IJ m. per hour,
'and the river between Calcutta and Allahabad
lis so shallow in many places, that it cannot be

I

safely navigated by vessels of more than 18 inches
draught From Eajmahal the river takes a S.E.
course, which it holds tiU it enters the sea. The
Bhagirathi, a large stream, leaves the main river
on the right, and 70 m. lower down, another large
river, the Jellinghee, branches off on the same side,

these two branches then flow S. for 120 m., are
reunited and take the name of the Hoogly, becom-
'ing navigable for vessels of large burden at

' handemagore, 160 m. from the sea, into which
: faUs in lat. 21° 40' N., Ion. 88° E., its estuary
aeing considered by the Brahminists the termi-
lation of the " Sacred Stream." It receives seve-
•al streams on the left, and on the right it throws
)ff theMatabhanga Goraee and the Chundna. In
at 23° 52' N., Ion. 89° 46' E., it is joined by the
ionaie or Jabuna, the principal channel of the
Brahmaputra, and here much larger than the
janges. The united stream thi-ows off the Kirty-
lassa, 48 m. further down, and 65 m. below that
livergence it joins the Meghna, and then flowing
!., it enters the Bay of Bengal in lat. 22° 46' N.,

1. 90° 43' E., its total length from its issue he-
ath the snow being 1614 m. The fall of the river

1
5 as follows : from Allahabad to Benares 6 inches
kr m., distance 139 m. ; from Benares to Colgong
1 inches per m., distance 326 m. ; from Colgong to

- Jellinghee 4 inches per m., distance 167 m.

;

I nee to Calcutta (on the Hooghly) 4 inches per
•, distance 170 m. ; and from Calcutta to the sea 1
r 2 inches per m., according as the water may
at its highest or lowest state, distance 100 m.

'cess to that part of the Ganges above the delta
m the sea, for ships of heavy burden, can only
attained through the channel of the Meghna,
'dda (Ganges), or the Chundna. In the dry
ason, the communication by water between the
i^">gly below Calcutta and the Ganges above the
'Ita, is kept up by the circuitous course called the
mderbund Passage, opening into the Chundna.
"sides the principal rivers, numerous small
reams enter the Bay of Bengal by the Sunder-

bunds, a cluster of sea islands separated by many
channels, flowing in all directions, but principally

from N. to S. The tides are felt for 160 m. from
the sea. The water of the Ganges begins to rise

about the end of May, and is at its height in Sept.

About the end of July all the low parts of Bengal,
contiguous to the Ganges and Brahmaputra, aro

ovei-flowed for upwards of 100 m. in breadth, no-
thing appearing but villages and trees. Several
tracts are guarded from inundation by means of

dams, which have a collective length of upwards
of 1000 m. The annual discharge of earthy mat-
ter by the Ganges is estimated at 6,368,077,440

cubic feet. The inland navigation connected with
the Ganges is very considerable, and has been
much increased by means of the Ganges Canal,

opened 8th April 1854, the total length of which,
with its branches, is about 810 m.
Ganges (Bore of.) [Hoogly.1
Ganges, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Herault, cap. cant., near 1. b. of the Herault, 25
m. W.N.W. Montpellier. P. 4470. It has a cham-
ber of manufs., & factories of sUk gloves, hosiery,

and twist, with a trade in wine.
Gangi, a town of Sicily, pi'ov. Palermo, cap.

cant, 21 m. S.S.E. Cefalu. P. (1861) 10,552.

Gajngotri, a place of pilgrimage in N. Hindos-
tan, Gurhwal, near the source of the Ganges, in

lat. 30° 69' N., Ion. 78° 59' E., and 10,319 feet in

elevation above the sea.

Gangpoue, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, prov. Gundwana, cap. a chiefship, on the
Braminy river, 70 m. N.E. Sumbulpore.
Gaxgpore, a petty state, tributary to the Bri-

tish, on the S.W. frontier of Bengal. Area 2493
sq. m. P. 112,000. Soil fertile, but badly culti-

vated, being almost in a state of nature. Annual
revenue 10,000/. Gangpore, the cap., is in lat.

22° 3' N., Ion. 84° 43' E.
Ganjeh, a town of Georgia. [Elisabetopou]
Ganjam, the most N. dist. of the presid. Ma-

dras, British India, on the Coromandel coast,

having landward the dist. Vizagapatam and the

presid. Bengal. Area 6400 m. P. 926,930. Coast
low; W. boundary hilly; intermediate surface

fertile, and interspersed with extensive forests.

Exports comprise rice, wheat, oil, seeds, sugar,

and indigo, with muslin, woollen, and silk fabrics.

Principal towns, Ganjam, Eussel-Kondah, and
Chicacole. Ganjam is the cap. of the above dist.,

on a river, near its moiith, in the Bay of Bengal,

90 m. S.W. Cuttack.
Gannat, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Allier, cap. arr., on rt. b. of the Andelot, 34 m.
S.S.W. Moulins. P. 6599.

Gangs, a maritime town of European Turkey,
Eumili, sanj. and 44 m. N.E. Gallipoli, on the W.
side of the Sea of Marmara.
Ganserxdorf, a vill. of Lower Austria, with a

station on North Eailway, 19 m. N.E. Vienna.
Ganterswyl, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. St

Gall, between the Thur and Necker. P. 940.

Gantox, a pa. of England, co. York, East Eid-
ing, 8 m. S.S.W. Scarborough, on the railway
thence to York. Ac. 3650. P. 352.

Gam-way, a prov. of China. [Ngan-hoei.]
Gap, Vapincum, a comm. and town of France,

cap. dep. Hautes Alps, 46 m. S.S.E. Grenoble, on
rt. b. of the Lure, 2392 feet above the sea. P.
8219. It has a Gothic cathedral, a comm. college,

normal school, public library, court-house, town-
haU, prefecture, bishop's palace, and barracks.

Manufs. woollen, silk, and linen fabrics ; and in

its vicinity some marble quarries.

Gaka, a lake of Ireland, Connauglit at the
juncti m of the cos. Sligo, Mayo, and Eosconi-
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mon, 13 m. W. Gai-rick. Ac. 4537. It receives

the Lung river on the S.W. Its outlet is the
river Boyle.
Gara, a vill. of Hungary, ciro. Danube, co. and

42 m. N.N.W. Bacs. P. 3606.

Garachico, a town of the isl. Teneriffe, on its

N. coast. P. 2500. It was nearly destroyed by
a volcanic eruption in 1705, before which it was
one of the most important places in the island.

Garaguso, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Po-
tenza, circ. Matera. P. 1472.

Garbagxate, a comm. and vUl. of North Italy,

prov. Como, dist. and 5 m. N.W. BoUate. P. 1007.

—II. a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. and circ.

Milan. P. 1905.

Garbagna, a town of North Italy, prov. and
22 m. S.S.E. Alessandria. P. 1469,
Garboldisham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

4J m. S.S.E. East-Harling. Ac. 2705. P. 701.

GARcmzT, a vill. of France, dep. Nievre, 14 m.
N.W. Nevers. P. 1622.

Gard, a river of S. France, formed by the
union of the Gardon d'Alais and Garden d'An-
duze, traverses the centre of the dep. Gard in an
E.S.E. direction, and joins the Rhone 5 m. N.E.
Tarascon, after a course of 55 m.

—

The Pord-de-
Gard, 10 m. N.E. Nimes, is an aqueduct bridge,
celebrated as one of the most magnificent Ro-
man remains in France.
Gard, a dep. of France, in the S., formed of

part of the prov. of Languedoc, bounded E. by
the Rhone, N. the dep. Ardfeche, W. Lozere,
Aveyron, and Herault, and S. for 10 m. by the
Mediterranean. Cap. Nimes. Area 2253 sq. m.
P. 422,107. Climate mild and temperate, soil

dry and arid, exposed to furious winds in the N.,

which is traversed by high mountains ; in the S.

numerous lakes and marshes render the country
unhealthy. Chief rivers, the Rhone, Vidourle,
Herault, which flow to the Mediterranean, and
the Ceze and Gardon, affluents of the Rhone.
The dep. is traversed by the canal from Beau-
caire to Aigues-Mortes, and by a railway from
Alais to Beaucaire by Nimes, and from Nimes to

Cette by Montpellier. It has mines of iron, coal,

lead, sulphur, & zinc, with numerous salt marshes
and mineral springs. Com is deficient, but wine,
brandy, olive oil, and fruit are abundant. It is

celebrated for white horses, and for a small breed
of cattle. Silk worms are extensively reared.

Chief manufs., silks, gloves, & shawls. Medicinal
and dyeing plants are largely exported. The
dep. is divided into the four arrs. of Alais, Nimes,
Uzfes, and Le Vigan.
Garda, a vill. of Northern Italy, gov. Venice,

deleg. and 17 m. N.W. Verona, on the E. shore
of the Lake of Garda, on which it has a small
harbour. P. with comm. 1170.

Garda (Lake of), Lacus Benacus, the largest
lake of Northern Italy, between lat. 45° 26' and
45° 56' N., Ion. 10° 35' and 10° 50' E., enclosed
by the delegs. Verona, Mantua, and Brescia, and
the circ. Roverdo (Tirol). Length N. to S. 35 m.

;

breadth 2 to 10 m. Height above the sea 320
feet ; greatest depth 951 feet. Its banks are bold
on all sides, except the S., wheue the peninsula
of Sirmio extends into it. At its N. extremity it

receives the Sarco river, and at its S.E. end it

discharges itself by the Mincio into the Po. Its
waters have a dark blue colour, and it contains
fish in great variety, which form an important
article of trade. In summer, from the melting of
the Alpine snows, it rises four or five feet, and
like all similar inland waters, is subject to violent
storms. Near its E. shore the battle of Rivoli
was fought in 1796.

Gardafui (Cape), Africa. [Gdardafct
|

Gardaia or Giiardeia, a town of Algeria, in

the Sahara, lat. 32° 30' N., Ion. 3° 42' E. It is

surrounded by walls, defended by nine towers,

and is entered by ten gates. Has six mosques.
Manufs. woollen stuffs, gunpowder, and firearms.

Trade in oil, com, butter, slaves, and pottery. It

is said to be very populous.
Gardanne, a comm. and town of France, dep.

B.-du-Rhone, arr. and 5 m. S. Aix. P. 2739.

Garde (La), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Var, arr. and cant. Toulon. P. 2572.

Garde-Freenet (La), a comm. & vill., France,

dep. Var, 15 m. S.S. W. Draguignan. P. 2595.

Gardelegen, a town of Prussian Saxony, cap.

circ, on the MUde, gov. and 30 m. N.N.W. Mag-
deburg. P. 6000. It has a normal school anc
manufs. of woollens and cottons.

Garden (New), two townships of the U. S..

N. America.—I. Pennsylvania, 32 m. S.W. Phila-

delphia.—II. Indiana, 78 m. E. Indianapolis.

Gardiki, a town of European Turkey, EpiroK,

sanj. and 12 m. N. Delvino, on a steep acclivity,

near the Belitza. Previously to 1812 it was i.

flourishing city, but it was then taken and mostly

ruined by Ali Pasha.
Gardiner, a township of the TJ. S., N. America,

Maine, Kennebec co., 7 m. S. Augusta.—II. (Bay),

'is an inlet at the E. extremity of Long Island,

New York. In it is Gardiner Island, 4 m. hi

length by 2 m. in breadth, and well cultivated.

Gardone, two vills. of Northern Italy, prov.

and 10 m. N.N.W. Brescia. P. 1648. It hae

manufs. of firearms, jewellery, and silk goods.—
II. same prov. P. 1500.

Garessio or Garesso, a town of North Italj

prov. and 25 m. S.E. Coni, on 1. b. of the Tanaro
P. 6438. In the vicinity are marble quarries.

Gakfagnana, a dist. of Central Italy, Tuscanj-

formerly comprised in the Modenese doin., an -

formed of the upper valley of the Serchio. Chic

town, Castelnuovo-di-Garfagnana.
Garfinny, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co

Keriy, 2 m. N.E. Dingle. Ac. 3915. P. 461.

Garfokth, a pa. of England, co. York, Wes
Riding, 8 m. S.E. Leeds. Ac. 1700. P. 1604.

Gargano, Garganus, a mountain peninsula i)

South Italy, prov. Foggia, extending for aboii

30 m. into the Adriatic, with a breadth var^j
from 15 to 30 m. Monte Calvo or Gargano is i

limestone mass, 5295 feet in height.

Garganta-la-Olla, a town of Spain, Estni

madura, prov. and 65 m. N.N.E. Caceres. I

1972. It has a pa. church, chapel, schools, town

house, prison, and hospitals. Manufs. linen, sill-

paper, wine, and oil.

Gargarus (Turk. Kaz-dagh\& mountain s

Asia Minor, Anatolia, 10 m. N.W. Adramyti. \

is the most elevated summit of the range of IdJ

4955 feet in height above the sea, and, like iEtcs

subdivided into a triple zone of cultivated lani

forests, and snow.
Gargnano, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov, an

23 m. E.N.E. Brescia, cap. dist., on the W. shot

of Lake Garda. P. of comm. 4255.

Gargrave, a pa. of Engl., co. York, W. Ridic

4J m. W.N.W. Skipton. Ac. 2536. P. 1103.

Gargunnock, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 5 i

W. Stirling. Ac. 9913. P. 728.

Gariep, a river of S.Africa. HOrange RiVEi

Garigliano, Liris, a river of South Italy, rl^

about 5 m. S.E. Tagliaoozzo, fiows S.E. throu;

the provs. Aquila and Caserta, turns W. a

enters the Mediterranean Sea, 9 m. E. Gaeta, an

a course of 75 m. Affluents, the Sacco and Mel

Garioch, an inland dist. of Scotland, co. Aa
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deon, comprising 150 sq. m., and including 15

parishes in the centre of the co.

Gaklasco, a market town of North Italy, prov.
' Pavia, circ. Lomellina, cap. mand., 23 m. S.E.

iNovara, P., with comm., 6390. The Austrians
i crossed the Po near it in their invasion of Pied-

mont, March 1849.

Garueston, a seaport vill. of Scotland, co. and
'6 m. S.S.E. Wigtown, pa. Sorbie, on a small bay
of same name. P. 685. The bay affords excellent

• anchorage, and the harbour admits large vessels.

j
Gaelin, a comm. and town of France, dep. B.

iPyren^es, cap. arr., 18 m. N.N.E. Pau. P. 1340.

I Gaemisch, a town of Upper Bavaria, on 1. b. of

'the Loisach river, 50 m. S.W. Munich. P. 1340.
', Garsiouth, a seaport vill. of Scotland, co.

SElgin, pa. Speymouth, at the mouth of the Spey,

3 m. N. Fochabers. P. 802. Exports, grain and
timber, and has a valuable salmon fisheiy.

Gaenache (La), a comm. and vill. of France,

iiep. Vendue, 17 m. N. Les Sables. P. 3005.

i

Gaenkirk, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

padder, on branch of Caledonian Kailway. P.

1)54. It has extensive iron works.

I

Gaenock, a small river of Scotland, co. Ayr,
list. Cimningham, joins the Irvine river near its

Inouth after a course of 12 miles.

I Gaensee, a town of Prussia, prov. North Prus-
|ia, drc. and 8 m. S. Marienwerder. P. 1000.

I
Gaeomna, an island off the W. coast of Ireland,

Oonnaught, co. Galway, about 6 m. N. the South
l^rran Isles. Area about 3J square miles.

I
Qaeonne, Garumna, a river of France, rises in

he Pyrenees, in the Val d'Aran, on the confines
f Spain, enters France near the vill. of Pont-dn-
loi, and passes in the deps. H. Garronne, St Beat,

ilontrejeau, St Martory, and Cazeres, where its

atural navigation commences ; Carbonne, Mu-
et, Toulouse, near which it is joined by the Canal
u Midi ; in the dep. Tarn-et-Garonne, Verdun

;

1 Lot-et-Garonne, Agen, Port St Marie, Torn-
1 eins, and Marmande ; in the dep. Gironde, La
tl^ole, St Macaire, Langon, Bordeaux, and Blaye.
kt Blaye the river loses its name and assumes
nat 01 the Gironde [GirondeI which river it

hceives at its junction with the Dordogne, at Bee
Ambez. Length 300 m. Chief affls. on right,

lalat, Ari^ge, Tarn, Lot, Dorpt, and Dordogne
;

1 left, Neste, Gers, Dayse, and Giron. The
aronne is subject to overflow on account of the
jneral flatness of its banks ; its bed is variable,

3 navigation difiicult, and often interrupted by
w water. The Canal du Midi connects it with
le Mediterranean.
Garonne (Haute), a dep. of the S. of France,
1 the frontiers of Spain ; formed of parts of the
d provs. of Gascogne and Languedoc, cap.
onlouse. It is bounded E. by deps. Ariege,
ude, and Tarn ; N. by Tarn-et-Garonne ; and
'. Gers and H. Pyrenees. Area 2429 sq. m. P.

I '4,081. Climate mild; sirrface elevated in S.,
here it borders on the highest part of the Pyre-
t's, the contreforts of which cover a considerable
rt of the dep. Chief rivers, the Garonne and

: affluents. The Canal du Midi traverses the
p. for 26 miles. Minerals important, but una-
ilable from difficulty of access ; the principal
ties are of lead, copper, antimony, iron, & zinc

;

cellent marble is procured, and there are nume-
is mineral springs and salt marshes

;
pasturage

li, cattle-rearing is an important branch of in-
istry in the mountainous districts. Com and
ne form chief articles of export. Lint, hemp,
'acco, and oranges are grown. Manufs. iron
l steel wares, leath^, cotton and linen goods,
icelain, chemical products, mathematical in-

struments, and straw hats. An active transit
trade is carried on with Spain. The dep. is

divided into the 4 arrs., St Gaudens, Muret,
Toulouse, and Villefranche-de-Lauragais.
Garragill, a chapelry of England, co. Cum-

berland, pa. and 3 m. S.E. Aldstone, P. 1447,
employed in extensive lead mines.
Garranamanagii, a pa., Ireland, Leinster, co.

Kilkenny, 2 m. N.W. Freshford. Ac. 529. P. 83.
Gakranekinnefeake, a pa., Ireland, Munster,

CO. Cork, 2 m. W. Cloyne. Ac. 1671. P. 821.
Garrangibbon, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Tipperary, 6 m. N.W, Carrick-on-Suir. Ac.
4712. P. 728.

Garrard, a co. of the U. S., North America, in
centre of Kentucky. Area 312 sq. m. P. (1860)
6963 free, 3578 slaves.

Gareiga (La), a pa. and vill. of Spain, Cata-
lonia, prov. and 18 m. N.E. Barcelona. P. 1180.
Garriguella (La), a comm. and vill. of Spain,

Catalonia, prov. & 21 m. N.N.E. Gerona. P. 1720.
Garristovvn, a vill. and pa. of Ireland, co. and

16 m. N.N.W. Dublin. Ac. 6345. P. 1390.

Garrobillas, a town of Spain, prov. and 27 m.
N.N.W. Caceres, near the Tagus. P. 6573. It

has manufs. of woollens and linens.
Garrow or Garo States, a mountainous'

country of Further India, between lat. 25° & 26° 6'

N., long. 90° 7' and 92° 11' E., bounding the valley
of the Brahmaputra on the S. & E., & surrounded
by the territories of Asam, Bengal, and Jynteah.
This region rises to an elevation of 3000 or 4000
feet, and is now annexed to British territory.

Garry Island, Arctic Ocean, British North
America, is off the mouth of Mackenzie river.

Lat. 69° 30' N. ; Ion. 136° W.—Garry Lake, Bri-

tish North America, is in lat. 66° N., Ion. 99° 30'

W., and receives Black river from the W.
Garry (Loch), two small lakes of Scotland.

—

I. CO. Perth, in the wild dist. of Athole Forest.

The river Garry, flowing into and from the

above lake, gives name to the valley, and after

an impetuous E.S.E. course of 30 m., joins the

Tummel about 5 m. S.E. Blair-Athol.—II. co.

Inverness, an extension of the river Garry, which
flows into Loch Oich. Length of loch, 6J m. ; of

river, 26 miles.

Garsdale, a chapelry of England, co. York,
West Biding, pa. and 6 m E.S.E. Sedberg. Ac.
8280. P. 618.

Garsdon, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 2 m.
E.N.E. Malmesbury, within the bounds of which
bor. it is comprised. Ac. 1136. P. 206.

Garsington, a pa. of England, co. and 4| m.
S.E. Oxford. Ac. 2230. P. 643.

.
Garstang, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. and 11 m. S. Lancaster, on the Wyre, and on
the Lancaster and Preston Railway and Canal.

Ac. of pa. 31,403. P. of do. 7221, employed in

cotton and worsted mills and calico print works.

P. of town 714. Garstang has petty-sessions,

and is head of a poor-law union.

Garston, a chapelry of England, co. Lancaster,

pa. Childwall, on the Mersey, b\ m. S^.E. Liver-

pool. Ac. 3293. P. 4720. Large salt works.—
II. a pa., CO. Berks, 2J m. S.E. Lamboume. Ac.
4342. P. 589. [Garvestone.]
Gartan, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Donegal,

7 m. N.N.W. Letterkenny. Ac. 44,124, mostly
mountainous. P. 1643. Lough Gartan is about
two mUes in length.

Gartempe or Gardempe, a river of Central

France, which, after a course at first W. and then

N., through the deps. Creuse, H. Vienne, and
Vienne, joins the Creuse 25 m. E.N.E. Poitiers.

Course 120 m., but it is of little importance.
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G^VETHBEiBio. a pa. of North Wales, co. Mont-

gomery, 8 m. W.N.W. Llanfoir. Ac. 7200. P. 326.

Garthbrengy, a pa. of South Wales, co. and
8 m. N. Brecon. Ac. 2001. P. 162.

Garthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 6J
m. JI.N.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1714, P. 113.

Gartly, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Aberdeen and
Banff, E. Huntly. Area 33 sq. m. P. 1029. It

lias slate quarries.

Garton, two pas. of England, co. York, East
Biding.—I. on the North Sea, 12 m. E.N.E. Hull.

Ac. 1797. P. 154.—II. {on the Wolthy, 3 m.
W.N.W. Great Driffield. Ac. 4380. P. 572.

Gartsherry, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark,
pa. Old Monkland. P. 1505. Iron mines.
Garvagh, a small market town, Ireland, Ulster,

CO. Londonderry, 9 m. S. Coleraine. P. 798.

Garvaghy, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Down,
4 m. S.S.E. Dromore. Ac. 10,255. P. 3602.

Garvald and Bara, a pa. of Scotland, co. and
6 m. E.S.E. Haddington. Ac. 13,442. P. 891.

Garvestone or Garston, a pa., Engl., co. Nor-
folk, 5 m. S.S.E. East Dereham. Ac. 802. P. 303.

Garvock, a pa. of Scotland, co. Kincardine, 10
m. N. Montrose. Ac. about 8000. P. 458.

Garway, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 7 m.
N.N.W. Monmouth. Ac. 3625. P. 585.

Garz, two towns of Prussia, prov. Pomerania.
—I. gov. and 16 m. S S.W. Stettin, on the Oder.

P. 4320. Manufs. cotton and woollen cloth.s, and
hosiery.—II. on the island Riigen, in the Baltic,

gov. and 10 ra. E. Stralsund. P. 1700.

Garzeno, a comm. and vill. of Northern Italy,

prov. Como, 6 ra. from Dongo. P. 1567.

Garzweiler, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov.
and 18 m. S.W. DUsseldorf. P. 1100.

Gaschurn, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, circ. Bre-
gentz, dist. Montafon. P. 1066.

Gascogxe (^Eng. Gasconyy, an old prov. of

France, near its S.W. extremity, now forming
the deps. Landes, Gers, Hautes Pyrenees, and
part of Basses Pyrenees. It was a dependency
of Guienne, and its cap. was Auch. A portion
of it belonged to the sovereigns of Navarre, and
it was united to France in 1589.

Gascogne (Golfe de). [Biscay (Bay of).]

Gasconade, a co. of the IT. S., North America,
Missouri. Area 540 sq. m. P. 8651 free, 76 slaves.

—II. a river, same co., which after a course of

140 m. joins the Missouri.
Gasko, a town of European Turkey, Hei-ze-

govina, cap. dist., 50 m. S.E. Mostar.
Gaspar, an isl. of Malay Archipelago, in Gas-

par Strait, a passage from 50 to 60 m. across, be-
tween the islands Banca and Billiton.

—

Gaspar
Grande is a petty isl. in the Gulf of Paria, South
America, near the N.W. extremity of Trinidad.
Gasp^ a dist. of Lower Canada, between lat.

48° 12' and 49° 17' N., Ion. 64° 9' and 66° 46' W.,
having N. and W. the estuary of the St Law-
rence, E. the Gulf of St Lawrence, and S. the
dist. of Bonaventure. Area, including the Mag-
dalen Islands, about 7500 sq. m. P. (1861)
14,077, chiefly of French descent.

—

Cape Gaspe,
in lat. 48° 47' N., Ion. 64° 9' W^ at its E. ex-
tremity, forms the N. boundary of the Bay of

Gasp^ an inlet of the Gulf of St Lawrence, about
18 m. in length by 6 m. across, and forming a
safe harbour. An important cod and whale
fishery is established off its shores.

—

Gaspe Basin,
lat. 48° 51° N., and 64° 30' W., a harbour in
Gasp^ Bay, Canada East, was constituted a free

port in November 1860. Imports 1861, value
392,068 dollars.

Gasperina, a town of South Italy, prov. and
11 m. S.S.W. Catanzaro, cap. circ. P. 2894.

Gassen, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
47 m. S.E. Frankfilrt, on the Lubst P. 1100.

Gassing, a market town of N. Italy, prov. & 8
m. N.E. Turin, cap. mand. P. (with comm.) 2846.
It has quarries of white marble, & an anc. castle.

Gastdorf or Gastorf, a town of Bohemia,
circ. Leitmeritz, 29 m. N. Prague. P. 1319,

Gastein or WiLDBAD Gastein, a vill. and
watering-place, Austriiv, Tirol, circ. and 49 m. S.

Salzburg. Alt. 3000 ft. P, 410. Convention be-
tween Austria & Prussia on the affairs of Schles-
wig-Holstein held here 14th Aug. 1865.—II, HoJ
Gastein, a vill., circ. and dist, Salsburg, P, 736.

Gasthorpe, a pa, of England, co. Norfolk, 7

m. E.S.E, Thetford, Ac. 864. P. 87.

Gaston, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S. of North Carolina. Area 308 sq. m. P. 7108

free, 2199 slaves.

Gastor, a tovra of Spain, Andalucia, prov. and

75 m. N.E. Cadiz. P. 1200. It has mineral springs

Gastuni or Gastouni, a vill. of Greece, Morea
gov. Elis, 9 m. S.E. Cape Klarentza.—The Gvlj

of Gastuni is a bay, opposite Zante, betweeii

Capes Kumia and Skaphidia, and receiving tho

river Iliaco (ancient Peneus).

Gata, a market town of Spain, prov. and G.'i

m. N.W. Caceres, on the river Gata, an affl. of this

Alagon. P. 2004.— II. {Cape, anc. Charidemum
Fromontorium), on the Mediterranean, bounding
the Bay of Almeria E. Lat. 36° 44' N. ; Ion. 2^

10' E.—III. {Sierra de), a mountain range oi

Spain and Portugal, separating the basins of the

Tagus and Douro rivers, and the old Spanislj

provinces of Estremadura and Leon.
Gatcombe, a pa., Isle of Wight, England, ^

m. S.S.W. Newport. Ac. 1392. P. 201.

Gatehouse of Fleet, a mun. bor., river-port

and vill. of Scotland, co, Kirkcudbright, pas

Anwoth and Girthon, on the Fleet, 5 m. N.W
Kirkcudbright. P. 1635. It has branch bank-

and news-room. The river is navigable iv

vessels of 180 tons to the vill. _A canal of abou

1 m. in length abridges the length of navigation

Gatei.ey, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4^ ni

W. Fulsham. Ac 1490. P. 134.

Gates, a co., U. S., North America, in N.l"

part of N. Carolina. Area 313 sq. m. P. 454

free, 3901 slaves.

Gateshead, a pari, and munic. bor. and pa. c

England, co. Durham, on the S. bank of th

Tyne, opposite Newcastle, with which it cominii

uicates by a bridge. P, of bor, (1851) 25,668!

(1861) 32,749, employed in extensive glass, iroi

brass, cement, chemical, and coal works. It h:'

an anc. church and chapel, an hospital for poo

brethren, and is connected by raOway with Cai

lisle, S. Shields, Sunderland, and Durham. Cori

rev. 11,000?. It is the head of a poor-law unioi

and sends one member to House of CommoEl

Reg. electors (1864) 1115. A large •portion <

the river-side property was destroyed by fire i

October 1854, and replaced by a new quay.

Gateshead-Fell, a pa. adjoining the abo'

(of which it originally formed part), and una

which its area and pop. are included. Its grin'

stones are exported to all parts of the globe.

Gateside, a vill. of Scotland, co. Renfrew, i

Neilston, 4 m. S.E. Paisley. P. 455.

Gatinais, an old div. of France, dependent

the provs. Orleannais and Isle of France, n

now subdivided among the deps. Seiue-et-Maii

Loiret, Nievre, and Yonne.
Gato, Gatto, or Agation, a town of Upj

Guinea, the port of Benin, from which itis o

tant 15 m. S.S.W., on a creek of the Benin riv.

and accessible to vessels of CO tons. It is said
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je populous, but unhealthy ; and near this Belzoni

he traveller died of dysentery in 1823.

Gatshina, a town of Eussia, gov. and 30 m
5.S.W. tit Petersburg. P. (1863) 8613. It has
tn imperial palace ; Greek, Lutheran, and Eoman
'Catholic churches; a foundlingasylum, a porcelain
""^'^ry and a school of aerriculture.

\TTATico, a town of North Italy, prov. and
. lleggio-in-Emilia. P. 4270.

Gatteo, a town of Central Italy, prov. Forli,

I

ire. and 7 m. E. of Cesena. P. 2895.

Gattevilij:, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

[lanche, aiT. Cherbourg. P. 1043. It gives its

lame to the prom, forming the E. angle of the

leninsula of Cotentin, called Raz-de-Gatteville.

Gattico, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

iJovara. P. 2082.

Gattiken, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

list. Horgen. It has a large mill and cotton

'.ictory with 6840 spindles, and silk manuf.
'. Gattinara, a market town of North Italy,

rov. Novara, circ. and 22 m. N.W. Vercelli, cap.

Land. P. (with comm.) 4342.

I
Gaxton, a pa. and vill., and formerly a pari.

^r. of England, co. Surrey, 9 m. S.S.W. Croy-
n. Ac. 1260. P. 191.

liATUN, a river of the Isthmus of Panama,
• litral America, rises in the mountains E. Pu-
: I Bello, flows N., and joins the Chagres river

the vill. Gatun, 8 m. from the Caribbean Sea.

LiAUDENS (Sx), a comm. and town of France,

p. Haute Garonne, cap. arr., on a hill near 1. b.

the Garonne, in the Pyrenees, 55 m. S.W.
'ulouse. P. 5183. It has a comm. college, and
anufactures of serge and tape ; sawing, fulling,

iid paper mills ; and an active trade.

Gadir, a river of Scotland, rises near Loch
tive, and enters Loch Kannoch, co. Perth.

Gaulby or Galby, a pa. of England, co. and
m, E.S.E. Leicester. Ac. 1170. P. 93.

Gaulna, a hill fort and town of British India,

•esid. Bombay, dist. Candeish, 103 m. E.S.E.
irat, taken by our troops in 1804, and finally

ded to the British in 1818.

Gaultier (St), a comm. and vill. of France,

p. Indre, cap. cant., on the Creuse, 17 m. S.W.
lateauroux. P. 1902,

Gaunersdorf, a market town of Austria, circ.

•0S8_ Enzersdorf, on the Wildenbach. P. 676.
Jar it are the mineral baths of Pirawartli,

Gau-Oderxheim, a walled town of Hessen-
irmstadt, prov. Khenish Hessen, on tlie Selz,

ra. S. Mayence. P. 1750.
Gauriac, a comm. and VOl. of France, dep.
ronde, 4 m. S.S.E. Blaye. P. 1536.
^AURiTZ, a river of South Africa, Cape Colony,

ed by the union of the Gamka and Olifants
I'S and separating the dists. George and
ilendam to the sea, which it enters after a
lous S. course of 50 miles. It is rapid, and
'" to sudden inundations.
AUSSON, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
s-du-Nord, 10 m. N. Loudeac. P. 2069.

'AUTBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.
X.W. Horncastle. Ac. 1444. P. 113.
lAUzix, a town of Spain, prov. and 53 m.
S.W. Malaga. P. 4815. Manufs. leather.
iAVARiK), a market town of North Italy, prov.
no ra. E.N.E. Brescia, on the Chiese. P. 2062.
-WARXiE, a frontier hamlet of France, dep.
Tyrendes, 34 ra. S. Tarbes, 4378 feet above

n sea, with mineral springs. P. 331. It is

iiatedoua small stream called Gave-de-Pau,
' ich falling over a height of 11,600 feet fonus
'fall of Gavarnie.
'AVE Q- water"), the generic name of every

stream in the French Pyrenees deps., the princi-

pal of which are—I. and II. (cCAspe and (TOssau),

Basses Pyrenees, rise near the Pic-du-Midi, and
unite near Oleron, to foi-m the Gave d'Oleron.
Length of G. dAspe 30 m. ; of G. dOssau 30 m.
—III. (de Pau), rises in Spain, near M. Perdu,
flows N.W. through the valley of Gavarnie, and
the deps. H. and B. Pyrenees, and joins the

Adour, 15 m. E.N.E. Bayonne, after a course of

110 m. Principal affluent, the G. d'Oleron.

Gavello, a market town of Northern Italy,

deleg. and 9 m. E.S.E. Eovigo. P. 2000.

Gavt, a fortified town, N. Italy, prov. Alessan-
dria, 6 m. S. Novi, cap. mand., on the route be-
tween G enoa & Alessandria. P. (with comm.) 5977.

Gavia la Grande, a town of Spain, Andalu-
cia, prov. and 3 ra. S.W. Granada. P. 2621.

Gaviaon, a market town of Portugal, prov.
Alomtejo, 30 m. W.N.W. Portalegre. P. 1117.

Gavino (San), a comm. and vill. of the island
Sardinia, 29 m. N.N.W. Cagliari. P. 2511.

Gavirate, a vill. of N. Italj', prov. and 18 m.
W.N.W. Como, on the Lake Varese. P. 1740.

Gavorrano, a town of Central Italy, prov,
and circ. Grosseto. P. of comm. 5787.

Gavray, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Manche, 12 m. S.S.E. Coutances. P. 1821.

Gavrilovsa, a vill. of Russia, gov. and 30 m.
N. Vladimir.—II, a vill. of Siberia, gov. Tomsk,
dist. Barnaul.

Gavrios, a river of Greece. [Cephissus.]
Gawcott, a chapelry of England, co. Bucks,

pa. and 2 m. S.S.W. Buckingham. P. 571.

Gawsworth, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 3

m. S.S.W. Macclesfield. Ac. 5442. P. 713.

Gaya or Gayah, a city of British India, pre-

sid. Bengal, prov., dist. and 43 m. S.W. Baliar,

on an afiiuent of the Ganges. P. 43,451, but
often augmented by many thousand pilgrims.

It is inhabited by Brahmins, and considered a
town of great sanctity. Silk and cotton manu-
factures are carried on, the town has well-supplied

markets, and is noted for its stone-cutters.

Gaya, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ, and
17 m. S.W. Hradisch. P. 2050.

Gaydon, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 3 m.
N.N.E. Kington. Ac. 1140. P. 292.

Gayiiurst, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 2 m.
N.W. Newport-Pagnell. Ac. 840, P, 129,

Gayton, several pas, of England.—I. co. Nor-
follc, 7 m. E.S.E. King's Lynn. Ac. 3272. P.
920.—II. CO. Northampton, 4J- m. N. Towcester.

Ac. 1711. P. 459.- III. CO. and 5 m. N.W,
Stafford. Ac. 1270. P. 249.—IV. (Le Marsh),
CO. Lincoln, 5^ m. N.N.W. Alford. Ac. 2166.

P. 331.—V. (Zi Wold), same co.,6 m.S.W. Louth.
Ac. 1139. P. 118.—VI. (^Thorpe), co. Norfolk,

8J m. N.W. Swaffham. Ac. 2355. P. 169.

Gaywood, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, J m.
E. King's Lynn, Ac. 2495, Pop. 1368.

Gaza (Arabic Ghuzzeh), a city of Palestine, 2

m. from the Mediterranean, and 48 m. S.W.
Jerusalem, surrounded by olive groves, P.

probably 16,000 or 16,000. It has mannfs. of

soap, trade in corn, bazaars, and is a principil

entrepot for the caravans passing between Egypt
and Syria. Gaza is mentioned very early in

Scripture, It was one of the chief cities of the

Philistines, and appears to have always remained
a place of importance.
Gazrley, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4J m.

S. Newmarket. Ac. 5899. P. 884.

Gazzaniga, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Ber-
gamo, circ. Clnsone. P. 1626.

Gazzano, a vill. of North Italy, prov, auu
circ. Eeggio-Emilia. P, 1919.

2i
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Gazzo, a vill. of Northern Italy, gov. Venice,
deleg. and 8 m. N.N.E. Vicenza. P. 1991.

Gazzuolo, a vin. of North Italy, prov. Cre-
mona, 11 m. W.N.W. Mantua. P. 3433.

Gdov, a town of European Eussia, gov. and
120 m. S.W. St Petereburg, cap. dist, on the
Odovka, E. side of Lake Peipus. P. 1000.

Gdov or Gdou, a small town of Austrian Ga-
licia, circ. and 13 m. W.S.W. Bochnia. P. 1137.

GIant, one of the principal summits of the
Pennine Alps, in the range of Mont Blanc, 13,099
feet high. The. Col (or pass) du Geant, is 11,146
feet above the sea.

Geashill, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, King's co^
7\ m. N.W. Portarlington. Ac. 43,309, of which
a large portion is bog. P. 5730.
Geauga, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

N.E. of Ohio. Area 600 sq. m. P. (1860) 15,817.
Geb Q^ mountain") is an Arabian prefix of the

names of numerous heights in Asia and Africa,
as Geb-el-Dokhan, "mountain of smoke" (an-
cient Porphyrites Mons), in the E. desert of Upper
Egypt, about lat. 27° 18' N., Ion. 30° 18' E., with
extens. ruins, and vast porphyry quarries.
GEBA,a river and town of W. Africa. [Jeba.1
Gebesee, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. and

11 m. N.N.W. Erfurt, on the Gera. P. 2200.
Gebhardsdorf (Alt or Old), a vill. of Prus-

sian Silesia, gov. and 34 m. W.S.W. Liegnitz.
P. 2700. Manufs. of horn and wooden wares.
Gebna, a vill. of Saxony, circ Erfurt, dist

Nordhausen. P. 1100.
Geby, an isl. of the Malay Archipelago, Gilo-

lo-passage, on the equator. Ion. 129' 30' E.
Length about 26 m. ; average breadth 3 miles.

Gedding, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6J m.
W. Stowmarket. Ac. 621. P. 160.

Geddington, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,
b\ m. E.N.E. Bothwell. Ac. 2140. P. 888.

Gedern, a vill. of Central Germany, grand
duchy Hessen-Dannstadt, prov. Upper Hessen,
9 m. E.S.E. Nidda. P. 2320.
Gedlino, a pa. of England, co. and 3^ m.

E.N.E. Nottingham. Ac. 4490. P. 3130.

Gedney, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3 m.
E.S.E Holbeach. Ac. 25,267. P. 2459.

Geelong, a town of Victoria colony, 45 m. S.W.
Melbourne, at the head of a deep inlet on the W.
side of Port PhilUp. P. (1857) 23,338, (1861)
22,986. It has not increased, owing to central-

izing tendencies towards Melbourne. The har-
bour is large and sheltered, but has a bar at its

entrance, which has been deepened from 9J to

14 ft. by dredging. The inner harbour is called
Corio Bay, from a native name of the water and
its adjacent district Imports (1858) 1,164,568/.,

exports 492,930/. The town is favourably situated
for health and good drainage. Geelong is so called
from a native name, and was officially founded in

1837. In 1843 it was formed into a municipality.
In 1854 a sum of 200,000/. was raised by loan, gua-
ranteed by the government for the improvement
of the streets, while 500,000/. were similarly laid

out upon those of Melbourne. The municipal
revenue for year ended August 1858 was 15,592/.,

and expenditure 23,670/., including 11,011/. for
interest of loans, and 5388/. for public works. It

has a daily newspaper, besides several other
publications. Daily steam and railway commu-
nication with Melbourne on the N.E., Castle-
maine and Ballarat on the N.W. Electric tele-

graph communication with Melbourne and Port
Phillip Heads.
Geertruidenbero, a fortified town of the

Netherlands, prov. North Brabant, 9 m. N.N.E.
Bieda, and S. the Biesbosch Gulf. P. 1625.

GeestemCn'DE, asoaporttown of Prussia, Hanc
ver, at the mouth of the Weser. P. (1864) 30&
Geestendorf, a town of Prussia, Hanove

near Bremerhafen. P. (1864) 4447.
Gefell, a town of Prussia, prov. Saxony, ga

and 55 m. S.E. Erfurt P. 1600.
Gefle, a seaport town of Sweden, cap. la

at the mouth of the Gefle river, in the Gulf
Bothnia, 100 m. N.N.W. Stockliolm. P. (186
12,51L
Gefleborg, a maritime laen or prov. of Sw

den, mostly between lat 60° and 62° 20' N., loi

15° and 17° 30' E., having E. the Gulf of Bothnii
and on other sides the laens Upsala, Westeri.
Fahlim, Ostersimd, and Hemosand. Area 75:

sq. m. P. (1865) 143,793. Surface mountainot
in the W. ; lakes very nimierous ; principal rivei

the Liusne, Woxna, and Dal-Elf; prindjii

towns Gefle, Soderhamn, and HuddiksvalL
Gefrees, a market town of Bavaria, ci"

Upper Franconia, 13 m. N.E. BaLreuth, on tt

White Main. P. 1230.

Gegenbach, a vilL of Lower Bavaria, dr
and dist Wegscheid. P. 1160.

Geib (Hungarian Eibbe or Hyby), a maAz
town of N. Hungary, circ Liptua, on the Wa.'J

106 m. N.N.E. Pesth. P, 1738. I

Geibtjzeh (ancient Dadbysa), a maritime v J

of Asia Minor, AnatoUa, 32 m. W. of Nicomed|
Geiersbero, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, ai,

KSniggratz, dist Senftenberg. P. 1712.

Geilenkirchen, a town of Ehenish Prusf^j

gov. and 13 m. N. Aix-la-Chapelle, cap. circ, i

the Worm. P. 1600, including the vilL of Hu3
hofen, on opposite side of river. It has mauii)

of woollen cloth, tobacco, and chicory.

Geisa, a town of Saxe-Weimar, princip. a,i

24 m. S.S.W. Eisenach, on the Ulster. P. lot

Geisenheim, a market town of Fross.

Nassau, on the Rhine, 14 m. W. Mayenoe.
(1864) 2644. It has an active trade in wines.

Geislingek, a town of Wiirtemberg, cii

Danube, at the foot of Eauhe-Alp, 17 m. NJN.\
Ulm. P. 2250. Ithasapapermill.—ILWiirtei
burg, circ. Black Forest, dost Bahlingen. P. 18t

Geispolzheim, a comm. and vill. of Prani

dep. B. Ehine, cap. cant., 7 m. S.W, Strasboui

P. 2236. It has manufs. of starch and tape.

Geithatn, a town of Saxony, circ. and 24

S.S.E. Leipzig. P. 3267.

Gelderlasd or Guelderlaxd, a prov. of t

Netherlands, having N.W. the Zuyder-Zee, S

the Prussian dom., and on other sides the prc'

Overyssel, Utrecht, South Holland, and Wti
Brabant Area 1972. sq. m. P. (1865) 427,7.

Surface more hilly than in most of the Dut
provs. Principal rivers the Waal and Old Ehi,

the Yssel forming its N.E., and the Maese it*

boundary. Along their banks fruit is raised
"

export, with com, hops, and tobacco ; elsewta

the land is generally poor. Principal ore,

wheat, rye, potatoes, buckwheat, and tobac.

Many cattle are reared. Manufs. of linen fiib'ii
'

paper, and leather, with tile-making, brewL,

and distUling, are extensively carried on. '^

Erov. is divided into 4 dists. Chief towns, A -

em, the cap., Nimeguen, Thiel, and Zutphe:.

Geldermalsem, a vill. of Netherlands, p •

Gelderland, cap. cant, 6 m. W. Thiel. P. l-

Geldern Q^rench Gueldersy, a town of Rhe i

Prussia, gov. XJusseldorf, 17 m. S.W. Wesel, on i

Niers, and on rail P. 4000. Manufs. wool! •

Geldestone, a pa. of England, co. Norfoll {

m. N.W. Becc es. Ac. 820. P. 345.

Geijjrop, a vill. of the Netherlands, pro>

Brabant, 23 m. S.S.E. Bois-le-Duc P. 1730.
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f
Gelbxs, a pa. and vill. of Netherlands, prov.

'iiimburg, 11 m. N.E. Maestricht. P. 2005.

Gelenau or Gelxau, a vill. of Saxony, cii'c.

:wiokau, 3 ra. N.E. Thum. P. 4682.

Gellah, two towns of N. Africa.—I. a fortress,

ii.lg5rie, prov. and 105 m. E.S.E. Constantine, on
jie Tunis frontier.—II. dom. and 20 m. N. Tunis,

1 lid to be the ancient Castra Comeliana.

, Gelli-Gaer, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamor-
an, 14 m.N.N.W. Cardiff. Ac. 16,573. P. 5778.

! Gelnhausen, a town of Central Germany,
j'essen-Cassel, prov. and 14 m. E.N.E. Hanau,
jip. circ, on the Kinzig. P., with suburbs, 4400.

\. has a paper mill, and manufs. of tobacco.

i
Gelve-s, a mkt. town of Spain, prov. and 3 m.

1/.8.W. Sevilla, uear the Guadalquivir. P. 3654.

I
Gemarke, a town, Ehenish Prussia, in the

intre of the dist. Barmen. P. 2430. [Barmen.]
Gembloux, a vill. of Belgium, prov. and 10 m.
.W, Namur, cap. cant., on an aflBl. of the Sambre.

I 2317. Manufs. of cutlery. The French gained

i
victory over the Austrians here in 1794.

,
Gemenos, a comm. and vill. of S. France, dep.

i du Kh6ne, 12 m. E. Marseille. P. 1762.

IGemert, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. North
[abant, cap. cant., 18 m. S.E. Bois-le-Duc.
' 1600. Manufs. fine linen fabrics.

IGemini (San), Casuentium, a market town of

iutral Italy, prov. Perugia, 13 m. S.W. Spoleto.

1
1917, It has many ancient buildings.

pEM.MANO, a town of Central Italy, prov. Forli,

[c. Eiminl P. 2147.

JrEMME and Gemmes (Ste.), numerous comms.
jl villa, of France.—I. (d' Andigne), dep. Maine-
(Loire, 20 m. N.W. Angers. P. 1348.—II. (/e

\bert\ dep. Mayenne, 20 ni. N.E. Laval. P.
|!7.—III. (sur LoireX dep. Maine-et-Loire, arr.

Igers. P. 1946.

iirEHHi (prou. Ghemrtiiy, a remarkable moun-

p pass across the Alps in Switzerland, between
'1 cants. Bern and Valais, about 24 m. S. Thun,
'.( 5 feet above the level of the sea.

lEMONA, a market town of N. Italy, circ. and
'-

11. N.N.W. Udine, near the Tagliamento. P.
t 1. It has an active transit trade.

ifEMOZAC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
tjirente Inf., 13 m. S. Saintes. P. 2787.
JrEMOMD, several towns of Germany.—I. Ehen-
i Prussia, gov. and 23 m. S.E. Aix-la-Chapelle,
q. circ.,_on an affl. of the Eoer, P. 1000. Wool-
Ij weaving, tanning, and iron and lead mines,
nl. (or dmiind), Carinthia, circ. and 26 m.
9.W. Villach, on an affl. of the Drave. P., with
aucent mining hamlets, 1554.—III. Lower
i tria, 73 m. W.N.W. Vienna, near the Bohe-
nja frontier.

—

Gemiind is also the name of 3
"^i. of Bavaria, circ. Upper Franconia, 22 m.
S| Anspach. [Gmund.

|

emCnden, two towns, Germany.—I. Bavaria,
Lower Franconia, on the Main, where joined
he Saale, 21 m. N.N.W. Wurzburg. P. 1650.
H.-Cassel, prov. Upper Hessen, 15 m. N.K

JBIourg. P. 1480.—III. Ehenish Prussia, circ.
' cntz, dist, Simmern. P. 1050. [Gmunden.]
-NAPPE, a vill. of Belgium, prov. S. Brabant,
o:int., on 1, b. of the Dyle, 17 m. S.E. Brus-
P. 1800. Near this vill. various military

ns took place in 1815.
a^ARo or Gennaro, a mountain of Central
,21 m. N.E. Eome, 4185 feet in height,
dmg the Campagna di Eoma on the E.
(J^A-s, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

^^'
,
arr. Vienne, dist. Meyzieux. P. 2142.
-VDRiNGEN, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
riand, cap. cant., on the Alt-Yssel, 22 m.
' ArnLem, P. 4827.

}i

Gexemuiden, a vill. of the Nttherlands, prov.

Overyssel, near the Zuyder-Zee, 8 m. N. Zwolle.

Generac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gard, 7 m. S. Nimes. P. 2169.

Genesee, two cos. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. in W. part of New York, Area 473 sq,

m, P. (1860) 32,189,-11. in centre of Michigan.
Area 720 sq, m. P, 22,498.-111. a river which
rises in Potter co., Pennsylvania, where its head
waters interlock with those of the Susquehanna
and the Alleghany rivers, and flow N. through
New York for about 150 m., into Lake Ontario.

It is navigable for small vessels above and below
the rapids at Eochester, where there is a faU of

226 feet.—IV. a township, New York, on the E.

bank of above river, 5 m. N.E. Moscow, P, 672,

It has a court-house, jail, and bank,
Geneseo, a tnshp. of U, S., N. Amer., New York,

on the Genesee river, 208 m. W.Albany. P. 2958,

Genest (Le), a comm, and vill. of France, dep.

Mayenne, 6 m. N.W. Laval. P. 1976.

Genestelle, a vill. of France, dep. Ardfeche,

arr. and 9 m. W. Privas. P. 1328.

Genest (St), several comms. and vills. of

France.—I. dep. Vienne, 8 m. W. Chatellerault.

P. 1390.—II. (^Champanelle), dep. Puy-de-D6me,
arr. Clermont, P, 2079.—III. (Lerpt), dep. Loire,

arr. St Etienne. P. 2515.—IV. (Malifaux), dep.

Loire, cap. cant., 6 m. S.S.E. St Etienne, P, 3517,

Geneva (Fr, Geneve, Germ, Genf, Ital. Ginevray,

a walled town of Switzerland, cap. cant, same
name, 83 m. S.W. Bern, on the Ehone, at its

outlet from the W. extremity of the Lake of

Geneva. Lat. of old observatory, 46° 12' N. ; Ion,

6° 9' 5' E, Altitude 1335 feet. Mean temp.
48°-2, summer 62°-95, winter 32^-9, Fahr. P,

(1860) 41,415, of whom 14,188 strangers.

Geneva, the most populous and industrious town
in Switzerland, is the seat of the central admini-
stration of the canton, and has a Gothic cathedral,

a university academy, founded by Calvin in 1568,

a college with 16 professors and teachers, school

of arts and manufs,, public library, and a large

collection of curious MSS., botanic garden, obser-

vatory, museum of natural history, Calvinist,

Lutheran, and Eoman Catholic chui'ches, and a
synagogue. The Ehone divides the town into 2

parts ; the smaller portion on rt. b. is called the

Quartier St Gervais, the principal seat of trade

;

between them is " the island, a favourite pro-

menade, connected with the town by several

bridges. A hydraulic machine raises the water of

the Ehone for the supply of the public fountains.

The principal manufs. of Geneva are watches,

musical boxes, chronometers, mathematical in-

struments, jewellery, cutlery, fireanns, and musi-
cal instruments. Watches exported (1853) 80,000,

in 1861 only 30,000. It has a quay along the

river, an active transit trade on the lake, and
steam conveyances withVilleneuve,Coppet, Nyon,
Eolles, Ouchy, and Vevey. Few towns of its ex-

tent have produced, or adopted, so many learned

men as Geneva, Among these are Calvin, Beza,

Cranmer, Lesage, Saussure, de Luc, Lefort,

Necker, and Eousseau. John Knox, the Scottish

Eeformer, was long a resident here. It was one
of the chief towns of the Allebroges in the time

of Csesar ; was surbject to the Eomans till the be-

ginning of the 5th century ; cap, of the 2d king-

dom of Bourgogne till 1034 ; and was under the

sovereignty of the Emperor of Germany tUl the

beginning of the 16th century. Calvin introduced
the reformation here in lo35i, and from that time

Geneva, a free city, was considered the chief

seat of Calvinism, It was taken by the French
in 1798, and formed, till 1813, cap, of the depw
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Leman in the French empire, under Napoleon i.

In 1814, along with a small territory, it joined

the Helvetic Confederation.

Geneva, a cant, of Switzerland, is composed
of the former republic of Geneva, and part of the

county of Gex in Savoy, bounded N. by the cant.

Vaud, S. by the French dep. Haute Savoie, E. by
the Lake of Geneva, and W. by France (dep.

Ain). Area 110 sq. m. P. (1860) 82,876. Surface

undulating, but not mountainous. Soil fertile

and well cultivated. Climate mild and healthy.

Manufs. watches, woollens, silks, hats, & leather.

Geneva (Lake of) or Lake Leman (Germ.
Genfer-See, ancient Lacus Lemanus), a lake of

Europe, between Switzerland and the French
prov. of Hte. Savoie. It is crescent-shaped ; length

45 m., breadth \\ to 9 m. Area 331 sq. m. Height
above the sea 1230 feet ; and greatest depth near

its E. extremity 984 feet. The- lake is traversed

by the Rhone from E. to W., and receives the

Dranse, Venoge, and other small rivers. Its

waters have a peculiar deep blue colour, are trans-

parent, and contain a great variety of fish ; it is

never wholly frozen over, and is subject to seiches,

or remarkable risings of from 1 to 4 or 6 feet,

which last about 25 minutes only. Its banks are

highly picturesque, the S. bold and lofty, and
the N. undulating and richly cultivated. Steam
navigation was introduced in 1823.

Geneva, a town of the U. S., North America,
New York, on Seneca Lake, 41 m. E.S.E. Ro-
chester. It has an Episcopal free college, a
medical institute, and union school.

Genevese or Genevols, a former prov. of N.
Italy, in the W. of Savoy, annexed to France.
Genevez (Les), a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Bern, dist. Moutier. This place was colonized

by emigrants from Geneva in 1291. P. 665.

Genevieve (St), a co. of the U. S., North
America, in S.E. of Missouri. Area 400 sq. m.
P. 7412 free, 617 slaves. Chief town, same name.
Genevieve (Ste.), two comms. and vills. of

France.—I. dep. Aveyron, cap. cant., 19 m. N.
Espalion. P. 1543.—II. dep. Oise, arr. and 11 m.
S.S.E. Beauvais. Manufs. of toys. P. 1519.

Genevre (Mont), one of the most remarkable
summits of the Cottian Alps, between the French
dep. Hautes Alpes and Italy, 11,614 feet above
the sea. It is crossed by a route constructed by
Napoleon i., at an elevation of 6560 feet. Sheep
pasture near its summit in summer.
Genga, a town of Central Italy, prov. and circ.

Ancona, 7 m. N.E. of Fabriano. P. 3250.

Gengenbach, a walled town of Baden, circ.

Middle Rhine, on the Kinzig, 5 m. N.N.W. Zell.

P. 2450 ; until 1809, it was a free imperial town.
Gengoux (St), a comm. & town of France, dep.

Sa6ne-et-Loire, 22 m. N.N.W. Macon. P. 1766.

Genies and Geniez (St), several comms. and
vills. of France.—I. dep. Dordogne, 7 m. N.N.E.
Sarlat. P. 1584.—II. (de Malgoires), dep. Gard,
11 m. S.W. Uzes. P. 1269.—III. a town, dep.

Aveyron, on the Lot, 22 m. E.N.E. Eodez. P.
3893. Manufs. coarse woollens.
Genil or Xenil, a river of Spain, Andalucia,

joins the Guadalquivir, 33 m, S.W, Cordova, after

a W.N.W. course of about 120 m., through the
provs. Granada, Cordova, and SeviUa. The cities

Granada, Loja, and Ecija are on its banks.
Genille, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Indre-et-Loire, 22 m. S.E. Tours. P. 2043.
Genis, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Dor-

dogne, 23 m. E.N.E. Perigueux. P. 1451.

Genissac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep
Gironde, 32 m. E. Bordeaux. P. 1216. It has a
harbour on the Dordogne.

Genis (St), several comms. & towns of Franct—I. dep. Charente Inferieure, cap. cant.. 6 n
W.N.W. Jonzac. P. 1210.—II. (Hiersac}, a vill

dep. Charente, 9 m. N.W. Angouleme. P. 152;—III. (Laval), a town, dep. Rhone, 5 m. S. Lyo:
on the railway thence to St Etionne. P. 272
It has manufs. of carpets, paper-hangings, colour
ink, and buttons.—IV. (Terre-Noire), a vill., de-

Loire, arr. and 12 m. N.E. St Etienne. P. 28o'

Genivolta, a vill. of North Italy prov. ar
circ. Cremona. P. 1556.

Genix (St), a vill. of France, dep. Savoie, 14

1

W. Chambery. cap. mand., on the Guiers. P. 181;

Genlis, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. C6i

d'Or, cap. cant., 10 m. S.E. Dijon. P. 1212.

Gennargentu, the loftiest mountain range (

the island Sardinia, near its centre. The pri:

cipal summit rises to 7000 foet above the sea,

Gennaro (San), a town of South Italy, pro-

Caserta, circ. Nola. P. 2899.

Gennes, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Maiiii

et-Loire, cap. cant., 17 m. S.E. Angers. P. 17]

Gennesaretii (Lake of). [Tiberias.]
Gennvs (St), a pa. of England, co. Comwa

on the Bristol Channel, 9 m. N.N.E. Camelfoi

Ac. 5516. P. 672.

Genoa (Ital. Genovcu, Fr. Genes, anc. Genua),

fortified seaport city of the Idngdom of Italy, cii

prov. at the head of the Gulf of Genoa, Medit'?

ranean, 79 m. S.E. Turin. Lat. of lighthouse'!
24' 18" N. ; Ion. 8° 54' 24' E. P. (1862) 127,9!

Mean temp, of year, 75'-l, winter 47°*3, summ
75°'l, Fahr. Climate subject to great vicissitudf

the N.W. wind (tramontane) cold and biting, ai

the S.W. warm and humid. The port, protec:

seaward by moles, the old and new, on the latt

of which is a lighthouse 300 feet high, is si

rounded landward by the city, which liseslike

;

amphitheatre out of the water, being situated

the ridges of hills, and enclosed by two series

walls ; the whole embraced by a line of detach

forts and outworks, crowning the hills for a o

cuit of about 7 m. In the older part of the c;

the streets are steep and very narrow. Amci

its principal edifices are the Doria-Pamiili, I

Royal Ducal, Brignole, Durazzo, SeiTa, Spini

Balbi, Pallavicini, and numerous other pake
all rich in choice works of art; the cathedra'.

Saraceno-Gothic structure, numerous other hai-

some churches, the university, with a library a.

botanic garden, the Albergo de Poveri, anasyli

for 1600 poor persons, two other hospitals,*

conservatorie or female asylums, numerous c

vents, the exchange, bank of St George, arser,

quays, and a bridge over a part of the city.
_

.Is

an archbishop's see, and the seat of an admira'

council, and a tribunal and chamber of commer,;

has a royal college, a naval school, and imporrit

manufs. of velvets, silks, damasks, thrown ff,

paper, soap, etc., with marble, alabaster, and ccl

works. It is a free port, and the great entr' t

of a large extent of country. Exports by sea ci
-

prise rice, cottons, woollens, hemp, flax, ^

(raw and manufd.), hides, coffee, iron and oi,''

metals, wheat, grains, etc., etc. Value (1-^

3,342,940/. Imports are chiefly raw and mar I-

cotton, silk and wool, sugar, essences, coke
''

coal, wines and spirits, coffee, wrought i
'•

wheat, etc., etc. Value (1862) 9,711,944/. Th<

-

ports by land to Switzerland, France, and Au ,»

amounted in 1862 to 1,467,964/. Imports-T

land to 1,319,412/. The combined anivals a

departures of vessels to and from the port wei »

1862, 18,735 (tonnage 2,280,644). From the ^
down to the 18th century, it was, with 80in<

terruptions, the cap. of a commercial repr

1
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which planted numerous colonies in the Levant,

and on the shores of the Black Sea. It was taken

jy the French in 1797, and ceded to the King
! >f Sardinia in 1815. It communicates by railway

•^. to AUesandria, and W. to Voltri.

, Genoa (Gulf of), a wide bay of the Mediter-

ranean, N. of Corsica. It receives numerous small

livers. The Gulf of Spezzia is its chief inlet.

I
Genoa, a maritime prov. of Northern Italy,

wunded on the N. by the prov. Alessandria, E.

ly the Gulf of Genoa, and W. by Nice and Coni.

Vc. 1588 sq. m. P. (1862) 650,143. The Apen-
lines traverse the prov. S.W. to N.E. nearly

•)arallel to the shore. Principal rivers. Vara,

ilagra, Bisagno, Polcevera, and other mountain

I treams. The coast has numerous bays and har-

liours, but is generally precipitous. Climate salu-

jirious, but the baneful influences of the sirocco is

jometimes felt. Cattle feed on the sides of the

jaoulitains, and the valleys yield corn, but not

ufficient for home consumption. Marble is the

iiost valuable mineral. In 1805 this country was
inited to France under the title of the Eepublic

If Liguria, and in 1814 it was made over to Sar-
linia as the Duchy of Genoa.
'Iexoa, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

. New York, 161 m. W. Albany. P. 2503.

ii:noix (St), a comm. and vill. of Belgium,
rov. "W. Flanders, 6J m. S.E. Courtrai. P. 3648.

Genoi^ a vill. of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
•''-: Saluzzo. P. 1906.

; KXOLHAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.

d, 17 m. N.N.W. Alais. P. 1313.

Genosa, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecce,
ire. Taranto. P. 5878.

Gensac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

;cironde, 31 m. E. Bordeaux. P. 1205.

Qenthin, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. and
m. N.E. Magdeburg, cap. 2d circ. of Jerichow,

a the Plauen canal, and with a station on the
Berlin and Magdeburg Eailway. P. 2800.

Gbnthod, vill. of Switzerland, cant. Geneva,
n the lake near Coppet. Bonnet the naturalist,

nd H. B. de Saussure, resided here.

Gentillt, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
eine, arr. and 4 m. N.E. Sceaux, on the Bievre,
. of Paris. P. 9093. The comm. comprises the
ill. of Bicetre, celebrated for its castle, serving
3 an hospital for 5000 old men, and a prison for

300 culprits. This edifice also contains extensive
orkshops for polishing glass, woollen spinning,
ad various manufs. It has a wellsunk in the rock,
S3 ft deep. Near this is the new fort of Bicetre.
Gentby, a CO. of the U. S., North America,
Lissouri, P. (I860), 11,862 free, 118 slaves.

Gknzano or Gensano, two towns of Italy.—I.

imarca and 18 m. S.E. Eome, on the Appian
^ay. An annual festival here, called the Jtifio-

Ua di Genzano, from the streets being then
rawed with flowers, is frequented by numerous
isitors.—II. South Italy, prov. and 18 m. N.E.
otenza. P. 6064.

' iEorRE (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
le, cap. cant., 19 m. N.N.W. Grenoble. P. 3884.
George-am-Lee (St), a town of Bavaria, circ.

pper Fraconia,' immediately N.E. Baii-euth, of
liich it is a suburb. P. 1800. It has manufs.
porcelain, and marble works.
George, a maritime dist. of the Cape Colony,
oulhern Africa, having S. the Ocean, \V. the disL
iversdale, N. Beaufort, and E. Uitenhage. P.
865) 10,658, of whom 4988 are Europeans. It is
laversed by the Outeniqua mountains, and by
iifant's river, an affluent of the Gauritz ; which
Iter river forms its W. boundary. Cap. George
;f«. P. 1981.

^ ^

Georgf. (Lake), TJ. S., Nort.h America, New
York, 10 m. S. Lake Champlain, into which it

discharges its surplus waters, is 34 m. in length
S. to N., by about 3 m. in breadth. It contains
numerous islands, and is one of the most pic-

turesque of the many lakes of the United States.

On its banks are the remains of several forts, and
the vills. of Ticonderoga and Caldwell.— II.

Florida, on the course of the river St John. Length
17 m., breadth 5 miles.

George (Lake), New South Wales, co. Argyle,

is 18 m. in length N. to S. ; average breadth 5 m.
It is surrounded by rocky heights, and is up-
wards of 2000 feet above the sea.

George (St), one of the principal of the Ber-
muda Islands, is strongly fortified, and forms the
chief military dep6t of these islands.—The town
of same name, on its S. coast, has a large har-

bour, defended by several forts.-—II. an island,

U. S., North America, Florida, in the Gulf of

Mexico, opposite the mouth of the river Appala-
chicola. Length E. to W. 22 m. ; breadth 6 m.
St George Strait, separating it from the main-
land, is from 6 to 10 m. across.— III. an island,

British Honduras, in the Bay of Honduras, op-
posite the mouth of the river Belize.—IV. one of

the Pribylov Islands, Behring Sea. It is granitic,

and rises to 300 feet in height.

George (St), a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,

2 m. E. Bristol. Ac. 1881. P. 10,276.

George (St), a township of the U. S., North
America, Maine, on the Atlantic, 48 m. S.E.

Augusta, P. 2217, employed in fisheries, the
timber and coasting trade, and in ship-building.

—II. a town, Delaware, 28 m. N. Dover.

—

III. a river, Maine, enters the Atlantic near
Warren, 28 m. S.S.W. Penobscot, after a S.

course of 35 m. ; the lower portion of which is

navigable for large vessels. Opposite its mouth
are the islets called St George Islands.

—

St

George Bank is in the Atlantic, off the E. coast

of the United States.

—

Cape St George is the name
of headlands in Thessaly, Rhodes, Kerguelen
Land, and New Ireland.

—

St George is the name
of a pa. in Jamaica, co. Surrey, north of Kingston,
and of other pas. in the British W. India Islands.

George's (St), a pa. of Scotland, forming part

of the borough of Glasgow. P. 29,640.

George or Georges (St), numerous comms.
and vills. of France.—I. (de LusengoTi), dep. Avey-
ron, arr. and cant. Milhau. P. 1655.—II. (Butle-

a-Vent\ dep. and 3 m. W. Mayenne. P. 2310.

—

III. {d\Aulnay\ dep. Calvados, arr. and 16 m.
N.E. Vire. P. 1435.—IV. (de MonsX dep. Puy-
de-D6me, 11 m. W.N.W. Riom. P. 1483.—V.
(de Montaigu), dep. Vendue, 18 m. N. Napoleon-
ville. P. 2291.—VI. (de Noine\ dep. Deux-
Sevi-es, 12 m. S. Parthenay. P. 1591.—VII.
(de Beiniembault'), a market town, dep. Ille-et-

Vilaine, 10 m. N. Fougferes. P. 3055.—VIII.
(de Beneins), a vill., dep. Rhone, 4 m. N. Ville-

franche. P. 3032.—IX. (de Bouelleyy, dep. Man-
che, 12 m. E.S.E. Mortain. P. 1676.—X. (d'Es-

perancey, a market town, dep. Isere, 9 m. E.N.E.
Vienne. P. 2247.—XL (dOleronX a vill., dep.

Charente Inferieure, 15 m. N.W. Mareunes. P.
4818.—XII. (en Couzan)^ dep. Loire, cap. cant.,

10 m. N.W. Montbrison. P. 1151.—XIIL (el

Gaultier"), dep. Sarthe, arr. and 22 m. W. Mamers.
P. 1608.—XIV. (/es Baillargeaux), dep. Vienne,
cap. cant., 8 m. N.N.E. Poitiers. P. 1318.—XV.
(le Pougej, dep. Creuse, 10 m. E.N.E. Bourga-
neuf. P. 1168.-XVI. (sur Cher), dep. Loir-et-

Cher, arr. Blois. P. 2290.—XVII. (sur Erve},

dep. Mayenne, aiT. and 22 m. E.N.E. Laval. P.
1296.—XVIII. (sur Loire), a market town, dep
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Maine-et-Loire, cap. cant., 10 m. W.S.W. An-
gers. P. 2757.

George Chan>-el (St) is that part of the
Atlantic which separates the S.W. of England
from Ireland, extending from the island of Holy-
head to St Davids, and from Dublin to Wexford.
Breadth 40 to 70 miles.

George (Gulf of St), an inlet of the Atlantic,

E. Patagoma, lat. 45° & 47° S., Ion. 65° & 67° W.
Geokgeham, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 8 m.

N.W. Barnstaple. Ac. 4229. P. 879.
Georgen (St), a pa. vill., Switzerland, cant St

Gall. Has spinning mills and iron founderies.
Georgen (St), a town of Austrian Croatia, 18

m. N.E. Belovar, with a fortress. P. 4614.—II.

a vill. on the Adriatic, 5 m. S. Zeng.—III. a town
of Hungary, co. Pesth, dist. Pressburg. P. 2960.
—IV. a viU., Austria, circ. Hausruck, dist. Fran-
kenmarkt. P. 1976. [Gyorgy (St).]

GEORGE-NyjiPTOx, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon,
2 m. S.S.W. South-Molton. Ac. 2240. P. 258.

Georgexthal, a town of Bohemia, circ. and
25 m. W. Leitmeritz, at the foot of the Kreuz-
berg. P. 1800.—II. a vUl. of Saxe-Coburg-
Gotha, 8 m. S.S.W. Gotha. P. 620.

George Town, a township of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania, co. Fayette. P. 2371.
George Town (formerly Stabrock), the cap.

town of British Guiana, co. and on rt. b. of the
Demerara, near its mouth, here almost 1 m.
across. Lat. 6° 49' 20" N. ; Ion. 58° 11' 30" W.
P. (1851) 25,506. Streets wide and traversed
by canals. Principal buildings, the government
offices, churches and chapels, a Roman Catholic
cathedral, barracks, colonial and seamen's hospi-
tals, banks, theatres, schools, astronomical and
botanical societies. It has three newspapers.
The harbour, on account of a bar, adnaits vessels
drawing 8 feet water. Exports rum, sugar, and
coffee. About 1 m. distant, at the river mouth,
is Fort-William, and near it is a lighthouse.
George Town, a town of Cape Colony, South-

ern Africa, cap. dist., 125 m. E. Zwellimdam.
P. 1981. Trade chiefly in timber, and supplies
for the farmers in the Lange-kloof.
George Tow^, a maritime town of Tasmania,

CO. & 28 m. N.W. Launceston, on the Tamar, neav
Port Dalrymple. Lat. 41° 7' S., Ion. 146° 50' E.
George Town. [Pulo-Penang.]
George Town, numerous towns, etc. of the

U. S., North America.—I. a district in E. part of
South Carolina. Area 683 sq. m. P. (1860) 3 196
free, 18,109 slaves.— II. a city and port, dist.

Columbia, on the Potomac, 3 m. N.W. Washing-
ton, with which it communicates by two bridges
across Rock Creek. P. 8733. It has a Roman
Catholic college, market house, banks, many ele-
gant mansions on the heights, and the beautiful
Oak Hill Cemetery.—III. a seaport. South Caro-
lina, on the W. side of Winyaw Bay, 56 m. N.E.
Charleston. P. 2904. Ithas a court-house, gaol,
bank, and exports of cotton, rice, and provisions.
The harbour admits vessels drawing 11 feet.

—

IV. a vill., Kentucky, 17 m. E. Frankfort. It
has a Baptist college.—V. a township and sea-
port, Maine, 50 m. S. Augusta. Fisheries.
GEORGLi or Grusia, anc. Iberia, now included

in the gov. Tef.is, Russia, in the Caucasus coun-
try, Western Asia, composing the central and W.
portion of Transcaucasia, between lat. 38° and 42°
30' N., Ion. 43° and 47° E. Area 21,500 sq. m. P.
estim. at 873,000, mostly Christian Greeks. Sur-
face mountainous ; but its centre, traversed by
the Kur and its affls., is an undulating and fertile
plain. Com of numerous kinds, pomegranates
sad other fruits, madder, flax, hemp, cotton, and

wine, are among the principal products. Foreslf
extensive, and consist of most of the trees coni-

mon iu Europe, but they are turned to httk
profit. Coal, iron, naphtha, and other mineral,

are supposed to be abundant, but few mines an
wrought. Some wooUen, cotton, and silk fabrics

leather, shagreen, etc., are made, and the arm.
produced at Teflis have some reputation, but, ex
cept these, the wares manufactured are very in

ferior. The Georgians are a peculiarly handsomi
luce of people, and the females were formerb
sold in large numbers to supply the harems o":

the Turks and Persians, but the events of 185-

1

have greatly suppressed this trafiic. Principal

towns, Teflis the cap., Elisabetpol, Gori, and
Telav. Georgia was annexed to Russia in 1802.

Georgia, one of the original states of the U. S.,

North America, in S. part of the Union, betweeji

lat. 30° SO* and 35° N., Ion. 80° 48' and 84° 41' W.,
having on the E. South Carolina, from which it

is separated by the Savanah river, S. Florida, W.
Alabama, and N. Tennessee and N. Caroline.

Length N. to S. 300 m., breadth E. to W. 256 n
Area 58,000 sq. m., or 37,120.000 ac. P. (180C'

162,686; (1820) 340,987; (1860) 1,057,286, ci

whom 3500 were free colotired, and 462,198 slavei;

Surface varied. Sea extends about 80 m. Froi:

the coast for 100 m. inland, is a plain gradually

rising to 500 feet, near the head of the navigatio:

of the Savannah, Ogeechee, Oconee, and Ocmrt-
gee rivers. Another plain succeeds, of 60 or 7(

m, in breadth, on the N.W. of which are tL«

Blue Ridge mountains, 1200 to 4000 feet; anc

the Chingmau Peak, 6940 feet In the S.E. ai<

the Okefonokee Swamps, 182 m. in circuit, fillet

with pools, on the islands in which grow thi

vine, bay-tree, and imderwood. The state hi-

many navigable rivers, and good motive power
34 cotton mills being driven by water. Piii:

cipal rivers, the Alatamaha, the Savannah, an'

the Chattahoochee. The sea coast is borderec

by a chain of small islands, on which the famou
sea-island cotton is gprown. Climate various

in the N. hot, in the S. rather cold. Winte
mild, snow seldom falls. Rain falls 85 day

in the year. A large proportion of the soil i

fertile, but in the low country are extensiv

swamps. Products, cotton, wool, flax, sugai

honey, wheat, com, rice, tobacco, potatoes, aii'

cattle. Minerals comprise gold, silver, copper

iron, coal, marble, limestone, and granite. Tl-

state has 18 banking establishments. It hit

manufs. of cotton, iron-works, and tanneries. Ii

1862 it had 1419 miles of railway in operation

Length of canals, 50 m. It has a state lunat.

asylum, deaf-mute asylum, and a state peniteii

tiary. There are churches of all denomination-

It has five colleges, with large Libraries ; theolo

gical and medical schools ; a female college, an

many public schools. The state is divided int'

97 cos. Present constitution, formed in 1798 at'

amended in 1839, consists of a governor elect*^'

for two years, senate of 47 members, and hou i

of representatives of 130 members. The stat

has 8 members in the national house of represen

tatives, and 10 electoral votes for president of tl.

United States. Total valuation of property (186'/

including slaves was 645,895,237 doll., or omi^

ting slaves only 400,000,000 doU. The state d.;

rived its name from a charter by Geo. n. in 173;

Georgia, a township of IJ. S., North Americ;

Vermont, ^ m. N.W. Montpelier.
Georgu, an island, Pacific, Solomon Archip

lago, E. of New Guinea.— II. (SotUh), an islan

South Atlantic. Lat 54° 5' S^ Ion. 38° 15' V.'

Georgia (Gulf of), an inlet of N.W. Americ;
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leparating Vancouver Island from the mainland,

at. 49° N., Ion. 124° W. Average breadth 20 m.

i
t communicates with the Pacific, N. by Queen
Oharlotte Sound, and S.W. by the Strait of Juan
ie Fuca.

—

New South Georgia is a portion of land

\a the Antarctic Ocean, now called New South
iihetland.

Georgiana, a co. of New South Wales, N. of

l[ing & Argyle, & S. of Bathurst. Ac. 1,231,360.

I*.
2163. The Tuena gold fields are in the co.

Georgian Bay, N. America. [Huron (Lake).]

I Georgievsk, a fortified town of the Eussian

om., gov. Caucasus, cap. dist., near an affl. of

le Kuma, 90 m. S.E. Stavropol. Pop. mostly
lossacks. It was founded in 1771, is regularly

uilt, and was the cap. gov. till 1802.

Georgswalde, a market town of Bohemia,
dth a mineral spring, ciro. Leitmeritz, 64 m. N.
rague. Joint pop. 7632. Adjacent is the vill.

'eu-Georgswalde. Pop. employed in weaving.
Ger, a comm. and vill. of Prance, dep. Manche,
m. E.N.E. Mortain. P. 2602.

Geka, a river of Central Germany, flows N.
irough Gotha, Schwartzburg-Eudolstadt, Prus-
an Saxony, and "Weimar, and joins the Unstrut,

i m. N. Erfui-t, after a course of 38 miles.

Gera, a town of Central Gennany, princip.

[eiiss, cap. lordship, on the White-Elster, 35 m.
,S.W. Leipzig. P. (1864) 15,363. It has several

lurches and hospitals, orphan asylum, gymna-
um, with a public library and museums, normal
id other schools. It manufs. woollen and cot-

11 fabrics, leather, hats, tobacco, porcelain,

)lour8, earthenware, and carriages; and has
re-works, breweries, and brick-kilns. In its

iighbourhood are well frequented public baths.
' GerACE, anc. Locri, an ancient commercial
jwn of South Italy, prov. Eeggio, cap. dist.,

ijar the Mediterranean Sea, 34 m. N.E. Eeggio.

j,
6899.

Gekaci, a town of Sicily, prov. Palenno, in the
al Dimona, 16 m. S.S.E. Cefalu. P. 3333.

I
Gebadstetten, a vill., Germany, Wurtemberg,

|ro. and dist. Schomdorf, on the Eems. P. 1660.
Gerand-le-Puy (St), a comm. and town of

ranee, dep. Allier, 6 m. W. La Palisse. P. 1717.
Gerakd-de-Nys, An island, Pacific Ocean, lat.

10' S., Ion, 148° 10' E. Length about 40 m.,
eadth 8 m. It is mountainous, densely wooded,
d inhabited by Papuan Negroes.
G&tARDMER or GEROMi;, a comm. and vill. of
•ance, dep. Vosges, between the Lakes Gerard-
3r, Longemer, and Eetournemer, cap. cant., 15
8. St Dife. P. 6921. Manufs. of wooden wares.
Gerasa, a ruined city of Syria, identified by
etzen with the modern Jerash, pash. and 50 m.
W. Damascus. Its remains consist of ruined
iphitheatres, temples, & numerous inscriptions.
Gerba or Gerbi, an isl., Tunis dom. [Jerba.]
Gerberoy, a comm. and small anc. town of
ance, dep. Oise, 12 m. N.W. Beauvais. P. 312.
Gerbeviller, a comm. and town of France,
p. Meurthe, cap. cant., 6 m. S. Luneville. P.
14. It has manufs. of calicoes and woollens.
|Gerbier-des-Joncs, one of the Cevennes
)untains, France, dep. Ardeche, 18 m. W-N-W.
ivas. Height of summit 6125 feet.
Gerbstadt, a town of Prussian Saxony, reg.
d 2n m. N.W. Merseburg. P. 2000.
Gerdauen, a town of E. Prussia, reg. and 40
_S.E. Konigsberg, on Lake Bartin. P. 2450.
iJErenzano, a comm. and vill. of Northern
'Jy, prov. and 15 m. N.W. Milan. P. 1849.
aEREz (Serra de), a mountain chain of Por-
tal, between the basins of the Douro and the
nho, W. of Montalegre. Length N. to S. 18 m.

It is composed of a succession of granite peaks.
The Murro de Burageiro, the culminating point,

is 4296 feet in elevation. In 1809, the retreating
French army passed through a gorge forming
one of the passes of this chain.

Gergal, a market town of Spain, cap. dist.,

prov. and 18 m. N. Almeria. P. 5028.

Gergei, a vill. of the isl. Sardinia, prov. Cag-
liari, circ. Lanusei. P. 1941.

Gekindote, a town of Spain, New Castile,

prov. and 16 m. N.W. Toledo. P. 1253.

Geringswaijje, a town of Saxony, circ. and
30 m. S.E. Leipzig. P. 2595.
Gerk, a vill. of Austria, Slavonia, dist. Peter-

wardein, 6 m. from Bacsincze. P. 2810.

Gerlachsheim, two vills. of Gennany.—I.

grand duchy Baden, circ. Lower Ehine, 13 m.
E.S.E. Wertheim. P. 1100.—II. Prussian Silesia,

reg. Leignitz, 8 m. S.S.W. Lauban.
Gerlicze, a town of Austria, Transylvania, co.

and dist. Maras-Vasarhely. P. 69G3.
Germain (St), numerous comms., towns, and

vills. of France.—I. dep. Loiret, 6 m. S.E. Mon-
targes. P. 1325.—IT. dep. Lot, arr. Goindon. P.
1133.—III. Mainc-et-Loire, arr. Beaupreau. P.
1613.—IV. (de CalbeHe), dep. Lozfere, 13 m. S.E.
Florae. P. 1637.—V. (de Joux\ dep. Ain, arr.

N&ntua. P. 791.—VI. (de la Coudre), dep. Ome,
17 m. S. Mortagne. P. 1825.—VII. (des ChampsX
dep. Yonne, 5 m. S. Avallon. P. 1271.—VIII.
(des Pres), dep. Dordogne, arr. Perigeaux. P. 1115.

—IX. (du Bois), dep. Saone-et-Loire, 8 m. N. Lou-
hans. P. 2515.—^X. (du Plain), dep. Sa6ne-et-
Loire, 17 m. E.S.E. Chalons-sur-Sa6ne. P. 1573.

—

XI. (en Cogles), dep. lUe-et-Vilaine, 4 m. N.N.W.
Foug6res. P. 2679.—^XII. (en Montagney, dep. Jura,

aiT. Poligny. P. 362.—XIII. (la Prade), dep. H.
Loire, arr. Le Puy. P. 2604.—XIV. (Laval), dep.

Loire, arr. and 15 m. S. Eoanne, with manufs. of

porcelain. P. 1989.—XV. (VEmbron), dep. Puv-
de-D6me, 6 m. S. Issoire. P. 2217.—XVI. (les

Belles), dep. H. Vienne, 16 m. E.N.E. St Yrieix.

P. 2128.—XVII. (THerm), town, dep. Puy-de-
D6me, 12 m. S.W. Ambert. P. 2105. Manufs. lace.

—XVIII. (sur Ay), dep. Manche, 16 m. N.N.W.
Coutances, on the bay of same naAe, at the mouth
of the Ay. P. 822.—XIX. (desfosses), dep. Allier,

arr. la Palisse, cant. Varennes. P. 1526.—^XX.
(sur Vauhois), dep. Cher, arr. St Amand, cant.

Guerche. P. 1870.

Germain-en-Laye (St), a comm. and town of

France, dep. Seine-et-Oise, cap. cant., on the
border of the forest of St Germain, 7 m. N. Ver-
sailles, and 10 m. W.N.W. Paris. P. 12,263. It

has a house of education of the Legion of Honour,
a library, corn-hall, manufs. of horse-hair goods,

tanneries, and woollen factories. In its chateau
James ii. of England died in 1701.—The Forest

ofSt Germain comprises 8900 acres.

German, several townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. Ohio, in Holmes co. P. 1517.—II.

Darke co. P. 1502 —III. Harrison co. P. 1361.

German Flats, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, on the Erie Canal, 83 m.
W.N.W. Albany. P. 3678.

German Ocean. [Properly the

—

North Sea.]
German (San\ a town on S.W. of the isl. Porto

Eico, Spanish West Indies. P. 9125. Its vici-

nity is productive in coffee, cotton, and cattle.

Germano (San), two towns of Italy.—I. cap.

mand., prov. Novara, 9 m. W.N.W. Vercelli. Pop.
(with comm.) 4012.—II. S. Italy, prov. Caserta,

cap. circ, 11 m. W. Venafro. P. (1861) 11,346.

Ancient Casinum Aquinium. It has a feudal castle,

and a magnificent church, still entire. The mo-
nastery of Monte Casino, near the town, is the
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giundest in Europe. Close by are fi^e springs
of minei-al water.
Geeman (St), a disfranchised bor. and town of

Engl., CO. Cornwall, on a creek of the Lynher, 9
m. W.N.W. Plymouth. Ac. of pa. 10,317. P. 2842.
German's Week, a pa, of England, co. Devon,

10 m. W.S.W. Oakhampton. Ac. 2594. P. 325.
German Town, a township of the U. S., North

America, Pennsylvania, 8 m. N.N.W. Pliiladel-

phia, P. 8304, partly employed in cotton and
woollen manufs.—II. a vill., Ohio, 70 m. W.S.W.
Columbus. P. 2000.— III. {Gei-many Town),
Adam's co., Pennsylvania. P. 720.

Germany (German Devtschland, French Alle-

magne^ ancient Gei~maniay, an ethnographical
region of Central Europe, comprisingthe countries
in which the German race and language prevail,

between lat 45° & 55° 30' N., Ion. 6° & 22° 50' E. It

is bounded poUtieaUy N. by the North Sea, Den-
mark, & the Baltic ; E. by Poland & GaUcia; S. by
Switzerland & Austria; W. by France, Belgium,
and the Netherlands. Germany is in its widest
sense divided naturally into three regions

—

the upper or S. region, the middle or the region
of plateaux, and the lower or N. region. The
chfun of the Alps, which covers the whole of

the S. part, comprises iive principal groups.-i—

I. the Rhsetian Alps, the chief ramifications of

which follow the course of the Inn on the N.,

and branch out to the Bavarian Alps and the
mountains of Vorarlberg, and extend W. to the
Lake of Constance and the Schwarzwald, near
the source of the Danube. Cvdminating points,

Ortler Spitz, and Doedibei^.—II. the Noric
Alps, stretching from the Rhaetian Alps eastward
to Vienna, the contreforts of which form the
Styrian and Austrian Alps, extending to the
Danube. Culminating point. Gross Glockner,
12,958 feet.—III. Camic Alps, between the
sources of the Drave and the Col de Saisnitz.

Culminating point, Marmolata, 9802 feet.—IV.
Julian Alps, from the Col de Saisnitz to Mount
Kleck in Camiola, 143 m. Culminating point,

Terglou, 9380 feet.—V. Dinaric Alps, which are
prolonged to Dalmatia and Herzegovina, The
chain of the Carpathians commences at the
mouth of the March in the Danube, and extends
to the source of the Vistula, forming the S.E.
confines of Germany. Culminating point. Mount
Butschetje, 9526 feet. On the W. of Germany,
and at the extremity of the Alpine range, which
passes between the Danube and the Lake of

Constance, a chain of heights extends N. to the
plain of Westphalia, separating the basin of the
Rhine from that of the other affluents of the
North Sea, Its principal masses are the Schwarz-
wald (Black Forest), between the valley of the
Rhine and Neckar ; the Odenwald, the Rhonge-
brige and the Vogelsgebirge, the Taunus and
Westerwald. Culminating point, the Feldberg.
On the S. of the Rhine the chief moimtains are
the Hardt and Hohewald. The Fichtelgebrige,
in the N. of Bavaria, separates the basins of the
affluents of the North and the Black Sea, and
forms the nucleus of the Erzegebrige, the
B5hmerwald, the German Jura, and the Thur-
ingerwald. The whole of the country com-
prised between the moimtains on the S., and the
North Sea and Denmark on the N>, forms part of
the great plain of N. Europe, and is traversed by
large rivers, which extendW. to the Netherlands,
and E. to Poland and Russia, The N.E. part,
between Denmark and Russia, is bathed by the
Baltic and its branches, the Little Belt and Kiel
Bay. Its principal gulfs are the Haff, formed by
the estuary of the Oder, the Gulf of Danzig, and

the Jahde. On tliis coast are the three great
islands of Germany, Rugen, Usedom, and Femem.
The waters of Germany flow N. to the North

Sea and the Baltic, S. to the Adriatic, and E. to

the Black Sea. Its principal rivers, in the basin
of the North Sea, are the Rhine, with its affluents

the Neckar, Main, Rednitz, Lahn, Sieg, Ruhr, and
Lippe on right, and the Nahe, Moselle, Saar, and
Sure on the left ; the Ems, Weser, Werra, Fulda,
Elbe, with its affluents the Moldau, Eger, Mulde,
Saale, on left ; and Isar, Alster, Havel, on right
In the basin of the Baltic, the Oder, with its

affluents the Oppa, Neissa, Katzbach on left; anc

Bartsch, Wartha, and Ihna, on right. In the basic

of the Black Sea, the Danube, with its affluents

the lUer, Lech, Isar, Inn, Traun, Ens, Leytha
Raab, Drave, and Save, on right ; and Wemitz
Altmuhl, Naab, Regen, March, and Theiss or

left. The chief canals are : the Plauen, connectinj

the Elbe and Oder by means of the Havel river

the Finow Canal, between the Havel and Oder
the Frederick WiUiam Canal, between the Ode:

and Spree ; the Eider Canal, connecting th'

Baltic and the North Sea; and Ludwigs Canal

between the Rhine and Danube.
The lakes of Germany belong to the Alpiu'

regions in the basins of the Rhine and Danub
on the S., and to the plain of the Baltic on the K
There are few in the centre. The piincipal ar

in the Alps,—the Lake of Constance, the Chier

See, Wurm See, Ammer See, Lake of Gmunder
Aller See, Mond and Traun See, and the Wer
ther and Zirknitz See. These are mostly deei

basins, surrounded by mountains, as in Switzer

land. The lakes of Northern Germany are (

quite an opposite character, being mostly shalloi

marshes in the nearly level plains. The chif

of these are the Eutiner and Ploner See, ii

Holstein ; the Malchiner, Plauen, and Manrit

See, in Mecklenburg ; the Ruppiner and Uckc
See, in the Mark; and the Madue, Vilin, ao

Streizig See, in Pomerania.
The climate of Gennanyis in general tempent

and healthy ; it varies greatly in different divi

sions. Southern Germany, notwithstanding tb

heat of its valleys, is, on account of its elevatio:

proportionally colder than the more N. basins

the Rhine, Main, Neckar, Moselle, and Danub
Farther N. the mountains of Central Gennar
separate the climates of the S. and N. In .'

Germany the winters are short, and so mild th:

snow lies only a few days; summer sets in e»xV

and the heat in the valleys is often excessive ; ar

here maize, the chestnut, and the vine, flonris'

In the N.W. the cold -of the long winters is f

severe that the rivers and lakes are for montl

together covered with ice strong enough to be:

loaded waggons, and the ground is for three

j

four months covered with deep snow. The rat

fall over Germany averages 30 inches ; in smnin:

it is more than double that of winter. The pr.

vailing winds are W. and N.W.
The minerals of the country are extensive a

varied- Gold and silver are found in Saxony, B

hemia, and in the Harz. Iron, copper, tin, lea

mercury, bismuth, zinc, arsenic, colmlt, antimon

all kinds of building, and the finest hthograpl

stones, marble, and many of the precious stone

porcelain clay, coal, and turf. Salt abounds

mines, and there are many medicinal and wai

mineral springs.

The vegetable products comprise all Mnds

cereals, the chief of which, in the N., are whe

rye, barley, oats, and especially buckwheat;

the S., spelt and maize, garden produce of

kinds, and potatoes. The principal plants us
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1 manufs. are, flax in Silesia, Saxony, Tlmringia,

[auover, and Westphalia; hemp chiefly in

. Germany. Tobacco, hops, rape seed, poppy,

wilder, saffron, aniseed, coriander, liquorice ; the

lultivation of beet root for the manuf. of sugai-,

j as been lately much extended. Fruit trees com-
irise the apple, pear, chestnut, almond, walnut,

11(1 apricot. The vine, first introduced by the

;oinans, is cultivated to lat. 51° N., but chiefly

U the vallies of the Middle Rhine, the Mosel,

feckar, and Main. Timber is very extensively

istributed, especially in the N.E., not only on
16 mountains (from the wooded character of

'hich the word " Wald " (wood) is often used for

lountaia), but also in the plains. The pine pre-

ails in the E., the oak and beech in the W.
Germany is abundantly provided with all the

iseful domestic animals ; horned cattle are ex-
jllent in Friesland and Franconia; horses in

iolstein, Mecklenburg, and Hanover; sheep in

axony, SUesia, Bohemia, and Tliuringia; pigs in

Westphalia, Mecklenburg, and Salzburg; asses

ad mules are not numerous. Among wild ani-

als are the bear, the chamois, and the marmot
. the Alps; the wolf is most abundant in the
illey of the Rhine ; the hamster in the Harz

;

16 lynx, fox, martin, and weasel generally. The
igle and vulture are found chiefly in the Alps

;

iese in Pomerania
;
pheasants in Bohemia. Fish

I the rivers comprise carp, pike, perch, eels, and
nut. Bees are kept, in the north meadows.
he silk worm is reared in the south.
The inhabitants of Germany are chiefly of the
I'utonic race, the natives of Austria and Prussia
ily being Slavonians. The Magyars are a
stinct race, probably of Finnish or Hunnish
iscent. Among these are mixed French, since
.6 revocation of the edict of Nantes, and many
)W8 and Italians in the S. part of Tirol and
Illyria. The rich and powerful German lan-
lageiseverj'where predominant; it is divided
to high and low Gennan, the first of which is

e chief written language. General education
Germany is of a higher order than in uny other
luntry of Europe; in many of the states the
'nunon schools are excellent, especially in
ixonyand Thuringia. There are universities,
Tnnasia, lyceums, academies, learned societies,
id richly furnished public libraries in the
fferent states. The advantages derived from
ese institutions are apparent in the great ac-
nty exhibited in every branch of literature and
ience, and in the importance of the German
lok trade. Architecture, printing, and the pre-
ration of astronomical and optical instruments
ve attained great excellence. The chief
anches of industry are agriculture, cattle rear-
?, and mining. In the several countries form-
? the North German Confederation, steam
wer is not extensively employed ; but Silesia,
)hemia, Lausatia, Hanover, Westphalia, and
-^^en, are distinguished for the manuf. of
IIS. The other manufs. comprise woollens
Saxony and Rhenish Prussia; iron, steel,

iJ other metals in Silesia, Saxony, Thuringia,
' Harz, Rhenish Prussia, and Nassau ; wooden

I
ires, clocks, and toys in the Schwarzwald;
rcelain in Saxony and Prussia. Leather is an

1
pqrtant rtianuf. all over Germany. Breweries
1 brandy distilleries are numerous, especially
the N. The manuf. of cotton is an im-

"taat branch of industry in Rhenish Prussia
Saxony. Silk is manufactured at Berlin
(jologne. Tobacco manufs. are numerous,

l!l^„
™^°"^®" °^ paper and straw goods are

The trade of Germany, formerly'jrtant.

greatly tranmielled by the varying rates of dutiea

and customs levied by the different states, received
a fresh impulse from the institution of the Ger-
man commercial customs' union [Zollverein],
by which the several states agree to a uniform
rate of charges in transport duties and postages,

and a fixed rate of exchange. Commerce is

greatly facilitated by the numerous navigable
rivers, allofwhichare traversed by steampackets,
and by an excellent system of railways and canals.

For nine centuries previous to 1792, Germany
formed an empire governed by a sovereign elected
by the different states. For the purposes of ad-
ministration, the empire was divided into 10

circles, and comprised, besides the kingdom of

Bohemia, the margravate of Moravia, and the

duchy of Silesia ; its cap. was Vienna. The diet,

or general assembly of the empire, which was
composed of three colleges, was convoked by the

emperor, who was assisted in the administration

of affairs by the Aulic coimcil, which exercised

the functions of the supreme court of the empire.
The conquests of the French, and the annexation
of Belgium and the other countries on the 1. b. of

the Rhine to France, led to the dissolution of the
empire in 1806. This was replaced temporarily

by the Confederation of the Rhine, which had for

its object mutual assistance and the maintenance
of peace among the confederate parties, who con-
sisted of the kings of Bavaria and Wiirtemberg,
and several petty sovereigns. The confederation

was established at Paris, 12th July 1806, under
the protection of Napoleon i. Its territory was
from time to time considerably augmented, till its

dissolution in 1813. In 1815, the congress of

Vienna established the Germanic Confederation,

by which the states of Germany formed an
alliance to secure the integrity of their laws and
their respective territories, and to maintain the

peace and order of the whole. This state of

matters was interrupted in 1848, when, in con-

sequence of revolutionary movements, the

governments of many of the German states

were changed. The diet was re-opened at Frank-
furt, 30th May 1851. On 17th August 1863, the

Emperor of Austria presented to the confederate

princes assembled at Frankfurt (excluding

Prussia, Holstein, and Lippe-Detmold), an act

to reform the confederation. To this Prussia

would not accede except on condition of perfect

equality with Austria. This being refused,

Prussia, at the Federal assembly of 9th April

1866, proposed to convoke a parliament, a pro-

posal which was referred to a committee, but

without any resiilt, and on the 14th June Prussia

withdrew from the confederacy, declaring it

dissolved ; announcing at same time the basis of a

new confederacy, excluding Austria. TheFederal
assembly protested, and continued its functions,

till, war having 'been declared, the diet quitted

Frankfurt and removed to Augsburg, where
it held its last sitting on 24th August 1866. In
the interval the Prussians had been victorious in

Bohemia ; and by the preliminaries of peace of

Nikolsburg, 26th July; and the peace of Prague,

23d August, Austria renounced her federal con-
nexion with the Gei-man states, and engaged
not to oppose the formation of a North German
Confederation N. of the Maine, imder the supreme
direction of Prussia. In Article V. of this treaty,

the Emperor of Austria transfers to Prussia all

the rights acquired over the duchies of Holstein

and Schleswig, while Prussia engages for the pre-

sent to leave the territory of the king of Saxony
intact. For the territories ceded by Bavaria,

Hessen, and Oldenburg, see the several names.
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The following are the countries comprised in

the New North German Confederation of 1866,

-with area and pop. as in 1864.

Area in aq. m.
Prussia with aggrandisements, 135,9M

Saiony,. . • • 5,777

Mecklenbnrg-Schwerin, . 6,183

Mecklenburg-StreUtz,

.

. 1,052

Oldenburg, . . . 2,428

Saxe-Weimar, . . . 1,403

Brunswick, . . . 1,424

Anhalt, . . . 1,026

Saxe-Meiningen, . . 956

Cobnrg and (Jotha, . 759

Saxe-Altenburg, . . WO
Lippe-Detmold, . . 438
Waldeck, ... 433
Schwarzbnrg-Budolstadt, . 374

Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, 332

Eeuss, younger branch (Schleitz), 320
Schaumbnrg-Lippe, . . 171

Beoss, older branch, . 14d

Hamburg (Free City of), 136

Ltibeck, „ „ 127

Bremen, „ ., . 74

Ober-Hessen, . . 1,268

Pop.
23,590,643

2,343,994

662,612
99,060

301,812
280,201
292,708
193,016
178,065
164,627
141,839
111,336
69,143
73,752

66,189

86,472
31,382
43,924
229,941

50,614
104,066
225,696

Total of 22 States, 160,245 . 29,220,922

The above named states having accepted the

invitation addressed to them by Pmssia, 16th

July 1866, to participate in the formation of a
new confederation, entered into an alliance,

offensive and defensive, for the maintenance of

the independence and integrity, as well as the

internal and external security of their respective

territories. The basis of the alliance is to be
fixed by a Federal constitution as proposed by
Prussia, and established by a parliament con-

voked in common. The King of Prussia to be
commander-in-chief of the allied forces ; and the

governments of all the states engage to organise

the elections of deputies to parliament at the

same time as Prussia.

Besides these countries, the Grand Duchy of

Luxemburg, and the Netherlands Duchy of

Limburg, belong to the confederation, but their

admission is not yet (1867) definitely arranged.
The six states of Southern Germany, south

of the Main, which by the treaty of Prague, 23d

August 1866, may form themselves into a union,

the connection of which with North Germany is

reserved; are

—

Bavaria,
Wurtemberg,
Baden,
Hessen-Darmstadt,
Liechtenstein,

Total of South Germany, 46,181

Grand Total of Genuan States, 206,426

Area in sq. m.
29,441

7,530

6.910

3,237
63

Pop. (1864)

. 4,774,464

1,748.328

. 1,433.551

816,902
(1861) 7,994

8,781,239

38,002,61

The first North German Parliament met at
Berlin on 24th February 1867.
Gekmersheim, Vicus Juliits, a fortified town of

Rhenish Bavaria, on the Rhine, at the influx of the
Queich, and on raQ, 8 m. S.S.W. Spires. P. 2200.
Gehmob, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 5 m.

W.N.W. Helston. Ac 1287. P. 1015.
Gernokstown, two pas. of Ireland.—L Lein-

ster, CO. Louth, on the river Glyde. Ac 1301.
P. 889.—IL Leinster, ca Meath, 3 m. W. Slane.
Ac 2837. P. 476.
Geknkode, a town of N. Germany, duchy An-

halt-Bemburg, 13 m. S.S.E. Halberstadt P. 2200.
Gebnsbach, a town of W. Germany, grand

duchy Baden, circ Middle Rhine, cap. dist, on
the Murg, 17 m. S.W. Carlsrhue. P. 2300.

Gerxsiieim, a town of Gennany, grand duchy
Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Starkenburg, on tJtie

Rhine, 11 m. S.W. Darmstadt. P. 2900.

Geeocarse, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Catan-
zaro, circ. Monteleone. P. 1564.

Gerousted*, a town of Rhenish Prussia, reg.

and 34 m. N. Treves, with mineral baths. P. 82o.

Gerolzhofen, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lowei
Franconia, on an affluent of the Main, 20 m.
N.E. Wurtzburg. P. 2160.

Gerona, a maritime prov. of Spain, Catalonia
bounded N. by France, E. and S.E. by the Me-
diterranean, S.S.W. by Barcelona, and W. bj

Lerida. Area 2271 sq. m. P. (1857) 310,970

fc'.urface mountainous. Valleys fertile, yielding

wheat, rye, barley, hemp, fruit, and vegetables

Minerals are iron, lead, and coal. Manufacture.^

linens, cottons, woollens, and paper.

Gebona, Gerunda, a city of Spain, cap. prov.

of same name, on the Ter, at the confl. of thi'

Ona, 52 m. N.E. Barcelona. P. 8175. Principal

edifices, the cathedral, the college church of San
Felice, the Capauchin convent, the diocesaii

school, with a library, several hospitals, and
convents. Manufactures of coarse woollen and
cotton goods, hosiery, soap, and paper, but Uttl'

trade. It was erected into a bishopric by Charle-

magne, and is the seat of an ecclesiastical tribuna],

a sub-delegation of police, and a militarygovernor
It has been several times blockaded, especially b;,

Philip V. in the war of the succession, and in IBO'J

by the French under Augereau-
Geronimo (San), a small town of S. Americf.

New Granada, prov. and 16 m. S>E. Antioqnia.

Gerrans, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, a'

the head of St Mawe's harbour, 7 m. S.S.W. Tre-

gony. Ac. 2870. P. 935.

Gerresheim, a town of Rhenish Prussia, reg i

and 4 m. E. Diisseldorf, with a station on thi

railway thence to Elberfeld. P. 1450.

Ge^RI, Acerris, a market town of Spain, prov

and 69 m. N.E. Lerida, on the Noguera. P. 619

Near it are valuable salt springs.

Gerrox or Garrox, a conspicuous headlan(

of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim, on the Irish Sen

between (ilenarm and Red Bays, 6 m. N. Glea

arm. It has a coast-guard and fishing station.

Gers, a river of France, rises in the Pyren^
about 20 m. E. Tarbes, flows N. through tl

deps. H. Pyrenees, Gers, and Lot-et-Garonnt

and joins the Garonne near the Agen, after

course of 75 m. It is not navigable.

Gers, a dep. in the S.W. of France, formed c

a part of the old prov. Gascogne, bounded N. b

the deps. Lot-et-Garonne, E. Tam-et-Garonr.
and H. Garonne, S. and S.W. Hautes and Basst

Pyrenees, and W. Landes. Area 2425 sq. m. 1

298,931. Surface mostly covered with ramii:

cations of the Pyrenees. Climate temperat;

Principal rivers, the Gers, Save, Gimone, Baisi

and Adour, all having a N. course, A large poi

tion of this dep. consists of heaths and was*

land. Soil infertile. Wine is produced, much
which is converted into Armagnac brandy. Mat
mules reared, and poultry and hogs are numerou

Mining and manufactures are unimportant, _ar.

the trade is chiefly in rural produce. It is divide

into five arrs.
;
principal towns, Auch, Condoi.

Lectoure, Lombez, and Mirande.
Gersau, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, car

and 6 m. W.S.W. Schwytz, on the Lake of l'.

ceme, at the foot of Mount Righi. P. 1725, t

elusive of its small territory, which formed :

independent state from 1390 to 1798.

Gerseppa (Falls of), S. India, W. coas^ <

the Shiravati {Sherawtti/) river. There are fo
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jeparale falls, the Great Fall, the Eoarer, the

'Bockett, and Damo Blanche. The waters of the

n-eat fall leap sheer down a height of 890 feet,

ind fall into a pool 350 feet deep.

Geksfeld, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower
i-'ranconia, on the Eh6ue, with three castles.

j.^. 1700.

1 Gerstetten, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ. Jaxt,

Im. S.W. Heidenheim. P. 1530.

Gerstuxgen, a vill. of Saxe-Weimar, circ. and
|lm. W.Eisenach. P. 1712.
' Gervais (St), numerous comms. and vills. of

''ranee.—I. dep. Herault, cap. cant., 22 m. N.N.E.
teziers. P. 2256.—II. dep. Puy-de-D6me, cap.

ant., 11 m. N.W. Ambert. P. 1182.—III. dep.

'end^e, 28 ra. N.N.W. Les Sables. P. 1903.—
V. dep. Vienne, arr. Chitellerault. P. 1362.—
'. a town, dep. Puy-de-D6me, arr. and 17 m.
f.W. Eiom. P. 2471.

i Gervais (St), a market town of France, dep.

.avoie, cap. caut., on the Arve, 22 m. N.W. Bon-
jsville. Pop. 1850.

I

Geevasio (San)j a vill. of North Italy, prov.

Irescia, circ. Verolanuova. P. 1766.

Gerzat, a comni. and town of France, dep.

luy-de-D6me, 4 m. N.E. Clermont. P. 2625.

Gerzensee, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

st. Seftigen. In the neighbourhood are the feru-

jnous waters of Thalgul. P. 739.

Geseke, a town of Prussian Westphalia, reg.

lid 26 m. N.E. Arnsberg, on the Westphalian
.lilway. P. 3700. Manufactures linens.

Geserich-see, a Lake of Prussia, 27 m. E.

arienwerder. Length 15 m., breadth 3 miles.

Gespunsart, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

rdennes, 6 m. N.E. Mezier^s. P. 2086.

Gessate, a very ancient town of North Italy,

07. and circ. Milan, between the Adda and the
Dlgora. P. 2221.

Gessenay, & vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bern,
n. from Zweisimmen. P. 3029.

Gesso-Palena, a vill. of South Italy, prov.

d 20 m. S.S.E. Chieti. P. 3324.

GESrt, a comm. and town of France, dep.

iine-et-Loir, 5 m. W.S.W. Beaupreau. P. 1457.

"estel, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. N.
abant, 4 m. S.E. Bois-le-Duc. P. 2000.

jeotingthorpe or Guestingthorpe, a pa.

England, co. Essex, 4J m. W.S.W. Sudbury.
^2630. P. 769.

jesturi, a vill., island of Sardinia, prov. and
m. N.N.W. Cagliari. P. 1630.
Sesualdo, a comm. of South Italy, prov.
eUino, 2 m. S.W. Frigento. P. 3527. It has
arreted castle.

iESTad, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bern, at
confl. of the Lauinen and Sarnine. P. 3510.
lETAFE, a town of Spain, prov. and 8 m. S.E.
drid. P. 2800.
iEtigne, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
re Inf., arr. Nantes, cant. Clisson. P. 2527.
}eitysburgh, a bor., U. S., North America,
insylvania, 35 m. S.S.W. Harrisburg.
rEVAUDAN, an old div. of France, in the prov.
iguedoc, the cap. of which was Mende, now
iprising the deps. H. Loire and Lozere.
ewitsch, a town of Moravia, circ. and 20 m.
I.E. Brunn. P. 3000.
EVEzfe, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

1 -et-Vilaine, 9 m. N.N.W. Eennes. P. 1930.
evret, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
3 dOr, cap. cant., 8 m. S.S.W. Dijon. P. 1612.
'ewensee, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Lucem,
Sursee. P. 790.
EX, a comm. and town of France, dep. Ain,
arr., andfoimerly the fortified cap. of a small

territory, now annexed to Switzerland, on the E.
side of the Jura mountains, 11 m. N.W. Geneva.
P. 2602. It has an active trade in Gruyere cheese,
corn, wool, and charcoal.

Geyer, a town of Saxony, circ. and 20 m.
E.S.E. Zwickau. P. 3724, mostly employed in the
neighbouring mines, and in manufs. of cotton.

Geyersbero (Bohem. Ki/szperk), a town of
Bohemia, circ. and 30 m. S.E. K6niggratz. P. 1400.
Ghadames, a town of Africa. [Gadames."]
Ghara, a river, India, the name of the united

streams of the Sutlej and Beas, from their confl. at
the Endreesa to their confl. with the Chenaub, in
lat. 29° 18' N. ; Ion. 71° 6' E. Length 300 m. At
its commencement it is from 200 to 270, and at its

termination 500 yards across.

Ghat, a caravan station of N. Africa, in the
country of the Tauricks, on the route S. from
Mourzouk, lat. 25° 3' N. ; Ion. 10° 30' E.
Ghatumpoor, a town of British India, dist.

Gawnpore, 28 m. E. Calpee.
Ghauts or Ghats (West\ a mountain range ot

Southern India, extending from the valley of the
Taptee, lat. 21° 21' N. ; Ion. 73° 45' E., for 800
miles along the Western side of the peninsula, at

a distance of 10 to 60 miles from the coast. The
range increases in elevation as it extends south-
wards, and at Mahabuleshwar, lat. 18°, is 4700
feet above the sea. South of this it decreases
till in lat. 15° it is only 1000 feet, still farther

S. it again rises and reaches its culminating
point, estimated at 7000 feet, in Benasson-hill,

near Goorg. In lat. 11° 16' S. the Ghauts
merge into the Neilgherry hills and terminate
abruptly in the precipices forming the N. side of

the Palghat valley. The mountains extending
200 miles S. from this valley to Cape Comorin,
and which may be considered an extension of the
W. Ghauts, have a table-land 4740 feet high,

and several peaks from 6000 to 7000 feet above
the sea. The geological structure of the W.
Ghauts is generally of primary formation, with
alternating strata of more recent origin, which
has been broken up by outbursts of volcanic rocks.

In the N. portion, from lat. 21° to lat. 18°, it

is overlaid with trap. South of this it is suc-
ceeded by laterite, which forms the overlying
rock nearly to Cape Comorin. The W. side of

the range is abrupt and steep, while on the E. it

is undulating, and slopes gradually to the plains.

From the boldness and precipitous character of

the trap rocks many parts of the range are nearly
inaccessible, and their natural fastnesses having
been improved by art, the hill forts of the Ghauts
have always been regarded as the bulwarks of

the Deccan. The amount of moisture condensed
in these mountains is so gi'eat, that at Maha-
buleshwar the annual fall of rain is 239 inches,

while at Bednore, on the W. border of the table-

land of Mysore, lat. 13° 49' N., Ion. 75° 6' E.,

there are 9 months of rain in the year. TL?
numerous torrents which traverse the low lands
between the Ghauts and the sea stagnate as they
approach the coast, and form a series of shallow
lakes called backwaters.
Ghauts or Ghats (East), a mountain chain of

S. India, rising in about lat. 21° N., near Balasore,
on the E. side of the peninsula opposite the W.
Ghauts. The range has a N.W. direction W.
of Ganjam to Naggery Nose, 50 m. N.W .Madras,
where, turning S.W. by Chittore and Salem, it

joins the W. Ghauts N. of the Gap of Paulgaut-
cherry. Average elevation 1500 feet. The geo-
logical formation of the range is granite, overlaid

with gneiss and mica-slate. The term Ghaut
(meaning a pass) is now applied to the two
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mountain chains, originated in those chasms in

the ridges which give access to the highlands.
Ghazekpore, a dist. of British India, N W.

provs., enclosed by Azimgurh, Sarun, Shahabad,
JBenares, and Jaunpore, between lat. 25° 17' and
26° N., Ion. 83° 8' and 84° 40' E. Area 2187 sq.

m. P. 1,059,287. Soil feri;ile, yielding two crops
in the year. Towards the end of June, when the
rainy season begins, the kurreef crop, consisting

of maize, indigo, rice, pulse, and oilseed, is sown,
and gathered in the beginning of winter. In the
cold season the rubbee crop, which comprises
barley, wheat, com, grain, safflower, oil-seeds,

eugar, opium, tobacco, and cotton, is sown, and
gathered in summer. Principal river, the Ganges.
Irrigation, which is universally adopted on ac-
<;ount of the rubbee crop, is procured by means
of wella, tanks, and rivers. Climate healthy.

In the cold months the thermometer ranges
from 58° to 71° ; and in summer from 86° to 98°,

Fahr. The dist. was annexed to British India
in 1775.

Ghazeepore, a town of British India, cap. of

dist. of same name, on 1. b. of the Ganges, 46 m.
N.E. Benares. P. 38,573. Mean temp. 64°-75,

December 97', Fahr. Kainfall 47 inches. It

has many mosques and bazaars. Principal build-

ings, the fine but dilapidated Saracenic palace of

Cossim Ali Khan, now used for a custom-house,
a fort, military cantonments, the church, school,

hospital, and gaol. Government has a breeding
Btud here for cavalry horses ; and on the parade-
ground, the mausoleum of the Marquis Com-
wallis, who died here in 1805. Principal towns
are Azimpoor and Dooryghaut.

GIIE3SE or Gaybaissa, Lybissa. a t6wn of Asia
Minor, Anatolia, on the Gulf of Ismid (Nico-
media), 26 m. S.E. Constantinople. It has a
marble mosque and some good baths.

Ghedi, a vUl. of North Italy, prov. and 9 m.
S.S.E. Brescia. P. 3188.
Ghekt^ a town of Belgium, prov. and 26 m.

E.S.E. Antwei-p. P. 7400. From time imme-
morial, idiotic or insane persons of peaceable
habits from the neighbouring provs., have been
boarded here in farm houses, etc.

Ghelendjik, a bay and seaport of Circassia,

N.E. coast of Black Sea, lat. 44° 33' 24" N., Ion.

38° 3' 15' E. The bay is 1 m. wide at its en-
trance, with 42 feet water in centre. The hai'-

bour is 3 m. long by 1\ m. broad.
Gheluwe, a vilL, Belgium, prov. "W. Flanders,

9 m. S.E. Ypres. P. 3750. Manufs. yarn and
turned wares, brewei-ies, and oil mills.

GuESiaii':, a market town of N. Italy, prov. and
14 m. N.W. Novara. P. (including comm.) 2777.

Ghexneh, a town of Upper Egypt. [Keneh.]
Ghent (French Gand), a fortitied city of Bel-

gium, cap. prov. East Flanders, at the confl. of

the Scheldt and Lys, and on railway from Ostend
to Cologne, and at the head of a branch railway
to Paris by Lille, 30 m. W.N.W. Brussels. Lat.
61° 2' N., Ion. 3° 44' E. P. (1864) 124,441.

It is enclosed by walls 7 or 8 m. in circmn-
ference ; entered by 7 gates ; and is intersected

by numerous canals, dividing it into 26 islands,

v/hich are connected by 309 bridges, and mostly
bordered with quays. Streets generally wide;
it has 13 squares. Principal sti-uctm-es, the uni-
versity with a library ; the cathedi-al, the belfrey,

the church of St Michael, containing the famous
" crucifixion" by Van Dyck ; the Grand Beguinage^
a convent of vast extent, the town-hall, model-
prison, citadel, cavali-y barracks, theatre, and
public hospitals. Ghtnt is an archbishop's see,

the residence of the military commandant for

Flanders, and the seat of a chamber of commerwi,
of the high tribunals of the prov., and has su-
perior academies, schools, and charitable estab-
lishments. It has always been important as an
emporium of trade. Manufs. lace, woollen, silk,

cotton, thread, and linen. The cotton trade is

stagnant since the American war of 1862-3. In
1856 there were 24,746 operatives, and 600,000
spindles in Belgium, mostly at Ghent, now (1864)
nearly all idle. The linen trade flourishes. It«

sugar-refining and distilling, brewing, tanning,
salt-refining, with manufs. of soap, sail-cloth, oil-

cloth, gold and silver stiiflFs, haberdashery, chemi-
cal products, cutlery, leather, machinery, etc., an
extensively carried on. It has ship-building

docks; and is connected by ship canals will

Bruges and Termonde ; and enjoys a large trad.

in agricultural produce, with a very active transi

trade. This city was pillaged by the Danes un
der Hastings, when repulsed from England in thi

time of Alfred the Great. In the 16th century i

was the cap. of Austrian Flanders; and duric;,

the French empu'e under Napoleon i., from 179

to 1814, the cap. of the dep. Scheldt. A treat;,

of peace between England and the United Pro
vinces was concluded here in 1814.

Ghent, a township of the U. S., North Ame
rica. New York, 27 m. S. Albany. P. 2293.—E;
a vill., Kentucky, on the Ohio, 40 m. N. Frank
fort. P. 400.

Gheriah or ViziADRooG, a town and fort i

British India, presid. and 170 m. S. Bombay, i.

the mouth of the Kimvee river, in lat. 16° 32* K

J

Ion. 73° 22' E. Harbour, completely land-locke

'

20 feet deep at low water. It was finally ai.

nexed to Britain in 1818.

Gherzeh, Caruso^ a maritime town of Asi

Minor, Anatolia, on the Black Sea, 20 m. S. Sinopi

Ghesan, a seaport town of Arabia, Yemen, o

the Red Sea, 75 m. N.N.W. Loheia.
Giheuzel-Hissar or Aidin, Trailer, a town

Asia Minor, Anatolia, on railway, 65 m. S.:

Smyrna. P. 30,000. It is 4 m. in circumferenc

the residence of a pasha, and the seat of a larp

trade. It has mosques, chui-ches, and synagogut

Ghilan or GiLAN, a prov. of Persia, betwei

lat. 36° 30' and 38° 30' N., Ion. 48' 30' and a

30' E., having N.E. the Caspian Sea, and (

other sides Mazanderan, Irak-Ajemi, Azerbija

and the Russian district Talish. Area probal

6000 sq. m. The Elburz mountains bound it •

the S. It is fertile, densely wooded, swampy, ai

unhealthy. Rice is the principal grain cultivate

Forests and mulbeny plantations are extensi^

and the culture of silk important. Principal towi

Eeshd, Enzilli, Lahija'n, and Mosulla.

Ghilakza, a comm. and vill. of Sardinia, pre

Cagliari, cap. niand., near the centre of the ifiJai

20 m. N.E. Oristano. P. 2298.

Ghio, Ghemelek or Kejilic, a seaport town

Asia Minor, Anatolia, on a bay, 16 m. N.N-

Brusa. It has a large export trade in olives, sO.

wines, and spirits ; and is the principal port

the Sea of Marmara for the import of com.
Ghioura, an island, Greece. [Gvaros.]
Ghir or Gher (Cape), a headland of Maroc

on the Atlantic, 63 m. S.S.W. Mogadore. 1

30° 37' 30" N., Ion. 9° 52' 30' W. On its

side it is 1235 feet in height.

Ghisalba, a vill. of North Italy, prov. E

gamo, circ. Treviglio. P. 1463.

Ghislain or Guislain (St), a comm. and to

of Belgium, prov. Hainaut, on the Haine, and

canal of Mons, 6 m. W. Mons. P. 1956. It

linen bleaching, brewing tanning, barje bu

ing, and a trade in coal.

t
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GinsoNi, a comm. and vill. of Corsica, in the E.

part of the island. P. 889.

I GHISTELI.E.S, a comm. and town of Belgium,

Iprov. W. Flanders, 11 m. S.S.W. Bruges. P. 2500.

It has a trade in flowers.

Ghizeh, a town of Middle Egypt, in the prov.

of same name, on the W. bank of the Nile, 3 m.

(S.W. Cairo, and the place where the great pyra-

Imids commence, the largest of these being that

ittributed to Cheops, 7631 ft. square at its foun-

lation, covering 13 acres," and 460 ft. in height.

Ghizni a town of Afghanistan. [Ghuznee."|

Ghogra, a river of India, and one of the tn-

Dutaries of the Ganges. Rises in lat. 30° 28' N.,

on. 80° 40' E., 17,000 or 18,000 feet above the sea.

It receives numerous tributaries in its course,

md enters the Ganges in lat. 26° 46' N. ; Ion. 84°

lO'E. Total length 600 m. Navigation diffi-

•xHt from shoals.

Gho>'GEE, a river of India, rises in Nepaul,
it. 27° 50' N., Ion. 83° 20' E., and after a S. course

.1 100 m. it falls into the Raptee in lat. 27° 3' N.,

on. 83° 12' E.

Ghoke or Gaur, a town and indep. dist. of W.
Afghanistan, 120 m. S.E. Herat, and the original

)osses8ion of the famous Mahmoud of Ghore, who
stab, the Afghan dynasty in Hindostan, 1186.

Ghoitft, a modem name of Coptos. [Koptos.]
Ghoy, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

lainaut, cap. cant., 15 m. S.E. Mons. P. 2147.

Ghumurdjina or Komuldsina, a town of

luropean Turkey, Kumili, near the JEgean Sea,

;U m. S.W. Adrianople. P. 8000. (?) It has
arge bazaars and a small citadel.

Ghdnnapoora, a fortified town of India,

"Jijam's territory, cap. a large dist., 60 m. S.W.
lyderabad. It has a fine mosque.
Ghurun, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pashalic

larash, 80 m. W. Malatiyah.
Ghuznee or Ghizni, a famous fortified city

f Afghanistan, on the W. extremity of a hill

ange, altitude 7726 feet, 80 m. S.S.W. Cabool.

>at. 33° 34' N. ; Ion. 68° 18' E. P. (excluding
arrison) estimated from 3000 to 10,000. It

tands on a scarped rock, 280 feet above the
djacent plain on its W. side ; and its walls, about
5 feet in height, and flanked with numerous
Dwers, form an irregular square about 1} m. in

ircumference ; the whole being enclosed by a
lusse-brage and a wet ditch. In the N.E. part
f the town is the citadel, with a palace, magazine,
nd granary ; the whole city is, however, com-
landed by adjacent heights. From its elevated
osition the winter cold is intense ; from 10° to
0° below zero. It has several bazaars, and is an
Qtrep6t for the trade between Afghanistan and
le Punjab. Old Ghuznee, destroyed in the 12th
entury, is about 3 m. N.E. ; its ruins cover an
xtensive space ; and here are two fine minarets,
nd the tomb of Mahmoud of Ghuznee, whence
le famous " gates of Somnauth " were removed
1 1842. Under the dynasty of Mahmoud of
thore,_and his father Subuctaghin, about the
eginning of the 11th century, Ghuznee was the
vp. of an empire, reaching from the Ganges to
le Tigris, and from the Jaxartes to the Indian
'"an. It was stormed and taken by the British
ler Lord Keane, July 23, 1839 ; in 1842 the
lison surrendered it to the Afghans, but it

IS retaken in the same year by the troops \inder
iicral Nott.

,
Ghuznee River rises about 12 m. N. Ghuznee,
id enters Lake Ab-istada, after a S. course esti-
ated at 60 m. Near Ghuznee, which it passes
I the E., it was embanked in the 11th century
)• Mahmoud of Ghuznee, whose bund, though

much damaged by the Ghore sovereigns, is stuJ

fit for the purpose of irrigation.

GiABAR or Jiabar, a town and castle of Asiatic
Turkey, pash. Diarbekir, on the Euphratfis, 23 m.
W.S.W. Kakka. The town has about 1000 houses
and tents. Near it bitumen is abundant.
GiACOMO (San), several vills. of Italy.—I. S.

Italy, prov. Salerno, 3 m. S. Diano. P. 2136.

—

II. (di iMsiana), North Italy, gov. Venice, deleg.

and 17 m. N. Vicenza. P. 3801.—III. North
Italy, prov. and circ. Sondrio. P. 1616.

GiAGLiONE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Turin,
circ. Susa. P. 1575.

GiANNUTRi, Dianium, a small isl. of the Medi-
terranean, belonging to Tuscany, prov. Siena, 9
m. S. the peninsula Argentaro. Length 2 miles.

GiANO, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. Perugia,
circ. Spoleto. P. 1582.

Giant's Causeway, a celebrated basaltic for-

mation, N. coast of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim,
W. of Bengore Head, and about 2 m. N.N.E.
Bushmills. 'The coast here is for a great distance
distinguished by curious and magnificent basaltic

cliffs and caves, but the '' causeway," properly so

called, is a platform projecting into the sea, from
the base of a stratified cliff about 400 feet in

height, and resembling a pier 700 feet in length,

350 feet in breadth, and varying to 30 feet in

height above the strand. It is separated by trap

rock dykes into three divisions, comprising to-

gether about 40,000 perfectly formed, closely

united, & very dark coloured polygonal columns,
each consisting of many pieces, the joints of

which are articulated with the greatest nicety.

Their depth below the surface is unascertained.
GiARDiNi, a vill. of the isl. Sicily, prov. Mes-

sina, circ. Castroreale. P. 1866.

GiAKRATiUJA, Ceratanunii a vill. of Sicily, prov.

Noto, 13 m. N.E. Modica. P. 2569.

GiARRE, a town of Sicily, prov. Catania, at tha
E. slope of Mount JStna, 7 m. N. Aci Reale. P.

(1862)18,345. Its ten-itory prodaces the finest

vines in the island.

GiarrI':tta or Simeto, Simathus, a river of

Sicily, watering with its affls. all the plain of Ca-
tania and the country W. of Mount ^tna. rises

in the mountains, 20 m. S.E. Caronia, and after a
tortuous S.E. course of 50 m., enters the Mediter-
ranean, 6 m. S. Catania. Affls., the Adriano,
Trachino, Dittaino, and Chrisas. Fine specimens
of amber are found around its mouth.

Giat, a comm. and town of France, dep. Puy-
de-D6me, 31 m. W.S.W. Riom. P. 1843.

GiAVE, a vill. of the isl. Sardinia, prov. Sassari,

circ. Alghero. P. 1610.

GiAVENO, a town of North Italy, prov. Turin,

cap. mand., near the Sangone, 17 m. W.S.W.
Tuiin. P. of comm. 9003. Manufs. of linen, cot-

ton, and silk stuffs ; tanneries and iron forges.

GiBEixiNA, a vill. of Sicily, cap. circ, prov. and
30 m. E.S.E. Trapane. P. 6426.

GiBRALEON, a town of Spain, prov. and 8 m.
N. Huelva, on 1. b. of the Odiel. P. 2704.

Gibraltar, a strongly fortified seaport town
and garrison belonging to Great Britain, near
the S. extremity of Spain, on a mountainous pro-
montory E. of its bay, and on the N. side of the
Strait of Gibraltar, at the entrance to the Medi-
terranean, 60 m. S.E. Cadiz. Lat. of the Mole 36°

7' 3" N.; Ion. 5° 21' 2" W. P. (1856) 17,750.

Mean temp, of year 67°"4, winter 57°'9, summer
77°'8, Fahr. East winds prevail for 184 days, and
west winds for 177 days. Number of rainy days
68 ;

quantity of rain veiy variable, often defi-

cient. Snow and ice are rare, but in winter the

cold is extreme. The celebrated rock (ancient
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Mom Calp&, one of the "pillars of Hercules")
forms a promontory connected with the continent
by an isthmus of sand, and consists of a mass of

brownish grey limestone or marble, containing
numerous caves, and is 3 m. in length N. to S.,

by ^ to J m. in breadth. Area 1^ sq. m. It rises

abruptly to 1467 feet above the sea on all sides

except the W., and is everywhere fortified by
works of great strength and extent ; besides
which, there are two galleries excavated in the
rock, 2 m. in length, and of suflScient width to

admit carriages. At its S. extremity, Europa
Point, are a signal-house and a lighthouse. Sur-
face parched in dry weather, but after rain covered
with vegetation. The zoology of the rock com-
prises monkeys without tails, and of a dark fawn
colour, and the only species of that animal to be
found native in any part of Europe ; snakes, rab-
bits, and woodcocks. The town is built on its W.
side, which shelves down to the bay ; and here the
fortifications have latterly been greatly improved
& strengthened. P. (I860) 15,426 (excluding gar-
rison, which in 1860 numbered 5975 men). The
principal street is 1 m. in length ; but the houses
generally are unsuited to the climate, not being
furnished with open courts and galleries. Prin-
cipal edifices, the governor's house, the admiraltj-,

naval hospital, victualling office, barracks, cathe-
dral, and exchange, with libraries, club and news-
rooms. Here are a Roman Catholic churcli.

Wesleyan chapel, Scotch church, synagogue, and
subscription schools. Outside of the "south
port " are the esplanade, the English cemetery,
and a suburban residence of the governor. The
harbour is good, and protected by two moles, one
1100 and the other 700 feet in length. Gibraltar
was made a free port in 1704, and its trade is still

considerable, though it has latterly suffered from
the rivalry of Malta and Genoa. Exports (1862)
wool, lead, copper, etc., to the value of 97,559/.

Imports cottons, linens, woollens, hardwares,
coals, iron, silk, tea, etc., to the value of 1,144,699/.

Public rev. (1860) 33,500/. ; expenditure 29,000/.

Imperial expenditure for military purposes, in-

cluding troops, transports, fortifications, and
baiTacks, 420,695/. The Moors, on their first in-

cursion into Spain in 711, took possession of the
town and of Mount Calpe, to which they gave the
name of Gibel-al-Tarik. It was ceded to Spain
by the Moors in 1462, and taken by the English,
under Sir G. Eooke, in 1704. Under Lord Heath-
field it withstood successfully a memorable siege

by the French and Spaniards in 1782.

Gibraltar (Bay of), an inlet of the Mediter-
ranean, near the S. extremity of Spain, Andalu-
cia, between the rock of Gibraltar on the E., and
Cape Carnero on the W. Length and breadth
about 6 m. each

;
greatest depth 110 fathoms.

It is well sheltered and admirably adapted for

shipping. On its E. side are the town and har-
bour of Gibraltar, and on the W. the Spanish
town and port Algesiras.

GiBRAiTAR (Strait of), (ancient Fretum Her-
culeurn), the narrow W. entrance to the Mediter-
ranean, between Spain N. and Marocco (Africa)
on the S. Length about 50 m., breadth 19 to 23
m. Proceeding W. to E., Cape Trafalgar, Tarifa,

and Europa Point (S. extremity of Gibraltar rock)
are on its N., and Capes Spartel, Tangier, and
Ceuta on its S. side. A strong current runs
here from the Atlantic Ocean into the Mediter-
ranean Sea.
Gibraltar (St Axtoxio de), a t«wn of South

America, Venezuela, dep. Zulia, prov. and on the
E. shore of the Lake of Maracaybo, 50 m. N.W.
Truxillo. P. 3000.

Gibson, a co. of the U. S., Xorth America, in
W. of Tennessee. Area 660 sq. m. P. (I860)
15,636 free, 6141 slaves.—II. a co. in S.W. of In-
diana. Area 512 sq. ra. P. 14.532.—III. a town-
ship, Pennsylvania, 177 m. N.E. Harrisburgh.
P. 1344.

GiDDiNG, three pas. of England.—I. {Great),

CO. Huntingdon, 4i m. S.W. Stilton. Ac. 2050.

P. 543.—II. {Little), a pa. adjacent, 5 m. S.W
Stilton. Ac. 713. P. 45.—III. {Steeple), 5 m.
S.S.W. Stilton. Ac. 1091. P. 118.

GiDEA, a river of Sweden, Isens Umea and Her-
nosand, enters the Gulf of Bothnia, 60 m. N.E.
Hemosand, after a S.E. course of 100 miles.
GiDLEY, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon, 7 ra. S.E. Oak-

hampton, with castle in ruins. Ac. 2060. P. 166.

GiEBOLDEHAUSEN, a market town of Pi-usaia,

landr. Hildesheim, duchy Grubenhagen, 14 m.
E.N.E. Gottingen. P. 2356.

GiEN, a comm. and town of France, dep. Loiret,

cap. arr., on 1. b. of the Loire, 37 m. KS.E.
Orleans. P. 6528. It has potteries.

GiENGEN, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Jaxt, 24

m. S.S.E. Eillwangen, on the Brenz. P. 2000.

Manuf. of felts, established 1861. employs fifty

hands. Near it are the baths of Wildbad.
GiESSBACH, a celebrated cascade of Switzer-

land, cant. Bern, takes its source in the Alps of

Tschingelfeld, and descends by 14 magnificent

falls, in the midst of forests, verdure, and rocks.

GiESSEN, a town of Germany, grand duchy
Hessen-Darmstadt, cap. prov. Ober Hessen, on L

b. of the Lahn, and on the railway from Caasel,

33 m. N.N.W. Frankfurt P. (1«64) 9484. It

was formerly fortified. Principal buildings, the

castle, now the seat of the provincial govern-

ment, arsenal, town-hall, and observatory. Its

university has become famous for its school of

organic chemistry, under Baron Liebig, whose

class is attended by students from all parts of W.
Europe. The university has a valuable library

of books, MSS., and collections in natural history.

Manufs. woollen goods, tobacco, and leather.

Giethoorn, a vill. of the Netherlands, pror.

Overyssel, 16 m. N. ZwoUe. P. 1570.

GiFFOXE, a town of South Italy, prov. Eeggio-

Calabria, circ. Palme. P. 2563.

GiFFONi, two viUs. of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Salerno.—I. {Set Cascdi). P. of comm. 3833.

—11. ( Vallepianay P. of comm. 6123. Manufs.

coarse wooL
GiFFORD, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 4 m. S.S.E.

Haddington, pa. Tester, on a stream of the same

name. P. 458. It is neatly built Knox, the

Reformer, was bom here in 1505. (?)
GiFHORN, a town of Prussia, Hanover, land-

rost Liineburg, at the confluence of the Ise and

Aller 36 m. E.N.E. Hanover. P. 2692.

GiGEAN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Herault, arr. Montpellier, cant Mez^. P. 1624.

Distilleries of brandy.
GiGGLESWiCK, a pa. of England, co. York,

West Riding, on the Ribble, 1 m. W.N.W. Settle.

Ac. 18,419. P. 3187. It has a well-endowed

grammar school. Giggleswick Tarn is a consider-

able lake near the village.

GiGHA, one of the Hebrides, Scotland, co. Ar-

gyle, separated from the district of Kintyre by a

channel ^ m. in breadth. Ac. about 5000 Scots.

P., with Cai-a, 467.

GiGLio, Igilium, an island in the Mediterranean,

belonging to Tuscany, prov. Grosseto, 10 ra. S. >y

.

Mount Argentaro. P. 1788, mostly coUectwi in

the vill. Giglio. It is 5 m. in length N.W. to 8.f~,

mountainous and fertile. Principal products

wine, timber, marble, and fish.
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GiGNAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.

U'jrault, cap. cant., arr. and 12 m. S.E. Lod^ve,

it>n L b. of the Herault. P. 2778.

I
GiGNOD, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Turin,

•lire. Aosta. P. 1429.

GiJOX, a fortified seaport town of Spain, prov.

iind 11 m. N.N.E. Oviedo, on the Bay of Biscay.

iLat. 44° 55' 19" N. ; Ion. 5° 44' 49" W. P. 6522.

! [t has a school of navigation, and public library
;

(
i harbour, manufs. of stone wares, hats, and linen

abrics ; an active export trade in coals, nuts, and
jither (ruits ; and an import trade in colonial pro-
|luce, fisheries, and transit trade.

I Gila, a river of U. S., N. America, New Mexico,

Tses in the Sierra-Mimbres, near lat. 33° 30' N.,

1 on. 108° 30' W., and after a W. course of about
^80 m. falls into the Colorado near the frontier of

'Hexico, and 80 m. from the Gulf of California.

Jhief affls., San Pedro, Santa Cruz, & Rio Verde.
I GiLBERDiKE, a township of England, co. York,
j-]ast EidiBg, pa. Eastrington, 5^ m. E.N.E. How-
lien. Ac. 570. P. 725.

I Gilbert Islands, South America, are off the
li.W. coast of Tierra-del-Fuego, with a good har-
liour in Doris Cove.—II. a group in the Pacific

)cean, Mulgrave archipelago. P. (1862) 54,000.

GiLCRUX, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 6
1. N. Cockermouth. Ac. 1964. P. 653.

GiLDAS (St), two comms. and vills. of France.
-I. (de Ellis), dep. Morbihan, near the sea, 11 m.
.S.W. Vannes, with 1220 inhabitants, and the
:;mains of an abbey, the retreat of Abelard in
126.—II. (des Bois), Loire-Inferieure, cap. cant.,

2 m. N.N.W. Savenay. P. 1888.
GiLDERSOME, a chapelry of England, co. York,
'. Biding, pa. Batley, 5 m. S.W. Leeds. P.
701, employed in woollen manufs. and collieries.

GiLDONE, a market town of S. Italy, prov.,
iro., and 4 m. from Canipobasso. P. 2641.
GiLEAD (Mount), Syria, pash. Damascus, is

5^m. N.N.E. the Dead Sea, lat. 32' 7' N., Ion. 35°
5' E, and near the S. extremity of the region
I Gilead, which extended for some distance N.
j.ong the E. side of the river Jordan.
Giles, a co. of the U. S., North America, in
L of Virginia. Area 584 sq. m. P. 6105 free,
'8 slaves.—II. a co. in S. or Tennessee. Area
)0 sq. m. P. (1860) 15,318 free, 10,848 slaves.
Giles (St), several pas. of England.—I. co.
«von, 2i m. E. Torrington. Ac. 4827. P. 962.
II. .CO. Middlesex, in the centre of London. P.
i,684.—III. (on the Heathy, co. Devon, on the
irder of Cornwall, 4i m. N.N.E. Launceston.
3.3044. P. 342.
GiLESTONE, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Glamorgan,
m. W. Cowbridge. Ac. 496. P. 70.
Gilford, a small market town of Ireland,
ster, CO. Down, on the Bann, 4 m. N.W. Ban-
idge. P. 2314, employed in manufactures.
Gilford, a township of the U. S., N. America,
)w Hampshire, 26 m. N.E. Concord.
GiLOiT, a small independent territory of Cen-
vl Asia, on the N. declivity of the Hindoo
wsh, with a vill., in lat. 35° 64' N., Ion. 74° 23'
on the Gilgit river, an affluent of the Upper

tlus, which it joins about 30 ra. S.E.
jiLL, a lake of Ireland, Connaught, co. and 2
S.E. Sligo. Length 4 m. ; scenery picturesque.
jiLLESPiE, a county of U. S., North America,
xas. P. 2703 free, 33 slaves.
jiLLES (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.
(d, cap. cant., on the canal of Beaucaire, 16
8. Nismcs. P. 6366.
|jiLi^ (St), a comm. and town of Belgium,
^- E. Flanders, cap. cant., near the Dutch
"tier, 21 m. N.E. Ghent. P. 3590.

GiLLES-SuR-ViE (St), a comm. and town of

France, dep. Vendee, cap. cant., on the Vie, 16
m. N.N.W. Les Sables. P. 1140.

GiLLiNGHAM, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Dorset, on the Stour, here crossed by several

bridges, 4^ m. N.W. Shaftesbury. Ac. 8355. P.
3957.—II. CO. Kent, 2 m. E.N.E. Chatham, which
is partly in this pa. Ac 6683. P. 14,608.-111.
a pa., CO. Norfolk, 1\ m. N.N.W. Beccles. Ac.
2008. P. 390.

Gii.LTOWN, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kil-
dare, 3 m. S.E. KilcuUen. Ac. 4869. P. 696.

GiLLT, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

Hainaut, 3 m. N.E. Charleroi. P. 6618, em-
ployed in coal mines and manufs. of cutlery.

GiLMANTON, a township of the U. S., N. Amer.,
New Hampshire, 19 m. N.E. Concord. P. 3485.

Gilmer, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

N. of Georgia. Area 793 sq. m. P. 6567 free, 167
slaves.—II. a co., Virginia. P. 3707 free, 62 slaves.

GiLMERTON, a vill. of Scotland, pa. Liberton,
CO. and 4 m. S.E. Edinburgh. Altitude 360 feet.

P. 596. It has coal and lime works.
GiLMORTON, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 3

m. -N.N.E. Lutterworth. Ac. 2839. P. 853.

GiLOLO or Halmahera, a considerable island,

Malay Archipelago ; lat. 1° N., Ion. 128° E., sepa-
rated from Celebes by the Molucca passage,
and from Ceram by Pitt passage, respectively
about 130 m. across. Estimated area 6500 sq. m.
Shape very eccentric, and like that of Celebes,

consisting of four peninsulas radiating N., E., and
S., from a common centre. Interior mountain-
ous, and in many parts densely wooded. Coasts
resorted to by pirates. Products, sago, cocoa-
nuts, spices, fruits, edible birds' nests, pearls, and
gold dust ; horses, homed cattle, and sheep. Im-
ports, mostly from the Dutch E. I. settlements,

comprise manufactured goods, opium, chinaware,
and iron. The island is subdivided into several

petty states. Principal towns, Ossa and Jelolo.

—The Passage of Gilolo, separating it on the E.
from the islands Waygiou, Battanta, and Mysole,
is from 100 to 140 miles across.

Gilsland, a hamlet and dist. of England, co.

Cumberland, pa. Denton, on the Carlisle and
Newcastle Eailway, 8 m. N.E. Brampton. It has
several medicinal springs, and is resorted to as a
watering-place.

GiLSTONE, a pa. of England, co Herts, 2J m.
W.S.W. Sawbridgeworth. Ac. 980. P. 270.

GiMENA or XiMENA, a town of Spain, prov. and
50 m. E.S.E. Cadiz. P. 5878. It has manufs. of

leather, and trade in fruit and wine.
GiMiGLiANO, a town of South Italy, prov

Catanzaro, circ. Nicastro, cap. circ. P. 4113.

GiMiGNANo (San), a town of Central Italy,

prov. and circ. Siena. P. 7426.

GiMiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.
N. North Walsham. Ac. 1491. P. 332.

GiMONT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gers, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Gimone, 14 m. E.
Auch. P. 3073.

GiNESio (San), a town of Central Italy, prov.
and circ. Macerata. P. 6879. It is surrounded
by old walls, and has ancient palaces, churches,
and four convents.

GiNESTRKTo, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Pesaro. P. 1438.

GiNGEE, a fortified town of British India, pre-
sid. Madras, dist. S. Arcot, 80 m. S.W. Madras.
It was taken by the French in 1750, who cetied

it to the British in 1761.

Ginger Island, W. Indies. [Virgin Isls.]

GiNGST, a vill. of Prussia, prov. Pomerania,
gov. and 11 m. N.N.E. Stralsund, on the W. side
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of the island Kiigen, in the Baltic. P. 1000, em-
ployed in damask weaving and in rural industry.

Gioi, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Salerno, circ.

Vallo della Lucania. P. 1980.

GioiA, a city of South Italy, prov. Bari, circ.

and 19 m. E. Altamura. P. (1861) 17,005.—II. a
Till., Aquila, 15 m. S.E. Avezzano. P. 1973.

—

III. a vill., prov. Caseita, circ. and 6 m. S.E.
Piedimonte. P. 3164.

GioJOSA, a town of South Italy, prov. Eeggio,
cap. circ, arr. and 7 m. N.E. Gerace. P. 8549.

—II. a town of Sicily, prov. Messina, on its N.
coast, 5 m. N.W. Patti. P. 4024. It was built by
the inhabitants, at the foot of the mountain on
which stood Giojosa Vecckio (or old Giojosa).
GiOKGio (San), numerous vills. and market

• towns of Italy.—I. Northern Italy, gov. Venice,
deleg. and 10 m. W.S.W. Verona, with a fortress,

on the Adige.—II. South Italy, prov. Cosenza,
12 m. W. Rossano. P. 1326.—III. prov. Reggio-
Calabria, 10 m. S.E. Palmi. P. 4810.—IV. prov.,

cap. cant, and 8 m. N.N.W. Salerno. P. 4911.-
V. prov. Lecce, cap. cant.. 9 m. E. Taranto.—VI.
a vill. and fortress, North Italy, prov. Turin, 9
ni. E. Susa, on the Dora Ripaira. P. 1970.—VII.
a conim. and vill., prov. and 10 m. "W. Fenno. P.
SOOO.—VIII. (Canarese), N. Italy, prov. Turin,
10 m. S.S.W. Ivrea, cap. mand., near the Malosna.
P. (with comm.)3531.—IX. (di Lomellind), North
Italy, prov. Pavia, 20 m. S.S.E. Novara, cap.
mand., near the Arbogna. P. 2507.—^X. (la Mo-
lara), S. Italy, prov. Benevento, cap. cant., 12 m.
N.W. Ariano. P. 4632.—XI. a vill., prov. Bene-
vento, 10 m. N.N.E. Avellino. P. 1854.—XII.
(di Piano), North Italy, prov. and circ. Bologna,
in a fertile territoiy. P. 3790.—XIII. {Lucanoy,
S. Italy, prov. Potenza, circ. Lagonegro. P. 1796.
—XIV. (a Cremarwy, South Italy, prov. and circ.

Naples. P. 3691.—XV, a to-vra of North Italy,

prov. and circ. Piacenza. P. 3866.—^XVI. {Luca-
rtco). South Italv, prov. Caserta, circ. Gaeta, P.
2307.—XVII. (sotto Tarantu), South Italy, prov.
LeccOj circ. Taranto. P. 2024.

—

San Giorgio
Maggtore is an island of the Adriatic, gov. and 3
m. S.S.E. Venice, with a fine church, containing
the tombs of sevei-al of the Venetian doges.
Giorgio (St), a vill. of North Italy, Venetia,

prov. Udine, dist. Spilimbergo. P. 2693.
GiORNico (^German ImisX a town of Switzer-

land, cant. Ticino, 11 m. N.N.W. BeUinzona, on
1. b. of the Tessin. P. 707. Ancient churches.
Giovanni (San), numerous small towns and

vills. of Italy, etc.—I. Sicily, prov. and 22 m. N.
Girgenti. P. 3205.—II. (Ilarione), Northern
Italy, deleg. and 12 m. W. Vicenza. P. 3414.—
III. (in Crocey, N. Italy, prov. and 16 m. E.S.E.
Cremona. P. 2025.—IV. (in Fiore), South Italy,

prov. Cosenza, cap. circ, at the confluence of the
Neto & Arvo, in the Sila forest, 25 m. E. Cosenza.
P. 9239.—V. (in Galdo\ prov. and 5 m. N.E. Cam-
pobasso, cap. cant. P. 1696.—VI. (in Persicetoy,
Central Italy, prov. and 10 m. N.N.E. Bologna.
P., with vicinity (18G1), 14,161. Cap. gov. It
has a municipal palace, theatre, hospital, Fran-
ciscan convent, churches, and public schools.

—

VII. (in Val d'Amo}, Central Italy, prov. and 20
m. S.E. Florence, on the W. bank of the Amo.
P. 4220.—VIII. (Rotondoy South li&\\, prov. and
19 m. E.N.E. Foggia. P. 686.5, who manufacture
linen and woollen fabrics.—IX. (di Morianiy a
town of Savoy, on the Arvo, cap. prov. same
name. P. 3080. Trade in cattle and wool.—X.
(di Geraci), South Italy, prov. Reggio-Calabria,
circ Geraci. P. 1651.—XI. (la Puntay island
Sicily, prov. and circ. Catania. P. 1640.—XII.
(Mairignanoy, Central Italy, prov. Forli, circ

Rimini, 13 m. E. San Marino. P. 4795. It is

surrounded by walls.—^XIIL (a Teduccioy South
Italy, prov. and circ. Naples. P. 9853.—XIV. (a

Piroy South Italy, prov. Salerno, circ. II Vallo.

P. 3178.—XV. (dAssoy Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Siena. P. 1615.—XVI. (PeUic'ey N. Italy,

prov. Turin, circ. Pinerole. P. 1801.

—

San Gio-

vanni in Medua is a harbour, Albania, immedi-
ately N. the mouth of the Drin.

GiovATA, a small seaport town of Asia Minor,
Anatolia, at the head of the Gulf of Kos (here

caUed the Gulf of Giova), 50 m. E. Boodroom.
GioviNAZZO, Natiolunu, a rich commercial sea-

port town of South Italy, prov. & 12 m. W.N.W.
Bail, cap. circ, on a rocky peninsula in the Adri-

atic. P. 8629. It has a cathedral and an hospital.

GiPPiNG, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, i^ m.
N.N.E. Stowmarket. Ac 1144. P. 76.

GiRAGLiA, a small island, Mediterranean, l|m.
off the N. extremity of Corsica.

GiRAjsiR, a town of India, in the Rajpoot

state, and 50 m. S.W. Jessulmere.
GiRAPETRA, a small maritime town of the isl

of Crete, on the S. coast, 17 m. S. Spina-Longa
GiRARD, a township of the U. S,, N. America,

Pennsylvania, 264 m N.W. Hanisbm-g.
GiRDLENESS, a headland of Scotland, co. Kin -

cardine, forming the S. point of the entrance of

the Dee, and the E. extremity of the Grampian!-,

2 m. S. Aberdeen. It has a lighthouse with twn

fixed lights. Lat. 57° 8' N. ; Ion. 2° 3' W. Raui-

fall 20 inches.

GiRGEH, a town of Upper Egypt, cap. prov. r!

same name, on 1. b. of the Nile, 60 m. N.W.
Thebes. P. 7000. (?) It is large, and has severa.

mosques, a government cotton factory, a schooj

well attended, and a Latin convent.
Girgenti or Gergenti, Agrigentum, a city cl

Sicily, cap. prov., on the slope of a mountain

nearly 1200 feet above the sea, which it faces e~

about 3 m. distant. P. (1861) 17,194. Princip.

buildings, a cathedral, and a great manyothe
churches and convents. On the coast are a per

with a mole, two lighthouses, corn magazine;

a prison, etc. The extensive remains of th-

ancient city, E. of the modern town, comprise th

magnificent temple of Concord, the remains of

vast temple of the Olympic Jupiter, the tomb c

Theron, and portions of temples of Juno, Hercole;

Vulcan, Castor, and Pollux. It is the chief por

in Sicily for the shipment of sulphur. The oth.;

principal exports are com, almonds, sumach, o.

and soda.

Girgenti, a prov. of Sicily, S.W. coast. Am
1269 sq. m. P. (1862) 263,880. Surface covero

by ramifications of Neptunian mountains, whii:

are highest in the N., and slope on the 8. to th

shore, yielding good pasturage. They are inte;

sected with fertile valleys, yielding wine, cou

and oil. Principal rivers, the Salso, Platani, ai]

Belice. Minerals are naphtha, bitumen, agate

sulphur, and salt. The prov. is divided int

three dists. for administrative purposes.

GiRiFALCO, a comm. and vill. of South Itan

prov. and 9 m. S.W. Catanzaro. P. 4350.

GiRNAR, a remarkable mountain of India,

the peninsula of Kattywar, prov. Guzerat, 230 '

N.W. Bombay, 3000 feet high. Around its k

are several valleys, gorges, and hills of moden:

height, covered with jungle. The mountain

peculiarly sacred, having several Jain temples

GiROJiAGNy, a comm. and town of Frani

dep. Haut Rhin, 8 m. N.N.W. Belfort. P. 30;.

GiRONDE, an estuary of West France, form

by the union of the rivers Garonne and U.

dbgne, 13 miles N. Bordeaux. Length 45 rail
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roadtli 2 to^ ni., its mouth being 3 m. across.

t is navigable throughout, but encumbered with

and-banks, and subject at flood-tide to a heavy
ailux from the sea, termed the mascaret, similar

) the harre in the Seine.

GiROXDE, a maritime dep. in the S.W. of

'ranee, fonned of part of the old prov. Guyenne,
aving W. the Bay of Biscay, and enclosed land-

ward by the deps. Charente-Inferieure, Dordogne,
ot-et-Garonne, and Landes. Area 3752 sq. m.

. 667,193. Surface generally level, and all

le W. portion is a sand-flat, interspereed with

.goons, and termed the " landes
;

" fertile N. of

le Garonne, and on its banks. Climate tem-
jrate, but rainy. Principal rivers the Garonne
id Dordogne, with the estuary Gironde formed

<f
their union. Most of the claret wines are

•own in this dep., the vineyards in which form

le chief source of its wealth. Principal products

•e, com, fruit, hemp, timber, resin, turpentine,

id salt. The fisheries are important. There
•e stone quarries and smelting works, but few
ines. Manufs. various, and with the general

ide centre in Bordeaux (which see). Gironde
divided into 6 arrs. ; chief towns, Bordeaux,
izas, Blaye, La E^ole, Lesparre, and Libourne.
Gdbons (St); a comm. and town of France,

p. Ariegc, cap. arr., on rt. b. of the Salat,

i m. W. Foix. P. 4576. It has a comm. collie,

id manufs. of woollens, linens, and leather.

GmoussENS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

am, arr. and cant. Lavaur. P. 1942.

GiRTHON, a pa. of Scotland, stewartry and "W.

irkcudbright. Area, including several lakes,

,,993 ac. P., including Gatehouse, 1702.

jGiKTOsr, two pas. of England.—I. co. and 3 m.
!.W. Cambridge. Ac. 1674. P. 469.-II. co.

|ott8, 6} m. S.E. Tuxford. Ac. 1075. P. 188.

I GiRVAN, a river of Scotland, co. Ayr, rises in

small lake, pa. Straiton, and flows N.W. and
W. into the Irish Sea, opposite Ailsa Craig.

GiRVAN, a bor. of barony and pa. at the mouth
the above river, co. and 17 m. S.S.W. Ayr.
. 14,954. P. 7053, including many Irish. Alti-

de 27 feet. It has a town-hall, two branch
nks, and a harbour with 9 to 11 feet water.
GiSBORNE, a township of Victoria Colony,
istralia, 26 m. N.W. Melbourne.
GiSBURN, a pa. of England, co. York, "West
ding, on the Eibble, 10-^ m. W.S.W. Skipton.
:., including Gisbura Forest, 17,953, mostly
izing lands. P. 1756. Gisbum Park is re-

irkable for its herd of wild cattle. A lead mine
this pa. is richly impregnated with silver.

.ish-el-Shoghul, a vill., Syria, pash. Damas-
> on the Orontes, 40 m. S.E. Antioch. P. 3000.
jISLEham, a pa, of England, co. Suffolk, 4
S.W. Lowestoft. Ac. 1344. P. 267.
jiSLiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5
W.S.W. Eye. Ac. 2251. P. 623.

jISOrs, a comm. and town of France, dep.
"p, cap. cant., on the Epte, 33 m. N.E. Evreux.
'154. It has a comm. college, and manufs. of
liens, calico, lace, and cotton yarn,

lissi, a market town. South Italy, prov. Chieti,

. cant., 10 m. S.W. Vasto. P. 3777.
iissiXG, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4J m.
^.E. Diss. Ac. 1981. P. 481.
iiTs, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.
;^t Flanders, 15 m. N.E. Ypres. P. 3825.
'iTSCHix, a to^vn of Bohemia, cap. circ. Bid-

^ ow, .50 m. N.E. Prague. P. 6715. The Aus-
t'us defeated by the Prussians, 28th June 1866.
liTTELDE, a town of North Germany, Bruns-

J

k, in the Harz, 35 m. S.S.W. Brunswick
' "230. It has extensive iron works.

GiTTiSHAM, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 21 m.
W.S.W. Honiton, Ac. 2067. P. 355.

GiUGLiANO, a market town of South Italy, prov.
and 6 m. N.N.W. Naples. P. (1861) 11,215. It
is a cap. circ, and has 4 churches and an hospi-
tal.—II. a vill. prov. and circ. Chieti. P. 1355.
GiULiA {Castrum Novum), a town of S. Italy,

prov. Teramo, cap. circ, 14 m. E.N.E. Teramo,
near the Adriatic. P. 4761.
GiuuANA, a seaport vill. of Dalmatia, on the

E. side of the peninsula Sabioncello.
GiuuANA. a market town of Sicily, prov. and

32 m. S.S.W. Palermo. P. 3359. Agates and
jaspers are abundant here.

GiULiANO (San), several vills., etc. of Italy •

I. deleg. and 8 m. S.W. Frosinone. P. 1880.—
II. (di Sepino), South Italy, prov. Campobasso, 9
m. S.S.E. Larino. P. 1597.—A vill. and bay,
Malta, 1^ m. N. Valetta, are named San Giuliauo
or St Julian.— III. (del Sanaioy, S. Italy, prov.
and circ. Campobasso. P. 2477.
GiULiETTA (Santa), a market town of Northern

Italy, prov. Pavia, cap. mand., 9 m. E.N.E.
Voghera. P. of comm. 2360.

—

San Giulio is an
island and vill., prov. Novara, in the Lake of
Orta, with a collegiate church and 1400 inhabi-
tants, famous for its heroic defence in the 10th
century, by Villa, wife of Berengarius.
Giupana or SciPAN, an island of Dalmatia,

circ. Ragusa, in the Adriatic, near the coast, 3
m. S. Slano. P. 850. Length 5 m. ; average
breadth IJ m. Shores rocky, but interior fertile.

GiURGEvo, a town of Wailachia, on 1. b. of the
Danube, opposite Eustchuk, 40 ni. S.W. Bu-
charest, of which it is the port. P. 7000. It has
an active trade. A large clock-tower in the greaf
square, and a citadel on an Island in the river.

The fortifications, formerly encircling the town,
were levelled by the Kussians in 1829. Here the
Eussians were defeated by the Turks, July 7, 1854.
Giuseppe (San), a comm. and vill. of the island

Sicily, prov. and circ. Palermo. P. 6442.
GiussANO, a comm. of North Italy, prov. Milan,

circ. Mouza. P. 2433.

GiusTiNO (San), a town of Central Italy, prov.
and circ. Perugia, 26 m. S.W. Urbino. P. 4589.
It has a manuf. of straw hats.

GiusTo Canavese (San), a comm. of North
Italy, prov. Turin, circ. Ivrea. P. 2426.
G'ivendale or Gwenuale, a pa. of England,

CO. York, East Eiding, 3^ m. E.N.E. Great
Pocklington. Ac 1221. P. 86.

Givet, a comm. and fortified to^vn of France,
dep. Ardennes, on the Meuse, 26 m. N.N.E.
Mezieres, on the Belgian frontier. P. 6404. It

has extensive barracks, a military hospital, and
on an adjacent height is the citadel of Charle-
mont. It has a harbour, a chamber of manufs.,
white lead, glue, and sealing-wax factories, with
breweries and tanneries.

GivoRS, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Ehone, cap. cant., arr. and 13 m. S. Lyon, on
the railway to St Etienne, and on the Eh6ne, near
its junction with Gier river, and the canal of
Givors. P. 9352. It has numerous factories,

especially of glass bottles. It has also a trade in
coal and ironstone, brought hither by its canal.

GiVRY, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Saone-et-Loire, cap. cant., 6 m. W. Chalons-sur-
Saone. P. 3046, engaged in wine making.
GiZEH, a prov. and town of Egypt. [Ghizeii.J
GizzERiA, a town of South Italy, prov. Catan-

zaro, circ. Nicastro. P. 2302.
Gjat or Gjatsk, a town, Eussia. [Gshatsk.j
Gi-ADBACH, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov. &

16 m W. Diisseldorf, cap. circ, near the Niers.

2k
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P. (1864) 18,675, engaged in weaving linen and
cotton cloths, druggets, and velvets ; and in dye-
ing and bleaching.—II. a town, gov. Cologne,
circ. and 6 ni. N.E. Mnlheim. P. 2800.

Gladexbach, a market town of Germany,
Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Upper Hessen, 9 m.
W.S.W. Marburg. P. 1050.

Gladestry, a pa. of South Wales, co. Eadnor,
4 m. W.S.W. Kington. Ac. 3798. P. 350.

Gladova, a town of European Turkey, prov.

Servia, on the Danube, immediately below the
" Iron Gate," or rapids of that river, 13 m. S.E.
New Orsova. It is the chief station of the Danube
Steam Navigation Company, and its inhabitants
convey merchandise by land, betwixt it and Or-
sova. About 2J m. below it are the remains of

the bridge built by Trajan across the Danube.
Gi^ADSMUiR, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 4 m. W.

Haddington. Ac. 7165. P. 1945. The battle of

Gladsmuir, better known as that of Prestoupans,
was partly fought in this parish.

Glaidsuale, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Eidiug, 11 m. W.S.W. Whitbj'. Ac. 8370. P. 1074.

Glammis, a pa. of Scotland, on railway, co. and
5Jm. S.W.Forfar. Ac. about 16,000. Pop. 1980,
includes vill. of Glammis, pop. 382. Manufs. of

brown linen.

GLAMt)RGANSHiRE, the most S. CO. of Wales,
having S. and W. the Bristol Channel, and on
Other sides the cos. Monmouth, Brecon, and Car-
marthen. Area 855 sq. m., or 547,494 ac., of whicii
about 300,000 are arable or pasture lands. P.
317,752. Surface mountainous in the N., level in

the S., and the " vale of Glamorgan " is of fertility

unsurpassed in Wales. Principal rivers, the Tawe,
Neath, Taff, Rumney, the last forming the boun-
dary on the side of Monmouthshii-e, and on the W.
the LIwchwr,which,with the Bury estuary, bounds
N. the Peninsula of Gower. In the uplands large
quantities of butter and cheese are produced for

exportation ; but rural industry jnelds to mining
and manufacturing in this co., all the N. part of

which belongs to the gi-eat coal-field of South
Wales. Large iron works are established at
Merthyr-Tydvil, Aberdare, Herwain; and smelt-
ing works at Swansea and Neath, connected with
the coast by a railway to Cardiff and its branches.
The Neath and Swansea Canals are also in this

CO. It is subdivided into hundreds, comprising
128 pas., and the diocese of Landarfp. Chief towns,
Cardiff (the cap.), Llandaff (a city), Swansea,
Merthyr-Tydvil, Caerphilly, Cowbridge, and
Neath. The co. sends two members to House
of Commons, and its bors. send three. Registered
electors for the co. (1864) 6684.

Glanbeht, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Kerry, on Dingle Bay, 13 m. N.E. Cahirciven.
Ac. 30,258. P. 2793.

*

GtANDFORD, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, li
m. S. Clay. Ac. 364. P. 74.

Glandford Brigg (or Bridge), a market town
of England, co. and 24 m. N.N.W. Lincoln, pa.
Wrawly, on the navigable riv. Ancliolme. P. 1704.

Gi^ANMiRE, a vUL of Ireland, Munster co. and
5 m. E.N.E. Cork. P. 277.

G1.ANTON, a township of England, co. Nor-
thumberland, pa. Whittingham, « m. W.N.W.
Alnwick. P. 619.

Glajtwobth, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.
Cork, 6i m. S.S.W. Mitchelstown. Ac about
9679. P. 2465. The vill., formerly a corp. town,
has 712 inhabitants.
Glapthorn, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-

ton, 1^ m. N.N.W. Oundle. Ac. 1370. P. 396.
Glarnisch, a mountain of Switzerland, cant,

imd 3 m. S.W. Glarus, 7014 feet in elevation.

1
Gi-Akus or Glaris, a cant, of Switzerland, l.

closed by St Gall, the Grisous, Schwytz, and U'
Area 265 sq. m. P. (1860) 33,365. It is a cid-d

tac, consisting of the valley of the river Lintb ai

its affluents, which pour themselves into the La
of Wallenstatt, on its N. frontier ; on all otL

sides it is hemmed in by high mountain rangi

and the Dodi, at its S. extremity, 11,887 feet

height, is the loftiest summit in East Sv/itzerlai

Orchards are numerous, little corn is grow
cattle rearing, and manufs. of cotton and Ur.

goods form the chief occupations of the inhal

:

ants. The Schabzieger cheese is wholly mad«
this cant., and this product, with cattle, horM
butter, honey, slates, and woven goods coinp'

the principal exports. Imports, com, wines, W(.

salt, metals, glass, earthenwares, colonial^pi

duce, and French manufactures.
Glarus, a town of Switzerland, cap. cant, sai

name, on 1. b. of the Linth, at the foot of Mo

,

Glarnisch. P. 4797. Its church is shared b.

by Protestants and Roman CathoUcs, and it 1,

an hospital, town-hall and free school.

Glasbury, a pa. of South Wales, cos. Brecoi.

Eadnor, 5 m. W.S.W. Hay. Ac. 9216. P. 1:!

Glascombe, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Radnor, i

.

E. Builth. Ac 6984. P. 463. Has mineral w.-.

Glasgow, a city and pari. bor. of Scotlr^

lower ward of Lanarkshire, on the Clj-de, 47j

.

by railway W.S.W. of Edinburgh, and 4(K)

.

W.N.W. London. Lat. of observatory 55° 62"

N. : Ion. 40° 16' 54' W. Ac of city of Glasi»
988. Alt at cath. Ill feet ; do. at gaol 21 feet '.

(1801) 83,769 ; (1861) 394,864 ; (1866) estimatf.t

432,265, within the parL boundary; Glasgow.!
suburbs (1861) 446,639. The city is divided b} e

Clyde, the larger portion being on the N. 8idt3

stone and 2 suspension bridges. Alt. 66 ft Mo
temp, of year 47°*1, svunmer 57°-6, winter Si^i,

Falir. Rainfall 45*4 in. Leading sti-eets, Gall.-

gate, Trongate, & Argyle Street, run in aconti.-

ousline of 2 m. parallel with the river ; Duke St rt,

George Street, & W. George Street form a sec;!;

& ParliamentaryRoad & Sauchiehall Street a tld

parallel: numerous streets cross them at rit

angles, fonning a regularly built city ; in thti>'.

and N.W. are many squares and crescents, vli

splendidmansions, and parks extending to the ]1-

vin, the residences of the more opulent citi/s.

Length of city 4| m. ; breadth 2 m. The t-st

ancient part of the town is on elevated grod

to the N.E., where stands the cathedral cSt

Mungo, a fine old Gothic stnictui-e, suppos.to

have been founded in 1136, and bearing mar'in

its architecture of various dates of erecn;

length 319 feet, height of tower and spin.'ia

feet The choir of the cathedral is still us.m

a place of worship; while its new crypt, .^

with stained glass windows, is one of the 3st

remarkable in Europe. All the windows c^he

nave, choir, and chapels are from the I^*l

manuf. at Munich. S.W. of the cathedral, i;be

High Street, is the university, founded in 50.

It is well endowed, annual income about 20,imm

and consists of a chancellor, rector, dean, m-

cipal, 8 college professors, 14 regius pos-

sors, an average number of 950 students U-

brary with 69,000 vols., and a museum foiled

by Dr W. Hunter. Connected with the u'er-

sity is an astronomical observatory, and tl« w

also a botanic garden in N.W. suburbs. Tne

Andersonian university, founded in 1795, is ttne

popular diffusion of science and Uterature ii^Dg

all classes of the community. Besides these.>ei«

are a faculty of physicians and surgeons, ^
chanics' institute, high school, 2 normal ».'«%
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ji athensBUm, and numerous private seminaries
education. Charitable institutions : a royal in-

mary, lunatic asylum, blind asylum, deaf-mutes'

1
stitution, Hutchison's liospital for education of

iiys, 3 poor-houses, and houses of refuge or re-

miatories. It has court-houses, prison, and
o police-offices. There are two banks, and
•0 branches of the four Edinburgh banks; a

I

amber of commerce and an elegant royal ex-

i

lange ; two equestrian statues of Field-Marshal
.e late Duke of Wellington, and one of Queen
ictoria, with those of Sir John Moore, Watt,
361, Lumsden, Oswald, etc. ; two theatres, city-

il, CO. building, merchant house, ti-ades' house,
stom house, western club-house, barracks,

id a sailors' home (1857), with time-ball

;

d a time-gun is fired daily at 1 p.m. The
yalty, originally embracing one paiish, is now
vided into 10 ; and, with the barony, other

, including quoad sacra pas. There are 178
urches of all denominations.

—

Glasgow is sup-
jied with water from Loch Katrine by mag-
flcent aqueducts opened by the Queen in Sep-
|iiber 1859. There are two large gas works,
pe green, with a monument to Admiral Lord
ijlson, on the N. bank of the river, forms an ex-
iisive airing ground of 100 ac. ; and E. of the
tthedral is a picturesque necropolis, with three
.ier cemeteries in the vicinity. Numerous rail-

^lys communicate with the surrounding dis-

j
eta, and the Clyde affords great facilities for
jiam-boat conveyance. The harbour extends
1. from Glasgow bridge on both sides of the
fer, which has been deepened, so as to admit
jips of 2000 tons. The wharves and docks af-

|:q extensive accommodation for vessels of
lery description. Beg. vessels (1862): sailing
iftoM 181,915; steam 177, tons 53,524. En-
red 3420, tons 778,552; cleared 5280, tons
5,063. Glasgow is celebrated as the Scottish

• iporium of trade and manufactures, and is the
|-gest town in the country. It was here that
I
att first began his improvements on the steam-
•gme, and in the Clyde the " Comet," the first

lat in Europe successfully propelled by steam,
its launched in 1812. In 1828, the aggregate
linage of sailing vessels amounted to 214,315,
|.of steam-vessels 481,946 tons. In 1862, the

I

gregate tonnage of sailing vessels was 473,189,
. of steam-vessels 1,052,463. Customs revenue
BoO) 640,668/., (1863-4)990,337/. Exports (1862)
I 66,003/. The trade of Glasgow rose into im-
jrtance about the middle of last century, and
lasisted chiefly of American and West Indian
nmerce, embracing nearly a half of the whole
itish tobacco trade. Since then the mauuf. of
ton goods has risen to a great extent, as have
•0 woollens and silks, glass and stone ware,
^""o^.inanufs., iron foundries, and machinery
.~} kinds, especially steam-engines. Ship-
uding is extensively carried on, now chiefly in

In 1862 there were 120 iron furnaces in
J vicinity, producing 1,080,000 tons of iron, of
nch 66^000 tons were exported, and 407,000
IS used in making malleable iron in foundi-ies
and around the city. Glasgow was early dis-
guished for superior letter-press printing, its
uus edition of the classics and other books,
pub ishes (1802) 19 newspapers, 3 of which

) daily, others at various intervals. At Port
indas 18 the terminus of the Forth and Clyde
nal, where there are extensive harbours. The
imans had a station on the river Clyde, in the
^'"y 01 Glasgow, which they retained tiU the
ir426. Antoninus' wall commenced a few miles
ot the city. In 660 the see of Glasgow is said

to have been founded by Kentigem or St Mungo

;

about the year 1115 tiie see was refounded by
David, Prince of Cumberland. It was first erected
into a burgh of regality by William the Lion in
1180. Towards the end of the 15th century it

was converted into an archbishopric, and in 1611
into a royal burgh. The city is divided into 16
dists., each senaing 3 members to its council,

.governed by a Provost, 8 bailies, 39 council-

lors, a dean of guild, deacon, convener, and
treasurer. Corporation revenue (1862-3) 14,446/.

It is the seat of sheriff, burgh, and co. courts.

Birthplace of Gen. Sir John Moore, Lord Clyde,
Sir Thomas Munro, and Thomas Campbell the
poet. It sends 2 members to House of Commons^
Keg. electors (1862-3) 16,668.

Glashark, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, Queen's
CO., 3 m. N.W. Johnstown. Ac. 2758. P. 310.

Glashutte, a town of Saxony, circ. Dresden,
amt and 5 m. E.S.E. Dippoldiswalde. P. 1366.

GUiVSNEViN, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. and

3i m. N.N.W. Dublin. Ac. 995. P. 1556. It

has an extensive botanic garden, belonging to

the Dublin Eoyal Society ; a cemetery, contain-
ing the remains of J. P. Curran ; an agricultural

school, and a deaf-mutes' institution.

Glass, a pa. of Scotland, in cos. Aberdeen and
Banff, 6 m. W. Huntly. P. 1049.—II. a lake, co.

Boss, pa. Kiltearn. Length 4 miles.

Glassary, a pa. of Scotland, co. Argyle, 4 m.
"W. Loch Fyne. P. 4473.

Gi^sscocK, a CO. of U. S., North America,
Georgia. P. 1679 free, 758 slaves.

Glasserton, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 10 m.
S. Wigtown, on Luce Bay. Ac. 13,889. P. 1472.

Glassford, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, 2^
m. 8. Strathaven. Ac. 6459. P. 1938.

Glasslough, a market town of Ireland, Ulster.

CO. and 6 m. N.N.E. Monaghan. P. 340.

Glasthule, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, co. and
5 m. S.E. Dublin, on Dublin Bay. P. 1348.

Glastenbuky, a township of the U. S., North
America, Connecticut, 6 m. S.E. Hartford. P.
3399. It has iron works and cotton factories.

Glaston, a pa. of England, co. Kutland, 2 m.
E.N.E. Uppingham. Ac. 1145. P. 238.

Glastonbury, a munic. bor. & market town of

England, co. Somerset, 25 m. S.W. Bath, & has a
station on G. W. BaUway. Ac. comprising 2 pas.,

7083. P. 3593. It occupies a peninsula fonned by
the river Brue, between the Poldew and Mendip
hills, & anciently known as the Island of Avalou
or Apples. Most of the houses hav6 been built out
of the materials of its superb abbey, once cover-
ing 60 acres, but of which, the ruins of the church,

with St Joseph's chapel and the abbot's kitchen,

now form the chief remains. Other structures of

interest are an ancient market-cross, St George's
inn, formerly the abbey hospitium, the tribunal,

the abbey house, the great gatehouse, now also

an inn, the hospital of St John, founded in 1246,

2 ancient pa. churches, and St Michael's Tor ; a
town-hall, 3'banks, manufs. of silk, & export trade
in timber, slates, tiles, and agricultural produce, by
a canal connecting it with the Bristol Channel.
Glattfelden, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Zurich, at the junction of the Glatt with the
Rhine. Lai^e cotton mills and tanneries. There
are two grottos in the neighbourhood. P. 1381.

Glatton, a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon, 2
m. S.S.W. Stilton. Ac. 6400. P. 937.

GiATZ (Slav. Kladsko\ a fortified town of

Prussian Silesia, gov. and 52 m. S.S.W. Breslau,

cap. circ, on the Neisse, near the Bohemian fron-

tier, altitude 971 feet. P. (1864) 11,664. It is

strongly walled, & situated between two heights,
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one crowned with an old castle, the other with a

modem fortress. It has Roman Catholic and
Lutheran chiirches, a Roman Catholic gynina-

sinm, and several schools, an arsenal, large bar-

racks, and other buildings for military service,

with manufs. of damasks, woollen cloth, plush,

ribbons, muslins, hosiery, leather, and tobacco.

It was taken by the Prussians under Frederick

the Great in 1742, by the Austrians in 1759, and
by the Wiirtemberg and Bavarian troops in 1807.

Glauchau a town of Saxcny, circ. and 8 m.
N.E. Zwickau, on rt b. of the Mulde. P. (1864)
19,296. Manufs. cloth, paper, and iron goods

;

it has an active general trade.

Glazeley, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 3J m.
S.S.W. Bridgenorth. Ac. 636. P. 67.

Glehn, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, circ. and 10
m. S.W. Diisseldorf. P. 1200. It has mines.
Gleiwitz, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and

43 m. S.E. Oppeln, on the Klodnitz, & on railway.
P. (1864) 11,784. It has royal iron founderies.
Glkmhasi, two pas. of England, co. Suffolk.

—

I. (Great), 3 m. W.S.W. Saxmundham. Ac.
1910. P. 354.—II. (Little), 6 m. S.W. Framling-
ham. Ac. 1268. P. 325.

Gi.EMSFORD, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4J
m. E.N.E. Clare. Ac. 2280. V. 1626.

Gi.EN, two rivers of England.— I. co. Northum-
berland, rises in the Cheviot Hills, and flows E.
into the Till,which it joinsat Frenton.—II. a river

in the Fens, co. Lincoln, enters Fosdyke Wash.
Glexaxs, a group of rocky islets near the West

of France, in the Atlantic, 9 m. from the S. coast

of the dep. Finist^re.

Glenarm, a market town of Ireland, Ulster,

CO. Antrim, on an inlet of the same name, in the

Irish Sea, 25^ m. N. Belfast P. 937.

Glexartxey, a valley of Scotland, co. Perth,
pa. Comrie, with an extensive deer forest.

Gleinavy, pa., Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim, near
Lough Neagh,9 m. N.W.Lisbum. Ac. 7753. P.2874.
Glexbervie, a pa. of Scotland, co. Kincardine,

on the Brirvie, 8 m. W.S.W. Stonehaven. Ac.
13,963, of which 5000 ac. are cultivated. P. 1219.

Gij:xbucket, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 38 m.
N.W. Aberdeen. P. 552. Surface mountainous.
Glencairn, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 14 m.

N.W. Dumfries. Ac. 30,239, mostly mountainous,
and occupied in sheep-walks. P. 1867.

Glencaple, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 5 m.
S.S.E. Dumfries, of which town it may be consi-

dered as the port at the mouth of the Nith. It has
shipbuilding, and ti-affic with Liverpool.
Glexcoe, a valley of Scotland, co. Argj^le, dist.

of Lorn, near the head of Loch Etive, extending
from Ballahulish, in an E. direction for 10 m.,

within which distance is but one solitary farm-
house. The vale is edged on both sides by almost
perpendicular mountains of grotesque forms, 3000
feet high, in the cliffs of which snow lies all the
year round. Its bed is swept by Ossian's " dark
toiTent of Cona,"—and no other portion of the
Highlands presents such a scene of gloomy sub-
limity. The massacre of the Macdonalds occur-
red here in February 1691.

Glencolumbkille, a pa., Ireland, co. Donegal,
12 m. W.N.W. Eillybegs. Ac. 32,183. P. 4296.
Glencroe, a vale of Scotland, co. Argyle, near

the W. side of Loch Long ; traversed by the road
from Arrochar to Inverary. Its scenerj', with
that of the neighbouring vale of Glenkinlass, Ls

remarkably wild and grand.
Glencro-ss or Glexxorse, a pa. of Scotland,

CO. and 6 m. S. Edinburgh, on the Pentland Hills.

Ac. 4292. P. 1217, including soldiers & prisoners
ia Greenlaw military prison.

Glexdalough, a lake and valley of Ireland,

Leinster, co. Wicldow, 24 m. S. Dublin.
Glexdermot or Cloxdermot, a pa. of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. and partly within the bounds of tL«
town of Londonderry. Ac 21,608. P. 9964.
Glendevox, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, on the

Ochil Hills, 12 m. E.N.E. Dunblane. Ac 9154.

P. 1 38. Surface almost entirely pastoral.

Glendox, a pa, of England, co. Northampton,
2^ m. N.N.W. Kettering. Ao. 1490. P. 45.

Gleixelg, a pa. of Scotland, co. Inverness, on
the coast opposite the Isle of Skye. P. 1843.

Glexelg River, Victoria, South Australia,

receives all the rivers S.W. of the Grampian
Mountains, and enters the Southern Ocean be-

tween Capes Northumberland and Bridgewater,
near lat. 30° S., Ion. 141° E. Though of consi-

derable size, it has but a shallow outlet.

Glenfieli>, a pa. of England, co. and 34 m.
W.N.W. Leicester. Ac. 4890. P. 1034.

Glexfixlas, a narrow and picturesque valley

of Scotland, co. Pertli, pa. Callander.
Glexfixxan, a valley of Scotland. [Fixxax."
Glexfruix, a vallej' of Scotland, co. Dumbar

ton, on the W. side of Loch Lomond.
Glkxgad, headland,Ireland,co. Donegal, form-

ing the W. point of Cnldaff Bay, 8J m. KS.E.
Malin Head. Innistrahur light is off it.

Glexgariff Harbour and Village, Ireland,

CO. Cork, on the N. side of the bay, 6 m. N.W
Bantry, in a beautiful vale.

Glexgarroch, a vUI. of Scotland, co. Ayr, pa

Kilbirnie. P. 943.

Glexgarky. two valleys of Scotland.—I. co

Inverness, W. of the Caledonian Canal. It ha;

a fine lake.—II. N. of co. Perth. [Garry.]
GLB^fHOLM, a former pa. of Scotland, co

Peebles, now united to Broughtox & Kilbucho
Glexisla, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 17 m

W.N.W. Forfar, on the Isla. P. 1008.

Glexkexs, dist. of Scotland, forming the F
part of the Stewarty of Kirkcudbright.
Glexlivet, a pa. and valley of Scotland, c:

Banff, about 20 m. S.W. Huntly. It contain

lead and iron ore, and is famous for its whisky.

Glexluce, a vill. of Scotl., pa. Old Luce, neti

Luce Bay, co. & 16 m. W.N.W. Wigtown. P. 101:

Glexlyox, a quoad sacra pa. & vale of Scotlan'.

CO. Perth, pa. Fortiugal, extending for 28 m. aloii

the river Lyon, W. of the laike of same nam.

The Duke of Athol takes title of baron from it.

Glex-Magxa, a pa. of England, co. and 5J ri

S.E. Leicester. Ac. 2510. P. 827.

Glexslvlure, a wild mntn. vale of Irel., Leii

ster, CO. Wicklow, on the Avonbeg river. Itw;

the scene of outrages during the rebelUon, 179

Glexmore (the Great Glen), two vales of Sec

land.—I. COS. Moray and Inverness, ontheSpe
near Abemethy. It contains excellent fir fores

—II. (nan' Albin), intersects Invemess-shire frc

N.E. to S.W., 44 m. in length. It is principal

occupied by three lakes. Lochs Ness, Oich, ai

Lochy, traversed also by rivers Ness and Loch

and by the Caledonian Canal.
Glexmoristox, a valley of Scotland, co. Inv(

ness. It contains a pa. united to Urquhart.
Glexmuick, Tullicii and Glexgairx, a

]

of Scotland, co. and S.W. of Aberdeen. P. 16'

It is under Lochnagar Mntn.,3800 ft., and conta:

Ballater, a watering-place near Panainch S]»

Glenx, a township of the U.S., North Ameri

New York, 43 m. W.N.W. Albany. P. 3043.

Glexx's Falls, a vill. of the U. S., No
America, New York, 46 m. N. Albany. 1

Hudson river here falls about 50 feet, and'

crossed by a bridge 100 yards in length.
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< iLEKSViLLE, a township, U.S., North America,

N",w York, 4 m. W. Schenectady. P. 3409.

( Jlexogle, a wild valley of Scotland, co. Perth,

a the head of Loch Earn, 4 m, S. Killen.

Glesorchy and Inisiiail, a united pa. of Scot-

and, CO. Argyle, on the borders of Perth, 12 m.

N.N.E. Inverary. Surface mostly mountainous.

Sen Cruachan, 3669 feet. Sheep walk intei-mixed

,vith wood. In Loch Awe are the remains of

ivilchurn castle. P. 1307.

Glesquoich, a picturesque glen of Scotland,

Inverness-shire. Kaiufall at Glenquoich House,

it W. end of Loch Quoich, 137 inches.

Glenkoy, a valley of Scotland, co. Inverness,

)a. Kilmanivai";, Lochaber. It is noted for its

* parallel roads, three rows of terraces, 8 m. long,

he origin of which is uncertain.

Glensannox, a wild glen of Scotland, Arran
Island, CO. Bute, under Goatfell, on E. side, with

k vein of barytas.

Glenshee, a narrow valley of Scotl., 13 m. long,,

O.Perth, at its N.E. extremity, pa. Kirkmichael.,

ilhe Spittal of Glenshee is a stage,on the great

inilitary road to Fort George. Alt. 1120 feet.

i
Glexsiiiel, a pa. of Scotland, co. Eoss, adjoin-

ng Glenelg on the N. P. 485. The Highland
liacobites were defeated here in 1719.
' Glentham, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 7 m.
A'.J^.W. Market-Eaisen. Ac. 2240. P. 516.

Glksties, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Donegal,

ivild mountains, 6 m. E.N.E. Ardara. P. 423.

1 Glentilt, a long narrow mountain pass of

hcotlaud, CO. Perth, pa. Blair-Athol. Contains
laarble and schists, penetrated by granite veins.

G1.ENTWOKTH, a pa. of England, co. and 11 m.
f.N.W. Lincoln. Ac. 3043. P. 340.

Gun, a mkt. town, & seaport, Ireland, co. Lime-
ick, on the Shannon, 27 m. N.E. Tralee. P. 999.

I
Glina, a fortified town of Croatia, on the Glina,

;6 m. E.S.E. Karlstadt. P. 1870.

Guniany, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

lire, and 25 m. E. Lemberg. P. 3455.—II. a small
own of Poland, prov. and 18 m. N. Sandomir.
GuNTON, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, 3

I.S.S.E. Market-Deeping. Ac. 1380. P. 42L
GuoN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud, 6 m.
cm Vevey. Above the church of Montreaux
liere is a hotel or pension now much frequented
Jr the great purity of the air & unparalleled view.
Guss, a vill. of Switzland, cant. Valais, dist.

irieg. Here properly begins the Simplon road.
'.700.

GuxjKNER (Gross), a mountain of Austria, the
ighest point of the Noric Alps, in the Tirol,

2,956 feet above the sea.

Glocknitz, a market town of Lower Austria,
ii"c. below the Wienerwald, 42 m. S.S.W. Vienna,
as a station on the railway to Gratz. P. 721.
Gloqau or Gross-Glogau, a strongly fortified

)wn of Prussian Silesia, gov. and 35 m. N.N.W.
iegnitz, cap. circ, on 1. b. of the Oder, and on
ranch railway from Frankfiirt to Breslau, the
>wn being connected by a bridge with the Do-
linsel or Cathedral Island, in the Oder, which
semrately fortified. P. (including garrison^

1864) 17,697. It has many Roman Catholic and
imo Protestant churches, a synagogue, a citadel,
irrison, Roman Catholic and Protestant colleges,
ith manufs. of beet- root, sugar, tobacco, paper,

I

ooUen and cotton fabrics, and straw hats, and
considerable corn market.—II. (flipper or Little
\iosfau\ a town, gov. and 23 m. S. Oppeln, on rt.
of the Hotzenplotz. P. 4334. It has manufs.
linens and woollens.
Glogon, a vill. of Hungary, co. Deutchbau,
St. Panssowa. P. 2444.

Glogovatz, a market town of Hungarj-, co
Arad, on the Maros. P. 2100.

Glomel, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. 06tes-

du-Nord, 26 m. S.S.W. Guingamp. P. 3457.

Glommen, the principal river of Norway, rises

in the Dovrefield table-land, 70 m. S. Trondhjem,
flows generally S. through the dists. Hedemark
and Aggershuus, traverses the Oieren Lake,
and entei-s the Skager-rack at Frederickstadt,

60 m. S.E. Christiania, after a course estimated

at 320 m. Its navigation is impeded by nume-
rous falls.

Glons, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov. and
7 m. N. Liege. P. 2000. It is the centre of an
important manufacture of straw hats.

Glooston, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 5f
m. N.N.E. Market-Harborough. Ac. 660. P. 157.

Gloppen, a pa., Norway, stift & 100 m. N.N.E.
Bergen, on fiord of same name. P. 3350.

Gloriosa Islands, a small group in the Mo-
zambique Channel, Indian Ocean, 100 m. from
the N. extremity of Madagascar.

Gi.ossop, a pa. of England, co. Derby, on the
Manchester and Sheffield Railway, 14 ni. E.S.E.
Manchester. Ac. 49,960. P. (1861) 31,140. It is

the polling-place for N. division of co., the chief

seat in Derbyshire of the cotton manufacture, and
has woollen mills, dyeing, bleaching, print and
paper works, and iron foundries.

Glouckster or Glo'ster, Glerunti a city, co.

of itself, pari, and munic. bor., and river port of

England, cap. co. Gloucester, on the E. bank of

the Severn, 33 m. N.N.E. Bristol, & 8 m. W.S.W,
Cheltenham. Area of city 680 ac. P. .(1861)

16,512. Altitude at tlie spa 66 feet. Mean temp.
Ju. 62''-5, Jan. 39°-l Fahr. Rainfall 20 inches. It

occupies a slight eminence on the Severn, where
it divides to enclose the island Alney, each of

the two channels being hei-e crossed by a bridge.

It has four principal thoroughfares, crossing at

right angles, and directed towards the cardinal

points ; and on its S. side is a suburb. The ca-

thedral, formerly the church of a rich Benedictine
abbey, is one of the finest in England. It is the

place of a triennial musical festival, alternately

with "Worcester and Hereford. Several of the pa.

churches are handsome. Other chief buildings

are the Episcopal palace, shii'e-hall, city-hall, co.

infirmary, lunatic asylum, handsome alms-houses,

gaol, market-house, theatre, assembly-rooms, and
pump-room, over a spa recently re-built. A statue

of Bishop Hooper is erected near the spot of his

martyrdom. It has manufactures of cutlery. By
the Berkeley Canal vessels of 600 tons ascend to

the city ; it has extensive wharves, a trade in

timber, corn, etc., and imports merchandise from
the West Indies. Customs revenue (1862) 72,875/.

Exports (1862) 34,978/. Vessels belonging to the
port 72, tons 9097. It is the seat of assizes and
quarter-sessions, and sends 2 members to House
of Commons. Reg. electors (1864) 1837.

—

Glevum,

said to be derived from the British Caer-Glow,
" the fair city," was a place of importance when
made a Roman station under Claudius in 44 ; and
throughout the Saxon and Norman periods it

retained a large share of consequence. Its bishop-
ric, founded by Henry viii., was united with that
of Bristol in 1836.

Gloucester, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in S.W. of New Jersey. Area 287 sq. m. P.

(1860) 18,444.-11. a co., in E. of Virginia. Area
243 sq. m. P. 5220 free, 5736 slaves —III. a
township and seaport, Massachusetts, Essex co.,

on the Atlantic, near Cape Ann, 29 m. N.E.
Boston. P. (1860) 10,904, extensively engaged
in fisheries and navigation. It has a fine harbour,
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near the entrance of which are two lighthouses.

—

IV. a township, Rhode Island, 16 ra. W.N.W.
Providence.—V. a township, New Jersey, 10 m.
S.E. Woodbury.—VI. a vill., Virginia, cap. co.

Gloucester, GO m. E. Richmond.—VII. (iVew), a
township, Maine, 35 m. S.W. Augusta.
Gloucestee IsLiVND, Pacific Ocean, is a small

island in lat. 19° 57' S., Ion. 148° 29' W.
Gloucestershire, a co. in the W. of England,

having N.W. to N.E. cos. Hereford, Worcester,
and Warwick ; E. Oxfordshire ; S. Berks, Wilts,
and Somerset ; W. the estuary of the Severn co. &
Monmouth. Ac. 805,120, of which about 750,000
are grass and arable. P. (1861) 485,770. It has
three natural divisions; the E. being the Cotswold
Hills, varying in height from 200 to upwards of

1000 feet, and now mostly enclosed and arable
;

the middle forming the fertile valley of the
Severn and its affluents ; and the division W. of
the Severn, consisting mostly of the Forest of
Dean. Chief rivers, the Severn, Upper and Lower
Avon, Wye, and Isis. In the hills, sheep farming
is the chief branch of industry. The vale of the
Severn, with a mild, genial climate, once famous
for vineyards, is now equally so for its corn-
lands, orchards, gardens, and especially its rich
pastures, in which is produced the celebrated
Gloucester cheese. The forest of Dean, of which
20,000 ac. belongs to the crown, produces fine
oak, timber, excellent perry, and the Styre apple
cider. Chief minerals, coal and iron ore, exten-
sively worked in the forest district. Manufac-
tures, besides those of Bristol, consist chiefly of
the light, and also of the finest kinds of woollen
cloth, and it has cotton factories. [Stroud.]
Gloucestershire is divided into 29 nundreds,
comprising about 350 pas. in the diocese of Glou-
cester and Bristol. Chief cities and towns,
Gloucester, Bristol, Cheltenham, Stroud, and
Cirencester. Railways connect the co. town with
Birmingham, via Cheltenham and Worcester;
with Bristol, Dean-Forest, and London, by junc-
tion at Swindon with the G. W. Railway. A
canal, via Stroud, connects the rivers Thames
and Severn ; another connects the cities of Glou-
cester and Hereford ; and a third, 18 m. in length,
by enabling large vessels to avoid the dangerous
navigation of the Severn, brings them up to the
city of Gloucester. The co. sends 6 members to
House of Commons, 2 are for its E. division, 2
for its W., and 2 for its bors. Reg. electors (1864),
E. division 7448, W. division 9268.
Olucmov, a town of Russia, gov. and 130 m.

E.N.E. Tchernigov, on the Jesmen. P. (1863)
11,464. It is enclosed by earth ramparts, and
has several churches and convents. It was for-

merly the residence of the Cossack hetmen, and
the governors of Little Russia.
GlCcksburg, a vill. of duchy Schleswig, amt

and 6| m. N.E. Flensburg. P. 750.

GlOckstadt, a to\vn of Prussia, cap. duchy
Holstein, in a marshy tract, at the mouth of the
Rhin, on right bank of the Elbe, 30 m. from its

mouth, & 32 m. N.W. Hamburg. P. (1864) 5018,
chiefly employed in navigation. In 1816 its

defences were demolished, and its old arsenal
is now used for a prison and workhouse. It is

intersected by canals, but so deficient in good
water that rain has to be carefully preserved in
cisterns. It has a school of navigation. Since
1830 it has been a free port. In 1847 it had 142
ships. It communicates by railway with Altona,
Kiel, and Rendsburg, and" by steam-packets with
the ports on the Elbe.

Gluiras, a comm. and vill. of France, dpp.
Ard^che, 8 m. N.N.E. Privas. P. 2887.

Glusburn, a township of England, co. York
West Riding, pa. Kildwick, 4 m. S. Skipton.
Ac. 1516. P. 1475.

Gluvias (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,
1 m. E. Penryn. Ac. 2899. P. 4760.

Glyde, a river of Ireland, Ulster and Leinster,

rises near Carrickmacross, co. Monaghan, flows

S.E.ward through the co. Louth, and enters

Dundalk Bay conjointly with the Dee.
Glympton, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 3 m

N.N.W. Woodstock. Ac. 1232. P. 153.

Glyn-Connon, a hamlet of S. Wales, co. Gla-

morgan, pa. Llanwonno, 6 m. S. Merthyr-Tydvil.
P. 1614, employed in coal and lime works.
Glynde, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m,

E.S.E. Lewes, with a station on the South Coas;
Railway. Ac. 1569. P. 321.

Glynn, a hamlet of S. Wales, co. Carmarthen,
pa. Llanelly, 8J m. E.S.E. Kidwelly. P. 851.

Glynn, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S.E. of Georgia. Area 625 sq. m, P. 1050 free,

2839 slaves.

Glynncorwg, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Glamor-
gan, 10 m. E.N.E. Neath. Ac. 11,294. P. 602.

Glyn-taff, a hamlet of S. Wales, co. Glamor-
gan, pa. Eglwysllan, 5 m. W. Caerphilly. P. 2724

Glyn-Tralan, a township of N. Wales, cc.

Denbigh, pa. and 3J m. S.E. Llangollen. P. 97c

GmOnd, several towns, etc., of Germany.—]
an old walled town of WUrtemberg, circ. Jaxt.

on the Rems, 29 m. E. Stuttgart. P. 7000. Il

has a town-hall, asylums for the blind and foi

deaf mutes, a normal and Latin school, anc

manufactures of jewellery, wooden wares, an;

woollen stuffs.—II. Lower Austria, 73 m. N.N.\^'

Vienna, near the Bohemian frontier. P. 1654

—III. Illyria, Carinthia, circ and 26 m. N.N.W
Villach, on the Leser. P. 666.

GsiiJNDEN, a town of Upper Austria, ciro

Traun, situated among the finest scenery ir

Austria, on the river and lake of Traun (o

Gmunden See), 36 m. S.W. Linz. P. 2526. I

has a depot for the salt of the neighbouring mines

a port for the steam-packets on the lake, and ;

station for the railway to Linz.
Gnadau, a vill. and Moravian settlement o

Prussian Saxony, gov. and 12 m. E.S.E. Magde
burg, on the railway thence to Leipzig. P. 39t

Gnesen (Polish Gniezno), a town of Prussit

prov. Posen, reg. Bromberg, cap. circ, 30 n
E.N.E. Posen. P. 7600. It is enclosed by walls

and has a cathedral, eight other Roman Catholi

churches, convents, and a diocesan school,

being the see of the archbishop-primate of Pni-

sian Poland. It has also breweries & distillerie;

Gnoiem, a town, N. Germanj', Mecklenburg
Schwerin, cap. dist, 25 m. N.E. Gilstrow, P. 800(

Gnosall, a pa. of England, co. and 6J n

W.S.W. Stafford. Ac 10,497. P. 2400.
GoA, a maritime city of India, formerly cap. <

the Portuguese possessions in the East, in lat 1.^

30' N., Ion. 74° E. P. 10,000. It is fast folliu

into decay, since the seat of government wasri

moved to Panguam or New Goa, a seaport 5

1

distant from the old city of Goa.

—

Goa was tak«

by Albuquerque in 1510 from the Arabs.

GoA, a territory of India, belonging to Port'

gal, between lat. 14° 54' and 15° 45' N., Ion. 7

45' to 74° 26' E. Ac 1066 sq. m. Pop, wi

Salsette, Bardes, etc. (1863) 313,000, most

whom are Roman Catholics. Army 4419 mr

Imports (1861) cottons, woollens, apparel, spin

etc., to the value of 6744^. Chief products, ri

pepper, cocoa-nuts, betelnuts, and salt.

Goa or Gwa, a seaport town of Aracan, on t

Bay of Bengal, at. 17" 33' N., Ion. 94° 41' E. Ii
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iiportant for commerce, wliich is said to have
avived since Aracan has belonged to the British.

GoACK, a town of the island Celebes, Malay
j-cbipelago, immediately S. Macassar, and the

irmer residence of its sultan. It was taken by
16 Dutch in 1778. [Macassak.]
GoALPARA, a dist. of British India, Bengal
residency, between lat. 25° 40' and 26° 31' N.,

in. 89° 42' and 91° 8' E. It is enclosed by the

ritish dists. Camroop, Mymensing, and Rung-
are, and by the native states Bhotan, Garrow,

id Coosh Behar. Area 3506 sq. m. P. 400,000.

rincipal products, cotton, tobacco, sugar, and
ustard.

—

Goalparo, on the Brahmapootra, 85 m.

.N.E. Eangpoor, is the cap. town of the district.

GoAR (St), a town of Ehenisb Prussia, reg. and
iim. S.S.E. Coblenz, cap. circ, on 1. b. of the

ihine. P. 1500. On the opposite bank of the

,bine, in duchy Nassau, is the town of St Goars-

.lusen. P. 640.

I

GoATFELL Mountain, island of Arran, Scot-

[nd, is 2874 feet above the sea. Its upper portion

j
of granite formation ; its lower, cla}', slate, and
d red sandstone. Affords an extensive view.

GoATHiLL, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 2

. E. Sherborne. Ac. 300. P. 57.

GoATHUEST, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3
'. S.W. Bridgewater. Ac. 1438. P. 304.

•JGoAT Island, North America, is a densely
jooded island of about 75 acres, in the centre of

Falls of Niagara, and on to which a bridge lias

ou thrown from the U. S. side. [Niagara.]—
. an island, Pacific Ocean, 3 m. S.W. Juan-
jarnandez. It is about 5 m. in circumference,

|)0 feet in height, volcanic, and desolate.—III.

j'.e smallest of the Bashee Isls., E. Arcliipelago.

I

Goave, two towns of Hayti, Le Grand Goave,
idng 7 m. E. of Le Petit Goave, which is on the

]iy of Gonaives, 48 m. W.S.W. Port-au-Prince,

Iith
a good harbour, and an active foreign trade.

Gobain (St), a comm, and vill. of France, dep.

isne, 10 m. W.N.W. Laon. P. 2261. It has an
Iiportant manufactory of looking-glasses.

Gobi or Shamo, a wide range of Central Asia,

iitween lat. 40° and 50° N., Ion. 90° and 120° E.,

mprising a great part of Mongolia and Chinese
urkestan. Length E. to W. about 1200 m.

;

eadth 600 to 700 m. It is about 3000 feet above
6 sea, and in great part a pastoral country,
Dthed with grass, covered with flocks & herds.
GocH, a town of Ehenish Prussia, reg. Diissel-

|rf, circ and m. S. Cleve, on the Niers. P. 3800.
'oollen, cotton, linen, and silk weaving, pin-
aking, and extensive distilleries. It is enclosed
' waUs, and has a castle.

GocHSHEiM, a town of Western Germany,
and duchy Baden, circ. Middle Rhine, 18 m.
.E.Carlsriihe. P. 1400.—II. a vill., Bavaria, prov.
jwer Franconia, near Schweinfurt. P. 1740.
GocKUNGEN, a vill. of Bavaria, Pfalz, circ. and
St. Landaw. P. 1530. It has iron works.
'tOdalming, a munio. bor., market town, and

"f England, co. Surrey, on the Wey, here
>»ed by a bridge, 4 m. S.S.W. Guildford. Ac.
pa. 9098. P. 6778. It has manufs. of paper,
rchment, leather, stockings, gloves, and some
ade in timber, bark, hops, and coals, by the
'ey, navigable thence to the Thames. It is a
ation on the South-Western Railway.
Godano, a town, N. Italy, prov. Genoa, 13 m.
W. Spezzia, near the Vera. P. (of comm.) 3715.
^GoDAVERY, a river of India, rises in the Deccan,
ritish dist. of Ahmednuggur, on the eastern de-
ivity of the Western Ghauts, 3000 feet above
p sea, in lat. 19° 58' N., Ion. 73° 30' E. It flows
I^. 898 m. through the Nizam's dom. and British

territory, and divides into two branches, the left

entering the Bay of Bengal, in lat. 16° 48' N., Ion.

82° 23' E., the right falling into the bay in lat. 16"
18' N., Ion. 81° 46' E. It receives numerous aflls.

Length from its source to Narsipur 898 m. In
1846, a dam was formed to command the delta oi

the river, for the purpose of irrigation. The
government of Madras has, at great expense,
removed obstructions, in order to the establish-

ment of light steamers to navigate the Godavery.
GoDDiNGTON, a pa, of England, co. Oxford, 5

m. N.E. Bicester. Ac. 1030. P. 85.

GoDERiCH, the chief town of co. Huron, Canada
W., on Lake Huron. P. 5000.

GoDERiCH, a pa. of Engl., co. Hereford, on the
Wye, 3J m. S.W. Ross. Ac. 2421. P. 796.

GoDESBERG, a viU. of Rhenish Prussia, reg.

and 20 m. S.S.E. Cologne, on 1. b. of the Rhine,
with 1200 inhabitants, and mineral springs.

GoDExzo (San), a town of Central Italy, prov.
and circ. Florence, cap. comm. P. 3125.

QoDEWAERSVELDE, a comm. and viU. of France,
dep. Nord, 7 m. N.E. Hazebrouck. P. 1670.

GoDiAsco, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Pavia,
circ. Voghera. P. 1735.

GoDiNG, a town of Moravia, circ. and 34 m.
S.E. Briinn, on the March, and on the railway
between Briin and Prerau. P. 3710.

GoDLEY, a township of England, co. Chester,

Da. Mottram, 8 m. E.S.E. Manchester, and on the
railway thence to Sheffield. Ac. 639. P. 1185.

GoDMANCHESTER (pron. Gnmcester), a munic.
bor. and pa. of England, co. and | m. S.S.E.

Huntingdon, within the pari, limits of which bor.

it is included. Ac. of pa. 5590. P. 2438.

GoDMANSTONE, a pa. of England, co. Dorset,

5 m. N.N.W. Dorchester. Ac. 1154. P. 175.

GoDMERSHAM, a pa, of England, co. Kent, on
the navigable Stour, 6 m. N.N.E. Ashford. Ac.
3077. P. 388.

GoDOLLo, a town of Hungary, circ. and 15 m.
N.E. Pesth. P. 2341.

GoDOLPHiN, a hamlet of England, oo. Cornwall,
pa. Breaze, 5^ m. W.N.W. Helston. Pop. employed
in tin and copper mines.
GoDRA, a town of India, territory of Guzerat,

presid. Bombay, 52 m. N.E. Baroda, in lat. 22"

45' N., Ion. 73° 36' E.
GoDSHiLL, a pa. of England, Isle of Wight, 5^

m. S.S.E. Newport. Ac. 6535. P. 1215.

GoDSTONE, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 27 m.
S.S.E. London by the S.E. Railway, on which it

has a station. Ac. 6783. P. 1853. It is cele-

brated for its sandstone quarries.

GoDTHAAB, a vUl. of S. Greenland, in Davis
Strait. P. of dist. 740. It was the first Danish
colony in Greenland, established by Hans Egede
in 1721, and has a mission seminary.
GoEDEREEDE, a town of the Netherlands, S

Holland, 10 m. S.W. Brielle, on the isl. Goeree,

formerly of commercial importance. P. 1045.

GoEBEE, an island of the Netherlands, prov. S.

Holland, between Cramer and Hollands Diep,

now united to the island of Over-Flakkee. The
town Goeree, or Goereede, is on the E. coast.

Goes or Ter-Goes, a fortified town of the
Netherlands, prov. Zeeland, cap. cant., on the isl.

S. Beveland. Lat. 41° 30' N. ; Ion. 3° 53' E. P.
5425. It has a harbour on an arm of the Scheldt,
ship-building docks, and an active trade.

GcETA-ELF or GoTHA, a rivcr of Sweden, flows
from Lake Wener, and enters the Kattegat, after

a S. course of 50 m. It is navigable in most of

its extent; but near its origin are the Falls of

Trolhaetta, to avoid which the Trolhajtta Canal
was constructed.
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GcETEBORG, a town of Sweden. [Gf>TiiEXBt'KG.]

GoETTZEXBRUCK, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Moselle, 15 m. S.E. Sarreguemines. It has
a manuf. of watch-glasses. P. 624.

GoFFSTOWN, a township of the U. S., North
America, New Hampshire, 15 m. S. Concord.
GoGAK, a vill. of Scotland, pa. Corstorphine,

with a station on Edinburgh and Glasgow Bail-

way, 5J hlW. Edinburgh.
GoGAREE, a river of Iiidia, flowing through the

British dist. Tirhoot, presid. Bengal. It rises in

Nepal, lat. 25= 28' N., Ion. 86° 46' E., has a S.E.
course of 235 m^ and enters the Coosy in lat.

25° 24' N., Ion. 87° 16' E.
GoGGiNGEN, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Swabia, on

the Wertach, 2 m. S.W. Augsburg, with a castle

and 1240 inhabitants.—II. a vill., grand duchy
Baden, circ. Lake, E. MossMrch. P. 670.

GoGMAGOG Hills, England, co. and 3 m. S.E.

Cambridge. On their highest summit are re-

mains of an ancient camp with a triple entrench-
ment. They were once held in dread from the
belief that they were haunted by ghosts.

GoGO, a maritime town of British India, pre-
Bid. Bombay, dist. Ahmedabad, on the W. side of

the Gulf of Cambay, with a safe roadstead, and
trade in ship-building. Bainfall 24 inches.

GoHiLWAR, a district of India, peninsula of

Kattywar, prov. Guzerat, between lat. 20° 56' and
22° 3' N., Ion. 7V 14' and 72° 13' E. Bounded
N. by Ahmedabad, E. by the Gulf of Cambay,
and W. and N.W. by Babriawar and Kattiwar.

P. 247,980. The sea coast commences at its S.W.
extremity, and nms N.E. for 40 m. Principal

river the Setroonjee, the other rivers being nearly
dry in the hot season. Chief mountains are the
Wulluk, Palitayna, and the Seroi gix)ups. Soil

fertile, yielding most kinds of grain produced in

India, and fruits. The dist. has 690 towns and
villages. Bhaonagar, the cap., is within the
jurisdiction of the British district of Ahmedabad.
GoHUD, a town of India, in the territory of

Gwalior, 60 m. S.E. Agra, It is surrounded with
walls, has a citadel with lofty towers, and a ditch

which can be filled with water from the river

Besulee.
GrOiiUD and GrOHUN, two towns of Irdia; the

former, British India, presid. Bengal, upper
provs., dist. and 22 m. N.E. Agra ; the latter •in

Bundelcund, 11m. N.W. Jaloun.

GrOiL (Loch), a branch of Loch Long, in Scot-
land, CO. Argyle, extending for 4 m. N. to Loch-
goilhead.

GoiSERJf, a vill. of Upper Austria, circ. and on
the Traun, 6 m. N.N.W. HaUstadt. P. 907.

GoiTO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

8 m. N.W. Mantua, on the Mincio. P. 3581.

GrOJAJi, a dist. of Abyssinia, state Amhara, S. of

the Lake Tzana, lat. 10° te 11° N., Ion. 37° to 38° E.,

traversed by affls. of the Blue Nile. Principal
vills., Yaush, Yejubbi, Dagat, Bichana, and Dima.

GoLASECCA, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan,
circ. Gallarate. P. 1675.
GoLBORXE, a township of England, co. Lan-

caster, pa. Winwick, with a station on the Lon-
don and North-Western Hallway, 2 m. N.N.E.
Newton. Ac. 1634. P. 2776.

GoLC^VR, a chapelry of England, co. York, West
Eiding, pa. and 3i m. W.S.W. Huddersfield. Ac.
1560. P. 5110.

GoLcoxDA, a fortified and ruinous city of Hin-
dostan, Nizam's dom., cap. dist., on a hill, 3 m.
W. Hyderabad. Lat. 17° 15' N. ; Ion. 78» 32' E.
It has been noted as a depot for diamonds, which
are, however, only brought hither from the plains
at the base of Neela Hulla mountains, on the

banks of the Krishna and Penaar rivers, no mine^
existing in the vicinity ; and a large amount of

treasure is supposed to be kept here, but Euro-
peans or native strangers are not usually aUoweU
to enter the gates. On its N. side are somo
famous tombs, frequently resorted to by holiday-

parties from SecunderalMid. In the district are

found opals, chalcedonies, and other gems.
GoLCOWA, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, circ

Sanok, dist. Brzezow. P. 2126.

GoLDAPP, a town of East Prussia, reg. and 21

m. S.E. Gumbinnen, cap. circ, on the Goldapj
river. P. 3900. It has tanneries and breweries
GoLDAU, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 5}m

W.N.W. Schwytz, at the S. foot of the Eossberg
by a landslip of which mountain the former vili

of same name, with the vills. Bussingen, Bother
and a part of Lowertz, were totaUy buried, will

450 persons and many cattle, on the 2d Sept. 1806

Goldberg, two towns of Germany.—I. Prus
sian Silesia, reg. and 11 m. S.W. Leignitz, on th

Katzbach, an affl. of the Oder. P. 7600. Mannfs
wooUen cloth, hosiery, and gloves. About 6 ir

E. is the hamlet of Wahlstadt, where the Prus
sians defeated the French, August 26, 1813.—IJ

Mecklenberg-Schwerin, 28 m. E. Scher^vin, o

the Lake of Goldberg. P. 2700. Its baths ar

in repute.

GoLDCLiFF, a pa, of England, co. Monmoutl

^ m. S.E. Newport. Ac. 14,262. P. 250.

Gold Coast, a country of Upper Guine:

Western Africa, extending ,along the Atlant:

Ocean, from Lagos (Ion. 3^ 38' E.), to Eiv. Assir

(Ion. 4° 3' W.), and bounded N. by Ashantee. :

was discovered by the Portuguese, who foundc

an establishment at Fort- Elmina in 1482. Tl
English first settled here in 1664. The counti

is fertile; deer are plenty in the interior, andfi^

along the coasts. The principal European est

blishments are Accra, Axim, Cape Coast Casti

Dixcove, Elmina, and Lagos. Cape Coast Cast

is the capital of the British settlements on th

coast,while Lagos, recently purchased by Britai

promises to be an important centre of commer
and civilization. The Danish settlements we
ceeded to England in 1850. Exports (1862), pal

oil, gum, ivory, grain, etc., to the value of 91,83

Imports, cottons, arms, hardwares, apparel, wo(

beads, spirits, etc., to the value of 140,14

Dutch Possessions.—F. (1862) 110,118. Expor
palm oil, etc., to the value of 4275/.

Golden, a small market town of Ireland, Mil

ster, CO. Tipperary, in "the Golden vale," a ri

valley of the Suir, 3^ m. W. Cashel. P. 648.

Golden Bridge, a vill. of Ireland, Leinst

CO. and If m. W.S.W. Dublin. P. 2683 (
eluding military).

Goldhanger, a pa, of England, co. Essex, 4

E.N.E. Maldon. Ac 2724. P. 545.

Goijjingen, a town of Eussia, gov. Conrlai

cap. dist., on the Windau, 72 m. W.N.W. Hit

P. 2624, many of whom are Jews.
GoLDiNGToN, a pa. of England, co. and 1

N.E. Bedford. Ac. 2735. P. 609.

GoLDSBOROUGH, a pa. of England, co. Yo,

West Eiding, 2J m. E.S.E. Knaresborough. ••

3092. P. 451.

GoLDscHEUER, a vill. of Western Germa.

grand duchy Baden, circ. Middle Ehine, on >

Ehine, 6 m. W.N.W. Offenburg. P. 67G.

GoLDSHAW-BooTH, a chapclry, Engl., co. L -

caster, 2^ m. N.E. Haslingden. Ac 980. T.<-

GoLEGA, a town of Portugal, prov. Estrei-

dura, on rt. b. of the Tagus, 70 m. N.N.E. Lisl

GoLEK-BoGHAZ (the " Cilecian gates " of a:-

quity), a pass in Asiatic Tui-key, througii »
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nlgliar-Tagh (Taurus), between the pashs.

laramaniaand Adana, 30 m. N.W. Tarsous,and

j
ifended by Turkish batteries.

I GoLESE, Agolecium, a comm. and vill. of North

lalv, prov. and circ. Parma. P. 3479.

i
GoLFO DuLCE Q^J'resh gulf''), a lake of Central

'merica, state and 125 m. N.E. Guatemala.

leBgth about 26 m. ; average breadth 11 m.

;

I'erage depth from 6 to 8 fathoms. It receives

I
e Eio Dulce and Polochic, and communicates

lith the Caribbean Sea by an outlet 23 m. in

jagth, that expands midway into another lake

jrmed the " Golfete " or Little Gulf. Fort San
Ijlipe, and the Trill. Izabal, are on the Gulf Dulce.

I

GoLi, a small island of Dalmatia, circ. Zara, in

1
Adriatic Sea, 3 m. N.E. the Island Arbe.

Goliad, a co. of U. S., North America, Texas.
! 2541 free, 843 slaves.

GoLLNOW, a town of Prussian Pomerania, gov.

Id 14 m. N.E. Stettin, on rt. b. of the lima. P.

1
00, who weave linen and woollen fabrics, and
anuf. paper, tobacco, and copper wares.

GoLV^ousiER, a petty maritime town of the

land Socotra, Indian Ocean, on its N. coast.

GOLLUB, a town of Prussia, reg. Marienwerder,

1. the Drewenz river. P. 2400.

[GHhSVtz, a market town of W. Hungary, co.

ps, 18 m. S.W. Eperies. P. 5193. It is the
at of a mining council and tribunal. In and
ound it are iron and copper mines, u'on forges,

; d factories of iron wire and cutleiy.

i

GoLO, a river of Corsica, enters the Mediter-
nean on its E. coast, 12 m. S. Bastia. Length
m. Near its mouth are the riiins of Mariana.
(ioLOGORy, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, circ. and
St. Zloczow. P. 2505.

Golspie, a pa. of Scotland, co. Sutherland, on
umoch Firth, 12 m. N.N.E. Dornoch. Surface
auntainous, interspersed with lochs. P. 1615.

GoLTHO, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 1^ m.
'.S.W. Wragby. Ac. 2540. P. 161.

QoMBiN, a town of Poland, gov. and 65 m.
'.N.W. Warsaw. P. 3624.

.Gombroon or Bunder Abbas ("port of Al>-
.8," anc Hormuz or Haitnozia'), a seaport town
Peisia, prov. Kirman, but latterly forming a
.rt of the Muscat dom., on the Persian Gulf,
lar its mouth, about 12 m. N.W. the Island
muz. Lat. 27° 18' N., Ion. 66° 30' E. P. 5000. (?)
stands on a slope in a barren country, and is

dosed by a mud wall. It owed its importance
d modern name to Shah Abbas, who, in 1622,
ith the aid of the English, drove the Portuguese
3m Ormuz, the trade of which island was then
msferred hither. It has remains of European
stories, and one serves for an occasional resi-
nce of the imam of Muscat. Outside of the walls
e European tombs and reservoirs. Imports
dian and other piece goods, and Chinaware.
iports Persian carpets, tobacco, and dried fruits.

GoMKRA, one of the Canary Islands, W. of
?iieriffe, from which it is separated by a strait
_ni. broad. Length 12 m., breadth 9 m. P.

, ' 42. Mountains rise in the centre to a consider-
le height; and many fertile valleys, produce
rn, fruits, wine, cotton, and sugar. Live stock
e plentiful, and it has woollen manufactures,
•incipal town St Sebastian, on E. coast
GoMEKSAL, a township, Engl., co. York,W. Rid-
g, pa. Birstall, 53 m. S.E. Bradford. Ac. 3119. P.
,230, mostly employed in woollen cloth manufs.
iGoMFa, an island of South America, New
•anada, in the Caribbean Sea, at the mouth of
e Magdalena. Lat. 11° 6' N., Ion. 74° 50' W.
GoMMEGNiES, a comm. and town of France,
P- Nord, 14 m. N.W. Avesnes. P. 3308.

Gc)MMKNiTZA, a Small seaport town of European
Turkey, Epirus, on an inlet of the Mediterranean,
opposite the S. extremity of Corfu.
GoMMERN, a town of Prussian Saxony, reg. &

9 m. E.S.E. Magdeburg, on the Ehle. P. 1900.
GoMONA, a small island of the Pacific Ocean,

Xulla islands, in lat. 1° 46' S., Ion. 127° 27' E. .

GoMOR (Sajo), a vill. of N. Hungary, cap. circ,

in the co. G6mor, on the Sajo, 88 m. N.E. Pesth.
P. 969, who trade in wine and tobacco. It has a
Protestant gymnasium, with a public library,

and several scientific collections. The co. of Gomor
has an area of 1694 sq. miles. P. (1850) 160,674.
Gonaive (La), an isl., W. Indies, W. of Hayti.

in the Bay of Leogane. Extent 36 m. by 8 m.
GoNAiVES (Les), a town of Hayti, cap. arr., on

theBay of Gonaives, 65 m. N.W. Port Kepublicaiu.
Has a harbour, and naval and military hospital.

GovALDSTONE, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4i
m. S.S.W. Southwell. Ac. 950. P. 107.

GoNCELiN, a coram, and town of France, dep.
Is5re, cap. cant., 17 m. N.E. Grenoble. P. 1634.
GoNCz, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Abanj-

Torna, dist. Kascliau. P. 3626. Mineral springs.
GoNDAii, a city of Abyssinia, cap. of the country

and of the state Amhara, 30 m. N.E. I;ake Tzana,
and 7420 ft. above the sea. P. formerly 50,000.
Irregularly built. Houses thatched.
GoNDECOURT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Lille, cant. Seclin. P. 1634.

GoNDO (Gallery of), Switzerland, cant.

Valais, the most remarkable on the Simplon
route, 696 feet in length, cut in the granite. Close
to the mouth of the gallery, the roaring waterfall

of the Frascinonne, leaps from the rocks close to

the road, and is carried over it by a bridge.

GoNDRECOURT, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Meuse, cap. cant., on the Ornain, 17 m.
S.S.W. Commercy. P. 1766.

—

Gondreville is a
comm. and vill., dep. Meurthe, on rt. b. of the

Moselle, 4 m. E.N.E. Toul. P. 1504.

GoNDRiN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gers, arr. Condom, cant. Montreal. P. 1933.

GoNDWANA (the land of the Gond race), an im-
perfectly defined tract of Southern India, between
lat. 19° 50' and 24° 30' N., Ion. 77° 38' and 87° 20'

E. It is hilly, comprising the eastern portion of

the Vindhya and Mahadeo mountains, & in some
parts 5000 feet above the sea. The country is

wild and covered with jungle, and the natives are

savage and cruel. They were the earliest and
most powerful of the original dynasties of India.

GoNDWARA, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, dist. and 18 m. S.S.AV. Pumeah. P. 1500.

GoNERBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2 m.
N.W. Grantham. Ac. 2230. P. 1145.

GoNESSE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, cap. cant., 10 m. N.E. Paris, on the

Crou. P. 2684. Manufs. hosiery and lace.

GoNFARON, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Var, 22 m. N.E. Toulon. P. 2491.

GoNiADZ, a town of Russian Poland, gov. and
32 m. N.W. Bialystok, on the Bober. P. 1550.

GoNNEViLLE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Manche, 5 m. E. Cherbourg. P. 1102.

GoNNEHEM, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Pas-de-Calais, arr. Bethune, cant. LiDers. P. 1869.

GoNNiNGEN, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ. Black
Forest, at the foot of the Eossberg, 5 m. S.W.
Keutlingen. P. 2450.

GoNNORD, a comm. & market town of France,

dep. Maine-et-Loire, 18 m. S. Angers. P. 1661.

GoNNos-FANADiGA, avill. of Sardinia, prov. and
30 m. N.W. Cagliari. P. (including comm.) 3292.

GoNSAiNTHAN, a mountain peak of N. India,

Himalayas, 21,853 feet above the sea.
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GoKSEXHEiM, a vill. of Fhenish Prussia, circ.

Niedenholm, dist. Mainz. P. 2100.

GoNZAGA, a town of Northern Italy, prov. and
14 m. S. Mantua, cap. dist, with a strong castle.

P. (1862) 15,847.
Gonzales, a county of U. S., North America,

Texas. P. 4891 free, 3168 slaves.

GrOOCHLAND, a CO. of the U. S., N. America,
in E. of Virginia. Area 273 sq. m. P. (I860)
4517 free, 6139 slaves.

GooDERSTONE or GooDSOX, a pa. of England,
CO. Norfolk, 3J m. E.N.E. Stoke-Ferry. Ac
2781. P. 571.

GooDHERE, a CO. of U. S., N. America, Minne-
sota, P. 8977.

Good Hope (Bay of), a bay ofRussian Ame-
rica, lat. 66" 30' N., Ion. 161° to 164° W., at the
termination of Kotzebue Sound. It contains
Chamisso island. The land around it is swampy.
Good Hope. [Cape of Good Hope.] It is

also the name of the N. extremity of Papua, in
laL 0° 19' 15" S , Ion. 132° 27' E.
Goodleigh, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2^

m. E.N.E. Barnstaple. Ac. 1167. P. 294.

Goodmanham, a pa. of England, co. York,
ainsty and East Riding, Ij m. N.N.E. Market-
Weighton. Ac. 2930. P. 294.

GooDNESTON, two pas. of England, co. Kent
—L 2i m. S.S.E. Wingham. Ac. 1864. P. 344.

—II. 2 m. E. Faversham. Ac. 334. P. 149.

GooDAViN Sands, a range of shoals in the Strait

of Dover, extending off the S.E. coast of England,
CO. Kent, between the N. and S. Forelands, about
7 m. E. Deal and the Isle of Thanet ; the road-
stead, termed the Downs, lying between them
and the mainland. Length about 10 nu, by IJ m.
in breadth. They are dividend into two parts

by Trinity Bay and the Swash, in many places
bare at low water, and owing to their shifting

and loose nature, they have, perhaps, proved
more fatal to life and property than any other
known quicksands. Floating lights, lofty beacons,
and bells rung during fogs, are erected on them.
GoojAH, a town of Scinde, on the route be-

tween Tatta and Kurachee, 10 m. W. Tatta, and
on a navigable creek of the Indian Ocean, whence
inland navigation might be effected to connect
Kurachee with the Indus.
GooLE, a river port town of England, co. York,

West Riding, pa. Snaith, on the Ouse, at the influx

of the Don, and at the termination of the Aire and
Calder navigation, 3 m. S. Howden. Ac. of town-
ship 4280. P. 3479. It has docks, for merchant
ships and coasting craft, a harbour accessible for

vessels drawing from 15 to 17 feet water, an
active trade in coal, and several banks. Vessels
belonging to the port 321, tons 24,002. Customs
rev. (1862) 8822/. ; exports (1862) 805,657;. Rain-
fall 24 inches.

GooMsooK (Ghumsard), a town of British India,
presid. Madras, dist Ganjam, cap. a large zemin-
dary, and 73 W. Juggernaut
GooMTEE (Gomati " winding "), two rivers of

British India, presid. BengaL—I. rises in the dist.

Shahjehanpore, N.W. provs., in a lake or morass
620 feet above the sea, in kt 28' 35' N. ; Ion.
80° 10' E. It has a sinuous S.E. course of 482
m., during which it is crossed by several bridges,
and receives many tributary streams. It enters
the Ganges 17 m. N.E. Benares.—IL dist Tip-
perah, joins the Brahmapootra, 20 m. S.E. Dacca.
Comillah is on its S. bank.
GtOONOXQ-Tella, a maritime town of Celebes,

on the N. coast of the Goonong-Tella Bay, be-
tween the N. & E. limbs of the island. Lat. 0° 30'

N., Ion. 123° E. The Dutch had a settlement here.

GoOR, a town of the Netherlands, prov. Over-
yssel, cap. cant, 28 m. S.E. Zwolle. P. 1627.

Goorgaon, a dist. of British India, N.W. provs_
between lat 27° 40' and 28° 30* N. ; Ion. 76» 21
and 77° 35 E. Bounded N. by Jujhur and Delhi
E. by Bullubgurh and the Jumna river, 8. b^

Muttra, Tijarra, and Bhurtpoor, and W. by Tij"

arra and Jujhur. Area 1942 sq. m. P. 460,326

Climate dry and hot General elevation 840 fee

above the sea. Chief towns, Goorgaon, Feraze
pore, Faridabad, Rewarree, Pulwul, and Headu!
GooKGAON, a town of British India, cap. dist

of same name, 18 m. S.W. Delhi. Highest tem-

perature in May 104°, lowest in December 66'

Fahr. Elevation above the sea 817 feet.

Goose Island, an island in the St Lawrenci
river. Lower Canada, 13 m. N.E. the isl. Orleans

—II. a rocky islet in Bass Strait, on which

;

lighthouse was erected in 1846.

GoosNARGH, a chapelry of England, co. Lar
caster, pa, Kirkham, 5 m. N.N.E. Preston. A
9290. P. 1307.

GooTT, a strong fort and town of British Indi

;

presid. Madras, dist. and 60 m. E. Bellary, on
mountain, 2171 feet above the sea. The militat;

wprks here are very extensive, and Gooty wii

formerly the cap. of a petty Mahratta state. Po[
(exclusive of military) 4386.

GoppiNGEN, a town of Wurtembei^, cin

Danube, on the Fils, 27 m. N.W. Ulm. P. 61Ci

Has a town-haU, mineral baths, manufs. of woe
len cloth and earthenwares, bleaching work
and an active trade in wooL Near it axe t;

the baths of Boll.

GopsALi Hall^ an extra parochial liberty •

England, the splendid seat of Earl Howe, co. Lit

coin^ m. N.W. Market-Bosworth. Ac. 400. P. (!

GoRAGOT, or Ghoragilat, a town of Indi

dist. Bograh, presid. Bengal, in lat. 25° 12' K
Ion. 89° 17' E. P. 3000. It has a fort.

GoKAM, an island of the Malay archipelago,

'

m. in circuit Lat 4° 3' S. ; Ion. 131° 60' E.

GoRBALS, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, forr

ing a suburb of Glasgow, on the S. bank of tl

Clyde. Ac. 28. P. 10.494, employed in the varic

manufactories of Glasgow.
GORBATOV, a town of Russia, gov. and 36 :

W.S.W. Nijnii-Novgorod, on the Oka. P. 20;

GoBBEA {Penadey, a mountain of Spain, betwt

the provs. Vizcaya and Alava. Lat. 43° 2' N.

GrORCHEN (Polish Gorkd), a town of Pruss

prov. and 52 m. S. Posen. P. 1560.

GoBDES, a comm. and town of France, d;

Vaucluse, 10 m. W.N.W. Apt P. 2937.

Gordon, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick, 8

N.W. Kelso. Ac. 9738. P. 931.

Gordon, a co. of the U. S^ North America.

N.W. of Georgia. Area 302 sq. m. P. (18?

8040 free, 2106 slaves.

Gore, a dist of Upper Canada, compriaiM c

Wentworth and Halton, bounded S. and W.

'

the dists. London and Niagara, N. by York a-

Home, and E. by Lake Ontario. P. 40,000. ;

is watered by the Ouse, and is well cultivat-

Minerals are freestone and limestone.

Goree, an island and town of Western Afr<

belonging to France, immediately S.E. C*
Verd, in lat 14° 39' N.; 17° 24' W. P. of town Si-

About 3 m. in circumference, and steep on the •

S^ and E. sides, and is defended by fort St Mic"-

At its N.E. extremity is a roadstead, safe '

shipping during eight months in the year. «

town covers 2-3d8 of the island. It is the :
*

of civil and commercial tribunals, and the en -

pot for French commerce on the coast of St -

gambia. Exports gold dust, ivory, wax, «•
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)re« was repeatedly taken by the English and
Itch in the last and the present centuries.

GtoREE, an island and vill. of the Netherlands,

3V. S. Holland, near the mouth of the Maas.
GrOBE Island or St Matthew, an island in

hring Sea, about midway between America
d Asia. Lat. of its S. point C0° 18' N. ; Ion.

i' 4' W. Length N.W. to S.E. 28 miles.

aOREBRiDGE, a vill. of Scotland, co. Edinburgh,

,
Temple on N. B. Railway, 4 m. S. Dalkeith,

•ar it are the ruins of Borthwick Castle.

30BESBRIUGK, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

ilkenny, 2J m. E. Gowran. P. 413.

iaOREY, a munic. bor. and market town of

jiland, CO. and 24 m. N.N.E. Wexford. P. 2367.

jjrORGiE, a vill. of Scotland, pa. Corstorphine,

I the Leitb water, co. and 2 m. W. Edinburgh.
' nneries and glue works. Saughton Hall luna-
asylum is near this.

5oRGrEN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Neuf-
iitel (Boudry). P. 984.

iloRGOGLioNE, a vlll. of South Italy, prov.

(tenza, ciro. Matera. P. 1658.

jORGONa, a small island in the Mediterranean,

j
ween Corsica, and Leghorn. It is wooded rock,

)ut 2 m. in length and breadth, inhabited by
lilies engaged in fishery of anchovies.
'jOrgona, a small island. South America, Gra-
:'Uan Confed., dep. Cauca, in the bay of Choco,
ijific, 110 m. S.W. Buenaventura. Lat. 2° 57'

:*; Ion. 73° 12' W.—II. a vill.. New Granada,
ijthe isthmus, and 20 m. N.W. Panama, on the
: er Chagres.

—

Gorgonilla is an island in the
ijiific Ocean, off Point Manglares, Ecuador.
frORGONZOLA, a viU. of North Italy, prov., circ.

\\ 12 m. E.N.E. Milan, cap. diet. P. 4320. It
i a trade in Strachino cheese.
}ORGUE (La), a comm. and town of France,
). Nord, 10 m. S.E. Hazebrouck. P. 3293.
JoBHAM, two townships of the U. S., North
lerica—I. Maine, 60 m. S.W- Augusta,.—II.
w York, 197 m. W. Albany.
iiORi, a fortified town of Russia, Georgia, on

11. Kur, 43 m. W.N.W. Teflis. P. 3000. It has
i| eral Greek and Armenian churches, and manu-
i tures of cotton cloths and coverlets.
lORi or GoRiGUNGA, a river of India, rises in
N. boundary of the British dist. Kumaon,

v. provs., in lat. 30° N., Ion. 80° 16' E. It is

< ipid stream, having a fall of 160 feet per mile.
'jtal course 60 miles.
jrOBiHiR or GoURiAR, a jaghire of Bundelcund,
J ia, in lat. 25° 16' N., Ion. 18° 15' E. Area 76
f m. P. 7500. Annual revenue 6500Z. Armed
i|:e, 100 infantry and 30 cavalry. Chief town
1; the same name.
lORDj, a river, Russian Poland, govs. Volhy-

i| and Minsk, joins the Pripetz, about 500 m. fe.
i sk, after a tortuous N. course of 230 miles.
[ORINCHEM, Netherlands. [Gorkum.]
foBiNG, two pas. of England.—I. co. Oxford,

t he Thames and the Great Western Railway,
« n- N.W. Reading. Ac. 4377. P. 947.-I I. co.
sex, on the S. coast railway, 3 m. W. Worth-

Ac. 2182. P. 535.
ORissEiFEN (;Ober), a vill. of Prussian SUesia,
Leignitz, circ. Lowenberg. P. 2420.
OBiTz, Gradisca, Istria, Triest, & its territ.,
'rtion of the Austr. emp. forming, till 1849, the
?dom of lUyria. P. ri858^ 539.423. rii.i.YRiA.TlUyria. P. (1858) 539,423. [Illyria.]
ORiTz (German Gorz, Italian GoriztoX a town
lliyna, gov. and 22 m. N.N.W. Triest, cap.
•, on the Isonzo. P. (1857) 9970. Principal
dings, a cathedral, bishop's palace, barracks,
lerly a Jesuits' college, town-house, & theatre,
as the diocesan school for the gov. Triest, a

philosophical academy, Piarist and other col-

leges, tJrsuline, and Jews' ; and manufs. of silks,

rosoglio, leather, etc., with dye-works, sugar, re-

fineries, and a brisk general trade. Charles X. of

France died here in 1836.

GoRiTZ, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
gov. and 12 m. N.N.E. Frankfurt. P. 1800.

GoRKHA, a town of North Hindostan, and tha
ancient cap. of Nepaul, 50 m. W.N.W. Khatman-
doo. It stands on a hill, and has a temple.
GoRKUM or GoRCUM (Dutch Gorinchem), a for-

tified town of the Netherlands, prov. South Hol-
land, cap. dist., on the Maas, at the influx of the
Linge, 22 m. E.S E. Rotterdam. P. 9000. It has
a court of primary jurisdiction, college, learned
associations ; with a salmon fishery, and a trade
in com, cheese, hemp, and horses.

GoRLA, two vills. of North Italy, prov. Milan,
circ. Gallarate.—I. {Maggiore). P. 1373.—II.

{Minore). P. 1298.

GoRLAQo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 7
m. E.S.E. Bergamo. P. 1221.

Gorlestok, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, on
the North Sea, adjoining Yarmouth on the S.,

and within its parliamentary boundary. It has a
national school. Ac. 2175. P. 4472.

GoRLiCE, a market town of Austrian Poland,
circ. Jaslo, 20 m. E.N.E. Newsandec. Pop. 3786,
employed in linen and woollen weaving.

GoRLiTZ, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
52 m. W. Leignitz, cap. circ, on 1. b. of the
Neisse, and on the railway from Dresden to

Breslau. Pop. (1864) 31,499. It is walled,

entered by eleven gates, and has three sub-
urbs. Principal edifices, the church of St
Peter and Paul, town-hall, hospitals, prison, and
an orphan asylum. It has a Protestant college,

and a philosophical society, with a librai"y and
several MSS., extensive manufs. of linen and
woollen cloths, bell-foundries, steel and iron fac-

tories, lithographic printing, and bleaching estab-
lishments.

GoRMANSTOWN, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Meath, 1% m. N.W. Balbriggan. P. 336.

GoROuisCHTCH^, Several towns, etc., Russia.

—

I. gov. and 35 m. E.N.E. Pensa. P. 2000.—II.
gov. and 40 m. S.W. Tver. P. 1271.

GoRODNiA. a town of Russia, gov. and 33 m.
N.E. Tchernigov, cap. dist. P. 1700.

GoRODOK, a town of Russia, gov. and 20 m.
N.N.W. Vitebsk. P. 1700, mostly Jews.
GoRODOK BoRisov, a gov. and town of Russia,

63 m. S.W. Moscow.
GoROGUEA or Gurguea, a river of Brazil, be-

tween the provs. Piauhy and Pemambuco, joins

the Parahiba, 95 m. N.N.W. Oeiras, after a N.E.
course of 320 miles.

GoROKHOv or GoROKHOVETz, a town of Rus-
sia, gov. and 95 m. E. Vladimir, cap. dist., on the
Kliazma. P. 2400. It has a bell-foundry, and
manufs. of linen cloth and yam ; and it exports

leather, skins, and thread to Astrakhan, and
caviar, salted fish, etc., to St Petersburg.
GoRRAN, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 5 m.

E.S.E. Tregony. Ac. 4725. P. 1054. The vil-

lage has a pilchard fishery.

GoRREDYK, a market town, Netherlands, prov.
Friesland, 18 m. S.E. Leeuwarden. P. 1700.

GoRREVOD, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ain, 18 m. N. Bourg. P. 584.

GoRRON, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. and
11 m. N.W. Mayenne, cap. cant. P. 2687.

GoRT, a market town of Ireland, Connaughtj
CO. Galway, 16 m. N.N.E. Ennis. P. 2102. Has
barracks, union workhouse, and large market.
Gorton, a chapelry of England, co. Lancaster
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pa. and 3^ m. E.S.E. Manchester, on the railway
thence to'Sheffield. Ac. 1429. P. 9897. Here is a
reservoir for supplying Manchester with water.
GoRTOPE or Gak, a place in Tibet, N. of Man-

sarowar Lake, near the source of the Indus;
famous for its goats shawl wool.
GoKCCKPORE, a dist. of British India, presid.

Bengal, having N. Xepaul, W. the Oude dom., and
on other sides the dists. Sarun, Ghazipoor, &Azim-
phnr. Area, 7346 sq. m. P. 2,376,533. Chief rivers,
the Gunduck on its E. border, the Goggra on the
S., and the Eaptee traversing its centre. Surface
level and soil fertile. Manufs. cottons, wooUens,
tanning, dyeing, sugar-boiling, andmetal. Exports,
elephants, cattle, buffaloes, goats, fish, and timber.
Imports, wool, thread, silks, blankets, & hardwares.
At the foot of the N. mountains is an extensive
marshy and unhealthy tract termed the Terriani.

GoRUCKPORE, a town of British India, cap.

dist. of same name, within the N.W. provs., on
1. b. of the Raptee, 430 m. N.W. Calcutta. P.
45,265. With a famous temple.
GoRWYDD, a township of North Wales, co. Car-

digan, pa. Llan-Ddeir-Brefi, 2 m. N. Lampeter.
P. 667.

GoRZ, a town of lUyria. [Goritz.]
GoRZE, a town and comm. of France, dep. Mo-

selle, cap. cant., 9 m. W.S.AV. Metz. P. 1853.
GosAU, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, circ. Traun,

dist Ischl. P. 1387.

GoSBECK, a pa, of England, co. Suffolk, 4 m.
E.N.E. Needham. Ac. 1530. P. 301.

GosBERTOx, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.
N. Spalding. Ac. 8820. P. 2107.

GosFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2 m.
S.W. Halstead. Ac. 2290. P. 620.

GoSFORTH, two pas. of England.—I. co. Nortb-
nmberland, 2f m. Newcastle. Ac. 6010. P. 2943.
—II. CO. Cumberland, 6 m.S.S.E. Egremont. Ac
8400. P. 1146.

GosHEX, several townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. New York, on the New Tork and
Erie Eailway, 92 m. S.W. Albany. The township
is celebrated for its rich grazing farms.—II. Con-
necticut, 6 m. N. Litchfield. III. Ohio, co. and
on the Tuscarawas.—IV. Ohio, co. Belmont.
GosiER or GoziER (Le), a maritime vill. of the

French island Guadelope, arr. and 5 m. S.E.
Pointe-a-Pitre, on the little Cul-de-Sac.

GosLAH, a town of Prussia, Hanover, landrost
and 27 m. S.E. Hildesheim, on an affluent of the
Ocker, at the N.E. foot of the Harz. P. (1864) 8203.
Manufs. vitriol, shot, hardwares, carpets, leather,
distilling, and brewing. It is enclosed by walls,
is one of the oldest towns in Germany, was for-

merly a frequent seat of the German Diets, and
residence of the emperor. Principal buildings,
churches and conventual edifices, hospital, and
college. Goslar is the seat of the mining council
of the Harz, and of the com dep6t for the Prus-
sian portion of that region.

Gospic, a market town of Austrian Croatia,
military frontier, 14 m. E. Carlopago. P. 1100.

GospoDiNCE, a vill. of Austrian Sclavonia, circ.

Titel, dist. Neusatz. P. 2233.
GospoRT, a fortified seaport town of England,

CO. Hants, pa. Alverstoke, W. of, and separated
from, Portsmouth by the mouth of Portsmouth
harbour, across which a floating bridge connects
the two towns. It is at the termination of a
branch of the South-Western Eailway, 66 m. S.W.
London. Altitude 25 feet. P. (1861) 7789, mostly
engaged in govei-ment navy works, or in retail
trade, and the supply of shipping. The ramparts
form a section of the fortified Vmrrier, enclosing
Portsmouth, Portsea, and Gosport. It has exten-
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sive barracks, the Eoyal Clarence victnallin

yard, a powder magazine, iron foundries, and
CO. house of correction. Outside of the town, o.

the S. is Haslar hospital, an infirmary for seamei
The town is governed by the co. magistrates, an
is a polling-place for the S. division of Hants.
Gosport, a vill. of the U. S., North Americ

Virginia, on Elizabeth river, opposite to Norfol
The U. S. have here a large navy yard.—II.

township. New Hampshire, co. Eockingham, 8

1

from Portsmouth, including the isles of Shoals
GossELiES, a vill. of P.elgium, prov. Hainav

cap. cant, 4 m. N. Charleroi. P., including comn
4686, engaged in manufs. of woollen cloth, ha-

nails, and cutlery.

GossexgrCn, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, cii

Eger, dist Falkenau. P. 1617.

GossxiTZ, a vill. of Central Germany, duel

Saxe-Altenberg, on the Pleisse, 31 m. S. Leips.

on the railway thence to Zwickau. P. 2301.

GossoLEXGA, a vill. of North Italy, prov. a,

circ. Piacenza, on rt. b. of Trebbia, cap. com
Trade in cattle. P. 1987.

•Gosnxix, a vill. of Eussian Poland, gfov. a
'

65 m. W.N.W. Warsaw. P. 3311.

GosTYX, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. a

38 m. S.E. Posen. P. 2450.
GoTHA, a town of Central Germany, cap. pr

cipality Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, on the Thuiing;

railwav, between Eisenach and Halle, 14

W.S.W. Erfurt. P. (1864) 17,955. It stands

.

the declivity of a hill, crowned by the palace:

Friedenstein, the usual residence of tbe sovere:;

of Saxe Coburg and Gotha, containing a galli'

of paintings, a library of 120,000 vols, and o'l

MSS., a fine cabinet of coins, collections f

Japanese and Chinese curiosities, and vari^i

museums of arts and science. The town is •

closed by boulevards. It contains numeri
churches, an arsenal, a gymnasium, a bi

school, orphan and lunatic asylum, house of t-

rection, an institution for neglected children, 3

Caroline establishment for poor girls, a polyte-

nic and a normal school, school of trades, socif

of arts, a life and fire assurance society. Man-,

comprise cotton and woollen fabrics, carfi,

yam, sail-cloth, leather, tin, and lackered was
fire engines, paper hangings, musical and sc-

tific instruments ; it has many dyeing establ -

ments, and a large porcelain factory. The ob"-

vatory of the Seeberg is in lat 50° 56' 5" i

Ion. 10° 44'K Since 1764, the Almanack deGa
has been published here, and the house of Per*
issues the Mittheilung&n, and many valuable C-

graphical works. The duchy of Gotha, fom g

part of Saxe Coburg, lies on the N. side of le

Thuringian forest. Area 550 sq. m. P. (1

112,417. rSAXE-COBURG-GoTHA.]
Gotha-Caxal, Sweden, unites the lakesW s

and Wetter, and the Baltic Sea with the Kj8-

gat, by the GcetaeK, Trolhsetta canal, etc. LeiJ»

nearly 25 m. [TROLtt^riTA Caxal.]
Gotham, a pa. of England, co. and &J m.S.i^ •

Nottingham. Ac. 2740. P. 771.

GoTHARD or GoTTHARD (St\ a group of m tt-

tains in the Lepontine Alps, between the 6

«

cants, of Uri, Valais, Tessin, and Grisons. Laio

33' N., Ion. 8° 35' E. The several peaks of tl»t

Gothard, which are all above the snow line, ry

in height from 8760 feet to 10,900 feet Wn
a short space from the hospice, the rivers B '^

Ehone, Eeuss, and Tessin, have their sou*
The Pass of St Gothard is one of the bestw

most frequented routes across the Alps. "^

excellent carriage road was completed in 18. «

is kept in the best repair, and at the sunuu «

J
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2 pass (6976 feet), 5 m. N. Ariolo, is the hos-

;e, a commodious station for travelle,rs. On the

. slope is the celebraled DeviPs Bridge across

1 3 Keuss. This was the scene of several combats

itween the French and Eussians in 1799. Mean
inperature of the hospice 30°'35, winter 18°-3,

i(nmer44°-05ralir.
jjOTHENBURO and Bonus, a laen or prov. of

\
reden, having W. the SkageiTack and Kattegat,

Norway, and on the other sides the laen Wen-
;borg. Area 1937 sq. m. P., with Bohus (1865;,

;, Ibl Surface mountainous and wooded in the

elsewhere level and not very fertile ; the coasts

! studded with islands, comprising Orust, Tjorn,

irstrand, and Kanso. Principal river, the

3taelf : in the N. are several laKes. Cattle-breed-

;,
fishing, weaving, and the timber trade, em-

y most of the inhabitants. Principal towns,
I thenburg, Uddevalla, and Stromstad.
Gothenburg or GorrENBURO (Swed. Gote-
'

'/), a seaport city of W. Sweden, cap. Icon, at

head of a flora, on tlio Kattegat, which re-

ves the Goeta or Gotha river, immediately
josite the N. extremity of Denmark. P. (1865)

j41. It consists of a lower and upper town
;

tormer in a marshy plain, and intersected by
ilials; the latter on the adjacent rocky heights,

ncipal edifices, the exchange, arsenal, East
iia house, town hall, cathedral, and several

' < 1- churches, theatre, barracks, and hospitals.

has schools for children of soldiers, oi-phan
< luins, a college, public library, a society of

i . and sciences, and a chamber of commerce.
'

i! harbour, defended by 3 forts, has 17 feet of
' or. Vessels entered (1862), 1985 (264,334 tons);
I aed 1821 (258,278 tons). The mercantile ma-
ils of the port consists of 128vessels(38,616tons).
joorts, iron, timber, grain, oil cake, zinc, tar,

«, value (1862) 1,177,000/. Imports, coal, coffee,

(|;onB, hides, raw sugar, tobacco, etc., value

(152) 1,610,000?. The town has factories for

"living, spinning, and printing cotton goods,
1 lufs. of woollens and sail-cloth, snuff, glass,

8[. paper, porter breweries, tanneries, and ship-
Wding docks. The railway from Gottenburg
tfJtockholm, a work of great importance, was
Cjipleted in 1862.

JoTHLAND (Swedish Coto-ZawcZ, French GoiMe),
8 rraer division of Sweden, comprising all the
w;dom S. of lat. 59° 20' N., and now subdivided
a^mg 12 l83ns. Ac 37,924. P. (1860) 2,272,687.

[ 'EDEN.] The prov. of East Gothland or Ostro-
ia, is mostly identical with the Isen Linko-
;; and West Gothland or Westrogothia, with
ie of Mariestadt, part of Wenersborg and
henborg.—II. an island of Sweden, in the

li ic Sea. [Gottland.]
OTKEE, a town of Scinde, on the Indus, 37

1 <.£. Shikarpoor.
joTTENBERG, acity, Sweden. [Gothenburg.]
OTTERN, two vill's. of Prussian Saxony, gov.

a! 23 m. N.W. Erfurt. P. of old Gottern
1 I

; of Great Gottern 2000.
oTTESBERG, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.
i6 m. 8.W. Breslau. P. 2600, employed in
ing, and in coal and lead mines.

' iTESGAB, a mining town of Bohemia, circ.
• 17 m. N.N.E. Elbogen. P. 1400.
(TfESHAUs Bund, Switzerland. [Grisons.J
;)TTiNGEN, a town of Prussia, Hanover, cap.

V cip. Gottingen, and of an amt in the landr.
' esheim, ontheLeine Canal, 60m. S.Hanover.
J^f of observatory 51° 31' 48" N., Ion. 9° 56' 45"
^jP. (1864) 12,674. It is pleasantly situated at
"Kootof the mountain Hainberg, isenclosedby
^* s, and entered by four gates. Principal edi-

fices, Lutheran churches, Calvinist church, and
Eoman Catholic chapel ; university-hall, court-
house, surgical and lying-in -hospitals, an astro-
nomical and a magnetical observatory, theatre of
anatomy, museum, and a riding-school. Its uni-
versity, founded by George ii. of England in

1734, and rechartered in 1836 as the Academia
Georgia Augusta, was, down to 1831, the chief of
the German universities, and the number of its

students averaged 1481 annually, but since then
the number has greatly decreased. Connected
with the establishment are a royal society of
sciences, a library of 320,000 printed vols, and
5000 MSS., an academical museum, a botanic
garden, and various other institutions, including
the Spruch Kollegium, a judicial society, for

whose decision questions are brought from all

parts of Germany. Gottingen has a female high
school, and a house of correction, and was for-

merlj' one of the Hanse towns. Manufactures
woollen and linen stuffs, coloured paper, musical
and surgical instruments, iron and steel wares,
starch, and soap. Under the French from 1807
to 1814, it was the cap. of the dep. Leine.
GoTTLAND, an island of the Baltic, belonging

to Sweden, of wliich it foiTns the laen Wisby,
between lat. 56° 55' and 58° N., Ion. 18° 10' and
19° 10' E. Area 1213 sq. m. P. (1860) 50,137.

Surface generally from 200 to 300 feet above the
sea ; coasts indented by numerous bays. Soil

fertile, though ill cultivated ; the uplands are
mostly well wooded. Com and other vegetable
products are raised sufficient for home consumpt,
and live stock are plentiful ; timber, marble,
sandstone, and lime are exported to Stockholm.
Principal town, Wisby, on the N.W. coast.

GoiTLiEBEN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Thur-
gau, 2 m. W. Constance, and having a castla

which was successively the prison of the reformers
John Huss, Jerome of Prague, and Malleolus.

GoTTOLENGo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
17 m. S.E. Brescia. P. (with comm.) 2465.

GOTTOliP. [SCHLESWIG.]
Gottska-Sandoe, a small island in the Baltic,

belonging to Sweden, lasn and 30 m. N.N.E. Gott-
land. Lat. 58° 22' N. ; Ion. 19° 17' E. Length
5 m. ; breadth 3 m. On it are three hamlets.

GouDA or Ter-Gouw, a town of the Nether-
lands, prov. S. Holland, cap. dist., on the Yssel,

at the influx of the Gouw, and on railway, 11 m.
N.E. Rotterdam. P. (1865) 15,514. Chief edifice

the church of St John (St Janskerk). It has atown-.
hall, hospitals, Latin school, and library, with
curious MSS. Brick kilns, and manufs. of pipes
and pottery, woollens, sail-cloth, tobacco, and
cordage, and is an extensive mart for cheese.

GouDHURST, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 12 nu
S. Maidstone. Ac. 9685. P. 2778.

GoufizEC, comm. and vill., France, dep. Finis-
terre, arr. Chateiulin, cant. JPleyben. P. 1927.

Gough's Island or Diego Alvarez, an island

of the S. Atlantic. Lat. 40° 20' S. ; Ion. 9° 44' W.
Goukeka, Goukcha or Sevan (Lake of\

Georgia, is between lat. 40° 9' 40" and 40° 35' N.,

Ion. 45° E., 23 m. N.E. Erivan. Length N.W. to

S.E. 47 m. ; breadth 6 to 21 m. Altitude 5300
feet. Its banks aboimd with volcanic products.
Goulburn, a town of New South Wales, 125

m. S.W. Sydney. P. 3241. -II. {Isles), two
small islands off the N. coast of Australia, 50 m.
E.S.E. Coburg peninsula. Lat. 11° 85' S. ; Ion.

133° 35' E.
GouLSBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6J ra.

S.W, Louth. Ac. 1440. P. 344.

GouLT, comm. and vill. of France, dep. Vau-
cluse, arr. Apt, cant. Gordes. P 1619.
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GtimiAY (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cotes-du-Nord, arr. Loudeac. P. 2012.

GoURDON, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot, cap. arr., 21 m. N. Cahors. P. 5099. It

has manufs. of woollen stuffs, an orphan asylum,
and trade in wine and truffles.

GouRDON, a small fishing vill. and seaport of

Scotland, co. Kincardine, pa. Bervie, 1 m. S. Ber-
Tie. P. 497. It has a good harbour.
GouRLN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, 51 N.W. Vannes. P. 4021.
GoURNAT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-Inferieure, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Epte,
27 m. E. Rouen. P. 3282, It has chalybeate
springs, a commercial tribunal, manufs. of linen-
cloth and leather, and trade in cattle and butter.

GouROCK, a bor. of Scotland, pa. Innerkip, co.

Renfrew, on the Firth of Clo'de, 3 m. W.N.W.
Greenock. P. 2076. It is connected by rail, with
Greenock and Wemyss Bay.
GouvEA, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, 63

m. E.N.E. Coimbra. P. 1700.

GouvERNEUR, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 154 m. N.W. Albany.
GouviEUX, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gise, arr. Senlis, cant GreU. P. 1590.
GouzEACOURT, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Nord, 9 m. S.S.W. Cambrai. P. 2550.
GrOVAN, a pa. & town of Scotland, cos. Lanark

and Renfrew, 3 m. W.N.W. Glasgow. Ac. 6940.
P. 100,716 ; do. of town, 7637. The river Clyde
divides the parish at the floating ferry where the
Kelvin enters. Partick ancFpart of Kingston are
included in it. Govan silk factory, the first begun
in Scotland (1824), employs 400 or 500 persons.
GovEN, a comm. and viU. of France, dep. LUe-

et-Vilaine, 26 m. N.N.E. Redon. P. 2152.
GoVERDHUN, a town of British India, dist and

15 m. W. Muttra, in the N.W. provs. Has a
bazaar, numerous temples and tombs. It is

famous in Hindoo mythological legends.
GovERNOLO, a town of N. Italy, deleg. and 9

m. E.S.E. Mantua, on the Po. P. 900.

Governor's Isi^vjo), U. S~, North America, in

"New York harbour, is about 1 m. S. the battery.

Ac. 70. It has two strong forts, and could contain a
garrison of 800 men. [Ilha do Go^'ERXAI>OR.]

GovoNE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Coni, circ.

Alba, cap. mand., near the Tanaro, 28 m. S.E.
Turin. P. (with comm.) 3070.
GrOWER or GwTR, a peninsula of South Wales,

projecting on the Bristol Channel, and forming
the W.most part of the co. Glamorgan. Length
N.E. to S.W., 15 m. ; average breadth 5 m. It

has bold, rocky, and deeply indented shores.

Lime is exported. A colony of Flemings have oc-
cupied the S.W. extremity of this j)eninsula since
the reign of Henry i. They have preserved much
of their original language, dress, and manners,
and rarely intermarry with the Welsh.
GowER Island, Pacific. [Solomon Group.]
GowRAN, a market town of Ireland, Leinster,

CO. Kilkenny, 6| m. N.N.E. Thomastown. It has a
station on Great S. and W. Railway. P. 786.
GowRiE, Scotland. [Carse of Gowrie.]
GoxHiLL, two pas. of England.—I. co; Lincoln,

4| m. E.S.E. Barton-on-Humber. Ac. 8790. P.
1192.— II. CO. York, East Riding, 11 m. E.N.E.
Beverley. Ac. 831. P. 63.

GoYANNA, a city of Brazil, prov. Pemambuco,
cap. dist., on the Goyanna river, 35 m. N.W.
Olinda. P. 13,000. It has a Latin school, hospital,

convent, churches, and factories, and is the seat of
civil and criminal courts, and has an active trade.

GoYAZ, the central prov. of Brazil, extending
between lat 6° and 22° S- Ion. 46' and 54° W-

I
enclosed by the provs. Para, Matto-G rosso, Sa
Paulo, Minas Geraes, Bahia, Piauhi, and Marai
hao. Area 289,008 sq. m. P. 180,000, most!
Indians. Principal mountains, the Sierras Mat
Gorda, Araras, Tabatinga, on the E. frontif

and the Cordillera Grande, in its centre. Pri:

cipal rivers, the Tocantins, in the centre, the Ar
guaya, forming its W., and the Rio Paranahil
its S. boundary. Soil fertile

;
products compri

maize, tobacco, cotton, sugar, manioc, with fru

common to Southern Europe. Along the rive

are some forests, but the wild vegetation is most
underwood. Vast herds of homed cattle a

reared.

GoYAz, a city of Brazil, cap. prov. same nan.
formerly called Villa Boa. P. 8000. It is sii

ated nearly in the centre of the empire, beii

1400 m. S.S.W. Belem, and 950 m. N.N.E. Por
Alegre. Chief building, the governor's pala:

It has 7 churches, a Latin school, a school of p
losophy, and 2 primary schools, and is the &•

of the legislative assembly of the province.

GoYTREY, a pa. of England, co. Monmoutl.
m. N.W. Etsk. Ac. 3332. P. 668.

Gozier(Le). a town of the island Guadelou[
West Indies, arr. la Pointe-k-Pitre. P. 3567.

Gozo, one of the Maltese group of islands

the Mediterranean, 4 m. N.W. Malta. Leni;

9 m.; breadth 4J m. P. 16,000. It has a ric:

soil, and is better cultivated than Malta ; its ev

face is agreeably diversified, and has many ferf

valleys. Rabato, its chief town, is situated ec

the centre. Fort Chambray is on its S.K coa

The principal object of interest in the islaadi

the giant's tower, a cyclopean building.

GozzANO, a town of North Italy, prov. *
circ. Novara. P. 2008.

Graaf-Reinet or Retnet, a division of Co

ColonV, Southern Africa, between Ion. 23° and ?

E., and extending N. from lat. 31° 30' S. to33-.

Area8000sq.ni. P. (1865) 14,695. Surfacealmfc

wholly mountainous, consisting of the rangif

Sneeuwberge. Highest pointis the CorapassBf

,

8500 feet Climate healthy. It is well water.

Many cattle are reared in its valleys, and fit

of all kinds is abundant In the S.E. is the u
vill., Graaf-Reinet, on Sunday river. P. 311'

Grabow, two towns of Germany.—I. Me-

lenburg-Schwerin, on the Elde, 23 m. S.:".

Schwerin, with a station on the railway betT.'n

Hamburg and Berlin. P. 5700. It has mif

distilleries, but the principal trade is in buttf -

II. a town of Prussian Poland, on the Prosna, i,'.

Posen, circ. and 9 m. N.E. Schildberg. P. 1 >•

Grabusa, Cimarus, a small island, Grein

Archipelago, off the N.W. extremity of Cret;

GRAf-AT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. C r,

cap. cant, 24 m. W.N.W. Bourges. P. 320i>

Gracias, a town of Central America, s»

Honduras, 40 m. W.N.W. Comayagua, 2520W
above the sea. Mean temp, of year 74° Falf-

II. a cape. Mosquito coast, lat. 14° 59' N^ 1od3

11' W.—III. a headland. East Patagonia, »»

the mouth of the Galegos river.

Graciosa, one of the Azores islands, Atln "N

N.W. Terceira, and N.E. Fayal. Length 2' i-l

breadth 6 m. P. 12,000. It is productive of ",

wine, flax, hemp, and fruits. Principal t a<

SanU Cruz. P. 3000.—II. the most N.E. ohe

Canary Islands, is small and unimportant

Gradachatz, a town of European Tn J",

Bosnia, cap dist, 42 m. N.W. Zvomik,

Gradara, a vill. of Central Italy, provna

circ Pesara. P. 1954.

Grade, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, in-

S.S.E. Helston. Ac 1981. P. 327.

iL
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i
Gradignan, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

jjironde, 4 m. S.W. Bordeaux. P. 1989.

j
Gkadiska or Berbir, a fortified town of Eu-

opean Turkey, Bosnia, on rt. b. of the Save, 23

1. N.N.E. Bauyaluka. Immediately opposite to

t i8 the Austrian fortress of Alt Gi-adiska,

lllavonia, 38 m. W. Brod, with a cathedral,

j
Greek church, and the headquarters of

. staff for the military frontier. P. 1850.

—

lieu Gradiska is a market town, 7 m. N.E. P.

1360.

I Gradista, a vill. of European Turkey, Albania,

anj. and 12 m. N.E. Valona.

Grado, a maratime town of Austria, Illyria,

ov. Triest, circ. and 22. m. S.S.W. Gorizia, on an
jiland near the head of the Adriatic. P. 2216.

i

Gbadwein, a vill. of Styria, on the Mur, with a

ailway station, 7 m. N.W. Gratz. P. 680.

j
GKEM8AY, an islet of the Orkney group,

j.cotland, 1^ m. S. Stromness. P. 230.

1 Gkjesoe or Gr.«;soen, an island of Sweden, in

!(ie Gulf of Bothnia, ten Stockholm, and sepa-

ftted from the mainland by a narrow strait.

,at. 60° 25' N. ; Ion. 18° 20' E. Length N. to S.

6 m. ; average breadth 3 miles.

Geafenau, a town of Lower Bavaria, on an

ffl. of the Ilz, 22 m. N.N.W. Passau. P. 720.

Grafenberg, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
'ranconia, 24 m. S.S.E. Bamberg. P. 1040.

GrIfenberg, a vill. of Austrian Silesia, circ.

j'roppau, near Friewaldau, celebrated for the

'riessnitz hydropathic establishment. P. 174.

\ GEitFENHAiNCHEN, a town of Prussian Saxony,
Kg. Merseburg, 9 m. N.E. Bitterfield. P. 2690.

Grafenhausen, a vill. of Baden, circ. Lake, 9

1. W. Stuhlingen. P. 650.

Grafenthal, a town of Germany, Saxe Mein-
iigen, cap. dist., 9 m. S.S.W. Saalfeld. P. 1460,
If dist. (1861) 12,881.
' GeIfentonna, a town of Germany, Saxe Co-
urg, princip. and 10 m. N. Gotha. P. 1480.

Graffham, 2 pas., Engl.— I. co. Huntington,
m. N.N.E. Kimbolton. Ac. 2380. P. 328.—II.

).8u8sex,4m. S.E.Midhurst. Ac.l658. P. 416.

Graffignana, a vill. of North Italy, prov.
:ilan, circ. Lodi. P. 1902.
QrXfrath, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gor.
id 14 m. E. Dusseldorf. P. 1640. It has manufs.
woollens and cottons, and iron works.
Grafton, several pas. of England.—I. {Regis),

>. Northampton, on the London and N. W.
ailway, 4 m. E.S.E. Towcester. Ac. 1510. P.
'2.—11. {Underwood), same co., 8J m. E.N.E.
ettering. Ac. 2050. P. 294.—IIL (TempZe), co.
'arwick, 2f m. E.S.E. Alcester. Ac. 1830. P. 403.
Grafton, a co. of the U. S., North America,
W. of New Hampshire, on the Connecticut

irer. Area 1437 sq. m. P. (1860) 42,260.-11.
township in above co., 32 m. N.W. Concord.—
I. a township, Vermont, co. Windham, 80 m.
Montpelier.—IV. a township, Massachusetts,
m. S.W. Boston. It has several cotton fae-

ries.—V. a tnshp., NewYork, 20 m. N.E. Albany.
Grafton (Cape), E. Australia, bounds Trinity
ty on the S.—(island), the most N. of the
«hee Islands, Philippines, Eastern Archipelago.
Gragua, a town of North Italy, prov. Novara,
p. wand., 8 m. N.E. Ivrea. P. 2743.
Gragnano, a town of South Italy, prov. Na-
y.^V- cant., in a plain, 2 m. E. Castel-a-Mare.
(.1°61) 11,243. It has a collegiate church, and
celebrated for its manufs. of maccaroni and its

' ^pe—II. a town of North Italy, prov. and
•*. Piacenza. P. 2908.

'
kaham Isl., MediteiTanean. I Ferdinandea.]

ijiiAiiAM Land, a considerable extent of con-

tinuous land, Antarctic Ocean. Lat. 65° S., Ion.
60° W. Discovered by Biscoe in 1832.

Grahamstown, a vill. of Scotland, co. Stirling,

burgh of Falkirk. P. 2148.
Graham's Town, a town in the E. prov. of the

Cape Colony, South Africa, cap. div. Albany, near
its centre, in a valley 25 m. from the ocean. Lat.
33° 19' S., Ion. 26° 31' E. P. (1865) 5949, nearly
all English. It has a Roman Catholic churcli,

Wesleyan and other chapels, a Protestant church,
several tanneries, breweries, barracks, and three

weekly newspapers. A military road extends
from it to the Tarka dist. N.E., and a post road
W. to Port Elizabeth, Uitenhage, George, Zwel-
lendam, and Cape Town.

Graig, a hamlet of England, co. Monmouth,
pa. Bassaleg, 3 m. W.N.W. Newport. P. 684.

Graigue, a town of Ireland, Leinster, Queen's
CO., forming a suburb of Carlow. P. 1552.

Grain Coast, West Africa, is that portion of

Guinea, W. of the Ivory coast, and extending
between lat. 4° and 7° N., Ion. 7° and 11° E. It

comprises most part of the territory of Liberia.

Graine (Isle of St James), an island and pa.

of England, co. Kent, fonned by the Thames,
Medway, and Yantlet Creek, at the mouth of the
Thames, W. of Sheppey, and IJ m. W. Sheer-
ness. Ac. 9431 of marshy pasture, protected by
embankments. P. 255. It has salt works.
Grainger, a co. of U. S., N. America, Ten-

nessee. P. (1860) 9897 free, 1065 slaves.

Grainsby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6^ m,
S. Great Grimsby. Ac. 1167. P. 124.

Grainthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

7 m. N.N.E. Louth. Ac. 4955. P. 738.

Graissessac, a hamlet of France, dep. Herault,

cant. Bedarieux, whence an important line of

raihvay extends to Beziers, for the transport of

coal from the N. of Herault. P. 1320.

Grajewo, a small town of Poland, prov. and
25 m. S.W. Augustowo, on the Lyk. P. 1206.

Gramat, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot, cap. cant., 27 m. N.E. Cahors, on the Alzon.

P. 4074. It has saline springs and bathb.

Grammont (Flem. Geeradsbergen), a comm.
and town of Belgium, prov. East Flanders, cap.

cant., on the Dender, 21^ m. S.S.E. Ghent. P.

7364. It has a college, manufs. of cotton yarn,

lace, linen and woollen fabrics, paper, and snuff,

bleaching and dye works, and breweries.

Grampians, a mountain chain in Scotland,

forming the natural rampart wKich separates the

Highlands from the Lowlands. Its limits, owing
to numerous parallel ridges and scarcely con-

nected branches, are difficult to define, but the

mountains may be said to stretch from the W.
coast of Argyleshire and Dumbai-tonshire N.E.

across the island, terminating on the E. and N.E.
coasts of the cos. Aberdeen and Banff, in two
branches running on each side of the river Dee.

This mountain chain is composed of granite, por-

phyries, primary schists, quartz, and marble.

General aspect wild and rugged, especially on
the N. side ; on the S. hills the slopes are more
gentle, the pasture finer, and the numerous'de-
files which indent the range often present scenes

of the most romantic beauty. The streams flow-

ing from the N. side are mostly affls. of the Find-
horn, Spey Don, and Dee ; those on the S. join

the Forth, Tay, and South Esk. The loftiest

summits are Ben Nevis, Ben Macdhui, Cairngorm,
Cairntoul, Schiehallion, Ben Aven, Ben Lawers,
Ben More, and Ben Lomond ; the altitudes of

which are given under their respective heads.

Grampians, a mountain range of Australia,

Victoria, stretching crescent-wise N. and S., be-
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twwjn lat, 36° 52' and 37° 38' S., Ion. 142* 25' and
142° 47' E., bounding E.ward the basin of the
Glenelg and its affls. Height of Mount William,
its central, loftiest, and most E. peak, 4500 feet.

Grampouxd, a munic. bor. and town of Eng-
land, CO. Cornwall, pa. Creed, on the Fal, here
crossed by a bridge, 14 m. N.E. Falmouth, and
near a station of the N. Cornwall Kailway. Alt.

199 feet. P. 573. Sent two members to House of

Commons until disfranchised for bribery in 1824.

Gramung, a viU. of Koonawur, in Bussahir,
India, in the valley and near rt. b. of the river

Tidung, which has a rapid descent of from 300
to 600 feet per mile. Small temples and shrines for

the ritual observances of the Lamaic monks and
nuns are scattered in the vicinity of the village.

Gran (Hung. Garam, Slav. Hrotiy a navigable
river of N.W. Hungary, rises in the Carpathians,

8 m. W. Dobsina, flows S.W., & joins the Danube
opposite Gran, after a winding course of 130 m.
Grax (Hung. Esztergom, anc. Strigonium), a

royal free city of Hungary, cap. co. of same name,
with a steam-packet station on rt. b. of the
iDanube, opposite the influx of the Gran, 24 m.
N.W. Buda. P. (with suburbs) 8544. Chief edi-

fice, an unfinished cathedral, occupying, with the
Archbishop's palace and chapter-house, a pre-
cipitous height, formerly the site of a fortress

;

two other Eoman Catholic churches, a Greek
church, town & council halls, an hospital for poor
citizens, and a Eoman Catholic gymnasium. Its

trade is chiefly in wine.
GraS'A, a town of Spain, prov. and 10 m. N.E.

Coruiia, and near the mouth of its harbour, on 1.

b. of the river Ferrol, with 1580 inhabitants.

Grana, a vLll. of North Italy, prov. Alessan-
dria, circ. and 10 nu S. Casale. P. 1529.

Granada, an old prov., and formerly a king-
dom, of Spain, Andalucia, bounded E. by Murcia,

S. the Mediterranean, and on other sides the

provs. of Sevilla, Cordova, and JaBn, now divided
into the provs. Granada, Almeria, and Malaga.
Area 4935 sq. m. P. (1857) 441,917. Surface
mostly mountainous ; the Sierra Nevada tra-

verses its centre, and rises in Mulahacen to 11,660
feet in height. Principal rivers, the Genii, Guad-
aljore, Nacimento, and Almanzora. The hUl-
sides are covered with forests of oak, cork, chest-

nut, and pine, and in the valleys tropical as well as

European products are cultivated. The Moorish
system of irrigation is still retained, but the com
grown is insufficient for home consumpt, and it

is imported from Africa. The hemp of Granada
is among the finest known. Mineral products
comprise excellent marble, alabaster, serpentine,

jasper, iron, and lead. It has manufs. of woollen,
cotton, and linen stuffs, paper, and leather ; an-
chovy and tunny fisheries are prosecuted on the
coasts. Principal cities, Granada, Malaga, Al-
meria, Bonda, Antequera, and Velaz-el-Blanco.
The kingdom of Granada, the last possession of

the Moors in Spain, was conquered by Ferdinand
and Isabella Ln 1492.

Granada, Illiberis, a city of Spain, cap. of a
prov. and formerly of a kingdom, and the ancient
metropolis of the Moors in Spain, on the Genii,
at the influx of the Darro, 120 m. E.S.E. Sevilla.

Lat 37° 13' N. ; Ion. 3° 41' W. P. (1857) 100,678
(in the time of the Moors it is said to have had
600,000 inhabitants). It stands partly on the
edge of a plain, and partly on mountain spurs,

Progressively rising to the Alhambra. It resem-
les a Mohammedan city. Chief public edifices,

the cathedral, 23 pa. churches, adorned with rich
marbles and other works of ai^t, and several con-
vents. The Alhambra {al-hamarcu, " the red"), or

ancient palace of the Moorish kings, is an irregn-

lar mass of houses and towers on a commanding
height, surrounded by groves, and of which the

bastioned walls, arches, halls of the Aboncerrages
and Ambassadors, court of lions, mezquita, and
the unfinished palace of Charles v., are the por-

tions most worthy of notice. It .has a university,

six colleges, academies of mathematics and de-

sign, several hospitals, manufs. of sUks and bats

paper mills, royal nitre and gunpowder factories

and some trade in oil. Its prosperity suffered oi

its being wrested from the Moors in 1492, an(

next by the separation from Spain of her Indiai

possessions. Its principal law-courts also wer

;

removed to Albacete in 1835.

Granada, a city of Central America, state an^

30 m. N.N.W. Nicaragua, on the N.W. shore c

the lake. P. (including suburb of Jalateva) 15,00('

It was founded by Hernandez de Cordova i

1522, and was next in importance to Leon, ti

nearly destroyed in the revolutionary war c

1857. Trade in cacao, indigo, Nicaragua woo:
and hides, which are exjx)rted in flat-bottome

boats by the lake and river San Juan, to the hai'

hour of San Jiian del Norte, Caribbean Sea.
Granada (New), or the United States or

Colombia, a republic, S. America, between th

equator & lat. 12° N., Ion. 69° & 83° W., having E
Venezuela, S. Ecuador and Brazil, W. the Pacific

N. the Caribbean Sea, andN.W. the Cent. America;

state Costa-Eica, It now comprises 9 sep&ra'.

states. Area 521,948 sq. m. P. (1864) 2,794,473

Federal cap. Bogota. The Andes, near Uie frontio

of Ecuador, diverge into three cordilleras, whic

traverse the W. and settled half of New Grana<i

from S. to N., enclosing the basins of its princip;

rivers the Atrato, Magdalena, and Cauca; o

N.E. the Meta and Guaviare, tributaries of tt

Orinoco, flow mostly through this state. Thei

are many lakes W. the mountains. The dec^

vities of the Central Andes appear to be muc
less productive than other parts of this regie:

on the summits of the ranges are paramos or e:

tensive table-lands, nearly without vegetatio:

the lands along the Caribbean Sea are fertile, t'

unhealthy ; almost all the W. parts are covert

with dense forests, and yield all kinds of tropic

productions. In the S.E. are wide llanot

plains, pasturing innumerable herds of cattle at

horses. Climate varies greatly with elevatioi

in some parts of the W. rains and excessive he

prevail. The uplands produce wheat and oth

European grains ; maize, tobacco, plantains, o;

ton, cacao, and some sugar, are raised in the riv

basins and along the coasts. Bazilletto ced:

mahogany, cinchona bark, and fustic woods, ij:

cacuanha and balsam of Tolu, are other ve}:

table products. The plains yield large sumil:

of jerked beef and hides. Gold is founa

the Andes and in the sands of the Cauca; pk
num along the Pacific ; silver, copper, iron, tJ

lead, emeralds, and rock-salt at Zipaqnira ^
Chita; coal near Bogotk Manufs. are limii

to coarse woollen and cotton stuffs for home c

sumpt Exports (1862) indigo, tobacco, cotti

copper, wool, cinchona, cochineal, cocoa, cao?

chouc, dividivi, orchal, etc., to the value •

811,304Z. Imports cottons, linens, woollens,
;

parel, silks, indigo, opium, etc., to the value:

826,083/. Principal commercial ports are Cai •

gena, Santa Martha, Panama, and Chagres. A '

the cap. Bogot^ the principal towns are i
•

dellin, Mompoz, Quibdo, and the ports beforem •

tioned. It was discovered by the Spaniards'

1499, and the first settlement was made at

»

Gulf of Darien in 1510. The repubUc was

I
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jished in 1811. By the constitution of 1856 the

^public of New Granada ceased to exist under

!at name in 1858, and is nowknewn as the Gra-

sdian Confed., formed of the states of Antioquia,

Slivar, Cauca, Tolima, Boyaca, Cundinamarca,

iagdalena, Panama or Ystmo, and Santander.

iGiiANADiLLA, a town of Spain, prov. and 17 m.

IE. Lerida, N. of the Ebra. P. 1714.—II. a town
I the Spanish colony of the Canaries, on the S.

'le of the island of Teneriffe. P. 2563.

^Gkanaglione, a town of North Italy, prov.

hlogna, circ. Vergato. P. 3754. Manufs. linen.

Gkanai'.d, a pa. & market town, Irel., Leinster,

I Longford, on railway from Mullingar to Cavan,

i m. W.N.W. Dublin. Ac. of pa. 18,086. P.

\i9' do. of town 1671. It has a market-house,

jrracks, union workhouse, and manufs. of linen.

IjRANATULA, a town of Spain, prov. and 13 m.
'3. OiudadReal. P. 1972.

' jRASBY, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 3J m.

ifl. Bingham. Ac. 2420. P. 479.

jRANBY, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
a, Connecticut, 162 m. N.N.W. Hartford. P.

!»8.—II. a township, New York, co. Oswego,

\i m. "W.N.W. Albany, P. 3368.

jBAN OanARia, one of the Canary Isls., the

!). of which is Las Palmas : highest point Los
chos, 6401 feet above the sea.

i^RAN Chaco, a region of S. Amer. [Chaco.]

1 jRAND, a comm. and market town of France,

). Vcsges, 9 m. W. Neufchateau. P. 1270.

jfRANDE, an island of Brazil, S.W. of Eio

leiro. Lat. 23° 12' S., Ion. 44° 15' W.
jRAITOAS-de-Salime, a vill. of Spain, prov. and
m. W.S.W. Oviedo, on the Navia. P. 1426.

jRANDBOROUGH, two pas. of England.—I. co.

cks, li m. S. Winslow. Ac. 1560. P. 374.—
CO. Warwiclc, 5J m. N.W. Daventry. Ac.

)0. P. 462.

jBAnd-Bourg, a comm. and town of France,

1. Creuse, arr. Gueret. P. 3094.

jrRAND Oanai^ Ireland, Leinster, cos. Dublin,

Idaxe, and King's co., proceeds from Dublin
stward, and joins the Shannon near Banagher.
jRASD-Champ, a comm. and town of France,
). Morbihan, 8 m. N.N.W. Vannes. P. 3921.

tRAND Combe, a comm. and vill. of France,
J ). Gard, arr. Alais, cap. cant. P. 7780. It has
mills and glassworks.
jRASDCOUR, a vill., Switzerl., cant. Vaud, near
keNeuchatel, 28 m. N.N.E. Lausanne. P. 751.

iRAND CouRONNE, a comm. and vill. of France,
>. Seine-Infer., arr. Eouen, cap. cant. P. 1552.

RAND, Croix (La), acomm. & vill., France, dep.
re, arr. St Etienne, cant. Eive-de-Gier. P. 1566.

rRAND-FoNTAiNE, a comm. and vill. of France,
I. Vosges, arr. St Di^. P. 974.

randFougeray (Le), acomm. & vill., France,
i. lUe-et-Villaine, cap. cant. Redon. P. 5859.
Irand Gulf, a town, U. S., North America,
isissippi, on a bend of the Mississippi river, 50
N.N.E. Natchez. It has a town-hall, market-

1 ise,_bank, theatre, and hospital.

—

Gmnd Haven
I vill. of Michigan, on Grand river, near its

ith, inLake Michigan, at the W. terminus of

Detroit and Milwaukee Railway. Steamers
thrice daily to Milwaukie, 80 miles distant.

^
tRAND Island, U. S., North America, New

_ "k, is in Niagara river, 3 m. above the Falls.

y 9 m. long by 6 m. broad. Ac. 17,381, of
» oh about 1500 ac. are cultivated, and the
^[ainder mostly woodland.
hand Lemps, a comm. and vill. of France,

< Isere, cap. cant. Tour du Pin. P. 2065.
1

UAND-LtEu, a lake of France, dep. Loire-In-
f

'

ure, 6 m. S.W. Nar.tes. Length 8 m., aver-

age breadtli 4 m. It receives the Boulogne and
Ognon rivers, and discharges itself into the Loire
by the Achenau, all navigable.

Grand Luc^ a comm. & town of France, dep.

Sarthe, cap. cant., 15 m. S.E. Le Mans. P. 2294.

Grand -Pe£, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardennes, cap. cant., on rt. b, of the Aire, 30 m.
S.S.E. Mezieres. P. 1476.

Grand Rapids, a town of the U. S., North
America, cap. Kent co., Michigan. P. 3149.

Grand River, U.S., North America, Michigan,
rises near centre of state, and after a W, course
of 180 m. enters Lake Michigan ; navigable for

40 m. The vill. of Grandhaven, near its mouth, is

the best harbour on the lake.—II. a river, rising in

Iowa, aiid flowing S.E. through Missouri, into the
Missomi river, about 15 m. above Jefferson.

Length 200 m., for 100 m. of which it is navigable.
Grand-Serre (Le), comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Dr6me,cap. cant.,25 m. N.E,Valence. P. 1685.

Grand Isle, a county of U. S., North Americsu
Texas. P. 4276.

Grand Isle, the collective name of the isls.

S. Hero, N. Hero, La Motte, and the peninsula
Alburg, in the Lake Champlain, U. S., North
America, between Vermont and New York, and
forming a co. of Verniont. Coasts abrupt ; surface
well wooded and fertile. Principal products,
com, cattle, tish, and blue marble.
Gkanu-Paroissk (La), a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Seine -et-Marne, near the rt. b. of the
Seine, 3 m. W.S.W. Montereau. P. 1148.

Grand Riviere, various rivers of British Ame-
rica, United States, Hayti, and Zanguebar, but
mostly otherwise designated. [Rio Grande.]
Grande-Terre. [Guadaloupe.]
Grand Turk Island, W. Indies. Lighthouse^

lat. 21° 31' 5" N., Ion. 71° 7' W.
GrandesVentes (Les), a comm. & vill.. Franco,

dep. Seine-Inferieure, 12 m. S.E. Dieppe. P. 1844.

Grandola, a town of Portugal, prov. Estrema-
dura, on the Davino, 49 m. S.E. Lisbon. P. 2185.

Grandrieu, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Lozfere, cap. cant., 18 m. N.N.E. Mende. P. 1555.
Grandsden, two pas. of England.—I. (^Great),

CO. Huntingdon, 6 m. S.E. St Neot's. Ac. 3364.
P. 641.—II. (Little), CO. Cambridge, 3J m. S.W.
Caxton. Ac. 1896. P. 293.

Grandson or Granson, a small town of Swit-
zerland, cant. Vaud, on the W. shore of Lake
Neuchatel, 2 m. N. Yverdun. P. 1341.
Grand Traverse, a county of U.S., North

America, Michigan. P. 1286.

Grand Villars, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Haut-Rhin, arr. Belfort, cant. Delle. P. 1958.

Grane, a seaport town of Arabia, near the head
of the Persian Gulf, 50 m. S.W. the mouths of

the Euphrates and Tigris. P. 10,000 (?).

Grang^rde, a vill. of Sweden, leen and 33 m.
S.W. Fahlun, with extensive iron works.
Grange, a suburb of Edinburgh, in the S., with

an extensive cemetery, a church, several educa-
tional institutions, and villas.

Grange, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 16 m. S.W.
Banff. P. 1909.

Grange, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 2J ra.

N. Armagh. Ac. about 6794. P. 2976.—Several
smaller parishes have this name.
Grangemouth, a seaport vill. of Scotland, co.

Stirling, pa. Falkirk, on the Carron, and tlie Forth
and Clyde Canal, near the Forth, with a branch
of the Scottish Central Railway, 11 m. S.S.E. Stir-
ling. P. 1759. It has a custom-house and bank,
extensive quays and warehouses. A graving dock,
a liarbour for vessels drawing 12 feet of water,
and establishments for ship-building. Steamer*

21.
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ply between Grangemouth, London, Hamburg,
Stettin, Rotterdam, etc. There are also three
churches here. Customs rev. (1862) 8622^., ex-
ports of com, wool, and iron wares, value (1862)
336,686J. ; and imports mostly of timber, hemp,
flax, and tallow. Reg. vessels (1862), sailing 38,

tons 4772 ; steam 10, tons 1626. Entered 815, tons
133,089 ; cleared 1028, tons 167,128.

Grangepans, a vilL of Scotland, co. Linlith-
gow, pa. Carriden. P. 747.

. Granger, a co., U. S., North America, in E.
part of Tennessee. Area 354 sq. miles.

Granges, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Soleure,
on the road to Brenne, the richest vill. in the cant.
Watchmaking carried on. P. 1581.
. Granges, several comms. and viUs. of France

;

the chief, dep. Vosges, 12 m. S.W. St Di^. P. 2722.
Granicus (modem Karakasu), a river of Asia

Minor, Anatolia, enters the sea of Marmara, 30
m. W. the peninsula Cyzicus, after a N.E. course
of 60 m. At Dimotica it is crossed by a Roman
bridge. On its banks Alexander the Great gained
his first decisive victory over Darius, B.C. 334.

Graniti, a vill. of the island Sicily, prov. Mes-
sina, circ. Castroreale. P. 1831.

Granja (La) de Torremermosa, a town of

Spain, prov. and 35 m. S. Badajos. P. 2500.
Granmichele {Eckella), a town of Sicily, prov.

and 30 m. S.W. Catania, cap. circ. It has beauti-
ful marbles. P. (1861) 10,058.

Grannoch (Loch), a lake of Scotland, stew-
artry of Kirkcudbright, pa. Girthon. Length
about 3 m., breadth

-J
mUe, and extremely deep.

Granollers de Valls, a town of Spain, prov.
and 16 m. N.N.E. Barcelona. P. 3092.

Granozzo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
(circ. Novara. P. 1586.

Gran Sasso d'Italia. [Corno (Monte).]
Grans, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Bouches-du-Rhone, 20 m. N.N.W. Aix. P. 1668,

Gransee, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 43 m. N.N.E. Potsdam- P. 3050.

Granston, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,
6 m. W.S.W. Fishguard. Ac. 1639. P. 156.

Grant, a co., U.S., North America, in N. of

Kentucky. Area 211 sq. m P. 7660 free, 696
slaves.—II. a co., in N. of Indiana. Area 426 sq.

m. P. (1860) 15,797.-111. a co. in S.W. of Wis-
consin. Area 1122 sq. m. P. 31,189.

Granta, a river of England. [Cam.]
Grantchester, a pa. of England, co. and 2J

m. S.S.W. Cambridge. Ac. 1591. P. 696.

Grantham, a pari, and munic. bor., town and
pa., England, co. and 23 m. S.S.W. Lincoln, parts
Kesteven, on the Witham. Ac. of pa. 6560. P. of

do. 11,116; ofparl. bor. 11,121. Altitude 190 feet.

Moan temp. Ju. 61°-6, Jan. 38°-l, Fahr. Rain-
fall 16 inches. Has a church, several dissenting
chapels, guildhall, bor. gaol, union work-house,
and theatre. The principal trade is in malting
and export of corn, and import of coal by a canal
connecting the town with the Trent. It sends two
members to House of 0. Reg. elect. (1864) 736.

Granthasi, a pa. of Canada West, dist. Niagara,
on the S. side of Lake Ontario, 30 m. S. Toronto.
Grantham, a township, U. S., North America,

New Hampshire, 38 m. N.N.W. Concord. P. 784.
Grantley Harbour, an inlet of Behring

Strait, Russian America, immediately E. of Port
Clarence, 10 m. in length, 2^ m. across, generally
from 2^ to 3 fathoms in depth, and supposed to

communicate with a large inland lake.

Gbanton, a vill. of Scotland, on rt. b. of the
Firth of Forth, 3 m. N.W. Edinburgh. It is a
ferry station of the North British and Caledonian
BaLlways. The pier, 1700 ft. long and 10 ft deep

at low water, has 4jetties, and a fixed lighi 1
is enclosed on the E. and N.W. by breakwatere
has a ship building dock, & a patent sUp capaU
of drawing up ships of 1400 tons. There are noi
steam cranes on the N.W. pier. There is aquarr
near of excellent freestone. P. 465. Her l&jest
Queen "Victoria landed and re-embarked here i

1842, on the occasion of her first visit to Scotlaiic

Grantown, a vill. of Scotland, co. Invemesi
pa. Cromdale, on the Spey, 22 m. S. Forres. I

1334. It has a church, town-house, prison, oi

phan hospital, and branch bank.
Granville, Gratmonum, a comm. and fortifie

seaport town of France, dep. Manche, cap. cant

at the mouth of the Bosq, at the foot of a rock

promontory, projecting into the English Channe
30 m. S.W. St L6. Lat. of lighthouse 48" 50' 1

N., Ion. 1° 35' 67' W. P. 17,180. It has a cib

del, a custom-house, a granite mole enclosit

a harbour, a church, hospital, and public bath

It is the seat of a commercial tribunal, a school

navigation, and the residence of a commissary
marine. Cod, oyster, and whale fisheries exte:

sive. It has also some trade with the E. and \

Indies, and the Channel Islands, and exj)orts egf

etc., to England. It was burned by the Engli

in 1695, and besieged by the Vendeans in 1791

Granville, a co., U. S., North America, in t

N. part of N. Carolina, cap. Oxford. Area 6

sq. m. P. (1860) 12,310 free, 11,086 slaves.

Also several townships.—I. New York, 52

N.N.E. Albany.—II. Ohio, 26 m. N.E. Cohunbi
—III. Massachusetts, 98 m. S.W. Boston.

Granvilljers, a comm. and town of Fran
dep. Oise, cap. cant., 17 m. N.N.W. Beauva \

P. 1777. Manufactui'es bonnets and serges.

Grao, a maritime vill. and bathing-place

Spain, on the Mediterranean, prov. and 3 m.

Valencia, of which city it is the port. P. 142

Grappenhall, a pa. of England, co. Chest

23 m. S.E. Warrington. Ac. 2550. P. 3586.

Grasbt, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3

N.W. Caistor. Ac. 1720. P. 433.

Grasholh or Gresholm, an island of Soi.

Wales, CO. Pembroke, 13^ m. N.W. Milford Hav,

14G feet in height, and f m. in circumference.

Graslitz, a iovnx of Austria, Bohemia, c
Elbogen, 19 m. N.N.E. Eger. P. 6887. It i

cotton spinning and paper mills.

Grasmere, a pa. of England, co. Westmc
land, 2i m. N.W. Ambleside. Ac. 22,100. '.

2347. Its picturesque vilL stands at the heai i

Grasmere Lake^ which is about 1\ m. in lenji,

and has an island in its centre.

—

Grannere-U

is a mountain, co. Cumberland, E. of Crummk
Water, 2756 feet above the sea.

Graso, an island of Sweden, at the entranoi

the Gulf of Bothnia, separated from the mi-

land by a narrow channel, in lat 60° 25'

J

Length 18 miles, breadth 3 miles.

Grassano, a town of South Italy, prov. d

25 m. E. Potenza. P. 5336.

Grassano or Grazzano, a comm. & vill. c<.

Italy, prov. Alessandria, 8 m. from Casale. P. 1
'
•

Grasse, a comm. and town of France, P-

Var, cap. arr., 23 m. E.N.E. Draguignan. ?•

12,016. It has a Gothic church, communal 1-

lege, hospitals, town-hall, exchange, the'^

Roman antiquities, public library, and galleioi

paintings. Large quantities of perfumery™

made at Grasse. Manufactures coarse wo.?n

stuffs, silk organzine, linen, thread, leathe li-

queurs, and brandy, & has an active trade m "•

and oil.—U. La Grasse is a town, dep. AudeP-

cant, 15 m. S.E. Carcassonne. P. 1220. 1
»•

oil and fulling mills, tanneries, and iron forfc

i
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GiiASSiNGroN, a market town of England, co.

irk, West Riding, pa. Linton, 8J ni. N.N.E.

iiipton. Ac. 5714. P. 1016.

GkAss Valley, a city of California, the " city

mines," 55 m. N.E. Sacramento. On the pla-

'lU are the famous mines of Goldhill, Lafayette,

id Massachusetts.
'jrKASVii.LE or GRAViLt.E, a comm. and vill. of

' a,nce,dep. Seine-Inf.,3 m. E.N.E. Havre. P. 1919.

jjRATCHEVSKA, a fort and vill. of Eussia, gov.
'1 125 m. N.W. Astrakhan, on the Volga. The
,1. consists of about 60 willow huts covered

jihclay, and inhabited by a colony of Cossacks.

ijRATELEY, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 6 m.
'S.W. Andover. .Ac. 1641. P. 176.

'Jkatiot, a county of U. S., North America,
;j:higan. P. 4042.

'iRATis, a township of the U. S., North America,
(•io, 84 m. W. Columbus. P. 2117.

tRATTERI, a town of the island Sicily, prov.

]ermo, circ. Cefalu. P. 2581.

rRATVvicH, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 4J
I'W.S.W. Uttoxeter. Ac. 856. P. lOL
'rRATZ or Graz (Slav. NieTnetzki-Gradetzy, the

t'. city of Styria, Austria, on both sides of the

lir, in lat. 47° 4' 13" N., Ion. 15° 26' E. P. (1867)

( 76. With its suburbs, it is about 7 m. in cir-

c'lference. Alt. 1285 feet. Mean temp, of year
4'0, summer 66°-7, winter 28°-05 Fahr. The city

t'jer, small and irregularly laid out, is enclosed
Lamparts and a glacis. It has a cathedral and
2!ither churches, governor's residence, citadel,

o'jrvatory, council-house, theatre, and landhaus.
Gis Johanneum was founded by the Archduke
J'n in 1812, for the encouragement of the arts

ft' manufactures of Styria ; it has rich museums
ci oology, botany, mineralogy, and coins, a cbe-
n il laboratory, a botanic garden, a library open
t' 16 pubhc, gratuitous courses of lectures, and
ftjiding-room supplied with the chief European
Ji'nals. The university has a library of 38,600
Wted vols, and 7500 MSS.

;
gymnasium, an

ii;icopal academy, military and other schools, 6
lijjitals, a gaol and workhouse. Manufs. cotton,
611 and woollen fabrics, leather, iron and steel
wjis, rosolio, etc. ; a large trade in timber, iron,
ftij seeds, and transit trade between Vienna and
'l|st. It communicates by railways, N. with
Vjma, and S. with Cilly and Triest.
'iUTZ or Gredzlack, a town of Prussian

Pind, ^ov. and 27 m. S.W. Posen. P. 3600,
eij^ed m woollen weaving and in brewing.
Ijatzen or Bohmisch-Gratz, a town of Bo-

b'jia, circ. and 19 m. S.E. Budweis. P. 1349.
JUUBUNDEN, cant. Switzerland. [Grisons.]
juOdenz, a fortified town of W. Prussia, gov.

«i|18 m. S.S.W. Marienwerder, on rt. b. of the
V jila, here crossed by a bridge of boats, 2700
lejQlength. P., includingmiUtary(1864)13,274.
it s a strong fortress, gjTnnasium, high school,

eran and Roman Catholic churches, woollen,
1 tobacco factories, and a trade in corn.
UULHET, a comm. and town of France, dep.
, cap. cant, 10 m. N.E. Lavaur, on 1. b. of
idour. P. 6210. It has manufs. of hempen
men cloths, and leather.
AUPEN or Kraupen, a mining town of Bo-
- cu-c. Leitmeritz. P. 1780.
Aus, a town of Spain, prov. and 37 m. E.

^'ca, on the Sera. P. 2400. Manufs. of soap,
P^r, distilling, and tanning.
UvEDONA, a market town of North Italy,

F' Lomo, and on the W. shore of the lake
•^

1 7 m. N.N.E. Como. P. 1468.

1 1

'^^'f
(La), a comm. and town of France, dep.

"• s Alpes, 19 m. N.W. Brian90u. P. 1447.

Graveland (S*), a vill. of the Netherlands,
prov. S. Holland, 4 m. S.W. Naarden. P. 1215.

Gravtsley, two pas. of England.—I. co. Cam-
bridge, 5^ m. N.W. Caxton. Ac. 1558. P. 301.—
II. CO. Herts, 2 m. N. Stevenage. Ac. 1817. P. 422.

Gravellnes, a comm. and strongly fortified

seaport town of France, dep. Nord, cap. cant., on
the Aa, near its mouth in the English Channel,
12 m. E.N.E. Calais. P. 6428. It stands in a
marshy plain, protected from the sea by dunet
or sand-hills, & which may be laid wholly under
water. It has an arsenal, military magazine, a
military hospital, and cod, herring, and mackarel
fisheries, salt refineries, and shipbuilding.

Geavellona, a comm. and vill. of N. Italy,

prov. Pavia, 11m. S.E. Novara. P. 2242.

Gravelthorpe or Grewelthorp, a township
of England, co. York, West Eiding, pa. Kirby-
Malzeard, 6 m. N.W. Eipon. Ac. 3820. P. 541.

Gravenhage (S'), Netherlands. [Hague."]
Gravenhurst, two pas. of England, co. Bed-

ford.—I. (Upper), 3 m. W.S.W. Stafford. Ac. 385.

P. 337.—II. {Lower), 6^ m. E.S.E. AmpthUl. Ac.
1240. P. 60.

Gravenstein, a vill. of the Duchy of Schles-
wig, with a castle, 11 m. N.E. Flensborg. P. 500.

Graveny, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2 la.

E.N.E. Faversham. Ac. 3722. P. 234.

Graves, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

W. of Kentucky. Area 640 sq. m. P. (1860)
13,388 free, 2845 slaves.

Gravesend, a munic. bor., river port, town,
and pa. of England, co. Kent, on the rt. bank of

the Thames, 20 mu E.S.E. London. Ac. of bor.,

including Milton pa. and part of Northfleet, 1280.

P. (1851) 16,633 ; do. (1861) 18,782. It has a free

school, endowed almshouses, a battery on its E,
side, town-hall, union workhouse, market-place,

custom-house, bank, numerous baths, bazaars,

and libraries; a theatre and concert-room. Steam-
boats run to London in two hours. A railway
unites with the London and Greenwich line, and
with one which passes through a tunnel, upwards
of 2 m. in length, and connects the town with
Eochester, distant about 7 m. There is a ferry

across the Thames to Tilbury Fort. One of the
earliest passenger steamers on the river (the
" Kent '') went from Gravesend in 1829. The bor.

is a poUling-place for West Kent. Gravesend is

a noted resort for holiday makers, who flock here
and to Eosherville and Springhead (which are
both in the neighbourhood), as is also Cobham
Hall, the seat of the Damley family.

Graveson, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Bofiches-du-Ehone, arr. Aries, cant. Chateau
Eenard. P. 1724.

Gravina, an episcopal city of S. Italy, cap.

circ, prov. and 35 m. S.W. Bari, on 1. b. of the
Gravina river. P. (1861) 14,125. It has a cathe-
dral, eight other churches, eevei'al convents, a
college, and a palace.

Gravr or Graaf, a fortified town of the
Netherlands, prov. N. Brabant, cap. cant., on 1. b.

of the Maas, 20 m. E.N.E. Bois-le-Duc. P. 2486.

Gray, a comm. and town of France, cap. arr.,

dep. Haute Saone, on 1. b. of the Saone, 29 m.
S.W. Vesoul. P. 6216. It has a comm. college,

public library, fountains, cavalry baiTacks, ex-
change, and an active general trade.

Grayingham, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 9
m. N.E. Gainsboro'. Ac. 1675. P. 135.

Grayson, three cos. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. in W. of Kentucky. Area 700 sq. m.
P. 7631 free, 361 slaves. Minerals are coal, lime-
stone ; and it has white sulphur springs.—II. in

S.W. of Virginia. Area 494 sq. m. P. 7705 free,

U
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547 slaves.—III. in N. of Texas. Area 910 sq. m.
P. 6892 free, 1292 slaves.

Gbaysoothen, a township of England, co.

Cumberland, pa, Brigham, 'S^m. W.S.W. Cocker-
mouth. P. 758.

Gray's Thurkock, a pa. and mkt. town of Eng-
land, CO. Essex, on the N. bank of the Thames, 3
in. N.W. Gravesend. Ac. of pa. 1634. P. 2209.

Graystown, a pa, of Ireland, Monster, co. Tij)-

perary, 2 m. S.W.Killenaule. Ac. 7801. P. 1439.
Grazalema, a town of Spain, prov. and 48 m.

E.N.E. Cadiz. P. 6000. It stands on a steep rock
on the Sierra of same name, and is with difficulty

accessible. Trade in bacon.
Grazzaxise, a town of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Caserta. P. 3012.

Greax, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Limerick,
Ac, with vill. Pallasgreen, 7191. P. 2405.

Greasbrougii, a chapelry of Engl., co. York,
West Riding, pa. and 2 m. N.W. Eotherham. Ac.
2329. P. 2937.

Greasley, a pa, of England, co. and 7 m. N.W.
Nottingham. Ac. 8010. P. 6230.

Great and Little Tombs, two small islands

in the Persian Gulf, about 20 m. S. Kishm, both
low, flat, and uninhabited ; but the larger, 4 or
6 m. in circumference, abounds with antelopes.

Near it, Nearchus anchored with the fleet of

Alexander the Great.
Greata, a river of England, co. Cumberland,

passes Keswick, and falls into the Derwent.
GrK-Vt Barrixgton, a township of the U. S.,

N. America, Massachusets, 116 m. W. Boston.
Great Cumbrae, an island of Scotland, co.

Bute, pa. Cumbrae. P. 1222.

Great Falls, a viU. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New Hampshire, 34 m. E. Concord. Wool-
len and cotton manufs.
Great Feldberg Mountain. [Taunus."!
Great Fish Bay, South-West Africa, is an in-

let of the Atlantic. Lat.l6°30'2" S., Ion. 11° 47' E.

Great Fish River, a river of South Africa,

Cape Colony, rises in the Sneeuberg (snowymoun-
tains), flows tortuously S.S.E. through the dists.

Somerset, AJbanv, etc., and enters the Indian
Ocean near lat. 33° 27' S., Ion. 27° 2' E., after a
S.E. course estimated at 230 m. Affluents, the
Great Braak, Tarka, and Little Fish rivers. A
bar, at its mouth, renders it inaccessible, except
by boats.

Great Fish Rn^ER, or Thlew-ee-Choh, a
river of British N. America, rises in Sussex Lake,
on the N.E. side of the Great Slave Lake, and
after a tortuous N.E. course enters an inlet of the

Arctic Ocean, in lat 65° 10' N., Ion. 105° W.
Greatford or Gretford, a pa. of England,

CO. Lincoln, parts Kesteven, 3J m. N.W. Market-
Deepiug. Ac. 1540. P. 280.

Greatham, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Durham, 61 m. N.N.E, Stockton-on-Tees, on the
railway to Hartford. Ac. 4176. P. 779. The hospi-
tal of " God in Greatham," founded and endowed
by a bishop of Durham in 1272, supports a mas-
ter, chaplain, and 13 brethren, revenue 1482/. per
annum.—IL co. Hants, 5 m. N.N.E. Petersfield.

Ac. 2123. P. 238.—III. co. Sussex, 5^ m. N.N.E.
ArundeL Ac. 769. P. 5L
Great Isiand, the largest island in Cork har-

bour, Ireland, co. Cork. Length 4f m., breadth 3
m. P. 10,681.—IL an islet, Leinster, co. and 3 m.
N.E. Wexford, on the N. side of Wexford harbour.
Great Salt Lake and City, North America.

[Salt Lake.]
Great Solth Bay, U. S., North America, New

York, on the S. side of Long Island, separ;u. d
from the Atlantic by Great South Beach, 65 m.

by 5 m. It is navigable, abounds with fish ai

water-fowl, and has a lighthouse at W. entram
Gkeatworth. a pa. of England, co. Northam

ton, 4 m. N.W. Brackley. Ac. 863. P. 157.
Grebenstein, a town of Germany, Hessf

Cassel, prov. Nieder-Hessen, 11 ra, N.N.''
Cassel. P. 2400. It has an active linen trade

Greci, a town of South Italy, prov. Avellij
circ. Ariano. P. 3237.

Grecio, a vill. of Central Itaiy, prov. Pemg
circ. EietL P. 1454.

Gredino, a town of Bavaria, circ. Mid
Franconia, 31 m. S.S.E. Niimberg. P. HUO
II. a vill. of Austria, circ. Salzburg, with r.

marble quarries and works.
Greece or Hellas (Kingdom of), and;

Graecia, a country of South-Eastem Euroi
situated between lat. 36° 23' and 39° 30' N., Ion.

.

45' and 26° E., bounded N. by European Turkf
from the Gulf of Volo to the Gulf of Arta.

'

by the Ionian Sea and Islands, S. by the Medil.
ranean & the Island of Crete, and E. by the Mga
Sea, It is composed of a continental portion, a
prising Hellas on the N. (the former Turt
prov. of Livadia), and peninsula of the Mci.

(anc. Peloponnesus) on the S. (formerly the Turk,
prov. Tripolitza). The islands in the archipeh

,

and the Ionian islands, annexed to Greece in Ih,

The following table shows the divs. and p.
of the kingdom in 1861 :

—

Attica and Boetia, -

Euboea, - - . -

Pithiotis and Phocls,
Acamania and .£tolia, -

Argolig and Cornith,
Actaaia and Elis,

Arcadia, - . . .

Messenla, ...
Laconia, - - - -

Cj'clades, - - .

Total,

Ionian Islands,

Sq m. Pop.

2,475 116.0-J
1

1,699 72.3'

2,374 10-.'.i:

2,939 109,3!i

1,940 138,2+

2,005 118,71

1,692 96,54

1,329 in.is
1,632 112,91

1,060 118,1 =

19,148 1,096,3

1,000 234,1;

Of the whole pop. of Greece, 562,414 ariD

the Peloponnesus, 318,536 on the mainland, i

225,861 in the islands.

The territory of Greece is nearly all m(i*

tainous; the culminating point of the whc>i8

Mount Guiona in Doris, lat. 38° 38' N., lony
16' E., 8239 feet above the sea. The princil

chain, that of Pindus, enters the country oia»

N., and Mount Othrys, one of its branches, f as

the greater part of the N. boundary of GriA

S. of this, the principal chain turns SJ)-. 1*

forms two branches, (Eta on the N., and ^
nassus on the S. Another chain extends m
Cape Marathon in the Channel of Egripof^^j

to the Morea, which it enters by the Isthm of

Corinth. The centre of the Morea fonnfi aii-f-

vated table-land, enclosed by three moui-ia

chains, the most extensive of which crosse M
peninsula on the N. The coasts are eleyiOj

irregular, and deeply indented; the prii*l

gulfs are those of Arta, Volo, Lepanto or Co:«>)

JEgina. or the Saronic Gulf, Ai^oUs, La< >^

Koron, and Arcadia. Chief capes, Marathoino

Colonna or Sunium in Attica, Malea, Matiw.

Gallo, and Klarenza in the Morea. The |«

island of Negropont lies along the E. side 1 ^
continent, from which it is separated by a n..^

channel ; the other islands are partly scat"*"

over the ^gean Sea, and partly collected m -"«
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Dups of the Sporades and Cyclades. Greece

3 numerous streams, but they are mostly rapid

i unfit for navigation. The principal are, in

) north, the Aspropotamos, an affluent of the

,
lian Sea, only the lower course of which be-

ligs to Greece ; the Phidaris, which flows S. to

I GuK of Patras; the Hellada, an affluent of

1 channel of Talanti, and the Cephissus, which
I w S. to the Gulf of JEgina. The chief rivers

the Morea are the Peneus and Alpheus on the

, and the Pamisus and Eurotas on the S. The
y extensive lake is Topolias, ancient Copais,

.ween Thebes and Boeotia. Climate temperate

ji generally healthy, except on some parts of

II coasts ; and in the vicinity of the lakes violent

jrms occur in spring and autumn. Earthquakes

; i-are. Winter is marked by rain in the plains

;jl snow in the mountains. Caverns, mineral

;!l gaseous springs are numerous. Minerals are

:Ii and varied, but little worked ; marble and
i;:er building materials are abundant,
i/'egetable products vary according to eleva-

\i of the soil. The olive, lig, currant-grape of

•iuth, vine, melons, rice, cotton, the orange,
ou, and pomegranate thrive on the coasts,

I in dists. situated at an elevation of 1600 feet,

are also the myrtle, the mastic, and the plane-
3 nourish. 13ut agriculture is neglected, only

( i-seventh of the area being under cultivation,

ove 6000 feet in elevation, great part of the
i|untains is covered with pine forests. The

J

acipal domestic animals are sheep and goats
;

li 3 are still reared ; wild animals are numerous,
III game abundant. Greece has no manufs.,

]
perly so called ; but silks, cottons, woollens,

iixse potteiy, leather, and beet-root sugar are

] duced for domestic use. Salt, extracted chiefly

: m the lagoons of Mesolonghi, is the most im-
],tant mineral product. The principal resource
<;the inhabitants has always been in maritime
•limerce. The principal ports are Athens (the
.iSBUs), Patras, Nauplia, Syra, Kalamata, and
.;varLno. Vessels entered the ports of Greece
(160) 77,958, tons 2,298,158. In 1860 the Greek
i.'xantUe marine comprised 4070 vessels, tons
! ,075, men 23,842. Exports (1862), currants,
onia, cotton, oil, tobacco, figs, sponge, emery,
, to the value of 797,668^. Imports, cottons,
as, woollens, iron, coffee, coals, gunpowder,
per, sugar, etc., to the value of 314,197/. Public
enue (1862^ 892,741/. ; expenditure 885,269/.

;

't 6,892,361/. The people belong to the ancient
•J!ek race in the W. of the continental portion

I E. of Parnassus ; in the Morea the same race
vails, but here it is more mixed. The pop. of
islands is a mixture of Albanians and Greeks,
iece was erected into a kingdom under Otho,

tjsnd son of the King of Bavaria, in 1835. He
' icated, in consequence of a revolution, 24th
ober 1862, and Prince William of Denmark
i proclaimed King of the Hellenes, 30th Octo-
1863. The constitution of the kingdom was
educed after the revolution of 3d September
3, modified by a decree of the Provisional
rernment 4th December 1862. The executive
livided into six departments,—namely, the
iistries of the interior, of finance, of justice,
'he worship, war, and of foreign affairs. There
miversal toleration for all creeds; but the
ek Church is the established religion, to which
e-tenths of the people belong, and which ac-

iT f^^^ ^^^ ^^^S *^ ^*^ temporal head. The
t»;i educational establishments are, the univer-

**. -^^eas; five gymnasia, at Athens, Syra,
iplia, Patras, and Hydra ; normal, polytechnic,
itary, and naval schools. Newspapers and

periodical journaJs are published. In 1862 the
army consisted of 7668 men and 364 officers, of

whom 381 were cavalry. The navy consisted of

a frigate of 60 guns, 2 corvettes of 26 and 22
guns, 1 paddle steamer of 120 horse power and 6
guns, 6 screw steamers, with 10 guns in all, and
22 smaller vessels and gunboats.
Greece, a township of the U. S., N. America,

New York, 6 m. N. Rochester.
Green Bay, a large inlet, N.W. side of Lake

Michigan, TJ. S., N. America, Wisconsin, with
Traverse islands at its entrance. Length, N.E. to

S.W., 90 m. ; breadth from 16 to 30 m.—A vill. of

same name, at the entrance of Fox river into the
bay, 158 m. N. Maddison, at terminus of railway
to Milwaukee, has about 1500 inhabitants.

Greenbrier, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in
W. of Virginia. Area 1288 sq. m. P. (I860)
10,686 free, 1625 slaves.

Greenburg, a township of the TJ. S., North
America, state and near New York, on the W.
side of the Hudson river, Albany.
Greenbush, a township, U S., North America,

New York, 1 m. E. Albany, on the opposite side
of the Hudson river.

Greencastle, a fort, harbour, coast-guard,
pilot, and fishing station of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Donegal, at the W. entrance of Lough Foyle, 4
m. N.E. Moville.— II. a vill., co. Down, in a
sheltered cove on the N. side of Oarlingford Bay,

IJ m. W.N.W. Cranfield Point. P. 358.

Green-Castle, a township of the U. S., North
America, Indiana, 35 m.W. Indianapolis. P. 1382.
— II. a bor., Pennsylvania, 66 m. S.W. Harris-
burg. P. about 1800.

Greene, or Green, numerous cos. U. S., North
America.—I. in E. of New York. Area 583 sq.

m. P. (I860) 31,930.-11. in S.W. of Pennsyl-
vania. Area 558 sq. m. P. 24,343.—III. in centre
of Virginia. Area 118 sq. m. P. 3038 free, 1984
slaves.—IV. in E. of N. Carolina. Area 182 sq.

m. P. 3978 free, 3947 slaves.—V. in centre of

Georgia. Area 604 sq. m. P. 4254 free, 8398
slaves—^VI. in W. of Alabama. Area 911 sq. m.
P. 7261 free, 23,598 slaves.—VIL in S.E. of Mis-
sissippi. Area 720 sq. m. P. 1526 free, 705 slaves.

—

VIII. in E. of Tennessee. Area 515 sq. m. P. 17,707

free, 1297 slaves.—IX. in centre of Kentucky.
Area 316 sq. m. P. 6434 free, 2372 slaves.—X. in

centre of Ohio. Area 334 sq. m. P. 26,197.—XL in

S.W. of Indiana. Area 534 sq. m. P. 16,041.—XII.
in W. of Illinois. Area 664 sq. m. P. 16,093.—
XIII. S.W. of Missouri. Area 1157 sq. m. P.
11,518 free, 1668 slaves.—XIV. in S. of Wiscon-
sin. Area 592 sq. m. P. 19,808.-XV. Arkansas.
P. 6654 free, 189 slaves.—XVI. Iowa. P. 1374.

—XVII. Mississippi. P. 1527 free, 705 slaves.

—

Also numerous townships.—I. New York,105 m.
W.S.W. Albany.—II. Pennsylvania, 15 m. N.E.
Indiana.—III.Pennsylvania,7m. N.E. Chambers-
burg.—IV. Pennsylvania, Beaver co.—V. Maine,
25 m. S. Augusta.—VI. Ohio, Clinton co.—VII.
do., Columbia co.—VIII. do., Fayette co.—IX.
do., CO. Wayne.
Greenfield, several townships, U. S., North

America.—I. Massachusetts, at terminus of

railway, 100 m. W. Boston. It has extensive
manufs. of edge tools.—II.New York, 40 m. N.W.
Albany.—III. Pennsylvania, 23 m. N. Bedford.
—IV. Ohio, CO. Fail-field.

Greenford, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex,
4^ m. N. Hounslow. Ac. 2009. P. 657.

Grefjjhalgh, a township, Eng., co. Lancaster,
pa. and 3J m. N.W. Kirkham. Ac. 1821. P. 383.
Greenham, a chapelry of England, co. Berks,

pa. Thatcham, IJ m. S.S.E. Newbury. P. 1167.
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Greenhead, a vill. of England, co, Northum-
berland, pa. aud 3^ m. W.N.W. Haltwhistle. •

Greenhithe, a hamlet of England, co. Kent,
on rt. b. of the Thames, 3 m. E.N.E. Dartford.
P. 1039. It has a station on S.E. Eailway.
Gkeenholm, one of the Shetland Isles, Scot-

land, 10 m. N.N.W. Lerwick.—11. two islets of

the Orkneys, IJ m. S.W. Eday.
Greex-Isl.\2«d, Hudson Strait, British North

America, 100 m. N.W. Cape Chudleigh.—IL
Bussian America, at the entrance of Prince Wil-
liam Sound.—III. Jamaica, off its W. coast, in

Green-Island harbour, 8 m. S.W. Luces.
Grees Lake, a co., U. S^ North America, Wis-

consin. P. (1860) 12,663.

Gke:enlaxd, an extensive region of N.E. Ame-
rica, belonging chiefly to Denmark, stretching
from Cape Farewell, its S. extremity, in lat. 59° 49'

N., to the most northerly observed point, Edam
land, lat. 78° N^ and extending between Ion. 20° &
75° W., having W. BafSn Bay and Davis Strait,

S. and S.E. the Atlantic, and on other sides the
Arctic Ocean. Area estimated at 3954 sq. m.
Pop. of Danish Greenland (1860) 8980 Esqui-
maux, except about 300 Danes. Surface gene-
rally high, rocky, and barren ; the elevated parts
covered with perennial snow and glaciers, ex-
tending in many parts to the sea-shores; but
small quantities of com, potatoes, and kitchen
herbs are raised in the S., and some edible ber-
ries, with scattered birch, alder, and willow trees,

grasses and lichens, grow wild, although July is

the only month in wliich there is no snow. Ex-
treme summer temperature 59°, winter 7ninus 40°

;

mean annual temperature of N. and S. Greenland
27°"5 Fahr. The natives, or Esquimaux, are a
peculiar race, allied to the Mongolian family, of

short squat stature and dark skin, employed
chiefly in fishing and seal-htmting. The region
was first discovered by a Norwegian in 981, and
soon after colonized from Iceland. Davis re-

discovered Greenland in 1587, and in the 17th
century the Danes re-established a communica-
tion with the lost colony. It comprises 13 Danish
settlements, 6 in the S. and 7 in the N., and two
missionary stations. The commerce of Green-
land with Denmark is carried on with about 12
vessels. Average annual exports 3600 tons seal-

oil, 4300 whale do., 37,000 seal, 18,000 reindeer,

and 29,000 fox skins, and 19,000 lbs. of eider
down. Imports chieliy wheat, brandy, tobacco,
coffee, sugar, and fii'ewood. The country is

divided into N. and S. inspectorates, separatied

by the Longfiord, in lat. 67° N. Principal vUls.,

Frederick's harbour, Julian's harbour, and Good
Hope. Greenland is supposed to be one vast field

of ice in the interior. Copper ore was recently
discovered, and the new mineral kryolethe, which
abounds in sodium. A concession has been
granted to a company for trading on the E. coast.

Gre^enlaw, a vill. and pa. of Scotland, cap. co.

Berwick, on the Blackadder, 22 m. W.S.W. Ber-
wick-on-Tweed. Ac. of pa. 12,200. P. 1370. The
vill. has a county-hall and prison. P. of vill. 800.

Greex Mountains, U. S., N. America, com-
mence near the Hudson river. New York, and ex-
tend N.ward through the states Massachusetts
and Vermont. Tlieir loftiest summits have an
elevation of upwards of 4000 feet above the sea.

Greenock, a pa., pari, and mimic, bor, and sea-
port town of Scotland, co. Renfrew, on the S. side
of the Firth of Clyde, 22J m. W.N.W, Glasgow,
with which it is connected by railway. Ac. 4613.
P. (1851) 36,689 ; do. (1861) 42,098 ; of pa., 43,894.
"Vessels belonging to the port 189, tons 74^087.
Lat. 55° N. ; Ion. 4° 6' W. Altitude 64 feet ; mean

temp, of year 47°'9 ; summer, 59°*2 ; winter, SQ"-

Fahr. Rainfall, 63*4 inches. Principal struc

tui'es, a custom-house; extensive quays borderin

the Clyde ; a fine town-hall, seated for 2200 pei

sons, with a large organ; many churches an
chapels; the Watt Institute, erected by a son (

James Watt, a native of the town. It has
public library with upwards of 12,000 volume
and a statue of Watt, by Chantrey. There is aU
a good academy, ragged schools, and many othi

schools. Three newspapers are published in t\

town. The cemetery (39^ acres) is finely situate

on the side of a hiU, and cost, with monument
50,000t Bums' 'Highland Mary' is buried :

the Old West Kirkyard. The cotton mill

driven by a water wheel 70 feet in diameter, oii

of the largest ever constructed, exerting a powr
of 130 horses. The old harbours, including tl

Victoria, have 10,000 lineal feet of quay berth

and enclose 22 acres of water. The new Albe:

Harbour, now (1864) in progress, will conta

3700 lineal feet of quay berths, and 9 imperii

acres of water. Depth of Victoria and Albe:

harbours at low water of springs, 14 feet, at hi§;

water average tides 24 feet. Rails, in connectic^

with the Caledonian line are laid along the ha'

hour, and there are steam cranes for loading aii

unloading ships; also large cranes for raisiii

machinery, one of which lifts 65, one 35, and t^s

20 tons each. There is an asylum for old se:

men, endowed by Sir Gabriel Wood. A lar;

trade in ship-building and engine-making
carried on. Ocean steamers of the greato

size and power are built for every port in tl

world. Sailing and steam ships were launchi

in 1863 to the amount of 33,506 tons, and the

are in progress (1864) 30,619 tons. There t.

fifteen sugar-refining works, and the raw sng-.

imported in 1863 amounted to 120,000 toi:

There are rope, sail-cloth, & paper factories. A
extensive foreign trade, and a large steam traiJ

coastwise. Gross tonnage in harbours (1861

foreign, inwards, 208,847, outwards 177,119 ton

total, 385,966 tons. Coasting, including steame

plying outside Cumbrae Heads, inwards 537,7?

outward 562,089 tons; total, 1,099,820 toi

River tonnage, including steamers plying with

Cumbrae Heads, inwards, 600,428, outwar

644,702 tons; total, 1,245,130 tons; gross toi

2,730,916 tons
;
gross tonnage traffic to and fr;

Caledonian Railway along quay (1861), 98,!'

tons; (1863), 137,953 tons. Customs rev. (18i

426,467/; in 1863 it was 1,233,985/. Corp. gr

rev. (1848) 35,114/. ; do. 1862-3, 48,627/. Expo

(1862) 320,225/. It is the seat of a presbyt*

sheriff-court, and a borough of barony, erecl

1635. It has wholly risen into importance sii

the beginning of the 18th century. It sei-

one member to House of Commons. Beg. el •

tors (1864), 1664.

Greenore, a headland and fishing station:

Ireland, Leinster, co. Louth, on the side of C.-

lingford Bay, 2 m. S.E. Carliugford. P. 1-

It has a lighthouse.—II. a headland, oo. W;*

ford, 7im. S.S.E. the entrance into Wexfordh-

hour, and separated from it by Greenore Bay.

Green Port, a small seaport of the U. i

North America, New York, near the N.E. enc

.

Long Island. P. 800.— Green River, an i-

of the Ohio, Kentucky, joins the Ohio afte|

W.N.W. course of about 300 m^ for 2-3dst

which it is navigable for boats.

Greensnorton, a pa. of Engl^ co. Northai •

ton, 1^ m. W.N.W. Towcester. Ac. 2490. P.'--

Greenstead, two pas. of England, co. Es; •

—L {Ena}, 2 m. E.S.E. Colchester, within •
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terties of which town it is included. P. 789.—II.

ear Ongar), 5 m. E. Epping. Ac 1498. P. 125.

[Gkeenup, a CO. of the U. S., N. America, in

I E. of Kentucky. Area 339 sq. m. P. 8397

be, 363 slaves.

(Greenville, a co. of the V. S., North Ame-
1^ in S.E. of Virginia. Area 448 sq. m. P.

(07 free, 4167 slaves.'—II. a dist., South Oaro-

,a. Area 723 sq. m. P. (1860) 14,843 free,

49 slaves. Also several townships of North
nerica.—I. New York, 23 m. S.W. Albany.
2-242.—II. Ohio, 80 m. W. Columbus. P. 3416.

of vill. 1044.—III. a viU., S. Carolina, 271 m. by
jl. from Charleston ; a favourite summer resort.

Greenwich, a pari, bor., town, and pa. of

itgland, CO. Kent, on rt. b. of the Thames, 3

J

I

E.S.E. London Bridge. Ac. of pa. 2013. P.

002. Pop. of pari, bor., which comprises the pas.

I
Deptford and "Woolwich (1861), 105,784 ; do.

;S61) 139,286. Altitude, 159 feet. Mean temp, of

;

64''-8, Jan. 38°-3. It has a pa. church (St
.phage), in which are the remains of General
jolfe and the celebrated "Polly Peacham,"
i
'.chess of Bolton ; and the naval hospital, the
blest establishment of the kind in Europe, and
) finest palatial structure in England. It oc-
pies the site of the royal palace of Placentia

;

a commenced in the reign of Charles ii., and
the reign of William iii. was granted as an

jrlum for disabled seamen of the navy. It con-
' ts of 4 noble quadrangles between the Thames
1 Greenwich Park. On the river side is a
race 865 feet in length, forming one side of the

J

md square ; the buildings on the other sides
' which are surmounted by two conspicuous
mes of beautiful proportions. This hospital,

,dch is open to the public free every day after
I noou, contains dormitories and dining-haUs
; about 2700 old or disabled seamen (besides
jiom a much greater number of out-pensioners
supported out of the building) ; a chapel, with
h marble carved work, and a painting by West
the shipwreck of St Paul ; a spacious hall, 106
t in height by 56 in breadth, decorated with
uresentations of sea-fights, statues, portraits
i relics of naval heroes. The building covers
acres. Detached from the edifice are the build-
;8 of an upper and lower school for 800 sons of
/al officers and seamen, which are now (1864)
ngmuch enlarged. Greenwich Hospital was, in
12, enriched with the forfeited estates of Lord
rwentwater. The management of its revenue is

ited in commissioners imder the Admiralty.

—

immck Park, between the hospital and Black-
th, first enclosed by Duke Humphrey of Glou-
ter, protector in the reign of Henry vi., contains
)ut 200 acres of undulating and wooded land,
I has numerous herds of deer. On one of its

' inences, 160 feet above the river, is the Royal
servatory, founded by Charles ii. in 1674, the
idence of the astronomer-royal, and from
ich the longitudes on all British maps and
rts are reckoned. Lat. 51° 28' N. ; Ion. 0° 0' 0".
nity Hospital, founded by the Earl of Nor-
mpton 1613, for 20 pensioners, revenue 2525/.

;

nion workhouse, market-house, and theatre.
isnwich was a royal residence from the year
to the reign of William and Mary. Henry

:. was bom and baptized here, and here he
med Ann of Cleves. It was also the birth-
3e of Queens Mary and Elizabeth, and here
^-ard VI. died. The Easter and Whitsuntide

Jluiays attract immense crowds from London.
has a station on S.-E. and Charing Cross
Iway, and sends 2 members to House of Com-
J«- Reg. electors (1864) 9371.

Greenwich, several townships of the TJ. S.,

North America, the principal of which are—I. •

Connecticut, 70 m. S.W. Hartford.—II. New

,

York, 35 m. N.N.E. Albany.—III. New Jersey,

10 m. S. Belvidere.—IV. New Jersey, 7 m. S.W.
Woodbury.—V. Pennsylvania, 18 m. N.E. Read-
ing.—VI. Greenwich Island, New S. Shetland, is

;

between Livingston & King George islands. Lat.
62° 30' S. ; Ion. 59° 40' W. It has a good harbour.
Greet, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 2J m.

N.N.W. Tenbury. Ac. 1040. P. 129.

Greetham, two pas. of England.—I. co. Lin-
coln, 3^ m. E.N.E. Homcastle. Ac. 1180. P. 152.

—II. CO Rutland, 5i m. N.E. Oaldiam. Ac. 2800.

P. 706.

Greetland-with-Elland, Engl. [Elland.
|

Greetvvell, a pa. of England, co. and 2\ m.
E. Lincoln. Ac. 1113. P. 69.

Gregoire (St), a coram, and vill. of France,
dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, 2i m. N. Rennes. P. 1216.

Gregorio (San), several towns, etc., of Italy.

—I. a market town of South Italy, prov. Salerno,

17 m. E. Campagna. P. 4996.—II. a vill., prov.
Caserta, circ. Piedimonte. P. 1471.—III. (pCIp~

pona'), a vill. of South Italy, prov. Catanzaro,
circ. Monteleone. P. 1929.—IV. (di Catania),

a vill. of the isl. Sicily, prov. and circ. Catania.

P. 1621 An island of Dalmatia and a bay of

Patagonia have this name.
Greifenberg, several towns of Prussia.—I.

prov. Pomerania, gov. and 40 m. N.E. Stettin,

on 1. b. of the Rega. P. 5000, employed in manufs.
of linens, woollens, hats, and leather.—II. Silesia,

reg. and 34 m. W.S.W. Liegnitz, on the Queiss.

P. 2760. It has manufs. of linens and damasks.
—III. prov. Brandenburg, reg. and 45 m. N.N.E.
Berlin, on the Sarnitz. P. 1400.

Greifenburg, a town of Austria, prov. Carin-
thia, circ. and 32 m. W.N.W. Villach, near the
Drave. P. 809.

Greifensee, a petty town of Switzerland, cant,

and 6 m. E. Zurich, on the small Lake of Grieffen-

see, which is 4 ra. long and IJ m. broad. P. 396.

Greifenstein, several vills. of Germany.—I.

a market town, Rhenish Prussia, gov. Coblentz,

in a detached territory, 10 m. N.W. Wetzlar. P.
680.—II. Lower Austria, on the Danube, N.W.
Kloster-Neuburg. P. 257.—III. Prussian Saxony,
reg. Erfurt, S Heiligenstadt. P. 30.

Greifj'enjla.gen, a town of Prussia, Pomera-
nia, gov. and 12 m. S.S.W. Stettin, cap. circ, on
the Reglitz. P. 6000. It has manufs. of woollen
cloths and leather.

Gkeifswald, a town of Prussia, prov. Pome-
rania, gov. and 18 m. S.E. Stralsund, on the Ryck,
near its mouth, in the Baltic. P. (1864) 17,540

;

military 615. It is enclosed by walls, and has
a harbour ; a university, founded 1456, with a
library, amedico-chirurgical school, observatory,

botanic garden, museums, and a gymnasium.
Manufs. tobacco and soap; oil-mills, building

docks, distilleries, salt refineries, and maritime
and inland trade. Greijswcdd-Oe is an islet in

the Baltic Sea, 9 m. S.E. Riigen.

Grein, a town of Lower Austria, on 1. b. of the
Danube, 27 m. E.S.E. Linz, 1\ m. above the
Strudel rapid. P. 800.

Greinton, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6

m. W.S.W. Glastonbury. Ac 845. P. 161.

Greitz, a town of Central Germany, cap. prin-
.

cipality, Reuss-Greitz, on rt. b. of the White
Elster, 49 m. S.S.W. Lepsic. P. (1864) 11,047,

It is enclosed by walls, and is the residence of

the sovereign prince. It has a seminary, a
Latin school, and manufs. of woollen and cotton

fabrics, distilleries, and breweries.
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Grenaae, a maritime town of Denmark, prov.

and neai- the E. ei.treniiiy of Jutland, amt. and
32 m. E. Eanders. P. 1000.

Grexada, a West India island, belonging to

Great Britain, Windward group. Lat. of St
George 12° 7' N. ; Ion. 61° 48' W. Area, includ-

ing the Grenadines, 138 sq. m. P. (1861) 32,268.

Surface mountainous in the centre, where several

small lakes occupy extinct volcanic craters.

Climate unhealthy ; soil fertile, and about 5-8ths

of it under cultiire. Eevenue in 1861, 16,728Z.

;

expenditure, 18,530^ ; value of exports, 112,464/.

;

imports, 114,252;. ;
public debt, 8400/. The chief

exports consist of sugar, rum, molasses, cotton,

cocoa, and fish oil. It is divided into 6 pas.

Chief towns, St (Jeorge, the cap., Charlotte-town
and St Mark on the W., St Patrick on the N., and
St Andrew on the E. coast.

Gkenade, two comms. and vills. of Fi-ance.

—

I. dep. Garonne, cap. cant., 14 m, N.N.W. Tou-
louse. P. 4458.—II. dep. Landes, cap. cant., 10

m. S.S.E. Mont-de-Marsan. P. 1589.

Grenadines or Grenadilles, a group of isls.,

West Indies, belonging to Great Britain, extend-
ing from lat. 12° 30' to 13° N., between Grenada
and St Vincent, and consisting of Bequia, Car-
riacou, and Union, besides some smaller islands.

Whales abound here in spring.

Grenagh, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,

4^ m. N. Blarney. Ac. 13,556. P. 2229.

Grendelbruch, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Bas Ehin, 16 m. N. Schelestat P. 1729.

Grendon, several pas. of England.— I. co. Nor-
thampton, 4i m. S. Wellingborougb. Ac. 3120.

P. 610.—II. (BUhop's), CO. Hereford, 4 m. W.N.W.
Bromyard. Ac. 1689. P. 199.—III. (^Underwood),
CO. Bucks, 6 m. E.S.E. Bicester. Ac. 3670. P.
451.—IV. (with Whittinghamy, co. Warwick, 2J
m. N.N.W. Atherstone. Ac. 2360. P. 661.

Grenelue, a suburb of Paris, is celebrated for

the artesian well, 1704 feet deep, which supplies

the upper part of the city with water. Tem-
perature at bottom of well 82° to 85° Fahr.
Grenna, a small town of Sweden, lean and 20

m. N.E. J6nk6ping, on the E. shore of Lake
Wetter. It has some trade in cattle. P. 1242.

Grenoble, Gratianopolis, a comm. and forti-

fied city of France, cap. dep. Is^re, on both sides

of the Isere, crossed by bridges, and bordered by
quays, 58 m. S.E. Lyon. P. (1861) 26,959. The
city proper, on the S. bank of the river, is en-
closed by bastioned ramparts, and has a citadel

;

theJatibourg iSt Laurent, the original quarter, on
the opposite bank, is protected by the Fort of

La Bastile. Principal edifices, the cathedral, the

court-house, national college, with a museum
and picture gallery, the episcopal palace, public

library of 80,000 vols., convents and hospitals. It

is the seat of a national court, a university aca-
demy, a tribunal of commerce, chamber of manu-
factures, board of customs, and has a normal and
numerous other schools. Manufs. kid gloves,

and liqueurs, tanneries, and a trade in hemp, iron,

and marble, the produce of its vicinity. It was
the first place which openly received Napoleon i.,

after his return from Elba in 1815.

Grenton, a pa. of England. [Greinton.]
Grenville, a vill. of Canada E., co. Argeu-

teuil, at the head of Ottawa Canal, and at ter-

minus of railway, 12 m. from Carillon.

Greoux, a comm. and ^^U. of France, dep.

Basses Alpes, 30 m. S.W. Digne. P. 1400. Its

mineral baths were known to the anc Bomans.
Gresford, a pa., N.Wales, cos. Flint & Denbigh,

with a station on the Shrewsbury & Chester Bail.,

8 m. N.N.E. Wrexham. Ac. 13,058. P. 4417.

Gresham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, ijm.
W.S.W. Cromer. Ac. 1303. P. 345.

Gresley, England. [Church-Gresley.]
Gressenhall, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk

2J m. W.N.W. East-Dereham. Ac. 2541. P. 991
Here is a large house of industry.

Gressonay (St Jean) Val de Lys, one of the

Piedmontese valleys of Monte Eosa. Inhabitant;
remarkable for industry and high moral tone
German spoken in the Upper Vals. It has pro-

duced many distinguished men ; amongst others
Herr Zumenstein, whose name is given to thi

peak of Monte Eosa, which be ascended.
Gresy, a vill. of France, dep. Haute Savoie, 1„

m. E. Chambeiy, cap. maud. P. 1428.

Greta, a river of England, co. York, Nortl

Eiding, rises in Stainmoor, and flows E. and K
past Brignall, into the Tees.

—

Greta Bridge is ;

hamlet on this river, E. Barnard-Castle.
Gretna or Graitney, a pa. and vill. of Scotl

CO. Dumfries, on the Sark, and with a station o:

the Caledonian Eailway, 9 m. N.N.W. Garlisli

Ac. 9089. P. 1620.—The vill. of Gretnu Grtei

situated on the boundary line between Scotlan

and England, was long celebrated as the resoi

of parties bent on clandestine marriage, to avoi

the English marriage law.

Gretton, a pa. of England, co. Northampton

^ m. N.N.E. Eockingham. Ac. 4450. P. 909.

Greussen, a town of Central Germany, princ

pality Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, on the Helb.

10 m. S.S.E. Sondershausen. P. 2500. It hi.

a university and manufactures of woollens.

Greve, a town of Central Italy, prov. and ciri

Florence, on the left bank of the river of the sam
name. Pop. of comm. (1861) 10,497.

Grevenmachern, a town of the Netherland.

prov. and 15 m. E.N.E. Luxemburg, on tii

Moselle. P. 2280.

Grevismuhi^en, a town of N. Germany, Mecli

lenberg-Schwerin, Duchy Schwerin, between tiv

lakes, 11 m. W.S.W. Wismar. P. 2500.

Grevno, a town of European Turkey, Maci

donia, sanj. and 60 m. S.S.W. Monastir.

Grey Abbey, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, c-

Down, on Lake Strangford, 7 m. S.S.W. Doi

aghadee. Ac 7689. P. 3371 ; do. of vUL 922.

Greystead, a pa. of Engl.,co. Northumberlan

J m. W.N.W. BeUingham. Ac. 18,003. P. 29

Greystock, a pa. of England, co. Cumberlac
5 m. W. Penrith. Ac. 48,960, 2-3ds of which a

mountainous. P. 2885. In the pa. is Saddleba

mountain, 2787 feet in elevation above the sea.

Greystones, a headland, fishing vUl., ai

coast-guard station of Ireland, co. Wicklow, 3

S.E. Bray. P. 238.

Greytown or San Juan de Nicaragua, a to^

of Central America, state of Nicaragua. It n

bombarded and burnt by a U. S. ship of war

1854, for an alleged insult to the Amencan cons

Greywell, a pa, of England, co. Hants,

m. W. Odiham. Ac. 860. P. 298.

Grez, a vilL of Belgium, prov. S. Brabant,

rt. b. of the Dyle, 18 m. S.E. Brussels. P. 24(

Grez-en-Bouere, a comm. and market to'

of France, dep. Mayenne, cap. cant, arr. and 9

E.N.E. Chateau-Gontier. P. 1821.
.

Grezzana, a vill. of N. Italy, gov. Veni

prov. and 6 m. N.E. Verona, near which rem*'

able fossil remains have been discovered, and '

famous natural bridge of Veja is found. P. 36

Griazovetz, a town of Eussia, cap. dist, g-

and 30 m. S.S.E. Vologdk. P. 1900.

Gri^ges, a comm. and vill. of France, c-

Ain, arr. and 16 m. W. Bourg. P. 1177.

Gkies (Mount), an Alpine stimmit bet'

-^.1
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hedmont and the Fwiss cant. Valais. Lat. 6° 2'

'3' N. ; Ion. 48' 47' E. It is crossed by a pass

istween the Hasli valley and Domodossola, at

la elevation of 78'21 feet ; on its S. side the Tosa
irins a remarkable cataract.

Gries, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Bas
Ihin, arr. Strasbourg. P. 1574.

I Gbiesbach, a market town of Lower Bavaria,

i)m. S.W. Fassau. P. 750.

; Gkieshkim, several villa, of Germany.—I.

f
essen-Darmstadt, prov. Starkenburg, 4 m. W.
'annstadt. P. 2860.—II. Baden, circ. Upper
hine, 14 m. S.W. Freiburg. P. 950.—III. circ.

iddle Ehine, N. Offenburg. P. 600.

Gbieskiuchen, a small town of Austria, circ.

wve the Enns, 22 m. E.S.E. Linz. P. 1500.

I

Grieth and Gbiethausen, two small towns
Ehenish Prussia, gov. and circ. Cleves, on the

bine.—I. 5 m. E., and II. 3 m. N.N.E. Cleves.

Gbign^vx, a comm. and town of France, dep.

[rorae, cap. cant, 34 m. S. Valence. P. 1934.

I Grignano, a vUl. of Northern Italy, gov.
'enice, prov. and 3 m. S.W. Rovigo. P. 2173.
' Gkiqnasco, a comm. of North Italy, prov. & 21
;. N.W. Novara, near 1. b. of the Sesia. P. 1646.

i

Grignols, two comma, and vills. of France.

—

dep. Dordogne, cap. cant., 10 m. S.W. Peri-

lex. P. 1171.—II. dep. Gironde, cap. cant., 40
. . S.E. Bordeaux. P. 1832.

Grignon, a hamlet of France, dep. Seine-et-
se, on rail., S.W. Versailles, with a celebrated

iperial model farm, and school of agriculture,

anded 1826.

Grignon and Gbignt, two comms. and vills.

France, dep. C6te d'Or and Rhone ; the latter a
• ition on the rail, between Lyon and St Etienne.
IGbIgoriopol, a fortified town of S. Russia, gov.
Iierson, on 1. b. of the Dniester, 90 m. from its

1)uth. P. 3000. It has manufs. of silk and cotton
iffs, and is of commercial importance.
Gruota, a market town of Spain, prov. and 4
N.W. Palencia. P. 1100.

|GrRU0TA, a river of Mexico. [Tabasco."]
GrRiMAU)!, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and 11
S.S.W. Cosenza. P. 2789.
Irimaud, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
r, cap. cant, near the Gulf of Grimaud (auc.
mbradtanusSinus), Mediterranean, 19 m. S.S.E.
aguignan. P. 1380.
IjRimberghen, a vill. of Belgium, prov. S. Bra-
it, 6 m. N.E. BiTissels. P. 2700. In 1825
fKS submerged by the bursting of a dyke.
jRiMLEY, a pa. of England, co. and 4J m.
N.W. Worcester. Ac. 2459. P. 776.
jRiMES, a CO. of the U. S., N. America, in E,
xas. Area 1288 sq. m. P. 4839 free, 5468 slaves.
jRiMisAY Island, one of the Hebrides, pa.
rthUist P. 305.
iRiMMA, a town of Saxony, circ. and 17 m.
;. Leipzic, on the Mulde. P. 5384. Manufs.
oUen stuffs, starch, & mathemat instnunents.
ihiMiiEN, a town of Prussian Pomerania, gov.
1 15 m. S. Stralsund, on the Trebel. P. 2800.
^iRiMOLDBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4

1 E.N.E. Louth. Ac. 1729. P. 321.
IfRiMSBT (Great), a pari, and munic. bor.,
'port town, and pa. of England, co. Lincoln,
',
he 8. side of the estuary of the Humber, 30 m.

' ' Lincoln, and 15 m. S.E. Hull. Ac. of pa.
- 8. P. 11,067. P. of parL bor. (1851) 12,263

;

^ (1861) 15,060. Altitude 42 feet ; rainfall 21
'jies. Customs rev. (1862) 22,903^., exports
U'z) 2,849^279/. ; vessels belonging to the port
*l tons 2074. It has a cruciform chvirch, a
Vu-hall aud gaol, a harbour, furnished with
I usive docks, admitting vessels of any size.

bonding warehouses, establishments for ship-

building, bone-crushing, and manufactures of

ropes from New Zealand flax. It has also ter-

mini of the E. Lincolnshire and Lancashire Rail-

ways. It sends 1 member to H. of C.

—

Little

Grimsby is a pa., same co., 3 m. N. Louth. Ac.
950. P. 55. Reg. elect (1864) 1201.

Gbimsel, a mountain of Switzerland, in the
Bernese Alps, at the S. extremity of the Hasli
valley, crossed by a pass between the cantona
Bern and Valais, 7126 feet above the sea.

Grimstead (West), a pa. of England, co.

Wilts, 6 m. E.S.E. Salisbury. Ac. 1483. P. 251.—East Grimstead is a chapelry, b\ m. E.S.E.
Salisbury. Ac. 930. P. 136.

Gbimsthorfe, a hamlet of England, co. Lin-
coln, pa. Edenham, 4 m. E.S.E. Corby.
Grimston, two pas. of England.—I. co. Leices-

ter, ^ m. W.N.W. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 920.

P. 190.-II. {North), CO. York, E. Riding, 4| m.
S.E. New Malton. Ac. 1350. P. 181.

Grimstone, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 7
m. E.N.E. Lynn. Ac. 4240. P. 1300.

Grinager, a pa. and vill. of Norway, 33 m.
N.N.W. Christiania. P. 3000.

Gbindleton, a chapelry of England, co. York,
W. Riding, pa. Milton, 3 m. N.N.E. Clitheroe.

Ac. 3733. P. 666.

Gbindelwald, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
35 ra. S.E. Bern, at the foot of the Schreckhom,
in the Bernese Oberland, 3524 feet above the
sea. P. mostly engaged in rearing cattle, and in

acting as guides to travellers. Near it are the
glaciers of Upper and Lower Grindelwald.
Grindon, two pas. of England.—I. co. Dur-

ham, 5i m, N.N.W. Stockton. Ac. 4187. P.
343.—II. CO. Stafford, 6^ m. E.S.E. Leek. A(5.

3229. P. 371.

Gringley-on-the-Hill, a pa. of England, co.

Notts, 5^ m. E.S.E. Bawtry. Ac. 4280. P. 874.

GHINSDALE, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,

2J m. N.W. Carlisle. Ac. 890. P. 100.

Grinshill, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 7 m.
N.N.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. 827. P. 317.

Grinstead (West), a pa. of England, co. Sus-
sex, 17 m. S. East Grimstead. Ac. 6658. P. 1403.

—II. {East). [East Gblnstead].
Grinton, a pa. of Engl., co. York, North Riding,

9 m. W.S.W. Richmond. Ac. 48,961. P. 4537.

Griqua Town, S. Africa. [Klaarwater.]
Gris-nez (Cape), a headland of France, dep.

Pas-de-Calais, on the English Channel, 10 m. N.
Boulogne, 23 m. S.E. FoUcstone. Lat. of light-

house 60° 52' 10" N. ; Ion. 1° 23' 11" E.
GRistEHAM, a small seaport town of Sweden,

Isen and 60 m. N. Stockholm, on the Baltic Sea.

Grissee, a Dutch town of Java, on the N.
coast, resid. and 10 m. N.W. Surabaya, with a
fine port and an active trade.

Gbisolia, a town of South Italy, prov. Cosenza,

circ. Paola. P. 3285.
Grisolles, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Tarn-et-Garonne, 16 m. S.S.E. Castel- Sarasin.

P. 2116. It has manufactures of cutlery.

Grisons (Germ. Gravbiinden), the most E.
canton of Switzerland, cap. Chur, bounded N.,

W., and S.W. by the cants. St Gall, Glarus, Uri,

and Ticino, and on other sides the Austrian and.

Liechtenstein doms., but from all which it is

nearly shut off by lofty mountain ranges. Area
2706 sq. m. P. (I860) 90,713. It comprises the
Engadine or upper valley of the Inn, with the
sources and early affluents of the Rhine, and tri-

butaries of the Po and Adda; being little more
than a mass of mountains and narrow valleys.

Climate cold and severe in the upper valleys,
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which are covered with snow during 7 months
of the year. Scenery very magnificent, and in

this canton are 240 glaciers. Fruits and a little

wine are exported ; but the com, hemp, flax, etc,

produced, are insufBcient for home consumption

;

and cattle form the principal wealth of the inhabi-
tants. Many flocks and herds are driven hither
from Italy in summer to pasture. The chief

mineral riches are iron, lead, and zinc, but few
mines are wrought. Its manufs. are mostly do-
mestic; the principal are of cotton and linen
fabrics. Transit trade active across the Spliigen,

St Bernard, and Septimer passes. Principal
exports, timber and cattle; imports, com, salt,

oil, colonial produce, foreign manufactureTl goods,
and iron. This canton comprises a great num-
ber of petty republics, united into three high
jurisdictions, the " God's House," " Grey," and
"Ten Jurisdiction" Leagues; and these again
unite to elect an annual supreme government.

Griston, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
E.S.E. Watton. Ac. 1360. P. 2o7.

Griswold, a township, U. S., North America,
Connecticut, 39 m. E.S.E. Hartford.

Grittleton, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 6| m.
N.W. Chippenham. Ac. 2040. P. 349.

GRmxsNEK, a vill. of Belgium, prov. and 1 m.
S.E. Liege, on the Ourthe. P. '2200.

Grivola (Pic de), a lofty peaked mountain
in Piedmont, between the valleys of Cogne and
Savaranche.
Grizox, one of the Grenadines, West Indies, 8

m. N.E. Grenada. Lat. 12° 20' N. ; Ion. 61° 37' W.
Groby or Grooby, a vill. of England, co. and

4 m. W.N.W. Leicester. P. 461.

Grobzig, a town of Central Germany, duchv
Anhalt-Dessau, 19 m. S.W. Dessau. P. 1300.
Grodek or Grudek, a town of Austrian

Galicia, circ and 16 m. W.S.W. Lemberg, on a
hill between two lakes. P. 7331.

Grode, an islet of Denmark, duchy and off the
W. coast of Schleswig, 10 m. W. Bredsted.
Grodno, a gov. of Bussia, between lat. 62° and

64° N., Ion. 23° and 25° E., enclosed by the govs.
Vilna, Minsk, and Volhynia, and the prov. Bialy-
8tok. Area 14,697 sq. m. P. (1858) 881,881.
Surface level ; in parts imdulating. Principal
rivers, the Niemen, Bug, Narew, and Priepetz ;

in the S. are some large marshes. About 6,825,000
hectoL of rye are grown annually, of which one-
third is exported : few other grains are raised,

but large quantities of flax, hemp, and hops.
Pasture lands extensive ; the sheep are good, and
wool is a principal article of export Forests
extensive; that of Bialoreja, a crown domain,
covers 96,200 hectares. Mineral products com-
prise iron, chalk, nitre, and building-stone.
Manufs. iinimportant ; the principal are of wool-
len cloths and leather. Previous to 1793, it be-
longed to Poland (Black Eussia). In the N., the
inhabitants are mostly Lithuanians, elsewhere
Eusniaks. Grodno is subdivided into eight circs.

Principal towns, Grodno, Brzesc-Litovski Slo-
nim, and Novogrodek.
Grodno, a town of Eussia, cap. gov. of same

name, on a hill, near rt. b. of the Niemen, 90 m.
S.S.W. Vilna. P. (1863) 26,187. It has Eo. Cath.
and Greek churches, a JewH' synagogue, gymna-
sium, school of medicine, public Ubrary, scientific
collections, & a botanic garden. Manufs. wooUens.
Groenlo, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Gelderland, 31 m. E.N.K Amhem. P. 2400.
Groitzsch, a town of Saxony, circ Leipzig, 1

m. S.K Pegau. P. 2650. Manufs. of linens.
Groix, an island off the coast of France, dep.

Morbihan, in the Atlantic, 6 m. S.W. Port Louis.

Length, E. to W., 4J m. ; breadth, 2 m. P.
3795. Principal village, St Thudy.

GROMfrz, a town of Denmark, duchy Holstein,

on the Gulf of Lubec, 38 m. S.E. Kiel. P. 1050.

Gronau, a town of Hanover, landr. and 9 m.
S.W. Hildesheim, on the Leine. P. 1871.—U. a

town of Prussian Westphalia, reg. and 30 m.
N.W. Muuster, on the Dinkel. P. 1000.—III. a

vill. of Hessen Cassel, prov. & circ. Hanau. P. 625.

Grone, a river of France, dep. Saone-et-Loire,

joins the Sadne 27 m. N. Macon, after a K.£
course of about 42 miles.

Groningen, a town of Prussian Saxony, reg
and 23 m. S.W. Magdeburg. P. 2400—IL (o-

Marktgrdningeny, a town of Wurtemberg, ciix.

Neckar, 9 m. S.S.W. Stuttgart P. 932.

Groningen, a fortified town of the Netherlands,
cap. prov. same name, 92 m. N.E. Amsterdani,
on the Hunse. P. (1865) 38,492. Principal

buildings, the town-house and the church of St

Martin. It has a university, founded 1614, i

museum of natural history, public library, bo-

tanic garden, gymnasium, schools for deaf- mutts
and blind, an academy of the fine arts, an:"

learned societies. Its port is accessible for largi

vessels by means of a canal ; it has ship-buildiD?

yards, paper-mills, and an extensive trade ir

cattle and butter; it communicates by cana

:

with Leeuwarden, Winschoten, and Delfzyl. Tb<

prov. of Groningen, the N.most in the Nether
lands, is flat, low, and partly exposed to the iii

undations of the sea. It is rich in pasturage, bu
marshy in the S.E., where it is bounded by th

morass of Bourtang. Climate humid and uii

healthy. Area 907 sq. m. P. (1865) 224,2c:

it is divided into the dists. Appiugham, OrSub
gen, and Winschoten.
Gronsveld, a vill. of the Netherlands, proA

Limburg, 3 m. S.E. Maestrecht P. 1514.

Groomsport, a fishing vill. and coast-guar

station of Ireland, Ulster, co. Down, at tibe
'

Fide of the entrance of Belfast Lough, 3 m. TSIM

Donaghadee. P. 428.

Grootebroek, a vill. of the Netherlands, 1

HoDand, cap. dist., 3 m. W. Enkhuizen. P. 120

Groote Eylandt Q''great island"}, the largo

island in the Gulf of Carpentaria, North Austn

lia, off its W. coast Lat 13° 45' S. ; Ion. 136° 4

E. Extreme length and breadth about 40 m. eac

Shape irregular ; centre mountainous ; coaotfld)

and barren, but it has been little explored.

Groote Biver, several rivers of the Cape C;

lony. South Africa, one of which joins the Door
after a W.N.W. course of 84 miles.

Grootziindert, a vill. of the Netherlanc;

prov. North Brabant, on the Mua-k, 9 m. S.^

Breda. P. 2800.

Gropello, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Tiv
circ. Lomellina. P. 3338.
Gbopparello, a comm. of North Italy, pre

Piacenza, circ. Fiorenzuola. P. 4120.

Gros Bliderstoff, a comm. & vill. of FraE<

dep. Moselle, cant. San-eguemines. P. 2003.

has iron forges, and manuf. of paper.

Grosio, a comm. and vill. of North Italy, pr>

and circ. Sondrio. P. 2537.

Grosmont, an ancient bor., market town, n

pa. of England, co. and 10 m. N.W. Monmov
Ac of pa. 6838. P. 743.

Grossalmerode, a town of Germany, Hessi-

Cassel, prov. Lower Hessen, cii-c. Witzenhau^-

P. 2150. It has alum and vitriol works.

Gross Aspabn, Austria. [Aspern."|

Gross Aupa, a mining town of Bohemia, c

Koniggratz. P. 2862.

Gross Becsskerek or Nagy Becsskxkkh*

</<
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market town of Hungary, Torontal co., witli a
jteam-boat station on the Bega. P. 14,340.

,
Gross Beeeen, Prussia. [Beeken (Gross)."]

Gboss-Bitesch, a fortified town of Moravia,

ijirc and 31 m. N. Znaym. P. 1460.

;

Grosselfingen, a market town of Pnissia,

principality Hohen-Zollern-Hechingen, 3 m. W.
j

lechingen. P. 1560. Manuf. cottons.

I
Grossenhain, a town of Saxony, circ. and 19

,(1. N.N.W. Dresden, on the Eoder. P. 7840.

(danufs. of cottons and woollens : and dye-works,

i
Grossenluder, a town of Germany, Hessen-

'Jassel, prov. and 6 m. W.N.W. Fulda. P. 1570.

Grossenstein, a vill. of Germany, Saxe Alten-
joirg, 2^ m. N. Konneburg. P. 960.

I

Gbosseto, a fortified town of Central Italy,

jap. of the Maremma, in the lower valley of the

i)mbrone Senese, 40 m. S.S.W. Siena. P. 6582.

it has a fine cathedral, but is very unhealthy,
il'ear it are the ruins of the Etruscan city Jiusellae.

sea. of prov. 1659 sq. m. P. (1862) 100,626.

Gbossgerau, a town of Germany, Hessen-
jiarmstadt, prov. Starkenburg, cap. circ, 9 m.
i'.W. Darmstadt. P. 2050.

i Gross Glockner, a pyramidal-shaped moun-
idn in the Noric Alps, on the borders of Salzburg,
[le Tirol, and Carinthia ; has two peaks, the
iigher of which is 12,957 feet above the sea.

j
Gross-Kreutz, a vill. of Prussia, prov. Bran-

jjnburg, reg. & 10 m. W. Potsdam, with a station

\i railway between Berlin & Magdeburg. P. 325.

I Geoss-Meseritscii, a town of Moravia, circ.

id 19 m. E. Iglau, on the Oslawa. P. 4080,
irtly employed in woollen weaving.
Gr©ssotto, a vUl. of North Italy, on the Adda,
•ov., circ. and 18 m. E.N.E. Sondrio. P. 1996.
Gbossrohrsdorf, a town of Saxony, circ.

iresden, on the Roder. P. 3266. It has exten-
[TO manufactures of linen cloth and tape.
Gross-Salza, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
iagdeburg. P. 2300.
jGrosswarden (Hung. Naffi/ Varad), an anc.
.liscopal city of Hungai-y, cap. co. Bihar, on the
iSrOs, 137 m. E.S.E. Buda. P. 21,221, mostly
joman Catholics. It consists of a fortress and 8
burbs, and has a cathedral, a royal academy,
•innasium, national, and a Greek school. In
I vicinity are several hot mineral springs.
Groton, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, U m.
. Hadleigh. Ac. 1571. P. 554.
Groton, several townships of the U. S., North
nerica.—I. Massachusetts, 28 m. N.W. Boston.
II. Connecticut, on the Thames, opposite New
mdon. It has a fort, a good harbour, and some
lipping employed in the whale fisheries, etc.—
jLNew York, 120 m. W. Albany.
3ROTTAGLIE, a town of S. Italy, prov. Lecce,
1. circ, 13 m. E.N.E. Taranto. P. 7858.
-iuoTTAMARE, a town of Central Italy, prov.
coli-Piceno, 14 m. S.S.E. Eermo, on the Adri-
''• P. 3620. It is estimated that 30,000 lbs.
liquorice juice, and 3,000,000 lbs. of refined
:ar are annually produced here.
iROTTA-MiNARDA, a vill. of South Italy, prov.
llmo, circ. and 6 m. S.S.W. Ariano. P. 4370.
iKMTAzzoLiNA, a vill. of Central Italy, prov.
.:oli-Piceno, circ. Fermo. P. 1448.
iuoTTE, a vill. of Sicily, prov. and 9 m. N.E.
i-'enti, cap. circ. P. 6487.
iiioiTERu, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Eeggio,
; circ, 8 m. N.N.E. Gerace. P. 4927.
iiiOTTKAU, a town of Prussian Silesia, reg.
"In, cap. circ, 25 m. W. Oppeln. P. 3400.
liOTTOLE, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Potenza,

•
|lio Basiento, 31 m. E.S.E. Potenza. P. 2708.
'iwTziNGEN, two market towns of Germany.

—I. Baden, circ Middle Rhine, 4 m. E. Carls-

ruhe, on the Pfinz. P. 2000. It has a metal
button factory.—II. Wtirtemberg, circ. Black
Forest, 10 m. S. Stuttgart. P. 1050.

Groitw, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Fries-

land, on the Grouw, 8 m. N.E. Sneek. P. 1780.

Grove, several pas. of England.— I. co. Buck^
2 m. S. Leighton-Buzzard. Ac. 210. P. 19.—
II. CO. Notts, 2| m. E.S.E. East-Retford. Ac.
1287. P. 113.—III. a hamlet, co. Berks, pa. and
IJ m. N. Wantage. P. 540.

—

Grove Ferry is a
station on the S.E. Railway, co. Kent, 6^ m.
N.E. Canterbury, on the line thence to Deal.

Groveland, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, on Conesus Lake.—II. a
township, Michigan, 44 m. N.W. Detroit.

Grub, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Appenzell,
3 m. from Trogen. P. 942. Linen manufs.—11.

St Gall-Rorschach. P. 1635. The village is finely

situated on the sidet, of the Eosshubel, and has a
richly endowed school.

Grube, a vill. of Denmark, duchy Holstein,

near the Baltic Sea, 37 m. E. Kiel. P. 529.

Grubbenvorst, a comm. and vill. of Dutch.
Limbui-g, on the Maese, 4 m. N. Venlo. P. 1286.

Grubenhagen, a principality of Hanover,
landr. Hildesheira. Area 280 sq. m. P. 87,280.

It is composed of two unequal portions divided

by the Harz mountains. Chief town Eimbeck.
Grudek, a market town of Russian Poland,

gov. Podolia, 34 m. N.N.W. Kamenetz. P. 2700
—II. a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia, circ.

and 14 m. W.S.W. Lemberg.
Gruey, a comm. and vOl. of France, dep. Aude.

arr. Epinal, cant. Bains. P. 1701.

Grugliasco, a comm. and market town of N.
Italy, prov., cii'c, & 5 m. W. Turin. P. 2547.

Gruinard (Loch), a bay and islet of Scotland
on the N.W. coast of the co. Ross, between Lochs
Broom and Ewe.—II. an inlet on the N.W.
coast of the Isle of Islay, co. Argyle.

Gruissan, a comm. and seaport vill. of South
France, dep. Aude, 7m. S.S.E. Narbonne. P. 2829.

Grulich, the most E. town of Bohemia, circ.

and 42 m. E.S.E. Koniggratz. P. 2584, employed
in manufs. of tape and cotton goods.

Grumello, two vills.. North Italy.—I. prov,

and 9 m. N.W. Cremona. P. 2658.—II. prov.

and 11 m. S.E. Bergamo. P. 1647.

Grumo, two towns of S. Italy.—I. prov. and 6

m. N. Naples. P. 4167.—II. prov. and 13 m.
S.W. Bari, cap. circ P. 6457.

Grunau, a vill. of Prussian SUesia, gov. and
25 m. S.W. Liegnitz. P. 1940.

Grunback, a vill. of WUrtemberg, circ. Jaxt,

5 m. N.W. Schomdorf. P. 1400.

Grunberg, two towns of Gei-many.—I. Hes..

sen-Darmstadt, prov. Upper Hessen, on a height,

14 m. E. Giessen. P, 2570, partly employed ia

weaving flannels and linen fabrics, and in dj'e-

works.—II. Prussian Silesia, reg. Liegnitz, cap.

circ, 20 m. E.S.E. Crossen. P. (1864) 10,570. It
is enclosed by walls, and has a Lutheran and two
Roman Catholic churches, with manufs. of wool-
len cloth and yam, printed cottons, leather, and
straw hats, and extensive cultivation of vines.

Grund, a small mining town of Hanover, dist.

and 6 m. N.W. Clausthal, in the Harz. P. 1380.
Grundisburgh, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

3 m. W.N.W. Woodbridge. Ac. 1897. P. 836.
GrOndwald, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

Bunzlau, dist. Gablong. P. 2149. Woollen manufs.
Grundy, three cos. of the U. S., North America.

—I. Illinois. P. (1860) 10,379.-11. Missouri. P
7602 free, 285 slaves.—III. Tennessee, 2827 free^

2G6 slaves.
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GrCnhaisi, a town of Saxony, cii'C. Zwickaii,

8 m. W. Annaberg. P. 1605.

GrCningex, a vill. of Germany, Hessen-Darm-
etadt, prov. Upper Hessen, 6 m. S. Giessen. P. 566.

Grunixgen, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant,

and 12 m. S.E. Zurich. P. 1570.

GrOnsfeld, a town of Baden, circ. Lower
Khina, in the lordship Salm Krautheim, 15 m.
S.S.E. Wertheim. P. 1230.

GrOnstadt, a town of Rhenish Bavaria, cap.

cant., 25 m. N.N.E. Landau. P. 3300. It has
manufs. of woollen cloth and yam.
Grusch, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Grisons,

in the Praettigau. P. 697.

Grusia, a gov. of Russia. [Georgia.]
Grutli, a patch of meadow-land, Switzerland,

cant. UrL on the W. shore of the Lake of Lu-
cerne, 7 m. N.N.W. Altorf, traditionally believed
to be the place where Stauffacher, Arnold of

Melchthal, and Walter Fiirst met in 1397, and
planned the insurrection against Austria, which
resulted in the independence of Switzerland. It

has been bought by the Confederation to prevent
its falling into the hands of an hotel company.
Gruyere or Gruyeres (German Greyerz), a

town of Switzerland, cant, and 15 m. S.S'.W. Fi-
bourg. P. 972 (including adjacent hamlets). In
its vicinity the famous Gruyere cheese is made,
most of which is exported.
Grtbow, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

circ. and 12 m. E.N.E. Sandec. P. 1436.

Grzegorzew, a small town, Poland, gov. War-
saw, 4 m. E. Kolo. P. 400.

—

Grzyrrudow is a small
town, Galicia, 22 m. W.S.W. Tarnopol. P. 3533.
GsHATSK or Gjatsk, a town of Russia, gov.

and 128 m. N.E. Smolensk, on the Gjat, an afflu-

ent of the Volga. P. 2600.

G«TEiG, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Berne, circ. Interlaken.

GuA (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Charente-Iuf., 10 m. S.E. Marennes. P. 1965.
GuACARiV, a town of South America, republic

and dep. Venezuela, prov. Garabobo, on the Lake
Tacarigua, 6 m. E. Valencia. P, 4000.

Gdachipe:, a considerable river of the Argen-
tine Confederation, dep. Salta, formed by seve-
ral rivers rising in the Andes. It flows E.N.E.
for 190 m., and about 33 m. S. Salta takes the
name Salado.
Guadalaviar, Turia, a river of Spain, rises in

the Sierra Albarracin, and after a S.E. course of

130 m. enters the Mediterranean 3 m. E. Valencia.
GUADALAXAR,V Or GUADALAJARA, ArrioCO, &

city of Spain, cap. prov., on 1. b. of the Henares,
here crossed by a bridge partly of Roman archi-
tecture, 34 m. E.N.E. Madrid. P. 5170. Area
of prov. 4865 sq. m. P. (1857) 199,088.
GUADALAXARA Or GUADALAJARA, a city of

Mexico, cap. state Xalisco, on the Rio Grande de
Santiago, 140 m. W. Guanaxuato. P. 90,000. It

covers a wide extent of surface, the houses being
mostly of only one storey. Principal edifices, the
house of congress, a cathedral, the mint, bishop's
palace, Italian 0f)era, and large barracks ; a col-

lege and numerous other schools. It has well
supplied markets, and extensive manufs. of cotton
shawls and earthenware. [Xalisco.]
Guadalcanal, a town of Spain, prov. and 48

m. N.N.W. Sevilla, in a plain near the Sierra
Morena. P. 3884. Its silver mines, which had
been under water for 150 years, were purchased
and drained by an English company in 1848.
GuADALETE, a river of Spain, Andalucia, rises

in the Sierra Eonda, and aiter a S.W. course of

76 m., enters the Bay of Cadiz by two branches.
GL".iU>.VL:jLUi, a river of Spain, rises near Villa

4
Verde, and joins the Guadalquivir, 14 m. N. Jaeu'*

after a S.W. course of 70 miles.

Guadalquivir (Arab. Guad-al- Kebir, "the
Great Wady," anc. Bcstis), an important river of

Spain, rises in the Sierra Cazorla, 15 m. E.S.E.
Ubeda, flows W.S.W. past Andujar, Cordova, and
Sevilla, and enters the Atlantic 18 m. N. Cadiz.

Length 280 m. ; 12 m. below Sevilla, it separates

into three branches, forming the two islands Isla

Mayor and Minor. Chief affluents on right, the

Guadalimar and the Jandula ; on left, the Guadi-
ana Menor, Guadajoz, and Xenil. It is navigable
for large vessels to Cordova ; barges of 100 tonii

ascend to Sevilla.

Guadalupe, a town of Spain, prov. and 56 m.
E. Caceres, near the Sierra Guadalupe. P. 3000.

Guadalupe, a vill. and collegiate church o;

North America, state and 3 m. North Mexico,
greatly resorted to in pilgrimage.

Guadalupe, a river of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Texas, dists. Bastrop, Gonzales, Victoria,

and Refugio, enters Espiritu-Santa Bay, after r.

S.E.-ward course, estimated at 170 m. Its navi-

gation is obstructed by fallen timber.—IL a co.,

Texas. P. 3696 free, 1748 slaves.

Guadalupe; a river of Spain, Aragon, joins th?

Ebro 14 m. S.W. Mequinenza, after a N.E. coursj

of 70 m. On its E. bank is the town Alcaniz.

Guadalupe, an island of the Pacific Ocean, oil

the coast of Lower California. Lat. 29° N. ; Ion

118° 22' W. Length 16 miles.

Guadalupe (Sierra de), Carpetani Motdes, i

range of mountains of Spain, part of the moui.-

tains of Toledo, near the limits of the provinct.'

Caceres, Toledo, Ciudad Real, and Badajos.

GuADARAMA (SiERRA de), a chain of mountain
of Spain, part of the mountains of Estrella, on tli

borders of the provs. Avila, Segovia, and Madrij
The Manzancres and the Guadarama, affls. of tli

Tagus, have their sources in this chain.

GuADASUAR, a market town of Spain, prov.aii

18 m. S.S.W. Valencia, on a canal. P. 1600.

Guadeloupe, a West Indian Island, Leewa:-

group, and one of the principal French colonie

in the Atlantic ; lat. of Fort Irois, 16° N., Ion. 61

45' W. ; about 25 m. N. Dominica, and S.E. Mon
serrat. Area 419 sq. m. Pop., with its depei

dencies (1861), 138,669. It is divided into tw

islands by the Salt River, an arm of the sea,

m. long and 120 to 140 feet broad, with depth f'

vessels of 40 to 60 tons. The K island Grant

Terre, is 36 m. long by 12 m. broad. It is gen

rally low, of coral formation, with a dry sandy so

The town Point-a-Pitre is situated near S. i-

trance of Salt River, with a sheltered harbc'

called Le Petit Cul de Sac. Basse-Ten-e

Guadeloupe Proper, the W. island, is 35 m. loi

by 18 m. broad, & is traversed by volcanic mon
tains; the culminating point, La Souffrifere,

about 5108 feet high; it has no regular era)

but smoke issues at several orifices. S.W. of tl

mountain is a boiling spring, issuing from out

the sea. The island is well watered and ferti

Basse-Terre is the chief town, with an indifferi'

harbour. The contiguous isls. are Marie Galan

Deseada, & Saintes. Average rainfall 86 incli

Earthquakes are common ; a severe one occuj >

in 1843. About 30,000 kilogrammes of u

are taken annuallv. Imports, coal, rice, («

to the value of 18,939/. The island and depe-

encies are subdivided into 3 arrs., and ruled l'

governor and a colonial council of French i
-

dents. It has a superior court and two cour:

assize. Principal towns, Basse-Terre, the (»r
*

Capesterre, and Pointe-a-Louis (or P.-a-Pi I;

The island was discovered in 1493 by Columl:

!
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was colonised in 1635 by the French, afterwards

taken by the English, and finally delivered to the

French in 1810. In 1848 slavery was abolished

by a decree of the French Eepublic.

GuADiANA, Atios, an important river of Spain

I
and Portugal, its basin lying between those of the

Tagus and Guadalquivir. It rises in La Mancha,
15 m. N.E. Villahermosa, flows at first W. (and

for some distance under ground) through New
Castile and Spanish Estremadura, then S. through

the Portuguese prov. Alemtejo, and between
Algraves and Andalucia, and enters the Mediter-

ranean 13 m. E. Tavira, after a course of 380 m.,

for the last 35 m. of which it is navigable. Chief

affls. on rt. the Giguela and Guadaranque, on 1.

the Jabalon, Zuja, Ardilla, and Chanza. The
toAvns Don Benito, Medellin, Merida, Badajos,

Mourao, Serpa, and Mertola, are on its banks.

—

II. (Menory a river of Spain, Andalucia, joins the

Guadalquivir 4 m. E.S.E. Ubedo, after a tortuous

course of 30 miles.

GuADiARO, GuADiATO, and GuADiELA, three

rivers of Spain ; the first enters the Mediterra-

nean 11 m. N.E. Gibraltar, after a course of 40

;
m., generally S. ; the second joins the Guadal-
quivir 17 m. W.S.W. Cordova, after a very tor-

I
tuous course of about 70 m.; and the last joins

jthe Tagus 45 m. E. Madrid, total course 65 miles.

GuADix (Arab. Wadi-ash, " River of Life"), a

city of Spain, prov. and 42 m. E.N.E. Granada,
(on Lb. of the Guadix. P. 1051. It is enclosed
jby old walls and mulberry plantations. Manufs.
jof silk fabrics, weapons and sail-cloth. Its vicinity

I

has curious geological features, and near it are
'the mineral baths of Graven.

[
GuADUAs, a town of South America, new Gra-

'mada, near east bank of the Magdalena, 45 m.
N.W. Bogota, and 8700 feet above the sea. Esti-

mated pop. 4000.

QUAFO or HuAFO, an island, S. Pacific Ocean,
off the coast of Chile, 20 m. S.W. Chiloe.

GuAGNANO, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Lecce,
:irc Brindisi. P. 1604.

GuAHAN or San Juan, the most S. and largest
if the Marianne islands. Pacific Ocean. Lat. 13°

ii7' N., Ion. 145° E. It is about 100 m. in circ,

surrounded by coral reefs, and it has a town and
1
1 roadstead, defended by two Spanish forts.

GuAiNiA, a river of South America, Venezuela,
' lins the Cassiquiare, to form the Rio Negro.
GuAjABA, a small island off the N. coast of
uba. Lat. 21° 53' N., Ion. 77° 30' W.
GuAHALL, one of the Scilly islands, off Corn-
ill, W. of Brecher. Area about 10 acres.

liuALAN, a town of Central America, state and
' ra. E.N.E. Guatemala. P. 2000.(?)
GuALATEiRi, a volcanic summit of the Penivian

'uides, 80 m. E. Arica. Elevation 21,960 feet.

GuALDO, a town of Central Italy, prov. Peru-
^ circ. Spoleto. P. 2859.
GuALDo, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and
ic. Macerata. P. 1649.
GuALDO {Tadino), a small town of Central

!aly, 23 m. N.E. Perugia, cap. gov. P. 7192.
G UALGAZOC, atown of Peru, on E. slope of Andes,
' m. N.N.W. Cajamarca. It has silver mines.
GuALiLLAS Pass, in the Peruvian Andes, 25 m.

• -E. Tacna, on the route from Arica to the in-
ner of Bolivia. Elevation 14,750 feet.

GuALTiERi, a vill. of N. Italy, duchy Modena,
rov. and 16 m. N. Reggio, on the Po. P. 5787.
|-II. & comm. of the island Sicilv, prov. and circ.
lessina. P. 2841.
GuAMACHuco and Guamanga, towns of Peru.
lAMACHUCO. [HUAMANGA.]
Guana, several islands, West Indies, the prin-

cipal being off the N coast of Abaco. Bahamaa,
and 17 m. in length by 2J m. in breadth.

GuANABACOA, a town of Cuba, 5 m. by railway
E. Havana. P. (1861) 16,402. Mineral springs
and baths.

—

Guanajay is a town of Cuba. P. 3989.

GuANACASTE, a towu of Central America, state

Costa Rica. The dep. has a pop. of 9112.

GuANAHANi or Cat-Isl., one of the Bahama.s.
GuANAPARO, a river of S. America, Venezuela,

dep. Caracas, prov. Varinas, after an E. course of

230 m. (including Bocono), joins the Portuguesa,
30 m. N.W. San Fernando de Apure.
GuANAKE, a town of South America, Vene-

zuela, dep. Caracas, on the Guanare river, 50 m.
S.E. Truxillo. P. 12,000. Trade in cattle.—

GuanaritOi on the same river, an affl. of the Por-
tuguesa, is a small town, 40 m. E. Guanare.
GuANAXUATO or GuANAJUATA, a State, Mexico,

enclosedbyXalisco, San Luis Potosi, Queretaro, &
Michoacan. Area 12,565 sq. m. P. (1857)729,103.
It is a portion of the Anahuac plateau, with an
elevation of 6000 feet, a principal mining region
of the confederation, comprising the mines Va-
lenciana, Eayas, Mellado, Secho, and Serena.
Manufs. woollen and cotton fabrics, refined sugar,

and leather. Principal cities, Guanaxuato, Ira-

puato, S. Felipe, Salamanca, and Zelaya. Gva-
vaxuato or Guanajuato, the cap., is situated in the

Sierra de Santa Rosa, 160 m. N.W. Mexico. Lat.
21° 0' 15" N., Ion. 100° 5.5' W. P. (1857) 48,954,

of whom 30,000 in the city, the others in the
mines. It has a public granary, numerous mining
works, and a mint. Within 5 leagues N. and S.,

more than 100 shafts have been opened, and the
mines of Valenciana are in immediate vicinity.

GuANCABAMBA, a large vill. of South America,
Ecuador, dep. Assuay, in the Andes, 85 m. S.

Loxa, elevation 6560 feet, near the source of the
Guancabamba, an afiluent of the Amazon.
GuANCABELiCA, Peru. [Huancaveuca.]
GuANUCO, a town of Peni. [Huanuco.]
Guanzate, a comm. and vill. of North Italy,

prov. and circ. Como. P. 2065.

GuAPEY and GuAPORft, two rivers of South
America, tributary to the Mamore : the former
in Bolivia, joins that river, after a winding course,

estimated at 550 m. ; the latter in Brazil, prov.

Matto Grosso, unites with the Mamore, to form
the Maderia, after a course of 400 miles.

GuARAPARi, a mountain chain of Brazil, part

of the eordillera of Armores, prov. Espiritu-

Santo, giving origin to two rivers of same name.
—The town Guarapari, in same prov., is situated

on the coast, 30 m. S.W. Villa Velha.
GuAEAPiCHE, a river of S. America, Venezuela,

dep. Orinoco, enters the Gulf of Paria, Atlantic,

36 m. W. the north mouth of the Orinoco, after a

tortuous course of about 100 m., the lower portion

of which is said to be navigable.

GuARATiBA, a seaport town of Brazil, prov. and
30 m. W.S.W. Rio-de-Janeiro. P. 4000.

GuARiVTUBA, two rivcrs of Brazil, provs. Minas
Geraes, and San Paulo ; and a town, prov. San
Paulo, near the Atlantic, 23 m. S.S.W. Paranagua.

GuAPiDA, Lancia Oppidana, a fortified town of

Portugal, prov. Beira, cap. Comarca, on the Serra
de Estrella, 70 m. E.N.E. Coimbra. P. 2300.

Area of prov. 2128 sq. m. P. (1863) 202,193. It

has a cathedral. The French abandoned the

heights near it March 29, 1811.

GuARDAFUi (Cape), (Arab. Bas-Asser, anc.

Aromatum PromontorturrCy, the most E. point of

Africa, between the Indian Ocean and the Sea of

Babel-Mandeb. Lat. 11° 53' N., Ion. 51° 22' E.
Guardaalar, a town of Spain, prov. and 21 ra.

S.W. Alicante, on the Seguro. P. 3238.
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GuAnnAMiQLTO, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Milan,
circ. Lodi, 4 m. N. Piacenza. P. 2317.

GuARDAVALLE, a uiaiket town of S. Italy, prov.

Catanzaro, 20 m. S. Squillace. P. 3591.

GuARDiA, several towns of S. Italy.—I. prov.
•'Cosenza, near the Mediterranean, 5 m. S.S.E.
Cetraro. P. 1323. It was founded by an Alba-
nian colony in the time of the Emperor Frederick
ai.—II. {Alfiera), prov. Campobasso, on a hill,

"near the Biferno, 19 m. N.E. Campobasso. P.

1848. It is a bishop's see.—III. (Grele), prov.
Chieti, cap. cant., 12 m. S. ChietL P. 7971.—IV.
(Loinbarday, prov. Avellino, on the Lombarda, 3
m. N.E. St Angelo dei Lombard!. P. 3459.—V.
^PerticariX prov. and 24 m. S.E. Potenza. P.
1678.—VI. {Regia)^ prov. Campobasso, on the N.
declivity of Monte Matese, 4^ m. S.E. Bojano. P.
2355.—VII. (jSan Framondi or Delia-Sole), prov.
Benevento, cap. circ, 22 m. E.N.E. Capua. P.
S855.

—

Guardia is also the name of the S. head-
land of the island Ponza, and of a mountain in

the island Lipari.

Guardia (La), several towns, etc., of Spain.

—

I. prov. and 4 m. S.S.E. Jaen. P. 1448.—II.
Biscay, prov. Alava, 18 m. S.S.E. Vitoria. P.
2374.—IIL prov. and 28 m. E.S.E. Toledo. P.
8316. It is situated on a rocky ridge, in which
are numerous caverns.—IV. (Santa-Mana-de), a
seaport town, prov. Pontevedra. P. 2590.

Guaruistallo, a vill. of Central Italy, prov.
Pisa, circ. Volterra. P. 1737.

GuARiX), a market town of Spain, prov. Pa-
lencia, 12 m. S.W. Cervera.
GuareSa, a vill. of Spain, prov. Badajos, 16 m.

S.E. Merida. P. 4020.

GUARENE, a coram, and vill. of N. Italy, prov.
Coni, circ. and 3 m. N. Alba. P. 2467.

GUARico, a river of S. America, Venezuela,
Cai-acas, joins a branch of the Apure, 12 m. E. San
Fernando, after a S. course, estimated at 200 m.

GuARicuRA, an island of Brazil, prov. Pard, in

the Amazon river, opposite the town of Pard, and
near the influx of the Xingu. Length E. to W.
45 m.

;
greatest breadth about 18 miles.

GuARisAMEY, a mining town of Mexico, state

and 55 m. S.S.W. Durango.
GuARMEY, a marit. vill. of Peru, dep. and 158

m. N.N.W. Lima, at mouth of the Guarmey.
GuARO, a town of Spain, prov. and 33 m. W.

Malaga. P. 2119.—11. a town of South America,
Ecuador. P. 9000.

GuAROCHiRi, a town of Pern, dep. Lima, cap.

prov., at the foot of the Andes, 60 m. E. Lima.
GuAKUAPO, two rivers of S. America, Vene-

zuela, one uniting the Apure and Portuguesa
rivers ; the other a tributary of the Orinoco.
GuASH or Wash, a river of England, rises in

CO. Leicester, and flows W. through the co. Eut-
land, into the "Welland, on the borders of Lin-
colnshire. It waters a vale of high fertility.

GuASiLA, a town of the island of Sardinia, prov.
and circ. Cagliari. P. 2020.

GuASTALLA, Guardastallum, a walled city of

Northern Italy, on rt. b. of the Po, near the in-

flux of the Crostolo, 19 m. N.E. Parma, and N.
Eeggio. P. (1861) 10,038. It is a bishop's see,

and has a cathedral, a public librai-y, churches,
and a theatre. Manufs. of silk fabrics and twist.

In 1734 the French defeated the Imperialists
under its walls.

GuASTATOYA, a town of Central America, state
and 35 m. E.N.E. Guatemala.
GuATALOO, a port of Mexico, dep. and 105 m.

B.K Oaxaca, on the Pacific.

GcATAvrrA, a vDl. of South America, New
Granada, dep. Cundinamarca, 20 m. N.E. Bogota.

The Lake of Guatavita, near it, is about 9 miles
in length, very deep, and had anciently on ita

banks many highly venerated Penivian temples.

Guatemala or Guatimala, the first of the
Eepublican states of Central America in pop. and
wealth, having N. the Mexican states Chiapa
and Yucatan, E. Honduras and San Salvador,

S.W. the Pacific. Area 40,781 sq. m. P. (1855)
850,000, about two-thirds of whom are Indians,

the others Ladinos or whites, and a few negroes.

A large portion of the Atlantic coast is British

territory. [Belize."] Surface irregular, consisting

of mountains, table-lands from 2000 to 5000 fee'

high, broad, fertile plains and picturesque valleys

The mountains are of volcanic origin, and con-

tain the volcanoes of Fuego 13,930, and Agna
14,507 feet above the sea. Chief lakes, Atitlan ant.

Izabal, or Gulf of Dulce. Earthquakes are fre-

quent. Climate of the coast-valleys hot ancL

unhealthy, of the elevated country more tem-
perate. Rainv season commences in June, drj-

season from October till May. N. winds prevail

in December and January. Wheat is largely

grown on the table-lands, and extensive flock'i

of sheep are maintained for their wool. Export)
silver, cochineal, indigo, cigars, sarsaparilla, ma-
hogany, cocoa, hides, and dye-woods. Import}
ri857) 1,136,517 dols.; exports (1857) 1,615,388

aols. Pi-incipal cities. New and Old Guatemala.

Chief ports, Guatemala, Izabal in the Gulf of

Dulce, and Santo-Tomas, near mouth of the Mon-
tagua. Military force 125 officers and 1550 men.

There is a Belgian colony at Santo-Tomas.
which is succeeding well.

—

New GiMfemala, the

cap., is situated in a rich and spacious plain

4372 feet above the sea, 106 m. W.N.W. Sar

Salvador. Lat. 14° 35' N., Ion. 90° 45' W. P.

with suburbs, estimated at 40,000. It is suppliec

with water by aqueducts. Mean temp, of yet]

65°, max. 88°, min. 38° Fahr, Rainfall 64 inches

From the prevalence of earthquakes, the hons(,';

are of only one storey. In the great square an

the government offices, mint, cathedral, arch

bishop's palace, college des infantes, barracks

and the principal shops ; in its centre is a publi

fountain. There are 24 churches, a fort, a ceme

tery, hospital for 200 patients, bull-ring, univei

sity of San Carlos, and schools. The inhabitani

are apt in arts and manufactures ; they produc

muslins, fine cotton yam, silver articles, artificit

flowers, and embroidery, of high exceUenw

New GuaUmala has a flourishing trade with Ver

Cruz, Mexico, etc., in sugar, coffee, cotton, dye

woods, and other native products. It was founds

in 1776, after the destruction of Old Guatemaj

by an earthquake in 1773.

—

Gvatemala laAntitpt

or Old Guatemala, lies 30 m. W.S.W. the capita

between the volcanoes of Agua and Fuego, :

an eruption of which latter it was overwhelmij

in 1541. It was again devastated by an eartl

quake in 1773, but has been since rebuilt. I

ancient pop. was 60,000, now (1863) about 20,0(1

Many of its old public buildings remain entir

comprising a cathedral and a palace. It i'

lately made great progress by tbe introductic

of cochineal cultivation.

Guateycas (Gulf of), Chile and W. Patafj

nia, is an inlet of the Pacific Ocean, in which a

Chiloe island and Chonos Archipelago.

GuAURA, a town of Peru. [Huaura.]^

GUAVTARE, a river of S. America, New Orana

:

joins the Orinoco, near San Fernando, in lat.

N. ; Ion. 67° 30' W., after an E. course of 460 :

Principal affls., the Inirida and Atabaqu.

GuAYAMA, a seaport town of Porto Bico,

its S. coast. P. 5120.
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GcATANA, a country of S. America. [Guiana.]
GuAYANiLLA, a seaport of the S. coast of Porto

tKico, West Indies.

I
Guayaquil, a dep. of the republic Ecuador, S.

lAraerica, having W. the Pacific, and landward

Ithe deps. Quito and Assuay. Estimated area

114,400 sq. m., and pop. 75,000. Surface level

ilong the coast; the great chain of the Andes
forms its E. boundary. Products cacao, cotton,

[aiaize, tobacco, and various fruits. It is divided

, nto the provs. Guayaquil and Manabi. Principal

l;ities Guayaquil and Puna.

—

Guayaquil, the prin-

ripal seat of trade, is on the coast, and on the

•t. b. of the Guayaquil river, 40 m. above its

nouth, in the gulf. Lat. 2° 10' S. ; Ion. 79° 56'

'.N. P. (1863) 22,000. It is well laid out, and
|ias some good public edifices ; but it is mostly

')uilt of wood, and on low ground, ill supplied

vith water, unhealthy, and infested with ver-

Inin. Its harbour is one of the best on the

i:*aciflc, and defended by three forts ; and it

jias convenient building-docks. The tide rises

iiere sometimes to 24 feet, and large ships can
iscend to the town. Exports consist of cocoa,

jtraw hats, tanned hides, tobacco, orchilla, tim-

Ur, bark, caoutchouc, bamboos, coffee, etc. ; value

1 1861) 552,203/. Imports comprise cotton, wool-

J3n, linen, and silk goods, raw silk, hosiery,

!hread and tape, wearing apparel, hardwares, and
)iiscellaneous stores; value (1861") 1,003,123/.

I'rade is carried on chiefly by British, Spanish,

'rench, and German vessels. FPuna.] The Gulf
f Guayaquil is an inlet of the Pacific, mostly be-

ween kt. 2° and 4' S. ; Ion. 80° and 81° W. It

ieceives the Guayaquil, Daule, and Tumbez
livers, and contains the isls. Puna & Santa Clara.

I
Guatsias, a seaport town of Mexico, state

onora, on the Gulf of California, at the mouth of

le river Yaqui. Lat. 27° 63' 50" N. ; Ion. 115°
0' W. It has a good harbour, and is the chief

ort of Sonora. Exports about 5,000,000 francs

-year.

i'

Goatra (La), the principal seaport town of

10 republic Venezuela, South America, prov. and
5 m. N.N.W. Carkcas, on the Caribbean Sea.
at. 10° 36' 19' N. ; Ion. 67° W. P. 6000. It

ands under abrupt rocky heights, and is pro-
'Oted by a castle and other fortifications. Its

irbour is a mere roadstead, with a breakwater
id lighthouse. Export trade in coffee, cocoa,
idigo, hides, sarsaparilla, and dye-woods ; and
aports manufactured goods, provisions, & wines.
Guaytecas, a bay and group of islands, S.
merica, off the W. coast of Patagonia, the isls.

rming the N. part of the Chonos Archipelago.
GuBBio, Iguvium, a city of Central Italy, prov.
id cu-c Perugia, 27 m. S. Urbino, on the S.
clivity of the Apennines. P. 6066, with comm.
862) 21,772. It has a cathedral, a ducal palace,
lurches, and convents. Near it among the ruins
a temple of Jupiter Apenninus, in 1446, were
•overed the famous Eugubian tables.

I CBEN, a walled town of Prussia, prov. Bran-
biu-g, gov. and 27 m. S.S.E. FrankfUrt, cap.
••, on the navigable Neisse, and on railway be-
-n Berlin and Breslau. P. (1864) 17,554. It

^ a gymnasium and public libi-ary, a board of
ruculture, manufs. of woollen and linen stuffs,
siery, yarn, and tobacco, a copper foundry,
ilding docks, trade in cattle and fruit.
(juden-aa, the principal river of Jutland, Den-
(irk, stifts Aarhuus, Wiborg, and Eanders, joins

;
Kattegat, about 16 m. N.E. Eanders, the

iiicipal town on its banks, by an estuary 1 m.
wdth, after a tortuous N.E. course of 80 m.
UUDENSBERG, a town of Germany, Hessen-Cas-

sel, prov. Lower Hessen, 11 m. S.W. Cassel. P.
2150. In its vicinity are iron mines.
GuDERA, a town of Western Abyssinia, Africa,

cap. chiefship, on a low rocky height, near lat.

10° 52' N.; Ion. 36° 57' E., at the source of the Abai.
In a kind of citadel here are a church, and the re-

sidences of the chief and his principal oflScers.

GuDOOK, a pass across the Elburz mountains,
N. Persia, between the provs. Mazanderan and
Irak-Ajemi, 85 m. E.N.E. Teheran, supposed to

be the Pylae Caspiae of Alexander the Great.
GuEBWiLLER, a comm. and town of France,

dep. H. Ehin, cap. cant., 13 m. S.S.W. Colmar,
on rt. b. of the Lauch, at foot of the Ballon de
Guebwiller. P. (1861) 10,680. Manufs. tape, cot-
tons, ribbons, woollen cloths, and machineiy.
GuEGON, a comm. and vill. of Prance, dep.

Morbihan, 7 m. W. Ploermel. P. 3024.
GUEGUETENANGO and GUEGUETLAN, tWO townS

of Central America, state Guatemala ; the former,
cap. dep., 125 m. N.W. Guatemala; and the
latter, dep. Soconusco, on the river Gueguetlan.
GuELDERS, Prussia. [Geldern."]
GuELPH, the chief town of Wellington cc,

Canada W., 47 m. W. Toronto. P. 4500.
GuELMA, a town of Alg^rie, dep. Constantine,

cap. arr. P. 7580, of whom 3023 Europeans. Iron,
mercury, and antimony mines in the environs.
GuEMENE, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Loire-

Inf., cap. cant. 30 m. N.N.W. Nantps. P. 4977.
GuEiNiN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan. arr. Napoleonville, cant. Baud. P. 1654.

GuER, a comm. and town of France, dep. Mor-
bihan, cap. cant., 12 m. E. Ploermel. P. 3343.

GuERANDE, a comm. and walled town of France,

dep. Loire-Inferieure, near the sea, 23 m. W.
Savenay. P. 8524. Manufs. linens and cottons.

GuERARD and Guerbaville. two comms. and
vills. of France : the former, dep. Seine-et-Marne,
10 m. S.S.E. Meux. P. 1662; the latter, dep.

Seine-Inferieure, 4 m. S.S.E. Caudebec. P. 1704.

Guerche (La), several comms., small towns,
etc. of France.—I. dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, cap. cant.,

24 m. S.E. Eennes. P. 4678.—II. a vill., dep.

Cher, cap. cant., 28 m. E.S.E. Bourges. P. 3886.

—III. dep. Indre-et-Loire, 35 m. S. Tours, on
the river Creuse.
GuERET, a comm. and town of France, cap.

dep. Creuse, on a hill, 37 m. N.E. Limoges. P.

3695. It has a library, a communal college, nor-

mal school, hospital, and lunatic asylum.
GuERiGNY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nifevre, arr. Nevers, cant. Pougues. P. 2805.

GuERN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, 6 m. S.W. Pontivy, P. 3229.

Guernica, a town of Spain, prov. Biscay, 17

m. E.N.E. BUbao. P. 827.

Guernsey, the second in size of the Channel
or Anglo-Norman Islands, in the Bay of St
Michael, 30 m. W. the coast of Normandy, 51 m.
S. of Portland, English coast, 17 m. W.N.W.
Jersey, and 92 m. from Plymouth, length 9 m.
greatest breadth 6 m. Lat. 49° 27' N., Ion. 2°

33' W. Ac. 15,560. P. 29,804. Altitude 200 feet.

Mean temp, of year 65°"7 ; max. 84° -5 ; min. 25°4
Fahr. Rainfall 34 inches. Its form is triangu-

lar, and its coast line, of about 30 m. is indented
with bays, and surrounded by sunken rocks.

Surface gently varied, but generally sloping from
the S.—where the cliffs are lofty—to the N.
coast, which is low. It is well watered. Soil

rests on a structure almost every where granitic,

and is, with the aid of sea-weed manure, ren-
dered very fertile. Climate moist, but healthy

,

and so mild, that oranges, melons, figs, myrtles,

and the Guernsey lily, flourish luxuriantly.

I
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Wood is not plentiful, fences are commonly of

stone or turf ; and in the N. are many tracts of

heath. Farms average from 5 to 12 ac, the land
being greatly subdivided under the law which
gives to each son an equal share in his father's

landed property. Eents vary from 10s. to 10/. an
ac Chief crops are vegetables, wheat, barley,

and apples for cider. The orchards likewise
furnish pasture for the famous breed of cows,
which are larger and more valued than even
those of Alderney, and yield, on an average, 1

lb. of the finest butter per day, throughout the
year. Swine are numerous. Manufactures are
of no importance. Chief exports, granite from
Sampson harbour, which employs most of the
shipping. Imports British manufactures. Chief
manufs. soap, candles, cordage, vinegar, and
cider. There are several brick-fields and orna-
mental pottery works. There are 3 or 4 breweries
in the island and manufs. of imitation W. India
Cordials. It is an entrepot for strong wines for

the London houses. Custom duties are moderate,
and provisions extremely cheap. Steamers ply
between Guernsey and London, Southampton,
Plymouth, and Weymouth. The island is divided
into 10 pas., forming a deanery of the church of

England, in diocese of Winchester. St Peters,

on the S.E. coast, is the only town in the island.

The natives of the lower oi'ders speak the old
Norman French ; they have long been remark-
able for their adherence to Protestantism. The
island is under a lieutenant-governor, who re-

presents the sovereign in the assembly of the
states, a parliamentary body composed of a
baUif and 12 jurats, with 8 rectors and 2 con-
stables of each parish, and 130 douzaniers from
the whole island. These have the power, with
the sanction of the Crown, of making laws and
imposing taxes. The latter are very modei-ate,

producing an annual rev. of about 10,000Z. The
royal coui"t has jurisdiction over all the Channel
Islands except Jersey. Guernsey formed a part
of the duchy gi-anted by Charles the Simple to

the Norman EoUo, to whose descendants it has
now belonged for nearly 1000 years. It is de-
fended by strong fortifications, and has a well-
organised militia. In 1858 a telegi-aphic com-
mimication was established with London.
Guernsey, a co. of U. S., N. America, in E. part

of Ohio. Area 656 sq. m. P. (1860) 24,474.
Gdebreko, arecently organized stateof Mexico,

on the Pacific, between 16' 30' and 18° 30' N., lat.

98° and 102° 0' 20' E. Ion. Area 29,490 sq. m.
P. (1857) 270,000. Chief town, TLxtla. P. 4500.

GuESTLiNG, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3J
m. W.S.W. Winchelsea. Ac. 3564. P. 731.

GuESTVviCK, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2

m. E.N.E. Foulsham. Ac. 1646. P. 203.

GcKTARiA, a town of Spain, prov. Guipuzcoa,
10 m. W. San Sebastian. P. 1036.

Guet-n'dar, a town of Senegal, Africa, a de-
pendency of Saint Louis. P. 6000.

GuEUGXON, a comm. and viU. of France, dep-
Paone et Loire, cap. cant., 41 m. W.N.W. Macon.
P. 2448. It has iron-works.
GCglixgen, a town of WUrtemberg, circ. Nec-

kar, 3J m. S^W. Brackenheim. P. 1450.

GuGLioNEsi, a town of S. Italy, prov. Campo-
basso, circ and 8 m. N. Larino, cap. circ. P. 5119.
GuGUAN or St Philippe, an island of the

Pacific Ocean. [Ladroijes.]
GuHMUR, a town of British India, on rt. b. of

the Ganges, dist. and 14 m. S.E. Ghazepoor,
N.W. provs. P. 7420.

GuiiRAU, a town of Prussian Silesia, cap. circ,

gov. and 44 m. N.N.W. Breslau. P. 4000.

GuiA, a maritime town of Brazil, prov. and 30
m. N.N.E. Parahiba, on the Atlantic Ocean.
GciA (La), a town of the Canary Islands, on

the N.W. coast of Great Canarj'. P. 4332.—II.
a vill. on the S. coast of Teneriffe. P. "2230.

Guiana, Guyana or Guayaxa, a wide region
of South America, comprising aU of that con-
tinent between the Amazon and Orinoco rivers,

extending from lat. 3° 30' S. to 8° 40' N., Ion. 50'

to 68° W., and subdivided into Brazilian (for-

merly Portuguese), Britisli, Dutch, French, and
Venezuelan (formerly Spanish) Guiana ; it was
discovered by Vaxi Nunez in 1504. The Dutch
formed the first settlement in 1558, on tho Pome-
roon; the British in 1590, near Berbice and
Surinam. In 1C67, the British settlements were
given up to the Dutch, but again re-occupied by
the English; and in 1814, the settlements be-

tween the Corentyn and Marony rivers were re-

stored to the Dutch.
Guiana (Brazilian), comprises the N. part oi

the Brazilian dom., between lat. 3° 30' S., and 4

'

20* N., Ion. 60° and 68° W., bounded N. by tho

Sierras Juraguaca, Pacaraima, and Acarai, which
separate it from the other divisions of Guiana, W.
and S. by the Eio Negro and Amazon rivers, an(i

having E. the Atlantic. Area roughly estimated

at 433,000 sq. ra. It is traversed by the Ei)

Branco, and numerous other rivers; is mostly

covered by a dense vegetation ;
peopled chiefly

by roving Indian tribes, and divided between tlif

provs. Para and Eio Negro, which last territory,

however, can scarcely be considered as actuallj

under Brazilian rule.

Guiana (British), a colonial territory on thf

N.W. coast of South America, belonging to Gresii

Britain, and generally considered to extend frou

the mouth of the Orinoco, lat. 8° 45' N., as fai

southward as lat. 0° 40' N., Ion. 67° and 61° W.
having E. Dutch, S. Brazilian, and W.Venezuela!

Guiana, and comprising an area, estimated a

76,000 sq. m. ; but the possession of much of thi

has been disputed by Brazil and Venezuela. Th
African negroes are more numerous than tli

Europeans. P. (1861) 148,026 including abou

30,000 Indians. During 1853, 49,000 emigrant

arrived here from Great Britain, and man
labourers have been brought from the E. Indies

Madeira, etc Surface, near the ocean, a rio

alluvial fiat, and extending in mud banks int

the sea. This plain extends inland from 10 t

40 m. ; it then ascends by successive teiraces I

the Sierras Pacaraima and Acarai, on the S.\^

and S. frontiers ; near the W. boundary Mom
Eoraima rises to an elevation of 7600 feet. Prii

cipal rivers, the Essequibo, Demerara, Berbic

and Corentyn, the last forming its E. borde

On the low grounds the climate is unhealth;

At the vill. of Mahaica is a leper asylum with

avei-age of 80 patients. There are two lai-i

seasons on the coast ; the greater, from Decemb
to February, followed by a lesser till April, whi

the great rains prevail again from May till '1

end of July. In the interior there is only c;

rainy season, from April till the middle of Augui

Temperature ranges from 76° to 90°; tae--

temperature of the year 81° Fahr. Prevaili.

wind, N.E., changes in rainy season to W. 1

charitable institutions of the colony are a ge:

ral, and a seaman's hospital, and a lunatic a

lum. The vegetation is most luxuriant. E
maize, wheat, cacao, vanilla, tobacco, and c

namon are raised. Exports to Britain (18

sugar, spirits, timber, cotton, etc., to the va:

of 1,421,061/. Imports from Britain, cottc

casks, machinery, beer and ale, butter, iron, r;
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c, to the value of 5i)-'',n<P'. Governmeiit

btcd in a governor, council, and the orders

tlio sovereign in council; the laws of the

tlicilands are those mostly in force. Public

,,iie (18C1) 301,761;. Expenditure 325,032/.

.".76,498/. In 1861 there were 108 schools

t colony, average attendance 4940 pupils

;

churches of England, 28 of Scotland, 25 Wes-
yan Methodists, 6 lloman Catholic, and 1

dependent. Of late years the planting in-

rest has suffered from low prices and want of

ainage. The colony is divided into the cos.

I.'merara, Berbice, and Essequibo ; chief towns,

1'orge Town, the cap., and New Amsterdam.
Guiana (Dutch) or Surinam, a colonial terri-

-y, N.W. coast of South America, belonging to

t Netherlands, between lat. 1° 30' and 6° N.,

1. 53° 30' and 57° 30' Wi, having E. French, W.
liglish, and S. Brazilian Guiana. Area 10,631

|. m. P. (1859^ 110,118. Slavery has recently

ijn aboiibhe4 here by the Dutch government

;

it in lieu of compensation to their proj)rietors,

) slaves remain apprenticed for twelve years,

|d work without wages. Natural features are

6 those of British Guiana. Principal rivers,

Surinam, in its centre, Marony, on the E., and
rcntyn, on its W. frontier. Exports to Britain

62), sugar, spirits, cocoa, cotton, etc., to the

ue of 127,672/. Imports thereto, machinery,

3, cottons, iron, etc., to the value of 41,345/.

ttoi), cocoa, rice, cassava, and yams are raised
;

1 other products are line woods, gums, drugs,

1 timber. Imports come chiefly from the Ne-
^rlands, though there is some traffic with the
st India Islands. Government vested in a

I
remor-general and a high council. Chief town,
!)ramaribo

;
principal port, Amsterdam.

jiUiANA (French) or Guyane, forms the E.most
ibiiial subdivision of Guiana, between lat. 2°

1 6° N., Ion. 51° 30' and 54° 30' W., having E.
S. Brazil, W. Dutch Guiana, and N.E. the

antic Area 69,601 sq. m. P. (1861) 23,107,
fourth of whom whites. Surface rises pro-

f seivelj on proceeding inland, and the middle
ion 01 the colony is from 1600 to 2000 feet

ve the sea, Eivers nimierous, and the coast
1 Is appear to be less unhealthy than in British
< ana. Cultivated lands are estimated to occupy
1 Jth part of the whole. Products comprise
ar, cotton, cocoa, coffee, cloves, annatto,
Ula, pepper, cinnamon, nutmegs, dj^ewoods,
lioc, rice, maize, and bananas. Government
ted in a governor, privy council, and colonial
noil. French Guiana is divided into the dis-
ts Cayenne and Sinnamary. Chief town,

( enne, the cap. ; the rest are insignificant. Im-
;8 (1859) 709/. By a decree of March 1852,

t colony was made a place of banishment for
' '!cli political offenders, of whom there were in

' 3358 at 9 stations.
iAna (Venezuelan) or Colombian Guiana,

T |N.W. subdivision of Guiana, comprising most
<'|ie country between lat. 2° and 8" 40' N., Ion.
Ci and 08" W., or more than half of the Vene-

u dominions, having S. the Sierras Paca-
and Iraguaca, separating it from Brazil, W.

"
'

In. the Orinoco, N.E. the Atlantic, and E.
I jish Guiana, the mutual boundarj' being dis-
P d. The bar of the Orinoco has 14 feet water,

a soft clay bottom, and the river has an
h1 rise and fall of about oO or 60 feet. Area
'3 sq. m. P. (1854) 56,471. Imports (1862)
"-< Exports, hides, coffee, cocoa, indigo,
and horses, etc. ; value (1862) 91,469/. The
iice is well adapted for cotton and tobacco
;ug, and specially for cattle-rearing. Its mine-

ral wealth is yet to be wrought^ but gold, copper,
lead, and silver have been found. It forms most
part of the dep. Orinoco

;
principal towns, the cap.

Angostura, Piedra, and San Fernando de Apure.
Guianeco Islands, a group off the W. coast of

Patagoniii, immediately N. Wellington island, the
principal being Wager and Byron islands.

GuiBARKA, a small river of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Donegal, flowing into an inlet of the Atlantic of

the same name, between the bays of Eosmore and
Trawenagh, after a S.S.W. course of 13 miles.

—

Guibarrabay is 5 m. S. Dunsloe.
Guiciii':, two comms. and vills. of France.—I.

dep. B. Pj-ren^es, on the Bidouze, cap. cant., 14
m. E.Bayonne. P. 1514.—II. (La), Saone-et-Loire,
cap. cant., 10 m. N.E. ("harolles. P. 930.
GuiCHEN, acomm. and vill. of France, dep. llle-

et-Vilaine, 12 ra. S.S.W. Penuos. P. 3696.

GuiCHicovi (S. Ju^VN de), a town of the isthmus
of Tehuantepec, 18 m. N. Petapa. P. 6000, de-
scendants of the Mijes tribe.

GUICI.AN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Finistere, arr. Morlaix, cant. Tauld. P. 3433.
Linen manufs., all sent to Spain.
Guicowar's Dominion, India. [Baroda.1
GuiDEL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Mor-

bihan, 6 m. W.N.W. Lorient. P. 4003.

Guii>izzoL<>, a town of North Italy, prov. Bres-
cia, circ. Castiglione. P. 2136.

GuiENNE or GuYENNE, au old prov. in the S.W.
of France, the most extensive of all, the cap.
of which was Bordeaux, and of which Gascony
was a dependency. These provs. now foi-m tho
deps. Gironde, Dordogne, Lot-et-Garonne, Lot
Aveyi-on, Tarn-et- Garonne, Landes, Gers, H.
Pyrenees, part of H. Gironde, Ariege, and B.
Pyrenees. After having been possessed by the
English during three centuries, this countiy was
united to France by Charles vii. in 1453.

GuiGLiA, a comm. and vill. of North Italy,

prov. Modena, circ. Pavullo. P. 3988.

GuiGNEN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. lUe-
et-Vilaine, 16 m. S.S.W. Rennes. P. 3024.

GuiLDEN-MoRDEN, a pa. of England, co. Cam-
bridge, 5 m. E.S.E. Biggleswade. Ac. 2606. P. 906.

Guilderland, a townshij), U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 10 m. W. Albany. P. 3279.

Guildford, a pari, and munic. bor. and mar-
ket to'wu of England, cap. co. Surrey, on the
navigable Wey, hei'e crossed by a bridge, 17 m.
S.W. London, on the S.-W. Eailway. Altitude 100
feet. Ac. (comprising 3 pas.) 44. P. of pari. bor.

(1851) 6740 ; (1861) 8020, It has a modern and
two anc. pa. churches, a royal grammar school,

chartered by Edward vi., a blue coat school, au
hospital, a co. hall, a guildhall, council chamber,
CO. gaol, house of correction, union workhouse, a
theatre, and market-house. Near it a co. hospi-

tal is (l?-64) being erected. It has a considerable

traffic by the Wey in com, malt, and coals ; in

the vicinity are paper and powder mills, and it is

the emporium of an extensive rural district. It

sends 2 members to House of Commons. Eeg.
electors (1864) 732. The town has a quaint and
very cleanly appearance, and some interesting

buildings, including the castle, an Anglo-Noi-man
riiin. Guildford is now chiefly celebrated for its

grain market, Surrey wheats being deservedly
celebrated. The town is first mentioned in the

will of Alfred the Great, and Henry ii., John, and
Henry iii. frequently resided here.

Guilers, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Finistere, arr. and cant. Brest. P. 1705.

Guilford, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in N.W. of N. Carolina. Area 6013 sq. m. P.

(1860) 16,431 free, 3625 slaves. Also several

2x
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townships.—I. Connecticut, 32 m. S. Hartford—
II. New York, 87 m. W. Albany.—III. Pennsyl-
vania, 6 m. S.E. Chanxbersbui-g.—IV. Vennont,
108 m. S.E. Montpelier.—V. Medina, co. Ohio.

GuiLLAc, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, 3 m. W.S.W. Ploermel. P. 1591.

Gl'it,i,aumes, a town of N. Italy, prov. and 33
m. N.W. Nice, on rt. b. of the Var. P. 1117.

GuiiJ.iEKs, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, arr. Ploermel, cant, la Trinite. P. 2264.

Guii.LOTifeRE (La), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Rhone, on 1. b. of the Rhone, which separates
it from Lyon, of wliich it is a suburb.

GuiLMi, a town of South Italy, prov. Chieti,

circ. Vasto. P. 2207.
GuiiiiBOROUGH, a pa. of England, co. and 10

m. N.N.W. Northampton. Ac. 3080. P. 996.

GuiLSFiELD, a pa. of North Wales, co. Mont-
gomerj', 3 m. N. Welshpool. P. 2397.
GuiMAR. a Spanish town on the S.E. coast of

Teneriffe, Canary Islands. Ac. 14,835. P. 2635.
GuiMARAENS, a fortified town of Portugal,

prov. Miuho, cap. comarca, 12 m. S.E. Braga. P.
6000. It has a collegiate church, numerous other
religious buildings and hospitals, mineral baths,

manufs. of hardwares, cutlery, and linens, and an
active trade in dried plums.
GuiMARAEXs or GuiAMARAEXS, a town of Bra-

zil, prov. and 45 m. N.W. Marauhao, on tlie Bay
of Cuma. P. 2000.—II. a vill., prov. Matto-
Grosso, 40 m. N.E. Cuyaba.
GuiMARAS, an isl., E. Archip. [Phillippines.]
Guinea, a geogniphical division of Western

Africa, comprising the coast of the Atlantic
Ocean, from Cape Negro, lat. 15° 41' S., to Cape
Verga, at 10° 20' N. It is divided into Upper or
N. Guinea, and Lower or S. Guinea; N. Guinea
extending from lat. 10° 20' N. to lat. 1° S., and
between Ion. 14° 30' W. and 10° E., is bounded
Ly Senegambia and Soudan on the N. and N.E.,

the Atlantic on the AV. and S.W., and South
Guinea on the S.E. The coasts are in general
low and unhealthy, but veiy fertile. The Kong
mountains are believed to extend from E. to W.
along the N. boundary. Principal rivers, the
Niger or Quorra, the delta of which is on the
Caiiibar coast, the Volta and Assinie. The S.

and W. coasts are watered by numerous small
streams. The chief products of the couutrj' con-
sist in gold dust, indigo, pepper, cotton, and the
sugar cane. The forests contain the elephant,
lion, rhinoceros, and serpents. The coasts
from N. to S. are called Liberia, Grain coast,

Ivoiy coast, Gold coast. Slave coast, and the
Calabar coast. The interior is divided into nu-
merous native states, the chief of which are the
kingdoms of Ashantee, Dahomey, and Benin.
Feticism is the prevailing superstition. The
principal European settlements are Accra, Cape
Coast Castle, Dixcove, Elmina, and Sierra Leone.
On the S.W. coast is the Republic of Liberia.

South Guinea extends from lat 1° to 15° 41' S.,

Ion. 8° 50' to 18° (.') E. It is bounded on the E.
by elevated mountains, covered with forests.

The chief rivers are the Zaire or Congo, and
Coanza, the sources of which are unknown. The
W. plains are watered by numerous small rivers.

The moimtains are said to contain iron and cop-
per. Vegetation is rich. The principal states

of South Guinea are Loango, Congo, Angola, and
Benguela. This country was discovered by the
Portuguese in 1487, and they have retained nomi-
nal possession of the S. districts.

Guinea (Gulf of), a gulf fonned by the Atlan-
tic Ocean, on the coasts of North Guinea, between
lat. 6° 20' N, and 1° S., Ion. 7° 3(>* W. and 10° E.

It forms on the N. and E. the Bights of Bcnit
and Biafra, which are separated by the delta ot

the Quon-a or Niger. The principal islands ii

the Gulf are Feruamlo Po, Prince's Island, S
Thomas, and Annabon.
Guinea (New), an isl. of the Pacific. [Papua.
GuLNES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Pas

de-Calais, cap. cant, in a marehy plain, 57 m. S
Calais.—P. •W46.

—
'The Canal of Guines connect

.

the viU. with Calais at St Ornie.

GuiNEs, a town of the island of Cuba, W. dej
i

S.E. Havana, with which it is connected by rai
way P. (1861) 5538.
GuiNGAMP, a comm. and town of France, de;;

Cotes-du-Nord, cap. arr., 18 m. W.N.W. St Brieu
P. 7350. It has a church, a comm. college, ain

manufs. of ginghams, linen fabrics, and thread.

GuioNA (Mount), the loft est mountain .

Greece, near its N. frontier. Lat 38° 38' N., lo

22° 16' E. Height above the sea 8239 feet
GuiPAVAS, a comm. and vill. of France^ dep

Finistere, 6 m. N.E. Brest P. 6356.
|

GuiPEL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ill f
et-Vilaiue, arr. and 12 m. S.S.E. Rennes. P. 16(ii

GuiPRY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. UJj
et-Vilaine, 17 m. N.E. Redon. P. 3188. '

GuiPUzcoA, a prov. of Spain, in the N.E, an

the smallest in the monarchy, cap. Tolosa; othi

towns are Azpettia, San Sebastian, and Fuet
terabia ; bounded N. by the Bay of 1 iiscay, E. l:j

France, S. by Alava, and W. by Biscay. Aie
727 sq. m. P. (1857) 156,493. Surface moB(
tainous, traversed by offsets of the Pyren^e
Chief rivers, the Deva, Urola, Oria, and tjmmo'
Climate mild and healthy. It has extensive ire j

mines; com insufficient for home consumptio
As a border prov., it has been the theatre of r

merous wars, and from time immemorial h
been defended by fortresses, the chief of wh:
are San Telmo de Higuer, Santa Isabel de Pj

ages, Santa Cruz de le Mota, Fuenterabia, i.

San Sebastian.

GuiRGEVO, a fortified town of European Ti

key, Lower Wallachia, on 1. b. of the Danube,
m. S. Bukharest P. 3500.

GuiRiA, a maritime vilL of South Amen-
Venezuela, dep. Orinoco, prov. and 135 m.

Cumana, on the Gulf of Paria.

GuisBORouGH, a market town and pa. of Ef
land, CO. York, North Riding, 5 m. from i

mouth of the Tees, in the North Sea, and 40 m.

.

York. Ac. of pa. 10,357. Alt 307 ft P. 4615. H
town 3794. It lies at the foot of the Clever
hills ; has a town-hall and market-house, a iii >

workhouse, a branch bank, and a church,

eai'liest alum works in England were esttWi^

here about the j-ear lilOO. A rich monastery ^

stood here, built in 1119 by Robert de Brus,

of the town.
GuiscARD, a comm. and vill. of France,

Oise, 19 m, N.N.E. Compiegne. P. 1C07.

GuiscRiFF, a comm. and vill. of France,

Morbihan, arr. and 27 m. W. Pontivy. P.
"

Guise, a comm. and town of France, dep. A
cap. cant, on the Oise, 13 m. N.W. Vcrvins.

4718. It has manufs. of cottons and wooUer

GuiSELEY, a pa. of England, co. York, W. '-

ing, 2 m. S. Otley. Ac 8719. P. 14,874.

GuissENY, a comm. and vill. of France, ;

Finistfere, 17 m. N.N.E. Brest P. 3052.

GuisT, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, Ij

W.N.W. Foulsham. Ac. 1674. P. 361. I

GuiTivis or Santa Cruz de Mayo, a smI

of Mexico, dep. Sonora, at mouth of the Ml

in the Gulf of California, 120 m. S.E. GomtI
GuiTRES, a comm. and market town of Fnl
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>p. Gironde, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Isle, 10

. N.N.E. Libourue. P. 1372.

Gi'JAN, a coram. & vill. ofFrance, dep. Gironde,

ith a small port, 28 m. S.W. Bordeaux. P. 268G.

GiJJKKAT, a walled town of the Punjab, 72 m.

'.N.W. Lahore. Here the Sikhs were totally

feated by the British army, 21st Feb. 1849— tlie

ctory leading to the conclusion of the second
mjab war. [Guzeuat.J
Gl'JURU-Wai.la or Goojerawala, a to^v^l of

9 Punjab, 20 ni. S. Vazeerabad, and the original

ddence of the family of Runjeet Sing, whose
rents are interred here in plain-looking tombs,

has a large fort, enclosing fine gardens, and
iQamental buildings.

iGrUi.ANE (or Goolane) Ness, a promontory of

otland, CO. Haddington, at the entrance of the

rth of Forth, 13 m. W.S.W. the Isle of May.
le ancient vill. of Gulane has 273 inhabitants.

aULDEFORD (East), a pa. of England, co. Sus-
:, If m. N.E. Rye. Ac. 2430. P. 152.

JUIX3ULA, a ruined city of N. Afghanistan, in

! valley and facing the gigantic figures and
savations of Baniian. [Bamian.]
jULMar or CitELiNDREH, Celenderls, a mari-
lie vill. of Asia Minor, pash. Itshil, on the Medi-
[ranean, 35 m. W.S.W. Selefkeh, with some

: equities, including sev. tesselated pavements.
liLi'EN (French Galoppe\ a viU. Netherlands,
N . Limburg. 9 m. E.S.E. Maestricht. P. 1916.

JUMBiNNEN, a town of E. Prussia, on the Pissa,

(jra. E.S.E. Konigsberg. P. 6800, mostly Pro-
1 ;ants. It has a gymnasium, two hospitals,

) )Uc library, schools of architecture and mid-
"lery, manufs. of woollen cloths and hosiery,
titilleries, breweries, and trade in com.
JuMBUT, a town of Scinde, 10 m. E. of the

Ijlus, Lat. 27° 24' N., Ion. 68° 23' E. Pop.
ut 3000, who manufacture cotton cloths.

UJiFRESTON, a parish of South Wales, co.

J abroke, 2 m. W.N.W. Tenby. P. 118.

iuBUEL, two contiguous towns of Spain.—I.

/aon), 40 m. S. Burgos. P. 1339.—II. {de Mer-
0), 6 m. N.W. the foregoing. P. 1198.
umisu-Khaneh Q''place of silver,''' ancient
as), a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and 100
vV.N.W. Erzeroum, on the route to Trebizond,
Beyhk, on the Kharshut. It is built in suc-
ive_ terraces up the sides of a ravine. Near
•e silver, lead, and copper mines.
UMLEY, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 4i m.

>|'J.W. Market-Harboro'. Ac. 1550. P. 214.
UMMERSBACH, a town of Rhenish Pnissia,
circ, 24 m. E. Cologne. .P. 1050.
mpoldskirchen, a market town. Lower Aus-
10m.S S.W.Vienna, on rail, to Gratz. P. 1700.
UMui, a ruined town of Russian Armenia, 54
^.W. Erivan, on which has been recently built
important fortress and city of Alexandropol.
ISf)!) 11,3.58. The circ. of Alexandiopol has
'p. of 36,000, mostly Armenians. From the
t elevation of the land in this dist. (average
' feet), the cold is intense, and wild ani-
i are driven into the towns from hunger,
ivans of from 50 to 100 camels bring pro-
ms for the Russian troops stationed here.
UNABAD, a town of E. Persia, prov. Khorasan,

Mm. W.S.W. Meslied.
JraBY, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln.—I.

^ W.S.W. Colsterworth. Ac. 666. P. 164.
- 4 m. E. Spilsby. Ac. 606. P. 82.

, jY'^^amuk, a vill. of Afghanistan, 28 m. W.
nin ^''^ *'^® ^^^^ surviving portion of
"I British force (100 soldiers and 300 camp-

' ^vers), retreating from Cabool in 1842, vras
acred, one man only making his escape.

Gl'xdava, a town of Beloochistan, cap. prov.

Cutch-Guudava, 115 ra. S.E. Kelat, and the usual
winter residence of the khan of Kelat.

GUNDELFixGEN, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swa-
bia, on the Brenz, 27 m N.W. Augsburg. P.
2800.— II. a vill. of Baden, circ. Upper Rhine, 4
m. N.N.E. Freiburg. P. 700.

GuN'DEi^HEiM, a market town of Wiirtemberg,
circ. Neckar, 4 m N.W. Jaxtfield. P. 1140.

GuNUuciv, a river of Ilindostan, tributary to

the Gauges, which it joins opposite Patna, after

a S.E. course of 407 m. In Nepaul it receives

numerous affluents.—The Little Guiiduck, a river

W. of the foregoing, joins the Goggra, after a S.

course of 170 miles.

GuNiEH, a walled town of Asiatic Turkey, pash.

and 100 m. E.N.E. Trebizond, on the E. coast of

the Black Sea, near the mouth of the Tchoruk.
Gunong-Api, two islands of the Asiatic Arclii-

pelago.—I. Banda isls., N.W. Lantoir, lat 6° 35'

S., Ion. 126' 45' E. It consists of some fertile tracts

surrounding a volcanic peak, which in 1820 broke
out in a fearful eruption.—II. Floi-es Sea, N.E.
Sumbawa, lat. 8° 15' S., Ion. 119° 8' E. It also has
a volcano—Gunoiig Benko and Gunong Demjio
are mountains of Sumatra.
Guns (Hungar. KoszegJiy, a royal free town, W.

Hungary, co. Eisenburg, on the Giins river, 19 m.
S.S.W. Lake Neusiedl. P. 5802, partly employed
in woollen weaving and manufs. of silk. It is

enclosed by walls, and has a gymnasium, a Lu-
theran and two Roman Catholic churches, a high
school, and an oi-phan asylum. It successfully re-

sisted the Turkish anny under Solyman in 1532.

Gun's Island, lies off the E. coast of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Down, 2J m. N.E. Ardglass. It is a
coast-guard and fishing station.

GuNTEKSBLUM, a market town of Germany,
Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Rhenish Hessen, 12 rn.

N. Worms. P. 2700.

GuNTEKSDORF, a town of Austria, 12 m. N.E,
Meissau. P. 1585.

GuNTHERSBERGE, a town of Germany, Anhalt-
Bernburg, 18 m. S.W. Halberstadt. P. 750—
Gwithersfeld, a vill., principality Schwarzburg-
Sondershausen, with ironworks, 24m. S.E. Gotha.
GuNTHORPE, a pa. of England, co.Nor'folk, 4J

m. W.S.W. Holt. Ac. 1087. P. 249.

GtJNTON, two pas. of England —I. co. Norfolk,

4J m. N.W. North-Walsham. Ac. 945, consist-

ing entirely of the park and woods of Gunton
house. P. 78.—II. CO. Suffolk, 1^ m. N.N.W.
Lowestoft. Ac. 1072. P. 73.

GuNTOOR, a maritime district of British India,

presid. Madras, having S. Nellore and the Bay
of Bengal, on other sides the river Kistna, se-

parating it from the dist. Rajahmundry, and tlie

Nizam's dom. Area 4960 sq. m. P. 570,089.

Surface mountainous in the W. ; elsewhere low,

flat, and sandy, producing paddy, dry grains,

cotton, and sugar ; and it exports most of the

culiuai-y articles consumed in Madras. Principal

towns Guntoor, Vinukondo, and Nizampatam.

—

Guntoor, the cap. of the dist., is 226 m. N. Madras,
lat. 16° 15' N., Ion. 80° 27' E. P. 20,000.

GuNWALLOE, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,
5 m. S. Helstone. Ac. 1429. P. 244.

GCnzburg, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia, 30
m. W.N.W. Augsburg, on the Danube, hero
crossed by a bridge, and joined by the Giinz.

P. 3-200.— Ober-Gunzburg is a vill. 42 m. S.S.W.
Augsburg. P. 1350.

GuNZENii.\usEN, a town, Bavaria, Mid. Franco-
nia.ontheAltmuhl, 16ra.S.S.E. Anspach. P.2700.
GuR (Lough), a lake of Ireland, Munster, co.

and 10 m. E.S.E. Limerick. Circumference 4 nu
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GuRA, a town of Africa, Upper Guinea, on the

Gura river, 75 m. AV.N.W. Cape Coast Castle.

Gl'KAGUE, a country of N.E. Africa, Abyssinia,
S. Shoa, to which it is tributary, lat. about 8° N.,

Ion. 39° E. It contains the large Lake Zooai.
Guraro, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, circ.

Hermanstadt, dist. Orlat. P. 2332.

GuKiEL, a prov;. of Asia, shared between the
Bussian and Turkish dominions, at the E. ex-
tremity of the Black Sea, encircled landward by
the territories Mingrelia, Imeretia, Akhaltzikh,
and the pash. Trebizond. It is fertile, producing
wine, maize, millet, tobacco, honey, and some
cotton and silk. Its ulhabitants are of a very
mixed descent, mostly of the Greek church, or
Mohammedans. It formed a part of the ancient
Colchis. Principal towns, Bartoimi, in the Turk-
ish ; Poti, Toras, and Fort St Nikolai, in its Eus-
sian division.

GuRiEV, a town and fortress of Eussia, gov.
Orenburg, on the Ural river, near its mouth in tlie

Caspian. Lat. 47° 11' N., Ion. 51'" 50' E. P. 2000.
It has an active trade in cavair, furs, and fish.

GuRK, 2 rivs , Austria, prov. Illyria, one joining
the Drave, 10 m. E. Klagenfurt, after a course of

65 m. ; and the other joining tlie Save, 22 m N.E.
Neustadtl, after a course of 50 m.

—

Gurk is a vill.

on the former river, 49 m. N. Laybach. P. 436.

GuRLA, a mountain of India, one of the Hima-
layas, 25,200 feet above the sea.

Glrsil'KTESAR or Gurmukteswah, a town of

British India, dist. and 31 m. S.E. Meerut, on
rt. b. of the Ganges. P. 7168. About IJ m. above
the town is an important ferry.

GuRRAH, a town of British India, presid. Ben-
gal, cap. dist., stretclies for 2 m. along the Ker-
budda river, 196 m. S.W. Allahabad.
GuRscHDORF, a vill. of Austria, SUesia, circ.

Trappau, dist. Weidenau. P. 7987.

GuRsuF or YouRzouF, a maritime vill. of the
Crimea, on its W. coast, with a noble residence
built by the Duke de EichliexL

GcTiTXELLEX, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Uri,

pa. Silenen, on rt. b. of the Eheuss. P. 658.

GuRUX, a town, Asia Minor, pash. Karamania,
84 m. E. Kaisariyah. It is picturesque, and ap-
pears flourishing. Its merchants trade as far as
Aleppo, Marash, and Constantinople.

GuKUPi, a river and town of Brazil, prov. Para,
the river entering the Bay of Gurupi (Atlantic)

ait^T a N. course, estinmted at 250 m. The town
stands on the W. side of the river mouth, 65 m.
E. Braganza.
Gi'RWHAL, a hill state of India, between lat.

30° 2' and 31° 20' N., Ion. 77° 65' and 79° 20' E.
Area 4500 sq. m. P. estimated at 100,000. The
country is mountainous, stretching over the

S.W. declivity of the Himalaya. The peak of

Kedamath, 23,062 feet in elevation, is the liigh-

est summit ; and the Eikkee-Kasee, 1377 feet

above the sea, is the lowest spot in this state.

There are several valleys intermingled, and
di-ained by the rivers Tonse, Jumna, and Bha-
geerettee, all of which flow into the Gauges. The
geological formation of the mountains has not
been distinctly ascertained, but gold is supposed
I o be its only metal. Climate various. In the
low-lying tracts of the S. frontier the thermome-
ter rises to 80° Fahr. in the beginuing of May;
at the height of 8000 feet the thermometer never
exceeds 75° in the hottest season. Frost and
snow are frequent in winter. Eain falls from the
middle of June till the middle of September.
Chief products, rice, sugar, ginger, sweet potatoes,

cotton, hemp, wheat, barley, poppy, and oil-seeds.

The natives seldom exceed five feet in height.

Most part of the agricultui-al labours, poundin :

com, and domestic duties, are pprformed by fe

males. Brahminism is the prevailing superstitioi

and it has several places of Hindoo pilgrinuigt

besides numerous temples. The rajah holds?;
territory subordinate to the British.

Gusox, a viU. of Prussia, Brandenburg, cii'

Fi-ankfurt, dist. Lebus. P. 1400.

Guspixi, a comm. & vill. of the isl. of Sardini:

prov. and 34 m. N.W. Cagliari, cap. mand. 1

4733. It has argentiferous lead-mines.
Gl'Ssage:, two pas. of England, co. Dorset—

I

{All Saints), 4J m. W.S.W. Cranbornc. Ac 290,

P. 496.—11. {St Michael), 5 m. "W.S.W. Cra:.

borne. Ac 2882. P. 311.

Gusa\Go and Gussola, two vills. of N. Ital

.

the former, prov. and 5 ni. N.N.W. Brescia. .

4162. Manufs. linen and cotton. The latter, pro i

and 18 ra. E.S.E. Cremona. P. 3276.

GussBACH, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Upper Fran
conia, N. Bamberg. P. 600.

—

Gassemtad is

vUl., Wiirtemberg, circ Jaxt, S.W. Heidenheit;

GusTAViA, the cap. to^vn of the Swedish iski,

St Bartholomew, West Indies, on its S.W. ooa.-

with a good harbour. P. (1866) 908.

GusTEN, a town of Germany, duchy Anhalt
Kothen, 5 m. W. Bemburg. P. 1700.

GusTON, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2 m. >

Dover. Ac 1421. P. 436.

GcsTROw, a town of Northern Germany, a.]

duchy Meckienberg-Schwerin, on the NebeL34

1

E.N.E. Schwerin. P.(1864)1U,93L It is enclose

by walls. Principal buildings, a cathedral,

workhouse, a house of correction, and the go

house. It has considerable commercial impci

ance, and from 50 to 60 factories of various kin:

comprising many breweries and distilleries.

GCsziXG, a town of Hungarv, co. Eisenbur

on the Ezenitze, 1 m. S.E. Hartberg. P. 3000.

Gutenberg and Gutexbruxx, two small vil

of Gennany, doms. Wiirtemberg and Austria.

Gutenhof is a station on the railway, in Lo"
Austria, between Vienna and Briick.

GuTENTAG or GuTTEXTAG, a town of Prussi

Silesia, gov. and 24 m. E. Oppebi. P. 2300.

GtTEiiSLOH, a town of Prussian Westpha!

gov. and 35 m. S.W. Mindeu. P. 5600.

GfTHRiE, a pa., Scotland, co. Forfar, with La

let, 9 m. N.N.W. Arbroath. Ac 3824. It cc

sists of two detached portions, 6 m. apart. P. 4.

Guthrie, a co. of U. S- North America, in »

state of Iowa. Area 576 sq. m. P. 3058.

GUTSTAHT, a town of E. Prussia, gov. anc

m. S. Konigsberg, on the AUe. P. 3100. It ;

a castle, Eoman Catholic and Lutheran churc:,

and manufs. of woollen and linen fabrics.

GCttanex, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bet.

dist Oberhasle, on the road to the Grimsel. S -

jected to frequent avalanches. P. 505.

GuTTEX.sTEijJ, two vills. of Austria.—I. Lo'ir

Austria, 33 m. S.W. Vienna. P. 531.—IL Cat-

thia, gov. and 40 m. N.N.E. Laybach. P. U'

Gltzkow, a town of Pnissian Poraerania, :'•

and 28 m. S.E. Stralsund. P. 1400.

Guyana, a region of S. America. [Guia>

GuYANUOTTE EivER, U. S.. N. America, ^
-

nia, rises in the W. part of the state, and a: *

N.W. course of 120 m. joins the Ohio, 6in. ^

Barbersville. At its mouth is a vill. of same i. _•

GuYEXNE, an old prov. of Frauce. [Guik> -J

GuYSBOROUGii, a CO. of Nova Scotia, Bi."

America. P. (1861) 12,713.

Gu-YTiXG, two pas. of England, co. Glouce r.

—I. (Potcer), 5} m. S.E. Winchcombe. c.

3380. P. 647.—II. {Temple), il m. E. W n-

combe. Ac. 6180. P. 584.
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CiTZVAiAT or GujEKAT, a prov., ludia, conipre-

uding within its limits several petty states, tlie

uicowar doras., and its tributaries, as well as

mdry collectorates of the Bombay Presidency.

Dunded N. by the Gulf of Gutch and Eajpootana,

by the Indian Ocean, the Gulf of Cambay, and
e J3i'itisli collectorates of Broach, Surat, Tannali,

•.d Candeish, E. by Candeish and Malwa, and
'. by Cutch, the collectorates of Surat, Broach,

;d the ocean. It extends between lat. 20° and
° 45' N., Ion. 69° and 74° 20' E. Area 41,536

. m. P. estimated at 3,000,000, consisting prin-

jally of Rajpoots, Brahmins, Mussulmans, Par-
es, etc. Total coast line 531 m. Diu and
!yt harbours afford shelter for large ships, and
e numerous havens, creeks, and roadsteads ad-

t coasting vessels besides. It is mountainous
the interior, and but slightly elevated on the
ast. Chief rivers, the Saburmuttee, Bunass,
vhee or Muhi, Nerbudda, and Tapteo. Prin-
:;1 mountains, the Western Ghauts, running
1.1 S. to N., average elevation 1200, highest
int 2000 feet. North of the Nerbudda the W.
tremity of the Vindhya mountains expand into

5 Barreea hills, and further N. into those of

'onawara, and in the same direction are those of

ingui-pore, which unite with Mount Aboo, in

3 Aravulli range. These mountains are gene-
ly of volcanic formation. Iron ore is the only
tal. Climate insalubrious in the interior. From
' 20th March to 20th May the thermometer
I'll ranges from 103° to 115° Fahr. in the shade.

,il exceedingly fertile, and it is called the
liarden of India;" but agriculture is in a rude
j.te. Yields rice, wheat, barley, sugar, tobacco,
,)t«r-oi], maize, opium, cotton, in large quanti-
s, fruits, and a varied flora. The cubbeer-bur
great banian-tree grows on an island in the
rbudda ; it covers an area of from 3 to 4 acres,

if gr^at height, and its branches are so large
i close that the natives dwell in them during
) season of inundation. The zoology includes
• lion, tiger, leopard, hyeena, wolf, uylgau,
d ass, and deer. Principal towns, Baroda, the

1 , Pahlunpore, Cambay, Eadhunpore, Chourar,
lit, Bauudsa, DhuiTumpore, Hursool, Thui-
il, Deesa, Wusravee, Sucheen, Eajkote, Poor-
ider, Loonawara, Dwarka, Barreah, Daunta,
laswarra, Dongurpore, Oodepore, Jabbooa,
|inte, Eajpeepla, and Beyt. There are few
( de roads in tlie territory, but a railway is in
2:ress to Bombay and Baroda.
ivosDEVi, a group of islands in Behring Strait,

ween Asia and N. America. Lat. 65° 40' N.,
. 173" 50' E. The largest, Imaglin, is 25 m. in
gth. Surface of islands low, and bare of wood.
rWADEL or GwADUii (Cape), a peninsula of

oochistan, about the middle of tho S. coast
he Indian Ocean, 95 m. S. Kedje. Lat. 25
^., Ion. 62° 18' E. It is about 6 m. in breadth
I has a harbour on either side, the W. of which

: rds good anchorage.
;uAiiNYSGoi?, a pa. of North Wales, co. Flint,
1. N.W. Holywell. Ac. 794. P. 322.
iwALiouTERKrroRiEsor Dominions OF Soin-
, a state of Central Hindostan, enclosed by the

ij T Chumbul on the W., Bundelcund, Saugor, on
t E., & by Bhopaul, Dliar, Kajgurh, Jlialawur,
ql Kotah on the S. and S.W. Area 33,119 sq.

' P. 3,228,512. of the various ca.sts of Hindoos
: I Mohammedans. Surface in the N.E. level,
jli deep precipitous ravines; on tho S. it is

t»"ersed by the Vindhya mountains, and on the
;
by the hilly country of Eajpootana. Chief
Ts, the Taptee, Nerbudda, Chumbul, with its

' utaries; and tho Scinde. Soil generally fertile,

but badly cultivated in conseqiumce of the oppres-
sion of the ruling powers, and the system of sub-
letting the farms. Chief crops, rice, wheat, maize,
linseed, oilseeds,sugar, cotton, opium, tobacco, and
indigo. Manufs. unimportant, being chiefly silks,

cotton, smelting iron-ore, and a cannon foundry
for casting brass guns. Imports woollens, cot-
tons, silks, cutlerj-. Cashmere shawls, precious
stones, jewellery, muskets, gold, silver, mercury,
copper, lead, and zinc. Exports opium, cotton,
tobacco, dye-stuffs, and iron. Climate various

;

in the hot season the thermometer rises to 100"
Fahr. during the day, but the nights are cool
and pleasant. In January and the beginning of
February, the thermometer sometimes falls 3° or
4° below the freezing-point. From the middle
of June to the end of September is the rainy
season, when about 50 inches of rain falls, and
the thermometer ranges from 72° to 78° Fahr.
Two months before the rainy season fever pre-
vails, and the cholera sets in annually with great
virulence, often causing death in less than one
hour. Zoology comprises the tiger, leopard, wolf,

bear, hyssna, and monkey, various birds, snakes,
and the blunt-snouted crocodile. There are no
public, but several private schools. The general
course of study comprises reading, writing, arith-*
metic, astrology, and astronomy according to the
Ptolemaic system. Annual revenue 950,000/.

After the defeat of the Mahrattas in 1843, this

district was placed under the military superin-
tendence of the British, with a yearly payment
for the military contingent of 186,000/.

GwALioR, a city and strong fortress of India,

and cap. of the above state, on an aflluent of the
Jumna, 66 m. S. Agra. It was taken from the re-

bels in 1858. The citadel, on a high precipitous

rock in its centre, is about 3 m. in circumference.
The town itself is unenclosed, but its streets

may be shut by numerous gates, some of which
have much architectural beauty. Principal edi-

fices, the chief mosque, a palace, and some build-
ings in the most ancient Hindoo style within the
citadel, and E. of the city a fine Muhammedau
tomb. In the sides of the rock, forming its site,

are numerous caves, with Hindoo sculptures.

GvvENDDWR, a pa. of South Wales, co. Brecon,

4J m. S. Builth. Ac. 8262. P. 528.

GwENNAP, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 3 m.
E.S.E. Eedruth. Ac. 6565. P. 10,537. Here
are the most productive copper min^s in Cornwall,
sunk 1800 feet below the surface.

GwEUNESNEY, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth,

2J m. E.N.E. Usk. Ac. 543. P. 57.

GwERSYLT, a township of North Wales, co.

Denbigh, pa. Gresford, 3 m. N.N.W. Wrexham.
Ac. 1654. P. 1356.
GwETTER or GwADUR, a vill. of Beloochistan on

the Bay of Gwetter, lat. 25° 10' N., Ion. 61° 31'

E. Station of submarine telegraph to Kurachee.
GwiNNEAR, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 7J

m. W.S.W. Eednith. Ac. 4611. P. 2880, em-
ployed in very productive copper mines.

Gwinnett, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N. of Georgia. Area 541 sq. m. P. (I860)

10,389 free, 2551 slaves.

GwiTHiAN, a pa., England, co. Cornwall, on the

Bristol Channel, with a vill., 6J m. W. Eedruth.
Ac. 2633. P. 774. The church, and a large part of

the pa., were long since overwhelmed by drifting

sand, and the vill. has only been preserved from
tho same fate by planting around it the sea-rush.

GwNxws, a pa. of South Wales, co. Cardigan,
3 m. W. Tregaron. Ac. 17,959. P. 1295.

GwTUERiN, a pa.- of North Wales, co. Denbigh,

4J m. E. Llanrwtet. Ac. 6117. P. 438.
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GwYDPELWERN, a pa. of North Wales, co. Me-
rioneth, 31 m. W.N.W. Corwen. Ac. 9127. P. 1541.

GvvYDiR, a pastoral dist. of New South Wales,
between Livei-pool plains and Queensland. Area
11,075 sq.m. P. (1861)201.5. Chief town Warialda.
' GvvYNEDD, a river, N. Wales, rises on S. side of

Snowdon, flows S. pastBeddgellert, & between cos.

Carnarvon & Merioneth, to Cardigan Bay, which
it enters by a wide estuary, 1 m. S. Treraadoc.
GwYNEDD, a township, U. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, 86 m. E. Han-isburg. P. 1571.

GwYNFE, a hamlet, S. Wales, co. Carmarthen,
pa. Llangadock, 6 m. S.W. Llandovery. P. 1354.

Gy, a market town of France, dep. H. Sa6ue,
cap. cant., 22 m. S.W. Vesoul. P. 2120.

Gyalar, a market and mining vill. of Tran-
sylvania, CO. and 5 m. W.S.W. Hunyad. P. 939.
Gyarmath, several market towns of Hungary.

—I. {Balassay, in co. Neograd, on the Ipoly, 40
m. N.E. Pesth. P. 3793.—II. {Fuzes), co. Bekes,
30 m N.N.E. Csaba, on the Beretto. P. 1502.

Gyaros or Ghioura, an island of the Grecian
Archipelago,gov. Tenos,10 m. N.W. Syra. Length
5 m., breadth 3 m. Mountainous and sterile.

Gyergyos (St Miklos), a market town of

Transylvania, Szeklerland, cap. dist. Csik, 95 m.
•E. Klausenburg. P. with dist. 5071.

Gyffin, a pa. of Nortli Wales, co. Carnarvon,
1 m. S. Aberconway. Ac. 3705. P. 715.

Gyffylliog, a pa. of North Wales, co. Den-
bigh, 6 m. W. Euthin. Ac. 6652. P. 567.

Gyllinge, a pa. of Denmark, Jutland, amt. and
17 m. S. Aarhuu-s on the Great Belt.

Gymaiekgine, Tmkey. [Giiumurdjina.]

Gyoxgyos, a market town of Central Hungary
CO. Heves, 44 m. N.E. Pesth. P. (1851) 13,477.

It lias a Franciscan college, a gymnasium, niauufs.

of leather, hats, and woollen cloth, and distil-

leries. The fine Vissoutaer wine is grown in its

vicinity. The Hungarians here defeated the
Austrian troops, 3d April 1849.

Gyorgy (S'r), a royal free town of Hungary,
CO. and 8 m. N.N.E. Presburg, at the foot of a
castle-crowned height. P. 3922. It has Roman
Catholic churches, a Protestant church, a college,

and sulphur batlis.—II. a vill., dist. Jazygia, on
the Zagj'va, an affluent of the Theiss, 12 m. 8.E.

Jasz-Bereny. P. 1359. Sepsi St Gyorgy is a

market town, Transylvania, Szeklerland, on tht

Aluta, 18 m. N.N.E. Cronstadt. P. 2'202.

Gyorgye, a vill. of Hungary, co. Pesth-Pilis

dist. Nagu Katy. P. 2776.

Gy6kgyo-A lfaln, a vill. of Austria, Transyl-
vania, circ. Udvarhely, dist. Gyorgyo Szt. Miklos,

P. 4217.— II. (Szt. Miklos), same circ. and dist. P.

5448.—III. (Z7;yo;M), same circ. and dist. P. 2415.

Gysenstein, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

dist. Konolfingen. P. 1343.

Gyswl, a vUl. of Switzerland, cant. Unter-

walden, between the Lakes of Sarneu and Lun-
gem, 6 m. S.W. Sarnen. It was nearly swept

away by an inundation in 1629. P. IGIO.

Gyula, two market towns of East Hungarj,
CO. Bekes, 35 m. N.N.W. Arad, divided by th

White Koros river into two portions, MaggarMil
Nemelt, in one of which only German, and in tLt

other only Hungarian, is spoken. P. (185r

15,454. It has several churches, and oil mills.

H
Haa, a small island of Scotland, co. Suther-

land, off its N. coast, 3^ m. E. Far-outhoad.
Haag, the name of numerous vills. of Germany,

and of a city in the Netherlands. [Hague.]
Haarburg, Hanover. [Harburg.

|

Haaren, a vill. of Hanover, landr. Osnabriick,

6 m. S.E. Meppen. P. 1200.

Haaren, a vill. of Germany, Rhenish Prussia,

gov. and 22 m. N. Aachen. P. 1200.

Haahlkm or Harlem, a city of the Nether-
lands, prov. North Holland, 11 ni. W. Amsterdam,
with which and Leyden it communicates by
canals and by railway. P. (1865) 29,.o86. The
cathedral of St Bavon contains the famous Haar-
lem organ. The statue of L. Coster, the reputed
inventor of moveable printing types, and a native

of this town, stands in the market-place. Haar-
lem has numerous public schools, learned socie-

ties, and collections in art and science. It has
also steam cotton mills, bleaching, dyeing, and
printing mills, and small manufs. of silk fabrics,

carpets, lace, ribands, soap, and a typefoundry.
It is the centre of the important Dutch trade in

flowers and flower seeds, raised in the Bloemen
Tuinen, extensive nursery grounds on the S. side
of the city. The painters Ostade, Wouvermans,
Berghem, and Ruisdael, with Vanderhelst and
Schrevolius, wore natives of Haarlem.

IIa^vrlem, an island of Palk's Strait, off the N.
extremity of the island of Ceylon.
Haarlem Lake (Dutch IIaerlemmer-3feer), a

foi-mer inlet of the Zuyder-Zee, Netherlands,prov.
North Holland, 2 m. S.E. Haarlem, about 33 m. in
circumference. It was formed by an inundation
of the sea in the leth century. The lake has been
drained, and it is calculated that 45,000 acres of
land have thus been gained.

Haase, Hasa, a river of Hanover, landr. Osna
bj'uck, joins the Ems at Meppen, length 90 m.

H.v^\STRECHT, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov

S. Holland, 14 m. N.E. Rotterdam. P. 1385.

Haay, an island of Scotland, Hebrides, in tli

Sound of Harris, between Harris and N. (Jist.

Haba (La), a town of Spain, prov. and 61 k
E. Madrid. P. 3020. Manufs. woollens.

Habas, a comm. and market town of Franci

dep. Landes, 11 m. S.S.E. Dax. P. 2013.

Habberley, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 8 n

S.W. Shrewsbury. Ac. 795. P. 112.

Habelschwert, a town, Pnissian Silesia, go'

Breslau, cap. circ, on the Neisse, 10 m. S. Glat

P. 2800. Woollen and linen weaving.
Habergiiam-Eave-s,- a township, England, c

Lancaster, pa. Whallej', 2 m. S.W. Burnley. A
4007. P. 18,013. It has cotton and woollen mill

Habersham, a co. of the U. S., North Amerif I

Georgia, in the N. part of the state. Area 7.

sq. m. Surface mountainous. P. 5179 free, 7;

slaves. Cap. Clarksville.

Habesh, a country of Africa. [Abyssikia.]
,

Habkern, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Beii

dist. Interlacken, on the Lombach, which fa'

into the Lake of Thun. P. 745.

Habrol'gh, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8

N.W. Great Grimsby. Ac. 2750. P. 364.

Habsai^ a town of Russia. [Hapsal.]
Habsburg or Hapsburg, a vill. of Switzerlai

with ruins of a castle, the original seat of
]

present imperial family of Austria. [Brugo.
|

Habsheim, a comm. and vill. of i ranee, d

H. Ehin, cap. cant., 11 m. N.E. Altkiixh, on

Strasbourg Railway. P. 2044.

Hacconby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

m. N.N.E. Bourn. Ac. 3220. P. 408. .
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TTvccoURT, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

1,1 7 m. N.E. Liege. P. 1212.

Hackby, a pa, of England, co. Lincoln, 7 ra. E.

rantham. Ac. 705. P- 6G.

Hacha, a river of S. America, New Granada,

p. Magdalena, enters the Caribbean Sea, 90 m.

.N.E. Santa Marta; length 120 miles.

Hacuknbuko, a town of West Germany, dom.

id 24 m. N. Nassau. P. 1550. Manufs. linens.

Hacheston, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 m.

. Wickhara Market. Ac. 1726. P. 526.

Hackknsack, a vill., U. S., North America, New
rsey, on a navigable river of the same name, 12

. N.W. New York.—II. a township adjoining,

i m. N.W. New York.
Hacketstowx, a pa. and town of Ireland, Lein-

61-, cos. Carlow and Wicklow, the town in Car-

w on the Dereen, 8 m. S.E. Baltinglass. Ac.

pa. 11,616. P. 2944 ; do. of town, 819.

Hackford, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3|
. W.N.W. Wymondham. Ac. 754. P. 222.—

[ (by Reepham), nAme co., 7 m. W.S.W. Ayles-

im. Ac. 754. P. 761.

Hackington, a pa. of England, co. Kent, IJ
. N. Canterbury. Ac. 1984. P. 616.

Hacknkss, a pa. of England, co. York, North
iding, 6^ Ml. N.W. Scarboro'. Ac. 9857. P. 658.

Hackney, a pa., England, co. Middlesex, form-

ig a suburb of London, 3 m. N.N.E. St Paul's Ca-

ledral. Ac. 3290. P. 76,687. It is divided into

districts, has 3 churches and numerous chapels,

le London orphan asylum, Clapton, the Inde-

•jndents' academy at Homerton, a savings bank,
ad union workhouse. Prom it hackney coaches

•ere named, it has a station on N. Loudon Rail.

i Hackthorne, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.
.N.E. Lincoln. Ac. 2890. P. 234.

HACauEViLLE, a vill. of France, dep. Eure, arr.

.ndelys. Birthplace of Brunei, engineer of the
hames Tunnel. P. 433.

Hadamau, a town of Prussia, Nassau, on the

ibe, 5 m. N.W. Limburg. P. 2000. Manufs.
Dtton, tobacco, and iron.

Haddam, a township of the U. S., North
.merica, Connecticut, 20 m. S. Hartford.
Haddenham, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 6^

I. 8.8.W. Aylesbury. Ac. 3150. P. 1623.—IL co.

ambridge, 6 m. S.S.W. Ely. Ac. 8912. P. 1976.

Haddernheim or Heddernheim, a town of

russia, Nassau, 4 m. N. W. Frankfurt. P. 2453.

Haddington, a pari. & royal bor., market town,
id pa., Scotland, cap. co., on the Tyne, on branch
N. B. Bail., 18 m. E. Edinburgh. Ac. of pa.,

hichis in the highest state of cultivation, 12,162.
It. 147 ft._ P. (1861) .5548 ; do. of bor. 3897. It

as CO. buildings, town-house, collegiate and pa.

tiurch, and com exchange, a mechanics' institute,

a agricultural and horticultural society, several
ublic libraries, and a trade in wool. It is perhaps
le largest market in Scotland for corn and other
gricultural produce. Fairs in April and Octo-
er. Haddington unites with Dunbar, Jedburgh,

'ider, and North Berwick, in sending 1 mem-
to House of Commons. Haddington is a very

ucient royal burgh, and holds its last charter
[ated 1624. Corp. rev. (1862-3) 951/. King
'ilexander ii. was born here in 1198. The town

putes with Gifford the honour of being the
; hplace of the reformer John Knox. Alt. 147 ft.

Haddington or East Lothian, a co. of Scot-
I no, having N. the Firth of Forth, E. the North
'a, 8. CO. Berwick, and W. co. Edinburgh. Alti-

' I lo, 380 feet. Rainfall at Yester House, 29 inches.
'1'9,142. P. 37,634. Surface, in the S., covered

' 'he Lammermoor hills, in the centre and N. a
11, gradually sloping to the Firth of Forth,

and diversified by gentle elevations. Principal

rivulet, the Tyne. Besides the Lammermoor
ridge and Garleton hill, 590 feet, there are two
other isolated hills, Traprain Law, 724, and North
Berwick Law, a cone of 612 feet elevation. Soil

mostly a clayey loam. The United East Lothian
Agricultiu-al Society, founded in 1819-20, com-
prises most, if not all, of the wealthy proprietors

in the co. Principal crops, wheat, oats, barley,

beans, turnips, and grasses. Cattle, brought chiefly

from the Highlands, are extensively fattened, lu
the Lammermoor sheep farms, the Cheviot breed

predominates. Farms generally . large. It has
manufs. of salt; and pottery works at Prestonpaus
and Tranent, fisheries at Dunbar, and several ex-

tensive distilleries. Coal is worked in the W., and
limestone abounds everywhere. Roads are good,

and the North British Railway traverses the co.

The county comprises 2 presbyteries, 24 quoad
cinlia pas., and 3 royal burghs. Haddington is

the CO. town ; the others are Dunbar and North
Berwick. It sends 2 members to House of Com-
mons, 1 of whom is for the county. Reg. elec.

(1862) 688.

Haddiscoe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, with
a station on the Norfolk Railway, 4 m. N.N.E.
Beccles. Ac. 2071. P. 355.

Haddon, a pa. of England, co. Hunts, 3 m.
N.N.W. Stilton. Ac. 1214. P. 146.—II. {Easf),

CO. and 7i m. N.W. Northampton. Ac. 2572. P.

727.

—

lll.{West\ same co., 8 m. N N.E-. Daventry,
Ac. 2900. P. 963.—IV. {Haddon Hall), co. Derby,
2 m. S.W. Chatsworth.
Hadeln, a dist. of Northern Germany, Hano-

ver, landr. Stade, extending for 12 m. along tho
Elbe, at its mouth. Area 110 sq. m. P. 19,500.

Soil marshy, fertile, and protected from inunda-
tion by dykes. It has a distinct administration,

and special privileges.

Hadersleben (Dan. Haderslev), a seaport town
:)f Prussia, cap. amt., on an inlet of the Little

IJelt, duchy and 48 m. N. Schleswig. P. (1864)
>!293. It has a safe harbour, several chmx-hes, a
normal school, and breweries.

Hadeielu, a tovyiship of England, co. Derby,
pa. Glossop, 11 m. N.N.W. Chapel-le-Frith, with
a station on the Manchester and Sheffield Rail-

way, 2J m. N. Glossop. P. 2722.

Hadiiam (Gueat), a pa. of England, co. Herts,

4 m. W.S.W. Bishop-Stortford. Ac. 4457. P.
1172.—II. {Little), 3 m. W.N.W. Bishop-Stort-
ford. Ac. 3068. P. 864.

Hadhaz, a town of Hungary, co. Szabolcs, 10 m.
N. Debreczin. P. 4502, mostly Haiduks, and
employed in agriculture and cattle-raising.

Hadisa or liADiTHA, a town of Asiatic Turkey,
pash. Bagdad, on the Euphrates, 27 ni. E.S.E.
Anah, and enclosed by an ancient stone wall.

Hadji-Ahbasse, a vill. of Asia Minor, pash.
Anatolia, on the Barton (anc. Partkenius), 50 m.
W.S.W. Kastamuni, and around which are some
remarkable caves.—II. {II. Ilamza), a town of

Anatolia, 26 m. E. Tosia, near which the Kizil

Innak is crossed by a stone bridge.—III. Hadji
Ogli Bazan.
Hadleigh, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Suffollv, 9J m. W.S.W. Ipswich, and 7 m.
W.N.W. the Bentley Station of the E. Union Rail.
Ac. of pa. 4288. Alt. 147 ft. P. 3606. Polling-
place for west division of the co.—II. a pa., co.

Essex, 2 j m. N.W. Leigh. Ac. 2679. P. 451.
Hadley, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, 1 m.

N.N.E. Barnet. Ac. 2530. P. 1053.
Hadley, a township of the U. S., N. America,

Massficliu.^ottf:, on Connecticut river, 74 m. W
Boston. P. 1986,
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Hadlow, a pa, of England, co. Kent, 3^ m.

N.E. Tunbridge. Ac. 5856. P. 2568.

Hadmersleben, a- town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. & 18 m. S.W. Magdeburg, on the Bode, -with

a station on railway to Halberstadt. P. 800.

Hadoi, a comiTi. and vill., France, dep. Vosges,
arr. and 6 m. S. Epinal. P. 3288.

Hadr,vjlvut, a country of Arabia, extending
along its S.E. coast from Oman to Yemen, with
which latter region it constituted the anc. Ai-abia

Felix. The coiist is lined by mountains 5000 feet

high. On the edge of the desert of Aklaj, a
plummet which was sunk in the loose sand, found
no bottom at 360 feet.

Hadsor, a pa. of England, co. "Worcester, 1 \

m. S.E. Droitwich, within the pari, bounds of

which it is included. Ac. 9J0. P. 158.

Hadstock, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 1^ m.
S. Linton. Ac. 1870. P. 511.

Haeght and Haelen, two comms. and vills. of

Belgium : the former, prov. North Brabant, cap.

cant., 16 m. N.E. Brussels. P. 1400; the latter,

prov. Limbouig, 11 m. W. Hasselt P. 2016.

Haeltert and Haeringhe, two comms. and
vills. of Belgium.—I. prov. E. Flanders, 19 m. E.
Audenarde. P. 3252.—II. prov. W. Flanders,
cap. cant., 12 m. N.W. Ypres. P. 1936.

H^Mts (Mount), Europ. Turkey. LBalkan.]
Haerlebeke, a comm. and town of Belgium,

prov. W. Flauders, cap. cant., on tlie Lys and the
railway to Ghent, 3 m. N.E. CourtraL P. 4486.

Haeklem, a vill. of the U. S., North America,
New York, on Haerlem river, 7J m. N.N.E. New
York City, with which it is connected by railway.
Haesdoxk, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

East Flanders, 25 m. N.E. Ghent. P. 2250.

Haff or SThrrris-HAKF, u lagoon of Pnissian
Pomerania, gov. and 10 ra. N. fetettin, separated
from the Baltic by a uaiTow strip of land.

Length of lagoon, E. to W., 29 m. ; greatest

breadth 13 miles. It is divided into the Great
and Little Haff, has several arms, receives the
Oder, Ihna, and Ucker rivers, and communi-
cates with the sea by mouths at Swinemiinde,
Cammin, and Wolgast. [Curiscue-Haff and
Frische-Haff.]
Haffar, a navigable channel, connecting the

Karun river (Persia), in its lower part, with the
Shat-ul-Arab (Lower Euphrates).
Haffeer, a vill. of Africa, Nubia, on 1. b. of the

Nile, 46 m. N. New Dongola. It has a weekly
market, and a government factory for indigo.

Hafxerzell and Hafxerbach, two vills. of

S. Geimany.—I. Bavaria, on the Danube, 8 m. E.
Passau.—II. Lower Austria, W. St Polten. P.
300. Both have porcelain factories.

Hafsloe, a vill. and pa. of Norvvay, stift and
88 m. N.E. Bergen. P. 2100.

Hagborse, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 5i m.
W.S.W. Wallingford. Ac. 2755. P. 795.

Hage, a vill. of Hanover, E. Friesland, landr.

and 13 m. N.W. Aurich. P. 843.

Hagelberg, a vill. of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 22 m. S.W. Potsdam, where the
allies defeated the French, Aug. 27, 1813. P. 120.

Hagen, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
and 26 m. W. Arensberg, cap. circ, on the Volme.
P. 6092. Manufs. iron ware, wooUen cloth, paper,

and leather. Near it is the spa of Eppenhausen.
Hagexdorf, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Soleure, dist Olten-Goesen, on the high road
from Soleure to Olten. P. 1086.

Hagenow, a town of North Germany, grand
duchy Mecklenburg-Schwerin, on the Hamburg
& Berlin Kailway, 17 m. S.W. Schwerin. P. 2700.

Hager-stowx, a vilL of the U. S^ North Ame-

rica, Marj'Iand, 58 m. W.N.W. Baltimore. P
400U. It has a court-house, town-hal!, and gaol.
Hagetsiau, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Landes, cap. cant., arr. and 7 m. S. St Sever. P.
3029. Good wine is produced in its vicinity.

Haggexschwi'l, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

St Gall, dist. Tablat, 9 m. from Rorshach. P. 928.
Hagglixgex, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Aargaii, dist. Bremgarten, a verj' ancient Catholio
vill., given to the Bishop of Basle by Henry iv-
in 1080. P. 1511.

Hagia and Hagios (Greek Saint), several snudl
I

vUls. of Greece ; and an island, Hagios-Strati

'

(anc. Nexy, Grecian Archipelago, belonging to

Turkey, 20 m. S.W. Lemnos, with a viU. of same

;

name on its west coast. i

Hagia, a town of European Turkey, Thesaaly
13 m. E. Larissa. Inhabited by about 800 families,

Hagley, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, 3 m. I!

S.S.E. Stourbridge. Ac. 2363. P. 963.

Hagxaby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, pts

Lindsey, 4 m. W.S.W. Spilsby. Ac. 640. P. 93.—II. {with Hanni/y, a hamlet, same co. and pts, ;>

m. N.E. Alford. Ac. 1010. P. 66.

Hague (The), (Dutch SGravenJiage, "thu
Count's Meadow," French La Haye), a town cf

the Netherlands, cap. prov. of South Hollanc.

and the usual residence o: the court andoftL:
States-general, on a branch of the Leydenan<:
Rotterdam Canal, 4 m. from the North Sea, 1)

m. N.W. Rotterdam, and 33 m. S.W. Amsterdan
with wliich cities it communicates by railwav.i

Lat. 52= 3' N. ; Ion. 4° 18' E. P. (1865) R7,.«l)

Mean temp, of year 52° ; winter, 38°'2 ; summer
65° "5, Fahr. It is enclosed by a moat, crossed b^

drawbridge."?, and many streets are intersectei

by canals, bordered with rows of trees. All tl i

principal edifices are in the Vyverberg, or grea

square of its N. or fashionable quarter. The n;i

tioual museum comprL-^es collections of Chine.s

and Japanese curiosities, and of Dutch nation)

relics, with a rich gallery of Dutch painting:

among which is Paul Potter's celebrated " bull.

The Binttenkqf, appropriated to the States As
sembly and the chief government ofhees, cor
prises a portion of the residence of the ancie:

Counts of Holland. It has 14 churches, 2 Jew
synagogues, an orphan asylum, prisons, numerov
schools, and a theatre. The royal libi-ary is sai

to contain 100,000 vols. ; and here are niai;

learned associations and private galleries of a:

Cannon foundry, printing, and various man'
factures carried on. A road, called the VborhO'

leads N. to the Bosch.
Hague (Cape La), a headland of France, oft

inaccurately called Cape La Hogue. It forms t

N.W. extremity of the peninsula of Cotentin, dr

Manche, opposite the island Aldemey. Lat.

lighthouse, 49° 43' N. ; Ion. 1° 57' W.
Haguexau, a comm. and fortified town

France, dep. Bas Khin, cap. cant., on the M(i<':

16 m. N. Sti-a*bourg. P. 11,071. Ithas achun
Jews' sj'nagogue, civil and military hospital-

female penitentiary, hemp and cotton yam, ni

der and oil mills, manufs. of woollens and cott-

earthenware, soap, breweries, and metal foundr

The adjacent forest of Haguenau is very Lirr

Hagworthixgham, a pa. of England, co. L

coin, 4 m. W.N.W. Spilsby. Ac. 2430. P. i

Haida or Hayda, a town of Bohemia, c

Leitmeritz. P. 1300. Manufs. glass and crys.

Haidarabad, India. [Hyderabad.]
Haidiiausex, a vill. oi Bavaria, on the I

opposite Munich, of which it forms a suburb

Haiduck TOWX.S, Hungaiy. [Heydlkk.]

Haiger and Haigerlocji, tv.-o vills. of C

I
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my.—T. fliichy arnl 34 m. N.E. Nassau, on the

,]le. P. 1160.—II. principality Hohenzollern-

j^'maringen, 8 m. \V. HecMngen. P. 10,500.

iBLuGH, a township of England, co. Lancaster,

. and 3 m. N.N.E. Wigan. Ac. 2109. P. 1171.

ijro are pits of celebrated Cannel coal.

IHaioH/Vji, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5^ m.

N.W. Grantham. Ac. 2590. P. 337.

Hai-Kiikou-So, a maritime town, island of

linan, China Sea, on the N. coast of the island,

d the chief mart of its trade, on a peninsula, 3

N. its cap. city Kiong-tchou.
Haile, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 2J m.

:. Egreniont. Ac. 3220. P. 302.

Hailes, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 2 m.
E. Winchcombe. Ac. 1520. P. 102.

tlAiLSHAM, a market town and pa. of England,
Sussex, 11 m. E.S.B. Lewes. Ac. of pa.

^3. P. 2098.

ilAiL-Weston, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2

N.W. St Neots. Ac. 1553. P. 440.

Iauja or Jainas, a river and bay of Hayti

:

I river, after a S. course of 38 ra., enters the

r 12 m. S.W. San Domingo, and on the E. side

die bay is a vill. of same name.
Iaina, a vill. of Hessen-Cassel, prov. Ober-
ssen, circ. Erankenberg, with a central lunatic

lum in the rich abbey of Cistercians.

Iainan (Chinese ILii-Lam, " South of the

iL "), a mountainous island belonging to China,

V. Quangtung, between lat. 18° 10' and 20°

Ion. 108° 25' and 111° E., immediately S. the
linsula Loui-tchou, and separating the Gulf of

nquin from the China Sea. Estimated area

300 sq. m. P. probably comprises 1,000.000

'jinese, exclusive of aboriginal wild tribes in the

?rior, who an- so far independent, that in 1831

y repulsed a strong Chinese force brought
inst them by the governor of Quangtung in

]lson. Some of the mountains in its centre rise

I ve the snow-line, and are covered with dense
ijists below. It has large rivers ; coasts gene-

y rocky, but the W. is low, and the S. has
eral good harbours. Soil not fertile ; timber is a

jjicipal product. Exportsrice, sugar, wax, pearls,

il, salt, gold and silver, & timber. It is subdi-
jd into 13 dists. Kiong-tchou, the cap., is a po-
)U3 city on its N. coast. Its port, Kiunxj-chuw,
ne of those opened by the treaty of Tientsin.

LUNAU, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. Lieg-
J':, circ. Hainau-Goldberg, on theDeichsel. P.
; 1. It has manufs. of woollens and linens.
Iainault, a forest of England, co. Essex, E.
Ipping Forest, and N.W. Rumford.
[ainaut or Hainault (German Hennegau),
ontier prov. of Belgium, cap. Mons, bounded
and S. by France, and on other sides by E.
W. Flanders, S. Brabant and Namur. Area
Lsq.m. P.(186n 85fi,Sfil. Surface generally
'1

; hilly in the S.J^. it is traversed by the
ibre, Scheldt, Dender, and Haine rivers, and
;everal cauals. It is extremely rich in coal,
contains the three principal coal mines in
kingdom. Agriculture, cattle-rearing, and
iig are the principal occupations of its in-
puts. Manufs. of hardwares, glass, linen

"l
woollen fabrics, lace, and leather. It is sub-

d] ded into three arrs. Principal towns, Mons,
J| may, and Charleroi.
AiXAtT, an old division of France in French

1' ulers, now comprised in the dep. Nord.
(AixBUiiQ or IIaimburg, a town of Lower

-' tiia, on the Danube river, 27 m. E.S.E.
^ lua. P. 3400. It has a royal tobacco fac-
''

. The Magyars hero gained a groat victorv
^' the Germans in 907.

Haine, a river of Belgium, prov. Hainault, after

a W. course of 40 m. past Mons and St Ghislain,
joins the Scheldt in France, dep. Nord, opposite
Conde, whence it is navigable to Mons. From
it the prov. H ainaut derived its name.

—

Uaine St
Pierre is a vill. on it, 12 m. W. Charleroi.
Hainewalde, a vill. of Saxony, circ. Bautzen,

near the Elbe. P. 2C00, mostly weavers.
Hainford, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 7 m.

N. Norwich. Ac. 1600. P. 643.
ILviNiCHEN, a town of Saxony, circ. and 40 m.

S.E. Leipzig. P. 6300.
Hains, a township of the U. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, 19 m. E. Bellefonte.

Hainton, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6J m.
N.N.E. Wragby. Ac. 2306. P. 302.

Hai-tan, an island in the Strait of Formosa,
China Sea, lat. 25° 35' N. ; Ion. 120° E.
Haitekbach, a town of Wurtemberg, circ.

Black Forest, 30 m. S.W. Stuttgart. P. 2000.
Haiti Island, West Indies. LHayti.]
HajeeporI':, a town of British India, dist. Tir-

hoot, presid. Bengal, on the Ganges, 15 m. N.E.
Diuapore. It has an annual fair for the sale of

horses and cattle, and is a resort of pilgrims.

Hajiabap, a town of Persia, prov. Kirman, 40
m. W. Gombroon, near the centre of the Persian
Gulf. Pop. from 600 to 700.—Haji or Hadji is

a prefix of the names of numerous villages in
Turkish Kurdistan and Armenia.
Hajiau (El), a town of Arabia. [Lachsa.]
Hajigunge, a town of Brit. India, presid. Ben-

gal, dist. and 5 m. E. Tureedpore, on the Ganges.
Hajilar, a vill. of Asia Minor, pash. Kara-

mania, 46 m. S. W. Konieh.
Hakary or ^Jakiakia, a mountain district of

Turkish Kurdistan, of which Joolamerk, 80 m. S.

Van, is the cap. Inhabitants mostly Nestorian
Christians.

Hakersay, one of the smallest of the Hebrides
islands, Scotland, between Barra and South Uist.

Hakui-Kiian, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash.
and 65 m. S.E. Sivas, on an affl. of the Euphrates.
Hakodadi, a seaport town of Japan, on a pen-

insula on the S. shore of Yesso in Sangar Strait.

P. (1863) 45,000. It was opened to commerce
in 1868. Trade is chiefly carried on by Ame-
rican, Kussian, and'British vessels. The exports
consist of wood (hardwood, pine, fir, and hinoki),

comboo (seaweed), gensen, awabee, dried fish,

cuttle fish, oil, and silk ; imports woollen, lineu

and cotton stuffs, velvet, and sugar.

Hai, a town of Belgium, prov. S. Brabant, cap.

cant., on the Senne, the Charleroi Canal, and
Mons Railway, 9 m. S.S.W. Brussels. P. 7813.
Halam, a pa. of England, co. Notts, IJ m.

W.N.W. Southwell. Ac. 1310. P. 382.

Hai^s, a market town of Hungary, between the
Danube and Tlieiss, co. and 75 m. S.S.E. Pesth,

on the Lake Halasto. P. 10,636.

Halbeatit, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, pa.

Dunfennline. P. 668.

Halberstadt, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
and 29 m. S.W. Magdeburg, with which it com-
municates by railway, cap. circ , on the Holzemme,
an afliuent of the Bode. P. (1864) 23,870, civil

and military. It is enclosed by walls, outside of
which are several suburbs, and has a cathedral,
10 other Protestant & 2 Roman Catholic churches,
a Jews' synagogue, theatre, college, diocesan and
normal schools, Gleim's institute, public libraries,

private museums and picture galleries, manufs,
of woollen stuffs, leather, carpets, linen fabrics,

gloves, straw hats, starch, tobacco, and soap,

with oil refinei-ies, breweries, and a trade in corn
ind wool.
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Halberton, a pa, of England, co. Devon, 3 m.

E. Tiverton. Ac. 5755. P. 1663.

Haldexsleben (New), a town of Prussian
Saxony, gov. and 15 m. N.W. Magdeburg, cap.

circ., on the Ohre. P. 6016. Manufs. woollen
fabrics, leather, vitriol, glass, and stone wares.—Old Haldenslehen is an adjacent vill. P. 1749.

Haluox, a vill. of England, co. Devon, 4^ m.
S.S.W. Exeter. In its vicinity a range of hills

extends 7 m., 1818 feet in height.

Hale, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3i m. N.N.E.
Fordingbridge. Ac. 1672. P. 153.—'ll. co. Lin-
coln, 8 m. N.N.E. Folkingham. Ac. 5110. P. 1059.

—I II. a township, co. Chester, pa. Bowden, 2 m.
S.E. Altringham. P. 1160.—IV. a chapeliy, co.

Lancaster, 6J m. S. Prescot. P. 1062.

Haleeshur, a town of Brit. India, dist. Baraset,

presid. Bengal, on 1. b. of the Hoogly, in lat 22°

25' N., Ion. 88° 23' E. It has Sanscrit colleges.

Hales, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4| m.
N.W. Beccles. Ac. 980. P. 315.—IL a township,
CO. Stafford, 2\ m. E. Market-Draji;on.
Halesowen, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Worcester, 7 m. W.S.W. Birmingham. Ac of

pa. 11,290. P. 23,330 ; do. of town 2412.
Halesworth, a market town and pa. of Eng-

land, CO. Suffolk, a station on railway to Gi'eat

Yannouth, on the Blyth, 25 m. N.E. Ipswich.
Ac. of pa. 12,245 P. 29,293, chiefly employed in

spinning and weaving yarn from hemp, which is

largely grown in the vicinity. It is a polling-

place for East Suffolk.

Halewood, a township of England, co. Lan-
caster, 4 m. S Prescot. Ac 3759. P. 1205.

Halfay, a town of Africa, Nubia, on the E. bank
of the Nile, 15 m. N. Khartum, c(ip. of an exten-
sive dist., mostly between lat, 14° 20' and 16° N.
Halfmoon, two townships of the U. S., North

America.— I. New York, 13 m. N. Albany.—II.

Pennsylvania, 78 m. N.W. Harrisburgh.
Half Moon Keys are reefs and islets E. of

Portland Point, the S. extremity of Jamaica.

—

HalfMoon Islands, a group, Malaysia, lat. 9° N.,

Ion. 115° 10' E.
Half-Morton, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumfries,

district of Eskdale. Ac. 6100. P. 713.

Halford, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 3 m.
N. Shipston-on-Stour. Ac 1010. P. 346.

Haliblt Island, North Pacific Ocean, near
the S.W. extremity of the peninsula Aliaska,
Circumference 22 m. It was so named by Cook
from the large number of halibuts taken there.

Halicz or Galttch, a town of Austrian Galicia

(and whence the name of this prov.), on the

Dniester, 63 m. S.S.E. Lemberg. P. 1830, chiefly

eniploj-ed in salt works and soap factories.

H.U.1FAX, a pari, bor., lai'ge manufacturing
town, and township of England, co. York, West
Riding, on the navigable Calder, and on the

Manchester and Leeds Railway, 14 m. W.S.W.
Leeds. Ac of pa. 75,740. P. of do. 147.988;
do. of pari. bor. (1851) 33,582; do. (1861) 37,014.

Altitude 420 feet. Chief buildings, the piece-

hall, a vast quadrangle, containing 315 rooms or
warehouses, in which the manufacturers keep
theii' cloths for sale ; and the pa. church, to which
about 18 other churches and chapels in pa. are
subordinate ; also numerous dissenters' meeting-
houses and schools : a blue-coat hospital, infiur-

mary, gaol, theatre, assembly rooms, public baths,
library, literary society hall with library and
museum, meclianics' institute, and several banks

;

almshouses, erected by Sir F. and Mr J. Cross-
ley, at a cost (including endowment) of 25,000/L

;

also a beautiful park, designed by Sir J. Paxton,
at a cost of 30,UOO/.; a gorgeous church, built

and endowed byMr Akroyd, at a cost of 56,000{,
designed by Mr Scott ; a magniiicent town-lifclL

designed by Sir C. Barrj', with tower and spire
160 feet high. The hall was opened by the Prince
of Wales in August 18G3 ; it cost 60,000.'. The
Messra Crossley are now (1864) completing a
vast orphanage to accommodate 450 children, to

cost about 100,000^. The woollen manuf. was
introduced here early in the 15th century. Coal
is plentiful in the pa., and the river Calder com-
municates with Hull on one side, and Liverpool
on the other. The principal staples are shalloons,

camlets, figured vestings, moreens, bombazeens,
crapes, russets, serges, baizes, coatings, broad anc.

narrow cloths, kerseys, wooUens, cottons, silks,

and extensive damask manufs. Most of tlie goodi
are sold in an unfinished state to the merchants iii

the piece- hall. Customs rev. (1862) 4657/. Halifw.:

comprises 19 townships, aud is governed by th.

mayor and corporation, 17 co. and 12 bor. magis-

trates. It sent two members to H. of C. duriu

.

the Commonwealth, which privilege was restore ^

by the Reform Act. Reg. electors (1864) 1664.

Halifax, a marit. city and cap. of Nova Scotia

on its S.E. coast, in lat. 44° 38' N., Ion. 63° 36' W
P. (1861), exclusive of army and navj-, 25,026. ;

stands on the declivity of a hiU 250 feet hig-

facing the harbour, and its houses are most,

of wood, though elegant and substantial ston

and brick buildings are yearly becoming mo:
numerous. It has a mayor and 18 aldermei

Public edifices, Province building, containin

the government oflices and public libnirj

the residences of the military commandant au

admiral, two sets of barracks and military hos]:

tal, ordnance and commissariat departments, D;k

housie college, 16 churches, workhouse, priso

exchange, assembly rooms, and theatre. Ti

dockyard covers 14 acres ; the harbour, defendi

by strong forts and batteries, is a part of an is 1

which expands above the city into Bedford basj

with an area of 10 sq. m. Chief ti-ade withNc
America, West Indies, and United States. E
ports, preserved fish, timber, coals, grindstoE'

corn, flour, cattle, cheese, butter, whale and si

oil, and furs ; value (1860) 3,902,638 dote, l:

ports, colonial produce from the West Indi

timber and flour from the United States, n

manufactured goods fi-om Great Britain; vs

6,431,581 dols. Reg. vessels of the port 1.

tons 78,696. On E. side of the harbour is
'

town of Dartmouth, with ship-building. I

the chief rendezvous of the British navy on •

North American station, and the stopping ;
•

of the Cunard steamers which cross the Atlai •

Shortest sea route to Spithead (England) -

'

m. ; shortest steam passage 8J days. It i

manufs. of snuff, leather, paper, soap, with di -

leries, breweries, a considerable fishery, & lanir

trade. It communicates by a canal with the If

of Fundj', by steam-packets with Boston (U. K

and by raDway with Truro, Windsor, and Pi'

Mean ann. temp. 43°-8, summer 62° ; ann. rai i

41 in. Halifax was founded in 1749 by the 1 '•

Edward Comwallis, governor of Nova Scotia, lO

named it in honour of the Earl of Halifax, i*

an important military post, and the headqua '

of the Lower Provinces. It is also the chief i
"

station for the provinces and the West In »•

There are usually two regiments stationed «•

The CO. of Halifax has a pop. of 49,021,

Halifax, a co. of the U. S., North Am( ^
in S. of Virginia. Area 765 sq. m. P. (I860) 1 «
free, 14,897 slaves.—II. a co. in E. part of >'"

Carolina. Area 545 sq. m. P. 9093 free, 1 ^^

slaves.—III. a township, Pennsylvania, 18 i^-
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riinisburj.—IV. a township, Vermont, 105 m. S.

[ptitpelier.—V. a river port, N. CarolLna, on the
onnoke, 70 m. N.E. Raleigh.

Halifax Bay, N.E. Australia, in lat. 19° S., Ion.

t7° E., is between Rockingham and Cleveland
|iys, 45 m. in width, and contains Palm Islands.

I Halketf (Uapk), a headland of Russian Anie-
c:\, on the Arctic Ocean, in lat. 70° 50' N., Ion.

yi W., bounds Harrison Bay on the W.
I
HAUiiN, a pa. of North Wales, co. and 2 m.
S.W. Flint. Ac. 3140. P. 1330. In the vici-

ty is a hill upwards of 1000 feet high.
Halkirk, a pa. of Scotland, co. Caithness, in

16 centre of the co., adjoining Reay on the E.
rea about 90 sq. m. P. 2864. Includes vill. of

alkirk, pop. 398.

Hall, several towns of Germany.—I. Wiirtem-
Tg, circ. Jaxt, on the Kocher, 35 m. N.E. Stutt-
,rt, on rail, to Heilbronn. P. 6600. It was for-

erly a free imperial city, enclosed by walls, and
18 7 churches, a town-hall, endowed college,

int, hospital, two public libraries, and several
gar refineries. It has also soap and other fae-
ries, and a trade in oxen, hogs, and salt from the
ighbouring springs, which yield 175,000 cwts.
salt annually.—II. (Nieder Hall), a town W.
Inglefingen, on the Kocher, with salt springs.
1663— III. a town of the Tirol, circ. Lower
nthal, on the Inn, 6 m. E. Innsbruck. P. 4800,
iefly employed in salt mines. It has a mint, a
innasium, a ladies' seminary, and cotton and
len factories.—IV. a market town of Upper
istria, 19 m. S. Linz. P. 1000.
Hall, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

i E. of Georgia, cap. Gainesville. Area 651 sq.
P. 8105 free, 1261 slaves.

Halla, a town of Scinde, 35 m. N.W. Hydera-
d, with extensive raanufs. of caps and superior
rlhenwares, and a Mohammedan shrine, greatly
•quented. P. estimated at from 2000 to 10,000.
Hallam (Kiuk), a pa. of England, co. and Ti
E.N.E. Derby. Ac. 1699. F. 536.—11. (West),
ra. N.E. Derby. Ac. 1323. P. 559.—III.
etker\ a township, co. York, W. Riding, li m.
.Sheffield. Ac. 5480. P. 17,305.—IV.(/;>per),
m. W.S.W. Sheffield. Ac. 5870. P. 1643.
Hallamshirk, a dit^t. of England, co. York,
3st Hiding, composed of the two extensive pas.
Sheffield and Ecclesfield.
Ialland, a laen. or dist. of Sweden. Area
13 sq. m. P. (1865) 126,060.
Iallar or Halla\VAI5, a aist. of India, prov.
zerat. It is enclosed by the Gulf of Cutch,
iioo-Kanta, Jhallawar, Kallywar, Soruth,
a, Okamundal, and the Arabian Sea. Area

' sq. m. P. estimated at 358,560. Surface
lous. Soil light; yields wheat, millet, maize,
i cotton. Mauufs. cotton fabrics, and dye
rks. The district is well watered.
lABLATO.N, a market town and pa. of England,
Leicester, 7 m. N.N.E. Market-Harboro'. Ac.
«. 2360. P. 696.
Ullau, a frontier vill. of Switzerland, with
loraJ springs and baths, cant, and 8 m. "W.
laffhauseu. P. 2337.
Lalle, a city of Prussian Saxony, gov. Merse-
g, cap. circ, on the Saale, and at the junction
aUways to Magdeburg, Leipzig, and Weimar.
ni. N.W. Leipzig. P. (1864) 45,792, civil

" military. Mean temp, of year 47°-7, winter
•> summer 63°-.5, Fahr. It is enclosed by

Ms and divided into several quarters, each
I Its own magistracy. Principal buildings,

' 'iiurch of St Mary, the church of Maurice,
' utside the walls a monument to the Ger-
- who fcU m the battle of Leipzig. Its uni-

versity, founded in 1694, had united to it in 1815
that of Wittemberg, and possesses a valuable
library, museums, anatomical theatre, chemical
laboratoiy, botanic garden, and observatory.

Manufs. hardwares and starch, but woollen
fabrics, gloves, etc., are also made here ; and
near the city are salt springs, yielding 225,000 to

300,000 cwt. of salt annually. Ilalle is the seat

of the mining board for the provs. between the
Elbe and Weser. Michaelis and Handel were
born here. On the 18th Oct. 1806, the French
gained signal advantages here over the Prus-
sians.—II. a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
and 29 m. S.W. Minden, cap. circ, VV. of the
Teutoburger-wald. P. 1500.

Hallkin, a town of Upper Austria, circ. and
9 m. S.S.E. Salzburg, on the Salzach. P. 5000,

chieliy employed in salt mines and in pin-making.
Hallenberg, a town of Prussian Westphalia,

gov. and 32 m. S.E. Arusberg. P. 1600.

Hallencour, a vill. of France, dep. Sonune,
cap. cant., 9 m. S.S.E. Abbeville. P. 1914.

Hallgarth, a township of England, co. and 3J
m. E.N.E. Durham, pa. Pittington. P. 2295.

Halli, a port and harbour on the Arabian
coast of the Red Sea, district of Hedjaz.

Halling, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3^ m.
S.S.W. Rochester. Ac 1917. P. 760.

Hallingbury (Great), a pa. of England, co.

Essex, 2 m. S.E* Bishop-Stortford. .ic. 2651.

P. 675.—II. {Liide), same co., 10 m. E.N.E. Ware.
Ac 1612. P. 514.

Hallington, a pa. of England, co Lincoln, parts
Lindsey, 2 m. S.W. Louth. Ac. 860. P. 82.

Halliwell, a township, Engl., co. Lancaster
pa. Dean, 3 m. W.N.W. Bolton. Ac. 2320. P. 5953.
Halloughton, a pa. of England, co. Notts, IJ

m. S.S.W. Southwell. Ac 977. P. 67.

Hallow, a pa. of England, co. and 2J m.
N.N.W. Worcester. Ac 2202. P. 1507.

Hallowell, a township of the U. S., North
America, Maine, 2 m. S. Augusta. P. 4769.
Hall's Islds., British N. America, at the W.

entrance of Frobisher Strait, lat. 63'N.,lon. 65° W.
Hallstadt, a market town of Upper Austria,

circ. Trauu, built in a terraced form, on the W.
shore of the Lake of Hallstadt, 16 m. N.E. Rad-
stadt. P. 1050, employed in adjacent salt mines.
—II. a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Upper Franconia,
on the Main, 3 m. N.W. Bamberg. P. 1650.
Halluin, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Nord, on the rt. b. of the Lys, 10 m. N.N.E. Lille.

P. 10,803, engaged in weaving and bleaching.
Hallum or Hallun, a vill. of the Netherlands,

prov. Friesland, 7 m. N. Leeuwarden. P. 1450.
Hallvvyl, Lake, Switzerland, cant. Aargau,

is an expansion of the river Aa. 9 m. S.E. Aarau,
5 m. in length by 1 m. in breadth.
Halmi, a market tovra of E. Hungary, co.

Ugocz, 10 m. S. Nagy-szallos. P. 813.

Halmstad, a seaport town of Sweden, cap. Isen,

on Laholm Bay, Kattegat, 76 m. S.S.E. Gothen-
burg, at the mouth of the Nissa Aa. P. 4071. It
has woollen manufactures and a salmon fishery.

Halmstadt, a marit. Isen of Sweden, having
W. the Kattegat, and landward the laens Gote-
borg, Wenersboi-g, Jonkoping, Wexio, and
Christianstadt. Area 1900 sq. m. P. 105,726.
Surface sandy, and does not produce corn suffi-

cient for home consumption. Forests are now
confined to the mountainous E. frontier. Cattle-
rearing, fishing, and linen spinning and weaving
are the principal occupations of the inhabitants.

Hals, a market town of Denmark, prov. Jiit-

land, amt. and 15 m. E. Aalborg, at the entrance
of the Liimflord. P. 600, mostly lishers.
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RiVLSALL, a pa, of England, co. Lancaster, hun-

dred of W. Derby. Ac. 16,658. P. 4672.
HalsbrCcke and Halsdorf, two viUs. of Ger-

many; the former in Saxony, circ. and 18 m.
W.S.W. Dresden. P. 1264.—The latter in Hes-
sen-Oassel, 37 m. S.W. CasseL P. 724.

Halse, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4 m. E.
Wiveliscombe. Ac. 1301. P. 453.

Halshaji, a pa. of England, co. York, East Rid-
ing, 5^ ra. E.S.E. Hedon. Ac. 2877. P. 265.
Halstead, a market town, railway station, and

pa. of England, co. Essex, on the Colne, 18 m.
N.N.K Chelmsford. Ac. of pa. 5633. P. 6917.
It has mannfs. of silks, velvets, satins, and straw
plait.—II. a pa., co. Kent, 5^ m. N.N.W. Seven-
Oaks. Ac. 918. P. 323.—III. a township, co.

and 11 m. E. Leicester. Ac. 1432. P. 211.
Halstock, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6 m.

N.N.E. Beaminster. Ac. 3181. P. 532.
Hai^stow, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 5| m.

N.N.K Kochester. Ac. 4244. P. 363.—II. {Low),
same co., on Standgate creek, 6i m. E. Chatham.
Ac. 1891. P. 399.

Haltcliffe, a tnshp. of England, co. Cumber-
land, pa. Caldbeck, 9i m. N.N.E. Keswick. P. 521.
Halte, a vill. of Hanover, landr. Aurich, on 1.

b. of the Ems, 10 m. S.S.W. Leer, with a custom-
house for the circle of Leer.
Haltern, a town of Prussian "Westphalia, gov.

and 25 m. S.W. Munster, on the Lippe. P. 2000,
employed in woollen and linen weaving.
Haltham-on'-Bain, a pa. of Engl, co. Tiincoln,

S\ m. S.S.W. Horncastle. Ac. 2610. P. 215.
Halton, several pas. of England.—I. co. Bucks,

IJ m. N.N.E. Wendover. Ac. 1452. P. 147.—II.
CO. and 2J m. N.N.E. Lancaster. Ac. 3738. P.
670.—III. {East\ CO. Lincoln, 10 m. N.W. Great
Grimsby. Ac. 5490. P. 727.—IV. ( WesCy, in same
CO., 8 m. W. Barton-on-Humber. Ac. 4870. P. 422.
—V. {Holegatey, same co., 1^ m. E.S.E. Spilsby.
Ac. 1320. P. 531.—VI. a chapelry & small market
town, CO. Chester. 3 m. N.N.E. Frodsham. P. 1541.
Haltwhistle, a market town and pa. of Eng-

land, CO. Northumberland, with a station on the
Carlisle Railway, 34 m. W. Newcastle. Ac of pa.

65,229, much of which is moorland. P. 5200 ; do.
of township 1749. It lies in the valley of the S.
Tyne, and has manufactures of coarse baize.

Halvergate, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6i
m. N.N.E. Loddon. Ac. 2675. P. 541.

H.\lwell, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4J m.
S.S.W. Totness. Ac. 3666. P. 357.—II. saine
CO., 5J m. E.S.E. Holsworthy. Ac 3426. P. 257.
Halys, a river of Asia Minor. [Kizil-Iricvk.]
H^VM, Hamum, a comm. and vill. of France^

dep. Somme, cap. cant, in a marshy plain, near
1. b. of the Somme, arr. and 14 m. S.S.E. Peronne.
P. 2873. Its old fortress is used as a state prison.
In 1830 the ministers of Charles x., and after-
wards Prince Louis Bonaparte, now Emperor of
the French, were confined in its citadel.

Ham, a vill. of Belgium, prcv. Haiuaut, 7 m.
S.S.W. Charleroi. P. 1883. Manufs. of lace.

Haii, several pas. of England.—I. co. Kent, 2
m. S.S.W. Sandwich. Ac. 320. P. 47.—TI. co.
Wilts, 4J m. S. Hungerford. Ac. 1605. P. 249.—III. {East\ CO. Essex, 7J m. E.N.E. London.
Ac. 2495. P. 2264.—IV. ( West), on the Lea, 4i
m. E.N.E. London. Ac. 5390. P. 15,994.—V.
{High), CO. Somerset, 3 m. N. Langport. Ac. 4229.
P. 1283.—VI. (with Hatch), a hamlet, co. Surrey,
on the Thames, pa. Kingston-on-Thames, 11m.
W.S.W. St Paul's, London. P. 1420.
H.VMADA, a table-land of Northern Africa, in

the desert, between TrijKjli and Fezzan. It is

destitute of water, and uninhabited.

Ham.vd.vx, Ecbatana, a city of Persia, pro*
Irak-Ajemi, cap. dist., 180 m. S.W. Teller
Lat. 34' 50' N. ; Ion. 48° 32' E. Pop. variousli
estimated from 25,000 to 40,000. Near it isaif
edifice containing the tomb of Avicenna, resorted

to by numerous pilgrims. It has baths, caravan*
serais, an Armenian church, and a Jewish syna-
gogue. Some carpet and silk weaving and tanning
are here carried on, and the city has a trade ia

leather, and is an entrepSt for the commerce
between Bagdad and the modem cap. of Persia.

Hasiah (anc. Epiphania, and the Ilamath of

Scriptui'e), a city of Syria, pash. and 110 m. N.E
Damascus, on the Orontes, here crossed by fou-

bridges. P. 30,000. It is enclosed by walls. Prin-

cipal structures, the governor's palace, mosques,
baths, bazaars, and some curious hydraulic works.

Manufs. of sUk, cotton, and wooUen fabrics, goll
and silver thread, in which, and in wax, saSowei,
madder, and colonial & European goods, Hama i

has an active trade with Aleppo, and other towos
on the route between Asia and Africa.

Hambach, a vill. of Rhenish Bavaria, cant an;
2 m. S.W. Neustadt. P. 2100.

HAMBAXTorrE, a bay and small seaport towii

on tlie S. coast of Ceylon. Lat. 6^ 13' N. ; Ion. 8
.'

16' E. It has some trade in bay-salt.

Hambato or Amb.\to, a town of South Am >

rica, Ecuador, dep. and" 75 m. S. .Quito, at th
N.E. foot of Mount Chimborazo, in a whei
country; elevation 8860 feet. Lat 1° 11' S.; loa

78° 37' W. It was destroyed by an eruption c

Cotopaxi in 1698, and again by an earthquake i

1796. P. 12,000. (?)
Hambers, a comm. and vill. of France, dcj

and 9 m. S. Mayenne. P. 1706.

Hasible, a pa. of England, co. Hants, onarivj
of same name, at its junction with Southampta
water, 4| m. S.E. Southampton. Ac. 1319. P. oU

Hambledox, a pa. of England, co. Bucks. 3 r

N.N.E. Henley. Ac. 6615. P. 1464.—IL :

Hants, 6 m. KS.E. Bishop's-Waltiiam. Ac. 901

P. 1891.—III. CO. Surrey, 3J m. S. Godalmin
Ac. 1556. P. 557.

H^vmbleton, a pa. of England, co. Rutland,

m. E.S.E. Oakham. Ac. 1154. P. 323.—II.
town.ship, CO. York, West Riding, pa. Brayton.

m. W.S.W. Selb}-. Ac. 2120. P. 544.

Hambrook, a hamlet of Eiigl., co. Glo'ster,

}

of Winterboume, 5 m. N.N.E. BristoL P. 162

Hamburg, a free city of N. Germany, a meinl

of N. German Confed., on rt b. of the Elbe, al-

70 m. from its mouth. Lat 53' 32' 51" N. ;
i-

9° o,S' 33" E. P., with suburbs (1866) 251, j,

of whom 10,000 are Jews. Area of territory >

sq. m. P. (1861) 229,941. Mean temperature^

year 48', winter 32°-7, summer 63°-7, Fahr. t

consists of an old and a new town, 4 m. in r
cumference, enclosed by planted walks on 3

site of its former fortifications, and iutersecteilT

canals and branches of the Alster river. Prii-

pal edifices, the churches of the 5 pas., especiif

those of St Peter and St Michael; the exchai?,

town-hall, general infirmary for between lO

and 5000 patients, orphan asylum, senate-lji'

•

bank, Eimbeck-house, workhouse, prison, ars

and two theatres ; German, French, and En ;
^

chapels ; Johanneum and college, a public lit '•

numerous other libraries, museums, acade:i-S

an observatory, botanic garden, learned and d^f

societies, etc A great conflagration, which

^

stroyed Peter's church, and many of the c-f

public buildings, burned 61 streets, 120 pas fs

and courts, and left houseless 19,995 of the ! '^

lation, commenced on the 5th May 1842. •'>"*'

that time the town has been in part rebuilt ac--''
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(Ge; to a regular plan. Manufs. comprise sugar

efineries, tar, tobacco, and sailclotli factories,

rc'weries, distilleries, tanneries, cotton printing

lid dyeing works, anchor and iron forges, and
lany manufs. of IfSS magnitude. Hamburg is the

I reatest commercial city of the European conti-

ent, its trade embracing every article bought or

aid in Germanj'. Ships entered the port (1861)

219 (tonnage 1,323,225), cleared 5184 (tonnage

,311,501). The trade is chieily with Great Bri-

lin, North and South America, and West Indies.

I'he total number of emigrants in 1861 was 14,399

arsons, of whom 9370 were for the United States.

ive first -class steamers belonging to the Ham-
urg American Steam Navigation Company run
3tween Hamburg and New York. Imports:
)louial produce, grains, hides, leather, meat,

atter, wool, cotton, yarns, metals, stone, dyes,

auufactured goods, bullion, etc. ; value (1861)

12,682,000 marks banco. The exports can no
nger be ascertained, as no official accounts of

lem have been kept since 1856, when export

,Uy was abolished. Rev. (1862) 10,648,660

iirks couraut. The city comniuuicates with
[iibeck by a canal, and with Berlin, Brunswick,
.mover, Kiel, and Rendsburgbj' railways. Ham-
' i' is said to have been founded in the 8th cen-

iry by Charlemagne ; early in the 13tli century
joined Liibeck in the formation of the Hanse
ague. Under the French, from 1810 to 1814,

Wiis cap. of the dep. Benches de I'Elbe. The
rritory depending on Hamburg forms a small

pubUc, consisting of the city and district im-
I'diately around it, the towns Bergedorf and
iztfbuttel, the dists. of Vierlanden (the sove-
ignty of which is shared by Liibeck), Cux-
.ven, some islands in the Elbe, and some de-
ihed portions of territory, enclosed by the
uiish and Hanoverian dominions. Surface
rel, watered by the Elbe, Alster, and Bille ; and
e Vierlanden and marsh lands in the river are
ry productive, being in great part appropriated
fruit and market gardens. Govei-nment vested
a senate of 4 burgomasters, 24 citizens, and 4
oresentative colleges.

Hamburg, a township of the U. S., N. America,
iw York, 263 m. W. Albany. P. 5219.

Hamburg, a town of U. S., N. America, South
rolina, on Savannah river and on railway, 136
N.W. Charleston. P. 3000. It is a great

1 ton mart and shipping port.

' AMBYE, a comm. and town of France, dep.
.-•lie, 11 ra. S.E. Coutances. P. 3046.
i.v.MDKN, two townships of the U. S,, N. Ame-

•^.—I. New York, co. Delaware, 72 m. W.S.W.
bany.—II. Connecticut, co. Newhaven, 33 m.
^W. Hartford.
IIameln, a town of Prussian Hanover, princip.
I'uberg, cap. cant., landr. and 25 m. S.W.
over, on the Weser, at its confluence with the
lel. P. (1864) 7152. It has salmon fishing,

muries, breweries, distilleries, and tobacco and
" factories ; and is defended by Fort George, a
: Icl on the W. b. of the river. A large sluice
constructed here by George ii. of Great
vin in 1734, by which a good harbour was

lied, and the town still has an active trade.

—

I vill. of Prussian Hanover, 8 m. N.E. Hilde-
in. P. 1030.—III. a vill. of Rhenish Prussia,

•• DUsseldorf. rt. b. of the Rhine. P. 1884.
Iameringuam, a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, Z\

,
E.S.E. Horucastle. Ac. 1370. P. 188.
lAMERTON, a pa. of England, co. Hunts, 6J m.
'•W. Stilton. Ac. 2150. P. 167.

;

Iamid, a town of Asia Minor. [Isbarta.]
lAMiLTON, a pari, and munic. bor., market

town, and pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, on the
Clyde, and on the Clydesdale Junction Railway,
12 m. S.E. Glasgow. Ac. of pa. 14,400. P.
14,047 ; do. of town 10,688. It has 2 churches, a
grammar school, 2 poors' hospitals, a subscription
library, mechanics' institute, trades-hall, branch
banks, gaol, cavalry barracks, & the ducal palaco
of the house of Hamilton, in the park of which
the aboriginal breed of wild cattle still are kept.

Hamilton has been the principal seat of imitation

cambric weaving since the introduction of cotton
manufs. into Scotland. Manufs. of lace, black silk

veils, check shii'ts, and hempen fabrics are also

flourishing. Corp. rev. (1863-4) 1125^. The burgh
unites with Airdrie, Falkirk, Lanarli, and Lin-
lithgow, in sending 1 member to the House of

Commons. It gives title of duke to the premier
peer of Scotland. It takes its name from Hamil-
ton Castle, higher up the Clj'do. The Marquis
of Hamilton was created by James vi.

Hajiilton, several cos. of the U. S., North
America.—I. New York, on a branch of the Hud-
son. Area 1064 sq. m. P. 3024.—II. in S.W.
part of Ohio, on the Ohio. Area 400 sq. m. P.
(I860) 216,410.-111. in S.E. part of Tennessee,
intersected by the Tennessee river. Area 615 sq.

ra. P. 11,839 free, 1419 slaves.—IV. in the centre
of Indiana. Area 412 sq. m. P. 17,310.—V. iu

N. of Florida. P. 2757 free, 1397 slaves.—VL
Illinois. Area 432 sq. m. P. 9915. Also several

townships.—I. New York, 100 m. N.W. Albany.
It has a Baptists' Theological Institution.—II. a
town of Ohio, on the Miami river, 92 ra. W.S.W.
Columbus.— III. a township. New Jersey, SO m.
S.E. Woodbury.—IV. Massachusetts, 22 m. N.E.
Boston.—V. Pennsylvania, 12 m. N.E. Gettys-
burg.—VI. Ohio, CO. Franklin, on the Scioto.

—

VII. Ohio, CO. Jackson.—VIII. Ohio, co. Warren.
—IX. Pennsylvania, co. Franklin.—X. Pennsyl-
vania, CO. Monroe.

—

Hamilton Ban is a township,
Pennsylvania, co. Adams.
Hamilton, a city of Upper Canada, at the W.

end of Lake Ontario, 38 m. by rail, from Toronto.
P. (1863) 20,000. Situated on Buriington bay,
and on the Grand Trunk and U. S. railways, it

is one of the most beautiful and prosperous cities

in the colony. It is the station for steamers from
Montreal, and has extensive commerce.
Habulton, a county of U. S., Iowa. P. 1699.

Haminiog, a tnship. of S. Wales, co. Cardigan,
pa. Llanrhystydd, 14 m. N. Lampeter. P. 895.

Haaisi, a town of Prussian Westphalia, reg. and
22 m. N.N.W. Areusberg, cap. circ, on tlie Lippe,

liere joined by the Ahse, and on rail, to Cologne.
P. 7000. It is enclosed by walls, and has a col-

lege, manufs. of linen fabrics & leather, bleaching
works, & an active trade in hams : it was formerly
one of the Hanse towns.—II. a vill. in the ter-

ritory, and 2 m. E. Hamburg. P. 1640, mostly em-
ployed in market gardening and cotton weaving.
Hajimah de Cabes (El), Amse Tacapinx, a

town of Northern Africa, dom. Tunis, 18 m. W.
Cabes, and famous for baths.

Hammamet or Hamamet, a seaport town of N.
Africa, dom. and 42 m. S.E. Tunis, on the Gulf
of Hammamet, a bay of the Great Syrtis. P.
8000. (?) Trades with Tunis, in com, wool, and
oil. Its roadstead is safe.

Hamme, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.
E. Flanders, cap. cant., on an affl. of the Scheldt,

19 m. E.N.E. Ghent. P. 8462, employed in navi-
gation, rope-making, and trading in hemp.
HAaiMELBURG, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower

Franconia, on the Saale, 23 m. N. Wiirtzburg. P.
2700, employed in raising wine and fmits.

H^uiMEr^ a vill. and pa. of Norway, stlft aud
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7 m. "N'.E. Bergen. P. o40Q.—II. a vill. of Den-
mark, Jutland, N.E. Aalborg.—III. a vill. of

Prussian Silesia, with a station on tho railway
betwixt Kosei and Katibor.

Hammkrfest, the most N. town of Europe,
Norwaj', prov. Fiumark, on the Qual-oe (Whale
Island), of which it is the chief port, 60 ra. S.W.
the N. Cape. Lat. 70° 38' N. ; Ion. 23° 39' E. P.
400. Houses of wood, and painted externally;

communication bet'wixt its quarters is kept up by
boats, and its harbour is defended by a fort. The
Bun here remains two months above the horizon.

In summer the heat is sometimes oppressive, and
throughout the winter the temperature is mild
enough for the fishery to be carried on. Exports
comprise stockfish, whale, seal, and shark oil,

Bkins, walrus hides and teeth, copper, and feathers.

Ham.mersmith, a town and pa. of England, co.

Middlesex, on the Thames, here crossed b}' a
suspension bridge, 4 m. W. London. Ac. of pa.

(formerly a chapelry under Fulham) 2321. P.
24,.519. It is a polling- place for the county, with
a station on the Great Eastern Railway.
Hammersteix, a town of W. Prussia, reg.

Marienwerder, circ. Schlocliau. P. 2000.
IIammerwick, a pa. of England, co. Stafford,

S m. W.S.W. Lichfield. P. 991.

HAJfMOND, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, on the St Lawrence, 154 m.
N.W. Albany.

—

Hammondsport is a vill., New
York, at the S. of Crooked Lake.
Hammond Islands, Pacific Ocean, Solomon

Group, are in lat. 8= 40' S., Ion. 157= 20' E.

Ham MOON, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6J- m.
S.S.W. Shaftesbury. Ac. 677. P. 74.

Hamoa, Pacific Ocean. [Navigator's Isls."|

Hamont, a small town of Belgian Limbourg,
7 m. N.W. Bree. P. 992.

Hamoon, Aria Paltis, a large morass or lake

of E. Persia or W. Afghanistan, betwixt lat. 30°
60' and 31° 54' N., Ion. 61° 8' and 62° 10' E.
Length, N.E. to S.W., about 70 m.; breadth,

15 to 20 m. It receives the Helmund, Furrah
Rood, and other rivei-s. Its E. part is shallow,

and covered with reeds. In an island is the fort

Eustum or Koh-i-Kwajeh. Water salt, and banks
fringed by forests of tamarisks. Lake Zurrah
or Zirreh, to the S.E., is now nearly dry.

Hampden (Great), a pa. of England, co. Bucks,
7 m. W.N.W. Chesham. Ac. 1710. P. 266.

Birthplace of the celebrated John Hampden.

—

II. (^Little), in same co., 2J m. S.S.E. Wendover.
Ac. 508. P. 68.

Hampden, a co. of the U. S., North America,
Massachusetts, in its S. part, on the Connecticut
river. Area 585 sq. m. P. (1860) 57,306. It is ti-a-

versed by the Hampshire and Hampden Canal.

—

II. a township of Maine, 62 m. E.N.E. Augusta.
Hampnett, two pas. of England.—I. co. Glo's-

ter, 1 m. N.W. North Leach. Ac. 1406. P. 156.

—II. QlVesthampnefty, co. Sussex, IJ m. N.E.
Cliichester. Ac. 1899. P. 602.

Hampreston, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 3J
m. E.S.E. Wimborne Minster. Ac. 4948. P. 1341.

Hampshire, the colloquial contracted name of

tho English co. Southamptoxshire.
Hampshire, two cos. of the U. S., N. America.

—I. in W. Massachusetts, on Connecticut river,

cap. Northampton. Area 532 sq. m. P. (I860)
37,823.—II. in N. part of Virginia, watered by
branches of the Potomac. Area 838 sq. m. P.
12,700 free, 1213 slaves.—III. (New), one of the
States. LNew Hampshire.]
Hampstead, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex,

4 m. N.N.W. London, with a station on the

Great Eastern Railway. Ac. 2252. P. 19,106.

The vill. is situated on the slope of a lull, on I

summit of which is a heath about 280 ac, con
raanding fine views. E. of the town is a miner^
spring, in high repute during the last and pr«
ceding centuries, at which time Hampstead waj
a fashionable watering-place. Alt 360 feet
Rainfall 23 inches.—II. (East). [East Hamp-
stead.]—III. {Marshall), co. Berks, 4 m. W.S.W
Newbury. Ac. 1839. P. 299 IV. {Norrit), ig

same CO., 3J m. S.S.E. E.Ilsley. Ac. 5709. P.135&
Hampsthwaite, a pa. of England, co. York

6 m. W. Knaresbro'. Ac. 9600. P. 2422.
Hampton, the name of several pas. of England,—I. CO. Middlesex, on the Thames, about 15 m.

W.S.W. London, and 2J m. W. Kingston. Ac.
3190. P. 5353. Hampton court, a royal palao
on the N. bank of the Thames, founded by Car-
dinal Wolsey, is about 1 m. from the villagf.

It contains the state-rooms, in which aresomj
rich furniture and tapestry' ; a superb coUectio i

of paintings, chiefly historical portraits, and the

7 celebrated cartoons of Raffaelle. The palace ii

built of brick, with stone decorations. Its ceL-
ing is painted by Verrio. The garden is laid oi.f

in the Dutch stj-le ; it has a fine terrace, soitf

good sculpture, fountains, vases, and a grapf-

house, containing a vine, said to be the large,

and most productive in Europe. The park, ;

m. in circ, is well stocked with deer. Thi:
palace was an occasional royal residence betwi;
the reigns of Henry viii.'and George il—II

(in Arden), a pa., co. Warwick, having a statii'i

on the Midland, at its junction with the Derir
RaUway, 9J m. E.S.E. Birmingham. Ac. 11,6'.:'

F. 3161.—111. (Bishop's), CO. and 34 m. E.S.F
Hereford. Ac. 2845. P. 1047.—IV. (Gayi cc

Oxford, 2a m. E. Woodstock. Ac. 620. P. (;:

—V. CO. Worcester, 1 m. S.W. Evesham. A>
1670. P. 513.—VL (Fliffhl co. Devon, 31 :j

W. Hatherleigh. Ac. 3039. P.386.—Vn.(lAfth
CO. Sussex, on the English Channel, at the raoiii

of the Avon, 11 m. E.S.E. Chichester. Ac. 122

P. 2350. It has a small harbour, and is muc
frequented for sea-bathing.—VIII. (Lovett) o

Worcester, 1 m. N.N.W. Droitwich, within fl

parliamentary boundaries of which it is encloso

Ac. 1908. P. 185.—IX. (Luct/ or Bishop's Sam)
ton), CO. Warwick, on the Avon, 3i m. EJJ.
Stratford. Ac. 3050. P. 435.—X. (Maisa/), c.

Glo'ster, 2J m. W.S.W. Fairford. Ac. 1276.

215.—XL (Nether), co. Wilts, 1 m. S. Wiltc

Ac. 796. P. 132.—XII. (Poyle), co. Oxford,

m. E.S.E. Woodstock. Ac. 830. P. 125.—XJ
(Welch), CO. Salop, 24 m. E. Ellesmere. .'

1570. P. 516.—XIV. ( Wick), a hamlet, co. 51
^

diesex, pa. Hampton,' on the Thames, 4 m.

Kingston, with a station on the Great East;

Railway. P. 1994.

Hampton, several townships of the U. S., Nr

'

America I. New Hampshire, 43 m. from Best.

by Eastern Rail. It has a good harbour on i

Atlantic, and many vessels engaged in thecoi

ing trade and fisheries.—II. Connecticut, 85

E. Hartford.—IIL New York, 26 m. N. Salem

IV. a vill. of Vu-giuia, cap. co. Elizabeth cit\,:

m. E.S.E. Richmond.—Some vills. of New Y .

Pennsylvania, and Illinois, have this name.
_

Hamptonburg, a township of the U. St ^'

America, New York, 4 m. N.E. Goshen.
Hampton-Roads, a branch of the Chesap ?

Bay, U. S., North America, Virginia, at 3

mouth of James river. It is a U. S. naval f

tion, defended by two strong fort.s, and ha'?

sufficient depth of water for the largest vess-

Hamsey, a pa. of England, co. Sussex. If"-

N. Lewes. Ac. 2761. P. 54L
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11 \MSTAix-"nir)WAnE, a pa. of Entjland, co. Staf-

.i-,l, 4 m. N.N.E. Rugeley. Ac. 2934. P. 400.

11 \MSTEKLKY, a cliapelry of Engl., co. Uurliam,

m. W.N.W. Bishop-Aucklaud. Ac. 4003. P. 522.

IIamtkamck, a township of the U S., North
iiii'rica, Michigan, co. Mayne.
Hamwokthy, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, IJ

c. W.N.W. Poole, within the pari, boundaries of

•hich it is enclosed. Ac. 1911. P. 393.

Han, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Namur, S.

ochefort. Near it is a remarkable cavern, through

hich the Lesse flows.

! Han, a market town of Dalmatia, Austria, circ.

palatro, on 1. b. of the Gettina, N.E. Sign.

Hanaghat, a town of British India, presid.

engal, 44 m. E.N.E. Calcutta.

Hanau, a town of Prussia, formerly Hessen-
assel, cap. circ, on 1. b. of the Kinzig, near its

mction with the Main, 86 m. S.8.W. Cassel. P.,

eluding suburbs (1864) 17,164. It consists of an

d and a new town, and has a market-place, 4

alvinistic churches, a Roman Catholic Church, a

istle, now the seat of a society of natural history,

large hospital, theatre, council-house, college,

iademy of arts ; and manufs. of silk stuffs, rib-

5ns, cotton fabrics, camlets, carpets, leather,

oves, hosiery, gold and silver articles, porce-

in, carriages, and a considerable trade in timber,

; irrels, and wine. Near it are the mineral springs

Wilhelmstadt At Hanau, the French, in their

treat from Leipzig, totally defeated the Bava-
ana, 30th October 1813. Area of circ. 501 sq. m.,

hich was incorporated with Prussia in 1866.

Hanbury, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 6 ra.

'.N.W. Burton-on-Treut. Ac. 12,112. P. 2638.

II. CO. Worcester, 3^ m. E.N.E. Droitwich, in

e pari, bounds of which it is included. Ac.
33. P. 1044.

Hancock, many cos. of the U. S., North Ame-
Ja.—I. Maine, in its S. part bordei-ing the At-
atio._ Area 1656 sq. m. P. (1860) 37,757.-11.
30rgia, near its centre, cap. Sparta. Area 481

_
P. 3907 free, 8137 slaves.—III. Missis-

opi, in its S.E. part, bordering Lake Borgne,
p. Shieldsboro'. Area 938 sq. m. P. 2282 free,

7 slaves.—IV. Kentucky, in its N. part, bor-
ring the Ohio, cap. Hawesville. Area 158 sq.

P. 5395 free, 818 slaves.—V. Ohio, in its

W. part, on tributaries of Lake Erie, cap.
nlay. Area 528 sq. m. P. 22,886.—VI. In-
ina, near its centre, cap. Greenfield. Area
sq. m. P. 12,802.—VII. Illinois, in its W.

rt, bordering the Mississippi, cap. Carthage,
•ea 731 sq. m. P. 29,061.—VIII. in N.E. of
iiiiessee. Area 312 sq. m. P. 6774 free, 246
vus.—IX. a CO. of Virginia. P. 4443 free, 2
ves.—Also several townships.—I. New Hamp-
ire, 34 m. S.W. Concord.—II. New Yorlc, on
3 Delaware, near wego. Others are in Maine,
srmont, and Massachusetts.
Handa, a,n islet of Scotland, co. Sutherland,
. Eddrachillis, separated from the mainland by a
rrow but navigable sound. Ai-ea 1 sq. m. P. 7.

Handah or Handak, a town of Nubia, Africa,
1. b. of the Nile, 40 m. S.E. New Dongola.
Handbokough, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4
E.N.E. Whitney. Ac. 2820. P. 1059.
Hanuford, a chapelry of England, co. Stafford,
• Irentham, 2 m. S. Stoke. P. 832.
Handforth-cum-Bosden, a township of Eng-
id, CO. Chester, pa. Cheadle, with a station on
,) Manchester branch of the London and N.-W.
ilway, 5 m. S.S.W. Stockport. P. 629.
llANDLEY, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m. S.S.E.
Pster. Ac. 1976. P. 364.—II. co. Dorset, 5 m.
W. Cranborne. Ac. 6928. P. 1203.

Handi^ova. a Till, of Hungarv, co. Unfer
Neutra, dist. Privigye. P. 2400.

IlANiiscHUiisuEiM, a viJl. of Germany, grand
duchy Baden, circ. Lower Rhine, on the Maine,
10 m. S.E. Mannheim. P. 2200.

Hanuswokth, a pa., England, co. Stafford, on
Birmingham & Liverpool Rail., 5 m. S E. Wed-
nesbury. Ac. 7680. P. 11,459.-11. co York, W.
Riding, 4 ih. E.S.E. Sheffield. Ac. 3510. P. 3951.
Handzaeme, a comm. & vill. of Belgium, prov.

West Flanders, 15| m. S.W. Bruges. P. 2646.

Hangest, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Somme, with a station on the railway to Boulogne,
arr. and 7 miles N. Montdidier. P. 985.

Hangleton, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3^
m. W.N.W. Brighton. Ac. 1318. P. 51.

Hango Head, a promontorj' on the N. coast of

the Gulf of Finland, S.W. Eknaes, with a harbour
and custom-house. Lighthouse in lat. 59° 46'

N. ; Ion. 22° 58' E. Off this the Swedes were
defeated by the Russians, July 27, 1714.

Hangoo or Hangu, a small town of Afghanis-
tan, on the Punjab frontier, 15 m. W. Kohat,
with about 15,000 inhabitants, and a stone fort.

Hangwelly, a vill. of Ceylon, 10 m. E. Colombo,
and where the Kandy troops were defeated by
the British in 1803.

Hanham, a chapelry of England, co. Glo'ster,

pa. Bitton, 4 m. E.S.E. Bristol. P. 1271.

Haningfiei.d (East), a pa. of England, co.

Essex, 6 m. S.S.E. Chelmsford. Ac. 2446. P.
453.—II. iSouth), 6 m. S.S.W. Chelmsford. Ac.
1526. P. 527.-111. ( West), 2 m. W. East Haning-
field. Ac. 2818. P. 527.

Hankerton, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 3-J m.
N.E. Malmsbury. Ac. 2150. P. 393.

Han-kiang, a river of China, provs. Shen-si
& Ilou-pe, after a tortuous E. course, estimated at

550 m., joins the Yang-tze-kiang at Han-yang.
Han-kiang, a river of Corea, Asia, enters the

Strait of Corea after a S. course of 180 miles.

Hankin, a maritime town of Corea, East Asia,

at the mouth of a river on its E. coast. Lat. 39°
35' N. ; Ion. 127° 35' E.
Han-Kow, China, a treaty port, inland, 700

m. up the Yang-tsze river, where it receives tho
Han affl., 1. b., lat. 30° 33' N. ; Ion. 113° 48' E.
It faces Han-yang city across the Han, and Woo-
chang across the Yang-tsze ; an unwalled town,
but of great extent, witli a pop. of about 400,000.
E. of the town is the British concession, where
now (1864) a new settlement is iu progress.

Here are from 50 to 60 foreign firms ; a foreign

inspectorate of customs, and English and Ameri-
can consulates. It is the chief mart of the tea
districts in the interior, and has a large trade
with Shanghae. One cargo of tea has reached
London direct from this inland port.

HANI.AK, a town of European Turkey, RumUi,
sanj. Gallipoli, 6 m. S.E. Ipsala.

Hanle. a town of India, state of Cashmere, in
lat. 32° 43' N. ; Ion. 78° 66' E.

Hanley, a township of England, co. Stafford,

on the North-Western Railway, in the centre of

the potteries, 2J in. N.E. Newcastle, and included
within the pari, bounds of Stoke-on-Trent. P.
18,331. Earthenware and china manufactures.
Hanley Castle, a pa. of England, co. Wor-

cester, 1| m. N.W. Upton-on-Sevem. Ac. 5630.
P. 1733. The Malvern wells are in this parish.

Hanmer, a pa. of North Wales, co. Flint, 4 m.
N.N.E. Ellesmere. Ac. 14,718. P. 2519.
Hannan, a city, China, on 1. b. of tho Yang-tse-

Kiang, opposite Wunchang, 180 m. W. Nankin.
Joint pop. 3,000,000 to 6,000,000. It carries on
an immense trade.
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ITaxney (West), a pa. of England, co. Tlerk?,

8 m. N.N.E. Wantage. Ac. 3060. P. 1036.—II.
{East}, a tnship. in the above pa. Ac. 600. P. 563.

Hanxib.vl, a towut;liip, U. S., North America,
New York, co. Oswego.—II. a town of Missouri,

CO. Marion, on the Mississippi, 153 m. above St
Lonis, on railway to St Joseph.
Hannington, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-

ton, 5^ m. W.N.W. Wellingboro'. Ac. 1270. P.

226.—II. CO. Hants. 2 m. S.S.E. Kingsclere. Ac.
198.5. P. 264.—III. CO. Wilts, 2 m. W.N.W.
Highworth. Ac. 2412. P. 356.

Hanxut, a comm. and market town of Belgium,
prov. and 21 m. W. Liege. P. 378.
Hanovek (Gem. Hannover), a city of Prussia,

formerly cap. kingdom of Hanover, on the Leine,

an affluent of the Weser, 83 m. S.W. Hamburg.
Lat. 52* 22' 16" N. ; Ion. 9° 44' 40" E. P. (1864S

79,649. It has palaces, opera-house, mint, arsenal,

school of teadea, barracks, city-hall, and record
office, -with aL brary & valuaoleMSS. ; 4 Lutheran,
a Roman Catholic, and 3 Calvinistic churches; a
gymnasium, normal school, various asylums and
hospitals, andmanufs. of oil-cloth, gold and silver

articles, carpets, lacquered wares, and chicory.

The transit trade -with Bremen, etc., is consider-

able ; and here is an exchange for mining produce.
Exports to Britain (1862), grains, wool, hops,

butter, etc., to the value of 276,253Z. Imports,
cotton, herrings, machinery, iron, woollens, oils,

linens, coals, caoutchouc, etc, to the value of

1,928,365/. It is connected by railways with Co-
logne, Bremen, Brunswick, etc. DuringtheFrench
empire under Napoleon i., it was cap. of the dep.
Aller. In 1866 it was incorporated with Prussia.
Hanover (Germ. Hannover), a country of N.

Germany, between lat. 51° 17' 27" and 58° 50' 58"

N. ; Ion. 6° 40' and 11° 32' E. Formerly an inde-
pendent kingdom, it was annexed to Prussia by
decree of 26th September 1866. It is of very
irregular form, and composed of two principal

portion s, separated by Brunswick. The N. portion
is bounded N. by the North Sea ; E. by Denmark,
Hamburg, & Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Prussia, &
part of Brunswick ; S. by Brunswick, Waldeck.
Lippo-Detmold, Hessen Cassel, and Prussian
Westphalia ; W. by the Netherlands. The S.

portion is bounded N. by Brunswick, S. and E.

by Prussia and Brunswick, and S. and W. by
llessen Cassel. Enclosed within the territory is

the grand duchy of Oldenburg, the free town of

Bremen, and part of Brunswick. It is divided
into seven landrosteien. Area & pop. as follow :—

Surface flat in the N., forming part of the great
plain of Germany ; and mountainous in the S.,

where it is covered by offsetts of the llarz ; high-
est point the Konisberg, 3260 feet in elevation
above the sea. The coasts are under the level of
the sea, from the encroachments of which they
are protected by dykes. The country is watered
by three of the chief rivers of Germany—I. the
Elbe, with its affluents the Oste, Ilmenau, and
Jetze ; 2. the Weser, affluents the Wiimme, Leine,
Aller, Ocker, Innerste, and Hunte ; 3. Ems, affls.

tho Haase and the Vechte, which flows to the

Zuyder Zee. On the N. are extensive marshps
and numerous lakes ; the mountainous portion is

rich in metals. Climate humid, mild in the N,
and cold in the S. Mean temp. 48°-6, extiemes
64°-6 to 32°, Fahr. Soil generally poor, is most
fertile in Bremen and East Friesland, near the

coast. Chief products, barley and oats, potatoes,

rye, and vegetables, tobacco, hops, chicory, lint,

and hemp. There are extensive forests of firs

in the Harz, and of oak and beech at Soiling

Cattle form one of the chief sources of wealth o:

the country, and they are an important article o:

export. The horses of East Friesland, which an
celebrated, are bred for exportation, and theri'

is a government stud at Celle. The sheep arr

of improved breeds, and geese are extensively

reared in the polders. Bees yield valuable pro-

duce in Meppen, Liineburg, and Verden. Tb)
lakes and rivefs abound in fish. Mining is th;

most important bi-anch of industry ; the chief pro-

ducts are the metals of the Harz, including irot,

copper, lead, litharge, salt, turf, coal, alum, marbl*-,

and granite. In 1861 the number of mines was
157, hands employed 6697, total value of produce

1,781,999 dollars. ToUl smelting houses 71

hands 2724, value of produce 2,881,351 dollar.

Total salt works 16, hands 389, value 396,00;

dollars. There are several mineral springs, soii.f

of which have establishments of baths. Tht

principal manufs. are linen, hemp, woollen, anc

cotton fabrics, paper, soap, leather, and hats

The chief seats of the linen trade are in the provj

of Osnabriick, Hildesheim, Lauenbiirg, and H;t

nover. Value of linen produce (1861) 98,3]'

dollars. Brewing and the manufacture of metal,

are important bi-anches of industry. Althou;;!

advantageously situated on the North Sea, au
ti-aversed by navigable rivers, the commerce >

Hanover is not extensive. It is conducted most";

by the towns of Bremen and Hamburg. Emdf;
is the chief port. Principal exports, liner .

yams, and agricultural produce. Imports core

prise manufactured goods, colonial product

wine, and spirits. Besides the navigable riven

Hanover is traversed by excellent roads, an'

railways connect the cap. with Hamburg in th

N., Brunswick in the E., and Hildesheim in th

S. The pop. in the S. belong to the Saxonrao
and in the N.W. to the Prisons. The majoril

of the inhabitants are members of the Luthen
Church. In 1861 these proportions were—Lutt'

rans 1,55.5,448, Calvinists 97,018, Eoman GathoL;

221,576, other Christians 1943, Jews 12,085. PtJ<

lie instruction is placed under the direction of

superior council ; there were, in 1861, 4781 pt

mary schools, and numerous industrial, seconda;-

and elementary schools. The national seat

learning is the university of Gottingen. Thii

is a school of mines and forestiy at KlauBthj

military and veterinary schools, schools (rf p-j

wifery, and five normal schools. At the dis.^

lution of the French empire, Hanover Ittvil

reverted to its former sovereigns, the Preri

system of administration was abolished, and t

old regime re-established. In 1818, the pri

states voted a constitution, modelled on those

England and France, and in 1833 a newoonstij

tion was promulgated. In 1837, Ernest, Dukij

Cumberland, having been called to the throi

on the death of King William iv. of England

virtue of the salique law, abrogated the i

constitution, re-established that of 1819, and c

voked a new parliament. In conseauence oi

revolutionary movements of 1848-9, several

portant modifications in the government t

I place, the latest in 1857. The crown was hen'
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rym the tiouse of Brunswick, and thelegislative
executive power was vested in the king. Public

V. (1861-2) 2,944,125/. Expenditure 2,978,753/.

ebt 6,961,7-24/. Armed force (1862\ cavalry 2724,

fantry 17,904, engineers 257, artillery 2671, staff

;
total, 23,614 men, with 3144 troops of reserve.

the war of 1866 the Prussians entered Hanover
Stade 17th June, & itwasannexed 6thAug. 1866.

Hano\"EK, a CO. of U. S., North America, in

e E. part of Virginia, cap. Hanover. Area 524

. m. P. (I860) 7733 free, 9483 slaves. Also
vera! townships.—I. New Hampshire, on Con-
cticut river, 52 m. N.W. Concord. It contains

irtmouth college & a medical institution.—II.

!W York, on Lake Erie, 315 m. "W.S.W. Albany.
III. New Jersey, 5 m. N. Morris-town. Cotton
Id woollen manufs., etc.—IV. in same state, 12

N.E. Mount Holly.—V. Pennsylvania, 31 m.
]. Harrisburg.—VI. Ohio, 8 m. W.S.W. New
>bon.—VII.Massachusetts,20m.S.S.E.'Boston.
V'lII. New York, co. Chatauque, on Lake Erie.

[X. Pennsylvania, 22 m. N.W. Washington.—
Pennsylvania, co. Beaver, with the vill. Frank-
d.—XI. Ohio, CO. Butler.—XII. Ohio, co. Rich-
nd.—^XIII. Indiana, co. Shelby.—XIV. a bor
Pennsylvania, 32 m. S. Harrisburg.
Ianover Isi^and, South America, West Pata-

j|iia, in lat. 61° S., Ion. 74° 45' W., is separated
n the mainland and Chatham Island by the
channel.

Iansbeki:, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

Ijinaut, arr. and 8 m. W.N.W. Ghent. P. 2940,
ployed in cotton and linen weaving.
Iansdokf (Lower and Upper), two contigu-
vills. of Prussian Silesia, with a station on
Berlin and Breslau Railway, gov. and 47 m.
.W. Breslau. United pop. 1850.

[ansk Towns, a name given to the towns of

Inburg, Lubeck, and Bremen, the only remain-
Ij members of the Ilansentic League. This
I|gue, begun in 1241 by Hamburg and Liibeck,
tlTOtect their commerce against pirates, soon
e iraoed the principal maritime cities between
tlj Scheldt and the Gulf of Livonia. Lubeck
v| regarded as cap. of the League, and the
S es-General met there every three years. The
s< 3ty was very powerful in the 14th century, but
d ined after tlie discovery of America and the

e to India, at the end of the 16th century.
. to Britain (1862), wool, grains, butter, hops,
n, seeds, zinc, cattle and sheep, oil, arms,
)ns, toys, pork, etc., to the value of 5,957,260/.

., wool, cotton, linens, iron, hides, coals, in-

I
hardwares, machinery, tea, skins, copper,

rel, etc., to the value of 14,115,512/.
ANSEE, a town of British India, dist. Hur-
lah, N.W. provs., 89 m. N.W. Delhi, on the
1 made by Feroz Toghluk. P. 9112. It was
erly of importance ; and towards the close of
Bentury, an adventurer, named George Tho-
made it the cap. of a temporary principality.
vxsLOPE, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 4 m.
E. Stoney-Stratford, and 9 m. from the Wol-
)n station of the London and N. W. Railway.
)290. P. 1792.
VNSOTE, a town of British India, presid. Bom-
dist. and 12 m. W.S.W. Broach. P. 5000.
iNTS, the contracted name of the English
ty Hampshire. [Southamptonshire.]—II.
of Nova Scotia. P. (1861) 17,460.
iN-TCHONO, an inland city of China, prov.
si, cap. dop., on the Han-kiang river. Lat.

82J6'N ,lon.'l07° ir E.
•j NUSFALVA, a market town of North Hungary,

Wlaros, on the Tapoly, 12 m. W.N.W. Eperies.
* 00. It has mineral baths •

Haxweli, two pas. of England—1. co. Middle-
sex, having a station on the G. W. Railway, 7
m. W. Paddington (London), ^.c, 1042. P. 2687
Here is situated tlio county luntvtic asylum, very
extensive, and well conducted ; average number
of inmates, 800. Here is also an Artesian well,

depth 290 feet, temp. 55° Fahr—II. co. Oxford, 3
m. N.N.W. Banbury. Ac. 1240. P. 285.

Hanwood, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4 m.
S.S.W. Shrewsbury. Ac. 690. P. 288.

Haxworth, two pas. of England.—I. co. Mid-
dlesex, 4 m. W.N.W. Kingston-on-Thames. Ac,
1390. P. 763.— II. CO. Norfolk, 5 m. N.N.E.
Aylsham. Ac. 1347. P. 227.

Hanwokth-Cold, a pa. of England, co. and

8J m. N.N.E. Lincoln. Ac. 707. P. 9L
Hanvec, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Finistfere, 16 m. E.S.E. Brest. P. 3118.

Han-yang-foo, a departmental city of China,
prov. Hoo-pe, at the junction of the Han-kiang
and Yang-tze-Kiang rivers, lat. 30° 34' N., Ion.
113° 45' E.—II. a name of Kiang-ki-tao, the cap.

city of Corea.
Haon le Chatel (St\ a comm. and town of

France, dep. Loii-e, 8 m. W.N.W. Roanne. P. 704.

Haouran, an extensive plain of Syria, pash.

Damascus, E. of the Jordan and Mount Gilead,
stretching thence to the Syrian desert, and inha-
bited mostly by a migratory population.

Hapaee or Galvez Islands, a small group in
the Pacific Ocean, Friendly Archipelago.
Hapaeanda, formerly Charles-John's Touoru, a

maritime town of Sweden, Isen Pitea, on the N.
shore of the Gulf of Bothnia, at the W. side of

the river, and opposite the town of Tornea. P. 786.

Happisburgh or Haisbro', a pa. of England,
CO. Norfolk, on the North Sea, 6^ m. E. North-
Walsham. Ac. 2163. P. 584. Here are two
lighthouses, 1 m. S.E. the vill., in lat. 52° 49' N.,
Ion. 1° 32' E. ; a red light fixed. There is also a
floating light at the N. end of Haisbro' sand, lat.

52° 58' N., Ion. 1° 36' E.
Hapsal, Habsal or Gapsal, a seaport town of

Russia, gov. Esthonia, 53 m. S.W. Reveh P.
1500. It has trade in grain and flax.

Hapsburg, Switzerland. [Habsburg, Bruqg.j
Hapton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 8 m. E.

Attleboro'. Ac. 695. P. 196.—II. a township,
CO. Lancaster, 6 m. N. Blackburn. P. 1003.

Hara, a town and a lake of the Chinese em-
pire; the town in Mongolia, near the great wall,

16 m, N.W. So-phin ; the lake in the desert of

Gobi, 50 m. S. the Lob-nor.
Haralson, a co. of the U. S., N. America,

Georgia. P. 2810 free, 229 slaves.

Harapa, a vill. of the Punjab, on the 1. b. of

the Ravee (anc. Hydraotes'), 105 m. S.W. Lahore,
with extensive ruins.

Harar, a town of N. E. Africa, ancient cap.

of the Hadyah, in lat. 9° 20' N., Ion. 42° 17' E.,

6500 feet above the sea. P. 8000. It is a great
emporium of the coffee trade.

Haray, two islets of Scotland, off the E. coast

of Shetland mainland.
Harberton, a pa. of England, co. Devon, IJ

m. S.W. Totness. Ac. 5765. P. 1221.

Harbledown, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 1 m.
W. Canterbury. Ac. 1670. P. 655.

HarbonniAres, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Somme, 15 m. N.N.E. Montdidier. P. 2070.
Harborne, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, SJ

m. W.S.W. Birmingham. Ac. 3296. P. 16,966.

Harborough-Magna, a pa. of Engl., co. War-
wick, 3i m. N.N.W. Rugby. Ac. 1680. P. 295.

Harbor-creek, a township of the U. S., Nc
America, Peniisvlvania, co. and 6 m. N.E.

2m
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Harbottle, a market town of England, co.

Northumberland, on the Coquet, pa. of Hally-
stone, 17 m. W.S.W. Alnwick. Ac. 412. P. 159.

Harbouu-Grace, a maritime town of New-
foundland, on the W. side of Conception Bay, 20

m. N.W. St John, with a well-sheltered harbour.

Harbour Island, West Indies, one of the

Bahama Islands. P. (1861) 1994.

Harbridge, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3Jm.
N.N.W. Kingwood. Ac. 4080. P. 293.

Harburg, two towns of Germany.—I. Prussia
landr. and 23 m. S.W. Luneburg, on the Elbe
at the influx of the Seere, and on the Hanovei
and Brunswick Railway, 4| m. S. Hamburg. P.

(1864) 13,480. Shipping (1861) entered 1169,

tons 60,065 lasts ; cleared 1180 ; 60,799 lasts. It

has a citadel with drawbridges, & a custom-house,
gunpowder mills, sugar i:efineries, manufactures
of woollens, linens, hosiery, and a transit trade.

—II. a market town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia, on
the Wernitz, 30 m. N.N.W.' Augsburg. P. 1500.

Harbury, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 2^
m. W.S.W. Southam. Ac. 2060. P. 1200.

Harbutowitz, a vill. of Austria, circ. Skot-
Bchaw. P. 2600.
Harby, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 8J m.

N. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 2800. P. 655.

Harcoubt, two comms. & towns of France.—I.

dep. Eure, 10 m. N.E. Bernay. P. 1008.—II.
(Thury), Cavaldos, 15 m. N.W. Falaise. P. 1310.

HARD.,VNGER-FiELn, a Subdivision of the great

mountain-system of Scandinavia, about 70 m. E.
Bergen, mean elev. 4000 feet above the sea.—II.

(Fiord), a gulf of the North Sea, stift Bergen.
Hardkck, a town of Lower Austria, on the

Thaya, 9 m. W.S.W. Znaym. P. 600.

Habdgsen, a town of Hanover, landr. Hilde-
Bheim, princip. and 10 m. N.N.W. Gottingen. P.

1114. It has manufs. of linens and leather.

Hardeman, a co., U. S., North America, in the

S. part of Tennessee. Area 912 sq. m, P. (1860)
10,533 free, 7236 slaves.

Hardenberg, a town of the Netherlands, prov.
Overyssel, on 1. b. of the Vecht, 23 m. E.N.E.
Zwollo. P. 2800.

Harden Huish, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 1^
m. N.W. Chippenham. Ac. 477. P. 117.

HARDERWYii, a seaport town of the Nether-
lands, prov. Gelderland, cap. dist., on the Zuyder-
zee, 31m. E. Amsterdam. P. 5538. It has a gym-
nasium, and an establishment for curing herrings
and other fish. Formerly a Hanseatic town.
Hardham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 5 m.

E.S.E. Petworth. Ac. 680. P. 87.

Hardheim, a market town of Germany, grand
duchy Baden, circ. Lower Rhine, 44 m. E.N.E.
Mannheim. P. 2000.

Hardin, several cos. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. in S.W. of Tennessee, and on that river.

Area 1043 sq. m. P. (I860) 9591 free, 1623 slaves.

—II. in Iowa. P. 5440.—III. in N. of Kentuckj'.
Area 439 sq. m. P. 12,659 free, 2530 slaves.—IV.
in N.W. part of Ohio, on Scioto river. Area 580
sq. m. P. 13,570.—V. in S. part of Illinois, on
Big Greek, which affords water power. Area 184
sq. m. Surface high, broken, and abounding in
lead and iron ores. P. 3759.—VI. in Texas. P.
1162 free, 191 slaves.

Hardingham, a pa. of Engl., co. Norfolk, b\ m.
W.N.W. Wymondham. Ac. 2415. P. 527.
Hardinghen, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

Pas-de-Calais, 10 m. N.E. Boulogne. P. 1239. It

has manufactures of glass, and coal mines.
Hardingstone, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m.

BE. Northampton. Ac. 3060. P. 1916.
Habdington, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Somerset, 3J m. N.N.W. Frome. Ac. 831. P. ;.—II. {Mandevilley, in same co., 4 ni. S.W. Tei
Ac. 2631. P. 668.

Hardln kveld, a fishing vill. of the Netherla
^

prov. South Holland, near the Mass, 4 m. '.

Gorcum. P. 3155.

Hardley, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 1'
i,

E.N.E. Norwich. Ac. 1469. P. 271.

Hardmead, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 4 i

E.N.E. Newport-Pagnell. Ac. 1113. P. 91
Hardres, two pas. of England.—I. {Lower rt.

Kent, 3 m. S. Canterbury. Ac. 1176. P. 233.- 1.

{Upper), 4Jm. S. Canterbury. Ac. 2039. P. 1.

Hardwick, five pas. of England.—I. co. ( i-

bridge, 4 m. E. Caxton. Ac. 1410. P. 240. I.

CO. and 4A m, S.S.W. Glo'ster. Ac. 2378. P. 5.

—III. CO.' Norfolk, 7 m. W. Bungay. Ac. 85. P.

227.—IV. CO. Oxford, 4J m. N. Bicester. Ac. 0.

P. 59.—V. {Priors), co. Warwick, 6 m. S E.

Southam. Ac. 1600. P. 323.

HARDW^CK, a township, U. S., North Amcia,
Vermont, 21 m. N.E. Montpelier.
Hardwick, two townships of the U. S., IHh

America.— I. Massachusetts, co. WorcesterSS
m. W. Boston.—II. New Jersey, co. Warrei 15

m. N.E. Belvedere.
Hardwicke, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. B s.?,

3i m. N.W. Aylesbury. Ac. 3200. P. 708 II.

CO. Northampton, 3 m. W.N.W. Welling to'.

Ac. 1260. P. 83.

Hardwicke Island, British North Am(ca,

is in Queen Charlotte Sound, lat. 50° 25' N.

Hardwicke or Nundawas Mountains, last

Australia, are in lat. 30° S., Ion. 160° E., of gr.ite

formation; estimated elevation, 3500 feet. II.

{Bay), S. Australia, in an inlet of Spencer Clf.

Hardy, a co. of the U. S., North Ameri' in

N. part of Virginia, watered by branches othe

Potomac. Area 1168 sq. m. P. 8791 free,173

slaves.—II. a township, Ohio, co. Holmes, ith

the vill. of Millersburg.

Hardy Isiands, British India, off the cfit of

Aracan, E. Cheduba, lat. 18° 35' N., Ion. 9-lE.

Hardyston, a township, IT. S., N. Amies,

New Jersey, co. Sussex. Surface mountai)Us,

and abounding in zinc and iron ores.

Hareby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, m.

W. Spilsby. Ac. 760. P. 93.

Harefield, a pa. of England, co. Middsei,

3 m. N. Uxbridge. Ac. 4513. P. 1567.

Hareid, an island of Norway, stift Tronfjim,

amt. Romsdal, in the Atlantic, lat. 62° 2 ^^

Ion. 6° E. Length N. to S. 11 m., breadth m.

Haren, a pa. and vill. of the Netherlande.rov.

and ^ m. S. Groningen. Pop. of pa. 2475

Harescombe, a.pa. of England, co. Glo'^.', 3|

m. W.N.W. Painswick. Ac. 478. P. 138.

Haresfield, a pa. of England, co. Glo'.ir, 4

m. N.W. Stroud. Ac. 2155. P. 612.

Harewood, two pas. of England.—I. co.ork,

West Riding, on the Wheyle, 7 m. N.N.E. -eds.

Ac. 12,193. P. 2396.—II. co. Hereford, m-

W.N.W. Ross. Ac. 664. P. 101.

Harfleur, Barfloricum, a comm. and >port

town of France, dep. Seine-Inferieure, c tlie

Lezarde, 1 m. from its mouth in the Sein<| m-

E.N.E. Havre, and 105 m. N.W. Paris, witL lucH

it is connected by railway. P. 1744. wM

taken by the English under Henry V. n-^^

after a siege of forty days.

Harford, a pa. of England, co. Devon }
^

W.N.W. Modbury. Ac. 2050. P. 168.

Harford, a co., U. S., N. America, in N Wt
of Maryland. Area442sq. m. P. (1860, !,•>«

free, 1800 slaves.—II. a township, Penns} iQ«S

CO Susquehanna, 118 m. N.E. Harrisburj
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H \RGiL\si, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3J m.
.X.W. Kinninghall. Ac. 1080. P. 88.

ILiRGRAVE, two pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-
ampton, 4J m. E.N.E. Higham-Ferrers. Ac.

00. P. 310.—II. CO. Suffolk, 6 m. S.W. Bury-
.-Edmunds. Ac. 1108. P. 520.

Hakd^gvliet, a mouth of the Ehine or Maese,

stherlands, prov. South Holland, continuous

;th HoUauds-Diep. Breadth 2J mile.s.

Haripook, several towns of the Punjab, at the

se of the Himalaya mountains, the principal
' iug on the Dor, and considered as one of the

I
'althiest places in the Lahore dominions.

' Harkstead, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6 m.

IS.E. Ipswich. Ac. 2266. P. 380.

i Qarlax, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in

;B. part of Kentucky, watered by Cumberland
)
er. Area 954 sq. m. P. 5367 free, 127 slaves.

'Harlaw, a locality in Scotland, co. Aberdeen,
Chapel-of-Garioch, memorable for a great

tie fought betwixt the Highlanders under the

rd of the Isles, and the royal forces under the

il of Mar, in 1411.

'lABLAXTON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3
' S.W. Grantham. Ac. 2530. P. 488.

iIarlech, an ancient decayed munic. bor. and
Irket town, N. Wales, co. Merioneth, pa. Llar-
Uing, on the Irish Sea, 6 m. S.S.E. Tremadoc.
'rlech, now only a small hamlet, is a polling

j'cefor the county.

(Iarlem, Netherlands. [Haarlem.]
JIarleston, a market town of England, co.

Jrfolk, pa. Reddenhall, 3^ m. from the Haugh-
Koad station of the E. Union Railway, on the

ney, 7 m. S.W. Bungay. P. 1302.—II. a
0. and 4 m. N.W. Northampton. Ac. 2530.

,651.—IIL CO. Suffolk, 2| m. N.W. Stow-
|rket. Ac 615. P. 65.

IIarley, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 2 m.
TN.W. Much-Wenlock. Ac. 1955. P. 220.

jlARLiSG (East), a pa. and market town of
>;land, co. Norfolk, near the Eastern Counties
|.lway, 22 m. S.W. Norwich. Ac. of pa. 2572.
}ll09.—II. (West\ a pa., 2 m. S.W. the above.
43034. P. 124.

Karlikoen, a fortified maritime town of the
1 herlands, prov. West Priesland, cap. dist., near
t^ entrance of the Zuyder-zee, 16 m. W. Leeu-
iden. P. (18G2) 9913. Principal edifices, the
8jiiralty, a parish church, and the town hall.

^ lufs. sail cloth, salt, hollands, paper, and bricks.
•orts cattle, butter, cheese, wool, flax, fruit,

vegetables.

iKUHGTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. Beds,
1. 8. AmpthiU. Ac. 1815. P. 529.—II. co. Mid-

olex, 4m. W.N.W. Hounslow. Ac. 1414. P. 1169.
ARU)w, a pa. of England, co. Essex, with a
on on the Eastern Counties Railway, 6^ m.
•ifihop's Stortford. Ac. 4000. P. 2377.
ARLTON or Harlston, a pa. of England, co.

5i m. S.W. Cambridge. Ac. 1100. P. 302.
armersbach, a populous valley of the grand
ly of Baden, ciro. Middle Rhine, near Zell,
It 17 m. in length. P. 3666. It has oil and
•mills, granite works, and iron forges.
\RMON (St), a pa. of South Wales, co. Ead-
' m. N.N.E. Rhayadargwy. Ac. 12,000. P. 902.

•'
^'?'"tLDswoRTH, a pa. of Engl., co. Middlesex,

' t^.K.E. Colnbrook. Ac. 3480. P. 1385.
\RMONY, several townships of the U. S., North

d ""^T^-
"^^^ "^°r^ i"* its W. part, co. Cha-

«!ue, S.E. Portland.—II. Maine, 47 m. N.E.
'ir.ista.--Ill. New Jersey, 43 m. N.W. Tren-
-i V. Ohio, CO. Clerk.
mMSTON, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m. S.

^- oln. Ac. 2690. P. 414.

Harxes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Pa»-
de-Calais, 12 m. E.S.E, Bethune. P. 2396.
Harnett, a co. of U. S., N. America, Carolina.

P. 5445 free, 2584 slaves.

Harnham, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 14 m.
W.S.W. Salisbury. Ac. 1130. P. 285. •

Harnhill, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 3J
m. E.S.E. Cirencester. Ac. 689. P. 88.

Hard, a town of Spain, prov. and 21 m. N.W.
Logrono, near 1. b. of the Ebro. P. 5928. It lias

manufs. of hats, brandy, liqueurs, and leather.

There are copper mines in its vicinity.

HarouS, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Meurthe, 15 m. S. Nancy. P. 666.

Harp or Bow Island, Pacific Ocean, Low
Archipelago, is in lat. 18° 6' S., Ion. 140° 10' W.
Hakpenden, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 3 m.

N.E. Redbum. Ac. 5061. P. 2164.

Harper's Ferry, a vill. of the U. S., North
America, Virginia, at the junction of the Shen-
andoah with the Potomac, and on the Baltimore
and Ohio Railway, 50 m. N.N.W. Washington.
It has three churches, an iron foundry, and a
national armoury, employing several hundred
hands. It surrendered to the Confederates on
the 15th September 1862.

Hakpford, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.
N.W. Sidmouth. Ac. 1618. P. 243.

Harpham, a pa. of Engl., co. York, E. Riding,
5 m. E.N.E. Great Driffield. Ac. 1970. P. 274.

Harpley, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 8J m.
E.N.E. Castle-Rising. Ac. 2195. P. 479.

Harpole, a pa. of England, co. and 5^ m. W
Northampton. Ac. 1560. P. 833.

Haepsden, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, Ijm.
S. Henley-on-Thames. Ac. 1460. P. 261.

Hakpstedt, a market town of N. Prussia,

Hanover, co. and 25 m. W.N.W. Hoya. P. 1236.

Harpswell. a pa, of England, co. Lincoln, pts.

Lindsey, 7a m. E. Gainsboro'. Ac. 2180. P. 104.

Harpswell, a tnshp., U. S., N. America, Maine,
22 m. N.E. Portland, on Casco Bay.
Harptree (East), a pa. of England, co. Somer-

set, 6J m. N. Wells. Ac. 2770. P. 657.—IL
(PFes<), 7J m. N. Wells. Ac. 2850. P. 539.

Harran, Charrss, a town of Asiatic Turkey,
pa. and 83 m. S.W. Diarbekir.
Harrar or HuRRUR, a town of E. Africa, dom.

Shoa ("Abyssinia), 160 m. E. Ankobar, and cap.

dist. 01 same name, on eastern branch of the Nile.

Harraton, a township of England, co. Dur-
ham, pa. Chester-le-Street, 7 m. N. Durham.
Ac. 2394. P. 1642.

Harrat, a pa. of Orkney. [Birsay.]
Harrietsham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 7J

m. E.S.E. Maidstone. Ac. 2464. P. 624.

Harrington, a pa. and seaport of England,
CO. Cumberland, 6 m, N. Whitehaven, to which
the port is subordinate. Ac. of pa. 2790. P. 1788.

The harbour has 8 feet water, and a light at the
pier head, visible 10 m. distant.—II. a pa., co.

Lincoln, pts. Ijindsey, 4^ m. N.W. Spilsby. Ac.
1052. P. 104.—III. CO. Northampton, 6 no.

W.N.W. Kettering. Ac. 2519. P. 222.

Harrington, two townships, U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. Maine, on Narraguagus I!ay, Atlantic,

24 m. S.W. Machias.—II, New Jersey, co. Ber-
gen, on Hudson River.—III. a viU. of North
Carolina, 59 m. S.W. Raleigh.
Harrington, a township of Canada E., on the

Ottawa River, co. Argenteuil, 4 m. from Gren-
ville, and 70 m. N.N.W. Montreal.
Harrington-Inlet, E. Australia, is at mou>h

of Manning River, 34 m. S.S.W. Port Macquarrie.
Harringworth, a pa. of Engl., oo. Northamp-

ton, 6m. N.N.E. Rockingham. Ac. 3060. P. 360.
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Harriorpoor, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, dist Cuttack, cap. a large zemindary, 120
m. S.W. Calcutta.

Harris, a co. of the U. S^ North America on
the W. border of Georgia. Area 41'4 sq. m. P.

(1860) 6000 free, 7736 slaves —II. a co. of Texas.
P. 7017 free, 2053 slaves.—III. a township, Penn-
sylvania, Centre co. P. 1954.

Harris or Herries, a dist. and pa. of the He-
brides, Scotland, forming a peninsula, comprising
the S. part of the island of Lewis, and small sur-
rounding islands. Ac. 90,000, mostly mountain-
ous, with an elevation of 2000 to 3000 feet. P.
4183. The SounttofHarris is a navigable strait, 9
m. in length, and from 8 to 12 m. in breadth, sepa-
rating this peninsula from North Uist, and studded
with rocks and islets. [Hebrides.]
Harrisburg, a city of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, cap. Dauphin, co. Pennsylvania, on the Sus-
quehanna, here crossed by a covered railway
bridge, 2876 feet in length, 106 m. W.N.W Phi-
ladelphia. P. (I860) 13,405. It is the seat of

gov., and has a state-house, co. court-house, gaol,

a school-house, and market-house.—IL New
York, CO. Lewis. P. 1367.

Harrison, several cos. of the U. S., North
America.—I. in N.W. part of Virginia. Area
459 sq. m. P. (1860) 13,208 free, 682 slaves.—II,
a county of Iowa. P. 3621.—III. in N.E. part
of Kentucky, on Licking River. Area 316 sq. m.
P. 10,490 free, 3289 slaves.—IV. in E. part of
Ohio. Area 412 sq. m. P. 19,110. Soil very
fertile.—V. in S. part of Indiana, bordering the
Ohio, cap. Corj'don. Area 446 sq. m. P. 18,521.

—VI. in S. part of Mississippi. Area 1064 sq. m.
P. 3804 free, 1015 slaves.—VII. in N.E. of Texas.
Area 1082 sq. m. P. 6217 free, 8784 slaves.—VIII.
Missouri. P. 10,601 free, 25 slaves. Also several
townships.— I. New York, 3 m. E. White Plains.

—II. New Jersey, between the rivers Hackensack
and Passiac.—III. Ohio, co. Carroll.—IV, In-
diana, CO. Fayette.—V. Ohio, co. Pickaway.
Harrison Bay, Russian America, Arctic Ocean,

is between lat. 70° 20' and 70° 40° N., Ion. 150°
and 152° 30' W., bounded E. and W. by Point
Berens and Cape Halkett. Not far inland rise

the Pelly mountains ; but the shores are low.
Harrisonburg, a vill. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Virginia, cap. co. Rockingham.—II. Loui-
siana, on the river "Washita.
Habristown, a vill. and formerly a pari. bor.

of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kildare, pa. Camalway,
on the Liffey, 2\ m. N.E. Kilcullen Bridge. P.
87.—II. a pa., on the Barrow, 4 m. S.S.W. Kil-
dare. Ac. 4680. P. 691.

Harrodsburg, a town of U. S., N. America,
Kentucky, cap. co. Mercer, 31 m. S. Frankfort.
P. 3000. It is the seat of Bacon College, and a
military academy; with mineral springs, much
resorted to in summer.
Harrogate, a township, and one of the prin-

cipal watering-places of England, co. and 19 m.
W.N.W. York,West Riding, on the York & North
Midland Railway. Ac. 4800. P. 4663. Altitude
420 feet. Rainfall 34 inches. There are several
churches, an hospital, branch bank, theatre,
libraries, promenade and assembly rooms, with
springs of chalybeate, sulphur, and saline waters.
Between the spring and autumn, there are about
2000 visitors here. The sulphur weU is the most
in repute ; it has been used as an alterative and
purgative since the end of the 17th century, chief-
ly in cases of scrofula and cutaneous eruptions.
Harrold, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. and 8 m. N.W. Bedford. Ac. of pa. 3240. P.
1119.

Harrold's Cross, a vill. of Ireland, Leinste
CO. Dublin, about 1 m. S. Dublin Castle. P. 383!

Habroldston, two pas. of S. Wales.—I. «
Pembroke. 1 m. S.E. Haverfordwest. Ac. 115(

P. 281.—II. {}Vest\ 5i ni. W. Haverfordwest A
1718. P. 149.

'

,

Harrow-on'-the-Hill, a pa. and vill. of Engj
land, CO. Middlesex, 10 m. N.W. London, or 11

m. by London and North-Westem Railway, o

which it has a station, 1 m. from the town. A
of pa. 9870. Pop., including the hamlet of Ha'
row-Weald, 5525. It has a celebrated grammi
school, one of the best in England, and at whin
the late Lord Byron & Sir R. Peel were educates
Harrowby, a township of England, co. of Li 3

coin, pa. and 2 m. W. Grantham. P. 118.

HARRO^VDEX (Great), two pas. of England. ^

I. CO. Northampton, 2 m. N.N.W. Wellingborr
Ac. 141.5. P. 125.—II. {Little), 2\ m. NJJ.^'
Wellingboro'. Ac. 1480. P. 679. Subordiui.

to Great Harrowden.
Harsefeld, a market town of Hanover, lani!

and 11 m. S. Stade, on the Aue. P. 1309.

Harsewinkel and Harsleben, two vills.

Pnissia ; the former, prov. Westphalia, gov. ai

26 m. E. Munster. Pop. 1100. The latter, pr;

Saxony, S.E. Halberstadt. P. 1740.

Habsix, a vilL of Persia, prov. Irak-Ajemi, di

& 25 m. S.E. Kermanshah, with ruins of an aq:

duct, and a palace, of which a fort has been bu:

Harson Island, Canada West, is at the ;

trance of the river into Lake St Clair. Lat. 4'

35' N. ; Ion. 82° 25' W. Length N. to S. 10 m
Harston, two pas., England.—I. co. Leicest

11 m. N.N.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1009. .

164.—II. CO. and 5^ m. S.S.W. Cambridge. .,

1480. P. 786.

Harsweli., a pa. of England, co. York, Et

Riding, ^ m. W.S.W. Market-Weighton. ..

1106. P. 89.

Hart, a pa. of England, co. Durham, 11 m. K.

Stockton. Ac. 7880. P. 1420.

Hart, two cos. of the U. S., North America.<.

Kentucky, near its centre, cap. Mumfordsvfe.

Area 404 sq. m. P. (1860) 8953 free, 1395 sla^

—II. Georgia, P. 4609 free, 1528 slaves.

Habta or Hartha, a town of Saxony, circ. d

31 m. S.E. Leipzig. P. 2122.—II. Austria, Ei-

gary, co. Pest-Solt, dist. Nagy. P. 2182.

Habtberg, a town of Styria, 30 m. N.E.G*
P. 1500, partly employed in woollen weaving

Hartburn, a pa. of England, co. Northuir r-

land, 8 m. W. Morpeth. Ac. 25,778. P. IK
Habtenstein, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwic n,

near the Mulde. P. 2480.

Haktest, a pa, of England, co. Suffolk, 6n.

N.W. Clare. Ac. 1964. P. 744.

Hartfelx, a mountain in the S. of Scot! d,

cos. Peebles and Dumfries, between the pw^
Tweedsmuir and Moffat. Elevation 2638 «'

above the sea. The chalybeate spring of 11 »*

is in a ravine of this mountain.
Habtfield, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, «»•

E.S.E. East-Grinstead. Ac. 10,267. P. 145

Hartford, a pa, of England, co. and in*.

E.N.E. Huntingdon. Ac 1720. P. 341.- »

township, CO. Chester, pa. Great Budworth, w
a station on the London and North-Western JJ-

way, IH m- N.N.W. Crewe. Ac. 1102. P.SV-

Hartford, a co. of the U. S., North Am=i».

Connecticut, on the Connecticut River, "e*

727 sq. m. P. (I860) 89,962.-11. a city of 'n-

necticut, of which it is joint cap. with Newh 'n,

on Connecticut River, 50 m. from its moutr na

124 m. W.S.W. Boston. P. (1860) 29,15-l 1«

has a covered bridge across the river; a "•
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lOUSe, city hall, Trinity College, athenroum, bo-

• anio garden, museum, well endowed deaf-mute,

i lunatic, asylums, an arsenal, museum, churches,

oarkets, banks, manufs. shoes, saddlery, woollens,

.ottons, and a brass foundry. Steam-boats ply
New York, and a railway, 58 m. in length, con-

'lects the city with Newhaven.—III. a township
-f Vermont, 42 m. S.S.E. Montpelier.—IV. New
fork, 15 m. N. Salem.—V. Pennsylvania, co.

iusquehanna.—VI. Ohio, co. Trumbull.—VII.
idaine, 25 m. W. Augusta.

1
Haetford (New), a township of the U. S.,

'Torth America, New York, 4 m. W. Utica.—II.

township, Connecticut, 17 m. N.W. Hartford.
Haethau, a vill. of Saxony, circ. Zwickau, 4

1. S. Chemnitz. P. 1534.

—

Gros Harthau is a
ill. in the circ. Dresden, N.E. Stolpen.

Haethill, two pas. of England.—I. co. Ches-
;r, 6J m. S.S.W. Tarporley. Ac. 481. P. 122.

-II. CO. York, West Eiding, 9J m. S.S.W. Eother-
am. Ac. 2940. P. 673.

I Hasting, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4 m.
:.S.E. Petersfield. Ac. 7832. P. 1247.
Hautingtox, a pa., England, co. Derby, on the

love, 8 m. S.W. Bakewell. Ac. 24,160. P. 2410.
Habtland. a pa. & market town, England, co.

'uvon, in a bleak district on the borders of Corn-
all, 13 m. W.S.W. Bideford. Ac. of pa. 16,790.

. 1916. It has a church, and about 2 m. distant,

I the Bristol Channel, a quay, much frequented
\' iishing vessels. About 2 m. to the N.W. is

Lutland Point (anc. Herculis promontarium), a
ftv promontory, forming the S. entrance of the
ristol Channel, lat. 61° 1' N., Ion. 4° 31' W.
Haetland, several townships of the U. S.,

orth America.— I. Vermont, 48 m. S.S.E.
:ontpelier.—II. New York, 244 m. W.N.W.
Ibany.—III. Maine, 47 m. N.E. Augusta.—IV.
'onnecticut, 24 m. N.W. Hartford.
Haetlebuey, a pa. of Engl., co. Worcester, 4

i

. S.E. Kidderminster. Ac. 5493. P. 2115.
;Haetlepool, an anc. municip. bor., seaport,
!id market town of England, on a peninsula near
e N. mouth of the Tees, co. and 19 m. E.S.E.
urham, and 289 m. from London by rail. Ac. of
• 990. P. ri851) 9503. (1861) 12,245. It has

I

I

old church, with a Norman door, town-hall
- id banks. Its harbour is safe, affording the
I'St shelter on this coast. Trade, formerly insig-
Ifioant, is now greatly extended by the forma-
»n of railways in connection with the Durham
al mines. New docks have recently been con-
•ucted on a magnificent scale, and the character
the town is changed from that of a quiet sea-
thing place to a bustling commercial port.
•ade mostly in coal. Customs rev. (1862)
,150/. Exports same year 3,316,639/. Vessels
longing to the port 136, tonnage 31,863. It
8 an extensive fishery. West Hartlepool is a
)deni market town, 1 m. W. the anc. bor.,
thin the township of Rtranton ; it was founded
1847. P. (1861) 12,603. It has a custom-ho.,
thic church and several chapels, theatre,
Wiumum, mechanics' institute, and market-ho.
jie harbour, begun in 1847, originally 12 acres
extent, is now enlarged to 44 acres ; it has

Imrate docks for coal, timber, and merchandise,
1 two large graving-docks. In 1847 the num-
'

°^ ships entering the port was only 460, while
jlool It amounted to 5964. Within the same

rfnn'**
quantity of coal shipped increased from

\m tons to 975,000 tons. Principal trade is
li the Baltic ports, Danzig, St Petersburg,
i>uurg, Antwerp, and Eotterdam, to which
""^'.^ sail regularly. Chief industry, iron
p-building, iron-founding, and cement-making.

Haetley, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6J m.
S.E. Dartford. Ac. 1178. P. 244.—II. a small
seaport town, co. Northumberland, on the North
Sea, 4J m. N. North Shields. P. 1567, employed
in a collierj', glass and bottle works. It has a
harbour for vessels of 200 to 300 tons, formed by
a stone pier and flood gates.—III. (^Maudity, a
pa., CO. Hants, 2a m. S.S.E. Alton. Ac. 1550. P.
92.—IV. ( Westpaliy, in same co., 5 m. W. Hartford
Bridge. Ac. 1450. P. 3i3.~Y . {Wintneff), same
CO., 2 ra. S.W. Hartford Bridge. Ac. 2280. P.
(with Hartley Row) 1746.
Haetley, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Pennsylvania, Union co.

Haetlip, a pa, of England, co, Kent, 5J m.
E.S.E. Chatham. Ac. 1412. P. 319.

Hartmanitz and Hartmannsdorf, two vills.

of E. Germany; the former in Bohemia, circ.

Prachau, 18 m. S.S.E. Klattau. P,. 280; the
latter in Saxony, 36 m. S.E. Leipzig. P. 2130.

Hartpuuy, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 4J
m. E.S.E. Newent. Ac. 3618. P, 843,

Hartshead, a dist. of England, co. Lancaster,
pa. and 3 m. N.E. Ashton-under-Lyne.
Hartshill, a hamlet of England co. Warwick,

pa. Mancetter, 3} m. N.W. Nuneaton. P. 1129.
Hartshorn, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 3J m.

N.N.W. Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Ac. 2510. P. 1541,
Hartwell, two pas. of England.— I. co,

Bucks, 1| m. S.W. Aylesbury. Ac. 680, P,
137.—II. CO. and 7 m. S.S.E. Northampton. Ac.
1850. P. 1542,

Hartwick, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 70 m. W. Albany. It has
a Lutheran theological seminary.
Haktwith, a chapelry of England, co. York,

W. Riding, pa. Kirkby-Malzeard, 8| m. W.N.W.
Knaresboroiigh. P. 1227. Here are the Brim-
ham-Crags, a stupendous group of rocks, piled

in fantastic forms, curiously perforated, among
which are rockiug-stones 100 tons in weight.
Harty, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 9 m. S.K

Queenboro', Ac, 3488. P. 159.

Harvard, a township of the U. S., N. America,
Massachusetts, 32 m. N.W, Boston,
Harvey Islands, Pacific Ocean, are in lat, 19'

17' S., Ion. 158° 30' W,
Harvington, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

4 m. N.N.E. Evesham. Ac. 1238, P. 452,

Harwell, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 6J m,
E.N.E. Wantage, Ac. 2482. P. 876.

Harwich, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport, and
market town of England, co. Essex, on a point

of land, at the estuary of the Stour, 10 m. E.
Manning-tree. Lat. 51° 56' 6' N. ; Ion. 1° 17' 6' E.

Ac, comprising two pas., 2060. P, 3839, Chief
buildings, the town-hall, gaol, custom-house,
theatre, assembly-rooms, baths, grammar school,

& a church. The harbour, with dockyard, affords

shelter for large fleets, and is defended by a strong
garrisoned fort and battery; but the entrance,

though well buoyed and indicated by two light-

houses with fixed lights, is dangerous without a
pilot. The trade and fisheries of Harwich have
greatly declined. Some ship-building is carried

on, and the town has recently become a resort

for sea-bathing. Customs rev, (1862) 925/, ; ex-
ports (1862) 5383/. Vessels belonging to the
port 49, tons 4979. It sends 2 members to House
of Commons, Reg. electors (1864) 351.

Harwich, a township, U. S., N. America, Mas-
sachusetts, on the Atlantic, 73 m. S.E. Boston.
Harwinton, a township, U. S., North America,

Connecticut, 24 m. W. Hartford.
HARWOOD,atownship of England, co. Lancaster,

pa. and 2J m. N.E. Bolton. Ac. 730. P. 270, partly
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employed in cottonweaving.—II. ((7rea<), apa. and
chapelrj',4|m N.E.Blackburn. Ac. 2510. P. 4070.

Hauworth, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 2J m.
W.S.W, Bawtry. Ac. 4320. P. 925.

Harj! or Hahtz, Sylva HercynicL, a mountain
system of N.W. Germany, mostly between lat,

61° 35' and 51° 67' N., Ion. 10° 10' and 11° 30' E.,

comprised in the doms. of Hanover, Prussia,

Brunswick, and Anhalt. With its ramifications

it is estimated to cover 1350 sq. m., between the

Elbe and Weser. Culminating point the Brocken,
lat. 61° 48' 11" N., Ion. 10° 36' 29' E., 3740 feet

above the sea, N.W. of which are several other
heights of little less elevation. Its geological

composition is granite, overlaid by greywackd
and clay slate ; and it is estimated to yield an-
nually 30,000 cwt. of lead, besides iron, copper, and
silver. There are 29 mines in the Harz emploj-ing
206 hands (value of produce (1861) 282,576 dols.),

besides smelting houses and salt works. The
towns Klausthal, Goslar, Osterode, Blankenburg,
etc., are in this region. [Brocken.]
Harzgerode, a town of Central Germany,

deleg. Anhalt-Bemburg, in the Selke Valley,

18 m. S. Halberstadt. P. 2796, partly employed
in agriculture and cattle-breeding. Near it are
the Victor-Frederick silver works, vitriol works,
the Madesprung iron mines, and the baths of

Alexisbad.
Hasan-Dagh or Tagh, a mountain of Asia

Minor, pash. Karamania, 68 m. S.W. Mount
Argseus, and 85 m. N.E. Konieh. It is of a pic-

turesque conical form, 8000 feet in elevation above
the sea, and of volcanic formation.
Hasani, an isl. of the Red Sea, near its E. coast,

about 100 m. N.W. Yembo. Lat. 25° 4' N. ; Ion.

37° 14' E.; 400 feet high on itsN. side, whence it

slopes to S.E. The pop. are Bedwins, who reside
during a part of the year in a vill. on its S. side.

Hasbeia, a vill. of Syria, 36 m. W. Damascus,
in a deep glen on a ridge of Mount Hermon. P.
4000 Christians and 1000 Druses. A Protestant
mission was established in 1846, and in 1860 it

was nearly ruined during the Druse massacre,
when most of the Christians fled for shelter to
Sidon and Tyre.
Hascomb, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 3 m.

S.E. Godalming. Ac. 1639. P. 396.

Hasek, a small seaport town of Arabia, Had-
ramaut, on its S.E. coast, opposite the Curia
Muria Isles. It exports incense.

Haselbeech, a pa. of England, co. and llj m,
N.N.W. Northampton. Ac. 1648. P. 180.

Haselbury-Bryan, two pas. of England.—I.

CO. Dorset, 9 m. W.N.W. Blandford. Ac. 2359.
P. l&l.—ll.iPlucknetty, co. Somerset, 2J m. E.N.E.
Crewkeme. Ac. 2069. P. 834.

Haselmere, Engl., co. Surrey. J^aslemere.]
Haselor, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 2 m.

E.N.E. Alcester. Ac. 1950. P. 366.

Haselunne, a town of Hanover, landr. Osua-
briick, on the Hase, 8 m. E. Meppen. P. 1751.
Hasexpoth, a town of Russia, gov. Courland,

near the Baltic, 27 m. N.E. Libau. P. 1020.
Hasfield, a pa. of England, co. and 6J m. N.

Gloucester. Ac. 1460. P. 299.
Hasguard, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-

broke, 6 m. E. St David's. Ac. 1475. P. 145.
Hasiki, the W.most of the Curia Muria Islands,

off the S. coast of Arabia, in lat. 17° 27' 16" N.,
Ion. 65° 40' 49" E., formerly covered with guano,
Hasketon, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 14 m.

N.W. Woodbridge. Ac. 1665. P. 483.
Haslach, several small towns of Germany.—I.

grand duchy Baden, circ. Middle Rhine, on the
Kinzig, 16 m. S.E. Offeuburg. P. 1800.—II.

Upper Austria, circ. and on the Miilil, 22 m. N.W
Linz. P. 1150. The Haslach river is an affl

of the Rodach in Franconia ; and Hohen MUu
and Nieder-Haslach are contiguous vills.' o
Wiirtemberg, circ. Neckar. United pop. 1715.
Hasland, a township of England, co. Derby

pa. and IJ m. S.S.E. Chesterfield. P. 1999.

Hasle, a maritime town of Denmark, on th
W. coast of the island Bornholm. P. 700.

Hasle, a town, Switzerland, cant. Bern, dist.

Berthond, on the 1. b. of the Emme. P. 2172.
Haslemere, a bor., market town, and pa. o:

England, co. Surrey, 12J m. S.S.W. GuUdfort,
on rail, to Portsmouth. Ac. of pa. 1877. P, 955
Haslen ZOsingen, a vill., Switzerland, cant

Glarus, dist. Tagwen. P. 921. Cotton-spinning-,

weaving.
Haslewood, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 ns.

N.N.W. Aldboro'. Ac. 1937. P. 91.

Hasley, two pas. of England.—I. co. andSiir.
W.N.W. Warwick. Ac. 1152. P. 209,-1].
(Great), co. Oxford, 3 m. W, Tetsworth. Ac]
3219. P. 714.

Hasli, a valley of Switzerland, near the S.IL

extremity of the canton Bern, traversed by the

upper course of the Aar, and the route leadini;

over the Grimsel, and containing the village ol

Meyringen, and baths of Reichenbach.
Haslingden, amkt town & chapelry, England,

CO. Lancaster, pa, Whalltey, on the London and
N.W. Railway, 8 m. N. Bury. Ac. 4420, I'.

10,109. In a wild alpine district, abounding iii

stone and coal, and has manufactures of cotton. <

Haslingfieud, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m.
S.S.W. Cambridge. Ac. 2527. P. 762.

Haslington, a chapelry of England, co. Ches-

ter, on the Manchester and Nantwich Railway, 6

m. N.N.W. Beltey. P. 1215.

Hasparren, a comm. and town of France, dap.
,

B. Pyrenees, cap. cant., 11 m. S. Bayonne. P. 5074.

Haspres, a comm. and town of France, dap.

Nord, 8 m. S.W. Valenciennes, P, 3815.

Hassan, the name of numerous places in

Asia.—I. Hindostan, Mysore dom., 60 m. N.W.
Seringapatam.—II. (Ahad, " abode of Hassan "),

Russian Transcaucasia, dist. Talish, destroyed

by the Russians in 1836 ; and a vill. of Persia,

prov. Irek-Aemij, 10 m. S.E. Kazbin.—III. {_Aga\

Asia Minor, Anatolia, near the Lake of Abul-

lionte, W. Brusa lY. {Batriky, Asia Minor.

pash. Marash, 24 m. N.W. Malatiyah, inhabiteo

by about 50 Mohammedan families V. (OgUm}
Anatolia, 17 m. E. Angora.—VI. (Kalch), Tur-

kish Armenia, pash. and 20 m. E. Erzeroiun.—

VII. (Pasha Palanka), Servia, 27 m. S. Semen-

daira, with some mineral baths.

Hasselfelde, a town of N. Germany, duchj

Bruns-svick, circ. and 8 m. S.S.W. Blankenburfj

on a plateau of the Harz. P. 1650.

Hasselt, a comm. and town of Belgium, ca]J

prov. Limbourg, on 1. b. of the Demer, 16 ni

W.N.W. Maestricht. P. 9895. It has manufs

of linen fabrics, lace, and tobacco, -with gin di;i

tilleries and a salt refinery.—II. a tewn of tli<

Netherlands, prov. Overyssel, cap. dist., on th'

Zwarte-Water, 6J m. N. Zwolle. P. 1871.—IL
one of the Loffoden Islands, Norway.
Hassingham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, i

m. N.N.E. Loddon. Ac. 674. P. 118.

Hassloch, a vill. of Germany, Bavaria, cir

Pfalz, dist Newstadt. P. 4850.

Hastenbeck, a yill. of Hanover, 3 m. S.l

Hameln. P. 376. Here the French obtained a

advantage over the English, 31st July 1757.

Hastingleigh, a pa. of England, co. Kent,

m. E.N.E. Ashford. Ac. 1498. P. 198.
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Hasting.s, a pari., muiiic. bor., and town of

gland, and one of its cinque ports, co. Sussex,

the English Channel, at the E. termination of

South Coast Eailway, 33 m. E.N.E. Brighton,

also connected by branches of the S.-E. Kail-

with Dover, Tuu bridge wells, etc. Ac. of bor.

'O. P. (1851) 16,966, do. (1861)22,910, including
,Xeonards-on-the-Sea, 23,098. Mean temp.,

62°-6, Jan, 40°-2. The town lies mostly in

illow, nearly surrounded by hills. Altitude

feet Two ancient pa. churches, town-hall,

^ol, custom-house, workhouse, assembly rooms,
ibraries, and statue erected to the memory of the

1
ate Prince Consort. It has fisheries, boat-build-

ing; and sends 2 members to H. of C. (Reg.
lectors (1864) 1613, William the Conqueror
landed here, & the decisive battle of Hastings was
'ought in 1066, 7 m, N.W. the town. [Battle..]

Hastings, a township of the U. fcS., NortS
iVmerica, New York, co. Oswego,
t Hastings, a river, E. Australia, after an east-

;ra,rd course, enters Port Macquarrie, in con-
unction with Wilson and Maria rivers.

Haszfuet, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower
'ranconia, on the Maine, 30 m. N.E. Wurtzburg.
'. 2000, mostly engaged in raising fruit, hops,
ud wine, and in cattle-breeding.

Haszleben, a vill. of Saxe-Weimar, priucip.

ud 17 m. N.W, Weimar, on the Gera. P. 1225.

Hatch, two pas. of England.—I. (^West), co.

i>merset,4i m. E.S.E. Taunton. Ac. 1681. P.
o'2.—II. (^Beaiichamp), in same co., 5 m. N.W,
Iminster. Ac. 1120. P. 324.

Hatcmffe, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 7 m.
;.S.W. Great Grimsby. Ac. 1370. P. 159.

Hatfikld (Bishop's), a pa. and market town
f England, co. and 6| m. W.S.W. Hertford, a
tation on the Great Northern Railway. Ac. of
a. 12,619. P. 3871. It has a church, Hatfield
> head of a poor-law union and a co. polling-
lace.—II. a pa., CO. Hereford, 6 m. N.W. Brom-
rard. Ac. 1528. P. 180.—III. co. York, West
(iiding, 3} m. S.S.W. Thome. Ac. 21,150. P, 2564.
ilatfield Chace, containing 180,000 ac, partly
iorass, was sold by Charles i., and is now under
ultivation.—IV. {Broadoak), co, Essex, 6 m.
;.N.E. Harlow. Ac. 8810. P. I960.—V. (Peverell),
m. S.S.W. Witham, same co. Ac. 4728. P. 1311.
Hatford, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 3J m,

:. Parringdon. Ac. 999. P. 122,
Hatherleigh, a market town and pa. of Engl.,

). Devon, on a branch of the Torridge, 9^ m.
.S.W. Torrington. Ac, of pa. 7048, P, 1645,
Hatherley (Down), a pa. of England, co. and

i m, N.N.E. Glo'ster, Ac. 930. P. 192.—II.
tapper), 6 m. E. Glo'ster, Ac. 810. P. 68.

Hathern, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 3 m.
f.W. Loughboro.' Ac. 1340. P. 1112.
Hatherop, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 3 m.

I.N.E. Fairford. Ac. 2160. P. 323.
Hathersage, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 8 m.
V.N.W. Dronfield. Ac. 13,630, P. 2391.
Hatherton, a tnshp. of England, co, Stafford,

a. and 2 m. W.S.W. Wolverhampton, P, 415.
Ha-tian, a town, Anam. [Canoau."]
Hatlev (East), a pa. of Engl., co. Cambridge,
Jm. S.S.W. Caxton. Ac. 1176. P. 139.-IL {St
.eorge), 4^ m. S.S.W. Caxton. Ac. 999. P. 164.
Hatloe, an island of Norway, stift and 63 m.

• .Bergen. Length and breadth about 4 m. each.
Hatras, a town of British India, presid. Ben-

I'll, dist. Alighur, in the Doab, 30 m. N.N.E.
'^•a, P. 22,903. Has a fort, several good
ublio buildings, and some commercial activity,
Hattem, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

elderland, 3 m. S.S.W, ZwoUe, P. 2408.

Hatten, a coram, and vill, of France, dep. Bas
Rhin, 8 m. S. Wisserabourg. P, 1772,

Hattenheim, a vill., Nassau, on rt. b. of Rhine,
9 m. W.S.W, Wiesbaden. P. 970. In its vicinity

the celebrated Markebrunner wine is produced.
Hatteras (Cape), a low promontoiy, U. S.,

North America, N. Carolina, at the S.W. end of a
sandy island, Pamlico Sound, lat. 35° 13' N., Ion.

75° 30' W. Storms here produce a heavy sea,

rendering this headland dangerous to navigators.
Hattersheim, a market town of Germany,

duchy Nassau, on the Rhine, 2 m. W.S.W. Elt-

ville. P. 980. It has a station on the Taunus
Railway, between Wiesbaden and Frankfurt.

Hati'eesley, a township of Engl., co. Chester,

6 m. E.N.E. Stockport. Ac. 1072. P. 400.

Hattia, an island of British India, presid. and
prov. Bengal, dist. Bulloah, at the mouth of thn
Megna, 16 m. in length and 10 m. in breadth
Here are some salt works. Lat. 22° 35' ; Ion. 91° 8',

Hattingen, a town of Prussian Westphalia,
gov, and 38 m. W. Arnsberg, on the Ruhr. P.
3800, who manuf. woollen cloths and flannels.

Hatton, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, parts
Lindsey, 3 m. E.S.E. Wragby. Ac, 1831, P,
199.—IL CO. and 3 m, W.N.W. Warwick. Ac.
4099. P. 1259.—IIL a township, co. Salop, 2^
m. S.W. Shiffnall. P. (with Woodside) 1805.

Hattouf, a vUl. of Hanover, princip. Gruben-
hagen, N. Harzberg. P. 1737.

Hatvan, a market town of Central Hungary,
CO, Heves, 30 m, E.N.E. Pesth, with woollen
manufactures and horse fairs, P. 2178.
Hatzeg, a market town of Transylvania, ic

the S.W,, CO, and 10 m, S, Hunyad. P. 1195.
Hatzfeld, a town of Prussia, formerly H.-

Darmstadt, on 1, b, of the Eder, 6 m, N.N.E.
Biedenkopf. P. 700. It has iron works.—II.

(Hungarian Zsombohj), a town of Hungary, co.
Torontal, 22 ra. W.N.W. Temesvar. P fio^y

Haubordin, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Nord, cap. cant., 4 m. S.W. Lille. P. 3654.
Manufs. of cotton yarn and white lead.

Haugham, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.
S. Louth. Ac, 1907, P. 115.

Haughley, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2i
m. N.N.W. Stow. Ac. 2518. P. 987.—The
Haughley Road station of the East Union Rail-

way is 11 m. E. Bury-St-Edmunds.
Haughton, three pas. of England.—I. co. and

3J m. W.S.W. Stafford. Ac. 1860. P. 516.—II.
(with Selby), co. Notts, 4 m. W.N.W. Duxford.
Ac. 1001, P, 61,-111, (Je Skerne), co. Durham,
1^ m, N.E. Darlington, Ac. 10,301. P. 1473.—
IV, a township, co. Lancaster, pa. Manchester,
31 m, N.N,E, Stockport, Ac. 1130, P, 3371.

Haukivesi, a lake of Finland, Isens Kuopio and
Wiborg, 22 m. in length by 10 m. in breadth,
having the town Nyslot on its S. extremity.

Haukswell, a pa. of Engl,, co, York, N. Eiding,

5 m, S, Eichmond. Ac, 4030, P. 273,

Hatjptwyl, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Thur-
gau, 1| m. S.E. Bischofzell. P. 1486.

Haupuh, a town of British India, cap. of per-
gunnah of same name, 20 m. S. Meerut, N.W.
provs. P. 13,598. Gov. has a breeding stud here
for cavalry horses. Lat. 28° 44' N. ; Ion. 77° 51 ' E.
Hauran, a dist, of Sjrria, 50 m. S, Damascus,

and 40 m, E. the Sea of Galilee. It is inhabited by
wild Bedouins, & covered with deserted towns.
Hausa or HousA, a country of Central Africa,

Soudan, lat, 11° 35' N,, Ion, 7° 30' E, [HousA,]
Hausach, a town of Baden, circ. Middle Rhine,

on the Kinzig, 4 m. E. Haslach. P. 877.

Hausberge, a town, Prussia, prov. Westphalia,

gov. circ, &4 m. S. Minden, on Weser. P. 1000,
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TIauses, numerous vills. of S.W. Germany,
doms. Baden, Wurtemberg, and Hohenzollem

;

the principal in Baden, circ. Upper Eiiine, 22 m.
S. Freiburg, with a pop. of 500, actively engaged
n iron works.— Upper and Lower Haiisen are
fills, on the Rhine, W. of Ettenheim, the former
with 1873, and the latter with 1164, inhabitants.

Hausen, am Albis, a town of Switzerland,

cant. Zurich, near Cappel, on the road to Zug.
Near it is the hydropathic establishment on the
Albisbrunn, much frequented.

Hausruck Mountaiks, Norio Alps, Upper
Austria, separate the basins of the Inn and Ager.
They are covered with forests, abound in some
parts with coal, and give name to a circle.

Hacssy, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.

Nord, 10 m. E.N.E. Cambrai, on rt. b. of the

Selles. P, 3174.

Hautboys (Great), a pa. of Engl., co. Norfolk,

8 m. N.N.E. Norwich. Ac. 610. P. 195.

Haute-Lcce, a comm. and vill. of Prance,
dep. Savoie, 11 m. N.E. Conflans. P. 1271.

Hautefoet, a comm. and vUL of France, dep.

Dordogne, cap. cant., 21 m. E.N.E. P^rigueux.
P. 1966, In its vicinity are iron mines.
Hauterive. a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

DrSme, 22 m. N.N.E. Valence. P. 2430.

Haute-Eivoire, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Eh6ne, 21 m. W.S.W. Lyon. P. 1764.

HAUTES-En'iiRES, a comm, and vill. of France,
dep. Ardennes, arr. M^ziferes. P. 2005.
Haute Savoie, a dep. of France, which pre-

vious to 1860 was a dep. of Chablais in Savoy.
Area 1319 sq. m. P. 267,496. It is bounded on
the N. by the lake of Geneva, on the E. by the
vale of Aosta, on the S. by the dep. Savoie, and
on the W. by dep. Ain. Very mountainous ; in

the E. of it are the highest summits of the Alps.
Principal rivers, the Ch^ran, Fier, Arve, Giffre,

Dranse, and the Ehone. Lakes, Annecy and
Geneva. Products, cattle, grains, and minerals.

HAtrrEViLLE, several comms. and vills. of

France, the principal being Hauteville-la-Gui-
chard, 8 m. E.N.E. Coutances. P. 1191.

Hautevtllees, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Mame, arr. and 12 m. S. Eeims, with a trade
in the fine Ay champagne wine. P. 886.

Hautemont, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Avesnes, cant. Maubeuge. P. 3335.

Iron-foundries, chemical, marble, & glass works.
Hauville, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Eure, 11 m. E.N.E. Pout-Audemer. P. 1391.

Hauxstojt, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m.
S.S.W. Cambridge. Ac. 568. P. 262.

Havana or The Havansah (Spanish Habana,
" the harbour "), the cap. city of the island Cuba,
on its N. coast Lat. of the Morro 23° 9* 4" N.,

Ion. 82° 22' W. P. (by census of 1846) 106,968,
of whom 56,558 were whites, 2842 free-coloured,

and 21,988 slaves. P. (1861) 196,847. It stands
on the W. side of the entrance to a harbour,
capable of holding 1000 large ships, which can
anchor close to its quays. The entrance is

defended by the Morro and Punta Castles,

by a strong citadel and the walls enclosing the
city proper, and is separated by a fosse on the
land side from its arsenal and the suburbs of

Salud, Guadalupe, etc., in which nearly half
of the population reside. Principal edifices, a
Eoman Catholic cathedral (Protestant wor-
ship is not allowed), containing the remains of

Columbus, governor's house, admiralty, general
post-office, royal tobacco factory, and tlie Casa
real de benejicencia, a charitable institution

;

chxirches, convents, and schools; a university,
with medical and law schools, museum of natui-al

4\
history, school of painting, economic and cduca-
tion society, printing establishments, newspapers,
theatres, dockyard, and botanic garden. The
cigars made at Havana have universal celebrity

and it has also manufactures of chocolate, wool-
len fabrics, and straw hats, and is the most im-

portant commercial city in the West Indies,

bank was estab. in 1847. The chief articles o
export are, sugar, coffee, copper ore, tobacco
bees' wax, honey, and molasses. Imports com
flour, provisions, cotton goods, wines, and silks.

The trade is chiefly with Spain and Spanisl
America, the United States, Great Britain, anii

Germany; but a considerable import of slave

from Airica is still clandestinely maintained
Havana is connected with Guines, and severs

other towns in the interior, by railways ; it is ;:

bishop's see, and the seat of all the colonia

authorities exeept the supreme court, which sit-

at Puerto Principe. It was founded by Yelasquer
in 1511, on what was then called the Port c

Carenas. Shortest sea route to Portsmout'

4029 sea m. Average time by sailing vessel 3ii

shortest 23 days, [Cuba.]
Havant, a market town and pa. of Englanc

CO. Hants, with a station on the Portsmouth an

:

Chichester Eailway, 7 m. N.E. Portsmouth. Ac
of pa. 3201. P. 2470.

Have (Le), a harbour of Nova Scotia, on if;

S.E. coast, at the mouth of the Have river, 48 ni

S.W. Halifax.
Havel, a river of Northern Germany, rises ii

the small lake ElabeUck (Meckleuberg-Strelitz;

passes Furstenberg, Zehdenich, Liebenwald
Oranienburg, Spandau, Potsdam, Brandenburg
and joins the Elbe at Havelberg. Length 180 n;

navigable through its entire length for boats, an i

for large vessels from Furstenberg. It fomi

nimierous small lakes in Mecklenburg; and i

Prussia those of Tegel, Potsdam, Werder, ai

Brandenburg. Chief affls. on right, the Rbin at

Dosse ; on left, the Spree, Nuthe, and Plaue. 1

is connected by canals with the small lakes c

Mecklenburg, and with the Elde and the Oder.

Ha\'elbebg, a town of Prussia, prov. Brat

denburg, gov. and 50 m. N.W. Potsdam, on t

island in the Havel. P. 3300. Chief industr;

agriculture, cattle-breeding, and fishing.

Haverfori>-west or Hwlpordd, a parL an

munic. bor., river port, market town, and co. t

itself, South Wales, cap. co. Pembroke, on tl;

Cleddy, near its mouth, 8 m. N.N.K Milfon

about 140 feet above the sea. Pop., coraprisiii

several pas., 9821. It has three pa. churches,

guildhall, CO. gaol, custom-house subordinate i

Milford, maiket-house, hospital, co. lunatic asi

limi, imion workhouse, and a dock-yard, wii

quays admitting vessels of 100 tons at sprui

tides. Cattle, butter, oats, and hard coal a:

largely exported. Imports timber and grooerie

The bor. is a polling-place for the co., andnnit.

with Fishguard and Narberth in sending oi

member to the H. of C. Eeg. elects. 666.

Havbrhill, a township of the U. S^ Nor

America, New Hampshire, 65 m. N.N.E. Goncor

—II. Massachusetts, on the Merrimac, navigal

to this place for vessels of 100 tons, and ov

which are two bridges, 28 m. N. Boston.

Havekhilx, a pa. and market town of Englai)

COS. Essex and Suffolk, 6J m. W. Clare. Ac.

pa. 2549. P. 2434, partly employed in weavi:

silk, hemp, and cottons.
_ _

Haverholme, an extra-parochial dist of Er

land, CO. Lincoln, consisting of an island of t

ac^ formed by the river Slea, 3J-
m- N.E. Sli

ford. Ac. 291. P. 15.
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IIavering-Atte-Bowek, a pa. of England, co.

:ssex, 3 m. N. Eomford. Ac. 4290. P. 429.

Ha'V'EKIngland, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

! ni. E.S.E. Eeepham. Ac. 2062. P. 131.

Haversham, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 3 m.
S.N.E. Stoney Stratford. Ac. 1430. P. 288.

Haverstraw, a township of U. S., N. America,

^ew York, on tlie Hudson, 92 m. S. Albany. It

las a ship-yard. Steamers ply hence to New York.

Havre (Lb), a comm. and fortified seaport

X)wn of France, dep. Seine-Inferieure, cap. aiT.,

)n the N. bank of the estuary of the Seine, at its

nouth, in the English Channel, and at the ter-

ninus of the railway, 108 m. N.W. Paris, and 44

n. W. Eouen. Lat. 49° 29' 16' N. ; Ion. 0° 6' E.

?. (1861) 74,336. It has an Imp. lyceum, school

)f hydrography, and nianufs. of tobacco, cables,

:hains, machinery, sugar refinery, glass making,
tc. Havre is the entrepot of a vast commerce
rith almost all parts of the world. Its citadel is

lurrounded by a triple row of ramparts and fosses,

,vhich render it a fortress of the second class ; the

larbcur has three vast basins, fit for the lai'gest

•isels. Chief buildings, the cathedrals of Notre-
iine and St Fran9ois, Place d'armes, arsenal,

lutrine, exchange, custom-house, and theatre.

Numerous steam packets ply regularly between
favre and the ports of Fi-ance, England, and
s\w York. In 1862, 1026 British vessels with
argo (including passenger steamers) arrived at

he port of Havre; of these 400 brought coals,

mports consist chiefly of cotton, sugar, rice, to-

lacco, etc., from America. Exp. of silks, ribands,

ire-arras, jewellery, etc. Havre was founded by
iOuis XII. in 1509. It was held by the English
n 1662, and bombarded by them in 1678 & 1759.

Havre-de-Grace, a seaport of the U. S., North
America, Maryland, on the Susquehanna, at its

iutrance into Chesapeake Bay, and on the Wil-
nington and Baltimore Railway, 64 m. N.E. An-
lapolis. It was burned by the JBritish in 1813.

Hawaian Islands. [Sandwich Islands.^
Hawaii or Owyhee (Kingdom of), the largest

t S.most of the Sandwich Isls., Pacific Ocean. Lat.
)f S. point 19° 32' N. ; Ion. 154° 4' W. Estimated
irea 3977 sq. m. P. (1861) 69,800. The island
s a mass of lava, and contains several lofty vol-
auic mountains. Mauna Loa, an active volcano,
las an elevation of 13,120 feet. Soil very fertile

;

)roducts comprise the bread-fruit, sugar-cane,
andal-wood, arum, and numerous tropical pro-
luctions introduced by the missionaries, who
lava many settlements here. In Katakokooa
3ay, on the W. coast, Captain Cook was mur-
iered, Feb. 14, 1779. [Sandwich Islands.]
Hawarden or Harden, a market town and pa.

)f North Wales, co, Flint, 12 m. W.N.W. Chester.
io. 17,696. P. of pa. 7044. Altitude 260 ; mean
emp., Ju. 61°

-0, Jan. 40°-4. It has manufs. of
jarthenware and iron foundries. The parLsh
ibounds in coal, and clay for earthenwares.

1
Hawash, a river of Southern Abyssinia, is

•upposed to rise by numerous heads near lat. 9°
S\, Ion. 38° E. ; flows E., and afterwards N.E.,
jounding the dom. of Shoa on the S. and E., and
nters Lake Aussa, near lat. 11° 16' N., Ion. 41°

t E., after a total course which maj' be estimated
tt from 460 to 500 m. At Melka Kuya, toward
he centre of its course, it has been found in the
u-y season 60 feet in breadth, and with bank
1 om 16 to 20 feet in height, and well wooded.

I
Hawaz, a town of Persia. [Ahwaz.]
Hawcoat, a township of England, co. Lancas-

or, pa. and 3 m. S.W. Dalton. P. 291.
Hawdon (Lake), South Australia, co. Robe, is

lear the coast, 16 m. S.8.E. Cape BernouilH.

IIaweuby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 81
m. N.N.W. Louth. Ac. 1179. P. 91.

Hawes, a market town of England, co. York,
North Riding, pa. Aysgarth, on the Ure, 20 m.
W. Middleham. Ac. 16,872. Alt. 772 ft. P. 1727.
It has manufs. of knit hose. It has a chapel, two
branch banks, and a library.

HaWES-Water, a lake of England, co. West-
moreland, 5 m. N. Kendal. Length 3 m. It is

extremely deep, and embossed in mountains.
Hawick, a borough of barony, manufacturing

town, and pa. of Scotland, co. Roxburgh, at the
confluence of the Teviot and Slitridge, 10 m.
S.W. Jedburgh, and 35 m. S.S.E. Edinburgh,
with which and with Berwick and Carlisle it is

connected by railway. Alt. 349 feet above the
sea. Ac. 6203. P. (1861) 8726, do. of town 8191.

There are two bridges across the Teviot, and two
over the Slitridge ; a pa. chiu-ch, grammar school,

town-hall, a new exchange building, erected 1864,
public rooms, public library, three branch banks,
agricultural society, and school of arts. It has
extensive manufs. of woollen stockings, flannels,

plaids, shawls, blankets, carpets, druggets, and
also of leather. Hawick, during the border wars,
often suffered from inroads of the English. Ley-
den, the poet, was born in its vicinity.

Hawkchurch, a pa. of England, co. Dorset,

5J m. Lyme-Legis. Ac. 4130. P. 706.

Hawke-Bay, a provincial government of New
Zealand, N. Island, cap. town Napier. Ac.
2,639,200, or 4123 sq. m. P. (1866) 4302 ; abori-
gines, 4000. Exp. 60,OO0Z. TUl 1858 it formed
part of the prov. Wellington.—II. Labrador, is on
the E. coast, lat. 63° N., Ion. 56° 85' W.—Cape
Hawke, E. Australia, New South Wales, 43 m.
N.E. Port Stevens.
Hawkedon, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5 m.

N.N.E. Clare. Ac. 1461. P. 321.

Hawkesbury, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster,

4 m. E.S.E. Wicker. Ac. 9770. P. 2173.

Hawkesbury, a river of New South Wales, is

formed by the union of the Nepean and Grose
rivers, bounds the co. Cumberland on the N.W.
and N., & enters the Pacific at Broken Bay, 20 m.
N.N.E. Sydney, after a course of 50 m. On it are

the vills. Port Town,Wilberforce, and Windsor, to

which last it is navigable for vessels of 150 tons.

HawkeshejVD, a market town and pa. of Engl.,

CO. Lancaster, cap. of the district of Furness, 11
m. N.W. Kirby-Kendal. Ac. of pa. 19,262. P.

2081, partly employed in iron forges.

Hawkhurst, a pa., Engl., cos. Kent & Sussex,

8J m. W.S.W. Tenterden. Ac. 6494. P. 2715.

Hawkinge, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2| m.
N. Folkestone. Ac. 521. P. 133.

Hawkins, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in N. part of Tennessee. Area 712 sq. m. P.

(1860) 14,237 free, 1925 sla.Yes.—Hawkinsville is

the name of vills. in Virginia and Georgia.

.

Hawkley, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3| m.
N. Petersfield. Ac. 1710. P. 312.

Hawkridge, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

3J m. W.N.W. Dulverton. Ac. 3725. P. 110.

Hawksworth, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 7
m. S.S.W. Newark. Ac. 720. P. 176.

Hawkwell, a pa, of England, co. Essex, IJ m.
N.W. Rochford. Ac. 1353. P. 334.

Hawlboavltne, an island of Ireland, in Cork
harbour, J m. S. the Cove, and formerly the place
of an important naval depot.—II. a rock, Ulster,

CO. Down, off the entrance of Carlingford harbour.
Hawley, a tything of England, co. Hants, pa.

Yately, 7i m. N.N.E. Famham. P. 1119.

Hawlino, a pa^ of England, co. Glo'ster, 4J m.
S.S.E. Winchcombe. Ac. 1840. P, 171.
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Hawxbt, a pa. of England, co. York, N. Riding,

C XI. N.W. Helmsly. Ac. 34,312. P. 746.

Ha^vses or Hayses, a pa. of England, co. and
G m. S.S.E. Bedford. Ac. 2561. P. 932.

Haworth, a chapelrv of England, co. York,
West Riding, pa. and iO m. W.N.W. Bradford.
Ac. 10,540. P. 6896, employed in the stuff manuf.
HAWRnxjE, a pa, of England, co. Bucks, 3j m.

N. Chesham. Ac. 696. P. 276.

Hawskek, a tnshp., Engl., co. York, N. Riding,

pa. and 3 m. S.S.E. Whitby, Ac. 4396. P. 914.

Hawstead, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 8 m.
S. St Edmund's Bury, P. 446.

Hawthorn, a township of Engl., co. Durham,
pa. Easington, on the North Sea, Ac. 1522. P.

227. The coast here is beset with dangerous
rocks, stretching far into the offing, and often

fatal to mariners.
Hawton, a pa, of England, co. Notts, 2 m.

S.S.W. Newark. Ac. 2160. P, 246.

Hawulbagh, a town of British India, dist.

Kumaon, N.W. provs , in lat. 29° 38' N. ; Ion.

79° 40' E. Here is a cantonment for the provin-
cial battalion.

Haxby, a pa. of Engl., co. York, N. Riding, 4
m. N. York, with a station on the railway thence
to Scarborough. Ac. 1840. P. 597.

Haxey, a pa. of Eng., co. Lincoln, pts. Lindsey,

7} m. N.N.W, Gainsboro'. Ac. 8470. P. 2157.
Hay, a pa, and market town of South Wales,

CO. Brecon, on the Wye, crossed by a bridge, 15 m.
W. Hereford. Ac. 2602. P. 1998. Alt 306 feet
Hay (Cape\ a headland of British America,

on the Polar Sea, near Ion. 95° W., and the ex-
treme point seen by Sir G. Back.

—

Hay River, W,
Australia, flows S.ward into the Mairet lagoon,

25 m. W. Albany.

—

Hay's Peak Ls a densely-
wooded, conical mountain, Queensland, lat 27°

W S. ; Ion. 152° 8' K
Hayange, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Moselle, 5 m. W.S.W. Thionville. P. 2860.

HaYD, two towns of Bohemia.—I. circ and 27
m. W. Pilsen. P, 1710.—II. circ. and 26 m.
N.E. Leitmeritz. P. 1000. Upper and Lower
Hayd are contiguous viUs., circ. and 22 m. S.
Budweis, on the railway to Linz.
Haydock, a township, Engl., co. Lancaster, pa.

\7inwick, 2 m. N.W. Newton. Ac. 2362. P. 3615.
Haydon, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 2J m.

E.S.E, Sherborne. Ac. 632. P. 131,—II. co.

Essex, 7 m. W.N.W. Saffron-Walden. Ac. 2470.
P. 324.—III, a pa., co. Northumberland, on the
Tyne, having a station on the Newcastle and
Carlisle Railway, 6 m, W.N.W. Hexham. Ac.
13,688. P. 2221.
Haydor, a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, pts. Kes-

teven, 6i m. E.N.E. Grantham. Ac. 5140. P. 565.
Haye (La Descartes), a comm. and town of

France, dep. Indre-et-Loire, cap. cant, on rt b.

of the Creuse, 29 m. S. Tours. P. 1620. Birth-
place of Descartes.—II. (du Puits), a vill., dep.
Manche, cap. cant., 17 m. N. Goutances. P. 1207.
—III. {Malkerbe), a vill., dep. Eure, 4 m, W.N.W.
Louviers. P. 1102. La Haye is the French
name of the Hague. [Hague,")
Hayes, a pa, of England, co, Kent, 2 m. S.S.E.

Bromley. Ac. 1272. P. 698.—II. co. Middle-
sex, 3| m. S.E. Uxbridge. Ac, 5670, P. 7134.
HAYES-Rn'ER, British North America, flows

N.E., and after a course estimated at 230 m.
enters Hudson Bay at York, in lat 57° N., Ion. 94°
W. Banks steep, and in many places bordered by
pine woods. Affls. Fox river and Shamatawa.
Hayfield, a chapelry of England, co. Derby,

rGlossop, 4| m. N.N.W, Chapel-en-le-Frith.
2156, It is head of a poor-law union.

Hayfield, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Pennsylvania, co. Crawford.

Hayin'gen, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Danube, 10 m. S.S.W. Miinsingen, with an old

castle, breweries, and cattle market.
ILvYLE, a seaport of St Ives, England, with

tidal harbour, and two lighthouses, 227 nu W.
ComwaU. It is connected with Redruth by rail-

way, and has an active trade. Two large iror

foundries and steam engine factories.

Hayling, an island off the S, coast of England
CO, Hants, in Chichester harbour, separated bj

narrow straits E. from the peninsula Selsea, anci

W. from the island Portsea, and connected N. by
a bridge with the pa. of Havant, about 1 m. S
that town. Surface low, and comprising mucli
heath and waste land, but in its centre is somi
fertile land. It is divided into the two pas. of—
I. North Hayling. Ac. 2539. P. 262.—IL 8.

Hayling. Ac. 8123. P. 777, Off the S, coast,

stretching into the sea, is an extensive shoal, the

Woolsner sandbank, the relic of a considerabli;

tract of land submerged in the reign of Edward ni.

Hayn or Hain, Saxony, [Grossenhaix."|
Haynau or Hainau, a town of Prussian Silesia,

gov. and 9 m. W.N.W. Liegnitz, on the Diechse,

with a station on the Berlm Railway. P. 3S0C,

Looking-glass manufacture. Large quantities ol

fuller's earth are obtained in its vicinity.

Haynichen, a town of Germany. [Haixichen.
'

Hay^s, a county of U. S., North America. P.

1329 free. 797 slaves.

Hay's Castle, a pa, of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 6 m. E. St David's. Ac 4462. P. 297.

Hayti, Haiti, St Domingo, or Hispaniola, ai:

independent island, and the largest in the Wesl
Indies, except Cuba, from which it is separated

W, by the windward passage, and E. from Port:

Rico by the Mona passage, and havit}g N. ths

Atlantic Ocean, and S, the Caribbean Sea. It L
nearly 400 m. long, and from 60 to 150 m. broad

Area 10.204 sq, m. P. 672,000, of whom 493,00'

are blacks, 42,000 mulattoes, and 28,000 whites.

The centre is occupied by a mountainous regfioa

Mount Chaco is 6000 feet above the sea, ant

parallel moimtain chains traverse the island

Los Llanos, plains in the S.E., are 80 m. in length

and the plain of Artibonite, in the W., waferei,

by the Artibonite, the chief river. The other con-

siderable rivers are the Monte Christi, Guna, and

Neive. There are several lakes in the 8,, and

the soil generally is well watered. Shore-

swampy in the E., elsewhere mostly bold, ant

surrounded by reefs ; though there are severa

excellent harbours in the W., where two long

projecting peninsulas enclose the large bay o;

Gonaives. Climate tropical, and on the |M&in:

very unhealthy to Europeans. There are bu

two seasons, the rainy season. May to Jime^ an(.

the dry season ; the spring, April to June, is th'i

finest season. Hurricanes are common, esjpeci-

ally in August and September, The soil i:

highly fertile, and a great part of the island u
covered by dense forests of mahogany, iron-wood,

log-wood, cedar, and other valuable timber trees

Products comprise the plantain, vanilla, am
manioc. Exports (1862) mahogany, log-wood

cotton, lignum-vitfiB, coffee, etc^ to the value o

151,719/. ; imports cottons, linens, woollens

earthenware, rice, etc, to the value of 479,842*

Gold, silver, copper, tin, iron, and rock salt ar

found in the island, but the mines are now un

productive. The government, nominally repob

lican, is in reality a militarj' despotism, the powe

of the elective president greatly outweighmj

those of the senate and house of representative:
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^'he high court of justice sits in Port-au-Prince,

^ecap., where also, and at Cayes, St Dom'ngo,
"

inaives, Jeremie, Jacqmel, and St Jago, the

er principal towns, are provincial, civil, and
^•riminal courts. The Koman Catholic is the
') stablished religion, but all others are tolerated,

i'he army consists of about 60,000 men. Pub-
c revenue averages about 6,000,000 francs.

]xpenditure, 6,600,000 francs. The debt to

'ranee was in 1838 fixed at 60,000,000 francs.

layti was discovered by Columbus, Dec. 6, 1493

;

nd on its N, coast was planted the first colony
*ab. by Europeans in the W. hemisphere. Spain

i possession of the island until 1665, when the
; •nch obtained a share, and from this period till

,790 it was the most flourishing of all Indian co-

1 mies. After this a revolution of the black people
iok place, the independence of Hayti was pro-
aimed in 1800, and the French were finally ex-
iled in 1803. Since that period a series of revolu-

0118 have occurred, and a sort of elective military

ovemment has prevailed under various leaders.

, ducation and civilisation were at a low ebb, but
!.any schools have been recently established. In
IM6 the Spanish part of the island declared the
bvernment of "mw Domingo" to be not mili-

ijy,but civil, republican, and representative, with
1
president, legislative assembly, and council.

'atjti, formerly the French portion of the island,

as declaredan empire underi ts former president,
austin I., in 1849, and a republic in 1858. In 1861,
m Domingo declared its re-union to Spain,
it in 1865 Spain renounced its possession.
IIayton, three pas. of England.— I. co, Cum-
rland, 8 m. E.N.E. Carlisle. Ac. 7385. P. 1266.
-II. CO. Notts, 2i m. N.N.E. East Iwitford. Ac.
;00. P. 258.—III. CO. York, B. Eiding, 2\ m.
I
E. Pocklington. Ac. 3066. P. 478.

\
Hatwaed's Heath, a locality of England, co.

Iissex, having a station on the Jjondon and
j
fighton Railway, at the divergence of the branch

I Lewes, 12 m. N. Brighton.
; HArwooD, two cos. of the U. S., North America.
I. in S.W. of North Carolina. Area 956 sq. m.
6488 free, 313 slaves.—II. in S.W. of Ten-

^ssee. Area 606 sq. m, P. (1860) 8026 free,

,026 slaves.

Hazareebagh, a town of British India, presid.
mgal, dist. Eamghurh, on an elevated tract, 239
N.W. Calcutta, and one of the most consider-

le places in its dist. It has European canton-
nts, and near it are sulphur and saline springs.
an temp. 64°-85 in December, 87°-3 in July,
infall 72 inches. The cultivation of the tea
lilt has been introduced with success.
Hazebrouck, a comm. and town of France,
p. Nord, cap. arr., 24 m. W.N.W. Lille, on the
urre. P. 6567. Has a comm. college and pub-
library. Manufs. of linen yam and cloth.
Hazeleigh, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2J m.
3.W. MeldoD. Ac. 1630. P. 106.
iHazelton, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 3 m.
|N.W. North-Leach. Ac. 2530. P. 308.
IHazerswoude, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
Holland, 13 m. E. the Hague. P. 2739.
Heacham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on the
a, 8 ra. N. Castle-Eising. Ac. 4853. P. 990.
Ieadbourne, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2
/v. Winchester. Ac. 1800. P. 194.
Ieadcoen, a pa. of England, co. Kent, with a
tion on the South-Eastern Eailway, 11 m. W.
(hford. Ac, 5011. P. 1339,
iEADFORD, a market town of Ireland, Con-
ight, CO. Galway, 9 m. S.W, Tuam, P, 993,
tly employed in manufactures of linen,
lEADtSGLY-wiTH-BuRLEY, a chapelry of Eng-

land, CO. York, West Eiding, pa. and 2 m. N.W.
Leeds. Ac. 3068. P. 9674.

Headington, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m.
E.N.E. Oxford. Ac. 1780. P. 2110.

Headley, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 1\ m,
E.S.E. Alton. Ac. 6977. P. 1320.—II. co. Surrey,

2i m. E.S.E. Leatherhead. Ac. 1630. P. 322.

Headon, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4 m. S.E,
East Eetford. Ac. 2300. P. 282.

Heage, a township of England, co. Derby, pa.

DuflSeld, 4i m. S.S.W. Alfreton. P. 2286.

Healaugh, a pa. of Engl., co. and ainsty York,

3^ m. N.N.E. Tadcaster. Ac. 2800. P. 228.

Healing, a pa., England, co. Lincoln, pts. Lind-
sey,3Jm. W.N.W. G.Grimsby, Ac. 1327. P. b6.

Hean, a large town of Tonquin, on the Tonquiu
Eiver, at its divergence, 31 m. S.E. Cachao.
Heand (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loire, cap. cant., 6 m. N. St Etienne. P. 3612,
who manuf. iron articles, and trade in silks.

Heanor, a pa. of England, co. and 9 m. N.N.E.
Derby. Ac. 6870. P. 8080. Collieries, manufs. lace.

Heanton, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4J m.
W.N.W. Barnstaple. Ac. 3020. P. 640.

Heapham, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4J m.
E.S.E. Gainsboro'. Ac. 1260. P. 129.

Heard, a co., TJ. S., North America, in W. of
Georgia, watered by the Chattahoochee. Area
267 sq. m. P. 4994 free, 2811 slaves.

Heath, a pa., Engl., co. Derby, 4 m. S.E. Ches-
terfield. Ac. 1611. P. 369.—II. CO. Oxford, 4J m.
N.N.E. Bicester. Ac. 1300. P. 442.—III. a cha-
pelry, CO. Beds, 24 m. N.Leighton-Buzzard. P. 963.

Heather, a pa, of England, co. Leicester. 51 m.
N.N.W. Mkt. Bosworth. Ac. 1015. P. 371.

Heathfieij>, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4J
m. W.N.W. Taunton. Ac. 692. P. 124.—II. co.

Sussex, 7 m. N.N.E, Hailsham. Ac. 7970. P. 1892.

Heathy-Lee, a township of Engl., co. Stafford,

pa. Alstonefield, 2 m. W.N.W. Lougnor. P. 604.
Heaton, the names of several townships, etc.

of England.—I. co. Lancaster, pa. of Dean, 2J m.
W. Bolton. Ac. 1630. P. 955.—II. co. Northum-
berland, pa. All Saints, and 1| m. from Newcastle.
Ac. 911. P. 376.—III. CO. York, West Eiding,
pa. and 2 m. N.N.W. Bradford. Ac. 1296. P. 1673.
—IV. {Great), co. Lancaster, pa. Oldham, 4^ m.
N. Manchester. P. 159.—V. {Little), in same pa.,

2 m. S.W. Middleton. P. 838.—VI. (Kirk), a pa.,

CO. York, West Eiding, adjoining Huddersfield
on the E. Ac. 1609. P. 3011.—VII. (Norris), a
chapelry, co. Lancaster, on the Mersey, which
separates it from Stockport, of which town it

forms a suburb. Ac 2108. P. (including the
vill. of Heaton-Mersey) 16,333, mostly employed
in cotton-mills and bleaching works. The l^n-
chester and Birmingham Eailway is here carried
across the Mersey on a viaduct, and has a station

at Heaton-Norris.
Heavitree, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 1 m.

S.E. Exeter, of which it forms a suburb. Ac. 3469.
P. 3133.

Hebburn, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-
land, 2J m. N. Morpeth. Ac. 7696. P. 695.
Hebden Bridge, a populous vill. of England,

CO. York, West Eiding, in a valley, pa. and 8 m.
W. Halifax, with a station on the Leeds and
Manchester Eailway.
Hebrides or Western Islands, Ebudte, a

series of islands off the W. coast of Scotland, be-
tween lat. 65° 25' and 68° 30' N., Ion. 5° and 8°

W., and consisting of two principal groups; the
Outer Hebrides,—Lewis, Harris, N. and S. Uist,

Benbecula, Barra, and numerous smaller islands
in the cos. Eoss and Inverness ; and the Inner
Hebrides,—Skye, Eum, Eig, Cannsi, Coll, Tiree.
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Hull, lona, Colonsay, Jura, Airan, Bute, etc.,

partly separated from the former by the channel
termed the Little Minch, and lying more imme-
diately ofif the shores of Inverness and Argyle, in

which COS. and in Buteshire they are included.

Total nimiber, not including the smaller islets,

160, 70 of which are permanently inhabited. Of
1,592,000 acres of surface, mountains, morasses,
lakes, and unproductive soil have been computed
to occupy 600,000 ac., pastures 700,000 do., and
arable land only 180,000. Geologically, the
Hebrides are divided into several groups.

—

The
Gneiss Islands comprehend the whole of the Outer
Hebrides, Lewis, Harris, N. and S. Uist, Tiree,

CoU, lona, etc.

—

The Trap Islands are Skye, Rum,
Eig, Ganna, Mull, Ulva, Staffa, and St Kilda.

—

The Slate Islands are Islay, Jura, Gigha, Colon-
say, etc.

—

The Clyde Islands, consisting of trap,

sandstone, and limestone, are Bute, AiTan, Cum-
brays, and AUsa. Climate moist in Outer He-
brides, much rain in winter, but little snow. SoU
of the Gneiss Islands poor, and often peat moss

;

the trap and sandstone islands are more fertile.

Pop. for the most part Celtic, and generally in

the greatest poverty, 4-5ths subsisting almost
wholly on potatoes and fish. The introduction
of steam navigation has contributed very much
to the improvement of the Inner Hebrides. The
herring fishery, formerly an important resource
of the people, has greatly declined, as has also

the manuf. of kelp, of which, at the beginning of

the present century, nearly 6000 tons were pro-
duced, fetching sometimes 20Z. per ton. Other
manufs. are insignificant and wholly domestic,
except some production of cotton stuffs at Eothe-
eay, distiUing in Islay, and boat-buUding at To-
bermory and Stomoway. The rearing of cattle

and sheep is the most profitable branch of indus-
try, and the stock of each is estimated at 120,000.

Live stock, ponies, kelp, wool cod, ling, herrings,

limestone, and slate, are the jhief exports ; im-
ports are iron, groceries, salt, oatmeal, and in
some of the islands peat-fuel. A few years ago,
the Hebrides had 6 branch banks, but no print-
ing press or newspaper, and " the greater number
of the islands are destitute of surgeons, or even
of inns." They are divided into 26 quoad civilia

pas. In the Outer Hebrides especially, most of

the inhabitants are Koman Catholics. Principal
vills., Stomoway in Lewis, Portree in Skye, To-
bermory in MulJ, and Rothesay in Bute. These
isls. were ruled mostly by sovereigns ofNorwegian
descent from the 9th century till 1264, when they
were annexed to the crown of Scotland. The priu-
cip. isls. are noticed under their respective names.
Hebrides (New), an island group, Pacific

Ocean, between lat. 15° & 21° S., Ion. 166° & 171°

E., N. of New Zealand and N.E. of New Cale-
donia. Principal isls., Espiritu Santo, Mallicolo,

Erromango, Tanna, Aurora, and Aneityum, on
which latter the whole pop. are Christians. Cot-
ton was extensively cultivated in 1864.
Hkbrojt, a town of Palestine, pash. Damascus,

16 m. S.S.W. Jerusalem. Lat. 31° 31' N. ; Ion.
35° 8' E. Altitude 3629 feet. P. estim. at 10,000,
including 500 Jews. It stands partly on the slopes
of two hills, and in the deep narrow valley of
Mamre ; around it are extensive vineyards, olive
and other fruit trees. It has several gates, some
reservoirs of high antiquity, a large mosque, re-
puted to cover the tomb of Abraham (the cave
of Macpelah), a citadel, well supplied bazaars,
manufs. of glass trinkets, leather, and other goods,
which it exports to Egj'pt. Hebron is one of the
most ancient of existing cities, and was called Kir-
jatli-Arba, the city of the Anakim. It was the early

residence of Abraham and the patriarchs, as al«
of David. Near it is the so-called Abraham's oak
Hebron, several townships, U. S., N. America—I.New York, 44m. N. Albany.—II. Connecticut

16 m. S.E. Hartford ; & a mission sta., Labradoi
HebrijS, the anc. name of the Maritza river.

HECmiiGEN, atown of S.W. Germany cap. prir
cipality HohenzoUem-Hechingen, on the Starael

31 m. S.S.W. Stuttgart. P. 3400, of whom 74
were Jews. It has a palace, collegiate church
high school, a bath establishment, and manuft
of woollen cloths.

Hecho, a market town of Spain, prov. Huesc«
in a valley of the Pyrenees. P. 1500. It ha-

a church. In its vicinity are iron, copper, an
argentiferous lead mines.
Heckfield, a pa. of England, co. Hants, Sim

N.W. Hartford Bridge. Ac. 5697. P. 1200.

Heckixgham, a pa. of England, co. Norfoll;

10^ m. S.E. Norwich. Ac. 1102. P. 317.

Heckisgtox, a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, il m
E.S.E. Sleaford. Ac. 5720. P. 1725.

Heckmond^vike, a township of England, c--

Tork, West Riding, pa. Birstall, 7J m. W.N.'W'
Wakefield. Ac. 663. P. 6344. It has a branc]

bank, & important manufs. of blankets and carpets

Hecla or Hekla (Mount), a volcano of lej

land, near its S.W. coast. Lat. 63° 59' N. ; lo :

19° 42' W. ; 5210 feet above the sea. It is surroun<I

ed by many much higher mntns., has 3 peak;

little elevated above its body, and along its side

are numerous craters, the seats of former eruj:

tions; the crater of its principal peak does nJ

much exceed 100 feet in depth. It is compos«^

chiefiy of basalt and lava; but slag-sand aii

loose ashes cover a great part of its surface, aii.

obsidian is among its most remarkable product

Since A.D. 900, 43 eruptions are on record, {

which 5 have been simultaneous, or nearly si

with those of Vesuvius, 4 with those of JEtu:

and 1 with those of both. Its latest eruption cor:

menced 2d Sept. 1845, and lasted till 6th Apr
1846 ; on the 23d of Nov. the torrent of lava, 2 r.

from the crater, was 1 m. in width, and from !

to 60 feet in depth.
Hecla Co\ts, an inlet of Spitzbergen, on 2

coast of large island, lat 79° 55' N., Ion. 16° 49' -

Hector, a township of the U. S., North An
rica, New York, 14 m. W. Ithaca. P. 6056.

Heddenham, a pa. of Engl., co. Norfolk, 11 :

S.S.E. Norwich. Ac. 1770. P. 280.

Hedderkheeh, a market town of Germai
duchy Nassau, on rt b. of the Nidda, 6 m. N.

Hochst. P. 1354.

Heddesdorf, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, §<:

and 8 m. N.W. Coblenz, with tanneries, dyeur

bleachiug, and ii'on works. P. 1115.

Heddington, a pa. of England, co. Wilts,

m. S. Calne. Ac. 1686. P. 362.

Heddox-os-the-Waix, a pa. of England,
Northumberland, on the site of the Picts' Wal!

m.W N.W. Newcastle-on-Tyne. Ac. 4663. P. 7

Hix>£, a comm. and town of France, dep. T.

et-Vilaine, 13 m. N.N.W. Rennes. P. 951.

Hedem.\rkex, an amt. or dist. of Norway, s

Aggershuus, of which it forms all the N.E. p.'-

having E. Sweden, S. and W. the amts. Agge
huus and Christiania, and N. the Dovrefi

mntns., separating it from the stift Trondhji

It is traversed by the Glommen and other o

siderable rivers, and is one of the most fertile P'

tions of Noi-way. Ac. 9539 sq.m. P. (1856) 101,S

Hedejiora, a town of N. Sweden, ten and

m. S.E. Fahlun, on the Wester Dal. P. 1157

HedemCndex, a town of Hanover, landr. }

desheim, princip. and 12 m. S.W. Gfittingcn,
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he "WeiTa. P. 792, who manufacture linens and
arthenwares.
Hedersleben, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov.

lagdeburg, 9 m. S.E. Halberstadt. P. 1500.

Hedekvab, a market town of Hungary, co. and
8 ra. N.W. Raab, in the Kleine Schiitt island,

irmed by the Danube. P. 906.

Hedgeri-ey, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 2^m..

E. Beaconsfield. Ac. 1065. P. 153.

Hedic or HcEDic, a small island of France, dep.

lorbihan, off the coast of Brittany, 14 m. S.E.

he peninsula of Quiberon.

Hedingen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

ist. Affoltern. P. 928.

Hbdingham Castle, a pa. of Engl., co. Essex,

9 m. N.N.E. Chelmsford. Ac. 2429. P. 1203.

-il. (SibileX in same co., 1 m. S.W. Hedingham.
,0. 5894. P. 2123.

Hedjaz (El), " the land of Pilgrimage" a
^gion of Arabia, extending along the Red Sea
laving W. Teliama, E. Nedjed, and N. Arabia
'etraea. It is almost everywhere a sandy, stony,

r otherwise unproductive country, but comprises

lie sacred cities Mecca and Medina, with the sea-

lorts Jedda and Yembo.
' Hednesford, a township of England, co. Staf-

ird, pa. Cannock. P. 532.

IIedox or Heydon, a bor., market town, and
I. of England, co. York, East Riding, 6 m. E.

ull. Ac. of pa. 1440. P. 975. It formerly sent

iiipmbers to House of Commons.
Hedsor, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 3| m
.S.E. Great Marlow. Ac. 626. P. 175.

IIeemstede, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. ZST.

oUandj cap. dist., 3 m. S. Haarlem. P. 1980.

has a trade in flower roots and seeds.
' Heene, a pa. of Engl., co. Sussex, on the Lea,

j

m. "W. Worthing. Ac. 546. P. 194.

Heepen, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
id 23 m. S.W. Minden. P. 2200.

I Heer, two vUls. of the Netherlands.—I. prov.
imburg, IJ m. E. Maestricht. P. 1270.—II.
ilrencfe/cerfc), prov. Zeeland, on S. Beveland, 9

. E. Middelburg. P. 633.
Heerde, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Gel-
rland, 30 m. N.E. Amhem. P. 3200. It has

I extensive manufacture of paper.
Heerenberg, a town of the Netherlands, prov.
elderland, cap. cant., 16 m. E.S.E. Amhem, on
le Prussian frontier. P. 1000.
Heerenveen, a vill. of the Netherlands, cap.
nt., prov. W. Friesland, on the Heeren-slot, 18
• S.E. Leeuwarden. P. 1200.
Heerlen, a viU. of the Netherlands, prov. Lim-
irg, cap. cant., 13 m. E.N.E. Maestricht. P.
('0. Needle making, linen bleaching, and

1 ewing.

I

Heksch and Heeze, two vills. of the Nether-
nds, prov. North" Brabant; the former, 11 m.
.N.B. Bois-le-Duc. P. 1759. The latter, 6 m.
E. Eyndhoven. P. 1730.
Hefenhofen, a vill., Switzerland, cant Aargau,
St. Arbon, on the Lake of Constance. P. 767.
Hegenheim, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
aut Rhin, near 1. b. of the Rhine, 14 m. E. Alt-
rch. P. 2172.
Hegtalla, a chain of hills in N. Hungary,
™mg the extremity of an offshoot of the Car-
ithians, which extend S. between the Bodrog &
e Hernad rivers, and between lat. 48" and 49°
• This is the Cote cCOr of Hungary, and pro-
ijces the celebrated wines called Tokay. The
rae-growing district extends to about 90 sq. m.
HEGYE.S, a vill. of Hungary, between the Da-

jibe & Theiss, co. and 30 m. N.E. Bacs. P. 6783.
11. Austria, Woiwodena, circ. Neusatz, dist.

Kula. P. 4720.—III. co. Torontal, dist. Nagy
Kikinda. P. 2700.
Heide orHEYDE, town, Prussia, near the North

Sea, 31 m. N.N.W. Gluckstadt. P. (1864) 6843.

Heideck, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper Fran-
conia, 23 m. S. Numberg. P. 888. Hops are
raised in its vicinity.

Heideck, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 13
m. N.N.W. Lucerne, on the E. side of the Lake
of Baldegg.
Heidelberg, a city, W. Germany, grand duchy

Baden, circ. Lower Rhine, on 1. b. of the Neckar,
and on the Baden and Main-Neckar Rail., 32 m.
N.N.E. Carlsruhe, at the foot of a height crowned
by the picturesque ruins of its anc. castle. P. (1864)
17,666, mostly Protestants. Principal edifices,

the church of the Holy Ghost, St Peter's church,
a Jew's synagogue, the university buildings, and
a prison. The university has 45 professors, 78
teachers, a Ubrary of 120,0()0 vols, and many
rare MSS., is well attended, and has an income
of 4000^. a year, besides fees. Here are also a
college for junior students, numerous government
elementary schools, botanic gardens, with a mu-
seum. Manufs. tobacco, wax-lights, leather, and
musical instruments.
Heidelberg, several townships of the Q. S.,

N. America, Pennsylvania.—I. co. Berks.— II. co.

Lebanon.—III. co. and on the Lehigh.—IV. 15
m. S.W. York.
Hkidei^heim, a town of Baden, circ. Middle

Rhine, 13 m. E.N.E. Carlsruhe. P. 2300.

Heiden, a town of Switzerland, cant. Appen-
zell, between Grub and Wolfslialder, with a mag-
nificent view on the Lake Constance, large estab-
lishments for fine embroidery. P. 2879.
Heidenfeld, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Lower

Franconia, on the Main, 18 m. N.E. Wurtzburg.
P. 2100. Manufs. earthenwares and leather.

Heidenheim, a town of Wtirtemberg, circ.

Jaxt, on the Brenz, immediately E. of the Rauhe
Alp, 22 m. N.N.E. Ulm. P. 2500.
Heidenheim, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle

Franconia, 21 m. S.S.E. Anspach, with 1850 in-
habitants, and an old Benedictine convent.
Heidesheim, two vills. of Germany.—I. Darm-

stadt, prov. Rhenish Hessen, on the Rhine, 5 m.
W. Mayence. P. 1430, engaged in wine culture.
—IL Rhenish Bavaria, G\ m. N.W. Frankenthal.

HEiDiNGtSFELD, a tn., Bavaria, circ. LowerFran-
conia, on the Main, 2J m. S. Wurzburg. P. 3200.
It has manufs. of woollen yarn.
Heigham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6J m.

N.N.E. Acle. P. 13,894.
Heighington, a pa. of England, co. Durham,

6 m. N.N.W. Dariington. Ac. 7278. P. 1323.
—II. a township, co. and 3i m. E.S.E. Lincoln.
P. 624.

Heighton, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 1 m.
N.N.E. Newhaven. Ac. 923. P. 104.

Heikenzajid and Heixo, two vills. of tlie

Netherlands ; the former in prov. Zeeland, cap.
cant., 4 m. S.W. Goes. P. 1343 ; the latter, prov.
Overyssel, 8 m. S.W. Zwolle. Pop. 1671.
Heilbronn, a fortified town of Wiirtemberg,

circ. Neckar, 26 m. N. Stuttgart (with which it is

connected by railway), on the Neckar. P. (1864)
16,439. Principal edifices, the church of St KU-
lian, town-hall, Roman Catholic and Protestant
churches, hospital, house of correction. It has a
gymnasium with a library ; manufs. of woollen
cloths, silver articles, carpets, tobacco, white
lead, and other chemical products, paper, etc.

;

and shares actively in the transit trade between
Frankfiii-t and South Germany.
Heiligenbeil, a town of Prussia, gov. and
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29 m. S.W. KSnigsberg, on a small river near
its mouth in the Frische-haff. P. 2900.

Heiligexberg, Arm Flavim, a market town of

Baden, circ. Lake, 13 m. N.N.E. Constance, with
a castle of the princes of FUrstenberg. P. 516.

Heiligexblut, a vill. of Illyria, Carinthia,

gov. Laybach, on the S. declivity of the Gross
Glockner, 4672 feet above the sea. P. 63.

ilEiLiGEXHAFEX, a seaport town of Prussia,

on the Baltic, 34 m. E. KioL P. 2273. Its har-
bour is merely an oj)en roadstead.

Heiligen - Kreutz (" Holy-cross "), several

towns, etc., of the Austrian empire.—I. (Hung.
Nemet-Kvreztur), W. Hungary, co. and 6 m. S.

Oedenburg. P. 2490. Has mineral springs.

—

II. (Hungarian Szent-Kerezt), co. and 28 m.
N.N.E. Bars, on the Gran. P. 300.—III. Illyria,

gov. and 18 m. N N.E. Trieste. P. 1037.—IV. a
vill., Lower Austria, on the Sattelbach.—^V. a
vill.. Lower Austria, N.E. St Polten.
Heiliqenstadt, a town of Prussian Saxony,

gov. and 48 m. N.W. Erfurt, cap. circ, on the
Leine. P. 4900. It is walled, and has a castle,

a high school, prison, and manufactiires of wool-
len yam. Under the French, it was a cap. of

the dep. Harz.
Heilsberg, a town of E. Prussia, reg. and 41

ni. S.E. Konigsberg, on the Alle. P. 4650.

Heosbroxn, a town of Bavaria, ciic Middle
Franconia, 10 m. E.N.E. Anspach. P. 850.

Manufs. oil-cloths and woollens.
Heilts-le-Maurupt, a comm. & market town

of France, dep. Mame, cap. cant., 23 m. E.S.E.
ChS-lons. P. 808.

Heimbach, two vills. of Rhenish Prussia.—I.

gov. & 18 m. E.S.E. Aix-la-Chapelle, with manufs.
of cotton yam and wooden wares, and a lead
factory. P. 900.—II. gov. and 26 m. S.S.E. Gob-
lenz, on the Ehine. P. 1250.

Heimberg, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bern,
dist. Thun. P. 975.

Helmeksheim, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov.
and 13 m. S. Cologne. P. 750.

Heimertingen, a viU. of Bavaria, circ. Swabia,
4 m. N.N.W. Memmingen. P. 600.

Heimiswtl, a vill. of Switzerland, cant and 13
m. N.E. Bern. P. 2306.

Heimsheqi, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ
Neckar, 14 m. W. Stuttgajl. P. 1250.—Heimers-
dorfis the name of vills. in Prussian Silesia, gov.
Oppeln, and in Saxe-Meiningen.
Heixau, a town of Prussian Silesia. [Hatnau."!
HEtNiNGB2T, a market town of Wiirtemberg,

circ. Danube, 3 m. S. Goppingen. P. 1230.

Heixrichs, amarket town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. Erfurt, in a detached territory, 7 m. N.W.
Schleusingen. P. 1300, who manufacture white
lead and iron wares.

—

Heinrichsgrun is a market
town of Bohemia, circ Elnbogen. P. 1600.

Hedtkichsbad, Switzerland. [Hebisau.]
Helxsbekg, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov.

and 20 m. W. Aix-la-Chapelle, cap. circ, on the
Worm. P. 1869, engaged in woollen, cloth, and
flannel weaving, spinning by machinery.

HEtTERSHEiM, a town of Baden, circ Upper
Ehine, 12 m. S.W. Freiburg. P. 1500.

Hela, a maritime town of W. Prussia, at the
extremity of the peninsula of Hela, in the Baltic,

19 m. N.E. Danzig. P. 550.
Heldburg, a walled town of Germany, Saxe-

Meiningen, princip. and 10 m. S. Hildburghausen,
on rt b. of the Kreck. P. 1137.
Helder, a vill., Netherlands, prov. Limburg,

9 m. N. Euremonde, with distilleries.

Helder, a fortified, marit, town of the Nether-
lands, prov. N. Holland, cap. cant, at the N. ex-

tremityof that prov., 41 m. N.W. Amsterdam, i

separated by tho Mars-diep, 2 m. across from \

island TexeL P. (1865) 17,296, many of

are pilots. It communicates with Amsterdari
by the Helder Canal, 50 m. long, 125 feet

'

at surface, and 21 feet deep, enabling ships c

large burden to avoid the navigation of the Zuy
der Zee. Near it the Dutch admiral. Van Tromj
was killed in action in 1693. The town was take

by the British under Abercrombie in 1799.

Heldruxgen, a town of Prussian Saxony, goT
and 34 m. W.S.W. Merseburg. P. 720.

Helen (St), a comm. and vill. of Franco, dej^

Cotes du Nord, 3 m. E.N.E. Dinan. P. 1535.

Helena (St), an island in the South Atlantic

Ocean, about 800 m. S.E. Ascension, and near!'.

1200 m. from the coast of Lower Guinea. La:
of obser^'atorJ', 15° 55' S. ; Ion. 5° 44' W. Kc
30,300. P. 7000, of whom neariy a half wei
whites. It is of volcanic origin, and consists (•

rugged mountains, interspersed with numerou.
ravines, in one of which, on its N.W. shore, h
James Town, the residence of the principal authc

rities. Its centre is a table-land, with an elevs

tion of 1500 feet, but from which several moui
tains rise to a greater elevation, Diana Peak beinj

2700 feet Climate mUd. Mean temp, of yet.j

61°-3, winter 58° -4, summer 63°-8 Fahr^ and it J

considered one of the healthiest places in tl.

world. The island is watered by numerous brooks

and about l-5th part of its surface is fertile, yield

ing the products both of European and tropici

countries. Imports therefrom to Britain (1862

2424i. ; British & foreign exports thereto 58,26.',

Groats are plentiful in the uplands ; but supplie

of provisions are mostly procured from abroai)

the island lying in the homeward track of shin

returning from India. St Helena is chiefly notf

as the place of exile of Napoleon Buonaparte, ex

Emperor of France, whose residence, Longwoo
was on the elevated plateau of the interior. K
lived there from 1816 to his decease, in 1821, &hi

remains were removed to Paris in 1840. Shorte;

sea route to Portsmouth 4330 m. ; shortest stear

voyage 35 days.

—

Port St Helena, E. Patagoni:

is an inlet, intermediate between the Gulfs of S

George & San Matias.

—

St Helena Bay, S. Africi

Cape Colony, is between P. St Martin and Cap
Deseada, lat 32° 40' S., Ion. 17° 55' E.

Helena (St), a co. of the U. S., North Amf
rica, Louisiana, bordering on Mississippi. Are

520 sq. m. P. 3419 free, 3711 slaves.—IL a bt

and island, South Carolina.

Helens (St), a town and chapelry of Englan(

CO. Lancaster, on a branch of the Mersey, pa. an

3i m. E.N.E. Prescot, with which it commtm
cat«3 by railway. P. 20,176. Coal mining, plate

glass, bottle factories, and copi)er works. It h

a town-hall, market-house, and branch bank.!

II. a pa. at the E. extremity of the Isle ofW^h
8 m. E.N.E. Newport. Ac. 3676. P. 2586. Tlr

roadstead of St Helens is the E. entrance to Spi

head.
Helens (St), a pa. of Irel., Leinster, oo. We-;

ford, 2 m. N.N.E. Broadway. Ac 670. P. 161

Helexsbukgh, a bor. of barony and watflrii'

place, Scotland, co. and 7^ m. N.W. DuinbartC:

with which it is connected by railway, on tl

Firth of Clyde, at the entrance of the Gareloc

P. (1861) 4613. It has baths, a library, Iwan.-

bank, and steamers to Glasgow, etc
Helette, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Bass

Pyren^S, 17 m. W.N.W. Maul^on. P. 1159. Tl

place was the scene of a combat between the B:

tish and French, 14th Febmary 1814.

Hslfx)rd, a port of England, co. Cornwall, ne.
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the mouth of the riv. Hel, 6 m. S.S.W. Falmouth.

Imports timber and coals from Wales.

Helge, a river S. Sweden, enters the Baltic

at Alius, 12 m. S.S.E. Christianstadt, after a S.

cuirse of 80 m. It expands into several lakes.

Helgoland or Heligoi^nd ("holy land" anc.

lirrtha), an island in the North Sea, belonging to

Great Britain, about 46 m. N.W. the mouths of

the Elbe and the Weser. Lat. 64° 11' N. ; Ion. 7°

63' E. Area 5j sq. m. P. 2230. Exports to

I

Britain (1862) 668/. ; imports 116/. It consists

I of a rock, rising to about 200 feet in height, and

I
on which are a vill. with lighthouse, and a low

j

plain. It is decreasing by encroachments of the

I sea, which have created sandbanks all around it.

lias a harbour on its N. and S. sides. Inhabitants

( f Frisian descent ; are mostly occupied as pilots,

or in fisheries, and by the constitution of 1864 the

I
Governor is also Commander-in-Ohief ; he is as-

, sisted by a council of 12 appointed by the crown,
and 12 by the colonists. Helgoland has been

,
retained by Britain since 1807. The sand island

if Dime is frequented as a bathing place.

Helhol'Ghtox, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,
41 m. W.S.W. Fakenham. Ac. 1637. P. 346.

Helicon (Mount), Greece, gov. Boeotia, 6 m.
S. Lebadea, is 4963 feet above the sea. In modern
times it has been called alternately Palaeovouni
aid Zagora, but it has resumed its ancient name.
Helier (St), the cap. town and pa. of the isl.

'{ Jersey, on its S. coast, at the E. side of St
Aubin's Bay, lat. 49° 11' 8" N., Ion. 2° 6' W. P.,

including military (1861), 2!i,528. It stands be-
tween two rocky heights, on the E. of which is

I lie citadel, Fort-Eegent, overlooking the inner
harbour, and constructed about 1806, at a cost of

800,000/. It has a pa. church, court-house, read-
ing-rooms, theatre, hospital and prison, and Vic-
toria college opened 1852. On a rocky island,

I

iff the shore, is Elizabeth castle, a fortress of

imposing appearance. The town is the residence
)f many retired officers of the British army and
lavy, foreigners, and families of limited income
rem Great Britain. It has an active trade with
England, France, and the West Indies; and it

s the seat of the states, or representative parlia-
nent of Jersey. A marine telegraph with Eng-
and was opened in 1858. It is within 10 hours
^team of Southampton, and 12 or 14 hours of
iondon, by steamer and railway.
Heliopolis (the On and Beth-Shemes/i of

icripture). Lower Egypt, 5 m. N.E. Cairo ; the site
if an anc. city, of which an obelisk only remains.
The French defeated the Turks here in 1800.
Heliopolis, a vill. of Algerie, dep. Constan-

ine, annex, of Guelma. P. 687, of whom 332
re Europeans. Industry, grain, tobacco, vines,
lour mills, and silk worms.
Hellada, Sperchius, a river of N. Greece, gov.

'lithiotis, flows E.,and enters the Gulf of Zeitoun,
\'. Thermopylae, after a course of 60 miles.
Hellam, a tovniship, U. S., N. America, Penn-

yIvania, on the Susquehanna, 21 m, S. Harrisburg.
Helland, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 2^

in. E. Bodmin. Ac. 2476. P. 224.

I I Hellaniyah (Isl.), Arabia. [Curia-Muria.]
T Helij^s (St), one of the small Scilly islands,

ff the coast of Cornwall, England, N.W. the isl.

resco. It has a church and good pasture land.
Hellas, a country of Europe. [Greece.]
Hellebek, a maritime vill. of Denmark, on the

-land Seeland, at the N. entrance of the Sound,
m. N.W. Elsinore. It has manufs. of muskets,
'tton yam, and hosiery. P. 300.
Hellendoorn, a pa. & vill. of the Netherlands,

|iov. Overyssel, 17 m. S.E. ZwoUe. P. 3671.

Hellfsdon, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk. 2}
m. N.W. Norwich. Ac. 2013 P. 496.

Hellespont (Channel of). [Dardanelles.]
Hellevoetsluis, a fortified seaport town of

the Netherlands, prov. South Holland, on the
Haringvliet, the largest mouth of the Ehine, 17

m. S.W. Rotterdam. P. 2843. It has a harbour,
an arsenal, dockyard, and a naval school.

Hellidon, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
6 m. S.W. Daventry. Ac. 840. P. 449.

Hellin, Ilununu, a town of Spain, prov. and
36 m. S.S.E. Albacete. P. 9814. Manufs. cloths,

hats, and leather. Near it are the mineral baths
of Ozaraque.
Hellingley, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3

m. N. Hailsham. Ac. 6016. P. 1606.

Hellovo (Mount), Othrys, a mountain range,
forming a part of the N. frontier of Greece, and
separating E. Hellas from Thessaly, about lat.

39° N., Ion. from 21° 40' to 22° E. It is connected
on the W. with the chain of Pindus, of which it

is a spur. E.ward its continuation is called Mount
Varibovo. Its principal peak, Gerako Vouni,
rises to 6669 feet in height ; other summits vary
from 3000 to 4000 feet in elev. The river Hellada
rises on its S., and the Emicassosand Fanari, tribu-

taries of the Salympria (PeneimX on its N. side.

Helmarshausen, a town of Germany, Hessen-
Cassel, at its N. extremity, prov. Lower Hessen,
on the Diemel, 22 m. N. Cassel. P. 1940.

Helmbrechts, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Franconia, N.W. Miinchberg. P. 1200.

Helmdon, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
4 m. N. Brackley. Ac. 3660. P. 602.

Helme, a river of Prussian-Saxony, rises in the
Harz, flows S. and E. past Heringen, Kelbra, and
Kossla, and joins the Unstrut 3 m. S.E. Artern
after a course of 46 m. Chief tributary, the Sorge
Helmershausen, a town of Germany, Saxe-

Weimar, duchy Eisenach, on the Bavarian fron-

tier, 9 m. W. Meiningen. P. 821.

Helmingham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 8
m. N.N.W. Woodbridge. Ac. 2438. P. 320.

Helmond, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

N. Brabant, cap. cant., on the Aa, 21 m. S.S.E.
Bois-le-Duc. P. 1900. Linen weaving.
Helmsdale, a large vill. of Scotland, co. Suther-

land, pa. Loth, at the mouth of river of the same
name. It has a herring fishing station. P. 762.

Helmsley, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. York, North Riding, on the Eye, 12 m. E.N.E.
Thirsk. Area of pa. 44,382 ac. P. 3429. It has
two branch banks and a church.—II. (Gate), samo
riding, 6 m. E.N.E. York. Ac. 520. P. 200.—
III. {Upper\ 7i m. E.N.E. York. Ac. 860. P. 78.

Helmstadt, a town of Central Germany, duchy
Brunswick, dist. Schoningen, cap. circ, 21 m.
E.N.E. Brunswick. P. 6600. Principal build-

ings, the Lutheran church, town-hall, court-house,

formerly the place of its university, several hos-
pitals, etc. Its university, founded in 1576, was
suppressed by Jerome Bonaparte in 1809, and a
part of its library was transferred to Gottingen.
It has now a gymnasium and normal school, with
manufs. of soap and tobacco pipes, alum and
vitriol works, and an active general trade ; and
in its vicinity are coal mines and mineral baths.
Area of circ. 304 sq. m. P. (1861) 48,160.
Helmstadt, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower

Franconia, 10 m. W. Wlirtzburg. P. 1180.
Helmstadt, a vill. of Baden, circ. Lower

Ehine, S. Oglasterhausen. P. 1100.

Helmund, Etymander, a river of S.W. Afghan-
istan, rises 35 m. W". Cabool, at an elevation of

11,600 feet, flows W.S. W., with a deep bend to S.,

through the Huzareh, Eimauk, and Dooranue«
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territories, and the Afghanistan desert; and near
kt 31° N., Ion. 61° 50' E., enters the lakes Ha-
moon and Tuk-i-Teer by several mouths, aft€r a

total course estimated at 650 m. At Giriskh, 70
m. W. Candahar, it is in spring 1000 yards broad,

with a depth of 10 or 12 feet, and a powerful and
rapid current, but in the dry season 2-3ds less.

Its banks are fertile, and abound almost every-
where with traces of former cultivation and
wealth ; but at a little distance, the country, on
either side, is a mere arid waste.

Helperby, a township of England, co. York,
North Riding, pa. Brafferton, 4 m. N.E. Borough-
bridge. Ac. 1900. P. 639.

H.ELPERTHORPE, a pa. of Engl^ CO. York, East
Riding, 11 m. E. New Malton. Ac 2620. P. 146.

Helprisgham, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

^ m. N.E. Folkingham. Ac. 2600. P. 912.

Helpston, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
with a station on the North Midland Railway,

6i m. N.W. Peterboro'. Ac. 1860. P. 763.

Helsa, a vUl. of Germanj-, Hessen-Cassel,
prov. Lower Hessen, 9 m. S.E. Cassel. P. 1200.

Helsby, a township of England, co. Chester,

pa.and2»m.S.S.W.rrodsham. Ac.l26L P. 570.

Helsingborg, an anc. fortified seaport town
of South Sweden, laen and 33 m. N.N.W. Malmo,
on the Sound, opposite Elsinore. P. (1865) 6832
It has manufs. of earthenwares and iron goods.
Helsingela>'«, a former division of Sweden,

now composing thechief part of the laan Gefleborg.

Helsingfohs, a seaport town of Russia, and,

since 1819, the cap. of Finland, on a gi-anite

peninsula, on the Gulf of Finland, 100 m. E.S.E.
Abo. Lat 60° 11' N. ; Ion. 24° 57' E. P. (1864)
22,645. It has a town-hall, a harbour, suited for

Jine-of-hattle phips, and defended by the strong
citadel of Sveaborg, and is the seat of a univer-
sity, removed from Abo in 1827, with a library of

about 80,000 vols., and various museums. It is

the see of the Lutheran archbishop of Finland,
and has trade in timber, com, and fish.

Helsixgor, a town of Denmark. [Ei^sdtore.]
Helstone, a pari, and municipal bor., town,

and pa. of England, co. Cornwall, on the Looe,
10 m. W.S.W. Fabnouth. Ac. of bor. 291. P.
8843. Altitude 106 ; mean temp. June 64°-l, Jan.
45°'5. It has a town-hall, church, grammar
school, union workhouse, market-house, banking
CO. ; and export trade in tin, copper, shoes, from
port Leven or Looe-pool, about 3 m. distant.

Iron, coal, and timber are extensively imported. It

sends 1 mem. to H. of C. Reg. electors (1864) 345.
Helvellyn, one of the highest mountains of

England, co. Cumberland, forming part of the
mountain chain between Keswick and Ambleside,
elevation 3313 feet. It is easy of ascent.
Helvetia (New), a settlement in Upper Cali-

fornia, on the Sacramento, 60 m. from its mouth,
in the Bay of San Francisco. [Cauforxia.]
Helvetic Coxfederatiox. [Switzerland."]
Helvoirt, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. N.

Brabant, 5 m. S.W. Bois-le-Duc. P. 1401.
Hem, several comms. and vills. of France, the

principal in dep. Nord, 5 m. E. Lille. P. 2516.
Hemac. a town and castle of Bavaria, circ.

Upper Palatinate, 15 m. W.N.W. Regensburg.
Hemblixgtox, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

3 m. W.N.W. Acle. Ac. 739. P. 219.
Hembury, a pa. of Engl. [Broadhembury."]
Hemel-Hejipstead, a pa. and market town of

England, co. Herts, 1|- m. from the Broxmore
station of N.-W. Railway, 23 m. N.W. London.
Ac. of pa. 7136. P. 7948. It has a union work-
house, W. Herts infirmary, manufs. of straw-plait
and paper. Alt. 250 feet, rainfall 23 inches.

Hemixoborocgh, a pa. of Engl., co. York, B.
Riding, 4 m. E.S.E. Selby. Ac. 10,420. P. 2297.
Hemisgby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3i m.

N.N.W. Homcastle. Ac. 2430. P. 473.

Hemixgstone, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6

m. N. Ipswich. Ac. 1444. P. 395.

Hemlngton, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,
4 m. S.E. Oundle. Ac. 1240. P. 152.—II. co.

Somerset, 4 m. N.W. Frome. Ac. 3046. P. 459.

Hemixheui, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, 6 m.
S. Antwerp, near rt b. of the Scheldt. P. 1500.

It has a house of correction for 2000 prisoners.

Hemley, a pa, of England, co. Suffolk, 6 m.
S.S.E. Woodbridge. Ac. 816. P. 63.

Hemmerden, a market town of Rhenish Prus-
sia, gov. and 11 m. S.W. Diisseldorf. P. 920.

Hemmingford (Abbots), a pa. of England, co

Hunts, 2 m. W. St Ives. Ac. 2990. P. 518.—II
(Greyi IJ m. W.S.W. St Ives. Ac. 1610. P. 1103.

Hempfield, a township, U. S., North America.
Pennsylvania, co. Westmoreland. P. 5935.

Hempxall, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 7 m.
W.N.W. Bungay. Ac. 3636. P. 1094.

Hb^ipstead, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 5 m.
N.N.E. Thaxted. Ac. 3565. P. 797. This pa.

is noted for its fine timber.—II. co. and IJ m.
S.W. Glo'ster. P. 424.—III. co. Norfolk, 8 m.
E.S.E. North Walsham. Ac. (much diminished by
encroachments of the sea) 907. P. 178.—IV. Lj

same co., 2 m. S.E. Holt. Ac. 1756. P. 280.

Hempstead, a co. of the U. S., North Americs,

in S.W. of Arkansas. Area 1304 sq. m. P.

(1860)8591 free, 5398 slaves.—II. a township ci

New York, 128 m. E.S.E. Albany. The vill. lies

on the borders of a heath of 15,000 ac. Kock-

away beach, on the Atlantic, is much resorted tt

for bathing. Hempstead Bay and harbour, Ne^i

York, are on the N- shore of Long Island.

Hempstox (Broad). [Broad Hempston.]—
II. {Litthy, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 1\ m
N.E. Totness. Ac. 1270. P. 244.

Hemptox, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, \ ni

S. Fakenham. Ac. 560, P. 459.

Hems, a town of SjTia. [Homs.]
Hemsby, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 ni

N.N.W. Caistor. Ac. 1785. P. 664.

Hemsbach, a mkt. town of Baden, circ. Lowe
Rhine, on the Bergstrasse, and on the Majni

Neckar Railway, 3 m. N. Weinheim. P. 1736.

Hesisoex, a Swedish island. Gulf of Bothni i

5 m- N.N.E. Hemo.sand. Length, N. to S^ 5 n
breadth 4 mOes.
Hemswell, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 7

m. E.N.E. Gainsboro'. Ac. 2890. P. 465.

Hemsworth, a pa. of England, co. York, We
Riding, on the North Midland Railway, 7 r:

N.N.E. Bamsley. Ac 4120. P. 975.

Hemyock, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 7 n

E.N.E. CoUumpton. Ac. 5437. P. 1068.

Hexares, a river of Spain, New Castile, join

the Xarama, an affluent of the Tagus, 10 m. E.S.i

Madrid, after a S.W. course of 75 mUes.
Hexaw, a town of Switzerland, cant. St Gal

lower Toggenburg. P. 2432. Roman Catholio

Hexbury, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 4^ "

N.W. Bristol. Ac 15,409. P. 2482.

Hexdersox, several cos^ U. S., North Amerio.

—I. in W. of N. Carolina, Surface mountainor

P. (1860) 9066 free, 1382 slaves.—IL in W. p:
of Tennessee. Area 914 sq. m. P. 11,208 fre.

3283 slaves.—III. a co. of Dlinois. P. 9501-

IV. a town in N.W. of Kentucky, on the Ohi

P. 8495 free, 6767 slaves. Ships com and t

bacco.—V. a co. of Texas. P. 3479 free, H
slaves.—VI. a township of New York,

'^''^^Y
Ontario, 7 m. S.W. Sackett's harbour.—VLL
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ownship of Pennsylvania, co. Huntingdon, on

le Juniata.

Hkndon, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, 9 m.
.W. St Paul's, London. Ac- 8250. P. 4544.

Hendricbiffa, a township of North Wales, co.

lint, pa. Halkin, 5 m. E. Caerwys. P. 320.

! Hendred, two pas. of England.—I. co. Berks,

'm. E.N.E. Wantage. Ac. 3099. P. 889.—II.
Vest), 3 m. E. Wantage. Ac. 1973. P. 351.

Henduicks, a co., U. S., N. America, in centre

Indiana. Area 387 sq. m. P. (1860) 16,953.—
. a township of Indiana, co. Shelby. P. 1272.

Hen-Eglwys, a pa. of North Wales, co. Angle-
:i, 11J m. W. Beaumaris. Ac. 2060. P. 510.

IIexery, an island of British India, presid. and
. in. S. Bombay. Lat. 18° 41' N. ; Ion. 72° 57'

It is about 600 yards in circumference, and
vered with buildings. Adjacent to it is an-
her islet, also fortified, and named Kenery.
Henfield, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4 m.
N.E. Steyning. Ac. 4491. P. 1662.

Henfyxyw, a pa. of South Wales, co. Cardigan,
lu. W. Tregaron. Ac. 2261. P. 1067.

IIeng-cheou, a city of China, prov. Hoo-nan,
p. dep., on the Heng-kiang, an affluent of the
lug-tze-kiang. Lat. 26° 55' N.; Ion. 112° 18'

It has a paper manufactory.
jUengelo, two vills. of the Netherlands.—I.

jOV. Overyssel, 34 m. S.E. Zwolle. Pop. with pa.

i61. Manufs. cottons.—II. prov. Gelderland, 19
E.N.E. Arnhem. Pop. with pa. 2867.
IIengersberq, a town of Lower Bavaria, on rt.

cif the Danube, 23 m. N.W. Passau. P. 930.

Heng-kiang, a river of China, prov. Hoo-nan,
;or a N. course of nearly 300 m., enters the
ike Tung-ting. The cities Heng-tchou and
lang-cha are on its banks.
Hengoed, a hamlet of South Wales, co. Car-
irthen, pa. Llanelly. P. 2024. It has coal mines.
Henguave, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3J m.
N.W. Burj'-St-Edmunds. Ac. 1044. P. 219.
Henham, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 5 m.
.S.W. Thaxted. Ac. 2958. P. 875.
Henin-Lietard, a comm. and town of France,
p. Pas-de-Calais, 16 m. S.E. Bethune. P. 3850.
Henley, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4 m. N.
swich. Ac. 1232. P. 293.
Henley-in-Akden, a market town of England,
Warwick, pa. Wootton-Wawen, at the con-

ence of the Arrow and Alne, in the dist. form-
; the ancient forest of Arden, 8J m. W. War-
jok. P. 1069. Manufs. nails and needles.

—

Inky la also a division of the hundred Barlich-
' y, CO. Warwick ; and Henley-Cold, a ohapelry,
Hants, 2 m. N.N.E. Whitchurch.
iENLEY-ON-TiiAMES, a munio. bor., market
^n, and pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4} m.
N.W. Twyford, by a branch of the Great
3stern Railway, about 120 feet above the sea.

of pa. 1737. P. 3676. It has a church, a
vn-hall and market-house, a theatre, and trade
jmalt, corn, and timber, by the Thames.
JIbn-llan-Amgoed, a pa. of South Wales, co.
Innarthen,

6J m. N.E. Narbert. Ac. 3651.
•145.

Ienllan, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Cardigan, 3 m.
Newcastle-in-Emlyn. Ac. 387. P. 133.—IL a
of N. Wales, co. and 2i m. N.W. Denbigh.
14,283. P. 2607.

5™V,YS, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, 3Jw.N.W. Newport. Ac. 2622. P. 238.
IIENLOPEN, a cape of U. S., North America, De-
are, at the S.W. point, forming the entrance

' Uejaware Bay, 17 m. S.W. Cape May. Lat.
•*' N.

} Ion. 75° 6' W. It has a lighthouse.
liiNLow, a pa. of England, co. Beds, 4t m.

S.S.W. Biggleswade, with a station on the Mid-
land Railway. Ac. 2450, P. 1011.

Hennavutty, a river of India, Mysore terri-

tory, rises in the Western Ghauts, lat. 13° 12'

N., Ion. 75° 44' E. It flows S.E., and enters the
Cauvery near Kistnarajpoor. Length 120 miles.

Henneberg, a town of Germany, Saxe-Mein-
ingen, cap. co., 6 m. S.W. Meiningen. P. 634.

Henxebont, a comm. and town of Franco, dep.
Morbihan, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Blavet, 25 m.
W.N.W. Vannes. P. 4675.
Hennegau, a prov. of Belgium. [Hainaut."]
Hennepin, a township of the U. S., N. America,

Illinois, cap. of Putnam co., on the 1. b. of great
bend of the Illinois. Steam-boats call here.

Hennepin, a co. of U. S., North America, Min-
nesota. P. 12,849.

Hennersdorf, several vills., etc., of Germany,
the principal being—I. (^Gross), Saxony, circ. and
21 m. S.E. Bautzen. P. 1408, mostly of the Mo-
ravian (Hermhut) sect, who have here a semi-
nary.—II. (in Seifeny, 1 m. N.W. the foregoing.

P. 3150, engaged in weaving, etc—III. circ.

Landshut, dist. Lauban. P. 2800.

Hennezel, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vosges, arr. Minecourt, cant. Darney. P. 1538.

Manufs. iron and glass works.
Hennikeb, a tnshp. of U. S., N. America, New

Hampshire, 16 m. W.S.W. Concord. P. 1696.

Hennock, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2^ m.
W.N.W. Chudleigh. Ac. 3469. P. 1004.

Hennry's-Moat. a pa. of South Wales, co.

Pembroke, N. of St Bride's-Bay. Ac. 3166. P. 287.

Henny, two pas., Engl.—I. {Great), co. Essex, o
m. S.S.E. Sudbury. Ac. 1120. P. 363.—II. (Little),

in same CO., 6 m. N.N.E. Halstead. Ac. 410. P. 8i.

Henon, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Cotes-
du-Nord, 9 m. S.S.E. St Brieuo. P. 3132.

Henri-Chapelle, a vill. of Belgium, prov. and
17 m. E.N.E. Liege. P. 1330.

Henrichemont, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Cher, cap. cant., 14 m. W. Sancerre. P. 3412.

It was named after Henri iv.

Henkico, a CO. of the U. S., N. America, in E.

part of Virginia, cap. lUchmond. Area 268 sq.

m. P. (1860) 41,575 free, 20,041 slaves.

Henrietta, a township of U. S., N. America,
New York, 193 m. W.N.W. Albany. P. 2513.

Henry, numerous cos. of the U. S., N. Amer.

—

I. in S. part of Virginia. P. (1860) 7087 free,

5018 slaves.—II. Georgia, near its centre. A'rea

387 sq. m. P. 6187 free, 4515 slaves.—III. in

S.E. part of Alabama, bordered on the E. by the
Chattahoochee. Area 982 sq. m. P. 10,485 free,

4433 slaves.—IV. in N.W. part of Tennessee,

bordered on the E. by the Tennessee. Area 828
sq. ni. P. 13,603 free, 5530 slaves.—V. in N. part

of Kentucky, bordered on the E. by the Kentucky
river. Area 260 sq. m. P. 8638 free, 3311 slaves.

—VI. in N.W. part of Ohio, on the Maumee.
Area 516 sq. m. P. 8901.—VII. in E. of Indiana.

Area 432 sq. m. P. 20,119.—VIII. in N. of Illi-

nois. Area 804 sq.m. P. 20,660.—IX. in S. part

of Iowa. Area 432 sq. m. P. 18,701.—X. in W.
part of Missouri. Area 750 sq. m. P. 1268 free,

1245 slaves.—(Cape),Virginia, on the S. side of the
entrance into Chesapeake Bay, opposite and 12 m.
S. Cape Charles. Lat. 36° 56' N. ; Ion. 75° 63'W
Henshaw, a township of England, co. North-

umberland, pa. and 3J m. E. Haltwhistle. Ac.
11,255. P. 550.

Hensies, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hainaut, 11^
m. W.N.W. Mons. P. 1919.

Hensingham, a township of England, co. Cum-
berland, pa. St Bees, 1 m. S.E. Whitehaven. Ac.
956 P 1638.

2o .
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Henstead, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5J

m. S.E. Beccles. Ac. 1918. P. 534.

HENSTRrDGE, a pa, of England, co. Somerset,

6J m. S. Wincanton. Ac. 4252. P. 1173.

Hentlam>, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 4
m. W.N.W. Boss. Ac. 2905. P. 647.

Henzada, a town of British India, prov. and
65 m. W. Pegu, on the Irawaddy river. Lat. 17°

40' N. ; Ion. 95° 18'.

Heong-shax, a district town of China, prov.
Quang-tung, on a branch of the Canton river,

22 m. N.W. Macao, and first visited by the " Ne-
mesis," British war steamer, on an exploring
voyage in 1841. The district of the same name
extends N. to S. 30 m. and E. to W. 25 m^ inter-

sected by several deep watercourses.
Hepburn, a township of the U. S., N. America,

Pennsylvania, 9 m. N. Williamsport
Heppenheim, a walled town of Hessen-Darm-

stadt, prov. Starkenburg, cap. dist., on the Berg-
strasse and the Main-Neckar Railway, 16 m. S.

Darmstadt P. 4200.—II. a vill., prov. Rhenish
Hessen, 5 m. W.S.W. Worms. P. 1350.

Heptonstall, a township of England, co.

York, W. Riding, pa. and 8 m. W. Halifax. Ac.
6320. P. 3497. "Worsted and cotton manufs.
Hepworth, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 11

m. N.E. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 1677. P. 594.

—II. a township, co. York, West Riding, 6^ m.
S. Huddersfield. Ac. 3370. P. 1530.

Heraclia or Donysa, a small ialand of the

Grecian Archipelago, gov. and 6 m. S. Kaxos.
Length N. to S. 4 m., breadth 3 miles.

Herat or Heraut, Aria or Art<icoancu, a forti-

fied city of Western Afghanistan, cap. an inde-
pendent chiefship, near the Heri-rood or Hiuy
river, 360 m. W. Cabool, and 200 m. E.S.E.
Mushed (Khorassan). Lat. 34° 26' N. ; Ion. 62°

8' E. Altitude 2500 feet. P. 20,000 ; before its

unsuccessful siege by the Persians in 1838 it

was estimated at 70,000, including many Eimauks,
Moguls, Jews, and Hindoos. A ditch, mound,
and bastioned wall enclose an oblong area 1

m. in length, entered by five gates, the interior

divided by four arched bazaars, meeting in a

domed quadrangle in the centre of the citj'.

It has shops, caravanserais, public baths, reser-

voirs, and numerous mosques. On the N. side

of the city is a strong citadel ; and without the

walls are ruins of a religious edifice, and an
enormous mound raised by Nadir Shah. The
vicinity is irrigated by numerous canals, and
highly productive. Herat is the central mart for

the products of India, China, Tartary, Afghan-
istan, and Persia ; and manufs. of carpets, sheep-

skin caps and cloaks, shoes, etc., are carried on.

Herat was long the cap. of the extensive empire
ruled by the descendants of Timour. Its terri-

tory now extends N. to the Moorghaub mountains,

and E. nearly to Candahar ; and is of militaiy and
commercial importance. Captured by the forces

of Mohamm. Khan of Afghanistan, April 1863.

Herault, a river of France, rises in the Ce-
vennes, dep. Gard, passes Gignac, Montagnac,
and Bessan, and enters the Mediterranean near
Agde, dep. Herault. It is navigable for 7 miles.

Herault, a maritime department of the S. of

France, on the Mediterranean, formed of a por-

tion of the old prov. Languedoc, and situated be-

tween the deps. Gard, Aveyron, Tarn, and Aude,
cap. Montpellier. Area 2393 sq. m. P. 409,391.

Surface mountainous in the N. and W., where it

is traversed by offsets of the Cevennes, inter-

spersed by fine valleys. Principal rivers, the

Herault, Orb, and Lez ; coasts low, forming the

vast etangs (marshy lakes) of Vendres, Thau,

Frontignan, Maguelonne, Pcrols, and Maugu;
Climate generally mild and healthy. Soil fert

in grain, fruits, and wines, the best of which a

those of St George, Lunel, and Frontigns
Mineral products comprise coal, iron, lead, cc

per, buUding-stone, and marble. There are i

veral mineral springs. The chief manufactui
are iron, potteiy-ware, Prussian blue, cloth :

the army, and for exportation to Spain and Ital

silks, cottons, leather, and paper. The marsl
furnish a great quantity of salt. Commerce
facilitated by means of the Canal du Midi, a

by railways from Montpellier to Cette and Nim
The dep. is divided into the 4 arrs. Montpellii

Beziers, Lodeve, and St Pons.
Herbertihgen, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, ci

Danube, 5 m. N.W. Saulgen. P. 1300.—^er6«
hoftn is a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Swabia, 11
N. Augsburg. P. 55.

—

Herhesthal is a station

the rail, between Aix-la-ChapeUe and Vervie
Herbeumont, a comm. and vill. of Belgii

Luxembourg, on the Semos, 9 m. W.S.W. Nei
chslteau. P. 992. With extensive slate qnam
Herbiers (Les), a comm. and town of Fran

dep. Vendue, cap. cant., with paper nulls, on :,

Maine, 24 m. N.E. Napoleon-Vendue. P. 350(

Herbignac, a comm. and town of France, dt

Loire-Inf., 18 m. W.N.W. Savenay. P. 3672.

Herbitziieim, a comm. and vill. of France, di

B. Rhin, arr. and 22 m. N.W. Saveme. P. 16:

Herblain (St), a comm. and vill. of Prat
dep. Loire-Inf., 6 m. N.W. Nantes. P. 2482.

Hkrblay, a comm. and vill. of France, di

Seine-et-OiseT on rt. b. of the Seine, 9 m, W.N."
Paris. P. 1641.

Herbloji (St), a comm. and vill. of Frar.

dep. Loire-Inf., 5 m. N.E. Ancenis. P. 2684.

Herbolzhelh, a town of Baden, circ. Upj
Rhine, 16 m. N.N.W. Freibui^. P. 2100.

Hekbokx, a town of Prussia, 32 m. N.K Kf
sau, on the Dille. P. (1864) 239a It is wall,

and has a Calvinist seminary.
Herbraxdston, a pa.. South Wales, co. Pe

broke, 3 m. W.N.W. Milford. Ac. 1989. P. 2.

HERBRECHTtSGEN, a vill. of Wtirtembcrg, ci

Jaxt, on the Brenz, 19 m. N.N.E. Ulm. P. 16

Hebbsleben, a market town of Central G-

many, duchy Saxe Coburg-Gotha, on the I-

strut, 12 m. N.N.E. Gotha. P. 1500.

Herbstein, a town of Hessen-Darmstadt, pr*

Upper Hessen,%»p. dist., 14 m. W. Fulda.

1640, engaged in weaving and cattle-breedinp

Herck or Herke, a town of Belgium, pr.

Limburg, cap. cant., on the Herke, an affl. of >

Demer, 9 m. W. Hasselt. P. 1763.

Herculaneum (Itail. Ercolano), an ancient 1

buried city of Southern Italy, prov. and 7 .,

E.S.E. Naples, near the Bay of Naples, and at J

W. declivity of Mount Vesuvius, during the er
-

tion of which, A.D.79, itwas submerged by shovs

of ashes. Its site was discovered in 1709; 1

since then ext«nsive excavations have been m; •

Hercuuaneum, a .vill., U. S., N. America, }
-

souri, on rt. b. of the Mississippi, 28 m. S.S.^\ '

Louis. It has shot factories and trade in leai.

Hercynian Forest, Germany. [Hakz.1

Herdeke or Herdegge, a town of Prnss^

Westphalia, gov. and 26 m. W. Amsberg, on «

Ruhr. P. 3100. Woollen cloth and stoctj

weaving, tanning, paper and gunpowder mili

Heredia, a town of Central America, se

Costa Rica, lat. 9° 6' N., Ion. 83° 16' W. P. 10,
*•

Hereford, a city, episcopal see, and pari. J

munic. bor. of England, cap. co., on "le Y'.

17 m. N. Monmouth. Ac of 6 pas. 2320. P. (1 !

15,585. Altitude 260 ; mean temp. Ju. 62*-4,
.

'•
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1°0. It lies in a richly cultivated valley. Chief

iiilding:, the cathedral ; length 320 feet ; height of

iitral tower 160 feet ; attached to it is a chapter-

)Uso and librarj', containing a curious map of the

orld of the 13th century, and other geographical

orks. A triennial musical festival is held here.

be episcopal palace is ancient, and surrounded

V' large gardens ; the college forms a quadrangle,

iotal charities 2521/., besides 4360 loaves dis-

libuted by the dean and chapter. The other

'iblic structures are the co. hall, the co. gaol

id house of correction, town-hall, city gaol,

leatre, Roman Catholic chapel, an infirmary,

j.uatic hospital, union workhouse, market-house,

id bank. It has manufs. of gloves, hats, flannels,

id cutlery; a trade in cider, hops, corn, wool,

irk, and timber. Coals are obtained chiefly from
Ibergavenny by raUway, and railways connect

iG city with Shrewsbury, Worcester, Glouces-

r, and Monmouth. The October fair is the

rtrest in England for cattle and cheese. The
fy is a polling-place, and the chief place of

ection for the co. ; it has sent 2 mems. to H. of

j

since the time of Edward i. Reg, electors

j
864) 1080. The diocese is one of the most anc.

j

England, being of British origin, and re-estab-

jjhed by the Saxons in 680. It comprises the

j

archdeaneries of Hereford and Salop, including
.1 deaneries, which partly extend into the cos.

Monmouth, Radnor, Montgomery, and Wor-
ster. Birthplace of Nell Gwynn and David
1 trick.

Hereford (Little), a pa. of Engl., co. Here-
:-.l, 6i m. N.N.E. Leominster. Ac. 3650. P. 458.

Herefordshire, an inland co. of Engl., hav-
'j; N. CO. Salop, E. Worcester, S. Gloucester and
orimouth, and W. the Welsh cos. Brecon and
.dnor. Ac. 534,823, of which 470,400 are grass
id arable. P. 123,712. Surface undulating,
id varied with woods, orchards, hop grounds,
id meadows. Principal hills, the Hatterel range
the Black mountains in the S.W., and the
alvem on the E. Chief rivers, the Wye, Lugg,
iTow, Frome, and Munnow. Soil, in most
jirts, a deep heavy red loam, mixed with marl
id chalk, and unusually fertUe. Climate re-

arkably healthy. Yield!s wheat, barley, apples,

•ars, and hops. The apple crop yields 20,000
ids. of cider, mostly of superior quality. About
,000 ac. are devoted to hops. Oak bark is also

1 important production. The cattle are gene-
lly preferred for feeding, but are not good
jilkers. Nearly half the field labour of the co.

I
performed by oxen. The breed of sheep (esti-

'ited at about 500,000) is almost as celebrated
that of the cattle. Manufs. of gloves and

arse woollens. Hereford is divided into 11
inds. and 221 pas., in dioceses of Hereford and
St David's, and in the Oxford circ. Chief

wns, Hereford, Leominster, Weobley, Ross, and
omyard. It sends 7 members to H. of C, 3
ing for the co. R«g. electors of co. (1864) 7237.
'r^ord formed a part of the ancient British
luria, and was one of the last provinces which
braitted to the Saxons, under whom it formed
part of Mercia.
Herejjcia, a town of Spain, prov. and 36 m.
E. Ciudad Real. P. 64,000. Manufs. soap.
Herent, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.
nth Brabant. 2J m. N.W. Louvain. P, 2120.

I

Herenthals and Herentuout, 2 comms. and
lall towns of Belgium, prov. Antwerp, the for-

l;r, cap. cant., 12 m. S.S.W. Tumhout. P. 3162.
has manufs. of woollen cloths, leather, and

•e. The latter, 15 m. S.W. Tumhout, with 2157
habitants, and manufactures of cloths.

Herford or Hervordejt, a town of Prussian
Westphalia, gov. and 16 m. S.W. Minden, cap.
circ, on the Werra. at its junction with the Aa.
P. (1864) 11,346. It has manufs. of cotton cloth

and yarn, leather, tobacco, and linens; a large

prison, arsenal, gynasium, six churches, and
the central museum of arts, antiquities, and
manufactures for the province.
Hergiswyl, a town of Switzerland, cant

Luzern, dist. Willisau. P. 2373.

Hergiswyi^ a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Unter-
walden, at the foot of Mount Pilatus, on the
Lake of the four cantons. P, 832.

Hergnies, a comm. &vill. of France, dep. Norii
on the Scheldt, 7 m, N. Valenciennes, P. 3255.

Heric, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Loire-
Inf., 14 m. N.N.W. Nantes. P. 4595,

Hericourt, a comm. and town of East France,
dep. Haute-Sa6ne, arr. and 15 m. S.E, Liire, on
1, b. of the Lizene. P. 3551. Manufs. of linen

yarn and cloth, calico printed goods, and hosiery,

dye-works, tanneries, and potteries.

Heringen, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. &
50 m. W.N.W. Merseburg, on the Helme. P. 2200.

—II. a mkt. town of H.-Cassel, prov. Fulda, on
rt. b. of the Werra, 14 m. S.E. Rothenburg. P. 1240.

Herinnes, two comms. and vills. of Belgium.
—I. prov. S. Brabant, 17 m. S.W. Brussels. P,

3720, engaged in linen bleaching, brewing, and
brick-making.—II. prov. Hainaut, on the Scheldt,

7 m. N.W. Toumay. P. 1700.

Heriot, a pa. of Scotland, in S.E. of co. Edin-
burgh, on a stream of same name, which is joined

by the Gala Water. Ac. 15,038. P. 407.

Heri-Rood or Hurt, a river of Asia. [Herat.")

Herisau, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 7 m.
N.W. Appenzell, cap. of the dist. Outer Rhodes.
P. 2500, or including comm. 9518. It has a
church-tower, in which the archives of its,district

are kept, an orphan asylum, court-house, arsenal,

public library, and manufs. of muslin, cotton,

and silk fabrics.

Herisson, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Allier, cap. cant., arr. and 19 m. N.N.E. Mont-
lu9on. P. 1396.

Heristal, a vill. of Belgium. [Herstau]
Herkenbosch, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

Limburg, 5 m. S.E. Roennond. P, 1231,

Herkimer, a co, of the U, S,, North America,
New York, traversed by the Erie Canal, and the

Utica and Schenectady Railway, Area 1370 sq,

m, P. (1860) 40,561, Herkimer, the cap., is 72
m, W.N.W, Albany, P, 2602,

Herm, one of the smaller Channel Islands, 2J
m, E, from the coast of Guernsey. P. 38,

Hermagor (St), a town of Illyria, Carinthia,

Laybach, on the Gail, 23 m, W, VUlach, P. 800.

Hermanmiestetz, a municipal town of Bohe-
mia, circ, and 5 m. W, Chrudim. P. 2000.

Hermannstadt (Hung. Nagy-Szeben), a town
of Hungary, Transylvania, cap. Saxon-land, on
the Zibin, an affluent of the Aluta river, near the

Wallachian frontier, 73 m. S.S.E. Klausenburg.
P. 16,268. It is enclosed by walls. Principal

edifices, the Bruckenthal palace, with a library,

museum, theatre ; Lutheran, Calvinist, Roman
Catholic, and Greek churches ; barracks, military

hospital, & orphan asylum. It is a Greek bishop's

see, the headquarters of the mOitary commandant
of Transylvania, the seat of Roman Catholic and
Lutheran gymnasia, and has many museums and
manuts. of linen and woollen fabrics, felt, hats,

horn combs, earthenwares, and leather.

Hermanos, several groups of small isls. in the
Indian Ocean etc.—I. lat. 15° 48' N., Ion. 119° 32'

E.—II. (Tres Hermanos), between lat. 3° and 4° S-,
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Ion. 77° and 79° E.—III. (Los TTermanos), Carib-

bean Sea, 50 m. N.W. the island Margarita,
belongs to Venezuela.
Herment, a conim. and town of France, dep.

Puy de D6me, 24 m. W. Clermont. P. 569.

Hermies, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Pas-de-Calais, 17 m. S.E. Arras. P. 2518.

Hermink (St\ a comm. & town of France, dep.

Vend($e, 13m.N."W.Fontenay-le-Comte. P. 2069.

Hermitage, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6 m.
S.S.E. Sherborne. Ac. 751. P. 131.

Hermitage (L*), a vineyard of France, dep.

Drome, on 1. b. of the Ehone, cant. Tarn, 10 m.
N. Valence, where the " Hermitage " wine is pro-

duced. Ac. about 300.

Hermon, two tnships., U. S., North America.
—I. Maine, 60 m. N.E. Augusta. P. 1374.—II.
New York, co. St Lawrence. P. 1692.

Hermon (Mount) (Arab. Jebelesh-Skeikh'),

a mountain of Palestine. Kasr Antar, a ruin,

which covers the summit, is 9381 feet above the
sea. It is covered with snow during great part

of the year.

—

Little Hermon is a much lower
range, 25 m. S.E. Acre, bounding the plain of

Esdraelon on the E., and to which the name
Hermon was first applied in the middle ages.

Hermonville, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Marne, 7 m. N.W. Eeims, with mineral
springs. P. 1561.

Hekmopolis or Syra, Greece. [Syra.]
Hermosillo, a city of Mexico, state Sonoram,

cap. dist. P. 15,000. It is the centre of the

commerce and mineral riches of the state-, and
has schools, prisons, a hotel, and a mint.

Manufs. cotton goods : brandy distilleries. Ex-
ports maize, cotton, and fruit.

Hermsdorf, numerous vills. of Germany ; the
two principal in Prussian Silesia, gov. Liegnitz,

2 m. S.S.W. Hirschberg, circ. Landshut.
Hernad, a river of N. Hungarj', which, after

an E. and S. course of 120 m., joins the Theiss,

18m. S.W. Tokay. Principal affls., the Tarcza
and Sajo. In its lower part it separates into two
arms, which enclose an island 30 m. in length.

Hernando, a countj' of the U. S., N. America,
Florida. P. 1000 free, 200 slaves.

Hernani, a town of Spain, prov. Guipuscoa,
8 m. S.E. San Sebastian, on the Urumea. P.
2257. It has a town-house, convent, hos-
pital, and trade in linen thread, iron, and timber.

Here the British legion, under General Evans,
met with reverses in 1835 and 1837.

Herne, a pa. of Engl., co. Kent, 5J m. N.N.E.
Canterbury. Ac. 5399. P. 3U7.—11. {Heme Bay),

a watering-place in the above pa., on the estuary
of the Thames, between Whitstable and Eecul-
ver, about 8J m. N.N.E. Canterbury, with a
station on London and Dover Railway. P. 1503.

It has a pier 3000 feet in length. Steamers com-
municate with London daily during the summer.
Hernhill, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3J m.

E.S E. Faversham. Ac. 2816. P. 701.—11- a
hill, CO. Surrey, pa. Camberwell, 4 m. from St
Paul's Cathedral, London, with a station on
London and Dover Railway.
Hernin (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Finistfere, 21 m. E. Chateaulin. P. 1326.

Hernosand or Wester-Norrland, a Isen or
prov. of North Sweden, mostly between lat. 62°

and 64° N., Ion. 15° and 19° E., having N. Umea,
W. Ostersund, S. Gefle, andE. the Gulf of Both-
nia. Area 9074 sq. m. P. (1860) 116,669. It

comprises the old dist. Angermanland. Principal
rivers, the Angerman and Indal. Principal
towns, Hernosand and Sundsvall.
Hernosand or Herncesand, a marit. town of

II
Sweden, cap. lagn same name, on the W. side i

the island llerno, immediately off the mainlanc
Lat. 62° 38' N. ; Ion. 17° 59' E. P. 3228. It is

bishop's see; and has a cathedral school an
library, council-house, workhouse, public bath
a printing establishment with Lappish type, an
building docks. Exports comprise Baltic pn
duce and linen fabrics ; imports salt, corn, win
and manufactured goods.
Hero (North and South), two islands of tl

U. S., North America, Vermont, in Lake Chani
plain, and together forming Grand Isle.

Heron, a considerable town of Persia, pro,
Azerbijan, cap. dist. Khulkul, near the fronti''

of Ghilan, 40 m. E.S.E. Ardabil.
Herr£mance, a town of Switzerland, can,

Valais, dist. He'rens. P. 1095.

Herrenbaumgarten, a market town of Lovi?!

Austria, leg. Vienna, circ. Komeuburg. P. 160(i

employed in the cultivation of the vine.

Herrenbehg, a town of Wiirtemberg, cir(

Black Forest, on a hill, near the Ammer, 18 i

S.W. Stuttgart P. 2300.

Herrenbreitungen, a vill. of Germany, He
sen-Cassel, prov. Fulda, circ. and 5 m. W.N.'V.
Schmalkalden, on rt. b. of the Werra. P. 960.

Herrengrund (Hung. Urvolgy), a vill. of 2^

Hungary, co. Sohl, 15 m. N.E. Kremnitz. 3
1520. It has silver and copper mines. '

Herrera, numerous towns and viUs. of Spaii

the principal being H.-del Duque (Leuciana), pro(

and 97 m. E. Badajos, near the Guadiana. I

2897.—II. a vill., prov. Sevilla. P. 2388.

Herriard, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4J ii

S.S.E. Basingtoke. Ac. 2963. P. 439.

Hebrieden, a town of Bavaria, circ. Mii

Franconia, at the foot of the Martinsberg, 6 it

S.W. Anspach. P. 1440.

Herringflbit, a pa. of England, co. Suffoll

on the Waveney, here crossed by a bridge, 6J it

N.W. Lowestoft. Ac. 1720. P. 210.

Herrinkairo, a town of British India, i!.\\

provs., 17 m. S.S.W. Hoosungabad.
Herrliborg, a town of Switzerland, can

Zurich, Meilen, on the Lake of Zurich. P. 1041

Herrliborg, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, an

7 m. S.E. Zurich, on the N. coast of the Lake <

Zurich. P. 1144.

Herrlisheim, two comma, ofFrance.—I. a vil!

dep. B. Rhin, 13 m. N.E. Strasbourg. P. 2883.-

II. a town, dep. H. Rhin, 4 m. S. Colmar. P. lOTi

Herrnaijs, a vill. of Austria, and one of the ^

suburbs of Vienna. P. 1660.

Herrnhut or Herrnhuth, a vill. of Saxon;

circ. and 18 m. S.E. Bautzen, inhabited by 100

Moravians (a religious' sect, so named from ha^

ing been founded by two Moravian cutlers i

1722); and from its having been always the heaj

quarters of that sect, the latter are called ]

Germany Hemhvtters.
Herrnsheim, a vill. of Hessen-DannBta({

prov. Rhenish Hessen, circ. Worms. P. 1850.

Herrnstadt, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.

35 m. N.N.W. Breslau, on the Bartsch. P. 23o

Herry, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Che

9 m. S.S.E. Sancerre, nearl. b. of Loire. P. 26{i

Hersbruck, a walled town of Bavaria, cii-

Mid. Franconia, 17 m. E.N.E. Numberg. P. 24(

'

Hersfeld or Hirschfeijj, a town of Hessei

Cassel, prov. Fulda, 32 m. S.S.E. Cassel, on 1.

of the Fulda. P. 7000. It has an abbey chiirc

Calvinist gymnasium, school of manufs., manuj
of woollen cloth, and transit trade by the river.

Hersselt, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Antwerp
m. S.W. Westerloo. P. 3907. It has brick won
and gin distilleries.
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HicnsTAL or Heristal, a comm. and vill. of

^eli^ium, prov. and 3J m. N.E. Liege, on the

ilaese. P. 6032. It has coal and iron mines
jkI iron works.
IIkrstmonceux, a pa. of England. [Hurst. "|

IIebtfokd, a pari, and munic. bor. and market
own of Engl., cap. co. Herts, on the navigable
yea, and on a branch of the N. E. Railway, 20 m.
L London. P. of munic. and pari. bor. (1851)
jGOo; do. (1861) 6769. It has two churches, a

>ranch school of Christ's Hospital, London, being

I
preparatory school for 500 of its children ; a

jastle formerly used by the East India Company
Is a school preparatory to instruction at its civil

"ege; numerous almshouses and other chari-

. an iniirmary, county-hall, town-hall, and
Icet-house. The borough sends two members
[. of C, and is the co. place of election. Eeg.
tors (1864) 539. The castle was taken by the
uch Dauphin in the reign of John ; the kings
Scotland and France were prisoners in it in
reign of Edward iii. Alt. 132 feet.

ilEUTFORD, a CO. of the U. S., North America,
. Carolina. Area 339 sq. m. P. 6059 free,

U5 slaves.—II. a vill.. North Carolina, cap.

erquiman's co., and on the Perquiman, 50 m.
.W. Norfolk, Virginia.

Hertfordshire or Herts, a co. of England,
ivingN. CO. Cambridge, E. Essex, S. Middlesex,
'. Bucks, and N.W. Bedfordshu-e. Ac 391,141,
which about 350,000 are arable and grass.

173,280. Principal rivers, the Lea and Colne,
i 1 ich havenumerous small affluents. Soil various,
ten intermixed with flint, and possessing an ave-
ge fertility. Subsoil chalk. Climate salubrious,
rincipal crops, wheat and barley, turnips, apple
id cherry orchards. Manufs. chiefly confined
paper and straw plait. Much malting is car-
'd on. The co. is traversed by the London and
.W. and N.E. Hallways, and. the Grand June,
mal. It is divided into 8 hundreds and 134
s. Principal towns, Hertford, St Albans, Bar-
t, Baldock, Hitchiu, Hatfield, and "Ware. It
uds seven members to House of Commons,
ree of whom are for the county. Registered
otors of county (1864), including the Liberty
St Albans, 5742.
Hertingfordbury, a pa. of England, co. and

• n. W.S.W. Hertford. Ac. 2586. P. 799.
Hertogenbosch, Netherlands. [Bois-le-DucJ
Herts, a co. of England. [Hertfordshire.]
Hertzo, an island of Sweden, Isen Pitea, in the
jilf of Bothnia, E. Lulea. . Length about 10 m.
'Hebvas, a town of Spain, prov. and 63 m.
N'.E. Caceres. P. 2600. It has manufs. of cloth.
^Herve, a town of Belgium, prov. and 10 m.
I Liege. P. 3608. Manufs. woollen cloths and
I ther, and trade in cheese, butter, and cattle.
'5ERvfi (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
tes-du-Nord, 7 m. N.N.W. Loudeac. P. 939.
lERWYNEN, a vill. of the Netherl'ds, prov. Gel-
laiid, on the Waal, 5 m. W. Bommel. P. 1834.
iKRXHEiM, a vill. of Rhenish Bavaria, 5 m.
' Landau. P. 3600, Here an action took place
«'^en the Austrians and French, June 1793.
lERZBERO, two towns of Germany,—I. Prus-

i landr and 39 m. S.8.E. Hildesheim, on the S.
< livity of the Harz, and with the chief corn-
1 ;azine for that district P, (1864) 3550, em-
1
y-ed in linen & woollen weaving, & in musket

I ories. It communicates with Brunswick by
'hvay,—II. Prussian Saxony, gov. Merseburg,

'1. N.E. Torgau, on an island formed by the
K Elster, P. 3900, employed in wooUen

' 'ving, and trading in flax. Old Herzberg is a
^ , E. of the last named, with 230 inhabitants.

Herzegovina (German Ilersek), a country of

Europe, belonging partly to Austria and partly

to Turkey, the fonner comprising a small part
of S. Dalmatia, the latter a sanj. or province in
Bosnia, bounded N, and W, by the Dinaric Alps,

S.E. by Montenegro, S.W. and W. by Dalmatia,
It is fertile, but in some parts marshy and un-
healthy. It is little known. Chief towns, Mostar,
the cap., Strolacz, Trebigno, Nikisch, & Poscitel

Chief rivers, the Narenta, Bregava, and Trebisat.

Herznach, a vill., Switzerland, cant, Aargau,
dist. Laufenbourg. P. 711.

Herzogenaurach, a town of Bavaria, circ.

Mid. Franconia, 12 m. N.W. Niirnberg. P. 1860.

Herzogenbosch, Netherl'ds. [Bois-le-Duc]
Herzogenbuchsee, a pa. and vill. of Switzer-

land, cant, and 21 m. N.E. Bern. P. 1734.

Herzogenburg, DucMm Burgum, a market
town of Lower Austria, in a marshy plain, on 1.

b. of the Trazen, 6 m. N.N.E. St Polten. P. 1250.
It is partially fortified.

Herzogenrath, a frontier vill. of Rhenish
Prussia, gov. and 7 m. N. Aix-la-Chapelle. P. 475.
Herzogswaldau, a vill. of Prussian Silesia,

gov. and 48 m. N.W. Liegnitz. P. 1250.—II.
(^Niedery, a vill., same gov., 3 m. N.W. Freystadt.
P. 820.

—

Herzogswalde is the name of vills. in the
kingdom of Saxony, circ. and S.W. Dresden;
and E. Prussia, gov. Konigsberg.

Hesdln, a comm. and fortified town of France,
dep. Pas-de-Calais, cap. cant., on the Canche, arr.

and 14 m. S.E. Montreuil. P. 3487. It has a
town-haU, manufs. of cotton thread and hosiery,

oU, earthenware, and leather.

Hesiibon, a vill., and in antiquity a famous
town of Syria, pash. & 118 m. S.S.W. Damascus,
Hesket (Newmarket), a market towm of Eng-

land, CO. Cumberland, pa. Caldbeck, 7 m. S.S.E.
Carlisle. Pop. returned with pa. In the vicinity

are copper mines.—11. (in-tke-Foresty, a pa. same
CO., 9 m. N.N.W. Penrith. Ac. 14,961. P. 1983,

—III. (^Nether and Upper), a tnshp. in the above
pa., 7i m S.S.E. Cariisle. Ac. 2552. P. 775.

Heslerton, a pa. of England, co. York, East
Riding, with a station on the York and Scarboro'
Railway, 13 m. E.N.E. New Malton. Ac. 6170.

P, 603.—II. (Monk), co. Durham, 13 m. N. Stock-
ton. Ac. 7180. P. 2077.
Heslingtox, a pa, of England, co. and ainsty,

and IJ m. E.S.E. York. Ac. 1187. P. 233.

Hessen or Hesse, JJessia, a country of Ger-
many, which was inhabited by the members of

an old branch of a German family, called Katten
(Catti), now forming the three states of electoral

Hessen or Hessen-Cassel, the gi-and duchy of

Hessen-Darmstadt, and the landgraviate of Hes-
sen-Hombtirg.

Kurheesen, Provinces.
Area in

sq. m. Pop. 18C4.

Hesse (Lower) andSchaumburg,
Hesse (Upper), ....
Fulda and Schmalkaden, .

Hanau,

1712
773
706
501

362,362
116,572

137,636
120,713

Total, 3692 737,283

Hessen-Cassel (Germ. Kurhessen), incorpor-
ated with Prussia, 6th August 1866, is comprised
between lat 49° 56' and 52° 26' N., Ion. 8° 25' and
10° 8' E, Cap. CasseL It is composed of 6 isolated

portions, the largest of which, comprising Hessen
Proper, and including the cap., is bounded E.
by Saxe-Weimar and Bavaria, S. by FrankfUrt
and Hessen-Darmstadt, W. by Nassau and Wal-
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deck, N. by the Weser and Werra. The two
principal detached portions are Schmalkalden
and Schanmburg, and the smaller Barchfeld,
Dorheim, and Katzenberg. Area 3692 sq. m. P.

(1861) 738,454. Surface elevated and mountain-
ous ; the Meissner, S.E. of Almerode, 2325 feet

above the sea, is the highest point of Hessen Pro-
per, and the Inselberg, one of the summits of the
Tliuringer-Wald, on the frontierof Schmalkalden,
is the culminating point of the state. The terri-

tory is situated in the basin of the North Sea, and
is drained by the Weser and the Ehine. The
chief rivers are—(1st) the Weser, with its two
upper branches, the Werra and the Fulda ; (2d)
the Main and the Lahn, affluents of the Ehine.
Among the others are the Diemel, the Edder,
with the Schwalm, and the Haune, affls. of tlie

Fulda ; the Ohm, affl. of the Lahn ; the Nidda
and the Kinzig, affluents of the Main. Climate
generally cold, except in the valley of the Main.
Mean temp, at Fulda, year 46°, winter 27°-5,

summer 65°-6, Fahr. Soil infertile, except in

the valleys of the principal rivers. Schmalkal-
den is almost entirely unproductive. Chief crops,

rye, barley, oats, wheat, maize, potatoes, lint,

hemp, and tobacco. Fruit of all kinds is abundant
in the prov. Hanau, where cider is made. The
vine is cultivated in the prov. Hanau ; it ripens

also in the valley of the Werran, near Wit-
zenhausen, the N.most point of its cultivation

in Germany. Forests occupy one-third of the
territory ; the principal timber is oak, ebn, and
beech. Cattle-rearing is the most important
branch of rural industry. Agriculture is in a
backward state. Hessen-Cassel possesses many
of the most useful minerals ; the chief are iron,

coal, salt
;
gold in small quantities is found in the

sands of the Edder ; silver mines, once worked,
are long since abandoned, and only one copper
mine is in operation. In Schmalkalden, there
are seven high furnaces producing iron of ex-
cellent quality ; in the rest of the state there are
other five high furnaces. The chief coal mines
are in the prov. of Lower Hessen. Turf is abun-
dant, and used for fuel. It has numerous mine-
ral springs, and the sulphur baths of Neundorf
are among the best frequented in N. Germany.
Manufs. have been greatly extended since the
state joined the German customs union. The
most important are linen fabrics, called Osndburgs,
flannels, carpets, cotton, silks, & velvets ; manufs.
of iron and steel goods of every description,
paper, wooden wares, pianos, chemical products,
tobacco, beet-root sugar, pottery, and jewellery.
Chief exports, linens, carpets, jewellery, iron and
steel goods. Imports colonial goods, cotton, silk,

wine and brandy. The chief branch of commerce
is in the transit of goods, which is facilitated by the
navigable rivers Main, Weser, Werra, and Fulda,
and by railways. In 1832 Hessen-Cassel and
Hessen-Darmstadt united with Prussia to form
the origin of the German customs union. The
chief educational establishments are the univer-
sity at Marburg, the military and polytechnic
school at Cassel, and the theological seminary
at Fulda. Numerous elementary schools have
recently been established, and the state is not
now behind the iieighbouringcountries in respect
of education. The constitution of Hessen-Cassel
dates from 1831. It was composed, in conformity
with the electoral law of 6th May 1863, of the
princes of the reigning house: the executive
power was in the hands of the sovereign and his
responsible ministers, and the right of legislation
was vested in a house of Parliament with a single
chamber. Army 12,856 men, of whom 1508 are

cavalry. Public revenue (for 1861-63), 16,852,3
thalers; expenditure for do., 16,629,590 do.; I

ingan excess of 1,222,710 thalers.

Hessen-Darmstadt(GrandDuchy of), a st,'

of Germany, situated between lat. 49° 50' and i

45' N., Ion. 7° 50' and 9° 30' E. Cap. Darmsta
It consists of two principal portions in N. and
separated by portions of H.-Cassel, Nassau, a

Frankfurt, bounded E. by H.-Cassel, Bavaria, a:

Baden, S. by Baden and Bavaria, W. by Pni&,
and Nassau, N. by H.-Cassel and part of Pni
sia; and nine small districts included in tj

neighbouring states. Area 3237 sq. m. P.(18f-
816,902. By the acquisition of the Landgravis
of Hessen-Homberg in 1866, its territory was ii

creased by 106 sq. m., and its pop. by 27,347.
the treaty of peace of Berlin, 3d Sept. 1866, tl

Grand Duchy ceded to Prussia the Landgravii.
of Hesse-Homberg, and certain portions of Upf-
Hessen, with a territory of 423 sq. m., and a pi'

of 75,102; while Prussia ceded to the Gra^
Duchy portions of the Electorate of Hessen,
the former Duchy of Nassau, and of the forn.

free city of Frankfttrt. Surface elevated ac

moimtainous in the N., which is traversed on V
by the Taunus, E.by the Vogelsgebirge, and in

.

by the Odenwald. Highest point the Taufstei
2283 feet The greater part of the territory

situated in the basin of the Ehine, the rest in th

of the Weser. Chief rivers, the Ehinefwhic
traverses all the S. portion), and its afus. tl

Neckar, Main, Nidder, Nahe, and Lahn ; tl

Schwalm and Fulda, affls. of the Weser. Clima
cold, except in the vaUey of the Ehine. More ths

half the territory is arable, & the soil i s veir fertil

Chief crops, wheat in the lowlands, buck-whe
in the Odenwald, oats in Ehenish Hessen, mill

in Starkenburg; potatoes generally best in t)

mountain districts. The other products are fla

hemp, hops, tobacco, and fruit. The vine is cj

tivated in Ehenish Hessen. Forests belong chie f

to Upper Hessen and Starkenburg. CatQe-rea
ing is an important branch of rural industr

Minerals comprise copper, iron, coal, and sa

Iron is mined chiefly in Upper Hessen and ti

Odenwald, salt at Wimpfen, and coal at Dorheii

Spinning and weaving linen and hempen goo

are the principal manufs. ; and others compri

siUc, paper, chemical products, and metals ii

small extent. Exports, agricultural produc

imports, colonial and manuf. goods. The prl

cipal entrepot is Mayence. The duchy is tr

versed from N. to S. by the Frankfiirt and Man
heim Eailway. The chief educational est

bUshments are the university of Giessen, sot

gjmmasia, and numerous elementary schoo

Hessen-Darmstadt is a constitutional monarel

since 1820 ; the title of the sovereign is Grai

Duke of Hessen. The duchy is divided into t;

provs. of Upper Hessen in the N., Starktobw
and Ehenish Hessen in the S. Total force of i

arms 11,510 men, and 2692 horses. Public k
(1862) 9,096,664^rtre5, or 758,055i. ; expenditu

9,066,796 /orins, or 755,566^.

Hessen-Hombkbo (Landgraviatb op), one

the smallest states of Germany, in the W^ ci

Homburg, incorporated with Hessen-Darmsfc'

in 1866. It is divided into two portions, i

Landgraviate of Homburg, enclosed between .

duchies of Nassau and Hessen-Darmstadt, and

lordship of Meisenheim, between EhenishBavar

Ehenish Prussia, and Birkenfeld, the two portic

having separate jurisdictions. This small si;

detached from Hessen-Darmstadt in 1695, v

suppressed on the formation of the Confederal

of the Ehine in 1806. Eestored to its rights
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slu, it was admitted a member of the Confede-

ition of the Ehine ia 1817. By the extinction of

le line of Landgraves, 24th March 1866, the ter-

tory of H.-Homburg, witha population of 27,347,

'as made over to Hessen-Darmstadt, but was
ded to Prussia, along with certain portions of

[jper Hessen, by the treaty of Berlin, Sept. 1866.

Hessen, Neider & Obek (Lowek & UpperX
vo contiguous provs. of the electorate of Hessen-

qssel, surrounded by the territories of Hessen-
nistadf, Prussia, Hanover, and the Saxon
hies, and on the S.E. the prov. Fulda. Area
i.ov/er Hessen (with Schaumburg) 1712 sq. m.

. i 1861) 368,806 ; of Upper Hessen 773 sq. m.

. 119,493. fHessen Cassel.]

Hessen (Khenish), (German Rhein Hesseii),

b- most S. prov. of Hessen-Darmstadt, bounded
'.. by the Ehine, and on other sides by Nassau and

. nish Prussia and Bavaria. Area 631 sq. m.
(1861) 234,491. Surface mostly level and

, I y fertile. [Hessen-Darmstadt.]
Hessen (Upper), the most N. prov. of Hessen-
'armstadt. Area 1649 sq. m. P. (1861) 229,672.

iirfswje mountainous. Principal rivers, Lahn,
Iriddo, and Fuldo. [Hessen-DarmstadtJ
j
Hesset, a pa. of Engl., co. Suffolk, 5 m. E.S.E.

' ury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 1668. P. 454.

Hessle, a pa, of England, co. York, E. Eiding,

m. W. Hull, and on rail. Ac. 3910. P. 1625.

Heston, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, 1 J m.
W. the Southall station of the Great Western
ailway. Ac. 3720. P. 7096.

Heswall, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 3 m.
.N.W. Great Noston. Ac. 3305. P. 556.

Heteuen, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
lelderland, 7 m. W.S.W. Amhem. P. 2426.

Hethaura, a vill. of N. Hindostan, Nepaul, 18
1. W.S.W. Khatmandoo, a principal mart for the
ommerce between the Nepaulese & British doms.
Hethel, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.

:.S.E. Wj'mondham. Ac. 1428. P. 196.

Hetherset, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5J
1. W.S.W. Norwich. Ac. 2674. P. 1169.
Hethersgill, a tnshp., Engt, co. Cumberland,

a. Kirk-Linton, 6 m. E.S.E. Longtown. P. 712.
Het Loo, a royal country seat of the Nether-

mds, Guelderland, near Capeldoorn.
Hettingen, two vills., Germany.—I. Baden,

ire. L. E,hine, E. Buchen. P. 1070.—IL Hohen-
[oUem-Sigmaringen, 8m. N. Sigmaringen. P. 550.

Hetton-le-Hole, a township of England, co.

''urham, pa. Houghton le-Spiing, on railway, 5i
I. E.N.E. Durham. Ac. 1739. P. 6419.
Hettstadt, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.

iid 30 m. N.W. Merseburg, on the Wipper. P.
120 It has copper and vitriol works.
Heu, several towns and vills. of S. Germany.

-I. WOrtemberg, circ. Jaxt, 7 m. E.S.E. Gmund.
'. 1200.—II. (G7*os«), Bavaria, circ. Lower Fran-
onia, 32 m. W.S.W. Wurtzburg. P. 1871.—
II. {Klein), same circle. P. 1680.
Heudicourt, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
omme, arr. and 9 m. N.E. Pdronne. P. 1733.
Heukelom, a small town of the Netherlands,
lov. South Holland, on the Linge, anaffl. of the
taas, 6 m. N.E. Gorcum. P. 599.
Heule, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov. W.
landers, 2 m. N.W. Courtrai. P. 3491.
Heusden, a fortified town of the Netherlands,

lov. North Brabant, cap. cant, on the Old
laese, 8 m. N.W. Bois-le-Duc, with a strong
itadel. P. 1889.—II. a viU. of Belgium, prov.

''. Flanders, 4 m. S.E. Ghent. P. 1700.—Ill, a
ill., prov. Limbourg, 8 m. N.N.W. Hasselt.
Heve (Cap de la), Caletorum Promontoriunu, a
eadkind of France, Normandy, forming the W.

point of the dep. Seine-Inf., in the English Chan-
nel, 2 m. N. Havre. South lighthouse 342 feet

above the sea. Lat. 49° 30' N. ; Ion. 0° 4' W.
Hever, a pa. of Engl., co. Kent, on the Med-

way, 7J m. W.S.W. Tunbridge. Ac. 2608. P. 626.

Hevera, one of the Shetland islands, pa. Bres-
say. P. 37.

Heveringham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

5i m. S.W. Halesworth. Ac. 1659. P. 354
Heversham, a pa. of Engl., co. Westmoreland,

6 m. S.S.W. Kendal. Ac. 19,749. P. 4300.
Heves, a market town of Hungary, cap. circ.

of same name, 55 m. E.N.E. Pesth. P. 5699.
Hevingham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3

m. S. Aylsham. Ac. 2856. P. 838.

Hewelsfield, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,

6 m. N.N.E. Chepstow. Ac. 1189. P. 417.

Hewish, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 3 m.
N.N.W. Pewsey. Ac. 610. P. 129.

Heworth, a chapelry of Engl., co. Durham, pa.

Jarrow, on the Tyne, 2| m. E.S.E. Gateshead. Ac.
2863. P. 10,316, employed in ship-building, etc.

Heavra or Uheera, a vill. of British India,

dist. and 27 m. N. Poona, presid. Bombay. Here
government has established a botanic garden.
Hexham, a mkt. town and pa. of England, co.

Northumberland, on Tyne, andon rail, to Carlisle,

20J m. W. Newcastle. Ac. of pa. 27,973. P. 6479;
pop. of town 4601. Alt. 177 ft. It has a pa. church,
formerly an abbey, a Eoman Catholic chapel, a
town-hall, gaol, mkt.-house, house of correction,

union workhouse, two branch banks, and manufs.
of " tan gloves," hats, and coarse worsteds. The
town is the place of election for the S. division of

the CO. The Yorkists here defeated the Lancas-
trians ; and it was in flying hence that queen Mar-
garet threw herself on the protection of a robber.

The cave in which he concealed her is still shown.
Hexton, a pa. of Engl., co. Herts, 5 m. W.N.W.

Hitchin. Ac. 1453. P. 234. The Saxons defeated

the Danes here in 914.

Heybridge, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 1 m.
N.N.E. Meldon, within the bounds of which pari,

bor. it is included. Ac. 2136. P. 1476. There
are extensive salt works in the parish.

Heydon, a pa, of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m.
W.N.W. Aylsham. Ac. 1942. P. 302.

Heyduke or Haiduck (Towns), till 1848 a pri-

vileged dist. of Hungary, co. Szabolcs, comprising
7 towns (the chief of which is Boszormeny), and
a pop. of 61,000, now included in N. Bihar co.

Heyford, two pas. of Engl.—I. {Nether), co.

and 6 m. W.S.W. Northampton. Ac. 1690. P.

807.—II. (Ijower), co. Oxford, 4^ m. S.S.E. Ded-
dington. Ac. 1650. P. 625.—III. (Upper), same
CO., 6 m. W.N.W. Bicester. Ac. 1300. P. 453.

Heyl, a small river of England, co. Cornwall,
flowing N. into the Bay of St Ives.

Hey^op, a pa. of South Wales, co. Eadnor, 3^
m. N.N.W. Knighton. Ac. 1180. P. 283.

Heyrieux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Is^re, cap. cant., 11 m. N.E. Vienne. P. 1369.

Heysham, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster, on
a peninsula between the Bay of Morecambe and
the mouth of the Loyne, 4| m. W. Lancaster.
Ac. 1704. P. 667.

Heyshot, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2J m.
S.S.E. Midhurst. Ac. 2171. P. 396.

Heyst-op-den-Berg, a comm. & market town
of Belgium, cap. cant., prov. and 17 m. S.E. Ant-
werp, on the Great Nethe. P. 6902.

Heytesbury, an ancient bor., formerly parL,

and pa. of England, co. Wilts, on the borders of

Salisbury plain, 3| m. E.S.E. Warminster. Ac.
of pa. 3380. P 1103. The town has a church
and an hospital.

U
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Hetthorfe, a pa. of Engl., co. Oxford, 2} m.
N.E. Chipping-Norton. Ac. 1664. P 122.

Heythuisein, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
Limbourg, 6 m. N.W. Roermond. P. 1279.
Heywood, a vill. and chapelry, Engl., co. Lan-

caster, pa. Bury, with a station on the Manchester
and Leeds Railway, 8 m. N.N.W. Manchester.
P. 12,824, mostly employed in cotton manufs.

Hiarnoe:, an isl. of Denmark, off the E. coast
of Jutland, at the entrance of the Bay of Horsens.
HiBALSTOW, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3J

m. S.S.W. Glandford-Brigg. Ac. 4390. P. 775.

HiCKLETON, a pa. of Engl., co. York, W. Rid-
ing, 6 m. W.N.W, Doncaster. Ac. 1047. P. 127.

HicKLiNG, two pas. of Engl.—I, co. Norfolk,
9 m. S.E. North Walsham. Ac, including a large
sheet of water, 4334. P. 767.—II. co. and 10 m.
S.E. Nottingham. Ac. 2930. P. 642.
HiCK>LVX, two COS. of the U. S., N. America.

—I. Tennessee, cap. Centreville. Area 596 sq.

m. P, 7569 free, 1763 slaves.—II. Kentucky, in
its S.W. part, cap. Clinton. Area 224 sq. m. P.
5759 free, 1249 slaves.

Hickory, a co. of U. S., North America, Mis-
souri. P. 4510 free, 196 slaves.

Hickory, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Pennsylvania, co. Mercer.
Hjualgo, a CO. of U. S., North America, Texas.

P. 1191 free, 1 slave.

Hiddens-oe, an island of Prussian Pomerania,
in the Baltic, immediately W. RUgen. Length,
N. to S., 9 m.

;
greatest breadth 1 m. P. 690, in

4 vills., the chief of which is Kloster.
Hidgellee, a dist. of British India, presid.

Bengal, between lat. 21° 36' and 22° 22' N., Ion.
87° 22' and 88° 12' E. It is enclosed by the river
Hoogly, Bay of Bengal, Balasore, and Midna-
pore. Area 1014 sq. m. P. 133,266. It has a
great extent of sea coast, and is watered by the

Hoogly, Roopnarain, Russoolpoor, and the Hul-
deo. Some places are overgrown with jungle,

affording harbour for tigers, leopards, and other
fierce animals. Turtle, oysters, crabs, and prawns
abound on the sea coast. Climate moist and un-
healthy ; fevers, ague, and dysentery prevail.

Chief crops, rice, millet, mustard, tobacco, sugar-
cane, pulse, castor-oU plant, sweet potatoes,

cocoa-nut palm, and the toddy-palm. It has
salt works.
Hidgellee, a town of British India, cap. dist.

of same name, presid. Bengal, at the mouth of the
Hoogly river, 48 m. S.W. Calcutta.
Hielm, an islet of Denmark, off the E. coast

of Jutland, 6 m. S E. Ebeltoft
Hielmar, a lake of Sweden, between the Isens

Orebro, Nykoping, and Westeras. Length 40
m., breadth 14 m. It contains several islands,

and communicates on its N. side with the Arboga
river and Lake Maelar.

HiEREs Islands, France. [Hyeres.I
HiERRO, one of the Canary Islands. LFerro.]
HiETZiNQ (Maria), a vill. of Lower Austria, 3

m. S.W. Vienna. P. 2000. In summer 4000.

HiGHAM, a hamlet of England, co. Derby, pa.

Shiriand. P. 378.

HiGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4J m.
N.N.W. Rochester. Ac. 3165. P. 1064.—IL a pa.,

CO. Suffolk, 6 m. S. Hadleigh. Ac. 880. P. 229.

HiGHAM Ferrers, a bor., market town, and
pa. of England, co. and 14^ m. E.N.E. Northamp-
ton, with a station on the Peterboro' branch of
the London and N.W. Rail., 6 m. S.W. Thrap-
ston. Ac. of pa. 2260. P. 1152. It has a church,
town-hall, •'.nd alms-house.
HiGHAM-GoBioN, a pa. of England, co. and

llj m. S.S.E. Bedford. Ac. 1287. P. 121.

P.Sfi li
u81i 1

HiGHAM-ON-TIIE-HiLL, a pa. of Engl., CO.

cester, 3 m. W.N.W. Hinckley. Ac. 2880.
"

HiGHBRAY, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 8i i

E.N.E. Barnstaple. Ac. 4272. P. 295.

HiGHCLERE, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 7i i

N.N.W. Whitchurch. Ac. 3391. P. 446.

High-Cross, in England, co. Leicester, is

the meeting of the ancient Roman Foss-way ai

Watling Street, 5^ m. W.N.W. Lutterworth.
Highgate, a vill. and chapelry of England, c

Middlesex, pas. Hornsey and St Pancras, 4J i:

N.N.W., and 355 feet above the sea. P. 461;

It has a spacious cemetery.
Highgate, a tnshp., U. S., N. Amer., Vermoi

on L. Champlain, 55 m. N.W. Moutpelier.

High Halden, a pa. of England, co. Kent, :i

m. N.N.E. Tenterden. Ac. 3765. P. 663.

Highland, a co. of the U. S., North Americ;
in the S.E. part of Ohio, between the Scioto an
Miami rivers. Area 468 sq. m. P. (186

27,773. Surface elevated and soil fertile.—^11.

CO. of Virginia. P. 3917 free, and 402 slaves

—III. a town, Indiana, 72 m. W. Indianapolis.

Highlands, districts in Scotland and in Nor.
America. [Arctic Highlands—Scotland.]
Highley, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 6j ir"

S.S.E. Bridgenorth. Ac. 1527. P. 407.

Hightae, a vill. of Scotland, co. Dumfries, f r

and 2i m. Lochmaben. P. 414.

Highway, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4i ib

N.E. Calne. ,Ac. 813. P. 121. '

High-Week, a pa. of England, co Devon, 1 it

W.N.W. Abbot's-Newton. Ac. 2422. P. 1671.

Highworth, a bor., market town, and pa. c

England, co. Wilts, 3J m. N.W. the Shrivenhar

station of the G. W. Rail. Ac. of pa. 10,000. P. 362S

HiGUERA La Real, a town of Spain, prov. an

41 ra. S.S.E. Badajos. P. 4992.

HiGUERA ISLA DE LA Or ISLA CHRISTINA, a vil

of Spain, prov. and 22 m. W.S.W. Huelva, with

natural harbour, between the rivers Guadiaim an
Odiel, on the Mediterranean. P. 1819.—Higuer
Junta d'Aracena, a, town, 49 m. N.N.E. Huelva, i

the Sierra Morena. P. 1196.

—

Higtieruela is

vill. of Spain, prov. & 26 m. E. Albacette. P. 237-;

HijAR, a town of Spain, prov. and 62 m. N.N.I

Teruel, on the Martin. P. 3060.

HiKLAR, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. Kar»

mania, dist. and 6 m. N. Kaisariyeh.

HiLAiRE (St), numerous comms., towns, an

vills. of France.—I. dep. Charente-Inf., 6 m. S

St Jean d'Angely. P. 1321.—II. Aude, 6 m. E.N.i

Limoux. P. 934'.—III. Indre, cant Le Blanc I

1006.—IV. Nord, 8 m. E. Cambrai. P. 2164.-

V. (de la Cote), Isfere, 22 m. E.S.E.Vienne. P. 113(

—VI. (du Harcouet), a town, dep. Manche, 9 ic

S.W. Mortain. P. 4080.—VII. (des Landes), 111^

et-Vilaine, 7 m. W. Fougeres. P. 1671.—VII.

(des Loges), Vendue, 7 m. E. Fontenay. P. 27-2

—IX. {Loulagy, Vendue, 22 m. N.N.E. Napoleon

Vendue. P. 2123.—X. (St Mesim), Loiret, 4 u

S.W. Orieans. on 1. b. of the Loire. P. 1806.-

XI. (de RoizX Vendue, 17 m. N.N.W. Las Sablfs

P. 2244.—XII. (de Talmont\ Vendue, 9m.RS.I
Les Sables. P. 2582. With mines of lead ai

argentiferous sulphur.—XIII. (la Ligniret), def

Isfere, arr. St Aniand, cant. St Marcellin. P. 18oi

—XIV. (la Pallud), dep. Deux Sevres, arr. Niori

cant. Mauz^. P. 1940.

Hilary (St), a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamof

gan, 2 m. S.E. Cowbridge. Ac. 1200. P. 189.

HiLBOROUGH, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, ;>

m. S. Swaffham. Ac 3101. P. 365.

HiLCHENBACH, a town of PrussianWestphalia

gov. Arnsberg, 9 m. N.N.E. Siegen. P. 1300.

HiLDBWKGHAUSEN, a town of Central Germani
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Saxe Meiniugen, cap. dist., on the Werra, 17 in.

S.E. Meiningen. P. 4263. It has a gymnasium,
burgher and Jews' school, orphan and lunatic

asylums; manufs. cloth and papier-machd P. of

dist. (1861) 19,764. Formerly cap. of duchy Saxe
llildburghausen, now united to Saxe Meiningen.
HiLDEKSHAM, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,

IJ ra. N.W. Linton. Ac. 1499. P. 227.

HiLDESHEiM, a town of Prussia, Hanover, cap.

landr., on the Innerste, an affl. of the Leine,

I

and on the railway to Harburg, 18 m. S.E. Hano-
1 ver. P. (1864) 17,988, of whom l-3d were Eoman
' Catholic. It has a cathedral, 3 other churches, a
consistory, and a college, belonging to the Eoman
CathoUcs; a Lutheran college, deaf-mute and
lunatic asylums, numerous public schools, a coun-
iil-hall, treasury, a trade in coarse linen cloths

and yarns, and lai;ge cattle fairs. Its principality

Las an area of 1750 sq. m. P. (1864) 342,014.

Hii.DisREDEN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Luzern, dist. Sursee, an ancient place of pilgrim-

age. P. 688.

HiLGAY, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3J m. S.

Market-Downham. Ac. 7860. P. 1624.

Hill, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 3J m
S.S.W. Berkeley. Ac. 2476. P. 216.

HiLi, a CO. of U. S., North America, Texas.
P. 3003 free, 650 slaves.

HiLLAH, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and
GO m. S. Bagdad, the modern representative of

ISabylon, and near the centre of its ruins, on both
-ides of the Euphrates, here 450 feet in width,
md crossed by a floating bridge. Lat 32° 28' N.

;

Ion. 44° 28' E. P. 10,000. It is enclosed by earth
ramparts and a ditch, entered by 4 gates, has a
iitadel, a mosque, convents, bazaars, and mauufs.
if silks, and tanneries. reABYLON.]
Hillary (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

Jim. E.N.E. Penzance, and comprising the town
jMarazion, with important mines of copper and
in, mixed with lead and silver. Ac. 3657. P. 3459.

I HiLLAYA or HiLLiYA, a Small town of Scinde,

(39 m. S. Hyderabad, on the route from Tattah.
^Supplies of forage and water are here plentiful.

Hill-Deverill, a pa. of England, co. "Wilts,

!J m. S. Warminster. Ac. 1420. P. 149.
HiLLE, a vill. of Prussian-Westphalia, gov. and

i m. N.W. Minden. P. 3000.
Hillegom and Hillegersberg, two vills. of

he Netherlands, prov. S. Holland.—I. 6 m. S.W.
Jaarlem. P. 1538.—II. cap. dist., 2J m. N. Kot-
,erdam. P. 1991.
I HiLLEROD, a town of Denmark, island of See-
land, 20 m. N.N.W. Copenhagen. P. 2301.
HiLLESDKN, a pa. of England, co. and 3i m.

i.S.W. Buckingham. Ac. 2150. P. 251.
HiLLESHEiM, a vill. of Ehenish-Prussia, gov.
nd 36 m. N. Treves. P. 930.
HiLLESTED, a pa. of Denmark, island of Laa-

jand, 2 m. Marieboe. P. 600.

)
Hill-Farrance, a pa. of England, co. Somer-

'et, 3i m. W. Taunton. Ac. 920. P. 682.
HrLLuiGDON, a pa. of Engl., co. Middlesex, corn-

rising the town Uxbridge. Ac. 4720. P. 10,750.
HiLLiNGToN, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, SJ

1. E. Castle-Eising. Ac. 2529. P. 330.—II. co.
«.rfolk, oj m. S.E. Norwich. Ac. 516. P. 98.
HiLLioN, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. C6tes-
u-Nord, arr. and 4 m. E. St Etienne. P. 2710.
Hill-Marton, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 3.J

1. N.N.E. Calne. Ac. 4182. P. 787.

I

HiLL-MoRTON, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
J
m. S.E. Eugby. Ac. 3150. P. 978.
Hillsborough, a market town, formerly a pari.
T., & pa. of Ireland, co. Down, 3 m. S.S.W. Lis-
urn. Ac. 8484. Pop. of pa. 5515 ; do. of town

1247. Manufs. linen. It has a church with three
towers, district bridewell, and market-house.
Hillsborough, two cos. of the U. S.—I. in S.

part of New Hampshire. Area 884 sq. m. P.
(I860) 62,140.—IL Florida, in W. part of its

peninsula. P. 2417 free, 564 slaves.—Also three
townships.—I. New Hampshire, 21 m. W.S.W.
Concord.—II. New Jersey, Somerset co.—III.

cap. Highland co., Ohio.
Hillsborough, the princip. town of the island

Carriacou, one of the Grenadines, West Indies.

Hillsdale, a co. of U. S., North America, in S.

of Michigan. Area 608 sq. m. P. (1860) 25,675.
Also a tnshp., New York, 32 m. S. Albany.
HiLLSLEY, a tythiug of England, co. Glo'ster,

pa. Hawkesbury, 3 m. E.N.E. Wickwar. P. 574.

HiLPERTON or HiLPRINGTON, a pa. of Engl., CO.

Wilts, 1} m. N.N.E. Trowbridge. Ac. 1078. P. 880.
HiLPOLSTEiN, a small town of Bavaria, circ.

Upper Palatine, 20 m. S.S.E. NUrnberg, with a
ducal resid., & 1500 inhabs.—II. a vill., circ. Upp.
Franconia, 28 m. S.W. Bayrouth. P. 460.

HiLSBACii, a town of Baden, circ. Middle
Ehine, 17 m. S.S.E. Heidelberg. P. 1380.

Hii^ENiiEiM, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
B. Ehin, arr. and 5 m. N.E. Schelestatt. P. 1968.

HiLSTON, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Eiding,
13 m. E.N.E. Hull. Ac. 548. P. 54.

HiLTENFiNGEx, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Swabia,
17 m. S.S.W. Augsburg. P. 700.

Hilton, a tnshp., England, co. Derby, pa. Mars-
tou-on-Dore, 2J m. E.N.E. Tutbury. P. 719.—
IL a pa.," CO. Dorset, 7J m. W.S.W. Blandford-
Forum. Ac. 2974. P. 833.—III. co. Hunts, 34 m.
S.S.W. St Ives. Ac. 1280. P. 387.—IV. co. York,
N. Eiding, 2J m. E.S.E. Yann. Ac. 1340. P. 127.

—V. a tnshp., co. Durham, pa. Monk-Wearmoutli,

3i m. W.N.W. Sunderland. Ac. 1092. P. 98.

Hilvarenbeek, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
N. Brabant, cap. dist., 16 m. S.S.W. Bois-le-Duc.
HiLVERSUM, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. N.

Holland, cap. dist., 16 m. S.E. Amsterdam. P.
1350. It has manufs. of carpets and cotton cloths.

Himalaya Mountains (" the dwelling ofmow"
the Immaus of the ancients) extend in an irregu-

lar curve of more than 22° of Ion., nearly 1500
ni., breadth 100 to 160 m., along the N. boundary
of Hindostan, and form the most elevated moun-
tain-chain in the world. They are situated

between lat, 27° and 35° N., Ion. 73° 23' and
95° 40' E., and extend from the river Indus on
the W., to the great bend of the river Sanpoo on
the E. The Himalaya is not a single mountain
chain, but a range of rugged snowy peaks, de-
pending from the high table-land of Tibet, and
separated by deep gorges, the outlets of rapid
streams, generated by the melted snow and ice

of the interior. The mountains terminate on the
S., towards the plain of the Ganges, in a wall-

like range, from 4000 to 6000 feet high, broken
up, at intervals, by deep precipitous chasms,
through which the springs and rivers flow down
with great impetuosity. Between these and the
higher ranges lie the fertile and well-cultivated

valleys of Nepaul and Bhotan. The mean eleva-

tion of the range has been estimated at from 16,000
to 18,000 feet, but 45 of its peaks exceed 23,000
feet. Several reach a height of 25,000 feet ; Mount
Everest or Gauriskaner is 29,002 feet, Dhaulagiri
is 26,826 feet, Nanda Deni 25,749 feet, Kunchin-
junga 28.156 feet, Sichsur 27,799 feet, and Chu-
maiari 23,946 feet above the sea. The high
table-land of Tibet, forming the N. portion of the
range, has a more gradual and extensive slope

than the steep and abrupt mountain declivitios

of the S. The Himdlaya maintains a consider-
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able height and breadth along the N. of Assam,
but beyond this point nothing certain is known
of the range. The principal passes are the Mus-
tagh pass, in Balti, lat. 35° 53' N., Ion. 76' 35' E.,

28,265 feet above the sea, and the Ibi-Gamin pass,

between Gnari-Khorsun and Gurliwal, 20,459
feet; none of these is used for traffic. The
highest used for the transit of cattle, etc., are the
Pai-ang pass, in Spiti, 18,500 feet, the Mana-Ghat,
18,406 feet, and the Kiobrdng pass, 18,313 feet.

The difficulty of these ascents is extreme, espe-
cially that of the Niti pass, which leads to Mansa,
the sacred Lake of Tibet. The base and sum-
mits, and probably the great mass of this range,

consist of granite and crystalline-stratified rocks.

A zone of Silurian strata prevails at elevations of

15,000 to 18,000 feet, and tertiary strata, some of

very modem date, with many organic remains,
occur at various elevations along the ridge. The
lower limit of the snow-line is on the S. side

16,200 feet, while on the N. it is 17,400 feet.

Vegetation also extends much higher on the
N. than on the S. side. This arises from the
serenity and dryness of the air, and the ra-

diated heat from the extensive sloping table-

land towards the N. ; while on its S. there

are more frequent gales and moisture, and an
abrupt precipitous termination of the moun-
tains. Some of the peaks in the interior are free

of snow, and the contrast of this wit}i the other
snow-covered summits, and the deep azure of the

sky, renders the scenery most splendid. Mag-
nificent glaciers are found in every part of the
Himilaya and W. Tibet wherever there is per-
ennial snow. Some of these are 10 to 11 m. long,

and 1^ m. broad. The highest known are those
of Deotal, in Gurhwal, 17,945 feet, and Namtso,
in Lahaul, 15,570 feet above the sea. The base
of the mountains to the S. is covered with a dense,

impenetrable jungle, separating them from the
plains of India. This belt diminishes to the W.
and N. of the Jumna. Cultivation is carried to

the foot of the mountains. At the base, vegeta-
tion is of a tropical character ; at an elevation of

6000 feet, European plants succeed. Here rice

and other grains are cultivated ; as also a species

of arum, the roots of which form the food of the
Hill-people ; and wheat grows at an elevation of

13,000 feet The cultivation of the tea plant has
been introduced successfully along the entire S.
and W. face of the mountains up to 5000 feet
Herds of cattle are numerous, and especially sheep
and goats. Mines of iron, lead, and copper exist,

but have been little wrought or explored.
HiMBLETON, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

4^ m. S.E. Droitwich, within the pari, bounds of

which it is included. Ac. 2040. P. 410.

HiMLEY, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 3| m.
W. Dudley. Ac 1185. P. 367. It has manufs.
of scythes and edge tools.

HiMMELPFOBTEN, a vill. of N.W. Germanj',
Hanover, landr. and 8 m. W. Stade. P. 756.

—

Ilimmelkron is a market town of Bavaria, circ.

Upper Franconia. P. 700.
HiMUTGARH, a town of India, Gwalior territory,

in lat 26° 6' N., Ion. 78° 3' E. Near it the British
defeated the Mahrattas in 1843.

HiNCHE, a town of Hayti, 46 m. S.E. Cape
Haytien, on the Hinche, affl. of the Artibonite.
Hinckley, a township of the U. S., North

America, Ohio, co. Medina.
HiHCKLEY, a bor., market town, and pa. of

England, co. and 13 m. S.W. Leicester. Ac.
6200. P. 7315. Manufs. coarse hosiery. Ale
breweries. Head of a poor-law union, and a
polling-place for the S. division of the co.
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HrNDELAXG, a market town of Bavaria, ciro.

Swabia, 15 m. S. Kempten. P. 1300.

HiNDELOOPEN, a seaport town of the Nether-
lands, cap. cant, prov. West Friesland, on the
Zuyder Zee, 24 ni. S.W. Leeuwarden. P. 1207,

employed in ship-building and navigation.

HiNDELBANK, a vill., Switzerland, cant Bern,

dist Berthond. The church contains some beauti-

ful monuments. P. 724.

HiNDERCLAY, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 14

m. N.E. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 1458. P. 388.

HiNDERWELL, a pa. of Engl., co. York, N. Rid-

ing, 7J m. W.N.W. Whitby. Ac. 4400. P. 2805.

HiNDiA or Handiya, a town of Hindustan,
Gwalior dom., on the Nerbudda, 90 m. S.E. Oojein.

It has little military strength, but is in a com-
manding position, and the cap. of a dist.

HiNDiAN or Indiyah, a town of Persia, prov.

Khuzistan, 20 m. from the Persian Gulf, and 75

m. N.N.W. Bushire. P. 3500, mostly Arabs, who
carry on some trade with Bassorah.
Hjndley, a chapelry of England, co. Lancas-

ter, pa. and 2i m. E.S.E. Wigan. P. 8477.

HiNDLip, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, S

m. N.N.E. Worcester. Ac. 1054. P. 136.

Hijtdoen, the largest of the Loffoden islanda

Norway, in the Arctic Ocean, divided between

the provs. Norrland and Finnmark. Length 4ii

m., breadth 40 miles.

HiNDOLVESTO, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk.

3 m. N. Foulsham. Ac. 2490. F. 705. -Hilderston.

an ecclesiastical dist., co. Stafford, pa. and 3 m.

KN.E. Stone. P. 448.

HrNDON, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Wilts, 8 m. S.S.E. Wanninster. Ac. 212. P. 604.

HiNDON, a river of Hindostan, which has its

rise in lat 30° 16' N., Ion. 77° 53' E., at the S.W.

base of the Sewalik range. It has a S. course, and

is divided from the Jumna by an elevation of the

surface along which the Doab Canal extends.

During the rainy season it is connected with

various ton-ents by cross channels, which at tha;

time traverse the country. After a S. course of 160

m., it enters the Jumna on the left, in lat 28° 27'N»

Ion. 77° 30' E. One of the first battles with the re-

volted sepoys in 1857 took place near this river.

HnnxK) KoosH or Indian Caucasus, a range

of mountains in Central Asia, forming a W. con-

tinuation of the Kara-korum range, with which

it is connected by the peak of Poosht-Khar, S. of

the Bolor, 19,000 feet above the sea, and covered

with perennial snow. It extends between lat

34° and 26° N., Ion. 66° and 78° E., separating

Afghanistan from Independent Turkestan. The
range has no timber. The Oxus and Helmnnd
rivers rise here. Across this range is the Khawat
Pass, in Ion. 70° E., 13,200 feet above the sea.

HiNDOOB or Nalagurh, a hill state of India.

at the S.W. declivity of the Himalaya Mountabs.
Bounded, N. by Kuhloor, E. by Bahgul and

Muhlog, S. and W. by Sirhind. Area 233 sq. m.

P. estimated at 20,000. It is traversed through

its whole extent by a range of steep hilla, th j

highest point being 4064 feet above the sea. It

is drained by the Gumber, Gunrora, and the Snrsa

rivers. Soil fertile, yielding rice, wheat, barley

millet, cotton, opium, hemp, tobacco, and oil-seed.

Hindostan, a country of Asia. [India."]

HiNDBiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

2J m. E.S.E. Walsingham. Ac. 3313. P. 731.

Hinds, a co. of U. S., N. America, in centre oi

Mississippi, cap. Raymond, and containing Jack

son, the cap. of the state. Area 851 sq. m. T

(1860) 8976 free, 22,363 slaves.

HiKESBURG, a township of U. S., N. America

Vermont, 24 m. W. Montpelier. P. 1837.
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HixGHAM, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Norfolk, 51 m. W.N.W. "Wymondham. Ac.

of pa. 3649. P. 1605.

HiNGHAii, a township of U. S., N. America,
Massachusetts, on the bay, 15 m. S.E. Boston.

HiNGLAJ, a place of Hindoo pilgrimage, Be-
loocliistan, prov. Mukran, on the Aghor, 20 m.
from its mouth in the Indian Ocean.
HiNGUNGiiAT, a considerable commercial town

of Hindostan, Eerar dom., on an afli. of the

Wurda, 50 m. S.S.W. Nagpore.
HiNiESTA or YxiESTA, Segestica, a town of

Spain, prov. and 48 m. S.S.E. Cuenca. P. 4116.

It has a fine pa. church, and roanufs. of common
woollens. Near it are some jasper quarries.

HiNiiA Lake, on the Russian boundary of the

Amur, one of the sources of the Usuri, is 60 m.
long, and 30 in extreme breadth.

HiNKSEY (North), a pa. of England, co. Berks,

about 3 m. yf. Oxford. Ac. 900. P. 438.—II,
{South'), a pa. in same co., in vicinity of Oxford.

Ac. 550. P. 636.

HiNUJPEN or HmLOOPEN, the strait separating
tie principal island, Spitzbergen, from E. islftlsd.

HiNOJOSA DEL DuQUE, a town of Spain, prov.

and 40 m. N.W. Cordova. P. 7748. It has several

convents and hospitals, and manufs. of linen and
woollen fabrics, and counterpanes.
HiNSTOCK, a pa. of England, co. Salop, b\ m.

N.N.E. Newport, Ac. 3036. P. 791.

Hinsdale, several townships of U. S., N. Ame-
rica,—I. New Hampshire, on the Connecticut, 69
m. S.W. Concord.—II. New York, on the Genes-
see valley canal, and New York and Erie Kail-

way.—III. Massachusetts, co. Berkshire.
HiNTLESHAM, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4

m. E.N.E. Hadleigh. Ac. 2828. P. 613.

HiNTON, the name of several pas. of England.

—

I. {Ampner), co. Hants, 3J m. S.S.E. New Aires-
ford. Ac. 2349. P. 362.—II. {BkwettX co. Somer-
set, n m. N.N.E. Wells. Ac. 1102. P. 302.—
IIL (fiherry). [Cherry Hintox.]—IV. (St

Georgey, co. Somerset, 2i m. N.N.W. Crewkeme.
Ac 1600. P. 761.—V, (Little), co. Wilts, 6 m. E.
Swmdon. Ac. 1815. P. 298.—VI. {on-the-Green),
CO. Glo'ster, 9 m. E.N.E. Tewkesbury. Ac. 2259.
P. 192.—VII. (in-the-Hedgesy, co. Northampton,
2 m. W. Brackley. Ac. 2070. P. 178.—VIII.
{MarteTy, co. Dorset, 4^ m. N.N.E. Wimbome-
Minster. Ac. 1534. P. 357.—IX. {Stawbridge),

2i m. N. Wimborne-Minster. Ac. 439. P. 54.—
X. {Tarrant), in same co., 8 m. W.S.W. Cran-
bome, Ac. 2279. P. 258.—XI. {St Mary), 7 m.

' S.W. Shaftesbury. Ac. 982. P. 342.—XII. {St
Waldrist), co. Berks, 6 m, E.N.E. Farringdon.
Ac. 2180. P. 329.

Hints, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 3J m.
W.S.W. Tamworth. Ac. 1849. P. 200.
HiNWEiL, a pa. of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

en the slopes of Bachtel, cant. AUman. P. 1568.
HiNXHiLL, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2i m. E.

Ashford. Ac. 663. P. 128.
HiNXTON, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 4J

m. W.S.W. Linton. Ac. 1503. P, 396.
HixxwoRTH, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 4 m.

N. Baldock. Ac. 1440. P. 320.
HippERHOLME, a township of England, co.

York, W. Eiding, on the Calder, and on the
Leeds and Manchester Eailway, pa. and 2 m. E.
Kalifax. P. 7340.
HippoLYTE (St), several towns and comms, of

'France.—I. dep. Gard, cap. cant., arr. and 13 m.
E.S.E. Le Vigan. P. 4764. Manufs. of woollen
cloths for the army, silks, and cotton hosiery.

—

n. dep. Haut Ehin, on rail., 4 m. S.S.W. Schele-
sUtt. P. 2241.—III. dep. Doubs, cap. cant., on

the Doubs, at the influx of the Dessoubre, 13 m.
S. Montbeliard. P. 1126.—IV. {les BainaX dep.
Nievre, arr. Chat§au Chinon, cant. Moulinsen-
Gilbert. P. 1246. Thermal sulphurous springs
bath house built of marble. Manufs. pottery.

HiBAM, two townships of U. S., North America.
—I. Maine, on the Saco, 60 m. W.S.W. Augusta.—II. Ohio, CO. Portage.
HiRCHOVA or HiRSOVA, a fortified town of Euro-

pean Turkey, prov. Bulgaria, cap. dist., on the
Danube, 55 m. N.E. Silistra. P. 4000. Its citadel
is inhabited by Turks, its suburbs mostly by
Greeks and Wallachians.
HiREPOLi, a town of European Turkey, Eumili,

45 m. S.E. Adrianople, on the route to Eodosto.
HiRNANT, a pa. of N. Wales, co. Montgomery,

6J m. W.N.W. LlanfyUyn. Ac. 4000, P. 295.
HiRSCHAU, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper

Palatinate, 8 m. N.E. Amberg; P. 1420. Manufs.
stoneware. Here Jerome of Prague was arrested
in 1415.—II. a vill. of WUrtemberg, circ. Black
Forest, on the Nagold, 2 m. N.W. C'alw. P. 620.

HiRSCHBERG, a town of Switzerland, cant.
Appenzell, in Ehine Thai. P. 1337.

HiRSCHBERG, a fortified town, Prussian Silesia,

gov. and 27 m. S.W, Liegnitz, on 1, b. of the Bober,
near the Bohemian frontier. P, (1864) 10,093. It
has a Lutheran & four Eoman Catholic churches,
and a Protestant gymnasium. It is an emporium
for linen fabrics and hosiery, and has bleaching
and cotton printing works, paper mills, sugar re-
fineries, and potteries. Near it is the watering-
place of Warmbrunn.—II. a town, principality

Eeuss, cap. dist., and on the Saale, 8 m. E.S.E.
Lobenstein, with a mountain fortress. P. 1750.
Manufs. cotton goods and leather.—III. (Bohe-
mian Dohzy), a town of Bohemia, circ. Bimzlau,
36 m. N.N.E. Prague. P. 2000.

HiRSCHFELDE, a town of Saxony, circ. Baut-
zen, on 1. b. of the Neissc, 5 m. N.E. Zittau. P.
1773. It has linen and cotton weaving.
HiRSCHFELDT, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower

Franconia, on the Main. P. 456.
HiRsCHOLM, a vill. of Denmark, island Seeland,

near its E. coast, 14 m. N. Copenhagen, with a
castle, and 300 inhabitants.

HiRscHORN, a vill. of Hessen-Darmstadt, prov.
Starkenburg, cap. dist., on the Neckar, 32 m.
S.S.E. Darmstadt. P. 1700.

HiRisiNGEN, a comm. and vill. of France, cap.
cant., dep. Haut Ehin, arr. and 2J m. S.S.E.
Altkirch. P. 1343.

HiRSLANDEN, a vill. of Switzerl., cant. Zurich,
dist. Newmlinster. P. 1791. Two silk manufs.

HiRSON, a comm. & town of France, dep. Aisne,
cap. cant., on the Oise, 11 m. N.E. Vervins. P.

3238, mostly engaged in yarn factories.

HiRsovA, a fortified town of European Tur-
key, Bulgaria, 56 m. N.E. Silistria, near rt.

b, of the Danube. P. 5000.

HiRZEL, a town of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,
dist Horgen. P. 1175.

HiSAR or HissAR (a castle), a vill. and fort of

Persia, prov. Azerbijan, 32 m. W.S.W. Takhti-
Soleiman. Near it are the caves of .Kereftee,

anciently devoted to Mithraic worship.
HisiGLNE, a town of Persia, prov. Irak-Ajemi,

on the Sefid Eood, 60 m. S. Ardabil, near the fron-

tier of Ghilan, with which prov. it has an active

export trade in cotton and grain, and a transit

trade by means of pack-horses.
HisiNGEN, an isl. off the W. coast of Sweden,

Isen Gothenburg, at the mouth of the Goeta-elf.

HisPANioLA or San Domingo. [Hayti.]
His-SAR, a town of British India, cap. of tht> per-

gunnah of same name, dist. Hurreeanah, N.W.
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provs., 104 m. N.W. Calcutta. It is situated on
a branch from the Delhi Canal.

HissAR, a mountainous region of Central Asia,

doubtfully included in the dom. either of Koon-
dooz or Bokhara.—II. its cap. town, Hissar, is on
an affluent of the Oxus, 130 m. N.E. Balkh.

HiSTON, a pa. of England, co. & 3J m. N.N.W.
Cambridge, with a station on the Huntingdon
branch of the E. C. Eail. Ac. 2300. P. 971.

Hit (anc. Is and Acopolis), a town of Asiatic
Turkey, pashalic Bagdad, on the Euphrates, 140
m. N.W. Hillah. Lat. 33° 30' N. ; Ion. 42° 60' E.
It consists of about 1500 clay-built and flat-roofed

liouses. A minaret, and some tombs, are its only
structures worthy of notice. The inhabitants

Erepare wool, build boats, manuf. salt, and export
itumen and naphtha from the pits here, which

were abundantly productive in the earliest ages
of antiquity, and seem to be as "permanent as a
source of water."
HiTCHAM, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 5 m.

N.W. Windsor. Ac. 1370. P. 205.— II. co. Suf-
folk, 1 m. N. Bildeston. Ac. 4117. P. 991.

HiTCHENDKN or HuGHEHDON, a pa. of England,
CO. Bucks, IJ m. N. High Wycombe. Ac. 5751.

P. 1653.

HiTCHiN, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. and 14* m. N.W. Hertford. Ac of pa. 6457.

P. 7677. It has lavender farms. Alt. 420 feet;

rainfall 19 inches. A station on G. N. Eailway.
HiTTERKN, an island of Norway, stift. and 40

m. W. Trondhjem, in the North Sea. Length W.
to E. 30 m.

;
greatest breadth 10 m. P. of pa.,

comprising several small adjacent islands, 3700,
mostly employed in fishing Hitterx is a small
island, off the S.W. coast, amt. Mandal. P. 1160.

HiTTisLEiGH, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 7^
m. W.S.W. Crediton. Ac. 1155. P. 156.

HiTTNAW, a town of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

dist. Pfaffikon. Manufs. cotton and silk. P. 1753.

Hjo, a viU. of Sweden, dist. Mariestad, on
Lake Wetter. P. 600.

Hjorring, the most N. town of Jutland, Don-
mark, cap. amt., 29 m. N. Aalborg. P. 2807.

H'lassa, the cap. city of Tibet. [Lassa.]
Hlinsko, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 15 m.

S. Chrudim, on the Chrudimka. P. 3300.

Hluk, a ir rket town of Moravia, circ. and 5
m. S.E. Hradisch. P. 2000.

HoAi-KHiNG, a city of China, prov. Ho-nan,
cap. dep., in lat. 35° 6' N., Ion. 113° E.
HoANG-iio or Yellow River, one of the

principal rivers of the Chinese Empire, appears
to rise in the Ko-ko-nor territory, Tibet, 8000
feet above sea level, near lat. 34° N., Ion. 98° E.,

separated S. by a lofty mountain range from
the sources of the Yang-tze-Kiang, flows N.E

,

crossing the Chinese prov. Kan-su into Mongolia,
to about lat. 41° N., Ion. 108° E., re-enters China-
Proper, and after abrupt bends S. and E. Pre-
vious to 1854, it entered the Yellow Sea, in the
prov. Kiang-su, lat. 34° N., Ion. 120° E., after a
course estimated at 2480 m. In 1854 it changed its

course from Kai-Fung downward ; since then, it

flows by a N. bend into the S.W. of the Gulf of Clii-

Li, being a return to its old course, from which
it was diverted 550 years ago. The change was
made in 1854 by the Tae-Ping rebels stopping the

dredging, and cutting the dikes. Chief affls. the
Hoai-ho and Hoei-ho. It has violent inimdations,
and brings down quantities of yellow deposit,

whence its name. The Chinese hold this river

in great reverence. On its banks are many cities,

the principal being Lantcheou and Khai-fong,
caps, of the provs. Kan-su and Ho-nan.
HoANG-TCHOU, a city of China, prov. Hou-pe,

cap. dep , on the Yang-tze-Kiang, 33 m. E. Haa.
yang.—Two towns of Corea have this name.
Hoathe, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6 m. N.E,

Canterbury. Ac 898. P. 348.

HoBART-'?owN, the cap. town of Tasmania,
and district of same name, on the Derwent, on
the S. coast. Lat of Fort Mulgrave 42° 53' 5' S.

;

Ion. 157° 21' 5' E. P. (1861) 19,449. Mean temp,
of year 68°*6; coldest month 53°, warmest 62°

Fahr. Imports (1859) 662,397/.; exports 554,547/.;

the totals for the colony for same year being
respectively 1,163,907/. and 1,193,898/. It has
telegraphic line to Launceston and Melbourne,
is the seat of a governor, and has schools, and a
harbour. Shortest sea route to English Channel
12,130 m. ; shortest sailing voyage 92 days.

Hobey, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 5J m.
W.S.W. Melton -Mowbray. Ac 1060. P. 369.

HoBKiRK, a pa. of Scotland, co. Roxburgh, 6
m. E.S.E. Hawick. Ac. 16,242. P. 771. Elliott,

Lord Heathfield, the gallant defender of Gibraltar,

was born in this parish.

Hoboken, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

& 3 m. S.W. Antwerp. P. 2288. Manufs. woollens.

Hoboken, a vill., U. S., North America, New
Jersey, on Hudson river, opposite New York,
with which it communicates by steam-ferries.

HoBRo, a town of Denmark, prov. Jutland, at

the head of the fiord, 8 m. W. Manager. P. 1909.

HocHDORF, a dist, Switzerland, cant Luzeru,

east of the cantons of Zug and Aargau. Veiy
fertile, and comprising 13 pas. P. 1388.

HocHTELDEN, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Bas Rhin, cap. cant, 13 m. N.N.W. Stras-

bourg. P. 2530.
HocH-HEiM, atown of Prussia, Nassau, near the

Main, with a station on the Taunus Railway, 7

m. S.E, Wiesbaden. P, 2300. It stands on a

hUl, sloping to the Main, on which are the vine-

yards producing the true Hoch—a name impro-

perly given to Rhenish wines generally.

HoCHKiRCH, a vilL of Saxony, circ. and 7 m.

E.S.E. Bautzen. P. 477. Here the Prussians

defeated the Austrians, October 1758.—II. a vilL

of Prussian Silesia, S.E. Glogau. P. 240.

HocHSPEYEE, a vill. of Rhenish Bavaria, cant

and 6^ m. E. Kaiserslautem. P. 1360.

HoCHST, a town of Prussia, Nassau, on the

Main, near the influx of the Nidda, and on the

Taunus Railway, 6 nu W. FrankfUrt P. (1864)

2885. It has manufs. of tobacco, needles, chicory,

cabinet, and stone work.—II. a market town of

Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Starkenburg. P. 1350.

HocHSTADT, two towns of Bavaria.—I, circ

Swabia, on 1. b. of the Danube, and on the

Niimberg and Neumarkt Railway, 23 m. N.W.
Augsburg. P. 2500. The battle of Blenheim,

fought in its immediate neighbourhood, is calltd

by the French and Germans the battle of HCch-i

stadt—1 1, a town, circ. Upper Franconia, gov. and

15 ra. S.S.W. Bamberg, on the Aisch. P. 1760.

HocHSTETTiN (Gross), a pa. and vill. of Swit-

zerland, cant and 10 m. S.E. Bern. P. 4799.

HocKERiNG, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m.

E. East Dereham. Ac. 1931. P. 387.

HocKERTON, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 2 m.

N.N.E. Southwell. Ac. 1373. P. 108.

HocKAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.

N.W. East Harling. Ac. 3406. P. 629.

HocKHOCKiNG, a river, U. S~, North America,

rises in Ohio, co. Fairfield, and flows S.E.,after a

course of 80 m., into the Ohio at Troy Town. It

is navigable for boats 70 miles from its mouth._

Hocking, a co. of U. S., North America, Ohio,

watered bv the Hockhocking, cap. Logan. Ana
361 sq. m'. P. (1860) 17,067.-11. a townsliip,

1flaa.

i
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Ohio, CO. Fairfield, with the vills. Lancaster and
Hamburg. P. 1826.

Hockley (Montem), a pa. of Engl., co. Essex,

2} m. N.N.E. Eayleigh. Ac. 4614. P. 798.

HocKLiFFE, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 4

J

m. N.W. Dunstable, and 3^ m. from the Leighton
station of the London and North-Western Kail-

way. Ac. 1021. P. 416.

HocKWOLD, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.
^V^N.W. Brandon. Ac. 7478, a great part of

which is fen-land. P. 803.

HocKWORTHY, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5J
ni. E.S.E. Bampton. Ac. 2526. P. 373.

HoDDESDON, a market town of England, co.

Herts, pas. Amwell and Broxburn, near a branch
of the E. Cos. Railway, 4 m. S.E. Hertford. Ac.
2582. P. 1898.

HoDDAM, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumfries, 4 m.
N. Annan. Ac. 7564. P., including the vill. of

Ecclefechan, 1653.

HoDEiDA or HoDiDA, a seaport town of Arabia,
Yemen, on the Eed Sea, 100 m. N.N.W. Mocha.
Its bazaars are supplied with Indian silks, cloths,

md grains, besides the produce of Arabia.
HoDGESTOX, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 3

n. E.N.E. Pembroke. Ac. 709. P. 43.

HoDic or HoEDic, an isl. of France. [Hedic]
HoDiMONT, a vill. of Belgium, prov. and 13 m.

;. Liege. P. 2000. It has manufs. of cloth.

HoDNET, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 5^ m. S.W.
.larket-Drayton. Ac. 16,399. P. 1979.

HoDUL, a town of British India, dist. Goorgaon,
S.W. provs., 60 m. S. Delhi. P. 5840.
Hoe, several pas. of England.—I. co. Norfolk,

' m. N.N.E. East Dereham. Ac. 1400. P. 169.
-II. CO. Suffolk, 7 m. N. Woodbridge. Ac. 1185.
'. 182.—III. {St Werburgh), co. Kent, 3 J m. N.E.
lochester. Ac. 6032. P. 1065. It has a union
vorkhouse.—IV. {St Mari/'s), same co., 5 m.
^.N.E. GiUingham. Ac. 2866. P. 264.—V.
AUkallows). [Allhallows, Kent.]—VI. a cha-
lelry, co. Devon, pa. and 1 m. N. Piymstock.
Horn, numerous cities and towns of the Chinese

]rapire; the principal being—I. (H.-an), prov.
Ciang-su, cap. dep., on the Imperial Canal, near
lie Hoang-ho, 100 m. N.N.E. Nanking, said to
e enclosed by a triple wall, and to have consider-
ble trade.-II. {H.-Ning-tching, Mongol. Bainda),
ihineso Turkestan, 15 ra. N.E. EW, with a
hinese garrison.—III. (H.-tcheou), China, prov.
ud 85 m. E. Canton, on a tributary of the Can-
in river, cap. dep., said to have active manufs.
f shell articles.— IV. (H.-Yuan TchingX the
hinese name of El^ or Hi.—The Hoei-ho is a
lief affl. of the Hoang-ho or Yellow River. Total
<timated course 400 miles.
Hoen-ho, a river of China, prov. Chi-li, joins

le Pei-ho at Tien-tsin, 60 m. S.E. Peking, after
S.E. course of 300 m., during which it receives
iveral considerable tributaries.
HoKRDT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Bas
tin, 8 m. N. Strasbourg. P, 1793.
Hop, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper Franconia,
ip. dist., on the Saale, and on the Saxon-Ba-
iiian Railway, 30 m. N.E. Bayreuth. P. (1864)
i.U6. Since ravaged by lire in 1823, it has
'eu regularly built, and it has a gymnasium with
library, and manufs. of muslins, yams, woollen
uffs, leather, and colours. Iron mines and
arble quarries in its vicinity.—II. a market
wn of Upper Austria, dist. and 8 m. E. Salz-

jirg. P. 2500.—JJo/en and Hofenheim are vills. re-
ipctively in the doms. Wiirtemberg and Baden.
HoF, a pa. of Norway, 60 m. N.E. Christiania.
fiOO.

UoFGEiSMAR, a town of Hessen-Ca^eel, prov.

Lower Kessen, on an affl. of the Weser, 15 m.
N.W. Cassel. P. 3600. Enclosed by walls.

Hf^FiiEiM, a vill., Bavaria, circ. Lower Fran-
conia, 36 m. N.E. Wurtzburg. P. 870.—II. a
walled town, duchy Nassau, 9 m. E. Wiesbaden.
P. 1500.—III. a vill., Hessen-Darmstadt, prov.
Starkenburg, 19 m. S.W. Darmstadt. P. 1300.
HoFWYi, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 6 m.

N. Bern, with an educational and agricultural
institution founded by Fellenberg in 1799, attend-
ed by pupils from all parts of Europe. P. 400.

HoGELAND or HoGiiLAND, an isl., Russia, in the
Gulf of Finland, 110 m. W. St Petersburg. Celeb,
for a naval victory gained by the Russians over
the Swedes in 1788, and for the measure of an
arc of the meridian between it and Jakobstadt.
Hogganfield, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark,

pa. Shettlestone. P. 532.

Hoggeston, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 3 m.
S.E. Winslow. Ac. 1526. P. 207.
HoGHTON, a township, England, co. Lancaster,

pa. Leyland. with a station on the E. Lancashire
Railway, 6 m. S.E. Preston. Ac. 2227. P. 1201.
Hog Island.—I. Malay Archipelago, off the

N.E. extremity of Java, lat. 7° b' S., Ion. 114^
55' E., and 20 m. in circuit.—II. off the W. coast
of Sumatra, 40 m. in length, by 3 m. in breadth.

—

III. British India, an islet in the harbour of Bom-
bay.—IV. Bahamas, N.E. of New Providence.
Hog Islands, a cluster of islets, off the S.W.

coast of Ireland, Munster, co Kerry, nearthe mouth
of Kenmare river, 3 m. N.W. Lambhead.

—

Hog-
head is a promontory on the Atlantic, at the point
forming the N.W. entrance of the same river.

HoGNASTON, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 3^ m.
S.W. Wirksworth. Ac. 1384. P. 295.

HoGSHAW, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 4 m.
S.S.W. Winslow. Ac. 1030. P. 50.

HoGSTHORPE, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4
m. E.S.E. Alford. Ac. 3325. P. 874.

HoGSTiES, a group of dangerous rocky islets,

Bahamas, W. Indies, 38 m. N.W. the Gt. Inague.
HoGUE (La), France. [Cafe la Hogue.]
HoGYESZ, a town of Hungary, co. Tolna, 32 m.

N.N.E. Fiinfkirchen. It has a castle, and a trade
in wine and tobacco. P. 2820.

HoHENAU, a vill. of Lower Austria, near the
March, with a station on the Emperor Ferdinand's
N. Railway, 45 m. N.E. Vienna. P. 800.

Hohenbruck, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 7
m. E. K6niggratz. P. 2250. Linen and paper
manufs., and iron mines.
Hoheneck, two vills. of Gennany.— I. Styria,

5 m. N. Cilly. Near it are the mineral baths of

Loka. P. 528.—II. Wiirtemberg, circ. Neckar,
N.E. Ludwigsburg.
Hohenelbe (Slav. Vrchlaby), a town of Bo-

hemia, circ. Bidschow, on the Elbe, 16 m. N.E.
Gitschin. P. 2800. Has linen and cotton weav-
ing, and manufs. of lace veils and wooden wares.
Hohen-Ems, a mkt. town of the Tirol, Vorarl-

berg, near the Swiss frontier, 10 m. N.E. Feld-
kirch, with a Jewish synagogue. P. 2400.

Hohfj^fels, a market town of Bavaria, circ.

Upper Palatinate, 17 m. N.W. Regensburg. P. 760.

HoHENFURT, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. and 26 ra.

S. Budweis. P. 1050.

—

Hohen-hameln is a mar-
ket town of Hanover, landr. and 84 m. N.N.E.
Hildesheim. P. 1072.

HoHENiiEiM, a hamlet of Wurtemberg, 4 m.
S.S.E. Stuttgart, with a school of agriculture.
HoHENLEUBEN, a mkt. town. Central Germany,

lleuss-Schleitz, 7 m. N.W. Greitz. P. 2300.
HoiiENLiNDEN, a vill. of Upper Bavaria, 20 m.

E. Munich, celebrated for a victory of the French
and Bavarians over the Austrians, in 180(^
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HoiTENLOHE, an ancient princip. of Germany,

circ. Franconia, now mediatised, and mostly
comprised in the circ. Jaxt (WUrtemberg), and
partly in Bavaria,
HoHENMAUTH, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 16

m. K Chrudim, with a station on the N. States
Bail way. Pop., with suburbs, 4700.

HoHEXRAiN, a town of Switzerland, cant. Lu-
cem, Hoehdorf, an ancient commandery of the
order of St Jean. P. 1911.

HoHENSAX, a vill. of E. Switzerland, cant. St
Gall, 5 m. N. Werdenberg.

HoHEN'STADT, a town of Moravia, circ. and 25
m. N.W. Olmutz, on the Sazawa, and with a sta-

tion on the N. States Kailway. P. 1400.
HoHENSTACFEN, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Danube, 24 m. N.N.W. Ulm. P. 1140.
HoHEXSTEDJ orHoHNSTEUf, Several small towns

of Germany.—I. Saxony, circ. and 12 m. N.E.
Zwickau. P. 6400, engaged in cotton, woollen,
and linen weaving, and spinning by machinery.

—

II. (Polish Ohtinch\ E. Prussia, gov. & 80 m. S.W.
Konigsberg, on Lake Wispel. P. 1300.—III.

Saxony, circ. and 17 m. E.S.E. Dresden. P. 994.
HoHENTAXTEis, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Thurgau, dist. Bishofzell. P. G81.
HOHENZOLLERN-HECHmOEN and HOHENZOL-

LERX-SiGMARDTGEX, two former principalities of
Germany, the former enclosed between Wiirtem-
berg on the W^ N., and E., & the two portions of
Hohenzollem-Sigmaringcn on the S. Cap. He-
chingen. Climate cold and territory infertile.—Hohenzollem-Sigmaringen consists of two large
and several smaller portions, surrounded by
Wiirtembei^, H.-Hechingen, and Baden. Cap.
Sigmaringen. Surface elevated, partly covered
with fine forests, and watered by the Rhine and
Neckar. Chief industry, agrictdture and cattle-
rearing. The principalities were made over to
Prussia in 1849. Area 461 sq. m. P. (18fi4') 64,Po8.
Ho-KiAK, a city of China, prov. Chi-U, cap.

dep., 100 m. W.S.W. Pe-king.
HoKiANGA, a river of New Zealand, north isl.,

enters the sea on its "W. coast, near the N. ex-
tremity, in lat. 35° 30' S., Ion. 173° 26' E. On it

are a British settlement, and a "Wesleyan mission.
HoLAR, a vill. of Iceland, on its N. coast, hav-

ing a cathedral, printing establishment, and
school. It became a bishop's see in 1106.
HoLBAK or HoLBECK, a seaport town of Den-

mark, island and stift Seeland, on an arm of the
Ise-fiord, 35 m. W. Copenhagen. P. 2971.
HoLBEACH, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Lincoln, on rail., 7J m. E.N.E. Spalding. Ac.
of pa. 35,220. P. 4956. It has a chuxch, union
workhouse, and two branch banks.
HoLBECK, a tnshp. and chapelry of Engl., co.

York, W. Riding, 1^ m. S.W. Leeds, within the
bounds of which bor. it is included. Ac. 760.

P. 15,824. Large woollen factories.

HoLBETON, a pa. of England, cd. Devon, 3i m.
W.S.W. Modbury. Ac. 4748. P. 965.

HoLBROOK, a chapelry of Engl., co. Derby, pa.

Duffield, 2 m. S.S.E. Belper. P. 956.—II. a pa.,

c». Suffolk, 6 m. S.S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 3153. P. 903.
Holcombe:, a {». of England, co. Somerset, 6 m.

N.N.E. Shepton-Mallet Ac 780. P. 388. The
church is very ancient.—II. {Bumelt). co. Devon,
4i m. W. Exeter. Ac. 1836. P. 242.—III. (.Bogus),
same co., 7 m. E.S.E. Bampton. Ac. 3024. P. 704.
HoLCOT, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, 6J

m. W.N.W. Wellingborough. Ac 1670. P. 517.
HoLCUTT, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 4 m.

N. Wobum. Ac. 880. P 71.
HoLDEN, a township, U. S., North America,

Massachusetts, 39 m. W. Boston. P. 1933.

Holdexbt, a pa. of England, co. and 51 m
N.N.W. Northampton. Ac. 1855. P. 184.

HoLDENHURST, a pa. of Engl., co. Hants 2J m.
N.W. Christchurch, within the bounds of which
pari. bor. it is included. Ac. 7390. P. 2488.
HoLDERXEss, a district of England, co. York,

E. Riding, consisting mostly of the tongue of land
stretching from N.W. to S.E. between the North
Sea and the estuary of the river Humber. Area,
which is level and fertile, 160,470 ac. P. 26,584.

HoLDERKESS, a township, U. S., North America,
New Hampshire, 38 m. N. Concord. P. 1744
HoLDGATE, a pa, of England, co. Salop, 11 m.

N.N.E. Ludlow. Ac. 1896. P. 196.

HoLFORD, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6 ni.

W.S.W. Watchet Ac 796. P. 170.

HoLGUiN, a town of the island of Cuba, West
Indies, cap. jurisdiction, E. dist., 68 m. N.N.W.
Cuba. P. (1861) 5203.

HoLics (pron. Holitch), a town, N.W. Hungary,
circ Neutra, 46 m. N. Presburg, near the March.
P. 5213. It has a Roman Catholic and Lutheran
churches, a Jews' synagogue, a Capuchin convent,

and manufactures of pottery, etc.

HoLiTZA, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

Bohm, dist Chrudion. P. 3500.

HoLKER (Upper), a township of England, co.

Lancaster, pa, and IJ m. N.N.W. Cartmel. Ac.

6550. P. 1160.—II. (Lower), same pa., 2 m. S.

Upper-Holker. Ac 2130. P. 1160.

HoLKHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on

the North Sea, 2im. W.Wells. Ac 5793. P. 603.

Altitude 39 feet Rainfall 18 inches.

Holla Hoxoor, a town in the territory of My-
sore, India, 127 m. N.W. Seringapatam. Its fort

yielded to the British and Mahrattas in 1791.

HoLLA^^), several townships of the U. S., North
America, the principal in New York, co. Erie^ on
Seneca Creek. P. 1315.

Holland, country. [Netheriands.]
Holland (New\ obsolete name of Australia.

HoLi^AXD (New), a dist forming a division of

the CO. Lincoln, on the S.E., having K the Wash.
Holland (North and Solth), two contiguous

provs. and the most important of the kingdom of

the Netherlands, composed of the peninsula and
islands between lat 51° 40' and 53° 30' N., Ion. •

4° and 5° 20' E., having S. Hollands-Diep, and a

mouth of the Rhine, W. the North Sea, and on

other sides the Zuyder-zee, and provs. Utrecht,

Gelderland, and N. Brabant Area of Nortl'

Holland, 966 sq. m. P. (1865) 566,474. Areaoi

South Holland 1176 sq. m. P. 672,367. Snr

face uniformly flat intersected by numerou.-

canals, and much of it below the level of h%l'

sea-tides, but protected against these by a lim;

of natural downs all along the W. coast and arti-

ficial dykes elsewhere The Leek and Maas tra

verse the S. prov. ; a large extent in the oentr

is occupied by the Y inlet, the land gained fron

Haarlem Lake, and extensive marshes. Cattle

rearing is the chief bi-anch of rural industry; bi;

manufs. of every description are very activel

carried on. Principal towns, Amsterdam, Haai

lem, Saardam or Zaardam, Alkmaar, and Hoorr

in North Holland; and the Hague, Botterdair

Leyden, and Dort, in South HoDand.
HoiJjtND (Parts of), a dist of Engl^ formin

a division of the co. Lincoln on the S.E., and hav

ing E. the North Sea. Ac. 256,320. P. 78,90.

Holland-Fen, in this district is a tract enclose

and drained, comprising 22,000 ac P. 10,000.-

II. (Great), a pa., co. Essex, 11 m. S.S.E. Mar

ningtree. Ac 2083. P. 467.-01. (lAttle

same co., 14i m. S.E. Colchester. Ac 916. i

88 IV. (l^per), a chapelry, co. Lancaster,

J
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the Liverpool and "Wigan Railway, pa. and 4 m.
W.S.W. Wigan. Ac. 4462. P. 3463.

Holland (Pueussisch), a town of E. Pnissia,

reg. and 68 m. S.W. Konigsberg, cap. circ, on a
height near tlie Weeska. P. 4000.

Hollands -DiEP, the principal arm of the Waal,
between S. Holland and N. Brabant, divides, after

a course of 14 m., into the Haring-vliet and
Volke-rak, the two largest mouths of the Rhine,

and which encircle the island Overflakke.

HoLLACOMBE, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon, 2i m.
E.S.E. Holsworthy. Ac. 1218. P. 87.

Holla HoNOOit, a town and fort of India, terri-

tory of Mysore, on the rt. b. of the river Bhadra.
HoLLESCHAU, a town of Moravia, circ. and 20

m. N.N.E. Hradisch, on an affluent of the March,
p. 6200, comprising many Jews.
HoLLESLEY, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6J

in. S.E. Woodbridge. Ac. 4026. P. 603.

HoLLFELD, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Franconia, 13 m. "W. Bayreuth. P. 1100.

HoLLiDAYSBURGii, a bor. of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania, on Junction river, 137
m. W.N.W. Harrisburg. A railway passes hence
over the Alleghany mountains to Johnstown.
HoLLiNGBOURN, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 5

m. E.S.E. Maidstone. Ac. 4660. P. 1190.

HoLLiNGSTEDT, a vill. of Denmark, duchy and
12 m. W.S.W. Schleswig.
HoLLiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2f

m. N.W. Hastings, Ac. 2470. P. 631.
HoLLiNGWORTH, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Chester,

pa. Mottram, 2 m. E. Stavley Bridge. Ac. 2041.

P. 2165.

HoLLiNGWOOD, a vill. of Engl., co. Lancaster,
pa. Prestwich, IJ m. W.S.W. Oldham. Pop. re-

turned with pa. ; has cotton and hat factories.

HoLLis, two townships of the U. S., Nortli
America.—I. Maine, 65 m. S.W. Augusta.—II.

New Hampshire, 33 m. S. Concord. HoUiston is

a township of Massachusetts, 24 m. S.W. Boston.
HoLLYM, a pa, of England, co. York, E. Riding,

16 m. S.E. Hull. Ac. 3740. P. 625.
HoLLYMOUNT, a town of Ireland, co. Mayo, on

the Robe, 4^ m. E.N.E. Ballinrobe. P. 416.
Hollywood, a pa. and vill. of Irel., co. Down,

on Belfast Lough, 4^ m. N.E. Belfast Ac. of pa.
8064. Pop. of pa. 6794 ; of vill. 2437. It has
a church, Presbyterian chapel, and a pier used by
fishermen.—II. a pa. of Leinster, co. Dublin, 2i
m. E.S.E. Naul. Ac. 3997. P. 697.—III. co.
Wicklow, a vill., 2^ m. S.E. Ballymore-Eustace.
Ac. of pa. 18,383. P. 1741.
Holme, several pas., etc., of England.—I. co.

Notts, 3J m. N. Newark. Ac. 1330. P. 121
—II. a township, co. York, West Riding, pa.
A.lmondbury, 7i m. S.S.W. Huddersfield. P.
^7.—III. {CuUrarn), a pa., co. Cumberland, 6 m.
W.N.W. Wigton. Ac. 38,962. P. 3867.—IV.
End), CO. Dorset, 2 m. S.W. Wareham. Ac.
1200. P. 50.—V. (//ate), CO. Norfolk, 4i m.
E.S.E. Svvaffham. Ac. 2601. P. 464.—VI.
Mci/)y CO. and 5 m. S.E. Hereford, on the Wye.
A.C. 3192. P. 307.—VII. {Moss), a mtn., co.
Derby, where it meets cos. York and Chester,
ttighest point 1859 feet above the sea.—VIII.
ory-the- Wolds), a pa., co. York, East Riding, 6

J

n. N.W. Beveriey. Ac. 1730. P. 338.—IX.
rKar-the-Sea), co. Norfolk, 8 m. W.N.W. Bum-
lam-Westgate. Ac. 2512. P. 305. United to
thomham.—X. {next-Runcton\ same co., 4 m.
[f. Downham. Ac. 1096. P. 273.—XL {on
Spalding Moor), co. York, East Riding, 4 m.
•W. Market Weighton. Ac. 10,820. P. 1913.
-XII. (Pierrepont), co. and 3i m. E.S.E. Not-
ingham. Ac. 2120. P. 160.

Holmes, a co. of the U. S., N. Amenca, Ohio, cap.

Millersburg. Area 439 sq. m. P. (1860) 20,589.

—II. a CO., Mississippi, between Gazoo and Big-
black rivers, cap. Lexington. Area 876 sq. m.
P. 6816 free, 11,975 slaves.—III. a co., Florida. P.
1274 free, 112 slaves.

Holm, a pa. of Orkney, Scotland, Pomona,
on Holm Sound, a firth on the S. coast of Po-
mona. P. 834.—Several small islets of the
Orkneys bear this prefix.

HoLMER, a pa. of England, co. and 1^ m. N.
Hereford. Ac. 3069. P. 1237.

Holmes Hole, a vill. and harbour of the U. S.,

N. America, Massachusetts, on the Atlantic, 70
m. S.S.E. Boston. The harbour, which has deep
water, is much frequented by vessels, when the
wind will not allow of their doubling Cape Cod.
HoLMESTRAND, a seaport town of Norway, stif

t

Aggershuus, on the Drammen Fiord, 34 m. S.S.W.
Chi-istiania. P. 1746. Trade in timber.
HoLMB-iRTH, a township of England, co, York,

West Riding, pa. Kirk-Burton, 5^ m. S. Hudders-
field. Pop. returned with pa. This place was
destroyed by the bursting of the Bilbeny dam
reservoir, 4th February 1852.

HoLMPTON, a pa. of England, co. York, East
Riding, on the North Sea, 2^ m. N.E. Patring-
ton. Ac. 1462. P. 116.

Holms, two islets of England and S. Wales, in

the estuary of the river Severn, S.E. Lavemock.
HoLMSFiELD, a chapelry of Engl., co. Derby,

pa. and 2 m. W.S.W. Dronfield. P. 529.

HoLNE, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3\ m. W.
Ashburton. Ac. 4197. P. 348.

HoLNEST, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 5 m.
S.S.E. Sherborne. Ac. 1722. P. 332.

HoLSTEBROE, a town of Denmark, prov. Jilt-

land, amt. and 24 m. N.E. Rinkiobing, on the

Stor-aa. P. 1200, mostly agricultural.
HoLSTEiN (Duchy op), Ilolsatia, formerly a

dependency of Denmark, forming part of the Ger-
manic Confederation, situated S. of Schleswig,
and N. of Hanover and Mecklenburg, between
lat. 54° 26' 10" and 63° 29' N., Ion. 9° and 11°

E., bounded E. by the Baltic, and W. by the
North Sea. Area 3295 sq. m. P. (1864) 554,510

;

with Lauenburg, 604,214. Surface mostly level,

with low hills in the E. ; in the S. and W. the

extensive pasture lands are secured against

inundations of the sea by dykes. It contains

numerous lakes, the chief of which is the P16n-
see, and is watered by the Eider, Elbe, and their

affls. Its agricultural produce resembles that of

the East of England, and it is celebrated for its

cattle and horses, which, with grain, butter, and
cheese, form the chief exports. Principal towns,

GlUckstadt, the cap., Altona, the chief port, Kiel,

Rendsburg, and Elrashom, which are connected
by railways. Reg. shipping (1861) 1377 vessels,

tonnage 47,361. This prov. became a dependency
of Denmark in 1469. It is held by the king of

Denmark as Duke of Holstein, under certain limi-

tations. The inhabitants are mostly German in

language as well as in predilections. A decree of

July 1863 removed restraints on Protestant wor-
ship, and the restriction imposed on the Jews, who
maynow hold landed property. Itwas invaded by
the Austro-Prussian army in January 1864, and,

with Schleswig, was incorporated with Prussia
by the treaty of Prague, 23d August 1866.
.Holsworthy, a pa. and market town of Eng-

land, CO. Devon, on the Tamar, 7^ m. W.S.W.
Stratton. Ac. of pa. 2488. P. 1763.

Holt, a pari, and munic. bor. and pa. of North
Wales, CO. Denbigh, on the Dee, 6^ m. N.E. Wrex-
ham. Ac, 6168. Pop. of pa. 1490. It unites with
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Denbigh, Ruthin, & Wrexham, in sending a mem.
to H. of C.—II. a pa. & market town of Engl., co.

Norfolk,17 m. N.N.E. Dereham. Ac. of pa. 2991.
P. 1635. -III. a pa., co. and 5 m. N.N.W. Wor-
cester. Ac. 2911. P. 503.—IV. CO. Leicester, 7
m. N.E. Harboro'. P. 33.—V. a tything, co.

Dorset, pa. and 3 m. N.E. Wimboume-Minster.
P. 1394.—VI. a chapelry, co. Wilts, pa. and 2J
m. E N.E. Bradford. P. 809. It has a mineral
spring used in cutaneous diseases.

Holt, a co. of U. S., North America, Missouri
P. 6241 free, 309 slaves.

HoLTBY, a pa. of England, co. York, N. Eld-
ing, 5J m. E.N.E. York. Ac. 1046. P. 165.

HoLTEX, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Over-
yssel, 21 m. S.S.E. ZwoUe. P. 2619.
HoLTEN, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov. and

21 m. N. Dusseldorf. P. 920,
HoLTEN, a vill. of Norway, stift Aggershuus,

25 m. N.W, Tonsberg.
HoLTON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2J m.

N.N.W. Wragby. Ac. 1862. P. 179.—II. co.

and 5J m. E. Oxford. Ac. 1594. P. 245.—III.

CO. Somerset, 2i- m. W.S.W. Wincanton. Ac.
491. P. 208.—IV. CO. Suffolk, U m. N.E. Hales-
worth. Ac. 1130. P. 470.—V. (le Clay), co.

Lincoln, 5 m. S.S.E. Great Grimsby. Ac. 1430.

P. 297.—VI. (St. MaryX co. Suffolk, 4^ m. S.S.E.
Hadleigh. Ac. 837. P. 167.

HoLTZ, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, circ. and 13
m. N.E. Chrudim. P. 3424.

HoLVERSTONE, a pa, of England, co. Norfolk,
6 m. E.S.E. Norwich. Ac. 480. P. 28.

HoLWAN, a city of antiquity, the Calah of

Asshur (Gen. x. 11), and the Hallah of the Israel-

itish captivity, now represented by the vUl. Sai-
Puli, Persia, prov. Irak-Ajemi, dist. Kermanshah,
8 m. S. Zohab, where are sculptured tablets, an
excavated royal sepulchre, andnumerousmounds.
It remained large and populous long after the
invasion of Persia, but was finally ruined by the
Huns in 1258. The Hoiwan river rises 20 m. E.
Zohab, and after a tortuous course joins the
Ghilao, an affluent of the Diyala.
HoLWELL, a pa, of England, co. Bedford, 3 m.

N.N.W. Hitchin. Ac. 650. P. 191.—II. a pa.,

4J m. S.S.E. Sherborne, in co. Dorset. Ac. 2356.

P. 495. Blackmore forest was partly in this pa.

HoLWERD, a village of the Netherlands, prov.
Friesland, cap. cant., on the North Sea, opposite
Ameland, and 6 m. N.W. Dokkum. P. 1700.

HoLwicK, a township. Engl., co. York, North
Riding, pa. Ronald Kirk, 12 m. N.W. Barnard-
Castle. Ac. 5910. P. 253. The fall of the river Tees
here forms one of the finest cataracts in England.
HoLYBOURX, a pa. of England, co. Hants, li

m. N.N.E. Alton. Ac. 2564. P. 643.

Holy-Cross, a hamlet of England, co. Stafford,

pa. Clent, 3J m. E.S.E. Stourbridge.
HoLYCROSs, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, Jfunster,

CO. Tipperarv, 3 m. S.S.W. Thurles. Altitude
330 ft. above' the sea. Ac. of pa. 8137. P. 1742.

Holyhead, Caer Gybi, an island, pari, bor.,

seaport town and pa. of North Wales, co. Angle-
sea, off its W. side, and connected with that island
by a long causeway over a channel fordable at
low water, 23 m. W. Bangor, with which it is

connected by railway. The island is mostly a
barren rock, interspersed with some sheep pas-
ture, and ending on the N. in a headland of ser-

pentine rock, hollowed into many caves, which
are the resort of flocks of sea-fowl. Ac of pa.

6988. Pop. of bor. (1861) 8773. It has assembly
rooms, a church, and a market-place. The har-
bour (on which there is a lighthouse, in lat. 53°

2<y N., Ion. 4° 37' W.) is formed by a pier 900

feet long, with 14 feet water at low tide, encloses
an area of 267 ac. Two other lighthouses, with
revolving lights, visible 20 m. distant, stand on
the N. and S. stacks, two rocks N.W. of the
Head, with which the S. stack is united by a
suspension bridge, lat. 53° 18' N., Ion. 4° 42' W.
Holyhead is the nearest British port to Dublin,
76 m., and is connected with Kingston by a subl
marine telegraph, 70 m. long.

Holy Island or Lixdisfarn, a peninsula, in-
sulated at high water, N.E. coast of England,
adjoining co. Northumberland, but belonging to

CO. Durham, 9 m. S.S.E. Berwick-on-Tweed. Ac.
about 1000. Ac of pa. (which includes the Fame
Isles, about 7J m. to the S.E.) 8296. P. 935,
mostly employed in lobster and other fisheries.

The N, part of the island consists of sand hills

forming a rabbit warren ; the remainder is fertile.

It has a harbour on the E., defended by a battery;
a vUl., now much frequented for sea-bathing, an
anc. castle, and remains of an abbey, founded a.d.

635. It was destroyed by the Danes in 900, when
the bishopricwas removed to Durham, &was after-

wards rebuilt as a cell to the priory in that city.

Holyoake, a town of U. S^ North America,
Hampden co., Massachusetts, 92 m. W, Boston.
Holystone, a pa, of England, co. Northum-

berland, 6 m. W.N.W. Rothbury. Ac. 19,900.

P, 426, According to Bede, 3000 persons were
baptized here on the introduction of Christianity

into Northumberland.
HoLYTOWN, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

Bothwell. P. 1135, chiefly engaged in mining.
HoLYAVELL, a pari, bor^ market and manufac-

turing town, and pa. North Wales, co. Fhnt, on
the line of the Holyhead and Chester RaUway,
15 m. N.W. Chester. Pop. of pa. 13,382 ; do.

of bor. 10,292, It has manufs, of cottons and
galloons, smelting houses and foundries, and in

its vicinity lead, copper, and zinc mines. Holy-
well, which is now the largest town in the co.,

unites with Flint, etc., in sending 1 member to

H. of C. Reg. elect. 1864. Its ancient well, the

most copious spring in Britain, sends up 21 tons

of the purest water every minute. Alt 357 feet

—II. a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon, 2 m.
S.E. St Ives. Ac 3290. P. 826.—III. a town-
ship, CO. Northumberland, pa. Earsdon, 4 m.

N.N.W. North Shields. Ac. 1180. P. 1261.

HoLY^vooD, a pa. of Scotland, co. and ^ m.

W.N.W. Dumfries. Ac 8939. P. 1115.

HoLYwooD, Ireland. [Down.]
HoLZAPPEL, a town of Germany, duchy Nas-

sau, 8 m. W. Limburg, on the Lahn. P. 950.

HoLZGERUNGEN, a vill. of Wurtemberg, circ.

Neckar, 12 m, S.W. Stuttgart P. 1660.

H01.ZMINDEN, a frontier town of Germany,
duchy Brunswick, cap. circ, on the Weser, 66 m-
S.W. Brunswick. P. 3800. It has a largi.

suburb, several churches, a Jews' synagogue,

public library,and manufs. of iron and steel ware.s,

files, pins, etc It is also an entrepfit for linen

fabrics. Area of ciro. 221 sq. m. P. (1861) 40,116.

HosiBERG, a town of Germany, Hessen-Cassel.

prov. Lower Hessen, on the Efze, 20 m. S.'V^

Cassel. P. 4000. It has a normal school, am
near it are some iron mines.—II. a town of Hes-

sen-Darmstadt, prov. Upper Hessen, on the Ohn
18 m. N.K Giessen. P. 1700. It is enclosed b;

walls, and has a mountain fortress.—ILL a mar

ket town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and 16 m. ^
Dusseldorf, on the Rhine. P. 1410.

HoAiBOURG, two contiguous comms. and vill;

of France, dep. Moselle, 27 m. KN.E. Metz. I

2075.—II. (SurKaner), dep. Moselle, arr. Thidu

ville, cant Metzerwisse. P. 810.
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HojiBUECHTiKON, a pa. and vill. of Switzer-

iiid, cant. Zurich, dist. Meilen. P. 2659.

Hdmbueg, several small towns, etc., of Central

rennany.—^I. a fortified town, Rhenish Bavaria,

111. N. Deux-Ponts. P. 3160. Woollen and
otton manufs. and sugar refineries.—II. Bavaria,

rov. Lower Franconia, on the Main, 13 m. W.
Viirtzburg. P. 800.—III. a royal chateau,

thenish Pnissia, gov. and 26 m. E.S.E. Cologne.

HOMBERG.]
HoMBURG, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Thur-

ovia, in the valley of the Thun. P. 747.

IIoMBURG (Vor-der-Hoiie), a town of Central
ii i-raauy, cap. landgraviate Hessen-Homburg, 9

L N.N.W. Frankfiirt-on-the-Main. P. (1861)
t987. It has a stocking manuf., but is best known
br its well frequented mineral springs and baths.

I

Tea of circ. 32 sq. m. P. (1861) 13,111. [Hes-
iSX-HOMBURG.]
Home, a dist. of Canada W., between Lakes
ntario and Huron, having E. the dist. Newcastle,
W Gore and London. It contains Lake Simcoe,
•h1 is watered by the rivers Talbot, Nottawasaga,
lid Severn. The city of Toronto is in this dist.

-Home Bay, British America, N. of Cumberland
land, is in lat. 68° 30' N., Ion. 68° W.
Homer, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
ca, New York, 29 m. N.E. Ithaca. P. 3836.

HoMERSFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4
1. S.W. Bungay. Ac. 981. P. 208.

HoMERTON, a vill. of England. [Hackney.]
lIoMENGTON, a pa. of England, co. WOts, 3^ m.
.S.W. Salisbury. Ac. 1340. P. 155. In"the

mrch is a monument to G. Stanley, who died
1 1719, at the reputed age of 151 years.

lIoMON^v, a town of Hungary, co. and dist.

niplin. P. 2626.
HoMEL or Gomel, a town of Russia, gov. & 120

'. S.S.E. Mohilev, on the 1. b. of the Soj. P.,

jith BieUtza, on the r. b. (1863) 12,640.
' HoMOROD, several vills. of Transylvania, Szek-
r-land. The principal being Homorod-Almas,
uhl. and 9 m. S.E. Udvarhely. P. 1170.— The

Ireat Homorod is a river which joins the Aluta
ter a S.S.W. course of 30 miles.

HoMS or Hems {Emesa), a town of Syria, pash.
id 86 m. N.N.E. Damascus. P. 30,000.
lIoNAWAR, a seaport town of British India,
st. North Canara, presid. Madras, 200 m. N.W.
ringapatam. Lat. 14° 17' N. ; Ion. 74° 30' E.
12.000. It is the chief of a subdivision, and

:i civil and detachment station. It stands on
' north side of an extensive inlet of the sea,
Siich receives the Gerseppa or Shiravatta river

I which are the celebrated falls of Gerseppa), at
S.E. extremity. This salt-water inlet or lake

7 in. in length, and 3 m. in greatest breadth, has
1 ?irea of 15 sq. m., and a depth of 30 or 40 feet,
ith a soft bottom. It contains several islands.
I particular states of the wind and tide, the
if on the bar is very great, and the attempt to
ss it is dangerous. Hyder Ali here formed a

' k for building ships of war, some of which
vo destroyed by the British in 1798.
IIONAN, an inland prov. of China, mostly be-
' en lat. 32° and 37° N., Ion. 110° and 116° E.,
d enclosed by the provs. Shan-si, Chi-h, Ngan-
101. and Hou-pe. P. 9,069,771. Area 65,104

}\ l**
-^^ P^rt is intersected by the Hoang-ho,

il all its streams are affluents of that river. It
divided into 9 superior and 4 inferior deps.

;

i
i"{ city, Khai-Fung. It is considered the most
lie and salubrious prov. in China, and was
seat of government for many centuries, when

\vas named Chung- wha or Central Flower, and
"CO the title of " Central Flowery Land " to

the whole country.—II. a city, cap. dep., in same
prov., on an affl. of the Hoang-ho, in lat. 34° 40'

N., Ion. 112° 28' E.
Honda, a town of South America, Granadian

Confed., dep. Cundinamarca, on the Magdalena,
65 m. N.W. Bogota. P. 6000. Q)—Honda is the
name of a bay on the N. coast oi New Granada,
lat. 12° 20' N., Ion. 71° 50' W. ; and of a bay, on
the N. coast of Cuba, 60 m. W. Havana.
Hondo or Rio Grande, a river of Yucatan,

and British Honduras, enters a bay of the Carib-
bean Sea, 25 m. S.E. Bacalar.

HoNDSCiiooTE, a frontier comm. and vill. of
France, on canal of same name, dep. Nord, cap.
cant., 10 m. S.E. Dunkerque. P. 3767.
Honduras (Bay of), a wide inlet of the Carib-

bean Sea, mostly between lat. 15° and 21° N.,

Ion. 84° and 88° W., having S. Mosquita and the
state Honduras, and W. British Honduras and
Yucatan. It receives the Balize, Montagna, and
numerous other rivers, and contains the islands
Ruatan, Tumeffe, Guanja, etc.

Honduras (British), Centr. Amer. [Balize.]
Honduras, a republican state of Central Ame-

rica, lat. 13° 10' to 16° 2' N., Ion. 83° to 89° 16' W.,
having N. the Caribbean Sea and G. of Hondu-
ras, W. Guatemala, S.W. San Salvador and Bav
of Fonseca, and S. E. Nicaragua. Area 13.500
sq. m. P. (1865) 36,000. In the N. it has a coast

line of nearly 400 m. The large island Ruatan
and its dependencies belong to the state. [Bay
Islands.] In general the country is mountain-
ous. Principal rivers, the Chamelicon, Santiago,
Choluteca,Roman or Agua, Patook, & the Segovia
or Wanks, which separate this state from Mos-
quitia. At the head waters of the Ulua, Coas-
coran, and the Humuya, there occurs a complete
gap in the Cordilleras chain, through which it is

proposed to construct a railway from sea to sea.

Lake Yojoa in the N.W., 25 m. long by 8 broad,

and 2050 feet above the sea, is the only lake of

note. The Bay of Fonseca, the finest, contains
numerous isls., on one of which (Tigre) is situated
Amapola, the only port of Honduras on the
Pacific. Mean temp, of year 79°, max. 86°, min.
62° Fahr. Rainfall 47 inches. The principal

ports on the N. coast are Puerto Cortcz and
Truxillo. The number of vessels arrived at the
Atlantic ports of Omoa and Truxillo was (in

(1860) 168 (tonnage 9597). The value of im-
ports at these ports was (1861) 223,660 dollars ;

by the Pacific 71,385 dolls. Exports consist

chiefly of homed cattle, dry hides, sarsaparilla,

bullion, mahogany, etc. Gold is found in the

sands of all the rivers and streamlets, the finest

is in the departs. Olancho and Toro. There are

copper mines of great richness. Iron ores, pla-
tina, cinnabar, zinc, and antimony exist, but are
not worked ; coal has been discovered in several

localities. The precious timbers are chiefly maho-
gany and rosewood ; the former, a most important
article in commerce, grows nearly all over the
state, but most abundantly near the B. of Hondu-
ras. It requires a growth of 300 years to be fit for

cutting. Other products are fustic, Brazil wood,
gum arable, copaiba, copal, ipecacuanha, caout-
chouc, the pitch pine and cedar, lime, lemon,
orange, palm, and many other fruits. Sarsapa-
rilla and vanilla of the best quality grow in the
N.E. coast. The sugar-cane is indigenous, and
yields two or three crops a year. Coffee is of

excellent quality. Wheat and other cereals in the
elevated dists., and maize near the coasts. Do-
mestic animals, the horse, ass, ox, sheep, goat,

hog, dog, and cat. Among wDd animals are deer,

peccary, waree, tapir, manatus, monkey, racoon,
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opposum, squirrel, ant-eater, armadillo, jaguar,

black tiger, ocelot, tiger-cat, and puma. Birds,

reptiles, fishes, and molluscs are numerous. A
canal has been proposed across the Honduras from
Puerto C!ortez, in the B. of Hondui-as, to the B. of

Fonseca in the Pacific, length 200 miles.

HoxEYBROOK, a township, U. S., N. Am.erica,

Pennsylvania, 38 m. N.W. Philadelphia,
HoNETCHDRCH, a pa. of England, co. Devon,

61 m. E.S.E. Hatherleigh. Ac. 607. P. 44.

HoNFLEUR, a seaport town of France, dep. Cal-
vados, 8 m. S.E. Havre. P. 9553.

HoNGG, a town, Switzerland, cant Zurich, on
the rt b. of the Limmet. Manufs. cotton-spin-
ning, and printing. P. 1616.

HoxG-KoNG or HiANG-KiAJTG (" Fragrant
Streams "), an island off the coast of China, E. of

the entrance of the Canton river, lat. 22° 12' N.,

Ion. 114" 3' E., and now erected into a British
colony. Length E. to W. 10 m. ; breadth varies

from 2 to 6 m. Area 29 sq. m. P. (1865) 125,504,

exclusive of the military, the greater portion
being Chinese. The surface is mountainous,
rocky, and bare. There are good roadsteads at

Houg-Kong bay and Victoria harbour, which are
free from typhoons, but violent winds are fre-

quent. On the N. coast is the cap. town Vic-
toria, laid out in streets and terraces on the steep
declivity of Victoria peak ; with numerous fine

public buildings and hongs built of stone ; and
picturesque dwelling-houses surroimded with
gardens. Here are excellent water-works ; and
the town is lighted with gas. On the S. coast
is the town of Stanley, connected by a good
road with Victoria ; besides which another road
extends nearly round the island. The commerce
at this port is inferior to that of the principal
treaty ports in China ; but as a British colony on
Chinese soil, it is the most important in its politi-

cal and defensive position, and is the headquar-
ters of the military, naval, and mercantile estab-
lishments. There are 2 dally, 1 bi-weekly, and 1
fortnightly newspapers printed here in the Eng-
lish language, & 1 three times a week in Chinese.
It is a free port. Exports to Britain (1862) tea, oils,

camphor, sugar, cassia, lignea, cotton, etc., to the
value of 154,721/. Imports, cottons, woollens,
lead, iron, coals, copper, beer and ale, hardwares,
apparel, wine, glass, etc., to thevalue of 1,165,151/.
Government vested in a governor, council, and
the orders of the sovereign in council. Eevenue
(1862) 631,259 dolls. Expenditure 587,633 dolls.

Hong-kong became a British possession by treaty
with China, June 25th, 1843. Regular steam
communication is kept up with England, India,
Manilla, Canton, Macao, Shanghai, and all the
northern ports. Shortest sea voyage to London
12,900 mUes; shortest time by sailing vessel
102 days.

HoNU.,Y, a pa. of England, co. and b\ m.
N.N.W. Warwick. Ac. 642. P. 63.

Honing, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
E.S.E. North Walsham. Ac. 1400. P. 304.
HoNiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 8

m. E.S.E. East-Dereham. Ac. 2563. P. 328.
HoNixGTON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5

m. N.N.W. Grantham. Ac. 1454. P. 157.—II.
CO. Suffolk, 7 m. N.N.E. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac.
1203, P. 363.—III. CO. Warwick, l\ m. N. Ship-
ton-on -Stoiir. Ac. 2441. P. 250.
HoNrroN, a pari, bor., mkt. town, and pa. of

England, co. Devon, on the Otter, 16^ m. E.N.E.
Exeter. Ac. of pa, and bor. 3046. P. of do.,
3301. Manufs. lace. It sends two members to
House of Commons. Reg. electors (1864) 269.

HoNLET, a chapelry of England, co. York, W.

Biding, pa. Aldmondb.iry, 3 m. S. Huddersfit,

Ac. 279U. P. 4026. Manufs. woollens.

HoNNECOURT, a market town of France, d

.

Nord, 8 m. S. Cambrai. P. 1671.

HoNNEF, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, cire. (

.

logne, dist Siegburg. P. 3160.

HoxNiNGEN, a mkt. town of Rhenish Pros

,

gov. and 17 m. N.W. Coblentz, on rt b. of Ehi

.

P. 1500.—II. a vill. 30 m. W.N.W. Coblentz.

Honolulu or Honoruru, the principal to \

of the Sandwich Islands, Pacific Ocean, on W -

hoo island, in lat 21° 30' N., Ion. 158° W. Is

an entrepot for European and Indian goods. .

ri863) estim. 14,310. An English journal, »

Polynesian, is published here. The exports c -

sist of sugar, coffee, hides, tallow, paddy, rs,

wool, salt, whale oU, pumpkins, melons, oran
;,

limes, etc., etc In 18G2, 73 whalers called at a

port, a decrease of 476 since 1859.

Honor de Cos (L'), comm. and vill. of Prai,

dep. Tame-et-Garonne, on rt b. of the Avey i,

7 ra. N.N.E. Montauban. P. 1475.

HoNORi (Ste), a comm. and vill. of Fras,

dep. Nievre, 11 m. S.S.W. Chateau-Chinon. '.

1245. It has sulphur-baths, and some antiqui 5.

HoNORiNE LA Chardonne (Ste), a comm. d
vill. of France, dep. Ome, 17 m. N.N.E. D*-
front P. 1667.

HoNRUBiA, a town of Spain, prov. and 3ii

S.W. Cuenca. P. 1820.

HoNSOOR, a town of British India, state of •-

sore, 13 m. S.W. Seringapatam. It has manij-
tures of flannels and blankets.

H<x», several j«s. of England. [Hoe.]
HooBLEE, Hamli, a town of British India, ?-

sid. Bombay, dist and 12 m. S.E. Dharwar. ?.

estimated at 15,000. Government has constnini

a good road to the coast, and established 'O

vernacular schools here, the one Canarese .d

the other Mahratta. It has two forts, some >
haramedan edifices, and a good trade.

Hood Channel, N.W. America, Oregon tii-

tory, is an inlet of the Georgian Gulf, in lat.7*

53' N., Ion. 122° 30' W.—Hood Mountain,m
loftiest peak of the Cascade Range, is 1 1,934 et

above the sea,

—

Hcod River, British North Ae-

rica, flows into Coronation Gulf, Arctic Ocea—
Hood Island is one of the Galapagos group.

HooE, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6 m. lV.

Battle, Ac. 2448. P. 496.

HooGE, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. ^"th

Brabant, 7| m. N. Breda. P. 1314.

HooGEVEEN, a town of the Netherlands, yf.

Drenthe, cap. cant., 19 m. S. Assen. P. 699

Hoogezand, a ^1. of the Netherlands, ]•.

and 8 m. S.E. Gronlngen. P. 1680.

Hooghly or Hoogly, a dist of British IttSi

presid. Bengal, between lat 22° 13' and 2ii3'

N., Ion. 87° 34' and 88° 30' E. Area 2089 sq. r P.

1,520,840, two-thirds Brahminists, the rest .i»-

sulmans & Christians. This district is low & fd

in the E., but in the W. and N.W. hilly, wh'> it

stretches towards the high lands of Burdwar In

the St the soil is impregnated with commor^ti

whichwas formerly extracted. In the lowgpro.a%

& along the banks of the rivers, it is fertile. '
i8f

crops, rice, sugar-cane, mustard, ginger, pot «*i

indigo, tobacco, cotton, hemp, oil-seeds, ?«"

tables of various kinds, and the mulberry*
Manufactures ropes, sacking, and coarse ca as-

Exports, silk, indigo, and sugar. Principal r-Ki

the Hooghly, Damoodah, which is fordal m
many places during the dry season, but d ng

the rains it inundates the country around, ;«n

carrying away the inhabitants, their hi«Sj

cattle, and crops , the DalMssore, and sc tw
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o\ lesser streams. During the diy hot season,

fi the beginning of March to the end of June,

tl hennometer ranges from 75° to 110° Fahr.

'I rainy season commences about the end of

Ji ! and lasts till the beginning of October, dur-

ir ^hich time fevers and agues are very pr*-

V at. Winter continues from the beginning of

^ -mber till the end of January, and the nights

a: hen so cold that ice is formed. Wild animals

8 slephauts, buffaloes, tigers, and wolves. The
d was ceded to the British in 1765.

TOOHLY, a town of British India, cap. dist.

c me name, on rt. b. of the Hooghly river, 27

m . Calcutta, on the Calcutta and Burdwan Rail,

pi 2,000. It has a civil establishment, consisting

o'ldges, collectors, magistrates, and surgeons, a
g.imment college, in which English & Oriental

liluages are taught, and in connection with
VI A are several branch schools. In 1537 the

tl 1 was founded by the Portuguese. In 1632 it

V stormed and taken by the troops of Shahje-

b after a siege of three months. In 1676 the

II ;h and English established factories here.

1 lattar fortified their factory in 1681, and it

V wrested from them by Sooraj-oo-dowlah,

f 1 whom it was retaken by Olive in 1757, and
t then it has been retained.

I HIGHLY, a river of India, presid. Bengal,
V 'h is formed by the Bhagruttee and the Jel-

li hee, two branches of the Ganges, their con-
fl, ice being in lat. 23° 25' N., Ion. 88° 22' E.,

I'm. from the sea. The river is 15 m. wide at

i iiouth, much encumbered by shoals, through
\ i\\ it requires great care to steer large ships.

i Calcutta it is about one mile wide, and the
t s are often violent and rapid, running at the
r of seven miles per hour. During the S.W.
1 isoon, when a great current is driven into the
1 r from the Bay of Bengal, it produces the
j.nomenon called "the Bore," when the tide

13 on the sands near the banks in waves 12 or
leet high, rushes at the rate of 20 m. an hour,
i' carries the shipping in its course. Ships
(iwing 17 feet water go up as far as Calcutta,
H the river is said to be gradually silting up.
Ijlmiiniflts consider the Hooghly sacred. On
ijjanks are several towns and villages.

jtooGKAESPEL, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
lUhHolIand,N.E. Hoom. P. 974. And Hoog-
i'C, a pa., prov. and W. Groningen.
iooGLEDE, a comm. and town of Belgium, prov.

' Flanders, 17 m. S.S.W. Bruges. P. 4053.
j[ooGSTRAETEN, a town of Belgium, prov. and

5h. N.E. Antwerp, on the March. P. 1550.
[[qok, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 4 m. E.
minster. Ac. 1237. P. 247.—II. a chapelry,
York, West Hiding, pa. Snaith, 1J m. S. How-
. Ac. 1740. P. 2958.
looK, a pa. of Ireland, co. Wexford, the S.

|t of the peninsula which screens Waterford
bourontheE. Ac. 1065. P. 417. Atitsex-
Tiity is an ancient tower, used as a lighthouse.
looLE, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster, 6J m.
V.Preston. Ac. 2500, P. 1132.
Ioolt-Onore, Hindostan. [Holla Honoor.]
loo-NAN (" Southern Lakes "), a prov. of China,
ween lat. 25° and 30° N., Ion. 109° and 114° E.,

'\ losed S. by the Quang provs., and elsewhere
Kwi-tcheou, Hoo-pe, and Kiang-si. Area

sq. m. P. 20,048,969. Surface elevatedS-20

fertile
; all the rivers are tributaries to the

iJR-tze-kiang, which touches the prov. at
»- comer, where it receives the Tung-ting
e- Among its products are tea, cotton, vari-
metals, and rice. Chief city, Chang-sha.
ioo-PE("A-ortAem Lake"), a prov. of China,

between lat. 29° and 33° N., Ion. 108° and 116'

E., and is the centre of China Proper. Arest

69,000 sq. m. P. 28,584,564. It is traversed by
the Yang-tze-Kiang, and is celebrated for its

numerous lakes. Products, tea, rice, cotton, gold,
silver, iron, marble. Chief city, Woo-cbang, one
of the most populous in the empire.
Hoo-QuANG, a former prov. of China, now

forming the provs. Iloo-nan and Hoo-pe, and
having in its centre the large lake Tung-ting.
HooRMARA, a seaport town of Beloochistan,

prov. Mukran, on the Indian Ocean, lat. 25° 25'

N., Ion. 65° 6' E. P. about 2000. Some small
vessels trade to Arabia, Scinde, and Cutch.
HoORN, a fortified seaport town of the Nether-

lands, prov. N. Holland, cap. dist., on the Zuy-
der-zee, 20 m. N.N.E. Amsterdam. P. 10,000.
It has a naval college, and an active trade in
ship-building; also in cheese, butter, herrings,
cattle, and the products of its manufs., which
comprise carpets, woollen-cloths, etc. Birth-
place of the navigator Schouten, who discovered
Cape Hoorn (Horn), and named it after his na-
tive town ; and of Tasnian, the discoverer of Nev
Zealand and Tasmania (Van Diemen Land).
HoosE, a vill. of England. [Hoyle Lake.]
HoosiCK, a township, U. S., New York, 24 m.

N.E. Albany. P. 3724. Manufs. cotton.

HooTON (Pagnell), a pa. of England, co. York,
West Eiding, 6^ m. N.W. Doncaster. Ac. 2485.
P. 342.—II. {Roberts), same co. and Hiding, 6i
m. S.S.E. Darfield. Ac. 1048. P. 241.

Hope or Eastyn, a contrib. pari. bor. and pa..

North Wales, co. Flint, on the Alen, 6 m. S.E.
Mold, Ac. 9166. Pop. of pa. 3121. It is governed
by a mayor, and joins with Flint, etc., in sending
1 member to the House of Commons.
Hope, several pas., etc., of England.—1. a mar-

ket town and pa., co. Derby, 6 m. N.N.E. Tides-
well. Ac. 38,563. P. 5107. Manufs. of lace,

thread, sacking, ropes, hats, and cottons.—II.

{All-Saints), a pa., co. Kent, IJ m. N.W. New
Romney. Ac. 1464. P. 59.—III. {Bagot), co.

Salop, 5 m. E.S.E. Ludlow. Ac. 460. P. 82.—
IV. {Bawdier), same co., 12 m. N.N.W. Ludlow
Ac. 1731. P. 178.—V. {Mansell), co. Hereford, SJ
m. S.S.E. Ross. Ac. 1173. Y.2\)b.— Vi. {Say), co.

Salop, 5Jm. S.E. Bishop's Castle. Ac. 4060. P. 676.

—Yll. {Sollers), CO. Hereford, 6 m. N.N.E. Ross.
Ac. 1152. P. 166.—VIII. {under-Dinmore), same
CO., 4^ m. S.S.E. Leominster. Ac. 3796. P. 662.

Hope, two townships, U. S., North America.

—

I. Maine, 33 m. E.S.E. Augusta. P. 1107.—IL
New Jersey, 51 m. N.W. Trenton. P. 1756.

Hope Island, off the S.E. coast of Spitzbergon,
Arctic Ocean, in lat. 76° 20' N., Ion. 19° 54' E,
It is mountainous, and has a harbour on its N.
side. It was discovered in 1613. Hope Islands are
a group off the E. coast of Australia. Hope's

Nose, Engl., E. coast of Devonshire, bounds Tor-
bay on the N.

—

Hope River, Jamaica, co. Surrey,
enters the Caribbean Sea, 5 m. E.S.E. Kingston,
after a S. course of 10 m.

—

Hope's Advance Bay,
N. coast of Labrador, is in lat. 6U° N., Ion. 70° W.
HoPEMAN, a vill. of Scotland, co. Elgin, pa.

Duffus. P. 1070.

Hope-Town, a vill. of British Guiana, about 1

m. from Port-Wellington. P. 2000.

Hopetown dist. [Cape Colony.]
Hopewell, several townships, u. S., North

America.—I. New Jersey, 10 m. N. Trenton.—II.

in same state, co. Cumberland.—III. New York,
172 m. W. Albany.—IV. Pennsylvania, 14 m,
S.E. York.—V. same state, co. and 13 m. S.W
Huntingdon.—VI. same state, co. Beaver.—VII
same state, co. and 12 m. N.W. Washington.

—
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Vm. same state, co. and 15 m. N.E. Bedford.

—

IX. same state, co. Cumberland, 21 m. W. Car-
lisle.—^X. Ohio, 46 m. E. Columbus.—^XI. Ohio,

CO. Perry.
Hopewell Head, a cape of Labrador, British

Amer., projecting into Hudson B., lat. 57° 33' N.,

Ion. 78° 17' W., adjacent to which is Hopewell B.

HopiTAL (L') or ALBER-mLLE, a town, France,

dep. Savoie, cap. arr., J m. N.W. Conflans, on the

ArlL P. 4018.

Hopkins, a co., TJ. S., N. America, in "W. part

of Kentucky. Area 628 sq. m. P. 9866 free,

2009 slaves.

—

Hopkinsville is the name of many
ills., U. S. ; the principal in Kentucky, cap.

Christian county.
Hopkins, a co. of the TJ. S., North America,

Texas. P. 6755 free, 990 slaves.

HopKiNTON, a township, U. S., N. America,
New Hampshire, 7 m. west Concord.—II. Mas-
sachusetts, 25 m- W.S.W. Boston.—III. Ehode
Island, CO. Wa.shington, with a flourishing vill.

on Charles riv.—IV. N. York, co. St. Lawrence.
HoPTON, a liberty of England, co. Stafford, pa.

St Mary and Chad, 2J m. N.E. Stafford. P. 1174.

—II. a pa., CO. Suffolk, 8 m. "W. Diss. Ac. 1373.

P. 643.—III. same co., 4^ m. N. Lowestoft. Ac.
1267. P. 297.—IV. (Castle), co. Salop, 6| m.
S.E. Bishop's Castle. Ac. 2552. P. 138.—V.
(Cangeford), same co., 4 m. N.N.E. Ludlow. Ac.
662. P. 30.—VI. (3/onJb), same co., 4i m. S.

Much-Wenlock. Ac. 2208. P. 175.—VII.(W^q/ers),
8 m. E. Ludlow. Ac. 1610. P. 440.

HopwooD, a township of England, co. Lan-
caster, pa, Middleton, 4 m. S.S.W. Eochdale.
Ac. 2043. P. 2281.

HoK (Mount\ a mountain of Arabia-Petrasa,

on the E. side or the Wady-Arabah, nearly inter-

mediate between the Dead Sea & the head of the

Gulf of Akabah, and forming part of Mount Seir

or Edom. It is a steep and irregular truncated

cone, having three peaks on the N., in the loftiest

of which is a grotto, the reputed tomb of Aaron.
HoRAZDiowaxz, a town of Bohemia, circ. Pra-

chin, on L b. of the WatUwa, 63 m. S.S.W.
Prague. P. 2000. Woollen and linen weaving.
HoRB, a town of WUrtemberg, circ. Black-

Forest, on the Neckar, 31 m. S.W. Stuttgart. P.
2750. It has a castle and a rich hospital.

HoRBLiNG, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3 m.
E.N.E. I*olkingham. Ac. 2620. P. 546.

HoRBDRT, a chapelry of England, co. York,
West Kiding, with a station on the Manchester
and Leeds Railway, pa. and 3 m. S.W. Wake-
field. P. 3246. Woollen manufactures.
HoRCAJADA, a town of Spain, prov. Cuenca, 50

m. S E. Madrid. P. 806.

HoRCAjo DE Santlago, a town of Spain, prov.

and 43 m. S.W. Cnenca. P. 2820.

HoRCASiTAS, a town of Mexico, dep. and 70 m.
S. Nuevo Santander.
Horde, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

Amsbei^, circ and 2 m. S.E. Dortmund. P. 2000.

Near it are productive coal mines.

—

Hordt is a
vill. of Ehenish Bavaria, on the Ehine. P. 1450

;

—and Hordten, a vill., Baden, 12 m. S. Carlsruhe.

HoRDLEY, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 3 m.
S.S.W. EUesmere. Ac. 2479. P. 291.

HoRDWELL or HoRDLE, a pa., Engl., co. Hants,
4 m. S.W. Lymington. 'Ac. 4385. P. 921.

Hore-Abbey, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Tipperary, adjoining Cashel. Ac 1520. P. 168.

Horeb (Moitnt), a mountain of Arabia-Pe-
trsea, in the peninsula of Sinai, forming the N.
end of the ridge, with the plain Wady-er-Eahah
on the W., 8593 ft. above the sea. It is supposed
to be the Moimt Sinai of Scripture, fSixai.]

Horfield, a pa. of England, co. Glo ster

m. N. Bristol. Ac. 1287. P. 1746.

HoRGEX, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 8

S.S.E. of Zurich, on the W. shore of its la

Pop. of pa. 6311. It has manufs. of silks and c •

ton stuffs, and a harbour on the lake.

HoRHAM, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4
E.S.E. Ley. Ac 1433. P. 396.

Horisdale:, an island of Scotland, co. Eos
Cromarty, pa, Gairloch. P. 33.

HoRKESLEY (Great), a pa. of England, .

Essex, 5 m. N.N.W. Colchester. Ac. 3084.
769.—II. (Little), same co., 2 m. S.S.W. Neyla .

Ac 1029. P. 253.

HoRKSTOW, a pa, of England, co. Lincoln, 4

S.W. Barton. Ac. 2085. P. 245.

Horley, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, ^ .

N.W. Banbury. Ac 970. P. 337.—II. co. &-
rey, with a station on the London and Brigt i

Eailway, 6J m. S. Eeigate. Ac 7215. P. 15
HoRMEAD (Great), a pa. of England, co.He i

2f m. E. Buntingford. Ac 2160. P. 66i-

(Little), a pa. adjoining, 2J m. E.S.E. Bunti;-
ford. Ac. 1041. P. 103.

Horn or Hornfield, a pa. of England, .

Eutland, 2 m. E. Exton. P. 30.

Horn, two towns of Germany.—I. Lower A*-

tria, 46 m. N.W. Vienna. P. 700.—II. prinn.

Lippe-Detmold, 10 m. S. Lemgo. P. 1 •.

Manufs. of woollen clotlis, etc.

Horn or Hoorn (Cape). [Cape Horn.]
HoRNACHOs, a vill. of Spain, prov. and 43 1.

E.S.E. Badajos. P. 2500.
Horx-Af^'ak, a lake, Swedish Lappmx,

about lat. 66° N., and between Ion. 16° and *>

E. Length, N.N.W. to S.S.E., 60 m. ; brerJi

varies to 10 m. It discharges itself into the (If

of Bothnia by the river Skelleftea.

Horxbach ("Alt and Neu\ two contigiu
vills. of Ehenish Bavaria, on tne Hombach rir,

5 m. S. Deux Ponts. United P. 1920.

Hornberg, a town of Western Germany, i-

den, circ. Upper Ehine, in the Black ForestS
m. N.E. Freiburg. P. 1100.

Hornbixjtton, a pa. of Engl., co. Somersc-iJ
m. W.N.W. Castle-Carey. Ac 1082. P. 93.

HoRNBURG, a town of Prussian Saxony, gr<S

45 m. W.S.W. Magdeburg, on the Use P. 20.

Hornby, a town and chapelry of England o.

Lancaster, pa, Melling, on the Wanning, alts

junction with the Lune, 9 m. E.N.E. Lancair.

Ac. 2115. P. 317. It has a cotton factory.-JL

a pa., CO, York, North Hiding, 5 m- a.N.
Bedalc Ac. 3713. P. 360.

Hobncastle, a market town and pa. of El,
CO. and 18 m. E.S.E. Lincoln. Ac. of pa. 50.

P. 4944. The town, on the river Bane, whii is

navigable to its junction with the Witham, 1 »

literary society, \mion workhouse, & branch b k,

with tanneries, & trade by the river in com & toL

Horschckch, a pa. oif England, co. Esse:'2J

m. S.E. the Eomford station on the Easrn

Counties Eailway. Ac 6799. P. 2227.

HoRNDON, three pas. of England.—L (Easi'^

Essex, 4 m. S.E. Brentwood. Ac. 1477. P. '5.

—II. (on the Hilt), same co., ^ m. N.N.E. Gn fi-

end. Ac 2634. P. 622.—III. ( West), eama^

3J m. S.S.E. Brentwood. Ac 470. P. 94
HoRNE, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 4 3i.

S.S.W. Godstonc Ac. 4351. P. 637.

Hornebubg, a vill. of N. Germany, Han^ Jr,

landr. and 8 m. S.S.E. Stadc P. 1568.

HoRNELLSViLLE, a township of U. S., N. A' r.,

New York, 205 m. W.S.W. Albany.
HoRNUAUSEN, a viU. of Prussian Saxony, ^•

and 21 m. W.S.W. Magdeburg. P. 211-

1
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rnltuizen is a pa. of the Netherlands, prov. and
m. N.VV Groningen, near the North Sea.

[oKXiNO. a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on the

le, here crossed by a ferry, 3 m. S.E. North
ilsliam. Ac. 2567. P. 441.

loKNixGHOLD, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

I. N.E. Markct-Harboro'. Ac. 1120. P. 402.

[oRNiNGSEA, a pa. of England, co. and 3J m.
N'.E. Cambridge. Ac. 1580. P. 402.

loiiNixGsiiAM, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4
S.W. Warminster. Ac. 2541. P. 1065.

ioRNiNGSHEATH, a pa. of Engl., CO. Suffolk, 2^
S.W. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 2200. P. 670.

loRNiNGTOFT, a pa. of Engl., CO. Norfolk, 4-J

S.S.E. Fakenham. Ac. 1405. P. 248.

loRNOY, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

,. Somme, 17 m. VV.S.W. Amiens. P. 1083.

loRSSEA, a market town and pa. of England,
York, East Riding, on the North Sea, about

III. N.N.E. Hull. Ac. of pa. (including a sheet

viiter of nearly 500 ac.) 3348. P. 1063. The sea

, made frequent encroachments on this parish,

[< iitxsEY, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, on
New River, b\ m. N.N.W. St Paul's Cathe-

.1, London. Ac. 2895, which includes a gi-eat

t of Highgate and Finchley Common, with a
tion on the Great Northern Rail. P. 11,082.

loRNTON, a chapelry of England, co, Oxford,
llorley, 5 m. N.W. Banbury. Ac. 1400. P. 614.

[oRNU, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.
inaut, 6 m. W. Mons. P. 3050, forming a
my of coal-miners, founded 1823.

loRNUssEN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aar-
II, dist. Laujfenbourg. P. 699.

iloROLDO, a town of Poland, gov. Lublin, on
Bug, 38 m. E N.B. Zamosc. P. 1200.

iloRRUES, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hainaut, 11
N.N.E. Mons. P. 2000.

tioRRY, a dist. of the U. S^ North America, in

I

of South Carolina. Area 1071 sq. m. P.
03 free, 2359 slaves.

ifiOKSK (The), an islet of Scotland, co. Ayr, in
\i Firth of Clyde, opposite Ardrossan harbour.
'HoBSEHEATH, a pa. of England, co Cambridge,

I

m. E.N.E. Linton. Ac. 1849. P. 497.

JHoBSK IsLAUD, an island of Ireland, Munster,
Cork, at the W-. side of the entrance of Castle-
iwnsend haven, with a landmark tower.
Horse Island, a small island, but the largest
d most fertile in the Lake Urumea, Persia,
)v. Azerbijan. —Horsea Island is a small island
Portsmouth Harbour, England, 1 m. E. Por-
sster, and composing a farm.
HoBSEL or Heksel, a river of Central Germany,
es in princ. Gotha, and after a N. and W.
irse of 25 m. joins the Werra, 4 m. S. Kreutz-
fg—The Horselberg is a mntn. range between
senach and Kreutzburg 1540 ft. above the sea.
HoRSELL, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 3i m.
•N.W. Ripley. Ac. 2890. P. 788.
HoRSEMONDEN, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3i
N.E. Lamberhurst Ac. 4617. P. 1385.
HoRSEN or HoRSENS, an ancient seaport town
Denmark, prov. Jutland, amt. and 25 m. S.W.
irhuus, on the Horsens-Fiord. P. 8980. It
8 several churches, two market-places, a good
rbour, and an export trade in corn and tallow.
HoRSENDON, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 6J
S.W. Wendover. Ac. 517. P. 45.
Horsepath, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.
rf.E. Oxford. Ac. 1164. P. 334.
Horsey, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 7 m.
'^ E. Happisburgh. Ac. 1880. P. 206.—(/s^and),
'"G E. coast of Essex, formed by an inlet of
^ea, 4^ m. S.S.W. Harwich. It is 6 m. in

^^uraference, and abounds in game.

IIORSFORD, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6 m.
N.N.W. Norwich. Ac. 4177. P. 665.

UoKSFOKTH, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Yorlc, West
Riding, pa. Guisley, on the Aire, 6 m. N.W. Leeds.
Ac. 2729. P. 5281.
Horsham, a pari, borough, market town, and

pa. of England, co. Sussex, on the Arun, 26 m.
N.E. Chichester, 37 m. S.S.W. London, by a
branch of the London and Brighton Railway.
Ac. of pa. and bor. 20,040, of which the forest

of St Leonards covers 10,770. P. 6747. It has
a pa. church, a town-hall and court-house, a
county gaol, union workhouse, market-house,
and bank. The bor. is a polling-place for W.
Sussex. It is governed by a steward, etc., and
sends 1 member to H. of Commons. Reg. electors

(1864) 372.— II. (^St Faith), a pa., co. Norfolk, ^
m. N. Norwich. Ac. 1750. P. 918. It is head
of a poor-law union, and has a house of industry.

HoKsixGTON, a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, 4^ m.
W. Horncastle. Ac. 1700. P. 418.—II. co. Somer-
set, 3^ m. S.S.W. Wincanton. Ac. 3591. P. 869.

HoRSLEY, five pas. of England.—I. co. Glo'ster,

3^ m. S.W. Minchin-Hampton. Ac. 4082. P.

2558.—IL (East), co. Surrey, 53 m. W.S.W.
Leatherhead. Ac. 1824. P. 228.—IIL (West),

same co., 6^ m. N.E. Guildford. Ac. 2993. P.

706.—IV. CO. Derby, 3 m. S.S.E. Belper. Ac.
2792. P. 2250.—(ion^r), co. Northumberland, 6
m. N.N.W. Morpeth. Ac. 12,849. P. 965.

HoRST, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Lim-
burg, cap. cant., 18 m. N. Ruremond. P. 3100.

Linen weaving, tanning, and brewing.
HoKST, a vill. of Holstein, 8 m. E. Gluckstadt,

with a station on the Kiel and Altona Railway.
Horstead, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6^

m. S.E. Aylsham. Ac. 2733. P. 608.

Horsted, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2 m.
S.W. Uckfield. Ac. 2240. P. 296.—II. (Keynes),

same co., 5im. E.N.E. Cuckfield. Ac. 4304. P. 790.

Hokstmar, a town of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. and 16 m. N.W. Munster. P. 1120.

Horta, a seaport town of the Azores, cap. isl.

Fayal, on its S.E. coast. P. (1863) 64,680.

HoRTEN, a town of Norway, stift Aggershuus,
32 m. S. Christiania, on the Gulf of Christiania,

opposite Moss. It is the chief military port of

the kingdom, and station of the fleet, and has an
arsenal and extensive building-yards.

HoRTON, several pas., etc., of England.—I. co.

Bucks, li m. S.S.W. Colnbrook. Ac. 1610. P.

810.—II. CO. Dorset, 4^ m. S.W. Cranborue. Ac.
2740. P. 431.—IIL CO. Glo'ster, 2^ m. N.E. Chip-
ping-Sodbury, Ac. 3560. P. 454.—IV. co. and
5^ m. S.E. Northampton. Ac. 2790. P. 76.—V.
CO. Northumberland, 6J m. S.E. Morpeth. Ac.

5550. P. 6787.—VI. co. Stafford, 2a m. W.N.W.
Seeke. Ac. 4570. P. 1046.—VII. (in-Ribblesdale),

CO. York, West Riding, 10 m. W. Kettlewell. Ac.
18,970. P. 417. The mountain of Pennigen, and
a part of Ingleborough, are in this pa.—VIII.
(Kirby), co. Kent, 4 m. S.S.E. Dartford. Ac.
2813. P. 876.—IX. (JMonks), same co., 4J m.
N.N.W. Hythe. Ac. 1079. P. 153.—X. (GreaO, a
chapelry, co.York,West Riding, pa. and 2 m. S.W.
Bradford. Ac. 2070. P. 30,189. Woollen mamifs.
It has a mechanics' institute and a free school.

HoRTON River, East Australia, flows N. and
joins the Gwydie river, in lat. 29° 45' S., Ion,
150'" 50' E.
HoRW, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Luzem, 3

m. from Lucerne. P. 1244.

HoRWiCH, a chapelry of England, co. Lancas-
ter, pa. Dean, with a station on the Lancashire
and Yorkshire Railway, 6^ m. S.E. Chorley. P.
3471. It has calico print and bleach works
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HoRWooD, 3 pas. of England.—I. co. Devon,

SJ m. E.N.E. Bideford. Ac. 860. P. 109.—II.
(Great), co. Bucks, 2i m. N. Winslow. Ac. 2389.

P. 725.—III. (Litile% adjoining, 2^ m. N.N.E.
Ac. 1950. P. 449.

HoRziTZ or HoRZTCZE, a town of Bohemia, circ.

Bidschow, 58 m. E.N.E. Prague. P. 2760.
HoRzowiTZ, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 12

m. S.W. Beraun. P. 2950. Extensive iron, coal,

silver, and mercury mines, metallic and stone-
ware factories.

Hose or Howes, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

7 m. N. Melton Mwwbray. Ac. 2140. P. 477.

HosHUNGABAD, a dist. or subdivision of British

India, known as the Saugor and Nerbudda terri-

tory, N.W. provs. Area 1916 sq. m. P. 242,641.
The district is very fertUe. It has coal of siiperior

quality, but the distance from the sea-coast is

ft great drawback to its being worked.
lIosHDNGABAD, a town Of British India, cap.

dist. of same name, on 1. b. of the Nerbudda, 114
m. S.W. Saugor.

HosKOi'E or OoscoTTA, a town and fort of

British India, Mysore, 16 m. N.E. Bangalore.
Hospital, a pa. and vill. of Irel., co. Limerick,

11 m. W. Tipperary. Ac. of pa. 3999. P. 1676.

HosPiTALET, a town of Spain, prov. and 4 m.
S.W. Barcelona. P. 2504.

HosTALRiCH, a town of Spain, prov. and 18 m.
S.S.W. Gerona. P. 950.

HosTAUN, a town of Bohemia, in its W. part,

circ. Klattau, 27 m. S.W. Pilsen. P. 1381.

HosTE Island, Tierra del Fuego, is between
lat. 65° and 55° 40' S., Ion. 68° and 70° W., 90 m.
in length E. to W., by 50 m. in greatest breadth,
separated E.ward from Navarin Island by Pon-
sonby Sound, and N.ward from King Charles'
South Land by the Beagle Channel.
HosTiEx (St), a comm. and viU. of France,

dep. Haute Loire, arr. Le Puy. P. 1153.

HosuRU, a fortified town of British India, 80
m. E. Seringapatam. Its position has often ren-
dered it the object of obstinate contention between
the powers of Mysore and the Camatic. It fell

into the hands of the British in 1791.

HoszuMEZo, a vill. of E. Hungary, co. Marma-
ros, near the Theis.s, 7 m. N.W. Szigeth. P. 1580.

HoTHAM, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Riding,
1 m. N. South Cave. Ac. 2670. P. 333.

HoTHAMPTON, a vill. of England. [Bognor.]
HoTHFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3 m.

W.N.W. Ashford. Ac. 1777. P. 336.

Hot-Spring, a co. of the TJ. S., North America,
Arkansas, in its S. part, watered by the Washita.
Area 969 sq. m. P. 5022 free, 613 slaves.—II. a
vill., cap. above co., 47 m. W.S.W. Little Eock,
and 6 m. N. the river Washita. It has 50 hot
springs, resorted to by invalids. Temp. 110° to

150° Fahr.—III. a vill. of Virginia, in the centre
of the state, 128 m. W.N.W. Richmond, and hav-
ing a hotel, baths, and springs of a temperature
from 103° to 106° Fahr.
Hottentot Country or Hottentotia, a region

of Southern Africa, extending between Ion. 15°
and 27° E., and from lat. 31° S. to an uncertain
distance N., beyond the tropic of Capricorn,
having W. the Atlantic, S. the Cape Colony,
E.ward the Brchuaua and Kafir territories. It

comprises nearly the whole ba^iiu of the Orange
river. Surface very various, in parts well wooded
and fertile, but elsewhere an arid desert. The
pop. is subdivided into numerous tribes, living
imder petty chiefs; and scattered through the
countrj- are various Wesleyan and other mis-
sionary stations.

HoTTisGEN, a comm. of Switzerland, cant.

Zurich, dist. Neumiinster. P. 3126. Manufs. s

and velvet stuffs and jewellery.

HoTZENPLOTs, a town of Austrian Silesia, ci

and 26 m. N.N.W. Troppau, on the Prussi
frontier, and cap. co. Hennersdorf. P. 2600.
HouAT, an island off the W. coast of Fran

dep. Morbihan, 6 m. S.E. the peninsula Quiber
with a fort, a small harbour, and 250 inhabitat
Hou-CHOU, a city of China, prov. Che-lriai

cap. dep. and 35 m. N.W. Hang- chow-foo.
HouDATN, a comm. and vill. of France, d

Pas-de-Calais, 6 m. S.W. Bethune. P. 1068.

HouDAN, a comm. and town of Franc**, d

.

Seine-et-Oise, 16 m. S.S.W. Mantes. P. 2051
HouFFALiZE, a town of Belgium, Luxembou,

cap. cant, 9 m. N.E. Bastogne. P. 990.

Houga (Le), a comm. & market town of Fran,
dep. Gers, 30 m. W.S.W. Condom. P. 1758.

Hougaerde or Hoegaerden, a vill. of I-
gium, prov. S. Brabant, 2J m. S.W. Tirlemc,
P. 3000, with breweries and distUleries.

HouGHAJi, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2i

.

W.S.W. Dover. Ac. 3275. P. 3372.
HouGH-ON-THE-HiLL, a pa. of England,co. L-

coln, 6 m. N. Grantham. Ac. 3C00. P. 656.

Houghton, several pas., etc., of England.-.

CO. Hunts, 2 m. N.W. St Ives. Ac. 1640. P. i.

—II. CO. Hants, 2 m. S.S.W. Stockbridge. ..

2642. P. 428.—Ill, {Conquesty, co. Beds, 2i m..
Ampthill. Ac 3345. P. 784.—IV. {Great),

.

and 2|m. E.S.E. Northampton. Ac. 1783. .

365.—V. (in-the-Hole), co. Norfolk, 1} m. S..

New-Walsingham. Ac. 978. P. 191.—VI. (Lirt,

3 m. E.S.E. Northampton. Ac. 1070. P. 57^-

VII. (Long), co. Northumberland, 3J- m. E.^"

.

Alnwick. Ac. 4113. P. 777. It has coal d'
lead mines.—VIII. (New), co. Norfolk, 6 -

N. Rougham. Ac. 1495. P. 227.—IX (m-r-

Hilt), CO. and 6 m. E.S.E. Leicester. Ac. 24.

P. 449.—X. CO. Norfolk, 4^ m. N.W. Watt.
Ac. 601. P. 49.—XI. (Regis), co. Beds, li

.

N.N.W. Dunstable, Ac. 451)0. P. 2169.—X.
(Winterhoume), co. Dorset, 4^ m. W.S.W. Blai-

ford-Forum. Ac. 1923. P. 284.

Houghton, a co. of C S., North Amer,
Michigan. Area 1200 sq. m. P. 9234.

Houghton-le-Spring, a pa. and market tea

of England, co. and 7 m. N.E. Durham, on the.

N. Railway. Ac. of pa. 15,494. P. 22,582,

HouGUE, a cape, France, [Cape La Hagi]
HouLME, an old division of France, Lot

Normandy, cap. Argentan, now comprised in 6.

Ome.— Le Uoulme is a comm. and vill, c.

Seine-Inferieure, 6 m. N.N,W, Rouen, P. 20.

HouLTON, a township of the U. S,, North Ai-

rica, Maine, cap. co. Aroostook.
HouMEAN-PoNTOUVRE, a comm. and vill.f

France, dep. Charente, ai r. and cant. Angoulei.

P, 1744. Manufs. fire-bricks and paper.

HouNAM, a pa. of Scotland, co. Eoxbui^h.0

m. S.S.E. Kelso. Ac. (including a portion of e

Cheviot hills) 15,107, mostly fine sheep-walk. '.

289. The hill of Hounam-Law, in this pa., r s

1464 feet in height.

Hound, a pa. of England, co, and 3J m. 51.

Southampton, Ac. 4691. P. 2039.

HouNDSFiELD, a township of the U. S, Nca

America, New York, 6 m, W, Watertown.
HouNSLOW, a town and chapelry of Engla t

CO. Middlesex, pas. Heston and Isleworth, 2J -

S.W. Brentford. 73 feet above the sea. P, 6t'.

Hounslow Heath is in great part enclosed, Hb

are barracks, gunpowder nulls, and a station i

Great Eastern Railway,
HOUPUN, a comm. and vill. of France, c

Nord, arr. and 7 m. N. Lille. P. 1436,

I
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Hou-QUANG, a former prov. of China, now form-

g the provs. Hou-nan and Hou-pe, and having
[ its centre the large Lake Ton-ting.

noUKN (Loch), an inlet of Scotland, co. In-

M-ness, stretching inland from the Sound of

kye for 13 m. At its mouth it is 5 m. across.

HouKTiN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

iionde, 10 m. S.S.W. Lesparre. P. 1441.

HousATONic, a river of the U. S., N. America,
niinecticut, flowing S.ward into Long Island
ntind, which it enters 10 m. S.W. New Haven.
IlousA, an extensive country of Central Africa,

tweeii lat. 12" and 13° N., Ion. 5° and 10° E.,

iving N. the Sahara Desert, E. Bornou, and
sewhere countries unexplored and unknown to

uropeans. The country is partly mountainous,
lit well watered by afiQs. of the Niger. Cotton,

ibacco, indigo, dates, and cattle are amongst its

roducts. Chief towns, Kano the cap., Sackatoo,
^ashna, and Katogoom. [Soudan,]
House, an island of Shetland, pa. Bressa, con-
ected by a bridge with the isl. of Barra. Length
m. ; breadth about

-J
m. Pop. returned with pa.

Houston, a city of U. S., North America, and
nee the cap. of Texas, now superseded by Aus-
u, Harris co., 82 m. N.W. Galveston, with which
iwn it communicates by steamers. P. 6000. It is

ituated on the low coast land of the Buffalo
Jiiyou, and is the great entrepot for the cotton
lid sugar of the adjoining country. It was
ttled in 1836.—II. a co. of Texas. P. 5239
ee, 2819 slaves.—III. a co., Georgia, bordering
lie river Ocmulgee, cap. Perry. Area 549 sq.

1. P. (1860) 4856 free, 10,755 slaves.—IV. a co.,

linnesota. P. 6645.

Houston, Eugh's-toton, a pa. of Scotland, co.

ienfrew, 5 m. N.W. Paisley Ac. 7644. P. 2490,
ucludes vill. of Houston, pop. 858, partly em-
iloyed in cotton works.
Houtman's Islands, off theW. coast of Austra-

ia, between lat. 28° & 29° S., Ion. 113° and 114° E.
Hove, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, Ij m.

.V.N.W. Brighton, with a station on the S. Coast
Railway. Ac. 872. P. 9624.
HovERiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 44

n. S. Southwell. Ac. 1050. P. 387.
Hoveton, two pas. of England, co. Norfolk, 7

a. S. North Walsham.—I. {St John). Ac. 1641.
-' 285.-11. {St Peter). Ac. 952. P. 131.
Hovingham, a pa. of Engl., co. York, N. Eiding,

'\ m, W.N.W. New Malton. Ac. 9044. P. 1 208.
Howard, three townships of the U. S., North

imerica.—I. New York, 288 m. W. Albany.—II.
Pennsylvania, 82 m. N.W. Harrisburg.—III.
Dhio, CO. Knox.
Howard, several cos. of the U. S., North

America.—I. Missouri, near the centre of the
3tate, cap. Fayette. Area 432 sq. m. P. (1860)
il0,060 free, 5886 slaves.-II. N. Indiana. Area
296 sq. m. P. 12,524.-111. Iowa. P. 3168.—
[V. Maryland. P. 10,476 free, 2862 slaves.
How-CAPLE, a pa. of England, co. and 8i m.

E.S.E. Hereford. Ac. 1018. P. 161.
HowDEN, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. York, East Riding, on the Ouse, here crossed
by a ferry, and with a station on the Hull and
Belby Railway, 22 m. W. Hull. Ac. of pa. 16,292.
P. 6209. Pop. of town 2376. Hoivden is head of
a poor-law union, and a polling-place for the
East Riding. Alt 21 feet.

Howden-Pans, a township of England, co.
Northumberland, pa. Wallsend, on the Tyne, 2J
m. W.S.W. North Shields. P. 1313. Numerous
vessels are built, and much coal is shipped here.

T tZ^ (Cape), the S.E. point of Australia.
Liat. 37° 35' S. ; Ion. 150° E.— West Cape Howe is

in W. Australia, co. Plantagenet, 18 m. S.W. Al-
bany. [Lord Howe Island.]
Howe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 64 m.

E.N.E. Loddon. Ac. of pa. 757. P. 113.

Howell, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4J m.
E.N.E. Sleaford. Ac. 1650. P. 72.

Howell, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New Jersey, co. Monmouth. P. 4058.

Howell, a co. of U. S., North America, Mis-
souri. P. 3133 free, 36 slaves.

Howes, a pa. of England. [Hose.]
HowiCK, a pa, of England, co. Northumber-

land, on the Lea, i\ m. E.N.E. Alnwick. Ac.
1692. P. 26c.

HowRA, a town of British India, distxict of the
24 pergunnahs, on rt b. of the Hooghly, opposite
Calcutta, of which it may be considered a suburb.
Terminus of the railway from Calcutta to the
N.W. provinces. It has ship-building yards.
Howth (The Hill of), a peninsida and pa. of

Ireland, Leinster, co. Dublin, forming the N.E.
screen of Dublin Bay. Ac. of pa. 2669, mostly
a rocky and remarkably picturesque ridge, rising

563 feet above the sea. P. 1649, extensively en-
gaged in fisheries. Pop. of Howth vill., which is 8
m. by rail. E.N.E. Dublin, 809. It has a harbour
of refuge, with extensive piers, lighthouse, etc.

;

but from its position, the rocks which still obstruct
it, and the accumulation of sand, now almost use-
less. At the extremity of the peninsula is a
lighthouse, on a lofty rock, with a fixed red light.

Hoxne, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3J m.
N.E. Eye, within the bounds of which pari. bor.

it is included. Ac. 4257. P. 1218.

Hoxter, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
and 42 m. S.S.E. Minden, on 1. b. of the Weser.
P. 3700. Chicory manufs., linen-weaving, brew-
ing, and distilling.

Hoxton, a parochial district, forming a sub-
urb of London, pa. St Leonard-Shoreditch, 2 m.
N.E. St Paul's, to the Dean and Chapter of which
the manor belonged previous to the conquest.
P. (New Town) 26,616, (Old Town) 25,777.
Hoy, an island and pa. of Orkney, 2| m. S.

Stromness. Length 14 m. ; extreme breadth 5
m. Pop. of island 1535. Part of it forms with
Graemsay a pa. P. 656. It has fine cliff scenery-,

and a harbour at Longhope. Weekly communi-
cation by steam is maintained with Leith.
iloYA, a CO. of Pmssia, enclosed by the Weser

and Hunt rivers, Iandr. Hanover. Area 1145
sq. m. P. 125,000, mostly Lutherans. Surface
iklternately marshy and fertile. Cattle-rearing,

agriculture, and linen-weaving are the chief

''ranches of industry. Chief town, Nienburg.

—

II. a market town in above co., on the Weser, 23
m. S.S.E. Bremen. P. 2200, employed in transit

trade, and linen fabrics.

HoYER, a petty seaport town, Denmark, duchy
Schleswig, with a harbour on the North Sea, 26
m. S.W. Ribe. It has an export trade in oysters.

HoYERSWERDA, a town of Prussian Silesia,

gov. and 84 m. W.N.W. Leignitz, on the Black
Elster. P. 2300, chief agriculturaL
HoYLAND (High), a pa. of England, co. York,

W. Riding, 6 m. W.N.W. Bamsley. Ac. 1934.

P. 3357, partly employed in woollen manufac-
tures and collieries.—II. (Xstkery, a chapelry,
same Riding, pa. Wath-on-Deam, 3J m. S.W.
Darfleld. Ac. 2012. P. 5352.—III. (Swain), a
tnship., same Riding, pa. Silkstone, 5 m. W.S.W.
Bamsley. Ac. 1936. P. 689.
HoYLE Lake, Hoylake or Hoose, a viU. of

England, co. Chester, pa. W. Kirby, on the Dee
at its mouth, 11 m. N.N.W. Great Neston. P.
689. It has buildings for the accommodation of
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sea-batliers, & two lighthouses with fixed lights,

in lat. 53° 24' N., Ion. 3° 11' W.
HoYM, a town, Germany, duchy Auhalt-Bem-

burg, 14 m. S.E. Halberstadt, on the Selke. P. 2400.
Hrabek, a market town of Bohemia, circ.

Prachin, 19 m. N.N.W. Pisek.—II. a vill., circ.

Koniggratz, near the frontier of Prussian Silesia.

—III. (or Wunsckelberc/y, a town of Prussian
Silesia, gov. Breslau, circ. and 11 m. W.N.W.
Glatz. P. 1150.

Hradisch, a town of Moravia, cap. circ, on an
island in the March, 42 m. E.S.E. Briinn. P.

2000. It has trade in wine.
Hbochow-Teixitz, a vilL of E. Bohemia, circ.

and 5 m. E. Chrudim. P. 1000. Hrozinkau is

a vill. of Moravia, circ. and E. Hradisch.
HuAFO or GuAFO, an island of South America,

Chile, off the Pacific coast, 23 m. S.W. Chiloe.

HuAiiEixE, one of the Society Islands, Pacific,

N.W. of Tahiti. P. 2000. Surface mountainous
and fertile. On it Cook planted a shaddock tree.

HuALLAGA, a river of Peru, rises in the Andes,
near lat. 11° S., at an elevation of 13,200 feet

above the sea, flows mostly N., and joins the
Amazon, near lat. 6° S., Ion. 75° 40' W., after a
total course estimated at 500 m. Near lat. 7° S.

it runs through a narrow gorge, forming there

and elsewhere several falls.

HuASLACHUco Or GuAsiACHUCO, a town of Peru,
cap. prov., dep. and 55 m. E.N.E. Truxillo.

HuAsiANGA, South America. [Ayacucha.]
HUANCAVELICA Or GUANCABELICA, & town of

Peru, dep. Ayacucho, cap. prov., in the Andes,
80 m. W.N.W. Ayacucho, 11,000 feet abtwe the
sea. P. 8000. Chief industry, mining and smelt-
ing the ores of gold and sQver, and in the quick-
silver mines of its vicinity.

HuAxcAYO and Huakt^v, two towns of N. Peru.
—I. dep. Junin, prov. and 25 m. S.E. Jauja.—II.

prov. and 22 m. N. Ayacucho.
Huanuco or GuANUco, a town of Peru, dep.

Junin, cap. prov., in the Andes, 180 m. N.N.E.
Lima. P. 4500. It is one of the most ancient
cities of Peru, finely situated on 1. b. of the Hua-
nuco, in a healthy district.

HuAQCi, a river of Mexico, dep. Sonora,
enters the Gulf of California, aoout 25 m. S.E.
Guaymas, after a S.W. course, estimated at 400 m.
HuARAZ, a town of S. America, N. Peru, dep.

Tarma, 130 m. S.E. Truxillo. P. 5000.—^wari
is a town, E. the Andes, 30 m. E. Huaraz.
HuAKTE, two market towns of Spain, Navarra.
—I. prov. and 4 m. E.N.E. Pamplona, near 1. b.

of the Arga.—II. (St Araquil), 15 m. W. Pam-
plona, near the rt. b. of the Araquil.

HuASCO, a town of South America, Chile, dep.

and 110 m. N. Coquimbo, at the mouth of the
Huasco, in which it has a small harbour.
HuACBA or GuAURA, a seaport town of Peru,

dep. Lima, prov. and 50 m. N.W. Chancay, near
mouth of the river Guaura, with salt works, and
remains of anc. Peruvian edifices. P. 2500.

HuBB, two rivers of Beloochistan, the principal

separating that countiy from Lower Scinde, and
entering the Indian Ocean 27 m. W. Kurachee,
after a total S.ward course of 100 miles.

HuBBAKD, a tnshp., U. S., N. America, Ohio, co.

Trumbull. P. 1272.

—

Hubbardston is a township,
Massachusetts, 54 m. W.N.W. Boston. P. 1827.

HuBBERSTON, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 2 m. W. Milford. Ac. 1880. P. 1270.
Hubert (St), a town of Rhenish-Prussia, gov.

and 30 m. S.S.E. Cleves. P. 1000.—II. a town of
Belgian Luxembourg, cap. arr^ in the Ardennes,
17 m. W. Bastogne. P. 1670. It has manufac-
tures of potash and hardwares.

HuBEETSBur.G, a vill., and formerly a royr
castle of Saxony, circ. and 24 m. E. Leipzig. I

the castle was signed the peace of 1763, whic
terminated the seven years' war.
Huby, a township of England, co. York, Nort

Eiding, pa. Salton-on-the-Forest, 10| m. E.8.1
Boroughbridge. Ac. 4515. P. 572.

Huckeswagen, a town of Rhenish-Prussi;
gov. and 25 m. E.S.E. DUsseldorf, on a hill nea
the Wipper. P. 3000. Woollen and cotton clot

weaving, and iron and steel works.
HucKiNG, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6 n

KN.E. Maidstone. Ac. 1188. P. 119.

HucKLECOT, a hamlet of England, co. and ;

m. E. Gloucester, pa. Churchdown. P. 460.

HucKNALL, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m. N.'\\

Nottingham. Ac. 3270. P. 2836.—II. (vnder

Huthwaite), a hamlet, same co., pa. Salton-ir

Ashfield, 4J m. W.S.W. Mansfield. P. 1160.

Hucqueliers, a comm. and vill. of Franc<:

dep. Pas-de-Calais, arr. Montreuil sur Mir, caj

cant. P. 720. This vill. is at the intersection of si.

principal roads. Remains of an ancient fortress.

Huddersfield, a pari, bor., large woolle:

manufacturing market town and pa. of Englan(!

CO. York, West Riding, on the Colne, a tributar;

of the Calder, and on the London and Nortl
Western Railway, 16 m. S.S.W. Leeds. Area (

pa., which is very hilly, 15,080 ac. Pop. of bo:

(1851) 30,880, do. (1861) 50,250. Alt. 277 feet x
has a pa. and otlier churches, many dissentiiii

chapels ; a national proprietary college, collegia!

school ; an infirmary, mechanics' institute, ph.

losophical and gymnasium halls, subscriptioi

library, news-room, banking company, sever.i

branch banks, and a circular piece-hall. Manuf :

of the town and vicinity are broad and narro'.:

cloths, kerseymeres, flushings, serges, cord<

pilots, mohair and sealskin cloths, and "fane;

wooUen goods." Silk-spinning and cotton-spin

ning and doubling are carried on, and the manu
facture of cotton warps. Trade is greatly facUi

tated by the abundance of coal in the vicinit\'

and by canals connecting with both the Mersej

and Humber : that connecting with the former i

carried at the highest canal level in Englam:

through the chain termed the " English Apen
nines,'' by a stupendous tunnel 3J m. in lengtl

The railway communication is good, bavin'

direct lines to the metropolis and the principi

manufacturing towns, and good access to ai

parts of England, by means of the Great Norther:

and Manchester, ShefiBeld and Lincolnshir

London and North-Western, and Lancashire an

Yorkshire Railways. Huddersfield sends 1 men'

ber to H. of C. Reg. alectors (1864) 1958. It i

also a polling-place for the West Riding.

HuDDiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Worceete;

5 m. S.S.E. Droitwich. Ac. 890. P. 87.

Hddiksvall or Huddiksvall, a seaport tow:

of Sweden, laen and 70 m. N. Gefle, on an inl'j

of the Gulf of Bothnia. P. 2743. MannlB. i

linen fabrics and snuff.

Hudson, a co. of the U. S., N. America, Ne<

Jersey, in its N.E. part, on the Hudson river; caj

N. Bergen. Area 66 sq. m. P. (I860) 62,717.-

II. a township, Ohio, 122 m. N.E. Colnmbu,

Here is Western Reserve College, founded i

1826, and having elegant buildings and ground

a library of 4200 volumes, and 9 professors.—11

a township. New Hampshire, 34 m. S.E. Concor

Hudson, a river, U. S., N. America, state Ne>

York, rising in lat 44° N., flowing 300 m. in

S. direction into the Atlantic, lat. 40° 40* >

where its estuary forms the harbour of Ne

York. It is navigable for ships of the first cla
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jSudson, 117 m., and small sailiug craft to the

id of the tide water, 166 m., at Troy. Chief

ributaries, the Mohawk and Sacandaga. On
his river, in 1807, the first vessel in America
)ropelled by steam ran 110 m. in 24 hours,

gainst a light wind.

Hudson, a city and river port, U. S., North
inierica. New Yoi-k, on the E. bank of the above
iver, at the head of its ship navigation, and the

mnination of the Boston Railway, 108 m. N.
^'ew York. P. 7187. It is lined on either side

Irith quays, accessible to the largest vessels ; has
' court-house of marble, 12 churches, a literary

jcxsiety, a bank, a lunatic asylum ; manufs. of

otton fabrics, some iron works, and vessels en-

i aged in the whale fisheiy. Numerous steamers

I

ly to New York.
i Hudson Bay (properly Seay, an inland sea of

Torth America, between lat. 61° and 64" N., Ion.

i' and 95° W., enclosed by the British territory

a all sides, except the N.E., where it com-
Uunicates with Davis Strait by Hudson Strait.

.ength N. to S. 850 miles, breadth 600 miles.

^ S. part is named James' Bay, and receives

Albany, Moose, and other rivers.

—

Hudson
^ij has bold shores, numerous islands, and on
s coasts several settlements of the Hudson Bay
0. ; but it is free from ice and navigable for only

. few months annually. The Hudson Bay terri-

iry comprises that part of British N. America,
'standing from British Colmnbia on the W. to

anada and Labrador on the E., and from the N.
jimdary of the U. 8. (lat. 49°) to the frozen
•gions. Of this immense ai'ea only about 1,400,000

\. m. are actually occupied by the Company. Pop.
1 1861, estimated at 180,000; of whom 40,000
IB Indians, and the remainder whites and mixed
eople. The Hudson Bay Company was incor-
orated by Eoyal Charter, granted by King
harles ii. in 1670. A vast but indefinite tract

f territory was vested in it, together with the
)le right of trade and commerce, and all mines
ival, within its boundaries. From 1670 till

r83, the Hudson Bay Company enjoyed all the
' trade, and reaped a rich harvest of wealth
i influence. In that year the North-West
iiipany was formed, having its headquarters
Montreal, and soon rose to the position of a

iiraidable rival to the Hudson Bay Company,
nimosities, feuds, and bloodshed, and the almost
tal annihilation of the fur trade, resulted fi-om
lis rivahy: but in 1821 the two companies were
aited (retaining the title of the older), with a
int stock of 400,000/., which, in 1856, had in-
eased to 1,265,067/. In that year the Company
>nsisted of 268 proprietors. The affairs of the
ompany are managed by a governor, 16 chief
ctors, 29 chief traders, 5 surgeons, 87 clerks,
postmasters, 1200 permanent servants, and

'0 voyageurs, besides temporary employes of
fferent ranks. The total number of persons in
le Company's employment is about 3000. In
Idition to its chartered territory, the Company
)ssess several plots of land in British Columbia,
incus farms and building sites in Vancouver
liind, ten sugar mills on Lake Huron, in Canada,
gether with parts of Newfoundland, Oregon,
ussian America, the Sandwich Isles, and several
!ier places. On the expiration of their charter
1863, the monopoly of the Company was ex-
igmshed and its stock transferred to a new body

^

proprietors, named the International Financial
ciety. Most of these were shareholders in the
'I'lson Bay Company. The outlying estates are
be sold, and the southern district, including
valley of the Saskatchewan, is to be opened

to European colonization. Postal and telegraphic
communication are to be established between
Canada and British Columbia across the Com-
pany's territory. Ministers of the Gospel of

every denomination are protected and encouraged,
and there is a Bishop of the Church of England
in the diocese of Rupert Land.
Hudson (New), a township of the U. S., N.

America, New York, 4 m. W. Angelica.
Hudson Strait, British North America, be-

tween lat. 60° and 64° N., Ion, 65° and 77° W., is

about 450 m. in length, with an average breadth
of 100 m., and connects Hudson Bay with the
ocean and Davis Strait.

Hufi or Hu£-FO, the cap. city of the empire
Anam, Cochin-china, on the Hud river, about 10
m. from its mouth, in the China Sea. Lat. 16° 24'

N. ; Ion. 107° 32' E. P. 100,000 (?) It has no
parallel in the East, having been early in the
present century regularly fortified in the Euro-
pean style. Its walls, mounting numerous cannon,
and upwards of 5 m. in circumference, enclose
an inner citadel, with the palace, and spacious
barracks, large public granaries, an arsenal, and
magazines, which, with other public buildings,

are supplied with water by numerous canals from,

the river, faced with masonry, and crossed by
fine bridges. A garrison and fleet of galleys are
usually stationed here. The Hud river, about \
m. wide at its mouth, is fitted only for vessels of

small draught ; but on it are some building docks,
and its mouth is defended by a small fort.

HuEHUETocA, a vill. of Mexico, dep. and 30 m.
N. Mexico, celebrated for a gigantic hydraulic
work, called the Desague de Huehuetoca.
HuELMA, a town of Spain, prov. and 27 m. S.E.

Jaen. P. 2973. It has manufs. of coarse woollens.
HuELGOAT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Finist^re, cap. cant., 20 m. N.E. ChUteaulin, with
an argentiferous lead mine. P. 1203.

HuELVA (Span. Huelba ; anc. Onoba), a marit.

town of Spain, cap. prov. same name, on an inlet

of the Atlantic, 49 m. W.S.W. Sevilla. P. 7173.

Area of prov. 4118 sq. m. P. (1857) 174,391.

HuENEJA, a town of Spain, prov. and 37 m. E.
Granada, on the N. slope of S. Nevada. P. 2350.

HuERCALOVERA, a town of Spain, prov. and 40
m. N.E. Almerio, near the Almanzor. Pop., in-
cluding surrounding vills., 12,912. It has manu-
factures of lace, table linens, and soap.
HuERTA, numerous vOls., Spain, central provs.,

the most worthy of notice being H. de Valdeca-
rabanos, prov. and 17 m. S.E. Toledo. P. 2000.

HuESCA (anc. Osca and Heosca), a city of Spain,
Aragon, cap. prov., on rt. b. of the Isuela, 36 m.
N.E. Zaragoza. P. 9200. Principal edifices, a
Gothic cathedral, convents, foundling hospital,

cavalry barracks, and the ancient palace of the
kings of Aragon, memorable for the " massacre of

the bell." Its university was founded in 1354

;

6 it has two other colleges & some schools. Near
it are two remarkable monasteries, containing fine

works of art. Huesca has tanneries & linen manufs.
Area of prov. 6878 sq. m. P. (1857) 257,839.

HuESCAR, a town of Spain, prov. and 68 m. N.E.
Granada. P. 6640. Manufs. woollens and linens.

HuETE, a town of Spain, prov. and 34 m. N.W.
Cuenca. P. 2520. It has a fort.

HuFiNGEN, a town of Baden, circ. Lake, on the
Bregach, 9 m. S. Villingen. P. 1650.

Hlgelisheim, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle-
Rhine, 5J m. S.W. Rastadt. P. 680.

HCgelshofen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant
Thurgau, dist. Weinfelden. P. 883.

Huggate, a pa. of England, co. York. E. Riding
7 ra. N.E. Pocklington. Ac. 6500. P. 589.
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HuGHLEY, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4 m.

W.S.W. Much-Wenlock. Ac. illO. P. 98.

HuGGLEscoTE, a chapelry, Engl., co. Leicester,
pa. Ibstoke, 6 m. N.N.E. Mkt.-Bosworth. P. 1227.

HuiSH, five pas. of Engl.—I. co. Devon, 4 m. N.
flatherleigh. Ac. 986. P. 171.—II. (^North), a pa.,

same co., 6| m. W.S.W. Totness. Ac. 26G2. P.
432.—III. {Soitth), same co., Sf m. S.W. Kings-
bridge. Ac. 1150. P. 346.—IV. {Campflower), co.

Somerset, 2f ra. N.W. Wiveliscombe. Ac. 2909.
P. 444.—V. {Episcopiy, same co., \ m. E. Lang-
port. Ac. 2134. P. 679.

HuiSMES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Manche, arr. and cant. Chinon. P. 1646.

HuiSNE, a river of France, joins the Sarthe, 1

m. below Le Mans, after a S.W. course of 65 ra.

HuissEAU, several comms. and vills. of France,
the principal Huisseau^sur-Mauve, dep. Loiret, 9
m. W. Orieans. P. 1495.

HuissEN, a town of the Netherlands, prov.
Gelderland, on the Old Ehine, 3 m. S.E. Amheni.
P. 287.

—

Huizen is a vill. prov. North Holland, 16
m. E.S.E. Amsterdam. P. 2342.
HuizuM, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Fries

-

land, 1 m. S.E. Leeuwarden. P. 940.

HuJAMREE, d mouth of the Great E. Channel
of the Indus, in lat. 24° 10' N., Ion. 67° 28' E., and
170 yards across at Vikkur, 20 m. from the sea.

HuLCOTT, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 3 m.
N.E. Aylesbury. Ac. 850. P. 143.

HuLEH (Bahr-el). [Merom Lake."!
Hull or Kingston on Hull, a pari, and munic.

bor., river port, town, and co. of itself, England,
within CO. York, East Riding, on the N. side of

the Humber, at the influx of the Hull, 22 m. W.
the Spurn Head, and 34 m. S.S.E. York. Lat.
of citadel 63° 44' 6" N. ; Ion. 0° 20' W. Ac. of

town and old munic. bor. 960. Pop. of new munic.
and pari, bor., comprising the town, the pas. Scul-
coates, Sudcoates, part of Sutton, and some extra
parochial places, (1851) 84,690 ; do. (1861) 98,994.
Altitude 14 feet. Eainfall 23 inches. The old
town of Hull, about 1 m. in length, N. to S., by
half a mile in breadth, stands on the W. side of

the river HuU at its entrance into the Humber,
and is enclosed from N. to S. by three docks,
crossed by movable bridges. Beyond these are
Myton on the W., Sculcoates on the N., both con-
taining populous quarters of the modem town

;

and beyond the Hull, on the E., are Sutton and
Drjrpool. The fort, removed to the vill. of Paul,
6 mUes lower down the Humber, was completed
in 1864. It mounts 19 68 lb. guns. Hull has sev.

good streets ; & extensive warehouses, backed by
narrow lanes, border the river Hull, along which
the town and suburbs Trippet and Sculcoates ex-
tend for nearly 2 miles from the Humber. The
docks, constructed successively since 1775, on the
site previously occupied by fortifications, com-
municate with each other, and have an aggregate
length of 1807 yds., breadth 260 to 400 feet ; total

area 87it ac., including the West dock, 17 ac, now
(1864) in progress, besides a basin between two
of the piers on the Humber ; they are surrounded
by broad quays & large warehouses, have a depth
varying at high tides from about 20 to 27 feet, and
are crowded with shipping of all nations. Holy
Trinity church, a beautiful and ornate cruciform
gothic structure, has a pinnacled tower 140 feet
in height. It is now (1864) in progress of exter-
nal and internal restoration. St Mary's, Low-
gate, was, in 1864, enlarged and completed from
designs by Mr Scott. There are eleven other
churches, dissenting chapels, a Jews' synagogue,
and a mariners' church. Amongst the other public
buildings are the royal institution, occupied by

the Hull literary and philosophical society &bu1
scription library, custom-house, now town-ha
to oost 20,000A, exchange, pilot, dock, excise, an
stamp offices, infirmary, theatre, concert-hal

work-houses, gaol, baths, & wash-houses, a mi
seum, & the terminus of the Hull & SelbyEailwa;
The I'rinity guild, founded in 1369 for decayed sei

men & their widows, has an elegant edifice in tl

Tuscan order. Evil has numerous hospitals

other charitable institutions, a charter-hou;

founded in 1380 ; a medical school, school of art,

grammar school, a school which gives nautical edi

cation to 140 boys destined for the merchant se

vice; a dispensary, penitentiary, and lying-

charity ; a subscription library, mechanics' inst

tute, lyceum, a young men's christian & litera:

institute, a sailors' institute, and a savings' l»n
In the people's park (about 14 acres in extent)
a seated marble statue of Queen Victoria ; the

is an equestrian statue of William m. in i.

market-place ; a statue of Wilberforce on
fluted Doric column, near the Queen's dc:

bridge ; and a bronze statue of the late Dr Aldf
son, in front of the infirmary. Hull is coi

nected by railways with Scarborough, Whitl
York, and all the manufacturing towns of t

West Riding, for the exports of manufs., of whi.
it is the great outlet ; and it has ready commuii
cation with London and the centre of Englar
by a continuation of the Eastern Counties Eai

way to New Holland, on the opposite bank of tl

Humber, 2§ m. distant. The "Trent, Ouse, Do
etc., tributaries of the Humber, and navigab
canals, connect it also with a large inland ten
tory. Vessels entered (1863) 3026, tons 699,61i

cleared 2189, tons 626,400. Principal exports a.

cotton and woollen manufactured goods ar

yarn, earthenwares, hardwares, metals, rapesee

and com, the latter chiefly imported previousl'

value (1862) 11,916,376/. Its coasting tra:

is highly important, and it imports large quai

titles of coall Its merchants were the first

England to embark in the northern whale fisher

but this trade has nearly ceased. It is an in

portant steam-packet station, and commimicat'

many times weekly with London, Yarmout
Leith, Berwick. Aberdeen, Hamburg, Rotterdai

Copenhagen, Havre, Dimkirk, Antwerp, ali

with the Baltic ports of Prussia, Russia, Swede
Norway, and occasionally with Alexandria; ai

also constantly with Selby, Goole, Gainsb

rough, York, and Grimsby. Customs rev. (18(J

284,200. Register vessels (1863") 58, tons 6/,8;(

It has large cotton and flax mills ; ship-btdldir

& its auxiliary manufs., machinery, chain cabl

ropes, and canvas
;
potteries, tanneries, soap a

chemical works, and sugar refineries, com and

mills. The town has a branch of the Bank

:

England, many other banks, and several weel'

newspaper. The borough is divided into wari

and governed by a mayor, 13 aldermen, and

coimcillors. It has quarter-sessions, and a coi;

of requests. The mayor of Hull has the singu

'

honour of having two maces and two swords, <:'

given by Richard ii., the other by Henry v.

Hull returns two members to H. of C. Beg. el<

1864, 6065. This town, under the name of Myt •

wyk, appears to have been of importance in i

time of Athelstan ; but its consequence as a p:

dates from the time of Edward i., who confer

on it the royal designation, Kingston. In the oil

war of Charles l, it was the first town to close

)

gates against the king, and it successfully s-

tained 2 sieges of the royal troops, in 1642 & U-

HuLiAviNGTON, a vill. of England, co. W 1

1

4J m. S.S.W. Malmsbury. Ac 3121. P.
""'

1

701
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Hui.ME, a township of England, co. Lancaster,

pa and 1^ m. S.W. Manchester, within the bounds
„i which bor. it is included. Ac. 440. P. 68,433.

riiTe are cavalry barracks, and the Manchester
botanic garden, covering 17 ac.—II. {Levens), a

township, same pa., 3 m. S.E. Manchester. Ac. 605.

P. 2095.

HuLPE, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov. S.

Brabant, 4 m. E.N.E. Waterloo. P. 1040.

HtiLST, a town of the Netherlands, prov. Zee-
; land, cap. dist., on an affl. of the Scheldt, 15 m.

|W.N.W. Antwerp. P. 2369. It was fonnerly

fortified, and an important military post in the

wars of the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries.

HuLTON, 3 townships of England.—I. {Little),

po. Lancaster, pa. Dean, 5 m. N.E. Leigh. Ac.

1 170. P. 3390.—II. (Middle), in same pa., 8 m.
]:. Wigan. P. 790.—III. (Over), 2 m. W.N.W.
I'eel-Hulton. Ac. 1300. P. 447.

HuLTSHiN (Polish Hiccin), a town of Prussian
Silesia, gov. Oppeln, 13 m.E. Troppau. Pop. 2550.
HuLWUD, a town of India, peninsula of Katty-

war, prov. Guzerat, lat. 23° N., Ion. 71° 10' E.
HuMANSBORP dist. [Cape Colony.]
HujiBKB, an estuary of the E. coast of^England,

between Yorkshire and Lincolnshire, formed by
' the junction of the Ouse and Trent rivers, 8 m.
E. Goole, whence it proceeds for about 18 m. E.,

and then for about 20 m. S.E., to its junction
with the North Sea, below the Spurn-head, at its

mouth, in lat. 53° 35' N., Ion. 0° 10' E. Average
breadth between 2 and 3 m., but near its mouth
it widens to 6 or 7 m. It receives from the N. the
Foulness and Hull, and from the S. the Ancholme
aud Ludd rivers. It is navigable to Hull for the
largest vessels, and for vessels of considerable
burden in all the rest of its extent, and it is con-
nected by canals with all the other principal
rivers of England. Its tributaries drain nearly
the whole of Yorkshire, Notts, Leicestershire,
with parts of Lincolnshire ; in all, an extent

: about 10,000 sq. miles, or nearly l-5th of Eng-
!id. Kingston-upon-Hull is on its N. or York-

iiire side on its S. or Lincoln side are Barton,
New Holland, and Great Grimsby.
HcMBER, a river of Newfoundland, enters the

Gulf of St Lawrence, through the Bay of Islands,
after a S. course of 100 miles.
HuMBER, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 3 m.

-.E. Leominster. Ac. 1494. P. 251.
IIUMBERSTON, a pa. of England, co. and 3 m.
N.E. Leicester. Ac. 2630. P. 515.—II. co. Lin-
la. Ac. 8145. P. 277.
HuMBiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 8 m. S.S.W.

Haddington. Ac. 9315. P. 997.
HuMBLETON, a pa., Engl., co. York, E. Eiding,

) m. E.N.E. Hull. Ac. 6017. P. 594.—IL (or Zfo-
•iiildon), a township, Northumberland, 1 m. N.W.
)\ ooler. P. 138. Near it remains of a pillar, mark-
ling the defeat of Douglas by Hotspur in 1402.

Hi'MBOLDT Bay, California, 230 m. N.N.W.
San Francisco. Extends about 20 m. by 6 or 8 m.
Near its entrance is Eureka town, cap. of the co.
'Humboldt, and at bottom of bay is Union Town.
Humboldt, a co. of U. S., North America, Cali-
mia. P. 2694.
HuMBY, a pa. of England. [Somekby.]
Hume. [Stitchel and Hume."]
Hume, a township of U. S., North America, New

iork, 217 m. W.S.W. Albany.
Hume, a co. of New South "Wales, on N. bank

|U Murray Eiver. Ac. 944,000.
HUMEERPOOR, a dist. of British India, N.W.

rovs., between lat. 25' 7' and 26° 26' N., Ion. 79°
•L and 80° 25' E. Area 2240 sq. m. P. 299,558.
district mostly a level plain. Soil fertile, yielding

wheat, sugar-cane, cotton, and indigo. Mannfs.
cottons, paper, and sugar-refining.

—

Humeerpoor,
a town of British India, cap. dist. of same name,
155 m. S.E. Agra, on the rt. b. of the Jumna.
Humphreys, a co. of U. S., North America, in

N.W. part of Tennessee. Area 519 sq. m. P.

7633 free, 1463 slaves.

Hump Isle, E. Archip., is in the Great Bay, N.
coast of Papua. Lat. 1° 30' N. ^ Ion. 135° 30' E.

HuMPoLETZ, a town of Austriain Bohemia, circ.

and 25 m. S. Czaslau. P. 3950.

Hundersfield, a chapelry of England, co. Lan-
caster, forming a large part of pa. Eochdale.
HuNDLEBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 1 m.

N.W. SpUsby. Ac. 980. P. 704.

HuNDON, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m.
N.W. Clare. Ac. 4461. P. 1132.

HuNDOUR, a town of India, Oude, in lat. 25°

55' N., Ion. 81° 62' E. P. 3000.

HuNDSBBUCK, a mountainous region of Ger-
many, covering the S. part of Ehenish Prussia,

between the rivers Moselle and Nahe, extending
also S. into Ehenish Bavaria, where it is con-
nected with the Vosges chain. It rises in somo
places to 3000 feet above the sea, and is mostly
covered with woods.
HuNDSFELD, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.

and 3 m. N.E. Breslau. P. 800.

—

Hundshiibel is a
vill. of Saxony, circ. Zwickau. P. 1520.

HuNDWiT., a town of Switzerland, cant. Ap-
penzell, 3 m. from H^risau, on the road to Appen-
zell. P. 1532.

HC'NFELD, a town of Germany, Hessen-Cassel,

prov. and 9 m. N.N.E. Fulda. P. 2118.—Hungen
is a town of H.-Darmstadt, prov. Upper Hessen,

13 m. S.E. Giessen. P. 1033.

Hungary (Magyar Orszag, German Ungam,
French Hongrie, anc. Pannonia, etc.), a country of

Central Europe, situated between lat. 44° 43' and
49° 34' N., Ion. 14° 25' and 25° E. ; cap. Pesth. It is

bounded N. by the Carpathian mountains, which
separate it from Galicia, E. and S. by Moldavia
and Wallachia, S. by Turkey, S.W. by Ltilmatia

and the Adriatic, and W. by Illyria, Styria, Lower
Austria, Moravia, and Austrian Silesia. Within
these limits are comprised—I. Hungary proper,

including Croatia and Slavonia. Area 90,280 sq.

m. P. (1857) 10,776,794.-11. Transylvania. Area
21,208 sq. m. P. (1857) 1,926,727.-111. the Mili-

tary Frontier. Area 12,955 sq. m. P. (1857)

1,064,922. Hungary proper is divided into 45
comitats and 5 dists. Beyond (or on the west sido

of) the Danube, 11 coms. : Wieselburg, Odenburg,
Eaab, Komorn, Wesprim, Weissenburg, Eisen-

burg, Szalad, Szumegh, Tolna, and Baranya. On
this side (or north and east of) the Danube, to the

Theiss, 13 coms.: Pesth, Bacs, Neograd, Sohl,

Honth, Gran, Bars, Neutra, Presburg, Trentschin,

Thurocz, Arva, and Liptau. On this side (or north

and west) the Theiss, 11 coms. : Zips and the town
of Zips, Gomor, Heves, Borsod, Toma, Abujavar,

Saros, Zemplin, Unghvar, and Beregh. Beyond
(or east of) the Theiss, 12 coms.: Marmoros,
Ugocs, Szathmar, Szabolcs, Bihar, Bekes, Cson-
grad, Csanad, Arad, Krasso, Temesvar, and
Torontal (the 3 last form the dist. of Banat).

Slavonia, 3 coms. : Syrmia, Verocz, and Posega.

Croatia, 3 coms. : Kreutz, Varasdin, and Agram.
Separate Dists.: Jazygia (Great and Little),

Cumania, 7 Heyduke towns and the Hungarian
Littorale (or sea coast). After the revolution of

1848-49, Croatia, Slavonia, and the Woiwodshaft
of Servia & the Banat, were separated from Hun-
gary ; and these, with Transylvania and the Ktis-

tendland or Littorale, form separate crown-lands.

The crown-laud of Hungary is now bounded N. by
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Moravia, Silesia, and Galicia, lat. 49° 35' N. ; S. by
tlie Danube, lat. 45° 15' N. ; W. by Moravia,
Lower Austria, and Styria, Ion. 16° E. ; and E.
by Transvlvania and Moldavia, Ion. 25° 51' E.
Area 82,836 sq. m. P. 9,900,785.—J/i/itary
Frontier. The Carpathians form a natural

boundary on the N. of Hungary, and tlieir rami-
fications render this part of the country a moun-
tainous region. They have different names in

the 33 counties Which they traverse. The most
important for their metals are the moimtains of

Barsch, Honth, Sohl, Liptau, GomSr, and Zips.

In the E. the Carpathians of Transylvania tra-

verse the counties of Szathmar, Bihar, Arad,
Krasso, and Temes. In the W., beyond the
Danube, the country is traversed by contreforts

of the Alps of Styria, to which belong the Ba-
kony-wald and the Vertes mountains. The
countries of Croatia and the Littorale, in the S.W.
are crossed by branches of the Dinaric Alps.

These different mountains enclose two great

Elains, the smaller of which, about 4200 sq. m.
1 extent, is in the W., between the offsets of

the Alps and Carpathians, and the other in the

E., with an area of about 21,000 sq. m., traversed

by the Danube and the Theiss, at an elevation

of from 300 to 400 feet above the level of the sea.

This region is so flat that the rivers have a very
Bluggish course, and a great part of the surface

is covered with marshes and sand downs. The
rivers of Hungary belong to the basins of the
Danube and the Theiss, and have generally a
S. course, only one, the Poprad, having a N.
direction. Principal river the Danube, which
enters Hungary on the W. at Presburg, flows

generally E. 270 m. to Waitzen, then S. 180 m.
to Vukovar, and again E. 190 m. to Orsova, where
it enters Wallaclua. Its principal afiluents in

Hungary are, on the right the Leythe, Raab,
Csaba, Sarvitz, Dravc, Save, and Temes ; left, the

March (on W. border), Waag, Neutra, Gran, and
the Theiss, which has a S. course of nearly 400
m., and numerous large tributaries. The princi-

pal lakes are the Flatten See, or Lake Balaton,

Neusiedler See, and Lake Palitz, the most exten-
sive marsh in the Hansag, between the counties

Wieselburg and Oedenburg, which has an area
of 126 sq. m. ; the whole extent of marsh is

reckoned at 1932 sq. m. The largest canals are

the Franzens canal, between the Danube and the

Theiss, and the Bega canal, in the Banat, which
also joins the Danube. The climate varies ex-
ceedmgly : in the mountainous districts it is cold

and severe, while in the S. it is so genial that the

vine, chestnut, fig, and other southern fruits are

grown. Occasionally, as in 1863, it suffers greatly

from drought. It is in general healthy, except in

the marshy districts. The chief mineral products
are gold, silver, copper, cobalt, salt, alum, and coaL
Gold is most abundant in Transylvania, and silver

in Hungary, The gold washings of several of the

rivers are important. Copper is abundant, yearly

average about 34,452 centners ; and iron, widely
distributed, yields an average of 269,997 centners.

Lead, on an average of 5 years, yields only 4178
centners. Opals are found in the county Saros.

Coal and turf both occur, the latter most widely
distributed. Coal is but little worked. Mineral
springs are numerous, and many of them cele-

brated for their medicinal qualities.

—

Hungary is

generally fertUe in grain, which is exported to a
considerable extent. Chief crops, rye, barley,

oats, maize, millet, buck-wheat, and rice. The
level regions of the counties Bacs and Temesvar
possess the richest soil. The mountains are

covered with dense forests. The cultivation of

the vine is carried to great perfection. Next t.

France, Hungary produces the greatest quantit;
of wine of any country in Europe, and the qualit"

of several of its vintages, especially that of Tokaj
is unrivalled. Tobacco is an important product
great part of which is exported. Domestic ani
mals comprise horses, homed cattle, buffaloe,'

sheep, and swine. The rich pastures of Hun
gary produce some of the finest cattle in Europt
Great improvements have recently been made i:

the breed of sheep. Swine are reared in th
forests in vast herds. Wild and domestic fowl
are abundant, and bees are extensively rearec
Fish are plentiful in the rivers and lakes, an
the Theiss is reckoned the richest in fish of an
river in Europe, The chief occupations of th
pop, are agi-iculture, catUe-rearing, and mining
Manufs,, which are unimportant, comprise woo]
lens, linens, silks, paper (which is made by Eng
lish machinery in the county Gomor), tobaccc
and ironware. There are 300 breweries. Place
between rich pastoral countries on the E,, ani

manufactm-ing districts on the W., Hungary i

well situated for trade. Its only sea coast, indeet
is a slip of 123 m, on the Adriatic, at its S.'W

extremity ; but it has numerous large navigab'
rivers, including the Danube, with its affluent

the Theiss, Drave, and Save, From 500 to IOC
vessels trade on the Danube from Hungary \

Vienna, exchanging grain and other raw matc'

rials for merchandise, A new impulse was give,

to this trade by the introduction of steam-packei;
in 1830, The roads in many parts of the countr^

are very bad, but there is extensive railway com
munication, [Austria."]
Hungary is peopled by numerous distinct race:

speaking different languages ; the chief are Hun
garians or Magyars, Slavonians, Germans, an
Wallachians. The Magyars are of Asiatic origii

and many of them are Protestants, Their lai

guage has recently been substituted for Latin i

oflacial correspondence. The different races iii

elude the Slowaks, Croats, Eussniaks, Wendiani
etc. The WaUachians have also their pecolin

language. The Germans, who for 8 centime
have been spread over the country, have in man
places lost their language and nationality, Bt

sides these principal nations, there are man
Greeks, Armenians, Jews, and Gipsies, Tl.

greatest number of the inhabitants are Eoma
Catholics, and next to these, communicants of tli

Greek Church, Calvinists, Lutherans, and Jew
The chief educational establishments are the un
versity at Pesth, a lyceum at Erlau, schools i

philosophy, gymnasia, Latin & numerous pans
schools. Education is' in a backward state, a

though the higher classes are well educated, ar

generally familiar with foreign languages. Tl
first inhabitants of Hungary mentioned in hi

tory, were the Pannonians, The Magyars cor

quered it in the 9th century. Their followei

embraced Christianity. Stephen, the last duk
assumed the title of king a.d, 1000, and add<

Transylvania to his dominions. Ferdinand
of Austria was the first prince of Hapsburg wl

reigned in Hungary, being elected by the diet

1526, and the succession fixed in the Imperi

house in 1687. Since the termination of the cx\

wars in 1711, Austria has possessed thecountr;

but as the imion was voluntai-y on the part

Hungary, it was never in reality a dependency
Austria, the two countries being imited by havii

a common sovereign, and the power of the kii

controlled by the Hungarian diet, but rec«nt _di

putes have brought about a change of relatio:

between the two countries. The insurrection

1
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1848 was suppressed, tlie predominant power of

the Magyars destroyed, and tbe rival nations

who helped to secure the victory to Austria re-

varded. This led, in 1850, to a dismemberment
of the ancient kingdom, and the organization of

new territorial divisions, which now comprise
five great circumscriptions or districts, named
lifter the capital cities, Pesth, Presburg, Oden-
burg, Kaschau, and Groswardein. The consti-

tntion of Hungary, national parHaments, trial by i

pry, etc., was restored in 1867. [Croatia,
iiAVONiA, Transylvania, etcj
HUNGEN, a town of Hessen-Darmstadt, 10 m.
~1. Giessen, on the Horloff. P. 1033.

HtJNGERFORD, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Berks, on the Kennet, and on the Ken-
net and Avon Canal, at the terminus of a branch
of the Great-Western Eailway, 26J m. W.S.W. of

Heading. Ac. of pa. 6940. P. 3001.
HuNGERTON, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.

N.E. Leicester, Ac. 2910. P, 302.

HuNGRUNG, a subdivision of the dist. Koona-
wTir, India, between lat. 31° 48' and 32° 8' N.,

Ion. 78° 25' and 78° 45' E. It is an elevated
country, bounded on the S. and W. by the
lofty range of Hungrung, N. by Ladakh, and
E. by Chinese Tartary. This region has some
scattered villages, with scanty crops of wheat,
buckwheat or pulse. Vegetation extends to an
elevation of from 16,000 to 18,000 feet. The
inhabitants are Tartars, both sexes being heavily
'•nveloped in woollens to protect them against
cold.

Hungry Hill, a mountain of Ireland, co.
Kerry, 2251 feet above the sea.

HuNiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
5J m. N.N.W. Southam. Ac. 1170. P. 253.
HuNiNGTJE (Germ. Huningen), a comm. and

small frontier town of France, dep. Haut Khin,
cap. cant, on L b. of the Ehine, 2 m. N.W. Basle.
P. 1720.

HuNMANBY, a pa, of England, co. York, East
Riding, 8 m. S.S.E. Scarborough. Ac. 8882. P
1125.

tiuNNERWAssER, a mkt. town of Bohemia, in the
X., circ. & 14 m. N.N.W. Jung-Bunzlau. P. 1100
HuNSDON, a pa. of England, co. Hertford, 6 m.

E. Sawbridgeworth. Ac. 1928. P. 516.
HtiNSE, a river of Netherlands, provs. Drenthe

ind Groningen, enters the Lauwer-Zee, a bay of
lie North Sea, after a N.W. course of 50 miles.
HuNSHELF, a township of England, co. York,

\V. Riding, pa. and 2i m. S.E. Penistone. Ac.
3120. P. 1150.
HuNsiNGORE, a pa. of Engl., co. York, W. Eid-

nsr, 5 m. E.S.E. Knaresboro'. Ac. 3660, P. 561.
HuNSLET, a chapelry of England, co. York,

West Ridmg, pa. Leeds, of which it forms a
suburb, connected with the town by bridges
icross the Aire. Ac. 1100. P. 25,763. It has
ivoollen manufs., potteries, chemical and glass
TOrks. The Leeds branch of the North Midland
xailway terminates here.
HnNSTANTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on

he Lea, 9 m. W. Bumham Westgate. Ac. 2294.
• 490. Here is a lighthouse, on a lofty cliff, in

at. 52° 56' 54" N., Ion. 0° 29' 80" E.
nuNSTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. Suffolk,

' ra. N.N.W. Stowmarket. Ac. 957. P. 172.—II.
'•Sussex, 2 m. S. Chichester. Ac. 1003. P. 176.
UuNswoRTH, a township of England, co. York,

.Vest Elding, pa. Birstall, 4^ m. S.S.E. Bradford,
i^c. 1310. P. 1199. Manufs. worsteds & woollens.

_

Hunt, a co. of U. S., North America, Texas.
• bOoS free, 677 slaves.
UuNTE, a river of N.W. Germany Hanover

and Oldenburg, rises in the marshes of Osna-
briick, flows tortuously N., and after a course of

90 m., joins the Weser at Elsfleth, 17 m. N.W.
Bremen. It traverses the Dummer Lake, and in

a part of its course flows between the Hanover
and Oldenburg doms. Principal affl., the Aire.

Hunter, a township, U. S., N. America, New
York, 18 m. W. Catskill. P. 1849. Round-top
mountain here rises 3804 feet above the Hudson.
Hunter (Islands), a group in Hunter Channel,

connecting the E. Ocean with Bass Strait, be-
tween S. Australia and Tasmania, the group com-
prising Ban-en, Three Hummocks, Albatross, and
some smaller islands.

Hunter, Coquon or Coal, a riv, of New South
Wales, flows tortuously S. and E., separating the
CO. Durham from those of Brisbane, Hunter, and
Phillip, and enters the ocean at Port-Hunter. Its

basin as a vast coal field has no rival in the S.

hemisphere. [Port-Hunter.]—Hunter, a co. of

New South Wales, S. of Hunter river. Ac.

1,315,840, or 2056 sq. m. P. (1861) 1382.—Hunter's
Hill, a post town of New S. Wales, 4 m. from
Sydney.

—

Hunter Island or Onacusa, an island

of the Pacific Ocean, N.W. the Viti group. Lat.

15°31'S.; Ion. 176° 11' E.
Hunterdon, a co., U. S., N. Amer., in W. part

of New Jersey, bordering Delaware river; cap.

Flemington. Area 484 sq. m. P. (1860) 33,654.

Huntingdon, a pari., munic. bor., and market
town of England, cap. co., on the N. bank of the

Ouse, here crossed by three bridges, connecting it

with the suburbs of Godmanchester, 17 m. N.W.
Cambridge, on the G. N. Eailway, about 46 feet

above the sea. Ac, including 4 pas., 1230. Pop.
of pari. bor. 6254. It has two churches, a town-
hall, assembly room, county gaol, and bor. do.

;

theatre, and baths ; several breweries ; trade by
the Ouse, in corn, wool, coals, and timber. It

Bends 2mems. toH. of C. Eeg, elects. (1864) 373.

King Stephen gave this town as an earldom to

Queen Matilda's brother (afterwards David i. of

Scotland), who rebuilt the castle on the site of

Edward the Elders. Having been forfeited by
Bruce, it was bestowed by Edward i. on the Clin-

tons. In 1645 the castle was surprised by Charles
I., who held his court here during two years.

Cromwell's ancestors are buried in the parish
church, and here Oliver was born.
Huntingdon, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, on the Juniata river and Pennsyl-
vanian Canal. Area 764 sq. m. P. (1860)28,100,
It produces iron, coal, lead, salt, and alum.—II.

a bor., cap. above co., 62 m. W.N.W. Harrisburg.
—III. a township, Pennsylvania, co. Luzerne,
with the vill. of New Columbus.—IV. a tnshp.,

Pennsylvania, co. Adams, 12 m. N.E. Gettysburg.
Huntingdon, a post town ofNew South Wales,

CO. Macquarie, 17 m. W. Port Macquarie.
Huntingdonshire, an inland co. of Eng-

land, having W. and N. co. Northampton, E.
Cambridge, and S. Bedford. Ac. 229,644, of

which about 64,250 are said to be arable and
grass. P. 64,183. Surface in the W., S., and
central parts, gently varied ; in the E. and N.E.
flat, forming part of the great level of the Fens,
and contained three meres or lakes, Whittlesea,

Ugg, and Ramsey, the two former of which have
been drained and reclaimed. Chief rivs., the Ouse
& Nene. Climate mild and healthy, except in the
Fens, where, in addition to the humidity, is great
want of pure water. Principal crops, wheat, oats,

beans, hemp, rape, turnips, and mustard-seed.
Agriculture in the Fens in an advanced state.

Much butter is made. Cattle and sheep of mixed
breeds. Horses extensively bred. Pigeon-cots
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very numerous. The co. comprises 4 hundreds,
aud 107 pas., in the diocese of Ely, and Norfolk
circ. Chief towns, Huntingdon, Kimbolton, St
Ives, and St Neots. The co. returns 2 mems. to

House of Commons. Beg. electors (1864) 2933.

This CO. was included in the kingdom of the
East Angles, and subsequently annexed to Mer-
cia. Waltheof, son of Siward, who held the
lands, having married Judith, niece of William
the Conqueror, was by him made Earl of Hun-
tingdon. He was afterwards beheaded. It was
next conferred on Simon de Liz, then on David,
Prince (afterwards King) of Scotland, who mar-
ried Matilda, daughter of Waltheof. It is now
held by a branch of the Hastings family.

HuNTiNGFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

3J m. S.W. Halesworth. Ac. 2134. P. 369.

Huntington, a pa. of England, co. Hereford,

3} m. S.W. Kingston. Ac. 1937. P. 279.—II. a
pa., CO. York, N. Riding, 3 m. N.N.E. York. Ac.
2557. P. 529.—III. a tnshp., co. Stafford, pa. and

2J m. N. Cannock. Ac 10,776. P. 161. It is

noted for white gravel.
Huntington, a co., U. S., North America, in

N.E. part of Indiana, cap. Huntington. Area
384 sq. m. P. (1860) 14,867.-11. a tnshp., Con-
necticut, 17 m. W. Newhaven.—III. a township,
Vermont, 22 m. W. Montpelier.—IV. a township,
New York, on Long Island, 124 m. S.S.E. Albany.
It has a good harbour.—V. Ohio, co. Lorain.
Hlntley, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 4

m. S. Newent. Ac. 1409. P. 653.
Huntly, a bor. of barony, market town, and

pa. of Scotland, at the confl. of the Bogie and
Deveron, co. and 34 m. N.W. Aberdeen, a sta-

tion on the Great N. of Scotland Railway. Alti-
tude 407 feet Pop. df pa. 4329 ; do. of town 3448.

It has 2 bridges, a large market-place, several
places of worship, 3 branch banks, linen bleach
works, and exports of agricultural produce.
Hunton, a pa. of Engl., co. Kent, 4^ m. S.S.W.

Maidstone. Ac. 2061. P. 935.—IL a tnshp., co.

York, N. Riding, pas. Brompton, Patrick and
Hornby, 6 m. N.W. Bedale. Ac. 4607. P. 671.
Huntsfkli^ a pa. of Engl., co. Somerset, 6J m.

N. Bridgewater. Ac. 9289. P. 1695.
Huntsham, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.

E.S.E. Bampton. Ac. 1875. P. 248.
Huntshaw, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2J m.

N.N.E, Great Torrington. Ac 2050. P. 2b3.
HuNTsviLLE, a town of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Alabama, cap. co. Madison, 120 m. N.N.E.
Tuscaloosa. It was taken by surprise by the
I'ederal army, 11th April 1862.
HuNTWANGEN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Zurich, dist Biilach. P. 639.
HcNWOKTH, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2J

m. S.S.W. Holt Ac 838. P. 206.

HuNZENSCHWYL, a viU. of Switzerland, cant.
Aargau, dist. Lenzbourg. P. 709.
UuoN, a river of Tasmania, which bounds the

dist. of Hobart Town on the S.W., and joins

D'Entrecasteaux Channel by an estuaiy, 3 m.
across.—The Hiion Islands, Pacific Ocean, are a
group N.W. New Caledonia.
HuRDA, a populous fortified town, Hindostan,

dom. & 40 m. S.S.E. Mysore, with a temple of Siva.
HuKDSFiELD, a township of England, co. Ches-

ter, pa. Prestbnry, forming a suburb of Maccles-
deld, which it adjoins on the N.E. Ac. 860. P. 3836.
HuRDWAB {Hari-dwar or Gangi-dwar, " gate of

Vishnu," or "of the Ganges "), a town and famous
place of pilgrimage & commerce,Northern Hindo-
stan, British dom., presid. Bengal, upper provs.,
dist & 36 m. E. Saharunpore, on the Ganges, 1024
t'eot above the sea, where it issues from the mtns.

The town is small, but at the spring equinox the

largest fair in India is held here, attended annu-
ally by from 200, 000 to 300,000 persons, aud even
twelfth year by from 1,000,000 to 1,600,000, an"

according to some authorities, even 2,000,000 pil-

grims and dealers. Large numbers of horses

cattle, and camels, with Persian dried fruits

drugs, and shawls, are brought hither from Ne
paul, the Punjab, Afghanistan, and Bokhara.
HuRiEL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Alliet

cap. cant, 7 m. N.W. Montlu9on. P. 2760.

HuRiN, a town of Persia, prov. Irak-Ajemi
dist. Kermanshah, 30 m. N.W. Zohab. It ha-

massive remains of stone buildings, of very higli

antiquity, and near it some rock-sculptures.

HuRLET, a vill. of Scotland, near Glasgow, oi

the Neilston Railway. P. 323. Has coal pits, aluc

and copperas works.
Hurley, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 4i m

W.N.W. Maidenhead. Ac 4097. P. 1184.

Hurley, a township of North America, Nev-

York, 47 m. S.S.W. Albany.
Hurlford, a vill. of Scotland, co. Ayr, ps

Riccarton. P. 1978.

Huron, a co., U. S., N. Amer., N. part of Chic .

on Huron and Vermilion rivs. Area 764 sq. m. P:

(I860) 29,616.-11. a tnshp.. New York, with tb:

vills. Huron and Port-Glasgow, on L. Ontario.—
III. a tnshp., Ohio, at mouth of Huron, in L. Eric
Huron, a county of U. S., North America,

Michigan. P. 3165.
'

Huron (Lake), one of the five great lakes ci

North America, lat. 43° to 46° 20' N., Ion. 79-

to 85° W., having W. the U. S. territory, and or

other sides Upper Canada. Length N. to S. 26(

miles
;

greatest breadth, including Georgiar

Bay, 160 miles ; depth 900 feet Shores or

the E. and W. fit for cultivation, and well-

timbered ; on the N. somewhat abrupt and morf

sterile. Area has been estimated at 20,000 sq. m.
it being next in size to Lake Superior. Elevatioi

above the sea 678 ft Its N.E. part, divided froif

the rest by a peninsula, and the Great Manitoulii

Island, is called the Georgian Bay. At its N.W
extremity it communicates with Lake Michigan
and also receives the surplus waters of Laki

Superior by the river St Mary ; at its S. end i

disposes of its own to Lake Erie, through th

river and Lake St Clair.

Huron, a riv. of N. Amer., Ohio, enters L. Erie t

mouth of St Clair riv.,at Huron, &navigable for tt

last 7 m.^ Territory), now a state. [Wisconsin.

Hubrekanah, a district of British India, N.\^'

provs., lat 28° 33' and 29° 49' N., Ion. 75° 20' an-

76° 22' E. Area 3300 sq. m. P. 226,086. Soi

fertile. Products, wheat, rice, barley, millet, ani

pulse. Rain is collected in large tanks, as wat<^

is scarce in summer. This tract was a huntini

ground of the king of Delhi, who, in 1356, forme

a canal between the Jumna and the Gagur rivers

to obtain water for his numerous followeiB. Tt
canal, which was almost filled up, was cleared oil

in 1825, the main line was extended, and Severn

branches formed, which were made available fo

the purposes of irrigation. This place was tl

scene of the abortive attempt of an adventure:

George Thomas, to found an independent state.

HuBRUR, a town of E. Africa, in lat 9° 19' K
Ion. 42° 18' E. It exports coffee in gre;'

quantity and of excellent quality, grown in i

vicinity. The only seaport of the district
j

Hurrur is Zeyla, a mud-walled town. P. 75

Vessels of 250 tons cannot approach within a mil

HuRBYHUR, a frontier town, Mysore dom., !

Hindostan, on the Toombodra, 45 m. N V

Chittledroog, lat 14° 32' N., Ion. 75° 51' E.

I
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HuRSLET, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4^ m.

LS.W. Winchester. Ac. 10,493. P. 1640.

HURSLEY, a post town of New South Wales, 16

Im. from Port Macquarie.
HuKST, a pa. of Engl., cos. Berks and Wilts, 3

Im, N.N.W. Wokingham. Ac. 6845. P. 2630.

-II. (or Fawkenshurst), a pa., co. Kent, 6 m. W.
lythe. Ac. 459. P. 51.—111. (Castky, co. Hants,

Christ Church Hundred, 2^ m. S.E. Milford,

a remarkable natural causeway, about 200

i in breadth, running 2 m. into the sea, & ap-
ching within 1 m. of the Isle of Wight. On
st Beach are two lighthouses, in lat. 50° 42'

i' N., Ion. 1° 32' 50" W.—IV. (Old), a pa., co.

lunts, 4 m. N.N.W. St Ives. Ac. 1350. P. 174.

Sor. annexed to St Ives.—V. (^MoTiceaux), co.

ex, 3 m. E. Hailsham. Ac. 6039. P. 1287.

-TL (Pierpoiniy, same co., 28 m. E.N.E. Chi-

bester. Ac. 5046. P. 2558.

HuRSTBOUKNE (Priors), a pa. of England, co.

lants, 2 m. W.S.W. Whitchurch. Ac. 3132.

P. 437.—II. {Tarrant}, same co., 5 m. N.N.E.
Indover. Ac. 5036. P. 839.

Hi'RWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Durham, on

^ Tees, 3|m. S.S.E. Darlington. Ac. 3930.

, 1625. It has manufactures of linen.

HusBY, a pa. of Sweden, ten and 20 m. S.W.
^karborg, on the E. side of Lake Wener, and
tving sulphurous baths.

HnscH, a town of Moldavia, cap. dist., 47 m.
S.E. Jassy, where the treaty of the Pruth between
IhftEussians & Turks wassigned in 1711. P. 183.

HussEiN-DEY, a vill. of Algeria, annexed to

Koubba, dep. Algiers. P. 1530, of whom 1292 are
Kuropeans. Industry, manufacture of essences,

roat-cheese, almond and olive oil ; silk worms

;

collecting cochineal.

HussEiNPORE, a town of British India, presid.
Bengal, Upper Province, 62 m. E. Delhi.
HussiNETZ, a market town of Bohemia, gov.

Pilsen, 75 m. S.S.W. Prague. P. 1173. Birth-
dace of John Huss.—II. a vill. of Prussian Si-
• sia, 18 m. N.E. Eeichenbach. P. 1260.
HusTHWAiTE, a pa. of England, co. York, North

i ling, 7 m S.E. Thirsk. Ac. 2431. P. 616.

lIusTiNASSOKE, a town of British India, prin-
!pal place of a pergunnah of same name, dist.

Nleerut, N.W. provs., in lat. 29° 10' E., Ion. 78°
)' E. It is fast falling into decay.
HusuM, a seaport town of Prussia, 22 m. W. of

^chleswig, cap. amt, on the North Sea. P. (1864)
It has shipbuilding yards and breweries,735.

ind a celebrated annual fair on 1st June.
HuTOFT or HiGHTOFT, a pa. of England, co.

•incoln, 3^ m. E. Alfprd. Ac. 3310. P. 710.
HCtten, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

list. Horgen, on the Sihl. P. 668.
HuTTENBERG, a market town of Illyria, Carin-

liw, gov. Laybach, cir. and 25 m. N.N.E. Kla-
'ijfurt. P. 550, chiefly engaged in iron works.
IliUtenrode is a vill. of Brunswick, S.W. Blan-
liberg, and Eutten-Steinach, a vill. of Saxe-

^Itiiingen, with iron works.
IIUTTENHEIM, a comm. & vill. of France, dep.

jas Ehin, arr. Schelestadt. P. 2201.
HOttlingen, a village of Switzerland, cant.

I hurgau, dist. Frauenfeld. P. 695-
HuTToN, several pas., etc., of England.—I. co.

'Ssex, 2^ m. W.S.W. Billericay. Ac. 1699. P.
^^—11. a pa., CO. Somerset, 5^ m. W.N.W. Ax-
'ndge. Ac. 1876. P. 359.—HI. a township, co.
aucaster, pa. Penwortham, 3i m. S.W. Preston.

'\c. 2683. P. 461.—IV. a township, co. York,
^')rth Riding, pa. Kudby, 4 m. W.S.W. Stokesley.
Ac. 2341. P. 769.—V. {Bushel^ a pa., same co.,
lorth Bidbg, 6 m. W.S.W. Scarboro'. Ac. 5670.

P. 912.—VI. (Cransicick, a pa., East Riding, 2

J

m. S. Great Driffield. Ac. 6303. P. 1415.—VIl.
(in-tke-Forest), co. Cumberland, 5J m. N.W. I'en-

rith. Ac. 2300. P. 255.—VIII. (Mafftia), co.

York, North Riding, 7 m. N.N.W. Richmond.
Ac. 2080. P. 266.—IX. {SheriffX same Riding,

10 m. N.N.E. York. Ac. 9425. P. 1397.

HuTTON, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick, on the
Tweed, here crossed by a suspension bridge, 7 m.
W.N.W. Berwick. Ac. 6645. P. 1067. The
salmon fisheries of this pa. are productive.—II.

(with Corrie), co. Dumfries, in Annandale. Ac.
23,991, of which nearly 20,000 are pasture. P. 876.

Huttons-Ambo, a pa. of England, co. York, N.
Riding, 3 m. S.W. Malton. Ac. 2300. P. 444.

Hl'TTWEILEN, a viU. of Switzerland, cant
Thurgovia, dist. Stekborn. P. 1241.

Huttwyi^ a town of Switzerland, cant, and 22
m. N.E. Bern. P. 3122. It is enclosed by walls,

and has manufs. of cotton fabrics.

HuxHAM, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3f m.
N.N.E. Exeter. Ac. 761. P. 134.

HuY (pronounced We), a fortified town of Bel-
gium, prov. and 17 m. S.W. Liege, cap. arr., on
the Meuse, and on rail. P. (;i864) 10,826. It is

enclosed by heights, & has a citadel, a college, iron
worksandbreweries, with tile, paper, leather, glue,

and other factories, and an active trade in corn.

HuYSSE, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.
E. Flanders, 11 m. S.W. Ghent. P. 4228.

HuYTON, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster, with
a station on the Manchester and Liverpool Rail-

way, 5J m. E. Liverpool. Ac. 9807. P. 4054.

HuzARA and Eimauk Country, a mountain-
ous region of Afghanistan, mostly between lat.

31° 30' and 37° N., Ion. 62° and 68° E., enclosed
by the dominions of Herat, Candahar, Cabool,
Bokhara, and Khiva, and estimated to comprise
80,000 sq. m., with a pop. of from 300,000 to

350,000. Surface wholly mountainous, and in

some parts 14,000 feet in elevation. The Moorg-
haub, Helmund, Urghundaub, and rivers of Balkh
and GhMznee, rise in this region. The inhabi-
tants are of Mongol descent, very poor, and sub-
ject to their more powerful neighbours. Silver
and copper ores are met with, but no mines are
wrought. Principal vills., Ghore, Siripool, and
Andkoo.
Huzara or HuzRoo, a commercial town of the

Punjab, 28 m. E. Attock, on the route from
Lahore. Lat. 33° 50' N. ; Ion. 72° 45' E.
HuzTH, a vill. of E. Hungary, circ. Marmaros,

at the junction of the Theiss with the Nagy-Ag,
28 m. W.N.W. Szigeth. P. 3586.

HvALOE or Hvaloen, an island of Norway,
stift Norrland, in the Arctic Ocean, immediately
W. Fromsoe. Lat. 60° 35' N. ; Ion. 18° 30' E.
Length, N. to S., 27 m., breadth 14 m.

—

Evaloer
is the name of an island group in the Skager-
rack, at the entrance of the Christiania-Fiord.

HvEN or HvEEN, a Danish island, in the Sound,
8 m. S. Elsinore.

Hyabary, a river of S. America. [Jabaky.1
Hyacinth (St), chief town of the co. Hyacinth,

Canada E. P. 5000.

Hyckham (North), a pa. of Engl., co. and 4i m.
S.S.W. Lincoln. Ac. 1990. FA64:.—II. (South), a
pa.adjoining, 5m. S.W. Lincoln. Ac.l804. P.155.
Hyde, a township of England, co. Chester, pa.

and 4 m. N.E. Stockport. Ac. 889. P. 13,722,
Employed in cotton manufactures and coal mines.
Hyde, a co., U.S., North America, N. Caro-

lina, in its E. part, bordering Pamlico Sound;
cap. Swan Quarter. Area 800 sq. miles.
Hyde Park, two townships of the U.S., North

America,—I. Vermont, 26 m. N. Montpelier.

—
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II. New York, on Hudson river, W. bank, 26 m.
R. Albany. It has water communication with
New York.
Hydekabad, propei-ly HaidaraMd, a prov. of

the Nizam's territory, India, occupying the whole
centre of the Deccan, and entirely surrounded by
British territory, between lat. 15° 10' and 21° 40'

N., Ion. 74° 40' to 81° 30' E. Area estimated at

95,337 sq. m., and the pop. at 10,666,080. Surface
700 to 800 feet, and a few granitic summits are

2500 feet, above the sea. The country is drained
from W. to E. by the Godavery and the Kistna,

which discharge themselves into the Bay of Ben-
gal. The Taptee valley is drainedW. into the Gulf
of Cambay. Soil generally fertile, and when well

manured bears any kind of crops, without regard
to season ; and throughout the whole territory the
ground, when uncultivated for a few years, be-
comes covered with a low jungle. Chief pro-
ducts, rice, wheat, maize, mustard, castor-oil,

sugar-cane, tobacco, cotton, indigo, fruits, includ-

ing the vine and melon, with kitchen garden pro-

ducts, and valuable timber. Sheep are exten-
sively pastured all over the country. Horned
cattle are used as beasts of burden. Honey and
bees'-wax are plentiful. Manufs. are for home
use, woollen and cotton fabrics ; silk, the raw
material, called tusser, being gathered in the

woods, the produce of a wild worm. Raw and
dressed hides, dye-stuffs, gums, and resins, are

the chief articles of commerce. Climate gener-
ally good; mean temperature of year 81°*30, in

January 74°-30, and May 93° Fahr. Annual rain-

fall 32 inches. Zoology comprises the tiger, leo-

pard, nylgau, antelopes, and wild buffalo. [Ni-
zam's Territort.I Hyderabad, a walled city,

cap. of the Nizam's dominions, is on the river

Musi, 1672 feet above the sea, 389 m. N.N.W.
Madras. P. 200,000. In the suburb on left side

of the river is situated the British residency, a
splendid pile of buildings, which communicates
with the city and palace by a bridge. Among
the public buildings are a fine mosque, and the
Chahkr Minar, "four minarets," used as a school
of arts and sciences, and many other mosques and
bazaars. Manufs. silks, with gold embroidery in

the weft, turbans and trinkets. A few miles S.

of the city is a large lake, whence it is supplied
with water.
Hyderabad or HaidarabAd, a town of W.

India, cap. of Sinde, 4 m. from the 1. b. of the
Indus, in lat. 25° 22' N., Ion. 68° 28' E. P. 25,000.

It is situated on a range of the Ganjah hills, on
an island formed by the Indus and one of its

branches. Atmosphere very dry. Mean temj
May to June 99° Fahr. Weather pleasant an
bracing in Dec. and Jan. It has a fortress an
ramparts, flanked by round towers, and is ver
picturesque. Hyderabad is connected with Kui
rachee by a railway, which terminates at Kottrei

on W. bank of the Indus.
Hydergurh, a town of British India, pro^

Gude, in lat. 26° 37' N., Ion. 81° 17' E. It has
bazaar, and is well supplied with good water.

Hydernugur, a town of British India, dig

Behar, Bengal, lat. 24° 30' N., Ion. 83° 59' E.
Hydra, an island of Greece, off the E. coast (

the Morea, and forming with the island Poros
gov. comprising 56 sq. m., and about 23,000 ii

habitants. Area of island 38 sq. m. Pop. aboi

20,000. It is a mere barren rock, but on its !>

side is a city, with a pop. of 12,600 persons, thrt

small harbours, and an active trade.

—

Hydron
an island between Hydra and the mainland, 4 e

in length by 2 m. across.

Hy^res or HiERES, Arcx and Hieros, a comi'

and town of S. France, dep. Var, cap. cant., 10

r

E. Touhm. P. 5430.

Hyeres (Isles of), Stxchades, a group of sma
islands of France, dep. Var, in the Mediterranea
in front of the Bay of Hyferes. Surface most!

arid and uncultivated, but their climate is fine, ai

they might be rendered productive. They ai

defended by several forts. The chief islands an

PorqueroUes, Port Cross, Bagneau, and Titan.

Hykulzie, a lafge walled vilL of AfghanistaT

35 m. N. Shawl, on the route to Candahar. Hen
on the 28th of April 1854, the British routed tl:

Afghans, and forced a passage to Candahar.
Hymettus (Mount), a mountain of Greeci

gov. Attica, 4J m. E.S.E. Athens. Height 26fc

feet. The honey collected here is in high reputi

Hypolite (St), France. [HiproLiTE (sAl
Hyssington, a pa., Engl. & N. Wales, cos. Salci

and Montgomery, 4 m. N. Bishop's-Castle. P. 351

Hythe, a pari, and munic. bor. and market tow
and pa. of England, and one of its cinque-port

CO. Kent, near the English Channel, and havhi

a station on the S.E. Eailway, 11 m. W.S.V
Dover. Altitude 26 feet. Eainfall 26 inche

Pop. of parliamentary bor., which includes Sani

gate, Folkestone, etc. (1861), 21,367. Hythe h:

an hospital, a county hall, borough gaol, theatr

and a school of musketry established 1855 ; aii

on the beach, which is higher than the town,

line of strong marteUo towers. The bor. sem

one member to H. of C.—II. (^West), a pa., san

CO., 2 m. W.S.W. Hythe. Ac. 1423. P. 130.

I

For notices ofplaces not here mentioned, see the initials J or Y.

Iambou, a town of European Turkey, Eumili,
66 m. N. Adrianople, on the Tondja. It has
several mosques, and manufs. of woollen cloths.

Iampol or Jampol, a town of Eussian Poland,
gov. Podolia, cap. circ, 75 m. E.S.E. Kamenetz,
on the Dniester. P. 2457. Trade in corn.
Ibague or Ibaque, a town of South Amen. New

Granada, dep. Cundinamarca, 70 m. W. Bogota,
on the route thence to the Quindiu. P. 5000.(?)
Ibarra, a town of South America, Ecuador, 50

m. N.N.E. Quito, at the N. foot of the volcano
Imbaburu, in a fertile region. P. (1863) 13,000.

Ibarra, a vill. of Mexico, prov. Xalisco, 45
m. N. Aguas-Oalientes.

^R hf
Ibarra-Zat.go, a vill. of Spain, prov. Ala^

W.N.W. Vitoria. P. 796.

IbbenbCren, a town of Prussian Westphal;

gov. and 21 m. N.N.E. Munster. P. 2020.

Ibberton, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6J i

W. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 1383. P. 237.

Iberia or Iberian Peninsula, the S.W. pc

tion of Europe, comprising Spain and Portuga

Iberville, a co., U. S., North America, Loi

siana, in centre of state, through which flows

outlet of the Mississippi of same name. Area 5

sq. m. P. 3981 free, 10,680 slaves.

Ibi, a town of Spain, prov. and 23 m. N.^

Alicante. P. 2988. Enclosed by olive groum
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I
Ibicuy, a town of South America, Paraguay.

I has an arsenal, marine and military works.

[Ibiza, one of the Balearic Islands. [IviZA.]

[Ibo, one of the Querimba Islands, on the E.

et of Africa, with a Portuguese fort and small

Q, 120 m. S. Cape Delgado.

klBO, a town of Guinea. LAboh.]
iIbos, a comm. and market town of France, dep.

hmtes Pyr^ndes, 4 m. W. Tarbes. P. 1916.

IIbbah, an old town of Arabia, Oman, dom.
Id 60 m. S.S.W. Muscat.

IIbrahim, Adonis, a rivulet of Syria, pash. of

fipoli, enters the Mediterranean about midway
tveen that city and Beyrout. Connected in

cient mythology with the death of Adonis.
HHiM, a river of Persia, prov. Kerman,
the Persian Gulf at its mouth, 20 m. E.

auz, after a northward course of 75 miles.

'Ibraila or Ibrahii^ Wallachia. [Brahilov.]
Ibros del Eey, a town of Spain, prov. and 19
N.N.E. Jaen. P. 3650. Manufs. of soap.

Ibslet, a pa. of England, co. Southampton, on
Avon, 3 m. N. Kingwood. Ac. 1748. P. 286.

Ibstock, a pa. of England, co. L€"icester, 4 m.
Market-Bosworth. Ac. 2257. P. 1107.

i'bstone, a pa. of England, cos. Oxford and
jks, 6i m. W.N.W. Henley-on-Thames. Ac.
12. P!325.

I BURG, a market town of Hanover, landr. and
n. S. Osnabriick. P. 964.

IcA, a town of N. Peru, dep. and 168 m. S.S.E.
ma, cap. prov., near the Pacific. P. 6000. (?)
[I. a tributary of the Amazon. [Pijtumayo.J
[cATU or Hycatu, a town of Brazil, prov. and
m. S.E. Maranhao, on rt. b. of the Monim.
IccoMB, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, 2^ m.
^.E. Stow-on-the-Wold. Ac. 970. P. 164.

Iceland, an island belonging to Denmark, in
' Atlantic Ocean, 700 m. W. Norway, and about
I m. E. Greenland, between lat. 63° 24' and 66°

N., being immediately S. of the Polar circle,

I. 13° 30' to 24° 30' W. Area, with adjacent
s, 39,696 sq. m. P. (1855) (formerly 100,000,

t induced by epidemic disease) 68,000. Surface
untainous ; soil volcanic ; traversed from E. to
by separate mountain masses, the ramifica-

ns of which form on the N.E. and W. coasts
luerous fiords or bays, which extend far into
' interior. The highest mountains are Orafii-

.1 Qat. 64° N.), 6405 feet; Snafel (lat. 64° 48'),
'-' feet ; Hecla, 5110 feet. The central portion
ininhabited and little known. There are many
re streams, which flow generally with great
'iility. Glaciers cover a surface of upwards of
>0 sq. m. ; they exist in all the mountains above
•0 feet in elevation, and extend down to the
. In the N., where the hills are generally low,
re are few glaciers. The greatest mass of ice
in the S.E. of the island; and this region lias

centuries been the scene of the most violent
oiinic eruptions. There are 30 known vol-
loes in Iceland, 8 of which have been active
liin a century. The most destructive volcanic
ptions on record were those of 1294, 1341,

'n 1693, 1783, and the eruption of Hecla, 2d
Member 1845 to 6th April 1846, on which occa-
1 the ashes reached the Orkney Islands. The
nd also contains numerous small mud vol-

' oes and intermittent thermal springs, in the
' f of which, the Great Geyser, the water, at a,

;

th of 72 feet, is 30° above the boiling point.
'

' climate is very variable ; storms of extreme
'lice are frequent ; summer moist ; in winter
sky is dark and gloomy, but lighted up by

' liant displays of the aurora borealis. Temp.
' filevated than in any other country in the

same latitude; mean of year at Eeykiavik 40°
Pahr. The lower limit of snow in lat. 65° is 3100
feet. The S.W. coasts, washed by a prolongation
of the Gulf Stream, are much milder than the N.,
and generally free from ice. Forests formerly
abounded, but the island is now destitute of trees,

except a few stunted birches ; the want of fuel is

severely felt, although th? Gulf Stream and the
polar currents occasionally float drift-wood to its

N. shores, and a fine white turf is used. No grain
of any kind can be raised, but cabbages and pota-
toes are cultivated. The flora of Iceland is nearly
allied to that of Scandinavia, comprising mosses
and a few shrubs. The most important domestic
animal is the sheep, which, with the horse, ox, pig,
and dog, were introduced from Norway during
last century. It is estimated that there are about
700,000 sheep, 25,000 head of cattle, and 32,000
horses on the island. Reindeer, introduced in 1770,
are numerous, but not domesticated; the polar
bear is sometimes castonthe shoresfrom the N.ice
fields. Fish abundant on the coasts. Whale fish-

ing is followed on the E. coast. In 1866, 35 fish,

yielding 100 barrels of oil, were taken by a patent
exploding apparatus, on a screw steamer. Birds
are plentiful. Commerce consists in wool, butter,
skins, fish, and oil. The exports to Denmark in
1861 were worth 48,579/., the imports therefrom
69,831i The only means of transport is by pack-
horses, & in winter on sledges. Iceland is divided
into 3 amts or coimties, viz., Siideramt, Westeramt,
& Norder & Osteramt, & these are subdivides into

19 syssel. The isl. was discovered by the North-
men in the 9th century, and came into the posses-
sion of Denmark in 1380. The Icelanders belong
to the Scandinavian race ; they are attached to
their country, and hospitable to strangers ; their

religion is Lutheran ; there is only one school,

the college at Eeykiavik, with a president, 8 pro-
fessors, and 80 to 100 students; but domestic
education is general, and the people are intelli-

gent, and are universally educated to the extent
of reading and writing. Their affairs are regu-
lated by a council called Althing, composed of 1

representative for Eeylriavik, and 1 for each of

the 19 syssel ; their first meeting was held on 1st

July 1845. The only town is Eeykiavik. P. 1400.
There are upwards of 20 trading vills., mostly on
the coasts. From 30 to 40 vessels sail annually
from Denmark to Iceland. Formerly the trade
was a government monopoly, but it was thrown
open by a decree of the Althing in 1853.

IcHABOE, an island off the S.W. coast of Africa,

Namaqua country, in lat. 26° 18' S., Ion. 14° 68'

E. It is half a mile in circumference, and abounds
with sea-fowl.

ICHENHAITSEN, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia,
on the Giinz, 6 m. S.E. Giinzburg. P. 2573.

ICHAERGHEM, a comm. and vill. of Belgium,
prov. W. Flanders, 12 m. S.W. Bruges. P. 6659.

ICHTERSHAUSEN, a market town of Germany,
duchy Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, principality and i2
m. E.S.E. Gotha, on the Gera. P. 789. It haa
manufs. of Mnen and paper.
IcKENHAM, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, 21

m. N. Uxbridge. Ac. 1400. P. 351.

IcKFORD, a pa. of England, co. Bucks and Ox-
ford, 4 m. W.N.W. Thame. Ac. 1500. P. 347.
IcKHAM, a pa. of England, cb. Kent, 4i m. E.

Canterbury. Ac. 2440. P. 588.

IcKLEFORD, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 2 m.
N. Hitchin. Ac. 1007. P. 646.

ICKLESHAM, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 1J m.
W.S.W. Winchelsea. Ac. 6700. P. 816.

IcKLETON, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 9
m. W.S.W. Linton. Ac. 2672. P. 721.

2Q .
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ICKLisGHAM, a pa. of Enpland, co. Suffolk, 4
m. E.S.E. MUdenhall. Ac. 6560. P. 625.

IcKWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m.
S.W. Bury. Ac. 2248. P. 1074.

Ico, a town of Brazil, prov. Ceanv, on the Sal-

gado, 150 m. S. Fortaleza, and 32 m. N.N.E.
Crato. Pop., including district, 7000.

IcoD or Fed de los Vixos, a town on the W.
coast of the island Teneriffe, Canaries. P. 5479.

Icollo-i-Bengo, a town of W. Africa, Angola,
on 1. b. of the Bengor, 32 in. E. St Paul de Loanda.
P. 6530 blacks, 172 mulattoes, and 11 whites.

I-CoLM-KiLL, Hebrides, Scotland. poNA.]
IcoxoNZo Bridge, America. [BogotaJ
IcKicoCK, a town of Guinea, on the W. bank

of the Old Calabar river, 30 m. from its mouth.
Icy Cape, Bussian America, on the Arctic 0.,

is midway between Capes North and Lisburne,
and the northmost point reached by Cook in 1778.

Ida (Moitnt), afamous mountain of Asia Minor,
near the head of the Gulf of AdramytL, and 30 m.
S.E. the plain of Troy.—IL the principal moun-
tain of Crete. [PsilokitlJ
Idaho, a territory, U. S., N. America, bounded

N. by Washington and Dakota, W. Oregon, S.

Nevada, Utah, and Colorado. It contains the
head waters of the Missouri & Platte rivers, and is

bounded by the Wind Kiver mntn. Area 326,000.

sq. m. P. estim. at 10,000. Cap. Florence. P. 3000.

Idanha-nova, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira,

13 m. E. Castello-branco. P. 2200.

Idbdey, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5 m.
N.N.W. Burford. Ac. 1370. P. 233.

Iddah or Attah, a town of Guinea, cap. king-
dom of Eggarah, on the E. bank of the Quonu,
60 m. S. the influx of the Chadda. P. 8000. (?)
Iddesleigh, a pa, of England, co. Devon, 3 m.

N.N.E. Hatherieigh. Ac. 2952. P. 529.

Ide, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2 m. S.S.W.
Exeter. Ac. 1435. P. 665.

Ideford, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2J m.
S.E. Chudleigh. Ac. 1471. P. 358.

Ides, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2J m. N.
Bye. Ac. 2947. P. 600.

Idelstree:, a pa. of England. [Elstree.]
Idinsk, a viU. or town of Siberia, gov. and 80

m. N.W. Irkutsk, on the Angara.
Idle, a river of Engl., co. Nottingham, after a

N.E. course, joins the Trent at W. Stockwith. At
E. Eetford it is crossed by the Chesterfield Canal.

Idlb^ a chapelry of England, co. York, West
Riding, pa. Calverley, 3 m. N.N.E. Bradford.
P. 9155. It has manufs. of wooUens.

Idlicote, a pa, of England, co. Warwick, 2J m.
N.N.E. Shipston-upon-Stour. Ac. 1410. P. 314.

Idmiston, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 5f m.
N.N.E. Salisbury. Ac. 5520. P. 542.

Idkia, a mining town of Austria, Carinthia, circ.

Adelsberg, in an Alpine valley, 23 m. W.S.W.
Laybach. P. 4450. It has two churches, and
an old castle, now used for the residence of the
raining director, and for the government oflSces

connected with its celebrated quicksilver mine.
The latter employs upwards of 600 workmen;
from 3200 to 3500 cwts. of quicksilver are pro-
duced annually.
Idro (Lake) (Edrinrus LacusX N. Italy, prov.

and 17 m. N. Brescia, is intermediate between the
lakes Garda and Iseo. Length, N. to S., 7 m.

;

greatest breadth l^m.; depth about 400 feet
It is traversed by the Chiese, an affluent of the
Po, and it has on its W. sids the fortress Eocca
d'Anfo, and at its S.E. extremity the vill. Idro-
Altc, with 856 inhabitants.

Idstedt, a town in the duchy, and hi m. N.
Bchleswig, on the road to Flensburg. A battle

took place here between the Prussians' 4 1|
Danes in 1852.

Idstein, a town of Prussia, Nassau, 13 Ub

,

Maycnee. P. (1864) 2127.

Idu a vill. of Austria, Hungary, ca Ail «

Torna, dist. Kaschau. P. 2044.

Iekaterixburg, Eussia. [Ekaterixbubp
Ieletz or Eletz, Eussia. [Jeletz.]
Ielsi, a town of S. Italy, cap. circ, pnnE«)|

9 m. E.S.E. Campobasso. P. 2770.

Iesidje, European Turkey. [Yenidjb.]
Iexik^vli Strait, S. Eussia. L^e^kalb.] j

Iexissei, river and prov^ Siberia, [YEHiSBf
Iekzu, a town of the island Sardiiiia, p:l

CagHari, circ. Lanusei. P. 2013.

If, an islet of the S. coast of France, <]

Bouches du Ehone, opposite Marseille, whi
occupied with a fortress. It owes its name to I

yews (ifs) with which it was originally ooraJ
Iffexdic, a comm. and market town of Pmi

dep. lUe-et-Vilaine, 4 m. W. Montfort P. 4 J

Iffesheisi, a vill. of Germanv, Badffli, \
Middle Ehine, S.W. Eastadt. P. "1366.

Ifieu), two pas. of Engl.—L co. Sussex, Gi,

N.E. Horsham. Ac. 4116. P. 1307.—IL"».
Kent, 2J m. S.S.E. Gravesend. Ac. 312. P \.

Iflani, an upland region of Asia llinor, ^'..-

tolia, S.E. Araaserah, with a mean elevatio )f

2500 feet, and in which are the two vills., I.ii

of Kastamuni, and Iflani of Zafaran BolL
Ifley, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m. S.:l

Oxford. Ac 1769. P. 1004.

Iford, a pa, of England, co. Sussex, 2'i.

S.S.W. Lewes. Ac 2173. P. 167.

Ifion, two pas. of England.—I. co. Monmc i,

3 m. S.W. Chepstow. Ac. 1155. P. 20.-L

{Rheyii), a township, co. Salop, pa. St Mart 15

m. W. Ellesmere. P. 975.

Igborough, a pa. of England, co. NorfolS

m. E.S.E. Stoke Ferry. Ac 1599. P. 192.

Ige^a, a town of Spain, on the Albania, j^v.

and 35 m. S.E. Logrono. P. 1910.

Iggelsheim, a vill. of Ehenish Bavaria, 'sl

N.W. Spires. P. 1832.

Ightermurragh, a pa. of Ireland, co. Goryj
m. E.S.E. Castle-martyr. Ac. 5555. P. 148:

Ightfield, a pa. of England, co. Salop, n.

E.S.E. Whitchurch. Ac. 1568. P. 344
Ightham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, .n.

S.S.W. Wrotham. Ac 2540. P. 1152.

Igla or Iglawa, a river of Moravia, join; la

Schwartzawa, 19 m. S. Briinn, course 70 m. E.

Iglau, a town of Austria, Moravia, cap. c,

on the Igla, 49 m. W.N.W. Briinn. P. ItiA

It has three suburbs, several churches, a gy*"
slum, and a high school, with extensive maifS'

of woollen cloth, paper, vinegar, colours, poti,

and glass wares, and a flourishing com and n-

sit trade. Silver and lead are raised from nii-

bouring mines.
Iglesias, a walled town of Sardinia prov. 32

m. W.N.W. Cagliari, cap. cLrc, near the W. »«*

of the island. Pop. (with comm.) 6224. I<*«

a cathedral, an episcopal palace, several conv ta,

an ex-Jesuit college, and a trade in wine.

Iglo (Germ. Neudorf), a market town < N.

Hungary, co. Zips, on the Hemad, 7 m. S. 1>
schau. P. 6056. It has a Eoman Catholicch^
a town-hall, a board of mines, smelting v M
for copper and iron, and some trade in flaxn''

linen fabrics.

Igloolik, an island of British North Ani' 3*,

in Fury and Hecla Strait, lat 69° 21' N., lo *1

63' W. Mean annual temp. 5°"71 Fahr.

Ignace (St), a township of Lower Canada, »
ish N. America, dist. and 40 m. N.N.W. Qu»-
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IffliACio (St), an island of the U. S., North
arica, at the head of the Gulf of California.

:< liNAT (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

I -de-Dome, 8 m. E.N.E. Eiora. P. 1893.

iiNY (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

1 ue, 5 ra. N.W. Villefranche. P. 2443.

;r,vnde or Ygrande, a comm. andmkt. town
ranee, dep. Allier, 18 m. W. Moulins. P. 1862.

iiUASSu, a town of Brazil, prov. and 21 m.
J '. Eio de Janeiro. P. 4000. It has a consi-

d ble trade in grain by the river Igua^u to Rio.
- jujAssu or Ouritiba, a river of Brazil, forms
t

tij x)undary between the provs. San Paulo and
I; Grande do Sul, and joins the Parana in lat.

2 5., Ion. 64° 45' W., after a W. course of 250
: E; It is navigable only by canoes, owing to its

HI erous falls.

' CALADA, Aqtix Latse, a town of Spain, prov.

ai;33 m. N.W. Barcelona, on 1. b. of the Noya.
P'),095. Ghiefpublic buildings, the pa. church,
oc.go, hospital, and cavalry barracks. It has
IE, ufs. of cotton goods, cotton & woollen thread,

hi and fire-arms, with brandy distilleries ; and
; inU neighbourhood are several paper mills.

I UALEJA, a market town of Spain, prov. and
4! . W.S.W. Malaga. P. 1431.

UAPE, a river and town of Brazil, prov. San
P. 0, the river entering the- Atlantic about 85
itt|.W. Santos, after a tortuous E. course of 150
m 1 much of which extent it is navigable. The
to, on its S. bank, near its mouth, has a good
liE mr, and exports rice and timber. P. with

:
di!8000.

UABUSSU (W.), a town of Brazil, and the
: eaist founded in the prov. of Pernambuco, from
w|h city it is distant 20 m. N.N.W. It stands

:
or height, beside the Iguarussu river, and has
se-al churches. P. 5000.

:
UMEN, a town of Russia, gov. and 38 m. E.S.E.

Mik, cap. circ, on the Beresina. P. 1100.
t SA, a river of Prussia, prov. Pomerania, gov.

Sti in, enters the Dammschsee, an ann of the
:

Gi^t Haff, 9 m. N. Stettin. Length 55 miles.
omnsK or GuioiirasK, a fortified town of

E.;beria, prov. Okhotsk, at the head of its gulf,
90^ W.S.W. Pen,insk.—The Gulfofljighimk
18

j

arm of the Gulf of Penjinsk, between lat.

60, id 60° 30' N., Ion. 155° and 160° E.

I

[A, a river of N. Russia, govs. Vologda and
Ai;ingel, joins the Petchora, after a N.ward
ooi|9 of 190 m. through a desert region.

i
two rivers of Russia, gov. Orenburg, the

priiipal of which joins the Kama, 20 m. N.W.
Mfjelmsk, after a N.W. course of 200 miles.

. :Urma, one the Kurile Islands, Pacific.
. iZNi, a market town of Russia, gov. Minsk,

«|W.N.W.Disna. P. 1200.
;;n, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, on the^ 4 m. N. Oxford. Ac. 2597. P. 336.
M, a pa. and vill. of England, co. Stafford,
i.N.K. Cheadle. Ac. of pa. 2939. P. 243.
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pa.
NMORE, an island of the Hebrides, Scotl., co.
less, \ m. N. Coll, and about 1 m. in circuit.
NROAN and Ilanterach, two small islands,

-8 des, Scotl., CO. Inverness, S. and E. Oronsay.
J N'Z, a small town of Switzerland, cant. Gri-

sor md the cap. of the " Grey League" (whence
ine .me of the canton), on the Upper Rhine, 17
»»• S.W.Chur. P. 658.

i| JESTBRor Ivelchestee, Ischalis, atown, pa.,™
I

CO. Somerset, on anc. Foss-way, 4im. S.8.E.
t^o^i-ton. Ac. 653. P. 781. Birthpl. of R. Bacon,

The celebrated palace La Granja, in a mountain
region, 3840 feet above the sea, was built by
Philip v. The town has a royal manufacture of

looking-glasses.

Ildefo^'so (San), a group of islets. South At-
lantic, 80 m. W. Cape Horn.— Cape St lldefonso

is a headland on the E. coast of Luzon, Philip-

pine Islands, lat. 15° 15' N., Ion. 121° 56' E.

Ilderton, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-
land, 4J m. S.S.E. Wooler. Ac. 9670. P. 571.

Ile de France, an old prov. of France, of

which the cap. was Paris, now forming the five

dops. Seine-et-Oise, Seine-et-Marne, Aisne, Oise,

and parts of Eure-et-Loire, Loiret, and Yonne.
Ile, Aux-Moines, an island of France, off the

N. coast of Brittany, dep. C6tes-du-Nord, 10 m.
N. Lannion.

—

lie Des Faisans orBe la Conference.

[Faisans.]—He de France, an island, Indian
Ocean. [Mauritius.]—Ile d'Yeu, a fortified island

of France, dep. Vendue, in the Atlantic, 10 m.
from the coast.

—

Tie Des Boches, one of the Sey-
chelles islands, Indian Ocean.
Iles de lTnstitut, a group of islands off the

N.W. coast of Australia, opposite the entrance of

Admiralty Gulf, respectively named after the

distinguished French authors Fenelon, Montes-
quieu, Pascal, Descartes, Comeille, and Oondillac.

Ilekskoi-Korodek, a fortified town of Russia,

gov. and 78 m. S.W. Orenburg, at the confl. of

the Ilek and Ural rivers. Many of its pop. are

exiles. It has a mining, and some other schools.

—

Ilkshoi Sastschita is a contig. fort also on the Ilek.

Ilford (Great) is a ward and chapelry of

England, co. Essex, pa. Barking, with a vill. ou
the Roding, and on the E. C. Rail., 7 m. E.N.E.
London. P. 4523.

Ilford (Little), a pa. of England, co. Essex,

7 m. E.N.E. London. Ac. 763. P. 694.

Ilfracombe, a seaport town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Devon, on its N. coast, 9J m. N.N.E.
Barnstaple. Ac. of pa. 5583. P. of do. 3851

;

do. of town, 3034. Its harbour is enclosed by a
bold rocky coast, and a pier 850 feet in length

;

it affords secure anchorage to vessels of 230 tons,

and is defended by a battery, adjacent to which
is a lighthouse. The town has an export trade

in oats, and active fishery and coasting traffic.

It is also frequented as a bathing-place. Steam-
packets run constantly between it and Bristol,

Swansea, and Milford. Alt. 150 feet.

Ilghuan or Ilgun, a viU. of Asia Minor, pash.
Karamania, 43 m. N.W. Konieh.
Ilha do Governador (" G'oiJernor'* Island"^,

an island of BrazU, prov. Rio de Janeiro, in its

bay, 7 m. N. Eio. Length, E. to W., 6 m.

;

breadth ^ m. It is populous and well cultivated-

Ilha-Gbandk, an island of Brazil, prov. and
68 m. W.S.W. Rio de Janeiro, in the bay of

Angra. Length, E. to W., 15 m.
;

greatest

breadth 8 m. It produces sugar and coffee, and
has several good anchorages resorted to by whale
ships ; on its W. side is the vill. of Santa Ana.
P. 2000.—IL a town, Brazil.

Ilhavo, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, 4 m.
S. Aveiro, near the Atlantic. P. 4000.

Ilheos (San Jorge dos), a maritime town of

Brazil, prov. and 130 m. S.W. Bahia, at the
mouth of the Rio dos Ilheos, which enters the
Atlantic after an E. course of 130 m. It has a har-
bour, and trade in agricultural produce. P. 3000.

Ilidjah, two vills. of Asiatic Turkey.—I. (Ele-
gia^, pash. and 8 m. W. Erzeroum, and near
which Pompey defeated Mithridates.—II. pash.
and 70 ra. W.N.W. Diarbekir, on the Euphrates.

Ili, Kulja, or Guldja, a city of Chinese
Turkestan, cap. dist. Dzoungaria, on the Hi, lat.
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43' 38' K, Ion. 8r38' E. It is the residence of

a Chinese military governor, and is an entrep6t
for the trade of Central Asia. P. 40,000. (?)
luM, a river of Siberia, gov. Ii-kutsk, tributary

to the Angara. Total course 180 m. On it is

Ilimsk, a fortified post, 300 m. N. Irkutsk.

Iliolo, the chief port of the isl. Panay, Philip-

pines. Opened to foreign trade in 1859.

Iliseh, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and 55
m. N.E. Diarbekii', cap. Beylik.

Ilissus, a rivulet of Greece, Attica, rises near
the vill. Aleti, flows S.W., skirting Athens on the
S., and enters the Porto Phanari, E. of the Piraeus,

after a total course of 10 miles.

Ilkeston, a market town and pa. of England.
CO. and 8| m. E.N.E. Derby, on the Erwash and
Nutbrook Canal. Area 2290 ac. P. 8374. It has
manufs. of stockings and lace. There are ex-
tensive coal mines in the county.
Ilkley, Olicancu, a pa. and township of Eng-

land, CO. York, West Riding, on the Wharfe. 5J
m. W.N.W. Otley. Ac of pa. 8885. P. 1407.

Ill, a river of France, rises near Altkirch, dap.

Haut Rhin, flows N. past Altkirch, Muhlhausen,
Ensisheim, Benfelden, Erstein, and Strasbourg,
6 m. N.E. of which it joins the Rhine on left.

Length 100 m. Chief afils. the Lauch, Faecht,
Giesen, and Andlau. The canal of Bruche and
the Canal Monsieur join it. Navigable for 62 m.

Illabasco, a lake of Centi-al America, San
Salvador. [Cojutepeqce.]
IllaSon, a bay of the Asiatic Archipelago,

forming a wide inlet of the Celebes Sea, extend-
ing into the island Mindanao, on its S.W. side.

Length and breadth 70 m. each.
Illasi, a vill. of Austiia, Venetia, prov. Verona,

dist Tregnano. P. of comm. 2394.
Illats, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Gir-

onde, 19 m. S.S.E. Bordeaux. P. 1618.

Illau (Hungarian Illavay, a market town of

N. Hungary, co. and 10 m. N.E. Trentschin, on
1. b. of the Waag. P. 1019.

Illawarra, a loch on the E. coast of Aus-
tralia, New South Wales, Camden co., in lat. 34°

30' S., Ion. 150° 55' E.
Ille, a comm. and town of France, dep. Pyre-

nees, on the Tet, 10 m. E.N.E. Prades. P. 3258.
Ille, a river of France, dep. Ille-et-Vilaine,

rises in the ^tang Boulet, flows S. 18 m., and
joins the Vilaine at Rennes. It communicates
with the canal of the lUe and Ranee.

Ille-et-Vilaine, a maritime dep. in the N.W.
of France, forming part of the old prov. of Nor-
mandy, cap. Rennes. It is situated on the English
Channel, between the deps. Manche, Mayenne,
Loire-Inferieure, Morbihan, and C6tes-du-Nord.
Area 2597 sq. m. P. 584930. Surface flat, covered
on the N. with forests, dunes, and marshes.
Chief rivers, the VUaine, Ille, Couesnon, Ranee.
A portion of the dep. is traversed by the canal of
Hie and Ranee on the N., and that of Nantes and
Brest on the S. Climate mild, but humid. Com
raised nearly sufficient for home consumpt ; to-
bacco, hemp, and flax are important crops, and
cider is extensively made. Minerals comprise
iron, lead, building stones, and potters' clay.
Pasturage excellent ; and the honey, wax, and
butter of the dep. are celebrated. Manufs. of
hempen and linen thread and sailcloth are ex-
tensively carried on. The other branches of
industry are iron forging, glass making, and tan-
ning. ysters are largely exported from Cancale.
The dep. is divided into the arrs. Rennes, Fou-
g^res, Montfort, Redon, St Malo, and Vitrd.

Iller, a river of South Germany, rises in the
Tirol, flows mostly N. through Bavaria, and

along the frontier of WUrtemberg, and joiii \^
Danube, 2 m. above Ulm. Course 85 m. ;n.

cipal affluent the Aurach ; on it are the t ng
Immerstadt and Kempten. Its banks wei in

1800, the scene of many engagements bet u,,

the French and Austrians.
Illeray and Baleshare, one of the Heb

Scotland, co. Inverness, pa. and W. of ^-

Uist. Length about 4 m., breadth 1^ m. P y;

Illertissen, a market town of Bavariii, :
•

Swabia, on rt. b. of the lUer, 38 m. V'

Augsburg. P. 1145.

Illescas, niacuris, a town of Spain, jy

Toledo, 22 m. S.W. Madrid. P. 2000. 1 us
manufs. of leather and chocolate.

Illide (St), a comm. and vill. of Fmncf fj-

Cantal, arr. and 10 m. S.W. AurUlac. P. 7,

Illiers, a comm. & town of France, deji. a-
et-Loir, cap. cant, on the Loir, 15 m. W.
Chartres. P. 3003, who manuf. woollen e^ ;.

Ilighausen, a viU. of Switzerland, caut.

gau, dist. Gottlieben. P. 933.

Illimani, one of the loftiest mountain ^

Bolivian Andes, in the E. Cordillera, SO :

La Paz. Lat. 16° 40' S. ; Ion. 67° 48' W.
serrated ridge with 4 principal peaks, thr

"

estimated to be 21,140 feet in height. It

its name from being perpetually cover> ,

snow. On its N. side it has glaciers al

height of 16,350 feet. On it also is the : :

Illimani, 1.5,950 feet above the sea.

Illingen, two vills. of South German'-I.

WUrtemberg, circ. Neckar, 6 m. S.E. Maullwn.

P. 1400.—11. Baden, circ. Middle Rhine, e»r

the Rhine, 5 m. N. Rastadt. P. 375.

Illington, a pa. of England, co. Norfc 3^

m. W.N.W. East Harling. Ac. 1298. P. >

iLLiNisaA, a mountain of S. America, iithe

Andes, 33 m. S.S.W. Quito, 17,380 feet hip

Illinois, a river of the IJ. S., North An ca,

formed by the union of Kankakee an :ies

Plaines rivers, after a S.W. course of abo\;320

m., through the centre of the state Illin' to

which it gives name, joins the Mississippi m.

above Alton. It is navigable 206 m. to Otta , at

the mouth of the Fox river ; there is a candOa

m. long, 6 feet deep, and 60 feet wide, froilhe

influx of the Vermilion river to Chicago, on ike

Michigan. About 50 steamers ply on the lar.

Illinois, one of the U. S., North Auiica,

between lat 37° and 42° 30' N., Ion. 87° S^ind

91° 25' W., having E. Lake Michigan, arln-

diana, and other sides Kentucky, Missouri, w>,

and Wisconsin. Area 55,409 sq. m. P. '5')

1,306,576; do. (I860) 1,711,951, of whom 762 ere

free coloured. Surface elevated table-land op-

ing S.ward, with extensive prairies ; in the -^ •

and S. hilly and densely wooded. The J sis-

sippi forms its W., and the Ohio and "R^sn

rivers, most of its S. and E. frontiers ; the II ots,

Rock, and Kaskaskia rivers traverse it froi '-l^

to S.W. Climate healthy, except in lo^^iret

localities. Temp, of year 52° Fahr. ^^^
cold. SoU very fertile, often 25 to 30 feet 'epi

40 bushels of wheat and 100 of Indian cQto

the acre is a common product Potatoes ofe,

hemp, tobacco, cotton, silk, and sugar are p-
vated. Hogsand poultry are numerous. Thf'?*:

ral resources are abundant ; more than 13, C ,w«

lbs. of lead have been smelted here in the ye Bi-

tuminous coal is, in many places, found "»»

surface; iron, copper, zinc, lime, marble re^

stone, and gypsum; sulphur and chal s**^

springs in several places. All the citi »"

towns in the state are connected by rais}^

The richest tract in the state is the great An. -^
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\ lying along the Mississippi. In 1860

.i-ere 2868 m. of railway in opcratiou. Illi-

Jivided into 99 cos., and sends 9 members
y^ress. Chief towns,' Springfield, the cap.,

;o, Alton, Galena, and Nauvoo. There
I robes of all denominations, 4 colleges, 42

lies, and 10,238 primary public schools,

i-porated, 9 theological seminaries, and 2

I

I

colleges. Constitution formed in 1847

;

lor and lieutenant-governor elected for 4

25 senators for 4 years, and 75 represen-

for 2 years. In 1720 some French Ca-
is settled in this region, but nearly all the

lonts have taken place since 1800.

<F,RA, a town of Asia Minor, pash. Kara-
, 57 m. S. Konieh.
.iRCH, acomm. & vill., France, dep. B. Ehin,

1.. of the 111, 3 m. S. Strasbourg. P. 4437.

NAU, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
• N.E. Zurich, on rt. b. of the Kempt. P.

. . It has mauufs. of threads, linen, and silks.

LOGAN, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, on
t Uristol Channel, 2J m. N.W. Eednith. Ac.

P. 9683, employed in copper and tin

It has a small harbour.
. ' >K, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Baranga,

ti Neusatz. P. 3500.

i.oiv, a town, Slavonia, co. Syrmia, with a
ji and steam-packet station on the Danube,
: 1. W. Peterwardein. P. 3550.

i.<iHA, a town of Spain, prov. and 22 m.
^ i.W. Granada, on the Charcon. P. (includ-

i: ; adjacent hamlets) 6900.

LUECA, a town of Spain, prov. and 42 m.
V .W. Zaragoza. P. 2559.

i-uxT, a market town of Russia, gov. Cour-
1: , 103 m. E.S.E. Mitau. P. 1900. It has a
c: 0, Roman Catholic and Unitarian churches.

i.YE, a market town of Transylvania, on the
> >s, 17 m. N.W. Vajda-Hunyad. P. 900.

i.YEFALVA, a market town of Transylvania,
0|lie Aluta, 14 m. N.E. Kronstadt. P. 1084.

[LYRiA (Kingdom of), Illyrtcum, previous
tc|849, a prov. of Austria, forming the S.E.
04 er of Germany, between lat. 44° 25' 24"

ii 47' r 40" N., Ion. 12° 40° and 15° 45' E.,

ded E. and N.E. by Styria, S.E. by Hun-
/Un-Croatia, S. and W. by the Adriatic and
y, and N. by Austria, Tirol, and Styria.

A},, including the isls. of the Gulf of Quamero,
tlj hief of which are Veglia, Cherso, and Osero,
1<|)0 sq. m. P. (1850) 1,291,296. Surface
Kjntainous, traversed from N.W. to S.E. by the
N' c, Camic, and Jidian Alps ; culminating point,

'uoss Glockner, 12,957 feet in elevation.
rivers, the Drave and Save, which belong

• basin of the Danube, on the N.E., and the
hza, in the basin of the Adriatic, on the S.W.
Tj waters of Lake Zirknitz rise and fall peri-
o» illy, and the streams of its basin disappear
^'T ground. Climate varies greatly according
K evation. The mountain slopes are covered
w excellent timber, and the soil is fertile in
N'of the valleys. In the N., rye, oats, and
''"v are the principal crops, and in Carinthia

;ire extensively reared. In the S. the pro-
oomprise wine, olive oil, wheat, and maize.

^yral riches comprise gold, silver, mercury,

,1

copper, and iron. Mining is a chief object
o'l dustay. Iron is most abundant in Carinthia
»'|Camiola, lead in the rich mines of Bleiberg,
Wi mercury at Idria, in Camiola. The principal
'" lis. are woollen cloths and glass. The com-

of Illyria is concentrated at the free port
1 iest. The greater part of the pop. belong

'' u Slavonic race. The title of the kingdom of

Illyria was revived by Napoleon i., who, in 1809,
united to the French empire, under the name of

the Illyrian provinces, the countries of Carinthia,

Camiola, and parts of Austria and Venetian
Friuli, the Hungarian Littorale, Civil and Military
Croatia, Dalmatia, Eagusa, and Cattaro. In the
divisions of the empire, 1849, the circles of Gorz,
Gradisca, Istria, and the city of Triest form the
kingdom of Illyria. [Karnthen, Krain, Istkia.]

Illzach, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Haut-
Ehin, arr. Mulhouse, cant. Habsheim. P. 1663.

Ilm, two rivers of Germany.—I. Saxony,
rises in the Thuringian forest, flows N.E. past
Ilmenau, Ilm, Krannichfeld, and Weimar, and
joins the Saale, 13 m. N. Jena. Total course
65 m.—II. Bavaria, circs. Upper Bavaria and
Swabia, joins the Danube near Neustadt.
Ilm or Stadt-Ii.m, a town of Gennany, duchy

Schwartzburg-Eudolstadt, on the Ilm, 12 m.
W.N.W. Eudolstadt. P. 2000, chiefly weavers.

Ilmen, a lake of Eussia, gov. and S. Novgorod,
30 m. in length E to W., by 24 m. in greatest
breadth, 107 feet above the sea. It receives the
Lovat, Msta, and Cheson rivers, and discharges
its waters by the Volkov N. into Lake Ladoga.
Ilmenau, a town of Central Gennany, duchy

Saxe-Weimar, on the Ilm, 27 m. S.W. Weimar.
P. 3029. It has manufs. of metal buttons,

woollen stuffs and porcelain ; iron and coal mines,
and a brisk trade in timber.—II. A small river of

Hanover, a tributary to the Elbe, which it joins

from the S. 15 m. S.E. Hamburg. Length 60 m.
Ilmington, a pa. of EngL, co. Warwick, 3^ m.

W.N.W. Shipston-upon-Stour. Ac. 4000. P. 1000.

Ilminster, pa. and mkt. town of England, co.

Somerset, on the He, and affl. of the Parret, 10^
m. S.E. Taunton. Ac. of pa. 4050. P. 3241.

Ilmire, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 6J m.
W.S.W. Wendover. Ac. 674. P. 79.

Ilo, a maritime town, Peru. [Ylo."]

Iloa'linskaia, a market town of Eussia, Don-
Cossack country, on the Ilovla, near its confl.

with the Don, 50 m. N.W. Tzaritzin. P. 3948.

Ilpize (St), a comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, dep.
H. Loire, on the Allier, 7 m. S. Brioude. P. 1207.

Ilsenburg, a mkt. town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. Magdeburg, 16 m. W. Halberstadt. P. 2470,

mostly engaged in iron and copper works.
Ilsfeld, a vill. of South Germany, WUrteni-

berg, circ. Neckar, 6 m. S. Heilbronn. P. 2000.

Ilsington, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5J m.
W.S.W. Chudleigh. Ac. 7563. P. 1209.

Ilsley (East), a pa. and market town of Eng-
land, CO. Berks, 15 m. W.N.W. Eeading. Ac.
of pa. 2979. P. 746.—II. (West), a pa., same
CO., 2 m. W.N.W. East Hsley. Ac. 3670. P.

432. Mark Antonio, archbishop of Spalatro, was
once rector of All Saints Church in this pa. He
first accounted for the colours of the rainbow.

Ilston, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamorgan,

6| m. S.W. Swansea. Ac. 2879. P. 295.

IiiTON, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 2 m.
N.W. Ilminster. Ac. 1719. P. 492.

Ilvesheim, a vill. of Baden, circ. Lower Ehine,

on the Neckar, 4 m. E. Mannheim. P. 1081.

Ilvoloa or Ilavla, a river of South Eussia,

gov. Saratov and Don-Cossack coimtry, joins the

Don at Ilovlinskaia, after a S.W. course of 150 m,
A canal unites it with the Volga at Kamishin.

Ilz, a river of Lower Bavaria, joins the Danube
at Ilzstadt, a suburb of Passau,

Ilza, a town of Poland, gov. Sandomir, on the

Ilza, 25 m. N.N.W. Opatow. P. 2000.

Imam-Dour, a vill. of Asiatic Tui-key, pa. and
70 m. N.W. Bagdad, on the Tigris, nearly oppo-
site Teki-it. It is the ancient Dura.
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Imandra, a lake of Russia, gov. of Archangel,

circ. and 35 m. S. Kola. Length, N. to S., 60 m.
I»LA.rs, the an,cient name of the Himalaya.
Imbeb, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 9 m. S.W.

Devizes. Ac. 3033. P. 382.

Imbert, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Pfalz, dist.

BHeskastel. P. 3314.

Imbros, an island of the Grecian Archipelago,
but belonging to Turkey, off the E. entrance of

the Hellespont, its highest summit in lat. 40° 10'

N., Ion. 25° 51' E., and 1959 feet above the sea.

Length, E. to W., 19 m., breadth 10 m. It is

densely wooded, and has about 4000^ inhabitants.

iMERtriA, a prov. of Asiatic Bussia, Transcau-
casia, forming a part of the ancient Colchis, hav-
ing N. the Caucasus mountains, E. Georgia, W.
Mingrelia and Guriel, and S. the old pashalic of

Akhalzikh. Area estimated at 7000 sq. m., and
the pop. at 220,000. Surface mountainous, well
wooded, and wholly comprised in the basin of the

Bhion (ancient Phasis). Climate moist and un-
healthy; soil very fertile. Products comprise
wheat, barley, sorgho, maize, tobacco, hemp, mad-
der, and a great varietj' of fruitscommon in Europe,
which articles, with wine, cotton stuffs, taffetas,

wool and woollen hosiery, honey, wax, and skins,

constitute the chief exports. Imports consist in

Bait, wooUen, silk and linen fabrics, copper wares,

Turkish sabres, coin, jewellery, and colonial pro-
duce. The slave trade, formerly considerable,

has greatly ceased since the Bussian occupation
of the coiintry in 1804. Inhabitants of Georgian
descent, and the majority are of the Greek Church.
The prov. is divided into 4 districts. Chief towns,
Xutais, the cap., Begdat, Vartzik, and Vakhaui.
Coal of excellent quality was discovered in 1846
N.E. of Kutais.

Imieb (St), (German St Immery, a pa. and vill.

of Switzerland, cant. Bern, 12 m. W. Bienne.

P. 2632, who manuf. clocks, lace, and woollens.

Its valley, the Val di St Imier, is watered by the

river Suze.
Immexhausen, a town of Germany, H.-Cassel,

prov. Lr. Hessen, 9 m. N.N.W. Cassel. P. 1569.

Immenstadt, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia,
13 m. S.W. Kempten. P. 1200.
Immingham, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, on

Humber, 7 m. N.N.W. Great Grimsby. Ac. 3715.
P. 261.

Imola, Forum Cornelii, a town of N. Italy, prov.
and circ. Bologna, cap. dist, 25 m. W.S.W. Ra-
venna. P. (1862) 10,916. Has a cathedral, several
churches and convents, an hospital, college,

municipal palace, and charitable institutions ; an
oil-miU, and manufs. of wax, majolica, and glass.
ImosChi, a vill. of Austria, Dalmatia. P. 22,608.
Impebiai^, a town of Chile, Araucania, on the

Cauten or Imperial river, 82 m. N. Valdivia.
Imphy, acomm. and vilL of France, dep. Nievre,

on an affl. of the Loire, 7 m. S.E. Nevers. P.
2052, occupied in large iron and copper mills.

Impington, a pa. of England, co. and 3 m- N.
Cambridge. Ac. 1200. P. 335.

Imruthpoor, a town of British India, N.W.
provs., in lat 27° 32' N., Ion. 79° 40* E.

Imst, a market town of the Tirol, cap. circ.

Upper Innthal, on the Inn, 31 m. W. Innsbruck.
P. 2194, partly pmployed in copper mines.
Inaccessible IsLvau, the most W. of the Tris-

tan Da Cunha group, Atlantic. Lat 37° 6' S.
Inada or Alnada, a town of European Turkev,

prov. Rumili, on the Black Sea, 75 m. E.N.E.
Adrianople.

Inaqh, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Clare, 6
m. E.S.E. Ennistymon. Ac. 19,887. P. 2929.
Inagua (Great and Little), two of the Ba-

hama Islands ; the former, the largest and 1

1

southerly of the group, 50 m. by 25 m. La t

N.E. point 21° 18' N. ; Ion. 73° 40' W.—Theii
Inagrua, 12 m. N.ward, is about 8 m. in lei ]

by 6 m. across. P. (1861) 994.

IxCA, a town of Spain, in the island Maji i

MediteiTanean Sea, 17 m. N.E. Palma. P.
Ince, two pas. of England.—I. co. Chestei

the Mersey, 4^ m. W.S.W. Frodsham. Ac U
P. 371.— II. {BlundelT), a township, co. Lanca j

pa. Sephton, 9J m. N.N.W. Liverpool, Ac ij

P. 572.—III. (in-Afakerfield), a township^ il

pa., IJ m. S.W. Wigan. Ac. 2314. P, 826ti
IxcH, a pa. of Scotland, co. Wigtown, % t\

Stranraer. Ac. 31,919. P. 3469.

Inch, several pas. of Ireland.—I. Ulfltetl

Down, 2J m. N. Down-Patrick. Ac. 64941
1742.—II. Leinster, cos. Wicklow and W<6zl
21 m. S.W. Arklow. Ac. 6802. P. 1280^]
Munster, co. Cork, 5J- ra. S.W. Cloyne. Ac il

P. 1139.—IV. Ulster, co. Donegal, compTitdn.]

isl. of Inch, on the W. side of Lough Sidll
m. W. Churchtown. Ac 3401. P. Ml I

Leinster, co. Wexford, 6| m. W.S.W. Taghi
Ac. 1388. P. 378.

IxcHCAPK, Scotland. [Bell Rock.]
Inchcolm, an island of Scotland, co. Fifoa.

Aberdour, in the Firth of Forth, 2 m. S. Aber jr.

Length about 1 m. P. 7. On it are the ruiiof

a monastery foimded by Alexander i. in Hi:

Inch Garvie, a rocky islet of Scotland, i;be

Firth of Forth, opposite Queensferry.
IscHiCROXAN or Inniscronane, a pa. of -e.

land, Munster, co. Clare, 5J m. N.N.E. E:i4

Ac 17,438. P. 2637.

Inchigeelagh, a pa. of Ireland, Munstesi.

Cork, 9 m. W.S.W. Macroone. Ac. 45,415. P.^
Inchinnax, a pa. of Scotland, co. and In.

N.W. Renfrew. Ac. 3527. P. 619.

IxCHiQUiif, a barony and island of Irf id,

Munster, co. Clare ; the island in Lough C'b;

the barony comprising 88,387 ac. P. 12,607, tb

Lough Inchiquin.
Inchkeith, a rocky island of Scotland, uhe

Firth of Forth, pa. and 3 m. S. Kinghom, co. if,

opposite Leith, with lighthouse in its cire.

187 feet above the sea, li^infall 17 inches. Ibt

revolving. Lat. 66° 2' N. ; Ion. 3° 8' W. Hi
Inch-Marnoch, an islet of Scotland, ilM

Firth of Clyde, co. and 2 m. W. Bute. P.

:

Inchtube, a pa. of Scotland, co. and inu

E.N.E. Perth, P. 659.

Inchulkurcngee or Eexchulkubunji *

jaghire of India, territory of Bombay, the ctre

in lat 16° 41' N., Ion. 74° 2' E., consists ntly

of level plains, and is very fertile, but a po jn,

stretching to the Ghauts, bordering on the >ii-

can, is rugged and jungly.

Inchy-Beaumont, a comm. and vill. of Fro^

dep. Nord, 11 m. E.S.E. CambraL P. 1744.

Incisa, a town of North Italy, prov. and m.

S.W, Alessandria, cap. mand., on the Belbo P.

2871, partly engaged in silk-throwing. It is le-

brated for its wine.—IL a town, prov. andift

Florence, on the Amo, cap. comm. P. 346'

Incoronata, an isl. of Dalmatia. [Cobon M
Ixdals-Elf, a river of Sweden, Isens Ostei na

and Hemosand, formed below Ragunda, ^
S.E. and enters the Gulf of Bothnia, 10 :

N.

Sundsvall, after a navigable course of 60 m J.

Independence, a co. of the U. S., North 3»-

rica, in N.E. of Arkansas, Area 1007 sq. va
"•

12,970 free, 1337 slaves.—II. a township, ?»

Jersey, 14 m, N.E. Belvidere. P. 2621.— ••

toAvnship, New York, 20 m. S.E.Angelica, P- W.

Independence, a town of the U, S^ N.Ak cJi
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Issouri, on an afil. of the Missouri, 36 m. W.S.W.
iHiit Vernon. It is a depot for trade with Utah,

d an outfitting place for emigrants.

[nderrabia or HiXDEKABiA, Caicandsur, an

aiul in the Persian Gulf, off the S. poast of

isia, prov. Laristan, 5 m. from the mainland.

[SDEKGHUR, Several towns of India.—I. dom.

i So m. S.S.E. Joypoor.—II. Gwalior dom., 27

W.N.W. Smnpter.—Tnderhall is a town, Ni-

ii's dom., 40 m. N.W. Beeder.

India, the great central peninsula of Eastern

,a, between lat. 8° 4' and 36° N., Ion. 66° 44'

1 99° 30' E. Bounded N. by the Himalaya
mntains, dividing it from Tibet, W. by the

linian range, separating it from Beloochistan,

by parallel offshoots from the opposite ex-

ihity of the Himalaya, on the other sides by
1 Indian Ocean. Its length N. to S., on the

lidian of 75° (the Indus to the parallel of Cape
inorin), is 1900 m.; extreme breadth on the

allel of 28°, 1800 ra. Area about 1,400,000 sq.

, or nearly 25 times the area of England and
ales. For administrative and political purposes,

possessions of the British Empire in India are

tributed as follows. Area and pop. estimated

1864. There is no reliable census.

Divisions.
Area in
sq. m.

Pop. 1866.

mler the Gov.-Greneral, . 46,870 5,392,128

-nxal, 261,380 40,466,690

ude 27,890 8,071,075

I'litral Proyinces, 108,660 7,041,480

i-itish-Burmah, . 90,070 1,897,897

nth-West Provinces, 86,380 29,624,462

"Iras, .... 140,917 23,180,323

iubay 100,406 14,794,611

1,004,616 143,271,210

ative States, 601,050 47,849,199

oreign Possessions, . 1,254 517,149

le principal native states are Hyderabad, Guze-
, Uutch, Gwalior, Indore, Mysore, Travancore,
ihiii, Nepaul, Burmah, Bhopal, Cashmere, and
' Kajpoot States, with an aggregate area of

\V,2 sq. m., and a pop. of 54,585,793. Over
St of these states the British have control, they
ving relinquished the right of self-defence,
• British guaranteeing external protection and
'iiial tranquillity. Some of these states are
;uired to provide a native force, placed at
• disposal of the British, to resist the common
my. The Indian army in 1863 comprised

—

Field

Pieces.
Horses. Euro-

peans.
Natives Total

ifantry, .

ivalry, . .

1 tillery, ..

ajineers,
720

20,250
21,600

4,320

27,000
6.750

16,200

1,800

135,000
13 500
5,400

9,000

162,000
20,250

21,600
10,800

"tals, . . 720 46,170 51,570 162,900 214,650

physical features India is extremely diversified,
isisting of three distinct parts—a central table-
'}, a vast circumvallation of mountains, and a
ies of low plains. The table-land occupies gene-
'y the space between the ghauts on the E., W.,

•
S., and the Vindhya mountains on the N. ; it

a mean height of 1400 to 3000 feet, audits
'ice is sprinkled over with isolated conical

hills, rising to 2000 feet above the plain, or 4000
to 5000 feet above the sea. It has a general slope

towards the E., as indicated by the drainage.

This table-land is divided into two portions—the

Deccan in the N., between the Nerbudda and the

Kistnah rivers, including the valley of Berar;
and the plateau of Mysore, between the Kistnah
and the Neilgherry hills. The mountains pre-

sent a huge barrier on the N., between the beds
of the Indus, the Sampoo, and the Ganges.
[Himalaya, Ghauts, and Neilgherry Hills.]

India has two distinct river systems, the Hima-
layan and the Hindostanee, which draw their

supplies from totally different sources. The Indus,

with its magnificent tributaries, which intersect

the Punjab, and the Ganges and Brahmapootra,
with their gigantic branches, derive their chief

supplies from the melting of the snows on the
Himalayas ; and the more intense the heat, so

much the more plentifully do these gelid store-

houses give up their treasures. All the rivers of

the Hiudostan system, on the other hand—the

Sabermuttee, Myhee, Nerbudda, and Taptee, fall-

ing into the Gulf of Cambay in Western India,

and the Godavery, Kistnah, and Cauvery, dis-

charging themselves into the Bay of Bengal

—

originate in the western mountains, and are fed

by the rains which fall over these, to the extent

of 100 inches on an average, during June, July,

and August. Both systems, whether fed by snow
or rain, are in flood at the same period of the

year, that being just the season when moisture
is most required. Both draw their supplies from
mountains too rocky or barren to require mois-
ture, and too steep to retain it, and which send
to the ocean, through tracts of the finest country
in the world!, supplies of water sufficient to trans-

form them into one universal garden. [Ganges,
Indus, etc.] Canals of irrigation are constructed

in India on a gigantic scale. The Eastern Jumna
Canal is 145 miles, or, with its subordinate chan-
nels, 500 miles in length ; the Western Jumna
Canal is 430 miles long, and the area of land irri-

gated is more than 4000 sq. m. The Great Ganges
Canal is used both for navigation and irrigation

over an extent of 900 miles, watering an area of

5,000,000 acres, and relieving from fear of famine
a population of 6,000,000 of people.

The climate of India is still more varied than
the features of the country. The temperature
varies extremely, according to latitude and ele-

vation. On the plains, in the S., showers are

frequent at all seasons ; in Central India the rains

are extremely light; in the N. there are both
summer and winter rains ; in Sinde there is no
rainy season, and showers fall only at intervals

of years. Near the level of the sea there falls, at

Madras 52,Bombay 76,& Calcutta 66 inches of rain

in a year. On the highlands, again, the rainfall

is immense ; at Mahabuleshwar, in the Western
Ghauts (4500 feet high), it amounts to 248 ; at

Darjeeling (7000 feet), 124 ; and at Chirraponyee,

in the Cossya hills, it is 615 inches in a year.

As the result of this, the productiveness of the
different regions presents the most striking con-
trasts. In the upper and arid regions of Bengal
famine recurs at regular intervals of eighteen or

nineteen years, and in the N.W. Provinces at

intervals of seven to ten years ; while in the moist
alluvial plains food products are superabundant.
The heat is so great in the plains, that European
labour is impossible ; and they are so unhealthy,
that no third generation of Englishmen can live

and maintain vigour there ; whereas in the hilly &
mountainous regions, 3000 to 7000 feet above the
sea, the climate is very healthy, and there sani-
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taria are established as a refuge from the low-
lands. Earthquakes are of frequent occurrence
in the W., and by their means large tracts of

country have been elevated and others sunk.
In the N. of the Indian Ocean, the S.W. mon-

soon blows from March to October. TheN.E. mon-
soon succeeds, & continues from October to March.
The S.W. monsoon brings rain and foul weather

;

and the wind blows with greater force during this

than during the N.E. monsoon, when the sky is

generally clear. The zone of the S.W. and N.E.
monsoons extends from the equator to the N. of

the tropic of Cancer, and from the coast of Africa
to the E. of the Philippines.

The chief v^etable products of India are
wheat and other cereals, cotton, sugar, indigo,

opium, hemp, flax, tea, and timber. Wheat is

grown in great abundance in the N.W. Pro-
vinces, and in the Upper Punjab, at Lahore and
Mooltan; barley and miUet in the NeUgherry
hills and other places. Cotton is grown over a
small portion of Bengal Proper, Aracan, and the
upper provinces of Pegu ; but the most important
cotton-fields are in Nagpore, the Southern Mah-
ratta country, Berar, and Gujerat. The sugar-cane
is cultivated nearly all over India. Indigo—This
important dye-plant is cultivated, on a large scale,

only in the moist and mild climate of the region
in the N. of Bengal Proper, between the Ganges
and the Himalayas, where it is the staple product,
and whence it is exported to the amount of 11^
millions of pounds-weight, value 2,000,000Z. ster-

ling, in a year. Opium—The plant which pro-
duces opium grows in greatest abundance in the
district S. of the Ganges, in Bengal, and in Mal-
war, whence it is exported through Bombay.
Madras produces none for export. In 1863 the
whole export from India was 67,000 chests,

value 6,477,000/. Tea has been grown for some
years in Assam, on the hills 2000 to 3000 feet

above the sea. Lately it has been cultivated over
extensive tracts on the southern and western or
Punjab sloj)es of the Himalayas, where it grows
at an elevation of 5000 feet The produce ofthese
tea plantations in 1863 was, at the factory of
Dehra Doon 14,982 lbs., at Ghurhwal 10,247 lbs.,

and at Kumaon 7960 lbs. Total, 41,519 lbs. Tea
is grown also in the Neilgherries, where coffee is

extensively cultivated ; & the cinchona plant has
been successfully introduced there, & at Darjeel-
ing, etc. The most valuable timber is the teak-
wood, used for ship-building ; it grows wild in the
mountainous ports of Malabar & the Coromandel
coast, in the Punjab, the valley of Nerbudda, the
Tenasserim provinces, and Pegu. The saul-wood
grows in a belt of forest five to ten nules wide, at
the foot of the Himalayas, between the marshy
Tarai and the sandstone chain—" the Boons."
Iron and coal are extensively worked near Burd-
wan in Bengal, and Jubbulpore in Nerbudda ; iron
and copper are distributed nearly all over India;
coal is found also in the Tenasserim provinces,
Cutta«k (Orissa), Behar, Lower Assam, Sylhet,
Aracan, Central prov. Gujerat, and Upper Assam.
In Eastern Bengal above 400,000 tons of coal are
raised yearly. Silver is foimd in small quantities
in the jungles of Beerbhoom

;
gold and precious

stones in the rivers of Tenasserim, the Punjab, &
on the coast of Malabar; diamonds in the districts
of Sumbulpore, Goiconda, and Vizapur. Salt is

extracted from sea-water on a large scale in the
Sunderbuns, and from the mines of the salt-
range mountains in the Punjab. The gross
revenue of India for 1862-3, was 45,105,700/., of
which land rev, 19,430,000/L Salt, 5,337,500/.
Opium, 7,850,000/. Kev. estimated for 1864,

45,306,000/. Expenditure at home and in '.

44,490,000/. Probable surplus 816,000/. "

half the entire revenue is now derived 1

land-tax. In the different presidencies

vemment land tenures vary. In the lowe
vinces of Bengal the land is held chiefly Sp
the zemindarry tenui'e. In this case no sepai

tion of interests is recognised by the govemme:
the whole estate being cultivated for the muti
benefit of the proprietors. One person is h(

responsible to the government for the paymer
and if he fails, the estate is sold for its beho
but under-tenants may protect their own in'

rests. The landlord's rent in this part is held
perpetuity, so that no increase of rent can ta)

place ; and the rent paid to hun by under-tenaji

has, since 1859, been regulated by an Act whii

has caused much difiiculty between landlord aF I

tenant. In the N.W. provinces the land is he
under the ptUteedarree tenure, by which an esti

is parcelled out into allotments, each fanner c.

tivating his own part, and paying to the oversti i

of the village his share of the dues; but t:

whole are jointly responsible for all govermm-
claims,—the transgressor, in the first place, bei<

'

deprived of his possession. By this system f"

vemment claims are calculated upon the basis

two -thirds of the net rent, and leases are graB'i

for a period of thirty years. In Bombay thi"

years leases are now granted by the state, as

the North-West. In Madras, the ryotwar syst':

is the basis of the revenue settlement, each p'-

prietor being held responsible for his own pf.

ments ; the proprietor has the option of resignii

his lease, or any portion of it, at the end df ai

season. In the southern districts the seasons a
precarious, and the cultivators poor and imp:-

vident Government claims used to be levied

these parts by taking a large sum in prospero:

and making great reductions in bad, seasons; 1>

this did not work weU, as it made farming-

gambling transaction. During the last ten yei

the assessment has been much lightened, to t

benefit of both the peasant and the state landloi

In Madras, as well as over all the rest of India, t

same permanent settlement of the land-tax, whi'

has existed in Bengal since 1793, is to be intr

duced. Up to 1860 it was impossible to purchase t

feo-simple of land, except in the three presidec

cities and Chittagong in Bengal ; but since t

last year of Lord Canning's administration, wa^

land has been sold in fee-simple very lai^e'

chiefly to English tea and coffee planters, a:

settlers who have indigo or silk factories on otl

land may also purchase the same tenure on f

terms. Eestrictions which hindered commen
and retarded the development of the resources

the country, have been gradually removed witl;

the last twenty years, and India now enjoys fr

trade ; the dues on British and foreign sUppi;

are the same. The inland duties, and duties

goods carried coastwise, are abolished. Expoi

of British India (exclusive of Singapore and C<:

Ion), (1862), cotton, rice, seeds, indigo, heir

hides, saltpetre, wool, silk, coffee, sugar, guii

oils, tea, skins, teak, safflower, ivory, coir-ro'

cutch, etc^ to the value of 34,133,551/, Impoi

cottons, iron, copper, machinery, beer and s

woollens, apparel, hardwares, stationery, gla

zinc, salt, coals, wine, earthenware, linens, 8t<

drugs, cochineal, etc., to the value of 15,346,4-.

The export of cotton to Great Britain in It

was 1,822.689 cwts., and in 1862 3,505,844 c«

Vessels entered the ports of India (I860) 21,1

tonnage 2,374,969, Cleared 20,458, tonnr

2,523,983. In this extensive country a ^'
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jiversit}' of language prevails. In Upper India

the numerous and various dialects are derivatives

iromthe Sanscrit,—the most important being Hin-

ilfio and Bengalee ; in Southern India from the

['ali, polished by Sanscrit elements and words,

—

he most important being Tamil, Telugu, and
anarese. Hindustani is the language of most of

,he Mohammedans, and the linguafranca of the

whole peninsula. Persian was formerly the lan-

^^uage of the law courts, but was abolished in 1837,

i the vernacular of each district substituted,

ihminism prevails over the whole peninsula,

.ixed with other forms of Paganism and with
Mohammedanism. Buddhism is the religion of

liritish Bumiah, and, mixed with fetish-worship,

)f some of the Indo-Chinese tribes on the slopes

>i the Himalayas. Devil and fetish worship pre-

vail among the aboriginal tribes in the hills. In
he Punjab, which was subjected to British rule

n 1849, the inhabitants, amounting to 10,000,000

)r 11,000,000, are mostly Hindoos, who, known
us Sikhs or disciples of Nanak, bear an implacable

latrei to the Mohammedans, who also abound
here. The greater portion of the people of Cash-
nere are Mohammedans. The aboriginal races
ii India have no literature, and almost no tradi-

iuns. The Khonds in Orissa occupy 62,9:^5 sq.

n., and the pop. is estimated at 4,534,813. Human
Hcriiices used to prevail amongst tliem, but the
jritish Government have stopped the revolting

ustom. On the Eastern Ghauts and in Mysore
rr the Cheneuiars, a race still more barbarous.
Near Madras the lenedys are so illiterate as to

« unable to reckon higher than five. The Bhils,

D the hill country bordering Mewar, are robbers
ind outcasts, and have scarce any faith or form
if worship. The Warlis and Katodars occupy
he entire mountain range of Western India. The
irraer worship the "Lord of Tigers," to whom
hey sacrifice fowls and goats ; they recognise no
ther god, and have no idea of a future state. The

Xaiodars Hve on the outskirts of towns and vil-

jages, feeding on snakes, rats, and offal. Nearly
JUed to these are the Buddvghars, and the robber
ribe of the Phansingars,—this last term being the
lame by which Thugs are known in some parts
if Southern India. All the aborigines live in a
tate of perpetual servitude, and are known by the
•eneral name of Coolies. The predecessors of the
'rahmins came from the north-west of the Indus,
•.c. 1100. The Hindoos brought with them into
ndia a language closely connected with those of
'Europe, and reduced to serfage all whom they
onquered, besides introducing an elaborate code
f laws, which have survived nearly 3000 years,
II d prevail stUl. Nearly contemporaneous with

1
irahminism, & probably a protest against it, came
he religion of Buddha, the rival, and for long the
.ominant faith, of which the cave temples in the
)eocan indicate the supremacy and attest the
ecadence. It seems to have flourished up to the
fth, and to have declined during the eighth cen-
ary. The Mohammedan invasion of India began
i the eleventh, and was completed in the fif-

;enth, century
; but most of the Mohammedans

ow in India spring from a Brahminical stock.
he Arabs or Siddees of Central India and the
iican came in successive hordes from Arabia
l Africa. The Parsis, or fire-worshippers,

ere refugees from the religious persecution of
'ersia. Though small in number, they have in
I'Oinbay earned a distinguished name for public
lunificence, skill, and success in commerce ; and
ley have led the way in the cause of female edu-
ction. The Government of India has for some
ears past been devoting laudable attention to

education, which was put on a new footing with
three universities and grants-in-aid of non-go-
vernment and missionary schools in 1854. English
is taught in all its schools, and is highly prized
by the native youth of India as a means of em-
ployment in government and mercantile offices.

In the sixteenth century Roman Catholic mis-
sions were introduced by the Portuguese. In the
seventeenth century, the K«formed religion was
introduced with little success by the Dutch, and
at the beginning of the eighteenth century a most
successful Lutheran mission was established by
the Danish government at Tranquebar. In 1793,
the Baptist Missionary Society sent out its first

agents, and several other societies rapidly aug-
mented the number of missionaries all over the
country. Towards the close of 1860, 22 mission-
ary societies had established 260 stations, em-
ploying 403 preachers and 561 native catechists.

They had founded 309 native churches, having a
communion roll of 7356 ; besides numerous male
and female schools, tract societies and printing-
presses, and had distributed 200,000 copies of the
Scriptures, in thirteen different languages, in 1860.
In the same year the total cost of the missionary
operations amounted to 190,000^. In 1862 the
missionary societies of India and Ceylon were
31, the stations 371 ; foreign missionaries 519,
native missionaries 140, native catechists 1365,
native churches 1190, the communicants 31,249,
and the native Protestant Christian community
153,816, or, including the Burmese converts,
213,182. The sum expended was 294,300;. Several
great public works have been undertaken, and
many completed in India within the last few
years. Among these are the Ganges, Jumna, and
Doab canals, and the Godavery, Kistna, and
Cauvory, weirs for irrigation : a magnificent sys-
tem of railways, in making which the greatest
engineering difficulties have been overcome, and
works undertaken of unparalleled magnitude. Of
these there were opened in 1864, the East India
Bengal line (N.W. provs.) 972 m. ; the Great
Indian Peninsula railway, 657 m. ; the Madras
and Beypore line, 448 m. ; Bombay and Baroda,
185 m. ; the Sinde line, Kurachee to Hyderabad,
114 m. ; the Punjab line, Lahore to Umritsir, 32
m. ; the E. Bengal, 110 m. ; the Calcutta and S.E.
line, 16 m., to Canning Town on the Mutlah

;

the Branch Railway Cos. line, about 35 m. from
Nulhattee to near Moorshcdabad ; the Great
Southern, terminating at Cauvery, 79 m. ; total,

upwards of 2600 miles. At the same time there
were 11,030 miles of telegragh in operation. The
zoology of India comprises the elephant, tiger,

leopard, panther, wolf, hysena, lion, which is rare,

wild buffalo, bear, jackall, deer, and monkeys.
Crocodiles, serpents, and other reptiles are nume-
rous. Domestic animals are the horse, camel,
buffalo, ox, sheep, goat, and swine. Fish, and
birds of every variety of plumage, are abundant.
Alexander the Great invaded and partly sub-

dued the country. About 126 B.C. it was again
invaded by the Tartars (Scythians of the Greeks
and Sakas of the Hindoos). From the tenth to
the twelfth centuries of the Christian eiu, the
Mohammedans overran and conquered consider-
able portions of India; and subsequently the
Mogul empire was established. In 1498 India
was first visited by Vasco de Gama, and subse-
quently the Portuguese, the Dutch, and the Danes,
established settlements on the peninsula ; but the
former never acquired more than a paltry terri-

tory on the W. coast, and the two latter a few com-
mercial factories. The French influence in India,

at one time considerable, also yielded to the supe-
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nor enterprise of the British, & finallythe French
relinquished the field. In 1861 the pop. of the
French possessions in India was 220,478, of whom
1488 were Europeans and 1566 of mixed blood. In
1625 the first English settlement was made by a
company of merchants, in a small spot of the
Coromandel coast, of 5 sq. m., transferred in 1653
to Madras. A short time previously a settlement

had also been obtained at Hoogly, which after-

wards became the Calcutta station. In 1687
Bombay was erected into a presidency. In 1773,

by an act of the British Leg^lature, the 3 pro-
vinces were placed under the administration of

a governor-general, and Calcutta was made the
se^t of a supreme councU, the presidencies of

Madras and Bombay being made subordinate to

that of Bengal. Hitherto the affairs of India
had been managed by the company, but in 1784
a board of control was appointed by government,
the president of which became secret^ary of state

for India in 1858. From the year 1750, when
the warlike acquisition of territory commenced
under Lord Clive, a succession of conquests,
almost forced upon the British contrary to their

inclinations, have now placed nearly all India
under their sway. The governor-general, as-
sisted by an executive council of five, and a
legislative council, in which the non-ofScial and
the native communities are represented, has the
power of making laws for British India, subject

to the approval of the home government ; and he
has the sole direction of the army, which is under
the control of a commander-in-chief. In May
1857 the Bengal native troops mutinied, and mas-
sacred many Europeans. In November 1858 a
proclamation was issued conferring the sove-
reignty of India in the British Crown. In June
1859, Oude was subjugated, and order restored.

The Central Provinces and British Burmah were
consolidated in 1861-2, each under a chief com-
missioner, directly subject to the govemor-gene-
raL It is expected that the great trigonometrical
survey of India, now in course of publication,

will be completed in 1868.

Indiana, one of the U. S., North America, near
the centre of the union, between lat 37° and
42° 45' N., Ion. 84° 42' and 87° 49' W., having N.
the Lake and State Michigan, W. Illinois, E. Ohio.
& S. the Ohio river, separating it from Kentucky!
Area 33,809 sq. m. Pop. (1860) 1,360,428, of whom
11,428 were free coloured. Surface level or
undulating. Rivers nearly all tributaries of the
Wabash, which forms its W. frontier. SoU on
rivers very fertile ; in other parts light, and sandy
hills in N. Chief products, maize, wheat, oats,

potatoes, wool, butter, cheese, and tobacco. There
are extensive lines of railway in this state, within
which is more than half of the Wabash and Erie
CanaL Coal, iron, copper, marble, lime, freestone,

& gypsum are found. Manufs. comprise cotton &
woollen mills, iron works, tanneries and distil-

leries. In 1860 there were 13 colleges incorporated
in this state, 1 or 2 of which receive pupUs of both
sexes; theological, law. and mecUcal schools.
In 1860 there were 337,390 students attending the
public schools. Public rev. (18G0) 3,851,456 dols.

Indiana has numerous churches of all denomina-
tions, deaf-mutes, blind, and insane asylums. The
state contains 91 cos., and sends 11 representa-
tives to Congress. Principal towns, Indianapolis,
the cap., Madison, New Albany, and Terre Haute.
Indiana became one of the States of the Union in
1816.—II. a CO. in centre of Pennsylvania. Area
753 sq. m. Pop. (1860) 33,687 ; and with cap. of
came name, 10 miles N.E. Pittsburg. P. 1000.
ISDiAN Archipelago. [Mal,\tsia.]

Indian Key, an island of the U. S., North Ame-
rica Florida, off its S. coast, 75 m. S.W.
Florida, and resorted to as a watering-place
visitors.

—

Indian Springs is a watering-placa
Georgia, 52 m. W. Milledgeville.

IxDiAN Ocean, Indicum Mare, a vast oceanic
basin, separated from the Pacific on the E. by
the Asiatic Archipelago and Australia, bounded
on S. by a line drawn from the Cape of Good
Hope to Bass' Strait, divided from the Atlantic

by Africa on W., and enclosed by the countries
of Asia on the N. It communicates with the
China Sea by the Strait of Malacca, Sunda
Strait, and the Strait of Flores, Principal in-

lets, the Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea and
Guli of Oman, the Persian Gulf and the Bed
Sea. Chief straits the Channel of Mozambique,
and Palk Strait. The most important island^

are Madagascar, Mauritius, Bourbon, the Co-
moro islands, the Seychelles, and Socotra, be-

longing to Africa; the Laccadives, Maldives,
Ceylon, the Andaman and Nicobar islands, tc'

Asia. The principal rivers of the Indian Ocean
are, in Asia, the Saluen, Irrawadi, Bramapootra
Ganges, Godavery, Kistna, Nerbudda, Indus, anc.

.

the Shat-el-Arab, formed by the junction of thu
Tigris and Euphrates; in Africa, the Zambezi.
The chief seaports are Calcutta and Bombay iii

India; Malacca in the Asiatic Archipelago ; Aden,
Mokha, and Muscat in Arabia ; Zanzibar, etc^ iii

Africa. Steam-packets are established between
the principal ports. The monsoons or periodi-

cal winds prevail in the N. part of the ocean,

blowing from the S.W. between April and Oct.,

and S.E. from Oct. to April. Tempests are ge-

neral at the periods of change ; and between
lat. 5° and 40° S. violent hurricanes occur. [For
limits, routes, etc., see Johnston's Physical Altas^]

Indianapolis, a city of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, cap. state Indiana, on White Eiver, 158 m.
W.S.W. Columbus. It is the centre of several rail-

ways and has iron foundries and paper-milla. P.

(1860) 18,611.

Indian Territory, a country of U. S., Nortli

America, set apart by the goverment as a per-

manent abode for the Indian Tribes removed
from the different States. It is about 450 m
long from N. to S., 35 to 240 m. wide from. E. t»;

W. Area 71,127 sq.m. Lat. 33° 30' to 37° N.,

Ion. 94° 30' to 103° W., a portion of the conntri

is comprised in the Great American Desert, else-

where it is fertile, affords excellent pasture, ui(.

abounds in game. The entire pop. is estimatec

at 120,000 (?) Indians.
Indies (Last), a collective name given to th':

peninsulas of Hither and Further India, and thv

Asiatic Archipelago. Pndia.]
Indies (West). [West Indies.]

Indighikka, a riverof E. Siberia, gov. Takutsk

rises in the Stanovoi mountains, and after a >'

course of 1000 m., enters the Arctic Ocean in lat

71° N., Ion. 150° E.
Indio, a river of the Isthmus of Panam*, Ne^i

Granada, unites with the Pacora to form a larg':

stream, which enters the Pacific, E. Panama.
Indje-Kara St', Ealiacmon, a river of Eura

pean Turkey, Macedonia, enters the Gulf of Sa

lonica, 18 m. S.W. Salonica. Length 110 miles

Indjighiz, a town ofEuropean Turkey, Bumil:

33 m. W.N.W. Constantinople.
iNDjm (Cape), Xcpsa, the most N. point of Asia

Minor, 13 m. N.W. Sinope.
Indo-China, S. Asia. [Malay Peninsula.]

Indore Territory, India, consists of seven:

isolated tracts, some of them lying very remot

from each other, and are as follow:—1st, thetei
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ritory annexed to the town of Tndore, between
lat. 21° 18' and 23° 5' N., Ion. 75° 2' and 76" 16'

K. ; 2d, the tract of territory annexed to the town
of Kampoora, N. of Indore, between lat. 24:° 3'

and 24° 46' N., Ion. 75° 6' and 76° 12' E. ; 3d, also

N. of Indore, includes the town of Mehedpore,
lat. 23° 29' N., Ion 75° 42' E. ; 4th, W. of Indore,

contains the towns of Dhie and Pitland, between
lat. 22° 10' and 23° V N., Ion. 74° 39' and 74° ol'

E. ; and the last in lat. 22° 31' N., Ion. 76° 26' E.

Total area 8318 sq. m. Pop. estimated at 815,164
The Vindhya mountains traverse Southern In-
dore, nearly from E. to W, ; the highest point is

the Jam Ghat, 2328 feet above the sea. The
Nerbudda river traverses it fromE. to W. Soil

fertile. Chief products, wheat rice, pulse, sugar-
cane, cotton, opium, and tobacco. Climate sultry,

the thermometer ranging from 60° to 90° in the
shade. Chief towns, Indore, Mundlaisir, Eam-
poora, and Bhanpoora. This state is the posses-

sion of the Holcar family.

Indore, a town of India, cap. state of same
naiae, on I. b. of the Kutki, 377 m. N.E. Bombay.
P. estim. at 15,000. Here is a British residency.
IxDRAQHiRi, a navigable river of Sumatra, on

its E. coast, in lat. 0° 32' S., Ion. 103° E.
Indramayo, a cape, river, and town of Java,

on its N. coast, 90 m. E. Batavia.
Indrapura or Indrapore, a point, river, town,

state, and volcano of Sumatra, the town near the
S.W. coast, 150 m. N.W. Bencoolen. Indrapura
point is in lat. 2° 5' S., Ion. 105° 27' E., and N. of

it is a bay, in which are the Indrapore islands.

Indre, a riv. of France, deps. Indre & Indre-et-
Loire, joins the Loire, 18 m. W.S.W. Tours, after

a N.W. course of 115 m. On it are the towns
La Chatre, Cha.teauroux, Chatillon, and Loches,
from which last it is navigable to the Loire, 45 m.
Indre, a dep. of N.W. France, formed of part

of the old prov. Berri, enclosed by the deps.
Loire-et-Cher and Indre- et-Loire, Vienne, H.
Vienne, Oreuse, and Cher. Area 2624 sq. m.
P. 270,054. Surface uniformly level. Principal
rivers, the Indre and Creuse. More corn and
wine are raised than required for home consumpt,
though much of the soU is barren and swampy.
Climate generally mild and temperate. Sheep
are Dumerous, and many oxen and poultry are
fattened here. This dep. furnishes the best
lithographic stones in France. Iron, iron goods,
earthenwares, cutlery, woollen and cotton cloths,
yarn, leather, tiles, and parchment, are among the
chief products, and are exported to double the
value of the imports. Indre is divided into the
4 arrs., Chateauroux, Issoudum, La Chitre, and
Le Blanc.

Indre-et-Loire, a dep. in the N.W. of France,
formed oliiefly of the old prov. of Touraine, com-
prising a region on both sides of the Loire,
enclosed by the deps. Sarthe, Maine-et-Loire,
Vienne, Indre, and Loire-et-Gher. Area 2361 sq.
m. P. (1861) 323,572. Climate mQd. Surface level,
and near the Loire very fertile ; elsewhere poor,
and often marshy. The Cher, Indre, and Vienne
rivers water its S. portion. Agriculture has' lat-
terly improved, and the produce in corn is now
more than adequate to home consumpt. Wine
is exported to Paris and Belgium. The dep. fur-
nishes lithographic stones, pipe and potters' clay,
and contains an immense mound of petrified
shells, which are used as manure. Hemp, liquor-

,
ice, aniseed, truflles, fruits, etc., are raised, the
produce of the dep. being chiefly agricultural.
Ihe culture of silk is increasing, as are the silk,
wooUen, and leather manufs. of Tours. Other
prmcipal manufs. are of files and rasps, iron

wares, red lead, and pottery ; and nearMontbazon
is a national gunpowder factoiy and nitre re-
finery. The dep. is divided into the 3 arrs. of
Tours, the cap., Chinon, and Loches.
Indret, a small island of France, dep. Loire-In-

ferieure, formed by the Loire, 5 m. W. Nantes.
The French government lately founded an esta-
blishment here for building steamboats.
Indus, the principal river of the Punjab, India,

under the name of Sinh-kha-bab, or Lion's Mouth,
rises on the N. of the Kailas mountain, in Tibet,

22,000 ft. above the sea, in lat. 32 N., Ion. 81° 30'

E. It flows first N.W. 160 m., & joins the Eekung
Ghoo, or "river of Gartope." About 50 m. below
thisjunction, where its bedis about 15,000 ft. above
the sea, it leaves the table-land, and enters the

gorges between the Karakorum and Himalaya
mountains, still preserving a generally N.W., but
somewhat tortuous course, & retaining the name
of Sinh-kha-bab. From the mountains of Cash-
mere on the S., it receives on the left the rivers

Zanskar & Dras, and at Ion. 75° 57', the river Shy-
yok on the right, which is its largest tributary

above the Gabool. The river now receives the
name of Indus orAba Sind. About 55 m. below this
confluence it passes Iskardo, where its bed is6300
ft. above the sea. Continuing its N.W. course for

still 90 m., it attains its highest lat. 35° 50' N., Ion.

74° 45' E., where it suddenly turns, taking a S.

direction for a few miles, then S.W. through im-
explored territory to Attock (1000 ft. above the

sea), in the Punjab, at which town it receives the

Cabool from Afghanistan. It has now left the

mountainous region of the Himalayas ; but for 110

m. below Attock to Kalabagh it is an enormous
torrent, after which it enters the plains, and flows

S. to Mittunkote, distant 350 m. The plain of

Scinde, through which the Indus flows, has a gra-

dual slope to the sea of 9*3 in. per m. for a distance

of 330 m. inland. The river in this length is 540 nu
long, and flows the whole distance on a ridge ele-

vated above the plain. The solid matter brought
to the sea is estimated at 217|- million cubic yds.

In this part of its course the river, when swollen,

overflows the adjacent country to a great extent.

At Mittunkote, in lat. 29°, is the confluence of the

Punjnud, the river that conveys the iinited waters

of the Punjab to the Indus. It flows now S.W.,
then S., and falls into the Arabian Sea, bymany &
often shifting mouths, at lat. 23° 30' to 24° 28' N.,

throwing off the Narra branch at lat. 28°. The
Delta begins at lat. 25° 30', & has a coast line of

122 m. "The navigation of the Indus extends from
Attock to the sea, 942 miles, where the fall is to

Kalabagh 20 in., thence to Mittunkote 8, & thence

to the sea 6 in. per m. Above Attock the fall is, on
the average, 20 ft. per m. Total course of the river

1800 m. The Indus Steam Flotilla Companyhave
4 passenger steamers plying between Kotree and
Mooltan, and 21 barges for trafiic. The guryial,

or long-snouted alligator, is abimdantin the river

;

and the bolun, a cetaceous animal, is common,
yet nowhere are fish more plentiful.

Ineboli, a maritime town of Asia Minor, Ana-
tolia, on the Black Sea, 72 m. W.S.W. Sinope.

P. from 2000 to 3000. It has a roadstead.

Ines (Santa), an isl. in the N. part of the Gulf
of California. Lat. 27° 23' N., Ion. 111° 40'_W.

Inficionado, a vill. of Brazil, prov. Minas-
Geraes, 12 m. N. Marianna. P. 4500.

Ingatestone, a pa. of England, co. Essex, on
the Eastern Counties Eailway, 6 m. S.W. Chelms-
ford. Ac. 2678. P. 882.

Inqelfingen, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Jaxt, on the Kocher, 2 m. N.W. Kunzelau. P. 1502.

Ingelheim (Lower and Upper), two contigu-
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ous market towns of Gennauy, Hessen-Dann-
stant, prov. Khenisli Hessen, on the Selz, near its

influx into the Rhine, 9 m. W.S.W. Mayence.
P. of fonner 2100 ; do. of latter 2500.

INGELMUNSTEI4, a comm. and town of Belgium,
prov. W. Flanders, cap. cant., arr. and 7J m. N.
Coutrai. P. 5965. Manufs. linens.

Ingekoe, an island of Norway, prov. Finmarlc,
in the Arctic Ocean, 30 m. S.W. North Cape.

Ingeksheim, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. H. Ehin, 3 m. N.W. Colmar. P. 2498.

Ingestre, a pa. of England, co. and 3J m.
E.N.E. Stafford. Ac. 868. P. 151.

Ingham, several pas. of England.—I. co. and

8J- m. N.N.W. Lincoln. Ac. 1750. P. 646.—II.

CO. Norfollc, 7 m. S.E. North Walsham. Ac.
1503. P. 464.—III. CO. Suffolk, 4^ m. N.N.W.
Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac 1808. P. 236.
Ingham, a co. of the U. S., North America, S.

of Michigan. Area 564 sq. m. P. 17,436.
Lngleby, two pas. of England, co. York. North

Eiding.—I. {Amcliffe), 7 m. S.S.W. Stokesley.
Ac. 1875. P. 326.—II. (Greenhow), 4 m. E.S.E.
Stoklesley. Ac. 7066. P. 481.—Several town-
ships of England are named lngleby.
Inglesham, a pa. of England, cos. Wilts and

Berks, 3 m. N. Highworth. Ac. 927. P. 119.

Ingleton, a vill. and chapelry of England, co.

York, West Eiding, pa. Bentham, 9^ m. N.W.
Settle, on Leeds and East Lancashire Railway.
Ac. of chapelry 17,858. P. 1247. In the chapelry,
are some curious caves ; and Ingleton (or Ingle-
boro^) hill, is 2373 feet above the sea.

Ingoda, a river of Siberia, gov. Irkutsk, after

a N.E. course of about 300 m., joins the Onon to

form the Shilka river, an affluent of the Amoor.
Ingoldisthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

5J m. N.N.E. Castle Rising. Ac. 1395. P. 372.

Ingoldmeli^ a maritime pa. of England, co.

Lincoln, 8 m. E.S.E. Alford. Ac. 1857. P. 319.

Ingoldsey, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3J
jn. N. Corby. Ac. 2237. P. 427.

Ingolstadt, a fortified town of Upper Bavaria,
on 1. b. of the Danube, 35 m. S.W. Regensburg.
1'. (1864) 19,418, of whom 2601 were military.

It is strongly fortified, has 7 churches, a royal
palace, several hospitals, and many charitable

institutions. Its university, founded in 1472 (and
at which, in the 16th century, the celebrated Ur-
ban Regius studied, under the name of Faustus),
was transferred in 1800 to Landshut, and after-

"wards to Miinich. Manufs. cloth, playing-cards,
and leather. Salt and grain stores and breweries.

Ingouville, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Seine-Inferieure, cap. cant., 1 m. N. Havre.
P. 904. Has chemical works and sugar-refineries.

Ingoyhem, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.
W. Flanders, 8 m. E. Courtrai. P. 2205.
Ingram, a pa. of England, co. Northumberland,

7i m. E.S.E. Wooler. Ac. 11,304. P. 200.

Ingrande, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Maine-et-Loire, on the Loire, 17 m. W.S.W. Au-
gers. P. 1289. It has a bottle-glass factory.

Ingkave, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2 m.
E.S.E. Brentwood. Ac. 1792. P. 516.
Ingria (German Ingermannland), an old prov.

of Russia, now forms part of the government of

St Petersburg. P. 100,000, of Finnish origin.
Ingr£, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep. Loiret,

4 m. W.N.W. Orieans. P. 2651.
Ingrovvitz, a market town of Moravia, circ.

and 32 m. N.E. Iglau. P. 1150.
Inguiniel, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, 15 m. N.N.E. Lorient. P. 2474.
Ingul and Inguletz, two rivers of Russia,

gov. Kherson. Both rise N. of Elisabetgrad, and

flow S. ; the fonner into the Bug near Nikolaiev,
after a course of 150 m. ; the latter into the Dnie-
per, 8 m. N.E. Kherson, length 220 miles.

Ingwiller, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Bas Rhin, on rt. b. of the Moder, 11 m. N.N.E.
Saveme. P. 2121, chiefly employed in potash,

starch, and soap factories, and dyeing linens.

Ingwortii, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on
the Bure, 2 m. N. Aylesham. Ac. 512. P. 163.

Inhamban or Inhambane, a marit. town of E.
Africa, the healthiest of the Portuguese stations

on this coast, near the mouth of the Inhamban
river, N. Cape Corrientes, and 200 m. N.E. De-
lagoa Bay. Trade mostly in ivory and bees' wax.
—The Inhamban Elverh&s&n S.E. course of 160 m.
Inhambupe, a market town of Brazil, prov. and

90 m. N.N.E. Bahia, on the river Inhambupe.
P. of dist. 3000, Indians and Brazilians.

Inishargy, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Down,
comprising the town of Kirkcubbin (which see).

Ac. 5516. P. 2565.

—

Inniskark is an island Con-
naught, CO. Mayo, immediately S.W. Innishboffin.

Ac. 581. P. 181.

iNiSHBOFiN, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co.

Mayo, comprising the island of same name, 3 m.
N.N.W. Claggan Point. Ac. 3151. P. 1236.—

Innisboffin is the name of several islands in cob.

Donegal and Longford.
Inishcaltka, a pa. of Ireland, cos. Clare and

Galway 3J m. E.N.E. Scariff. Ac. 947L P. 1118.

Holy Island (Lough Derg) is in this parish.

Inishcarea, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. and
b\ m. W.S.W. Cork. Ac. 10,190. P. 2786.—IL
a small island, Ulster, li m. S. Arrau.

Inisheer, Inishmain, Irel. [Arran Islands.]

Inishkeel, a maritime pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Donegal, 11 m. N. Killybegs. Ac. 101,343. P.

11,179.—II. a small isL, same pa. in Guibarry Bay.

Inishmacsaint, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, cos.

Fermanagh and Donegal, comprising a part of

the town of Ballyshannon. Ac. 44,119, including

loughs. P. (1861) 10,445.

1NISHJLA.GRATH, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught,

CO. Leitrim, 5 m. S.E. Dromahaire. Ac. 23,413,

including a part of Lough Allen. P. 6713.

Injeh-su, a town of Asia Minor, pash. Kara-

mania, in a ravine, 13 m. S.W. Kaisariyeh. It

has two churches, numerous grottoes, and a khau.

IsKBERROW, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

8^ m. E.S.E. Droitwich. Ac. 6791. P. 1673.

Inkermann, a ruined vill. of Russia, Crimea,

near the E. extremity of the harbour of Sevasto-

pol, and 37 m. S.W. Simferopol, memoi-able for

a sanguinary battle between the allied Anglo-

French army and the Russians, in which the latter

were repulsed with great loss, 6th November 1854.

Inkermann, a viU. of Scotland, co. Renfrew,

pa. Paisley-Abbey, P. 610.

Inkpen, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 3 m.

S.S.E. Hungerford. Ac. 2850. P. 748.

Inn, (Enus, a river of Central Europe, and one

of the principal affls. of the Danube, rises in the

Engadine, Switzerland, cant. Grisons, flows

mostly N.E., through the Tirol and Bavaria, and

joins the Danube at Passau. Total course esti-

mated at 320 m. Principal aflGl. on right, the

Salza. In a part of its course it forms the W.

frontier of Upper Austria, to a circle of which

it gives name.
Innerkip, a marit. pa. and burgh of barony of

Scotland, co. Renfrew, 4^ m. S.W. Greenock.

Ac. 13,237. P. 3495, includes vill. of Innerkip,

p. 449. At Clochpoint is a lighthouse, 80 feet m
elevation.

Innerleithen or Inveuleithen, a pa. and

watering-place of Scotland, on railway, co. anU
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fj^ m. E.S.E. Peebles, on both sides of the Lei-

then, a tributary of the Tweed, here crossed by

a bridge. Ac. 24,122. P. 1853, of whom 1130 are

resident in the vill., which contains pump-rooms,
baths, and woollen cloth factories. Alt. 477 ft.

Innerwick or Inverwick, a marit. pa. of Scot-

land, CO. Haddington, 4| m. S.E. Dunbar, with a

station on the N. B. Railway. Ac 13,424. P. 937.

Innichen, Agnntum, a vill. of the Tirol, on the

Drave, 24 m. S.W. Lienz. P. 235.

IsMSBEG, numerous small islands belonging to

Ireland, near Dunmore-head and other headlands.

IiTNiscATTERY, an island in the estuary of the

Shannon, Ireland, Munster, co. Clare, 2 m. S.S.W.
Kilrush. Ac. 100. It was formerly a stronghold

of the Danes, during their descents upon Ireland,

and it is in great part covered with the ruins of

ecclesiastical and other edifices.

Innishannon, a pa. and town of Ireland, Mun-
ster, CO. and 12 m. S.S.W. Cork. Ac. of pa. 7151.

P. 2013 ; do. of town 426.

I>'xiSHERK, an island and pa. of Ireland, Con-
naught, CO. Galway, separated by the South sound
from CO. Clare, distant 6 m. Ac. 1400. P. 532.—
Innisherlcin or Sherkin, is an isl. at the entrance

of Baltimore Bay, Munster, co. Cork. P. 1026.

Inniskea, 2 islands off the W. coast of Ireland,

Connaught, co. Mayo, 10 m. N.N.E. Achil-head.

Innis Kenneth, an isl. of the Hebrides, Scotl.,

off the W. coast of Mull. Length 1 m., breadth | m.
Innistiogue, a disfranchised pari, bor., market

town, and pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kilkenny,

on the Nore, 8 m. N.N.W. New Ross. Ac. of pa.

9741. P. 2047 ; do. of town 650.

Innisturk Island, off the W. coast of Ireland,

CO. Mayo, ^ m. N.N.E. Innisboffin. P. 500.

Innsbruck or Innspruck, ^nipons, a city of

Austria, cap. of the Tirol and Vorarlberg, at the

mouth of the Sill, into the Inn, here crossed by a

bridge, and on railway, 84 m. N.N.E. Trient. P.

14^600. Principal edifices, the Franciscan church,

governor's palace with public gardens, the univer-

sity, founded in 1672, with exhibitions amount-
ing to 11,773 florins annually, a library, museums,
a botanic garden, gymnasium, and normal school

;

the Ferdinandeum, an institution on the model of

the Johannoum at Gratz, a seminary for noble
ladies, house of correction, council chambers,
town-hall, and theatre. Manufs. of silk, woollen,

and cotton goods, leather, glass, cutlery, and seal-

ing-wax, and a trade with Italy and the countries

N. of the Alps. It is also the seat of the state

assembly, and other superior departments of the

public service for the Tirol and v orarlberg. Al-
titude 1885 feet. Mean temp, of year 48°, sum-
mer 62°-4, winter 30°-4 Fahr.

Inny, a river of Ireland, Leinster, rises in

Lough Sheeland, flows S.W. through cos. West-
meath and Longford, and falls into Lough Eee.

In-oghi, a large vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia,
15 m. N. Kutayah, with remarkable caverns.
Inoweaclaw (German Jung-Breslau), a town

of Prussia, prov. Posen, gov. and .26 m. E.S.E.
Bromberg, cap. circ. P. 5660, of whom 2500 are
Jews. It has several churches, a convent, a syna-
gogue, an hospital, and distilleries.

Inrath, a vill. of Ehenish Prussia, circ. Diis-
seldorf, dist. Crefeld. P. 3160.
Ins(Anet), a viU., Switzerl., cant. Berne, betw.

the lakes of Bienne, Morat, & Neufchatel. P. 1415.
Insara, a town of Russia, gov. and 57 m.

N.N.W. Penza, on the Issa. P. 4730, partly en-
gaged in iron foundries and tanneries.

Inscii, a pa. and bor. of barony of Scotland, co.
and 26 m. N.W. Aberdeen. Ac. 7650. P. 1565,
includes viD. of Insch, pop. 411.

Inskip, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Lancaster, pa. St
Michael, 7| m. N.W. Preston. Ac. 2888. P. 663.
Insterkurg, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 16

m. W.N.W. Gumbinnen, cap. circ, at the conflu-
ence of the Angerap and Inster, which here re-

ceives the name of Pregel. P. (1864) 13,146. It

has Lutheran and Calvinistic churches, a nonnal
school, and several breeding studs, with maiiuis.

of woollens, linen fabrics, stockings, and leather.

Instow, a pa. of England, co. Devon, at the
mouth of the Taw, 3f m. N.N.E. Bideford. Ac.
1916. P. 614. It has a quay and baths.

Interlaghen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bern,
on 1. b. of the Aar, between the Lakes Thun and
Brienz (whence its name). P. 1364.

Intra, a market town of North Italy, prov.

Novara, cap. mand., circ. and 1^ m. N.E. Pal-
lanza, on the W. side of the Lago Maggiore. P.

4397. It has silk mills, and manufs. of linen and
cotton, with a good port on the lake.

Introdacqua, a town of South Italy, prov.

AquUa, circ. Solmona, cap. circ. P. 3546.

Intwood, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m,
S.W. Norwich. Ac. 617. P. 68.

Inver, two pas. of Ireland, Ulster, the princi-

pal in CO. Donegal, 7Jm. E. Killybegs. Ac. 36,810.

P. 10,082.-11. a vill., Connaught, co. Mayo, 6^
m. N.E. BelmuUet. P. 224.

Inverallochy, a vill. of Scotland, co. Aber-
deen, pa. Eathen, S.W. Fraserburgh. P. 652.

iNVEitARiTY, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 4 la. S.

Forfar. Ac 9596. P. 961.

Inverary, a royal pari., munic. bor., seaport

town, and pa. of Scotland, cap. co. Argyle, on a
bay on the W. shore of Loch Fyne, and 40 m.
N.W. Glasgow. P. of pa. 2095 ; do. of pari. bor.

972 ; do. of royal bor. 1075 Corp. revenue 170/.

The chief support of the place is the herring fish-

ery. The bor. unites with Campbeltown, Oban,
and Irvine in sending 1 member to House of Com-
mons. Rainfall at Inverary Castle 87 inches.

Inveraven, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Banff and
Elgin, 2J m. S.S.W. Knockando. P. 2639.

Inverbervie, a town of Scotland. [Bervie.]
Inyercargill, a town of New Zealand, South

Island, cap. prov. Southland, lat. 41° 15' S., 156

m. by sea from Port Chalmers, 6 days' sail from
Melbourne, at the mouth of the New Ross river.

P., with suburbs, 2000. It has 2 banking establish-

ments, newspapers, and a railway to its port,

Bluff Harbour, was opened in 1864. Ships

entered (1862) 235, tonnage 12,758.

Inverchaolain, a pa. of Scotl., co. Argyle, dist.

Cowall, on an arm of the Firth of Clyde. P. 424.

Inveresk, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. Edin-
burgh, comprising the town of Musselburgh. Ac.
5925. P. 9525. Rainfall 29 inches.

Invergordon, a maritime vill. of Scotland, co.

Ross, pa. Rosskeen, on the N. side of the Firth of

Cromarty, over which there is a ferry to Inver-

breckie, 12 m. N.E. Dingwall. P. 1122.

Inverkeilor, a marit. pa., Scotl., co. Forfar, 6J
m. N.N.E. Arbroath. Ac. (Scots) 3100. P. 1792.

Inverkeithing, a royal pari., munic. bor., sea-

port town, and pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, on the

N. shore of the Firth of Forth, 10 m. W.N.W.
Edinburgh. Ac. 5020. P. of pa. 3124; of pari,

bor. 1817. It has a harbour adapted for ves-
sels of 200 tons, several schools and public lib-

raries ; and near it are foundries, mills, tanneries,

brickworks, and a ship-building yard. Corp.
revenue (1863) 481/. The bor. unites with S.

Q.ueensferry, Dunfermline, Culross, and Stirling

in sending 1 member to House of Commons.
Ina'erkeithnie, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 11

m. iS S.W. Banff. P. 880.
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Thverness (formerly Innemess), a royal pari.,

munic. bor., seaport town, and pa. of Scotland,

cap. of CO., and of the N. Highlands ; on both
sides of the Ness, within 9 m. of its influx into

the Moray Firth, and here crossed by 2 bridges

;

82 m. W.N.W. Aberdeen. P. of pa. 16,162; do.

of pari bor. 12,509 ; do. of royal bor. 9393. Mean
annual temperature 46°, summer 57°, winter 35°,

Fahr. Principal edifices, the high and Free
churches, county buildings, Caledonian Bank, ex-
tensive railway works, an infirmary, dispensary,

town-hall, gaol, mechanics' institute, various lib-

raries, public reading-rooms, the custom-house,
and exchange. The Caledonian Canal passes

within 1 m. from the town ; and at Clachnaharry,
where it joins the Moray Firth, are wharfs for

loading and unloading goods. It has manufs. of

linen, plaidings, and woollen stuffs, with ship-

building docks, breweries, distilleries, and tan-

neries. Principal exports, timber, oats, wool, and
sheep ; imports coal, hemp, tar, and miscellane-

ous goods. Expoi-ts (1862) 43,720^.; customs
revenue 63181.; corp. revenue (1862-3) 2142/.

Registered vessels, sailing 242, 11,443 tons;

steam 2, 26 tons; entered 2447, 204,499 tons;

cleared 1823, 161,927 tons ; vessels belonging to

port 93, 7855 tons. Eegular traders ply to Aber-
deen, Leith, London, on the E. coast ; and on the

W. coast, by means of the canal, to Glasgow,
Liverpool, and Ireland. It is the centre of a
system of railways which connects it with Ross-
shire via Dingwall, with Perth and Edinburgh
by the Highland route via Badenoch, and with
Aberdeen by coast line. The bor. unites with
Forres, Fortrose, and Nairn, in sending 1 mem.
to House of Commons. Since the introduction of

railways the town has been greatly improved by
building of villas, fueing, and the erection of

handsome places of business. Alt 32 feet.

IN^'ERNESS-SHIRE, a maritime and Highland
CO. of Scotland, extending across the island from
sea to sea, having N. Moray Firth and Ross-
sliire, W. the Atlantic Ocean, S. Argyle, and E.

the COS. of Aberdeen, Banff, and Nairn. It com-
prises also some of the "Western Islands, of which
Skye is the principal. Ac. 2,723,601. P. 88,888.

Surface, mountainous, rugged, and well wooded.
Ben Nevis 4406 ft., is the highest mountain in

Britain. Berryhill 1346 ft., is 5} m. S. the town
of Inverness. Chief rivers, the Spey, Ness,

Beaidy, Lochy, Garry, and Glass. Lakes nume-
rous. Soil mostly light In some parts wheat
and oats are raised ; but it is chiefly a pastoral

CO., black cattle, sheep, and wool being its prin-

cipal exports. The co. is traversed the whole
of its length from S.W. to N.E. by the Cale-
donian Canal ; and is subdivided into 35 pas.

Principal town, Inverness, the cap. The co.

sends 1 member to H. of C. Reg. electors (1862)
909. The highland character, and the Gaelic
language, predominate in the county.

lu^'ERuifo, a conun. and vilL of North Italy,

prov. Milan, circ. Abbiategrasso. P. 2253.

Ihverury, a royal pari., munic. bor., and pa. of

Bcotl., CO. & 16 m. N.W. Aberdeen, at the confl. of

the Dee & Ury, here crossed by two bridges. Ac.
of pa. about 4000. P. 2668 ; do. of pari. bor. 2520

;

do. of royal burgh 2232. Corp. rev. (1862-3) 372/.

Unites with Banff, Cullen, Kintore, & Peterhead,
in sending one member to H. of C. Alt 228 feet
Ikvestiqatob Islands, a group off the S. coast

of Australia, lat 33° 45' S., Ion. 134° 30' E., com-
prising Flinders island and several islets.

—

Inves-
tigator Strait, S. Australia, between Kangaroo
island and York peninsula, about 25 m. across,

connects Spencer Gulf with the Indian Ocean.

IxwARDr.EiGH, a pa. of England, co. Devon,

3J m. S.S.E. Hatherleigh. Ac. 6281. P. 635.
IxwoRTff, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 34

S.S.E. CoggeshaU. Ac. 1554. P. 655.

Inzago (^Anticiocuni), a town of N. Italy, prov.
and circ. Milan, on the Martesana Canal. P. 3725.

Inzenzac, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.

Morbihan, 7 m. N.N.E. Lorient P. 2193.

lONA ICOLMKILL or lONA-CoLUMB-KlLL, an
island of the Hebrides, Scotland, co. Argyle, pa.
Kilfinchen and Kilvickean, off the S.W. ex-
tremity of the island MuU. Estimated area 1300
Scotch ac. P. 264. Surface rocky ; much less

than half of it being arable, and it has only one
vill. A church and manse have been erected by
government grant, and it has also a free church
and school. In the middle ages, it was celebrated
as the seat of an abbey, foimded in the 6th
century, by St Columb, a native of Ireland, and
which long remained the chief seat of learning
in the North, and the centre of missionary enter-

prise, undertaken by the Culdees. It has inter-

esting ruins of a cathedral or abbey on its E. side.

Ionia, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

W. of Michigan. Area 676 sq. m. P. 16,682.

Ionian Islands, a group in the Mediterranean,
off the W. coast of Greece and Epirus, which
formed a republic dependent on Great Britain

from 1814 till 1863, between lat. 35° 65' and 39°

55' N., Ion. 19' 20' and 23° 15' E. Areas and
pops, as follows :

—

Islands.
Area in

sq. m.
Pop. 1862.

Corfu, .... 274-83 75,532
Fano, . 6-95

Merlera, 2 93 ...

Samothrace, 1-62

Paxo, . 716 5025
Antipaxo, 108
Lencadia, 110-12 20,043

Meganisi, 8-82

Arkudi, 166 ...

Calamo, 7 87
Castus, . 3-10

Atoko, .
1-7

Ithaca, . 37-63 iiViw
Cephalonia, . 256-31 70,541

Dragonera Island, 2-45

Petala, . 268
Oxia, . 1-96

Bromona, 049
Makri, etc , . 072
Zante, . 164-69 ssVesT

Cerigo. etc, . 107-16 13,007

Strivali, 0«9
Cerigotto, 3-74

Total, . .
1

1006-«6 234,123

Surface mountainous, and generally rugged and

covered -with heath; but in some of the larger

islands are fertile plains. In all the islands, some-

what less than half their surface estimated to

be under cultivation. Products (1860) 69,553 lbs.

olive oil, 30,250,897 lbs. currants, 148,539 l»r-

rels wine, and 67,580 bushels of wheat Live

stock—horses, homed cattle, sheep, and goats.

Manufactures consist of woollen fabrics for home

consumption, soap in Corfu and Zante, salt in

Zante and Leucadia, silk fabrics in Zante,

earthenware, goats' hair carpets, linens, and

sacking. Shipbuilding is an important branch

of industry, and many of the pop. are occupied

in maritime trade and navigation. Exports to

Britain (1862), currants, olive oil, maize, etc., to

the value of 339,254Z. Imports, cottons, sugar,

coffee, woollens, apparel, coals, iron, hardwares,
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spirits, etc., to the value of 337,119/. Rev. (18G0)

4Ul,85o/. Expenditure 151, 187J. The established

religion is that of the Greek chiu'ch Principal

towns, Corfu, Zante, Arj^ostoli, audVathi. These
islands were subject to Venice from 1386 to 1797.

Ou 5th Oct. 1863 the Parliament at Corfu voted

the annexation of the isls. to the kingdom of Greece,

and they were transferred in 186'!. In 1866 they
\voi-o divided into the nomarchies of Corfu with
St Mauro and Paxo, Cephalonia with Ithaca and
Zante. The isl. of Cerigo forms part .of Laconia.
Ionian Sea is that part of the Mediterranean

1 rlween Greece & European Turkey on the E., &
Italy & Sicily on the W. Principal inlets, the Gulfs
of Taranto, Squillace, Arta, and Patras. It com-
municates N. with the Adriatic by the Strait of

Ulranto, contains all the Ionian isls. except Cerigo.

Iowa (formerly Sioux Territory), a state of the

U. S., North America. Lat. 40° 35' to 43° 30'

N, Ion. 90° 20' to 102° W., bounded E. by the
Mississippi, W. by the Missouri river, and S.

bv the Missouri State. Area 50,914 sq. m. P.
(Im)) 674,913, of whom 1069 were free coloured.

Cap. since 1855, Fort Des Moines. Surface un-
dulating prairie. In the W. is an elevated table-

land. Along the rivers, soil fertile and well
wooded ; elsewhere, bare of timber. Products,
maize, wheat, barley, potatoes, fruits, wool, to-

bacco, and furs. Lead copper, zinc, iron ore, and
coal are abundant. Climate healthy. The Chip-
peway, Ottowa, and several other Indian tribes,

occupy portions of the territory. There are
churches of all denominations. Iowa was sepa-
rated from Wisconsin in 1838, and admitted into
the Union in 1846. It is divided into 49 cos.,

and sends 2 mems. to Congress. Principal towns,
,Iowa city, Burlington, and Dubuque. The
letate is being rapidly covered with railways.

—

! II. Iowa city, Johnston co., is ou the river Iowa,

1 80 m. from its junction with the Mississippi. P.

j
6214. It has a capitol of Grecian-Doric archi-

Itecture.—III. lowariver, after an E. course of 300
m., joins the Mississippi below Fort Armstrong,
lit is navigable from its mouth, 80 m., to Iowa city

;

[and its affluent, Red Cedar river, is also navigable

I

to 100 m. above their junction.—IV. a co. inS.W.
of Wisconsin. Area 762 sq. m. P. (1860) 18,967.
lowa, a CO. of the U.S., North America, in S.E.

of Iowa state. Area 676 sq. ra. P. 8029.
IpnoFEN, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle Fran-

conia, 32 m. N.N.W. Anspach. P. 2069.
Iping, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2J m.

W.N.W. Midhurst. Ac. 1925. P. 404.
Ipoly or Eypel, a riv., Cent. Hungary, joins the

Danube 10 m. below Gran, after a S.S.W. course
of 90 m., the last 35 m. of which it is navigable.
IppLEPEN, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3i m.

S.S.W. Abbot's Newton. Ac. 4675. P. 977.
Ippolitts, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 2 m.

JS.S.E. Hitchin. Ac. 2970. P. 952.
Ips, a town. Lower Austria, at conil. of Ips with

Danube, 25 m.W. St Polten. P. 1952. Military sch.
Ipsala, a town of European Turkey, Rumili,

sanj. Gallipoli, on the Maritza, 30 m. N.E. Enos.
Ipsambool or Abu-simbel, a vill. of Nubia, on

the W. bank of the Nile, 48 m. S.W. Derr, and
baying two temples, with statues and sculptures,
built by the Egyptian Pharaoh Rameses the Great.
Ipsaka or Ipsera, an island of the Grecian

Archipelago, but belonging to Turkey, in the
^geau Sea, 9 m. N.W. Scio. Length & breadth
I-' m. each. Surface mntnous.

;
products, cotton,

wme, and fruit. On its S. side is a vill. of same
name

—

Anti Ipsara is an islet off its W. coast.
IPSDEN, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 8J m.

W.N.W. Henley-on-Thames. Ac. 3371. P. 623.

Ipsera or Ipir, Ilispiratis, a town of Asiatic
Turkey, pash. and 24 m. N.N.E. Erzeroum.
Ipsica or IspicA, Sicily. [Modica.]
IpsiTz or Ybbsitz, a market town of Lower

Austria, 6 m. E.S.E. Waidhofen. P. 1267.

Ipsley, a pa. of England, co. 'Warwick, 6 m.
N.N.W. Alcester. Ac. 2514. P. 1127.

Ipstones, a pa., Engl., co. Stafford, 4.^ m. N.N.E.
Cheadle. Ac. 6490. P. 1094. Manuf. grindstones.
Ipswich, a pari., munic. bor., river-port, & town

of Engl., cap. co. Suffolk, on Orwell, here crossed
by an iron bridge, at the infl. of the Gipping, & on
the G. E. Rail., 66 m. N.E. London, & 24 m. S.E.
Bury-St-Edmunds. Alt. 36 feet. P. (1861)37,950.
Customs rev. (1862) 19,727/. Exports (1862) 5042?.

Vessels belonging to the port 125, tons 13,817.

Chief edifices, town and co. halls, custom-house,
market house, corn exchange, 16 churches, 18 dis-

senting chapels, co. & bor. gaols, theatre, assembly
rooms, museum, hospital, and barracks, working-
men's college. Queen Elizabeth's foundationgram-
mar school, charities,' and mechanics' institute.

Manufs. silks, iron, and shipbuilding. The Orwell
is navigable to the town for vessels of 300 tons. It

sends 2 mems. to H. of C. Reg. elects. (1864) 2046.

Ipswich, a town, Queensland, E. Australia, ou
the Brisbane river. P. (1861) about 3500.

Ipswich, a port & township, U. S., N. America,
Massachusetts, on the navigable Ipswich, 2 m.
from its mouth, and 26 m. N.N.E. Boston. P. 3349.

Ipswich (New), a township of the U. S., North
Amor., New Hampshire, 36 m. S.S.W. Concord.

Iqui, two islands of Japan, S.E. Kiusiu, lat.

31° 30' N., Ion. 132° E.
Iquique, a seaport town of S. Peru, dep. Are-

quipa, prov. and 40 m. W. Tarapacca, on the Pa-
cific, opposite the island of Iquique. P. 1000.

Ira, a township of the U. S., North America,
New York, 169 m. W. Albany.
Irak-Ajemi (anc. the Greater Media), a large

prov. of Persia, occupying all the central por-
tion between lat. 31° 50' and 37° N., Ion. 46° and
53° E., having N. the provs. Azerbijan, Ghilan,

and Mazanderan, E. Khorasan and Yezd, S. Fara
and Khuzistan, and W. Turkish Kurdistan.
Within these limits it comprises Persian Kurdi-
stan, and in the rest of its extent it consists of

the subordinate provs. Ardelan, Louristan, Ispa-

han, and Kashan. Surface an elevated table-

land, traversed by several mntn. ranges. Prin-
cipal rivers, the Kizil Ouzau, forming a part of

its N. boundary, and the Karah, with its affls. on
the S. ; besides which there are several large

streams, that lose themselves in the sandy deserts

which occupy a large proportion of the prov.

The watered valleys are fertile, and produce rice,

wheat, sesamum, and other grains, excellent

fruits, and some tobacco, opium, cotton, saffron,

and silks. Camels and horses are the principal

beasts of burden ; wool and goats' hair are im-
portant sources of wealth. In the N.W. several

valuable metalHc ores are met with, but the mines
are not wrought, owing to a deficiency of fuel.

Timber is generally scarce. Silk and cotton fa-

brics, gold and silver thread stuffs of superior

quality, leather, glass, and earthenwares are

manufactured, and with rice, tobacco, opium, and
cattle, form the principal exports. Ispahan is the
great emporium of trade, and is the rendezvous
of large caravans from Bagdad, Herat, and even
Surat. Other principal cities are Teheran, Ha-
madan, Kasbin, Senna, Kermanshah, and Koom.
Irak-Arabi, Babylonia, Asiatic Turkey, pash.

Bagdad, mostly between the lower courses of the
Euphrates & Tigris, & comprises the city of Bag-
dad, and ruins of Babylon, Seleucia, & Ctesiphon.
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Iran, the ancient name of Persia.

Irasu, a volcano of Central America, state

Costa Bica, near the city of Cartago.

Irbit, a town of Siberia, gov. Perm, cap. disL,

100 m. E.N.E. Ekatemburg, on the Nitsa, and
on a route from Tobolsk into Europe. It is en-
closed by a palisade, and is chiefly noted for a
large annual fair, which lasts for a month, in Feb.
and March, and is attended by a large concourse
of European and Asiatic merchants. A line of

steam-packets was established in 1863, between
Irbit and the towns on the Tobol, Irtish, and ObL

Ikby, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln.—I.

(on Humber), 6 m. "W.S.W. Great Grimsby. Ac.
1811. P. 235.—II. (irir-the-Marshy, 4J m. E.S.E.
Spilsby. Ac. 1090. P. 169.

Irchester, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,

2J m. S.E. Wellingtwrough. Ac. 1980. P. 1168.

Ire3T, a market town & pa., Engl., co. Cumber-
land, 8 m. W.S.W. Wigton. Ac. of pa. 3532. P.
465.—II. a township, co. Lancaster, pa. Thornton,
4 m. S.E. Kirkby-Lonsdale. P. 113.

Iredell, a co., U. S., N. Amer., W. of N. Caro-
lina. Area 685 sq. m. P. (1860) 11,170 free, 4177 si.

Iregh, two market towns of S.W. Hungary.

—

I. CO. Tolna, 24 m. S.S.E. Veszprim. P. 2748. It

has a castle, and Roman Catholic and Calvinistic

churches.—II. Slavonia, co. Syrmia, 12 m. S.

Peterwardein, with a castle. P. 5000.

Irelaxd, Erin, lerne, Hibemia, an island, form-
ing a principal member of the British Archipe-
lago, situated in the N. Atlantic Ocean, between
lat. 51° 27' and 55° 23' N., Ion. 5° 20' and 10" 28'

W. It has the Atlantic on all sides except the E.,

where it is separated from Great Britain by St
George's Channel, Irish Sea, and the N. Channel.
Length, from Fair Head to Mizen Head, about
300 m. ; greatest breadth 170 m. Area, including
the adjacent islands, 32,512 sq. m. P. (1861)
6,764,543. Ireland is divided into 4 provs. and
32 COS., as exhibited in the following table :

—

ProTS. 4, Cos. 33.
Area in ac.

Ord. surrey.

1

Pop. (186L) County Towns.

'Carlow . 221,343 57.233 Carlow.
Dublin . 220,414 4i'2.i'22 Dublin.
KilJare . 418.43H 84,930 A thy.

Kilkenny 6«*.732 123 537 Kilkenny.
u King's Coun^ 4H3,i)8i 88,4^1 Tullamure.

1 Loiicfotd 26»,4i« 7i,5h2 Longfoi d.
s •

Louth . 2ia.!*06 89,!<70 Dundalk.

2 Meath . 579,899 lli.,6.'9 Trim.
Queen't County 424,854 9".75-J Miiiyborough.
\%*estraeath 4S3.'I68 9ii.f-56 Mullingar.
Wexford 676,388 143.594 Wexford.
.Wicklow 5U«,178 86,.93 WicUow.

CCla™ .

i Cork . .

897 994 160,375 Ennis.
1,846,333 537,496 Cork.

^ I Keny . . 1486,126 3111,988 Tralee.

§ 1 Limerick 680.843 215,609 Limerick,

g Tipperarr 1,1 61,731 247,496 Clonmel.
^ Waterfopi . 46LS33 134,336 Waterford.

Antrim . 761,f77 376,054 Beirast
Armairh 338.76 189,383 Armagh.
Cavan . . 477,360 ISS.sTa Cavan.

1-
Donegal . 1.193.443 236,859 Lifford.

Down 612,495 2»9.t*6 l>o»npatriek.

O Fermanagh . 457,1S15 105,372 Enniskillcn-
Londonderry , fiiaS.<)S 184,137 Londonderry.
Monaghan 319,747 128,346 Monaghan.

LXyrone . 806,610 238,426 Omiigb.

:= /-Galwajr . l,iS66,3M 271.043 GhIw«t.
Carrick.g' I.«itrini . . 39:2.3(3 104,615

g -{ Mayo . 1,363,882 354,449 Castlebar.

g 1 Roscommon .

a *-SUgo .

6u7.t.9l l.'i6,154 Rosoommoo.
461,753 125,079 Sligo.

Total . S'J.8u8,371 5,764,543

The population of ISiO was 6,8 1 1.827; pf 1841. 8,17.7,124; and
I'm, 6,553.29'—showing a decrease in ten years of l,513,-.'!)4. In
IWl. the total population w.->s .'>7l>4.543. Decrease since 1851,
4787 84i Religious denominations, 1861 : Roman Catholics,
4 41,53; Established Church. 678,661; Prcsbyteriann, ft28,992;
Methodi-t^44S32; Independents. 5,'6a; B.iptists, 4,165 ; Quakers,
3,-<12; Jews, 322; all otber persuasion*, 8,414.

Ireland is of a rhomboidal form, with a wavet
continuous outline on the E. coast, but indents
by inlets on its other sides, with rock bound coaet
N. and W. Surface mostly level. Mo.st of it

mountains, as the Wicklow, Moume, Donegal
Mayo, Galway, and Kerry, are in Isolated group
towards the coasts and extremities of the islaiii

surrounding a central plain, comprising a laig'

extent of bog-land, and traversed by a few lov
hill ranges, as the Devil's Bit, Galtees, Moan
Leinster, and Slievebloom. Carrantual, in M'Gil
licuddy Eeeks, Kerry, is the highest summit, ant

rises to 3414 feet above the sea. Granite, flanke'

by Silurian strata, fonns the Wicklow range o

mountains on the E. coast. The same primar
strata prevail in the Moume mountains, and ai

extensive trap formation in Antrim of 800 sq. m
is succeeded by clay slate on the west. Granit
again appears in the Galway mountains, and th
old red sandstone extensively prevaDs in Mun
ster. The great plain in the centre, 250 to 30i

feet above the sea, is formed of carboniferou:
limestone, and contains 6 coal districts, the Lein
ster or Castlecomer, the Sleeve Arda in Tipper
ary, the Munster, Loch Allan, Monaghan, am
Tyrone, besides a small coal-field in co. Antrim
The number of collieries in 1861 was 73, cMefl

,

situated in Kilkenny, Tipperary, and Queen'
County, but only 46 of these are working. Th;
quantity of coal raised was 123,070 tons, of whicl
only 50,500 tons were bituminous, the remainde;
being anthracite, which bums without flame. Thi
coal raised S. of Dublin is anthracite, that in th;

N. is bituminous. Besides the coal, Ireland pes

sesses two other species of fuel, viz., lignite, am
turf, or peat. The former is found in dense strata,

encompassing the S. half of L. Neagh ; while tht

turfoccupie82,830,000 acres, ornearly one-seventl

of the entire area. Copper and lead are found i'

the Silurian and mntn. limestone strata. Blac^

marble is in almost inexhaustible quantity in tli

district of Connemara. The lower chalk au

green sand formations partially prevail, but n

tertiary beds. Copper mines are six in nurabe.

—viz., in Cork, Kerry, Waterford, and Wicklow
The quantity of copper ore raised in 1862 wa
15,229 tons, yielding 1471 tons of pure cop

per, worth 127,369/. Lead is widely diffused, bi;

is wrought chiefly in the granitic district of Wick
low. The quantity of lead ore raised in 1862 wa
2644 tons, yielding 1763 tons of pure lead. Onl;

two iron mines are now wrought, which in 186

produced 165 tons of ore. The quantity of dive

found in the various lead mines in 1862 wa
12,741 ounces. Zinc is -found in the silver mine
of Tipperary to the extent of 890 tons annnallj

Other minerals useful in the arts and mannfac

tures, are iron, pyrites, manganese, antimopj

nickel, tin, alum, marble, roofing slates, building

stones, clays of various kinds ; and rock salt ha

latterly been worked near Carrickfergus, produc

ing 20,000 tons annually. Ireland is well waterec

Principal rivers, the Shannon, Barrow, Black

water, Suir, Nore, Bann, Foyle, Boyne, Slanej

Liffey, Bandon, and Erne. Principal lake;

Loughs Neagh (98,255 ac), and Eme in Ulster

Loughs Allen, Corib, Mask, and Deirgeash i

Connaught ; and the famed lakes of Killarney i

Munster, near the S.W. extremity of the islanc

The aggregate surface of these lakes is estimate

at 336 sq. m. Loughs Strangford, Belfast, Foyl<

and Swilly, on the N. and N.E. coasts, are inlet

of the sea. Other principal inlets are Dundmn
Carlingford, Dundalk, and Dublin bays on th

K ; and Bantry, Dunmanus, Dingle, Tralee, Gaj

way, Clew, Blacksod, Killala, Sligo, and Donega
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iV?;, vrith the estuaries of the Shannon and Ken-
are rivers, on the W. coast. Ireland is much
dented by the sea, no locality being above 50
. from its shores ; and this, together with its ex-
isure to tlio gulf stream of the Atlantic, con-

s to the general mildness and moisture of its

\te. Mean annual temperature ranging from
L'ahr. in the N. to 52° in the S. ; mean Burn-

er 60°'5 ; mean winter oO''9. Average rainfall

r ten years (1850-59) 33-99 inches, E. coast 29,
'. coast 47 inches. Westerly winds prevail for

110 months in the year. Plants that require ar-

icial boat in England flourish here in the open
r. The broad-leaved myrtle grows luxuriantly
some S. counties, & the arbutus Unedo, menzi-
ia, and other plants of South Europe, flourish

;

hlle Alpine plants of the extreme north of Eu-
pe are also found on some of the mountains.
aims are generally very small. Of the total

ea there were in 1866, under crops of all kinds
i,o49,796 ac, under corn crops 2,173,433, under
reen crops 1,482,091 ac., bare fallow 28,060 ac;
over and grass under rotation 1,600,495 ac, per-

I anent pasture 10,002,058 ac, ordinary stock of

little, 8,742,932, sheep 4,270,027. Potatoes long
la-med the staple crop and food of the Irish
•iisantry, till the failures of the potato crop in
-

1 5-6-7, when a government grant of 10,350,000/.

ls found necessary to prevent starvation,

bout nine-tenths of the lands were conflscated
• the governments of Cromwell and William
I., and bestowed on English proprietors, by
hose descendants the bulk of Irish property
still possessed. In 1862, 11,375 vessels,

aaned by 48,601 persons, were employed in the
iheries around the coasts, where herrings,
ilchards, cod, Ung, and hake are among the

iore
plentiful kinds taken, and in the estuaries,

here salmon and eels are abundant; but the
It fish consumed in the country is still im-
•rted chiefly from Scotland and other places.
ho herring fishery is prosecuted chiefly on the
coast by a fleet of between 200 and 300

ssels from Cornwall. The wolf and elk,

moose deer, belonged to Ireland, and bones
the latter have been found. Venemous

iraals are unknown, the moist climate being
structive to them. Manufs. consist of paper,
iss, tobacco, and especially Unen goods, the
lief seat of which latter is Ulster. The annual
lue of the linen products of Ireland is about
llOO,OOOi The manuf. of linen has greatly
•ived since the application of machinery to
' spinning of yarn, and the introduction of
" power-loom in weaving. The malt trade and
tilling of whisky are extensively carried on.
1862, there were 27 distilleries, paying duty to
' amount of 2,326,886/., the number of gallons
tilled being 4,301,539. In the north of Ireland,
i,000 persons are employed in working patterns
muslins with the needle. Belfast is the centre
:his manuf. Gross value of the goods 1,400,000/.
lie wool produced in the country has been esti-
ted to amount in annual value to 300,000/., and
lirse woollen stuffs are made in the centre of

' country, besides mixed stuffs and silks in
'mn, Waterford, and other principal cities. In
•- there were estimated to be in all 9 cotton, 42
lien, and 100 flax, 5 jute, and 2 silk factories,

^;nig a total of 158, giving employment to
lO'-! persons, and steam and water power equi-
^ent to that of 15,314 horses. The conversion
^'ram into flour and meal lias latterly become
("xtensive business. Principal exports are

^
produce, wheat, oats, flour, butter, bacon,

'''> cjrgs, wool, flax, ore, and spirits. Imports

comprise coal and culm, fish, salt, woollen and
cotton yam and fabrics, with colonial produce.

Total value of foreign exports from the six princi-

pal ports in Ireland (Dublin, Belfast, Cork, Gal-
way, Londonderry, and Waterford) in 1861 was
212,279/. Number of vessels entered in 1862,

28,038 British, and 1072 foreign ships, with an
aggregate burden of 4,217,701 tons; cleared

14,312 British, and foreign 393, carrying 2,839,283

tons. It has 62 coast liglithouses, and 3 floating

lights. The number of Irish emigrants that left

from 1st May 1851 to the 31st December 1862 was
1,297,827. Public revenue in 1862 6,777,667/.

;

expenditure 6,736,281/. The Grand and Ptoyal

Canals intersect the countiy from E. to W., and
connect Dublin with Ballinasloe and Tarmon-
berry, on the Shannon. In 1862, 1598 m. of rail,

were completed; number of passengers 10,429,216;

total receipts for passengers and goods 1,446,092/.

Kailways connect Dublin with Belfast on the N.,

Cork and Waterford on the S., and Galway on
the W. Chief branches, on the N., Belf.ist to

Balleymeua, Newton-Ards, and Armagh ; Duu-
dalk to Castleblaney, and Drogheda to KelJs.

Dublin to Kingstown and Bray, Tipperary to

Limerick, and Mallow to Kilkenny. Lines of

electric telegraph wires have been laid betwei^u

the chief towns, and a submarine line connects
England and Ireland. [Atlantic] In 1849,

Government appointed commissioners to conduct
the sale of encumbered estates, & down to 1859,

25,190,839/. was the amount of sales, & 24,229,027/.

was the sum paid to creditors and mortgagers. In
1858, the Landed Estates Court superseded theEn-
cumbered Estates Court. From that year to 31st

Jan. 1862, the amount of sales made by the court

has been 5,940,990/., and the approximate capital

value of estates brought into the court, remaining
unsold, was 3,664,996/. In 1853 an exhibition of

national industry was held in Dublin. Ireland

has, since 1800, been represented in the British

House of Lords by 28 temporal peers elected for

life, and 4 spiritual peers, who take office in rota-

tation ; and since the Eeform Act, in the H. of

C, by 105 members, 2 elected by each co., 2 by
each of the cities, Dublin, Cork, Limerick, and
Waterford, the towns Belfast and Galway, and
Trinity College, Dublin ; & 1 by each of 27 other
bors. Total registered electors (1851), 163,546 ;

being 135,245 in counties, and 28,301 in cities and
bors. The electoral franchise rests with much
the same classes as in England ; in boroughs both
the parliament and municipal right of voting is in

10/. householders, resident within 7 m. The local

government is vested in the Lord-Lieutenant,
assisted by the secretary for Ireland, and a privy
council nominated by the crown. The judicial

power is with the Lord Chancellor, the master of

the rolls, and 12 circuit-judges. Each county has
a lieutenant, aided by an indefinite number of de-
puty-lieutenants, and a police force appointed by
the crown. The Protestants are most prevalent
in Ulster, and parts of Leinster. The established
religion is Episcopalian, with two archbishoprics
(Armagh and Dublin) and 10 bishoprios, their

total incomes amounting in 1862 to 79,197/. The
Eoman Catholic Church (unendowed by law) has
4 archbishoprics and 23 bishoprics. The national
schools, aided by annual parliamentary grants,
amounted in 1866 to 6263, attended by a daily
average of 315,108 or a total number of 870,401
pupils, of whom 479,371 were Eoman Catholics,

36,712 Established Church, 61,442 Presbyterians,
and 3953 other persxiasions. There is a univer-
sity in Dublin, and colleges have been endowed
by government in Cork, Galwav, and Belfast

' 2 a.
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The nuinber of insane persons in Ireland in 1862
was 16,2-16, suppoi-ted at a total cost of 94,035/.

Number of paupers on poor's roll in 1862, 297,853,

of whom 30,046 were out-door—the total expen-
diture being 578,789/. The greater part of the
Irish are descendants of the aboriginal Celts, with
an admixture towards the north of Saxons, pro-
bably the Scoti of the 5th century, and in later

times of English and Scottish emigrants. The
Erse, a dialect of the Celtic, is the native

language, and is now chiefly used in the west
part of the country. Their dark complexion, and
smaller and more slender form of body, as well as

their more volatile temperament, distinguish the

Irish from the Saxon. In the year 432, Chris-

tianity was introduced by St Patrick. From the

8th to the 12th century, the country was the
scene of perpetual warfare between the petty
kings and their chiefs. In 1174, Henry ii. of

England conquered the country, and portioned
it out among his Anglo-Norman followers. In
the reign of King John the division into counties

took place, and English laws and customs were
pai-tially introduced. But the powerful barons
continued to resist the government of Henry vii.,

Elizabeth, and James i., with repeated outbreaks
and rebellions. The most memorable of these

were in 1641, 1689, and 1798. In 1800, the union
of Ireland with England took place. In 1829 the

Boman Catholic Emancipation Act was passed, in

1832 the Irish Reform Bill, in 1838 the Poor Law
Bill. In 1844 the Irish repeal agitation was at its

height ; and in 1848 an insurrection of the popu-
lace took place, but was speedily put down. In
August 1866, owing to an insurrection of the
Fenians, the "Habaes Corpus Act" was sus-
pended, and serious encounters between the
rebels and the military occurred in March 1867.
Irelaxd (New), a long and narrow island in

the Pacific Ocean, in lat 2° 3' S., Ion. 152° E.,

about 400 m. N.E. Papua. Length, N.W. to

S.E., 200 m. ; average breadth 20 m. Surface fer-

tile, and hills rising to 2000 feet in height, are
covered with forests. Two of its most conspicu-
ous peaks are termed the "Mother & Daughter."
Ihghiz (Great and Little), two rivers of

Eussia, gov. Saratov, tributary to the Volga.

—

The Ula Irghiz, Independent Turkestan, Kirghiz
territory, enters a salt lake about 125 m. N.E. the
Sea of Aral, after a S.ward course of 240 miles.

Irigny, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Ehone,
arr. Lyon, on railway to St Etienne. P. 1222.

Irish Sea, is that part of the Atlantic Ocean
extending between lat. 51° 40' and 34° 60' N., Ion.
3° and 6° W., having W. Ireland, N. Scotland, E.
England, and S. Wales, continuous on S.W. with
St Greorge's Channel, and communicating with
the North Sea N.ward of the North Channel.
It contains the Isles of Man and Anglesey, with
Holyhead and some smaller islands. Principal
inlets Carnarvon and Morecambe Bays, and the
estuaries of the Dee, Mersey, and Ribble, on the
side of England ; Solway Firth and Wigtown,
and Luce Bays, in Scotland ; and Dundrum, Car-
lingford, Dundalk, and Dublin Bays, in Ireland.

Irishtown, the name of numerous suburbs of

towns and vills. of Ireland, principal co. Dublin,
on Dublin Bay, ^ m. S.E. Eingsend. P. 1390.
Irkutsk, a city of Siberia, cap. government of

Irkutsk, and residence of the governor of E.
Siberia, on the Angara, 30 m. from the N.W.
shore of Lake Baikal. Lat. 52° 17' 2" N., Ion. 104°
18' E., 1360 feet above the sea. Pop., including
garrison (1863) 28,009. It is fortified and divided
into two nearly equal parts by the Angara, here
crossed by a long.wooiden bridge. It has a cita-

del, a bazaar, an exchange, the Baikal admiral
house, and some building docks on the river

dep6t of the Eussian-American Co.
; govemo

house, theatre, prison, etc. ; numerous pub
schools, among which are a medical coUege,

gymnasium, with a library and Episcopaii

seminary, a high school of navigation, and a
male orphan school ; an imperial woollen facto

and manufs. of linens, leather, glass, and so;

It is the great entrep6t for the commerce of N
Asia, and sends tea, rhubarb, fruits, paper, sil

porcelain, and other Chinese produce, with f

:

and ivory, to Eussia, in exchange for Europe
goods. It has also some trade with Khokan a

Bokhara, and a large fair in Jime. The to

amount of its trade has been estimated at 4,000,(

paper roubles (800,000/.) a year. Irkutsk is ;

see of an archbishop, whose authority over

E. Siberia and Eussian-America extends throu
120° of longitude !

—

The government oflrhUtk
a p>art of the old gov. of same name, which, p
vious to 1823, comprised the present gov. and u

provs. of Okhotsk, Yakutsk, Kamtschatka, a

the country of the Tchuktchis. It compri
Lake Baikal, and is rich in mines of gold, silv

copper, and iron. Extensive forests cover a gr

portion of the government. Barley and rye >

the chief crops ; the climate is too cold for fr

.

trees. Pop. (1856) 352,513, comprising Russia:

exiles, Cossacks, and different tribes of Tungui
and Mongolians.
Irmingland, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

,

the Bure, 4 m. N.W. Aylsham. Ac. 714. P.

lR>raAM, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 20

N.N.E. Corby. Ac. 3520. P. 347.

Irodouer, a comm. and vill. of France, d

lUe-et-Vilaine, arr. Montfort. P. 1896.

Iron, a co. of U. S., North America, Missoi,

P. 5529 free, 313 slaves.—II. of Utah. P. 101

Iron (Lough), a lake of Ireland, Leinster,

Westmeath, 7 m. N.W. Mullingar. Lenj;

S.K to N.W., 2 m. Area about 669 acres.

Iron-Acton, a pa. of Engl., co. Gloucester. •

m. N.W. Chipping-Sodbury. Ac. 2927. P. \i

Iroquois, a co. of the U. S., N. America, st i

Illinois. P. 12,325.

Irrawadi {Erivati, "the great river"), ono;

the g^eat rivers of S.E. Asia, is supposed to n
ou the borders of Tibet, near lat. 28° 6' N^ Ion.

'

58' E., flows generally S.ward, traversing a

Burmese Empire throughout, and enters the •

dian Ocean (Bay of Bengal), bynumerous mon:,

E. of Cape Negrais, in lat 16° 20' N^ Ion. 96=.

Principal affluents, the Ning-thee, Mogon,
and Bhamo, rivers, in lat. 17° N. It se-

rates into numerous arm.s, which cover the wlJ

province of Pegu with a network of ramif-

tions, and the Eangoon and Bassain br&nc:>

form the E. and AV. boundaries of its delt»

region comprising upwards of 10,000 Bq. .

covered with teak forests and grass jungles, -

terspersed with some rice g^und. Tha ml

stream, from the head of the delta to Yedan ab3

Ava, varies from 1 to 4 m. in breadth, and rr

always be ascended to Ava from the sea by ^-

sels of 200 tons, which, during the rains, i

reach the influx of the Mogonny river, 800 -

from the ocean. It is usually navigable r

canoes as high as Bhamo, besides which tc i

and Ava, Amarapnra, Sakaing, Yandabo, •

gahm Mew, Prome, Henzaza, Bassain, and B*

goon, are the principal places on its banks. Si*

the treaty with the King of Ava in 1863, Eng i

steamers ascend the river.

Irstead, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on '

riv. North, II m. N.E. Norwich. Ac 1065. P. •

I
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Irthixo, a river of England, between the cos.

irthumberland and Cumberland, joins the Eden
ir Newby, after a S. course of 2G miles.

Lktiungton, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,
,1. E.N.E. Carlisle. Ac. 6050. P. 977.

[rtulingbokouoh, a pa. of England, co. North-
pton, 2 m. N.W. Higham Ferrers. Ac. 3720.

1800.

[BTrsH, a principal river of N. Asia, rises on
( S. side of the Altai mountains, near Ike Aral
r (lake), at lat. 48° N., Ion, 90° E., and flo-wing

ward through Dzoungaria (Chinese Turke-
u), it traverses Lake Zaisan, then flows N.W,
lough W. Siberia. It passes the towns Ust-
menogorsk, Semipolatinsk, Yameshevsk, and
isk, and joins the Ob, 200 m, N. Tobolsk, after

ital course estimated at 1960 miles, about l-4th

,vhich is in the Chinese dom., and the rest in

Russian govs. Semipolatinsk and Tobolsk.

s navigable through its whole length for ves-
; 1 of 3 feet water. Chief tributaries, the Cm,
•'bol, and Ishira.

RTON, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 3 m.
. {.E. Ravenglass. Ac. 5270. ?. 555.

nuN, a frontier town of Spain, prov. Guipus-
I

, near the Bidassoa and the frontier of France,
n. E. San Sebastian, P. 2471. It has a town-

1 '., church, hospital, and manufs. of ironware
1 leather. All around it are Koman remains.
RViLLAC, a comm, and vill. of France, dep.

] istere, 13 m. E. Brest. P. 2516.
EiViNE, a riv. of Scotland, co. Ayr, rises on the

1 iers of Lanarkshire, flows W., & after a course
I ra, enters the Firth of Clyde by an estuary.
] ivides the districts Kyle and Cunningham.
ftviNK, a pari., munic. bor., seaport town, and

1 of Scotland, co. Ayr, on an eminence near the
]|me, 21 m. S.W. Glasgow, on the Ayr & Glas-
fl/ Railway. Ac. 4191. Pop. of pa. 5695 ; do. of

ijl. bor., comprising several suburbs beyond the
i^T, 7060. Eeg. vessels (1862), sailing 129, tons
][ll6; steam 3, tons 120 ; entered 903, tons 96,061

;

c red 6690, tons 524,883. Pi-incipal edifices, the
M sh church, endowed and various other schools,
Biirallibraries, a news-room, 3 branch banks, &
tj custom-house. Its harbour is provided with
a^>odquay, admitting vessels of about 100 tons
lien. Customs rev. (1862) 6718?. Exports
1246/. Corporation rev. (1862-3) 2030i. The
vjving of book-muslins, jaconets, and checks
ejloys many hands ; and here are rope-walks,
tileries, anchor-foundries, and distilleries. Coal
f||i8 the principal article of export. The bor.
u es with Ayr, Campbeltown, Oban, and Inver-
a in Bending 1 member to House of Commons.
iviNBSTOWN or LowTHERSTowN, a town of

I md, Ulster, co. Fennanagh, 9 m. N. Ennis-
k tn. P. 958.

iWKLL, a river of England, co. Lancaster,
r

1 near Todmorden, and after a tortuous S.
o se of 40 miles, enters the Mersey at Flixton,
° ding water-power to the towns of Rochdale,

• and Manchester, at which last city it re-
s the Irk and Medloch.
;wiN, a CO., U. S., N. America, in S. of Georgia.

^ ^ 2064 sq. m. P. 1453 free, 246 slaves.
ABA, a vill. of Spain, Navarra, prov. and 29 m.

^
. Pamplona, on a steep height. P. 1000.
ABELLA, a CO. of U. S., North America, Mi-

c an. P. 1443.
VRELLA, a port on the N. coast of the island

I'lti, 86 m. W.N.W. Santiago, and where Co-
Ji- )us, m 1493, established the first European
8' anient in the New Worid.

^KALi, a town of Asia Minor, pash. Kara-
"^ '^. 40 m. E.S.E. Afium-Kara-HiBsar.

IsAKTCHi, a frontier town of European TurKey
Bulgaria, on n. b. of the Danube, 100 m. N.E.
Silistria, with a castle, several mosques, and other
edifices.

Is^VMAL, a town of Yucatan, South America, 50
m. E.S.E. Merida, on the road to Valladolid.
IsAR or IsEK, Isara, a river of Germany, rises

in the Tirol, N. of Innsbruck, traverses Bavaria
N.W., past Munich, Freising, and Landshut, and
i"oins the Danube on rt., opposite Deggendorf.
jength 165 m. Principal afii., the Ammer on W.
IsAUKiA or I&,\URA, a famous anc. city of Asia

Minor, the remains of which are at HajUar, 45 m.
W. Karaman, and consist of a fine massive wall
with hexagonal towers, a triumphal arch, & tombs.

IsBARTA, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia, cap.
sanj. Hamid, 64 m. N. Adalia. It is weU sup-
plied with water, and has many large gardens.

IsBORSK, a small town of Russia, gov., circ. &
22 m. W.S.W, Pskov. The town, founded about
862, has several churches and a ruined castle.

IscA, a town of South Italy, prov, and circ.

Catanzaro. P. 2137.

IsciuA, Anuria and Pithecusa, an island of

South Italy, in the Mediterranean, 8 m. S.W.
Cape Misene, from which it is separated by a
channel 6 m. across. Area 24 sq. m. P. 24,000.
Surface mountainous, and Mount Epomeo {Epo-
peus), in its centre, rises to 2513 feet in height.

Soil very fertile, and it produces superior wine,
figs, com, and game. Sulphur is abundant, and
the mineral springs at Casamaccia are annually
resorted to by summer visitors. Its inhabitants
are partly employed as seamen and fishermen,
and in manufs. of alum, straw hats, baskets, and
earthenwares. It is divided into two cantons

;

principal town, Ischia, on its N.E. coast, P,,

with suburbs, 6545.

IscHEL or IsCHL, a vill. of Upper Austria, circ.

and on the Traun, at the confluence of the Ischl,

44 m. S.W. Steyer, in the Salz-Kammergut. P.
5600. It has a Roman Catholic church, a Lutheran
chapel, extensive salt works, and saline springs,

with bath establishments, which have rendered
it a fashionable watering-place.
IscHiTELLA, a comm. and vDl. of S. Italy, prov,

Foggia, circ. & 25 m. E.N.E. S. Severo, near tho
Adriatic, at the N. foot of Mt. Gargano, P. 4673,

IscoYD, a chapelry of North Wales, co. Flint,

pa. Malpas, 3 m. W. Whitchurch. P. 435.

IsEEL, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, on
the Derwent, 3 m. N.E. Cockermouth. Ac. 6760.

P. 492.

IsE-FiOED, an inlet of Denmark, on the N. side

of the isl. Seeland. Length, N. to S, 20 m.

;

breadth 10 m. Eoeskilde and Lamme fiords are its

chief branches, and it contains the island CEroe.

IsEGiiEM, a comm. and town of Belgium, prov.

West Flanders, 1 m. W. Ingelmunster. P. 7674,
who manufacture cotton stuffs and woollens.

ISENBURG, two vills. of Germany.—I. {New),
grand duchy Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Starken-
burg, 13 m. N. Darmstadt. P. 1850. It was
founded by French colonists in 1700 ; and has
manufs. of gloves and lace.—II. Rhenish Prussia,

gov. and 8 m. N. Coblenz. P. 620.

IsENSTADT, a vill. of Prussia, Westphalia,
circ, Minden, dist. Liibbecke. P. 1720.

IsEO (Lake), Lacus Setnnus, N. Italy, between
the provs. Brescia and Bergamo, is 15 m, E.
Bergamo, and traversed by the Oglio, a river

tributary to the Po. Length N. to S. 15 m.

;

average breadth 2J m.
;
greatest depth 984 feet.

Shores abrupt, highly picturesque, being covered
with vineyards and oUve gi'ounds, and inter-

spersed with towei-s, castlos, and villas. On ita
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E. shore is the small town of Iseo. P. 2228. It

has extensive silk-works.
ISERE, Isara, a river of North Italy and S.E.

France, rises iu Mount Iseran (Savoie), flows tor-

tuously W. and S.W. past Grenoble and Komans,
and joins the Rhone on the left 4 m. N.N.W.
Valence, after a total course of 150 m. ; for the
latter 90 m. of which, from Montmeillan flsere),

it is navigable, though impeded by many islands

and shoals. Affluents, the Arly and Arc in Savoie,
and the Drac and Eomanche in Fi-ance.

IsftRE, a dep. of the S.E. of France, on the
frontiere of Savoy, formed of part of the old prov.
Dauphine, between the deps. Ain, Rhone, Loire,
Ardeche, Drome, and Hautes-Alpes ; cap. Gre-
noble. Area 3200 sq. m. P. 577,748. Surface
mountainous, especially in the S.E., which pre-
sents narrow gorges, rugged precipices, rapid
torrents, and thick forests. Chief rivers, the
Rhone, Isfere, Drac, and Romanche. Climate
generally cold. Com and wine sufficient for

home consumption
; pasturage excellent ; horses

sroaU, but celebrated for activity ; sheep nume-
rous ; the chamois and the bear are found in the
mountains. The cultivation of the mulberry tree,

chestnuts, potatoes, fruits, and medicinal plants
are important branches of industry. Minerals
comprise lignite, anthracite, lithographic-stones,
and white^ marble, iron, lead, zinc, copper, etc.

;

the gold mine of La Gardette, discovered 1781,
was abandoned at the revolution of 1789. Manufs.

comprise ii-on, lead, copper, and steel goods

;

cannons, cottons, linens, and cloth for the army

;

gloves called Grenoble gloves, in high repute;
and the celebrated cheese of Sassenage. The
prov. is divided into the arrs. Grenoble, La-Tour-
du-Pin, St Marcellin, and Vienne.

IsERLOHX, a walled town of Prussian "West-
phalia, gov. and 6 m. W. Arnsberg. P. (1864)
14,908. It has Calvinist, Lutheran, and Roman
CathoUc churches, a Latin school; manuf s. of

cutlery, bronze articles, needles, fish-hooks, etc
IsERNLA, uEsemid, a town of South Italy, prov.

Campobasso, cap. circ, 23 m. W, Campobasso, on
AV. slope of the Apennines. P. 8584. Remains
of massive walls and an aqueduct. Manufs.

woollens, paper, and earthenware. It is the see
of a bishop, and was nearly destroyed by an earth-
quake in 1805. Near it the first battle took place
between the Sardinian troops and those of Naples,
17th October 1860.

IsET, a river of Siberia, rises in the gov. Perm,
and after an E.ward course of more than 250 m.,
joins the Tobol on left. Its gold-washings are
very productive.

—

Isetskoe is the lake in which
it rises ; and a vill., on the Iset, gov. Tobolsk.

ISFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 29 m.
S.S.W. Uckfield. Ac. 1862. P. 468.

ISHABf, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, 3J
m. S.S.E. Kettering. Ac. 1150. P. 433. It has
a station on the Midland Railway.

IsuiM, a river of Siberia, govl Tobolsk, rises

in lat. 50° 30' N., near Akmolinsk, and after a
tortuous W. and N. course of 900 m., through a
sterile tract, termed the Steppe of Ishim, enters
the Irtish, 110 m. S.E. Tobolsk.

Ishim, a town of Russia, in Asia, gov. & 160 m.
S. of Tobolsk, lat. 66° 3' N., Ion. 69° 16' E. P. 2000.
ISHi^WROOED, a hamlet of England, co. Mon-

mouth, pa. Bedwelty. P. 1738.
IsHMAEUs (St), a pa. of South "Wales, co. Pem-

broke, ^ m. W. Milford. Ac. 4167. P. 469.
IsiDRO (San), a small town of the Argentine

Confederation, dep. and 10 m. N. Buenos-Ayres.
IsiGNY, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Calvados, cap. cant., on an inlet of the Eng-

lish Channel, on 1. b. of the Esques, near its co'

fluence with the Vire, 18 m. W.N."V\''. Bayeu
P. 2417. It possesses a small river-port.

IsiLi, a town of the island Sardinia, prov. ai

37 m. N. Cagliari, cap. prov^ in a fertile plai

P. 2432. It has a gunpowder factory.

IsLS, a river of England, principal branch
the Thames, until it joins the Thame at Dc
Chester, co. Oxford. It rises near Cirencester.

IsiUM or IziUM, a town of Russia, gov. and
m. S.E. Kharkov, cap. circ, on the Donetz.
4000. It is enclosed by ramparts, and has
citadel on an adjacent height.

IsKARDOH, a town of Asia, cap. of Bultist;

in an elevated plain, 19 m. long and 7 m.
breadth. Its soil is formed by the mud broug
down by the Indus and its tributary the Shigh:
the confluence being at the N. base of the re

on which a fort is built. The plain is 6300 fi

above the sea, and the top of the rock is 7":

feet higher, in lat 32° 12' N., Ion. 76° 35' E.
IsKARDOH, a valley of Little Tibet, consist!

of a gorge, 19 m. in length, 7 m. across, traven
by the Upper Indus, & containing a strong casi

the residence o;?the chief of Bultistan, and at t

foot of which is a village 7100 feet above the s

IsKELiB or EsKiLUP, a town of Asia Min
Anatolia, near the Kizil-Irmak, 26 m. W.N.
Tchorum. Estimated pop. 9000.
LsKENDERUN, Asia Minor. [Scaxderoox.]
IsKER, OEsus, a river of European Turk

Bulgaria, rises in the Balkan, flows N.N.E.. r

joins the Danube, 22 ni. "W. Nicopolis. It

course 150 m- It is broad, and in many pt.

shallow. The city of Sophia is on one of its ai.

IsKiL, a town of Asia Minor, pash. Karamai,
near the S."W. of a lake (ancient Tatttea), 6ii

.

N.E. Koniyeh, and comprising about 400 hou.

.

IsLA, a river of Scotland, cos. Forfar and Pei,

enters the Tay after a S."W. course of about I

m.—II. a small river, Banffshire, near KeitL
IsLA DEL Ret, the largest of the Pearl islaii,

Gulf of Panama, S. America. Length 20 milt

ISLA DE PiMOS (Isle of Fines), an island of 1)

Spanish "West Indies, off the S. coast of Cv.

Lat. of Cape St Francis, 21° 37' N. ; Ion. 83
'

"W. Shape nearly circular. Area 800 sq. m. •

900. It is celebrated for its excellent dim,
great fertility, rich mines, and valuable timbf

IsLADi, a town of European Turkey, Bulga,

sanj. and 40 m. E. Sophia, on the river Vid.

IsLA DE Leon or San Fernando, a citjf

Spain, prov. and 7 m. S.E. Cadiz, on the E. (^

of the Isle of Leon. P. (including Puerto K')

9729. It is very aqcient, is strongly fortify

and its arsenal is noted for its great extent t

has two hospitals, several convents, and an -

cellent marine observatory.
Islamabad, a town of India. [CHrrEAOOj]
IsLA Mayor, a large island of Spain, prov. -

villa, embraced by two arms of the Guadalqui ',

between Sevilla and the sea. Length 17 mil'

IsLANDBBiDGE, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, '•

and 13 m. W. Dublin, on the Liffey. P. lOS

Islandeady or Islandine, a pa. of Irebii

Connaught, co. Mayo, 3J m. W.N."W. Castle ••

Ac 23,763, including loughs. P. 4209.

ISTjixD Magee, a pa. of Ireland, co. Ant) i,

7 m. N.N.E. Carrickfergus. Ac. 7037. P. "-' '

IsLANDSHiRE, a portion of the co. Northiun ^-

land, England, adjoining Berwick-upon-Tw H

comprises Holy Island. Ac. 26,820. P. 498i

Islay, one of the larger islands of the ir^

Hebrides, Scotland, co. Aiigyle, immediately S •

the island Jura, and 14 m. "W. the peninsul:«

Kintj-re; 25 m. long and 17 broad. EstimiO

J
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ea, 154,000 ac. P. 10,332. Surface moun-
nous in the E., elevation 1400 feet ; elsewhere

nerally level, and, where not cultivated, covered

th a green sward. About 22,000 ac. are arable.

le island is formed of quartz rock, clay schists,

th limestone, marl, bog iron ore, and lead and
pper mines, which have been wrought. Agri-
Itiire has of late years greatly improved on
island, and good crops of wheat, barley, oats,

s, flax, and potatoes are raised. Principal

ports, cattle, limestone, and spirits; of which
a 250,000 gallons are distilled annually. The
and is divided into the 4 pas. of KDchomau,
iwmore, Kilmeny, and Kildalton. At Lochin-
al is a harbour for ships of considerable bur-

n ; other principal vills. are Port Askaig, Port
larlotte and 0^.

—

Islay Sound, between the

and and Jura, has an average breadth of 1 mile.

IsLAY, a maritime town of Peru, the port of

cities Arequipa, Puno, and Cuzco and their

jvinces, on the Pacific Ocean, with a custom-
use, in lat. 17° S., Ion. 72° 10' 15" W. P.

34. Customs rev. (1862) 456,323 dollars. The
(horage of the port is good, and there is no
r. It is the healthiest place on the coast ; and
iL'sorted to for sea-bathing.

Isle, Insula, a river of France, rises 1 m. S.E,

xon, dep. H. Vienne, and joins the Dordogne
Libourne, after a S.W. course of 100 m. It is

vigable from Perigueux to<he Gironde.
Isle, a prefix to numerous comms., towns, and
Is. of France.—I. {Adam {JU^ ), dep. Seine-et-
se, cap cant., on 1. b. of the Oise, 7 m. N.E.
lutoise. P. 2228.—II. {Baisey, dep. Gers, arr.

J N. Mirande, on rt. b. of the Baise. P. 927.

III. {Bouchard), dep. ludre-et-Loire, 10 m.
S.E. Ohinon, on an island of the Vienne. P.

69.—IV. {Bouin). [Bouin.]—V. {Dieu\ dep.

andee, in the Ile-Dieu, 28 m. N.W. Les Sables.
' 8062.—VI. (dAix (L')), dep. Charente-In-
rieure. [Aix.]—VII. {d'Albi {Lr)\ dep. Tarn.
4780.—VIII. {en-Bodon (L')), dep. H. Ga-

nne, on a small island of the Save, 20 m. N.N.E.
Gaudens. P. 2156.—IX. {sur-le-I)oubs (Z,') ),

p. Doubs, 12 m. N.E. Beaume-les- Dames. P.
98. X. {Jourdaiti), dep. Vienne, 16 m. S.W.
ontmorillon, on rt. b. of the Vienne. P. 985.
XL (Jourdain (L') ), a comm. and town, dep.
jrs, cap. cant., 14 m. N.N.E. Lombez, on rt. b.

the Save. P. 4894. It has manufs. of leather.

XII. {Rousse {L') ), a comm. and town of the
and Corsica, 10 m. E. Calvi, with a small port.
1893.—^XIII. dep. Haute Vienne, arr. and cant,
moges. P. 1927.—XIV. {d Ellej, dep. Vendue,
r. Pontenay-le-Comte, cant. Uhaill^les-Marais.
1964.

Isle, a vill. of Switzerland, cant Vaud, dist.

)ssonay. P. 825.
IsLK (Abbots), a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
1 the Isle, 4J m. W.N.W. Ilminster. Ac. 1925.
897.—II. (Brewers'), a pa. same co., 5 m. S.W.

iingport. Ac. 1243. P. 397.
IsLEHAM, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 7
N. Newmarket. Ac. 6211, P. 1925.
Isle (L'), a comm. and town of France, dep.
lucluse, 12 m. E. Avignon, cap. cant., on an isl.

rtned by the Sorgues, P. 6517, employed in
Jol-spinning and manufactures of coarse cloths.
Isle of France, Indian Ocean. [Mauritius.]
Isle of Man, England, [Man,]
Isle of May, an island of Scotland, with a
.lithouse, at the entrance of the Firth of Forth,

• Fife. Ac. 140. P, 17.
Isle of Pines, an island of the Pacific Ocean,

i

N«7 Caledonia, Lat. of Peak 22° 38' S.

;

a. 167° 25' E. ; 42 m. in circumference. Vege-

tation luxuriant. It is resorted to for catching
turtle. It was taken possession of by the French
as a dependency of New Caledonia in 1853.

Isle of Serpents, Leu.ce, a lofty islet in the
Black Sea, 23 m. E. the delta of the Danube. It

is reputed to have possessed in antiquity a temple
in honour of Achilles (after whom the island was
also named), but of which no traces remain.

Isle of Shoals, a group of 8 islets, U. S.,

North America, in the Atlantic, off the coast of

New Hampshire, 12 m. S.E, Portsmouth,
Isle of Whithorn, a maritime vill, of Scot-

land, CO. Wigtown, at the head of a small bay, 3
m. S.E. Whithorn. P. 468. Safe harbour, & a pier.

Isle of Wickit, England. [Wight (Isle of).]

Isle of Wight, a co. of the U. S., N. America,
in S.E. of Virginia. Area 352 sq. m. P. 6407
free, 3570 slaves.

Isle Eoyal, an island of N. America, in Lake
Superior, on its N.W. side, lat. 48° N., Ion. 89°

W. Length, N.E. to S.W., 45 m. ; breadth 10 m.
Isleworth, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex,

on the Thames, 2 m. S.W, Brentford. Ac. of pa.

3128. P. 8437, It is the head of a poor-law union.
Islington, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex,

bor. Finsbury, and one of the N. suburbs of Lon-
don, between Hackney and St Pancras. Ac.
8127, P. (1861) 156,341. The pa. comprises Hol-
loway. Highway, Ball's Pond, parts of Newington
Green and Kiugsland. It is the seat of numerous
schools and charity foundations, and contains also

Highbury college for Independent ministers, and
a Church of England missionary institution. On
Islington Green the parliamentary nominations
for the borough of Finsbury take place.

IsLip, two pas. of England,—I. co. Northamp-
ton, on the Nen, 1 m. W.N.W. Thrapston. Ac.
1370. P. 627.—IL CO. and 5^ m. N.N.E. Oxford,
Ac. 1960. P, 688,

IsLip, a maritime tnshp, of the IT. S., N. Amer,,
New York, 129 m. E.S.B. Albany. P. 2002.

Ismail, a strongly fortified town of Russia,

Bessarabia, cap. dist., on 1. b. of the Kilia or N.
arm of the Danube, at its delta, 42 m. E. Galatz.

Under the Turks it had numerous mosques,
bazaars, and large dwellings ; but it has never
regained importance since it was taken in 1790,
and given over to military execution by the lius-

sians under Suwarrow. P. 25,000. Jsmailuvo is

a vill., gov. and adjoining Moscow.
Ismailia, a town of Egypt, near the great ship

canal of Suez, on the salt lake of Timsah, 46 m.
S. Port Said. It is the capital of the canal
company, and has a flourishing trade.
ISMALIYAH, a small town of Persia, prov.

Khuzistan, ou the Karun, 28 m. S.W. Ahwaz.
IsMER (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Isfere, arr. and 7 m. N.N.E. Grenoble. P. 1364.

IsMiD, IzMiD or IzNiKMiD, Nicomedia, a mari-
time town of Asia Minor, Anatolia, cap. sanj., at

the head of the Gulf of Ismid, 55 m. E.S.E. Con-
stantinople. Lat. 40° 47' 40" N. ; Ion. 29° 53' 30"

E. It is the residence of a pasha, and of Greek
and Armenian archbishops. It was anciently
the seat of the kings of Bithynia, also the birth-
place of Arrian, aud residence of Hannibal, the
younger Pliny, and Diocletian.—II, The Gulf oj
Ismid (^Astacenus sinus) is an inlet forming the
E. extremity of the Sea of Marmara, 45 m. in
length and 25 m, in breadth, at its entrance.

ISNELLO, a town of Sicily, prov. Palermo, 6 m.
S.W. Cefalu. P. 2829.

1snik(Lake of), Ascanius, alake of AsiaMinor,
Anatolia, 17 m. E. the Gulf of Moudauia. Length
E. to W. 14 m., breadth 4 m. It has valuable
fisheries.—II, (Tsnik or Nicasa), a vill. and ruined
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city on the E. extremity of this lake, 32 m. S.S.W.
Ismid, and 40 m. E.N.E. Brasa. The vill. com-
prises about 160 houses on part of a wide area

enclosed by ancient double walls, with gates and
towers still nearly perfect, though hid by vegeta-

tion. The first general ecclesiastical council

met at Nicsea in 325, on which occasion the
" Nicene Creed" was framed ; another council

was held here in 787. This city was the first

conquest of the crusaders in the East, having
been taken in 1097.

Is'oGLOU, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and
80 m. N.W. Diarbekir, on the river Euphrates.

IsOLA, several towns of Southern Italy.—I.

prov. Catanzaro, circ. and 8 m. S. Cotrone, in a

mountainous district, near the Mediterranean. P.

2964.—II. prov. Caserta, circ. and 5 m. S.W.
Sora, on an island formed by the river Liri. It

has cloth, linen, and paper-mills. P. 4796.—III.

prov.. circ. and 13 m. S. Teramo, at the foot of

the Gran-Sasso. P. of comm. 3399.

IsoLA, a town of Austria, lUyria, gov. and 9

m. S.W. Triest, on the S.E. shore of the Gulf of

Triest. P. 3000. A fine wine, termed Rivola, is

raised in its vicinity.—II. a vill. of North Italy,

prov. and 25 m. S.W. Alessandria. P. 2309.—
III. (^Davarese), a. town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Cremona. P. 2187.—II. (del Cautone), N.
Italy, prov. and circ. Genoa. Pop. of comm.
8334.

IsoLA Bella, N. Italy. [Boreomean Isles.]

IsoLA BELLA ScALA, a comm. and vill. of

North Italy, Venetia, prov. and 11 m. S. Verona,
on the Tartaro. P. 4988.

IsoLA-Di Malo, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia,

prov. Padua, dist. Vicenza. P. of comm. 3430.

—II. (Parcarizzo), prov. Verona, dist. Isola della

Scala. P. of comm. 2006.
ISOLA Grossa, Scardona, an island in the Ad-

riatic Sea, off the coast of Dalmatia, circ. and 10
m. S.W. Zara. Length S.E. to N.W. 27 m., ex-
treme breadth about 3 m. P. 12,400.

IsoLA Madee, Italy. [Boreomean Islands."]

IsONZO, Sontias, a river of Illyria, forming the
boundary between N.E. Italy and Illyria, rises in

Mount Terglou, at the junction of the Julian and
Carnic Alps, flows tortuously S.ward, and, under
the name of Sdobba, enters the Gulf of Triest.

Isoeella, a vUl. of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

circ. Verolanuova. P. 1312.

Ispagnac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Lozfere, cant, and arr. Florae. P. 1785.

Ispahan or Isfahan, Aspadana, a city, and
formerly the cap. of Persia, now cap. the prov.

Irak-Ajemi, and of a beglerbelik, about 215 m.
S. Teheran. Lat. 32° 45' N. ; Ion. 51° 50' E. P.
estim. 180,000. It is enclosed by orchards and
Elantations, in a fine plain on the Zendarood,
ere crossed by several noble bridges. It was one

of the richest and most populous cities of Asia
under Shah Abbas the Great, in the 17th century

;

but in the 18th, during the Afghan invasion of

Persia, its walls were destroyed, and it was re-

duced to a state of decay, in which much of its

site remains. Principal remaining edifices are
the great bazaar of Shah Abbas, numerous mag-
nificent buildings around an open space termed
the Maidan, upwards of 100 mosques, and various
palaces and fine gardens scattered throughout
the city, the most remarkable being the palace of

the forty pillars. It has manufs. of woven fabrics,

gold and silver wares, paper articles, firearms,

sword-blades, glass, which are sent by caravans
to Bagdad, Herat, India, and most parts of Wes-
tern Asia. It was devastated by an earthquake,
11th July 1863.

Ispinglee, a town of Beloochistan, ia t

Bolan Pass, 65 m. N. Kelat. P. 2008.—7 _

is a vill. in the same Pass, 4 m. W. Quetta.
IssAQUiNA, a CO. of U. S., N. America, Miss

sippi. P. 587 free, 7244 slaves.

IssE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Lot
[nferieure, 7 m. S.W. Ch&teaubriaut, on theD(
P. 1800.

IssELBUEG, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gi

Diisseldorf, circ. and 6 m. N. Rees. P. 958.

IssELS (St), a pa. of S. Wales, co. Pembrolri
on Carmarthen Bay, 3 m. N. Tenby. Ac S&l
P. 2022.

IssENHEiM, a comm. and vill. of Franca^d'l
Haut-Rhin, arr. Colmar, cant. Soultz. P. Vfi\

IssEY (St), a pa. of England, co. ComwajL
f

m. S.S.E. Padstow. Ac. 4865. P. 756.

IssiGEAC, a comm. and town of France^-dil

Dordogne, cap. cant., arr. and 11 m. S.S.IL %\
gerac, on the Banege. P. 1043.

IssiK-KUL (" Warm Sea"), a lake of Cent^
Asia. Lat. 41° 30' N., Ion. 78° E. ; length 113 v

breadth 38 m. It is 4476 feet above the sea, ai

never freezes ; water brackish.
IssiNGEAUX, a town of France. [Yssengeac.v
IssoiEE, Issiodurum, a town of France, d(i

Puy-de-D6me, cap. arr., on the Creuze, 19
S.S.E. Clermont. P. 6159.

IssouDUN, a comjn. and town of France, d(i

Indre, cap. arr., on the Theols, 17 m. N.
Chiteauroux. P. 14,282. It has a comm. c.

lege, a town-hall, 4 churches, 2 hospitals ; mat
factures of woollen and linen cloths.

IssuM, a viU. of Rhenish Prussia, gov. Geldei-

22 m. S.S.E. Cleves. P. 1000.

Issus, a river and town of antiquity in Nor
Syria, the former supposed to be identical wi

the river of Baias, and near which are the remai;

of a city.

IssY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Seiii

near the Seine, 3 m. S.W. Paris. P. 6703.

IssY (JEveque), a comm. and vill. of Franc
dep. Saone-et-Loire, cap. cant., on the Somni
22 m. S.W. Autun. P. 1772.

IsTABOLAT, the modem name of a ruined oil

of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and 57 m. S.W. Bagda
ISTAKHAR, a vill. of Persia, prov. Fars, on

part of the site of Persepolis.

ISTALiF, a town of Afghanistan, dom. and :

m. N.W. Cabool. Pop., before its partial destnn

tion by the British in 1842, was 15,000.

ISTAMBOUL or SxAMBOUL. [CONSTANTINOPLE
IsTANOS, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 20 i

W. Angora, with about 800 houses.
IsTAPA, a small town, Mexico, near the Pacil

Ocean, 85 m. E.S.E. Zacatula.
Isthmus (Span. Istmo or Panama), a dep.

New Grenada, South America, consisting chief

of the isthmus uniting South and Central Am'
rica. Area 25,000 sq. m. Estimated popul;

tion 100,000. Chief towns, Panama, Chagre

Puerto Bello, and Veragua. [P-*^-*^ Sue
Corinth, etc.]

IsTip or IsTiB, Stobi, a town of Europea

Turkey, Rumili, sanj. and 60 m. S.W. Ghiuster

dil. P. 8000, mostly Turks. It is walled.

IsTRES, a comm. and town of France, de

Bouches-du-Rh6ne, cap. cant., on a hill, 26 u

N.W. MarseiUe. P. 3776.

IsTEiA, a peninsula in the N. of the Adriat

Sea, forming a crown-land of the Austrian gov

in the former kingdom of Illvria, between la

40° 35' and 46° 60* N., Ion. 13° 23' and 14° 40' 1

Area 1810 sq. m. P. (1852) 232,909. Surfac

mountainous, crossed by offsets of the Julia

Alps. Highest point, Mount Maggiore on the 1
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Principal rivers, the Dragogna, Arsa,

jieto, and Eisano. Climate mild, but exposed

t violent N. winds in winter. It is divided into

strian and Venetian Istria ; the former, in the

forms part of the Germanic Confederation.

tetian Istria^ which embraces the greater por-

iffl, comprises the S.W. part of the peninsula,

\ the islands Veglia, Cherso, and Lossini.

acroal towns, Pisino, Cabo d'Istria, Kovigno,

jL Dignano, Montone, and Parenzo. The in-

itants of the towns are mostly Italian, those

he rural districts are of Slavonic origin, and

the Illyrian dialect ; nearly all are Eoman
itholics.

70BXIK, a town of European Turkey. [Zvok-

SXSt, a town of Wartemberg, circ. Danube,

\m. S. Uhn. P. 1863.

Casaida, a market town of Spain, prov.

J. li m. N. Guadalaxara. P. 987.

CxABAiKNA, a mountain, and a market town of

prov. Sergipe, the mountain 25 m. from
Atlantic, whence it is very conspicuous,

ghest point in lat. 10° 41' S. The town 68 m.
W. Sergipe. P. 2000.

Itabira, a town of Brazil, prov. Minas Geraes,

I
rt. b. of the Velhas, 18 m. W.N.W. Ouro

P. 4000. Ten miles W. of the town is the

Ifh conical mountain of Itabira, which contains

rous soil.— II. Itabira-de-Mata^Dentro, a

Id-mining town, 60 m. N.E. Ouro Preto, estab-

bed 1720. Pop. of district 3000.

jwACOLUMi (the " Giant "), several mountains of

azil.—I. prov. and 50 m. N.N.W. Maranham.
t. 2° 8' 38' S. ; Ion. 44° 21' W. It has a conical

d very conspicuous summit, and near it is a

[hthouse, erected in 1839, which is a principal

jirk in making the port of Maranham.— II.

!)V. Minas Geraes, immediately south Ouro
jeto, and about 5750 feet in elevation.—III. a

jk in the Serra dos Orgaos, 7500 feet above
> sea, prov. Eio de Janeiro.

[taguahi, a town of Brazil, prov. and 40 m.W.
1 3 de Janeiro, connected with the river of same
Ime by a canal 2 m. long, opened in 1841. Pop.

1 dist. 4000.

—

Itaipu is a maritime vill., prov.

d 12 m. E.S.E. Eio de Janeiro. P. 2000.

[tala, a vill. of the island SicOy, prov. and
e. Messma. P. 1861.
TALY(Kingdom of), (anc. Ucdia, Genn. Italien),

ountry of S. Europe, formed of a continental
jrtion, a peninsula, and numerous islands. It

I
tends from the extremity of Sicily to the

i setian Alps, between lat. 36° 35' and 46° 37'

and from the W. point of the Cottian Alps to
) E. extremity of Terra d'Otranto, between
1. 6° 85/ and 18° 35' E. It is bounded E.
Austria and the Adriatic and the Ionian

S S. by the Mediterranean, W. by France and
|S Mediterranean, and N. by Switzerland and
I

istria. Its natural confines are the Alps and
' sea. From 1815 to 1859 Italy comprised 13
)arate divisions, including Italian Switzerland;
;anton Tessra (Ticino), and part of the Grisons
rigione), and Valais ; Austrian Italy—The
Han Tirol, the kingdom of Lombardy and
nice, Istria, Triest, etc. ; French Italy, island
Corsica; and British Italy (the Maltese

mds). In 1859 King Victor Emmanuel obtained
mbardy, part of the Pontifical States, and the
chies of Parma and Modena. The Grand
|chy of Tuscany was annexed to Italy 22d
rch, and the Marches, Umbria, and the two
ilies, 17th Dec. 1860. The following table
•ws the new divisions, area, and pop. of the
i;dom of Italy in 1862 :—

Provinces. Sq. m. Population.

Alessandria 1,951 645,607 •

Ancona 739 254 849

Aquila

.

2,609 809,451

Arezzo 1,230 219,559

Ascoli Piceno 809 196,030

Avellino 1,288 355,621

Bari . 2,292 554,402

Benevento . 669 220,506

Bergamo 1,026 347,236

Bologna 1,401 407,452

Brescia 1,999 486,383

Cagliari 5,222 372,097

Caltanisetta 1499 223,178

Campobasso 1,804 346,007

Caserta 2,294 653,464

Catania 1,824 450,460

Catanzaro . 2,306 384,169

Chieti . 1,104 327,316

Como . 1,094 457,434

Cosenza 2,840 431,922

Cremona 828 339,641

Cuneo . 2,754 597,279

Ferrara 999 199,158

Florence 2,178 696.214

Foggia S,064 3ia,885

Forli . 716 224,463

Genoa . 1,588 650,143

Glrgenti 1,269 263,880

Grosseto 1,659 100,626

Lecco . 3,292 447,982

Leghorn 122 Hfi,811

Lucca . 668 256,161

Macerata 1,056 229,626

Massa . 685 140,733

Messina 1,699 394,761

Milan . 1,155 948,320

Modena 966 260,591

Naples 428 867,983

Nolo . 1,436 259,613

Novara 2,525 579,385

Palermo 1,640 584,929

Parma 1,251 256.029

Pavia . 1,285 419,785

Perugia 3,685 613,019

Pesaro . 1144 202,568

Pisa . 1,131 243,028

Piacenza 965 218,569

Porto Manrlzio 467 121,330

Potenza 4,121 492,959

Ravenna 742 209,518

Reggio Calabrta 1,514 324,546

Reggio Emilia 883 230,054

Salerno 2,115 528,256

Sassari 4,137 215,967

Siena . 1,416 193,935

Sondrio 1,257 106,040

Teramo 1,283 230,061

Trappni 1058 214,981

Turin . 3,964 941.992

Total of Italy, without Venetia, ' 98,945 21,776,953

Total with Venetia, area 108,182 s q. m. Pop. at

end of 1866 24,149,766.

Besides the above, the States of the Church are
claimed by the people and government of Italy, but are
Btill politically separated. rPouTiPiOAi, States.]

The continental portion of the country is se-

parated from the rest of Europe by the chain of

the Alps, and its waters belong entirely to the

basin of the Mediteri-anean Sea. The coast has a
development of about 3353 m., one-third of which
is insular. The shores of the Adriatic are little in-

dented, and on the N. are shallow and bordered
by marshes ; those of the Ionian Sea are flat at

the foot of the Gulf of Tarentum only ; the W.
shores of Italy are generally more elevated than
the eastern, except in the Maremma, at the mouths
of the Arno, and in the Pontine marshes. The
chief islands are Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, Elba,

Malta, and the Lipari islands. The principal
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gulfs and bays are, in the Adriatic, those of Ve-
nice and Manfredonia ; in the Ionian Sea, Taren-
tum and Squillace ; the Gulf of Genoa, and the
bays of St Eufemia, Policastro, Salerno, Naples,
and Gaeta ; and the chief straits those of Messina
and Bonifacio. The most prominent capes are

Piombino, Argentaro, CirceUo, GampaneUa, Spar-
tivento, and Leuca, on the two S. points. The
country is generally well watered, but, except
the Po, the rivers are small and generally mere
torrents ; the chief of these are, in the basin of

the Adriatic, the Tj^liamento, Piave, Brenta, Po,
Atemo, Sangro, and Ofanto ; in the basin of the
Ionian Sea, the Bradanu ; and in that of the
Mediterranean, the Amo, Ombrone, Tiber, Gari-
gliano, and Volturno. Italy has some of the
largest mountain lakes in Europe : the chief are

Maggiore, Garda, and Lugano, portions of which
only belong to the territory—-Como and Iseo,

which are entirely Italian. On the S. slope of

the Apennines are the small lakes of Trasimene,
Bolsena, Bracciano, Fucino, and Celano, mostly
of classic interest. Italy is divided naturally into

a N. portion be3'ond the peninsula, including the

vast basin of the Po—a prolongation of the basin
of the Adriatic—the surface of which rises gra-
dually to Piedmont, in the N.W. ; and the central

and S. portion, or the true peninsula, which in

general is roountainous or hUly,traversed through-
out its length by the chain of the Apennines, from
which considerable plains, nearly level, extend
along its shores. From its position, form, and
configuration, Italy enjoys a varied and excellent

climate,which permits the productions of the tem-
perate and some of those of the torrid zone, to

mingle on its almost uniformly fertile surface.

The exceptions to this are the pestilential marshes,
especially the Maremma in Tuscany, the theatre

of a prolonged struggle between human industry
and the malignity of the climate, and now nearly
deserted. Snow lies during the year on the Alps,
at an elevation of 9500 feet, only ; the valley of

the Po has a temperate climate, resembling that
of the centre of France ; its lakes and portions of

the lagoons of Venice are frozen in winter. In
the region between lat. 38° 30' and 40° 30' N.,
snow faUs on the slopes of the mountains only,

and the olive, orange, and citron ripen in the
open air ; between lat. 39° and 41° 30' N., snow is

very rare, and in the S. of Calabria, Sicily, and
the neighbouring islands, the climate permits of

the cultivation of tropical plants. Mean annual
temperature—Milan (lat. 55" 28'), 5o°-2 ; Venice
(lat. 45° 25'), 55°-4 ; Florence (lat. 43° 46'> 59°-2

;

Eome Qat. 41° 54'), 60°-5; Naples Hat. 40° 50'),

69°-6 ; Palermo (lat. 38° 6'> 63°-l, Fahr. The
prevailing winds of Italy are W. and S.W., dur-
ing which the air is pure and healthj'; but the S.

portion of the country is frequently visited by the
pestilential winds of Africa, the Sirocco and Li-
oeccio, during which vegetation is arrested, and
the human frame becomes languid and feeble.

Fever is prevalent in the marshy districts. Italy
is rich in mineral products, but has few metals,
except iron and lead. The Apennines supply
the beautiful marble of Carrara. Sulphur, borax,
salt, nitre, alum, alabaster, lava, and other vol-
canic productions, are abundant. There is one
active volcano (Vesuvius) in the i)eninsula, and
four in the islands (.Sltna, Stromboli, Vulcano,
and Vulcanello); there are many mineral and
gaseous springs. The vegetable productions of
Italy are extremely varied; the Alps afford ex-
cellent pasture, and forests with a great variety
of timber. TheJauna resembles that of the rest
of Europe in similar latitudes, except that it

embraces the buffalo, and among vipers the as;

scorpion, and tarantula. Fish are abundai
in the rivers. The horses of Piedmont lu

valuable, and in the S. their place is supplied l
excellent mules. The coasts of Sicily furnit

sponges and corals; the chief products of tl

soil are corn in Sicily and in the plain of the P
which last also possesses the only extensive rii

fields in Europe. The chestnut forms an impor
ant article of food in the Apennines. The vin
olive, and other fruit trees jaeld abundant crop
and in the S., cotton, the sugar-cane, orange, ai

fig are cultivated. The culture of the mulberr
and the rearing of the silk-worm, forms an ir

portant branch of industry. The cotton grov i

in S. Italy and Sicily in 1863 amounted to 80,0i

bales. Cattle are reared to a considerable exte

in the K., and goats and swine in the S. It

estimated that not more than two-thirds of tl

productive area of the kingdom are cultivate)

the rest is waste. Manufs. comprise silk (chiel'

in Lombardy and Piedmont), woollens, ganz
porcelain, artificial flowers, nats, paper, porci d
ment, and musical instruments. In 1862 8
mUes of railway were in operation in Italy. Tl

mercantile marine of Italy, including Venet
and the Pontif. states, in 1861 comprised 22,6:

ships ; tonnage 983,562 ; employing 13,465 ca|

tains, masters, etc., 86,644 sailors, with boalm<:

and fishermen; in all, 137,360 men,—greati

than any other country, except England. Fro:

the absence of custom-house returns, there is i;

oflScial statement of the trade of the whole kin)

dom. In 1862 the exports from South Italy

Britain were—oUs, brimstone, shumac, cream
tartar, madder, oranges and lemons, wine, liqu

rice, etc., to the value of 1,865,239^ Imports

cottons, woollens, iron, linens, copper, coals, hidi

indigo, machinery, coffee, sUk, etc., to the value

1,831,074^. Public rev. (1862) 24,936,446t Expe:

diture 38,973,896/.; deficU 14,037,450/. Am
(peace establishment) 1863, 157 generals, 16,3i

oflScers of all ranks, and 227,250 sub-officers a:

soldiers, or with 2742 employes, in all 245,526 mi

and 36,728 horses. Navy, 85 steamers of 18,0-

horse power and 1576 guns, and 17 sailing vesst

with 279 guns ; in all, 102 men-of-war with 11

guns (including two iron-clad frigates), wi

10,927 sailors and two regiments of marines. T.

arts and sciences are still cultivated with considt

able success. Throughout the whole of Itai

except Savoy and Corsica, Italian, in very dif

rent dialects, is the language of the country, I

it is spoken in its purity in Tuscany only.
_
T

Catholic Apostolic and Boman religion is t

sole religion of the state, but other existing for

are tolerated by law. The Koman hierarc

comprises 45 archbishops and 198 bishops.

1850 a bill was passed annihilating theprivilej

of the clergy of Sardinia, which iu 186 L was (

tended over the whole kingdom. In 1855 thi

were confiscated 2099 clerical estabs. (iucludi

66 monasteries), with 7871 individuals, and

annual income of 145,640/. In 1861 the numl

of religious estabs. in Naples and Sicily was,

men, 1020, with 13,611 inmates; nunneries

2

with 8001 inmates, with an income of 24/. a-he

A great part of the property thus confiscated h

by the new government, been applied to the P'

poses of education, besides an annual credit

600,000/. voted by Parliament Since the beg

ning of 1860 there have been opened in the kir

dom 33 government model schools. In the foro

kingdom of the Two Sicilies there were fin 18

3094 large parishes which had no schools wn

ever ; but by the end of 1861 the new govemmt

1
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\i established iu the ex-kingdom (exclusive

the central province of Naples) 1084 boys'

hools, attended by 23,59G pupils, and 778 girls'

:liools, with 18,912 pupils, besides evening

hools. In 1862 the schools had greatly in-

eased, and the number of pupils was nearly

mbled. Italt/, including the Pontifical States,

IS 13 universities, viz., Bologna, Naples, Pa-
la, Eome, Perugia, Pisa, Siena, Pavia, Turin,

ai-ma, Florence, Catania, Cagliari, and Genoa.
uder the Eomans, Italy was divided into the

ovs. of Cisalpine-Gaul and Venetia in the N.

;

aly proper in the centre; and Magna-Greecia
the S. The political arrangements of Modern
aly were changed for a time by the aggressions

Napoleon i. In 1801, Savoy and Piedmont
ere united to France, the duchy of Milan
rmed the Cisalpine republic, to which, in

i05, the duchy of Venice and its continental

i>ssessions were added, forming together the

ngdom of Italy ; and Genoa was incorporated
' ith France ; Naples was seized, the pope and
e other sovereigns were deposed ; and thus all

aly, except Sicily and Sardinia, was subjected

France. After the dismemberment of the
rench Empire in 1814, the states were restored
their former rulers, except the ducliies of

ilan and Venice, which were given to Austria,

id formed the Lombardo-Venetian kingdom.
enetia was ceded to Italy in 1866, adding to the

ea 9177 sq. m., and to the pop. 2,676,188.

1
Italy, a township, U. S., North America, New
ampshire, 198 m. W.S.W Albany.
[tamahaca, an isl. of Brazil, in the Atlantic, prov.

id 20 m. N. Pernambuco, separted from the con-
nent by a strait. Length, N. to S. 9 m. ; breadth

I m. P. 8000. It contains the town Conceicjko.
' Itasez or GuAPORE, a river. South America,
tributary of the Mamore, in Bolivia.
Itanhaen (formerly Conceiqad), a maritime

j

wn of Brazil, prov. and 40 m. S. San Paulo, on
bay of the Atlantic Ocean. P. 1200.
Itapakica, an island of Brazil, prov. and in the
ay of Bahia, immediately opposite that city,

18 harbour of which it shelters. Length, N.E. to
•W., 18 m.

;
greatest breadth 6 m. Pop. mostly

nployed in fishing, rope-making, and distilling.

Itapkmirim, a vill. of Brazil, prov. and 65 m.
W. Espiritu Santo, on the river of same name,
MT its mouth, in the Atlantic. P. 2000.
Itapeva, a market town of Brazil, prov. and
)0 m. W. San Paulo. P. 2200.
Itapicuuc, two rivers of Brazil.—I. prov.
aranham, after a N.ward course of upwards of
Om. joins the river San Jose, S. of Maranham
land.—II. prov. Bahia, enters the Atlantic, 90
• N.E. Bahia, after an E. course of 350 miles.
Itapua or Ytapua, a town of Paraguay, South
merica, on the river Parana, 175 m. E.N.E.
oixientes.

Itasca (Lake), U. S., N. America, W. territory,
•out 170 m. W. Lake Superior, between Leech
lake and Red Eiver. The Mississippi has its

lurcein the high grounds which surround the
ke. It is about 8 m. across. Estimated eleva-
'" 1575 feet above the sea.—II. a town of Min-
•sota, on the Mississippi, 20 m. above St Paul.
Itata or Chillan, a river of Chile, dep. Con-
pcion, enters the Pacific 60 m. N-N.E. Con-
jpcion, after a W.ward course estimated at 150
I • It gives name to a dist. famous for its wines,
me small town Itata is 20 m. S.E. its mouth.
Itawamba, a co., U. S., North America, in N.E.
Mississippi. Area 948 sq. m. P. 14,167 free,
io slaves.

Itchex or AiNE, a river of England, co. Hants,

rises near Alresford, flows tortuously W.S.W.
past Winchester (whence it is navigable), Twy-
ford, and Bishopstoke, and after a course of 22 m.
enters the sea at Itchenferry,l m. E. Southampton.
Itchenor (West), a maritime pa. and vill. of

England, co. Sussex, with a quay on Chichester
harbour, 5 m. W.S.W. Chichester. Ac. 782. P.
167. It was formerly called Ichenor or Ikenor,
and is probably the ancient Kyenor.—East Itche-

nor is a hamlet in the parish of Pagham.
Itchin, two pas. of England, co. Hants.—I.

(^Ahbas), ^ m. W.N.W. New Alresford. Ac. 2100.

P. 214.— II. (Stokey, 3 m. W.N.W. Alresford.

Ac. 2921. P. 295.

Itchingfield, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3J
m. W.S.W. Horsham. Ac. 2470. P. 377.

Itchington, two pas. of England, co. Warwick.
—I. (Bishop'sX 3} m. S.W. Southam. Ac. 3026.

P. 598.—II. (Long), 2\ m. N.W. Southam. Ac.
4510. P. 1150.

Itchuman or Ichliman, a town of European
Turkey, Bulgaria, sanj. and 35 m. S.E. Sophia.
Ithaca or Thiaki, one of the Ionian Islands,

Greece, among which it holds the fifth rank, in

the Mediterranean. 2 m. E. Cephalonia, between
it and Albania. Length N. to S. 14 m.

;
greatest

breadth 4 m. Area 37|- sq. m. P., with depend-
encies (18G4) 11,S26. It is nearly divided into two
parts by a deep bay on its E. side. Surface wholly
mountainous, and mostly rugged. Some olive

oil, currants, superior wine, and honey, with
corn, barely sufficient for four mouths' consumpt,
are raised ; but the soil is poor, and the pop. live

chiefly by maritime trade. Chief town Vathi, on
a bay singulai-ly picturesque, and in which are
some good harbours. On this island are some
Cyclopean walls, and other remains of antiquity.

Ituaca, a township of the U. S., N. America,
New York, at the S. extremity of Cayuga Lake,
27 m. N.N.W. Oswego. P. 6843. It has an
academy, Clinton hotel, one of the largest in the
county, and an active trade with Pennsylvania.
Near it are several remarkable cataracts.

Ithaca, a large vill. of British Guiana, near
the Berbice river. P. 2000.

Ithome {M. Vourkarw), a mountain of Greece,
Morea, gov. Messenia, 25 m. N.W. Kalamata, 3865
feet high at its S. slope, in a vill. of same name.

Ithon, a river of S. Wales, co. Eadnor, after a
S. course joins the Wye, 2 m. N.N.W. Builth.

Itinivini, a branch of the Cassiquiare river,

South America, Venezuela, separates from that

river about 45 m. below the point where it leaves

the Orinoco, and vinites with the Eio-Negro, 40
m. N.W. the influx of the Cassiquiare.

Iton, a river of France, rises 5 m. N. Mor-
tagne, dep. Ome, joins the Eure near Planches,
dep. Eure, after a N. course of 58 m., for the last

25 m. of which it is navigable for rafts. Above
Evreux it runs underground for 3 miles.

Itbi, a town of South Italy, prov. Caserta, circ.

and 7 m. N.W. Gaeta. P. 6176. The birthplace

of the celebrated bandit Fra Diavolo.
Itsatsou, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. B.

Pyrenees, arr. and 12 m. S. Bayonne. P. 1470.

Itshil, a pash. of Asia Minor, comprising all

its S. coast between Anatolia and North Syria,

having N. Mount Taurus, and watered by the
Ghiuk and some smaller rivers. It is subdivided
into the sanjs. of Itshil, Alaya, Sis, Tarsous, and
Adana, which last name it also bears. [Auana.I

Itskhini-Itskali Q'- horse river"y, a river oi

Asiatic Eussia, Transcaucasia, tributary to the
Ehion (ancient Pha$is\ which it joins 30 m. E.
Poti, after forming the boundary between Ime-
retia and Mingrelia.
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Itteringham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

85 m. N.W. Aylesham. Ac. 1442. P. 364.

Itfiri, a town of the isl. Sardinia, prov. and
circ. Sassari, cap. mand. P. 4263.

Ittlingen, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle Ehine,
on the Elsenz, 3 m. S. Carlsruhe. P. 1281.

Itton, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, 2? m.
W.N.W. Chepstow. Ac. 1820. P. 200.

Itu, a town of Brazil, prov. and 70 m. W.N.W.
Ban Paulo, on the Tiete, in one of the most fer-

tile dists. in the prov. It has numerous religious

edifices, an hospital, prison, & schools. P. 10,000.

Iturup, Gortpoo or Staten Island, the
largest of the Kurile Islands, N. Pacific Ocean,
belonging to Russia, separated N.ward by Vries
Strait from the island Urup, and S.ward by St
Anthony Strait from the Japanese island Kuna-
hir. Lat. of N. peak 45° 38' N. ; Ion. 149° 16' E.

Length 140 m. ; average breadth 20 m. Surface
mountainous, well wooded, and it contains an
active volcano. Principal products, bear, fox,

and sable furs ; fish in great variety ; and larch,

pine, oak, and other large timber.

Itza or Peten, lake, Cent. America. [Peten.]
Itze, a town of South America, Paraguay.

Manufs. pottery, esteemed in the country.
Itzehoe, a town of Prussia, Holstein, cap. disL,

on the Stor, 31 m. N.W. Altona. P. (1866) 7356,

It has an institution for noble ladies ; manufs. of

tobacco, chicory, and playing-cards, sugar re-

fineries, and a general trade.

IvAHY or Ubahi, a river of Brazil, prov. San
Paulo, joins the Parana in lat. 23° 40' S., Ion. 62°
30' W., after a W. course, estimated at 250 miles.

IvAN-GoROD, two market towns of Russia.—I.

gov. and 52 m. S.E. Tchernigov, on the Oster.

P. 1200, who trade in hemp, buckwheat, and
cattle.—II. gov. and 78 ni. S.W. St Petersbiu-g,

on the Narova, opposite Narva, with which it is

connected by a bridge. P. 1000.

IvANicH, a fortified town of Austrian Croatia,

CO. Warasdin, on an island in the Lojma, 19 m.
E.S.E. Agram. P. 780.

—

Kloster Ivanich is a
town, with a Franciscan monastery, 2J m. N.E.
Ivanich. P. 750.

Ivanovo, a market town of Russia, gov. and 66
m. N.N.E. Vladimir, near rt, b. of Uvot river.

Ivan Priglevicza (Szt), a viU. of Hungary,
CO. Bacs, dist. Zombor. P. 3020.

IvANY, a market town of W. Hungary, co. and
23 m. S.E. Oedenburg. P. 1140.

IvE (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4^ m.
S.S.W. Callington. Ac. 5780. P. 2593.

IVEL, two rivers of England.—I. co. Bedford,
joins the Ouse at Tempsford, after a N.E. course
of 20 m.—II. (or Feo), co. Somerset, has a N.W.
course of 27 m., and joins the Parret at Langport.

IVELCHESTER, a town of England. [IlchesterJ
IvER, a pa, of England, co. Bucks, 2^ m. N.N.E.

Colnebrook. Ac. 6149. P. 2114.

IvERUS or IVEROSSA, a pa. of Ireland, co. Lime-
rick, adjacent to Uskeaton. Ac. 2766. P. 943.

Ives (St), a pari, bor., seaport town, and pa.
of England, co. Cornwall, on its N. coast, 7J m.
N.E. Penzance. Ac. of bor. and pa. 1876. P.
7027. Vessels belonging to the port, 100 ; tons,

10,502. The town, on the W. side of St Ives
Bay, has a church, dissenting chapels, town-hall,
gaol, literary institute, custom-house, and a har-
bour protected by a pier. It has also a pilchard
fishery, and exports of copper, tin, and slates from
its vicinity. Formerly it sent two members to
H. of C, it now returns one. Reg. elects. 618.
Customs rev. (I860) 215/. ; exports 30,911/.

Ives ^St), a market town and pa, of England,
CO. and m. E. Huntingdon, on railway to Cam-

bridge, and on the Ouse, crossed by a bridge of

arches. Ac. 2330. P. 3395. Alt. 26 feet,

Ivi^A, an island of the Mediterranean. [IviHA.

Ivije, a market town of Russian Poland, go\
and 55 m. S.S.E. Vihia. P. 1440.

IviNGHOE, a market town and pa. of Englant
CO. Bucks, 3 m. N.N.W. the Tring station of tb

London and North-Western Railway. Ac c

pa. 6260. P. 1849. Manuf. straw plait.

IviZA or IV19A, Ebusiis, the smallest and mof
W. of the three principal Balearic islands, belong
ing to Spain, in the Mediten-anean, 54 m. S."W

Majorca. Length, N.E. to S.W., 22 m.; averag
breadth 12 m. P. 11,000. Coast indented b
numerous small bays, the principal being thos

of San Antonio and Iviza. Temperature mile

Surface hilly and well wooded; some valleysai

fertUe, and produce olives, com, flax, hemp, fig

and almonds. The fisheries are impoitant. Tin
ber, and salt from large salt works along tl:

coast, are almost the sole exports, and the ii

habitants are greatly impoverished. Principi

towns, Iviza, the cap., on S.E. coast, pop. 597C
San AJntonio, and San Miguel.
Ivory Coast, a region of Africa. [Guinba.'
Ivoy-le-Pr6 or Yvoy-le-Pr^ a comm. an.

vill. of France, dep. Cher, arr. Sancerre. P. 2621

employed in iron foundries.

IVREA, Eparedia, a town of N. Italy, prov. an
29 m. N.N.E. Turin, cap. circ, on 1. b. of tl

Dora Baltea, a little below the opening of the Vii

d'Aosta. P. 9262. It has a citadel, a fort, am
an old cathedral ; manufs. of sUk goods, a bris!

trade in rice and hemp. Celebrated for its cami
vals. During the French empire, under Napoleo:

I., it was the cap. dep. Doire.

Ivry-la-Bataille, a comm. and town (

France, dep. Eure, arr. and 17 m. S.E. Evreuh
P. 953. It is celebrated for the decisive victor

gained by Henri iv. over Mayenne in 1590 ; an

has manufs. of cotton thread and leather.

Ivry-sur-Seine, a comm. and viU. of France

dep. Seine, arr. Sceaux, on a slope near tL

Seine, 3 m. S.S.E. Paris. P. 7056. It has manufs. c

steam-machinery, glass, earthenwares, & chemioj

products, with a sugar refinery, & stone-quarries

IvY Bridge, a chapelry and vill. of Englanc

CO. Devon, subdivided among several pas.,

the Erme, here crossed by a bridge partial!

covered with ivy, 6 m. E. PljTupton-EarL
Ivy Church, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3 n

N.W. New Romney. Ac. 4542. P. 273.

IwADE, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2^ m. >

Milton. Ac. 3762. P. 182.

IwERNE, two pas. of England, co. Dorset

—

j

{Courtenay), 4j m. N.N.W. Blandford-Fomn
Ac. 1953. P. 620.—II. (Minster), 6J m. i

Shaftesbury. Ac. 2949. P. 712.

Iwuy, a comm. and market town of Frano

dep. Nord, 6 m. N.E. Cambrai. P. 3770. Manuf;.

woollen and cotton hosiery and cutlery.

IxELLES, a vilL of Belgium, prov. South Brs

bant, 1 m. S. Brussels. P. 2720.

Ixworth, a pa. and mkt. town of England, c(

Suffolk, 6J m. N.E. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac c

pa. 2248. P. 1074.—II. (Thorpe), a pa., same co

7 m. N.N.E. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 770. P. 13!

IzABAL, a seaport town of Central Anwricj

state and 90 m. N.E. Guatemala, on the 8. shor

of the Golfo Didce. In a hot, pestiferous locality

Izard, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in N. c

Arkansas. Area 841 sq. m. P. 6833 free, 382 slave.

Iz6, a comm. and market town of France, dq

Ille-et-Vilaine, 6 m. N.W. Vitr^. P. 2341.

IzEACX, a comm. and vill. of France, aej

Is^re, 14 m. N.N.E. St MarceUin. P. 1777-
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IzERSORE, a coram, and vill., France, dep. Ain,

ip. cant., arr. and 6 m. N.N.W. Nantua. P. 1044.

IziEUX, acomm. and vill. of France, dep. Loire,

1 the Ban, 5 m. E.N.E. St Etienne. P. 3657.

IziuM, a town of Bussia. [Isium.]

IzMiD and IzNiK. [Ismid and Isnik.]

IzNAJAR, Angellas, a town of Spain, prov. Oor-
)va, near the Genii, 14 m. S.E. Lucena. P. 3808.

IzNALi^z, a town of Spain, prov. and 11 m.
N.N.E. Granada, P. 3082. Manufs. woollens.

IzNATORAF, Atiatorgis, a walled town of Spain,
prov. and 45 m. N.E. Jaen. P. 2101.

IzoN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Gironde,
arr. and 5 m. W. Liboume. P. 1429.

IzzANO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Cremona,
circ. Crema. P. 1327.

For names not inserted here, refer to Dj, I, or Y.

J.iALONS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

arue, 9 m. N.E. Chaions-sur-Mame. P. 652.

J.VAR or Geek, a river of Belgium, rises at

}ns St Remy, prov. Liege, flows N.E. 30 m. to

e Maese at Maestricht.

Jabart, Yavari, Hyabary, a river of S. Ame-
», fonning part of the boundary between Brazil

(1 Peru, rises about lat. 11° S., Ion. 71° W., and
I r a N. course of about 450 m. joins the Mara-
u at Tabatiuga. It is navigable for 200 m.
Jabbeke, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.
. Flanders, 6 m. W.S.W. Bruges. P. 1260.

J.\BEA, a seaport, of Spain, prov. and 45 m. N.E.
icante, on the Mediterranean. 24 British ves-
s entered this port in 1862. P. 3654.

Jablonev, a mkt. town of Russia, gov. Poltava,

the Oojetza, 20 m. W.S.W. Lubny, P. lOOO.

) ABLONKA, a vill. of North Hungary, co. Arva,
ar the Galician frontier, 60 m. N.E. Neusohl.
3520, who weave linen fabrics.

Jablonow, a mkt. town of Austrian Poland,
jilicia, circ. and 10 m. S.W. Kelomea, on the
tokzka. It has Roman Catholic and Armenian
urches, and salt mines in the vicinity.

IJablunkau, a town of Austrian Silesia, circ.

d 14 m. S.S.E. Teschen, on the Olsa. P. 1800.
la. S. the town is the pass of Jablunka, leading
jo Hungary, and defended by a fort.

Uaboah, a territory of India, enclosed by Ban-
larra, Amjherra, Alee Rajpore, Dohud, and por-
ns of the Holcar's and Scindia's territories.

ea 1348 sq. m. P. 132,104. Annual revenue,
4o3i., which includes the income derived from
lae territories farmed from Holcar, which are
fenningled with the territory of Jaboah.

—

^ah, a town, cap. of the foregoing territory,
I m. N.E. Bombay.
ABREiLLES, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.
Vienne, arr. Limoges, cant. Lauri^re. P. 1078.
ABUGO, a town of Spain, prov. and 47 m. N.E.
elva. P. 2409, who trade in fruit and wine.

; ACA or Jacca, a frontier town of Spain, prov.
i|l 30 m. N.N.W. Huesca. P. 3495. Manufs.
'irse linens. It is enclosed by walls, and has
' itadel, a cathedral, and a bishop's palace.
ACK, a CO. of U. S., North America, Texas.
1000.

ACKREE, a vill. of the Punjab, on the Jhylum,
' n. S.W. Pind-Dadun-Khan.
ACKSON, several cos. of U. S., North America.
in N.W. of Virginia. P. (I860) 8251 free,

vilaves.—II. in N. of Georgia. P. 7276 free,
« 9 slaves.—III. in N. of Florida. P. 5306
1 S 4903 slaves.—IV. in N. of Alabama. P.
^78 free, 3405 slaves.—V. in S.E. of Missis-

f
pi. P. 3035 free, 1087 slaves.—VI. in N. of
.»mes8ee. P. 10,513 free, 1212 slaves.—VIL
1 ' of Ohio. P. 17,941.—VIIL in S. of Michi-
t P. 26,671.—IX. in S. of Indiana. P. 16,286.
-

• m S. of Illinois. P. 9589.-XL va. N.E. of
' ^- P. 18,493._XII. in W. of Missouri. P.

18,969 free, 3944 slaves.—XIII. in N.E. of Ar-
kansas. P. 7958 free, 2535 slaves.—XIV. in Kan-
sas. P. 1936.—XV. in Kentucky. P. 3080 free, 7
slaves.—XVI. in Louisiana. P. 6367 free, 4098
slaves.—XVII. in N. Carolina. P. 5247 free, 268
slaves.—XVIII. in Oregon. P. 3736.—XIX. in

Texas. P. 1418 free, 1194 slaves.—XX. in Wis-
consin. P. 4170.

Jackson, a town of U. S., North America,
Michigan, on Grand river, 75 m. W. Detroit.

Jackson, a town of U. S., North America, cap.

state Mississippi, on Pearl river and on railway,
46 m. E. Vicksburg. P. 6000.

Jackson, a town of TJ. S., North America,
Tennessee, on Forked Deer river and on Ohio
Railway, 180 m. W.S.W. Nashville.

Jacksonville, a town of U. S., N. America,
Florida, on St John's river, 25 m. above its

mouth, and 250 m. E. Taldahesse. P. 1500.

Jacksonville, a town of U. S., N. America,
Illinois, on railway, 32 m. W. Springfield. P.
3500. It has Illinois college, and numerous edu-
cational and charitable institutions.

Jacmel, a town of Hayti, cap. arr., on its S.

coast, 30 m. S.W. Port Republicain. Lat. of

wharf 18° 17' N. ; Ion. 72° 33' W. P. 6000.

Jacobina, a town of Brazil, prov. and 175 m.
N.W. Bahia, cap. Comarca, on 1. b. of the Itapicuru-

assu, where joined by the Oura, here crossed by
a bridge. Pop. of dist. 10,000. Chief industry,

agriculture, and the cultivation of tobacco.

Jacobshagen, a town of Prussian Pomerania,
gov. and 36 m. E.S.E. Stettin. P. 1635.

Jacob (St), a hamlet of Switzerland, cant, and
2 m. S.E. Basle. Its vicinity, entitled the "Swiss
ThermopylsB," was, on the 26th August 1444, the
scene of a desperate action, in which 1600 Swiss
sustained for 10 hours a fight against the French
army of Louis xi., ten times as numerotii, and out
of which only 10 Swiss escaped. The wine raised

here is termed Schweizer-blut (Swiss blood).

Jacobstadt or Jacobsstadt, two towns of

Russia I. gov. Courland, on the Diina, 78 m.
E.S.E. Mitau. P. 4281. It has a Lutheran and
numerous Greek churches, and two Jews' syna-
gogues.—II. Finland, on the Gulf of Bothnia, 50
m. N.N.E. Vasa. P. 1600.

Jacobstow, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 7
m. S.S.W. Stratton. Ac. 4654. P. 462.

Jacobstowe, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3J
m. E.S.E. Hatherieigh. Ac. 2856. P. 232.

Jacova or Yacova, a town of European Tur-
key, Albania, pash. Scutari, cap. Kadilik, on the
White Drin, 16 m. N.W. Prisrend. P. 18,000.

Jacques (St), several comms. and vills. of

France.—I. dep. Calvados, arr. Lisieux. P. 3234.
—IL dep. Cantal, arr. Aurillac. P. 900.—III.
(sur Dametal), dep. Seine-Inferieure, 4 m. E.
Rouen. P. 1238.

Jacques-Cartier, a river of Canada East, after

a S.S.W. course of 90 m. joins the St Lawrence
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on left, 22 m. W.S.W. Quebec, to which city and
its envii'ons it is important as a defensive bariier.

It is not navigable.
Jacl'hy, a river of Brazil, prov. Rio Grande

do Sul, enters the lake of Patos (which is rather
its expansion) at its N. extremity, after a course
of upwards oi 250 miles.

Jacut (St), three comms. and vills. of Finance.

—I. dep. Morbihan, arr. Vannes. P. 1289.— II.

(^Du-Mendy, arr. Loud^ac, cant. Colinde. P. 1093.

—III. (Landoiiart), dep. Cotes-du-Nord, arr.

Dinan. P. 1032.

Jadraque, a market town of Spain, prov. and
18 m. N.E. Guadalaxara. P. 1428.

jADRDf or ScHADRix, a town of Russia, gov.
and 110 m. W. Kasan, cap. circ. P. 1750.

Jaek, a city of Spain, cap. prov. of same name,
in a hilly district, 2500 feet above the sea, 37 m.
N. Granada. P. 18,054. It is enclosed by turreted
walls, and conmianded by a fortress on a neigh-
bouring hill ; has two cathedrals, hospitals, public
fountains ; trade in the agricultural produce of

the neighbourhood, & manufs. of coarse woollens
& linens; but the extensive manufs. of silk fabrics,

which flourished under the Moors, has wholly
disappeared. It was an important city under
the Romans ; under the Moors it was cap. of the
small kingdom of Jaen, and was taken by Ferdi-
nand IL, king of Castile, in 1246. Area of prov.
6179 sq. m. P. (1857) 345,879.
Jaffa or Yafa, Joppa, a maritime town of Pa-

lestine, pash. and 45 m. N.N.E. Gaza, on a tongue
of land projecting into the Mediterranean. Lat.
32° 3' N., Ion. 34° 45' E. Pop. ('1862") estimated
at 25,000. Its harbour is choked with sand, and
the landing-place is miserable. The present town
has Greek, Latin, and Armenian convents, 3 or 4
mosques, extensive bazaars, and manufs. of soap.

It is the entrep6t of goods (principally imports)
for Jerusalem, Nablous, Gaza, and the interior.

Being the highway to Jerusalem, about 10,000
pilgrims land and embark here annually, to and
from the holy city. 135 British and foreign ves-
sels entered the port in 1862, and 130 cleared.

The chief exports are wheat, barley, Indian corn,

sessame, olive oil, soap, raisins, oranges, and other
fruits ; total value (1862), 178,072/. The imports
comprise Manchester and Glasgow cotton goods,
long cloth, shirtings, hardwares, and colonial
produce ; woollens from France and Germany

;

glass, paper, wine, silks, etc., etc. Around the
town for a circuit of 3 miles are orange and fruit

orchards, abounding with wells. A carriage-way
is projected by an English company to Jerusa-
lem, and the route surveyed. Joppa was the scene
of many memorable events in Scripture history.

Here the cedar of Mount Lebanon was landed by
the servants of Hitam, king of Tyre, to be con-
veyed to Jerusalem for building the temple of

Solomon. Hence Jonah took ship to " flee from
the presence of his Maker ;

" and the house of
Simon the tanner is still pointed out Its forti-

fications were destroyed bj' Saladin, a.d. 1188.
Diu-ing the crusades, Richard of England was con-
fined here by sickness. Under the Turks, it was
sacked by the Arabs in 1722, by the Mamelukes
in 1775, and by Napoleon i. in 1799, when the
'* Massacre of Jaffa " was perpetrated.
Jaffatixe Islands, a group of islands in the

Red Sea, near the entrance of the Gulf of Suez.
Jafferabad, two towns of India.—I. Deccan,

Nizam's dom., on an affl. of the Godavery, 23 m.
N.E. Jaulna.—II. Gujerat, on the Gulf of Cam-
bay, 37 m. E.N.E. Diu-head.
Jaffnapatam, a seaport town of Ceylon, near

its N. extremity, cap. dist. Jaffna, on a navigable

inlet. P. 8000, many of Dutch descent.
a foi-t, and trade in tobacco and Palmyra timbe
Jagan, a small town and fort of the Punjab, i

its N. part. Lat. 32° 43' N. ; Ion. 75° 5' E.
Jagerxborf, a town of Austrian SUesia, cir

and 14 m. N.W. Troppau, between the Great ar
Little Oppa. P. 6000. Woollen and linen manuf
It is walled, and has an hospital and theatre.
Jaghutu, a river of N. Persia, prov. Azerbija

rises in Mount Zagros, 40 m. S.W. Takhti-Sole
man, flows N.ward, and having watered the pla:

of Miyandab, enters the Lake Urumiyah, 10 i

W.S.W. Binab. Total course probably 130 mile
Jagodix or Jagodlna, a town of Servia, ne;

1. b. of the Morava, 63 m. S.S.E. Semendria.
Jagotix, a market town of Russia, gov. ai

138 m. W.N.W. Poltava.
Jagua (Bahia de), a fine bay on the S. coa

of Cuba, 45 m. N.W. Trinidad, and defended I

a strong castle on Cape de los Angelos.
Jahautoo, a town of British India, presi

Bengal, 182 m. W.N.W. Calcutta.
Jahde, N. Germany, Oldenburg, a wide est'

ary of the North Sea, 20 m. by 12 m. In Is

Prussia purchased the territory of Oldenbm-g:.

established a marine station on its shores. Ai
5 sq. m- P. (1864) 1573,

Jah-Jerm, a town of Persia, prov. Khoras^u
in its N. part, 25 m. N. Abbasabad.
Jaicza or Jaitze, a fortified town of Turfd-

Croatia, on the Verbas, here crossed by a sto:

Ijridge, 30 m. S. Banyaluka. P. 2000.

Jaillieu, a comm. and vilL of France, di

Isfere, arr. La Tour-du-Pin. P. 3473. It li

manufs. of paper and cotton, and iron and Co

per foundries.

Jailom, Jhylum, Jeluji or Behut, ffydaspt

one of the " five rivers " of the Punjab, a tribi

tary to the Indus, rises in Cashmere, the who
of which valley it drains, and after a S.W. com-.s

estimated at 500 m., joins the Chenab 80 r

N.N.E. Mooltan, from which junction it is aav

gable upwards nearly to its emergence from tl

mountains. It is also navigable for 70 m. in Gas!

mere. Chief affluents, the Kishengunga a:

Pir-PanjaL On it are the towns Islamah^

Shahabad, Serinagur, Jhelum, Jelalpoor, a:

Pind Dadun Khan. The town Jhelum or Jhyh
on E. bank of this river, is in lat. 32° 56' N., k
73° 47' E. It is large and clean, though its stre.

are narrow and intricate. The river is here gei.

rally fordable, and, on that account. Sir A. Bun
considered Jhelum to have been the place

conflict between Alexander the Great and For
The sanguinary but indecisive battle of Chillis

wallah, in the second Sikh war, was fought n(

this river.

Jaime (Sax) or Sax Jayxe, a town of S. An
rica, Venezuela, dep. Apure, on the Portugue

22 m. N.N.W. San Fernando de Apure. P. 70

Jaitpoor, a town of India, Guicowar dom.,

the Gujerat, in lat. 21° 45' N., Ion. 70° 40- E.

Jak, a vilL of Austria, Hungary, co. Eisenbu

dist Steinamanger. P. 1545.

Jakau or JccHOW, a seaport town of some i

portance in India, Cutch, 60 m. N.W. Mandav

and near the Koree mouth of the Indus.

Jakohalma, a viU. of Austria, Hungary,

Jazygien, dist. Jaszbareny. P. 2700.

Jal (St), a comm. and vill. of France, a

Coreze, 10 m. N.W. Tulle. P. 1575.

Jalalabad, a town of British India, N.

provs., in lat 27° 43' N., Ion. 79° 43' E.

Jalapa or Xalapa, a city of Mexico, state ;

'

60 m. WJT.W. Vera Cruz. Altitude 4350 t-

P. 12,000. Chief buildings, the church of i.Kk
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fose, and barracks. Trade in maize, fruit, siigar,

nd honey. Manufs. pottery. The medicinal weed
dap grows here wild, and derives its name from
his city.

Jaligny, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ulier, arr. la Palisse, cap. cant. P. 905.

Jalisco, a state of Mexico. [Xalisco.]

Jalk, a town in the sandy desert of North
^•loochistan. Lat. 28° 20' N., Ion. 66° E.

JalljVis, a comm. and market town of Prance,

ij). Maine-et-Loire, 5 m. E. Beaupreau. P. 3621.

Jalnah or Galna, a town and fort of British

ndia, pi'esid. and 150 m. N.E. Bombay.
Jalobatch, a town of Asia Minor, E. of

ilgirdir Gol. Near it in the N.E. are the ruins

•f Antioch of Pisidia.

Jalomnitza (pron. Yalomnltza), a river of Wal-
ichia, flows generally E. past Tergovist, and
oins the Danube opposite Hirchova. Length
40 miles.

Jaloun, a large town of Hindostan, Bundel-
und, cap. dist., 25 m. W. Kalpee. The Jaloun
istriet has an area of 1873 sq. m. P. 246,297. It

, now imder the immediate rule of the British.

Jalovka, a market town of Russian Poland,
ov. and 40 m. S. Grodno. P. 1000.

Jalpucii, a lake and river of Bessarabia, S.

'lUssia. The lake, W. Ismail, 30 m. in length,
':. to S., by 6 m. in greatest breadth, discharges

s surplus waters into the Danube, and at its N.
xtremity receives the river, 70 m. in length.

Jalpushkov, a market town, Eussian Poland,
ov. Podolia, 40 m. E.N.E. Kamenietz. P. 15C0.

Jalta, a seaport town of the Crimea, S. Russia,

ire. Simferopol. It was large and prosperous
ntil destroyed by an earthquake in the 15th cen-
iry. The new town, rebuilt on the ruins, has a
ustom-house, harbour, and small quay.
Jaluteovosk or Jaloutokovsk, a town of Si-

ena, on the Tobol, 125 m. S.S.W. Tobolsk, and
an. of the S. part of its government. P. 2000.

' Jamaica, one of the Great Antilles, and the
rincipal of the British West India islands, in the
aribbean Sea, between lat. 17° 45' and 18' 30'

T., ion. 76° 11' and 78° 19' W., about 100 m. S.

nba. Length 150 m., average breadth 40 m.
j-ea 6400 sq. m. P. (1863) 441,264. In the
ime year 2171 immigrants anived in the island,

icluding 1522 from Calcutta, and 649 liberated
fricans from St Helena. The Blue Mountains
averse the whole length of the island from E.
I W., varying in elevation from 5000 to 6000
et ; on their S. side the shores are abrupt, the
irface broken, and the sceneiy bold ; on the N.
le country is undulating, and descends gradu-
!ly to the sea, and this side of the island is re-
nted to be the more healthy. Mean annual tem-
jrature at Kingston, 78°-8, summer 81°, winter
)°j2, Fahr. Snow has never been observed,
ainy seasons, from May to August, and from
etcher to November. Earthquakes are frequent

;

-inioanes less so than in the other West India
lands. The isl. is well watered. Principal rivers,
le Minho, Black River, and Cobre, all flowing
the S. coast, but none of them is navigable
vcept the Blackwater. Minerals very numer-
is, embracing the ores of iron, copper, lead, zinc,
>balt, and manganese, together with limestone,
tlphate pi baryta, iron pyrites, marble, gypsum,
id lignite. Valuable quarries of lithographic
one were discovered in 1855, and traces of coal
ere also found. The mountains are of calcare-
is formation, and large caverns are numerous.
ost of the staple products of tropical climates
e raised. Indigo, cotton, and cacao were for-
erly more important staples than at present.

Maize, Guinea com, and rice are the chief grains
raised. The plantain, banana, sweet potato, etc.,

compose the principal food of the blacks. Fine
fruits are plentiful. Sunflower seeds are raised
for the manufacture of oil. Other products are
cinnamon, fine woods, and artificial grasses. Live
stock in general are good, as well as numerous.
About 7-8ths of the land belong to private indi-

viduals ; estates seldom exceed 1200 acres, and
have become more subdivided since the epoch of

slave emancipation. In 1840 its export of sugar
was 617,600 cwt., and in 1861 it was 654,848 cwt.
In 1861 the exports consisted of sugar, rum, coffee,

pimento, ginger, dye and hard wood, and copper

;

the total exports being estimated at 1,214,614^.,

and imports in the same year at 1,089,482Z. in
value. Principal ports, Kingston, Montego Bay,
and Falmouth. Jamaica is divided into 3 cos.,

Middlesex, Surrey, and Cornwall, and sub-
divided into 21 parishes. Government vested in
a governor, and a council of 12 members, nomi-
nated by the crown, and a legislative assembly of

45 members, 2 elected by every pa., and 1 by each
of the chief towns. All male inhabitants having
freeholds of 101. a year may vote for representa-
tives, which latter must have an estate of 3001.

a year, or personal property worth 1000/. A
supreme court in Spanish-Town, and courts of

assize in each co., sit three times yearly. Tho
island is the see of a bishop, whose diocese ex-
tends over the Bahamas and Honduras, and has
Presbyterian, Methodist, Baptist, and Moravian
churches. In 1861, there were 40,670 children at

school, being nearly a tenth of the population
Public revenue (1861) 275,027/., arising chiefly

from duties on imports, rum, stamps, and the
post-office ; expenditure, 274,664/. ; imperial ex-
penditure, 79,456/., exclusive of the charge for the
navy; debt, 738,000/. Besides Spanish-Town,
the cap., and Kingston, the chief port (between
which a railway has been completed), the island
contains the town Port Royal, on its S. side ; and
the maritime vills. Mount Lucea, Montego, Fal-
mouth, and St Ann's on its N. coast. Jamaica
was discovered by Columbus in 1494, colonized

by Spaniards in 1610, and taken by the English
in 1655. The Maroons, originally runaway
slaves, obtained a tract of land on the N. side of

the island in 1738, on which they built two small
towns, and, with the exception of a rebellion in

1795, have remained peaceable. In 1852, 40,000
of the pop. died of cholera ; while, from 1840 to

1850, the immigrants amounted only to 14,000.

Jamaica, two townships of the U. S., North
America.—I, state and 13 m. E. New York or
Long Island. It has various factories, and an
important station on Long Island Railway.—II.

Vermont, 83 m. S. Montpelier.

—

Jamaica-plains,

is a vni., Massachusetts, 3 m. S.W. Boston.
Jamallabad, a town of British India, dist.

South Canara, presid. Madras, in lat. 13° 2' N.,

Ion. 75° 22' E. There is a fort on a rock W. the
town, almost impregnable.
Jamberoo, a post-town of New South Wales,

CO. Camden. P. (1861) 1667.

Jambi, a town of Sumatra, on rt. b. of the Jambi
river, cap. dist., gov. and 130 m. N.N.W. Palem-
bang. It extends for | m. on both sides of the
river. P. estimated 3000. Exports, benzoin,
dragon's blood, and rattans to Singapore, which
are sent thence to Europe and China. Manufs.,
opium and salt. In and around it many Hindoo
sculptures have been discovered.
Jambueg, a town of Russia, gov. and 68 m.

S.W. St Petersburg, cap. circ, on the Luga.
P. 1600. It comprises an old and a new town ; the
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latter, built of stone, has Eoman Catholic, Greek,
and Lutheran churches, with manufs. of woollen
cloth, lace, and silk stockings, and glass works.
James (Bay), a wide gulf of Hudson Sea, Bri-

tish North America, on its S. side, between lat.

51° and 65° N., Ion. 79° and 82° 30' W., sur-

rounded by the Eupert, Abbitibbe, Moose, and
Albany dists., and receiving the rivers of same
names. Length, N. to S., 280 m. ; average
breadth 150 m. Agomisca and Charlton are the

principal of its numerous isls.—XL (Fort James),
two British stations, Western Africa ; one on an
island in Gambia river, 20 m. S.E. Bathurst ; the

other on the Guinea coast, Accra.—III. (/s/and),

one of the Galapagos islands, Pacific Ocean, 12

m. N.E. Albemarle Island, 50 m. in length by 20
m. across, mountainous, and having the inlet,

James Bay, at its W. extremity.

—

James and
Jameson are isls. of New S. Shetland, S. Pacific.

James CrrT, a county of U. S., North America,
Virginia, P. (1860) 3212 free, 2586 slaves.

James Ei>ter, U. S., North America, Virginia,

is formed by the junction of Jackson and Cowpas-
ture rivers, in the Alleghany mountains, whence
it has an E. course of 300 m. to Chesapeake Bay,
which it enters by a wide mouth, 12 m. N. Nor-
folk. Principal affluents, the Eivanna and Ap-
pomatox, the latter 110 m. in length, and mostly
navigable. James River is navigable for 40 gun
ships to Jamestown, 32 m. from its mouth, and
for vessels of 120 tons to near Kichmond, where
its falls liave been obviated by a canal for barges.

James (St), a river of Canada East, dist. Que-
bec After a S.E. course of 23 m. it joins the St
Lawrence 10 m. N.E. the mouth of the Saguenay.
—II. a pa., Louisiana, in the S.E. part of the

state. Area 250 sq. m. P. 8548.—III. a pa. of

Jamaica, co. Cornwall, comprising the bay and
town of Montego.

—

Cape St James is the S. ex-
tremity of Q. Charlotte Sound, British America.
James (St), a conmi. and town of France, dep.

Manche, cap. cant., 12 m. S. Avranches. P. 3270.

It was fortified by William the Conqueror.
Jasies (St), a chapelry of England, co. Wilts,

pa. Bishop's Cannings. Ac. 2648. P. 2773.— II.

{Sotdh ElmhamX a pa. co. Suffolk, 4^ m. W.N.W.
Halesworth. P. 6714.

James (St), a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Wex-
ford, on Waterford harbour, 6^ ra. N.N.W.
Fethard. Area, with Dunbrody, 8489 ac., chiefly

fertile. P. 2772.—II. a pa,, comprising a part of

the city of Dublin. Ac 1952. P. 16,489.

Jamestown, a vill^ and formerly a walled town
of Ireland, Connaught, co. Leitrim, on the Shan-
non, 2J m. S.E. Carrick. P. 174.

Jamestown, a vill. of Scotland, co. Dumbarton,
pa, Bonhill. P. 869.

Jamestown, a small town on the W. side of

the Lsland Barbadoes.
Jamestown, a vill., U. S., North America, New

York, 58 m. S.S.W. Buffalo. It has various fac-

tories, and communication with Mayville by
steamers on Chatauque Lake.—Jamertotpn, Vir-
ginia, 8 m. S.W.Williamsbrug, the first settlement
made by the English in the U. S., is now in ruins.

James Town, the cap. town, and seaport of St
Helena, in a narrow ravine on the N.W. coast of

the island. It has a well protected harbour, and
is enclosed by an arched gateway, within which
is a spacious parade, lined with official residences,
and a church. Several streets branch from this

area, and, on the heights, around the town are
the country houses of the principal inhabitants,
among which is Plantation house, occupied by
the governor. The town is well supplied with
DuTopean and Asiatic products, ^elena (Bt).]

Jamieson, a CO. of New South Wales, on N.E
of Namoi Eiver. Ac 985,600.

Jamnitz, a town of Moravia, with sDver ani

lead mines, circ. and 25 m. N.W. Znaim. P. 1430
Jamoo, a town in the north of the Punjal

among the mountains, forming the S. range of tb
Himalaya, in lat. 32° 44' N., Ion. 74° 49' E. I
8000. It has a palace, fort, bazaar, and pleasnr
grounds belongmg to its rajah.

Jampoor, a small town of the Punjab, India

40 ra. S. Dera Ghazee Khan.
Jamrood, a town of Afghanistan, 10 m. 'W

Peshawur, at the entrance of the Khyber Pass.

Jams.k a market town of Finland, leen and 6

m. N.N.E. Tavastehuus. P. 1000.

Jamushli, a large vill. of Turkish Armeoifi
pash. and on the river Kars, with a mixed p>{
of Turks, Persians, and Armenians.
Jan (St), a small island of the Danish Westfii

dies, 1 m. E. St Thomas. Area 42 sq. m. ij
2560. Only town Christiansborg. P. 120.

Janaiixat, a comm. and vUl. of France, dejr

Creuse, arr. Bourganeiif, cant. Pontarion. P. 164('

Janesville, a city of the U. S., N. Ameria.
Wisconsin, on Eock river, 45 m. S.E. Madisoi
on branch railway to Milwaukie. P. 6000.

Janik, a town of Asia Minor, pash Sivas, cap
sanj., on the Yeshil-Irmak.
Janina, a town of Europ. Turkey. [Tanina.
Janjeko, a country of N.E. Africa, S. of Abys-

sinia. Principal town, Janjero.
Jan-Mayen, an island of the Arctic Ooear

Lat 70° 29' N., Ion. 7° 31' W. On its N. ex-

tremity is the Beerenbei^ moimtain, 687 ft abov
the sea, and the Esk, a volcano occasionally activ-

Janopol, a market town of Eussian Polan',

gov. Vilna, 12 m. S.E. Telsch. P. 1500.

Janov, several market towns of Eussian Po-

land, the principal in the gov. Podolia, on thi

Bug, 18 m. N.E. Litin. P. 1300.

Janow, sev. towns, Poland—I. prov. and 37 v
S.S.W. Lublin. P. 3463.—II. Austrian Poland

Galicia, circ. and 11 m. N.W. Lemberg, on a lake

—III. circ. and 24 m. S.S.E. Tamapol, on an isl

in the Sered.—IV. Poland, prov. Elielce, 30 m
N. Olkusz.—V. prov. and 42 m. E. Siedlec, on thi

Bug.—VL prov. Sandomir, 30 m. W.S.W. Eadom
JANTRA, a river of Bulgaria, after a N. cours

of 75 m. joins the Danube 13 m. E. Sistova.

Januchov and Januchpol, two towns of Bus

sian Poland.—I. gov. and 70 m. N.W. Vilna.—II

gov. Volhynia, 33 m. S.W. Jitomir. P. 2000.

Janville, a comm. and town of France, dep

Eure-et-Loire, 25 m. S.E. Chartres. P. 1323.

jANzfi, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Die

et-Vilaine, cap. cant, 13 m. S. Eennes. P. 4471

It has manufactures of sail-cloth.

Japan, an empire of Eastern Asia, compriain

the islands Niphon, Kiusiu, and Sikok, with th

dependencies Yesso, the S. part of Tarakai o

Saghalien, and many smaller islands, supposed t

comprise 3850 islands, islets, or rocks, besides th'

dependencies of the Loo Choo Islands, 800 m. f

of Kiusiu ; situated between lat. 30° 35' and 4t

N., Ion. 129° and 146° E., having W. the Strai

of Corea and Sea of Japan, and on other rides th

Pacific Ocean. Area 156.604 sq. m. Pop. esti

mated at from 35 to 40 millions. These island.-

especially Niphon and Kiusiu, are extremely ir

regular in shape, their coasts greatly indentec

and surface very vmeven. The snow-clad moun

tains Fusi-yama and Siro-yama in Niphon, ar

active volcanoes, estimated respectively at 13,97

and 8000 feet above the sea. Kivers numerous

anil generally wide at their mouths, but thei

courses are short, and not navigable for man;
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niles inland. Of the lakes, the principal appears
be Biwanoumi, regarded by the Japanese with

uperstitious reverence. The interior of Japan
cniains quite unexplored by Europeans. In a
ouQtry extending over 15° of lat., tlie climate is

varied, that almost every pi-ov. has different

iroducts ; it is in general mild and healthy, but
urricanes and earthquakes are of frequent oc-

urrence. The soil is said to be in many parts

torile, but it is very carefully cultivated ; agri-

ulture being compulsory by sumptuary laws.

;
apan is a cotton producing country, and' its soil

\i favourable to its growth. Other products

1
re in great variety ; the chief are rice, potatoes,

[curds, numerous fruits common in Southern
lurope, silk of excellent quality, hemp, ginger,

jbacco, tea in large quantity ; oak, maple, iron-

'ood, cypress, fir timber, vamish, camplior, soja

.elichos from which soy is made
;

gold, iron,

;«d, tin, copper, diamonds and other gems, coal,

"le, sulphur, nitre, salt, and amber. Cattle

ring is unimportant ; buffaloes and oxen are
il only for draught, and sheep are scarce. Fish

,
ad coral abound on the coasts ;

pearls and am-
,6rgris are obtained. In some rural arts, the
apanese are unequalled ; such as the dwarfing
f forest trees, and raising radishes and other
ulbous roots of an enormous size. In manufac-
iring industry, generally, they equal the Chinese,
ad their sword-blades and other metallic goods,
lescopes, clocks, silk and cotton fabrics, porce-
liu, lacquered and japanned wares, and paper,

ro particularly excellent. Some trade is allowed

I

ith Chinese merchants, who bring broad-cloths &
Ither woollen stuffs to Nagasaki, in return for

ea-slug, copper, and lacquered wares ; and the
iiutoh are permitted to send annually two ships

D the same port with wax, camphor, spices, ivory,

tad, iron-bars, quicksilver, glass wares, musk,
ipan-wood, sugar, piece goods, and woollens,
ir which they take back copper, camphor, silk,

xiquered goods, wax, pitch, wheat, and Japanese
lanufs. Exports (1862) silk, tea, tobacco, oil,

laize, etc., to the value of 339,254/. Imports to

le Talue of 254/. No commerce has hitherto
jen allowed with other foreign nations ; but on
1st March 1854 a general convention of peace
id amity was signed between Japan and the
. S. of N. America, by which the ports of Si-
oda and Nee-e-Gata were opened to the ships
the latter for trade and protection. By the

eaty of Yedo, 1858, the ports of Hakodadi, Yo-
)huma, and Nagasaki were opened to British
immerce in lt59, and Yedo was to be opened
t July 1862 ; but the privileges were thus
nferred, as since found, in bad faith. Two

, nturies of peace has elevated the civilisation of

I
e Japanese over all other extra-European na-
pns of the old world. The law, which separates
em from intercourse with other countries, has
reed them to draw on their own resources,
nee the empire is nearly independent of exter-
1 aid,—it is a world in itself. The government
despotic, and, like some others in Asia, is

ared by ecclesiastical and military sovereigns.
16 mikado, or lord of the dairi, or court of miako
tiako, 250 m. S.W. of Yedo), is the nominal

I
ad of the empire and ecclesiastical sovereign,

1 8 almost divine honours, and was anciently
j rated with all the authority; but in the 12th
ptury, a siogun (temporal sovei'eign), or high
'^litary officer was appointed, one of whose suc-
•"^ors, in 1583, assumed the rank of a second
l>oror: since which period the siogun has main-
:iftd the actual sway, the dairi sovereign being
isulted by him only regarding relations with

foreign powers. The siogun, who resides at Yedo,
is assisted by a council of five hereditary princes,

and by a senate which forms the legislative body,
and decides in all civil and criminal cases. A
kind of feudal system prevails ; the princes, of

whom there are about 200, governing different dis-

tricts, are obliged to maintain troops in readiness
to move at the order of the siogun. The execu-
tive duties are performed by seven boards,

—

those of taxation, commerce, public works, police,

criminal justice, military affairs, and religion.

Japan is divided into 8 provs., 68 deps., and
622 dists., the governors of which are termed
dai-mio, "high named," and hold their offices

direct from the dairi sovereign ; or sai-^moi, "well-
named," and are appointed by the siogun. The
laws are very rigorous ; many popular rights and
customs, however, appear to exist, and the Ja-
panese are certainly less corruptly governed, and
less shackled by ancient usages, than the Chinese.
The ancient religion is the sin-siu, whose priests

were said to be descended of the sun, but the
majority of the pop. are adherents of Buddhism,
introduced into Japan about the 6th century of

the Christian era, though some profess the doc-
trines of Confucius. The Japanese are of the
Mongolian race, and are stout and well made.
They have a written literature, some science,*

and a taste for music. Their language is different

from that of the Chinese.
Japan (Sea of), is that portion of the Pacific

Ocean, situated between lat. 35° and 52° N., Ion.

128° and 142° E., bounded by the islands of Japan
on the E., the countries Manchouria and the

peninsula of Corea on the W. It communicates
with the Pacific by the Straits of La Perouse and
Sangar on the E., and with the Sea of Okhotsk
by the Gulf of Tartary on the N. : forms the

Gulf of Corea, and receives the river Amour.
Japara, a Dutch residency, on the N. coast of

the island of Java, between lat. 7° and 7° 35' N.,

Ion. 110° 35' and 111° 10' E. Soil fertUe. P.

400,000.—Cap. Japara, a fortified town on the

W. coast, 30 m. N.N.E. Samarang.
Japura, a river of South America. [Yapura.]
Jarafuel, a town of Spain, prov. and 52 m.

S.W. Valencia. P. 2102. It has a trade in timber.

Jaragua, a town of Brazil, prov. and comarca
Goyaz, on the small river of same name. P. 2500,

agi-icultural.—II. one of the best frequented sea-

ports in the prov. Alagoas, Brazil, near Ma^ayo.
Jaraiz and Jarandilla, two small towns of

Spain, prov. Caceres—the former 10, and the

latter 14 m., E. Placencia.

Jard, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Vendue,

arr. les Sables-d'Olonne, cant. Talmont. P. 1100.

Jardihes (" the gardens "), two groups of islets

and rocks off the N. and S. coasts of Cuba.

Jarensk or Jaransk, two towns of Eussia.

—

I. gov. and 110 m. S.S.W. Viatka, cap. circ, on
the Jaran. P. 4750. It has several churches,

and a trade in furs, honey, wax, and hops.—II.

gov. and 355 m. E N.E. Vologda, cap. circ, on the

Idrenga. P. 1000, who trade in furs.

Jargeau, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loiret, cap. cant., on the Loire, here crossed by
a bridge, 10 E.S.E. Orieans. P. 2590.

Jarlsberg and Laurwig, an amt. or dist. of

Norway, stift Aggershuus. S.W. Christiania.

Area 890 sq. m. P. (1866) 85,433. Chief towns,

Holmestrand and Tonsberg: 2 m. W. of the

latter is the town of Jarlsberg, with iron works.

Jarmello, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, 18

m. S. Guarda. P. 2750.

Jarmen, a vill. of Prussian Pomerania, circ.

Demmin, dist. Peene. P. 8001.
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Jakxac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Charente, cap. cant., arr. and 7 m. E. Cognac, on
rt. b. of the Charente. P. 3864. It is the great

mart for the wine and brandy of the dist., and is

celebrated for the victory of the Duke of Anjou
over the Prince of Condd, who perished in the

battle, 1569.—II. {Champagney, a vill., dep. Cha-
rente-Inf^rieure, 6 m. N. cfonzac. P. 1316.

Jaknages, a comm. & town, France, cap. cant.,

dep. Creuse, arr. & 14 m. S.S.W. Boussac. P. 780.

Jarnosse, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire, arr. Eoanne, cant. Charlieu. P. 1457.

Jaroczyn, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. and
40 m. S.E. Posen. P. 1500. Manuf. woollens.
Jaromeritz, a town of Moravia, circ. and 17

m. N.W. Znaym, on the Jaromirzka. P. 2018.

Jaromirz, a town of Bohemia, circ. Konig-
gratz, 31 m. N.N.E. Chnidim, at the confluence
of the Aupa with the Elbe. P. 3490.

Jaroslavl (pron. Yaroslav), a gov. of European
Bussia, near its centre, mostly between lat. 67°

and 69° N., Ion. 38° and 41° 30' E., enclosed by the
govs. Novgorod, Vologda, Kostroma, Vladimir,
and Tver. Area 13,233 sq. m. P. (1868) 976,866.

Surface level, and in many parts marshy. It is

traversed by the Volga, which here receives the
rivers Mologa and Sheksna, and in the S. is the

'lake Nero, occupying upwards of 20 sq. m. Soil

not very fertUe, and the annual produce of com
iusufiicient for the pop. Rye, wheat, barley, flax,

hemp, and fruits are principal crops. Timber is

scarce ; live stock inferior. The fisheries in the
Volga are important. The gov. is chiefly noted
lor manufacturing industry ; linen, woollen and
cotton fabrics, leather, silks, hardwares, and to-

bacco, are wrought in the towns, the chief of

which are Jaroslavl, Eostov, and Uglitch.

Jaroslavl, a city of Bussia, cap. gov. same
name, on the Volga, at the influx of the Koto-
rosth, 160 m. N.E. Moscow. P. (1863) 27,741.

It is enclosed by a palisade, and has numerous
chui-ches, several convents, and a citadel at the
confluence of the rivers : the Demidoff, lyceum,
founded in 1803, an ecclesiastical seminary, an
exchange, hospitals, and asylums. It has manufs.
of cotton, sOks, linens, leather, tobacco, etc., with
iron, copper, and bell-foundries. At two large

annual fairs, vast quantities of its manufactured
goods are sold. It is the see of an archbishop.
Jarosi^w, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

circ and 17 m. N.N.W. Przemysl, on the San, an
affluent of the Vistula. P. 7000, comprising
many Jews. It has a castle, a cathedral, a nor-
mal school, and manufs of woollens and linens.

Jakrow, a pa. and vill. of England, co. Diu^-
ham, E. Chester-ward ; the vUl^ on the Tyne, 2f
m. W.S.W. South Shields. Area, comprising the
townships South Shields, Jarrow, Hessworth,
etc., with the chapelry of Iveston, 9782 ac. P.
52,925, mostly engaged in collieries.

Jarrie (La), a comm. and town of France, dep.
Charente-lnferieure, arr. la Bochelle, cap. cant.

P. 1195. Has distOieries of brandy.
Jars, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Cher,

arr. Sancerre, cant. Vailly. P. 1668.
Jarun, a town of Persia, prov. Fars, 100 m.

S.S.E. Shiraz. P. 4000. It is enclosed by ruined
walls, and occupies a large surface. Its trade is

in white and printed cottons, and tobacco.
Jarville, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Meurthe, arr. and cant, Nancy. P. 760. Has a
mineral spring, and an old castle.

Jarvis Channel, an inlet of the Gulf of
Georgia, Oregon territory, British N. America.
Jarz^ a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Maine-et-Loire, 6\ m. W. Bauge. P. 1859.

Jask, a maritime town of Persia, prov. Kinnai
on the Indian Ocean (Arabian Sea), immediateJ

N. Cape Jask, in lat. 25° 38' N., Ion. 57° 48' E.
Jasliska, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicd;

circ. and 20 m. S.W. Sanok. P. 2000.

Jaslo, a royal free town of Austrian Polan^

Galicia, cap. circ, 30 m. S.E. Tarnow. P. 195'

Jasper, seven cos. of the U.S., North Americ
—I. N. of Georgia. Area 369 sqi m. P. (186i

3789 free, 6954 slaves.—II. in S.E. of Mississipj

Area 661 sq. m. P. 6458 free, 4549 slaves.—11

lUinois. P. 8364.—IV. Indiana. P. 4291.—"^

Iowa. P. 9883.—VI. Missouri. P. 6548 free, ^l

slaves.—VII. Texas. P. 2426 free, 1611 slave.'

Jassy, the cap. town of Moldavia. [Yasst.]
Jastrow, a town of W. Prussia, gov. and 90 r

W.S.W. Marienwerder. P. 3670, of whom mar
are Jews. It has a Lutheran church, a synii

gogue, manufs. of woollen cloths and fire arms.

Jasz-Apathi, a market town of Central Hui,

gaiy, dist. Jazygia, 11 m. E. Jasz-Bereny. P. 190'

employed in agricult. and the cultiv. of the vins

Jasz-Berent, a market town of W. Hungari
cap. dist. Jazygia, on both sides the Zagyva, il

m. E. Pesth. P. 16,875. Principal edifices,

Eoman Catholic, and several other churches,

Franciscan convent, Eoman Catholic gymnasiuic
high school, town-hall, containing the archivi;

of Jazygia and Cumania, on an island. Trade i

com, hoi"ses, and cattle.

Jaszenovacz, a market town of Austrif;

Croatia, 9 m. N.N.E. Dubitza, at the conflueu;

of the Unna with the Save. P. 2653.

Jasz-Fenszaru, a vill. of Hungary, co. Jazygi;

on riv. Zagyva, 18 m. N.W. Jasz-Bereny. P. 374i

Jaszka, a market town of Austrian Croatii

CO. and 20 m. S.W. Agram. P. 1212.

Jatrinou, a town of South Italy, prov. Eeggi:

circ. Palme. P. 3442.

Jau-Dignac-KT Loirac, a comm. and vilL :

France, dep. Gironde, cant St Vivien. P. 174;

Jauer, a town of Prussian Silesia, cap. circ

on rt. b. of the Neisse river, 10 m. S.E. Liegnit:

P. 8000. It is enclosed by double walls and

fosse ; has a Lutheran and Eoman Cathol'

churches. Manufs. linens and woollens, 6tockin{i

and leather, and trade in com and flax.

Jauernick, a town of Austrian Silesia, cii

and 62 m. N.W. Troppau. P. 1696.

Jauja or Atanjauja, a river and town of Nor:

Peru, the river a tributary of the Apurimac, whii-

it joins 90 ni. N.E. Huancavelica, after a ve:

tortuous S.E. and E. course of at least 400 m^ i

its lower part called the Mantaro> The town, de

Jimin, cap. prov., 125 m. E. Lima, is on its L 1-

and is stated to have a trade in rural produce aii

cattle. There are silver mines in its vicinity.

Jaujac, a comm. and market town of Franc,

dep. Ardeche, on rt b. of the Alignon, 8 m. r

L'Argentiere. P. 2739, engaged in silk mills.

Jauljjes, a comm. and vill. of France, de

Charente, cant, les Eochefoucauld. P. 1210.

Jaulna, a town of India, Deccan, Nizam's dot

38 m. E. Aurungabad. P. 10,000. It has a for

and a cantonment for British troops. Clima'

healthy, but liable to great and sudden change

Jaulnay, a comm. and market town of Franc

dep. Vienne, arr. Poitiers. P. 1947. .

Jaunsar, a hill district of British India, b

tween lat 30° 30' and 30° 67' N., Ion. 77° 46' lu

78° 9' E. Area 679 sq. m. Estimated P. 24,»

Siirface rugged and mountainous. Princif

summits, the Bairat 7669 feet, the Bhadraj 60

feet, and the BaUa 6318 feet above the sea.

Jauziers, a comm. and vill. of France, de

Basses Alpes, 6 m. N.N. Barcelonnette. P. 1' 1
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Tava, one of the Sunda islands, the principal

tlie Dutch East India Islands, between lat. 5"

and 8" 50' S., Ion. 105° 15' to 114° 40' E.,

(larated E. from Bali by the Strait of Bali, and
. from Sumatra by the Strait of Sunda, having
the Sea of Java, and S. the Indian Ocean.

^ngth, E. to W., 628 m., breadth varies from 40

130 m. Estimated area, including the con-

ruous island Madura, etc., 52,000 sq. m. P.

-(;!:), with the isl. of Madura, 13,917,368, com-
ising Europeans & assimilatednatives ; Chinese,

rabs, Bughis, & other Orientals, & Seros. The
oast is high and steep, with few indentations.

scenery of Java is grand and picturesque :

island is traversed through all its length by
chains of mountains 1000 to 2500 feet high.

Inch slope gently to the sea, and are crowned by
I'-anoes 8000 to 12,000 feet in elevation. Its N.

t is low and marshy, and lined with nume-
,1 small islands. Principal river the Solo, ba-

les which many are navigable for several miles

mi the sea, or are used for floating down tim-
r. and other raw produce from the interior.

• rocks are chiefly basaltic and volcanic, and
soil is extremely fertile. Java is the granary

the Asiatic Archipelago, and is supposed to be
pable of supporting many times its present

lount of population, only about one-third of the

iface being under culture ; its temperature hot
the plains (ranging from 85° to 94°, and during
ght 73° to 80° Fahr.), is cooler in the elevated
its, and the highest peaks are often covered
ith ice. Climate healthy, except in the marshy
i^ions of the N. Earthquakes and thunder
jrms are common, hurricanes rare. Eice is the
incipal grain, and is cultivated all along the
ast, as also in all the low grounds wherever
rigation can be effected. Coffee is the great
iple of export ; it is raised in most of the up-
ids, especially in the Preanger or Prianga re-

ncles on the W. part of the island, and with
gar, its culture has greatly increased within
e lafit few years. Indigo, tobacco, cotton, cin-
mon, maize, and other dry grains, pulses and
getahle oils, cocoa, and sago, and a species of

'int-fig, are other principal products. Java is

9 only island of the Eastern Archipelago of
lich the teak tree is a native ; it grows in dense
ests on the hills, and is superior to that of
gii, though not equal to that of Malabar.
ology comprises tigers, tiger cats, and leo-

jrds, the jackall, and rhinoceros. Buffaloes are

I
merous, and a small breed of horses. Black

i'ile and goats are common; sheep and hogs
irce. Domestic poultry are plentiful. Croco-
es and serpents abound, and fish are numerous
the adjacent seas. Minerals comprise iron,
t, sulphur, and nitre. It has manufs. of cot-
1 fabrics, and other household necessaries.
ports comprise cottons, woollens, and other
nufactured goods, wines, epu-its, iron, hard-
ies, machinery, opium, and articles of luxury.
1862, 74 ve6sels(tonnage 29,000), chiefly Dutch.
itish, and Swedish, entered the port of Batavia.
iile with the Netherlands absorbs 5-7ths of the
•lo, and is chiefly carried on by the Dutch
I India Company. Batavia, the cap., is the

itre of at least half of the general trade. The
lorts of Java produce are comparatively trifl-

:, caused by the restrictive duties charged on
"luce shipped to all countries excepting Hol-
(il; the chief are sugar, tea, coffee, indigo, rice,
ies, tobacco, oil-cake, etc., etc., the total value
1861, being 9,089,946;. The total imports in

;'l, were worth 6,387,012Z. Government ad-
iistered by a governor-general, with authority

over all the Dutch East India colonies, and as-

sisted by a secretary-general, and a council of 4
members, of Dutch descent. Java is divided
into 22 residences, in each of which are a Euro-
pean governor, and secretary, and various sub-
residents. The provs. are subdivided into arrs.

and communes, in each of which is a justice of

the peace. Three superior tribunals and courts-

martial are seated at Batavia, Samarang, and
Surabaya, the whole subordinate to a supreme
court at Batavia. There is complete religious

toleration, and Europeans are not prevented from
going to Java, though the permission of the
governor-general is necessary to their settling

there. Public improvements have been much
extended. A good road traverses the island in

its entire length ; many forts have been con-
structed in the interior ; and commercial stations

planted in the S. part of the island ; regular steam
communication is kept up with Singapore. There
are several native states in the interior, under
Dutch protection, the principal caps, of which
are Surakarta and Yugyacarta. Java was under
Hindoo sovereignties until 1478, when it was
conquered by the Arabs, and its possession has
since been chiefly Mohammedan. It contains
the ruins of several considerable cities and tem-
ples, the principal being Mojopahit and Boro-
Budor, and various large structures of substantial

architecture are scattered over its surface. The
Javanese are of the Malay family, are short,

thick-set, and robust. It is presumed that Hin-
doos, at an early period, settled in the island, as
Hindoo monuments of antiquity are found. The
religion is Mohammedan, mixed with Buddhism,
three dialects, of the Malay language, are used

;

and they have an ancient sacred language, con-
taining a number of Sanscrit words. They have
a national literature, and translations from the
Arabic and Sanscrit. The Javanese are superior
in civilization to other natives of the Indian
Archipelago. The Portuguese formed a settle-

ment on it in 1511, and the Dutch in 1575. The
British held the island from 1811 to 1816.

Java, a township of U. S., North America, New
York, on Seneca river, 267 m. W. Albany.
Java (Sea of) is that part of the Pacific Ocean

between lat. 3° and 8° S., Ion. 106° and 116° E.,

having E. the Strait of Macassar and Seaof Flores,

S. Java and Bali, N. Borneo, and W. Sumatra.
It communicates S. with the Indian Ocean by the
Straits of Sunda, Bali, and Lombok, and N.W.
with the China Sea, by the Carimata Passage and
Strait of Gaspar, E. and W. by Billiton.

Javana, a town on the N. coast of Java, resi-

dency and 28 m. E.S.E. Japara.
Javkrdat, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Haute Vienne, arr. Eochechouart, cant. St
Junien. P. 1187.

Javerlhoe, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Dordogne, arr. and cant. Nontron. P. 1486. Iron
mines and forges.

Javeon, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. and
15 m. N.E. Mayenne. P. 2586.

Jawobow, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

circ. and 30 m. E.N.E. Przemysl. P. 4000, among
whom are many Jews. It has Eoman Catholic
and Greek united churches. Near it are the largest
paper-mills in Galicia.

Jawud, a town of India, territory of Gwalior,
cap. of a pergunnah containing 133 villages, in
lat. 24° 35' N., Ion. 74° 65' E. P. 30,000.
Jaxartes, Sihos or Sir Daria, a large river,

indep. Turkestan, rises in the Thian Shan moun-
tains, on the frontiers of Chinese Turkestan,
flows through the Khokan and Khirghiz doras.

2s
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parallel to the Oxus, but much more tortuously,

and euters the Sea of Aral by two principal

mouths, in Ion. 61° E., lat. 46° N. Total course
estimated at 1200 m. It is broad and deep, and its

banks are usually overflowed by it in summer.
Ja.kt, a small river of Wtirtemberg, rises near

the Bavarian frontier, flows successively N. and
E., and joins the Neckar near Wimpfen, after a
course of about 80 m. It gives name to a circ.

of Wiirtemberg, and to many vills., Jaxtberg,
Jaxtfield, etc., the principal being Jaxthausen,
with three castles, on its rt. b., 18 m. N.E. Heil-
bronn. P. 1007.

Jay, a co. of U. S., North America, in E. of In-
diana. Area 362 sq. m. P. 11,399.-11. a town-
ship of New York, 18 m. E. Elizabeth.—III. a
township of Maine, on the Androscoggin river,

26 m. W.N.W. Augusta.
Jayat, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ain,

arr. Bourg. cant. Montrevel. P. 1224.
Jayes, a town of British India, prov. Oude, in

lat. 26' 14' N., Ion. 81° 37' E. P. 9000.

Jazlowiec, a market town of Austrian Poland,
Galicia, 16 m. W.S.W. Czortkow. P. 2100.

Jean Babel, a marit. town of Hayti, near its

N.W. extrem., with a harb., N.E. C. St Nicholas.

Jelaitmejjil, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vosges, arr. Epinal, cant. Ehambervillers. P. 1032.

Jeak (Mokt St), Belgium. [Mont St Jean.]
Je.vn(St), numerous comms., towns, and vills.

of France.—I. (^Bonnefond), dep. Loire, 3 m. N.E.
St Etienne. P. 8898. Riband-weaving and nail-

making.—II. (d^Angelyy, dep. Charente-Inferi-
eure, c^p. aiT., on the Boutonne, 15 m. N.N.E.
Saiutes, having two pa. churches, an hospital, a
communal college, theatre, and public baths. P.

6392, employed in weaving serges, distilling

brandy, making gunpowder, and in the Oognac-
brandy trade.—III. (de Boisseau), dep. Loire-In-
ferieure, on the Loire, 15 m. E.S.E. Paimboeuf.
P. 4621.—IV. (de Boumay\ dep. Isfere, cap. cant.,

12 m. E. Vieune. P. 3501. Manufs. sail-cloth

and leather.—V. (de Brevelay), dep. Morbihan,
cap. cant, near the Claye, 15 m. W.S.W. Ploer-
rael. P. 2509.—VI. (de Fos), dep. and near the
H^rault, 9 m. E. Lodeve. P. 1473. VII. (de

Liversayy, dep. Charente-Inferieure, 15 m, N.E.
La Rochelle. P. 2423.—VIII. (de Losne, also

called Belle Defense, from two famous sieges

which it sustained in 1273 and 1636, dep. C6te-
d'Or, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Saone, at its junc-
tion with the canal of Burgundy, 10 m. E.N.E.
Beaune. P. 1860. Weaving and hat making.^

—

IX. (de Luz), dep. Basses-Pyrenees, cap. cant., at

the mouth or the Nivelle, 11 m. S.W. Bayonne.
P. 2793.—X. (de Marsacq), dep. Landes, 11 m.
W.S.W. Dax. P. 1265.—XI. (de M<mts\ dep.

Vendue, cap. cant, near the Atlantic, 33 m.
N.N.W. Sables d'Olonne. P. 4021.—XIl. (des

Ollieres), dep. Puy-de-D6me, 13 m. KS.E. Cler-

mont-Ferrand. P. 2144.—XIII. (de Valerisde),

dep. Gard, on the Auzonnet, 14 m. N.N.E. Alais.

P. 1880.—XIV. (de Bruel), dep. Aveyron, 14 m.
E.S.E. Milhau. P. 3141. Manufs. flannels, wool-
lens, hosiery, and hats—XV. (du Doigt), dep.
Finistfere, 9 m. N.E. Morlaix. P. 1487.—XVL
((hi Gard), dep. Gard, on the Garden d'Anduze,
arr. and 9 m. W. Alais. P. 4240. Silk-throwing
and manuf. of silk hosiery.—XVII. (en-Royans),
dep. Dr6me, 19 m. E.N.E. Valence, on rt. b of the
Lionne. P. 2563.—XVIII. (la Bussierre"), dep.
Eh6ne, 10 m. W. Villefranche. P. 1830.—XIX.
(le Vieux), dep. Ain, on the Oiselon, 12 m. S.W.
Nantua. P. 1063.— XX. (Pied-de-Port), dep.
Basses-Pyrenees, cap. cant, on the Nive, 44 m.
W.S.W. Pau, enclosed by a waU and defended

by a citadel, commandiug the passes into Spair

P. 1939.—^XXI. (Soleymietixy, dep. Loire, caj

cant, arr. Montbrisson. P. 1325.—^XXII. (sw
Mayenne), dep. and on the Mayenue, 4 m. I

Laval. P. 1299.—XXIII. (sur-Cuesnon), dep. 111.

et-Vilaine, arr. Fougferes, cant. St Aulim-du-Co:
mer. P. 1362.^-XX1V. (sur-Reyssouse), dep. Ai:

arr. Bourg, cant. St Trivier-de-Comtes. P. 164
Jean (St), several market towns of France.-

I. (d'Avres), prov. and 6 m. S.W. St Jean de Mai
rienne. P. of comm. 1585.—II. (dAulpli), Hau
Savoie, 13 m. S.E. Thonon. P. 1764.—IIL (,,

BellevUley, dep. Savoie, 4 m. S.S.W. Moutier:

P. 1012.—IV. (de Maurienne), a town, dep. Savoii

on the Arc, at the influx of the Arran, and on tli

railway from Lyon by Mont Cenis into Italy, il

m. S.E. Chamberry. P. of comm. 3254.

Jeantown, a vill.,W. coast of Scotland, co. Bos:

pa. and 1 m. S.W. Lochcarron. P. 418.

Jeantes, a comm. & vill. of Fi-ance, dep. Haut
Bhin, arr. Colmar, cant Ardolsheim. P. 119:

It has collieries. •

Jeb'ah (Scripture Gibeah), a vill. of Palestim

6 m. N.N.E. Jerusalem.
Jebeil, Byblus, a maritime town of Syria, pasl

and 28 m. S.W. TripolL P. 600. Its walls at

1^ m. in circumference, and it has a citadel bu:J

with blocks of a vast size, the remains of a churcf

and various relics of antiquity.

Jebei. or Djebel, a prov. of Arabia, Nedjei

nearly in its centre, and in which is the Lake ItUs

which furnishes salt to many of the adjacentprov

Ostrich feathers form its other principal artic;

of traffic. In it is the town of Jeb-el-bhanuna;

Jebel, is the Arabic name for numerous mour
tains, etc., in the East, some of the principal beiii

—I. (Jebel Akdar), Arabia, Oman, dom. and S.l^

Muscat. Lat 23° N., Ion. 56° 30' E. Altitu:

6010 feet Surface generally bare and rock;

but interspersed with well cultivated valleys >

high fertOity.—II. (AkrabX N. Syria, immed
ately S.W. Antioch, bounding the valley of tl

Orontos on the S.E. 5318 feet—III. (Arab

Arabia, near its S.W. extremity, with a coi

tinned range of peaks (the " Chimney Peaks

"

Horsburgh\ extending for 18 m. N.W. to S.J

—IV. (Haoaridy, S.E. coast of Arabia, near Ej

Hasek. 4000 feet—V. (Kharay\ S.E. Arabi

its S. peak in lat 12° 41' N., Ion. 44° 76' E. 20;

feet—VI. (Manhali\ S.E. Arabia, the hight^

peak of the headland, at the entrance of the Kf

Rea. 865 feet—VII. {Mokatteh), Arabia-Petra^

40 m. N.W. Mount Sinai, on the route to Su-

Here are some ancient sepulchres, and a roi

covered with hieroglyphics.—VIII. (Mokattei

a hilly range, Egypt, extending for 25 m. E.w;i

from the Nile, immediately S.E. Cairo, the ci

del of which stands on its W. extremity.—

I

(Nimrod, the ancient Niphates), Turkish Am
nia, is a prolongation of Mount Taurus, 20 m.

Mush, separating the pash. Erzeroum from Kn
distan.—X. (Nour), Arabia, Hedjaz, near Mecc

where the Mohammedans believe the angel C:

briel to have delivered to their prophet the fi)

portion of the Koran.—XL (Serial), Arabt

Petrsea, near Mount Horeb. Elev. 6760 feet

XII. (SoahairX an island Red Sea, 35 m. N.>

Mocha. Lat 14° N.; Ion. 42° 30' E. Length a
i

breadth 14 m. each.—XIII. (Sub'^ a mountat

W. Ai-abia, between Yembo and Jiddah. It i-

stronghold of a warlike tribe of Bedwins, a,

famous for producing the "Balm of Mecca.

XIV. (Tar, anc. Combusta), a volcanic islai

Red Sea, 55 m. W.S.W. Loheia.—XV. (Tur)

vill. of Palestine, on the Mount of Olives, } m.

Jerusalem, in which is the so-called church

I
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If Ascension.—XVI. (TyJiy, a long mountain
laiu stretching across the peninsula of Sinai,

rabia-Petrsea, from the Gulf of Suez to that of

kabah. Lat. 20° N., and bounding S.ward the

3sert of Et-Tyh, or the "-wandering."

Jebeliyah, the most E. of the Curia Muria
lis., off tlie S.E. coast of Arabia. It is a barren

[•anite rock, rising in the centre to 560 feet

Jebenhausen, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ.

anube, S. Goppingen, with a castle. P. 1153.

; Jebi or Djebi, a small town of Arabia, Temen,
[i m. S.W. Sana. It is walled, and has a citadel.

'Jedburgh, royal pari, burgh and town of Scot-

ad, cap. CO. Eoxburgh, on 1. b. of the Jed, three

iles above its confl. with the Teviot, in lat. 55°

I

' 45" N., Ion. 2° 37' W., 48 miles by road from
jiinburgh, by railway 66i miles; connected by
'ilway with Hawick, Kelso, Galashiels, and
prth of England, by N. B. and Border Union
I'ways. The royal burgh was erected by David

111 the last charter is by Mary in 1556. Go-
•d by a provost, thi-ee baiUes, dean of guild
!r(asurer, who also administer the general
(i Act. Area within pari, and munic. boun-

, 421,150 ac. P. (1861) 3428. Pari, and munic.
. 178. Alt. 279 feet. Annual value of real

.
rty, 1864, 9743Z. 5s. 8d. Seat of the cir-

i court of justiciary for the counties of Box-
ii,'b, Berwick, Selkirk, and Peebles. Unites
U Haddington, Dunbar, North Berwick, and
uder, in returning a member to H. of C. It

; sists of four main streets, well laid out, and has
fs of worship of the Established, United
iyterian (2), Episcopal, Roman Catholic, and
,iegational bodies. Buins of a line abbey

I

nded by David in 1160. County prison built
•(the site of the Old Jedburgh Castle; county and
jticiary halls. An infant school, savings bank,
ijon poorhouse, grammar school. There are
Vee woollen manufactories, two breweries, an

Y foundry, and four branch banks. The parish
^Jedburgh is chiefly pastoral and agricultural.
', 22,670,766. P. 2048. Annual value of real

ifperty 1863-64, 382,367/. 0«. lid.
EDDO, a city of Japan. [Yedo.J
EEAGAON, a town of India, territory of Gwalior,

^n. E. Mow. P. 1800.
EITKRSOS, several cos. of the U. S., North
erica.—I. in N. part of New York. Area 1125
m. P. (1860) 69,825.-11. in W. of Pennsyl-

viia. Area 479 sq m. P. 18,270.-111. in E. of
C rgia. Area 627 sq. m. P. 4174 free, 6045 slaves.
- I'', in centre of Florida. Area 458 sq. m. P.
0)1 free, 6874 slaves.—V. in centre of Alabama.
^ 1 916 sq. m. P. 9097 free, 2649 slaves.—VI.
.W. of Mississippi. Area 513 sq. m. P. 2953
12,396 slaves.-VII. in S.E. of Louisiana.

I 376 sq. ra. P. 9965 free, 5120 slaves.-
I. in E. of Tennessee. Area 412 sq. m. P.
17 free, 2096 slaves.—IX. in N. of Kentucky.
I 479 sq. m. P. 79,100 free, 10,304 slaves,
in E. of Ohio. Area 362 sq. m. P. 26,115.

[. in S.E. of Indiana. Area 360 sq. m. P.
I. iR.—XII. in S.E. of Illinois. Area 576 sq.

I'. 12,965.—XIII. in E. of Missouri. Area
l- m. P. 9780 free, 564 slaves.—XIV. in

j:t -e of Arkansas. Area 1293 sq. m. P. 7825
ir 7146 slaves.—XV. in S. of Wisconsin. Area
O'lsq. m. P. 30,438.—XVI. in S.E. of Iowa.

432 sq. m. P. 15,038.—XVII. a co. of
A
*" siana, m the S.E. Area 376 sq. m. P. 10,252
P 6120 slaves.—XVIII. a co. of Pennsylvania,
P| • Area 479 sq. m. P. 13,578.—XIX. a co.
»

.

E. of Virginia. Area 221 sq. m. P. 10,575
1^13960 slaves.—XX. a co. Kansas. P. 4459.

'1. of Texas. P. 1686 free, 309 slaves. Also

numerous townships.—I. Maine, 21 m. S.E.
Augusta.—II. New York, 56 m. W. Albany.

—

III. Ohio, CO. Preble.—IV. Ohio, co. Richland.
—V. (City), cap. state Missouri, on S. bank of

the Missouri, 125 m. W. St Louis. P. 3000.—
Jefferson is the name of a head stream of the

river Missouri; and Jejfef^OTJPj'We,a town, Indiana,
on the Ohio, opposite Louisville.

Jeffreyston, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 6 m. S. Narberth. Ac. 2343. P. 634.

Jefremov, a town of Russia, gov. and 78 m.
S.E. Tula, cap. circ, on the Metscha. P. 7366.

It is enclosed by earthen ramparts.
Jefterevskaia, a market town of S. Russia.

Don-Cossack country, on the Medvieditza, 22c

m. N.E. Novo-Tcherkask. P. about 1000.
Jegorjevsk, a town of Russia, gov. and 58 m

N.W. Riazan, cap. circ. P. (1863) 5740.
JteuN, a conim. and town of France, dep. Gers,

cap cant., 10 m. N.W. Auch. P. 1984. It has
a mineral spring.

Jehol or Je-ho (" Hot Stream "), a valley of

China, prov. Chi-li, 115 ra. N.E. Peking, beyond
the great wall of China. Here is an imperial
palace, the summer residence of the emperors;
to which Hien-fung fled when the British and
French allies captured Peking in 1861, and re-

mained there until he died in August 1862.

Jehoshaphat (Valley of), Palestine, is «
mountain gorge, immediately N.E. the city of

Jerusalem, its lower part forming the dry bed of

the Brook Kidron. It is covered with sepulchres,
and contains the site of the garden of Gethsemane,
the vill. of Siloam, and the fountain of the virgin.

[Jerusalem.]
Jeitpore or Jeitpur, a town, Hindostan, Bun-

delcund, 22 m. N. Chatterpoor, and cap. a rajah-
ship. The ten-itory of which this is the cap.,

has an area of 165 sq. m. P. 16,000. Annual
revenue 60,000 rupees. Armed force 360 men.
Jeja or Jaya, a town of Seistan, Afghanistan,

48 m. N.N.W. Furrah, on the route to Herat.
Jejoorek, a town of British India, presid.

Bombay, dist. and 28 m. S.E. Poona.
Jejsk or EiSK, a town of Russia, on the Sea

of Azov, country of the Kouban Cossacks. It

was founded in 1848. P. (1863) 16,747.

Jekaterinbukg, Russia. [Ekaterinburg.1
Jekaterinenstadt or Jekaterinstadt, a vill.

of Russia, gov. and 45 m. N.E. Saratov, on the
Volga. Pop. mostly of German descent.

Jekaterininskaja, two mkt. towns of Russia.
—I. Don-Cossack country, on the Donetz, 56 m.
N.N.E. Novo-Tcherkask. P. 1000.—II. gov.
Koursk, 20 m. N.W. Novoi-Oskol.

—

Jekaterinin-
skoi is a market town, gov. and N.E. Viatka.
Jekaterinodar, Russia. [Ekaterinodar."]
Jekateringpol, a market town of Russia, gov.

and 103 m. S. Kiev. P. 1000.

Jekaterikoslav, Russia. [Ekaterinoslav.j
Jekil-Irmak, river. [Teshil-Irmak.]
Jekimajjia, a market town of Russia, gov. and

63 m. W.N.W. Vitebsk, on the river Diina.

Jelabuga, a town of Russia, gov and 210 m.
S.S.E. Viatka, cap. circ, on the Kama. P. (1863)
5386. It has manufs. of woollens and cottons.
Jelalabad, a town of Afghanistan, in a fer-

tile plain, near the Cabool river, 78 m. E.N.E.
Cabool, on the route to Peshawar. Stationary
pop. probably 3000 ; but the number is greatly
augmented in winter. It is famous for the heroic
and successful resistance made here by the British

troops under Sir Robert Sale, in 1841-42. Its

defences were destroyed at the British evacuation
of Afghanistan, in 1842.—II. formerly Dooshak,
a city of Seistan, S.W. Afghanistan, near the
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river Helmund, lat. 31° 20' K, Ion. 61° 40' E.
Estimated pop. 10,000.

—

Jdalabad is the name
of several towns, British presid. Agra, dists.

Bareily, Etaweh, and Seharunpoor.
Jelalpoor, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, upper provs., dist. North Bundelcimd,
on the Betwah, 20 m. S. Kalpee.
Jelalpoor, a town in the Punjab, on rt. b.

of the Jhelum, in a fertile valley, in lat. 32'' 40'

N., Ion. 73° 26' E. Here is one of the fords over
the Jhelvmi, on the route from Hindostan to

Afghanistan. It is a point of dispute, whether
here, or higher up at Jhelum, was the scene of

the battle between the forces of Alexander the
Great and Porus.
Jelania or JelaxC Nos, a cape of European

'Russia, gov. Archangel, forming the N.E. ex-
tremity of the island of Novaia Zemlia.
Jelatom or Jelatma, a town of Russia, gov. &

158 m. N. Tambov, cap. circ, onthe Oka. P. (1863)
7212. Ithasnumerous churches,manufs. of vitriol

and copper wares, and a flourishing export trade.

Jelenka, amarket town of Russia, gov. Tcher-
nigov, 10 m. S.S.W. Starodub. P. about 1000.

Jeletz or Eletz, a city of Russia, gov. and
112 m. E.S.E. Orel, cap. circ, on the Soma. P
(1863) 26,505. It has numerous churches and
charitable institutions, with soap works, tanner-
ies, iron foundries, and a trade in corn, cattle,

honey, and wax. Near it are extensive iron mines.
Jellasore or Jallesur, a town of British In-

dia, presid. Bengal, dist. and 49 m. S. Midnapore.
Jellinghy, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, dist. and 26 m. E. Moorshedabad^ near
the main stream of the Ganges.
Jelxia or Jelna, a town of Russia, gov. and

43 m. E.S.E Smolensk, on the Desna. P. 2016.
Jeltesh, a town of British India, presid. Ben-

gal, in lat. 26° 28' N., Ion. 88° 63' E.
Jelpigoree, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, 62 m. N. Dinajepoor.
Jemarru, a territory of "W. Africa, Senegam-

bia, S. of the Gambia river, between lat 13° and
14° 30' N.
Jemeppe and Jesieppes, two vills. of Belgium.

—I. prov. & 9 m. W. Namur, on the Sambre.—II.

Drov. & 4 m. S.W. Liege, on the Meuse. P. 1700.
Jemgum, a market town and river port of Han-

over, landr. and 15 m. S.S.W. Aurich, cap. amt.,
on the Ems. P. 1374, many of whom are Jews.
Jemm (El), TsydruA, a ruined city of North

Africa, dom. and 115 m. S.S.E. Tunis, noted for
the remains of a fine Roman amphitheatre.
Jemmapes, a town of Algeria, dep. Constan-

tine, cap. cant Philippeville. P. 5946, of whom
] 259 are Europeans. In the environs are marble
quarries and iron mines.
Jemmapes or Gemmape, a comra. and vilL of

Belgium, prov. Hainaut, on the Haine river, and
the Canal from Mens to Conde, 3 m. W. Mons.
P. 4670. Brewing, tanning, and raising coal.

Here the French defeated the Austrians in 1792,
an event which mainly led to the annexation of

Belgium to the French empire, during which
Jemappes gave name to a dep. nearly co-exten-
sive with the prov. Hainaut.
Jemttland, a laen of Sweden. Area 19,276 sq.

m. P. (1865) 68,071.
Jena, a town of Central Germany, duchy Saxe-

Weimar, cap. dist, on the Saale, 12 m. E.S.E.
Weimar. P. (1861) 6984. It stands in a valley,

500 feet above the sea, and is enclosed by walls.

Principal edifices, the ducal palace, Roman Catho-
lic and 3 Lutheran churches, several hospitals,

a lunatic asylum, and the university buildings.
The university has 60 professors and teachers, a

valuable library, botan ic garden and observator
|

and it had, in the last century, a liigh reputatic
^

Jena has numerous scientific associations, manu
of coarse linens, hats, and tobacco. It is the se

,

of the high couj-t of appeal for the Saxon duchi
i

and Reuss principalities. Here, on 14th Octob
(

1806, the French under Napoleon i., totally c «

feated the Prussians under their king and t i

Duke of Brunswick. The latter fell in the actic

Jexatz, a vill. of Switzerland, cant Grisoi ,

on the Lanquart, 12 m. S.E. Mayenfeld. It h

some sulphur baths. P. 806.

Jexdoul, a town of Afghanistan, near itsN.

frontier, 20 m. N.E. Bajour.
Jendovichtska, a market town of Russia, g(

& 8 m. W.N.W. Voroniej, near the Don. P. 10

Jexikau, a market town of Bohemia, circ. ai

8 m. S.S.E. Czaslau. P. 81. Here the Swet;

gained a victory over the Imperialists in 1643.

Jenin, Ginsea, a town, Palestine, pash. Dam
cus, 17 m. N.N.E. Nablous, on- the route fr

Jerusalem to Nazareth. P. about 2000.

Jexisei River, Siberia. [Yenisei.]
Jenxe, a considerable town of Sen^aml

state Masimi, on an island formed by the Jol.

and one of its affls. Lat 13° 30' N., Ion. 3° 15' ^

Jenxer, a township of U. S., N. Amer., Pen
sylvania, Somerset co., 12 m. N.W. Somerset.
Jennings, a co. of the U. S., North Amerii

in S.E. of Indiana. Area 358 sq. m. P. 14^7

Jeno, two market towns of S.E. Hungary, <

Arad, on the White-Koros.—I. (Boros J.) 'ii

N.E. Aran. P. 1608. It is fortified, & has mr.

churches.—II. {Kis J.), 28 m. N.N.E. Arad.
1550.

—

Jeno Dios is a vill., co. Neogi-ad. P. 1(

Jenzat, a comm. and viU. of France, ci'

AUier, arr. and cant. Gannat. P. 1153.

Jeoire (&tX a town of France, dep. Sav
arr. and 4 m. N.E. Bonneville, cap. cant P. 17

It has naU factories and com mills.

Jepeb or Shebshe, a town of European T •

key, Bosnia, 37 m. N.N.W. Bosna-Serai.
Jepitan or Jeipifan, a town of Russia, gov. ;)!

49 m. S.E. Tula, cap. circ, on the Don. P. lii.

It has numerous churches, and some manufs.;

cutlery.

—

Jepetanovka is a market town,
f:-

Voroniej, 20 m. S.W. Staro-Bielsk.

Jequitinhonha or R. Grande, a river of I -

zil, formerly celebrated for the diamonds foil

in its bed, 960 m. in length. It enters the At-
tic 15° 55' S., Ion. 38° 55' W. [Belmontk.]
Jerahi, Hedyphon, a. river of Persia, p:

.

Khuzistan, is formed bythe confl. of the Ram li-

muz & Kurdistan rivs., & after a W. course j^ s

the Kuren river (Pastigris), near Mohammera
Jerba or Gerba, an island of N. Africa, d'^

Tunis, in the Gulf of Cabes, 15 m. N.W. Zars-

Length E. to W. 22 m., breadth 14 m. Surie

level and fertile. On this island is a triumjJ

arch in honour of Antoninus, also a pyramico

feet high, composed of the skulls of the Spa:h

soldiers who, under the conduct of Medin.'l'

and Andrea Doria, perished hero in an ac a

against the Turks, in 1568.

Jeremie, a seaport town of Hayti, on its P •

penins., 125 m. W. Port Republicain. P. 5000 )

Jerez or Xerez, a town of Spain. [Xeui

Jericho, a city of Palestine, famed in St -

ture, and now represented by the miserable 1.

let of Riha, near the N. extremity of the I '

Sea, 15 m. E.N.E. Jerusalem. Some few rem ^

of antiquity are found in and around it Bu •'

plain of the "city of palm trees " is now des. -

and waste.
Jericho, a township of U. S., North Amc \

Vermont, 62 m. N.W. Montpelier. P. ItiSJ-
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Jehichow, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.

30 m. N.N.E. Magdeburg, cap. circ. Jerichow I.

Q the Elbe. P. 1620. It has distilleries, and
trade in corn and tobacco.

Jerky's Plain, a post town of New South
t'^ales, CO. Hunter, 17 m. W. Singleton. P. 180.

Jkksky, Csesarea, the largest and most S.E. of

" islands belonging to Great Britain, in S. of the

j^lish Channel, 15 m. W. the coast of France,

!9ntin), and 88 m. S.S.E. Portland Bill. Lat.

St Helier 49° 11' 8" N., Ion. 2° 7' W. Length
. to W. 11 m., breadth 6 m. Ac. 28,717. P.

ISjl) 67,020 ; (1861) 55,613. Coasts roclcy ; the

uly considerable inlet is St Aubin's Bay, on the

. side, skirted by a sandy shore. Surface undu-
iting, the hill ranges, consisting of gi-anite and
jhist, run mostly N. to S., enclosing several fer-

le valleys. Climate mild. Mean annual tempera-
n:e 53°, mean summer 62°"2, mean winter 42°'6,

I'ahr. Rainfall 27 inches. Little corn is raised,

; je chief products being apples ; the whole isl. has
lie appearance of a continuous orchard. About
000 hhds. of cider are annually exported. Cows
(' a, small but good breed are numerous, & butter
i exported. Sheep (in 1866) 517. Off the S.E.
iist are oyster beds, fished by the islanders,

iiufs. are hosiery and shoes. It has an active

lo with Britain. Exports to England, chiefly

icile, potatoes, spirits, oysters, and granite, in

1 stum for cotton and woollen fabrics, hardwares
,
id cutlery, glass, soap, and earthenwares, about
),000 tons of coal annually, and general mer-
landise. Foreign imports, wine, brandy, skins,

uit, poultry, timber, tallow, hemp, linens, and
n-n. Reg. shipping of Channel Isls. (1862) 547
liling, and 7 steam vessels (total ton. 62,197).
Heamers communicate frequently with South-
npton, "Weymouth, St Malo, and Granville. It

as its own legislature, the " states " or insular
irliament, consisting of 36 members, chosen by
le inhabitants, their acts being confirmed or
mulled, in special cases, by the Viscount or
uglish governor. From the decisions of its

>yal court, appeal lies only to the sovereign in
>>uncU. The military governor has under him
sually about 300 regular troops, besides which
srsey has a militia of 2500 men, with an artillery
ittalion. The island. is divided into 12 pas., in
16 diocese of Winchester, Its native inhabitants
leak a French patois, and preserve many Kor-
an feudal customs, the Channel Islands having
rmed a part of the Norman dominions, and re-
ained attached to England since the conquest,
rincipal towns, St Helier, the cap., and St Aubin.
Jersey City, a town of U. S., North America,
ew York, at the mouth of the Hudson river,
)posite New York, and 68 m. N.E. Trenton.
(1860) 29,226. It has a lyceum, schools,

auufs. of pottery and glass wares, iron works

I

id tunber yards. It is the terminus of the Phila-
slphia and Erie railways,and of Morris canal,and

I
e berth of theCunard line of Atlantic steamers,
has a central ferry with New York.
Jersey, a county of U. S., North America,
linois. P. 12,051.
Jerusalem, Arab El Kuds ("the Holy"), anc.
icrosolyma, a famous citj' of Palestine, the scene
the most important events in Scripture history,
now comprised in the Turkish pashalic of
Jon. It stands near the summit and on the
S^ of the great central table-land wliich tra-

I

ises the country from N. to S., lat. 31° 46' 35'
,
Ion. 35° 18' 30' E., 33 m. S.E. of Jaffa, and 18

. from the Jordan, 2550 feet above the Mediter-
ncan, and 3848 feet above the Dead Sea, Ordi-
'iiypop. estimated (1863) at 15,500, including

5000 Mohammedans, 3400 Christians of the Greek
and Roman churches, Armenians, Copts, Syrians,

and Abyssinians, 206 Protestants of the Anglican
& Lutheran churches, and 7100 Jews. But during
Easter every year the number is augmented by
7000 or 8000 Christian, Mohammedan, and Jewish
pilgrims. The city, occupying the summit of a
high bare limestone ridge, is separated from the
Mount of Olives on the E. by the valley of Je-
hoshaphat or the " Brook Kidron," which unites

with the valley of Hinnom on the S. ; on the N.
it is overlooked by the hill of Scopus, a prolon-
gation of the ridge of Olivet, and the ground rises

in rocky acclivities towards the W. Modern
Jerusalem is about 2^ m. in circumference, en-
closed by walls of hewn stone, covering an area
probably equal to that of the city in the time of

Hadrian, but before its destruction by Titus it

was much larger. The wall, erected or restored
in 1534, is crowned by battlements, and makes
many angles ; height 36 to 42 feet, and 4 to 5^
feet thick. It has four principal gates, facing the
cardinal points, Ja£fa on the W., Damascus N.,
St Stephens E., and Zion S. The interior of the
city has a sombre, melancholy aspect, a labrynth
of narrow, dirty, ill-paved streets or lanes, many
with open sewers. The heavy grey, windowless
walls of the houses, each with terraced stone
roofs, are relieved by only a few cupolas and
minarets. The gates are closed about sunset,

and there are no lamps in the streets. The city

is divided into four quarters : 1. The Moslem, in
'the N.E., in which is the Serai or palace, close

to the haram, and affording the best view of it.

2. The Christian, in which are the Latin convent
on an elevated point near the N.W. angle of the
city, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the Ar-
menian convent, the citadel, and the English
church. 3. The Armenian, in the S.W. 4. The
Jewish, in the S.E., the most squalid and filthy

of all. The only open space is the haram area,

which forms a quarter of itself, and in which is

the mosque of Omar (el-haram-esh-sherif), on the
site of Solomon's temple, with its noble dome,
minarets, and massive walls, the pride and orna-
ment of the city. It is considered by the Moham-
medans as second in sanctity only to Mecca and
Medina, and is jealously guarded. In its centre
is " the Dome of the Rock," a rough mass of stone
covering the summit of Mount Moriah, and the
supposed site of the altar of burnt offering. In
the same area is the Mosk-el-Aksa, supposed to

be the basilica built by the Emperor Justinian in
the middle of the 6th century. A small court
adjoining the ancient wall on the S. of the haram
is called the " Jews' wailing place." Here the
Jews have, for centuries, been permitted, on
Fridays, to approach the precincts of the temple,

and to weep and pray over its desolation. The
Church of the HolySepulchre, consisted originally

of a group of building erected by order of Con-
stantine, a.d. 326, over the reputed, but most
improbable, site of the tomb of our Lord. It was
aU but ruined and restored at different times, and
the present church dates from 1808. It is divided
among many Christian communities, each striv-

ing for supremacy, and so neglecting the building
that its battered dome threatens to fall in. Near
it are the ruins of the Hospital of St John. Be-
sides the Latin convent, there are those of the
Greeks, Copts, and Armenians within the walls,
and the vast enclosure of the Russian convent
outside the walls on the N.E., now (1864) nearly
completed. The Jews have many synagcgues,
and near the Lower Pool of Gihon a large hospital
has been erected for his poorer countrymen by Sir
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M. Montefiore. Outside the walls on the N. are

the grotto of Jeremiah, the tombs " of the kings
and of the judges," and beyond the hill of Scepus

;

S., near the Zion gate, the huts of the lepers, of

whom there are upwards of 60, the Christian

cemetery, the tomb of David, the valley of Hin-
nom, hiii of Evil Council, & remains of Solomon's
aqueducts ; S.E, the Mount of Offence, the Pool
and vill. of Siloam, and the fountain of the virgin

;

E. the valley of jehoshaphat, or the dry bed of

the " Brook Kidron," on the W. of which is the
Mussulman, and on the E. the Jewish cemetery,
with the so-called tombs of Jehoshaphat, Ab-
salom, St James, and Zacharias, the garden of

Gethsemane, a small walled enclosure, with very
ancient olive trees, and the tomb and chapel of

the Virgin Mary. Beyond, on the E., the Mount
of Olives rises steeply to the height of 2724 feet,

surmounted by the Church of the Ascension ; on
the W. the valley of Gihon, with the lower and
upper Pools, and the Turkish cemetery. The
climate of Jerusalem is humid in winter & arid in

summer. Mean temp, of year 66° -5 Fahr. ; highest
92° in Aug., lowest 28° in Jan. Frost is common

;

several years pass without snow ; ice is found
occasionally one-eighth of an inch thick. Kain-
fall 66 inches. The city is badly supplied with
water. The fountain of the virgin is the only
useful spring. Bain is collected in numerous
cisterns ; and water is conveyed in skins from
Solomon's Pools, whence it is proposed to bring
it by reconstructing the aqueducts. The bazaars
are extensive, and well supplied with fruits, fowls,

and eggs. The Jews bake very fine bread, and
the European shops furnish western luxuries.

Commerce is on a small scale, but there are

many cabinetmakers, blacksmiths, goldsmiths,
tailors, shoemakers, jewellers, and watchmakers.
The city, originally taken from the Jebusites
by the Hebrews imder Joshua about B.C. 1400,

was taken and destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar,
B.C. 698 ; rebuilt by command of Cyrus, B.C. 686

;

again taken by Ptolemy Soter, B.C. 324, and
subjugated to Egypt; afterwards held by the
Maccabees ; taken by Pompey, B.C. 63 ; and held
as a Soman city under Herod, who rebuilt the
temple, until its almost total destruction by the
troops of Titus, a.d. 70. At this period, in the
words of Pliny, it was the most famous city, not
only of Palestine, but of the whole east. In a.d.

135, the Jews were finally dispersed, and the city

was again i-ebuilt by Adrian. On the conversion
of Constantine, A.D. 326, it ceased to be a heathen
city, and resumed its anc name. The Empress
Helena adorned it with noble churches. It was
captured by the Persians in 614, by the Saracens
under Omar in 637, in 1099 by the Crusaders,
under Godfrey of Bouillon, and held by the
Christians for t'S years, when it was again cap-
tured by the forces of Saladin in 1187, and it has
remained under Turkish government ever since,

except for a short interval during 1832, when it

was taken by the Egyptians under Ibrahim Pasha.
It has since 1840 been the see of a Protestant
bishop, appointed alternately by the governments
of Great Britain and Prussia. Most of the pro-
perty of the city belongs to the mosques and the
churches. The Turks govern and plunder it ; the
Arab, when he auquiies a competency, quits it for
the desert ; and the Jews flock to it in order to die.

Jerusalem, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, on Crooked Lake, 10 m.
N.E. Prattsburg.
Jkbusalem, a town of Poland, gov. and 38 m.

E.S.E. Warsaw. Some vills. of same name are
in Eastern Prussia and Styria.

-UMBJ

Jervis (Bay), New South Wales, co. St Tl
cent, is 85 m. S.S.W. Sydney, 9 m. in lengths
breadth, and affords good anchorage.

—

(_Cap^
Australia, bounds Spencer Gulf on the W. eaoB
its entrance.

—

Jervis or Bunker's Island, Pad
Ocean, is in lat. 0° 23' S., Ion. 169° 52' W. 6
in circumference, and covered with low shmk
Jesberg, a vill. of Germany, Hessen-OwB.

prov. Lower Hessen, 26 m. S.W. CasseL P.

j

Jesi, ^sium, a town in Central Italy,

;

Marches, prov. and 16 m. W.S.W. Ancona, i

of the Esina. P. (1861) 18,594. It is walled, a;

has a cathedral, convents, theatre, paper mill

manufs. of silk and woollen hosiery and lint

and a lai^e trade in wine and olives. It is t:

birthplace of Frederick Barbarossa.
Jesmon'D, a township of England, co. Nc

thumberland, pa. St Andrews, l|^m. N.N.E. Ne"
castle. Ac. 654. P. 2230.

Jessamine, a co. of the U. S., North Ameri{
in N. of Kentucky. Area 184 sq. m. P. 67

,

free, 3698 slaves.

Jessen, a town of Prussian Saxony, gor. aii

50 m. N.E. Merseburg. P. 2425.

Jessnttz, a town of Central Germany, Anha/
Dessau, on the Mulde, 10 m. S.E. Dessau. I

2470. Manufs. wooUen and linen fabrics.

Jesso, an island of Japan. [Tesso.]
Jessool, a town of the Punjab, on the Indt;

10 m. S. Mooltan.
Jessore, a dist of British India, presid. an

prov. Bengal, occupying the centre of the Gang^
delta, and surrounded by the dists. Backergung(
Dacca, Jelalpore, Barasett, Nuddea. and the Su:.

derbims. Area 3512 sq. m. P. 381,744 Bnr

face low, well watered, and very productive c

rice, indigo, mustard, sugar, hemp, tobacco, tni

meric ; but much of it remains uncultivated, at

in jungle. Principal exports, silks, indigo, rict

sugar, and rum. Imports cloths, hardwares, pri

per, wheat, and shawls.—II. (Jessore), the pri'.i

cipal town of above dist, and residence of ii

authorities, is 77 m. N.E. Calcutta,

jESSULaiERE, India, the W.most of the 15 state

of Eajwara or Eajpootana, between lat. 26° 8' aii'

28° 28' N., Ion. 70° 3' and 72° 51° E. Area 12,2^

sq. m. P. estimated at 74,400. Surface diver

sified
;
portions of it has patches of pasture lani

other parts a barren and a sandy desert. Thi

territory has no running waters, the periodici

rains producing temporary lakes of salt wate:

formed by damming up the streams flowin;

down from the sand hills and intervening gnlley •

The Kanod Sar, the largest of these lakes, is 1:

m. long when fullest, and retains water througl

out the year. When the water is at its height,

;

small stream leaves it at its E. side, and after .

course of 30 m. is lost in the sands of Joudpon

Water is very scarce, wells being dug 300 fe<

deep to obtain supplies. Irrigation is difBcnl:

Cold severe in winter, and in summer the ther

mometer is sometimes as high as 120° Fahr. a

noon. Millet is the chief crop.

—

Jesulmere, caii

of the foregoing state, is in lat 26° 56' N., Ion. 70'

68' E. P. 35,000. The town is enclosed by walli

of loose stone ; and has a citadel and a bazaar.

J Esus IsLAXD, Lower Canada, British N. Amer.

8 m. N.W. Montreal, is bounded by the St John i

Prairie rivers, the branches of the Ottawa, befori

it joins the St Lawrence. Length of isL 23 m.

greatest breadth 6 m. It forms the three pas. o

:

St Francis, St Eose, & St Vincent Soil fertQe.

Jesus Maria, an island of the S. Pacific, E. o

Admiralty Island.

Jetch Doab, Punjab, the country between tbt

Chenab and Jhelam rivers.
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Jetiiou, one of the smaller Channel Islands,

iclongring to Great Britain, 2^ m. E. Guernsey.

It shelters the harbour of St Pierre-le-Port.

jKTriNGEN, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Swabia, on
li,. Mindel, 21 m. W. Augsburg. P. 1631.

Jeumont, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

s'lird, arr. Avesnes, cant. Maubeuge. P. 1731.

t has marble quarries.

Jeures (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

[;iute Loire, 4 m. E. Yssengeaux. P. 2871.

Jev or Gheve, a market town of Eussia, gov.

Asthenia, on the road from Revel to St Peters-

burg, 27 m. W. Narva. P. 1500.

—

Jeve is a mar-
ict town, gov. and 18 m. W.N.W. Vilna.

Jever, a town of Northern Germany, grand
luchy and 33 m. N.N.W. Oldenburg, cap. circ,

m the Sieltief Canal. P. 4500. It is enclosed
ly walls, and has Roman Catholic and Lutheran
liurches, a Jew's synagogue, orphan hospital, and
lOUse of industry; tobacco factories, tanneries,

tud distilleries.

Jevington, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6J m.
5.S.W. Hailsham. Ac. 2099. P. 263.

Jewala-Muki (" mouth offlame"), a town and
ainous place of Hindoo pilgrimage, Pimjab, 10 m.
S'.W. Nidaon. P. about 3000. It has several

emples, a large bazaar, and mineral springs.

Jeypook or Jyepoor, one of the five principal

'Ujpoot states of Hindostan, tributary to the
i'.iitish, between lat. 25° 40' and 27° 37' N., Ion.
-:,° 8' and 77° 20' E. Area 15,251 sq. m. Esti-

nated pop. 891,(00. Soil generally sandy, arid,

lud impregnated with salt, which is manufac-
;ured and exported. In some parts, however,
wheat, cotton, and tobacco are raised, and sheep
ire reared for the sake of their wool. Cloths,

swords, and matchlocks are made in the towns.
Principal imports are Benares, Cashmere, and
other fine manufactures, opium, lead, sheet cop-
per, fruit, and horses. The territory contains
some of the strongest fortresses in Hindostan,
md numerous Jain temples. Armed force 32,248
men.

—

Jet/poor or Jyepoor, a city and cap., above
state, in a barren valley, 148 m. S.W. Delhi. It

18 enclosed by a battlemented stone wall, flanked
With towers, commanded by a citadel and a line

of forts on adjacent heights, and has spacious
market-places, good squares of houses of many
storeys in height, numerous temples in the purest
Hindoo style, and a magnificent palace.—v/ejrpoor-
ihaut, 4 m. W.ward, is a dreary defile, in which
rarious palaces, pavilions, and temples, were
juilt by a former rajah.

Jezirat-Hullaniyah, the central and largest
)f the Curia Muria Islands, off the S.E. coast of
A-rabia, 8 m. in length by 4| m. in breadth. It
s a barren granite and limestone rock, inhabited
ly only a few fishing families.

Jezikeh-el-Omak or Bazebda, a town of
Asiatic Turkey, pash. and 130 m. E.S.E. Diarbe-
lir, on an island in the Tigris.
Jezov, a town of Poland, gov. and 54 ra. S.W.

vVarsaw. P. 3036, chiefly employed in manufao-
uring woollen cloths.

Jezreel, an ancient city of Palestine, identified
vith the modem hamlet of Zer'in, 23 m. N.
i^ablous.

Jhajpoor, a town of India, in the Rajpoot
tate of Oodeypoor or Mewar, in lat. 25° 40' N.,

jou. 75° 21' E. It has a detached fortress on a
lill, commanding the E. entrance of a pass from
|3oondee into the territ. of Oodeypoor or Mewar.
Jhalawan, a prov. of East Beloochistan, be-
ween lat 26° and 29° N., Ion. 65° and 67° 30' E.,
urrounded by the provs. Sarawan, Kelat, Cutch-
jundava, Lus, and Mekran. Estimated area

20,000 sq. m. P. 30,000. Surface mountainous,
and it has only a few productive tracts.

Jhallavvar, a dist. of India, peninsula of Kat-
tywar, prov. of Gujerat, between lat. 22° 18' and
23° 8' N., Ion. 70° 5(/ and 72° 10' E. Area 3000
sq. m. P. 240,325. It is a level and well watered
ti-act. Wheat and cotton are the principal products.

Jhaxsi, a town and fort of Hindostan, Bundel-
cund, cap. rajahship, 63 m. S.W. Gwalior. It has
some manufs. of arms and carpets, and a consi-

derable share of the trade between the Deccan
and the Bengal upper provs. Its rajahship had
an area of 2532 sq. m. P. 200,000 ; armed force,

3000 infantry and 700 cavalry. On account of

the failure of direct heirs to the rajah, the ten-i-

tory was annexed to the British dominions in

1854. Jhansi fell into the hands of the rebels in

1857, who massacred all the Euroi)eans. It was
taken from the rebels by the British under Sir H.
Rose in 1858.

Jhaknah, a town of British India, Central
Provs., 140 m. S.E. Nagpore.
Jiielum or Behut, a river of the Punjab, and

the W.most of the four great rivers which inter-

sect the region E. of the Indus. Has its rise in

Cashmere, the valley of which it drains, crossing
the Punjab, through the Pass of Baramula, in the
range of Pir Panjal. It joins the Chenaub in lat.

31° 10' N., Ion. 72° 9' E., after a course of 540 m.
Jhelum, a town of the Punjab, on rt. bank of

river of same name, in lat. 32° 56' N., Ion. 73° 47'

E., 1620 feet above the sea.

Jhoosee or Jhousee, a town of India, cap. of

pergunnah of same name, on 1. b. of the Ganges,
in lat. 25° 26' N., Ion. 81° 68' E.
Jhow, a town of Beloochistan, prov. Mekran,

cap. dist., 40 m. N.W. Belah. Around it many
remains of antiquity have been discovered.
Jhujhur-witii-Dadree, a native state of

India, in lat. 27° 65' and 28° 55' N., Ion. 75° 55'

and 76° 58' K Area 1230 sq. m. P. estimated
at 110,700. Annual revenue 60,000/. Armed
force 3000 men.

—

Jhujhur, the cap. of the jaghire
of same name, 35 m. W. Delhi.
Jhylum, a town and river of India. [Jhelum.]
Jicm, a town of Bohemia. [Gitschin.]
JiDDAH, a seaport town and principal trading

entrepot of Arabia, Hedjaz, 65 m. W. Mecca, of
which it is the port. Lat. 21° 28' 3" N., Ion. 39°
13' C E. Stationary pop. estimated at 22,000.(?)
The town proper is built of madrepore and stone.
Public buildings comprise numerous khans and
mosques, the governor's residence, custom-house,
and the reputed tomb of Eve ! The vicinity is a
bare desert. Rain water has to be carefully pre-
served in cisterns, and provisions to be brought
from a long distance

;
yet Jiddah has a largo

transit trade with all the surrounding countries.

Imports from Abyssinia and Egypt consist of
provisions, tobacco, clothing, musk, civet, and
incense ; muslins and other fabrics, teak, cocoa-
nut, spices, and shawls are received from India

;

spices and slaves from the Malay Archipelago
;

and slaves also from Mozambique. Exports to
Abyssinia consist of coral, Egyptian cotton goods,
sword blades, matchlocks, cutlery, hardwares,
mirrors, and leather ; and goods of all the abovo
kinds, with dates, coffee, and Mecca balsam, are
sent by sea to Suez, whence they are distributed
over the whole Levant. Many thousand pilgrims
arrive here annually on the route to Mecca. The
sheriff of that city has ruled in Jiddah from the
time of Mohammed to the present century, during
which time the town has substantially formed a
part of the dominions of the Egyptian pasha. It

was bombarded by the British in 1868.
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JiGA-GouNGGAR, a town of Tibet 45 m. S.W.

Lassa. P. said to comprise 20,000 families. (?)
JiGNEE, a town of India, Bundelcund, lat. 25°

45' N., Ion. 79'' 28' E. The jaghire has an area
of 27 sq. m., and a pop. of 2800.

JiGONA, a town of Spain, prov. and 18 m. N.W.
Alicante. P. 4795. Chief industry, linen weav-
ing and manufacture of shoes.

JinooN, a name of the Oxus River. [Oxus."]

JijELi or Djijelli, a fortified maritime town of

Algeria, cap. circ, prov. and 49 m. N.W. Constan-
tine, at the entrance of the Gulf of Bougiah. P. 814
Europeans, and 1052 natives. It has regular com-
municationby French steam-packets with Algiers.

JiKADAZE, a town of Tibet, cap. dist. Zang, on
rt b. of the Zangbo,190 m.W.Lassa P.100,000. (?)

JiLLiFRET, a town of West Africa, on the N.
shore of the river Gambia, opposite Fort- James.
JiLOCO and Jilon, two rivers of Spain, Aragon,

unite at Calatayud to form a tributary of the
Ebro, which joins that river 12 m. N.W. Zara-
goza, after a N.E. course of about 100 miles.

JiMZU (Script. Gimzoy, a large vill. of Palestine,

15 m. S.E. Jaffa, on the route to Jerusalem.
JiSDABYNE, a post town of New S. Wales, co.

Selwin, 331m. S.W. Sydney.
JiKDiALEH or Jendialeh, a town of the Pun-

jab, 10 m. S.E. Amritsir.

JiNJEERA, a district of India, on the Bombay
coast, between lat. 18° and 18° 32' N., Ion. 71° E.
Annual revenue 17,500/. It has an excellent har-
bour, 27 feet deep at low water.
JrroMiR, Jytomik, or Zytomiees, a town of

Eussian Poland, cap. gov. Volhynia, on an affl. of

the Dnieper, 80 m. S.W. Kiev, on 1. b. of the
Tcherev. P. (1855) 30,521. It has Eusso-Greek,
Lutheran, and Eoman Catholic churches, a gj'm-
nasium,theological seminary,govemment libraiy,

manufs. of hats and leather, and a flourishing

trade in woollens, silk, and linen fabrics, salt,

and agricultural produce.
JiZDRA, a town of Eussia, gov. and 78 m. S.W.

Kaluga, cap. circ, on the Jizdra, an affluent of

the Oka. P. 2000. Trade in timber and hemp.
Joachim, an island in the Mediterranean, one

of the Columbretes group. fCoLUMBRETES.]
Joachim (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire-Inf., 12 m. W.N.W. Savenay. P. 4218.

JoACHiMSTHAi^a free mining town of Bohemia,
circ. and 14 m. N.N.E. Elnbogen. P. 4000, chief-

ly employed in mining, and in manufs. of cinna-

bar, cutlery, paper, thread, and lace.—II. a town
of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg, gov. Potsdam, 35
m. N.E. Berlin. P. 1660.

JoAG, a walled town of W. Africa, Senegambia,
state Kadjaaga, Senegal, 18 m. S.E. Makanna.
JoANA, a town of Java, near its N. coast, resi-

dency Japara, 42 m. E.N.E. Samarang.
Joannes, a large island of Brazil. [Marajo.]
JoANNiNA, Epirus (Albania), nfANiNA.]
JoAO-DA-Foz (San), a town of Portugal, prov.

Minho, 2 m. W, Oporto, on rt. b. of the Uouro,
near its mouth. P. 3308.—II. (das Lampas),^prov.

Estremadura, comarca Alemquer. P. 2625.

Joaquin (San), a river of California, flows into

the Bay of San Francisco, after a course of 180
miles. Rich in gold washings.
Joaquin (San), a co. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, California. P. 9435.
JoAZEiRAs, a small to^vn of Brazil, prov. and

290 m. N.N.W. Bahia, with which it unites by
i-ailway, on the San Francisco.

Job, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Puy-de-
Dome, arr. and 4 m. N. Ambert. P. 2925.

Jc BiE, an island of the Eastern Archipelago,
adjacent to Papua, on the N. side of its great bay

Lat. r 35' S., Ion. 135° 30' and 137° 30' E. Lenptl
W. to E., 100 m.

;
greatest breadth 25 ra. Tli

Strait of Jobie separates it on the N. from tL
island Mysoiy.
JoBLA or Djobla, a considerable town o

Arabia Yemen, on a river, 103 m. S.S.W. Sana.
JoB-iN-T-GooR (St), a comm. and vill. of Bel

gium, prov. and 9 m. N.E. Antwerp. P. 311. 1

has a brick work, a brewery, and a tannery.
JocjocARTA, Java. [Djokjokarta.I
Jo-Daviess, a co., U. S., North America, ii

N.W. of Illinois. Area 694 sq. m. P. 27,325.

JoCKMOCK, a market town of N. Sweden, leei

and 95 m. N.W. Pitea. P. 1400. Iron mines.
Jock's Lodge, a vill., Scotland, co. Edinburgl

pa. South Leith. P. 936. Has cavalry barracks

JoDAK, a town of Spain, prov. and 26 m. I.

Jaen, near the Guadalquivir. P. 3614. Manuft
mats and basket work, and wool weaving.
JoDOiGNE, a town, Belgium, prov. S. Brabant,

cap. cant., 6 m. S.S.W. Tirlemont. P. 3112.

JoEiJSTOR, a pa. of Norway, stift and 80 mi
N.N.E. Bergen. P. 1811.

Johan-Georgenstadt, a frontier town o'

Saxony, ch-c. Zwickau, on the Schwarwasser, 2'.*

m. S.W. Chemnitz. P. 3895. It has iron mine.';

and manufs. of lace. Foimded in 1654, by Pro-
testant refugees from Bohemia.
Johanna (Fr. Anjounany, the central and most,

frequented, though not. largest, of the Comoro
islands, Mozambique Channel, E. Africa, 24 m. ii£

length, by 18 m. inbr adth, and having a central

peak 5900 feet above the sea, in lat. 12° 13' S.,

Ion. 34° 29' E. P. 20,000. (?) It is weU wooded,,

well watered, fertile, & picturesque. [CoMOBO.j>
Johannesthal, a town of Austrian Silesiai

cu-c. and 29 m. N.W. Troppau. P. 1872.

Johannisbekg, a vill. of W. Germany, duchy
Nassau, 13 m. W. Mayence, famous for its vine-

yard, yielding the finest hock wine. P. 834.

JoHANNisBURG, a town of E. Prussia, reg. and

70 m. S.S.W. Gumbinnen, cap. circ P. 2100.

JoHANN (St), a town of Ehenish Prussia, reg.

Treves, opposite Sarrebriik. P. 3360.

JoHANN (St), numerous vills. of the Austrian

Empire.—I. Upper Austria, on the Salza, 33 ni.

S. Salzburg. P. 880.—II. Bohemia, circ. and K.

Boraun.—III. Tirol, 12 m. E. Kufstein. P. 634.

—IV. (Hungar. St Janos), Hungary, co. and 31

m. N. Presburg. P. 1700, mostly Roman Catholics

and Jews.—V. Hungary, co. Wieselburg, dist.

Ungaritch, Altenburg. P. 2100.

Johnson, several cos., U. S., North America.—
I. in centre of North Carolina. Area 660 sq.

m. P. (1860) 10,740 free, 4916 slaves.—IL of

Georgia. P. 2070 free, ^49 slaves.—IIL in N.E.

of Tennessee. Area 312 sq, m. P. 4785 free 233

slaves.—IV. in S. of Indiana. Area 320 sq. m.

P. 14,854.—V. in S. of lUinois. Area 326 sq. m.|

P.9342.—VL in E. of Iowa. Area 584 sq. m.i

P. 15,573.—VII. in W. of Missouri. Area 809sq.i

m. P. 12,748 free, 1896 slaves.—VIIL in W. of

Arkansas. Area 979 sq. m. P. 6639 free, 973

slaves.—IX. in Kansas. P. 4364.—X. in Ken-

tuckv. P. 6279 free, 27 slaves.—XL in Texa.s.

P. 3792 free, 513 slaves.—XII. a township of Ver-

mont, 28 m. N.N.W. Montpelier.

John (St), a river or creek, U. S., North Ame-
rica, Florida, rises in a low marsh, and after a N.

and E. course estimated at 210 m., enters the

Atlantic Ocean, 20 m. E. Jacksonville, which is

the principal place on its banks. It is frequently

from 3 to 5 m. across, and is navigable for vessels

drawing 8 feet water from the ocean to Laks

George, through which it flows.
_ .

John (St), two rivers of Canada East,—I. joms
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he St Lawrence with the river Assumption, N.
he island of Montreal, after a course of 20 m.

—

I. joins the estuary of the St Lawrence at Min-
;au, opposite the island Anticosta. after a S.ward
ourse of 60 miles. [Saint John.]

John (St), a lake of Canada East, 120 m. N.
iuebec, about 30 m. in length and breadth, re-

eives several rivers, and on its S.E. side gives

fflux to the Saguenay.

—

St John Bay, W. coast

f Newfoundland, receives the Castor river.

John (St) or St Jean Baptiste, a vill. and
jrt, Canada East, dist. and 24 m. S.E. Montreal,

n the river Eichelieu.—II. a fortified town of the

jlind Antigua, on a bay of its W. coast.

John (St), several pas. of England and Wales.

-I. CO. Glamorgan, included in the bor. of Swan-
ea. Ac. 431. P. 2738. Copper works, collieries,

tc—II. CO. Cornwall (partly in Devon), SJ m.
.S.E. Saltash. Ac. 823. P. 213.—III. co. Hants,
djacent to Winchester, and comprised in the city-

oundary. P. 1160.—IV. (IlketshalF), co. Suffolk,

m. S.E. Bungay. Ac. 742. P. 77.—Many pas.

1 London, Westminster, and other cities and
Dwns in England, are named St John.
John's (St), numerous pas. of Ireland.—I. Con-
aught, CO. and comprising a part of the town of

ligo. Ac. 6505. P. 10,603—11. Munster, co.

nd comprising a part of the city of Limerick.
.c. 133. P. 11,360.—III. Leinster, co. and com-
risinga part of the city of Kilkenny. Ac. 5(511.

'. 4172.—IV. CO. and wholly comprised within
10 city of Dublin. Ac. 11. P. 3043.—V. ( H'jVA-

ut\ Munster, co. and comprising a part of the
ity of Waterford, Ac. 919. P. 5040.—VI.
Within^ also comprised in the city of Waterford.
lc. 13. P. 2040.—VII. Leinster, co. and com-
rised within the town of Wexford. Ac. 625.
'. 3465.—^VIII. Connaught, co. Roscommon, 9
i._N.N.W. Athlone. Ac. 8018. P. 1799.—IX.
einster, chiefly in co. Kildare, comprising a part
f the town of Athy. Ac. 1 122. P. ] 947.—X. co.

V^exford. Ac. 2206. P. 482.—Other parishes
mprise portions of the towns Sligo, Wexford,
ilkenny, Dublin, Waterford, and Limerick.
John's (St), a co., U. S., N. Amer., E. of Florida,

l-rea 869 sq. m. P. 2035 free, 1003 slaves.
John Baptist (St), a pa. of the U. S., North
luerica, Louisiana, on the Mississippi and Lake
ontchartrain, W. New Orleans. Area 238 sq.
I. P. 3336 free, 4594 slaves.
John O'Groat's House, Scotland, co. Caith-

Iess,
1\ m. W. Duncansby Head, a site once

coupied by a cottage, and proverbially nearly
le most N. point of the mainland of Britain.
Johns (St), the cap. town of the British co-
ny of Newfoundland, on a bay of its S.E. coast,
at. of Fort Townshend, 47° 33' 6' N., Ion. 52°
Y W. P. (1861) 27,317. It stands at the
Bad of an excellent harbour, defended by seve-
J batteries. In time of war it has been a place of
uch importance ; and in the fishing season it is

•nwded -with a very diversified population,
hief branches of industry, ship building and
ade in timber. It was almost wholly destroyed
'fire in 1846. Shortest sea route to Liverpool,
' j2 sea m. ; shortest steam passage, 8 days.—II.
city of the W. Indies, cap. island Antigua, on
^ W. shore, lat. 17° N., Ion. 61° 50' W. P.
861) 8515. It is the residence of the governor

' chief of the Leeward islands, and has a cathe-
al, court house, and a nev.r market house. It
iiffers much from drought.—III. a town of
inada E., on theRichelieu, opposite St Athanase,
ith which it is connected by a bridge, 21 m.

;

ii. Montreal. P. (1861) 5000. Trade in lura-
f, horses, and grain.

John's (St), a pa. of Scotland, forming part
of the bor. of Glasgow. P. 27,743.

JoHNSBURG (St), a township, U. S., N, America,
Vermont, 32 m. N.E. Montpelier.

—

St Johnsville

is a township, New York, 16 m. N.W. Albany.
John's Haven, a seaport vill. of Scotland, co.

Kincardine, pa. Benholme, on the North Sea, 3
m. S.S.W. Bervie, P. 1088. Chief industry in

fishing and linen weaving.
John's Island, U. S., North America, S. Caro-

lina, is at the mouth of the Stono, S.W. Charles-
ton, and 10 m. in length by 2 m. in breadth.
Johnston, a manuf. town of Scotland, co. Ren-

frew, 3 m. S.S.W. Paisley. P. 6404. It has a
church, chapels, schools, public libraries, and
assembly rooms. It is governed by a committee
elected annually by the feuers; has cotton mills,

brass and iron foundries, and machine factories

;

communicates with Glasgow by a canal, and also

with it and with Paisley, Greenock, and Ayr, by
the Glasgow and Ayr Railway. Near it are
several collieries.

Johnston, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,
3| m. S.S.W. Haverford-West. Ac. 1293. P. 275.

Johnston, a township, U. S., North America,
Rhode Island, 5 m. W. Providence.
Johnston Strait, British N. Amer., N. Pacific,

separates Vancouver Island from Brit. Columbia
on its N. side.

—

Johnston Isles, a rocky gi'oup,

Pacific, S.W. Sandwich Isles.

Johnstone, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 12 m. N.E.
Dumfries, in Annandale. Ac. 13,607. P. 1149.

Johnstown, a dist. of Canada W., having S.E.
the river St Lawrence, and on the other sides the
East, Bathurst, and Midland dists. P. 45,695.

It is traversed by the Rideau River and Canal,
and divided into the cos. Leeds and Grenville.

Surface level, well wooded, and in many parts

fertile.—II. a vill. of the above co., in the S.E., ou
the river St Lawrence.
Johnstown, several pas. and vills. of Ireland.

—I. Leinster, co. Kilkenny, 1|- m. N.E. Urling-
ford. P. 618.—II. CO. Wexford, near the confl.

of the Derry and Slaney rivers, 1J m. S. Clonegal.
P. 105.—III. CO. Kildare, 2 m. N.E. Naas. Ac.
of pa. 1243. P. 219.

—

Johnstown-and-Creggan is

a bog, CO. Roscommon. Ac. 10,181.

JoHNSTOAVN, a towuship, U. S., North America,
New York, 42 m, N.W. Albany.—II. a bor. of

Pennsj'lvania, 107 m. W. Harrisburg.
JoHORE, a state of 10,000 sq. m., in the S. part

of the Malaypeninsula, rising in importance under
the gov. of the Tumongong, a prince distinguished
for his abilitj'. The coimtry produces the finest

woods, which are exported from the saw-mills at

Tanjong Putri. The town Johore, on the river
of same name, is 20 m. N.N.W. Point Romania.
JoHNSTADT Or JoSEPHSTADT, a town of Saxony,

circ. Zwickau, 45 m. S.W. Dresden. P. 2200.

JoiA, one of the largest vills. on the Rio Grande,
Texas, between Albuquerque and Santa P^,
JoiGNY, Joviniacum, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Yonne, cap. arr., on a slope near
the rt. b. of the Yonne, 15 m. N.N.W. Auxerre.
P. 5971. It is enclosed by an old wall, entered
by 6 gates ; has a cathedral, 2 hospitals, a com-
munal college, a theatre, and barracks. Manufs.

brandy and leather, and has an active trade.
JoiNViLLE, a comra. and town of France, dep.

Haute-Marne, cap. cant., 22 m. N. Chaumont. P.
3390. It has a communal college, manufs. linens
and cottons, and iron foundi-ies.—II. (le Ponf), a
vill. dop. Seine, 6 m. E. Paris. P. 1751.

JoiNViLLB Islands, Pacific Ocean, Dangerous
Archipelago, are in lat. 15° 58' S., Ion. 139° 40' W.
JoLiBA, a river of Western Africa, considered
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identical with the Niger in the upper part of its

course, is supposed to rise in Senegambia, near
Jat. 9° N., Ion. 9' W., and at from 15,000 to 16,000
feet above the sea. It thence has generally a
N.E. course, thi-ough Soudan to Kabra, the jwrt
of Timbuctoo, after which its course is mostly
E.S.E., till it receives the name of the Quorra.
fNiGER."] Besides Kabra, the towns Bammakoo,
Yamina, Sego, and Jenne, are on its banks.

JoLiET, a town, U. S., N. America, Illinois, on
Des Plaines river, 165 m. E.N.E. Springfield.

JoLLENBECK, Nieder, a vill. of Prussia, West-
phalia, circ Minden, dist. Bielefeld. P. 2210.
JoMAUE and Jomojijol, two islets of the

Philippines, E. of Luzon.
JoNA, a town, Switzerland, cant. St Gall, dist.

Le Lac. P. 2456.

JoNAGE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Is^re, arr. Vienne, cant. Meygieux. P. 1004.

Jones, peveral cos. U. S., North America.—I.

in S.E. of North Carolina. Area 329 sq. m. P.
2317 free, 3413 slaves.—II. in centre of Georgia.
Area 316 sq. m. P. (I860) 3118 free, 5989 slaves.

—III. in S.E. of Mississippi. Area 788 sq. m.
P. 2916 free, 407 slaves.—IV. in centre of Iowa.
Area 567 sq. m. P. 13,366.

JoNKX, a vilL, Switzerland, cant. Aargaii, 4J m.
S. Breragarten. P. 815.

JoNKOPiXG, a laen of S. Sweden, enclosed E., S.,

and W. by the Isens Linkoping, Kalmar, Wexio,
Halmstadt, and Wenersborg, and N. by Lake
Wetter. Area 4293 sq. m. P. (1865) 183,851.

Surface greatly diversified; the com raised is

more than suflicient for home consumpt, and the

cattle are of fine breeds. Iron is raised, and Unen
and hempen fabrics manufactm-ed.
JoNKOPiNG, a town of Sweden, cap. Isen of

same name, at the S. extremity of Lake Wetter,
80 m. E. Gottenburg. P. (1865) 9801. It has an
arsenal. Manufs. woollen and linen fabrics, and
leather, which are exported.

JoxQUiiREs, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vaucluse, on an island formed by the Ouveze,
here crossed by a bridge of 8 arches, 12 m. N.N.E.
Avignon. P. 2425. Manufs. sUk fabrics.—II.

dep. Gard, arr. Nimes, cant. Beaucairie. P. 1852.

JoNSCHWTL, a town of Switzerland, cant St
Gall, 4 m. S. Wyl. P. 1287.

JoN'VELLE, a comm. and small town of France,
dep. H. Sa6ne, 24 m. N.N.W, Vesoul. P. 695,

who trade in cattle, woollens, and straw hats.

JoNZAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Charente-Inferieure, cap. arr., on the Seugne, 22

m. S.S.E Saintes, in a country famous for its

brandy. P. 3005. It has a castle and convent.
JooBCL, a protected hill state of India, in the

Lower Himalayas, between lat. 30° 48' and 31° 6'

N^ Ion. 77° 32' and 77° 54' E. Area 330 sq. m.
P. estimated at 15,000. The natives are dis-

tinguished for beauty of person. The women are
treated unkindly and sold. Brahminism is the
prevailing superstition. Its N. part lies in the
valley of the Pabur, on the rt. b. of the Pabur
river, and the S. part in the valley of the Shalwee,
a tributary of the Tonse. Principal peaks, the
Chur, 12,149 feet, and the Urrukta, 10,000 feet in

elevation above the sea. This district is well
wooded, yielding valuable timber. Annual re-
venue, 1413/. Armed force 300 men.
JooDY or JuDi (Mount), Turkish Kurdistan,

is between the Tigris and its tributary, the Kha-
bur, immediately E. Jezirah-el-Omar. By the
Mohammedans it, and not the Armenian Mount
Ararat, is considered to be the mountain on which
the ark of Noah rested after the deluge.
JooNAGHUR, a town of India, prov. Gujerat,

150 m. N.W. Bom Day. Pop. estimated fror

5000 to 30,000. The town is enclosed by wall
5 m. in circumference. It has a citadel, weU sup
plied with water, and a mosque. The territory c

the Nawaub comprises 506 villages, and he i

joint proprietor of 39 more. Estimated pop. c

the whole 284,300. Annual tribute to the Britis

3065/., and 3700/. to the Guicowar.
JooNEER, a town of British India, presit

Bombay, dist and 22 m. N.N.E. Poonah.
JooRiA, a seaport town of W. Hindostan, pro'v

Gujerat, beside the Gulf of Cutch, 78 m. N.W
Joonaghur. It has a brisk trade by sea wit'

Mandavie and Bombay.
JoppA, a town of Palestine. [Jaffa."]

JoppoLO, a town of South Italy, prov. Catan-
zaro, circ. Monteleone. P. 2100. Greatly in-

jured by the earthquake of 1783.

Jorat, a chain of low mountains in Switzerland,
forming the Watershed, between the lakes oi

Neuchatel and Geneva, [Jura.]
Jordan, " The river oi Palestine," rises fron

springs in the mountains of Hermon and th

Anti-Lebanon ; its farthest source is near Has-
beiya, 1700 feet above the sea, on the N.W.
side of Hermon ; the most copious springs are ai

Banias and Dan : besides these it is fed by manv
streams in its upper course. It flows S.wanl,
gvrallel with the Mediterranean, 24 m. to th-

ahr-el-Huleh (Lake Meroni), a triangular besi

about 4| m. in length by 3J m. in breadth, and 1'2

feet above the sea. Hence it rushes to the Ldkf

of Galilee lOJ m., with a fall of 300 feet, but it

enters the lake a slow, turbid stream 70 feet wide

From its exit at the S. of this lake, it rushes

due S. to the Dead Sea down an inclined plane,

broken by 27 large and many smaller rapids,

at the rate of 11 '8 feet in a mile, and with a cours-:-

so tortuous, that in a direct distance of 64J m. it

traverses a space of 132 m. From its rapid fall

it derives the name of the " Descender." In itj

upper course it is pure and limpid, but be-

low it is turbid and muddy ; it varies in widtli

from 20 to 100 yards, and in depth from 3 to 7

ft There are now no bridges between the 2 lakes

but remains of many ; and its only tributaries iu

that space are the Yarmiik {Hierojnax) and th':

Zurka (Jahboky, the former of which enters witV

a slow current 40 yards wide. The fords of Jor-

dan, annually visited by pilgrims at Easter, th'-;

supposed place of John's baptism, arenear Jericho

a few m. above its mouth in the Dead Sea. Tota

length of the Jordan, including Lakes Heioii'

and Tiberias, 200 m- nearly. The scenery oi

the river is neither bold nor picturesque, it ha:

no fishery, and has never been navigable; it-

great distinction is its bounding the Holy Land

On the E. it is walled in by the mountaiiiB o'

Moab. The vaUey of the Jordan, one of themos'

remarkable fissures in the globe, extends in it;

widest sense, from the mountains near tho

Orontes on the N. to the Gulf of Akaba on th.;

S., indicating that in former times the Jorda':

probably flowed to the Red Sea.

Jordan, a vill. of the U. S^ N. America, Nev.

York, on the Erie Canal, 141 m. W.N.W. Albany

Jordan, a river of the U.S., North America.

Utah territorv, flowing from hake Utah N. to th'

Great Salt Lake. Length 37 m. On its E. bank

10 m. from its mouth is the Mormon city of th

Great Salt Lake.
JoBDANSTON, a pa. of S. Wales, co. PembroKe

11 m. N.W. Haverfordwest Ac 1876. P. 131

Jorge (San), one of the Azores Islands, Atlan

tic, W^. Terceira, lat of S.E. point 38° 32' 6» >
Ion. 27° 46' W. 29 m. by 5 m. Soil fertile, an'
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it contains good pastures and extensive wood,
rrincipal town, Villa de Velhas. P. 4000.

JoKGE (San), a river of S. Amer., New Granada,
]iiiustlieCaiica25 m. S.W. Mompox, afteraN.E.

ourseof 200 m.—II. (jTOlancho), a town, Central

America, state Honduras, 80 m. S.S.W. Truxillo.

JoRioz (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute- Savoie, arr, and cant. Annecy. P. 1585.

JoRjAN or GuEGAN, a fortified post of N.E.
Persia, prov. Khorasan, on the Gurgan river, 79

. E.N.E. Asterabad.
JoRKAU or GoRKAU, a small town of Bohemia,

iju the Bleiabache, circ. and 13 m. N.N.W. Saatz.

JoRQUERA, a town of Spain, prov. Albacete, 19

m. N.E. Chinchilla. P. 2876.

JoRUK or TcnOEUK, a river of Asiatic Turkey,
pash. Trebizond, rises near Gumish-Khaneh, and
enters the Black Sea at Batum, after a N.ward
course of 170 m. It is seldom more than 200
yards across, with steep banks and many rapids.

JoKULLO, JiTRUYO or XuKULLO, a volcanic

mountain of Mexico, dep. and 75 m. S.S.W. Val-
ladolid, 80 m. from the Pacific Ocean, lat. 19° 10'

N., Ion. 101° 1' 45" W. It was wholly thrown up
from a fertile plain, having an elevation of 2890
feet, to the height of 4265 feet above the sea, by a
violent eruption, Sept. 28th and 29th, 1769. The
upheaved tract is bounded at a distance of from 1\
to 2 m. from the chief crater, by a precipitous

wall of basalt, especially abrupt on the W. side,

tiid accessible at only a few places. Since its

^reat eruption, many of the subordinate cones
liave disappeared, others have changed their

I
form, and few now continue to evolve vapour.
jThe temperature of the soil has materially de-
iBlined, and much of the volcano is partially

covered with forest trees.

I Joseph (St), a lake of British North America.
iLat. 51° 10' N., Ion. 90° 30' to 91° 30' W. Length
jW. to E. 35 m. ; average breadth 10 m. It re-

J3eive8 the Cat-lake river, and discharges its sur-
jplus waters N.E. by the Albany river, into James
iBay.—II. an island of Canada West, in the
Jhannel between lakes Superior and Huron. Lat.
16° 15' N., Ion. 84° 10' W. Length and breadth
ibout 15 m. each III. a peninsula in the Gulf
jf San Matias, on the E. coast of Patagonia.—IV.
)ne of the Seychelles Islands, Indian Ocean. Lat.
)°45'_S., Ion. 51° 51' E.—V. {dOrunaX a town
>f Trinidad, 5 m. E. Port of Spain, and formerly
•ap. of island.

^
Joseph's (St), a bay of the Gulf of Mexico, U.

IS., North America, Florida, immediately N.W.
|3ape San Bias.—II. a river, Michigan, enters
l-iake Michigan, after a W. course of 140 m. for the
last 130 of which, or to Lockport, it is navigable.

—

11. a river, rising near the foregoing, flows S.W.,
hrough parts of Ohio and Indiana, and of Fort
(Vayne, joins the St Mary to form the Maumee.

I Joseph (St), a co. of the U. S., North America,
jiliehigan, in its S. part, on the river of same
'ame. Area 628 sq. m. P. (1860) 21,262.—IL a
" of Indiana, bordering on Michigan and the St
seph river. Area 437 sq. m. P. 18,455.-111.
township, Michigan, on the St Joseph, at its

louth, in Lake Michigan, 195 m. W.S.W. Detroit.
t is one of the principal places in the W.part
f the state.—IV. a township, Ohio, 180 m. N.W.
volumbus.

Josephine, a county of U. S., North America,
)regon. P. 1623.
Josephstadt, a fortified town of Bohemia,

irc. and 11 m. N. Koniggratz, on the E. bank
f the Elbe. P. 1704. It has an establishment
T the children of soldiers ; and manufactures of
eedles and cotton fabrics.

Josimath, a town of N. Hindostan, at the
sources of the Ganges. Lat. 30° 33' N., Ion. 79°
37' E. 6185 feet above the sea. It consists of
houses of grey stone, with several temples inter-

spersed, one of which is connected with the
famous shrine of Bhadrinath.
JosLOWiTZ, a market town of Moravia, circ.

and 11 m. S.E. Znaym. P. 1688.

JosNES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Loir-et-Cher, arr. Blois, cant. Marchenoir. P. 1628.

Jossei.ln, a comfti. and town of France, dep.
Morbihan, cap. cant., 22 m. N.N.E. Vannes. P.
3151. It has a comm. college.

JossE-TEN-NooDE, a vill. of Belgium, prov.
South Brabant, immediately E. Brussels.
JouAN (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ille-et-Vilaiue, 4 m. S.E. St Malo. P. 1577.—II.
(delsleXa, vill., dep. Cotes-du-Nord, cap. cant.,

on the Kance, 14 m. S.W. Dinan. P. 670.

JouAREE, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Seine-et-Marne, 12 m. E. Meaux. P. 2668. It
has a convent.

—

Jouarre-Pontchartrain is a town,
Seine- et-Oise, 11 m. N.N.E. Eambouillet. P. 1509.
JouDPORE or Maewar, a state of N.W. Hin-

dostan, subsidiary to the British, and the most
extensive of the Eajpoot states, between lat. 24°
36' and 27° 40' N., Ion. 70° 4' and 75° 23' E.
Area 35,672. sq. m. P. 1,783,600. Surface mostly
level; principal river the Loony. Its central
parts are highly productive ; wheat in consider-
able quantity, various other grains, opium, to-
bacco, cotton, and salt, are among its chief pro-
ducts. It has a famous breed of camels ; sheep
and swine are numerous. Its trade is extensive

;

its emporium Pallee, being the great entrep6t
between the W. coast and Upper India. Manufs.
cotton cloths, iron wares, leather, and firearms.
Inhabitants are chiefly Eahtor Eajpoots, a fine

and brave race of the purest castes. Govern-
ment is a kind of feudal monarchy, the chiefs

holding their lands on the tenure of military ser-

vice; and the rajah can bring into the field

11,000 men of all ai-ms. Within the limits of
Marwar, there are said to be 80 towns, the chief
being Joudpore.

—

Joudpore, the cap., above state,

100 m. W.S.W. Ajmere. P., with military and
suburbs, estimated at 80,000. Principal edifice,

a large citadel.

JouE, several comms. and vills. of France.—I.

dep. Indre-et-Loir, 3 m. S.S.W. Tours. P. 2018,
chiefly wine-growers.—II. (sur-Erdre\ dep.
Loire-Inferieure, on the Erdre, 15 m. N.W. An-
cenis. P. 2684.—IIL {du Bois), Ome, 17 m. N.W.
Alen^on. P. 1445.

JouGNE, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Doubs, 9 m. S. Pontariier. P. 1337.

Jouillat, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Creuse, arr. and cant. Gueret. P. 1407.

Joum (St), a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Seine-Inf., 12 m. N. Havre, near the
English Channel. P. 1602 II. a vill., dep. Deux-
Serves, 19 m. N.N.E. Parthenay. P. 1254.
Jou-NiNG or Yu-NHiNG, a city of China, prov.

Ho-nan, cap. dep., in a tea district, 140 m. W.S.W.
Kai-fung.
JouNPOOE, a dist. of British India, N.W. provs.

Enclosed by the districts Azimgurh, Benares,
Ghazepoore, Allahabad, and the province of
Oude. Area 1652 sq. m. P. (1853) 1,143,749.
Surface level. Soil productive. Sugar is tho
chief crop. Principal rivers, the Gooratee and
Sai. Mean temp, of year 79° Fahr.

—

Jounpoor,
cap. town of dist. of same name, on the Goomtee
river, here crossed by a bridge, 35 m. N.W.
Benares. P. 27,160. It is the seat of a civil

establishment, and a military cantonment.
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JouQUES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Bouches-Ai-Rhone, 14 m. N.E. Aix. P. 1684.

Joux, a lake of Switzerland, cant. Vaud, near
the Jura and the French frontier. Length 7 m.

;

breadth 1 m. ; and 350 feet above the sea. The
valley of this lake is remarkable for its 3 lakes,

for the famous " perte de I'Orbe," for its romantic
Bcenery, and for the industry of its inhabitants.

Jocx. a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ehone,
arr. Villefranche-sur-Sa6ne, cant. Tarare. P.

1414. It has sulphureous lead mines.

Joux (Chateau de), a fortress of France, dep.

Doubs, on a precipice, commanding the route to

Neuchatel ; it was the prison of Fouquet, Mira-
beau, and Toussaint L'Ouverture.
Jovxm, a market town of Bussia, gov. and 83

m. W. Poltava. P. 1000.

JouY-sous-MoRix, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Seine-et-Mame, aiT. Coulommiers, on the

Morin. P. 1762.

—

Jouy is the name of many
comms. in the deps. Eure-et-Loir, Moselle, etc.

JowRA, a dist. of India, between lat. 23° 32' and
24° 10' N., Ion. 74° 53' and 75° 35' E. Area 872
sq. m. P. 85,456. Annual revenue 800,000 rupees.

—Joura, cap. town of dist. of same name, 53 m.
N.W. Oojein. P. estimated at 10,000 or 12,000.

JoYEUSE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardfeche, cap. cant., on the Baume, at the foot of

the Cevennes, arr. and 7 m. S.S.W. L'Argen-
tiere. P. 2498. Manufs. silk.

JozEFOV, two towns of Poland, gov. Lublin
;

one on the Vistula, 32 m. "W.S.W. Lublin. P.
1240. Manufs. woollen clotlis and leather; the
other, 17 m. S.W. Zamosz, with 1100 inhabitants,

a Greek church, and a Latin school.

Juan Fernandez or Mas-a-Tierra, a rocky
island in the Pacific Ocean, about 400 m. off the
coast of Chile, of which it is a dependency. Lat.
33° 37' S., Ion 78° 53' W. It is 18 m. long and 6

m. broad, rises to 3000 feet above the sea, has
steep shores, and a desolate appearance from the
sea ; but in its N. half, in which is Cumberland
Bay, are some fertile valleys, producing figs,

grapes, sandal wood, cork, and other timber trees,

and it is leased from the Chilean government by
settlers from the United States and Tahiti. The
solitary residence here for four years of a Scotch-
man, named Alexander Selkirk, is supposed to

have formed the basis of Defoe's weU known tale

of "Robinson Crusoe."
JuBLAiNs, NxodounuTii, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. and 7 m. S.E. Mayenne. P. 1846.

Juan (San), America, etc. [San Juan.J
JuBA, a river of E. Africa, which, after a S.E.

course, enters the Indian Ocean in lat. 0° 14' S.,

Ion. 42° 39' E., and separates the Somauli tend-
tories from the Muscat dominion in Africa.

JuBAi-, a telegraph station on the Eed Sea,

Nubian side, in the strait of same name, which
forms the entrance to the Gulf of Suez, at the S.

point of the Sinai Peninsula, 21 m. N. of Aboo
SLaar.
JuBBULPORE, a dist. of India, in lat. 23° 10'

K., Ion. 80° r E. Area 6237 sq. m. P. 442,771.

Excellent coal is found in this district.

JuBBUTJ-OBE, a town of Lritish India, 160 m.
N.N.E. Kagpore, and 1 m. from the Nerbudda
river, cap. town of dist. of same name. Here is

a military cantonment and a school of industrv.
In the vicinity, December 19, 1817, 1100 British
defeated 5000 troops of the Bajah of Nagpore.
JuBY (Cape), W. Africa, Sahara, opposite the

Canary Island Fuerteventura, is a low sandy
point in lat. 27° 58' N., Ion. 12° 52' W.
JccAr or ?^UCAR, a river of Spain, New Castile

and Valencia, rises in the Sierra Albarracin, flows

successively W., S., and E., and enters the Medi-
terranean at Cullera. 26 m. S. Valencia, after a
total course of about 200 miles.

JCCHEN, a vilL of Rhenish-Prussia, circ Co-
logne, dist. Grevenbroich. P. 1400.
JucHiTLAN, a town of Mexico, dep. Oaxaca, on

the river Juchitlan, 20 m. N.E. Tehuautepec.
JuCHNOV, a town of Russia, gov. Smolensk, cap.

circ, on the Ugra, 45 m. S.E. Viazma. P. 1500.—Juchnovka is a town, gov. and N.E. Minsk.
3\jx>MA^ the ancient country or kingdom of

Judah, forming the S. part of Palestine or the
Holy Land, having N. Samaria, W. the country
of the Philistines (Phoenicians), S. Arabia, and
E. the Dead Sea and the river Jordan. Chief
towns, Jerusalem, Hebron, Bethlehem, & Jericho.

JuDENBURG, Idurum, a town of StjTia, cap.

circ, on the Mur, 40 m. W.N.'W. Gratz. P. 1700.

It has a Jesuit college and castle, both used foi

barracks, a gymnasium, transferred from Admout
in 1820, and a printing establishment. Coal mines,

and alum and gunpowder factories. An armistice

with Napoleon i. was signed here in 1797. h
was almost destroyed by fire in 1827, but Las

since been rebuilt.

Judge and Clerk, two islets of the Macquai--

rie group, S. Pacific, S.W. New Zealand.
Jugadree, a town of British India Becgal.

upper provs. dist. and 24 m. N.W. Sharuupoor.
Jugdeespore, a town of British India, dist.

Shahabad, presidency of Bengal, in lat, 25° 27

N., Ion. 84° 28' E. P. 5000.

Jugduluk, a vilL of Afghanistan, in the defiles

between Jelalabad and Cabool, was the scene o;

the piincipal massacre of the British troops on
their retieat from Cabool in 1842, and of the total

defeat of the Afghans by the British in 1843.

Elevation 5375 feet.

Juggurxauth or Pooree (Jagannatk, " Lord
of the Universe," one of the names of the Vishnu)
a town and famous temple of India, presid. Ben-
gal, dist. and 47 m. S. Cuttack, on the coast of thti

Bay of Bengal. Pop. of town, called by natives

Pooree, 29,705 ; but at the great annual festival in

March, the pop. is increased by many thousands,

from all parts of India. The main street is wholly

composed of religious edifices, at the S. extremity

of which is the great temple, a vast structuro

within an area of about 650 feet square, and

completed in 1198 at a cost of nearly half a

million sterling. Twelve festivals are held ther.?

annually ; and all the land within 20 m. from th(;

temple is stated to be held rent free on condition

of the tenants performing certain services in and

about the shrine.

JuGiONG, a post town of New South Wales, on

Murrumbidgee river, co. Harden. P. 127.

JuGON, a comm. and town of Fi-ance, dep

C6tes-du-Nord, cap. cant., on the Ai-guenon, 1^

m. W.S.W. Dinan. P. 597.

JuHANGiRABAD, a town of British India, dist i

Boolundshuhur, N.W. provs., 63 m. S.K Delhi

P. 10,247.

Juign£-sur-Sabthe, a comm. & vill^ France^

dep. Sarthe, arr. la Fleche, cant Sabld P. 1521

JuiiXAC, a comm. and market town of Franct

dep. Cour^ze, 14 m. N.W. Brives. P. 2673.

JuiLLAN, a comm. and vill. of France, dej

Haute-Pyrenees, arr. Tarbes. P. 1607.

JujjA, a town of India, in Bahwlpoor, lai 28

46' N., Ion. 70° 39' E. P. 600.

JujURiEUX, a comm. and vill. of France, dej

Ain, arr. and 11 m. S.W. Nantua. P. 2461.

Jujuv, a town of the Argentine Confederatioi

South America, cap. dep. of same name, on t

river Jujuy. P. (1860) 6900. It is stated to I

I
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a place of some trade, being on the main route

from Salta across the mountain^ into Bolivia.

Area of prov. 33,527 sq. m. P. (1860) 32,200.

JuLALABAD, a town of India, cap. of pergun-
nah of same name, dist. Meerut, N.W. provs., in

lat. 28° 46' N., Ion. 77° 38' E.

JuLALEE, a town of India, cap. of pergunnah
of same name, in lat. 27° 52' N., Ion. 78° 19' E.

It is well supplied with provisions and water.

JuLALPOOR, a town of India, cap. of pergun-
nah of same name, on rt. b. of the Betwa, in lat.

25» 62' N., Ion. 79° 52' E. P. 10,000.

JULAMERK, JOOLAMERK, or GlULTAMERK, a
town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and 95 m. S. Van,
near the greater Zab. It stands in a ravine en-
closed by rocky mountains.
JuLEYSuR, a town of India, dist., and 39 m. E.

Muttra, N.W. provs. P. 15,613.

JuLFA, a town of Bussian Transcaucasia, prov.

and 21 m. S.E. Nakhshevan, on the Aras.
JuLi, a town of South Peru, dep. and 46 m. S.E.

Puno, on the S.W. shore of Lake Titicaca. Alti-

tude 13,100 feet above the sea.

JcLiA DE Gracapoc (St), a comm. and town
of France, dep. Haute-Garonne, arr. and 9 m.
N.E. Villefranche. P. 938.

Julian (St), an island of the E. Archipelago,
"W. Borneo II. a harbour on the E. coast of

Patagonia. Lat. 49° 8' S.

JuLiANSHAAB, a maritime station in Greenland,
on its W. coast, 110 m. N.W. Cape Farewell, and
the principal place of an extensive district.

JOlich (French Juliers), a fortified town of

Khenish Prussia, cap. circ, gov. and 15 m. N.E.
Aix-la-Chapelle, on the Roer. P. 2890. It has
a strong citadel, Eoman Catholic, Lutheran, and
Calvinistic churches, and manufs. of woollen cloth,

soap, and leather. Its foundation is attributed
to Julius CsBsar.

JuLiEN (St), numerous comms. and small towns
of France.—I. (aux Bois), dep. Corr^ze, 20 m.
E.S.E. Tulle. P. 1376.—II. (Boutieres), dep.
Ardfeche, arr. Toumon, cant. St Martin- de-Vala-
maa. P. 1499.—III. (de ChapteuiV), dep. H. Loire,
cap. cant, near the Sum^ne, 8 m. E. Le Puy. P.
2878.—IV. (d^Ancey, dep. H. Loire, on the Ance,
arr. Le Puy. P. 1159.—V. (de Civry), dep.
Sa6ne-et-Loire, 5 m. S.S.W. ChroUes. P. 1384.
—VI. {de Concelles), dep. Loire-Inf., 8 m. E.N.E.
Nantes. P. 3868.—VII. (de Copely, dep. Puy-de-
D6me, 12 m. E.S.E. Clermont-Ferrand. P. 2060.—^VIII. (dEmpare), dep. Aveyron, arr. Ville-
franche, cant. Aspri^res. P. 1886—IX. (de Reig-
WKy, dep. and on the Gironde, 14 m. S. Les-
pan*e.—X. (de VouviiTttes), dep. Loire-Inferieure,
cap. cant., 33 m. N.E. Nantes. P, 7200.—XI. (du
SauUy, dep. and on the Yonne, cap. cant., 20 m.
N.W. Auxerre. P. 2331. Manufs. of poUshed
steel wares.—XII. (la Brousse), dep. Ard^che, 24
m. W.S.W. Tournon. P. 1249.—XIII. (le Petit),
dep. H. Vienne, 21 m. E. Limoges. P. 1532.—
XIV. (Molhesabate), dep. H. Loire, 15 m. E.N.E.
Yssengeaux. P. 1029.—XV. (pres-Bort), dep.
(.'orrfeze, near the confl. of the Dordogne and
Diege, 10 m. S.S.E. Ussel. P. 1371.—XVI. (sur
&irthe\ dep. Orne, 9 m. W. Mortagne. P. 1294.
—XVlI. (en Jarret), dep. Loire, on the Gier, 7
ra. N.E. St Etienae. (P. (including comm.) 4058.
It has iron works.—XVIII. (Molin-Molette), dep.
Loire, on the Ternoir, 12 m. S.E. St Etienne. P.
1719. It has lead mines.—XIX. (du Toumet), dep.
Lozfere, arr. Mende, cant. Blay-Mard. P. 1226.
—XX. market town of Savoie, 6 m. S.W. Geneva,
and a vill. 3 m. S.E. St Jean de Maurienne.
JULiER (CoL Du), one of the principal passes in

the chain of the Swiss Alps, cant. Grisons, near

the sources of the Inn, 7558 feet above the level

of the sea. It was known to the Eomans, and
was long the chief route between Venice, Swit-

zerland, Gonnany, and France.
JrLiERS, a town of Eheuish Prussia. [JClich.J
JuLiNDER, Jalandhaii, or MiAN DoAB, Pun-

jab, between two rivers, in lat. 30° 57' and
o2° 5' N., Ion. 75° 4' and 76° 38' E. Area 374
sq. m. 'This is a very fertile tract, and has an
agreeable climate. It was ceded to Britain by
the treaty of Lahore in 18^6.

JuLiNDER, a large town of the Punjab, in the
Doab, or tract between the Sutlej and Beas, 75
m. E. Lahore. Estimated pop. 40,000. It is in
a fertile tract, surrounded by mausoleums and
other edifices.

JuLioT (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 5
m. N.N.E. Camelford. Ac. 2699. P. 226.

JuLL, a town of Beloo'chistan, piov. Cutch-
Gundava, 20 m. S. Gundava.— Jzdlalkote is a
small town of Scinde, 35 m. S.W. Tattah.
JuLRAiz, a town of Afghanistan, on the Cabool

river, with numerous forts, 35 m. E. Cabool.
JuMBoosEER, a town of British India, presid.

Bombay, dist. and 22 m. N.N.W. Broach, near an
extensive lake, on the banks of which are many
Hindoo temples. P. 10,000.

JuMEAUX, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Puy-de-D6me, 9 m. S.S.E. Issoire. P. 1305.

JuMEi.LES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, 8 m. S. Beaug^. P. 1570.

JuMELLiERE (La), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Maine-et-Lou-e, arr. and 13 m. E.N.E. Beau
prdaii. P. 1735.

JuMETz, a comm. and town of Belgium, prov.
Hainaut,3m.N.W. Charleroy. It has glass works,
distilleries, and extensive coal mines. P. 6528.

JuMiEGis, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-Inferieure, 12 m. W. Rouen. P. 1602.

JuMiLHAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Dordogne, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Isle, 29 ni.

E.N.E. Perigueux. P. 2948. It has iron forges.

JuMiLi^A, a town of Spain, prov. and 37 m.
N.N.W. Murcia. P. 7362. It is a bishop's see, and
has a public granary, and manufs. of fire-arms.

Jumna (Yamuna, the Jomanes of Pliny), a river

of India, tributary to the Ganges. It rises among,
the peaks of the Himalaya, at an elevation of

10,849 feet, in lat. 31° N., Ion. 78° 32' E., flows
mostly S., and afterwards S.E., and joins the
Ganges at Allahabad, enclosing with that river

the territory called the Doab. Total course esti-

mated at 860 m., breadth varies at different sea-

sons from 100 to 600 yards. It is generally shal-

low, and unfit for navigation; much has, how-
ever, been done to remedy this inconvenience.
AtHs. the Tonse, Chumbul, Sind, Betwah, and
Cane on the right, and on the left the Hindon,
Seengoor, and Kind. The cities Delhi and Agra,
and towns Muttra, Etwali, and Kalpee, are on its

banks. Soon after leaving the mountains, it swp-
plies water W. to Ali Merdan's Canal, and E. to

Zabeta Khan's or the Doab Canal.
JuMNOTRi or JuMNAUTRE, Northern India, is a

collection of hot springs near the source of the.

Jumna, lat. 30° 59' N., Ion. 78° 35' E., and 10,849
feet above the sea. Near this are mineral springs,

and three peaks of the Himalaya, of same name,
21,155 feet above the sea.

JuNANABAD or Jehanabad, a town of British
India, dist. Behar, presid. Bengal, 37 m. S. Dina-
pore. P. 4435. Manufs. of cotton cloth.

JuNDiAH, a town of Brazil, prov. and 60 m.
N.W. San Paulo, on the Jundiah. P. 5000.

Juneau, a co. of U. S., North America,
consin. P. 8770.
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/rxG-BuNZLAu, Bohemia. [Bunzlau.]
JfXGFRAU (^^e ''Maiden''^ a mountain of the

Swiss Alps, on the boundary line between the

tantons Bern and Valais, 7 m. W. the Finster-arr-

Iiom. 13,671 feet above the sea. It is sun-ounded
on all sides by rocks and precipices, and capped
with perpetual snow ; but its summit was attained

in 1812, by the brothers Meyer of Aarau; and
in 1841, by Agassiz and Professor Forbes.

JuxGSAU, a vill. of South Grermany, principality

Hohenzollem-Sigmaringen, with a castle on the
Lauchart, 3 m. N. Sigmaringen. P. 703.

Jo'iATA, a CO., U. S., North America, in centre

of Pennsylvania. Area 326 sq. m. P. 16,986.—
II. a township, same state, on the Juniata, an affl.

of the Susquehanna, 26 m. N.W. Harrisburg.

—

III. a river of Pennsylvania, which rises in the

spurs of the Alleghany Mountains of that state, in

Cambria and Bedford cos., and flows through
these and Huntingdon and Perry cos. into the
Susquehanna. It is one of the most picturesque
streams of the United States.

JuNiEN (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Haute-Vienne, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Vienne,
at its confl. with the Glane, 8 m. N.E. Eoche-
chouart. P. 6795. It has a pa. church, a de-
paHmental school, and active manufs. of serge,

blankets, and quiltings, leather gloves, hats, and
earthenware, and a trade in mules.—Also two
small villages, deps. Creuse and Haute-Vienne,
have this name.
JuNiPEK Green, a vill. of Scotland, co. Edin-

burgh, pa. Colinton. P. 631.

JcTNius, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 18 m. N.W. Auburn.

JuKiviLLE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ardennes, 30 m. S.S.E. Meziferes. P. 1450.

JuNKSEYLON or Salang, an isl. in the Indian
Ocean, belonging to Siam, off the N.W. extremity
of the Malay Peninsula. Lat. 7° 46' N., Ion. 98°

18* E. Length 20 m. ; average breadth 10 m.
Surface level and wooded. It contains extensive
tin mines, the produce of which, with edible

birds' nests, ivory, and Japan wood, are exported
chiefly to the British settlements in the Strait of

Malacca.
JuKQiTEBA (La), a town of Spain, prov. and 28

*m. N.N.E. Gerona, in a gorge of the Pyrenees.
P. 1098, employed in manufacturing corks.

JuPiLLE, a vill. of Belgium, prov. and 3 m. E.

Liege, on the Meuse. P. 1900. It was the anc.

Jobii Villa, a residence of Pepin I'Heristal.

Jura, Dium, an island, one of the inner He-
brides, Scotland, co. Argyle, immediately N.E.
Islay. Length N.E. to S.W, 24 m.; breadth varies

from 2 to 8 m. Estimated area about 84 sq. m.,

or 68,400 Scotch ac, only 600 of which are arable.

P. 844. With the adjacent islands, Balnahua,
GarveUoch, Pladda, etc., it forms a pa^ having a
pop. of 1052. Surface mntnous., and it is the most
rugged of the Hebrides ; in the S. are 3 peaks,

termed the " Paps of Jura." (N. Pap. 2566 ft.) On
the E. and most populous coast is the harbour of

Small Isles ; on the W. is the deep inlet, Loch
Tarbet. Principal products, oats, barley, pota-
toes, flax, slate, and iron ore. Principal vill.,

Jura, on the E. coast
Jura, a frontier dep. on the E. of France,

formed of part of the old prov. of Franche-Comte,
bounded E. and S. by Switzerland, and on other
sides by the deps. Doubs, H.-Sa6ne, G6te-d'0r,
Saone-et-Loire, and Ain. Area 1928 sq. m. P.
298,053. It is situated almost entirely in the ba-
sin of the Rhone. Climate humid and cold, winds
tempestuous. Surface mostly covered with rami-
fications of the Jura mountains. Principal rivera

M
Oignon, Doubs, Seisse, and Ain. Soil rich «ii^

fertUe in the valleys. Sufiicient com is raised foi

home consumption, chiefly maize; potatoes areMl
important crop ; and some of the wine produced
is of good quality. Many cattle are fed on tlw
mountains ; butter and cheese are principal

products. Minerals comprise iron, marble, and
gypsum. Manufs. iron goods, paper, leather,

clocks and watches,cotton and linen fabries,mine-

ral acids, marble ornaments, and turned wares,

having a European reputation. Jura is divided
into the 4arrs.of Lons-le-Saulneir, Dole, Poligny,

and St Claude.
Jura (German Leberberg, French JoratX a

chain of mountains which separate France from
Switzerland, extending in France from the dep.

Ain to that of H.-Khin, and in Switzerland along
the cantons Vaud, Neucbatel, and Bern: com-
posed of a series of parallel ranges, extending for

180 m. in the form of a curve, from S. to N.E^
with a mean breadth of 10 m. ; separated by long

valleys, which are traversed by streams flowing

N. and S. The culminating points, situated most-
ly in the S. part of the chain, are Mont MoUeson,
6588 feet; Reculet-de-Toiry, 6643 feet; Mont
Tendre, 6538 feet ; D61e, 6509 feet ; Chasseron,
5280 feet; and Chasseral, 5280 feet. The chief

geological feature is a peculiar formation called

Jutu limestone and cretaceous gypsums, alabaster,

beds of asphalt and oolites, coral, marble, abun-
dance of iron, and mineral springs. There are

numerous cascades and stalactite grottoes in the

mountains, and their summils are covered with
fine forests. Wolves are plenty, and the brown
bear is occasionally met with. The vine is cul-

tivated in the valleys; cattle are extensively

reared ; and cheese, called Gruyere, is manufac-
tured for exportation.

Juran^ox, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Basses-Pyr^n^es, 1} m. W. Pan. P. 2106.

JuRBURG or Georgenstadt, a town and river

port of Russian Poland, gov. and 105 m. W.N.W.
Vilna, on the Niemen. P. 2000.

JuBJEV-PoLSKU, a town of Russia, gov. and
26 m. N.W. AHadimir, cap. circ P. 2225. It was
founded in 1165, and has a kremlin or citadel.

Manufs. sUks, cottons, leather, and a trade in furs.

JuRJE^'ETz-PovoLSKOi, a town of Russia, gov.

and 84 m. E.S.E. Kostroma, cap. circ^ on the

Volga. P. 2500, who trade in soap and com.
JuRjUBA, a mountain chain of Algeria, forming

a division of the Little Atlas, 50 m. S.E. Algiers,

in which is the Biban or iron gate.

JuRRUK, a town of Scinde, on the main branch

of the Indus, 24 m. S.S.W. Hyderabad. P. from

1500 to 2000, some of whom manufacture turned

wares of superior excellence.

JuRUA or Hyuruha, a river of Brazil, rises

in the inntns. of Peru, flows N.N E., and joins

the Amazon on S., between the confl. of the Teffe

and JutahL Supposed length about 950 m.

JuRUENA, a large river of Brazil, prov. Mato-

Grosso, rises 60 m. N.E. Mat«-Grosso, and flows

N. to the Tapajos, of which it is a source.

JuBUMEXHA, a small fortified town of Portugal,

prov. Alemtejo, on a steep height on 1. b. of the

Guadiana, 31 m. E.N.E. Evora. P. 530.

JusHPOOB, a town of Brit. India, presid. Ben-

gal, S.W. territory, 73 m. E.N.E. Sumbhulpoor.

JusHPORE or JuGDESPORE, a small raj. of India,

on the S.W. frontiers of Bengal, between lat 22?

4' and 22° 50' N., Ion. 83° 24' and 84° 10' E. Area

617 sq. m. P. estimated at 27,000. Annual rev.

10,000 rupees. The country is a high table-land

partly covered with jungle, which is being cleared

and improved. Products, rice, grain, and oiL
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JussAC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Can-
al, 3 m. S. Aurillac. P. 1529.

JussEY, a comm. and town of France, dep.

laute-Saone, cap. cant., in a hilly dist. near the

,\.mance, 20 m. N.W. Vesoul. P. 2785.

Jussoo, a protected state of India, in lat. 24°

7' N., Ion. 80^ 35' E. Area 180 sq. m. P. 24,000.

JussY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Aisne,

rr. St Quentin, cant. St Simon. P. 1344.

Just (St), two pas. of England, co. Cornwall.—

j
. 7 m. W. Penzance. Ac. 7820. P. 9290, chiefly

(imployed in tin and copper mines.—II. 7 m.
'j.S.W. Truro. Ac. 2550. P. 1546.

Just (St), numerous comms. & vills. of France,
-I. dep. Aveyron, on the Viaur, 18 m. S.W. Ko-
;oz. P. 1602.—II. dep.Charente-Inf.,9m. S.S.W.
[arennes. P. 2011.—III. dep. lUe-et-Vilaine, 9

N.E. Eedon. P. 1360.—IV. dep. Mame, on the
-ivon, 34 m. S. Epemay. P. 1263.—V. dep. H.
'ionne, arr. and cant. Limoges. P. 1245.—VI.
.lAvray), dep. Eh6ne, 12 m.W.Villefranche. P.
1522.—Vll. (cfe Baffiey dep. Puy-de-D6me, 5J m.
!.S.E. Ambert. P. 1934.—VIII. (e» Chaussee),

Lep. Oise, cap. cant., on the Aure, arr. and 8 m.
T. Clermont. P. 1745 IX. (era Chevalet), dep.

Loire, cap. cant., arr. and 14 m. S.W. Roanne. P.

536. It has lead mines and marble quarries.—X.
la Pendue), dep. Loire, 12 m. S.E. Roanne. P.

082.—XL (Malmont), dep. H. Loire, 16 m. N.N.E.
ssengeaux. P. 2043—XII. (pre* Brioude^,dep.

1. Loire, arr. Brioude. P. 1371.—XIII. (p7-es

'homelix), dep. H. Loire, arr. Le Puy. P. 1563.

-XIV. {tur Loire), dep. Loire, 12 m. S.E. Mont-
rison. P. 2337.

—

St Justin is a comm. and vill.

f France, dep. Landes, on the Douze, 14 m.
iN.E. Mont-de-Marsan. P. 1660.

I Jutahi, a river of Brazil, prov. Para, joins the
jimazon near Fonteboa, after a long N. course
hrough a region which has been little explored.
JiJTERBOGK, a walled town of Prussia, prov.

^randenburg, gov. and 27 m. S. Potsdam, cap.
ire., with a station on the Berlin and Aniialt
lallway. P. 6100. Trade in woollen cloths,
inens, and flax. Near it, in 1813, was fought the
'•attle of Dannewitz, in which the Prussians de -

eated the French.
JOtland (Danish Jt/lland, ancient Chersonesus

^imbrica), a low flat peninsula of Denmark, com-
nised between the North Sea, the Skager-rack,

j'he Kattegat, the Little Belt, and the Baltic, and
xtending between 52° 45' and 67° 43' N., Ion. 8°
' and 10° 57' E. On the S. it is attached to Ger-
lany, on the N.E. it terminates in Cape Skagen
r the Skaw. Its coasts are indented by Humer-
us gulfs, the chi^f of which is the Liimfiord on
lie N. ; and it has many lakes. The peninsula
i divided into N. Jutland or Jutland Proper, and
'Outh Jutland or Schleswig. Jutland was in-
aded by the Prussians and Austrians in 1864.
JOtland (North), the largest and most im-
ortant prov. of Denmark, forming the N. por-
ionof the peninsula of same name, sepai-ated
rom Schleswig by the Kolding river on the E.,
nd the Konge on the W., lat. 55° 23' N. Area
791 sq. m. P. (I860) 703,813. It is divided

into the ten cants., Hiorring, Thisted, Aalborg,
Viborg, Randers, Aarhuus, Skanderborg, Weile.
Ringkiobing, and Ribe, having cap. towns of
same names. The E. coast has numerous fine

harbours ; on the W. it is shallow. Surface quite
level, except on E., where it is traversed by a
range of low hills, highest point the Himmel-
bierg, 550 feet. Principal river the Gudenaue,
which is navigable for 60 m., and is joined by
the Silkeburg Canal. Soil very various, has slight
undulations of hill and valley : the E., well wood-
ed, is fertile in grain, and populous ; the centre is

occupied by heaths and sand ; and in the S., W.,
and N., it is marshy. Principal products, rye,
oats, and buckwheat. Cattle of excellent quality,
horses and hogs are reared, and fish are abun-
dant in the gulfs. Manufactures comprise linens,
yarns, and hosierj'^, for domestic use.

Jutroschin, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, circ.

and dist. Kroben. P. 1775.

JuviGNE, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Mayenne, 16 m. N.W. Laval. P. 3117.
Juvigny-sous-Andaine, a comm. and market

town of France, dep. Orne, cap, cant., 7 m. E.S.E.
Domfront. P. 1595.

JuviSY, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Seine-
et-Oise, on the Orge, near its junction with the
Seine, with stations on the Orleans and Corbeil
Railways, 12 m. S.S.W. Paris. P. 506.

JuwAHiK or Juwar, a subdivision of India,
between lat. 30° 10' and 30° 35' N., Ion. 79° 60'

and 80° 20' E., dist. Kumaon, N.W. provs. P.
2730. It comprises the upper part of the valley
drained by the Goree river, with the mountains
rising on each side. Surface very elevated. At
Leepokee Than, on the south frontier, it rises

9152 feet, and at the Oota Dhoora Pass into
Hiundes, it is not less than 15,000 feet above the
sea. The elevated tracts on the E. and W. are
unexplored, being covered with snow all the year.
The summit of Nanda Devi is 25,749 feet above
the sea. Snow falls from the beginning of Oc-
tober till the end of May, averaging, according
to situation, from 6 to 12 feet deep ; but in con-
fined or depressed situations, successive ava-
lanches often cause accumulations several hun-
dred feet thick. In summer the thermometer
ranges at sunrise from 40° to 55°, noon 65° to 75°

in the shade, and from 90° to 110° Fahr. in the
sun. The natives of Juwahir carry on an active
trade to all parts of Tibet by the Oota Dhoora
Pass, sheep and goats being used as beasts of
burden.
Jyenagur, a rajahship, India. [Jeypoor.]
Jyiioon, Pyramus, a river of Asia Minor, pash.

Adana, rises in Mount Taurus, and after a gene-
rally S. course of about 160 m. enters the Gulf of

Scanderoon on its W. side. Ain-Zarba is the
chief town on its banks.—II. or Oxus. LOxus.]
Jynteea, a district of Eastern India, in the

Cossya Hills, between lat. 24° 55' and 26° 7' N.,

Ion. 91° 63' and 92° 48' E. It is 80 m. long by 40
m. broad. This state was annexed to the British

possessions in 1835, and a pension of 600/. a year
was assigned to the rajah.

K
For names not inserted under K, refer to the letters C, G, and Q.

Kaaden, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 13 m.
I-W Saaz, on 1. b. of the Eger. P. 3000.
aaafioud, a village of Norway, stift Fin-

lark, at the mouth of the river, and on the Gulf

of Alten, near lat. 70° N. It has a rich copper
mine.
Kaagoe, an island of Norway, Finmark, in the

Arctic 0. Lat. 70° N. Length 11 m. ; breadth 7 m.
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Kab^vu Maadex, a to-wn of Asiatic Turkey,
pash. & 88 m. N.W. Diavbekir, on the Euphrates,
and near which are. silver and copper mines.
Kabenda, W. coast of Africa. [Cabenda.]
Kahin, a town of Siam, in lat 13° 56' N. ; ion.

101° 58' E. P. 500 to 600.

Kaboroan, an island of the Malay Archipelago,
between the Philippines and Gilolo, 20 m. in circ.

Kabbera, one of the Ionian Isls., dependant
on Zante, off the S. extremity of the Morea, 7 m.
W. Cape Gallo, with a good harbour.
Kabul or Kaubul, Afghanistan. [Cabool.]
Kachee, a town of Siudo, on a large branch of

tlip Indus, 30 m. N. Hyderabad.
Kadipoor, a vill. of India, territory of Oude,

in lat. 26° 22' N., Ion. 82° 43' E. P. 1000.

Kadnikov, a town of Russia, gov. and 28 m.
N.N.E. Vologda. P. 1000.

Kadolawe, one of the Sandwich Islands. Area
60 sq. miles. Lat. 20° 35' N., Ion. 156° 45' W.
Kadom, a town of Kussia, gov. and 128 ni.

N.N.E. Tambov, on the Moshka river. P. 6000.
KLaferthal, a vilL of Baden, circ. Lower

Ehiue, 3 m. N.N.E. Manheim. P. 1550.

Kaffa, Caffa or Feodosia. [Theodosia."]
Kaffa, a country of E. Africa, S. of Abyssinia,

between two heads of the Gojeb river, and with
a cap. named Bonga. Lat. 7° N., Ion. 36° 30' E.
Kaffraria, Caffraria, or Kaffirlaxd, an

extensive region of S.E. Africa, represented in

old maps as extending N. to Abyssinia, but now
understood to comprise the space between lat. 30°

and 34° S., Ion. 27° 30' and 29° 30' E., bounded
E. and S. by the Indian Ocean, S.W. and W. by
the Keiskama river (which separates it from the
dist. Victoria), the Chumie, and the Kliss Plaat
rivers, and N., indefinitely, by a chain of moun-
tains in a direction from E. to W. Area not
known. The S.E. portion of the country (called

by the natives Amakosa, and inhabited by the
Kosas, or Kaffirs proper) is watered by numerous
streams, the chief of which are the Great Kei,
Somerset, Buffalo, and Keiskama, all of which
rise in the mountainous country of the interior,

and flow S.E. to the Indian Ocean. Beyond these
mountains on the N. is the country of the Ama-
terabu Kaffirs, or Tambookies, the rivers of which
are chiefly affluents of the Great Kei. The
mountains are composed of trap-rocks. Valuable
minerals are rare. Soil in many places fertile.

The climate differs widely from that of the Cape
Colony. Here winter is the dry season. From
May to August it seldom rains. In summer the
rainy season sets in with terrific thunder-storms.
In spring the temperature of the plains seldom
exceeds 50° Eahr. ; in summer it is between 70°

and 90°, and before storms it frequently rises to

upwards of 100° Fahr. The Kaffirs are described
as hospitable, intelligent, acute, and brave, but
dishonest and superstitious. The rite of circum-
cision is practised by them. They are generally
believed to be of the Negro race, an(i are of a
dark-brown colour. The men are tall and active,

and more handsome than the women. They have
no written characters, but their language is

sonorous, resembling Italian. They are simple
in their habits, and live on the produce of the
chase, and the milk supplied by their numerous
herds. Their chief vegetable products are maize,
millet, and water melons. They are passionately
fond of tobacco. The Kaffirs are divided into
hordes, and governed by hereditary chiefs, who
exercise absolute rule. They have made many
incursions into the Cape Colony, and from 1835
to 1853 frequent skirmishes occurred between
them and the colonists, which led to the exten-

sion of the colony from the Keiskama to the Grea
Kei River, a district now called British Kaffraria
proclaimed a separate colony Oct. 30, 1860, car

William's Town ; and, to the annexation of th

divisions of Victoria & Albert, & the assumption c

the Orange River sovereignty, since abandoner
British Kafrana annexed to Cape Colony in 186^

Kafiristan or Kaufiristan {^'- Land of tli

Kojirs''''), a country of Central Asia, between lai

35* and 36° N., Ion. 69° 20' and 71° 20' E., en
closed by Afghanistan, Koondooz, Badakshai.
and Chitral. Estimated area 7000 sq. m. ].

comprises a part of the S. declivity of the Hindo
Koosh, and is traversed by affiuents of the Cabot
river. Its narrow but fertUo valleys produce a

:

abundance of fruits, with some wheat and mUle
and feed large herds of cattle, sheep, and goat.s

The inhabitants, called Siah Posh, or Kaffirs

("infidels"), by their neighbours, are a remark-
able race, resembling Europeans in their person j

and many of their habits; they live in a mdi
and primitive state, and exhibit perpetual enmit ;yi

towards Mohammedans, by whom their coimtrv'

has been repeatedly invaded, but never con-

quered. They are very skilful as workers ti

metals and wood, and are distinguished from sur-

rounding tribes by drinking wine, sitting o:i

raised seats, exposing their dead without buria

,

using a language wholly unlike the dialects ci

the Afghan, Mogul, Hindoo, or adjacent Asiatic

nations, with the Caucasian features and com-
plexion, and claiming to be brothers of ths

Feringi (Europeans). The principal vill. is sail

to have 500 houses ; but little is really known rf

this region.

Kagalnik, a river of Bessarabia, enters the

Black Sea, a little N. of the Danube, after a S.L.

course of 100 m. On its banks many Germa:)

and other colonies have been established.

K,VGOSiMA, a town of Japan, in a deep bay at

S. end of the island Kiusiu. It was bombards]
by a British squadron 15th Aug. 1863, when it

was burned, and its forts silenced, as a punish-

ment for the murder of the British resident

Kagul, a jaghire of the native state of Kola-

pore, India, within the jurisdiction of the Bom-
bay gov. Annual revenue upwards of 70,00J

rupees, armed force 700 men. Kagul, the diii'l

town, is in lat 16° 32' N., Ion. 74° 23' E.

ELaheree, a town of Afghanistan, Damaun, 321

m. S. Dera-Ismael-Khan, and having a principal

ferry across the Indus, here 1010 yards wide.

Kahi-a, a walled town of Central Germany,
duchy Saxe-Altenburg, on L b. of the Saak, li;

m. S.E. Weimar. P. 2463.
,

Kahlenberg, a hill of Austria, on the Danubtj

a little N.W. Vienna. On its side the army of

Sobieski arrived to the rescue of Vienna, when
besieged by the Turks, 1683.—The

.'

'

are the mountains occupied by the Wii

or Vienna-forest.

Kahun, a fortified t6wn of Afghanistan, ne&i

the Naffoosk pass. Lat 29° 20' N., Ion. 69° Ic'

E. A garrison was placed in it by the British ii)

May, and evacuated in September 1840.

Kai, a town of European Russia, on the Kamd
gov. and 140 m. N.E. Viatka. P. 640.

Kaiffa, Hepha, a seaport town of Palestine)

pash. and 6 m. S.W. Acre, on its bay, at the fool

of Mount Carmel, and having a small port

K.4I-FONG, a city of China, cap. prov. HonacJ

on rt. b. of Hoang-Ho. Lat 34° 53' N., Ion. 114

40' E.
Kaiias (" Paradise,'' the Olympus of the Hin-

doos), a mountain region on the boundary of tn?

British dist of Kumaon, N.W. provs., a ridge ol

I
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e main range of the Himalaya, on the N.E.

glo of the dist. towards S.W. Tibet. It is thus

med by the Tartars and Tibetans, the Hindoos
11 it Kailas. There are two peaks on the ridge,

t'l rising far above the lower limit of snow;
igher being 22,513 feet, in lat. 30° 14', Ion.

,1'; the other in lat. 30° 13', Ion. 80° 15',

tjijy feet above the sea, and comprising the

cps Manasarowar & Eawan Hrad.

Kaimgunj, a town of British India, district of

innickabad, N.W. provs., 20 m. from Futteh-

rh, in lat. 27° 34' N., Ion. 79° 25' E. P. 8983.

Kainsk, a town and fortress of Asiatic Eussia,

V. Tomsk, cap. dist., on the Om, 260 m. "W.S.W.
imsk, and on the great route thence to Omsk
d Tobolsk. Lat. about 55° 30' N., Ion. 78° 40'

P. 3400. It is a straggling collection of

nod houses, but has a trade in furs and skins,

;li some weU-frequented annual fairs.

ivAiPARA, harbour of New Zealand, N. island,

its W. coast, in lat. 36° 38' S., Ion. 174° 28' E.

crage breadth from 5 to 6 m. It receives

,i'ral considerable rivers, including the Wairoa
iN., and Kaipara at S. extremity.

j^AiBA, a town of India, presid. and 265 m. N.
jmbay, cap. dist. It is large, neat, enclosed by
lastioned wall, and has a court-house, a large

(Son, a church, English school, and a Jain

liple. The British cantonments, IJ m. distant,

j
commodious, but site unhealthy.

i^AiRA, a coUectorate of British India, presid.

mbav, in lat. 22° 12' and 23° 33' N., Ion. 72°

and 73° 27' E. Area 1869 sq. m. P. 680,631.

1 sandy. Chief crops, sugar, tobacco, indigo,

ton, and opium. In 1838, Government intro-

;ed an extensive system of drainage, by means
ivhich large tracts of country were reclaimed,

1 several localities, previously \inhealthy,

re rendered salubrious. The collectorate con-

Jis 10 towns and 544 villages. Government
1 established vernacular schools in various

Jts of the disti'ict, and there are besides many
sive private schools.

Cairwah, a city of Northern Africa, dom. and
ka. 8.8.E. Tunis. P. estimated at 50,000. (?)
Ijjtands in a sandy plain, and has a citadel,

ibques, numerous remains of antiquity, and
iivla. of Marocco leather boots and slippers.

Sthe 8th and 9th centuries it was the cap. of

Arab dominions in Africa.

lAiSARnrEH or Kaisariah, Cxsarea, one of

most important cities of Asia Minor, in its E.
tion, at the N. foot of Mount Erjish, Argsetis,

m. E.N.E. Konieh. Lat. 38° 42' N., Ion. 36°

E. The city is enclosed by a dilapidated wall

;

iprises about 6000 Turks, 2500 Armenians,
600 Greek houses ; has a castle, niosques,

rches, extensive bazaars, and near it are i-e-

ns of both the ancient and a subsequent Mo-
miedan city. Its inhabitants are noted for
mercial enterprise, and it is the entrepot for
rge extent of countiy. Imports, articles of
ish and colonial produce, Swiss fabrics, Ger-
1 steel and hardwares, Italian paper, Eussian

I iron, French and Belgian woollens and silks,

' go and dye-woods, stuffs from Diarbekir,
^ ul, Aleppo, and Damascus ; which goods it re-
' irts to the principal cities of Asiatic Turkey,
^ 1 yellow berries, wool, goats' hair, fur, skins,
I cotton, madder, gums, gall-nuts, leeches, nitre,
' :, and wine, the produce of its own territory.
AiSERBERG Or Kaysersberg, a town of

|_'ice, dep. Haut-Ehin, cap. cant., on the Weiss,
^ W.N.W.Colmar. P. 18,182. Cotton manufs.
AiSERSLAUTERN, a town of Eheuish Bavaria,

c dist., on the Lauter, 25 m. N.W. Landau.

P. (1864) 13,502. It has iron forges, and manufs. of
cotton stuffs. The French and Prussians fougni
in its vicinity in 1792 and 1793.

Kaisekstuhl, a town of Switzerland, cant.
Aargau, on 1. b. of the Ehine, 20 m. N.E. Aarau,
on supposed site of the ancient Forum Tiberii,

Kaiservverth, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov.
and 6 m. N.N.W. Diisseldorf, on rt. b. of the
Ehine. P. 1740. Manuf. cotton and silk.

ELaisten, a town of Switzerland, cant. Aargau,
dist. Laufenbourg. P. 1024.
ELaithaula, a town of British India, prov. of

Oude, 70 m. S.E. Lucknow. P. 8000, all Hindoos.
Kajal, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Press-

burg, dist. Galantha. P. 10,190.

Kajana, a town of Finland, laen and 75 m. S.W.
Uleaborg, cap. dist., S. of Lake Ulea. P. 700.
Kakabikka, a cataract of British North Ame-

rica, in the course of the Kamanatekwoya, a river
which, before entering Lake Superior at its W.
end, falls over a micar-slate rock 130 ft. in height.
Kakava, a small island off the S. coast of Asia

Minor, 12 m. S.W. Myra, with a small port and
roadstead, and remains of the ancient Cydna.
KIakuba or Kakooa, a vill. of British India,

dist. and 7 m. S. Agra, N.W. provinces, on the
route to Gwalior, in lat. 27° 4' N., Ion. 78° 3'

E. In December 1843, the British army, under
command of Sir Hugh Gough, accompanied by
Lord EUenborough, governor-general, encamped
here in the advance against Gwalior.
Kakundy, a town of W. Africa, Senegambia, on

the Nunez or Kakundy, 100 m. N.E. its mouth.
Kala-Bagh, a town of Afghanistan, on the

Indus, 70 m. S. Peshawar. P. about 2000.

Kalabsheh (El), Talmis, a vill. of Nubia, on
1. b. of the Nile, 40 m. S. Assouan, It has a
ruined temple, a fine remnant of antiquity.

Kalah ("a Castle"), a prefix of numerous vills.,

fortresses, etc., in W. Asia ; the principal being
—I. (Jik), a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 35 m.
N.E. Angora, at the base of a hill crowned by a
castle, and said to have 800 Mohammedan and 60
Armenian houses, 14 mosques, a khan, and a
public bath. It was taken by Ibrahim Pasha in
his invasion of Asia Minor, and subsequently
sacked by the Turkish troops.—II. (jSherkat),

Turkish Koordistan, a site with extensive ruins,

on rt. b. of the Tigris, 30 m. E. Al-Hadhr.—III.
(Sijid), a fortified town, Persia, prov. Fars, 65 m.
wTN.W. Shiraz.

KAiAiCHi,a town of Afghanistan,near the Indus,
30 m. S. Dera Ismael Khan. It has considerable
trade, and pays 30,000 rupees tribute annually
to the Sikhs.
Kalamaki, a bay of Asia Minor, lat. 36° 10'

N., Ion. 29° 28' E. ; near the head of which are

the ruins of the aqueduct of ancient Patara.
Kalamata, a seaport town of Greece, cap. gov.

Messenia, on the Nedor river, near the head of

the Gulf of Koron. P. 2000. It has a brisk trade

in oil, silk, and figs, raised in its vicinity.

Kalamazoo, a river of the U. S., N. America,
state Michigan, after a W.N.W. course of 200 m.,

enters Lake Michigan, 41 m. N. the mouth of the
river St Joseph. It is navigable for boats for its

last 38 m.—II. a Co., same state, in its S.W. part.

P. (1860) 24,646.-111. a township, cap. above co.,

and on the river, 140 m. W. Detroit. P. 6000.

Kalamo and Kastus, two small islands of the
Ionian group, W, of Meganisi, and near the coast

of Acarnania. Length of Kalamo, N, to S,, 7 m,
Kalantan, a state of the Malay peninsula,

tributary to Siam, with a town of same name, in

the Gulf of Siam, in lat, 6° 27' N., Ion. 101° 52'

E. P. of state estimated at 66,000.

2x
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Kalaxy-Gunga, a river of Ceylon, enters the
Indian Ocean, 3 m. N. Colombo, course 60 m. W.,
for 3-4ths of which it is navigable for boats.

Kalat-el-Muuik, a town of North Syria, pash.

and 70 m. S.S.W. Aleppo, near ancient Apamea,
with an old castle. An adjacent lake abounds
with the black fish, macropteronotus niger.

Kalatoa, an island of the Malay Archipelago,
in the Sea of Flores, between Flores and Celebes.

Kaiau, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
gov. and 55 m. S.S.W. Frankfurt. P. 2200. Near
it is the vill. of Kabel, with mineral baths.
Kalavbita, Cynsetha, a town of Greece, Morea,

cap. gov. Kyllenia, near the foot of Mount Khel-
mos, 28 m. S.E. Pati-as.

Kalbe, two towns of Prussian Saxony, gov.
Magdeburg.—I. cap. circ, on the Saale, 18 m. S
Magdebm-g. P. GOOO. Manufs. woollen stuffs

and hosiery. It is enclosed by walls.—II. 17 m.
S.S.E. Salzwedel, on the Milde. P. 1800.

Kaldenkirchen, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia,
circ. and 10 m. W.S.W. Kempen. P. 1700.
Kalefat, a fortified town of Little Walachia,

on 1. b. of the Danube.
Kalexberg, a division of Prussia, formerly a

priucip. of Hanover, comprising the capital.

Kalgak (Tartar " a Gate" Chinese Chan-hia-
kow), a town of China, prov. Chi-li, 125 m. N.W.
Peking, and near the great wall of China, on the
route from Peking to Kiakhta. T iiough not lai-ge,

it is very populous, and is divided by a river into
a Mongol and a Chinese town, both of which are
fortified. The town is an important depot of
the overland trade between China and Russia.
Kalguev or KoLGUEV, an island of European

Russia, gov. Archangel, in the Arctic Ocean.
Length and breadth 45 m. each. Surface moun-
tainous or marshy, clothed with moss, but re-
sorted to by traders from the mainland, who
here procure large quantities of Bkins, eggs, and
feathers.

Kalhari Desert, a vast tract of South Africa,
between lat. 20° 30' and 28° S., Ion. 18° 30' and
26° E. It is inhabited by the Bosjesmans, whose
hair grows like a scrubbing brush, a peculiarity
which is considered to mark the greatest specific
difference between any of the races of mankind.
Kalhat, a seaport town of Arabia, dom. and 70

m. S.E. Muscat, on the Sea of Bab-el-Mandeb.
Kalice, Kalisz, or Kalisch, a city of Poland,

and the most W. in the Russian dom., cap. prov.
of same name, on an island in the Prosna, 130 m.
W.S.W. Warsaw. P. (1865) 13,537. It is enclosed
by walls, and entered by 6 gates. Chief edifices,

the citadel, the former palace of the waiwode,
now occupied by the judicial courts, the cathe-
dral, many other churches, a Jews' synagogue,
theatre, and several hospitals. It has manufs.
of woollen and linen fabrics, leather, etc. Near
it, in 1706, the Poles defeated the Swedes.
Kalimno, Calamo, or Calynda, an island off

the S.W. coast of Asia Minor, 15 m. N.W. Stan-
chio (^Cos). Lat. 37° N., Ion. 27° E. Surface
mountainous and bare ; it was anciently famous
for its hone

J',
which is still one of its principal

products. Kalimno or Calamo^ its chief town, is

on its west coast.

—

Kalolimno is a small island,
Sea of Marmara, 40 ra. S.S.W. Constantinople.
Kalleenjur, a town and celebrated hill fort of

India, 607 m. N.W. Calcutta. The rock-y hill on
which the fort stands is completely isolated by a
chasm 1200 yards wide and 180 feet high, and in
inost places inaccessible. In a scarp of the hill

is an entrance to a very long flight of steps pene-
trating the interior of the rock to a great distance,
and ending in a subterranean reservoir of clear

I

cool water, said to be unfathomable. Access
the vast circumvallation of this hill is by a pa

way on the S.E. side. This celebrated fort, a:
•

a very severe contest, was exchanged with
British, and completely destroyed iu 1854. C i

town is situated at the S.E. base of the hilL

Kallee Nuddek, two rivers of India.-

,

(East), between the Ganges and Jumna, has j

rise in lat. 29° 19' N., Ion. 77° 51' E. Elevai i

900 feet above the sea. Total course 510 m. t

falls into the Ganges in lat. 27° 1' N., Ion. 8C
'

E.—II. (West), rises in lat. 30° N., Ion. 77° 47'.

Elevation 1000 feet above the sea. It falls >

the Hindun on the left, in lat. 29° 13' N., 1.

77° 35' E. Total course 120 miles.

Xallenjue, India. [Callinger.]
EIallnach, a vUl. of Switzerland, cant. Be,

dist. Aarberg. P. 719.

Kallo (Nagy or Great), a market town of..

Hungary, cap. co. Szabolcs, 23 m. N.N.E. j-

breczin. P. 6444, mostly Protestants. It s

Greek and Protestant churches, and a factorjf

saltpetre.

—

Kis-Kallo is a vill. in its vicinity.

Kalujndborg, a maritime town of Denm;,
on the W. coast of the island Seeland, 58 m. '.

Copenhagen. P. 2587. It has a good harbc,

and an active trade in corn and cattle.

Kalmar, a maritime lasn of Sweden, exten 1;

along its E. coast, between lat. 56° 20' and 68 •'

N., Ion. 15° 30' and 17° E., having E. the Bf,];,

and landward the Isens Linkoping, J6nkoj%
Wexio, and Carlskrona. Area, including e

island Oland, 4397 sq. m. P. (1865) 23.",3.

Surface hilly in the N., level elsewhere ; lakes si

coast harbours are numerous. Sufiicient cors
raised for home consumpt; flax, timber, i."i,

and cattle are also important products. Prii-

pal towns, Kalmar, Westervik, and Wimmerl
Kalmar or Calmar, a fortified seaport cit.if

E. Sweden, cap. Isen, on Kalmar Sound, oppj.e

the island Oland, 190 m. S.S.W. Stockhohn. \

(1865) 9,115. It stands on the island QuamLii,
communicates with a suburb on the mainlanty
a bridge of boats, and is built mostly of w<l.

Principal edifices, a cathedral, town-hall, prej-

ture, and a strong castle, now a house of cor>
tion. It has also an academy, a dockyar a

harbour, and manufs. of woollen stuffs, toba^,

and potash. The treaty of Kalmar, by whiclne

kingdoms of Denmark, Norway, and Swt-n

were united, was signed here in 1397.

—

Kahr
Sound is a strait of the Baltic Sea, separatingis

island Oland from the mainland.
Kalocsa or CoLoczA, a town of W. Hungy,

CO. and 68 m. S. Pesth, with a steam-packet *•

tion on 1. b. of the Danube. P. 5930. It iflo

see of an archbishop, and has a cathedral, pisst

college, and Roman Cathohc gymnasium.— *

vill., CO. Marmaros. P. 1880.
Kalojero, a small desert island, Greciai. r-

chipelago, about midway between Andros & to.

Kalpee or Calpek, a large and populous fn
of British India, presid. Bengal, upper pi'Si

dist. and 45 m. S.W. Cawnpore, on the Jura,

which is commanded by its fort. P. 21,81 "2. 1'

is an entrepot for cotton from S.W. of India, id

has manufs. of paper and sugar-candy.
Kaltenbrunx, a market town of West ;

n-

gary, co. Eisenburg, on the Styrian frontier. "•

N.E. Radkersburg. P. 1706.
Kalten-Nordhhim, a town of Germany, hfi"

Weimar, 25 m. S.S.W. Eisenach. P. I6.r-

Kalten-Sundheim is a vill. 3 m. S.ward. P. *
Kaluga, a gov. of European Russia, n^' [**

centre, forming the most W. of the great iriD'

facturing provs., bounded E. by Tula, S. ''''

J
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W. Smolensk, and N. Moscow. Area 11,022 sq. m.
:.'. (1858) 1,007,471. Surface flat. Chief crops,

ye, oats, wheat, barley, liut, and hemp. Cattle

re not numerous, but the horses aro excellent.

iluuufactures comprise metallic goods and cut-

ory, cloth, cotton, leather, beet-root sugar, soap,

ud distilling. Commerce principally with Arch-
' "•'1. Exports oil and spirits.

V ALUGA, a town of Russia, cap. gov. and dist.

.0 name, 95 m. S.W. Moscow, on the Oka.
'. (1863) 34,6(i8. It is the see of the bishop of

JLaluga and Borovsk, and has a gj'mnasium, a
iBminary for the children of poor nobles, a found-

, ng hospital, and house of correction. Manufs.
luskets, cloth, oil, paper, cotton, pottery, soap,

11 d vitriol ; tanneries and sugar refineries ; com-
lorce in sheep skins, Russian leather, and wax.
Kalusciiin, a town of Poland, gov. and 33 m.

\'.S.W. of Warsaw. P. 4566.

JvALWARiA, a town of Austrian Galicia, circ.

!>1 8 m. E.S.E. Wadowice, with a convent of

I iiedictines, much frequented in pilgrimage.

J-Lalwakia, a town of Poland, gov. Augustow,
1 the Szezupa, 24 m. N.N.E. Suwalki. P. 8450,
iinprisiug many Jews. Manufs. leather.

IvALYViA or Kallide.v, a vill. of Greece, Hellas,

)V. Boeotia, 4 m. N.W. Arachova.
IvAMA, a river of European Russia, and the
iiicipal tributary of the Volga, rises in the gov.
iiitka, N.E. Glazov, flows through gov. Perm,
id S.W. between Viatka and Orenburg, and
ins the Volga 40 m. S. Kasan, after a course
tiinated at 1400 m. All the rivers of the govs.
iatka, Perm, and N. Orenburg are its tribu-

lies, and at its junction with the Volga it is

arly as broad as that river. One of its affluents

lunected with an affluent of the Dwina, by
canal of Catharine ii., 12 m. in length, and
ims an important line of traffic between the
iiiries of the South Volga and those around
White Sea. It is now traversed by steam

ssels, and is navigable for ordinary barges from
|e Volga to Perm, and for flat-bottomed boats
!
a much greater distance.
IvAMA or KooNEE, a river of Central Asia,
us the Cabool river, Afghanistan, 10 m. E.
lalabad, after a S.W. course of 220 m. through
litral and Kafli-istan.

twvMALiA, a small town and fort of the Punjab,
ir the Kavee, 115 m. S.W. Lahore.
li.\MAKAN, an island off the W. coast of Arabia,
Ml. and 20 m. S.Loheia, in a bay of the Red Sea.

• h'th 13 m. It is fertile, and has a harbour.
\ .VMARUDDINNAGAR, a to-Nvn of British India,
W. provs., dist. and 24 m. E. Meerut. The place
mportant as having a ford across the Ganges.
v.\MBEKG, a town of Prussia, duchy and 22 m.
Xassau. P. 2116.
v.^MBURG or Cambueg, a town, duchv Saxe-
iningen, on the Saale, 17 m. E.N.E. Weimar.
vAMENiTZ, numerous towns and vills. of the
-trian empire.—I. Bohemia, circ. and 20 m.
E. Tabor. P. 2281.—II. circ. and 12 m. S.

u.iim.—III. circ. and 11 m. E. Iglau. P. 16C0.

v.\JiEXiTZA| a vill. of Greece, Morea, gov.
iiaia, on the Kamenitzariv., 10 m. S.W. Patras.

vAMENoi-OsTuov, two islands pf Russia; one
lie mouth of the Neva, in the Gulf of Finland,
li an imperial summer palace and a Gothic

' ich ; the other in the Caspian Sea, near
' iev, gov. Orenburg.
AMENSKoi, a town of Asiatic Russia, gov.

4m, 40 m. S. Kamisklov, with imperial kon
* 'ks and a cannon foundry.
.AMEajz or Camenz, a town of Saxony, circ.

•^ 22 m. N.E. Dresden, on the Black Elster. P.

4697, employed in weaving woollen and linen fab-
rics. It has a gymnasium and several churches.
Kashnietz (Pol. Kamenez-Podolsk'), a town of

Russian Poland, near its S.W. frontier, cap. gov.
Podolia, on the Smotritsch, 235 m. N.W. Odessa.
P. (1863) 20,699. It is cap. of the Greek eparchy
of Podolia, & has a Russian theological seminary,
a gymnasium, and 2 public schools. Chief edifice,

the cathedral of St Peter and St Paul. Its forti-

fications, raised in 1812, have since been renewed.
Kamionka Strzumilowa, a town of Austria,

Galicia, 27 m. N.E. Lemberg. P. 1295.

Kamishin, a town of Russia, gov. and 106 m.
S.S.W. Saratov, on the Volga, here joined by the
Kamisliinka, P. (1863) 7447. It was founded by
Peter the Great in 1710 ; and is enclosed by awalL
Kamiz, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov. Oppeln,

circ. and S.W. Neisse. P. 1560.

Kamnitz, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 27 m.
N.N.E. Leitmeritz. P. 2240. Manufs. woollens.
Kamoueaska, a vill. and seignory of Canada

East, dist. and 85 m. N.E. Quebec ; the vill. near
the mouth of the Kamouraska, opposite which,
in the St Lawrence, are the rocky Kamouraska
isles. P. 2600.

Kampen, a fortified town of the Netherlands,
prov. Overyssel, cap. cant., on the Yssel, near its

mouth in the Zuyder-Zee, 9 m. W.N.W. ZwoUe.
P. (1865) 15,489. It has manufactures of carpets.

L.AMPONG Luang, a French naval station on
the W. bank of the outlet of the Tale Sab, at

Udong, former cap. of Cambodia.
Kampot, a seaport town in the S. of Cambodia,

95 m. S.E. of Pnomb to Pinh. Chief exports
pepper, gi-own in the vicinity.

Kajitchatka, a peninsula of Asia, on the N.E.,

forming the S.E. termination of Siberia, ex-

tending between lat. 51° and 59° 55' N., Ion. 155°

40' and 164° 20' E., bounded E. by the Sea of

Kamtchatka, S. by the Pacific, W. by the Sea of

Okhotsk, and N. by the country of the Tchuktchi.

Cap. Petropaulovski, on the S.E. coast. Surface

flat in the N E., on all the W. coast, except at the

S. point, and in the centre. The E. coasts are

deeply indented ; bold and steep on the S. It. is

traversed by a range of mountains which extend

right through its centre, from Cape Lopatka, its S.

point, till it joins the Stanovoi mountains ou the

N. ; in about lat. 64° a branch strikes off to the

N.E., and terminates in Klocheffskaia volcano,

16,000 feet high. The volcanoes of Kamtchatka
constitute the northern extremity of the eruptive

belt of Eastern Asia ; there are in the peninsula

21 volcanic cones, varying from 7000 to 16,000

feet above the sea, and most of them are in a. state

of activity. The snow-line is at an elevation ol

5000 feet ; cone-trees grow on the mountain-sidea

to 600, and shrubs to 2000 feet above the sea

Chief river the Kamtchatka, which rises in lat.

64°, flows N. through the central valley, and E.

through the mountain range to the E. Sea, in

lat. 66°. Length 250 in. Chief affl., the Jelowka,

from the N. Principal lake, the Kurile, near the

S.W. pomt ; length 20 m. ; breadth 12 m. Cli-

mate very severe ; winter lasts nine months, and
frost is common even in summer. In the in-

terior, where protected by the mountains, the cli-

mate is milder ; here the larch grows, and rye,

barley, and pot herbs are cultivated. The pop
live chiefly on the produce of hunting and fish-

ing. The export of goods is conducted on sledges

drawn by dogs. Exports comprise sable, fox, and

other skins (30,000 annually), whale oil, fish, and
eggs. Trade chiefly with Okhotsk. Imports,

colonial goods. Kamtchatka was discovered and

conquered by the Russians between 1696 and 1706.
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It IB subdivided into four districts, each under
!i lieutenant-governor. [Maritime Kegion.]
Kamuschlov, 9. town of Asiatic Russia, gov.

Perm, cap. dist., on a tributary of the Tobol river,

65 m. N.W. Shadrinsk. P. 2900.

Kanadei, a town of Russia, gov. and 88 m.
S.W. Simbirsk, on an affl. of the Volga. P. 2250.

Kanangawa, a seaport town of Japan, island

Niphon, on the bay and 15 m. S. Yedo. It was
opened to commerce in 1858. In 1862, 121 ves-
sels (tonnage 42,595) entered, and 97 (tonnage
35,496) cleared, the port Trade is carried on
chiefly by British, American, and Dutch vessels.

Exports comprise raw silk, tea, copper, timber,

lacquered wares, oil, sea-weed, paper, gensing,
mushrooms, dried fish, raw cotton, etc. ; value

(1862) 1,313,668?. Imports: tin, lead, spelter,

camlets, grey shirtings, cottons, chintzes, velvets,

woollens, medicine, provisions, etc. ; value (1862)

536,860?. Total duties paid on imports and ex-

ports 72,057/. It is the port of Yokohama.
Kaxakak (t?ie "Black Pagoda^'y, an ancient

maritime vill. of British India, presid. Bengal,

dist and 45 m. S.S.E. Cuttack. Here are the

ruins of a large Hindoo temple, long deserted for

that of Juggernaut, 16 m. W.ward.
Kanawha, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in

W. of Virginia, watered by river of same name.
Area 1218 sq. m. P. (1860) 13,966 free, 2184 slaves.

Kanawha River, U. S., Xorth America, rises

in the N. part of North Carolina, flows N.N.W.
through Virginia, and after a course of about 300
m. joins the Ohio 250 m. below Pittsburg. Chief
affls., the Elk, Coal, and Greenbriar rivers. It is

navigable by steamers to the vill. of Kanawha or
Charleston, about 43 m. from its mouth. This
vill. has a court-house and branch bank, and in

its vicinity are extensive salt-works. P. 1092,

employed in boiling a very briny water, here
extracted from the lower coal measures by deep
artesian wells. This and other tracts of the

Kanawha valley also produce large supplies of

petroleum from simDar artesian borings.

Kanchinjinga Mountain. [Kunchinjunga.]
Kan-chou, two cities of China.—I. prov. Kan-

Su, cap. dist., near the N.W. frontier & great wall.

Lat. 39° 10' N. ; Ion. 100° 40' E. Manufs. woollens.

It corresponds to the Kampion of Marco Polo.

—II. prov. Kiang-si, cap. dep., on the Kan-kiang
river, lat 25° 52' 43" N., Ion. 114° 60' E. It is

strongly fortified, & has several temples ; manufs.
Chinese ink and varnish, and extensive trade.

Kanchow, a seaport town of China, prov.

Shan-tung, on a small river near the Yellow Sea.

Kandah, a considerable walled town of Beloo-
chistan, prov. Cutch-Gundava, 23 m. E. Gundava.

ELandalask, a vill. of Russia, gov. Archangel,
on bay of same name, on W. of the White Sea.

Kandergrund, a town of Switzerland, cant
Bern, dist Frutigen. P. 1052.

Kandern, a town of Germanj', Baden, circ.

Upper Rhine, 21 m. S.W. Freibui^. P. 1380, en-
giiged in silk and cloth manufs., and iron works.
KANOTf or Candy, a town of Ceylon, formerly

cap. of kingdom, near the centre of the island, 62
m. N.E. Colombo, and 1676 feet above the sea.

It stands in an amphitheatre of wooded hills, and
consists of mud huts, with European barracks, an
hospital on the banks of an artificial lake, a resi-

dence for the British governor, several missionary
and other schools, and many Buddhist and Hin-
doo temples, now in decay. It was captured by
the British, first in 1803, and finally in 1815.

Kane, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

N.E. of Illinois. Area 543 sq.m. P. (I860) 30,062.
> Kanem, a kingdom of North Central Africa,

on N. shore of Lake Tchad. Lat 15° N., lo

13° E.
Kanev, a town of Russia, gov. and 64 m, S.

Kiev, on the Dnieper. P. (1863) 6838.

Kangaroo Island, a large island of Sout
Australia, in lat. 36° S., Ion. 137° E. Estimat*
area 1970 sq. m. Shores greatly indented ar

abrupt; its rounded hills covered with a thic

shrub ; and it abounds with shallow salt lake

It has no native inhabitants, but is occasional

visited by whale and seal fishers.

—

Kangar:
Point is a vill. of Tasmania, opposite Hobartowr
on the E. bank of the river Derwent.
Kangaroo, a liv., New S. Wales, co. Camder

falls into Shoalhaven river, 20 m. above Nowrr,
Kangelung, an island of the Malay Arclif

pelago, 70 m. N. Bali. Length, E. to W., 25 a 1

average breadth 8 m. It is surrounded by shoal'

Kanghur, a town of Scinde, 20 ra. W.N.'\^
Shikarpoor. Lat 28° 13' N. ; Ion. 68" 35' E. '

Kanizsa, three towns of Hungary.— I. {Nw^
or Greaty, once an important fortress, co. Sza\si

P. 9441.—II. (MagyarX co. Bacs, on the Thei^
14 m. S. Szegedin. P. 8865—111. (T6r6k\ c

Ob. Bacs, dist Becskerek. P. 2062.
\

Kankakee, a co. of U. S^ N. America, lUinoi

Area 590 sq. m. P. (I860) 15,412.

Kankari, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 3

m. N.W. Angoi-a. P. about 18,000. It has hi]

racks, mosques, khans, and a Greek church.
Kan-kiang, a river of China, forming a piii

of its great internal line of navigation, floii

throughout the prov. Kiang-si from S. to ^
traverses the Lake Po-yang, and joins the Tar 1

tze-kiang, after a course estimated at 350 miltf

Kano, a considerable town of Central Afric

Nigritia, cap. state Houssa, about lat. 12° N^ lo,

9° E. Pop. estimated at from 30,000 to 40,OOOJ

Kansas, one of the XJ. S., N. America, lai 3
to 40° N., Ion, 94° to 107° W. Extent 630 m. 1

208 m. Area 114,798 sq. m. P. (1860) 107,2C

of whom 625 were free coloured, and 2 we
slaves. Separated from Utah by the territory

Colorado and the Rocky Mountains, and waten
by the Kansas and Arkansas rivers, the first ,

which rises in Rocky Mountains, & flows E. 900

1

to the Missouri, and is navigable to Fort Rile

Climate very fine. Kansas city is on the Missoi

r., 280 m. W. St Louis by the Pacific Rail, Ka
SOS territory was formed in 1854, and after a pt

tracted struggle, resolved that it should not adn
slavery among its institutions. It was admitt

into the Federal Union in 1861.

Kansk, a fortified town of Asiatic Russia, pre

Yeniseisk, cap. dist., 120 m. E. Krasnoyarsk.
Kan-Su, the most N.W. prov. of China, 1

tween lat. 32° 30' and 45° N., Ion. 85' and IC

E., having E. the prov. Shen-si, Se-chnen, fj

on other sides Mongolia, into which a longtontf

of it stretches between the temtory of the It

ko-nor and the desert of Gobi, dividing the pre

into two portions totally unlike in their produ'-

and climate. Area 400,000 sq. m. Pop. estimat

at 19,512,716. Surface mountainous and des-;

land. Principal river, the Hoang-ho. Produ^

comprise dyes, gold, mercury, silks, musk, li

tobacco, Lan-chou is the cap., besides whi^

there are 9 cities of the first rank.

Kanth or Canth, a town of Prussian Sile.

gov. and 13 m. S.W. Breslau, on the Weistn.

P. 1800. An action between the French al

Prussians took place near it in 1813.

Kanturk, a market town of Ireland, Muns..

CO. Cork, 11 m. W.S.W. Biittevant P. 2:.

It has a fever hospital, district bridewell, mark*

houBe, branch bank, and manufs. of serges.
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Kasum, a city of Little Tibet, on the Upper
5utlej, lat. 31° 37' N., Ion. 78° 28' E., onatable-

and, nearly 9000 feet above the sea. It was long

he residence of the traveller Oosma de Koros.

Kao, numerous cities of China and Corea ; the

Irincipal being Kao-tchou, prov. and 168 m.
•i.W. Canton, cap. dep., on a navigable river, in

!. 21° 48' N., Ion. 111° 8' E. It is enclosed by
ient walls, and has manufs. of nankeens.

IvAPELLE, two vills. of the Netherlands.—I.

)rov. Zealand, island S. Beveland, 4 m. E.

>oes. P. 1342.—II. (^West Kapelle), Baxae proy.,

;
m. W.N.W. Middleburg. P. 1892.

1 Kapfenberg, a market town of Styria, 3 m.

k.N.E. Brilck, with a station on the railway be-

tween Murzuscblag and Gratz. P. 600.

I Kapiti or Entry Island, New Zealand, is

etween the N. and S. islands.

IvAPLiTZ, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, circ. and
ist. Budweis. P. 1900.

Kapnik-Banya, a mai-ket town of Hungary,
0. Szathmar, 8 m. E. Nagj'-Banya. P. 3000,

lostly employed in gold, silver, and lead mines.

Kaposvar, a town of Central Hungary, co.

zumegh, on the Kapos, 97 m. S.W. Pesth. P.

145, chiefly employed in cultivating tobacco.

t has a Eoman Catholic church.

Kappel, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

ist. Affoltem. Here Zwingli died. P. 734.

Kappeln, a maritime town of the duchy and 15
1. N.E. Schleswig. P. 2100.

Kapunda, a vill. of S. Australia, dist. and 45 m.
,. Adelaide, close to extensive copper mines.
Kapuvar, a market town of W. Hungary, co.

ledenburg, 40 m. S. Presburg. P. 4373.

Kara, a river forming a part of the boundary
etween European and Asiatic Russia, rises in

le Ural mountains, flows N. and enters the Sea
f Kara, after a course of 125 miles.

Kara (Sea of), a portion of the Arctic Ocean,
etween the Eussian govs. Archangel and To-
lolsk on the S., and the island Novaia-Zemlia on
r>e N., and extending between lat. 70° and 73°

If., Ion. 67° and 68° E. On its S.W. side it is

latered by the Strait of Kara, between the islands

l^aigatz and Novaia-Zemlia, and 30 m. across,

'n the S.E. side is the Gulf of Kara, and on the
. it is entered by the river Kara.
Kara (Turkish blacky, a prefix to the names

' numerous places in the East, of which the
iincipal are the following :

—

Kara-Aghadj, a town of European Turkey,
ulgaria, 40 m. S.E. Silistria.—II. a bay of Asia
:inor. Lat. 36° 41' 50" N., Ion. 28° 30' E.

j
Karabagh (Black Garden), a prov. of Asiatic

lussia, Transcaucasia, between the Kur and
' ras rivers, enclosed by the provs. Nakhchevan,
rivan, Elizabetpol, and Shirvan. Its central
irt consists of a bare table-laud, interspersed
jith fertile valleys. Chief town Shoosha.
Kara-bagh, a town and large fort of Afghan-

Itan, 40 m. S.W. Ghuznee, and 7426 feet above
B sea. Lat. 33° 10' N., Ion. 67° 69' E.
Kara-Bunar [Barate or Barathra), a town of
sia Minor, pash. Karamania, 58 m. B.S.E.
Hiieh. It has a khan, a mosque, and nitre
t>rks. Near it are traces of volcanic action.
Karachi, seaport of Scinde. [Kurrachee.]
Karadagh, a district of the Persian prov.
?prbijan, adjacent to Karabagh.
IvARA Dagh or Tagh, sev. mtns. of Asia Minor,
1 a chain in Persia between Khuzistan & Lari-
''1-7711. a mountain range of European Turkey,
iraili, near Philippopolis Karaja Tagh (Mons
(wus\ Asiatic Turkey, pash. Diarbekir, sepa-
tes the basins of the Euphrates and Tigris.

Kara Hissar (Turk. ''Black Castle"^, several
towns of Asia Minor.—I. pash. Karamania, 30 m.
S.W. Kaisariyeh, on the slope of a hUl. trowned
by a ruined castle, and supposed to be the site of
the ancient Cybistra.—II. pash. Adana, 25 m.
W. Tarsous.—III. (jShebb-Kanek), pash. and 110
m. E.N.E. Sivas, on the route to Ei'zeroum. It

stands on a high hill, and has weU-stocked ba-
zaars. Near it are alum-works.
Kara-jiler, a vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia,

50 m. S.E. Angoi-a, near the Kizil-Irmak.
KLarak or Karedj, an island of the Persian

Gulf, in lat. 29° 12' N., Ion. 60° 13' E. It is about
15 m. in circ, of coral formation, and has on its

N. side an old Dutch fort, with a vill. inhabited
by about 1000 Arabs. Chief industrj': raising
fruits and pearl-fishing. Ships bear up hither
from Bushire during strong S.W. winds in the
gulf, and anchor near it in safety.

Karakal, a town of Walachia, cap. dist. Ea-
manatzi, 30 m. S.E. Krajova.
Karakash, a city of Chinese Turkestan, on an

affl. of the Khoten river, 240 m. E.S.E. Yarkand.
KLarakorum, a mountain chain of the Chinese

empire, separating Chinese Turkestan from Little

Tibet, near valley of Shayok, mean elev. 18,6U0
ft. above the sea; but the highest point, Dapsang
Peak, is 28,278 ft. The Karakorum runs nearly
parallel with the Himalaya, beginning E. of

Lassa, about 92°, and ending in the Ion. of

Hasdra, about 75° E. It forms the northern border
of E. and W. Tibet ; and this range, not the Kuen-
lun, forms the watershed between India and
Central Asia. The brothers Schlagintweit were
the first Europeans who crossed the range, and
found it to be the principal chain.
Karaman, Laranda, a town of Asia Minor,

pash. Karamania, near the N. foot of Mount
Taurus, 63 m. S.S.E. Konieh. P. 7000.
Karamania, a pash. of Asia Minor, comprising

most of the E. portion of its central table-land,

between lat. 37° and 40° N., Ion. 31° and 37° E.,

having S. Mount Taurus, separating it from the
pashs. Itshil and Adana, and on other sides Mar-
ash, Sivas, and Anatolia. Pi'incipal rivei-s, the
Kizil Irmak (Halys) and the Sihon ; in its W. are
numerous small lakes. It is divided into seven
sanjaks. Principal towns, Konieh, Kaisariyeh,
Ak-shehr, Beg-shehr, Nigdeh, and Karaman.
Karang Bollong, a dist. of Java, near its

centre, on S. coast, residency Baglen. The pop.
export great numbers of birds' nests to China.
Karaniz, a vill. of Persia, prov. Azerbijan,

near Takhti Soleiman (the ancient Ecbatana'), on
the Sanik river.

Karanja, an island of India, on E. side of

Bombay harbour, and separated by a narrow
channel from the mainland. It is 4 m. long and
2 m. broad, and is low, except two hills, called the
Gi'eat and Little Karanja hills.

Karansebes, a mkt. town, S. Hungary, Banat,
on the Temes, 50 m. S.E. Temesvar. P. 3400.

Kara-Su (" Black River "), a name applied to

numerous rivers in the Turkish doms., among
which are—I. the W. branch of the Euphrates,
which joins the Keumer Su, 14 m. S.W. Erzinjan.
—II. European Turkey, between Eumili and
Macedonia, enters the iEgean Sea opposite Tha-
sos, after a S. course of 180 m.—III. Asia Minor,
tributary to the Kizil Irmak, near Kaisariyeh and
the Melas of Strabo. It is also a name of the
Struma, of an affluent of the Vardar, Macedonia,
and of the Kerkhah.
Kara-su-Bazar, a Tartar town of S. Eussia,

gov. Taurida, in the Crimea, 24 m. E.N.E. Sim-
feropol. P. (1863) 15,506. comprising TartarsL
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Greeks, Russians, Jews, and Armenians. It lias

24 minarets, a Greek church, and 2 Roman
Catholic chiu'che?, a Jews' synagogue, and a for-

tified khan near its centre. It is the great mart
of the Crimea, and has a weekly market and
an annual fair. Manufactures morocco, leather,

candles, soap, potteiy, and tiles.

Karatciiev, a walled town of Russia, gov. and
45 m. W.N.W. Orel. P. 5725.

Karateghin, a river and town of Central Asia,

the river an affluent of the Upper Oxus, in the
table-land of Pamir, and the town on its banks,
dom. and 90 m. N.E. Hissar.

Karatova, a market town of European Tur-
key, Rumili, on the Braunista, sanj. and 22 m.
S.S.W. Ghiustendil. P. 4000.

Karavaria, European Turkey. [Veria.]
Karavukova, a vill. of AusU'ia, Hungaiy, co.

Bacs, dist. Apatin. P. 1968.

Kardszag-uj-szAllas, a market town of E.
Hungary, cap. dist. Great Kimiania, 25 m S.W.
Debreczin. P. 12,186. It has Roman Catholic,

Lutheran, and Calvinistic churches.
Kareixg, a country of Siani, between lat. 15°

30' and 17' N., Ion. 101° and 103° E. It is occupied
by the primitive inhabitants of Siam, formerly
subject to Cambodia. They are a race of pagans
who recognise a good and an evil spii-it, but have
no form of religion. They bum their dead.
Karge, Kargova, or Unruiistadt, a town of

Prussian Poland, gov. and 60 m. S.W. Posen, on
the Obra. P. 1970. Manufs. wooUen cloth.

KLargopol, a town of Russia, gov. and 185 m.
3.N.K Olenetz, on the Onega. P. 2040.

Karikal, a maritime town of India, ceded to

the French by the rajah of Taniore in 1759, on
the Coromandel coast, 8 m. S. Tranquebar. P.

10,000. The territory of Karikal has 113 villages,

the pop. of which is 52,643. It is very fertile and
Well cultivated. Chief product, rice.

Karikjah, a town of India, Deccan, Nizam's
dom., 44 m. S.S.W. Baitool.

Karitbixa, a vill. of Greece, cap. gov. Gortynia,
near the centre of the Morea, 17 m. W. Tripo-
Utza. P. 1000.

Xarkissa, Circsesiwn, a town of Asiatic Tur-
key, pash. Bagdail, cap. sanj., on the Euphrates,
at the influx of the Khabur, in lat. 35° 8' N., Ion.
40° 30' E. Under Diocletian it was a strongly
fortified frontier town of the Roman dominions.
Karlburg, a market town of W. Hungary,

near the Danube, 10 m. S. Presbui-g. P. 1800.

Karleby, a seaport town, Finland. [Gamla.|]
Karlee, a vill. of India. [Carlee.]
Karlo, an island in the Gulf of Bothnia, lat. (of

W. point) 65° 2' N., Ion, 24° 33' E. ; length 11 m.
ELarlowitz or Carlovitz, a town of the Aus-

trian empire, Slavonian military frontier, co. and
8 m. S.S.E. Peterwardein, with a steam-packet
station on rt. b. of the Danube. P. 3450. A
memorable treaty between Austria and Turkey
was concluded here in 1699.

Karlsbad, a town of Bohemia. [Carlsbad."]
Karlsbrunn, a vill. & well-frequented water-

ing-place of Austrian Silesia, leg. Brunn, circ.

Troppau.—IL a watering-place of Bohemia, circ.

Chrudim, near Zwittaiu P. 780.
Karlsburg or CARtJ^BURG (Hung. Karoly-

Fejervar), a fomiieJ town of Transylvania, cap.
CO., on the Maros, 48 m. S. Klausenbui^. P.
6239, comprising many Jews, who here enjoy
peculiar rights, under the protection of the
bishops. Principal edifices, a Roman Catholic
cathedral, the Bathany church, the palace of the
bishops of Transylvania, a Roman Catholic gjnn-
nasium, with the provincial archives, a mint, ob-

servatory, and arsenal, barracks, and hospital-

and it has several public libraries.

Kaklshafex, a town of Central German
Hessen-Cassel, prov. Lower Hessen, on t

Weser, 24 m. N. Cassel. P. 1800.—Karlmar-
is a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov. and 34 i

S.E. Breslau, on rt. b. of the Stober. P. 665.

Karlstadt, a royal free town of Austrii

Croatia, cap. co., between the Kulpa and Koroi

.

33 m. S.W. Agram. P. 6000. It consists of

fortress, outer town, and suburb, is the see of

Greek bishop, and has many public buildiu.

and superior schools, manufs. of rosoglio, and \i

active transit trade.—IL a town of Bavaria, ci •

Lower Fi-anconia, on the Main, 14 m. N.'W

Wiiizburg. P. 2160. It has a trade in wine,

Karijstadt, a town of Sweden. [CARLSTABn'
Karxac, a viU. of Upper Egypt [Thebes.",

Karnes, a co. of U.S., North America, TesJ
P. 1844 free, 327 slaves.

Karsthen (Eng. Carinthiay, a political divisio

of the Austrian empire, forming the N.W. part i

Hlyria. Area 4006 sq. m. P. (1857) 332,456. }

is divided into the two circles Klagenfurth aii

Villach. Surface mountainous. Chief industi

}

cattle-rearing. Chief river the Drave. Chief lal

the Klagenfurth or Worthsee. [Illtria-Kr-^i :>•

Karolixexthl, a suburb ofPrague, Boheit;

P, 12,048.

Karolt (Nagy), Hungary. [Nary-Kahot .

Karpfex, a free town of Hungarv, co. Soii

on the Krupinika, 60 m. N. Pesth. t. 2160.

Karroos, extensive plains of South Africi

Cape Colony, occupying most part of the terrace

between the mountain ranges. They are ai;

nually covered with a rich vegetation, and pat

tured by numerous herds; but when the dr

season sets in they become arid deserts.

Kars, a city of Asiatic Turkey, cap. pashalii

on the Arpa-chai, 105 m. N.E. Erzeroum. P. 12,0lH

It is partly walled, and has 8 mosques, minare-

Armenian churches and convents. It was take

by the Turks, & retaken by the Russians in ISi^;

Karsun, a town of Russia, gov. and 66 it

W.S.W. Simbirsk, P. 4403. It was formerl

fortified, and has a cathredal & leather factorici

Kartai^ a maritime vill. of Asiatic Tnricei

Anatolia, on the Gulf of Nicomedia, 14 m. 8.1

Constantinople.
Kartalinia or Kabthli, the N. part of Geo

gia, Asiatic Russia, watered by the Kur and affls.

contains the towns Goro, Ananour, and Suran ,

Kartoojc, cap. town of Nubia. [Khabtim. '

Karyes, a small town of European Turkei

Macedonia, in the centre of the peninsula i

Mount Athos. P. 206.

Karysto or Castel Rosso, a seaport town <

Greece, near S. extremity of isl. Eubsea. P. 80(''

Kasabah or Kassaba, a stone-built town «

Asia Minor, Karamania, 54 m. S.E. Konieh.^

Kasan or Kazan, a gov. of European Russia i

the E., bounded E. by Orenburg, S. Simbirsk, '^^

Novgorod, and N. Viatka. Area 23,729 sq. i

P, (1858) 1,543,344, nearly all of Greek church c

Mohammedans. Surface flat, travei-sed by tJ

Volga and Kama, which hero unite. A gre?

portion is covered with forests. Minerals coiij

prise copper, gypsum, potter's clay, and linl

Chief crops, rye, wheat, lint, and hemp. T;J

Khanat or Tartar kingdom of Kasan, found:

1441, was destroyed in 1552.

Kasax, a fortified city of Russia, cap. gov, sai

name, near its centre, on the Kasanska, 4 ::

from its mouth in the Volga, 430 m. E. Mosco

120 feet above the sea, P. (1863), 63.U84. It

composed of three parts, the citadel, the tcwi

I
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d suburbs, is cap. of a Greek eparchy, and see

a bishop, and lias a magnetic observatory, an
enal, and a powder magazine. Kasan has

ib; been celebrated for its educational estab-

linients: its university, founded 1804 ; a large

laiy, an observatory, botanic garden, and
eial museums ; 2 gymnasia, in one of which the

teru languages are taught ; a primary normal
lool, a Greek theological seminary, with a

rary, a military school, and 14 public schools,

uufs. cloths, cottons, cutlery, jewellery, soap,

1 marocco leather ; tanneries and distilleries.

is the entrepot of the commerce between
leria, Bokhara, and European Eussia, and has
ensive trade on the Volga. Kasan was three

:e.s nearly ruined by fire—1st, in 1774 ; 2d, in

. by the explosion of its powder magazine;
3d, on the 6th September 1842, on which

asion more than half of the city was destroyed.

vASANLiK or Kezanlik, a town of European
ikey, Eumili, 88 m. N.W. Adrianople. P.

Mj. (.') It has a mamif. of attar of roses.

\s^VNSK, a town of Eussia, Don Cossack
i.try, on 1. b. of the Don, 20 m. E.S.E. Bo-
char (gov. Voroniej). It has an active trade.

Casbin, a fortified town of Persia, prov. Irak-
mi, 90 m. N.W. Teheran. It is enclosed by
ck walls. Principal edifices, a royal palace,

nsque, schools, bazaars, and baths. It is a
t for the silks of Ghilan andShirvan, destined
.ingdad and India, and rice from the Caspian
vs. It produces fine melons and wine.
LisCHAU (Hung. Kassa), a royal free city of

Hungary, cap. co. Abaujvar, on rt. b. of the
rnad, in a valley, surrounded by viue-clad
Is, 130 m. N.E. Pesth. P. 13,082. In its great
lare an afiluent of the river forms an island.

has a Gothic cathedral, numerous other
arches and convents, an episcopal palace, bar-
ks, &n arsenal, a theatre, a royal academy,
:h a valuable library, and a fine collection of

;ural history, a collegiate episcopal seminary,
lOol for nobles, and a militai-y asylum. It

ms a kind of provincial capital, and is resorted
by the upper classes in winter.
iASHAN, a town of Persia, prov. Irak-Ajerai,
). dist, 92 m. N. Ispahan, ou the route to Te-
an. Lat. 34° N., Ion. 51° 30' E. Pop. uncor-
1. It has a royal palace, numerous mosques,
leges, bazaars, and baths, manufs. of shawls,
'cade silk stuffs, cottons, gold & silver articles,

h an active trade in agricultural produce.
iASHGAE or Cashgar, a city of Chinese Tur-
itan, 140 m. N.W. Yarkand. Lat. 39° 25' N.,
.
73° 57' E. Pop. estimated at 16,000, exclu-

e of the Chinese garrison, who, with the gover-
. occupy the citadel. It is enclosed by an
ill rampart, entered by four gates, and divided

I Mohammedan or Turkish, and Chinese towns.
IS the residence of an Usbek chief, and has
nuf8.of cotton goods, and articles in gold and
per. It exports brick tea, Chinese raw and
nufactured silks, porcelain, and rhubarb to
khara, whence it receives Eussian, Indian, and
ler produce. Its district comprises 8 other
nis, and furnishes yearly tribute, which is

it to the Chinese governor at Hi. Kashgar was
commercial city of importance before the
nstian era. It has belonged to the Chinese
uearly a centui-y, and was formei-ly the cap.

Turkestan.

vASHiu, a town of Eussia, gov. and 73 m. N.E.
I

'

1-, ou au affluent of the Volga. P. (1863) 7639,
vASHiUA, a town of Eussia, gov. and 40 m.
^.E. Tula, on the Oka. P. 2500.
i^^ASHMiu or Cashmeke, au extensive tract of

country of Northern India, constituting the do-
minions of Gholab Singh, situated between lat.

32° 17' and 37° N., Ion. 73° and 79° 40' E. It
is separated on the N. and E. from Tibet by the
Karakorum mountains ; on the S. by the Punjab
and the British dists. of Spiti and Lahoul ; and on
the W. by the Punjab and the Huzareh country.
Area 25,000 sq. m. Pop. formerly estimated at

760,000; but, owing to earthquakes, cholera, and
famine, it has declined to 200,000. The valley
of Cashmere has an average elevation of 5500 or
6000 ft. above the sea. Several mountains around
it rise to 15,000 feet, and one in E. Cashmere
reaches to 19,650 feet in height. The country is

well watered by the Jhelum river and its tribu-
taries. There are 10 or 12 passes through the
mountains, four of which are practicable at all

times of the year. The Pir Panjal Mountains
are of basalt, and limestone and marble are com-
mon, but primary rocks rai-e, and few metals or
important minerals. There are three lakes in the
valley of Cashmere connected with the Jhelum
river. Snow covers the country for five winter
months, but the temperature then is seldom much
below the freezing-point. Eain falls copiously
in spring and early summer. The summer heat
varies from 75° to 85° Fahr. Earthquakes are
common ; in 1828, 1200 persons perished by one.

The soil on the basis of the mountains and valley
is a rich loam, with sub-soil of elay. Eice is the
principal crop ; wheat, maize, millet, barley, me-
lons, cucumbers, and other European fruits and
vegetables, tobacco, cotton, oil-seeds, and Indian
hemp are also raised. The water-lily and water-
nut (trapabispinosa) grow in abundance. Bees,
kept in hives constructed in the houses, produce
excellent honey. The natives are of a tall robust
frame of body, with manly features ; the women
full-formed and handsome, with aquiline nose
and features, resembling the Jewish. The lan-

guage is a dialect of Sanscrit with a mixture of

Persian. The country abounds in monuments.
The staple wealth of Cashmere long consisted in

its shawls, woven from the inner hair or down of

tame and wild goats and sheep, fed on the table-

land of Tibet, and which article is imported by
way of Le, in Little Tibet. Some years ago the
annual value of the shawls manufactured in Cash-
mere was estimated at 300,000/. ; but the amount
has since greatly declined, owing to the inferiority

of the manufacture. Attempts were made by the
Maharajah in 1864 to revive the trade. Other
manufs. are lacquered wares in great variety,

leather, saddlery, paper, attar of roses, cutlery,

glass-wares, and articles in rock-crystal and
chalcedony. Inhabitants mostly Mohammedans.
Principal towns, Serinagur or Cashmere, Chapi-
nian, Islamabad, and Panipur. It is considered
a holy land by Hindoos ; and it has numerous
Buddhic antiquities. In 1586 the country was
conquered by the Mogul Emperor Akbar. In
1752 it was subjugated by the Afghans, and
remained under their sway till it fell into the
power of the Sikhs in 1819, from which time till

1845 it was ruled by a governor of the Maha-
rajah of the Punjab. Towards the end of 1845,

the Sikh army invaded part of the British tei-ri-

tory, which led to hostile operations, and resulted

in the occupation of Lahore by the British, when
a treaty was concluded, by which, as indemnifica-
tion for the expenses of the war, the hill country
between the Beas and the Indus, including the

pi'ov. of Kashmere, was ceded to the British, who
transferred the larger portion to Gholab Singh,
in independent possession for a pecuniary equi-

valent. By terms of the treaty, the supremacy
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of the British is aclvnowledged by Gholab Singh,

who is bound to assist them with troops under
certain contingencies, and in return, aid is to be
given him in resisting his enemies. An excellent

survey of this beautiful valley has been lately

completed as part of the Great Trigonometrical
Sui-vey of India, [Serinaguk.]
Kasimiersh, a town of Poland, gov. and 28 m.

W.N.W. Lublin, on the Vistula. P . 6720, mostly
Jews.
Kasinov or Kasimov, a town of Russia, gov. &

67 m. E.N.E. Riazan, at junction of the Babiuka
& Oka- P. (1863) 11,054. Employed in fur trade.

Kaskaskia, ariver of U. S., N. America, Illinois,

rises N. of lat. 40°, flowing S.W. for 200 m., and
joins the Mississippi 7 m. below Kaskaskia vill.,

which is on its banks, 128 m. S. Springfield. It

has a Roman Catholic church, nunnei-y, & court-
house. The river is navigable to Vandal ia, 86
m. from its mouth.
Kasmark, a town of Hungary. [Kesmark.]
Kasson, a state of W. Africa, N.E. of Sene-

gambia, separated from Bambouk on the S. and
W. by the Senegal river. The French have a
station here at Medira.
Kassye-Gopang, a town of Scinde, on rt. b. of

the Indus, 25 m. N. Hyderabad, in a fertile dist.

Kastamouni or Kostambone, a town of Asia
Minor, Anatolia, on the Kara-su, 114 m. N.N.E.
Angora, at an elevation of 2350 feet P. about
12,000, mostly Turks. It has upwards of 30
mosques, 24 public baths, with copper forges,

cotton printing works, and trade in wool.
Kastellaun, CnstellaiTn, a town of Rhenish

Prussia, gov. and 21 m. S.W. Goblenz. P. 1220.

Kaster, a vill., gov. and N.W. Cologne. P. 500.

Kastorea or Kesrie, Celethrum, a town of

European Turkey, Macedonia, sanj. and 25 m. S.

Monastir, on a peninsula in the Lake of Kastorea.

P. 1800.—The Lake ofKastorea is nearly circular,

and about 6 m. in diameter.
Kastri, Delphi, a vill. of Greece. [Castri.]
Katacolo, a cape and bay of Greece, gov. Elis,

on the W. coast of the Morea, 15 m. S. Gastuni.
Katagum, a town of Central Africa, Nigritia,

Lokoto, on an affl. of the Yeu, 135 m. E.N.E.
Kano. It is said to be strongly fortified. P. 8000.

Katanska or Khatanga, a river of Siberia,

prov. Yeniseisk, enters the Gulf of Katanska,
Arctic Ocean, after a N. course of 600 miles.

Kathaneln, a vill. of Austria, SUesia, circ. and
dist. Troppau. P. 3255.

Katharinaberg, a mining town of N. Bohe-
mia, circ. Saaz, 16 m. W. Toplitz. P. 1000.

Katob, a town of Scinde, on the Nan-a branch
of the Indus, 108 m. N.N.E. Hyderabad.
Katrine or Cateran (Loch), a lake of Scot-

land, CO. Perth, 9i m. W. Callender, and 5 m. E.
Loch Lomond. Length 10 m., breadth 2 m. It

is of a serpentine form, and deep ; surrounded by
lofty moimtains, the most stroking of which is

Benvenue. Its surplus waters are discharged at

its E. end through the pass of the Trosachs and
Loch Achray into river Teith, and Glasgow is

supplied with water from the lake by magnificent
aqueducts opened in 1859.

Katschooga, a thriving entrepot of trade in
Siberia, gov. Irkutsk, between Irkutsk and the
settlements on the river Jana, N.W.ward.
Katskna, a town of N. Africa, kingdom Sokoto,

cap. prov., lat. 12° 57' N., Ion. 7° 25' E. P. for-

merly 100,000, now 7000 or 8000. This region
is one of the finest countries of Negroland.
Katsher, a frontier town of Prussian Silesia,

gov. and 42 m. S.S.E. Oppeln. P. 2640.
Kattegat, inlet. [North Sea.]

Kattywak, a province of India, comprehei
ing the peninsula of Gujerat, between lat. 20°

and 23° 10' N., Ion. 69° 5' and 72° 14' E. A;

19,850 sq. m. P. 1,468,900. Surface genera
undulating, with low ranges of hills running
irregular directions. Chief crops, millet, mai
wheat, sugar-cane, and cotton. Climate vi

unhealthy. The province is divided into 10 di

tricts called prants, which are agaia subdivic •

into the separate possessions of a number
Hindoo chiefs, many of whom are tributaiy

the British, and others to the Guicowar. Th."

are 216 chiefs. Annual revenue 450,174?., out

which 104,739^ is paid as tribute. Armed fou
8000 infantry and 4000 cavahy.
ILatcnga or Eyed, an important town

Gando, N. Africa, on a tributary of the Niger,

m. S.S.W. Bussa. P. 15,000. (?)
Katunsk Mountains, a lofty group in Sou

Siberia, gov. Tomsk, lat. 50° N., Ion. 86° ;:

highest. Mount Beluka, 12,790 feet.

Katyf or Katiff (El), a fortified maritio

town of Arabia, on the E. shore of the Gulf
Bahrein, Persian Gulf. It is stated to have a trat

especially in pearls, from the adjacent fishery.

Katzbach, a river of Prussian Silesia, whi
flows N.E. past Goldberg, Liegnitz,and Parchwi;

and joins the Oder on 1. b., 29 m. N.W. Bresla

after a total course of 35 m. On its banks V

Prussians gained a victory over the French I

1813.

—

Katzenbuchel, Baden, is the highest pci

of the Odenwald. Height 2300 feet above the w
Katzenellenbogen, ^^ Cats' elbow," a vill.

Germany, 9 m. E.S.E. Nassau. P. 902.—i'(

zhiitte is a vill. of Schwartzburg-Rudolstadt,
the Schwartz river, S. Konigsee. P. 1135.

Kauai, one of the Sandwich Isl. Area 625 sq.

Kaufbeuresj, a town of Bavaria, cu'c. Swab
on the Wertach, 37 m. S.S.W. Augsburg. P. 4(ii

Kaufman, a co. of U. S., North America, Texj

P. 3403 free, 533 slaves.

Kaurzim, a town of Bohemia, cap. circ, 25

E.S.E. Prague. P. 2170, mostly agricultural.

Kavala or Cavallo, a seaport town of Em
pean Turkey, Macedonia, on the .Sgean S

opposite the island Thasos. P. 4000. It is wali(

has a citadel, and an export trade in cotton a

tobacco. Birthplace of the late Mehemet i
pasha of Egypt. 9 m. S.W. is Eski (or Old) Kavi
anc. Neapolis, where St Paiil landed from Tn).

Kavasaki, a large town of Japan. Itis t

residence of a vice-governor, and near it is

splendid Buddhist temple.

Kavaya or Kovaja, a town of European Tt

key, Albania, sanj. El-Bassan, on a river abu

3 m. from its mouth, ill the Adriatic, where it b

a port, 8 m. S.S.W. Durazzo. P. 10,000 (?\ moKt

Mohammedans. The cheese made in the pit

around it is sent into other provs. of Turkey.

Kawan, a rocky island of New Zealand, in t

Gulf of HouraJd, about 30 m. from Auckland,

m. in circumference, & yielding a rich copper o

Kawen, a group of between 60 and 70 woo i

islands, Pacific Ocean, Mulgrave Archipelago-

Kaysersberg, a comm. and town oi Frai"

dep. Haut-Rhin, cap. cant., arr. Colmar. P. 821

It has cotton manufs. and potteries.

Kazameen, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pasL i'-

8 m. N.W. Bagdad, on the Tigris. P. mot

Persians, who have here a famous mosque.
|

Kazan, a gov. and city of Russia. [Kasaki

Kazbek Mntn., Asia, 16,545 ft [CACCAsr.

Kazeroon, a town of Persia, prov. Pars, it

fine valley, 55 m. W. Shiraz. Though in dec«

it is said to have several thousand inhabitaia

with manufs. of cotton fabrics.
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Kea (St), a pa. of England, co. Comwal], 2 m.

,S.E. Truro. Ac. 6938. P. 3949.

Keady, a vill. and pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co.

ud 7 m. S.S.W. Armagh. Ac. of pa. 15,351. P.

f pa. 8057 ; of vill. 1566. It has manufs. of linens.

I Keal, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln, parts

.indsey.—I. (East), U m. S.S.W. Spilsby. Ac.

m. P. 393.—II. {West), 2i m. S.W. Spilsby.

I.e. 2020. P. 511.

I Kean or Kkyne (St), a pa. of Engl., co. Corn-
lall, 3 m. S.S.W. Liskeard, Ac. 944. P. 181.

I Keang-Yin, a town of China, prov. Kiang-su,

!?ar the mouth of the Yang-tze-kiang, 86 m. E.

Tanking, and with a remarkable pagoda.
! Kebak-Maden, a mining town of Turkish Ar-
enia, pash. and 88 m. N.N.W. Diarbekir, on the

urad-Chai (Upper Euphrates), with from 400
;)00 families, mostly Greeks and Armenians.
Keczkemet, a town, Hungary. [Ketskemet.I
Keddington, two pas. of Engl.—-I. cos. Suffolk

id Essex, 9 m. N.W. Castle-Hedingham. Ac.
'.42. P. 996.—II. CO. Lincoln, parts Lindsey, 1^
. N.E. Louth. Ac. 1190. P. 138.

Kedesh (of Naphtali) or Kedes, a vill. of Pa-
uline, pash. Damascus, 9 m. S.W. Banias.

' Kediri, a residency of the island Java, on S.

last, ceded to the Dutch in 1830. P. 215,000.

ip. Kedii-i, 55 m. S.W. Surabaya.
Kedje, a town of Beloochistan, cap. prov. Me-
un, on the Mooleanee river, in lat. 26° 30' N.,

1. 62° 30' E. It stands at the foot of a rock,

iwned by a strong fort, and had formerly 3000
uses, and exten. trade, but has fallen into decay.
Kedjeree, a vill. of British India, presid. and
jv. Bengal, dist. and on the Hooghly river,

ar its mouth, 40 m. S.W. Calcutta, with which
is connected by telegraphic wires. It has a
rbour adapted for large ships, a lighthouse,

d a pilot-station. Lat. 21° 53', Ion. 88^.

iKedlkston, a pa. of England, co. and 3J m.
W.Derby. Ac. 950. P. 116.

Kedoe, a Dutch residency of the island Java,
ar its centre. P. 30,000. Cap. Magellan, 38 m.
jS.W. Samarang.
jEedron or KiDRON, Palestine. [Jerusalem.]
IKeelang, a small island of the Asiatic Archi-
lago, off the W. extremity of Ceram.
tLEELBY, a pa. of Engl., co. Lincoln, pts. Lind-
•, 7 m.W.N.W.Gt. Grimsby. Ac. 1861. P. 842.
IvEELE, a pa., Engl., co. Stafford, 2\ m. W.S.W.
wcastle-under-Lyne. Ac. 2579. P. 1062.
liEELiNQ or Cocos ISLANDS, a group in the
lian Ocean, lat. 12° 5' S., Ion. 96° 53' E., con-
ting of Horsburgh and Keeling, with some
aller islands. These islands abound with
oa palms, and have good water. Discovered
Keeling in 1609. Taken possession of by
h'land as a station for steamers 1857.
vEELWA or KiLWAir, E. Africa. [Quiloa.]
VEEN, Mount, Scotland, on the boundary be-
en the cos. Aberdeen and Forfar, lat. 66° 58'

N., Ion. 2° 57' 33" W., 2278 ft. above the sea.
Ceene, a township, U. S., North America, New
inpshire, 70 m. W.N.W. Boston.
DEEPER, a mountain of Ireland, co. Tipperary,
8 feet above the sea.
vEESAH, a town of Syria, near Antioch, at the

: t, of Mount Cassius. It has a Protestant com-
' »ity of 640 persons, and a school.

,
a-EsviLLE, a vill. of the U. S., North America,

- V York, 130 m. N. Albany. P. 1800.

,,
i2EviL,apa. of England, co. Wilts, 4 m. E.
'Wbridge. Ac. 2883. P. 669.
-EEZAKLi, a town of European Turkey, 85 m.

Jv. Adrianople, near the Great Balkan. P.
f

'

), half of whom are Turks and half Bulgarians.

Keezel, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, co.

Pest-Solt, dist. Kis-Koros. P. 3597.

Kefil, a vill. of Asiatic Turkey, pash. Bagdad,
on a canal of the Euphrates, a little S. of the ruins

of Babylon, with a tomb reputed to be that of

Ezekiel, and frequented by numerous pilgrims.

Kegworth, a pa. and vUl. of England, co.

Leicester, on the Soar, and with a station on the

Midland Railway, 5J m. N.N.W. Loughborough.
Ac. 2260. P. 1819.

Kehl, a town of Baden, circ. Middle Rhine, on
the Rhine, here crossed by a bridge of boats,

and by an iron railway bridge connecting the
Baden and French railways, near the mouth of

the Kinzig, and immediately opposite Strasbourg.
P. 1318. Formerly fortified.

Kehlen, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. and
6 m. N.W. Luxemburg. P. 2400.

Keidaun, a market town of Russia, gov. and
70 m. N.W. Vilna. It has a college of nobles.

Keig, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, on the
Don, 10 m. W.S.W. Inverury. P. 811.

Keigiiley or Keithley, a market town and pa.

of England, co. York, West Riding, on the Aire,

and with a station on the North Midland Rail-

way, 9 m. N.W. Bradford. Ac. of pa. 10,350.

P. 18,819. It has a grammar-school, a coui-t-

house, mechanics' institute, & manufs. of woollen
and worsted goods and cottons. Keighley is head
of a poor-law union, and polling-place for the W.
Riding. The Leeds and Liverpool Canal con-
veys goods from it to Hull and Liverpool.

Keinton-Mandeville, a pa. of England, co.

Somerset, 3im.E.N.E. Somerton. Ac. 770. P. 538.

Keir, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 12 m. N.N.W.
Dumfries. Ac. 7890. P. 849. Keir Hill rises to

from 800 to 900 feet above the sea.

Keiskamsia, a river of S. Africa, Capo Colony,
enters the ocean 30 m. E.N.E. the Great Fish
River, after a S.E. course of 80 miles.

Keith, a mkt. town and pa. of Scotl., cos. Banff
& Elgin, on the Isla, 20 m. W.S.W. Banff. P. of pa.

6943; do. of town 2648. Alt. 475 ft. It is surrounded
by lulls, and consists of old and new towns, con-

taining the parish church, an Episcopal chapel,

a Roman Catholic chapel, a court-house, subscrip-

tion library, several schools, 3 branch banks, a
tobacco & snuff mill, & considerable linen manufs.—Fife-Keith is' a vill. which has sprung up since

1816, on the other side of the river. P. 897.

The " Summer Eve Fair," held here in Septem-
ber, is the largest in the N. of Scotland for cattle

and horses. In this pa. the natural philosopher,

James Ferguson, was bom in 1710.

Keithall and Kinkell, a pa. of Scotland, co.

and 15 m. N.W. Aberdeen, at the junction of the

Don and Urie. P. 933.

Keith Johnston, Mount, one of the highest

snowy peaks of the Southern Alps, Canterbury
prov., New Zealand.
Kekree, a town of British India, dist. and 60

m. S.E. Ajmeer, N.W. provs. P. 4025.

Kelat, the cap. town of Beloochistan, prov.

Kelat, on a hill 6000 feet above the sea, in lat.

28° 62' N., Ion. 66° 33' E. P., with suburbs,

12,000. It is fortified, commanded by a citadel,

and has a transit trade and manufs. of arms. In
March 1839 it was stormed and taken by the
troops under Major-General Willshire, and again
taken in 1840 by those of General Nott. The
British finally withdrew from its occupation in

1841.—IL (A". I.-Ghilzie, "Fort of the Ghiljies"),

a hill-fort, Afghanistan, 84 m. N.W. Candahar,
on the route to Ghuznee, 5773 feet above the sea.

It was successfully retained by the British, till

theii' evacuation of the country in 1842.—IIL
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(^K. Kadirt\ a fortress of Persia, Khorassan,
68 m. N.E. Mushed, and the principal stronghold

of Nadir Shah.
Kelbra, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.

Merseburg, 12 m. E.S.E. Nordhausen. P. 1080.

Kelham, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 2 m.
N.W. Newark. Ac. 1857. P. 178.

Kelheim, a fortified town of Bavaria, circ.

Upper Palatinate, at the junction of the Ludwig
Canal with the Danube, 12 m. S.W. Eegensburg,
with potash factories. P. 2030.

Kelioub, a town of Lower Egypt, cap. prov.,

in the delta of the NUe, 9 lu. N. Cairo, with a large

government cotton factory and iron foiindry.

Keixax or Cellar, a pa. of South Wales, co.

Cardigan, 1 m. E.N.K Lampeter. Ac. 3645. P. 532.

TCkt.t.ft (Upper and Nether), two adjoining
townships of England, co. and 5 m. N.N.E. Lan-
caster, pa. Bolton-by-the-Sands. Joint pop. 709.

Kelling. a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2^ m.
N.N.E. Holt. Ac. 2211. P. 211.
Kellixghausex, a town of Prussia, Holstein,

on the Stoer. P. (1866) 2105.

Kellington, a pa. of England, co. York, "West
Riding, 6 m. E.N.E. Pontefract Ac 7233. P.
1443. The pa. is noted for its breed of sheep.

KsLLOE, a pa. of England, ca and 6^ m. S.K
Durham. Ac 11,119. P. 12,867.

Kells, a munic bor., market town, and pa. of

L-eland, Leinster, co. Meath, on the Blackwater,
and on rail., 36 m. N.W. Dublin. Ac. of pa. 8597.

P. 4707, do. of town 3224. It has a pa. chui-ch,

a Eoman Catholic chapel, bridewell, union work-
house, and manufs. of lace.—II. a pa. of Leinster,

CO. and 8 m. S. Kilkenny. Ac 5409. P. 1280.

—III. a coast-guard and fishing station, Munster,
CO. Kerry, on Dingle Bay. P. 160.

Kells, a pa. of Scotland, stewartry Kirkcud-
bright, in its N. division, bordering on the sea.

Ac 49,376. P. 1170. With several lakes.

Kelly, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 m. E.S.E.
Launceston. Ac. 1721. P. 217.

Kelmarsh, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,

6J m. S. Market-Harborough. Ac. 2751. P. 167.

Kelsale, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 1 m.
N. Saxmundham. Ac 3047. P. 1084.

Kelsall, a township of England, co. and 7J m.
E.N.E. Chester, pa. Tai-vin. Ac. 1223. P. 542.

KEI..SET, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln,
parts Lindsey.—I. (^Xorth), 4i m. W. Caistor.

Ac 5370. P. 870.—II. (South), 5J m. W.S.W.
Caistor. Ac. 4980. P. 633.

Kelshall, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 3} m.
S.S.W. Royston. Ac 2090. P. 318.

Kelso, a burgh of barony, market town, and
pa, of Scotland, co. Roxbxugh, on 1. b. of the
Tweed, near its confl. with the Teviot, and on
raD., 23^ m. S.W. Berwick. Ac 5542. P. 5192,
do. of town 4309. It has a town-hall, several
churches, chapels, schools, and libraries, 3 news-
papers, 4 branch banks, an antiquarian museum,
and remains of an abbey. The town has no
maniifactures, but carries on a brisk retail trade.

It has a com market weekly, and cattle markets
monthly ; that on 5th August being the largest
in south of Scotland. Kelso in ancient times
suffered much in the wars with England. Its

abbey was ruined by the Earl of Hertford in
1545, and its only remains are a part of the
Abbey church. The town is connected by a
bridge with its suburb Maxwellheugh, and to the
N.W. of the town is Floors Castle (Duke of Rox-
burgh). On the opposite bank of the Tweed are
the nuns of Roxburgh Castle, once the strongest
fortress on the E. border. Nothing remains of
the town of Boxbui^h. Alt. 117 feet.

Kelso, a town of New South Wales, co. Eoj
biirgh, on the river Macquarrie, near Bathurb
P. 357.

Kelsterse, a pa., England, co. Lincoln, par
Lindsey, 5 m. W.N.W. Louth. Ac 2700. P. 19

Kelston, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 34 i

W.N.W. Bath. Ac 1095. P. 212.

Keltox, a pa. of Scotland, stewartry KirkcU'

bright, comprising the bor. of Castle-Dougla

Ac. 11,424. P. 3436.

Keltsch, a town of Moravia, circ. and 18 v.

E. Prei-au, with an old castle P. 2076.

Kelvedon, two pas. of England.—I. co. Esse:

on rail., 12J m. N.E. Chelmsford. Ac. 3167. i

1741.—II. (JIatchX 6 m. N.W. the Brentwc
station of the E. C. Railway. Ac. 1665. P. 4:

Kelvis, a small river of Scotland, rises in (

Stirling, pa. Kilsyth, flows S.W. and S., a .

enters the Clyde on right, 2 m. below GlasgoT\

Keilakh, a small town of Asiatic Turkey, pas

and 86 m. S.W. Erzeroum, on the Upper Ei

phrates, partly enclosed by a very ancient wr
embosomed in gardens, and inhabited by abt'

400 Turkish and 30 Armenian families.

Keslaon, a prov. of British India. [Kliiaoij

Kemback, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, on \\

Leven, 4 m. E. Cupar. Ac. 2602. P. 896.

Kembbjig, a town of Prussian Saxony, g. i

and 40 m. N.E. Merseburg. P. 2940.

Kejtbertox, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 2i t

S.S.W. Shiffnal. Ac 1387. P. 244.

Kembla, a post town of New South Wales, i

Camden, 6 m. S. Wollongong.
Kemble, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 7J ?

N.N.E. Malmesbury. Ac 3600. P. 466.

Kekbs, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Haj
Rhin, arr. Mulhouse, cant Habsheim. P. 137 i

Kemerton, a pa. of England, co. Gloucestf

4J m. N.E. Tewkesbury. Ac. 1590. P. 559.

Kemeys, two pas. of England, co. Monmout
—I. (Commandery, 3 m. N.W. Usk. Ac. 500.

76.—U. (Inferior), 3 m. N.E. Caerieon. J
1676. P. 122.

K-Ejn, two rivers of Russia, govs. Arcbang
and Finland, one entering the White Sea and '.

other the Gulf of Bothnia. Near the mouth
each is a small town of same name.
Kemhath, a town of Bavaria, circ. UpperFr<

conia, 15 m. S.E. Baireuth. P. 1595.

Kemnay, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, 3

W. Kintore. P. 832.

Kempen, two towns of Prussia—I. Pmssi
Poland, gov. Posen, 33 m. S. Kalicz. P. 6"i<

more than half Jews.—II. Rhenish Prussia, gn

and 20 m. N.W. Diisseldorf, cap. circ, will*

citadel, and manufs. of woollens and lin»s.

5400. Thomas-a-Kempis (Hammerken) wasb -

here in 1380.

Kemper, a co. of the U. S., North America

the E. of Mississippi. Area 745 sq. m. P. (16*

5941 free, 5741 slaves.

Kempley, a pa. of England, co. Gloucestei'

m. N.W. Newent Ac 1564. P. 311.

Kempsey, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.

Worcester. Ac 3105. P. 1435.

Kempsey, E. and W., a post town of Nev
Wales. CO. Macquarie, 271 m. N. Sydney. P. •'

Kempsford, a pa. of England, co. Glouce.v.

3 m. S. Fairford. Ac 4790. P. 1007.

Kempsisg, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3 •

N.N.E. Seven Oaks. Ac. 1867. P. 366.

Kejipstoii, two pas. of England.—I. co. ani ;

m. S.W. Bedford. Ac 5160. P. 2191.—IL •

Norfolk, 1 m. S. Litcham. Ac 814. P. 48.

Kempten, Campodumtm, a city of Bavaria, c

.

Swabia, cap. dist., on the Iller, where it becoi i

I

[|
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•i'.'able, on rail., 64 m. S.S.W. Augsburg. P.

1 1] i ) 10,892. It consists of an old town, walled,

i 1 nearly encircled by the new town, and has a

( egiate church, a public library, gymnasium,

£ 1 Latin school. Principal manufs. woollen,

C';on, and linen goods.—II. a vill. of Hessen-

] -mstddt, prov. Ehenish Hessen, E. Bingen.

]ll72.

';;en, a river of Hindostan. [Cane.]

Ien or Kent, a river of England, co. West-

li -eland, rises in the mountains near the Brow,

el flows S. through the small Lake of Kent-

ije, and past Kendal into Morecombe Bay.

>,N, a river of Scotland, stewartry Kirkcud-
l':ht, rises on the borders of co. Ayr, flows S.

s joins the Dee, above its confluence, with
^ in it expands into the beautiful Loch Ken.
i.sARDiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6

r iS.E. Tenterden, Ac. 2160. P. 221.

KSCHESTEE, a pa. of England, co. and 5J m.
^(. W.Hereford. Ac. 633. P. 100. Here was the

a' of a Roman city, supposed the Magna Castra.

I ENCHUECH or Kent-Ohurcii, a pa. of Engl.,

c ind 10 m. S.W. Hereford. Ac. 3286. P. 325.

KNCOTT, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4J m.
Si urford. Ac. 770. P. 214.

lENDAL or KiRBY Kendel, a pari., munic.
b' and market town of England, co. Westmore-
1; , on rt. b. of the Kent, and on a branch of

tl L'reston Railway, 38 m. S.S.E. Carlisle. Pop.
o.jwn 10,418. It stands amongst lofty hills

iijie vale of the Ken. Chief buildings, a large

a.ient and a modern church, Roman Catholic
c!i)el, grammar school, with three exhibitions

t<. )xford, blue-coat school, town-hall, court-
fa 'le, house of correction, union workhouse,
til tre, assembly and news rooms, libraries, with
aiitural history society, museum, and trades'

hji. Kendal is one of the oldest manufacturing
tens in the kingdom, some Flemish woollen
wj/ers having settled here in the reign of Ed-
wl in. The principal manufs. are fancy waist-
CGings, coarse kerseys, linens, baizes, serges,

Cfj3ts, knit worsted caps, jackets, stockings,
aij leather, with dye, marble, and paper works.
Ajinal to Lancaster provides it with water
cc eyance to all parts of the kingdom. The
bt sends 1 member to H. of C. Keg. electors

(11) 405. Polling-place for the co. Mean
ar al temp. 47° ; winter, 37° ; summer, 57°"8,

F('
. RainfaU 54 inches. Alt. 146 feet.

NDALi^ a CO. of U. S., N. America, in N.E.
iwis. Area 783 sq. m. P. (1860) 13,074.
NDERCHURCH, a pa. of England, co. and 10

" S.W.Hereford. i\c. 783. P. 99.

ainERES, a vill, of Austria, Hungary, co.

lok, dist. Mezo-Tur. P. 3133.
ansH or Ghenneh, a city of Upper Egypt,
prov^ on rt. b. of the Nile, 34 m. N.N.E.
uins of Thebes, near the site of the ancient

CiVpolis. It is an important mart for agricul-
tuj produce, and for the trade with Arabia and
C<:fal Africa, and has extensive manufs. of
6a( enwares, a government cotton factory, and
a i'erior government school.

NKRi, British India, presid. and a little N. of
^' Jiiy, on Salsette isl., are among the remark-

Buddhic excavations of W. India. They are
;ed in the sides of a hill range, and contain
reus sculptured figures.
NFiG, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamorgan,

I

W.N.W. Bridgend. P. 278.

.

NOA Mataya, a town of Central Africa,
'>" i. Bagirmi. Lat. 12° 15' N., Ion. 17* 30' E,

NiA, a mountain of Africa, in lat. 1° S., Ion.
id 36° E , 20,000 (?) ft. above the sea. It is

constantly snow clad, and a river descending
from it is supposed to flow to the White Nile.

Kenilworth, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. and 4i m. N. Warwick, by a branch of
the London and N.W. Railway. Ac. of pa. 6460.
P. 3680. It has manufs. of horn-combs, tanneries,

and chemical works. The town has an ancient
church, containing a fine modern stained glass

window, and a grammar school. Kenilworth
Castle, a noble ruin, is kept in fine preservation.
Kenkres or Kenkries, Cenchrec^, a vill. of

Greece, gov. and 7 m. E.S.E. Corinth, on the
isthmus and shore of the Gulf of ^gina.
Kenley, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4 m.

W.N.W. Much-Wenlock. Ac. 1897. P. 235.

Kenalvre, a pa. and market town of Ireland,

Munster, co. Kerry, 13 m. S.S.W. Killarney. Ac.
of pa. 22,507. P. 3848 ; do. of town 1200. It lies

in an isolated district : has a suspension bridge
across the estuary of the Roughty, and a con-
venient harbour pier, approached by vessels of

large burden. Chief exports, corn and salmon.
Imports, coal, timber, iron, etc.

Kenmare River or Bay, is a deep inlet of tho
Atlantic, Ireland, between the cos. Cork and
Kerry, N.W. Bantry Bay, 5 m. wide. It is deep,

easily navigated, and screened by lofty heights.

On its N.W. side it is studded with islets.

Kenmore, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, at tho
foot of Loch Tay, 6 m. W.S.W. Aberfeldy. Area
62 sq. m., chiefly forest and mountain land. P.

1984. The vill., which has an old bridge across

the Tay, is one of the most picturesque in Scot-
land ; and in its vicinity is Taymouth Castle,

the seat of the Earl of Breadalbane, who owns
the pa. Here Queen Victoria was entertained in

great magnificence in 1842. In the park, besides

the usual species of deer, moose and buffaloes are

kept. The mountain Ben Lawers is also in this pa.

Kenn, two isls. in the Persian Gulf.—I. Persia,

prov. Laristan, 85 m. W. Kishm. It is low, 8ur»

rounded by coral reefs, produces cotton, dates,

tobacco, and cattle ; and has a vill. and harbour.

—II. an island, 70 m. W. Cape Kenn, prov. Ears.

—III. a reef in the Pacific, off N.E. Australia.

Kenn, 2 pas. of England.—I. co. Devon, 4J m.
S. Exeter. Ac. 5412. P. 1064.—II. co. Somerset,
10 m. N.N.W. Axbridge. Ac. 1018. P. 282:

Kennarth, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 12

m. N.N.W. Carmarthen. Ac. 6429. P. 1744.

Kennebec, a co. of U. S., North America, in

centre of Maine. Area 1109 sq. m. P. (1860)
55,655. The river of same name rises in Moose-
head Lake, and, after a course of 230 m., mostly
E.S.E., enters the Atlantic, 12 m. below Bath.

It is navigable for ships to Bath, and for sloops

to Augusta. This river, in its course to the tide-

water, descends 1000 feet, and thus supplies pro-

digious water power.
Kennebunk, a township and seaport of U. S.,

North America, Maine, on a river of same name,
at its entrance in the Atlantic, 66 m. S.S.W.
Augusta. It has a coasting trade and fisheries.

—II. (Port), a township on same river, opposite

the above, with which its trade is connected.

Kennedy, a pastoral dist. of Queensland, E.

Australia, drained by the Burdekin and Bely-
ando rivers. It extends from lat. 18° 10' to 24°

S., and 144° 10' to 149° 30' E. Ion.

Kennedy, a co. of New South Wales, on the

1. b. of Bogan river. Ac. 956,800.

Kennedy, a lake of British N. America, Fox
Land. Lat. 66° N. ; Ion. 73° W. ; 70 m. long by
30 m. in breadth.

Kennerlefgh, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6
m. W.N.W. Crediton. Ac. 732. P. 106.
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Kesnet, a river of England, co. Berks, rises

near E. Kennet, flows E^ and joins the Thames
at Beading. It is navigable from the Thames
to Newbury, from which town the Kennet and
Avon Canal accompanies it to Hungerford.
Kenxet, two pas. of England.—I. co. Cam-

bridge, 6 m. E.N.E. Newmarket. Ac. 1425. P.

207.—IL (East), co. WUts, 5 m. W.S.W. Maii-
borough. Ac. 808. P. 78.

Kenninghalx., a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Norfolk, 2J m. E.S.E. Harling. Ac. of

pa. 3660. P. 1405. Here is an anc chvirch.

Kexitington, an extensive southern suburb of

London, co. Surrey, pa. Lambeth, 1^ m. S.S.W.
St Paul's Cathedral. P. 51,225. It has an open
common.—II. a pa., co. Kent, 2 m. N.N.E. Ash.-
ford. Ac. 1380. P. 567.

Kexxoway, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 7 m. S.

Cupar. Ac 3964. P. 2012, includes vill. of

Kennoway. P. 939.

Kenxy's Point, a post town of New S. Wales,
CO. Argyle, on E. side of Lake George.
Kenosha, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in

S.E. of Wisconsin. Area 282 sq. m. P. (1860)
13,900.—II. a town, cap. co. of same name, on
Lake Michigan, 55 m. by railway above Chi-
cago. P. 6000.

Kensington, a pa. and town of England, co.

Middlesex, forming a western suburb of- Lon-
don, 4 m. W.S.W. St Paul's Cathedral. Ac. of

pa. 1942. P. (1861) 70,108. It has numerous
places of worship and schools, an observatory,
and a cemetery at Kensal Green. The p)a, com-
prises Notting Hill, and most part of Brompton.
The royal palace of Kensington, in which lier

Majesty Queen Victoria was bom, adjoins the
town, but is in the pa. of St Margaret, West-
minster.

—

Kensington Gardens, a fine ornamental
public park, 2J m. in circuit, is traversed by foot-

paths, and has noble trees.

Kensington, a township, U. S., North America,
Pennsylvania, forming a suburb of Philadelphia
on the N.E. Manufs. cottons, woollens, iron, glass,

etc., and ship-building.

Kensworth, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 2J
m. S.S.E. Dunstable. Ac 2280. P. 925.

Kent, a maritime co. of England, at the S.E.
extremity of Great Britain, nearer to the conti-

nent than any other part of the island, and hav-
ing N. the Thames and North Sea, S.K the Strait

of Dover, S. Sussex and the English Channel, and
W. Surrey. Area 1624 sq. m., or 1,039,419 ac, of

which above 900,000 ac. are said to be meadow and
arable land. P. (1861) 733,887. Two principal

ranges of hiUs, contiguous with the North Downs
of Surrey and Hants, extend through the co.

from W. to E., which is elsewhere diversified

with many minor ranges. In the S. are Eonmey
marshes and the tract termed the "Weald," for-

merly a part of an extensive forest, and still

interspersed with numerous oak woods. In the

N. are the isls. of Sheppey and Thanet, and the
mouths of the Medway, Stour, and Darent rivers

Products more varied than in any other co., and,

owing to the drier climate, generally superior in

quality. KainfaU, at Dover Castle, 13 inches.

Wheat, barley, and other grains, turnips, clover,

etc., are of the finest growth. Nearly 30,000
acres are appropriated to hops, supplying about
one-fourth of the whole crops of England.
Cherry, plum, and filbert orchards are extensive,

and much cider is made. Garden seeds are im-
portant products. Stock of sheep large; and
the Romney breed is noted for its long wooL
Agriculture is in an adAranced state. Estates

email, owing to the Saxon custom of gavel-kind,

here still maintained, and by which the laaA
a father dying intestate are divided among
the sons alike. Manufs. paper and ship-buildi

The S.E. railway and its branches traverse

CO. Kent is divided into 5 lathes, 63 hundrc
and 415 pas., mostly in the Home circuit, i

in the dioceses of Canterbury and Eochester,
sides which cities it contains Maidstone (the .

town), Dover, Deal, Greenwich, Chatham, Wi •

wich. Sandwich, Bamsgate, Margate, and Gnn •

end. It sends 18 members to H. of C., 2 of wl i

are for the E., and 2 for the W. divisions of •

CO. Eeg. electors (1864), E. div. 7942, W. :.

9576. Kent was the country of the Cantii, fl

was the first established kingdom of the Sbm
Heptarchy.
Kent, several cos. of the TJ. S., North Ai-

rica.—I. Ehode Island, in centre of state, .'.i

186 sq. m. P. (1860) 17,303.-11. Delaware, .

Delaware Bay. Ai'ea 614 sq. m. P. 27,601 1 .

203 slaves.—III. Maryland, in its N.R ] .

Area 272 sq. m. P. 10,758 free, 2509 slaves.- .

Michigan, in itsW. part. Area. 576 sq. m. P. 30,;.

Kent, a co. of West Canada, between (.

Middlesex and Essex, and the Lakes Erie an it

Clair, cap. town Chatham, on the Thames.
Kent, a maritime co.. West Australia, mc'-y

between lat. 34° and 35° S., Ion. 118' and 119'
,

extending W. from Doubtful Island Bay to -i.

Plantagenet and Hay. In it are Capes Eiie

Knob, Henry Head, and Bremner and Da
Bays.—IL a co. of Tasmania, S.W. the lir

Huon, and having S.E. and S. D'Entrecastes

Channel and the ocean. Co. town Bam^att>.a

Recherche Bay.

—

Kent Islands are a group at e

E. end of Bass' Strait, between Tasmania d

the colony Victoria. [Poet Phillip.]

Kentfokd, a pa. of England, co. SuffolicJ

m. E.N.E. Newmarket. Ac. 798. P. 210.

Kestisbere, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 'a

K CoUumpton. Ac. 3720. P. 1068.

KentishUKT, a pa. of England, co. Devon i
m. N.N.E. Barnstaple. Ac 3129. P. 385.

Kentish-Town, a chapelry of England,).

Middlesex, pa. St Pancras, forming a N. sulb

of London, 2 m. N.N.W. St Paul's. Ac. li.

P. (1861) 44,317. It contains a college of til

engineers and many public schools.

Kenton, two pas. of England.—I. co. Dtp.

6J m. S.S.E. Exeter. Ac 5412. P. 1052.-1

CO. Suffolk, ^ m. W.N.W. Framlington. c

1208. P. 308.—IIL a township, co. Northur^r-

land, pa. Gosford, 3 m. N.N.W. Newcastle- v. i

Tyne. Ac 1436. P. 658.

Kenton, a co. of the U. S., North Americ in

N. of Kentucky. Area 145 sq. m. P. QSS)

24,900 free, 567 slaves.

Kentucky, one of the U. S. of North Annja,

in the central part of the union, lat 36° ii'to

39" N., Ion. 82° to 89° 20' W^ having N. w
W. the Ohio river, separating it from the t es

Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois ; E. Virginia, S. 'n-

nessee, and W. the Mississippi, dividing it 'in

Missouri. Length 400 ; breadth 170 miles. ,«

estimated at 37,680 sq. m. P. (I860) 1,15.^

of whom 10,684 were free coloured, and 22i83

were slaves. Surface in the S.E. is varif bj

the Cumberland mountain, a branch of th*l-

leghanies. In the centre is a rich undulJig

tract, bordering the Ohio ; it is hilly and efl

wooded, as in the level lands of the W. Pi'3"

pal rivers, besides the Ohio and Mississippi^™

Sandy, Licking, Kentucky, Green, Cumberjdi

and Tennessee, all affls. of the Ohio. Soil 3»

extensively on a formation of limestone,^

tures in which greatly diminish the rivers i^
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sons. Climate healthy, except near the Mis-
«ppi; winters mild and humid. Hemp, flax,

lacco, and Indian corn, are staple products.

ize, and most other grains, cotton, flax, pota-

s, apples, and peaches, are grown. The rear-

of horses, mules, cattle, and hogs, for export,

he prime object of rural industry. The breed

lorses is greatly valued throughout the Union.

t, from mineral springs, is exported in large

. iiitities ; iron, coal, marble, lime, and nitre,

i- other mineral products. Manufs. cotton,

ollens, iron-wares, cordage, and maple sugar.

] ports and exports are chiefly through New
' eans, by the Ohio and Mississippi rivers.

ere are 537 miles of railway in this state.

Louisville and Portland Canal, avoiding the

s of the Ohio, 2J m. in length, admits large

icrs. The state governor, and the senate,

. listing of 38 members, are elected for four

IS ; the house of representatives, consisting

i (10 members, is elected annually. Kentucky
lids 10 representatives to Congress. Chief
i'-ns, Frankfort, the cap., Louisville, Maysville,

: Lexington. The state has been the scene of

1 ly conflicts in the civil war, 1861 to 1864.

—

KentiKhy river rises in the Cumberland moun-
t IS, and flowing through the state of Kentucky,
I f a N.N.W. course of 200 m., joins the Ohio

'•rrollton. It has been made navigable for

ITS throughout 260 miles.

XTY, a town of Austrian Poland, circ.
' ilowice, on the Sola, 35 m. W.S.W. Cracow.
] :!200. Manufs. woollen cloth, linens, and
Ij her.

ilENWTN, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, ad-

j .ing on the N., and partlv within, the bor. of
'

iro. Ac. 8997. P. 10,639.

Benton, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster, pa.
"* awick, with a station on Manchester Railway,
S . E. Newton-in-Makerfield. Ac. 1597. P. 274.

jaraiNGEN, a walled town of Baden, circ. Up-
T Rhine, on the Elz, 15 m. N.N.W. Frieburg.
1[I515. Near it are the baths of Kimhalden.
!eobrung, a pass over a lofty ridge of moun-
s in Bussahir, India, on the N.E. boundary
yean Koonawar and Chinese Tartary. Eic-
on above the sea 18,313 feet
JWKtJK, a town, U. S., N. America, Iowa in
CO., on the Mississippi, at the foot of the lower
ds, 125 m. S. Iowa city. P. (1860) 8136. It

, the head of the navigation for the largest
mars, and the outlet for the rich valley of Des
nes.

_
Steamers ply daily to St Louis, and a

vay is in progress 180 m. to Dubuque. The
p of Keokuk co. in I860, was 13,271.

I

EPPENHEiM, a dist. of Frankfort, Germany. It
hi manufs. of different kinds. 300,000 cask
b|;s, and 25,000,000 cigars were made in 1861.
ERAsuN, Kerasant, or Keresoun, Cerasus,
iport town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and 70
W. Trebizond, on the Black Sea. Lat. of
thouse 40° 56' 20" N., Ion. 38° 24' 55" E. P.

oX (^?) It stands on a rocky promontory, with
ftiacious bay on its E. side. Ship-building and
*' » in com. Near it are mines of rock-alum,

i I'.BELA or MESHED-HossKiN,a town of Asia-
urkey, pash. Bagdad, 28 m. N.W. the ruins
ibylon, on ananc. canal from the Euphrates.

' IS mosque and tomb of Hossien, a son of Ali,
\' h is venerated by the Persians.
KRDisTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3J

>' :.S.E. Poulsham. Ac. 1680. P. 207.
'louEK, a town of Syria, pash. Damascus, E.
10 Dead Sea, and 50 m. S.E. Jerusalem.
i-.RENSK, a town of Russia, gov. and 93 m.

^ '.W. Pensa, on theKerenga. P. 7000.

Keuexzen & MOhlehorx, town, Switzerland,
cant. Glarus, near lake of Wallenstadt. P. 1556.

Keresi.ey, a hamlet of England, co. "Warwick,
pa. St Michael, 2J m. N.N.W. Coventry. Ac.l058.
P. 567, partly employed in the ribbon manuf.
Keresztur, several vills. of Hungary. [Bod-

rogh-Keresztur.]—Keresztut is a village, co.

Szabolcz, 46 m. N. Debreczin. P. 2082.
Kerfeunteun, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Finist6re, arr. and cant. Quimper. P. 2439.
Kerguelen Land, or Land of Desolation,

an island of the Indian Ocean, its S. extremity.
Cape George, being in lat. 49° 54' S., Ion. 70° 12'

E. Length about 100 m.
;
greatest breadth 50 m.

It is of primary formation, sterile, or covered with
moss, but contains coal fit for steamers.
Kkrgrist-Moelou, a comm. and vill., France,

dep. Cotes-dii-Nord, arr. Guingamp. P. 2320.
Kerial, Koren, or Bhokuk, a rajahship of In-

dia, on the S.W. fi-ontier of Bengal. Lat. 20° 30'

N., Ion. 82° 40' E. Area 1512 sq. m. P. 68,000.
Annual revenue 10,000 rupees; tribute to the
British 1095 rupees.
Kerinea, a vill. on the N. shore of the island

Cyprus, on the site of the anc. town, 14 m. from
Nicosia. P. 800. It has a port and ancient castle.

K£kity, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Cotes-
du-Nord, arr. St. Brieuc, cant. Paimpal. P. 1932,
Kerka or Tizio, Titius, a river of Dalmatia,

rises in Mount Prologh, flows S., and after a
course of 60 m., entei's the Adriatic, a little below
Sebenico, which town, and Scardona, are on its

banks. Kmn and Dernis are on its affls. Below
its falls, it is navigable for large coasting vessels.

Kerkeni, Cercina, an island group of the Me-
diterranean, belonging to Tunis, in the Gulf of

Cabes, the principal island being 150 m. S.S.E.
Tunis. Though rocky and sterile, some are inha-
bited, & on the largest are several vills. & a castle.

Kerkhau or Kerah (Turk. Kara-su, anc.

CAoaspes),' a river of Persia, provs. Kurdistan and
Khuzistan, rises by numerous heads about Ker-
manshah and Seune, flows mostly S., and joins
the Shat-el-Arab (Euphrates), after an entire

course of about 320 miles.

Kerkinit (Gulf of), Cercinetis Sinus, an inlet

of the Black Sea, on the N.W. side of the Crimea.
!^ERKiT-CniFTLiK, a market town of Turkish

Armenia, pash. & 86 m. W. Erzeroum, cap. sanj.,

on the high route between Erzeroum and Tokat.
Kerkook or KERKUK,atown of Turkish Kur-

distan, cap. sanj., pash. and 155 m. N. Bagdad.
Kerlouan, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Finistere, 18 m. N.N.E. Brest. P. 3176.

Kermadec Islands, Pacific Ocean, consist of

Macaulay Island, lat. 36° 16' S., Ion. 178° 32' W.—Curtis Island, and some rocks.

Kerman, Caramania, a prov. of Persia, mostly
between lat. 26° and 31' N., Ion. 55° and 60° E.,

having S. the Persian Gulf, and landward the
provs. Laristan, Ears, and Yezd, W. Afghanistan
and Beloochistan. Estimated area about 65,000
sq. m. P. said to be under 600,000. Surface mostly
mountainous and barren, the irrigation being al-

most wholly artificial; climate unhealthy. Its

N. pai-t, the desert of Kerman, is a great salt-

waste, but in some parts are tracts producing
corn, cotton, tobacco, saffron, madder, tropical

fruits, and gums
;
pasturage is the principal

branch of industry, and here are a good breed of
sheep, with numerous herds of camels and goats.
Mineral products comprise iron, copper, and sul-

phur ; manufs. are of fine woollen fabrics, shawls,
carpets, linens, and matchlocks. The E. coast line,

called Moghistan or Maghistan, belongs to the
Muscat dom., and comprises the forts Gombroon
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and Jask; elsewhere the principal towns are
Keiinan, Killahi-Ago, Ki'oot, and Nuheemabad.
Kerman or Serjan, a fortified city of Persia,

cap. prov. Kerman, lat 29° 48' N., Ion. 56° 30' E.

P. estimated at 30,000. It stands in a plain,

commanded by two hill-forts, and has a citadel,

and various fine buildings. It was formerly verj'

flourisliing, and its inhabitants still manufacture
common shawls, carpets, and matchlocks.
Kermaneaks, amntn., Kincardineshire, lat. 57°

1'4' N., Ion. 2° 21' 30' W. 1216 ft.above the sea.

Kermanshah, a fortified town of Persia, cap.

Persian Kurdistan, near the Kerkhah (anc. Cho-
agpesy 80 m, W.S.W. Hamadan. Lat. 34° 18' N.,

Ion. 47° 12' E. P. 30,000 (.') It is enclosed by
a brick wall and towers, and has many public
buildings, gardens, and baths, mamifs. carpets
and swords, which are exported, with cotton and
fruits to Bagdad, it being on the great S. road
from Persia into Asiatic 'I'urkey. It is stated to

be flourishing and improving. About 6 m. E.
are the remarkable caves of Taki-Bostan.

Keen^^'el, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Finistfere, arr. Quimperl^, cant. Bannalec. P.1930.
Kerns, a town of Switzerland, cant. Unter-

walden, dist Obwald. P. 2310.

Keenok, a town of Central Africa, cap. the
territory of Loggan, on the S. side of Lake Tchad.
Kerowlee:, a small state in Eajpootana, India,

lat. 25° 53' and 26° 48' N., Ion. 76° 47' and 77°

38' E. Area 1878 sq. m. P. 187,800.

Kerpen, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and
13 m. S.W. Cologne, on the Erft. P. 2540, who
manufacture jewellery and hardwares.
Kerpe^rt, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.

Cotes-du-Nord, arr. Guingamp. P. 1255.

Kerrera, an island off the AV. coast of Scotland,

CO. Argyle, in the Sound of Mull, forming the W.
screen of the Bay of Oban, about 7 m. E. the isl

Mull, to which there is a ferry. Length, N.W. to

S.E., 5 m.; breadth 2 m. P. 105. Surface rugged.
Kerry, a co. on the S.W. coast of Ireland,

Munster, having N. the estuary of the Shan-
non, E. and S. cos. Limerick and Cork, and
W. the Atlantic. Ac. 1,185,917, of which 414,614
are arable, 11,169 in plantations, 807 in towns,
32,761 under water, and 726,775 uncultivated-
P. 201,800, a large proportion of whom speak
only the Irish language. Surface extremely
wild, rugged, and mountainous. Carrantuohill,

in Macgillicuddv Reeks, the loftiest mountains Ln

Ireland, 3414, Caher 3200, Brandon 3127, and
Mangerton 2756 feet, are in this co. Coast, line

deeply indented with bays, of which Tralee,

Dingle, and Kenmare are the chief. Dunmore
Head, between the two former, is the most
westerly land in Ireland. Principal rivers, the

Feale, Maine, Laune or Lane, and Roughly.
Lakes comprise those of Killamey, Carra, and
Cnrrane. Climate usually mild, but on the sea-

board subject to heavy rains. Rainfall, at Valen-
tia isl., 64 inches. SoU mostly inferior, except in

the central lowlands, where it is a rich loam,

resting on limestone. The arbutus and other
plants, commonly considered exotic, are here in-

digenous. Agriculture, though improving, is

still very backward. Chief crops, potatoes,

wheat, and barley, the former of which is alone
consumed by the producers, who are in general
poor. Numerous goats and Irish cattle are pas-
tured in the mountains, and a larger English
cross-breed in the vales. The fisheries employ
about 3000 men and boys. Mines of iron, copper,
lead, coal, and slates exist ; but they are at pre-
sent very little wrought. Manufs. unimportant.
Chief exports, com, butter, and bacon. Kerry is

divided into 8 balconies and 83 pas., in thedioc

=

of Ardfert. Chief towns, Tralee (the cap.), ];

larney. Dingle, and Kenmai-e. The co. sent
members to H. of C^ and the bor. of Tralee 1 dm
her. It was made a shire by King John in li

.

Kerry or Ceri, a pa. of N. Wales, co. Mi
gomery, 2\ m. E.S.E. Newton. Ac. 21,430.

2075. The vUl., situated in the beautiful val
'

Kerry, has an ancient church, and mannfg
'

flannel and baize.

Kerry-Head, a lofty promontory of Irela,

Munster, co. Kerry, S. of entrance to Shaunci
Kersey, a pa. of Eugland, co. Suffolk, 2

W.N.W. Hadleigh. Ac. 1510. P. 604.

Kershaw, a dist. of the U. S., North Amen
in N.E. of South Carolina. Area 833 sq. m.
(1860) 5245 free, 7841 slaves.

Kerswell, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2 .

S. Newton-Abbot. Ac. 1461. P. 437.
. [Abb '

Kerswell."]
Kertch (Bosporui), a seaport town of Soutl u

Russia, gov. Taurida, in the Crimea, on the st\
and 8 m. W. Yenikale. P. (1863) 21,414. It ;

a deep harbour, and is defended by a fort. I-

ports, salt corn, hides, skins, etc It was n a
a free port by the late Emperor Alexander, A
is the quarantine station for the Sea of Azov i

1851 the imports of dry fruit and oil were va il

at 42,741 rubles. Exports of caviare and rr

hides, valued at 21,677 rubles. It was taken;

the Anglo-French army, 25th May 1855, wh
the catacombs were plundered of a valuable c-

lection of early Greek antiquities.

Kervigxac, a comm. and vill. of France, d.

Morbihan, 5 m. E. L'Orient. P. 2545.

Kesgrave, a i«. of England, co. Suffolk, 1.

E.N.E. Ipswich. Ac 1610. P. 93.

Keshan or Rcskoi, a town of Europeaji T-
key, Rumili, sanj. and 26 m. N. GallipoU.

Keshin or Keshein, a marit vilL of Arr.l,

on its S.E. coast, 35 m. S.W. Ras Fartak. P. ^.

Kesho or Hanoi, a city of Anam, S.K A,
cap, prov. Tonking, on the Sankoi river, 100 .

above its mouth, is the Gulf of Tonking. '.s

river is navigable for small craft, and has a las

trade. Exports, bullion, silks, and lacquai

wares. It was formerly a seat of Dutch ;i

English factories.

Kesmark (Germ. KaisersmarM), a free tow»f

Northern Hungary, circ. Zips, on the Poprad, 6

m. N.E. Pesth. P. 3731, of whom 2500 werei-
testants. It is enclosed by old walls, tuid bi»

town-hall, a Roman Catholic church, high Bclil,

and Protestant gymnasium.
Kessel, a vill. of the Netherlands, proT. L-

burg, 8 m. N.N.E. Riu-emonde. P. 109L
Kesselsdorf, a vill. of Saxony, W. Dreso,

where the Prussians defeated the Austrians, li

Kjsssing, an island of the Asiatic Archipels",

off the S.E. extremity of Ceram. Lat 3° 50^^

Ion. 131° E. Circumference about 46 miles.

Kessinglan'd, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk

m. S.S.W. Lowestoft Ac 1691. P. 872.

Keste^'en (Parts of), a subdivision of IN
land, CO. Lincoln, forming its S.W. part, havg

N. the parts Lindsey, and S.K the parta Holli

Ac. 445,560. P. (1861) 103,525. It contains -

cellent arable and pasture land, with the tc^s

Grantham, Sleaford, FolkingLam, Bourne, Co',

Market-Deeping, and Stamford.
Keston, apa.of England. CO. Kent, 4Jm.S.""

Bromley. Ac. 1474. P. 690.

Keswick, a market town of England, co. C
-

berland, pa. Crosthwaite, on the Greta, beti*

the foot of Skiddaw mountain and the N. en*-

Lake Derwentwater, 24 m. S.S.W. Carlisle. •

\i
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!f;iO Rainfall 71-54 inches. It has a church,

own-hall, market-house, free school, workhouse,
wti museums, chiefly minerals; and manufactures

f linsey-woolseys and black-lead pencils from
lumbago mines near. The potting of char, taken

1 ihe lakes, is also a considerable business.

IvEswicK. a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
.<.W. Norwich. Ac. 729. P. 154.—II. (East),

township, CO. York, West Eiding,pa. Harewood,
!, m. S.W. Wetherby. Ac. 1460. P. 468.

"Keszthkly, a market town of W. Hungary, co.

zalad, near the W. extremity of Lake Balaton,

1] m. S. Presburg. P. 7506. It has manufs. of

•oollen cloths, fisheries, and a trade in wine. It

the seat of an agricultural school.

Ketley, a township of England, co. Salop, pa.

lii 1 m. E. Wellington. P. 2642. It has iron works.
IvETSKEMET Or Kecskemet, a market town of

igary, between the Danube and Theiss, co.

; 50 m. S.E. Pesth. P. (1857) 39,434. Chief in-

^try, breeding live stock, tanning, soap-making,
id growing wine. It has various churches, a
iarist, and two Reformed gymnasia, a normal
•hool, school of design, orphan asylum, and mili-

iry hospital. It has 5 yearly markets ; that for

ittle is the largest in Hungarj'.
IvETrERiNQ, a market town, and pa. of England.
1. and 14 m. N.N.E. Northampton. Ac. of pa.

<10. P. 5845. It has silk weaving, plush and
ool combing.
Kettekingham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,
m. E.N.E. Wymondham. Ac. 1680. P. 198.

Kettins, a pa, of Scotland, co. Forfar, imme-
j

at«]y E. Coupar-Angus. Ac. 7480. P. 962.

I Kettle, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 5^ m. S.W.
iupar. Ac. 7612. P. 2474; includes vills. of

ottle, pop. 567, and Kettle Bridge, pop. 417.
has linen weaving.
Kettlebastox, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,
m. N.N.W. Hadleigh. Ac. 1063. P. 198.

IvETPLEBURGH, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

j
m. S.W. Framlington. Ac. 1435. P. 359.
Kettleston, a pa. of England, co. Norfolli, 3

!. N.E. Fakenham. Ac. 1168. P. 223.

Kettlethorpe, a pa. of England, co. and 9 m.
N.W. Lincoln. Ac. 3280. P. 486.
Ketflewell, a pa., Engl., co. York, W. Riding,
the Wharfe, 13 m. N. Skipton. Ac. 8455. P. 646.
Ketton, a pa. of England, co. Rutland, 3i m.
.S.W. Stamford. Ac. 2740. P. 1052.
IvEmviG, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and
m. N.E. Dusseldorf. P. 2700. It has manu-
tures of cloth.

IvEraNLLEECE Or Cefynli.ys, a pa., S. Wales, co.
luor, 10 m. E.S.E. Rhayader. Ac. 4135. P. 395.
IvEVEHNE (St), a pa. of"England, co. Cornwall,
111. S.S.W. Falmouth. Ac. 10,173. P. 1892.
Kew, a pa. & vill. of England, co. Sun-ey, on rt.

of the Thames, here crossed by a bridge, con-
'ting it with Brentford, l^m. N.W. the Mort-
f station of the London and Richmond Rail-
y. Ac. 230. P. 1099. Here is a royal palace,
c the favourite residence of George iii. ; it is

rounded by ornamental grounds, covering 120
,
and containing a pagoda, 163 feet in height.

t; royal botanic garden, about 75 ac, possessing
'of the most celebrated collections of plants
Europe, is kept up at the national cost, and is
n to the public. The palm-house is unrivalled,
ng 362 feet by 100 ft. Rainfall at the Meteoro-
i^cal Observatory 19-95 inches.
^Ew (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4 m.
'nE. Wadebridgc. Ac. 7514. P. 1182.
vKWAUNEE, a CO. of U.S., North America,
^consin. P. 5530.
j:\vstoke, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, on

the Bristol Channel, 8 m. N.W. Axbridge. Ao.
4008. P. 550.

Kexbokough, a township of England, co.

York, West Riding, pa. Darton, SJ m. W.N.W.
Barnsley. Ac. 1450. P. 605.

Kexholm, a town of Finland, liien and 60 m.
N.E. Wyborg, at the influx of the Voxa into Lake
Ladoga. P. 2000.

Keyingham or Kayingham, a pa. of England,
CO. York, East Riding, 10 m. E.S.E. Hull. Ac.
1890. P. 639.

Keymer, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2J m.
E.S.E. Hurst-Pier-Point. Ac. 3538. P. 1612.

The branch of the S. Coast Railway to Lewes
here leaves the London and Brighton line.

Keynsham, a pa. and market town of Engl., co,

Somerset, on the Avon, and on the G.W. Railway,

5 ra. S.E. Bristol. Ac. of pa. 4171. P. 2190.

Keynston-Taurant, a pa. Engl., co. Dorset,
3i m. E.S.E. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 1962. P. 309.

Keyonthul, a hill state of India, between the

Sutlej and the Jumna. The centre of state is in

lat. 31° N, Ion. 77° 18' E. Area, with its depen-
dencies, 225 sq. m. P. 26,000.

Keyrauloo, a town of India, in Guzerat, lat.

23° 54' N., Ion 72° 39' E. P. 12,000.

Keys (The) or Cays, are t-he islets and reefs

along the shores of Honduras, Central America,
and in other parts of the West Indies, the prin-

cipal being the Great Key, Bahama. Lat. 21°

45' N., Ion. 71° 40' W.—II. a group, E. Archi-
pelago, W. of the Aroo islands.

Key (West), an island, U. S., North America,
at the entrance of the Gulf of Mexico, lat. 24"

31' 5' N., Ion. 81° 47' W., 60 m. S.W. the S. ex-
tremity of Florida. Soil fertile, and climate ex-
cellent.

—

Key West City is a military station of

tlie U. S. P. 3000. Its harbour is defended by
Fort Taylor, and it has a marine hospital. Salt,

to the amount of 30,000 bushels a year, is made
by solar evaporation, and great quantities of

sponge are found and exported, but the chief

business is from salvages, 40 or 50 vessels being
lost every year in its vicinity. LFlorida Keys.]
Keysoe, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 3 m.

S.S.W, Kimbolton. Ac. 3564. P. 867.

Keyston, a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon,

^ m. N.N.W. Kimbolton. Ac. 2535. P. 223.

Keyvvortii, a pa. of England, co. and 6J m,
S.S.E. Nottingham. Ac. 1530. P. 736.

Kkzdi-Vasarhely, a market town of Transyl-
vania, Szekerland, 35 m. N.E. Kronstadt. P. 3588.
—Kezd Szaaz is a market town, 4 m. S.E. Seges-
var. P. 4900.

Khabur, two rivers of Asiatic Turkey.—I,

{Araxesy, pashs. Diarbekir and Bagdad, flows S.

through Mesopotamia, and joins the Euphrates

at Kerkissa, after a course estimated at 190 m.
Principal affluent the Nahr-el-Singar.—II. pashs.

Van and Koordistan, flows S. and joins the Tigris,

65 m. N.W. Mosul. The towns Bitlis and Zahu
are on its banks. Length 50 miles.

KnACHROD, a town of India, in the territory of

Gwalior, in lat. 23° 28' N., Ion. 75° 20' E. Esti-

mated pop. 10,000. 1638 feet above the sea.

KnAFALOUN or Khafaloon, a town of W,
Tibet, at the junction of the Shayook and Leh
rivers, 90 m. N.W. Leh, and the cap. of a rajah-

ship. P. 12,000.

KnAiBAR, a town of Arabia, prov. Hedjaz, 100

m. N.N.E. Medina, and cap. of an independent
Jewish territory. It was captured in 628 by Mo-
hammed, who here received from a Jewess the

poisoned egg which ultimately cost him his life.

Khai-fung and Khai-hoa, two cities of China;
the former cap. prov. Ho-nan, on the Hoang-ho,
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800 m. 2T.W. Nanking; the latter prov. Tun-nan,
cap. dep., near the Tonquin frontier,- in lat. 23°

24' 30' N., Ion. 104° 21' E.
Khairabad, a vill. of the Punjab, on the In-

dus, opposite Attock, with which it is connected
by a bridge of boats, 35 m. E.S.E. Peshawur. It

has a mud fort, and an aqueduct for irrigation.

Khalkas Country, the N. part of Mongolia,
Chinese Empire, extending from the Altai, in

Ion. 90° to 112° E., between lat. 47° and 53° N.,

having N. Siberia, and W. Chinese Turkestan.
Surface in a great part mountainous ; elsewhere
consisting of vast plains and steppes, over which
Tartar tribes wander with their herds ; in the S.

it comprises a part of the great desert (Gobi).
The Yenisei, Seleuga, Orkhon, and other large

rivers rise in this region ; which also contains
many large lakes, the principal being the Oubsa
Nor. It is divided into four khanats, governed
by native chiefs, tributary to the Chinese. Cap.
city Ourga. The inhabitants are Mongol Tar-
tars, and of the Buddie faith. This was the
native country of Zinghis (or Jengbis) khan.
Khalki, one of the Princes Islands, Sea of

Marmara, S.E. Constantinople, with an ancient
copper mine and a Greek college.

Khamil or Hamxl, a citv of Chinese Turkestan,
lat. 42° 44' N., Ion. 93° 52' E., in a fertile and
well cultivated region, with a garrison of 1000
men. It is the centre of a large trade.

Khamir, a marit. vill. of Persia, prov. Laristan,

opposite Laft, in the island Kishm. It exports
sulphur to Muscat from mines in its vicinity.

Khangaeh, two vills. of the Punjab, between
the Chenab and Indus rivers, respectively 18 and
35 m. S.S.W. Mooltan.

—

Khangurh is a vill. in the
Indian desert, dom. and 68 m. S. Bhawlpoor.
Khania, a town of Crete. [Canea.]
Khanka, two towns of Central Asia, indep.

Turkestan.—I. khanat and 30 m. E.N.E. Khiva,
on the Jyhoon, and consisting of about 350
houses, enclosed within the walls.

EIhanpoor, several towns of N."W. Hindostan.
—I. dom. and 92 m. S.W. Bhawlpoor. P. 20,000.

It was formerly of more importance, but is still

a flourishing commercial town, with a good
bazaar, and a navigable canal from the Indus.

—

II. Punjab, near the Chenab, 7 m. N.W. Jhung.
—III. Punjab, 40 m. E. of Attock.
Kharan, a town of N. Beloochistan, prov. and

40 m. S.W. Sarawan, cap. dist., in the midst of a
desert region. Its inhabitants barter gum, dates,

and assafoetida, for provisions from the N. and E.
Kharazi (Jeb), a mountain in the S.E. of

Arabia, E. of the Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb, 5442
feet above the sea.

Kharesm, the N. part of the territory of Khiva,
Central Asia. [KiiiVA.]
Khargeh (El), a town of Upper Egypt, cap.

of the Great Oasis, 98 m. S.W. Girgeh. "P. 6000.

It has the remains of a temple, and is a station

for the caravans going from Egypt to Darfur
and Central Africa.

Kharijah, an inland town of Arabia, W. of
Makallah, and reputed to have 3000 inhabitants,
who trade in ghee and cattle.

Kharkov or Charkow or UKRAiifE, a gov.
of European Russia, in the S., bounded E. by
Voroniej, S. by Ekaterinoslav, W. by Poltava,
and N. by Koursk. Area 21,021 sq. m. P. (1858)
1,582,571, chiefly Russians and Cossacks. It is

watered by the Donetz and the Oskol. Surface
flat and little wooded. Soil fertile, entirely agri-
cultui-al, producing grain of all sorts, and wine in
great abundance. It has numerous distilleries,

tanneries, and tallow and saltpetre factories.

M
Kharkov, a city of European Russia, cap. go

Kharkov, at the confluence of the Lopan ai

Kharkov, affls. of the Don, 420 m. S.S.W. Mo
cow. P. (1863) 52,056. It is the cap. of a Grei
eparchy, and see of the bishops of the Ukraii

and Kharkov. Its university, founded 1803, ha
in 1851, 76 professors and 407 students, a libra

of 25,000 vols., a theological seminary, a gynm
sium, and a female academy with 25 professoi

Its manufs. comprise leather and fine carpe-

and its trade is extensive. It has fairs for cat!

and wool, among the most important in S. Euss:

Kharpct, a town of Turkish Armenia, pas

and 60 m. W.N.W. Diarbekir.
KJHARTUM, the modem cap. town of Nubia, ;

the confluence of the Blue and White NUe, 95 ;

S.W. Shendy. Lat. 15° 30' N. P. 25,000

30,000, including garrison, 20 or 30 Europe,
merchants, a few Turks, Arab merchants, a;

Copts, writers by profession. The rainy seas

.

extends from end of July to September, the rail

always accompanied by storms. It was founds
by Mohammed Ali in 1820, and has a large bazai

but one foiu-th of its area is unoccupied. Sire

1856 its commerce has declined, and it is s\,

tained only by the slave trade.

Khasa, a town of Nepaul, on a tributary of tl

Ganges, 56 m. E.N.E. Khatmandoo.
Khasgunje, a town, Brit. India, N.W. prov.-

dist. of Myupoorie, in the Doab, 57 m. N.E. Agr
Khash, a town and fort of W. Afghanistan, i

the Khash-rood. Lat. 31° 30' N., Ion. 62° 45'

;

P. about 2000.—The Khash-rood {or river) entj

the Hamoon Lake, after a S.W. course of abo

180 m. through a barren country, and partly o

parates the Candahar and Herat dominions.
Khatmandoo, the cap. town of Nepaul, it;

mountainous region, about 145 m. N.N.W. Pati)

Lat. 27° 43' N., Ion. 85° 17' E. Estm. pop. 50,0:

It extends for about 1 m. along a river, is b-,;

mostly of brick, and has many Buddhic temp.^

Khawak, the most E. pass across the Huici

Koosh, Kafiristan, 100 m. N.E. Cabool. Lat c

47' N., Ion. 70° E. Elevation of summit 13,0

feet By it Timour entered Hindostan.
Kheir, two towns of British India, pres

Bombay.—I. dist S. Concan, 76 m. S.E. Bomb<.

—II. dist Candeish, 68 m. S.E. of Bombay.—

J

a town of Guzerat, 87 m. N.N.E. Ahmedabad.
Khelidonia, a cape and group of islets (CA?

doniaey, Asia Minor, AnatoUa, on its S. coast

Khelmos, a mountain of Greece, Morea, g
Kyllenia, 6 m. S.E. Kalavrita. Elev. 7654 iV

Khexgunpoor and Hheorah, a vill. of t

Punjab, near the Ghara, 61 m. S.W. Lahore.

Kherson or CheSson, a gov. of Souths

Russia, mostly between lat. 46^ and 49° Nn f-

Ion. 29° and 34° E., having S. the Black .S

and gov. Taurida, and on other sides Ekater

oslav, Poltava, Kiev, Podolia, and Bessarao

Area 27,713 sq. m. Pop. (1868) 1,027,459. S'-

face in the N. undulating, and covered w.

forests, elsewhere a wide steppe or prairie. F-

cipal rivers, the Dnieper, on the N. and S.E. ;

'

Dniester, forming the W. frontier, and the 1

traversing its centre. Its W. half is fert

cattle and sheep breeding is, however, the c

branch of industry. Products comprise c •

bark, tobacco, mustard, saffron, and liquorice,
•

sides com, hemp, flax, nitre, salt, and sandsti'-

Manufs. of cloths, tallow, leather, butter, che ,

& caviare, are carried on, partly by Swedish, G-

man, and other colonists, the pop. consisting

a great intermixture of races. Principal tov>

Kherson, Nikolaev, EUzabetgrad, and Od«i
but the last now forms a separate govemmec

i
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KiiEHSON or Cherson, a fortified town of

Russia, cap. gov. Kherson, on rt. b. of the

iiieper, 92 m. E.N.E. Odessa. P. (1863) 40,169.

is divided into four quarters, the citadel, in

!iich are the arsenal, barracks, other govern-

•iit buildings, and the cathedral ; the admiralty

liiitor, with excavated docks for the construc-

,in of ships of war is now disused. It has

jrious other schools, and 3 m. distant are the

nb and cenotaph of Howard the philanthro-

iit, who died at Kherson, January 20, 1790.

iKhin-gan Mountains, E. Asia, the eastern

Irder of the great table-land separating Mon-
lia from Manchuria, extend from the wall

China, in about lat. 41°, to the great bend of

\niur, in lat. 53° N., cut by the meridian of

111. ; they decrease in elev. on the N. of the
Mcr,wheretheymerge with the Eastern Hills.

mung-Yang and Khing-Yuan, two cities of

ina, cap. dep., the former in prov. Kan-su, near
.
36° N., Ion. 107° 30' E., and elaborately forti-

i ; the latter, prov. Quang-se, 320 m. W.N.W.
iiton, and having a large drug trade.

iiiiNi and Khinis, two towns of Asiatic Tur-
:, the former in pash. and 43 m. N.E. Diar-
ir, with 300 Mohammedan and 150 Armenian

: lilies, the latter engaged in a fruit trade, and in

lining and weaving cotton cloths, about 30,000
cs of which are said to be produced here an-

; lily from 120 looms, and used in the vicinity.
'

0. latter is in the pash. and 45 m. N.N.E. Moosh,
h about 130 houses, a mosque, and a castle.

auoNG-CHou, the cap. city of the island
; nan. [Kiong-chou.]
JimON, a town of India, district Bainswara,

1 V. Oude, 25 m. S. Lucknow. P. 5000.
.Hiu-CHOU, a city of China, prov. Che-kiang,

(
. dep., 100 m. S.W. Hang-chow-foo.
li^HivA or Kharesm, Chorasmia., a country of in-
dendent Tm-kestan, mostly between lat. 37° 45'

s 44" 30' N., Ion. 50° 30' and 63° E., having N.
t Kirghiz steppe and the Sea of Aral, E. Bokhara
« the Kara-kalpack territory, S. Khorasan
(jrsian dom.), and W. the Caspian Sea. Esti-
^ed pop. 200,000, mostly wandering tribes.
6 face almost wholly a sandy desert, with some
8 tered hill ranges in the N. and W., the Oxus
fijs through its E. part; and along its banks,
ft' the canals connected with it, there are many
i' le tracts. In these places, wheat, millet,
b '3', fruits, linseed, cotton, flax, and some rice,
ai^own. The vine also thrives. Sheep and
gjs, and a good breed of horses, are pretty nu-
n;)us. Camels are the ordinary beasts of bur-
<> Some cotton and silk stuffs, and shawls
a made by the females, and exported; but ag-
I'i ture is the principal occupation of the settled

P' ilation. About 2000 camels go annually to
*-' iburg, Astrakhan, and Cabool, with agricul-
'i produce, silk, and cotton fabrics, and yarn,
'' ' exchanged for the products of Eussia and
" kVest, which are also brought in boats across
' .'aspian Sea. The population is very mixed,
" lominant race being Uzbeks, as in Bokhara.
~ nva, the cap., is in an irrigated plain near
" Jxus. Lat. 41° 30' K, Ion. 60° 13' E. P.
i - '0. The only stone buildings are 3 mosques,
"• ool, and a caravanserai. It is surrounded by
1" reus gardens, and is the chief seat of trade.

iMER, S.E. Asia. [Cambodia.]
'01, a town of North Persia, prov. Azerbijan,

' I'lst-i on a tributary of the Kur, 20 m. N.

{^
Urumea. P. 30,000. Its streets are shaded

"yj'enues of trees, and it has a good bazaar,
fj^is plain Shah Ishmael totally defeated the
•I'! s under Selim i., in 1514.

Kiio.Ji£Ni>, a town of Central Asia, independent

.

Turkestan, khanat and 60 ni. W. Khokan, on the
Sir-Daria (Jaxartes). It is enclosed by walls and
wet ditches, and intersected by canals. Manufs.
of coarse cotton fabrics, in which, and in Bussian
goods, it has a large trade ; and it is the station at

which toll is paid for all merchandise entering
the khanat from Bokhara. Pop. estim. at 25,000.

Khokan, Kokan or Ferghana, a khanat of

Central Asia, independent Turkestan, between
lat. 40° and 45° N., Ion. 67° and 75° E., having E.
Chinese Turkestan, N. and W. the Kirghiz and
Kara-Kalpack territory, and S. Bokhara and the
table land of Pamir. S-urface mountainous, and
it comprises a part of the lofty region W. of the
great plateau of E. Asia. The Sir-Daria (Jax-
artes) has its upper course in this region. Pro-
ducts comprise com, cotton, silk, and fine fruits,

with coal, copper, iron, lapis-lazuli. Pasturage
plentiful, live stock numerous, and wool is an
important article of export. Manufs. comprise
embroidered silks, cotton stuffs, cochineal, and
sandalwood. Shawls are imported from Cash-
mere and Balkh, the rest of the trade is chiefly

with Budakshan and Eussia. The khan main-
tains an army of about 10,000 men. Principal
towns, Khokan, Khojend, and Tashkend. Pop.
estimated at 160,000 to 180,000.
Khokan, cap. khanat of same name, on the

Sir-Daria (Jaxartes), about 280 m. N.W. Kash-
gar, and N.E. Samarcand. It is reported to be
of about half the size of Bokhara. Principal
buUdings, the khan's residence, bazaars, mosques,
public schools, and several caravanserais. Its

vicinity is fertile and cultivated. Pop. estimated
at 30,000 to 50,000.

Kholm, a town of Eussia, gov. Pskov., cap.

dist., on the Lowat, 103 m. S.E. Pskov. P. 2000.

Kholmicz, a market town of Russian Poland,
gov. Minsk, on the Dnieper. 21 m. S.S.E.Eechitza.
Kholmogory, a town of Eussia, gov. and 32

ra. S.E. Archangel, cap. dist. of same name, on an
island in the Dwina. P. 1600.

Khonsar, a town of Persia, prov. Irak-Ajemi,
83 m. W.N.W. Ispahan, on the route to Hamadan.
P.12,000 to 13,000, engaged in raising and drying
fruits, and weaving chintz.

Khooloom, Khulm or Tash-Kurgan, a town
of Central Asia, khanat and 60 m. S.W. Koon-
dooz, on Khooloom river, a tributary of the Oxus.
Estim. pop. 10,000. It is enclosed by an earthen
wall, is regularly built of clay and brick, and has
two forts and an active general trade.

Khoordah or Khordagarh, a town of India,

dist. Poree, Bengal presid., 245 m. S.W. Calcutta.

It was at one time a place of much importance,
but is now in decay. The rajah of Khoordah ex-
ercises superintendence over the temple of Jugger-
nauth and its affairs.

Khoorja, a town of India, dist. Boolundshuhur,
64 m. S. Meeinit. P. 18,663.

Khorasan or Khorassan (" Country of the

<Sm«"), Parthia, the largest prov. of Persia, be-
tween lat. 31° and 38° 30' N., Ion. 53° and 62° E.,

but its limits have often varied considerably. It

has S. the prov. Kherman and dist. Yezd, W.
Irak-Ajemi and Mazandei-an, N. Khiva, and E.
Afghanistan. Area estimated at 200,000 sq. m. P.

1,600,000. (?) Cap. Meshed, which is connected
with Tehran by an excellent road. Its S. part is

a sandy waste, the rest of its surface consists of

mountains rising to 7000 feet aiid fertile valleys.

Wheat, rice, tobacco, cotton, hemp, and assafoe-

tida, are grown, and pastui-ages are extensive.
Coal mines exist in the mountains between Reshd
and Meshed, and one is worked for the arsenai

2u
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of Meshed, 24 m. distant. Manafs. silks, camels
and goats' hair fabrics, muskets and sword-
blades. Chief exports, wool, skins, metals, pre-
cious stones, and dried fruits.

Khoram-abad, a town of Persia, dist Luri-
Btan, 93 m. S.E. Kermanshah. It has many
curious antiquities.

—

Khurumabad is a vill. of

Maziinderan, 80 m. W. Amol.
Khore (a " Mouth " or " Estuary "), is the pre-

fixed name of various bays in the East, the prin-

cipal being Khore Abdallah, Persian Gulf, W. of

the mouth of the Euphrates river.

Khorol, a town of Russia, gov. and 60 m.
W.N.W. Poltava, on the Khorol river.

Khosrah-shah, a vill. and valley of Persia,

prov. Azerbijan, the former SW. Tabriz, and
formerly of importance. The valley is a tract of

groves and gardens, and one of the " paradises
"

celebrated in old Persian poetry.

Khotan, a town of Chinese Tartary, on the

route between Yarkand and Lapa, Lat. 37° N.,

Ion. 80° 30' E. It is enclosed by earth ramparts,
and ia the station of a Chinese governor and
garrison, but mostly peopled by Uzbeks, who
manuf. leather, silk fabrics, and paper, and have
a brisk trade in these goods, and in jasper and
other natural produce. The country of Khotan is

an immense plain, well watered and fertile. The
people have shaken off the Chinese yoke, and the
Khan has an army of 6000 infantry «Sk nOOO cavalry.

EIhotink, a town of Bessarabia. [Chottn.]
Khotmyjsk, a town of Russia, gov. and 75 m.

S.S.W. Koursk, on rt. b. of the Vorskla. P. 2400.
Khulkal, a town of Persia, prov. Azberijan,

45 m. S.S.E. Ardabil.
Khl'lm, a town. Central Asia. [Khooi>oom.]
KiiUNDiTLEE, a town of India, chief place of

pei^unnah, dist. and 7 m. N. Agra.
KiiUNNAH, a petty state of the Cis-Sutleje,

N.W. Hindostan. Lat 30° 42' N., lou. 76° 20'

E. Area 28 square miles.

Khubd-Cabool, a vill. of Afghanistan, 16 m.
S.E. Cabool, altitude 7466 feet. Here the British

troops, retreating to Calx)ol from Jalalabad, were
slain by the Afghans in 1841.

Khurehla, a town of India, British dist., and
36 m. S.W. Huramerpoor, N.W. provs. P. 8064.
Khurkhouda, a town of British India, chief

place of pei^unnah, dist. Bohtuk, N.W. provs^
in lat. 28^ 62' N., Ion. 76° 58' E.

KiiuziSTAN, Susiana, a prov. of Persia, mostly
between lat 30" and 33° N., Ion. 47° and 61° E.,

having N. the Bakhtiyar mountains, separating
it from Irak-Ajemi, E. Ears, W. the pash.
Bagdad (Asiatic Turkey), and S. the Persian
Gulf. Surface mostly mountainous, but in the
S. are some plains, where the climate in sum-
mer is oppressively hot Principal rivers, the
Kerah, Karun, and Jerahi ; the Tigris and
Euphrates (Shat-el-Arab) form a part of its

W. boundary. Products comprise rice, maize,
barley, cotton, sugar-cane, dates, indigo, and
sUk. Pasturages are extensive, and live stock
numerous. Trade mostly with Bassorah and
Bagdad. Principal towns, Shuster, Dizful, Beb-
hak, and Mohammerah.
Khvalynsk, a town of Russia, gov. and 115 m.

N.E. Saratov, on rt b. of Volga. P. (1855) 14,570.
Khtbek Pass, Afghanistan, is the principal

north pass into that country from Hindostan,
commencing about 10 m. W. Peshawar, and ex-
tending for 30 m. N.W. to the plain of Jelalabad,
It lies through cliffs of slate, rising from 600 to

1000 feet, and, though narrow and dangerous, is

the only route for artillery across the Khyber
mountains. It was forced by the British troops

on first occupation of Cabool, 1839, and again J

1842, when the troops were nearly annihiiatec 1

Khyendwen, a river of Further India, rises J

the kingdom of Bong, lat. 26° 28' N., Ion. !

54' E., flows mostly S. through the Burm.
doms., and joins the Irrawady opposite Yanda

1

in Bunnah, after a course loosely estimated ;

490 m. It is navigable for the largest boat« <

King-Nao, in lat 23° 45' N.
Khterpoor, a town of Scinde, 15 m. K of

Indus. Lat 27° 31' N., Ion. 6S' 45' E.

15,000. It is the residence of the Ameers of

Sinde ; and has a fort mosque, and bazaii

Manufactures coarse cotton.

Khyrabad, several towns of India and .

ghanistan, the principal being in dom. and ]<

m. W.N.W. Oude. Lat 27° 3' N. Ion. 80° 40 .

Khtrgaon, a town of Sinde, on an anr:
the Indus in lat 26° 66' N., Ion. 67° 50' E. .

between 2000 and 3000. It has 7 mosques, U
a bazaar well supplied with cotton goods.
Khyrpoor, a town of N.W. Hindostan. d .

and 32 m. N.E. Bhawlpoor, near the 1. b. of »

Ghara (Sutlej), on the border of the desert, win
encroaches fast on the town and vi«;inity. ;;i

mostly built of earth, but has a mosque of buril

brick a bazaar, and trade by caravans with i

desert, though its commercial importance is ir a
less than foi-merly.—II. a considerable towrf

Sinde, 50 m. N.E. Roree, in a tract well >
gated by canals from the Indus. P. 15,000.

£i or Key Islands, a group in the Malay .-

chipelago, consisting of tlie Great and Little ^

Watelu, and some smaller islands, near lat 6%
Ion. 133° E. United p<)p. from 8000 to 10,0.

The great Ki is about 46 m. in length, and mo-
tainous ; Little Ki is nowhere more than 50 <l

above the sea-level. Many of the pop. are !•

hammedans. Products comprise provisions, t-

ber, native boats, tortoise-shell, and cocoa nnr„;

and some little trade takes place with Geles,

Bauda, etc.—Ki, Kia, and Kiai, are the namei'

numerous towns of China.
Kia-Hlso, a city, China, prov. Che-kiangJB

the Imperial Canal, 60 m. N.E. Hang-chow-f.
KiAKHTA, a town of Siberia, gov. Transbail,

on an affluent of the Selenga, close to the Chiiis

frontier, and the great emporium of the ti.«

between Russia and China. Lat. 60° 16' N., i<

106° 44' E. ; 2200 feet above the sea. P., \h

suburbs (1863), 5431. It consists of an up?

fortified town, with a stone church and govU'

ment offices ; and the lower town at some lla

distance, inhabited by merchants, and oppositaa

Chinese city of Mai-ma-tcliin. Till 1T27 the '^
was a government monopoly ; but since th<i<

has been open to private merchants, & has rsdj

increased- The Russians here exchange UP

skins, furs, broad cloths, coarse linens, cattle,w

bullion, for tea, raw and manufactured *^
nankeens, porcelain, rhubarb and other Chi^
produce, especially at a large fail- in Decen-*

A great temporary increase of its trade took

during the late British war with China

during 1856 as many as 150,000 chests of s

fine tea were said to have been received h' }

the Russians. It has an academy for the CI <

language and a bazaar. . .

KiAMA, a town in Central Africa, in di- o'

same name, state Borghoo, 70 m. S.W. ^ou •

KiAMA, a post and seaport town of New d'"

Wales, CO. Camden. 89 m. S. of Sydney. P*"-

Ki.^xdra, a post town of New South V>«*

CO. Wallace, 313 miles from Sydney. ^,
Kiang-sl a prov. of China, between 1b F^

and 30° N., Ion. 113° 20' and 118° 30' E., en(^

ner \.>uis»

le took [C* I
China; ad P

ts of s'. r- '
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tlio provs. Hoo-iian Hoo-pe, Ngan-hoel Che-
.V. Fo-kien, and Quang-tung. P. 26,513,889.

72,176 sq. m. Surface mostly mountainous;

centre is traversed by the Kan-Kiang, and
, itains the Po-yang lake. Products comprise

jid, iron, tin, lead, excellent hemp, grass-cloths

(he best kind, drags, and the finest porcelain.

\\i. city, Nan-Chang.
[tang-su, a maritime prov. of China, between

V 31° and 35° N., Ion. 116" and 122° E., having
i'he Yellow Sea, and landward the provs. Shan-
t'er, Ho-nan, Ngan-hoei, and the Che-kiang. P.

{ )46,924. Area 39,150 sq. m. Surface mostly

1 )1, except in the S., and is a most fertile and
\jiable province, intersected by thousands of

t')8 of canals, where a teeming population

clied on great internal trade, until it was
c'jked by the ravages of the Taiping rebels,

Y< still hold the capital, Nanking, but have
th driven from the coast cities of Shanghai
a Soochow. Products, rice and cotton. Exports
Ri The great rivers, Hoang-ho and Yang-tze-
ihg, here enter the sea. Principal city Nanking.
JANKARY, Gangra, a town of Asia Minor,

itolia, cap. sanj. 65 m. N.E. Angora.
flAK-NING and KlANG-TCHANG, tWO citicS of

C'la, the former in prov. Fo-kien, cap. dep., 95
ir'N^.W. Foo-chow ; the latter prov. Kiang-si,
y: (Up. 46 m. S.E. Foo-chow, with manufac-
li ; of arrack and summer clothing.

. BBLESTONE, a liberty of England, co. Staf-

fo; pa. and 2 m. N. Stone. P. 1896. Earl St
V>ent was bom here in 1734.

iivvoKTH Beauchamp, a pa. of England, co.

I. 'Star, oj m. N.N.W. Market-Harborough.
A 3220. P. 1867. Framework knitting.

icHKNEY, a town of S. Eussia. [Kisiienau.]
(DDERMiNSTER, a pari., niunic. bor., man\ifac-

tu'gtown and pa. of England, co. Worcester,
oii)th sides of the Stour, near its confl. with the
8t' ni, 14 m. N. Worcester, & on W. Mid. Rail.

M>1 pa. 11,546. P. of pa. (1861) 20,870; pop.
of il. bor. 15,399. Alt. 186 ft. Chief buildings

iarish church, grammar school, town-hall,
hall, market house, bank, and union work-
Kiddermimter was noted for its woollen

's. in the reign of Henry viii. The fabrics
-ade are cai-pets, the best in England, and
rugs. The Stafford and Worcester Canal

- the town, and opens a communication with
I'ool, Hull, and Bristol. The bor. sends 1

r to the H. of C. Reg. elect. (1864) 614.
DERPORE, a town of British India, dist. of
•gunnahs, Bengal presid., 4 m. S.E. Fort-

' m, Calcutta. Has a government dockyard,
ctory for the repair of their steamers.
injJGTON, a pa. of England, co Oxford, 4}
N'.W. Woodstock. Ac. 2450. P. 305.
i.iNGTON, a pa. of England, co. and b\ m.
V

. Oxford. Ac. 3000. P. 1507.
I'.os, Pydna (?> the most N. vill. of Thes-
I^uropean Turkey, 30 m. S.W. Salonica,
10 Gulf of Salonica.
NVELLY, a munic. bor., small port, market
and pa. of South Wales, co. and 9 m. S.
rthen, on the Gwendraeth, near its mouth
inarthen Bay, and on Swansea Railway.
'2. A bridge connects the old and new

It has a church, a free school, and
wjni ron and tin-smelting works, the products

;!
™ ^loh, with coal, form the chief exports.

1^^', a gov. and city of Russia. [Kiev.]
^

>, a seaport town of Prussia, duchy Hol-
u a fine bay of the Baltic, 53 m. N.N.E.
t>r, at the terminus of i-ail. from Altona.

lt^,771. Chief edifices, the cathedral

church of St Nicholas, a royal palace, and the
public baths. It has a university, founded in

1665, with a library of 80,000 vols , an observjv-

tory, botanic garden, and lying-in-hospital. The
church of St Nicholai is of the 13th century.
The castle has a sculpture gallerj', with copies
of the best works of art. Manufs. iron goods and
machinery, tobacco, starch, and refined sugar ; an
excellent harbour, shipbuilding, and an annua]
fair in January, at which extensive exchanges
are transacted. The Holstein Canal joins the
Baltic, 2 m. N. the town. Steam and other
packet-boats place it in constant communication
with Copenhagen, Aalborg, Panders, and Kold-
ing. Shipping (1861) 6246. Kiel became a mem-
ber of the Hanseatic League in the 14th century.

Kieldkeciit, a comm. & vill. of Belgium, prov.
E. Flanders, 18 m. N. Dendermonde. P. 2532.
KiEN-LUNG, a town of Tibet, on the Upper Sut-

lej, 42 m. S. Gardokh, with hot sulphur springs.
KiEou, an initial name of several cities, etc.,

China—the principal being Kieou-hiang, prov.
Kiang-si, cap. dep., with a fort on the Yang-tze-
kiang, in lat. 29° 54' N., Ion. 116° 8' E.

Kiev, Kief, or Kiew, a government of Euro-
pean Russia, in the S.W., bounded E. by Tcher-
nigov and Poltava, S. by Kherson and Podolia,

W. Volhynia, and N. Minsk. Area 19,656 sq.

m. P. (1858) 1,944,334. Surface flat or undulat-
ing, watered by the Dniestei-, which forms its E.
limit; and by the Tejerev in N. Soil very fertile,

and entirely occupied in agriculture, except a
small portion in the N., which is covered with
excellent timber. Climate mild. Chief crops,

wheat, lye, oats, maize, lint, hemp, tobacco,
hops, and vines. Cattle are extensively reart-d.

Manufs. candles and soup.

Kiev, a fortified city of European Russia, cap.

prov. Kiev, on rt. b. of the Dnieper, 670 m. S. St
Petersburg, and 490 m. S.W. Moscow. P. (ISf'S)

68 424. It is the seat of the Governor-General of
Little Russia, cap. of a Greek eparchy, and seat
of a criminal and civil court, and has an arsenal.
Chief edifices, cathedral of St Sophia, and the
monastery of Petschersk in the citadel. Its uni-
versity has a library of 35,000 vols., cabinets of
medals, mineralogy, zoology, & botany, & most of
the collections transferred from the old university
of Vilna. In 1851, it had 86 professors and 695
students, a Russian theological seminary, with a
large libi-ary, two gymnasia, and an establishment
for the education of the daughters of nobles.

KiFFiCK or Cyffic, a pa. of South Wales, co.

Carmarthen, 8 m. E. Narberth. Ac. 4556. P. 468.

KiFRi, a town or vill, of Asiatic Turkey, pash.
and 108 m. N.E. Bagdad, on the Kurdistan fron-
tier. Here are some extensive ruins.

KiKEiT, a town of Assam, prov. Tonquin, on a
river, 80 m. E. Cachao. It is fortified in the
European style, regularly built, intersected by
canals, and has a palace, and large rice magazines.
KiKiAY, a group of small islands, N. Pacific, S.

of Japan and N. of the Loo-choo islands.

KiKiNDA (Nagy), a mkt. town of E. Hungary,
CO. Torontal, 36 m. W.N.W. Temesvar. P. with
10 vills. 15,654.

K11.A and KiLLA, the names of many forts and
vills. of Afghanistan, the principal was Killa-
Murgha or Nowa-Murgha, a fort, 100 S.S.W.
Ghuznee, and destroyed by the British in 1839.
KiL and Kill (j&Vse a Woed and Church), nu-

merous parishes in Ireland, with this prefix :

—

Parish. County. Acres. Pop.
KiLBALLYowEN, Clare, . . . 10,835 2,947
KiijJARKON, . Donegal, . . 23,994 7,lt!8



Parish.

KtLBARRON,

KiLBARBTMEA
DAN, . .

KlLBEACANTY,
KiLBEAGU, . .

KiLBEG, . ,

KiLBEGNET,
KllBEHE>'Y,
KlLBELFAD,
KiLBEKRY, . .

KlLBEBRT,
KiLBIXY, . ,

KiLBOtANE,
KiLBONANE,
KiLBOXANE,
Kilbride, . ,

Kilbride, . ,

Kilbride, . .

Kilbride,
Kilbride,

KIL

County. Aeres.
fTipperary and)
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\ Galway,

I
Waterford,

Gralway,

Mayo,
Meath, .

Gralway,

Limerick,
Mayo,
Meath, .

Kildare, .

Westmeath,
Cork,
Cork, . ,

Kerry, .

King's, .

King's

7,920

Pop.

1,313

Meath and Cavan, 8,777
Antrim,
Roscommon,

Kilbkideglyx.v, Wexford,
KiLBRIN,
KiLBRriGAX, ,

KiLBRONEY, .

KiLCAR, . . .

KiLCASKAN,
KiLCATHERINE,
KiLClIREEST, .

KiLCLEAGH,
KiLCLOXFKRT,
KiLCLOOXEY, .

KiLCOE, . . .

KiLCOLAGH, .

KiLCOLMAX, .

KiLCOLMAX,
KiLCOLJIAX,

KiLCXJLMAX,

EJLCOLGAX,
KiLCOLUMB, .

KiLCOMEXTY, .

KiLCOSCMOCK, .

KiLCOMMOX, .

KiLCOMMOX, .

KiLCOSIMOX, .

Ejlcoxdcff, .

KiLCOXICKXY,
,

KiLCOXLA, . .

KiLOONLY, . .

KiLCOXXEL,
KiLCOO, . . .

KiLCOOLE, . .

KiLCOOLEY, .

KtLCOOLEY,
KiLCORKEY,
KiLCORMICK, .

KlLCORX^VX,
KiLCROAX, . .

KiLCROHAXE, .

KiLCROHAXE, .

KiLCROXAGHAX,

Cork,
Cork, .

Down,
Donegal,

6,263 2,194

12,226
33,824
6,184

10,865

15,376

7,260

4,818
10,639

6.240

10,014

4,709

8,668
10,152

7,617

6,643

19,287

4,109
12,630

7,577

13,208
18,883

Cork and Kerry, 51,490
Cork,
Clare, . .

Westmeath,
King's, , .

Armagh,
Cork, . . .

Eoscommon,
Keny, . .

Mayo, . .

King's, . .

fRoscommon A
t Sligo, . .

Galway, . .

Kilkenny, .

Tipperary, .

Longford, .

Mayo, . .

Mayo, . .

Wicklow, .

Mayo, . .

Galway, . .

Galway, . .

Kerry, . .

Galway, . .

Down, . .

Wicklow,

21,778

7,060

15,241

10,266

12,833

5,272

7,217

7,751

23,739

8,202

i 17,026

5.548

8,274

6,892

11,870
200,959

17,395
11,209

16,622

8,352

9.677

5,742

6,082

18,205

4,476

KiLCUMMIX,
KiLCUMMIX,
KiLCUMMIX,
KlLCUMKER-

fTipperary and"^„ ,„-

t Kilkenny, J
^^'^"'

Roscommon,
Roscommon,
Wexford, .

Limerick, .

Galway, . .

Kerry, . .

Cork, . . .

Londonderry,
Galway, •

Kerry, .

Mayo,

}
King's and
Westmeath

Kii.DAcoxrMOGE, Mayo,

,'}

KiLDALKJEY,
KiLDALLAX,
KiLDIMO, .

KiLDRESS, .

KiLDRl'BISHER-
DAX, . .

Meath, .

. Cavan, .

Limerick,
Tyrone, .

> Cavan, .

3,476

9,090
10,054

9,345

7,701

62,912
14,687

7,979

98,509

38,952
4,195

9,256

7,752
10,415

11,978

6,110
26,269

16.618

1,791

10,733

1,095

2,714

2,348

2,313

1,155

1,262

1,513

2,067
929

2,149

7,482
2,713

2,510

1,881

3,717
653

2,261

3,767

3,583
4,154
4,471

4,125
1,548

3,668

1,113

5,697

1,149

1,945

2,532

7,091

1,191

6,576

535
1,552

1,455

2,106

12,945

4,529
2,109
7,271
1,444

1,985

1,502

1,006

5,052

1,729

2,303

1,097

1,771

1,708

2,291

1.514

7,786

2,567

3,380

8,.528

5,502

1,491

1,981

2,320

2,073

3,725
1,844

7,037

6,651

Parish. Covmty,
KiLFARBOY, . Clare,

KiLFAUGHXABEG,Cork,
KiLFEAKLE,
KiLFEARAGH, .

KiLFEIGHXY, .

KiLFEXORA,
KiLFERGCS,
KiLFLVX, . ,

KlLFIDDAXE, .

KiLFIXAGHTA,
KlLFIXAXE.
KiLFREE, . ,

KiLGARRIFF, .

KiLGARVAX, ,

KiLGARVAX,
KiLGEEVER,
KiLGEFIX, . ,

KiLGLASS, . ,

Kllglass, . .

KiLGLASS, . .

KiLGOBBAN,
KiLGOBXET,
KiLKEEDY, . .

KiLKEEDY, . .

KlLKEEVIX,
KiLLABBAX,

Tipperary,
Clare,

Kerry,
Clare,

Limerick,
Mayo,
Clare,

Clare,

Limerick,
Sligo,

.

Cork, .

Kerry,
Mayo,
Mayo,
Roscommon,
Roscommon,
Siigo, .

Longford,
Kerry, .

Waterford,
Clare,

Limerick.
Roscommon,
Queen's,

KiLLACOXEXAGH, Cork,
KiLLACoxxiGAX, Meath, .

KiLLADERRY, . King's, .

KiLLAGHTEE, . Donegal,
KiiXAHA, . . Kerry, .

KiLLAHAX, . . KeiTy, .

KiLLALLAGHTAX, Galway, .

KiLLALLix, . . Galway, .

KiLLAxx, , . Wexford,

KiLLAXXY, .
fLouthandMo-)

'

(^
naghan,

KiLLAXUSBiERY, Leitrim, .

KlLLARAGlIT, . SligO,

KiLLARD,
KiLLARDRY,
KiLLARE, .

KiLLARGEY,
KiLLARY, .

KiLLASHEE,
KiLLASXET, .

KlLLASPUG-
BROXE, .

KiLLASSER,
KiLLAVIXOGE,
KlLLEAD,
Kjlledax, .

KiLLEELY, .

. Clare,

. Tipperary,

. Westmeath,

. Leitrim, .

, Meath, ,

. Longford,
. Leitrim, .

} Sligo, .

. Mayo, .

Tipperary,

. Antrim, .

. Mayo,
,

fClare and
\ Limerick,

Acres. 1

13,981 C
3,126 ] 4

6,500 5

9,870 <7
11,408 IJi

10,776 ]9
14,207 in
28,735 ;n
13,738 ;n
8,109

6,487

14,018

4,326

43,681
19,879

58,098

6,060

14,246

12,884

5,743

10,416

16,108

18,629

8,727

26,903

25,995

19,294

11.561

5,554
13,368

34,843

4,544

11,868

67,156

11,424

7,127

KiLLEEXADEEJIA, GalWay,
K,XI^^EXAGAR-|Li^^^^

KiLLEEXTiERXA, Kerry, .

KiLLEESHiLL, . Tyrone, .

KiLLEEVAX,
KiLLEHEXXY,
KiLLELAGH,
KiLLBlMLAGU,
KiLLEXKERE,
KiLLERERIX,
KiLLERBY, .

KiLLESHER,
KiLLEBSHERDDTY Cavan,
KiLLESHix, . . Queen's

Monaghan,
Kerry,
Londonderry,
Kerry,
Cavan,
Galway,
Sligo,

.

Fermanagh,

KiLLEA'Y,
KXLLIAX,
KiLLILAGH,
KiLLlMORE,
KiLLIXABOY,
KiLLIXAGH,

Armagh,
Galway, ,

Clare, . .

Galway, .

Clare, .

Cavan, .

. 14,086

. 6,902.

. 17,022

. 5,628

. 11,281

. 14,893

. 6,201

. 14,169

. 26,918

. 5,623 91

. 19,677 8i

. 8,159 i(-i

. 23,201 13

. 14,515 iS>

\ 6,576 .08

. 24,214 a

. 4,454 .54

. 10,231 a

. 9,839 .44

11,671 'ii

. 4,664 '^i

. 13.297 ^'J

. 11,859
-'

. 15,961 ol

. 14,533 -"i

. 8,249
<

. 24,294 .!>

. 16,618 I:';'

, 10,905 'It'

. 28,157
•!^

. 13,664 >^i

. 12,357 >^

. 9,2-20 '>'

17,967 W^

. 23,934 }»

i
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Parish.

1 UNANE,

i LINCIIY,

I LINEY, .

I LINEY, .

JJLINVOY,
liLOE, . .

B' LOFTN, .

i LORAN, .

i LORGLIN,

EJ!,OUGHY,

Klucan, .

Bl'uULLAGII,

E'lursa, .

E'uURY,

County.
Kerry,
Down,
Dublin, .

Kerry, .

Eoscommon
Longford,
Clare,

Sligo, .

Kerry,
King's, .

Westmeatli,
Eoscommon,
Galway,
Kerry,

Acres.

26,868
13,865
1,334

14,653

5,642

Pop.
2,646

6,399
1,230

2,699
1,306

41,181 13,443

6,692 1,883

K^YBEGS, Up., Donegal,
KLybegs, Lo., Donegal,
K'a'GARVan, Donegal,

. Down,
(Tyrone and
( Armagh,
Donegal,

E-.YLEAGH,

E -YMAN,

E| .YMARD,
EiiLVCABEA, . Cork,
El'IACALLAN, Sligo, .

EliACDUAGA, Galway,
K: lACDUANE, Clare,

.

KjiACOMOGUE, Cork, .

E lACREHY, . Clare,

.

KliACRENAX, Donegal,
K'iacteige,. Sligo,

K'HACTEANNY, SligO,

KiiAiNEMORE, Mayo,
KJiALEY, . . Clare,.

K'lANAHEEN,
K [ANMAN,

K'lEEDY,

KilEEN, .

KjffiEN, .

K [SENA, .

17,273 10,981
12,853 4,999

Ki
Ki;

Ki;

Kii

Kii

Kii

1

Ee
634

wei

»gr

Clare,

Queen's, .

Limerick,
Cork,
Cork, .

Mayo,
Down, .

Cork, .

Clare,

Cork,
Kerry, .

Cavan, .

Armagh,
Down, .

Monaghan,
Eoscommon
Mayo,
Sligo _& May
Mayo,"
Clare, . .

Clare, . .

Cork, . .

Kerry, .

Kilkenny,
Eoscommon.
Waterford,
Clare,

,

Cork, .

Meath,
Tyrone,
Kildare,

Donegal,
Clare,

Leitrim,

Eoscommon
Leitrim, .

Tipperary,
Tipperary,

iBARCHAN, a pa. and town of Scotland,' co.
'w, 5J m. W.S.W. Paisley. Ac. 9098. P.
do. of town 2530, mostly silk and cotton
rs. The town has two public libraries, an
Itural and various other societies.

lEGAN, .

nCHAEL,
HHIL, .

:oE,

iOLLY, .

ORE, .

ORE, .

ORE, .

ORE, .

ORE, .

ORE, .

OREMOY,
OVEE,

URRY, .

KllURRY, .

KljlMANAGH,
Kl'iUGHTIN,

KiK. .'

KjpNAN, .

Klj)NAN, .

Kl :iLY, .

Kr LANNIG,

KlIjEEB,
,

•'iiKEERY,

Ki:J:ei,
'.

KlpEVOGE,
^'

;nanlea,

'GHERT,
lOM,

.

fBBBID,

SLLAKE,

'.MNON,

2,494

7,268
2,353

6,566

7,059

2,721

3,251

3,643

3,151

2,531

5.593

. 13,999

. 30,845
. 18,132

. 35,589

. 24,339

. 6,370

. 11,090

. 15,683

. 16,378

. 9,132

. 11,759

J-
10,560 5,976

.*

27,757 3,589
. 13,755
. 9,687
. 8,804
. 16,867
. 64,586
. 7,403

. 35,611

, 32,362
, 12,379
, 13,792
. 23,936

. 8,177

. 16,848

. 9,036

. 36,710

. 8,667

. 10,762

. 13,970

. 20,867

, 18,772

, 13,974
. 7,743
. 14,731

3,149

3,053

1,940

4,428

9,817

2,741

6,969

6,473

2,697
2,696

2,924

4,183

2,371

2,280

6,213

1,918

3,642

5,668

3,405

3,182

3,803

2,199

4,567

8,689 3,134
8,653 2,628

29,492 6,452
12,430 9,311

20,756 6,516

10,457 2,447

26,526 6,450

13,808 4,239

9,164 3,592

1,947 292
16,003 4,799

16,701 2,644
11,003 1,976

27,694 4,967

11,724 2,635
20,438 6,273

3,435 660
41,131 4.719

7,385 1,878

28,185 10,861

10,468 2,819

15,608 4,638

8,678 2,889

10,561 3,092

KiLEEGGAN, a pa. and market town of Ireland,
Leinster, co. Westmeath, on the Upper Brosna,
and on a branch of the Grand canal, 6i m.
N. Tullamore. Ac. 6085. P. 2428 ; do. of town
1283.

KiLBiRNiE, a pa. and town of Scotland, co. Ayr,
dist. Cunningham, with a vill., 3 m. N.N.E. Dairy,
and a station on the Glasgow and Ayr Eailway,
20 m. W.S.W. Glasgow. Ac. 10,641*. P. 6266;
do. of town 3246. It has a cotton and flax mill,

a beautiful lake, and coal mines.
KiLBOURNE, a township of England, co. and 6

m. N.N.E. Derby, pa. Horsley. P. 814.
KiLBRANDON, a pa. of Scotland, co. Argyle, in

Lorn, S.W. Kilninver, and opposite the island
Mull. P., with Kilchattau, 1869.
Kilbride, several pas. of Scotland.—Leo. Bute,

on the E. coast of Arran. Ac. about 42,000. P.
2441.—II. a pa. united with Kilmore III. in-
cludes a vill. of East Kilbride. P. 1171.—IV. in
eludes a vill. of West Kilbride. P. 1083.—V.
{East}, CO. Lanark, 6 m. W. Hamilton. Ac. 22,797.
P. 4064.—VL (West), co. Ayr, on the Firth
of Clyde, 3 m. N.W; Ardrossa'n. Ac. 11,635.
P. 1968.

KiLBURX, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Eiding, 6i m. N.N.W. Easingwold. Ac. 3670.
P. 819.

KiLBY, a pa. of England, co. and 6J m. S.S.E.
Leicester. Ac. 1060. P. 387.

KiLCALMONELL and KiLBERRY, a pa. of Scot-
land, CO. Argyle, forming the N. extremity of the
peninsula of Kintyre. P. 2312. It has sevei-al

fishing villages.

KiLCHBEKG, a town, Switzerland, cant. Zurich,
Horgen. Formerly famous for fine porcelain.
P. 1257.

KiLCHOMAN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Argyle, in
the W. part of the island of Islay. P. 3436.
KiLCHRENAN and Dalavich, a pa. of Scotland,

CO. Argyle, on both sides of Loch Awe. Ac.
49,000 Scots. P. 616.

KiLcocK, a pa. and market town of Ireland,
Leinster, co. Kildare, on the Grand canal, 3 m.
W.N.W. Maynooth, aijd having a station on the
Midland Great Western Eailway, 17 m. W.N.W.
Dublin. Ac. 4064. Pop. 1388 ; of town 873.

KiLCONQUHAK, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 10*
m. S.E. Cupar. Ac. 7271. P. 2431.
KiLCULLEN Bridge, a town of Ireland,

CO. Kildare, on the Liffey, 5 m. S.S.W. Naas,
P. 32.

KiLDA (St), an isl. of Scotland, in the Atlan-
tic, 62 m. W. Harris (Hebrides). Lat. 46° 49' 20'

N. ; Ion. 8° 32' 2" W. ; 60 m. W. the peninsula
of Harris. Ac. about 4000. P. (1861) 78, who
live in a vill. near the S.E. coast, and are occu-
pied in rearing cattle and sheep, fishing, and
taking wild fowl and eggs.
KiLDALE, a pa. of England, co. York, N. Eid-

ing, 6 m. E. Stokesley. Ac. 5730. P. 145.

KiLDALTON, a pa. of Scotland, co. Argyle, at

the S.E. end of the Isle of Islay. P. 2956.
Kildare, an inland co. of Ireland, Leinster,

having N. Meath, E. the cos. Dublin and Wick-
low, S. Carlow, and W. King's and Queen's cos.

Ac. 418,436, of which 366,787 are arable. P.

(1861)90,946. Surface mostly flat. Chief rivers
are the Boyne, Barrow, and Liffey. Climate
moist, owing to the prevalence of bogs. Soil
mostly a deep and fertile loam ; and the Curragh

of Kildare, a tract of 4885 ac. in its centre, is noted
for the excellence of its turf and rich verdure.

Alt. 479 ft. Chief crops, wheat, oats, and barley.

The best English breeds of cattle have been in-

troduced. Minerals and manufs. uniiujortanu
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The principal trade is iu corn and flour, the

export of which is facilitated by the river Barrow,
and Royal and Gyand canals and their branches,

which connect the co. with Dublin, Waterford,
and the Shannon. Peat is exported from the

county to Dublin. The Great S. W, Railway
intersects the co., which contains 14 baronies and
116 pas. in the dioceses of Kildare and Dublin,

and the Roman Catholic college of Maynootb.
Principal towns, Athy, Kildare, and Naas. It

sends two members to House of Commons.
Kildare, a market town, episcopal see, and pa.,

in CO. of same name, on the Great S. W. Railway,
30 m. W.S.W. Dublm. Ac. of pa. 9215. P. (1861)
of pa. 2369 ; do. of town 1399. It suffers gi-eatly

from want of water. It has a cathedral, partly

ruined, a co. infirmary, a Roman Catholic chapel,

nunnery, friary, market-house, and jockey-club.

The celebrated Curragh races take place in April,

June, September, and October. The bishopric,

now united with that of Dublin, comprises 81
pas. in King's, Queen's, and Kildare cos. It is

also the see of a Roman Catholic bishop.

Kiux)XAN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Sutherland,

about 20 m. N.N.W. Dornoch. P. 2132. It

is mountainous, and contains several Pictish

towers.
KiLDBUMMiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen,

on the Don, 15 m. S.S.W. Huntly. P. 590.

Surface a rich level, enclosed by hills, on one of

which stand the remains of Kildrummie castle,

famous for its siege by Edward i. in 1306.

KiLDWiCK, a pa. of England, co. York, "West

Riding, 4 m. S.S.E. Skipton. Ac. 10,893. P.

11,712, partly employed in worsted factories.

KiuiNAN, a pa, of Scotland, co, Argyle, 16 m.
N.W. Rothesay. P. 1891.

KiLFiniCHEN and Kilvickeon, a pa. of Scot-
land, CO. Argyle, at the S. extremity of the
'sland of Mull, and comprising the island of

lona. P. 2518.

KiLGARROw or Kilgerrax, a pa. and town
of S. Wales, co. Pembroke, on the Teify, 4

m. S.E. Cardigan. Ac. 2672. P. 1236. Manu-
factures shoes, and has slate quarries and salmon
fisheries.

KiLGWRBWG, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth,
5^ m. E.S.E. Usk. Ac. 2649. P. 168.

KiLHAM, a pa. of England, co. York, East
Riding, 5J m. N.N.K Great Driffield. Ac 7660.

P. 1252.

KiLi or KiLiA, is the name of a fortress on a
bay of the Black Sea, Anatolia, 34 m, N.E.
Constantinople.
KiLiA or KiLiANOVA, a fortified town of Russia,

gov. Bessarabia, on the Kilia, or north arm of the

Danube, at its delta, 12 miles from its mouth.
KiLiMAXDjARO, a snowy mountain of E. Africa,

discovered in 1847, supposed one of the " Moun-
tains of the Moon," in lat. 3° 40' S., Ion. 36° E.

Estimated height 20,000 feet above the sea. It

is always snow-clad.
KiusEH-Koi, a vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia,

on a lake 68 m- S. Brusa, and with many remains,
supposed to be those of the anc. Ancyra.
KiLKEE, a town of Ireland, Munster, co. Clare,

« .u. W.N.W. KUrush. P. 1856.

KiLKEEL, a p.1. and town of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Down, on the KiUceel, 1 m. above its mouth in the
Irish Sea, and 7^ m. E.S.E. Rostrevor. Ac. of

pa, 47,882. P. 13,070 ; do. of town 1145.

Kilkenny, an inland co. of Ireland, Leinster,
having N. Queen's co., E. the cos. Carlow and
Wexford, S. and S.W. Waterford, and W. Tip-
prary. Ac. 509,732, of which 4:70,102 are arable.

P. (1851) 138,775, (1861) 110,341, mostly Roman

Catholics. Surface slightly imdulating, wit
slope towards the S., where several sumr

i

rise to 1000, and Bi-andon Hill is 1694 fee

elevation. Chief rivers, the Nore, Barrow, ;.

Suir. Soil various, but for the most part li .

fertile loams resting on limestone, with Uttle 1

Near Kilkenny a valuable black marble is quarr
Climate drier and crops earlier than in the a--

rage of Irish counties. Rainfall 33 inches, CI!
crops wheat, barley, oats, and potatoes. In !.',

there were 182,751 ac. under crop. Dairy li

sheep farms are numerous. The breeds of stc:

are mostly native. Anthracite coal abou;),

and black marble is found. The manufs. of w >
lens and linens, which long flourished here, l;j

now materially declined. The principal es:t
is grain. Two crossing lines of railway interit

this CO. ; and navigable rivers & the Grand Cul
furnish facilities for transport to aU parts of I.

land. Kilkenny is divided into 10 baronies il

143 parishes in the dioceses of Ossory, Leigli

,

and Cashel. It sends three members to »

House of Commons, two for the co. and one r

its chief town.
KiiJCENXY, a city, pari, and municipal bo f

Ireland, Leinster, cap. co. of same name, on a

S.E. Railway, 62 m. S.W. DubUn. It aj

communicates by a branch with the Great,
and Western Railway. Ac. of city 921. Pf
city (1851) 19,973; do. (1861) 14,174, mc.y
Roman Catholics. It is divided by the rir

into the Irish and English towns. Streets p;.l

with black marble quarried in the viciu.

Chief buildings, the cathedral of St Caluc^r
Kenny, and of the diocese of Ossory, the bisLis

palace, chapter-house, deanery, a round tov,

the churches of St John and St Mary, se\<i

Roman Catholic churches, one of which, a -

thedral, has been recently built, co. court-h<i^

CO. and city prisons, infirmary, fever bosjjil,

union workhouse, and barracks. Public ii-

tutions comprise a college or grammar sclil,

several other public schools, a lunatic asyli,

almshouses, a library, and news-room. It a

marble works, an extensive provision tra,

distilleries, tanneries, breweries, and flour nu.

Kilkenny sends one member to the Houscif

Commons.
KiLKERRAN Bay is a large inlet of the Atr

tic, on the W. coast of Ireland, Connaught,).
Galway, district Connemara, Its coast line, N'.

Galway Bay, is intricately varied with small r

lets and headlands ; and the bay is studded v4i

islands, mostly inhabited by fishermen.
Kilkhampton, a pa. of England, co. Com-4

3^ m. N.N.E. Stratton. Ac. 8272. P. 1198.

KiLLADjfSERT, a pa, of Ireland, Munster,).

Clare, 12 m. S.S.W. Enuis. Ac. 12,859, coni-

ing partly of islands in the estuary of thfl JeiW

and Shannon. P. 3141.

KiLLALA, a small seaport town and bish's

see of Ireland, Connaught, co. Mayo, on a h:«

inlet of the Atlantic bearing the same naniii

m. N.N.W, Ballina. P. 942. It has a sifl

cathedral, a roimd tower, and a harbour. '6

ancient bishopric is now united to Tuam. n

1798, a French force landed at Killala Bay, d

took the town.
KiLLALOE, a market town and episcopal frSj

Ireland, Munster, co. Clare, on the Shannon.

«

on rail., 11 m. N.N.E. Limerick. P. (1861) 167Si-

cluding the suburb of Ballina. It has a cathetJi

two churches, barracks, slate and marble wiA
salmon fi.sheries, a wool market, with qu*

docks, and warehouses ; steamboats, by ai<^

canals, ply to Limerick, and also up the riv5*

i
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lilin. The episcopal palace of Killaloe is in

vicinity. The diocese extends over 109 pas.

Clare and five adjoining cos.

—

Killaloe is also

toman Catholic bishopric About 1 m. N.N.W.
Kincorra, famous for the residence of the cele-

,ted King Brian Boromh, but the only remnant
which is a large earthen fort. The pa. contains
•8 ac. P. 2803.

iiLtAMARSH, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 7J
N.E. Chesterfield. Ac. 1646. P. 1053.

tiLLARNEY, a pa. and market town of Ireland,

ijister, CO. Kerry, 46 ta. W.N.W. Cork, at the

I minus of the Cork and Killala Junction Rail-

Ac of pa., which includes a part of the

L scenery, 34,789. P. (1861) 9670 ; do. of town
, i. It has a pa. church, a Koman Catholic

ijhodral for the diocese of Kerry, a nuiinery

•|h female school attached, a court-house, mar-
]' -house, and assembly-room ; union workhouse,

if pital, many fine hotels and reading-rooms for

lirists. Alt. 98 feet.

ICiLLARNEy (Lakes of), three connected lakes

j;;he S.W. of Ireland, co. Kerry, the lowest or

I it southern of which approaches within 1^ m.

of the above town. It is 3i m. in length by
;, 1. in breadth, and is divided from the middle

lie by a projecting peninsula. On the W., S.,

Ill S.E. sides of these lakes rise the loftiest

jiantains (still the resort of red deer), the wildest

II ines, the finest woods, and some of the boldest

« cades in Ireland. These lakes are fed by the

r ir Flesk, and many smaller streams, and dis-

c rge their waters at the N.W. extremity of the

I er lake by the riv. Leune. Total area 6232 ac.

iiLLARROW and Kilmeny, a pa. of Scotland,

( Argyle, Isle of Islay, and containing the vill.

ijvmore. Ac 80,000. P. 3969.

CiLliASHAXDRA, a pa. and market town of Ire-

1 1, Ulster, CO. Cavan, 22 m. S.S.E. Enniskillen.

J of pa. 22,166. P. 8257 ; do. of town 856.

ItLLEAN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Argyle, penin-
I I of Kintyre. P., with Kilchenzie, 1890.

IiLLKANEY, a bay and fishing vill. of Ireland,

(jiBaught, CO. Galway, near the E. end of the
ad Arranmore. P. of vill. 469. It has a har-
r and coast-guard station.

liiiKARX, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 18 m.
5.W. Stirling. P. 1171. Birthplace of George
hanan, the Latin poet. Pop. includes vill.

alleam, 420.

.iLLEARNAN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ross, 6 m.
£] E. Dingwall. P. 1494.

ILLENAULE, a Small town of Ireland, co. Tip-
iry, 12^ m. S.S.W. Urlingford. P. 1066.
ILMSBY or KiLSBY, a pa. of England, co.

1 thampton, 6J m. N.N.W. Daventry. Ac.
8il. P. 639. The London and Birmingham
1 way here passes through a tunnel li m. long.
ILLIECRANKIE, a famous pass in the Grampian

n ntains, in Scotland, co. Perth, 15 m. N.W.
1 keld. The river Garry here flows for about
2 through a narrow, rocky, and thickly wooded
ne of great depth, along the side of which
road has been cut, overhanging a terrific

ipice. It is traversed by the Inverness Rail-
At the N.W. extremity of the pass the

le was fought in 1689, in which Claverhouse,
onnt Dundee, was killed. Alt. 470 feet.

ILUGEAY, an isl. of the Hebrides, dist. Harris,
E. Bernera. Size 3 m. by 1 m.
iLLiN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, between
1 Tay and the co. Argyle, about 16 m. N.N.W.

I' finder. P. 1620.
ixiNGHALL, a township of Engl., co. York,

W t Riding, pa. Ripley, 4 m. W.N."' "
•X'ugh. Ac. 3260. P. 746.

.W. Knars

KiLLiNGHOLMK, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

9J m. N.W. Great Grimsby. Ac. 7225. P. 73C.
KiLLiNGLY, a township of the U. S., North

America, Connecticut, 47 m. E. Hartford. P.
4645. It has cotton factories.

KiLLiNGWoRTH, a township of England, co.

Northumberland, pa. Long Benton, on the G. N.
of England Railway, 6 m. N.E. Newcastle.

KiLLis, Ciliza, a town of Syria, pash. and 38
m. N. Aleppo. P. 2000. It has a trade in galls,

wax, and inferior cottons.

KiLiJMALLOCK, a munic. bor. and market town
of Ireland, co. and 19 m. S. Limerick. P. 1393.
KiLLORGLiN, a pa. of Ireland, co. Kerry, 12

m. S. Tralee. Ac 30,845. P. 7268.
KiLLOUGH, a seaport town of Ireland, Ulster,

CO. Down, on the bay of same name, forming a
good harbour, 1| m. W.S.W. Ardglass. P. 811.

It exports corn and salt, and imports coaL
KiLLPECK, a pa. of England, co. and 7i m.

S.S.W. Hereford. Ac 2136. P. 267.

KiLLYARON (C/'/ie^erora), apa.. South Wales, co.
Cardigan, 8 m. N.W. Lampeter. Ac. 1914. P. 301.
KiLMADOCK, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, con-

taining the vill. of Doune. P. 3312.
Kilmalcolm, a pa. of Scotland, co. Renfrew,

on the Clyde, 4 m. S.E. Port-Glasgow. Ac. 20,405.
P. 1455.

KiLMALiE, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Argyle and
Inverness, about 28 m. S.W. Fort-Augustus.
Ac. estimated at upwards of 400,000. P. 2472.
Surface mountainous, comprising Ben Nevis. It
has excellent sheep-walks, several veins of ar-
gentiferous lead ore, quarries of beautiful marble,
and ruins of a vitrified fort. Fort William is iu
this parish.

KiLRUNY, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 6 m.
N.N.E. Cupar. Ac 6343. P. 656.

Kilmarnock, a pari., munic. bor., manuf. town,
and pa. of Scotland, co. and 12 m. N.N.E. Ayr
(with which and with Glasgow it is connected
by railways), and on the Irvine, at the influx of
the Kilmarnock Water. Ac. of pa. 9562. Pop. of
pa. (1861) 23,556 ; do. of bor. 22,619. Corp. rev.

(1862-3) 553/. Chief edifices, a collegiate and two
other Established churches; three Free and three
U. P. chm-ches. Episcopal, R. C, and other
chapels; a town-hall, corn exchange hall, six
banks, academy, free school, etc. In the pa. are
numerous schools, benevolent, scientific, and lite-

rary associations and public libraries. Manufs.
of carpets, boots and shoes, woollen yam, leather,

and cotton goods; hose, telescopes, machinery,
saddlery, hats, and tobacco, and has large calico

printing works. KUmarnock, with Renfrew,
Port-Glasgow, Dumbarton, & Rutherglen, sends
1 member to H. of 0. Reg. electors (1863) 730.
KiLMARONOCK, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumbar-

ton, at the S.E. end of Loch Lomond. Ac
14,561. P. 1086.

KiLMARTiN, a pa. of Scotl., CO. Argyle, between
its W. ooast and Loch Awe. Ac. 18,000. P. 949.
KiLMAURS, a burgh of barony and pa. of Scotl.,

CO. Ayr, 2 m. N.N.W. Kilmarnock. Ac. 5939.
P. 3526. Includes vill. of KUmaurs, pop. 1174.
KlLMENY. [KlLLARROW.'l
KiLMKRSDON, a pa. of England, co. Somei-set,

6 m. W.N.W. Frome. Ac. 3460. P. 2194.
KiLiknNGT(W, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Devon, 2 m. W. Axminster. Ac. 1760. P. 618.
—II. CO. Somerset, 61 m. E.N.E. IJruton. Ac
2750. P. 640.

KiLMiSTON, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4 m.
S. New Alresford. Ac. 1912. P. 193.
KiLMODAN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Argyle, 16 m.

S.S.W. Inverary. P. 433.
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KiLMONiVAia, a pa. of Scotland, co. Inverness,

7 m. N.N.E. Fort-William. Ac. 300,000, mostly
gleu and mountain. P. 2276.

KiLMORACfc, a pia. of Scotland, co. Inverness,
including the vill. of Beauly. P. 2852. ThefaUs
of the Beauly are in the parish.

KU3IOKE, with KiLBBiDE, a pa. of Scotland,
CO. Argyle, on its W, coast. It includes the
island Kerrera and borough of Oban. P. 2962.
KiLMOKY, a pa. of Scotland, co. Bute, at the S.

extremity of the island of Arran. P. 3151.
KiLHUiR, a pa. of Scotland, co. Inverness, at

the N. end of the isle of Skye. P. 2846.
KiLMUiR Easter, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Eoss

and Cromarty, on the N. side of the Firth of

Cromarty, 6 m. S. Tain. P. 1295.
KiLMiTN, a sea-bathing vill. of Scotl., co. Ar-

gyle, pa. Dunoon, at the head of Holy Loch, an
inlet of the Firth of Clyde, 8 m. N.W. Greenock.
KiLNER Ghaux, a mountain pass of India, on

the route between Bombay and Agra, over the
Vindhya range, in lat. 22° 22' N., Ion. 75° 35' E.
The traflSc over this pass is gradually increasing.
KiLNiNLAX and Kilmore, a pa. of Scotland, co.

Argj-le, at the N.W. end of Island of Mull. Ac,
including Staffa and other islets, 55,000. P. 3433.
KiLNiNVER, a pa. of Scotland, co. Argyle, 6^

m. S.S.W. Oban. P., with Kilmelford, 800.
KiLiiSE.\, a pa. of England, eo. York, E. Hid-

ing, 24 m. E.S.E. Hull. Ac. 11,036. P. 179. In
this pa. is the promontory of Spurn-head. The
port of Eavenspur formerly stood here, but has,
with other towns on the same coast, been en-
gulphed by the sea.

KiLXWiCK, two pas. of England, -co. York, E.
Biding.—I. 6 m. S.S.W. Great Driffield. Ac 4385.
P. 693.—II. (Percy), If m. E.N.E. Pocklington.
Ac 1561. P. 132.

KiLPATRiCK, two pas. of Scotland.—I. (New),
cos. Dumbarton and Stirling, dim. N.N.W. Glas-
gow. Ac. 13,440. P. 4910. Portions of Anto-
ninus' wall intersect the pa.—II. (Old\ co. Dum-
barton, on ihk, Clyde, adjoining the atove pa. on
the W. Ac J3,364. P. 5577. It has manufs. of
cotton, paper, (dye-works, and ship-building. In-
cludes vill. of Old Kilpatrick, pop. 877.
KiLREA, a pa. and market town of Ireland, Ul-

ster, CO. Londonderry, on the Bann, 13 nuW.N.W.
BalljTnena. Ac. of pa. 6168. P. 2963; do. of
town 924, partly engaged in linen weaving.
KiLRENNT, a pari., munic. bor., seaport, and pa.

of Scotland, co. Fife, on the N.E. shore of the
Firth of Forth, ^ m. S.S.E. St Andrews. Ac
3931. P. of pa., including the fishing vill. of
Cellardyke, 2534 ; do. of pari. bor. 2145. Corp.
rev. 76<. It has a small harbour, and unites with
Cupar, St Andrews, Crail, Anstruther, and Pit-
tenweem, in sending 1 member to H. of Com.
Kil-Eheddyn, a pa. of South Wales, cos. Car-

marthen and Pembroke, 4 m. S.S.W, Newcastle-
in-Emlyn. Ac. 7856. P. 1074.
KiLRUSH, a seaport, market town, and pa. of

Ireland, Mimster, co. Clare, on an inlet in the
estuary of the Shannon, 27 m. S. W. Ennis. Al-
titude 45 feet Ac of pa. 15,658. P. (1861) 8502

;

do. of town 4593. Manufs. flannel, frieze, linen
sheetings, etc. Exports turf to Limerick, and
has a com trade and herring fisheries. It is re-
sorted to for sea-bathing.

Kelspindik, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 7 m. E.
Perth. Area S\ sq. m. P. 665.

Kilsyth, a bor. of barony, market town, and
pa., Scotland, co. Stirling, 12^ m. N.E. Glas-
gow, with which it is connected by railway. Ac.
13.248. P. 6112 ; do. of town 4692, employed in
cotton-weaving, and in coal and iron mines.

Montrose gained a victory here over the Ooy
nanters.

KiLTAKLiTY, a pa. of Scotland, co. Invemsf
10 m. S.S.W. DingwalL Area about 240 sq. e,

mntnous., and including three lakes. P. 2839.

KiLTEARN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Eoss, on t:

Firth of Cromarty, 7 m. N.N.E. DingwalL i

1634. Ben-Wyvis & Loch Glass are in thispe.

KiLTON, a pa. of Engl., co. Somerset, lOJji
W.N.W. Bridgewater. Ac 1691. P. 174.

KiL\'E, a pa. of England, co. Somei-set, 111 >

W.N.W. Bridgewater. Ac 1770. P. 226.

KiLVERSTOXE, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 1

m. E.N.E. Thetford. Ac 2026. P. 39.

KiLViNGTOX, two pas. of England.—I. (

Notts, 7 m. S. Newark. Ac 1210. P. 87.—

,

(South), CO. York, North Biding, 1 m. N.N."
Thirsk. Ac. 2871. P. 360.

KiLWAH or Kkelwa, E. Africa. [Quiloa."
KiLwcfKiNG, a bor. of barony, mkt. town, a:

pa. of Scotland, co. Ayr, on the Glasgow ac

Ayr EaUway, 3 m. N.N.W. Irvine. Ac. ll,Oi)l

P. (1861) 7717 ; of town 3921. The town has

pa. church and a branch bank, and is celebratt

tor its muslin embroidery, ij m. S.E. is Egl i

ton Castle. There are vast coal-pits near, ar

the Eglinton iron works employ 1700 hands.

KiLWORTH, a pa. and market town of Irelau

Munster, co. Cork, on the Puncheon, 2i m. N.N.I

Fermoy. Ac. of pa. 6459. P. 1440 ; of town 62,

KiLWORTH, two pas. of England, co. Leicestt

—I. (North), 4 m. E. Lutterworth. Ac 22J

P. 409.—IL (Soiah), 4 m. E.S.K Lutterwort

Ac 1470. P. 421.

Kil-y-Bebill, a pa,, S. Wales, co. Glamoig;i

5 m. N.N.W. Neath. Ac 4014. P. 1346—iC»^-

Macnllwyd is a pa., cos. Carmarthen and Pei.

broke, 6i m. N.N.E. Narberth. Ac 4381. P. 61

Kimbebley, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

m. N.W. Wymondham. Ac 1460. P. 112—II.

hamlet, co. Notts, pa. Greasely, 6 m. W.N.V
Nottingham. P. 2821.
KiMBERWORTH, a township of Engl., co. Yor

W. Hiding, pa. and IJ m. W.N.W. Eotherhai

Ac 2940. P. 10,610.

Kimble, two contiguous pas. of England, c

Bucks.—I. (areat), ^ m. W.S.W. Wendovt
Ac. 2473. P. 408.—II. (Little), 3 m. W.S.^
Wendover. Ac 750. P. 182.

KiMBOLTOJf, a pa. and mkt. town of Englas

CO. and 10 m. W.S.W. Huntingdon. Ac of
f

5061. P. 1661. Has lacemaking.—IL a pa, c

Hereford. 2^ m. N.E. Leominster. Ac. 406L P. 7i

KmcoTE or Kilncote, a pa. of England, c

Leicester, 2J m. E.N.E. Lutterworth. Ac. 171

P. 601, partly employed in frame-knitting.

Kljceridge or Koxeribge, a pa. of ^^l*'^

CO. Dorset, in the isl. of Purbeck, 3J m. W.S.V

Corfe-castle. Ac. 1670. P. 185.

Kimito, a vill. of Finland, ton & 26 m. S.SJ

Abo, on an island of same name. The island

;

25 m. long and 13 m. broad.

KiMOLos or Cymolos, an island of the Grec J

Archipelago, gov. Syra, in the .SJgean Sea, it

mediately N.W. Milo. Area 25 sq. m. P. 2i

Surface parched and barren ; it has one vilL, a"

some hot springs. Principal product, sulphur.

KiMPiNA, a town of Wallachia, 47 m. NJ^- ^

Bucharest, with several churches and a custor

house. Commerce in salt from adjacent mine;

KiMPOLONG, a town of Wallachia, near a p i

into Transylvania, 80 m. N.W. Bucharest

4000. It covers a large surface; has seve

Greek churches and convents, with some Bon .

Catholic convents, and a considerable trade.

KiMPTON. two pas. of England.—I. co. Iler
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,11. W.N.W. Welwyn. Ac. 3579. P. 1014—II.

. Hants, 6 m. N.W. Andover. Ac. 2753. P. 305.

:KiN, a small island of Eussia, Gulf of Livonia,

i m. S.W. Pemau. Also several towns of China.

;B[iNBURN, a vill. and fort of S. Eussia, on the

*;uary of the Dnieper. It was taken by the
jiglo-French navy, 17th October 1865.
i Kincardine, a bor. of barony and seaport town
I Scotland, co. and 25 m. S.S.W. Perth, pa. Tul-
Uan, on the Firth of Forth, with a station on the

)iinburgh and Dumferiine Eail. P. (1861) 2166.

I has a good pier, a steam ferry, two branch
'aks, rope and sail works, yards for ship-build-

', and large exports of coal.—II. a pa., cos.

ss and Cromarty, 14 m. "W.N.W. Tain. P.

'AG. The Marquis of Montrose was defeated

) this pa. in his last battle, A.d. 1650—III. a

, CO. Perth, consisting of two detached portions

the river Forth, with a church, 6 m. W.N.W.
rling, and the vill. of Thornhill. Ac. upwards
•jOOO. p. 1778.

LiNCARDiNE O'Neil, a pa., Scotland, co. & 23 m.
Aberdeen, on the Dee. Area 30 sq. m. P. 2186.

UNCARDiNESHiRE or The Mearns, a maritime
of Scotland, having N. co. Aberdeen, S. and
CO. Forfar, and E. the North Sea. Ac. 243,444,

' which about one-half is under culture. P.
I ijl) 34,466. A great part of the co. is occupied
the Grampian Mountains, one of which. Mount

. tock, rises to 2554, and Clach-ua-Beinn 1906
'.. Blue Hill, 3f m. S. Aberdeen, and Cairn
lint, 4J m. S.W. Stonehaven, are stations

' the Ordnance Survey. In the S. and E.
Ij the rich, low, arable tract called the " How
ijhe Mearns," comprising about 50,000 ac. Chief
'era, the Dee, North Esk, and Bervie. Eain-
28 inches. Soil fertile. Cattle, chiefly of

short-homed breed, are fed on most farms

;

the mountains yield extensive pasture for

ep. Mineral products, granite and sand-
16. Chief mauufs., coarse linens, and wooden
ff-boxes. Kincardine comprises 18 pas., and

ijts of 3 other. Chief towns, Stonehaven, the
town, Bervie and Laurencekirk. The co.

ds one member to House of Commons. Eeg.
iters (1862) 1019.

JNCXiAVEN, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 10 m.
f.E. Perth. P. 758.
JtNDKRTON with HuLME, a township of Eng-
1, CO. Chester, pa. and 1^ m. E.S.E. Middle-

Sh. Ac. 1637. P. 477.
IinderbrCck, a town of Prussian Saxony,
. and 20 m. N. Erfurt, on the Wipper. P.
% who manufacture leather and paper.
iNDERiiooK, a township of U. S., North Ame-

1 , New York, 17 m. S. Albany. P. 3972.
(.iNELLAR, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 11 m.

1 V. Aberdeen. Ac. 4000. P. 691.
.INESHMA, a town of Eussia, gov. and 55 m.
.B. Kostroma, on the Volga. P. 2000, who
lufacture linens and sail-cloths, paper, etc.

iXETON or Kington, a pa. and market town
England, CO. and 9 m. S.S.E. Warwick. Ac.

' a. 3810. P. 1305. The famous battle of Edge-
1 was fought in the vicinity in 1642.
iNFARE or KiNVER, a pa. of England, co. Staf-

'
, ^ m. N.N.E. Kidderminster. Ac. 8790.

1 872. The vilL was formerly a bor. and mar-
i' town, with a manuf. of woollen cloths.
iiNFAUNs, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 1^ m. E.

i th. Ac. 4449. P. 657.
^iNO,_ several towns of China; one in prov.
•li, 150 m. S. Pekin, is stated to have three tri-
ihal arches, and a tower 11 stories in height.
ISO, a CO., N. S. Wales, on N. b. of the Yass
west of Argyll. Ac 1,159,846. P. (1861) 3852.

Kino and Queen's Co., U. S., North America,
in E. of Virginia. Area 335 sq. m. P. (1860) 4189
free, 6139 slaves.

KiNGARTii, a pa. of Scotland, co. and at the S.
end of the island of Bute. Ac 8400. P. 905.
King Charles South Land, a name of the

largest island of Tierra del Fuego. Surface low
and level, but mountainous in the S., where
Mount Sarmiento rises to 7000 feet above the sea.

KiNCHOW, a city of China, prov. Hoo-pee, on 1.

b. of the Yang-tze-Kiang. Lat. 30° 26' 40' N.

;

Ion. 112° 8' E., 135 m. W. Hankow. It is sur-
rounded by a strong wall ; and has a pop. esti-

mated at 600,000.
King-Edward or Ken-Edah, a pa. of Scot-

land, CO. Aberdeen, 4 m. S.S.E. Banff, on the
Deveron. Area about 28 sq. m. P. 2843. It
contains the quoad sacra pa. of New Blyth, and
Cumj'er's ruined castle.

King George Co., U. S., N. America, in E. of
Virginia. Area 217 sq. m. P. 2898 free, 3673 slaves.

King George Archipelago, Eussian Amer.,
is mostly between lat. 56° and 58° N., and about
Ion. 135° W. Principal isls., Sitka and Baranov.
King George Islands, Pacific Ocean. Lat.

15° S., Ion. 144° 40' W., were discovered by Byron
in 1765.

—

(River), E. Africa, enters Delagoa Bay
on its N. side, ft is also called the Manice, from
a town of that name on its banks.

—

(Sound), W.
Australia, dist. Plantagenet. Lat. of its entrance
35° 6' 20" _S., Ion. 118° 1' E. It is a fine roadstead,
and contains Princess Eoyal and Oyster harbours,
both landlocked bays, the latter of which receives
the Kalagan and King rivers ; and on the former
is the town Albany.

—

King George Sound, S.W.
Australia, is an inlet of the Indian Ocean, in lat.

86° 6' S., Ion. 118° 1' E.
Kingerby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4J m.

W.N.W. Market-Raisen. Ac. 1436. P. 106.

KiNGiiAM, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4^ m.
W.S.W. Chipping-Norton. Ac. 1877. P. 678.

KiNGHORN, a royal pari., munic. bor., seaport,

and pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, on the Firth of
Forth, 3 m. S.S.W. Kirkcaldy. Ac. 5596. P. of

pa. 2981 ; do. of pari. bor. 1426. Corp. rev. 1862-3
450/. It has a town-hall, a gaol, an active Uneu
and glue manufacture, and iron shipbuilding. It

unites with Kirkcaldy, Dysart, & Burntisland, in

sending one member to House of Commons.
Klnglassie, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 6 m.

N.N.W. Kirkcaldy. Ac 7716. P. 1266, includes
vill. of Kinglassie. P. 420.

KiNGOLDRUM, a pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar, 4 m.
W.N.W. Kirriemuir. Surface mostly mountain-
ous. P. 473.

KiNGROAD, in the Bristol Channel, is at the
mouth of the river Avon, between cos. Glouces-
ter and Somerset. Vessels too large to proceed
up the Avon to Bristol lie at anchor here.

Kings—for pas. with this prefix, not under-
mentioned, refer to their additional names.

Kings, a co. of U. S., North America, New
York. P. (1860) 279,122.

KiNGSBARNS, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 6 m.
E.S.E. St Andrews. Ac. 4370. P. 937, includes
vill. of Kingsbams, 449.

KiNGSBRiDGE, a pa. and market town of Eng-
land, CO. Devon, on an inlet of the English Chan-
nel, navigable for vessels of 70 tons, 33 m. S.S.W.
Exeter. Ac. of pa. 150. P. 1585. It has a union
workhouse, three branch banks, manufs. of wool-
lens, and some trade in malt and leather. The
situation is so sheltered, and the climate so mild,

that oranges, and some other productions of S.

Europe, come to perfection in the open air.

Kingsbury, several pas. of England.—I. co.
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Middlesex, 8im.W.N."W. London. Ac. 1765. P.
609. The Sudbury station of the London and
N. W. EaUway is in this pa,—II. co. Warwick, 4J
m. N. ColeshiU. Ac. 9070. P. 1428.—III. (,Eatt),

CO. Somerset, 6 m. E.S.E. Langport P. 7818.

Kingsbury, a township of U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 46 m. N.E. Albany. P. 3032.

Kisg's Caple, a pa. of England, co. Hereford,
4 ra. N.N.W. Boss. Ac 1697. P. 320.

KiNOSCLERE, a pa. and market town of Eng-
land, 00. and 31 m. N.N.E. Southampton. Ac of

pa. 12,917. P. 2774.

King's-Cliffe, a pa. of England. [Cliffe-
Begis.]

Kkg's Cocsty, Ireland, prov. Leinster, has N.
the CO. Westmeath, E. Kildare, S. Queen's co. and
Tipperary, and W. Tipperary, Galway, and Eos-
common. Ac 493,984 of which 337,256 are
arable. P. (1851) 112,076 ; (1861^ 90,403. Sur-
face flat, except in the S. Principal rivers, the
Shannon, Brosna, Barrow, and Boyne. The
Grand Canal also intersects the co. The Bog of

Allen extends across the co. from W. to E. Soil of

average fertUity. Climate drier than in most
Irish cos. EainfaU at Bur Castle 28 inches. Chief
crops, wheat, barley, oats, and potatoes. The co.

is divided into 11 baronies and 52 pas., in five

different dioceses. Principal towns, Birr and
Tullamore. It sends two members to House
of Commons.

King's Co., U. S^ N. America, in W. of Long
Island, New York. Area 76 sq. m.—IL a co. of

Nova Scotia. P. (1861) 18,731.

Kingscote, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 5
m. W.N.W. Tetbury. Ac. 1810. P. 31L

KixGSCOURT, a town of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Cavan, 5 m. S.W. Carrickmacross. P. 1020. It

has a church and a Eoman Catholic chapeL
KiNGSDON, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 2 m.

S.S.E. Somerton. Ac 2064. P. 472.

KixGSDowN, two pas. of England, co. Kent

—

I. 5i m. "W.S.W. Faversham. Ac. 695. P. 96.

—11. 7 m. S.S.E. Dartford. Ac 2780. P. 428.
KiNGLESSiNG, a township of U. S., North Ame-

rica, Pennsylvania, 7 m. S.W. Philadelphia, P.
1178. It has a botanic garden.
KiNOSEY, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 3 m.

E.N.K Thames. Ac 1405. P. 237.

King's Island, Bass' Strait, between Victoria
and Tasmania. Lat. 39° 55' S., Ion. 144' 5' E.,

60 m. S. Cape Otway. Length 35 m., breadth
about 15 m. It is well wooded, but uninhabited,
and dangerous to shipping. Here many ships are
wrecked.—II. Maldive Islands, in lat 4° 10' N.,

Ion. 73° 40' E.—III. N.W. America, in the Pacific
Lat 52° 10 N. ; Ion. 128° W.—IV. Pacific Ocean,
20 m. N.E. Earaka. Lat 15° 42' 25' S. ; Ion. 144°
38' 46" W.
KiNGSLAND, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 3J

m. W.N.W. Leominster. Ac 4735. P. 1150.
On Kingsland-field was fought, in 1461, the little
of Mortimer's Cross, which established Edward
IV. on the English throne.—II. a hamlet, co.

Middlesex, pas. Islington and Hackney, 2J m.
N N.E. St Paul's Cathedral, London, being a N.
suburb of the metropolis. It has nursery-gardens.

King's Langley, a pa. of England, co. Herts,
with a station on the London and North-Western
Bail way, 4Jm. N.W.Watford. Ac 3461. P. 1509.
Kdjgsley, a township of England, co. Chester,

pa. and Sj m. S.E. Frodsham. Ac. 2606. P.
995.—IL a pa., co. Hants, 4 m. E.S.E. Alton.
Ac. 1776. P. 441.—IIL a pa., co, Stafford, 2^ m.
N. Cheadle. Ac 4714. P. 2040, employed in
coal mines, brass and copper works.
Kufo's Lynn, a seaport town of EngL [Lthn.]

King's North, a pa. of England, co. KeoL 'jl

m. S.S.W. Ashford. Ac. 3245. P. 416.

King's Norton, a pa., England, co. Worcesti
on Binningham & Glo'ster Ii^ilway, 4^ m. S.S.^ i

Birmingham. Ac 12,132. P. 13,634. It ha*
church, a grammar school, founded by Edwa
VI. The Birmingham and Worcester Canal hn
passes through a tunnel nearly 2 m. in lengtk.

King's Pyon, a pa. of England, co. Herefw

2J m. E.S.E. Weobly. Ac 2407. P. 489.

King's Eiver, Ireland, is an affl. of the No-
cos. Tipperarj' and Kilkenny. Total couree 18 :

King's Sombourn, a pa. of England, co. Hanti

3 m. S. Stockbridge. Ac 7425. P. 124L
KiNGSTEiGNTON, a pa. of England, co. Devd

1^ m. N.N.E. Newton-Bushel, on the river Teitt

Ac 4021. P 1662.

KiNGSTUORPE, a pa. of England, co. and 2 i

N. Northampton. Ac. 1800. P. 1906, par
employed in excellent stone quarries.

Kingston, the principal commercial city ai

seaport of Jamaica, co. Surrey, on its S. coss

on the N. side of a fine harbour. Pop. estiniat<

at 32,000. It stands on a gentle slope, and
regularly laid out, its houses being mostly oltf
stories, and fiimished with verandahs. Princi'j

buildings, the English and Scotch churches, >

veral chapels, two Jews' synagogues, an hospitj:

and various other charitable institutions, a f^

school, the workhouse, penitentiarj', and cor

mercial subscription rooms. The Parade, alai-j

square, contains the barracks, a Wesleyan chajH

and theatre ; here aie also an athensBum, a eoci

}

of arts, and a savings' bank. Kingston liarbci

a landlocked basin, available for the largest shi{

is enclosed S.ward bj' a long tongue of land,

the extremity of which is Port Eoyal. Upf
Park Camp, with the barracks, etc, is about

m. N. of the city. A railway between Kings'.-

and Spanish Town, 10 m. W., was opened
1846. In 1859, 402 vessels entered the port, 2

of which were British. [JamaicaJ
Kingston, a city of Canada West, Midla:

dist, on the site of Fort Frontenac, N.E. e

tremity of Lake Ontario, at the mouth of t

Cataraqui. and at terminus of a branch of t

Grand Trunk Railway, 165 m. E.N.K Toron
P. (1861) 13,743. It covers a lai^e surface, a

has many elegant buildings. The Queen's ui

versity and college, incorporated 1841, has fac

ties of theology, law, and medicine, 17 professt

and lecturers, and an average of 150 studen

Regiopolis college, a Eoman Catholic institutio

CO. grammar school, and many private edur

tional establishments, and the provincial pt:

tentiary. It is the entrep6t of the trade betw^

Upper and Lower Canada. In 1862 it bees;

the seat of the new English bishopric of Oatas

Its harbour, which is sheltered by Wolfe itt

Garden islands, has a long row of wharfs, v^

machinery capable of unloading 3000 bushels

grain per hour, extensive trade with steamers

the lake, the St Lawrence, and the Rideau Cai

The city has large ship-building yards, ii

foundries, and manufs. of steam-engines a.

agricultural implements. Next to Quebec n-

Halifax, it is the most important military stati

in British America. Exports (1862) 82,704/. ; i-

ports 464,604/. Kingston was the seat of gov< •

ment of Canada from 1840 to 1845.

Kingston or Kingstown, a town, British \\ •

Indies, cap. island St Vincent, on its S.W. co

>

P. 4769. It has several public edifices, co-

prising a church, Wesleyan, Presbyterian, 1

Soman Catholic chapels, a government hoi.

a botanic garden, and the court-houso.

i
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I

KixosTOX, several townships of the U.S., North
.merica.—I. New York, 67 m. S.W. Albany.

,[ has a court-house, leather and carriage fac-

!)ries.—II. Pennsylvania, on the Susquehanna,
Opposite WilkesbaiTe. P. (1860) 16,640 III.

(Lassachusetts, on Plymouth harbour, 30 m.
:.S.E. Boston.—IV. New Hampshire, 33 m.
|,S.E. Concord.—V. New Jersey, on the Dela-
are and Earitan Canals, 1 m. N.E. Trenton.
Kingston, numerous pas., etc., of England.—I.

I. Cambridge, 3J m. S.E. Caxton. Ac. 1807.

. 313.—II. CO, Devon, on the English Channel,
ni. S.S.W. Modbury. Ac. 2373. P. 451.— III.

chapelrj', CO. Dorset, pa. Canford-Magna, 5 m.
.E. Poole. P. 63.—IV. a pa., co. Somerset, 3^
. N. Taunton. Ac 3477. P. 892.—V. co.

.raerset, IJ m. E.S.E. Ilminster. Ac 3477. P.
tJ.—VI. Isle of Wight, di m. S.S.W. Newport.
c. 883. P. 68.—VII. CO. Stafford, 3 m. S.S.W.
ttoxeter. Ac 2009. P. 312.—VIII. co. Sus-
-v, 4i m. W.S.W. Worthing. Ac. 682. P. 45.

IX. CO. and 6 m. W.S.W. Hereford. Ac 1991.
460.—X. CO. Kent, 5J m. S.S.E. Canterbury.

•. 1525. P. 273.—XI. {Boffpuze), co. Berks, 54
W.N.W. Abingdon. Ac. 1097. P. 283.
Ivingston-by-Lewes, a pa. of England, co.

issex, 2J m. W.S.W. Lewes. Ac 1663. P. 137.

Kingston-by-Sea, a pa. of Engl^ co. Sussex,
m. E. New Shoreham. Ac. 799. P. 93.

King-ston-Deverill, a pa. of Engl., co. Wilts,
m. N.N.E. Mere. Ac 2060. P. 376.
Kingston-Seymour, a pa. of Engl., co. Somer-
:. 8 m. N.N.W. Axbridge. Ac. 3422. P. 336.
KiNGSTON-upoN-HuLL, a town, Engl. [Hull.]
Kdjoston-uton-Soar, a pa. of Engl., co. and
a. S.S.W. Nottingham. Ac 1200. P. 196.

Kikgston-upon-Thames, a munic bor., town,
id pa. of England, co. Surrey, on the E. bank
the Thames, at the influx of the Ewelj, and on
branch of London and S.W. Eailway, 13 m.
.8.W. London. Ac of pa. 7300. P. (1861)
,792. The town, exclusive of suburbs, extends
out half a mile along the river. It has a church,
own-hall, market-house, a house of correction,

j1, and union workhouse, flax and oil mills, a
Iting trade, and a market for corn on Satur-
y. Lent co. assizes are held, and it has petty
1 quarter-sessions. It is a polling place for

! CO. A Roman town or station existed here

;

1 numerous coins, and other Eoman antiqui-
5, have been from time to time discovered.
bert held a general ecclesiastical council here
I. 838 ; and most of the Saxon monarchs, from
v^-ard the Elder to Ethelred the Unready, were
'Wnei at Kingston. The first armed force in
• Parliamentary war assembled in the town,
1 the last effort in favour of Charles i. was
(ic here.

—

New Kingston; Surbiton, or Kingston-
Railway, is a hamlet which has within a few

iirs sprung up around the station of the S.W.
jilway, and has now many terraces, detached
lias, and public libraries.

vinqstown (fomaerly Dunleary\ a seaport
u and watering-place of Ireland, co. and on
Bay of Dublin, on railway, 7 m. S.E. Dublin.
(1861) 12,469. It has a granite pier, enclosing
arbour of 140 ac, and at the head of which is

volving Ught, in lat. 53° 18' N., Ion. 6° 8' W.
is the royal mail packet station for communi-
ion with Liverpool and Holyhead, and a
uurite watering place. Vessels entered and
,ued (1861) 1442.
ung's-Walden, a pa. of England, co. Herts,
1. S.S.W. Hitchin. Ac. 4180. P. 1183.
-iNQswKAR, a pa. of England, co. Devon, on

' E. side of the harbour of Dartmouth, with

which it communicates by means of a floatine
bridge. Ac. 152. P. 274.

KiNGSWiNFOitD, a pa., Engl. [Winterbourn.1
KiNGswooD, a vill. of England, co. Glo'stor,

pas. St Geoi^e and Bitton, 3 m. N.E. Bristol.

—

II. a pa., CO. Glo'ster, 1 m. S.W. Wotton-under-
Edge. Ac. 2360. P. 1061. It has woollen
factories.

Kingsworthy, a pa, of England, co. Hants, on
the South-Western railway, 2 m. N.N.E. Win-
chester. Ac 2216. P. 369.

KiNG-TE-CHiNG^ a town of China, prov. Ki-
ang-si, 110 m. N.E. Nan-tchang. It is the princi-
pal seat of the manuf. of porcelain in China, for
which it is said 600 furnaces are employed. Its
pop. is estimated at 1,000,000.
Kington, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. and 18 m. N.W. Hereford. Ac. of pa. 8313.
P. 3076. The town has a church, a free school,
a union workhouse, branch banks, and manufs.
of gloves and nails.

Kington, several pas., etc., of England.—I. co.
Warwick. [Kineton.]—II. a tything co., Glo's-
ter, pa. and 1^ m. W.N.W. Thornbury. P. 1156.—III. a pa., CO. and 8J m. E. Worcester. Ac.
1000. P. 172.—IV. (Magna), a pa., co. Dorset, 6
m. W. Shaftesbury. Ac 1891. P. 652.—V. (St
Michael), co. Wilts, 3 m. N.N.W. Chippenham.
Ac. 4136. P. 1089.—VI. (West), same co., 8 m.
W.N.W. Chippenham. Ac 2444. P. 405.
KiNQ-ToNG, a city of China, prov. and 125

m. S.W. Yun-nan, cap. dep., in a mountainous
country, near the source of the Tonquin river.

Kingussie and Insch, a pa. of Scotland, co.
Inverness, 23 m. E.S.E. Fort-Augustus. P. 2033.
Birthplace of Macpherson, translator of Ossian's
poems. Includes vill. of Kingussie. P. 646.
Kingweston, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

3 m. N.E. Somerton. Ac. 1166. P. 172.

King William, a co., U. S., N. Amer., E. of Vir-

ginia. Area 235 sq. m. P. 3005 free, 5525 slaves.

King William's Cataract, a fall of the Esso-
quibo river. British Guiana, in lat. 3° 14' 35" N.
—King [Villiam Island is in Dampier Strait, E.

Archipelago, S. Waygiou.
King William's Town. [Cape Colony.]
KiNGWOOD, a township of the U. S., North

America, New Jersey, 29 m. N.W. Trenton.
KiN-HOA, a city of China, prov. Che-kiang, 72

m. S.S.W. Hang-chow-foo.

—

Kin-chui-nn is a sea-

port town on W. side of Great Loo-Cnoo island.

Kinlet, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 8 m. S.

Bridgeuorth. Ac 6692. P. 424.

KiNLOCH, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, now
united to Lethendy.

KiNLOSS, a pa. of Scotland, co. Moray, includ-

ing the vill. of Findhorn. P. 891. Area about

3J sq. m. Pop. of pa. 1315.

Kjnnaird, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 9 m.
E.N.E. Perth. Area 6 sq. m. P. 318.

Kinnaird's-Head, a promontory of Scotland,

CO. Aberdeen, projecting into the North Sea,

about f m. N. Fraserburgh, On its simimit is a
castle, now used as a lighthouse, Lat. 67° 42'

N. ; Ion. 2° W. Rainfall 26 inches.

KiNARD, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Kerry,
3 m. E.S.E. Dingle. Ac. 5001. P. 684.

KiNNEFF, with Catterline, a pa. of Scotland,

CO. Kincardine, 6 m. S. Stonehaven. Ac. 6408.

P. 1054. The Regalia of Scotland was, during
the invasion of Cromwell, long safely concealed
under the pulpit in the church of Kinneff.

KiNNKGAD, a market town of Ireland, Leinster,

CO. Westmeath, near the Midland Great Western
Railway, 12 ra. E.S.E. MuUingar. P. 208.

KiNNEiQii, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,.
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containing the vills. Castletown and lunidkeen.

Ac. 15,0D5. P. 3259.

KiNXELL, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 8| m. E.

Forfar. P. 816.

KiNNERLEY, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 6^ m.
S.S.E. Oswestry. Ac. 5891. P. 1310.

KiNNERSLEY, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Hereford, 3J m. W.S.W. Weobley. Ac. 2199.

P. 313.—II. CO. Salop, 3J m. N.N.E. Wellington.

Ac. 1789. P. 208.

KiNNESSWooD, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 5 m.
E. Kinross, pa. Portmoak. P. 447.

KiNNETUMONT, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen,

6J m. S. Huntly. P. 1187.

KiNNETTLES, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 3 m.
S.S.W. Forfar. P. 447.

KniNiTTY, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, King's
CO., 4 m. E.N.E. Birr. Ac. 13,891. P. 1173.

KiNNOUL, a pa. of Scotland, co. and opposite

the city of Perth, on L b. of the Tay. Ac. 3389.

Pop. 3219, mostly in the vill. of Bridgend, a
Buburb of Perth. The pa. consists of several

detached parts. It has nursery grounds, and
a hill over the Tay, from which a fine view is

obtained.
KiNOULTON, a pa. of England, co. and 8J m.

S.E. Nottingham. Ac. 3070. P. 430.

Kinross, a pa. and town, Scotland, cap. co. Kin-
ross, on Loch Leven, at its W. end, 14 m. S.S.E.

Perth. Ac. 10,588. P. (1861) 2649 ; do. of town
2083. It has a county-hall and gaol, a town-hall,

parish church, two libraries, a branch bank, and
inanufs. of cottons, tartan shawls, and damasks.
It communicates by railway with Dunfermline,
Stirling, and N. B. Eailway. Alt. 368 feet.

KiNROSS-SHiRE, a Small co. of Scotland, having
E. and S. co. Fife, and W. and N. co. Perth,
l^ength 12 m., breadth 10 m. Ac. 49,812, of which
about 30,000 are arable, 3000 wood, & 4500 water,
consisting principally of Loch Leven. P. (1861)
7977. Surface varied & well cultivated. Bounded
N. and N.E. by the Ochils and Lomonds ; S.E.

and S. by the Benarty and Cleish hills. Minerals
and manufs. unimportant. Chief town, Kinross.
The CO. is divided into four whole pas., and parts

of four others, and unites with Clackmannan and
portions of Perth co. in sending 1 member to H.
of C. Keg. electors (1862) 457.

KiNSALE, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport, and
town of Ireland, Munster, co. and 14 m. S.S.W.
Cork, on rail., on the estuary of the Bandon river,

called Kinsale-harbour, & here about 800 yards
wide, 2 m. from the Atlantic. Area of pa.il. bor.

285 ac. P, (1861) 4850. It is built at the base and
on the sides of acclivities almost rising from the
water. Chief buildings, a pa. church, a Roman
Catholic chapel, a convent, town-hall, gaol, as-

sembly rooms, baths, a fever hospital, union
workhouse, fort, and barracks. The harbour,
which was formerly a naval depSt, is excellent

;

but the trade is now mostly transferred to Cork.
Extensive and valuable fisheries form the chief

resources of the people. In summer many visi-

tors resort here for sea-bathing ; and in 1864 a
handsome marine hotel, with floating baths, was
erected. Kinsale sends 1 member to H. of C.
Reg. electors (1864) 146. It gives title of premier
baron of Ireland to the De Courcey family, de-
scendants of the Dukes of Normandy, and whose
representative has the singular privilege of wear-
ing his hat in the royal presence. In 1601 Kinsale
was taken by the Spaniards. In 1689 James ii.

landed here.

—

The Old Head of Kinsale is a pro-
montory projecting about 3 m. into the Atlantic,

4J m. S.S.W. the entrance of Kinsale harbour,
and 8 m. S. the town. On it is a lighthouse

with fixed light, lat. 51° 36' 45' N., Ion. 8° 32
16' W., 241 feet in elevation.

KiNSHAM, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 3|
m. E.N.E. Presteigne. Ac. 1243. P. 88.

Kin-Shan (or " GoWen Island^'y, an isle o:

China, prov. Kiang-su in the Yang-tse-kiang
river, nearly opposite the mouth of the Granc
Canal, and covered with pagodas, temples, pavi-

lions and gardens, now mostly in decay.

KiNTAiL, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ross, on its W.
coast intersected by two arms of Loch Alsh, 6-r

m. E.N.E. Glenelg. Length 18 m., average
breadth 6 m. P. 890, consisting mostly of th)

Clan Macrae. Surface wild and mountainous.
KiNTBURY or Kentbury, a pa. of England, cc.

Berks, on the Kennet, 3J m. E.S.E. Hungerford,
Ac. 7645. P. 1802.

KiN-TCHOU, a town of Manchooria, near ths

frontiers of China and Corea, nearly 8 m, frori

the N. shore of the Gulf of Leao-tong. Lat 40°

10' N. ; Ion. 121° 10' E. It is a place of considerabL'

trade in the produce of the adjacent territory.

KiNTORE, a royal, pari, bor., and pa. of Scot-

land, CO. and 12 m. W.N.W. Aberdeen, on Great

North of Scot. Rail. Ac. of pa. upwards of 700(».

P. of pa. 1895; do. of bor. 668. It has a towr-

house, and unites with Banff, Elgin, Cullen, and
Inverury, in sending one member to H. of C.

KiSTYRE or Cantire, a peninsula of Scotland
between the Firth of Clyde and the Atlantic

Ocean, forming the S. extremity of the co. Argyln.

with which it is united by the narrow isthmus (it

Tarbert. Length N. to S. 43 m. ; average breadtl

6^ m. P. (1861) 17,916. Surface, which coin-

prises 10 pas., is diversified wdth hiU and dale

Chief place, Campbeltown.

—

The Mull ofKintyrt
the S.W. point of the above peninsula, has i

lighthouse, with fixed lights, 297 feet above higl

water, in 55° 19' N., Ion. 6° 49' W.
KiNTZHEiM, a comm. and vill. of France, dep

Bas-Rhin, arr. and cant. Schlestadt. P. 1632.

KiNVARRA, a small seaport town of Ireland

Connaught, co. Galway, 11 m. S.S.E. Galway
P. 980. It has a Roman Catholic cathedral
KiNWARTON, a pa. of England, co. Warwick

li ra. N.E. Alcester. Ac. 480. P. 64.

KiN-YANG, a citv of China, prov. Kang-sn, cap

dep., in lat. 36° 42" N., Ion. 105° 42' E.

KiN-YUEN, a city of China, prov. Quang-s:

cap. dep
, in lat. 24° 26' N., Ion. 105° 50' E.

KiNZio, two rivers of Germany.—I. WUrtem
berg and Baden, after a N.W. course of 45 ni

joins the Rhine by several branches at Kehl.—Ii

Hessen-Cassel, joins the Main near Hanau.
KiOGE, a maritime town of Denmark, islaiii

Seeland, on Kioge Bay, an inlet of its E. coaK'

21 ra. S.S.W. Copenhagen. P. (1861) 2784.

KiOLEN or Kjolen, a mountain range or pl^

teau of Scandinavia, extending from about lat. 6ij

to 70° N., between Sweden and Norway. It i

only a lower extension of the plateau of Dovif

field, and does not average 5000 feet Mour
Sulitelma, its highest point, in lat 67° 30' N
Ion. 16° 20' E., is 6200 feet above the sea.

KiONG-CHOU, a maritime city of China, caj

the island Hai-nan, on its N. coast. Estimat

'

pop. above 100,000. It is enclosed by stroiii

walls, has two colleges, a public libraiy, and
|

trade with Macao, Assam, Siam, and Singapord

KiPFENBERG, a market town of Bavaria, ci:

"

Middle Franconia, 30 m. W. Eegensberg, on r

b. of the AltmUhl. P. 750. It has brewerif

and dye works.
KiPPAX, a pa. of England, co. York, W. Ridii

7^ m. E.S.E. Leeds. Ac. 3400. P. 2339.

KipPEN a pa. of Scotland, cos. Perth and St;

J
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ling, ^ ra.W. Stirling. Area 21 sq. ra. P. 1722.

The Stirlingsliire portion of the pa. includes the

vill. of Kippen. P. 403.

KiPPENHEiM, a market town of Baden, circ.

Upper Rhine, 11 m. E.N.E. Zell. P. 1918.

KiPPENROss, Dunblane, 5J- m. N. Stirling.

Rainfall 35 inches.

Klppuke, a mountain of Ireland, Leinster,

between cos. Wicklow and Dublin, 11 m. S.S.W.
Dublin. 2473 feet above the sea.

KiKBY, several pas. of England.—I. co. Essex,

in the N. Sea, 10 m. S.E. Maningtree. Ac. 4757.
i '. 879.—II. (Bedori), co. Norfolk, 3^ m. E.S.E.

rwich. Ac. 625. P. 277.—III. (Cans), same
.. 4i m. N.W, Beccles Ac. 1475. P. 448.—

I \\ (Cold), CO. York, North Riding, 7 m. E.N.E.
Thirsk. Ac. 1620. P. 193.—V. {GrindahjtK),
•>. York, East Riding, 8 m. E.S.E. New Malton.

. 7979. P. 571.—VI. (Knowle), same co., North
ling, 4 m. N.N.E. Thirsk. Ac. 4101. P. 604.

\"II, (Monks), CO. Warwick, 7 m. N.N.W.
:-by. Ac. 9640. P. 1931.—VIII. (Underdale),
.York, East Riding, 6J m. N. Pocklington.

\c. 5049. P. 333. [For other places sometimes
[lolt KiRBY, see KiRKBY.]
KiRCHBERG. small towns and vills. of Germany.

—I. Saxony, circ. Zwickau, 23 m. S.W. Chemnitz.
\ 4900. It has manufactures of woollen cloths

i!id paper.—II. Rhenish Prussia, gov. and 30 m.
vS.W. Coblenz. P. 1523.—III. Wurtemberg,
ire. Jaxt, dist. Gerabronn. P. 1500. Other
l.ices of same name in Austria, etc.

KiRCHBERG, a town, Switzerland, cant. Berne,
jlist-Berthoud. P. 1268. Manufs. of cotton, linen,

find cigars.— II. cant. St Gallen, dist. Vieux-
jToggenbourg. P. 4128.

I JbStCHDORF or KmcHDRAUF (Hung. Sepes
|Fora%a), a town of North Hungarj', co. Zips,

13 m. W. Eperies. P. 3150. It has Roman
Jatholic and Lutheran churches, and a citadel.

KiRCHHAiN, two towns of Germany.—I. Hes-
jien-Cassel, prov. Upper Hessen, on the Ohm, 8
n. E. Marburg. P. 1820.—II. Prussia, prov.
'Brandenburg, gov. and 66 m. S. W. Frankfurt-on-
he-Oder. P. 2135, mostly engaged in weaving.
KiRCHHELM, several towns of S. Germany.

—

1.

Vilrtemberg, circ. Danube, 16 m. S.E. Stuttgart.
'. 6265. Has a royal palace, and manufs. of
otton and woollen goods.—II. (Bolanden), Rhen-
--h Bavaria, at the foot of the Donnersberg, 18
1. N.N.E. Kaiserslautem. P. 3400. In its

icinity are mines of iron, copper, and mercury.
-III. Wurtemberg, circ. Donou, dist. Besigheim.
'. 1615.

KiRDFORD, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4i m.
-.E. Petworth. Ac. 12,275. P. 1784. It has
uarries of the " Petworth marble," which con-
ists of masses of petrified periwinkles.
KiREXSK, a town of Siberia, gov. and 410 m.

'.N.E. Irkutsk, on the Lena, at the influx of the
iirengha, and 780 feet above the sea. P. 1500,
liiefly Russians. It has 5 churches and a school,
nhabs. mostly engaged in hunting and fishing.
Kirghiz Country, an extensive region of Cen-
il Asia, between Orenburg and the Sea of Aral,
bracing all the N. parts of Turkestan between

• 44° and 52° N., Ion. 52° and 80° E., partly in-
pendent, and partly comprised in the Russian
vemments Orenburg & Akmolinsk, having E.
unese Empire, W. the Caspian Sea, and S. the
lianats, Khokan. Bokhara, and Khiva. Area of

|- of Siberia, 309,230 sq. m. P. 277,451. Area
K. of Orenburg, 369,010 sq. ra. P. 600,000.

'"ace, 205 to 901 feet above the sea, is tra-
psed by many mountain chains, but it chiefly
nsists of barren plains, abounding in salt lakes,

some nearly 100 m. in length, and into which
the principal rivers pour themselves. Climate
remarkable for variability, and destructive hur-
ricanes are frequent. The pop. is almost wholly
nomadic, and rude in the extreme, their principal

occupation being the rearing of sheep, goats,

horses, and camels. Some land on river-banks
tilled for millet, rye, and barley, especially in the

S. or Kara-kalpack country ; and seals, sturgeons,

etc., are taken in the lakes. Some domestic
weaving, and manufs. of hair cordage, soap,

leather, and iron wares are carried on ; but this

region may be considered as the headquarters of

barbarism in Asia, nearly all the manufactured
goods and necessaries being derived from the

adjacent countries, in exchange for cattle, hides,

horns, and wool. The Kirghiz are of the Mongol
race, and separated into the so-named Great,

Little, and Middle hordes, who are again subdi-

vided into numerous tribes, each having its own
khan or chief. Their religion is a compound of

Islamism and idolatry. There are no towns in the

territory, and the apparent remains of any such,

or of temples, are certainly the vestiges of a pre-

vious race of inhabitants, much more advanced
in civilisation than the present occupants.

Kiria or Kerkea, a town of Chinese Turkes-
tan, 138 m. E. Khotan. Lat. 37° N. ; Ion. 82° 50'

E. It has trade with Yarkand, to which it ex-
ports silk, gold-dust, and raisins ; and caravan.s

from the Russian frontier bring to it broad cloths,

brocades, steel, and furs, in exchange for tea,

rhubarb, and sal-ammoniac. Near it are gold
mines wrought by the Chinese government.

KiRiLov, a town of Russia, gov. and 265 m.
E.N.E. Novgorod. P. 2163. It is surrounded by
lakes, and owes its name to a convent founded by
St Kiril in 1398 ; it has a cathedral, churches,

and a valuable library. A canal near it unites

the basins of the Volga and N. Dwina, through
the Sheksna and Suchona rivers.

—

Kirilovsk is a
town, cap. circ, gov. and W. Ekaterinoslav.

KiRiN-ooLA, a town of Manchooria, cap. its S.

division on the Sungari. It is enclosed by an
earth rampart, and is the residence of a Manchoo
viceroy. Its iuhabs. are stated to be chiefly exiles.

KiRK-ADHADJ or KiRKAGATCH, a town of Asia
Minor, Anatolia, 52 m. N.E. Smyrna. It is large,

populous, and stated to have some trade in cotton.

Kirk, a prefix of the names of numerous towns
and pas. in Great Britain. (For thc^e not
under-mentioned, see separate names.)—I. (An-
drews-on-Eden), a pa., co. Cumberland, 3J m.
W.N.W. Cariisle. Ac. 1050. P. 120.—II. (pn-

Esk), a pa., same co., 2f m. N.N.E. Longtown.
Area 17,246. P. 23S3.—Kirk-Arborg, a pa. of the

Isle of Man, 2J m. N.W. Castletown. P. 1410.—
Kirkbean, a pa., stewartry Kirkcudbright, on
Solway Firth, 12 m. S. Dumfries. Ac. 19,792.

P. 942. Comprises Mount Criffel, 1830 feet above
the sea Kirkbride, a pa., co. Cumberland, 5^ m.
N.N.W. Wigton. Ac. 1654. P. 311.—Kirk-Bum,
a pa., CO. York, East Riding, 3J m. S.W. Great
Grifiield. Ac 6002. P. bSl.—Kirk-Burton, a
pa., CO. York, West Riding, 5 m. S.E. Hudders-
field. Ac 15,990. P. 20,526. It has woollen manufs.
KiRKBY, numerous pas., etc., of England.—I. a

chapeliy, co. Lancaster, pa. Walton-on-the-Hill.
5 m. N.W. Prescot. Ac. 3920. P. 1415.—II. (in

Ashfield), CO. Notts, 4^ m. S.W. Mansfield. Ac.
5590. P. 2886.—III. (on Bain), a pa., co. Lincoln,

4J m. S.S.W. Homcastle. Ac 5110. P. 683.—
IV. (Bellars), co. Leicester, 2 m. W.S.W. Melton-
Mowbray. Ac. 2590. P. 243.—V. (in Cleveland),

CO. York, North Riding, 2 m. S.S.E. Stokesley.

Ac. 4716. P. 804.—VI. (East), co. Lincoln, 5 m.
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W.S.W. Spilsby. Ac. 1670. P. 432.— VII.
(Fleetkam), co. York, North Biding, 4 m. S.S.E.

Catterick. Ac. 2974. P. 60S.—VIII. {Green),

CO. Liucoln, 7 m. N.N.E. Sleaford. Ac. 437. P.175.

—IX. {Ireleth), co. Lancaster, 5^ m. N.W. Ulver-
stone. Ac 25,740. P. 5108. It has quarries of fine

slate.—X {Kendal) [Kendal.]—XI. {Lonsdale),

a mkt. towTi & pa., co. Westmoreland, on the Lnne,
11 m. S.S.E. Kendal, and 2 m. E. the Burton
station of the Lancaster Railway. Alt. 214 feet.

Ac. of pa. 35,569. P. 4365. It has a church, a
grammar school, with manufs. of carpets, blan-
kets, etc. It is a co. polling-place.—^XII. (in

Malham-Dale), a pa., co. York, West Riding, 4J
m. E.S.E. Settle. Ac. 22,040. P. 882, partly
employed in cotton mills. The river Aire rises

in this parish. [Malhaji.]—XIII. {Mallory), a
pa., CO. licicester, 4J m. N.N.W. Hinckley. Ac.
3110. P. 2392.—XIV. {Malzeard), a market town
and pa., co. York, West Riding. 6 m. W.N.W.
Ripn. Ac. of pa. 57,040. P. 4680; do. of town-
ship 730. In this pa. is the ruin of Fountains-
Abbey.—XV. {Misperton), a pa., co. York, North
Riding, S\ m. 8.S.W. Pickering. Ac 7544 P.
1002.—^XVI. {on-the-Moor), a pa., same co. and
liding, 1 m. N.N.W. Boroughbridge. Ac. 1956.

P. 462.—XVII. {Moorside), a market town and
pa., CO. York. North Riding, 24 m. N.N.E. York.
Ac of pa. 21,681. P. 2659. Malting is actively
earned on ; and in the vicinity are stone quarries
and coal mines.—XVIII. {Overblow), a pa., co.

York, West Riding, 5 m. W.N.W. Wetherby.
Ac. 10,704. P. 1569.—XIX. {RavensworihX a pa.,

same co.. North Riding, 4.1 m. N.W. Richmond.
Ac 15,911. P. 1248.—XX. {South), a pa., co.

York, West Riding, 7 m. S. Pontefract Ac. 7248.

P. 1284.—XXI. {Stephen), a market town and pa.,

CO.Westmoreland, 22 m. S.E. Penrith, Ac. 27,921.

P. 3531 ; do. of township 1715. It has a church,
a grammar school, with woollen and silk manufs.,
and lead and coal mines. It is a polling-place
for the CO.—^XXII. {There), a pa., co. Westmore-
land, ^ m. N.W. Appleby. Ac 11,030. P. 1153.

—XXIII. Qe Thorpe), a pa^ co. Lincoln, 2 m.
E.S.E. Sleaford. Ac 1570. P.208.—XXIV.(£rn-
derwood), a pa., same co., 5 m. N.N.W. Bourne.
Ac 1340. P. 189.—XXV. {WharfeX a pa., co.

York, West Riding, 2 m. S.S.E. iWcaster. Ac.
3139. P. 739.—XXVL {Wuk\ a pa., oo. York.
North Riding, 5 m. W.N.W. Thirsk. Ac 5853.

P. 866*.

KiRKCALDT, a royal bor., seaport, and pa. of

Scotland, co. Fife, 11 m. N.E. of Edinbui^h, on
the N. side of the Firth of Forth, and on the
North British Railway, 6 m. N.E. of Burntisland.
Ac of pa. 1248. P. (1861) 6100 ; do. of parL bor.

10,841. Erected a royal burgh by Charles i. in

1644. The town, which formerly consisted of

one long street running parallel with and close

to the sea-beach, has been of late years ex-
tending in breadth, and .some handsome villas

have been built on the N. : it is lighted by gas,

and has a fair supply of water. Corp. reve-
nue (1862) 716/. It has a town-hall and corn
exchange, several branch and savings banks,
Free, Episcopal, United Presbyterian, Baptist,

Independent, and Berean churches, burgh and
other schools. The com market, one of the
earliest stock markets in Scotland, is held on
Saturday. It has extensive and various manufs.,
flax and jute spinning mUls, power-loom fac-

tories, dye-works, and bleachfields, iron foun-
dries, roperies, tanneries, flour-mills, brick and
tile works, a naphtha work, a floor-cloth fac-

tory, etc In its vicinity are considerable coal-

fields, lime-works, and nursery gi'ounds. The
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trade of the port is chiefly in importation of fl%x.

timber, guano, and grain. The exports are of

coal, manufactured goods, and varus ; value

(1862) 55,330/. Reg. vessels (1862), sailing 66
5949 tons ; steam 2, 121 tons. Entered the porf

686, 52,749 tons ; cleared 1517, 117,080 tons. The
harbour is tidal, but has a wet dock. The juris-

diction of the port extends over 52 m. of coast

from Aberdour to St Andi-ews. Customs revenu!

(1862) 11,177/. Raith, Dunnikier, and Dysar
grcmnds are in the vicinity of the town.
Kirk-Christ-lezatre, a pa.. Isle of Man, 2 m

S.W. Ramsey. P. 2520.

KiRKCOLM, a pa. of Scotland, co. Wigtowr
6J m. N.N.W. Stranraer. Ac. 14,165. P. 1860
Includes vill. of Kirkcolm or Stewarton, pop. 355
KiRKCONXEL, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumfries.

4 m. N.W. Sanquhar. Ac 26,807. P. 996.

KiRKCOWAN, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 8 m
W.N.W. Wigtown. Ac 36,234 ; including severa
lochs, and much moorland. P. 1434. Include r

viU. of Kirkcowan, pop. 734.

Kirkcudbright, a royal pari, bor., seapoii

town, and pa. of Scotland, cap. co^ on the estuan
of the Dee, 6 m. above its junction with the Sol-

way Firth, 28 m. S.W. Dumfries. Area of pa. aboi;

22^ sq. m. P. (1861) 3395 ; within pari, boundwie;
2552; pari, and munic constituency 125. It^a:

a pa, Free, and United Presbyterian churchft;

and Roman Catholic chapel ; a mechanics' institutt

with library and reading-room, and large ha.

above (one of the finest rooms in the S. of Scot'

land); two banks, with handsome offices; i

county-hall, a gaol, and a custom-house. A rai"

way connects it with the rest of Scotland b.'

Castle-Douglas. The Dee is spanned by a mag-

nificent viaduct at Tongland. A life-boat st:

tion. It has long been noted for its school-

education being very cheap. Tlie scenery arounc

is very beautiful. The Dee is noted for sa

-

mon. Although the harbour is the best in tJi-

S. of Scotland, the town has but little trade be

yond the employment of a few cotton-looms

some ship-building, export of agricultural pro

duce, and imports of coal, etc. A steamer com
municates with Liverpool. Sheriff courts ar

held. The ruin of the old castle of Lords o

Kirkcudbright stands in the middle of thetowii

which gives it a fine appearance. About a mil

from Kirkcudbright is St Mary Isle, the beanti

ful seat of the Earl of Selkirk, where are som-

of the largest trees in the country; renderet

famous by the landing of Paul Jones. The tow;

is well and regularly built ; wide, clean streets

well lighted with gas,, and well supplied witi

water ; and there are many beautiful ^asanran.
the town. It has a "Jree school," where a greii

number of children are educated, endowed b

one of the inhabitants, called the " Johnston Tn'-

School." It unites with Dumfries, Annan, Locli

maben, and Sanquhar, in sending 1 member t.

House of Commons.
Kirkcudbrightshire, or the Stewartry c

Kirkcudbright, a maritune co. in the 8.W.

Scotland, forming the E. half of the district '

Galloway, and having N. the co. Ayr, E. Dur:

friesshire, W. co. Wigtown, and S. Solway Firt

separating it from Cumberland- Area 954 sq. n

or 610,343 ac, of which nearly one-third is arabl

P of stewartrj' (1861) 42,495. Surface hilly, at

in the N.W. mountainous. Granite, porphyry, ar

greywacke are the prevalent rocks. Chief mouii

tains, Blacklarg, in the N., 2890 feet; Criffel,

the S.E., 1830 feet; and Cairnsmoor, on Wigtoy

Bay, 2329 feet in elevation above the sea. Prii.

cipal rivers, the Dee, Fleet, Ken, and Urr. Lakit

1

i
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nmerous. Cliuiato moist, and, except in tlio

plands, verj' mild. Soil, where manured, often

cry productive. Chief crops, oats, barley, wheat,

iniips, and potatoes. Pastures excellent ; and
It tie of the polled Galloway breed are reared

id fattened for export. Southdown and Che-
iot sheep are numerous in the mountains. Some
•mains of the pure and valued Galloway breed

horses still exist. The pa. of Borgue is noted
ir its superior honey. The co. has 28 pas. Chief

iwns, Kirkcudbright, New Galloway, Castle-

ouglas, Dalbeattie, and Gatehouse. It sends 1

ember to House of Commons. Registered elec-

rs (1861) 1304.

KiRKOALE, a township of Engl., co. Lancaster,

;i. Walton-on-the-Hill, 2 m. N. Liverpool, within

jhich pari. bor. it is included. Ac. 1132. P.

!,135. Here are a co. gaol, house of correc-

m, a cemetery, and district church.— II. a pa.,

.. York, North Riding, 1^ m. W.S.W. Kirkby-
oorside. Ac. 12,554. P. (1861) 1043. A cave
5 feet long was discovered here in 1821, con-
ining an extraordinary assemblage of the bones
hyenas, tigers, elephants, etc., with those of

limalsstill natives of the climate.

KiRKDEX, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 5 m.
^.E. Forfar, containing the vill. of Friock-
im, on the Lunan, near the Arbroath and
jrfar Railway. Ac. 5018. P. 1862. Manufs.
linen.

Kikk-Ella, a pa. of England, co. York, East
ding, 5 m. W. Hull. Ac. 4390. P. 1148.
Kirk-German, a pa, of the Isle of Man, 2 m.
Peeltown. Ac. 739. P. 4772.
KiRKGUNZEON, a pa. of Scotland, stewartry of

irkoudbright, 3 m. E.N.E. Urr. Ac. 11,956.

793. It contains the vill. of Dalbeattie.
KiRKHAM, a market town and pa. of England,
'.Lancaster, on the Preston & Wyre Rail., 8J m.
.N.W. Preston. Ac. of pa. 48,530. P. (1861)
,445 ; do. of town 3380. It has a church, Roman
l.tholio chapel, a grammar school, several well-
idowed charities and schools. Manufs. of sail-

•ith, sacking, cordage, flax, and cotton goods.

—

an extra-parochial liberty, co. York, East
ding, 6 m. S.S.W. New Malton, with a station
the York and N. Midland lUilway, 151 m.
E. York. Ac. 290. P. 66.

KiRKHAMMERTON, a pa. of England, co. York,
est Riding, ainsty and 7^ m. E.S.E. Knares-
rough. Ac. 2018. P. 400.
KiRKHARLE, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-
id, 12^ m. N.N.E. Hexham. Ac. 3290. P. 123.
KiRKHAUGH, a pa., England, co. Northumber-
id, 8 m. W.S.W. Hexham. Ac. 6665. P. 223.
Kirk-Heaton, pa., England. [Heaton-Kirk.]
tiRKHiLL, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 7 m. W.
rerness, on Moray Firth. P. 1757. Surface
ine plain.—II. a vill., co. Edinburgh, pa. and
n. N.E. Pennicuick. P. 342, mostly engaged
weaving and paper-making.
^tRKHopE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Selkirk. Ac.
'72. P. 555, On 25th June 1861, this pa.
^ erected out of parish of Yarrow.
viRKiNNEH, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 2 m. S.
K'town. Ac. 17,949. P. 1716.
viUKiNRiOLA, a pa. of Ireland, co. Antrim, incl.
' town of Ballymena. Ac. 6390. P. 9599.
Kirkintilloch, a burgh of barony, market
^ and pa. of Scotland, Dumbartonshire, on
Forth and Clyde Canal, and the Edinburgh

[1 Glasgow Railway, 6^ m. N.N.E. Glasgow.
7226. P. (1861) 8179 ; do.of town 6096. It has
>uit-house and gaol, a library, manuf. of hats,
1 foundry, gas works, distilleries, and cotton-
ivmg and bleaching works.

Kirk-Iketon, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 3
m. S.S.W. Wiiksworth, Ac. 2490. P. 671,

Kirk-Kilissia (the ^^ Forty Churches"'), a large
and ruinous town of European Turkey, Rumili,
cap. sanj., on the route from Constantinople to

Shumla, 32 m. E.N.E. Adrianople. P. variously
estimated at from 16,000 to 28,000. It is enclosed
by walls, and has many mosques and baths.

KiRKLAND, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,
9 m. E.N.E. Penrith, Ac. 12,150. P. 804.—II.
a township, co. Westmoreland, pa. and adjoining
the town of Kendal. P. 1170.

KiRKLAND, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, pa.

Wemyss, 1 m. W. Leven. P. 448. It has a flax-

spinning mill.— II. Kirkjkldbank, a vill., co.

Lanark, pa. Lesmahago, on the Clyde, 1 m, W.
Lanark. P. 1212.

KiRKLAND, a township, U. S., North America,
New York, 100 m. W.N.W. Albany. P. 3421.

KiRKij^ATHAM, a pa. of England, co. York,
North Riding, A\ m. N.N.W. Guisboro'. Ac.
8030, P. 1307. It has a free grammar school,

and an hospital for the maintenance of forty
poor.

Kirk-Lees, a hamlet of England, co. York,
West Riding, on the Manchester and Leeds Rail-
way, pa. and about 4 m. W. Dewsbury.

Kiricley, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 m.
S.S.W. Lowestoft. Ac, 679. P. 1129.

Kirklington, a pa. of Engl., co. Oxford, 3J
m. E.N.E. Woodstock. Ac. 2500. P. 725.

Kirklington, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Notts, 3 m. N.N.W. Southwell. Ac. 1976. P.
241.—II. CO. York, North Riding, 4| m. S.E.
Bedale. Ac. 3807. P. 471.

KiRK-LiNTON, a pa. of England, co. Cumber-
land, 3im. E.S.E. Longtown, Ac. 7800. P. 1749.

Kirkliston, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Linlithgow
& Edinburgh, 9 m. W. Edinburgh. Ac. 9609. P.

(1861) 1917. It has an ancient church, formerly
belonging to the Knights Templars. The Edin-
burgh and Glasgow Railway is here carried across

the vale of the Almond on a viaduct of 30 arches.

The Linlithgowshire portion includes the vill. of

Kirkliston. P. 572.

KiRKMABRECK, a pa. of Scotland, stewartry
Kirkcudbright, on Wigtown Bay, and comprising
the vill. Creetown. Ac. 25,011. P. 185L It has
several quarries of excellent granite.

KiRKMAHOE, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 4 m. N.
Dumfries. Ac. 12,699. P. 1462. On a lake in

the Dalswinton estate, was tried, on 14th October
1788, by its inventor, Patrick Miller, Esq., the
first boat ever propelled by steam.
KiRKMAiDEN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Wigtown,

forming a peninsula ending in the Mull of Gallo-
way. Ac. 14,666. P. 2333, partly employed in

fisheries. It has several ruined castles, bays,

hamlets, and a lighthouse on the Mull, in lat. 54"

38' 1' N., Ion. 4° 51' 2" W.
KiRKMALEW, a pa. of the Isle of Man, 2 m. N.

Castleton. Ac. 960. P. 6065.

KiKKMiCHAEL, Several pas. of Scotland.—I. co,

and 8 m. S, Ayr, with the vills. of Kirkmichael on
the Girvau, and Crosshill. Ac. 16,114. P. (1861)
2823, employed in cotton-weaving, etc.—II. co.

and 8 m. N.N.E. Dumfries. Ac. 17,130, of which
full a half is sheep-walk. P. 1026.—III. co. and
23 m. N. Perth. Area about 100 sq. m., mostly
mountainous. P, 1224.—IV, co, Banff, 27 m.
W.S.W. Huntly. Ac. 29,500, mostly in the wild
strath or vale of the Aven. P. 1511.—V, (or

Eesolis), cos, Ross and Cromarty, on the 8. shore
of Cromarty Firth. P. 1568.

Kirkmichael, a pa. of Isle of Man, on the Irish

Sea, 8 m. N.E. Peel-town, Ac. 257. P. 1314. The
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'nil. has a church. In its vicinity is Bishop's

Court, the palace of the bishops of Sodor and Man.
Kirk-Newton, a pa. of England, co. Nor-

thumberland, 6 m. 'W.N.W. Wooler. Ac. 37,976.

P. 1503.

Kirk-Newton and East Calder, a pa. of

Scotland, co. and 11 m. W.S.W. Edinburgh. Ac.
(which includes a part of the Pentland Hills)

9491. P. 1539. It contains the vill. of East
Calder, pop. 352.

Kirk-Oswald, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Cumberland, 8 m. N.N.E. Penrith. Ac.
of pa. 10,472. P. 944.

KiRKOswALD, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ayr, on the
Firth of Clyde, 4 m. S-W. Maybole. Ac. 15,444.

P. 2060. Includes vDl. of Kirkoswald, pop. 325.

KiRKPATRiCK, several pas. of Scotl.—I. (Dur-
ham), stewartry Kirkcudbright, 13 m. W.S.W.
Dumfries. Ac. 18,389. P. 1479. Includes vill. of

Kirkpatrick-Durham, pop. 537.—II. (Fleming), co,

Dumfries, 6 m. E.N.E. Annan. Ac. 11,672. P.
1925.—III. (IrongrayX stewartry Kirkcudbright,

6^ m. W.N.W. Duinfries. Ac. 13,710. P. 913.

—IV. (Jiixta), CO. and 16 m. N.N.E. Dumfries.
Ac. 22,468. P. 1025. Queensberry mountain
rises to 2259 feet above the sea.

Kirkpatrick, a pa., Isle of Man, 2 m. S. Peel-
town. Ac. 486. P. 2778.
Kirk St Anne, a pa., Isle of Man, 5 m. N.E.

Castleton. Ac. 117. P. 693.

Kirkstall, a vUl., EngL, co. York, W. Riding,

on the Aire, pa. and 2J m. W. Leeds. P. 3345.
Kirkstead, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.

S.S.W. Homcastle. Ac. 1540. P. 158.

KiRKTON or Kirton, a pa. of England, co. Notts,

2J m. E.N.E. Ollerton. Ac. 1090, P. 170.

KiRKTOWN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Eoxburgh, 3
m. E.S.E. Hawick. Ac. 6222. P. 421.

KiRKURD, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 8 m.
W.N.W, Peebles. Ac. 5704. P. 362.

Kirkwall and St Ola, a royal pari, bor^ sea-
port town, and pa. of Scotland, cap. co. Orkney,
on a bay, on the N.E. side of mainland, 26 m.
N.N.E. John O'Groat's. Lat 58° 59* 2" N. ; Ion. 2°

57' 2" W. Mean temp., Ju. 54''-3, Jan. 31°-1. Eain-
fall 34 inches. Pop. of pa. (1861) 4422 ; do. of bor.

3519. Chief edifice, the cathedral of St Magnus,
a fine cruciform building in mixed Norman and
Gothic, date about a.d. 1138, the choir of which
is used as the pa. church. Besides it are the
ruins of the King's Castle, the Earl's and the
Bishop's palace. Principal modem buildings
are the town-haU, gaol, assembly rooms, museum,
grammar school, libraries, and custom-house.
It has manufactures of linens and straw-plait;

with an export trade in fish, beef, butter, tallow,

hides, skins, oil, feathers, linen goods, and
some corn. Eeg. vessels (1862). sailing 61,

tons 3096 ; steam 1, tons 26. Entered 631,

tons 39,921 ; cleared 441, tons 34,434. Customs
rev. (1862) 77/. Exports (1862) 2218/. Corp.
rev. (1862-3) 155/. It communicates by steamers
with Leith, Aberdeen, Wick, and Lerwick.
Fair for 14 days in August, at which the prin-
cipal mercantile business of Orkney is trans-
acted. It is the seat of the superior courts of

law for Orkney. Kirkwall joins Cromarty,
Wick, Dingwall, Dornoch, and Tain in sending
1 member to House of Commons.
Kirk-whelpington, a pa. of England, co.

Northumberland, 14 m. W.S.W. Morpeth. Ac.
13,351. P. 644.

Kirk-Yetholji, a vill. of ScotL [Tetholjl]
KiRJLVN, a prov. and city of Persia. IKerman.J
KiRMiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6|

m. N.N.W, Caistor. Ac. 1816. P. 406.

KiRMOXD-LE-MiRK, a pa. of England, co. Li;
coin, 6 m. E.N.E. Market-Eaisen. Ac. 1051. ?.?

KiRR, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, circ. Coblent
dist. Kreutznach. P. 1670.

KiRRiESiOTR, a bor. of barony, town, and p
of Scotland, co. and 5 m. N.W. Forfar. Ac. of p
18,000. P. (1861) 7359 ; do. of town 3275. 11
town, situated between the Grampians and tl.

Vale of Strathmore, has a church and Episcop
chapel, a trades'-hall, numerous schools, two li

braries, a branch bank, and about 2000 loon
employed in weaving Unen, sheeting, and dowU

.

chiefly for export.

Kirsanov, a town of Russia, gov. and 44 ir

E.N E. Tambov, Manufs. cloth ; and has thrj
annual fairs, P. 5665.

Kir-Shehr, Andrapa, a town of Asia Mino
near its centre, on an affl. of the Kizil-Irmak, 5

m. N.W. Kaisarieh. P. from 3500 to 4000,
KiR-STEAD, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6 i

N.N.W. Bungay, Ac. 1011. P. 245.

KiRTLiNG, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 4

m. S.S.E. New-Market. Ac. 3016. P, 820.

KiRTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. Linco' i

3 m. S.S.W. Boston. Ac. 5820. P. 2255.—IL(»
Suffolk, 8^ m. E.S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 1898. P.5-t

KiBTON-uf-LiNDSEY, a market town and pa. i

England, co. and 17 m. N. Lincoln. Ac. of [s

4210. P. 2058,

KiBTORF, a small town of H.-Darmstadt, pii

Upper Hessen, 25 m. N.E. Giessen. P. 1276.

KiSAMOS, a fortified maritime town of the ialaj

of Crete, in the Mediterranean Sea, on its 1

coast, on the Bay of Kisamos, 18 m. W. Khari
E. of it are the ruins of ancient Cysamtis.

KJSARiAH, Cxsarea, a ruined maritime town
Syria, pash. and 26 m. S.S.W. Acre, with remaii

ol a cabtle, two aqueducts, the ancient city wall

and an artificial harbour. Ctesarea received i

name in honour of Augustus, B.C. 22. Under tl

Romans it was the residence of a proconsid, at

it is memorable in the early history of Christianit

It was ruined during the crusades.

KisiiENAu or KiCHENEV, a town of Eussi

cap. gov. Bessarabia, on the Bulk, 85 m. N.V
Odessa. P. (1863) 94,124. It stands on thi--

hills, has 14 churches, a gymnasium, 10 otli

public schools, a government library, and wool.'

cloth and other factories.

KiSHENGURH, a state of India, Eajpootana, b

tween lat. 25° 50" and 26° 60' N., Ion. 74° 60' ai

75° 15' E. Estimated area 724 sq. m. P. 70,0C;

The country is generally barren, but capable

improvement.

—

Kishetiffurh, cap. of state of san

name, 24 m. N.E. Nusserabad.
KiSHM, Oaracta, the largest island in the Pe

sian Gulf, near its entrance, 15 m. S.W, Onni;

and surrounded by many smaller islands. Lenp
70 m. ; average breadth 12 m. Estimated pj

5000, chiefly Arabs, and the island belongs

the Imam of Muscat. Kishm, the cap., on its

side, is rudely fortified, and the residence of

sheikh ; its markets are well supplied ; and it !i

some ship-building, and a brisk coasting trade.

KiSHNUGHUB, a town of British India, distKu

dea, presid. Bengal, 104 m. N.W. Calcutta. I'J

the seat of the civil estabhshment of the distru

and has manufs. of fine muslins. One of i

government schools has been established hfi

which, in 1852, had 200 pupils. The town li

water communication with the sea.

KiSHON (Nahr Mukuttd), a torrent of Palestii

pash. Sidon, rises in Anti-Libanus, flows N.'

through the plain of Esdi-aelon, and enters

Mediterranean, 6 m. S.S.W. Acre. [Esdraelo;

KiSHTAWAB, a town of India, in the.dom.
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(i3lab Singh, on the S. slope of the Himalaya,

jitude 5000 feet. Lat. 33° 18' N. ; Ion. 75°

4 E. Maniifs. of shawls and coarse woollens.

LisKA, an isl., North Pacific, Audreanov group.

JSKIMINETAS, a tnshp., U. S., N. Amer., Penn-
Elrania, 146 m. W.N.W. Harrisburgh, on a

ti'Utary of the Juniata of same name. P. 2503.

t
JSLINGBURY, a pa. of England, co., and 3J m.

li Northampton. Ac. 2170. P. 723.

jjssiSR, an island of the Malay Archipelago,

2\]. of Timor, 20 m. in circumference. P. be-

tj en 7000 & 8000, many of whom are Christians.

lissiSGE^x, a town and watering-place of Bava-

rj circ. Lower Franconia, on the Saale, 30 m.
jjl.E, Wiirtzburg. P. 1600. It has three prin-

c .1 springs of saline-chalybeate water, of which
t\ 000 bottles are annually exported ; adjacent

aia pump-room and baths. Near are salt mines,

f 11 which 30,000 cwts. of salt are raised yearly.

ISLIAR, a fortified town of Bussia, gov. & 250

r 3.E. Stavropol, on the Terek. P. (1863) 8585.

LiSTKAGHERRY, a town of British India, presid.

]idra8, dist. and 23 m. S.W. Kurnool.
j.iSTNAH or Krishna, a river of India, Deccan,

rl3 in the Western Ghauts, 4500 feet above the

Bi near lat. 18° N., Ion. 74° E., flows E. through
t'l territories of Sattarah, the Nizam, and the

I ish presids. Bombay and Madras, and enters

tii Indian Ocean by several mouths, in lat. 15°

6N., Ion. 81° E. Length 800 m. It receives

B'.o large tributaries, as the Beemah, Toom-
b.dry, and Mussy ; but as it traverses mostly a
nLntAinous region, it is ill adapted to naviga-
t: . It has two inundations annually ; the first

tards the latter end of summer, caused by the
B\\ monsoon precipitating its rains on the
\uteni Ghauts, Mysore, and other elevated
tijts in the higher parts of the river's course;
tJsecond, which is insignificant, occurs in Oc-
< r, and is caused by the local rains during the
Ij . monsoon. A system of irrigation has been
o|menced at its delta, in lat. 16° 5' N., Ion. 80'

6,E., by means of an embankment thrown
a S8 the river. Estimated cost of the works
ilooo;.

iTs-CoTT-HousE, England. [Aylesford.]
iTSEE, a frontier mkt. town of W. Hungary,
.Vieselburg, 5 m. S.S.W. Presburg. P. 2297.
ITTERY, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
Maine. P. 2706.
ITTESFORD, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3J
V.N.W. Wellington. Ac. 952. P. 133.
ITTOOR, a town of British India, presid. Bom-
dist and 26 m. S.E. Belgaum.
1TT8 (St), W. India isl. [Christopher (St).]
[iTziNGEN, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower

F'lconia, on the Maine, 11 m. E.S.E. Wiirz-
t'

. P. 5170. It has nianufs. of vinegar.
lUKi/VNG, a commercial town of China, in the
n tea country, prov. Che-Kiang. Exports
18G2) 22,601,893 lbs., & paper & chinaware.
iL'Siu or XiJio, the most S. of the three prin-
islands of Japan, in the Pacific Ocean, sepa-

l from Corea by the Strait of Corea, and from
ion island by the Strait of Sikoke. Surface
ntaiuous, with several volcanoes; that of
i^ma was the seat of a most destructive
Uon on 1st April 1826. Nagasaki, the prin-
> commercial port of Japan, is on this island.

1 with smaller isl. dependent, 15,636 sq. m.
z or KiLisA-HissAR, Tijana, a vill. of Asia
>r, Karamania, 38 m. N.E. Erekli. It has the
i of an aqueduct. Nitre is manufactured
; and 2 m. distant is a small sulphurous lake

aii.'ering in position to the ancient Asmabieus.
'zil-Aghaj, a maritime vill. of Asiatic Kus-

III

sia, dist. Talish, on a bay of the W. coast of the
Caspian Sea, 30 m. N. Lankeran.
Kiziiy-lRMAK (the "Hed Kiver," Halys), the

principal river of Asia Minor, rises by many
heads in the centre of that peninsula, flows N.,

and enters the Black Sea, S.E. Sinope. Length
520 m. In antiquity it separated the Lydian
and Persian doms. ; it now separates the Turkish
pashs. Anatolia and Sivas. Principal aiSuent,

the Kara-su or Kastamouni river.

KiziL-TJzEN, Mardus, a river of Persia, provs.
Irak-Ajemi, Azerbijan, and Ghilan, rises near
Senna, and after a N.E. course of 300 m. enters

the Caspian Sea, 35 m. E. Eeshd. In its latter

part it is called the Sefid-rood.

KiZLiAR, a fortified town of Eussian, gov. Stav-
ropol, cap. dist. on the 1. b. of the Terek, 40 m.
W. its mouth, in the Caspian. P. (1855) 10,075.

It has manufs. of silk and cotton fabrics, and an
active trade in wine raised in its vicity.

Kjelze, a city of Poland, gov. of Radom, 64 m.
N.N.E. Cracow. P. 4999. It is a bishop's see,

and has numerous religious edifices, with a
gymnasium and diocesan school. There aro
copper and lead mines in its vicinity.

Kjerteminde, a seaport town of Denmark,
island Fiihnen, on its E. coast, at the entrance of

an inlet of the Great Belt. P. 2148.

Kjobenhavn, Denmark. [Copenhagen.]
Klaarwater or Griqua, the chief town of the

Griqua tribes, S. Africa, 500 m. N.E. Cape-Town.
Klagenfurt, a town of Austria, cap. Duchy

Carinthia, and of a circ, on the Glan, 41 m.
N. Laybach. P. 14,500. Principal edifices, a
residence of the prince-bishop of Gurk, with
galleries of art, a cathedral and other churches,
the hall of the Carinthian assembly, a market-
place, and numerous charitable institutions. It

is the seat of the court of appeal for the govern-
ment, and has a gymnasium and a normal school,

several woollen cloth and white lead factories,

manufs. of silk fabrics, and a large transit trade.

Klamath, a co. of U. S., North America, Cali-

fornia. P. 1803.

Klarentza or Chiarentza, a seaport vill. and
mountain fortress of Greece, gov. Elis, at the W.
extremity of the Morea, near Capo Klarentza, 17
m. N.E. Zante. In the middle ages it formed a
principality, which was inherited by a son of Ed-
ward III. of England, and from this, junior
branches of the royal family of England have since

repeatedly borne the title of Duke of Clarence.

Ki^ttau, a town of Bohemia, cap. circ, on an
affl. of the Beraun, 68 ra. S.W. Prague. P. 6300.

It has manufs. of woollen cloth and stockings, a
gj-mnasium, a high school, and two hospitals.

Ki^usEN, a small town of the Tirol, on the
Eisach, 7 m. S.W. Brixen. Alt. 1712 ft. P. 1080.

Klausenburg or Koixjsvar, one of the two
royal free cap. cities of Transylvania, on the Sza-
mos, 72 m. N.N.W. Hermanstadt. P. 21,346. It

consists of the old and new towns, surrounded by
walls, and entered by 6 gates. It has a citadel

and several suburbs, a cathedral, Roman Catholic,

Calvinist, Unitarian, and Lutheran churches: the
town-hall, military and other hospitals. It is

the seat of the Ti-ansylvanian diets, of the Uni-
tarian superintendence for Transylvania, and of

a Protestant consistory ; has Roman Catholic,

Reformed, & Unitarian colleges, Piarist and other
monasteries, and an institute for nobles. Manufs.
woollens. China-ware, and paper. Birthplace of

Mathias Corvinus, king of Transylvania.
Klausthal, a town of Prussia. [Clausthai,.

]
Klenocz, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co.

! GomOr, dist. Rima-Brezo. P. 2710.
' 2x
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Kleve, a town of Rhenish-Prussia. [Cleybs.]
Kliassia or Kliazma, a river of Russia, govs.

Moscow and Vladimir, rises near Klin, flows E.

350 m., and joins the Oka at Gorbatov.
Klix, atown ofRussia, gov.&40 m. N.N.W.Mos-

cow, on the Sestra, with a palace. P. (1863) 4409.

Klinenbebg, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower
Franconia, on the Main, 15 m. S. Aschaffen-
burg. P. 1040.

KLrNGENTHAL, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Rhin, 15 m. N.N.W. Schelestadt, with manu-
factures of arms and cutlery.

Klixgenthai, a vill. of Saxony, circ Zwickau,
13 ra. E.SE. Plauen. P. 2100.

Klingnau, a town of Switzerland, cant. Aar-
gau, on the Aar, 16 m. N.E. Aarau. P. 1300.

Klinzet, a market town of Russia, gov. Tcher-
nigov, 17 m. S. Suraj. P. (1863) 7386.

Klissura, a town of Turkey, prov. Albania,
on the Voyussa, 40 m. E. Aviona, with a moun-
tain fort. P. 1500.

Kliutch, a town of Turkish-Croatia, on the

Sanna, 30 m. S.W. Banialuka. P. mostly Turks.
It has a strong fortress, and a mart for horses.

KiX)BAUK, a market town of Moravia, circ. and
21 m. E.N.E. Hradisch. P. 2860.—II. (fiber), a
dist. of Brunn. P. 1950.

Klobucko, a town of Poland, prov. and 70 m.
S.E. Kalisch. P. 1800.

Klodava, a town of Poland, prov. and 90 m.
W. Warsaw. P. 2300.

Ki,OFPENBURG, a town of N. Germany, duchy
and 19 m. S.S.W. Oldenburg, cap. circ. P. 1000.

Klosterle, a small town of Bohemia, circ. and
16 m. W.N.W. Saaz, on the Eger. P. 1600. It

has manufs. of lace, earthenwares, and cutlery.

Klosterneuburg, a town of Lower Austria,

on the Danube, 8 m. N.W. Vienna. P. 4000.

Manufactures of bobbinet and marocco leather.

It is remarkable for an Augustine monastery,
with a library of 30,000 volumes.

Klosters, a town of Switzerland, cant. Gri-

Bons Haute Landquart. P. 1044.

Kloten, a town of Switzerland, cant. Zurich
Biilach. Manufs. silk weaving. P. 1450.

Klundert, a fortified town of the Netherlands,
prov. N. Brabant, 12 m. N.W. Breda. P. 2444.

Klus, a market town of Switzerland, cant. So-
leure, at the N. extremity of defile of same name.
Knaith, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2J m.

E.S.E. Gainsboro'. Ac. 1640. P. 105.

Knapdale (North and South), two contigu-
ous pas. of Scotland, co. Argyle, between Loch
Fyne and the Sound of Jura, and connected S.-

ward with the peninsula of Cantire. Length 25
m., greatest breadth about 11 m. Pop. of N. Knap-
dale (1861) 1327, of S. Knapdale 2519. Surface
mostly mountainous and rugged. Lochs Swin
and Killisport indent the W. coast.

Kkaphill, Engl., 6 m. N. Guildford, Surrey,

has a large convict prison, and extens. nurseries.

KvAPTOFT, a pa. of England, co. and 11 m.
S.S.E. Leicester. Ac. 4940. P. 841.

Knapton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
N.N.E. North Walsham. Ac 1480. P. 310.—
II. a township, co. and 3 m. W. York, pa. Acomb.
P. 110.—III. a chapelry, co. York, pa. Wintring-
ham, on Railway, 15| m. N.E. York. P. 272.

KuAPwixL, a pa. of England, co. and 8i m.
W.N.W. Cambridge. Ac. 2000. P. 156.

Knaresborough, a pari, bor., market town,
and pa. of England, co. York, West Riding, 18
m. W.N.W. York, and on the Leeds and Thirsk
EaUway. Ac of pa. 12,418. P. (1861) 11,277 ; do.

of parL bor. 5402. It has a pa. church, and nume-
rous other places of worship ; a court-house, a

market house, public library, banking co., I

manufs. of linens, which have greatly declii

Along the river is a pleasant promenade, i

which is the famous " dropping well," of stroi r

petrifjdng quality. Ruins of a castle, once 3

seat of the Be Burgh family, who held the L .

ship of Knaresborough. The bor. sends 2 m -

bers to House of Commons. Reg. elect. (Itn
271.

—

Knaresborough Forest is a dist extenc t

W. of the town for 20 m., and in some places :'

in breadth. It has belonged to the dnch'-f
Lancaster since the time of Edward hi.

Knaresdale, a pa, of England, co. North i-

berland, 16m. W.S.W. Hexham. Ac 7144. P. ;>.

The anc. forest of Knare'^dale formerly abouiul
with red deer, a few of which still remain.
Knebwobth, a pa. of England, co. and 8)1

W.N.W. Hertford. Ac. 2696. P. 250:

Kneesall, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4>

S.E. Ollerton. Ac 3360. P. 553.

Knelston, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glaii--

gan, 11 m. S.W. Swansea. Ac. 537. P. 115
Knesselaere, a comm. and vill. of Belgiii,

prov. E. Flanders, 15 m. N.W. Ghent. P. ;; 3.

Knettishall, a pa. of England, co. Suffcl7

m. E.S.E. Thetford. Ac 1024. P. 84.

Kneveton or Kxeeton, a pa. of Englanc.i.
Notts, 7i m. S.S.W. Newark. Ac 924. P. 6.

Kniaginin, a town of Russia, gov. and ; (u.

S.E. Nijnii-Novgorod. P. 1600.

Kniesen (Hung. Gnezda), a town of N. ] 1-

gary, co. Zips, 15 m. N.E. Kesmark. P. 14 5

Knighton or Tref-t-Clawdd (" Tovm otk
Dyke"),. a, pari, bor., town, and pa. of Siii

Wales, CO. Radnor, on the Teme, 10 m. X.JE.

New Radnor. Ac 2461. P. 1853. It ha
church and a union workhouse. The bor., v.- ;b

is governed by a bailiff, under the queen, la jof

the manor, unites with Radnor, etc., in setug

1 member to H. of 0. The great dyke th-ra

up by Offa in the 8th century, as a defence agsst

the Britons, passes through the town.
Knighton-on-Teame, a chapelry of Engld,

CO. Worcester, 3 m. E.N.E. Tenbury. P. 570.-J.

(^Westy, a pa., co. Dorset, 3 m. S.E. Dorche;r.

Ac 1920. P. 270.

Kxightsbridge, a W. suburb of London».
Middlesex, pas. St Margaret and KensiDpo,

between Hyde Park Comer & Kensington (re,

continuous with Piccadilly, &3} m. W. St Pi's

Cathedral. Has a new church, the Albert (te,

entering Hyde Park, and cavalry barracks.

Knight's Island, British North America, ^r

the W, coast of Hudson Sea.—II. one oihe

Snares islands, S. of New Zealand.
Knigutwick, a pa of England, co. andm.

W. Worcester. Ac. 858. P. 166.

Knill, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 2m.

N. Kington. Ac. 798. P. 84.

Knin, a small town and fort of Dalmatia, re.

Zai-a, cap. dist, on the Kerka, 900 feet abo^ -Im

sea, 35 m. N.N.W. Spalato.

Kniphausen, a lordship and castle of N. 'f-

many, at the mouth of the Jahde, 30 m. N. Cln-

burg, with which it is incorporated. P. 35i>

Knipton, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, m.

N.N.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac 1430. P. S

Knittelfeld, a town of the Austrian Eii««,

Styria, on 1. b. of the Mur, 32 m. N.W. CU.

P. 1100. It has important iron works.

K^iTTLiNGEN, a frontier town of WUrteir: rg»

circ. Neckar, 26 m. N.W. Stuttgart P. 24i)

Kniveton, a pa. of England, co. Derby, .i"'

N.E. Ashbourne. Ac 2240. P. 315.

Knock, a mountain of Scotland, co. and iiU;

W.S.W. Banff. Lat 57° 31' 2" N.; Ion. .!*>
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2rW. 1149 feet above the sea. It is a noted

la -mark in navigating Moray Firth.

^OCKANDO, a pa. of Scotland, co. Moray, on
rt'5pey, 14 ra. S.S.W. Elgin. P. 1736.

\'0CKANE, a pa. of Ireland, co. Kerry, 6 m.

"W '.W. Killamey. Ac. 57,542, almost all moun-
ta'ms, and comprising part of the scenery of

K Tney. P. 3922.

—

Knochanure is a pa., same
ccl; m. E.S.E. ListoweL Ac. 6950. P. 990.

'*0CKBAiN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Boss, on
Muy Firth, 5 m. N.N.W. Inverness. P. 2485.

jOCKBEEDA, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Din, including the town of Ballymacarret. Ac.
8(1. P. 11,957.

JOCKBRIDE, a pa. of Ireland, co. Cavan, 4J m.
N Ballieborough. Ac. 18,693. P. 6314.

focKGRAFFON, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

«rary, 4^ m. S. Cashel. Ac. 9873. P. 1622.

rocKiN, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 5J m.
B. i Oswestry. Ac. 1561. P. 295.

tocKLADB, a mountain of Ireland, Ulster,

co-tntrim, 2i m. S. Ballycastle. Height 1666
fei!

jrocKMAHOX, a vill. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Wljrford, near the Atlantic, 1| m. E.N.E. Bon-
mi in. P. 259. It has copper mines.
|;ocKMEALDOWN MOUNTAINS, Ireland, Mun-

8t( are between the cos. Waterford and Tip-
peiy, and extend E. and W. for about 18 m.
Hi est points, Knockmeladown, A\ m. N.N.W.
Li: ore, 2609 ; Knockragnauv 2152 ; and Knock-
shihullion 2150 feet above the sea.

' OCKTOPHER, a market town of Ireland, co.

KiSnny, 2 ra. E.N.E. Newmarket. P. 347.
i ODiSHALi^ a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3

J

m., S.E. Saxmundham. Ac. 1843. P. 442.
I ONAU, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

dii;4ffoltem. P. 606.

\ ooK, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 5 m. E.S.E.
Wiainster. Ac. 1440. P. 208.

iossiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 7
m..S.E. Melton Mowbray. Ac. 1443. P. 251.

lOTTiNG, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 3J
m.'S.E. Higham-Ferrers. Ac. 1724. P. 186.
JOTTiNGLEY, a chapelry of England, co. York,
W Biding, pa. and 3 m. E.N.E. Pontefract,
wi!n the parliamentary boundary of which bor.
it included. P. 4379.
jowLE, a chapelry of England, co. and 9J m.

N.
j

Warwick, pa. Hampton-in-Arden. P. 1200.
—•{St Giles), a pa., co. Somerset, 2 m. S.S.W.
Urister. Ac. 640. P. 104.

•JOWLLING, a township of the U. S., North
All ica. New Jersey, Warren co., 66 m. N.W.
Trjon. P. 2307.
-towLTON, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 8J m.

E.!;;. Canterbury. Ac. 428. P. 31.
-jowsLEY, a township of England, co. Lan-

c«j, pa. Huyton, 3 m. W.N.W. Prescot. Ac.
i"- P. 1349.

•VSTONE, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 8^
X.W. Bampton. Ac. 4989. P. 511.

.
."X, several cos., U. S., North America.—I.
of Tennessee. Area 446 sq. m. P. (1860)
ifree, 2370 slaves.—II. in S.E. of Kentucky.
665 sq. m. P. 7218 free, 489 slaves.—III.
treofOhio. Area 523 sq. m. P. 27,735.
in S.W. of Indiana. Area 496 sq. m. P.
i—V. in N.W. of Illinois. Area 720 sq.
. 28,663.—VI. in Maine. P. 32,716.—VII.
i- of Missouri. Area 504 sq. m. P. 8443
84 slaves.—Also a township. New York; 21

I Albany.

3XVILLE, a town, U. S., North America,
2ssee, on Holston river, 185 m. E.S.E. Nash-
P. 10,000. It is an important railway

centre, and has the university of E. Tennessee,
and a large manufactorv of window glass.
Knotle, two pas. of Engl., co. Wilts.—I. CEast),

2Jm.S.W.Hindon. Ac. 6658. P. 1034. The famous
architect Sir 0. Wren, was bora here in 1632.- II.

West), 3 m. E.N.E. Mere. Ac. 1913. P. 187.
Knutwyl, a town of Switzerland, cant. Luzern,

dist. Sursee. P. 1196, Cotton manufs.
K^VTSFO-RD (Cnut's Ford), (Canute's Ford), apa.

and market town of England, co. and 24 m. E.N.E.
Chester, on Bail. Ac. of pa. 4832. P. (1861) 4194.
The Birken rivulet divides it into the townships
Over and Nether Knvtsford. The town has a pa.
church, free school, & manufs. of cotton & leather.
Knysna dist. [Cape Colony.]
KoBBE, a town of Central Africa, cap. Darfur,

about lat. 14° 11' N., Ion. 28° 8' E. P. 6000.
KoBDO, a commercial city of Chinese Tartary,

cap. dist. of same name, on the W. shore of Ike
Aral Nor (lake), lat. 48° 0' N. ; Ion. 90° 52' E.
It has a rapidly increasing trade with the Eussian
gov. of Tomsk by the river Chui.
KoBERSDORF, a viU. of Austria, Hungary, co.

and dist. Oedenburg. P. 1536.

Koblenz, acity, Ehenish-Prussia. [Ooblenz.]
Koblenz, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aargau,

dist. Zurach. P. 641 ; mostly boatmen.
KoBRiN or Kobryn, a town of Eussian-Poland,

gov. and 100 m. S.E. Grodno, cap. dist. P. (1863)
8267.

Kobylanka, a vill., Galicia, circ. & near Jaslo,

with a shrine visited by 50,000 pilgrims annually.
Kobyliaki or Kobuljaki, a town of Eussia,

gov. and 37 m. S.W. Poltava. P. (1863) 9649.
KoBYT^iN, a town of Prussian-Poland, gov. and

50 m. S.S.E. Posen, cap. circ, on the Orla. P. 2270.

Kocs, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Eisen-
burg, dist. Klein Totis. P. 2760.

KoCHER, a river of Wiirtemberg, in N.E., joins

the Neckar, 6 m. N. Heilbronn ; length 70 miles.

KocHSTEDT, a vill. of Germany, Anhalt-Des-
sau, circ. Magdeburg, dist. Aschersleben. P. 1600.

KocH-HissAR, a town of Asia Minor, Karama-
nia, on the E. bank of a large salt lake, the anc.

Tattsea Palus, in lat. 38° 50' N., Ion. 33° 29' E.—
II. a ruined town of Turkish-Armenia, pash.
Diarbekir, W. of Mardin.
KoDA, a town of India, Sinde, 23 m. S.W.

Khyerpoor. P. 2200.

KoDEN, a town of Poland, prov. Siedlec, on the
Bug, 23 m. E.S.E. Biala. P. 2506.

KoDiAK, an isl. of Eussian America, S.E. the
peninsula Aliaska. Shape very irregular; length
76 m. ; breath 60 m. Surface mountainous. On
its N. side is the harbour and station St Paul.

KoENiGSMACHER, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Moselle, arr. Thionville. P. 1606.

Koermend, a town of W. Hungary, co. Eisen-
burg, on the Eaab, 24 m. S. Giins. P. 3178.

Koesfeld, a town of Prussian Westphalia, cap.

circ, gov. and 20 m. W. Munster, on the Berkel.

P. 3510, employed in linen and woollen weaving.
KoGENHKiM, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Bas-Ehin, on the Strasbourg and Basle Eailway,
7 m. N.N.E. Schelestadt. P. 1400.

KoH, a prefix of the names of several islands

in the Gulf of Siam ; the largest being Koh-Dud.
KoHAT, a town of Northern India, in lat. 33°

32' N., Ion. 71° 27' E. It is enclosed by walls,

has a bazaar and a mosque, and is cap. of the
pergunnah of same name and of an extensive
valley, which has recently been formed for ad-
ministrative purposes into a separate district of

the Punjab. In the vicinity are naphtha springs
and rich deposits of sulphur.

KoH-HissAK (the " Head Castle "), a ruined city
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of Asiatic Turkey, pash. Diarbekir, 12 m. S.W.
Mardin, with remains of walls, arches, and tombs.

KoH-i-B^VBA, a mntii. range of Afghanistan, at
the S.W. extremity of the Hindoo Koosh, be-
tween which mountains is the principal pass into
Turkestan. Lat. 34° 30' N. ; Ion. 67° 15' E. Height
17.040 feet above the sea.

KoH-i-D.VMAUN (the " Mountain Skirt "), a dist.

of Afghanistan, N. of Cabool, comprising a por-
tion of the S. declivity of the Hindoo Koosh.
KoHiSTAN (the " Land of Mountains "), is a

name applied to the N. part of Afghanistan, and
to several portions of Beioochistan and Persia.

KoHREN, a town of Saxony, circ. and 24 m
S.S.E. Leipzig, on the Sprottau. P. 1220.

KoJETEiN, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ.

and 10 m. S.W. Prerau, on an affluent of the
March. P. 3260.

KojtjK Pass, Afghanistan, traverses the Am-
ran mountains, between the valley of Pisheen and
Candahar. The British troops advanced through
it in 1839, and forced it in 1842.

KoKAN, a state of Central Asia. [Khokax.]
KoKEL or KuKEL (Great and Little), two

rivers of Transylvania, which, after a W. course
of upwards of 100 m. each, unite at Balasfalva

;

and the united stream joins the Maros, 10 m. N.
Karlsburg. The rivers give name to a co., the
cap. of which is Kokelburg or Kiikiillovar, on the
Little Kokel, 14 miles E.N.E. Balasfalva.

KoKELAY, a maritime town of the island of Cey-
lon, on its E. coast, 35 m. N.N.W. Trincomalee.
KoKiNG, a town of Sweden, ten and 20 m.

S.W. Westeras, at the W. extremity of the
Maelar Lake. P. 1747. Exports iron.

Ko-KiNG, a city of China, prov. Yun-nan, cap.

dep., on the Yang-tze-kiang and Tibet frontier.

KoKO Nor, or Blue Lake, in the basin of the
Whang Ho, Chinese Tartary, is 65 miles long and
20 broad ; it has no outlet, and its water is bitter

and salt, like the ocean.
Kola, a town of Russian Lapland, gov. & 335

m. N.W. Archangel, near the mouth of the Kola
river, in the Arctic Ocean. P. 1000. It is the
most northerly town of European Russia.
Kor^BAH, an island and a portion of territory

on the Concan coast, India. The island is situat-

ed in the Arabian Sea or North Indian Ocean, in

lat. 18° 38' N., Ion. 72° 56' E. The whole is sub-
ject to the Bombay presidency. The island was
long neglected as a barren rock, but in 1662 it

was fortified by a Mahratta chief, who became a
formidable pirate, and so ruinous to the commerce
of the maritime powers, that an expedition of

three British ships of the line and a Portuguese
land force, attacked it in 1722, but were repulsed,

and the pirates continued their depredations. In
1822, a treaty was concluded between the British

and Ragojee Angria, in which he agreed to ac-

knowledge the supremacy of the former, and he
in turn was guaranteed against external attack.

The tract on the mainland is between lat. 18° 26'

and 18° 48' N., Ion. 72° 65' and 73° 12' E. Area
318 sq. m. P. 58,721. Since the death of its

chief, the whole territory has been added to the
British possessions.
Kolapork, a raj. of India, under the superin-

tendence of the presid. of Bombay, between lat.

15° 58' and 17° 17' N., Ion. 73° 47' and 74° 46' E.
Estimated area 3445 sq. m., and the pop. at

600,000. The country has a rugged surface, and
is traversed by numerous torrents having an
easterly course, falling into the Kistnah, by
which river they flow into the Bay of Bengal. In
the western part of the raj. the highest summits
of the Ghauts is between 3000 and 4000 ft above

the sea, and the lowest varies frcm 1600 to 1 \

feet in elevation. They are of volcanic for -

tion, principally trappean. In 1844 a rebel
i

took place, which was put down by a British fo

since which time government has been condut [

by the British in name of the rajah, whose aul i-

rity is in abeyance.

—

Kolapore, the cap. and i

;

of gov. of state of same name is 185 m. S.E. B -

bay. Since 1848 the town has been improved, I

a supply of water obtained. Rainfall 39 inch
Kolberg, a town of Prussia. [Colbeeg."
KoLDiNG, a maritime town ot Deiimari; f-

N. Jutland, stift and 30 m. E.N.E. Ribe, on an.-

let of the Little Belt, enclosed by walls. P. V,\.

Kolhcagar, a town of India, prov. Oudc.n
1. b. of the Ganges, in lat. 26° 25' N., Ion. 80='/

E. Estimated pop. 1000, all Hindoos.
KoLLVziN, a town of Russia, gov. and 80 r^s

E.N.E. Tver, on the Volga. P. 4590.
KoLiN (Neu), a town of Bohemia, circ. K?-

zim, on the Elbe, and on railway to Brilnn, 3i
E. Prague. P. 6140. The Austrians unr
Marshal Daun here defeated the Prussians ui^r

Frederick the Great, 18th June 1757.
KoLiNGSOO, a small island of China, in the V-

bour of Amoy, immediately opposite that ci;-

KoLLEDA, a town of Prussian Saxony, circ d

34 m. W.S.W. Merseburg, on the Loose. P. 4).

KoLLiKEN, a town, Switzerland, cant. AniM,
dist. Zofingen. P. 1687.
KoLLUM, a vill. of the Netherlands, ps-.

Friesland, 8 m. S.E. Dokkum. P. 1000.

KoLLUTH, a vill. of Austria, Woiwodenn,o.
Ober Bacs, dist. Zombor. P. 2410.
KoLN, a town of Rhenish Prussia. [CoLoti .1

KoLO, a town of Poland, gov. of \V arsaw. \\

40 m. N.E. Kalisch, on an island in the Wra.
KoLOBENG, a mission station, S. Africa, Cie

Colony. Lat. 24° 23' S. ; Ion. 25° 23' E.

KoLOMEA, a town of Austrian Galicia, p.

circ, on the Pruth. 112 m. S.S.E. LembergP
13,400. It has mauufs. of pottery.

KoivOMNA, a town of Russia, gov. and GSn.

S.S.E. Moscow, on railway to Riazon, and oni"

Volga, near '^s confl. with thu Oka. 1^.(13)

16,418. It is enclosed by old walls, andM
manufs. of silks and woollens.
KoLOS (Wallach. Koshakea\ a market towof

Transylvania, 12 m. E. Klausonburg. P. Z\.

Kolyma or Kolima, a large river of N.E. ia.

Siberia, gov. Yakutsk, rises by several litis.

near lat. 61° 30' N., and after a N. course c!00

m., enters the Arctic Ocean by a wide esti^i

near lat. 69° 30' N.. Ion. 161° 30' E.

KoLYA'AN, a small town of Asiatic Russia, •.

and 110 m. S.W. Tomsk, cap. dist., on the ^
with valuable lead and gold mines.—The /fom»

Mountains are a spur of the Lesser Altai.

KoJLA, a river of Southern Russia, gov. o-

casus, enters the Caspian Sea about 135 m. rii\'

Asti-akhan, after a N.E. course of 300 miles.

KoMHARSiN, a hill state of India, betwecihe

Sutlej and the Jumna, its centre being in la til

13' N., Ion. 77° 32' E. Area 56 sq. m. Esti)r«d

pop. 12,000. With theexceptionof a narrowrip

along the 1. b. of the Sutlej, the surface isin-

sidei-ably elevated. In the vicinity, gold is ind

in the sands of the Sutlej, and several faiiies

are engaged in collecting it by washing, oil

along the banks of the river fertile. Priiipw

crops, wheat, barley, millet, tobacco, gingei.ot*

ton, opium, hemp, esculent vegetables, and u^

Harvest begins in May and terminates in tl^o

of June. Summer is very warm, and v.fter

severe, with frost and snow. Fevers, goitri>na

rheumatic complaints, widely prevail.—Ao ^
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It 1 vill., cap. of above state, and residence of

tl native prince, is in lat. 31° 19' N., lou. 77°

81 ']. 5279 feet above the sea.

OMLOS, a market town of Hungary, co. Tor-

oi'l, 30 m. W.N.W. Temesvar. P. 4424.—II.
C(!)ekes-Csanad, dist. Batonya, P. 6942.

iMOTTAU, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 10 m.

Ui.W. Saaz. P. 3000.

[jMOKN or CoMORN, aroyal free town of Hun-
gi , cap. CO. same name, 48 m. N.N.W. Buda,

or b. of the Danube, at the mouth of the Waag.
p'2,160, mostly Protestants. It is fortified, and
hi' Benedictine and Eeformed gymnasia, an ac-

ti' transit trade in corn, wine, wood, and fish,

ai'a steam packet station. The celebrated wine

c£ d Monostor grows in its vicinity. The cita-

di'f Komorn, constructed by Corvinus, and ey-

te'ed in 1805, is considered one of the strongest

in; urope. It was long unsuccessfully beseiged

b'' le Austrians in 1849.

'ixG, a mountain system of Central Africa,

b(' een Nigritia and Lower Guinea. Many of

it'eaks are said to reach the snow-line, but it

k lot been visited by Europeans.—II. a town
oi mtral Africa, 500 m. S. Timbuctoo, It is the

c( -e of many caravan routes, and its iuhabi-

ui manufacture cotton.

>.\G-CHANG, a city of China, prov. Kan-su,

Cf, dep. Lat. 55° N. ; Ion. 104° 30' E.

JXGEN, a market town of Wiirtemberg,

oii and on the Neckar, 5 m. S.E. Essliugen.

ji.NdSBERG, a town of Norway, stift Aggers-
lui , 43 m. W.S.W. Christiania, on the Lauwen-
E P. 3935. It has a school of mines, a royal

m , and a manuf. of arms and gunpowder. The
BIT mine of Kongsberg, discovered 1623, is the
nij important of the kingdom. In 1858, it

yif.ed 32,800 merks, and in 1861, only 17,000
inj:s of silver.

')KiEH or KoNiA, Asiatic Turkey. [Koniteh.]
JNiGGRATZ, a royal fortified town of Austria,

BIfmia, cap. circ. 64 m. E.N.E. Prague, on 1. b.

oii.6 Elbe, at its confl. with the Adler. P. 5061.
Cf edifices, a cathedral, Jesuit's church, and
El copal palace. It is the see of a bishop, has a
Be nary, a gymnasi\mi, and a royal stud. The
hi 8 of Kouiggratz, called also that of Sadowa,
8( uly 1866, decided the fate of Germany.
HJNioiNHOF, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 16

'. Keniggratz, on 1. b. of the Elbe. P. 6000.
^iNiosAAL, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. Beraun,

all 6 confluence of the Beraun and Moldau, 7 m.
S. rague. P. 1800.

_ )N1Q8BACH, a mkt town of Baden, circ. Middle
E e, 10 m. S.E. Carlsruhe, with a castle. P. 1700.
msGBERG, ilons-Ee^us, a fortified town of

^ sia, cap. gov., and circ. same name, 338 m.
E jE. Berlin, on the Pregel, 5 m. from its mouth,

^ e Frische-Haff. Lat. of observatory 64° 42'
»'

., Ion. 20° 30' 2" E. P. (1864), civil and mili-
». 101,507. Mean temp, of year 43°-2, winter
9i\ summer 60°-5, Fahr. Chief edifices, the
ro castle, exchange, town-house, the cathedral,
ci'iel, and theatre, imiversity, founded in 1544,
lilj'y, botanic garden, and an astronomical ob-
8e|,tory; there are 2 theological seminaries, 3

?) lasia, school of arts and architecture, and
de. mute and blind asylums. Manufs. woollens,
00, us, linens, silks, soap, tobacco, leather, starch,
8e|ig-wax, and refined sugar. It has ship-
btling yards, and extensive export trade in
p'. The harbour admits small vessels only;
'»

'i

vessels discharge their cargoes at Pillau.

Jnj 61, 1975 sailing vessels (lasts 125,242), and
'^0 learners entered; and 1972 sailing vessels

(lasts 124,718), & 260 steamers cleared the port ol

Pillau. In the same year, 1713 sea vessels entered
and cleared the harbour of Konigsberg. Trade
is chiefly in grains and seeds, flax, hemp, oil, and
oil-cakes, hides, rags, hair, colonial goods, her-
rings, iron, etc. Manufs. woollens, sUk, leather,

and tobacco.—II. a walled town, prov. Bran-
denburg, gov. and 42 m. N. Frankfurt. P. 5060,
with manufs. of woollen cloth, leather, cotton,

starch, and hosiery.—III. Bohemia, circ. and 11
m. S.W. Elbogen, on the Eger. P. 6000.

Konigsberg, (Hung. Uj-Banyay, a town of W,
Hungary, co. Bacs, on the Gran, 66 m. N.N.W.
Buda. P. 2760.

KonigsbrCck, a town of Saxony, circ. and 17
m. N.N.E. Dresden. P. 1900. It has a castle.

KoNiGSEE, a town of Germany, Schwartzburg-
Kudolstadt, on the Ehine, 17 m. W.S.W. Eudol-
stadt. P. 2200.

KoNiGSGEGG, a town of Bohemia, 31 m. S.E.
Tabor. P. 2860. It has a church and school.

KoNiGSHOFEK, a vill. of Germany, Lower Fran-
conia, dist. Wurtzburg. P. 1720.

KonigshOte, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov.
and 54 m. E.S.E. Oppeln, with a station on the
Silesian Eailway, and royal iron-works. P. 790.

KoNiGSLUTTEK, a town of N. Germany, duchy
Brunswick, dist. and 9 m. W.N.W. Helmstadt,
on the L utter. P. 2525.

KoNiGs-SEE, a picturesque lake of Upper Ba-
varia, 65 m. S.E. Munich, and 6 m. in length.

KoNiGSTADTL, a Small town of Bohemia, circ.

Bidschow, 40 m. E.N.E. Prague. P. 1750.

KoNiGSTEiN, several towns and vills. of Ger-
many, the principal in Saxony, circ. and 17 m.
S.E. Dresden, on 1. b. of the Elbe. P. 2530. It

has a fortress on a rock, 450 feet high, and one
of the few in Europe never yet taken. The royal
treasures have usually been deposited here during
war.—II. Nassau, 12 m. N.E.Wiesbaden. P. 1320.

KoNiGSWALDE, a town of Prussia, gov. Frank-
fiirt, circ. Sternberg, between two lakes. P. 1360.

It has manufactures of cloth and paper.

KoNiGSWALDE, a vill. of Saxony, circ. and 4 m.
N.W. Zwickau. P. 1000.—II. a vill. of Austria,

Bohemia, co. Bomisch-Leipa, circ. Schluckeuaw,
P. 2170.

KoNiGSWARTH, a town of Bohemia, circ. & 15 m.
S.S.W. Elbogen, with mineral springs. P. 1700.

KoNiGSwiNTER, a town of Rhenish Prussia,

gov. and 21 m. S.S.E. Cologne, on the Khine.
P. 2100.

KoNiN, a town of Poland, gov. of Warsaw, 33
m. N.N.E. Kalisch, on the Warta. P. 6280.

KoNiYEH or KoNiAH, Icoftium, a city of Asia
Minor, cap. pash. Karamania or Koniyeh. Lat.
37° 51' N.; Ion. 32° 40' E. P. 60,000. (?) Its walls,

which are from 2 to 3 m. in circ, were built with
materials of ancient edifices by the Seljuk sul-

tans, of whom it was the cap. from the 12th cen-
tury to the time of Genghiz Khan. It has nume-
rous mosques, colleges, Armenian churches, baths,

khans, extensive suburbs, a fortified palace, with
some massive Arabic architecture, a famous Mo-
hammedan tomb, and manufs. of carpets and
coloured leather.

KoNiz, town, Switzerland, cant, and near Berne,
in the vaUey of Koenitz. P. of dist. 6092.

KoNKEiR or Kakair, a to^vn of India, territory

of Nagpore, situated betw. the rt. b. of the river

Mahanuddee and a high rocky hiU, crowned by
a fortress. It is surrounded by lofty rocky moun-
tains, in lat. 20° 16' N., Ion. 81° 33' E.
KoNSKiE, a town of Poland, gov. and 35 m.

S. W. of Eadom. P. 4101. It has iron forges, and
manufactui-es of cutlery and carriages.
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KoKST^VNTiNOGRAD, a town of KussiE, gov. and

40 m. E.S.E. Poltava. P. 1673.

KoNSTANTiNOvsK, a Eussian town of Eastern
Asia, CD the Gulf of Tartary. Lat 48° 67' N.

;

Ion. 140° 12' E.
KoNSTANZ Lake, Switzerland. [Constance.]
KoocH Behar, a territory of British India,

presid. Bengal, between lat. 25° 58' and 26° 32'

N., Ion. 88° 42' and 89° 45' E. Area 1364 sq. m.
It is under the administration of a native prince,

who pays annually half his revenue as tribute

to the British. It is an alluvial and very level

countrj', sloping gently to the S.E., as indicated

by the rivers flowing in that direction. Chief

rivers, the Durlah, Neelcomer, and Sonkos, or

Ghonnekosh. Chief crops, wheat, rice, barley,

pulse, oil, seeds, cotton, indigo, tobacco, and
opium.

—

Kooch Behar, the principal place of

state of same name, is on the Toresha Kiver, 45
m. N. Kungpore.
Koochan, a strongly fortified town of N.E. Pei--

sia, prov. Khorassan, 85 m. N.W. Meshed.
KooKRESUR, a town of India, territory of In-

dore, in lift 24° 26' N., Ion. 75° 20' E. P. 4000.

Elevation above the sea, 1412 feet.

KooM, a decayed city of Persia, prov. Irak-

Ajemi, cap. dist., 80 m. N.W. Teheran. P. 8080.

It stands in a plain, surrounded by extensive

ruins, and has a college and a mosque.
KooM-SHAH, a town of Persia, prov. Irak-

Ajemi, 50 m. S.S.E. Isaphan, enclosed by walls.

P. 4000, who weave and dye cotton goods.
KooNAWUR, a district of India, Bussahir, be-

tween lat 31° 12' and 32° 8' N., Ion. 77° 60' and
78° 62' E. Area 2100 sq. m. P. 9850. It is a
rugged and elevated country, consisting of groups
of enormous and lofty ridges, through the valley

of which the Sutlej flows, in a direction generally

from N.E. to S.W., a distance of 70 m., from
lat. 31° 50' to 31° 25' N., Ion. 77° 38' E. Prin-
cipal mountain ridges from N.E. to S.W. are—
the Hungrung, crossed by pass of same name.
Altitude 14,800 feet. Que peak in these ridges is

18,300 feet above the sea. The ridges on the
N.W. are Rishi Gantung, 21,200 feet; Keo-
brung Pass, 18,300 feet; Eock Peak, 21,076

feet; and Glacier Peak, 20,500 feet in eleva-

tion. Three summits of the Euldung moun-
tains, between the Tiduug and the Buspa, have
the following elevations :—the Conical Peak,
21,000 feet; Cloudy Peak, 19,990 feet; and the
Spiry Peak, 18,086 feet. South of these, and di-

viding Koonawur on the N. from Ghurwhal and
Bussahir on the S., is the Indo-Gangetic range,
the principal summits of which vary from 17,000
to 19,500 feet in height, and which is crossed by
several passes. On the northern frontier, be-
tween the rivers Sutlej and Li, the summit
reaches 22,488 feet above the sea. These moim-
tains are unlike in their general appearance,
the N.W. being rugged and well wooded, whilst
the opposite side is scantily supplied with timber,
but affords rich pasturage. In summer, the tem-
perature is often oppressively hot in the valley of
the Sutlej, in consequence of the radiation of heat
from the enclosing rocks. The grape grows well
here. Winter is very rigorous, and so much
snow falls that the inhabitants are confined to the
villages. Grain produced is insuflicient for the
supply of the population, who live on horse chest-
nuts in times of scarcity. Chief crops, rice,

wheat, millet, barley, potatoes, peas, beans, tur-
nips, and fruit. Great care is bestowed on rear-
ing the bee for its honey. The manufactures are
blankets, wooUen caps, and coarse woollen shoes,
with leather soles. There is considerable com-

mercial intercourse between Koonawur, Hm('
Stan, Chinese Tartary, and Ladakh, in silks, c -

tons, spices, dye-stuffs, drugs, broadcloth, 8

hardwares from Britain, sugar, treacle, and b
ter, the fine wool of goats and sheep, tea and bor
salt, gold and silver. Zoology comprises panth(
black and white bears, wild dogs, birds of varii

;

plumage, and snakes are numerous. The sup •

stitious belief of the population is Brahminism
the S., Lamaic Buddism in the N., and in j

centre, a mixture of the two systems. In .ffo >
j

avmr five separate dialects are spoken.
KoONDAH, a town of British India, dist Et >

'

gur, Bengal presid., 105 m. S.S.W. Patua.
KooNDOOZ, a khanat of Centi-al Asia, indep;-

dent Turkestan, extending (inclusive of its ;•

pendency Budukshan) between lat. 35° and f

N., Ion. 86° and 92° E. ; having S. Afghar.
tan, W. Bokhara, and E. the great table ]i{\

separating Chinese from independent Turkest?
|

Though mostly mountainous, it comprises sevel
fertile valleys, watered by the affls. of the Oxi
and yielding rice, wheat, and barley. Fruits £»

,

plentiful, and silk is an important product
considerable traflSc in slaves, procuied by tl

Koondooz from adjacent countries, is stated i

;

be carried on. An active trade exists with b
Chinese prov. of Yarkand and Bokhara, wheu
European manufactures are obtained. The kli

maintains an army of 2000 men. Principal towj
Koondooz, Khooloom, and Budukhshan.

—

Koo
dooz, the cap., lat 36° 50' N., Ion. 69° IC :

has the khan's residence, an earthen fort, a:

about 1500 inhabitants. It is inferior in size

Khooloom.
KooNYHAB or KooNEAR, a Small hill state

India, its centre being in lat. 31° 6' N., Ion. 7
4' E. Area 12 sq. m. It contains two pergu
nahs or districts. Annual revenue 3501., tribi

to the British 18/.

KooRDisTAN, W. Asia. [Kurdistan.]
KooRiA MooRiA Islands, a group of 6 islaii

in the Arabian Sea, 20 m. from the coast, 1

17° 33' N., Ion. 66° 6' E. Surface sterile. Th
were ceded to Britain in 1854. In 1858 the val

of the exports of guano, etc., amounted to 81,87

which gradually decreased, till in 1861 tl»

ceased entirely. Imports 1859, to the value i

1007/., which also ceased, 1860.

KoORTiiUL or KuRTHUL, a town of Briti

India, dist. Meerut, N.W. provs., 40 m. N. Del
P. 7972.

KoORUNTADi, a town of British India, di

Gazeepore, on 1. b. of the Ganges, N.W. pro-*

in lat. 25° 34' N., Ion. «4° 2' E.
KopENicK, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandi

burg, reg. Potsdam, on an island formed by :

Spree and Dahme, and on railway from Frar-

fUrt, 8 m. S.E. Berlin. P. 2700. Manufs. wc<-

lens, silks, carpets, and chemical products.

KoPESAN, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. 01'

Neutra, dist Holies. P. 1929.

KoPNiTZ, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. a.-

45 m S.W. Posen, on rt, b. of the Obra. P. 8i

Kopparberg, a lajn of Sweden. Area 12,1

sq. m. P. (1860) 166,899.
KoppiNGEN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant Beri

dist. Berthouel. P. 889.

KoPREiNiTZ (Hung. Kaproncza), a town
Austrian Croatia, 27 m. E.S.E. Warasdin, wit •

strong castle. P. 3200.

KoPRiLi, a town of European Turkey, Ma.
donia, 23 m. S. Uskup. Estimated pop. 6000.

KoPURTHELLA, a towu, Punjab, between Li:

diana and Lahore. Lat. 31' 21' N. ;
1'

71° 21' E,
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EopTOS, Coptos, a town of Upper Egypt, prov.

liebes, near rt. b. of the Nile, 10 m. S. Keneh.
E.ORAH, a town of British India, presid. Bengal,

)per provs., dist. and 25 m. S. Cawnpore.
KoRAT, a state of S.E. Asia, tributary to Siam,

ith a walled town of same name, in lat. 15° 40'

. Pop. of state estimated at 60,000; do. of town
00. Copper is abundant in the state, which
so produces sugar, ivory, skins, and rosewood.
KoRBACH, a town of Germany. LCorbach.]
KoRDOFAN, a country of Central Africa, for-

f rly a dependency of Sennaar, now a prov. of

-ypt, between lat. 12° 21' & 15° 18' N., Ion. 24°

'to 27° 37' E. ; having E. Sennaar, and W. Dar-
r. The Bahr-el-Abiad (White Nile) traverses

) S.E. part. It was first made known in

ifiope by Browne. The inhabitants are partly

eijroes, and partly of Arab descent. Principal

un El Obeid. Homed cattle and horses are

ared, and camels are lent on hire. Slavery
as abolished in 1857.

KoREE, an arm of the Indian Ocean, at the

E. extremity of Sinde, forming the estuary

the E. branch of the Indus, in lat. 23° 40' N.,

n. 68° 25' E.
KoRENNAiA, a vill. of Eussia, gov. and 18 m.
V.W. Koursk, with a convent frequented by
rims, and a large fair.

IvoRK, a vill. of Baden, cii'c. Middle Rhine, on
:.' Kinzig, and on railway to Appenweyer, 8 m.
X.W. Uffeuburg. P. 1100.

KoRNA, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. Bag-
nd, at the confluence of the Euphrates and Ti-
ris, 38 m. N.W. Bassorah.
KoRNEGALLE, a town of Cej'lon, cap. dist.

even Korles, 48 m. N.E. Colombo.
KoBSEUBURG, a town of Lower Austria, cap.

jiro^ on 1. b. of the Danube, 12 m. N.N.W. Vienna,
ind on the railway to Stokerau. P. 2500.

KoRNWESTHEiM, a vill. of Wtirtemberg, circ.

Teckar, with mineral baths, on the railway be-
ween Stuttgart and Bietigheim, S. Ludwigs-
'urg. P. 1350.

KoRON, a fortified seaport town of Greece,
lorea, gov. Messenia, on the Gulf of Koron, 7 m.
iW. Cape Gallo.

KoRORARiKA, a Settlement of New Zealand,
'n Bay of Islands, N.E. coast of North Island,
vas destroyed by the native chief Heki in 1845.

,.t is the seat of a Jesuite mission,

j
K6E0S, a river of E. Hungary, rises by several

'leads in Transylvannia, flows W., and after a
[x)ar8e of 200 m. joins the Theiss at Csongrad.

I

Koitos, two large vills. or market towns of

Inngary.— I. (Kis or Little), co. and 45 m. S.E.
iPesth. P. 6568.—II. (Nagi/ or Great), 5 m. S. the
orbing, p. 15,732.
Koros-Banta, a town of Hungarv, co. Zarand,

)n the Koros. P. 2200. It has gold mines.
KoEOTCHA or Kahotcha, a town of Russia, gov.

ind 68 m. S.E. Korusk, cap. dist. P. (1863) 6392.
t Koeotajak, a town of Russia, gov. and 48 m.
3. Voronej, on rt. b. of the Don. P. 7000.
KoBPo, an island of Finland, Isen and 35 m.

i.W. Abo, in the Baltic. Circuit about 18 miles.
KoRsoR, a town of Denmark. [Corsoer.]
KoRTi, a town of Nubia, on 1. b. of the Nile, 48

in. E. Old Dongola.
KoRTRiGHT, a township of the U. S., North

America, New York, 12 m. N. Delhi.

j

KORTSCHEVA, a town of Russia, gov. and 40 m.
E. Tver, cap. circ, on the Volga, with 1207 in-
habitants, and an active export trade.
Kosciusko, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in N.

of Indiana. Area 579 sq. m. P. (I860) 17,418.
Kosciusko (Mount), Australia, Victoria, Aus-

tralian Alps, at the head of the river Murray
6510 feet above the sea.

KosEL, a fortified town of Prussian Silesia, gov.
and 26 m. S.S.E. Oppeln, on the Oder, and on
railway from Breslau to Cracow. P. 4186.
KosELETZ, a town of Russia, gov. and 40 m.

S.W. Tchernigov, cap. circ. P. (1863) 4459.
KOSGOL, a lake of N. Mongolia, lat. 50° N.,

Ion. 101° E., 150 m. long, N. to S., and 40 m. wide,
occupies a basin surrounded by the mountain of
Sayansk, in which are three volcanic cones,
whence lava has issued. The lake abounds in
excellent fish. Its sui-plus waters are discharged
by Selenga river to Lake Baikal.
KosiLLA or Kosi, a river of India, which has its

source in the British dist. Kumaon, N.W. provs.,
in lat. 29° 52' N., Ion. 79° 34' E. Rising in the
Central Himalaya, near Pin Nath, 7111 feet
above the sea, it receives the Sooal and numerous
other rivers, and after a total course of between
140 and 150 m., in a S.S.W. direction, it falls into
the Ramgunga, in lat. 28° 41' N., Ion. 70° 1' E.
KosLiN, a town of Prussia. [Coslin.]
KosMODEMjANSK, a town of Russia, 103 m.

W.N.W. Kasan, on rt. b. of the Volga. P. 6000.
KossEiR or CossEiR, a seaport town of Upper

Egypt, on the W. coast of the Red Sea, 95 m. E.
Keneh. Lat. 26° 8' N. ; Ion. 34° 15' E. P. from
1500 to 2000. It is an entrepot for the trade be-
tween Egvpt and Arabia, and defended by a
citadel.

—

did Kossier is about 6 m. N.W.
Kossovo, a town of European Turkey, Rumili,

7 m. N.E. Pristina. Near it the battle took place
in which the Turks annihilated the independence
of Servia, Jime 15, 1389.

KosTAiNiczA, a town of Austrian Croatia, Mili-
tary Frontier, 29 m. S.E. Petrinia. P. 3200.
KosTAMBONE, Asia Minor. [Kastamouni.]
KosTANiTZ, atown of European Turkey, Rumili,

S. of the Balkan, 130 m. W.N.W. Adrianople.
KosTEL, a town of the Austriam Empire, Mora-

via, on the Thaya, 28 m. S.S.E. BrOnn. P. 1700.

KosTELETZ, several towns of Bohemia.—I. on
the Adler, circ. and 17 m. E.S.E. Koniggratz,
P. 2565.—II. circ. and 23 m. N.W. Kaurzim, on
the Elbe. P. IGOO.—III. {Schwarz-Kosteletz), circ.

and N.W. Kaurzim. P. 1800.

KosTEN, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. and
26 m. S.W. Posen, on the Obra. P. 2210.

KosTE^DiL, Jiistiniana Secunda, a town of
European Turkey, Rumili, cap. sanj., near the
Kai-a-su or Strymon river, 65 m. E.N.E. Uskup.
P. 8000 (?> mostly Turks. It has sulphur baths,

and near it are iron, gold, and silver mines.
KosTENBLUT, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.

and 19 m. W. Breslau. P. 950.

Kostroma, a river of Russia, joins the Volga,
at Kostroma, after a S. course of 130 m., for

most part of which it is navigable,

Kostroma, a gov. of European Russia, near
its centre. Area 30,853 sq. m. P. (1858) 1,076,988.

Surface flat or undulating. Nearly the entire

surface is pasture land and forests, except a small
part in the S.W., which belongs to the manufac-
turing district of Central Russia. Manufs. com-
prise leather, flax, hemp, and cotton.

Kostroma, a city of European Russia, cap.

gov. Kostroma, 200 m. N.E. Moscow, at the con-
fluence of the Kostroma and the Volga. P.
(1863) 21,415. It is the cap. of a Greek eparchy,
and the see of the bishops of Kostroma and Ga-
litscb ; and has a gymnasium, tanneries, and
manufactures of leather, cloth, Prussian blue,

soap, and candles. It has a fine cathedral, and a
foundry of bells.

KoswiQK, a town of Cent. Germany. dCoswiQ.^
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KosT, a town of British India, principal place

of pergTiunah of same name, in lat. 27° 48' N^
Ion. 77° 29° E. It has a hazaar, and is well sup-
plied with water.

KoszTOLJJA, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co.

Ont-Neutra, dist. Waag-NeustadtL P. 2020.

KoTAGERi or KoTERGHERRY, a Small Sanitary
station of India, dist. Malabar, Madras presid.,

in lat. 11° 27' N., Ion. 77° E. It is situated on the
Neilgherry hills, 6000 feet above the sea. The
Dodabetta mountains shield it from the violence
of the S.W. monsoon. Eainfall 50 inches.

KoTANUH, a town of British India, dist. Mee-
rut, N.W. provs., in lat 29° 6' N., Ion. 77° 15' E.
KoTAH, a town of India, cap. of a Eajpoot state,

on the Chumbul river, 190 m S.W. Agra, is large
and populous, strongly fortified, enteredby double
gateways; has numerous temples, substantial

dwellings, and a palace. It was taken from the
rebels by General Roberts in 1858. The state,

subsidiary to Britain, and enclosed by the Gwa-
lior, Odeypoor, and Kishenagur doms., has an
area of 4400 sq. m., and is amongst the most
flourishing native states of India.

KoTDWAR, a vill. of British India, dist. Biji-

nour, N.W. provs., in lat. 29° 43' N., Ion. 78° 33'

E. It is situated at the S. entrance of the gorge
in the Sewalik range, where the Koh river flows
S. from the mounta,ins to the plains of Hindostan.
Gold is found in the sands of the river.

KoTE Kangra, a large and strong hill-fortress,

and town of the Punjab, in the Himalaya, 127
m. E.N.E. Lahore, surrendered to the British
in 1846.

—

Kot or Kote is the initial name of nu-
merous small towns of N.W. Hindostan.
KoTELKOi, an island of Siberia, the principal

of an extensive group N. of Sviatoi Nos, in the
Arctic Ocean, beyond the mouth of the Lena, be-
tween lat. 74° 30' and 76° 10' N., Ion. 140° E. It

is a desolate mass of rocky mountains, 130 m.
long and 70 m. broad.
KoTGTUR, a small hill state of India, having its

centre in lat 31° 19' N., Ion. 77° 33' E. Area
30 sq. m. In the pergunnah is a cantonment for
British troops. Climate salubrious.

KoTHAR, a hill state of India, its centre being
in lat 30° 67' N., Ion. 77° 1' E. It comprises six

pergunnahs. Area 15 sq. m. P. 4000. Annual
revenue 700/. ; tribute to the BritisB, 108/.

KoTHEE, a hill state of India, havdngits centre
in lat 31° 8' N., Ion. 77° 18' E. Area 35 sq. m.
P. 3000. Annual revenue 400/.

KoTHEN or CoTHEN, a town of Central Ger-
many, cap. duchy of Anhalt-Kothen, on the
Ziethe, and at the junction of the Anhalt and
Berlin, and Leipzig and Magdeburg Railways, 19
m. N. Halle. P. (1864) 11,985. It has a normal
school, an instituUon for noble ladies, a theatre,
and manufactures of woollen cloth and linens.

KoTLi, a town of India, dominions of Gholab
Singh, lat 33° 28' N., Ion. 73° 59' E., situated on
the route from Lahore to Cashmere, and is the
place where duties are levied on goods introduced
into Cashmere through the Punch Pass,
KoTLiNoi Island, G. ofFinland. [Cronstadt.")
KoTREE, several vills. of Sinde, etc.—I. on the

Koree estuary, and the place of embarkationon the
line between Hyderabad and Cutch. EaiL to Kur-
rachee opened 1861.—II. on the Indus, nearly op-
posite Hyderabad, &an important military post

—

III.on the route toEoree, 90m.N.N.E. Hyderabad-—IV. Beloochistan, prov. Cutch-Gundava, 8 m.
S.W. Gundavfi, with a fort and a good bazaar.
KoTTBCs, a town of Prussia. [Cottbus.]
KoTZEBtJE Sound, Russian America, an inlet

of Behring Strait, betrreeu Gapes Kruseustem

and Espenberg. Lat 66° to 68° N. ; Ion. 162=
167° E.
KouKA, a town of Central Africa, Bornou,

the W. bank of Lake Tchad. Lat 12' 55' 1

N. ; Ion. 13° 22' E. It is 900 feet above the &
and 50 feet above Lake Tchad.
KouKou-KOTA or Khoton, a town of Mongol

60 m. N.N.W. the great wall of China. Lat 4

40' N. ; Ion. 111° 16' E. It has a Chinese gar
son, and manufactiu'es of leather.

KouRSK or Kursk, a gov. of European Ei
sia, in the S., bounded E. by Voronetz, S.

Kharkov, W. Tchemigov, and N. Orel. Aii

17,433 sq. m. P. (1858)1,811,972. Surface flat

.

undulating; soil very fertile, nearly all occupit

in agriculture. Manufs. coart>e woollens, leaUi ;;

tallow, soap, saltpetre, and pottery.

—

Koursk, t\

cap. city of gov. of same name, is situated on t Y.

Seim, 290 m. S.S.W. Moscow. P. (1858)27,0..'

It is the see of a Greek eparchy, and of the bisbo]

of Koursk and Bielgorod, and has a gymnasii,
and a theological seminary. Manufs. of leath<^

wax, and tallow, and an active commerce.
Kous, Apollin^olia Parea, a town of Upi«

Egypt, 16 m. S. Keneh, on rt. b. of the Nile.

KoussiE or KowssiE River, forms the N.^'

boundary of the Cape Colony, S. Africa, aq
enters the Atlantic near lat 29° 40' S., Ion. 17° i

KoUTCHi, a town of Chinese Turkestan, 2Q

m. E.N.E. Aksu, lat 41° 40' N., Ion. 83° E. It

;

fortified, gamsoned by Chinese, and deemed tlj

key of Turkestan. Its territory is fertile. 1

Kovel, a town of Russia, gov. Volhyna, a

the Turija, 97 m. N.W. Ostrog. P. 3200.

Ko\'NO or KowNO, a town of Russian Polam
on railwav, 58 m. W.N.W. VUna, cap. gov. sau

name, on the Niemen, P. (1863) 28,937. It hi

a Jesuit college. Large quantities of mead &:

brewed here, and the town has an active trac

in com. Area of gov. 15,715 sq. m. P. 988,28

KowAL, a town of Poland, gov., prov. and t

m. W.N.W. Warsaw. P. 2350.
KOWARA or KWARA RlVER. [NiGER.]
Kow-Loox, a suburb of Houg-kong, on tt

mainland of China, ceded to the British, Jannai
1861. Area only a few sq. m., reserved as a san

tarium for troops, and vUla residences of colonist

KozELSK, a town of Russia, gov. and 35 r

S.S.W. Kaluga, on the Jizdra. P. 4800. Bur;

1777, but since regularly built
KoziExicE, a town of Poland, prov. and 65 r

N.W. Sandomir, on L b. of the Vistula. P. 25&

Birthplace of Sigismund L, king of Poland.
KozLOV, a town of Russia, gov. & 55 m. WJf.'^'

Tambov, cap dist, on'an a£B. of the Don. 1

(1863)28,613. It has manufs. of woollens au

linens, and a considerable trade in cattle an

tallow.—II. gov. Taurida. [Eupatoria.]
KozMiN, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. ar

47 m. S.S.E. Posen, on the Obra. P. 3270.

Krageroe, a maritime town of Norway, st;

Aggershuus, on an inlet of the Skager-rack, i

m. N.E. Christiansand. P. 1819.

Krailsheim or Craii;sh£U(, a town of Wflrtert

berg, circ. and on the Jaxt, 13 m. N. Ellwangei

with an ancient castle. P. 3100, employed i

manufs. of hosiery, earthenware, and gunpowdt-

Krain or Carniola, a prov. of the Austria?

empire, in the kingdom of lllyria. Area 3857 £!

m. P. (1857) 451,941. It is divided into tli

three circles of Laybach, Adelsberg, and Ne.

stadtl ; cap. Laybach. [Illyria."]

Kraixburg, a town ofAustria, Camiola, 16

1

N.W. Laybach, on the Save. P. 1725.

Krajova, the cap. town of Little Wallachi

near L b. of the Schyl, 120 m. W. Bukhare^
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'. 20,000. (?) It has numerous churches, and an
otive trade in salt from neighbouring mines.

KraKjMJ, former cap. of Poland. fCRACow."]
Kralingen, a pa. and vill. of the Netherlands,

. Holland, 3 m. N.E. Rotterdam, P. 3348.

Kbaix)witz, a municipal town of Bohemia,
ic. and 19 m. N.N.E. Pilsen. P. 1650.

Kkanenburg, a small town of Rhenish Pi-us-

'!6^ gov. and 6 m. W. Cleves, with a custom-ho.,

;ar the Netherlands frontier. P. 1100.

Kranichfeld, a town of Saxony, jointly pos-

!ssed by Saxe-Weimar and Saxe-Meinengen, on
e Ilm, 11 m. S.W. Weimar. P. 718.

Kranidi, a small town of Greece, gov. Argolis,

; m. S.E. Nauplia, with about 600 houses, and
' which the sittings of the Greek senate were
Imporarily transferred in 1823. Its inhabitants
' e expert divers, and thriving sponge fishers.

KuANOWiTZ, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.

:.l 50 m. S.S.E. Oppeln. P. 2130.

Krapivna, a town of Russia, gov. and 25 m.
W. Tula, and on the Upa.
Krappitz, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
m. S. Oppeln, on 1. b. of the Oder. P. 2134.

KR.4.SNIK, a town of Poland, gov. and 28 m.
W.Lublin. P. 3407.

Krasnokutsii, a town of Russia, gov. and 43
W. Kharkov. P. 4800. It has five churches.
Krasnosi.obodsk, a town of Russia, gov. and
m. N.N.W. Pensa, cap. dist., on the Mokscha.

7762, who have an active trade in corn.

Krasnoe-Szelo, a vill. of Russia, gov. and 18
S.S.E. St Petersburg, with cotton, print, and

ithenware factories, distilleries, an hospital for

jwn-peasants, and a royal palace.

Kkasnoi, several towns of Ivussia.—I. gov, and
m. W.S.W. Smolensk, on the Svinaia. P. 1732.

re, on the 5th and 6th of Nov. 1812, the French
iny, retreating from Moscow, sustained a severe
feat by the Russians.—II. gov, Pskov, 35 m, S.

trov.—III. {Kholm\ gov. and 35 m. N.E. Tver,
about 2000.—IV. (Yar), gov. and 35 ra. E.N.E.
itrakhan, on an island in the Volga. P. 3000.

—

•asmiyar is also a vill., gov. and S.E. Simbirsk.
Krasnostow or Krasnystav, atown of Poland,
V. and 30 m. S.E. Lublin. P. 3896.
IvRASNO-UriMSK, a town of Russia, gov. and
s m. S.E. Perm, on the Ufa. P. 3050.

Krasnoyarsk, a town of Siberia, cap. gov.
miseisk, in a fertile plain, on the Yenesei, and
3 high route between Tobolsk and Irkutsk,
± 56° 6' N. ; Ion. 92° 57' 10" E. P. (1863) 9997,

is important as the emporium of a wide region

;

d it has several churches, government offices,

j

literary club, and manufactures of Russian
l.ther,

' Eraszna, a river, co., and vill. of Transylvania;
' river flows N.ward for 80 m., and joins the
leiss near Nameny. On it, near its source, is

' vill. of Kraszna, 44 m. N.W, Klausenburg,
th 1570 inhabitants, and warm baths,
Krauchthal, a town of Switzerland, cant.
ru, dist. Berthouel. P. 2377.
•vKAw (Isthmus os"), connects the Malay penin-
a with the rest of Further India, extending
ween lat. 9° and 12° N, A railway across the
'imus, 45 m. in length and nearly level, is in
itemplation, by which the transit of mails and
sengers overland from the Bay of Bengal to
Gulf of Siam will be effected in two hours.
present the passage from sea to sea, through

^' Strait of Malacca, requires, by steam, 4 to 5
>"s, and by sailing vessels 3 to 6 weeks. Now
average time by steam from Ceylon to Hong-
iig is 349 hours ; the new route will effect a
•ing of 56 hours.

Kkawakq, a Dutch residency of Java, on the
N. coast. P. 95,000. Cap. Poerwakarta.
Krefeld, Rhenish Prussia. [Crefei.d.]
Kremenetz, a town of Russian Poland, gov,

Volhynia, cap, dist., 36 m. W.S.W. Ostrog. P.
(1863) 10,449. It has several churches.
Krementschug, a town of Russia, gov. and 64

m, S.W. Poltava, cap. dist., on the Dnieper, here
crossed by a bridge of boats. P. (1863) 23,106.
It is enclosed by an earth rampart; and haa
manufs. of hats, refined sugar, nitre, and soap.
Kremnitz (Hungar. Kormocz Banya\ a mining

town of Hungary, circ. Bacs, 8 m. W. Neusohl.
P. 5176. It stands in a deep valley, surrounded
by seven hills, and has several suburbs, a castle,

mint, and a miners' infinnary. Its mines havo
about a dozen principal shafts, and lately yielded
15,000 marcs of silver, & 250 do. of gold annually

;

and coin to 250,000^. yearly issued from its mint.
Attached to the mines are neai-ly 20 smelting and
washing works, the machinery used in which is

the best in Hungary. Kremnitz has a royal vit-

riol factory, two paper mills, manufs. of earthen-
ware and vermilion ; and it is supplied with water
by an aqueduct 50 miles in length.

Krempe, a town of Denmark, duchy Holstcin,
4 m. N.N.E. Gluckstadt. P. 1300.

Krems, a town of Lower Austria, on a height,
on 1. b. of the Danube, at the influx of the Krems,
38 m. N.W. Vienna. P. 5300. It is enclosed by
old walls, and has a Piarist college, military and
high schools, large barracks ; alum, nitre, metal
buttons, soda, mustard, and vinegar factories.

—

II. a vill. of Styria, circ. Gratz, with a castle, and
manufactures of block tin.

Kremsih, a town of Moravia, circ. and 12 m.
S.W. Prerau, on the March. P. 6275. It has ^
Piarist college, a gymnasium, and high school.

During a part of 1849, it was the seat of the Aus-
trian government and imperial councils.

Kreuth, a bathing place and vill. of Upper
Bavaria, on the Tegem-see, near the Tirolese
frontier, 34 m. S.E. Munich.
Kkeutz, a town of Austrian Croatia, cap. circ,

24 m. S.S.E. Warasdin. P. 2800.

Kreutznach or Kreuznach, a town & water-
ing-place of Rhenish Prussia, gov. Coblentz, cap.

circ.,ontheNahe,8m. S.Bingen. P. (186^^)11,869.

It has Roman Catholic, Lutheran, and Calvinist
churches, a Jews' synagogue, gymnasium, and
manufactures of leather, snuff, and woollens, and
important salt works. It is frequented for its

salt springs. Temp. 45° to 84° Fahr.
Kreuzburg, several towns of Germany.—I,

Prussian Silesia, [Creuzburg.]—II. E. Prussia,

gov. and 15 m. S.W. Konigsburg, with a castle.

P. 1320.—III. a town, duchy Saxe-Weimar, on
the Werra, 16 m. N.W. Eisenach. P. 1921.

Kreuzburg or Keeutzburg, a fortified town
of Russia, gov. Vitebsk, on the Duna, 52 m. W.
Reshitza. P. 2000.

Kreybitz, a town of Bohemia, 28 m. N.E. Leit-

meritz, on the borders of Saxony. P. 1500.

Krienz, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
2 m. S.W. Lucerne. Pop. of pa. 3324.

Krilov or Krylov, a town of Russia, gov. and
170 m. N.N.E. Kherson, on the Dnieper. P.
2600.

Krishka, a river of S. India. [Kistnah.]
Krisso or Chryso, Crissa, (?) a small town of

Greece, gov. Phocis, 5 m. S.E. Salona.
Kristinestad, a seaport town of Finland, Iseu

and 55 m. S.W. Vasa, on a bay of the Gulf of Fin-
land. It has a harbour and building docks. P. 700.

Krivitz or Crivitz, a town of Mecklenburg-
Schwerin, 10 m. E.S.E. Schwerin. P. 2000.
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Kkobks, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. Po-

Ben, cap. circ., 8.E. Kosten. P. 1360.

Krojakke or Kraiknke, a town of W. Prussia,

gov. and 86 m. W.S.W. Marienwerder. P. 2620.

Krolevetz or Koroi.evetz, a town of Eussia,

gov. and 100 m. E.S.E. Tchernigov, with a large

aanual market. P. (1863) 7312.

Kromy, a town of Russia, gov. and 20 m S.W.
Orel, cap. dist., on the Kroma. P. 4618.

Kronach, a walledtown of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Pranconia, on the Kronach, 22 m. N.W. Baireuth.

P. 3200. It has manufs. of cutlery and trade in

timber, and a mineral spring.

Krone (DETJTSCH),Prussia.rDEUTSCHKrone.]—Polish Krone is a town in the prov. Posen, on
the Brahe, 14 m. N. Bromberg. P. 2400.

Kronoborg, a ten of Sweden. Area 3635 sq.

m. P. (1865) 162,553. [Wexio.]
Kronstadt (Hung. Brasso'), a town of the S.E.

of Transylvania, cap. dist. Burzenlande, or " dis-

trict of Kronstadt," on the N. slope of the E. Car-
pathians, 70m. E.S.E. Hei-manstadt, 2000 ft. above
the sea. P. (1857) 26.826. It consists of the

inner town, surrounded by walls, and inhabited

by Saxons;' the suburb of Alstadt, inhabited by
Szecklers; and that of Bulgarey by Wallacks.
Chief edifices, a large Gothic Lutheran church,
one other Protestant, two Roman Catholic, and
two Greek churches, town-hall and baiTacks. It

has a Protestant gymnasium, a Roman Catholic

primary school ; and manufs. coarse woollens and
linens. Kronstadt has the best paper mill and
book printing establishment in Transylvania.
The first books printed here were the Confession
of Augsburg and Luther's works. Although in

nearly the same latitude as Venice and Lyon, its

climate is very cold, and snow often falls on the
mountains in June. It is much resorted to by
travellers on their way to Bukharest and Jassy.

Kronstadt, a town of Russia. [Ckonstadt.]
Kropelin, a town of N. Germany, duchy Meck-

lenburg-Schwerin, 15 m. W. Rostock. P. 2000.

Kroppstadd, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov.
Merseberg, 8 m. N.E. Wittenberg. P. 1010.

Krosniewitz, a town of Poland, gov. and 78 m.
W. of Warsaw. P. 1206.

Krossno, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

cu-c. and 13 m. E.S.E. Jaslo, on the Wisloka. P.

5000. It has a castle and some convents, and is

an entrep6t for the sale of Hungarian wines.
Krotoszyn or Krotoshin, a town of Prussian

Poland, cap. circ, gov. and 54 m. S.S.E. Posen.
P. 6800, who manuf. woollen and linen fabrics,

tobacco, leather, and chicory, and have a large

trade in wool. The duchy of which it is cap.

belongs to the Prince of Tour and Taxis.

Krotzingen, a vill. of Baden, circ. Upper
Rhine, on the railway between Basle and Frei-
burg, 9 m. S.W. Freiburg. P. 1320.

Kroya or Oroya (Turk. Ak-Bissar), a town
of Albania, sanj. and 45 m. S.S.E. Scutari. P.
15,000. (?) It has some manufactures of arms.
Krumau, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 14 m.

S.S.W. Budweis, on an island in the Moldau. P.
5170. Manufs. of cottons, woollens, and paper.
Krummenau, a town of Switzerland, cant. St

Gall, dist. Haut Toggenbourg. P. 1584.

Kruschwitz, a market town of Prussian
Poland, gov. and 34 m. S.S.E. Bromberg. P. 390.

Krusenstern Island, one of the Diomede isls.,

Behring Strait. Lat. 65° 46' N. ; Ion. 168° 55' W.
Krushovatz or Krujevacz, a town of Servia,

near the Morava, 34 m. W. Nissa. It is the resi-

dence of a Greek bishop, and was the cap. of
Servia before it was conquered by the Turks.
KuBA, a fortified town of Eussia, in the Cau-

casus, prov. Daghestan, formerly residence of

khan on S. side of a riv. of same name. P. 7907.

has a bazaar and 3 mosques. On the opposite si

of theriveris Kuh/at, a Jews'N-ill. P. (1803)10,7:

Kuban, flypanis, a river of S. Russiix, rises ne
'Mount Elburz, receives numerous affluents frc

the Caucasian mountain chain ; and after

generally W. course estimated at 380 m., i
tween Circassia and the gov. Caucasus, ent(

the Bay of Kuban, Black Sea, 20 m. N. Ana'
It is rapid and difiicult of navigation. Along i

banks are numerous Russian forts.

Kubetchi, a town of Russian Caucasus, pr:
Daghestan, 42 m. N.N.W. Derbend. P. 60f

who manufacture anns and woollen cloths.

KuBiN, two vills. of Hungary.—I. Banat, 65
S.S.W. Temesvar. P. 4700.—II. {Also-Kvb;
32 m. N.N.E. Neusolil. P. 1333. [Also-Kubi;
Kuchuiva or Kutchwa, a town of Briti

India, dist. Mirzapoor, N.W., provs., on 1. b.

the Ganges, 35 m. S.W. Benares.
KuENLUN or Aneuta Mountains, East As

are separated from the Thiau-Shan by the gri,

valley of Yarkand, 3000 feet above the sea ; tlr

stretch eastwards from the southern terminatu
of the Bolor mountains, in the meridian of 76°

,

near the parallel of 36° N., to about the meridk
of 90° E. Little is known of their formati(,

except at the western end, where they meu
with the Karakorum Mountains, a range f-

merly represented as forming part of the Sf.j

chain, but which diverges from it in a direcii

from N.W. to S.E., parallel to the Himalayas, i

the Kuenlun range, the highest summits I

known are not more than 22,00(3 feet above the;;

but in the Karakorum, some peaks have receiw

been discovered nearly as high as the loftiestf

the Himalayas ; one of these, Dapsang Pi;,

estimated at 28,278 feet, rises from a plateaiJ

thesamename 17,000 ft. above the sea. TheKa-
korum Pass is 18,345 feet, and the Ilclii or Yau
Diwan Pass, in the Kuenlun, 19,100 feet higrh

KuFA, a decayed town of Asiatic Turkey, pi.

Bagdad, 25 m. S. the ruins of Babylon. It m
founded by the Caliph Omar, and contains 9

mosque where Ali was assassinated. Froirt

the Arabic characters designated Cujic are narru

KuFSTEiN, a town and fortress of the Til,

circ. Innthal, on the Inn, and on the Bavam
frontier, 43 m. N.E. Innsbruck. P. 1790.

KuHLOOR, a hill state or raj of India, betwa
lat 31° 10' and 31° 25' N., Ion. 76° 27' and 76"i'

E. Area 160 sq. m. Estimated pop. 32,250. It
lands on the banks of the Sutlej are alluvial, .d

the mountains and other high grounds consistf

recent sandstone, gravel, or indurated c/.

Chief crops, rice, wheat, barley, millet, ginjf,

hemp, pepper, opium, tobacco, and fruits. Pi-

cipal rivers, the Sutlej and Gumbhur or Gumb,
and other small streams. Chief towns, Belaspir,

Buhloor, Anandpoor, and Makowal, besides

other villages.

KuiLENBURG or KuLEMBURGH, a fortified t4i

of the Netherlands, prov. Gelderland, on >9

Lech, 10 m. N.W. Thiele. P. 4697. It J

manufactures of arms, silk fabrics, and twist

KuLA, a vill. of Hungary, co. Bacs, 26 m. Nf.

Neusatz, with Roman Catholic and G^k

churches. P. 6732.

KuLAH, a frontier vill. of Asiatic Tur'r',

pash. and 40 m. N.W. Kars.
KuLDjA, El& (t!hinese Hoji-Yuan), a fort: a

city of Chinese Tm-kestan, cap. of I)zoungil^

and of a military dist., on the Ili river. Lat '

61' N. ; Ion. 82° 27' E. P. 70,000, mostly M -

choo, a largo garrison being maintained ;
''

U
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lere are also 1500 Mohammedan families. It is

lie seat of considerable trade.

KuLmjERA, a large fortified vUl. of W. Hin-
ostan, dom. and 10 m. S.W. Banswara.
KuLLUGAUM, a frontier town of Beloochistan,

rov. Mekran, 120 ra. N.E. Bunpoor.
KuLM, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 6 m.
.S.E. Aargaii, in the valley of Kulm, watered by
io Wyae. P. 3220.

Kulm, several towns of Germany, etc.—I. W.
'russia, gov. and 34 m. S.W. Marienwerder, near
le Vistula. P. 6300. It has manufs. of woollen
Icith, a military school, Boman Catholic and
utheran churches.—II. a vill. of Bohemia, circ.

ad 16 m. N.N.W. Leitmeritz, at the foot of the

rzgebirge mountains. P. 630. Here on 29th
ud 30th August 1813, the French were totally

efeated by the confederated army, under the
)mmand of the Emperors of Kussia and Austria,

id King of Prussia.—III. a market town of Bo-
mia, circ. & 9 m. W.S.W. Elbogen, on the Eger.
KuLMBACU or CuLMBACH, a Walled town of

avaria, circ. Upper Franconia, on railway, 48
. N.E. Niirnberg. P. 4100.

KuLMSEE, a small town of W. Pmssia, gov.
iuienwerder, 15 m. S.E. Kulm. P. 1660.

KuLA'A, a vill. of British India, presid. and prov.

L'ugal. dist. Jessore, on an arm of the Ganges,
i m. E. Calcutta. It has a brisk trade, is a sta-

3u for steamers to take in coal, and the seat of

any sugar and indigo factories.

KuLO, a rajahship of the Punjab, consisting of

few valleys on the S. slope of the Himalaya, be-

vcen lat. 31° 30' and 32° 30' N., Ion. 77° 30' E.

KuTX)TZi or Khaletese, a large vill. of Central
.,ia, Ladakh, in lat. 34° 20' N., Ion. 76° 44' E.,

ar the Indus, which, in its vicinity, is crossed
, a wooden bridge about 30 yards in length.

KuLPA, a river of Austrian Croatia, rises 25 m.
.N.E. Fiume, flows E., mostly separating civil

id military Croatia ; and, after a course of 120

, joins the Save a little beyond Petrinia.

KulP Salt Mines, Armenia, 40 m. N.W.
ount Ararat, are on the Persian side of the
ras, but belong to the Eussians, and consist of

xavations in a salt hill range.
KUI.SHEIM, a town of Baden, circ. Lower
liiue, 6 m. S. Wertheim. P. 2200.
KuMANiA or CuMANiA, two privileged dists. of

ungary, W. of the Theiss.—I. {Great), capital

jlegyhaza.—II. {Little), capital Jasz-Bereny.
KuMAON, a prov, of North Hindostan, forming
part of British India, presidency Bengal, N.W.
ovs., comprised, with a part of Gurwhal, mostly
tween lat. 29° 5' and 31° 6' N., Ion. 78° 17' and
'' 56' E., including a portion of the S. slope of
fi Himalaya. Area (with Gurwhal) 6962 sq. m.
166,755. Some of its mountains rise to 26,000

et in elevation. The Upper Ganges and Kali
^^ers bound it on the W. and E. The central
id lower regions are almost an uninterrupted
lest. Wheat, hemp, rice, and a little com are
ised. The cultivation of the tea-plant has
en successfully introduced. Minerals are gold,

'Pper, and lead. Coarse woollen, hempen,
tton, camlet, and bamboo fabrics are woven,
id a transit trade is carried on between Tibet
id Hindostan. Periodical fairs are also held in
e principal towns, which comprise Almorah,
' cap., Mandi, and Kasipoor. Kumaon contains
imeroiis Hindoo temples and places of pilgri-
ige. The S. part of the territoryiseitherBhawar
lest lands) extending over the plain, or else
iiai(marsh). These tractsareunhealthy fromthe
ddle of March to the middle of October, during
liich period it is deserted by strangers & natives.

KuMAYLO Pass, one of the passes leading
from the coast, 10 m. from ZouUa to the
highlands of Abyssinia. Length 49 m., with
an easy ascent. Greatest elevation 7500 feet
at Sauafe.
Kumla Guru (the ''FooFs Fortress "), a range

of hill-forts in the Punjab, rajahship Mundi, near
the Beas, id lat. 31° 41' N., Ion. 76° 37' E. ; the
principal rising on an isolated rock to 1500 feet
above that river and 3000 feet above the sea.

KuN, two vills. and market towns of Hungary,
Kumania.—I. {St Martin), on the Koroe, 70 m.
S.E. Pesth. P. 7940.—II. {St Miklos), 32 m. S.E.
Pesth, on an arm of the Danube. P. 5360.
KuKASHiR, one of the KurUe isls., N.E. Jesso,

Japan. Length 70 m. ; average breadth 25 m.
KuNCHiNjUNGA, a peak of the Himalayas, in

Sikhim, lat. 27° 42' T N., Ion. 88° 11' 26' E.
Height 28,156 feet above the sea.

KuNDA, a small seaport town of Eussia, gov.
Esthonia, on the Gulf of Finland, with a new
harbour, 10 m. N.E. Wesenberg.
KuNERSDOHF, a vill. of Prussia, prov. Branden-

burg, 10 m. N.N.E. Frankfurt-on-the-Oder, the
scene of one of the greatest battles in the seven
years' war, when Frederick the Great was de-
feated by the combined Eussians and Austrians,
12th August 1759,

KuNG, a small town of Persia, prov. Laristan,
opposite the island Kishm, Parsian Gulf. Here
the Portuguese formerly wrought copper mines.
KuNGOUB, a town of Eussia, gov. and 42m. S.E.

Perm, on the Silva. P. (1863) 11,872. It has
tanneries, famous for the Eussian leather pro-
duced. Near it are iron-works.
KuN-HEYGES, a viU. of Hungary, Great Cuma-

nia, near Kardzag, on the Theiss. P, 6783.
KUNJPOOKA, a walled town of British India,

presid. Bengal, dist. and 73 m. N. Delhi.
KuNKHUL, a town and place of pUgrimage,

Hindostan, presid. Bengal, upper provs., dist.

Saharunpoor, on the Upper Ganges, 3 m, S.W,
Hurdwar. The head of the Ganges canal is a
little to the N, of the town.
KuNNAj or KuNNOUJ, a decayed town of British

India, dist. Furruckabad, in lat 27° 3' N., Ion. 79°
59' E. P, 16,000,

KuNZELSAU, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ, Jaxt,

on the Kocher, 24 m. N.E. Heilbronn. P. 2800.

It has manufactures of tobacco.

Kuopio, a town of Finland, cap. prov., on a pen-
insula, in Lake Kalavese, 180 m. E. Vasa. P. 4289.

Kuopio, a prov. of Finland, bordered by Ulea-
borg, E. by Olonetz, S. by Viborg and St Michel,
and W. by Vasa. Area 16,692 sq. m. P. (1864)
224,712. A vast plain inclining to the Gulf of

Finland, with numerous lakes.

KuPUBWAK, a town of British India, dist. and
32 m. S.E. Goruckpore. P. 600.

KUPPUKWUNJ, a town of British India, presid.

Bombay, dist. and 30 m, N.E, Kaira, P. 13,000.

It has manufactures of soap and pottery.

KupuzRiNA, a vill. of Austria, VVoiwodena, circ.

Ob Bacs, dist, Zombor. P. 2720.

KuR or KooK, Cf/rus, the principal river of
Georgia, Western Asia, the whole of which prov.
it drains, rises in the pashalic Akhalzikh, flows
mostly E.S.E., and enters the Caspian Sea, 100
m. S.W. Baku, after a course estimated at 520 m.
Chief affls,, the Aras or Araxes, Alazan, and Yara.
Kurdistan or Koordistan, Assyria, a region

of Western Asia, mostly between lat. 32° and 38°

N., Ion. 42° and 47° E., and shared between Tiu--

key and Persia ; Turkish-Kurdistan being mostly
comprised in the pash. Bagdad, and Persian

-

Kurdistan in the prov. Irak-Ajemi. Ai-ea esti-
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mated at about 52,000 sq. m. P. about 200 tribes

rf savage Kurds, in all about 2,000,000, one half

«f whom are migrating nomades, speaking differ-

unt dialects of Persian, and occupying a very hUly
j-egion, from Mount Ararat S.E. to the Persian
Gulf. They are nominally Mohammedans of the

Sunee sect. Mount Bistun rises to 12,000 feet.

Principal rivers, the Zab Aid, Zab Asfal, and
Diyalah, affluents of the Tigris. Cattle-rearing

is the chief occupation of the pop. ; sheep and
goats are annually transported hence to Constan-
tinople, Aleppo, etc. ; other products are rice, cot-

ton, tobacco, galls, & timber. The only cultivated

land, however, is near the villages.

KuRHESSEK, Germany. [Hessen- Cassel.]
KuKiLE Islands, a group of about 25 islands

in the North Pacific, extending from Elamtchatka
to Japan, of which latter dom. the three most S.

form a part, the rest belonging to Russia; be-

tween lat. 43° 40' and 57° N., Ion. 145° and 156°

E. Total estimated area 3070 sq. m. Pop. uncer-
tain, but small. The Kuriles form a continuation of

the volcanic mountains of East Asia. The inhabi-

tants live mostly by hunting and fishing, the pro-

ducts of which they barter to Russian, American,
Japanese, and Dutch traders. Chief islands, Itu-

rup, Kunashir, Paramushir, Urup, & Amakutan.
KrRLAND. [CorRLAND.J
KvRNAL, a town of British India, dist. Paniput,

on rt. b. of the Delhi Canal, N.W. Provs., 78 m.
N.W.Delhi. P. 15,029. Hasamilitaiy^ cantonment.

KuRxiK, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. and
13 m. S.S.E. Posen. P. 2730. Chief industry,

woollen cloth and damask weaving.
KuRNOOi, a dist. of British India, presid.

Madras, between lat. 14° 55' and 16° 15' N., Ion.

77° 47' and 79° 15' E. Area 2643 sq. m. P.

273,190. In 1851 this place was visited by a
severe storm, which occasioned vast injury to

works of irrigation, and a great loss of himian life.

—KurnooL, the (vip. town, is on the Toombuddra,
110 m. S.S.W. Hyderabad. P. 20,000.

Kl'RRACHEe:, the principal seaport town of

Sinde, on an inlet of the Indian Ocean, 18 m. from
the W.-most branch of the Indus. Lat. 24° 51'

N. ; Ion. 67° 2' E. P. (1853) of town and suburbs
22,227, and it has since greatly increased. It

stands on a low sandy shore, and a few years
ago consisted, with its extensive suburbs, mostly
of straggling huts ; but it has been almost re-

built, and greatly improved since it has become
a British possession, and its trade and conse-
quence are rapidly augmenting. The harbour,

which is being deepened and extended, is shel-

tered by Point Munorah, about 4 m. S.W., on
which is a foi-t, and beyond it a roadstead. Kur-
rachee was bombarded and taken by the British

in 1839. A railway, 105 m. to Kotree, opposite

Hyderabad, was opened in 1861, and it has now
(1867) telegraphic communication with Calcutta,

and with Europe by the Persian Gulf. Ithas large

warehouses, banking establishments, and all the

requisites for a vast commercial emporium ; and
regular steam communication with India and Eu-
rope. Imp. (1866) 2,019,550/.; exp., do., 2,792,793^

KuRRHLA or KiRiA, a town of Chinese Turke-
stan, 180 m. S.E. Khoten.

Kurre:e, a town of W. Hindostan, Guicowar's
dom., 25 m. N.W. Ahmedabad. P. 25,000.

KuRRiciiANE, a large town of Southern Africa,

Bechuana territory, near lat 25° 40' S., Ion. 27°

10' E., and 5000 feet above the sea.

Kurshee, one of the principal towns of the
Bokhara dom.. Central Asia, 100 m. S.E. Bokhai-a,

and S.W. Samarcand, in a fertile oasis. P. 10,000.

Kursk, a town of Russia, cap. gov. Kursk, on

rt. b. of the Seim, 120 m. X. Kharkov. P. 33,85
A lar^e annual fair is held near it in July, whe
goods are sold to the value of 1,000,000/. sterlinj

Area of gov. 17,433 sq. m. P. (ISfiS) 28,565.

KuKDM or Karux, EuloeuA, a river of Persi
rises in and traverses the Bakhtiyari hill countr
and the prov. Khuzistan, and enters the head
the Persian Gulf by several mouths, after a cour.

of 240 m. Principal affls. the Di2:ful and Jerak
The Haflfar Canal connects its lower part wi!

the Shat-el-Arab. It is navigable, for vessel

drawing 4 feet water, from the sea to within 6 1;

of Shuster.
KuRUMiN or New Latakoc, S. Africa.

KuRZOLARi Islands, Echinades, a small groti

of Ionian Islands, off the coast of Acarnani.
lat. 38° 20' N., Ion. 21° E., comprising Oxi.'

Makri, and Vroman, inhabited by fishers.

KusHA, a town of British India, dist. and 5 lit

N.E. Pumea, Bengal presid. P. 7500. A Clui;

tian church has been erected here.

Kusel, a town of Rhenish Bavai-ia, on the Glai

17 m. N.W. Kaiseriautern. P. 2200.

KusHYiKsiL, a mining town of Russia, gov. an
70 m. E.N.E. Perm. P. 6000.

Kusxetz, two towns of European Russia.—
gov. and 110 m. N.E. Saratov. P. 11,461, eit

ployed in tanning, iron works, and trading i

timber.—II. Asiatic Russia, gov. Tomsk, on tl

Tom, 150 m. E.N.E. Barnaul. P. 2120. It L;

iron works and trade in peltry.

Kcssnacht, two vills. of Switzerland.—I. caii

and 4 m. S.E. Zuiich, on the Lake of Zurici

P. 2602. It has baths, and cotton and woolle

manufs.—II. cant, and 11 m. W.N.W. Schwy:
at the N. extremity of the Lake of Luceru
famous in the history of William Tell, as tl

place where he escaped from Gessler. P. 263;5

KussooR, a town of the Punjab, near tl

Ghara (Sutlej), 27 m. S.S.E. Lahore. It is larg

ancient, enclosed by bastioned walls, subdividi

into numerous fortmed quarters, and has sever

mosques and palaces. Pop. Mohammedan.
Kustexdji, ConstatUiana, a fortified seapo

town of European Turkey, Bulgaria, on t)

Black Sea, 40 m. E. Rassova, at the terminatic

of Trajan's Wall, of which some traces remai

It has trade in corn, abundant supplies of whi'

are raised in its vicinity, but its harbour is e

posed, and ill adapted for large ships.

KCsTENLAND, Austria. [Littorale."]

KCsTRiN, a fortified town of Prussia, pro

Brandenburg, circ. and 17 m. N.E. Frankfiirt,

the confluence of the Wartha with the Oder, i

a marsh crossed by 36 bridges. P. (1864) lO.Oi

It has extensive grain and powder magazin
was bombarded by the Russians in 1758, i

taken by the French in 1806.

KuTAis, cap. town of gov. Kutaia, forme:

Imeretia, Russian Transcaucasia, and ancieul

the cap. of Colchis, 63 m. E.S.E. Redout-Kale, (

the Rion. P. 3808. Area of gov. 13,713 sq.

P. (1858) 540,852.

KcTAYA or KuTAiAH, CoticBum, a town of A;

Minor, Anatolia, in lat. 39° 24' N., Ion. 30° 19'

It stands in a mountainous region, is large a

populous, and has numerous mosques, pub

baths, and khans, Greek and Armenian church

and a mountain fortress. Trade in corn, cott

fruits, gall nuts, goats' hair and wooL
KuTCH, a prov. of W. Hindostan. [Cutch

KUTNO, a town of Poland, gov. and 70 m.

Warsaw, P. 5668, employed in manufactures

leather and woollen cloths, etc.
^

Kuttenberg, a town of Bohemia, circ an(.

m. N.W. Czaslau, on the railway from Praguf

1
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Virnna. P. 12,727. It has extensive copper,

lead, and silver mines.

KuTTr, a vill. of Austria, Hungaiy, co. Ober
N^eutra, dist. Skalitz. P. 2830.

KuTTiGEN, a town of Switzerland, cant. Aar-

riiu, in the pa. Kirchberg near Aargau. P. 1866.

KuTY, a town of Austria, Galicia, circ. and 20

Ti. S.E. Kolomea, on the Czeremosze. P. 4200.

KuTZENiiAUSEN, a comm. and vill. of France,

Icp. Ba.s-Ehin, arr. Wissembourg, cant. Soultz-

,1 lUs-Forets. P. 1040. Bitumen mines.

KwANGS, a prov., China. Lat. 19° N., Ion. 110°.

frre the Tae-Ping rebellion commenced in 1849.

Kwi-cnow, a prov. in the S.W. of China, the

loorest and least important of the 18 provs.

Vrea 64,554 sq. m. P. 5,679,128. Mountainous;
afctle-rearing is chiefly followed by the inhabi-

ants, who are rude and uncultivated. It has

nines of gold, silver, Vermillion, and iron, and is

iivided into 16 deps. Chief city, Kwei-yang.
Kwi-LiN or QuKi-LiNG, a city of China, cap.

iirov. Quang-si, on the Kwi-kiang river, 235 m.
^.W. Canton, fortified in the European stylo.

Kyle, a dist., Scotland, middle part- of co. Ayr.
Kyles-of-Bute, a narrow arm of the Firth of

Ivde, Scotland, between the N.W. of the Isle of

iute and the mainland of co. Argyle. Its shores

le highly picturesque. There is a vitiifled fort

11 Burnt island ; and boreal shells, now existing

a Greenland, are found on its N. shores.

Kyloe, a chapelry of England, co. Northum-
ioiland, 6 m, N.W. Belford. Ac. 8285. P. 1004.

Kyme, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 7 m.
E.KE. Sleaford. Ac. 8358. P. 1004.

Kyouk Piiyoo, the cap. town and chief mili-
tary station of the island of Ramree, British prov.
An-acan. It has a very fine harbour, consisting
of inner and outer basins. The hai-bour and
Fletcher Haye Straits would afford safe anchor-
age for the shipping of the world.

Kyp^uiissia (foi-merly Arkadia), a seaport town
of Greece, Morea, cap. gov., on the Gulf of Ar-
kadia, 24 m. N. Navarino. P. 2500.
Kyragukh, a town of India, Berar dom., 114

m. E.N.E. Nagpore.
Kykanuh, a town of British India, N.W. provs.,

in lat. 29° 23' N., Ion. 77° 16' E. P. 11,470.
Kyre, a pa. of England, co. and 16 m. W.N.W.

Worcester. Ac. 1520. P. 152.

Kykee (Dera & Gurree), two vills. of Sinde,
respectively 12 and 37 m. N. Larkhana.
Kyreeghur, a town of British India, prov.

and 136 miles N.W. Oude, on the Kali.

Kyritz, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
gov. Potsdam, cap. circ, on an affluent of the
Elbe, 53 m. N.W. Berlin. P. 3600.
Kyskal, a decayed town of Siberia, gov. To-

bolsk, near the Obe, ruined by fire in 1841.

Kythul, a town of India, Sirhind, cap. dist. of

Kythul, in lat. 29° 49' N., Ion. 76° 28' E. It has
a fine palace, and kilns producing large quanti-
ties of sal ammoniac. From failure of heirs to
the last rajah, it fell to the British in 1843, when
it comprised 516 villages.

Laa, a town of Lower Austria, on an island of
he Thaya, 36 m. N. Vienna. P. 1350.
Laak, a small town of Illyria, Krain, circ. and

2 m. N.W. Laybach. P. 1072.

Laaland or LoLLAJSD, an island of Denmark,
1 the Baltic, between lat. 54° 38' and 54° 58' N.,
m. 11° and 11° 62' E. Area 462 sq. m. P. with
alster (1860) 86,797. Surface low and level

;

is one of the most fertile of the Danish
glands, producing com, hemp, hops, apples, and
iraber.

Laarat, a small island of the Malay Archi-
' lago, off the N. extremity of Timor-laut.
Laas, a small town of Austria, Carniola, circ.

.delsberg, 29 m. S. Laybach. P. 530.
Laasphe, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
nd 36 m. S.S.E. Amsberg, on the Lahn. P.
950. It has woollen cloth and iron works.
Labador, an island of India, at the mouth of
le Megna river, its centre being in lat. 22° 22'
''., Ion. 90° 48' E. Length 11 m., breadth 5 m.
Laber, three small rivers of Bavaria, tribu-

iries to the Danube.—I. Scliwarz (or Black)
nhs.—ll. Grogs (or Great) Lakes.—III. Klein
ir Little) LMhes—Also a vill. on one of these,
're. Upper Palatinate, 10 m. N.W. Kegensburg.
Labes, a town of Prussian Pomerania, gov.
nd 42 m. E.N.E. Stettin. P. 3000.
Labuu, a town of East Prussia, gov. and 25

1- N.E. Konigsberg, on the Deine, P. 3680.
Labiszin or Labischin, a town of Prussian
oland, gov. and 13 m. S.S.W. Bromberg. P. 2520.
Labol'chere, a co. of Queensland, traversed
y the Dawson river. Lat. of centre 25° 30' S.,
,'n. 149° 45' E.
Labrador, a vast peninsula of British North
menca, between lat. 49° and 63° N., Ion. 65°
'd 79° W., bounded on 3 sides by the Gulf of
t Lawrence, N. Atlantic, Hudson Strait and

Bay, and approximately on the S.W. by the
Eupert, Mistassinni, and Bersiamits rivers. Area
about 42,000 sq. m., equal to the British Isles,

France, and Prussia combined. It is very thinly

peopled by nomadic bands of Montagnais, Nas-
quapee, and Mistassinni Indians,and the northern
coasts by wandering Esquimaux. This immense
region is quite unfit for the abode of civilised

man, and though once rich in fur-bearing animals
& in cariboo or reindeer, it is now almost a desert.

The peninsula is divided into three parts, sup-
posed to be separated by watersheds : the area
draining into the St Lawrence belongs to Canada;
that drained by the Atlantic is called Labrador,
and is under the jurisdiction of Newfoundland

;

and the remainder, draining into Hudson Bay, is

called East Main. The Moisie, or Great Eiver,

rises in lakes and swamps in Eastern Canada,
and enters the Gulf of St Lawrence in Ion. 66°

10' W. It has always been the leading line of

communication between the coast and the in-

terior, and in its course presents gigantic cascades
and rapids. The table-land in the interior is

eminently sterile ; cariboo moss covers the rocks,

and stunted spruce, birch, and aspen grow in the
ravines. It is strewed with immense numbers
of boulders, which are perched on the summits
of the hills. Climate severe, but less foggy than
Newfoundland. Temperature of summer 85°

Fahr. ; winter 30° below zero. The whale, cod,

salmon, and herring fisheries off Labrador cm-
ploy,during the season, about 1000 decked vessels.

Much of the produce is sent to Newfoundland
before being exported to Europe. Total annual
value of produce in fish, oil, etc., estimated
at 600,000/. The European settlements, all on
the E. coast, consist of Forteau and Bradnrf
Bays, Anse, le Blanc, and the Moravian mission
stations Nain, Okhak, Hopedale, and Hebron- —
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Labrador was discovered by Cabot in 1496 ; and
rediscovered by Hudson in 1610.

Labreoe:, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, cap. cant., 11 m. S. Bourdeaux. P. 1475.

Labrit, a comm. and vill^ France, dep. Landes,
arr. and 16 m. N. Mont-de-Marsan. P. 1036.

Labro, a vilL of Central Italy, prov. Perugia,

9 m. N.W. Kieti. P. 1348. It has a collegiate

church and an hospital.

LABRUGUifeKE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Tarn, cap. cant., 4 m. S.S.E. Castres. P. 3600.
Labuan, an island of Malaysia, off the N.W.

coast of the island, and 30 m. N. of the town
of Borneo. Lat. of its centre 5" 14' N., Ion.

115° 19' E. Length 10 m., breadth 5 m. The
vill. of Victoria has a harbour, extensive mines of

coal, and abundance of good water. It was taken
possession of by the British in 1846. P. (1863)
Europeans, 40 ; coloured, 3505. Eevenue (1863)
2214/!; expenditure 7464/, Imports 42,774/.; ex-
ports, 13,122/.

Labu-Hadjt, a seaport town of the Malay Ar-
chipelago, on the E. coast of the island Lombok.
Labuhs, a town of Russian Poland, gov.

Volhyuia, on the Khorim, 50 m. W.S.W. Jitomir.
Lacaracooxda, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, dist. Beerboom, 111 m. N.W. Calcutta.

Lacaune, a comm. and vill. of S. France, dep.
Tarn, arr. and 23 m. E.N.E. Castres. P. 3543.

Lacazb:, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Tarn, arr. and 16 m. N.E. Castres. P. 2331.
Laccadive Islbs, a group of low islands in the

Indian Ocean, Cananore dom., extending between
lat. 10° and 12' N., Ion. 72° and 74° E., about 150
m. W. of the Malabar coast. They consist of 17
principal isles of coral formation. Aggregate
pop. 6800. Principal products are coir, jaggery,
cocoa and betel nuts, with some rice, sweet po-
tatoes, and small cattle. Annual tribute to the
British 1000/.

Lacchiakella, a comm. & vill. of N. Italy, prov.
Milan, circ. Abbiate-grasso, on the Olona. P. 2869.
Lacco, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Naples,

circ. PozzuolL P. 1509.
Lac (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, d«p.

Donbs, arr. Pantarlier, cant Morteau. P. 2105.
Lacebt, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.

W.S.W. Great Grimsby. Ac. 2037. P. 1012.
Lacedogna, a small town of South Italy, prov.

Avellino, cap. circ, 19 m. E.S.E. Ariano. 'P. 5789.
It is a bishop's see. Anc Aqvilonia. [Ka8HMIK.1
Lacepede Islands, a group of low sandy is-

lands, N.W. Australia, off Dampier Land.

—

Lace-
pede Bay, South Australia, is that part of En-
counter Bay immediately N. Cape Bemouilli.
Lachen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant and 13 m.

N.N.E. Schwyz, on Lake of Zurich. P. 1508.
Lachford, a chapelry of England, co. Ches-

ter, pa. Grappenhall, 1 m. S.E. Warrington. Ac.
1010. P. 2885.
Lachine, a vill. of Canada E., on the St Law-

rence and on rail. 9 m. from Montreal. It is the
residence of the governor of the Hudson Bay Co^
whence voyageurs set out in spring for the fur-
hunting grounds. A canal connects the navigable
waters at Montreal with L. St Lonis at Lachine.
Lachlax or CoiAJiE, a river of New S. Wales,

Australia, rises by several heads in the cos. King
and Georgiana, flows W., and joins the Murrum-
bidgee, a trib. of the Murray river, near lat. 34°
30' S., Ion. 144° 10' E. Total course may be esti-

mated at 540 miles.

Lachlan, a pastoral district of New S. Wales,
between the rivers Lachlan and Murrumbidgee.
It If bighly auriferous in some parts. Area 22,800
sq. m. P. (1861) 14,814.

La Chroma, an islet of the Adriatic, 5 m.]
Kagusa, at which Richard Cceur de Lion, king (

England, landed on his return from Palestine.

Lachsa, a town of Arabia, on a bay of tl

Persian Gulf, opposite the island Bahrein. Tl
dist of Lachsa has a pop. estimated at 100,000.

La Chute, a town of Canada East, cap. c

Argenteine, on North river, a tributary of tl

Ottawa, 45 m. from Montreal. An industri

and commercial college was incorporated in 185
with 4 professors and 175 pupils.

Lackawanna, a township of the U. 8., Nar('
America, in Luzerne co., Pennsylvania.—^11.

river in N.E. part of Pennsylvania, debouchii
into the N. branch of the Susquehanna, 10 i;

above Wilkesbane.
Lackford, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5J i:

N.W. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 2243. P. 197. 1

Laclede, a co. of U. S., North America, Mis
souri. P. 4877 free, 305 slaves. 1

liAcocK or Laycock, a pa. of England, c?

Wilts, 3 m. S. Cliippenham. Ac. 3639. P, 149)

Laconi, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov. ati

45 m. N. Cagliari, cap. mand., on a hill. P. 215t

Laconia, a gov. of Greece, comprising tl?

S.most sub-peninsula of the Morea. Area 16;J

sq. m. P. 112,910. Principal town Sparta.

Lacrosse, a co., TJ. S., North America, Wi;
consin. P. 12,186.

Lada Isles, a cluster of high rugged ialaQi

off the N.W. coast of the Malay peninsula.
Ladakh or Middle Tibet, a prov. of K

mere, between lat 32° 20' and 35° N., Ion. li

and 79° 30' E., having S. and S.W. the Himalaj
separating it from Kashmere and other depender
cies of the Punjab, N. the Karakorum mou:
tains, separating it from Chinese Turkestan, 1

Great Tibet, and N.W. Baltee or Little TibiJ

P. 125,000, mostly Tibetan, a Mongolian rac

who are said to be peaceable, honest, an
hospitable. Lamaism is the prevailing religioi

Surface wholly mountainous, intrspersed wit

narrow valleys, the principal being those of t

Upper Indus and its afiluents. Soil sterile, an

climate severe and variable. The rays of t

sun are oppressive. In September, at an elev;

tion of 15,500 feet, the thermometer, resting c

the rocks, reached 158°; at 14,500 feet, the ii

strument resting on the sand, gave 130° ; and '

a tent, 13,000 feet in elevation, it reached 11

Fahr. This phenomenon is attributed to i\

rarefaction and tenuity of the atmosphere, frc

elevation and absence of moisture. From Decei;

ber till February the thermometer ranges fro

10° to 20° Fahr.
; yet the mountain sides beii

carefully embiinked with stone dykes, and inda
triously cultivated, pretty good crops of whe;'

barley, buckwheat, apples, and apricots 8

grown. Prangos, a peculiar kind of fodder,

abundant Sulphur, iron, lead, copper, and go!.

which abounds in the beds of the rivers, but

prohibited by the government from being c-

lected ; and this country is the great dep6t '

the wool used for the manufacture of Cashm-
shawls. The transit trade with all the neighb-j.

ing regions is extensive, and conducted mos'

by means of mules and sheep. Armed force cc

sists of a peasant-militia, and Ladtthh has be

repeatedly under the rule of more powerful neig

hours. During the life of Runjeet Singrh

formed a part of his dominions. Principal city I

[Kashmir.]
Ladany, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Bek

Czanad, dist Szeghalom. P. 3920.

Ladbroke, a pa. of England, co. Warwick
m. S. Southam. P. 274.

I
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Ladkinoe-Pole, a town of Russia, gov. Olo-

ictz, on the Svirlia, 30 m. from its mouth, in

r.ake Ladoga. P. 518. Here, under Peter the

jreat, the first Eussian ships were built for the

navigation of the Baltic.

Ladenburg, a town of Baden, circ. Lower
^hine, cap. dist, on the Neckar, with a station

m the Main-Neckar Eailway, 6 m. E.S.E. Mann-
leira. P. 2450.

Ladignac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

laute-Vienne, arr. St Yriex. P. 2429.

Ladik, the modern name of the ancient Lao-
llcea Combusta, Asia Minor.

Ladock, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 3|- m.
V.N.W. Grampound. Ac. 5691. P. 742.

Ladoga (Lake), a large lake of European Eus-
ia, mostly between lat. 69° 58' and 61° 46' N.,

:m. 30° and 33° E., enclosed by the govs. St Pe-
prsburg, Olonetz, and Wyborg. Area 6,190 sq.

1. ; 59 feet above the sea ; depth very unequal

;

1 lores low; contains several islands, and nume-
ous rocks and quicksands; and is subject to

torms, rendering its navigation diflBcult. It re-

;
eives about 60 rivers, and discharges its surplus

raters by the Neva into the Gulf of Finland.

'he Ladoga Canal, 70 m. in length and 74 feet

1 breadth, and the Siasi and Svir Canals, form a
avigable chain all around its S. and S.E. sides.

Ladoga (New), a town of Bussia, gov. and
m. E. St Petersburg. P. 3000.

Ladrones or Marianne Islands, a group in

16 North Pacific, Micronesia, belonging to Spain,
etween lat. 12° and 17° N., Ion. 144° and 145°

1., consisting of 17 large and numerous small
Is., 5 of which are inhabited. Pop. at one time
00,000, now greatly reduced. They are of vol-

uiic origin. Principal isls., Gurjan, Eota, Sai-
rm, and Tinian, on the first of which is the cap.

)wn St Ignacio de Agaiia. P. (with dist.) 5620.

Ladrones, a small group of islands in the

hinese Sea, opposite the entrance to the Canton
vnT, 18 m. S.E. Macao.
Ladwa, a town of N. Hindostan, cap. a small
liefship, 22 m. E.N.E. KumauL
Lady, a pa. of Scotland, co. Orkney, in the
.E. of the Isle of Sanda. Area 8 sq. m. P.
122.

—

Ladyhank is a station on the N. B. Eail.,

Gotland, CO. Fife, at its divergence to Perth.
Lady Isle, an uninhabited rocky islet off the
'.coast of Scotland, co. and 5^ m. N.N.W. Ayr.
is important as affording the only sheltered

lehorage along a great extent of coast.

Lady Julia Percy Island, an islet off the S.
)ast of Australia, in Portland Bay. Lat 38° 35'

: Ion. 141° 60' E.
Ladykirk, a pa. of Scot., co. and 7 m. W.S.W.
?rwick-on-Tweed. Ac. 3446. P. 564.
Laeken, a vill. of Belgium, prov. S. Brabant, 2

. N. Brussels, with the royal palace of Laeken.
Laezhaza, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co.
iti dist. Jazygien. P. 3573.
Lafayette, several cos., U. S., N. America.—I.

S. of Louisiana. Area 376 sq. m. P. (1860)
10 free, 4463 slaves.—II. in N. of Mississippi.
lea 790 sq. m. P. 8996 free, 7129 slaves.—III.
W. of Missouri. Area 653 sq. m. P. 13,724

'e, 6374 slaves.—IV. in S. of Arkansas. Area
,«90 sq. m. P. 4153 free, 4311 slaves.—V.
S.W. of "Wisconsin. Area 631 sq. m. P.
434.—VI. in Florida. P. 1491 free, 877
>ves. Also several townships.— I. 130 m.
•N.W. Albany.—II. a vill., Georgia, in its N.W.

""'•—HI- a vill., Indiana, on the navigable "Wa-
sh, 65 m. N.W. Indianapolis. P. 9387. It has
ourt-house, gaol, mkt.-house, bank, 7 churches,
a is connected by canal with Lake Erie.—IV.

a town, Louisiana, forming the N.E. suburb of
New Orleans. P. 14,190. It has a steam ferry
across the Mississippi.

Lafoitrche, a branch of the Mississippi river,

U. S., N. Amer., Mississippi, leaves the river near
Donaldsville, and flows 90 m. S.E. into the Gulf
of Mexico.—II. a co. in S.E. of Louisiana. Area
1337 sq. m. P. 7649 free, 6395 slaves.

Lagan, a river of Ireland, Ulster, rises in the
Slieve-Croob mountains, co. Down, and after a
N.E. course of 35 m., enters Belfast harbour. It

has been made navigable beyond Lisburn, whence
a canal connects it with Lough Neagh.
Lage, a town of North Gennany, grand duchy

Mecklenburg-Schwerin, circ. "Wenden, on the
Eecknitz, 12 m. N.E. Giistrow. P. 1630.—II. a
vill. in the principality of Lippe-Detmold, on the
"Werra, 7 m. S.W. Lemgo. P. 1500.
Laggan, a pa. of Scotland, co. Inverness, about

17 m. S.E. Fort Augustus. P. 986. Length of

Loch Laggan, in this pa., about 6 miles.

Laggan, a post town of New South Wales, co.

Georgiana, 155 m. S.W. Sydney.
Laghuat, a territory, N. Africa, S. of Algeria.

Taken possession of by the French in 1854.
Lagnasco, a comm. and vill. of North Italy,

prov. Coni, circ. and 4 m. S.E. Saluzzo. P. 2202.
Lagnieu, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ain, arr. and 18 m. N. Belley. P. 3317.

Lagny, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Mame, an-, and 10 m. S.W. Meaux, on 1.

b. of the Marne. P 3958.

Lago, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and 10 m.
S.W. Cosenza. P. 3713.

Lago-Maggiore or Lake of Locarno, Lacus
Verbanus, a lake of N. Italy, enclosed by Pied-
mont, Lombardy, and the Swiss canton Ticino,

being the most W. of the great lakes in this

region. Shape very irregular. Length 40 m.,

average breadth 2 m. ; area of Swiss portion 17 sq.

m., depth in some places 300 fathoms. The Ticino
river, of which it is properly but an expansion,
enters and leaves the lake. It contains the Bor-
romean Isles, and is traversed by steam packets.

Climate cool, owing to the proximity of glaciers
;

and it is subject to sudden thunder-storms in

summer.
Lagonegro, a town of S. Italy, prov. Potenza,

cap. circ, and 76 m. S.S.E. Salerno, near the lake
of same name. P. 4762. It has manufs. of wool-
len cloth and caps.

—

Lago Santo is a vill. of N.
Italy, prov. and 26 m. E.S.E. Ferrara. P. 1689.

Lagoons, a post town of New S. Wales, co. and
10 m. S. Bathurst.

Lagor, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. B.-
Pyr^nees, cap. cant., 15 m. N.W. Pau. P. 1170.

Lagos, a fortified seaport town of Portugal,

prov. Algarve, cap. comarca, 110 m. S. Lisbon.
P. 6800. It has a military asylum.
Lagos, a town of Mexico, state and 100 m-

E.N.E. Guadalaxara. Near it are silver mines.
Lagos, a town of Guinea, W. Africa, on the

Bight and 160 m. W. Benin. P. 6000. It was
captured and destroyed by the British, Dec. 1851,
and proclaimed a British possession in August
1861; since which time the slave trade has been
abolished. Eevenue (1862) 7130^. ; expenditure
6510Z. Imports 77,933;. ; exports 61,932/.

Lagos, a gulf and town of European Turkey,
Eumili, 88 m. S.W. Adrianople.
Lagosta, the most S. island of Dalmatia, Aus-

tria, in the Adriatic. Length 6 m., by 4 m. in

breadth. On its N. coast is a vilL of same name,
with a fishing port. P. 1200.

Lagov, a town of Eussian Poland, prov. and
35 m. W.N.W. Sandomir. P. 1600.
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TiACrOV, a town of Prussia, gov, FrankfUrt, circ.

Sternberg. P. 430.

La Grange, a cq. of the U. S., North America,
in N.E. of Indiana. Area 380 sq. m. P. (I860)

11,366. Also several townships.—I. New York,
Duchess CO.—II. Ohio, 111 m. N.N.E. Columbus.
—III. Alabama, co. Franklin, near Eusselville,

and having a Methodist college, founded in 1830.

—IV. Georgia, 108 m. W. Milledgeville.—V. a
vill. of Texas, co. Fayette, 60 ra. S.E. Austin.

Lagrasse, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aude, 22 m. S.E. Carcassonne, on 1. b. of the

Orbieu. P. 1220. It has iron works.
LAGRAuLitRE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Corrfeze, arr. Tulle, dist Seilhac. P. 1854.

Laguna, two towns of S. America.—I. Brazil,

prov. Santa Catharina, 60 m. S.W. Desterro, at

the mouth of a lagrune, whence its name. P. 1000.

—II. Peru, dep. Assuay, cap. prov. Majmas, on
the Huallaga, in lat. 5° IC S., Jon. 75° 40' W.

Lagltja, a post vill. of New S. Wales, on the
Great N. Road, 6 m. S. Wollombi.
Laguna-de-Madre, U. S., N. America, Texas,

CO. San Patricio, extends along the coast nearly
from the mouth of the Eio Grande del Norte to

that of the Nueces, commimicating with the gulf

by three shallow inlets between the islands del

Padre, de Bayin, etc., and terminating N. in Cor-
pus Christi Bay. Length, N. to S., 100 m^
breadth 10 miles.

Laguna (St Christoval de la\ a town of the
island Teneriffe, on its N. side, in the Atlantic, on
a high and healthy plain. P. 6532.

Lah, a military post in Sinde, held by the late

Ameers for levying the customs between Cutch
and Hyderabad. Lat. 23° 58' N. ; Ion. 68° 40' E.
Lahadj or Lahaj, a town of Ambia, Yemen,

18 m. N.W. Aden. It stands in a wide and cul-

tivated plain, enclosed by gardens, and has a
bazaar and a sultan's residence. P. 5000.

Lahar, a town of India, territory of Gwalior,
85 m. S.E. Agra. In 1780 the fort was stormed
and taken by the British.

Lahijan, a town of Persia, prov. Ghilan, 30
m. E.S.E. Eesht. P. 7000.

Lahn, a river of Central Germany, after a W.
course of 100 m., through Prussia, Hessen, and
Nassau, joins the Ehine 4 m. S.E. Coblenz.
Lahn, a town of Pnissian Silesia, gov. and 23

m. S.W. Liegnitz. P. 960.

Lahnstein (Ober), a town of W. Pnissia, 8

m. W.N.W. Nassau, on the Lahn, near its mouth
in the Ehine. P. (1864) 3126. [Niederlahn-
6TEIN.]
Lahoum, a seaport town of Sweden, lasn and

15 m. S.S.E. Halmstad, on theLaga-an. P. 1261.

Lahore, the cap. city of the Punjab, British

India, on an affluent of the Eavee, in lat. 31° 36'

N., Ion. 74° 21' E. Pop. estimated at about 95,000.

It is enclosed by a double line of defences, the

outer being about 7 m. in circuit. Here are many
large and handsome mosques & Hindoo temples,

and around it for many miles are extensive Mo-
hammedan ruins, with the fine tomb of the Em-
peror Jehangire, and the garden of Shah Jehan.
It has well supplied markets, and a citadel, con -

taining the palace of the Sikh sovereigns. Under
the Mogul emperors, the city was ofmuch greater

extent In 1748, it fell into the hands of Ahmed
Shah ; in 1798, Eunjeet Singh was invested go-
vernor and rajah. After the final defeat of the
Sikhs, in 1849, the city was taken possession of

by the British. In the fort are preserved the hair,

sandals, and staff of Mohammed, brought by
Timur to India, and long held by Eunjeet Singh,
•who refused a lac of rupees for one of the sandals.

It has a government school with (1868) JK'

pupils. The upper class is devoted to theiHn>
of natives of rank. A railway from Lahore
Umritsir was opened in 1862, and another
Mooltan, 206 m., with an extension to the steam
wharf on the Chenab, 118 m., in 1864.

Lahoul, a dist. of British India, in the N.E.
the Punjab, between lat. 32° 5' and 33° 8'N., Ic

76° 45' and 46' E. Area 1872 sq. m. This di

trict is surrounded with lofty mountains ; t

Eitanka Pass on the S., 13,300 feet ; and the Ba-

Lacha Pass on the N.W., 16,500 feet in elevati

above the sea ; besides other peaks in the vicini:

rising still 1000 feet higher, and covered with p
ennial snow. The general elevation of the wh(>
country is very great. The territoiy is traversi

by innumerable torrents, which feed the Snr.i

bhaga and Chandrabhaga ; the junction of the

:

forms the Chenab river. This district has or i

two villages, and no towns. Good grain crops t -

produced. The population are a Tartar race, a

:

votaries of Lamaism. Manufs. woollens for cl

mestic use. The men are employed as carric

between Chumb Kulu and Ladak, and they tran

port goods on the backs of ponies.

Lahr, a town of Baden, circ. Middle Ehine, r

the Schutter, 53 m. S.S.W. Carlsruhe. P. 62]
Manufs. Uuens, woollens, and cottons.

Laibach, a town of Austria. [Laybach.]
Laichev, a town of Eussia. [Laishev.]
Laichingen, a market town of Wurtembe:

circ. Danube, 16 m. N.W. Dim. P. 2000. It h
60 looms for manuf. of fine linens and damask.
Laichpoor, a town of Sinde, 60 m. S.S."^

Hyderabad. Lat. 24° 34' N. ; Ion. 68° 22' E.

Laigle, Aquila, a comm. and town of Franc
dep. Ome, cap. cant., on the Eille,17 m. N.E. Mo
tagne. P. 5676. It has thriving manufs. of needli

pius, and steel goods.
Laigle, an island of Canada E., formed by t

confluence of the Prairie & the St Lawrencerivt
Laignes, a comm. and town of France, dt

Cote-d'Or, arr. and 10 m. W. Chatillon-si

Seine. P. 1410. Manufs. hats and linens.

Laigueglia, a market town of N. Italy, pi'

Genoa, 6 m. S.S.W. Albenga, on the Mediten
nean. P. 876.

Lailly, a comm. and vill. of France, (1<

Loiret, aiT. Orleans, dist. Beaugency. P. 22'2.

Lainate, a comm. and vill. ofN. Italy, prov.

11 m. N.W. Milan. P. 2898. The Duke of Mils

has a splendid palace and botanic gardens hero

Laindon with Basildon, a pa. of England, c

Essex, ^ m. S.S.E. Billericay. Ac 3999. P. 6;

Laino", a market town of S. Italy, prov. (

senza, 23 m. N.W. Cassano. P. 3173.

Laira, a vill. of England, co. Devon, with

station, forming the terminus of the Exeter n

Plymouth Eailway, 2 m. E. Plymouth. P. G7

Lairg, a pa. of Scotland, co. Sutherland, 18

W.N.W. Dornoch, on Loch Shin. Surface ahnfc

entirely in lake, wood and sheep-walk. P. 96^

Laishev, a town of Eussia, gov. ai.d 30m.S.
Kasan. P. 2470, chiefly engaged in the trait

trade of iron and salt by the river.

LAisaAC, a comm. and town of France, < •

Aveyron, cap. capt, 23 m. N.W. Milhau. P. 1
.

•

It has manufactures of pottery and paper.

Lai-tchou, a fortified maritime town of CL ,

prov. Shan-tung, cap dep.,on the Gulf of Pe-tc -

lee, 280 m. S.E. Peking.
Lajatico, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. 1

circ. Pisa. P. 1807.

Lakahureah, a vill. of the Punjab, 60 ni. I *

Mooltan, on the route thence to Lahore.

Lake, several cos. of the U. S., N. Americ -

I

l<
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iti N.E. of Ohio. Area 220 sq. m. P. (1860)

57(3.—II. in N.W. of Indiana. Area 468 sq.

P. 9145.—III. in N. of Illinois. Area 468

m. P. 18,257. Also a township^ Oliio, 105

N.E. Columbus. P. 1732.

Lakemba, island, S. Seas. [ViTi.l

Lakexham, a pa. of England, co.Norfolk, 1|

S.S.W. Norwich. P. 4866.

Lakenheath, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

th a station on the Eastern Counties Railway,

I
m. W.S.W. Brandon. Ac. 10,550. P. 1797,

I
Lake of the Fouu Cantons. | Lucerne.]

' Lake of the Thousand Isles, British N. Ame-
a, Canada West, an enlarged portion of the river

Lawrence, where it emerges from L. Ontario,

extends for 40 m. N.E. from Kingston, and is

)posed to contain 1700 isls. ; the largest, Wolfe
and, is 10 m. in length by 6 m. in breadth.

Lake of the Woods, a lake of British North
nerica, lat. 49° N., Ion. 95° W., circumference
1 m. It is studded with wooded islands; re-

ves the Rainy river from the S., and north-
rd gives origin to the river Winnipeg.
^jAke Superior, America. [Superior.]
Lak-nagy, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co.

kes-Czanad, dist. Mako. P. 10,220.

i;AK00RA, a vill. of Beloochistan, prov. Jhala-
n, 60 m. S.W. Kelat.

[.ALAND, an island of Denmark. [Laaland.]
Lalant-Uny, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,
II. S.E. St Ives. Ac. 3927. P. 2319.

[.albexque, a comm. and town of France, dep.

t, arr. & 8 m. S.S.E. Cahors, cap. cant. P. 2054.

Laleham, a pa. of Engl., co. Middlesex, on the
lames, 2J m. S.E. Staines. Ac. 1214. P. 613.

Laleston, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamor-
n, 3J m. W. Bridgend. Ac, 1631. P. 536.

Lalita-Patan, a town of N. Hindostan, Ne-
nl, 2 m. S. Khatmandoo. P. 24,000. (?)
Lallee, a town of the Punjab, between the
enab and Jhylum rivers, 95 m. W.N.W. La-
re. P. 5000. Frequented place of pilgrimage.
Lallgunge:, a town of Brit. India, dist. and 43
S.W. Goruckpore, N.W. provs. The country
ind is well cultivated and yields good wheat.
Lallgunge, a town of British India, dist. and
ra. S.W. Mirzapore, N.W. provs., chief place
a pergunnah of same name. Situated in a
y sterile, and but partially cultivated country.
Lalloo, a vill. of Sinde, 60 m. S. Roree Buk-
I', on the road to Hyderabad.
Lalpoor, a town of Afghanistan, plain of Jela-
ad, on Cabool riv., 36 m. W.N.W. Peshawur.
fjALSK, a town of Russia, gov. and 270 m.
N'.E. Vologda, on the Luza. P. 3000.
[jAlsoont, a town of Hindostan, prov. Rajpoo-
la, dom. and 38 m. S.E. Jeypoor.
Lama, several vills. of Italy.—I. South Italy,
>v. Chieti, cap. circ, 20 m. S. Chieti. P. 2844.
[I. Central Italy, prov. and 6 m. E.N.E. Ascoli.
1190.—III. North Italy, prov. Modena, circ.

vullo. P. 3497.
Lama, a river of Russia, gov. Moscow, loins
" Volga 25 m. N. Klin.
Lamar, a township of the U. S., N. America,
imsylvania, co. Clinton.
L,ULAR, town of S. America, f Cobija.]
Lamar, a co., U. S., N. America, Texas. P.
•3 free, 2833 slaves.
LiVMARCME, a oomm. and vill. of France, dep.
;>^ges, cap. cant., 20 ra. S. Neufchateau. P. 1832.
jAmbach, a market town of Upper Austria,
• Hausruok, on the Traun, and on the railway
ill Gmunden, 24 m. S.W. Linz. Pop., including
vill. Ebensee, on the opposite bank of the

«r, 1320, It has salt works.

Lamballk, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Cotes-du-Nord, cap. cant., on the Gouessant, 12
m, E.S.E. St Brieuc, P. 4256,

Lambay, a small island, Ireland, 13 m. N.E.
Dublin. The " Tayleur " was wrecked here.

Lambayeque, a town of Peru, dep. and 120 m.
N.W. Truxillo, on the Lambayeque. P. 8000.

Lamberhurst, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 14
m. S.S.W. Maidstone, and 10 m. S.E. the Tun-
bridge station of S.E. Rail. Ac. 5290. P. 1605.
Lambsrt (St), towns & comms. of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire.—I. (de la Poterie), arr. Angers.
P.1505.—II. (dea Zeroes), 3m. N. Saumur. P. 1924.
—III. (du Lattay), 12 m. S.S.W. Angers. P. 1349.
Lambesc, a comm. and town of S. France, dep.

B.-du-Rhoue, 12 m. W.N.W. Aix. P. 3330.
Lambessa, an ancient Roman town of Algeria,

prov. Constantine, 18 m. S.S.E. Batna. A French
penal colony was established here in 1850, to

which the insurgents of 1848-51 were bataished.
Lambeth, a pari. bor. and pa. of England, co.

Surrey, comprising most part of the S.W. quar-
ter of London, S. the Thames, here crossed by
Waterloo, Hungerford, Westminster, and Vaux-
hall bridges, and having E. the bor. of South-
wark. Ac. of pa., including Brixton, Kenning-
ton, etc., 4015 ; do. of bor., which comprises the
suburbs Camberwell, etc., 8840. P. of pari. bor.

(1861) 298,032. The palace of Lambeth is a re-

sidence of the Archbishop of Canterbury. The
borough returns 2 members to House of Commons.
Reg. elect. (1864) 25,037.

Lambezellec, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Finistere, 3 m. N. Brest. P. 9237.

Lambley, two pas. of England.—I. co. and 6
m. N.E. Nottingham. Ac. 2170. P. 836.—II.
(7y«e), CO. Northumberland, 4 m. S.W, Halt-
whistle. Ac. 2698. P, 357,

Lambourn (Chipping), a market town and pa,

of England, co. Berks, on a small affluent of the
Kenuet, G\ m, N.N.W. Hungerford, and 6 m. S.E.
the Shrivenham station of G. W. Railway. Ac. of
pa, 14,830. P. 2577. It has a cruciform church.
Lambourne, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4^

m. S. Epping. Ac. 2440. P. 890.
Lambrate, a vill. of North Italv, prov. and

circ. Milan. P. 1671.

Lambrecht (St), two vills. of Germany.—I.

Rhenish Bavaria, 17 m. W. Spires. P. 1475.
Manufs. woollen cloths and copper wares.—II.

Styria, circ. & 17 m. W.S.W. Judenburg. P. 625.

Lambsheim, a market town of Rhenish Bavaria,
cant, and 6 m. W.S.W. Frankenthal. P, 2650,

Labibston or Lammerton, a pa. of S. Wales,
CO, Pembroke, 3 m. W.N.W. Haverford-West.
Ac. 1761. P. 216.

Lambton, a township of England, co. Durham,
pa. Chester-le-Street, Oi m. N.N.E. Durham. ACi
652. P. 130.

Lameoo, a city of Portugal, prov. Beira, cap.
comarca, near the Douro, 46 m. E. Oporto. P.
9000. It has a cathedral and a bishop s palace.

Lamentin (Le), a town of Antilles, Martinique,
arr. and cant. Fort-de-France. P. 9897.
Lamerton, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 15 m.

W.N.W. Plymouth. Ac. 7232. P. 1517. In this

parish is Brent Tor, a hill 1100 feet above the sea,

which forms a well-known land-mark.
Lamesi£y, a township of England, co. Durham,

pii. Chester-le-Street, on rail., 4 m. S. Newcastle.
P. 2233. Coal mines and grindstone quames.
Lamia, lately Zeitoun, a town of Greece, cap.

gov. Phthiotis, near the Turkish frontier, and the
head of the Gulf of Volo. It has an acropolis, a
citadel, and an arsenal.

La Mine River, U. S., N. America, is a nari-
2 y
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gable tributary of the Missoui-i, which it joins, 8

m. W. Boonvilla, in Missouri. Course E.N.E. 80 m.
Lajiixgton, a .pa. of Scotland, co. and 11 m.

S.E. Lanark, and 32 m. S.E. Glasgow. Ac. 12,918.

Pop., with Wandell, 380.

Lamlasii, a small vill. and harbour of Scot-
land, on the S.E. side of the Isle of AiTan, 15 m.
S.S.E. AjT. The harbour, secured from the sea

by Holy Isle, is very large and deep.

Lam.mermoor Hii.ls, Scotland, a range of

moimtains extending from the S.E. extremity of

CO. Edinburgh, through the cos. Haddington and
Berwick, to the North Sea in pa. Coldingham.
The geological structure consists of the lower
Silurian or greywacke bedis, with porphyry and
granite rocks. Surface chiefly moorland and
sheep-walks ; though on the lower slopes are ex-
tensive tillage farms. Piincipal summits, Sayrs
Law, 1753 feet ; Whitestone Cairn, 1656 ft. ; and
Lowraris Law, 1631 feet above the sea.

Lamoille, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in N.W. of Vermont P. (1860) 12,311.

Lamonk, a river of Central Italy, enters the
Adriatic, 10 m. N. Kavenna, after a N.N.E. course
of 50 miles.

Lamoo, a seaport town of E. Africa, on the
Indian Ocean, near lat. 2' 14' S., Ion. 41° E.
Lamorran, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 2J

m. S.W. Tregoney. Ac. 1234. P. 92.

LA310RSEK, one of the Caroline Islands.

Lamov or LoMov, two towns of Bussia, gov.
Penza, on the Lamov river.—I. {NijnL, New or
Lower), 65 m. W.N.W. Penza. P. 6985.—II.
(Verknii, Old or Upper), 68 m. W.N.W. Penza.
LampA, a small town of Peru, dep. and 155 m.

S. Cuzco, cap. prov., on a tributary of Lake Titi-

caca. Trade in large earthenware vases,

Lampaul, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Finist^re, 11 ni. W.S.W. Morlaix. P. 2457.

Lampedusa, Pelagitu, an island of the Mediter-
ranean, about midway between Malta and the
Tunis coast. Circuit 13 mUes. The small islands

of Lampione and Linosa are its dependencies.
Lampertheim, a town of Germany, Hessen-

Darmstadt, prov. Starkenburg, on the Rhine, 21
m. S.S.W. Darmstadt. P. 4000.

Lampeter, a town of Wales. fLLANBEDR.]
Lampeter, a township, U. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, co. Lancaster.
Lamplugu, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,

7 m. E.N.E. Whitehaven. Ac. 6354. P. 808._

Lampong, a dist. and bay at the S. extremity
of Sumatra, with a town and Dutch settlement.

Pop. of Residency (1864) 93,019.

Lamporecchio, a comm. of Central Italy, prov.
Florence, S. Pistoja. P. 7546. Formerly fortified.

Lamport, a pa. of England, co. and 9 m. N.
Northampton. Ac. 1440. P. 291.

Lamsaka, Lam])sacug, a vill. of Asia Minor, on
the Hellespont, opposite Gallipoli. It was given
by Xerxes to Themistocles.
Lamspringe, a vill. of Hanover, landr. and 14

m. S. Hildesheim. Pop. 1774, who trade in hops.
Lamyatt, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 2 m.

AV.N.W. Bruton. Ac. 1000. P. 240.

Lanark, an ancient royal and pari, bor., town,
and pa. of Scotland, cap. co., 23 m. S.E. Glas-

fow, on the Caledonian Rail. Ac. of pa. 10,560.
: 7891 ; do. of pari. bor. 5047. It stands on

elevated ground near the Clyde. In a niche of
the church is a colossal statue of the patriot
Wallace

;
grammar school, library, co. buildings

and gaol, and a branch bank. In a.d. 978, Ken-
neth n. assembled a parliament here. The bor.
is tlie chief polling-place for the co., and unites
with Hamilton and three other boroughs, in

sending 1 member to House of Commons. ^
rev. (1862-3) 837/. Near it are the cele!««
Falls of the Clyde, and several Roman and feui

remains.

—

Xew Lanark is a vill. in the above
j

on the Clyde, 1 m. S. Lanark. P. 1396. Bob
Owen's first attempts to establish a new systeiE

social organization (1815-1827) were made he
La>-.\rkshire or Clydesdai.e, an inland

of Scotland, having N. the cos. Dumbarton a

Stirling, E. LinlKhgow, Edinburghshire, s

Peebles, S. Dumfries, and W. the cos. Ajr ;

Renfrew. Area 889 sq. m., or 668,867 ac. m
than one-third part of which is arable. P. 631,c

It consists of the whole upper basin of the Clj ,

and its affls., along which, and in the level or .

parts,aresoniefine agricultural tracts; the "mid*
ward" of the co. is undulating. In the "upr-

ward," or S. part of the co., are the Lowth^^
in which Green hill is 2403 ft., Tintock 2335 ,

and the vill. of Leadhills, the highest in Scotia:,

is 1323 feet above the sea. Climate moist al

mild in the lowlands. Chief crops comprise o

,

barley, wheat, tumip.s, & potatoes. In the mic ,<

ward the orchards formerly yielded fruit to ?

value of 8000/. a year. Pastures are extensiv. i

the uplands. The breed of famous Clyde draiirt

horses is amongst the best in Scotland. The c ,

iron, and lead mines of this co. are very exttn- >

and rich, there being more than 150 collieries i

13 or 14 ironworks, with 90 blast furnaces, 1

all kinds of manufs. are carried on in and aro i

Glasgow in the lower ward; besides which c

,

the county comprises 55 parishes, the royal 1 1

.

of Lanark and Rutherglen, Hamilton, Aire
,

Kilbride, Carluke, Douglas, and Biggar. I; -

ways intersect the co. in every direction. It st.s

1 member to H. of C, besides 2 for Glasgow, d
1 for other contributing boroughs. Reg. elects

for CO. (1862) 6202.

Lanark, a vill. of Canada West, co. Lanark.a
the Clyde, 12 m. from Perth.
Lanark, a co. of W. Australia, between lat >'

and 36° S., and about Ion. 116° E., boundeJ.
and W, by the Pacific Ocean.—A divisioi»f

Bathurst dist.. Upper Canada, has the Kime n£!.

Lancashire, a maritime and palatine cC'>f

England, having N. Cumberland aud Westmo
land, E. Yorkshire, S. Cheshire, and W. the Ih
Sea, an arm of which, running up into co. \\ >
moreland, divides it into two unequal parts, ^^a

1806 sq.m., or 1,219,221 ac, of which about 85(

are estimated to be grass and arable. P. (l;-)

2,031,236, (1861) 2,429,440. Surface rugged d

mountainous in the N., where Coniston Fell :^

to 2577 feet above the sea, and on the E. boi r,

where the long ridge, popularly called " le

Backbone of England," separates the co. fm

York ; elsewhere generally level. Often defi( it

in trees, and in a few parts containing exteii 'e

bogs or mosses. Principal rivers, the Dud )•

Lune, Wyre, Eibble, Mersey, and Irwell. -

sides Coniston Lake, Windermere is parti; Q

this CO. Climate mild, but very humid. 1
'-

fall at Liverpool Observatory, 30 inches, 'r-

boniferous sandstone and new red sandst e,

with limestone, form the principal strata of le

CO. Soil among the hills moorish or peat;in

the lower district mostly a fertile sandy l']-

Oats and potatoes extensively grown in th '>

Dairy and hay farms more numerous than ar; e-

Horticulture is pursued on a large scale. '«

most important mineral is coal, to the abund e

of which the co. mainly owes its manufactu g

eminence. The Lancashire coal-field is estin: a

to extend over nearly 400 sq. m. Copper als< --

curs, and iron is abundant For soo"' Ttou- J

I
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( immense cotton and other manufs. of this co.,

\ ch are the most extensive and important on

t globe, and for the vast commerce which, not-

\ islanding the inferior character of the har-

I'rs, these manufs. create, see the articles on
i;i;hief towns, Manchester, Preston, Bolton,
C'HAM, WiGAN, Bury, Clitheroe, Ashton,

V KKiNGTON, Rochdale, Blackburn, Chorley,
II;caster, and Liverpool. Railways connect

t! e towns with the manufacturing districts of

Vkshire, and all other parts of England and
E ;land, as do the Bridgewater, Leeds, and
I' jrpool, and numerous other canals. The co.

iiiivided into 770 pas., and was formerly in-

cj ed in the diocese of Chester, but Manchester
ii'ow a bishop's see. It sends 27 members to

t!i House of Commons, 5 for the co., and 22 for

jl' ities and towns. Registered electors for co.,

I' ivision 12,924, S. division 22,396. Lancashire
y\ the seat of the Brigantes and Voluntii, in the

idan Maxima Cxsariensis, and part of North-
Ti'ria became, in honour of the conquest, an

el lorn ^Henry in.) under Edmund Crouchback,
aUchy and palatiaate under Edward iii.'s son,

Jn of Gaunt, and since Edward iv. is held by
t! sovereign, with a separate court.

vxcaster, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport

t( I, and pa. of England, cap. above co., on 1. b.

le Lune, 20 m. N.N.W. Preston, and 230 m.
b ail. N.N.W. London. Ac. of pa. 66,100. P.
( 1)26,458; (1861) 27,430; do. f bor. (1851)

^
; (1861) 16,005. Chief structures, a bridge
iohes, an aqueduct, carrying the Lancaster

L il across the river; the ancient castle embraces
VI iu its area the co. court-house, gaol, and peni-
tiHary; an ancient pa. cliurch, a grammar
Bi' ol, national and other schools, a co. lunatic
aium, town-hall, theatre, assembly-rooms,
b s, custom-house, and market-house. It has
».l a mechanics' institute, and an establishment
f( )romoting fine arts. Manufs. furniture, cot-

U silk, linen, and sailcloth, and trade in coal
a;i limestone. The river is being deepened and
" oved. Alt. of castle 113 feet. Rainfall 46

<. It has railway communication with all

of the kingdom. Customs rev. (1862)
_i. i4/. Exports (1862) 9447;. Vessels belong-
irj -0 the port, 106 ; tons, 13,607. Lancaster is a
pi ng-place, and the place of election for N.
(1 -ion of CO., and sends 2 members to the House
01 mimons. Reg. electors (1864) 1394.
i^ncaster, a town of U. S., N. America, in

B of Pennsylvania, on railway, 62 m. W. Phila-
d"|tiia. P. (I860) 17,603. It was the seat of
tlptate Government from 1799 to 1812, and is
D" the seat of Marshall College, organized 1858.
F in Hall is used for public assemblies. Trade
is ;ilitated by the navigation of the Conestoga,
1' 1. from the town of Safe Harbour, in the
6 uehanna.—II. a co. in E. of Virginia. Area

I-
m. P. 2282 free, 2869 slaves.—III. a dist.

. part of S. Carolina. Area 562 sq. m. P.
free, 5650 slaves.—IV. a township of New
pshire, cap. co. Coos, on Connecticut river,
crossed by 2 bridges, 38 m. N.N.E. Haver-
P. 1559. It has an academy with 120

Bthnts.—V. New York, co. Erie, on Cayuga
t;|k.—VI. a city of Pennsylvania (of which
» 1.8 formerly the cap.), 63 m. W. Philadelphia,
''"j'ts broad, well paved, and crossing at right
*t|!s. It has 11 churches, a county academy,

f'\}^}^ college, established in 1787, some irou-
III iries, and a considerable retail trade.—VII.
W achusetts, 30 m. N.W. Boston.—VIII. a vill,

;
on a branch of the Ohio Canal, 30 m. S.E.

'-''nbus.

Lancaster Sound, British North America,
extends W. from Baffin Bay into Barrow Strait.

Lat. 74° to 75° N., Ion. 80° W.
Lancava or Langkavi, an island off the W.

coast of the Malay peninsula, forming a portion
of a group dependent on the kingdom Quedah.
Lat. 6° 15' N., Ion. 99° 50' E.
Lancerota, Canary Islands. [Lanzarote.]
Lanchang, the cap. town or city of the Laos

country, S.E. Asia, on the Menam-kong river.

Lat. 15° 40' N., Ion. 104° 30' E.
Lanchester, a pa. of England, co. and 7J m.

N.W. Durham. Ac. 38,867. P. 22,338. It has
a union workhouse. The vill. is a polling-place
for N. division of county.
Lanciano, Anxanum, a town of South Italy,

prov. Chieti, cap. dist., 6 m. from the Adriatic,

and 13 m. S.E. Chieti. P. (1861) 18,108. It has
a cathedral, built on the famous Bridge of Dio-
cletian, an archbishop's palace, 10 pa. churches,
several convents, diocesan and other schools.

Manufs. of needles, ropes, linen, wax, and iion.

Lancing, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2^ m.
E.N.E. Worthing. Ac. 3262. P. 950.

Lancut or Landshut, a town of Austria, Ga-
licia, circ. and 12 m. E. Rzeszow. P. 4100.

Lancy, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Geneva,
on rt. b. of the Aire. P. 963.

Lanuak, a Chinese settlement on the island of

Borneo, 48 m. N.E. Pontianak, cap. prov. Lat.
0° 15' N., Ion. 110" E. In its district a great

deal of gold, diamonds, and excellent iron are got.

Landas, a comm. and vill. ol France, dep.

Nord, 17 m. N.E. Douai. P. 2346.

Landau, a strongly fortified town of Ehenish
Bavaria, on the Queich, 18 m. N.W. Carlsruhe.

P. (1864) 12,305. The Federal fortress is gar-
risoned by Bavarian troops. Manufs. of linens

and woollens. It was held by the French from
1680 to 1815.—II. a town of Lower Bavaria, on
the Isar, S. Straubing. P. 1175.

Landbeach, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m.
N.N.E. Cambridge. Ac. 2490. P. 441.

Landcross, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2 m.
S.E. Bideford. Ac. 331. P. 109.

Landean, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ille-et-Vilaine, 6 m. N.E. Fougeres. P. 1845.

Landeck, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.
Breslau. P. 1630. In its vicinity are sulphur baths.

Landeck, a vill. of Austria, in the Tirol, on
the Inn, 40 m. W.S.W. Innsbruck. P. 1500.

Landeleau and Landelles, two comms. and
vills. of France.—I. dep. Finistfere, 17 m. E. Cha-
teaulin. P. 10,841.-11. dep. Calvados, 6 m. N.W.
Vire. P. 1573.

Landen, a town of Belgium, prov. and 19 m.
N.N.W. Huy, on railway from Mechlin to Liege.

P. 840.

Landerneau, a comm. and seaport town of

France, dep. Finist^re, on the Landernau, cap.

cant., 12 m. E.N.E Brest. P. 6934. It has a
comm. college, a port, a town-hall, hospital, and
marine asylum, manufactures of white & printed
linens, and bleach-grounds.
Landeron, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 8

m. N.E. Neuohatel, at the entrance of the Thiele
into Lake Bienne. P. 1138.

Landes, a maritime dep. of S.W. France,
formed of part of the old prov. Gascogne, bounded
N. bj' the Gironde, E. Garonne and Gers, S.

Basses-Pyr^n^es, and W. the Mediterranean.
Area 3599 sq. m. P. 300,839. Surface covered
by offsets of the Pyrenees in the S. North of the

Adour it is occupied by heaths (Landes), whence
its name. On the coast are numerous lagoons,

communicating with the sea, and between these
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are extensive downs, the sands of which are par-
tially fixed by plantations of pines. Cliief rivers,

the Leyre, Adour, & Gave-de-Pau. Climate mild,

unhealthy on the coast. Soil fertile in S. and on
the riv. banks. It has mines of iron, coal, & bitu-

men ; timber, and mineral waters, and is divided
into 3 arrs., Dax, Mont de Marsan, and St Sever.
Landes-Genusson (Les), a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Vendde, arr. Napoleon-Vendde, cant.

Mortagne-sur-S^vre. P. 13,317.

Laxdevant, a comm. and vill. of Trance, dep.

Morbihan, 11 m. E. Lorient. P. 1624.

Landewednack, a pa. of England, co. Corn-
wall, 10 m. S.S.E. Helstone. Ac. 1300. P. 430.

Lizard Point, the southernmost land in Great
Britain, is in this pa. The singular cove of St
Kynan, and the soap rocks, from which steatite

is obtained, are also in the vicinity.

Landfoed, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 10 m.
S.E. Salisbury. Ac. 1689. P. 278.

Landikas, a comm. and vill. of W. Prance,

dep. Gironde, 21 m. S.S.E. Bordeaux. P. 1922.

Landivisiau, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Finistfere, 12 m. W.S.W. Morlaix. P. 3317.

Landivy, a town of France, dep. and 22 m.
N.W. Mayennc. P. 2107.

Landkey, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2^ m.
S.E. Barnstaple. Ac. 3126. P. 699.

Landouk, a sanatory station of British India,

dist Dehra Doon, 1028 m. N.W. Calcutta.

Highest point 7579 feet above the sea. It is

situated on a ridge bounding the valley of the

Dehra Doon on the N., running nearly E. and
W. It was founded for invalids from Meerut
and other cantonments in the plains of the N.W.
provs. On ascending to the station from the

plains, the thermometer has been observed to

fall from 90° to 52° Fahr. in a journey of two or

three hours. It has barracks, post-office, church,

hospital, hotel, temperance-room, library, and
many private dwellings. January is the coldest

month, temperature 53°*31, & June is the warmest,
the thermometer reaching 79°'54 Fahr.
Landport (formerly Half-way Homes), a large

suburb of Portsmouth, England, co. Hants, com-
prising all the buildings beyond the fortifications

of Portsea town, and between the suburbs of

Southsea and Mile-end Newto^vn. At its S. ex-

tremity is the terminus of the London and
Sussex Railway.

LandriVkj:, united pa. with St Erney, a pa. of

England, co. Cornwall, 4 m. N.W. Saltash. Ac.

3745. P. 813.

L^VNDRECiES, a comm. and fortified town of

France, dep. Nord, arr. and 11 m. W. Avesnes,

cap. cant., on the Sambre. P. 4193.

Landkeville, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Aube, arr. Bar-sur-Seine. P. 1560.

Lanuuiano, a comm. of N. Italy, prov. & 10m.
N.N.E. Paviii, on the Lambro, cap. dist. P. 2184.

LandsueuGi a town, Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 40 m. N.E. Frankfurt, cap. circ, on
the Warta. P. (1864") 17,838, many of whom are

Jews. It is enclosed by walls, and consists of

an old and new town, with 6 suburbs, 3 churches,
a gymnasium, a house of correction, an hospital,

aud orphan asj-lum. It has manufs. of woollens,
leather, and paper, distilleries and breweries.
Landsberg, several small towns of Germany.

— I. Bavaria, circ. Upper Bavaria, on the Lech, 22
m. S. Augsburg. P. 3250.—II. E. Prussia, gov.
and 28 m. S. Konigsberg. P. 1915.—III. prov.
Brandenburg, gov. Potsdam. P. 1400.—IV. Prus-
sian Saxony, gov. Mersebui-g, 9 m. N.E. Halle.
P. 1020.—V. Prussian Silesia, gov. and 33 m.
N.E. Oppeln, on the Polish frontier. P. lOOQ.

Land's End, Bohrium, a celebrated headln

forming the westernmost land of England,
; i

projecting on the Atlantic, at the W. extremit f

CO. Cornwall. It is formed of granite cliffs, al t

60 feet in height. About 1 m. W. are the d -

gerous rocks called the Longships, with a lij .

house, and fixed lights 88 feet above high w<; •.

Lat. 50" 4' 4" N. ; Ion. 5° 44' 44' W.
Lanushut, several towns of Gennany.^J

Lower Bavaria, on the Isar, 39 m. N.E. Miincl !,

P. (1864^ 12,873. It is enclosed by old for -

cations, and consists of an old and a new to i,

with a suburb on an island in the Isar. P ,-

cipal edifices, a castle, a church, a Cistern
abbey, royal palace, town-hall, several hospi s,

convents, lyceum, gymnasium, and other scht i.

In 1800 the university of Ingolstadt was !-

moved thither, but in 1826 it was transferre>.o

Munchen. Manufs. woollen cloths, hosiery. >-

bacco, paper, cards, and leather ; it has numei is

distilleries and breweries, and trade in co,

cattle, and wool.—II. a fortified town of Prus'n

Silesia, gov. and 29 m. S.S.W. Liegnitz, ouie

Bober. P. 4412, chiefly employed in woon
and linen weaving, and bleaching.—III. a u'^

ket town of Moravia, gov. and 37 m. S. i
Briinn, near the March. P. 1950.—IV. Gala.

[L..VNCUT.]

Lamdskron, two towns, Austria I. Boheii,

circ. and 37 m. E.S.E. Chrudim, on the Saw a,

and with a station on the Austrian N. States 11-

way. P. 4620. It has woollen cloth, hn,

cotton, stuff, and needle factories, and a l;;e

bleaching establishment.—II. Galicia, circ. 'i-

dowice, 18 m. S.W. Cracow. P. 1500.

Landskkona, a fortified seaport town oi.

Sweden, lain Malmo, on the Sound, 16 m. ^
Copenhagen. P. (1865) 6918. It has a citaii a

good harbour, and manufs. of leather and tobiio.

Landstuhl, a town of Ehenish Bavaria, A
and 16 m. N.E. Deux-Ponts. P. 1920.

Landulph, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall^

ra. N. Saltash. Ac. 2686. P. 547.

Landwade, a pa. of England, co. and In.

N.E. Cambridge. Ac. 120. P. 36-

Lane, a co. of U. S., North America, Oreo.

P. 4780.

Lane Cove, a post town of New South Wis,

CO. Cumberland, 8 m. N. Sydney ; noted fc ts

orchards and orangeries.

Laneast, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, (.u-

W. Launceston. Ac. 2487. P. 244.

Lane End, a market town of England »•

Stafford, in the dist. of the Potteries, and a at

3 m. S.E. Stoke, 6 ni. E. the Whitmore stati( of

the London and North-Western Eailway, iihe

pa. and pari. bor. of which it is included.?.

16,690. It has a church, schools and chape a

subscription library, market-hall and br.ch

bank, with manufs. of porcelain and earthen^'?B.

Laneham, a pa. of England, co. Notts, Sm-

N.E. Tuxford. Ac. 1605. P. 376
Lanercost-Abbey, a pa. of England .'O.

Cumberiand, 12 m. E.N.E. Carlisle. Ac. 3eiO.

P. 1619.

Lanesborough, a small market town of *
land, cos. Longford and Eoscommon, on he

Shannon. P. 441.

Lanfains, a comm. and vill. of France, sp-

C6tes-du-Nord, 12 m. S.S.W. St Brieuc. P. -'C-

Langar, a pa. of England, co. and 10 m. E £•

Nottingham. Ac. 3442. P. 331.

Langcliffe, a township of England, co. "'rk,

W. Riding, pa. Bentham, 1 m. N. Settle, ^o.

2550. P. 376, mostly employed in paper nd

cotton mills.

J
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ANGDALE (Great and Liti'le), a chapelry of

l:md. CO. Westmoreland, pa. Grasmeie, 5 m.

X.W.' Ambleside. Ac. 7702. P. 414. Here
several lakes and waterfalls, and the Lang-
e Pike mountains.

; \NGDON, several pas. of England.—I. (East),

Kent, 3 m. N.N.E. Dover. Ac. 10G5. P. 362.

[ (IlillsX CO. Essex, 2 m. N. Hordou-on-the-

1. Ac. 1775. P. 289. The highest land in

CO. is in this pa.—IIL (PFes^), co. Kent, 3J m.

Dover. Ac. 698. P. 106.

.ASGEAC, a coram, and town of France, dep.

Loire, cap. cant., on the AUier, 14 m. S.S.E.

ude. P. 3491. It has manufs. of lace.

.A.VGEAis, a comm. and town of France, dop.

-ot-Loire, cap. cant., 13 m. W.S.W. Tom-s,

. b. of the Loire. P. 3381, mostly engaged
iiiufs. of bricks and earthenware.

N'OELAJJD, an island of Denmark, in the

Belt, between Fiihnen and Laaland. It is,

name implies, long, extending 33 ni. from
• S., by about 3 m. in average breadth. Area
<[. m. P. 17,100. Surface level, but slightly

elevated than the neighbouring islands.

, apples, flax, timber, and cattle are produced
exportation, and the fishery is important.

. ucipal town, Rudkioping, on the W. coast.

iANGELSHEiM, a market town of Germany,
mswick, in the Harz, 5 m. N.W. Goslar. P.

0, chiefly engaged in silver and lead mines.

..v>'GE.>iARCH, a comm. and vill. of Belgium,

V. W. Flanders, 5 ra. N.N.E. Ypres. P. 5796.

.ANQEN, a town of Hessen-Darmstadt, prov.

ikenburg, 9 m. N.E. Dannstadt. P. 2600.

.ANGENAU, several small towns of Germany.

. WUrtemberg, circ. Danube, 10 m. N.E. Ulra.

)425.—II. Bohemia, circ. Leitmeritz. P. 2150.

jANgenberq, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov.

i 6 m. N. Elberfeld. P. 2355.

.AN'GENBiELAU, four contiguous vills. of Prus-
1 Silesia, gov. and 33 m. S.W. Breslau. United
1. 1G,300, cliiefly employed in manufs. of cotton.

-ASGENBEUCKEN and Langenburg, two vills.

' S. Germany ; in Baden, circ. Middle Rhine,

h a station on the Baden Railway, 7 m. N.E.
. ichsal. P. 1420. It has mineral baths.—II.

utemberg, circ. and near the Jaxt, 46 m. N.E.
i ttgart. P. 800.

.ANGENES, an island of the duchy Schleswig,
1 ts W. coast, 2 m. S. Fohr. Length 6 m. P. 400.

.vxGEXHOE, a pa. of England, C(j. Essex, b\va..

i . Colchester. Ac. 2104. P. 169.

.ANGENKAJJDEL, a vill. of Rhenish Bavaria,
I

. cant., 9 m. S.S.E. Landau. P. 3600.

A.NGENLEUBA, a viU. of Central Germany,Saxe
uburg, 9 m. S.E. Altenburg. P. 1733.

ANGENLOis, a market town of Lower Austria,
I

. N.E. Krems. P. 3200.
A.NGENOLS, a viU. of Prussian Silesia, gov.
-uitz, circ. Lauban. P. 2390. It has woollen
auen manufactures.
A NGENSALZA, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
19 m. N.W. Erfui-t, cap. circ, on the Salza.
•i"25. It is enclosed by walls, and has Eianufs.

1 vuven fabrics, paper, and saltpetre.

AXGENSCHWALBACH, a town of Prussia, 8 m.
: W Wiesbaden. P. 2384. It is frequented as
1 atering-place, and about 200,000 bottles of its

I rial waters are annually exported.
'ANGEN.sEi.BOLD, a vill. of Central Germanv,

I ;assel, prov. and 6 m. E.N.E. Hanau. P. 2560.
ANGENTHAL, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and

-u. N.E. Bern. P. 278L
A.voENTHAL, a town of Switzerland, cant.

' ii, dist. Aarwangen, celebrated for making the
f umes of the countiy ; cotton, linen, and cigar

manufs. It is the entrepot for the cheeso made
in the Lower Simmenthal. P. 2781.

I;ANGENWETZENDORF, a vill. of Central Ger-
many, principality Reuss Schleitz, on the Leube,
5 m. W.N.W. Greitz. P. 1740.

Langenzenn, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle
Franconia, on the Zenn, 17 m. N.E. Anspach. P.
1975. Manufs. silks, ribbons, and hosiery.

Lauger-oge, thi-ee islets of Hanover, prov. E.
Friesland, in the North Sea, opposite Esens,
which formed one island previous to an inunda-
tion in 1825.

Langerwehe, a market town of Rhenish Prus-
sia, gov. and 13 m. E. Aachen, with a station on
the railway thence to Diiren. P. 1300.

Laxgesund, a seaport town of Norway, stift

Aggershuus, amt. Bradsberg, on a small bay of

the Skager-rack, 10 m. W.S.W. Laurvig, with
600 inhabitants, a harboui-, and trade in timber.
Laxgezwaag, a mkt. town of the Netherlands,

prov. Friesland, 18 m. S.E. Leeuwarden. P. 11 CO.

Langfield, a township of Engl., co. York, W.
Riding, pa. & 10 m. S. Halifax. Ac. 2620. P. 4391.
Langford, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Bedford, 2 m. S. Biggleswade. Ac. 2100. P. 1086.

—II. cos. Berks and Oxford, 2J m. N.N.E. Lech-
lade. Ac. 4200. P. 701.—III. CO. Essex. 8 m.
E.N.E. Chelmsford. Ac. 2896. P. 862.—IV. co
Norfolk, 6 m. S.W. Watton. Ac. 1405. P. 62.

—V. CO. Notts, ^ m. N.N.E. Newark. Ac. 2182
P. 161.—VI. (BudcilleX co. Somerset, 3 m.
W.N.W. Wellington. Ac. 1853. P. 457.—Vll.
(^Little), CO. Wilts, 8 m. W.N.W. Salisbury. Ac.
1011. P. 39.—VIII. (Steeple), co. Wilts, 8^ m.
W.N.W. Salisbury. Ac. 3941. P. 628.

Langham, several pas. of England.— I. co. Es-
sex, 6 m. N.N.E. Colchester. Ac. 2896. P. 862.

—II. CO. Rutland, 2 m. N.W. Oakham. Ac. 3250.

P. 206.—III. CO. Suffolk, 20 m. N.N.W. Ipswich.
Ac. 951. P. 242.—IV. co. Norfolk, 6 m. E.S.E.
Wells. Ac. 1950. P. 399.

Laxghirano, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Parma, cap. comm. P. of comm. 6274. It

lies in a plain on the left bank of the Parma.
Langholm, a pa. and two vills. of Scotland,

CO. and 25 m. E.N.E. Dumfries, on the Esk and
Ewes rivers, each here crossed by a bridge.

Ac 14,130. P. 2979; do. of vill. 1347. It has a
town-hall and gaol, a cotton factory, looms for

woollen plaid and other fabrics, some dye-houses,
two branch banks, several libraries and public

associations. Meikle, the translator of the Lusiad,
and Telford the engineer, were born here. New
Langholm vill. ias a pop. of 1211.

Langholm, one of the islands in the Swedish
Lake Maeler, on which Stockholm is partly built.

Langley, several pas., etc. of England.—I. co.

Essex. 6J m. W.S.W. Saffron Waldon. Ac 1617.

P. 410.—II. CO. Kent, 4 m. S.E. Maidstone. Ac.
1474. P. 386.— III. CO. Norfolk, 9 n). S.E. Nor-
wich. Ac 2723. P. 316.—IV. a tything, co.

Wilts, pa. Kiugton-St-Michael, 2 m. N. Chippen-
ham. P. 549.—V. (Burreliy, a pa., same co., on
the Avon, IJ m. N.N.E. Chippenham. Ac. 1725.

P. 1000.—VI. {Kirk), co. and 4^ m. W.N.W.
Derby. Ac. 2900. P. 648.—VII. (Marsh or Si
Mary's), co. Bucks, with a station on the Great
Western Railway, 2 m. E. Slough. Ac. 3895. P.
1874.—VIII. (Da/e), a township, co. Durham, pa.

Staindrop, 5 m. N. Barnard Castle. Ac. 2378.
P. 129. It has lead and silver ore smelting
works.
Langley-Point, S. coast of Engl., co. Sussex,

extends between Pevensey Bay & Beachy Head.
Langnau, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and IG

m. E. Bern, in the Emmenthal. P. 6860. It is

i
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the principal mart for the cheese and linen thread
of the valley.

Langnaw, a town of Switzerland, cant. Zu-
rich, Horgen. P. 1043. Cotton and silk manufs.
Langoat, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cotes-du-Nord, 6 m. W. Lannion. P. 2357.

Laxgoen, the most N. of the Lofoden Islands,

off the N.W. coast of Norway. Length 35 miles.

Langogxb^ a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lozfere, cap. cant., on the Allier, 23 m. N.E.
Mende. P. 3156.

—

Langoiran is a vill., dep. Gi-
ronde, 14 m. S.E. Bordeaux. P. 1542.

Langoiran, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, arr. Bordeaux, cant. Cadillac. P. 1910.

La55gon, a comm., town, and river port of

France, dep. Gironde, 25 m. S.E. Bordeaux, on
the Garonne. P. 3142. Its neighbourhood is

famed for the growth of the Vin-de-Grave.
Laxgonnet, a comm- and town of France, dep.

Morbilian, arr. and 25 m. W. Pontivy. P. 3629.

Laxgosco, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Pavia,
circ. Lomellina. P. 1694.

Laxgport, an ancient market town, river port,

and pa, of England, co. Somerset, on the navi-
gable Paret, 32 m. S.S.W. Bath. Ac. 171. P. 1133.

Langres, Atldonuitununi, a comm. and fortified

town of France, dep. Haute-Mame, cap. arr^

near the source of the Mame, 18 m. S.S.E.
Chaumont, on a mountain 1460 feet high. P.

(1861) 10,132. It has a cathedral, Koman arch,

town-hall, public library, hospitals, tribunal of

commerce, school of geometry, etc., and is the prin-

cipal seat of the French manufs. of fine cutlery.

LAXGRiCK-\aLLE, a chapelry of England, co.

Lincoln, parts Lindsey, witli a station on a branch
of G. Northren Railway,Boston to Lincoln. P. 312.

Laxgridge, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

3i m. N. Bath. Ac. 655. P. 102. A battle was
fought in this pa. between the royalist and par-
liamentary armies in 1643.

Laxgrikenbach, a town, Switzerland, cant.

Thurgovia, Gottlieben, on L. Constance. P. 1104.

Laxgside, a small vill. of Scotland, co. Ren-
frew, pa. Cathcart, 2 m- S. Glasgow. P. 304.

The troops of Mary Queen of Scots, in 1568,

were totally defeated here by the Regent Murray.
Laxgstox, a township of England, co. Hants, at

the head of Langston harbour, an inlet of the sea,

between Portsea and Hayling Islands. [Portsbla..^

Laxgtoft, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 7 m.
E.N.E. Stamford. Ac. 2520. P. 746.

Laxgtox, several pas. of England.—I. co.

York, East Riding, 3 m. S.S.E. New Malton.
Ac. 2290. P. 207.—IL (near Homcastle), co. and
17 m. E.S.E. Lincoln. Ac. 980. P. 226.—III.
(by Spihbi/\ same co., 3 m. N.W. Spilsbv. Ac.
1590. P. 188.—IV. (near Wraghy), co. and llj

m. E.N.E. Lincoln. Ac. 2249. P. 321.—V. (Great),

00. York, North Riding, 9 m. E.S.E. Richmond.
Ac. 1840. P. 239.—VI. (Herring), co. Dorset, 7

J

m. S.S.W. Dorchester. Ac. 1202. P. 241.—VII.
(Long Blandford), same co., \\ m. S.E. Blandford-
Forum, Ac. 1808. P. 174.—VIII. (Matrave)-),

same co., 3 m. S.E. Corfe Castle. Ac. 2250. P. 733.

Laxgtox, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick, 2 m.
W.S.W. Dunse. Ac. 7150. P. 502.

Laxgtree, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3J m.
S.W. Great Torringtou. Ac. 4594. P. 837.—IL
a township, co. Lancaster, pa, Standish, 4 m.
W.N.W. Wigan. P. 3054.
Laxguedoc, an old prov. in the S. of France,

the cap. of which was Toulouse, now forming the
deps. Tarn, Aude, Herault, Gard, and Ardeche,
with parts of Haute Loire, Haute Garonne, and
Tam-et-Garonne.—The Canal of Languedoc or
du Midi, commences in the Garonne, near Tou-

louse, and terminates in the Lake of Thau, in g
Mediterranean. Length 153 miles.

Laxgueux, a comm. and vill. of France,
>.

Cotes-du-Nord, arr. and cant, St Brieiic. P. 2 j!

Laxguidic, a comm. and town of France, ^
Morbihan, 10 m. N.E. Lorient. P. 6382.
Laxgula, a vill. of Prussia, Saxony, circ. -

furt, dist MUhlhausen. P. 1030.

Laxgwith, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 5 i

N. Mansfield. Ac. 1600. P. 328.

Laxhydrock, a pa. of England, co. Corn\.L

2^ m. S.S.E. Bodmin. Ac. 1755. P. 197.

Laxi, Pacific 0., one of the Sandwich Isk:!
Laxiscat, a comm. and vill. of France, x

C6tes-du-Nord, 17 m. W.N.W. Loud^ac. P. 1;(.

Laxivet, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, ;j».

S.W. Bodmin, within the pari, boundary of w^i
bor. it is included. Ac. 6396. P. 1151.

Laxjaron, a market town of Spain, prov. d
26 m. S.E. Granada, on the S. declivity of e
Sierra Nevada, P. 2960. It is much frequeiii

in summer on account of its low temperature d
its mineral waters.

Laxkkrax, the most S. town of Russian Tn-
caucasia, dist. Talish, on the Caspian Sea, 4(tu

S. the mouth of the Kur ; and, since its conqvt
by the Russians, of commercial importance.
Laxlivery, a pa. of England, co. ComwaI,J

m. W. Lostwithiel. Ac. 6790. P. 1657. A i>

way, 7 nL in length, is here canied on a viadi

across a valley, at an elevation of 95 feet

Laxmeur, a comm. and town of France, i
Finistfere, cap. cant., 40 m. E.N.E. Brest. P. 2?.

Laxxesiezan, a comm. and town of Frar,

dep. H. Pyrenees, 17 m. S.E. Tarbes. P. 16}

Laxxepax, a comm. and town of France, i*.

Gers, 13 m. S.S.W. Condom. P. 1546.

Laxxilis, a comm. and town of France, 'i.

Finistfere, cap. cant., 13 m. N. Brest P. 332t

Laxxiox, a comm., town, and river-portf

France, dep. C6tes-du-Nord, cap. arr., on nx
of the Guer, 65 m. W.N.W. St Brieuc. P. 65.

It has a harbour accessible to vessels under i

tons, a pa. church, a comm. college, barrac^

hospitals, and a manuf. of linen fabrics.

Laxxoy, a comm. and town of France, 4.

Nord, cap. cant, 7 m. E.N.E. LiUe. P. 1638.

Laxouville, a comm. and vilLof France, > >.

Dordogne, arr. and cant. Nortron. P. 1666.

Laxpassus, a co., U. S., N. America, Tes.

P. 875 free, 153 slaves.

Laxreath, a pa. of England, co. Comwal5
m. W.N.W. West Looe. Ac. 4878. P. 628.

_

Laxsalloes, a pa. of England, co. Comwa.5
m. W.S.W. West Looe. Ac 2985. P. 659.

Laxsdowx, an elevated tract of table-lantin

England, co. Somerset, 2^ m- N.W. Bath. 1 s

noted for its breed of sheep.

Laxsdowxe, a co. of W. Australia, at the ] -•

extremity of the colony, between lat. 31° 10' d
31° 40' S., Ion. 118° and 119° E., having I«".

and S.W. the cos. Carnarvon, Durham, A
Beaufort
Laxsixg, a town, U. S., N. America, cap. J.

Michigan, on Grand River, 110 m. N.W. Det-t

Laxsixgburg, a township of the U. S., N h

America, New York, on the Hudson river, I'J^

N.E. Albany. P. 6752 ; do. of vill. about 431

Laxs-le-Bourg, a market town of France, 9-

Savoie, 3 m. N.W. Mont Cenis. P. 1529.

Laxtao or LrxTAO (Chinese Ty-ho), an isP'

China, at the mouth of the Canton river, 17 dJ*

Macao, and 1 m. from the mainland. It is 1 'r

narrow, and mountainous, with numerous 1 s

and headlands. Ty-ho vilL is on its N.W. cct

Laxtab, an isl., Indian 0. [Pulo Loxtai
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Lxs-TCHOU, a city of China, cap. prov. Kan-su,

the Hoang-ho, lat. 36° 8' N., Ion. 103" 50' E.

Lanteqlos, two pas. of England, co. Cornwall.

I. IJ m. S.E.Fowey. Ac.3320. P. 1271.—II. 1 m.
CamelfordjWhich it includes. Ac. 3i)ol. P. 1620.

Lantosca, a market town of France, dep.

pes Maritimes, 20 ra. N. Nice. P. 2417.

IjANTWit or Llantwit, two pas. of S. Wales,
Glamorgan.—1. 1^ m. S.E. Neath. Ac. 10,990

-'_'32, chiefly employed in mining.—II. (Mayor),

i;trket town and pa., same co., 4 m. B. W. Gow-
i Ige. Ac. 4266. P. 1367.

Lantwitfaykdke, a pa., S. Wales, co. Glamor-
II, 2 m. N.E. Llantrissiant. Ac. 5311. P. 4415.

Lanusei, a market town of the island of Sar-

iiia, prov. and 57 m. N.N.E. Cagliari, cap. circ.

has great trade in Musoadel wine. P. 2370.

Lanvollon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

.tJS-du-Nord, 13 m. N.W. St Brieuc. P. 1660.

Lanzakote, the most N.E. of the Canary Isls.

•oa about 300 sq. m. P. 17,500. Highest point

the N. 22-14 ft. It is scantily watered, but
•Ids the finest wine and grapes in the Canaries;

ler products are barilla and orchill. On its

K. coast is the town Arecife, S. of Teguise, the

p. of the island.

Lanzo, a comm. and vill. of North Italy, prov.,

•c. and 18 m. N.N.W. Turin, on the Stura. P.

98. It contains 8 nearly contiguous hamlets,

th smelting works and manufs. of iron goods.
its dist. are mines of iron apd copper.
Laodicea, two ancient cities of Asia Minor.

—

the Laodicea of Scripture, now in ruins (Turk.
ki-Hisnary, Anatolia, was near an afliuent of

Mendere (Mosander), about 48 m. S.E. Allah
hr (Philadelphia). Its remains comprise ex-
sive portions of walls, two theatres, several

(luples, and a massive bridge.— II. {Laodicea
hmbusta, Turk. Yorgan Ladiky, pash. and 22 m.
.N.W. Konieh; has also various remains of an-
luity on and around its site.—The ancient Lao-
cea ad Mare, Syria, is the modern Latakia,
Laon, Landunum, a city of France, cap. dep.
isne, 74 m. N.E. Paris. P. (1861) 10,090. Prin-
pal edifices, a cathedral, prefecture, with a valu-

[tle library ; a leaning tower, town-hall, citadel,

yo hospitals, barracks, theatre, comm. college,

id workhouse. Under the French kings of the
t and 2d races, Laon was a place of importance,
id it remained the last possession of the Carlo-
iigian dynasty under Louis v., the foundations
whose massive castles still remain. Laon has

janufs. of nails, coarse cloth, leather, earthen-
lares, etc.; and in its vicinity are numerous
neyards. Here, on 9th and 10th March 1814, a
jnguinary battle was fought between Napoleon i.

jid the aUies under Bliicher.

j

Laos, a country, or a series of separate and
Jirtially independent states, in S.E. Asia, sur-
[unded by or intermixed with the Burmese and
araese doms. Boundaries, area, and popula-
111, unknown to Europeans. The states tra-
irsed by the Menara and Menam-kong rivers

I'e said to have a fertile soil, but to be thinly
,'opled, the inhabitants living mostly in migra-
ry hordes. Products similar to those of Siam,
' which countrj' many Laos tribes are tributary.
h habits, customs, religion, and language, the
aos resemble the Burmese and Siamese; they
e divided into the tatooing tribe, and the tribe

I

ho hold the practice in detestation. T heir money
in the form of ingots, of impure metal, extracted

I
cm the mines which abound in the country. The
eople are peaceable, patient, superstitious, simple,
lid faithful, holding theft in horror. They culti-
ate rice, melons, and maize, and sell ivory and

skins to the Chinese; and trade in gold dust,
silver, copper ores, gums, lac, wax, and dye-wood
in exchange for pottery, glass, etc.

La Paz, Bolivia. [Paz (La).]
Lapeer, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S.E. of Michigan. Area 720 sq. m. P. (1860) 14,754.—La Porte is a town in Lapeer co., Indiana.
Lapford, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6 m.

E.S.E. Chumleigh. Ac. 3819. P. 677.
Laphun Xai, a town of Siam, cap. a small Laos

state, on rt. b. of the Me-nam, 15 m. S. of Zieug
Mai. P. 12,000.

Lapio, a comm. & vill., S. Italy, prov. Avellino,
13 m. W.N.W. St Angelo del Lombardi. P. 2309.
Lapland, a region of North Europe, belonging

partly to Russia and partly to Sweden and Nor-
way, between lat. 64° and 71° N., Ion. 10° and
42° E., having S. Finland and Sweden, W. Nor-
way, N. the Arctic Ocean, and E. the White Sea.
Estimated area 150,000 sq. m., about two-thirda
being included in the Russian dom. It is inha-
bited by the Lapps, a diminutive race, divided
into the fisher Lapps of the sea- coast, and the
nomade Lapps of the interior. Estimated pop.
in Norway 5000, Sweden 4000 (Lutherans); in
Russia 8800, belonging to the Greek church.
The Bible has been translated into different dia-

lects of the Lapp language. Surface mountainous
in the W., elsewhere mostly level, and abounding
in lakes. Principal rivers, the Tornea, Kemi, and
Kola. It contains only a few scattered vills.,

the principal, in the Russian portion, being Enon-
tekeis, Enare, and Kola. Swedish Lapland or
Lappmark is comprised in the laens Pitea and
Umea. Climate very cold during nine months
of the year, July and August extremely hot.
Barley grows as far N. as lat. 70°.

La Plata, South America. I Plata.J
Lapley or Lappele, a pa. of England, co. Staf-

ford, 3J m. W.S.W. Penkridge. Ac. 3740. P. 962.

Laporte, a CO., U. S., North America, Indiana.
P. (1860) 22,919.
Lapte, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Haute-

Loire, arr. and 6 m. N.W. Brioude. P. 3048.
La Puebla, Mexico. [Puebla (La).]
Lapvvokth, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 4 m.

N.N.E. Henley-in-Arden. Ac. 2971. P. 674.

Lar, a town of Persia, cap. prov. Laristan, and
foi-merly of an Arabian kingdom, 180 m. S.E.
Shiraz. P. 12,000. (?) It stands in an extensive
plain, has a bazaar, and it is the seat of some
manufs. of arms, gunpowder, and cotton fabrics.

Larache, a town of Marocco. [El-Araisil]
Laracor, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Meath,

2 m. S.E. Trim. Ac. 8335. P. 1918.

Laragh, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 7 m,
E. Cavan. Ac. 17,281 P. 5170.

Larajaise, a comm. & vill ,France, dep. Rhone,
air. Lyon, cant. St Symphorien-sur-Oise. P. 2559.

Laramie Peak, a summit of the Rocky Moun-
tains, North America, 6500 feet.

Lakanjeiras, a town of Brazil, prov. Sergipe,

on 1. b. of the Cotindiba, 20 m. from its mouth, in

the Atlantic. P. 3000.

Larbert, a pa. of Scotland, co. Stirling, 2 m.
N.W. Falkirk. Ac. 4054. P. 4999, including
the vill. of Carron. Birthplace of the celebrated
traveller Bruce.
Larchamp, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Mayenne, arr. Mayenne, cant. Ernde. P. 2205.

Lardarello, Central Italy. [Monte Cerboll]
La Recca, a subterranean watercourse, which

disappears in the mountains above Trieste and
reappeai's near the sea. It is proposed to drive a
horizontal shaft into the hiU for water supply to

Trieste.
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Larepo, a seaport town of Spaiu, j>rov. Saii-

tander, 34 m. W.N.W. BUbao. P. 2980.

LARE^, two coninis. and vills. of the Nether-
lands.—I. prov. Gelderland, 8 m. N.E. ZutpLeu.
P. 2750.—II. N. Holland, S.E.Nearden. P. 1530.

Labgextieke, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Ard^he, cap. cant., on the Ligne, 21 m
S.W. Privas. P. 2992. Manufs. silk fabrics.

Largo, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, on an inlet

of the Firth of Forth, 2^ m. E.N.E. Leven. Ac.

7585. P. 2626. The vill. is frequented for sea-

bathing, and has a harbour. Alexander Selkirk,

the prototype of Defoe's " Bobinson Crusoe," was
bom here in 1676.

Largs, a seaport and pa. of Scotland, co. Ayr,
on a bay of same name, 22 m. W.S.W. Glasgow.
Ac. of pa. estimated at 22,381. P. 3620 ; do. of

town 2638. It has a church, baths, libi-ary,

branch banks, steamboat pier, and manufs. of

cotton, and is a favourite resort for sea-bathers. A
great victory was obtained here in 1263 by
Alexander lu., over Haco, King of Norway, and
numerous tumuli mark the field of battle.

Lakgs, a post town of New South Wales, co.

Durham, 4 m. N. Maitland. P. 141.

Laru, a large market town of British India,

dist. and 60 m. S.E. Goruckpore, N.W. provs.

Lari, a market town of Central Italy, prov.

and 14 m. S.E. Pisa. Pop. of comm. 9161.

Larl a town of Central Africa, on the N.W.
shore of Lake Tchad, 100 m N.W. Kouka.
Larixo {Larinum), a town of South Italy, cap.

circ.,prov., dist.& 22 m. N.E.Campobasso. P. 6152.

A vast amphitheatre, 2 templas, baths, and other

remains, show the importance of the ancient city.

Larissa or Yenitcher, a town of European
Turkey, cap. prov. Thessaly, on rt. b. of the Sa-
lembria (ancient Peneusy, 20 m. from the Gulf of

Salonica. Lat 39° 37' N. ; Ion. 21° 28' E. P.

25,000, of whom 3-4ths are Turks. It has many
mosques, and manufs. of silk and cotton goods.

Laristax, a maritime prov. of Persia, having
S. the Persian Gulf, and landward the provs.

Fars and Kerman. It is an arid and sandy
waste, with salt steppes; salt, silk, and camels
are the chief products. The coast is inhabited

by independent Arab tribes. Chief town, Lar.

Larke, a river of England, rises in S.W. of

Suffolk, and flows past Bury-St-Edmunds into

the Ouse, near Ely, co. Cambridge, to which it

is navigable.

Larkhall, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

Dalserf, 9 m. W.N.W. Lanark. P. 2685.

Larkhaka, a fortified town of Sinde, cap. a

dist, 145 m. N.W. Hyderabad, and 7 m. W. of

the Indus, with which it communicates by the
Larkhana Canal. Pop. from 10,000 to 12,000.

It has a citadel, formerly the artillery depot of

the Sinde Ameers, a bazaar, manufactures of

silk and cotton goods, and one of the chief com
markets of the country.

Larung, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, IJ m.
N.N.W. East-Harling. Ac. 1548. P. 181.

LARNf:, a market and seaport town of Ireland,

CO. Antrim, on Lough Lame, an inlet of the sea,

17J m. N.N.E. Belfast. P. 2766. It has manu-
factures of cotton, sail-cloth, and ropes, with
bleaching-grounds and lime-works.
Larnica or Labneca (Citiutn), a town of the

island Cyprus, Mediterranean Sea, near its S.
coast, in a bay formed by Capes Kiti and Pyla,
23 m. S.E. Lefkosia. Pop. about 10,000. It is

the principal seat of commerce of Cyprus, and the
residence of European merchants and consuls.
It has regular steam communication with Trieste,
Constantinople, Smyrna, Syria, Alexandria, Mar-

.seiili', and occasioiiallj- with Liverpool. Udt
not possess a harbour, but the bay alfords t

cellent anchorage. It has a citadel, cisterns, a
numerous vestiges of antiquity.

Laroche, a vill., Belgium, prov. Luzembon:
on the Ourthe, 14 m. N.W. Lastogne. P. 133
La Koda, a town of Spain, prov. and 24

N.W. Albacete. P. 4572. Celebrated for its i

fence against the Carlists in 1840.

Larrack, an island at the entrance of t

Persian Gulf, 15 m. S. Ormuz.
Larraga, a town of Spain, prov. Navana, *

m S.S.W. Pamplona. P. 1512
Lars, a strong fort and vUl. of S. Bussia, gf)

Caucasus, on the road to Georgia, N.N.E. Dai;

Lartingtoii, a township of England, co. To
North Biding, pa. Bomald-Kirk, 2| m. W N. v

Barnard Castle. Ac. 5299. P. 192.

La Bce, a co. of the U.S., North America,
centre of Kentucky. Area 218 sq. m. P. 51'

free, 900 slaves.

Laruns, a comm. and town of France, dep. j
Pyrdudes, c^. cant., 22 m. S. Pau. P. 2370.

Larvego, a vill. of North Italy, prov. ai

circ. Genoa. Pop. of comm. 4054.

La Salle, a town, U. S., N. Amer., Illinois, (

the lUiuois river, at the S. terminus of the Mid!
gan Canal, and on Centi-al Bailway. P. 4000.

|

La Salle, a county of U. S., North Ameri(j

Illinois. P. 48,332.

La Salle, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Turi
circ. Aosta. P. 2112.

Lasalle, a comm. and vill. of France, di

Gard, arr. Vigan, cap. cant. P. 2541.

Lascl'ARRE, a town of Spain, prov. and 4S i

E. Huesca. P. 978.
j

Lasgird, a fortified vill. of Persia, prov. Kli

rassan, 15 m. S.W. Semnoon, on a mound.
Lasham, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3| i

N.N.W. Alton. Ac. 1769. P. 235.

Lask or Lasko, a town of Poland, gov. Wa
saw, 48 m. E.S.E. Kalisz, on the Grabowka.
3368. It has manufactures of woollen cloths.

Las Palmas, Canary islands. [Canary.]
Lassa or H'Lassa (" Land of the Divine 1

telligence "), the cap. city of Tibet, and resideu

of the Dalai or Grand Lama, on the Mour
river, an affluent of the San-po. Lat 30° 48' ^
Ion. 91° 25' E. 9500 feet above the sea. Pc

conjectured to be about 24,000, besides a garris

of 3000 Chinese cavalry. It has numeru
towers, bazaars, and temples. The great temi

of Buddha, also the residence of the Grand Laii

the pontifical sovereign of Tibet and E. Asia,,

a vast square edifice, covering, with its precim;

many acres, its centre beintr surmounted by.

gilded dome ; contiguous to it, on its four sic

are four celebrated monasteries, said to be i

habited by 4000 recluses, and greatly resorted i

by the Chinese and Mongols as schools of

Buddhic religion & philosophy It is the "Koni'

of Buddhism. Lassa is also a place of trade

silk, wool, goats' hair, woollen, cashmere, f_.

linen fabrics, velvets, assafoetida, bezoar, fmi
bullion, and precious stones ; its commerce, •?

tending to Hindostan, China, and many partt-

Central Asia, and its lapidaries, workers in met
and engravers, are said to equal the Chinese.

Lassan, a town of Prussia, gov. and 40 m. £

Stralsund, on the Peene. P. 1990.

Lassay, a comm. and town of France, c.

cant., dep. and 10 m. N.N.E. Mayenne. P. 25

Lasseube, a comm. and mkt town of Frar.

dep. B.-Pyr^n^s, 6 m. E.N.E. Oleron. P. 26-

Lassington, a pa. of England, co. and 2|

N.W. Glo'ster. Ac. 535. P 73.
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Lasswade, a pa. and vill. of Scotland, co. and
lu. S.E. Edinburgh, near the N. B. Railway, on

e North Esk river. Ac. 10,G78. P. 5688. It

IS a carpet manufactory, gunpowder, paper,

id oatmeal mills, an iron and brass foundry,

al minesi, etc. Pop. of vill. 713.

Lastinghasi, a pa., England, co. York, N. Eid-

g, G m. N.W. Pickering. Ac. 24,663. P. 1697.

Lastka or Gangalaudi, a vill. of Central

alv, 5 m. W. Florence, on 1. b. of the Arno.
1)380. It is the centre of important manufac-

rt'S of straw hats.

Laswari, a vill. of Brit. India, 68 m. N.W.Agra,
territory of Alwur. Here the British forces de-

ated those of Sindia, under Lord Leake, in 1 803.

Lata, a town of Turkish Armenia, pash. and
I ni. N.W. Van. It is strongly gaiTisoued.

Latacunga, a town of S. Araer. [Tacunga.]
Latakia or Latakieh, Laodicea ad Mare, a

aport town of Syria, pash. and 75 m. N. Tripoli,

', the Mediterranean, in lat. 85° 30' N., Ion. 35°

i' E. P. 7000 or 8000. It consists of an upper
id alower town,separated by gardens. The lower
wn, which is the principal resort of the seafar-

j pop., borders on a well-sheltered but shallow
iibour. It has a custom-house and several ware-
)uses. The upper town, dilapidated by the

fccts of an earthquake in 1822, has narrow and
i'et;ular streets ; fiat-roofed stone houses ; seve-
1 Greek churches and mosques ; a Eoman tri-

uphal arch, and many remains of the ancient
ty. Principal exports, tobacco, of a fine flavour,

liich is grown on the fields near, cotton, wax,
ainmony, and sponge. Imports sugar, coffee,

ices, cotton twist, printed goods, and woollens.
jAODICEA.]

Latchingdon, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 12J
. E.S.E. Chelmsford. Ac. 3672. P. 430.

Latkkina, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. Arezzo,
1 the Arno. P. 2067. It has mineral springs.

liATEitzA, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Lecce, 25 m.
.W. Taranto. P. 5081.
Latham Island, near E. coast of Africa, lat. 6°

V S., Ion. 40° E. ; is about 1000 feet in length,
id a few years ago was covered with guano.
Lathbury, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 1 m.

. Newport Pagnell, and 5 m. from the Wolver-
n station of the London and North-Western
ailway. Ac. 1294. P. 147.

Latheron, a pa. of Scotland, co. Caithness,
orth Sea, 14 m. S.W. Wick. Ac. about 140,000.
. 8571. It has valuable fisheries, and here are
veral ancient remains.
Lathom, a chapelry of England, co. Lancaster,

,

I. and 3 m. E. Orraskirk, on the Douglas. Ac.
)61. P. 3385. It has an endowed school and

I mshouse.
Latiako, a town of South Italj', prov. Lecce,
re. Brindisi. P. 4927.
Latill^ a comm. and town of France, dep.
ienne, 12 m. W.N.W. Poitiers. P. 1181,
Latisana, a market town of N. Italy, Venetia,
;ov. and 23 m. S.S.W. Udine, on 1. b. of the
agliaraento. P. 4000.
Latium, an ancient division of Italy, on the W.,
»:tending from the Tiber on the N. to the Ga-
tcliano on the S., and eastward to the range of
le Apennines. Now comprising, in whole or
lit, the delegations Roma, Frosinone, Velletri,
id Terra di Lavoro.
Latouk d'Auvergne, a comm. and vill. of
niuce, dep. Puy-de-Dome, cant. Issoire. P." 2070.

' La Tour de Peilz, a town of Switzerland,
int. Vaud. P. 1343.
Latronico, a town of S. Italy, prov. Potenza,
ip. circ, 40 m. S.E. Potenza. P. 2963.

Lattakoo, a populous town of South Africa,
Bechuana country, lat. 27° 10' S., Ion. 24° 30' E.
Old Lattakoo is 33 m. N.E.ward.
Latta-Latta Isles, a group in the Malay Ar-

chipelago, off the W, coast of Gilolo, lat. 0° 15'

S., Ion. 1° 27' E. The largest is 25 m. in circumf.
Lattarico, a comm. and vill. of South Italy,

prov, and circ. Coseuza. P, 2165.

Lattier (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
and on the Isfere, 7 m. S.W. StMarcellin. P. J661.
Latton, two pas. of England I. co. Essex,

16 m. W.N.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 1605. P. 19(;.

—II. CO, Wilts, 11 m. N.N.W. Cricklade, Ac.
1680. P. 308.

Laubach, a town of Central Germany, Hessen-
Darmstadt, prov. Upper Ilessen, 15 m. E.S.E.
Giessen. P, 2040. It has iron foundries.

Laub.vn or Luben, a town of Prussian Silesia,

gov. and 40 m, W.S.W. Leignitz, cap. circ, on
the Queiss. P. 6800, employed in manufactures
of woollen cloth, cotton, linen, and tobacco,

Laucii^^ a town of Pnissian Saxony, gov, and
17 m. S.W. Merseburg, ou the Unstrut. P. 1675.

Laucheim, a market town of Wiirtemburg,
circ. and on the Jaxt. P. 872.

LAUCHST.iuT, a town of Prussian Saxony, 8 m,
S,S,W. Halle. P. 1430. It has sulphur baths.

Laud^v, a walled town of Baden, circ. Lower

'

Rhine, on the Tauber. P. 1100.

Laudenbach, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Jaxt, 7 ni. E.S.E. Mergentheim. P. 1520.

Lauder, a royal and pari, bor., town, and pa.

of Scotland, co. Berwick, cap. dist. of Lauderdale,
on the Leader, 23 m. S.E. Edinburgh. Ac. 34,981.

P. 2198; do. of pari. bor. 1137. It has a town-
house, several libraries, and a branch bank. The
town estate consists of about 1700 ac. The bor,

unites with Haddington, etc., in sending 1 mem-
ber to House of Commons. Corp. rev. (1862-3)
465Z. Lauderdale anciently comprised the W.
district of Berwickshire.
Lauderdale, several cos. of the U. S., North

America.—I. in N.W. of Alabama, Area 653 sq,

m. P. (I860) 10,683 free, 6737 slaves.—IL in E.
of Mississippi. Area 700 sq. m. P. 8225 free,

5088 slaves.—III. in W. of Tennessee, Area 474
sq. m. P, 4705 free, 2854 slaves.

Laudun, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gard, 13 m. N.E. Uz6s, on the Tave, P, 2370.
Lauexburg, since 1866, a prov. of Prussia, and

a member of the N. German Confcd., situated be-
tween lat, 52° 21' and 53° 48' N., Ion, 10° 13' and
11° 3' E,, bounded N, by Liibeck, E, MecklenVmrg
Schweriu, S, by the Elbe, & W, by Holstein. Area
404 sq.m. P. (1865) 49,764. Surface flat, sandy in

centre, &marshy in S, On its E, bordersare several
lakes, the chief of which are the Eafaeburger See
and Schaal See. Principal rivers, the Stecknitz

and Delvenane, It is cUvidcd into 3 amts,, Eatze-
burg, Lauenburg, and Schwarzenbek,

—

Lauen-
hurg, the cap,, is situated ou rt. b. of the Elbe, at

the mouth of the Delvenaue or Stecknitz canai,

27 m. S.E. Hamburg. Pop, of town proper 1200,

%vith suburbs 3800, It has a custom-house and
an extensive transit trade,

Lauenburg, a town of Prussia, prov, Pome-
ranin, gov, and 68 m, E,N.E. Kosliu, on rt, b, of

the Leba, P, 4000. Manufs, woollens and linens.

Lauenen, a vill, of Switzerland, cant, Bern, dist.

Ober Simmenthal. P. 649.

Lauenstein, two market towns of Germany,

—

I. Siixony, circ. and 20 m. S,S,E, Dresden, P.
761.—IL Prussia, E.S.E. Hildcsheim. P. 2237.

Lauf, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle Frau-
conia, 10 m. E.N.E. Nilruberg, on the Pegnitz.

P. 3015. It has manufactures of wire, brass,
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needles, and plate glass.

—

Laufach is a vill., 8 m.
E.N.E. Aschaffenburg. P. 1080.

Laufen, a town, Switzerland, cant. Bern, in the
valley of Laufen, on road to Delemont. P. 1132.

LAi'FEy, a frontier town of Upper Bavaria, on
the Salzach, 10 m. N.N.W. Salzburg. P. 1800,

employed in shi{)-building and navigation.

LAtiFEhTJUKG, a vill. of Switzerland, cant
Aargau, circ. Laufen, on the Rhine. P. 667.

Laufen-Uhwiesek, a vill., Switzerland, cant.

Zurich, dist. Andelfingen. P. 702.

Lal'ffex, a town of WUrtemburg, circ. Neckar,
on the Neckar, 6 m. S.S.W. Heilbronn. P. 4000.

It has three churches, a convent, and a palace,

and is mentioned in records of the 9th centiuy.

Laugharne, an ancient munic. bor., seaport

town, and pa. of South Wales, co. and 9 m.
S.S.W. Carmarthen, on the estuary of the Taff

and Towy. Ac. 14,703. P. of pa. 1868.

Laughtok, several pas. of England.—I co.

Leicester, 5 m. N.W. Market-Harborough. Ac.
1109. P. 152.—II. CO. Lincoln, \\ m. S.E. Fal-
kingham, to which the vicinity is united. Ac.
1136. P. 71.—III. CO. and 18 m. N.N.W. Lin-
coln. Ac. 4598. P. 515.—IV. co. Sussex, b\ m.
E.N.E. Lewes. Ac. 5075. P. 742.—V. (en le

Morihen\ co. Tork, West Biding, \Q\ m. E.
Sheffield. Ac. 3545. P. 736.

Lauingb:x, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia, on
the Danube, 26 m. N.W. Augsburg. P. 3825.

It has manufs. of woollen and cotton fabrics.

Laujar or Laxjar, a town of Spain, prov. and
18 m. N.W. Almeira, on the S. slope of the Sierra

Nevada. P. 2980. It has manufs. of cloth.

LaUN, a.town of Bohemia, gov. Prague, circ.

Eakonitz, on the Eger. P. 2010. It has mineral
springs.

liAUXCELLS, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 1

m. E.S.E. Stratton. Ac. 6179. P. 693.

Launceston, a pari, and munic. bor., town, and
pa. of England, co. Cornwall, of which it is joint

cap. with Bodmin, on the Kensey, a tributary of

the Tamar, 12 m. N.W. Tavistock. Ac. of pa.

2629. P. of bor. 2069. Chief buildings, the castle,

founded by the anc. Cornish princes, an ancient
church, national school, guildhall, gaol, and
union workhouse. It has also a librarj', a philo-

sophical society, and Queen Elizabeth free gram-
mar school. It is a polUng-place for the E. div.

of CO., and sends one mem. to H. of Commons.
Assizes held at Bodmin. Reg. elect (1864) 443.

Lacnceston, a town of Tasmania, the second
in importance on the island, at the N. extremity
of CO. Cornwall, and at the head of the navigation
of the river Tamar, 35 m. above its estuary at

Port Dalrymplc, and at the junction of the N.
and S. Esk with the Tamar, 98 m. N. Hobart
Town. P. (1861) 10,359. Launceston is the en-
trepot and chief seat of export for agpiicultural

produce in Tasmania, and has extensive traffic

with Australia. It was made a free port in 1845.

Imports (1859) 501,510;. ; exports 639,351/.

Launcestton-Tarrant, a pa. of Engl., co. Dor-
set, 4J m. N.E. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 710. P. 107.

Launiowitz, a viU. of Bohemia, circ. Budweis.
near Tabor. P. 685.

Lauutox, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, IJ m.
E.N.E. Bicester. Ac. 3550. P. 711.

Laupen, a small town of Switzerland, cant,

and 11 m. W.S.W. Bern, on the Sarine. P. 724.

Near this the Swiss, under Eodolph of Erlach,
defeated the Austrian forces, 21st June 1339.

Laufers\vyl, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Bern, dist. Signau, on the river Erume. P. 2682.
LAUPERSWYL^^ERTEL, a vill. of Switzerland,

cant Bern, dist Signau. P. 738.

Laupiieim, a market town of WUrtemberg,cin
Danube, on the Eottum. P. 3120. It has
castle.

Laureana, a town of S. Italy, prov. Reggi.
cap. cant., 10 m. E.S.E. Nicotera. P. 5074.
Laureaxa (Cilento), a vill. of S. Italy, pre

Salemo, circ. Vallo della Lucania. P. 1623.

Laurel, a post vill., U. S., N. America, Indian
CO. Franklin, on the SVhitewater, 15 m. W.N.V
Brookville. P. 1000.—II. a vill., Delaware, c

Sussex, on Broad Creek, 52 m. S. Dover. ]

1500.—III. a CO. in S.E. Kentucky. Area 4J

sq. m. P. 5302 free, 186 slaves. Cap. Londoi]
Laurel Hill, a long, straight, narrow mou;i

tain ridge in S. W. Pennsylvania, between Son
erset on the E. and Fayette and Westmorelat
cos. on the W.—II. a beautiful cemetery with

.

the limits of the city, and 3J m. N.W. the Stat

House of Philadelphia, on the Schuylkill.

Laukeiscekirk, a bor. of barony and pai. (

Scotland, co. Kincardine, 10 m. N, MontroM
Ac. of pa. 5381. P. 2100, do. of town 1611. ,

has linen-weaving and manufacture of snui:

boxes. P., including vill., 1519.

Laukence (St), several pas. of England.—'
CO. Essex, 8 m. E.S.E. Maldon. Ac. 2820. i

184.—II. CO. Kent, 1 m. W. Ramsgate. Ac 443

.

P. 3287.—III. CO. Suffolk, 3 m. S.E. Bungay. A>
1750. P. 502. [Lawrence(St).]
Laurekce (St), a pa. of S. Wales, co. Pembrol

8 m. N.W. Haverford-West Ac. 1751. P. 2(

Laurens, a dist of the U. S., North Americ;
in N.W. of S. Carolina, Area 920 sq.m. P. (186<

10,658 free, 13,200 slaves.—II. a co. in centi

of Georgia. Area 763 sq. m. P. 3729 free, 32^1

slaves.—III. a township of New York, 71 m. V>

Albany. P. 2168.

Laurent (St), a comm. and vill. of Belginc

prov. East Flanders, 16 m. N.W, Ghent P. 25f

Laurent (St), numerous comms., towns, an

vills, of France.—I. (de la Salanffue), dep, 1

Pyr^ndes, 7 m. N.E. Perpignan. P. 4435.—

I

(du PotU), dep. Is^re, cap. cant, 14 m, N. Grenobl
P, 1761.—III. (de Medocy dep. Gironde, cap. cam
25 m. N.N.W. Bordeaux. P. 3159.- IV. («
Gorre), dep. H. Vienne, cap. cant, on the Gorr

14 m. W.S.W, Limoges. P. 2360.—V. (dt Cc
dans\ dep. E. Pyr^ndes, 10 m. S.W. Ceret ;

2173.—VI. (de Chamousef), dep. Rhone, cap. can

17 m, W. Lyon, P, 1799.—VII. (d:Olt\ d(

Aveyron, on the Lot, 24 m. N. Milhau. P. 196

—Vin. (de Terra GaUe), dep. Manche, 9 i

S.S.E. Avranches. P. 1295.—IX. (de la Plain-

dep. Maine-et-Loire, arr. Beaupreau. P. 17-

—X. (de rAifi), dep. Ain, arr. Bourg,
1477,—XL (de Neste),- dep. H. Pyr^n^es, 14

-

E.N.E. Bagneres, P, 1534.—XII, (en Royan'

dep. Drome, 23 m. E.N.E. Valence. P. 1096.

XIII. (du Papey, dep. Ard^che, on the Erieux.

m. N.E, Privas, P, 1301.—XIV, (des Bains), saii

dep., 16 m. W.N.W, Largentiere, celebrated 1'

its saline thermal baths. P. 727.—XV. (««r -Serr<

dep. Vendue, on the Sevre Nantaise, 3 m. S..

Mortagne, P, 2562 XVI. a comm. and vill.

Corsica, arr. Corte. P. 1266.

Lauria, an ancient town of South Itily, pre

Potenza, circ and 7 m, S,S,E. Lagouegro.

9163. It has manufs. of coai'se linen fabrics,

Laueicocha, a small lake of Pei-u, one of t

sources of the Amazon. Lat 10° 20' S. ; Ion, 7

20' W.
Lauriere, a comm. and town of France, df

Haute-Vienne, 23 m. N.N.E, Limoges. P, Uf
Laurino, a town of S. Italy, prov. Saleruo,

the Colore, 11 m. W.S.W. Diano. P, 2142.

Laukiston or Lawerston, a vill. of Scotlar

I

I
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:o. Stirling, pa. and 1^ m. E. Falkirk. P. 1265,

lartly employed in nail-making and weaving.
Laurito, a town of South Italy, prov. Salerno,

ap. circ, 9 m. S.E. II Vallo. P. I5-23.

Lauro, two vills. of S. Italy.—I. prov. Caserta,

•i m. E. Gaeta.—II. prov. Avellino, 6 m. S.E.
la, cap. circ. P. 1741.

Laurvig, a seaport town of Norway, stift

Li^gershuus, cap. amt., on an inlet of the Skagger-
ack, 65 m. S.S.W. Christiania. P. 3400. It has
caarion foundry, snuff factories, and distilleries.

Lausanne, a city of Switzerland, cap. cant.

"aud, i m. from Ouchy, its port on the N. shore
the Lake of Geneva, and on the S. slope of the

at hills, 450 feet above the lake, and 1700
t above the sea, 32 m. N.E. Geneva, at the

iction of the Flou and Louve. Altitude 1634
t. Mean temp, of vear 48°-9, winter 32°-9,

aimner 64° -7, Fahr. P. (I860) 20,515. Chief
difices, a cathedral, cantonal hospital, lunatic

ivlura, penitentiary, barracks, and theatre. Its

ducational institutions comprise an academy
ith 14 professors, a cantonal college, militaiy,

awing, and other schools, numerous literary

ieties, and collections of art and science; manu-
tiires of woollen cloths, paper, leather, and
'.'cilery, are carried on. It has several public
hs, libraries, an English chapel, etc. Under

. French it was the cap. dep. Leman.
Lausen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Basle,

ist. Liestal. P. 743.

Lausigk, a town of Saxony, circ. and 18 m.
.S.E. Leipzig. P. 2950. It has manufactures
f woollens aud linens, and mineral baths.

Laussonne, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

[aute-Loire, 10 m. S.E. Le Puy. P. 1552.
Laut, an isl., E. Archipelago. [Pulo-Laut.]
Laui'enbach, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
[aut-KUin, arr. Colmar, cant. Guebwiller. P. 1983.
Lautenburq, a town of W. Prussia, gov. and

• m. S.E. Marienwerder. P. 2050.
Lautenthal, a town of Hanover, dist. and 5

1. N.N.W. Clausthal, in the Harz. P. 2032.
Lauteu, a river of Rhenish Bavaria, forming

1 part of its course its boundary with France,
I'ms the Rhine at Neuborg. Length 44 miles.

Lauter, a vill. of Saxony, circ. Zwickau. P.
.179. It has coal mines and vitriol works.
Lautkrbach, a town of Germany, Hessen-
'annstadt. prov. Upper Hessen, 14 m. W.N.W.
ulda. P. 2300. Has 2 churches, & paper mills.

l>AUTEUBEKO, a town of Prussia, 14 m. S.E.
liiustlial. P. 3838. Has mines of iron and coaL
I.ArTERBOURG, a fortified frontier comm. and
iwn of France, dep. Bas-Rhin, cap. cant., on rt.

of the Lauter, near its conil. with the Rhine,
1 m. N.E. Strasbourg. P. 2156. It has iron
•iks and potash factories. In 1793 the French
c it by forcing the famous lines of Lauterbourg.
Lauterbrunnen, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland,

int. and 33 m. S.E. Bern, in the Oberland. P.
.'57, inhabiting scattered residences, in a valley
iUered by the White Lutchine, celebrated for
i picturesque gi'andeur, and so confined, that in

immer the sun does not appear before 7 o'clock
^i., nor in winter before noon, and which con-
.ius the Staubbach, and numerous other cascades.

Lauterecken, a town of Rhenish Bavaria, at
1(3 junction of the Lauter with the Glan, 17 m.
'.W. Kaiserslautern. P. 1160.
Lautrec, a comm. and town of France, dep.

I'arn, cap. cant, 8 m. N.W. Castres. P. 3257.
Lauzerte, a comm. & town, France, dep. Tarn-
^-Garonne, 10 m. N.N.E. Moissac. P. 3096.
Lauzun, a comm. and town, France, dep. Lot-

l- Garonne, 16 m. N.E. Marmande. P. 1237.

Lavaca, a co., U. S., North America, Toxa&
P. 4238 free, 1707 slaves.

Lavagn.\, a maritime town, Noi-th Italy, prov
Genoa, 1^ m. S.E. Chiavari, cap. maud., on the
Gulf of Genoa. P. 6026.
Lavaqna, a vill., Northern Italy, gov. Venice,

prov. and 6 m. E. Verona. P. 1652.

Laval, a comm. and town of France, cap. dep.
Mayenne, on the Mayenne, 41 m. E. Rennes. P.
28,142. Principal buildings, a castle, now a pri-

son, a cathedral, two hospitals, prefecture, town-
hall, linen hall, theatre, comm. college, and pub-
lic library. It has manufs. of linen thread, cotton
handkerchiefs, and calico ; bleach and dye works,
tanneries, marble works. It was taken by the
English in 1466, but retaken by the French in
the following year, and suffered greatly in the
Vendean war at the end of the last century.

Lavajjt, a river of Austria, Carinthia, joins the
Drave at Lavamiinde, after a S. course of 40 m.
Lavant, a river of England, co. Sussex, rises

at Lavant, flows past Chichester, and enters its

harbour after a S.W. coui'se of 10 miles.

Lavant (Ea.st), a pa. of England, co. Sussex,

2^ m. N. Chichester. Ac. 2884. P. 421.

Lavardac and Lavardens, two towns of S.W.
France.—I. dep. Lot-et-Garonne, on the Baise,

16 m. W. Agen. P. 2025.—II. dep. Gers, 8 m.
N.N.W. Auch, with warm baths. P. 1075.

Lavaur, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Tarn, cap. arr., on the Agout, 23 m. S.W. Albi.

P. 7438. It has a comm, college, and manufs. of

silk damasks, and it is the entrepot for the silk

goods of Upper Languedoc. In the 13th century
it was the stronghold of the Albigenses, from
whom it was taken in 1211 by Simon de Mont-
fort, with much barbarity.

Lavelanet, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ariege, arr. and 12 m. E. Foix. P. 3006, mostly
employed in the manuf. of fine woollens.
Lavello, Labellum, a town of S. Italy, prov.

Potenza, circ. and 8 m. N.E. Melfl. P. 5366.

Lavendon, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 2 m.
N.E. Olney. Ac. 2320. P. 820.

Lavenham or Lanham, a market town and pa.

of England, co. Suffolk, 16J m. W.N.W. Ipswich.
Ac. of pa. 2887. P. 1823. Manufs. hemp.
Laveno and Lavenza, two market towns, N.

Italy.—I. prov. and 23 m. W.N.W. Como, on
Lake Maggiore. P. 1468.—II. prov. and 5 m.
W. Massa, on the Gulf of Genoa.
Laventie, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Pas-de-Calais, 12 m. N.E. Bethune. P. 4584.

Laver, several pas. of England, co. Essex.—T.

(High), 6 m. N.N.E. Epping. Ac. 1894. P. 471.

—II. {Little), 7 m. N.N.E. Epping. Ac. 968. P.
\&S.—l\l.{Magdalen), 12 m. W.N.W. Chelmsford.
Ac. 1228. P. 213.

Lavernock, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamor-
gan, 5 m. S. Cardiff. Ac. 1014. P. 89.

Laverstoke, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Hants, 2 m. N.E. Whitchurch. Ac. 1530. P.

122.—II. CO. Wilts, li m. N.E. Salisbury. Ac.
1675. P. 631.

Laverton, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3^
m. N.E. Frome. Ac. 1034. P. 164.

Lavey, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 5 m.
S.E. Cavan. Ac. 10,678. P. 3496.

Laviano, a town of South Italy, prov. Salerno,
circ. Campagna. P. 2407. Cap. circ.

Lavington (Market), a town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Wilts, on the N. border of Salisbury
Plain, 5 m. S. Devizes. Ac of pa. 4792. P. 1583.

Lavingtox (West), two pas. of Engl—I. co.

Lincoln, 4 m. N.N.E. Corby. Ac. 4193. P.389.—
II. CO. WUts, 6 m. S. Devizes. Ac. 6283. P. 1589.
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l-AVis, a market town of Austria, in tho Tirol,

circ. and 5 m. N. Trent. P. 2207.

Lavit, a comm. and town, France, dep. Tarn-
et-Garonne, 11 m. S.W. Castel-Sarrasin. P. 1547.

Lavoro (Terea-di), Italy. [Caserta.]
Lavras, a town of Brazil, prov. Minas-Geraes,

120 m. S.W. Ouro-Preto. P. (with dist) 12,000.

Lawah, a town of India, territory of Mewar,
in lat. 25° 12' N., Ion. 73° 53' E. P. 3000.

Lawford, two pas. of England.—I. co. Essex,

n m. W. Manningtree. Ac. 2679. P. 843.—II.

(Churchy, CO, Warwick, 3^ ra. W.N.W. Rugby.
Ac. 1865. P. 311.—III. {Long), a township,
Bame co., pa. Newbold-on-Avon, 2 m. N.N.W.
Rugby. P. 601.

Lawiiaden, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 3 m. N.W. Narberth. Ac. 4490. P. 647.

Lawhittox, a pa. of Engl., co. Cornwall, 2^ m.
S.S.E. Launceston. Ac. 2629. P. 435.

Lawrence, several cos., etc., \J. S., North
America.—I. in N. of Alabama. Area 758 sq. ni.

P. (1860) 7187 free, 6788 slaves.—II. in S. of Ten-
nessee. Area 564 sq. m. P. 8160 free, 1160 slaves.

—III. in S. of Mississippi. Area 790 sq. m. P.

5517 free, 3696 slaves.—IV. in N. of Kentucky.
Area 442 sq. m. P. 7455 free, 146 slaves.—V. in

S. of Ohio. Area 430 sq. m. P. 23,249.—VI. in

centre of Indiana. Area 438 sq. m. P. 13,692.

—VII. in S.E. of Illinois. Area 354 sq. m. P.
9214.—VIII. in N.E. Arkansas. Area 1363 sq.

m. P. 8878 free, 494 slaves.—IX. in Missouri.

P. 8562 free, 284 slaves.—^X. a township of Ohio,

CO. Stark, on the Ohio Canal.—XI. a township
of New York, 25 m. N.E. Canton.—XII. New
Tersey, 6 m. N.E. Trenton. —XIII. Ohio, co. Tus-
carawas, with three vills.— XIV. Iowa, co.

Marion.—XV. in W., a co. of Pennsylvania.
Area 358 sq. m. P. 22,999.—XVI. Essex, co.

Massachusetts.

—

Lawrenceburg and Laivrenceville

are the names of many small places in the U. S.,

the chief towns being the cap. of Dearborn, co.

Indiana, on Ohio River, 22 m. below Cincinnati.

Lawrence, a town of the U. S., N. America,
Massachusetts, co. Essex, on 1. b. of the Merri-
mack, 26 m. N. Boston. P. (1860) 8283. In the

course of a few years this place has risen from a

mere village to a manufacturing town of great

importance. In 1845 a dam across the Merrimack
was constructed hero, by which a fall of 28 feet

of water was obtained, and a canal formed for

leading the water to the mills. Here are exten-
sive linen, cotton, woollen factories, and an iron

foundry. It has a town-hall, gaol, 12 churches,
public schools, literary association, two or three

newspapers, a bank, and a savings' bank. The
town was incorporated in 1847.

Lawrence, a post-town of New South Wales,
25 m. from mouth of the Clarence river.

Lawrence (Gulf of St), a large inlet of the
Atlantic, North America, between lat. 46° and
52' N., Ion. 68° and 65° W., surrounded by the
British colonial territories of Lower Canada, New
Brunswick, Cape Breton, and Newfoundland.
The two last mostly shut it off on the E. from the
ocean, with which it communicates by three pas-
sages, the most N. being the Strait of Belleisle,

and the S. the Gut of Canso. Average length
and breadth 280 miles each. On its W. side are
the Bays of Chaleur and Miramichi, and the es-

tuary of the St Lawrence river. It contains An-
ticosti, Prince Edward, the Magdalen, and many
other islands. Its fisheries are highly important.
Lawrence (St), an important river of North

America, forming part of the N. boundary of the
U. S., and watering the finest portion of"British

America, has its remotest sources in the western

tributaries of Lake Superior. One of these, the
St Louis, in lat. 47° 45' N., Ion. 93° W., flows
E., and enters the S.W. extremity of that lake.

Passing through the chain of great lakes, it

leaves Lake Ontario at Kingston ; here it takes
the name of the Iroquois, and flowing N.E. forms
the wide expanses called Lakes St Francis, St
Louis, and St Peter. It is first called St Law-
rence after passing Montreal. Below Quebec it

forms a broad estuary, and it enters the Gulf of

St Lawrence at Gaspd Point, by a mouth 100 m.
wide. Length from Lake Ontario to the Gulf 750
m., entire length 2150 m. The basin of the St
Lawrence is estimated to contain 297,000 sq. m.,

of which 94,000 are covered with the waters of

the great lakes. The river proper receives many
important tributaries, namely, the Ottawa, St
Maurice, and Saguenay from the N., and the

Richlieu, St Francis, and Chaudi^re, from the S.

The tide rises to the district of Three Rivers.

Ships of. the line ascend to Quebec, and vessels

of 600 tons to Montreal. The navigation is con-

tinued hence by canals to Kingston on Lake
Ontario, Lake Erie, and even to Lake Superior.

Lawrence (St), a pa. of Ireland, co. and a part

of the city of Limerick. Ac. 279. P. 1373.

Lawrence (St) or Clark Island, an island

in Behring Sea. Lat. 63° N. ; Ion. 170° W.
Length, E. to W., 80 m., breadth 30 miles.

Lawrence (St), a pa. of the Isle of Wight, E.

Medina, in the dist. called the Undercliff, W.
Bonchurch. Ac. 332. P. 85.

Lawrenny, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke. Ac. 2672. P. 339.

Lawshall, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6J
m. S. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 2969. P. 903.

Laxas, a river of Central America, enters the

Lake of Nicai-agua from the country between it

and the Pacific, 16 m. S.E. Nicaragua.
Laxenburg, a vill. of Lower Austria, on rail-

way to Glognitz, 9 m. S. Vienna. P. 800. li

has an imperial palace and park.

La.xfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5J ni.

N.E. Framlington. Ac. 3630. P. 1031.

Laxton, two pas., England.—I. co. Northampn I

ton, 7 m. N.W. Oundle. Ac. 1370. P. 119.-ILcoi

,

Notts, 3 m. S.S.W. Tuxford. Ac. 3610. P. 613.

Laybacii or Laibach (Slav. Lublana, ancieni

Amona), the cap. city oi Carinthia, Austriar

empire, and of a gov. comprising Carinthia ano

Carniola, on the Laybach, and on the railway fron

Vienna to Trieste, in lat. 46° 1'48" N., Ion. 14° 30

E. P. 21,000. It has. many handsome public

edifices, comprising a cathedral and several othei

churches, a city hall, theatre, gymnasium, bar-

racks, the citadel, now a prison, courts, agri

cultural and philharmonic societies. Manufs. o

porcelain, refined sugar, and linen fabrics, ai

active transit trade between Germany and Triest

— Upper Laybach is a vill., 12 m. W.S.W. P
1400.—The Laybach river rises S. Adelsberg

under the name of the Poik, is lost in the Grott(

of Adelsberg, and reappears in the Unz; it i'

again lost below the surface, and reappears a

Upper Laybach, where it becomes navigable.

Layd, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim, 3(

m. N. Belfast. Ac. 20,066. P. 3742.

Layer, two pas. of England.—I. (de la Haye]

CO. Essex, 14 ra. S.S.W. Colchester. Ac. 2577

P. 807.—II. (Mameyy, 15 m. N.E. Chelmsford

Ac. 1973. P. 276.

Layer-Breton, a pa. of England, co. Essex,

'

m. S.S.W. Colchester. Ac. 954. P. 298.

Layiiam, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 k
S. Hadleigh. Ac. 2488. P. 534.

Layrac, a comm. and town of France, dei
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Lot-et-Garonne, 5 m. S. Agcn, on tlie Gers, near

its confluence with the Garoniio. P. 2861.

Laysteks, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 3

m. S.S.W. Tenbury. Ac. 1989. P. 283.

Layston, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 1 m.

E. Buntingford. Ac. 2208. P. 998.

Layton-with-Warbkick, a township of Eng-
land, CO. Lancaster, 7 m. N.W. Wigan. Ac.

J-241. P. 3907.

Lazaroff, a small island of the Pacific Ocean,

,1 the track to Tahiti. Lat. of E. end 14° 63' 30"

> , Ion. 148° 39' 30' W.
Lazise, a small fortified town of Northern

Italy, prov. and 13 m. W.N.W. Verona, on the

S.E. shore of Lake Garda. P. 2608.

Lazonby, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 6J-

:. N.N.E. Penrith. Ac. 11,175. P. 896.

Lazzaro-uegli-armeni (St), a small island in

;he lagoon of Venice. P. 200. It has a cele-

brated convent and an Aimenian college.

Lazzaro (San), two towns of North Italy.

—

I. prov. and circ. Bologna, on the Savena. P.

4793.—II. prov. and cii-c. Piacenza, cap. comm.
P. 2646. It contains the celebrated Alberoni
College, with many good pictures, and a library

L'f 20,000 volumes.
L^ a city of Cent. Asia, cap. Ladakh or Middle

Tibet, 2 m. from the rt. b. of the Sin-kha-bah (In-

dus), in lat. 34° 9' N., Ion. 77= 36' E. 11,279 feet

alwve the sea. P. 4000. (?) A narrow sandy
plain stretches between the river and a chain of

mountains on the N., and on this level space the

town is built. It is enclosed by a wall, sur-

mounted at intervals with square towers, which
extend on each side to the tops of the mountains.
The streets are very intricate, and in some places

covered over. The houses are built partly of

stone and partly of brick, are whitewashed, and
vary in height from one to three storeys, with
wooden balconies in front. It has several temples

;

aud the palace of the Rajah is of great size,

I though rude in finish. Leis the great rendezvous
[for intercourse between the Punjab and Chiuese
I Tartary, and the principal mart for shawl wool,
brought from the latter countiy. [Kashmere.J
Lea, a river of England, rises in co. Bedford,

near Luton, flows E.S.E. and S., through co.

Herts, past Hertford, Ware, Cheshunt, and Wal-
tham; thence S., between the cos. Middlesex and
Essex ; and joins the Thames at Blackwall, after

a course of 40 miles.

Lea, several pas. of England.—I. cos. Glo'ster
and Hereford, 4 m. E.S.E. Ross. Ac. 702. P.
226.—II. CO. Lincoln, 2 m. S.S.E. Gainsboro'.
Ac. 2149. P. 194.—IIL {CleveHony, co. Wilts,
2 m. E.S.E. Malmesbury. Ac. 1739. P. 432.—
iV. (^Marsfon}, co. Warwick, 2 m. N. Coleshill.

Ac. 1438, P. 261.—V. a township, co. Lancaster,
on the Wyre and Preston Railway, pa. and 4 m.
W.N.W. Preston, P. 911.
Lea, a pa. of Ireland, Queen's co., containing

a l>art of Poi-tarlington. Ac. 18,488. P. 6690.
Leacock, a township, U. S., North America,

I'eunsylvania, 44 m. E.S.E. Harrisburg.
Leadenham, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8J

1. W.N.W. Sleaford. Ac. 2260. P. 706.

Leadhills, a mining vill., and the highest in
Scotland, co. and 18 m. S. Lanark, pa. Crawford,
iu a bleak dist. Elevation 1300 feet above the sea.
Mean temp, of year 44°*1, winter 32°'l, summer
.'>5°-7Fahr, Ac. 68,839. P. 842. The lead mines

(
yield 700 to 800 tons yeariy. Allan Ramsay, the
poet, was bom here in 1685.
Leafield, a chapelry of England, co. Oxford,

pa. Shipton-under-Whichwood, 4 m. N.N.W.
Witney. P. 868.

Lfj^kf, several pas. of England.—I. co. I-in-

coln, 7 m. N.E. Bo.ston. Ac. 7655. P. 1912.—
II. {East), CO. and 8i m. S.S.W. Nottingham,
Ac. 2540. P. 1059. It is a polling-place for S.
division of co.—III. (Westy, a pa. adjoining, 9J
m. W.S.W. Nottingham. Ac. 1390. P, 171.—
IV. CO. York, N. Riding, 6 m. N. Thirsk. Ac,
7520. P. 1092.
Leake, a co. of the TJ. S., North America, in

centre of Mississippi. Area 635 sq. m. P. 6268
free, 3056 slaves.

Leal, a town of Russia, gov. Esthonia, cap.

circ, 20 m. S.S.E. Hapsal.
Leasiixgton, a pa., market town, and water-

ing-place of England, co. and 2^ m. E. War-
wick, with which it is connected by a branch of

the London and N.-W. Railway. Ac. of 1720.

P. 17,402. It is situated on the Leam, an afS. of

the Avon, here crossed by two bridges. Chief
structures, a Gothic church, the pump-room and
baths, assembly, concert, and reading-rooms, a
theatre, museum, picture gallery, and several
hotels. It has also public gardens, a hunting
club, 3 banks, and 2 newspapers. The waters
from the springs are saUne, sulphurate, and chaly-
beate.—II. (JIastings), a pa., co. Warwick, 4 m,
N.N.E. Southam. Ac. 3244. P. 450.

Leao-Tong, MouicDEx or Ching-king, a prov.
of the Chinese empire, N. of the Great Wall, and
nominally comprised in Mongolia, but separated
from the rest of that region and from Corea by
a palisade. Surface mountainous, and it com-
prises the "Regent's Sword," a peninsula in the
Yellow Sea, bounding E. the Gulf of Leao-tong,
into which its principal river, the Leao, flows.

Products comprise pulse, flour, cotton, live stock,

and fish. P. 942,043. Principal city Moukden.
—The GulfofLeao-tong, an inlet of the Yellow
Sea, is 160 m. long, and from 70 to 120 m. broad.
Leasingiian, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2^

m. N.N.W. Sleaford. Ac. 2959. P. 473.

Leatherheau, a pa. and town of England, co.

Surrey, on the Mole,* and on rail. 17 m. S.S.W.
London, Ac. of pa. 3507. P. 2079.

Leathley, a pa. of England, co. York, W. Rid-
ing, 10 m. N.N.W. Leeds. Ac. 1568. P. 199.

Leaveland, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4^ m.
S.S.W. Faversham. Ac. 372. P. 94.

Leavexwortii, a co. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Kansas. P. (1860) 12,606.

Leavington, a pa. of England, co. York. North
Riding, 5 m. W. Stockesley. Ac. 4560. P. 483.

Leavisiiam, a pa. of England, co. Yorlc, North
Riding, 5 m. N.N.E. Pickering. Ac. 2962. P. 148.

Leba, a river, lake, and town of Prussia, prov.

Pomerania, 30 m. N.E. Stolpe. P. 948.

Lebadela, a town of Greece, cap. gov. Bceotia,

at the base of a hill, the site of the ancient city.

Lebanon (" the White Mountain," LiLanus\ a
mountain range of Syria and N. Palestine. The
W. range begins on the S. at the ravine of the

Litany (anc. LeorUesy, runs N.E. to the Nahr-el-
Kebir, which flows round its N. end. Mean height
6000 to 8000 feet (highest point 10,050 feet).

The peak of Sunnin, on the parallel of Beyrout,
is 8566 feet, el Jurd 5760 feet, Jeb-el-Kuneiyiseh
6825 feet, and the vill. of 13hamdun 3330 feet

above the sea. Snow lies on the summits aU
summer. The central ridge, of Jura lime-stone,

has smooth sides and bare tops, and the scenery
is of the wildest and grandest description.

Every available spot is cultivated up to 6000
feet with fig trees, olives, mulberry trees, and
patches of grain. Villages and convents cling

on the sides of the cliffs, or are perched on the

rocks in picturesque confusion. Many streams
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of classic fame rush down to the Mediteiranean.
The recesses are haunted by the jackall, hyena,
wolf, and bear. The Cedars of Lebanon^ the

wreck of a noble forest, occupy a platform in the

centre of a vast recess in the mountains. The E.

elopes of the range are tame and infertile. On
the S. the descent is abrupt to the plain of Ccele-

Syria (modern Bukh.'a), 2500 feet above the sea.

The N. half of the range is peopled by Maronite
Christians, a hardy and industrious race, the S. by
the warlike Druses. Lebanon was assigned to, but
never occupied by, the Israelites. The chain of

Anti-Libanus rises in the plateau of Bashan, runs
N. to Hermon, the highest peak (9383 feet) ; the
next, near the vill. of Blud'au, is 7000 feet. Mean
height 5000 feet. The mountains are barren,

with grey cliffs and rounded summits, relieved

by patches of dwarf oak and juniper. The W.
slopes descend steeply to the Buka'a, the E. to

the plain of Damascus, to which the Pharpar
and Abana flow. The range is thinly peopled
(pop. estimated, during French occupation 1860,

at 487,000, comprising Maronites, Mussulmans,
Greek schismatics, Metuali Druses, Greek Chris-
tians, and Israelites), and abounds in wild beasts,

eagles, vultures, and herds of gazelles.

Lebanon, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in S.E. of Pennsylvania. Area 376 sq. m. P.

(1860)31,831. Also several townships.—L Penn-
sylvania, 24 m. E. Harrisburg. It has a bor. of

same name.—II. Maine, 86 m. S.W. Augusta.

—

III. Connecticut, 25 m. E.S.E. Hartford.—IV.
New Jersey, 40 m. N.W. Trenton.—V. a vill.,

Ohio, 68 m. W.S.W. Columbus. Woollen manufs.
and iron foundries.—VI. a vill., Tennessee, 30 m.
N.E. Nashville. It is the seat of the Cumberland
University. In the vicinitj'is a largecotton factory.

—VII. New York, co. Madison, 98 m. W. Albany.
Lebedian, a town of Russia, gov. and 110 m.

W.N.W. Tambov, cap. circ. P. 3000.
Lebedin, a fortified town of Russia, gov. and

76 m. W.N.W. Kharkov, cap. dist, on the 1. b. of
the Psel. P. (1863) 14,236,

Lebrija, a town of Spain, prov. and 29 m.
S.S.W. Sevilla, near 1. b. of the Guadalquivir.
P. 7741. Manufs. cloth, pottery, and soap, and
is famous for its oil.

Lebrija, a river of South America, New Gra-
nada, joins the Magdalena, 120m.N.W. Pamplona.

Lebxjs, a vill. of Prussia, Brandenburg, circ.

and dist. Frankfurt-ou-the-Oder.
Lebus, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,

6 m. N. Frankfurt-on-the-Oder. P. 1750.

Lecce, Aletiuiru, a city of South Italy, cap. prov.

P. (1862) 17,836, with comm. 21,345. It is en-
closed bj' walls, &has acastle, cathedral, convents,
college, foimdling hospital, and theatre. Manufs.
snuff, woollen, cotton, silk, lace, and thread. Rail-

way from here to tranto. Area of prov., fonnerly
Terra d'Otranto, 3292 sq. m. P. (1862) 447,982.
Lecco (Leucumy, a town of North Italy, prov.

and 16 m. E.N.E. Como, cap. dist., at mouth of the
Adda, in the Lake of Lecco. P. 6285. Manufs.
iron, silks, cotton, and woollen stuffs.

Lecelles, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, 8 m. N.N.W. Valenciennes. P. 2149.
Manufs. nails and agricultural implements.

_
Lech, a river of S. Germany, Tirol & Bavaria,

rises in the Vorarlberg, and aft«r a N. course of
140 m., joins the Danube, 26 m. N. Augsbui^.
Lechknich, a fortified town of Rhenish Prussia,

gov. and 13 m. S.W. Cologne. P. 1700.
Lechhausen, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Upper

Danube, on the Lech, IJ m. N.N.E. Augsburg.
P. 2155. Manufs. linens, silk stuffs, & oil-cloth.

Leculade, a pa. and market town of England,

LEE
CO. Gloucester, near the confluence of the Leai'h,

on the Thames and Severn Canal, 27 m. E.S.B.
Gloucester. Ac. of pa. 3542. P. 1328.

Leck, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Donegal, i

m. E.S.E. Letterkenny. Ac. 10,480. P. 2523.
*

Lecic, a river of the Netherlands, forming an
arm of the old Rhine, at its delta, N. of the Waal.
It forms the S. boundary of prov. Utrecht, & joins

the Maas, 7 m. E. Rotterdam. [NEriiERLANDS.]
Leckford, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2 m.

N.N.E. Stockbridge. Ac. 2236. P. 279.

Leckhampstead, a pa. of England, co. and 31
m. N.N.E. Buckingham. Ac. 2522. P. 482.

Leckhampton, a pa. of England, co. Glouces-
ter, 2 m. W.S.W. Cheltenham, and comprising a

part of the Cotswold Hills. Ac. 1330. P. 2523.

Leckonfield, a pa. of England, co. York, East
Riding, 3 m. N.N.W. Beverley. Ac. 4030. P. 348.

Leckpatrick, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Tyrone, containing a part of the town of Stra-

bane. Ac 13,352. P. 4461.

Lecropt, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Perth and'
Stirling, on the Allan, 3 m. N. Stirling. P. 538.

Lectoure, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gers, cap. arr., 20 m. N. Auch. P. 6122. It

stands on a steep rock, and has a church, comm.
college, town-hall, and hospital. Manufs. sei^e

and woollen cloths : trade in cattle, wine, & grain.

Leczxa, a royal town of Poland, prov. and 15

m. E.N.E. Lublin, on the Wieprz. P. 2266.

Leda, a vill. of Germany, Hanover, circ. Stade,

dist. Ottemdorf. P. 1439.

Ledbury, a pa. and market town of England.
CO. and 13 m. E. Hereford, on the Hereford and
Gloucester Canal, and on railway between Here-
ford and Worcester. Ac. of pa. 8194. P. 5598.

The town, on a declivity, at the S. extremity of

the Malvern hills, Manufs. rope and sacking. In
its vicinity are valuable cider orchards, hop
grounds, and marble quarries.

Lede, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov. East

Flanders, 6J m. S.W, Dendermond.
Ledeghe.m, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

West Flanders, 6 m. W.N.W. Courtrai. P. 2637.

Ledesma, a fortified town of Spain, prov. and
20 m. N.W. Salamanca, on the Tormes. P. 2000.

Warm mineral baths, much frequented.
Ledsham, a pa. of England, co. York, W. Rid-

ing, 5 m. N. Pontefract. Ac. 5176. P, 1146.

Ledyard, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 154 m. W. Albany.—II. of Con-
necticut, 47 ni. S.E. Hartford.
Lee, a river of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,

rises in Lake Gougane-Barra, flows E., and enters

Cork harbour, after a course of 35 m. Also a

small river, co. Kerry, flows into Tralee Bay.
Lee, several pas. of England.—I. co. Bucks, 3

m. S.S.E, Wendover. Ac. 600. P. 116.—IL co.

Kent, on the S. edge of Blackheath, 6 m. E.S.E.

London. Ac. 1273. P. 6162.—IIL (Boiioood),

CO. Salop, 3J m. N.N.E. Chvirch-Stretton, Ac.

1267. P, 210.—IV. (BrockhursfX same co., 2i m,
E.S.E. Wem. Ac. 664. F. 133.—Y. (St John),

CO. Northumberland, 1^ m. N.N.W. Hexham. Ac,

16,090. P. 2254. Coal and lead are wrought here. I

Lee, several places, U. S., N. America,—I. a

CO. in S.W. of Virginia. Area 628 sq. m. P.

(1860) 10,208 free, 824 slaves.—II. a co. in

S.W. of Georgia. Area 606 sq. m. P. 2249

free, 4947 slaves,—III. a co. in N. of Illinois.

Area 720 sq. m. P. 17,651.—IV. a co. in S. of

Iowa. Area 476 sq. m. P. 29,232.—V. a town-
ship, Massachusetts, 109 m. W. Boston. P. 3220.

—VI. New York, 9 m. N.W. Rome. P. 3033.

Leeds, a pari, and munic. bor., and the principal

woollen manufacturing town of England, co.York.

I

I
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\'St Biding', situated on the N. side of the Aire,

i\iss which it coniniuuicates with its suburbs
..ilbeck aud Hunslet by 6 bridges, 27 m. N. Shef-

elil. Area of bor. arid par., which are co-extensivo

nd more than 7 m. in length and breadth, 22,974

'. Pop. of munic. and pari. bor. (1851) 172,270,

1 861) 207,153. The town lies chiefly in a crescent-

luiped valley & tlie township is about IJ ni. broad,

nd extends nearly 3 m. in length from E. to W.
dt. 106 feet. It has several good and spacious
roughfares. The district on the W. is new,
1 inhabited by the wealthier classes. The pop.

: this side of the town is increasing very rapidly,

1 new streets and roads are being set out by
st of the owners of property in this locality.

,aiiufs. comprise woollens, iron works, worsted,

Iks, potteries, glass wares, dye works, flax-spin-

ing, and leather. Principal edifices are : the
iwn-hall, built from designs by Cuthbert Brod-
L'k, Esq., which was opened by Her Majesty,
ih Sept. 1858 ; it is a rectangular pile of 250 by
00 ft., standing on an elevated platform, and pre-

^nting 4 handsome fa9ades enriched with Corin-
ian columns ; the roof of the Victoria Hall in

centre is 95 ft. high, and the S. entrance is sur-

unted by a square tower and dome of 225 ft.

ijih ;—the commercial buildings, with news and
iiicert rooms ; the central market ; the free and
juth markets; corn exchange; court-house;
ivahy barracks, with a parade ground occupy-
ig 11 or 12 acres; rifle corps parade grounds
nd orderly rooms ; the hall of the literary and
liilosphical society, comprising a spacious lec-

ne, theatre, and museum rooms well stocked; 3
leatres; music hall; assembly rooms; public
aths ; and infirmary. A site for a new infirmaiy
laa just been purchased, and the first stone of a
|ew building, from designs by George Gilbert

Iicottj
Esq., R. A., was laid March 29th, 1864. The

uilding alone is to cost 64,760Z. ; but with the
ixpense of the site and palisades, streets and
•oundary walls, the total cost will amount to

06,000/. The Bank of England has also just

lompleted a verj- handsome erection for its

Iranch in Leeds. There is a borough gaol here,

jompleted in 1847 at a cost of 40,000/., in the
' astellated style, and second to none of its class

1 the kingdom. There are now 36 churches
1 the parish, and numerous dissenting places
f worship; a Roman Catholic church, and also
magnificient cathedi-al, which is available

)r use, though for want of funds the details

ave not been all carried out. The grammar
jhool, which is a branch of a munificent charity

jrft by Mr Harrison, has a revenue of 1675/. a
ear; it is situated on the edge of Woodhouse
loor, an open piece of ground of above 60
"es in extent, belonging to the corporation ;

scholars from this school have a preference
' the election to 4 scholarships at Magdalen col-
L'e, Cambridge, and to an exhibition in Queen's
illpge, Oxford. There are several almshouses
1 the town, of which the Han-ison almshouses,
> well as St John's Church, which is a very rich
lundation, were established and endowed by the
berality of Mr John Hairison. There are also
lany national, infant, and Sunday schools, public
ud subscription libraries, the sc&ool of arts, and
icchanics' institute. The infirmary has an
iinual income of nearly 5000/. Other medical
liarities are the fever hospital, and the hospital

I T women and children (both possessing elegant
nd imposing buildings), the eye and ear infir-
iary, and public dispensary. In connection with
iRse charities is a school of medicine of high
pute. The Leeds workhouse is a magnUi-

cent and extensive building. The charitable en-
dowments are estimated to produce in all nearly
7000/. a year. Four exhibitions of 60/. each
per annum, tenable for four years, are given to
those boys who, having attended the Leeds
grammar school for four years, are proceeding to
Cambridge, Oxford, or Durham. Among the
buildings in the town may be mentioned the
white and coloured cloth halls, in which the sales

from the manufacturers to the merchants are
effected; although extensive buildings, they do
not present an imposing appearance externally.
In connection with the Leeds water-works is the
store reservoir at Eccup (about 6 m. N. of Leeds),
covering 50 acres and containing 257 millions of
gallons ; there are also service reservoirs at
Weetwood and Woodhouse Moor of 10 and 6
acres, and holding respectively 28 and 5 millions
of gallons. The position of Leeds, on the edge
of an extensive coal-field, and having commu-
nication with the sea by the river Aire, and
with the Mersey at Liverpool, and the Humljer at
Goole, by means of canals, and to all parts of the
country by railways, has led to its eminence iu
woollen manufacture. Its principal fabrics con-
sist of the finest broadcloths, kerseymeres, swan-
down, and beavers ; in addition, carpets, blankets,
camlets, and shalloons are woven, and largo
quantities of unfinished stuffs are brought from
Bradford and Halifax to be finished. Linen
yam, canvas, sacking, and linen cloth are the
chief fiaxen goods produced. The factories for
machinery, chemical works, glass houses, pot-
teries, leather tanneries, tobacco mills, and soap
works are extensive. But in the last few years
the working of iron has taken such a stride, as
almost to vie in importance with the woollen
manufacture ; and this circumstance, combined
with the fact that so many and such varied
works are in full and vigorous operation, has
secured for Leeds a healthy and prosperous
progress among the recent vicissitudes and de-
pression of some of her trades. Leeds is divided
into 12 wards, and governed by a mayor, re-
corder, 16 aldermen, and 48 burgesses. Corp.
rev. 23,005/. Government have lately been in-
duced to sanction the holding of assizes for the
West Riding in the Leeds town-hall, and the
summer assizes for 1864 were held there for
the first time. Leeds has riding and borough
quarter sessions, and petty cessions, a county
coui-t, a district court of bankruptcy ; and since
1832 it returns 2 members to Parliament. Reg.
elect. (1864) 7616.

Leeds, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4J m. E.S.E.
Maidstone. Ac. 1610. P. 650.

Leeds, a town of the U. S., North America,
Maine, 21 m. W.S.W. Augusta. P. 1952.
Leeds, a pa. of Canada West, 15 m. E.N.E.

Kingston.
Leeic, a manufacturing, market town, and pa.

of England, co. Stafford, on the Chumet, 12 m.
S.E. Macclesfield, with which, and with Uttoxeter,
it is connected by railway. Ac. of pa. 34,370. P.
14,326 ; do. of town 10,045. The town, in a vale
in the hilly district called the Moorlands, con-
tains several spacious streets, which are well
paved and lighted. It has two churches, town-
hall, union workhouse, fine public baths, and a
mechanics' institute, with manufs. of silks and
ribbons. In the town are also places of worship
for Wesleyan, Primitive and Reformed Method-
ists, Independents, Quakers, and Roman Catho-
lics. A canal, connecting it with the Trent and
Mersey, and an abundance of coal in the viciaitj',

facilitate its trade. A short distance from the
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lown are some remains of a Cistercian Abbey.

—

II. (FrithX a township, co. Stafford, pa. and 5 ni.

W.N.W. Leek. P. 763.—IIL ( Wooton), a pa., co.

and 2} m. N.N.E. War^vick. Ac. 1860. P. 389.

Leek (De), a comm. & vill. of the Netherlands,
prov. and 9 m. W.S.W. Groningen. P. 4451.

Leeleuax, a CO. of U. S., North America,
Michigan. P. 2158.

Leexde, a comm. and vill. of the Netherlands,
prov. N. Brabant, 7 m. S.E. Eyndhoven. P. 1628.

Leeb, a town of Prussia, Hanover, landr. and
17 ui. S. Aurich, cap. dist., on the Leda, near its

junction with the Ems. P. a864) 8825. It has
an extensive shipping trade, and manufs. of

linens, hosiery, soap, vinegar, tobacco, and iron

wares. In 1850, 44 vessels belonged to its port
Leekdam, a town of the Netherlands, prov. S.

Holland, 19 m. E.N.E. Dordrecht P. 2100.

Leers, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Nord,
arr. Lille, cant. Lannoy. P. 3210.

Leesbukg, a vill. of the U.S., N. America, Vir-
ginia, 35 m. N.W. Washington. It has a court-

house, gaol, market-house, and bank.
Leeste, a town of Pi-ussia, Hanover, co. and

N.W. Hoya. P. 2434.

Leeuwardex, a town of the Netherlands, cap.

Erov. Frieslaud, on the Ee, and on the great caual

etween Harlingen and Groningen Lat. 53° 12'

14" N. ; Ion. 5° 47' 33" E. P. (1865) 25,059. It is

intersected by numerous canals, and has a to'wn-

hall, an arsenal, exchange, house of correction,

palace of the Princes of Orange, a church, Jews'
synagogue, and a branch of the society of public

good, with manufactures of Uuen, paper, prmting
establishments, and a large general trade.

Leet-'WEX, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
Geldorland, 14 m. W. Nimeguen. P. 1520.

Leeuween (Cape), a headland of Western
Australia, dist. Sussex, 6 m. S.W. Augusta. Lat
84° 22' S. ; Ion. 115° 10' B.—Leettweri-land, a
portion of Western Australia, S. of lat 30° S.

Leeward Islands or Gueatek Antilles, a
name applied to the West India Islands, N. of lat.

18° N., and comprising Cuba, Isla-de-Pinos, Haiti,

Puerto Rico, and Jamaica, aiid the smaller isles

of Grand Cayman, and the Virgin Islands. They
extend from Ion. 64° 15' W. to 85° W. S. of this

group are the Windward Isls. or Lesser Antilles

Lefke, a vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 45 m.
E.N.E. Brusa, neatly built of sua-baked brick.

—

II. a vDl. of Ithaca, Ionian isls., 1J m. N.W. Vathi.
Lefkosia (vulg. Nicosia), the cap. city of the

island Cyprus, nearly in its centre. Pop. about
16,000, chiefly Mussulmans. It is " a Venetian
converted into a Turkish city

;

" having bastioned
walls, mosques which have all been churches, one
a flue Gothic edifice; several Greek and Roman
Catholic churches and convents, a large caravan-
serai, and baths. The houses are mostly mud-
built, but some are commodious and have gardens
attached. It is well supplied with water. Manufs.
carpets, printed cottons, red leather, and some
trade in cotton and wine.
Leftwich, a township of England, co. Chester,

pa. Davenham, 1 m. S. Norwich. Ac. 972. P. 2627.
Lefuga Island, one of the Hapaee group, Pa-

cific Ocean. [Friendly Isi-ands.]
Leganes, a small town of Spain, prov. and 7 m.

S.W. Madrid. P. 1905.
Legbourne, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3

m. S.E. Louth. Ac. 1910. P. 512. It has a station
en the Great Northern Railway.
Leg^, a comm. and mkt. town of France, dep.

Loire-Inferieure, 23 m. S.S.W. Nantes. P. 4488.
Leger (St), numerous comms. and vills. of

France ; the principal being :—I. (de Foucherety,

dep. Yonne, 10 m. S.E. AvaUon. P. 1376.—II
{Magaazeixy, dep. Haute-Vienne, 14 m. N.I
Bellac. P. 1716.—III. {sur-d'Heune), dep. Sadne
et-Loire, 12 m. W.N.W. Chalou-sur-Saone. I
2129.—IV. des Vigues, dep. Nievre, arr. Neven
cant. Decize. P. 1844.

Legerwood, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick,

m. S.E. Lauder. Ac. 8817. P. 599.

Legni or Leyni, a vill. of North Italy, pro\

and 9 m. N.E. Turin. P. (with comm.) 3591.

Legesby. a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3 n

S.S.E. Market-Baisen. Ac. 2886. P. 365.

Leghorn (Ital. Livomo), a city and seaport c

the kingdom of Italy, cap. prov., on the Meditei

ranean, 48 m. W.S.W. Florence, with which an
with Pisa it is connected by railway. Lat. 4t!

32' 7" N.; Ion. 10' 17' 7" E. P. (1862) 83,54it.ti

whom many were Jews. It is enclosed by
which, with the town, have been recently mnc
extended, and has a cathedral, 6 parish chi

chapels belonging to the English, Dutch, anq

German Protestants, Armenians, and Maronite^

2 Greek churches, monasteiy, Jews' synagogU'^

mosque, hospitals, government pawn-banks,work ^

house, schools, public library, mineral baths, anq

an aqueduct Leghorn is intersected by cajiali

and comprises many wharfs and warehouses;

the port is divided into an inner and an outti

harbour; the latter, for vessels under 400 tonii

is protected by a mole running upwards of
j

m. into the sea, near which is a lighthouse; twc

new ports have been lately enclosed. The roadi

stead lies W.N.W. the harbour, and outside of i'

is the Melora sand-bank, running 4 m. N. and S.

about 4 m. from the shore ; at its S. extremit;

stands the Melora tower, and on an island, 1 ni

S., the lazaretto. Leghorin sends numerous boat4

annually to the coast of Africa for the coni

fishery, its manufactures are important. It wai

made a free port by the Grand Duke Cosmo it

the 16th century, and to this circumstance it owoi

its chief prosperity. Exports comprise raw anc

manufactured silks, straw hats, straw for plait-

ing, oil and fruits, borax, cheese, anchovies

marble, and sulphur. Imports consist of colonia

produce, raw cotton, cotton and woollen fabrics

hardware, metallic bars, earthenware, and salte<

fish. Area of prov. 122 sq. m. P. (1862) 116,811

Legnago, a fortified town of North Italy, Ve
netia, prov. and 23 m. S.E. Verona, on the Adige

cap. dist. P. 6000. It has a gymnasium, theatre

hospital, manufactures of leather, and com niai

kets. It was taken by the French in 1796.

Legnaja (Borgo di), a town of Central Ital;

cap. comm., in a yery fertile plain, forms a subui

of Florence on the W. P. (1861) 11,324.

Legnano, a market town of N. Italy, pro\

and 16 m. N.W. Milan. P. 6349. Manufs. cottoi:

Legrad, a market town of S.W. Hungary, ci.

Szalad, on the Drave, 10 m. N. Kopreinitz.

Lehesten, a town of Central Germany, ducli;

Saxe-Meinengen, 7 m. S.E. Grafenthal. P. Ill i

Lehigh or Lehighton, a township of the U. 6

North America, Pennsylvania, on river of exa.

name, where it flows through a pass of the Blu

Mountains, 30 m. N.W. Easton. Length of rivi

90 m.—II. a CO. in E. part of Pennsylvania. An
321 sq. m. P. (1860) 43,753.

Leia, an important commercial town of tl

Punjab, near the Indus, 57 m. S. Dera-Ismae:

Khan. P. 15,000. It has trade in indigo, raaddei

sugar. Bilk, cotton, wools, metals, and ^rain.

Leibitz (Hung. Lajbicz, Slav. Lihiczium),

market town of N. Hungary, co. Zips, on a smai

river, near Kesroark. P. 2245. It has sulpbu

baths, and manufactures of woollen cloths.
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T.f.iceSter, a pari., mimic, bor., and mauuf.

All of Enf^land, cap. co.. on the Soar, and on the

1. Riiil., 20 m. E.N.E. Eugby, and 97^ m. N.W.
>:idon. Ac. of bor., comprising 6 pas., 3960.

41,835. Rainfall 22 inches. Alt. 208 feet. It

s many churches, a news room, concert-hall,

clianics' institute, and museum of the philo-

)liical society ; assembly-rooms, theatre, ex-

iiige, infirmary, co. lunatic asylum, co. gaol,

ildhall, CO. bridewell, and union workhouse.
le bor. has mauj' valuable charities, as Trinity

(1 Wyston's hospitals, Newton's charity for

support of schools, the female asylum, green-

it, national, and British and Foreign schools.

icester is the principal seat in England for

imfs. of woollen and other hosierj'. Manufs.
loots and shoes, and lace are also extensive.

is the centre of a great agricultural and wool-
sing dist. Corp. rev. (1864) 4616/. Leicester

ids two members to H. of 0. Keg. electors

'6. It is the chief place of election for the co.

ivas the Eoman Ratss, and was a populous
xon city at the time of the Conquest.
Lkicesteeshire, an inland co. of England,
irly in its centre, having N. the cos. Derby
d Notts, E. Lincoln and Rutland, S. North-
pton and Warwick, and W. Warwick and
rby. Area 800 sq. m., or 514,164 ac, of which
'lit 260,000 ac. are estimated to be grass. P.

1)237,412. Surface undulating. Bardon Hill

1.3 feet high. Chief rivers, the Trent (on the
border), and its affl. the Soar. The grazing
id generally exceeds the arable in extent, and
> breeds of cattle and long woolled sheep are

cbrated. The famous " Stilton " cheese is

de chiefly in this co. Leicester is also

^eminently noted for its breed of horses,

rras of all sizes, and generally held at will.

al, and some iron and lead, are wrought. The
is the principal seat of the woollen hosiery
iiuf. Leicestershire is traversed by the Mid-

,id Co. Rail., and is connected by canals with all

rts of the kingdom. It comprises 6 hundreds,
d 216 parishes in the Midland circuit and
Kese of Peterboro'. Chief towns, Leicester,

lUghboro', Hinckley, Market-Harboro', Ashby-
-la-Zouch, and Melton-Mowbray. It sends 6
inbers to H. of C, 4 being for the co. Reg.
0. (1864) of N. division 4711, of S. division 6061.
Leicestei{, two townships, U. S., N. America.
1. New York, 5 m. W. Genesee.—II. Massa-
iisetts, 43 m. W.S.W. Boston.
Leiciihardt, a co. of New S. Wales, on 1. b.

Darling river ; intersected byCastlereagh river.

Leichhardt, a pastorial dist. of Queensland,
lined by the Mackenzie river. Extends from
. 21° 25' to 26' 15' S., and Ion. 147° to 149°
'E.

Leichlingen, a dist. of Rhenish Prussia, gov.
d 13 m. S.E. Dusseldorf, on the Wupper, with
imifs. of woollen cloths and cutlery. With
rtsckeid it forms a town, with a pop. of 11,186.
I'KiGH, a pa. and market town of England, co.
n caster, on the Bolton and Liverpool Railway.
m. S.W. Bolton. Ac. of pa. 13,194. P. 30,052^
le town has a grammar school & other charities,
th extensive manufactures of silks, cambrics,
islins, and fustians. Coal is abundant, and
re is a large foundry for agricultural imple-
nts

; a canal communicates with the Leeds and
verpool Canal.—II. a tything, co. Dorset, pa.
(i 1 m. E. Wimbome-Minster. Ac. 1984. P.

'••—III. a pa., CO. Essex, on a creek of the
laraes, near its mouth, 4 m. S.W. Rochford.
'• 2.331. P. 1473, chiefly employed in oyster
iiig.—IV. {with Evington), co. and 6 m. N.N.E.

Gloucester. Ac. 1720. P. 428.—V. (West), co;

Kent, 2i m. W. Tunbridge. Ac. 4660. P. 1256.

—VI. CO. Stiifford, with a station on the Crewe
and Derby Railway, 4J m. W.N.W. Uttoxeter.
Ac. 7055. P. 986.—VII. co. Surrey, 3 m. S.W.
Reigate. Ac. 3710. P. 506.—VIII. co. and 4^
m. S.W. Worcester. Ac. 6129. P. 3330.—IX.
(Abbot's). [Abbot's Leigh.]—X. (de la Ji/ere),

CO. Wilts, 5 m. N.N.W. (Jhippenham. Ac. 1227.

P. 113.—XI. (on Mendip), co. Somerset, 5J ra.

W. Frome. Ac. 1425. P. 634.—XII. (North),

CO. Devon, 3J m. N.W. Colj'ton. Ac. 994. P.
253.—XIII. (North), co. Oxford, 3 m. N.N.E.
Witney. Ac. 2460. P. 738.—XIV, (South), co,

Devon, 3 m. W.S.W. Colyton. Ac. 2130. P.
321.—XV. (South), CO. Oxford, 2i m. E.S.E.
Witney. Ac 2074. P. 319.-XVI. (West), co.

Devon, 2 m. N.N.E. Bideford. Ac. 2177. P.
627.—XVII. a township, co. Wilts, pa. and
11 m. S.W. Westburj'. P, 312.—XVIIL (High),
a chapeh-y, co. Chester, pa. Rostheme, 6 ra.

N.N.W. Knutsford. Ac. 4257. P. 1004—XIX.
( Wooley), a tything, co, Wilts, pa, Bradford. Ac.
1796. P. 352.

Leighlin (Old), a pa., decayed vill., and epis-

copal see of Ireland, Leinster, co. Carlow, 2J m.
W, Leighlin Bridge, Ac, 9920. P. 2269 ; do. of
vill. 126. The diocese, founded in 632, is now
united to Ossory,
Leighi.inbridge, a market town of Ireland,

Leinster, co. and 7^ m. S.W. Carlow, on 1. b. of
River Barrow. P. 1245,

Leighs, two pas, of England, co. Essex.—I.

(Great), 5J m. S.S.W. Braintree. Ac. 3125. P.
909.—II. (Little), 4^ m. S.W. Braintree. Ac.
1080, P, 171.

Leighton, two pas, of England,—I, co. Hunt-
ingdon, 6 m. N.E. Kimbolton. Ac. 2770. P,

450.—II, CO, Salop, 3| m, N,N,W, Much-Wen-
lock, Ac, 2151, P, 340,

Leigiiton-Buzzard, a pa, and market town
of England, co, Beds, near the Ouse, on Grand
Junction Canal, and with a station on the London
and N. W. Railway, 38 m. N.W, London, Ac, of

pa, 8768, P. 7312. It has a handsome corn ex-
change, and manufs, of straw-plait and lace,

Leilan, a vill, of Persia, prov, Azerbijan, 25
m, S,E, Lake Urumiyah, with extensive ruins.

Leimbach, a town of Pussian Saxony, gov, and
29 m, N.W, Merseburg, on the Wiipper, P, 1000,

Leimiot, a vill, of Baden, circ. Lower Rhine,
4 m, S, Heidelberg, P, 1510, Manufs, tobacco,

Leimersheiji, a town of Rhenish Bavaria, on
the Rhine, 7 m, S, Germersheim, P. 2040.

Leimiswyl, a vill, of Switzerland, cant, Bern,
dist. Aarwangen. P, 705.

Leine, a river of N,W, Gennany, rises in

the Harz, and after a tortuous N. course of 130
m, through the Prussian, Brunswick, and Hano-
verian dominions, joins the Aller on the left at

Hudemuhlen. Affluents, the Oder and Innerste,

from the E, The towns GGttingen, Alfeld, Gro-
nau, Neustadt, and Hanover, are on its banks,
from the last of which it is navigable to the Aller.

Leiningen (Old and New), two contiguous
vills. of Rhenish Bavaria, 2 m, S,W. Griinstadt.

—{Old), P, S7o.—(New), P. 1015,

Leinster, one of the four large provinces of

Ireland, on its E. side, comprising the cos,

Dublin, Kildare, Carlow, Kilkenny, King's and
Queen's, Longford, Louth, Meath, Westmeath,
Wicklow, and Wexford, Ac, 4,834,865, P. (1861)
1,457.635, The S, part only of this prov, formed
the ancient Iiish kingdom of same name, and tbo
N. part the kingdom of Meath, Lein.ster gives
the title of Duke to the Fitzgerald family, whose

2z .
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head is sole duke and premier peer of Ireland.

—

Leinster (^Jfotint). between cos. Carlow and Wex-
ford, 5^ m. S.W. Newtowubarry, is 2610 feet

above the sea.

Leinthall Starkes, a pa, of England, co.

Hereford, 6 ni. W.S.W. Ludlow. Ac. 990. P. 144.

Leixtwakdixk, a pa. of England, co. Hereford,

7 m. W. Ludlow. Ac. 8576. P. 1812.

Lkipheim, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia, on
the Danube, 11 m. E. Ulm. P. 1361.

Leiphkim, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, circ and
dist. Gunzburg. P. 1450.

Leifxik or LrpxiK, a town of Moravia, circ.

Prerau, 52 m N.E. Brunn. P. 4000. Its ceme-
tery is one of the finest in Germany.
Leippa or Leipa (Bohmisch), a frontier town

of Austria, Bohemia, circ. and 24 m. E.N.E.
Leitmeritz, on the Polzen. P. 10,500. Manufs.
AvooUens, cottons, glass, and earthenwares.

Leipzig, the second cap. of Saxony, and the
Largest commercial town of East Germany, cap.

circ, on the White Elster, where it is joined by
the Pleisse and Parde, 18 m. S.E. Halle, and 60
ni.K.W. Dresden. P.(l.sG4)^5,o!»4, uearlyall Pro-
testants, except about 200(J. Elev. 350 feet above
the sea. Mean temp, of year 46°-4 ; winter 32°

;

bunmier 60°-3, Fahr. Principal edifices, the

council-hall, the palace, formerly the residence
of the electors and kings of Saxony, the church
of St Nicholas, and numerous other churches,
the clothmakers' and booksellers' halls, exchange,
and post office. Its university, founded in 1409,

which ranks as one of the first in Germany, has
attached to it a museum of natural history, and a
botanic garden, 60 professors, and 70 private

teachers. Average number of students 800. The
Augusteum contains a very valuable library. Here
are also a civic school, several superior, and many
free and primary schools, a large public libraiy,

a geographical society, and vaiious scientific col-

lections, orphan, deaf-mute, and lunatic asylums,
and a house of correction. I^ipsig is the grand
emporium of the book trade of Germany, in which
more than 150 houses are engaged, and it has a
common exchange of German booksellers. It has
large typefounding establishments. The new
year, Easter, & Michaelmas, fairs, are attended by
a vast concourse of people from most countries of

Europe and Western Asia ; a wool market is also

held here in May. The gooiis brought to the fairs

are chiefly woollen and cotton manufactures, iron

and hardwares, leather, linen, paper, porcelain,

silks, hides, furs, glass, drugs, cocoa-nut and palm
oils, etc ; large quantities of English soft goods are
sold. It has manufactures of silk and half silken

fabrics, hosieiy, leather, oil -cloths, playing-cards,

tobacco, gold and silver articles, snuff, chocolate,

starch, soap, liquors, and musical instruments,
with numerous engraving, dyeing, and wool spin-
ning establishments. It communicates by rail-

way with Dresden, Berlin, Magdeburg, Halle,

Weimar, and Zwickau. Near the end of the 10th
century, Leipsig was merely a small Slavonic
vill. ; in the 12th century it was fortified, and
many sanguinary engagements have since taken
placein its environs, the most memorable of which
was fought on 16th to 18th October 1813, when
the French, under Napoleon i., were defeated by
the allies. Area of circ. Leipzig 1342 sq. m. P.

C186i) 532,689.
Leire, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 4 m.

N.N.W. Lutterworth. Ac. 870. P. 433.
Leiria, a city of Portugal, prov. Estremadura.

cap. comarca, on the Liz, 75 m. N.E. Lisbon. P.
2500. It has a cathedral, two colleges, and an
hospitaU The surrounding district is highly

fruitful, and the advance of sands from the oou
over it has been effectually arrested by a pir
forest. ( 'oal mines are worked from lignite bed
At Marinhas, a neighbouring village, is an extei

sive glass factory. Area of prov. 2338. P. (186;

164,492.

Leisxig, a town of Saxony, circ and 25 m. S.]

Leipzig, cap. dist., on the Mulde. P. 5537.

is enclosed by walls, and has a gymnasium, ar

manufactures of woollen cloths, linen, and t
bacco pipes. Birthplace of Schwartz, the reput«

inventor of gunpowder.
Leissxitz, a vill. of Prussia, prov. Brandei

burg, circ. Oppeln, dist. Leobschutz. P. 1600.

Leistox, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 31

1

E.S.E. Saxmundham. Ac 4640. P. 2227.

Leitexsdorf, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, cii

Eger, dist. Briix. P. 2400.

Leith, a pari. bor. and seaport town of SccH
land, CO. and 2 m. N.E. of Edinburgh, os.tl

river or Water of Leith, where it enters the Kr
of Forth. Lat. of fort, 65° 58' 9' N. ; ion. 8» 1|

5' W. Area of pas.. South Leith 2266 «ci

North Leith 517 ac Pop. of Leith (1821) 2d,0(:

(1841) 25,984, (1851). 30,670, (1861) 33,6'::

Leith communicates with, and its houses alnw'

join to those of, Edinburgh, by means of Lei

Walk, and by branch lines of the railways co:

nected with Edinburgh. The town is situated >

low-lying ground adjoining the Fiilh, and co

sists-of one old narrow street in the centre, wi

numerous lanes on each side, and some newer a;;

more spacious streets, forming the continnati.

of Leith Walk, on the E^ to which adjoin tl

links or meadows. Chief edifices, the exchan
buildings and assembly room, town-haU, oc

tom-house, new com exchange, high schpol,

public library Avith 10.000 vols., and » n
chanics' do. with 7000 vols., 7 branch bank%ga-
and Trinity house. The charitable institBRO

are: John Watt's hospital, erected 1862, Lei

hospital and humane society, ragged indi

school erected 1862, and female asylum foriaei

ables. Leith ancientl}' consisted of two paiidK
South Leith, originally Res alrig, and extendi

to, and comprehending part of the Calton ofEdi

burgh, with an ancient church, a high scho(d,a

endowed Bell's school ; and North Leitli, ooi

prehending also a portion of the West Churdt \

rish of Edinburgh, and the vill. of Newhavat
has a modern church, a mariuers' churcU, t
quoad sacra pas., Free, United Presbyterinn, 1

1

dependent. Wesleyan Methodist, Episconaliaa

-

Boman Catholic churches. Leith fort f BU ^

of the custom-house, is an artillery station. T
harbour (outside of which is a martello tow*

has, bj' successive erections of two piers, will

lighthouse on each, been extended upwards oi

mile into the Firth, and has been deepened, so

to range from 15 to 20 feet at high water, but

dry at low water. There are two wet docks, et

250 yards in length, and 100 yards in bread

with basin of 10 acres extent, capable of conta •

ing 150 vessels, and extensive bonded warehoiiy-

The Victoria dock has a steam crane. New M

docks on a magnificent scale, to cover an area:

62 acres, at an expense of 223,000^^ are now (18

1

in course of construction, and a large tract

land is to be reclaimed from the sea ; six grav ;

docks, one recently finished, 400 feet long,
|

wide, and 24 feet deep at spring tides. Acr>

the Water of Leith are three drawbridges, on«f

which is for the N. B. Railway, and a stone 1

)

Registered vessels (1862) sailing 131, tons '2

steam 54, tons 12,548. Entered 3020, tons bT.<

cleared 1741, tons 401,411. Customs rev. (18)

I
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'.ml. Exports 1,298,099/. Corp. rev. (18G3)

7. Annual value of property 150,642/. The
(^f coinraerce of Leith consists in its colonial

1 foreign trade, and imports of grain. It

the great emporium for grain in Scotland

1861 the imports were 749,549 qrs. ; and
1863, 930,204 qrs. The other chief imports

wine, oil, flax, and wool. It has steam
aiuunication with Hamburg, Dunkirk, Eot-

dam, Copenhagen, St Petersburg, Oporto,

iiilon, Hull, Newcastle, Berwick, and the North
otland. Its manufactures consist chiefly of

-.-making and glass-staining, rope and sail-

iiing, artificial manures, candle and soap-

king, printing ink and printing machinery,

served provisions, iron ship-building, iron-

cding, and machine-making. The Leith flour-

Is are the most extensive and complete in the

mtry. Fish-curing is an important branch of

lustry. Until 1832, when it was erected into a
liamentary burgh, Leith was dependent upon,

1 governed by, the city of Edinburgh, to which
ormed the port. In early times its prosperity,

n considerable, was often checked by warlike

iflicts ; in 1541 the town was burnt by an
p:lish fleet ; in 1549 it was taken possession of

the French troops, who came to the assistance

Mary of Guise. Cromwell repaired its fortifi-

ions. It is the birthplace of the Eev. Geo.
shart, and of Hugo Arnot, author of "Histoiy
Edinburgh." It is now governed by a provost,

lilies, and 10 councillors. Along with Porto-
i and Musselburgh, it sends one member to

ise of Commons. Eeg. electors (1863) 1846.

IIANTOX

—

NeWHAVEN.]
-,EiTH Hill, an elevated tract of England, co.

iTcy, pa. Wootton, 4 m. S.W. Dorking. On it

I tower 993 feet above the sea.

uKiTJiERiTz or LiTOMiERCziczE, a town of

: stria, Bohemia, cap. circ, on rt. b. of the Elbe,

|m.N.N.W. Prague. P. 6000. It has 8 suburbs,
lathedral, several convents, a gymnasium, and
active trade in corn, fish, and wine.
!>EiTOMiscHEL or Lkutomischel, a town of

•'Stria, Bohemia, circ. and 24 m. S.E. Chrudim.
{8800. It has several churches, a piarist college,

lymnasium, and philosophical academj'.
>KiTKiM, a maritime co. of Ireland, prov. Cou-
iglit, having N. Donegal Bay and co., E. Fer-
iiagh and Cavan S. Longford, W. Roscommon
ISligo. Ac. 392,862, of which about 250,000 are
tivated, the rest mountain, bog, and water. P.
til) 104,744. Surface mostly wild and rugged.
iff rivers, the Shannon, Bonnet, and Black-
ter. Principal lakes, Allen, Melvin, and Gill.

! poor, except in the vales, where it is often a
p dark fertile loam overlying limestone. Chief

j

ps, corn, potatoes, and flax. Estates large

;

age farms small, and farm-steads often mere
' lius. Average rent of laud 10s. 8d. per annum.
imfs. linen, chiefly for home consumption,
trim contains 5 baronies and 17 pas., in dio-
es Kilmore and Ardagh. Assize town Carrick-
Shannon. It sends 2 mems. to H. of C— II.
ill, cap. above co., on Shannon, here crossed
a six-arched bridge, 3 m. N.E. Carriok. P. 243.
iciXLip, a pa. and market town of Ireland, co.
ilare, at the confluence of the Liffey and Rye,
li a station on the Midland G. W. railway, 10

: W.N.W. Dublin. Ac. of pa. 3201. Pop. of pa.
,
2 ; do. of town 788.
'EiZA, a town of Spain, Navarre, prov. and 17

!'N.W. Pamplona. P. 1900.
'EjjuN (El), anc. Legio, site of the Megiado

' Scripture, a vill. of Palestine, pash. and 22 m.
'• Acre, in the plain of Esdraelon.

Lekkerk, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. S.

Holland, on the Leek, 9 m. E. Rotterdam. P. 1882.

Lekno, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. and
35 m. S.W. Bromberg. P. 556.

Leksmond, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
South Holland, 10 m. N.N.E. Gorcum. P. 1287.

Lelesz, a town of N.E. Hungarj', co. and 11
m. E.N.E. Zemplin. P. 1540.

Lk Liew, a town of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,
Valley of Joux le Pout. P. 1024.

Le Maire Strait, South America, is between
Ticrra-del-Fuego and Staten Island. Lat. 64° 40'

S. ; Ion. 65° W. Breadth 12 m. It was discovered
in 1616 by the Dutch navigator Le Maire.
Leman (Lake), Switzerl. [Geneva (Lake).]
Lemanaghan, a pa., Ireland, Leinster, King's

CO., 3^ m. E.N.E. Fwbane. Ac. 19,615, a large
portion of which is bog. P. 3202.
Lembach, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Bas-Rhin, 30 m. N. Strasbourg. P. 1674.

Li'.mbeck, a vill. of Belgium, prov. South
Brabant, 11 m. S.S.W. Brussels. P. 1400.

Lemberg (Pol. Licow ; Lat. Leopolis), a city

of Austrian Poland, cap. of the kingdom of

Galicia and Lodomeria, in a deep valley on the
Peltew, 185 m. E.S.E. Cracow. P. (1849) 76,000,
of whom 20,000 were .Jews ; (1857) 70,384. It is

the seat of a civil and military governor, and of

a Greek and an Armenian archbishop, and was
formerly an important fortress. Chief public

buildings, the cathedral, a Greek Catholic church,
Dominican church, a Protestant church, and 3
Jews' synagogues, council house, and theatre.

The university, established 1784, has a library of

48,000 vols. ; the literary institute, 58,000 vols.,

mostly of Slavonic history and literature ; 1200
MSS., 15,000 medals, and a collection of paint-
ings and prints ; two gymnasia, a normal school,

and many seminaries and charitable institutions.

Mauufs. woollens and linens, jewellery, and has
breweries and distilleries; an important transit

trade, and extensive corn and cattle markets.
Near it are the baths of Szeklo and Lubien.
Lemberg, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Moselle, 14 m. S.E. Sarreguemines. P. 1954.

Lembeyk, a comm. and town of France, dep.

B.-Pyrendes, cap. cant., 16 m. N.E. Pau. P. 1272.

Lemforde, a market town of Hanover, co. and
10 m. S. Diepholz. P. 848.

Lemgo, a town of the principality of Lippe-
Detmold, Central Germany, ou the Bega, 6 m.
N. Detmold. P. 4100, mostly Lutherans. It has
a convent, palace, gymnasium, seminary for noble
ladies, and orphan asylum ; and is the chief seat

of the manufs. of this petty state, comprising
woollen and linen, leather, & meerschaum pipes.

It was formerly one of the Hanse towns.
Lemhemv, a vill. of Austria, Transylvannia,

circ. Kronstadt, dist. Kedsi-Vasarhely. P. 2661.

Lemie, a comm. of North Italv, prov. and circ.

Turin. P. 1789.

Lbmingtoji, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 124
m. S.S.E. Stratford-on-Avon. Ac. 885. P. 57.

Lemlum or Lemloom, a vill. of Asiatic Turkey,
pash. Bagdad, on the Euphrates, 62 m. S.E. the
ruins of Babylon, and S.E. fmm which are the
marshes of Lemlum, a wide and inundated tract,

partly cultivated for rice.

Lemmer, a town, Netherlands, prov. Friesland,
on the Zuyder-Zee, 14 m. S. Sneek. P. 2100.
Lemnos, isl, Greek Archipelago. [Stalimene."|
Lebipa, a riv.. Central America, Republic of San

Salvador, enters the Pacific, 35 m. S.E. that city.

Is navigable for steamers 100 m. above its mouth.
Lempdes, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Puy-de-D6me, 5 m. S.E. Clermont. P. 1790.
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Lemsai^ or LiMBAsCHA, a town of Russia, gov.

Livonia, near the Gulf of Biga, 30 m. W. Wolmar.
P. 1050. It was formerly fortified.

Lemvig, a town of Denmark, Jutland, on the
S. shore of the Liimfiord, 32 m. N.E. Kingliiobing.
P. 800, who trade in com, taUow, and fish.

Lena, one of the principal rivers of Asia, and
the most easterly of the gi'eat streams of Siberia,

its basin lying between those of the Yenisei on
the W., and the Yana and Indigirka on the E.
It rises near Irkutsk, W. of Lake Baikal, in lat.

63° 30' N., Ion. 107° E., flows first N.E. to
Yakutsk, then N.W. to Shigansk, and then N. to

the Arctic Ocean, which it enters by numerous
mouths, between lat. 72° and 73° N., Ion. 124°

and 130° E. Total course about 2550 m., the
whole of which is within the Russian dom. Chief
tiibutaries, the Viliui from the W., and the Vitim,
Olekma, and Aldan from the E. About 800 m.
from the ocean it is 5 or 6 m. in width, and it is

generally navigable with safety ; but in a great
part of its course it flows through a frozen desert.

Lexawke, a CO., U. S., North America, in E. of

Michigan. Area 735 sq. m. P. (1860) 38,112.

Lexch (Church), a pa. of England, co. Wor-
cester, 6 m. W.S.W. Alcester. Ac. 2523. P. 422.

Len'CLOitke, acomm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Vienne, cap. cant., 16 m. N. Poitiers. P. 1784.
Lexczy or Leczyca, a town of Poland, gov.

and 80 m. W.S.W. Warsaw, cap. dist., on the
Bzura. P. 3370, one-half of whom are Jews.
Lexczyca or Lextschitza, a town of Poland,

gov. and 83 m. W.S.W. Warsaw. P. 5955.
Lexdijjara, a fortified town of Northern Italy,

Venetia, cap. dist., prov. and 9 m. W. Rovigo.
P. 6273. It has splendid churches, palaces, a
theatre, schools, and an hospital.

Lexgefeld, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,
14 m. S.E. Chemnitz, on 1. b. of the Flohe. P.

2995, mostly employed in manufactures of wool-
len and linen stuffs, and in steam cotton mills.

Lesgenfeld, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,
26 m. S.W. Chemnitz. P. 4455. It has manu-
factures of cloths, muslins, and dye works.
Lengerich or Margarethex-Lengerich, a

town of Prussian Westphalia, gov. and 19 m.
N.N.E. Munster, at the foot of a mountain. P.
1460. Manufs. silk, woollen and linen stuffs.

Lengfeld, two towns of Central Germany.

—

I. grand duchy Saxe-Weimar, principality and
16 m. S.S.W. Eisenach, an affl. of the Werra. P.
2239. It is enclosed by walls, and has a Jews'
synagogue.—II. (or Schenk- Len^eld), a vill.,

grand duchy, Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Starken-
burg, dist. and 5 m. S.S.E. Dieburg. P. 910.

Lexgnau, several vills. of Switzerland.—I.

cant Bern, 3 m. N. Buren. P. 857. It has a bath
establishment.—II. (Ober and Unter), cant Aar-
gau, 4 m. S.S.E. Zurzach. United pop. 1627.

Lexham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 9J m.
E.S.E. Maidstone. Ac. 6890. P. 2016.

Lexk, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bern,
in the Simmenthal, 22 m. S.S.W. Thun. P. 2269.

Lexkerax, a town of Russia. [Xaxkerax.]
Lexxep, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and

21 m. E.S.E. Dusseldorf, cap. circ-, on the Lennep.
P. 8000. Manufactures woollens and cottons.

Lexxik St Martix, a market town of Belgium,
prov. S. Brabant, 9 m. W.S.W. Brussels. P. 2000.

Lexxox, the ancient name of the co. Dumbar-
ton, Scotland, comprising also parts of Stirling,

Perth, and Renfrew.

—

Lennox Hills extend be-
tween Dumbarton and Stirling. Summit 1500 ft.

Lexxox, a co. of Queensland, drained by the
affl. of the Mary river, and separated from the
Pacific by March co. Lat. 26° S. ; Ion. 152° 25' E.

Lexxox To^^•x, a vill., co. Stirling, pa. Camp
sie, 9 m. N. Glasgow. P. 3209. Calico prim
works and colleries. It is a polling-place for th
CO., and the seat of a sheriff's court.

Lexo, a market town of Northern Italy, p^o^
and 12 m. S. Brescia, cap. dist., near the Melk
P. 3997. Manufs. of linen, silk, and cotton.

Lj:xoik, a co. of U. S., North America, in 8.1
of North Carolina. Area 358 sq. m. P. (186C
6080 free, 6140 slaves.

Lexola, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Casert:

circ. and 16 m. N.N.W. Gaeta. P. 3004.

Lexox, a township, U. S., North America, Nc
York, 106 m. W.N.W. Albany.

Lkxs, a comm. and town of France, dep. Pas
de-Calais, cap. cant, 9 m. N.E. Arras. P. 450'

Coal mines, distilleries, tanneries, and soap work
Here, in 1648, the Prince of Condd gained a sign;,

victory over the Spanish forces.

Lexs, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hainault, caj

cant, on the Dender, 7 m. N.N.W. Mons. P. 18fli

Lexs, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant Vi
lais, 5 m. N.R Sion. P. 1936.

Lextixi (Lake of), Sicily. [BmERE Lake
Lextixi, Leoniini, a town of Sicilj', prov. Not*

circ. Syiacuse, on a hill near Lake Biviere, Ion
S.S.W. Catania, P. 7962. It has a gunpowdc
mill, and an active fishery on the adjoining lak:

Lextox, a pa. of England, co. and 1| m. W.S.'W'

Nottingham, on the Nottingham branch of tl

Midland Railway. Ac. 6963. P. 2016.

Lexy, a romantic mountain pass of Scotlan''

CO. Perth, 2 m. W. Callander. Loch Lubnai;

here discharges its waters by a stream whic'

joins the Teith near Callander.

LEXzurKG, a to-wn of Switzerland, cant Aai

gau, cap. dist., 7 m. E. Aarau. P. 2092.

Lexzex, a tovm of Prussian Saxony, proi;

Braudenbui-g, gov. and 83 m. N.W. Potsdam.
Lexzkikch (Upper & Lower),two vills. of V

Germany, Baden, circ. Lake, 3} m. S. Neustadt.

Leo (Sax), a fortified town of Central Itah

prov. Pesaro, 7 in. S.W. San Marino. It is

bishop's see, and has a cathedi*al. P. 3289.

Leobex, a town of Austria, Styria, circ. Kt
\

9 m. W.S.W. Briick, on the Mur. P. 1100. MiB I

ing and iron forging. The peace of Leoben, b I

tween France and Austria, was concluded btt

18th April 1797.

Leob.schCtz (Slay Hluhzieny, a town of Pm;
sian Silesia, gov. and 33 m. S.W. Oppeln. P.800

Leochel & Cu.shxie, a pa., Scotland,Aberdee

dist. O'Neill, in the S. of co. Aberdeen. P. 117

Leogaxe, a maritime town of Hayti, cap. a

rond., on its W. coast 20 m. W. Port-au-Princ

at the S.E. angle of Gulf of Leogane, an inlet

the Caribbean Sea, about 120 m. in length.

Leogxax, a comm. and vill. of France, de

Gii-onde, arr. Bordeaux, cant Labr^de. P. 202'

Leomixster, a pari., munic bor., market tow

and pa. of England, co. and 12 m. N.N.W. Her

ford. Ac. of bor. & pa. 9290. P.5658. AltSSOft

has an ancient church, town-hall, gaol, house

industry, market-house, and branch bank ; wi

manufs. of leather, gloves, hats, and wooUei

Leominster sends two members to H. of C. Re

elect (1864) 349. It is a polling-place for the (

—II. a pa., CO. Sussex, 10 m. E. Chichester. .'

3230. P. 794. Camden spells it Lemster, and

is so pronounced still.

Leomixster, a tnshp., U. S., North Amen<

Massachusetts. 36 m. W.N.W. Boston.

Leox, an old prov., and formerly a kingao

in the N.W. of Spain, now divided into the jiror

Leon, Zamora, and Salamanca. It was oriwna

called the kingdom of the Asturias, and v
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ited to Castile in 1230. The new prov. of Leon,

the northern portion, has an area of 6162 sq.

. and a pop. (1857) of 348,756.

Leon, a co., U. S., North America, Texas. P.

Gl free, 2620 slaves.

Lkon, a city of Spain, cap. prov., on the Ber-

=i£r;i, at the confluence of the Sorio, 60 m. S.E.

•iedo, and 174 m. W.N.W. Madrid. P. 6720.

ief buildings, the church of San Isidoro, 13

ler churches, and 4 hospitals. Linen weaving,

eking knitting, and glove making are the

ncipal branches of industry.

Leox, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Landes,

a lagoon, 17 m. N.W. Dax. P. 1688.

Leon, a township of the U. S., North America,

\v York, CO. Cattaraugus.— II. a co., in N. of

iiida. Area 985 sq. m. P. 3254 free, 9080 slaves.

Leon, a city of Central America, cap. state

;aragua, 20 m. N.W. of the extremity of the

ke Managua, 10 m. from the Pacific Ocean,

t. 12° 25' N.; Ion. 86' 60' W. P. (1863), with

jurbs, estimated at 35,000. It is now greatly

;ayed and dilapidated. It is a bishop's see, and
s a Gothic cathedral, 20 other churches, con-

its, hospital, and university.

Leon (Isla de), a long narrow island, of S.

:iin, prov. Cadiz, in the Atlantic, separated

m the mainland by the channel of Santi Petri.

ngth, N. to S., 10 m. ; breadth 2 m. Surface

stly sandy and barren, with salt water marshes.

id town, San Fernando. [Isla de Leon.]
jEON, Managua or Matiares (Lake of), a
e of Central America, state Nicaragua. Lat.

15' N., Ion. 86° 15' W. ; is 35 m. in length by
ra. in gi-eatest breadth. Its surface is 28 feet

)ve that of the Lake of Nicaragua, with which it

nmuiiicates at its E. end by the river Tipitapa.

jEON (Nuevo or New), a dep. of Mexico, be-

jeen lat. 24° and 27° 30' N., Ion. 99° to 101° W.,
I;losed by Tamaulipas, San Luis Potosi, Zaca-
i as, and Coahuila. Area, with Coahuila, 82,029

m. P. (1857) 213,369. Surface mountainous

;

ncipal river, the Tigre. Soil fertile. Mineral
!,)ducts, lead, gold, silver, and salt. Principal

jras, Monterey the cap. and Linares.

IJEON (St), numerous comins. and vills. of

mce ; the principal being Leon-sur-VIsl&, dep.

rdogne, arr. Perigueaux. P. 998.

jEON (St), a vill. of Baden, circ. Lower Ehine,
t. Philippsburg. P. 1000.

.EONARD (St), a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, com-
sing a part of the town of St Andrews. Ac.
'8. P. 513.

jEonard (St), a comm. and town* of France,
). H. Vienne, 11 m. E. Limoges. P. 6196.—
((/es Buis\ a vUl., dep. and on the Sarthe, 20
W. Mamers. P. 1663.—III. a vill., dep. Loir-
Jher, 17 m. N. Blois. P. 1304.
LEONARD (St), a pa. of England, co. Devon,
ining a suburb of Exeter on the S.E. Ac. 172.
1576. Here is a deaf-mute asylum.
.eonard (St), a pa. and watering place of
Inland, CO. Sussex, immediatelv adjoining Hast-
iontheS.W. Ac. 994. P. 1693. The town
become a favourite locality for visitors, and
as a church, and the various appliances of a
"6 of summer resort.

—

St Leonard's Forest, co.

' isex, l\ m. E. Horsham, occupies about 10,000
• and is an enclosed part of the anc. Andreds-
jld, or Wood of Anderida, which in the Eoman
'1 Saxon period occupied all the tract called
li weald of Sussex, SuiTey, and Kent.
•eonaruo (San), a market town of Spain,prov.

• I 24 m. W.N.W. Soria. P. 682.
MONBERG, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Nec-
:
8 ra. W.N.W. Stuttgart. P. 2250.

Leondari or Londari, Leuotra, a town of

Greece, Morea, gov. Gortynia, near the head of

the Rouphia (Alpheus\ 18 m. S.W. Tripolitza.

Leonehsa, a town of South Italy, prov. Aquila,
cap. circ, 12^ m. N. Civitk-Ducale, on 1. b. of tho
Corno. P. 5317. It has a college, and 7 convents.
Leonforte, a town of the island of Sicily, on

the Mediterranean Sea, cap. circ, prov. and 40 m.
W.N.W. Catania, P. (1862) 11,52-'. It is situated

in a mountainous dist., enclosed by walls, and has
a brisk trade in corn, wine, and oil.

Leonhard (St), several small towns of Ger-
many, etc.—I. Upper Austria, 26 m. S. Steyer.

P. 1600.—II. Illyria, Carinthia, circ and 34 m.
N.E. Klagenfurt, on the Lavant, and having iron

and coal mines. P. 815.—III. Styria, 8 m. E.
Marburg.—IV. Lower Austria, 5 m. S.E. Pechlarii.

Leoni, a town of South Italy, prov. Avellino,
4 m. S. St Angelo. P. 4139.

Leopoij^o (San), a German colony of Brazil,

prov. Rio Grande-do-Sul, N. of Porto Alegre,

between lat. 29° and 30° S. Area 2500 sq. m.
Soil fertile, and climate mild ; it is traversed by
the navigable river Sinos. Chief crops, wheat,
maize, manioc, and sugai--cane. The town of San
Leopoldo is cap. of the colony. P. 8000.

Leopoldova, a vill. of Austria, S. Hungary,
Banat, near the Danube. P. 2450.

Leopoldstadt (Hung. Leopoldvara'), a fortified

town of Central Hungary, circ. Neutra, 90 m.
N.W. Pesth, on the Waag. P. 1700. It has
two arsenals, Roman Catholic and Protestant
churches, and a Jews' synagogue.
Leovo, a town of S. Russia, gov. Bessarabia,

on the Pruth, 60 m. S.W. Kishenev. P. 2000.

Lepanto, Naupactvs, a seaport town of Greece,

W. Hellas, gov. .^tolia, on the N. coast of the G.
of Lepanto, 12 m. N.E. Patras. P. 2600.

Lepanto (Gulf of). [Corinth (Gulf of.)!

Lepanto (Strait of), the entrance to the G.
of Corinth, Greece, at its narrowest part about 1

m. across, and defended by a castle on each side.

Here, on 8th Oct. 1671, the fleet under Don John
of Austria totally defeated that of the Turks.
Lepe, a seaport town of Spain, prov. and 11

m. W. Huelva, near the Atlantic. P. 3024.

Lepel (New and Old), two towns of Russian
Poland, gov. Vitebsk.—I. cap. circ, on Lake Be-
reshta, 62 m. W.S.W. Vitebsk. P. 2700.—II.
about 3 m. N.W. New Lepel.

Lepers' Isle, one of the New Hebrides, Pacific

Ocean, between Espiritu Santo and Aurora.
Lepton, a township of England, co. York, West

Riding, pa. Kirk-Heaton, 4 m. S.E. Huddersfield.

Ac 1651. P. 3273.

Lequeitio, a maritime town of Spain, prov.

Biscay, 17 m. E.N.E. Bilbao, on the Bay of Biscay.

P. 2335. Its harbour is defended by forts.

Lequio, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Coni, circ
Mondovi, P, 1576,

Le Ray, a township of the U, S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 8 m, N.E, Watertown.
Lercara de Freddi, a town of the isl, Sicily

prov, Palermo, circ. Termini-Imerese. P. 8000.

Lerez, a market town of Spain, prov. and 6 in,

E. Pontevedra, on the river Lerez. P. 2088.

Lerici, a maritime town of North Italy, prov.

Genoa, circ. Levante, cap. mand., on the Gulf of

and 5 ra. E.S.E. Spezzia. P. 6167. It has an
important harbour and a castle.

Lerida, Ilerda, a fortified town of Spain, cap.

prov. Lerida, on the Segre, 82 m. W Barcelona.

P. 16.634. It stands on a hill-slope, commanded
by a lofty citadel. Principal buildings, a cathe-

dral, three parish churches, and a military hospi-

tal. In the adjoining plain, Scipio, the Roman
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^neral, defeated the Carthaginian Hanno, B.C.

216. Lerida was stormed by the French during
the war of succession in 1707, and again taken by
them under Suchet in 1810. Area, of prov. 4771
sq. m. P. (1857) 306,994.

Lerin, a town of Spain, prov. Navarra, 34 m.
S.S.W. Pamplona. P. 2398.

Lerins (Isles), a group of islands in the Medi-
terranean, belonging to France, dep. Var, near
the coast, consisting of the fortified islands of St
Marguerite and St Honorat, the first of which
was tlie prison of the " man with the iron mask."
Lerma, a town of Spain, prov. and 23 m. S.

Burgos, on I. b. of the Arlanza. P. 3000.

Lekma, a town of Mexico, S.W. of the capital,

8551 feet above the sea, on a lake from which the

river Lerma issues. P. 4000.

Lerma, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Alessan-
dria, circ. Novi. P. 1578.

Lero, a small isL of the Grecian Archipelago,
off the coast of Anatolia, 35 m. S. Samos. Length,
N. to S., 6 m., greatest breadth 4 m. Pop. about
2000. Surface mountainous, but fertile. On its

N. side is a port ; and on E. the town of Lero.
Le Boy, a township of U. S., North America,

New York, 236 m. N.W. Albany. Minor tnsliips.

of same name in Pennsylvania & Western States.

Lerwick, a bor. of barony and pa. of Scot!., the
most N. town of the British Isles, and the chief

town of the Shetland Isls., Mainland, on Bressay
Sound, 21 m. N.N.E. Sumburgh Head. Lat. 60°
9' N. ; Ion. 1° 8' W. P. of pa. (1861) 3631 ; do. of

town 3061, employed in the whaleand herring fish-

eries, and in the manufs. of straw-plait. Customs
rev. (1862) 91/. Exports (1862) 19,445/. Reg. ves-
sels, sailing 74, 2698 tons. Entered 179, 26,953
tons ; cleared 148, 24822 tons. It is defended by a
^ort, and is the seat of the Shetland courts of law.

Lesa, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Novara, circ.

Pallanza. P. 1583. Famed for its fruits.

Lesaca, a town of Spain, prov. Navarre, 28 m.
N. Pamplona. P. 2180. It has iron works.

Lesbos, island, Grecian Archip. I Mitylene.1
Lesbury, a pa. of England, co. Northumberland,

on the Alne, 3J m. E.S.E. Alnwick, with a station

on the Newcastle Railway. Ac. 2624. P. 1202.

Lescar, a coinra. and town of France, dep.

Basses-Pyrenees, 4 ni. N.W. Pau. P. 1776.

Leschenault (Port), a maritime settlement
and inlet of Western Austi-alia, dist Wellington,
immediately opposite Australind, about lat. 33"

18' S., Ion. 116° 37' W., in a fertile district, but
with a harbour adapted only for boats.

Leschnitz, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
21 m. S.S.E. Oppeln. P. 1300. It has manufs.
of linens and sniiffs. Near it is the Chelmberg, a
hill convent greatly resorted to by pilgrims.

Lescure, two comms. and vills. of France.—I.

dep. Tarn, 2 m. N.E. Albi. P. 2099.—11. dep.

Arifege, 5 m. E.N.E. St Girons. P. 1362.

Le:segn'o, a vill. of Italy, prov. Coni, circ
Mondovi, on 1. b. of the Tanaro. P. 1402.

Lesignaxo di Bagm, two vills. of Northern
Italy.— I. prov. and 14 m. S.W. Parma, cap.

comm., with celebrated mineral springs. P. 2819.

—II. (di Palmiay same prov. P. 2986. Here are

curious masses of rock in the shape of crushed
cones, called ihr- "devil's leaps."

Le.«>ixa, Pharos Insula, an island of Dalmatia,
circ. and 23 m. S.E. Spalatro, in the Adriatic,

l)elween the islands Brazza and C\irzola. Length
40 m., breadth 2 to 6 m. P. 12,539. Surface un-
dulating and fertile, but in great jsart waste. Prin-
cipal producia, figs, wine, marble, anchovies, and
rosemary-oil. Chief town Ledna, on the S.W.
coast. P. 2150.

1
Lesina, a town of South Italy, prov. and 29

N.W. Foggia. P. 1191. It is situated on S. she
of the Latke of Lesina (anc. Pantanusy, a s:

lagoon extending along the Adriatic Sea,
miles in length.

Leslie, a town and pa. of Scotland, co. Fife,

m. S.W. Cupar. P. of pa 4332. It has flax mi:
and linen and cotton weaving. P. of town 2264.

II. a pa^ CO. Aberdeen, 10 m. S.S.E. Huntly. P. 5
Lesalvhago, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 16 i

W.S.W Lanark, on the Clyde, the celebrated fai

of which are in this pa. Ac. 41,533. P. 92G6.
has collieries. The church is collegiat*.

LESMO,acomm. of North Italy, prov. Milan,
m. S. Brescia, P. 1675. It has paper niUls.

Lesneven, a comm. and town of France, d>
Finistere, cap. cant., 16 m. N.N.E. Brest. P. 26;
It has a naval hospital, and a com exchange.
Lesnewth, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

m. N.E. Camelford. Ac. 2028. P. 114.

Lesparre, a comm. and town of France, d?
Giroude, 37 m. N.W. Bordeaux. P. 2633.

Les Planches, a town of Switzerland, cat
Vaud, dist. Vevey. P. 1123.

Lessa, a seaport vill. of Portugal, prov. Min'j
4 m. N. Oporto.

Lessay, a comm. and town of France, d;

Manche, 13 m. N.W. Coutances. P. 1527.

Lessen or Laszyn, a town of Prussia, gov. sj

17 m. S.S.E. Marienwerder. P. 1680.—II. a vi

of Prussian Silesia, gov. and 31 m. N.W. Liegn

.

on the Bober. P. 685.

Lesses, a vill. of Germany, duchy Brunswic
dist WolfenbUttel, E.N.E. Brunswick. P. 4C(

Lessines, a town of Belgium, prov. Hainau
cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Dender, 19 m. N.N.^
Mons. P. 4971. Principal buildings, St Pet«
church and the town-house. It has distilleri

chicory and salt factories.

LtssiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

the North Sea, 7 m. E.S.E. North Walsham. 1

639. P. 175.

Lessnoi-Karamush, a vill. of Russia, gov. a

50 m. S.S.W. Saratov. P. 2760.

Lessoe or La-soe, an island of Denmark, in i

Kattegat, 12 m. E. the N. part of Jutland. Ai
42 sq. m. P. 2400, the males mostly engaged
fishing, and the females in agricultural pursui

It is level, and environed by sand banks.
Lessolo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Turin, ci

Ivroa, cap. mand. P. 1887.

Lesterps, a comm. and vill. of France, c

Charente, 6 m. E.N.E. Confolens. P. 1281.

Le Sleur, a co. of U. S^ North America, U
nesota. P. 5318.

Leswalt, a pa, of Scotland, co. Wigtown, 4 .

N.W. Stranraer. Ac. 13,018. P. 2701. The cc

;

is here defended by bold rocky cliffs.

Letcher, a co of U. S^ North America, Kt-

tucky. P. 3796 free, 108 slaves.

Letchworth, a pa, of England, cos. Hert, "2

E.N.E. Hitchin. Ac 1027. P. 68.

Lktcombe, two pas., Engl^ co. Bprks.—I. (B-

set), 2im. S.S.W. Wantage. Ac 1260. P. 493.—
(Beffis). li m. S.W. Wantage. Ac 3720. P. 1'

Letham, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, pa. Mi

mail, 4 m. W. Cupar. P. 316.

Lethem, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 5 m. •

Forfar, pa. Dunnichen. P. 1231.

Lethknuy and Kinloch, a united pa. of S( •

land, CO. and 12 m. N. Perth, near the Tay. .

542. It has several lochs.

Letheringham, a pa. of England, co. Snff< 1 1 i

11 m. N.N.E. Ipswich. Ac 1134. P. 20a "
Letheringset, a pa. of England, co. Norf< i

2 ra. W.N.W. Holt. Ac 853. P. 323.
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T.ETiiNOT and Navak, a pa. of Scotland, co. and

! m. N.N.E. Forfar. P. 446.

Lkti, a marshy i.sland of Bulgaria, European

urkey, formed by the Danube at its delta, be-

rcen'the Kilia and Sulina mouths. Length 42

iles, breadth 20 miles.

LicTiTSHEV (Pol. iMycew), a town of Eussian

iliind, gov. Podolia, cap. circ, on the Bug, 55

. N E. Kamenetz. P. 2325.

Le-to, an island belonging to China, in the

tllow Sea, off the peninsula Shan-tung, with a

jod liarbour and a small town.

Lettee or Leti, a small island of the Malay
rchipelago, 35 m. E. the N. extremity of Timor.

I.ETTEKE, a town of South Italy, prov. Naples,

,. m. E. Castel-a-Mare. P. 4950. It has a cathe-

al and an ancient castle.

Letterkknny, a market town of Ireland,

Ister, CO. Donegal, on the S willy, 6^ m. N.W.
aphoe. P. 2165. It has a union workhouse,
iilewell, and a harbour at head of Lough Swillj',

Iniitting vessels of 160 tons.

liErrERKENNY, a township, U. S., North Ame-
,;;i, Pennsylvania, 7 m. N.W. Chambersburg.
Letiterston, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Pembroke,

i m. N.N.W. Haverford-West. Ac 2216. P. 611.

LETroMANOPPELLO, a conim. of South Italy,

•ov. and circ. Chieti. P. 2049.

I.ETTON, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Hereford, 5 m.
W.Weobly. Ac. 1196. P. 238.—IL co. Norfolk,

;
m. S.S.W. East Dereham. Ac. 1274. P. 111.

Letur, a town of Spain, prov. Albacete, 30 m.
. Caravaca. P. 2970.

Leubsdorf, a vill. of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,
Lst. Augustusburg. P. 1800.

Leubl's, a vill. of Pnissian Silesia, gov. and 28
1. W.N.W. Breslau, on the Oder. P. 670.—II.
contiguous vill. P. 1316.

Leuca (Capo i>i), the most S.E. extremity of

aly, prov. and 25 m. S.W. Otranto, hounding
.ward the entrance to the Gulf of Taranto.
at. 39° 48' 7" N. ; Ion. 18' 22' 5' E.

Leucadia {Leucas), erroneously called Santa
laura, one of the Ionian islands, Greece, sepa-
ited by a channel, 1 m. across, from the W.
iast of Acamania, with which it is said to have
Qce been connected. Length 22 m., extreme
nadth 9 m. Estim. area 180 sq. m. P. (1864)
',"37. A chain of limestone mountains inter-

cts it from N. to S., covering the surface with
s spurs, and terminating S.W. in the promon-
>rj' of Cape Ducato (anc. Leiicadia), famous as
Sappho's leap," and from the white cliffs of
Inch the island derived its name. Mount St
lias, in the centre, is 3000 feet in height. Cli-
late very variable, the temperature often rising
I" falling 20° Fahr. in a day ; the low grounds,
'specially at the N. extremity, are unhealthy.

JQ
the N. is a rich plain, and elsewhere are many

';rtile valleys, but scarcely one-eighth of the soil

under cultivation, and not enough of com is

lised for home consumpt. Principal crops,
lieat, maize, oil, and wine. Many of the pop.
ve by fishing, the manufacture of salt, and
nnual emigrations to the mainland as labourers
1 the harvest time. Principal towns, Amaxichi
liR cap., and Vliko, both on the E. coast. The
astle of Santa Maura, whence the modem name
f the island, is at its N. extremity, and formerly
he headquarters of a British regiment. Be-
ween it and Amaxichi is a lagoon, whence salt
i obtained.

' Leucate, a comm. and vill. of S. France, dep.
tude, near the Mediterranean, 18 m. S. Nar-
onne. P. 1461. The Lake of Leucate, deps.
Lude & Pyrdnees-Orient., is a lagoon, 10 m. long.

Leuce, an isl.. Black Sea. [Isi.e of SERrEXTs.")
Leuchars, a pa. and vill. of Scotland, co. Fife,

4 m. N.W. St Andrews, and with a station on
the N. B. Railway, 7 m. N.E. Cupar. Ac. 15,131.
Pop. of pa. 1903 ; of vill. 671.

Leu (St), a town of the island Bourbon, In-
dian Ocean, on its W. coast, 10 ni. S. St Paul.
P. 6449.

Leu (St Taverny), a vill. of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, 8 m. E.S.E. Pontoise. P<5p. of conim.
1182. It has a fine cliS,teau and park.—II. (iTEs-
serenf), a market town, dep. and on the Oise,
with a station on the Paris and Brussels Eailway,
3 m. S.S.W. Creil. P. 1310.

Lkuchtenberg, a market town of Bavaria,
circ. Upper Palatinate, 21 m. N.E. Amberg. P.

570. It has a castle on a steep hill.

Leuctra, the ancient name of several small
vills. of Greece ; that near which the Thebans,
under Epaminondas, defeated the Spartans, B.C.

371, being in Boeotia, 7 m. S.W. Thebes, and
now called Lefka.—II. a maritime vill. of Morca,
gov. Laconia, on the Gulf of Koron, 11 J m. N.W.
Tzimova, and now called Leftro. [Leondari.J
Leuggern, a town of Switzerland, cant Aar-

gau, ZUrzach, on the Aar. P. 1203.

Leuk or LouKCHE, a vill. and celebrated bath-
ing-place of Switzerland, cant Valais, in a deep
ravine, S. of the Gemmi Pass, on the Ehone, at its

confl. with the Dala, 15 m. E.N.E. Sion, and 6000
feet above the sea. It is resorted to between
May & October ; and has 23 hot mineral springs

;

that of St Lawa'ence has a temp, of 144° Fahr.
Pop. of vill. 1123; do. of baths 545.

Leutenberg and Leuter-siiausen, two towns
of Central Germany.— I. principality Schwartz-
burg Kudolstadt, 12 m. S.S.E. Rudolstadt. P.
1040.—II. Bavaria, circ. Middle Franconia, on
the Altmuhl, 7 m. W.N.W. Anspach. P. 1450.

Leuthen, Several vills. of Germany, one in

Prussian Silesia, gov. and W. l;reslau, circ. Neu-
markt, where, on the 5th Dec. 1757, Frederick
the Great of Prussia defeated the Austrians.
Leutkirch, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Danube, cap. dist., 40 m. S. Ulm. P. 3020.

Leutomischel, Bohemia. [Leitomischel.]
Leutschau (Hung. Locze), a royal free town

of North Hungary, circ. Zips, on a hill, 112 m.
N.E. Pesth. P. 6500, 3-8ths Protestants. It has
the oldest Lutheran college in Hungary, a Roman
Catholic gymnasium, seminary for noble females,

and an asylum for the children of soldiers.

Leutwyl, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aargau,
dist. KUlm. P. 760.

Leuze, a town of Belgium, prov. Hainault, cap.

cant., on rt. b. of the Deuder, 17 m. N.W. Mons.
P. 5880. It has dyeing, bleaching, brewing, etc.

Leuzingen, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern,
dist. Buren. P. 1009.

LevAN (St), a maritime pa. of England, co.

Cornwall, at the S. extremity of the peninsula,

Land's End, 8 m. S.W. Penzance. Ac. 2328. P.

447. It has an ancient well and oratorj', and
" The Logan Stone," a rocking mass of granite,

poised on an elevated rock.

Levane, a town of Central Italy, prov. and 26
m. S.E. Florence, on the Arno. P. 1609.

Levanso, Phorbantia, an island in the Medi-
terranean, off the W. coast of Sicily, prov. and 9
m. W. Trapani, and nearly 6 m. in circuit.

Levant, an Italian word signifying East, com-
monly applied to the eastern coasts of the Medi-
terranean, namely, those of Syria & Asia Minor.
Levante, the most E. circ. of North Italy,

prov. Genoa, bordering tho Mediterranean for

about 45 m., and boiinded N. by the Apennines.
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Traversed by the rivers Magra and Vara. Area
450 sq. m. P. 68,950. It is subdivided into six

mands. Principal towns, Spezzia, the cap.,

Lerici, Levante, Sarzana. It has an important
export of marbles.

Levante (Eiviera di). [Eivieea.]

Levantine (Val), Ital. Levantina, a valley of

Switzerland, cant. Tessin, extends from St Go-
thard to the confl. of the Tessin with the Blenio.

Levanto, a marit. town of North Italy, prov
Genoa, circ. Levante, cap. mand., on a small bay
of the Mediterranean, 18 m, N.N.W. Spezzia.

P. 4317. It has a small ancient port.

Leven, two rivers of England.—I. co. Cumber-
land, formed by the junction of the Black and
White Leven or Line, near Stapleton, flows S.W.
for 15 m., and joins the £sk3 m. S. Longtown.

—

II. CO. Lancaster, forms the channel by which
Windermere communicates withMorecambe Bay.
Leven, two rivers of Scotland.—I. co. Dumbar-

ton, issues from the S. extemity of Loch Lomond,
discharging its surplus waters into the Clyde
at Dumbarton castle, after a S. coiu-se of 7 m,

—

II. CO. Fife, issues from the S.E. extremity of

Loch Leven, and after an E. course of 14 m.,

enters the Firth of Forth at Leven.
Leven, a bor. of barony of Scotland, co. Fife,

pa. Scoonie, at the mouth of the Leven, which
here forms a harbour for vessels of 300 tons at

spring tides, 9 m. N.N.E. Kiikcaldy. Pop. of town
2723. It has linen manufs., and tile and iron

works.
Leven, a pa. of England, co. York, East Biding,

C m. N.E. Beveriey. Ac. 4837. P. 990.
Leven (Loch), a lake of Scotland, in co. and E.

Kinross. Circuit about 11 m., drainage having
reduced it 3 m. Area 3313 ac. 353 feet above the
sea. It receives the N. and S. Queich, Giiimey,
and all the other streams of the co. ; is famous for

trout, & contains several islands, on one of which,
near Kinross, are the remains of a castle, in which
Mary Queen of Scots was imprisoned in 1567-8,
and signed her abdication on 4th July 1567, and
from which, on 2d May 1568, she made her escape,

shortly before the battle of Langside.—II. a nar-
row aiTQ of Loch Linnhe, from which it stretches

E. 12 m., between cos. Argyle and Inverness.

Scenery highly picturesque, and on its S. side is

the wild vale of Glencoe.

Levens, a chapelry of England, co. Westmore-
land, pas. Haversham and Kendal, 5 m. S. Ken-
dal. Ac. 3953. P. 936.

Levenshulme, a township, England, co. Lan-
caster, with station on the rail, from Manchester
to Crewe, 3 m. S.E. Manchester. Ac. 605. P. 2095.

Levens or Levenzo, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Alpes-Maritimes, arr. and 11 m.
N. Nice, cap. mand. P. 1800.

Leverano, a town of South Italy, prov., circ^

and 11 m. S.W. Lecce. P. 2404.

Lever (Darcy), a chapelry of England, co.

Lancaster, pa. and 3J m. S.E. Bolton. Ac. 640.

P. 2071.—II. (Great), a township, same co., pa.

Middleton, 1 m. S. Bolton. Ac. 770. P. 722.—
III. {Little), a chapelry, same co., pa. and 3 m.
E.S.E. Bolton, at the junction of the Bolton, Bury,
and Manchester Canals. Ac. 1020. P. 3890.
Levekington, a pa, of England, co. Cambridge,

1 m. N.N.W. Wisbeach. Ac. 7871. P. 2143.

Leverton, three pas. of England.—I. co. Lin-
coln, 5 m. E.N.E. Boston. Ac. 7100. P. 770.—
II. (North), CO. Notts, 6^ m. E N.E. East-Eetford.
Ac. 1050. P. 329.—III. (South), same co., 6 m
E.S.E. East Retford. Ac. 2530. P. 494.
Levico, a market town of the Tirol, circ. and

10 m. S.E. Trieut, near a small lake. P. 3700.

Levier, a comm. and market town of Franc
dep. Doubs, 11 m. W.N.W. Pontarlier. P. 187
Levignac, a comm. and vill. of France, dc

Lot-et-Garonne, 9 m. N Mannande. P. 1470.
Levington, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

.

m. S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 1098. P. 228.

Levisham, a pa. of England. [Leavisham."]
Levroux, Gahatum^ a comm. and town, Fraiir

dep. Indre, cap. cant., 13 m. N. Chateauroux.
3867. It has manufs. of fine woollen cloths ai

leather, and trade in com, wine, and wool.
Leat, a CO. of U. S., N. America, Florida. !

1331 free, 450 slaves.

Lew, two pas. of Engl., co. Devon.—I. (A'or^

4 m. S.W. Hatherieigh. Ac. 7247. P. 930.—]
(TrenchardX 9i m. W.S.W. Oakhampton. A
2818. P. 353.

Lewannick, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, ^

m, S.W. Launceston. Ac. 4000. P. 685.
Lewenz (Hung. Leva), a market town of \^

Hungary, circ. aud 4 m. S.E. Bars. P. 5550.
Lewes, a pari. bor. and town of England, q

Sussex, on the Ouse, 44 m. S.E. London, and 5

m. by railway, N.E. Brighton. Ac. of bor. 91]

P. (1861) 53,895. Alt. 156 feet. It has a gramiti

school, almshouses, co. hall, co. gaol, house of coi

rection, ban-acks, and theatre. Considerable traq

is carried on with London by the port of Ne^1

haven, at the mouth of the Ouse. It sends 2 menii

to H. of C. Peg. elec. (1864) 643. Is a poUia

place for E. division of co., and the head of

poor law union. Lewes is said to have been tl

Koman station Mutuantonis. Simon de Men
fort, and the barons, in 1264, defeated Henry ii

here, and imprisoned him in the castle.

Lewxn, a small frontier town of Prussian S
lesia, gov. Breslau, circ and 14 m. W. Glatz.

Lewin, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. and 10 m. N.

j

Leitmeritz. P. 750.—II. (New), vill. of Brandfi

burg, circ. Potsdam, dist. Obei-barmin. P. lir>

Lewis, several cos. of the U. S., North Ani'

rica.—I. in N.E. of Kentucky. Area 316 sq. t

P. 8131 free, 230 slaves.—II. in N.E. of Missoui

Area 519 sq. m. P. 11,007 free, 1279 slaves.—II
in N. of New York. Area 1122 sq. m. P. 28,58

—IV. in N.W. of Virginia. Area 603 sq. m. .

7769 free, 230 slaves.

Lewis-with-Harris, the most N. and large

island of the Outer Hebrides, off the W. coast

Scotland, between lat. 57° 40' and 58° 32' N., lo:

6° and 7° W., separated from the mainland by tl

Minch, a sea 30 m. across. Length, N. to S., 60 e?

greatest breadth 30 m. Area about 770 sq. m.

;

which Lewis, the N. portion, separated fn-

Harris by the inlets Lochs Eeasort and Seafor

comprises about 675 sq. m. P. (1861) 23,6i3

Coast line very much indented ; on the E sides.

Loch Erisort and Broad Bay, and on the W. Loc]

Roag. Its N. headland, the Butt ofLewis, lat 51

31' N., Ion. 6° 14' W., rises to 80 feet above tl

sea. Rainfall 51 inches. Sunneval mountain
2700 feet in height, and a great part of the islai

is rugged ; but it is not generally so loftyand bf,

as Harris, and it has many low swampy tract

Gneiss is the prevailing rock, and much of the su

face is covered with peat, and with remains ofan

forests. Chief crops^, barley and potatoes; chi

industry, cattle-breeding, fishing, kelp-makii|

and domestic manufs. The Seaforth estates ^
now in the possession of Sir James Matbesc

who has introduced extensive improvements
draining, road-making, and planting schools. 1 '

island abounds with Druidic edifices and mini

fortresses. The people are almost entirely
[

Celtic descent ; but in the N. (Butt of Lewis) s|

a race of purely Scandinavian origin, altKouii
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iking the Gaelic language. Lewis is divided

tbe four parishes of Stornoway, Uig, Barvas,

id Lochs. Stornoway, the only town, is on the

. coast. [Harris—Hebrides."]

Lewis, a cc, U. S., N. America, Tennessee. P.

)9-l free, 247 slaves.

Lewisborougii, a tnship. of U. S., N. America,

ato and 40 m. N. New York, on Croton river.

Lewisham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, on the

ivensbourne, an affluent of the Thames, 6 m.

E. London. Ac. 5789. P. 22,808.

Lewis or Great Snake River, U. S. of North
tiierica, Oregon territory, is formed by the union

two rivers rising in the Rocky Mountains, and
ins the Columbia River from the S.E., 200 m.
3m the Pacific Ocean. [Snake River.]
Lewiston, a town, U. S., N. America, New
3rk, on Niagara River, midway between the

ills and Lake Ontario (7 m. from each), and 4
. E. of the suspension bridge uniting the rail-

tys of N. York and Canada. P. 4000. Com-
liiicates with Oswego by steamboats, & Buffalo

railway.—LI. a town of Pennsylvania, on
uiata, and on Pennsylvania Canal, 43 m. N.W.
irrisburg. P. 2735.—III. a vill., Maine, 23 m.
W. Augusta, with a bridge across the Andros-
ECfjin, where it falls 50 feet over a broken ledge.

7000. It has flourishing manufs.
Lew Kew Islands, Pacific. [Loo-choo."]
Lewknor, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5J m.
-;.E. Thame. Ac. 4690. P. 833.

r.EXDEN, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2 m. W.
Ichester. P. 1643.

Lexham, two pas. of Engl., co. Norfolk.—I.

.), 5| m. N.E. Swaffham. Ac. 1190. P. 226
(IFO, 5 m. N.N.E. Swaffham. Ac. 1155. P. 152.

Lexington, a city, U. S., N. America, Ken-
ky, on a branch of Elkhorn river, 72 m. E.S.E.
uisviile. P. 9321. It has a court-house, gaol,

te lunatic asylum, 2 academies, and the Tran-
vania university.—II. a township, Massachu-
ts. 11 m. N.W. Boston. The first action in the
• ilutionary war was fought here, April 19,

"5.—III. a township, New York, 28 m. W.
tskill.— IV. a vill., Virginia, on a branch of
lies River, 110 m. W. Richmond. It has a
irt-house, a college endowed by General Wash-
ton, and a state military institution, which
icates about 60 cadets.—V. a vill., Missouri,
t m. W.N.W. Jefferson city. P. 4000. It was
ieged and taken by the Confed. army, 20th
it. 1861.—VI. a township, Ohio, co. Stark.

—

I. a central co. in South Carolina. Area 834 sq.
P. 9377 free, 6202 slaves.

iEYBouKNE, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 43 m.
\V. Maidstone. Ac. 1510. P. 289.
jEyburn, a market town of England, co. York,
rth Riding, pa. Wensley, 7 m. S.S.W. Rich-
nd. Ac. 886. P. 2407.
--EYDEN (Dutch Leideny, Lugdunum Batavorum,
ity of the Netherlands, cap. cant., 22 m. S.W.
isterdam, and 17 m. N. Rotterdam, and with
li of which it is connected by canals and rail-

}
s, on the Old Rhine, 6 m. from its mouth, in
North Sea. Lat. of observatory 52° 9' 6" N.

;

.4''29'5'E. P. (1865) 37,31''. Mean temp.
' .ear 49°, winter 36°, summer 62°-7, Fahr. It
iitersected by canals, and sun-ounded by wind-

' Is. The university, founded 1575, has an at-
' dance of 420 students. Connected with the
' versity are museums of natural history,

ynets of comparative anatomy, an Egyptian
1 ieum, botanic garden, and an extensive library
< )ooks and rare Oriental MSS. There are be-
! s several private museums, and many learned
iotiee. Let/den has a public hospital, arsenal,

custom-hoitse, & chamber of commerce. Manufs.
blankets, cloth, baize, and cotton. In the middle
of the 17th century, it had 100,000 inhabs. Its

principal trade is in grain, butter, and cheese. It

sustained a severe siege by the Spaniards in
1573-4 ; was ravaged by the plague in 1655, and
was greatly injured by an explosion of gunpowder
in 1807.

Leyden, a township, U. S., North America,
New York, 108 m. N.W. Albany.
Leyden, two isls., one off the N. coast of Cey-

lon, the other off that of Java, opposite Batavia.
Leyderdorp, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

North Holland, 1 m. E. Leyden. P. 1654.

Leyi^nd, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster,
5-J-

m. S. Preston. Ac. 19,091. P. 13,684. Manufs.
cotton goods. It comprises the chapelries Euxton
and Heapey, and townships Hoghton, Whittle,
Clayton, Cuerden, Leyland, Wheelton, and With-
nell ; and has a church, grammar school, numerous
other endowed schools, almshouses, & a station on
the Manchester & Preston Railway, [Hoghton.]
Leysdown, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 7J m.

E.S.E. Queenborough. Ac. 4302. P. 216.

Leyte, an isl. of the Malay Archipelago, Philip-
pines, immediately S.S.W. Samar. Length 130
m. ; average breadth 35 m. P. 92,175. Soil in
many parts very fertile, producing rice and cot-

ton, with ebony and other fine woods.
Leytiia, a river of the Austrian empire, fonus

a part of the boundary between Austria and Hun-
gary, and after a N. and E. course of 90 m. joins
an aim of the Danube at Altenburg. Between
it and Lake Neusiedl are tbe Lytha mountains.
Leyton, a pa. of England, co. Essex, on the

E. Co. Railway, 5 m. N.E. London. Mean temp.,
July 64°-5, Jan. 37°-0. Ac. 2241. P. 4794. The
village, on the Lea, has an ancient brick church.
Leytron, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Valais,

dist. Martigny. P. 713.

Lez, a river of France, dep. Herault, rises in

the Cevennes mountains, flows S., and after a
course of 20 m. falls into the Mediterranean, 2
m. S.E. Montpellier. Its lower and navigablo
part is called the Canal de Grave.
Lezachow, a vill. of Austria, Galicia, cii-c

Przerasyl, dist. Sieniawa. P: 3300.

Lezant, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4 m.
S.S.E. Launceston. Ac. 4560. P. 815.

Lezardrieux, a comm. & town of France, dep.

OStes-du-Nord, 16 m. E.N.E. Lannion. P. 2238.

Lezat, a comm. & town of France, dep. Arifege,

on the Leze, 17 m. N.W. Pamiers. P. 2967.

Lezay, a comm. & town of France, dep. Deux-
Sevres, on the Dive, 7 m. E.N.E. Melle. P. 2593.
Lezayke, a pa. of the Isle of Man, in the Irish

Sea, 3 m. W.S.W. Ramsey. Ac. 457. P. 2520.

Lezaysk, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

26 m. N.E. Rzeszov, on 1. b. of the San. P. 3300.

Leziate, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3J m.
S.E. Castle-Rising. Ac. 1469. P. 197.

Lezignan, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Aude, cap. cant., 13 m. W. Narbonne. P. 3016.

Lezoux, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Puy-de-D6me, 15 m. E.N.E. Clermont. P. 3829,
Lezuza, Libisosona, a town of Spain, prov. and

22 m. W. Albacete. P. 2815.

Lgow, a town of Russia, gov. and 36 m, W.
Koursk, cap. circ, on the Sem. P. 1000.
Lhanbryde (St Andrew), a pa. of Scotland,

CO. and adjoining Elgin on N.E. P. 1402.

L'Hassa, the cap. city of Tibet. [Lassa.]
LiAKHov Islands. [New Siberia.]
Liamone, Cercidius, a river of Corsica, after a

S.W, course of 21 m, enters the Mediterranean
11 m. N. Ajaccio.
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LiANcoURT (Sous Clermonf\ a comm. and town
of France, dep. Oise, with a station on the Paris &
Bnjssels Railway, 5 ni. S.S.E. Clermont. P. 2612.

LiANG-TcHou and LiAN-Tcnou, two cities of

China, caps, of deps —I. prov. Kan-su, near the
great wall, and 140 ra. N.N.W. Lantcheou.—II.

prov. Quang-toH":, 240 m. S.W. Canton.
LiBAU (Lettish I.eapata), a seaport town of

RussiiV, erov. (yourland. on the Baltic. N. of Lake
Libau, 69 m. N. Momel. P. (1863) 9970. It is en-
closed by walls. Its harbiur is artificial, but its

trade is considerable. Chief imports, salt herrings,

wine, and fruit. Exports, grain, flax, and timber.

LiBBEKToy, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, 3

m. E.S.E. Carnwath. Ac. 8319. P. 836.
LiuEiii, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Caserta. P. 1621.

Liberia, an independent Negro republic of

Western Africa, establislied 1823, extends along
the coast of Guinea, between lat. 4° 50' and 7° N.,

Ion. 0= oO' and 12° 39' W. Its seaboard extends
from the Shehar river in the N.W., to the San
Pedro in the Gulf of Guinea, 500 m., including
the colony of Cape Palmas, with an average
breadth of 40 m. A chain of mountains rises

above 3° from the shore, separating it from the
basin of the Niger and the tribes of the interior.

Area 20,000 sq. m. P. (1863) 600,000, belong-
ing to all nationalities of Africa. The climate
has improved greatly by a systematic drainage
and clearance of woods. In general the im-
migrants from America are sent into the in-

terior, where the soil is better and the climate
more healthy than on the coast- Thus have
been established Carysburg, White Plains, and
other stations. Exports, palm oil, camphor,
ivory, gold-dust, coffee, indigo, ginger, arrow-
root, and hides. Cocoa and sugar thrive, and
it is expected that cotton will soon become an
extensive export. Mandingo horses and native
cattle are used for draught, but much of the cam-
wood exported is brought 200 m. from the in-

terior on men's backs. It is estimated that

2,000,000 inhabitants of the interior now obtain
supplies of European goods from the republic

and Cape Palmas ; and that the Liberians exer-
cise Christian influence over 480,000 natives.

The church of Liberia was reorganized in 1862.

Liberia, formerly a dependency of the United
States, was recognised as an independent repub-
lic in July 1848. Government vested in a presi-

dent, vice-president, and a senate of 6 members,
& house of representatives of 28 members, elected

by all possessors of a real estate to the value of

30 dollars. English is the official language, and
that of the negroes from the United States. All

are Protestants—Popery being proscribed. The
state is well supplied with churches and schools.

The number of immigrants from the United
States, from 1820 to 1856, was 9562, of whom
3676 were free-born. The seaport and cap. is

Monrovia. The other chief settlements are Hex-
ley, Edina, and Cresson, the latter situated on a
fine bay, and affording abundant supplies of wood
and water.

LiBERTON, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 2J m.
S.E. Edinburgh. Ac. 6617. P. 3507. The ruins
of Craigiuillar Castle are in this parish.

Liberty, three cos. of the U. S., N. America.

—

1. in S.E. of Georgia, on the Atlantic and the Ala-
tamah river. P. 2284 free, 6083 slaves.—II. Flo-
rida. P. 936 free, 521 slaves—III. Texas. P.
2110 free, 1079 slaves. Also several townships.
I.—New York, 10 m. N.N.W. Monticello.—II.
Ohio, CO. Adams.—III. Ohio, co. Fairfield, on the
Ohio Canal.—IV. Ohio, Highland co.—V. Mis-

LIC

souri, CO. Marion.—VI. Indiana, cap. co. Uni(
66 m. E.S.E. Indianapolis.—VII. Missouri, ci

Clay CO., 134 m. N.W. Jefferson city.—Mir
townships are in Pennsylvania and other stati

Liberty Plains, New South Wales, co. Cu
berlaud. P. 43^.

LiBETHEX (Hung. Libeth-Banya), a free to-

of Hungary, co. Sohl, 14 m. E. Neusohl. P. 16;

It has mines of iron and copper.
LiBOKovo, a town of European Turkey, A!;

nia, sanj. Avlona, 12 m. S.E. Argyro-Kastro.
LiBocHOWiTZ, a town of Bohemia, circ. and

m. S.W. Leitmeritz, on the Eger. P. 1600.

LiBOURNE, Libumum, a town and river-port

France, dep. Gironde, cap. arr., on rt. b. of t

Dordogne, at its junction with the Isle, and
railway from Tours, 17 m. E.N.E. Bordeaux.
13,565. It is enclosed by walls, and lias cav8>
barracks; manufs. of woollen stuffs, glass, a!

cordage ; yards for ship-building, a port admitti^

vessels of 300 tons at high water, and a consicj.

able traffic with Bordeaux in wines, brandy, n,

and com. It was founded in 1286, by Edwar j,

king of England.
LiBRizzi, a comm. and vill. of the island Sicii

prov. Messina, circ. Patti. P. 2002.

Libyan Desert, a wide region of Nortla
Africa, including parts of Egypt, Tripoli, il

Barca. It contains the oasis of Siwah, with <)

town of same name, about lat. 20° 12' N., Ion. '

15' E., near which is the vill. of Gharmy, ivi

remains of the temple of Jupiter Ammon.
Licata, a town of Sicily. [Ai.icata.]

LicciANA, a town of Central Italy, prov. al

circ. Massa. P, 3343.

LiCH, a town of Central Germany, Hessi-

Darmstadt, principality Solms-Lich, prov. Uj):

Hessen, on the Wetter, 8 m. S.E. Giessen. .

2400, mostly Lutherans.
LiCHBOROUGH, a pa., England, co. Northan-

ton, 5J m. N.W. Towcester. Ac. 1704. P. 4-

LiCHFiELD, a city, pari, and munic. bor., fl

CO. of itself, England, co. Stafford, on the Grt\

Junction canal, and the Stafford and Rugby Ej-

way, 115 m. N.N.W. London. Ac. of citv, ,

and pari, bor., 3180. P. (1861) 6893. Alt. 267 h.

The cathedral is built in the richly decorii

style of the 13th and 14th centuries. Its lengr 9

411 feet from E. to W., and has thi'ee towers \\i

spires, of which the central is 300 feet in lieig..

The cathedral library contains the Saxon C-

pels of St Chad, and other literaiy rarities, t

has an episcopal palace, a deanery, three paiti

churches, a free grammar school, in which At-

son, Johnson, and Garrick were educated; pos

hospital, female hospital, and numerous obr

charities; union workho., guildhall, gaol, hoe

of correction, theatre, market-house, two braih

banks, breweries, and manufs. of carpets. Lj-

field sends two members to the House of C»-

mons. Reg. electors (1864) 704. The bishop^,

founded by the early Saxons, comprised, in lA

491 benefices in cos. Stafford, Derby, Warvc,

and Salop.
LiCHTENAU, several towns of Germany.!.

Prussian Westphalia, gov. and 47 m. S. Midi)

on the Sauer. P. 1540.—II. H.-Cassel, p^.

Lower Hessen, on the Losse, 12 m. S.E. Ca-t^

P. 1500. Manufs. of linens.—III. grand diiiy

Baden, circ. Middle Rhine, near the Rhine, 2ku

S.W. Carlsruhe. P. 1350.

LiCHTENBERG, a principality of Germany u

the S. of Rhenish Prussia, between 'R\u:j'a

Bavaria on the S.E., and Birkenfeld on the l>f-

Reg. Treves. Surface hilly and well wocPrj

Area 220 sq. m. P. 38,000. Cap. St W'ei^i"^
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i-as ceded to Pinissia by the Duke of Saxe-
urS-Gotha in 1834.

LicHTKNBKKG, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
raiiconia, on a height near the N. frontier, 12

. N.W. Hof. P. 900.

LicHTKN'BERG, a vill. of Franco, dep. Bas-Rhin,
. m. N.N.E. Saverno. P. 1040.

LiciiTKNKELS, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
raucouiiu, cap. dist., on the Main, and witii a

Uion on the Nurnberg and Neumarkt Railway,

m. N.N.E. Bamberg. P. 2150.

LicuTKSsTEG, a town of Switzerland, cant, and
; 111. S.W. St Gall, on the Thur. P. 983.

_

LicHTt:NSTEiN, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,

p. principality Schonberg, 14 miles W.S.W.
ninitz, at the foot of a mountain crowned by
.tie. P. 4128.

i.icuTENVOouDE, a vill. of the Netherlands,

iv. Gelderland, 5 m. S.W. Groenlo. P. 3657.

LiCHTENWALD, two villages of Germany.—I.

vria, on the Save, 15 m. S.S.E. Cilly. P. 620.

il. Saxony, N.E. Chemnitz. P. 572.

TiCHTEKVELDE, a comm. and town of Belgium,
.-. \V. Flanders, 13 m. W.S.W. Bruges. P.

J. It has manufs. of tobacco and leather.

J^iCHViN, a town of Russia. [Likhvin.]
Lick, Lyk, or Oelk, a town of East Prussia,

iv. and 55 m. S. Gumbinnen, cap. circ, on the

ike of Lick. P. 3500.

LiCKEY, a chapelry of England, co. Worcester,

m. N. Broomsgrove. P. 1361.

Licking, a co., U. S., North America, in centre

Ohio. Area 638 sq.m. P. (1860)37,011.—IL
riv., Kentucky, rises in the S.E. of the state,

ws N.W. for 160 m., and joins the Ohio, oppo-
;e Cincinnati. It is navigable for 70 miles.

LiconiA 1)1 VizziNi, a town of Sicily, prov.
itania, circ. and 7 m. S.E. Calatagirono. P,
,000. On a steep hill, with a baronial castle.

LicosA (PuNTA ui), a cape of South Italy, prov.

ilemo, forming the S. limit of the Gulf of Sa-
nio. Lat. 40° 14' N. ; Ion. 14° 53' E.

LicQUES, a comm. and mkt. town, France, dep.

is-de-Calais, 15 m. E.N.E. Boulogne. P. 1462.

LiDA, a town of Russian Poland, gov. Vilua,
TO. E.N.E. Grodno, cap. circ. P. 2000.
IiDDKi., a river of Scotland, co. Roxburgh,
s in a bog in pa. Castletown, flows S.W. for

nit 24 m. (for a part of which it divides Scot-
ud from England), and joins the Esk near
tnoby. Its valley forms the romantic district

Liddesdale.

Li DDES, a town of Switzerland, cant. Valais,
^t, Entremont. P. 1803.
LiDDiARD, two pas. of lEngland, co. Wilts.—I.

fillicent), 3 m. N.N.E. Wootton-Basset. Ac.
21. P. 588.—II. (Tregooze), 3^ m. W.N.W.
vindon. Ac. 5142. P. 795.
LiDDiNGTON, two pas., Engl.—I. CO. Rutland,
11. S.E. Uppingham. Ac. 2020. P. 613.—II. co.
iits, 3a ra. E.S.E Swindon. Ac. 2767. P. 440.
LiDGATE or Lyugate, a pa., Engl., co. Suffolk,
m. S.E. Newmarket. Ac. 1780. P. 443.
LiDKOPiNG, a town of Central Sweden, Isenand
m S.W. Marienstadt, at the mouth of the Lid-

, in Lake Wener. P. 3384.
LiDHNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 3
W.N.W. Ampthill, with a station on the Bed-

•'1 and Bletchley bi-anch of the London and
'ith-Western Railway. Ac. 2520. P. 845.
Lipo, a chain of sandy islands, Austrian Italy,

I

r.iing a curve between the rivers Brenta and
ave, separating the lagoons of Venice from the
Iriatic Sea. They have several small forts.
LiEBAU, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
m. S.S.W. Liegnitz. P. 1930, mostly em-

ployed in weaving.—II. Deutch, a vill., Bohemia,
circ. Olmutz, dist. Mahr Neustadt. P. 3300.

LiEUAU, a town of Moravia, Austrian empire,

gov. Olmutz, circ. & 18 m. N.E. Prerau. P. 1550.

LiebemCul, a small town of E. Prussia, gov.
and 72 m. S.S.W. K6nig.sberg. P. 1300.

Lieben'al', several small towns of Germany.

—

I. Bohemia, circ. and 19 m. N.E. Juug-Bunzlau.
P. 2320.—IL landr. and 33 m. N.W. Hanover,
on the Weser, here joined by the Aue. P. 17U3.

—III. Hessen-Cassel, prov. Lower Hessen, on an
isl. in the Diemel, 16 m. N.N.W. Cassel. P. 720.

LiEBENTHAL, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.

and 30 m. S.W. Liegnitz. P. 1540.—II. a vill.

of Austria, Bohemia, circ. Pardubitz, dist. Land-
skron. P. 3200.

LiEBExwALUE, a town of Prussia, prov. Bran-
denburg, gov. and 37 m. N.N.E. Potsdam, on the
Havel, here joined by the Fmow CanaL P. 26o7.

LiEBENWERUA, a town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. and 60 m. E.N.E. Merseburg, cap. circ, ou
an island in the Black Elster. P. 2100.

LiEiBENZEi.L, a town of Gennany, Wiirtem-
berg, circ. Black-Forest, 21 m. W. Stuttgart, on
the Nagold. P. 1070. It has mineral baths, and
important linen markets.
LiEBEROSE, a town of Pmssia, prov. Branden-

burg, gov. and 33 m. S.S.W. Frankfurt. P. 1500,

LiEBEKTVOLKWiTZ, a market town of Saxony,
circ. and 5| m. S.E. Leipzig. P. 1543.

LiEBiG, a CO. of Queensland, Austi-alia, between
Broad Sound Bay and Fitzroy river. Lat. of

centre 22° 50' S. ; Ion. 150° E.

LiEBSTADT, a town of East Prussia, gov. and
64 m S.S.W. Konigsberg, on the Muhl. P. 1740.

—II. a town of Saxony, circ. and 15 m, S.E.

Dresden. P. 855.

Liechtenstein (Principality of), a small in-

dependent state of S. Germany, enclosed between
the Austrian prov. Tirol and the Swiss cant, of

St Gall. Area 63 sq. m. P. (1861) 7t;94 Roman
Catholics. The Rhine forms its W. border. It

has one vote in the Germanic Confederation, and
furnishes 70 men to the fedei-al army.—The cap.

Vadntz or Liechtenstein, is a market town, on rt.

b. of the Rhine, 40 m. S.S.E. Constance. P. 1700.

Lieuolsheim, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middlo
Rhine, 10 m. N. Carlsruhe. P. 1625.

LiEFKEXSHOEK, a foTt of Belgium, prov. East
Flanders, on I. b. of the Scheldt, and 7 m. N.W.
Antwerp, the approach to which it protects, with
Fort Lillo, immediately opposite.

LiEFLAND, a prov. of Russia. [Livonia.]

Liege (Dutch Lui/k, German Liittich), a fortified

city of Belgium, cap. prov., on the Maese, and on
the railway from Ostende to Aix-la-Lhapelk, 54

m. E.S.E. Brussels. F. (1864) 102,888. It is the

see of a bishop ; has a court of appeal, a chamber
of commerce and manufactures ; a university,

cabinets of chemistry and natural history, a

botanic garden, and a school of mines. It has

many learned societies, and among its charitable

institutions are schools for the blind and for deaf-

mutes. Chief edifices, the palace of justice, for-

merly palace of the prince-bishop, theatre, and
the church of St Jacques. The coal mines in

the vicinity employ upwards of 10,000 miners.

Manufs. comprise steam machinery, files, nails,

and hardware of all kinds, watches, jewellei-y,

woollen and cotton fabrics, paper, and glass. It

supplies fire-arms to nearly all the governments
in the world, the export of which has doubled
since 1859 It has also sugar refineries, tanneries,

and distilleries. It was cap. of the French dep.

Ourthe from 1793 to 1814.

Liege, a prov. of Belgium, is hilly in the S

,
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where it compiises part of the Ardennes Forest

;

it has rich pasturage, and valuable mines of iron,

lead, zinc, and coal. Its minei'al waters are cele-

brated. Area 1120 sq. m. P. (1864) 501,899.
LiEGNiTZ, a town of Prussian Silesia, cap. gov..

on 1. b. of the Katzbach, at its confl. with thu
Schwarzwasser, and on the Berlin and Breslau
Eailway, 40 m. W.N.W. Breslau. P. (1864) ci vil

and military 19,754. It was formerly fortified

;

has 2 Lutheran and 3 Roman Catholic churches,
a ducal chapel, an ancient council-house, an
academy, an orphan asylum, and a workhouse.
Manufs. woollen cloths; and its vicinity is famous
for horticulture. Here, on the 16th August 1760,

the Prussians, under Frederick the Great, totally

defeated the Austrians.
LiEMPDE, a comm. & vill. of the Netherlands,

prov. N. Brabant, 9 m. S. Bois-le-Duc. P. 1070.

LiEXEx, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Westphalia,
dist. Warendorf. P. 4540.

LiENZ, a town of Austria, in the Tirol, on the
Drave, 40 m. E.N.E. Brunecken. P. 1950. It

has iron works, a college, and several convents.

LiEPVRE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haut-Rhin, 14 m. N.W. Colmar. P. 2370.

LiERXA, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. Como,
circ. Lecco. P. 1032.

LiERRE or LiER, a town of Belgium, prov. and
10 m. S.E. Antwerp, cap. cant., at the confl. of
the Great and Liitle Nethe. P. (18G4) 15,155.
It has manufs. of lace, cotton, woollen, and silk

fabrics; many breweries, distilleries, and oil mills.

LiESER, a vill. of Rhine Prussia, circ. Trier,

dist. Bernkastel, on the Moselle. P. 1420.

LiESTHAL, a town of Switzerland, cap. cant.

Basle country, 8 m. S.E. Basle. P. 3368. Near
it the Ergolz forms a fine waterfall.

LiETOR, a town of Spain, prov. Albacete, on
the Mundo, 63 m. N.W. Murcia. P. 2451. It

has a Carmelite convent, and manufs. of woollens.
LiEUKEY, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Eure, 8 m. S. Pont Audemer. P. 2209.
LiEUvm, an old div. of Normandy, cap. Lisieux,

now comprised in the deps. Calvados and Eure.
LiEZEN, a vill. of Austria, Styria, dist. Juden-

burg. P. 1650.

LiFF, Benvie, and In\'ekgowrie, a united pa.
of Scotland, cos. Forfar and Perth, 4 m. W.
Dundee. Ac. 8049. P. 24,108, actively employed
in linen weaving.

LiFFEY, a river of Ireland, Leinster, rises in

the mntns. of Wicklow, about 12 m. S.W. Dublin,
and after a course of 50 m. enters Dublin Bay.

LiFFORD, a market town of Ireland, co. Done-
gal, on the Foyle, and with a station on rail. 14
m. S.S.W. Londonderry. P. 4777.

LiFFRfi, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ille-

et-Vilaine, cap. cant., 11 m. N.E. Rennes. P. 2885.
LiFTOX, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4 m.

E.N.E. Launceston. Ac. 5982. P. 1441.
LiGHTHORNE, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,

3 m. N. Kington. Ac 2007. P. 391.
LiGXANA, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Novara,

circ. Vercelli. P. 1324.

LiGXii, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Loire-
Inf., cap. cant., 16 m. N.E. Nantes. P. 2000.
LiGNiiRES-LA-DoucELLE, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. and 25 m. N.W. Mayenne. P. 2391.
LiGXifcRES, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Cher, cap. cant., 25 ra. S.W. Bourges. P. 2821.
LiGNOL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Mor-

bihan, arr. and 14 m. W. Pontivy. P. 1844.
LiGNT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Meuse, cap. cant., on the Ornain, 10 m. S.E.
Bar-le-Duc. P. 3267. It has manufactures of I

cotton thread and fabrics, and a trade in wool

and timber.—II. Qe Chatel), a coram, and mark
town, dep. Yonne, cap. cant., on the Serein,

m. N.E. AuxeiTe. P. 1544.

LiGXY, a vill. of Belgium, prov. and 14 i

W.N.W. Naniur, celebrated for a combat betwe(
the Prussians and French, 16th June 1815, tv

days before the battle of Waterloo.
LiGoxiER, a tnshp., U. S., N. America, Pen

sylvania, 119 m. W. Harrisburg.
LiGOR, a state of the Malay peninsula, trib.

tary to Siam, in the Strait of Malacca, betwei'

lat. 7° and 9° N. P. 150,000, one-fourth of whc.
are Chinese, the others Siamese.
LiGOK (Siamese SakorX a fortified town <

Lower Siam, on the E. side of the Malay penit

sula. Lat. 8° N. ; Ion. 99° 50' E. P. 12,000.

LiQORNETTo, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Tc
sin, dist. Mendrisio. P. 7o9.

LiGUEiL, a comm. and vill. of France, d(

Indre-et-Loire, 25 m. S. Tours. P. 1992.

LiGURiA, an ancient division of Italy, on tl

W., corresponding nearly with Genoa and Nici

LiHOXS, a comm. and town of France, dc
Somme, 11 m. W.S.W. Peronne. P. 1218.

'

LiiM- (or Lym-) Fiord, an inlet of the Kat
j

gat, Denmark, stretches far into North Jiitlau

and there expands into a large, irregular, and sh i

low lagoon. It receives several small rivers, ai

contains the island of Mors, and several small'

islands.

Lira or Licca, a river of Austrian Croat i

military frontier, after a N.W. course of abn
30 m., sinks under ground near Mount Tulij
It gives name to a mountainous dist. in the cii

Ottochacz, having an area of 800 sq. m., and co

taining the towns Gospich and Carlopago.
Likhvix, a town of Russia, gov. and 30 m.

Kaluga, cap. circ, on the Oka. P. 2500.

Li-kiaxg, a city of China, prov. Yun-nan, ca

dep. Lat. 26° 45' N. ; Ion. 100" 20' E.
Lii.BOURN, a pa. of England, co. Northampta

4 m. E.N.E. Rugby. Ac. 1920. P. 292.

LiLFORD, a pa. of England, co. Northampto

2J m. W.S.W. Oundle. Ac. 1940. P. 179,

LiLiiA, a town of British India, prov. Oude,

'

1. b. of the Gumtee, 40 m. S.E. Lucknow. It h
a trade in grain, cotton, and dyeing.
LiLiEXFELD, a vill. of Lower Austria, 37

W.S.W. Vienna. P. 800. It has a manufacti:

of arms, and a rich Cistercian abbey.
LiLi.E or L'IsLE (Flem. Ryssel), a comm., for

fied, and manufacturing city of France, cap. dt,

Nord, on the Deule(a canal connecting the Scar

and Lys rivers), 26 m. N.N.E. Arras, on rail. 1

m. N.N.E. Paris, and 67 m. S.W. Calais. P. (18fc

131,827. It is entered by seven gates, and hai

strong citadel, with baiTacks and magazines
its N.W. side. Principal public buildings, hour

medical school, formerly palace of Richebou;

with a famous collection of drawings by Rapli;

and others, now comprising the chief municij

offices, public library and museums, H6tel

Ville, Roman Catholic churches, Protesti

church, Jews' synagogue, prefecture, hospitit

barracks, prisons, exchange, mint, theatre, conc'

hall, and com storehouses ; also a valuable pict.

gallery, academy of music, architecture, aud

botanic garden. The canal, on which the towii'

built, has several branches navigable by sni

vessels, and along one part of it, called the Mid'

Deule, is a fine esplanade, close to which is i;

handsome Pont Royal. Lille is headquarter.;,

the 3rd militaiy division, and one of the cl

seats of the manufs. of French thread and cotf
\

calicoes, cotton handkerchiefs, printed goc

table linen, fine linen cloths, thread, lace, tu
,
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'dugs and gloves, cotton-spinning, broad
lis, kerseymeres, serges, and other worsted

utfs, velvets, hats, paper, beet-root sugar, and
iiieral acids, with government tobacco and
lupowder factories, and an extensive gold

)inage. Its vicinity is studded with bleach-

g-grounds, rape-seed oil mills, and beet-root

antations, the latter of which are very im-
utant. Railways connect Lille with Bnissels

.d Ghent, through Courtrai, Eoubaix, and Tur-
ing. Lille belonged to the Counts of Flanders,

us of France, and Earls of Burgundj'', and was
:ly annexed to the crown of France by Louis

\\ in 1667. It was taken by siege, by the allies

iJer the Duke of Marlborough in 1708, and un-
ccessfully bombarded by the Austrains in 1792.

LiLLEBONNE, Juliohona-, a comm. and town of

auce, dep. Seine-Inferieure, cap. cant., arr.

1 19 m. E. Havre. P. 5126. Anciently cap. of

i> Caletes, and colonized by the Eomans.
LiLLECOT, a town of British Columbia, whence
• -ad to Alexandria was opened 128 m. in 1864.

LiLLEiiAMMER, a town of Norway, Isen and 80
N.N.W. Christiania. P. 700.

LiLLERS, a comm. and town of France, dep.

s-de-Calais, arr. and 7 m. N.W. Bethune. P.
73. It was formerly fortified.

LiLLESHALL, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 3 m.
S.W. Newport. Ac. 6140. P. 3746.

LiLLEY or LiNDLEY, a pa. of England, co. Herts,

in. W.S.W. Hitchin. Ac. 1822. P. 480.

LiLLiESLEAF, a pa. and vill., Scotland, co. Eox-
igh, 5| m. E.S.E. Selkirk. Ac. 6707. P. 772.

LiLLiNGTON, two pas., England.—I. co. Dorset,
m. S.S.W. Sherborne. Ac. 1807. P. 163.—II.

. and 3 m. E.N.E. "Warwick. Ac. 1324. P. 480.
LiLLixGSTON, two pas., England.—I. {Dayrelt\
and 3J m. N. Buckingham. Ac. 2223. P.

S.—II. {Lovelt), CO. and 4^ m. N.E. Bucking-
ra. Ac. 1269. P. 185.

LiLLiNGTOx, a CO. of U. S., N. America, N.
rolina. 3058 free, 3228 slaves.

LiLLO, a town of Spain, prov. and 37 m. E.S.E.
iledo. P. 2183. In a plain.

[;iLSTOCK, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 9|
W.N.W. Bridgewater. Ac. 1160. P. 71.

Lima, the metropolitan dep. of North Peru,
lending along the coast S. of lat. 10° 30' S.,

larated landward by the Andes from the dens,
acucho and Junin, and Laving N. Truxillo.
timated area 38,000 sq. m., and pop. 190,000.
iependent of the city and dist. of Lima, it is

livided into 7 provs. Chief towns, Callao,
mcay, Huaura, and 19a.
MMA, the cap. city of Peru on the Rimac, in a
ley about 6 m. from its port Callao, on the
cific, and connected with it by a railway. Lat.
2' 65" S. ; Ion. 77° 6' 30' W. P. estimated
70,000. It is about 2 m. in length by 1^ m.
greatest breadth, and separated from a suburb
the fiimac, and elsewhere enclosed by a bas-
iled wall, entered by 6 gates. It is of Spanish
-in, and is the most handsome city in S.

• rica; its numerous domes and spires give it

lagnificent appearance. Principal edifices, the
liedral church, parish church, archbishop's
ace (now partly occupied by the Peruvian
ate), the former residence of the viceroy (now
court house), the city hall, gaol, numerous
'ches, a convent, 2 foundling asylums, 11

I lie hospitals, a university partly appropriated
:lie meetings of the N. Peruvian chamber of

icsentatives, a national museum, a public
ary with rare books, a public museum, ec-

- iastical, Lancasterian, naval, and other schools,
leatre, a bull-ring, a cockpit ; and outside of the

walls, a planted promenade, a public cemetery',
and public baths. It has manufs. of gold lace,
and a glass factoiy. Its vicinity is fertile, and
produces large quantities of provisions and live
stock. Climate pleasant, and reputed healthy.
Elevation 453 feet above the sea. Mean temp,
of year 73''-3

; winter 68°-l, summer 77°-6 Fahr.
It has abundant dews, but no rain ; but the mor-
tality is high, partly owing perhaps to great ne-
glect of drainage and disposal of refuse. It was
long the grand commercial entrepot for all the
W. coast of South America, and it still has a
large trade, its exports consisting of silver, cop-
per ore, bark, soap, vicuna wool, chinchilla skins,
nitre, sugar, etc. ; and imports of manufactured
goods, wiues, silks, and brandy.

Li>LA, a river of Spain and Portugal, rises in
Galicia, flows S.W. for about 90 m., and enters
the Atlantic at Viana, It is navigable only for
the last 12 miles.

Lima, a river of Central Italy, Tuscany, tribu-
tary to the Serchio.

Lima, a township of the U. S., N. America, New-
York, 196 m. W. Albany.—II. a vill. of Indiana,
cap. CO. La Grange, in N. part of the state.

Limacapan, a small island of E. Archipelago,
N.E. Palawan. Lat. 11° 40' N. ; Ion. 120° E.
LiMAGNE, an old subdivision of France, Au-

vergne, now comprised in the dep. Puy-de-D6me;
LiMALONGES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep,

Deux-Sevres, 16 m. E.S.E. Melle, P. 1594.
LiMARi or Bakraza, a river of Chile, dep.

Coquimbo, enters the Pacific, 70 m. S.S.W. Co-
quimbo, after a W. course of 130 m. Afils., Coypa
and Elque.
LiMAso^ a seaport town of the island Cyprus,

on its S. coast, 38 m. S.W. Lamica. It is full of
ruins and rubbish, but has a good roadstead, and
is, after Lamica, the most important commercial
town on the island. P. 6000. Old Limasol (anc.

Amathus) stood a little N.E., but no traces are left.

LiMATOLA, a town of S. Italy, prov. Benevento,
on the Yolturno, 5 m. N.E. Caserta. P. 1704.

LiMAY, a comm. & town of France, dep. Seine-
et-Oise, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Seine, arr. and
3 m. E.N.E. Mantes. P. 1305.
LiMBACH, a vill. of Saxony, cii-c. Zwickau, 7 m.

N.W. Chemnitz. P. 4309.
LiHBADi, a town of South Italy, prov. Catan-

zaro, circ. Monteleone. P. 3333.

Limber (Great), a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,
5 m. N.E. Caistor. Ac. 5180. P. 614.

LiMBiATE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan,
circ. Monza. P. 1922.

LiMBOURG, an old prov. of the Netherlands,
divided between Belgium and Holland in 1839.

LiMBOUKG, a prov. of Belgium, having N. and
E. Dutch Limbourg, and on other sides the
provs. Brabant, Antwerp and Liege. Area 934
sq. m. P. (1864) 207,246. Surface level. The
Meuse forms its E. boundary. The rearing of

various live stock forms a principal branch of

industry. Iron, calamine, coal, and turf are the
chief mineral products. Manufs. woollen and
linen fabrics, leather, tobacco, etc. Principal
towns, Hasselt, St Trond, and Tongres.
Limbourg, a town of Belgfum, prov. and 16 m.

E. Liege, on railway to Aix-la-Chapelle. P. 1797.
Limbourg or Limburg (Duchy of), a prov

of the Netherlands, having E. Khenish Prussia,

and on other sides the provs. N. Brabant, Liege,
and Belgian Limbourg. Area 855 sq. m. P.

(1865) 222,579. Surface level, consisting of the
valley of the Maese (or Meuse), where it receives

the Roer ; in the N. is part of an extensive marsh
—the Peel. Products similar to those of the Bel-
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gian prov. Limbourg. Principal towns, Maestrieht
and Eoermond.
LiMUUKG, a walled town of Prussia, Nassau,

cap. circ, on the Lahn, near its confl. with the
Ems, 22 m. N.N.W. Wiesbaden. P. (1864) 4269.
It has a ducal palace, a Konian Catholic seminary,
and an hospital.—II. (Jlohaiy a town of Prussian
Westphalia, gov. and 22 m. W.S.W. Amsberg,
rap. circ, on the Leine. P. 2300. It is cap. of

the mediatized principality of same name. Area
27 sq. ni. P. 4200.

LiMEHOUSE, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex,
on tlie Thames, forming a suburb of London, 3
m. E. St Paul's Cathedral, and with a station on
the London and Blackwall Railway. Ac. 265. P.
27,161. Mauufs. ropes ; ship-buUding.
Limekiln, a post town of New South Wales,

CO. Eoxburgh.
Limekilns, a seaport and vill. of Scotland, co.

Fife, on the Firth of Forth, pa. and 3 m. S. Dun-
fermline. P. 828. From the harbour, which ad-
mits vessels of 300 tons, lime is exported.

LiMERAY, a conim. • nd vill. of France, dep. In-
dre-et-Loire, with a station on the Orleans and
Tours Railway, 4 m. N.E. Amboise. P. 1177.

LiMKRiCK, an inland co. of Ireland, prov. Mun-
ster, having N. the Shannon, separating it from
the CO. Clare, E. Tipperary, S. Cork, <Sr W. Kerry

;

at the termination of the Waterford and Limerick
Railway. Ac, including city, 680,84". P. (1861)
172,801. Surface on the E., S., and W. border,

mountainous or hilly, with a soil generally

moorish or boggy. In the centre and N. mostly
flat, and soil remarkably fertile, espncially on the
Shannon and in the '' Golden Vale," or E. part of

the plain of Limerick. Climate mild, but humid.
Principal rivers, the Shannon, Mulkern, Iklaig,

and Deel. Tillage is increasing, and much bog
and mountaiu land has been reclaimed. Dairy
and stock farms numerous, and often extensive.

In 1862 there were 200,614 ac under crops, and
410 fallow. Homed cattle 146,686, sheep 62,676.

Chief exports, butter, com, and cider. In 1852,

there were 184 national schools, and 20,947 pupils.

Limerick is divided into 9 bironies and 125 pas.,

in dioceses of Limerick, Emly, Killaloe, & Cashel.

It sends 4 members to House of Commons, 2 for

the CO. & 2 for Limerick, its only important town.
Limerick, a city of Ireland, and a pari, and

munic. bor., river-poi-t, and co. of itself, and cap.

CO. Limerick, on an island in the Shannon, and
on both banks of that river, being paitly in co.

Clare, 50 m. from the Atlantic Ocean. 108J m.
W.S.W. Dublin, and has railway communication
with all parts of the country. Lat. 53° 40' N.

;

Ion. 8° 35' W. Ac of co. 38,863. P. of city (1851)
63,448; do. (1861) 44,476, of whom 39,689 were
Roman Catholics. Alt. 26 feet. It stands in a
cultivated plain, and is divided into English town
the old, and Irish town, or new, on S. b. of riv. Six
bridges cross the anus of the riv. Chief buildings,
a new Roman Catholic cathedi-al, episcopal palace,
churches, diocesan and blue-coat schools, besides
numerous chapels, schools, friaries, and convents;
a large county and city infirmary, lunatic and
blind asylums, fever, lying-in, magdalen, and
other ho^ipitals; a house of industiy, and nimierous
other charities ; county and city court-houses and
gaols ; a union workhouse, barracks, theatre, ex-
change and custom house, chamber of commerce,
linen hall, com and butter markets. It has a
literary institution, co. club, and banks; there
are 4 newspapers, each published twice weekly.
There are numerous flour mills, distilleries,

breweries, tanneries, foundries, a patent slip for
ships of 500 tons, and three slips for building

LIM
vessels. Exports (1862) 29617. In 1862, 10:

vessels entered and cleared the port M-anufs. la

and fish hooks: the so-called Limerick gloves a

made at Cork: trade in imports of Britisli manuf
coal, turf, continental & colonial produce, & of e

ports of com, meal, butter, beef, & pork, is large,

increasing. Customs duties (1862) 162,726i Rt
shipping (1862) 48, tons 5363. Ships of 600 tc

unload at the quay, and those of 1000 tons o

proach within 5 m. of the city, which, by steamt
on the upper Shannon, and by canals, has a
a water communication with Dublin. The Ci
poration consists of a mayor, eight aldentK:

and thirty-two councillors ; and the mayor
admiral of the port, with jurisdiction on t

river. Annual value of property 63,237Z. T
bishopric comprises 88 pas., and has anne?
to it the dioceses of Ardfert and Aghadoe. 1
city sends 2 members to H. of C. Reg. el:

1913. Limerick was a royal seat of the kings

Thomond before the Conquest, It capitulatet'

the troops of William iii., under GinkelL in 16i

Limestone:, a co. of the U. S., N. America,
N. of Alabama. Area 549 sq. ra. P. (1860) 11
free, 8085 slaves.—II. a co. in Texas. P. 3^U

free, 1072 slaves. '

LiMEUL, a comm. and market town of Frarj
dep. Dordogne, on right bank of the Dordogi
20 m. E.N.E. Bergerac. P. 836.

\

LiMiNA, a vill. of the island Sicily, prov. M«
sina, circ. Castroreale. P. 1773.

LiMiNGTON, a township of the U. S., Ni

:

America, Maine, 70 m. S.W. Augusta.
LiMSLAT, a river of Switzerland, cants. Zr.n'

and Aargau, leaves the Lake of Zurich at it>

extremity, and after a rapid N.W. course oi

m. joins the Aar, 2 m. E. Brugg.
LiMOKiRO, a town of Brazil, prov. and 70

N.W. Peraambuco. Pop. of dist. 10,000.

Limoges, Lemovicum, a comm. and city

France, cap. dep. Haute-Vienne, on rt. b. oi i

Vienne, 110 m. N.E. Bordeaux. P. (1861) 51, 1.

Principal buildings, a cathedral, church, bisha

palace, hotel de vUle, bourse, mint, theatre, p-

son, cavalry barracks, hospitals, and public bau
Of its numerous fountains, one is supposed to*

Roman ; and it has an amphitheatre, and vari(!

other antiquities. It is the seat of a natiol

college, university academy, societies of agiii:-

ture, arts, and sciences, and a school of conuneu.

Manufs. porcelain, glass, broadcloths, cofiJ

woollen fabrics, calicoes, hats, paper, cards, 6.

It has tanneries, wool-dyeing houses, wax-blea-

ing houses, brandy distilleries, and an extensj

trade with Toulouse and the S. of Fi-ance. -

moges, once strongly- fortified, was besieged ;1

taken in 1370 by the English.
LiMONE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and If

S. Coni, cap. mand. P. 3144. Here begins

pass of the Col-di-Tende. Limone was taker.

'

the French in 1794.—II. a vill. of N. Italy, p
•

and 32 m. N.E Brescia.

LiMOSANO, a mkt town of South Italy, pr ,

circ, and 7 m. N.N.W. Campobasso. P. 2484

LiMOURS, a comm. and town of France, :

Seine-et-Oise, 22 m. E. Rambouillet. P. 110

'

Limousin, an old prov. nf Central France, !.

forming the dep. Correze, and part of H.-Viti .

Lmoux, a comm. & town of France, dep. A'

cap. arr., on the Aude, 13 m. S.S.W. Carcasso:

P. 6937. Has a comm. college, & manufs. of

broadcloths, yam factories, tanneries, Aoil ni •

LiMPENiiOE, a pa. of England, co. Norfoll; 1

m. E.S.E. Norwich. Ac 1075. P. 227.

LiMPSFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 9

E.N.E. Reigate. Ac 3904. P. 1216.

i
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LiMRA, a town of British India in the p?nin-

ila of Kattywar, prov. Guzerat, in lat. 21° 47'

.. Ion. 71° 37' E.

Linares, a town of Spain, pi'ov. and 23 m. N.E.

len, near the Guarrezas. P. 6567.

LiNBY, a pa. of England, co. and 7J m. N.N.W.
ottingham. Ac. 1190. P. 257.

LixcHJiKKE, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 ra.

'.S.W. Haslemere. Ac. 2101. P. 283.

Lincoln, Lindum, a city, pari, and nmnic. bor.

CO. of itself, Eugl., cap. co. Lincolnshire, on the

^itliam, 46i lu. E.N.E. Derby, communicating
; railway with all parts of the kingdom. Ac. of

I. of city, comprising numerous pas., 10,689.

)p. raunic. and pari. bor. (1851) 17,536 ; (1861)
,995. Alt. 25 ft. Rainfall 17 inches. It stands
the foot and on the slope of a hill, crowned by

; cathedral, castle, etc. The cathedral was
ccted between the 12th and loth centuries, in a
ixed style of English architecture, and the ex-
'ior is considered veiy fine, while the interior

ciily surpassed by that of York. Several of

!• parish churches, 52 in number, are interesting,

il the city abounds in ancient remains. Other
iacipal buildings are the co. hall and jail, within
( castle walls ; the ancient guild hall, a sessions

use, city jail, and house of correction ;
gram-

.;ir-school, blue-coat school, revenue 2000^. per
uum; lunatic hospital, co. hospital, union
jrkhouse, theatre, assembly rooms, several

iraries, mechanics' institute, and market house,
has also several newspapers, a banking com-
ny,and bank, with breweries, and large exports

flour by the Witham and the anc. Roman Foss-
ke canal, which communicates with the Trent,
uouni of charities, 3,626i. Lincoln is the poll-

g and election place for N. division of the co.

lie city sends 2 mem. to H. of Com. Reg. elec.

SG4) 1688. Lincoln was at the Conquest, and
3g after, one of the richest ports of England,
e Witham at that period being navigable for

j'ge vessels. It suffered greatly during the ba-
jnial wars, and also in the civil war, when its

Hhedral was occupied as a barrack.
Lincoln, aco. of New South Wales, between
'ors Castlereagh and Macquane, chief town
ibbo. Ac. 1,206,340.

LiNcoLNsHiKE, a maritime co. of England, ex-
iding along its E. coast from the Wash to the
uiiber, which separates it from Yorkshire ; it

s E. the North Sea, S. cos. Cambridge, North-
iliton, and Rutland, and W. Leicester, Notts,
d York. Ac. 1,775,457, of which nearly
iOO,000 are said to be cultivated, and about
J,(iOO are enclosed fen-land. P. (1861) 412,246.
le CO. is divided into 3 districts.—I. The parts
ndsey is the interior or N.E. portion, contaiii-

; the wolds and chalk hills, 47 by 6 m. ; II.

i parts Kesteven, in the S.W. ; and III. the
Its Holland, including most of the fens in the
E. Chief rivers, the Trent, Welland, Witham,
^1 Ancholme. Climate in the fens moist, and
'vious to the extensive drainage now effected,

1 y productive of ague. Rainfall 17 in. Soil,
l!^tly a fertile sandy loam, on the moors and
Ids

; in the fens, deep loam, rich marly claj', or
It. Improvements in agriculture, especially
regards draining, irrigation, and bone manur-
:. have rendered this one of the most productive
glish cos. Chief crops, oats on the moors and
Ids, wheat, beans, barley, hemp, woad rape,
idps, and artificial grasses. The soil of the

is is unequalled elsewhere in quality. Tho
tie, mostly sliort-horned, are of excellent breed
1 attain a great weight. The sheep are also
aous for size and long wool. Many horses

ai'o bred, and sold for hunters and superior car-

riage horses, at the Horncastle and Lincoln horse
fairs. The waste fens support vast flocks of

geese, chiefly kept for their feathers, and tho
waters are the resort of wild ducks. Estates and
farms of all sizes. Lincoln is separatf^d into 33
hunds., and 629 pas., in the Midland circuit and
diocese of Lincoln, besides which city, it contains
Boston, Grantham, Stamford, and Great Grimsby.
The CO. sends 4 members (exclusive of the towns)
to H. of C, 2 of whom are for the N., and 2 for

the S. division. Reg. co. electors (1864) of Hol-
land, 4664; do. Kesteven, 4484; do. Liudsey,

12,251. This co. is famous for the number and
beauty of its ancient parish churches.
Lincoln, several cos., U. S., N. America.— I.

in S. part of Maine. Area 824 sq. m. P. (1860)
27,860.-11. in W. of North Carolina. Area 269
sq. m. P. 6080 free. 2115 slaves.— III. in N.E.
of Georgia. Area 195 sq. m. P. 1698 free, 3768
slaves.—IV. in S. of Tennessee. Area 332 sq.

m. P. 15,981 free, 6847 slaves.—V. in centre of

Kentucky. Area 368 sq. m. P. 7217 free, 3430
slaves.—VI. in E. of Missouri. Area 676 sq. m.
P. 11,370 free, 2840 slaves.

L1NC01.NVILLE, a township of the U. S., North
America, Maine, on the Penobscot river, 10 m.
S. Belfast. It has a good harbour.

LiNDAH, a town of W. Hindostan, Cutch, 1 m.
from Shahpoor, thickly populated, & flourishing.

LiNUAU, a fortified town of Bavaria, circ. Swa-
bia, on an isl. in the Lake of Constance, united to

the mainland by bridges, 25 m. E.S.E. Constance.

P. 4950. HasRoman Catholic & Lutheran churches,

a castle, hig^ school, & a trade in corn, fruit wine,
and cheese. Steamers ply to Constance.
LiNDAU, a town of Hanover, landr. Hildesheim,

12 m. N.E. Gottingen. P. 1340.

LiNHAU, a town of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

dist. Pfffiffikon. P. 1048.

LiNDE or LiNDESBEUG, a town of Central
Sweden, Isen and 20 m. N. Orebro, between two
lakes. P. 1101, mostly employed in potteries.

Linden, numerous vills. of Germany, the prin-

cipal,—I. 1 m. W. Hanover, of which it is a sub-
urb, separated by the river Ilime. P. 8017.—If.

H.-Darmstadt, prov. Lower Hessen, 3 m. S.S.W.
Giessen.—III. a small vill. of Prussian Silesia,

gov. Breslau. P. 820.

LiNDKNAU, several vills. of Germany, the prin-

cipal in Bohemia, circ. and E.N.E. Leitmeritz.

P. 4300. Manufs. muslins, linens, and glass.

LiNDENFELS, a small town, Hessen-Darmstadt,
prov. Starkenburg, 15 m. S.E. Darmstadt. P.
900. Besoms, from birch tree.s, are made by the

poor, to the annual value of 40,000 florins.

LiNDhSAY (Mount), a lofty mountain on fron-

tiers of N. S. Wales and Queensland, about 58
m. S.S.W. Brisbane, and 5700 feet above the sea.

LiNDESN,«:.s or the Naze, a cape of Norway,
forming the S. exti-emity of the Skager-rack, with
a light-house, in lat. 57° 57' N., Ion. 7° 2' E.

LiNDFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.
N.N.E. Cuckfield. Ac. 5776. P. 1917.

LiNDLEY, a chapelry of England, co. York, W
Riding, pa. and 2 J m. W.N.W. Huddersiield. Ac.
2210. P. 42,59, employed in manufs. of woollens.
LiNDO, Lindus, a vill. and the ancient cap. of

the island of Rhodes, on a promontory of its E.
coast, 23 m. S. Rhodes, with a small harbour.

LiNDOSO, a frontier town of Portugal, prov.
Miuho, on the Lima, 29 m. N.E. Braga. P. 600.

LiNDOW, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
gov. Potsdam, 36 m. N.N.W. Berlin. P. 820.

LiNDRiDGE, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

5i m. E.S.E. Tenbury. Ac. 6252. P. 1760.
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LixnsEi.i-, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3J m.
S.E. Thaxted. Ac. 1959. P. 385.

LiNDSEY, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3J m.
W.N.W. Hadleigh! Ac. 1246. P. 316.

LiNDSEY (Paets of), Engl., the N. division of

CO. Lincoln, of wlrich it occupies nearly one-half,

including the city of Lincoln, and 19 mrkt. towns.

LiNFORD, several pas. of England—I. co. Nor-
folk, 5 m. N.N.E. Bi-andon. Ac. 1500. P. 95.—
11. {Great), co. Bucks, 2 m. S.W. Newport-Pag-
nell. Ac. 1787. P. 657.—III. (Little), same co.,

2 m. W. Newport-Pagnell. Ac. 650. P. 58.

LiNGA, two small Shetland isls., between Main-
land and Yell ; and an islet, Hebrides, W. of Mull.

LiNGARi>s, a township of England, co. York, W.
Hiding, 8^ m. S. Huddersfield. Ac. 500. P. 783.

LiNGAYEN, a populous seaport tovsm, W. coast

of Luzon, Philippines, 100 ra. N.N.W. Manila.
LiXGEN or LiNGA, an island of Malaysia, off

the E. coast of Sumatra, lat. 0° 20' S., Ion. 10i°
40' E., 100 m. S.S.E. Singapore. Sliape irregular

;

length 40 m. ;
greatest breadth 20 m. Pop. estim.

at 100,000, Malays and Mohammedans. In its

centre is a mountain with two peaks, termed the
" Ass's Ears." Surface low in the S., but the

island generally is healthy. Products comprise
sago, fruits, and fine timber.

LixGEN, a town of Prussia, Hanover, landr. and
3n in. W.N.W. Osnabruck, cap. co., near the Ems.
P.(1864)4469. It has Calvinistic, Roman Catholic,
<* Lutheran churches, a gymnasium, & mauufs.
of woollen cloth, linens, leather, and starch.

LixGEN, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 4 m.
N.E. Presteign. Ac. 2283. P. 287.

LiNGENAU, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, 8 m.
E.S.E. Bregenz. P. 1180.—Livc/en/eld is a vill.

of Eheuish Bavaria, W. Spires. P. 1380.
LiXGFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 4 m.

N. East-Grinstead. Ac. 9010. P. 2202.
LiNGUAGROSSA, a town of the island of Sicily,

prov. and 23 m. N. Catania, cap. circ. P. 4076.
Ldjgue-ita (Cape), a headland of European

Turkej', Epirus, advances into the sea, about 40
m. E.N.E. Otranto, bounding E.ward the entrance
into the Adriatic. Lat. 40° 26' 16' E.
LiNGWOOD, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 8J

m. E. Norwich. Ac. 661. P. 609.
LiNHARES, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, 15

m. W.N.W. Guarda. P. 870.

LiNHARES, a town of Brazil, prov. Espiritu
Santo, on 1. b. of the river Doce, 30 m. from its

mouth in the Atlantic.

LiNKENHOi.T, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 8
m. N. Andover. Ac. 1074. P. 88.

LiN-KiANG, a city of China, prov. Kiang-si,
cap. dep., lat. 28° N., Ion. 115° 24' E.
LiNKiNHORNE, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

4 m. N.N.W. Callington. Ac. 7894. P. 2551.
LiNKOPiNG, a town of Sweden, cap. laen Oster-

gothland, on the Stanga, near its mouth in Lake
Eoxen, 108 m. S.W. Stockholm. P. (1865) 6861.

It has a cathedral—a Gothic edifice of the 12th
century, one of the first in Sweden,—a town-hall,
house of assembly, an old castle, a gymnasium,
and a public library of 3000 volumes.
LiXLEY, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4 m.

N.N.W. Bridgenorth. Ac. 628. P. 94.

LixLiTHGOW, a royal and pari, bor., town, and
pa. of Scotland, cap. co., on the Union canal, and
\vith a station on the Edin. and Glas. EaUway,
10|m. W. Edinburgh, & 27^ m. E.N.E. Glasgow.
Ac. 11,603. P. (1861) 5784 ; do. of bor. 3843. It is

situated in a hollow, beside a fine lake of 102 ac,
and consists principally of a main street. Chief
buildings, pa. church of St Michael, a fine speci-
men of early Gothic of the 16th century, a town-

house, with sherLffs court-room, gaol, & a Cttrib*.

hexagonal cross-well. On an eminence, bord«n
by the lake, are remains of a royal palace on tl

site of a Roman camp, founded in 15th centur

and gradually rebuilt in its present form 1

various Scottish monarchs down to James 'v

It is a quadrangle, occupying an acre of grouni

has a heavy, but imposing exterior, and fl;

apartments, the most interesting being the parh
ment hall, and the room in which Mary Queen
Scots was born in 1542. The town has a grai

mar school, a branch bank, manufs. of leather,

distillery, brewery, and glue works. Corp. re

;

(1862-3) 579/. It unites with Falkirk, Airdri

Lanark, and Hamilton in sending 1 member i'

H. of C. Here the Regent Moray was assassinat

;

by Hamilton of Bothwellhaugh. Alt. 172 feet.

LiXLiTHGOWSHiRE or West Lothiax, a CO.

Scotland, having N. the Firth of Forth, E. andi
CO. Edinburgh, and W. the cos. Lanark and St j

ling. Area 127 sq. m., or 81,113 ac, about 3-4t!i

of which we arable. P. (1861) 38,645. Surfa<

beautifully varied with knolls and gentle undul;

tions. Chief rivers the Almond and Avon. S;.

in the S. swampy and moorland, elsewhere fertill

Agriculture similar to that of the other Lotbiaii

except that more turnips are raised. Coal is e;

tensively wrought. Binny quarry, whence til

freestone used in public buildings in Edinbnri
is procured, is in the co. Chief towns LinUthgo
(the cap.), Queensferry, and Borrowstounne;
The CO. is divided into 13 pas., and independei

of two contributory bors., sends 1 member to J

of C. Reg. elec. (1862) 764.

LiNX, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and i

m. N.N.W. DUsseldorf. P. 1200.

Linn, several cos. of the U. S., North Ameriq
—I. in W. of Iowa. Ac. 720. P. 5441.—XL
N. part of Missouri. Area 648 sq. m. P. 8c'

free, 577 slaves.—III. in Kansas. P. 6336.-1

in Oregon. P. 6772.

LiNNHE (Loch), a large inlet of the sea, on t

W. coast of Scotland, between the cos. Arg\
and Inverness, joining Loch Eil on the '.

Length 20 m. ; breadth 8 m. Its branches a

Lochs Etive, Creran, and Leven.
LixxiCH, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. a-

17 m. N.N.E. Aix-la-ChapeUe, circ. Jtilich, on t

Roer. P. 1520.

LixosA, (Egusa, a small island of the Meditf

ranean, 100 m. S.W. Sicily, and 85 m. W. Mai'

It is of volcanic formation.
LixSELLES, a coram, and vill. of France, de

Nord, arr. and 7 m. N. Lille. P. 4086.

LixsLADE, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 4|
N.N.W. Leighton-Buzzard. Ac. 1830. P. 15;

LiNSTEAD, three pas. of England.—I. {Greo

CO. Suffolk, 4^ m. W.S.W. Halesworth. Ac. 131

P. 115.—II. iLittleX same co., 3 m. W. Hal

worth. Ac. 664. P. 227.— III. co. Kent, 4^

W.S.W. Feversham. Ac. 1806. P. 1029.

LiNTAO, an island of China. [Lantao.]
LixTH, a river of Switzerland, cant. Glari

enters Lake Wallenstadt, after a N. course i

about 26 m. The Linth Canal, 9 m. long, d

nects Lakes Wallenstadt and Zurich.

LiXTHWAiTE, a township of England, co. Yo
West Riding, pa. Almondbury, 4 m. S.W. Hi

dersfield. Ac. 525. P. 2733. It has wool;

manufactures.
LiXTix, an island of China, in the Can

river, about 18 m. N.E. Macao, and 9 m.

Lintao, with a remarkable conical peak.

Linton, several pas. of England.—I. a mar

town and pa., co. and lOJ m. S.E. Cambrid

Ac. of pa. 3776. P. 1833.—II. co. Hereford. 4
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\' E. Eoss. Ac. 2775. P. 915.—III. a pa., co.

ut, 4 m. S. Maidstone. Ac. 1383. P. 873.—
. a pa., CO. York, West Riding, 7 m. N. Kkip-

. Ac. 13,142. P. 1911, partly employed in

1 mines and worsted factories.—V. a town-
1>, CO. Hereford, pa. and 3 m. S.E. Broomyard.
. 8«)11. P. 2995.—VI. (nn-Ouse), a township,

York, West Riding, pa. Newton, 14 m. W.S.W.
rk. Ac. 2030. P. 253.

,iNTON, two pas. of Scotland.—I. (IFesA, co.

1 18 m. N.W. Peebles, bounded by co. Edin-
1,'h. Ac. 23, 420. P. 1534, partly employed
•dtton manufs. Includes vill. pop. 512.—II.

':)xburgh, 5 m. S.E. Kelso. Ac. 6427. P.

-III. {East), a vill., co. and 5.} m. E. Had-
;on, on the Tyne, pa. Prestoukirk, with a

n on the North British Railway. P. 835.

iNTRATHEN, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 12 m.
y.W. Forfar, in the Grampian mntus. P. 898.

a.v-TSiXG, a city of China, prov. Shan-tung,
: dist., on the Yu-ho canal, 70 m. W. Tsi-nan.

a populous and important commercial city.

MTHAL, a valley, Switzerland, cant. Glarus.

ly lateral valleys open upon it leading to

I

-is of great interest. P. 1 988.

;nwood, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2 m.
; .i:. Market Raisen. Ac. 2316. P. 20L
JNWOOD, a vill. of Scotland, co. Renfrew, pa.

1 liarchan, 3J m. W. Paisley. P. 1514_.

i.NYANTE, a town of the Makololo, in South
. ica, lat. 18° 17' 20" S., Ion. 25° 50' 9' E.

iNZ or LiNTZ, a fortified city of Austria, cap.

1 )er Austria, on the Danube, here crossed by
1.1 iilge, with a station on rail. 100 ra. W. Vienna.
1 1857) 27,628. It is fortified in a remarkable
r iner, by a circle of 32 detached forts, 23 on
t S., and 9 on the N. bank of the Danube ; has
' iburbs, more extensive than the city itself

;

1 ly churches, a land-haus, and an old castle,

a prison, and penitentiaiy for the prov.

;

eks, custom-house, bank, theatre, etc. Its

: lutions comprise a gymnasium and lyceum,
^ I a library of 25,000 vols. ; an asylum for deaf
I es, and other hospitals. Manufs. cotton and
si goods, leather, gold lace, cards, tobacco, and

)ets. Its transit trade by the Danube is very
q-iiderable, and it is a great railway centre. It

Mrobably the Lentium of the Romans. Some
S lan antiquities have been discovered here.

ixz, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and 18
D "f.N.W. Coblenz, on the Rhine. P. 2330.

10, a vill. of India, in Bussahir, dist. Koona-
1

. on rt. b. of the Li or Spiti, in lat. 31° 53'

^ on. 78° 37' E. 9363 feet above the sea. Pop. of

1 vill., 20 Tartar families, and a few nuns, all

I
essing Lamaism. The vill. is situate on a

1' ;y eminence, in an alluvial country of small
(' nt, but extremely fertile, yielding two crops

} 1}', the first of wheat and barley, and the
OjT of buckwheat, millet, and pulse. The
M'le ti-act has the appearance of an orchard of

&! cots, from the profusion and luxuriance of
t I' trees. It is supposed that this level space
V formerly the bed of a mountain lake.
lox d'Angers (Le), a coram, and mkt. town

1^ ranee, dep. Maine -et-Loire, cap. cant., on the
C on, 13 m. N.N.W. Angers. P. 2745.
IONS (Gulf of), erroneously called the Gulf
yont, a wide bay of the Mediterranean, wash-
most of the S. coast of France. Shores very
h diversified, but along some parts are ex-
ive lagoons and low islands. It receives the
'ne. Orb, Aude, and Tot rivers. On it are the

s of Marseille, Cette, and Port-Vendres. It

lined from the violence of its waves, which
-ompared to the raging of a lion.

LiPABi Islands, ^tolix or Vulcanix Tnmlx^ a
group of volcanic islands in the Mediterranean,
between lat. 38° 20' and 38° 55' N., Ion. 14° 15' and
15° 15' E., from 15 to 30 m. from the N. coast of

Sicily, and comprised in the intend. Messina.
Aggregate P. 22,000, of whom 15,000 are in

the island Lipari. The seven principal islands

are Lipari, Vulcano, Stromboli, Salini, Pa-
naria, Felicudi, Alicudi, and Ustica, besides 4
islets. All are mutnous. and volcanic ; Stromboli
and Vulcano having still active volcanoes. Cli-

mate healthy, and soil highly fertile where duly
irrigated, by water carefully preserved in cisterns.—Lipari, the largest and most central island, is

18 m. in circuit, and produces large quantities of

grapes, figs, olives, and com. It is the great
magazine for pumice stone; sulphur, nitre sal-

ammoniac, soda, capers, fish, and Malmsey wine,
are important articles of export.

—

Lipari, its cap.

town, is on its E. side. P. (1861) 19,133. It has
a castle on a rock, a cathedral, a Capuchin con-
vent, nunnery, hospital, gymnasium, bishop's

palace, fragments of cyclopean walls, a harbour,
and an active trade. The island of Felicudi, anc.

Pkaenicusa, has a church and a remarkable grotto
P. 800.

LiPETZK, a town of Russia, gov and 84 m W
Tambov, cap. circ, on rt. b. of the Voroniej. V
(^1863) 12,790. Cloth manufs. and mineral batln.

LiPNiczA (Also and Felso), two vills of N.
Himgary, co. Arva, 44 m. N.W. Kesmark, on the

Schwarz. Pop. of former 1958 ; of the latter 1364.

LiPNO, a town of Poland, prov. and 32 m N.W.
Plotzk, cap. circ, on the Niemen. P. 4503.

LiPOVETZ or LiPOWiEC, a frontier town of

Russia, gov. & 102 m. S.W. Kiev. P. (1863) 6425.

LiPPA, a market town of S.E. Hungary, co.

Tames, cap. dist., on 1. b. of the Maros, 30 m.
N.E. Temesvar. P. 6420.

LiPPE, a river of Germany, rises in the S.W.
of the principality of Lippe-Detmold, 3 ra. N.E.
Lippspring, flows mostly W. through Prussian
Westphalia and Rhenish Prussia, and joins the
Rhine at Wesel, after a course of 110 miles.

Lippfi (or L. Detmold), a pi-incipality of N.W.
Germany, the chief part of which is comprised
between Prussian Westphalia, Hanover, and the

principality of Pyrmont. Cap. Detmold. Arcs
438 sq. m. P. (1866) 111,336. Surface hilly,

partly covered by the Teutoburger-Wald, where
Arminius exterminated the legions of Varus.
The Ems and the Lippe (which last gives its name
to the territory) have their sources here. Some
portions are remarkably fertile. Mineral pro-

ducts comprise salt, lime, iron, and marble. Tho
present constitution of the state dates from 15th

March 1853, and nearly all power is in the hands
of the prince. Chief towns, Detmold, Lemgo,
and Horn. Lippstadt was sold to Prussia for

1300/. in 1850. Revenue and expenditure (1862)
33,152;. [Lippstadt.]
LippE (Schaumburg), a principality of N.W.

Germany, enclosed by the territories of Hesseu-
Schaumburg, Hanover, and Prussian Westphalia,

exclusive of some detached lordships within tho

territory of Lippe-Detmold. Area 445 sq. m. P.

(1861) 30,774. Surface hilly and well wooded
in the S., flat in the N., where a lake (Stein-

huder-meer) occupies about 22,000 ac. Principal

river the Weser. Inhabitants mostly Lutherans,

and employed in agriculture, coal mines, and tho

manuf. of linens. Chief towns, Biickeburg, tho

cap., and Stadthagen. Rev. and expen. 34,050/.

LiPPEHNE, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 48 m. N.N.E. Frankfurt. P. 2760.

larrsPRiNG, a town of Prussian Westphalia
3 a
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gov. and 35 la. S-S-W. Minden, near the source
of the Lippe. P. 1550.

LiPPSTADT, a fortified walled town of Prussian
"Westphalia, gov.' and 23 m. N.N.E. Arnsberg,
cap. circ, on 1. b. of the Lippe. P. 6500. Manufs.,
woollens, and has brandy distilleries.

LrpscE (Nesieth), a market town of Hungary,
CO. Liptau, 8 m. E.N.E. Rasenberg. P. 2763.

Lrpso, Lepsia, a small island on the coast of

Asia Minor, 6 m. S.E. Patmos.
Lir£, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Maine-

et-Loire, 12 m. N.W. Beaupreau. P. 2310.

LiRiA, a town of Spain, prov. and 18 m. N.W.
Valencia. P. 8524. Manufs. linens and soap.

Lisbon (Portug. Lisboa, anc Olmpo\ a city of

W. Europe, cap. of the kingdom of Portugal, and
of the prov. Estremadura, on rt b. of the Taeus,
9m. aboveits mouth in the Atlantic. Conuectedby
raiL with Santarem- Lat. 38° 42' 4" N. ; Ion. 9° 8'

2" W. P. (1863), inch suburbs (Belem, Olivares),

224,063. Climate healthy, but variable; exposedto
heavy rains & cold winds in winter. Mean temp, of

year 61°-3 ; winter 52°-4, summer 71° Falir. The
city rises in the form of an amphitheatre, and is

very picturesque. It extends 5 m. along the
river, where it is defended by the forts St Julian
and Belem castle, lately restored. It is otherwise
unprotected, and has no walls. Belem is the resi-

dence of the sovereign, and has many splendid
architectural monuments, among which are the
magnificent aqueduct of Alcantara, with 36 arches
of white marble, 18 m. in length (which supplies

all the fountains and wells of the city), the royal
palaces of Bemposta and Necessidades, many fine

streets and squares in the New Town on the
Tagus, which is lighted with gas, and a magnifi-
cent royal palace completed in 1864 ; the ancient
cathednd, an English chapel, with a cemetery;
citadel, prison, and 5 theatres ; and in the vicinity

the palace of Adjuda, and the convent of Belem.
It has an arsenal and ship-building docks, a royal
school of naval architecture, a school of artillery

and engineering ; a royal college of nobles, schools
of design, music, commerce, and navigation

;

an astronomical observatory, royal academy of

sciences, with a library and printing establish-

ment; a national library, formed from those of

the convents suppressed in 1835; museums of

natural history, and a botanic garden. Lisbon has
a royal manuf. of fire-arms and gunpowder, and
a cannon foundry ; other manufs. comprise sOks,
porcelain, paper, soap, jewellery, and trinkets.

The harbour is extensive, and large vessels ap-
proach nearly to the commodious quays. Chief
exports, oranges, citrons, wine, wool, oil, and
leather. Value (1861) 1,297,062/. Imports, cotton
goods, fish, butter, grain, and cheese. Value,
2,842,853/. In (186n 1630 vessels entered and
cleared the port. A large portion of Lisbon was
destroyed, and 60,000 lives lost, by the great
earthquake of 1755. It was taken by the French
in 1807, but resisted an attack from them in 1809.

Shortest sea rout« to Plymouth 764 sea miles.

Shortest steam voyage, 8 days. Area of dist
3623 sq. m. P. (1863) 444,705.

Lisbon,several tnshps., U. S^ N. Amer.—L New
York, 10 m. W. Canton.—II. Maine, on the
Androscoggin, 33 m. S.S.W. Augusta.—III. New
Hainpshire, 89 m. N.N.W. Concord.—IV. Con-
necticut, 7 m.W. Norwich.

—

New Lisbon is a viU.,

Ohio, 126 m. E.N.E. Columbus.
LiSBURN, a pari. bor. and town of Irel., Ulster,

cos. Down & Antrim, on the Lagan, 8^ m. S.S.W.
Belfast, with which town and with Dublin it

communicates bjr raiL Pop. of town (1861) 503.

Alt 148 feet. It has a cathedral church for the

diocese of Down and Connor, the bnrial-placf

Jeremy Taylor, who was bishop of the see

court-house, infirmary for co. Antrim, fever h
pital, free school, uuion-workhouse, linen h
market-house, and assembly rooms ; with man-
of linen and damask ; bleachino:. dyeing, andst •

ning works. A canal from Lough Neagh i -.

joins the Lavan, by which goods are conve
.

to Belfast. The bor. sends one member to

House of Commons. Eeg. elect. 296.

LiscA-BiANCA and Lisca-Nera, two islet;;

the Mediterranean, Lipari group, E. of Panar
LiscASOR, a vill. of Ireland, co. Clare, on i

inlet of the Atlantic of same name, 4i m. .

Ennistymon. P. 394 It is a coast-guard statL

LiscARD, a township of England, co. Cbe-\
pa. WaUasev, at the mouth of the Mersev, 9 -.

N. Great Neston. Ac. 4236. P. 5625.

LiscHAU, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ. rl

7 m. E.N.E. Budweis. P. 2310.

LisciA, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Chieti, -

.

Vasto. P. 1535.

LisciANO, two vills. of Italy.—I. Central I:
,

?rov. and circ. Ascoli-Piceno. P. 1470.—II..

taly, prov. and circ. Turin. P. 1916.

LisiANKA, a mkt. town of Eussia, gov. an 30

m. S.S.E. Eiev. P. 2580. It has mineral kt
Llsiecx, Novomagus Lexovium, a comm. d

town of France, dep. Calvados, cap. arr., on 1 1>.

of the Touques, 27 m. E. Caen. P. 13,121. Cif

buildings, the Church of St Pierre, hospital d
a theatre. Manufs. coarse woollens, flam:,

cotton yam, and horse cloths. It has tannt rs

brandy distilleries, dye and bleaching work;.

LiSKEARU, a pari. & munic. bor., toMm, 4 pif

Engl., CO. Cornwall, on the Looe, 16 m. W.If..

Plymouth. Ac. of pa. 8129. P. (1861) 6504 : >.

of bor. 810. Alt. 424 feet It has a Gothic chwi,

town-hall, national school, union workhouse. 1-

rary and philosophical society, and branch be
Manufs. serge and leather, and a traffic in o

produce of the adjacent tin, copper, and Id

mines. It is a co. polling-place, and retaril

member to H. of C. Reg. elect (1864) 429.

LiSKO, a town of Austrian Poland, Ga'ii.

circ. and 8 m. S.E. Sanok, on the San. P. :'
|.

LiSKOVO, a vilL of Russia, gov. and 50 m. :-

Nijni-Novgorod. P. 4000. Horse and cattle i:?-

Lisle, a city of France. pLiLLE.]—II. a cc n.

and mkt. town of France, dep. Dordogne, oi. e

Dromme, 10 m. N.W. Perigneux. P. 12o2.

Lisle, a township, U. St North America, 'v

York, 50 m. S.E. Auburn. P. 1560. [Islk

LiSLEE, a pa. of Ireland, Mimster, co. Co. >

m. E. Cloghnakilty. Ac. 6302. P. 3221.

LiSMORE, an episcopal city & pa. of Irel., bli-

ster, cos. Waterford & Cork, 111 m. S.S.W. I>

lin. Ac. of pa. 64,010. P. (1861) 13,146; do.oftm

2085. Alt 62 feet It is picturesquely sitixl

on a steep eminence above the Blackwater; 1j»

cathedral, grammar, and other schools, a)»-

houses, a union workhouse, fever hospitals '<i

court-house. There is little trade beyond at

of salmon fishery, though a canal has been r-

ried thence to where the Blackwater becT*

navigable. The diocese, comprising 73 p;
"•

cos. Waterford and Tipperary, was unite '

Waterford in the reign of Edward iii. Birth
'

of the philosopher Boyleand of the poet Couc
'

LiSMORE, an island oflF the W. coast of Scot i

CO. Argyle, at the entrance of Loch Liunhe, ij-

N.N.W. Oban. Length 10 m., breadth 1^ n 1 •

(1861) 853. Surface alternately rocky and if
^

*

It has remains of a castle and cathedral i?

chancel of which latter is now used as th ^
church, with a lighthouse at the S. end.-L

1
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({h-Appin), a pa., co. Argyle, including the

a '6 island, and a great extent of territory on

tlidjoining mainland. P. 3595.

:sNAuiLL, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 2^

r .E. Armagh. Ac. 18,656. P. 7173.

• V Issa, an island of Dalmatia, in the Ad-
irc. and 33 m. S.W. Spalatro. P. 6200.

roducts wine, oil, almonds, and anchovies.

:«1 town, San Giorgio, with a harbour. P.

From 1810 to 1815 this island was held

I)' 10 British, when it had a depot of English

m'ofactures, and a pop. of 12,000.

ssA, several towns of Germany, etc.—I. (Pol.

I, Prussian Poland, gov. and 42 m. S.S.W.
P. (1864) 10,003, of whom 4000 were Jews.

J 1 1.3 a castle, Roman Catholic, Lutheran, and
tv l^alviuist churches, a Jews' synagogue, and
m|ifs. of woollen cloth, leather, and tobacco,

arji trade in wine.—II. (A'eM Lissa), Bohemia,
ci Bunzlau, 21 m. N.E. Prague. P. 2513.—
ill is a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. North
Hiind, 9 m. S. Haarlem. P. 1190.

jSSAN, a pa. of Ii-eland, Ulster, cos. Tyrone
at'L/ondonderry, 2 m. S.W. Moneymore. Ac.

24 3, mostly mountainous. P. 4987.

i«[NGTON, a pa. of England, co. and 11J m.

U.i Lincoln. Ac. 1526. P. 245.

ijSiTZ, a market town of Austria, Moravia,

eiiiand 18 m. N.N.W. Brunn. P. 1385.

iiSONE, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Milan, circ.

af! m. N.W. Monza. P. 3707.

-'iNt?FFY, a pa. of Ireland, co. Roscommon,
S.E. Strokestown. Ac. 11,509. P. 2679.

i:r and Mandal (bailiewick, Norway).
166 sq. m. P. (1856) 73,765-

. ON, a pa. of England, co. Essex, S m. N.N.W..
^1 ury. Ac. 631. P. 95.

iTOWEL, a market town and pa. of Ireland,

Milter, CO. Kerry, on the Feale, 16J m. N.N.E.
Tihe. Ac of pa. 8252. P. 4961 ; do. of town
221 It has a church and a bridewell.

jiTKAC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Qilide, 20 m. N.N.W. Bordeaux. P. 1960.

.('ANY, Leontes, a river of Palestine, pash.
Aci rises near Baalbec, flows between Lebanon
an'.nti-Libanus, and enters the Mediterranean
6 ij N. Tyre. Near its mouth it is called El-
Kijniyeh.

.rciLAM, a pa. & mkt. town of Engl., co. Nor-
fo]7 m. N.N.W. Swaffham. Ac. 1932. P. 903.

CHBOROUGH, a pa. of Engl. [Liciiborough.]
'. CHFiELD, a CO. of the U. S., N. America,

OojBcticut, in its N.W. part, on the Housatonic
riv' and its branches. Area 885 sq. m. P.
'"

"i 47,318. Iron is mined and extensively
actured.—II. a township, cap. above co.,

,

W. Hartford.—III. a township, Maine, 11
ia.j5.W. Augusta.—IV. a township. New York,
11^ . N.W. Albany. [Lichfield.]

HERLAND, a township of England, co. Lan-
, 5 m. N. Liverpool. Ac 1914. P. 3623.
iiUANiA, a country of Europe, forming all

. and N.E. part of the ancient kingdom of
i. and now mostly comprised in the Russian
Mtebsk, Moghilev, Vilna, Grodno, Minsk,
small part of Prussia, gov. Gumbinnen.
MORE, a post town of New S. Wales, co.
521 m. N.N.E. Sydney. P. 151.
liY or LiTTRY, a comm. and vill. of France,

I
alvados, arr. and 9 m. W.S.W. Bayeux. P.

-3^ In its vicinity is an extensive coal basin.
IfscHAU, a frontier town of Lower Austria,

"1 » Launitz, 80 m. N.W. Vienna. P. 700.

I

TAKou, South Africa. [Laitakoo.J
.' rAu (Morav. Littowle), a town of Mioravia,

^^'i;i. station on railway to Prague, circ. and 10

m. N.W. Olmutz. P. 2300, mostly engaged in

manufs. of woollen cloth, muslin, and hosiery.

LiTTAu, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 2 m.
W. of Lucerne. It is a place of great resort for

the inhabitants of Lucerne. P. 1644.

LiTTERMoRE or Lettermore, an isl. off the W,
coast of Ireland, Connaught, co. Gal way, on the S.

side of Kilkinan Bay. It has a coastguard station.

LiTTLEBOROUGH, a pa. of England, co. Notts,

on the Trent, 7J m. E.N.E. East Retford. Ac.
290. P. 60—II. a chapelry, co. Lancaster, pa.

and 3i m. E.N.E. Rochdale, at the foot of Black-
stone Edge, with a station on the Manchester and
Leeds Railway. It was anciently a Roman station.

LiTTLEBOURNE, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4
m. S.E. Canterbury. Ac. 2102. P. 757.

Little Britain, a tnshp., U. S., N. America,
Pennsylvania, 22 m. S.E. Lancaster. P. 3042.

LiTTLEBURY, a pa. of England, co. Essex, If
m. W.N.W. Saffron-Walden. Ac. 2300. P. 974.

Little Compton, a tnshp. of U. S., N. Amer.,
Rhode Isl., 26 m. S.S.E. Providence. P. 1462.

Little Creek, two hamlets of the U. S., North
America, Delaware, cos. Kent and Sussex. P.266.

Little Falls (now Rocktori), a tnshp. of the

U. S., N. America, New York, on Mohawk river,

which has here a bold passage and rapid falls,

and on the Erie Canal and Utica Railway, 91 m.
W.N.W. Albany. P. (1860) 5989. The scenery
is that of a very wild, picturesque defile.

LiTTLEHAM-wiTH-ExMOUTH, a pa. of England,
CO. Devon, at the mouth of the river Axe, 7 m.
W.S.W. Sidmouth. Ac. 3631. P. 3904.—IL a
pa., same co., 2 m. S. Bideford. Ac. 1250. P. 408.

LirrLEPORT, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,
with a station on the E. Anglian Railway, 4J m.
N.E. Ely. Ac. 16,136. P. 3728.—Littlepori Fen,

partly in this pa., comprises about 28,000 ac, and
is drained by steam engines.

Little Rock, a city of the U. S., N. America,
cap. state Arkansas, on the S. bank of Arkansas
river, 88 m. N.W. its junction with the Missis-

sippi. P. (1860) 3727. It is built on a bank 200
feet above the river, and has a handsome state

house, penitentiary, and national arsenal.

Littleton, several pas. of England.—1. co.

Middlesex, 3 m. E.S.E. Stains. Ac. 1060. P.

111.—IL CO. Hants, 3 m. N.N.W. Winchester.

Ac. 1293. P. 109.—III. (Brew), co. Wilts, 7J m.
N.W. Chippenham. Ac. 971. P. 233.~IV. {HighX
CO. Somerset, 9 m. W.S.W. Bath. Ac. 1273. P.

860. It has coal mines.—V. (North), co. Worces-
ter, 3f m. N.N.E. Evesham. Ac. 1610. P. 303.

—VI. (pn-Sevem), co. Glo'ster, 5 m. E.S.E. Chep-
stow. Ac. 1665. P. 195.—VII. (South), co. Wor-
cester, 3 m. N.E. Evesham. Ac. 841. P. 294.—
VIII. (West), CO. Glo'ster, 7 m. N.N.E. Bath. Ac.
1009. P. 195.—IX. (Pannelt), a tything, co.

Wilts, pa. W. Lavington, 6 m. S.S.W. Devises.

P. 615.

LiTTLiNGTON.two pas. of England.—I. co. Cam-
bridge, 3 m. W.N.W. Royston. Ac. 2098. P.

693. At "Heaven's Walls," in this pa., was a
Roman cemetery.—II. co. Sussex, 6J m. S.S.W.
Halesham. Ac. 895. P. 134.

Litton, two pas. of England.—I. co. Somerset,

6 m. N.N.E. Wells. Ac. 1171. P. 313.—IL
(Cheney), co. Dorset, 6 m. E.S.E. Bridport Ac.
3817. P. 501.—III. a hamlet, co. Derby, 5^ m.
N.N.W. Bakewell. P. 974.

Littorale (German Kiistenland), a maritime
district of the Austrian empire, in the S.E., com-
prising the circles of Goritz and Istria, and the
territory of Triest, except the town.

LiTViNOViTSHi, a market town of Russia, goT.
and 55 m. S.E. Moghilev. P. 1700.
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LiTYN or LiTixsK, a town of Russian Poland,
gov. Podolia, 65 m. N.E. Kamenetz. P. 1700.

Liir-TCHOU, a pity of China, prov. Ngan-hoei,
cap. dep., 80. m. W. Nanking.
LiVADiA or LivADHLV, the former name of Hel-

las (Greece) under the Turks, so named from the
town Lebadea.—II. a town of Greece, now At-
tica and Boeotia, 65 m. N.W. Athens. P. 5000.

Near it are the famous cave of Trophonius, and
the fountains of Lethe.
LiVADOSTRO, a vill. of Greece, at the mouth of

a river in the bay of Livadostro, 15 m. N.N.W.
Megara.—The Bay ofLivadostro is the N.E. ter-

mination of the Gulf of Corinth, 14 m. in length
by 9 m. in average breadth.
LrvAROT, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

dep. Calvados, cap. cant,, on the Vie, 10 m. S.S.W.
Lisieux. P. 1162. Its cheese is celebrated.

LrvENZA, Liquentia, a river of Northern Italy,

rises in the prov. Udine, flows tortuously S.ward,
and after a course of about 70 m., enters the
Adriatic Sea, 28 m. N.E. Venice. It communi-
cates by a canal with the Piave.
LrvERMERE, two pas. of England, co. Suffolk.

—I. {Great), 5 m. N.N.E. Bury-St-Edmund's. Ac.
1549. P. 290.—II. (Littley 5 m. N.N.K Bury-
St-Edmund's. Ac. 1433. P. 167.

LiVERMORE, a township of the U. S., North
America, Maine, 23 m. W. Augnsta. P. 1764.

Liverpool, a par), and munic. bor. of England,
CO. Lancaster, hundred W. Derby, on the E. bank
of the Mersey estuary, about 4 m. from the Irish

Sea, 185 m. N.W. London. Lat of observatory,
53° 24' 47" N., Ion. 3° 0' 3" W. Area of bor., com-
prising with Liverpool pa. the townships of Kirk-
dale, Everton, part of the township of W. Derby, &
of the extra-parochial place of Toxteth Park. Ac.
5002. P. (1831) 205,964; (1841) 286,487; (1851)
375,955; (1861)443,874; (1866) estim- at 484,337.

Mean temp. 50°"8; winter 4P-3; summer 61°-1

Fahr. It extends 5 m. in length, by about 2J m.
in greatest breadth, over gently rising ground.
The highest point within the bor. being about
227 feet above the quay wall of the river. Though
irregularly laid oiit, it has many broad, straight,

and bandisome thoroughfares. Along the shore
there is a line of docks and basins of nearly 5 m.
in extent, having an aggregate water area of 245
ac. 1511 yards, and a quay space of nearly 18 m.
in extent. Among the largest of the docks are,

the Brunswick, Queen's, King's, Albert, Salthouse,
Canning, George's, Prince's, Waterloo, Victoria,

Trafalgar, Clarence, Nelson, Bramley, Moore,
"Wellington, Huskisson, Sandon, Canada, Salis-
bury, Collingwood, and Stanley. The three last

are connected with the Leeds and Liverpool
canal, and most of the others have half-tide locks
and wet basins. There are 18 g^raving docks,
with a total bottom length of 10,593 feet, and 7
gridirons, measuring altogether 1 123 ft 6 inches in
length. The number of ships that entered the
port in 1851 was 21,071 ; aggregate tonnage
3,737,666 ; dock dues, 269,020/. ; custom receipts,

3,510,033/., after a reduction of 38^ per cent, from
the rates of 1836, 33 per cent, from those of 1844—on the tonnage dues on East India voyages, or
18 per cent, on the aggregate foreign dues,—and
again a further reduction in 1848 equal to 40,000/.
on the gross income. Total value of foreign ex-
ports in 1850 amounted to nearly 35,000,000/., and
the foreign exports 37,404,400/. In 1861 the
tonnage of vessels frequenting the port was
4,977,272, but owing to the American war it has
suffered a reduction, the number of vessels in 1863
having been 20,696, the tonnage 4,809,778, the
dock dues 399,750/. The rapid increase of the

LI V II
commerce of the port is seen by contrasting

extent of dock room, and the amount of shipp •

tonnage and revenue above stated, with •

cori'esponding items in 1836, when they wen

;

follow:— Ac. Ill; shipping, 12,537; tonnt

,

1,592,436; revenue, 183,455/. Warehouse rci

attached to the docks is wanting; the Albert -.

l

Stanley docks being as yet the only two that h >,

warehouses attached, and most of the impoi i

goods have to be placed in private warehou; •

but this want is now being liberally suppl

.

The London and N.W. Railway has a termi s

on the high ground of the town at Edge Hill. 1

from thence three branches through tunnels ;
,

one to the centre of the town for general tra
.

and one to the north and south docks respective,

for goods. And there is now in course of forma :i

from the same line, another branch to the N. sh .

The East Lancashire, the Lancashire and Ti -

shire, and the Liverpool and Southport Unes
j ,

and have a goods' station near the docks, in G:t
Howard Street, and a general station in Ti>
bam Street, near the exchange ; and in connecci

with them, a high level branch to the docb r

coaling steam vessels. The Great Northern, s

Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincoln, and the Git

Western will, in the course of a short timeJ
have access and station accommodation in Liv-

pool. Liverpool is supplied with water of excelJt

quality, to the extent of about 12,000,000 galls

per diem, partly pumped from wells in the d

sandstone, but chiefly obtained from the liv

district of Rivington, 24 miles distant, whent
is conveyed to Liverpool in iron pipes, 44 in

in diameter. The reservoirs at Rivington 1

a series of lakes, covering nearly 600 acrei

ground. The sewerage of the town was fonn.y

extremely defective, and the mortality of the ten

was very high. Under a local act obtaine

1846, active measures have been taken toren;

those evils ; 115 m. of sewers and 30 m. of passi

drains have been made ; houses have been dtaiJ,

and the mortality has been greatly diminiti

Among the public buildings is the town II,

erected at a cost of upwards of 110,000/. It u-

tains a superb suite of entertainment rooms,ic

council haU, and various public offices conn^

with the management of the municipal bi

and the corporate estate. The hall stands o)

side of a square ; the other three sides of w si

are formed by the exchange buildings, the let

storey of which is an arcaded walk. These bil-

ings are now undergoing extensive alteratioiA

additions. There is now (1864) in course of >
struction new public offices, in which all dett-

ments of the corporation business will haveaoa-

modation. The revenue buildings, comprisin-ne

excise, post, custom-house, dock & stamp officdi

a large heavy building of the Ionic order, covcig

an area of 6700 sq. yards. St George's Halof

the Corinthian order externally and interay.

contains assize courts, and a hall for public E'.t-

ings, musical entertainments, etc., and a'i

»

concert room. There is also a concert hall, cad

the Philharmonic Hall, of colossal dimensiA

and which, in excellence in the requisitiOf

hearing and seeing, may vie with any buH )(f

of a similar kind. The principal churcheii*

those of Saints Peter, Catherine, James, MicBk

Luke, Philip, and Paul, and St George's t»

Scotch kirk. Free churches, United Presbyt.»D

Church, Unitarian, Independent, Baptist, m
Wesleyan chapels, and two Jews' synagos^

altogether 168 churches and chapels. Tht
"

a statue of Nelson in the exchange area, o

George in., one of Canning, and one of Hn

m
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1 ; and a column, surmounted by a statue, has
,
pntly been erected to Field-Marsbal the Duke
Wellington. Among the educational establisli-

nts are the Liverpool Royal Institution, which
i a large library and a museum; the colle-

te, a fine building in the Gothic style ; the

chanics' institute, a school of medicine, and
>ial schools belonging to the different religi-

odies. There are many hospitals, an infir-

V, dispensaries, and charitable institutions

;

'< large covered, and two open public markets,
provisions; a fish market, corn exchange, and
acco warehouse ; and among the public insti-

ions provided by the corporation, public baths
the pierhead, and three other public baths and
^h-houses in the town : more of which are

11^ provided, and botanic gardens and public

Ics. The Bank of England has a branch here

;

; 1 next to it is the Commercial Bank, besides

. er thirteen banks. There are the Exchange,
• useum, and Lyceum news-rooms; the two
have extensive libraries attached ; and the

public library and museum, which has branch
ling libraries in various parts of the town.
nteen newspapers are published in Liverpool.

' e towu has manufs. of watches and jewellery,

: ar refineries, iron and brass foundries, iron

1 1 steel forges, breweries, rope, glass, soda, and
'i works; and shipbuilding is carried on in

a great extent ; but it owes its chief import-
to its being a great seat of foreign export

: I import trade, and the main outlet for the
i lufactures of Lancashire, including Man-
«, ster, W. Yorkshire, Staffordshire, and the
Jicipal part of the trade of England with Aus-
T ia and America. The entrance to the river

! rsey is encumbered with shoals, but at high
er it may be entered by the largest ships, up-
ds of 12,000,000/. having been expended on

1 river Mersey in securing safe anchorage and
( kaccommodation. Nearly all the raw cotton im-
]l ted into Great Britain is brought to Liverpool

:

i imports in 1851 amounted to 89,099,920 lbs.,

a. the following is a statement of the amount
Kbs., and places from whence shipped, from 1854
ttl863:—

6fi79fi2

<>26ii8i<

481717

8-W:tJU

r863«
:680li43

84M10

lill!tt>3

I07"37|

134528

13l5'.'li

16834-
li'8886

124887
1m3«Si<

9itl20

laSNii?

137293

8825
6708'

11323
11467

1)867

e3:<8

»956
10390

81218
113961
113111
73538

lllU'iS

99876
1 1 9985

3"8184'

3961127

459jO«,
6S(i466

35 218
.';09ti88

562852
98763"

107181)8

13902; 6

21725<)3

22773
2463768
2417588
2422746
2N2911M
336i686
3"3693<'

|.S^-2,Totallnlb«.

886,417900
901,814700

1,019,999900
974,287900

1,1 18, 13' HOC
1,191,055310
1,417,37-18110

^",325900
539.001500
£82,816000

1850 174,187 passengers emigrated from this
—in 668 ships of 1500 to 3000 tons—of
ie 164,739 were steerage passengers, 166,109
e emigrants to the United States of America.

1 1863 the number of emigrants was 137,982
22 ships; of these 126,622 were steerage pas-
jers, and the number who went to the United
es was 109,296. Liverpool is connected by
f&j with all the great towns of England and
tland

; by canals with the principal towns of
;land ; and by steam-packets with Glasgow,
ilin, Cork, Bristol, and the principal ports of

* lice, the Mediterranean, America, and Aus-
" a. The bor. is divided into 16 wards, and
gjimed by a mayor, 16 aldermen, and 48 coun-
crs. The corporation rev. from town dues

alone, amounted, in 1836, to 49,332^ ; and in

1849 to 102,596/. 13s. 3d. But in 1858, the cor-
poration was deprived of its town dues and the
conservancy of the Mersey, which is now under
a special board, called the Mersey Docks and Har-
bour Board. Nevei-theless, with the composition
paid for the deprivation of town dues, and from
other sources of income, the coimcil are enabled
to meet their ordinaiy and obligatory expenses.
Great improvements have been and continue to bo
made in the town, without imposing taxes ; and
the lighting of the town is defrayed entirely out
of the surplus municipal revenue. Is has quarter
and petty sessions, courts of record and requests,

and is the seat of assizes for the hundred of
West Derby. Its port jurisdiction comprises the
whole estuary of the Mersey. Birthplace of Mrs
Hemans the poetess, and Roscoe the historian.

It sends 2 members to House of Commons. Keg.
electors (1864) 16,750.

Liverpool, a vill., U. S., North America, New
York, on Onondaga Lake, 130 m. N.W. Albany.
It has numerous valuable salt springs.

Liverpool, a town of Nova Scotia, British
North America, cap. Queen's co., on its S E. coast,

70 m. S.W. Halifax.

—

Cape Liverpool is the name
of a headland on the S. side of the entrance to
Lancaster Sound, British North America ; and
of another bounding the inlet of Liverpool Bay,
Arctic Ocean, North America, S.W.Cape Bathurst.
Lat. 75° N. ; Ion. 129° W.
Liverpool, a post town of New S. Wales, co.

Cumberland, on rail., 7 m. S. Parramatta. P. 1053.
Li\tekool-Plains, a " hilly, picturesque, and

well-watered region,"New South Wales, between
lat. 30° and 32° S., Ion. 148° 30' and 151° E., N.
of Brisbane co., from 800 to 900 feet above the
sea level, containing the head streams and upper
course of the Peel or Nammoy river, and bound-
ed southward by the Liverpool mountain range,
5000 feet in height. It is a pastoral district, with
a pop. of (1861) 6305. Area 16,901 sq. m. Tam-
worth is the principal town and centre of an ex-
tensive gold commerce.

—

Liverpool river, North
Australia, Arnhem-land, enters the sea near lat.

12° S., Ion. 134° 10' E.
Liverpool Range, a mountain chain of New

South Wales, running E. and W. between Liver-
pool-Plains, and Brisbane and Bligh cos. Eleva-
tion 5000 feet.

Ln'ERSEDGE, a chapelry of- England, co. York,
W. Riding, 5^ m. N.N.E. Huddersfield. Ac. 2144.
P. 9263, employed in manufactures of woollens.
LiVERTON, a pa. of England, co.York, N.Riding,

6} m. E. Guisborough. Ac. 3936. P. 1103.

LivESEY, a township of England, co. Lancaster,
pa. Blackburn, 8i m. E.S.E. Preston. Ac. 1890.

P. 3581.

Livingston, several cos. of the U. S., North
America.—I. in W. of New York. Area 563 sq.

m. P. 39,546.—II. in S.E. of Lousiana. Area
786 sq. m. P. 3120 free, 1311 slaves.—III. in W.
part of Kentucky. Area 236 sq. m. P. 5991 free,

1222 slaves.—IV. in centre of Michigan. Area
576 sq. m. P. 16,851.—V. in centre of Illinois.

Area 1026 sq. m. P. 11,637.—VI. in N.W. of
Missouri. Area 637 sq. m. P. 6812 free, 605
slaves.—VII. a township of New York, 32 m.
S.W. Albany. P. 2022.—VIIL New Jersey, 9 m.
N.W. Newark. P. 1161.

Livingston, a co. of New South Wales, on the
E. side of Darling river. Lat. 32° N.

Livingstone, a pa. of Scotland, co. Linlithgow,
14 m. W.S.W. Edinburgh. Length 5| m., breadth
14 m. Ac. 6391. P. 1366. Includes part of vill.

of Blackburn, pop. 640.
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LiviKG&TONE, a maritime co. of Queensland,
traversed by Fitzroy river, cap. town Rockhanip-
ton. Lat. of centre 23° 20' S. ; Ion. 150° 30' E.

LiVNij or Lnirr, a town of Eussia, gov. and
80 m. S.E. Orel, cap. dL-st., on the Sosna, an affl.

of the Don. P. (1863) 13,674. It has numerous
churches, and several annual fairs.

LrvNO, a fortified town of European Turkey,
Bosnia, Herzegovina, 54 m. N.W. Mostar, on the
Bistritza, here crossed by a bridge of 6 arches.
P. 5000. It has a citadel.

Livonia (Germ. Livland or Liefland), a mari-
time gov. of Bussia, mostly between lat. 50° 30'

and 56° 20' N., Ion. 24° and 28° E., having W. the
Gulf of Livonia, and on other sides the govs.
Pskov, Vitebsk, and Gourland, and the Lake
Peipus. Area, comprising the island Oesel in
the Baltic, 18,775 sq. m. P. (1858) 883,681. Sur-
face mostly flat and marshy. Principal rivers,

the Diina and Eyst, and on the S. frontier the
Bolder-aa, Fennern, and Emba. Lakes numerous.
Soil fertile. Chief crops, rye, barley, wheat, oats,

and buckwheat ; the rearing of live stock is of

great importance ; the fisheries are active, both
on the coast and in the lakes. Timber is an im-
portant product. Manufs. of cotton and woollen
stuffs, sugar, tobacco, glass, etc. ; the jieasantry
spin linen yam, and mostly weave their own
clothing. P. very mixed, and mostly Lutherans.
Principal towns, Eiga, the cap., Dorpat, Pemau,
and Wenden, with Arensberg in the island of

Oesel.—The Gulfof Livonia or Riga is an inlet of
the Baltic Sea, between the govs, of Livonia and
Gourland. Lat. 57° to 58° 30' N. ; Ion. 22° to 24°

20' E. Length, N. to S., 100 m. ; breadth 80 m.
The island Oesel covers almost all its entrance,
which is difficult of navigation owing to shoals.

In it are several small islands. It receives the
Diina, Aa, Alass, and Fennern rivers.

LrvoKNO, a town of North Italy, prov. Novara,
circ. and 17 m. W.S.W. Vercelli, cap. mand. P.

(1862) 5562. It has a pa. church, two convents,
and a trade in cattle and wool.
LivoRNO, a city of Italy. (TLeghorn.]
LrvRADE (St), a comm. and town of France,

dep. Lot-et-Garonne, cap. cant., near the Lot, 4
m. W.S.W. Villeneuve-sm--Lot. P. 3018.—II. a
comm., dep. Haute-Garonne, arr.Toulouse. P. 365.
LiVKAGA, a comm. of N. Italy, prov. Milan, circ.

LodL P. 2574. Cheese is made in great abundance.
LiVHON, a conuui and market town of Fi-ance,

dep. Drome, 10 m. S. Valence. P. 4039.

—

Livri/ is

the name of vills., deps. Calvados, Nievre, and
Seine-et-Oise, the last 10 m. E. Pai-is.

LiTUMA, a considerable river of E. Africa, en-
ters the Indian Ocean behind Cape Delgado.
LiXHEiM, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Meurthe, 6 m. N.E. Sarrebourg. P. 866.
LixuRi, a town of the isL CephaJonia, 5 m.

N.W. Argostoli. P. 6000. It is a Greek bishop's
see, and was ruined by an earthquake in 1867.
LiZAN, a large vill. of Turkish Kurdistan, on

the Zab, about 40 m. N.E. Mosul.
Lizard Point, a bold headland of England, co.

Cornwall, pa. Landewedneck, forming the most
southern point of Britain, 23 m. E.S.E. Land's-
End, and having two lighthouses with fixed
lights, elevated 200 feet above the sea, in lat 49°
57' 41" N., Ion. 6" 12' 6" W.
Lizard Island is off the E. coast of Australia.

Lat. 14° 40' S. ; Ion. 145° 30' E.
LiziER (St), Consoranni, and Austria, a comm.

and town of France, dep. Ari^ge, cap. cant., on rt.

b. of the Salat, 1 m. N.W. St Girons. P. 1165.
LizY-suR-OcRCQ, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Seine-et-Marne, 8 m. N.E Meaux. P. 1333.

LizzANELLO and Lizzano, two market towi
South Italy, prov. Lecce.—I. 5 m. S.E. Lecce.
2488.—II. 14 m. E.S.E. Taranto. P. 2004.

Lizz^VNO, a comm. of N. Italy, prov. Boloj,

circ. Vergato. P. 2703.

Ljubartow, a town of Poland, gov. of Liulit

P. 3040.

Ljubaschevo, a town of Eussia, gov. Mi -,

48 m. S.W. Slutsk. P. 1800.

Ljubetsh, a market town of Eussia, gov. i

38 m. N.N.W. Tchernigov. P. 1600.

Ljubin, a town of Eussia, gov. and 54 m. ^..

Jaroslav, cap. circ, on the Obnora. P. 200u
Ljusxe, a river of Sweden, Isens Ostersund d

Gefle, after a tortuous E.ward course of 2flC
,

enters the Gulf of Bothnia, 6 m. S. Soderha-
Ljutzun (Pol. Lucyn\ a town of Eussian -

land, gov. and 130 m. N.W. Vitebsk. P. 21

Llagostera, a market town of Spain, Cat.-

nia, prov. and 10 m. S.S.E. Gerona. P. 20i i

Llasiphet, a pa. of South Wales, co. and ..

S.E. Pembroke. Ac. 1976. P. 365.

Llan (a Church') is the prefix of numerous
j

.

and towns in England and Wales.

—

Uan-ah' i

pa.. North Wales, co. Merioneth, 11 m. >..

Barmouth. Ac. 12,679. P. 1600.—Uan-a/a'i
pa., South Wales, co. Cardigan, 8 m. N. Tregar.

Ac. 2588. P. 567.

—

Llan-ajan-fawr, a pa., Soi
Wales, CO. Brecon, 6 m. N.W. Builth. Ac. 1". .

P. 936.

—

Lian-afan-fechan, a pa., South W"i,

CO. Brecon, 5 m. S.W. Builth. Ac. 2783. P. J.—Uan-aml-Uech, a pa.. South Wales, co. and 5.

S.E. Brecon. Ac. 1867. P. 304.—i/an-onra
pa., South Wales, co. Eadnor, 9J m. E.N.E. I!-

yadergwy. Ac. 4400. P. 358.— Llatt-anr,^

several pas., North Wales.—I. co. Camarvot^
m. N.E. Pwllheli. Ac. 3753. P. 556.—IL .

Denbigh, 5 m. E.S.E. Euthin. Ac. 11,241. .

2019.—III. {Dyffryn Ceiriog), same co^ 9.
E.N.E. Oswestry. Ac. 6557. P. 315.— ;.

(^Mynydd Mawr), a mountainous pa. in same ,

^ m. N. Llanfyllin. Ac. 2594. P. 140.—/J-
arth, a pa., South Wales, co. Cardigan, li .

E.N.E. Lampeter. Ac. 15,044. P. 2216.—Ih
pa., England, co. Monmouth, 3J m. N.W. Bagla.

Ac. 3793. P. 679.—Lkmarthne, a pa.. South Wa,
CO. and 7J m.E. Carmarthen. Ac. 10,994. P.2l.—Llan-asa, a pa., North Wales, co. Flint, 6.

N.W. HolyM-ell. Ac. 10,809. P. 3666. h
coal mines. On St Asaph Hill, in this pa^ i»

signal tower, and at the mouth of the Dee, Pet

of Air, a lighthouse.

—

Llan-babo, a pa^ >' i

Wales, CO. Anglesey. Ac. 1743. P. 138.—Z

-

badam, several pas., etc., Wales. — I. (Fa.,

South Wales, co. Cardigan, 1 m. S.E. Abery
wyth. Ac. 52,750. "P. 13,724.-11. co. Badf,

8J m. E.N.E. New Eadnor. Ac. 3646. P. *•

—IIL {Fynydd), same co., 10 m. N.E. Ehf.--

dergwy. Ac. 8965. P. 609.—IV. (6>rfi/n), Sea

Wales, CO. Cardigan, 3 m. W.N.W. Tr^ac
Ac. 4425. P. 527.—V. (Tref-Eglws), same co.l

m. N.N.W. Lampeter. Ac. 6283. P. 948.

—

(Y. Garreg), co. Eadnor, 5 m. E.S.E. Builth. -

900. P. 69.— Llanbadock, a pa., England, •

Monmouth, 1 m. S. Usk. Ac. 3465. P. 45:-

Llanbadrig, two pas.. North Wales.—I. co.
-

glesey, 4^ m, W.N.W. Amlwch. Ac. 4097. •

1187.—IL CO. Carnarvon, 4 m. S.W. Pwl:

Ac. 2548. P. 469.—Z,toiAeWiV7,apa., S.Wales. c

includes the bor. of Carnarvon. Ac. 6792. P.'-'

LlanAS, a market town of Spain, Catalon-.n i

the coast, prov. and 30 m. N.E. Gerona. P. -
'

•

Llaxbedr or Lampeter-Pont-Stbphz> k

pari, bor., town & pa., S. Wales, co. <fr 28 m. E.} •

Cardigan. Ac 6204. P.of pa.1542; do.of bor. .

Has a church, and a Gothic quadrangle, foriLj
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royal college of St David's ; revenue 3000?.

•:\y ; average number of students about GO.

le bor. joins with Cardigan, Aberystwyth, and
Ipar in sending 1 member to House of Commons.
titude 420 ft. Mean temp., Ju. 62°-3, Jan. 40°4.

Llambedr, several pas., Wales.—I. co. Brecon,

11. N.E. Crickhowel. Ac. 3831. P. 280.—II.

Merioneth, 1\ m. N.N.W. Barmouth. Ac.

L2. P. 370.—III. CO. Eadnor, 6 m. N.W. Hay.
. 3877. P. 306.—IV. {Duffryn Clwyd), co. Den-
;h, li m. N.E. Ruthin. Ac. 2900. P. 431.—
{FelfryX South Wales, co. Pembroke, 2| m.
Narberth. Ac. 4022. P. 790.—VI. {Goch\ co.

lesey, 7 m. E.S.E. Llanerchymedd. Ac. 3193.

,56.—VII. (Y-Cenin), co. Carnarvon, 6 m.
N.W. Llanwrst. Ac. 4909. P. 489.-Z;am-
•r«, a pa., North Wales, co. and 9 m. E S.E.

rnarvon. Ac. 10,431. P. 1360, employed in

)per mines.

—

Llanbeulan, a pa.. North Wales,
Anglesey, 9^ m. S.E. Holyhead. Ac. 2943.

315.

—

Llanbister, a pa., South Wales, co. Ead-
-. lOi m. W. Knighton. Ac. 14,837. P. 1045.

Llanbleiddian, a pa.. South Wales, co. Glamor-
1, 1 m. S.W. Lowbridge. Ac. 3148. P. 7.53.

Llanboidy, a pa.. South Wales, co. Pembroke,
m. N.E. Narbeth. Ac. 10,666. P. 1744.—
inbrynnmair, a pa.. North Wales, co. Montgo-
ry, on the Dyfi, 9^ m. E. Machynnllaeth. Ac.
006. P. 2061. The cataract of Frwydafawr is

this pa.

—

Llancadwaladi/r, a mountainous pa.,

rth Wales, co. Denbigh, 7| m. W.N.W. Oswes-
. Ac. 2792. P. 223.

—

Llancarfan, a pa.. South
lies, CO. Glamorgan, 4J m. S.E. Cowbridge. Ac.
II). P. 668.

—

Llancilloe, a pa., England, co. and
m. S.W. Hereford. Ac. 1085. P. lA.—Llan-
ci, a pa.. South Wales, co. Glamorgan, 5J m.
W. Neath. Ac. 12,550. P. 7983.

.LANDAFF, a pa. and city of South Wales, co.

imorgan, on the Ta£f, 3 m. N.W. Cardiff, and
h a station on the Taffvale and Aberdare

il. Ac. 4352. P. of pa. (1861) 6585. The "city"
I mere hamlet, noted only for its cathedral,

joining are the chapter-house, and remains of

: ancient episcopal palace. The see of Llandaff
s founded in the 6th century.

—

Llandanwg, a
, North Wales, co. Merioneth, 2 m. S. Harlech.
. 4964. P. 739.

—

Llandarog, a pa., South
lies, CO. and 6 m. S.E. Carmarthen. Ac. 4501.
2001.

—

Llandawk, a pa.. South Wales, co. Car-
ithen, Hm. N.W. Langharm. Ac. 613. P. 37.

'JanddaiisatTit, a pa.. South Wales, co. Car-
rthen, 5 m. S.E. Llangaddog. Ac. i0,307. P.
i.

—

Llanddeiniot, two pas., Wales, co. Cai'digan,
a. S.E. Aberystwyth. Ac. 2077. P. 260.—

1 (Faby, CO. Anglesey, 6 m. N.E. Newborough.
\i07, —Llanthetti/, a pa., South Wales, co. and 8
1 S.E. Brecknock. Ac. 5908. P. ()31.—Llanthew,
a.. South Wales, co. Brecon, 1^ m. N.E. Breck-
;k. Ac. 2695. P. 292.

—

Llanddewi, several pas.
S.Wales.—I. CO. Glamorgan, 5 m. N.E. Penrice.
• 1853. P. 149.—II. (Aberarth), co. Cardigan,
the Arth, 13 m. N.W. Lampeter. Ac. 3595.

11463.—III. (Aber-Gwessin\ co. Brecon, 11 m.
N.W.BuUth. Ac. 10,511. P. 111.—IV. (Bre/T),

1 Cardigan, 6^ m. N.E. Lampeter. Ac. 36.252
2574.

—

Llandewy (i.e.. Church of St David's),
eral pas. of South Wales.—I. {FachX co. Ead.-
, 5i TO. W.N.W. Hay. Ac. 2297. P. 115.—
{Velfrey), co. Pembroke, 2 J m. N.E. Nar-
th. Ac. 4022. P. 790.—III. (^Ystradenny), co.
dnor, 8^ m. N.E. Rhayader. Ac. 8075. P. 350.
^^landdewircwm, a pa. of South Wales, co. Bre-
fi, H m. S.S.W. Builth. Ac. 3101. P. 215.—
Unddona, a pa.. North Wales, co. Anglesey, 3|
I

N.W. Beaumaris. Ac. 2387. P. 667, employed
the herring fishery.

—

Llandduywe, a pa., North

Wales, CO. Merioneth, 4| m. N.W. Barmouth.
Ac. 9348. P. S68.—Llanddwyn, a pa. of North
Wales, CO. Anglesey, 6J m. W. Carnarvon. Ac.
1939. P. 273.—Llanddyfnan, a pa.. North Wales,
CO. Anglesey, 7 ra. W. Beaumaris. Ac. 3506. P.
720.

—

Llandecwyn, a pa., N. Wales, co. Merioneth,
2im. S.W. Maentwrog. Ac. 6905. P. 436—
Llandefailog, several pas.. South Wales, co. Bre-
con.—I. (Fach\ 2J m. N. Brecon. Ac. 2000, P.
222.—II. (Freyr-Graigy, 4 m. N.E. Brecon. Ac.
640. P. 38.

—

Llandegai, a mountainous pa., North
Wales, CO. Carnarvon, 1^ m. S.E. Bangor. Ac.
16,100. P. 3381. It has slate quarries.

—

Llandeg-
fan, a pa., North Wales, co. Anglesey, 2J m. S.W.
Beaumaris. Ac 2760. P. 900.

—

Llandegla, a y a.

North Wales, co. Denbigh, 6J m. S.E. Ruthin,
Ac 3390. P. 425.—Llandegley, a pa.. South Wales,
CO. Radnor, 9f m. S.E. Rhayador. Ac. 3729. P.
382.

—

Llandegveth, a pa., England, co. Monmouth,
31 m. N. Caerleon. Ac 789. P. 116.—Llandeg-
wning, a pa.. North Wales, co. Carnarvon, 7i m.
W.S.W. Pwllheli. Ac. 1488. P. 142.— Z-tan-

deilo, several pas., etc., South Wales.—I. co. Pem-
broke, 8 m. N.N.W. Narberth. Ac. 1192. P. 126.

—II. {Aber-Cywyn\ co. and 8 m. S.W. Carmar-
then. Ac 922. P. 77.—III. {Graban), co. Rad-
nor, 5J m. S.E. Builth. Ac 3059. P. 263.—IV.
(Tal-y-Bonty, co. Glamorgan, 8 m. N.W. Swan-
sea. Ac. 7401. P. 1331. Coal is wrought in

this parish.

—

Llandoierror, a pa.. South Wales,
CO. Carmarthen, 3J m. N.W. Langharm. Ac.
3270. P. 378.

Llandeilo-Vawr or Fawe, a market town
and pa. of South Wales, co. and 14 m. E.N.E.
Carmarthen, on the Towy, and on the Llanelly
Railway. Ac. 25,628. P. of pa. 5440. It has a
church ; manufs. of flannels ; tanneries ; and
coal mines in the vicinity. Near it is Grongar
hill, where the last struggle was made for the in-

dependence of Wales, in 1282.

—

Llandeiniolen, a
pa.. North Wales, co. and 5 m. N.E. Carnarvon.
Ac 9024. P. 5747. It has slate quarries.

—

Llan-
denny, a pa., England, co. Monmouth, 4 m. N.E.
Usk. Ac. 2228. P. il8.—Llanderfel, a pa., N.
Wales, CO. Merioneth, 7^ m. S.W. Corwen. Ac.
7794. P. 948.

—

Llandinabo, a pa., England, co.

Hereford, 5^ m. W.N.W. Ross. Ac 494. P. 63.—Llandinam, a pa.. North Wales, co. Mont-
gomery, 5} m. N.E. Llanidloes. Ac 18,064. P.
1574.

—

Llandingad, a pa.. South Wales, co. Car-
marthen, ^ m. W. Llandovery. Ac 8107. P.
2289.

—

Llandoch, two pas.. South Wales, co. Gla-
morgan.—I. {Barry), 3 m. S.W. Cardiff. Ac 633.

P. 683.—II. 1 m. S. Cowbridge. Ac 234. P. 119.—Llandoget, a pa.. North Wales, co. Denbigh, 1^
m. N.N.E. Llanrwst. Ac. 758. P. 276.—Llan-
dogo, a pa., England, co. and 6 m. S.E. Mon-
mouth. Ac. 1843. P. 648.

Llanbovkey, a munic bor. and market town,
S. Wales, CO. and 24 m. E.S.E. Carmarthen, pa.

Llandingat, on the Bran. P. 1855. It is situated

in a vale, near the Towey.

—

Llandrillo, two pas..

North Wales.—I. co. Merioneth, 4J m. S.W. Cor-
wen. Ac. 28,200. P. 776.—II. {Ynrhos), cos.

Denbigh and Carnarvon, 4 m. N.E. Conwy. Ac.
5140. P. 1026.

—

Llandrindod, a pa.. South Wales,
CO. Radnor, 6 m. N.N.E. Builth. Ac 2689. P. 243.

Three mineral springs, respectively chalybeate,
sulphureous, and saline, have long rendered the
village a great resort of invalids.

—

Llandrinio, a
pa. of North Wales, co. Montgomery, 7 m. N.N.E.
Welshpool. Ac 3832. P. 910.—Llandrygan, a
pa., N. Wales, co. Anglesey, 6 m. E.N.E. Llan-
geffni. Ac. 2430. P. 359.—Llandudno, a pa., N
Wales, CO. Carnarvon, on the Irish Sea, 4 m.
N.N.W. Conwy. Ac. 2729. P 2316, employed in
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copper mines. The lofty cliffs & sea-worn caverns
of the promontory of Goggarth are in this pa.,

which coutains also several monuments of early

Cyclopean architecture, & is still the haunt of the

once celebrated peregrine falcon. It is rising in

importance as a watering-place.

—

Liandudwen, a

pa^ North Wales, co. Carnarvon, &J m. W.N.W.
Pwllheli. Ac. 1331. P. H.—Llandulas, a pa.,

North Wales, co. Denbigh, 2^ m. W.N.W. Aber-
gele. Ac. 716. P. 619.—II. a pa., South Wales,
CO Brecon. Ac. 3220. P. 12i.—Uandtcfor Llan-
dow, a pa., South Wales, co. Glamorgan, 3i m.
S.W. Gowbridge. Ac. 1086. P. 133.—Z/an-
dtorog, a pa.. North Wales, co. and A\ m. S.S.W.
Carnarvon. Ac. 9516. P. 2825.

—

Llandyhie, a
pa.. South Wales, co. Carmai-then, 4J m. S. Llan-
dello-Fawr. Ac. 10,710. P. 2821.—LZandi^et-
sant, a pa.. South Wales, co. Carraarthen. Ac
1551. P. 258.

—

Uandyfodtcg, a pa.. South Wales,
so. Glamorgan, 5J m. N.E. Bridgend. Ac. 6508.

P. 254. Coal and iron abound. The pa. belongs
to the Duchy of Lancaster.

—

Llandyfriog, a pa.,

South Wales, co. Cardigan, 1^ m. L.N.E. New-
castle-in-Emlyn. Ac. 2867. V*^Q1.—Llandyfry-
dog, a pa.. North Wales, co. Anglesey, 2 m. N.E.
Llanerch-y-medd. Ac. 3819. P. 706, It has copper
mines.

—

Llandygtcydd^ a pa., South Wales, co.

and 3J m. S.W. Cardigan. Ac. 5595. P. 1028.—Llandymog, a pa., North Wales, co. and 4 m.
E.S.E. Denbigh. Ac. 3223. P. 653.—Llandysil, a

pa. and market town. South Wales, co. Cardigan,
on the Teifl, 12 m. S.W. Lampeter. Ac. 17,556. P.
of pa. 2788.

—

Llandysilio, several pas. of Wales.

—

I. North Wales, co. Anglesey, on the Menai Strait,

here crossed by the celebrated suspension bridge,

2 m. W.S.W. Bangor. Ac. 917. P. 1359.—IL
CO. Montgomery, 8^ m. N.E. Welshpool. Ac.
3140. P. 689.—III. CO. Denbigh, U m. N.W.
Lllangollen. Ac. 7919. P. 1129.—IV. (Goge%
South Wales, co. Cardigan, 16 m. W.N.W. Lam-
peter. Ac 10,224. P. 1315.—V. cos. Pembroke
and Carmarthen, 4i m. N. Narberth. Ac. 6467.

P. 1036.

—

Llandyssil, a pa. of North Wales, co. and
2 m. S.W- Montgomery. Ac 4071. P. 790.—
lAandyvailog, a pa.. South Wales, co. and 5 m.
S.S.E. Carmarthen. Ac. 7320. P. U4k7.—Llane-
dem, a pa., South Wales, co. Glamorgan, 4^ m.
N.N.E. Cardiff. Ac 2636. P. 2S9.—Llanedwen, a
pa., North Wales, co. Anglesey, on the Menai
Strait. 4 m. N. Carnarvon. P. 273.

—

Llanedy, a
pa.. South Wales, co. Carmarthen, 8 m. N.E.
Llanellv. Ac. 5183. P. 9603.

—

Llanegryn, a pa.,

South Wales, co. Merioneth, 3\ m. N. Towyn.
Ac. 6819. P. 6o2.—Llanegwad, a pa., S. Wales,
CO. Carmarthen, 7 m. W. Llandeilo-Fawr. Ac.
12,330. P. 1920.—Llaneigrad, a pa., N. Wales
CO. Anglesey, 7 m. S.E. Amlwch. Ac. 2695. P.
276.

—

Llanelhaiam, a pa.. North Wales, co. Car-
narvon, 6 m. N. Pwllheli. Ac. 6698. P. 736.—
Llanelian, two pas.. North Wales.—I. co. Angle-
sey, on the Irish Sea, IJ m. S.E. Amlwch. Ac.
2398. P. 1282. It has a lighthouse. Copper ore

is exported.—II. co. Denbigh, 5 m. W.S.W. Aber-
gele. Ac. 3382. P. 5i8.—JJanelidan, a pa., N.
Wales, CO, Denbigh, 5 m. S. Euthin. Ac 4900.

P. 848.

—

Llanelieu, a pa., South Wales, co. Bre-
con, 5J m. S.W. Hay. Ac. 6537. P. 92.—Llan-
ellen, a pa., England, co. Monmouth, 2^ m. S.

Abergavenny. Ac. 2536. P. 373.—Llanelltyd,
a pa., North Wales, co. Merioneth, IJ m. N.W.
Dolgelly. Ac 6716. P. 465.

LiAXELi.Y, a pari, bor., seaport town, and pa,

of South Wales, on a creek of Carmarthen Bay,
CO. and 15 ni. S.E. Carmarthen, to which, and to
Swansea, a railway has been constructed. Ac.
18,075. P. of pa. 17,279 ; do. of pari. bor. 11,084.

It has an anc. church, four docks, copper wor-ij
and iron foundries. Coal is brought by rail*

:;

from the adjacent mines, and is exported. G '

toms rev. (1862)2964/. Exports (1863) 78,1{ i

Chief import, copper ore from ComwalL V i

sels of 500 tons burden can enter one of the doc ^1
Vessels belonging to the port 85, tons 6654. '

unites with Carmarthen in sending 1 niembet
House of Commons.

—

Llanelly, a pa., S. Wa!
CO. Brecon, 2J m. S.S.E. Crickhowell. P. 96
It has coal, iron, and lime works.

—

Llanelwedd
pa.. South Wales, co. Eadnor, \ m. N.N.E. Bui/:

Ac. 2020. P. 227.—Llanenddwyn, a pa.. No;
Wales, CO. Merioneth, 6 m. N.N.W. Barmoi •

Ac. 7777. P. 891.

—

Llanengnn, a maritime •

North Wales, co. Carnarvon, on the W. coas

Cardigan Bay, 7 m. S.W. Pwllheli. Ac. 4i.

P. 1021. Off the coast here are the two islet.

St Tudwal. St Tudwal's road affords g
anchorage.

—

Llanenghenel, a pa.. North Wa^
CO. Anglesey, 4J m. W.S.W. Holyhead. Ac. 2'. <

P. 427.

—

Uanerck-y-Medd, a small market tc v

and pa.. North Wales, co. Anglesey, 11 m. >

.

Holyhead. Ac 15. P. 67. It has a manui.
Welsh snuff.

—

Llanerfyl, a pa,. North Wales. .

Montgomery, 4^ m. N.W. Llanfair. Ac 16".

P. 885.

—

Llanfabon, a pa.. South Wales, co. i<

morgan, 6J m. N.W. Caerphilly. Ac. 5369.

2360.

—

Llanfachretk, two pas.. North Wales.--

co. Anglesey, 3 m. E. Holyhead. Ac. 1887.

532.—II. CO. Merioneth, 3^ m. N.N.E. Dolgel

Ac. 10,000. P. 862.—Llanfaelog, a pa., ^(l

Wales, CO. Anglesev, 8| m. S.E. Holyhead. ^

2732. P. 763.~Llan/aelrhys, a pa.. North Wr:

!

CO. Carnarvon, 12 m. S.W. Pwllheli. Ac h'<

P. 208.

—

LlanJ'ae&, a pa.. North Wales, co. An;:

sey, 1| m. N.N.E. Beaumaris. Ac. 2297. P. 2.—Llanfaethlu, a pa,. North Wales, co. Angles*

5 m. N.E. Holyhead. Ac. 2629. P. 445.—LV-
Jaglan, a pa.. North Wales, co. and 2 m. S.W. Cr

marthen. Ac. 1884. P. 253.

—

Llanfair, nu^-

rous pas., etc, Wales.—I. (Dyffryn Ctcyd), N'

'

Wales, CO. Denbigh, 2 m. S.E. Euthin. Ac. b<>

P. 1263.—II. (Caereinion), a small market Xo -.

and pa, of North Wales, co. and 10 m. N.W. Mo-
gomei-y. Ac 16,157. P. 2584.—IIL (.4r-y-Bryr^

a pa.. South Wales, co. Carmarthen, | m. .

Llandovery. Ac 23,457. P. 1559.—IV. ((
dogany, co. Cardigan, 2^ m. N.E. Lampeter. ..

4815. P. 614.—V. (Fechan), North Wales, .

Carnarvon, 7 m. S.W. Conwy. Ac. 6521. •

1199. Off the coast here are Lavan sands, im-

posed to have been formed by an iniindatioai

the 6th century.—VI. (Matha/arn-Eitha/), .

Anglesey, 8 m. N.W. Beaumaris. Ac. 1949. .

757.—VII. {h-GaerX co. and 2\ m. N.E. (>

narvon. Ac. 2474. P. 1060.—VIII. (Juxta-U-

kchy, CO. Merioneth, 1 m. S. Harleigh. Ac 61-

P. 426.—IX. {Nantygof), South Wales, co. Pr
broke, 3 m. S.S.E. Fishguard. Ac 2697. '.

245.—X. {Nantygwyn\ South Wales, co Pe-

broke, 6 m. S. Cardigan. Ac 1668. P. 18f-

XI. (jOrllwyn), co. Cardigan, 4 m. N.K Nf-

castle-in-Emlyn. Ac 1744. P. 427.—XII. (P«:

Gwyngyliy, North Wales, co. Anglesev, 5 m. SJ-

Beaumaris. Ac 952. P. 695.—XIII. {Talhaiat,

CO. Denbigh, 5 m. S.S.W. Abergele. Ac. 11.1-

P. 1309.—XIV. (TrehfiygoH), South Wales,

Cardigan, 4 m. N.E. Newcastle-in-Emlyn.
648. P. m.—Uanfallteg, a pa. of South ^V^

COS. Carmarthen and Pembroke, 4 m. N.E. ^-

berth. Ac 1866. P. 353.—Llan/areth, a p :

South Wales, co. Eadnor, 2 m. S.E. Buiith. •

2245. P. 155.—Llanfor, a pa., North Wales •

Merioneth, 1 m- N.E. Bala. Ac 20,030. P. 1 •

—Llan/echaru a pa. of North Wales, CO H-
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iiery, 3 m. N.N.E. Llanfyllin. Ac. 44C2. P.

).

—

JJanfediel, a pa. and town of N. Wales, co.

glesey,om.W.S.W.Amlwch. Ac.3687. P.958.

Llanftrras, a pa., N. Wales, co. Denbigh, 4 m.
iV.Mold. Ac. 3754. P. 754.—Z,fa?j«/;a>»,apa.of S.

ales, CO.and4m. S.E.Brecon. Ac. 12,642. P.674.

Llanes, a maritime town of Spain, prov. and
m. E. Oviedo, on the Bay of Biscay. P. 2086.

Llaxfihangel, numerous parishes of Wales.

[. North Wales, co. Montgomery, 4J m. S.W.
mfyllin. Ac. 10,005. P. 950.—II. (,Glyn-y-

/fi/r\ COS. Denbigh and Merioneth, lOJ m. S.W.
thin. Ac. 4202. P. 464.—III. {Aherhythych),

uth Wales, co. Carmarthen, 3 m. S.W. Llan-
ilo-Fawr. Ac. 6036. P. 824.—IV. {Abercorvin\

ne CO., U m. N. Llacharn. Ac. 5180. P. 893.—
' Abergwissin)., CO. Brecon, 11 m. N.W. Builth.

. tJ836 P. 355.—VI. (Ar-Arth), South Wales,
and 13 m. N.N.E. Carmarthen! Ac. 15,993.

1795.— VII. {Bachallethy, North Wales, co.

rnarvon, ^ m. W.S.W. Pwllheli. Ac. 2915.

315.—VIII. (Bryn-Pabwan), South Wales, co.

econ. 5 m. N.W. Builth. Ac. 4715. P. 341.

'IX. {Cil-Fargen\ South Wales, co. Carmarthen,
n. N.W. LlandUo-Fawr. Ac. 516. P. 58.—X.
icm-Dee\ co. Brecon, 11 m. N.W. Abergavenny.
. 10,068. P. 1056.—XI. (^Geneur-Glynn), co.

ligan, 4 m. N.E. Aberystwyth. Ac. 32,825.

:;y79.—XII. (Lethyr-Froedy, South Wales, co.

rdigan, 7 m. N.W. Tregaron. Ac. 8692. P. 1125.

XIII. (Nant-Braney, South Wales, co. and 7^m.
W. Brecon. Ac. 9161. P. 453.—XIV. {Nant-
tUan), CO. Radnor, 2J m. S.W. New-Radnor.
;. 8150. P. 348.—XV. {Penbedw), co. Cardigan,
ra. S.W. Newcastle-in-Emlyn. Ac. 2410.

287.—XVI. {Rhosicomy, South Wales, co.

irmarthen, 10 m. N.N.W. Llandeilo-Fawr.
:. 9012. P. 634.—XVII. {Rhydithony co. Rad-
ir, 10^ m. S.E. Rhayader. Ac. 3204. P. 378.—
yU.l.{Tal-Y-Llynn\ co. and4^m. E. Brecon. Ac.
33. P. 149.—XIX. (Tre'r-Beirddy North Wales,
. Anglesey, 2j^ m. E. Llanerchymedd. Ac. 1570.
350.—XX. (TynsylwyX same co., 4 m. N.

aumaris. Ac. 833. P. 54.—XXI. (Y-Bont-
xe«), South Wales, co. Glamorgan, 2j m. S.W.
jwbridge. P. 37.—XXII. {Y-Croddin /sq/and
chafy CO. Cardigan, 7 m. S.E. Aberystwyth.
c. 22,553, P. 2774.—XXIII. (J-Pennanty North
"ales, CO. Carnarvon, 4^ m. N.W. Tremadoc.
c. 8844. P. 753.—XXIV. North Wales, co.

erioneth, 8 m. S.W. Dolgelly. Ac. 8321. P.
)8.—XXV. {Ysceifiog), co. Anglesey, 6J m.
'.N.W. Bangor. Ac. 2889. P. 1026. Coal
lounds here.-XXVI. (Ystrad), South Wales,
>. Cardigan, 6J m. N.W. Lampeter. Ac. 7407.
. 1162.—XXVII. (r-7Vae<Aa«), North Wales, co.

[erioneth, 2J m. N. Harlech. Ac. 7567. P. 1687.

f-Llanffinnan, a pa., North Wales, co. Anglesey,
U m.E. Llangeffni. Ac. 1267. P. 138.—Llan-
i^tcyn, a pa.. North Wales, co. Anglesey, 8 m.
•E. Holyhead. Ac. 1265. P. 12S.—LlanJilo, a
a., South Wales, co. and 6 m. N.E. Brecon. Ac.
305. P. 263.—Llanfoist, a pa., England, co.

lonmouth, 1^ m. S.W. Abergavenny. Ac. 3288.
'. li72.—Llanfrothen, a pa, North Wales, co.

lerioneth, 4^ m. N.E. Tremadoc. Ac. 7482. P.
1
80.

—

Llanfugail, a pa., North Wales, co. Angle-
' sy, 5 m. E. Holyhead. Ac. 484. P. 121.—Z^an-
tvrog, two pas.. NorthWales.—I. co. Anglesey, 3J
1. N.E. Holyhead. Ac. 2017. P. 246.—II. co.

penbigh, adjoining the town of Ruthin. Ac.
1068. P. 1425.

—

Llanfyllin, a pari, bor., market
'own, & pa., North Wales, co. and 16| m. N.N.W.
lontgomery, on the Cain. Ac. 7963. P. of pa.
»80; do. of pari. bor. 1068. It has a union
yorkhouse, gaol, town-ball, and market-house.

It is a polling place for the co., and contributes
with Montgomery, Llanidloes, Machynlleth, New-
town, and Welshpool, in sending 1 member to
House of Commons.

—

Llanfynnyd, a pa.. South
Wales, CO. Carmarthen, 6 m. N.W. Llandeilo-
Fawr. Ac. 10,744. P. 1230.—Llanfymac/i, a pa..

South Wales, co. Pembroke, 8 m. S.W. Newcas-
tle-in-Emlyn. Ac. 6328. P. 934. Lead abounds
here.

—

Llangadfan^ a pa., North Wales, co. Mont-
gomery, 6J m. W.N.W. Llanfair. Ac. 16,929. P.
1028

—

Llangadock, a pa. and market town. South
Wales, CO. Carmarthen, on the Towy, 5J- m.
S.W. Llandovery. Ac 15,642. P. of pa. 2789.
The town has a church, and manufs. of coarse
woollens.

—

Llangalfo, a pa.. North Wales, co. An-
glesey, 4J m. N.W: Carnarvon. Ac. 1690. P. 122.—Llangain, a pa.. South Wales, co. and 34- m.
S.S.W. Carmarthen. Ac. 2660. P. 393.—X/a«-
gammarch, a pa., South Wales, co. Brecon, 7 m.
W.S.W. Builth. Ac. 11,748. P. 1078.—Llangan,
a pa.. South Wales, cos. Carmarthen and Pem-
broke, 5 m. N.E. Narberth. Ac. 4952. P. 641.—
Llanganna, a pa.. South Wales, co. Glamorgan, 3
m. N.N.W. Cowbridge. Ac. 1175. P. 223.—
Llanganten, a pa., South Wales, co. Brecon, 2 m.
W.N.W. Builth. Ac. 2258. P. Ib^.—Hangar, a
pa.. North Wales, co. Merioneth, 1^ m. S.W. Cor-
weu. Ac. 3578. P. 211.

—

Llangarran, a pa.,

England, co. Hereford, 5 m. W.S.W. Ross. Ac.
5605. P. 1215

—

Llanyasty-Talyllrif a pa.. South
Wales, on the Lake of Llangorse, co. and 6^ m.
E.S.E Brecon. Ac. 1233. P. Ud.—Llangathen,
a pa.. South Wales, co. Carmarthen, 3 miles W.
Llandeilo-Fawr. Ac. 5583. P. 977.

—

Llangaltock,
several pas., England, co. Monmouth.—I. includ-
ing the town of Caerleon. Ac. 2937. P. 1544.
—II. (LHngoed), 5J m. N.E. Abergavenny. Ac.
1926. P. 206.—liL (_Near UskX 3 m. S.S.E.
Abergavenny. Ac. 1613. P. 252.—IV. {Vibon-
^wZ), 3^ m. N.W. Monmouth. Ac. 4194. P. 497.

—V. a pa.. South Wales, co. and 13 m. S.E. Bre-
con. Ac. 9597. P. 5759. Lime and iron abound
here.

—

Llangedwyn, two pas., Wales.—I. co. Car-
marthen, 9 m. N.N.E. Narberth. Ac. 1834. P.
286.—II. CO. Denbigh, 8 m. S.W. Oswestry. Ac.
20,190. P. 529.—Llangefelnch, a pa.. South Wales,
CO. Glamorgan, 3J m. N.N.W. Swansea. Ac.
27,305. P. 13,219, employed in collieries and
copper works.
Llangefni, a pari, bor., town and pa. of North

Wales, CO. Anglesey, 15 m. E.S.E. Holyhead.
Ac. 2426. P. 1696. It is a poUing-place for tho
CO., and unites with Beaumaris, Amlwch, and
Holyhead, in sending 1 member to House of
Commons.

—

Llangeinor (on the Hills), a, pa.. South
Wales, CO. Glamorgan, 6^ m. N.N.E. Bridgend.
Ac. 6710. P. 363. Coal, iron, and limestone
abound here.

—

Llangeinwen, a pa.. North Wales,
CO. Anglesey, 2\ m. N.W. Carnarvon. Ac. 6388.

P. 913.

—

Llangeitho, a pa., South Wales, co. Car-
digan, 8J m. N.E. Lampeter. Ac. 2150. P. 463.—Llangeler, a pa.. South Wales, co. Carmarthen,
4 m. S.E. Newcastle-in-Emlyn. Ac. 7991. P.
1573.

—

Llangelynin, two pas.. North Wales.—I.

CO. Carnarvon, 2J m. S.S.W. Conwy. Ac. 2017.

P. 234.—II. CO. Merioneth, 6 m. S.S.W. Bar-
mouth. Ac. 11,004. P. 891.

—

Llangendeirn, a
pa., South Wales, co. and 5 m. S.E. Carmarthen.
Ac. 11,810. P. 2355. Coal, lime, iron, and mar-
ble are found here.

—

Llangennech, a pa., Soutli
Wales, CO. Canuarthen, 4 m. N.E. Llanelly. Ac.
2394. P. 922.—Llangennith, a pa.. South Wales,
CO. Glamorgan, 15 m. W.S.W. Swansea. Ac.
3479. P. 384.

—

Llangenny, a pa.. South Wales,
CO. Brecon, 2 m. S.E. Crickhowel. Ac 2783. P.
470.

—

Llangemyw, a pa.. North Wales, co. Den-
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high, 7 m. N.E. Llanrwst Ac. 7753. P. 1245.—
Llangeview, a pa., England, co. Monmouth, 1| m.
E. Usk. Ac. 1454. P. 159.

—

Llangian, a pa. of

North Wales, co. Carnarvon, &\ m. S.W. Pwll-
heli. Ac. 4835. P. 1088.—Liangibbi/, a pa. of

England, co. Monmouth, 2a m. S.W. Usk. Ac.
4443. P. 525.

—

Llangirriff, a pa. of North Wales,
CO. Montgomery, 4^ m. S.S.E. Llanidloes. Ac.
50,000. P. 164L—Llangristiolus, a pa. of North
Wales, CO. Anglesey, 3 m. S.E. LlangeffnL Ac.
3936. P. 881.—Llangoed, a pa. of North Wales,
CO. Anglesey, 2| m. N.N.E. Beaumaris. Ac. 1343.

P. 618.

—

Uangoedmawr, a pa. of South Wales, co.

and 1 m. S.K Cardigan. Ac. 4946. P. 902.

Llangollen, a market town and pa. of North
Wales, CO. Denbigh, on the Dee, 26 m. N.W.
Shrewsbury. Ac. 20,176. Pop. of pa. 5799.
The town, in a narrow vale, enclosed by lofty

mountains, is admired for its scenery. It has
manufs. of flannel. About one m. distant, on a
conical hill, are the ruins of Cadr Dinas Bx-an, a
castle of great antiquity. Four miles from the
town is the Cysylltaw aqueduct, a noble structure
of 19 arches, 126 feet in height, by which the
EUesmere canal is carried across the Dee.

—

Lian-
golmati, a pa., South Wales, co. Pembroke, 8 m.
N. Narberta. Ac. 2912. V. 282.—Llangorse, a pa.,

South Wales, co. and 6| m. E.S.E. Brecon. Ac.
2806. P. 414.

—

Llangoven, a pa., England, co. and
54 m. S.S.W. Monmouth. Ac. 1889. P. 137.—
Llangower, a pa., N. Wales, co. Merioneth, 3 m.
S.S.W. Bala. Ac. 5600. P. Mb.—Uangranog, a
pa.. South Wales, co. and 10 m. N.E. Cardigan.
Ac. 4383. P. 860.

—

LkmgtWL, a pa., England, co.

Monmouth, 9 m. N.N.W. Abei^avenny. Ac. 695.

P. 114.

—

LluTigwenllwyfo, a pa.. North Wales, co.

Anglesey, 3 m. S.E. Amlwch. Ac. 1756. P. 546.—Llangwillog, a pa.. North Wales, co. Anglesey,
3 m. S.E. Llanerch-y-medd. Ac. 2301. P. 207.—Llangwm, a pa., North Wales, co. Denbigh, 7^
m. N.W. Corwen. Ac. 10,578. P. 986.—IL a pa.

of England, co. Monmouth, 3J m. E. Usk. Ac.
3159. P. 385.—IIL a pa.. South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 4| m. S.E. Haverford-West. Ac 2434. P.
900.

—

Liangumodvl, a pa.. North Wales, co. Car-
narvon, ] 1 m. S.W. Pwllheli. Ac. 1243. P. 272.—Llarufwyfan, two pas., North Wales.—1. co.

Anglesey, 10 m. S.E. Holyhead. Ac. 1828. P.
200. Marble is obtained here.—II. co. and 5 m. E.
Denbigh. Ac. 1136. P. 246.

—

Llangwi/stenniti,a,

pa., North Wales, co. Carnarvon, 3 m. N.E. Conwy.
Ac. 1314. P. 674.

—

LlangybL, a pa.. North Wales,
CO. Carnarvon, 5i m. N\E. Pwllheli. Ac. 4519.

P. 622.

—

Llanggbi, a pa., S. Wales, co. Cardigan,
4 m. N.E. Lampeter. Ac. 1809. P. 292.—LZan-
gynello, a pa., South Wales, co. Radnor, 5 m. S.W.
Knighton. Ac. 5627. P. 599.

—

Llangyhafal, a pa.,

N. Wales, co. Denbigh, 3i m. N.E. Euthin. Ac.
2363. P. 497.

—

Llangynyllo, a pa^ South Wales,
CO. Cardigan, 4 m. N.E. Newcastle-in-Emlyn.
Ac. 3650. P. 587.

—

Uangynnog, two pas., South
Wales.—I. CO. and 6 m. S.W. Carmarthen. Ac.
4879. P. 717—II CO. Montgomery, 7| m. N.W.
Llaufyllin. Ac. 3223. P. 601. It has slate

quarries and lead mines.

—

Llangynog, a pa., Soiith
Wales, CO. Brecon, ^ m. S.W. Builth. Ac 1429.
P. 51.

—

Llangynwyd, a pa-, 8. Wales, co. Glamor-
gan, 7 m. N.N.W. Bridgend. Ac. 15,460. P. 7002.
It has iron mines and trade in grain.

—

Llangyni-
der, a pa.. South Wales, co. Brecon, 10 m. W.N.W.
Abergavenny. Ac. 13,908. P. 3594. Lime and
iron are obtained.

—

Llangnievj, a pa.. North Wales,
CO. Montgomery, 2i^ m. N.E. Llanfair. Ac. 4513.
P. 602.

—

lAanhary, a pa.. South Wales, co. Gla-
morgan, 4 m. N.N.E. Cowbridge. Ac. 3050. P.
299.

—

Llanhetmock, a pa., England, co. Monmouth,

IJ m.N.E.Caerleon. Ac 1506. P. 228.—Llanhikc
a pa., England, co. Monmouth, 10 m. N.W. Us
Ac 2013. P. 102().—Llankir, a pa., South W«k

;

CO. Eadnor, 7 m. S.E. Khayader. Ac 5901.
744.

—

Llanhowel, a pa., S. Wales, co. Pemlmdiij

3J m. E.N.E. St David's. Ac 1381. P. 184..-)

Llanidaru, a pa., North Wales, co. Anglesey,
m. N.N.E. Carnarvon. Ac. 4645. P. 1323.
Llanidloes, a pari, and municipal bor., tow

and pa. of North Wales, co. and 19 m. W.S.\,
Montgomery on the Severn. Ac 15,790. P.ofpr
3987; do. of parliamentaiy bor. 3127. AIL 553:
It has manufs. of flannel and other woollen stufls

The bor. unites with Montgomery, Llanfyllir

Machynlleth, Newtown, and Welshpool, in sen:
ing 1 member to H. of C.

—

Uaniestyn^ two pa«
North Wales.—I. co. Anglesey, 2 m. N.W. Beaj
maris. Ac 1663. P. 212.—II. co. Carnarvon,
m. S.W. Pwllheli. Ac 4256. P. 1012.—Z,/antocn
a pa.. South Wales, co. Brecon, 2 m S.W. Haj
Ac. 9256. P. 484.

—

Llanilar, a pa.. South Walt s

CO. Cardigan, 5 m. S.E. Aberystwyth. Ac 64C3
P. 947.

—

Llanillid, a pa., S. Wales, co. Glamorgar
4 m. N.N.W. Cowbridge. Ac. 1574. P. 160.-

,

LlaniTio, a pa.. South Wales, co. Cardigan, 14 it

N.W. Lampeter. Ac. 1998. P. 498.—Lfenwa* 1

a pa., S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, 4 m. N. Cardif
Ac. 2915. P. 449.

—

Llanishen, a pa. of Englacc
CO. and 4| m. S.S.W. Monmouth. Ac. 1742. E

320.

—

Llanllawddog, a pa.. SouthWales, co. and >> I

m. N.N.E. Carmarthen. Ac. 7013. P. 696.—i&r*

!

llawer, a pa., S. Wales, co. Pembroke, 2 m. E.S.E
Fishguard. Ac. 1202. P. Ill.—Llanlleckid, api
North Wales, co. Carnarvon, 3^ m. S.E. Bangc?
Ac 18,111. P. 7346. It has slate quanies.—IfaR
lleonwell, a pa,, N. Wales, co. Brecon, 6 m.W.S.'^V
Builth. Ac2900. P. 250.—i/a«Wowe«, a pa., Engl
CO. Monmouth, IJ m. S.S.E. Usk. Ac. 796. P. i',—Llanllugan, a pa., N. Wales, co. Montgomery,
m. S.W. Llanfair. Ac 3945. P. 804.—Uan
Uwchaim, two pas. of Wales.—I. co. Cardigan, I

m. S. Aberystwyth. Ac 3249. P. 1976.—li
CO. Montgomery, 1 m. N.E. Newton. Ac. 23S'.

P. 4426.

—

Llanllumy, a pa.. South Wales, co. Cat

digan, 9 m. S.W. Lampeter. Ac 6624. P. 77 (—Llanllyffni, a pa.. North Wales, co. and 6J n
S. Caruai-von. Ac. 7521. P. 2362. Slate, manga
nese, and copper are foimd here.

—

Llanmadoek,
pa., S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, 14 m. W. Swanses
Ac. 6727. P. 225.

—

Llanmartin, a pa., Englanc
CO. Monmouth, 3^ m. E.S.E. Caerleon. Ac. 941

P. 181.

—

Uanmarewic, a pa., N. Wales, co. Mont
gomery, 3j m. N.E. Newton. Ac 978. P. W—Llanmaes, a pa., South Wales, co. Glamorgai

3J m. S.S.W. Cowbridge. Ac 1085. P. 164.

-

Llannefydd, a pa^ N. Wales, co. and 5J m. NT/
Denbigh. Ac. 7444. P. 1136.

—

Llannon, a pa^ ;i

Wales, CO. Carmarthen, 6 m. N.E. Llanelly. At

11,446. P. 1656, partly employed in coal and in'

mines.

—

Llannor, a pa.. North Wales, co. Camai
von, 2 m. N.W. Pwllheli. Ac 5553. P. 1023.-

Llanover, a pa., Engl., co. Monmouth, 3J m. S.i

Abergavenny. Ac. 4742. P. 4290.

—

Llanrhait

dar-in-Kinmerch, a pa.. North Wales, co. and 3 n

S.E. Denbigh. Ac 16,976. P. 1888.—LlanrhaM
dar-y-MochTUint, a pa., N. Wales, co. Denbigh, 4

m. N. Llanfyllin. Ac 23,294. P. 2304. Pistyl

Ehaidar, a fine waterfall, is in this pa.

—

Uai
rhian, a pa.. South Wales, co. Pembroke, 6i i'

N.E. St David's. Ac. 3683. P. 1017.—I/o:i

rhidian, two pas., S. Wales.—I. co. Glamoi^^
10 m. W.S.W. Swansea. Ac 22,064. P. 199

Copper ore and limestone are wrought in this p

;

—II. CO. Pembroke, 7^ m. N.E. St David's. J

184.

—

Llanrhychwyn, a pa., North Wales, co. Ca;

narvon, 2 m.N.W. Llanrwst. P. 532, employt
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1 large slate quarries.

—

Llanrhydd, a pa., North
l''ales, CO. Denbigh, including a part of the town
f Kuthin. P. 965.

—

Llanrhyddlad, a pa., North
;iles, CO. Anglesey, 5| m. N.E. Holyhead. Ac.

;79. P. 790.

—

Llonvhystyd, a pa., S. Wales, co.

ardigan, 8 m. S.W. Aberystwyth. Ac. 8770. P.

538.

—

Llanrhywydrus, a pa , N.Wales, co. Angle-

y, 7i m. W. Amlwch. Ac. 1143. P. 136.—Llan-
Uhall, a pa., Engl., co. Hereford, 4^ m. N.N.W.
[onmouth. Ac. 1630. P. 107.

Llano, a co., U. S., N. America, Texas. P.

1 17 free, 54 slaves.

Llanos, vast steppes or plains of S. America,
liiefly in the basin of the Oiinoco. Covered with
ixuriant grass and drifting sand, grazed by im-
lense herds of cattle. The inhabitants are shep-
crds, called Llaneros.

Llanquihue, a province of the republic of

hile. Created by an edict of the Chilian go-
ernment, of date Oct. 1861. It comprises the

id colony of the same name, the dep. of Osomo,
1 prov. Valdivia, and the dep. of Carelmapu, in

10 prov. Chilog. Areaabout 4600 sq. m. P. 3826.

LLANiiWST, a mkt. town and pa.. North Wales,
-. Denbigh and Carnarvon, on both sides of

Conway, here navigable for vessels of 60 tons,

7 m. W.S.W. Denbigh. Ac. 22,918. Pop. of pa.
;i93. The town, in a spacious vale, has a church,

1 elegant bridge of three arches, constructed in

!6 from a design of Inigo Jones, & the tomb of

gi'eat Llewellyn, last Celtic prince of Wales,
ith a manuf. of Welsh harps, and in the vicinity

lines of the purest lead ore.

—

Llansadwm, two
as., Wales.—I. co. Anglesey, 3 m. W. Beau-
lai-is. Ac. 2891. V. ^\d.—II. {Lower k UpperX
luth Wales, co. Carmarthen, 2 m. N.N.W.
;langaddock. Ac. 7064. P. im^.—Llansad-
rnen, a pa. of South Wales, co. Carmarthen, IJ
i.S.W. Llaugharne. Ac. 1644. P. IQi.—Llan-
lirUffraed, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 6i m.
.E. Brecon. Ac. 2247. P. 255.

—

Llansaintjfi-aidi

3veral pas. of Wales.—L N.Wales, co. Denbigh,
J m, S.E. Conway. Ac. 6726. P. 1304.—II. co.

lioutgomery, 5 m. E.N.E. Llanfyllin. Ac. 6065.
'. 1255.—III. {Glynn-Ceiriog), same co., 2 m.
S.W. Llangollen. Ac. 2612. P. 738.—IV.

'ilyn-Dydwy), co. Merioneth, 2 m. E. Corwen.
e. 693. P. 161.—V. {In-Elvel), co. Radnor, 5 m.
;.E. Builth. Ac. 4000. V.Md.—Llansaintfread,
pa., England, co. Monmouth, 4| m. S.E. Aber-
avenny. Ac. 289. P. 16.—Llansamkt, a pa., S.
Vales, CO. Glamorgan, 3J m. N.N.E. Swansea.
".c. 8835. P. 5103. It has coal and copper mines.
-Llansannan, a pa., N. Wales, co. and 8 m.
V.S.W, Denbigh. Ac. 14,973. P. 1256.—iZaw-
mnior, a pa., S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, 2 m. N.
lowbridge. Ac. 1798. P. 197.—Llansaniffread,
pa., S. Wales, co. Cardigan, 14 m. N.W. Lam-
eter. Ac. 5443. P. 1309.—Llansawel, a pa. and
mall market town, S. Wales, co. Carmarthen, 9
1. N. Llandeilo-Fawr. Ac. 10,017. P. of pa.
003.

—

IJansilyn, a pa., England and N. Wales,
OS. Denbigh and Salop, 5 m. S.W. Oswestry. Ac.
2,731. P. 2002.—Llansoy, a pa., Engl., co. Mon-
aouth,4^m. E.N.E. Usk. Ac.l410. P. 168.—Llan-
oydthid, a pa., S. Wales, co. and 2J m. W.S.W.
irecon. Ac. 8435. P. AQ^.—Llanstadwell, a pa. of
Wales, CO. Pembroke, 3J m. E. Milford. Ac.

971. P. 1745.

—

Llanstepkan, two pas., S. Wales.
-L CO. and 7 m. S.S.W. Carmarthen. Ac. 6710.
'. 1299._IL CO. Radnor, 7 m. S.E. Builth. Ac.
i07. P. 231.

—

Llanstinan, a pa., S. Wales, co.
;^mbroke, 2 m. S. Fishguard. Ac. 1579. P.
i-—IJantheicy, several pas. of England.—I.

I'^'jtherch\ co. Monmouth, 3^ m. S.E. Aberga-
^'uny. Ac. 2187. P. 339.—II. (Skirrif), 3^ m.

N.E. Abergavenny. Ac. 1060. P. 88.—IIL
iVach), 4 m. S.W. Usk. Ac. 1350. P. 172.—
Llanthony-Ahhey. [Cwmyoy.]—Llantilio (Gros-
senny), a pa., England, co. Monmouth, 8 m.
W.N.W. Monmouth. Ac. 5951. P. 748.—IL
{Pertholey), same co., 2 m. N.N.E. Abergavenny.
Ac. 6859. P. 98i.—Llaniood, a pa., S. Wales,
CO. Pembroke, 3 m. S.S.W. Cardigan. Ac. 1792.
P. 264.

—

Llantrissaint, a pa., N.Wales, co. Angle-
sey, 6 m. W. Llanerchymedd. Ac. 4447. P. 488.

—II. a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, 2f m. S.E.
Usk. Ac. 2762. P. 308.

Llaktrissent, a pari, bor., town, and pa. of S.

Wales, CO. Glamorgan, 8 m. N.W. Cardiff. Ac.
16,669. P. of pa. 6492 ; do. of bor. 1493. Coal,

iron, and lead are wrought in the pa. It is the
seat of quarter-sessions for the hundred. The
pari. bor. unites with Cardiff and Cowbridge in

sending 1 member to House of Commons.

—

Llan-
tritkyd, a pa., S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, 3 m.
E.S.E. Cowbridge. Ac. 1391. P. 204. Lead,
calamine, and manganese are found here.

—

Llanuwch-y-Lynn, a pa., N.Wales, co. Merioneth,
5 m. S.S.W. Bala. Ac. 12,000. P. 1145.—Llan-
vaches, a pa., England, co. Monmouth, 7 m. S.S.E.
Usk. Ac. 2108. P. 235.

—

Llanvair, three pas.,

England.

—

i (Biscoed), co. Monmouth, 7 m.
E.N.E. Caerieon. Ac. 1986. P. 187.—IL (Kil-
gidiii), same co., 5} m. N.N.W. Usk, Ac. 1801.

P. 296.—III. {Waterdine), co. Salop, 4 m. N.N.W.
Knighton. Ac. 7720. P. 611.

—

Llanvapley, a pa.,

England, co. Monmouth, 4 m. E. Abergavenny.
Ac. 819. P. 156.

—

Llanvetherine, a pa., England,
CO. Monmouth, 4i m. N.E. Abergavenny. Ac.
2153. P. 222.

—

Llanvihangel, several pas., Eng-
land, CO. Monmouth.—I. (near Roggief), 64- m.
S.W. Chepstow. Ac. 557. P. 36.—II. (near Usk),

7i m. N.W. Usk. Ac. 385. P. 112.—III. (Cru-
comey), 4^ m. N.N.E. Abergavenny. Ac. 3264.

P. 479.—IV. Llantamam, 2f m. N.W. Caerieon.
Ac. 4092. P. 1301.—V. (Pont-y-Moile), 4| m. W.
Usk. Ac. 1661. P. 300.—VI. (Tor-y-Mynydd),

5J m. N.E. Usk. Ac. 1031. P. 197.—VII.
(Ystem-LlewerrCy, 5 m. N.W. Monmouth. Ac.
1864. P. 183.

—

Llanvrechva, a pa., England, co.

Monmouth, 2J m. N.N.W. Caerieon. Ac. 4320.

P. 2554.

—

Llamoame, a pa., England, co. Here-
ford, 6i m. N.W. Ross. Ac. 2469. P. 383.—
Llanwenarth, a pa., England, co. Monmouth, IJ
m. W.N.W. Abergavenny. Ac. 5340. P. 2326.—Llanwenllwfo, a maritime pa., N. Wales, co.

Anglesey, 3 m. S.E. Amlwch. Ac. 1766. P. 646.

Llanwenog, a pa., S. Wales, co. Cardigan, 6 m.
S.W. Lampeter. Ac. 10,720. P. Ib21.—Llanwem,
a pa., England, co. Monmouth, 2| m. S.E. Caer-
ieon. Ac. 701. P. 16.

—

Llanwinio, a pa., S.

Wales, CO. and 11 m. N.W. Carmarthen. Ac.
7169. P. 944.

—

Llanwnda, two pas., Wales.—I.

CO. and 2J m. S. Carnarvon. Ac. 11,459. P.
1660.—II. CO. Pembroke, 2J m. N.W. Fishguard.
Ac. 5701. P. 1138.

—

Llanwnen, a pa., S. Wale.s,

CO. Cardigan, 3 m. S.W. Lampeter. Ac. 2480. P.
344.

—

Llanwnog, a pa., N. Wales, co. Montgomery,
6^ m. W.N.W. Newton. Ac. 10,701. P. 1631.—Llanwonno, a pa., S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, 1\
m. N.N.W. Llantrissaint. Ac. 13,013. P. 8702.—Llanwrda, a pa., S. Wales, 4 m. S.W. Llando-
very. Ac. 4441. P. 611.

—

Llamcrin, a pa., N.
Wales, CO. Montgomery, 3} m. N.E. Machynlleth.
Ac. 10,351. P. 720.—LlanwHhwl, a pa., S. Wales,
CO. Brecon, 9 m. N.W. Builth. Ac. 18,861. P.
556.

—

Llanwrtyd, a pa., S. Wales, co. Brecon, 12
m. N.N.W. Builth. Ac. 11,335. P. 607.—i/«n-
wyddellan, a pa., N. Wales, co. Montgomery, 6i
m. N.N.W. Newtown. Ac. 3784. P. i76.-Llan-
wyddyn (with Comoy), a pa., N. Wales, co. Mont-
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gomery, 9J m. W. Llanfyllin. Ac. 20,190. P.

629.

—

Llanyblodwell, a pa., England, co. Salop,

di m. S.W. Oswesti-y. Ac. 4694. P. 1008.—
lAanychaiarru, a pa;, S. Wales, co. Cardigan, 15

m. N.W. Lampeter. Ac. 4181. P. bBO.—Llani/-
ckatu, a pa. N., Wales, co. Denbigh, 2i m. N.
Euthin. Ac. 566. P. 107.

—

Llanychare, a pa., S.

Wales, CO. Pembroke, 2i m. S.E. Fishguard. Ac.
2063. P, 194.

—

Llanchclwydog, a pa., S. Wales,
CO. Pembroke, 4 m. S.E. Fishguard. Ac. 2283.

P. 206.

—

Llanycrwys, a pa., S. Wales, co. Carmar-
then, 3i m. S.E. Lampeter. Ac. 3379. P. 524.—
Llanyddausaint, a pa., N. Wales, co. Anglesey, 5

m. W. Llanerchymedd. Aa 2011. P. 565.—
Lianygtoyrddon or LlangioyrgoorUi a pa., S.Wales,
CO. Cardigan, 8 m. S.E. Aberystwyth. Ac. 3846.

P. 657.

—

Llanykevan, a pa., S. Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 6 m. N.N.W. Narberth. Ac. 2684. P.

416.

—

LlanykiL, a pa., N. Wales, co. Merioneth,
on the Bala lake, and including the town of Bala.

Ac. 12,868. P. 2S83.—Llanybytker, a pa., S.

Wales, CO. Carmarthen, 4^ m. S.W. Lampeter.
Ac. 10,031. P. nSL—Llany-Mowddwy, a pa., N.
Wales, CO. Merioneth, 4 m. N.E. Diuas-Mowddwy.
Ac. 15,290. P. 595.

—

Llanymynecfu, a pa., Eng-
land and N. Wales, cos. Denbigh, Salop, and
Montgomery, 6J m. S.W. Oswestry^ Ac. 2504.

P. 951.

—

Llanynys, two pas. of Wales.—I. co.

Brecon, 2 a m. W.S.W. Builth. Ac. 2250. P.
1.52.—IL N. Wales, co. Denbigh 3J m. N.N.W.
liuthin. Ac. 4921. P. 723.

—

Lldnystindwy, a
pa. of North Wales, co. Carnarvon, 7 ni. N.E.
Pwllheli. Ac. 6780. P. WIQ.—Llanywern, a
pa. of South Wales, co. and 4 m. E. Brecon.

Ac. 1430. P. 139,

Llawhdden, South Wales. [Lawhaden.J
Llechcynfarwydd, a pa. oi North Wales,

CO. Anglesey, 9 m. S.E. Holyhead. Ac. 1964.

P. 366.

Llechylched, a pa. of North Wales, co.

Anglesey, 7J m. S.E, Holyhead. Ac. 1783.

P. 635.

Llerena, a town of Spain, prov. and 62 m. S.E.

Badajoz. P. 6022. Near it, the troops under
Combermere routed the French in 1812.

—

Lhrs
is a market town, prov. and 22 m. N.N.E.
Gerona,

Llivia, Jidia Livia, a town of Spain, prov.
Lerida, in the Pyrenees, 4 m. N.E. Puycerda.
Llobregat, a river, Spain, Catalonia, enters

the Mediterranean, 3 m. S. Barcelona, after a S.

course of 80 m. Affls., the Cardener and Piera,

Lloret, a marit. town of Spain, prov. and 26
m. S. Gerona, on the Mediterranean. P. 2998.
Lloughor (Leiicarum), a pari, bor., town, and

pa., S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, on the river of

same name, 6J m. W.N.W. Swansea, with which
it communicates by railway. Ac. 3999. Pop. of

pa. 1238 ; do. of bor. 876. It has zinc works, and
exports of coal. Vessels of 200 tons approach the
wharf. The bor. unites with Swansea, Aberavon,
Kenfig, and Neath, in sending one member to

House of Commons.
Lix>wes, a pi. of South Wales, co. Eadnor, 2

m. W. Hay. Ac. 3319. P. 324.

Llumayor, a town of the inland Majorca,
MediteiTanean Sea, 17 m. E.S.E. Palmas. P. 7112.
It has manufactures of woollens and linens.

Llwchwk or LouGHOR, a small river of South
Wales, separating cos. of Carmarthen and Gla-
morgan, length 22 miles.
Llysfaen, a pa. of North Wales;, cos. Car-

narvon and Denbigh, 3 m. W. Abergele. Ac.
1900. P. 908. Lime abounds here.
Llysvaen, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamor-

gan, 5 m. N.N.E. Cardiff. Ac. 1338. P. 226.

Llyswex, a pa. of South Wales, co. Breeot

6J m. S.W. Hay. Ac. 2067. P. 226.

Llyswokni, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamoii
gan, 2| m. S.E. Cowbridge. Ac. 897. P. 184.
Llysyfran, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Pembrok.

8 m. N.N.W. Haverford-West Ac. 1466. P. W<[
Llyweli., a pa. of South Wales, co. and 11 1

m. W.N.W. Brecon. Ac. 22,295. P. 1503.

Lo (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep, 1
Manche, cap. cant. P. 9810.

Loanda, an island of S.W. Africa, immediatel}'

off the coast of Angola, and opposite the town (i

St Paul de Loan da. Length 18 m., breadth 1 m
LoANGO, a country of S.W. Africa, extending

along the coasts of the Atlantic, from the equatco

to the river Zaire, which separates it from Congo
on the S. Surface flat and fertile on the coast $

interior unknown. The inhabitants make basket?!

mats, and wooden wares, and build good boats anc
canoes at Kabrida on the Congo. Trade is fr&i

The country is governed by chiefs or absoluU.

monarchs, whose principal revenue is derive^

from the sale of slaves. [Angola—Bexguela—
CoNGO.]

—

ZjOango, the chief town, is situated it

lat. 4° 39' S., Ion. 12° 17' E. The houses ait

shaded by palm and plantain trees, and the towr
is said to be 10 m. in circumference. Pop. witli

suburbs 20,000. The Bay ofLoango is rockyaco
dangerous.
LoANHEAD, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 6 ni

S.S.E. Edinburgh, pa. Lasswade. P. 1310, mostlj

employed in the collieries of the vicinity.

LoANO (Ital. Lovano), a marit. town of Nortl

Italy, prov. Genoa, circ. and 5 m. N.E. Albengi
on the Gulf of Genoa, cap. mand., surrounded b)

high walls with a castle. Manufs. soap and blacl

lace. The scene of first victory of French Re-

publicans over Austrians, Nov. 1795. P. 3358.

LoBAU, an isl. of Lower Austria, in the Danuh;
5 m. E.S.E. Vienna, and wliere the French, ii:

1809, remained intrenched for six weeks, betweer

the battles of Gross-Aspem and Wagram.
LoBAU, a town of Saxony, circ. and 12 ni

E.S.E. Bautzen, with a station on the Saxon^

Silesian Eailway. P. 4107. Near it are raineni

springs, and crystals are found, which are knowr
by the name of ' Lobau diamonds.'
LoBAU (Pol. Lvbawdy, a town, W. Prussia, gov

and 38 m. E.S.E. Marienwerder, cap. circ^ oi

two small rivers. P. 3450. It is enclosed by wisJls

and has a convent, and manufs. of woollen clotli

LoBBEKiCH, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov
DUsseldorf, 7 m. W.S.W. Kempen. P. 880

Manufs. of wooUens, ribbons, and velvet.

LoBBES, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov

and 10 m. S.W. Charleroi, onl. b. of the Sambro
P. 1950. The scene of an engagement betweet

the French and Austrians in May 1794.

LoBEDA, a town of Saxe-Weimar, principality

Weimar, on the Saale, 3 m. S. Jena. P. 802.

LobejOn, a walled town of Prussian Saxony
gov. and 20 m. N.W. Mersebui^. P. 2660.

LoBENDAU, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, cir'5

and 36 m. N.N.E. Leitmeritz. P. 1835.

LoBEN.sTEiN, the Cap. town of the principalitj

Reuss-Schleiz, Central Germany, on the rivt'

Limnitz, here joined by the Kosel, 12 m. S.S.^

Schleiz. P. 4250. It has manufs. of woollens. -

LoB-NOB, a lake of Chinese Turkestan, W. tt*

Desert of Gobi, forming perhaps the most de-

pressed portion of the great Continental basin d

Central Asia, in lat. 40° 50' N., Ion. 88° 30' to SH

30' E., and which receives from the W. the rivt;

Erguo Gol from Yarkand. Length 6 miles.

LoBos Islands, two small groups of rockj

islands in the Pacific Ocean, off the coast i'

I
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^eni.—I. Lohos de Affuera, in lat. 6° 56' S., Ion.
;Qo 44' -^^ It is 3 m. long.—IL Lobos de Tien-a,

n lat. 6° 29' S., Ion. 81° 10' W. These islands

vere known and celebrated for their rich stores

if guano, and described in Acosta's Hist. Nat. de

as Tndias, 1590.

LoBOsiTZ or LoBOSCYZE, a town of Austria,

loheraia, circ. and 4 m. W.S.W. Leitmeritz, on
. b. of the Elbe. P. 1150.

LoBSEXS (Pol. Lobzeniko), a town of Prussian

'oland, gov. and 34 m. W.N.W. Bromberg, on the

iibsonka. P. 2720. Manufs. woollen cloth.

LoBURG, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. and
,s m. E. Magdeburg, on the Ehle. P. 1950.

LoCANA, a comm. and town of North Italy,

irov. Turin, circ. and 25 m. W. Ivrea, cap. mand.,

<n the 1. b. of the Oreo. P. 5161.

LoCAPiLLY, a town of India, Nizam's dom., 79

a. W.S.W. Hyderabad.
Locarno, a town of Switzerland, cant. Ticino,

f which it is one of the three caps., on the Lago
' iggiore, near its N. extremity, 8 ra. S.W.
linzona. P. 2834. Its appearance is wholly
ilian; its Protestant inhabitants, expelled in

"i3, helped mainly to establish the flourishing

Ic manufactories at Zurich.

Locate, two vills. of N. Italy.—I. prov. and
! c. Corao. P. 1270.—II. {di Trinlziy, prov. and
0. Milan, on the 1. b. of the Lambro. P. 2091.

LoccuM, a market town of Hanover, prov. Ca-
iiberg, 26 m. W.N.W. Hanover. P. 1566.

LoCHABER, a wild and mountainous district of

Scotland, co. Inverness, iu the vicinity of Lochs
.innhe, Leven, and Eil.

Loch Achray. [Achray.] For all other
rticles having the prefix Loch, not given below,

CO the additional title.

Locii Alsh, a pa. of Scotland, W. coast of co.

loss, separated from isle of Skye by a sea loch
T narrow sound of the same name. Area about
)5,000 ac. P. 2413.
LoCHANBKECK, a vilL, Scotl., CO. Kirkcudbright,
ar New Galloway. Miu. wells much frequented.

Lochar Moss, a morass of Scotland, co. Dum-
lies, extending from the Solway Firth, N.W
uto the pa. of Dumfries. Length 10 m, ; breadth
;rom 2 to 3 miles.

Loch Broom, a pa. of Scotland, W. coast of

;o. Ross, on a deep inlet of the same name, on
[Which stands the village of Ullapool (P. 908.) P.
1862.

—

Loch Broom is an extensive arm of the sea,

between the cos. Boss and Cromarty. Lat. 58°

N. ; Ion. 50° 15' W. ; containing numerous islands,

16 m. long. Little Loch Broom is an inlet on the
S. side, 9 m. long.

Lochcarron, a pa. of Scotland, co. Eoss, on
an inlet of the ocean of same name, about 37 m.
W.N.W. Fort Augustus. P. 1592.
LocHEE, a town of Scotland, co. Forfar, pas.

Liff and Dundee, 1J m. N.W. Dundee, in the pai-1.

bounds of which bor. it is comprised. P. 6683.
Loch Eil, a dist. of Scotland, forming the ex-

treme N. part of CO. Ai^yle.—II. an inlet of the
Atlantic, bounding the above on the S. It is 21
m. in length, and receives the river Dochy on its

E. shore. Entrance to Caledonian Canal.
LocHEM, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Gelderlaud, cap. cant, 9 m. E. Zutphen. P. 1580.
LoCHES, ImcMo, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Indre-et-Loire, cap. arr., on the Indre, 24 m.
S.E. Tours. P. 5267. Manufs. woollen and paper.
LoCHGAU, a vill. of Wurtemburg, circ. Neckar,

'dist. Besigheim. P. 1600.
Loch-Gelly, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, pa.

Auchterderran, 7 m. E.N.E. Dunfermline. P. 1629.
Lochgilphead, a vill. of Scotland, co. Argyle,

pa. Glassary, on Loch Gilp, a branch of Loch
Fyne, about 19 m. W.S.W. luverary. P. of

town 1674. It has a branch bank, and steam
communication with Glasgow.
Lochgoilhead & KiLMORicii, a mountainous

pa. of Scotland, co. Argyle, on Loch Goil, a small
branch of Loch Long, 10 m. E.S.E. Inverary.

P. 702.

LocHix\'AR, a lake of Scotland, stewartry Kirk-
cudbright, pa. Dairy, 3 m. in circumference.
LocHiNVAR, a post town of New South Wales,

CO. Northumberland, on Port Hunter Rail. P. 457.

LoCHLEE, a mountainous pa. of Scotland, co.

Forfar, 17 m. N.W. Brechin. Area 104 sq. m.
P. 495. It takes its name from a lake in its centre.

LocHMABE^N, a royal pari. bor. and pa. of
Scotland, co. and 8 m. E.N.E. Dumfries. Ac.
11,367. P. of pa. 3087, of bor. 1544. It has a pa.

church and a town-house. It unites with Dum-
fries, Annan, Kirkcudbright, and Sanquhar, in

sending 1 member to House of Commons.
LocH-NA-GAR, one of the Grampian moun-

tains, Scotland, co. Aberdeen, pas. Crathie and
Braemar. Elevation 3777 feet above the sea.

LocHRUTTON, a pa. of Scotland, stewartry
Kirkcudbright, 5 m. W.S.W. Dumfries. Ac. 7561.

P. 677. It has a flue lake.

LocHS, a pa. of Scotland, co. Eoss, Isle of

Lewis, on an inlet on its E. coast. Includes
vills. of Balallan, Grurer, Leurbost, and North
Shawbost. P. 4901.

LocHwiKNOCH or LocHiNOCH, a pa. and vill.

of Scotland, co. Eenfrew, with a station on the
Glasgow and Ayr Rcvilway, 9 m. W.S.W. Paisley.

Ac. 19,877. P. of pa. 3821, partly employed in

cotton manufactures ; do. of vill. 1910. The flne

lake of Castle Semple, in this pa., fed by the river

Calder, covers 200 ae. In its vicinity is a magnetic
rock, and a copper mine is wrought at Kaime.
LocHY (Loch), a lake of Scotland, co. Inver-

ness, dist. Lochaber, forming one of the chain of

lakes of the Great Caledonian Glen. Length
about 10 m., breadth 1 m. [Glen More.1—IL
Lochy river has a S.W. course of about 10 m.
At its junction with Loch Eil is Fort William ; a
little above is Inverlochy Castle. Chief affluent,

the Spean. Length 35 m.—III. a small river, co.

Perth, in the vale of Glenlochy, after a course of

16 m. joins the Dochart near the junction of the
latter with Loch Tay.
Locke, a township of the U. S., North America.

New York, 18 m. S. Auburn. P. 1478. Loch
Haven is a vill. of Pennsylvania, cap. co. Clinton,

107 m. N.W. Harrisburg.
Lockenhaus, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co.

Eisenburg, dist. Guns. P. 1320.

LoCKERBY, a market town of Scotland, co.

Dumfries, pa. Dryfesdale, on the Carlisle and
Glasgow Railway, 10 m. N.N.W. Annan. P. 1709.

It is noted for the largest lamb fair in Scotland.

LocKERLEY, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4J
m. N.W. Romsey. Ac. 1729. P. 581.

Locking, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, h\ m.
W.N.W. Axbridge. Ac. 1016. P. 152.

Lockinge, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 2 m.
E.S.E. Wantage. Ac. 2822. P. 318.

LocKiNGTON, two pas. of England.— I. co.

Leicester, 7 m. N.W. Loughborough. Ac. 2135.

P. 571.—II. CO. York, E. Riding, with a station

on the Hull and Scarboro' Eailway, 6 m. N.N.W.
Beverley. Ac. 3200. P. 486.

LocKPORT, a town of the U. S., North America,
New York, on the Erie Canal, the locks of which,
20 m. N.E. Buffalo, afford immense water power.
P. (1860) 13,523. It has 12 churches, manufs. of

woollens and cottons, and numerous saw and
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floiir mills. In the vicinity are extensive lime
and sandstone quairies.

LocKWooD, a township of England, co. York,
West Eiding, pa. Almondbury, IJ m. S.S.W.
Huddersfield. Ac. 804 P. 6755. It is frequented
for its medicinal waters.

LocLE (LeX a town of Switzerland, cant, and
30 m. N.W. Neuchatel, on the French frontier.

Pop. 9301, the men chiefly employed in watch-
making, the women in lace manufactures.
Locmaria, a comra. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, at the extremity of the peninsula
Quiberon, cant Belle-Isle. P. 1784
Locmariaquer, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Morbihan, 23 m. S.E. L'Orient. Pop. 2056,
engaged in oyster fisheries.

Locmine, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Morbihan, 14 m. S.S.E. Pontivy. P. 2486.

LocoJf, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Pas-
de-Calais, arr. and cant. Bethune. P. 15»4.

Loco RoTONDO, a town of South Italy, prov.
and 38 m. S.S.E. Bari, cap. circ. P. 5763.
LoDDiNGTOX, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Leicester, 6J m. W.N.W. Uppingham. Ac. 1840.

P. 142.—II. CO. Northampton, 3 m. W. Kettering.
Ac. 1224. P. 289.

LoDDiswELL, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 9J
m. W.S.W, Dartmouth. Ac. 3568. P. 899.

LoDDON, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. Norfolk, 10 m. S.E. Norwich. Ac. of pa. 3020.

P. 1153.—II. a river, rises in co. Hants, near Al-
dershot, and flows N.N.E. through co. Berks, into

the Thames near Wargrave. Length 30 m.

—

III. a river, co. Hereford, tributary to the Frome.
LoDDON or Yarra, a river of Australia, Vic-

toria, flows N.W. and joins the Murray river.

Lodeinoje-Pole:, an inland town of Russia,

gov. and 33 m. S.S.E. Olonetz, cap. circ, on the
Svir. P. 1000. It is famous as the place where
the nucleus of the Russian navy was formed

;

its earliest frigates and sloops having been built

here by Peter the Great.

Loders or Lothers, a pa. of England, co.

Dorset, 2 m. N.E. Bridport. Ac 224L P. 1053.

Lodeve, Luteva, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Herault, cap. arr., on the Ergue, 32 m.
W.N.W. Montpellier. P. 11,864. It is enclosed
by walls, and has a cathedral. Manufactures of
woollen cloths for the army. Birthplace of Car-
dinal Fleury.
LoDi, a city of N. Italy, Lombardy, cap. circ.

Lodi and Crema, on rt. b. of the Adda, 19 m. S.
Milan. P. (1861) 19,562. It was founded in the
year 1158 by the Emperor Frederick i., and is en-
closed by walls. Principal edifices, a cathedral, 18
other churches, an hospital, and a theatre. It is

a bishop's see, the seat of a gymnasium, imperial
diocesan and other schools, a normal school
ounded by Joseph n., orphan and foundling
asylums, a public library, pawn bank, manufac-
tures of linens, silks, porcelain, chemical pro-
ducts, and an active trade, especially in Panne-
san cheese, for the making of which about 80,000
cows are set apart. On the 10th of May 1796,
Napoleon i. gained a decisive victory over the
Austrians here.

—

Lodi Vecchio or Old Lodi (^Law
Pompeia) is a decayed vill., prov. Milan, 4 m.
W. Lodi. It was founded by the father of Pom-
pey the Great, and ruined by the Milanese in
1111. P. 3-299.

Lodi, a township of the U. S., N. America, New
York, on Seneca Lake, 164 m. W. Albany.
LoDOMERiA, Austrian Poland. [Galicia.")
LoDOSA, a town of Spain, prov. Navarra, on

the Ebro, 40 m. S.S.W. Pamplona. P. 2580. It
has a large church, brandy distilleries, & oil mills.

LoDRON, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, 25 m. W.S.W
Roveredo, cap. dist., near the entrance of th-
Chiese river into Lake Idro. P. 24U0.

LoDSWORTH, a chapeli-y of England, co. Suaaej.
pa. Easeboume, 3 m. W.N.W. Petworth. A(
1805. P. 629.

Lodz, a town of Poland gov. and 73m. W.S.'W
Warsaw. P. (1865) 33,533. Linen-weavmg.
LoENHOUT, a vill. of Belgium, prov. and 16 it

N.E. Antwerp. P. 1800. Manuf. tobacco.

LoEVENSTEiN, a fort of the Netherlands, prov.
Gelderland, on the Waal, 10 m. W. BommeL
LoFFENAN and LoFFiNGEN, two Small towns cii

Germany.—I. Wiirtemberg, circ Black Foqh ;

P. 1125.—IL Baden, circ. Lake. P. 1220.

LoFODEX or LoFFODEN IsLAXDS, an arclmp
lago of Norway, within the Arctic circle, Narilij

Sea, between lat. 67" 30' and 69° 30' N., lor]
12° and 17° E., separated from the coast of Nord-j
land by the Bay of Vest-fiord, 15 to 40 m. broacj
They consist of numerous small mountaioonj
islands, the largest of which are Hindoe, SeoMnj
Andoe, and Hitteren. Permanent pop. 4000 ;^3
in the cod-fishing season (January, February, aiKlil

March) they are occupied by a dense pop., whi)i

;

come with their boats and fishing-tackle from all!

'

the coasts of Nordland and Finmark, even from}

Nord Cape, with provisions for two months.!

Average number of boats employed 4000, with'

20,000 fishermen. The herring-fishing of th»

Lofodens is important. The islands are exposed/

1

to severe storms from the W., and violent cur-

rents set in between them. Near the S. end of

the group is that called the Maelstrom, described

as a violent whirlpool, the danger to be appre-

hended from which aiTses from the swell of thi>
j

ocean during N.W. winds.
LoFSTA, a town of Sweden, laen and 40 m. N.i

Upsal, on the Lofsta, 3 m. from its mouth iii.

Lofsta Bay. P. 1500. Near it are also the ex -I I

tensive iron works of Akerby and Tobo.
\

LoFTHOusE, a small market town and pa. of]

England, co. York, North Riding, 7 m. KNJE.
Guisborough. Ac 3935. P. 1103.

LoFTT (Mount), a mountain of South AnsfctB'j I

lia, 6 m. S.E. Adelaide. Lat. 34° 58' 20" S. ; Ion.

138° 42' E. Height 2400 feet above the sea. 1

1

Logan, several cos. of the U. S., N. Amerioa.^

—I. in W. part of Virginia. Area 702 sq. m. P.|
(

4790 free, 148 slaves.—II. in S- part of Kentucky.
Area 600 sq. m. P. (I860) 12,665 free, 63di)

slaves.—III. Ohio, on the MiamL Area 438 sq.,

m. P. 20,996.—IV. Illinois, near its centre. Areii

538 sq. m. P. 14,272.—V. a township, Penn^l-
vania, co. Clinton, 20 m. N.E. Beliefontaine.—Vl

Indiana, 87 m. S.E. Indianapolis.

Logan, a navigable river of Queensland, be-

tween co.s. Stanley and Ward, which enters thtv

Pacific Ocean behind Stradbroke island.

LoGANSFORT, a town of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Indiana, on the Wabash, and on Chicago

Railway, 70 m. N. Indianapolis. P. 5000.

LoGASSi or LuGASi, a town of India, Bundel-

cund, cap. of raj. of same name, 86 m. S. Calpee,

on the route from Calpee to jubbelpore. Tho
town is commanded by a small port. The raj..

of which it is the principal, has a pop. of 3500.

LoGES (Les), two comms. and vills. of France.

—I. dep. Seine-Inf., 10 m. N.N.E. Havre. P. 1992.

—II. Manche, 10 m. S.W. Mortoin. P. 1635.

Loghur (Hind. Lohagor, " the Iron Fort"), f-

strong hill fort of British India, presid. Bombay
dist. and 26 m. N.W. Poonah.
LooiE, several pas. of Scotland.—I. co. Fife,

m. N.N.E. Cupar. Ac 3599. P. 410.—II. cos

Stirling, Perth, and Clackmannan, 2 m. N.N.E
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irling. P. 3483.—III. (Buchany, co. and 15 m.
.N.E. Aberdeen. P. 762.—IV. {Coldstone), same
i, 33 m. W. Aberdeen. P. 932.—V. {Easter), cos.

1SS and Cromarty, 6 m. S.S.W. Tain. P. 932.

•VI. {Pert), CO. Porfar, 6^ m. N.N.W. Mon-
nse. P. 1483.

LoGiERAiT, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, on the

ay, 8 m. E.N.E. Aberfeldy. P. 2592.

LoGRoSI'O, a walled town of Spain, cap. prov.

)i;roiio, on rt. b. of the Ebro, 60 m. E. Burgos.
10,466. It has several churches, convents,

aire, college; distilleries, and manufs. of lea-

r and hats; and was taken by the French in

08, and again in 1823. Area of prov. 1943 sq.

. P. (1857) 173,812.

LoGROSSAN, a town of Spain, prov, and 48 m.
3';eres. P. 3050.

LoGSTOR, a maritime vill. of Denmark, Jutland,

ift and 25 m. W.S.W. Aalborg. P. 500.

LoHADUGGA, a military cantonment of British

ilia, dist. Chota Nagpore, presid. Bengal, on
route from Hazareebagh to the city of Nag-
, in lat. 23° 26' N., Ion. 84' 46' E.

IjOHARoo, a jaghire of India, subject to the
.W. provs., between lat. 28° 22' and 28° 50' N.,

n. 75° 44' and 76 E. Area 200 sq. m. P. 18,000.

LoHEiA, a seaport town of Arabia, Yemen, on
le Red Sea, 130 m. W.N.W. Sana. It is in a
erile tract, and has only a few stone houses, a
o.sque, a governor's residence, custom-house,
arehouses, a shallow poi-t, and trade in coffee.

liOHR, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower Fran-
lia, on the Maine, 22 m. N.W. WUrtemberg.
;i745. It has iron works and paper mills.

IjOGHUGHAT or Rikhesur, a military canton-
ent of British India, dist. Kumaon, N.W. provs.,

1 the frontiers of Nepaul, in lat. 29° 24° N., Ion.
)" 9' E. Periodical rains are heavy from the
^ginning of June till the end of September, and
iin is frequent throughout the year. Mean
mual temp. 65°, winter 30°, summer 82°, Fahr.
hunder-storms are frequent. Climate generally
msidered healthy. The natives suffer from
phthalmia of so malignant a kind, as to destroy
16 sight in two days.

LoHURKOT, a fortified post of N. Hindostan,
ist. Gorhwal, 8 m. S.W. Bhadrinath.
LoiANO, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

nlogna. P. 3859.

. LoiNG, Luna, a river of France, rises at St
olombe, dep. Yonne, flows past Chatillon, Mont-
rgis, Nemours, and Moret, where it joins the
eine on the left. Length 70 m. It feeds the
inals of Briare and Loing, by means of which
ae Seine communicates with the Loire.
Loir, Lidericus, a river of France, rises in the
igoon of Cemay, dep. Eure-et-Loir, flows past
Mteaudun, Vend6me, Chateau-du-Loir, and
•urtal, and joins the Sarthe on the left, 5 m. N.
.ngers. Length 150 miles.

Loir-et-Cher, a dep. in the N.W. of France,
)rmed of part of the old prov. of Orleannais,
arrounded by the deps. Eure-et-Loir, Sarthe,
ndre-et-Loire, Indre, Cher, and Loiret. Area
462 sq. m. P. (1861) 269,029. Surface level,

nd having numerous etangs (lagoons). It is

ituated in the basin of the Loire, and watered
y many of its affls. Soil generally fertile, except
1 the 8. ; climate mild. Chief products, grain,
'ine, hemp, and fruits. The wines are in general
f good qualitj', the best are those of the Cher,
heep are numerous and of good breeds ; horses
xcellent. The rearing of bees and fowls is an
Important branch of mral industry ; that of silk
'onns is inconsiderable. There are mineral
priugs at St Denis and Vieuvy-le-Eay^, and

valuable fishings in the lagoons. Manufs., leathei,

glass, woollen cloths, cottons, beet-root sugar,
paper, and gloves. The dep. is divided into the
3 arrs. of Blois, Romarantin, and Vendorae.

Loire, Liger, an important river of Europe,
and the largest in France, rises in MontGerbier-
de-Jones, dep. Ardeche, at an elevation of 4556
feet, flows N.N.W., and W., past Eoanne, Nevers,
La Charity, Cosue, Gien, Orleans, Beaugency,
Blois, Amboise, Tours, Saumur, Ancenis, Nantes,
and Paimbceuf, and enters the Bay of Biscay by
a wide estuary below St Nazaire, dep. Loire-In-
ferieure. Length 530 m. Principal affls. on the
right, the Lignon, Semfene, Furend, Coise, Rahins,
Somin, Reconce, Arroux, Aron, Nifevre, Ceze,
Authion, and Maine ; on the left, the Borne,
Ance, Lignon, Aix, Bebre, Acolin, Allier, Loiret,

and Cosson. It is navigable to Roanne, dep. Loire.
The tide is perceptible as far as Nantes. Its

course is generally rapid, and navigation is in-
terrupted during 5 or 6 months in the year, from
want of water, overflowing, or freezing. Dykes
and barrages have been constructed along a great
part of its course, many of which were destroyed
by a flood in 1846. Vessels of upwards of 300
tons discharge at Paimbceuf. The Loire is con-
nected by canals with the Sa6ne, Seine, and
Vilaine. There is steam communication between
Moulins and Nantes, by means of the Allier

and Loire.

Loire, a dep. of the S.E. of France, formed of

the old prov. of Lyonnais, and situated between
the deps. Eh6ne, Sa6ne-et-Loire, Allier, Puy-de-
Dome, H. Loire, Ardeche and Isfere ; cap. Mont-
brison. Area 1838 sq. m. P. (1861)517,603. Sur-
face elevated and mountainous ; traversed in the
S.E. by the Cevennes, and partly enclosed between
them and the mountains of Forez ; highest point
Mont Pila, in the Cevennes. The greater por-
tion of the dep. is situated in the basin of the
Loire, and watered by its affls., the Ondene,
Furend, Lignon, and Somin ; the Rhone forms
its limit in the S.E. Climate variable, but healthy.

Soil generally infertile
;
potatoes and hemp are

important crops, and the chestnuts of Lyons are
celebrated. Wines are generally of good quality,

the best are those of the valley of the Rhone.
Silk worms are extensively reared, especially in

the vicinity of Bourg-Argental, where is produced
the finest silk in France for the manuf. of blondes.
From the inexhaustible richness of its coal basin,

this is one of the most important mining deps. in

the country ; the other mineral products are iron,

marble, granite, porphyry, and flint. There are

numerous mineral springs, the best frequented of

which are St Alban, Sail-sous-Couzan, and St
Galmier. The manufs. of this dep. are among
the most celebrated and extensive in France ; the
chief are silk and ribbons, the principal seats of
which are at St Chamond and St Etienne, and
iron and steel goods, of which St Etienne is the
centre ; flint glass and bottles, laces, cottons, and
muslins, common cloths, paper, and leather.

Boat-building is carried on at Roanne and St
Rambert. The dep. has lines of railway connect-
ing the principal towns with Lj'on, and it is

divided into the arrs. Montbrison, Roanne, and
St Etienne.
Loire, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Bh6ne,

arr. and 14 m. S. Lyon. P. 1336.

Loire (Haute), a dep. of the S.E. of France,
formed of part of the old prov. of Languedoc, and
situated between the deps. Loire, Puy-de-D6me,
Cantal, Lozere, and ArdSche ; cap. Le Puy. Area
1916 sq. m. P. (1861) 305,521. Surface elevated
and mountainous, traversed on iha K. by the Co-
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venues, and on the W. by the mntns. of Marge-
rides, which unite the (^evennes with the moun-
tains of Auvergne, and on the S. by the Forez
mountains. Many- of these are volcanic ; culmi-
nating point, Mont Mezin, in the Cevennes, 5794
feet. The dep. is entirely situated in the basin
of the Loire, by which, and by its affl. the AUier,
and numerous smaller streams, it is watered.
Climate rigorous in the mountain dists. Soil

poor, sterile on the slopes of the mountains. Chief
crops, corn and potatoes. Wine is raised in small
quantity and of inferior quality. Cattle-rearing

is an important branch of industry; bees and
silk worms are extensively reared. Chief mine-
ral products, coal, antimony, gypsum, building
stone, and potters' clay. Manufs. lace, silk, rit)-

bons, pap)er, and leather. From the want of

employment, a great portion of the pop. leave the
dep. during a considerable part of the year. The
dep. is divided into the arrs. Brioude, Le Puy,
and Yssengeaux.

LoiRE-IxFERiEURE, a maritime dep. in the
N.W. of France, formed of part of the old prov.

Bretagne, situated on the Atlantic Ocean and the
Bay of Biscay, between the deps. Morbihan, Ille-

et-Vilaine, Mayenne. Maine-et Loire, andVendee

;

cap. Nantes. Area 2654 sq. m. P. (1861) 380,207.

Surface level, traversed by low hills, and mostly
situated in the basin of the Loire, and its estuary.

Chief rivers, the Loire, Vilaine, Erdre, Brive,

Sevre-Nantaise, Moine, Maine, Acheneau, and
Ognon. The dep. contains numerous lagoons,

among which the ^tang de-Grand-Lieu is the
largest in France. Climate humid but healthy.

Soil generally fertile. Chief products, gi-ain and
wines ; the latter are nearly all pale, and of second
class quality. Cattle and sheep are extensively

reared, horses excellent ; bees are numerous.
Chief mineral products, marine salt, tuii, coal,

and iron. Nantes is the principal port. The
dep. is divided into the arrs. Ancenis, Chateau-
briand, Nantes, Paimboeuf, and Savenay.

LoiRET, Ligurala. a river of France, dep. Loiret,

rises in 2 springs, 2 m. S.S.E. Orleans, and joins

the Loire on the left near Orleans ; length 10 m.
LoiBET, a dep. of the N.W. of France, forming

part of the old prov. Orleannais, situated between
the deps. Seine-et-Oise, Eure-et-Loire, Loir-et-

Cher, Cher, Nievre, Yonne, and Seine-et-Mame

;

cap. Orleans. Area 2614 sq. m. P. (1861) 352,575.

Surface flat and little elevated. The N. portion

is situated in the basin of the Seine, and watered
by its affls^ the Loing and Essonne, and in the

S. it is traversed by the Loire, and watered by its

affls., the Loiret, Cosson, and Beuvron. There
are several lagoons in the basin of the Loing.
Climate mild and healthy, except near the la-

goons. Sou rich and fertile N. of the Loire, but
poor on the S. of that river. Chief products,

grain, wine, saffron, Unt, and timber. Apples for

cyder are extensively grown. Sheep and cattle

numerous, and of good breeds ; fowls and bees

abundant Mineral products comprise only build-

ing stones and potters' clay. There are mineral
springs at Segray and Beaugency, the former of

which has a bath establishment. Manufs., cloths

and woollen caps, pottery, cotton thread, leather,

beet-root sugar, and pap)er. The dep. is divided
into the arrs. of Gien, Montargis, Orleans, and
Pithiviers.

LoiRON, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Mayenne, on the Oudon, 7 m. W. Laval.
P. 1200.

LoiTZ, a town of Prussian Pomerania, gov. and
24 m. S. Stralsund, on the Peene. P. 2830.

Loix. a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Cha-

rente-Infmeure, 15 m. W.N.W. La Rochdliv
with a port in the Ile-de-Ee. P. 1288.

Loj.\, a city of Spain, prov. and 25 m. W.S.'W
Granada, near the Gemil, cap. a judicial dist. I ' 1

15,968. It has 3 churches, a convent, and 2 hot
pitals ; and manufs. coarse wooUens and paper.
LojA or LoxA, a town of S. America, repoUidl

Ecuador, dep. Assuay, cap. prov., in a valley (

j

the Andes, about 7000 feet above the sea, 76iiti

S. Cuen<^. Lat. 4° S. ; Ion. 79° 24' W. Estimttej
pop 50G0. It has seven churches. The flnei.]

cinchona bark comes from its vicinity.

LoKEREX, a town of Belgium, prov. R Fki
|

ders, cap. cant., aiT. and 7 m. N.W. TermoncLoq
rt. b. of the Drume. P. (1864) 17,217. Ithai
manufs. of tobacco, linen, and cotton fabrics.

LoKHViTzA, a town of Eussia, gov. and 80 Bij

N.W. Poltava, cap. circ, on the Soula, near haiJ

joined by the Lokhvitza. P. 6000.

Loll Bazaar, a decayed town of India, cm tlJ

N.W. route from Hungpoor to Cooch Behai^ iJ

lat. 26° 4' N., Ion. 89° 18' E. It was 19 i^ii
circumference in the inside of the inner djleii

and outside of the city are several massive n^J
LoLWORTH, a pa. of England, co. and Anil

W.N.W. Cambridge. Ac. 1076. P. 133.

LoM or LouN, a town of European Tmi^^
Bulgaria, 22 m. S.E. Widin, on the Danube,]
the influx of the river Lom. P. 3000.

LosLAZY, a town of Poland, prov. Siedlec, 11 nil

S.E. Biala. P. 2000, who manufacture leather.

LoiiAZZO, a comm. of N. Italy, prov. andw\
Como, on the rt. b. of the Lura. P. 2762.

Lombardo-Vexetian Kingdom (Germ.

.

bardisch Venetianisches Konigreich, Ital. Re^c
Lombardo Veneto), from 1815 till 1859 a politiai

and adminis. division of the Austrian empire ii

Italy, forming two governments.—I. Lombard;.',

divided into the provs. Milan, Brescia, Cremonii..

part of Mantua, Bergamo, Como, Pavia, Lodi, anc

Sondrio ; cap. Milan.—II. Venice, with the prov

>

Venice, Verona, Udine, Padua, Vicenza, Trevis i

Eovigo, and Belluno, and part of Mantua. It ::

composed of a vast plain inclined to the S.W.

and situated entirely in the basin of the Adriati'i

between lat. 44° 47' 10' and 46° 40' 25' N., Ion

8° 33' and 13° 43' E., bounded E. by the Adriati(

and Illyria, S. by the provs. of Parma, Moden;i
Bologna, andFerrara; S.W. andW, by Piedmont
N. by Switzerland and the Tirol. Area 9177 »]

m. P. (1864) 2,576,186. The territory is encloser

on the N. by the Lepontine, Khsetian, and Camic

Alps,from which several extensive valleys depend!

The mntns. Euganei & Berici, in the gov. Venio?

form 2 masses of small extent, nearly isolated iij

the plain. The rest of the territory is composes

of low plains, which terminate in lagoons, on the

shores of the Adiiatic. The principal rivers art

the Po and its afiluents, and the Adige, Brenuy

Piave, and Tagliamento, all of which flow to th<

Adriatic Sea. Of these 29 are navigable, an

many of them are connected by means of canal.^

The valley of the Po is irrigated and intersecte.

by lakes, rivers, and water-courees, rendering

the climate similar to that of the Netherland.-

marshy, swampy, and unhealthy. The roads arc

skirted with mulberry trees, and vines festoonei

from tree to tree. All the fine lakes of Norther:;

Italy belong wholly, or in part, to Lombardy an:

Venetia ; the Lago Maggiore foiins the W. boun-

dary of the former, and the L. of Grarda of th«

latter prov. Climate severe in the mountain re-

gions, and many of the summits on the N. frontiei

rise to the snow line; otherwise it is temperat'

and healthy, except near the lagoons, and in th=

vicinity of the rice fields. Mean temp, of year ai
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I)an 55°-2; at Venice 55°-4. It is often, how-
ei r, severe in winter, and the lagoons of Venice

r sometimes frozen over ; rain falls often and
usly in summer and autumn; average fall

.lies, but at Tolmezzo, on the Tagliamento,

t uverage fall is 100 inches. The prevailing

^ lis are N.N.W. and N.E. in Venetia, and
! \V., and N.E., in the prov. Milan. The soil,

plains, composed of rich alluvium, and
;:ding in marine deposits, is cultivated with

g. X care, and the system of artificial irrigation

uilie most complete in Europe. The provs.

oljombardy and Venetia are the most fertile

taly. Principal products, maize, wheat, oats,

and barley. In the dist. of Lodi the finest

mesau, & in Milan the best Strachino, cheese

lade. Wine is an important product, but its

lity is generally inferior. Hemp and ilax, of

jllent quality, are extensively grown. Mine-
comprise copper, iron, lead, arsenic, marble,

aster, potters clay, coal, and precious stones

principal mineral springs are those of Bor-

n Massiuo, and Trescorre, in the prov. Milan
;

Albano, Bovere, Recoaro, and Piano, in

etia. The principal manufactures are silks,

ise, cloths, printed cottons, paper, glass, and
ery ware. The principal seats of commerce
Venice, Milan, Brescia, Bergamo, Padua, and

VjDna. Commerce is facilitated by means of

e| illent roads, including those leading over the

8 igea and Valteline ; and by navigation on the

k s, rivers, and canals. The railways in opera-

til are the great lines from Milan to Venice E.,

ll.n to Monza, to Novara, to Pavia, to Cremona,
al Como N.W., Verona to Mantua S.W., and
'V! ice to Triest. The population belong chiefly

bUie Italia-Tuscan family, with a mixture of

Gi nans and Jews. The chief educational estab-

li nents are the universities of Pavia and Padua

;

t royal institute of Milan, colleges (Liceo),

g nasia, and numerous schools ; and there are
z ublic libraries in the state. The kingdom
« divided into the archbishoprics of Milan
a Venice, and 18 bishoprics. The Lombardo
\ttUm kingdom, was formed in 1814, of part of

tl kingdom of Italy, created by Napoleon i.

1 congress of Vienna recognised it as a pos-
S( ion of the Austrian empire. "War having
b I declared between Austria and Sardinia, an
h trian army crossed the Ticino 29th April
li. The allies defeated the Austrian s in the
b 68 of Montobello, 20th May, and Magenta,
4 June. Napoleon iii. and the King of Sardinia
ei red Milan 8th June, and the decisive battle
o; olferino was fought 24th June. By the treaty
o: '"illafranca, 11th July, Lombardy, as far as
tl Mincio, except the fortresses of Mantua and
P :hiera, was ceded to France, and handed over
t<iiirdinia; Venetia or Venice, the E. portion of
tl former kingdom was, in 1866, transferred to
tl Kingdom of Italy.

3MBEKS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
a, arr. Albi, cant Realmont. P. 1507.
3MBEZ, a comm. and town of France, dep.

3, cap. arr., 19 m. S.E. Auch. P. 1726.
3MBLEM, an isl. of the Malay Archipelago, E.
lores, between Solor and Pantar. Lat. about
9' S., Ion. 123° 40' E. Length N. to S. about
u

; greatest breadth 16 miles.
3MB0K, an island of Malaysia, between
8° 12' and 9° 1' S., Ion. 115° 44' and
40' E., separated from Sumbawa, E. by the

Slit of AUass, and W. from Bali by the Strait
' iombok. Estimated area 1480 sq. m. P.

)U0 (?) Mohammedans. Two mountain chains
ud along the N. and S. coasts, in the former

of which is a volcanic peak, 12,379 feet in eleva-

tion. Between them is a well watered plain,

wholly cultivated for rice, the hill-sides produc-
ing coffee and maize. Cap. Mataram ; oluef port
Ampanam, on its W. coast.

LoMEFXo, a market town of North Italy, prov.
Pavia, 10 in. S.E. Mortara. P. 2597.

LosiMATScii, a town of Saxony, circ. and 21
m. W.N.W. Dresden. P. 2948. It has manufs.
of woollens, linens, leather, and tobacco.
LoMME, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Nord,

3 m. W. Lille. P. 2952. It has linen weaving,
and bleaching works.

LoMMEi>, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Limbourg,
20 m. N. Hasselt. P. 2250.

LoMNiTZ, a mntn. of Hungary. [Carpathiaks.]
LoMNiTZ, several towns of Germany.—I. Bo-

hemia, circ. and 20 m. N. Neu-Bidschow. P.
2540, with extensive trade in linen stuffs.—II.

Moravia, circ. and 17 m. N.N.W. Brunn. P. 1450.

—III. Prussian Silesia, gov. & 27 m. S.S.W. Leig-
nitz. P. 2540. It has manufs. of cotton and linen
stuffs.

Lomond (Loch), a large lake of Scotland, be-

tween the cos. Stirling and Dumbarton, 16 m.
N.W. Glasgow. Length N. to S. 21 m. ; greatest

breadth at S. end, 4^ m., at Luss upwards of 2
m., and at N. end nearly J mile. Greatest depth,

between Tarbet and Inveruglas, 630 feet; at N.
end 120 feet ; at S. end 66 feet. There are 15
islands in the lake, the largest, Inchmurrin, \\
m. long ; Inchmoin is flat and wooded ; Inch
Cruin is also flat ; the rest are hilly. The lake

is surrounded by mountains and valleys, display-

ing striking scenes of grandeur and beauty. It

receives the Endrick, Luss, Fruin, and other
streams, and discharges its surplus waters, at its

S. extremity, into the Firth of Clyde, by the
river Leven—a name which anciently belonged
to the lake itself. Steamers ply in summer for

the accommodation of tourists, and there- are fine

drives on its E. and W. shores. [Ben Lomond.]
LoMSHA, a town, Poland, palatinate Augustowo,

cap. circ, on the Narev, 72 m. S.W Suwalki.
P. 6043. It is an arsenal and paper mills.

LoMZA, a town of Poland, gov. Augustowo,
on 1. b. of the Narew, 85 m. N.E. Warsaw. P.

6000. It has an arsenal, a college, gymnasium,
paper mills, and cloth factories.

LoNATE-PozzuoLO, a vill. of North Italy, prov.

and 23 m. W.N.W. Milan. P. of comm. 3037.

LoNATO, a town of North Italy, prov. and 13
m. E.S.E. Brescia, cap. circ, 2J m. S.W. the Lake
Garda. P. 6739. It is enclosed by walls, defended
by a citadel, and is celebrated for the victory of

Napoleon i. over the Austrians in 1796.

LoNDA, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and 17

m. E.N.E. Florence. P. of comm. 2360.

LoNDE (La), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-Inferieure, 12 m. S.W. Rouen. P. 1645.

LoNDERZEEL, a comm. and market town of Bel-

gium, prov. S. Brabant, 11 m. N.W. Brussels, on
the railwaj' between Mechlin and Ghent. P. 4280.

LoNDESuoKouQH, a pa. of England, co. York,
East Riding, 5J m. S.E. Pocklington. Ac. 4200.

P. 306.

LoNDiNiERES, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Seine -Infdriem-e, 7 m. N. Neufchitel.

P. 1146.

London, Londinium and Augusta, the cap. city

of England, metrojKilis and seat of government of

the British empire: the city proper, with the major
part of the metropolis, being in the co. Middlesex,
on the N. bank of the Thames, here crossed by
seven bridges ; but several extensive quarters are

on the S. side of the river, and the whole capital,

3b
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with its suburbs, occupiespart of the 4 cos. of Mid-
dlesex, Surrey, Kent, <fe Essex. Lat of St Paul's
50° 30'49-14"N.,lon.0° 5'48-32"W. of Greenwich
observatory, nearly in the centre of the terrestrial

hemisphere. Mean temp, of year 50°*30, winter
Sy^-S, summer63°-8 Fahr. Annual rainfall, average
of 10 years, 21'67 in. Total pop. of London in 1866
estim. at 3,067,536. Newsubdiv. &pop. asfollow:

—

Acres.
Population

(1861.)

West Districts

North Districts .

Central Districts

East Districts

South Districts .

10,754
13,533

1,938

6,230
45,542

463,388
618,210
378,058
571.158

773,175

Total . 77,997 2,803,989

But beyond these limits are the extensive suburbs
of Portland Town, Kentish To^vn, Holloway,
Kingsland, and Hacknej' (with Victoria Park) on
the N., Bow and Poplar on the E., and New
Cross, Peckham, Camberwell, Brixton, and Bat-

tersea on the S., from nearly all which the

lines of road extending into the country are

bordered for many miles by terraces and viUas.

Pop. of London in 1801, 958,863; in 1811,

1,138,815; in 1821, 1,378,947; in 1831, 1,654,994;

in 1841, 1,948,369; in 1851, 2,362,236; in 1861,

2,803,989. Increase iu "0 years 1,845,126. The
pop. is doubled in about 46 years. The area of

London (in 1861), 122 sq. m., gives about 23,000
persons to a sq. m. of surface, or 36 persons to an
acre. Extending on the N. from Hampstead, Stoke
Newington, and Stamford Hill, to Norwich, Dul-
wich, Sydenham, and Streatham, on the S. ; on
the W. from Hammersmith, Paddington, Wands-
Tvorth, and Putney, to Bow, Poplar, Woolwich,
iind Lewisham, on the E.,—the entire length of

London is about 14, breadth 10, and circiunfer-

ence about 48 m. The number of inhabited

houses in 1861 was 359,421 ; uninhabited, 15,774;
building, 4027 ; average 772 persons to each 100
houses. The rate of mortality has decreased, in

20 years, from 1 in 25 to 1 in 24 per 1000. The
area above indicated is bounded, for the most part,

on the E. and N., round to N.W., by the R€gent's

Canal, S.W. by the Kensington Canal, S. par-
tially by the Grand Surrey Canal, and traversed

S. of its centre from W. to E. by the Thames,
which has a tortuous course through it from
Chelsea Eeach to the Isle of Dogs ; considerably
more than 3-4ths of the entire pop. residing on its

N. side. The more imjwrtant thoroughfares in

London (N. of the Thames) run mostly E. and W.
Starting from Cheapside and the Poultry, in the

heart of the city, as a point to which many im-
portant routes converge, four lines pass off E.ward
at the open space bounded by the Mansion House,
the Bank of England, and the Royal Exchange,

—

viz., King William Street, Threadneedle Street,

Lombard and Fenchurch Streets, and Corn-
hiU, with its continuation Leadenhall Street,

which two latter routes converge at Aldgate, and
the united line is continued through Whitechapel
and the Mile-end roads to Bow and Stratford.

A new street (Cannon Street) has been com-
pleted from near London Bridge to St Paul's

cathedral, and others are now (1864) in progress,

from Blackfriar's Bridge to the Mansion House.
At the W. end of Cheapside, two great parallel

lines lead off,—viz., that consisting of Newgate
and Skinner Streets, Holbom, and Oxford Street,

with the road extending thence on the N. side
Hyde Park to Bayswater ; and the line formed '

St Paul's Churchyard, Ludgate Street andBsl
Fleet Street, the Strand, Charing Cross, and Pr:
Mall, terminating at St James's Palace, and
Green Park. Intermediate to these two, ii

line passing from Lincoln's Inn Fields, nearly

'

the centre of London, through Great Qui
Street, Long Acre, Cranbourne Street, Leic
ter Square, Piccadilly, Knightsbridge, and ale

the S. side of Hj-de Park to Kensington. S
the Thames, the principal thoroughfares dive
from the Elephant and Castle, or the Obeli
those going N. mostly unite with others N. i

river to cross the foregoing lines ; and the cii

of these crossing lines, S. to N., may be t

enumerated:—I. Walworth Road, Blackraan :.

High Streets (Borough), London Bridge, £i|

William and Bishopsgate Streets, ShoreditCJii
the Kingsland Road to Stoke Newing
Blackfriars' Road and Bridge, Bridge and I

J

ringdon Streets, thence prolonged by a ctl
lately laid out to Clerkenwell Sessions-hou
and which is to be prolonged direct to IsUagtJ
—III. Waterloo Road and Bridge, Wellk^J
Bow Endell, Bloomsbury, Gower, and Qeci
Streets, and the Hampstead Road, leadiBE]
Camden Town and Hampstead.—IV. HJ'iJ

minster Road and Bridge, Parliament fjtra

Whitehall Place, Regent Street, and Bettta
Place to the Regent's Park.—V. A waviar if

over Vauxhall Bridge and Road, through Ga
venor Place, Park Lane, and the EdgewareBoj
to Kilbum. Other important lines N. vt
Thames are St-Martin-le-Grand, with
Street and Road; St John's Street and Bo^
Gray's Inn Street and Road, Tottenham Co
Road, Bond Street, Audley and Baker St
Park Street, and Gloucester Place, seTerall

which at the W., or fashionable end of Lond
form perfectly straight and elegant vistas, full

m. in length. From the city to KensiBg
Gardens, a semicircular line, consisting of

City, New, and Grand Junction Roads, embni
most part of the metropolis on the N. and N.",

much in the same way as the boulevards encl3

the principal portion of Paris. The S., and ce-

cially the E. parts of the metropolis, are nioa,-

or indifferently bmlt, and, setting aside its -

mensity, a stranger entering London in thB

directions is not apt to perceive much differ^*

between its appearance and that of one of e

less opulent provincial towns. But W. of Gns
Inn Lane and Temple Bar, the magnitude of* _
residences, and continuous lines of hand^ne «i
streets, cannot fail to attract observation ; A '^
although nearly the whole of London is bui!»f

brick, the stucco facings, and classic styl*f

many of the buildings in its newer p?)

give the whole a highly imposing charasiv^ii

On every outskirt, particularly around the HAi
mini of the various railways, new quarters y

springing up; this is eminently the case ii..«

N. and W. In the reign of George iv- PiiiX>

became a suburb, boasting of a good deal of ^

chitectural display; but although much bnilcig

has been still progressing in that direction, c>-

lence seems latterly to have preferred theP''

side of Hyde Park, and between the Beg/*'

Park and Bayswater a very magnificent q<>

ter is now rapidly extending. These disttf

contain ornamental lakes, are well planted, o

surrounded with fine terraces, and form favo ;•

promenades. The immediate banks of the Th;^

have little embellishment, being crowded mcy

with wharfs and factories ; the new Houses of I"
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liair t, which cost 3,000,000^., Somerset House,

the imple, Custom House, Fishmongers' Hall,

thp al Exchange, and the Tower, are almost
, buildings of interest facing the river.

; lie Thames, here 1000 to 1200 feet ^yide,

> ., are London, Southwark, Blackfriars',

1, Charing Cross, Westminster, and Vaux-
iges; and nearly 2 m. below the first is

1 1 el under its bed. London Bridge, a
. of stone, with 6 arches, and 928 feet in

was completed in 1831, at a cost of

i/. Waterloo Bridge is a beautiful edi-

iiches, 1242 feet in length, built at a cost

J K)0^. Westminster Bridge is of iron, and
built. It is at present the widest of the

and is extremely handsome. Blackfriars

:s in course of demolition, and will be
: by a superb structure of iron and polished

and enriched with statuary. Southwark
:i, Vauxhall of ii'on and stone ; Charing
a railway and foot bridge, and a new
on bridge is now erected at Chelsea.

these are Pimlico, Battersea, Putney,
iimersmith Bridges, and several railway
now (1864) in course of erection. Lon-

i isting"uished by the great number and
f its squares, in all 42; of which the best

are Belgrave, Eaton, Grosvenor, Berke-
James', Trafalgar, Hanover, Cavendish,
tman squares in the W., and Russell,

. Bloonisbury, Tavistock, Euston, and
k squares, with Lincoln's Inn Fields,

the centre and N. All of these are orna-

with gardens in the centre, except Tra-
iulg Square, which is an open area containing

two mtains, the Nelson column and statue, 162
feet , height, the equestrian statues of Charles i.

and eorge rv., and the statues of Napier and
!Ta^ ck. The other principal outdoor statues

i'>(j in all) are those of Achilles (Hyde
I bronze statue of Charles i. (Whitehall,

rot where he was beheaded),Canning,Pitt,
great Duke of Bedford, the Duke of York
olumn in St James' Park), Duke of Kent,
an figures of Geo. i. and iii., and of other

ieenVictoria(Eoyal Exchange), and those
uke ofWellington (opposite the Exchange,

mid Green Park arch). The Albert Memorial in
Hyd 'ark, of which the foundation stone was laid

'

' is to be 64 ft. high. The royal metropolitan
are : St James s, Buckingham, and Ken-
; and the most conspicuous public build-

: Paul's Cathedral, a noble structure of

architecture, 614 feet in length, 286 feet

1th, with a dome 370 feet in height, and
d by Sir C.Wren between 1676 and 1710,
t of 747,974?. The stone of which the
il is built is an oolite (a limestone called

larble), taken from the quarries of Ox-
0. The see of London comprises the co.

<x, with most part of the cos. Essex and
Income 11,700/. The Mansion House,

^ 'val Exchange, General Post OflBce, India,,

and South Sea houses. Mint, Christ's and
niew's hospitals, the Goldsmiths' hall,

il, Compter and Newgate prisons, the
the Monument, and the Tower, are in

y; in which are also an extraordinary
of churches, with spires and towers of
ious architecture. Immediately W.ward
r minster, separated from the city by
Bar, and comprising Hyde, St James

,

J Green parks ; Westminster Abbey, the
^^u.i of Parliament, Courts of Law, West-
nunjr hospital, Westminster hall, a noble old
<»0B 90 ft long by 110 high, and the Sessions-

house, all clustered together near Westminster
Bridge ; the public offices in Downing Street and
Whitehall ; the Horse-guards and Admiralty

;

Northumberland House, St Martin's church, & the
National Gallery, surrounding Trafalgar Square

;

Italian opera-houses, and the other principal

theatres ; Somerset House and King's College,

the Geological Museum, St James' and Bucking-
ham Palaces, the principal club-houses, and most
of the residences of the nobility. A new national
gallery on a grand scale, on the site of Biuiing-
ton House, was commenced in 1864. Westminster
Abbey was originally a Benedictine monastery,
founded by Sebert, king of the East Saxons, and
rebuilt, nearly as now existing, in the reigns
of Henry in. and Edward i. The kings and
queens of England have been crowned here
from the time of Edward the Confessor to Queen
Victoria, and many of them are here buried. It

is 530 feet long, 203 wide, and the west towers
225 feet high. Marylebone, forming the N.W.
section of the metropolis, has an opulent popu-
lation, and regular streets, several churches, the
Colosseum, Middlesex hospital, and terminus of

the Great Western Railway. Finsbury comprises
the quarters N. of the City, and of a part of

Westminster, and contains the British Museum,
Lincoln's Inn and the New Law Courts, Found-
ling and St Luke's hospitals. University college

and hospital, the terminus of the N. W. Railway,
the reservoir of the New River Company, Clerk-
enwell and Pentonville prisons, Gray's Inn, the
London Institution, St Bartholomew's Hospi-
tal, Scotch Hospital, Charter-house, St John's
Gate, and Smithfield market, now removed to
the new market in Copenhagen Fields, near the
Caledonian Road, The new market covers a
large area, is fitted up with every convenience for

up-putting of stock, and large shambles have been
erected on the most scientific principles. The
Totoer-hamJets, in the E. and N.E., comprise the
Tower, St Katherine's and London docks, the
London Hospital, numerous charitable institu-

tions, & the terminus of the Eastern Co. Railway.
Southwark contains St Saviour's church, the
third in importance of the London churches,
with an interesting "ladye chapel," and some
fine monuments; Guy's Hospital, the Queen's
Bench prison, and the united termini of the S. &
S.E. Railways; and in Lamieth are the palace
of the Archbishop of Canterbury, Bethlehem
Hospital for lunatics, a Roman Catholic cathedral,

the Surrey, Victoria, and Astley's theatres, and
the terminus of the S.W. Railway. It is im-
possible here to enumerate even the principal of

the charitable endowments and schools in the
metropolis, and which, in toto, are not less than
600 in number. London has, since 1837, been the
seat of a university, with which numerous col-

leges throughout the coimtry are in connection.
Among its principal scientific associations are the
Royal Society, the Royal Antiquarian, the Lin-
nsean. Horticultural, Medical & Chirurgical, Geo-
logical, Geographical, Astronomical, Asiatic, Zoo-
logical, & Ethnological Societies, with the Statis-

tical Society, and Royal and London Institutions.

At the present time 12 newspapers are published
in London daily ; and at a late period it was esti-

mated that 130 newspapers were issued at weekly
periods, and upwards of 500 other periodicals at
various intervals. The printers, publishers, and
vendors of literary works, comprise about 2200
firms. All kinds of manufactures are pursued in

London ; the principal are those of silk, beer,

spirits, soap, vinegar, refined sugar, chemical arti-

cles, cutlery, machinery, watches, and jewellery,
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coaches, furniture, type founding, engineering,
and shipbuilding. The silk manufacture is con-
fined to Spitalfields, where the weavers are all

English, but the masters generally of French ori-

gin. Watchmaking is chiefly conducted in Clerk-
enwell; coachmaking in Long Acre and Great
Queen Street ; tanning in Bermondsey ; sugar-
refining inWhitechapel ; hat-making in Bermond-
sey and Southwark ; and shipbuilding chiefly E.
of London Bridge, along Wapping and Rother-
hithe to Deptford and Blackwall. The cutlery

made in the metropolis is of the finest quality,

and many of the breweries are of enormous extent.

London, the largest and richest city in the
world, is thickly planted with houses, mostly
three, four, and five storeys high. It contains
about 900 places of worship, one-half of which
belong to the Church of England, 130 to the
Methodists, 110 to the Independents, 100 to the
Baptists, 30 to the Roman Catholics, and about
120 to Presbyterians and other denominations.
There are nearly 200 hospitals, dispensaries, in-

firmaries, and alms-houses (including 23 lunatic

asylums); about 400 religious and benevolent
institutions (which receive collectively about
2,000,000?. annually) ; 550 public offices ; 14
piTSons : 22 theatres ; 24 markets ; 4500 public-

houses for the sale of wine, spirits, and malt
liquors ; 70 private hotels ; 1800 beer-shops for

malt liquors only ; 1400 coffee-houses ; and
100,000 commercial establishments. A few items
of its annual commissariat will show its vast
requirements: among these are 250,000 oxen,

1,500,000 tons of fish (in 1862 the sales in Bil-

lingsgate were 500,000 cod-fish, 25,000 mackerel,
1,000,000 soles, 35,000,000 plaice, and 500,000,000
oysters), 1.500,000 sheep and lambs, 30,000 calves,

and 30,000 pigs ; 2,000,000 /owls, besides quails

impoi-ted at one time to the extent of 17,000;
and 600,000 rabbits from Ostend alone. For the
supply of milk there are 20,000 cows in the
metropolitan and subvirban dairies, and the rail-

ways bring it from a distance of 80 m. The
E. Co. line alone brings 3,000,000 quarts. In the
valley of the Thames 35,000 persons are engaged
in raising finiits and vegetables, and, besides, lai^e
supplies are sent from France and other coun-
tries. The annual supply of vegetables is esti-

mated at 360,000 tons. 3,000,000 pines are annu-
ally imported. 413,000,000 half quartern loaves,

besides buns and tarts, are consimied. It appears
that in London there is 1 baker for each 1200 of

the population, 1 butcher to 1553, 1 fishmonger
to 6300, 1 cheesemonger to 3291, 1 dairyman to

2175, 1 greengrocer to 1541, 1 grocer to 1030,
and 1 public-house to each 87 inhabited houses.
The Docks of London have a river frontage of

4 miles, from the Tower to Blackwall, and cover
an area of 90 acres ; 14 tobacco warehouses, 14
acres ; and the wine and spirit vaults are capable
of containing 60,000 pipes. The two West India
Docks cover 295 acres, and one East India Dock
32 acres ; St Katherine's Docks cover 24 acres.

The Commercial Bocks, on the Surrey side, are 5
in number, and comprise 60 acres of water and
40 acres of laud. Adjoining is the East Country
Dock, 5 acres ; and northward is the Surrey Dock,
an entrance to the Surrey Canal, which can ac-
commodate 300 vessels. The Thames is tidal up
to Woolwich for ships of any burden ; to Black-
wall for those of 1400 tons. The tide ascends
about 15 miles above London Bridge, where
800,000,000 gallons of fresh water (equal to 16
sq. m., 90 feet deep) enter the river by Tedding-
ton Lock. Mean range of the tides at London
Bridge about 17 feet, highest spring tides 22 ft

LON 1
There are generally about 5000 vessels and L
boats on the river, employing 8000 watermen

j

4000 labourers.

The metropolis is well supplied with
the total supply per head per day is 95 1

1

being second to Glasgow and tenth to Bom^
this quantity the New Eiver Company nq]
nearly half. In 1862 there were 13 metn^>|
gas companies, with an aggregate incon 1,

1,840, 963/. In 1861 the imports of coal amoi :h

to about 4,000,000 tons, employing 10,000
The port of London extends to Gravesend, 'id

down the river, and from Limehouse to Lcii
Bridge there is a continuous crowd of mercapj

shipping. Its foreign exports in 1860 amou
to 30,837,688/. (the declared real value of a'J

merchandise exported), and in 1862 to 31,fi23,|

Vessels entered (1862) 11,655 (tonnage 3,847.1

cleared 8176 (tonnage 2,508,525). Reg. yii

belonging to the port— sailing. 2450 (toiij

717,110); steam, 609 (tonnage 228,320). 1]

customs duties (1862) 12,156,115/. About jJ

ships entered the port in 1860, of which 894S)|

sels were from foreign ports, 2628 from tiht
\

nies, and 18,365 coasters. Around Londoaaei
new parks have been laid out for the Teerea

of the inhabitants, in one of which, the Aleziij

Park, in the N. suburbs, the National Ediilil

building of 1862 is now (1867) being raBocll

and erected. An act of Parliament yaii
burial within the metropolis, and many newc
teries have been formed in the suburbs,

are at Kensal Green, Highgate, Finchler, I

Newington, Mile-end, Bethnal Green, Nor
etc. It is also proposed to remove sevenl'*

present churches, and to build others 'wi

population is extending. The city of La
divided into 26 wards, and governed by tMi
to whom is granted the lordship of FinsU
whence he obtains the title of " Lord Ma]
which is not a civic lordship (Henry Fit«All
the first Mayor, held office from A.D. 1190ta 1

—income 8000/. a year,—and by the

aldermen and of common council (200 11

elected by the freemen. The annual coip. rd

estimated at nearly 150,000/. There are 7 cj

of equity, 3 courts of common law, 6 aha

courts, and 10 county courts, besides ot)unJ
the 16 members sent to the Hou.se of Oonu
by the metropolis, 4 are returned by (hej

Eeg. elect for the city (1864) 17,598.

idea of the immense traffic may be \

when it is stated that there are about 16Mc
buses and 5000 cabs in London, and it la

puted that, on an average day of 24 hoTir8|17l

persons and 20,000 vehicles cross LondonT
and that 1000 vehicles an hour pass 11

Cheapside. In addition to this there are l^

lines of underground railways already iii

operation, and others in progress, in conni*

with the new metropolitan railway tenni—

Trinobantum, or the town of the Trinobatitesii

probably the name of London at the time ii«

Roman invasion. It was afterwards wall;'

•

and became a Roman colony and place of
,

i|

trade. It was the cap. of the East Saxons, ci

made a bishop's see in 610. In 804 it becai h-

cap. of England imder Alfred the Great u-

obtained its first charter from William th-' '^',

queror. In 1664, the great plague cut off 6?. ;"

the inhabitants in 5 months, and the great i w

1666, consumed 5-6ths of the city. [Fi-ns <^'

Lambeth, Marylebone, Southwark, 1 ^k

Hamlets, and Westminster.]
London, a town of Canada West, co. 'Q-

dlesex, on the Thames, and on G. W. Bai|tf

i
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7(5 j\\^V. Toronto. It is a prosperous place, with

a pc of 12,000. In 1820 its site was a wilderness.

I, Dox (New), a co., U. S., N. America, in

I'onnecticut. Area 550 sq. ni.—II. a city

nort, cap. of above co., on the Thames, 3
its entrance into Long Island Sound, lat.

v., and Ion. 72° 10' W. Its harbour, one
st in the States, is defended by 2 forts,

[s entrance has a lighthouse. It has a

ugine factory, and manufs. of hardware,
leather, ropes, and a considerable export

sides whale and other fisheries. It was
ried in 1646, and was burned by the Bri-

1781.
'< )NDERRY or Derry, a maritime co. of N.
. UlKter, having N. the Atlantic Ocean and
yle, E. Antrim, from which it is separated

Shu Neagh and Beg, S. Ts'rone, and W.
:. Area 816 sq. m., or 522,350. ac. ; of

18,282 are arable, 180,709 uncultivated,

Dlautations, 1569 in towns, and 10,327

iter. P. (1861) 184,209. Surface in the

centre mountainous ; elsewhere mostly
:. Primary granite rocks form the basis of

ict, with secondary sandstones and over-

ap rocks. Coast line low. Chief rivers,

le, Bann, and Roe. Climate mild, mean
temp, of the cap. 49°, Fahr. Eainfall 34
Soil various, but on the lowlands mostly
Oats, potatoes, flax, and wheat, are the

il crops. Breeds of live stock inferior,

numerous, and eggs are extensively ex-
Estates large, and mostly owned by the

Urn companies, to which the county was
by James i., after forfeiture, by the re-

if its native chiefs. Hence the prefix of

! to the anc. name of the co. Manufs. of

xtensive. The co. is divided into 6
^ and liberties, and 31 pas., in the dioceses
itrh and Derry. Principal towns, London-
ad Coleraine. It sends four members to

..V , of Commons, two being for the county.
I;donderry, a city, pari, and municipal

bor. nd river-port, cap. co. of same name, on the
at the teraaination of the Derry & Ennis-
the Coleraine Bails., at its entrance into
iyle, 144 m. N.N.W. Dublin. Lat. of
54° 59' 6" N., Ion. 7° 19' W. P. 20,519.
feet. It stands on a ridge projecting into
r, and is enclosed by walls and bastions,

1609, and beyond which large suburbs
rend. It was built in its present form by
ish Society," or London companies, who
'1 and gave name to the co. ; and it is

iu history for the siege it so heroically
din 1689, against the forces of James ii.

cannon used in this defence, are still on
walls. Principal buildings, the cathedral,
a tower and spire 178 feet in height ; the

a palace, the deanery, places of worship,
*nil| hools for various religious denominations,
ft dii ;san free grammar school or college, found-

1C17, and which, together with Gwyn's
is munificently endowed; a valuable dio-
nd public libraries ; a town -hall, contain-
M>mbly and news rooms ; a court-house,
gaol, district lunatic asylum, infirmary— ver hospitals, union workhouse, barracks,

amiumentin honour of the Rev. G. Walker,
the

1 fender of the city during its memorable
"efj a custom-house and town-hall. The town
uas^io a literary and mechanics' institute, and
nuiious industrial, charitable, & other schools,
8 O-i newspapers, several branch banks, flour
wuj a copper foundi-y, distillery, maniifactures
•» t| e linen, and exports of oats, flour, eggs,

salted provisions, butter, live stock, flax, and
linens. Imports of British manufactures, coal,

timber, wine, sugar, and tea ; trade chiefly with
Liverpool and Glasgow, greatly facilitated by
steamers, and has railway communication with
most parts of Ireland. Numerous emigrants sail

hence for the United States and Canada. Cus-
toms' revenue (1862) 12o,553Z. Registered ship-
ping, 7210 tons. Vessels of 600 tens ascend the
Eoyle to the city quays. Exp. (1862) 4593^. Ves-
sels belonging to the port 22, tons 7218. London-
derry sends 1 mem. to H. of C. Reg. elect. 853-

LoNDONDERRY, Several towuships of the U. S.,

North America.—I. Pennsylvania, 62 m. S.E.
Harrisburg.—II. Pennsylvania, 8 m. S.W. Le-
banon.—III. New Hampshire, 28 m. S.S.W. Con-
cord.—IV. Ohio, 97 m. E. Columbus.
Londonderry, a pa. of New South Wales,

Australia, co. Cumberland.
LoNDONTHORPE, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

3 m. E.N.E. Grantham. Ac. 1620. P. 228.

Long (Loch), a branch of the Firth of Clyde,
Scotland, extending N., opposite Gourock, for 20
m., between cos. Argyle and Dumbarton. Breadth
1 to 2 miles. Depth 16 to 20 fathoms.—II. (or

Lingy, a branch of Loch Alsh, co. Ross, between
Loch Alsh pa. and Kintail.

LoNGA, an uninhabited islet of the Hebrides,

IJ m. N.E. Scalpa. Circumference about 1^ mile.

LoNGAGES, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. H.
Garonne, arr. Muret, on rail, to Toulouse. P. 986.

LoNGARONE, a viU. of Northern Italy, 10 m.
N.N.E. Belluno, cap. circ, on the Piave. P. 3109.

LoNGBOROUGH, a pa. of Engl., co. Glo'ster, ii

m. N.N.W. Stow-on-the-Wold. Ac. 2770. P. 655.

LoNGBOTTOM, a post town of New S. Wales,
CO. Cumberland, 7 m. W. Sydney. P. 121.

LoNGCHAUMOis, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Jura, arr. St Claude, cant. Morez. P. 1815.

LoNGcoTT, a chapelry, England, co. Berks, pa.

Shrivenham, 3|m. S.S.W. Gt. Farrington. P. 446.

Long Creek, a post town of New S. Wales,
CO. Wellington, near Louisa Creek gold fields.

LoNGDON, three pas. of England.—I. co. Staf-

ford, 4 m. N.N.W. Lichfield. Ac. 4511. P. 1220.—
II. CO. Worcester, 2|m. S.S.W. Upton-on-Severn.
Ac. 3903. P. 626.—III. (pn-Tem), co. Salop, 3
m. N.N.W. Wellington. Ac. 796. P. 88.

LoNGEAU, a vill. of France, dep. Haute Marne,
cap. cant., arr. Langres. P. 467.

Longeville. several comms. and vills., France,

the principal (les St Avoid}, dep. Moselle, 23 m.
E. Metz. P. 1897.

LoNGFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 5 m.
S.E. Dartford. Ac. 581. P. 188.

LoNGFLEET, a tything of England, co. Dorset,

pa. Lanford-Magna, 1 m. N.N.E. Pool. Ac. 1458.

P. 1417.

Longford, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Derby, 5^
m. S.S.E. Ashborne. Ac. 3920. P. 1157—11. co.

Salop, IJ m. W.S.W. Newport. Ac. 1306. P. 214.

Longford, an inland co. of Ireland, Leinster,

having N. the cos. Leitrim and Cavan, E. and S.

Westmeath, and W. Roscommon. Ac. 269,409.

of which 82,260 acres were under crop in 1862.

P. 35,650. Surface between the N.W. and centre

of the CO. diversified with gentle hills ; else-

where mostly flat and often boggy. The Shan-
non, with Loch Gowna and other lakes, border
on the CO., which is crossed by the Royal Canal.
Soil, except where bogs prevail, mostly a rich

loam, resting on limestone. Rainfall 48 inches.

Grazing farms are numerous, and much butter is

made. Arable farms small. The co. comprises
6 baronies and 23 pas. in dioceses of Ardagh and
Meath. Chief towns, Longford, Granard,Ai-dagh,
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and Edgeworthstown. It sends two co. members
to House of Commons.
Longford, a market town, cap. above co., on

the Camlin, and the Mid. W. Kailway, 75 m.
W.N.W. Dublin. P. 5142. It has a Roman
Catliolic cathedral, recently built, of the Ionic
order ; co. court-house and gaol ; barracks, infir-

mary, and union workhouse. Alt. 160 feet.

LoNGFORGAN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, on
railway, 6 m. W. Dundee. Ac. (including part

of the Carse of Gowrie) 8990. P. 1823, pai-tly

employed in weaving and in quarrying.
LoNGFORMACUS and Ellim, a pa., Scotland, co.

Berwick, oj m. W.N.W. Dunse. Ac. 19,604. P. 448.

LoNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4^ m.
W.N.W. East Dereham. Ac. 1304. P. 320.

LoNGHOPE, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 5 m.
S.S.W. Newent Ac. 3070. P. 1104.

LoxGiAJjo, a town of Central Italy, prov. Forli,

cii-c. Cesena. P. 3441.

Long Island, an islet off the S.W. cotist of

Ireland, co. Cork, in Koaring-water Bay, 6 m.
N.N.W. Cape Clear. Length 2 m. by | m. broad.

On it is a coast-guard station.

Long Island, an island, E. Archipelago, mid-
way between Papua and Mysory Island.

Long Island or Yuna, one of the Bahama Isls.,

E. of Exuma. Length, N. to S., 70 m. ; breadth
6 m. P. (1861) 2571. On it are some salt works.
Long Island or Akatop, British North Ame-

rica, in Ungava Bay, on the N. coast of Labra-
dor. Other islands of the same name are in the
Bay of Fundy and Hudson Bay.
Long Island, a name applied collectively to

that group of the .Hebrides (Scotland), consisting

of Lewis, North and South Uist, and Benbccula.
LoNG Island, several isls. off the coasts of the

U. S., North America ; the principal in state New
York, extending E. from New York city, having
N. Long Island Sound, W. New York Bay, and on
other sides the Atlantic Ocean. Length 115 m.

;

breadth 20 m. Area 1500 sq. m. P. (1860^377,788.
Surface generally very level. On it is Brooklyn,
an important suburb of New York. In the battle

of Long Island, 1776, the British, under Lord
Comwallis, defeated the Americans.—Zon^ Island
Sound is the navigable channel between Long
Island and Connecticut, 110 m. in length, and
from 2 to 20 m. across, communicating E. by a
narrow rapid with the Atlantic, and W. with
New York Bay by East River, between New
York and Brooklyn.
Long Itchington, a pa. and vill., England, co.

Warwick, 2 m. from Southam. Ac. 4510. P. 1150.

Long Ket, several islands. West Indies, some
in the Bay of Honduras, and one in the Bahama
group, S. of Crooked Passage.
LoNGJUMEAu, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Seine-et-Oise, 12 m. S.W. Paris. P. 2256.
LongMabston. [MARbTON (Long)]. For other

pas., with prefix Long, see the additional title.

LoNGMEADOW, a township, U. S., N. America,
Massachusetts, 81 m. W.S.W. Boston. P. 1252.

LoNGNEY, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m. S.W.
Gloucester. Ac. 1070. P. 486.

LoNGNi, a comm. & mkt. town of France, dep.

Ome, cap. cant., 13 m. E. Mortagne. P. 2625.
LoNGNiDDRT, a decayed antique village of

Scotland, co. Haddington, with a station on the
North British RaUway, 12 m. E.N.E. Edinburgh.
LoNGNOR, pa., Engl., co. Salop, 8 m. S. Shrews-

bury. Ac. 1200. P. 244.—II. a chapelry and mar-
ket town, CO. Stafford, 10 m. N.E. Leek. P, 514.

LoNGOBARDi, a maritime town of South Italy,

prov. Cosenza, dist and 12 m. S. Paola, on the
Mediterranean, P. 2153.

LoNGOBucco, a town of South Italy, pnn
|

21 m. N.E. Co.senza, cap. circ. P. 6369.
LoNGONE, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. Pe

circ. Rieti. P. 1488.

Loxgo-Sardo, Tibula, a seaport town anc
of the isl. Sardinia, prov. and 48 m. N.E. Ss

'

at the W. enti-ance of the Strait of Bonifaci
Longparish, a pa. of England, co. Hants, •at'

S.W. Whitchurch. Ac. 5250. P. 803.

LoNGPRi, several comms. & vills. of Franc hg
principal in dep. Somme, with a station o:
RaDway du Nord, 10 m. S.E. Abbeville. P.
Long Reach, a post-town of New S. Yl

CO. Ai^le, 121 m. S. Sydney.
Longridoe, a chapyelry of England, oo.

caster, pa. Ribchester, 7J m. N.E. Preston,
i

which it communicates by railway. P. 57.

LoNGSiDE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdci I
m. W.N.W. Peterhead. Area 19 sq. m. P. ifl

LOiNSSTOCK, a pa. of England, co. Hants, am
N.N.W. Stockbridge. Ac. 2962. P. 445. >
LoNGSTONE (Great), a chapelry, Englancw.

Derby, pa. and 3 m. N.N.W. Bakewell. P. J.

LoNGSTOW, a pa, of England, co. Cambna
2^ m. S. Caxton. Ac. 1412. P. 264.

Long Swasip, a post-town of New S. V'-s,

CO. Bathurst, 15 m. S.E. Carcoar.
Longton, a chapelry of England, co. Lane ir,

pa, Penwortham, 5 m. W.S.W. Preston.

3692. P. 1637.

Longton, a town and pa. of England, ccJ

14 m. N. Stafford, on branch of N. Stafford J

way. P. 16,690. It contains 3 churches
I

chapels of the Wesleyans, Primitive Method^
and Swedenboi^ans. Manufs. china and eartJ

ware ; and brewing. Coal and iron mines in

immediate neighbourhood.
LoNGTO\\-N, a market town of England.a

Cumberland, pa. Arthuret, on the Esk, Kb.

N.W. Carlisle. Ac. 2538. P. 2863.—II. a chajiy,

CO. and 14 m. S.W. Hereford, pa. Clodock. P. 1

LoNGUt, a comm. and town of France, jk

Maine-et-Loire, cap. cant, 12 m. S. Baug^.t".

4283. It has manufactures of linen cloth.

LoxGUEViLLE, a comm. and market tovol

France, dep. Seine-Inf., 9 m. S. Dieppe. P. 2.

LoNGUYON, a comm. and town of France, p.

Moselle, cap. cant, 20 m. N.W. Briey. P. li.

LONGWOOD, a vill. of Ireland, Leinsteio.

Meath, 9 m. S.S.W. Trim. P. 321.

LoNGWOOD, a chapelry, England, co. Torkr.

Riding, pa, and 2 m. S.W. Huddersfield. c.

910. P. 3402.
LoNGWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Berks, n.

E.N.E. Great Farringdon. Ac. 4415. P. U-

LoNGWY, a comm. and fortified town of Tne,

dep. Moselle, on the Belgian frontier, Sin.

N.N.W. Metz. P. 2.530. Its citadel stand nn

a steep rock, below which extends the new tin,

hospital, and military prison ; with manufsDf

cotton fabrics, tanneries, and distilleries. i6

hams cured here are in high repute. Longusyi^

" Iron Gate of France," was taken by the J's-

sians in 1792, and again by the Allies in 181

LoNiGO, Leonicum, a town of Northern Ityi

prov. and 13 m. S.W. Vicenza, on the Agna f-

dist P. 7854. It is protected by three sttg

ancient towers.
LoNLAY l'Abbaye, a comm. & market tovM

France, dep. Ome, 5 m. N.W. Domfront P. 'i*-

LoNMAY, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, A
S.S.E. Fraserburgh. Area 24 sq. m. P. 21.

Lonsdale, Engl., is a division of co. Westn in-

land, on its S.E. side, named from the river I e.

LoNS-LE-SAnLNXER, Ledum Salorivm, a ccii.

and town of France, cap. dep. Jura, nearW
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E ce of the Solman, 60 m. S.E. Dijon. P. 9862.

f objects of interest, the churches of the Cor-
rs and of St Ddsird, and the salt well, dis-

red in the 4th century, to which the town
^ its foundation and its name ; it is always
although its waters are constantly extracted,

ii yield annually 20,000 quintals of salt. The
t n has a comm. college, a public library, mu-
^ n, manufs. of stockings & bonnets, tanneries,

lye-works.
iNZAC (Le), a comm. and vill. of Trance, dep.

I it^ze, 14 m. N. Tulle._ P. 2703.

00, a town of Belgium, prov. W. Flanders,
( ho Loo Canal, 7 m. S.E. Fumes. P. 1800.

oo-Choo or Lu-Chu Islands, a group in the

] th Pacific Ocean, between Japan and For-
lisa, and consisting of the Great Loo-Choo,
tjut 65 m. in length, by 15 m. in average
ifxdth, with about 35 small islands, the whole
! veen lat. 26° and 27° N., and in Ion. 128° E.
. a about 1812 sq. m. Chief products are pro-
ij ons and live stock, with sulphur, salt, and (it

i laid) copper and tin. Manufs. cloths, paper,

] luered wares, and tobacco pipes. Principal
1 -ign trade is with Japan, to which these islands

t| nominally subject, though they are essentially
i ppendent as regards internal administration.

>0CHKISTY, a comm. & mkt. town of Belgium,
. E. Flanders, 6 m. N.E. Ghent. P. 4000.
'ODiANA, a town of N.W. Hindostan, Sir-

i. on the S.E. bank of the Sutlej, 120 m. E.S.E.
ire, Lat. 30° 55' N.; Ion. 75° 48' E. P. 47,19L

jias a flourishing shawl manufacture, and com-
xrcial relations extending as far as Bokhara
I'l Calcutta. It is a station for British troops.

jOODIAna, a dist. of British India, forming
1 of the Cis-Sutlej territories, between lat. 30°

and 31° 2' N., Ion. 76° 25' E. Estimated area
sq. m. P. 250,000. (?)
vOOE (East and West), two decayed bors. and

i ports of England, co. Cornwall, pas. St Mar-
! and Telland, on each side of the entrance of
river Looe, 21 m. S.S.W. Launceston. P. of
Looe, 1154; do. of W. Looe, 770. They have
h a small harbour, defended by a battery, and
le is a pilchard fishery here. They were, next
'owey, the principal ports in Cornwall ; and, in
reign of Edward iii., E. Looe sent 20 ships to

• siege of Calais.—II. two rivers, co. Cornwall.
. rises W. of Fenryn, flows 8 m. S.S.W., and
ers the English Channel at Helstone, where a

• of shingle converts its estuary into a lake,
led Looe Pool.—II. rises near St Clair, and
^ers the English Channel at Looe.
iJoONEE or LoNi, a river of Western India,
ioh has its rise in a marshy tract, W. of Pok-
r, in the British dist. of Ajmeer, in lat. 26° 37'

Ion. 74° 46' E. It flows into the Eunn of
tch by two mouths, one in lat. 24° 42' N., Ion.

' ir E., and the other 10 m. more to the S.E.,
d is lost in that waste. It has a total S.W.
arse of 320 miles.
LoONGHEE, a town of Further India, Burmese
m., on the Irawaddy, 60 m. N. Prome.
Loop Heiad, a promontory of Ireland, co.
ire, at the N. side of entrance of Shannon,
2 feet above the sea. It has a lighthouse with
ixed light. Lat. 62° 33' 39" N. ; Ion. 9° 56' W.
Loos, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Nord,
m. S.W. Lille. P. 5172.
Loose, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 1\ m. S.
udstone. Ac. 960. P. 1673.
Looz or BoRCHLOEN, a town of Belgium, prov.
rabourg, cap. cant., 9 m. S. Hasselt. P. 1660.
LoPKN, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3 m.
N.W. Crewkeme. Ac. 489. P. 419.

Lopera, a town of Spain, prov. and 22 m. N.W.
Jaen, near the Guadalquivir. P. 2179.

Lopez, a cape of Africa, Gulf of Guinea, in lat.

0° 36' S., Ion. 8° 35' W.
Lopham, two contiguous pas. of England, co.

Norfolk.—I. {North), 4 m. S.S.E. East Harling.
Ac. 2200. P. 771. Manufs. of linen.—IL (*SroM<A),

4i m. S.S.E. East Harling. Ac. 1937. P. 630.

LopiENo, a small town of Prussian Poland,
gov. Bromberg, 14 m. N.N.W. Gnesen. P. 550.

LoppiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 2J
m. W. Wem. Ac. 3414. P, 575.
LoRA, a river of S. Afghanistan, rises in the

mountains, about 100 m. N.E. Tuckatoo M., and
after flowing S.W. for 280 m., is lost in the sands
of the desert.

LoRA-DEL-Eio, a town of Spain, prov. and 32
m. E.N.E. Sevilla, on the Guadalquivir. P. 4590.
It has manufs. of hats and leather.

LoRAiNE, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in

N. of Ohio. Area 727 sq. m. P. 29,744.

LoRCA, a city of Spain, prov. and 29 m. W.S.W.
Murcia, on the Sangonera. P. 48,224. Principal
edifices, a collegiate church, bishop's palace, col-

lege, and two hospitals. Its old castle onco
caused Lorca to be considered the key of Murcia

;

the walls of the town and a tower are Moorish,
and it has some Roman antiquities ; manufs. salt-

petre, linen cloths, and thread.

LoRCH, several towns of Germany.—I. duchy
Nassau, 20 m. W.S.W. Wiesbaden, on the Khine.-

P, 1745.— II. a town, Wurtemberg, circ. Jaxt, cap.

dist., 23 m. S.W. EUwangen. P. 1765.

Lord Hood's Island, Pacific Ocean, is in lat.

21° 30' S., Ion. 135° 33' W.
Lord Howe's Islands, Pacific Ocean, form a

part of the Solomon Islands.—II. a group. Paci-

fic, N.E. of Sydney, lat. 31° 30' S., Ion. 159° 10'

E.—III. one of the Society Islands.

Lorenzana, a town of Spain, prov. and 31 m.
N.N.E. Lugo. P, 2872 San Lorenzo is a town
of the island Majorca, Balearic Isles.

Lorenzana, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Pisa. P. 1429. It was nearly destroyed by
the earthquake of 1846.

Lorenzo (San), several vills. of South Italy.

—

I. prov. Benevento, circ. Cerreto. P. 1839.—II.

(Bellizzi), prov. Cosenza, circ. Castrovillari. P.

2104.—III. prov. & circ. Reggio-Calabria. P. 3751.

Lorenzo (San), in Campo, a town of Central

Italy, prov. and cu-c. Pesaro. P. 1607. It is sur-

rounded by walls, and has many antiquities.

Lorenzo Marquez, a Portuguese establish-

ment on the E. coast of Africa, on the Mouissa,

22 m. from its mouth, in the Bay of Lagoa.
LoREO, a market town of N. Italy, gov. and 26

m. S.S.W. Venice, on Canal of Loreo. P. 3544.

LoRETO, a city of Central Italy, prov. Ancona,
13 m. N.E. Macerata, cap. com., on a hill, about

3 m. from the Adriatic. P. (1862) 8328. It owes its

origin to a famous chapel of the Virgin, overwhich
a magnificent church has been built, while around
it has grown up the town, encircled by walls of the

16th century. Its suburb, Montereale, is more
elegant than the city. The governor's palace and
the public fountains are worthy of notice; but

the holy shrine is the chief object of attraction to

visitors, and the trade of the place is exclusively

in rosaries and relics for the use of pilgrims.

LoRETO, a town of South. America, Ecuador,

on 1. b. of the Amazon, in lat. 4° 0' S., Ion. 70° 25'

W. It has been declared a free port.

LoRETO, a dep. of North Peru, created in 1853.

It extends from the Cordillera region of Pasco to

the junction of the Amazon with the JavSri, and
is as large as all the other departments togetbar.
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The W. is mountainous, and contains the famous
Pongo de Manseriche, through which theMaranon
makes its escape. The £. consists of vast well-
watered plains, covered with luxuriant vegeta-
tion. Mean temp, of year 71° to 73° Fahr. Rain-
fall excessive. Mineral products, rock salt, alum,
sulphur, iron ore, and lignite. Gold is found in
the river Napo. The region has been recently
opened to steam navigation.
LoRETO, a town of South Italy, prov. Teramo,

circ. and 3i m. S.E. Civita-di-Penne, cap. circ.

P. 5449. Manufs. of paper, and some dye works.
LoRETTO, a fort and mission of North America,

Lower California, on the Gulf of California, lat.

25° 55' N., Ion. Ill" 20' W. It is the oldest
establishment of the Spaniards in California.

LoRGUES, a coram, and town of France, dep.
Var, 7 m. S.W. Draguignan. P. 4634. It has
manufs. of linen, hempen, and woollen cloths.

LoRiEXT, a coram, and fortified seaport town
of Fi-ance, dep. Morbihan, cap. am, at the con-
fluence of the Scoi-ff and Blavet, at the head of
the Bay of Port Louis, 28 m. W.N.W. Vannes.
P. 35,462. It has a town-hall, theatre, market-
place, national college, comm. college, and a
public library. Manufs. of hats, linens, gold lace,

and earthenwares. Its port is commodious, and
bordered by fine quays, on which are large build-
ings connected with the dockyard, with 30 slips

«)f all sizes, an observatory, and lighthouse. Lo-
rietU owes its importance to having been made
the naval depot of the French East India Com-
pany in 1728, at the dissolution of which, in 1770,
it was made one of the stations for the French
navy, and a free commercial port. It has an ac-
tive trade, and pilchard fisheries.

LoRioL, a coram, and town of Fi-ance, dep.
Drome, cap. cant., 12 ra. S.S.W. Valence, near
the Drome river, across which it communicates
with the vill. of Livrons. P. 3524.
LoRMES, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Nigvre, cap. cant., 18 m. S.E. Claraecy. P. 2942.
LoRMOXT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, on the Garonne, 3 m. N.N.E. Bordeaux.
P. 2921.

Lorn, a mountainous district of Scotland, co.

Argyle, bounded on E. by Breadalbane (co.

Perth), and W. by Loch Linnhe.
LoEO, two towns of Central Italy.—I. {Piceno),

prov. and circ. Macerata. P. 3365.—II. (fiiu-
Jenna), prov. and circ. Arezzo, in the upper valley
of the Amo, cap. comm. P. 4786.
LoROux (Le) or Lokoux BorrEREAU, a comm.

and town of France, dep. Loire-Inferieure, cap.
cant., 10 m. E.N.E. Nantes. P. 4212.
LoRQUiN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Meurthe, 5 m. S.S.W. Sarrebourg. P. 1060.
L6RR.VCH, a frontier town of Baden, circ. Upper

Rhine, cap. dist., on the Wiesent, 28 m. S.S.W.
Freiburg. P. 4070. It has manufs. of cotton.
Lorraine (German Lothringen), an old prov.

in the N.E. of France, the cap. of which was
Nancy, now comprised in the deps. Meurthe, Mo-
selle, Meuse, and Vosges. In ancient times the
name was applied to the countries of Germany
and the Netherlands, northwards to the mouths
of the Rhine. The French portion was called
Upper Lorraine, and tlie other Lower Lorraine,
or the duchy of Lothaire
LoRRHA, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Tipper-

ary, 5 m. E. Portunma. Ac. 15,679. P. 2056.
LoRRis, a comra. and town of France, dep.

Loiret, cap. cant., 13 m. S.W. Montargis. P. 2008.
LoRscH or Laltjisheim, a town of Germany,

grand duchy Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Starken-
burg. cap. circ, 16 m. S. Darmstadt. P. 2846.

LoRTON, a chapelry of England, co. Ciimbi
land, pa. Brigham, 3 ra. S.S.E. Cockermoui
Ac. 10,755. P. 658.

Los Angelos, a co., U. S., N. America, in 8.

of California. Area about 4800 sq. m. P. 11,333.

The viU. of Los Angelos, 27 m. from San Francis

:

is environed by vineyards and orange groves.
LosCH, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ a

4 m. E.N.E. BrUnn. P. 2300.

LoscHWiTZ, a viU. of the kingdom of Saxoi
circ. Apht, dist Dresden. P. 2204.

Los (Isles de), a group of islands off the
"'

coast of Africa, belonging to England, 75 :

N.W. Sierra Leone, of volcanic origin, and ci i

sisting of Factory Island, Taraara, and Ruma.
LosLATJ (Polish Vodcislawice), a town of Pr;;

sian Silesia, gov. & 53 m. S.S.E. Oppeln. P. 21 I

LosoNEZ, a vill. of Austria, Himgary, co. Nti

grid, dist. Pest. P. 3200.
Los Santos, a town of Spain, prov. and 36 r

S.E, Badajoz, and on the N. slope of the Sien,

Morena, P. 5274.
j

LossiE, a river of Scotland, co. Elgin, issnicf

from a small loch of same name, in S.W. of tb

CO., and flowing N. and N.E. past Elgin, to L<^
siemoutb, where it forms a harbour on the Mora
Firth. Total course 26 miles. 1
Lossiemouth, a small seaport of Scotkad. a

Lossie river, co. and 5 m. N.E. Elgin, pa. Drauj
P. 1333. The harbour has 12 to 16 feet water.i

LossiNi (Gei-raan Lvssin), an island of Atistrii

Istria, in the Gulf of Quarnero, imraediately S.^^

the island Cherso. Length 19 m. ; breadth 3 n

Near its S. extremity are the contiguous towE
L. Grande (P. 4720) and L. Piccolo (P. 361)

with a good harbour and ship-building yards.

LosSNiTZ, a town of Saxony, cLrc. Zwickau, 1

m. S.S.W. Chemnitz. P. 5256. It is enclosed b

walls, and has manufs. of woollens and linens.

LossuK, a vilL of Tibet, Ladakh, dist. Spiti, i

lat. 32° 8' N., Ion. 78° 5' E. ; elev. 13,400 feet

LosTOCK, a hamlet of England, co. Lancast'i

pa. and 5^ ra. W. Bolton. Ac 1426. P. 680.-

II. a township, co. Chester, pa. Great Budwortl
2 m. E. Northwich. Ac. 1706. P. 467.

f

LosTWiTHiEL, an ancient and decayed boil

market town, and pa. of England, co. Comwid!
of which it was formerly the cap., on the Fowe-
5 m. S.S.E. Bodmin. Ac of pa. 110. P. 166'

Tanning and wool-stapling are the principi

trades; and tin, copper, iron, & slate are emortw
Lot, Oltis, a riv. of France, rises in Mt Lozer

passes Mende, Espalion, and Entraigues (where
becomes navigable), Cahors, Penne, Villeneuvf

d'Agen, and joins the Garonne near Aiguille i

Course W. ; length 250 m. Affls. Truyere & Selli

Lot, a dep. in the S.W. of France, formed

«

part of the old prov. Gascogne, between the dojn

Correze, Dordogne, Lot-et-Garonne, Tam-o'
Garonne, Aveyron, and CantaL Area 2012 sq. a

P. 295,542. Surface elevated and moimtainou

covered on E. by part of Mont Cantal. Chii

rivers, Lot and Dordogne. Climate healthy; 8 3

fertUe ; com and wine abundant Manufs. uniu

portant ; the dep. has numerous flax-mills, a fe'

iron forges, potteries, and paper-mills. It is d

vided into the arrs. Cahors, Figeac, and Gourdci

Lota, a seaport town of ChUe, in the bay & -

m. N. Arauco. P. 4500, mostly Chilenos. Near

immense fields of excellent coal are mined to ii

extent of 80,000 tons a year. Fire bricks (30,Oj

a week) are made at Lota, which is a flounshm

station of the South American mission.

Lot-et-Gakonjte, a dep. in the S.W. of France

forming part of the old prov. of Gascogne, aii

situated between the deps. Dordogne, Gironc<

^3"'

i
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indes, Gers, Tarn-et-Garonne, and Lot. Area
20 sq. m. P. 332,065. Principal rivers, the

ironne, and its affluents the Bayse and Lot.

il very fertile in the plains on the river banks,

t sterile in the dists. termed "Landes," and
the marshes. Chief products, com, hemp,

tie, chestnuts, and prunes. It has a national

nuf. of tobacco, brandy distilleries, manufs.
vinegar, sail cloth, woollens and linens, calico,

d gloves. The dep. is divided into the arrs.

:en, Marmande, Nerac, and Villeneuve-d'Agen.

Loth, a pa. of Scotland, co. Sutherland, 9 m.
E. Golspie. P. 610.

JLoTHERTON, a township of England, co. York,
lest Eiding, pa. Sherburn, 5 m. S.S.W. Tad-
tor. Ac. 1052. P. 547.

.)THiANS (The), a division of Scotland, com-
ing the cos. Haddington, Edinburgh, and
ilithgow, respectively called East, Middle, and
Dst Lothian.
OTHRINGEN and LOTHARINGIA. [LOREAINE.]
iit's Wife, a rock in the North Pacific Ocean,
• lat. 30° N., Ion. 157° 50' E.

.OTTE, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia, circ.

Ulster, dist. Tecklenburg. P. 1172.

.OTZEN, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 42 m.
;.W. Gumbinnen. P. 1700.

.ou-AN or LouN-GAN, a city of China, prov.
;in-si, cap. dep. Lat. 36° 7' 12" N. ; Ion. 113° E.

I. a town, prov. Ngan-hoei, 185 m. S.S.W.
nking.

;OUAXG Prabang, a city of Eastern Asia, cap.

the Western Laos States, lat. 17° 40' N, Ion.
" 25' E., on 1. b. of the Mekong river. P. 8000.

ir it the enterprising French traveller and na-
alist, M. Mouhot, died in 1860.

.ouargat, a conim. and vill. of France, dep.

es-du-Nord, 26 m. W. St Brieuc. P. 4328.

.ouBts (St), a conim. and town of France,
1. Gironde, 8 m. N.E. Bordeaux. P. 2520.

jOUBRessac, a comm. and town of Prance,
. ). Lot, 21 m. N.N.W. Figeac. P. 1286.

jOUDeac, a comm. and town of France, dep.
' «s-du-Nord, 15 m. S. St Brieuc. P. 6081.

iOUDES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
'. ute-I/oire, aiT. and cant. le-Puy. P. 1558.

'jOtjdon, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in

: ]. of Virginia. Area 473 sq. m. P, (1860)
273 free, 6501 slaves.

jOUDOUN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ayr, 4 m.
; !.E. Kilmarnock. Ac. 15,543. P. 4840. It

1 lime and coal works. On Loudoun hill a
' tie was fought between Bruce and the troops
I he Earl of Pembroke in 1307.
jOUDun, a comm. and town of France, cap.

I
., dep. Vienne, 31 m. N.N.W. Poitiers. P. 4504.

' las a comm. college, and is celebrated for the
I lod held here by the Protestants in 1611 and
2. In ancient times it was cap. of a small

1 1. called the Loudunois.
Mvt, a comm, and market town of France,

'
). Sarthe, 16 m. W. Le Mans, on rt. b. of the
zxe. P. 2140. Manufs. linen and paper.
jQuicHE, a town, Switzerland. [Leuk.]
jOUGa or LuGA, a small town of Eussia, gov.
\ 80 m. S.S.W. St Petersburg, on the river

Qga, which fells into the Gulf of Finland.
^OUGAN, a river of Norway, stift Aggershuus,
!S by many heads in the Langefield and Sogne-
d mountains, flows S.E., traversing Lake Mi-
ll, and under the name of Vermen joins the
immen, 28 m. N.E. Christiania. Course 200 m.
'-OUGH Allen [Allen]; and for all articles

h prefix Lough, not found below, see addi-
lal title.

•OCGHBOROUGH, a market town and pa. of

England, co. and 9 m. N.N.W. Leicester, with a
station on the Mid. Cos. Eailway. Ac. of pa.
5460. P. 10,955; do. of town 10,830. It has
a church, Burton Foundation School, and five
schools in connection with it, a union workhouse,
barracks, public library, news-room, theatre ; and
manufs. of woollen and cotton hosiery, bobbinet
lace, and shoes. A canal communicating with
the Trent and Soar facilitates its trade.

Lough-Brickland, a town of Ireland, Ulster
CO. Down, 10 m. N.N.E. Newry. p! 417.
LouGHGALL, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 5

m. N.N.E. Armagh. Ac. 10,923. P. 7469.
LouGHGiLLY, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Ar-

magh, 3^m. S.S.E.Markethill. Ac. 16,028. P. 6456.
Loughguile, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. An-

trim, 8 m. E.S.E. Ballymoney. Ac. 30,221, a
large portion of which is bog. P. 5045.
Loughinislanu, a pa. of Ireland, co. Down,

4| m.W.S.W. Downpatrick. Ac. 12.485. P. 4237.
Loughmoe (East), a pa. of Ireland, co. Tipper-

ary, 2J m. S.E. Templemare. Ac. 6014. P. 1347.
Loughrea, amkt. town of Ireland, Connaught,

CO. and 20 m. E.S.E. Galwaj-, on a lake of same
name. P. 3072. Has a pa. church, several Eomau
Catholic chapels and schools, a nunnery, and a
priory ; with manufs. of linen. Alt. 285 feet.

Loughton, two pas. of England.—I. co. Bucks,
33 m. N.W. Fenny-Stratford. Ac. 1620. P.
386.—II. CO. Essex, 11 m. JJ.N.E. London. Ac.
3170. P. 1527.

LouHANS, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Sa6ne-et-Loire, cap. arr., 29 m. N.E. Micon. P.
3768. It is a depot for merchandise between
Lyon and Switzerland.

Louis (Port & Port St). [Port Louis, etc.]

Louis (St), a lake of Canada East, formed by
an expansion of the Eiver St Lawrence, 7 m. S.W.
Montreal. Length 20 m., greatest breadth 7 m.
The Eiver Ottawa enters it by two channels on
its W. side.

Louis (St), a river of the U. S., N. America,
Wisconsin territory, and the true head waters of

the St Lawrence, enters Lake Superior at its W.
extremity, after a course of 120 m., in most part
of which it is navigable. Only a short portago
separates it from the Savannah, a tributary of

the Mississippi. [Lawrence (St).]

Louis (St), a co. of the U. S., North America,
Missouri, bordered E. by the Mississippi, and
N.W. by the Missouri ; cap. St Louis city. P.
(1860) 186,178 free, 4346 slaves.

Louis (St), a township of the U. S., North
America, Missouri, co. St Louis. P. 8116.
Louis (St), a city and river port of U. S., N.

America, Missouri, on rt. b. of the Mississippi, 18

m. below the junction of the Missouri, & 1130 m.
above New Orleans. Lat. 38° 37' N., Ion. 90° 16'

W. ; 461 feet above tide-water. P. (1850) 77,850

;

(1869) 160,773. It has many churches, a Eoman
Catholic cathedral& convent, two orphan asylums,

the St Louis University, with a library, an epis-

copal college, and chemical laboratory ; numerous
academies & schools, the city-hall, a United States

laud-office and arsenal, a theatre, concert-hall, a
museum, the academy of sciences, with a museum
of natural history and mineralogy, several print-

ing offices, and a bank. It has manufs. of ma-
chinery, leather, and ropes, with distilleries,

breweries, com, saw, and oil mills. It is the prin-

cipal western depot of the American Fur Com-
pany, and the entrepot of a vast extent of back
country. It was founded by the French in 1764.

Louis (St), an island, town, & port of W. Africa,

Senegambia, belonging to the French, at the

mouth of the Senegal river, in lat. 16° 2' N^ loa.
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16" 31' W., low, and about IJ m. in length. The
town St Louis, occupying the whole breadth of the
island, is cap. of the French possessions in Seiif-

gambia. P. (1864) with suburbs, 15,000. It ia

defended by the small fort St Louis.
Louis (St), two towns of Hayti, one on the S.

coast (S.W. peninsula), 12 m. E.N.E. Cayes ; the
other on the N. coast, E. Port-de-Paix.
Louis (St) a coram, and town of France, dep.

Haut-Ehin, arr. Altkirch. P. 1635.

Louis (St), a town of the island Bourbon, In-
dian Ocean, cap. of the French colony, 20 m.
S.S.E. St Paul, near the S.W. coast. P. 4424.

Louis (St), a comm. of the French colony of

Gaudeloupe, in the small island Marie-Galante,
N. Grand-Bourg. P. 2210.

Louisa, a co. of U. S., N. America, in E. of

Virginia. Area 427 sq. m. P. (1860) 6507 free,

10.194 slaves.—II. a co. in S.E. of Iowa. Area
413 sq. m. P. 10,370.

LouiSBURG, a seaport vilL in the island of Cape
Breton, on its E. coast, 23 m. S.W. Sydney.
LouiSBURG, a fishing viU. and suburb of the

town of Wick, Scotland, co. Caithness. P. 1230.

LoinsBURG, Wiirtemberg. [Ludwigsbukg.]
Louis Creek, a post-town of New S. Wales,

CO. Wellington, 46 m. from Bathurst. There are
gold fields in its vicinity.

LouisiADE Archipelago, a number of islands.

Pacific Ocean, betw. lat. 8° and 12° S., Ion. 150°

and 155° E., S.E. of Papua, comprising the islands

D'Entrecasteaux, Jurien, St Aignan, Bossel, etc.,

the inhabitants of which are of the Papuan race.

Louisiana, one of the U. S. of North America,
having E. Mississippi, from which it is mostly
separated by the river of same name, S.E. and S.

the Gulf of Mexico, W. Texas, and N. Arkansas
and Mississippi. Length 240 m., breadth 210 m.
Area 46,431 sq. m. P. (1860) 708,002, of whom
18,647 were free coloured, and 331,726 slaves.

Surface nearly flat, alternately covered with
woods, prairies, swamps, and tracts of alluvial

soil, generally secured from inundations of the
rivers by large embankments. Chief rivers, the
Mississippi, with its numerous branches, and the
Eed Eiver, Calcasieu, Vermilion, Teche, and
Sabine. Lakes, mostly formed by expansions or
overflowings of the rivers, are numerous ; Pont-
chartrain is the largest. The woods are very
extensive, and more swampy than those of the
other S. states. Panthers, deer, etc., are nume-
rons, and alligators swarm in the waters. Cli-

mate in winter mild and moist ; in summer hot
Country liable to visitations of yellow and bilious

intermittent fevers. Soil on the river banks very
fertile, and laid out in fine plantations. Chief
products, cotton, sugar, rice, maize, and tobacco.
Oranges, and most other southern fruits, flourish.

Cattle and mules are extensively bred on the
prairies. Valuation for 1860, omitting slaves,

436,255,568 dollars. Railways are now (1864)
in progress through the state in all directions

;

they haVe been deferred owing to the great faci-

lities of travel by water. Manufs. of little im-
portance. Louisiana is divided into 47 pas.,

answering to the cos. of other states. Principal
towns, after New Orleans, the cap., are Baton-
Eouge and Natchitoches. The governor and
senate are chosen by the people for 4 years, the
representatives for 2 years. The state sends 4
representatives and 2 senators to general Con-
gress. It was first explored by the French, and
named after Louis xiv., in 1682 ; was purchased
by the U. S. in 1803 ; admitted into the Union in
1812. A large portion of the pop. are of French
or Spanish descent, and Boman Catholics.

LouIS^^LLE, a city and river port, U. S, K
America, cap. state Kentucky, Jefferson co^ o
the 1. b. of the Ohio river, at its falls, 85 m. S.W
Cincinnati. P. in 1810, 1357 ; in 1860, 68,03;

It has a city hall, court house, the university i

Louisville, medical institute, and mercantile 1

brary; iron foundries, woollen and flour mill,

and a general carrying trade on the Ohio, and t

New Orleans. A short canal has been forme
here by which steamers avoid the rapids of th

river.—II. a township, New York, 160 m. N.N.\\
Albany.—III. a vill., cap. Jefferson co., Georgia.
Loui-TCHou, a city of China, prov. Quanj;

tong, cap. the most S. dep. of the empire, on tl i

E. side of a peninsula, 260 m. S.W. Canton.
Lou-KiANG, a town of China, prov. Ngan-hoti

.

cap. dist., 100 m. S.W. Nanking.
LouLi; a fortified town of Portugal, prov. Al

garvus, 8 m. N. Faro. P. (1863) 12,156.

LouND, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 44 n
N.W. Lowestoft. Ac. 1264. P. 466.

Lou-NGAN, a fortified city of China, prov. Se
chuen, cap. dep., on the frontier of Tibet.

LoupPE (La) a comm. & mkt. town of Franc?
dep. Eure-et-Loir, 21 m. W. Chartres. P. 1357.

Loup (St), several comms., towns, and vills. o

France.—I. dep. Haute-Saone, cap. cant^ on tli'

Seymouse, 16 m. N.W. Lure. P. 2533.—II. dep
Rhone, 12 m. S.W. Villefranche. P. 758.—Ul
dep. Deux-Sfevres, cap. cant., at the conflueni;

of the Thoud and C^bron, 10 m. N.E. Parthen«j
P. 1547, engaged in woollen weaving.

LouRCiiES, a comm. and town of France, dep

Nord, arr. Valenciennes, cant. Bouchain. P. 836i

LouBDES, Lorde, a comm. and town of Fnmct
dep. Haute-Pyrdnees, arr. and 6 m. N.N.E. Ai
gel^s, on the Gave-de-Pau. P. 4510. It stami

at the foot of an almost inaccessible rock, and i

commanded by a strong castle, now used as

prison. In the neighbourhood are marble aif

slate quarries. This place was fortified by Julia

Csesar, and has extensive Eoman remains.
LouRDOUEix, two comms. and vills. of Franct

—I. (St Michel), dep. Indre, arr. and 15 m. S.'^

La Chatre. P. 1196.—II. {St Pierre), dep. Greusi

17 m. N. Gueret. P. 2026.

LoURiCAi, a market town of Portugal, proi

Beira, 18 m. S.S.W. Coimbra. P. 2900.

LoURDfHAO, a to^vn of Portugal, prov. Estrf

madura, 10 m. N. Torres-Vedras. P. 2400.

LouBOUX-BtcoNNAis (Le), a comm. and van

ket town of France, dep. Maine-et-Loire, caj

cant., 15 m. W.N.W. Angers. P. 2808.

Louth, a small maritime co. of Ireland, Leii

ster, having N. Armagh and Carlingford Bay, I

the Irish Sea, S. Meath. and W. Meath and Mc
naghan. Ac 203.149, ofwhich 178,972 are ar*b!<

P. (1861) 75,973. The N. part of the count

forms the peninsula of CarUngford. Alt 1935fe()

Surface generally fertile. Agriculture compart

tively advanced, except in the mountain distnu

Chief crops, wheat, barley, oats, and vegetabli*

The fisheries employ 115 registered fishing Vfi

sels, and 5.58 men and boys. Louth ca is A

vided into 4 baronies and 61 pas., in the diocei

of Armagh. Chief towns, Drogheda, Dundal.

and Ardee. Louth sends 4 members to House •

Commons, 2 being for the co.—II. a pa. i-

17,842. P. 5458.—III. a decayed town in tl

above co., 6J m. S.W. Dundalk. P. 416.

Louth, a pa., munic. bor., and town of Enf
CO. and 25 m. E.N.E. Lincoln, on the Ludd, witli

station on the E. Lincoln Rail. Ac. of pa. 3620. •

(1861) 10,560. It has a Gothic church, with tow i

and spire 288 feet in height, a new mansion h:

with court ho. and assembly room. It has ir-
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Foundries, tanneries, carpet and blanket manuf.,

joap and paper works, flour mills, and exports of

;orn and ale, by a canal joining the Humber.
LouvAiN (Dutch Leuwen, Germ. Ldwen), a city

if Belgium, prov. South Brabant, cap. arr., on the

Oyle, 16 m. E.N.E. Brussels. P. (1864) 23,783. Its

)ld ramparts, wliich were 7 m. in circumference,

re now converted into planted walks. Principal

difices, a town hall, one of the richest and most
mamental in Belgium, church of St Peter, cita-

lel, prisons, & buildings of the musical academy.
Che university of Louvain, founded in 1426, was
uppressed in 1835, and replaced by a Eoman
latholic college. In the middle ages, Louvain
f&s the seat of extensive woollen & linen manufs.,
,nd it still has some woollen factories, manufac-
ures of lace, and cotton twist, dyeing establish-

aents, tanneries, glass factories, and distilleries

;

mt its trade is chiefly in beer. Louvain is con-
lected with Mechlin by a canal, and with
lechlin and Tirlemont by railway. Under the

'Vench it was cap. of the department Dyle.
LouvKciENNES, a comm. and vill. of France,

ep. Seine-et-Oise, 4 m. N. Versailles. P. 919.

LouvEN, a river of Norway, stift Christiania,

fter a S.S.E. course of 100 m. enters the Skager-
ack near Laurvig. It traverses several lakes.

LouvERNE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

layenne, arr. Laval, dist. Argentr^. P. 1631.

LotrvxERs, a comm. and town of France, dep.

lure, cap. arr., on the Eure, 17 m. S.E. Rouen.
'. 10,841. It has a cathedral ; and is one of the
hief seats of the French woollen manuf. It has
Iso manufs. of cotton goods, machinery, and soap,

rith bleaching and dye-works, tanneries, and
ugar refineries. It was taken and sacked by
Idward in., and again by Henry v. of England.
LouvignA, two comms. and vills. of France,

ep. lUe-et-Vilaine.—I. (du Desert), arr. and 10
1. N.N.E. Fougferes. P. 3675.—II. (era BaiaX arr.

nd8m. S.W. Vitrd. P. 1485.

LotJVRES, a comm. and town of France, dep.
eine-et-Oise, 6 m. S.S.E. Luzarches. P. 994.

LouzA, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, 12 m.
.S.E. Coimbra, at the foot of Mt. Louza, which
ipplies Lisbon with snow and ice. P. 3200.
LovAS Bereny, a market town of Hungary, co.

ad 9 m. N.E. Stuhlwoissenburg. P. 3910.
LovAT, a river of Russia, govs. Vitebsk and
ovgorod, enters Lake Umen, 22 m. S. Novgorod,
!ter a N. course of 175 m. It receives the Ku-
iaat Kholm. The Lovat and Diina Canal, which
aites those rivers, forms a part of the communi-
ition between L. Ladoga and the Gulf of Riga.
Lovendegheim, a comm. and vill. of Belgium,
rov. East Flanders, 5 m. N.W. Ghent. P. 4701,
ctensively employed in linen weaving.
LovENicH, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and
m. N.N.E. Aix-la-Chapelle. P. 1770. It has

Ik, linen, and woollen weaving.
LovERE (Leuceri), a market town of Northern
aly, prov. and 21 m. E.N.E. Bergamo, on Lake
fo, cap. dist. P. 2785. A very ancient town,
ilh many fine buildings.
LovERSALL, a pa. of England, co. Tork, West
ding,

3.J m. N.N.W. Tickhill. Ac. 2132. P. 175.
LovESTON, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,
m. S.W. Narberth. Ac. 1233. P. 122.
Lovicz, a town of Poland, on the Bzura, 45 m.
.S.W. Warsaw. P. 6825.
LoviNGTON, a pa. of Engl., co. Somerset, 2J m.
.S.W. Castle-Carey. Ac. 822. P. 239.
LoVTCHA, a town of European Turkey, Bul-
ria, 38 m. S. Nicopolis. P. 3000.
Low ARCHIPEL.VGO or Paumota Islands, an
tensive series of islands, Pacific, lat. 20° S.,

Ion. 140' W., east of the Society Islands, and S.

the Marquesas, and comprising numerous groups,
from Clermont-Tonnerre to .Krusenstem Island.
[Polynesia.]
LowDHAM, a pa. of England, co. and 7J m. N.E.

Nottingham. Ac. 3010. P. 1503.

Lowell, a city and manufacturing town, U. S.,

North America, Massachusetts, Middlesex co., at

the junction of the Concord and Merrimac rivers,

26 m. N.N.W. Boston, with which it is also con-
nected by railway and canal. Pop. in 1830, 6474

;

in 1860, 36,827. It is the great seat of the cot-

ton manufacture in the United States, for
which there are upwards of 50 mills, employing
13,000 hands, of whom 9000 are females. It has
several churches, a high school, a grammar, and
about 30 free schools, a lyceum, literary institute,

mechanics' do., with library; several newspapers,
including a well-conducted magazine, the con-
tributors to which are the young women of the
factories ; 3 banks, and 12 incorporated com-
panies, together with numerous private firms, all

extensively engaged in the manufacture of cot-

ton, linen, & woollen fabrics, bleacheries, powder-
mills, and machinery, the power for which is

mostly obtained from the fall of Pawtucket Canal.
The condition and morals of the work-people are
said to be highly satisfactory.

LowEN, a small town of Prussian Silesia, on the
Neisse, gov. and 37 m. S.E. Breslau, with a sta-

tion on the railway thence to Oppeln. P. 1525.

LowENBERG, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.
and 16 m. W.S.W. Leignitz, cap. circ, on 1. b. of

the Bober. P. 5000. It has woollen, printed linen,

and cotton factories, and bleaching works.
LowENSTEiN, a town of WUrtemberg, circ.

Neckar, 24 m. N.N.E. Stuttgart. P. 1070.

Lower, a township, U. S., North America,
New Jersey, on the Atlantic Ocean and Dela-
ware Bay. It is the prefix also of the following
townships :—I. (Dublin), Pennsylvania, co. Phila-
delphia.—II. (Macungy), co. Lehigh.—III. (3/a-
hantango), 55 m. N.E. Harrisburg.—IV. (Mahe-
Jield), 24 m. N.E. Philadelphia, on Delaware
Canal.—V. (Merion), 93 m. E. Harrisburg.—VI.
[Mount BetheJ\ co. Northampton.—VII. (Pax-
ton), 6 m. N.E. Harrisburg.—VIII. (Providence),

CO. Montgomery.—IX. (Sandusky), a vill., Ohio,
cap. CO., and on the Sandusky, 94 m. N. Colum-
bus.—X. (Saucon), a township, Pennsylvania, co.

Northampton, on the Lehigh, here crossed by two
bridges.—XI. (St Clair), co. Alleghany, on the
Ohio.—XII. (Windsor), co. Tork.
Lower Portland, a post town of New South

Wales, on Hawkesbury river, N.W. from Sydney.
Lower Provinces, a collective name for the

British provs. of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
Prince Edward Island, and Newfoundland.
Lowes (Loch of the), a lake of Scotland, co.

Selkirk, pa. Ettrick, separated from St Mary's
Loch by a narrow neck of land. Length 1 m.,
breadth ^ mile.

Lowesby, a pa. of England, co. and 9 m. E.N.E.
Leicester. Ac. 2350. P. 259.

Lowestoft, a seaport town & pa. of England,
CO. Suffolk, on the North Sea, 20 m. E.S.E. Nor-
wich, with which city it is connected by a canal
admitting vessels drawing 10 feet water, and at
the terminus of a branch of the E. Co. Rail. Ac.
of pa. 1685. P. (1861) 9534. Customs rev. (1862)
3606/. Exports 21,568/. Vessels belonging to
the port 47, tons 4582. The town is situated W.
of Lowestoft Ness, the most easterly land of
England, which has two lighthouses, 119 feet

above the sea, in lat 52° 29' 10" N., Ion. 1° 45' 14"'

E. Chief edifices, 3 churches, a free school, as-
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sembly i-ooms, baths, reading rooms, and accom-
modation for sea-bathers. It is a coast-guard
station, and has rope and sail making, boat-
building, mackerel, sole, and herring fisheries.

The liarbour is defended by 2 forts and a battery.

George ii. landed here in 1737.

LowEswATER, a chapelry of England, co. Cum-
berland, on a small lake of same name, 6 m. S.S.E.
Cockermouth. Ac. 6473 P. 392. The lake, 1

m. in length, is celebrated for its scenery.
LowiCK, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Northamp)-

ton, 2J m. N.W. Thrapston. Ac. 2200. P. 427.

—II. CO. Northumberland, 8 m. N.N.E. Wooler.
Ac. 12,526. P. 1946.

LowisA, a seaport town of Finland, laen Kym-
menegard, on the Gulf of Finland, 55 m. N.E.
Helsingfors. Its harbour is defended by fort

Swartholm. P. 2900.

LowiTscH, a town of Poland, 44 m. W.S W.
Warsaw, on the Bzura, an afll of the Vistula.
P. 5825. It has cavalry barracks, several monas-
teries, a Piarist gymnasium, and<Q. normal school.

Chief industry, linen weaving and tanning.
LowxDES, a CO. of the U. S., North America,

in S. of Georgia. Area 1650 sq. m. P. 2850 free,

2399 slaves.—II. a co. in centre of Alabama.
Area 839 sq. m. P. (1860) 8376 free, 19,340 slaves.

—III. in E. of Mississippi. Area 589 sq. m. P.
6895 free, 16,730 slaves.

Low-Quarter, a township of England, co.

Northumberland, pa. and 2 m. S. Hexham. P.
454.

—

Low How is a station on the Newcastle and
Carlisle RaUway, 13 m. E.N.E. Carlisle.

LowsiDE, a tnship. of Engl., co. Durham, pa.

Wickham. 3 m. W.S.W. Gateside. P. 1563.—
Lowside Quarter is a tnship., co. Cumberland, pa.

St Bees, 4 m. S. Whitehaven. Ac. 2666. P. 264.

LowTHER, a pa. of England, co. Westmoreland,
on a small river of same name, 4J m. S. Penrith.
Ac 3520. P. 427.
LowTHORPE, a pa, of Engl., co. York, E. Rid-

ing, 4 m. E.N.E. Great Drifiield, with a station on
the York & N.Midland Railway. Ac. 1690. P.17L
LowTOK, a chapelrv of Engl., co. Lancaster, pa.

Winwick,5Jm. S.S.E. Wigan. Ac. 1824. P. 2384.
Low\nLLE, a tnship„ IJ. S^ North America,

New York, 120 m. N.W. Albany. P. 2377.
LoxA, towns of Spain and S. America. [LojA."]

LoxBEAR, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4 m.
W.N.W. Tiverton. Ac 761. P. 126.

LoxHORE, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5J m.
N.E. Barnstaple, Ac. 1530. P. 250.

LoxLEY, a pa. of England, co. and 8 m. S.S.W.
Warwick. Ac. 1560. P. 368.—II. a liberty, co.

Stafford, pa. and 2^ m, S.W. Uttoxeter.
LoxTOX, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 2J m.

W.N.W. Axbridge. Ac. 1203. P. 154.

Loyalty Islands, in the Pacific Ocean, E. of

New Caledonia, consist of 2 large and 3 small
isls.,—the 3 largest inhabited.

—

Lifu is the most
N. and the largest. North end is in lat. 20° 27' S.,

Ion. 167° E. ; 37 m. long, 10 to 20 m. broad ; it is

of coral formation, and has no harbour. It is

250 feet in elevation, level on the top, and thickly
wooded. P. about 3000.

—

Mart, discovered in

1841, is about 20 m. long, 10 m. broad, and has
no anchorage ; it is of coral formation, level, and
thickly wooded. Taken possession of by France
subsequently to occupation of New Caledonia.
Loyat, a coram, and vill. of France, dep. Mor-

bihan, 29 m. N.E. Vannes. P. 2081.
LoYES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ain,

22 m. E. Trevoux. P. 1104.
LozDZEY, a town of Poland, prov. Augustow,

24 ra. N.E. SuwalkL P. 1680, mostly Jews.
LoztRE, a dep. of the South of France,•formed

of part of the old prov. Languedoc, enclosed by
the deps. Cantal, Aveyron, Gard, Ardeche, and
H. Loire. Area 1996 sq. m. P. (1861) 137,367
Surface mountainous, traversed on the E. by the
Cevennes mountains, and from E. to W. by the
mountains of Margeride and Loz^re. Altitude of

plateau 2300 to 3000 feet. The mountains are
snow-clad during a great part of the year, which
renders the climate severe for its latitude. Chief
rivers. Tarn, Lot, Truyere, Allier, and Gard.
Soil infertile ; a great part of the pop. live on
chestnuts and potatoes. Sheep are reared. The
dep. has ores of lead, silver, copper, antimony,
and iron ; and is divided into the arrs. Mende,
Florae, and Marvejols.—^Elevation of N. Lozere,

in the Cevennes, 4884 feet above the sea.

LozwYL, a town, Switzerland, cant. Bern, dist.

Aarwangen. P. 1122. It has Unen and cotton
manufs. and bleachfields.

Lu, a market town of North Italy, prov. dnx,
and 9 m. N.W. Alessandria. P. 3635.

LuANCO, a seajwrt town of Spain, on a head-
land of Asturias, in the Bay of Biscay, prov. and
15 m. N. Oviedo. P. 1950.

LuARCA, a seap)ort town of Spain, prov. and 37

m. W.N.W. Oviedo. P. 2700. It is in a sheltered

cove. Harbour defended by batteiies.

LuBACZow, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

circ and 40 m. W.N.W. Zolkiev. P. 2710.

LUBACZOVKA ,amarket town of Russian Poland,

gov. Volhynia, 3 m. S.E. Vladimir.
LuBAN, a small island of the E. Archipelago,

Philippines, about 90 m. S.W. Manila.

LuBAR, a mkt. town of Russia, gov. Volhynia,

47 m. W.S.W. Jitomir, on the Slutsh. P. 3500.

LuBBECKE, a walled town of Prussian West-
phalia, gov. and 13 m. W. Minden. P. 2760.

LCbben or LuBio, a town of Prussia, prov.

Brandenburg, cap. circ, gov. and 40 m. S.W.
Fi-ankfurt, on an isl. formed by the Spree. P.

4600. Chief industry, linen and woollen cloth

weaving, brewing, distilling, and manufs. tobacco.

LCbbenau, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 44 m. S.S.W. Frankfurt, between
several arms of the Spree. P. 3150. It has linen

and wooUen cloth weaving, and distilling.

Lubbenham, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

If m. W. Market-Harborough. Ac. 2400. P. 640.

LuBEC, a township and small seaport, U. S..

North America, Maine, at the W. entrance of

Passamaquoddy Bay, 180 m. E.N.E. Augusta. It

has a lighthouse and a good harbour.

LCbeck, a commercial free city of Northern '

Germany, the chief of the three free or Hanse
towns, and the cap. of a small territory, enclosed

by Holstein and Lauenburg, on the Trave, 10 m.

from its mouth, in the Gulf of LUbeck (Baltic),

36 m. N.E. Hamburg. Lat. 63° 62' 1" N. ; Ion.

10° 41' 6* E. Area of town and territory, com-

prising the half of the district of Bergdorf, 127

sq. m. P. (1862) in the city 27,249, in the suburb.

4649, total 31,898; of Bergdorf and country

18,716 ; total of territory 60,614. It is enclosed

by ramparts and a promenade ; and has a cathe •

dral, 7 Lutheran churches, a castellated town-

hall, formerly the place of assembly for tb

Hanseatio Leag^ue, an exchange, arsenal, mint.

several hospitals, colleges, schools, and othc

public institutions, a- valuable public library, u

society of useful arts, and an operatic theatre.

Principal exports, corn, cattle, wool, fish, ii-on,

and timber ; imports comprise wines, silks, cot-

tons, hardwares, and other manufactured goods,

colonial products, dye stuffs, etc. It has an ex-

tensive' commission and transit trade, fairs fof

wool, cattle, and horses. Manufs. tobacco, aom
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playing cards, paper, linen and cotton stuffs,

iron, copper, and brass works. Sailing and steam
vessels entered (1802) 1251 (tonnage 176,874), of

wliich 21 were from Britain. Vessels belonging to

the port in 1862, 57, of which 13 were steamers. It

communicates with Hamburg, by the Trave and
Stecknitz Canal, with its port Travemunde by
steamboats daily, and also by steam with the

northern capitals frequently. The total income
for transport of goods and passengers on the

Lubeck-Buchen railroad in 1862 was 31,040/.

lu 1806 the city was stormed by the French, and
it subsequently became cap. arr. of the dep.

Benches d'Elbe. The territory of the free town
of Lilbeck comprises 10 separate portions in Meck-
lenburg Strelitz, Lauenburg, and Oldenburg. It is

a member of the new North German Confedera-
liou of 1866. Principal rivers, the Trave and
Stecknitz. Soil fertile. Chief occupation, the

rearing of live stock. Previous to 1848 the

government was aristocratic. It is now governed
by a senate of 14 members, of whom 8 must bo-
long to the literary, and 5 to the commercial class,

lievenue (1863) 84,403/. ; expenditure 81,263/.

LuBECK Principality. [Oldenbuug.]
LtBEN, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and 14

m. N.N.E. Liegnitz, cap. circ, on the Oberauer
water. P. 3520. It has a castle.

LuBERSAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Correz^, 21 m. N.N.W. Brives. P. 3702.

LuBiANA, Austria. [Laybach.]
LuBLNA, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Ob.

Xeutra, dist. Vag. Ujhely. P. 2616.

LUBiN DKS JoNCHERETS (St), a comm. and
market town of France, dep. Eure-et-Loire, on
tlie Arve, 12 m. W. Dreux. P. 1672.

LuBLAU (Hung. LmMo), a town of Northern
Hungary, co. Zips, on the Poprad, 15 m. N.E.
Kesmark. P. 1652. It has paper mills.

LuBi.iN, a prov. of Poland, having E. the Rus-
sian gov. Volhynia, S. Galicia, W. and N. the

provs. Siedlec and Sandomir. Area 11,653 sq.

m. P. (1861) 967,205. Soil fertile. Principal
rivers, the Wieprz, Bug, and Vistula.

Lublin (Pol. Lubelsky, a city of Poland, cap.

povemment and prov., in a marshy tract, on I. b.

of the Bistritza, 95 m. S.E. "Warsaw. P. (1865)
21,814, many of whom were Jews. It was formerly
fortified, and has a citadel. Principal edifices, a
town-hall, the Sobieski palace, cathedral, Jews'
synagogue, a Piarist college, diocesan schools,

civil and military hospitals, orphan asylum,
theatre, and a benevolent society. Manvtfs. of
coarse woollen cloths. Trade in corn and Hun-
garian wines. Three large fairs, each lasting a
month, are held here annually, attended by Turks
and Armenians.
Ldblinitz, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and

34 m. E.N.E. Oppeln, on the Malapane. P. 2150.
LuBNAiQ (Loch), a lake of Scotland, co. Perth,

at the N.E. base of Benledi, 5 m. N.N.W. Cal-
lander. It is formed by a branch of the Teith,
which expands into Lochs Doine and Voel.
LObnu, a town of Russia, gov. and 80 m.

W.N.W. Poltava, cap. circ, on the Soula. P.
5800. It has a veterinary institution, botanic
gardens, and a pharmaceutic school. It was
formerly fortified, and withstood a lengthened
siege by Charles xii. of STeeden.
LuBOMi^ a mkt. town of Russian Poland, gov.

Volhynia, 38 m. N.N.W. Vladimir. P. 2850.
LuBRiN, a town of Spain, prov. and 29 m. NE.

'Almeria. P. 4815. It has extensive mines.
LuBT, a town of N. Germany, Mecklenburg-

Bchwcrin, cap. dist., on the Elde, 8 m. E.N.E.
Parchim. P. 2100. Manufactures of tobacco.

LCbtueen, a market town of Northern Gep«
many, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, 10 m. S.S.W.
Hagenow. P. 1500.

Luc (Lk), a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Var, cap. cant, 13 m. S.W. Draguignan. P.
3759. In its vicinity is iin extensive glass and
crystal factory.—II. (en-Diois), dep. Drome, cap.
cant. Die. P. 1046.—III. {sur Mer\ dep. Calva-
dos, arr. Caen, cant. Douvres. Herring, mackerel,
and oyster fishings.

LucAN, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. and 6f
m. W. Dublin, with a station on the Gt. S. W.
Railway. Ac. 1125. P. 801. The village is

beautifully situated on the Liffey. Alt. 162 feet.

Lucas, a co. of the U. S-, North Ameiica, in

N.W. of Ohio. Area 546 sq. m. P. (1860) 25,831.—11. a CO. in Iowa. P. 5766.
Lucjay-le-Male, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Indre, 20 m. N.N.W. Chateauroux. P. 1733.

Luca (San), a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Reggio-
Calabria, circ. Geraci. P. 1520.

Lucca, a prov. of Central Italy, between lat.

43° 4.r and 44° 7' N., Ion. 10° 12' and 10° 42' E.,

bounded E. and S. by Tuscany, W. by the Gulf
of Genoa and duchy Massa, and N. by Modena,
Area 568 sq. m. P. (1862) 256,161. It occupies
the central valley of the Serehio, and is con-
sidered one of the most fertile regions in Italy.

Lucca, formerly an independent state, was ceded
to Tuscany in 1847, annexed to Sardinia in 1860,
and is now incorporated in the kingdom of Italy.

Lucca, a city of Italy, cap. prov. Lucca, on
the Serehio, 11 m. N.E. Pisa. P. (1862) 21,966,
of comm. 65,435. Its cathedral contains valuable

Eaintiugs & antiquities ; several churches, mostly
uilt of Carrara marble, an unfinished ducal

palace, royal lyceum, with a valuable library, a
seminary for noble ladies founded by the sister of

Napoleon i., a theatre, botanic garden, aqueduct,
on 459 arches, for the conveyance of water from
Monte Pisano, the remains of a Roman amphi-
theatre, and many public fountains. It is an
archbishop's see, and has many benevolent insti-

tutions. It is the first place in Italy where silkwas
manufactured, and it still has manufs. of silk and
woollen fabrics, and paper, and an active trade

in olive oil, etc. Under the Romans it was a
municipium, and often the headquarters of Julius

Caesar, and where he made the famous alliance

with Crassus and Pompey. In the 12th century
it became a free city. In 1805 Napoleon i.

erected it into a principality for his sister's hus-
band, Bacciochi. Near it are the reputed baths
of Nero, and 11 m. N.ward, in the valley of the
Serehio, are the baths of Lucca, a favourite sum-
mer watering-place.
Lucca, a vill. of the isl. Sicily, prov. Girgenti,

between Alessandria and Castronuovo. P. 1796.

Luce, two pas. of Scotland, co. Wigtown.—I.

(iViejp), on river of the same name, 16 m. W.
Nowton-Stewart. Ac. 28,929. P. 731.—II. (Old),

a pa., between the above and Luce Bay, contain-

ing the vill. of Glenluce. Ac. 33,798. Pop. of

pa. 2800.

Luce Bay, a broad and deep inlet of the Iinsh

Sea, S.W. coast of Scotland, co. Wigtown, the
S. part of which it divides into two peninsulas,
terminating in the Mull of Galloway, at the W.
entrance of the bay, and Burrow Head at the E.
Breadth at entrance 18j m. ; at the head, where
it receives the small river Luce, about 7 m.

;

length 16J m. The quicksands of this bay have
often proved destructive to shipping.

Luce (Sainte), a comm. and town on the S.

coast of the French West India island Martinique^
13 m. S.E. Fort Royal. P. 1040.
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Luce (S^utta), a town of Central Italy, prov.

and circ. Pisa. P. 2223.

LucEA, a marit. vill. of Jamaica, on its N.W.
coast, CO. Cornwall, 17| m. W.S.W. Montego.
LucEAU, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Sarthe, 21 m. S.W. St Calais. P. 1162.

LuCESA, ElitatuL, a city of Spain, prov. and 32
m. S.S.E. Cordova. P. 16,652. It has a church,

2 hospitals, and 2 colleges. Principal manufs.,
linen and woollen cloths, and pottery wares. Its

neighbourhood is famed for fine fruits, especially

apricots.—II. prov. and 15 m. N.W. Castellon-

de-la-Plana, on river Lucena. P. 2903.

LucEKAY, several comms. and vills. of France.

—I. Qes Aix), dep. Nievre, 25 m. S.E. Nevers.
P. 2109.—II. (TEveqve), dep. SaSne-et-Loire, cap.

cant., 8 m. W.N.W. Autun. P. 1206.
LucENDA, a considerable town of South Africa,

cap. territory Cazembe, on "W. affluent of Lake
Nyassi, near lat 11° 25' S., Ion. 31° 35' E.
LucERA, Luceria, a town of South Italy, prov.

Foggia, cap. circ, on a height 12 m. W.N.W.
Foggia. P. (1861) 14,787. It is enclosed by old

walls, and has a cathedral, formerly a Saracenic
mosque, a bishop's palace considered the finest

building in Apulia, a tribunale appropriated to the
public offices, a royal college, and a fine private

museum, active trade in cattle and cheese, and
three annual fairs. The castle, a quarter m. from
the town, is an extensive building.

Lucerne (Lake of) (German Waldstdttersee,

or the " Lake of the Four Forest Cantons "), a
lake of Switzerland, near its centre, enclosed by
the cantons Schwytz, Uri, Unterwalden, and Lu-
cerne. Length 24 m. ; breadth -} m. to 2 m. ; area

41 sq. m. ; height of surface above the sea 1380
feet ; depth varies from 300 feet near Lucerne to

900 feet near its E. extremity. Shape cruciform,

with a prolongation E.Ward, called the Bay of

Uri, where its banks rise into wild sublimity ; its

scenery is everywhere pictxiresque. The Reuss
enters it at its S.E., and leaves it at its N.W. end.
The city Lucerne, & towns Ktissnacht, Brunnen,
and Fluelen, are on this lake, on which a steamer
plies from end to end twice a day in summer.
Lucerne (German Luzem), a canton of Swit-

zerland, near its centre, enclosed by the cantons
Schwytz, Zug, Berne, and Unterwalden. Area
480 sq. m. P. (1860) 130,504, nearly all Roman
Catholics. Surface mountainous in the S., level

in the N. Climate temperate ; soU generally fer-

tile. Principal river, the Eramen. The canton
comprises the lakes Sempach and Baldegg ; those
of Lucerne and Zug form part of its E. limits.

Fruits are plentiful, and wine is made ; but the
chief branches of industry are cattle-reaiing and
dairy husbandry. Manufactures mostly domestic.
Lucerne is the chief of the Swiss Roman Catholic
cantons.
Lucerne, a city of Switzerland, cap. cant. Lu-

cerne, and one of the three seats of the Swiss
diet, on the Reuss, where issuing from the W.
extremity of the Lake of Lucerne, 25 m. S.S.W.
Zurich. P. (1860) 11,522. It is enclosed by a
wall and watch-towers. Principal edifices, a
cathedral and other churches, several convents,
town-hall, arsenal, with ancient armour, two hos-
pitals, an orphan asylum, gaol, theatre, & several
covered bridges, adorned with ancient paintings.
Its lyceum, with 14 professors, established in an
old Jesuit convent, has attached to it an admir-
able public school. It has manufactures of silk

and cotton fabrics, and carriages, and a large
weekly com market.

LucHfe, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.
Sarthe, on the Loir, 7 m. E. La Fltehe. P. 2655.

LucHON, France. [BAGNfeRES de Lcchox.]
Li CHOW, a town of Prussia, landr. and 37 m.

S.E. Liineburg, cap. circ, on the Jetze, an affl. of

the Elbe. P. 2648.
Lucia (St), a British West India island, wind-

ward group, 30 m. 8. Martinique. Lat. of the
cap. 14° 0' N., Ion. 60° 58' W. Area about 250
sq. m. P. (1861) 26,705, most of whom are Ro-
man Catholics, and of French descent ; only about
one-twentieth are Protestants, all of whom attend
places of worship connected with the Episcopal
church, there being no other Protestant church
on the island. Surface mostly elevated ; in the
N. & S. marshy ; and both there and in the narrow
valleys very unhealthy ; 30 persons die annually
from bites of serpents, which are very abun-
dant. The more elevated parts are covered with
thick forests, elsewhere cultivation is rapidly
extending. According to a Parliamentary re-

port, the colony is in every respect improving.
The revenue of 1861 was 14,227/., and the ex-
penditure 14,137/.; exports 96,321/.; imports
110,063/ ;

public debt 18,000/. More than one-
third of the whole imports consisted of British

manufactured goods, and of the exports 87,230/.

in value were sent to the United Kingdom. The
duties on imports are very light, and the tariff

very simple. In 1861, 6774 hhds. of sugar were
exported. The chief portion of the revenue is

derived from import duties, and the excise rum
duties and licences. Reg. shipping (1861) 14 ves-

sels; aggregate burden 667 tons. St Lucia ia

divided into 9 pas.; chief towns, Castries, the

cap., Soufriere, and Vieuxfort. The French held
it from 1763 to 1803, and the existing laws rela-

tive to property, etc^ are French. Government
vested in a governor, council, and orders of the

sovereign in council.

LuciDO (San), a town of South Italy, prov.

Cosenza, circ. Paola. P. 3048.

LuciGNANO, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Arezzo, 7 m. N.E. Siena. P. 3885.
LuciTO, a market town of S. Italy, prov. Cam-

pobasso, 11 m. W.S.W. Larino. P. 2465.

Luck, a town of Russia, gov. Volhynia, 170 m.
W.N.W. Zytomiers, on the StjT. P. 3650.

LucKAU, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
gov. and 50 m. S.W. Frankfurt, cap. circ, on the

Berste. P. 6000. It has manufs. of woollens

and linen ; distilleries, and powder mills.

LucKENWAiJiE, a town of Prussia, prov. Bran-
denburg, gov. and 23 m. S.E. Potsdam, cap. circ.

on the Nuthe, with a station on the Berlin and
Anhalt Railway. P. (1864) 11,621, employed in

woollen cloth and linen factories, tanneries, iron

works, breweries, and distilleries.

LucKER, a chapelry of England, co. Northum-
berland, pa. Bamborough, with a station on the

York and Berwick Railway, 2^ m. S.S.E. Belford.

Ac 1808. P. 281.

LucKHAM, a pa, of England, co. Somerset, 3J
m. W.S.W. Minehead. Ac 4126. P. 474.

LuCKiMFOOR, a town of Assam, Further India,

British disL Luckimpoor, presid. Bengal, in lat;

27° 19' N., Ion. 94° 3' K Area of district 2950 sq.

m. P. 30,000.

LucKiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 7 m.

W.S.W. Malmesbury. Ac. 1625. P. 339.

LucKNOW (Hind. LaksmanavateX a city of Bri-

tish India, cap. prov. Oude, on tne Goomtee, i

tributary of the Ganges, 174 m. N.W. Benares.

P. estimated at 300,000. It has an imposing ex

temal appearance, and is divided into seyerai

quarters, some of which contain noble building'-

though others are close and filthy. In some ol

its buildings Grecian architecture has been imi-
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iited ; many of its private palaces are filled with
European furniture. Principal edifice, the Imain-

arah or mausoleum of Asoph-ad-Do wlah, a fine

|iuilding. It has a Christian church, an observa-

jry, an hospital and dispensary, and a military

antonment of the British, 4 m. N.W. the city,

ietween the citj' and the decaying country seat,

rJonstantia, is the Delkusha park, with an ex-
Isnsive menagerie. In 1857, the Britisli garrison

!ras long besieged by the rebels, and relieved
' artially by Havelock, and completely by Lord
'lyde.

Luckxow, a post town of New South Wales,
41) m. W. Sydney.
LuCKPUT, a town of India, Cutch, presid. Bom-

ay, on the Koree or E. branch of the Indus, here
Ul) yards across and only 4 feet deep.

Luco, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Aquila, on
,ake Fucino, 6 m. S. Avezzano. P. 2748.

LucoLi, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and 6 m.
\'.S.W. Aquila. P. 2125.

Lu(;'ON, a comm. and town of France, dep.

cnd^e arr. and 17 m. W. Fontenay, in a marshy
ilain, about 8 m. from the sea, to which it is

(nited by a navigable canal, 10 m. in length. P.

637. It has a communal college, linen factories,

iianufactures of porcelain, and animal manure,
lilseed crushing mills, and an active trade. Im-
orts consist principally of phosphate of bones,
f which 6000 tons were imported in 1863, hewn
tone and timber. Exports are of grain, dry
egetables, linseed cake, colza, and oak timber
ir the imperial navy.
LU90N, Philippine Islands. [Luzon.]
LucQ-DE-BlcAux, a comm. and vill. of France,
ep. Basses Pyrdn^es, arr. Oldron, cant. Monein.
'. 2175.

LuCTON, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 5 m.
f.W. Leominster. Ac. 1017. P. 174.

Lucy-le-Bois, a comm. and vill. of France,
ep. Yonne, cant. Avalon. P. 937.

LuDAMAR, a state of W. Africa, on the N.E. of

lenegambia, and on the borders of the Sahara.
'. Mohammedan. Chief town Benowm.
Ludborough, a pa. of England, co. and 25 ra.

l.S.E. Lincoln, with a station on the E. Lincoln-
hire Railway, N. Louth. Ac. 22.50. P. 401.

LuDCHURCH, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-
roke, 2 m. S.E. Narberth. Ac. 1607. P. 264.

LuDD, Lydda and Diospolis, a considerable vill.

f Palestine, pash. Gaza, 2 m. N.E. Eamleh, with
large decayed church of St George. It was
uined by a Mongol tribe in 1271.
LuDDENDEN, a chapelry of England, co. York,

V. Biding, pa. and 3|. m. W. Halifax, with a sta-
on on the Manchester and Leeds Railway.
LuDDENHAM, a post town of New S. Wales,

1. Cumberland, 10 m. from Liverpool.
LuDDENHAM, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2 m.
i^.N.W. Feversham. Ac. 1438. P. 264.
LuDDESDOWN, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 5 m.
i^S.W. Rochester. Ac. 1983. P. 279.

LuDDiNGTON, two pas. of Engl.—I. CO. Lincoln,
3 ra, W.S.W. Burton-on-Humber. Ac. 3680. P.
-64.—II. (in the Brook'), cos. Huntingdon and
orthampton, 5 m. S.E. Oundle. Ac. 580. P. 103.

LuDE (Le), a comm. and town of France, dep.
arthe, cap. cant., on the Loir, 10 m. E.S.E. La
leche. P. 3778.
Ll'densciieid, a town of Prussian Westphalia,

ov. and 23 m. S.W. Arnsberg. P. 3810. It has
ictories of cutlery, brass, and iron wares.
I-UDFORD, two pas. of England.—I. cos. Here-
id and Salop, \ m. S.E. Ludlow. Ac. 1867.
• 319.—II. CO. Lincoln, 6 m. E. Market-Kaisen.
c. 3310. P. 818.

LuDGEKSHALii, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, CJ
m. E.S.E. Bicester. Ac. 2430. P. 536.—II. a pa.

and disfranchised bor., co. Wilts, 16 m. E.N.E.
Salisbury. Ac. 1773. P. 595.

LuDGVAN, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 2^
m. N.E. Penzance. Ac. 4584. P. 3480.

LuDHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 11J m.
E.N.E. Norwich. Ac. 2977. P. 884 It has a
church of the loth century.

LOdinqhausen, a town of Prussian West-
phalia, gov. and 16 m. S.S.W. MUnster. P. 1750.

LuDiTZ, a town of Bohemia, circ. Elnbogen, on
1. b. of the Strzela, 56 m. W. Prague. P. 1800.

Ludlow, a pari, and munic. bor., town, and pa.

of England, co. Salop, at the confluence of the

Corve and Teme, 25 m. S. Shrewsbury. Ac. of

pa. 240. P. of pari. bor. 5171. It has a cruciform

pa. church, a free school founded by Edward iv.,

assembly rooms, and remains of a magnificent
castle. Arthur, son of Henry vii., was here
married to Catherine of Aragon. The bor. sends
2 members to H. of C. Eeg. elect. (1864) 382.

Ludlow, two townships, U. S., N. America.

—

I. Vermont, 80 m. S. Montpelier.—II. Massa-
chusetts, 82 m. W.S.W. Boston.
LuDwiGSBURG, a city of Wiirtemberg, cap.

circ, 1 ra. W. the Neckar, and 8 m. N. Stuttgart
P. (1864) 11,620. Chief edifice, its palace, with
gallery of paintings, and gardens. It has several

churches, an arsenal, theatre, military school,

lyceum, orphan asylum, workhouse, an institution

for poor children, a cannon foundry, and manufs.
of woollen, cotton, and linen fabrics, earthen-
ware, buttons, leather, needles, and jewellery.

—

Ltidrvig^s Canal, Bavaria, unites the Altmiihl with
the Regnitz. [Altmuhl.]

LuDWiGSLUST, a market town of North Ger-

many, grand duchy Mecklenburg-Schwerin, 21

m. E. Schwerin, with a station on the Hamburg
and Berlin Railway. P. 5800. It has a tobacco

factory and paper mills.

LuDWiGSTADT, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Franconia, 39 m. N. Baireuth. P. 885.

LuDWORTH, a township of Engl., co. Derby, pa.

Glossop, 9 m. N.W. Chapel-en-le-Frith. P. 1640.

LuKFENiLAM, two pas. of Engl., CO. Rutland.

—

I. (North), 5 m. E.N.E. Uppingham. Ac. 1999.

P. 491.—II. (South), 6J m. W.S.W. Stamford.

Ac. 1417. P. 400.—Luifenham has a station on
the Midland Railway, 6 m. S.W. Stamford.

LuFFiNCOTT, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5\
m. S.S.W. Holsworthy. Ac. 971. P. 71.

LuFTON, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3 m-
W.N.W. Yeovil. Ac. 292. P. 31.

IiUGA, a town of Russia, gov. and 85 m. S.S.W.
St Petersburg, on the Luga. P. 1800. The
Jjuga, a navigable river, enters the Gulf of Fin-

land 75m. W.S.W. St Petersburg. Length 150 m.
LuGAGNANO (Fundus LMcanianusy, a town of

N. Italy, prov. Piacenza, circ. Fiorenzuola. P.

4794, in the valley of the Arda. It has rich

pasture-land.

Lugano, a town of Switzerland, one of the 3

caps, of the cant. Ticino, on the N. shore of the

Lake of Lugano, 16 m. S. Belinzona. P. 5397.

It has two churches, theatre, manufs. of silks,

leather, and iron goods, and various printing and
bookselling establishments, and it is an entrep6t

of the trade between Italy and Switzerland.

Near it are numerous grottos.

Lugano (Lake of), Lacus Ceresiui, a lake of

Switzerland and North Italy, between the lakes

Maggiore and Como, and about 190 feet higher

than these. Shape very irregular. Greatest

length 20 m., average breadth 1 m. Area 19 sq.

m. It is mostly enclosed by loftjj abrupt, and
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\roodcd mountains, is of great, and in some places

unfathomed depth, and discharges its surplus
waters by the river Tresa into Lake Maggiore.
An active navigation is carried on along its shores.

Lugansk, a market town of Russia, gov.
Ekaterinoslav, 100 m. N.N.W. Taganrog, on the
Lugan. It has a cannon foundry and coal mines,
from which the Russian fleet in the Black Sea
were supplied with coaL
LuGAK, Scotland, co. Ayr, a beautiful affluent

of the river Ayr, which it joins near Catrine.

—

Lttgar, a viU., is in the pa. of Auchinleck. P. 753.

Ldgde, a walled town of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. and 27 miles S.S.E. Minden, on the Emmer.
P. 3500. It has paper mills and mineral springs.

LuGG, a river of England and Wales, rises in
cos. Radnor and Hereford, joins the Wye near
Mordiford, Hereford. Length about 40 miles.

LuGNANO, a vilL of Central Italy, prov. Peru-
gia, circ. Temi. P. 1407.
LuGKAQUiLLA, a mountain of Irel., Leinster, co.

Wicklow, 6 m. S.E. Donard. Height 3039 feet.

LuGNY, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Saone-et-Loire, 11 m. N. Macon. P. 1302.

Lugo, a city of Spain, cap. prov. Lugo, on the
Minho, 48 m. E.N.E. Santiago. P. 7269. It is

enclosed by walls, and has a Gothic cathedral of

the 12th century, and manufs. of Marocco leather
and thread stockings. Its mineral baths were
famous in the time of the Romans. Area of prov.
3785 sq. m. P. (1857) 424,186.
Lugo, a town of Central Italy, prov. Ravenna,

32m. S.S.E. i?errara. P. (1862) 8232, with comm.
23,020. It is important as a place of trade, and has
s large annual fair from September Ist to 19th.

LuQosH (Deutsch and Wallachisch), two
market towns of S.E. Hungary, co. Krasso, on
the Theiss, 32 m. KS.E. Temesvar. P. 6600.
Lugum, Denmark. [Lygkum KlosterJ
LuGWARDiNE, a pa. of Engl., co. & 3 m. E.N.E.

Hereford, on the Lugg. Ac. 2097. P. 748.

LuiiATsciiowiTZ, a vill. of Moravia, circ. and
14m.E.S.E. Hradisch. P. 825. Has saline baths.

LuiNG, an island of Scotland, co. Argyle, off

its W. coast,, pa. Kilbrandon, separated from SeU
Island on the N. by a strait about 300 yards in
width. Length 7| m. P. (with pa.) 521, em-
ployed in slate quarrying. Surface rather low.

Luis (St), a prov. of the Argentine Confedera-
tion, South America. Area 24,151 sq. m. P.

(1860) 32,000. Cap. San Luis, pop. 5000.
LujAN or LuxAx, a river of the Argentine Con-

federation, joins the Plata estuary from the W. 23
m. N.W. Buenos Ajrres,with which it is connected
by railway. On its rt. b. is the town of Lujan.
LuKA and Lukhoki, two towns of the Punjab,

between the Ghara (Sutlej) and Chenab rivers,

on the route from Ferozepoor to Mooltan.
Luklsi, a marit. vill. of Greece, gov. Boeotia,

on the channel of Talanta, 12 m. N.N.E. Thebes.
Near it are vestiges of the ancient Antkedon.
LUKKEE (IJORTHERN & SOUTHERN), tWO tOWnS

of Sinde; the former in ruins, and 12 m. S.E.
Shikarpore ; the latter on the Indus, near the en-
trance of the Lukkee Pass, S. of Sehwan.
LuKKEE Mountains, a range in Sinde, con-

nected with the Atala or Brahooic Mountains of
Beloochistan. The Lukkee is known in its dif-
ferent parts by the names of Eeree Lukkee, Daran
Lukkee, and Hallar Lukkee. These mountains
are in general of recent formation, and contain a
large quantity of marine remains. Some parts
appear to be more ancient, and contain copper,
lead, and antimony. Culminating points of the
range, from 1500 to 2000 feet above the sea. The
sdatre of the range is in lat. 26° N^ Ion. 67° 50' E.

1.
LcKOjANOV, a town of Russia, gov. and 85 m

S.E. Nijnii-Novgorod, on the Tescha. P. 2220.
LuKOW, a town of Poland, gov. of Lublin, anr

17 m. S. Siedlec. P. 3320, comprising many Jews
LuLEA, a navigable river of Xorth Sweden, lai

Pitea, enters the Gulf of Bothnia, 60 m. S.W. Tor
nea, after a S. course of 200 miles.

LuLEA, a seaport of Sweden, laen Pitea, cap
dist., at the mouth of the Lulea-Elf, in the Gulf o
Bothnia, 62 m. W.S.W. Tomea. P. 1581.

Lullingstone:, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 14m
W.S.W. Rochester. Ac. 1530. P. 63.

LuLLiNGTON, Several pas. of England.—I. cr

Derby, ^ m. S. Burton-on-Trent. Ac. 2983. I
625.—II. CO. Somerset, 2J m. N.N.E. Frome. Ac
687. P. 137.—IIL CO. Sussex, 5J m. S.S.W. Hail
sham. Ac. 1162. P. 16.

LuLLWORTH (East and West\ two pas. Ci

England, co. Dorset, 5J m. S.W. Waream. Ac
4364. P. 899.

—

Lullworth Cove is a deep an-
narrow inlet of the sea, surrounded by lofty cliffs

,

with 21 feet water at low tide.

LuiLVRZO, a town of North Italy, prov. Genes,
circ. ChiavarL P. 3208.

LuMBERLAND, a towuship of U. S., N. Americf
New York, 96 m. S.W. Albany.
LuMBiER, a town of Spain, prov. Navarra, 2;

m. E.S.E. Pamplona, between the rivers Salazan
and Irate. P. 2143.

Lu »iBRALES andLumbreras, two market towr i

of Spain.—I. prov. and 48 m. W.S.W. Salamanci
P. 2492, with some Roman antiquities.—11. prov

aud 28 m. S. Logroiio. P. 1300.

LuMEZZANE, two contig^ous vills. of Norther!

Italy, prov. and 8 m. N. Brescia. United pop. 3657

The valley of Lumez, watered by the Gobbia, i

celebrated for its fine climate and its fertility

The viUs. have various iron manufactories.

LuMLET (Great I, a chapelry of England, oi

and 4^ m, N.N.E. Durham. Ac. 2410. P. lob.'.

mostlj- employed in collieries.—II. (LittUy, :

smaller chapelry adjoining. P. 373.

LUMMEN, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov

Limbourg, 8 m. W.N.W. Hasselt. P. 2891.

LuMPHANAN, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 24 t

W.S.W. Aberdeen. P. 1251. Macbeth is said :

have been slain here.

Lumpkin, a co. of the U. S., N. Amer , in N.

Georgia. Area 546 sq.m. P. 4194 free, 432 slave:

LuNAiRE (St), a comm. and market town o

France, dep. lUe-et-Vilaine, on the English Chau
nel, 4 m. W. St Malo. P. 1247.

LuNAN, a pa. of Scotl., co. Forfar, on a beautih

inlet of the N. Sea, 3 m. S.S.W. Montrose. P. 2oi

LuNAS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Hei

ault, cap. cant,, 7 m. W.S.W. Lodeve. P. 140!

Its neighbourhood produces famous cheese.

LuNAWAURA, a small state of India, in the Rew
Caunta division of Gnjerat, between lat 22° 5

and 23° 16' N., Ion. 73° 21' and 73' 47' E. Area 9i:

sq. m. This state was long distracted by mism.

and by civU war, consequent on the claims of sm

cession by two brothers. In 1819 it came ondi

the protection of Britain, who supported the reigi

ing prince, and thus ended the civil war. Reven'.

from land 80,000 to a lac of rupees annually.

LuNAY, a vilL of France, dep. Loire-et-Cher

m. W. Vendome. P. 1628.

Luncarty, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 3^ m.

Perth, pa. Redgorton, with a station on the Po;

and Forfar Railway. Pop. (returned with p
employed in a linen bleachery. The Danes wt

here defeated by Kenneth iii. in 990.

Lund, Londinum Goihorum, a city of Swedf

Isen and 14 m. N.E. Malmo. P. (1865) 9820.

cathedral is an archbishop's see, and its fame

i
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i versity, founded in 1668, has 25 professors

; . an average of 500 students. It has a library

( iO,000 printed vols, and 1000 MSS., museums
I
cience and art, an observatory, chemical labo-

1 )ry, and a botanic garden.

,LXD, a pa. of England, co. York, EastEiding,

i. N.W. Beverley. Ac. 2950. P. 505.

iUNDENBURG, a vill. of Silesia, circ. and dist.

mn. P. 2200.

,UNDIE and Fovvlis-Easter, a united pa. of

;
tland, cos. Forfar and Perth, 8 m. W.N.W.
ndee. Ac. 4296. P. 759.

iUNDiN MiLi^ a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, pa.

•go. P. 593.

,irNDY Isle, England, co. Devon, in the en-

ice of the Brit. Channel, 12 m. N.N.W. Hart-

;i Point, length 3 m. Ac. nearly 2000. P. 48.

e island is svrrounded by a rampart of rocks,

, ept at one narrow opening on its E. side ; it

, a mansion-Louse, lighthouse on site of St

ne's Chapel, and produces excellent butter. It

5 anciently a stronghold of pirates.

jUNDYE, or river of Panjkora, in Afghanistan,

i a principal tributary of the Cabool river,

ich it joins from the N., 12 m. N.N.E. Pesh-
11 r.

,1'NE, a river of England, rises in the moun-
is of CO. Westmoreland, and flows through the
I if the CO. Lancaster, into the Irish Sea, which
p.ters at Sunderland Point by a broad estuary.

igth 50 m. Chief affluent, the Greta. It is

igable for large vessels to Lancaster.
ANEBUKG, a town of North West Prussia,

Qover, cap. landr. and principality, on 1. b. of

Ilmenau, and on the Hanover and Harburg
hvay, 89 m. N.N.E. Hanover. P. (1864) 15,691.

is enclosed by high walls, and has a castle,

.'u-hall, militarj' academy for< nobles, a gym-
;ium, and cavalry barracks. Manufs. woollen,
in, and cotton stuffs, aud soap, and an active

iisit trade between Hamburg and the interior

Germany.—The Landrostei, or dist. of Liine-

\-g, has an area of 4488 sq. m. P. (1864) 376,560.
istiy covered by the Luneburg heath.
if'NEBURG or Malaquash, a maritime town
iritish N. America, Nova Scotia, cap. co., on its

;. coast, 38 m. S.W. Halifax. P. (1861) 19,632.
vUNEGiANA, a former canton of Central Italy,

I. Pontremoli, united to Parma since Lucca
^ made over to Tuscany.
L'NEi^, a comm. and town of France, dep.

rault, cap. cant., 14 m. E.N.E. Montpellier,
rt. b. of the Vidourle, and on the canal of
nel. P. 6737. It has a comm. college, brandy
tilleries, and a trade in wine and raisins.

iUNEN, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov. &
n. N.W. Amsberg, on the Lippe. P. 5640. It
; manufs. of tobacco and woollen goods.
jUnenbekg, a CO. of the U. S., N. America, in
jpart of Virginia. Area 410 sq. m. P. (1860)
'8 free, 7306 slaves.—II. a township, Vei-mont,

I the Connecticut, 47 m. E.N.E. Montpelier.

—

• a tnshp., Massachusetts, 46 m. N.W. Boston.
jUNeray, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
ne Infdrieure, arr. Dieppe, cant. Bacqueville.
1902.

iJNtviLLE, a comm. and town of France, dep.
urthe, cap. arr., on the Vezouze, near its junc-
1 with the Meurthe, 15 m. S.E. Nancy. P.
r28. It has a palace, long the residence of
ni.slaus, king of Poland; extensive cavalry

flacks, hospitals, Jews' synagogue, & a theatre,
li manufactures of woollen cloth, yarn, and
ves. It is celebrated for the treaty of 1801,
ween the Emp. of Germany and Napoleon i.,

the basis of the peace of Campo-Formio.

LuNGA, an islet off the W. coast of Scotland,

CO. Argyle, ^ m. N. Scarba. P. 8. The strait

between these islands is remarkable for violence

of its currents.

LuNGERN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Unter-
walden, near its S. extremity, 8 m. S.W. Samen.
P. 1541. It is situated near the small lake of

Lungem, recently in part drained by a tunnel.

LuNG-KiANG, a river of China, prov. Quaug-si,
after a tortuous S.E. course of 300 m. joins the

Ilong-kiang or Ta-kiang. Chief cities on its

banks. Kin-Yuen and Lieu-tchou.
LuNGRO. a town of S. Italy, prov. Cosenza,

dist. and 6 m. S.W. Castro-Villari. P. 5088.

LuNGWiTZ (Upper and Lower), two contigu-
ous vills. of Saxony, circ. Zwickau, 10 m. W.S. W.
Chemnitz. United pop. 5140.

Luni, Imna, a ruined city of Northern Italy,

Sardinia, about 4 m. S.E. Sarzana.
Luni, a town of Spain, in the Pyrdn^es, prov.

and 28 m. N. Zaragoza. P. 1259.

LuNZE^Atr, a town of Saxony, circ. Leipzig,

12 m. N.W. Chemnitz. P. 2568. It has paper
mills on the Miilde.

LuPARA, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Campobasso,
circ. Larino. P. 1864.

Lupo (San), a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Bone-
vento, circ. Cerreto. P. 1716.

LuppiTT, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4 m. N.
Honiton. Ac. 4293. P. 714.

LupsA, a market town of Transylvania, co.

Thorenburg, 27 m. N.W. Karlsburg, with. 2378
inhabitants, and 5 Greek churches.
Luque, Aglaminor, a modem town of Spain,

prov. and 30 m. S.E. Cordova. P. 3752.

LuRAS, a vill. of the isl. Sardinia, prov. Sas-
sari, circ. Tempio. P. 1812.

LuRATE, a town of N. Italy, prov. and circ.

Como. P. 2644.

LuRCY, two comms. and mkt. towns of France.
—I. (le Bourg), dep. Nievi'e, 25 m. S.E. Cosne.
P. 1205.— II. {Levy% dep. Allier, cap. cant., 20 m.
N.W. Moulins. P. 3166. It has manufactures
of earthenwares.
Lure, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Haute-Saone, cap. arr., on the Ognon, 16 ni.

E.N.E. Vesoul. P. 3537. It has a comm. college,

and trade in leather, iron, corn, and cheese.

LuRGAN, a market town of Ireland, Ulster, co.

and 15 m. E.N.E. Ai-magh, on the Belfast and
Ulster Kail. P. 7772. Alt. 175. ft. Has a pa. church,

Itoman Catholic chapel, court-house, bridewell,

union workhouse, 3 branch banks, and manufs.
of linens and muslins.—II. a pa., co. Cavan, con-
taining the town of Virginia. Ac. 10,653. P. 4172.

LuRGASHALL, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4^
m. N.N.W. Petworth. Ac. 4850. P. 727.

LuRG Hill, Banffshire, Scotland, 6 m. S. Cul-
len, 1016 feet above the sea.

LuRi, a comm. and market town of Corsica,

cap. cant., arr. and 13 m. N. Bastia. P. 1807.

LURIECQ, a comm. & vill. of Frauce, dep. Loire,

arr. Mortbrison, cant. StJean Soleymieux. P. 1192.

LiJRiSTAN, Elymais, a div. of the prov. Syro-
Media, West Persia, comprising the mountainous
Bakhtiyari country.
LuRO, a river and small town of European

Turkey. The river enters the Gulf of Arta, after

a S. course of 40 ra. The town, 6 m. above.

LuRROO or DuRROO, a town of N. India, Cash-
mere, 8 m. S. Islamabad.
LuRS, a comm. and town of France, dep. Basses

Alpes, 6 m. E.N.E. Forcalquier. P. 952.

Lus or LussA, a prov. of Beloochistan, mostlv
between lat. 25° and 26° N., Ion. 66° 30' and 67"

E., having W. and N. the provs. Mukran and
3 o
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JhaKwan, E. Sinde, and S. the Indian Ocean.
Lstiin. area 5200 sq. m. P. 60,000. It is moun-
tainous on its frontiers, and fertile only along the

banks of the Poorally and its affluents. Chief

towns, Belah the cap., Sorameanee, and Lyaree.

LusATiA, an old division of Germany, with the

title of margraviate, now forming the circ. Baut-
zen, in Saxony, and part of the govs. Potsdam,
Frankfurt, and Liegnitz, in the kgdm. of Prussia.

LusBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.
W.N.W. Spilsby. Ac. 760. P. 132.

LusciANO, a comm. and viU. of South Italy,

prov. and circ Caserta. P. 3773.

LusERNA, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Turin, circ.

and 8 m. S. W. Pinerolo, cap. mand. P. 1553.

LusEYERA, a vill. of N. Italy, Venelia, prov.
Udine, dist. Tarcento. P. of comm. 1921.

LusiA, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Eovigo, dist
Sendinara. P. of comm. 2398.

LusiGNAN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vienne, cap. cant, on the Vonne, 14 m. S.W.
Poitiers. P. 2512. Remarkable as the cradle of

the Lusignan family, sovereigns of Jerusalem
and Cyprus during the crusades.

LusiGNY, a comm. and market town of Frauco,

dep. Aube, 8 m. E.S.E. Troyes. P. 1146. Here,

in 1814, terms of peace were offered by the Allies

and rejected by Napoleon i.

LtrsK, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Dublin,

3 m. W. Eush. Ac 16,183. P. 5044; do. of

vilL 639.

Luss, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 11 m. N.N.W.
Dumbarton, on L. Lomond. Ac. 28,844. P. 831.

LussAC, several conuns. and market towns of

France.—I. dep. Gironde, cap. cant., 24 m. E.N.E.
Bordeaux. P. 2520.—IL \les Chateaux), dep.

Vienne, cap. cant, 7 m- W. Montmorillon. P.

1754.—III. (les Eglises), dep. H, Vienne, 16 m.
N.N.E. Bellac. P. 1787.

Lussix, an isl. in G. of Quamero. [Lossini.]

Ltjssin-Piccolo and Lussin-Grande, two
towns of Austria, Istria, in the island Lussin or

Lossini, Gulf of Quamero, ofif the S.E. coast.

—

I. cap. dist, on a wide bay. P. 3520.—II. dist
and 1 m. S.E. Lake Piccolo. P. 4250.

LcsTENAU, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, circ. Vor-
arlberg, on the Upper Ehine, 7 m. S.S.W. Bre-
genz. P. 3050.

LusTLEiGH, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6i
m. N.W. Chudleigh. Ac 2939. P. 322.

LCtholsdort, town, Switz. [Courrocx.]
LuTJEiTBtiRG, a to^vn of Prussia, Holstein,

58 m. N.E. Gluckstadt, on a small river, 2 m.
from the Baltic. P. 2287.

Lutomiersk, a town of Eussian Poland, gov.
Kalice, 27 m. N.E. Sieradz. P. 1600.

Luton, a market town and pa. of England, co.
and 19 m. S.E. Bedford, on the Lea. Ac of pa.

15,750. P. (1861) 17,821 ; do. of town 15,329. It

is pleasantly situated between ranges of the
Chiltern hills; has a Gothic church, a national
school, poor's hospital, union workhouse, market
house, and manufactures of straw hats.

LuTRT, a town of S\vitzerland, cant Vaud, on
the L. of Geneva, 3 m. ES.E. Lausanne. P. 2545.
LOtschine, a river of Switzerland, cant Bern,

formed by the torrent White Liitschine, which
traverses the valley of Lauterbrunnen, and the
Black Liitschine, which passes Grindelwald.
They unite at the hamlet Zweilutschiner, and
the river falls intotlie lake of Brienz in the S.W.
Lutter-am-Baren'berge, a market town of

Grermany, duchy and 23 m. S.S.W. Brunswick,
dist Harz. P." 1100. Here, in 1626, TUly de-
feated Christian iv.. king of Denmark.

LurrJiituAcii, a coium. and vill. of France, dei>.

Haut-EIiin, 15 in. N. Altkirch, on an isL font)

by the Dolleren. P. 1002.

Lutterworth, a market town and pa. of Er
land, CO. and 14 m. S.S.W. Leicester, on the M
Co. Eailway. Ac. of pa. 1890. P. 2289. 1
town, on the Swift, a tributary of the Avon, 1

a church, containing a part of the pulpit an
portrait of its rector, the reformer Wycliffe, v
died here in 1384. Manufs. of hosiery and i ^

bons employ the population.
LuTTiCH, a town of Belgium. [IjIege."]

LuTTON, a pa. of Engl., cos. Huntingdon i ,

Northampton, 5 m. S.E. Oundle. Ac. 1509. P. ]

.

LCttringiiausex, a town of Ehenish Prus
gov. and 17 m. S.E. Dusseldorf. P. 980.

LuTZELFLUH, a town of Switzerland, cs

Berne, dist Trachselwald. P. 3254.

LuTZELHAUSEN, a comm. and vill. of Fiai:,

dep. Bas Ehin, cant Molsheim. P. 1556.

LuTZEN, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. il

9 m. S.E. Merseburg. P. 2230. It ia men -

able for the battle of 6th Nov. 1632, in wU
Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden defeated the A -

trians and lost his life ; and for that of 2d JI-

1813, between the French under Napoleon i.. i

the allied Eussian and Prussian forces, in wl.i

the latter were defeated.

Lutzesberg, a vill. of Switzerland, oi.

Appenzell. P. 981. Manufs. embroidery.
Lutzk, a town of Russian Poland, gov.

"*'-

hynia, on the Styr, 40 m. S.E. Vladimir. P. 3 '.

LuviNO or Luixo, a town of North Italy, pif.

Como, circ. Varese, on the Lago Maggiore, a,

dist P. 2330. It is a place of large trade,

LuxBOROUGH, a pa. of England, co. Somei-.:,

4 m. S.S.W. Dunster. Ac. 3740. P. 621, t-

ployed in extensive iron works.
Luxembourg. (Grand Ducht of), a stafcf

Europe, bounded E. and N.E. by Ehenish Prusi,

S. by France, and W. hy Namur (Belgium), t

was erected into a grand duchy, under the 1^
of the Netherlsinds, in 1814, but dismembereiy
the revolution in 1830, and in 1839 divided -

tween Belgium and the Netherlands.

—

Dutch /j-

emburg, the E. portion, a prov. of the NetherlaB,
separated from Ehen. Prussia by the upper cote
of the Moselle. Area 990 sq, m. P. (lf>)

206,574.

—

Belgian Luxembourg, a prov. of J'-

giura in the S.E., forms the W. part of the d

grand duchy. Area 1710 sq. m. P, (lit)

207,246. It is traversed by several brancbof
the Ardenne mountains, is well wooded, and w
many marshes. It is divided into the :B.

Arlon (the cap,), Neufchateau, and Marchea-
Famene.

—

French Luxembourg, an old divisiciof

France, in the prov. Lorraine, is now compr-ni

in the dep. Moselle.
Luxemburg(Germ. Lutzelburg), a fortified t m

of the Netherlands, cap. grand duchyLuxemlrg,
i on theAlzette, 17m. E.S.E. Arlon. P.(1861)12,0,
' It stands partly on a rocky height and partBn

the plain below, communicating by flight of

steps and zig-zag streets, impassable by J-

riages ; its works have been greatly strengtLied

of late years, and its Federal fortress is garrised

by 6000 Prussian troops. It has an atheniftn.

public library, and a small museum; ca:jn

foundry and iron forges ; and manufs, of luis,

leather, and tobacco, Ijuxemburg was takcoy

the French in 1795, and made cap, ilep. des Fota

LuxEuii^ a comm. and town of France, sp-

Haute-Saone, 10 m. N.W. Lure, at the foot one

Vosgesmntns. P. (1861)3855, Its warm am: -W

mineral baths, known to the lioinans, an' ' ''''

frequented; and it liius manufactures of 1 -i

hai'dwaiv, and cutlery.
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LrxoR (El kusr, " the palaces "), a vill. of Upper
Tvpt, on rt b. of the Nile, IJ m. S. Cai-nac, on a

lUon of the site of ancient Thebes, and having
( of the most magnificent anc. temples extant.

TjUXULIon, a pa. of Engl., co. Cornwall, SJ ra.

W. Lostwithiel. Ac. 5354. P. 1329.

LuYNES, a comm. and town of France, dep. In-

.-et-Loire, 6 m. W. Tours. P. 2057. Some
the houses are excavated in the limestone rook,

which stands an old castle. During the re-

lution of 1793, it was called Roche-sur-Loire.

LuzA, a river of Russia, gov. Vologda, joins the

jr, an affl. of the Dvina. Length 200 miles.

IjUZARCHES and Luzech, two comms. and
wns of France.—I. dep. Seine-et-Oise, cap.

lit., arr. Pontoise. P. 1478.—II. dep. Lot, cap.

„!., 8 m. W.N.W. Cahors. P. 1925.

LuzEN BAKRiiGES, acomm. and town of Franco,

p. H. Pyr^n^es, 11 m. S.S.E. Argfeles._ P. 1641.

lias a church, formerly a citadel, built by the

L'hts Templars. Manufs. of mixed silk and
ilen stuffs, called barreges. Near it are the

i-mal baths of St Sauveur.

LuzERN, a canton of Switzerland. [Luckrne.]
Li'ZKRNE, a CO. of the U. S., Nortn America,

the N.E. part of Pennsylvania, on N. branch
the Susquehanna. Area 1265 sq. m. P. (1860)
.-.'44.—II. a township, co. Fayette, 12 m. N.W.
iiion town.—III. New York, co. "Warren, on the

mlson river, E. bank.
l.uzoN, the most N. and largest of the Philip-

islands, Malaysia, mostly between lat. 12°

:ind 18° 45' N., Ion. 119° 45' and 124° 15' E.

timated area 56,000 sq. m. ; of the Spanish
rtion, 30,803 sq. m. P. of the Spanish portion
^"2"2,200. Shape very irregular ; shores rocky,

(1 indented by numerous bays, the principal

ing the Bay of Manila, on its W. coast. N.
rt, granite and recent volcanic rocks, with
ondary and tertiary deposits, and coal ; S. part
iiost wholly volcanic. Surface very varied

;

a great part mountainous, with some active

leanoes; it is highly picturesque and well
'oded. N. of Manila is an extensive and fertile

lia on which rice and tobacco are extensively
iivra. Other important products are indigo,
tfce, sugar, cccoa, wax, ebony, rock salt, gold,
'11, and copper. The inhabitants consist mostly
Malays, partly independent, and partly sub-
dinate to the Spanish colonists. The wilder
rts are inhabited by the uncivilised Papuan
?o of the Archipelago, and in the towns and
Itivated districts some Chinese are settled.

izon is divided into 18 provs. ; chief towns
mila, the cap. of the Spanish dominions in the
. Cavitd, Bidondo, Santa Craz, and Apari.
L iZY, a comm. and town of France, dep. Nievre,
p. cant., 19 m. S. Ghateau-Chinon. P. 3212.
r.uzzAEA, a mkt. town of N. Italy, Parma, prov.
~gio, 4 m. N. Guastala, near the Po. It has a
-0 "school of charity," founded in 1802, and
:iufs. of chip bonnets. The French gained a vic-

i-y over the Imperialists here in 1702. P. 7461.
l.uzzi, a town of South Italy, prov. circ, and
m. N. Cosenza. P. 4042.
Lyaree, a marit. town of Beloochistan, prov.
IS, on the Poorally, 38 m. S. Belab, and with
inufactures of cai-pets and coasting trade.
Ltbstf.r, a vill of Scotland, co. Caithness, pa.
therou, 11 m. 8.W. Wick. P. 745, partly em-
\ ed in herring fishery. A harbour of refuge

- been constructed here by Government.
'iiYCH, a vill. of E. Prussia, Silesia, circ. and
>t- Gumbinnen. P. 3500.
Lychen, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
V. Potsdam, 48 m. N. Berlin. P. 1970.

L YM
Lycia, a region of Asia Minor, forming the

S.W. portion of the peninsula, opposite the isl.

of Ehodes. Its shores are formed by the bold
promontories of Mount Taurus, with deep inlets

and bays. In early times it was incorporated
with the Persian empire, and was afterwards a
Eoman prov. Very ancient architectural remains
cover its surface.

Lycoming, a co., U. S., N. America, in centre 'of

Pennsylvania. Area 927 sq. m. P. (18C0) 37,399.

—II. a township in same co., on Lycoming creek,

an afiB. of the Susquehanna.
Ltubuuy, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 2J m.

S.E. Bishop's-castle. Ac. 7520. P. 1025.

Lydd, a mkt. town and pa. of England, co. Kent,
on the English Channel, 3 m. S.S.W. Eomney,
of which cinque port it was formerly a member.
Ac. of pa. 13,503. P. 16G7. Accumulations, of

shingle have destroyed the port, and the town ia

now a poor vill., 1 m. inland.

Ltdden, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4J m.
N.W. Dover. Ac. 1422. P. 198.

Lydford, three pas. of England.—I. co. Devon,
on a small river of same name, 7 m. N.N.E. Ta-
vistock. Ac. 56,333. P. 2815. The pa. extends
over the waste of Dartmoor. The vill. has fallen

into decay.—II. (^East), co. Somerset, 4 m. W.
Castle-Carey. Ac. 706. P. 178.—III. ( ITest), same
CO., 4^ m. W. Castle-Carey. Ac. 1900. P. 320.

Lydham, a pa. of England and Wales, cos.

Moutgomeiy and Salop, 1^ m. N.E. Bishop's-
castle. Ac. 3068. P. 205.

Lydia, a maritime prov., Asia Minor, in the W.
I/Ydiard, two pas. of England, co. Somerset.

—

I. (Bishop's), 5 m. W.N.W. Taunton. Ac. 4686.

P. 1459.—II. (St Lawrence), 4 m. N.E. Wivelis-
combe. Ac. 2697. P. 644.

Lydiate, a township of Engl., co. Lancaster, pa.

Halsall,4m.W.S.W.0rmskirk. Ac. 1995. P. 848.

Lydlinch, a pa., England, co. Dorset, 7 m.
E.S.E. Sherborne. Ac. 2446. P. 404.

Lydney, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. and 16J m. W.S.W. Gloucester, on rt. b. of tho
Severn and on South Wales EaUway. Ac. of pa.

8073. P. 2889.

Lydoch (Loch), Scotl., co. Perth, in the moor
of Eannoch, 6 m. E. Kingshouse. Length 7 m.
Lygkumkloster, a town of Denmark, duchy

Schleswig, cap. dist., 19 m. W. Appenrade. P. 1200.

Lyk or Oelk, a town of E. Pnissia. [Lick.]
Lykens, a township, U. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, 26 m. N. Harrisburg.
Lykins, a CO. of United States, North America,

Kansas. P. 4980.

Lyman, two townships, U. S., North America.
—1. Maine, 72 m. S.W. Augusta.—11. New-
Hampshire, in the N. part.

Lyme, several townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. Connecticut, 37 m. S.E. Hartford.—IL New York, 12 m. W. Watertown.—III.
New Hampshire, 53 m. N.W. Concord.—IV.
Ohio, 99 m. N.E. Columbus.
Lyme-Eegis, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport,

town, and pa. of England, co. Dorset, on the

River Lyme, at its extremity in the English
Channel, 22 m. W. Dorchester. Ac. of pa. 1499
P. (1861) 2537 ; do. of pari. bor. 2318. Exports
(1862) 251/. Alt. 55 ft. Vessels belonging to the

port, 13 ; tons, 1606 : in 1862, 616 vessels (tonnage,

21,395) entered and cleared. Customs revenue
(1862) 360/. It has a handsome church, a
Eoman Catholic and other chapels, almshouse,
old town-hall, assembly rooms, custom-house,
and a harbour consisting of two piers, forming a
basin, useful as a refuge for small vessels. Jta

trade has greatly declined. The bor. sends one
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member to H. of C. Eepr. elect. (1864) 245. In
1558 the first engagement with the Spanish Ar-
mada took place off Lyme. In 1672, the Dutch fleet

was defeated here by the English. Admiral Sum-
mers, discoverer of the Bermudas, was born here.

Ltminge, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4 m. N.
Hythe. Ac. 4594. P. S38.
Lymington, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport

town, and pa. of England, co. Hants, in the New
Forest, on a navigable river of same name, and
communicating with a suburb, close to its mouth
in the English Channel, 12 m. S.W. Southampton,
to which the port is subordinate. Ac. of pa. 2377.

P. of pari. bor. (1861) 2621. It is situated on a
steep declivity, has many houses for the accom-
modation of sea-bathers, a church subordinate to

Boldre, a union workhouse, town-hall, theatre,

baths, and custom-house, ship-building yards,

and salt works. The harbour admits vessels of

600 tons, but has little trade. Steamers ply to

Portsmouth and the Isle of Wight. The bor.

sends 2 mems. to H. of 0. Eeg. elect. (1864) 328.

It is a polling-place for S. division of co.—II. a
pa., CO. Sor^ierset, IJ m. E.S.E. Hchester. Ac.
1602. P. 341.

Lymm, a pa. of Engl., co. Chester, 7 m. N.N.W.
Nether Knutsford. Ac. 4840. P. 3156.

Ltmpne or Lii*NE, Portus LemanU, a pa. of

England, co. Kent, 2^ m. W. Hythe. Ac. 4284.

P. 3769.

Lympshasi, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6

m. W. Axbridge. Ac. 1966. P. 496.

Lympstox, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6J m.
S.S.E. Exeter. Ac. 1400. P. 1122.

Lyscii or Lixcii, a pa. of England, co. Sussex,

4J m. N.N.W. Midhurst. Ac. 1220. P. 111.

Lynchburg, a vill. of U. S., North America,
Virginia, on James River, and on rail., 124 m.
W.S.W. Richmond. P. 6853. It has tobacco
factories, a cotton mill, and an iron foundry.
Lyncombe, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

contiguous to Bath, within the pari, boundary of

which it is included. Ac. 1845. P. 9900. It has
a Koman CathoUc college.

Lytsdhurst, a pa. and vill. of England, co.

Hants, in the centre of the New Forest, 8 m.
W.S.W. Southampton. Ac. 3618. P. 1522.

Here is the " King's House," or official residence
of the lord warden of the forest. All the forest

courts are held at Lyndhurst Alt 180 feet. In
vicinity is the spot where William Rufus was
slain by the arrow of Sir W. Tyrel.
Lyndox, a pa. of England, co. Rutland, 4J m.

S.E. Oakham. Ac. 902. P. 126.

Ltxdon, a township, U. S., North America,
Vermont, 44 m. N.E. Montpelier.

Ly'xe, a river of Scotland, co. Peebles, rises on
the. borders of co. Edinburgh, and flows S. for 20
m., into the Tweed, above Peebles.
Lyne, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 4 m. W.N.W.

Peebles, on the Lyne, united with Megget, 8 m.
distant Ac. 17,292. P. 134.
Lyneham, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4 m. S.W.

Wooton-Basset Ac. 3242. P. 1034.
LrxESACK, a township of England, co. Dur-

ham, pa. St Andrew-Auckland, 7 m. N.E. Bar-
nard Castle. Ac. 5946. P. 1120.
Lyng, two pas. of England.— I. co. Norfolk, 6

m. E.N.E. East-Dereham. Ac. 1899. P. 590.—
II. CO. Somerset 6 m. S.S.E. Bridgewater, Ac.
1409. P. 390.

Lyngbye, a market town of Denmark, in the
island Seeland, 7 m. N.N.W. Copenhagen. P.
1000. Near it is a roval summer palace.
Lykn, a CO., U. S., i^orth America, Iowa. P.

(1860) 18,947.

Lyxn, a township, U. S., North America, Ma;
sachusetts, 9 m. N.E. Boston. P. (1800) 19,08
It is much frequented by sea-bathers, and
famous for the manuf. of ladies' shoes, of whic
4,000,000 to 5,000,000 pairs are made annually.-
II. a township of Pennsylvania, co. Lehigh.
Lynn, two pas. ofEngl., co. Norfolk.

—

l.{North
1 m. N. Lynn-Regis. Ac. 1205. T. 62.—II. (West
1 m. W. Lynn-Regis. Ac. 1619. P. 469.

Lynn-Regis or King's-Lynn, a pari, ar

munic. bor., seaport, and town of England, c

Norfolk, on the E. side of the estuary of tlr

Great Ouse, 9 m. from the North Sea, and 2ij

m. N.E. Ely, on the E. Anglian Railway. Ai
of bor., including 2 pas., 2675. P. 11,636. It ;

divided into several parts by four small navigat J

rivers, called fleets, and is defended on the Ian

side bv a fosse and strong bastions. Custor^
rev. (1862) 17,726/. Exports (1861) 29,82t
Vessels belonging to the port, 92; tons, 12,9r
In 1862, 1870 vessels of 167,497 tons entered an
cleared the port Chief buildings, St Margarei;
church, the chapel of St Nicholas, AU-SainD
church, a Roman Catholic chapel, a free gramme
school, a Lancastrian school, several poor
hospitals, guild-hall, gaol, theatre, library, mi
chanics' institute, custom-house, market-hou*
and fort. The harbour is capacious, the riTi

being here about 1000 feet in breadth, but tt

approach is obstnicted by shifting sands. Sprb
tides rise 18 feet The trade of Lynn is rapid]

increasing. Principal imports, coal, wine, timbe
hemp, and Canadian produce. Exports com aa
wooL It has ship-yards, breweries, iron foundrie

cork, rope, and tobacco manufactures. Steame:

ply to Hull. It is a polling-place for W. divisic

of CO. The bor. sends two members to Hou
of Commons. Reg. electors (1864) 874.

Lyxton, a pa. of England, co. Devon, on t)

English Channel, 13 m. E.N.E. Ilfracombe. A
7193. P. 1043.

Lyon, Lugdunum (Engl. Lyons), a city. Franc
cap. dep. Rh6ne, on the Rh6ne and Saone, whic

unite below the city, lat. 45° 45' 44' N., Ion. 4° 4
34" E. By rail. 218 m. S.S.K Paris, 218 m. N.^
MarseiDe, and 100 m. W.S.W. Geneva. P. (186

318,803. Altitude 532 feet It consists of the ci

proper, on a peninsula between the rivers, andn
merous suburbs, surrounded by gardens and vin

yards ; is the seat of a national court and o:

university academy for the deps. Eh6ne, Loii

and Aix ; the residence of many foreign consul

and has a chamber of commerce, a mint, a n

tional coUege, seminary, and a library of 180,(^

vols., museum, botanic garden, school of desi)^

and an Imperial veterinary school. Lyon, t'

second city of France in regard to pop. and coi

mercial importance, is a fortified town, havi:

fortifications extending in a circle of 13 miles

the heights. Among the public buildings i^

the hotel-de-ville, the finest in France, h6t«

Dieu, church of St Jean, theatre, & the Palais c

Beaux Arts. The Rhone and Saone are cros i

by 19 or 20 bridges. Its 28 quays are the b<!

and its grand square (the Place Bellecows) is f

largest in Europe. Lyon has manufs. of all kin

those of sUks employing 100.000 hands; t'

others are gold and silver lace, chemicals, dnij

and earthenware. Chief trade in its own manul
the arms and ribbons of St Etienne, and wiri

It was founded by the proconsul Munatius PlJ-

cus, B.C. 43, and became the cap. of Celtic Gi
or the Lyonnaise. Destroyed by fire, it was r

built by Nero. Severus ruined it a.d. 197, but

was restored by Constantine. It was the nf

dencc of the kings of Burgundy till the enui
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I 5tb century, and was ravaged by the Sara-

tts in the 8th century ; afterwards governed by
archbishops, feudatories of the German em-

) ; it was annexed to France in 1312. In 1793

was taken by the army of the Convention after

i two months siege, and was the scene of the

tost honid cruelties. Birthplace of Germanicus,

he Emperors Claudius, M. Aurelius, and Cara-

Jla ; of the botanist Jussieu, Jacquard, and Ca-
Uo Jourdan. Lyonnais was an old prov. of

ftnce, cap. Lyon, now forming the deps. RhSne
nd Loire. The Lyonnaise (anc. Gallia LMgdunen-

|«) was a name given by Augustus to Celtic

aul, or the country comprised within the Loire,

6ne, Marne, and Seine, cap. Lugdunum; it was
rds divided into the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th

ronnaise.

[jTou, a river of Scotland, co. Perth, rises in

chastle, and flows through Glenlyon and
artiugal 35 m., into the Tay near Taymouth

ie.

|Lton, a CO. of U. S., North America, Kentucky.
, 421S free, 1094 slaves.

JLtons, a township of the U. S., North America,
lew York, on the Erie Canal, 175 m. W.N.W.
llhany. P. of vill. 2000. It has a court-house,

"j and five churches.

I Lyons (Gulf of). [Lion (Gulf of)/]

I
Ltons-la-For£t, a comm. and town ofFranca

, Eure, 11 m. N.E. Andelys. P. 1443.

Ltonshall, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 2J
KS.E. Kington. Ac. 4658. P. 960.

I lifB, a river of France and Belgium, deps. Pas-

de-Calais and Nord, provs. West and East Flan-
ders, joins the Scheldt at Ghent, after a N.E.
course of 100 m. Numerous canals communicaio
with it, and it has an active navigation.

Lys (St), a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Haute-Garonne, cap. cant., 7 m. N.W. Mu-
ret. P. 1533.

Lysander, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 144 m. N.W. Albany.
Lyskova, a town of Russia, gov. and 45 m.

E.S.E. Nijni-Novgorod. P. 4000.
Lyss, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4 m. N.N.E.

Petersfield. Ac. 3679. P. 806.

Lyss, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern, dist.

Aarberg. P. 1628.

Lytchett, two pas. of England, co. Dorset.

—

I. (Matravers), 5^ m. W.S.W. Wimbome Minster.
Ac. 3329. P. 855.—II. {Minster), 4| m. N.N.E.
Wareham. Ac. 3344. P. 802.

Lytham, a maritime pa. of England, co. Lan-
caster, on the Irish Sea, b\ m. W.S.W. Kirkham,
with a station on the Preston and Wyre Railway.
Ac. 15,542. P. 3194. The vill. is frequented
for sea-bathing.

Lythan's (St), a pa. of S. Wales, co. Glamor-
gan, 5J m. W.S.W. Cardiff. Ac. 1248. P. 136.

Lythe, a pa. of England, co. York, N. Riding,
31 m. N.W. Whitby. Ac. 29,130. P. 3233.
Lytton, a town of British Columbia, at junc-

tion of Eraser and Thompson rivers.

Lytton, a CO. of Queensland, on N. bank of

Condamine rivei\ Cliief town, Macalister. Lat.

of centre 26° 30' S. ; Ion. 151° 20' E.

M
lARSSEN and St Maartensdyke, 2 vills. of

Netherlands.—I. prov. & 6 m. N.W. Utrecht,
4tli a station on the railway to Amsterdam.—II.

ov. Zeeland, island, and 6 m. W.N.W. Tholen.
Maas or Maese, a river of the Netherlands.
tiEUSE.]

Maasland and Maaslius, 2 contig. vills., Ne-
lerlands, prov. S. Holland, 10 m. W. Rotterdam.
Maastricht, Dutch Limburg.' [Maestricht.]
Maat, a town of British India, presid. Bengal,
ipor provs., dist. and 35 m. N.W. Agra.
Mabe, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4 m. W.
almouth. Ac. 2569. P. 613.
Mablethorpe, two pas. of Engl., co. Lincoln.
-I. {St Mary), 6J m. N.N.E. Alford, Ac. 2221.
. 336.—II. (St Peter), a contiguous pa. Ac.
.«-2. P. 82.

Mabruk, a town of Central Africa, Sahara, 200
N.E. Timbuctoo, on the route to Tripoli.
Mabyn (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4
.E.N.E. Wadebridge. Ac. 28,569. P. 3085.
Macacu, a small riv., Brazil, rises in the Organ
ountains, and flows S. to the Bay of Rio Jan-
10.—II. a town on its banks. [Santo Antonio.J
Macahe, a seaport town of Brazil, prov. Rio
' Janeiro, at the mouth of the Macahe river, in
"^ bay of Santa Anna, 40 m. N.N.E. Cape Frio.
JIacaire (St), a comm. and town of France,
p. Gironde, cap. cant., on the Garonne, 9 m. W.
I Tieole. P. 1381.—II. a comm. and vill., dep.
;iiiie-et-Loire, arr. Beauprdau. P. 2337.
Macao (Chinese Ma-kow), a seaport town and
ttlement of the Portuguese in China, prov.
(iiang-tung, on a peninsula of the island Heong-
io.n, at the S.W. entrance of the Canton river,
' in- S.S.E. Canton. Lat. of flagstaff 22° 11' 4"

; Ion. 113' 32' E. Pop. of the peninsula esti-
'ted at 35,000, of whom six-sevenths are

Chinese ; the others are Portuguese, Hestizos or
mongrels, English, Americans, etc. The penin-
sula, 2J m. in length, by less than a mile in

breadth, is connected with the island by a narrow,
low, and sandy isthmus, forming a land-locked
inner harbour 12 miles in circuit. The town
stands on declivities between this harbour, facing

W. the island Patera, and the outer anchorage

;

facing S.E. the island Typa, the shore being lined

on the outer side by an embanked parade and a
terrace of white houses, above which Chinese and
European residences are curiously intermingled

;

but the mass of buildings, chiefly Chinese, are on
the inner slope. Both harbours are within the

vortex of tyfoons, and suffer greatly from them.
Principal edifices, the collegiate church of St
Joseph, 11 other churches, a convent, hospital,

barracks, and the senate house, besides some
Chinese temples; and at the end of the town is a
mansion and picturesque garden, where Camoens
composed a great part of his Ijusiad. Six forts

defend the harbour N. and W. of the town, which
is fit only for small vessels. Large ships anchor
in a roadstead E. of the island. The trade of

Macao was formerly restricted to Portuguese and
Spanish shipping, but now it is chiefly English
and American, and that limited to 12 or 15 ships

annually of 4000 to 5000 ton.s, laden with tea and
silk brought from the interior. The settlement
has no export product itself, and its customs re-

venue rarely exceeds 20,000Z. per annum, half of

which is raised from duty on opium ; while the
expenditure exceeds 32,000/., so that it is a bur-
den on the parent state. Educational seminaries
are the college of St Joseph, a royal grammar
school, and female orphan asylum. The Portu-
guese authorities and others foi-m a senate, a
governor and council, but the government of the
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native inhabitants is substantially vested in a
Chinese mandarin. Macao was granted to the
Portuguese, subject to an annual rent, by the
Chinese Emperor in 1856, in return for assistance
against pirates. In 1863 the payment of this

tribute was rescinded, and the land conceded by
treaty to Portugal; but jurisdiction over the
Chinese inhabitants retained.

Macao, atown of Portugal, prov. Eiitremadura,
85 m. N.E. Lisbon. P. 2250.

Mac.vpa, a town and fort of Brazil, prov. Para,
at the mouth of the Amazon. P. 6000.

Macarsca, a small seaport town of Austria,
Dalmatia, circ. and 34 m. S.E. Spalatro. on the
Adriatic Sea. P. 1825. It has a small bay, a
fishery, and trade in fruits.

Maoarthur, three riversofAustralia.—I. ilows
into the Gulf of Carpentaria on its S.W. side. Its

banks are verdant, and openly timbered.—II. in
Victoria, Gippsland, flows from the Australian
Alps into Lake King, an inlet of the Southern
Ocean.—III. New South Wales, co. and tributary
to the Gloucester.

—

Maoarthur isles are off N.E.
Australia, near Bird isles.

Macarthy Isi^nd (Native Janjan Burey, an
isl. of W. Africa, belonging to Great Britain, in
the Gambia river, 127 m. from its mouth.
Macassar or Manilvsseu, the chief town of

government of same name, and a Dutch settle-

ment of the Asiatic Archipelago, on the S.W.
peninsula of the island Celebes, lat 5° 20' S., Ion.
119° 28' E., 250 m. from Borneo. It is mostly in-
habited by Chinese, and defended by Fort Rot-
terdam. It was made a free port in 1846, and has
an extensive trade, chiefly with China. Its ter-

ritory comprises about 5000 sq. m. P. 12,000.

—

The Strait ofMacassar separates the islands Bor-
neo and Celebes. It varies in breadth from 70 to

240 m., and contains the Paternoster, Pulo-Laut,
and Pamaroong islands.

Macau, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Giroude, 11 m. N. Bordeaux. P. 1705.
MA9AT0 or Maceio, a maritime town of Brazil,

cap. prov. Alagoas, on the Atlantic. Lat 9° 33'

S. ; Ion. 35° 44' W. P. 5000. Its harbour is pro-
tected from the ocean by a reef of rocks.

Maccagn'o-S upERiouE and Inferiore, two
vills. of North Italy.—I. prov. and 24 m. N.W.
Como, on rt. b. of the Gioua, and on the E. coast
of Lago Maggiore.—II. same prov. on opposite
side of the river.

Macclesfield, a pari, and munic. bor., and
mauuf. town of England, co. Chester, pa. Prest-
bury, on rail., 17 m. S.S.E. Manchester, and has
railway communication with all parts of the
country. Ac. 2410. P. of pari. bor. (1861)27,475.
It is built on an acclivity ; has 4 churches, 12
chapels, a grammar school, a town-hall, ancient
gaol for the forest liberty, assembly rooms,
theatre, news rooms, 2 banks, & a market-house,
liainfall 37 in. Alt. 498 ft. Manufs. various silk
fabrics and cottons. Coal is plentiful, and a canal
joins that of Peak Forest, thus connecting it with
Manchester and London. The bor. has a com-
mission of the peace, and forest courts. It sends
2 mems. to H. of C, and is also a polling-place
for North division of co. Eeg. elect. (1864) 956.
Macclesfielp, a township of South Australia,

situated on the Ai^^jai river, E. of Adelaide.
Maccraken, a co., U. S., North America, in

W. of Kentucky. Ac. 223 sq. m. P. (1860) 8622
free, 1738 slaves.

Macdonald, a co. of U. S., North America,
Missoui-i. P. 3966 free, 72 slaves.
Macdonnell, a co. of S. Australh, having W.

the Indian Ocean. S. co. Frome, and E. Victoria,

between lat. 36' 28' and 36° 53' S. Chief toM
Kingston. Area 222 sq. m.
Macdonough, a co., U. S., North America,

W. part of Illinois. Area 576 sq. m. P. (186
20,069.-11. a town of New York, 119 m. ^

Albany. P. 1522.

Macdowell, a county of U. S., N. Americ
Virginia. P. 1535.

Macdoweix., a co. of the U. S., N. America,
W. of North Carolina. Area 545 sq. m. P. 58 i

free, 1305 slaves.

Macduff, a bor. of barony, and seaport tov.

of Scotland, co. and 1 m. E. Banff, with whii;

town it communicates by a bridge across t:

Deveron, and within the pari, boimds of which i

is included. Pop. included in the town of Ban!
It has a church, town-house, gaol, an excelle;

harbour, and a terminus on the rail, from Abt;
deen, the private property of the Earl of FiC

,

The port is subordinate to Banff.

Macedon, a township, U. S., North Americ;
New York, 20 m. E. Lyons.

J
Maceiddnla, an ancient country of Greece, i

the N., now forming the W. part of Buiuelijj

European Turkey. 1

Maceio, a town of Brazil. [Ma^ato.]
Macello, a fortified town and comm. of Noij

Italy, prov. Turin, circ. Pinerolo. P. 2063.
J

Macerata, a city of Central Italy, in tl

Marches, on an eminence, cap. prov. of s&n I

name, 22 m. S.W. Ancona. P. (1861) 19,283.

13 enclosed by walls, and has a cathedral and'

university. It is the seat of a bishop ; and has!

?alace, theatre, library, and Capuchm convent-'

I. (^Feltriay, a, vill., prov. Pesaro, 11 m. N.V
|

Urbino. P. 2140.
;

Macerata, a province of Central Italy. Be
fertile. Chief rivers the Esina, Musone, Potaiz

and ChientL Area 1056 sq. m. P. (1862) 229,62

Macghee, a county of U. S., North Ameri:
Kansas. P. 1501.

Macqillicuddy Eeeks, the loftiest mounta
range in Ireland, Munster, co. Kerry, extendii

for about 10 m., between Lakes KiUamey on t'

E., and Carra on the W. It takes the name
the Glena-Purple mountain, immediately on La'

Killamey, beyond which, the loftier Eeeks foi

a magnificent back-ground. Height of Carra

tual, the highest peak, 3404 feet above the sea,

mLvchar (Old and New), two pas. of Scotlai:

CO. Aberdeen ; the former, comprising a part

the city of Aberdeen. P. 33,236 ; the latter, S-,

the foregoing. P. 1511. On an island, in Biahci

Loch (New Machar), are the remains of an q

castle of the bishops of Aberdeen.
Machecoul, a comrii. and town of France, d^

Loue-Inferieure, 19 m. S.W. Nantes. P. 372'

Maciiex, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth,
m. W. Newport. Ac. 5166. P. 2700.

Machejjry, a co. of the U. S^ N. America,

N.E.ofElinois. Area 486 sq.m. P. (1860) 22,0i

Machery, a decayed town of India, in '^<

Alwar territory, in lat. 27° 15' N., Ion. 76' 45'

Machias, a river-port and township of t)

U. S., N. America, Maine, on river Machias, 1-

m. E.N.E. Augusta. It has saw mills, and la •

exports of timber.

Machine (La), a comm. and market town
France, dep. Nievre, arr. Decize. P. 3232.

Machxovka, a town of Eussia, gov. and 94 .

S.W. Kiev, cap. circ. P. 4700. Manufs. leath.

Machyxleth, a contrib. pai-1. bor., town, d
pa. of North Wales, co. and 32 m. E.N.E. Mo|-

gomeiy, on the navigable Dovey. Ac. 14,^ i

P. of pa. 2396; do. of pari. bor. 1640. It ha*

modem church, town-hall, and market-hou.

I
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t marnifs. of flannels and other coarse woollen

The bor. unites with Montgomery in

Jing 1 member to H. of 0. In 1402, Owen
adower assembled a parliament here.

iiCiEOWiCE, a town of Poland, prov. and 45
S.W. Siedlec, on the Vistula. P. 900.

MCINTOSH, a CO., U. S., N. America, in S.E. of

Drgia. Area 548 sq. m. P. 1483 free, 4063 slaves.

'\CKEAN, a CO., U. S., N. America, in N.W.
i Pennsylvania. Area 1122 sq. m. JP. 8859.

—

a township, Erie, co. Pennsylvania, 206 m.
", Harrisburgh. P. 2809.

&CK£>'ziE, a CO. of Queensland, on S. bank of

aett Kiver, which separates it from Bowen
It has W. Boyne Eiver, separating Newcastle

, S. Fitzroy, E. Lennox and Cook cos. Chief
Gayndah, in lat. 25° 3G' S., Ion. 151' 34' E.

j'th, N. to S., 80 m., E. to W. 48 miles.

liCKENZiE, a large river of British North
ica, N.W. territory, rises in the Great Slave
at its W. extremity, flows mostly N.W.,

Ld, after a course estimated at 9(>0 m., enters the

Ocean by numerous mouths ; its W.most
' ing in lat. 68° 49 ' N., Ion. 135° 37' W. Principal

Is., au Liard, or Mountain' River, Peel Eiver,

d Bear Eiver, from Great Bear Lake. Forts
, inpson, Norman, and Good Hope, are on its

nks. It was discovered and first navigated by
lt>xander Mackenzie in 1789. An extensive
[)osit of lignite accompanies its course and its

ruaiy westward. The total length, from source
Slave and Peace Eiver, the principal feeder of

Great Slave Lake, is estimated at 2300 m.
Mackenzie, a river of Queensland, Australia,

ler a very tortuous & westerly course of 470 m..

Us, through the co. of Livingston, into Keppcl
ly, at lat. 23° 30' S. Coal is found along its

'urse.

—

Mackenzie Islands are a gi"oup, N. Pa-
in.—Point Mackenzie is a cape in Cook Eiver,
fiissian America.
: Mackinac, a co., U. S., N. America, in upper
Tiinsula of Michigan. Area 1260 sq. m. P. 1938.
Iaukinac or Mackinaw, is a vilL, cap. of the
ve CO., and on the Mackinac (or MichUi
•kinac) island, in the strait of that name, be-
en Lakes Michigan and Huron. It has a

'. and an active trade in furs and fish.

Mackworth, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m.
X.W. Derby. Ac. 3400. P. 525.
JlACLEAN, a CO., U. S., North America, in N.E.
Illinois. Area 1064 sq. m. P. (I860) 28,772.
n. a CO., Kentucky. P. 6256 free, 888 slaves.
Macleay, a navigable river of New South
ales, enters the Pacific at Trial Bay, lat. 30°

I' S., 42 m. N. Port Macquarie. It divides the
IS. Macquarie and "Vernon from Dudley.
Macleay, a pastoral dist. of New South Wales,
iving S. COS. Macquarie, W. New England, and
the Pacific. It is watered by the Macleay,

arabucca, and Bellingen rivers. P. (1861) 391.
-An island in Moreton Bay, and a mountain
"ige near Darling Downs, have this name.

,
MACLEOD, a CO. of U. S., North America, Min-
esota. P. 1286.

1 MACLEOD (Lake), British Columbia. Lat. 55°

' • ; Ion. 122*" 40' W., discharges its surplus waters
ito the Peace river. At its N. extremity is

ilacleod Fort.

—

Macleod Bay is a nearly land-

I

'cked inlet at the E. extremity of the Great Slave
•ake, and with Fort Eeliauce on its N. side.
McMiNN, a CO., U. S., N. America, in S.E. of
uuessee. Area 508 sq. m. P. (1860) 11,646

-, 1909 slaves.

'Macnaky, a CO., U. S., North America, in S.W.
' Tennessee. Area 871 sq. m. P. (1860) 12,832

•, 1900 slaves.

Macnean (Upper and Lo\ver), two lakes of

Ireland, Ulster and Connaught, cos. Fermanagh
and Leitrim, about 9 m. S.W. Enniskillen.

Macomb, a co., U. S., North America, in E.
part of Michigan. Area 459 sq. m. P. (1860)
22,843.

Macomer, a comm. and town of the island

Sardinia, prov. CagUari, circ. Oristano. P. ol

comm. 2269.

Macon, a co. of U. S., N. America, Tennessee.
P. 6361 free, 929 slaves.

Macon, Matisco, a comm. and town of France,
cap. dep. Saone-et-Loire, on 1. b. of the SaGne,
37 m. N. Lyon. P. 18,006. Chief edifices, the
hotel de VUle, cathedral,and old episcopal palace.

It has a national college, normal school, & public

library. Manufs. watches and jewelleiy.

Macon, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hainault, W.
Chimay. P. 850.

M^vcoN, several cos., U. S., North America.

—

I. in W. of N. Carolina. Area 776 sq. m. P.
5485 free, 519 slaves.—II. in centre of Georgia.
Area 373 sq. m. P. 3584 free, 4865 slaves.—III.
in S.E. of Alabama. Area 933 sq. ra. P. (1860)
8626 free, 18,176 slaves.—IV. in centre of Illinois.

Area 469 sq. m. P. 13,738.—V. in N. of Missouri.

Area 823 sq. m. P. 13,686 free, 660 slaves.—VI.
a city, cap. of Bibb, co. Georgia, 26 m. S.W.
Milledgeville, on rt. b. of Ockmulgee, at the head
of its steamboat navigation, and at the N. ter-

minus of the Central EaUway. P. 9000. It is a
great cotton mart, and has extensive commerce.
Macosquin, a pa., Ireland, Ulster, co. London-

derry, 3 m. S.W. Coleraine. Ac. 17,748. P. 4701.

Macoupin, a co., U. S., N. America, in S.W.
of Illinois. Area 864 sq. m. P. (1860) 24,602.

Macquarie, a marit. co. of New South Wales,
between lat. 31° and 32° S., Ion. 152° and 163° E.,

having S. the Manning river, separating it from
CO. Gloucester, and N. Macleay river, dividing it

from Dudley co. Area 1,280,000 sq. m. P. 4363.

It is watered by the Hastings river and its afils.

Lakes numerous, but small. With Gloucester
and Stanley it returns one member to the legis-

lative council.

Macquarie (called by the natives Wambool), a
river of New S.Wales, is formed by the junction
of the Fish and Campbell rivers, cos. Bathurst
and Westmoreland, flows N.W. to lat. 30° 45' S.,

Ion. 147° 30' E., where, for a space, it loses itself

in the Macquarie marshes, whence issue tribu-

taries to the river Darling. Total course about
350 m. In some places it is deep, broad, and
navigable; in others rapid and obstructed by falls;

in lat. 32° S., it is from 20 to 60 yards wide, and
20 feet deep, with a current of IJ m. an hour.

Macquarie, a river, Tasmania, rises in Tooms
Lake, lat 42° 15' S., flows N. through the co.

Somerset, and joins the Lake River. Affluents,

the Blackman, Elizabeth, & Isis.—II. {Harbour),

Tasmania, is on its W. coast, lat. 42° 15' S., Ion.

145° 20' E.

—

Macquarie is the prefixed name of

localities in New B. Wales.—(Pw<), a harbour of

E. Australia, 190 m. N.N.E. Sydney, lat. 31° 27' S.,

Ion. 152° 50' E. It shores are lofty, well wooded,
and fertile, and it receives the Hastings river.

Macquarie, an island of the South Pacific, lat.

54° 50' S., Ion. 159° E. Length, N. to S., about 25

m. ; breadth 4 m. Surface mountainous, but well

wooded, and inhabited only by aquatic animals.

Macri, a town & gulf of Asia Minor. [Makri.]
Macrigny, a vill. of European Turkey, on the

Sea of Marmora, 2 m. from Constantinople, where
are extensive iron works and a model farm.

Macuooji, a market town and pa. of Ireland,

CO, and 19 m. W. Cork, on the SuUane. P. of town
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8289. It has a pa. church, a Roman Cathoh'o

chapel, & a bridewell. Ac. of pa. 12,66fi. P. 5112.

Mactax, a small isL of the Philippines, Asiatic

Archip., E. Zebu. Magellan wasMUed here in 1521.

Macugxaga, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Novara,
19 m. S.W. Domo d'Ossola. P. 627.

Macullah, a town of Arabia, [Makat^lah.]
Mad, a town of Northern Hungary, co. Zem-

plin, in the Hegyalla mountains, 10 m. N.W.
Tokay. P. 5644. It has celebrated vineyards.
Madagascar, an island of the Indian Ocean,

separated from the S.E. coast of Africa by the
channel of Mozambique, situated between lat.

11° 57' (C. Amber) and 25° 38' (C. St Mary) S.,

Ion. 43° 20' (C. St Vincent) and 50° 31' (0. East)
E. Length 1030 m.^ greatest breadth, 360 m. P.
variously estimated at from 1,600,000 to 4,000,000.

Surface flat on the coast, with well sheltered bays
on the N.W. ; in the interior elevated mountains,
rismg to 10,000 or 12,000 feet, divide the island

into numerous well watered valleys. Climate
hot on the coasts, temperate in the interior, but
everj-where unfavourable to Europeans. Soil

generally very fertile, with rich pasturage and
magnificent forests. Eivers numerous, and well
fitted for commerce; the Betsibuka is 400 m. long.

The most important natural products are woods
of great variety, gums, and medicinal plants. Do-
mestic animals comprise bisons, sheep, swine,
dogs, and cats. Silk worms are reared. Honey
and wax are procured in great abundance in the
woods, which swarm with bees. The mountains
are rich in iron, and probably in other metals.

Coal is used in smelting, and there is a coal mine
near the cap., and another near Diego-Suarez.
The inhabitants manuf. iron utensUs, and work
in gold and silver articles, as chains, necklaces,

and ear-rings. Carpets are made at Tananarivo

;

and cotton goods are extensively manufactured.
Sugar mills have been lately introduced. Trade
is conducted chiefly with the Portuguese settlers

on the E. coast of Africa. British imports (1861),
coals, etc., to the value of 216/. Exports homed
cattle and rice. The inhabitants consist of Mala-
gashes, Ovas, and other tribes of Papuan, Malay,
Arabian, and Kaffir origin. The higher Malagese
functionaries adopt a quasi-European mode of

life ; and the discipline, costume, and arms of the
troops are European. The island is divided into

28 provs., each having a chief, subject to one of

the Ovas, with the title of king, whose cap., An-
tananarivo, is near the centre of the island.

Since 1862 European consuls have been estab.

there. Tamatave is the chief commercial town.
Feticism is the prevailing superstition. This
island was known to the Arabs in the 13th cen-
tury, under the name of Zaledj ; it was first called

Madagascar by Marco Polo. In 1642 the French
settled on it, and called it " lie Dauphine ;

" they
have since made several attempts to colonize it,

but without success. English missionaries ia
1816 were protected by King Badama; but he
was succeeded by Queen Banavala Manjaca, who
murdered the native Christians, closed the schools,

and banished Europeans. In 1861 the queen died,

and was succeeded by her son Eadama II., who
was strangled in 1863, and the Government, now
constitutional, devolved on his queen. The dis-

tinguished missionary, Mr EUis, has a Christian
congregation of 1000 in the cap., besides six

others of nearly equal size.

Madarasz, a market town of Hungary, co.

Szabolcz, dist. Great Cumania, 12 m. W.S.W.
Kzegedin. P. 7400.
Maddalena (La), an island off the N. coast of

Sardinia, 10 m. W. Longo-Sardo. P. 2025. It

MAD
has a small town, with a good' harbour. Tl
women make gloves.
Maddaxoni, a city of S. Italy, prov. Caserta, 1

m. N.N.E. Naples, cap. circ. P. of comm. (186!
17,798. It has a royal college, and an aqueduct,
convey water to the cascades in the royal garden
Maddapollum, a maritime town of Britif

India, presidency Madras, dist. and 43 m. E.N.]
Masulipatam, on the Coromandel coast. It h;

manufactures of long cotton cloths.

Maddehjee, a considerable vUl. of Sinde, i

m. S.E. Larkhana. Lat 27° 36' N. ; Ion. 08° 34'

:

Maddertt, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 9 i

W.S.W. Perth. P. 536.

Maddington, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 6*1
W.N.W. Amesbury. Ac. 3973. P. 398.
Maddt (Loch), a large bay of Scotland, in tli

Hebrides, on the E. side the island of N. Uii;

It has numerous branches, and a group of islaii<

in the centre.

Madehcrst, a pa. of England, co, Sussex,

:

m. W.N.W. Arundel. Ac 1908. P. 208.
Madeura Isles, a group in the Atlantic Ocea

forming a prov. of Portugal, from the S.W. coa

of which they are distant 660 m. S.W. Tb
consist of the islands Madeira and Porto Sant
and the islets called the Desertas, situated b
tween lat. 32° 23' 15' and 33° 7' 50' N., Ion. 1

13' 30' and 16° 38' W. Pop. of the group (186
104,420, of whom 300 were English. The lai^t

island, Madeira, is 31 m. long, and 12 m. broa
Cap. FunchaL It consists of a mass of volcan
rocks, which in Pico Ruivo rise to 6056 feetaho"
the sea, and resembles the island of Arnm
the Clyde on a grander scale. From the centr

mass steep ridges extend to the coast, where thi

form precipices of 1000 to 2000 feet in heigl;

The only plains are a small portion of the ^^

coast, and the table land of Paul de Serra in i'.

interior. The valley called the " Curral," is 20'

feet deep from edge to bottom. The roads 8.

very steep, and unfit for carriages. Oxen are t

only beasts of draught, and ponies are used
travelling. Climate constant, extreme of ten)

only 10°. Mean temp, at Funchal, summer 7

winter 64^ ; but it is exposed to the hot dry wi'

called leste by the Portuguese, which raises it

90° Fahr. Rain days 73; mean annual fall

inches. Madeira has long been resorted to

invalids afflicted by pulmonary diseases, but

appears that consumption is by no means ni

among the natives. Q'here is an English churc

and a Presbyterian church in connection wi

the Free Church of Scotland- The soil, whi
on the S. side extends 2i m. inland, is w
watered, and extremely productive. The vine;

the chief article of cultivation, it grows to an e

vation of 2000 feet ; but the best wine is produc

at an elevation of less than 1000 feet. The v
disease has for years greatly reduced the quant

of wine exported. Exports (1862), wine, sug

oranges, and lemons, embroidery, etc., to ti

value of 80,503/. Imports, cottons, apparel, coh

woollens, rice, hardwares, tea, flax, soap, sug,

etc., to the value of 168,168/. British and foreii

vessels arrived and sailed (1862) 231, tonnn

73,978. Coffee is grown of superior quality, fl

the arrow root is excellent. The orange, bana

,

and guava, are abundant. Wheat, maize, bea,

and barley, are cultivated to a small extent, 1-

quite insufficient for home consumpt. The f

ure of the potato, formerly the chief support-

the pop. of the vills. and remote districts, »

caused great distress, and the condition of '

lower orders is that of squalid poverty. Made
|

was settled bythe Portuguese in 1431. [Fuxcha J
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Madeira or Cayaki, a river of South America,

Brazil, is formed by the junction of the Beni and
Ifomore, lat. 10° 25' S., Ion. 65° 25' W., whence
KflowsN.E., receiving a vast number of affluents,

ad joins the Amazon, of which it is the princi-

il tributary, in lat. 3° 30' S., Ion. 58° 45' W. It

I many falls and rapids. Length 780 m. Total

Dnrse, from source of Mamore, estim. at 2000 m.
Madeiaine (La), a comm. and vill. of France,

top. Nord, arr. and cant. Lille. P. 4015. Indus-

ry, iron foundries, cotton spinning, and pottery.

Madeley, a pa. and market town of England,

fso. Salop, on the Severn, 14 m. E.S.E. Shrews-
'. Ac. of pa. 2809. P. 9469. It has an iron

ge across the Severn ; church, market-house,

[)d in the pa. iron works, manufs. of porcelain,

^nd coal mines.—II. a pa., co. Stafford, 4J m.
'.S.W. Newcastle-under-Ljme, with a station

\m the London and North-Western Eailway.

ta 5734. P. 1940.

ILadeley (Great), a pa. and vill. of England,

Iso. and 17 m. N.W. Stafford. Ac. 6670. P. 1725.

-Little Madeley, a hamlet, 1 m. N.E. of the above.

Maderno, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

^irc Salo, in a little bay on the Lake of Garda.

. 1563. Manufs. paper and iron wares ; and has

ck and tile furnaces, and an old Gothic church.

Madhajrajpore, a town of Hindostan, prov.

Sftjpootana, dom. and 24 m. S.S.E. Jeypoor. It

ma taken by the British in 1818.

Madingley, a pa. of England, co. and 3J m.
7.N.W. Cambridge. Ac. 1763. P. 279.

Madiran, a comm. and town of France, dep.

L-Pyr^ndes, 23 m. N.N.W. Tarbes. P. 1133.

Madison, several cos. of. U. S., North America.

-L in centre of New York. Area 582 sq. m. P.

11860) 43,545. Cap. same name. P. 2405.—II.
n centre of Virginia. Area 261 sq. m. P. 4457

e, 4397 slaves.—III. in N.E. Georgia. Area
sq. m. P. 3941 free, 1992 slaves.—IV. in

tttre of Florida. P. 3530 free, 4249 slaves.—V.
|N. of Alabama. Area 760 sq. m. P. (1860)

^878 free, 14,573 slaves.—VI. in centre of Mis-
issippi. Area 656 sq. m. P. 5264 free, 18,118
laves.—VII. in N.E. Louisiana. Area 656 sq.

1. P. 1656 free, 12,477 slaves.—VIII. in W. of

'ennessee. Area 906 sq. m. P. (I860) 11,523
ree, 10,012 slaves.—IX. in centre of Kentucky.
uea 488 sq. m. P. 11,173 free, 6034 slaves.—X.
a centre of Ohio. Area 420 sq. m. P. (1860)
'),015.—XI. in centre of Indiana. Area 370 sq.

1. P. 16,518.—XII. in S.W. of lUinois. Area
•28 sq. m. P. 31,215.—XIIL in S.E. of Missouri.
Lrea 653 sq. m. P. 5197 free, 467 slaves.—XIV.
1 N.W. of Arkansas. Area 963 sq.m. P. 7444
lee, 296 slaves.—XV. of Iowa. P. 7339.—XVI.
f North Carolina. P. 5695 free, 213 slaves.—
:VII. of Texas. P. 1663 free, 675 slaves.—XVIII.
township, Somerset, co. Maine, 4 m. N. Augusta.
'. 1769.—XIX. a township. New Haven co., Con-
ecticut, 31 m. S.E. Hartford. P. 2063.—XX. a
)wnship, Columbia, co. Pennsylvania. P. 712.
-XXI. a township. Lake co., Ohio, 167 m. N.N.E.
olumbus. P. 2987.—XXII. ditto in Franklin
X P. 2480.

Madisok, a town of the U. S., North America,
ip. state Wisconsin, 70 in. W. Milwaukee, finely
tuated on small lakes. P. (I860) 8130. It has
capitol, university, historical society, and luna-
asylum.—II. a town of Indiana, on the Ohio,

" m. below Cincinnati, and 40 m. above Louis-
iile. P. (I860) 13,000.
Madisvvyl, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

'«t. Aarwangen. P. 2276.
Madjicosima Islands (properly Meiacoshima),
d archipelago in the Pacific, between Formosa

and the Loo-choo Islands. P. estimated at 11,238.
They are all subject to Loo-choo.
Madley, a pa. of England, co. and 5f m.W.S.W.

Hereford. Ac. 6360, P. 970.

Madoes or Madois (St), a pa. of Scotland, co.

and 5 m. S.E. Perth, on the Firth of Tay. Ac.
1412. P. 240.

Madonian Mountains, a group in the island of

Sicily, prov. Palermo, extending for about 16 m.
N.W. and S.E. between the rivers Grande and
Pollina. They are mostly of limestone formation.
Madras (Presidency of), one of the three

divisions of British India, named after the city

which is the seat of its government. It is bounded
N. by the Bombay presid., the Nizam and Berar
territories, and the petty native states on the
frontiers of Bengal ; E. and S.E. by the Bay of
Bengal; S. by the Indian Ocean; and S.W.'and
W. by the Arabian Sea. It lies between lat. 8°

10' and 20° 30' N., Ion. 74° 60' and 86° 40' E.
Greatest length, from N. to S., 970 m. ; extreme
breadth, from the city of Madras to Kundapoor,
382 m. The sea-coast extends to 1727 m., but it

is almost destitute of safe anchorage or harbours
for large ships. The following table gives the
districts, area, and population :

—

Districts. Sq. m. Pop.

REGUL.VTION districts.

Arcot, N., 6,580 1,485,873
Arcot, S., 5,020 1,006,005
Bellary or Bellarl, 12,101 1,229,699
Cochin, 1,988 288,176
Chingleput, including Madras, 2,744 1,303,462

Guntoor or Guntiir and Palndd, 4,752 670,083
Jaypur, 13,041 391,230
Cuddapah or Kadapa, 13,298 1,451,921
Canara or Kanara, 7,152 1,056,333

Coimbatore or Koimbatdr, 8,151 1,153,862
Kurp, 2,116 135,600
Masulipatara or Machlfpatanam, 4,711 620,866
Madura and Dindigal, 13,545 1,756,791

Mysore or Maisilr, 30,886 3,460,696
Malabar, 6,050 1,614,909
Nellore or Nelltlr, 7,959 935,690
Puduk<5ta, 1,165 61,745
Rajahmundry or R^j&mahfendri, 4,711 520,866 t

Salem, 7,499 1,195,377
1

Trichinopoly or Trichinapalli, 2,922 709,196
Tinnevelly or Tinnevelli, 6,482 1,269,216
Travancore 4,722 1,011,824
Tanjore or Tanjilr, 3,781 1,676,086

French Tenitory,

Total,

185 171,217

170,351 25,767,793

NON-RfiGULATION DISTRICTS.

Ganjam, 5,758 926,930
Karniil, 3.278 273,190
Vizagapatam or Vishapatanam,

Total,

4,690 1,254,272

184,077 28,222,185
Nizam's dominions, 95,337 10,666,080
Nkgpoor,

Grand total,

76,432 4,650,000

355,846 43,538,265

Of the foregoing, the first 24 are regulation
districts, being under the ordinary system of rules

and management, and the other 3 non-regulatiop
districts. Travancore and Cochin native states,

and the hill zemindaries adjoining the British

district of Vizagapatam, are under the political

and military management of the presidency.
Mysore, though under the political management
of the government of India, for military pur-
poses, is subject to the jurisdiction of the Mad-
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ras presidency, being nearly surrounded by its

territories. Area of the foregoing states 37,596
sq. m. Territory of British districts, 183,892 sq.

ni. ; ditto of French, 185 sq. m. ; making the total
area of this country 184,077 sq. m. The sea-coast
is in some parts bold and rocky, especially from
Golamelly to Mangalore, a length of 150 m. From
Mangalore to Mount Dilly (a headland rising out
of the sea), distance 65 m., the shore is low and
well wooded. From Mount Dilly to Cape Go-
morin, 345 m. in length, except a few spots, the
shore is low and sandy, or muddy, abounding
with shallow inlets, called backwaters, which
stretch inland for a considerable distance. N.E.
of Cape Comorin for 166 m., the coast is little

frequented, in consequence of the obstruction to
navigation by Adam's Bridge. The Coromandel
coast has a N.E. direction of 297 m., with a slight
elevation and sandy formation, and shallow water
along the shore. From Gondegam to Vizaga-
patam, length 269 m., it is called the Golconda
coast In the S.W. part are the estuaries of the
branches of the Kistnah and Godavery, and
dm-ing prolonged gales from the N.E., accom-
panied with land-floods, the coast is extensively
inundated, and great damage ensues. In lat. 17°
15' N., the Golconda coast terminates, and the
Orissa commences. From this point the shore
becomes bold and rocky, with low rugged bills at
intervals, and retains this aspect for 243 m., the
whole extent of the coast. Vizagapatam, the
S.most part of Orissa frequented by shipping, is

marked by a bluff headland called the Dolphin's
Nose. On the Golconda coast the hills are con-
nected in some places with the range of the
Eastern Ghauts; and as the range reaches the
S.W., its distance from the shore gradually in-
creases, the space between being the tract called
the Circars and Carnatic. About 56 m. N.W.
Madras city, the Eastern Ghauts join the range
which crosses the peninsula in a S.W. direction,
and unite in the vicinity of the Neilgherries with
the Western Ghauts, which reach Cape Oomorin
on one side, and to the N. frontier of the pre-
sidency on the other, and comprise the level
part of the territories of Travancore and Cochin,
and almost all the British districts of Malabar
and North and South Canara. Principal rivers, the
Godavery, Kistnah, and theCauvery, which, with
their numerous tributaries, flow E. or S.E. direct
across S. India, to the Bay of Bengal. From the
table-land other ton-ents descend, and in the
rainy season drain the level country and fall into
the Bay of Bengal, the chief of which are the
Northern Penna, Southern Penna, and the Palar,
all of which have their sources inMysore territory.

On the W. side of the presidency, the rivers
flowing into the Arabian Sea receive streams
from the Western Ghauts. Near the mountains,
these streams have channels of great declivity,

but towards the sea they expand into shallow
lakes (backwaters) communicating with the sea.

The manufs. are mushns, fancy goods, and iron,
the latter being important. Minerals of the pre-
sidency comprise iron, copper, silver, lead, and
coal. Climate is varied more by the different
elevations of the surface, and otber local circum-
stances, than by latitude. On the summits of
the Neilgherry Mountains, elevation abore the
sea 6000 to 7000 feet, the climate is mild. On
the Canara and Malabar coasts the heat is tem-
pered by the sea breezes, and by the proximity of
the W. Ghauts. In the beginning of summer the
heat is excessive on the E. coast. In some parts
of the W. Ghauts rain falls during 9 months of the
vear, the quantity being enormous. Amongst the

public works for the improvement of this pre-

sidency are the Anakatt on the Godavery, Kist-

nah, and Cauvery rivers, for the purpose of irri-

gation, and an extensive system of railways. It

has two large barracks— one at Trimsdgaldi,

which cost 120,000/., and one at Jakatalla, which
cost 140,000/. Military force of all arms (inclusive

of a considerable number of her Majesty's troops).

59,180 men. Exports to Britain (1862). cotton,

indigo, coffee, sugar, oils, skins, rice, seeds, coii

rope, cardamoms, pepper, hides, saltpetre, sandal-

wood, etc., to the value of 3,525,846/. Importi

cottons, iron, machinery, beer and ale, apparel

copper, hardwares, wine, etc., to the value o: i

950,869/. Total public revenue in 1851, 5,087,328/.

of which the land rent yielded 3,515,969/. Th.J

majority of the population are Brahmins, but iiu

some parts Mussulmans. Zoology comprises thd

elephant, tiger, panther, leopard, bear, hytenaj

wolf, nylgau, buffalo, gyal, and monkeys. Birdj

are niunerous. Venomous reptiles abound ; thijf

boa constrictor here attains to great size, and thij

rivers and marshes swarm with alligators.

Madras, a maritime city of British India, cap.

above presid., on the Coromandel coast ; lat. ci

observatory 13° 4' 1' N., Ion. 80° 14' E. Arefto|

its dist. 30 sq. m. ;
pop. of the city till lately esti-

mated at 720,000 ; but a recent enumeration if
duces the pop. to alx)ut 450,000, of wkom abouj

16,000 Europeans, and most of the others Hicj

doos. It is badly situated for a commercial cap^

on a surf-beaten shore, where "masoolah" boat/

are used to land passengers and all kinds of iner<

chandise, and rafts (catamarans) for fishing, sinci

even in calm weather the surf breaks 300 feetfroii

shore with a wave 3 feet high ; but a pier has lateb

been built under great engineering difficulties. I

stands on level ground, has no striking appearanc

from the sea, but is generallj' weU-buUt and hand

some. Fort St Geoi^e, the citadel, is on the beacli

surrounded by an esplanade, on the N. side i-

which is the " Black town," and containing num;

good native houses, with European warehouses

the ctistom-ho., and board of trade ; and on theW
and S. sides of the fort, separated from the town b

a river, is Choultry Plain, on which are extensiv

suburbs, consisting mostly of detached house;

occupied by Europeans ; and here are also tli

residences of the governor and the Camati

nabob, St George's cathedral, and a handson;

stone mosque. The lighthouse to the N. of tli

fort is 128 feet high. Other chief buildings ai

11 English and 8 Scotch churches of differe:

denominations, 1 Armenian, 3 American, and \

Eoman Catholic places of worship. Madras
an episcopal see, having a bishop of the Chur:

of England ; and there is also a Eoman Cathol

bishop. It has a university with 3 Europcii

professors and many teachers, European ai

native ; St George's cathedral, with monumei]

to Bishop Heber and others, by Chantry a:

Flaxman ; an equestiian statue of Sir T. Muni

by Chantry ; a medical college, granumar school.

Christian vernacular school, and 5 privateschoo

all of the best class, and several literary associ

tions. There are nine newspapers published

Madras, some of these being published thrift-

week, others twice, and some once, besides sct

ral periodicals. At the suburb, St Thomd,

the shore, about 3 m. S. from the fort, are a E

man Catholic cathedral and some chapels, tl

being the place where most of the inhabitants

Portuguese descent reside. Madras is the seat

all the chief government offices for the presid.,

the supreme court, boards of revenue, admiral

education, etc ; and though having less forei^
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tniile than the caps, of the other presids., its

imimerce is considerable and rapidly improving,
^ it is the chief emporium of the Coromandel

ist, and trades direct with great Britain and
other European countries, the United States,

vion, and S.E. Asia. Madras bank, chartered,

111 in a measure under the control of the go-

\ erument, besides branch banks, a savings' bank,

iiid 6 other banks ; and for life, fire, and ship-

iiiiig, there are 7 insurance companies. The site

: the city formed the first territorial acquisition

the British in India^ permission to erect a fort

re having been obtained in 1639. Shortest sea

lite to London 10,830 sea m. ; average sailing 125

ivs. A railway west by Arcot to Beypoor, 40aJ-

11. long, with branches from Erode to Negapatam,
loonamalee to Cuddapah, and Tripatoor to Ban-
,'alore, with an electric telegraph from Trichino-
iKily to Negapatam, opened in 1860. There are

unitary stations in the Neilgherries : 1. Ootaea-
imnd, 7300 feet above the sea; 2. Cotogherry,
Wellington, and Oomoor, each about 6000 feet

;

lud 3. Kamandroog, 3100 feet, in the Bellary dist.

Madke-de-Dios Archipelago, W. Patagonia,
s between lat. 50° and 51° S., and Ion. 75° W.
parated from the mainland, and from Hanover
'1 Chatham islands by Concepcion Straits, and
nsists of several mountains and rocky islands.

Madresfield, a pa. of Engl., co. Worcester, 6

11. N.N.W. Upton-on-Sevem. Ac. 1192. P. 271.

Madrfd, a city of Southern Europe, cap. of the

iiugdom of Spain, and of the prov. Madrid, near
he centre of the peninsula, on 1. b. of the Man-
canares, and in the middle of the table-land of

:astile, 2000 feet above the sea. Lat. 40° 24' 57"
N'.; Ion. 3° 41' 51" W. Mean temperature of year
)«''2; winter 43°-l, summer 76°-4, Fahr. P.

1864) 475,785. The city is surrounded by a low
A'all with 16 gates, the finest of which are those
if Alcala, San Vicente, and Toledo. It is situ-

itod in an arid plain, and its provisions have to
>e brought from a distance ; it is subject to ex-
rerae changes of temperature. Chief public
difices, the royal palace, built of granite, and the
'>yal armoury, one of the finest in the world ; and
lie picture gallery contains specimens of Murillo
.ml many famous painters, with extensive gar-
leus on 1. b. of the Manzanares, and the summer
lalace, Casa real del Campo, on the opposite side
'f the river; palace of Buen-retiro, founded by
'hilip IV.

; palace of the Duke of Alba, and post
'ffice, a bronze statue of Philip iv. (a fine eques-
lian work), and one of the Queen of Spain in
he Plaza de Orient, E. of the royal palace. It
las no cathedral nor university, but a college
vith a faculty of theology ; schools of medicine
nd veterinary surgery ; a house of education for
iphans of the miUtary, normal school, school of
n^'iaeers, military college, conservatories of arts
lid trades, and of music ; a national library of
'J0,000 vols, and numerous MSS., 25 newspapers,
u astronomical observatory, botanic garden, the
cademy of Spain, and several other academies,
uiseums, and cabinets ; numerous hospitals and
enevolent institutions. Madrid has 8 theatres

;

ut the chief place of resort is the bull ring, an
inphitheatre near the Alcala gate, capable of
'ntaining 12,000 spectators. The chief Indus-
ial establishments are royal manufs. of porcelain
id carpets; and manufs. of paper, jewellery,
Iks, and hats, none of which are important. It
the birthplace of many kings of Spain, and
iny eminent men, among whom are Alonzo de
"cUla, Lopez de Vega, Calderon de la Barca,
iinez, and the brothers Velasquez. Madrid
xupiesthe site of the anc. Mantua Carpetanoru7n,

called Majoritium in the middle ages. Its im-
portance only commenced when made cap. of

Spain by Philip ii. It was held by the French
from 1808 to 1812, when the Duke of WeUingtoa
restored it to the Spaniards ; and here Napoleon i.

placed his brother Joseph on the throne of Spain.
Area of prov. 2993 sq. m. P. (1857) 475,785.
Madrid, a township, TJ. S., N. America, New

York, 235 m. N.N.W. Albany.

—

New Madrid is a
vill., Missouri, on the Mississippi, 40 m. S.W. the
influx of the Ohio.
Madridejos, a town of Spain, prov. and 40 m.

S.E. Toledo. P. 5156. It stands in a plain, is

ancient and well built. Manufs. serge.

Madrigal, a town of Spain, prov. and 35 m.
N.N.W. AvUa. P. 2050.

Madron, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 2 m.
N.W. Penzance. Ac. 5991. P. 11,926.

Madro53era, a town of Spain, prov. and 32 m.
E. Oaceres. P. 1964, many of whom emigrate.
Madura, an island of the Malay Archipelago,

immediately N.E. of Java, with which it is in-

cluded under the Netherland government. Lat,
1° S., Ion. 113° E. Area estimated at 1330 sq. m.
P. (1858) 609,829. It is inferior in fertility to

Java, and barely supports itspopulation. Principal
seaports, Bankalan, Sumanap, and Pamakasan.
Madura, a dist. of British India, in Madras

presid., between lat. 9° 6' and 10° 64' N., Ion. 77"

15' and 79° 15' E. Area 13,645 sq. m. P. 1,756,791,

a large majority of whom are Hindoos. Surface
mountainous in the N. and W., and their sides

covered with timber, elsewhere level and very
productive. Principal river, the Vygah. In the
hills the thermometer ranges from 60° to. 75° Fahr.
in summer. January is the coldest month, when
the inhabitants suffer from intermitting fevers.

February, March, and April are the dry season,

which is followed by a succession of rains during
the S.W. monsoon. In the plains, heat and dry-
ness is the characteristic feature, the thermometer
sometimes reaching 115° Fahr., and at times
causing famine and pestilence. Irrigation is

suppHed by means of tanks, which collect the
rains. Chief products, sugar, cotton, tobacco,

vegetables, and fruit. Exports cotton, chay-root,

tobacco, salt, salt-fish, hides, coarse cloth, and
chank-shell, for the manufacture of rings and
other ornaments, immense numbers of which are
collected on the shore. Imports spices, betel-nut,

sugar, oil, timber, and iron. It has manufactures
of silks, woollens, and iron. The military sta-

tions are Madura, the cap., Dindigul, and Eam-
nad. This district is intersected throughout the
level country with good roads, except Eamnad.

—

Madura^ cap. of the dist., is 33 m. S.S.E. Dindigul.
MEANDER, a river, Asia Minor. [Mendere.]
M.IELAR (Lake), an extensive lake of E. Swe-

den, stretching inland from the Baltic for about
70 m., surrounded by the Isens Stockholm, Upsal,

Westeras, and Nykoping. Breadth 2 to 23 m.
Area 472 sq. ni., and it contains 1300 islands. It

has deep and clear water ; and at its E. end re-

ceives the river Arboga, by which, and a canal,

it is connected S.ward with I^ake Hjselmar.

Stockholm is situated on both sides of the strait

connecting it with the Baltic.

Maisl-Cariiaix, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Cotes-du-Nord, cap. cant., arr. and 22 m.
S.W. Guingamp. P. 2119.

Maellas and Santa Susana, a town of Spain,
prov. Zaragoza, on the Matarrana. P. 2945.

M.s;LSTfiOM, Norway, a so-called whirlpool on
S. of the Lofoden isl. Eate of tide 6 m. an hour.

Maenclochog, a pa, of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 8-1 m. N.N.W. Narberth. Ac. 2754. P. 396.
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Maex-Twtiog, a pa. of North Wales, co. Meri-

oneth, 17 m. W.N.W. Bala. Ac 6465. P. 883,

partly employed in slate quarries.

Maer, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, N.W.
Stoke. Ac. 2736. P. 473.

Maescar, a hamlet of South Wales, co. and 7^
m. S.W. Brecon, pa. Devynnock. P. 637.

Maese or Maas, a river of N. Europe. [Meusk.]
Maesetck, a toTvn of Belgium, prov. Limbourg,

20 m. N.E. Hasselt, on 1. b. of the Meuse. P.

4000. Birthplace of the brothers Van Eyck, in-

ventors of painting in oil.

Maes Mynis, a pa. of South Wales, co. Brecon,

1 m. S.W. Builth. Ac. 4012. P. 239.

Maestkicht, Trajectum ad Mosam, a fortified

town of the Netherlands, cap. duchy of Limburg,
on 1. b. of the Maese, which separates it from its

suburb Wyck, and at the head of a branch railway
to Cologne, 110 m. S.E. Amsterdam. P. (I860)

28,719. The citadel is built on a mountain, in

which remarkable petrifactions are found. It has
a town-house, and manufs, of cottons, woollens,

and paper. It was taken by the French in 1648.

1673, 1748, and 1794. From 1795 till 1814, it was
cap. of the French dep. Meuse Inferieure.

Mafra, a town of Portugal, prov. Estrema-
dura, 18 m. N.W. Lisbon. P. 3250. It has a
celebrated convent, and a royal palace of extra-

ordinary dimensions, richly decorated, and con-
taining a library of 30,000 volumes.
Magadino, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Tessin,

at the mouth of the Ticino, in L. Maggiore. a sta-

tion for steamers, b\ m. S.W. Bellinzona. P. 669.

Magadoxo, an Arabian town of E. Africa, cap.

Mukdeesha, on the Indian Ocean, and the chief

commercial entrepot between Cape Gardafui and
the river Jub. Lat. 2° N. ; Ion. 45° 30' E. P., with
suburbs, 5000. The town is enclosedby stone walls,

and divided into two parts, one composed wholly
of tombs ; the other of about 150 stone, and many
wooden houses, a mosque, and several minarets, of

Arabian architecture. It is very unhealthy. Ex-
ports ivory, gums, and some peculiar cloths

;
prin-

cipal imports, sugar, dates, salt fish, arms, & slaves.

Magalhaens orMagellan (Strait of), divides

the continent of South America from the island

Tierra del Fuego ; the E. entrance is formed by
Capye de la Vij^ines, on the mainland, and by
Cape del Espiritu Santo (Queen Catherine Fore-
land), on one of the largest islands composing
Tierra del Fuego. Length nearly 300 m., ex-
tending between lat. 52' 10' and 65° S-, Ion. 68°
20* and 75° W. Navigation diflScult, and seldom
attempted. Discovered in 1520 by Magalhaens.
Magdala, a town of Germany, Saxe Weimar,

circ Weimar, 5 m. E.N.E. Blankenhayn. P. 715.

Magdala (Mod. Mejdety, a hamlet of Palestine,

on the W. side of the Lake of Tiberias.

Magdala, a hill fort of Abyssinia, on the plateau
of Talanta, lat. 11°20'N.; Ion. 39°10'E. Stormed
& totally destroyed by the British, April 13, 1868.
Magdalen (Channel or Sound), Tierra del

Fuego, a branch of the Strait of Magellan, Ion 71°
W., between Clarenceand Dawson isls. Off its S.E.
coast is Mt. Sarmiento, 700 ft. in height.

—

IsUmds,
a group in the St Lawrence, opposite Chaleur Bay,
consisting of Coflin, Saunders, Wolfe, & Amherst.
Magdalena, the most N. dep. of the Granadian

Confederation, having E.Venezuela, N. the Carib-
bean Sea, and W. Magdalena river. Estimated
area nearly 64,000 sq. m., and pop. 73,093.
Surface very diversified, two cordiUeras of the
Andes covering its S. and E. portions. It is

divided into the provs. of Santa Marta (its cap.),

Rio Hacha, and Mompoz, its chief towns.
Magdalkna, a river of S. America, and the

principal in the Granadian Confed., rises at lat. V
45' N., Ion. 76° W., flows N. between E. and W
Cordilleras of the Ajides, and enters the Caribbeai
Sea, lat. 11° N., Ion. 75° W. Total course esti

mated at 840 m., for more than half of which it i.

navigable. Principal tributaries, the Cauca, an(

the Sogamozo. Its current is very rapid, and it

navigation dangerous; but it is stUl the maii
route of communication between the interior

New Granada and the sea.

Magdalena, the most S. of the Marquesas isls

Pacific Ocean. It has a harbour on its S. sidt

—II. an island of Senegambia, near the coast, 6

of Cape Verd.—III. a bay, Lower California, ir

which is the island Santa Margarita.
Magdalena, a town of Mexico, Sonora, ca]3

dist. same name. P. 897.
Magdalena (Santa), a bay on the N.E. ooass

of Malta, 4 m. N.W. Valetta.

Magdeburg, a fortified town of Prussia, ca]:;

prov. Saxony, and of a gov. 80 m. W.S.W. Be-
lin, on 1. b. of the Elbe, and on railways froii

Berlin, Hamburg, and Dresden. It consists o
3 divisions, Altsladt Neumarkt, and Freidricln
stadt. P. of city (1864), with the suburbs Sudeii:

burg and Neustadt, civil and military, 70,14^

Its citadel is built on an island in the river, aci

is very strong. It is the see of a bishop, and L;i

a cathedral of the 13th century ; two gynmasit
and other schools. Manufs. silk, cottons, woolleiii

gloves, lace, porcelain, and tobacco. It has f.

active trade, facilitated by steam packets on tli

Elbe. The town is very ancient, having been i

existence as such in the 8th century. It was r

one time a member of the Hanseatic League, an
long cap. of an archbishopric, which was seci

larized at the peace of Westphalia. It suffera

during the religious wars of the 16th and 17t

centuries ; in 1631 it was sacked by the imperisv

ists, and nearly destroyed. The French took it i

1806, & annexed it to the then kingdom of Wes
phalia, and it was restored to Prussia in 1814.

Magden, a vill. of Switzerland, cant Aai^
dist Rheinfelden. P. 993.

MAGfe, a town of Brazil, prov. and IG m. KN.?
Rio de Janeiro, on river Magd, near its mouth.

MAGELiJtN, colony of. [Patagonia.]
Magellan (Strait of). [Magalhaens.]
Magenta, a town of N. Italy, prov. and 24 1

N.W.Pavia. P. 6044. The allied French and Sit

dinians defeated the Austrians here, Jime 4, I80

Mageeoe, an island of the Arctic Ocean, U

longing to Norway, terminating N. by the Nor
Cape, in lat 71° 10' N., Ion. 25° 50' E.
Maggeri or Mangry, a town of Hindosfci

Mysore dom., 22 m. W. Bangalore, with boi

iron works ; iron ore abounding in its vicinity.

Maggiore (Lake), Italy. [Lago Magqioei
Maghera, a market town and pa. of Irela:

Ulster, CO. Londonderry, 20 m. S. Coleraine. -'

of pa, 21,756. P. 10,787; do. of town 1137.

Magheracloone, apa., Ireland, co. Monagh
4 m. S.W. Carrickmacross. Ac. 14,951. P. 4t

Magheracross, a jja. of Ireland, Ulster, i

Fermanagh and Tvrone, 5 m. N.N.E. Enniskill

.

Ac. 10,451. P. 3367.

Magheraculmonet, a pa. of Ireland, Uls1 , '-j

CO. Fermanagh. Ac. 14,732. P. 4815.

Magheradrool, a pa. of Irel., co. Down, ci •

taining town of Ballinahinch. Ac. 12,551. P. 64 •!

Magherafelt, a market town and pa. of 1 f
land, Ulster, co. Londonderry, 26 m. S. Colera: A
Ac. of pa. 8291. P. 6223; do. of town 1293.

has extensive manufactures of linen.

Maghf.ralin, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, •

Down and Armagh, on the Laggan, 3J m. E.^ *
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jiirgan. Ac. 8295. P. 5490. It has linen

nanufs. and bleacheries.

Magherno, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
ire. Pavia. P. 1465. .

Magheibee, a vill. of Sinde, on a navigable

rm of the Indus, in its delta, 42 m. S.S.E. Tat-
ih. P. 5000, who carry on an active trade.

Maghull, a chapelry of England, co. Lancaster,

rith a station on the Liverpool and Preston
;ailway,4m.S.S.W.0rmskirk. Ac. 2073. P. 1144.

Magindinao, isl., Philippines. [Mindanao,]
Magione, a town of Central Italy, prov. and

ire. Perugia, on an eminence above the lake of

'hrasimene. P. 6298.

MAGisTf:RE (La), a comm. and market town of

ranee, dep. Tarn-et-Garonne, 13 m. W.N.W.
loissac. P. 1676.

Magliano, several vills. and a town of Italy.

—

Central Italy, prov. Perugia, 20 m. W. Rieti.

'. 2455. It is an episcopal town. Near it is a
ne bridge over the Tiber.—II. South Italy, prov.

.quOa, circ. Avezzano. P. 3251.—III. (Nuoi'oX
town of South Italy, prov. and 36 m. S.E.
alamo. P. 1060.—IV. {d'Albd), North Italy,

lov. Cuneo, 5 m. N.W. Mondovi. P. 1644.—V.
ilpi), North Italy, prov. Cuneo, circ. Mondovi.
. 2331 VI. (in Toscaria), Central Italy, prov

i id circ. Grosseto. P. 2379. It has ruins of a
lie medigaval castle.

JIaglie, a city of South Italy, prov. Lecce, circ.

!(1 19 m. E.N.E. Gallipoli. P. 5049.
Magnac-Laval, a comm. and town of France,
p. H. Vienne, 9 m. N.E. Bellac. P. 3351.—
laqnac le Bourg is a market town, same dep., 11
.. iN.E. St Yriex. P. 1087.

Magnago, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan,
re. Abbiategrasso. P. 1391.

MAGNfi and Magni, a market town of France,
p. Deux-Sevres, 4 m. W. Niort. P. 1298.

Magnetic Island, an island off the E. coast of

ustralia, in Halifax Bay. Lat. 19° 8' S. ; Ion.
16° 45' E. Discovered by Cook in 1770.
Magnus (Bay of St), a bay on the W. coast
the mainland of Shetland, Scotland, between

ft headland of Eshaness on the N., and that of
mdness on the S. It is 10 m. in width at its

itrance, expands to 14 m. and runs 8 m. inland.
he island of Papa-Stour is at its mouth. The
y contains safe anchorage for the largest fleet.

Magny, a comm. and town of France, dep.
ine-et-Oise, cap. cant., 11 m. N. Mantes, on the
ubette. P. 1781.
Magoffin, a county of U. S., North America,
insas. P. 3414 free, 71 slaves.
ilAGOR, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, 6 m.
S.E. Caerleon. Ac. 10,514. P. 740.
AIagra, Macra, a riv. of N. Italy, which, after
S. course of 35 m., enters the Mediterranean
ulf of Genoa), 2 m. E. of the Gulf of Spezzia.
Magstadt, a mkt. town of Wiirtemberg, circ.
ckar, 11 m. W.S.W. Stuttgart. P. 1937,
Maguelonne, a lagoon of S. France, dep. Her-
It, 4 m. S. Montpellier. Length 17 miles.
Maguire's Bridge, a small market town of
.'laud, Ulster, co. Fermanagh, on Colebrook
\'i'r, 7 m. S.E. Enniskillen. P. 679,
Magyar, a prefix of the names of numerous
Is. of Hungary ; the principal being Magyar-
ar or Altenburg. [Altenburg.]
Mahabaupooram, a town of British India,
sid., dist. and 33 m. S. Madras, on the Carnatic
ist, near which are some remarkable Hindoo
iples and excavations.
^Iahabuleshwar, a small hill town of British
iia, presid. and 70 m. S.E. Bombay, in lat.

' <^5' N., Ion. 73° 41' E., on the Mahabuleshwar

hills, here 4700 feet above the sea. [Qiiauts.]
Ferruginous clay-stone, overlying trap, is the
geological formation of these hills. The rain-
fall is here excessive ; the mean annual fall

being 248 inches, of which 227 fall in the four
monsoon months, commencing about the nuddle
of June and ending in the early part of October

;

but from the close nature of the soil, and the un-
dulating form of the surface, the water speedily
runs off, and leaves not the slightest trace of
marsh or swamp. During July and August
dense fogs and drizzling rain occur. In Novem-
ber, December, January, and February, the sky
is clear, with a bracing and elastic atmosphere,
slight frosts occurring. This station is free

from malaria. Here is a sanatarium, with eight
sets of quarters, several detached bungalows,
and separate houses built of stone. It is re-
sorted to by invalids, and has a European estab-
lishment, consisting of a chaplain and a medical
officer. It has also a bazaar, a church, a library,

and a hotel. The station is easily reached by
several good carriage roads,

Mahanuddy (_'' the Great River"), a river of
India, Berar and Bengal doms. Rises in lat. 20°
20' N., Ion. 82° E., and after an E. course of 520 m.
enters the Bay of Bengal by numerous mouths,
dist. and S.E, Outtack. Though fordable so low
as Cuttack from January to June, it is, during
the rains there, 2 m. in width, 1 m. across at
Sumbhulpoor, and navigable for almost 300 m.
from its mouth.
Mahanunda, a river of India, Bengal presid.,

tributary to the Ganges, has its source in the
Darjeeling territory, lat. 26° 57' N., Ion. 88° 20'

E. It receives several tributaries, and enters the
Podda or Eastern Ganges at Godari, in lat. 24°
30' N., Ion. 88° 20' E., after a S.S.W. course of
240 m. In most parts of its course it is navig-
able for small vessels.

Maharajpoor, a town of India, Gwalior, or
possessions of Sindia, in lat. 26° 29' N., Ion. 78°
5' E, In the vicinity, in 1843, the British de-
feated the Mahrattas, capturing their guns.
Mahaska, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in S.E. of Iowa. Area 576 sq. m. P. 14,816.

Mahavilla, the principal river of Ceylon, rises

in the centre of the island, flows N. past Kandy
and Bintenne, and enters the Indian Ocean by
several mouths, S. Trincomalee. It receives
numerous affluents, but its navigation is greatly
impeded by shoals.

Mah^, a town and French estab., India, on
the Malabar coast, 38 m. N.N.W. Calicut. Lat.
11° 42' N. ; Ion. 75° 36' 16' E. Area of town and
territory 2 sq. m. P. 2616. It is situated at the
mouth of a small river, navigable for vessels of

50 tons. It was taken by the French in 1722,

Mahj6, isl., Indian Ocean. [Seychelles.]
MAHifcBOURG, a town of the Mauritius, on its

S.E. coast, with a fine port, strongly fortified.

Mahim, a town of British India, presid. on the
island of and 60 m. N. Bombay. P. estimated
at 33,800. It has a Portuguese church and a
Roman Catholic college.

Mahlberg, a town of Baden, circ. Upp. Rhine,
in a fertile dist., 2^ m. N.E. Ettenheim. P, 1724.

Mahoba, a town of India, Bundelcund, dist.

Hummerpoor, N.W. provs., in lat. 25° 18' N., Ion.

79° 55' E. P. estimated at 5000. It is situated

in a beautiful country, abounding with ruins.

Mahomed-Khan-Ka-Tanda, a town of Sinde,
30 m. S.E. Hyderabad, on the Fullallee river, a
branch of the Indus, and near the border of the
desert. It has a trade with Cutch.

M..UI0N, cap. town of Minorca. [Port Mahon,"]
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Mahoning, a township of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania.—II a township of Penn-
Bj'lvania, 173 m. W.N.W. Harrisburg.—III. same
state, CO. Columbia.—IV. in N.E. of Ohio.
Mahopac Lake, U. S., N. America, a favourite

summer resort in the vicinity of New York. It

is 9 m. in circumf. and 1800 feet above the sea.

Mahram, a native state of Eastern India, situ-

ate in the Cossya hills, the centre being in lat.

25° 12" N., Ion. 91° 24' E. Area 162 sq. m.
Mahrex, a country of Germany. fMoRAViA.]
Mahrisch-Neustadt, a town of Moravia, on

the railway between Prague and Vienna, circ. &
14 m. N.N.W. Olmutz. P. 3500.—II. (Jriibau),

circ. and 27 m. N.W. Olmtitz. P. 3600. It has
a gymnasium, and manufs. woollens.
Mahutadabar, a town of British India, dist.

and 40 m. S.W. Goruckpore, in the N.W. provs.
Mala, a river of Siberia, gov. Yakutsk, joins

the Aldan at Ust Maiskaia, course N. 300 miles.

Maida, a small town of South Italy, prov. Ca-
tanzaro, 7 m. S.E. Nicastro, cap. circ. P. 4004.

Near this the English defeated a superior Erench
force in 1806.

Maiden-Bradley, a pa. of England, cos.

Somerset and Wilts, 5 m. N.N.W. Mere. Ac.
4.546. P. 653.

Maidenhead, a munic. bor. and town of Eng-
land, CO. Berks, pas. Bray and Cookham, on the
Thames, here crossed by a bridge, and by a via-

duct of the G. W. Railway, with a station on that

railway, 26 m. W. London. Ac. 15,611. P. 3895.

It has a chapel, endowed school, and almshouse.
Maiden-Newton, a pa. of England, co. Dorset,

8 m, N.W. Dorchester. Ac. 2853. P. 844.

Maidens, a cluster of rocks, off the E. coast
of Ireland, co. Antrim, in the Irish Sea, 6 m.
E.N.E. Lame lighthouse. The two highest rocks
have each a lighthouse, with fixed white lights,

lat. 54° 55' 6" N., Ion. 5° 44' W., 84 and 94 feet

high. They are surrounded by dangerous reefs.

Maidford, a pa. of England, co. Northamj)-
ton, 6 m. W.N.W. Towcester. Ac. 1930. P. 344.

Maidstone, a pari, and munic. bor., town and
pa. of Engl., CO. Kent, on rt. b. of the Medway, 7^
m. E.S.E. Eochester, and at the meeting of 2 br.

of the S.E. Rail., 56 m. from London. Ac of pa.

4632. P. (1861) 23,058 ; do. of pari. bor. 23,058.

Altitude 60 feet ; mean temp., July 63°, Jan. 37°-5

;

rainfall 21 inches. It is situated on a slope in the

central vale of Kent ; has a fine pa. church, known
as " the Pilgrim's Chapel," many almshouses
and charities ; former palace of the Archbishops
of Canterbury; town-hall, co. hall, co. gaol and
house of correction, co. lunatic asylum, union
workhouse, barracks, co. assembly and concert

rooms, theatre, library, philosophical society, an
excellent museum, mechanics' institute, and seve-
ral banks. Its grain market is the largest in the
CO. In the vicinity are paper mills, with some
of the most productive hop grounds and orchards
in England, and valuable quarries of stone, ex-
ported by the Medway, which is navigable here
for vessels of 60 tons. Trade is thriving, and
the town increasing. Maidstone is the chief place

of election for W. Kent, and the bor. sends 2

mems. to H. of C. Reg. elect. (1864) 1747. There
was an impoi-tant city of the early Britons in its

vicinity. In the reign of Henry viii. the first

English hops were raised here. In 1648 the town
was twice stormed by the parliamentary forces.

Maidwell, a pa. of England, co. and 11 m. N.
Northampton. Ac. 1650. P. 290.

Majexfeld, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Grisous, 12 m. from Coire. P. 1301.

Maiu,vni), a city of Austiian Italy, fMiLAN."]

I MAI
Mailcotta, a town of Hindostan, Mysore dom.,

18 m. N. Seringapatam. It has several pagodas,
Maille, a conim. and vill. of France, dep.

Vende'e, 9 m. S.S.E. Fontenay-le-Comte. P. 1015.
Mailleraye (La), a hamlet of France, dep.

Seine-Inferieure, 13 m. W.N.W. Rouen.
Maillezais, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vendee, 7 m. S.S.E. Fontenay. P. 1420.
Maimund, a town of W. Afghanistan, 34 m.

S.W. Candahar. Lat 31° 42' N. ; Ion. 64° 51' E.
Main, a river of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim

enters Lough Neagh after a S. course of 30 m.
Main, Mayn or Maine, Moenus, a river o'

Germany, rises by two streams, the Red anci

White Main, in the Fichtelberg mountains, N
Bavaria, flows very tortuously W., past Schwein
furt, Wiirzburg, Aschaffenburg, and FrankfUrt,
and joins the Rhine opposite Mayence. Its bank,
are principally planted with vine. Length 310
m. It is navigable from the Regnitz (230 m.) t
the Rhine. Chief affluents, on left Regnitz and
Tauber, and on right the Saale and Nidder.
Maina, a dist. of Greece, consisting of the S.

extremity of the Morea, between the Gulfs of

Koron and Kolokythia, composing most part oi

the gov. Laconia. The inhabitants, who wer
never fully conquered by the Turks, long Kved
in a rude feudal state, subsisting mainly b.j

brigandage and piracj'. The vill. Maina (Hip
polo) is on the Gulf of Koron, 14 m. N.N.W. Caps
Matapan.
Mainbernheim, a town of Bavaria, prov. Lowci

Franconia, 15 m. E.S.E. Wurtzburg. P. 1717.

Maine, a river of Ireland, Munster, co. Kerr'.

rises near Castle-Island, and flows about 18 m
W.S.W. into Castlemaine harbour, whence it is

navigable to the village of Castlemaine.
\

Maine, an old prov. in the W. of France, tl.<

cap. of which was Le Mans, now forming tl \

greater part of the deps. Mayenne and Sarth«

and part of Ome.—II. a river of France, deq
Vendee, rises in N.E. of Napoleon-Vendee, am
i'oins the Sevre-Nantaise, 2i m. N.W. Monnieres
jength 31 m., partly navigable.—III. a rivei

dep. Maine-et-Loire.
Maine, the most N.E. of the U. S., N. Americ!;

between lat. 43° and 47° 20' N., Ion. 67° and 71

W., having S. the Atlantic, E. New Bninswicl
W. and N. New Hampshire and Lower Canada
Area 31,766 sq. m. P. (1860) 628,279, of whoi
1327 are free coloured. Its topography has

distinct aspects : level and marshy in the S., uc

dulating and hilly in the centre, rugged an

mountainous in the N. It is well watered, an

wooded. Mount Katahdin, near lat. 46° N^ ris<

to 5385 feet. Climate variable, with extremes <

temperature, but country healthy. Princip:

rivers, the Saco, Penobscot, Kennebec, AndrC'

coggin, St Croix, and St John, which hist, wii

the St Francis, forms most part of the N. boum
ary. Lakes numerous in the N. It has ni'

good harbours than any other state of the Unit

The Atlantic coast is bold and rocky, and 11

sea-islands, 400 in number, are mostly ferti;

In 1862, there were 449 m. of railway in ope:'

tion in the state. Products are maize, whe;

barley, rye, and flax, with pine and other timbj

apples, cherries, and other fruits, and salt pj
visions. Annual value of cotton nianufactud

has been estimated at 2,500,000 dollars. Minei

products comprise marble, iron ore, and lead,

sends 6 representatives to Congress. There

two colleges, with an aggregate of 217 studeu

and 43,000 volumes in their libraries, besides-

chartered academics, and 6627 rational schf,

with an average attendance of 91,519 pupils.
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has a state prison, and state deaf-mutes, insane,

and blind asylums. Principal towns, Augusta,
the cap., Portland, Bangor, Bath, and Hallowell.

Maine is divided into 13 cos. It became an inde-

pendent state in 1820, having pi'eviously belonged
to Massachusetts. Governor and senate elected

annually. The Maine boundary question, in dis-

pute between Great Britain and the United States

government, was compromised in 1842.

Maine-et-IjOIRE, a dep. of France, in the

N.W., formed of the old prov. Anjou, between
lat. 46° 59' and 47° 45' N. Area 2750 sq. m. P.

(1861) 526,012. Chief rivers, Loire, Sarthe,

Mayenne, and Loir. Climate temperate. Sur-
face diversified by hills and plains, may be di-

vided into three distinct regions,—I. the valley

till both sides of the Loire, which is the richest,

and produces lint, hemp, and fruits; II. the

region of plains, almost entirely formed by the
uT. Saumur ; and III. the Bocage, which is the

,east fertile and worst cultivated. Minerals com-
|)rise slate, gi'anite, marble, and flint. It has
' lanufs. of Hnens, challets, ginghams, and cali-

es. Grain, wine, fruits, and cattle are ex-
iisively exported, its white wine being much
steamed. The dep. is divided into the arrs.

iVngers, Baugd, Beaupreaux, Saumur, and Segre.
Maing, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Nord,

ur. and cant. Valenciennes. P. 1873.

Mainland, Scotland. [Shetland, ORKinLY.]
Mains and Stkathmaetine, a pa. of Scotland,

,0. Forfar, 4 m. N. Dundee. Ac. 6320. P. 2181.

Mainstonb, a pa. of England and North Wales,
US. Salopand Montgomery, 4m. W.S.W. Bishop's
astle. Ac. 6263. P. 365.

Maintenon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

liure-et-Loire, 10 m. N.N.E. Chai-tres, at the
'onfl. of the Eure and Voise, and on the railway
(1 Versailles. P. 1879.

Mainz, a city of Germany. LMayence.]
Maieago, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan,

•ire. LodL P. 1823.
Mairano, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Jrescia. P. 1458.

Mairwarra (_Real of the Mairs), a mountain-
lus tract of India, in Kajpootana, consisting of a
lumber of parallel ridges extending in a direc-
ion from N.E. to S.W., and constituting that
lortion of the Aravulli range which lies between
voraulmer and Ajmere, a space 90 m. long, and
rom 6 to 20 m. broad. Lat. of N.E. extremity 26°

0' N. ; Ion. 74° 30' E. Lat. of S.W. do. 25° 25'

•f. ; Ion. 73° 50' E. Area (British Mairwarra) 282

'I- m. P. 37,715. Area(Oodeypoor) 305 sq. m.

;

itto (Joudporo) 67 sq. m. There are numerous
iolated eminences in the valleys between the
idges. Elevation of the bottom of these valleys
(JOO feet above the sea ; do. of their summits to-
>'ards the S.W. 1000 additional. The rocks are
f primary formation, and are supposed to con-
lin antimony, copper, and lead, besides iron of
ood quality and unlimited in quantity ; several
on furnaces having been erected, and many
lore are in course of construction. In 1818, it

•as ceded to the British by Doulut Rao Scindia

;

ut the states of Oodeypoor and Joudpore having
laimed a portion of it, and their claims being ad-
litted, the impossibility of conducting the go-
I'mment in a satisfactory manner led to the
liole being put under the superintendence of
'0 British, the other two states paying a sum
^nvards the expense of a local militia, and they

1 turn receiving credit for the net revenue.
"'fore this time the natives were a fierce and
'arlike race, living by plunder and murder, the
ttle cultivation that was practised being carried

on by the* old men and boys; and the women,
being considered as slaves, tended their scanty
herds of goats. The people subdued, are rapidly
advancing in prosperity. Chief town, Nya Nugga,
which is walled, and seems to become a place of

considerable trade.

Maisdon, a comm. and vill of France, dep.

Loire-Inf^rieure, 13 m, S.E. Nantes. P. 2043.

Maisdy and Maissy, two towns of India.—I.

Berar dom., 30 m. N. EUichpoor.—II. British

presid. Bengal, dist. Sarun, 52 m. N. Patna.
Maismore, a pa. of Engl., co. and 2 m. N.N.W.

Glo'ster. Ac. 1930. P. 516.

Maisons, two comms. and vills. of France.—I.

(sur-SeiTie), dep. Seine-et-Oise, 10 m. N. Ver-
sailles, with a station on the railway from Paris
to Havre. P. 2175.—II. (,A/fort), dep. Seine, arr.

Sc^aux, on the Paris and Lyon Railway. P.

2368.

Maitea, one of the Society islands, Pacific, E.
Tahiti, on which it is dependent. Circuit 8 m.
Maitlajjd, a post town of New S. Wales, co.

Northumberland, on the Hunter Eiver, 93 m.
from Sydney. It is divided into E. and W. by
Wallis CO. P. of the former (1861) 1834, of latter

5694. They have several churches ; in E. Mait-
land are a court-house and gaol, in W. Maitland,
which is the most thriving place, are numerous
large stores and hotels. With Newcastle, these
towns, called collectively the " Northumberland
boroughs," return 1 member to the legislative

assembly of the colony. Good coal is abundant
in the vicinity.

Maitmatshin (^^'MerchanCs Town"), a city of

Mongolia, immediately opposite Kiachta, on the
Tola R. & on the Russian frontier, lat. 60° 46' N.,

Ion. 106° 44' E. Altitude 2200 feet. The entrepot

of the Chinese trade with Russia, it is enclosed by
a palisade, regularly laid out, and inhabited by
from 3000 to 6000 men, no women being allowed
to reside here. [Kiachta.]
Maixent (St), a comm. and town of France,

dep. Deux-Sevres, cap. cant., near the Sevrc-
Niortaise, 13 m. E.N.E. Niort. P. 3927. It has
a comm. college, and manufs. woollens.

Maizieres, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Meurthe, 14 m. S.E. Chateau Salans. P. 1240—
II. {la grande Parroisse), dep. Aube, arr. Nogent-
sur-Seine, cant. Romilly-sm'-Seine. P. 1520.

Majambo, a maritime town of Madagascar, on
its N.W. coast, at the head of the Bay of Ma-
jambo, 70 ra. N.E. Bembatooka.
Majera, a town of South Italy, prov. Cosenza,

circ. Paola. P. 2331.

Majinda, a town of Sinde, on the Indus, 46 ra.

S.E Hyderabad. P. 2000. It has a bazaar.

Majorca (Span. Mallorca), the central and
largest of the Balearic islands, Mediterranean,

belonging to Spain, whence it is distant 110 m.
S.E. Area 1430 sq. m. P. (1861) 43,000, in 1

town and 32 villages. Surface uneven, and the

Silla de Torillos rises to 5114 feet above the sea.

Climate mild and salubrious. Exports (1862)

boots and shoes, oil, wine, and almonds (chiefly

to Havana), oranges and other fruits, hogs, etc.

;

total value about 560,000Z. Imports coal (from
England), timber, French goods, cattle, tobacco,

cotton, and colonial produce ; total value (1 862)
about 520,000/. Principal towns, Palma the cap.,

Llumayor, Mana9or, and Pollenza. Off its W.
extremity is the small island of Dragonera.
Majori, a maritime town of South Italy, prov.

and 6 m. W.S.W. Salerno, cap. circ. Manufs.
paper and pasteboard. P. 4850.

Majumba, a maritime town of Africa, Lower
Guinea, 100 ra. N.W. Loaugo.
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Majcxoa, a marit town of Madagascar, on its

N.W. coast, at the entrance of Bembatooka Bay.
Makallah or Macullah, a seaport town of

Arabia, on its S. coast, in a small bay, 280 m.
E.N.E. Aden. Lat. 14° 31' N. ; Ion. 49° 6' E. P.
about 4500, comprising numerous foreigners. Ex-
ports gums, hides, and senna. Imports coffee,

and other native produce; cotton cloths, lead,

and iron from Bombay ; and sheep, aloes, honey,
and slaves from Kosseir and Berberah.
Makariev, two towns of Bussia.—I. gov. and

46 m. E.S.E. Nijmi-Novgorod, cap. dist., on the
Volga. P. 2350. It has a monastery, and trade
in horses and timber; but its importance has
greatly declined.—II. gov. and 110 m. E. Kostro-
ma, cap. disL P. 2850.

Makariko, a town of Eussia, gov. and 60 m.
E.S.E. Nijnii-Novgorod, on the Volga.
Maker, a pa. of England, cos. Cornwall and

Devon, 2^ m. S.S.W. Devonport. Ac. 3204. P.
2986. On a height near the village is a battery

for the defence of Plymouth Sound.
Makerston, a pa. of Scotland, co. Roxburgh,

3i m. W. Kelso. Ac. 2912. P. 380.

Makhnovka, a town of Eussia, cap. dist, gov.
and 95 m. W.S.W. Kiev. P. 4400.
Makiax, a small volcanic island, Malay Archi-

pelago, off the E. coast of Gilolo, lat. O'' 20' N.,

Ion. 127° 30' E. Circumference about 18 miles.

Makixiyat, a straggling vill. of Cent. Arabia,
129 m. W.S.W. Muscat, formerly a city of conse-
quence, but ruined by the Wahabees in 1800.

Makkum, a town, Nethds^ prov. Friesland, on
the Zuyder-Zee, 9 m. S. Hariingen. P. 2000.

Mako. a market town of Eastern Himgary, co.

Csanad, on the Maros, 21 m. E.S.E, Szegedin. P.

(1851) 22,611, of whom many were Jews.
Maxololo, a region of Central Africa, about

lat. 12° S., Ion. 24° E. It is traversed by the
Leeambye orZambezi river. Chief towns, Sesheke,
the cap., Linyanti, and Nariel.

Ma-Koxg River. [Cambodia.]
Makov, a town of Russia, gov. Podolia, 9 m.

N. Kamenietz. P. 4160.

Makow or Machow, a town of Poland, gov.
and 63 m. E.N.E. Plotzk. P. 5471.
Makowar, two islands of the Red Sea.—I. off

the coast of IS'^ubia, near a small port of the same
name, lat. 20° 38' N., Ion. 37° 20' E.—II. (or

Emerald Island), off the coast of Egypt, opposite
the ruins ofBerenice. Lat. 23° 50' N. ; Ion. 35° 45' E.
Makowiec, a vill. of Poland, gov. and 28 m.

E.N.E. Warsaw. Here Kosciusko was wounded
and taken prisoner by the Russians in 1794.

Makri, two seaport towns of Turkey.—I. Asia
Minor, Anatolia, SW. coast, on the Gulf of Ma-
kri, 52 m. E.N.E. Rhodes. Its antiquities com-
prise a very perfect theatre, and tombs, remains
of the anc. Telmessus.—II. Rumili, on the .£gean
Sea, 75 m. S.W. Adrianople, cap. dist., and a
Greek bishop's see, with a haxbour defended by
a castle. P. 3000.
Makroxisi, an island of Greece, off the E. coast

of Attica, 3 m. E. Cape Colonna, 10 m. in length
and 2 miles in breadth, but lately uninhabited.
Mala, a river of Peni, dep. Lima, enters the

Pacific Ocean, 50 m. S.S.E. Lima.
Mala, a vill. of Spain, with mineral baths,

prov. and 8 m. S.W. Granada.
Mal^v, Puxta, a cape, S. Amer., New Granada,

bounding the W. enti-ance to the Bay of Panama.
Malabar, a maritime dist. of British India,

presid. Madras. It is bounded on the N. by
(Janara and Coorg, E. by Mysore and Coimbatore,
S. by Cochin, and W. by the Arabian Sea, be-
tween lat 10° 15' and 12° 18' N., Ion. 75° 15' and

76° 55' E. Area 6050 sq. m. P. 1,514,909. Sea-
coast line is 125 m. long, abounding in shallow
havens. The shores are generally low, barren,

and sandy. Principal rivers are the Ponany,
Calicut, Cheracul, Mahe, and Billipatam. On the
S.E. frontier is the Chowgaut, a lake 20 m. long
and 8 m. broad, having several islands, coves, and
inlets. The district is traversed by the range of

the W. Ghauts. Iron ore is found in the hills,

and gold dust in many of the streams descending
from the Ghauts. The mountains are covered
with teak trees of superior quality for ship-build-

ing, and so great has been the demand, that the
woods were being exhausted, and extensive tracts

of waste land have been planted by order of the

government. Chief products, pepper, cardamoms,
cocoa-nuts, rice, ginger, coffee, sugar, tobacco,

cotton, castor-oil plant, and fruits. Climate on
the sea-coast warm and equable ; mean temp. 78"^

Fahr. Rainfall 120 inches. Prevalent diseases

are intennittent fevers, dropsy, rheumatism, diar-

rhoea, leprosy, and cutaneous complaints, chiefly

caused by unwholesome food and filthiness ; from

the same causes cholera has often been severe.

The zoology comprises elephants, tigers, leopards,

bears, apes, gayals, and wolves ; several kinds of

birds, reptiles, and snakes ; and the sea and inlets

swarm with fish of excellent quality. Principa.

places, CiKihin, Cannanore, Pennani, and TeUi-
chery. The Malayalam, which is a different dia-

lect of the Malabar language, prevails over tho

district. The population consists of Hindooe,

Mussulmans, Christians of different denomina-
tions, and Jews. The Hindoos are divided into

several castes, the highest in dignity of whom
are Brahmins, called Namburis, the reputed abori-

ginal proprietors of the soil ; the Puttar caste,

more numerous than the Namburis. Both of

these castes bum their dead. The Nairs, who
rank next to Brahmins, are a numerous and in-

fluential caste, and long held the chief power.

This tribe is distinguished by strange custom>.

The Nairs are of the military class, and always

carry with them an unsheathed sword. If a Naii

is touched by a Tiar (the next caste\ or a slavi

he is defiled, and must immediately wash hi-

body ; but before the British rule, they at onc(

slew the unfortunate individual who came in con-

tact with them. This tribe is composed of thirt'

distinct classes, many of whom now devote then

selves to the ai-ts of peace. The Tiars are nextii

rank, and cultivate the ground. Before the e.-

tablishment of British supremacj-, slaves were :

numerous and degraded class ; but slavery is nov

abolished, and measures are adopted for securinj

the contemplated advantages of the act, by pn>

viding employment for the emancipated, an-

education for their children. The native Mussul

mans are both traders and farmers ; the former i

whom are peaceable, but the latter, especiaUy i

the interior, are fierce and bigoted rufiSans, an

fanatical outbreaks are common. Malabar "Wt

annexed to the British dominions at the downfe.

of Tippoo Saib.
*

_ ]

Malabar Point, India, the S.W. extremity <

the island of Bombay, in lat 18° 56' N., Ion. 72° b

E. It has a residency for the use of the governo

Malacca (or Malaka), one of the "Strai

settlements" belonging to Britain, on the T'

coast of the Malay peninsula, between lat 2* aii

2° 30' N., Ion. 102° and 102° 45' E., having Ian

ward the territories of Salangore, Eumbowe, J'

bole, and Johore. P, of prov. (1865) 71,600, most

Malays. Surface undidating ; hills wooded ;
vd

leys swampy, but climate salubrious, thermometc

ranging from 72° to 85° Fahr. Soil near t(
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ast fertile ; the interior is not so ; and leaning
chiefly valuable for its tin mines. It exports
lid dust, tin, hides, poultry, pepper, rattans,

je, aloe-wood, ebony, ivory, and Chinese hard-
ires; value (1861) 429, 625i. Imports earthen-
ires, opium, iron, rice, British and Indian
anufactured goods, salt, and colonial produce

;

luc 415,046^. [Straits Settlemknts.]
Malacca, a town of India, cap. Brit. prov. of

me name, situated on both sides of the Malacca
v-er, near its mouth, 100 m. N.W. Singapore,
incipal edifices, the barracks, court-house, town-
)use, gaol, civil and military hospitals, and con-
ot prison, with 614 convicts in 1862. The ruins

a famous church, erected by Albuquerque, and
e remains of Portuguese and Dutch forts,

cupy several summits around the town. It is

id to have been founded in 1252 ; was taken by
e Portuguese in 1511, by the Dutch in 1641,

[d by the English in 1795. It was again held
: the Dutch from 1818 to 1825, when, with its

n-itory, they exchanged it with the British for

iicoolen, in Sumatra. The settlement, pre-
.msly a dependency of the Bengal presidency,
: s separated therefrom in 1851.
-Malacca (Stkait of), a channel between the
iilay peninsula and the island Sumatra, con-
cting the China Sea with the Indian Ocean.
LUgth 700 m., breadth from 60 m. opposite Sin-
ipore to 250 m. at its N. entrance. In it are the
ritish settlements of Singapore, Malacca, and
nang; the towns Queda, Deli, Salangore ; and
iraerous islands.

Malaczka, a market town of W. Hungary, co.

id 21 m. N.W. Presburg. P. 2350.

Maladetta (Mount). [Pyrenees.]
Malaga (^Malaca), a seaport city of Sjiaiu,

p. prov., on a bay of the Mediterranean, 65 m.
N.E. Gibraltar. Lat. 36° 43' 5' N. ; Ion. 4° 26'

'. P. (1857) 113,050. Mean temp, of year 66°,

iramer 79°, winter 57°, F. It is built in the
iin of an amphitheatre, near to the base of a
ountainous range, and is commanded by an old
oorish castle, perched on a pointed rock, and
lied the Gihralfaro. Chief public buUdings, a
thedral, with a spire 302 feet high ; the bishop's
dace, 4 pa. churches, 5 hospitals, the opera
luse, custom-house, legal seminary, and a con-
et dep6t. The old Moorish dasena or dock-
ird is used as a storehouse. The harbour,
rmed by a mole 700 feet in length, on which is

lighthouse, is capable of holding about 450
erchant ships, and may be entered during any
ind. Principal manufs., linen and woollen fa-
ics, sail-cloth, rope, paper, hats, leather, and
ap; here are also a royal cigar factory, and
I'o large and actively employed iron foundries.
'<ilaga has a large trade in wines, the finest of
Inch are ^'Mountain" and "Las Lagrimas;"
her exports are olive oil, figs, almonds, raisins,
•ijpes, orange-peel, and lemons, sent to Great
ritain and the United States, with lead and iron
om neighbouring mmes ; value (1860) 805,408/.
nports sa,lt fish, iron hoops, bar iron, nails,
oollen, silk, and cotton fabrics, and colonial
ofiuce

; value 1,256,249/. Malaga was taken
• Ferdinand the Catholic in 1487. It has
ffered severely in different epochs from plague,
liich on one occasion cut off 20,000 of the pop.
40 days, and in 1803-4 the yellow fever deci-
ated the population. Area of prov. 2821 sq. m.

, (1857)461,406. I Velez-Malaga—Granada.]
-Malagnino, a vdl. of North Italy, prov. and
'' Cremona. P. 1427.
Maiagon, a town of Spain, prov. and 19 m.
w. Ciudad-Eeal. P. 3995.

Malahide, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, Leinster,

CO. and 9 m. N.N.E. Dublin, with a station on the

Dublin and Drogheda Kailway. Pop. of pa. 1 125,

partly employed in a valuable oyster fishery.

The vill., on a bay of the Irish Sea, is frequented

by sea-bathers. It has a small silk factory.

Malalbergo, a comm. of North Italy, prov.

and circ. Bologna. P. 5886. Named from Its

unhealthy situation.

Malamocco, a town of Northern Italy, prov.

and 9 m. S.SE. Venice, on Malamocco, a long
sandy island, separating the lagunes from the

Adriatic. P. 918. At the entrance of the lagoon
is the fort of St Nicholas. Its port is well fre-

quented.
Malano, a Dutch residency of the island Java,

on the S. coast. P. 80,000. Chief produce coffee.

It has a town of same name.
Malans, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Grisons,

on the Lanquart, 2 m. S.S.E. Mayenfeld. P. 912.

Malansac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, arr. Vannes. P. 2165.

Malaspina, the W.most of the Columbretes
Islands, Mediterranean. [Columbretes.]
Malatiah, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and

110 m. N.E. Marash, near the Euphrates. It has

a ruinous castle, the headquarters of a pasha;
some mosques and caravanserais. It is unhealthy,

and, from various causes, most of its population

have now settled at Aspuzi, about 4 m. westward.
Malativo or Moeletivo, a seaport town of

Ceylon, on its K coast, 52 m. N.N.W. Trincoma-
leo, with a small harbour and some salt works.
MALAUcfeNE, a comm. & market town of France,

dep. Vaucluse, 16 m. E.N.E. Orange. P. 3029,

Chief industry, silk-spinning.

Malaunay, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-Inf., with a station on the Paris and Havre
Railway branch to Dieppe, 5J m. N. Rouen. P.

1915. It has numerous cotton and paper mills,

but was nearly destroyed by a hurricane in 1845.

Malay Peninsula, the most S. portion of Con-
tinental Asia, and of its great S.E. peninsula of

Further India, mostly between lat. 1° and 13°

N., Ion. 98° and 104° E., connected N.ward to

Upper Siam by the Isthmus of Kraw, and having
E. the Gulf of Siam and China Sea, S. and W.
the Strait of Malacca. Malaya proper or Ma-
lacca extends from lat. 1° 20' to 5° N. Estimated
area 45,000 sq. m., and pop. about 200,000. The
country, as far as lat 6°, comprising the states

Ligor and Quedah, is claimed by Siam; S. of

which it is subdivided among many small native

states—the principal being Perak, Johore, Pa-
hang, and Salangore, besides the British terri-

tory Malacca. Its centre is traversed throughout
by a mountain chain, rising from 2000 to 4000 ft.

in height, but decreasing on proceeding to the S.,

where, however, the detached Mount Ledang or

Ophir is estimated to rise to 4320 feet in eleva-

tion. Surface well watered, and fine timber, with
bamboos, areca sago, caoutchouc, and an abund-
ance of valuable resins, gums, drugs, with nut-
megs, cloves, cinnamon, tobacco, coffee, s\igar,

cotton, indigo, are produced, with ivory, horns,

and in 1848, 2400 tons of tin, and, as estimated,

20,000 ounces of gold annually. Rice and other
grains are not raised in sufficient quantity for the

home demand, and are imported from Bengal and
Sumatra. Trade is principally with the British

and Dutch settlements in tlie E., and with Siam
China, and Malaysia. The pop. consists princi-

pally of Siamese and Malays. [Siam.]
Malaysia, a name given by modern geogriv-

phers to a great division of the globe, extending
from the N. point of Formosa, lat 25° N. to 12»

31.
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S., and from Ion. 93° to 105° E., bounded N. by the

N. Pacific Ocean, W. by the Indian Ocean, Strait

of Malacca, Chinese Sea, and along the parallel of
25° N. The S. boundary being the parallel of 12°

S., itcomprisesthe Sundalslands, Borneo, Celebes,

Moluccas, Philippines, etc. ; chieflj' inhabited by
the Malay race. This vast island-world extends
in a general direction from N.E. to S.W. ; the
largest islands being nearest the continent of

Asia. It belongs to the greatest volcanic region
of the world, which stretches in the forra of a
quadrant from the island of Cheduba, through the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Sumatra, Java,
the Sunda Isles, and Banda. From the W. side

of Formosa, one volcanic belt passes through the
Philippines, on the meridian of 120°, and the
S.W, point of Celebes, to Floris ; and another
more easterly, through Mindanao, to the N.W. of

New Guinea. Ou tlie S. this belt extends to New
Zealand, and on the N. to Kamchatka. The vol-

canic mountains are mostly of trachite; true

basalt and granite occur in Java, and obsidian in

Bali ; the chalk and tertiary formations are widely
extended. The volcanic peaks of the archipelago
rise at once from the level of the sea, so tliat

their relative and absolute heights are the same.
Malborough, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4

m. S.S.W. Kingsbridge. Ac. 6310. P. 2388.

Malcesine, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. and
23 m. N.N.W. Verona, with a smaU port on the
Lake of Garda. P. 2033.

Malchin, a town of Germany, grand duchy
Mecklenburg-Schwerin, cap. dist., between Lakes
Malchin and Cummer, 24 m. E.S.E. Gustrow. P.

3852. Chief industry, weaving and tanning.
Malchow, a town of Germany, grand duchy

Mecklenburg-Scherwin, cap. dist., on an island

in Lake Malchow, 11 m. W.S.W. Waren. P. 2887.

It has important manufs. of woollen cloths.

Maldah, a district of British India, presid.

Bengal, between lat. 24° 30' and 25° 25' N., Ion.

87° 50' and 88° 30' E. Area 1000 sq. m. P. 431,000.

The country is a rich alluvial tract, traversed by
several rivers. In the low grounds rice is the
staple crop, and wheat, barley, and oil-seeds are
raised in the elevated tracts. Exports rice, wheat,
barley, cotton fabrics, and coarse silks. Imports
sugar, tobacco, hemp, cotton, hardware, and other
British manufs. Chief towns, Maldah, English
Bazaar, Ruhanpore, and Sivganj. This district

was made over to the British in 1765.

—

Maldah,
chief town of prov., on 1. b. of Mahununda, 73 m.
N. Burhampoor. P. 15,000. In the rainy season
it is nearly insulated.

Maldegheji, a comm. & vill. of Belgium, prov.
East Fhinders, 17 m. N.W. Ghent P. 6614.

Maij>£K, a pa, of England, co. Surrey, 2i m.
N.N.W. Ewell, and on railway, IJ m. N.E. Eang-
Bton-on-Thames. Ac. 1272. P. 320.

Malden, atownship, U. S., N. America, Massa-
chusetts, connected with Charlestown by a bridge,
Maxden, an isl. in the S. Pacific. Lat. 3° 58'

30" S. ; Ion. 155° W. It was taken possession of
in the name of the Queen of Great Britain in
October 1864. It has an active trade in guano.
Maldive Islands or Malediva (Thousand

Isles), a chain of islands, Indian Ocean, between
lat. 0° 45' S. and 7° 6' N., Ion. 72° 48' and 73° 48'

E., about 300 m. S.E. Hindostan, and separated
N. from Manicoy and the Laccadives by the 8
and 9 degrees channels. They are of coral for-

mation, and arranged in 17 round and oval
groups, termed atolls, surrounded and protected
by coral reefs, and amoimting to about 50,000 in

all. The larger islands are well wooded with
palms, etc., and produce mUlet,nimierous esculent

roots, fruits, and poultry; the smaller are met
barren islets. Cowry fishing is an important pm
suit, and the inhabitants, during the S.W. moi
soon, take cowries, coir, oil, salted fish, rope mat
and tortoiseshell to Sumati-a, Balasore, etc., ej

changing these articles for rice, sugar, manufar
tured goods and tobacco, which they bring bac

during the N.E. monsoon. Pop. of the who
may amount to 150,000 or 200,000. They a
Mohammedans, and live under a sultan, who r
sides on the island Mohl or Male, and sends t

annual tribute to the British gov. in Ceylon.
Mal-di-Ventre, an isl. of the Mediterraneai

off the W. coast of Sardinia, 5 m. S.W. Ca

:

Mannu, 5 m. long, 1 m. broad, low, and rocky.
Maldon, a pari, and munic. bor., river po:

and town of England, co. Essex, on the Cheliin'

9 m. E. Chelmsford, on a branch of the railwa

from London to Yarmouth. Ac, including thri

pas., 3508. P. of bor. 4787. It has several chiurhi'

grammar school, a national school, an anc. towi
hall, gaol, barracks, and a union workhoui:
Manufs. crystallized salt, and silk fabrics; a:
has breweries and iron foundries. Customs r('

(1862) 234/. Exports (1862) 13,022/. Vess*
belonging to the port 69, tons 6493. In 18'

:

1992 sailing vessels of 111,000 tons entered tl

port. It sends 2 members to House of Commou
Reg. elect. (1864) 924.

Maldonado, a fortified seaport town of Uil

guay (South America), on the N.E. shore of lj

Plata estuary, 60 m. K Monte-Video. Lat.
,

the isl. Gorriti, which shelters its harbour, U
57' 2" S., Ion. 54° 57' 35" W,
Male or Mohl, the principal island of i]

Maldive group, Indian Ocean, a little N. of J

centre. It is nearly circular, 5 m. round, ai

fortified. P. 2000. It has several mosques, mai

gardens, and a citadel, the residence of the Mi
dive sultan. [Maldive Isles.]

,

Malebum, a town of Nepaul, cap. dist., on i

Gunduck, 138 miles N.W. Khatmandoo.
Malekra, a town of the Punjab, S. range

Himalaya, close to the foot of Kot-Kangrain.
Malemort, a comm. and vill. of France^ di

Vaucluse, 6 m. S.E. Carpentras. P. 1201.

Malenowitz, a market town of Moravia, ci

and 12 m. N.N.E. Hradish. P. 1337.

ilALEO, a town of North Italy, prov. Mill

circ. Lodi. P. 3973.

Malesheebes, a comm. and market town
France, dep. Loiret, cap. cant., on the Essor

11 m. N.E. Pithiviers. P. 1669.

Malestroit, a comm. and town of France, d-

Morbihan, 8 m. S. Ploermel. P. 1583.

Maletto, a town of the island of Sicily, pr.

and circ. Catania. P. 2640.

Malgarah, Malghara, or Migalgarj*.'

walled town of European Turkey, prov. Eui:,

sanj. and 33 m. N.E. Gallipoli. P. 2500.

Malgrat, a seaport town of Spain, prov. »n'

m. N.E. Barcelona, on the Mediterranean.

2839.

Malguenac, a comm. and vill. of France,

Morbihan, 4 m. W. Pontivy. P. 1836.

Malham, a township of England, co. York,

Eiding, pa. Kirkby-in-Malhamdale, 5 m, B.f:

Settle. Ac. 3870. P. 184. In the vicinity is Mali

Cove, a limestone rock, nearly 300 feet in heii '^

Malicorne, a comm. and market towi

France, dep. Sarthe, cap. cant., 8 m. N.

Fleche, on 1. b. of the Sarthe. P. 1421.

Malines, a town of Belgium. [Mechlin.
J

Malin Head, a promontory of Ireland, Ul-J

CO. Donegal. Lat. 55° 22' N. ; Ion. 7° 24'

'

On its summit is a signal tower.
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fALiKOOKA, a market town of Eussia, gov. and
[m. E.S.E. Kharkov, on the Donetz. P. 2000.

MJTO, a vill. of Italy, prov. and circ. Co-
P. 1937.

ILLKMORT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Bches-du-Khone, arr. and 28 m. E.N.E. Aries.

12895.

VLLERAY, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

I*. Moutier. P. 692.

EViLLE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

on, cant. Montbayens. P. 2712.

LLiA, a town of India, prov. Guzerat, dist.

liu Kanta, 315 m. N.W. Bombay. The talook

jl
subdivision annexed to it, contains nine vil-

es, with an aggregate pop. of 4293.

LUCOLLO, an island of the Pacific Ocean,

l,v Hebrides, in lat. 16° 30° S., Ion. 167° 50' E.,

|3. Espiritu Santo. Estimated area 600 sq. m.
i low, well watered, and fertile, but inhabited

\ a race apparently in the lowest state of bar-
Q.—Another island, 300 m N. (properly

ncollo), has sometimes received this name.
LING, three pas. of England.—I. (Easf), co.

Bt, 4 m. W.N.W. Maidstone. Ac. 2765. P.

^i—II. (West), a pa. and market town, co.

at, fi| m. W.N.W. Maidstone. Ac. of pa.

[56. P. 2086.—III. (South), co. Sussex, on the

I

adjoining Lewes. Ac. 2680. P. 716.

3RCA, an isl., Mediterranean. [Majorca.]
ow, a pari, bor., town, watering-place,

I pa. of Ireland, co. and 17 m. N.N.W. Cork,

ittae Blackwater, across which is the suburb of

llydahin, and on G.-S.-W. Railway. Ac. of pa.

|.9. P. (1861) 6725 ; do. of pari. bor. 377. It has
or, court-house, gaol, imion workhouse, bar-

. CO. infirmary, news-room, a mineral spring
ttottest in Iraland), and neat pump-room.

|e bor. sends 1 member to House of Commons.
LWYD, a pa. of N. Wales, cos. Merioneth

^1 Montgomerj^, 9 m. E.S.E. Dolgelly. Ac.
|556. P. 938.

iIalmedy, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov.
I 25 m. S. Aix-la-Chapelle, cap. circ, on the
irge. P. 4559. It has tanneries, and manufs.
woollen cloth, muslins, lace, soap, glue, and
ash, and mineral springs.

-Ialmesbury, a pari, bor., town, and pa. of
uland, CO. Wilts, nearly enclosed by the Avon,
e crossed by six bridges, 19J m. N.N.W. Bath,
of pa. 5900. P. (1861) 2400 ; do. of pari, bor.,

ich comprises also 10 other pas., 6881. The
D, formerly extensive, has several endowed
ools, an almshouse, union workhouse, vestiges
incient fortifications, and ruins of a nunnery,
inds 1 member to House of Commons. Eeg.
tors (1S64) 373.

Ialmesbury, a district of the Cape Colonj',
ith Africa. P. (1865) 14,572.
Ialmish, a town of Eussia, gov. Viatka, 80 m.
^^E. Kasan, on the Viatka. P. 2000.
Ialmo, a Isen of Sweden, at its S.W. extremity,
•iiig N. and E. the laen Christianstadt, S. the
tic, and W. the Sound. Area 1812 sq. m. P.
Ci) 305,261. Surface mostly level, and it is
• of the most fertile provs. of the kingdom,
re com is raised than required for home cou-
iipt

; potatoes, fruit, hemp, hops, and tobacco,
important crops. Cattle exported.
Ialmo or Malmce, a strongly fortified town
5. Sweden, cap. Isen. on the Sound, 16 m. E.S.E.
'enhagen. P. (1865) 21,889. It has a citadel,
I a port, consisting of an artificial inner har-
ur and an outer roadstead; manufactures of
'lien cloths, tobacco, soap, and carpets.
lALNATE, a town of North Italy, prov. Como,
• Varese. P. 2342.

Malo, a market town of Northern Italy, pror.
and 10 m. N.W. Vicenza, cap. comm., on the
Torlo. P. 4505. It has a saltpetre factoi-y, and
trade in silk, flocks, and wine.
Malo (St), a fortified seaport town and comm,

of France, dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, cap. arr., on the
English Channel, near mouth of the Eance, 40 m.
N.N.W. Rennes. P. (1861) 9330. It is situated

on a peninsula, connected by a causeway with the
mainland, defended by strong bastioned walls,

and a castle. Chief buildings, a cathedral, town-
hall, communal college, exchange, theatre, cham-
ber of commerce, school of navigation, and naval
arsenal. It has a commodious and secure har-
bour, dry at low water, but 40 feet deep at spring
tides, to which has lately been added a large

floating dock ; extensive rope walks, manufs. of

fishing nets and hooks, pulley blocks, and other
marine fittings, snuff, and soap ; an active provi-
sion trade with the colonies, a brisk coasting trade,

and has many vessels employed in the mackerel,
cod, and whale fisheries. Exports consist chiefly

of oil-seeds, grain, tobacco, soap, wine, timber,

etc. Imports (almost entirely from Britain), coals,

iron, hardwares, etc. The railroad from St Malo
to Eennes was opened in 1864. Birtliplace of

Jacques Cartier, the discoverer of Canada.
Maloi, several small towns of Russia.—I.

(Archangehk), gov. and 46 m. S.E. Orel. P. 1500.

—II. {pielskajay, Don Cossack country, 230 m.
N.E. Tcherkask, on the Medvieditza. P. 2500.

—

III. (Jaroslavitz), gov. and 38 m. N. Kaluga, on
the Lusha. This last was the scene of a fierce

engagement between the French and Russians,
4th October 1812,

Malone, a tnshp., U. S., N. Amer., New York,
on Salmon river, here crossed by a bridge, 40 m.
W. Platsburg. It has a state arsenal.

Malonno, a vUl. of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

42 m. N.E. Bergamo, on the right bank of the
Ollio. It has iron furnaces. P. 2101.

Malouines, Atlantic. [Falkland Islands.]
Malpartida-de-Caceres, a market town of

Spain, prov. and 50 m. N.N.E. Caceres. P. 4000.

—II. a vill., prov. Badajos. P. 1748.

Malpas, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. and 14 m. S.S.E. Chester. Ac. of pa. 27,094.

P. 5598.—II. a pa., co. Monmouth, IJ m. N.N.W.
Newport. Ac. 988. P. 84.

Malplaquet, a vill. of France, dep. Nord, ai-r.

Avesne, memorable for the victory of Marlbo-
rough & Prince Eugene over the French in 1709.

Mai^ch, 2 market towns of Germany, Baden.
—I. circ. Middle Rhine, 6 m. E.N.E. Rastadt. P.

2980.—IL circ. Lower Rhine, 14 m. S.S.E. Mann-
heim. P. 1295.

Malta, Melifa, an island of the Mediterranean,
a dependency of Great Britain, 54 m. S.S.W. the

S. point of Sicily. Length 17 m., greatest breadth

8i m. Are,% 95 sq. m. P. (1801) Maltese 131,647 ;

British 1274; Foreigners 1134. Total 134,055.

Cap. Valetta, on N.E. side, in lat. 35° 53' 8" N.

;

Ion. 14° 31' 2' E. Mean temp, of year 67° ; sum-
mer 78° ; winter 57° Fahr. Shape nearly oval

;

coast indented with numerous bays. Surface
naturally a bare calcareous rock, containing nu-
merous grottos, and abounding in fossil remains.
Highest hills 550 feet above the sea. Its stone is

extensively exported for building, chiefly to the
Levant. Soil artificial, and only 8 to 10 inches
deep. It is cultivated with great care, and yields

abundant crops. In 1860 there were 36,000 ac.

under crop for cotton, wheat, barley, beans, and
grass. The fruits of Malta, of which the orange,
olive, and fig are the principal, may be compared
to those of tropical climates for excellence, and
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the gar''en flowers are most odoriferous. The
honey of Malta is highly valued, and fish ahound
on the coasts. Horses small, but active ; mules
and goats excellent ; and the birds have gorgeous
plumage. The climate of Malta resembles that

of Africa more than Europe. Min. temp., win-
ter 53° 3; max., summer 82^-5 Fahr. Variations
are sudden, and storms from theN.E., the gregale,

violent and destructive : during a N. wind the air

is cold and clear ; but during the prevalence of

the sirocco (S.E. wind) in spring and autumn
the temperature rises to 93° Fahr., and its effects

are most debUitating. Frost and snow are un-
known; ice is imported from Sicily. Manufs.
stone carving, cabinet work, and jewellery. Re-
venue (1862) 153,806/.; expenditure 148,672/.

Exports (including the island of Gozo) (1862)
olive oU, ivory, wool, cotton, sUk, grains, etc., to

the value of 2,990,557/. Imports, cottons, coals,

woollens, coffee, apparel, sugar, linens, iron, beer

and ale, indigo, butter, earthenware, etc., to the
value of 3,697,674/. Government vested in the
commandant of the garrison, and council of 16
members, 8 officials, and 8 freely elected. Esta-
blished religion Boman Catholic ; but there is

toleration for Protestants. From its position

on the route to Egypt and India, the immense
strength of its fortifications, and its noble har-
bour, one of the grandest in the world, Malta is

one of the most valuable possessions of the Bri-
tish Government. The Maltese group comprises,
besides Malta, the island of Gozo, and the islets

of Comino and Cominotoo, and a few others.

Malta was held by the Eomans B.C. 242. St
Paul's Bay, on the N.E. shore, is the traditional

spot where the apostle was wrecked. In the fifth

century, a.d., it fell into the hands of the Goths
and Vandals. In a.d. 870, it was taken from the
Greeks by the Arabs. In 1530 it was taken by
Charles v., and granted to the Knights of St
John of Jerusalem on their expulsionfrom Ehodes.
In 1568 it was ineffectually besieged by Solyman
the Magnificent, and the flower of the Turkish
army; the Knights held it till 1708, when, through
treachery, it was surrendered to the French, from
whom it was taken by the British in 1800, and its

cession confirmed by the Congress of Vienna in

1815. Shortest sea distance to Plymouth 2020
m., shortest steam voyage 10 days ; to Alexandria
820 m^ steam 3 days ; to Marseille 650 m., steam

2^ days. [Valetta.J^
Malta, a vill. of U. S., N. America, Ohio, 61

m. S.E. Columbus.—IL a township of New York,
29 m. N. Albany.
Maltbt, two pas. of England.—I. co. York,

W. Riding, 4 m. W.S.W. Tickhill. Ac. 4517. P.

774—II. (/e Marsh), co. Lincoln, 3J m. N.N.E.
Alford. Ac. 1160. P. 293.

Malters, a town of Switzerland, cant. Lucerne,
6 m. from Lucerne. P. 3411.

Malton, a pari. bor. and town of England, co.

York, North Riding, on the Derwent, 18 m. N.N.E.
York, with a station on tho York and N. Mid.
Railway. Ac. of town, including pas. of Old Mal-
ton and Norton, 110. Pop. of jarl. bor. (1861) 8072.

It has a town-hall & St Michael's church, schools,

and public rooms. Porter, malt, com, and bacon
are exported to Hull by the navigable Derwent,
The bor. is a poUing-place for co., and in con-
junction with its suburb of Norton, and with Old
Malton, sends two members to H. of C. Reg.
elect. (1864) 605. Under the Romans, Camulo-
dunum was an important military station. The
town was burnt in the reign of Stephen, and
on being rebuilt took the name of New Malton.
—II. (fildy, a pa., 1 m. N. of the above, in the

pari, boundary of which it is comprised.
3983. P. 1302.

Malvers (Gre,vt), a pa. and watering^pk
of England, co. and 8 m. S.S.W. Worcester,
the E. declivity of the Malvern HOls. Ac. of
5021. P. 6054. A medicinal spring here attra

many visitors to its excellent hj'dropathic es

blishments. A preparatory college for 500 bo
to cost 20,000/^ founded 1864.—II. {Little), a

\

CO. Worcester, 1 m. S. of the above. Ac. 785.
104.—The Malvern Hills separate the co, Wj
cester from Herefordshire and Monmouthsh;!
and are nearly 9 m. in length, N. to S. Malvi
HiU is 1396 feet, and Herefordshire beacon,
ancient British fortress, is 1300 feet above the f

Malvitto, a town of South Italy, prov. (

senza, circ. and 16 m. S.S.W. Castorvillari, on
Esaro. P. 1687.

Malwa or Cextral India, a table-land, (

vated from 1500 to 2500 feet above the seaj

bounded on the W. by the Aravulli range
mountains, S. by the Vindhya chain, E. Bim«
cund, and N.E. by the valley of the Ganges,
was at one time a powerful kingdom. MamT^,

the cap. city, is now in ruins. Here original

the associations of Pindaries, leagued together •

the purposes of rapine and pliinder, who vni

subdued by the Marquis of Hastings. Ma.,
comprises many separate states.

Malwan or SiXDOODROOG, a town and fortir.

isl. of British India, presid. Bombay, dist.

.

Ooncan, on the Malabar coast, 50 m. N.N .

Goa, It was formerly a resort of pirates. Ga
iron ore has been found in the vicinity.

Malzeville and Le Malzieu, two comms. \[

vills. of France.—I. dep. Meurthe, on the Meur:

.

15 m. E. Nancy. P. 1938.—II. dep. Lozere, o.

cant., 25 m. N. Marviejols. P. 845.

Mamadish, a town of Russia, gov. and 87

.

E. Kasan, cap. dist., on the Viatka. P. 2000.

Mamakatikg, a township of U. S., N. Ameri,

New York, 12 m. E. Monticello.

Mamaxguape, a river of Brazil, prov, Pa-

hiba, enters the Atlantic 25 m. N. Parahiba, air

an E. course of 130 m. At its mouth is the t<n

Mamanguape. P. 4000.

Mamble, a i)a, of England, co. and 15 m. N.

.

Worcester. Ac 2654. P. 307,

Mambucaba, a town of Brazil, prov. and 7t .

W. Rio de Janeiro, and on coast near the rir

Mambucaba, P. 4000.

Mamers, a comm. and town of France, :•.

Sarthe, cap. arr., 24 m. N.N.E. Le Mans, P. 5t'-

Manufs, hemp, cottons, and woollens.

Mamet (St), a comm. and town of France, :».

Gard, cap. cant., 9 m. N.W. Nlmes. P, 1976.

Mamhead, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4r^

E.N.E. Chudleigh. Ac. 1165. P, 218.

Mamhilad, a pa, of England, co. Monmoi,
5 m. W.N.W. Usk. Ac. 1987, P, 339.

Mahmola, a town of S. Italy, prov, R^P»
circ. and 7\ m. N. Gerace, on the Locano. P. 7;^.

Mammoth CA^'E, U. S., North America. [i>
TUCKY.] About 5 m. distant from it is the Diam d

Cave,recently discovered, & similar in appears a
Mamojada, a vill. of the isl. Sardinia, \

••

Sassari, circ. Nuoro. P. 1875.

Mamori or Marmore, a river of Bolivia, 'S

45 m. E.N.E. Cochabamba, under the nan i

Rio Grande or Guapay, which it retains tiiJts

junction with the Mamore proper. It flows E. id

N., and joins Rio Beni to form the Madeira,re<y-

ing on its r. b. the River Itenez. Length l24«i.

Mampava, a maritime town on W. coast o5i»

isl. Borneo, in the dist. and on the river Mami*-
Lat. 0° 25' N. ; Ion. 109° E, P. 2425.

t*
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Man (Isle of), Mona or Menavia, an islaiul in

Irish Sea, 33 m. W. England, 30 m. E. Ireland,

m. S. Scotland, and 56 m. N. Wales. Lat. of

If of Man, on which there is a lighthouse, 64°

N.; Ion. 4° 49' W. Length, N.E. to S.W.,

ra., greatest breadth 12 m. Ac. 180,000. P.

<61) 52,469. Mean temp. June 60°-6 ; Jan. 38°-2.

iiifall 40 inches. A mountain range crosses

1 isl. from S.W. to N.E., in which Snaefell is

24 feet above the sea. Coast bold and pictu-

!iie. Numerous streams water the valleys.

V slate is the prevalent formation, with granite

two localities where minerals are worked.
)iper, zinc, and lead ores are found, the latter

tlie extent of 300 tons annually, some of it

Iding 100 oz. of silver per ton. Marble, lime-

me, and greenstone are quarried, but no coal.

il fertile. Climate mild, and winter open,
)ugh rain and gales of wind are frequent. An
cellent small breed of horses is reared. Farms
ige from 10 to 200 ac, and rents vary from 5s. to

an ac. Of the total area in 1862, 82,9U2 ac. were
der crops of all kinds, 27,266 under corn crops,

208 under green crops, 8357 under bare fallow,

309 clover and grass under rotation, and 9762
i-manentpastirre. Ordinarystock of cattle 18,687.

eep 65,594. The herring and other fisheries

iploy 600 boats, and 4000 men and boys ; annual
3duce about 60,000^ There are fewmanufactur-
; estabs. Exports, com, potatoes, eggs, lime-
)ne, ore, fish, linens, & sailcloth ; imports, spirits,

ne, colonial produce, and manufactured goods.
!Ssels(above 50 tons) belonging to the isl. (1862)
,
tons 3536. Bev. derived by the British Gov.
erages 35,000^. per annum, mostly from custom
ties. The isl. has constant steam communica-
m from Douglas, with Livei"pool & other parts

;

d a telegraph between Mangold Head and St
«s. This island originally peopled by the
Imx (Menavisey, a tribe of the Celtic race, was
lemately possessed by the Scotch (under the
ird of the Isles) and the English. It was latterly

Id as a feudal sovereignty by the Stanleys, and
erwards by the dukes of Athol, from whom it

s purchased for the British crown in 1806 ; and
ally in 1829, certain remaining privileges were
led by the duke on receiving an award of
(,000^. Government vested in the British
/creign, or the lieutenant of the crown, a
incil of the bishops and principal functionaries,
d the House of Keys, a body of 24 proprietors
estates, who possess the legislative power.

le island has its own laws, and two supreme
Iges, called deemsters. Common law courts
! held in the 6 sheadings into which the island
divided, and appeals lie from their decisions
cessively to the House of Keys, the governor,
d the sovei-eign in council. The isl. is divided

6 sheadings, 17 parishes, treens, and quarter-
ids. Established religion that of the Chui-ch
England, under the bishop of Sodor and Man,
10 has a seat (without a vote) in the British
use of Peers. There are 40 places of worship.
d\ pa. has its endowed school, in which Eng-
li is taught as well as the native Manx, a dia-
t of the Celtic. The island was a great station
tlio Druids, and contains numerous vestiges
their circles. Principal towns, Castletown,
cap., Douglas, Peel, and Eamsay.

Man, an island. South Pacific Ocean, between
w Ireland and New Britain, and stated to be

|i'ly 40 m. in circuit.
Man^v, a town of British India, dist. Kumaon,
W. provs. P. 800. It has a large trade into
mese Tartary through the Mana Pass. Sheep,
ats, and yaks are employed in conveying the

merchandise, consisting of salt, borax, gold-dust,

dried grapes, wool, musk. Altitude of town 10,492
feet, do. of pass 18,000 feet above the sea.

Mana, a river of French Guiana, enters tho
Atlantic 126 m. N.W. Cayenne. Length 167 m.
On its banks is a French colony for free blacks.

Makaar (Gulf of), an inlet of the Indian
Ocean, between Ceylon and the 8. extremity of

India, 160 m. in width at entrance, and separated

northward from Palk Strait by the isls. Eamis-
seram and Manaar, and a reef termed Adam's
bridge.

—

Manaar Island, immediately off Ceylon,
is 18 miles in length, by 2J m. across.

Manaccan, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 6
m. S.S.W. Falmouth. Ac. 1843. P. 605.

Manacoe, a town, island Majorca, in a fertile

plain, 30 m. E. Palma. P. 9642. A bishop's see.

Manado or Menado, a Dutch town or settle-

ment of the island Celebes, Malaysia, near its

N.E. extremity, lat. 1° 28' N., Ion. 125 E. Ex
ports coffee, raised in its vicinity.

Manafon, a pa. of North Wales, co. Montgo-
meiy, 2} m. S.S.E. Lanfair. Ac. 6635. P. 701.

Manafoeno or Gioia, a town of South Italy,

prov. Aquila, 13 m. S.E. Avezzano, on the S.E.
side of Lake Fucino. P. 1973.

Managua, a town of Central America, state

Nicaragua, on the S. shore of the Lake of Mana-
gua or Leon, 35 m. S.E. Leon. P. 10,000, mostly
of European descent.

—

Managua Lake, is 50 m. by
25 m., and 5 fathoms deep; it is separated from the
Pacific, 25 m., by a low range of volcanic hills. On
its shore is the active volcano of Monotombo.
Manala (improperly Mangeea'), an island of tho

Pacific, Harvey group, lat. 21° 67' S., Ion. 158° 7'

W. It is about 15 m. in circumference.
Manakou or Symond's Harbour, New Zealand,

N. island, 7 m. S. Auckland.
Manantawaudy, a town of British India, dist.

Malabar, presid. Madras, cap. of subdivision of

Wynaad, and head-quarters of the local force

stationed in it, 43 m. N.E. Calicut.

Manaos, Brazil. [Barra-do-rio-Negro.]
Manapara, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, dist. Madura, 40 m. N.E. Dindigul.
Manato, a CO, of U. S., North America, Michi-

gan. P. 1042.

Manaton, a pa. of England, co. Devon. 3J m.
S. Moreton-Hampstead. Ac. 6393. P. 4i5.

Manatoulin Island. [Manitoltjn.]
Manavgiiat or Menovghat, a market town,

Asia Minor, pash. Adana, on the Manavghat river

{Melas), 30 m. N.W. Alaya.
Manayunk, a town of the U. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, co. Philadelphia. P. 6139.

Manby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4^ m.
E.S.E. Louth. Ac. 1460. P. 210.

MANCETTERorMANCESTER,apa.of England, co.

Warwick, 11 m. N. Coventry. Ac. 4120. P. 5408.
Mancha (La), an old prov. of Spain, in the S.

part of New Castile, now comprised in the prov.
Ciudad-Eeal. Surface, a level plateau, about
2000 feet above the sea, bare and uninteresting,

but noted for the production of Val-de-penas, a
light red wine. Its mules are celebrated for their

size and strength. Towns are few and poor. It

derives its fame from the novel of Cervantes,
whose Sancho Panza is a true Manchegan peasant.
Mancha-Eeal, a town of Spain, prov. and 7 m.

E. Jean. P. 3966. Manufs. linens and woollens.
Manche:, a maritime dep. of France, in the

N.W., on the Manche, or English Channel, formed
of part of the old prov. of Normandy ; bounded
E. by the deps. Calvados and Orne, S. by May-
enne and Ille-et-Vilaine, W. and N., and N.E. by
the English Channel. Area 2289 sq. m. P. (1861)
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591,421. Principal rivers, the Vire, Tante, Douve,
Merderet, and Selune, all navigable. On its

coasts are Cape la Hogue, Point Barfleur or Raz
de Gatteville, and Cape la Hague. CUmate, tem-
perate but humid, too cold for the cultivation of

the vine. Soil fertile in grain, lint, hemp, and
apples for cider, of which 44,000,000 gallons are

made annusdly. The horses are the best in

France; cattle excellent; sheep yield inferior wool.
Chief industry, manufs. of iron, copper, and zinc

;

cloth, linens, cottons, and lace. It is divided into

the aiTS. Avranches, Cherbourg, Coutances, St L6,
Moi-tain, and Valonges. Cap. St L6.
Manchesteb, a parL & munic. bor., city, & pa.

of EngL, in the hundred of Salford, S. div. of the
CO. Lancaster, 182j (by rail.) m. N.N.W. London.
Ac. of pa. 34,193. P. (1861) 529,245, (1866) estim.
at 358,853. By the Eeform Act of 1862 it was
made a parL bor., returning 2 members to H.
of C. R«g. electors (1864) 21,878. According to

the census of 1861, it contained within its parlia-

mentary limits a population of 357,979 persons.
In 1851 the pop. was 316,213 ; increase in 10 years
41,766. A charter of incorporation was granted
to it in 1838 ; since that time several acts have
been passed for its improvement, and in 1852 it

was made a city. It stands on the river IrweU,
and, though not an elegant city, has of late

rapidly improved in appearance, many of its old
buildings having been pulled down and fine spa-
cious warehouses built on their sites. The streets

are well jxived, sewered, and lighted with gas, and
the inhabitants have a plentiful supply of water
from reservoirs at Woodhead, Beswick, and Gor-
ton, conducted through iron pipes a distance of
nearly 20 m. In 1846 three large and beautiful

parks were opened for the free use of the popula-
tion of Manchester and the neighbouring borough
of Salford. The principal public buildings of the
city are the town-hall, erected on the model of the
temple of Erectheus at Athens ; the exchange, in

the Grecian style of architecture, and covering an
area of 1668 sq. yards; the royal institution, an
edifice of the Ionic order ; the theatre royal, which
has a frontage of the Corinthian order ; and the
free-trade hall, built in the Lombardo-Venetian
style, to commemorate the success of the free-trade
movement, and affording space for nearly 6000
persons. The hall is used for concerts and public
meetings. Manchester is rich in charitable en-
dowments for educational and other purposes.
There is a very commodious infirmary and nume-
rous hospitals supported by public subscription,
a museum of natural history, a concert haU, seve-
ral club houses, county assize courts in decorated
Gothic, built at a cost of 100,000/., court of

record, borough gaol, and a new county gaol.

Many societies have been established in Man-
chester, of which may be mentioned the statisti-

cal society, the first of the kind established in the
kingdom ; the literary and philosophical society,

of which the celebrated Dr Dalton was many
years the president ; a field naturalists' society,

and a geological society. The city possesses four
free public libraries, containing 62,155 volumes, &
issuing an aggregate daily number of 1675 vols.

In the town-hall is the corporation library, an
exceedingly valuable collection of books, parlia-
mentary papers, etc. The mechanics' institution,

and the athenasum, are large and handsome build-
ings, devoted to the purposes of education, and in
each of them is an excellent library. There is a
free grammar school, founded 1519 by Hugh
Oldham, D.D., Bishop of Chester, and the Chee-
tham's college, incorporated by Charles ii.,

which has a foundation for 100 boys to be fed,

clothed, and educated. In part of the college

a library, to which the public, under certain reg

lations, have free admission. There is alsc

school for the study of anatomy, and the Owe
college, founded in 1846 by John Owens, w
left 100,000^ to endow an institution for secu
instruction, attended by 92 day and 287 eveni

students, of whom 17 took degrees in the univ.

sity of London in 1863. A secular school «

established in 1854, for 350 boys whose parei

are unable to pay fees ; it is supported by vok
tary subscription. The Jubilee School for orph
girls, and schools for deaf-mutes and blind, i

also supported by volxmtary subscription. Seve i

ragged schools are in successful operation. Thi

are four public baths & washhouses. The bisho

ric of Manchester was created in 1847, and Ij

diocese placed in the province of York: the c:!

legiate church became the cathedral—^thia itl

large and elaborately ornamented Gothic stn,

ture, founded in the reign of Henry v^ and :

cently restored in its original style. The Ci

comprises a large number of churches and chapi

for the accommodation of the inhabitants. T
staple trade of Manchester is the cotton mai.

facture, to which may be ascribed the rapid

crease of the city, the wealth of its inhabitaEi

,

and the fact that it is one of the most prospraN^

,

cities in the world. As far back as 1352^ tl

place was noted for its manufacture of a fab)

:

from the unprepared fleece. Early in the 17 !

century the cotton trade began its rise, and 1^ i\

gradually progressed untU it has arrived at :

present magnitude. Many other biunches
manufacture are carried on in Manchester, esp

cially silk and mixed goods, small-wares, maciii

ery, and tools. In 1860 there were 95 cotton,

siUi, and 16 small-ware mills ; 37 dye-works,

iron foundries, & 63 machinists' workshops. 1
average number of persons employed in the co

ton nuUs (previous to the late scarcity of the r3

material) was 60,000, earning about 30,000t p

week, and the skilled mechanics amount to abc

7000, besides about 1500 labourers. The dtyb
a well arranged telegraphic and railway coiiui>

nication with neighbomnng towns, by the Lond
and N.-W., Lancashire and Yorkshire, Mancht
ter, Shefl5eld, and Lincolnshire, and the Manch*
ter, Altrincham, and Southern Junction EailA»'

Cos. The celebrated Bridgewater canal conned

it with Liverpool, and the Irwell and Mersey 3

navigable for heavy barges. The market die

are Tuesdays and Fridays. The principal mart

is Smithfield ; and a vegetable market, cover:

an area of nearly four acres, with a glass roof ,i

one of the handsomest and most convenient m.-

kets in the kingdom.—Connected with it, as*

form virtually a portion of the city, is Scdjfon*

pari, and munic bor., giving its name to >

hundred, on the N.W. side of the river fr«

Manchesten It is in the Southern divisioii

the county of Lancaster, and contained, in 16,

within the parliamentary boundary, 102,449,

,

including the districts of Broughton, Pendicle

and Pendlebury, a pop. of 105,335 persons, i

1851 the pop. was 85,108 ; increase in ten ye?

17,341. The Queen is lady of the manor. 1*

streets are well paved and lighted with gas, f*

the inhabitants plentifully supplied with wa •

Since 1832 it has returned one member to pari-

ment. Eeg. electors (1864) 510L A munici 1

charter was granted to it in 1844. It is conned
with Manchester by several bridges over the -

well, and has communication by railway, ri^

,

& canal, with all the great towns of England, i

1844 a subscription was set on foot for the piirp?
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purchasing public parks for the inhabitants of

mchester aud Salford, and in 1846 three were
cued. One of these (Peel Park) is situated in

Iford. In the park is a free lending library,

th upwards of 30,000 volumes, a reading room,

d an extensive well arranged museum, which
visited annually by more than half-a-million of

rsons from the manufacturing districts. The
.blic buildings in Salford are not many nor large,

cept the St John's Boman Catholic cathedral,

tiich is a very handsome erection, presided over
• the titular Bishop of Salford. The town-hall

as built about 1826, and has recently been con-

lerably enlarged. The new bailey or house of

rrection for the hundred of Salford, was erected

1790, from plans designed in accordance with
e recommendation of John Howard, the philan-

ropist. Quarter sessions are held here. Salford

assesses a court of record and a county court.

1 1857 a fine cemetery was opened, and the first

terment was that of Joseph Brotherton, Esq.,

.P., for nearly 25 years the esteemed represen-

tive of the borough. A very useful institution,

e Salford and Pendleton royal hospital and dis-

jiisary, was established in 1827, and there are

veral endowed charities for the poor. Bonding
arehouses are in the town. The manufactures
e very varied. A working man's college was
iilt, and opened in 1858, and has been pre-emi-
jiitly successful. In the year 1800 Manchester,
ith Salford, contained only 24,867 inhabitants,

i 1866 Salford alone had an estimated pop. of

1-2,804.

Manchester, several townships of the U. S.,

iirth America.—I. New Hampshire, 21 m. S S.E.

oiicord. P. (1860) 20,109.-11. New York, 8 m.
. Ganandaigua.—III. New Jersey, on the Pas-
lic river, here crossed by two bridges, 18 m.
.\V. New York.—IV. Pennsylvania, 18 m. S.

irrisburg.—V. Vermont, 81 m. S.S.W. Mont-
!ier. It has white marble quarries.—VI. Mas-
xhusetts, 23 m. N.E. Boston.—VII. a vilL,

iidiana, 76 m. S.E. Indianapolis.— VIII. a vUl.,

'irginia, 2 m. S. Richmond.—IX. a township,
Connecticut, 10 m. E. Hartford.
Manchuria, an extensive region of East Asia.
jrmiug an integral part of China Proper. 1'.

.665,542, between lat. 39° & 53° 30' N., Ion. 116°
^0' & 134° 30' E., having S. Corea & the Yellow
'ea,'W. Mongolia & the Russian gov. Transbaikal,
f. & N.E. the gov. Amour, and E. the maritime
egion. On the N. it is bounded by the Amur
iver and its affl. the Argour, and W.ward partly
hut off from Mangolia by a palisade connected
vith the Great Wall of China; the Sungari, a
ributary of the Amur river, traverses its centre.
t is crossed in the N. by the Khingan mountains,

lind the Shangpeh Shan mountains separate it

jrom the Corea. CUmate very dry, extremely
not in summer and cold in winter. The wealth
)f the country consists in crops of pulse, but
rade is restricted by the cost of transport. The
aima comprises the reindeer and dog, which are
he principal beasts of burden ; the camel in the
5., bears, wolves, foxes, linxes, antelopes, wild
ooars, deer, hares, etc. It consists of three provs. :

Tsitsihar or Helung Kiang in the N., Kirin in the
:cntre, and Shinglang or Leao-tong in the S.,
which is more closely connected with the Chinese
government than the other two, whose pop. are
"omadic

; and the gov. is strictly military, except
in Leao-tong, where it is organised as in China.
I'nncipal towns, Mukden (Leao-tang), Kirin-
Jola (the cap.), Saghalin-Ula, Sangsan, and
Morguen. Chief port, Neuchwang. Manchuria
IS the cradle of Manchus, the dominant and still

an independent race. Buddhism is the professed

religion. [Leao-Tong.]
Manciano, a town of Central Italy, prov. and

circ Grosseto, cap. comm. P. 4328.

Manciet, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gers, 20 m. S.W. Condom. P. 2004.

Mani)AI>, the most S. town of Norway, stift and
23 m. W.S.W. Christiansand, on the Skager-rack,
with a port 17 m. E. the Naze. P. 2850.

Mandaka, a state of Central Africa, S. of Bor-
nou. Surface mountainous ; fei'tile in fruits, and
abounds with forests and lakes. The inhabs. are

a superior race of Mohammedans, who manuf.
iron wares, which they export into Bornou, and
have a pretty formidable array of cavalry. Mora
is the principal town and residence of the chief.

Mandas, a market town of the island Sardinia,

prov. and 30 m. N. Cagliari, cap. mand. P. 2074.

Mandavi, a seaport town of India, on the N.
shore of the Gulf of Cutch ; lat. 22° 51' N. P.
estimated at 60,000.

Mand£ (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine, near the Wood of Vincennes, 3 m. E.S.E.
Paris, and close to its walls. P. 2883.

Mandel, an island off the E. coast of Sumatra,
Asiatic Archipelago, 70 m. S.AV. Singapore.
Mandello, a vOl., N. Italy, prov. and 14 m.

N.E. Como, on E. shore of Lake Lecco. P. 1103.

Mandinga or San Blas, a bay of the Caribbean
Sea, on the N. side of the Isthmus of Panama.
Mandingo Country, W. Africa, Senegambia,

is mostly between lat. 10° and 14° N., Ion. 13° and
16° W. ; it is enclosed by Bambarra, Kaarta, Fu-
ladhu, traversed by the Joliba, and said to be
subdivided into a petty confederacy of states.

Principal town, Kamalia. It is supposed to be
the original seat of the Mandingo people, one of

the races in Africa most advanced in civilisation.

Mandoo, a deserted city of India, in the state

of Dhar, in Mahva, lat. 22° 20' N., Ion. 75° 27' E.
Circumference of rampart 37 m. It abounds with
ruins of palaces, mosques, water-tanks, and wells.

Manduei^ a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gard, arr. Nlmes, on rail, to Beaucaire. P. 2053.

Manduria, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecce,
and 54 m. W.N.W. Otranto, cap. circ. P. 8284.

It has a celebrated well, described by Pliny, the
waters of which preserve a constant level. There
are extensive remains of its ancient walls.

Manea, a chapelry of England, co. Cambridge,
pa. Coveney, with a station on a branch of the E.
Co. Rail., 5^ m. S.S.E. March. Ac. 4768. P. 1206.

Manerbio, a town of North Italy, prov. and
13 m. S.S.W. Brescia, on the Mella. P. 4278.—
II. a vill. same prov., circ. Salo, on a height
over the lake of Garda. P. 1405.

Manetin, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 18 m.
N.N.W. Pilsen, on river of same name. P. 1112.

Manfalout, a town of Upper Egypt, prov.
Minieh, cap. dep., on 1. b. of the Nile, 20 m. N.W.
Siout. It is enclosed by walls, and has 2 Coptic
churches, woollen manufs., and a public school.

Manfieuj, a pa. of Engl., co. Durham, North
Riding, 4 m.W.S.W. Darlington. Ac. 3455. P.405.
Manfouah, a town of Arabia, near its centre,

450 m. N.E. Mecca.
Manfredonia, a fortified seaport town of S.

Italy, prov. Foggia, on a bay of the Adriatic, 22
m. N.E. Foggia. P. 7812. it is enclosed by walls,

and its port, sheltered by a mole, and defended
by a fort, is accessible only to small vessels. It

has a cathedral, and near the town is the lake of

Salpi. It was founded by Manfred in the 13th
century, 1 m. N.E. the ancient Sipuntum.
Manfredonia (Gulf of), Sinus Urias, an in-

let of the Adriatic Sea, in S. Italy, Naples, provs.
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Foggia and Bari, about 15 in. in length and 30 m.
wide at its enti-ance, S. the Garganian promont.
Manga, a town gf Brazil, pro v. Maranh4o, at

the confluence of the river Iguara with the Moni-
Mirim, comm. Itapicuru. P. 3000.

Mangalore, a seaport town of British India,

presid. Bombay, dist. Canara, on the Malabar
coast, 130 m. N.W. Seringapatam. It has a con-
siderable export trade. Pop. estimated at 20,000.

Mangaratiba, a maritime town, Brazil, prov.

and 53 m. W.S.W. Kio-de-Janeiro, on the Bay
of Angra-dos-Eeis. P. 4700, mostly Portuguese.

Maxgee^v, island. Pacific Ocean. [Mantua.]
Maxgertox Mouhtaixs, Ireland, co. Kerry,

2756 feet above the sea,

Maxglieux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Puy-de-D6me, arr.and 18 m. S.E. Clermont-Fer-
rand. P. 1436.

Maxgoxe, a vilL of S. Italy, prov. and circ.

Cosenza. P. 1641.

Maxgoe, a fortified vill. of India, Gwalior ter-

ritory, in lat. 26° 7' N., Ion. 78° E. In 1843 the
Mahrattas were here defeated by the British,with
the loss of their guns and ammunition.
Maxgotsfield, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster,

5 m. E.N.E. Bristol, with a station on a branch
of the Midland Railway. Ac. 2591. P. 4222.

Maxgrove Creek, a post-town of N. S. Wales,
CO. Northumberland, on creek of same name.

Maxgijl., a hill state of the Cis-Sutlej, India,

in lat 31° 18' N., Ion. 76° 56' E. P. 1000.

Maxheim or Maxxheisi, a town, W. Germany,
grand duchy Baden, cap. cii'c. Lower Khine, on
the Rhine, here joined by the Neckar, the former
1200 feet broad, crossed by a bridge of boats, 34
m. N. Carlsruhe, and with a station on the Main-
Neckar Railway, 13 m. N.W. Heidelberg. P.

(1864) 30,565. Principal edifice, the palace, built

in 1720. It has Lutheran and Roman Catholic
churches, an observatory, and a botanic garden.
Manufs. shawls, linen, and tobacco ; and it has
an active trade by the rivers and railways.
Maxheim, several townships of U. S., North

America.—I. New York, 64 m. W.N.W. Albany.
—II. Pennsylvania, co. Schuylkill.—III. co. and
16 m. W. York.—IV. co. Lancaster, 25 m. E.S.E.
Harrisburg.
Maxiago, a market town of Northern Italy,

Venetia, prov. and 25 m. W.N.W. Udine, cap.

dist. P. 4095. It has manufs. of iron and steel.

Maxias, a vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 55 m.
W.S.W. Brusa, with some remains, supposed to

be those of the ancient Ptemanenus.
Maxica, a town and petty state of S.E. Africa,

tributary to the Portuguese, the town 140 miles
N.W. Sofala. Principal products of the country
are gold-dust, ivory, copper, and iron.

Maxice or Kesg George Rtver, E. Africa,

falls into the N. side of Delagoa Bay, after a S.

course ; explored upwards for 60 miles.

Maxicouagax, a river, lake, and bay of Lower
Canada, the river bringing the surplus waters of
several lakes, by a S. course of 250 m. to Mani-
couagan Bay, in the estuary of the St Lawrence.
Maxikpoor, a town of British India, prov.

Oude, on the Ganges, 44 m. S.W. Bareilly.

Maxikyala, a vill. of the Punjab, between the
Jhylum and Indus rivers, 154 m. N.W. Lahore,
supposed to occupy the site of the anc. Taxila^
remarkable for an ancient monument.
Maxila, a fortified city of the Philippines, and

the cap. of the Spanish possessions in the East,
on the S W. coast of the Island Luzon, at the
head of the Bay of Manila. Lat. of cathedral,
14° 35' N.; Ion. 121° 2' 4' E. P. of city 15,000 ;

but including the populous suburbs, upwards of

100,000, of whom less than 5000 are Europeans
The city proper, little more than 2 m. circum
ference, communicates across the navigable rive
Passig, by a 10-arched bridge, with the impor
tant suburb Bidondo, the seat of most part of th
trade. Climate healthy ; mean temp, of year 82
Fahr. Manila has a cathedral of the 17ih cent,
archbishop's palace, hall of audience, 11 churche*.

3 convents, and barracks, hospitals, and a govern
ment cigar factory, in which 20,000 persons ar
employed. Its vicinity is thickly studded wit! •

orchards and plantations of cotton, cocoa, an

'

coffee ; and it is the seat of an extensive commerw
Its bay and harbour are at the mouth of tht

Passig river, which is navigable for 10 m. Ej-:

ports comprise sugar, hemp, cordage, leaf tobaccc

and cigars, indigo, coffee, cotton, rice, leathe •

dye-woods, rum, sapan-wood, mother-of-pearL
tortoise-shell, etc. Imports, cotton fabrics, 8ilk>

woollens, drugs, clocks, and jewellery. The cit\

was taken and erected into a colonial cap. by tli

Spaniards in 1571. Earthquakes are commor
some shocks were felt in 1824, 1828, and 1857

but the greatest occurred 3d June, 1863, when tl

.

ground sank 2 ft, the cathedral, palace, and mos
of the churches were destroyed, & 2000 lives lott

Maxifa, a small island, Malay Archipelago, ci

the W. end of Ceram. About 20 m. in circni:

mountainous, but populous and fertile.

Maxissa, Magnesia ad Sipyltim, a town of Asi

Minor, Anatolia, on S. bank of the Sarabat, aru

Hermus, 28 m. N.E. Smyrna. P. 20,000 or 30,001

It has a citadel on a height, and ancient walls, a

the foot of which is the modem town, comprif

ing mosques, Greek and Armenian churches, an
sjTiagogues. Manufs. silks and cotton. In ancien

times it was celebrated for its magnets.
Maxttoba Lake, British N. America, is in lal

51° N., Ion. 99° W., immediately S.W. of Lak
Winnipeg, and connected with it by the Daupbi
river. Length 120 m. ; breadth 25 m.
Maxitoulin Islaxds, a chain of isls. in Lak

Huron, 2 m. from the Canadian coast. It consisi

of 3 larger isls., & numerous smaller ones. Gran
Manitoulin or Sacred Isl. is 80 m. in length, an
from 1 to 28 m. in breadth. Giand and LitL

Manitoulin belong to Britain, and Drummond is.

to U. S., Michigan. Pop. nearly all Indians.

Maxitowoc, a co., U. S., N. America, in E. t

Wisconsin. Area 660 sq. m. P. (1860) 22,4H>

Maxjee or Maxgee, a town of British Indi

presid. Bengal, dist Sarun, at the confluence

the Ganges and Go^ra rivs., 50 m. N.W. Patu
Maxtlassee, island, Celebes. [Macassab.]
Maxkiam, a small island, Malay Archipelaj;

off the W. coast of GDblo.
M..VXLY, a post-town of New South Wales,

.;

Cumberland, a little N. of the quarantine groun ;

Port Jackson. Its beauty attracts visitors.

Maxmoel, a hamlet of England, co. Mc
mouth, pa. Bedwelty, 7 m. W. Pont-y-pool.

11,510. It has coal mines and iron works.

Maxxedorf, a vill. of Svritzerland, cant f i

on the L. of Zurich, 11 m. S.E. Zurich. P. 24;

Max-x-ersdorf, several market towns of A
tria.—I. Lower Austria, 20 m. S.S.E. Vien

P. 1980. It has a castle and mineral baths.—

(or Mattersdorf, Hung. Kethely), W. Hungai

circ. and 17 m. S.W. Oedenburg. P. 1100.—

1

(or Menharsdorf, Hung. Menyhard), N. Hunga:

circ. Zips, 4 m. S. Kesmark. P. 1000.

Maxxhartsberg, a wooded mountain rang''

Austria, terminates near the Danube, about 2.t

W.N.W. Vienna, dividing Lower Austria ^
that river into the circles above and below i'

Mannhartsberg.

I
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JLvNMNG, a navigable riv., N. S. Wales, rises

Hastings range, flows E.S.E., separating cos.

loucester and Macquarrie, and enters the Pacific

r several mouths, in lat. 31° 55' S. Length 80 m.
Manningfokd, two pas. of England, co. Wilts.

I. {Ahhotsy 9 m. E.S.E. Devizes. Ac. 919. P.

9.—II. (Bruc&y, 9J m. N.W. Ludgershall. Ac.

88. P. 252.

Manningham, a township of England, co. York,

est Biding, pa. and 1 m. N.W. Bradford. Ac.
1)5. P. 12,889. It has woollen manufactures.

Mannlngton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4J
. N.N.W. Aylesham. Ac. 548. P. 6.

Mannington, a township of the U. S., North
raerica. New Jersey, 6 m. N.E. Salem. P. 2187.

Manningtree, a pa. and market town of Eng-
nd, CO. Essex, on the navigable river Stour, and
ith a station on the E. Union Eailway, 9J m.
S.W. Ipswich. Ac. 115. P. 881.

Mannu, a river of the island of Sardinia, which,

r a S. course of 40 m., enters the lagoon of

p^liari, 7 m. N.W. that city.

—

Cape Mannu,
irdinia, is near the centre of its W. coast.

Manoe, a small isl., duchy Schleswig, in N.
a, 10 m. W.S.W. Eibe. P. 50 families.

Manopello, a town of South Italy, prov. and
ra. S.W. Chieti. P. 4071.

Manor, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 2 m. S.W.
ebles, on the Manor river. Ac. 16,671. P. 247.

Manor, a township, U. S., North America,
nnsylvania, G m. S.W. Lancaster.
Manor-Hamilton, a mkt. town of Ireland, Con-
lught, CO. Leitrim, 12 m. E. Sligo. P. 1167.

Manosque, a comm. and town of France, cap.

p. B.-Alpes, 30 m. S.W. Digne. P. 5936.

anufs. wine, silk twist, serge, leather, etc.

Manpoor, a town of India, in the Eajpoot state

Jeypore, 87 m. W. Agra. Estimated pop. 4000.

Manresa, a town of Spain, on a hill between
iG Cardonet and Llobregat, prov. and 30 m.
.N.W. Barcelona. P. 13,339. Here are a col-

giate and 4 pa. churches, an hospital and or-

lan asylum, barracks, and an endowed school.

has mauufs. of cotton and silk fabrics, broad
oths, tapes, ribands, gunpowder, and brandy.
Mans (Le), Cenomania, a comm. and town of
ranee, cap. dep., and on the Sarthe, 132 m. by
ilS.W.Paris. P. (1861) 37,209. It consists of a
wer and an upper town, and is partly enclosed
. Roman walls. Principal edifices, a cathedral,
ith the tomb of the queen of Eichard Cceur de
ion ; town-hall, prefecture, theatre, and 2 hos-
tals. It has a seminary, museum, communal
>llege, public library of 45,000 volumes ; manufs.

oollen fabrics, lace, honey, and soap. The last

niggle between the French republicans and the
endean forces took place here in 1793.
Mansell, two pas., Engl.—I. {Gamage), co. and
m. W.N.W. Hereford. Ac. 903. P. 131.—II.

Mcy\ 6} m.W.N.W. Hereford. Ac. 1547. P. 331.
Mansfeld, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. &

' m. N.W. Merseburg, cap. circ. P. 1450.
Mansfield, a market town and pa. of England,

I. and 14 m. N.N.W. Nottingham, on the Mid-
ud Eailway. Ac. of pa. 9070. P. (1861) 10,252.
has an anc. church, and a royal free grammar
hool. Manufs. silk, cotton hosiery, and lace

;

kI a trade in corn and malt.
Mansfield, several tnshps., U. S., N. America.
-I. Connecticut, 24 m. E. Hartford. Silk is pro-
,iced here, and a large amount of sewing silk is

sported.—II. New Jersey, 48 m. N.N.W. Tren-
'n.—III. same state, 7 m. N. Mount Holly.—IV.
vill., Ohio, 63 m. N.N.E. Columbus.—V. Mafi-
tchusetts, 29 m. S.S.W. Boston.

Mansfield Island, in Hudson Bay, British
North America, is about 70 miles in length.

Mansfield-Woodiiouse, a pa. of England, co.

Notts, IJ m. N. Mansfield. Ac. 2860. P. 2263.

Mansion^, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Sarthe, 10 m. E.N.E. La F16che. P. 2462.

Mansilla, several vills. of Spain, the principal

being Mansilla de las Mulas, prov. and 11 m. S.E,
Leon, on the Esla. P. 2121.

Mansle, a comm. and town of France, dep. Cha-
rente, cap. cant., 16 m. N. Angouleme. P. 1899.

Mansoria (El), a maritime town of Marocco,
prov. Fez, 4 m. N.E. Fidallah.
Manston, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6J m.

S.S.W. Shaftesbmy. Ac. 1323. P. 152.

Mansukah, a town of Lower Egypt, cap. prov.,

and dep., on the Damietta branch of the Nile, 34
m. S.W. Damietta, having 6 mosques, a govern-
ment cotton factory, and a public school. A
French garrison was massacred here in 1798.

Mansukieh, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash.
Bagdad, near the confluence of the Euphrates
and Tigris, 48 m. N.W. Bassorah.
Mantelo (Cape), the S.E. extremity of the

isl. Eubcea, Greece, lat. 37° 57' N., Ion. 24° 34' E.
Mantes, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, cap. arr., on the Seine, 29 m.
W.N.W. Paris, on railway to Eouen. P. 5372.
Manthorp, a township of England, co. Lin-

coln, pa. and 1 m. N.E. Grantham. P. 2241.

Mantinea, a vill. and ruined city of Greece,
Morea, giving name to the gov. Mantinea.
Manton, two pas. of England.— I. co. Lincoln,

5^ m, S.W. Glanford-Brigg. Ac. 4630. P. 821.

—II. CO. Rutland, with a station on the Stamford
and Peterborough Eailway, 3 m. S.E. Oakham.
Ac 1290. P. 274.

Mantotte, a town of the island Ceylon, on
its N.W. coast, opposite the island Manaar.
Mantua (Ital. Mantova), a fortified city of

Northern Italy, Venetia, cap. deleg., on an island

in the Mincio, here forming a lake round the city,

22 m. S.S.W. Verona. Lat. 46° 9' 34' N. ; Ion.

10° 48' 1" E. P. (1862) 70,812. comprising 2500
Jews. It is surrounded by swamps, crossed by
artiflcial dams, which connect it with several

fortified suburbs and outworks. From its situa-

tion, it is extremely unhealthy. Principal public
buildings, the cathedral ; the Palazzo Imperiale,

decorated by Guilio Eomano ; a bridge across the
lake ; the Castello di Corte, formerlythe palace ofthe
Gonzagas; the Palazzo Vecchio, in which Napo-
leon L held his court ; several convents, a Jews'
synagogue, civil hospital, two orphan asylums,
Jews asylum, arsenal, cavalry barracks, theatre,

public library, public schools, and a sculpture

gallery. It has a lyceum, gymnasium, academy
of fine arts, several scientific and literary insti-

tutions, botanic garden, fish-market, and nume-
rous collections in art and science. Virgil was
bom at Andes (now Pietole), 3 m. S.E. of the
city. Manufs. comprise silk, woollen, and linen

fabrics, paper, cordage, leather, and parchment.
Outside the walls, but within the fortress, is the
Palazzo del Te, with a fine fresco. After the con-
quest of Italy by Charlemagne in the 8th cen-
tury, Mantua became cap. of a republic. It then
came into the possession of the dukes of Gon-
zaga, to whom it belonged till it fell to Austria
in 1708. It was taken by Napoleon i. in 1797,

and was, till 1814, cap. of the French dep. Mincio.
The greater part of the prov. of Mantua was
given over to Italy in 1859. P. of prov. (1862)
154,800.

Manytch, a riv. of Eussia, rises in the S. of the

gov. Astrakhan, separating it, in part, from the
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prov. Caucasus, joins tlie Don on left, at Man-
ytchkaia, 12 m. below Tcherkask. Length 315 m.
Manzakares, a small river of Spain, prov.

Madrid, joins the Henares, a trib. of the Tagus,
after a S. course of 40 m., 12 m. S.E. Madrid.
Manzanares, a town of Spain, in a bleak plain,

prov. and 27 m. E. Ciudad-Real, on railway from
Madrid. P. 9760. Principal buildings, pa. church,
hospital, cavalry barracks, and an old castle.

Chief industry in raising saffron and making
Val-de-Penas wine.
Manza>'eda-de-Tribes, a town of Spain, prov.

and 42 m. E. Orense, formerly fortified.

Manzanera, a town of Spain, prov. and 20 m.
S.S.E. Teruel. P. 2280.

Maxzanilla, a town of Spain, prov. and 27 m.
E. Huelva. P. 2038.

Manzanilla, an island of South America, in

the Bay of Limon, Isthmus of Panama.
Manzanillo, a seaport town of the island of

Cuba, 80 m. W.N.W. Cuba. P. (1861) 5643.
Manzat, a comm. & mkt. town of France, dep.

Puy-de-Dome, 14 m. N.W. Clermont. P. 1909.
Maon, a small isl. of Dalmatia in the Adriatic,

W. of the island Pago. Length about 5 mUes.
Maouka or Massacre Island, Pacific Ocean,

Navigator group, is in lat. 14° 22' S., Ion. 171°

"VV., and where eleven of the companions of La
Perouse, the French navigator, were massacred.
Maperton, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3

m. W.S.W. Wincanton. Ac. 1534. P. 207.

Mapimi, a town of Mexico, state and 130 m.
N.N.E. Durango. P. 3000. It gives name to a
large desert tract called the Bolson de MapimL

Mapiri, a river of Bolivia, rises near Sorata,

flows E.ward, and falls into the Beni, at lat 14°

8., Ion. 67° 25' W. Length 220 miles.

Maplebeck, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4J m.
N.N.E. Southwell. Ac. 1136. P. 136.

Maplederwell, a pa. of England, co. Hants,
3 m. E.S.E. Basingstoke. Ac. 818. P. 223.

Maple-Durhaji, a pa. of England, co. Oxford,

5J m. W.N.W. Reading. Ac. 2878. P. 486.

Maplestead, two pas. of England, co. Essex.—I. {Great), iit m. N.N.W. Halstead. Ac. 1929.

P. 492.—II. {Little), 2 m. N.N.E. Halstead. Ac.
1062. P. 325.

Mapocha or Mapocho, a river of Chile, after a
coui-se of 75 m^ joins the Maypu, about 35 m. S.W.
Santiago, which city is on its banks.
Mapperton, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 2 J

m. E.S.E. Beaminster. Ac. 1804. P. 92.

Mappleton, 2 pas. of England.—I. co. Derby,

IJ m. N.W. Ashbourn. Ac. 778. P. 185.—II.
CO. York, East Biding, 13 m. E.N.E. Beverley.
Ac. 4279. P. 475.
Mappowder, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6 m.

S.S.W. Sturminster-Newton. Ac. 1887. P. 238.

Mar, an ancient dist of Scotland, co. Aberdeen,
between the Don and Dee. [Bkaealar.]
Maracay, a town of S. America, Venezuela,

dep. and 55 m. W.S.W. Caracas, on N. bank of

Valencia Lake. P. 8000. (?)
Maracaybo, a fortified city of South America,

Venezuela, cap. dep. Zulia, on the W. shore of
the strait connecting the Lake of Maracaybo with
the Caribbean Sea, lat. 10° 38' N., Ion. 71° 42' W.
P. estim. at 20,000. It is in an arid and sandy
tract, has a deep harbour, and many handsome
buUdiugs. An active trade is carried on with
the interior ; many of the inhabitants being em-
ployed in navigating the lake, and others in
rearing large herds of cattle. The prov. Mara-
caybo, surrounding the lake of same name, has

an area of 32,082 sq. m., and a pop. (1854) of

42,832) a.nd consists of the cantons of Maracaybo,

Alta Gracia, Perija, Gibraltar, and Zulia, its chi

towns. Climate healthy but very hot. The lake

140 m. in length
;
greatest breadth 76 m. Thou§

it has depth sufficient for large ships, these cami'

enter it, owing to a shifting bar at its mouth,
communicates with the Gulf of Venezuela by
narrow strait 6 m. long, and receives the Zuli

Chama, Bravo, Motatan, and other rivers.

Maracaybo Gulf. [Venezi-ela Gtnj.]
Maragha, a city of Persia, prov. Azerbijan, ,;

m. S. Tabriz, on a tributary of Lake Urumia!
Pop. about 20,000. It is enclosed by walls, ai.

has the tomb of Holagou, a descendant of Je:

ghis Khan, who founded an astronomical obsti

vatory on an adjacent mountain, at the foot c

which are some cave temples.

Maragogipe, a town of Brazil, prov. BaL\
25 m. S.W. Cachoeira. P. 3000.

Marahuaca (Mount), S. America, VenezueLi
Guiana, is in lat 3° 40' N., Ion. 65° 50' W., an

estimated at from 10,000 to 11,000 feet in heigh

The arundinaria, yielding reeds from 15 to 1

feet in length, without a knot, and highly prizj

by the Indians for blow pipes, grows at its ba.-;

Marais, a natural division of the dep. Vendi-

in France, comprising all that part of the cos.'

formerly covered by the se.a. SoU very fertile.

Maraj6 or Joannes, a large island in tb

Atlantic, on the N. coast of Brazil, prov. Par.

between the estuaries of the Amazon and Pai

rivers, and extending from near the equator t

lat 2° 20' S., and from Ion. 48° 30' to 51° 30' ^\

Length 180 m. ; breadth 120 m. Soil alluvif.J

surface partly marshy, and intersected by tt

navigable rivers Anajaz and Mapua, elsewht^]

fertile and cultivated. P. 20,000. (?)

Marambaya, an island of Brazil, prov. and i

m. W. Rio de Janeiro, in the Bay of Angra d<

Reis, 26 m. in length ; average breadth 1 mila

Maranhao or Maranham, a marit. prov. ;

the N. of Brazil, bounded E. by Piauhy, S. Goyi
W. Para, and N. the Atlantic Area 143,696 s

m. P. (1856) 360,000. Surface mountainous
S. Soil well watered and fertile, especially c

the coast. Much of it is covered with foretl

Chief products, rice, cotton, fruits, gums, at

dyewoods. The island Maranhao is situated

the mouth of the river of same name, betwo
the bays of San Jose and San Marcos. T
river Maranhao rises in the Serra Itiquira, flo\

N.N.E. 300 m., and enters the Atlantic by a wJ
estuary in lat 2° 30'^ S., Ion. 44° 30' W. The cii

of Maranhao or Sao L/uia, cap. of the prov..

situated on the W. side of the island MaranhS
in lat 2° 31' 7' S., Ion. 44° 18' W. P. 30,000. (

Chief public edifices, an episcopal palace, collea

hospital, theatre, & numerous convents. Itist

residence of the governor, and has a lyceum, &]

schools of navigation & commerce. The harbor

which is of easy access for small vessels,is defeiii

ed by two forts. Chief exports, cotton, rice, sara

pariUa; value (1860) 282,961/. Imports 353,40

Marano, a town, S. Italy, prov. and 6 m. N.^

Naples, cap. circ. P. 6805.—II. a vill. of pre

and 20 m. S.W. Udine, at the head of the Adriat

P. 1000. Near is the old monastery of Meda
III. {sul Panaro}, prov. and circ. Modena.

2336.—IV. prov. Ascoli. [Cupra-Marritisi
Maranoa, E. and W., two pastoral distr i

of Queensland, drained by the rivers WarrC;

Maranoa, and Condamine or Ballone. It •

bounded S. by New S. Wales, and extends fi

'

lat 25° to 29° S., Ion. 144- 60' to 149° 30' E.

Maranola, a town of South Italy, prov. 1

circ. Caserta. P. 2053.

MaraSon, a river of S. America. [Amazo

i
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JIaraxs, a comin., town, & riv.-port of France,

lep. Charente-Inferieure, cap. cant., on the Sevre-
"^iortaise, 11 m. N.E. La Rochelle. P. 4510. It

.dmits vessels under 100 tons. Has a trade in corn.

Makash, a pash. of Asiatic Turkey, between
;it. 36° 3' and 38° 30' N., Ion. 36° and 38° 40' E.,

iiclosed by the pashs. Sivas, Karamania, Adana,
lli^ppo, & Diarbekir. Traversed W. to E. by the

naiu chain of the Taurus mntns., & bounded E. by
he Euphrates.

—

Marash is the cap. above pash.,

u the Jyhoon, 60 m. N.E the G. of Scanderoon.
JIakat, a coram, and vill. of France, dep. Puy-
e-Dome, 9 m. N.N.W. Ambert. P. 2958.

Maratea, a town of S. Italy, prov. Potenza,

ire. Lago-Negro, 11 m. S.E. Policastro. P. 5108.

t was taken by the French in 1806.

Marathon, a county of U. S., North America,
Viscousin. P. 2892.

Marathon, a hamlet, small river, and plain of

Jreece, gov. Attica ; the hamlet on the river 3 m.
ram its mouth, and 18 m. N.E. Athens; the
iver (anc. Charadrus), has a S.E. course of 10 m.

its mouth in the .^gean Sea, opposite the S.

1 of Eubcea; the plain, bounded S. by Mount
utelicus, is renowned for the victory of Mil-

^a.Ies over the ai-my of Xerxes, B. c. 490.

Marathonisi, a marit. vill. of Greece, Morea,
jv. Laconia, on the Gulf of Kolokythia, opposite
he island of Marathonisi (anc. Cranaiy 27 m. S.

[istra. It is a poor town, on the site of the anc.
'>hjgonium. Near it are the ruins of Gythium.
^Iaratuba Isles, a group of the Asiatic Ar-
.pelago, in the Sea of Celebes, off the E. coast

1 Borneo, resorted to by Sooloo fishing fleets.

Maravi, a port of the island of Cuba, on the
\. coast, near its E. end, at the mouth of the
iver Maravi.
Marazion or Market Jew (Forum Jovis), a
•aport and market town of England, co. Corn-
all, pa. St Hillary, on Mount's Bay, 18 m.
V.S.W. Falmouth. Ac. 871. P. (1861)4545. It
iiports coal, iron, and timber for the adjacent
lines, and salt ifor its pilchard fishery.

—

St
lichaers Mount is J m. S., with a quay and har-
iHir, which is dry at low water.
Marbach, two towns of S. Gennany.—I. Wiir-
iiberg, circ. Neckar, cap. dist., on the Neckar,
;n. S. Heilbronn. P. 2341. The poet Schiller

AS born here.— II. a market town of L. Austria,
u Danube, 23 m. S.W. Krems, with mineral baths.
Marbach, a town of Switzerland, cant. Luzern,

ist. Entlebuch. P. 1673.—II. cant. St Gall,
ist. Ober Eheinthal. P. 1217.
Marbella, a walled town of Spain, prov. and
m. S.W. Malaga, on the Mediterranean. P.
lO. It has sugar refining, tanning, and fishing.
-Marblehead, a seaport of the U. S., North
nierica, Massachusetts, on the headland in
[assachusetts Bay, 15 m. N.E. Boston. P. 7647.
las a harbour, and is celebrated for cod fisheries.

Marble-Isi>anu, Hudson Bay, British North
nierica, is in lat. 62° 30' N., Ion. 92° W.
Marbletown, a township of the U. S., North
ii!rica, New York, on the Delaware and Hud-
m Canal, 7 m. S.W. Kingston.
Marboz, a comm. and town of France, dep.
in, arr. and 10 m. N. Bourg. P. 2507.
Marburg (Mattium or Mattiacum), a town of
ssen-Cassel, cap. circ. Ober Hessen, on right

luk of the Lahn, and on the railwav to Frank-
irt, 48 m. S.W. Cassel. P. (1861) 7689. Prin-

^

pal public edifices, the church of St Elizabeth,
I the pointed Gothic style; the universitv,
'unded in 1527, which had for students Patrick
amOton; and William Tyndall, translator of
le English Bible ; it has 40 professors, and an

average of 300 students, with a library of 100,000
vols. Has a botanic garden, hospitals, & manufs.
of linens, stockings, and leather.

Marburg, a town of Austria. Styria, cap. circ,

on the Drave, 36 m. S.S.E. Gratz. P. 5254. It

has manufactures of leather and rosoglio.

Marbury, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 8 m,
N.N.E. Whitechurch. Ac. 362. P. 17.

Marc (St), a town of the island Hayti, on ita

W. coast, 44 m. N.N.W. Port Republicain. It
exports coffee, indigo, and cotton.

Marcallo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. MUan,
circ. Abbiategrasso. P. 1229.
Marcaria, a market town of N. Italy, prov.

Cremona, 13 m. W.S.W. Mantua, cap. dist., on the
Oglio, here crossed by a flying bridge. P. 7477.
Majicel (St), a comra. and market town of

France, dep. Indre, on the Creuse, 16 m. S.S.W.
Chtteauroux. P. 2356.—II. dep. Ardeche, 28 m.
S. Privas. P. 2216.—III. (de Felines), a comm.
and vill., dep. Loire, arr. and 15 m. S.E. Eoanne.
Marcelcave, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Somme, arr. Amiens. P. 1485.

Marcellin (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Isfere, cap. arr., near the Ishve, 21 m. W.S.W.
Grenoble. P. 3295.—II. a vill., dep. Loire, 9 ni.

S.E. Montbrison. P. 2011.

Marcellinara, a vill. of South Italy, prov.
and circ. Catanzaro. P. 1469.

Marcello (San), two towns of Central Italy.

—I. prov. and circ. Ancona, on the Limastre;
with paper mills. P. 1874.—II. (Pistojese), prov.
Florence, circ. Pistoja. P. (of comm.) 4135.
Marcellus, a township, U. S., North America,

New York, 141 m. S.W. Albany.
Marcenat, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Cantal, cap. cant., 13 m. N. Murat. P. 2334.

March, a market town of England, co. and 25
m. N.W. Cambridge, on the navigable Nene, pa.

Doddiugton, with a station on the East Anglian
Railway, 15^ m. N.W. Ely. Ac. 19,14L P. 5455.—March- Wet-Fen comprises 3600 acres, and is

drained by steam.
March of Ancona, Italy. [Ancona.J
March or Morava, a river of the Austrian

empire, rises in the Sudetengebirge, flows S.

through Moj'avia, and between Lower Austria and
Hungary, and joins the Danube 8 m. W. Pres-
burg. Length 180 m. ; it is navigable from the
Danube to Presburg, a distance of 60 miles.

March, a maritime and partly insular co. of

Queensland, between lat. 24° 40' and 27° S., Ion.

152° 30' and 153° 30' E. It is bounded W. by
Mary river, which separates it from Lennox co.

;

chief town Maryborough. Length from N. to S.
163 m. ; breadth 28 m.
Marcham, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 2J m.

W. Abingdon. Ac. 4940. P. 1111.

Marche, an old prov. of Central France, now
forming the dep. Creuse, and parts of Indre, etc.

Marche-en-Famene, a town of Belgium, prov.
Luxembourg, cap. arr., on the Marchette, 44 m.
N.N.W. Arion. P. 1800.

Marchegg or Marcheck, a town of Lower
Austria, 25 m. E.N.E. Vienna. P. 1186.

Marchena, a town of Spain, prov. and 29 m.
E.S.E. Sevilla, on the Guadalquivir. P. 13,598.

Marches (The), an ancient division of Italy

on E. ; since 1860 comprising the provinces of

Ancona, Ascoli, Macerata, and Pesaro, in the
kingdom of Italy.

Marchiennes, a comm. and vill., France, dep.

Nord, cap. cant., 19 m. S.S.E. Lille. P. 3180.
Marchiennes au Pont, a vill. of Belgium,

prov. Hainault, on the Sambre, 2 m. W. Charle-
roi, and on the railway to Brussels. P. 1200.
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Maechington, a vill. of England, co. Stafford,

pa. Hanbury. P. 484.

Marciiwiel, a pa. of North Wales, co. Den-
bigh, 3J m. S.E. Wrexham. Ac. 3316. P. 536.

Marciac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gers, cap. cant., 12 m. W. Mirande. P. 1848.

Marciasa, a town of Central Italy, in the isl.

Elba, Mediterranean, 8 m. E. Porto-Ferrajo. P,

of comm. 6818.—Near it, on the N. coast of the

island, is the town of Marciana alia Marina, with
a harbour. P. 2177.

Marcianisi, a town of South Italy, prov. and
3 m. S.W. Caserta, cap. circ. P. 8868.

Marciano, a comm. and viD. of Central Italj',

prov. and circ. Arezzo. P. 2339.

Marcigny, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, on the Loire, 14 m. S.W. Char-
oUes. P. 2755. It has manufs. of damasks.
Marciixac, several comms. and vills., Fi-ance.

—I. dep. Aveyron, cap. cant., 11 m. N.N.W.
Eodez. P. 1974.—II. dep. Charente, 15 m. N.W.
AngoulSme. P. 1627.—III. dep. Gironde, 11 m.
N.E. Blaye. P. 2023.—IV. dep. Correze, 12 m.
E. Tulle. P. 1727.—V. dep. Lot, 24 m. E. Cahors.

P. 983. In its vicinity is a fine stalactitic cave.

Marcillat, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Allier, cap. cant., 11 ra. S. Montluijon. P. 1728.

—II. a hamlet, dep. Puj'-de-Dome, arr. Eiom.
Marckolsheim, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. B.-Ehin, 8 m. E. Schelestadt. P. 2499.

Marcle, two pas. of England, co. Hereford.

—

I. (^MucKy 5 m. S.S.W. Ledbuiy. Ac. 6349. P.

(1861) 1209.—IL (Little), 11 m. E.S.E. Hereford.

Ac. 1218. P. 168.

Marcoing, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, cap. cant., 5 m. S.S.W. Cambrai. P. 181L
Marcolez, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cantal, 11 m. S.W. Aurillac. P. 1410.

Marcols, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ardfeche, arr. Privas, cant. St Pierreville. P. 1913.

Marcox, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Sarthe, 18 m. S.W. St Calais. P. 1794.

MarcoUF (St), two islets off the N. coast of

France, dep. Manche, in the English Channel, 8

m. S.S.E. Cape La Hogue, and defending its road-

stead. They were taken by the British in 1795,

but restored to France at the Peace of Amiens.
Marcoussis, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Beine-et-Oise, 10 m. S.S.E. Versailles. P. 1786.

Marcq, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hainault, 1

m. W. Enghien. P. 2000.

Marcq en Bareuil, a town of France, dep.

Nord, 3 m. N. Lille. P. 6922. Cotton spinning.

Marcross, a marit. pa. of South Wales, co.

Glamorgan, on the Bristol Channel, 6J m. S.W.
Cowbridge. Ac. 96. P. 1094. A mass of cliff,

estimated at 200,000 tons weight, fell here in 1833.

Marden, several pas. of England.—I. co. and
U m. N. Hereford. Ac. 4048. P. 929.—II. co.

Kent, 7 m. S.S.W. Maidstone, with a station on
the S.E. Railway, 2 m. W. Staplehurst. Ac. 7607.

P. 2295.—III. CO. Wilts, 5^ m. E.S.E. Devizes.

Ac. 1278. P. 235.—IV. (East\ co. Sussex, 6^ m.
S.W. Midhurst. Ac. 968. P. 63.—V. (NorthX
same co , 6 m. W.S.W. Midhurst Ac. 682. P.
28.—VI. (Upi same co., 7i m. S.S.W. Midhurst.
Ac. 2928. P. 360.

Mardin, a fortified town of Asiatic Turkey,
pash. and 57 m. S.E. Diarbekir, on the S. decli-

vity of Mount Masius. Has a castle and mosques.
M.\rds-en-Othe (St), a comm. and town of

France, dep. Aube, on the St Mards, near the
Forest of Othe, 16 m. S.§.W. Troyes. P. 1618.

Mareb or Gash, a river of Abyssinia, rises in
lat. 15° 25' N., Ion. 39° E., in dist. of Tigre, flows
W. into Nubia, then N.K, and disappears 40 m.

from Red Sea, after a course of 550 m. In the
rainy season it communicates with the Atbara or
Takazze.
Marecchia, a river of Central Italy, rises near

Sasso de Cimmone, Apennines, flows E.N.E. for

38 m., and enters the Adriatic 1 m. N. Rimini.
Maree (Loch), a lake of Scotland, co. Ross,

pa. Gairloch, near the W. coast. Length 13 ra.

It lies in a secluded mountain region, is studded
with islands frequented by roe-deer, and is sur-

rounded by the wildest scenery. The Ewe car-

ries its superfluous waters N.W. into Loch Ewe
Mareham, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln.—

I. (le Fen), 5J m. S.E. Horncastle. Ac. 1560. P
937.—II. (pn-the-BUl), 2 m. S.E. Horncastle
Ac. 1382. P. 215.

Maremma (La), a marshy region of We8ten_
Italy, provs. Siena and Grosseto, and extending;
along the S. part of Tuscany, from Orbitello M
Piombino. Though formerly'the seat of the mosc-
flom-ishing Etruscan cities, it is now mostly desert;

and unhealthy, being continuous S.ward withthii
Campagna di Roma. Is traversed by riv. Om-I
brone, and contains Lakes Castiglione & Orbitellc j

with the borax lagoons of Monte Cerboli, bedfl cl
alum and sulphur, and the town of Grosseto. ]

Marene, a small town of N. Italy, prov. Con J

circ. Saluzzo, 4 m. N.E. Savighano. P. (witj

comm.) 2313. Birthplace of the artist Carlo Dolci i

Marengo, a viU. of North Italy, prov. and i

m. S.K Alessandria, near the Borraida, and me-!

moi-able for the victory of the French undti
Napoleon i., over the Austrians, 14th June 180i»

Marengo, a co. of the U. S., North Americit
in S.W. of Alabama. Area 1088 sq. m. P. (18«Kij

6762 free, 24,409 slaves.

Marengo, a post town of New South Wales
CO. Monteagle, 17 m. N.W. Burrowa, P. 128L

Marengo, a town of Algeria, dep. Algiers, arr

and cant. Blidah. P. 3767.
MARtJfNES, a comm. and seaport town, Fran&i

dep. Charente-Inf., cap. arr., on the Atlantic, I-

m. S. La RocheUe, near the mouth of the Seudrc
P. 4455. It is surrounded by salt marshes, whence

large quantities of salt are extracted.

Mareotis, Lake, (Egyptian, Birket-el-Mari
ault), a salt lagoon of Lower Egypt, separatt<

from the Mediterranean by a long spit of land, ti

which is situated the city of Alexandiia. Leng;
28 m. ; breadth 20 m. At the end of last centui

its bed was nearly dry, but during the French in

vasion of 1801, the sea was let in by the Englisi

Maresfield, a pa. of England, co. Sussex,

m. N.N.W. Uckfield. Ac. 7750. P. 1911.

Maretz, a comm. and vill. of France, de|

Nord, 12 m. S.E. Cambrai. P. 3138.

Mareuil, several comms. and vills. of Franci

—I. dep. Cher, 17 m. S.W. Bourges. P. 1916.-

II. a market town, dep. Dordogne, cap. cant, T

m. S.W. Nontron. P. 1676.—III. dep. Vend^*

cap. cant, 14 m. S.E. Napoleon-Vendue. P. 178,

Marfleet, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Ki-

ing, 3 m. E. HuU. Ac. 2138. P. 176.

Margam, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamorgai

9 m. W.N.W. Bridgend. Ac. 1872. P. 652(

employed in iron, copper, and limestone woik8.| '

Margaret (St), several pas. of England.—j .:

CO. Herts, 2 m. N.N.E. Hoddesdon. Ac. 390.

93.—II. {Elmham), co. Suffolk, 6 m. N.W. Half
j

worth. Ac. 710. P. 152.— III. same co., 8 :i

S.E. Bungay. Ac. 1070. P. 306.—IV. co. ai

11 m. W.S.W. Hereford. Ac. 2582. P. 843.

Margaret (St), two pas. of Ireland, Leinst

—I. CO. and 4 m. N.E. Wexford. Ac. 2423.

804.—II. CO. Dublin, 3J m. S.W. Swords,

2400. P. 345.

f
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Marg.veet-at-Cliffe (St), a pa. of England,
Kent, on the English Channel, 3J m. N.E.

Jover. Ac. I!t24. P. 831.

Makgaret-Maksh, a pa. of England, co. Dor-
Bt, 4 m. S.S.W. Shaftesbury. Ac. 525. P. 71.

Makgaretting, a pa. of England, co. Essex,

i m. S.S.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 2480. P. 517.

Marqahita, an island in the Caribbean Sea,

Tenezuela, dep. and 30 m. N. Cumana, off the

oast of South America, lat. 11' N., Ion. 64° W.
ength 45 m. ; breadth from 5 to 20 ra. Esti-

aated pop. 15,000. It consists of two principal

ilevated portions united by a low isthmus. Coast

krid and barren, but the interior is fertile, pro-

facing maize, sugar, coffee, cotton, and bananas.

The island has salt works and an active fishery

;

Ite name being derived from that of pearls for-

lerly procured here in considerable quantities.

|t was discovered by Columbus in 1498. Prin-

lipal towns Assumpcion, the cap., in its centre

;

^ampatar, on its S. coast. The channel of Mar-
arita, between it and the mainland, is 20 m.
cross, and through it all ships from Europe pass
I Cumana, Barcelona, or La Guayra.
Margarita, a prov. of the rep. of Venezuela.

^.rea 441 sq. m. P. (1854) 18,305.

Margarita (Saxta), a town of Sicily, 42 m.
T.W. Girgenti, cap. cant. P. 7414.

Margariti, a town of European Turkey, Epi-
sanj. Delvino, 5 m. N. Parga. P. 6000. (?)

Margate, a seaport and market town, water-
j-place, and pa. of England, co. Kent, in the

lie of Thanet, on the North Sea, about 3 m.
TJS.W. the N. Foreland, 15i m. N.E. Canter-

r, with which, and with IJamsgate, about 3
3.E., it is connected by branches of the S.E.

tailway. Ac. of pa. 4572. P. (1861) 10,019. It

ios in the hollow, and on the declivities of two
lialk hills ; has a modern Gothic and other
liurches, a national school, almshouse, an infir-

a:iry, town hall, and market house, assembly
' ims, theatre, public library, with bazaars, baths,
111 hotels. It has a fishery and some trade, and

- greatly resorted to by sea-bathers. The har-
loiir is formed by a curved stone pier, with a
i-hthouse, lat. 51" 24' N., Ion. 1° 23' E. It has 8
J 13 feet at high water, but is dry at low tide.

Margeride, a chain of mountains in Prance,
'tween the basins of the Allier and Lot, in the
ps. Loz&re, Haute-Loire, and Cantal.

-Marghilax, a town of independent Turkestan,
te and 20 m. S.E. Khokhan, enclosed by earthen
iiparts. Manufs. of gold and silver stuffs,

Ivets, silk fabrics, and has an active trade.

.Marghill, a vill. of Asiatic Turkey, pash.
igdad, on the Shat-el-Arab, 4 m. N. Bassorah,

ibere is a largo depot for stores belonging to
'ritish merchants.
Margonin, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.

lul 40 m. W.S.W. Bromberg. P. 1990.
Marguerite (St), a river of Canada East,

tins the Saguenay, 14 m. from its mouth in the
't Lawrence estuary.
Marguerite (St), the largest of the Isles

-•Tins, coast of Prance. [Lerins.]
Marguerittes, a comm. and market town of

'ran(;e, dep. Gard, cap. cant., 4 m. N.E. Nimes.
'.2037.

Marham, two pas. of England.—I. co. Norfolk,

I m. W.N.W. S waffham. Ac. 3966. P. 870.—
I. (Church), a pa., co. Cornwall, 2 m. S.S.W.

, iratton. Ac. 2720. P. 581.
Marholm, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
n. N.W. Peterborough. Ac. 1790. P. 172.
Maria, a town of Spain, Andalucia, gov. and
m. N.N.E. Almeria. P. 6000.

Maria Island, Tasmania, dist. Richmonct,
about 2J m. from the E. coast. Lat. 42° 40' to
42° 50' S. ; Ion. 148° 10' E. ; consisting of two
elev. portions united by a narrow isthmus, and
having the vill. Darlington at the N. extremity.
Mariager, a seaport town of Denmark, prov

Jutland, amt. and 14 m. N. Randers, on the S.
coast of the Mariajcer-fiord. P. 500.
Mariampol or Marianpol, a town of Poland,

palatinate Augustov, cap. clrc, on the Szezupa,
36 m. N.E. Suwalki. P. 3864.
Marianna or Mariana, an episcopal city of

Brazil, prov. Minas-Geraes, 45 m. N.E. Ouro
I'reto, P. 8000. It stands in a plain 3080 feet
above the sea, bounded by two heights, crowned
by churches, and has a cathedral, convents, a
diocesan seminary, and episcopal palace. It has
gold, silver, and lead mine.s.

Marianne or Dieb's Isls. [Ladrone Isls.]
Mariano, a towu of North Italy, prov. and 9

m. S.S.E. Como. It has silk mills. P. 4322.
Marianople or Mariupol, a maritime town

of South Russia, gov. and 148 m. S.E. Ekaterin-
oslav, at the mouth of the Kalmius river, in the
sea of Azov. P. 4600, mostly Greeks. In 1862,
179 vessels (tonnage 52,611) entered its port.

Value of cargoes 512,339^. Exports are of wheat,
liutseed, rape seed, barley, rye, wool and tallow.
Mariansleigh, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3

m. S.S.E. South Molton. Ac. 1963. P. 281.
Marlas (Las Tres), " The Three Maries," three

islands in the Pacific Ocean, off the W. coast of
Mexico, state Xalisco, between lat. 21° and 22° N.,
Ion. 106° and 106° 30' W.; the middle or largest
being 15 m. in length, N.W. to S.E., by 8 m. in
breadth. Soil sandy; uninhabited, except occa-
sionally by seamen. Named Isles de la Magda-
lena by Diego de Mendoza in 1532.
Maria (S.), in Monte, a town of Central Italy,

prov. Florence, circ. San Miniato, in the valley of
the Arno. P. (of comm.) 3878.

Marlv Santa [Santa Maria.]
Makla (Santa), in Duno, a town of North

Italy, prov. and circ. Bologna. P. 3858.
Marla-Schein and Maria-Stein, two places

of pilgrimage in Europe.—1. in Bohemia, circ.

and 17 m. N.N.W. Leitmeritz, with a church and
miraculous image stated to attract annually from
30,000 to 40,000 devotees.—IL in Switzerland,
cant. Soleure, 8 m. S.W. Basle, with a Benedic-
tine abbey and image of the Virgin.
Maria-Theresianopel. [Theresianstadt.]
Mariazell or Zell, a market town of Styna,

circ. Brack, in a mountainous region, near the
limits of Austria, 60 m. S.W. Vienna. P. 900.
It is famous for a shrine and notable image of
the Virgin, which attracts hither about 100,000
pilgrims annually. Near it are some of the
largest iron foundries in Austria, besides suljjhur
and copper works.
Maris (anc. iSaba), a town of Yemen, Arabia,

80 m. E. Sana, and stated to be enclosed with
walls, to comprise 300 houses, and to have some
inscriptions, sculptures, and other remains of an-
tiquity. Formerly important.
Maribo, a town of Denmark, stift Falster, near

the centre of the island Laaland. P. 1992.
Marica, a town of Brazil, prov. and 23 m. E.

Rio de Janeiro, on the N. shore of Lake Marica,
3 m. from the Atlantic. P. of dist. 6000.
Marickpoor, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, dist. and 40 m. S.E. Cuttack.
Marie (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Basses-Pyrdndes, arr. and near Oleron. P. 3939.
Marie (St), a comm. in the French colony of

the island Bourbon, on its N. coast. P. 1425.
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Marie (St), a town of the French colony in the

island Martinique, on its N.E. side. P. 5294.
Marie (St), an island off the E. coast of Mada-

gascar, in which the French have an establish-

ment. Lat. 16° SO" S. ; Ion. 49° 45' E. Length,
N. to S., 30 m. ; breadth 5 m. Area 351 sq. m.
P. (1854) 5560.

Marie-Audenhove (St), a vill., Belgium, prov.
E. Flanders, 8 m. E. Audenarde. P. 2025.
Maria (Kis), a market town of Hungary, co.

Bihar, 22 m. S.E. Debreczin. P. 1861.
MARiE-AUX-MniES (St), (Germ. MaricJkrch),

a comm. and town of France, dep. Haut-Rhin,
cap. cant., on the Liepvrette, 14 m. N.W. Colmar.
P. 12,332. It has manufactures of cotton, etc.

Mariefred, a town of Sweden, laen and 37 m.
N.E. Nykoping, on a bay of Lake Mselar. P. 661.

Near it is the palace of Gripshohn.
Marie Galante, one of the French West India

islands, S.S.E. Guadeloupe, of which it is a de-
pendency, 20 m. N. Dominica. Area 60 sq. m.
P. (1861) 12,000. Surface in the centre hilly

and covered with woods. Principal products,
coffee, sugar, cotton, and cocoa. Shores rocky,
with no good harbour. Principal town Grand-
Bourg on S.W. side. [Guadeloupe.]
Marienbad, a vill. of Bohemia, circ. and 32 m.

N.W. PUsen, in a valley greatly frequented for

its cold chalybeate and saline baths, which com-
frise the Kreutzbrunnen, temperature 53°-30

'ahr., and covered by a rotunda ; the Caroline
and Ambrosius springs, of about 50° Fahr., and
Fome others, with mud baths.
Marienberg, atown of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,

17 m. S.S.E. Chemnitz. P. 5097. It has mineral
baths, and manufs. of linen and lace.

Marienbourg, a small fortified town of Bel-
gium, prov. and 32 m. S.W. Namur. P. 600. It

was held by the French from 1G59 to 1815.
Marienburg, a town of West Prussia, gov.

and 27 m. S.E. Danzig, on the Nogat, here
crossed by a bridge of boats. P. 7595. It is en-
closed by walls, and has a castle, long the seat
of the grand master of the Teutonic order, an
imposing edifice, restored in 1820; a normal
school, and manufs. of cotton and woollen cloths.
Marienburg (Lettish Allohksne), a market

town of Russia, gov. Livonia, on the lake of
game name, 57 m. S.W. Pskov. P. 2000.
Marienbubg (Hung. Foldevar), a vill. of Tran-

sylvania, Saxon land, 10 m. N. Kronstadt
ML.VRIENWERDER, the Cap. city of the prov. W.

Prussia, on the Little Nogat, a tributary of the
Vistula, 45 m. S.S.E. Danzig. P. 6607. It has
a cathedral, with a steeple 170 feet in height;
schools of arts and agriculture, and an hospital
for blind soldiers. Chief industry, woollen cloth
weaving, brewing, and distilling.

Maries, a cotmty of U. S., N. America, Mis-
souri. P. 4837 free, 64 slaves.

Maries (Les Saintes), a comm. and town of
France, dep. Bouches-du-Rhone, cap. cant., in a
sandy plain, near the mouth of the Little Rhone,
18 m. S.S.W. Aries. P. 1000.
Mariestad, a town of Sweden, cap. laen, on

Lake Wener, at the mouth of the Tida, 156 m.
W.S.W. Stockholm. P. 2337. It has a cathe-
dral and a college, with a public library.
Marietta, a town of the U. S., North America,

cap. of Washington co., Ohio, and beautifully
situated at the influx of the Muskingum, 94 m.
E.S.E. Columbus. It has many factories, and a
collegiate institution.

Mariglianella, a vUl. of South Italy, prov.
Caserta, circ Nola. P. 2338.
Marigliaso {Alarianumy, a town of South

Italy, prov. Caserta, cap. circ, 3^ m. W. Nola.
It was much injured by the eruptions of Mount
Vesuvius in 1631 and 1793. Surrounded by walls:

it has a ducal palace. P. 9304.

Marignaxes, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Bouches-du-Rhone, on a lagoon, 14

m. S.S.W. Aix. P. 2233.

Marignano or Melegnano, a vill. of North
Italy, prov. and 11 m. S.E. Milan. P. 4528. It

has remains of an ancient castle of the Medici
and was the scene of two hard-fought battles, one

in 1515 gained by Francis i. over the Swiss, ant
the other between the French and Austrians it.

June 1859.

Marignt, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Manche, cap. cant., 7 m. W. St L6. P. 1519.-

II. {UEgJiseX a comm. and town, dep. Nievre, !')

m. E.S.E. Clamecy. P. 1657.

Marigot (Le), several vUls. of the West Indic".

—L Martinique, on its N.E. coast, and having ono
of its best pK)rts at the mou:h of a small river.

P. 1227.—II. St Martin, on its N. coast, and capj

of its French portion.—III. (des Eoseaux), Sc
Lucia, on its W. coast.— IV. Marie Galante.-^V.

Gaudeloupe. [Capesterre and Grand Bourg.
]

Marin, a co. of U. S., North America, Califor-

nia. P. 3334.

Marina (Santa), a town of South Italy, proY.

Salerno, circ. Sala, P. 2974.

Marin (Le), a pa. and vill. of 'he island Mar-
tinique, French West Indies, on S. coast, at the

head of a bay, 16 m. S.E. Port Royal. P. 3444<

Near it is the extinci volcano Le Marin.
Marin (Le>, a totm of Spain, prov. and 5 ir

S W. Pontevedra, on a bay of the Atlantic. I'

3244. It has an active pilchard fishery.

Marinduque, an island of the E. Archipelago

Philippines, S. of Luzon. Lat. 13° 30' N. ; Ion

122° E. Length 35 m. ; breadth 23 m. Fertilf

and cultivated. Malagi, its port, is on S. side.

Marineo, a town of the island Sicily, prov.

circ. and 11 m. S.E. Palermo, cap. circ. P. 8360

Marines, a comm. and vill. of France, dep

Seine-et-Oise, 8 m. N.W. Pontoise. P. 1618.

Mabingues, a comm. and town of France, dep

Puy-de-Dome, cap. cant., 11 m. W.N.W. Thiers

P. 4140. It is celebrated for its leather.

Marinha-Grande, a vill. of Portugal, prov

Estremadura, 5 m. N.W. Leiria. P. 1600. It

:

celebrated for its manufactures of glass.

Marinilla, a town of South America, Kr.

Granada, dep. Cundinamarca, prov. Antioqui

18 m. S.E. Medellin. P. 5000.(?)

Marino, BovUlse, a market town of Centr.

Italy, comarca and 13 m. S.E. Rome, near Lai:

Albano. It has a castle, cathednil, baroni;

palace, many churches, a college, public hospita

and many antiquities. P. 5070.

Marino (San), Italy. [San MARrao."]

Marion, several cos. of the U. S., Nort

America.—I. in E. of South Carolina. At-'

1032 sq. m. P. (1860) 11,239 free, 9951 slave

—II. in Florida. P. 3295 free, 5314 slaves. -

III. in Iowa. P. 16,813.—IV. in Oregon. I

7088.—V. in Texas, 1960 free, 2017 slaves.-

VI. in S.W. of Georgia. Area 519 sq. m. '

3861 free, 3529 slaves.—VII. in N.W. of Alt

bama. Area 1032 sq. m. P. 9899 free, 12

slaves.—VIII. in S. of Mississippi. Area 15

sq. m. P. 2501 free, 2185 slaves.—IX. in S.E.

Tennessee. Area 583 sq. m. P. 5512 fre^ 6

slaves.—X. in centre of Kentucky. Area 332 1 |

m. P. 9114 free, 3479 slaves.—XI. in centoe

Ohio. Area 303 sq. m. P. 15,490.—XII. in«
tre of Indiana. Area 316 sq. m. P. 39,866.jl

XIII. in S. of Illinois. Area 576 sq. m.
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2,739.—XIV. in N.E. of Missouri. Area 425 sq.

11. P. 15,821 free, 3017 slaves.—XV. in N. of

Arkansas. Area 537 sq. m. P. 5931 free, 261
laves.—XVI. in N.W. of Virginia. Area 163 sq.

a. P. 12,659 free, 63 slaves.—XVII. a township,

Cew York, 201 m. W.N.W. Albany.—XVIII.
)hio, 46 m. N. Columbus.
Marion and Crozet. a group of 4 isls., Indian

)cean, lat. 45° 30' S., Ion. 47° 20' E., and named
ftor the French navigators, their discoverers.

Mariposa, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in

ho centi-e of California. Area 8000 sq. m. P.

1 860) 6243. Soil fertile. The district is rich in

Id and other minerals.

—

Mariposa, a town, cap.
). of the same, 90 m. from Stockton. P. 1500.

Mariquita, a town, S. America, New Granada,
ep. Cundinamarca, cap. prov., 10 m. W. Honda.
Maritime Eegion (Russian Primorsk), a gov.

f E. Siberia, extending southward from the
Lrctic Ocean, in lat. 70° N., to the river Tiu-
len, in lat. 50° 10' N., and from Ion. 5V to Cape
/ist 174° E., having a length from N. to S. of

760 m., and a breadth from 25 to 750 m. It

niprehends Kamtchatka and Saghalien island,

] it skirts the seas of Behring, Okhotsk and
:ipan. Chief towns, Nikolaievsk, the cap.,

ikhotsk, Petropaulovsk, Marinsk, Sofiisk, Alex-
udrovsk, and Konstantinovsk.
Maritimo, Hiera, an isl. of the Mediterranean,

ff the W. coast of the isl. Sicily, and included
1 its prov. Trapani. Length 3J m. ; breadth 2 m.
I has a castle, which is used as a prison.

Maritza, Hebms, the principal river of Ru-
liii, European Turkey, nearly the whole of which
rov. is comprised in its basin, rises on the N.E.
lope of the Despoto-dagh, Balkan, flows S.E. and
I'.S.W., and enters the ^gean Sea opposite Enos.
Ungth 260 miles.

Marjaow, a town of British India, presid.
ladras, dist. Canara, 15 m. N. Onore, and con-

: .'ctured to be the ancient Musiris.
ji Mark, a pa, of England, co. Somerset, 5i m.
L8.W. Axjjridge. Ac. 4354. P. 1217.
^ Mark (St), a pa. of Ireland, co. and comprising
part of the city of Dublin. Ac. 320. P. 20,752.
Markby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2J m.

..E. Alford. Ac. 652. P. 111.

Markdorf, a town of South Germany, Baden,
>'•. Lake, 11 m. E.N.E. Constance. P. 1538.
Marken, an island of the Netherlands, prov,
rth Holland, in the Zuyder-Zee, 10 m. N.E.

nisterdam. P. 733.

^Iarket-Deeping.
I
Deeping.] For other

aces with the prefix Market, not under-men-
lued, refer to their additional names.
Market-Harborougii, a market town of Eng-
nd, CO. and 16^ m. S.S.E. Leicester, pa. Bowden-
[;ij:iia, on the Welland, and on railway. Ac. 3120.
. (1861) 3697. It has a Gothic church, a town-

jall, a union workhouse, considerable manufs.
|E carpets, and tanneries. It was the head-quar-
n-s of Charles i. before his defeat at Nazeby.
Markethill, a market town of Ireland, Ulster,

'• and 6 m. S.E. Annagh. P. 1164,
Market-Jew, England. [Marazion.]
Market-Overton, a pa. of England, co. Rut-
nd, oj m. N.N.E. Oakham. Ac. 2840. P. 429.
Markinch, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 9 m.
•W. Cupar, with a station on the Edinburgh and
'ith Railway. Ac. 9876. P. (1861) 5375, mostly
:'fii weavers, of whom 1230 are in the village.

,
Market Raisen, England. [Raisen.]
Market-Street, a division of the pa. Wy-
udham, England, co. Norfolk. P. 1305.
Markfielu, a pa. of England, co. and 7i m.
N.W.Leicester, Ac. 2534. P, 1391.

MliVRKGRONiNGEN, a town of Wiirtemberg, ciro.

Danube, 6 m. W.N.W, Ludwigsburg, on the
Glems river. P. 2759.
Markham, two pas. of England, co. Notts.—

L

(East), n m. N. Tuxford. Ac. 2820. P. 807.—II.
(West), fim. W.N.W. Tuxford. Ac. 940. P. 193.

Markington, a township of England, co. York,
W. Riding, pa. and 4^ m. S.S.W. Ripon, Ac.
3056. P. 496.

Marklissa, a town, Prussian Silesia, gov. and
42 m. W.S.W, Liegnitz, on the Queiss. P. 1827,

Markovitshi, a market town of Russia, gov.
Moghilev, 22 m. S.E. Novo-Bielitza. P. 1650.

Markovica, a market town of Russia, gov. and
145 m. S. Voroniej. P. 1200.

Markranstadt and Marksuhl, two small
towns of Germany.—I. in Saxony, circ. and 7 m.
S.S.W. Leipzig. P. 1030.—II. duchy Saxe-Wei-
mar, princip. and 6 m. S.W. Eisenach. P. 1073.
Marks (St), a seaport town, U. S., North Ame-

rica, Florida, on the St Marks river, near where
it is joined by the Wakully, both of which foiin.

the Appalachee. It is the port of Tallahassee, dis-

tant 20 m. N., and connected by railway. The
river has 8 feet of water at St Marks.
Marksbury, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

5J m. W.S.W. Bath. Ac. 1277. P. 307.

Markshall, two pas. of Engl., co. Essex, 2 m.
W.N.W. Coggeshall. Ac. 1277. P. 307.—Mark-
stay Junction is a station on the Eastern Cos.
Railway, between Chelmsford and Colchester.

—

IL CO. and 3 m. W.S.W. Norwich. Ac. 580. P. 18.

Markt-, a prefix of names of numerous towns
and vills. of S. Germany ; the following being in

Bavaria.—I. (BibariX circ. Lower Franconia, on
the Ehe, 24 m. E.S.E. Wurtzburg. P. 1100.—IL
(Breit), on the Main, 13 m. S.E. Wiirtzburg. P.
1990. It has Lutheran and Roman Catholic
churches.—III. {Bergel), circ. Middle Franconia,
14 m. N.W. Anspach. P. 1400.—IV. (Steft), circ.

Lower Franconia, on the Main. P. 1310.

Marland-Peter's, a pa. of England, co. Devon,
4 m. S.S.W. Great Torrington. Ac. 2237. P. 332.

Marlborough, a pari., munic. bor., and town
of England, co. Wilts, on the Kennet river, 75
m. S.S.W. London, Ac. 170. P. of munic. bor.

(1861) 9774. P. of pari, bor., including a part of

another, 4893. It has an old Norman church, and
a grammar school, founded by Edward Vi., pos-
sessing exhibitions to the universities. On the
site of the castle, in which Henry iii. held a par-
liament that enacted the " Statutes of Mal-
bridge " (and which, when occupied by the Earl
of Hereford, was visited by Pope and Thomson),
is now the college, a handsome building, incor-

porated in 1846, with 300 pupils. Manufs. rope
and sacking. The bor. sends 2 mems. to H, of 0,

Reg. elects. (1864) 256. It gave the title of Duke
to Queen Anne's celebrated general. In vicinity

is Marlborough or Savernake Forest, 12 m, in

circuit, the property of Earl Aylesbury.
Marlborough, a prov. of New Zealand, esta-

blished in Nov. 1859, having been previously
the Warran dist. of Nelson prov. Length N,
to S. 150 m. ; breadth 60 m. Cap. Picton. P.

(1866) 5,465, of whom 400 natives. The S.E.
portion of the prov. consists of the Waira plains,

a fine sheep dist. In the N, it is rugged, indented
by creeks and bays, and densely wooded,
Marlborough, two townships, U, S., North

America.—I. New York, 20 m. S.W. Kingston,
—II. Massachusetts, 27 m. W. Boston.—III, a co,

in N. part of South Carolina. Area 448 sq. m,
P. (1860) 5541 free, 6893 slaves.

Marlborough (New), a township, U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, 130 m. W.S.W, Boston,
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Marldox, a pa. of England, co Devon, 6 m. I

E.N.E. Totness. Ac. 2327. P. 554.

Marle, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aisne, arr. and 14 m. N.E. Laon. P. 1946.

Marleniieim, a vill. of France, dep. Bas Rhin,
12 m. W.N.W. Strasbourg. P. 1727.

Marlesford, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4|
m. S.S.E. Framlington. Ac. 1277. P. 412.

Marliaxa, a small town of Central Italy, prov.

Florence, circ Pistoja, cap. comm., on a spur of

the Apennmes. Pop. of comm. 3376.

M^VRLixGFORD, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

7 m. W. Norwich. Ac 674. P. 224.

Marloes, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,
7 m. W.N.W. Milford. Ac. 2478. P. 443.

Marlow (Great), a pari, bor., town, and pa. of

EngL, CO. Bucks, on the Thames, here crossed by
a suspension bridge, 5 m. N.N.W. Maidenhead.
Ac. of pa. 6152. Pop. of pari. bor. 6496. Has a
town-hall and church, with manufs. of silk, lace,

and paper. It sends 2 members to H. of C. Beg.
elects. (1864) 347.—II. {Little), a pa., co. Bucks, 2

m. N.E. Great Marlow. Ac 3346. P. 790.

Mary-i^e-Eoi, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, 4 m. N. VersaUles, on 1. b. of Seine,

celeb, as the residence of Louis xiv. P. 1380.

Marmande, a comm. and town of France, cap.

arr., dep. Lot-et-Garonne, on the Garonne, 30 m.
N.W. Agen. P. (1861) 8661. Principal edifices,

the town-hall and court-house.
Marmanhac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cantal, cant, and 7 m. N.N.E. Aurillac. P. 1712.

Here is a chapel excavated out of the rock.

Marilara, Proconessus, etc., an island of the
Turkish dominions, in the Sea of Marmara, near
its W. extremity. Length 11 m., breadth 6 m.
It has several vills. Principal products, wine
and marble (whence its name).—-II. a large vill.

of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 56 m. E.N.E. Smyrna,
Marsiara or Marmora, Proponiis, a sea in the

basin of the Mediterranean, between European
and Asiatic Turkey. Length, including the Gulf
of Izmid on E., 172 m.

;
gi-eatest breadth 55 m.

It communicates with the Black Sea by the Chan-
nel of Constantinople (Bospwrus), and with the
Mediterranean (Archipelago) by that of the Dar-
danelles. Its name is derived from the island
Marmara near its W. end.
Marmaras, Asia Minor. [Marmorice.]
Marmirolo, a vill. of Northern Italy, 5 m.

N.W. Mantua, with ruins of a palace built in 1480.

Marmolejo, a vilL of Spain, prov. and 23 m.
N.W. Jaen, on the Guadalquivir. P. 2020.

Marmorice or Marmaras, a maritime town of

Asia Minor, Anatolia, S.W. coast, at the head of

the Bay of Marmorice, 27 m. N. Rhodes, and in-

cluded under the jurisdiction of that island, to

which it furnishes provisions and live stock. It

lias also an export trade in timber, valonea, tur-

pentine, honey, wax, leeches, etc Near it are
some remains of the anc Physcus.—Cape Mar-
morice is at the entrance of the bay, lat. 36° 42'

40" N., Ion. 28° 20' E.
Marmoutier (Germ. Mauermuntter), a comm.

and town of France, dep. Bas Rhin, cap. cant., 17
m. N.W. Strasboui^, at foot of Vosges mntns. P.
2423. Brick-making, potteries, & linen bleaching.
Marxe, Matrona, a river of France, rises S. of

Langres, dep. H.-Mame, passes Chamont, Join-
ville, St Didder (where it becomes navigable),
Chalons, Ch&teau-Thierry, Meaux, and joins the
Seine on the right at Charenton. Chief affls. on
the left. Petit and Grand Morin; on the right,

Omain and Ourcq. Length 210 m. It is con-
nected by a canal with the Rhine.

Matj^e, a dep. of France, in the N.E., formed

of part of the old prov. of Champagne, betwee
the deps. Aisne, Seine-et-Mame, Aube. Haute-
Mame, Meuse, and Ardennes. Area 3159 sq. n
P. (1861) 385,498. Chief rivers, the Mame an
the Seine. A great part of the dep. is comprise
in the dist formerly called Champagne-Poui:
leuse. Its sandy plains, formerly naked, hav
been lately planted with Scotch pines. The vin
forms the principal production of the dep. ; andi:
the N., the best champagne wines, those of Rein: •

and Epernay, are grown. A fine breed of sheep aiO

reared. Chief minerals are mUl-stones. Princ
pal industry, manufs. of woollens and bonnet^]
The dep. is divided into the arrs. Chilons-sn-t
ilame, Epernay, Reims, Ste. M^ndhould, aci
Vitry-le-Fran9ais. Cap. Chilons-sur-Mamr.
Marne (Haute), a dep. of France in the >

formed of part of the old prov. Champagne,
tween the deps. Meuse, Mame, Aube, Cote-d'Oi
H.-Saone, and Vosges. Area 2401 sq. m. P. (186

1

254,413. Chief river, the Mame, which, as wd
as the Meuse and Aube, rises in the dep. It i

traversed in the E. and S. by the mountaii;

which separate the Meuse and Rhone, Tinited 1

the plateau of Langres in tlie N.E. The df»p. li i

some of the most important iron mines in Franc i

The wine is of ordinary quality, and timber fui

nishes the principal article of export Chief i i

dustry, mining and forging of iron, cutlery, cci

ton-spinning, and weaving. The dep. is divide

into the arrs. Chaumont, Langres, and Vassj
Cap. Chaumont-en-Bassigny.
Marnham, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4i :i

E.S.E. Tuxford. Ac 2800. P. 348.

Marnhuix, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6 n

W.S.W. Shaftesbury. Ac. 3751. P. 1444.

Marnoch, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 9 m. S.^\

Banff, on the Deveron. Area about 35 sq. n
P. 3289. In it is the village Aberchirder. P. 127:

Marocco or Morocco (Arab. Moghrib-tl-Aht
" the Extreme West"), vmcient Mauritania, an eu
pire of N.W. Africa, between lat. 28° (Riv. Drabf
and 35° 52' N., Ion. 0° 30' and 11° 50' W. ; havin

E. and S.E. the Desert, N.E. Algeria, W. tl

Atlantic, and N. the Mediterranean Sea. An
estimated at 290,000 sq. m., and pop. at 8,500,0< i

of whom about 3,750,000 are Moors, 3,750,(1

Berbers and Shelluhs, 740,000 Bedouins, ai

339,500 Jews. Surface mountainous, coven
with ramifications of Mount Atlas, in whic

Mount Miltsin rises to 11,400 feet, but compri

ing many fine plains and valleys. Princiji

rivers, the Muluia, flowing into the Medita

ranean, length 400 m. ; the Sebu, Morbeya, T«i

sift, and Susa, entering the Atlantic; and ti

Draha, beyond the Atlas. Climate healthy. Ter

perature seldom beyond 85° or below 40° Fah

Soil in the valleys was celebrated in antiquity
'

its great fertility ; but agriculture is so neglec;

that crops are sometimes suffered to remain u

reaped, and at other times famine prevails. Princ

pal crops, wheat, maize, millet, and barley, dati

grapes, olives, sugar-cane, cotton, tobacco,

fruits of South Europe, cork, and henna. Tii

ber for building is not abundant, and is impon
from Spain. Wild animals, the lion, pantb-

hyena ; and wild boars abound. The grass laii

are rich, and feed a race of horses, once fine, 1

now neglected ; besides large numbers of shei

goats, oxen, and mules. Camels and asses <

the principal beasts of burden. Mineral produc

iron, copper, and antimony. Domestic manui

woollen and cotton fabrics. Leather is made

large quantities in most of the towns ; red a
silk fabrics, good saddlery, carpets, chip-baskc

and earthenwares are among the chief artic

i
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lanufactured. A trade with, the Levant is car-

ed on by the Mecca and other caravans, and by
earn packets from Tangiers ; there is also a com-
lunication, by caravans, with Timhiuctoo and
iher places in Cent. Africa, where the Marocco
aders exchange salt, dates, tobacco, cloth, caps,

irdles, and daggers, for gold dust, ivory, rhino-

'ros' horns, assafcetida, ostrich feathers, and
aves. Exports (1862) beans, pease, maize, wool,

monds, olive-oil, gums, ostrich feathers, etc., to

le value of 434,071/. Imports, cottons, sugar,

ooUens, tea, arms, iron, copper, etc., to the value

212,148?. Government is more despotic than
most Mohammedan states. The empire con-

st s of the kingdoms of Marocco and Fez, and
le territories Sus, Draha, and Tafillet; and is

ilidivided into 30 govts. Principal cities and
wns, Marocco, Fez, Mequinez, Rabat, Sallee,

arudant, Titnan, Tesa, Mogadore, and Tangier,
hich, with other caps, of provs., are governed
military prefects. The towns are chiefly in-

ibited by Moors and Jews, which latter conduct
larger mercantile transactions; the Berbers

,1 Shelluhs fonn the bulk of the agricultural
ip. ; and the Arabs generally lead a wandering
e on the plains, living in tents, and subsisting

1 the produce of their herds and flocks. Arts
id science are at a low ebb ; though in most of

e cities and towns are Mohammedan schools,

e principal of which is at Fez, but teaching is

iiited to reading, writing, and reciting the
oran. The standing army amounts in time of

ace to 15,000 or 20,000 men, in war to 80,000 or
0,000, mostly negro slaves. Navy, once formi-
ble, is now insignificant. The empire dates
)ra the 15th century. The preBent dynasty,
it of the Sherifs of Tafillet, dates from 1650.
le slavery of Christians was abolished in 1814.
irooco joined with Abd-el-Kader in the wars
ainst the French in 1844, when Tangier was
Mibarded. From 1851 to 1856 the " Riff " pirates
1 to difficulties with Algeria and Spain. Mar-
co was invaded, Tetuan was taken, and peace
stored in 1860. [Fez.]
Marocco (Arab. Marak'shy, the cap. city of
1 empire Marocco, is situated in a fertile plain,
ar the river Tensift, 125 m. E. Mogadore. P.
;im. at 60,000. It is enclosed by a wall 6 m.
circumference, entered by 11 gates, in the in-
ior of which are many large fields and open
ices strewed with ruins. The city is ill built
d filthy ; most of its houses are constructed of
ly earth and lime, and those of a more sub-
ntial kind are in decay. Principal edifices,
i emperor's palace, 20 mosques, one of which has
tower 221 feet in height; a bazaar, and an
spital for 1500 patients. Outside of the city
! extensive cemeteries, and a quarter appro-
ated to lepers. Principal manufs. are of
ther and embroidery, and the chief export
da is in those articles and in salt. Marocco
s founded in 1073.
^Iaroilles, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
rd, 8 m. W. Avesnes. P. 2142. It is the centre
m extensive manuf. of cheese highly in repute.
^Iarolles les Araux, a comm. and town of
mce, dep. Sarthe, arr. Mamers. P. 2077.
vIaromme, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
ne-Inf., cap. cant., 3 m. N.W. Rouen, with a
tion on the railway to Dieppe. P. 3101.
»LvRoiii, a river of S. Amer. [Marowtne.]
'lARooT, a fortified town of India, dom. and
"1. E. Bhawlpoor. It is a considerable mart
k'rain, and a garrison station.
Iarore, a town of N. Italy, prov. and circ.
•ma. P. of comm. 4362, of which it is the cap.

Maros, a river of Transylvania, rises near the
frontier of Moldavia, flows W., and joins the
Theiss opposite Szegedin, length estimated at
400 m. Affls., the Kukel and Strahl.

Maros or Marosch, several vills. of Hungary
and Transylvania.—I. Hungary, co. Honth, on
1. b. of the Danube, 21 m. N.N.W. Pesth.—II.
(^Ujvar), Transylvania, co. Weissenburg, on the
Maros, 25 m. N.N.E. Karlsburg, and whence are
exported ajinually from 20,000 to 25,000 tons of
salt from adjacent mines.—III. {Vasarhely), a
town of Transylvania. [Vasarhely.I
Maroth-Aranyos, a town of N.W. Himgary,

CO. Bars, 13 m. N.E. Neutra. P. 1900.
Marown, a pa. of the Isle of Man, Irish Sea,

6| m. W.N.W. Douglas. P. 1161.

Marowynb (called improperly Maroni), a riv.

of South America, which forms the limit between
Dutch and French Guiana. Length 400 miles.

Marple, a chapelry of England, oo. Cheshire,
pa. and 4^ m. E.S.E. Stockport, with a station on
the railway to Macclesfield. Ac. 3210. P. 3338.
Marquesas or Mendana Islands, a group in

the Pacific Ocean, between lat. 8° and 11° S.,

Ion, 140° W., comprising 13 islands, the principal

being Nukaheeva, 70 m. in circuit. Area esti-

mated at 500 sq. m., and pop. at 13,000. Surface
mountainous ; soil of volcanic origin, and fertile,

producing pulse, cocoa nuts, yams, bamboos,
wild cotton, and sugar-cane. The inhabitants
exchange live stock and vegetables in return for

muskets, ammunition, and tobacco. There are
mission stations in some of the islands, and can-
nibalism is abolished. Resolution Bay in Ta-
huata, and Port Jarvis in Roapoa, are the best
harbours in the islands. Four of these islands

were discovered by Mendana in 1596, the others
by Captain Cook in 1774. Since 1842, the chiefs

are under a French protectorate. [Polynesia.]
Marquette, two cos., U. S., North America.

—

I. in S. of Wisconsin. Area 860 sq. m. P. 8233.

—II. in N.W. of Michigan. Area 3880 sq. m.
P. 2821.
Marquina, a small town of Spain, prov. Bis-

cay, 15 m. E. Bilbao. P. 1132.

Marquise, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Pas-de-Calais, 7 m, N.N.E. Boulogne. P. 3925.

Marr, a pa. of England, co. York, W. Riding,

3J m. W.N.W. Doncaster. Ac. 1807. P. 222.

Marradi, a vill. of Central Italy, N. the Apen-
nines, prov. and 28 m. N.E. Florence. P. of

comm., of which it is the cap., 7695.

Marrah, two towns of Syria.—I. pash. and 28
m. N.N.E. Damascus, with some good edifices,

now in decay.—II. pash. and 43 m. S.E. Aleppo
Marrick, a pa. of Engl., co. York, N. Riding,

6} m. W.S.W. Richmond. Ac. 5660. P. 462.

Marros, a pa. of South Wales, co. Carmarthen,
6 m. W.S.W. Langhame. Ac. 2574. P. 175.

Mars (St"), several comms. and vills. of France.
—I. (cTEgrene), dep. Ome, arr. and 4 m. S.W.
Domfront. P. 2100.—II. (de la Briere\ dep.
Sarthe, 8 m. E.NE. Le Mans. P. 1541.—III.
((TOutille), same dep., arr. Le Mans. P. 2325.

—

IV. (laJaille), dep. Loire-Inf., 16 m. S.E. Chateau-
briant. P. 1755.—^V. (sovs Ballon), dep. Sarthe,
arr. Le Mans. P. 1448.

Marsac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Puy-de-Dome, 37 m. S.E. Clermont. P. 3262.

Marsal, a comm. and small town of France,
dep. Meurthe, 5 m. E.S.E. Chiteau-Salins, for-

merly fortified. It was bombarded in 1169.

Marsala, Lilyhseum. a fortified seaport city of
the island Sicily, on its W. coast, prov. and 16 m.
S.S.W. Trapani, cap. circ. P. (1862) 17,732, of

comm. 31,350. It is enclosed by walls, and has a
S £
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cathedral, several convents and abbej-s, a gj'm-
nasium, cavalry barracks, and a curious vibrat-

ing bell-tower, a famous grotto and well. Near
the city are salt-mines and caves of white mar-
ble. Its ancient port was filled up in 1580 by
Don John of Austria, to prevent its becoming
useful to corsairs ; and the new port, about 1 m.
B~, bounded by a mole, is adapted only for small

Vessels. The principal importance of Marsala is

due to its wine trade, which has grown up within
the present century. The district is estimated to

yield annually about 30,000 pipes of wine, of which
2-3ds are exported. Marsala also exports com,
cattle, oil, salt, and soda, in small quantities.

—

Lilyhxum was long the cap. of the Carthaginian
doms. in Sicily, bnt few of its vestiges remain.
Marsanxe, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Dr6me, arr. Montelimar, cap. cant. P. 1623.

Marsbero (OBERand NiEDER)or Stadtberge,
a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov. and 33 m.
E. Amsberg. P. 3693. It has iron mines and
paper mills.

Marsciano, a walled town of Central Italy,

prov. and 14 m. S.W. Perugia. P. of comm. 9971.

Marsdex, a obapelry of England, co. York,
W. Riding, pas. Almondbury and Huddersfield,

7 m. W.S.W. Huddersfield. Ac. 7111. P. 2689,

employed in cotton and woollen manufs.—II.

(Greaty, a chapelry, co. Lancaster, pa. WhaJley,
2 m. S.W. Colne. Ac. 2890. P. 2180.—III.
{Little}, a township, same co. and pa., 3J m. S.W.
Colne. Ac. 1470. P. 5162.

Mars-Diep, a strait of the Netherlands, sepa-
rating the island Texel from the mainland, 2 m.
across, and the principal entrance from the W.
into the Zuyder-Zee. The town Helder is on
its south shore.

Marseillax, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Hdrault, 15 m. E. Beziers, on the
lagoon of Thau, where it has a small haven ; near
it are salt pans. P. 3933.

Marseille, Massilia. a comm. and city of the
S. of France, cap. dep. Bouches-du-Rh6ne, and
of 3 electoral arrs., 534| m. by rail. S.S.E. Paris,

around a basin adjoining the Mediterranean, and
on the R coast of the Criilf of Lions. Lat. of
observatory (95 ft) 43° 17' 8" N. ; Ion. 5° 22' 2"

E. P. (1861) 260,910, (1866) 300,131. Mean temp,
of year 67° winter 45°, summer 72° Fahr. It is

composed of an old and a new town, the former
on heights, with numerous crooked streets ; the
latter, which comprises two-thirds of its extent,
has wide and straight streets. Marseille has few
public buildings of architectural importance,
except the H6tel de Ville ; its lazaretto is very
large. The harbour is the most commercial in
France, and capable of containing 1700 vessels

;

its entrance admits only one vessel at a
time. It is a military place of the 4th class, is

defended by a citadel, by fort St Jean and fort

St Nicolas, and the road is defended by the
fortified islands. Chateau d'lf, formerly a' state
prison, Pomfegue, and Ratanneau. It has a tribu-
nal of commerce, a national academy of sciences,
letters, and arts, an academy of medicine, and
many other learned societies ; a national college,
•vfiih a library of 61,000 vols. ; a school of hydro-
graphy, an astronomical observatory, a botanic
garden, many benevolent institutions, several
museums, and a mint. There are numerous
fountains in the old and new town, but the
supply of water has long been very deficient;
to remedy this, a canal has recently been cut
from the Durance. Its commerce in the wines
and fruits of the south, cork, and anchovies
-uxtends to all parts of the world. It communi-

cates by railways with Aries, Avijcon, Nlinc'

and Lyon, and is the chief steam-packet btaiit

for Spain, Italy, and the Levant. In 1861, 97.

vessels ftonnage 1,795,699) entered the port; 3
vessels (tonnage 1406) are employed in the fis

ing trade ; and 105 steamships belong to the po
The chief imports in 1861 were—wheat (chiell

from the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov), 2,063,6

.

qrs; raw sugar (from Havana); coffee, 18,0

tons; oil seeds, about 92,647 tons; silk, 17;8'

bales; wool, 111,098 bales ; olive oil, 8000 tor

:

linseed oil, 1350 tons; lead ore, 12,000 tons;
j

lead, 13,000 tons; iron, 20,000 tons; coal ar

fuel, 32,000 tons ; spirits, 1,175,000 gallons ; wine
3000; besides enormous quantities of ores ai

metals, timber, hides, etc. Exports, refined sngs
33,000 tons; oil (to the interior), 15,000 toii

soap, 5000 tons ; wine, 18,000 tons ; coal, fi i

etc. In 1861 there were 62 soap works in f i;

activity, producing about 2,000,000i worth of f i

and 400,000/. worth of inferior soap. In the sa j

year 27 mills crushed 108,000 tons of oil seei
which yielded about 40,000 tons of oil. Seve •

large establishments refined about 50,000 tons
sugar. 60 flour mills (with 400 pairs of ston j

grind annually about 687,000 qrs. of whcr
Other manufs. are salt, soda, chloride of liic

cement, machinery, eta 320,000 tons of ca
were brought to Marseille in 1861, chiefly fr j

the dep. Gard. Marseille is the great entrea
for human hair trade. 40,000 lbs. of this are ii

Eorted annually from Italy, Sicily, Naples, Pont
tates, and from Brittany and Auvergne,

France. There are 400 hairdressers in Maraeil
and the number of chignons made is 55,000. T!
number of these imported into England frc

France in 1865 was 11,954. In its neighboq
hood are large lignite mines and stone quarri)

Customs revenue (1861) 990,673/1 The rapid i

crease in the trade of Marseille led to the constrc

tion of a large port, called " La Joliette," ant

third, " Basin Napoleon," was completed in 181

These two ports are enclosed within an immer
breakwater, 2200 metres in length. The f

natural harbour is now exclusively reserved "

sailing vessels, the Joliette being assigned-
steamers. It is the birthplace of the astronon"

Pytheas, the preacher Mascaron, and the scul])

Puget. Marseille, founded by the Phocaeans i.

600, served as arefuge forthem fromthe vengeau
of Cyrus. It soon became the entrepot for 1

the surroundingcountries, founded many color:,

was long celebrated for the cultivation of letts

and arts, preserved its liberty under the Roma,
and often acted as an independent repnb-

Louis XI. united it to the crown of France in 14-

It suffered severe ravages from the plague in 1?-

Marsh, two pas. of England-—I. {Chqxl),'-

Lincoln, 7} m. N.N.E. Louth. Ac. 4291.
;

671.—II. (^Gibbon), a pa., co. Bucks, 4 nv ES-
Bicester. Ac 2752. P. 858.
Marshall, several cos. of the U. S., ^'|h

America.—I. in N. of Virginia. Area 371 s<[ i-

P. 12,968 free, 29 slaves.—II. in centre of Ji-

nessee. Area 267 sq. m. P. 10,112 free, t'O

slaves.—III. in N.E. of Alabama. Area 64' !•

m. P. 9651 free, 1821 slaves.-IV. in K i

Mississippi. Area 800 sq. m. P. 11,384 A
17,439 slaves.—V. in N. of Indiana. ArealW

sq. m. P. 12,722.—VI. in centre of IUi»s.

Area 472 sq. m. P. 13,437.—VII. in lowa.P-

6015.—VIII. in Kansas. P. 2280.—IX. in IP-

tucky. P. 6631 free, 351 slaves.—Also /o

towTiships.—I. New York, 12 m. S.W. V'^

—II. a town, Michigan, on Central Bailwaj,06

m. W. Detroit

i
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Marshall IsLA^•DS, a small group in the Pacific

icean, Mulgrave Archipelago. Lat. 7° 30' N.

;

Iml 173' 30' E.

I

Mabsham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2 m.
, Aylesham. Ac. 4308. P. 2623.

j
Marshfield, a pa. and market town of Eng-
ad, CO. Gloucester, 13 m. E. Bristol. Ac. of pa.

45. P. 1742. The town has a considerable

ie in malt.—II. a pa., co. Monmouth, 5 m.
L8.W. Newport. Ac. 1270. P. 509.

IMarshwood, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 5

i. 8.W. Beaminster. Ac. 3396. P. 473.

I
Marsico Nuovo, an episcopal city of South
Jy, prov. and 18 m. S. Potenza, cap. circ. P.

\9w) 9899.

—

Marsico Vetere, ancient AbelHnum
fanicum, a town, 4 m. E.S.E. Marsico Nuovo.
,8084.

Mabsigllana, a vill, of Central Italy, prov. and
m. S.E. Grosseto, on the Albegna. P. 2000.

Mabsillargues, a comm. and town of France,
H^rault, 15 m. E.N.E. Montpellier. P. 3446.

ilVAN or Marsovan, a vill. of Asia Minor,
ih, Sivas, sanj. and 24 m. W.N.W. Amasia, in

wide undulating plain. It is stated to comprise
houses, of which 1000 are inhabited by

tenians, and it has many mosques and foun-

^^ and some manufactures of cotton stuffs.

l^H Uar.sk, two pas. of England, co. York, N. Rid-
ig, 4J m. W. Richmond. Ac. 6557. P. 263.—
'

4| m. N.N.E. Guisborough, Ac. 3440. P.

70. The church, on a cliff, serves as a sea-

Mabstal, a seaport town of Denmark, duchy
wig, on the E. coast of the island AerOe, in

« Baltic. P. 2100.

Mabston, numerous pas. of England.—I. co.

looln, 6 m. N.N.W, Grantham. Ac. 2430. P.
.—II. CO. and IJ m. N.N.E. Oxford. Ac. 1212.
452.—III. {Bigott\ co. Somerset, 3 m. S.W.
ime. Ac. 2238. P. 270.—IV. {Magna), same

i., 4} m. N.N.E. Yeovil. Ac. 1211. P. 379.—
'. (on Dove), co. and 8i m. W.S.W. Derby. Ac.
UO. P. 1211.—VI. (Fleet}, co. Bucks, 3} m.
^N.W. Aylesbury. Ac. 929. P. 2.3.—VII. (St
iwrence), co. Northampton, 5 m. N.W. Brack-
y. Ac. 1230. P. 535.—VIII. (Z,on^), CO. York,
'. Riding, 6 m. W. York, on Lancaster and
orkshire Railway. Ac. 4281. P. 586. The
I. contains Marston Moor, where, in 1644, Fair-
X and Cromwell defeated the royalists under
upert.—IX. (North), co. Bucks, 3 m. S. Winslow.
c. 1910. P. 644.—X. (Priors), co. Warwick. 5
. S.E. Southam. Ac. 3630. P. 698.—XI.
l/aisey), CO. Wilts, 3 m. N.E. Cricklade. Ac.
!76. P. 215.—XII. (Montgomery), co. and 15i
W.N.W. Derby. Ac. 2471. P. 405.—XIII.

^foretaine), co. Beds, 3J m. N.W. Ampthill. Ac.
~1. P, 1270.—XIV. (Sicca), co. Gloucester, 6

. N. Chipping-Campden. Ac. 1680. P. 371.
XV. (Trussed), co. Northampton, 3 m. W.S.W.
iuket-Harborough. Ac. 1230. P. 635.
Marstow, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 4im.
W. Ross. Ac. 809. P. 142.
Marstrajjd, a seaport town of W. Sweden, Isen
id 20 m. N.W. Gothenburg, on an island in the
vttegat. P. 1121. It has a harbour defended
two forts, and a bomb-proof castle.

Mabsworth, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 2| m.
W. Ivinghoe, and 2 m. N. the Tring station,
mdon and N.-W. Railway. Ac. 880. P. 649.
Martaban, a town in British India, prov. Pegu,
the Martaban river, near its mouth, 10 m.

w. Moulmein. Lat. 16° 28' N. ; Ion. 97° 35'
P. 60C0. (?) It stands on a declivity, and is

iclosed by a stockade built of wood. Has seve-
1 conspicuous temples ; and beside the river is

a battery built of stone. The town was captured
by the British 1852. Martaban River. [Salwen.]
Martaban (Gulf of), an inlet of the B**-* ot

Bengal, between lat. 14° and 17° N., Ion. 94- and
98° E., having N. the British prov. Pegu, and E.
British prov. Tenassei-im. It receives the Irra-
wadi, Setang, and Salwen rivers ; and on its E.
coast is the town Amherst.
Martano, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecce,

12 m. W.N.W. Otranto. P. 3367. Cap. circ.

Martee-Khan-Ka-Tanua, a town of Sinde,
near the Indus, 16 m. S.W. Khyrpoor. It has a
brisk trade with Marwar, chiefly in cottons, to the
amount of 4000^., and other articles of the value of
6000/. annually.
Martel, a comm. and town of France, dep. Lot,

cap. cant, 35 m. N.N.E. Cahors. P. 3098.
Martha (Santa). [Santa Martha.]
Martila's Vineyard, an island, U. S., North

America, lies off the S. shore of Massachusetts,
W.N.W. of Nantucket island, forming part of
Duke's CO. It is 21 m. in length, and contains 3
towns, Edgartown being the cap. Soil poor;
pop. chiefly employed in fisheries.

Marthalen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
18 m. N.N.E. Zurich, near the Rhine. P. 1320.
Martham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 9 m.

N.N.W. Yarmouth. Ac. 2644. P. 1092.

Marthon, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Charente, 14 m. E.S.E. Angouleme. P. 659.

Manufs. of woollens ; iron mines in its vicinity.

Martial, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ardfeche, cant. St Martin de Valamas. P. 1889.

Martic, a township of U. S., North America,
Pennsylvania, 10 m. S. Lancaster. P. 3099.

Martignano, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and 19
m. E.S.E. Cremona, on the Po. P. 1581.—II.

South Italy, prov. and9 ra. S.S.E. Lecce. P. 800.

Martign^-Briand, a comm. and market town
of France, dep. Maine-et-Loire, 16 m. W. Saumur.
P. 1963.—II. (Ferchaud), a comm. and vill., dep.
Ille-et-Vilaine, 21 m. S.S.W. Vitrd P. 3787.—
III. (Sous Mayenne\ dep. Mayenne, arr. and cant.

Mayenne. P. 2132.

Martigny (La Ville), Martiniacum, a town of

Switzerland, cant. Valais, 17 m. W.S.W. Sion, on
rt. b. of the Drance. P. 1403.

—

M.-le-Bourg is a
market town, \ m. S. of Martigny. P. 1212.

Martigues, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Bouches-du-Rhone, cap. cant., arr. and 21 m.
S.W. Aix, near the Etang de Berre. P. 8433. It

has fisheries in the lake, and boat-building.
Martin, several pas., etc., of England.—I. co.

Wilts, ^ m. N.N.E. Cranbourne. Ac. 4501. P.
586.—II. (Hassingtree), co. Worcester, 3 m.
S.S.W. Droitwich. Ac. 908. P. 170.—III. »
hamlet, co. Lincoln, pa. Timberland, 9Jm. N.N.E.
Sleaford. P. 909.

Martin, an island of Scotland, co. Ross and
Cromarty, pa. Lochbroom. P. 61.

Martin, a co., U. S., North America, in E. part
of North Carolina. Area 341 sq. m. P. (I860)

5886 free, 4309 slaves.—II. in S. of Indiana.
Area 334 sq. m. P. 8975
Martins Keys (St), Florida, are in the Gulf of

Mexico. Lat. 28° 42' N. ; Ion. 83° 30' W.
Martins Bay, New Zealand, S. island, on W.

coast, lat. 44° 23' S., Ion. 167° 54' E., is 12 m. long
and 2 broad. A navigable river flows into it

near MUford Haven. It was explored for the
first time by Dr Hector in 1863.

Martin's (St), a pa. of U. S., North America,
Louisiana, on the Atchafalaya. Area 1117 sq. m.
P. (I860) 6316 free, 7358 slaves.

Martin's (St), a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

and 3 m. S.E. Kilkenny. Ac. 782. P. 208.
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Martins (St), a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, on

the Tay, N.E. Scone. P. 904, partly employed
in manufacturing coarse linens. Here are the
remains of several Druidical temples.
Martin (St), one of the West India islands, the

N. part belonging to France, and the S. to the
Netherlands, between Anguilla and St Bartholo-
mew. Lat. of Marigot town (French) 18° 4' N.

;

Ion. 63° 10' W. Area about 30 sq. m. Pop. of
French portion 3675 ; do. of Dutch portion 2691.
Surface hilly; climate tolerably healthy. It is

well watered, and in its S. part are some lagoons
from which the Dutch obtain large quantities of

salt. It was first colonized by the Spaniards,
who abandoned it in 1650. It has been repeat-

edly taken by the English, and most of the white
population are of English descent. Exports from
St Martin (S. part) to Britain (1862) (including
St Eustatius and Cura^oa), divi-divi, fustic, etc.,

6461/. British and foreign imports, cottons, linens,

spirits, etc., 39,883Z. Slavery was abolished in
the Netherlands West Indies in July 1863.
Martix (St), one of the Scilly islands, off the

W. coast of ComwalL P. 185.
*

Martin (St), an island off the W. coast of
Patagonia, Pacific Ocean, S. Madre de Dios. Lat.
50° 40' S. ; Ion. 75° 26' W.
Martin (St), several pas. of England.—I. co.

Cornwall, 1} m. N.N.E. Looe. Ac. 3199. P. 1154.

—II. same co., SJ m. E.S.E. Helstone. Ac. 2369.
P. 419.—III. CO. Salop, 5i m. W.N.W. Ellesmere.
Ac. 5314. P. 2351. Coal mines.—IV. co. North-
ampton, i m. S.E. Stamford. Ac. 2170. P. 1606.
Martin (St), numerous comms. and towns,

etc., of France.—I. (atix Buneauxy, dep. Seine-
Inferieure, close to the English Channel, arr.

Yvetot. P. 1437.—II. {dCAiixigny), dep. Cher,
cap. cant., on the Moulon, arr. Bourges. P. 2717.
—III. (de Bethist/y. dep. Oise. arr. Senlis. P. 1460.—IV. (de Courtisohy, dep. Mame, 7 m. E.N.E.
Chalons-sur-Mame. P. I960.—V. (de Landelle),
dep. Manche, 15 m. S.W. Mortain. P. 1897.—VI.
(de Queyrieres\ dep. H.-Alps, on the Durance, 5
m. S.S.W. Brian9on. P. 1388.—VII. (de Se'j,

dep. Charente-Inf., cap. cant., 11 m. N.N.W. La
Eochelle, on the E. coast of the island E^ in the
Atlantic P. 2160. It has a good port and road-
Bteaii, citadel, arsenal, hospital, prison, and trade
in wine, spirits, vinegar, and salt—VIII. (de
Sailen), dep. Calvados, arr. Caen. P. 1048.—IX.
(de Seignaux), dep. Landes, 20 m. S.W. Dax.
P. 171.5.—X. (de SoulanX dep. Ari^ge, 6 m. S.E.
St Girons. P. 1830.—XI. (des TrauxX dep. Loire,
17 m. N.W. Eoanne. P. 1645.—XII. (de Tour-
non), dep. Indre, cap. cant, on the Creuse, 34 m.
W.S.W. Chateauroux. P. 1500.—XIII. (de Va-
lamas), dep. Ardeche, cap. cant, 17 m. N.W. Pri-
vas. P. 2047.—XIV. (du Mont), dep. Ain, 8 m.
S.E. Bourg. P. 1690.—XV. (dUriaqe), dep. Isfere,

7 m. S.E. Grenoble. P. 2234.—XVI. (du Vieux
Belleme), dep. Ome, arr. Mortagne. P. 2817.

—

XVII. (en Hattf), dep. Elione, 14 m. S.W. Lyon.
P. 2716.— XVIII. (en Vignes), dep. Aube, arr.

Troyes. P. 3651, who manuf. woollen hosiery.

—

XIX. (la Sauvete), dep. Loire, 17 m. S.W. Eoanne.
P. 1665.—XX. (le Beau), dep. Indre-et-Loire,
near the Cher, arr. Tours. P. 1341.—XXI. (en
Bresse), dep. Saone-et-Loire, cap. cant, arr. Cha-
lons. P. 1795.—XXII. (de Londres), dep. Her-
ault, cap. cant, arr. Montpelier. P. 1047.

—

XXlII. (de Valgalgues), dep. Gard, cap. cant, 3
ra. N. Alais. P. 1005.—XXIV. (Valmeroux), dep.
Cantal, arr. Mauriac. P. 1331.—The Catud of
St Martin, dep. Seine, forms a branch of the
Canal de I'Oureq, and crosses the N.K portion
of Paris.

Martina, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecc(
cap. circ, 19 m. N.N.E. Taranto. P. (1861) 16,63;

It has a splendid ducal palace.—II. (Olha), proA
Genoa, circ. Savona. P. 1615.

Martindale, achapelryof England, co. Weel-
moreland, 8 m. W.N.W. Sbap. Ac. 8060. P. 17-

In Martindale Forest red deer are still found.
Martinengo, a town of Northern Italy, pro'-

and 10 m. S.S.E. Bergamo. P. 4355. The terr

tory is very ancient It has silk mills.

Martinhoe; a pa. of England, co. Devon, £

.

m. N.E. Ilfracombe. Ac. 2549. P. 219.

Martiniana, a vill. of North Italy, pro,-

Cuneo, circ. Saluzzo. P. 1712.

Martinique (La), one of the French We^l
India Islands, in the windward group, betwe< i

lat 14' 24' and 14° 53' N., Ion. 60° 50' and 61° 1 -

W, Area 381 sq. m. P. (1861) 136,562. It :

mountainous, and contains several extinct vcl

canoes ; summit, Mt PeMe, 4000 feet The na
merous small rivers are used to turn sugar-mills

About l-4th of the surface is covered with den i(

forests. Soil fertile; climate moist, but healthy

Chief products, sugar, coffee, and cacao. Tli
island, called by the natives Madiana, was di-<

covered by the Spaniards in 1493. The Frem!
founded a colony on it in 1635. It was taken b,

the English in 1762, but resigned in 1763 ; th'']

again occupied it from 1794 to 1809, and it wn*

finally given up to France in 1814. The cap. c

the colony is Fort Eoyal, but St Pierre is ti

most populous town, and the centre of commerce
Martino (San), several towns of Italy.—]

South Italy, prov. and circ. AveUino. P. 4164.-

II. (in Rio), North Italy, prov. and circ. Eeggi
in Emilia. P. 3169.—III. (di Finita), South lui;

prov. and circ. Cosenza. P. 2145.—IV. (delTAr

gine), North Italv, prov. Cremona, circ. Ca«
Maggiore. P. 2878.—V. (in Strada), N. Ita'.}

prov. Milan, circ. Lodi. P. 1848.—VI. (di Simon i

N. Italy, prov. & circ. Parma. P. (of coram.) 181

Martinsberg (Hung. SzerU Marten), a td&tU

town of W. Hungary, co. and 12 m. S.E. Eaab.

Martinsburg, a township of the U. S., Nort
America, New York, 20 m. N.N.W. Boonevill

—II. a viU., Virginia, 21 m. N.W. Harpers-Fen-;

It has a court-house, a gaol, and two academies

Martirano, a town of South Italy, prov. C;

tanzaro, cap. circ, 8 m. N. Nicastro. P. 2301.

Martizay, a comm. and market town of Franc

dep. Indre, arr. Le Blanc. P. 1856.

Martlesham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

}

m. S.S.W. Woodbridge. Ac. 2709. P. 465.

Martletwt, a pa., S. Wales, co. Pembroke,

m. E.S.E. Haverford-West Ac. 3551. P. 701

Martley, a pa. of England, co and 63 i

W.N.W. Worcester. Ac. 4338. P. 1140.

Martock, a pa. and market town of Englau
CO. Somerset, on the Parret 6J m. W.N.^
Yeovil. Ac of pa. 5124. P. 1309.

Marton, ."several pas., etc, of England.—I. c

Lincoln, 5 m. S.S.E. Gainsborough. Ac 131

p. 487.—IL CO. Warwick, 5 m. S.E. Southiii

Ac 910. P. 410.—III. CO. York. North Eidia

5^ m. N. Stokesley. Ac 3375. P. 587. Capfci

Cook, the famous navigator, was bom here

1728.—IV. (with Moxby), same co. and Eidia

44 m. E.S.E. Easingwold. Ac 2370. P. 168.

V. (Long), co. Westmoreland, 3 m. N.N.W. -V

plebv. Ac. 5766. P. 218.—VI. (mth Grafu.

CO. York, West Eiding, 3 m. S.S.E. Alderborou:

Ac 1614. P. 205.—VII. a township, co. Ches'

pa. White-Gate, 4^ m. S.S.W. Northwich. .'

2684. P. 639.—VIII. a chapeby, co. Lancas .

pa. Poulton, 7 m. AV.N.W. Kirkham. P. 433.

Mabton (Szest), several vills. of Hungary.
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, 00. Thurocz, on an affluent of the Waag, 23 in.

% Kremnitz. It has a Roman Catholic church,

, Jews' synagogue, and breweries.—II. co. and
J m; S. Pesth. P. 2304.—III. (or MartinshergX

|o. and 12 ra. S.E. Raab.—IV. co. Szabolcs, on 1.

, of the Theiss, 62 miles N.E. Debreczin.

1 JfAKTOKEL, a town of Spain, Catalonia, prov.

hd 12 m. N.W. Barcelona. P. 3106.

I
Maktoky (St), a comm. and town of France,

ep. H.-Garonne, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Ga-
Mine, 11 m. E.N.E. St Gaudens. P. 1160.

I
Maktos-y-Fuensanta, a town of Spain, on a

eep declivity, prov. and 16 m. W.S.W. Jaen.

, 11,072. Is noted for its mineral waters.

I
Martres, several comms. and market towns
France.—I. dep. H.-Garonne, 24 m. S.W.

iuret. P. 1871.—II. (de Veyre), dep. Puy-de-
&me, 8 m. S.E. Clermont. P. 2527.

I'Maruggia, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Lecce,

ire Tarauto. P. 1612.

rMARULAN,a post-town of N. S.Wales,co.ArgyIe,

p m. from Goulburn, 2058 feet above the sea.

I^Makvao, a fortified town of Portugal, prov.

llemtejo, on the Spanish frontier, 11 m. N.E.
Jegre. P. 1300. It has a citadel.

J
Makvao, a town of Bi-azil, prov. Piauhy, on the

larvao, 150 m. N.E. Oeiras. P. 3000.

I
MAK^'EJOLS, a comm. and town of France, dep.

fere, on rt. b. of the Coulagues, 10 m. W.N.W.
tende. P. 4848. It has manufs. of serges.

IMarville, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

teuse, 6 m. S.E. Montmedy. P. 1315.

IMarwood, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.

f.»."W. Barnstaple. Ac. 5396. P. 1009.

iHary (St), several pas. of England and Wales.
;co. Kent, 2} m. N. New Romney, Ac. 2051.

76,-11. CO. Suffolk, 4f m. S.E. Hadleigh. Ac
\ St James' pa.) 2934. P. 6604.—III. (Church),
)evon, IJ m. N. Torbay. Ac 2589. P. 3231.

r. {Churchy, S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, 2 m.
Cowbridge. Ac. 727. P. 119.—V. {Hill\

B CO., 4 m. N.W. Cowbridge. Ac. 1404. P.
L—VI. (^Weston), co. and adjoining the town
Southampton. P. (186n 28,514.
Maryampol, a town of Austrian Galicia, 11 m.
i>m Stanislawow. P. 1759.

Maryborough, a bor. and town of Ireland,
>inster, cap. Queen's co., on the Great S. and
'. Eailway, 10 nx. S.S.W. Portarlington, and
I m. S.W. Dublin. P. 2935.
Maryborough, a town and extensive mining
St. of Victoria colony, Australia. Pop. of dist.

859) 49,645, including 3330 Chinese.
Maryborough, E. and W., chief town March
, Queensland, on Mary river. Lat. 25° 30' S.
Maryburgh, a vill. of Scotland, co. Ross and
•mnarty, pa. Fodderty. P. 503.
Maryburgh, a vill. of Scotland, co. Inverness,
• Kilmalie, on Loch Eil, at the mouth of the
why, immediately S.W. Fort William, It has
large herring-fishery.

Maryculter, a pa. of Scotland, co. Kincar-
ae, on the Dee, 8 m. S.W. Aberdeen. P. 1055.
has a Roman Catholic divinity college.
Maryhill, a pa. and town of Scotland, co.
mark. Ac 4522, P. 11,260 ; of town, 3717.
Marykirk or Aberluthnet, a pa. of Scot-
id, CO. Kincardine, S. Fordoun. Ac, 7591, P,
(J8, of whom 868 were in the vill. Luthermuir.
Maryland, one of the United States of North
Tierica, between lat. 38° and 39° 44' N., Ion. 75°
and 79° 20' W., surrounded landward by

laware, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Columbia
strict. Area 9356 sq. m., of which 2,797,905
/es were improved land in 1850. P. (I860)
',049, of whom 83,942 were free coloured, and

87,189 were slaves. The state is divided by
Chesapeake Bay into the E. and W. shores, both
of v/hich are level near the sea, but the latter rises

on the west into a hilly region. Principal rivers,

the Potomac and Susquehanna. On the eastern
shore, and in some counties on the westeru, the
soil is a mixture of clay and sand, not very fertile,

but easily improved by manure, which is found
in extensive beds of marl, abounding in the dis-

trict. Chief products, wheat, barley, oats, tobacco,

honey,wool, silk, maple sugar, and timber of many
kinds. The minerals of the state comprise rich

veins of copper and iron ore ; lead, cobalt, alum,
lime, manganese, gold, etc. Upwards of 500 m.
of railway are in operation in Maryland, besides
the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, and the
Susquehanna Canal, The state has manybanking
establishments. There are in Maryland churches
of all denominations, 5 colleges, and 2 medical
schools. There is a state penitentiary, and an
asylum for insane at Baltimore.

—

Maryland is

divided into 21 counties and 8 judicial circuits.

Principal towns, Baltimore, Cumberland, Frede-
rick, Hagerstown, and Annapolis, the cap. It

sends six representatives to Congress, and has
eight votes for the election of President of the
United States. This state was first colonized in

1634, Lord Baltimore having obtained a charter
for the territory now occupied by Maryland. In
1851 the constitution of the state was remodelled.
It was invaded by the Confederates under General
Lee, in June 1863.

Maryland, a township, U. S., North America,
New York, 66 m. N.N.W. Albany.
Maryland, a post-town of New S. Wales, co.

BuUer, on Richmond river, 473 m, from Sydney.
Maryland-in-Liberla, a colony of free blacks

on the W. coast of Africa, S. of Liberia, founded
by the state of Maryland, U. S., North America.
Marylebone or St Marylebone, a pari. bor.

and pa. of England, co. Middlesex, forming the
N.W, quarter of London, having E, the bor. of

Finsbury, and S. Westminster, on which side

Oxford Street forms its boundary. Ac, of pa
1509, P, 161,680, Ac. of pari, bor., which com-
prehends Paddington, etc., 6570. P, (1851)
370,957

; (1861) 436,252, The bor. consists mostly
of elegant streets ; and it comprises the Regent s

Park, Portland Place, the upper part of Regent
Street, Cavendish, Portman, Manchester, and
Fitzroy Squares ; the new and splendid quarter
between the Regent's and Hyde Parks, the Co-
losseum, Princess's theatre, Middlesex hospital,

the terminus of the G. W. Railway, and several

handsome churches. Since the Reform Act it

has sent two members to House of Commons.
Reg. electors (1864) 24,210.

Maryport, a seaport town of England, co.

Cumberland, pa Cross-Cannaby, on the Ellen, at

its mouth in the Irish Sea, on rail., 28 m. W.S.W.
Carlisle. Ac 906. P. (1861) 6160. Customs
rev. (1862) 5792/. Exports 6174Z. It has ship-

building, iron foundries, flour mills, and manufs.
of lead pencils. Vessels belonging to port 111,

tons 21,172. The harbour dries at low water.
Mary's Isle (St), a peninsula of Scotland, on

the Dee, stewartry and pa. Kirkcudbright.

—

St

Mark's jLoch is a fine lake, co. and 13 m. W.S.W.
Selkirk. Length 3f m. ; breadth J m. Yarrow
water enters it on the S. at the Loch of the Lows,
and leaves it at the N. end. [Marie (St).]

Mary's (St), a co. of the U, S., North America,
in W. of Maryland, Area 316 sq. m. P, (186U)
8664 free, 6549 slaves,—II, a pa. in S. of Loui-
siana. Area 720 sq. m. Pop. 3759 free, 13,057
slaves,—III. (jStrait), forms the outlet of Lake
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Superior, and connects that lake witli Lake
Huron. It contains four large and several smaller
islands; the navigation is difficult, and inter-

rupted by rapids, but a canal now permits steamers
and other vessels to pass between the two lakes.

—IV. a river in Georgia and Florida; also a
river and lake in Ohio, and a river in Nova
Scotia.

Mary's (St), the largest of the Scilly islands,

England, off the W. coast of Cornwall, 2J m. in
length by IJ m. in breadth. P. 1532.

Marystow, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6J m.
N.N.W. Tavistock. Ac. 2895. P. 448.

Marysvilx,e, a town of U. S., N. America, cap.

of Tuba CO., California, at the confluence of the
Feather and Tuba rivers. P. 15,000. It is the
entrepot of an extensive trade with the mines of

the N. and its environs, termed the garden of

California.

Mary-Tavt, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4
m. N.E. Tavistock. Ac. 4180. P. 1202.

Maryton, a pa. of ScotL, co. Forfar, on North
Sea, immediately N. Montrose. Ac. 2180. P. 417.

Marzano, a town of South Italy, prov. Caserta,

circ. and 24 m. E.N.E. Gaeta. P. 4214.

Marzano (San), two vills. of South Italy.

—

I. prov. and circ. Salerno. P. 2897.—II. prov.

Lecce, circ. Taranto. P. 1738.

Mas (Le), a comm. and small town of France.
— 1. (Le M. AgeTMis), dep. Lot-et-Garonne, cap.

cant., on the Garonne, 7 ra. W.N.W. Marmande.
P. 2153.—II. (J/, de Azil), dep. Ariege, 12 m.
AV.S.W. Pamiers. P. 2688.

Mas-a-Fuera, a rocky isL, Pacific Ocean, be-
longing to Chile, 110 m. W. the island Juan Fer-
nandez, and rising to 2300 feet above the sea.

Lat. 33° 49' S. ; Ion. 80° 54' 30" W. It is 10 m. in

circumference, wooded, & uninhabited.

—

Mas-a-
Tierra is a name of the island Jdan Fernandez.
Masaya, a town of Central America, state and

40 m. N.\V. Nicaragua, cap. dep., at the foot of

the volcano of Masaya. P. 16,000, mostly Indians.

Manufs. hats of palm leaf, mats,' and cordage.
Masbate, one of the Philippine isls., E. Archi-

pelago, S. of Luzon, and W. of Samar. Length,
E. to W^ about 70 m., average breadth 20 m.
Aiea 2334 sq. m. P. 5489.

Masborouoh, a pa^ England. [Eotherham.]
Mascali Nuovo, a seaport town of the island

Sicily, Mediterranean Sea, cap. circ, prov. and
18 nu N.N.E. Catania, near the foot of Mount
.Stna. P. 3797. It has an active fishery, and
trade in wine, lime, com, timber, fruit, and lava.

Mascalucia, a town of the island Sicily, Medi-
terranean Sea, prov. and 5 m. N. Catania, cap.

circ, on the E. declivity of Mount .£tna. P. 3148.

It suffered severely from an earthquake in 1818.

Many antiquities are found in its neighbourhood.
Mascara, Victoria, a town of Algeria, prov.

and 45 m. S.E. Oran. P. (1861) 8629, of whom
5509 were natives. It was the residence of Abd-
el-Kader ; was taken and ruined by the French in

1835. It gave its name to the W. prov. of Al-
giers, called also Tlemecen, and now Oran.
Mascarenk Isles, a collective name of the

islands Bourbon, Mauritius, and Bodriguez, in
the Indian Ocean, so called from the Portuguese
Mascarenhas, who discovered Bourbon in 1545.

Mascat or Mascati, Arabia. [Muscat.]
Maschito, a town of South Italy, prov. Po-

tenza, circ. Melfi. P. 3690. Near the town is

a spring of sulphurous water always boiling.

Maschito suffered from the earthquake of 1851.

Mas-£na, a town of North Africa, cap. of the
country of the Bagirmi, lat. 11° 38' N., Ion. 16°
10' E. It is walled, and is 7 m. in circuinference.

MashAM, a market town and pa. of Englanii

CO. Tork, North Eiding, on the tJrc, 16m. SS.rj
Richmond. Ac. of pa. 22,525. P. 2438 ; do.

township, 8657.

Mashbury, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 5i ti

"

N.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 815. P. 120.

MASHia?A, a town of Africa, Bomou, pap. pro^

lat. 13° 3^ N., Ion. 10° 2' E., on the route fro -

Kano to Kuka. P. 10,000. (?) It is surroundc
by a clay walL

Masi, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. and '.:

m. S.W. Padua, on the Adige. P. 2274.

Mask Lough, Ireland, Galway and Mayo, :

m. by 4. Area 22,219 ac. Is joined to Lo. I

Corrib by an underground stream.
Mason, three cos. of the U. S., North America
—I. in W. of Vij^inia. Area 372 sq. m. P. 87!t

freej 376 slaves.—II. in N. of Kentucky. ArealH-
sq. m. P. (1860) 14,450 free, 3772 slaves.—Ill
in W. of Illinois. Area 468 sq. m. P. 10,931.

Masone, a town of North Italy, prov. ai

circ. Genoa. P. of comm. 2223.

Masovia, the name of a former palatinate ^

Poland, since named the prov. Warsaw.
Massa e Cozzile, a town of Central Italy, pro^

and circ. Lucca. P. 2663.
Massaccio, town of Italy. [Cuprasiontan.'..

Massachusetts, one of the U. S., N. Americ:

in the E. part of the Union, having E. and S.E

the Atlantic, and landward the states New Hamp
shire, Vermont, New Tork, Connecticut, & Rhoi
Island. Area 7800 sq. m. P. (1860) 1,231,066, c

whom 9602 were free coloured. Surface uneven

hilly and brok«n in the centre, E., and N.B. paru

and level and sandy in the S.E. The western par

though mountainous, does not attain to a grw
elevation above the sea; Saddle mountain, tb

highest land in the state, is 3505 feet, Mt. Wash
ington 2624 ft., and Wachusett Mt 2018 ft. Il

E. and S.E. borders is much indented with bay:

Principal islands of the state, Nantucket aa

Martha's Vineyard, noted for their whale aa

other fisheries. Chief rivers, the Connecticu

Merrimac, and Pawtucket. The climate of th

state is severe in winter, and in spring is subjm

to chilling N.E. winds. In January the tern;

falls to 8° below zero, and in June it is 98° Fah
Rainy days 97, snow 37. The change of tern

is often 40° in 24 hours. Soil rocky, and agr

culture, although conducted on the most approve

system, does not yield com sufficient for hoii

use. Near the coast salt marshes abound. MoiM
chusetts is the most enterprising state of the unio

and has cotton and woollen factories, iron forg'

and furnaces, distilleries, breweries, and tanin

ries ; an extensive trade in shipbuilding, wha
and cod fisheries, in which 30,000 persons a

engaged. 1600milesof railway were in oporatiol

It has churches of all denominations. In 189

educational establishments consist of 5 colleges,

theological seminaries, 2 medical schools, 69 i

corporated academies, 785 unincorporated acai

mies and private schools, and 3987 public schoo

The state is divided into 14 cos., Boston the ca

tovni, sends 11 mems. to Congress, & has 13 vot

for the President of the United States. The ij

vemment of the state consists of a governor, Kj

tenant-governor, senate (40), and representati

.

chosen annually. The Plymouth colony was f

.

settled by the Puritans on the landing of :

Pilgrim Fathers in the "Mayflower," 22d !'•

1620, and Salem, Charleston, and Boston,

\&2i-Q(i.—MassachusetU Bay is comprised I

tween Cape Ann and Cape Cod, length 40 mi.

breadth 20 miles.

Massaciuccolli, a small lake and vill- of ^cl
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aly, prov. and 8 m. W. Lucca, the lake, 2} m. in

;ia:th, discharging its waters into the Montera.
Massacre Island, Pacific Ocean. [Maouna.]
Massa di Carrara, a small episcopal city oi

orthern Italy, 58 m. S.W. Modena, near the

rigido, 2 m. from its mouth, in the Gulf of

enoa. P. (1861) 15,017. Chief edifices, a palace

111 a cathedral. It has-manufs. of silk, and
1 do in the fine marble of its vicinity. It was
: marly cap. of the duchy of Massa-Carrara, a

ate in the S.W. of Modena, composed of the

jchy of Massa and the principality Carrara.

liis small state was given to the archduchess
aria Beatrice in 1814, and reunited to Modena
1 her death in 1829. It now forms the prov. of

'assa. Area 685 sq. m. P. (1862) 140,733.

'ossa Maritima or M.-di-Maremma, is an epis-

ipal town of Tuscany, prov. and 29 m. S.W.
i.na. P. 2099.

Massafra, a town of S. Italy, prov. Lecce, circ.

id 10 m. N.W. Taranto. P. 9290.

Massa Lombarda, a walled town of N. Italy,

ov. Eavenna, 29 m. S.S.E. Ferrara. P. 4967.

Massa-Lubrensk, a town of S. Italy, prov.

iples, circ. and 9 m. S.W. Castel'-a-Mare, cap.

; c. P. 8017.

Massa-Marritima, a town of Central Italy,

ov. and 22 m. N.N.W. Grosseto, near the Mar-
ama. P. (18G1) 12,087. It is a bishop's see.

Massaroony or Mazaruni, a river of British

uiana, which has been explored for 400 m. ; its

ivigation is interrupted by rapids. It flows

.m lat. 4° 30' N., Ion. 60° W., and enters the
tiiary of the Essequibo.
Massa Superiore, a town, N. Italy,Venetia, 24

. W.S.W. Rovigo, cap. dist, on the Po. P. 2300.

ilASSAT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

liege, cap. cant., 12 m. S.E. St Girons. P. 4031.

-Massay, a comm. and market town of France,
.. Cher, 19 m. W.N.W. Bourges. P. 2200.

Massena, a township, U. S., North America,
cw York, CO. and near the St Lawrence.
Massera, an island off the S.E. coast of Ara-

ia, Oman, in the Arabian Sea, lat. 20° 30' N.,
.59° E. Length 40 m. ; average breadth 15 m.
Masserano, a town of N. Italy, prov. Novara,
.0 and 8 m. N.E. Biella. P. of comm. 3287.
Masseubk, a comm. and town of France, dep.
'rs, 11 m. S.E. Marmande, on the Gers. P.
7-0. It has mauufs. of blankets and horse-cloths,
ith an active traffic in mules exported to
[lain.

ilASSEVAUX (Germ. Masmunster), a comm. and
'wn of France, dep. Haut-Rhin, cap. cant., 11
1. N.N.E. Belfort. P. 3230.
ilASSiAC, a comm, and town of France, dep.
aiital, cap. cant., 15 m. N.N.E. St Flour, on the
.l:igon. P. 2040.
JIassignano, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. As-

-ili, circ. Ferino, near the Adriatic. P. 1824.
Massillon, a vill. of the U. S., North America,

'liio, 98 m. N.E. Columbus.
Massingham, two pas. of England, co. Norfolk.

-L. {Great), 7 m. N.W. Litcham. Ac. 4112.
'. 934.—II. {Little), 8 m. W.N.W. Litcham. Ac.
278. P. 132.

MAS.SOUA or Massowah, the principal seaport
"11 of Abyssinia, on a sterile rock in the Red
I, 1} miles in circumference, and 200 yards
•in the mainland. Lat. 15° 36' N. ; Ion. 39° 21'

- P. of island 8000, mostly Arabs. It belongs
' the viceroy of Egypt, who has a governor
lie, and it is the residence of a British consul.
I carries on an active import trade with the
Uabian ports and Bombay. Imports, com maize,
ice, liugar and sugar candy, cotton stuffs, silks,

wool, glass wares, cutlery, arms, hardwares,
elephants' teeth, spices, coral, wines, and spirits.

Massow, a walled town of Prussian Ponierania,
gov. and 22 m. E.N.E. Stettin. P. 2407.

Mastuch, the cap. of Chitral, in N.E. comer
of Affghanistan. Lat. 36° 12' N., Ion. 72° 31' E.
It has some trade with Yarkand.
Mastura, a town of Arabia, Hedjaz, near the

Red Sea, 140 m. S.S.W. Medina.
Mastre (La), a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Ardfeche, arr. and 14 m. S.W. Tour-
non, on the Doux. P. 2925.

Masulipatam, a city of India, cap. dist. of same
name, on the Coromandel coast, 226 m. N.N.E.
Madras, and 1758 feet above the sea, in lat. 16°

10' N., Ion. 81° 10' E. Area with dist. 4711 sq. m.
P. 520,866, a part of whom are Hindoos and
Mussulmans. The fort is surrounded by a salt

morass, communicating by a canal with the
Kistna and the sea. The town is large, and has
long been famous for its chintz manufactures. Its

trade has latterly declined, but it still exports
goods to Calcutta, W. Hindostan, and the Per-
sian Gulf ; its port, which is on the only part of
this coast not surface beaten, is accessible for
vessels of 300 tons. An extensive irrigation has
been carried out by Government which cost

241,000/. Rains are so precarious, that at times
the country is desolated. The dist. yields rice,

millet, vegetables, tobacco, and cotton ; minerals,
a little iron ore, and a few diamonds.
Mata, a lake of Brazil, prov. and 170 m. S.S.W.

Maranhao, and giving origin to the river Codo.
Length about 20 miles. Lat. 5° S.

Matacong, an island on the W. coast of Africa,

and 1 m. from the mainland of Sierra Leone.
Lat. 9° 10' N. It is 3 m. in circumference, and
has a port and warehouses. P. 300 free Negroes,
and one European, a merchant, the proprietor.

In the interior the silk cotton tree flourishes, and
monkeys and deer abound.
Matagorda, a small seaport town of Texas,

cap. dist., at the mouth of the Colorado, in Ma-
tagorda Bay, 85 m. S.W. Houston. P. 1347 free,

2107 slaves. It has a brisk foreign trade. The
bay is an inlet of the Gulf of Mexico, 55 in. in
length ; breadth 7 m. S.W. is Matagorda island.

MatALA (Cape), the most S. headland of Crete
and of Europe. Lat. 34° 55' S. ; Ion. 24° 45' E.
Matamoras or el Refugio, a river-port of

Mexico, dep. Tamaulipas, on rt. bank of the Eio
Grande, 40 m. from the Gulf of Mexico. P. 15,000.
It is one of the most important ports of Mexico.
Exports specie, hides, wool, and horses ; imports
manufactured goods, chiefly from Great Britain
and the United States. On May 7, 1846, the U. S.

troops defeated those of Mexico under the walls
of Matamoras.
Matan, a small island of Malaysia, Philippines,

E. Zebu, where, in 1520, Magellan the French na-
vigator was killed in a skirmish with the natives.

Matan, a table-land of India, Cashmere, lat.

33° 42' N., Ion. 75° 21' E. It is a fertile tract,

but deserted ; only a few cattle and sheep graze
on its rich pasturage. It has ruins of a temple,
said to have been the most gorgeous in the world.
Matanzas, a fortified seaport town of Cuba,

on railway, 67 m. E. Havana, in a deep bay, on
N. coast. P. (1861) 36,102. It has a well-shel-
tered harbour partly enclosing the town.
Matapan (Cape), Teenarium Promontorium, the

southernmost extremity of the Morea, Greece.
Lat. 36° 23' N. ; Ion. 22° 29' E.
Matarieh, two vills.. Lower Egypt.—L prov.

and 20 m. S.E. Damietta, on the E. shore of Lake
Menzaleh. P. 3000, nearly all engaged in fishing.
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—II. prov. Ghizeh, on the site of the ancient On
or Heliopolis, 5 m. N.E. Cairo, and where, in 1800,
the French defeated the Turks.
Mataro, Tlluro, a maritime city of Spain, prov.

and 18J m. by rail, N.E. Barcelona. P. 13,010. It

stands on the slope of a hill, and consists of an
old and new town, the latter having two fine

squares. It has a college, and school of naviga-
tion, manufs. of leather, cotton, silks, velvets, and
ribands : and docks with ship-buUding.
Matchikha, a mkt. town, Russia, Don Cossack

country, 75 m. E.N.E. Novokhopersk. P. 2200.
Matchin, a town of European Turkey, Bul-

garia, on rt b. of the Danube, 32 m. N.E. Hirsova.
It has two forts. The Russians were here de-
feated by the Turks, 24th December 1853.
Matchikg, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 12 m.

WN.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 2384. P. €65.
Matt:lica, a town of Central Italy, prov. and

23 m. W.S.W. Macerata, on the E. side of the
Apennines. P. 7355. It is enclosed by walls, and
has several churches and convents, and manufs.
of cosirse woollen cloths.

Matelles (Les), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Hei-ault, 9 m. N.N.W. Montpellier. P. 765.
Mateo (San), a small walled town of Spain,

prov. and 32 m. N. Castellon-de-la-Plana.
Mateo (San), a town of South America, Vene-

zuela, dep. and 50 m. S.S.W. Cumana. P. 7000.
Matera, a town of South Italy, prov. Potenza,

cap. circ, 43 m. E. Potenza, on the Gravina. P.
(1862) 14,225. It has a cathedral and a college.

Matha, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Cha-
rente-Inf., 11 m. S.E. St Jean d'Angely. P. 2212.
Mathern, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, 2

m. S.S.W. Chepstow. Ac. 8281. P. 450.
Mathieu (St), a comm. and market town of

France, dep. H. Vienne, cap. cant, on the Tar-
doire, 8 m. S.S.W. Eochechouart. P. 2280.
Matron, a pa. of England, co. and 10 m. S.W.

Worcester. Ac. 3366. P. 1014.

Mathry, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,
6 m. S.W. Fishguard. Ac. 6992. P. 976.
Mathurin (St), a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Maine-et-Loire, and on the Loire,
12 m. E.S.E. Angers. P. 2860.
Matignon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

C6tes-du-NorA 15 m. N.N.W. Dinan. P. 1305.
Matina, the principal river of Costa-Eica,

Central America, formed by the union of the
Chirripo and Barbilla, flows E., and enters the
Caribbean Sea, near lat. 10° N., Ion. 8° 25' W.
Matino, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Lecce,

circ. Gallipoli. P. 3030.
Matlask, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5} m.

S.E. Holt. Ac. 472. P. 163.

Matlock, a watering-place and pa. of England,
CO. and 16 m. N.N.W. Derby. Ac. of pa. 3960.
P. (1861) 4252, partly employed in maniifs. of cot-

ton and in lead mines. The vilL is neatly built

on the slope, and at the bottom of the narrow and
singularly picturesque vale of the Derwent, here
crossed by a stone bridge. It has an ancient
church, hotels and lodging-houses, a library,

mineralogical museums, and baths and pump-
rooms connected with hot springs, the tempera-
ture of which is about 68° Fahr. In the vicinity
are several petrifying wells, lead mines, caverns,
and the picturesque woods of Matlock dale.

Mato-Grosso, Brazil. |_Matto-Grosso.]
Matotshkin Shak, a strait of the Arctic Ocean,

extends E. and W. for 45 m. by 3 m. in breadth,
and divides Novaia-Zemlia into two unequal
parts. Lat 73° 20' N. ; Ion. 55° to 60' E.
Matour, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Saone-et-Loire, 16 m. W. Mdcon. P. 2336.

Matrice. a vill. of Italy, prov. and circ. Can
pobasso. P. 1787.

Matsiov, a market town of Eussia, gov. Vo
hynia, 29 m. N. Vladimir. P. 3400.
Matsmai, a name of the Japanese Island YesS' >

which see.—II. the cap. city of the island, at tl

.

mouth of a river on its S. coast, lat. 41° 32' K.
Ion. 140° E. Pop. has been estimated at 50,00

)

It extends along the margin of an open bay, fac

ing which is an island with a beacon sheltering i

harbour capable of receiving the largest ships.

Matson, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m. S.]"

Glo'ster. Ac. 450. P. 53.

Matteawan, a vill. of the U. S., North Am ^

rica, New York, on Fishkill Creek, 1| m. froi
Hudson Eiver. P. 2000. It has fustian manufs
Matterdale, a cht^lry of Engl., co. Cumber

land, pa. Greystock, 9i m. S.W. Penrith. Ac
7313. P. 420.

Matterhorn, a mntn. of the Alps. [Cervis.';

Mattersdorf (Hung. Nagy-MuHony'\ a roar
ket town of W. Hungary, co. and 10 m. W.N.Ti'
Oedenburg. P. 4092.

Mattersey, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 3i ic

E.S.E. Bawtry. Ac. 2210. P. 436.

Matthew (Saint), an island of the Mergo
Archipelago, Further India, off the W. coast o

the isthmus of Kraw, lat 10° N., Ion. 98° I
Length 18 m. Surface mountainous and densel;

wooded. On its N. side it has a large harbour.'

Matthews, a co. of the U. S., North Americs
in S.E. of Virginia. Area 89 sq. m. P. 4083 fK«
3008 slaves.

MArrisHALi, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 1:

m. W.N.W. Norwich. Ac. 2280. P. 971.

Matto or Mato Grosso, a prov. of Brazil, i

in the centre of South America, between lat 7

and 24° S., Ion. 60° and 65° W., having N. and £
the provs. Amazonas and Para, E. Goyaz, an
San Paulo, S. Paraguay, and W. Bolivia. Arei

610,502 sq. m. P. (1856) 85,000. Its central per

tion is a mountain table-land, giving origio to ta'

Paraguay, Cuyaba, Guapore, Tapajos, Xingt
and other large rivers tributary to the Amazci
La Plata, and Araguaya, and covered with decs

forests, whence the prov. derives its name. Ex
ports gold, diamonds, & ipecacuanha, in exchang
for foreign loanufs. Numerous tribes of Indiat

inhabit the prov., who are in perpettial hostUit

with the settlers. Principal towns, Cuyaba, th

cap., Matto Grosso, and Villa Maria.

—

Matt
Grosso, formerly Villa Bella, is a city in tlii

prov^ 260 m. W.N.W. Cuyaba, on rt b. of tli

Guapore, near the frontier of Bolivia. P. 15,0(i<

Matura, a small town and fort of Ceylon, nefi

its S. extremity, 26 m. E. Point de Gralle.—J/fl

turatta is another maritime port, S.E. Kandy.
Maturin, formerly Orinoco, the largest of tlj

four deps. of the republic Venezuela, in the Ili

cap. Cumana. P. 128,000. Climate warm am
humid. Surface mostly in vast imcultivate

plains, with great herds of cattle. It is divide

into the provs. Cumana, Barcelona, Guiana, a^i

Isle Margarita.
Matzdorf, a town of N. Hungary, co. Zips, o

the Poprad, 6 m. S.W. Kesmark. P, 1060.

Mauban, a town of the Philippine island Li

zon, Asiatic Archipelago, on its E. coast, S.I

ManiUa. P. 5300.
Maubert-Fontadje, a comm. & town, Fran;

dep. Ardennes, 6 m. S.W. Eocroi. P. 1476.

Maubeuge, a comm. and fortified town
France, dep. Nord, on the Sambre, arr. and 1

m. N. Avesnes. P. 10,557. It has a nationi

factory of firearms, iron foundries, and mjumf
of iron and steel goods.
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Uauboukguet, a comm. aud town of France,

lep. Hautes-Pyrent^es, on the Adour, arr. and 16

n. N. Tarbes. P. 2747.

Mauch-Chunk, a township of the U. S., N.

Imerica, Pennsylvania, 72 m. N.E. Harrisburg.

iituated on the Lehigh river, and a great depot

or transportation of coal from the adjacent coal

.gion to the cities of Philadelphia & New York.

Mauchline, a pa., Scotland, co. Ayr, with a

tation on the South-Western Kailway, 8 m. S.E.

Cilmamock. Ac. 8971. P. 2303; do. of vill.

414. It has a church, schools, public library,

>ninch bank, and manufs. of wooden snuff-boxes,

iid numerous cotton looms. Rainfall 61 inches.

)u Mauchline Moor the royalists were defeated

n 1647 by the Covenanters.

Maude:, a post-town of New South Wales, co.

Varadgery, 600 m. from Sydney.
Maughans (St), a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.

^'.N.W. Monmouth. Ac. 1304. P. 191.

Maughold, a pa. of the Isle of Man, Irish Sea,

ncludiug the town of Ramsej'. P. 4646.

Maugry or Mageri, a town of India, territory

ilysore, cap. of subdivision of same name, 63

. S.E. Seringapatam. Celebrated for numerous
aiued temples, and a considerable tank. At
iustypoor, in its vicinity, a considerable quan-
!iy of very fine iron ore is found.

Mauguio, a comm. and mkt. town of Fi-ance,

I p. Herault, on railway to Nimes, and on the

it;oon Mauguio, 7 m. in length, by about 2 m. in

ivadth, 6 m. E. Montpellier. P. 2550.

Maulden, a pa. of England, co. Beds, IJ m. E.

impthill. Ac. 2574. P. 1563.

Maulds Meabukn, a vill. of England, co.

V^estmoreland, township Crosby, Eavensworth,
m. S. Morland. P. 310.

Maule, a river of Chile, enters the Pacific,

ar the vUl. La Constitucion, 100 ra. N.E. Con-
jicion, after a W. course of 180 m., for the last

w leagues of which it is navigable for smaU
raft It gives the name to a dep. between those
f Concepcion and Colchagua ; with an area of

512 sq. m., and a pop. of 156,245.

MAULfON, a comm. and town of France, dep.

;.-Pyren^es, cap. cant., 25 m. S.W. Pau. P. 1718.

Maul^vrier, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

[aine-et-Loire, on the Maine, arr. BeS,upr^au.
'. 2486.

Maulmain, India. [Maulmein.]
Maumee, a river of the U. S., North America,
ses in the N.E. part of Indiana, flows mostly
.E. through Ohio, and enters Lake Erie (Mau-
lee Bay), after a course of 100 m. The Wabash
nd Erie Canal is constructed along its banks,
ad at the head of its navigation is Maumee city.

Maunkaira or Munkere, a fortified town of
le Punjab, between the Jhylum & Indus rivers,

^ m. S.E. Bukkur. Lat. 31° 23' N. ; Ion. 71° 30' E.
Maur (St), several comms. of France.—I. dep.
idre, 2 m. W.S.W. Chateauroux. P. 1352.—II.
p. Seine, arr. and 11 m. N.E. Sceaux, with a
11., near the canal St Maur, { m. in length,
ostly under ground, which shortens by 9 m.
le navigation of the Marne, near Paris. P. 2195.
Maura (Santa), Ionian Islands. [Leucadia.]
Maure, a comm. and town of France, dep.
lo-et-Vilaine, 17 m. N. Eedon. P. 4075.
Maure (Ste), a comm. and small town of
lance, dep. Indre-et-Loire, cap. cant., on the
iuise, 18 m. E.S.E. Chinon. P. 2595.
Mauriac, a comm. and town of France, dep.
"Ul, cap. cant, 36 m. W.N.W. St Flour. P.
'^S. It has a fine Gothic church, comm. col-
-ft, and trade in horses and mules.
Maurice (St), a river, Canada East, dist. Three

Rivers, rises in Lake Crossways, lat. 48° 40' N.,
Ion. 74" 30' W., flows S.E., and joins the St
Lawrence at Thi-ee Rivers, after a course of 240
m. Affluents, the Ribbon, Manowan, and Mata-
win rivers from the W. ; Bostonais and Croche
from the E. It gives name to a co., and a vill.

of same name.
Maurice (St), Agaunum, » town of Switzer-

land, cant. Valais, on 1. b. of the Rh6ne, 14 m.
S.E. the Lake of Geneva. P. 1543. It has a
council house, an hospital, and an abbey.—The
Bridge of St Maurice, crossing the Rh6ne here,

unites the cantons Valais and Vaud.
Maurice (St), several comms. and vills. of

France.—I. dep. Creuse, arr. Aubusson. P. 1890.

—II. dep. Puy-de-D6me, arr. Riom. P. 2051.

—

III. dep. Vosges, 15 m. S.E. Remiremont. P.
1926.—IV. (de Lignon), dep. H. Loire, 6 m. N.
Yssingeaux. P. 2306.—V. (en Gourgois\ dep.

Loire, 15 m. S.S.E. Montbrison. P. 2434.—VL
(des Noues). dep. Vendee, arr. Foutenay-le-Comte.
P. 1026.— VII. (mr Loire), dep. Loiie, arr.

Roanne. P. 1243.

Maurice River, a tnship., U. S., N. America,
New Jersey, 20 m. S.E. Bridgeton. P. 2245.

Mauritius or Isle of France, an island of

the Indian Ocean, forming a colony of Great
Britain. Lat. 20= 10' S. ; Ion. 57° 36' E. Length
36 m. ; breadth 20 m. Area, including the Sey-
chelles, liodiigues, aud other minor dependencies,

708 sq. m. Pop. (1861) 319, 105, of whom 313,462

belonged to Mauritius (including 2350 military,

and crews in the harbour, 1062). The Indian-
bom population, exclusive of other Asiatics,

numbered 172,425 ; the remainder being negroes,
hill-coolies, whites, and 6000 British. In 1862
there were 13,986 immigrants, chiefly from India.

Coasts abrupt, surrounded by reefs ; interior

mountainous, and thickly wooded ; elevation of

Brabant mountain 3000 feet, and of Pieter Botte

2847 feet. Climate healthy ; mean temperature of

y(5ar (Port Louis) 78°-7, winter 75°, summer
81°-8 Fahr. An asylum was established in 1860
for 161 Indian and 41 African orphans. The
island is situated in the hmTicane region of

the Indian Ocean, and is subject to devas-
tating storms. Surface well watered, and soil

rich in the valleys, producing wheat, maize,

yams, and manioc, but principally sugar, which,
since 1848, has, however, greatly failed fi-om an
insect named the "borer" attacking the canes.

About 30,000 persons are employed on sugar
estates, of whom about 6000 were cooly immi-
grants from India ; and the crop of sugar in 1861

was estimated at upwards of 112,500 tons. Ex-
ports (1860) sugar, cotton, spirits, oils, lintseed,

hides, etc., to the value of 2,559,699/. Imports
cottons, iron, machinery, apparel, beer and ale,

copper, tin, timber, etc., to the value of 2,440,821/.

The government, which extends over several

groups of islands in the vicinity, is vested in a
governor, legislative and executive councils, and
the orders of the sovereign in council. Public
revenue (1862) 492,322/., expenditure 584,495/.

Imperial expenditure for civil and military pur-
poses 147,008/. There was voted in 1863, 300,000/.

for railways about to be constructed. The
island is subdivided into 10 districts. Principal

towns, Port Louis, with 74,625 inhabitants, and
Mahebourg. The island was discovered by the
Portuguese in 1505, but was named in honour of

Prince Maurice by the Dutch, who took it in 1598.

Abandoned by the Dutch in 1710, it was taken
possession of by the French; captured by the

British in 1810, and its possession ratified to them
by the treaty of Paris 1814. It is the scene of
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St Pierre's tale of " Paul and Virginia." There
is a packet communication monthly between the
island and Ceylon. .

Maukizio (Porto), a maritime pror., N. Italy,

on the Riviera Ponente, W. of Genoa, formed in
1860. Area 467 sq. m.. P. (1862) 121,330. [Porto
Maurizio.]
Macro (San), a* small town of South Italy,

prov. Potenza, cap. cant., 22 m. S.W. Matera.
P. 2968.—II. a coram, and viU. of North Italy,

prov. and circ. Turin. P. 3425.
Mauro Castelvedere (Santo), a town of the

island of Sicily, prov. Palermo, circ. Cefalu.
P. 4153.

Mauron, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Morbihan, 12 m. N.N.E. Ploermel. P. 4259.
Maurs, a coram, and town of France, dep.

CantaL 20 m. S.W. Aurillac. P. 3002.
Maurua or Maupiti, one of the Society Islands,

Pacific Ocean. Circuit about 12 miles.
Maurv, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in

W. of Tennessee. Area 498 sq. m. P. (1860)
17,844 free, 14,654 slaves.

Mautern, two small towns of Austria.—I.

Btyria, circ. and 20 m. W. Briick, with mineral
baths and iron works.—II. Lower Austria, on the
Danube, here crossed by a bridge to Stein, 40 m.
W.N.W. Vienna, and where, in 1484, Mathias
of Hungary obtained a signal victory over the
Austrians.

Mautkrndorf, a market town. Upper Austria,
circ. and 55 m. S.E. Salzburg. P. 940.
Mauthhaush:n, a market town of Upper Aus-

tria, on the Danube, 3 m. N.E. Enns. P. 1000.
Mauvezin, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gers, cap. cant., 19 m. S.E. Lectoure. P. 2704.
Mauz£, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Deux-Sevres, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Mignon,
13 m. S.W. Niort. P. 1810.
Mavesyx Ridware, a pa. and vill. of England,

CO. and 13 m. from Stafford. Ac. 2330. P. 462.
Mavro or Mauro, Potamos, two rivers of

Greece.—I. {Acheron), Epirus, rises S.W. Yanina,
separates its sanjak from that of Delvino, and
enters the Mediterranean 7 m. E.S.E. Parga,
after a tortuous S.W. course of 40 m. From the
N. it receives the river anciently called the Cocy-
tus ; and both streams were, by the Greek niy-
thologists, reputed to be rivers of hell.—II. the
modem name of the Cephissus. [B<eotia.]—
Afavro-Vouno, or the "Black Moimtain," is a
triple-peaked height, Epirus, elevation 1500 feet
above the sea.

Mawdesley, a township of England, co. Lan-
caster, pa. Crostou, 6 m. W.S.W. Chorley. Ac.
2887. P. 912.

Mawgan, two pas. of England, co. Cornwall.
—I. (in Meneagey, 34 m. E.S.E. Helston. Ac.
5273. P. 895.—II. (w PyderX 3^ ra. W.N.W. St
Columb-Major. Ac. 5628. P. 731.
Mawnan, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4 m.

S.S.W. Falmouth. Ac. 2258. P. 572.
Mawo, a town of Central Africa, Soudan. Lat.

15° 45' N. ; Ion. 16° E.
Maxen, a vill. of Saxony, circ. and 10 m. S.S.E.

Dresden. P. 665. It has mineral baths.
Maxent, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Dle-et-Vilaine, arr. Montfort P. 2030.
Maxey, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, 1^

m. S.S.W. Market-Deeping. Aa 2280. P. 643.
Near the vill. are Lolham Roman bridges, built
across the Welland marshes.
Maximin (St), a comm. and town of France,

dep. Var, cap. cant., near the source of the Ar-
gens, 11 m. W.N.W. BriRuoles, P. 3562. It is

enclosed by walls, and has manufs. of woollen

cloth. Near it are extensive marble quarries.—

Mont St Baume, 2850 feet in elevation above th(

sea, is in this commune.
Maxstoke or Maxstock, a pa. of England, co

Warwick, lOJ m. E. Birmingham. Ac. 2701. P. 322

Maxton, a pa. of Scotland, co. and W. Rox-
burgh, on the Tweed. Ac. 4494. P. 497.

Maxwelltown, a bor. of barony of Scotland,

stewartry Kirkcudbright, on the Nith, opposite

the town of Dumfries, with which it communi
cates by two bridges. P. 3599. The bor. has i

town house, and is governed by a provost
May, an islet of Scotland, at the mouth of thai

Firth of Forth, 6 m. E.S.E. Fife-ness, with twa
lights, one 240 feet, and the other 110 above tha

sea; 1 m. in length, and formed of greenstoncj

having a ruined priory. Lat. 56° 11' N. ; Ion. 2° 3ii'

W. Altitude 160 feet. P. 17.—II. a small rive •,

CO. Perth, tributary to the Earn.
May (Le), a comm. and vUl. of France, deji,

Maine-et-Loire, 7 m. S.E. Beaupr^au. P. 2686.

Mayaquez, a town and port of the islandj'

Porto-Rico, Antilles, 70 m. S.W. St Jean-dts-j

Porto-Rico. It was taken in 1822 by the adveii-

turer Ducoudry, who attempted to establish ac

independent republic.

MLaybole, a bor. of barony, town, and pa. o)

Scotland, co. and 7| m. S. Ayr, on rail., cap. dist

Carrick. Near it are the ruins of Crossraguj

Abbey, and the house in which Quentin Kenned)
disputed with John Knox is still shown in tin

town. Ac. 22,720. Pop. of pa. 6713; do. Oi

town 411 5. The pa. contains the vills. of GuIkjj

and Dunure.
Maydourghaut, a town of India, Nizam';

dom., above E. Ghauts, 140 m. S.E. Hyderabad.

Mayen, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. anq

17 m. W. Coblentz, cap. circ, on the Nette. P
5288. It has manufactures of woollen cloth aiit

paper.

Mayence (Germ. Mainz, anc. Moguntiaauii'}

a fortified city of W. Germany, grand ducli;

Hessen-Darmstadt, cap. prov. Rhenish Hesseo

on 1. b. of the Rhine, opposite the influx of th

Main, and here crossed by a bridge of boats, coa

necting the city with its fortified suburb Castel

which is traversed by the railway from Frank
flirt to Wiesbaden. Lat. (church of St EtienLe

518 feet above the sea), 49° 59' 44" N.; Ion. S

16' 32" E. P. (1864) 42,704. The fortress, i]i

strongest in Germany, was garrisoned half i\

Prussian and half by Austrian troops till 18( (

when they evacuated, and were succeeded by ti

troops of Bavaria & Baden. Besides its raropiap

it is defended by extensive outworks, comprisiii;

a citadel, 6 forts,* a fortified isl. in the river. Chit

edifices, the cathedral, the old electoral palaw

now the custom-house; the house of the TeutOLi

order, now the residence of the military govemti

the former palace of the Prince-primate Dalber§

now the palace of the judicial courts ; an arseni

and a theatre. A literary club-house occupy

the site of the house of Gutenberg, the inven'.

of printing, to whom a statue in bronze has bee-

erected. Mayence has a college, diocesan sem

nary, schools of medicine and veterinary surgerj

a public library of 110,000 printed vols^ amoij

which are some of the earliest extant specimn

of printing ; museums of natural history, coii

antiquities, etc.; and though its fortificatici

greatly interfere with its river trade, it is si

the principal trading city in the grand ducli

and next to Cologne, the principal in W. G'

many, for the supply of Rhenish produce :
hav:i

a considerable trade in corn, wine, and timtc

with manufs. of tobacco, leather, soap, glue, ai

I
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:,il pearls, musical- and philosophical instru-

cnts, metallic and porcelain wares, carriages,

tc, and extensive steam communications. In
ud around it are various Koman antiquities. It

as taken in 1797 by the French, under whom
was cap. of the dep. Mout-Tonnerre. It was
lied to Hessen-Darmstadt in 1815.

Mayenfelu, a town of Switzerland, cant. Gri-

s, cap. league of the Ten jurisdictions, near the

.due, 11 m. N. Chur. P. 1232. It is well built,

ud has a fertile neighbourhood.
ilAYEXNE, a dep. of France, in the N.W.,
)nned of part of the old prov. Maine, between
le daps. Sarthe, Maine-et-Loire, Ille-et-Vilaine,

[anche, and Ome. Area 1996 sq. m. P. (1861)
75,163. Chief river, the Mayenne. Surface gene-
i!ly flat ; soil fertile in the aiTS. Laval and Cha-
au-Gontier; sufficient corn is raised for con-
impt; the vine is cultivated to a small extent,

ut the wine is of inferior quality ; cyder and
erry are extensively made ; lint and hemp are
rown, and the forests furnish timber for the navy.
hief industry, linen spinning and weaving. The
.p. is divided into the arrs. Chateau-Gontier, cap.
.aval; and Mayenne.—II. a town of France, dep.
layenne, cap. arr., on rt. b. of the Mayenne, 17 m.
i.X.E. Laval. P. 10,370. It has a tribunal of com-
arce, a comm. college, and commerce in linens
ud calicoes. There are iron foundries in its vici-

ity.—The River Mayenne rises in theW. part of
le dep. Orne, flows S. through the deps. Mayenne
mi Maiue-et-Loire, and joins the Loiret on the
ight, near Angers. Length 100 m., for the last

J of which it is navigable.
Mayet, two comms. and vills of France.—I.

tp. Sarthe, 16 m. E.N.E. La Fldche. P. 3900.—
I. dep. Allier, arr. La Palisse. P. 1811.
Mayeux (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
otes-du-Nord, 12 m. N.W. Louddac. P. 1633.
Mayfield, two pas. of England.—I. co. Staf-

)rti, 2\ m. W.S.W. "West Ashburn. Ac. 3760.
' 1426. A lead mine has been opened here.

—

1. CO. Sussex, 8i m. S. Tunbridge Wells. Ac.
3,G01. P. 2688.
Mayfield, a township of the U. S., N. America,

Itvi York, 8 m. N.E. Johnstown.—II. Ohio, co.
uyahoga.

Mayglass, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. and 5*
1. S.W. "Wexford. Ac. 3528. P. 825.
Mayiguaxa, one of the Bahama Islands.

icugth 30 m. ; breadth 8 m. At its S.E. extre-
lity is the vill. Mogone.

—

Mariguana Passage
parates it from Acklin's Island, 50 m. "W.
Mayland, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6J m.

.E. Maldon. Ac. 2030. P. 225.
Mayn, a river of Germany. [Main."]
Maynooth, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kil-

are, on the Eoyal Canal, with a station on the
Iidland G. "W. Bailway, 15 m. "W.N.W. Dublin.
'• (1861) 1497. It has a Roman Catholic chapel
ud convent, and the royal college of St Patrick,
junded in 1795, for the education of the Roman
'atholic clergy. It accommodates about 450
tudent3, 250 of whom are maintained free. An-
ual Government gi-ant 30,000/. Alt. 200 feet.
Mayo, a maritime co. of Ireland, Connaught,
avingE. the cos. Sligo and Roscommon, S. Gal-
•ay, and W. and N. the Atlantic. Area 2136 sq.
', or l.S'iMeiS ac, of which 497,587 are arable.
'•. (1861) 254,796. Coast line, 250 m., fringed
'ith cliffs and islets, and indented with innumer-
•Ijle inlets, of which the largest are Killala Bay,
^load Haven, Black Sod, and Clew Bays, and
-illery harbour. Surface mountainous (Mount
'eplan,2646 feet), with fertile and comparatively
vel tracts. Principal lakes, Corrib, Mask, Conn,

and Carra. Chief river, the Moy. Soil mostly
light, and with the moist climate better suited to

grazing than tillage. Chief crops, flax, oats, and
potatoes. Breeds of cattle and sheep are gene-
rally improved. Fisheries are valuable ; and the
CO. has marble and slate works. Iron ore, though
plentiful, is not wrought; and manufs. of linens,

formerly considerable, have greatly declined.

The CO. is subdivided into 9 baronies and 68 pas.,

in the dioceses of Tuam, Blillala, Achonry, and
Elphin. Chief towns, Castlebar, Ballina, and
"Westport. It sends 2 members to H. of C. (both
for the CO.)—II. a pa. in the above co., containing
vill. from which the co. takes its name, 3 m. S.E.
Ballagh. Ac. 11,848. P. 2243.

Mayo, one of the Cape Verd islands, Atlantic,

E. of Santiago. It is 18 m. in circunif., with a
rocky coast and sterile soil. P. 1863 ; its principal

product being salt, from a natural lagoon. Chief
port, Pinosa. P. 1500.

Mayo, a river of Mexico, state Sonora, enters

the Gulf of California, 65 m. S.E. Guaymas, after

a S."W. course of 250 miles.

Mayo, an island, E. Archipelago, off the N.
coast of Celebes, 30 m. N. Manado.
Mayorga, a town of Spain, prov. and 48 m.

N.W. Valladolid, on the Cea. P. 1790.

Mayorga, a group of the Friendly Islands,

Pacific Ocean, the chief of which is Varao.
Mayotte, an island of the Indian Ocean, be-

longing to France, one of the Comoro Isles. P.

(1861) with dependencies and Ste. Marie (Mada-
gascar), 22,570, besides 161 Europeans, and 5543
soldiers, recruits, and labourers. [Comoro.]
Maypu, a river of Chile, dep. Santiago, rises

in the Andes, and after a W. course of 130 m.,

enters the Pacific 40 m. S. Valparaiso. The
course of this mountain stream is so impetuous,

that it can be spanned onlj' by suspension bridges.

In the plain traversed by it, the republican troops,

under San Martin, defeated the royalists in tho

year 1818.

Mayrena-del-Alcor, a town of Spain, prov.

and 13 m. E.N.E. Sevilla. P. 3541.

Maykes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ar-
deche, arr. and 12 m. N.W. Largentifere. P. 2427.

Maysville, a town of the U. S., N. America,
Kentucky, on the Ohio, 60 m. above Cincinnati.

P. 8000. It is the entrepot for the N.W. sectison

of the state, and a great hemp mart.

Mazagan, a fortified seaport town of Marocco,
on the Atlantic, 122 m. N.'W. Marocco, at the ex-
tremity of a low rocky point. It has some good
fortifications, but is now mostly in ruins.

^

Mazagon, a vill. of British India, presid. and
on the island Bombay, chiefly inhabited by de-

scendants of the Portuguese. It has a small dock,

for vessels. Lat. 18° 68' ; Ion. 72° 53'.

Mazaltexango, a town of Centr. Amer., state

and 110 m. W. Guatemala, cap. dist. Suchiltepec.

Mazambtt, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Tarn, on 1. b. of the Arnette, 10 m. S.E. Castres.

P. 10,924. It has extensive woollen weaving
and cloth fabrics, and cloth fairs.

Mazan, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. "Vau-

cluse, arr. & 5 m. E. Carpentras. P. 3660.—II. a
vill., dep. Ardfeche, arr. Largentifere. P. 1824.

Mazanderan, a prov. of N. Persia, mostly be-

tween lat. 36° and 37° N., Ion. 60° and 54° E., hav-
ing E. Asterabad, S. Irak-Ajemi, E. Ghilan, and
N. the Caspian Sea. Estimated area 10,000 sq.

m., and pop. 150,000. The lofty and wooded
range of the Elburz bounds it S.ward ; elsewhere
the country is flat, swampy, and unhealthy, but
fertile, producing cotton, fruits, and rice. Silk

is an important product, and with rice and cotton
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is exchanged to Kussian traders for •woven fab-

rics, tobacco, and cutlery. Principal towns, Sari,

Balfnish, Farahabad, and Amol.
Mazarron, a town of Spain, prov. and 35 m.

S.S.W. Murcia. P. 6814.

Mazatlax, a seaport town of Mexico, state and
220 m. S.S.E. Sinaloa, near the mouth of the river

Mtzatlan, in the Gulf of California, Climate
healthy. P. 10,000 or 12,000. It is now the most
frequented port on this coast, and has an exten-
sive trade, but is subject in summer to violent

hurricanes. It has steam communication with
San Francisco.
Maz^ a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Maine -et-Loire, on the Authion, 9 m. S.W.
Laugd. P. 3670.
Mazeena, a fort of Afghanistan, 15 m. S.W.

Jelalabad, and near which the British defeated
an Afghan force in July 1842.

Mazeira, isl., coast of Arabia. [MosErRAH."]
Maz£:res, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Arifege, on the Lez, 10 m. N. Pamiers. P. 3822.

Mazi±re (La Basse), a comm. & vill. of France,
dep. Correze, 14 m. S.W. Ussel. P. 1739.

Mazo, a town of the Canary Island Palma, on
its E. coast. P. 4181. Houses built of woodl
Mazufurabad, a town of the Punjab, at the

confl. of the Jhelum and its great tributary the
Kishengung^ and commanding the entrance of

the Baramula Pass into Cashmere. There are

ferries here, both over the Kishengunga and the
Jhelum. Lat. 34" 12' ; Ion. 73° 24'.

Mazye, a large vill. of Afghanistan, in the

Pisheer valley, 40 m. N. Shawl.
Mazzano, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Brescia. P. 1277.

Mazzaka (Val di), an old div. of Sicily, now
subdivided among the provs. Trapani, Girgenti,

and parts of Palermo and Caltanisetta.

Mazzara, Massara, a town of the island Sicily,

prov. and 26 m. S. Trapani, at the mouth of the

Salemi. P. (1861) 10,999. It is enclosed by
walls. Its public buildings comprise a cathedral,

bishop's palace, senate house, several convents,

an hospital, college, theatre, and caricatore for

warehousing com.—II. (Sant' Andrea), a vill.,

prov. Messina, circ. Castroreale. P. 1230.

MAZZARrao, a town of the island Sicily, prov.
and 14 m. S.E. Caltanisetta, in the Val-di-Noto,
with a college. P. (1861) 11,474.

Mazze, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Turin, circ.

and 12 m. S.S.E. Ivrea. Pop. of comm. 3438.

McLennan, a co. of U. S., North America,
Texas. P. 3811 free, 2395 slaves.

Meaco, a city of Japan. [Miako.J
Meaday, a ruined town of Bunnah, on the

Irrawaddy, 40 m. N. Prome. It was destroyed
by the retreating Burmese in 1826.

Meade, a co. of the D. S., North America, in

N.W. of Kentucky. Area 279 sq. m. P. (1860)
6966 free, 1932 slaves.

Mkadiha, a market town of Hungary, in the
Banat, N. of Orsova. Near it are the baths of

Hercules, which were frequented by the Romans.
Meadow Flat, a post town of New South

Wales, CO. Westmoreland, 18 m. W. Hartley.
Meiadville, a township of U. S., N. America,

Pennsylvania, 33 m. S. Erie, cap. of Crawford co.

Mealfourvounie, a movmtain of Scotland, co.

& 20 m. S.W. Inverness, on the W. side of Loch
Ness, pa. Urquhart, 2700 feet above the sea.

Mealy Mountains, a hill chain in Labrador,
British North America, the loftiest near its E.
coast, between Cape Charles and Sandwich Bay.
Estimated height 1480 feet. They are mostly of
mica slate, and wooded to nearly their summits.

Meana, two vills. of Italy.—I. North ItaljJ
prov. and 27 m. W.S.W. Turin, on the Clusom.

j

Pop. of comm. 1589.—II. island Sardinia, pro^
and 50 m. N.E. Cagliari. P. 1560.

Meangis Isles, a group in the Asiatic Archi-
pelago, about lat. 6° N., Ion. 127° E., 90 m. 8.1

.

Mindanao. Chief island, Nanusa.
Meare, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3 n J

W.N.W. Glastonbury. Ac. 8269. P. 1640. :|

Mearns. a pa. of Scotland, co. Eenfrew, wit^ll
a vUl., 3 m. S. Paisley. Ac. 10,606. P. 3547

:

do. of Newton, an anc. bor. of barony, 718, an 3

of Busby 1337.—The Mearns is the popular name
for the CO. Kincardine.
Mear-s (Ashby), a pa. of Engl., co. Northami^

ton, 3J m. W. Wellingborough. Ac. 1890. P. 52.)

Measham, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 31 m,
S.S.W. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Ac. 1490. P. 163;i

Meath, a maritime co. of Ireland, Leinster.
having E. Dublin and the Irish Sea, and on otbt i

sides the cos. Lough, Monaghan, Cavan, Kingf
CO., Kildare, and Westmeath. Ac. 578,<)57, of

which 647,391 are arable P. (1861) 110,373. Su--
face mostly flat, or but slightly undulating. Prii -

cipal river, the Boyne. Climate comparatively di j
and cold. Soil mostly a rich clayey loam, on limi;-

stone orgravel. The co.is divided into 12 baronies
147 pas. in diocese of same name, founded abouf

1150, and which extends also over Westmeath arc

part of King's co., comprising 224 pas. Chi.;;

towns, Trim (the cap.), Kells, and Navan. The C3
sends 2 members to House of Commons. Pns-

vious to the Anglo-Norman conquest, the kirj

of Meath was supreme monarch of Ireland.

Mblaux, laiinum, afterwards Meldi, a comm. 6

town of France, cap. arr., dep. Seine-et-Mame
25 m. E.N.E. Paris, on the Mame, and on tlw

railway to Strasbourg. P. (1861) 10,762. It is (

tribunal of commerce, and has a comm. college

and trade in grain and cheese. It was taken b;

the English iu 1520, after a siege of five months
Meavy, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6 m. S.I

Tavistock. Ac 3289. P. 269.

Mebarrez (El), a waUed town of Arabia, prov

and 33 m. S. Lahsa. P. 10,000. (?)
Mecca, a city, Arabia, cap. of the prov. Hedjaa

and of the dist. Belud-ul-Haram, one of the tw
holy cities of the Mohammedans. Lat. 21° 2f

N. ; Ion. 40° 15' E. Pop. estimated at 30,000 t

60,000. It is the residence of a shireef, and ha
several mosques, and a temple which surround
the Kaaba^ a small square ecMce, the foundation

of which is attributed by the Mohammedans t

Abraham. On one of its angles is the blao

stone, an object of venexation to all Mussulmaiii
who alone are privileged to enter the city, an

who are expected to make a pilgrimage hither 8

least once in their lives. At the time of th

pilgrimage, Mecca presents the appearance of a

immense fair, where are assembled Malays, Tai

tars, Persians, Arabians, Turks, Africans, Greek
and Armenians, who repair to the holy Hour
Arafat, 3 m. distant, on which Mohammed praytit

The number of pilgrims has greatly decreased (

late years, and the pop. of Mecca is becoming Ics

in proportion. It has no industry; the oeI

manufs. are of chaplets. Provisions, and eve|

water, are imported from a distance. The famoij

balm of Mecca is brought from the interior i

Arabia, Mecca is the birthplace of Mohammcj
and the cradle of the Mussulman creed. It W2

taken by the Wahabees in 1803, but restored t

the Pasha of Egypt (Mohammed Ali) in l&Jj

whose son Ibrahim became Sheik El Haram. I

Mechadek, a town of Arabia, Yemen, 84 m. I

Sena, with a castle, the residence of a govemoi
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Mkciimn (Fr. Maline.i'), a city of Belgium, prov.

,nd 14 m. S.S.E. Antwerp, cap. arr., divided into

o portions by the Dyle. P. (1864) 85,576. It

the central station for the railways which tra-

•erse Belgium in all directions. Principal edi-

les, a cathedral with a steeple 370 feet in height,

Ind containing the "Last Supper" by Itubens,

urch of the Eecollets, bishop's palace, town
1, arsenal, cannon foundry, Franciscan con-

it, and an asylum for 800 widows. Mechlin

the see of the archbishop primate of Belgium,
residence of a military commandant, and has

diocesan college, a Eoman Catholic univer-

ity, an academy of painting and architecture,

ud a society of fine arts. It was fonnerly famous
[im: its lace ; at present its chief manufs. are

.wis, woollen stuffs, tobacco, starch, and beer

;

has also an extt^nsive trade in flax, corn, and
and it communicates with Louvain by a canal

iTigable for vessels of 160 tons.

Mechoacan, Miciioacan, also called Valla-
lUD, a maritime state of Mexico, between lat.

'8° 10' and 20° 30' N., Ion. 99° 30' and 103° W.,
mag S.W. the Pacific, W. Colima and Xalisco,

Guanaxuato and Queretaro, E. Mexico, and
,B. Guerrero, from which last it is separated by
le Bolsas, which, with its affluent, the Lorma,

its principal rivers. Area 26,492 sq. m. P.

,867) 554,585. Surface diversified. A branch
the Anahuac mountains crosses its N. and

parts ; in it is the volcano of Jorullo.

lakes niunerous, and that of Chapalla forms part
"
its N.W. frontier. Soil generally fertile. Pro-

maize, wheat, pulse, potatoes, manioc,
in, sugar, indigo, hemp, flax, aloes, and ta-

zezan, which last is peculiar to this region,

mountain sides are clothed with forests of

woods ; and gold, silver, and lead are pro-
' in considerable quantities, mining industry
here of the first importance. Manufs. in-

,cant. The state has no seaport. Principal
iS, Morelia (formerly Valladolid), the cap.,

luaro, Tlalpuxahua, and Zamora.
Meckenhkim, a towu of Ehenish Prussia, gov.
id 22 m. S.S.E. Cologne. P. 1350.

Meckesheim, a vill. of Baden, cu-c. Lower
line, on the Elsens, 8 m. S.E. Heidelberg.
Mecklenburg, a country of North Germany,
ivided into two states.—I. grand duchy of Meck-
tnburg-Sohwerin.—II. grand duchy of Meck-
iburg-Strelitz. It was formerly part of the
He of lower Saxony. Climate moist, and soil

;ile, pasturage excellent ; cattle are extensively
id, and horses are exported for the cavalry.

house of Mecklenburg is the oldest reigning
ly in Europe, and the dukes still take the

le of princes of the Vandals.

—

Mecklenhurg-
\werifi is bounded E. by Mecklenburg-Strelitz,

[JB. and S. by Prussia, S.W. Hanover, W. Den-
rk and Katzeburg, and N. the Baltic. Area
l» sq. m. P. (1864) 552,612 ; military force
'8 men, 1056 horses ; cap. Schwerin. Exports
62) grains, rape seeds, etc., to the value of
i,977r; imports, iron, coals, molasses, oils,

'ihenware, guano, rice, soda, etc., to the value
"i,610i.

—

Mechlenhurg-Strelitz comprises two
, separated by Mecklenburg-Schwerin—I.

M duchy of Strelitz, on the E., cap. Strelitz.

rea 908 sq. m. P. (I860) 82,175.-11. the prin-
[pality of Katzeburg, on the W., cap. Schonberg.
Jea 143 sq. m. P. (1860) 16,885. Total area
351 sq. m. P. (1861) 99,060.
Mecklenburg, a co., U. S., N. America, in S. of
irginia. Area 685 sq. m. P. (1860) 7676 free,

!,420 slaves.—II. a co. in S.W. of N. Carolina.
Jea 578 sq m P (1860) 10,833 free, 6541 slaves.

Meda, a town of Northeni Italy, prov. Milan,
cire Monza, P. 3051.

Meuard (St), two comms. and vills. of France.
— I. (era Jalle), dep. Gironde, near the Jalle, 8 m.
N.W. Bordeaux. P. 2315.—II. {de Gurgon), dep.
Dordogne, 15 m. W.N.W. Bergdrac. P. 1402.
Mkdbourne, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

4} m. W.N.W. Rockingham. Ac. 2560. P. 301.
Mede, a town of Northern Italy, prov. Pavia,

circ. Lomellina. P. 5695.

Medkah, Lamida, a fortified town of Algeria,
prov. and 40 m. S.S.W. Algiers, Previous to 1830,
when it was taken by the French, it was the
residence of the Bey of Titteri. P. 10,495, of
whom 2612 are Europeans.
Medebach or Madebeke:, a town of Prussian

Westphalia, gov. & 32 m. S.E. Arnsberg. P. 2466.
Mehellin, a town of Spain, prov. and 52 m.

E. Badajos, on the Guadiana. P. 2000. Cortez
was born liere in 1485.

Mkdellin, a city of S. America, Granadian
Confed., dep. Cundinamarca, between the Cor-
dilleras of the Andes, 50 m. S.E. Antioquia. 5030
feet above the sea. P. estim. at 14,000. It ia

situated on the Porse, an afliuent of the Cauca,
and is an entrepot for the produce of a conside-
rable extent of country.
Medellin, a river of Mexico, state Vera Craz,

enters the Gulf of Mexico, about 5 m. S. of that
city, after an E. cotirse of 25 miles.

Medemblik, a maritime town of the Nether-
lands, prov. N. Holland, cap. dist., with a port on
the Zuyder-Zee, 9 m. N.W. Enkhuysen. P. 2450.
It has an active trade in cheese and timber.

Meuesaxo, a town of Italy, prov. Parma, circ-

Borgo-San-Donnino. P. 3828.

Medford, a township of the U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, on Mystic river, 5 m.
N.W. Boston. It has ship-building yards.
Medgyes or Medias, a royal free town of

Transylvania, Saxonland, cap. Stuhl, on the
Great Kokel, 37 m. E. Karisburg. P. 6200. It

has Greek, Eoman Catholic, and Calvinistic

churches ; a Protestant college ; and trade in
fine wine, cultivated in its vicinity.

Media, a country of antiquity, comprising the
N. and W. provs. of the modem Persian dom.

;

viz., Irak-Ajemi, Mazanderan, Ghilan, and Azer-
bijan, the last having been the ancient Media
Atropatene. Its cap. was Ecbatana.
Medicina, a large market town of North Italy

prov. and 15 m. E. Bologna, on the canal of Medi-
cina. P. (1861) 10,552, mostly agricultural.

Medigua, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov.
and circ. Milan. P. 1240.

Medina (formerly the Mede), a river of Eng-
land, Isle of Wight, which it divides into two
nearly equal parts, joining the sea at Cowes har-
bour. It is navigable to Newport 4 m. inland.

Medina (Arab. Medinet-al-Nabi), one of the
holy cities of the Mohammedans, Arabia, in the
Hedjaz, 255 m. N. Mecca, and 240 m. N.E. the port
of Jiddah on the Eed Sea. P. 15,000 (?) It is

partly walled, and has a fort, the chief strong-
hold of the Hedjaz. Mohammed, driven from
Mecca, fled to Medina in 622, and from this

epoch, called the Hegira, the Mussulmans reckon
dates. Medina was the seat of the Arabian em-
pire under Mohammed, who died there in 632.
The great mosque (Al Haram\ on the reputed
spot where Mohammed died, is smaller than that
of Mecca, and there are several minor mosques,
but no other public buildings.

Medina, several towns of Spain.— I. (de Itu

Torres), prov. and 43 m. S.S.E. Badajos. P.
2500.—II. (del Campo\ prov. and 28 m. S.S.W.
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Valladolid. P. 2980. It is the birthplace of
Ferdinand i. of Aragon, and of the historian
Diaz del Castillo.—-.III. (de Pomar), prov. and 38
m. N.N.E. Burgos. P. 1248.—IV. (de Rio Seco\
prov. and 25 m. N.W. Valladolid, on the Sequillo,
an affl. of the Douro. P. 5100. It has manufs.
of coarse woollens and pottery wares.
Medina, two cos., U. S., North America.—I.

in N. pai-t of Ohio. Area 416 sq. m. P. 22,617.
—II. in Texas. P. 1732 free, 106 slaves.

Medinaceli, a town of Spain, prov. and 33 m.
8. Soria, near the Jalon. P. 1500.

Medina-Sidonia, a city of Spain, prov. and
22 m. S.E. Cadiz. P. 10,574. It is almost
wholly in decay. Principal edifices, a castle, and
several churches and hospitals. It has manufs.
of earthenwares.
Medine, a town belonging to France in S^nd-

gal, Africa. P. 4000 negroes.
Medinet Abu, a vill. of Upper Egypt, on that

part of the ruins of Thebes on the W. bank of

the NOe, opposite Luxor, and compiising the re-

mains of its chief temples. [Thebes.]
Medinet-el-Fatoum, Arsmoe, a town of Cen-

tral Egypt, cap. prov. Fayoum, on the Bahr
Yousef, or canal of Joseph, 52 m. S.S.W. Cairo.
Estimated pop. 5590. It has several Coptic
churches, mosques, and manufs. of woollen stuffs.

Meditereakean, Mare IntemunUi an inland
sea, enclosed by Asia on the E., Africa on the S.,

and Europe on the N., and communicating with
the Atlantic by the Strait of Gibraltar on the
W. ; situated between lat. 30° 20' and 43° N., Ion.
6° "W. and 37° 30' E. Length 2300 m.

;
greatest

breadth 1080 m. Area 1,149,287 sq. m. Within
this space is included the Tyrhennian, Ionian,
Adriatic, and Mgea,n Sea. The Sea of Mar-
mora, the Black Sea, and the Sea of Azov which
communicate with it by the strait of the Darda-
nelles, are considered as separate seas. It com-
municates with the Atlantic in the Strait of

Gibraltar, where it is 5500 feet deep ; elsewhere
its depth varies from 3000 to 6000 feet. The
principal rivers which flow to the Mediterranean
are the Ebro, Ehone, Po, Amo, and the Tiber, in
Europe; and the Nile in Africa. The principal
islands are SicDy (which divides the Mediter-
ranean into an E. & W. portion), Cyprus, Crete,
Malta, and the Ionian Islands in the E., and
Sardinia, Corsica, and the Balearic islands in the
W. The most important gulfs are Taranto in
Italy, Lepanto in Greece, Syrtis and Cabes in
Barbary, in the E. portion ; and Valentia in
Spain, Lions in France, Genoa in Italy, and
Tunis in Africa, in the W. The prevailing
winds are the W., N., and N.E. for 9 months of

the year. In spring S.E. and S.W. winds pre-
vail. The tolano or levanter is a strong wind
peculiar to the basin of the Mediterranean ; the
tides are little felt and very irregular, but it has
been erroneously termed a "tideless sea." In the
Gulf of Venice the tide rises three feet. Fish are
abundant in the Mediterranean, especially tunny,
anchovies, pilchards, and mackerel ; and the finest

coral, sponge, and ambergris are procured. The
Mediterranean is "the Great Sea of the Hebrews."
The Phoenicians are the first people known to
have extended their commerce along its Coasts

;

the Greeks afterwards disputed it with them.
After the destruction of Carthage, the Romans
were sole masters of its shores ; in the middle
ages, the Venetians monopolized its commerce,
and at present. Great Britain, by the possession
of Gibraltar and Malta, has the greatest influence
on its destinies. [Adriatic and Ionian Seas.]
MEPivAn a small town of Turkish Diarbekir,

in a populous plain, 35 m. S. Sei-t, on the rout;

to Mosul. It is the residence of a governor.
Medjerda, Bagradas, a river of N. Africa, Al-

geria and Tunis, rises in the Great Atlas, an
after a N.E. course of 200 m., enters the Med:
terranean (Gulf of Tunis), 24 m. N. Tunis.

Medjiboj, a town of Russian Poland, gov. Pc
dolia, on the Bug, 55 m. N.E. Kamenietz. P. 400o

Medlino, a town of Austria. [Modlinq.]
Medmenham, a pa. of Engl., co. Bucks, 3| ni

W.S.W. Great Mariow. Ac. 2420. P. 380.

Mednoi, an island, belonging to Russia, i-

Behring Sea, E. of Behring Island. Length 30m
breadth 5 m. Copper is found on its W. coast.

Medoc, an old dist. of France, in theN.W. (i

Guyenne, along the Garonne ; fertile in the fine

;

growths of claret wines. Itnow forms theN.Y''

part of the dep. Gu-onde.
Medole, a town of North Italy, prov. Bresci

»

circ. Castiglione. P. 2263. Here the Austrian:

were defeated by Napoleon i. in 1796.

Medolla, a town of North Italy, prov. Mo-

dena, circ. Mirandola. P. 3640.

Medomsley, a chapelry of Engl., co. and 2^ ii

N.W. Durham, pa. Lanchester. Ac. 4823. P. 129

J

Medreac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep

lUe-et-Vilaine, 10 m. N.N.W. Montfort. P.232S
Medsted, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4 n

W.S.W. Alton. Ac. 2811. P. 304.

Medvejii-Ostrova {^'Bear Islands^'), 2 groupi

of isls. in Asiatic Russia ; one in Behring Stra: t

the other in the Arctic Ocean, opposite the mouij

of the Kolyma river.

Medvieditza, a river of Russia, gov. Saratov

and Don-Cossack country, after a S.W. course o

300 m., joins the Don on left, 15 m. below tli

influx of the Choper. Length 330 m. Many Ger

man and other colonies are seated on its banks.

Medway, Vaga, a river of England, rises nea

E. Grinstead, in N. of Sussex, flows through ia

centre of co. Kent, past Maidstone, Rochest(u

Chatham, and joins the Thames at Sheemesf
It is deep and navigable 40 m. to Penhurst
Medway, a township of the U. S., N. Ameri«

Massachusetts, 19 m. S.W. Boston.
Medynsk, a town of Russia, gov. and 40 n

N.N.W. Kaluga, cap. circ, on the Medynka. I

2000. An engagement took place here betwee

the French and the Russians in 1812.

Mei>zibon, a town of Prussian Silesia, gc'

and 35 m. N.E. Breslau. P. 1477.

Meeanee, a vill. of Western India, Sind

6 m. N. of Hyderabad. Here Sir C. Napier (1<

feated the Belooches, headed by the Ameers <

Sinde, in 1843.—II. a small town in the Punja

on rt. b. of Ravee, on route from Loodianah '•

Attock; the Ravee is here crossed by a ferr

Lat. 31° 49' N. ; Ion. 74° 27' E.

Meelick, a pa. of Ireland, co. Galway, 2 m. S .

Eyrecourt. Ac. 4114. P. 712.—IL a pa., co. May
3 m. W.S.W, Swineford. Ac. 8062. P. 3046.

Meen (St), a comm. and vill. of France, de

Ille-et-Vilaine, cap. cant., 10 m. W.N.W. Mo i

fort. P. 2304.

Meengana, a town of the Punjab, near li

Chenaub river, 20 m. W. Jhung, and where lai)

quantities of white cotton cloths are made for 1

1

Afghan market. Lat. 31° 10' N. ; Ion. 72° 12^

Meer, a pa. of England, co. and 4| m. E.S

Lincoln, within the co. of which city it is includ .

Meerane, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,

m. W. Chemnitz. P. (1864) 15,714.

Meebbrook, a hamlet of England, co. Staffoij

pa. Leek. P. 550.

Meerourh, a town of W Hindostan, dom. n

72 m. E.S.E. Bhawlpoor.
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T.TKEniioUT, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

Antwerp, 15 m. S.E. Turnhout. P. 3400.

Meerpoob, a town of Slnde, near the Pinga-
rp',', a branch of the Indus, 45 m. S. Hyderabad,
r. 10,000.

Meersburg, a town of Baden, circ, on the

lake, and 5 m. N.E. the town of Constance. It has
a castle, and a Dominican convent. P. 1500.

Meerssen, a town, Netherlands, prov. Lim-
burg, cap. dist., 4 m. N.E. Maestricht. P. 1735.

Mekrssen, a vill. of Belgian Limbourg, 3 m. E.
Maestricht. P. 1826.

Meeruj, a town of India, jaghire of Meeruj, in

lat. 16° 50' N., Ion. 74° 42' E., 72 m. S.E. Sattara.

It is tributary to the British.

Meerut, a dist. of British India, N.W. provs.

between lat. 28° 33' and 29° 17' N., Ion. 77° 12'

and 78' 15' E. Area 2332 sq. m. P. (1853)
1,135,072. The district forms a part of the Doab,
and is bathed by the Ganges on the E. and on
the W. ; the Jumna separates it from the adja-
cent districts, and here supplies water for the
Fercz, Shah, and Doab Canals. The surface
rises in the middle of the Doab to 900 feet, slop-

ing E. to the Ganges, and W. to the Jumna.
The Ganges Canal runs along the line of the high
t;round, and is fed from the right side of the
river near Hurdwar, traverses the middle of the
Doab, and empties its surplus waters into the
Ganges at Cawnpore. Soil fertile. Fruits and
sugar-cane are the chief products. Climate
healthy. Minimum temperature 32°, maximum
102° Fahr. Land-assessment was fixed for a
term of years, to expire in 1865.
Meerut, a town of British India, cap. of dist.

of same name, in lat. 28° 59' N., Ion. 77° 46' E.,

'-930 m. from Calcutta. P. 29,014. It was en-
'closed by walls, which are now decayed, and has
a handsome English church. There is a military
cantonment 2 m. N. the town, and it is the head
quarters for the Bengal artillery, with a military

i prison. Here, on 10th May 1857, occurred a
Iserious mutiny and massacre, after which the
rebel sepoys marched to Delhi, and proclaiming
the old pensioned Mogal Emperor of India, in-

'augurated the sanguinary rebellion of that year.
Mees (Les), a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Basses-Alpes, cap. cant., near 1. b. of
the Durance, 14 m. W.S.W Digne. P. 2030.
Meesden, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 4J m.

S.E. Barkway. Ac. 1008. P. 163.

Meeth, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.
X.N.E. Hatherleigh. Ac. 2479. P. 287.
Mefersdorf, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov.

Leignitz, circ. Lauban. P. 1543.
Megalo-Kastro, cap. of isl. Crete. [Candia.]
Meganee or Meengana, a town of the Pun-

jab, in lat 31° 10' N., Ion. 72° 12' E. It has manu-
al ctures of white cotton cloth.

Meganisi, one of the Ionian Islands, Mediter-
luean, off the E. coast of Leucadia. Area about

I sq. miles.

Megara, a vill., formerly an important city of
jreece, gov. Attica, near the mouth of a small
iver which enters the Gulf of JEginn, opposite
^alamis, 21 m. W. Athens. It is the birthplace
<i Euclid.

Megen, a town of the Netherlands, prov. North
nabant, 15 m. N.E. Bois-le-Duc. P. 1550.
Megeve, a town of France, dep. Savoie, prov.
aucigny, 5 m. S. Sallenche. P. 2305.
Mejiadia, a market town of S. Hungary, Banat,
•ar the Walachian frontier, 15 m. N. Orsova.

'• 1684. The hot baths of Mehadia or Hercules
'atlis, near this, were known to the Romans, and
ire annually frequented by many visitors.

Mehala-el-Kebir, Cynopolis, a town. Lower
Egj'pt, cap. prov. Garbieh, 45 m. S.W. Damietta.
Mehediah or Mammorah, a fortified town of

Marocco, prov. and 110 m. W.N.W. Fez, on the
Seboo, about 1 m. from its mouth in the Atlantic
Mehedpoor, a town of India, on the rt. b. of the

Seepra, 53 m. N. Indore. In 1817, the vicinity

was the scene of a decisive battle between the

British and the Mahrattas, by which Holkar was
reduced to the condition of a dependent state.

Mehlsack, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 37
m. S.W. Konigsberg. P. 2932.
Mehrand or Merande, a town of Persia, prov.

Azerbijan, 48 m. E.S.E. Khoi, 11 m. W. of which
are the ruins of the ancient Moranda.
Mehum or Mohisi, a town of India, dist. Eoh-

tuk, N.W. provs., in lat. 28° 58' N., Ion. 76° 21'

E. P. 5660. Celebrated for a well 1 30 feet deep,

lined with stone, and having stairs 20 feet wide.

Mehun, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Cher, cap. cant., on the Yevre, and on the Orleans
Railway, 9 m. N.W. Bourges. P. 5471. Manufs.
woollens.
Meiaponte^ a town of Brazil, prov. and 65 m.

E. Goyaz, on the river Almas. It is the most
commercial town in the prov. P. 8000.

Meidling, a vill. of Austria, near Vienna, on
the S.W. P. 11,200. It has a theatre, large

barracks, and mineral springs.

Meigle, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, 12 m.
N.W. Dundee, with a station on the Scottish

Midland Junction Railway, 21 m. N.N.E. Perth.

P. 835. The village is very ancient.

Meigs, a co., U. S., North America, in S.E. of

Ohio. Area 403 sq. m. P. (1860) 26,534.-11. a
CO. in S.E. of Tennessee. Aj-ea 182 sq. m. P.
4029 free, 638 slaves.

Meikle-Ferry, a strait of the Dornoch Firth,

Scotland, 3 m. W.N.W. Tain, co. Ross, 3 m. wide.

Meilen or Meylex, a vill. of Switzerland,

cant, and on the Lake of Zurich. P. 3180.

Meilhan, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot-et-Garonne, cap. cant., arr. and 7 m. W.
Marnmnde. P. 2169.

—

Meillac and Meillant are

two vUls.—I. in dep. lUe-et-Vilaine, 19 m. S. St

Malo. P. 2266.-1I. dep. Cher, 20 m. S.S.E.
Bourges. P. 1665.

Meinau, a small island of S. Baden, circ. Lake,
in the Lake of Uberliugeu, 2J m. W. Constance,

with a vill., a castle, and numerous vineyards.

Meiningen, a dist. of the grand duchy of Saxo
Meiningen. P. (1861) 15,367.

Meiningen, a town of Central Germany, cap.

duchy Saxe Meiningen, on rt b. of the Wena,
33 m. E.N.E. Fulda. P. (1864)7228. Chief edifice

the ducal palace, with a fine English Garden.
Meisenheim, a town of W. Germany, cap.

circ, belonging to Hessen Homburg, on the Glan,
45 m. S. Coblentz. P. 2758. Area of circ. 74
sq. m. P. (1861) 13,706.

Meissen, a town of Saxony, circ and 15 m.
N.W. Dresden, on 1. b. of the Elbe. P. (1864)
10,363. It has numerous suburbs. Its castle,

founded by Henry the Fowler, was, in 1710,
converted into a porcelain factory, employing 600
hands, producing the goods known as "Dresden
china," It has manufs. of hosiery, leather,

colours, and camels' hair brushes. The dist.

was visited by a terrific flood in December 1863.
Mejerda, a river of Tunis. [Medjekda.]
Mekinez, Marocco. FMequinez.]
Meklong, a town of Siam, at the confl. of the

Meklong river with the W. mouth of the Menam,
30 m. S.W. Bang-kok. P. estimated at 10,000.

Its province furnishes salt for all the kingdom.
Me-kong, "Mother of Rivers," or Lant-
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6ANO, the great river of Combodia, of S.E. Asia,

rises in the Chinese prov. Yun-nan, lat. 27° 40'

N^ traverses a rich yalley, separating the coun-
tries of Anam ou the E. from Siam on the W., and
enters the Chinese Sea by numerous mouths, near

lat. 10° N., Ion. 106° E. In its lower parts it se-

parates into numerous arms, and ^vides the

Anamese and Siamese dominions.
Mekrax or MuKRAN, the largest prov. of

Beloochistan, between lat. 25° and 28° N., Ion. 58'

and 66° E., having W. the provs. of Bushkurd and
Kohistan, E. those of Sarawan Jhalawan, and
Lus, S. the Indian Ocean, and N. a desert sepa-

rating it from Afghanistan. Area estimated at

100,000 sq. ra. P. 200,000, mostly pastoral. It

is a wild and barbarous region, where the troops

of Alexander the Great suffered severely from
drought on their return from India into Persia.

The country bordering the coasts of the Persian
Gulf, between Ion. 62° and 67° E., is a bare desert,

with low hills, and a scanty periodical supply of

water. It is divided into petty districts, under
separate chiefs, tributary to the khan of Kylat, to

Muscat and Persia.

Mel or Melo, a town of Italy, 9 m. S.W.
Belluno, on the Piave. P. 5811. It has a castle

and a fine church.
Melanesia, Oceania. [Australasia.]
Melassa or Melasso, Ifylassa, a town of Asia

Minor, Anatolia, near its S.W. coast, 23 m. N.E.
Boodroom. It has anc. remains and some trade.

Melay, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, arr. Charolles. P. 1998.

Melbecks, a township of England, co. York,
North Biding, pa. Grinton, 12 m. W.S.W. Eich-
mond. Ac. 10,106. P. 1622.

Melbourn, two pas. of England.—I. co. and 10
m. W.S.W. Cambridge. Ac 4688. P. 1637. - II.

CO. and 7^ m. S.S.E. Derby. Ac. 3290. P. 2621.

—III. a township, co. York, E. Riding, pa. Thorn
ton, 4J m. S. Pockliugton. Ac. 3130. P. 568.

Melbourne, the cap. town of the British colony
of Victoria, S.E. Australia, on the Yarra-Yan-a,
8 m. from its mouth, at the head of Port Philip.

Lat. 37° 48' 6' S. ; Ion. 144° 57' 7" E. Mean
temp, of year 57°, summer 66°, winter 49° Fahr.
Rainfall 32 inches. It was officially founded and
named in 1837, but the site had been selected and
occupied two years previously. P. (1851) 23,143

;

(1861) 108,224 ; or including contiguous subvirbs,

125,000. The river has a bar at its mouth, and a
second about half way to the town. On this ac-

count the larger shipping must anchor at HoIh
Bon's Bay, near the mouth of the harbour. For-
merly their cargoes were all discharged by river

lighters ; but there is now a railway direct from
Melbourne, projecting into deep water off Sand-
ridge, on the E., and a second from the Williams-
town side, on the W. of the harbour. The com-
merce of Melbourne has increased to a very great
extent since the date of the gold discoveries in

1851, and now represents about nine-tenths of

the entire trade of the colony. In 1860 the ex-
ports were 11,993,244/., and imports 14,144,461/.

Of the former, 8,287,304/. represented gold. The
town is chiefly laid out on the north or right bank
of the Yarra, which is crossed by a stone bridge.
It has been a municipality since 1843, with a 10/-

franchise ; the mayor and aldermen being elected
by the council. S. Melbourne and several other
wards have branched off into separate munici-
?alities. The town was lighted with gas in 1856.
t is supplied with water from the head of the

Plenty Kiver, conveyed a distance of 18 mUes in
iron pipes. It has a public library, mechanics'
institute, hospital, benevolent & orphan asylums,

an endowed university, and a Parliament House.
finished in 1864 at a cost of 400,000/. ; custom ho.,

several banks, and barracks. There are three

daily, besides many weekly, papers. There art

several theatres, Cremome Gardens, & a botanic

garden. There is now a great extent of whar;
accommodation ; and at William's Town a paten?

slip. It has steam, railway, and telegraph com-
munication with the chief towns. A submarine
cable was laid between Australia and Tasmanif,
in 1859. Shortest sea voyage to Liverpool (vii.

Cape Horn), 12,820 m. ; average sailing voyage 8ii

days; shortest steam 78 days: to Calcutta 623(i

m. ; sailing voyage 45 days.
Melbury, several pas. of England, co. Dorset,

—I. (_Abbas\ 2i m. S.S.E. Shaftesbury. Ac. 2276.

P. 412.—II. (Bubb), 64 m. W.S.W. Sherbonie.
Ac. 1227. P. 136.—III. (^Osmond), 7^ m. S.S.W.
Sherborne. Ac. 1192. F.329.—lY.{Samp/ord),

6i m. W.N.W. Ceme. Ac 1024. P. 60.

Melchbourn, a pa. of England, co. Beds, 5 m.
E.S.E. Higham-Ferrers. Ac. 2574. P. 251.

Mblchthal, a valley of Switzerland, cant.

Unterwalden, S.E. of Sarnen, traversed by tbo

Melch river, and noted as the birthplace of Ar-
nold of GrUtli and Nicholas von der Flue, two of

the founders of the Swiss Confederation.
Melcombe-Horsey, a pa. of England, co. Dor-

set, 9 m. N.N.E. Dorchester. Ao. 2151. P. 208.

—II. {Reguiy, a town of England, forming a part

of the bor. Weymouth. [Weymouth.]
Meldai., a pa. and vill. of Norwav, stift and 35

m. S.W. Trondhjem. P. 4260.
Meldola, a vUl. of Central Italy, prov. and 7

m. S. ForlL P. 6801. It is surrounded by oM
walls, and has a famous kind of cheese, and largo

silk market.
Meldon, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-

land, 5 ra. W.S.W. Morpeth. Ac 993. P. 144.

Meldorf, a town of Prussia, Holstein, near

the North Sea, 53 m. N.W. Hamburg. P. 3347.

It has a small harbour.
Meldreth, a pa, of England, co. Cambridge, i

m. N.N.E. Royston. Ac 2000. P. 735.
Meldrum (Old), a mkt. town & pa., Scotland,

CO. and 16 m. N.W. Aberdeen. Ac. of pa, 7474.

P. 2343 ; do. of Old Meldrum or Methelnie-Uncn

1553. It has a town-hall, church, and Episcopal

chapel, with manufs, of cotton Alt 377 feet

Mele, a town of North Italy, prov. and oiriii.

Genoa, P. of comm. 2828.

Meleda, Mditcu, an island of Dalraatia, in thes

Adriatic Sea, circ. and 17 m. W.N.W. Eagusti,

Length 23 m. ; breadth 4 m. P. 900. Surface

mountainous. Chief products, com in smaU
quantities, fruits, oil, and some wine. It has

several viUs. Some commentators think, without

good rea.son, that it was Meleda, and not Malta, c*

which the apostle Paul was wrecked.
Melekhovskaia, a market town of Eussi;'.

Don-Cossack country, 23 m. N.E. Tcherkask, oi

the Don. P. 2000.

Melendugno, a vill. of South Italy, prov. ar i

circ. Lecce. P. 2166.

Melenik, a town of European Turkey, Mac^
donia, sanj. and 60 m. S.E. Ghiustendil.

Melenki, a town of Russia, gov. and 70 n
S.S.E. Vladimir, cap. circ P. 5685.

Melfi, AuJiduA, an ancient town of South Italy

prov. Potenza, on a lofty volcanic mountain, ovc •

looking the plain of Capitanata, 34 m. S. Foggi i

P. (1862) 9863. It had a fine Norman cast!

but was destroyed by an earthquake on the 14!

August 1185, when more than a thousand p
sons perished. The vicinity is celebrated f)

its wine.
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Melford, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, on the

our, 3 m. N. Sudbury. Ac. 5185. P. 2870.

he vill. has a Gothic church, an ancient poor's

.spital (revenue 1066/.), and silk manufs.
Mei^ga^o, the N. most town of Portugal, prov.

inho, 38 m. N.E. Braga, on the Minho. P. 850.

Melga^o, a town of Brazil, prov. and 168 m.
W. Para, on Lake Anapu. P. 4000.

Melgar de Fernamental, a town of Spain,

IV. and 24 m. W.N.W. Burgos, near the Pi-

erga. P. 2700, chiefly engaged in tanning.

Melgig, a salt lake or marsh in S.E. of Al-
ria, near lat. 33° N., Ion. 7° E., and which re-

ves the river Adjedi from the N.W. Length
miles, breadth 18 miles.

Melidex, a pa. of North Wales, co. Flint, 5 m.
F. St Asaph. Ac. 4722. P. 1250.

Melilla, a seaport town on the N. coast of

irocco, but belonging to Spain, 40 m. E.N.E.
ui-Botoya. P. 3000. The Spanish citadel, on
ock, contains large magazines and cisterns,

(1 is garrisoned by about 900 men.
Melixda or Melinde, a seaport town of East

lica, cap. of a state, N. of Zanzibar, lat. 4° 60'

Ion. 40° E. It has a considerable traffic.

Meline, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,
m. S.S.W. Cardigan. Ac. 4523. P. 414.

Melipilla, a town of South America, Chile,

>. and 38 m. S.W. Santiago, on the Maypu.
'iIelisey, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

ute-Saone, aiT. and 7 m. N.N.E. Lure, on the
non. P. 2142.

\Ieussa, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Catanzaro,
:. Cotrone. P. 1541. In the vicinity are sulphur
ings and mines.
^Ielita, isl., modern Malta. [Malta.]
Melito, three vills., S. Italy.—I. prov. Eeggio,
'.circ. P. 3050.—II. Avellmo, circ. Ariano. P.
'7.—III. prov. Naples, circ. Casoria. P. 3800.

Melitopol, a town of Eussia, in the Crimea,
3 m. N.N.E. Simferopol. P. (1863) 5867.
'Ielizzano, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Bene-
!to, circ. Cerreto. P. 1982.
ilEr.K or MoLK, a market town of Lower
stria, on the Danube, 14 m. W. St Polten. P.
0. It has a Benedictine abbey, founded in

9; its precincts comprising a college and
I lesiastical seminary, a large library, and a
anic garden.
Ielksham, a pa. and market town of England,

< Wilts, on the Avon, here crossed by a bridge,

m. E.S.E. Bath. Ac. of pa. 12,572. P. 6337.
' s town has an ancient cruciform church, a
1 on workhouse, manufactures of woollens, and
i he vicinity, baths and a pump-room, erected
< r a chalybeate and saline spring.
Iella, a river of Northern Italy, rises 20 m. N.

- soia, flows S., and joins the Oglio, 12 m. N.E.
' mona, after a course of 50 miles.
Ielu\RvV, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. and

'. n. E.S.E. Mantua, on the Po. P. 2476,
[ellawee, a market town of Central Egypt,

I
v. and 26 m. S. Minieh, on 1. b. of the Nile.
Telle, a mkt. town of Hanover, landr. and 13

1 E.S.E. Osnabruck, on the Else. P. 1078.
^elle, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Coni, 11 m.

^ 5.W. Saluzzo. P. 2187.
ELLE, a comm. and town, France, dep. Deux-

^
res, cap. arr., 17 m. E.S.E. Niort. P. 2633.

' listrict is celebrated for a breed of mules. In
* neighbourhood is the sulphureous spring of
J tadan.

—

Melles is a vill., dep. Haute-Garonne,
St Gaudens, with lead mines. P. 1143.
ELLiFo^jT or Mellefont, a vill. of Ireland,

' ist«r, CO. Louth, 5 m. W.N.W. Drogheda. P.
^ It has remains of a celebrated abbey.

Melling. a pa. of England, co. Lancaster, b\
m. S.S.W. Kirby-Lonsdale. Ac. 23,474. P. 2018.
—II. a chapelry, same co., pa. Halsall, 6i m.
S.S.W. Ormskirk. Ac. 2120. P. 728.

Melllnge^n, a small town of Switzerland, cant.

Argau, 1 m. S. Baden, on the Eeuss. P. 746.

Mellion (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,
3 m. S.S.E. Oallington. Ac. 2985. P. 299.

Mellis, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, on rail-

way, ^ m. W.N.W. Eye. Ac. 1344. P. 598.

Mellons (St), a pa. of Engl., co. Monmouth,
7 m. S.W. Newport. Ac. 2574. P. 688.

Mellor, a chapelry, Engl., co. Derby, pa. Glos-
sop, 6 m. E.S.E. Stockport. P. 2156. It has cotton
manufs.—II. a chapelry, co. Lancaster, pa. and
3 m. N.W. Blackburn. Ac. 1830. P. 1398.
Mellrichstadt, a town of Bavaria, circ.

Lower Franconia, cap. dist., on the Saale, 48 lu.

N.N.E. Wiirtzburg. P. 1877.

Mells, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 10 m.
S.S.W. Bath. Ac. 3611. P. 972.

Mellypoke, a town of India, dist. Bhagul-
pore, Bengal presid., in lat. 17° 9' N., Ion. 86° 17'

E., 28 m. S.W. Monghyr.
Melmerby, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,

5i m. N.E. Penrith. Ac. 4496. P. 307.
Melnik, a town of Bohemia, circ. Bunzlau. on

rt. b. of the Elbe, 21 m. N. Prague. P. 1713. The
finest Bohemian wine is grown in this vicinity.

Melnitzy, a market town of Eussian Poland,
gov. Volhynia, 17 m. E.S.K Kowel. P. 1500.
Melo, a town of South America, Uruguay, 200

m. N.E. Monte-Video.
Meloir des Ondes (St), a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, 5 m. E. St Malo.
P. 3229.
Melorla, Manaria, a small island in the Medi-

terranean, off the coast of Tuscany, 4 m. W.
Leghorn. Here the Genoese totally defeated
the Pisaus in a naval engagement in 1250.
Melovatka, a market town of Eussia, gov.

Kharkov, 33 m. S.E. Kupiansk. P. 2000.
Melrose, a bor. of barony and pa. of Scotland,

CO. Eoxburgh, on the Tweed, crossed by a bridge,

11 m. N.N.W. Jedburgh, with a sta. on the N. B.
Eailway. Alt. 288 feet. Ac. 26,058. P. 7711

;

do. of town 1141. The town, beautifully situated
at the foot of the Eildon Hills, is noted only for
its abbey, the church of which, when entii'e,

was the finest in Scotland, as it is still a noble
ruin. It was founded by David i. in 1136, for
monks of the Cistercian order; rebuilt in a
richly decorated style, between the reigns of
Eobert Bruce and James iv., and unroofed and
greatly dilapidated at the Eefomsation. Length
from E. to W. 258 feet ; breadth of cross aisles

137 ft. Alexander ii. was buried within its walls.

Mels, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. St Gall, li
m. S.W. Sargans. P. 3462.
Melsonby, a pa. of England, co. York, N. Eid-

ing, 5 m. N.N.E. Eichmond. Ac. 2669. P. 471.
Melsungen, a town of Germany, H.-Casseh

prov. Lower Hessen, cap. circ, on the Fulda, 13
m. S. Cassel. P. 4220. It is enclosed by walls,
and has a castle, and manufs. of woollen cloth.

Meltham, a chapelry of England, co. York, W.
Eiding, pa. Almondbmy, 5 m. S.S.W. Hudders-
field. Ac. 4525. P. 4046. Manufs. woollens.
Melton-MoWBRAY, a pa. and market town of

England, co. and 16 m. E.N.E. Leicester, on the
Eye, near its junction with the navigable Wreak,
and with a station on the Midland Eailway. Ac.
of pa. 10,266. P. 4926. The town has a Gothic
church, and stabling for 800 horses, belonging to
members of the subscription fox hunt. Pork
pies are extensively made for the London mkt.

Sir
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Melton, several pas. of England.— I. co. Suf-
folk, 2 m. N.N. Woodbridge. Ac 1420. P. 1084.
—11. (^Greaty, co. Norfolk, 6i m. W.S.W. Nor-
wich. Ac. 2485. P. 368.—III. {Little), same co.,

6i m. W.S.W. Nor^^-ich. Ac. 671. F. 370 —IV.
(Constable), same co., 5 m. S.S.W. Holt. Ac.
2710. P. 118.—V. {High), co. York, W. Riding,
4\ in. W.S.W. Doncaster. Ac. 14S4. P. 109.—
VI. {Ross\ CO. Lincoln, 5 m. E.N.E. Glanford
Brigg. Ac. 1755. P. 168.

. Melrand, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.
Morbihan, arr. Napoleonville, cant. Band. P. 3040.
MiLUN, Melodunum, a comm. and town of

France, cap. dep. Seine-et-Mame, on the Seine,
iind on the Troyes Railway, 27 m. S.S.E. Paris.

P. 11,170. It has manufs. of bricks, tiles, and
cement. Melodonum was besieged and taken
by the English in 1419.

Melv-erley, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 11 m.
W.N.W. Shrewsbury. Ac. 1418. P. 214.
Melville, an anc. pa. of Scotl. [Lasswade.]
Melville Island.—I. N. Polar Sea, hit 75° N.,

Ion. 110° W. 200 m. by 130 m. It is separated
on the W. by Kellet Strait from Prince Patrick
Island. It was named by Parry, who wintered
liere in 1819-20.

—

Melville Peninsula, is bounded
N. by Fui-y and Hecla Strait 250 m. long, and
100 m. broad.—II. off the coast of N. Australia,
lat 11° 28' S., Ion. 131° E. 70 m. by 30 m. Sur-
face low and gently undulating. In 1824 a British
settlement was planted at Port Dundas, near
Apsley Strait, but was soon afterwards aban-
doned.—III. South Pacific, in lat 17° 35' S., Ion.
142° 41' W.—IV. a bav, Queensland, Australia,
in lat 14° 10' S., Ion. 144° 24' E.
Melzo, a market town of North Italv, prov. and

12 m. E.N.E. Milan, cap. dist P. 23^5.
Membrilla, a town of Spain, prov. and 29 m.

E. Ciudad-Real, on the Aziur. P. 3620.
Membury, a pa. of England, co. Devon. SJ m.

W.N.W. Axminster. Ac. 4089. P. 751.
Mekel, a fortified seaport town of E. Prussia,

being the most N. in the kingdom, gov. and 74 m.
N.N.E. Konigsberg, cap. circ, at the mouth of
the Dange, on the N. end of the Curische-Haff.
Lat of lighthouse 65° 43' 7' N. ; Ion. 21° 6' 2' E.
P. (1864) 17,735. It consists of the old, new, and
Frederick's towns, with several suburbs. It was
enclosed by walls in the time of the Teutonic
knights, and has a citadel, Lutheran, Calvinist,
and Roman Catholic churches, a Jews' syna-
gogue, arsenal, exchange, theatre, high schools,
an hospital, & manufs. of woollen cloth and soap,
ship-building docks, saw mills, and distilleries.

'Che harbour, one of the best in theBaltic, can be
entered at all seasons by vessels drawing 17 feet

water, and an unlimited number of ships can lie iu
it with perfect safety. Its communication with the
sea is never impeded by ice, even in winter. On
the N.E. side of its entrance is a lighthouse, 128 ft
in height Vessels entered (1862) 876, measur-
ing 107,849 lasts; cleared 866, measuring 110,722
lasts, of which 175 were laden with grain and lint-

seed. Memel is the great entrepot of the country,
watered by the Niemen. Exports comprise tim-
ber (which article constitutes one-half of the total
value of the exports), grain (1862) 95,844 qrs.,

tiax 79,914 cwt., rags 96,674 cwt^ hemp, lintseed,
calf skins, goat skins, etc. Imports herrings
(from Norway and Scotland) (1862)39,226 barrels,
salt 739,712 cwt, coals 955,000 cwt Ship-build-
ing is extensively carried on.
Mksimingen, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia,

cap. dist., on a tributary of the Iller, 43 m. S.W.
Augsburg. P. 7620. It has a town-hall, an arsenal,
barracks, a lyceum, academyof music, and manufs.

of woollen, cotton, and linen fabrics, hosiery, ril -

bons, oil cloth, copper, and ironwares.

Memphis (A^opA), a ruined city, and the anciei

cap. of Egypt, the remains of which exist on tic

W. bank of the Nile, 10 m. S. Cairo.

—

Mitrahet c

and several other vills. are on its site.

Mejiphis, a town, U. S., North America, Te i

nesse-e, at the S.W. extremity, on an eminenci
at the mouth of the Wolf river, on the Mississip]

P. (1860) 22,623. It has an active trade. A ra 1

way connects it with Lagrange. It surrender.'

to the Federal troops, 6th June 1862.

Memphremagog (L.\ke), Lower Canada a:i

U. S., is chiefly in the British dist Three-rivc-

but partly in the state Veiinont, about lat. ;

;

N., Ion. 72° W. Length 30 m. ; width 1 to 4 p

It receives Black river from the S., and gi' (

origin at its N. extremity to the river St Franc i

Mena, a town of Russia, gov. and 48 m. E.Tcb;.'

nigov, on an affl. of the Desna. P. 2000.

Menauo, a town of the Netherlands, Eastlndie
cap. residency, on the N. coast of the island '

Celebes, on Molucca Strait. Chief produce cofie

which is a government monoply. The tov
has a church, and schools for Europeans ac

natives. Pop. of residencv (1864) 180,418.

Menaggio, a vill. of iforth Italy, prov., c ;

and 15 m. N.N.E. Como, at the mouth of the ?

nagra, on W. bank of the Lake of Como. Maniu
glass and majolica, P. 1301.

Menai Strait, an arm of the sea in Nor
Wales, separating the Isle of Anglesea from c

Carnarvon. Length N.E. to S.W. 14 m. ; bread

varies from 200 yards to 2 miles. Shores rock

It is navigable for vessels of moderate burde

This strait is crossed by a suspension brid.

560 feet in length. Height of roadway abo

high water 100 feet The Britannia tubular si

pension bridge has been carried over the stra

and forms a part of the line of the Chester a

Holyhead Railway.
Menallen, a township, U. S., North Ameri.

Pennsylvania, 48 m. S.W. Harrisburg.
Me-nam or Mei-nam Q^ Mother of Waters

one of the large rivers of Southern Asia, ris

according to native accounts, in the Shau Sta>

of Siam (China), traverses the centre of Sia

and after a S. course estimated at 550 m., entj

the Gulf of Siam by three mouths, the E.most:

which is navigable for lai'ge ships, though all i

more or less obstructed by bars.

Menaji-Kong, a riv. of S.E. Asia. [Mb-konI
Mexan (Great and Little), two islands!

North America, in the Atlantic.—I. in ^
Brunswick, at the entrance of the Bay of Fuff,

and 13 m. in length;—XL United States, MiiJ,

off Steuben harbour.
Menancabow or Menankabau, a statorf

Sumatra, comprising a territory in its W. pt

Pop. mostly Mohammedan, who carry useful

to great perfection. They are now wholly or

;

tially tributary to the Dutch of Padang.
Menard, a co. of the U. S., North Arae

the W. of Illinois. Area 307 sq. m. P. 95^ J

Menars-la-Ville, a town of France.

Menas-albas, a town of Spain, prov. am
m. S.S.W. Toledo. P. 3651.

Menat, a comm. and market town of Fra

dep. Puy-du-D6me, 17 m. N.W. Riom. P.

Mendan.4 Islands. [Marquesas.]
Mendavla, a town of Spain, prov. Navarr

m. S.W. Pamplona. P. 1900. Caesar Boiigia

killed in a skirmish near this town in 1507.

Mende, a comm. and town of France, oaf.

Lozfere, on 1. b. of the Lot, 75 m. N.W. Avi#«|l

P. 6370. It has a cathedral with 2 spires, u»w
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liscopa] palace, now the prefecture ; a public

jiary of 8000 volumes, chamber of mauufactures,

id manufactures of coarse cloths.

. MENnr.Li, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and
1 m. N.E. Bagdad, on the route across Mount
icrros, and defended by a castle.

Mexden, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

,d 12 ra. W. Arnsberg. P. 3270.

JMendeke, two rivers of Asia Minor.—I. (anc.

ssandery, Anatolia, is formed by two streams
out 50 m. S.W.Afium Kara Hissar, flows gene-
;iy W.S.W., and enters the .Sgean Sea, 32 m.
S.W. Aiasaluck (Ephesus), after a course of up-
iids of 200 m. On its banks are traces of the
cient cities Apameea, Antiocliia ad Moean-
im, and Miletus.—II. (ancient /Siwioi*) plain of

ly, rises in Mount Ida, flows N.W., and after a
X.W. course of about 60 m., past the sites of

ov and Pergamo, enters the Hellespont at its

uth in conjunction with the Scamander.
Mf^NDiiAM, a pa. of England, cos. Norfolk, and
jffolk,lJm.E.S.E.Harlestou. Ac. 3144. P. 658.

iUendigorria, a town of Spain, prdv. Navarra,
m. S.W. Pamplona. P. 2160.

\Iknuip Hills, England, co. Somerset, divide

N. from the central part of the co. Length
t 24 m. ; highest point, Black Down, 1100 ft.

ve the sea ; mostly wild heath or sheep walks.

e lead and calamine mines, which have existed
ages, are still worked.
Iendlesham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

m. N.N.W. Ipswich. Ac. 3944. P. 1316. A
er crown of one of the Saxon kings, weighing
uiices, was dug up here in the 17th centuiy.

: i;ndocino (Cape), the most W. point of Up-
L'alifomia, on the Pacific. Lat. 40° 29 N.
Iendocino, a co. of California. P. 3967.
Iendocino (Pandosia Brutiorurn)^ a town of

t!ith Italy, prov. and circ. Cosenza. P. 3220.

g jlENDON, two townships of the U. S., N. Ame-
li..—I. Massachusetts, 31 m. S.W. Boston.—II.

; v York, 17 m. S.E. Kochester.
Iesdota is a trading port of the American

J|" CO., prov. Minnesota, half a mile below the

jj
liith of Minnesota river.

^[endoza, a river of the Argentine Confed., S.

- erica, dep. Mendoza, flows N. and enters Lake
( uacache, after a course of 200 miles.

KXDOZA, a dep. of the Argentine Confed., S.
rica, between lat. 32° and 34° 30' S., Ion. 67°

1
0° W., having N. and E. the deps. San Juan

:i San Luis ; W. the Andes, separating it from
* t';and S. an unsettled region. Ac. 30,699.
I I860) 60,000. Surface mostly level, except
^ i'ard. Principal river, the Mendoza. Soil
^: ly ; but fine fruits, wheat, maize, etc., are
' (l, which, with mules, wine, and silver, con-
M to the chief products.

—

Mendoza^ the chief
t'

1, in a high plain, near the Andes. Lat. 32°
5 5. ; Ion. 69° 7' W. ; was an entrep6t for the
ti 3 between Buenos Ayres and Chile, but was
n 'A by an earthquake, 20th March 1861, when
1' )0 or 12,000 pei-sons perished. P. 18,000.

liNDRisio, the most S. town of Switzerland,
Ticino, 6 m. N.W. Como. P. 2062. It has
lege and Capuchin convent.
NEAC, a coram, and vill. of France^ dep.
'ihan, arr. Ploermel, cant, la Trinity P. 3479.
:nehocld (Ste), a comm. and town, France,
Mame, cap. arr., on the Aisne, at the influx
e Auve, 26 m. E.N.E. Chalons. P. 4300.

' oyed by fire in 1719, and since regularly
''"» Manufs. glass, earthenwares, and leather.
Ui fortified, and taken by Louis xiv. in 1653.

i'NENHiOT, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 2i
"^jS.E. Liskeard. Ac. 6997. P. 2423.

Menet, a comm. and vLll. of France, dep. Cantal,
arr. Mauriac, cant. Eiom-es-Montagne. P. 2535.
Menetou-Salon, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Cher, 10m. N.N.E. Bom-ges. P. 2603.
Manufs. serges, and has distilleries.

Menfi or Menfrici, a town of the island Sicily,

prov. Girgenti, circ. Sciacca. P. 9972.
Mengen, a town of WUrtemberg, circ. and on

the Danube, 6 m. S.E. Sigmaringen. P. 2144.
It is enclosed by walls. Manufs. woollen cloths.

Mesgeringhausen, a small town of German}',
principality and 12 m. N. Waldeck. P. 1763.

Menin (Flemish Metneii), a comm. and town of

Belgium, prov. W. Flanders, cap. cant., on the

Lys, and on rail, 7 m. S.W. Courtrai. P. (1864)

10,167. Manufs. lace, woollen stuffs, & tobacco. It

was repeatedly taken by the French in the 17th &
18thcenturies. Fortifications now dismantled.
Menjil, Menjile, or Menzil, a vill. of Persia,

prov. Ghilan, on the confines of Irak-Ajemi, and
on the Sefid-rood, 40 m. S.S.W. Eeahd, having
about 60 houses, and trade in oil and soap.

Mknmuik, a pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar, N.E.
Brechin. Area about 15J sq. m. P. 796.

Mennetou-sur-Cher, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Loir-etCher, arr. Eomarantin, ou
rt. b. of the Cher. P. 926.

Me^xnevret, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aisne, arr. Vervins P. 2334.

Mennighuffen, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia,

gov. and 10 m. W.S.W. Miuden. P. 1140.

Mennikorl, a vill. of Russia, gov. Esthonia,

14 m. W.S.W. Wessenburgh. P. 2000.

Menitr£e (La), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Maine-et-Loire, arr. Angers, cant, les Ponts-

de Cd. P. 2297.

Menorca Island, Spain. [Minorca.]
Menouf, a town of Lower Egj'pt, cap. a prov.

in the delta, on the canal of Menouf, which con-

nects the Eosetta and Damietta branches of the

Nile, 30 m. N.N.W. Cairo. It has indigo-works,

a manuf. of mats, and a government school.

Mens, a comm. & market town of France, dep.

Isere, cap. cant., 25 m. S. Grenoble, P. 1903.

Menselisk, a town of Eussia, gov. Orenburg,
cap. dist^ on the Ik, an affl. of the Kama, 135 m.
N.W. Ufa. P. 1420.

Menshieh (El), a town of Upper Egypt, prov.

and 9 m. N.N.W. Girgeh, on the W. bank of the

Nile, with nitre works, and a large government
cotton factory.

Menstrie, a vill. of Scotland, co. Clackmannan,
pa. Logic, 3 m. E.N.E. Stirling. P. 455. Manufs.
woollens.

Mentmoee, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 3J m.
N.W. Ivinghoe. Ac. 1240. P. 399.

Mentone, a town of France, dep. Alpes Mari-
times, 12 m. E.N.E. Nice, on the Mediteri-anean.

P. 4904. It was ceded to France in 1860.

Mentrida, a town of Spain, prov. and 27 m.
N.W. Toledo. P. 2965.

Mentz, a city of Germany. [Mayence.]
Mentz, a township of the U. S., N. America,

New York, on Erie Canal, 8 m. N.N.W. Auburn.
Menwith-witii-Darley, a township of Eng-

land, CO. York, West Eiding, pa. Hampsthwaite,
14 m. E.N.E. Skiptou. Ac. 2480. P. 650.

Menzaleh (Lake), one of the great lagoons of

Lower Egypt, immediately S.E. Damietta, sepa-

rated by a narrow sandbank from the Mediter-
ranean, with which it communicates by three

openings. Length 40 m.
;
greatest breadth 20 m.

It receives the Pelusiac and Tanitic branches of

the Nile. Its fisheries are extensive and valuable.

The Menzaleh Canal from this lake joins the
Nile N. the town Mausurah.—The town of Meitr
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taleh is on the S. bank of the lake. It has a trade

in rice and fish.

Menzelinsk, a town of S. Russia, gov. Oren-
burg, cap. circ, 134 m. N.W. Ufa. P. 1420.

Menzike^n, a town of Switzerland, cant. Aar-
gau, dist. Kulm. P. 1857.

Mexzingen, a town of Switzerland, cant. Zug,
on the borders of cant. Zurich. P. 2285.

Menznau, a town of Switzerland, cant. Luzem,
dist. Willisau. P. 2164.

Meols (North), a pa. of Engl., co. Lancaster,

7i m. N.N.W. Ormskirk. Ac. 24,541. P. 15,947.

Meon, two pas. of England, co. Hants.—I.

( West), 6a m. N.E. Bishop's-Waltham. Ac 3928.

P. 842.—II. {Stoke), 4 m. E.N.E. Bishop's-

"Walthani. Ac. 2050. P. 429.

Meopham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6J m.
W.S.W. Rochester. Ac. 4693. P. 1123.

Mepai., a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 6Jm.
W.N.W. Ely. Ac. 1452. P. 510.

Meppel, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Drenthe, cap. cant., on the Havelter, near its

mouth in the Reest, 26 m. S.W. Assen. P. 7000.

It has manufs. of sail cloth, linen and woollen
fabrics, and an extensive shipping trade on the

Zuider Zee.
Meppen, a town of Prussia, Hanover, landr. &

44 m. N.W. Osnabriick, cap. jurisdiction, on the

Ems, where joined by the Hase. P. (1864) 3227.

Itisenclosed bywalls, & hasmanufs. of linen stuffs.

Meppershali>, a pa. of England, cos. Beds and
Herts, 2^ m. S.S.W. Shefford. Ac. 1949. P. 541.

Mequinenza, Octogessa, a town and fort of

Spain, prov. and 60 m. S.S.E. Huesca, on the
Ebro, at the influx of the Cinea. It is defended
by a fortress, which was taken by the French in

1810 ; is surrounded by triple walls.

Mequinez or Miknas, a city of Marocco, prov.

and 37 m. W.S.W. Fez. P. 70,000. It stands in

a fertile valley, has an elegant palace, and is the
summer residence of the Sultan. Manufactures
leather and earthenware.
Meb or Menaks-la-Vitxe, a comni. and town

of France, dep. Loir-et-Cher, cap. cant., with a
station on the Orleans and Tours Railway, 11 m.
N.E. Blois. P. 4166.

Merapia, a volcano of Java, dist. Kadoe. It was
in violent eruption, Sept. 14th to 17th, 1849.

Merate, a market town of North Italy, prov.
and 18 m. S.E. Como. P. 2417.

Mercadal, a town of the Balearic islands, Mi-
norca, 13 m. N.W. Mahon. P. 4000.

Mercatello, a town of Central Italy, prov.
Pcsaro, cii-c. Urbino, at the foot of the Apen-
nines. P. 2110. It has some fine buildings.

Mercato, a town of South Italy, prov. and
circ. Salerno. P. 9656.

Mebcato-Sar^\ceno, a town of North Italy,

prov. and 21 nu S.S.E. Forii. P. 5539.

Merced, a county of U. S., North America,
Calilomia. P. 1141.

Mercer, several townships of the C S., North
America.—I. Maine, 34 m. N.N.W. Augusta, on
Sandy river.—II. a post borough of Pennsyl-
vania, cap. Mercer co., 55 m. N.W. Pittsburg.

—

III. Butler CO., Pennsylvania.
Mercer, seven cos. of the U. S., N. America,

—I. in N.W. of Illinois. Area 649 sq. m. P.

(1800) 15,042—11. in E. of Kentucky. Area 248
sq. m. P. 10,427 free, 3274 slaves.—III. in W.
of New Jersey. Area 272 sq. m. P. 37,419—IV.
in W. of Ohio. Area 451 sq.m. P. 14,104.—V.
in N.W. of Pennsylvania. Area 618 sq. m. P.
36,856.—VI. in Missouri. P. 9276 free, 24 slaves.
—VII. Virginia. P. 6457 free, 362 slaves.

Mebcia (Flavia CxsariemWy, one of the old

kingdoms of the Saxon heptarchy, or octarch-

occupying the centre of England, and compri-
ing all the modern counties between the Tham
S.ward; Yorkshire and Lancashire N.ward; tii

kingdoms East Anglia and Essex E.ward; ai,

Wales on the W. It was founded in 582, ire i

which period it remained independent untQ :i

conquest by Egbert, King of Wessex, in 827. ] i

cap. city was Leicester.

Merckhem, a comm. and vilL of Belgium, pre •

E. Flanders, 12 m. S.E. Fumes. P. 2160.

Merc<eur, a comm. and vill. of France, dc
Correze, cap. cant., 17 m. S.E. Tulle. P. 805.

Mercogliako, a small fortified town of Sot.t

Italy, prov. and 3 m. W. Avellino, cap. circ ':

3127. It was destroyed by fire in 1656.

Mercurago, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and c.i

Novara, on the Lago Maggiore. P. 1361.

Mpjicuky Bay, New Zealand, is on the N.i

side of N. island, in lat. 36° 48' S., Ion. 175° 45' '.

Mer-de-Glace ('
' sea of ice "). [Mont Bla> c

Merdin, a town of Asiatic Turkey. [Mabdi.\
Merdrignac, a comm. and town of Franc

dep. C6tes-du-Nord, 15 m. E. Loud^ac. P. 3'ic

Mere, a market town and pa. of England, c

Wilts, 22 m. W.N.W. Salisbury. Ac. of pa. 74 (

P. 2929. It has an ancient church, and a uni(

workhouse ; with manufs. of silk and bed-tickin

—II. a township, co. Chester, pa. Rosthem, '1}
•

N.N.W. Knutsford. Ac. 2438. P. 656.

Meredith, two townships of the U. S., Ncr
America.—I. New Hampshire, 33 m. N. Concoi
—II. New York, 6 m. N.N.W. Delhi.

Mer^vn, a town of Austria, in the Tirol, ci

and 15 m. N.W. Botzen, on an affl. of the Adij

P. 2300. It has two monasteiies, a college, i

an English seminary for noble ladies.

MERE-EGLisK(STE),acomm. andvilLofFrani
dep. Manche, 9 m. S.E. Valognes. P. 1575.

Merenchwand, a town in Switzerland, ci

Aargau, dist. MurL P. 1335.
Meretsh or Merecz, a vill. of Russia, gov. a.

56 m. S.W. Vilna, on the Niemen. P. 2800.

Merevale, a pa. of England, cos. Leicester al

Warwick, li m. W.S.W. Atherstone. Ac. 21.

P. 212.

M£r£ville, a comm. and market town f

France, dep. Saone-et-Loire, on the Juine, 37

.

S. Paris. P. 1667.

Mereworth, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6

W.S.W. Maidstone. Ac. 2374. P. 835.

Mergenthiem, a town of Wiirtemberg, c-.

Jaxt, cap. dist., on the Tauber, 66 m. N.IN.

Stuttgart. P. 2381. It has an ancient palsfit

Mergoscia, a town in Switzerland, cant 1-

sin, dist. Locarno. P. 643.

Mergozzo, a town of N. Italy, piov. Nov*,

circ. Pallanza, on a little lake of the same na,?.

P. of comm. 2013. Marbles are quarried in git

abundance in this neighbourhood.
Mergui, a maritime town of British India, d

cap. of one of the Tenasserim provs., oud
island in the delta of the Mei^ui river, la'.r*

27' N., Ion. 98° 42' E., 200 feet above the a

Estimated P. 8000, comprising Burmese, SiaTne,

Chinese, and other settlers. It stands on w
skirts of a steep hill, and is enclosed by a wocfn

stockade. Streets wide, but the houses arpf

fragile materials ; it has military cantonmfKS

hospital, and a few European houses. The '-

hour is well adapted for small vessels; evi't

trade in sapan wood, ivory, tortoise-shell, a-

slug, shark fins, etc., for the China nis^^J

Climate healthy. The town was stormed

taken by the British in 1824.

Mekgui Archipelago, a group of islanc
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us Gulf of Bengal, off the Tenasserim coast, be-

veen lat. 9° and 13° N., Ion. 97° and 98° 30'

., forming a part of the British prov. Mergui.

he highest peaks are 3000 feet above the sea.

rincipal islands, Great and Little Canister, Car-
issa, Bentinck, Domel, Kisseraing, Sullivan's,

ing's, and St Matthew's. The prov. Mergui is

e most S. on this coast belonging to the British.

earls of superior quality are found on the coast.

'ild animals comprise the tiger, elephant, rhi-

'ceros, and deer; birds—pigeons, gulls, and
.mes. Principal products timber and coal.

l.e inhabitants are a roving race, uncivilised,

it timid and inoffensive.

Mekhamet-Abad, a vill. of Persia, prov. Azer-
jan, cap. dist., 80 m. S.W. Tabriz, formerly of

nsequeiice, and having a fort and palace re-

ntly built, and about 1000 houses.

Mkrida, Emerata Azujusta, a city of Spain,

ov. and 30 m. E, Badajoz, on right bank of the

uadiana, here crossed by a Roman bridge of

arches, and 2575 feet in length. P. 4112. It

.3 a convent, two churches, two hospitals, a
ison, and extensive Roman remains.

—

Augusta
•nerita was founded B.C. 25. by Augustus for the
ttlement of his veteran troops {emeriti'). It

terwards became cap. of Lusitania, fell into the
nds of the Moors in 713, and was finally at-

ched to the kingdom of Castile in 1228.

Merida, formerly the CAp. city of Yucatan,
utral America, now (1864) claimed by Cam-
che, in lat. 20° 50' N., Ion. 89° 40' W., 25 m.
)m the Gulf of Mexico. P. (1860) 25,000. It

IS founded in 1542, on the site of a city pre-
ously ruined by the Spaniards. It has a ca-
edral, built 1598, bishop's residence, govern-
nt house, and theatre. The manufactures and
tde inconsiderable, but it oommunicates by a
od road with its port Sival.

Merida, a town of South America, Venezuela,
p. Zulia, cap. prov., on the Chama, 85 m. N.W.
irinas. P. 6000. Before its destruction by an
rthquake, in 1812, it was the largest city in
nezuela, and it is again flourishing. Area of
ov. 10,793 sq. m. P. (1854) 62,116.
Meriden, a pa of England, co. Warwick, 5J m.
.N.W. Coventry. Ac. 3010. P. 968.
Meriden, a town of the U. S., North America,
Mv Haven, co. Connecticut. P. 3526.
Merignac, a comm. and vill. of Prance, dep,
londe, arr. Bordeaux, cant Pessac. P. 4284.
Merim, a lake of S. America, between Brazil
d Uruguay, running parallel with, and 15 m.
'm, Atlantic. Lat. 33° S. ; Ion. 63° W. Length
] m.; breadth varies to 20 m. It receives
reral rivers, and communicates N.ward with
3 Lake dos Patos by the San Gonzalo.
Mebinchal, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
euse, 14 m. E. Aubosson. P. 1880.
Merinville, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
ide, 12 m. N.E. Carcassone. P. 1625.
Merionethshire ("Welsh Merionyddy, a mari-
le CO. of North Wales, having W. Cardigan
y ; and on other sides the cos. Carnarvon,
nbigh, and Montgomery. Area 663 sq. m., or
j.291 ac, of which about 50,000 are arable. P.
61) 38,963. Surface mountainous, in many
ts well wooded and intersected by fine vales.
principal summits are, Arrenig, 2816 feet,

1 Cader-Idris, 2959 feet in height. Principal
ere, the Dee, Maw, and Dovey ; the estuary of
ich last separates it from the co. Cardigan in
S. Small lakes numerous, and that of Bala,
largest in North Wales, is in this co. Soil

stly poor, and suited only for pasturage. Welsh
lies of the purest breed are nearly confined to

this CO. Mineral products are slate and limo at

Corwen and Festiniog, with lead and copper at
Barmouth, Towyn, etc. Manufs. coarse flannels.

Shipping is important at the harbours of Bar-
mouth and Aberdyfi. The co. is divided into 537
pas., in the diocese of Bangor and Asaph. Chief
towns, Dolgelly, the cap., Bala, Corwen, and
Towyn. It sends 1 member to H. of C. Reg.
electors (1864) 1475.
Merishausen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Schaffhausen, in the valley of Rauden. P. 930.

Merivale, a CO. of Queensland, on border of

New South Wales. Lat. 28° S. ; Ion. 152° E. It

is traversed by Condamine river. Chief town
Warwick. Length 75 m.
Meriwetheij, a co. of the U. S*., North Ame-

rica, in W. of Georgia. Area 476 sq. m. P. (1860)
6582 free, 8748 slaves.

Mekkah, a seaport town of E. Africa, dom. and
42 m. S.W. Magadoxo. Pop. about 3000. It is

stone-built, and was founded by Arab traders.

Merkara or Madikeki, a town of British In-
dia, prov. Coorg, 315 m. W. Madi-as, 4056 feet

above the sea. It is the seat of a civil government
and of a military cantonment. Chief edifices,

the fort, a church, a revenue office, and court-
house. Climate is salubrious, and especially fa-

vourable for European constitutions.

Merkendorf, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle
Franconia, 9 m. S.E. Ans'pach. P. 740.

Merkez, a vill., castle, and river (the last the
ancient Kersus) in Syria, 6 m. N. Scanderoon, on
the E. side of its bay.
Merklingen, two vills. of Wurtemberg.— I.

circ. Neckar, on the Wurm, 13 m. W. Stuttgart.

P. 1297.—II. circ. Danube, 15 m. N.W. Ulm.
Merlara, a town of Northern Italy, prov. and

28 m. S.W. Padua, cap. comm. P. 2500.

Merleac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

C6tes-du-Nord, 9 m. N.W. Louddac. P. 2826.

Merlera, the most N. of the Ionian Islands, in

the Mediterranean, 7 m. N.W. Corfu. Area 3 sq. m.
Merlerault (Le), a comm. and market town

of France, dep. Orne, cap. cant., 15 m. E. Argen-
tan. P. 1367. Manufacture linens.

Mermentau, a river of U. S., North America,
rises in the prairies of S.W. Louisiana, flows

mostly S., and enters the Gulf of Mexico, after a
course of 170 miles.

Mero£ (Isle of), a wide tract in S. Nubia,
between the Nile and its tributary the Atbara.
Length 400 m. ; breadth 200 m. Area 577,480 sq.

m. P. 3, 350, 000. The ruins of the ancient Meroe
are in its N. part, on the E. bank of the Nile, 26
m. N.E. Shendy ; and on a part of its site is the
modem dilapidated town of same name, with a
manufacture of indigo, and large com magazines.
Merom (Lake), Palestine, in the upper Jordan.

The 'Waters of Merom' of the Old Testament,
beside which Joshua smote Jabin king of Hazor.
The Lake Samochonitis of Josephus. The Bakr
el-Huleh of the Arabs. This is a sheet of water
nearly triangular in fonn. Length 4J by 3^
miles. Round the lake is a broad margin oi

marshy ground extending some miles to the N..

and covered with thickets and canes. The plain
or basin in which the lake is situated is called

Ard el-HMeh (the district of Htileh). Height of

lake above the Mediterranean 120 feet. [Jordan.]
Merrimacj, a co. of the U. S., North Ameiica,

in S. of New Hampshire. Area 847 sq. m. P.

(1860) 41,408. It is drained by river of same
name, which enters the Atlantic at Newburj-
port, after a S. and E. course of 150 m. On it ia

the town Plymouth. It is navigable 15 miles.

Merrisgton, a pa. of England, co. Durhaui,
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8| lu. E.N.E. Bishop-Auckland. Ac. 8024. P.
4046.

Merriott, a pi. of England co. Somerset, 2
m. N. Crewkeme. Ac. 1693. P. 1413.

Merkow, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 2 m.
E.N.E. GuUdford. Ac 1608. P. 363.
Merryx (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

6J m. W.N.W. Wadebridge. Ac. 3928. P. 570.
Mersch, a mkt. town of the Netherlands, grand

duchy and 10 m. N. Luxemburg, cap. dist, on the
AJzette, here joined by the Mamer. P. 2400.
Merse or March, a district of Scotland, form-

ing the S. part of Berwickshire.
Mersea, two pas. of England, co. Essex.—I.

(East), 8 m. S.S.E. Colchester. Ac. 3857. P.
305.—II. {Westy, a pa. adjoining the above, 8J
m. S. Colchester. Ac. 4415. P. 944. These
two pas. fonn a finely wooded island in the
Noilh Sea, connected with the mainland by a
long causeway, covered at high water. Eoman
relics have been found here.

Merseburg, a town of Prussian Saxony, cap.
gov., on 1. b. of the Saale, and on the Thuringian
Railway, 69 m. S.S.E. Magdeburg. P. (1864)
12,846. It has a cathedral, ducal and episcopal
palaces, a military orphan asylum, school of

surgery, and manufs. of woollen and linen fabrics,

paper, tobacco, vinegar, and excellent beer.

Mei{s-el-Kebir (Spanish Mazalquiver), a for-

tified town of Algeria, on the Mediterranean,
prov. and 3 m. N.W. Oran. It was taken by the
Spaniards in 1505, abandoned by them in 1792,
and taken by the French in 1830. P. 1508, of

whom 1471 are Europeans.
Mersey, a river of England, rises in the N. of

CO. Derby, and flows W., mostly between the cos.

Chester and Lancaster, till it expands into the
spacious estuary or arm of the Irish Sea, which
foi-ms Liverpool channel. Length 70 m. Chief
afSuent, the Irwell, to the junction of which it is

navigable for large vessels. The estuary is 16
m. long, 1 to 3 wide, and is greatly obstructed
by sand banks ; it abounds in conger eels,

floundei-s, shrimps, and sparlings.

Mersham, a pa. of Engl., co. Kent, on the S.E.
Railway, 3^ m. S.E. Ashford. Ac. 2675. P. 752.
Merstham, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 3 m.

N.E. Eeigate, on the London and Brighton Rail.,

which here passes through a long tunnel K. of

Red Hill station. Ac. 2535. P. 846.

Merston, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2J m.
E.S.E. Chichester. Ac. 710. P. 79.

Merthor, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4
m. W. Tregoney. Ac. 2170. P. 373.

Mertuyr, several pas. of S. Wales.—I. co. and
4 m. W. Carmarthen. Ac. 2218. P. 287.—II.
(Cynog), co. and 7 m. N.N.W. Brecon. P. 825.
—III. (Dovariy co. Glamorgan, 6J m. S.S.W,
Cardiff. Ac. 1396. P. 143.—IV. (i/a«T), co. Gla-
morgan, 2 m. S.W. Bridgend. Ac. 2590. P. 174.

Merthyr-Tydvil, a parL bor., town, and pa.
of S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, on the Taff, 24 m.
N.N.W. Cardiff, with which it is connected by
the Taff-vale railway, and by canal. P. of bor.

(1851) 63,080, (1861) 83,875 ; of pa. 49,794. TLe
town has sprung up from a mere vill. within the
last 80 years. It consists chiefly of labourers'
dwellings and small shops, with two churches, a
chapel of ease, and numerous dissenting chapels.
Its geological position is near the centre of the
great South "W ales coal basin ; hence the numer-
ous iron-works supplied by the rich iron and
coal mines in the vicinity. The produce of
these works is mostly shipped at Cardiff, and
exceeds 150,000 tons per annum. The Dowlais
irou-woiks have 18 lumaces, each employing

500 men ; the colliers at Dowlais number 17

)

The bor. is under the superintendence of

stipendiary magistrate. Alt. 559 feet. It sen c

1 mem, to H. of C, and is a polliug-place for 1 1

CO, Reg. elect. (1864) 1317. The first iron tra i

way in the country for which an Act of Pari

:

"ment was obtained, was laid down in 1796, fr '

Merthyr to Navigation (halfway to Cardiff). I

this, for a wager of a 1000^ Trevethick ran •
1

first locomotive in 1804. In 1836 a railway cal i

Taffvale, was opened to Cardiff. The town d j

is in connection with the Vale of Neath, BrecD
and West-Midland railways. Alt. 559 feet.

MERT01.A, Jtdia Myrtuis, a fortified town
Portugal, prov. Alemtejo, on the Guadiana,
m. S. Evora. P. 3000.

Merton, several pas. of England.—I. co. Su
rey, on the Wandle, 8 m. S.S.W. London, i

1780. P. 1822. Henry iii. held a parliame
here.—II. co. Norfolk, 2 m. S. Walton. A

1362. P. 194.—III. CO. Devon, 6 m. N.N A

Hatherleigh. Ac 3738. P. 820.—IV.co. Uxfc

3i m. S.S.W. Bicester. Ac. 1990. P. 204.

Mertoun, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick, c

cupying its S. part. Ac C5C0. P. 729.

Meku, a comm. and town of France, dep. Oi:

cap. cant, 15 m. S. Beauvais. P. 2887.
Merv or Meru, ArUiochia Margiana, a U.\

of Independent Turkestan, dom. and 300 m. S.

Khiva, on the route between Meshed and Eo
hai-a. P. 3000. It is enclosed by an eartb

rampart, and was formerly of importance as t

cap. of a Seljuk dynasty, but is now ruinous.

Merville or Merghem, a comm. and towa
France, dep. Nord, on 1. b. of the Lys, 18 m, ^

Lille. P. 6521. It has considerable manufs.
linen table cloths and cottcai velvet.

Mery-sur-Seine, a conmi. and town of Fraa
dep. Aube, on rt. b. of the Seine, which here I

comes navigable, 12 m. W.S.W. Arcis-sur-Au
P. 14 1 9. It was burned during a combat beti* e

the French and Prussians in 1814.

Merzig, a town, Rhenish Prussia, gov, and
m. S. Treves, cap. circ, on the Saar. P. 3444

Mesagna (MessapiaX a town of South Ita

prov. and 27 m. N.W. Lecce, P. 7790. Iti

surroimded by walls.

Meschede, a town of Prussian Westpha
gov. and 11 m. E.S.E. Amsberg, cap. circ, on i>

Ruhr. P. 2181. Manufactures of woollens.

Meseritsch, two towns, Moravia.—I. {Gro^

circ. and 19 m. E. Iglau, on the Oslava.

3500.—IL (Wahchisch), circ and 25 m. N.
Prerau, on the Betschwa. P, 2800.

Meseritz, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. si

55 m. W. Posen, cap. circ, on the Obra. .

4853. It is enclosed by ancient ramparts, tl

has manufactures of woollen cloth and leath?-

Meshaw, a pa. of England, co. Devon, b

S.S.E. South Molton. Ac 1751, P. 250.

Meshed or Mushed, a fortified city of N.

Persia, cap. prov. Khorassan, in lat. 36° 17' '

N., Ion. 69° 25' E. P. 80,000. It stands '.n

fertile plain, is enclosed by strong walls, and
^

the magnificent mausoleum of the Imam Ei

and the Caliph Haroun-al-Raschid ; but its {-

vate buildings are mostly of sun-dried h'l,

and its colleges are in niins. It has manuisf

velvets and gunpowder, and an active trade -^

Bokham, Candahar, Herat and Yzed. The slie

is visited by 30,000 pilgrims annually. ' '

mosque is the richest in the world (rev. 50, '

'•

a-year), and has two minarets; the doors <i

studded with rubies, and covered with gold.

Mesjid or Musjeed, several towns of Ai i|

Tuikey, etc.—I. {All, anc. Altxandrid), j

I
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agdad, 28 m. S. the ruins of Babylon. It is en-

osed by walls flanked with towers and a ditch,

rincipal edifice, the tomb of Ali, which attracts

ther numerous pilgrims of the Shiah sect,

iider the name of Hira, this town was the cap.

Arab and Christian dynasties, until taken by
le Saracens in 632.—II. (Hossein or Kerbela,

ic. Vologesia), 28 m. N.W. Babylon, in a well-

iltivated tract, and containing the mosque and
mb of Hossein, son of Ali, venerated by the

tiiahs.

Mesko, a vill. of Asiatic Turkey, pash. Diar-

>kir, 20 m. W.S.W. Mardin.
Mesjien le Vieux (St), a coram, and vill. of

rauce, dep. Vendfe, 25 m. N. Fontenay. P. 1360.

AIesola, a town of North Italy, prov. Ferrara,

ru. Comacchio, on the right bank of the Po di

oro. It has a fine palace. P. 5104.

Mesolonghi, a small town of Greece, W. Hel-
s, gov. 2EXo\isL, on a marshy plain covered with
ive plantations, near the Gulf of Patras, 22 m.
'. Lepanto. It was formerly a military post of

iportauce, withstood remarkable sieges in 1822
id 1826 ; and near it, in 1823, a large Turkish
uiy was defeated by a small Greek force under
iirco Botzaris, who was killed in the action.

ord Byron died here 19th April 1824.

Mesopotamia, an ancient name of the country
•tween the Euphrates and Tigris rivers, Asiatic

urkey, now comprised in the pashs. Diarbekir
id Bagdad, and containing the cities Diarbekir,
ardin, Misibin, and Mosul, with parts of the
lius of Babylon and Seleucia.

Mesoraca, a town of South Italy, prov. and
m. N.E. Catanzaro. P. of comm. 24G0.

Messa, a walled town of Marocco, prov. Sus,

! m. S.W. Terodant. P. 3000.

Messac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ille-

-Vilaine, 18 m. N.E. Redon. P. 2104.
Messene, Mavromati, a vill., and formerly an
iportant city of Greece, Morea, gov. Messenia,
i m. S.E. Kj'parissia. The vill. stands at the
ot of Ithome, on either side of the " Black
pring" (the ancient fountain of Clepsydra), and
1 the centre of the ancient site of Messene, the
villains of which are extensive.
Messenia, a gov. of Greece, consisting of the
W. peninsula of the Morea, and having land-
ard the govs. Triphylia, Gortynia, & Laconia.
rea 1329 sq. m. P. (1861) 117,181. Cap. Calamoe.
Messina, Zcmde & Messana, a city & seaport of
cily, cap. prov., on the Strait of Messina, 8 m.
•W. Eeggio. Lat. 38° 11' 10" N. ; Ion. 15° 34' 7"
• P. (1862) 62,024, with comm. 103,324. It is
lilt on the W. side of a harbour, enclosed by
d walls ; has wide streets, paved with lava,
liucipal structures, a cathedral, convents, a
oeroy's palace, hospital, theatres, a town-hall,
xluuge, custom-house, bank, college, lyceum,
1(1 public library ; with a lazaretto on the E.
le of the harbour and broad quays. The port,
fended by a citadel and 6 forts, is foi-med by a
ug curved tongue of land, projecting N.E.
id W.ward in the form of a sickle, whence its
icient Greek name ; it is about 4 m. in cu-cum-
lence, has deep water throughout, and large
issels can load and unload close to the quays,
rade chiefly in silk, oil, wine, and fruit. Ex-
irts comprise oranges and lemons, silk, olive
I, wine and spirits, lintseed, salt fish, etc. ; im-
irts consist of colonial produce, cotton and
,aollen fabrics, hardwares, and other manufac-
red goods. It has steam communication with
iples, Marseille, and Malta; an active tunny
d other fisheries ; and manufs. of damasks and
tins. Messina surrendered to the Sardinians,

13th March 1861.— r/ie S(rait of Messina (Faro
di Messina, anc. Mamerdnum fretum) separates
Sicily from S. Italy. Length N. to S. 22 m.

;

breadth 10 m. in S. to 2^ m. in N. extremity,

between the Faro tower, Sicily, and the rock of

Scylla, Naples. On its shores are the cities

Reggio and Messina, opposite which latter is the

whirlpool of Charybdis.
Messlna, a prov. of the kingdom of Italy, in

the island Sicily, bounded N. by the Tyrhen-
nian Sea, E. by the Strait of Messina and the
Ionian Sea, S. by the prov. Catania, and W. by
Palermo. Traversed by the Neptunian moun-
tains through its length. Products, silk, hemp,
flax, fruits, and sulphur. Area 1699 sq. m. P.

(1862) 394,761.
Messlnes (Flem. Meeseri), a town of Belgium,

prov. W. Flanders, 6 m. S. Ypres. P. 1500.

Me:ssing, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3j m.
S.E. Coggeshall. Ac. 2549. P. 813.

Messingham, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 7^
m. W.S.W. Glanford-Brigg. Ac. 6130. P. 1374.

Messis or Misis, a large vill. of Asia Minor,
pash. and 18 m. E. Adana, beside the Jyhoou
(anc. Pi/ramttsy, on the site of the ancient Mop-
suestia, inhabited mostly by Turkish freebooters.

Mestanz.v, a town of Spain, New Castile, prov.

and 30 m. S.S.W. Ciudad-Real. P. 2670.

Mestchovsk, a town of Russia, gov. and 40 m.
W.S.W. Kaluga. It has a hemp fair in July.

Mestre, a town of Northern Italy, prov. and 6
m. N.W. Venice, cap. dist., with a station on rail,

to Vicenza, on margin of the lagoon. P. 6000.

Mesurada (Cape), a headland of Liberia, W.
Africa, immediately S. of Monrovia. Lat. 6^ 19'

3' N. ; Ion. 10" 49' 5' W.
Mesurata, a maritime town of N. Africa, dom.

and 112 m. E.S.E. Tripoli, at the entrance of the

Gulf of Sidra. It is celebrated for its manufs. of

carpets.

—

Cape Mesurata (or Misratah), near it,

is in lat. 32° 25' N., Ion. 15° 10' E.

Meta, a town of South Ita.ly, prov. Naples,

circ. Castellamare. P. 6683. A thriving town
with two small ports.

Meta, a river of South America, New Granada,
rises about 40 m. S. Bogota, and joins the river

Orinoco, after a N.E. course of 500 miles.

Metapa, a town of Central America, state and
20 m. S.S.E. Guatemala, near Lake Metapa. P.

8000. There are iron mines in its vicinity.

Metauro, Metaurus, a river of Central Italy,

E. of the Apennines, after an E.N.E. course of

60 m. enters the Adriatic 9 m. S.E. Pesaro.

Metaxata, a vill. of the Ionian Island Cepha-
lonia, dist. Livato, 6 m. S.E. Argostoli.

Metcalfe, a county of U. S., North America,
Kentucky. P. 5964 free, 781 slaves.

Meteln, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

and 23 m. N.W, Munster. P. 1482.

Meteren, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, 5 m. E.N.E. Hazebrouck. P. 2623.

Metfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3J- m.
E.S.E. Harieston. Ac. 2162. P. 663.

MethamiS; a comm. and vill. of France, in au
extensive coal basin, dep. Vaucluse, arr. Car-
pentras, 15 m. N.E. Avignon. P. 861.

Metheringham, a pa. of England, co. and 8|
m. S.E. Lincoln. Ac. 4590. P. 1532.

Methill, a vill., Scotl., co. Fife, pa. Wemyss,
on the Firth of Forth, 1^ m. W. Leven. P. 522.

Methley, a pa. of England, co. York, West
Riding, with a station on the North Midland
RaUway, 7| m. S.S.E. Leeds. Ac. 3240. P. 2472.

Methlick, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen,
bounded S. and E. by New Deer. P. 2157.

Metuuen, a township of the U. S., Norl^i
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America, Massachusetts, 22 m. N.N.W. Boston.
Cotton manufactures.
Methven, a pa., of Scotland, co. and 6 m.

W.N.W. Perth. Ac. about 10,700. P. 2317 ; do.

of vil!., 950, mostly cotton weavers. Here, on
the Lynedoch estate, is the grave of " Bessie Bell

and Mary Graj'," victims of the plague in 1666.

Methwoi,!), a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3|
m. S.S E. Stoke-Ferry. Ac. 13,192. P. 1509.

Methye (Lake), a small lake of British North
America, 180 m. S- Lake Athabasca, and having
at its S. extremity Fort Methye, and on N. side

a portage. Another Lake Methye is 350 m. S.W.
Metropoli, a town of Crete, near its centre,

20 m. S.W. Candia. Around it are vestiges sup-
posed to be those of the ancient Gortynia.—Me-
tropolis is a iniined city of Asia Minor, Anatolia,

the remains of which are 22 m. S.S.E. Smyrna.
Mett or MACiiE, a vill. of Switzerland, cant

Bern, dist. Nidau. P. 622.

Metterxich, a vill. of Ehenish Prussia, gov.
and 2^ m. W. Coblentz. P. 718.

Mettinghaji, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2
m. E. Bungay. Ac. 1386. P. 387.

Mettmanx, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov.
and 9i m. N.E. Dusseldorf, on the Dussel. P.

2677. It has manufs. of woollens, velvets, and silk.

Mettmenstetten, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Zurich, dist. Affoltem. P. 1451.

Metton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3J m.
S.S.W. Cromer. Ac. 660. P. 78.

Mettray, a vill. of France, dep. Indi-e-et-Loire,

5 m. from Tours. P. 2311. It is an agricultural

colony, founded in 1840 for young criminals.

Metz, Divodumrtu, a strongly fortified city of

France, cap. dep. Moselle, at the confluence of the
Moselle and Seille, and at the head of a branch
of the railway from Paris to Strasbourg, 170 m.
E. Paris. P. (1861) 56,888. It has a citadel, an
ai-mouiy with arms for 180,000 men, a hospital for

1800 patients, 6 barracks, 2 arsenals, and a powder
mill, 2 military schools, a Gothic cathedral, with a
ppire 373 feet high, a botanic garden, a university
academy for the deps. Ardennes and Moselle, and
a public library of 27,000 vols. Manufs. woollen
cloths, muslins, lace, and an active trade. In
the 10th century it was a free imperial city,

under the protection of the German Empire.
Metzensiefex, a market town of Northern

Hungary, circ. Abaujvar, formed of two con-
liguous vills., 18 m. W. Kaschau. United pop.
6359. It has iron mines and works.
Metzingen, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Black

Forest, on the Neckar, 18 m. S.E. Stuttgart. P.
4532. It has woollen manufactures.
Metzovo, a town of Turkey. [Mezzovo.]
Mecdox, a comm. and small town of France,

.lep. Seine-et-Oise, 6 m. W. Paris. P. 5157. It

has a royal palace and park, and a station on
the railway to Versailles.

Meulan, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, on the Seine, and on the Paris and
Rouen Eailway, 8 m. W.N.W. Poissy. P. 2181.

Meulebeke, a comm. and vill. "of Belgium,
prov. W. Flanders, cap. cant., 10 m. N. Comlrai.
P. 9293.

—

Meulebeeck is a vill., prov. South Bra-
bant, 1 m. N.W. Brussels. P. 1600.

Meung or Mehux, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Loiret, cap. cant., on the railway to

Tours, 11 m. W.S.W. Orleans. P. 3660. It has
tanneries and paper mills.

Meurka, a town of E. Africa, lat. 1° 42' N.
P. 3500. It manufs. cotton, and exports grain.

Meurs or Mors, a town of Ehenish Prussia,
gov. and 17 m. N.N.E. DUsseldorf, cap. princi-

pality, on the Eider. P. 3821. It has a town-

hall, in front of which are the sculptured lioi;

found on the site of the Asciburgum of Tacitu^
Under the French, Meurs was cap. of the der
Eoer.
Mecrsault, a comm. and vill. of France, de

Cote-d'Or, 27 m. S.S.W. Dijon. P. 2416.
Meurthe, a riv. of France, rises in the Vosgf >

S.E. of St Did, passes St Did, Lundville, ai

.

Nancy, where it becomes navigable. It joins tli

Moselle on the right at Frouard, 6 m. N. Nancj
Length 70 miles.

Meurthe, a dep. of France, in the N.E., form>
of part of the old prov. of Lorraine, between t!i

deps. B. Ehin, Vosges, Meuse, and Moselle; cjr

Nancy. Area 2352 sq. m. P. (1861) 428,643. Chit
rivers, the Moselle and its aflis., the Meurthe, t:i

Sarre, and the Seille; it is situated entirely i

the basin of the Moselle, and covered with k^
offsets of the Vosges mountains ; there are ei
tensive marshes in the N.E. Wine and timte
are exported. Minerals, building and lithograpl.i

stones, marble, and alabaster; ithas vai5tdepos.t

of turf, and an immense bank of rock-salt, wheuc
issue valuable salt springs. Chief manufs., glas!

ci-ystal, porcelain, paper, linen, woollen, &n>

cotton fabrics. The dep. is divided into th

arrs. Chateau-Salins, Lundville, Nancy, Sane
bourg, and Toul.
Meuse, a frontier dep. of France, in the N.E

formed of part of the old prov. Lorraine, betwee
tlje deps. Moselle, Meurthe, Vosges, H.-Manu
Marne, and Ardennes, and bounded N. by Bel

gium. Area 2404 sq. m. P. (1861) 305,540. I

is traversed from S. to N. by a range of low hiU

called the mountains of Argonne, which separat

the basins of the Meuse and Seine. Chief riven

the Meuse, Chifers, Saulx, Omain, Aisne, an

Aire. Climate cold and humid, but healthy

surface in many places stony and arid ; soil fei

tile in the valleys. Products, com, fruit, an
building timber; cattle and sheep extensivd
reared. Piincipal industry, iron forgiug, gl;is

and paper making. The dep. is divided into tfc

arrs. Bar-le-Duc, Commercy, Montmedy, an

Verdun. Cap. Bar-le-Duc.
Meuse (Flemish A/aese, Dutch Maas, ancii^i

Mosa), a river of Europe, rises in France, dep. H
Marne, N.E. Langres, traverses the dep. Vosge
where it disappears under ground near 15;

zoilles, and re-appears, 4 m. distant, near Neu
chateau. In France ij. passes Commercy, '

Mihiel, and Verdun (where it becomes navigabli

Sedan, Meziferes, Charleville, Givet; in Belgii.i

Dinant, Namur, Huy, and Liege; in HoUan
Maestricht, Euremonde, Venlo, and Gorcua
below Gorcum it separates into several branctc

traversmg the Bies Bosch and Holland's Die

forming numerous islands, and enters the Nofj

Sea by three principal mouths, the Maas on t:

N., the Flakkee in the middle, and the GreveW
gen on the S. Length 450 m. Chief afiSs. '

left, the Bar, Sambre, and Dommel ; on rifrl

the Semoy, Lesse, Ourthe, Eoer, and Niers, t

Waal (a branch of the Ehine), the Linge, Ltc

and the Lower Yssel, another branch of t

Ehine. P^etheelands.] The Meuse commi.)

cates with the Aisne by the canal of Ardenn
MEUSEI.BACH, a vill. of Central Germoi

principality Schwarzburg-Eudolstadt, 6 m.

Kouigsee. P. 1350.

Meuselwitz, a mkt. town of Germany, due

Saxe-Altenburg, 15 m. N.E. Gera. P. 1624.

Mevagh, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Donegi

7 m. N.W. Millford. Ac. 21,020. P. 4756.

Mevagissey, a pa. of England, co. Comv" i

5Jm. E.S.E. Grampound. Ac. 1344. P. 1^'
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It is a coast-guard station on tlie Channel, and

the chief seat of the Seine pilchard fishing.

Mewan (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 1

m. W.S.W. St Austell. Ac. 2632. P. 1227.

Mewti, a town of W. Prussia, gov. and 8 m.

N.W. Marienwerder, on the Vistula. P. 2978.

Mexborough, a pa. of Engl., co. York, W. Eld-

ing, 5| m. N.N.E. Rotherhara. Ac. 2323. P. 2665.

Mexico, a federal republic of North America,

between lat. 16° and 33° N., Ion. 92° and 117°

\'v'., having N. the United States, E. the Gulf

:if Mexico, S.E. Central America, S. and W.
the Pacific Ocean and Gulf of California. Area
and pop., according to a rough census of 1857,

ire as follow :

—

States.
Area in

sq. m.
Pop.
1857.

Chief Towns.

Aguas Calientes,

Chiapas,

Chihuahua, ...

Colima,

Durango,
Guanajuato,
Guerrero, ...

Jalisco,

Mexico,

Michoacan, ...

New Leon and)
Coahuila, ...j

Oajaca,

Puebla,

Queretaro, ...

S. Luis Potosi,

Sinaloa,

Sonera,

Tabasco,

Tamaulipas,
Tlascala,

Veracruz, ...

Yucatan and \
Campeachy,

)

Zacatecas, ...

Dist. of Mexico,
California, ...

19,263
103,928

3,338
49,966
12,565

29,490
50,817
16,074

26,492

82,029

33,530
14.203

2,466

32,297

34,465
132,760
17,073

30,766

1,849

25,855

46,393

32,318
106

69,108

86,329
167,472
164,073
62,109

144,331
729,103
270,000
804,058

1,029,629

554,685

213,369

525,938
658,609
165,155
397,189
160,000

139,374
70,628

109,673

90,158
349,125

668,623

296,789
269,534
12,000

Ag. Calientes.

San ChristobaL
Chihuahua.
Colima.
Durango.
Guanajuato.
Tixtlan.

Guadalajara.
Toluca.

Morella.

(Monterey.
tSaltillo.

Oajaco.
Puebla.
Queretaro.
San Louis.

Culiacan.
Ures.
S. Juan.
Victoria.

Tlastala,

Vera Cruz.
(Merida.
(Campeachy.
Zacatecas.
Mexico.
La Paz.

Total, ... 857,151 8,137,853

n 1866 Mexico was divided into 50 departments,
md the pop. was then estim. at 8,259,080. Mexico
•onsists of an elevated plateau. The mountain
:hain that enters it from Central America, di-

verges on the N. into two arms, enclosing the
jlateau of Anahuac, 6000 to 8000 feet high, out
)f which rise the volcanoes Popocatapetl, Ori-
;aba, etc. There are numerous lakes on this

able-land, the chief being that of Chapala. Prin-
•ipal rivers, the Nueces, Tigre, Tampico, and Al-
>arado, flowing E. ; and the Bolsas, Rio Grande de
Santiago, Culiacan, and Yaque, entering the
J'acific. The Rio Bravo del Norte forms the N-E.
rentier. Mexico is divided into 3 zoiif «. depend-
ug not on latitude but altitude.—1. The Tierra
aliente, or hot zone, a narrow belt extending
rem the shores of the two oceans to the foot of
he mountains, with a part of the basins of the
tio Gila and del Norte ; mean temp. 77° Fahr.,
nd unhealthy. 2. Tierra templada, or temperate
egion, occupying the slopes of the Cordilleras

;

lean temp. 75°, healthy. 3. Tierra fria, com-
'lising the great table-land, more than 7000 feet
bove the sea. This region, tempered by cold,
as a mean temp, similar to that of Lombardy,
,7° Fahr., but heat and cold less excessive, and
<^ry healthy. This arrangement of surface,
ith a fertile soil, favours the productions of
very zone. The hot zone has two seasons
oly, the summer with yellow fever, and the

winter, with Nortes (N. winds) and hurricanes.

Products, banana, pine apple, orange, and va-
nilla. The temperate zone has a perpetual sum-
mer, is healthy, and produces maize, oranges,
lemons, olives, and grapes. The cool zone is

bracing and healthy, and produces barley, the
agave, etc. Tobacco, coffee, pepper, medicinal
plants, mahogany, and India-rubber are among
the other products. The fauna comprises the
grizzly bear, bison, tapir, jaguar, cougar or puma,
ocelot, wolf, lynx, skunk, wild cat, besides mon-
keys, alligators, rattlesnakes, birds of brilliant

plumage, and on the coasts seals and whales.
All the domestic animals of the old world thrive
on the rich pasture-grounds ; buffaloes in the
plains. Mexico is rich in minerals, having mines
of gold, silver, quicksilver, copper, lead, tin, zinc,

and antimony. The gold mines are mostly on W.
side of the Sierra Madre, and, until the discoveiy
of gold in Australia in 1854, they were the most
productive in the world. The silver mines occur
on the W. declivities of the Andes, but the mines
have never been properly worked ; the total

annual produce never having much exceeded
6,000,000^. sterling. The state has cotton, wool-
len, and silk factories, delft-ware and glass

works, paper mills, sugar refineries, & distilleries.

Principal ports, Vera Cruz, Tampico, Matamoras,
and Monterey, on the Gulf of Mexico ; and San
Bias, Acapulco, Mazatlan, and Guaymas, on the
Pacific and Gulf of California. A rail, from Vera
Cruz to Medellin was opened in 1866. It is being
continued to Alvarado, and is projected to Mexico.
The dominant church is Roman Catholic, to the
exclusion of any other, and Mexico has 1 arch-
bishop and 11 bishops. There are 146 monas-
teries, 59 nunneries, and 8 colleges of the Propa-
ganda. Education is neglected, but lately several

primary and private schools have been opened.
Besides these, there are several seminaries sus-

tained & directed by the clergy ; national colleges,

and a school of mining, a school of medicine, and
a military school. Mexican public libraries are

rich in books, MSS., and instruments for the study
of the sciences. The geographical position of

Mexico, between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans,

and the variety of natural productions, specially

adapt it for commercial enterprise ; but owing to

its unsettled state, and the insecurity of property,

her resources have never been fairly developed.

The total annual value of her trade is not more
than 6,500,000^. Exports to Britain (1862), cot-

ton, mahogany, cochineal, Brazil wood, indigo,

logwood, Nicaragua wood, copper, hides, jalap,

vanilla, etc., to the value of 619,508^. Imports
cottons, lin'tens, woollens, hardwares, silks, leather,

apparel, arms, spirits, iron, beer, and ale, etc., to

the value of 816,870^. Public revenue and ex-
penditure estimated at 3,546,458/. National debt

in 1863 estimated at 23,200,000/. In 1820 Mexico
dissolved its connection with Spain, proclaimed
itself an independent constitutional monarchy,
and offered the crown to a prince of Spain, which
proposal was rejected. The Mexicans then re-

solved to carry out their scheme of independence,
and in 1822 elected their general and president,

Don Augustine Iturbide, Emperor of Mexico,
under the title of Augustine i. The new em-
peror being averse to a constitutional govern-
ment, the principal officers rose in rebellion, de-
manded the re-opening of the Cortes, and forced

the emperor to abdicate and leave the country iu

1823. A constitutional monarchy having failed,

the next attempt was that of a federal republic,

which, after much opposition, was carried out in

1824, General Gudalupe Victoria being elected
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president. The republic abolished the distinc-

tions of caste and slavery. For the next ten

years the country was in a most unsettled state,

being under military rule, until 1835, when Santa
Anna, a successful general, changed the federal

into a central republic. The state of Texas now
declared itself independent of Mexico, and en-
forced that independence by the defeat of the

Mexican army. Ten years afterwards Texas
was joined to the United States. Then followed

the war between the United States and Mexico,
which resulted with the latter (in 1848) yielding

up to the former, New Mexico, Upper California,

and portions of Tamaulipas, Chihuahua, and
Coahuila ; in all above 630,000 sq. m., which lie

E. of the Rio-Grande-del-Norte. From 1841

until 1844, the country was under a dictator, but

in the latter year the government again reverted

to a central republic, which continued until 1846,

when it again became a federal republic. In

1846, Yucatan declared itself independent, but
again rejoined the Mexican Confed. In 1853, in

consequence of the president assuming unlawful
prerogatives, by the interference of the United
States, order was restored, and a treaty entered
into between the two republics, by which the
United States secured a portion of the valley of

Massilla, & in return Mexico received 15,000,000
dollars. In 1857 the constitution was modified

by French interference. In 1861 the British minis-
ter left Mexico, & the Spaniards landed at Vera
Cruz. In 1862 the French declared war against
President Juarez, and took Puebla & other places

in 1863. The Assembly of Notables, summoned
by the French, elected Archduke Maximilian of

Austria, Emperor of Mexico, and he entered on
his empire in 1864. By Imperial decree, 1866, all

negroes on Mexican soil are free, subject to sur-
veillance for five years. In June 1867, Mexico
ceased to be an empire by the abdication of

Maximilian, who was taken prisoner by the re-
publican forces and shot. [New Mexico.]
Mexico, a state of the empire of Mexico, having

S. Guerrero, and on other sides the states Micho-
acan, Queretaro, Vem Cruz, and La Puebla,
Area 16,074 sq. m. P. (1857) 1,020,629. Surface
in the N. belongs to the Auahuac plateau. Prin-
cipal rivers, the Bolsas, Lerma, and Montezuma,
There are rich silver mines at Tasco and Tehu-
lilotepec ; & quarries of marble, etc. Chief cities,

Toluca, the cap., Tenanzingo, Lerma, and Zima-
pan. The city of Mexico is in the separate dist.

Mexico, Tenochtitlan, the cap. city of Mexico,
in a noble plain 1700 sq. m. in extent, enclosed
by mountains, containing many fine lakes, and
7471 feet above the sea. Lat 19° 25' 7' N.

;

Ion. 99° 5' W. Area 106 sq. m. Estimated
pop. (1863) 200,000. When taken by Cortez in

1521, it occupied several islands in the Lake
Tezcuco, and although still having the same
site, it is now, owing to various causes, 2^ m.
distant from the lake. It is encircled by walls,

and entered by gates, to which several thorough-
fares lead. In the city proper the houses are
mostly of stone, built around court-yards, seldom
more than one storey in height, flat-roofed, and
decorated by painting and mosaic work on the
outside ; streets regular & well paved, in straight
lines, directed to the four cardinal points, but
neither lighted nor watched, whence robberies
and assassinations are frequent

;
public edifices

numerous, substantial, and in good style. The
chief place in Mexico is the great square (Plaza
Mayor), two sides of which are formed by the
cathedral, national palace, museum, and a new
market place ; the other sides are bordered by

arcades in front of the Pai-ian, a bazaar, the
town-hall, exchange, etc. The cathedral, 600
feet in length by 420 feet in breadth, is of mixed
Gothic and Italian architecture, and gorgeously
ornamented, having also a high altar with a

statue of the Virgin, the dress of which is said

to contain, besides other gems, diamonds to the

value of 3,000,000 dollars. The national palace

comprises government oflSces, mint, prison ; and
it has a botanic garden, and 3 barracks. Tbe
university is a fine old monastic building. There
are 60 churches, and 40 Franciscan & Dominican
convents, a college of engineers, theatre, bull-

ring, and several aqueducts ; an academy of arts,

public library, and geological museum ; manufs.

of gold and silver lace, silversmiths' work,

coaches, woollen and beaver goods, & a govern-
ment cigar factory.

Mexico (Gulf), an inland sea, forming the

northern half of the great Mediterranean of the

New World, the S. part of which is called the

Caribbean Sea. It is oval in form, and nearly

surrounded by a continuous coast line (3000 m.^

of the U. S. and Mexico. It communicates E.-

ward by the Florida Channel with the Atlantic,

and by Yucatan Channel with the Caribbean

Sea. Area 800,000 sq. m. Except off Yucatan
and Florida, it is free from islands or shoals, and
along the coast of Mexico it has a depth of IOC'

fathoms, 30 m. from the shore. In the winter

N. winds prevail, but the Gulf is less subject tc.

hurricanes than the Caribbean Sea. The ''gulf

stream " of warm water sets into it at its S<E.,

and out of it at its N.E. side.

Mexico, a township of the U. S., N. America,

New York, 145 m. W.N.W. Albany.
Mexihieux, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ain, 20 m. E.S.E. Trevoux. P. 2552.

Mexlitlan, a market town of Mexico, dist.

and 100 m. N.E. the capital.

Meyenburg, a walled town of Prussia, prov.

Brandenburg, 73 m. N.W. Beriin. P. 1617.

Meyenfeld, Switzerland. [Mayexfeld.]
Meymac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Correze, 9 m, W. Ussel. P. 3592.

Meyon, an isl. of the E. Archipelago, between

Celebes and Gilola Lat, 1° 16' N. ; Ion. HOP
40' E.
Meykingek, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Bern, in the Hasli Valley, 8 m. E. Brienz. P.

2514.
Meyrueis, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lozfere, cap. cant., 12 m. S.S.W. Florae, on rt. b.

of the Yonne. P. 1995.

Meyssac, a conmi. and vill. of France, dep.

Correze, cap. cant., 10 m. S.E. Brives. P. 2593.

Meyzieux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Is^re, cap. cant., 17 m. N. Vienne. P. 1325.

MtzE, a comm. and seaport town of France,

dep. H^rault, on the lagoon of Thau, 19 m. S.W.
Montpellier. P. 6106. Its harbour accommo-,

dates vessels under 60 tons burden. ;

M^EL, a comm. and town of France, dep, FJ
Alpes, arr. and 15 m. SS.W. Digne, on theAwJ
P. 805.—II. a comm. and vill., dep. Puy-deJ

Dome, arr. Clermont. P. 1081.

Mj:zen, a river of N. Russia, govs. Vologda an 1

Archangel, enters Mezen Bay, White Sea. Coun-i'

N.W., 400 m. Affls., the Vashka and Peza.

Mezen, a town of Russia, gov. and 140 m. N.I"

Archangel, cap. circ, on the Mezen river, 15 ni.

from its mouth in the White Sea. P. 1900.

Mezexe, a mountain of France, dep. Ardfechi^

6280 feet in elevation above the sea.

M£zi£r£S, a comm. & fortified town of Frano^

cap. dep. Aj-dennes, on a peninsula formed bj
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the Meuse, 47 m. N.E. Eheims. P. (1861) 5606.

It is commanded by a citadel, and has a Gothic
church. It communicates by a suspension bridge

with Charleville, on the opposite side of the

Meuse. In 1520 the troops under the chevalier

[Bayard successfully defended it against 40,000
i Spaniards; and in 1815 it held out for two
months against the Eussians.—II. (en-Brenne),

\ comm. and town, dep. Indre, 16 m. N.E. Le
Blanc. P. 10,034.

M£zix, a comm. and town of France, dep. Lot-
it-Garonne, cap. cant., 7 m. S.S.W. N^rac, on
the Gelize. P. 2992.

Mezix (Mount), France. [Cevennes.]
Mezingen, Wiirtemberg. [Metzingex.]
Mezo, a prefix of the names of numerous places

in Hungary.—I. (Bereny\ a vill., co. and 7 m.
N.W. Bekes. P. 7900. It has a Protestant

gymnasium.—II. {Hegyes), a market town, co.

''sanad, 33 m. E. Szegedin. P. 149. Eemark-
ible for an immense imperial stud, founded by
Foseph II., which furnishes to the army in time of

oeaco 1000 horses annually.—III. (^M. Kovesd),

}i royal market town, co. Borsod. P. 6570.

Mezo-Tur, a market town of Hungary, co.

Eleves, on the Berettyo, 67 m. S.W. Debreczin.
[^. 15,673. Manufs. pottery ware.

Mezzago, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan,

:irc. Monza. P. 1230.

Mezzenile, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
>3 m. N.W. Turin. P. of comm. 2628.

Mezzojuso, a town of Sicily, prov. and 18 m.
3.E. Palermo. P. 6502.

Mezzovo, a town of European Turkey, Epinis,

lash. and 23 m. E.N.E. Janina, in a mountain
:hasm on both sides of the Arta. It has about
'LOGO houses, with a pop. mostly of Walachian
lesceut, who weave woollen fabrics, and trade in

vine.—II. (^Mount Mezzovo\ Turkey. [PindusJ
Mglin, a town of Russia, gov. and 128 m. N.E.

rehernigov, cap. circ. P. (1863) 8045.

Mhar, a town of British India, presid. and 75
a. S.E. Bombay, dist. Concan, on a navigable
iver, 30 m. from the sea.

Mhejjdawul, a town of British India, dist.

joruckpore, N.W. provs., in lat. 26° 57' N., Ion.

i3^ 9' E. P. 3000.

Mhendeegunj, a town of India, prov. Dude,
u lat. 25° 53' N., Ion. 82° E. P. 20,000.

Mhilog, a hill-state of India, its centre being
a lat. 31° N., Ion. 76° 67' E. Annual rev. lOOO/.,

nd pays tribute to the British government 144Z.

•early. P. estimated at 13,000.

Mhow, a town of India, dom. and 13 m. S.W.
ndore, near the Vindhyan mountains. On 1st

uly 1857, the sepoys mutinied here, during the
reat rebellion of that year. Chief edifices, a
liurch, spacious lecture room, theatre, and public
biury. The cantonments are 2019 feet above
lie sea, and distant from Delhi 435 miles.

Mhyee, a river of India, rises in lat. 22° 32',

)n. 75° 5', and, after a S.W. course of more
lan 350 m. through the Bombay and Baroda
irritories, enters the Gulf of Cambay by a mouth
m. across. It is navigable for only 15 m. from
s mouth, and lies 1850 feet above the sea.

MiAGAO, a town of the isl. Panay, Philippines.
. estimated at 30,000.
MiAJADAS, a town of Spain, prov. and 33 m.
•E. Caceres. P. 3290.
MiAKo, a city of Japan, and its ecclesiastical

'ip., island Niphon, on the Yedo-gawa river,
50 m. S.W. Yedo. Lat. 35° 3' N. ; Ion. 135°
y E. P. estimated from 500,000 to 1,000,000.
stands in a spacious plain, enclosed by moun-
ins covered with gardens, interspersed with

temples and monasteries. The city is stated to ba
4 m. in length, 3 ra. in breadth, and encircled by a
fosse ; streets regular, but narrow ; houses of fra-

gile materials. On its N. side is a separately forti-

fied quarter, comprising the residence of the dairi,

or ecclesiastical sovereigns of the empire; and
on the W. is a strong citadel, the residence of

various government officers, and occasionally of

the viceroy. Miako is at once the principal seat

of learning and literary publication, and the
chief manufacturing city of the empire, every
kind of Japanese handicraft being here carried

on in the highest perfection. It is said to be
visited once in every four years by Dutch traders,

who make extensive purchases of its manufac-
tured goods.

Miallet, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Dor-
dogne, 13 m. E. Nontron. P. 1763.

Miami, a co., U. S., N. America, in W. of Ohio.
Area 410 sq. m. P. 29,959, of whom 800 are free

coloured.—II. a co. in N. of Indiana. Area 376
sq. m. P. (1860) 16,851.-111. a township, Ohio,
Clement co.—IV. a township, Montgomery co.,

Ohio. P. 3456.

MiANA, a town of Persia, prov. Azerbijan, on
the Sefid-rood, 80 m. S.E. Tabriz. P. 2000.

MiATOU IsLS., Yellow Sea, at the entrance of

the Gulf of Pe-che-le, lat. 38° N., Ion. 121° E.
Largest isl. Chang-shan, 7 m. long by 3 m. broad.

MiAVA, a market town of N.W. Hungary, co.

Neutra, on the Miava, an affl. of the Moravia, 48
m. E.N.E. Presburg. P. 9800, mostly Lutherans.
Manufs. woollen cloth and bagging.
Michael, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 7J m.

S.S.E. Wymondham. Ac. 1430. P. 1296.

Michael (St), the largest of the Azores isls.,

in the Atlantic Ocean, belonging to Portugal, lat.

37° 44' N., Ion, 25° 30' W. Length E. to W., 36
m. Area 224 sq. m. P. 80,809. Surface mostly
mountainous, and the Agoa de Pao, in its centre,

rises to 3070 feet above the sea. Soil volcanic,

and the island has often suffered from earth-
quakes. It contains many mineral springs and
lakes. Other products are maize, wheat, beans,

and wine. Manufs., druggets, and coarse pottery.

The coast is studded with towns and vills., the
principal being Ponta Delgada, Alagoa, Villa

Franca, and Morro-das-Capellas. Vessels trad-
ing to St Michael (1862) 450, tonnage (60,536).

Exports (1862), oranges 182,723 boxes (value

696,076?.) ; maize, wheat, broad and kidney beans,

36,512 quarters, almost entirely to Portugal.
Total value of imports (1862) 134,933/., of which
38,592Z. from Great Britain.

Michael (St), numerous pas. of England.—I.

CO. Herts, 1 m. W.N.W. St Albans, within the
boundaries of which it is partly included. Ac.
190. P. 2303.—II. CO. Lancaster, 3^ m. W.S.W.
Garstang. Ac. 18,114. P. 4509.—III. co. Hants,
adjoining, and partly included in, the city of

Winchester. P. 4509.—IV. (Bedwardiney, co. and
adjoining the city of Worcester, within the pari,

bounds of which it is included. Ac. 12. P. 670.

—V. {Carhaisey, co. Cornwall, 3 m. E.S.E. Tre-
gony. Ac. 820. P. 191.—VL (Penkevit), same
CO., 5 m. W.S.W. Tregony. Ac. 1189. P. 201.

—VII. (Elmham),co. Suffolk, 5 m. N.N.W. Hales-
worth. Ac. 930. P. 166.—VIII. {ChurchX co.

Somerset, 4^ m. S. Bridgewater. Ac. 43. P. 30.

Michael (St), a township of the U. S., North
America, Maryland.—II. a river of Maryland,
enters Chesapeake Bay after a course of 16 mUes.
Michael (St), a market town of Austria, Tirol,

on the Adige, 9 m. N. Trient. P. 1710.

Michael-Chukch, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Ead-
nor, 6 m. S.S.W. Kington. Ac. 1936. P. 138.—
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II. (EsHey), a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 7|
m. E.S.E. Haj'. Ac. 4567. P. 448.

Michael's Bay (St), E. coast of Labrador,
British North America, is in lat. 52° 56' N., Ion.
55° 30' W.
Michael's Mount (St), a granite rock in

Mount's Bay, Cornwall, England, ^ m. S. Mara-
zion. Lat. 50° 7' N. ; Ion. 6° 28' 6" W. It rises

in a pyramidal form, partially covered with build-
ings, surmounted by a chapel founded in the 5th
«entury, and surrounded by. the sea at high water.
It is the Ocrium oi Ptolemy, and most probably
the Iktas, whence in former times tin was shipped
from Cornwall. On it a priory was founded by
Edward the Confessor, and it was a fortified post
of importance during the parliamentary war. P.
of vill. 132. [Mont St Michael.]
MiCHAELSTOXE, several pas. of England.—I.

(F«foio), CO. Monmouth, 5 m. W.S.W. Newport.
Ac. 3433. P. 512.—II. (Le PW), a pa. of South
Wales, CO. Glamorgan, 3J ra. S.W. Cardiff. Ac.
790. P. 73.—III. {Super Avon\ same Co., 3|- no.

S. Neath. Ac. 5035. P. 6184.—IV. {Super Eltj\

same co., 5 m. W. Cardiff. Ac. 299. P. 48.

Michaei^tow, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,
Sim. W.S.W. Camelford. Ac. 1617. P. 219.

Michailovskala, a town of Russia, country of
the Don Cossacks, on 1. b. of the Worono, 15 m.
S.E. Novo Khopersk. P. (1858) 13,405.
Michel (St), three comms. and vills., France.

—I. dep. Drome, 17 m. N.N.E. Valence. P. 1660.

—II. {en Thierache), dep. Aisne, 13 m. N.E. Ver-
vins. P. (including comm.) 3277.—III. (^{ofU-
Malchus), dep. Vendee, arr. Foutenay-le-Comte,
cant. Pouzauges. P. 1422.

Michel (St\ a comm. and market town of
France, 7 m. E.S.E. St Jean de Maurienne, cap.
mand., on the Arc. P. 1831.
• Michel (St), a prov. of the Grand Duchv of

Finland. Area 8934 sq. m. P. (1864) 162,461.
Michele (San), a town of South Italy, prov.

and ciic Bari. P. 3806.—II. {di Ganzaria\ isl.

Sicily, prov. Catania, circ. Caltagirone. P. 3138.
III. {Mondovi), North Italy, prov. Cuueo, circ.

Mondovi. P. 1892.

M1CHEI.SBERG and MiCHELSDORF, two market
towns of the Austrian empire.—I. in Bohemia,
circ and 30 m. W.N.W. Pilsen. P. 1200.—IL in

Hungarj-^, co. Zips, 2 m. N. Poprad. P. 720.

Michelstadt, a town of Germany, grand duchy
H. Darmstadt, prov. Starkenburg, on the Miming,
21 m. S.E. Darmstadt. P. 3204. It has manufs.
of cotton, but its iron trade has declined.

Michiels-gestel, a vill. of the Netherlands,
prov. North Brabant, on the Dommel, 4J m. S.

Bois-le-Duc. P. 2673.

Michigan, one of the N.W. States of the U. S^
North America, between lat. 41° 40' and 47° 30'

N., Ion. 82° 35' and 90° 50' W., consisting of two
separate peninsulas ; the larger between Lake
Michigan on the W., and Lakes Huron and Erie
on the E. ; the other peninsula N. of Lake Michi-
gan and the Strait of Michilimakinac, and bound-
ed N. by Lake Superior. United area 56,243 sq.

m. P. (1850) 397,654; (1860) 749,113, of whom
6799 were free coloured. Surface in the north
peninsula hilly, rocky, covered with woods, lakes,

and rivers. The south peninsula is level or un-
dulating, comprising a large extent of prairie

land, and in the S.much good soil. The state is

well watered, & has upwards of 1000 m. of coast.

Michigan is rich in minerals, especially copper

;

from one of the mines a solid mass of copper has
been raised upwards of four tons weight. The
other minerals comprise iron, lead, coal, gypsum,
limestone, and marl, besides sand of excellent

quality for the manuf. of glass wares. Climate is

rigorous. Eainy days 95. Agricultural products
comprise wheat, oats, wool, maple sugar, and live

stock. Manufs. comprise woollens, cottons, iron
forges and furnaces, tanneries, distilleries, and
breweries. A ship-canal round the rapids of

St Mary's Eiver connects Lakes Superior and
Huron ; and in 1862, 4 lines of railway, 1160 m. in

all, traversed the state. There are churches of all

denominations. It is divided into 43 cos., and
sends 4 representatives to Congress. Principal
towns, Lansing, the cap., Detroit, Monroe, Te-
cumseh, St Joseph, Ann, Arbor, etc. The French
made the fii-st settlement at Detroit in 1805.

The CO. was afterwards erected into a territory

;

and in 1836 admitted into the Union. The
governor, lieutenant-governor, and senate are

elected biennially, the representatives annually.
Michigan (Lake) is one of the 5 great lakes

of North America, lying wholly within the U. S
territory, having E. and N.W. the State Michi-
gan, W. Wisconsin and Dlinois, and S. Indiana
and communicating N.E. by the Strait of Macki-
naw with Lake Huron. Length 320 m.

;
greatest

breadth 108 m. Area 20,000 sq. m. Mean depth
1000 feet; height above the tide level 578 fei-t.

Except Green Bay, on its N.W. side, it has fev
inlets. On its W. side are the towns Chicago,

Milwaukee, and Sheboygan.
Michigan City, U. S^ N. America, Indiana,

on Lake Michigan, 140 m. N.N.W. Indianapolis.

P. 2500. It is the terminus of several railways.

Michipicoten, a bay of Lake Superior, Nortii

America, Canada West, in lat. 47° 55' N., Ion. 85'

30' W. In it is an island of same name.
MiCHOACAN, Mexico. j]M£choacan.]
MiCKONESiA, a great division of Oceania, be-

tween lat. 8° and 25° N., Ion. 130° E. and 160='

W., comprising the Marianne, Caroline, Gilbert,

Marshall, Badack, and Balick chains. It is

named from the many small islands of which it

is composed. The pop. of the entire group ym
estimated in 1862 at 90,000, the greater pw^ -'f

whom were in the thickly populated Gilbert isles.

In Marshall Archipelago, the Eadack isles had

5970, and the Ealick isles 4670 inhabitants.

Mickfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2Jiii

W.S.W. Debenham. Ac. 1290. P. 251.

Mickleham, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 2 ta

S.S.E. Leatherhead. Ac. 2849. P. 721.

Mickleover, a pa. of England, co. and 3 m.

W.S.W. Derby. Ac. 5330. P. 2104.

Mickleton, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, I'j

m. E.N.E. Chippin-Campden. Ac. 3766. P. 74S

—II. a township, co. York, N. Riding, pa. Eomald

Kirk,7i m. N.W. Barnard-Castle. Ac.4890. P. 688

MicuiPAMPA, a town of Peru, dep. Truxillt

prov. and 25 m. N.N.E. Caxamarca, with silv,>

mines, at a great elevation, on the Ajides.

Mlddelburg, a town of the Netherlands, cap

prov. Zeeland, near the centre of the island Wr.l

cheren, 4 m. N.E. Flushing. P. (1865} 15,876

It is enclosed by a bastioned mound ana a ditck

& partly intersected by canals, one of which foru

a small harbour; and it has a town house, i

abbey church, Latin sch^l, school of desij,i

public library, agricultural society, manufs. <

starch, glass, and paper, salt refineries, saw mil!

and powder manufactory, and an active imp '

trade in wine and export in com. Under tl

French it was the cap. dep. Bouches-de-l'Escac

M1DDELF.1VRT, a seaport town of Denmark, (

the N.W. coast of the isl. Fuhnen, 26 m. W.N. v

Odense. P. 2123. It has a harbour on the LitI

Belt. Manufs. woollen cloths.

MlDDELlTARNTS .".nd MiDUELSTLJt, twO villS.
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', Ihe Netherlands.—I. S. Holland, in the isl. Over-
' flake. P. 2280.— II. prov. Groningen, cap. dist.,

'

9 m. W.N.W. Appingadam. P. 1496.

Middle, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 7 m.
N.N.W. Shrewsbury. Ac. 6909. P. 1258.—II.
(Quarter), a township, co. Cumberland, pa. Kirk-

Linton, 6 m. S.S.E. Longtown. Ac. 6700. P. •

2o5.—III. a township, co. Lancaster, pa. Kirkby-
Ireleth, 5^ m. N.W. Ulverstone. P. 834.

Middle, a township of U. S., N. America, New
Jersey, on the E. side of Delaware Bay. P. 1854.

MiDDLEBiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumfries,

N.E. Annan. Ac. 17,592. P. 2004.

MiDDLEBOROUGH, a tnshp. of U. S., N. Amer.,
Massachusetts, 35 m. S.E. Boston. P. 6272,

partly engaged in ironworks and cotton-weaving.
MiDDi^EBUKG, a township of the U. S., North

America, New York, 35 m. W.S.W. Albany.
MiDDLEBURG dist. [CaPE OOLONY.]
MiDDLEBURY, a township of TJ. S., N. America,

Vermont, cap. co. Addison, 85 m. S.W. Mont-
pelier. P. 4000. It has a divinity college.

—

II. a township of New York, 252 m. W. Albany.
MiDDLEFiELD, a tnshp. of U. S., N. America,

New York, 59 m. W.S.W. Albany. P. 8131.

MiDDLEiiAM, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. York, North Riding, on the Ure, 9 m.
S.8.W, Eichmond. Ac. of pa. 2108. P. 922. Alt.

438 feet. The town has remains of a castle built

in 1190, where the Earl of Warwick detained Ed-
ward IV. prisoner.

—

Middleham Moor, \ m. S.W.,
is a noted training-ground for race-horses.—II.

(Bishops), a pa., co. and 8 m. E.S.E. Dui-ham.
Ac. 5971. P. 2272.

MiDDLESBOROUGH, a I'iver port and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. York, N. Eiding, on the Tees, near its

mouth, and 3J m. E.N.E. Stockton, with which it

is connected by railway. Ac. of pa. 2300. P.
19,416. Customs rev. (1862), 1694^.; exports

(1862), 525,251^. Vessels belonging to the port
47, tons 8976. Shipbuilding is carried on. The
imva. was built in 1830, as a port for the ship-
ment of coal, but has now extensive iron
manufactories, potteries, and blast furnaces, a
commodious dock, a handsome exchange, and a
pubhc park.

Middlesex, the metropolitan co. of England,
having N, co. Herts, E. Essex, S. the Thames
(which separates it from Kent and Surrey), and
AV. Bucks. Area 282 sq. m., or 180,136 ac, this
being, next to Rutland, the smallest English co.

P. (1861) 2,206,485. Surface mostly flat in the
S.W., elsewhere undulating. Principal rivers, be-
sides the Thames, the Brent, the Colne, and Lea,
which form respectively its W. and E. boundaries.
Kainfall at Staines 18 in. The Grand Junction
(Janal, and the new river cut, also intersect the
CO. Grass farms, for the supply of London with
milk and hay, greatly exceed in extent the arable
laud. Market gardens are extensive, and a large
portion of the co. is occupied by villas and plea-
f.ure-grounds. Minerals are unimportant, with
the exception of clay for brick-making. For
manufactures, see London, which absorbs nearly
all the urban wealth of the co., there being no
other towns of importance except Uxbridge and
Staines on its borders. The co. (exclusive of
London) comprises six hundreds, and about 100
pas., in the diocepe of London, and jurisdiction of
the Central Criminal Court. Brentford, the co.
town for parliamentary purposes, Bamet, Hamp-
stead, Higbgate, Twickenham, Isleworth, and
'Ilounslow, are in this co. It sends 14 members
to House of Commons, 2 being for the co. and 12
for the metropolitan boroughs N. of the Thames.
Reg. electors for co. (1864) 14,503.

Middlesex, several cos. of the U. S., N. Ame-
rica.—I. in E. of Massachusetts. Area 923 sq. m.
P. (1860) 216,354.-11. a co. in centre of Connec-
ticut. Area 343 sq. m. P. 30,859.-111. a co. in

centre of New Jersey. Area 284 sq. m. P.

34,812.—IV. a co. in E. of Virginia. Area 106 sq.

m. P. 1989 free, 2375 slaves.—V. a township of

New York, 194 m. W. Albany.
Middleton, a mkt. town and pa. of England,

CO. Lancaster, on the Manchester and Leeds*

Railway, and the Rochdale Canal, 5J m. N.N.E.
Manchester. Ac. of pa. 11,903. P. 19,635. The
town, which was a small vill. in 1775, has an
ancient pa. church, a grammar school, and manu-
factures of various cotton and silk fabrics. Coal
mines are wrought in the vicinity. Also nume-
rous pas., etc.— I. CO. Essex, 1 m. S.W. Sudbury.
Ac. 875. P. 138.—II. CO. Norfolk, with a station

on the E. Anglian Rail., 3 m. S.E. King's Lynn.
Ac 3029. P. 894.—III. co. York, North Riding,

1^ m. N.W. Pickering. Ac 25,450. P. 2100.—
IV. CO. Sussex, 5 m. S.S.W. Arundeh Ac 859.

p. 89.—V. CO. Warwick. 4 m. S.S.W. Tamworth.
Ac. 3540; P. 484.—VI. (with-Fordley), co. Suf-

folk, 2i m. E.S.E. Yoxford. Ac 1420. P. 589.

—VII. (pn-the-Wolds), co. Yorlc, East Riding, 8

m. N.W. Beveriey. Ac 3340. P. 701.—VlIL
{Cheney), co. Northampton, 3 m. N.E. Banbury.
Ac 1780. P. 1250.—IX. {St Ueorge), co. Dur-
ham, 4\ m. E.S.E. Darlington. Ac 2050. P. 294.

—X. {on-the-Hill), co. Hereford, 4i m. N.N.E.
Leominster. Ac. 2921. P. 445.—XL {ScrivenX

CO. Salop, 4| m. S.W. Bridgenorth. Ac 786. P.

111.—XII. {Stoney), co. Oxford, 3 m. W.N.W.
Bicester. Ac. 1834. P. 259.—XIII. {Stoney), a

chapelry, co. Derby, pa. Hathersage, 4A m. N.N.E.
Bakewell. P. 608.—XIV. {in Teesdafe), a market
town and pa., co. Durham, 9 m. N.W. Barnard-
Castle, with a station on the railway between
Stockton and Darlington. Ac. of pa. 40,250. P.

4557. It has lead mines. It is a polling-placo

for S. division of co. In the vicinity are the Falls

of the Tees.—XV. {Tijas), a pa., co. York, North
Eiding, pa. Eothwell, 5 m. N.E. Richmond. Ac.
6108. P. 775.—XVI. a township, co. York, West
Riding, pa. Roth well, 5 m. N.W. Wakefield. Ac.

1795. P. 902.—XVII. a township, co. York, West
Riding, pa. and 1 m. N. Hkley. Ac. 2763. P. 176.

Middleton, a market town of Ireland, on rail.,

CO. and 14 m. E. Cork, on a navigable stream of

same name, flowing into Cork harbour. P. 3400.

Its port, about 1 mile nearer Cork harbour, is

reached by vessels of about 200 tons.—II. a vill.,

Ulster, CO. and 7 m. S.W. Armagh. P. 501.

Middleton Isles, small isls. in the S. Pacific,

one 350 m. E. of Australia, called Sir C. Middle-
ton's Island, S.W. of which is Middleton-shoal.

'

Middletown, a city and river port, U. S.,

North America, Connecticut, on the Connecticut

river, at the head of its navigation, 34 m. from its

mouth, and 23 m. N.E. Newhaven. Pop. of town-
ship 8683. It has a court-house, custom-house,

various churches, a Wesleyan university, and
other public schools, with different factories, and
a considerable trade. Steamers ply daily be-

tween it and Hartford, New York, etc.—II. a
township of New Jersey, on Sandy Hook Bay,
51 m. E.N.E. Trenton.—III. New York, 79 m.
W.S.W. Albany.—IV. a township of Pennsyl-
vania, 20 m. N.N.E. Philadelphia.

Middlewich, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. and 21 m. E. Chester, on the Grand
Trunk Canal, and 2 m. E. of the Grand Junction
Railway. Ac of pa. 13,110. P. 4752. The town
has manufs. of silk and cotton, and a trade in salt,

obtained from brine springs in the vicinity.
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Mjddlezoy, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 5

m. N.N.W. Langport. Ac. 2520. P. 725.

MiDGLEY, a tnshp.. England, co. York, W. Rid-

ing, pa. & 4 m.W.N.W; Halifax. Ac. 2110. P. 2842.

MiDHURST, a pari, bor., market town, and pa.

of England, co. Sussex, 11 m. N.N.E. Chichester.

Ac. of pa. 671. P. 1340 ; do. of pari. bor. 6578.

The town stands on the navigable Eother, a tri-

butary of the Arun. It sends one member to

House of Commons. Eeg. electors (1864) 380.

Mid-Lavant, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.
N. Chichester. Ac. 350. P. 257.

MiDLET, a pa. of Engl., co. Kent, 3 m. W.S.W.
Kew Eomney. Ac. 2153. P. 42.

MiDMAR, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, be-

tween the Dee and Don, E. Kincardine O'Neil.

Ac. 9780. P. 1091.

MiDNAPORE, a dist. of British India, presid.

and prov. Bengal, between lat. 21° 41' and 22° 57'

N., Ion. 86° 36' and 87° 69' E. Area 4015 sq. m.
Pop., -with Hidgellee, 666,328. Surface hilly in

the W., elsewhere mostly level, and traversed by
affluents of the Hoogly; the Subunreeka river

forming its S.W. boundaiy. Products, rice,

sugar, indigo, silk, salt ; and in the jungly parts,

•wax, honey, and lac. Manufs. cotton cloths,

gauzes, metal shell ornaments, and pottery, are

conducted in the towns, the chief of which are

Midnapoor, Lolghur, Narsingur, Betagur, Jella-

sore, and Pipley.

MiDNAPORE, India, the cap. town of dist. of

same name, on N. bank of the Cassai riv., is 68 m.
W. Calcutta. Chief buildings, the gaol, hospital,

and barracks. It has a school under the superin-

tendence of the government local committee.
MiDouzE, a navigable riv. of France, is formed

at Mont-de-Marsan, dep. Landes, by the union
of the ilidou and Dotize, passes Tartas, and en-
ters the Adour, on the right, below that town.
Length 18 m., or comprising the Midou 65 miles.

MiDRof:, a town of Algeria, prov. Titteri, on
the river Faled, 134 m. S.W. Algiers.

MiECHOW, a town of Poland, gov. of Eadom,
and 44 m. S.W. Kielce. P. 1628, many Jews.
MiEDNiKi and Miedzxa, two small towns of

Russia.—I. gov. and 16 m. S.E. Vilna.—11. prov.

and 21 m. M.N.W. Siedlec (Poland).

Miedzyrtzc, a town of Eussian Poland, prov.

and 25 m. S.E. Siedlec, on the Zna, an affluent of

the Bug. P. 4340.

MiELAN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gers, cap. cant., 20 m. S.W. Auch. P. 1906.

Mieres (St Juan de), a town of Spain, prov.

and 9 m. S.E. Oviedo, on the Lena. P. 1819.

Mies or Silberstadt, a town of Bohemia, circ.

and 15 m. W. Pilsen. P. 4600, mostly employed
in extensive lead and silver mines.

MiESCHiSTO and Mieszkow, two towns of Prus-
sian Poland—I. gov. and 40 m. S.W. Bromberg.
P. 580 —II. gov. and 30 m. N.E. Posen. P. 750.

MiEussY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute Savoie, arr. Bonneville. P. 2483.

Mifflin, several townships of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania.—I. co. Columbia.—II.

23 m. N.E. Harrisbui-g.—III. co. Lycoming.

—

IV. 8 m, S. Pittsburg.—V. 17 m. N.W. Carlisle.

—VI. Ohio, 5 m. E. Mansfield.
Mifflin, a co. of U. S^ N. America, Pennsyl-

vania. P. 16,340.

Mioalgara, a town of Turkey. [Malgarah.]
MiGLiANKX), a town of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Chieti. P. 2383.

Miglierina, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and
circ Catanzaro. P. 1903.

Miglioxico, a market town of South Italy,

proT Potenza, 9 m. S.W. Matera. P. 3993.

Migxanego, & town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Genoa. P. of comm. 2584.

.

Mignaxo, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ
Caserta. P. 2197.
Migne, two comms. and vills. of France.— I.

dep. Vienne, arr. Poitiers, on the Auzance. P.
2669.—II. dep. Indre, 13 in. N.E. Le Blanc. P. 896.
Miguel (San), isl., Azores. [Michael (St).]
MiGUELTURRA, a town of Spain, prov. and 3

m. S.E. Ciudad Eeal. P. 4515.
MiHiEL (St), a comm. and town of France,

dep. and on the Meuse, arr. and 9 m. N.N.W.
Commercy, cap. cant. P. 5467. It has several
old churches, and manufactures of cotton cloth
and yara.
MiHLA, a vill. of Central Germany, duchy

Saxe-Weimar, 7 m. N. Eisenach. P. 1280.
MiiAS, a river of Asiatic Kussia, govs. Oren-

burg, Perm, and Tobolsk, joins the Tobol at

Yalutorovsk, after a N.E.ward course of 460 m.
On it is the fort Miiaskoi, 25 m. E. Tcheliabinsk.
MiJARES, a river of Spain, rises N.E. Teruel,

and enters the Mediterranean 6 m. S. Castellon-

de-la-Plana, after an E. course of 65 m.—II. a
town of Spain, prov. and 25 m. S. Avila. P. 767.

MijAS, a town of Spain, prov. and 15 m. S.W.
Malaga. P. 4080.

MijiRiTCH, several small towns of Eussia.—

L

gov. and 79 m. N.W. Kharkov. P. 7000. It is

enclosed by eai-th ramparts, and has 3 annual
fau-s, at which large quantities of woollen cloths

are sold.—II. gov. Kiev, 28 m. W.N.W. Tcher-
kasi.—III. gov. Volhynia, 23 m. E.N.E. Eowno.
—IV. (Polish Miedzyreye), Poland, prov. and 25

m. E.S.E. Siedlec.

MiKHAiLOV, a town of Eussia, gov. and 32 m.
S.W. Eiazan, cap. dist., on the Pronia. P. 6600.

MiKHAiLOVKA, two towus of Eussia.—L gov.

Kursk, 10 m. W. Novoi-Oskol, on the Khorok.
P. 6000.—II. gov. and 17 m. S.S.E. Jekaterin-

oslav, on an affl. of the Dnieper. P. 3600.

MiKHALiTZA, Asia Minor. [Muhalitch.]
MiKLOS (St), two towns of Hungary.— I. cap.

CO. Liptau, on the Waag, 34 m. N.E. Neusolil.

P. 1200. It has a Jews' synagogue, breweries,

and salt refineries.—II. {Torolc), co. Heves, near

the Theiss, 10 m. E. Szolnok. P. 9101.

MiKOLAjow, a market town of Austrian Po-
land, Galicia, 20 m. N.N.E. Stry> P. 1860.

MiKULiNCE, a town of Austrian Poland, Gali-

cia, circ. and 12 m. S. Tarnopol. P. 2000.

MiLAGRO Ergavia, a town of Spain, prov. Na-
varra, 40 m. S. Pamplona, on rt. b. of the Aragon.
P. 1800. Near this is the marsh of Peiialen.

Milam, a co. of the U. S., N. America, Texas.

P. 3633 free, 1642 slaves.

Milan (Ital. Milano, Germ. Mailand, anc. Me-
diolanwn), a city of North Italy, cap. prov., in p

wide fertile plain, between the Olona and Saveso
rivers. Lat. of observatory 46° 28' 1' N. ; Ion.

9° 11' 20" E. Altitude 483 feet. Mean temp, o:

year 65"°2, winter 37°, summer 73' Fahr. P.

(1862) 196,109 (besides military). Milan is nearl;-

of a circular shape, enclosed on three sides by a

wall, surrounded by broad ramparts, and a strong

castle. The centre of the city is enclosed by iv-

canal nearly 8 m. in circumference, and entered

by 10 gates. Among its public institutions'are 200

churches, and 85 hospitals and charitable institu-

tions. But the chief object of interest is the Duomo
or cathedral; the present building is the tbirJ

re-edification of the original structure, and it ia

still unfinished, but now (1864) rapidly approach-

ing completion. It is a Gotliic structure of white

marble, founded by Count Gian Galeazzo, ani

commenced in 1387, by a German architect ; the
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delicacy of its carved work is unrivalled lu the

world ; length 486 ft., breadth 252 ft., height of

dome 355 ft. It has niches for about 5000 statues,

aad has employed many of the first artists of the
country ; a species of tunnel connects the Duomo
\v'ith the archiepiscopal palace. The church of

Sant Eustorgio, one of the few remains of ancient
Jlilan ; the church of St Ambrogio, the most
ancient mediaeval structure in Milan, in which the

Emperors of Germany were crowned ; the refec-

tory of the old Dominican convent, attached to

the church of Santa Maria della Grazia, in which is

the famous " last supper" of da Vinci, now nearly
obliterated ; the royal palace, the city hall, Palazzo
Litta, the mint, and several fine squares. Among
the benevolent institutions are an hospital for

2000 patients, open to the sick poor of all nations

;

a vast lazaretto, lunatic, orphan, and foundling
asylums, deaf-mute schools, workhouses, a gene-
ral loan bank, and a mint. The finest gate is

the Arco della Pace, a modem sculptured marble
arch, at the end of the Simplon road ; it was be-

gun in 1807, by order of Napoleon i., but was
not completed till 1838 ; near it is the Piazza
dArmi, an open space for the exercise of troops,

extensive barracks, an amphitheatre, and a mo-
dern arena for horse-racing, seated for 40,000
spectators, which can be filled with water for

aquatic exhibitions ; the upper platform forms a
])ionienade, edged with acacia trees. There are
nine theatres, including the opera-house La
Scala., which is seated for 3600 spectators. The
chief scientific and educational establishments
are, tlie royal academy of arts and sciences, for-

merly the Palace of the Brera, with a library of

100,000 vols., valuable MSS., and a gallery of

paintings and sculptures, a rich collection of

medals and coins, an astronomical and magne-
tic observatory, and botanic garden; the Am-
brosian library, founded by Cardinal Barromeo,
in 1609, with 140,000 vols, and 8000 MSS., it was
the earliest public library in Europe, and is cele-

brated for its collection of Palimpsests, discovered
by Cardinal Mai ; the Trivulzio palace and li-

brary, the hall of the school of Athens, four gym-
nasia, a normal school, school of medicine and
surgery, several learned societies, and a military
geographical institute, which publishes excellent
maps. The Giardino Publico, a public prome-
nade, with a large palace for the museum of
natural history. In the neighbourhood of Milan
is Lintemo, the solitude to which Petrarch retired
after the death of Laura. Milan is the largest book
mart in Italy. From its position on the great routes
across the Alps, & its connection by canals with the
principal rivers in Italy, it is favourably situated
for trade. It is connected by rail, with Venice
on the E , and with all parts of Italy. Its manufs.
comprise silks, velvets, ribbons, lace, cotton, car-
pets, jewellery, glass, paper, and porcelain ; it has a
royal tobacco manufactory. The city was founded
B.C. 400, by the Jusubrian Gauls, and was in-
habited and embellished by many of the Eoman
emperors, and became the second city of Italy.
It was surrendered in 1162 to Frederick i., who
razed it to the ground, but by order of the diet
of the Lombard League it was rebuilt in 1167,
and attained great prosperity, until in 1535 it

fell under the power of the Emperor Charles v.
The poet Virgil studied here, and it is the birth-
place of many popes and eminent men. It was
(Cap. of a republic in 1056 ; at the end of the 14th
century it was made cap. of the duchy of Milan ;

>t passed successively under the dominion of
^pain and Austria ; was taken by the French in
1796 and 1800 ; in 1805 they made it cap. of the

kingdom of Italy. It was restored to Austria in
1816, and made over to Sardinia in 1859.
Milan, numerous townships of North America»

the principal being—I. Ohio, on Huron river, 8 m,
from Lake Erie.—II. New York, 62 m. S. Albany.
Milan, a prov. of North Italy, forming a plain

bounded on the N. by Como, W. by the Ticinc.
which separates it from the Sardinian States, S.
by Lodi and Pavia, and E. by the Adda, separat-
ing it from Bergamo. Area 1155 sq. m. P. (1862)
948,320.

Milanese, an old divis. of Italy, cap Milan. A
part of it was ceded by Austria to Sardinia in 1736.
MiLAZzooLiM, Mylse, a fortified seaport town of

the island Sicily, prov. and 18 m. W Messina, on
the N. coast. P. (1861) 10,493. It consists of an
upper and a lower town, both irregularly built ; its

castle, 320 feet above the sea, and other military
works, are strong by nature and art. It has a con-
venient harbour, the Chiesa Madre, a Corinthian
structure. Capuchin convent, and an export trade
in tunny fish, wine, silk, fniit, rags, argol, manna,
corn, oil, and the cordial called vino-colto. Mi~
lazzo was successfully attacked by Garibaldi in
June 1860. Near the city are springs of sulphu-
rous water and ancient baths.

—

The Gulf of Ali-
lazzo, which extends E. 16 m., has been the theatre
of many battles in ancient and modern times.
Mii-BOUNE-PoRT, a disfranchised bor. and pa.

of England, co. Somerset, on the Ivel, 2| m.
E.N.E. Sherborne. Ac. 3277. P. 1814. The
town has an ancient guildhall, and brisk manu-
factures of gloves.

MiLBOUENE (St Andrew), a pa. of England,
CO. Dorset, 8 m. S.W. Blandford-Forum. Ac.
1717. P. 335.

MiLBKOOK, two pas. of England.—I. co. and 2|.

m. W.N.W. Southampton. Ac. 3646. P. 10,107.

It has a ship yard and iron foundry.—II. co. Bed-
ford, 1| m. W.N.W. AmpthUl. Ac. 1450. P. 430.

MiLBURY, a township of U. S., N. America,
Massachusetts, on a branch of the Boston and
Worcester Railway, 6 m. S.E. Worcester.
MiLDEN, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5 m.

N.W. Hadleigh. Ac. 2330. P. 159.

MiLDENHALL, a market town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Suffolk, on the navigable river Lark,
with a station on the Eastern Counties Railway,
9 m. S.S.W. Brandon. Ac. of pa. 13,710. P. 4046.

—II. a pa., CO. Wilts, 2 m. E.N.E. Marlborough.
Ac. 4025. P. 466.

Mile-End (St Michael), a pa., of England, co.

Essex, 1 m. N. Colchester, within which bor. it is

included. P. 880.

MiLEHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6 m.
N.W. East-Dereham. Ac. 2851. P. 546.

Mileto, a town of South Italy, prov. Catan-
zaro, cap. circ, 47 m. N.N.E. Reggio. P. 4224.

It was entirely destroyed by the earthquake of

1783, and has ruins of the abbey, bishop's palace
and cathedral.

Miletus, a iniined city of Asia Minor, the re-

mains of which, near the mouth of the Mendere,
30 m. S.S.W. Aiasaluck (Ephesus), comprise an
enormous theatre, and ruins of a church.
MiLFORD, a pari. bor. and seaport town of S

Wales, CO. Pembroke, on the N. side of MiJford
Haven, pa. Stainton, 7 m. E.N.E. St Anne's
Head. P. 3710. Customs rev. (1862) 902/. Ex-
ports (1862) ll,771i. Vessels belonging to the
port (above 50 tons) 62, tons 7679. The bor. unites
with Pembroke, Tenby, and Wiston, in sending
1 member to H. of C.—II. a vill., England, co.

Derbv, pa. DuflSeld, on the Derwent, and on the

N. Midland Railway, 2 m. S. Belper. P. 1770,

employed in cotton mills and bleach-works.

—
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III. a pa., CO. Hants, 3 ra. S.S.W. Lyminerton.
Ac. 5286. P. 1784.—IV. a tything, co. Wilts,

pa. Laverstoke, IJ m. E. Salisbury. Ac. 1336.

P. 631.—V. (Souih), a township, co. York, W.
Biding, pa, Sherbui-u, 4} m. N.N.E. Ferry-
Bridge. Ac. 2240. P. 823.

MiLFORD, several townships, etc., U. S., North
Americii.—I. Connecticut, on the Housatonic
liver, and on Long Island Sound, 45 m. S.S.W.
Hartford. The harbour admits vessels of 200
tons.—II. New York, 8 m. S. Cooperstown.—III.

Pennsylvania, 36 m. N.W. Philadelphia.— IV.
Penn.sylvania, co. and on the Juniata.—V. co.

and 7 m. W. Somerset—VI. Delaware, 21 m.
S.E. Dover.
MiLFORD (New), a township of Connecticut,

on the Housatonic river, which is here crossed
by 3 bridges, 45 m. S.S.W. Hartford.
MiLFORD Haven, co. Pembroke, Wales, the

finest harbour in Britain, is formed by an estuary
running 17 m. inland to Languin, 1 to 2 m. wide,
and 15 to 19 fathoms deep. It is completely land-
locked, is of easy access, and could contain the
whole British fleet It had docks, quays, and an
arsenal, but the latter was removed in 1814, after
which it began to decline. Its trade has again
revived, and the opening of the Milford Railwaj',
with new wharfs, docks, and warehouses, promises
continued prosperity. Lat of St Annes Head,
the N.W. extremity of the entrance, and on which
are 3 lighthouses with fixed lights, 51° 41' N.,
Ion. 5° 10' 25' W.
MiLHAU or MtLLAtr, u^TnilianuTn, a comm. and

town of France, dep. Avevron, cap. arr., on rt
b. of the Tarn, 30 m. S.E. Eodez. P. 12,636. It

has a comm. college, and manufs. of wooUen
cloth, silk-twist, and chamois leather gloves. It

was one of the strongholds of the Calvinists
during the religious wai-s, but its ancient castle
was demolished by Louis xiii.

MiLHAUD, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Gard, on rail., 4 m. S.W. Nimes. P. 1806.
MiLiANAH, a town of Algeria, prov. and 50 m.

8.W. Algiers. P. (1851) 7450, of whom 2194
are Europeans.

MiLiLLi, a town of the island of Sicily, prov.
Noto, 13 m. N.N.W. Syracuse, on the Cantara.
P. 5043. Close to it are the ruins of the ancient
Et/bla.

Military Frontier (Germ. Militdr Greme),
is a long narrow strip of country, forming a
crown-land of the Austrian Empire, extending,
in a semicircular form, from the Adriatic, through
lllyria, Croatia, Slavonia, Hungary (the Banat),
and Transylvania, and constituting a defensive
barrier on the Turkish frontier. A great part of
its surface is traversed by branches of the Car-
pathian, the Julian, and Dinaric Alps. Area of
the crown-land, 12,955 sq. m. P. (1857) 1,064,922,
mostly Slavonians. The inhabitants are at the
same time soldiers and cultivators of the soil.

The magistrates are officers of different grades,
and the proprietors are military fiefs, holding of
the state. It is divided into 6 generalats. This
systi'm of military government was organized in
1807 ; and in 1860 a law was passed, by which
the families of the occupiers became proprietoi-s of
the land. In time of war it furnishes 50,000 men.

MiLrrELLo, two towns of the island Sicily.

—

I.prov. and 21 m. S.W. Catania, cap. circ. P.
9758. In its territory are found fine marble and
alabaster ; and near it are extensive salt lagoons.—II. di Patti, prov. Messina, circ. Pattu P. 1734.

MiLrrscH, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
33 m. N.N.E. Breslau, on the Bartsch. P. 2997.
MiLLAS, a comm. and town of France, dep. K

Pyrenees, cap. cant., on rt b. of the Tet, 10 m,

W. Perpignan. P. 2035.

MrLL.\u, a town of France. [MrLHAC."J
MiLLBURY, a township of tlie U. S., North

America, Massachusetts, 43 m. W.S.W. Boston.

Mill Creek, various townships of U. S., N.
America.—I. Pennsylvania, co. Erie.—II. Ohio,

CO. Hamilton.
Milledge\tlle, a city of the U. S., North

America, cap. state Georgia, on W. bank of the

Oconee river, at the head of steam navigation,

163 m. W.S.W. Augusta. P. 3500. Tlie great

line of railway between the N. states and New
Orleans passes through MilledgeviUe.

Mill-en-St Hubert, a vill. of the Nether-
lands, prov. North Brabant, 7 m. S.E. Grave.
Miller, two cos. of U. S^ North America.—I.

Georgia. P. 1151 free, 640 slaves.—IL MissourL
P. 6574 free, 238 slaves.

MiLLERY, a comm. and small town of France,

dep. Rhone, 9 m. S.S.W. Lyon. P. 1502.

Millesimo, a market town of N. Italy, prov.

Genoa, cap. mand., 5 m. S.W. Cairo, on rt b. of

the Bormida. P. 1254. Napoleon i. here gained

a victory over the Austrians in 1796.

Millhocse, a vill. of Scotland, co. Forfar, 3

m. N. Dundee, in the manufs. of which town its

inhabitants are mostly engaged-
MiLLiNGTON, a pa., Engl., co. York, E. Riding,

23 m. N.N.E. Pocklington. Ac. 2750. P. 276.

MiLLOM, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 11

m. S.S.E. Raveuglass. Ac 38,472. P. 2015.

Millport, a sea-bathing place of Scotland, in

the Firth of Clyde, co. Bute, on the S. side of the

island Cumbray, beautifully situated. P. 1104.

Mills, a co., U. S., N. America, Iowa. P. 4481.

MiLLSTREET, a market town of Ireland, Mun-
ster, CO. Cork, 20 m. E. Killamey. P. 1440. It

has a gaol, and infantry barracks.

MiLLTHORPE, a town of Engl. [Milnthorpe."
MiLLTOWN, a vill. of Ireland, co. Leinster, 'I

m. S.S.E. Dublin. P. 596.

Milltown-Malbay, a town of Ireland, Mun-
ster, CO. Clare, on the Cove of Malbay, 18 m. W.
Ennis. P. 1330.

MiLLViLLE, a township of the U. S., North
America, New Jersey, 58 m. S.S.W. Trenton, on

Maurice river, 20 m. from its mouth-
MiLLY, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, on the Ecolle, 15 m. E. Etampes.

P. 2258. It is well built, and has a fine town-

hall, and Gothic castle.—IL a comm. and vill.,

dep. Oise, 6 m. N.N.W. Beauvais. P. 1078.

M11.NATHORT, a market town of Scotland, co.

and If m. N.N.E. Kinross, pa. OrwelL P. 1476.

included in pa. of Orwell.
MiLNGAViE or MiLLGUY, a vill. of Scotland, cc.

Stii-ling, pa. E. Kilpatrick, on rail., 7 m. N.W.
Glasgow. P. 1895, employed in manufs. of cottor

.

MiLNTHORPE or MiLLTHORPE, a market towi^

of England, co. Westmoreland, pa. Heversham, 7

m. S.S.W. Kendal, with a station on the Prestou

and Carlisle Railway. ' P. 1433. It has manuf ..

of sheeting, and some trade with Lancaster, etc.,

by coasting vessels, which come up the Kent to

within a short distance of the town.

MiLO {Melos), an island of the Grecian Arch

pelago, gov. Syra, lat 36° 45' N., Ion. 24° 23' K.

Area 65 sq. m. P. 3800. Surface mountainous

volcanic, and generally sterile. Mount St Elii-i

in its W. part is 2480 feet high. Sulphur, aluni

and vitriol are its principal products, and it hiu

many caverns and not springs. A lai^e b«;

indents it on the N., forming one of the moi

frequented harbours in the Cyclades, on the S.]'

side of which is the small and unhealthy town
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Milo, in anc. times a floiirisliing city.

—

Anti-Milo

is an islet about 6 m. N.W.
Milo, a township of the U. S., North America,

Now York, on Crooked Lake, 193 m. W. Albany.
MiLOSLAV, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.

and 29 m. S.E. Posen. P. 1774.

MiLOSTAViTcm, a market town of Eussia, gov.

Moghilev, 10 m E.N.E. Klimovitchi. P. 18(M).

MiLSON, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4 m. N.E.
Tenbury. Ac. 1600. P. 157.

MiLSTEAD, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 7J m.
W.S.W. Feversham. Ac. 950. P. 245.

MiLSTON, a pa. of England, co Wilts, 2f m.
N.N.E. Amesbury. Ac. 1025. P. 157. Addison
was born in its parsonage-house in 1672.

MiLTENBEKG, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower
Franconia, on the Main, 31 m. W. Wiirtzburg.

P. 3050. It has boat-building, and transit trade

by the river.

Milton, a co. of U. S., N. America, Greorgia.

P. 3985 free, 617 slaves.

Milton, a vill. of Scotland, co. Stirling, pa.

Campsie. P. 562.

Milton, numerous pas. and cos. of England.

—

L CO. Berks, 3 m. S.S.W. Abingdon. Ac. 1431.

P. 429.—IL CO. and 3J m. N.N.E. Cambridge.
Ac. 1378. P. 494.— II L co. Hants, 5 m. E.N.E.
Christ's Church. Ac. 6416. F.1295.—1Y. {Abbasy,

CO. Dorset, 6 m. W.S.W. Blandford-Forum. Ac.
2420. P. 1014.—V. (Abbot:), co. Devon, 5J m.
N.N.W. Tavistock. Ac. 6617. P. 1062.—VI.
(Bryant), co. Bedford, 2J m. S.E. Wobum. Ac.
1480. P. 345.—VII. (Damerell), co. Devon, 5 m.
N.N.E. Holsworthy. Ac. 4252. P. 684.—VIII.
(Ernest), co. and 4i m. N.N.W. Bedford. Ac.
2070. P. 485.—IX. (Greaty, co. Oxford, 6^
m. W.S.W. Thame. Ac. 4402. P. 729.—X.
(Little), same co., A\ m. W.S.W. Tetsworth.
P. 411.—XL (South), CO. Devon, 3 m. W.S.W.
Kingsbridge. Ac 1556. P. 346.—XII. (Keynes),
(•0. Bucks, 3J m. S.S.E. Newport-Pagnell. Ac
1842. P. 346.—XIII. (Lilbourne), co. Wilts, 2 m.
E.N.E. Pewsey. Ac. 3502. P. 697.—XIV. (Mal-
sor), CO. and 3* m. S.S.W. Northampton. Ac.
1 190. P. 668.-^V. (Podimore), co. Somerset, 2
m. N.E Ilchester. Ac 990. P. 136.—XVI. a
chapelry, co. Oxford, pa. Shepton-under-Which-
wood, 4 m. N.N.E. Burford. P. 895.—XVII. a
hamlet, co. Hants, island and pa. Portsea, 3 m.
E.N.E. Portsmouth. P. 1295.

Milton, several townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. Vermont, on Lake Champlain, 55 m.
N.W. Montpelier.—II. New York, 30 m. W.N.W.
Albany.—III. Massachusetts, 7 m. S. Boston.

—

1 V. a bor., Pennsylvania, 55 m. N. Harrisburgh.
—V. New Hampshire, 47 m. N.E. Concord.
Milton (Next Gravesend), a pa. of England,

CO. Kent, immediately E. Gravesend, of which it

foi-ms a part. Ac. 858. P. 10,897.
Milton (Eoyal), a market town and pa. of

liugland, CO. Kent, on an inlet of the Channel
between the Isle of Sheppy and the mainland,
near the mouth of the Medway, 1\ m. W.N.W.
Faversham. Ac of. pa, 2556. P. 2731. It has
wliaryes for barges engaged in the London
rarrying trade, and numei-ous dredgers employed
in its celebrated oyster fisheries.

MiLVERTON, a market town and pa. of England.
CO. Somerset, l^ m. S.W. Bridgewater. Ac of
pj" • 5475, formerly a richly-wooded country. P.
1 895—II. (with Edmonscott), a pa., co. and 2 m.

I

N.N.E. Warwick. Ac 1180. P. 1366.
MiLWAUKiK, a CO. of the U. S., N. America, in

S.E. of Wisconsin, bordering on Lake Michigan.
Area 250 sq. m. P. (1860) 62,518.-11. a town,
L-ap. of CO. of same name, 100 m. E. Madison, on

W. shore of Lake Michigan. P. (1850) 20,061

,

(1860) 45,246. It is built of the now famous
Milwaukee bricks, and has 60 churches, literary

institutions and schools, and extensive trade.

MiLWiCH, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 5 m.
E.S.E. Stone Ac 2987. P. 567.

Mii^ANO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

circ. Verolanuova. P. 1321.

MiMMS, two pas. of England.—I. (North), co.

Herts, 3 m. S.S.W. Hatfield. Ac 4925. P. 1095
—II. (South), CO. Middlesex, 3J m. N.N.W. Chip-
ping-Barnet Ac. 5153. P. 3238.

MiN, a river of China, prov. Fo-kien, the
greater part of which it drains, rises in the black
tea district, and flows generally S.E. into Hosieu
Bay, lat. 26° 8' N., Ion. 119° 40' E. Near its mouth
it is bounded on each side by lofty heights. Eice
is raised on its banks. On it are the cities Kien-
hing. Yen-ping, and Foo-chow, the last being
one of the Chinese ports now open to Europeans.
MmAB, a town and river of S. Persia. [Minau.]
MiNAM or Meenam, a vill. of Persia, prov. and

80 m. W. Kirman, stated to consist of about 400
grottoes excavated in a mountain, and inhabited
by a sect of schismatic Mohammedans.
Minas-Geraes, a prov. of Brazil, situated be-

tween lat. 14° 5' and 23° S., Ion. 40° and 53° 20'

W., having N. Bahia, E. Bahia and Espiritu
Santo, S. Sao Paulo, W. Goyaz. Area 242,640 sq.

m. P. (1856) 1,300,000. It occupies the highest
table land in Brazil, and is the richest and most
populous of its provinces. It is traversed by the
Serras da Espinha9o, da Mantiquiera, and Itambe,
and watered by the tributaries of the Parank, the
Kio de San Francisco, Jequitinhonha, and Doce.
Climate temperate and healthy. Several portions
are fertile in maize, coffee, sugar, tobacco, and
cotton. Its mines yield gold, silver, copper, iron,

and diamonds. The prairies are covered with vast
herds of cattle; and the cheese of the prov. is in

high repute. The prov. is divided in 13 circles

and 179 parishes. Cap. Ouro Preto, Education
has made greater advances in this than in any of

the other provinces.
Minas Nova.s, formerly Bom-Successo das Mi-

nas-de-Fanado, a town of Brazil, prov. Minas
Geraes, 230 m. N.N.E. Ouro Preto, on a trib. of

Eio Jequitinhonha, with an electoral college, a
school of primai-y instruction, and an hospital.

MiNATiTLAN or La Fabrica, a town of Central
America, Isthmus of Tehuautepec, on 1. b. of the
Goatzaculco, 20 m. from its mouth. It ia the
head of a ship navigation, and is the N. outlet

for all products shipped from the isthmus.
Minau or Minab, a maritime town of S. Persia,

prov. Kirman, on the Persian Gulf, 35 m. E. Or-
mux, at the mouth of the Minau, here 130 yards
across. P. from 600 to 700, mostly agricultural.

The tract immediately around it is so fertile as
to be called the " Garden of Persia."

MiNAYA, a town of Spain, prov. and 31m. N.W.
Albacete. P. 2312.

MiNCARLO, one of the Scilly Islands, at the
entrance to the English Channel, 4 m. W. St
Mary's. Ac. 12.

MiNCH, a strait of Scotland. [Minsk."]

MiNCHiNHAMPTON, a market town ana pa. of

England, co. Gloucester on the Cotswold Hills,

4 m. S.E. Stroud, within the pari, bounds of

which it is included, near a branch of the Great
Western Eailway. Ac 4895. P. 4147. The
town has manufs. of woollen cloth.

MiNCio, Mhidus, a river of Northern Italy,

emerges from the S. extremity of Lake Garda at

Peschiera, flows S. and E. and joins the Po, near
Governolo, after a course of 38 miles. It formed

3o
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an important basis of operations in the wars be-

tween Austria and Italy.

Mindanao or Maqixdanao, the most S. and
one of the largest of the Philippine Islands,

Asiatic Archipelago. Lat. of Samboangan, 6°

64' N., Ion. 122° 8' E. Estimated area nearly

S 4,687 sq. m. Pop. uncertain. On its S.W. side

is the large bay of lUana. Surface in many parts

inoxintainous and densely wooded, with teak and
other large trees ; in other parts are extensive

prairies. Products comprise gold, rice, wax,
cassia, rattans, tobacco, and pepper, exported
chiefly to Manila and the adjacent islands. Nitre
and volcanic products are said to be abundant.
The interior is peopled by Papuan negroes. The
Malays, who have long been notorious for their

piracies, live under many independent chiefs, the

principaJ of whom is the sultan of Mindanao.
Principal towns, Mindanao, Zamboanga, Cayagau,
Surigao, Tandag, and Catel.

—

Mindanao is a
town on S.W. coast of the above island, near the

mouth of the river Pelangy, in the bay of lUana,

and contiguous to which is Selangan, the resi-

dence of the sultan of Mindanao. [Philippine
Islands.]
MiNDELHEM, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia,

cap. dist., on the Mindel, 30 m. S.W. Augsburg.
P. 2625. It has a castle and sevei-al churches.
MiNDEN, a strongly fortified town of Prusssian

Westphalia, cap. gov., on L b. of the Wesser, here
crossed by a bridge 600 feet in length, and on the

railway from BerUn to the Ehine, 60 m. E.N.E.
Miinster. P. (1864) 17,527. Its fortifications

have been greatly improved since 1815, audit has
barracks, which, with its cathedral, form its

most striking pubUc buildings. It has Lutheran,
Boman Catholic, and Calvinist churches ; several

schools, hospitals, & public institutions. Manufs.
of woollen and linen fabrics, hosiery, tobacco,

Eoap, and refined sugar ; and a trade on the river

between Bremen and Central Grermany. Near
it, in 1759, the French were defeated by the

AJiglo-Hanoverian troops.

MiNDEN, a township. U. S., North America,
New York, 61 m. W.N.W. Albany.
MiNDORO, an isL of the Philippines, Malaysia.

Lat of Point Calavite 13° 27' N., Ion. 120° 21'

E., and 20 m. S. Luzon ; length 104 m., breadth
68 m. Area 3750 sq. m. P. 15,000. Chief
town, Calapan, on its N. coast Mindoro or
Sooloo Sea is a section of the E. seas, boimded
B. and W. by Borneo and the Sooloo Archipelago,
N. and E. by Palawan and the S. Philippines.

MiNDTOWN, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4J m.
E.N.E. Bishop's-Castle. Ac. 908. P. 48.

MiNEHEAU, a seaport, ancient bor., market
town, and pa. of England, co. Somerset, on the
Bristol Channel, 22 m. W.N.W. Bridgewater. Ac
of pa. 4581. P. 1582.

MiNEiiEAD, a promontory, Irel., co. Waterford,
on the Atlantic, 6 m. S.S.W. Helwick-head.
Mdjeo, Menx, a town of the island of Sicilv,

prov. and 26 m. S.W. Catania. P. (1862) 9154.

Near it is the famed volcanic lake called Lago
de' PalicL
MiNERA, a chapelry of North Wales, pa. and

3 m. N.W. Wrexham. P. 771.

MiNEKAL Point, a town of U. S., N. America,
Wisconsin, the centre of Wisconsin lead region.
Mlnerbe and Minerbio, two towns of Northern

Italy—I. prov. and 20 m. S.E. Verona. P. 3000.
—II. prov. and 11 m. N.E. Bologna. P. 6199.
MiNERVDfo (Lucus Minerrmy, a town of South

Italy, prov. Bari, circ Barletta, 15 m. S.W. An-
diia. P. (1861) 13,590. It is surrounded by
niaseiye walls and towers.

MiNETT, a pa. of England, cos. Glo'ster and
Wilts, 5J m. N.E. Malmesbury, on the Groat
Western Eailway. Ac. 3470. P. 312.
MiNEWiTHEN, one of the Scilly Islands, Eng-

land, about 24 m. W.S.W. Land'sEnd, Cornwall.
MiNGALAY, an island of the Hebrides, Scotland

2 m. S.S.W. Pabbay. Length 3 m. P. 139.

MiNGAN Islands, a group, British North Ame-
rica, in the Gulf of St Lawrence, N. AnticostL
MiNGOLSHEiM, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middlt

Ehine, 20 m. S.S.E. Mannheim. P. 1840.

MiNGRELiA (Colchis), a prov. of Asiatic Eussia,
between Imeritia on the E., Guria on the S., this

Black Sea on the W., and the Caucasus on the N.
Area 2365 sq. m. P. 61,000. Surface partly co-
vered with ramifications of the Caucasus moun-
tains. Soil fertile in the vaUeys. The inhabitants
belong mostly to the Greek church ; & their princf

,

ceded his sovereign rights to Eussia in 1867 for

indemnity of 1,000,000 rubles. The country ha?
often been devastated by wars, and many of th

'

pop. are carried into slavery. On the W. coaEti

are the forts of Eedout-Kaleh and Anaklia.
MiNHO or Entre Dolro-e-Mixho, the most

N. prov. of Portugal, chiefly between lat. 41° and
42° N., Ion. 8° and 9° E^ and having E. and S.

the provs. Oporto, Beira, and Tras-os-Montes, W.
the Atlantic, and N. Galicia. It includes the

distjicts of Viana, Braga, and Porto. Area 3133 s<i.

m. P. (1863) 887,859. Surface mostly moun-
tainous. The Minho bounds it on the N. ; othoi

rivers are the Lima, Cavado, Ave, and Tameg:i.

Soil fertile, and a surplus of com is raised. Tht
port wines are mostly produced in this prov

Oil and hemp are among the chief products ; ate

silk fabrics, linens, porcelain, hardware arc

cutlery, are made 'in the towns. Chief expoit

wine, to Great Britain, N. Europe, and Americi
imports comprise iron, steel, woollen stuffs, flax

and salt fish. Its S. part has been lately con
prised in the new prov. of Porto ; and it is not

divided into the comarcas of Braga and Viara
its chief towns.
MiSHO, Minius, a river of Spain and Portugal

rises in Galicia, 30 m. N.E. Santiago, flows E., S.

and W., latterly bounding Portugal on the N.
and enters the Atlantic near Caminha, 52 ni. !N

the mouth of the Douro, after a course of 130 m
MiNiAC-MoRVAN, a comm. and vill. of Francf

dep. llle-et-Villaine, arr. St Malo, cant. Chat&iu

neuf. P. 3332.

MiNiATO (San), a town of Central Italy, prc^

and 21 m. W.S.W. Florence, on the Amo, Cfi

comm. P. (1861) 15,063. It has a cathedral I

is a bishop's see, and has a lofty tower on tt

hill. It is the original seat of the family i

Bonaparte.

—

San Altmatello, a market town ncf

Florence, has been long celebrated for the man
facture of articles in terra cotta.

MiNiEH, a town of Egypt, cap. prov^ on 1. i

of the Nile, 136 m. S.S.W. Cairo. It has earthci

ware manuf&, and a government cotton factorj

MiNiNGSBT, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5

1

W.S.W. Spilsby. Ac. 730. P. 477.

MiNisiNK, a township of tJ. S., North Americ
New York, 120 m. S.S.W. Albany.
Minnesota, one of U. S., N. America, bouni'u

on the N. by Brit. America, E. by Lake Supeii'

and the state of Wisconsin, S. by the state lo^A

and W. by Dakota. It is 370 m. in length frd

N. to S. ; and from 180 to 320 in width ; eiteui

from lat. 43° 30' to 49" N., and from Ion. 90° to 9

W. Area 83,531 sq.m. P. (1860) 172,123, of whd
259 were free coloured. Cap. St Paul. There a

no mountains, but it is a very elevated counu

The greatest elevation is 1916 feet above i
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ipa, and the average height l-loO feet. A table-

land, called the Hauteurs de Terre, extends from
E. to W. in the N., and the other parts of the ter-

ritory alternate between sandhills and swamps,
beds of rivers and prairies. Minnesota abounds

.^ jvith lakes from 26 m. in extent, to ponds scarcely
' i<fli

I
)ne mile in circumference, well-stocked with fish,

" ',ud from which many rivers take their rise,

lowing N., S., and E., and on the banks of several

'{ these wild rice grows in abundance. The
Mississippi river rises in Lake Itasca in the N. of

he state, through which it flows for 800 miles,

lOQ miles of which are navigable, 200 below the
alls of St Anthony, and 300 miles above. It is

i-aversed also by the Minnesota river, and the
;od river of the N. skirts the state on the N.W.
limate severe and dry, especially in the north.

; lil various. The state has a system of free

liools under the direction of a superintendent
common schools, and the local supervision of

ustees. The governor of Minnesota is chosen
( ir two years, by a plurality of votes. The legis-

iture consists of a council composed of 21 mem-
rs, & a house of representatives of 42 members,
th elected by the people, the former for two

ears, and the latter annually. It was organized
nto a territorial government in 1849, and ad-
aitted as a state in 1857. Minnesota ot StVeier's
iver rises in E. of Dakota territory, flows S.E.

00 m. to South Bend, then N. 100 m. to Men-
ota, where it joins the Mississippi. It is naviga-
le 40 miles for steamers.
MiNNiGAFF, a pa. of Scotland, stewartry Kirk-

udbright, containing an old vill. Ac. 89,451,
a- the most part wildly pastoral. P. 1804.

Minorca, an island of the Mediterranean, se-
oud largest of the Balearic islands, and the most
:. belonging to Spain. Lat. of Port Mahon 39°

r 5" N. ; Ion. 4° 21' E. ; 25 m. N.E. Majorca.
;eugth W. to E. 32 m. ; average breadth 8 m.
u-ea about 260 sq. m., and pop. (1861) 14,000.

'oast greatly indented and rocky ; surface undu-
iting. Mount Toro is 4793 feet in height. Soil
lostly poor and sandy, with a few fertile arable
lacts. The corn raised is insufficient for home
se. Wine is raised for exportation. Other pro-
ucts are flax, hemp, saffron, capers, and cheese,
liich, with wool, honey, wax, iron, lead, copper,
nd fine marble, compose the principal exports,
raports consist of wheat, oil, woven fabrics, and
ther manufactured goods, tobacco, and colonial
reduce. The island is subdivided into four
istricts. Principal towns, the cap. Mahon and
iudadela. It was taken by the English in 1708,
ad by the French in 1756, but restored to Great
ritain in 1763 ; and finally annexed to Spain by
le treaty of Amiens in 1802.
MiNORi, a town of South Italy, prov., circ and
m. W.S.W. Salerno, near the Gulf. P. 3099.
MiNOT, a township, U. S., N. America, Maine,

II the Androscoggin, 46 m. S.W. Augusta.
MijjSH or MiNCH (" Stormy Sea "), the broad
rait which separates the island of Lewis, He-
rides, from the W. coast of Scotland. Mean
readth about 30 m. A contraction of this sound,
' the S.S.W., is called the Little Minsk, and se-
irates the middle portion of the outer Hebrides
om the island of Skye.
MiNSHULL-CiiURCH, a pa. of England, co. Ches-
n 6 m. N. Nantwich. Ac. 2286. P. 392
'inshull-Vemon is a township, co. Chester, with

1
station on the London and North-Western
lilway, 6 m. N.W. Crewe. Ac. 2753. P. 402.
Minsk, a town of Poland, gov. and 25 m. E.
/^arsaw. P. 1380.
Minsk, a gov. of Kussia, between lat. 61° 12'

and 65° 50' N., Ion. 25= 10' and 30° 45' E., en-
closed by the govs. Grodno, Vilna, Vitebsk,
Moghilev, Tchernigov, Kiev, & Volhynia. Area
34,477 sq. m. P. (1858) 986,471, of whom about
98,000 were Jews, and 40,000 of Tartar descent.

Surface level, marshy, and for the most part in-

undated in the spring
;
principal rivers, the Pri-

pet and Dnieper, with their affls., the Beresina,

Pechiza, etc. ; and it is partially bounded on the
S.E. and W. by the South Dwina and the Niemen.
More grain (chiefly rye) is raised than is required
for home consumption ; hemp, flax, potash, and
tar, are other important products. Forests very
extensive, and, next to agriculture, the people
are mostly occupied in sawing and trading in

timber. Linen weaving and distilling is carried

on, and it has iron forges, Russian leather, glass,

and woollen cloth factories. Principal towns,
Minsk, Bobruisk, and Slutzk.

—

Minsk, the cap^ is

154 m. E.N.E. Grodno. P. (1863) 30,149, among
whom are many Jews. It is mostly built of

wood, but has some stone edifices; numerous
Greek, Greek-United, &Roman Catholic churches,

a Jews' synagogue, a theological seminary, and a

theatre; with manufactures of woollen cloth and
leather. It is the see of a Greek archbishop and
a Roman Catholic bishop.

MiNSTEAD, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2% m.
N.W. Lyndhurst. Ac. 12,800. P. 927.

Minster, several pas. of England.—I. co. Corn-
wall, 6 m. N. Camelford. Ac. 3222. P. 505.—
II. CO. Kent, with a station on the South Eastern
Railway, 4 m. W. Ramsgate. Ac. 6170. P. 1588.

Near it is Ebbsfleet, the landing place of Hengist
and Horsa, and of St Augustine.—III. {South'), co.

Essex, 23 m. N.N.E. Burnham. Ac. 7701. P. 1424.

—IV. {LovelT), CO. Oxford, 2J m. W.N.W. Witney.
Ac. 1938. P. 586.—V. (in Sheppy), co. Kent, 23

m. E.S.E. Sheemess. Ac. 10,035. P. 15,964.

MiNSTERLEY, a chapelry of England, co. Salop,

pa. Westbury, 9 m. S.W. Shrewsbury. P. 890.

MiNSTERWORTii, a pa. of England, co. and 4

m. W.S.W. Glo'ster. Ac. 1938. P. 463.

MiNTAO or Batu, an island of Malaysia, off the

W. coast of Sumatra, between the equator and
lat. 0° 40' S., Ion. 98° E. Length N. to S. 40 m.

;

breadth 14 miles.

Mihtern-Magna, a pa. of England, co. and 9J
m. N.N.W. Dorset. Ac. 2064. P. 374.

Minting, a pa. of England, co. and 14 m.
E.N.E. Lincoln. Ac. 2543. P. 422.

MiNTLAW, a vill. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, pa.

Longside, near Deer.
MiNTLYN, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2| m.

E.S.E. King's-Lynn. Ac. 1100. P. 46.

MiNTO, a pa. of Scotland, co. Roxburgh, with

a vill. on the Teviot, 5^ m. N.E, Hawick. Ac.

6620. P. 430.

MiNTO correctly Muntok, a town of the island

Banca, Asiatic Archipelago, W. coast. P. 3000.

MiNTO Island, Pacific, forms, with Bedford
and Melbourne islands, a group of the Dangerous
Archipelago, and was discovered by Lord E.

Russell in 1837. Lat. 21° 23' S. ; Ion. 136° 32' W.
MiNUCCiANO, a small fortified town of Central

Italy, prov. Massa, 27 m, N.N.W. Lucca, cap. of

a small district. I?. 2157.

MiNUSio, a town of Switzerland, cant. Jessin,

dist. Locarno. P. 1006.

Minver (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

3>, m. N.N.W. Wadebridge. Ac. 8683. P. 1111.

Mios, a comm. and town of France, dep. Gi-

ronde, 23 m. S.W. Bordeaux, on the rt b. of the

Lejre. P. 2443.

Miosen, the largest lake of Norway, stift Ag-
gershuus, between the amts. Hedemark and
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ChristianJa. Length 55 m.

; greatest breadth 12
m. It receives the Lougen river, and discharges
its surplus waters S. by the Vermen, into the
Glommen. There is a railway from Eidvold on
this lake to Christiania.

—

Mios- Vatid is a lake in.

amt. Bradsberg. Length 20 m. ; breadth 1 m.
MiPiBU, a town of Brazil, prov. Rio Grande do

Norte, on the Papari river, 30 m. S.S.E. Natal.
Lat. 6° 5' S. P. 2000.

MiQUELOX, an island off the S. coast of New-
foundland, N. Atlantic, forming, with the adja-
cent island of St Pierre, a colony belonging to

France, with an area of 85 sq. m. Great Miquelon
is in lat. 47° 4' N., Ion. 56° 20' "W., and immedi-
ately S. of it is Little Miquelon or Langley.
United pop. (1861) 700. Fishing is almost the
sole occupation of its inhabitants. [Piekre (St).

J

MiRA, a river and town of South America, re-

public Ecuador, prov. Imbabura ; the river, rising
in the Andes, flows N.W., and enters the Pacific

by a delta, near lat. 1° 36' N., Ion. 79° 5' W.
Near its source is the town Mira, 65 m. N.E. Quito.
MiRA, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, 24 m.

N.W. Goimbra. P. 6000.
Mira, a market town of Northern Italy, prov.

and 10 m. W. Venice. P. 2000.
MiBA, a town of Spain, prov. and 40 m. S.E.

Cuen9a. P. 1598.
Mirabel, acomm. and town of France, dep.

Tarn-et-Garonne, 9 m. N.N.E. Montauban. P.
1572.

—

M. aux Baronnies is a vill., dep. Dr6me,
arr. and 4 m. S.W. Nions. P. 1912.

MiR,VBELLA, a city of South Italv, prov. Avel-
lino, 14 m. S.W. Benevento. P. 5802.-11. a vill.

of the island Sicily, prov. Catania, circ. Calata-
girone. P. 3865.

MiRABELLO, a market town of N. Italy, prov.
Alessandria, 8 m. S.S.E. Casale. P. 2929.—II. a
town of South Italy, prov. and 3 m. S. Campo-
basso. P. 2281.—III. a vill. of North Italy, prov.
and circ. Pavia, P. 1782.

MiRADOLO, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Pavia, P. 2042.

MiRADOux, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Gers, cap, cant., 7 m. N.E. Lectoure. P. 1750.
MiRAFLORES, a market town of Spain, prov.

and 17 m. N.N.W. Madrid. P. 2290.
Mikage:nil, a market town of Spain, prov. and

60 m. E.N.E. Sevilla, on the Genii. P. 2388.

MiRAMBE^AU, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Charente-Inf., 8 m. S.W. Jonzac. P. 2299.

MiRAMiCHi, a bay and river of New Brunswick,
on its E. coast, in lat. 47° 10' N., ion. 65° W., being
the estuary of the river which expands into it after

a N.E. course of 75 m. The towns Newcastle and
Chatham are on the river, and opposite the mouth
of the bay are Fox and Passage islands.

MiRAMONT, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Lot-et-Garonne, 12 m. 'N.E. Mar-
mande. P. 1922.—II. a comm. and vill., dep.

Haute-Garonne, arr. St Gaudens. P. 1586,
Miranda, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Campo-

basso, circ Isernia. P. 1983.

Miranda, three towns of Spain.—I. {ddEbrd),
prov. and 40 m. N.E. Burgos. P. 2390. It has
a custom-house on the Castilian frontier.—II,

(de Arga\ prov. Navan-a, 24 m, S.S.W. Pam-
plona. P. 1390.—III. {dd Castanary, prov. and
40 m. S.S.W. Salamanca. P. 1136.

Miranda, two towns of Portugal.- -I. (do
Douro), prov. Tras-os-Montes, on the Douro, 28
m. S.E. Braganza. P. 4840.—IL (do Corvo),
prov. Beii-a, 12 m. S.E. Coimbra. P. 3880.
Mirande, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Geis, cap. arr., 13 m. S.W. AucK P. 3379.
iliKANDELLA, a foi'tiiied town <)f Portugal,

prov. Tras-os-Montes, on the Tua, 36 m. S.W
Braganza. P. 1700.

MiRANDELLA, a market to\vn of Brazil, prov
and 170 m. N.N.W. Bahia.
MiRANDOL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep

Tarn, 16 m. N. AlbL P. 2520.

MiRANDOLA, a fortified town of N. Italy, prov
and 18 m. N.N.E. Modena. P. (1861) 12,923.

It is enclosed by walls, and has a cathedral.

MiRANO, a mkt. town of North Italy, prov. and
12 m. N.E. Padua, on the Musone, at the origin

of the Canal of Mirano. P. 5500.

MiREBALAis, an old division of France, no^r

comprised in the dep. Vienne, and named after

its chief town Mirebeau.
MiREBALAis (Le), a town of the island Hayt,

80 m. N.N.E. Port-au-Prince.
Mirebeau, a comm. and town of France, dej).

Vienne, cap. cant., 16 m. N.N.W. Poitiers. P.
2719.—II. a market town, dep. C6te-d'0r, cap.

cant., 13 m. E.N.E. Dijon. P. 1286.

MiRECOORT, a comm. and town of France, de]\

Vosges, cap. arr., on the Madon, 16 m. N.'W'.

Epinal. P. (1861) 5533. Noted for manufactures
of lace, violins, guitars, church-organs, and oth< r

musical instruments,
MiREafLEUR, a comm. and town of France, dei.

Puy-de-Dome, 9 ra. S.E. Clermont, P. 1225.

MiREMONT, a comm. and town of France, deo.

H. Garonne, 8 m. S.E. Muret P. 1386.—II. do.
Puy-de-Dome, 18 m. W.N.W. Clermont. P. 1411.

MiREPOix, a comm. and town of France, de->.

Arifege, cap. cant., on the Lers, 14 m. E.S.E.

Pamiers. P. 4181. It has a large hospital, z

town-hall, manufs. of coarse wooUen and cottons

MiRFiELD, a pa. of England, co, York, W. Bid

ing, a great railway centre, 5 m, N.E. Hudders-

field. Ac. 3390. P. 9263. It has manufs. o:

woollen and cotton goods.
MiRGOROD, a town of Russia, gov. and 46 ra

N.W. Poltava, cap. dist., on the Khorol. P. 59P0

Miribel, a comm. and market town of France

dep. Ain, 12 m. S.E. Trevonx, near rt. b. of thi

Rhone. P. 3139.—II. (_les Eckelles), a vill., dtp

Isere, arr. Grenoble. P 2405.

MiRiK (Cape), a headland of W. Africa, on th

Atlantic, in lat. 19° 22' 14' N., Ion. 16= 20' 36° ^V

Mirimande, a comm- and mkt town of Franc*

dep. Dr6me, 15 m. S. Valence. P. 1222. 1

has manufactures of silk and earthenwares.
MiRiTi, a town of Brazil, prov. and 14 m. N.^\

Rio-de-Janeiro, on the Miriti. Pop. of dist 300t

MiROPOUE, a walled town of Russia, gov. aa

59 m. S.W. Kursk, on the Psiol. P. (1863) 961,

MiROW, a market to'vvn of Mecklenburg-Sb'e
litz, cap. dist, 12 m. W.S.W. Neu-Strelitx. 1

159C. It has manufs, of tobacco and cloths.

MiRTA, a town of India, state and 76 m. N.I

Jodhpoor. Estimated pop. 25,950. The towE

surrounded by a wall partly of mud and partly '

stone. It has a temple and several mosques.

MiRZAPORE, a district of British India, betwf f

lat 23° 50' and 25° 30' N., Ion. 82° 11' and 83° 3

E. Area 5235 sq, m. P. 1,104,315, chiei

Hindoos. It is traversed by the Ganges ar

Soue rivers. Surface diversified. Principal p
•

ducts, wheat, barley, cotton, oil-seeds, vegetab e

and fruits. It has manufactures of woollen »i

cotton carpets, shawls, chintzes, and silk fabrc

The minerals are lime, iron, and sandstoi

Chief towns, Mirzapore, Chunar. and Lalgan;

.

MiRZAPORE, a town of India, N.W. provs., c.i

of dist of same name, on the Ganges, 27 m. S.^

Benares. Distance from Calcutta by land

m., by sea 898 m. P. 79,526. It has tomi>l

and mosques. Manufactures of carpets, cottC'ij
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uid silks. It has corisidorable trado, aud is a

:reat cotton mart. About 3 m. N.E. is a military

•autonraent.—The dist. of Mirzapore has an area

if b'iSd sq. m. P. 1,104,315, nearly all Hindoos.

MiSANi'LA, a ruined city of Mexico, state Vera
'ruz, 35 m. N.E. Jalapa, on an isolated plateau.

ts remains comprise a pyramid aud walls.

MisEJJO, Misenum. a promontoiy of South Italy,

)rov. and 9 m. S.W. Naples. Near it are the

uins of the ancient Roman port of Misenum.
MiSERDEN, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 6 m.

S'.E. Stroud. Ac. 2434. P. 603.

MisHKAN. a considerable vill. of Persia, prov.

vhorassan, 50 ra. N.W. Nishupoor.
MisHKiN, a town of Eussia, gov. and 58 m.

iV.N.W. Jaroslavl, on the Volga. P. 1000.

Misii.MERi, a town of the isl. Sicily, prov. and
ire. Palermo. Pop. of comm. 7458.

MisiXTO, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Milan, circ.

.lonza. P. 1609.

MiSKOLCZ, a town of Hungary, cap. circ. Bor-

od, on railway, 94 m. N.E. Erlau. P. 26,000,

•biefly Protestants. It has a high school, two
•ymnasia, and a convent. Principal trade is in

vine. The best steel in Hungary is made from
ion obtained from neighbouring mines.

MisocGO (Germ. Maisox-thal, Ital. Val Mel-
olsina), a valley of Switzerland, cant. Grisons,

5. of the Alps, and traversed by the Moesa, on
vbich is the vill. Misocco, with 1200 inhabitants.

MissAGLiA, a market town of North Italy,

)rov. and 14 m. E.S.E. Como, 19 m. N.N.E.
ililan, cap. comm. P. 1221.

MissENDEN, two pas. of England, co. Bucks.

—

. (Greaf), 4* m. N.W. Amersham. Ac 5731.
'. 2250—II. (^Little), 2J m. W.N.W. Amersham.
\.c. 3173. P. 1089.

MissERGHiN, a town of Algeria, arr. and 8 m.
;.W. Oran, on Sebka Lake, cap. comm. P. 2247,
if whom 1567 are Europeans.
MissiNNiPPi or English River, British North

America, rises in the Beaver Lake, near lat. 65°

V. Ion. 111° 30' W., flows very tortuously E. and
N.E.ward through numerous minor lakes, and
mder the name of the Churchill River enters

ludsonBay at Cape Churchill, after a total course
stimated at 1080 miles Its navigation is im-
)eded by numerous rapids. It is separated by a
lortage of only 370 yards from an affluent of the

jaskatchewan River, and sends a branch (the

)eer River) to the N. to join Deer Lake. Forts
N'elson, Rapid River, etc., are on its banks.
MissiONES (Country of), a region of S. Ame-

ica, in which the Jesuit missionaries, previous
the suppression of their order in 1767, founded

lumerous establishments of converted Indians.
the region now forms the greater portion of

'araguay, and parts of Brazil and La Plata.
Mississippi (^Missi Sipi, i.e., the " Great Water"),

he most important river of North America, and,
vith the Missouri, its principal afil , the longest
n the world, rises in the state of Minnesota, in a
egion covered with swamps and lakes, on the
lauteurs de Terre, the dividing ridge between the
\ed River of the north and the streams that flow
outhward. Lat. 47° 14' N. ; Ion. 95° W. ; 1680
eet above the level of the sea, and 2616 m. from
Julf of Mexico. It issues a small rivulet scarcely
- span in breadth from a pool, and, after a course
f a few miles, subsides in L. Itasca, 1576 feet
bove the sea, whence, emerging in greater vo-
,ume, it flows N. and N.E., forming Lakes Cass
nd Winnipec ; then, assuming a southern course,
t winds tortuously through the territory of the

. S. to the Gulf of Mexico, which it enters by a
ielta of several mouths at lat. 29". Having thus

rolled its vast volume through more than eigh-

teen degrees of latitude, and separated the stales

of Wisconsin, Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee, aud
Mississippi on its left or E. bank, from the states

of Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, and
Louisiana on the W., it is discharged into the
gulf, chiefly through an alluvial tongue which
stretches for upwards of 60 m. into sea. The
Mississippi receives many important tributaries,

the chief of which are—on the E., the Wiscon-
sin, the Illinois, the Ohio, 1097 m. from its

mouth, and the Yazoo ; from the W., the Minne-
sota, the Des Moines, the Missouri, 1330 m. from
its source, or 1286 from the mouth, the Francis,
the White, the Arkansas, and the Red. The
river is naturally viewed under two lieads. The
Upper Mississippi, above the influx of the Mis-
souri ; and the Main Mississippi, below that
junction. The former is not so large as the Mis-
souri, but having been first explored, it received
and retains the name of the Mississippi. Its

waters are remarkably clear, but after commin-
gling with those of the Missouri, they become ex-
ceedingly turbid, and contain about three-tenths

of sediment. The area of its basin is 169,000 sq.

m., consisting mostly of prairie land, and is be-
coming rapidly cultivated. The entire length of

the river from the source of the Missouri is 4382
m. [Missouri.] The chief cities on its banks
are, on the upper river, St Paul, La Crosse,

Prairie du Chien, Dubuque, Muscatine, Burling-
ton, Quincy, and Hannibal ; and on tlie main
river stand St Louis, Cairo, Memphis, Vicksburg,
Natchez, Baton-Eouge, and New Orleans. The
descent of the Mississippi from its source to its

mouth averages over 6 in. per mile ; the upper
river falling 24 in., and the main stream 3 in. per
mile. In the upper part of its course it forma
several cataracts, the principal of which are the
Peckagama, 209 m. from the source, where it falls

20 ft. in 300 yds.; the Little Falls, 10 ft.; tho
Big Falls, 16 ft., consisting of a series of breaks
and shutes extending over 800 yds. ; the Prairie

Rapids, six in number, which have a descent of

about 20 ft. in 6 m. ; and lastly, the Falls of St
Anthony, 650 m. from the source, descend 80 ft.

in less than three-fourths of a m., consisting of

one leap of 16 ft., and rapids above and below.

The elevations of the various points on the river

are, Itasca Lake, 1575 ft. ; Falls of St Anthony,
856 ft. ; Prairie du Chien, 600 ft. ; mouth of the

Missouri, 416 ft. at high water ; mouth of Ohio, 322
ft.; Memphis, 221 ft.; Natchez, 66 ft.; Baton-
Rouge, 33 ft.; and New Orleans, 10^ ft. The
width varies from 16 ft. at Itasca Lake, 1200 ft.

at St Paul, at mouth of Missouri 6000 ft., and de-
creasing gradually to 2470 below New Orleans ;

and its average depth below the Ohio ranges from
90 to 120 ft. The mean discharge of water from
this enormous river is 675,000 cubic ft. per second,

by which 3,627,200,000 tons of sedimentary
matter are yearly transported to the gulf in a
state of suspension, constituting 1 sq. m. of de-

posit 241 ft. in depth. Besides this amount, it

pushes into the sea large quantities of earthy
matter, probably amounting to 760,000,000 cubic

ft. annually. Its drainage area is 1,244,000

square miles, nearly one-seventh of all North
America, and equal to more than one-third of

Europe. This vast region, from its almost un-
exampled fertility, has obtained the title of the
Garden of the World. The Mississippi is ex-

tremely winding in its course, sometimes a bend
of 30 m. will occur where the distance across the
neck does not exceed a mile. This tends to

check the current, and facilitates navigation.
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Vessels are usually eight or ton days in ascend-
ing the river to New Orleans, and often nine or

ten weeks in reaching the IllinoisRiviT. Steamers,
however, make the passage from Cincinnati to

New Orleans and back in less than twenty days.

Large ships seldom ascend above Natchez. The
number of steamboats now plying on its waters
is supposed to be above 1500. The delta of the
Mississippi has an area of about 15,000 sq. m.,

and the depth of the alluvion is estimated at 1000
ft. It is a remarkable feature of the Mississippi,

that flowing from N. to S., it has such a variety

of climate, and consequently of productions, in

the different parts of its basin, from the furs

and cereal grains of the N. to the almost tropical

growths of the S. As spring advances from the

S., it releases in succession the snows of the

lower and of the upper valley, and finally the

remote sources. The annual swell of the waters
is in consequence gradual and long continued,
commencing usually about the end of February,
and continuing to rise till the 1st of June, when
they again subside. In some seasons the waters
do not rise above the embankments, and in others
the entire lower valley is submerged, and often

great destruction of property occasioned. For
many miles above and below New Orleans, em-
bankments have been raised, called levees, from
5 to 10 ft. high, on both sides of the river.

Mississippi, one of the U. S. of North America,
in the S.W. part of the Union, mostly between
lat. 30° 12' and 35° N., Ion. 88" 12' and 91° 45'

W. ; separated W. by the Mississippi river from
Arkansas and Louisiana, having on other sides

the states Tennessee, Alabama, and Louisiana,
and S.E.ward touching an inlet of the Gulf of

Mexico. Area 47,156 sq. m. P. (1860) 791,305,
of whom 773 were free coloured, and 436,631
slaves. Surface in the S. and W. flat and marshy,
whence it rises into a tolerably elevated region
in the E. and N. The climate is unhealthy. There
are churches of all denominations, 3 colleges, with
an aggregate attendance of 204 students, 762 pub-
lic schools, and 189 academies. Principal rivers,

the Yazoo, Pearl, and Pascagoula ; & it has many
lines of railway. Principal products, cotton and
sugar in the S., maize, indigo, melons, grapes, and
other fruits, tobacco, & timber. Principal towns,
Jackson, the cap., Columbus, Natchez, tlie chief

seat of trade, and Vicksburg. The state is divided
into 59 cos. Present constitution formed in 1832.

It was admitted into the Union in 1817 ; in 1861
it seceded, and joined the Southern Confederacy

;

and in 1863 the city of Vicksburg, after a long
siege, surrendered to the Federals.

Mississippi, two cos. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I, in the E.N.E. of Arkansas. Area 1000
sq. m. P. 2434 free, 1461 slaves.—II. in the
S.E. part of Missouri. Area 400 sq. m. P. 3849
free, 1010 slaves.

MissiVKi, Mesambria, a seaport town of Euro-
pean Turkey, Rumili, on a peninsula in the Black
Sea, 17 m. N.E. Bourgas, with a harbour, formerly
a principal station of the Byzantine fleets.

MissoLOXGHi, a town, Greece. [Mesolonghi.]
^issoN, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 3 m.

E.N.E. Bawtry. Ac. 6129. P. 803.

MissooRiE, India, a sanitarium, 7000 ft. above
the sea.

Missouri (i. e., " Mud River"), the longest trib.

of the Mississippi river. North America, rises

among the Rocky Mountains in the territory of

Idaho, lat. 45° N. and Ion. 111° 63' W., not more
than a mile from the head waters of the Columbia
river, which flows W. to the Pacific. Its coui-se

is first N. for 460 m., when it enters the tenitory

of Dakota, which it traverses E. for 800 m., the:
S.E., separating, in its further descent, the terr -

tory Nebraska and state Kansas on the 1. b. froi -

Iowa and Missouri on the right, which last it tn -

verses S.E. by E.ward, and joins the Mississipj i

near St Louis, at an elevation of 416 feet aboTe
the sea, and 1286 m. from the Gulf of Mexico. ; t

receives no very importaftH affluent on its 1. b
the principal are Marias, MUk, and James river-,

or Rivifere h. Jaques. On the r. b. are the Madisc i

and Gallatins forks from Idaho, above whicl:

the river receives the name of Jefferson Fore
these three being the reputed head waters of tl;t

Missouri; Yellow Stone, Little Missouri, Sh;.-

enne, and White, from Dakota; the Niobra-t
and Nebraska or Platte river from Nebraska, aiK
Kansas from the state of the same name, at.(

lastly Osage in Missouri. Above the Marii:
river, and 411 m. from the source of the Missou -i

the river is compressed to a width of 150 yard:

for a distance of 6 m. by precipices which rist

from the water's edge to a height of 1200 feet

This wild gorge is called the " Gate of the Rocb
Mountains." About 110 m. below this occur tli"<

Great Falls, where the river is precipitated ove.

five ledges, one of which is 75 feet in height, aii(

the others respectively 12, 42, 6, and 25 feiit

These falls are considered among the grandest it

North America. On the banks of the Missoii
stand the cities of Jeffereon, Lexington, Kansi.s

and Sioux. The breadth varies from 1500 fee

below the Great Falls to 2500 at Sioux city aiu

3000 feet at the mouth. Its course throughout i

rapid and its waters turbid, but no serious obstac]<

is presented to navigation from its mouth to tli.

Falls, a distance of 2670 m., except perhaps shfJ

lows during the season of drought. The height

of various points on the river are—the June
tion of the Three Forks 4319 feet, foot of FaH
2964 feet, Sioux city 1065 feet, and at mouth 41'

feet Below the junction of the Niobrara rive

the Missouri flows through a fertile and populou
region, but above that confluence its basin is ai

uncultivated waste, where compaititively littl

rain falls, in consequence of which the volum
of the river is disproportionately small, when th

drainage area is considered. Its mean discharg

of water per second is 120,000, cubic feet, whic
is only about three-quarters of that of the Chic

although its basin is nearly two and a half time

as large, namely, 518,000 sq. m. The length c

the river is stated at. 3096 m., which, added t-

the lower Mississippi, gives a total of 4382 m
[Mississippi.]

Missouri, one of the U. S., North America
mostly between lat. 86° 30' and 40° 36' N., Ice

89° 13' and 95° 35' W^ having E. the Mississiip

river, separating it from Illinois, Kentucky, an
Tennessee; S.Arkansas, N. Iowa, and W. Ne(

braska, Kansas, and Indian Terr. Chief towns

Jefferson city (the cap.), St Louis, Hanniba
Booneville, Lexington, and Platte city. Are

67,380 sq. m. P. (I860) 1,182,012, of whom 367

were free coloured, and 114,931 were slaves. Sti

face mostly undulating, and having many exj

tensive prairies. 8. of the river Missouri it rite

in the Ozark chain to about 2000 feet. Alon^ th(

banks of the Osage, and N. the Missouri riyi?i

which intersects the state from W. to E., there is
[

good deal of rich land. Vegetable products coid

prise tobacco, cotton, maize, wheat, rye, oats, bfi^

ley; and the soil and climate adapt the conntn

to yield all the products of the S. states, exctt

sugar. Large herds of cattle, hogs, and horse

are reared; and beef, pork, tallow, hides, a a

live stock, with lead, furs, timber, and maiJ'

1
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constitute the chief exports. The state is very-

rich in iron ore, lead, copper, coal, and other

mineral products. It possesses also a great

variety of marbles. It has woollen and cotton

factories, iron works, breweries, distilleries, and
tanneries. There are churches of all denomina-
tions ; and the state has six colleges, with an
aggregate attendance of 400 students, and 18,400

volumes in their libraries ; two medical schools,

with 164 students ; a state penitentiary, deaf-

mute, blind, and lunatic asylums. It is divided

into 100 cos. It was admitted into the Union as

a slave state in 1821, joined the Southern Con-
federacy in 1861, and was the theatre of many
conflicts in the war of secession.—II. a township,
Missouri cc. Boone.
MissuNDE, a town of Denmark, duchy of Schles-

wig, Gottorp, on S. b. of the Slien. A battle was
fought here between the Prussians & Danes, 1864.

Mistaken Point, the S.E. extremity of New-
foundland, 65 m. S.S.W. St Johns.
MiSTASSiNNiE (Lake), British North America,

is in lat. 51° N., Ion. 72° to 73° W. Length N.E.
to S.W. 60 m.

;
greatest breadth 45 m. It con-

tains several large islands. Rupert river flows

from it W. into James Bay.
MiSTEK, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ. Pre-

rau, 50 m. E.N.E. OlmUtz. P. 3500.

MiSTELBACH, a market town of Lower Austria,

on the Laya, 27 m. N.N.E. Vienna. P. 3000. It

has a college of the Bamabites, and an hospital.

MiSTERBiANCo, a town of the island of Sicily,

prov. and 4 m. N.W. Catania. P. 6129.

MiSTERTON, several pas. of England.— I. co.

Leicester, 1 m. E.S.E. Lutterworth. Ac. 3580.

P. 554.—II. CO. Notts, 4i m. N.W. Gainsborough.
Ac. 5420. P. 1627.—III. co. Somerset, IJ m. S.E.

Crewkerne. Ac. 1417. P. 588.

MisTi, one of the grandest volcanic mountains
of the Andes, Peru, overlooking the valley and
city of Arequipa, 15,223 feet above the sea.

MiSTLEY, a pa. of England, co. Essex, on the
navigable river Stour, 2 m. E.S.E. Manningtree.
Ac. 2115. P. 1639.
MiSTBA, a town of Greece, Morea, cap. gov.

Lacedsemon, on the side of a hill crowned by its

citadel, 30 m. S. Tripolitza. P. 1500. About 6 m.
N.E. are the remains of ancient Sparta scattered
for about a mile over five low hills.

MiSTRETi'A, a commercial town of the island
Sicilj', 67 m. W.S.W. Messina, cap. circ. P.

(1861) 10,638.

MiTAU or MiTTAC (Lettish Jelyawd), a town of

Russia, cap. gov. Courland, on the Aa, 26 m. S.W.
Kiga. P. (1863) 22,745, about one-half of whom
are of German descent. It lies low, and is exposed
to inundations. Chief edifices, an old castle,
theatre, school of surgery, a museum, astrono-
mical observatory, and a bank. Manufs. japanned
iron and tin goods. Exports hemp, flax, and corn.
MiTCHAM, a pa. of England, co. Sun-ey, on the

Wandle, 8 m. S.S.W. London. Ac. 2893. P. 5078.
It has a lavender farm.
MrrcHELDEAN, a market town and pa. of Engl.,

CO. and 11 m.W. Gloucester. Ac. of pa. 680. P. 689.
MiTCHELDEVER, a pa. of England, co. Hants,
^ m. N.N.E. Winchester. Ac. 9340. P. 1041.
Mitchell, a co. of New South Wales, on S.

bank of Murrumbidgee river, W. from Winyard
CO Lat. 35° S. ; Ion. 146° 30' E. Ac. 791,700.
Mitchell, 2 cos., U.S., N. Amer.—I. in Georgia.

.
P. 2719 free, 1589 slaves.—II. in Iowa. P. 3409.
Mitchell-Troy, a pa. of England, co. and 2

m. S.S.W. Monmouth. Ac. 2000. P. 385.
MiTCHELMERSH, a pa. of England, co. Hants,

3 J m. N.N.W. Romsey. Ac. 3983. P. 1099.

MiTCHELSTOWN, a market town of Irelanfl,

Munster, co. and 25 m. N.N.E. Cork. P. 2922.
It has a church.—II. a pa., Leinster, co. Meath,
8 m. S.E. Nobber. Ac. 973. P. 157. Alt. 281
feet.

—

Mitchellstown Caves, Munster, co. Tippt-
rary, 7 m. E.N.E. Mitchellstown, are a large and
fine series of stalactite caverns.
MiTKORD, a pa. of England, co. Northumberland,

2^ m. W.S.W. Morpeth. Ac. 9895. P. 646.
MiTiA, an island, Pacific Ocean. [Aurora.]
MiTRE Island, Pacific Ocean, lat. of S.E. point

11° 55' S., Ion. 170° 20' W. It was discovered in
1791, and named after one of two remarkable
promontories resembling a mitre and steeple.
MiTROwicz (Hung. Demotrovicze), a market

town of the Austrian dominions, Slavonian mili-
tary frontier, circ. and 24 m. S.S.W. Peterwar-
dein, on 1. b. of the Save. P. 5400. It is the
head-quarters of the Peterwardein regiments, and
has a school and numerous Roman antiquities.

MiTTAGONG Range, mountains of New South
Wales, CO. Camden. Contains great mineral
wealth. Elevation 2454 feet.

Mittelwalde, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.
Breslau, on the Neisse, 39 m. S.W. Neisse. P.
1784.

—

Mittenwalde, a town of Prussia, prov.
Brandenburg, gov. and 23 m. E.S.E. Potsdam,
on the Notte. P. 1966.

Mitterburg, a town of Istria. [Pisino.]
Mittersill, a market town of Upper Austria,

on the Salza, 23 m. S.S.W. Salzburg. P. 600.

Mitterteich and Mittenwald, two market
towns of Bavaria.—I. prov. Upper Franconia, E.
Bayreuth. P. 1553.—II. circ. Upper Bavaria, on
the Isar, 51 m. S.S.W. Munich. P. 1720.

MiTTON, a pa. of England, cos. Lancaster and
York,W. Riding, 3 m. S.W. Clitheroe. Ac. 18,103.
P. 3403.—II. (Lower), a chapelry, co. Worcester,
pa. and 28 m. S.S.E. Kidderminster. P. 2958.
MiTTUN-KoTE or MiTHUN KoTE, a town of the

Punjab, in its S. extremity, on the W. bank of
the Indus, in lat. 28° 54' N., Ion. 70° 25' E. P.
4000. It is surrounded by date groves, and is well
situated for commerce, but unhealthy. Steamers
ply to Mukhed, 357 miles from its mouth.
MiTTWEiDA, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,

35 m. S.E. Leipzig, on the Zschoppau, an affluent
of the Mulde. P. (1862) 7969. It has manufac-
factures of woollen, cotton, and Unen fabrics.

MiTYLENE, Lesbos, an island of the Grecian
Archipelago, belonging to Turkey, near the coast
of Asia Minor. Area 276 sq. m., and pop. 40,000,

nearly half Greeks. Shape irregular ; two bays
indent it on the S. side ; & it has good harbours &
a fertile soil. Interior picturesque ; mountains,
rising to 3080 feet, it is clothed with pine woods,
and at their base oUve grounds and vineyards.
Principal products, oil, pine timber, grapes, figs,

cotton, & pitch ; its wine, anciently famous, is now
inferior ; and the com raised is insufficient for the

pop. Principal towns, Castro (or Mitylene), on E.
coast—lat. of lighthouse (164 feet high) on the
point, 39° 6' N., Ion. 26° 24' E.—Molivo, & Culoui.

The philosophers Theophrastus, Pittacus, and
Crattipus were natives of Mitylene. On 6thMarch
1867 the isl. was visited by a tremendous earth-
quake, which ruined the capital, and destroyed
many of the villages ; 800 people were buried in
the ruins. The shock was felt from Smyrna to
Constantinople.
MiXBURY, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 7i m,

N.N.E. Bicester. Ac. 2630. P. 38L
Mixco, a vill. of Central America, state and 5

m. S.W. Guatemala, with remains of an anc. city.

MiTARisiMA, an island of Japan, S.S.E. of

Nokisima, inhabited chiefly by fishermen.
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MizES Head, Notium Promontorium, a cape of

Ireland, Munster, co. Cork, in lat. 51° 27' N., Ion.
9° .")0' W. On it are the ruins of a castle.

MizQUE, a town of South America, Bolivia, dep.

Cochabamba, 32 m. S.E. Oropesa.
Mlava, a river of Servia, joins the Danube, 13

in. E.N.E. Semendria, after a N. course of 50 m.
Mlava or Mlawa, a town of Poland, prov.

and 46 m. N.N.E. Plotzk. P. 3930.

MoA, an island of the E. Archipelago, lat. 8°

15' 3., Ion. 128° 5' E. Length 20 miles.

MoAMA, a post-town of New S. Wales, co.

Cadell, 42 m. from DenUiquin. P. 144.

MoATE, a town, Ireland, co. Westmeath, on the
Grand Canal, 9 m. E.S.E. Athlone. P. 1960.

MoBBERi.Y, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 2
m. E.N.E. Nether-Knutsford. Ac. 5138. P. 1245.

Mobile, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S.W. of Alabama. Area 1316 sq. m. P. (1860)
29,755 free, 11,376 slaves.

Mobile, a city and seaport of the U. S., North
America, Alabama, cap. co., at the mouth of Mo-
bile river, in Mobile Bay, an inlet of the Gulf of

Mexico, 120 m. N.E. New Orleans, next to which
city it is now the chief port in the Union for the
export of cotton. P. (1860) 29,258. The adjacent
marshes are partly di-ained ; the town has been
well rebuilt, having been destroyed by fire in

1839. Here are Barton academy, a United States

naval hospital, and 6 m. distant is Springhill
Boman Catholic college. The bay is defended
by Fort Morgan, and has a lighthouse at its en-
trance, lat. 30° 10' 30' N., Ion. 88° 15' W. Mobile
River is formed by the junction of the Alabama
and Tombigbee rivers, length 40 m. A regular

steamboat communication is kept up with New
Orleans, via Lake Borgue, and it is connected by
railway with Ohio.
MOCALANGA Or MoCARAXGUA. [MONOMOTAPA.]
MoccAS, a pa. of England, co. and 10 m.

W.N.W. Hereford. Ac. 1163. P. 196.

Mocha, an island of Chile, off the coast of

Araucania, lat. of S. summit 38° 24' S., Ion. 74°

\V. Length 8 m. At its N. end is a peak 1230
feet in height. It is resorted to by whalers.
Mocha, a town of Chile. [Concepciok.]
Mocha or Mokha, a fortified seaport town of

Arabia, Yemeu, on the Eed Sea, 55 m. N.N.W.
the Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb. Lat. 13° 20' N.

;

Ion. 43° 12' 2' E. P. 7000. It stands on the

margin of a sandy plain, between two points of

land which enclose a small bay adapted for vessels

of 10 or 12 feet water. It exports annually about
10,000 tons of the finest coffee to Jiddah, Suez,

and Bombay, with dates, gums, senna, horns,

hides, balm, ivory, and gold-dust ; and imports
rice, piece goods, iron, hardwares, slaves, and
ghee from Abyssinia, whence many of its exported
goods are brought to Mocha in the way of tran-

sit.

—

Mocha is a country S.W. of Abyssinia.
MoCHRi'M, a maritime pa. of Scotland, oo. and

S.W. Wigtown, on Luce Bay. Ac. 25,601. P. 2694.

MocKERN, a town of Prussia, gov. and 13 m.
E. Magdeburg, on the Ehle. P. 1679.

MocKWAXPOOR, Nepaul. [Muckwanpoor.]
MocoMoco, a maritime town of Sumatra, on

its W. coast. Lat. 20° 31' S. ; Ion. 101° 10' E.
MoDAix, a vill. of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and

20 m. S.E. Bagdad, on the Tigris, and on the
site of the ancient Ctesiphon, with the traces of

a palace.

MoDBURY, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. Devon, on the Erme, llj m. E.S.E. Plymouth.
Ac. of pa. 6258. P. 1621.
MoDENA, Mutina, a fortified city of the kingdom

•i Italy in the N., formerly cap. duchy of Modena,

on the .3Cmiliau Way, which forais its fine Strada
Maestro^ the city, 24 m. W.N.W. Bologna. P.

(1862) 32,248, of comm. 55,512. It has a citadel.

Chief edifices, the ducal palace, aquaint buildingof

the 17th century, with a picture gallery, gardens,
and an extensive library ; the Bibliottca Estense,

containing 100,000 vols., and 3000 MSS. ; a ca-
thedral with curious sculptures and a square
marble tower, in which is preserved the famous
wooden bucket (Secchia rapitd), the cause of

feuds between the Modenese and Jiolognesein

1325 ; a theatre and public baths. Its university,

suppressed in 1821, was succeeded by a school of

theology, law, medicine, and mathematics. It

has an observatory, rich cabinets of natural his-

tory, and a botanic garden. Its campanile, a

square turreted stinicture of white marble, is 315
feet high. It is connected by a navigable canal

with the Panaro; and has inanufs. of hempen
and woollen cloths, hats, glass, and leather ; its

sUk manuf., once important, has declined. It

fell to the house of Este in 1228. The antiqua-

rian Sigonius was bom here in 1520, the anato-

mist Fallopius in 1523, and the poet Tassoni in

1565. During the French empire under Napoleon
I., it was cap. of the dep. Panaro. In 1848 th«

Duke of Modena was deprived of his rights. Ii;

1860 he was expelled, and the duchy was incor-

porated with the kingdom of Italy. The prov.

has an area of 966 sq. m. P. (1862) 260,591.

It is traversed by a portion of the Apennines:
highest point Monte Cimone, 6976 feet. Mine-
rals comprise iron and marble ; soil very fertile in

the plains ; climate temperate and healthy. Chief

products, maize, wheat, rich wine, silk, and honey.

It has many mineral springs. The so-called Ar-
tesian Wells were used by the Modenese long

before they were known in Artois.

MoDER, a river of France, dep. Bas-Rbin, rise.s

on the E. side of the Vosges mountains, flow.s

S.S.E., and, after a course of 30 m., joins tLo

Ehine 17 m. below Strasbourg.
Modern, a town of W. Hungary, co. and 16 m.

N.E. Presburg. P. 6010. It has a Protestant

college ; and is the seat of the Lutheran superin-

tendent for Hungary on this side of the Danube.
MoDiCA (^Mohacoi the Saracens), a town of the

isL Sicily, prov. Noto, 3U m. W.S. VV . Syracuse,cap.

dist., in the Val di Noto. P. (1862) 27,449, of

comm. 30,547. It exports grain, oil, vrine, & cheest. '

In its vicinity is the valley of Ipsica or Ispica, re-;

markable for its dwellings excavated in the reel".'

Modigi.iaxo (Castrum Mvtilumy, a town of

Central Italy, prov. and 40 m. N.E. Florence, oth

the Marzeno, N. of the Apennines. P. (1862) 6202.

It is enclosed by walls, and has a castle, sevewl

churches, and convents.
MoDLUfG or Medhxg, a mkt. town of Lower

Austria, 8 m. S.S.W. Vienna, on railway to GrSt!:J

P. 3500. It has an old church, and comm. hall i

manufactures of muslins and woollen cloths. i

MoDOS (Methoneyi a fortified maritime town ci

Greece, Morea, gov. Pylos, 6 m. S. Navarino. . t

has a small port, with an open roadstead betwee:)

it and the island Sapienza, and a few remains if

antiquitv. Its lighthouse is in lat. 36° 48' 6" N..

Ion. 21° 42' 5" E. . ,

MoDREE>;Y,a pa. of Irel^ co.Tipperary, contaii -i

ing the town Cloughjordan. Ac. 12,165. P. 257\)l

MoDUGXO, a town of South Italy, prov. and (]

m. S.W. Bari. P. 8215. It has manufs. of woolleri

and cotton cloths ; and tanneries.
_

i

MoDUSi, a pa. and vill. of Norway, stift A{:i

gershuus, on the Drammen, 25 m. W. Christiani li

P. 4500. Near it are important cobalt mines,

and extensive manufactures of smalts.
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MoDURLi, a vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia, sanj.

iiid 24 m. S.W. Boli, mostly built of wood.
MoELAN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

'^iiiistfere, arr. Quiniperld. P. 4360.

MoEN, an island ofDenmark, in the Baltic, with
, lighthouse on S.E. point, lat. 64° 67' N., Ion. 12°

:6' 36" E., separated N.W. from Zeeland by the

Jlf Sound, and S. from Falster by the Groen
lound, each where narrowest, about 1 m. across.

vrea 87 sq. m. P. 15,000. Surface mostly level,

lut its E. coast is a precipitous limestone barrier,

ftO feet above the sea, and termed the Moensklint.

il fertile, & a sui-plus of com is produced. Chief

rt-n, Steege, with a harbour ou the N.W. coast.

MoEX, an island of Russia, between the island

)(^sel and the mainland, about 40 m. in length.

MoERBEKE, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

\. Flanders, on the Moervaert canal, 14 m. N.E.
;hent. P. 3582.

MoEUDiJK and Moergestel, two vills. of the

>"otherlands, prov. N. Brabant.—I. on HoUands-
iep, 110 m. N.W. Breda. P. 1054.—II. 18 m.
:.S.E. Breda. P. 1164.

MoERES (Les), a comm. and vill. of France,
• p. Nord, arr. Dunkerque. P. 873. Near it are

irreat marshes called Great and Little Moere.
M(ERis (Lake) or Birket-el-Keroon, a lake

f Central Egypt, prov. Fayoum, and occupying
be N. part of its valley, in lat. 29° 30' N., and
lom Ion. 32' 30' to near 33° E. Length 30 m.

;

reatest breadth 6 m. Shores bold on three

ides, but on the S. low and sandy. It commu-
icates by two large channels with the Nile, and
ly an outlet with the canal of Joseph, and
bounds with fish, the privilege to take which is

armed out by the government.
Moerzeke, a vill. of Belgium, prov. East Flan-

ers, on the Scheldt. P. 3036.

Moffat, a market town, watering-place, and
<3.. of Scotland, co. Dumfries, on the Annan, 2

1. from Beatock station of Caledonian Railway,
y m. N.N.E. Dumfries. Ac. 40,067, mostly
lastoral. P. (1861) 2232; ditto of town, 1462.

t is situated at the head of a broad rich valley,

urrounded by mountains, 349 feet in elevation

bove the sea. It has a pa. and a free church,
iid banks; baths, with a reading and assembly
oom, and a hydropathic establishment. During
he season it is increased by 800 or 1000 visitors,

jr whose accommodation there are numerous fine

illas. The principal mineral spring is saline

nd sulphureous, resembling that of Harrogate.

—

'he Moffat-hills form a inountain-chain between
he cos. Dumfries on the S. and Lanark and
'eebles on the N. ; elevation of Hartfell, the prin-
ipal summit, 2685 ft. above the sea. The Annan,
.'weed, and Clyde rivers have here their sources.
Mogadore or Suira, a fortified city, and the

rincipal seaport of Marocco, on the Atlantic,
35 m. W.S.W. Marocco. P. estimated at 20,000,
omprising 4000 Jews. It stands on a rocky
romontory, surrounded by a barren and sandy
egion, and consists of two parts, each enclosed
y walls; the one containing the citadel, the
Lsidences of the governor and foreign consuls,
!ie custom-house, treasury, etc., while the other
uarter is inhabited by the Jewish population.
t is well built, and is defended by several strong
atteries. Its port, S. of the citadel, is sheltered

y an island off the shore, which was long a
aunt of pirates, and is adapted for only small
'essels. Exports comprise wool, gum, wax, hides,
kins, almonds, feathers, gold-dust, wrought iron,
ardwares, and cotton goods. In 1861, 92 vessels
18 British) entered, and 87 (46 British) cleared
he port. It was founded in 1760 on the site of

an old Portuguese fort, and was bombarded by
the French, 16th August 1844.

MoGEELY, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,
comprising a part of the town of Castlemartyr.

Ac. 6429. P. 3129.

MoGELSBURG, a towu of Switzerland, cant. St
Gall, dist. Unter-Toggenburg. P. 2961.

MoGGio-Di-SoTTO, a market town of Northern
Italy, prov. and 24 m. N. Udine, cap. dist. Mog-
gio, on the Fella. P. 2800.

MoGHiLEV or MoHiLEV, a gov. of Russia,

mostly between lat. 62= and 65° 15' N., Ion. 28°
35' and 32° 35' E., enclosed by the govs. Vitebsk,
Smolensk, Tchernigov, and Minsk. Area 18,451
sq. m. P. (1858) 884,640. Surface mostly a wide
plain. Principal rivers, the Dnieper, with its

tributaries the Soja and Drouetz. Climate mild

;

soil generally fertile, and corn is exported. Sheep
of improved breeds. Large quantities of timber
and masts are floated down the rivers to tho
ports of the Black Sea. Mauufs. unimportant

;

its tanneries, distilleries, and soap and potash
works are mostly conducted by Jews.

—

Moghilev,
the cap., is a walled town, on the Dnieper, 85 m.
S.W. Smolensk. P. (1863) 48,205, many of whom
were Jews. It is the seat of Greek and Roman
Catholic archbishoprics, and has a Greek cathe-
dral, built in 1780, and numerous other Greek, a
Lutheran, and Roman Catholic churches, several

Jews' synagogues, and Greek and Roman Catho-
lic convents, 2 episcopal seminai'ies, atown school,

and various charitable institutions ; an extensive
export trade to Riga, Konigsberg, Dantzic, and
Odessa, in leather, hides, wax, honey, com, and
other agricultural products ; and a considerable
import trade in thrown silk. It has also well

frequented fairs.

MoGHiLEV or MoGiLOW, a town of Russia, cap.

gov. Podolia, on the Dniester, 63 m. E.S.E.
Kamenietz. P. (1863) 9454, comprising many
Jews. It has an active trade with Walachia
and the adjacent provinces. Being enclosed by
hills, the climate is so mild that fine fruits are

extensively cultivated, and silk worms reared.

Mogi-das-Cbuces, a pop. and industrious town
of Brazil, prov. and 40 m. E.N.E. San Paulo. 1'.

of dist. 9000.

—

Mogi-Minn is a town same prov.

MoGLiANO, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
cii-c. Macerata. P. of comm. 3873.

MoGouo, a town of the island of Sardinia,

prov. Cagliari, circ. Oristano. P. 2144.

MoGUECHON, a town on the E. coast of Africa,

Somali country, in lat. 20° 10' N. P., including

slaves, 5000. It is dependent on the Iman of

Muscat, and exports cotton, cattle, and ivory.

MoGUER, a town of Spain, prov. and 5 m. E.
Huelva, with a port on the Tinto. P. 6592. Its

old Franciscan convent is preserved as a national

monument. Columbus, craving charity here in

1484, was received by the prior, by whose influ-

ence he was enabled to prosecute his discoveries.

He sailed from the port of Palos, near this, on
3d August 1492.

Mogul Empire (The), under Baber, etc.,

existed in Hindostan, principally in the provs.

Delhi and Agra, tUl superseded by British power.
Mohacs or MoHACz (pi-on. MothatsK), a town

of S. Hungary, circ. Baranya, on the W. arm of

the Danube, 25 m. E.S.E. Funfkirchen. P. 9400,

It has Reformed and Roman Catholic churches,

and a gymnasium ; and is a station for steamers
plying on the Danube. The two great battles

fought near it may be considered as marking tho

commencement and conclusion of the Turkisli

power in Hungary. On 29th August 1526, tho

Tui'ks, under Solyman the Magnificent, com-
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pletely defeated the Hungarians, who lost 22,000
men, numerous nobles, and their king Louis ii.,

on the field ; but they received a total defeat from
the Imperialists under the Duke of Lorraine, at
the second battle of Mohacz, in 1687.

MoHALiTSii, a town, AsiaMinor. [Muhautch.]
MoHAJiMEDABAD, numerous viUs. of Asia, three

being in Eastern Persia, prov. Khorassan, on the

route from Meshed to Lake Zurrah.—1. 12 m. S.

Turbat, with vestiges of formerly strong fortifi-

cations, and a citadel and lofty tower.— II. 40 m.
S. Kakh, with a pop. of 250 families, mostly cattle

breeders.—III. a fortified vill. a little S. of Tabas.
MoiiAJiMERAH, a town on the frontiers of Asia-

tic Turkey and Persia, and which has alternately

belonged to each, on the canal between the Shat-
ul-Ai-ab (Euphi-ates) and Lower Karun ; about 30
m. S.E. Bassorah. It was taken by the British

in March, and restored in May 1857.
Mohawk, a river of the U. S., North America,

New York, joins the Hudson at Waterford, after

a S. and E. course of 160 m., during which it has
several falls ; that called the Cahoes falls, 2 m.
above its mouth, is one unbroken cataract of 70
feet.—II. a township. New York, co. Montgomery.
Mohican, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Ohio, 88 m. N.E. Columbus.
MoHiLEV, a gov. & town, Eussia. [MoGHrLEV.]
MoHiLL, a pa. and market town of Ireland,

Connaught and Leinster, cos. Leitrim and Long-
ford, 9 m. E.S.E. Carrick-on-Shannon. Ac. of pa.

30,122. P. 10,363 ; do. of town (co. Leitrim) 1123.

Mohilla, island. [Comoro Islands.]
MoHLiN, a town of Switzerland, cantAargau,

on the high road from Basle to Zurich. P. 1928.

MoHON, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Mor-
bihan, 29 m. N.N.E. Vannes. P. 2078.
MoHRiN, a town of Prussia. [Morix."]

MoHRiNGEN, a town of Baden, circ. Lake, on
the Danube, 29 m. N.W. Constance. P. 1200.—
II. a vill. of WUrtemberg, circ Neckar, 7 m. N.
Engen. P. 2146.

MoHKCNGEN, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 62
m. S.S.W. KSnigsberg, cap. circ., between two
lakes. P. 3080. The French conquered the
Russians here in 1807.

MoHUKEEA, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, 42 m. S.E. Benares. It is the principal

place of a pergunnah of same name. Area 347
Eq. m. P. 93,730. It has a bazaar.
MoHUKBUNGE, a Cuttack mehal on the S.W.

frontier of Bengal, between lat. 21° 24' and 22°
35' N., Ion. 85° 38' and 87° 14' E. Area 2025 sq.

m. P. 91,125.

MoiDART, a wild and rugged dist. in the S.W.
of CO. Inverness, Scotland, on an inlet of the
Atlantic, of the same name, about 10 m. S.E.
the island of Eigg. It forms a part of pa. Ard-
namurchan.
MoiLAH or Mowilah'h, a seaport town of

Arabia Petrsea, on the Bed Sea, near the Gulf of

Akaba. It has a castle, some brick houses, and
about 150 huts.

—

Moileh is a valley of Egypt, on
the route from Fayoum to the Little Oasis.

Modtes (Ile Aux), France. [Sept Iles.]
Moira, a small market town and pa. of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Down, 14 m. S.W. Belfast Ac. of
pa. 6096. P. 749 ; do. of pa. 3423, employed in
manufactures of linen. Alt 200 feet
MoiRASs, two comms. and towns of Prance.

—

L dep. Isfere, on the Morge, 16 m. N.E. St Mar-
cellin. P. 2789. It has Roman remains, paper
and com mills.—TI. dep. Jura, cap. cant , 8 m.
N.W. St Claude. P. 1377.
MoisDON, a comm. and market town of France,

dop. Loire- Inf., 7 m. S. Chateaubriant. P. 2609.

MoiSLATNS, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Somme, 5 m. N.E. Peronne. P. 1756.
MoissAC, a comm. and town of France, dep

Tarn-et-Garonne, cap. aiT., on rt. b. of the Tarn
and on railway from Bordeaux to Cette, 14 m
W.N.W. Montauban. P. (1861) 9751. It has i

communal college and a parish church.
MojACAR, Meorgis, a city of Spain, prov. anu

39 m. E.N.E. Almeria. P. 4528.
MoJAiSK or MosHAiSK, a town of Russia, gov.

and 63 m. W.S.W. Moscow, cap. circ, on an affl.

of the Mobkwa. P. (1863) 4106. It has a stroni,'

citadel, a cathedral, and extensive salt magazinej.
Near it, on the 7th Sept 1812, the battle of Boro-
dino was fought between the French & Russians.
MojANO, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and cii>:.

Benevento. P. 1931.

Mojente or Moxente, a town of Spain, pro^-.

and 14 m. W.S.W. San Felipe, near the Canole.^

an affluent of the Jucar. P. 3170.
Mojgurh, a town of N.W. Hindostan, donui

and 36 m. S.E. Bhawlpoor.
Mojos, Bolivia. [Moxos.l
Moka, a city of Arabia. [Mocha.]
MoKRiN, a vilL of S. Hungary, Banat, co. Ti>-

rontal, 42 m. W.N.W. Temesvar. P. 5264.

MoKSHA, a river of Russia, govs. Penza an
Tambov, joins the Oka, 15 m. s!e. Jelatom, aft.i

a N.W. course of 230 m. The town of Mohthaiuh
cap. circ, is on its banks, 25 m. N.N.W. Penzn
It has 5 churches and a Greek convent P. 910j
MoLA, a seaport town of South Italy, prov. an

c

13 m. S.E. Bari, on the Adriatic P. (1861

12,574. It stands on a low point, having 3 creeks

used for loading small vessels. On each side o

the town is an open roadstead with 10 fathon
water. In 1710, 11,000 of its inhabitants wer.

swept away by the plague.—II. Mola di Gaan
anc Formtae, a town, prov. Caserta, 3^ m. N.E
Gaeta. P. 7985. Its vicinity was anciently fa

mous for fine wines.
MoLAKAi, one of the Sandwich Islands, Facifi

Ocean. Area 169 sq. m.
MoLARE, a Arill. of North Italy, prov. Alessan

dria, circ. Acqui, cap. mand., on the Orba. P. 18!'.!

MoLASANA, a viil. of North Italy, prov. »a

circ. Genoa. P. 1553.

MoLDASH, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6 ii

N.N.K Ashford. Ac 1449. P. 328.

Mouj, a pari, bor., market town, and pa. c

North Wales, cap. co., and 6f m. S. Flint, on tb

Allen, and on branch of Chester and Holyhea
Railway. Ac 18,104. P.of pa. 12,216. Itissui

rounded by hills; has a fine old church, soir

manufs. of cotton, and in the pa. are valuable co:

aud lead mines. Near it are Druidical circle

Roman roads, and ruins of ancient castles, et

It unites with Flint, etc., in returning one meu
ber to House of Commons.
MoLDAD, a river of Austria, Bohemia, risee \

the Bohmerwald mountains, 3800 feet above ii

sea, flows S.E. and then N., and joins the EU
near Melnik, 20 m. N. Prague, after a ooun

of 270 m. On its banks are the city Prague, ai

the towns Rosenheim, Rrummau, and Budwi-

from which last it is navigable to the Elbe.

MouDAUTHEiN, a town of Bohemia, circ. and

m. N. Budweis, on the Moldau. P. 3900.

MoLDAVA, a river of Austrian Poland f.i

Moldavia, joins the Sereth, 36 m. S.W. Jaia

after a S.E.ward course of 110 miles.

Moldavia and Walachia, a state of Eastfl

Europe, formerly the Danubian principftlitii

which were united under one ruler in 1858, a

under one administi-ation in 1861, and designat

Rumania. The united state is bounded E. a
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N. by the Pruth, which separates it from Eussia

;

S. by the Danube, separating it from Turkey
(Bulgftria) ; W. and N.W. by the Carpathian
mountains, which separate it from the Austrian
Empire. The state is divided into 33 districts,

each administered by a prefect. Total pop. (I860)

8,864,848. Moldavia is 230 m. in length N. to S.,

and 86 m. in breadth. Surface mountainous in the
W., where it is traversed by the Carpathians and
their bi'anches ; level towards the E. Chief rivers

the Pruth, Sereth, Birbal, and Bistritz, all flow-

ing S. It is covered with forests and pasture

lands, in which vast numbers of horses and cattle

are reared. Soil fertile in grain, fruit, and wine.

Climate variable and unhealthy ; hot in summer,
excessively cold in winter. It has almost no
manufactures nor practicable roads. It is divided

into 13 districts, and has 36 towns and about
2000 villages. Chief town Jassy. Walackia is

bounded S.E., S., and S.W. by the Danube, which
separates it from Bulgaria and Servia, N. by
Moldavia and the Austrian empire. Length E. to

\V. 270 m. ; mean breadth 120 m. Chief to-svn

Bucharest. Surface mountainous in the N., low
and marshy in the S. It is well watered by the
Danube, and its affluents the Aluta, Schyl, Jalom-
nitza, and Dumbovitza, and generally very fei-tile.

Climate extreme ; hot and moist in summer, and
very cold in winter. Chief crops, wheat, barley,
lye, hemp, and tobacco. The vine thrives well.
i'orests are extensive, and pastui-age excellent.

Cattle and sheep extensively reared, and fine

wool is exported. The inhabitants are chiefly

Walachians, with a mixture of gypsies, Jews,
Armenians, and Greeks, mostly of the Greek
church, speaking a corrupt dialect of the Latin
language. This country formed part of Dacia
in the Eoman empire. It was afterwards under
the dominion of the Goths and Huns ; it formed
a separate kingdom in 1290 ; in 1479 it was con-
quered by Mohammed ii. ; it regained its inde-
pendence for a short time, and afterwards fonned
a prov. of the Ottoman empire till 1829. By the
treaty of Adrianople in 1830, it was placed under
the protection of Russia, and its vassalage to
Turkey became nominal. Moldavia was sub-
jected to the Turkish empire in 1529, but since
1829 it has been only tributary to the Ottoman
Porte. The prince or hospodar was nominated
ior life, by the Sultan and the Emperor of Eussia
conjointly. On the 2d July 1853, a Eussian army,
commanded by Prince Gortschakoff, invaded the
Danubian principalities. In October the hospo-
lars resigned their government to an extraordi-
lary council of administration. November 8, an
ikase of the Emperor of Eussia conferred the
idministration on Baron de Budberg. On 31st
fuly 1854, the Eussians evacuated Bucharest, and
u terms of the treaty of Paris in 1856, the Mol-
lavians took possession of Bolgrad, Ismail, and
ieni, in Feb. 1857. Prince Charles of Hohenzol-
ern-Sigmaringen,electedPrinceofEumanial866.
Vim. tribute to the Porte 40,000?. Debt 800,000/.
MoLDE, a seaport town of Norway, stift Trond-

ijem, amt Eomsdal, on the Bay of Molde, 32 m.
'.W. Christiansund, with a convenient harbour,
nd trade in timber, tar, and fish.

Moldova, a vill. of Hungary, Banat, mDitary
luntier, 15 m. S.E. Weisskirchen. P. 1575.—IL
small fertile island in the Danube, 6 m. S.W.

lie village.

I Mole, a river of England, rises in the N. of co.
ussex, and joins the Thames opposite Hampton
ourt. Between Dorking and Leatherhead its
I'urse is occasionally subterranean. Also a small
ivflr of Devonshire.

Mole (Le), a seaport town of Hayti, at its

N.W. extremity, and with the best harbour in the
isl., and some trade in cotton, coffee, and indigo.

MoLESWOKTH, a pa. of England, co. Hunting-
don, 6 m. N.N.W. Kimbolton. Ac. 1710. P. 256.

MoLFETTA, Respa, a seaport town of S. Italy,

prov. and 16 m. W.N.W. Bari, on the Adriatic
Sea. P. (1862) 24,648, with comm. 24,958. It has
a cathedral, a bishop's palace, a college, 3 monas-
teries, and 4 convents ; a ship-building yard, a
port formed by a mole, and a natural break-
water ; and considerable trade in corn, oil, and
almonds. A mile and a half from the town is

the Pulo-di-Molfetta, a curious nitre cavenu
Moli]£:res, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Tarn-et-Garonne, 11 m. N. Montauban. P. 2445.

Molin or Mollen, a town of Denmark, duchy
and 19 m. N.N.E. Lauenburg. P. 2760.

Molina, two towns of Spain.—I. prov. and 8
m. N.W. Murcia, P. 3957.—II. prov. and 72 m.
E.N.E. Guadalaxara, on the Gallo. P. 3893.

MoLiNARA, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 14 m.
N.E. Benevento. P. 2310.

MoLiKELLA, a commercial commune of North
Italy, prov. and circ. Bologna. P. 9758.

MoLiSE or Saknio, now Campobasso, Samuium,
a prov. of the kingdom of Italy, in the S., having
N. the Adriatic, on other sides the provs. Chieti,

Teramo, Foggia, Avellino, and Caserta. Area
1785 sq. m. P. (I860) 366,908. Surface moun-
tainous ; in the S. it is traversed by the main
chain of the Apennines. Much of the surface is

in forest and pasturage. Principal products,

wheat, maize, millet, wine, fruits, and oU. Chief

cities, Campobasso, the cap., Bojano, Trivento,
Isernia, Larino, and Termoli.—il. (anc. Melw),
a town of this prov., to which it gives name, cap.

CO., 9J miles N.N.W. Campobasso. P. 900.

MoLiTERNO, a town of S. Italy, prov. Potenza,

cap. cu-c, 10 m. N.N.E. Lagonegro. P. 6155.

MoLivo, Methymna, a seaport vill. of Asiatic

Turkey, on the N. coast of the island Mitylene.

It is defended by a fortress, and has some trade

in olive oO, fruits, and cotton.

MoLK, a town of Austria. [^Melk.]

MoLKWKRUM, a maritime town of the Nether-
lands, prov. Friesland, 2 m. N.E. Stavoren, in-

habited by seafaring people, who preserve the
anc. costume and usages peculiar to the province.

Moll, a vill. of Belgium, prov. and 31 m. E.

Antwerp. P. 4770. It has woollen manufs.
Mollen, a town of Denmark. [Molin.J
M0LX.1S UND Beglingen, a town, Switzerland,

cant. Glarus, on the canal of Mollis. P. 2110.

Molland, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6i m.
E.N.E. South-Molton. Ac. 6168. P. 598.

MoLLiNGTON, a chapclry of Engl., cos. Oxford
and Warwick, 5 m. N.N.W. Banbury. Ac. 1820.

P. 234.

—

Great and Little Mollington are town-
ships, CO. and 3 m. N.N.W. Chester, with a statiou

on the railway thence to Bii-keuhead. P. 215.

Mollis, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 4 m.
N. Glarus. P. 2400, who raanuf. woollen cloths,

iron wares, and Schabzieger cheese.

Mollwitz or Molwitz, a vill. of Prussian Si-

lesia, gov. and 25 m. S.E. Breslau. P. 535. Here
the Pnissians, under Frederick 11., defeated tho
Austrians in 1741.

Mold, a town of the Philippine island Molo,
near Iloilo. P. 16,000. The island was formerly
colonized by the Chinese.
MoLoccHio, a town of S. Italy, prov. Eeggio,

ciro. Palme. P. 2287. It suffered much damage
by an earthquake in 1783.

MoLODETCHNO, a town, Prussian Poland, gov.
and 37 m, N.W. Minsk, whence Napoleon i. dated
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his 29th bulletin, SJ Doc. 1812, after the disper-

sion of the army with which he invaded Russia.
MoLOGA, a river of Russia, govs. Tver, Noy-

g rod, and Jaroslavl, joins the Volga on left, near
Mologa, after a N. and E. course of 250 miles.

MoLOGA, a town of Russia, gov. and 68 m.
"VV.N.W. Jaroslavl, cap. circ, on the Volga,
where it is joined by the Mologa. P. (1863) S726.

Trade in timber, and conveyance of goods in i-afts

on the river.

MoLOUG, a post town, New S. Wales, co. Wel-
lington, on Molong creek, 50 m. N.W. Bathurst.

P. 263. The country in this locality is rich in

gold and copper.

MoLSEN, a town of Prussian Saxonv, gov. and
16 m. S. Merseburg. P. 956.

MoLSKOi, one of the Sandwich Islands, Pacific

Ocean. Area 190 sq. m. P. estimated at 6000. (?)
Moi^SHEiM, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Bas-Rhin, cap. cant., 12 m. W.S.W. Strasbourg.

P. 3367. It has raanufs. of hardwares.
MoLTON (Nokth), a pa. of England, co. Devon,

3i m. N.N.E. South Molton. Ac. 14,351. P. 1842.

On the borders of Exmoor Forest, a rich copper
mine has been opened, in which gold is often

found.—II. (^South), a munic. bor., market town,
and pa., co. Devon, on the river Mole, 11^ m.
E.S.E. Barnstaple. Ac. of pa. 6264. P. 3830.

The town has a church, grammar school, blue-

coat school, and manufs. of woollens and lace.

Molucca or Spice Islakds, between Celebes
and Papua, comprise Gilolo, Ceram, Amboyna,
the Banda Isles, Batjan, Oby, Waigoe, Temate,
Tidor, and Mortal; they are generally moun-
tainous, volcanic, and very fertile

; producing
line wood and fruits. The sago plant forms im-
mense forests. But the islands are best known
for the produce of nutmegs, cloves, and other
valuable spices. In the neighbouring seas are

pearl and trepang fisheries.

MoMBARUZzo, a town of North Italy, prov. and
14 m. S.W. Alessandria, cap. mand. P. 2515.

MoMBAZ, a seaport town of East Africa, Zan-
guebar coast, in the territory of the Iraan of Mus-
cat, on an island immediately off the shore, lat. 4°

4' S., Ion. 39° 43' E. It was visited by Vasco de
Gama in 1497, held by the Portuguese from 1529
to 1631, and by the English from 1824 to 1826.

MoMBKLLO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Como,
cii'C Varese. P. 1244.

MoMBELLO and Mombercellt, two vills. of N.
Italy, prov. Alessandria.—I. cap. mand., 13 m.
E.N'.E. Turin. P. 2729.—II. 7 m. E.S.E. Asti, on
the Tiglione, cap. mand. P. 3177.

MoMO, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. & circ. Novara,
cap. mand. It is surrounded by walls. P. 1493.
MoMPOX or MoNPOX, a city of South America,

Granadian Confed., dep. and on the Magdalena,
cap. prov., in lat 9° 14' 20" N., Ion. 74° 27' 30"

W. Its pop. is estimated at 10,000. Though in
a swampy, uncultivated country, it is well built,

and has a custom-house and ship-building docks.
MoNA, a small isl. of the W. Indies, in the Mona

Passage, a strait 80 m. across, which separates
Hayti from Porto Rico. The isl. is 7 m. long, and
2 m. broad. N.W. of it is the island Monito.
Monaco, a town of N. Italy, 8 m. E.N.E. Nice,

on the Mediterranean. P. 1887. In 1864 it was
visited by more than 4000 strangers.
MoNACH (Islands), Outer Hebrides, Scotland,

7 m. W. North Uist. Two m. in length E. to W.
P. 127. On the westernmost isl., Shillay, is the
highest light-tower in Scotland ; 46 m. N. from
Barra Head, and 33 m. E. St Kilda.
MoNAcii-LOGDDU, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Pem-

broke, 7 m. S.E. Newport. P. 502.

MuNADXooK (GuANu), U. S., N. America, in

S.W. of New Hampshire, 3450 feet .ibovo the sea.

MoNAGAY, a pa. of Ireland, co. Limerick, con-
taining part of the town of Newcastle. Ac.
22,790. P. 4960.

MoNAGHAN, an inland co. of Ireland, Ulsler,

having N. Tyrone, E. Armagh, S. Louth and
Meath, and W. Cavan and Fermanagh. Area
499 sq. m., or 319,849 ac., of which 285,885 are
arable. P. (1851) 141,823; (1861)126,482. Sur-
face hilly, interspersed with many bogs and small
lakes. The N. Blackwater riv. is on the N. boun-
dary. Climate moist Chief crops, flax, oats,

wheat, and potatoes, but both grain and flax are
of rather inferior quality. Butter is made in

large quantities. The breed of cattle is improved,
and goats are generally kept by the cottars.

Limestone is the principal mineral product
Manufs. of linen, foi-merly very flourishing, have
greatly declined. The Ulster Canal traverses

the CO. Monaghan comprises 5 baronies and 19
pas., in the diocese of Clogher. Chief towns,
Monaghan, Clonee, and Carrickmacross. It sends
2 mems. to House of Commons, both for the co.

Monaghan, a market town of Ireland, cap. of

CO., on the road from Dublin to Londonderry, and
on the Ulster Canal, 68 m. N.N.W. Dublin. Ac.
of pa. 13,547. P. (1861) 9302 ; do. of town 3799.

It has a central square, a Roman Catholic college

and cathedral, co. infirmary, infantry barracks,

and market house. Large Hneu and swine mar-
kets, and a cheese trade. Alt 208 feet.

MoNALTY, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Meath,
on a smaU river of same name, 14 m. N.N.W.
Navan. Ac. 12,678. P. 3050.

MoNASSA, a town of India, territory of Indore.

in lat. 24° 27' N., Ion. 75° 13' E. P. 4100. It has

a bazaar, and a market is held here. It is 1440

feet above the sea.

MoNASTEBANENAGH, a pa. of Ireland, Munster,

CO. Limerick, 3 m. E. Croora. Ac. 7618. P. 1477.

MozASTEUEViN, a pa. and town of Ireland, co.

and 6 m. W.S.W. !Odare, on the Barrow, and

on a branch of the Grand Canal. P. 2490.

MoNASTERio, a town of Spain, prov. and 55 m.

S.E. Badajoz. P. 2804.—II. (de Rodilla), a town,

prov. and 12 m. N.E. Burgos. P. 578.

MoNASTERO, a vill. of Italy, prov. Alessandria,

circ. Acqui, on the 1. b. of the Bormida. P. 140:!.;

MoNASTERORis, a pa. of Ireland, King's co,

including the town of Edenderry (which see), 8

m. S.S.E. Kinnegad. Ac. 15,762. P. 3712.

MoNASTiER (Le), a comm. and tSwn of Franct;,

dep. H. Loiie, 9 m. S.S.E. Le Puy. P. 3589.
j

MoNASTiR, a seaport town of N. Africa, doni,

and 80 m. S.E. Tunis, on the Gulf of Sidra. ]'

12,000, who manufacture woollen and camle!

fabrics, and have some maritime trade.

MoNASTiR or BiTOLLA, a town of Europeai

Turkey, cap. sanj., on an affluent of the Tzerna

near the Albanian frontier, 30 m. S.R Ochridn

and a principal entrepot for goods passing

tween E. and W. Turkey. It has 10 or 11 mosjuf

extensive and well stocked bazaars, and a
'

trade. P. 30,000.

MoNASTYRCHTCHiNA, a market town of Rufls

gov. and 60 m. E.N.E. Moghilev. P. 8000,

MoNCADA, a town of Spain, prov. and 7 m.

Valencia, on the Moncada. P. 2720.

Moncalieri, a city of North Italy, prov. auj

4 m. S. Turin, cap. mand., on the Po, with

station on railway to Genoa. P. (1862) 9907.

has a palace, containing a collection of portrait

and in October a fair.

MoNCALVo, a town of North Italy, cap. man
prov. and 22 m. W.N W. Alessandria. P. 401!

i
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It has tanneries, and manufs. of silk twist. A
palace, largo hospital, and college.

Mon<;;ao, a fortified town of Portugal, prov.

Minho, 28 m. N. Braga, on the Minho. P. 1200.

MoN9AR,vs or MoNSARAS, a town of Portugal,

prov. Alemtejo, on the Guadiana, 28 m. S.W.
Elvas. P. 1600.

MoNCEAUX, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

Oorrtee, 14 m. SS.E. Tulle, near rt. b. of the

Dordogne. P. 1894. It is also the name of a
suburb of Paris, noted for its fine park.

MoNCH (" the Monk "), one of the loftiest Alpine
heights in Switzerland, cant. Bern, on the borders

of the Valais, 3 m. N.E. the Jungfrau Height
13,044 feet above the sea.

MoxcHENSTEiN, a town, Switzerland, cant.

iJasle-Campagne, dist. Anlesheim. P. 1202.

MoNCHio, a vill of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Parma, on the ridge of the Apennines,
cap. comm. P. 1914.

MoNCHiQUE, a town, Portugal, prov. Algarve,
13 m. N E. Lagos. P. 2760.

MoNCHiQUE (Sekra de), a mountain chain of

Portugal, bounding N. the prov. Algarves. La
I oya, its culminating point, is 4079 feet in elev.

MoNCHOBO, a town of Burmah, fonnerly its cap.,

on the W. bank of a lake, 27 m. N. Ava.
MoNCLAE, two comms. and towns of France.

—

I. dep. Tarn-et-Garonne, 12 m. E S.E. Montau-
ban. P. 2118.—II. dep. Lot-et-Garonne, arr.

and 9 m. N.W. Villeneuve. P. 1842.

MoNCONTOUB, two comms. and towns, France.
—I. dep. CStes du Nord, 12 ra. S.S.E. St Brieuc.

P. 1432.—II. dep. Vienna, 9 m. S.S.W. Loudun.
P. 711.

MoNCORVo, Portugal. [Torre deMoncorvo.]
MoNcouTANT, a comm. and town, France, dep.

Deux-Sfevres, 16 m. N.W. Parthenay. P. 2250.

MoNCRABEAU, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Lot-et-Garonne, 7 m. S. Nerac. P. 2197.

MoNCRiEFF Hill, Scotland, co. and 2J m. S.

Perth. Its summit is 756 feet above the sea.

MoNCEiVEi.LO and MoNCUCco, two comms.
and vills. of North Italy.— I. prov. Novara,
22 m. W. Vercelli. P. 2225.—II. prov. Alessan-
dria, circ. and 18 m. N.N.W. Asti. P. 1779.
MoNDA, Munda, a town of Spain, prov. and 28

m. W. Malaga. P. 8300.

MoNDAiNO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Forli,

circ. Kimini. P. 1546.
MoNDAVio, a walled town of Central Italy,

prov. and circ. Pesaro. P. 2068.

MoNDEGO, a navigable river of Portugal, prov.
Beira, rising in the Serra Estrella, 14 m. S.W.
Cruarda, flows W.S.W., and enters the Atlantic
Ocean at Cape Mondego, close to Figueras.
Length 130 miles.

MoKDEGO, a navigable river of S. America,
rises in N. Paraguay, and flowing N.W. through
Matto Grosso, Brazil, joins the Paraguay on left.

It lat. 19° 15' S. Length 260 miles.
MoNDEJAR, a town of Spain, prov. and 31 m.

E. Madrid. P. 2670.
MosuoLFO, a walled town, Central Italy, prov.

;irc. and 15 m. S.E. Pesaro. P. 3549.
MondoSedo, a town of Spain, prov. and 30

n. N.N.E. Lugo. P. 6194. It has a cathedral,
seminary, and manufs. of coarse cloths.

MoNDouBLEAU, a comm. & town, France, dep.
Loir-et-Cher, 14 m. N.N.W. Vend6me. P. 1621.
MoNDOvi, a town of Noi-th Italy, prov. and

\.4 m. E.S.E. Coni, cap. prov. Mondovi, near the
?:ilero. P. (1861) 17,726, It is divided into 4
iarts, the Piazzi, on a hill enclosed by walls, and
leaving a citadel, and the suburbs at its foot,
/arassone, Breo, and Piano del Valle. It has a

large cathedral, with fine paintings; & a bishop's
palace, 4 hospitals, 2 asyliuns, a college, a dioce-
san school, tanneries, iron forges, and manufs. of
woollen & cotton fabrics. Here, on April 22, 1796,
the French, underNapoleon l, totally defeated the
Sardinian troops under Colli. Mondovi was also
sacked by the French under Soult in 1799.
MoNDRAGON, a towu of Spain, prov. Guipuscoa,

33 m. S.W. San Sebastian, on the road from
Bayonne to Vitoiia. P. 2600.
MoNDRAGON. a ti)wn of France, dep. Vaucluse,

arr. Orange. P. 2882.
MoNDEAGONE, Sinuesso, a town of South Italy,

prov. Caserta, 17 m. S.E. Gaeta. P. 2951.
MoNEGLiA, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Genoa,

circ. Chiavari. P. 1917.
MoNEiN, a comra. and town of France, dep. B.

Pyr^n^es, 11 m. W. Pau, on the Baise. P. 4637.
MoNEMVASiA or Napoli di Malvasia, Minoa,

a marit. town of Greece, Morea, gov. Lacsedemon,
on the ^gean Sea, 20 m. N.N.W. Cape Malea.
It stands on a small island, having one entrance
by a bridge from the mainland (whence its name)

;

and it consists of a fortress and an outer town.
Near it are the remains of Epidaurus Limera.
MoNER or Maner, a town of India, dist. and

20 m. W. Patna, presid. Bengal. P. 7000.
MoNERO or Manero, a pastoral dist. of New S.

Wales, bordering on the Victoria, and extending
from the sea to the Murrumbidgee dist., bounded
on the N. by the cos. St Vincent, Murray, Cow-
\ey, and Buccleiigh. It is traversed by high
mountains and fertile auriferous valleys. Chief
town, Cooma. Area 8335 sq. m. P. (1861) 9235.
MoNESiGLio, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,

circ. Mondovi, cap. mand. P. 1335.
MoNPSTiis, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Tarn, cap. cant., 10 m. N.N.W. Albs. P. 1596.
MoNETiEE, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

dep. H. Alpes, 8 m. N.W. Brian^on. P. 2639.
MoNEWDEN, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 7 m.

N.N.W. Woodbridge. Ac. 1088. P. 223.

MoNEYASH, a chapelry of England, co. Derby,
pa. and 5 m. W.S.W. Derby. P. 460.

MoNEYDiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 5 m. N.W.
Perth. Area about 18 sq. m. P. 252.

Money-Gall, a market town of Ireland, Lein-
ster. King's co., 8 m. S.W. Eoscrea. P. 48.

Moneymoee, a market town of Ireland, Ulster,

CO. Londonderry, 30 m. S. Coleraine. P. 729,

Moneymusk, a pa. of Scotland. [Monymusk.]
Monfalcone, a fortified town of Austria, gov.

and 16 m. N.W". Triest, near its Gulf. P, 1560,
Monfestino, a town of North Italy, prov.

Modena, circ, Pavullo, P. 5120.

MoNFiA, an island off the E. coast of Africa,

Muscat dom., 75 m. N.N.E. Quiloa. Lat. 7° 50'

S. ; Ion. 39° 40' E. It is low and fertile.

MoNFLANQuiN, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Lot-et-Garonne, 10 m. N.N.E, Villeneuve.

P, (1861) 3842.

MoNFOETE, two towns of Spain.—I. prov. and
17 m. W. Alicante. P. 3188.—II, (de Lemus\
prov. and 25 m. S. Lugo. P. 6180.

MoNFORTF, a town of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
circ. Alba, cap, mand. P. 2106.—II. (San Giorgio'),

a town of the isl. of Sicily, prov, and circ. Mes-
sina. P. 3019.

MoNGATZ, a town of E. Hungary. [Munkacs.]
MoNGEHAM, two pas. of England, co. Kent.—I.

(Great), 2 m. S.W. Deal. Ac. 874. P. 349.—II.
(Little), 3 m. W.S.W. Deal. Ac. 1160. P. 138.

MoNGEWELi., a pa. of England, co. Oxford, IJ
m. S. Wallingford. Ac. 1G38. P. 177.

MoNGHiDORO, a town of North Italy prov. and
circ. Bologna. P. 4424.
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iloxGHYR, a district of British India, presid.

Bengal, between lat. 24° 20' and 26° 1' N^ Ion.

85° 40' and 86° 60' E. Area 3592 sq. m. P.

800,000. Surface diversified ; soil generally fcr^

tile. Staple crops are wheat, barley, opium,
sugar, ana tobacco. Chief rivers, the Ganges,
the Gogari, and the Biagmutty. The passes : (1)
from Berhampore to Benares, the chief pass used
by the military ; (2) from the city Monghyr to

Eamguili; (3) from Surajguin to Behur; (4)
from Sonab to Behur ; are in this dist.

Monghyr, a fortified and manufacturing town
of British India, presid. Bengal, dist. Bhagulpore,
on the S. bank of the Ganges, 80 m. E. Patna.
Lat. 25° 23' N. ; Ion. 86° 30' E. Estim. pop. 30,000.

It is situated on a rocky height, at the bend of

the river, and has fine European and other resi-

dences, intersected with plantations, besides
several temples, and other public buildings. It

was formerly an important frontier fortress of
the British, but its citadel is now in decay ; it is,

however, still a military station. Here are active

native manufs. of guns, cutlery, carriages, furni-

ture, army clothing, etc. ; and the town has seve-
ral native schools, and a depot of the Church
Missionary Society.

MoNGiANA, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Catan-
zaro, circ. Monteleone. P. 1319. It has a govern-
ment foundry for cannon.
MoxGiBELLo, a name of Mount Etna. [Etna.]
Mongolia, a wide region of Asia, comprised

in the Chinese empire, mostly between lat 37°

and 60° N., Ion. 88° and 125° E., having K Man-
chooria, from which it is separated by a wooden
palisade, S. and S.W. China and Chinese Tur-
kestan, and N. the Eussian govs. Irkutsk and
Trans-Baikal. Estimated area 91,300 sq. m.
Pop. estimated from 5,000,000 to 15,000,000. It

is mostly a vast desert, its central part forming
the E. half of the Gobi (which see) ; though here
and there this stony and sandy region is inter-

spersed with some productive ti-acts, feeding
large herds of cattle belonging to nomadic tribes,

and where also some wheat, barley, and millet

are raised. In the N. the country is richly wooded.
Eivers are mostly aflBs. of the Amoor or Yenisei,
though some discharge themselves into extensive
lakes, which are most numerous in the N.W., the

frincipal lakes being the Kosgol, Ubsa Nor, and
ke-Axal Nor. The Mongols have a peculiar

conformation, which has been taken by ethnolo-
gists as the type of a great subdivision of the
human race inhabiting most part of Asia E. of

the Caspian. They have determined the char-
acter of the mixed race we call Tai'tars. They
have long enjoyed a preponderance in Asia, and
been formidable in Europe. They are of the
Buddhic religion, and live under various chiefs,

who pay tribute to the Chinese emperor, but re-

ceive presents from him in return to a much
greater amount. Trade almost exclusively with
China-Proper, to which the Mongols send live

stock of all kinds, receiving in return large quan-
tities of brick-tea, tobacco, brandy, silk, cotton,
and woollen fabrics, boots, and metallic wares.
Mongolia is divided into 66 aimaks or chiefships,
again into 135 " banners," or military tribes, and is

Again subdivided into regiments, etc. Chief city
Oorga.
MoNGRANDO, a town of North Italy, prov. No-

vara, cap. man.l., circ Biella, 7 m. E^N.E. I\Tea.
P. 3730. Manufs. carpets and towelling.
MoNGRASSANO, a town of South Italy, prov.

and circ. Cosenza. P. 2314.

MoNGULHAT, a town of British India, dist and
22 m. N.E. Eungpoor, presid. Bengal. P. 4000.

MoNiiEiM, two small towns of Germany.—

1

Bavaria, cu'c. Swabia, 35 m. S.S.E. Anspach. P.

1536.—II. Ehenish Prussia, gov. and 10 m. S.S.E.
Dusseldorf, on the Ehine. P. 1110.

MoNiAVEand Dunkeggan, a vill., Scotland, co.

& 16^ m. N.W. Dumfries, pa. Glencaim. P. 817.

MONIFIETTH, a pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar, with
a station on the Dundee, Perth, and Aberdeen
Eailway, 10 m. S.S.W. Arbroath. Ac. 6767. P.

5052, includes vUL pop. 658.

MoNiKiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 7 m. S.E.
Forfar. Ac. 9027. P. 1460.

MoNOLAiL, a pa, of Scotland, co. Fife, 4 m. W.
Cupar. Ac. 6554. P. 1054 Here is " the Mount,"
site of residence of the celebrated satirical poet,

Sir David Lindsay, in the reigns of James iv. & v.

MoNiNGTON, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 3 m. S.W. Cardigan. Ac. 1010. P. 120.—
II. (on Wye\ a pa. of England, co. and 9 m.
W.N.W. Hereford. Ac. 1011. P. 102.

MoNiSTROL, a comm. and town of France, dep.

H.-Loire, 11 m. N.E. Yssingeaux. P. 4473.

Moniteau, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in centre of Missouri. Area 389 sq. m. P. 9379

free, 745 slaves.

MoNiVEA, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. Gal-

way, 6 m. N.N.E. Atheni-y. Ac. 21,931. P. 2677.

Monk-Bketton, England. [Bretton Monk.]
MoNKLAND, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 2j

m. W.S.W. Leominster. Ac. 1079. P. 211.

MoNKi^ND, two pas., Scotland, co. Lanark.—
I. (A'ew), containing the bor. of Airdrie. Ac
20,116. P. 20,664. IAirdrie.]—II. (Old), adjoins

the above on the S.W., about 8 m. E. Glasgow,
with which it is connected both by canal and
railway. Ac 11,281. P. 2943. It has many
valuable coal and iron works.
MoNKLEiGH, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.

W.N.W. Great Torrington. Ac. 2177. P. 627.

MoNKNASH, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamor-
gan, 6 m. S.W. Cowbridge. P. 110.

MoNKSEATON,a township of Engl., co.Northum-
berland, 8 m. E.N.E. Newcastle. Ac. 1110. P. 421.

MoNKSiLVER, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

6 m. N.N.W. Wiveliscombe. Ac. 1005. P. 304.

Monks Kikby, a pa, of England, co. Warwick,
6 m. N.N.W. Eugby. Ac. 8528. P. 1931.

Monkston or Monxton, a pa. of England, co.

Hants, 3i m. W.S.W. Andover. Ac. 1141. P. 275.

MoNKSTO'WN, several pas. of Ireland.—I. Mon-
ster, CO. and 8 m. E.S.E. Cork, in Cork harbour.

Ac 1540. P. 2246.—II. Leinster, co. Dublin,

comprising Kingstown, 1J m. W. of which is the

hamlet Monkstown. Here are also several vills.

on Dublin Bay. Ac. 2051. Pop. of pa. 21,733.—

III. CO. Meath, 6 m. E.S.E. Navan. Ac. 1869. P.

257.—IV. (or Monksland), co. Waterford, with

the vill. Knockmahon. Ac. 2111. P. 1276.

MoNKTON, several pas. of England.—I. cc.

Devon, 2 m. N.N.E. Honiton. Ac 1233. P. 12f:.

—II. CO. Kent, in the Isle of Thanet, 10 m. E.NJ;.

Canterburv. Ac. 2364. P. 374.—III. (Feoriey),

CO. Wilts, 3^ m. N.N.W. Bradford. Ac. 1796. T.

852.-IV. (Moory co. and 6 m. W.N.W. York
Ac. 4230. P. 381.—V. (Nuti), co. and 7 m. N.'^\'

York, West Eiding. Ac 2692. P. 3-23.—V.I.

(Tarrant), co. Dorset, 4 m. E.N.E. Blandfora-

Forum. Ac 38L8. P. 350.—VII. (Wesi\ coj

Somerset, 3^ m. N.N.E. Taunton. Ac. 3079. I'l

1153.—Fori Monktoru, co. Hants, 2 m. S. Gosportj

defends Spithead, and the entrance to Portsmonll)

harbour on the W.
MoNKTON and Prestwick, a united pa. o

Scotland, co. and 4 m. N.E. Ayr, with a statiri

on the Glasgow and Ayr Eailway. Ac. S97L
1937.—The vill. of Monkton has a mudem ai <
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two ancient churches, and the ruins of an hospital

fir lepers. P. 403. Vill. Prestwick. P. 851.

Monk-Weakmouth, a pa. of England. [Wear-
mouth, SL'NDERLAND.]
MoNLEON, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ilautes-Pyrdnt^es, 23 m. N.E. Bagnferes. P. 1600.

MoxMORE, the largest bog in Ireland, Munster,
C'>. Clare, extending across the great peninsula
of Clare, from Dunbeg Bay to the Shannon. Ac.
9254.

Monmouth, a co. of the XJ. S., North America,
in E. part of New Jersey. Area 618 sq. m. P.

(1860) 39,346.-11. a township of Maine, 16 m.
IS W. Augusta.
Monmouth, a pari, and munic. bor., market

tiiwn, and pa. of England, cap. co., in a vale at

tiie confl. of the navigable Wye and the Monnow,
17 m. S. Hereford, with which it is connected by
iMilway. Ac. of pa. 3420. P. (1861) 6829 ; do. of

pari. bor. 6783. It has a pai-ish church of the
14th century, with a fine spire, a grammar school,

ruins of a royal castle, several banks ; manufs. of

bar-iron, tin-plates, and paper ; and exports of

jark and timber. The bor. joins with Usk and
N'ewport in sending 1 member to H. of 0. Eeg.
iectors (1864) 1812. In the vicinity is Troy
House, in which are preserved the cradle of Henry
k'., and the armour he wore at Agincourt. Henry
r., and Geoffrey of Monmouth, the historian,

ivere natives of the town.
Monmouthshire, a maritime co. of England,

laving N. cos. Brecon and Hereford, E. Glou-
ester, from which it is separated by the Wye,
\V. Glamorganshire, and S. the Bristol Channel.
\.rea 575 sq. m., or 368,399 ac, of which about
!80,000 are cultivated. P. (1861) 174,633. Surface
varied with hill and vale, and finely wooded;
5Ugar Loaf mountain, in N.W., is 1856 feet high

;

jordering the Bristol Channel, it is in parts flat

;

tV. of the Usk, comparatively mountainous. Coast
ine 22 m. Chief rivers, the Wye, Usk (which is

tavigable for large vessels to Newport), Monnow,
nd Romney. Climate mild in the vales. Coal,
ion, and limestone abound, and are extensively
'Tought Canals and railways facilitate access
3 the mines. The Welsh language is in common
se. Monmouth comprises six hundreds, and 127
arishes in the dioceses of Llandaff and Hereford,
nd in the Oxford circuit. Principal towns, Mon-
louth, Abergavenny, Newport, Caerleon, and
'sk. The CO. sends two members to H. of C.
eg. electors (1864) 4824. Under the Romans
nd Britons it formed part of the ancient Gwent
1" Siluria, which the Saxons never succeeded in
nquering. It was made an English co. by
enry vni., and abounds with British & Eoman
lediroval remains.
Monnaie, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
p. Indre-et-Loire, 8 m. N.N.E. Tours. P. 1575.
Monnickendam, a town of the Netherlands,
•ov. N. Holland, cap. dist., with a harbour on the
uider-Zee, 8 m. N-E. Amsterdam. P. 2471.
Monnow or Munnow, a river of England, rises

I CO. Hereford, near Hay, flows S. and S.E., and
ins the Wye near Monmouth.
Monomotapa, called also Benomotapa, and
ocarangua, a region of E. Africa, stated to
^ between lat. 15° and 19° S., Ion. 30° and 35° E.
is supposed to comprise various independent

ates, including Moarunga, Manica, Botonga,
orora, etc. Principal river, the Zambezi.

,
Monongahela, a river of the U. S., N. America,
ennsylvania, after a N. course of 300 m., unites
ith the Alleghany at Pittsburg to fonn the Ohio,
is navigable for large boats to 60 m. from ita

outh, and for small craft for 200 m. On it is

the township Monongahela, 14 m. S.E Waynes-
burg. P. 1178.

—

Monongalia is a co. N.W. of

Virginia. Area 308 sq. m. P. (1860) 12,947 free,

101 slaves.

MoNOPOLi, a seaport and episcopal city of S.
Italy, cap. circ, 28 m. E.S.E. Ban, on the Adriatic.
P. (1861) 17,505. It stands on a height, enclosed
by walls, defended by a fortress,& has a cathedral.
MoNovAR, a town of Spain, prov. and 28 m.

N.W. Alicante, on the Elda. P. 7690.
Monpazier, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Dordogne, 24 m. E.S.E. Bergerac. P. 1025.

Monpeyroux-de-Bosquet, a comm. and vill.

of France, dep. Aveyron, 8 m. from Espalion.
P. 1550.

Monpont, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Dordogne, on the Isle river, 19 m. S.S.W. Eibferac.

P. 1914.

MoNQUHiTTER, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aber-
deen, 6| m. E. Turiff. P. 2580. In it is the vill.

Cuminestown.
MoNREALE, a city of the isl. Sicily, prov. and

4 m. S.W. Palermo. P. (1861) 15,561. It stands
on a steep hill ; has a cathedral, and an export
trade in corn, oil, and fruit, raised in its \icinity.

Monroe, numerous cos., U. S., N. America.
—I. in N.W. of New York. Area 607 sq. m. P.
(1860) 100,648.-11. in E. of Pennsylvania. Area
494 sq. m. P. 16,758.—III. in centre of Georgia.
Area 422 sq. m. P. 6776 free, 10,177 slaves.-
IV. in S. of Florida. P. 2462 free, 461 slaves.—
V. in S. of Alabama. Area 1063 sq. m. P. 6962
free, 8705 slaves.—VI. in N.E. of Missi.ssippL

Area 723 sq. m. P. 8554 free, 12,729 slaves.—
VII. in S.E. of Tennessee. Area 768 sq. m. P.

11,007 free, 1600 slaves—VIII. in S. of Kentucky.
Area 312 sq. m. P. 7629 free, 922 slaves.—IX.
in S.E. of Ohio. Area 520 sq. m. P. 25,741.—
X. in S.E. of Michigan. Area 640 sq. m. P.
21,593.—XI. in S.W. of Indiana. Area 420 sq.

m. P. 12,847 XII. in S.W. of Illinois. Area
414 sq. m. P. 12,832.—XIII. in N.E. of Missouri.

Area 657 sq. m. P. 11,764 free, 3021 slaves.—
XIV. in E. of Arkansas. Area 1050 sq. m. P.
3431 free, 2226 slaves —XV. in S.W. of Virginia.

Area 673 sq. m. P. (1860) 9643 free, 1114 slaves.-
XVI. in Iowa. Area 439 sq. m. P. 8612.—XVII. in

W isconsin. P. 8410.—Also numerous townships.

—I. New York, on the New York and Erie Eail-

road, 14 m. S.E. Goshen.—II. Maine, 54 m. N.E.
Augusta.—III. New Jersey, co. Middlesex.—IV.
Pennsylvania, 7 m. S.E. Carlisle.—V. Ohio, co.

Claremont.—VI. Ohio, co. Richland.—VII. In-
diana, CO. Putnam.—VIII. Indiana, co. Washing-
ton.—IX. a " city," Michigan, cap co., 37 m.
S.W. Detroit, on the Eaisin, 2J m. from its

mouth in Lake Erie. P. (1860) 4000. It has
several factories and banks, a canal to Lake
Michigan, and rail., 70 m. in length, to Hillsboro'.

MoNROiG, a town of Spain, prov. and 13 m. W.
Tarragona. P. 3092.

Monrovia, a town of W. Africa, cap. of the
republic of Liberia, on the Guinea coast, and on
1. b. of Mesurado river, in lat 6° 19' N., Ion. 10°

49' W. P. 9000. It has a government house,

with a printing office, president's house, five

churches, several schools, and a gaol. It was
founded in 1821.

Mons (Flemish Berghen), a fortified town of
Belgium, cap. prov. Hainaut, on the Trouilie, at
the head of the canal to Conde, by which it com-
municates with the Scheldt, and on a branch of
the Belgian Efl-ilway, which joins the French line
of Valenciennes, 36 m. S.W. Brussels. P. (1864)
27,331. Chief buildings, the church of St Wau-
drn, a Gothic edifice of the 15th century, and the
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eastle of Mons. There are numerous coal mines
in its vicinity at the vills. Jemappes, Framieres,
"Warquignies, Homu; and Boussu. This district

of country is called the Borinage, & the miners, of

whom there are nearly 30,000, are called Borains.

Mo:jsanto, a fortified town of Portugal, prov
Beira, 43 m. S E. Guarda. P. 1418.

MoNSARAS, a market town of Portugal, prov.
Alemtejo, 25 m. E.S E. Evora. P. 1460.

MoxsiiGUR, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gironde, cap. cant., 7 m. N.E. La E^le. P. 1 689.

MoNSEUCE, a walled town of Northern Italy,

prov. and 13 m. S.W. Padua, cap. dist, on the
canal of Monselice, which extends from Padua
to Este. It has a feudal castle and palace. P. 6400.

MoNSOL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ehone, 18 m. N.W. Villefranche. P. 1279.

MoNSOX, a township of the U. S., N. America,
Massachusetts, 64 m. W.S.W. Boston.

MoJfsuiiMANO, a town of Central Italy, prov.
and circ. Lucca, on a conical hUl. P. 5861.

Near it are limestone caverns, with hot springs.

MoNTA, n vill. of North Italy, prov. Coni, imme-
diately N.W. Casale. P. of comm. 2726.
MoNTABAUH, a town of W. Prussia, 8 m. N.

Nassau. P. (1864) 3084. It has oU miUs, and
manufactures of linen and paper.

MoNTACUTE, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4
m. AV.N.W. Yeovil. Ac. 1485. P. 992.

MoNTAGAXo, a town of South Italy, prov. and
circ. Campobasso. P. 3411.

MoNTAGNAC, a comm. and town of S. France,

dep. H^i-ault, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Herault,

21 m. W.S.W. Montpellier. P. 3719.

MontagSa Claka, Canaries. [Santa Clara.]
MoNTAGXANA, a walled town of N. Italy, prov.

and 23 m. S.W. Padua. P. 8200. Manufs. of

woollen and linen cloths, hats, and leather.

MosTAGNY Les Moxts, a vill., Switzerl., cant.

Freiburg, dist. La Broie Dompi^rre. P. 617.

Mo^'TAGUA, a river of Central America, state

Guatemala, enters the Bay of Honduras 15 m. W.
Omoa. It is navigable for boats for the last 100 m.
Montague Islands, several islands in the Pa-

cific Ocean.—I. off E. Australia, lat 36° 18' S.,

Ion. 150° 24' E.—II. Eussian America, Prince
William Sound, lat. 60° N., Ion. 146° 50' W.
Length 50 m. ; breadth 8 m.—III. New Hebrides,

N. of Sandwich Island. The Montague and
Bristol Islands are in the Antarctic Ocean, in

lat 68° S., Ion. 27° ^.—Montague Sound, N.W.
Australia, is in lat. 14° 30' S., Ion. 126° 30' E.

MoNTAGUTO, a town of South Italy, prov.

Avellino, circ. Ariano. P. 2075.

MoxTAiGU, a vill. of Belgium, prov. South
Brabant, 3 m. W. Diest. P. 2395.

MoNTAiGC, three comms. and towns of France.

—I. dep. Vendde, cap. cant, 20 m. N.N.E. Napo-
leon-Vendee. P. 1802.—II. dep. Tam-et-Ga-
ronne, 16 m. N. Moissac. P. 3500.—III. dep.

Puy-de-D6me, arr. & 24 m. N.W. Eiom. P. 1700.

MoNTAJONE, a comm. of Central Italy, prov.

Florence, circ. Miniato. P. (1861) 10,143. Manu-
factures wine glasses.

MoNTALBAN, a town of Spain, prov. and 18 m.
S. Cordova. P. 2850. It was fortified under the

Moors.—II. a market town, prov. and 32 m.
N.N.E. TerueL P. 2902.
MoNTALBANO, a town of South Italy, prov.

Pot nza, circ. and 26 mu S.S.W. Matera. P.

4244.—II. a town of the island Sicily, prov. Mes-
sina, circ. Castroreale. P. 4299.

MoNTALBODDO (Ostro), a walled town of Central

Italy, prov. and 19 m. W. Ancona, cap. gov. P.

6559. It has a palace and theatre.

MoNTAr.ciNO, an episcopal city of Central

Italy, prov. and 20 m. S.S.E. Siena, cap. comin.
P. 7540. It is celebrated for its wines, and has
a fine cathedral, restored in 1832, and a castle on
an adjacent height.

MoxTALDO, a vDl. of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
circ. Mondovi. P. 2056.
MoNTALE, a comm. and town of Central Italy,

prov. Florence, circ. Pistoja, in the valley of the
Umbrone. P. of comm. 7461.
MoNTALEGRE, a town of Brazil, prov. Para, or.

the Amazon, 100 m. W. Almeirim. P. 4000.
MoNTALEGRE, a market town of Portugal, prov

Tras-os-Montes, 15 m. W.S.W. Chaves.
MoNTALLEGRO. a vill. of the island SicDy, prov.

and circ. Girgenti. P. 1626.
MoNTALTO, three towns of Italy.—I. Central

Itah", prov. and 10 m. N.N.E. Ascoli. P. 1577.

It is the see of a bishop.—IL South Italy, prov.
and 11 m. N.W. Cosenza, cap. circ. P. 5520.—
III. (Tarugd), Central Italy, prov. Pesaro, circ.

Urbino. P. 1348.

MoNTALVAO, a small fortified town of Portuga!,
prov. Alemtejo, 27 m. N.N.W. Portalegre.

MontaSa, a territory of the U. S., N. Americs,
formed, in 1864, of the N.W. part of Idaho.
MoNTANARO, a towu of North Italy, prov. ani

15 m. N.N.E. Turin, cap. mand- P. 4316.

MoNTANCHEZ, a town of Spain, prov. and IS

m. S. Caceres. P. 5794.

MONTAPPONE, a vill, of Central Italy, pro\'.

AscoU, circ Fermo. P. 1908.

MoNTAQriLA, a vilL of South Italy, prov. Cair-

pobasso, circ. Isemia, P. 1271.

MoNTARGiS, a comm- and town of France, dep.

Loiret, cap. arr., at the junction of the canals

Briare and Loing, 38 m. E. Orleans. P. 8636.

MoNT-AsTRUC, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Haute Graronne, cap. cant, 10 m. N.K Tou-
louse. P. 1042.

MoNTATAiRE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep

Oise, arr. Senlis. P. 3581. It has importaii.

iron, copper, and zinc works.
MoNTACBAN, Motis AWatius, a comm. andtoTvr

of France, cap. dep. Tarn-et-Garonne, on rt b

of the Tarn, and on railway from Bourdeaui U

Cette, 110m. S.E. Bourdeaux. P. 27,054. Itha

a tribunal of commerce, a chamber of manufac
tures, a seminsLry with Protestant faculty r,

theology, normal school, and library of 14,69

vols. Montauban, founded in the 12th centurj

was ineffectually besieged by Montluc in 158(

and again by the French in 1621.—II. dep. He
et-Vilaine, arr. Montfort-sur-Meu. P. 3082.

MoNTAUD, a hamlet of France, dep. Loire, ar

St Etienne. P. 5726. It has coal mines aa

iron refineries.

MoNTAUDiN, a comm. k mlrt. town of Fran:

dep. and 17 m. W.N.W. Mayenne. P. 1647.

MoNTAUK-PoiST, a headland of the U. S., Noii

America, New York, forming the E. extremis
Long Island, in the Atlantic. On it is » Btoij >

lighthouse, in lat 41° 4' N., Ion. 72° W.
MoNTAURO, a vill. of South Italy, prov. «JJ

i

circ. Catanzaro. P. 1587. It was nearly dj

,

stroyed by the earthquake of 1783.

MoNTAzzoLi, a small town of South Italy, pra «

Chieti, 17 m. S.W. Vasto. P. 2762. '

MoNTBARD, a comm. and town of France, d(

Cote-d'Or, cap. cant., on the Burgundy Canal, R

on the railway from Paris to Lyon, 9 m. N. Seit'

P. 2742. It is the birthplace of the natunJij

Buffon and Daubenton.
J

MONTBAZON, Mons-Basonis, a comm. and tc^

of France, dep. Indre-et-Loire, cap. cant, on 1.1

of the Indre, 8 m. S. Tours. P. 1074.

MONTBKLIAKD or MONTBELLIAKU (G«nil
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yfilmpelgard), a comm. and town of France, dep.

loubs, 38 m. E.N.E. Besan9on, on the Rhone
.nd Rhine Junction Canal. P. 6353. It has a

•oramunal college and public library, and manufs.
if woollen and Unen fabrics, and muslins.
MoNTBERON, a comm. and town of France,

icp. Charente, cap. cant., on the Tardoire, 16 m.
•]. Ang-ouleme. P. 452.

Mont Blanc, a celebrated mountain of the

iiaian Alps, in the French dep. of Haute
iavoie, the highest in Europe, in lat 45° 49'

8' N., Ion. 6° 61' 54" E. Elevation, as given

y the Italian engineers, 15,744 feet, but this

aries to an extent of several feet, according to

lie amount of condensed snow on its summit,
vimit of the snow line 8000 feet above the sea.

\ Glaciers bound the chain of Mont Blanc, oc-

upying a surface estimated at 95 sq. m. The
u-gest and most complex of these is the M^er de

ilitce, the lower part of which, called the Glacier

es Bois, gives rise to the river Arveiron, 2 m.
hove Chaniouni. [See Glacier map, Johnston't

Viysical AtlasA Mont Blanc was first ascended

y Paccard, 8th August 1786.

MoNTBLANCii, a towQ of Spain, prov. and 17
1. N.N.W. Tarragona. P. 4114.

MoNTBRiiiAiN, a comm. and vill of France,
ep. Aisne, arr. St Quentin. P. 2084.

MoNTBKisoN, a comm. and town of France,

\\>. dep. Loire, 234 m. S.S.E. Paris. P. 7201.

t has a normal school, and a public library of

5,000 vols., but no manufs. It communicates
y railway with the Loire, and with the line

•om Roanne to Lyon. In its vicinity are mine-
il springs.

MoNTBRUN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
:. Garonne, 33 m. S.W. Toulouse. P. 1521.

Montcalm, a co. of the U. S., North America,
[iohigan. P. 3968.

MoNTCEAU-LES-MiNES, a comm. and vill. of
ranee, dep. Saone-et-Loire, arr. Chalon, cant.

[ont-St-Vincent. P. 3337.
MoNTCENis, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

aone-et-Loire, arr. Autun, cap. cant. P. 1859.
MoNT Cervin (Germ. Matterhom). [Cervin.]
MoNTCHANiN-LES-MiNES, a comm. and vill. oi

ranee, dep. Sa6ne-et-Loire, arr. Chalon, cant.
ont-St-Vincent. P. 3016.

MoNTCORNET, a comm. and market town of
ranee, dep. Aisne, arr. Laon, with manufs. of

ooUens, tanneries, and brick-works. P. 1742.

MoNTcuQ, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
ot, 14 m. S.W. Cahors. P. 2321.
Mont-Dauphin, a comm. and small fortified

wn of France, dep. H. Alpes, on a height be-
de the Durance, 10 m. N.E. Embrun. P. 657.

Mont-de-Marsan, a comm. & town of France,
p. dep. Landes, in a sandy plain, on the Mid-
izp, 63 m. S. Bordeaux. P. 5574. It has a
'mm. college, and mineral warm baths. Manu-
ctures comprise common woollen cloths, blan-
'ts, sail-cloth, and leather ; and by its position
I the navigable river Midouze, it has become
I entrep6t for the wine, brandy, wool, and agri-
iltural produce of the surrounding country.
MoNTDiDiKR, a market town of France, dep.
name, cap. cant., 21 m. S.E. Amiens. P. 4292.
has a town-hall, a prison, communal college,
id manufs. of coarse cotton cloth and serges.
MoNT-DoR, France. [Dor or Dore (Mount).]
MoNTEAGLE, a CO. of New South Wales, on 1.

,
of Lachan river, having cos. King on the E.,

arden, S., and Bland, W. Young, on the Bur-
ngong gold field, is the chief town. Ac. 856,960.
MoNTE Alegre, a vill. of Brazil, on 1. b. of the
mazon, 100 m. E. Obides. P. 1500.

Monte Alegre, a town of Spain, prov. and
30 m. S.E. Albacete. P. 3587.

Monte Argentario, a comm. and promontory
of Central Italy, with a fortified port, prov. Gros-
seto. P. 3661.

Monte Baux), a mountain of North Italy, prov.
Verona, on E. side of the Lake of Garda, cele-
brated for its geological formation, its rare plants,

and the victory of the French over the Austrians,
ISth January 1797.

MoNTEBAROCcio, a town of Central Italy, prov.
and circ. Pesaro. P. 2622.

MoNTEBECCARiA, a vill. of North Italy, prov.
Pavia, cap. mand., near the Po, 7 m. S.W. Pavia.
P., including comm., 3386.
MoNTEBELLO, a town of North Italy, prov. and

10 m. S.W. Vicenza. P. 3100. Cap. comm. The
Austrians were defeated here by the French in

1800 ; and again by the French and Piedmontese,
May 1859.—II. (di Beri07ia), South Italy, prov.
Teramo, circ. Penne. P. 1577.
MoNTEBELLO Casteggio, a vill. of North Italy,

prov. and 23 m. E.N.E. Alessandria. The French
here defeated the Austrians 10th June 1800, and
20th May 1859.

MoNTEBELLUNA, a market town of North Italy,

prov. and 13 m. W.N.W. Treviso. P. 5000.

MoNTEBOUitQ, a town of France, dep. Manche,
cap. cant., 15 m, S.S.E. Cherbourg. P. 2214.

MoNTECALVo, a town of S. Italy, prov. Avellino,
14 m. E.N.E. Benevento, cap. circ. P. 4640.
Monte Carasso, a vill. of Switzerland, cant,

Tessin, dist. Bellinzona. P. 633.

MoNTECARLO, a town of Central Italy prov.
Lucca, 30 m. W.N.W. Florence. P. 7138,-

Monte-Carotto, a town of Central Italy, prov.

and 24 m. W.S.W. Ancona. P. 2590.

Monte Casslano, a town of Central Italy, prov.

and circ. Macerata. P. 4165. It has a fortified

palace, and a collegiate and other churches.
Monte Castello, a walled town of Central

Italy, prov. and circ. Perugia. P. 1877.

Monte-Catini, two towns of Central Italy.

—

I. prov. Pisa, circ. Volterra. P. 4317. Celebrated
for its copper mines.—II. prov. Lucca, 29 m. W.
Florence. P. 6192. It has famous thermal springs,

and elegant baths.
Montecchio, a town of N. Italy, prov. Reggio,

on the Enza, cap. comm., 8 nu W. Reggio. P. 4384.

—II. Maffgiore, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and 7 m.
S.W. Vicenza. P. 4828. It has two fine castles.

Monte Cenisio (Fren. Mont Cents), one of the
most remarkable summits of the Alps, on the
limits of Savoy and Piedmont. Lat. (of hospice)
45° 15' 8" N. ; Ion. 6° 56' 11" E. The rail tunnel
in construction (1866) through Mt. Cenis is over
7^ m. in length. Its entrance on the French side

is 3946 ft. above the ocean, and the termination at

the Italian side 4380 ft. Difference of level 434 ft.

Monte-Cerboli, now called Labdarelixj, a
vill. of Central Italy, 18 m. S. Volterra, celebrated

for the boracic acid emanations and works for

its extraction, of which it is the centre ; 2000 tons

are annually exported to England.
MoNTECH, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Tam-et-Garonne, 7 m. W.S.W. Montauban, on
an affl. of the Garonne, cap. cant. P. 2696.

Monte Chiabugolo, a town of North Italy,

prov. and circ. Parma, cap. comm. P. 3981.

It has a manuf. of gimpowder.
Montechiaro, a market town of North Italy,

prov. and 12 m. S.E. Brescia, on the Chiese. P.

6933, who manuf. silk stuffs. Here the Austrians

were defeated by the French in 1796.

Montechiaro d'Asti, a vill. of N. Italy, prov.

& 27 m. W.N.W. Alessandria, cap. mand. P. 2016.

3u
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Monte-Christi, a marit. town of Hayti, cap.

arr., on its N. coast, 30 m. E. Cape Haytien, near
the mouth of the river, and on the declivity of

the mountain range of Monte-Christi, whence its

name. P. 3000.

Monte-Christi, a town of South America, re-

puh. Ecuador, dep. Manahi, and 96 m. N.W.
Guayaquil.
Monte-Christo, a small island of the Mediter-

ranean, belonging to the kingdom of Italy, prov.
Siena, 26 m. S. Elba. Length and breadth 2-| m.
each. Height 1983 feet, occupied by wild goats.

Mont Ciccardo, a vill. of Central Italy, prov.
and circ. Pesaro. P. 1509.

Monte Colombo, a vill. of Central Italy, prov.
Forii, circ. Eimini. P. 1931.

Monte Corvino, a town of South Italy, prov.
and circ. Salerno. P. (1862) 6264. Near it are
eprings of mineral water.
MosTE-CuccoLO, a vill. of North Italy, prov.

and 22 m. S.S.W. Modena, cap. cant., and birth-
place of Raymond de Montecucculi in 1609.

Monte-deij:.a-Sibilla, one of the Apennine
mountains of Central Italy, Pontif. Sta., prov.
and 26 m. N.E. Spoleto. Elevation 7212 feet.

Monte D'Oro, a town of the island of Sicily,

prov. and circ. Caltanisetta. P. 2145.
MoNTEFALCO, a town of Central Italy, prov.

Perugia, circ. & 14 m. N.N.W. Spoleto. P. 6000.
MoNTEFALCONE, a town of South Italy, prov.

Campobasso, 14 m. N.W. Larino. P. 3201. And
MonteyaJcione, a vill., prov. and 6 m. N.E. Avel-
lino. P. 2899.

Monte Fano, a market town of Central Italy,

prov. and 8 m. N. Macerata. P. 3678.
MoNTEFiASCONE, an episcopal town of Central

Italy, deleg. and 9 m. N.N.W. Viterbo. P. 2656.

It stands on a hill occupying the site of an ancient
Etruscan city, of which some remains are foimd.
MoNTEFORTE^ two market towns of Italy.—I.

North Italy, deleg. and 14 m. E. Verona. P.
1720.—II. South Italy, prov. and 5 m. W.S.W.
Avellino, cap. cant. P. 3737. The revolution of

1820 broke out in this vill.

Monte-Frio,amodem town of Spain, prov. and
22 m. W.N.W. Granada. P. 8350.
MoNTEFUsco, a town of South Italy, prov. and

9 m. N.N.E. Avellino, cap. cant. P. 2126. It is

a bishop's see, and has some manufactures of
woollen stuffs.

MoNTE-GiORGio, a mkt. town of Central Italy,

prov. Ascoli, 20 m. S.W. Fermo. P. 5083.
MoNTEGO, a bay, town, and cape on the N.

coast of Jamaica; the town, cap. co. Cornwall,
17 m. W. Falmouth. P. 4000.
Monte-Granaro, a vill. of Central Italy, prov,

Ascoli, 6 m. N.W. Fermo. P. 4100.
Monte Grimano, a vill. and comm. of Central

Italy, prov. Pesaro, circ. Urbino. P. 2027. It

has large cattle markets.
Montegrosso d'Asti, a comm. and vill. of N.

Italy, prov. Alessandria, 6 m. S.S.E. AstL P. 2539.
Montehermoso, a town of Spain, prov. and

62 m, N. Caceres. P. 3980.
Monteith or Menteith, a picturesque dist.

of Scotland, in S.W. of the co. Perth, on the
Teith. Length about 24 m.—11. (^Port of), a
part of Kippen pa. in the above dist., 8 m. W.
Doune. Area about 32 sq. m., including Lochs
Vennachar and Monteith ; the latter lake has a
circuit of about 7 m., richly wooded banks and
beautiful islands. P. of pa. 1375.
MoNTEJAQUE, a town of Spain, prov. Malaga,

4 m. W. Ronda. P. 2000.
MoNTEjiCAR, a town of Spain, prov. and 27 m.

E N.E. GranadA. P. 2455.

MoNTELEONE, JJipponium, a town of South
Italy, prov. Catanzaro, cap. dist., 11 m. E. Tro-
pea. P. of comm. (1861) 10,262. Celebrated
for its tunny-flsh.—II. a town, prov. Avellino
7 m. S.W. Bovino. P. 3247.

MoN"TE Leone, a town of Central Italy, prov
Perugia, circ. Orvieto. P. 1829.

MoNTELiMAR, MoTis Adketnari, a city of France
cap. arr., dep. Drome, 26 m. S. Valence, on th.^

Eoubion, and on the i-ailway from Lyon to Avig-
non. P. 12,044. It has a comm. college and
convent. The vicinity is covered with ricJi

vineyards, plantations of mulberry trees, and
orchards.

MoNTELLA, a town of South Italy, prov. anl
12 m. E.S.E. Avellino, cap. cant. P. 7219.
MoNTELLANO, a town of Spain, prov. and 32

m. S.S.E. Sevilla. P. 3565.

MoNTELOVEZ, a town of Mexico. [Coahcila.]
MoNTELUPO, a comm. and vill. of Central Itali-,

prov. and 12 m. W.S.W. Florence, on the Aruo.
P. 5059.

MoxTE LiTPONE, a town of Central Italy, dele{,'.

and 6^ m. N.N.E. Macerata. P. 3921.

Monte Maggiore, a market town of the island

Sicily, prov. and 29 m. S.E. Palermo. P. 6212.

Monte-Marano, a town and bishop's see of

South Italy, prov. and 10 ni. E. Avellino, caj).

cant. P. 2371.

Monte-Marciano, a vill. of Central Ital •,

deleg. and 10 m. W.N.W. Ancona. P. 4329.

Monte-Mayor, a town of Spain, prov. and ]>

m. S.S.E. Cordova. P. 3580.
Monte Mesola, a vill. of South Italy, prov.

Lecce, circ. Taranto. P. 1904.

Monte Miletto, a town of South Italy, prov.

and 9 m. N.E. Avellino, cap. cant. P. 3284.

MoNTEMiLONE, a market town of South Italy,

prov. Potenza, 9 m. E.N.E. Venosa. P. 2557.

MoNTEMOLiN, a town of Spain, prov. and (Jl

m. S.E. Badajoz. P. 2530. It has linen aiit

woollen factories.

MoNTEMOE, two towns of Portugal.—I. {0
Novo'), prov. Alemtejo, 22 m. W.N.W. Evora
P. 3250.—II. (fi-Vdho), prov. Beira, on the Mon
dego, 12 m. W.S.W. Coimbra. P. 2700.

MoNTENAY, a comm. and viU. of France, dcj

and arr. Mayenne, cant. Emee. P. 2282.

MoNTENDRE, a comm. and market town c

France, dep. Charente-Inf., 11 m. S. Jonz;u

P. 1134.

Montenegro or Kara dagh ("Black Mour
tains," native name Tzemagora), a principalit

of E. Europe, between lat. 42° 10* and 42° 66' N
Ion. 18° 41' and 20° 22' E., bounded E. by Hen;,

govina and Austrian Albania (Cattaro), and c

the other sides by Turkish Albania. Area ett

mated at 1930 sq. m. P. (1864) 196,238. Si
face forms a series of elevated ridges of liri

stone rocks, with lofty mountain peaks, of whic

Mount Dormiton in the N. is 8500 feet, 4 Kuu
Kom in the E. 9300 feet above the sea, and gene

ally covered with fir, ash, beech, oak, and poplJ

and the sumach tree is common. Climate heaUfa

Houses of stone, roofed with shingle ; there

about 300 villages, but no walled towns ; almd

every, village has its church. Cettigne is «
seat of government. Chief products, mair

potatoes, and tobacco. The wine of the distr

between Lake Scutari and Dalmatia is of go

quality. Fish, which is plentiful, is exported I

a dried state, with hides, wool, mutton, ba«
and lard. There are no roads ; mules and a^H

are the beasts of burden. The only manufactn?

are coarse woollens. Chief occupations, agntf*

ture and fishing. The Montenegrins areSlii^

1
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of the Servian race ; they are hardy, robust, and
brave. They belong to the non-united Greek
ichurch, and their language is a pure dialect of

I the Slavic. The Vladilca was high priest, civil

governor, and commander-in-chief of the army.
In anc. times this country formed part of Illyri-

-um, it was afterwards a dist. of Servia. In 1853
ho Turks sent an army of 34,000 men against
Montenegro, but by the interference of the Great
I'owers the war ended in a treaty. In 1860 the
\lontenegrins rose in insurrection against the

1 iirks in Herzegovina, but they were put down,
iiid accepted the sovereignty of the Porte, 8th
September 1862.

Monte N^ro di Bisacci^v, a comm. and vill.

if South Italy, prov. Campobasso, circ. Larino.
'. of comra. 3734.

Monte Neuo Duomo, a vill. of South Italy,

irov. Chieti, circ. Lanciano. P. 1600. It was
learly destroyed by the earthquake of 1804.

MoNTENOTTE, a vUI. of North Italy, prov. Ales-
audria, 26 m. W. Genoa, in the Apennines. Here
ho French defeated the Austrians 11th April 1796.

Monte-Pagano, a market town of South Italy,

irov. and 15 m. E. Teramo, near the Adriatic.
'. 4261.

MoNTEPELOSo, a town of South Italy, prov.
nd 24 m. E.N.E. Potenza, cap. cant. P. 6232.

MoNTEPULCiANO, a city of Central Italy, prov.
iena, 26 m. S.W. Arezzo. P. with comm. (1861)
-',G7i. It stauds on a mountain enclosed by an
inbattled wall, and has a fine church, some an-
ient inscriptions, a seminary, and is famous for
s wine.

MoNTEKEALE, a fortified town of South Italy,

rov. and 14 m. N.W. Aquila. P. 5014.
MoNTEEEAU {CoTidate), a comm. and town of
ranee, dep. Seine-et-Marne, at the junction of
le Seine and 'i'onne, 16 m. E.S.E. M^lun, on
lilway to Troyes. P. 6217. It is a tribunal
f commerce, and has manufs. of eai'thenware.
learners ply hence to Paris.

Monterey, a town of the Mexican Confedera-
iiu, cap. dep. New Leon, on the San Juan river,

iO m. from its mouth, and on the main route
era the Eio Grande to Mexico, 115 m. S.E.
lahuila. P. (1857) 13,534. It was taken in
vt6 by the U. S. army under General Taylor.
MoNTEREy, a seaport town of Upper Califor-
a, on Monterey Bay, an inlet 24 m. in breadth,
I m. S. the Bay of San Francisco, on a plain
rrounded by wooded hills. It was formerly
seat of Government, but since the rise of San

lancisco it is quite decayed.
Monte Koduni, a town of South Italy, prov.
mpobasso, circ. Isemia. P. 2797.
Monteroni, a market town of South Italy,
ov. and 5 m. W.S.W. Lecce. P. 2985.
Monte-Rosa, an aggregate mountain of the
unine Alps, inferior in elevation only to Mont
anc, from which it is distant 50 m. E.N.E., on
e boundary between the Valais and Piedmont,
• 45° 66' 1" N., Ion. 7° 62' 10" E. Height of
principal summit, the highest of 9 peaks,

,208 feet. It sends out ramifications to all the
rdinal points, its loftiest peaks being on its N.
d S. limbs. Its summit was first attained by
mstein in 1820. The mountain has rich mines
gold, copper, and iron. The vine flourishes
to 3200 feet on its S. side, and rye ripens at
)Ofeet.

,VIoNi'E-Eosso, two towns of South Italy—I.

ind Sicily, prov. Note, 27 m. W.N.W. Syra-
>e- P. 4942.—II. prov. Catanzaro, circ. and
ra. E.N.E. Monteleone. P. 2453.
doNTE liosso, two vills. of North Italy.—I.

prov. and circ. Cuneo. P. 1673.—II. (o/ Mare),
prov. Genoa, circ. Levante. P. 1553.

Monte-Rotondo, the loftiest mountain of tho

island Corsica, 25 m. N.E. Ajaccio. Height 8763
feet above the sea.

Monterrubio, a town of Spain, prov. and 78
m. E.S.E. Badajoz. P. 3206.

MoNTE-lluBBiANO, a towu of Central Italy,

prov. Ascoli, 6 m. S. Fermo. P. 2865. Manufs.,
wool, cotton, silk, and hats. It has tanneries and
iron forges, and 18 annual fairs.

MoNTE San Giuliano or Old Trapani, a

town of the island Sicily, prov. Trapani, on a high
mountain (the anc. Eryx), 27 m. N.N.E. Marsala.
P. (1861) 14,681. On the mountain Eryx once
stood a famed temple of Venus, of which only a
few granite pillars remain.
Monte San Martino, a vill. of Central Italy,

prov. and circ. Macerata. P. 1492.

MoNTESANo, a market town of South Italy,

prov. Salerno, 11m. S.E. Diano, cap. circ. P. 5770.

Monte San Pietrangeli, a comm. and town.
Central Italy, prov. Ascoli, circ. Fermo. P. 2214.

Monte San Saving, a town of Central Italy,

prov. and 12 m. S.S.W. Arezzo. P. of comm.
7473. It stands on a lofty hill enclosed by walls.

Monte Sant' Angelo, a town of South Italy,

prov. and 28 m. N.E. Foggia, on the S. slope of

Mount Gargano. P. (1861) 17,936. It has a fine

castle, and sanctuary, to which devotees from all

parts of the kingdom crowd on the 8th of May.
Monte Santa Maria, a town of Central Italy,

prov. Arezzo, 25 m. N.N.W. Perugia, on a hill

close to the Tiber. P. 3081.

Monte Santo, a town of Central Italy, prov.

and 10 m. E.N.E. Macerata, on a hill near the
Adriatic, where it has a small haven for fishing-

boats. P. (1862) 6466. It has a Capuchin con-
vent.—II. a vill., prov. Perugia, 15 m.N.E. Spoleta
P. 603. [Athos.]
Monte San Pietro, a comm. and town of

North Italy, prov. and circ. Bologna. P. 3^94.

Monte San Vito, a town of Central Italy,

prov. and circ. Ancona. P. 3910.

Monte-Sarciiio, a town of South Italy, prov.

Benevento, 13 m. N.N.W. Avellino. P. 5601.

It has a castle, now a state prison.

Monte-Scaglioso, a town of S. Italy, prov.

Basilicata, on a hill 9 m. S.S.E. Matera. P. 6968.

Monte Scudass, a vill. of Central Italy, prov.

Pisa, circ. Volterra, cap. comm. P. 1505.

MoNTE-ScuDOLo, a town of Central Italy, prov.

Forli, 9 m. S.S.E. Rimini, on the Conca. P. 2728.

MoNTESE, a town of North Italy, prov. Modena,
circ. Pavullo. P. 4672.

Monte Sicuro, a comm. and vill. of Centi-al

Italy prov. and circ. Ancona. P. 1433.

Monte-Silvano, a vill. of South Italy, prov.

Teramo, circ. Penne, 4 m. N.W. Pescara. P. 3220.

Monte Spertoli, a comm. and town. Central

Italy, prov. and circ. Florence. P. of comm. 8264.

Montesquieu, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Gers, 10 m. W.S.W. Auch. P. 1800.
Monte-squieu-Lauragais, a comm. and town

of France, dep. H. Garonne, cap. cant., 28 m.
S.S.W. Toulouse, on the Arize. P. 1319.—11.
(^Volvestre), same dep., arr. Muret. P. 4119.

Montesson, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, arr. Versailles. P. 1425.

MoNTEUX, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vaucluse, arr. Carpentras, on the Auzon, 11 m.
N.E. Avignon. P. 4512.

Monte-Vago, a town of the island Sicily,

prov. Girgenti, on the Belice, 16 m. N.W.
Sciacca. P. 3002.

MoNTKVAiiciii, a comm. and market town oi
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Central Italy, prov. Arezzo, 24 m. S.E. Florence,
on the Amo. P. of coram. 8820. It is com-
manded by a castle on a neighbouring height,

and has a college, manufs. of siUc, twist, woollen
stuffs, etc. Here is the museum of the Academy
Val d'Ancese, rich in fossil remains.
Monte-Vecchio, two vills. of Central Italy.

—

I. prov. Pesaro, 4 m. N.N.E. Pergola, with 709
inhabitants.—II. prov. and 15 m. S.E. Forli, on
the Marecchia Two hills in Lombardy, deleg.

Gomo, have this name.
Monte Veglio, a walled town of North Italy,

prov. and circ. Bologna. P. 2370.
MoNTEVERDE, a town of South Italy, prov.

Avellino, on the Ofanto, 19 m. E.N E. St Angelo de
LombardL P. 2317.

—

Afonte Verdi is a vill. of Cen-
tral Italy, prov. and 40 m. S.S.E. Pisa. P. 1318.

MoNTEVERDE ISLANDS, a group. Pacific Ocean,
Caroline Islands, in lat. 3° 27' N^ Ion. 156° E.,

and consisting of 30 low islets, named after their

discoverer, in 1806.

Monte-VETTOLrai, a market town of Central
Italy, prov. & 16 m. W.N.W. Florence. P. 1627.

Monte-Video, a fortified seaport city, and
cap. of the republic Uruguay (or Banda Orien-
tal), S. America, on a peninsula in the estuary of

the Plata, 105 m. E.S.E. Buenos Ayres. Lat.
34° 55' S. ; Ion. 56° 15' W. P. (1860) 37,787

;

and in 1862, with the boroughs of Cordon and
Aguada, unit«d by decree of 1st Jan. 1862,

45,765. It is built in the form of an amphitheatre.
Houses of one storey, and flat roofed. It is ill

supplied with water ; and except a cathedral, a
castle, and the governor's residence, it has no
buildings of importance. Climate damp; the
heat of the summer is oppressive, and storms are
frequent. Its port, open to the S.W., is the best
on the Plata. Exports to Britain, 1862, hides,

taUow, wool, bones, horse hair, skins, horns, etc^
to the value of 992,328/. Imports, cottons, wool-
lens, iron, hardwares, apparel, linens, coals, silk,

beer and ale, rice, tin, earthenwares, etc., to the
value of 467,668/. Shortest sea voyage to Fal-
mouth 5888 m. ; shortest sailing 59 days.
Monte-Viso, one of the Alps. [Viso Monte."]
Montfaucon, sev. comms. and vills. of France.

—I. dep. Lot, 17 m. N.N.E. Cahors. P. 2069.—
II. dep. H. Loire, cap. cant., 20 m. E.N.E. Le
Puy. P. 957.

—

Mont/errand is the name of seve-
ral comms. in the central deps. of France.
Mont-Ferkand, a city of France. [Clermont

Ferrand.")
Montfebret, formerly an independent duchy

of the Italian peninsula, situated between Pied-
mont, Milan, and Genoa, now a portion of the
kingdom of Italy.

MoNTFEKRiER, a comm. and vilL of France,
dep. Aridge, 11 m. S.E. Foix. P. 1847.

MoNTFOORT, a town of the Netherlands, prov.
and 8 m. W.S.W. UtrechL P. 2400.
Montfobd, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 5 m.

W.N.W. Shrewsbury. Ac 2976. P. 468.
Montfort, two comms. and towns of France.—I. (Lamaury), dep. Seine-et-Oise, 14 m. W.6.W.

Versailles. P. 1576. Simon de Montfort, who
headed the first cnisade against the Albigenses,
was bom here in 1165.—11. (Sur Afeu), dep. Ille-

et-Vilaine, cap. cant., 13 m. W.N.W. Eennes, on
the Meu. P. 2168. It has manufs. of linen thread,
and bleach houses.
MoNTFROJ, a conun. and town of France, dep.

Card, 11 m. E.N.E. Nimes. P. 2667.
MoNTGisCABD, a comm. and town of France,

dep. H. Garonne, 8 m. N.W. Villefranche, cap.
cant., on the Canal du Midi P. 1202.
Montgomery, a pari, bor, market town, and

pa. of North Wales, cap. co., on the Severn. 20
m. 5 "^ Shrewsbury. Ac. 3288. P. of pa. 790

;

do. ot pan. bor. 1276. It is pleasantly situated

near the foot of a high hill, in the vale of Mont-
gomery. Chief buildings, the church, the guild-

hall, CO. gaol, and house of correction. With the
contributary bors. of Llanidloes, Welshpool,
Llanfillyn, Machynlleth, and Newton, it sends
1 member to H. of C. Eeg. electors (1864) 954.

The last battle between the Welsh and English
took place in the vicinity in 1294.

Montgomery, many cos., etc., U. S., North
America.—I. in E. of New York. Area 356 sq.

m. P. (1860) 30,866.—IL in S.E. of Pennsylvania.
Area 508 sq. m. P. 70,500.-111. in W. of Mary-
land- Area 440 sq. m. P. 12,901 free, 5421
slaves IV. in S.W. of Virginia. Area 485 sq.

m. P. 8398 free, 2219 slaves.—V. in S.W. of

N. Carolina. Area 483 sq. m. P. 6826 free,

1823 slaves.—VI. in S.E. of Georgia. Area 1106

sq. m. P. 2020 free, 977 slaves.—VII. in centre

of Alabama. Area 941 sq. m. P. 12,194 free.

23,710 slaves.—VIIL in N.W. of Tennessee
Area 448 sq. m. P. 21,045.—IX. in E. of Ken-
tucky. Area 544 sq.m. P. 5107 free, 2752 slaves.

—X. in S.W. of Ohio. Area 468 sq. m. P.

62,230.—^XI. in centre of Indiana. Area 504 sq.

m. P. 20,888.—XII. in centre of Illinois. Are,.

720 sq. m. P. 13,979.—XIIL in E. of iiissouri.

Area 594 sq. m. P. 8071 free, 1647 slaves.—

XIV. in Arkansas. P. 3541 free, 92 slaves.—

XV. in Iowa. P. 1256.—XVI. in Texas. P.

2668 free, 2811 slaves.—Also several towns.—I.

New York, 83 m. S.S.W. Albany.—II. Pennsyl-
vania, 16 m. S.W. Chambersburg.—III. Ohio, oc.

Bichland.—IV. cap. state and on the AJabamfi,

160 m. N.K Mobile. P. (1860) 35,902. It has

large exports of cotton, by steamers to MobUe vii

the river. A railway connects it with Milledge-

ville, forming part of the great line of communica-
tion between New York and New Orleans.

—

\.

New Jersey, 12 m. S.W. Somerville.

Montgomeryshire, an inland co. of North

Wales, having N. the cos, Merioneth and Den-

bigh, E. Salop, S. Radnor, and W. Cardigan.

Area 755 sq. m., or 483,323 ac, about one-half o<

which is uncultivated, and not more than 80,G0(

under tillage. P. (1861) 66,919. Surface moun
tainous, but intersected by some fertDe sheltercc

vales, and well wooded. The mountain Plinlim-

mon is partly in this co. Principal rivers, th.

Severn, Vymwy, Wye, and Dee, which rise ii

the county. The mountains are chiefly in sheep

walks; and the breeds of sheep are celebrata

both for their wool and mutton. The pure hm
of Welsh ponies, or " Merlins," is still presore
in this CO. Cattle, butter, cheese, and snperio

oak timber, are chief products. Slate forms tl

general basis of the mountains, and is tho prinu

pal mineral wrought This co. is the chief aa

of the Welsh flannel manuf., and agricultnr

labourers are in winter often employed at tl

loom. Montgomery is divided into 9 hundnK

and 47 parishes, mostly in the dioceses of i

Asaph and North Wales circuit Principal towi

Montgomery, thecap^ Welshpool, Newtown, «i

Llanfyllin. The co. sends 1 member to House

Commons, and 1 is sent by its bor. Keg. c

electors (1864) 3337. During the Saxon era.

formed part of the Welsh principality of Pov
and was named Montgomery after one of J

Norman conquerors.
MoNTGUYON, a comm. <Sr town of France, c t

Charente-Inferieure, 20 m. S.E. Jonzac. P. l^-

MoNTHEY, a town of Switzerland, cant Vala

cap. of the dist Monthey. P. 2114.

f
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MoNTiiERMfe, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Ardennes, cap. cant., on the Meuse,
8 m. N. Mdziferes. P. 2798. It has manufs, of glass.

MoNTHUKEUX, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Vosges, cap. cant., 20 m. S.S.W. Mirecoui-t,

on rt. b. of the Saoue. P. 1601.

MoNTiANO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Forli,

circ. Cesena. P. 1678.

MoNTicELLi, two vills. of South Italy, prov.

Caserta, dist. Gaeta. P. 1456 and 1000. — II.

(Alba), prov. Cimeo, circ. Alba. P. 1841.—III. a
vill.. Pontif. Sta., comarca di Roma, dist. Tivoli.

—IV. a vill., North Italy, prov. and circ. Pavia.

P. 1562.—V. a vill. (d'Ongina), North Italy, prov.

Piacenza, circ. Piorenzuola. Pop. of comm. 7479.

MoNTiCELLO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
14 m. S.E. Como. P. 1656.

MoNTiciANO, a comm. and vill. of Central
Italy, prov. and circ. Liena. Pop. of comm. 2611.

MoNTiER^NDER, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. H. Marne, cap. cant., on the Voire,

8 m. W.S.W. Vassy. P. 1515 Montiers-mr-
Saulx is a comm. and market town, dep. Meuse,
cap. cant., 10 m. S. Ligny. P. 1367.

MoNTiERi, a comm. and town of Central Italy,

prov. and circ. Grosetto. Pop. of comm. 3941.

MoNTiGLio, a market town of N. Italy, prov. and
28 m. W.N.W. Alessandria, cap. mand. P. 3016.

MoNTiGNAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Dordogne, cap. cant., 12 m. N. Sarlat. P. 4013.

MoNTiGNOSO, a town of Central Italy, prov.
and circ. Massa. P. 2157. With the ruins of

the beautifully situated Castle d' Aghinolfo.
MoNTiGNY, numerous comms. and small vills.

jf France, in the N., N.W., and central deps.

—

Je-Boiy, is a town, dep. Haute-Mame, arr. L-tn-

^'res, formerly fortified. P. 1199.

MoNTijo, a town of Spain, prov. and 16 m. E.
Radajoz, on the Guadiana. P. 4150, mostly em-
:)loyed in woollen and linen weaving.
MoNTiLLA, a town of Spain, prov. and 18 m.

3.E. Cordova. P. 13,224. It has manufs. of

inen and woollen cloths, oil-mills, and potteries

;

.vas formerly fortified, but its works were de-
troyed by Frederick the Catholic in 1508.

MoNTiRAT, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Tarn, arr. Albi, P. 2502.
MoNTiviLLiERS, a comm. and town of France,

lep. Seine-Inferieure, 5 m. N.E. Havre. P. 4564.
t has a communal college ; tanning, linen-bleach-
ug;, and sugar-i-efiniug works.
MoNTJAi-EiA, a market town of Russia, gov.

'oltava, 20 m. N.N.E. Krementchug. P. 1800.
MoNTJEAN, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

iep. Maine-et-Loire, on the Loire, arr. and 13 m.
i Beauprdau. P. 3274.
MoNTjoiE or MoNTSCHAN, a town of Rhenish

'nissia, gov. and 16 m. S.S.E. Aix-la-Chapelle,
ap. tire, on the Ro6r. P. 3196.
MoNTJoiE, a vill. and spa of Fi-ance, dep.

iii^ge, arr. and 1 m. N. St Girons. P. 1568.
MoNTLHtRY, a comm. and town of France, dep.
<'ine-et-Oise, 15 m. S.W. Paris. P. 1902. It has
town-hall and hospital.

MoNTUEU, a comm. and town of France, dep.
harente-Inf., 15 m. S.E. Jonzac. P. 970.
MoNTLOuiSj a comm. and town of France, dep.
yr^ndes Occidentales, 40 m, W.S.W. Perpignan,
a a steep rock, close to the Tet, in a gorge at the
;ot of the Pyrdn^es, with a citadel. P. 745.—II. a
ill., dep. Indre-et-Loire, 6;} m. E. Tours, with a
ation on the Orleans and Tours Rail. P. 2214.
M0NTLU90N, a comm. and town of Fmnce, dep.
Uier, on rt. b. of the Cher, close to the Canal de
eiTi, 38 m. W.S.W. Moulins. P. (1861) 16,212.
has manufactures of coarse woollens.

MoNTLUEi., a coram, and town of France, dep.

Aiu, 24 m. S.E. Trdvoux. P. 2737. Manufs. cloth

for the army, packing-cloth, and sewing thread.

MoNTMARAULT, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Allier, cap. cant., 16 m. E. Moutlu9on. P.
1847. It has manufs. of cutlery and machinery,
and trade in coal and agricultural produce.
Montmartin-sur-Mer, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Manche, close to the English Chan-
nel, 6 m. S.W. Coutances. P. 987.

Montmartre, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Seine, forming a N. suburb of Paris, within
the new line of fortifications. P. (1861) 23,112. It

is a favourite Sunday resort for the Parisians, and
has many inns and villas ; with an asylum for the
aged, two schools, oil cloth factories, scagliola
works, woollen mills, and gypsum quarries.

MoNTMtoY, a comm. and fortified town of

France, dep. Meuse, cap. cant., on the Chiers, 25
m. N. Verdun. P. 2376. It is defended by
extensive outworks, and has barracks, military
hospital, prison, and manufactures of hosiery
and leather.

MoNTMEiLLAN or MoNTEMiGLiANO, a fortified

town of France, dep. Savoie, on the Isfere, 7 m.
S.E. Chambery. P. 1540.

MoNTMERLE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Ain, 9 m. N. Tr^voux, on the SaCne. P. 1817.

MoNTMiRAiL, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Marne, 22 m. S.W. Epernay. P. 2610. It

has manufs. of cutlery. A battle was fought
here in 1814, between the French and the Allies.

Montmorency or Enghien, a comm. and vill.

of France, dep. Seine-et-Oise, 11 m. E.S.E. Pon-
toise. P. 2613. Manufs. lace and embroidery.
Montmorency, a river of Canada E., which

joins the St Lawrence 6 m. N.E. Quebec, form-
ing a cataract 250 feet in height, and CO feet wide.
Montmorency Fall.s. [Quebec]
MoNTMORiLLON, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Vienne, 17 m. E.S.E. Poitiers. P. 5130.

MoNTODiNE, a town of North Italy, prov. Cre-
mona, 10 m. E.S.E. Lodi, on the Serio, 2^ m.
above its junction with the Adda. P. 2339. Here
the French defeated the Imperialists in 1705.

MoNTOGGio, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Genoa. P. 3270.

MoNTOiR, two comms. and towns of France.

—

I. dep. Loire-Inf., on the Loire, near its mouth,
29 m. W./J.W. Nantes. P. 5388.—II. dep. Loir-
et-Cher, 24 m. W.N.W. Blois. P. 3099. It has
cavalry barracks ; and manufs. of linen fabrics,

woollen hosiery, paper, and leather.

MoNTOLiEU, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aude, 10 m. W.N.W. Carcassone. P. 1402.

MoNTONE, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Perugia. P. 2245. It is surrounded by
walls, and has a collegiate church and hospital.

MoNTOPOi.i, a walled town of Central Italy,

prov. Florence, circ. Miniato, in the valley of the

Amo. P. of comm. 3283,

MoNTORio, two towns of South Italy.—I. prov.

Campobasso, 3J m. S.E. Larino. P. 2235.—IL
prov. and 6 m. S.W. Teramo. P. 3880.

MoNTORO, a town of Spain, prov. and 23 m.
E.N.E. Cordova, on a height near the Guadal-
quivir. P. 10,732. It has manufs. of linen and
woollen cloths, and several potteries.

MoNTORO, a town of South Italy, prov. and
circ. Avellino, 11 m. N. Salerno, cap. circ. P.
4721. It has many manufs. of linen.

Montour, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in
E. of Pennsylvania. Area 206 sq. m. P. (1860)
13,0.53.

MoNTPELiER, a township of the U. S., North
America, cap. state Vermont, in a plain on Lake
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Winooski, 37 m. E. Lake Champlain. P. 3000.

It has a handsome state house.
MoNTPELLiER, a city of France, cap. dap. H^

rault, near the Lez, and on the railway from
Nlmes to Cette, 75 m. "VV.N.W. Marseille. P.

51,865. Mean temp, of year 57°'5, winter 44°,

summer 71°, Fahr. It is situated on the slope of

a hill, and has a university, academy for the deps.

Herault, Aveyron, Aude, and E. Pyrenees ; a
tribunal of commerce, a school of engineers, a
seminary, with schools of medicine and phar-
macy; a national college, normal schools, mn-
seuras of painting and sculpture, public library

of 30,000 vols., and a botanic garden. Its manufs.
comprise blankets, cottons, muslins, paper-hang-
ings, corks, and surgical instruments. Among
its chief ornaments are the gate and the splendid
promenade of Peyrou. It was built in the 10th
century out of the ruins of Maugelonne. Louis
xiii. took it from the Calvinists in 1622. Mont-
pellier attracts many strangers by its economical
and literary advantages, but it has lost its pres-
tige as a resort for invalids.

MoNTPENSiER, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Puy-de-D6me, 10 m. N.N.E. Eiom. P. 529.
Mont-Perdit, a mntn. of Spain. [Pyrenees.]
MoNTPEYROUx, two comms. & vills. of France.

—I. dep. Herault, 9 m. E.S.E. Lodfeve. P. 1348.

—II. dep. Aveyron, arr. Espalion. P. 1772.
MoxTP£zAT, several comms. & viUs. of France.
—I. dep. Ardfeche, 12 m. N.N.W. Largentiere.
P. 2575.—II. dep. Lot-et-Garonne, 10 m. N.N.W.
Agen. P. 1450.—IIL dep. Tam-et-(Jaronne, 16
m. N.N.E. Montauban. P. 2780.
MoNTPONT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, 23 m. N.E. Micon. P. 2508.

MONTQUHITTER, a pa., Scotl. LMONQUHITTER."]
MoNTR^L, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aude, cap. cant, 11 m. W. Carcassone. P. 3009.
It stands on a height, and has a fine church and
an hospital —II. a comm. and town, dep. Gers,
29 m. N.W. Auch. P. 2790.
Montreal, (formerly the Indian vill. Hoche-

loffo), the second city and river port, and the chief
seat of commerce of Canada East, on the S.S.E.
side of the island of same name in the river St
Lawrence, at the foot of the Royal Mountain,
whence its name, 140 m. S.W. Quebec. Lat. 45°

30' N. ; Ion. 73° 35' W. P. (1851) 77,381 ; (1864)
120,000, of French Canadian, Scotch, English,
and Irish descent. Mean temp, of year 45°-8,

winter 17°'8, summer 71°*4, Fahr. It is divided
into an upper and a lower town ; the latter, along
the river, being the trading quarter, and the for-

mer the residence of the principal merchants.
The Roman Catholic cathedml is a fine build-
ing, 255 feet in length by 134 in breadth, faced
with stone, having two towers, each 225 feet

high, and capable of containing 8000 to 9000 per-
• sons ; several other Roman Catholic churches
and monastic establishments, the latter compris-
ing the hotel Bieu, and asylums of the grey and
black nuns. The church of England has recently
erected a new cathedral at an expense of 20,000/.

;

St Andrew Scotch Church, a Gothic structure,
cost 10,000/. ; there are also American Protestant
churches, a general hospital, gov. house, banks,
ordnance ofiice, merchants' exchange, 4 market
houses, and the statue of Nelson on a Doric
pillar. During the riots of 1849, the Parliament
House and valuable library were burned. Mon-
treal has a college, besides the university of
MKrill college, endowed by a citizen in 1814,
and chartered in 1821 ; it has a stafiF of 20 pro-
fessors, and (in 1862) 296 students; a royal
grammar school, and many other schools, pnblic

libraries, and institutions. Several newspaper;
are printed here. Its solid limestone quays
uniting with the locks & wharves of the Lachine
canal, present several m. of continuous masonry,
and a broad terrace divides the city from tli(

river through its entire extent. It is suppUec
with water brought by a magnificent aqueduc,
of 5 miles from the St Lawrence, above Lachino
i-apids, at a cost of 120,000/. The Mount Roya',

cemetery is finely situated on the north slopo

of the mountain, 2 m. from the city. Montreal
is connected by railway with New York, Boston

,

and Portland. Victoria bridge, which convey >

the line of the Grand Trunk Railway of Canad t

across the St Lawrence at Montreal, was com -

menced in 1854, and opened with great ponip
by the Prince of Wales in 1860. It is tubulai,

like the Britannia bridge of North Wales, bi;t

10,284 feet, or nearly 2 m. long, and rests on 21:

piers and 2 abutments of solid masonry ; the cen-

tral span being 350 feet. This magnificent bridg

)

completes the entire chain of railway communi-
cation between the Atlantic and the Western
States of America. The trade in furs has de-

clined, but it has increasing trade in cast-iron

founding, distilling, brewing, and ship-buildiug

;

with factories for soap, candles, tobacco, hard-
ware, and floor-cloth. In 1856 the exports and
imports amounted to 20,000,000 dollars, but in

1862 they had increased to 39,000,000 doUars.

A destructive fire occurred here on the 8th and
9th July 1852, when 1108 houses were destroyed,

of the estimated value of 340,814/. But such \i

the vast progress of improvement, that, in 186S,

the number of new buildings erected amounted
to 736. Montreal was founded in 1640, and taken

from the French in 1760.

—

Montreal Island, in the

middle of the St Lawrence, is 32 m. in length and

10 m. in breadth. It forms a co., divided into 2

ridings, E. on Hochelaga, and W. on Jacqrus

Cartier, each of which sends a member to the

Provincial Parhament.
MoNTREDON, a comm. and market town ci

France, dep. Tarn, 17 m. E. Albi. P. 4890.

MoNTREJEAU, a comm. and town of France, depw

H.-Garonne, 8 m. W. St Gaudens. P. 3680.

MoNTRELAis, a comm. and vill. of France, dept

Loir-Inf., arr. and 9 m. E. Ancenis. P. 1796.

MoxTRESOR, a comm. and town of France, de|)i

Indre-et-Loire, arr. and 9 m. E. Loches. P. 66.'{.

MoNTREurL, several comms., towns, and vill.s.

of France.—I. (sur Mer), dep. Pas-de-Calais, caj).

cant., on the Cauche, 8 m. from its mouth, with

a station on the Amiens branch of the N. Rail-

way, 20 m. S.S.E. Boulogne. P. 3686. It is

enclosed by a rampart, and defended by a hili^

fortress. It has manufs. of linen cloths.—IL (soiif

Bois\ dep. Seine, 3J m. E. Paris. P. 6871, em-

ployed in manufs. of enamelled leather and por-

celain.—III. (Bellay), dep. Maine-et-Loire, neai

the Thou^ 9 m. S.S.W. Saumur. P. 2017.—IV
(le Chetif), a vill., dep. Sarthe, arr. and 19 la

W.S.W. Mamers. P. 1091.

MoNTREUX, a large vill. of Switzerland, cai t

Vaud, on the Lake of Geneva, 14 m. S.E. Lau

sanne. P. of pa. 2278.

MONTREVAULT, a comm. and town, France

dep. Maine-et-Loire, arr. Beaupr&u. P. 967.

MoNTREVEL, a comm. and town of France, dep

Ain, arr. Bourg, on the Reyssouse. P. 1485.

MoNTRiCHARD, a comm. and town, France, d( p

Loir-et-Cher, cap. cant, on the Cher, 18 m. S.S.^v

Blois. P. 2807. It was formerly fortified.

Mo^TRICIIER, a vill., Switzerland, cant Vaud

diet. I'lsle Cossonay. P. 745.

MoNTRicoux, a comm. and town of Fran«
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lop. Tam-et-Garonne, on rt. b. of the Avoyron,
3 in. E.N.E. Montauban. P. 1551.

MoNTKiGAUD, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Jrome, 23 m. N.N.E. Valence. P. 1144.

MoNTRONE, a town of South Italy, prov. and
ire. Bari. P. 2694.

Montrose, a royal and pari, bor., seaport town,

nd pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar, 34 m. S.W. Aber-
een, on a peninsula between Montrose basin and
he North Sea, at the mouth of the South Esk,
cross which it communicates with its suburb
nch by a suspension bridge 432 feet in length.

.at. of lighthouse, 56° 42' 5" N. ; Ion. 2° 28' W.
'. of pa. (1861) 15,455 ; do. of bor. 14,563. Alti-

iide 37 feet. Mean temp., Ju. 57° -5 ; Jan. 37°-8.

{ainfall 23 inches. It has a collegiate pa. church,

iirious other churches and chapels, a town-hall,

iiol, 2 lunatic asylums, 3 infirmaries, Dorward's
ouse of refuge, an academy, trades' school, cus-
)m-house, exchange, and news room, with an
(•ademy and many private schools, a subscrip-

on library, mechanics' institute, museum, anti-

uaiian and other societies, weekly newspapers,
ranca banlfs. Flax spinning is the chief branch
f industry ; there are four flax mills employing
000 hands. Bleaching is extensively carried

a, also shipbuilding. It has tanneries, brewe-
;es, soap and starch factories. East the town are

16 " Links " or downs, forming public groimds
xtending to the sea. Montrose basin is an ex-
ansion of the South Esk, about 3 miles in cir-

uit, but shallow ; the harbour, however, in the
Isk, at high water, is accessible for the largest
lips, and lined with quays, wet and dry docks,
dth two lighthouses at its entrance. Prin-
pal exports, manufactured goods, salmon, stone,

ad agricultural produce, to Dundee, Leith, Lon-
on, and Glasgow. Imports coal, lime, slate, and
on. Keg. vessels (1862), sailing 111, tons 17,318

;

earn 2, tons 30. Entered 740, tons 84,886;
leared 581, tons 63,400. Customs rev. (1862)
o.mi. ; exports (1862) 11,350/. Corp. rev. (1862-3)
)12/. The port comprises all the coast from
16 Tay to Bervie, including Arbroath. Steamers
)mmunicate between it and London, Leith, Dun-
3e, and Aberdeen; and it is connected with
dinburgh and Aberdeen by railway. Montrose
aites with Arbroath, Brechin, Forfar, and Bervie
1 sending 1 member to H. of C. Here, in 1296,
aliol is said +j" have surrendered the Scottish
own to Edward i. of England. The Marquis of
ontrose was born here in 1612, and also Joseph
urae, Esq., M.P., a financial reformer.
MoNTROUGE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
sine, forming a S. suburb of Paris, beyond the
rtifications. P. 3534. It comprises the asylum
ochefoucault, a theatre near Mont Pamasse;
id has manufs. of spermaceti candles, soap, glue,
iloiurs and varnishes, steam and locomotive en-
nes, hydraulic presses, etc. Here is the en-
ance to the catacombs, extending beneath Paris.
lie comm. of Petit-Montrouge is now enclosed
! the fortifications.

MoNTSERRAT, a British W. India isl., Leeward
oup, midway between Guadeloupe and Nevis,
id 27 m. S.W. Antigua. Lat. 16° 41' N. ; Ion.
!° 20' W. Area 47 sq. m. P. (1861) 7654, of
hom six-sevenths were blacks. Surface moun-
iuous, rising to 2500 feet above the sea, and
•oken by numerous chasms. Chief town Ply-
outh. Climate comparatively healthy. Soil
;ht and volcanic ; and it produces some of the
I'st coffee and sugar in the West Indies. Sugar
the staple commodity, besides cotton, wool,

I'ow-root, and tamarinds, the total value of ex-
)rts amounting (in 1862) to 14,882Z., and the im-

ports to 22,380/. Eevonue (1862) 4489/. ; expen-
diture, 4466/. The government is vested in a
president (subordinate to the governor-general
of the Leeward Is.) and an executive council.

The islandwas discoveredand namedby Columbus
in 1493. Chief town, Plymouth, on its S.W. coast
MoNTSERRAT, a mountain in N.E. of Spain, 35

m. N.W. Barcelona, 3919 feet above the sea. On
its slope, 1200 feet high, a Benedictine abbey, with
13 hermitages, were perched among the rocks;
it was burned and plundered by the French in

1811, and again in 1827, when it was the strong-
hold of the Carlist insurrection.

Mont St Jean, a vill. of Belgium, prov. S. Bra-
bant, 11 m. S.E. Brussels, immediately E. of tho
field where was fought the action of Waterloo,
called by the French the battle of Mont St Jean.
Mont St Michel, a steep and fortified rock,

off the coast of Normandy, in Cancale Bay, 7 m.
S.W. Avranches. On its summit is an irregular

town. P. 236. Its ancient castle, formerly a
prison, is now (1864) being restored.

Montsurs, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Mayenne, arr. and 12 m. E.N.E. Laval, on the
Dinard. P. 1907. It has manufs. of linens.

Mont-Tendre, one of the Jura mountains,
Switzerland, cant. Vaud, on the S.E. side of the
Lake of Joux, 15 m. N.W. Lausanne. Height
5538 feet. Its lower slopes are well wooded.
Mont Terrible, a former dep. under the

French empire of Napoleon i., partly composed
of the N.W. part of the Swiss cant. Bern, with
Porentruy for its cap., and named after a moun-
tain 3 m. S.E. in the Jura chain.

Montuiri, a town of the Balearic Isles, Ma-
jorca, 17 m. E. Palmas. P. 2783.

Monturano, a town of Central Italy, prov.
Ascoli, circ. Fermo. P. 2028.

Montvillikrs, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Seine-Inf., with a station on the Paris and
Havre Railway, 8 m. N. Rouen. P. 4564.

Montville, a township of U. S., N. America,
Maine, 27 m. E.N.E. Augusta.—II. a township,
Connecticut, 36 m. S.E. Hartford.

MoNYMUSK, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 19 m.
W.N.W. Aberdeen, between the rivers Don and
Oyne. P. 988. It has granite quarries.

MoNZA, Modsstia, a town of N. Italy, Lombardy,
on the Lambro, prov. and 9i m. N.N.E. Milan,

with which, & with Como, it is connected by rail.

P. (1862) 15,587, withcomm. 24,662. It wasthecap.
of the Lombardkingdom of Italy, and has a cathe-
dral, built by the celebrated Queen Theodolinda
in the sixth century, and where the iron crown
and regalia of Lombardy were kept till 1859, wlien

the Austrians removed them on the cession of

Lombardy to Sardinia; the ancient Lombard
palace, now a court-house ; a theatre, gymnasium,
a town hall, two hospitals, and extensive manuf.
of coarse cotton stuffs, hats, and leather.

MoNZAMBANO, a market town of North Italv,

prov. Brescia, 18 m. N.N.W. Mantua. P. 2^27.

The French gained a victory over the Austrians

here in 1800.

MoNziE or MoNiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth,

3 m. N.E. Crieff. Area about 48 sq. m., mostly
amongst the Grampians. P. 972. It has Monzie
castle, and several ancient remains, including the
reputed fort of Fingal, tomb of Ossian, etc.

MoNziEVAiRD and Strowan, a united pa. of

Scotland, co. Perth, 2 m. W. Crieff and Monzie.
Area about 30^ sq. m. P. 782.

MoNZON, a fortified town of Spain, prov. and
33 m. S.E. Huesca, on the Cinca. P. 2880.

MooDKEE, a vill. of North-West Hindostan,

Rajpootana, about 28 m. S.E. Ferozepore. Hero,
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in 1845, the first action took place between the

Sikhs and the British forces, when the former
were repulsed.

MooERS, a town of the U. S., North America,
Clinton co^ New York. P. 3365.

MooK, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Lim-
bnrg, 30 m. N.N.W. Venlo. Louis of Nassau was
here ci.mquered by the Spaniards in 1574.

MooKDEX, Manchooria. [Leao-Toxg.]
MooLTAX (prob. the seat of the anc. Malli\ a

city of the Punjab, in its S. part, ranking in im-
portance immediately after Lahore and Amritsir,
near the Chenab, 50 m. N.W. Bhawlpoor, and
190 m. S.W. Lahore. Estimated pop. 80,000. It

is enclosed by a brick wall, and defended on its

N. side by a strong fortress, containing a palace
and mosque. Houses ot burnt brick, lofty, and
flat roofed ; streets narrow and gloomy. Mo-
hammedan tombs, and many Hindoo temples.
Bazaars large, and well supplied ; and manu-
factures of silks, cottons, shawls, and brocades
are actively carried on, as are extensive banking
transactions. It was taken by the British in

1849 ; and in same year the fcrt and many houses
were destroyed by a flood of the river.

Moox (MouxTAixs OF the), a mountain range
of E. Africa, placed by Captain Speke around
the N. end of Lake Tanganyika, about 10,000 feet

high, and in the direction of E. and W. ; but Dr
Beke supposes the true Lunx-Montes of Ptolemy
to form a continuation of the table-land of Abys-
sinia, parallel to the coast of Zanzibar, and of
which the mountains Kenia and Kilimandjaro,
about 20,000 feet high, form peaks.
MooxcHY, and Mooxuk, two towns of India.
—I. in the Deccan, Nizam's dom., on the Goda-
very, 38 m. S.S.E. Aurungabad.—II. in the pro-
tected Sikh territory, 117 m. N.W. Delhi
MooxDRA, a town in the native state of Cutch,

presid. of Bombay, situated on the coast of the
Gulf of Cutch, and 29 m. S. from Bhooj.
MooxE, a pa. of Ireland, co. Kildare, with a

vill. 1 m. S.S.W. Timolin. Ac. 7280. P. 985.
MooxziE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 3 m.

N.N.W. Cupar. Ac. 1257. P. 179.
Moor, a town of West Hungary, co. and 16 m.

N.W. Stuhlweissenburg. P. 7000. It has a
citadel, a monastery, barracks, several Protestant
churches, and a trade in wines.
MoORBi'RG, a town of Germany, Free State

and 4 m. S. the city of Hamburg. P. 1773.
MooRBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.

S.S.E. Homcastle. Ac. 950. P. 128.

MooRDRECHT, a vUl. of the Netherlands, prov.
S. Holland, 9 m. N.E. Rotterdam. P. 1904.
MoOEE, a pa. of Ireland, co. Roscommon, 4} m.

E.N.E. Ballinasloe. Ac. 20,727. P. 2920.
MooRE, a township of England, co. Chester,

pa. Runcorn, with a station on the London and
N.-W. Railway, 3 m. S.W. Warrington. P. 269.
MooRE, a township, TJ. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, co. Northampton.—II. a co. in
centre of North Carolina. Area 650 sq. m. P.
(1860) 8909 free, 2518 slaves.

MooRGHAB, a river of Afghanistan and in-
dependent Turkestan, rises in the Huzareh ter-
ritory, flows N.W. into the Kliiva dominions, and
beyond Merv is lost in the sands, after a course
of about 440 m. Merochak is the only town of
consequence on its banks.
MooRLixcH, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

6J m. E. Bridgewater. Ac. 9252. P. 2329,
MooRSHEDABAD, a dist. of British India, pre-

sid. Bengal, between lat. 23° 48' and 24° 47' N.,
Ion. 87° 62' and 88* 41' E. Area 1856 sq. m. P.
estim, at 1,045,000. In E. part, it is low, level,

subject to inundations during the autumn rains,

and abounds in small lakes. In the W. part are

hills, from which several torrents descend, and
flow into the Ganges or its affluents, and irrigatt

the country. Principal products, rice, sugar-

cane, oil-seeds, pulse, and indigo. The mulberrj
is cultivated for feeding sUk-worms. Chief towns.
Moorshedabad, the cap., Jeanganj, JeUinghee
and Suti.

Moorshedabad, a city of British India, pre
sid. and prov. Bengal, of which it was formerly
the cap., extending along the Ganges forabon;
8 m., 115 m. N. Calcutta. Lat. 24^ 11' N.; Ion.

88° 15' E. P. estimated at 146,963. It is meanly
built, and its only remarkable edifice is the palac3

of the nabob, a large white building, in the Euro-
pean style ; but many mosques are scatters \

throughout the city ; and here are the remains cf

a Mohammedan palace, buUt out of the ruins cf

Gour. It is the seat of one of the six courts c f

circuit under the Bengal presidency, and of i

British college, founded in 1826.

MooRSLEDE, a comm. and vill. of Belgium,

prov. W. Flanders, 9 m. N.E. Ypres. • P. 6595.

MooRSLEY, a township of England, co. and i\

m. N.E. Durham, pa. Houghton-le-Spring. Ai;.

588. P. 973.

—

Moortown is a station on i\.e

Lincolnshire branch of the Midland Railway, 7

m. N. Market-Raisen.
MooR^'EE, a town of India, peninsula of Ka:-

tywar, prov. Guzerat, 300 m. N.W. Bombay. Tie
subdivision annexed contains 110 towns and vil-

lages, with an estimated pop. of 24,000. It pays

an annual tribute of 6000/. to the Guicowar.
MooRWixsTOW, a pa, of England, co. Cornwall

6 m. N.N.W. Stratton. Ac. 7956. P. 868.

MooRZEELE, a vilL of Belgium, prov. W. Flan-

ders, cap. cant., 4 m. W. Courtrai. P. 4656.

Moose, a river of British North America
enters James' Bay,- in conjunction with the A'>

bitibbe, after a N.E.ward course estimated a'

250 miles.

MooSEHE.\D, a lake of the U. S., N. America
Maine. It gives origin to the Kennebeck river

Length 35 m.
;
greatest breadth 1 to 10 m.

—

(Eil

lock), a mountain of New Hampshire, 14 m. E
Haverhill. Elevation of N. peak 4636 feet

Moose Islaxd, West Indies, Bahamas, 25 ir

S.E. the Great Bahama Island.

MoosH or Mush, a town of Turkish Armenis

pash. and 33 m. S.S.E. Erzeroum, cap. dist, in

fine plain N. the Niphates mountains. P. abet

7000 Mohammedan, and 500 Armenian, familiji

It is built around a conical hill, and has wellsiij

plied bazaars, seven mosques, and four churche)

Coarse cotton cloths are manufactured here.

MoQOEGUA, a town of S. Peru, dep. of sain

name, and 68 m. N.W. Tacna, on the great rout

W. of the Cordillera. P. 9000.

Mora, a county of U. S., North America, N<3

Mexico. P. (1860) 5566.

Mora, several towns of Spain.—I. prov. an

15 m. E.S.E. TemeL P. 2656.—II. prov. andj

m. W. Tarragona, on rt b. of the Ebro, with 8i)^

inhabitants, and well frequented mineral batb

—IIL prov. and 20 m. S.E. Toledo. P. 5267.

Mora, the cap. town of the Mandara countr

Central Africa, founded about 1814, is situa.t

in a basin enclosed by a semicircular ridge

mountains. Lat. about 10° 20' N. ; Ion. 14° 48'

,

Moradabad, a dist of British India, prebii

Bengal, N.W. provs., enclosed by Bareilly, Aj

ghur, Delhi, Meerut, Sehaininpoor, and Kumaaj

Area 2967 sq. m. P. 1,138,461. Surface altc

nately undulating and flat, cultivated and wa-si

Soil mostly sandy. Products, rice, wheats sm
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aud numerous h-uits. Zoology, elephant, tiger,

leopard, bear, jackall, lynx, fox, nylgaw, spotted

(leer, antelope, bare, and squirrel. Among the

feathered tribe are the peafowl, partridge, bustard,

quail, snipe, bittern, wild geese and ducks. Kep-
tiles, boa constrictor, cobra di capello, and some
cithers ; scorpions and centipedes infest every
building, and, though causing much suffering,

seldom produce death. The streams abound with
lish.

—

Moradabad, the chief town, is on a ridge

between the Ramgunga and Ganges, 90 m. N.E.
Delhi. P. 57,414. 673 ft. above the sea. It is irre-

L^ar, and has no public buildings of importance,

but is the seat of a thriving trade. W. the town
are cantonments for a native regiment.

Moral de Calateava, a town of Spain, prov.

and 20 m. E.S.E. Ciudad Real. P. 2564.

MoRANNES, a comm. & market town of France,

dep. Maino-et-Loire, cant. Durtal, arr. Baugd, on
the Sarthe, 20 m. N. Angers. P. 2564.

MoRANO, Muranum, a town of S. Italy, prov.

Cosenza, 6 m. N.W. Castrovillari. P. (1862) 8275.

It is commanded by a fine Gothic castle, and has

manufs. of silk, cotton, and woollen fabrics.—II.

a market town of N. Italy, prov. Alessandria, circ.

Casale, IJ m. W. Balzola, on the Po. P. 2390.

MoKANT, a river of Jamaica, co. Surrey, enters

Morant Bay (Caribbean Sea) 22 m. E.S.E. King-
ston. At its mouth is the vill. Morant Town.

—

Morant Point is the E. extremity of the island,

in lat. 17° 66' N., Ion. 76° 11' W., and on which a

cast-iron lighthouse has been erected.—12 m.
W.S.W. is the inlet Port Morant.
MoRAR, a lake of Scotland, in W. of co. Inver-

ness, IJ m. S. Loch Nevis. Length lOJr miles.

Moras, a comm. and market town of Prance,
dep. DrSme, 25 m. N. Valence. P. 4018.

MoRAT (Lake of), (Germ. Murten See), a lake
of Switzerland, cants. Fribourg and Vaud, 2 m.
S.E. the Lake of Neuchatel, and connected with
it by the river Broye, which traverses the Lake
of Morat. Length 7 m, breadth 2 m. Banks
low, fertile, aud agreeable. On its E. and S. sides

are the towns Morat and Avenches. P. 2266.

MoRAT (Germ. Murten), a town of Switzerland,
cant, and 9 m. N. Fribourg, on the S.E. bank of
the Lake of Morat, 15 m. W. Berne. P. 2266. It

has a Protestant college, and some Roman anti-
quities, whence it is supposed to have been a
suburb of the ancient Aventicum. Immediately
S.W. of it, the Swiss totally defeated the invad-
ing army of Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy,
r2d June 1476.

MoRATA, a town of Spain, prov. and 20 m. S.E.
Madrid, on the Tajuna. P. 2500.
MoRATALLA, a town of Spain, prov. and 45 m.

li.N.W. Murcia, on an affl. of the Segura. P.
im.
MoRAVA or March {Marus), the principal river

jf Servia, through the centre of which it flows,
joining the Danube 6 m. N.E. Semendria. It is

ormed by the junction of the E. and W. Morava,
i3 m. W. Nissa, whence the resulting stream has
I N. direction, and a course of 180 miles.
Moravia (Germ. Mdhren), a crown-land of the

Vustrian empire, which, with Austrian Silesia,

brming circs, incorporated with it in 1783, lies

nostly between lat. 48° 41' and 60° 12' N., Ion.
15° 10' and 19° E., having E. Galicia and Hun-
,'ary, S. Austria, W. Bohemia, and N. Prussian
Mlesia. Area 8584 sq. m. P. (1857) 1,867,094.
i-ap. Brlinn. Moravia forms an elevated pla-
eau, inclined towards the S., and almost sur-
ounded by mountains, having S. and E. the
"arpathians, N. and W. the Moravian moun-
aius, and N.E. the Sudetic mountains; it be-

longs almost entirely to the basin of the Danube,
to which most of its waters are conveyed by
the river March or Morava, except in the E.,

where the Oder and some of its branches rise.

Soil veiy fertile. Climate milder than in most
countries in the same latitude. Sufficient com is

produced for home consumpt. Products, flax,

hops, and fruits. Vineyards were formerly so

numerous, that in 1803 the government prohibited
the appropriation of more land for the vine.

Grazing lands are extensive ; cattle and sheep
breeding, and cheese-making from sheep's milk,

are largely carried on. Horses are reared for ex-
port in the plain of Hanna. Principal mineral
products are iron, coal, pipeclay, saltpetre,

topazes, and garnets ; the gold and silver mines
were mostly abandoned in the 15th and 16th cen-
turies. Linen and thread are made on a large
scale, and are much in repute; other manufs.
are cloths, flannels, and leather goods, silks,

leather, paper, potash, glass, aud beet-root sugar.
Trade is facilitated by means of railways to

Vienna, etc. P. about two-thirds Slavonian, and
one-third German, among whom are many Jews.
Since 1849, when it was separated from Bohemia,
it has been divided into the 2 circles of Briinn
with 12, and Olmiitz with 13 districts. There is

a university at Olmutz, 1 Protestant and 12 Catho-
lic gymnasia, and parish schools in the rural dis-

tricts. There are about 50,000 Protestants and
40,000 Jews, the rest being Roman Catholics. In
the 9th century, Moravia was the centre of a
powerful kingdom, comprising also Bohemia,
Silesia, and parts of N. Germany and Hungary.
In 1805 it was the great theatre of war between
the French and Austro-Russian armies.

Moravia, a township, U. S., North America.
New York, 158 m. W. Albany.
Moray, Murrayshire or Elginshire, a north-

ern CO. of Scotland, bounded on the N. by the
Moray Firth, E. and S.E. by Banffshire, and for

25 m. by the river Spey, S. and W. by Inverness
and Nairn shires. Ac. 340,000, of which 160,000
ac. are cultivated. P. (1861) 42,695. Shape very
irregular, and indented by a portion of Inverness-
shire. The CO. consists of a level alluvial and
fertile district on the borders of the Firth, and a
mountainous district to the S. and S.W. Pri-
mary granitic rocks prevail in this latter region,

and old red sandstone, Umestone, and traces of

oolitic strata form the basis of the low country, a
deep alluvial clay prevailing along the valley of

the Firth, and a gravel and conglomerate form-
ing the sub-soil of the interior. Principal rivers,

Spey, Findhorn, and Lossie. Loch-in-dorbh, Loch
Spynie, and Loch-na-bo are the chief collections

of water. Soil varies from deep loam to light

sandy, and is highly cultivated. Climate mild,

and comparatively dry (for temperature see
Elgin). All the usual agricultural crops are

raised ; and so fertile is the county, that it for-

merly received the name of the " Garden of Scot-
land." Farms range in extent from 50 to 300
acres. Cattle of excellent breeds are reared. It

manufs. woollens, and has tanneries and distil-

leries, and ship-building at Garmouth. Chief
exports, grain, cattle, and agricultural produce,
salmon, and timber fi'om the ancient forests of
Strathspey and Damaway. Herring fishing is

prosecuted at the vills. of Lossiemouth, Hopeman,
Burghead, and Findhorn, and the annual pro-
duce is 30,000^. a year. The co. contains 2 royal
bors., Elgin (the cap.) and Forres, Fochabers, a
bor. of barony, and the seaports Garmouth, Lossie-
mouth, Burghead, and Findhorn. The first railway
in the co. was that from Elgin to Lossiemouth, 6
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m., opened 1852. Since then it has been intersected

by numerous lines. It is divided into 15 entire

pas., and 5 which are partially in other contigu-
ous COS. The CO. contains numerous antiquities.

It sends, along with Nairnshire, 1 member to H.
of C. The ancient Province ofMoray contained,

besides the modem co., the co. of Nairn, and part
of Inverness and Banffshire. The Moray Firth
is one of the largest iudentations of the North
Sea, the entrance from Burghead to Tarbet Ness
being 16 m. wide. The Firth extends S.W. for

about 24 m. Its W. continuation is the branch
called Inverness Firth and Beauly Basin. Total
length 39 miles.

MoitAzzoNE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Como,
circ. Varese. P. 1373.
MoRBECQUE, a comm. and markettown, France,

dep. Nord, arr. and 2 m. S. Hazebrouck. P. 3733.
MoRBEGXO, a mkt- town of North Italy, prov.

Sondrio, on the Adda, 33 m. N.E. Como. P.
3514. Its neighbourhood is reputed for cheese.
MoRBEYA (Moorish Umm-er-r'bieA'), a river of

N.W. Africa, rises in Mount Atlas, separates the
kingdoms Marocco and Fez, and after a W.N.W.
course of 230 m., enters the Atlantic at Azamor.
MoRBi^R, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Jura, 24 m. E.S.E. Lons-le-Saulnier. P. 1660.

MoRBiHAN, a maritime dep. of France, in the
W^ formed of part of the old prov. Bretagne, cap.

Vannes, having E. the deps. Ille-et-Vilaine and
Loire-Inferieure, S. the Atlantic, S. and W.
Finist^re, and N. C6tes-du-Nord. Area 2625 sq.

miles. P. (1861) 486,504. The coasts on the

Atlantic in the S. are much indented ; the chief

bay is Morbihan, from which the dep. is named.
Near the coast are the islands Groix, Belle-Isle,

Houat, and numerous islets. Climate mUd, but
humidl Surface traversed by ramifications of

the mountains of Arree from N. to S., and watered
by the Vilaine, Oust, Blavet, and Scorff. It is

very fertile in some parts, but nearly one-half is

occupied by vast heaths, intermixed with excel-

lent pasturage. Lint, hemp, inferior wine, cider,

butter, and honey are the principal products.
Horses, cattle, and sheep are reared, as weU as

bees, which yield large returns. Produce of river

and coast fisheries valuable, especially in sar-

dines. Among wild animals are the wolf, fox,

wild boar, deer, and goat. Minerals comprise
iron and lead. The dep. is divided into the arrs.

of Lorient, Ploermel, Pontivy, and Vannes.
MoRBio (Inferiorey, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Tessin, dist. Mendrisio. P. 685.

MoRBORN, a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon,

2i m. N.W. Stilton. Ac. 1174. P. 132.

MoRCHARD-BisHOP, a pa. of EngL, co. Devon,
6 m. N.W. Crediton. Ac. 7088. P. 1658.

MoRCLES (De>t de), one of the summits of the
Alps, in Switzerland, between the cants. Vaud
and Valais. Elevation of the T§te Noire 9757 ft.

MoRcoNE, a town of S. Italy, prov. Benevento,
13 m. S. Campobasso. P. 7081. It has a castle,

and manufactures of linens and cottons.

MoRCOTT, a pa. of England, co. Rutland, 4^ m.
\V. Duddington. Ac. 1343. P. 494.

MoRDANO, a tovra of North Italy, prov. Bologna,
circ. Imola. P. 2414.

MoRDELLES, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, 8 m. W.S.W. Eennes. P. 2560.

MoRDEX, two pas. of England.—I. co. Dorset,
5» m. N.N.E. Wareham. Ac. 6574. P. 939.—
II. (Steeple), a pa., co. Cambridge, 6 m. W.N.W.
Eoyston. Ac 3767. P. 913. [Mordox.]
MoRDiFORD, a pa. of England, co. anu 41 m.

E.S.E. Hereford. Ac. 1478. P. 691.
MoRDixGTOs, a marit pa. of Scotland, co. and

4} m. N.W. Berwick. Ac. 30C9. P. 377, partly
employed in fisheries. The coast is defended by
bold cliffs.

Mordon, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 91 nu
S.S.W. London. Ac. 1422. P. 564.

More, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 2J m. EJT.E.
Bishop's Castle. Ac. 3533. P. 227.

MoREA (Peloponnesus). [Greece.!
MoREBATH, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2 m.

N.N.W. Bampton. Ac. 3449. P. 430.

MoREBATTLE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Roxburgh,
6 m. S.E. Kelso. Ac. 22,518. P. 1031, includes

vill., p. 341.

MoRECAMBE Bay or Lascaster Bat, -an ex-
tensive inlet of the Irish Sea, on the W. coast of

England, co. Lancaster, between the peninsula of

Fumess, with Walney Island on the W., and the
projection of coast terminating near Fleetwood
on the S. & E. Length 16 m., average breadth 10

m. It receives the Kent, Lune, and Wyre rivers.

A broad arm of this bay is fordable at low water.

Morehouse, a co. of U. S., N. America, Louisi-
ana. P. (1860) 3788 free, 6569 slaves.

Moreland, a tnshp., U. S., N. America, Penn-
sylvania, 14 m. N.E. Norristown.—II. a towiH
ship, Missouri, co. Scott.

MoRELEiGH, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 51n.
S.S.W. Totness. Ac. 1487. P. 122.

MoRELiA, a city of Mexico, cap. state Michoa-
can, 125 m. W.N.W. Mexico, in a valley sur-

rounded by high moiintains. It has a fina

cathedral, 5 convents, a well frequented seminary,

and a magnificent aqueduct for the supply of

water. P. 28,000.

MoRELLA. a town of Spain, prov. Castellon,

and 40 m. N.E. Castellon-de-la-Plana. P. 6211.

It stands on a steep slope, commanded by a foi^

tress, and has some interesting Roman antiquities.

MoRENA (Sierra), Spain. [Sierra Mobeha.] ,

Mores, a comm. and vill. of the isL Sardinin,

prov. Sassari, ciic. Ozieri. P. 2338.

Moresby, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,

2^ m. E.N.E. Whitehaven. Ac. 2187. P. 1222.

Moresnet, a comm. and vUl. of Belgium, prov.

and 11 m. E.N.E. Liege. It has zinc mines.

Moresteau, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3 m.

S.E. Winchester. Ac. 1519. P. 112.

MoRESTEL, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

dep. Isfere, 8 m. N. La Tour du Pin. P. 1358.

MoRET, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Mame, on the Loing, near its mouth,

at its jtmction with the Seine, 7 m. W.S.W.
Montereau. P. 1932. It is enclosed by decaye<l

walls, entered by 3 gates, and has a ruined castle.

MoRETOx, several pas. of England.—I. cc.

Dorset, with a station on the London and S.'W

.

Railway, 71 m. E.S.E. Dorchester. Ac. 2311.

P. 283.—IL CO. Essex, 11 m. W. Chelmsfor .

Ac. 1421. P. 497.—in. (Corbet), co. Salop, 4 J

m. S.E. Wem. Ac. 2140. P. 255.—IV. (Maidss

CO. and 1 m. N.E. Buckingham. Ac. 1260. 1'.

543.—V. (North), co. Berks, 3 m. W. Wallinp-

ford. Ac. 1103. P. 352.—VL (Say), co. Sale;),

3 m. W.S.W. Drayton-in-Hales. Ac 4804. 1'.

679.—VII. (South), CO. Berks, 31 m. W.S.W.
Wallingford. Ac 1470. P.371.—Vlll.(ra;ena)
CO. Gloucester, 6i m. W.N.W. Stroud. Ac 9U J

P. 1420.

MoRETON Bay, an inlet of the Pacific Ocea:i

Queensland, Australia, lat 27° 30' S., Ion. 153° E
Length 65 m. It is sheltered seaward by Mor;

ton and Stradbroke islands, the former 25 m. J

length by 5 m. in breadth ; it contains many otb

isls., and receives the Brisbane and Logan rive:

Mobeton-Hampstead, a pa. and market tov

of England, co. Devon, 13 m. W.S.W. Exet.

)

I
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Ac. of pa. 7656. P. 1468. The town is on an
taninence near the verge of Dartmoor; in the

vicinity are several druidical remains.
Morkton-in-the-Marsh, a market town and

I
pa. of England, co. and 26 m. E.N.E. Gloucester.

Ac. 900. P. 1420. The town is on the ancient

I

Roman Foss-way, connected by railway with
Stratford, and has some manufs. of linens.

MoRE'iTA, a market town of North Italj', prov.

Coni, circ. Saluzzo, cap. mand., on the Po, 22 m.
S.S.W. Turin. P. 3274.
MoREUiL, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Somme, cap. cant., 12 m. S.E. Amiens. P. 2476,
who manufacture hosiery and paper.
MoREZ, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Jura, on the Bienne, 25 m. E.S.E. Lons-le-
Saulnier. P. 4762. Manufs. cotton thread.

MoRFASso, a town of North Italy, prov. Pia-
•enza, circ. Fiorenzuola, cap. comm. P. 3414.

MoRFiL or MoRviL, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Pem-
jroke, 6^ m. E.S.E. Fishguard. Ac. 2551. P. 125.

Morgan, numerous cos. of the U. S., North
Vmerica.—I. Virginia, in its N. part. Area 295

1. m. P. 3638 free, 94 slaves.—II. Georgia,
ear its centre. Area 274 sq. m. P. (i860)

.'991 free, 7006 slaves—III. Alabama, in its N.
5art, bordered N. by the river Tennessee. Area
14 sq. m. P. 7629 free, 3706 slaves.—IV. Kon-
ucky, in its E. part. Area 802 sq. m. P. 9067
ree, 170 slaves.—V. Ohio, in its S.E. part, on
iluskingum river. Area 354 sq. m. P. 22,119.

—VI. Indiana, near its centre. Area 453 sq. m.
'. 16,110.—VII. Illinois, near its centre, bounded
V. by the Illinois. P. 22,112.—VIII. Missouri,

u its central part. Area 649 sq. m. P. 7553
ree, 649 slaves.—Also, several townships.—I. in

)liio, CO. Morgan.—II. Ohio, co. Butler.—III.

Tennessee, on Emery river, cap. Montgomery.
MoRGARTEN, a mountain slope of Switzerland,
u the boundary of the cantons Schwytz and
iug, 5 m. N. Schwytz, where, on 15th Nov. 1315,

300 Swiss defeated an army of 15,000 men under
-eopold of Austria, this being the first battle

>ught for Swiss independence. In 1798, the
wiss also defeated a French force here.

MOUGENSTERN Or MORCHENSTERN, a vill. of

ohemia, 26 m. N.E. Jung-Bunzlau. P. 2550.

MoRGES (German Morsee)., a town of Swltzer-
nd, cant. Vaud, on the Lake of Geneva, 7 m.
.". Lausanne. P. 3627.

MoRHAM, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 2 m. S.E.
addington. Ac. 2087. P. 281.

MoRHANGE, a comm. and town of France, dep.
oselle, arr. and 24 m. S.W. Sarreguemines.

. 1260.

MoRiAH, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
311, New York, 94 m. N. Albany.
MoRiCE-TowN, a hamlet of England, co. Devon,
I. Stoke-Damerel, a N. suburb of Devonport.
MoriKEN, a vill. of S-vvitzerland, cant. Aargau,
St. Lenzbourg. P. 907.
MoRiN or MoHRiN, a fortified town of Prassia,
ov. Brandenburg, gov. Frankfurt, circ. Konigs-
rg. P. 1280.

MoRiNGEN, a walled town of Hanover, landr.
d 35 m. S.S.W. Hildesheim, cap. dist. P. 1565.
?ar it is the vill. Moringen Obemdorf.
MoRiN Grand, a river of France, dep. Marne,
ters the Maine on left. Morin Petit, an afli. of

« Marae, in same department.
MoRiTz (St), a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Gri-

,08, in the Upper Engadine, 28 m. S.E. Chur.
has celebrated mineral baths.
MoRLA.is, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Pyr^ndes, 6 m. N.E. Pau. P. 1681.
MoRLACCA (Germ. Vellebith'), a dist. of Austrian

Croatia, consisting of the mountainous coast-line,

comprising the towns Carlopago and Zeng. The
Strait o/Aforlacca, 3 m. in breadth, separates the
Illyrian and Dalmatian islands, Veglia, Arbe, and
Pago, from the mainland.
MoRLAix, a comm. and seaport town of France,

dep. Fmist6re, 34 m. E.N.E. Brest. P. (1861)
14,008. It stands at the foot of two hDls, and at
the junction of 2 small rivers, forming an estuary
and commodious harbour for vessels of 400 tons,
and has a fortified castle and a large town-hall.
MoRLAND, a pa. of England, co.Westmoreland,

6 m. W.N.W. Appleby. Ac. 15,260. P. 1927.
MoRLEY, several pas. of England.—I. co. and

41 m. N.N.E. Derby. Ac. 3513. P. 961.—IL
(St BotolpK), CO. Norfolk, 3 m. W.S.W. Wymond-
ham. P. 278.—III. {St Peters), same co., 3jr m,
S.W. Wymondham. United ac. of this and St
Botolph 1834. P. 147.—IV. a chapehy, co.
York, W. Riding, pa. Batley, with a station on
the Leeds and Manchester Railway, 4 m. S.S.W.
Leeds. P. 6840.

MoRMANNO, a town of South Italy, prov. Co-
seuza, 13 m. N.W. Castrovillari. P. 5619. It has
a public library, and various manufs.
MoRMOiEON, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Vaucluse, cap. cant., on the Auzon,
7 m. E. Carpentras. P. 2511.
Mormon City. [Salt Lake (Great).]
MoENANT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Rhone, cap. cant., 12 m. S.W. Lyon. P. 2562.
Morne-A-l'Eau (Le), a comm. and vill. of Gua-

deloupe, W. Indies, arr. la Pointe k Pitre. P. 3023.
MoRNico, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Ber-

gamo, circ. Treviglio. P. 1468.
MoRNiNGSiDE, a vill., Scotl., CO. & forming the

S.W. suburb of the city of Edinburgh, a quoad
sacra pa. of St Cuthbert's. It is much resorted to
for its salubrious air. Here is the city and co.
lunatic asylum, and St Margaret's convent.—II.

a vill., CO. Lanark, pa. Cembusnethan. P. 780.
Morning-Thorpe, a pa. of England, co. Nor-

folk, 7 m. W.N.W. Bungay. Ac. 1001. P. 140.
MoRNiNGTON, a hamlet of Ireland, co. Meath,

on the Boyne, 2i m. E.N.E. Drogheda. P. 401.
Mornington Island, the most N. and largest

of the Wellesley islands. Gulf of Carpentaria, N.
Australia, in lat. 16° 24' S., Ion. 139° 37' E.,

mountainous and unexplored.

—

Port Mornington
is an inlet of the Red Sea, in Nubia, lat. 18° 11' N.
Morocco, empire and city, Africa. [Marocco.j
Moron de la Fronter,v a town of Spain,

prov. and 28 m. S.E. Sevilla, on the Guadeira.
P. 10,743, partly engaged in the culture and pre-
paration of olive oU.

Morostica, a town of Northern Italy, prov.
and 15 m. N.E. Vicenza, cap. dist. and comm. P.
3421. It is enclosed by walls, and has manufs.
of straw hats and sUk-twist.

MoROVSK, a market town of Russia, gov. and
36 m. S.W. Tchemigov, on the Desna. P. 2500.
MoROZZO, a market town of North Italy, prov,

and 8 m. E.N.E. Coni, cap. mand. P. 1709.
Morpeth, a town of New South Wales, co.

Northumberland, at the head of navigation of the
Hunter river. It enjoys considerable trade, 3 m.
N.E. from Maitland. P. (1861) 1175.
Morpeth, a pari, and munic. bor., town and

pa. of England, co. Northumberland, on the
Wansbeck, with a sta. on the York and Berwick
Bail., 15 m. N. Newcastle. Alt. 88 feet. Ac. of pa.
8177. P. 5612 ; do. pari. bor. (1851) 10,012 ; do.

(1861) 13,794. It is surrounded by hills, and has
a town-hall, a co. grammar school, and a large
cattle market. Manufs. flannels ; & has breweries,
tanneries, and iron foundries. It sends 1 mem-
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ber to H. of C. Reg. elect. (18C4) 446. The
town was burnt down by its inhabitants in 1215,
that it might not fiimish quarters to King John.
MoRRA, two towns of Italy.—I. prov. Cuneo,

7 m. S.W. Alba, cap. mand., on the Tanaro. P.
3175.—II. South Italy, prov. Avellino, 3 m.
E.N.E. St Angelo-di-Lombardi. P. 2771.

HoRRis, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in
N. of New Jersey. Area 406 sq. m. P. (1860)
34,677.—II. a township of New Jersey, 26 m. W.
New York.—III. a township, Pennsylvania, co.

Washington. Morrisania is a recently built vill.

on New Haven Eail^ co. and 10 m. N. New York.
MoRRiSTOWN, several townships, etc., of the

U. S., N. America.—I. New York, 167 m. N.N.W.
Albany. P. (1860) 9245.—II. a vilL, New Jei-sey,

63 m. N.E. Trenton. It has a coui-t-house, gaol,

academy, banks, and several churches. A railway
connects it with the Philadelphia and New York
Railway.—III. Vermont, 28 m. W. Montpelier.
MoRROJfE, a town of South Italy, prov. Campo-

basso, 8 m. S.W. Larino. P. 3676.
Morrow, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in N.

of Ohio. Area 397 sq. m. P. (1860) 20,445.
Mors, an island of Denmark, Jutland, in the

Liim-fiord, & forming a part of the amt Thisted.
Length 23 m. ; breadth 11 m. P. 6000. Surface
level ; about two-thirds of it is fertile and culti-

vated, the rest marshy. Principal town, Nykiob-
ing on its E. shore.

MoRSBURG or Meersburg, a walled town of

Baden, circ. Rhine, cap. dist., on the Lake, and
6 m. E.N.E. Constance. P. 1500.
Morsch, a vill. of Baden, circ Middle Rhine,

N.W. Ettlingen. P. 1250.—Alt Gorschm is a vill.

of Hessen-Cassel, 6 m. S.E. Melsungen.
MoRSCHWTfL, a town of Switzerland, cant. St

Gall, dist Rorschach. P. 1377.

MoRSHANSK, a town of Russia, gov. and 56
m. N. Tambov, cap. circ. P. (1863) 15,776. It

has flour mills, soap works, and a large export
trade in corn and cattle.

MoRSTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6 m.
E. Wells. Ac. 3825. P. 153.

MoRTAGXE suR HuiXE. a town of France, dep.

Ome, cap. cant., 21 m. E. Alen9on. P. 4887. It has
a Gothic church with a lofty tower. Manufs. linen

cloths for the colonies, packing cloths, calicoes,

porcelain, and leather.—11. a cumm. & town, dep.

Manche, cap. arr., 45 m. S.W. St Lo. P. 2490.

It has manufs. of linens.—III. a comm. and town,
dep. Nord, arr. Valenciennes. P. 1104.—IV. (sur

Gironde), dep. Charente-Infdrieure, arr. Saintes.

P. 1661.—^V. (sur Sevre\ a comm. and town, dep.

Vendue, arr. Napoleon-Vendue. P. 2224. With
mineral springs.

MoRTARA, a town of North Italy, prov. Pavia,

cap. circ Lomellina, on the Arbogna, 25 m.
N.N.E. Alessandria. P. 6926. It has an electoral

college, barracks, and a theatre ; but is nearly de-
serted on accountof the miasmafrom its rice fields.

MoRTEAa, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Doubs, cap. cant, 16 m. N.E. PortarUer.

P. 1946, engaged in linen and cotton weaving.
MoRTEFOXTAixE, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Oise, arr. Senlis. In its fine ch&teau the
treaty of peace between France and the United
Statos of America was signed in 1800. P. 297.

MoRTESO, a small island of Dalmatia, circ. and
26 m. S.E. Zara, in the Adriatic, immediately off

the mainland. It has a village, and some trade
in olives, wine, and rush fabrics.

MoRTHOE, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4^ m.
W S.W. llfracombe. Ac. 2621. P. 347.

MoRTiER, a small island of the Moluccas, Malay-
sia, S. of Tidor, fertile and well cultivated.

MOS \
Mortimer's Cross, a township of England, cc.

Hereford, j)a. Amestry, 5J m. N.W. Leominster,
A pillar commemorates the victory of 1461.
MoRTizzA, a town of N. Italy, prov. and circ.

Piaceiiza, on the Po, cap. comm. P. 2632.
MoRTLACH, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 29 m.

W.S.W. Banff. Ac. about 35,000. P. 3093. It

has an anc pa. church, erected in the 11th cen-
tury as a cathedral ; but the see was afterwards
removed to Aberdeen ; also fine remains of Auch-
indune and Balveny castles. Near it Malcolm
IL defeated the Danes in the year 1010.

MoRTLAKE, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, on
the Thamesj 8 m. W.S.W. London. Ac 1168.

P. 3778. It has an endowed school, and alms-
houses. In the parish is a station on the Lon-
don and Richmond Railway.
MoRTLOCK IsLAUDS, a group of small island.s

in the Pacific Ocean, N. of the Solomon Isles, lat.

4° 65' S^ Ion. 156° 10' E.
Morton, numerous pas. of England.—I. co.

Derby, 3 m. N. Alfreton. Ac 2800. P. 911.—
II. CO. Lincoln, 2i m. N. Bourne. Ac. 9352.

P. 1829.—III. (Baffott), co. Warwick, 2J a
W.S.W. Henley-m-Arden. Ac 1160. P. 139.

—IV. (pn-the-Hill), co. Norfolk, 8 m. N.W, Nor-
wich. Ac. 977. P. 149.—V. {Jeffries), co. Here-

ford, 5 m. S.W. Bromyard. Ac. 703. P. 41—
VI. (Morrelt), co. Warwick, 34 m. N.W. King-
ston. Ac 636. P. 266.—VII. (Pinkney), co.

Northampton, 8 m. W.N.W. Towcester. Ac.
2422. P. 665.—VIII. a hamlet, co. Lincoln, pa.

and 13 m. W.N.W. Gainsborough. P. 623.-
IX. (Easty, a township, co. and 6 m. N.N.E.
Dui-ham, pa. Dalton-le-Dale. Ac 1466. P. 21W.
—^X. (East and Wesf), a township, co. York, W.
Riding, pa. Bingley. P. 2113,

MoKTox, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 15 n.

N.N.W. Dumfries. Ac 8126. P. 2253.

Morton, a vill., Canada West, co. Leeds, tnshj).

S. Crosby, on the Rideau Canal, 26 m. from King-
ston. It has an extensive flour & lumber busines'>.

MoRTREE, a comm. and mkt town of Franc..-,

dep. Ome, 14 m. N. Alen^on. P. 1590.

MoRTT Isle, Malay Archipelago, is off tl e

N.E. extremity of Gilolo, lat 2° N., Ion. 12.^

30' E. Length 60 m. ; average breadth 15 m.

Chief product, sago.—The Strait of Morty, bei I

tween it and GUolo, is 30 m. across. I

Morchbidgee, river. [MurrumbidoeeJ Ij

MoRUYA, a seaport of New S. Wales, co. Oilm
pier, at the mouth of Moruya riv. Lat. 35* 56' 3

P. 256. In 1862, 266 tons of silver ore were raised

MoRVAH, a pa, of England, co. Cornwall, 6 id

W.N.W. Penzance. Ac 2060. P. 380.

Mortal, a pa of England, co. Cornwall, 2 id

N.E. Looe. Ac 3562. P. 765.
_ ,

MoRVAN, an old division of France, in tii]

Nivemais, now partitioned among the de|« f

Nifevre, Cote-d'Or, and Saone-et-Loire. ThfJ

mountains of Morvan are partly wooded.
MoR\TEN or Mor\'Ern, a pa. of Scotland, forn I

ing a peninsula on the coast of co. Argyll Ix

tween Lochs Suinart and Linnhe. Ac 65,000 (?

almost entirely mountainous, yielding good pn

ture, and abounding with game. P. (1861) 123

—n. a mountain of Scotland, co. Caithness p

Latheron, 3000 feet above the sea.—IIL a mow
tain, CO. Aberdeen, pa. Logie-Coldstone, 2700 fe

above the sea.

MoRviLL, a pa, of England, co. Salop, 3

1

Bridgenorth. Ac 6166. P. 607.

MoRVTLLAR, a comm. and vill. of France, dc

H. Rhin, aiT. and 7 m. S.K Belfort P. 601.

MoSALSK, a town of Russia, gov. and 48 m. '

Kalougo, on the Mojaika. P. 1200.
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MosBACH, several small towns of Germany.

—

1. Baden, circ. Lower Ehine, cap. dist., on the

Elz, 32 m. E.S.E. Mannheim. P. 2680. It is en-

(•losed by walls ; and has manufs. of porcelain

and paper.—II. duchy Nassau, on the Ehine, 2

m. S. Wiesbaden. P. 2000.

MosBOROUGH, a township of Engl., co. Derby,
pa. Eckington, 7 m. N.N.E. Chesterfield. P. 1044.

MosBUKG, a town of Upper Bavaria, on the

Isar, 29 m. N.E. Munich. P. 1739.

McscHENiTZA, a maritime vill. of Istria, on the

Gulf of Quarnero, 12 m. S.W. Fiume. P. 3000.

MoscHiANO, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 11

m. N.E. T^ramo. P. of comm. 6302.

MoscHiN, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. and
S. Posen, circ. Schrimm. P. 1112.

MosciSKA, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

circ. and 16 m. E. Przemysl. P. 2900.

Moscow, a gov. of Central Bussia, mostly be-

tween lat 54° 50' and 66° 40' N., Ion. 34° 50' and
38° 50' E., enclosed by the govs. Tver, Vladimir,

Iliazan, Tula, Kaluga, and Smolensk. Area
12,793 sq. m. P. (1858) 1,599,808. Surface an
extended plain with few undulations

;
principal

livers, the Kliasma, Protwa, and Moskva, aflls.

of the Volga and the Oka. Soil infertile. Cattle

iiiid horse breeding are actively carried on.

Manufs. extensive and very varied, embracing
woollen, cotton, & silken fabrics, carpets, gold and
>ilver wares, paper, pins, glass beads, etc. Next
to Moscow the principal towns are Kolomna and
Dmitrov ; and it contains the vill. of Borodino.
Moscow (Euss. Moskwa), a city of Europe,

former cap. of Eussia, near its centre, and now
jap. of the gov. Moscow, on the Moskwa, and on
railway to St Petersburg and Nijni-Novgorod,
390 m. S.E. St Petersburg, in lat. (Ivan Veliki)
55° 45' 21" N., Ion. 37° 37' 64" E. Pop. (1863)
351,627, of whom nine-tenths belong to the
national Greek Church. Moscow was lighted
with gas in 1866. Alt. 480 feet Mean temp, of

year 40°, winter 15°, summer 64°, Fahr. It covers
I large circular area, and consists of the Kreml
or Kremlin), a walled town or citadel, sur-
•ounded by other quarters, enclosed by walls,

leyond which are several suburbs. Since 1812
lie city has been rebuilt, but is still mostly of

vood. The principal edifices within the Kreml
-re the ancient palace where the Czars were
I'owned and buried, an arsenal, and a senate-
louse, a magnificent structure. Within the same
rea is the new palace, completed in 1850,
'rnamented with the finest statuary and sculp-
ure ; the cathedral of St Vassili ; the orphan
lospital, bazaar, and exchanges ; the church of
lio Annunciation, in which the sovereigns of
lussia are re-crowned ; and the cliurch of Ivan
''eliki, with an elegant dome, 269 feet high. The
:reat bell of Moscow, the largest ever founded,
1 feet high, 20 feet in diameter, and weighing
98 tons 2 cwt. 1 lb., long buried under the soil,

vas raised and placed on a pedestal in 1836.
foscow is supplied with water by means of an
queduct 9 miles in length ; is the residence of
lie wealthiest and most ancient noble families,
lie seat of a section of the senate, of a military
ovemor-general, and of a regency or council
f administration. Its arsenal, surrounded by
bout 1200 pieces of artillery, taken from the
ranch, and containing arms for 1000 infantry
nd 1000 cavalry, and an immense hall for exer-
(ising the troops in wet weather. The univer-
ity, founded in 1755, has an average attendance
f 1800 students, and a library of 90,000 vols.

;

n observatory, museums of natural history, bo-
inic garden, and numerous scientific and lite-

rary institutions. Its manufs. comprise cottons,

woollens, and silks, in which steam machinerj' is

employed. It has also manufs. of carpets, jewel-
lery, and trinkets. It had (in 1861) 1344 indus-
trial establishments, employing in all 106,000
workmen. From its central situation, and its

communication by water with all the principal

cities and ports of the empire, its trade is im-
mense ; besides the great lines of railway to St
Petersburg and Nijni-Novgorod, already in ope-
ration, another is now (1864) in progress to Se-
vastopol. Moscow, founded in the middle of the
12th century, was sacked by the Moguls in 1233
and 1293. From the middle of the 14th century,
it was considered the cap. of Eussia. It was
taken by the Poles in 1611. In 1703 Peter the
Great transferred his residence to St Petersburg

;

but Moscow was still regarded by the Eussians
as the cap. of their empire. It was occupied by
the French in 1812; but, after the battle of
Borodino, the Eussian general set it on fire, and
thus compelled the French to commence their

disastrous retreat.

MosE, an island of the Asiatic Archipelago, N.
of Timor-laut, lat. 6° 20' S., Ion. 131° 30' E., and
20 miles in circuit.

MoSEiRAH, an island off the S.E. coast of

Arabia, Muscat dom., lat. 20° 30' N., Ion. 68° 30'

E. Length 38^ m. ; breadth 15 m. Surface rises

to 600 feet above the sea, and its coasts are much
broken. It is partially cultivated, and populous.
MosELET, a vill. and ecclesiastical dist. of Eng-

land, CO. Worcester, 2 m. S. Birmingham. P. 2591.

Moselle (Germ. Mosel ; anc. Mosellay, a river

of N. Europe, rises in the S.E. of the dep. Vosges
(France), flows N. through deps. of Meurthe and
Moselle, passing Eemiremont, Epinal, Toul, Frou-
ard, Pont-a-Mousson, Metz, and Thionville, in

France ; separates the duchy of Luxembourg
from Ehenish Prussia, waters the duchy of Lux-
embourg, and passes from Treves to Coblenz, in

Ehenish Prussia, where it joins the Ehine on the
left. It is navigable from its confluence with the
Meurthe near Frouard. Chief aflls. in France,
the Meurthe and Seille on the right, and, in the
Prussian States, the Sarr on the right, and the
Sauer, Kyll. and tJs, on the left Total course,
tortuously N.N.E. 300 miles.

Moselle, a frontier dep. of France, in the
N.E., formed of parts of the old provs. Lorraine
and French Luxembourg, between the deps.

Lower Ehine, Meurthe, and Meuse, bounded N.
by Belgium, Ehenish Prussia, and Bavaria. Area
2073 sq. m. P. (1861) 446,457. Surface partly
covered with conti'eforts of the Ardennes and
Vosges mountains. Chief rivers, the Moselle and
Sarre. Climate mild in the valley of the Moselle,

but cold in the mountain districts. It has mines
of iron, coal, and excellent lime, and several salt

springs. Forests cover a great part of the sur-

face, and yield excellent building timber. Chief
industry, mining, and manufs. of paper, cloth,

and iron and steel goods. The dep. is divided
into the arrs. Bri^y, Metz, SaiTeguemines, and
Thionville ; cap. Metz.
MosHAiSK, a town of Eussia. [Mojaisk.]
MosKEX^iESOE, the S.most of the Loffoden isls.,

Norway, lat 67° 60' N., Ion. 12° 5' E. Length
16m.; breadth 8 m. ; and immediately S. of which
is the current called the Maelstrom. [Lofoden.]
MosKONSi, an isl. of Asia Minor, Anatolia, in

the Gulf of Adramyti, 10 m. N.E. Mitylene.
Length N. to S., 4| m. It is mntnous., connected
by sands with the mainland, and has on its S, side

the vill. Mosko, with trade in fruit and cotton.

Moskva, a river of Eussia, traverses the gov.
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Moscow, from W. to E., past Moscow, Mojaisk,

Borodino, Bronnitzi, aud joins the Oka at Ko-
lomna. Total course- 200 miles. The battle of

J^orodino, called by the French the battle of

Moskva, was fought on the Kologa, an affl. of the

Moskva, 7th Sept. 1812. [Boroddjo.]
MosLEY, a chapelry of England, co. Worcester,

•with a station on the Bristol and Birmingham
Eailway, 3 m. S. Birmingham.—II. (or Mo8sley\
a chapelry, co.Lancaster, with a station on Leeds &
Manchester Rail., 2 m. from Staleybridge. P. 779.

MosQuiTiA, or the Mosquito Coast, a maritime
tract of Central America, prior to 1859 a pro-

tectorate of Great Britain, now forming the E.

portion of the state of Nicaragua, having N. and
E. the Caribbean Sea, and S. the river San Juan,
which partly separates it from Costa Rica. Lat.
10° 45' to 16° N. ; Ion. 83' 15' to 86° W. But its

limits are quite undefined, and the interior is al-

most wholly unknown. It is inhabited by the

Mosquito Indians and numerous other aboriginal

tribes. Chief town, Blewfields. By the conven-
tion of London, 1856, the river Segovia, which
enters the Caribbean Sea near Cape Gracias a
Dios, was fixed as the boundary with Honduras.
Products, cacao, cotton, sugar, indigo, vanilla,

and logwood. Mahogany, which grows luxuri-

antly in the warm damp climate of the shore,

forms the principal export. During 1846, a
considerable immigration of Germans took place

at the Blewfields river. Early in 1848, the

Nicaraguans attacked the Mosquito subjects at

San Juan, but were defeated by a British force,

and retired from the territory. In 1850, the
Olayton-Bulwer treaty bound Britain and the
United States not to occupy or colonize any por-

tion of the territory ; and by treaty of Jan. 1860,

it was made over to the state of Nicaragua,
Moss, a seaport town of Norway, stift Aggers-

linus, amt Smaalehnen, on Christiania fiord, 32
m. S. Christiania. P. 3132. Has iron mines.
MossAMEDES, a Portuguese colony in S. Africa,

with a town and fine harbour, 170 m. S. Benguela,
in a healthy climate. It has several forts.

MossEL Bay. [Cape Colony.]
MossET, a comm. and town of France, dep. E.

Pyr^n^es, 5 m. N.N.W. Prades, P. 1214.

MossingEX, a market town of Wurtemberg,
circ. Black Forest, on the Steinbach, 8 m. S.W.
Ecutlingen. P. 2744.

MossKiKCH, a town of Baden, circ Lake, cap.

dist., 24 m. N. Constance. P. 1720. Here the
French defeated the Austrians, 5th May 1800.

MossKiRCH, a market town of Austria, Styria,

circ. and 10 m. S.W. Gratz.

MosssANG, a town of Switzerland, cant. St
Gall, dist Vieux Toggenburg. P. 3077.

Mosso-Saxta-Maeia, a comm. and vilL of N.
Italy, prov. Novara, 18 m. N.E. Biella. P. 1477.

MOSTA6ANE3I, a town of Algeria, prov. and 55
m. E.N.E. Oran, with a port in the Mediterranean.
P. 11,959, of whom 6372 are Em-opeans.
MosTAR, a walled city of European Turkey,

and the chief town of Herzegovina, on the Na^-

renta, in laL 43° 24' N., Ion. 17° 58' E. P. 11,959,
of whom 5372 are Europeans, comprising Turks,
Greeks, Roman Catholics, and gipsies. Mostar
is celebrated for its old Roman bridge, a single
arch of 95 feet span. The houses are mostly of

stone, roofed with slabs. Chief exports, hides,
wool, fruit, wax, tallow, and cattle.

MosTERTON, a pa, of England, co. Dorset, 4 m.
N.N.W. Beaminster. Ac. 1100. P. 346.
MosTON, a tnshp. of England, co. Lancaster,

pa. and 4 m. N.N.E. Manchester. P. 904.
MosTTN, a tnshp. of North Wales, co. Flint,

pa. Whitford, at the mouth of the Dee, 4J m.
N.W. Holywell, with a station on the Chester
and Holyhead Eiailway. P. 1905. Steamers ply
hence to Liverpool.

Mosul, a pash. of Asiatic Turkey, comprising
most part of Turkish Kurdistan, between lat. 35°

30' and 38° N., and from Ion. 42° E.ward to the
border of Persia, having on other sides the pashs.
Van, Diarbekir, and Bagdad. Surface mntnous.,
especially in the N. and E. Principal rivers, the
Tigris, and its affls. the Great and Little Zab,
and the Khabur. Besides Mosul, the cap., it

comprises the town Arbil (Arbda), and the
ruined Al-Hadhr.

—

Mosul, the cap. pash., is 216
m. N.N.W. Bagdad, on thB rt. b. of the Tigris,

here 300 feet in width, and crossed by a bridge
of boats, opposite the ruins of Nineveh. Pop.
estimated from 20,000 to 40,000, of whom oue-
fourth are Christians, 1500 Jews, and the rest

Mohammedans. It is enclosed by walls, and has
a castle on an artificial island in the river.

Streets narrow and irregular ; houses of stone or
plastered brick. It has many moEques, khans,
coffee-houses, baths and bazaars, 9 or 10 Greek
churches, a Dominican convent, Turkish college,

and barracks. From its manufs. of cotton cloths

the word muslin is derived, but these are now
supplanted in its bazaars by European goods.

It exports gall nuts and copper to Bagdad, in

return for Indian goods, which are forwarded
hence to Diarbekir, Orfah, Tokat, and Kurdis-
tan ; and its merchants trade between Aleppo
and Turkish Armenia. It is the seat of a

Jacobite patriarch, and was formerly the metro-

polis of the Mesopotamian Christians. In this

neighbourhood, on the E. b. of the river, Mr
Layard has discovered many interesting remains
of ancient Nineveh.

M0SULI.A, a town of Persia, Drov. Ghilan, 35

m. W. Eesht. P. 2000.

MosuR, a town of Russian Poland. I MoziE.]
MoszYN, a small town of Prussian Poland, gov.

and 12 m. S.S.W. Posen, on the Warta. P. 925.

MoTA DEL Cuervo, a modem town of Spain,

prov. and 48 m. S.S.W. Cuenca, on the rood

from Madrid to Valencia. P. 3712.

MoTALA, a market town of Sweden, ten and
23 m. W.N.W. Linkoping, at the influx of the

Motala river into Lake Wetter. P. 2000. It has

ship-building, and manufactures of cutlery.

MoTCX)MB, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 2 m.

N.N.W. Shaftesbury. Ac. 4780. P. 1535.

MoTHE (La\ several comms. & vills. of Frana
—I. (Fenelon), dep. Lot, .aiT. Gourdon. It is

named from the family of the Archbishop cf

Cambrai, but Fenelon was bom at the chateau

Fenelon, dep. Dordogne, cant Carlui. P. 692.-

II. {Montravd), dep. and on the Dordogne, 21 m.

W. Bergerac. P. 927.—III. iSt Bertme), ifn
Deux-Sevres, cap. cant, on the Sevre-Niorliiw
17 m. E.N.E. Niort. P. 2528.

MoTHEL, a pa, of Ireland, Munster, co. Water
ford, 2\ m. S. Carrickbeg. Ac 20,740. P. 2605

MoTUERBANK, off the S. coast of England, co

Hants, is a shoal between the mainland and th(

Isle of Wight, forming the N.W. boundary of tli

roadstead of Spithead.
Motherwell, a town of Scotland, co. Lanark

pa. Dalziel, with a station on the Caledoniw

Railway, 7 m. N.W. Cariuke. P. 2925. It take

its name from a vill. anciently dedicated to th

Virgin.
Motiers-Tr,\viers, a vill. of Switzerland, can

and 16 m. W.S.W. Neuchatel, inhabited by wat

and lace makers, and where Rousseau read]

when he wrote his Lettres de la Montagne. P. 117*
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MoTiLLA DEL Palancan, a town of Spain, prov.

and 39 m. S.S.E. Cuenca. P. 2890.

MoTOLA, a walled town of South Italy, prov.

I.occe, 16 m. N.W. Taranto. P. 6040.

MoTRico, a town of Spain, prov. Guipuzcoa,
near the Mediterranean, 20 m. N.E. Bilbao. P. 2590.

MoTEiL, a town of Spain, prov. and 35 m.
S.S.E. Granada. P. 12,850. Sugar, cotton, silk,

;ind fruits are cultivated in its vicinity, and fish-

ing is carried on.

MoTSKi, a market town of Eussia, gov. and
167 m. -S.S.W. Voroniej. P. 1800.

MoTTA, several towns of Italy.—I. (del FHult),
Northern Italy, Venetia, 20 m. N.E. Treviso, on

,
the Livenza. P. 6000. Manufs. hats and linen,

and it has large trade in corn.—II. {Santa Lucia),

prov. Catanzaro, 9. m. N.N.W. Nicastro. P.
1702.—III. South Italj', prov. and circ. Eeggio.
P. 3454.—IV. (Sant Anastasia), isl. Sicily, prov. &
circ. Catania. P. 3306.—V. (Camastra), isl. Sicily,

prov. Messina, circ. Castroreale. P. 1618.—VI.

( Visconti), North Italy, prov. Milan, circ. Abbiate-
grasso, on the Ticino. P. 2434.
MoTTAFERNO, a town of the island Sicily, prov.

Messina, 4 m. N.W. Mistretta. P. 2124.
MoTTE (La), numerous comms. & mkt. towns

of France.—I. dep. Cotes-du-Nord, 5 m. N. Lou-
ddac. P. 3160.—II. (St Jean), dep. Sa6ne-et-
Loire, at the junction of the Loire and Aitoux,
15 m. W.N.W. CharoUes. P. 1672.

Motte-Servollek, a vill., France, dep. Savoie,
div., prov. and 4 m. N.W. Ghambery, cap. mand.
Pop. of coram. 3453.

MoTTiSFONT, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4}
m. N.W. Romsey. Ac. 2270. P. 656.
MoTTiSTON, a pa. of the Isle of Wight, 5 m.

S.E. Yarmouth. Ac. 1070. P. 143.

MorruNG, a small town of Austria, Camiola,
on the Kulpa, 13 m. S.S.E. Neustadtl. P. 1000.
Mottram-in-Longden-Dale, a pa. of Eng-

ilaud, CO. Chester, hundred Macclesfield, on the
jfiheffield Eailway, 10 m. E. Manchester. Ac.
126,260. P. 23,354. The viU. W. the river
Etherton, has extensive factories.

—

Mottram St
Andrew is a township, same co. and hundred, pa.
Prestbury. Ac. 1600. P. 408.
MoTZiKGEN, a vill. of Wurtemberg, circ. Black

t'orest, 5 m. S.W. Herrenberg. P. 1028.
MouAB, a town of Southern Arabia, Yemen, 60

:ii. E.S.E. Sana.
MoucHAMPs, a comm. and market town of

France, on the Little Leay, dep. Vendue, 19 m.
E.N.E. Napoleon-Vendue. P. 2803.
MouDANLA, a large straggling vill., Asia Minor,

inatolia, on the Sea of Marmora, 15 m. N.W.
irusa, and the place of embarkation of travellers
hence to Constantinople, with which city it has
veekly steam communication.
Moi'DON (Germ. Milden^ anc. Minidunuin), a

mall town of Switzerland, cant. Vaud, on the
5roye, 14 m. N.N.E. Lausanne. P. 2329.
MouGHTRKY, a pa. of North Wales, co. Mont-

;omery, 3 m. S.W. Newton. Ac. 5025. P. 626.
MouKDEN, Chin-Yang or Fung-Tien, a city

f Manchuria, cap. prov. Shing-Kiang, on an
minence about 380 m. N.E. Peking. Lat. 41°
6' N. ; Ion. 123° 20' E. It was the first residence
f the Manchu sovereigns before their conquest
f China, and the place where the early emperors
f the reigning dynasty are buried. It is now a
abstantial thriving town, walled, and entered by
,ight gates.

MouLE (Le), a town of the French colony of
le isl. Guadeloupe, Leeward group, with a port
n the N.E. coast of Grande Terre. P. 8047.
Moulin, a pa. of Scotl., co. and 26J m. N.N.W.

Perth. Ac. 65,000. P. 1831. It has ancient re-

mains. [Killiecrankie.]
MouLiN-LiLLE, a comm. and viU. of France,

dep. Nord, air. Lille, of which it may be con-
sidered a suburb. P. 4875.

MouLiNs, a coram, and town of France, cap.

dep. Allier, on the Allier, and on railway, 213 m.
S.E. Paris. P. (1861) 17,581. Principal public

buUdings, the cathedral, never completed, but for

which 1,500,000 francs were granted in 1852 ; a
new town-hall, hospitals, a theatre, museum,
public library of '20,000 vols., picture gallery, pub-
lic baths, and cavalry baiTacks. It is a bishop's

see, the seat of a tribunal of comraerce, and has
chamber of manufs., and societies of rural eco-
nomy, natural history, and fine arts. Manufs.
cutlery, silk, wooUen, and cotton goods, with glass

polishing works ; a trade in corn, wine, raw silk,

timber and live stock. It owes its name to the
great number of water-mills, formerly on the
Allier. Marshal Villars, opponent of Marl-
borough, and the Duke of Berwick, natural son
of James ii., were born here.—II. (en Gilbert), a
comm. and town, dep. Niovre, on the Gaza, 30 m.
E. Nevers. P. 2828. It has manufs. of hats,

earthen ware, and leather.

MouiJUEiN, a town of British India, the seat of

government of the Tenasserim provinces, 30 m.
N. Amherst. It is situated on a peninsula formed
by the Salween, the Gyne, and the Attaran rivers

Lat. 16° 30' N. ; Ion. 97' 42' E. P. (1856) 43,683.

The town is prettilj' situated, is well drained and
healthy, and has many churches, chapels, and
mission houses, barracks, hospitals, and a public

library. Chief exports, teak, rice, and tiraber.

Ship building is extensively carried on, the neigh-
bouring forests yielding vast supplies of fine

teak. V essels of 10 ft. water approach the town.
MouLMEiN, a post town of New South Wales,

CO. Wakool, dist. Murrurabidgee, 62 m. from
Deniliquin. P. 72.

MoULSEY, two pas. of England, co. Surrey.—I.

(East), 3 m. E.N.E. Walton-on-Thames. Ac. 730.

P. 1668.—II. (West), 2J m. E.N.E. Walton-on-
Thames. Ac. 650. P. 459.

MouLSFORD, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 4 m.
S.S.W. Wallingford. Ac. 1429. P. 180.

MouLSOE, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 3 ra. S.E.
Newport-Pagnell. Ac. 1190. P. 234.

MouLTON, several pas. of England.—I. co. Lin-
coln, 3 ra. W.S.W. Holbeach. Ac. 13,786. P.
2143.—II. CO. Norfolk, 12 m. E.S.E. Norwich. Ac.
1018. P. 259.—IlL CO. and 4 m. N.N.E. North-
ampton. Ac. 1680. P. 1840.—IV. co. Suffolk, ^
m. E.N.E. Newmarket. Ac. 3134. P. 618.—V.
(St Michael), co. Norfolk, 8 m. S.S.E. Wymond-
ham. Ac. 1430. P. 235.—VI. a township, co.

York, North Riding, 6 m. N.E. Richmond, with a
station on York and Newcastle Railway. Ac.
2954. P. 244.

MouLTONBOROUGH, a township, U. S., North
America, New Hampshire, on Winnipiseogee
Lake, 40 m. N. Concord.
Moultrie, a county of U. S., North America,

Illinois. P. 6386.

Mount, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 4 m. N.
Cardigan. Ac. 1142. P. 146.

Mount-Caumel, a vill., U. S., North America,
Illinois, 130 m. S.E. Springfield. It has a court-
house and gaol.

MouNTCHARLES, a market town of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. and 4 m. W. Donegal, on the N. side

of Donegal Bay. P. 424.

Mount Desert, an island, U. S., North Ame-
rica, Maine, off the coast, 20 m. E. Penobscot.
Length 15 m. ; breadth 12 m. It is very pictu-
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resque. anc! has good harbours; at its S. extrem.
is a township of same name. P. 3329.

Mount EDQECUMBE,'a mountain of New Zea-
land, N. island, in lat. 38° S-, Ion. 177° E., and
about 10,000 feet above the sea.

MouNTFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3
m. N.N.W. Battle. Ac. 3841. P. 685.

Mount Holly, a township, U. S., North Ame-
rica, Vermont, 56 m. S.S.W. Montpelier.—II. a
vill., New Jersey, 16 m. S. Trenton.

—

Mount Hope
is a township, state and 65 m. N.N.W. New York.—Mount Joy, a township, Pennsylvania, 22 m.
S.E. Harrisburg.
Mount-Leinster, a mountain of Ireland, Lein-

ster, CO. Carlow, 7 m. E.N.E. Borris. Elevation
2610 feet above the sea.

Mount-Mellick, a market town of Ireland,

Leinster, Queen's co., on a branch of the Grand
Canal, 6 m. N.W. Maryborough. P. 3062. It

has cotton and woollen manufactures, iron and
brass works, pyotteries, and a branch bank.
Mount-Mitchell, the loftiest summit of the

Darling Downs, Queensland, lat 28° S., height
4100 feet above the sea.

Mount-Morris, a township, U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 7 m. S.S.E. Genesee.
Mountnessing, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2

m. S. Ingatestone. Ac. 4005. P. 844.

Mount of Olives, a celebrated hill of Pales-
tine, immediately E. Jerusalem. [Jerusalem.I
MouNTON, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, If

m. W.S.W. C!hepstow. Ac. 407. P. 90.

Mount Pleasant, several townships, U. S.,

North America.—I. New York, 125 m. S. Albany.
—II. a township, Pennsylvania, 185 m. W. Har-
risburg.—III. Ohio, 122 m. E.N.E. Columbus.
Mountrath, a market town of Ireland, Leins-

ter, Queen's co., 14 m. E.S.E. Eoscrea. P. 2080.

It has a monastery and nunnery, several schools,

and manufs. of cottons and worsteds.
Mount's Bay, an inlet of the Atlantic, on the

extreme S.W. coast of England, co. Cornwall,
between the two large promontories (Horns of

Cornwall), respectively terminating in the Land's
End and Lizard Point. In it is St Michael Mount.
Mount-Sorbel (properly Mount Soar-Hill}, a

market town of England, co. Leicester, pas.

Eothley and Barrow- on-Soar, on the Soar, on a
branch of Midland Cos. Eailway, 7 m. N. Lei-
cester, on the side of a steep hill of red granite.

Mount Vernon, several townships, U. S., N.
America.—I. Maine, 15 m. N.W. Augusta.—II. a
vill., Ohio, 40 m. N.N.E. Columbus.—Others are
less important. Mount Vernon House, Virginia,
long inhabited by General Washington, is on the
Potomac, 6 m. from Alexandria.
Moura and Mouro, two towns of Portugal,

prov. Alemtejo, both near the Guadiana,—I. 32
m. S.E. Evora, P. 4000.—II. 29 m. S.E. Evora.
P. 2200.

MoURifes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
B.-du -Rhone, 6 m. S.S.E. St E^my. P. 2163.
MouRNE Abbey, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Cork, 5 m. S.S.E. Mallow. Ac. 11,434. P. 2039.
—The Moume Mountains, Ulster, co. Down, ex-
tend about 11 m. E. to W. between Newcastle on
the Irish Sea and Carlingford Bay. Their highest
summits rise to between 2000 to 3000 feet above
the sea.—The Moume, a river of Ulster, co,

Donegal, nms 8 m. N.N.E., and joins the Foyle
at Lifford.

MoUROM, a town of Eussia, gov. and 72 m.
S.E. Vladimir. P. 6000. It has iron mines.
MouROUX, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-et-Mame, arr. and 2 m. W.N.W. Coulom-
miers, on the Grand-Morin, P. 1824.

MouRZUK, a citv of Africa, cap. of pashalic o|

Fezzan, in lat. 20° 54' N., Ion. 14° 12' E. P.
estimated at 3500. Elevation 1495 feet above the
sea. It is built of brick, cemented with mud,
and has a mosque and a garrison of 500 men-
Turks, Arabs, and Moors. Its commerce is

mostly transferred to Tuarick in Ghat. The
town is surrounded by a rank vegetation, and is

very unhealthy. It has a British consul.

MouscRON or MoESKROON, a viU. of Belgium,
prov. East Flanders, near Menin, the frontier sta,,

on rail, from Ghent to LUle. P. of comm. 7244.
The French defeated the Austrians here in 1794,
MousEWALD, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 6 m.

E.S.E. Dumfries. Ac. 5891. P. 633.

MoussouL, Asiatic Turkey. [Mosul.]
MousTiERS, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Basses-Alpes, 16 m. S. Digne, divided into two
parts by a ravine crossed by a bridge. P. 1297.
MouT, a town of Asia Minor, pash. Itshil, on

the Ghieuk {Calycadnus}, 22 m. N.W. Selefkeh,

on the route from Karaman. It is a modem
vill., on the site of a Greek city, many colonnades
of which still remain. It stands in a picturesque
country, is governed by a pasha, and has a for-

tress and a mosque.
MouTiERS, a town of France, dep. Savoie, on

the Isfere, 30 m. KS.E. Chambery, P, (with
comm.) 1957. It has hot mineral springs.

MouTiERS (Grand val), a vill. of Switzerland,
cant. Berne, 9 m. from Delemont, at the entianoe
of the gorge of the same name.
MouvEAUX, a comm. and vill. of France, dep,

Nord, arr. and 7 m. N.E. Lille. P. 2583.

Moux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Nifim^
13 m. N.E. Chateau-Chinon. P. 1697.

MouY, a comm. and town of France, dep. Oise^

13 nu S.E. Beauvais, on the Thdrain. P. 2958.

MouzAifAviLi.E, a town of Algeria, dep. Algiera,

arr. Blidah, cap. cant. P. (1861) 6972, of whomj
1648 are Europeans.
MouzANGAYE, a maritime town of Madagascar,

on its W. coast, N.E. Bembatooka Bay.
MouzAY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Meuse, arr. & 9 m. W.S.W. Montm^dy. P. 1645.

MouzoN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardennes, on the Meuse, 9 m. S.E. Sedan. 1

.

2220, chiefly employed in weaving woollen clotl

.

MoviLLE, a pa. and market town of Irelaac.,.

Ulster, CO. Donegal, on Lough Foyle, 18 m. NJf."
Londonderry. Ac of pa. 15,950. P. 6192;*'
of town, 897. Steamers ply to Londonderr;
during flie summer.—II. (JJpper), a pa. adjoininf

the above on the S. Ac. 19,081. P. 4207.

MowA, a town of India, state Jeypoor, 70 ni

W. Agra. It is enclosed by a mud wall, and
*

fended by a fort.

MowANUH, a vill. of British India, dist. Meernl

in lat. 29° 6' N., Ion, 77° 55' E. P. 6486.

MowEE or Maui, one of the Sandwich Is!

Pacific Ocean, 20 m. N.W. Hawaii. Area
sq. m. P. 24,199. Surface mostly rugged, Wij

in some parts rising to 11,000 feet above the

but parts of the E. peninsula are fertile and
tivated. Products comprise wheat, ^tat
sugar-cane, and fine fruits. Lahaina, its

vill., has a church, market house, and sch<

conducted by Protestant missionaries.

Mower, a county of U. S., North Ameri'

Minnesota. P. 3217.

MoxLEY, an ecclesiastical pa. of England, c

Stafford. P. 3857.

Moxos or Mojos, a subdivision of Bolivia,

its N. part, between lat. 10" and 15° 8., Ion. 3

and 69° W., comprised in the dep. Beni, 8J

having E. and N. territories of Brazil, and \
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Peru. Surface generally level, traversed by the
Beni, Mamore, and other large affluents of the
Amazon, and highly productive, but only par-
tially explored. It comprises the towns or vills.

Trinidad, Exaltacion, Loreto, and Concepcion,
though chiefly inhabited by roving Indians.

MoY, a river of Ireland, rising in the co. Sligo,

and flowing N. and W. through that co. and
JIayo, after a course of about 40 m. enters Killala

Bay. It has numerous small affls., and is navig-
able to near Ballina.—II. A market town of Ul-
ster, CO. Tyrone, 6 m. W.N.W. Armagh. P. 833,

employed in manufs. of linen. The Moyvalley
Ktation, Midland Great Western Railway, is 5J m,
E. Kinnegad, and 30J m. W. Dublin.
MoY^i, two towns of Spain—I. prov. and 30

m. N. Barcelona. P. 2649.—II. prov. and 42 m.
E.S.E. Cuenca. P. 1396.

MoYACOMBE, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, cos.

Carlow, Wexford, and Wicklow, and containing
-he vill. Clouegal. Ac. about 17,433. P. 2808.

Moy-and-Dalaeossib, a pa. of Scotland, cos.

Fuverness and Nairn, 11 m. S.E. Inverness.'

\rea about 150 sq. m. P. 1026.

MoYARTA or MoYFESTA, a pa. of Ireland, Mun-
-ter, CO. Clare, on the peninsula between the
Atlantic and the estuary of the Shannon, 10 m.
E.N.E. Loop Head. Ac. 15,613. P. 5033.

MoYCULLEN, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co.

md 6^ m. N.W. Galway. Ac. 32,566. P. 4488.
MoYENMOUTiER, a comm. and vill. of France,

lep. Vosges, on the Eavodot, 6 m. N. St Di^,
P. 2766.

—

Moyenneville is a vill., dep. Somme,
•.ip. cant., 4 m. S.W. Abbeville. P. 1122.

MoYENVic, a comm. and town of France, dep.
iteurthe, 4 m. S.E. Chateau Salins. P. 1321.
N'ear it is the largest salt mine in France.
MoYLGROVE, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-

iroke, 4 m. W. Cardigan. P. 453.
MoYLOUGH, a pa. of Irel., Connaught, co. Gal-

vay, 12 m. E. Tuam. Ac. 23,386. P. 4718.
MoYOBAMBA, a town of N. Peru, dep. Loreto,
nd 40 m. E. Chachapoyas, on the Moyobamba or
5an Miguel river, an affl. of the Huallaga. P. 7000.
MoYRAzfe, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vv^yron, arr. and cant. Rodez. P. 2065.
MoYRUS, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. Gal-

vay, immediately E. Clifden. Ac. 100,981, in-
luding lakes and mountains. P. 8558.
MoYUVEE LA Grande, a comm. and market
own of France, dep. Moselle, on the Ome, 9 m.
i.W. Thionville. P. 2636. It has iron foundries
nd mines.
MozABAD, a considerable town of Hindostan,

ora. and 36 m. S.W. Jeypoor, with a mosque,
ome good gardens, and several Jain temples.
Mozambique, the principal of the Portuguese

olonial possessions, on the mainland of Africa.
ts authority extends along the E. coast line op-
posite Madagascar, between lat. 10° and 26° S.,

r from Cape Delgado to Delagoa Bay, and
tretching to an uncertain distance inland, and
ver the doms. Inhamban, Sabia, Sofala, and
luerimba. Area of the territory actually under
he Portuguese estimated at 200,000 sq. m., and
op. at 300,000. Surface level near the coast,
.'here the rich soil is well cultivated, and yields
xcellent crops; but it is mountainous inland.
-he elephant and lion inhabit the gorges, and
locodiles abound in the rivers. Climate fine

1 the uplands, but unhealthy in the low dis-
icts.

_
Principal river, the Zambezi. Products

omprise wheat, maize, rice, manioc, sugar,
offee, indigo, numerous drugs, and fine timber,
.'ory, rhinoceros' horns, hippopotamus' teeth,
i^ius, oil, arabfergi-is, gold dust, coal, and nitre.

Gold and copper are found, turtle are plenty on
the reefs, and pearl-fishing is profitably pursued.
The slave trade is still rife in this region in

spite of measures adopted by the Portuguese
authorities. Mozambique is the residence of a
general, and is divided into six districts. Other
chief settlements are Quilimane, Sena, and Tete.
Mozambique, a fortified maritime city, and the

cap. of the Portuguese possessions in E. Africa,

on an island at the entrance of Mesaril Bay, an
inlet of the Mozambique Channel, 5J m. broad,
and 6 m. in length, and receiving three small
rivers, its entrance being sheltered also by the
islands St George and St Jago, which help to

bound its harbour. Mozambique Island, in lat.

15° 2' S., Ion. 40° 48' E., is about \\ m. in lengt^^

low, and of coral formation; on it is the city,

capable of being rendered very strong, and con-
taining large ban-acks, quarters, storehouses,
and wharfs, a governor's residence, a cathedral
and other fine churches, convents, etc., attesting

its former importance ; but most of its dwellings
are mere huts, ifach of the two entrances to its

harbour is defended by a fort. It is the see of a
bishop, and seat of a civil tribunal, subordinate
to those of Goa. P. estimated at 8500, of whom
7000 are slaves, and 200 Christians. Its trade with
British India, formerly considerable, has declined.

Mozambique Channel, a strait of the Indian
Ocean, separating Madagascar from the main-
land of E. Africa. Length, N. to S., about 1000
m. ; breadth 250 m. in its centre, 550 m. at its N.,

and 600 m. at its S. outlet. Coasts a good deal

broken, but only the inlets of Mozambique and
Sofala are of much size. It receives the Zambezi
river, and in its N. outlet are the Comoro and
Querimba islands.

MozDOK, a town and fortress of S. Russia, gov.
Caucasus, cap. circ, on the Terek, 168 m. S.E.

Stavropol, on the route into Georgia. P. (1863)

10,895, of very mixed descent, but chiefly Ar-
menians. It is enclosed by gardens, and built of

wood ; has Greek, Armenian, and Roman Cathohc
churches, distillsries, and leather factories.

MoziR, a town of Russia, gov. and 146 m. S.E.

Minsk, cap; circ, on the Pripet; P. (1863) 6574.

MozuFFERPOKE, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, dist. Tirhout, in lat. 26° 6' N., Ion. 85*

28' E. Estimated pop. 8945. It is the seat of

the civil establishment of the district, and has a
government school, in which Arabic and Persian

languages are taught.
MozUFFURNUGGUR, a dist. of British India,

N.W. provs., between lat. 29° 10' and 29° 50' N.,

Ion. 77° 6' and 78° 10' E. Area 1617 sq. m. P.

672,861. It has a gentle inclination from N. to

S., which is the direction of the course of the

Ganges on the E. frontier, the Jumna on the W.,
and of the intermediate streams the Kalee Nud-
dee and the Hindon, and the Doab Canal. The
Ganges Canal runs through this district. Chief

products, rice, sugar, cotton, tobacco, wheat,
barley, and vegetables.

MozUFFURNUGGUR, the principal place of dist.

of same name, N.W. provs., in lat. 29° 28' N.,

Ion. 77° 45' E., 900 feet above the sea, and 984
m. N.W. of Calcutta. P. 9646.

MozzATE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Como. P. 1905.

Mrin, a market town of Russia, gov. and 28 m.
S.S.E. Tchernigov, on the Oster. P. 1800.

Mroczen. a toivn of Prussian Poland, gov. and
19 m. W.N.W. Bromberg. P. 1380.

MscHiT, a town of Georgia, on the Kur, 10 m.
N.W. Teflis, with a fine church, and numerous
royal tombs.
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MscHTSCONOW, a town of Poland, gov. of War-

saw. P. 3599.

MsENO or MscHEXo,- a town of Bohemia, circ.

and 13 m. W. Jungbunzlau. P. 1814.

MsTA, a river of Eussia, govs. Tver and Nov-
gorod, enters Lake Ilmen a little S. of Novgorod,
after a tortuous N. and W. course of 250 m., for

most part of which it is navigable; and at Volt-
chok a canal proceeds to connect it with the
Tvertza, and thus unites the Baltic and Lake
Ladoga with the Volga and Caspian Sea.

MsTisLAVL, a town of Russia, gov. and 54 m.
E.N.E. Moghilev, cap. circ, on the Soj, an aflS.

of the Dnieper. P. 4300. It has Unitarian and
Greek churches, a Jews' synagogue, Greek and
Eoman Catholic monasteries, a Jesuit college,

school for nobles, and trade in hemp and grain.
Mtskheti or Meschiti, a town of Georgia, at

the confluence of the Aragvi with the Kur, 10 m.
N.N.W. Teflis, and the anc. cap. of the country,
with two handsome churche.s, containing the
tombs of the Georgian sovereigns,. but otherwise
unimportant since it was ruined by Timour.

Mtzensk, a town of Eussia. [Mzensk.]
MuBABAKPOOR, two towns 01 British India.

—I. in the dist. of Bijnour. Lat. 29° 19' N., Ion.
78° 12' E.—II. in British dist. of Aldeman, terri-

tory and 85 m. south of Oude. P. estimated at

3000, employed in weaving.
MucciA, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. Lucca,

circ. Camerino. P. 1605.
MucHAMiEL, a town of Spain, prov. and 7 m.

N.E. Alicante. P. 3654. The wine of its vicinity
is of superior quality.

MuoHELNEY, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

IJ m. S.S.E. Langport. Ac. 1566. P. 308.

Much-Wenlock, a town of Engl. [Wenlock.]
MuciDAX, a town of France. [Mussidan.]
MucKAiRN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Argyle, on

Loch Etive, 17 m. W.N.W. Inverary. P.' 729.

MucKART, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, on the
Devon, 4 m. N.E. Dollar. Ac. 4960. P. 615.

Mucking, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6 m.
N.N.E. Gravesend. Ac. 2631. P. 253,

MucKisH, a mountain of Ireland, Ulster, co,

Donegal, 5 m, 8. Dunfanaghy. Its sides are very
steep, and the summit 2190 feet above the sea.

Muckle Eoe, one of the Shetland Islands, pa.

of Delting. P. 189,

MucKXESTOJfE or MuxTON, a pa. of England,
cos, Salop and Stafford, 4 m. N.E. Market-Dray-
ton. Ac. 8531. P. 1610.
MucKNO, a pa, of Ireland, Ulster, co, Monaghan,

containing the town of Castle-Blayney, Ac, in-
cluding Lough Muckno, 16,616. P. 7271.
MccKROsa, a peninsula of Irelan*!, Munster,

CO, Kerry, between the middle and lower lakes of

Killamey, with ruins of abbey, founded in 1440.
MucKTOK, a pa. of England, co, Lincoln, 4i m.

S.S.E. Louth. Ac 1025. P. 106.

MccKWANPOOR, a strong hill-fortress of Ne-
paul, 18 m. S. Khatmandoo. Lat. 27° 22' N. ; Ion.
85^ 11' E. Eice is raised in great quantity in its

vicinity.

Muddy-Cbeek, a township of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania, Butler co.

MuDFORD, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3 m.
N,N,E, Yeovil. Ac 2035. P, 421.
MuDGEE, a town of New South Wales, co,

PhUlip, 153 m, W, Sydney. P. (1861) 1507.
Muff, a pa., Irel,, co, Donegal, on Lough Foyle,

6 ra. N,N.E. Londonderry. Ac 1,5,030, P, 3052.
MOgeln, a town of Saxony, circ. and 29 m.

E.S,E, Leipzig. P. 2414. Near it is a fine castle,

MuGGiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m.
N.W. Derby. Ac 6324. P. 689.

MuGGio, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan,
circ. Monza. P. 1850.

MuGHUR, a town of British India, dist. Goruck-
pore, N.W. provs., 100 m. N. Benares, P, 2220,

MuGLiTZ (Mora, MohelniceX a town of Austria,
Moravia, circ. and 19 m, N,W. Olmiitz, on rt, b.

of the March. P. 3940. Manufs, woollens,
MuGNANO, a town of South Italy, prov, and 5

m, N.N.W. Naples. P. 3942.

Mdgrox, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Landes, cap. cant., near 1. b. of the Adour, 9 m.
W. St Sever. P. 2150.

MuHABUK, a town of British India, dist, and 8
m. S,E, Muttra, N.W. provs., on the Jumna, which
is here fordable. P. 6968.

MuHALiTCH or MiKHALiTCH (improperly Jfo-

hcditz), a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 13 m. S.
the Sea of Marmara, 37 m. W. Brusa. P. 11,000.

It exports silk, wool, valonea, and fruits to Con-
stantinople ; and imports foreign goods, chiefly

overland from Smjrma.
MuHESUR, a town of India, Indore territory, on

rt b. of the Nerbudda, 280 m. N.E. Bombay.
Estimated pop. 17,500. It has a new palace, and
numerous Hindoo temples.

MChlbach, two market towns of Germany.—
I, Prussia, prov, Brandenburg, gov, and 40 m.
E,S.E. Frankfurt-on-Oder.—II. Tirol, circ Pii».

terthal, 13 m. W. Brunecken, P, 620.

MOhlberg, a town of Prussian Saxony, goT;
and 63 m. E. Merseburg, on the Elbe. P. 3320.

Here Charles v. obtained a victory over the

Elector of Saxony in 1547.—II. a vilL, gov. and
11 m. S.W. Erfurt. P. 1345.

MOhldorf, a town of Upper Bavaria, on the

Inn, 45 m. E.N.E, Mtinchen. P. 1620.

MuHLEBERG, a town of Switzerland, cant
Bern, dist. Laupen. P. 2300.

Mt'HLENBACH Or MuLLENBACH (Hung. SzOSZ-

iSefies), a town of Transylvania, Saxon-land, cap.

circ, on the MOhlenbacli, 29 m. W.N.W, Her-

mannstadt P. 4400. It is enclosed by waDs,

and has Eoman Catholic, Greek-United, and Lu-
theran churches ; manufs. of woollen cloth and
breweries ; around it are numerous vineyards.

MuHLENBURG, a CO. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, in W. of Kentucky. Area 668 sq. m. P.

(1860) 9141 free, 1584 slaves.

MuHLENBURG, a township of the U. S., North

America, Ohio, 12 m, N.W, Circleville.

MOhlerk (Niedkr), a vill. of Switzerland,

cant Bern, dist Seftigen. P. 782.

Muhlethurxen, a vill, of Switzerland, cant

Bern, dist Seftigen. P. 639.

MChlhausen, several towns of Germany.—I.

Prussian Saxony, gov. and 30 m. N.W, Erfurt,

cap, circ, on the Unstrut P. (1864) civil and

military 16,744. It is fortified, and has several

Lutheran churches, 3 hospitals, and an orphan

asylum ; manufs, of woollen and linen cloths, and

carpets ; dye-works, fulling and oil mills, tanner-

ies, breweries, and distilleries,—II, E. Prussia,

gov. and 49 m. S.W. Konigsberg.—III. (Bob.

Milirzho), Bohemia, circ. and 15 m. W.N.W.
Tabor, P. 2230.—IV. a market town, Bavaria,

circ Upper Franconia, 12 m. S.W. Bamberg.
_

MftHLHAUSEN, a fortified city of Prussia, prin

cipalityof Eichsfeld, on the Unstrut 28 m. N.W
Erfurt P. (1861) 15,61L It is divided into ai

upper and lower town. Manufs. linens am
muslins, carpet and leather goods,

MuHLHEiM, a town of WUrtemberg, circ, Blac

Forest, on the Danube, 4 m, N,E, Tuttlingen

P, 880, It has a church, greatly resorted to ii^

pilgrimage.

—

Muhlingen is the name of two con-

tiguous viils. of Anhalt-Bernburg.
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MChliieim, a town of Switzerland, cant. Thur-

gfiu, dist. Steckbora. P. 1044.

MCHLHEI5I, two towns of Ehenish Prussia.—I.

on den Euhr, 16 m. N. DUsseldorf. P. (1864)
18,739. Trade in coal and shipbuilding, cotton-
spinning, & paper-making.—11. am Rhein, on the
Kliine, nearly opposite Cologne. P. 6790. Maniif.

silks and paper, and has oil mills and dye-works.
MuHLTRUFF, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,

10 m. W.N.W. Plauen. P. 1887.

MuHR, a river of Germany. [MuR.]
MiJiiKiNGEN, a vill. of Wurtemberg, circ. Black

Forest, 9 m. S.W. Eotenburg. P. 1175.

MuiDEK, a fortified town of the Netherlands,
^rov. N. Holland, 8 m. E.S.E. Amsterdam, at the
iiouth of the Vecht, in the Zuyder-Zee. P. 1 650,

nostly engaged in fishing. Muiderberg is a vill.

I m. E. Muiden.
MuiLREiA or MuLREA, a mountain range of

reland, Connaught, co. Mayo, screening the N.
•ide of Killery harbour. Elevation of highest
;ummit 2688 feet above the sea.

MuiRAVOJisiDE (pron. Moranside), a pa. of

Scotland, co. Stirling, 5 m. E.S.E. Falkirk. Ac.
>015. P. 2660. The Edinburgh and Glasgow
iailway is here carried across the Avon on a
uperb viaduct.

MuiKKiRK, a pa. and town of Scotland, co. and
1 m. E.N.E. Aj'r, with which town it com-
Qunicates by railway. Ac. 30,429. P. 3270,
lartly employed in extensive iron smelting works.
;oal and Urae are also wrought here. Caimtable
lountain, with 2 large cairns on its summit, is in

his parish. Elevation 1650 feet above the sea.

MuKALLAir, a town of Arabia. [Makaixah.]
MuKE, an island of the Hebrides, Scotland, co.

irgyle, 5 m. S.S.W. Eigg. Length about 2 m.
'. 68, employed in cod fisheries.

MuKER, a market town of England, co. York,
I'orth Riding, pa. Grinton, 17 m. W.S.W. Pvich-

lond. Ac. 30,262. P. 1005.

MuKHMAS (probably the Mickmash of Scrip-
are), a considerable and flourishing vill. of Pa-
>stine, pas. Damascus, 7 m. E.N.E. Jerusalem,
urrouuded by fig and olive plantations, but with-
ut any vestiges of antiquity.

MuKREE, a town of India, Bundelcund, in lat.

5° 2' N., Ion. 80' 33' E. It is the cap. of a jag-
ire of same name, with an area of 10 sq. m., and
pop. of 1600, 28 m. N.E. of Punnah.
MuKTUL, a town of Hindostan, Nizam's dom.,

^ m. S.W. Hyderabad, and an important British
lilitary sta., though unhealthy for native troops.

MuLA, a town of Spain, prov and 20 m. \V.

[urcia. P. 6228. It has raanufs. of pottery:
nd in its neighbourhood are warm mineral
aths.

MuLAHACEN, mntn., Spain. [Sierra Neveda].
MuLAiR KoTELAH, a town of Sirhind, India, in
t 30° 31' N., Ion. 75° 69' E. It is the chief place

: a district held by a Sikh chief under British
lotection, and has an area of 144 sq. m., and a
ip. estimated at 21,000.
MuLAzzo, a town of North Italy, prov. Massa,
10. Pontremoli. P, 4162.
MuLBARTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5J
• S.S.W. Norwich. Ac. 1348. P. 625.
MuLDE, a river of Saxony, Pnxssia and Anhalt-
essau, rises in the Erzgebirge, and after a N.
mrse of 130 m. joins the Elbe on 1., at Dessau.
MuLGRAVE Archipelago, Pacific Ocean, com-

I

ises various groups between lat. 3° S. and 12'

., Ion. 160' and 177° E., including the liadack,
lUck, Piscadoresi, Marshall, and Mulgrave isls.

Mulgrave Cape, Eussian America, north of
otzebue Sound, is a range of hills terminating

inland, in a plain intersected by la,k&9. Lat. 07"
50" N. ; Ion. 171° 56' E.
Muuiargurh, a town of India, territory of

Indore, in lat. 24° 19' N., Ion. 74° 58' E. It has a
bazaar, and is well supplied with water from wells.

The pergunnah, of which it is the principal, has
49 vills, which yields an annual rev. of 81,722
rupees. Assigned to the British government 1817.

MuLHAUSEN or MuLHOUSE, a comm. and manu-
facturing town of France, dep. H -Rhin, cap.

cant., on the 111, 10 m. N.N.E. Altkirch, connected
by railway with Strasbourg, Basle, and Thann.
P. (1861)45,887, (1866) 70,000, mostly Protestants.
It is divided into an old and new town, the former
on an island formed by a division of the river,

comprising 2 churches, a Jews' synagogue, town-
hall, comm. college and hospital ; while the latter,

extending along the rt. b. of the river, has a
square, in which is the Palais de ^Industrie, com-
prising the exchange and the new school of com-
merce. It has manufs. of printed cottons, muslins,

dyed and printed silks, mixed stuffs, and cotton

hosiery, cotton spinning mills, and fabrics of straw
hats, Marocco leather, and soap ; with tanneries,

dye-houses, metal foundries, steam engine and
machine works, a manufacture of stained paper,

and a lithographic establishment. Miilhausen
was, in 1798, cap. of a small republic.

MuLK, a vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 62 m.
S.W. Angora, with some curious caverns.
Mull, one of the largest of the Hebrides Is-

lands, off the W. coast of Scotland, co. Argylc,
separated from the mainland by the Sound of

Mull. Lat. of centre 56° 30' N. ; Ion. 6° W.
Length 30 m. ; breadth 25 ra. Pop., with sur-

rounding islets (1861), 6834. Coast line deeply
indented. Surface rugged and chiefly moor-
land. Benmore is 3185 feet above the sea.

Grazing is the chief branch of rural industry.

Woods are extensive in the N. It is divided
into 3 pas., and is the seat of a presbytery. Prin-
cipal town, Tobermory.—The Sound of Mull, 18
m. in length, average breadth 2 m., separates

this island from the dist. Morven, and connects
Lochs Linnhe and Sunart.
MuLLAGH, a pa. of Ii-eland, Ulster, co. Cavan,

7 m. E.S.E. Virginia. Ac. 12,872. P. 4046.

MuLLAGHBRACK, a pa. of Ireland, co. Armagh,
containing a part of the town of Market-hill.

Ac. 11,556. P. (1861) 5889. Manufs. of linen.

MuiXAGiiMORE, a promontory of Ireland, co.

and 13 m. N. Sligo, projecting N. into Donegal
Bay. It ha's a harbour and fishing vill. on E. side.

Mullet, a peninsula off the W. coast of Ire-

land, Connaught, co. Mayo, connected with the
mainland by a narrow isthmus, from which it

extends both N. and S. almost at right angles.

MOllheim, a town of Baden, circ. Upper
Rhine, cap. dist., 18 m. S.W. Freiburg, on rail-

way to Basle. P. 2650.

MuLLiNGAE. a pa. and market town of Ireland,

Leinster, cap. co. Westmeath, on the Brosna and
on the Royal Canal (which connects it with
Dublin and the Shannon), 50 m. W.N.W. Dublin
by the Midland G.-W. Rail. Alt 318 feet. Ac.
of pa. 21,002. P. 9921 ; do. of town 6375. It

has a parish church and a Roman Catholic
cathedral, a convent, two schools, co. infirmary,

infantry barracks, and market-house.
MuLLiNS (St), a pa. of Ireland, cos. Carlow and

Wexford, 9 m. S. Burris. Ac. 21,150. P. 4242.

It contains the vills. Tinnahinch & Ballymurphy.
MuLLiON, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 5J ni.

S.E. Helston. Ac. 4786. P. 679. In this pa. is

Kynan's cove, a natural protto.

MiJLLROSE, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
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burg, 10 m. S.W. Frankfui-t, on Miillrose Canal,

which unites the Oder and Spree. P. 1830.

MuuioT Bay, a deep sinuous inlet of the At-
lantic, N. coast of Ireland, Ulster, co. Donegal,

between Sheephavfn Bay and Lough SwUly.
Length about 12 m. ; average breadth 1 m. Its

thinly inhabited shores are remarkably beautiful.

MucsEK, two vills. of Saxony, circ. Zwickau.

—

L (St Jacob\ 4 m. E. Zwickau. P. 3321.—II.
(St mUas), 4 m- E. Zwickau. P. 3244.

MuLTNAMAH, a CO. of U. S., North America,
Oregon. P. 4150.

MuLTYFARNHAM, a pa. of Ireland, co. West-
meath, 6 m. N.N.W. Mullin^ar. Ac 3972. P. 951.

MvLCTA or MuLWiA, a nver of Marocco (anc
Mulucha or Malva), course about 400 miles : it is

the most considerable river of Marocco which
falls into the Mediterranean Sea.

Mumbles Head, Wales, co. Glamorgan, bounds
Swansea Bay on the "W., and has a lighthouse 114

feet high, lat 51° 34' 3" N., Ion. 3° 58' 10" W.
Mdmbt, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.

E.S.E. Alford. Ac 2620. P. 786.

MuMLiswTL and Eamiswtl, vills. of Switzer-

land, cant. Soleure, dist, Balsthal. P. 1532.

Mtjkcaster, a parochial chapelry of Engl., cc.

Cumberland, including the town of Eavenglass.

MOnchberg, two towns of Germany.—I. Ba^
varia, circ. Upper Franconia, on the Pulsnitz, and
onrail.,19m.N.N.E.Bayreuth. P. 2630. Enclosed
by walls, has an hospital, and manufs. of cottons

and Hnens.—II. (JMuncheberg'), a town of Prussia,

prov. Brandenburg, gov. and 21 m. N.W. Frank-
furt on the Oder, between two lakes. P. 2944.

MuNCHEN, a city of Germany. [MtjnichJ
MuNCHENBERNSDOBF, a market town of Ger-

many, Saxe-Weimar, circ. Neustadt, 8 m. W.S.W.
Gera. P. 1383.

MuNCHEKBUCHSEE, a pa, and vill. of Switzer-

land, cant, and 5 m. N. Berne. P. 1427.

MCnchengratz, a town of Bohemia, circ and
8 m. N.N.E. Jung-Bunzlau, on the Iser. P. 3442.

Manufs. woollens and cottons. Victory of the

Prussians over the Austriajis here June 28, 18G6.

Munchingen, a market town of WUrtemberg,
circ. Neckar, 7 m. N.W. Stuttgart P. 1468.

MuNCHWEiLEB, a vilL of Switzerland, cant
Berne, also called Villars-le-Moine.

MCnchweilleb, a vill. of Rhenish Bavaria,

18 m. N.E. Deux-Ponts.
Mundaca, a mkt town of Spain, prov. Biscay,

13 m. N.E. Bilbao, with a small port P. 1728.

MuNDELSHElM, a town of Wttrtemberg, circ.

Neckar, 9 m. S. Heilbronn. P. 1799.

Mukden, two pas. of England, co. Hertford.

—

I. (Great), 3J m. S.S.W. Buntingford. Ac 3352.

P. 457.—II. (LiUkX 6 m. N.N.E. Hertford. Ac
2204. P. 60L
MCnden, a town of Prussia, Hanover, landr.

Hildesheim, principality and 15 m. S.S.W. G6t-
tingen, cap. dist, at the confl. of the Fulda&Werra
rivers, here forming the Weser. P. (1864) 4910.
It is enclosed by walls, flanked by towers, s. has a
gymnasium, churches, & manufs. of earthenwares.
Munder, a town of Prussia, principality K»-

lenberg, on the Hamel, 22 m. W.N.W. Hildes-
heim. P. 2014. It has a gymnasium, an hospital,

and extensive salt works.
Muxderkingen, an ancient walled town of

Wttrtemberg, circ Danube, 5 m. S.W. Ehingen,
on the Danube. P. 2000.
Mundford, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m.

N.N.E. Brandon. Ac. 2050. P. 376.
Mundham, two pas. ofEngland.—I. co. Norfolk,

6 m. Bungay. Ac 1547. P. 282.—II. (North), co.
Sussex, 2 m.S.S.E. Chichester. Ac 1882. P. 426.

Mundi, a town of the Punjab, cap. rajahsbip,
in the Jullinder Doab (British territory), near the
head of the Beas, 120 m. E. Amritsir, with a
massive palace, and a pretty well stocked bazaar.
MuNDi, a dist of the Punjab, in the Jullinder

Doab. The territory comprises several valleys
with their enclosing ridges, on the S. slope of

the Himalaya, having an area of 759 sq. m. P.
113,091. It has valuable mines of iron and salt
Mu^sDLAH, a town and fort of British India,

presid. Bengal, Saugur and Nerbudda dist, 135
m. N.E. Nagpore. It was ceded to the British

in 1818.

MujiDLAisiR, a town of India, territory of In-
dore, in lat 22° 12' N., Ion. 75° 47' E. Estimated
pop. 2000. It is surrounded by a mud wall, and
has a fort and bazaar.

MuNDON, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3i m.
S.S.E. Maldon. Ac 4295. P. 322.

MuNDOONEN Range, mountains of New South
Wales, CO. King, separating the tributaries of the

Lachlan and Murrumbidgee river; alt 3000 feet

above the sea.

Mu>T)SLEY, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m.
N.N.E. North-Walsham. Ac. 674. P. 437.

Muneepoor, a native state of Eastern India,

lat. 23" 49' to 25° 41' N., Ion. 93° 5' to 94° 32* E.
Area 7584 sq. m. It consists of an extensive val-

ley in the heart of a difficult and mountainous
country, and is under British protection.

Mn55ERA, a market town of Spain, prov. and
31 m. W.N.W. Albacete. P. 2690.

MuNEViiXE-LE-BrNGARD, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Manche, arr. Coutances. P. 1297.

MtiiGHUR, a walled town of W. Hindostan,

Odeypoor dom., with 4000 inhabitants, and a

large annual fair for cattle.

MuNGO (St), two pas. of Scotland.—I. (North

or Innerhigh), co. Lanark, comprised within the

city of Glasgow. P. 15,305.—II. co. Dumfries, in

Annandale. Ac 4982. P. 686.

Munich (Germ. Munchen), the cap. city of

Bavaria, S. Germany, and of the prov. Upper
Bavaria, on the Isar, here crossed by 3 brieves,

225 m. W. Vienna. Lat. of Frauenkirche (1690

feet above the sea), 48° 8' 45' N. ; Ion. 11° 34' 42'

E. P., including military, (1864) 167,054 Alti-

tude 1676 feet Mean temp, of year 46°-4, winter

29'*65, summer 61°'15 Fahr. It is situated in a

plain, and has suburbs of Au, Haidhausen, and

Ober-Giesing around the walled city. In the old

city niunerous streets diverge from the Hcagpt-

platz, a (Antral square. In Karolinen-platz is an

obelisk 100 ft high, made outofcannon taken from

the Eussians in the campaign of 1812, erected to

the memory of 30,000 Barvarians engaged in that

campaign. On its W. and N. sides are the Pmw-
kothei and Glyptothek, or museums of painting

and ancient sculpture, rich in choice works cf

art, the former containing 300,000 engravings,

and 9000 drawings; and the new Pinakothek,

devoted to the work of recent artists. The new

roj^al palace, the cathedral, having two towers

333 feet in height, the churches of the Theatiner

with the burial vaults of the Eoyal family

Jesuits, St Louis, AU Saints (the court chap*

mth rich art-ti-easures), St Michael's, St Kajetaii

Ludwig's Kirche, the BasDica, and St Mariahif f

all ornamented with fresco painting and rid

stained glass ; Protestant and Greek churches, .

Jews' synagogue, an opera house, and post-office

Adjacent to the palace is the Hofgarten, a spas

surrounded by arcades, and near this a publi

park. The theatre, the largest in Geimany, i

seated for 2400 spectators. Among other pub i

I

establishments are the Leuchtenberg gallery
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formed by Prince Eugene BeauLamois; an
academy of arts, with a triennial exhibition,

salaried professors and pensioned students ; a
magnetical and meteorological observatory at

the vill. of Bogenhausen, 2 m. N.E. The Ludwig-
Maximilian university, removed from Landshut
in 1826, comprises 6 faculties, and has 60 ordi-

nary and 12 extraordinary professors, a medical

school, & a library of 160,000 vols. There are also

a polytechnic, and numerous other schools of art

and science. The royal library has upwards of

100,000 printed vols., and 21,000 MSS. Here is

also the Brazilian collection, made by Spix and
Von Martins. All the superior courts, etc., of

the Bavarian dom. are seated here. Except bronze
and iron works, silk mills, and sugar refineries,

Munich has few factories. It has manufs. of

wax-cloth, paper-hangings, carriages, etc., and
extensive breweries for the national beverage,

Bavarian beer; its telescopes and mathematical
instruments are famous, and it is greatly re-

sorted to by the admirers and cultivators of the

fine arts. Many newspapers and magazines are

printed here. In a meadow to the W. is the

colossal bronze statue of Bavaria, by Schwan-
thaler, 84 feet high, and near it is the "Hall of

Fame." Munich is supposed to derive its name
from having been founded, in 962, on a site be-

longing to a fraternity of monks (raUnchon) ; it

was walled by Otho iv. in 1157, and taken by
the Swedes under Gustavus Adolphus in 1632.

Previous to 1820, Munich was a small unpretend-
ing town; it owes its celebrity as the great

modem centre of science and the fine arts to the
ex-king Ludwig i., who devoted to its embellish-

ment his fortune and the best portion of his life.

MuNiLLA, a town of Spain, prov. and 28 m.
S.S.E. Logroiio. P. 1817.

MuNiPOOR, a state, India. [Muneepoor.]
MuNKACS, a market town of E. Hungary, cap.

circ. Beregh, on the Latorcza, 80 m. N.E. Debrec-
zin. P. 5100. It has a hill fortress, now used as

a state prison, Greek, Koman Catholic, Calvinistic,

and Lutheran churches, and manufs. of hosiery
and alum. In its vicinity are mines of crystal,

called Hungarian diamonds. It was taken by the
Imperialists in 1687, after a siege of three years.

MUKLOCHY, a fishing vill. of Scotland, co. Ross,
on an inlet of Moray Firth, 13 m. S.W. Cromarty.
MOnnerstadt, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower

Franconia, on the Lauer, 35 m. N.N.E. WUrtz-
burg, P. 1640, mostly employed in rural industry.
MCnslnqen, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Danube, 23 m. W. Ulra. P. 1212.

MitNsiNGEN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 7
in. S.E. Bern, and noted as the place of a meet-
ing which effected many popular reforms in 1831.
McNSLEY, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 3|

m. W.N.W. Ledbury. Ac. 1228. P. 234.
MuNSLOw, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 8 m.

N.N.E. Ludlow. Ac. 3504. P. 712.
MuNSTER, the most S. and largest of the four

provs. of Ireland, having N. Connaught, N.E.
Leinster, and on other sides St George Channel
and the Atlantic Ocean. Ac. 5,934,789. P. (1861)
1,513,558. Surface highly diversified. Silurian
rocks, old red sandstone, and limestone form the
basis of the district. Coal is found in Tipperary,
Kerry, and Cork. The N. part is watered by the
Shannon river, and the E. by the Suir. Several
parallel mountain ranges separate the basins of
the Blackwater, Bandon, Lee, and Laune, ter-
minating in rocky peninsulas on the W. coast,
bounding Dingle, Kenmore, Bantry, Dunmanus,
imd other bays. Lough Derg is on the N. border,
and the lakes of Killarney are in this part of Ire-

land. The prov. is divided into the cos. of Cork,
Clare, Kerry, Limerick, Tipperary, & Waterford.
Before the Norman conquest, it was separated
into the kingdoms of North and South Munster.
MuNSTER, a city of Germany, cap. Prussian

Westphalia, on the Aa, an affl. of the Ems, with
which river and the Vechte it communicates by
canals, 78 m. N.N.E. Cologne. P. (1864) 27,773
civil, 3996 military. It is surrounded by walls,

entered by eight gates, and has a Gothic cathe-
dral. In the tower of St Lambert's church are
the iron cages in which John of Leyden and his

two accomplices were suspended in 1535, the
archiepiscopal palace, now the governor's resi-

dence, and the town-hall, in which the peace of

Westphalia was concluded in 1648. It has a
Roman Catholic theological seminary, veterinary
school, botanic garden, hospitals, manufs. of
linen, beer, and draining tiles, and paper mills.

During the French empire, under Napoleon i.,

Munster was cap. of the dep. Lippe.
Munster, a comm. and town of France, dep.

H. Rhin, cap. cant., 10 m. W.S.W. Colmar. P.
4995, who manuf. printed cottons and muslins.

MiJNSTER, a town of Switzerland, cant. Luzem,
dist. Sursee. P. 1198.

MuNSTERBERG, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.
and 35 m. S. Breslau, cap. circ, on the Ohlau.
P. 4959. It is enclosed by walls, and has breweries,
manufs. of plush, and cotton stuffs.

MuNSTEREiFEL and Munstek-Mayfeld, two
towns of Rhenish Prussia.—I. gov. and 21 m.
S.S.W. Cologne, on the Erft, P. 2013.—II. gov.
and 8 m. S.W. Coblenz. P. 1800.

MuNSTERTHAL, two valleys of Switzerland, one
in the cant. Grisons, the other in the N.E. part
of the cant. Bern, and where the battle of St
Jacob was fought betv/een the Swiss and the
French in 1444, which terminated in the almost
entire destruction of the former combatants.
MuNTOK, a fortified seaport town of the island

Banca, cap. of a Dutch resid., on the S.W. coast.

MuNZENBERG, a town of Germany, Hessen-
Darmstadt, prov. Ober-Hessen, at the foot of a
mountain, 10 m. S.E. Giessen. P. 833.

MuKZESHEiM, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle
Rhine, on the Kreich. P. 1180.

MuoNio, a river of Russian Lapland, joins the
Tornea river after a S. course of 150 m. At the
vill. Muonioniska it forms a cataract 100 ft. high.

MiroTTA, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 6 ra.

E.S.E. Schwytz, on the Muotta. P. 1664. In
September 1799, an engagement took place
here between the French and Russians under
Suwarrow.
MuR or MuiiR, a river of the Austrian empire,

rises in Salzburg, traverses Styria throughout,
and joins the Drave on left, in Hungary, 25 m. E.
Warasdin, after a S.E. course of 230 miles.

MuR, two comms. and towns of France.—I.

dep. C6tes-du-Nord, 10 m. W.N.W. Loud^ac. P.
2362.—II. dep. Aveyron, arr. Espalion. P. 1445.

MuRAD-CHAi, a river of Asiatic Turkey, and
the E. branch of the Euphrates, rises about 50
m. S.W. Mount Ararat, flows W.ward and joins

the N. branch, or Frat, about 85 m. N.N.W.
Diarbekir. The towns Diadin, Melasghirb,
Moosh, Khanos, and Paloo, are on its banks or
those of its affluents.

MuRAFA, a market town of Russian Poland,
gov. Podolia, 37 m. N. Jampol. P. 1800.

MuRANO, an island and town of Austria, Lom-
bardy, deleg. and 1 m. N. Venice, of which it is

a suburb. It has manufs. of mirrors and other
glass wares. In the 15th century it had a pop. of

30,000, and its glass works, which have been ccla-
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bfate ! since the lltb century, Lave now greatly

declined. P. of town 3437.

MuRASHKiNO, a market town of Russia, gov. &
40 m. S.S.E. Nijnii-Novgorod. P. 6000, em-
ployed in raanufs. of leather, soap, and hosiery.

MuEASSON, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Aveyron, 14 m. S.S.W. St Affrique. P. 1341.

MuRAT, two comma, and towns of France.—I.

dep. Cantal, near the Alagnon, 24 m. N.W.
Aurillac, at the foot of Mount Cantal. P. 2604,

chiefly employed in lace making, weaving coarse

woollen cloths, and trading in cattle, horses, and
cheese made in the neighbouring district—II.

dep. Tarn, 30 m. E. Castres. P. 2964.

MuRAC, a town of Styria, on the Mur, 23 m. W.
Judenburg, with extensive iron works. P. 1200.

McRAVERA, a town of the island Sardinia,

prov. and circ. Cagliari. P. 2078.

MuRAZZAJJO, a market town, N. Italy, Coni, cap.

mand., prov. and 11 m. N.E. Mondovi. P. 1989.

MtJRCHAKHOv, a large vill. of Persia, prov.
Irak-Ajemi, 35 m. N.N.W. Ispahan.
MuRCHisox, a CO. of New South Wales, drained

by Gwydir river. Hardinge co. is on the E.,

Darling on the S., and Burnett on the N. Lat
of centre 30° N. ; Ion. 150° 30' E. Inverell, the
cap., and Cobbadah, are the chief towns. Ac.
1,216,000. The Bingara gold fields are in this

CO.—II. a river of W. Australia, flows S.W., and
enters the Indian Ocean at lat. 27° 40' S. Length
upwards of 800 m.—III. mountain, Australian
AJps,New Zealand.—IV. mountain, W. Australia.

—V. mountain, Queensland.—VI. mntn., British

North America,—VII. (Sound% Greenland.
MuRCiA, an old kingdom of Spain, in the S E.,

on the Mediterranean, now divided into the
modem provs. of Murcia and AJbacete. Surface
traversed by several mountains. The soil, which
is not well watered, is infertile, but contains iron

mines. Climate hot ; the palm and carob grow
freely. Chief cities, Murcia, Albacete, Carta-
gena, and Lorca.
Murcia, a town of Spain, cap. prov., and

formerly cap. of the kingdom of Murcia, situated
in a rich irrigated tract on the Segura, here
crossed by a bridge, 28 m. N.N.W. Cartagena.
P. (1857) 109,456. Streets narrow and irregular.

It has a decorated cathedral, ten other churches,
an episcopal palace, several colleges, hospital,

custom-house, trades' hall, some public libraries,

botanic garden, and a eastle. Trade in silk and
in red pepper, with potteries, cloth mills, white
leAd works, aod tanneries. It has government
factories of nitre and gunpowder, the saltpetre of
Murcia being the best in Spain. It was rebuilt

by the Moors from the materials of the Roman
Murgi. The French took, and sacked it in 1810.
Area of prov. 4474 sq. m. P. (1857) 308,969.
MiXR DE Barrez, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Aveyron, 34 m. N.N.E. Rodez. P. 1445.
Mure, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Is^re,

cap. cant, 19 m. S. Grenoble. P. 3628.
MuRELLO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Ctmeo,

circ. Saluzzo. P. 1544.
MuRET, a comm. and town of France, dep. H.

Garonne, 10 m. S.W. Toulouse. P. 4137.
MURFREESBOROUGH, a town of the U. S., North

America, Tennessee, on rail. 30 m. S.E. Nash-
vDle. P. 1500. Scat of the Union (Baptist) uni-
vefsity, established 1841. It was the scene of a
l)attle, 3l8t December 1862.
MuRG, a river of S. Germany, WUrtemberg

and Baden, rises in the Black Forest, and after a
N. course of 40 m. loins the Rhine 4 m. N. Rasadt.
MuRG, a river oi Switzerland, cant. Thurgau,

joina ths Thur, IJ m. N. Frauenfeld.

MuRG, a vill. of Baden, circ. Upper Rhine, 33
m. S. Freyburg, on the Rhine. P. 1000.
MuRi, two vills. of Switzerland.—I. cant and

2 m. S.E. Bern. P. 1211.—II. cant Aargau, 18
m. S.E. Aarau. It has some silk manufs. P. 1900.
MuRiALDO, a town of North Italy, prov. Genoa,

mand. and 4^m. S.S.W. Millesimo. P. 2147.
MuRiSENGO, a comm. and viU. of North Italy,

prov. Alessandria, circ. Casale. P. 2222.
MCritz (See\ a lake of N. Germany, and the

largest in Mecklenburg Schwerin, immediately S.
Waren. Length N. to S. 19 m. It communi-
cates on the N. with Lake Flesen.
MuRLO, a comm. and vill. of Central Italy,

prov. and circ Siena. P. of comm. 2572.
MuRNAU, a market town of Upper Bavaria, 38

m. S.S.W. Munich. P. 1510.

MURO (^Numistro), a town of South Italy,

prov. and 19 m. N.W. Potenza. P. 8388. It is

an episcopal town, and has a castle.—II. a vilL,

prov. Lecce, and 8 m. W.S.W. Otranto.. P. 2090.
MuRO, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Corse,

arr. Calvi, cap. cant P. 1290.

MuRO, a town of the island Majorca, Mediter-
ranean, 25 m. N.E. Palma. P 2800.
Murom, a town of Russia, gov. and 70 m.

E.S.E. Vladimir, cap. circ, on the Oka. P. 6500.
It comprises a Kreml or citadel, and two other
quarters, a cathedral, 17 other churches, and
several convents. It has manufs. of hnens,
leather, soap, and earthenwares.
Muros, a town of Spain, prov. Coruna, 30 m.

W.S.W. Santiago. P. 3912, engaged in fishing.

Murray, the most important river of the
Australian continent, rises on the W. slopes of

the Australian Alps, at lat 36° 30' S., and flows
W, and N., dividing New South Wales from
Victoria for nearly 800 m., when it enters South
Australia, and turning S. reaches the sea by
Lake Alexandrina, 48 m. S.S.E. Adelaide, having
passed through 9° of Ion. On its left, 6 m. from
victoria, it receives the Mutta Mutta, Ovens,
Broken Creek, Goulbum, Campaspe, and Lod-
don, and on the rt b. from New South Wales it

is joined by Edward river, the united streams of

Murrumbidgee and Lachlan, and by the Darling
or Callewatta. It is navigable for steamers the

greater part of the year as far as Albury, in Ion.

147° E., and its lower part is a noble river. Its

mouth is too shallow to be entered by large ships,

and a tramway has been made between Goolwa
and port Elliot, in connection with its river

steamers and barges. Length 1060 miles.

Murray, a maritime co. of W. Australia, hav-
ing N. Perth, E. Grantham, and S. Wellington
cos. Chief rivers, Murray and Serpentine.—II.
a CO. of New South Wales, on rt b. of Mur-
rumbidgee river, enclosed by cos. Harden, King,
Argyle, St Vincent, Dampier, Beresford, and Cow-
ley. Chief town Queanbeyan, on river of same
name. Lake George is in the N. of the co. Ac
1,453,030. P. (1861) 6036.—IIL a pastoral dist.

of Victoria, S. of Murray river, bounded on the

W. by Goulbum river, and S. by dist. Gippsland.

—IV. a CO. of the U. S., North America, in N.W.
of Georgia. Area 586 sq. m. P. 6641 free, 1442

slaves.—V. a township, New York, 243 m. N.W.
Albany.
MURKATSBURG dist [CaPE CoLOXY.]
Murray Range, mountains of New S. Waloa,

CO. Selwyn, rise in Moimt Dargel to 5490 elev.

Murray Sound and Harbour are amongst

the Amherst islands, off the S.E. extremity oi

Corea; and Murray islands, a group in TorTM
Strait, lat 9° 56' S., Ion. 144° 5' E.

MuRRAYSHiRE, Scotland. [Moray.J

i
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MuKBHAEDT, a town of WUrtembere, circ.

Neckar, on the Murr, an affl. of the Neckar, 24

m. N.E. Stuttgart. P. 2400.

MuRRiNGO, a post town of New S. Wales, co.

Monteagle, 14 m. from Young. P. (1861) 128.

MuBROES or MuiRHOusE, a pa. of Scotland, co.

Forfar, 5 m. N.E. Dundee. Ac. 6304. P. 763.

MuBRUMBiDGEE, a pastoral dist. of New South
Wales, lies between the river of that name and
the Murray. Area 26,897 sq. m. P. (1861) 12,938.

MuRRUMBiDGEE, an impoi-tant river oi New S.

Wales, rises on the W. slopes of the Wanderer
Bange, in the S. of Berpsford co., and flowing N.
150 m., divides cos. Murray and Cowley, then
flowing W. it unites with the Lachlan at lat. 34°
20' S., and Ion. 144° 6' E., to join the Murray.
Length 620 m. Its course is very tortuous.

MuBBUMBiDGEE Eange, mountains of New S.

Wales, CO. Cowley. Chief peaks are Mount Mur-
ray, 6987 feet. Mount Gungarlin, 5337 feet.

MuEBUEUNDi, a post town of New S. Wales, co.

Brisbane, on Page's river. P. (1861) 322.

MuBS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Maine-
et-Loire, 5 m. S. Angers, on the Lubancy. P. 1581.

MuKSLEY, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 3 m.
E.N.E. Winslow. Ac. 2840. P. 482.

MuBSTON, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 1 m. E.
ICilton. Ac. 1462. P. 572.

MuRTKN, a town of Switzerland. [Morat.]
MuRTON, a township of England, co. Northum-

cerland, pa. Tynemouth, 3 m. N.W. S. Shields.

Ac. 443. P. 643.

MuRViEDRO (SaguntumX a fortifled town of

Spain, prov. and 14 m. N.N.E. Valencia, on the
eJanales, 3 m. from the Mediterranean. P. 7476.

It stands at the foot of a mountain, along which
run long lines of walls and towers ; and is noted
for its Koman antiquities, comprising the remains
of a theatre and a circus. It has also a strong
Moorish castle, a convent on the site of a temple
of Diana, and some Moorish cisterns, etc. Sagun-
tum was of Greek foundation ; it was taken by
Hannibal, B.C. 219, after an arduous siege of eight
months, & its capture led to the second Punic war.
MuRviEL, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Hdrault, 8 m. N.W. Beziferes. P. 1712.
MuEzUK, a town of Africa. [Moubzuk.]
MObzzuschlag, a vill. of Austria, Styria, on

the Murz, 24 m. N.E. Briick, with a station on
the railway between Vienna and Cilly. P. 1000.
It has a convent, and near it iron works and
scythe factories.

Musa, a town of Arabia, Yemen, 20 m. N.E.
Mocha, and having a garrisoned fort.

MOsA (Jebel), a celebrated mountain of Arabia
Petrffia, the Horeb of the monks, and the true
"Mount of the Law," 7497 feet above the sea,
and 2000 feet above the Convent of St Cathe-
rine. Jebel Musa is shut in on the N. & S.W. by
the higher ridges of Tiniah and St Catherine.
MusBACH or Muschbach, a market town of

Rhenish Bavaria, 12 m. W.N.W. Spires.
Musbury, a pa. of England, co, Devon, 2 m.

E.N.E. Colyton. Ac 2178. P. 493.—II. a town-
ship, CO. Lancaster, pa. Bury, 3 m. S.W. Hasling-
den. Ac. 1170. P. 997.
Muscat (Imakat of), an extensive and power-

ful state of Arabia, comprising the E. portion of
that peninsula, its authority also extending over
Its S.E. coast nearly as far as Aden, and over
parts of the coast of Persia on the Persian Gulf,
and that of E. Africa from off Cape Guardafui,
with tfne isls. Socotra, Zanzibar, and Monfera, S. to
CapeDelgado. Area about 170,000 sq.m. P. esti-
mated at 2,500,000. Besides Muscat, the cap., this
dom. comnrises the towns Eostok and Muttra, in

Arabia ; and Juba, Melinda, Mombas, Magadoxo,
Bravah, and Quiloa, in Africa ; and it has some
trade with all the adjacent countries, and with
British India, although its resources are not de-
veloped. The Iman has a patriarchal and des-

potic sway, and the most efficient naval force of

any native prince from the Cape of Good Hope
to Japan. The Iman's army in Arabia consists

of 20,000 men. Navy 86 ships with 700 guns.
Annual value of imports 1,000,000/., and annual
revenue about 900,000/.

Muscat (probably the anc. Mosca), a fortified

maritime city of E. Arabia, cap. of Oman, & of the

States of the Iman or sultan of Muscat, on a penin-
sula in the Arabian Sea, lat. 23° 37' N., Ion. 58° 35'

E. P. estimated at 30,000. It is surrounded by
heights all strongly fortified ; streets narrow, and
houses mostly only one storey in height ; but it has
some good stone buildings erected by the Portu-
guese, who held it from 1507 to 1648 ; other edi-

fices, chiefly in a Persian style of architecture, a
new aqueduct, etc. The harbour of the city is

well sheltered, and has deep water. Muscat is tho
grand emporium of E. Arabia, and the key to tho
entrance of the Persian Qulf. Imports consist

chiefly of almonds, aloes, assafcetida, gum, am-
moniac, sulphur, nitre, gum copal, frankincense,

coffee, pearls, ivory, horns, hides, wax from Per-
sia and Africa, most of which are re-exported to

India and the East; the retiims thence being
made in British and Indian cotton goods, shawls,

and China manufactures. Dates, wheat, hides,

asses, horses, and salt, are among the principal

exports. The port is usually touched at by ves-
sels going up the Persian Gulf. Though the
country around it is sterile, a plentiful supply of

provisions may generally be obtained at Muscat.
It is the residence of a British consul, and has
tolegraphic commun. with Kurachee.
Muscatine, a city, U. S., N. America, Iowa,

on the Mississippi, 100m. above Keokuk. P. 5324.

Muscatine, a co. of U. S., N. America, Iowa.
P. (I860) 16,444.

Muscogee, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in W. of Georgia. Area 376 sq. m. P. (I860)

9139 free, 7445 slaves.

MusGRAVE (Great), a pa., England, co. West-
moreland, 2m. W.S.W.Brough. Ac. 4080. P. 192.

Mushed, a city of N.E. Persia. [Meshed.]
Mushed-1-Sir, a maritimetown ofPersia, prov,

Mazanderan, 10 m. N. Balfrush, consisting of

about 200 houses scattered around the Babol
Kiver, at its mouth in the Caspian Sea.

MusiANO, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ,

Bologna. P. 2026.

MusKAU, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
67 m. W.N.W. Liegnitz, cap. principality, on
the Niesse. P. 2242. Manufs. woollen cloths.

Mineral springs.

Muskegon, a co. of U. S., North America,
Michigan. P. 3947.

Muskerry, a mountainous dist. of Ireland, in

the centre of the co. Cork. Ac. about 311,000. It

is divided into the baronies of East and West
Muskerry,
MusKHAM, two pas. of England, co. Notts.—

I

(^North), 3 m. N.N.W. Newark. Ac. 2180. P. 848,

-II. (South), 2J m. N. Newark. Ac. 2631. P. 277.
Muskingum, a river, U. S., North America,

Ohio, joins the Ohio river at Marietta, after a na-
vigable S.W. course of 110 m. from Coshocton,
where it is connected with the Ohio Canal. Steam-
boats reach Dresden, 95 m. up. There are many
salt mills, iron works, & coal mines on its banks.
Muskingum, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N.E, of Tennessee. Area 948 sq.m P 44,416.
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JIcso, a small town of S. America, Granadian
Confed., dep. Boyaca, prov. and 65 m. W.S.W.
Tunja, on an affluent of the Magdalena.
Musocco, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Milan. P. 1225.

MusoNE, two small rivers of Italy.—I. North-
em Italy, enters the Venetian lagoon 3 m. W.
Venice, after a S.E. course of 35 m. ; one arm of

it joining the Brenta Canal.—II. enters the
Adriatic 12 m. S.E. Ancona, after an E. course
of 35 m. Under the French, it gave name to a
dep., having for its cap. Macerata.
Musr-eL'Kahiraii, Egypt. [Cairo.]
MussALA, a tuwn of W. Africa, Senegambia,

on the Senegal, 8 m. E. Fort St Joseph.
MusSKLBURGH (^Eskmouthy, a royal and pari,

bor., and seaport town of Scotland, co. and 6 m.
E. Edinburgh, -with which it is connected by rail-

way, pa. Inveresk. P. (1861) 7423. It stands on
the Firth of Forth, at the estuary of the Esk, has
three bridges, connecting it with the suburb of

Fisherrow, one of which was built by Lady Jane
Seton ; a curious Tolbooth, built in 1590, of

materials from the ancient Scottish chapel of

Loretto, which stood in the vicinity. It has some
manufactures of sail cloth, hair cloth, hats, and
leather. Exports chiefly of coal, wrought in the
vicinity. The harbour dries at low water. Edin-
burgh races are held annually on Musselburgh
Links, where is an excellent course ; and it has a
golf club. Corp. rev. (18C2-3) 1693Z. The bor.

unites with Leith and Portobello in sending 1

member to H. of C. The battle of Pinkie, in

which the English defeated the Scotch in 1547,
was fought in the immediate vicinity ; also that
of Prestonpans, fought in 1745, when the forces
under the Pretender Charles Edward routed the
royalists. It has a monument to (Delta) Dr Moir.
MUSSENDOM, MUSSELX>0M Or MUSANDAM (CAPE),

ii headland, Arabia, on an isl. at the entrance of
the Persian Gulf, lat 26° 24' N., Ion. 66° 34' E.
It is an abrupt basaltic rock, 200 ft. above the sea.

MussiDAN, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Dordogne, 19 m. S.W. P^rigueux, on the Eiver
Isle. P. 1919. It has mining and iron works.
MussoMELi, a town of Sicily, prov., circ. and

19 m. W.N.W. Caltanisetta. P. 8468.
MussouREE, a sanitary station of India, on the

N. frontier of the Dehra Doon, towards Ghur-
wal, in lat. 30° 27' N., Ion. 78° 5' E. Elevation
6282 feet above the sea. The station is abund-
antly supplied with provisions. Here are situated
a church, a club with a reading room, two schools
for young ladies, a bank, and a botanic garden.
MussY, two comms. and vills, of France.—I.

(jsur-Seine), dep. Aube, arr. and 10 m. S.S.E. Bar-
6ur-Seine. P. 1650.—II. (sous Dun), dep. Sa6ne-
et-Loire, arr. and 14 m. S. Charolles. P. 1551.

MusTAFHABAD, a Considerable town of N.W.
Hindostan, Sikh territory, 25 m. RS.E. Umballah.
MusTAPHA Pasha, a town of European Tur-

key, Eumili, on the Maritza, 20 m. N.W. Adrian-
ople. P. 2000.—II. (Palanka), Eumili, on the
Nissava, 20 m. S.E. Nissa. P. 2000.
MusTOx, two pas. of England.—I. co. Leices-

ter, 5i m. W.N.W. Gi-antham. Ac. 1623. P. 360.
—II. CO. York, East Eiding, 9i m. N.N.W.
Bridlington. Ac 2226. P. 391.
MuTFORD, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, with a

station on a branch of the Eastern Counties Eail-
way, ^ m. E.S.E. Beccles. Ac. 1574. P. 386.
MuTHiLi^ a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, 4 m. S.

Crieff. Area about 76 sq. m. P. 2001; do. of
vill., which is beautifully situated, 1074.
MuTHVEY, three small rivers of Wales, cos.

Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Merioneth, the two

former tributary to the Towy, the last to the
Avon.
MuTiGNANO, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Tdramo. P. 1645.

MuTOVA, one. of the Kurile islands, in the N.
Pacific, belonging to Eussia, nearly intermediate
between Japan and Kamtchatka. Length 20 m.
It has an active volcano, and fertile valleys.

MuTSHEN or MuTZSCHEX, a town of Saxony,
circ. and 22 m. E.S.E. Leipzig. P. 1689.
MuTSHKOVO, a market town of Eussia, gov.

Tver, 22 m. N. Staritza. P. 2100.

MuTTEXZ, a town of Switzerland, cant. Basle

-

Campagne, dist. Arlesheim. P. 2222.

MuTTERSHOLTz, a comm. and vilL, France, dep.
B.-Ehin, on the 111, aix. Schelestadt. P. 2298.

MuTTERSTADT, a mkt. town of Ehenish Bava-
ria, cap. dist., 6 m. S.W. Mannheim. P. 2746.

Mutton Island, a fortified islet in Galway
Bay, Ireland, Connaught, co. and 1^ m. S. Gal-
way. It has a lighthouse, with fixed lights, in lat.

53° 15' 14" N^ Ion. 9° 3' 26" W,
MuTTRA or Matarah, a populous town of East

Arabia, dom. and 3 m. S.W. Muscat.
MuTTRA, a dist. of British India, between lat.

27° 14' and 27° 58' N., Ion. 77° 20' and 78° 34'

E. It lies 693 feet above the sea. Area 1607
sq. m. P. (1853) 862,909, principally Hindoos.
Chief crops are wheat, barley, pulse, oil seeds,

sugar, cotton, tobacco, and opium. Chief towns,
Muttra, Bindrabun, Muhabun, and Eampore.
MuTTRA, a town of British India, cap. of dist.

of same name, on rt. b. of the Jumna, 35 m. N.W.
Agra. P. 65,749. The town is accounted sacred

by Hindoos. About 1 m. S. the town, is a mili-

taiy cantonment, almost in decay, and celebrated

for the ancient magnificent temples near it,

MuTZiG, a comm. and town of France, dep. B.

Ehin, on the Bruche, 13 m. W.S.W. Strasbourg.

P. 3562. It has manufactures of fire-arms.

Muz, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Var,

arr. Draguignan, cant Fr^jus. P. 2443.

MuziLLAC, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

dep. Morbihan, 14 m. S.E. Vannes, and about 3

m. from the mouth of the Vilaine. P. 2370.

Myapore, a vill. of British India, on rt b. of

the Ganges, presid. Bengal, in lat 29° 66' N.,

Ion. 78° 12' E. Here commences the artificial

channel of the Ganges Canal, to which the water

from the river is led by a natural branch. There
is a dam across the branch of the Ganges, and a

regulating bridge across the canal. The supply

of water for the canal is here 6750 cubic feet

per second.

MvcENiE, a ruined city of Greece, Morea, gov.

and 5 m. N.N.E. Argos, near the vill. Kratota,

with Pelasgian remains.
Mtcone, an island of the Grecian Archipelago,

gov. Syra, among the N. Cyclades, 6 m. S.E.

Tinos. Area 45 sq. m. P. 6000, of whom about

6000 are in the town Mycone, on its W. side.

The island produces a little corn, and has au

export trade in wine, figs, and hides. Its port.'

are Mycone, Onos, Port Palermo, on the N, anu

St Anne on its S.E. side.

Myddfat, a pa. of South Wales, co. Carmar-

then, 4^ m. N.E. Llangadock. Ac. 11,914. P. 1118.

Mydrecht, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov

and 14 m. N.N.W. Utrecht. P. 1850.

Mydrim, a pa. of South Wales, co. Carmarthen,

6J m. N.N.W. Llanghame. Ac. 6905. P. 992.

Myerscough, a township of England, co. ai!>l

pa. Lancaster, 3 m. S. Garstang. Ac. 2740. P.

1388.

Myhee, a river of India, rising in the nativ j

state of Amjherra, in Malwa, lat. 22° 32' N., Ion.
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75° 5' E. Its course is generally W. for 350 m.,

for 15 of which it is navigable from its mouth,
and falls into Cambay Bay in lat. 22° 10' N., Ion.

72° 30' E. Source 1850 feet above the sea.

Myhee Caunta, a division of the kingdom of

Guzerat, under the superintendence of the Bom-
bay Government, the district being divided into

six zillahs. It lies between lat. 23° 14' and 24° 28'

N. ; Ion. 72° 41' and 74° 6' E. Area 3400 sq. m.
This tract is well wooded. The S. and W. por-
tions of the country are level ; in the N. and E. it

is divided by hills. It is well watered. The
British, in their capacity of mediators, obtained
the establishment of a criminal court for the trial

of serious offences, and also the abolition of suttee

and infanticide. It is 100 m. long N. to S., and
60 m. broad E. to W.
Myhir, a town of India, territory of Saugor

and Nerbudda, the principal place of a small
state of same name, in lat. 24° 16' N., Ion. 80°

49' E. The state has an area of 1026 sq. m.
1'. 100,000.

Mylau or MuHLAU, a town of Saxony, circ.

Zwickau, 10 m. N.N.E. Plauen. P. 2611.

Mylor, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 3 m. E.
Penryn. Ac. 5002. P. 2213.

Mylos, a vill. of Greece, Morea, gov. and 4J
m. S. Argos, near the Lemean Marsh (where
Hercules destroyed the hydra), and where in the
late Greek struggle D. Ypsilanti, with 600 men,
defeated Egyptian troops of double that force.

MvMENSiNG, a dist. of British India, presid.

Bengal, between lat. 24° 4' and 25° 41' N., Ion.

89° 28' and 91° 13' E. Area 4712 sq. m. P.

1,487,000, equally divided between Hindoos and
Mussulmans. In the N. and S.W. the country is

hilly, and covered with jungle ; in the other parts

it is low and marshy, abounding in shallow lakes,

& traversed bymany water-courses. The Brahma-
pootra is the principal river.

Mynish, an island off the W. coast of Ireland,

Connaught, co. Galway, in the Atlantic, 3 m. W.
the centre of Kilkerran Bay. Length 2 m. P. 523,
employed in fisheries.

Mynpooree, a dist. of British India, N.W.
provs., between lat. 26° 54' and 27° 60' N., Ion.
78° 30' and 79° 30' E. Area 2009 sq. m. P. (1853)
832,714. The country is level, and watered by
the Jumna, the Kalee Nuddee, several small
streams, and the Ganges Canal. Soil light and
sandy. Yields rice, sugar-cane, wheat, barley,
tobacco, cotton, and indigo grows wild. Heat
very great in summer, and cool in winter. It
was ceded to the British in 1803, and contains
1353 villages. The district is traversed in its

Southern quarter by the E. Indian Eailway.
The other principal routes are—1. N.W. to S.E.
from AUygurh to Mynpooree, to Cawnpore ; 2. W.
to E. from Agra to Mynpooree, to Futtehgurh ; 3.

from N.W. to S.E. from Etawah to Mynpooree, to
Azimghur ; 4. S.E. to N.W. from Etawah to Agra.
Mynpooree, a town of British India, cap. of

dist. of same name, formerly a very large walled
town, and very populous, but since greatly de-
stroyed by the Mahrattas. It lies 620 feet above
the sea, and is 71^ m. E. Agra. P. 20,921. Has
a Jain temple, with a Buddhistic idol. The re-
bels were expelled hence in 1857.
Mynyddmean, a hamlet of England, co. Mon-

mouth, pa. Mynyddyslwyn, 4a m. N.N.E. Caer-
philly. P. 1782.

Mynyddyslwyn, a pa. of England, co. Mon-
mouth, ^ m. W.N.W. Newport. Ac. 15,938. P.
6877, mostly employed in collieries.
Myo, a small island, Asiatic Archip., between

Celebes * Gilolo. Lat. 1° 10' N. ; Ion. 126° 40' E.

Myos Hokbios, a port of Egypt, on the Eod Sea,
anciently famous as an emporium of trade be-
tween Egypt and India, now wholly uninhabited.
Myra, a decayed town of Asia Minor, on its S.

coast, lat. 36° 17' N., Ion. 30° 3' E.
Myross, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork, IJ

m. E. Castle Townsend. Ac. 4119. P. 1881.
Myslenice, a town of Aiistrian Poland, Gali-

cia, circ. Wadowice, cap. dist., on the Kaba. au
affl. of the Vistula, 18 m. S. Cracow. P. 2317.
Myslowitz, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov.

Oppeln, with a station on the Breslau and Cracow
Railway, 116 m. S.E. Breslau. P. 1680.
Mysol, an island of Malaysia, N. of Ceram.

Lat. 2° S.; Ion. 130° E. Length 50 m.

;

breadth 15 m. It has several villages and har-

bours; and exports birds, pearls, shells, and
slaves.

Mysore (Hind. Maheshamrd), a state of S.
India, subsid. to the British, consisting of a table-

land, 250 m. long N. to S., 238 m. broad E. to W.,
between lat. 11° 35' and 15° N., 74° 45' and 78'

45' E. Enclosed everywhere by the Madras ter-

ritories, and bounded E. and W. by the Ghauts.
Average elevation 2000 feet above the sea. Area.

30,886 sq. m. P. 3,000,000. Principal rivers, th&
Cauvery, and others, having all a N.E. or S.E.

course. Climate agreeable; temp, from 70° to
84° Fahr. Much of the surface is poor, but in tho
N. are good pasture lands, and in the W. exten-
sive forests. Kice, sesamum, betel, sugar, tobacco,

ginger, fruits, various drags, and some European
grains are raised. The condition of the pea-
santiy is reported to be better than in most parts

of India. Iron, granite, and pot-stone are abun-
dant. A small quantity of gold dust is also found.

Inhabitants mostly Hindoo, but in and about the

towns are many Mohammedans. The Myso-
reans of all classes are characterized as a deceit-

ful, inconstant, profligate race, yet courteous, con-
tented, and patient under misfortune. Annual
average revenue 69,031,870 rupees, and expendi-
ture 66,025,393 rupees. Subsid. to the Anglo-
Indian army are 400 cavalry, and 4 regiments of

infantry are maintained for home service. Chief

cities and towns, Seringapatam, the cap.. Banga-
lore, residence of a British commissioner, Mysore,
Bednore, Chitteldroog, and Shemocca. Hyder
Ali resisted the British power in this part of

India from 1780 ; on the death of his son Tippoo
Saib, 1799, a large extent of territory was ceded ;

and the state became subsidiary to the British.

In 1848 the rajah preferred a claim to be rein-

stated in his dominions, but it was deemed in-

admissible on the ground of his incompetency
for the duties of government. Zoology consists

of the tiger, elephant, leopard, chetah, and bears.

Mysore, a town of India, 10 m. S. by W. Ser-
ingapatam. P. 54,729. Under Hyder Ali and
Tippoo it fell into decay, but it has latterly

regained importance, and consists of a well-

built native town, a fort, and a good suburb, iu

which is a British residency. It is 2450 ft. above
the sea.

Mystic Eiver, U. S., North America, Massa-
chusetts, enters Charleston Bay, 1 m. N. Boston.

—II. Connecticut, enters the Atlantic E. the
Thames. On it, 2 m. from its mouth, are Mystic,

and Mystic Bridge vills., connected by a bridge
across the river ; navigable thence for vessels of

400 tons.

Myszniec, a town of Eussian Poland, gov.
Plock, 25 m. N.N.W. Ostrolenka. P. 1718.

Mytichy, a vill. of Russia, gov. and 14 m. N.E.
Moscow, which is hence supplied with water by
means of an aqueduct.
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Mtwoolla, an island of the Pacific. [Viti.]

MzczoNOW, a town of Bussian Poland, gov.
and 27 m. S.W. "Warsaw. P. 1080.

MzENSK or Mtzensk, a town of Russian Po-

land, gov. and 30 m. N.E. Orel, cap. disi, on th«
Mzena. P. (1863) 13,619. It has a laige trade
in com and hemp, and was formerly important as
a military post.

N \^i

Naaf, a river of British India, Arracan, enters

the £. side of the Bay of Bengal, at Mungdoo,
40 m. N. of Akyab, after a S. course of 60 m.
It is broad, navigable, and has densely wooded
banks.
Naaghi, a vill. of Afghanistan, 17 m. S.W.

Bajour. Lat. 34° 49' N. ; Ion. 71' 15' E. Some
authorities have supposed it to be the Aomus of

the historians of Alexander the Great, the cap-
ture of which was one of his most extraordinary
exploits.

Naaldwyk, a vill. of Netherlands, prov. S. Hol-
land, 13 m. W.N.W. Eotterdam. P. 1350.

Naardkn, a fortified town of the Netherlands,
prov. N. Holland, cap. dist, near the Zuyder-
Zee, 12 m. E.S.E. Amsterdam. P. 2620.
Naas, a pa. and market town of Ireland, co.

Kildare, on a branch of the Grand Canal, near the
Great S.-W. Railway, 9 m. S.W. Dublin. Ac. of

pa. 5526. P. (1861) 4383 ; do. of town 2966.
Nab or Naab, a navigable river of Bavaria,

circ. Upper Main and Palatine, joins the Danube,
3 m. W. Begensburg, after a S. course of 90 m.
Nabal, a maritime town of Northern Africa,

dom. and 43 m. S.E. Tunis, on the Gulf of Sidra.

Near it are vestiges of the ancient Neapolis.
Nabend, a river of Persia, prov. Laristan,

enters the Persian Gulf, at Cape Nabend, 160 m.
S.E. Bushire, after a S. course of 115 miles.
Nabord (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vosges, arr. and cant. Eemiremont. P. 2093.
Nabulus, a town of Palestine, anc. Shechem

and Neapolis, 30 m. N. Jerusalem, in a verdant
valley between Mounts Ebal and Gerizim. P.
8000, of whom 500 are Christians, 150 Samari-
tans, and 50 Jews.
Nackinoton, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2}

m. S.S.E. Canterbury. Ac. 906. P. 165.

Nacogdoches, a co. of the U. S., N. America,
in N.E. of Tennessee. Area 948 sq. m. P. 6933
free, 2359 slaves.

Nacogdoches, a town of U. S., North America,
Texas, cap. dist, 160 m. N. Galveston.
Nacton, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4j m.

S.E. Ipswich. Ac 2380. P, 660.
Nadab, a vill. of Austrian Hungary, co. Arad,

dist. Simaud. P. 1750.
Nadaun, a town of the Punjab, on the Jullun-

dur Doab, 43 m. N.W. Belaspoor, on the S. b. of
the Beas, here 360 yards wide, and with a greatly
frequented ferry on the route from the British
dominions into Cashmere. Near it is the famous
Hindoo temple Jewala Muki.
Nadendai, a town of Russian Finland, gov. and

10 m. N.W. Abo, on the Baltic P. 725.
Nadudv.vh, a market town of Hungary, co.

Szabolcs, 21 m. W.S.W. Debreczin. P. 6530.
Nadworna, a market town of Austrian Poland,

Galicia, circ. and 22 m. S. Stanislowow.
Nakfei;s, a vill. of Switzerland, cant and 4 m,

N. Glarus, cap. dist., on the Linth. P. 2187.
It is famous for an action fought in 1388, between
1300 Swiss and 6000 Austrian troops, which lat-
ter were totally defeated.
NiERLH, a maritime vLII. of Norway, stift Chris-

tiansand, amt and 22 m. S.W. Btavanger, on the
North Sea. P. 1700.

Nafferton, a pa. of Engl., co. York, E. Riding,

2 m. E.N.E. Great Driffield. Ac 5130. P. 1535.

Naftia (Lago), a singular lake in Sicily, prov.
Catania, 2 m. from Mineo. It is of circular

form, and resembles a boiling cauldron, having in
the midst of it three small ci-aters, two of them
active. The atmosphere around is so poisoned
by the gas escaping from the craters, that no
bird can fly across it, and small animals ap-
proaching to quench their thirst, leave their car-

cases on its banks.
Nagapatam, a town of British India, prov.

Tanjore, on the Coromandel coast, 16 m. B.

KarikaL P. 10,000. It was taken by the Dutch
in 1660, but the British took it in 1781. It has
a small port, and trade with Ceylon.
Nagaranow, a town of British India, prov.

Oude, 30 m. S, Lucknow. P. 6000.

Nagasaki, Japan. [Nangasiki."|

Nages, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Tant,
arr. Castres, cant. Lacaune. P. 1845.

Naggar, a walled town of Afghanistan, in the
plain of Bannoo, 65 m. S.W. Peshawar, with a
bazaar. The country is well cultivated, but suf-

fers much from incessant wars of the inhabitants,

and the inroads of the Vizeree freebooters from
the neighbouring mountains, to guard against

whose attacks every house is fortified.

Nagmunglum, a town of India, territory of

Mysore, 28 m. N. Seringapatam. It has a cita-

del, and two temples, courtrhouse, and a palace

of the former rajah.

Nagold, a river of Germany, tributary to the

Enz, rises in Wiirtemberg, circ. Black Forest,

flows N. past Nagold and Calw, and joins the

Enz at Pforzheim.
Nagold, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Black

Forest, cap. dist., on the Nagold, 16 m. W. Tu-
bingen. P. 2600. It has manufs. of woollens.

Nagore, several towns of India.—L British

India, presid. and prov. Bengal, dist Beerbhoom,
of which it was once the cap., 15 rj. W. of

Sooree.—II. presid. Madras, dist and 48 m. £.

Tanjore, on the Velloor or Nagore river, a branch
of the Cauvery, at its mouth in the Indian Ocean,

and here crossed by a fine nine-arched bridge.

It is populous, busy, and well-built Chief edifices,

its mosques, & a square tower, 150 feet in height
Nagothana, a town of British India, presid.

Bombay, dist Concan, 40 m. S.W. Bombay, on

the river Amba.
Nagouk, a walled town of India, in the state of

Jodhpoor, 250 m. S.W. Delhi. It is abundantly
supplied with water.
Nagpore, a territory of British India, in the

S., Deccan, watered by the rivers Wurda and

Weingunga, now (1864) comprised in the Central

Provinces. Before its incorporation with the

new Provinces (1862) its revenue was 391,210/.

The last rajah died towards the close of 1853,

without any legal heirs, and his dominions fell to

the British. [Central Provs.]
Nagpore (Nagapura, "the town of serpents "p,

a city of British India, Central Provinces, is in

lat 21° 9' N., Ion. 79° 11' E., 100 m. E. Ellich-

pore, and 440 m. EJf.E. Bombay, on branch of

Great India Peninsula Bailway, opened 1864
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It is about 5 in. in circ, and enclosed by walls,

but meanly built. P. 111,231, of wbom about 2J
per cent, are Mussulmans and Brahmins. It has

a transit trade, with manufs. of silk and cotton

and woollen goods, besides several banking estab-

lishments. Mean annual temp. 79", summer 89°,

winter 69°, Fahr. Annual rainfall 65 inches.

Nagy (Hung. Greaty, a prefix to the names of

several towns, etc., in Hungary and Transylvania.

—I. (Abonyy, W. Hungary, co. and 49 m. S.E.

Pesth. P. 9160.—II. (^ff), a vill. of Transyl-
vania, CO. Hunyad, 15 m. N.N.E. Vajda-Hunyad.
The pop. (2761) are employed in the adjacent
gold and silver mines.—III. iBajorriy, co. Sumegh,
near Marczall. P. 2054.—IV. (Banya), Germ.
Neustadt, a town of E. Hungary, circ. and 32 m,
E.S.E. Szathmar, in a deep valley, near the Tran-
sylvanian frontier. P. 6900. It has a Boman
Catholic college, and is the cap. of one of the prin-

cipal mining districts of Hungary.—V. (Bittcsa),

CO. Trentshin. P. 2600.—YI.{£ecskerek). P. 14,340.

[Recskerek].—VII. (Bocksco), co. Manner, 6 m.
F.E. Szigeth. P. 2285.—VIII. (JEnyed, Germ. Egid-
ttadf), a market town of Transylvania, on the
Marcs, 17 m. N.N.E. Karlsburg, with 6000 in-

habs., a Protestant college, a museum, a cavalry
barracks,and public library,—IX. (Kalloy, [Kallo
Nagy].—X.(Aramsa), [Kanisa Nagy.]—^XI. {Ka-
roly), a market town, co. Szathmar, 37 m. E.N.E.
Debreczin. P. 9914.— XII. (,Kata), co. and
32 m. E.S.E. Pesth. P. 4114. It has a Eoman
Catholic church and cattle markets.— XIII.
(Kikinda), [Kikinda Nagy.]—XIV. {Koros),

[KoKOS.J—XV. (^Michaly, Germ. Gross-Michel), a
market town, co. and 20 m. E.N.E. Zemplin. P.
1600.—The Nagy river, circ. Marmaros, joins the
Theiss at Huszth. [JEnyed Nagy.]
Nahant, a township of the United States, North

America, Massachusetts, comprising a peninsula
in Massachusetts Bay, 14 m. N.E. Boston, with
which it communicates by steamers. It is a
favourite watering place.

Naiie, a river of W. Germany, joins the Rhine
at Bingen, after a N.E. course of 60 m., between
the territories of Saxe-Coburg, Rhenish Bavaria,
and flessen-Dannstadt on the S. and E., and
parts of Oldenburg and Prussia on the N. and
W. It is navigable for 20 miles. Affluents, the
Glan and Simmer.
Nahr, several rivers of Asiatic Turkey, the

principal being N.-el-Kebir, Syria, entering the
Mediterranean 20 m. N. Tripoli, after a W.ward
course of 35 m—The Nahrawan was an ancient
canal, Assyria and Babylonia, which proceeded
from the Tigris, near the confl. of the Zab, for
450 m. towards the Persian Gulf, with a breadth
of from 120 to 130 yards, as is still discernible.
Nahun, a town of N. Hindostan, Gurwhal, cap.

rajaship Sirmor, 46 m. N.W. Seharunpore. Cli-
mate salubrious on account of elevation, which
is 3207 feet above the sea.

Naila, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upp. Franconia,
cap. dist., 27 m. N.N.E. Bayreuth. P. 1640.
Naillat, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Creuse,

arr. Gudret, cant. Dun-le-Palleteau. P. 2093.
Nailloux, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Haute

Garonne, cap. cant., 18 m. S. Toulouse. P. 1408.
Nailsea, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, with a

station on the G. W. Rail, 8 m. W.S.W. Bristol.
Ac. 2771. P. 2278. Manufs. crown glass, and
has coal works.
Nailstone, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 3 m.

N.E. Market Bosworth. Ac. 3806. P. 639.
Nailsworth, a hamlet of England, co. Glo'ster,

pas. Avening and Minchinhampton, 2 m. W.S.W.
Minchinhampton. Manufs. woollens.

Naix, a town of India, dist. Salon, territory of
Gude, 60 m. E. Lucknow. P. 10,000.

Nain (tnod. Nein), a hamlet of Palestine, pash.
& 24 m. S.E. Acre, now insignificant, but memor-
able as the place of the miracle recorded in St
Luke.
NaintrA, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vienne, cant, and arr. Oh3,tellerault. P. 1621.
It has the ruins of a large temple.
Nairn, a royal and contributing pari, bor.,

seaport town, and pa. of Scotland, cap. co., situ-

ated on the shore of the Moray Firth, at mouth
of river Nairn, 15^ m. N.E. Inverness, by the
Inverness and Aberdeen Junction Railway. It
has communication with the south by steamer.
Area of pa. about 27 sq. m. P. (1861) 4488 ; do.

of town, 3827. It is remarkably healthy, enjoy-
ing an almost complete immunity from epidemio
diseases, and it is one of the stations established
in connection with the Meteorological Depart-
ment of the Board of Trade. Rainfall 26 inches.
It has a CO. hall, with court-house and gaol ; an
academy, museum, weekly newspaper, circulating

library, three branch banks, a large and elegant
marine hotel, salt and fresh water baths, a sandy
beach admirably adapted for sea-bathing, and
an excellent harbour, with breakwater and pier.

Corp. rev. (1862-3) 849/. The bor. unites with
Inverness, Forres, and Fortrose in sending one
member to H, of C. Reg. electors (1863) 131.

Naiknshibe, a small maritime co. of Scotland,
having N. the Moray Firth, E. Elginshire, S.

and W. Invemess-shires. Area, including de-
tached dists. in Elgin, Inverness, and Ross,
estimated at 215 sq. m., or 137,600 ac, upwards
of 70,000 of which are cultivated, P. (1861)
10,065. Surface mostly rugged and mountain-
ous, except along the coast. Principal rivers,

Nairn and Findhorn. The agriculture of this

CO. closely resembles that of Morayshire. It has
neither mines nor manufactures of importance,
except whisky, of which about 50,000 gallons
annually are made at Brackla distillery. The co.

is divided into 5 pas., besides parts of pas. Chief
town, Nairn. It is under one sheriff with Elgin &
Banff, and unites with Elgin in sending 1 mem-
ber to House of C. Reg. elect. (1863) 293.

Naix, a comm. and vail, of France, dep. Meuse,
arr. Bar-le-Duc, on the site of the anc. Nasium,
and where numerous fine statues, and other
Roman antiquities, have been discovered.

Naizin, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Mor-
bihan, 8 m. S.E. Pontivy. P. 2109.

Najac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aveyron, arr. and 9 m. S.S.W, Vlllefranche, on
the Aveyron, P. 2406, Manufs. serges.

Najafgurh, a town of India, 16 m. S.E. Cawn-
pore, on rt. b. of the Ganges. Indigo is much
grown here.

Najera, a town of Spain, prov. and 16 m.
W.S.W, Logrono, on the Najerilla. P. 3000. It

was once the seat of the court of Navarra, but is

now in decay ; and it was the scene of an obsti-

nate battle between the troops of Peter the Cruel
and his brother Henry, in April 1367,

Najerilla, a river of Spain, rises in the moun-
tains W, Almarza, prov. Burgos, & flows N.N.E.
into the Ebro, 10 m. below Najera ; course 40 m.
Nakel, a town of Prussia, gov. and 17 m. W.

Bromberg, on the Netze. P. 3400.

Nakel or Naklo, a town of Prussian Poland,
gov. & 18 m. W. Bromberg, on the Netze. P. 3663.
Nakhitchevak C'^Jlrstplace ofdescetU"') a town

of Asiatic Russia, Transcaucasia, cap. dist., near
the Aras, gov. and 83 m. S.E. Erivan. P. (1863)
6189, It was mostly ruined during the last Rus-
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efan and Persian war. It claims to be the oldest

city in tlie world ; its Armenian name and tra-

dition implying that the tenants of the ark first

resided here after the flood. Its vicinity is fer-

tile in fruits, especially grapes ; but it is noted

for insalubrity. The dist. Nakhitchevaru, sepa-

rated S.ward from Persia by the Aras, has on
other sides the provs. Erivan and Earabagh, and
comprises also the towns Abbasabad, Mergeri,

and Terra Kali. It was ceded to Russia in 1828.

Nakhitchevan, a town of Eussia, gov. Eka-
terinoslav, on the Don, 18 m. S.W, Novo-Tchei--
kask. P. (1863) 11,333. It was founded by an

Armenian colony in 1780, and is the residence of

the Armenian patriarch in Bussia. Chief edifices,

Armenian churches, convents, and a bazaar. It

has manufacturss of silk and cotton stuffs, soap
and leather, with distilleries, and an extensive

trade, being, with the contiguous town Rostov, a

principal entrep6t of the Don, and of the com-
merce from Taganrog to the interior of Russia.

Nakilo or Nackilloo, a marit. town of Persia,

prov. Laristan, on the Persian Gulf, 50 m.
W.N.W. Charrack, with a fort and a pearl fishery.

Nakon Thom (great capital), a ruined city of

Cambodia, lat 13° 30' N. ; Ion. 103° 60' E. Re-
markable for the vast proportions and classical

appearance of its ruined buildings.
Nakskov, a seaport town of Denmark, island

Laaland, on a bay of its W. coast, 15 m. N.W.
Marieboe. P. 3687. It has a trade in com.
Nalliers, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vendde, 24 m. S.E. Napoleon-Vendue. P. 2107.

Nalox, a river of N. Spain, rises near Tama in

Asturias, and after a N.W. course of 62 m. past

Oviedo, enters the Bay of Biscay near Mures.
Namaqua Country, the W.and marit. por-

tion of the Hottentot country, S. Africa, the

Great Namaqua land being N., and the Little

Namaqua territory S., of Orange river. The
native tribes number 40,000 or 60,000; and wild
animals, rhinoceros, giraffe, and lion, are yet
found, though rapidly diminishing in numbers.
Nameszto, a market town of N. Hungary, co.

Arva, 16 m. N.N.E. Kubin. P. 1726.

Namiescht, a town of Moi-avia, circ. and 27
ni. N.N.E. Znaim, on the Oslava, here crossed

by a bridge. P. 1850. It has manufs. of woollen
cloths and linens.—II. a market town of Moravia,
circ. and 8 m. W. Olmutz. P. 1530.

Namoi, a river of New South Wales, rises on
N. slope of Liverpool range, in the S. of Parry
CO., and flowing N.W. 270 m., separates cos.

Inglis, Nandiwar, Jamison, on its N. bank, from
I'arry, Buckland, Pottinger, and White, and re-

ceives on the left the rivers Conadilly, Turra-
beil, Brigalow creek, and Baradine. It falls into

the Darling at Walgett.
Namgua Land. [Cape Colony.]
Namslau, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and

SO m. E. Breslau, cap. circ, on the Weida. P.
4000. Manufactures linens and woollens.

Namuk, a strongly fortified city of Belgium,
cap. piov. Namur, at the confl. of the Sambre and
Meuse, 36 m. S.E. Brussels, with which it is con-
nected by railway. P. (1864) 26,525. Its cathe-
dral is one of the finest in Belgium ; among its

other churches are St Loup and Notre Dame ; it

has a town-hall, and a public libi-ary ; its fortress
is situated on a rock which commands the Meuse
and the Sambre. It is celebrated for its cutlery,
and has manufs. of iron, steel, and bronze articles,

foundries, glass-works, and tanneries. Namur has
sustained numerous sieges, was taken by the

Under the French empire it was cap. dep. Sambre
and Meuse. Theprov. ofNamur is rich in mined
of iron, lead, copper, and coal. Soil fertile in

grain, hemp), and lint. Cattle are extensively

reared. It is divided into 2 arrs. Chief towns
Namur and Dinant. Area 1417 sq. m. P. (1862)

301,397.

Nanaijio, a town and port of Vancouver Island,

British North America, in Gulf of Geoi^a.
Nanas, a market town. Central Hungary, circ.

Szabolcs, 24 m. N.N.W. Debreczin. P. 10,390.

Nancay, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cher, arr. Bourges, cant Vierzdn. P. 1060.

Nan-Chang, a city of China, cap. prov. Kiangse,

on the Kan-kiang river, 286 m. S.W. Nanking, in

lat 28° 35' N., Ion. 116° E.
Nancowky, one of the Nicobar Islands.

Nancy, a comm. and town of France, cap. dep.

Meurthe, 29 m. S. Metz, on 1. b. of the Meurthe,
and 221 m. E. Paris, on railway to Strasbourg.

P. (1861) 49,305. It has a town-hall, a bishop's

palace, university, academy for the deps. Memthe,
Meuse, and Vosges, a tribunal of cf)mmerce,

national college, school of medicine, normal
school, and a library of 30,000 vols. ; cabinet of

natural history, and a botanic garden. In the

Place Eoyale is a statue of the Duke of Lorraine,

to whom it was indebted for many improve-
ments. Its embroidery is celebrated, and it has

manufactures of cloths, hats, oils of all kinds,

hai'dwares, instruments, potash, soap, bricks and
tiles, vermicelli, vinegar, etc. Nancy was taken

by Charles the Bold in 1475, and he was killed

while besieging it in 1477. Louis xiii. took it in

1634. Its citadel is still preserved, but its forti-

fications were destroyed by Louis xiv. Bii-th-

place of General Druot.
Nandaderi, a mountain of India, Himalaya

group, dist. Kumaon, in lat 30° 22' N., Ion. 80°

1' E. Elevation 25,749 feet above the sea.

Nandaoli, a town of British India, dist Aly-

grirh, N.W. provs., 43 m. N.E. Agra, It has a

bazaar and weekly markets.
Nandair, a town of India, and place of Sikh

pilgrimage in the Deccan, Nizam's dom., on the

Godavery, 145 m. N.N.W. Hyderabad.
Nandewar, a CO. of New South Wales, on rt.

b. of the Namoi river, having W. Darhng and
East Buckland on the S., and Pottinger and

White on the W. Lat. 30° 30' S. ; Ion. 160° 16'

E. Length, from N.W. to S.E., 65 m. ; breadth

23 miles. Ac 775,700.

Nanfio or Anaphi, Membliaros, an island of

the Grecian Archipelago, South Cyclades, gov.

and 14 m. E. Thera (Santorin). Area 25 sq.m. P.

800. Soil mostly barren, but it produces core,

figs, and honey.

—

Pulo Nanfi is a group of rocky

islets a little S.E.ward.
Nan-gan, a city of China, prov. Kiang-se, cap.

dep., on the Kiang, ISO m. N.N.E. Canton.

NANGAa,iKi (properly A^a^aio^"), nextto Kana-

gawa, the principal seaport and commercial city

of Japan, on the S.W. side of the island Kiu-siu,

in lat. 32° 44' 8" N., Ion. 129° 51' 53' E. Esti-

mated pop. from 70,000 to 100,000. It stands on

a hill slope, and is regularly built Chief edifices

are the palaces of the governors and other

grandees, the Dutch and Chinese factories, ai-

senal, theatres, and upwards of 60 temples, en-

closed by gardens, which, with numerous tea

houses, form the favomite public resort of tht

population. The harbour is about 6 m. in lengtli

by 3 m. in breadth, and ships lie securely shelteret

5 or 6 fathoms water. In 1862, 105 Britid:

French in 1692, by the English and Dutch in
j
vessels (tonnage 31,681), and 212 foreign vessda

1695, and again by the French in 1701 and 1746. (tonnage 69,946), chiefly American, Dutw-
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French, and Kussian, entered the port. The
imports consist chieily of cotton, manufactured

piece goods, cotton yam, woollen manufac-
tures, tin, and lead. Total value, 625,000?.

Exports are, camphor, coals, crockery, cassia,

gall nuts, planks, seaweed, rape-seed, silk, tea,

tobacco, and wax. Total value about 750,000?.

The total value of foreign trade at Nagasaki is

about 1,275,000?. The Dutch and Chinese traders

who resort to it were, previous to 1859, confined

under strict supervision to the strongly fortified

and artificial island Desima, off the shore, and
only 600 feet in length by 240 feet in breadth.

Sliops numerous and well supplied; and here

are many breweries for rice-beer. Nangasaki was
opened to foreign commerce 1st July 1859, and
in 1863 there were about 40 foreign residents.

Nangis, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Marne, 13 m. W. Provins. P. 2421.

Naniamo, a dist. of British N. America, 60 m.
N. of Victoria, lat. 49" 15' N., Ion. 123° 45' "W.

Excellent coal was discovered here in 1850, and
tow (1864) it is largely worked.

Nank-v. Islands, a group of islets of the Asiatic

Archipelago, in the Strait of Banca.
Nan-king or Nankin (" Court of the South"),

a city, and the ancient cap. of China, cap. prov.

Kiang-su, 237 m. by the river to Woosung, situated

on tlie rt. b. of the Yang-tze-kiang, at its mouth.
Lat. 32' 40' N. ; Ion. 118° 48' E. P. formeriy
4000,000, now probably 11,000,000. Its ancient

walls can be traced for 35 m., but Nankin has so de-

clined since the transference of the seat of empire
to Peking in the 13th century, that the modern
walls are of much less extent, and the city scarcely
occupies l-8th part of the surface enclosed by them.
The city is commanded by hills, especially on the
E., and is otherwise ill calculated tor defence. It

is divided into a Chinese and a Tartar town,
separated by walls and gates. Principal objects,

now ruined, were the porcelain tower of 9 stories

and 200 feet in height, completed in 1432, and the
"tomb of kings," supposed to be of the Ming
dynasty (a.d. 1328 to 1621), leading to which is

a fine paved road, with an avenue of gigantic
armed figures ; the governor's palace, and an ob-
servatory. The tower was destroyed in 1858 by
the Imperialists, to prevent the rebels making it

a fort Since then the city has been held by the
Taipings, who have made it their headquarters.
The continued strife which has been carried on
by the contending parties, has desolated the sur-
rounding country for miles, and the interior of
the city is in ruins. There were manufs. of crape,
satin, paper, artificial flowers, China or Indian
ink, and nankeen, which hence derives its name,
but is also made throughout the whole prov. It
had an extensive trade, and by the great canal,
which crosses the Yang-tze-kiang, about 40 m.
E.ward, it communicates directly with Peking.
For years its industrial manufactures have ceased,
and now (1864) its trade is limited to contraband
traffic in arms, and food for the beleaguered
inhabitants. It was also the place of a grand
viceroy, with authority over the Kiang provs., of
a great military depot, and the chief seat of
literatm-e in the empire, which are now usurped
by a fanatical despot and his illiterate myrmi-
dons. The British forces remained before it

from the 10th to the 29th of August 1842, on
which latter day the treaty of Nanking between
China and England was signed and ratified.

Nan-ling, the loftiest mountain chain in China,
lat 26° N., and between Ion. 104° and 118° E.,
separates the basins of the Yang-tze-kiang
N.ward from that of the Hong-kiang and its

affluents S.ward, and the Quang provs. from thosa
of Kwi-Choo, Hou-nan, and Kiang-se, Several
of the summits rise above the snow line.

Nann or NoNNi, a river of Manchuria, flows S.
660 m., and joins the Sungari in lat. 46° 30' N.,
and Ion. 124° 45' E. ; on its banks are the towns
Merguen and Tsitsihar.

Nannerck, a pa. of N. Wales, cos. Flint and
Denbigh, 5 m. W.S.W. Flint. Ac. 1849. P. 275.
Nan-ngang, two cities of China.—I. prov.

Kiang-si, cap. dep., 230 m. S.S.W. Nauchang.

—

II. prov. Quang-si, cap. dep., on Yoo river, 70 m.
N. the Gulf of Tonquin.
Nanning, a division of British India, Malay

peninsula, the centre of the dist. being in lat. 2°

25' N., Ion. 102° SO' E. Area 400 sq. m. Popu-
lation and revenue on the increase.

Nans, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Var,
arr. Brignoles, cant. St-Maximin. P. 1171.

Nansemond, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in S.E. of Virginia. Area 444 sq. m. P. (1860)
8212 free, 5481 slaves.

Nant, a comm. and town of France, dep. Avey-
ron, 11 m. E.S.E. Milhau. P. 3106.

Nantekre, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Seine, 7 m. S. St Denis, on railway from
Paris to St Germain. P. 3549. It has manufs.
of glue and chemical products.

Nantes, Namnetes, a comm. and city of Franco,
cap. dep. Loire-Infdrieure, 208 m. S.W. Paris.

P. (1861) 113,625. It has a port on several islands

in the Loire, at the confluence of the Erdre and
S^vre-Nantaise, and at the head of a railway
from Tours. The town, on rt. b. of the Loire,

communicates by 12 bridges with the islands, and
the suburb Madelaine on 1. b. It is a bishop's

see, and has a cathedral and an old castle built

in 938, a tribunal of commerce, national college,

noiTnal school, public library of 45,000 vols.,

observatory, botanic garden, and a magazine of

munitions for the marine. Chief edifices, pre-
fecture, com exchange, town-hall, and mint. It

has ship-building, 15 cotton, 3 wool, and 3 hemp
spinning factories, 13 copper, 17 iron, and 8 cast

iron foundries, one palm-oil-soap factory, 2 steam
saw-mills, 30 or 40 currieries and tanneries, 6
sugar refineries, gas and water works, and a
large government tobacco factory. The raUway
to L'Orient was opened in 1862, and 3 bridges

have been built over the Loire. The port admits
vessels of only 200 tons ; larger vessels unload
at Paimboeuf. In proportion as the mercantile

marine of St Nazaire has increased of late years,

the shipping of Nantes has diminished. Entered

(1862) 2781 vessels (tonnage 186,095); cleared

3174 vessels ^tonnage 206,215). Exports consist

chiefly of grain, flour, wine, and sugar ; imports

of coal, iron, timber, coffee, sugar, iron-ore, salt,

wine, sulphur, pepper, etc. Nantes is the birth-

place of Bouguer, the mathematician, and of

Fouch^. Condivicnum was cap. of the Namnetes
before the conquest of the Gauls by the Romans.
It sustained numerous sieges, and was united to

France with the rest of Bretagne. The edict of
Nantes was proclaimed here by Henri iv. in 1598.

The Vendean army attacked it without success

in 1793. The canal of Nantes connects the Loire
and the Vilaine rivers.

N..VNTEUIL, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Oise, 10 m. S.E. Senlis. P. 1545.

Nantewnlle, a pa. of South Wales, co. Car-
digan, 6 m. N, Lampeter. Ac. 4603. P. 803.

Nantglyn, a pa. of North Wales, co. and 4 m.
S.S.W. Denbigh. Ac. 5600. P. 320.

Nantiat, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute-Vienne, cap. cant. arr. Bellac. P. 1326.
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Nantijian or Nantenant, a pa., Irel^ co- Lime-

rick, 2J m. S.S.E. Askeaton. Ac. 7922. P. 1764.

Nantmel, a pa. o( South Wales, co. Badnor,
4 m. E.S.E. Khayader. Ac. 16,387. P. 1453.

Nanton, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. S^ne-
et-Loire, arr. Chalon, cant. Sennecy. P. 1428.

Nantua, a comm. and town of France, cap.

arr., dep. Ain, 17 m. E. Bourg. P. 3726. Chief

industry, cotton and woollen spinning, tanning
and paper making. It has a considerable transit

trade between France and Switzerland.

Nantucket, an island and town of the U. S.,

North America, Massachusetts, in the Atlantic,

66 m. S.E. Cape Cod. Lat. 41» 18' N. ; Ion. 70°

6' W. The island is about 18 m. in length, with
an average breadth of 4 m. Area 50 sq. m. P.
6094. Soil various. The town stands on a bay on
the N.W. side of the island. In and around it are

cloth factories, rope-walks, fulling and com mills.

Nantueil-ex-Vall£e, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Charente, cant & arr. Ruffec. P. 1264.

Nantwich, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. and 18J m. E.S.E. Chester, on the Birming-
ham and Liverpool Canal, 5 m, S.W. Crewe, and
20 m. S.E. Chester. Alt 240 ft Its pa. church has
been restored, Ac. of pa. 3165. P. (1861) 6763.
Manufs. glass, silk, cottons, shoes, and salt.

Naos, a port of the Canary Isls., S.E. of Lanza^
rote, and a cape on S. of the island Ferro.
Naouks, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Somme, 10 m. N. Amiens. P. 1724.

Napa, a co., U. S., N. America, in the N."W.
of California. Area 800 sq. m. Surface uneven

;

soil fertile. Gold and quicksilver are found. The
CO. has several mineral springs. P. 5521.
Napagedi, a market town of Moravia, circ &

8 m. N.N.E. Hradisch, on the March. P. 2430.
Napa-kiang, the principal seaport town of the

Loo-Choo isls., China Sea, in lat 26° 12' 20" N.,

Ion. 127° 35' 57" E., and having a secure harbour.
Napaitee, a chief town of the co. Lennox,

Canada West P. 2000.
Napeh Mew, a frontier town of Burmah, on

the Aeug Boad from Ava into Arracan, 32 m.
S.S.W. Salnen-
Napier, a town of North Island, cap. of prov.

of Hawke Bay, New Zealand.
Napiek, a CO. of New S. Wales, between rivs.

Castlereagh on the N. and Coolaburragundy on
the S. On the W. is co. Lincoln, and E.
Pottinger. Lat of centre 31° 45' S. ; Ion. 149° 30'

E. Chief town Coolah. It is traversed by the
Liverpool range. Length from E. to W. 67 m.

;

breadth 42 m. Ac. 892,800.

Napier, a township of the U. S^ North Ame-
rica, Pennsylvania, co. Bedford.
Naples (anc. Magna Grsecia Campania), prior

to 1860 a separate state, now incorporated with
the kingdom of Italy. It formed a political and
administrative division of the kingdom of the
Two Sicilies, comprising the continental part of
the state (cap. Naples). The Neapolitan states

occupied the S. part of the Italian peninsula, be-
tween lat 37° 56' and 42° 55' N., Ion. 12° 54' and
18° 33' E., bounded E. by the Adriatic, S. by the
Ionian Sea, W. by the Tyrrhenian Sea (Medi-
terranean) and the Strait of Messina, and N. by
the Pontifical States and Terra di Lavoro. The
coasts are high and bold, especially on the W.,
and greatly indented. Chief c*pes, Gaeta, Sor-
rento, Licosa, Baia, Vaticano, Nao, and Leuca,
The principal gulfs are those of Gaeta,^ap]es,
Salerno, Policastro, St Eufemia, Squillace and
Tarentum (which surround the two peninsulas of
Otranto and Calabria), and Manfredonia. Sur-
face in genci-al mountainous, but includes exten- I

sive valleys, especially the plain of Capitanata
and that of Terra di Lavoro (the Campaniafelice

of the Bomans). The chain of the Apenninee
traverses the country nearly throughout its en-

tire length. In the Abruzzi, where it attains its

greatest height, it separates into three lateral

ranges, which re-unite near Isemia; at Monte
Caruso it again divides into two branches, the

most elevated of which traverses Calabria. The
culminating point of the whole is Monte Coma
9521 feet above the sea. The chief isolated,

mountains are the volcano of Vesuvius, and.

Monte Gargano near the Adriatic. Soil volcanic

and subject to earthquakes. In 1857, 40 towni)

and villages were destroyed in the central provs.,

and 10,000 lives lost in this way. Chief rivers,

the CrarigUano and Voltumo, which flow W. to

the Tyrriienian Sea; the Pescara, Biferno, Can
delaro, and Ofanto, flowing E. to the Adriatic

;

the Bradano, Basiento, and Crate, to the Gulf of

Tarentum; the only lai^e lake, that of Celano
or Fucino, was drained in 1862. Climate divided
into three regions ; in the lower region the tem-

perature is so mUd that vegetation is never in

terrupted ; in the middle region snow occasion-
ally falls, but soon disappears ; in the elevated
regions of the Abruzzi, cold is sometimes seven)
and long continued—snow lies on the Mont)
Como nine months in the year. Naples is un
healthy in the marshy districts, and during tho
prevalence of the sirocco from July to September,
when the heat is excessive. The flora has, iu
addition to the plants common to Italy, several
tropical products, including cotton, the sugar
cane, pistachio, and dates. The wild boar, por-
cupine, and game of all kindls abound in the
forests ; and the coasts have always been cele-

brated for fish, on which the tunny, anchovj'^,

mullet, and coral fisheries employ many of the
inhabitants. Domestic animals comprise sheep,

goats, and pigs; cattle are not numerous;
horses are of a small breed, but active ; buffaloesA

pasture in herds in the marshes; sheep are ex-|l

tensively reared in the plains of the Capitanata, i

and hogs and goats are numerous on the shores
of the Adriatic Agriculture, which is in a very
backward state, occupies the greater part of tht)

population. The chief cro|>s are wheat, maize,

cotton, melons, rice, oil, wine, hemp, Imt, to-

bacco, and fruits. The olive is extensively cul-

tivated in Otranto, Bari, and Calabria. The
wines of the Neapolitan states are the best in

Italy. The celebrated Lacrima Ckristi, a red
wine, is grown in vineyards on the flanks of

Vesuvius, which belong to the crown. Oranges
and lemons are grown in the Capitanata, saffron

in Basilicata, the Abruzzi and Calabria Ultra;

lint and hemp are generally raised to a con-
siderable extent Manna is largely cultivated i«

Calabria, and is monopolized by the government.
Silk is an important product, especially in tha

Terra di Lavoro, the Principati, and Calabria.

Manufs. are unimportant ; the chief are silkf,

linens, and woollens at Naples, Soro, and IsoIa,aDd

paper, glass, and cutlery to a small extent Com-
merce is mostly concentrated in the cap. Chief

exports, olive oil, sUk, hemp, wool, wine, grain,

macaroni, and coral. Imports, colonial & manuf.
goods, iron & cutlery. Monasteries & nunneries

were formerly very numerous, but many have been

suppressed. It is calculated that there was one

monk for every 250 of the population. Public in-

struction was entirely in the hands of the priests,

& all classes were deplorably ignorant A grow-
ing dissatisfaction with the oppressive measures of

the former government led to frequent outbreaks
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between 1826 and 1846. A constitutional form of

government was granted after the revolution in

1848; and, on procuring liberty of the press,

several journals were published, but in the end
of 1849 they were entirely suppressed. On 7th
September 1860, the king, Francis ii., fled to

Gaeta; on the 8th, Garibaldi entered the city,

and proclaimed the new kingdom of Italy;

on 15th Sept. the Jesuits were expelled, and
ecclesiastical domains ordered for sale ; 7th Nov.,
Victor Emmanuel entered Naples as king of the
Two Sicilies. The prov. of Naples has an area
of 428 sq.m. P. (1862) 867,983. Since the com-
mencement of the new dynasty in 1860, great im-
provements have been introduced, brigandage has
Deen suppressed, order restored, and elementary
education provided for. [Italy.]
Naples (Ital. Napoli, anc. NeapolisX a city of

S. Italy, formerly cap. kingdom of the Two
Sicilies, and of the prov. and dist. of Napoli, now
cap. prov. Naples, on the N. shore of the Bay of

the same name, near the foot of Mount Vesuvius,
connected by railway with Home on the N. and
Salerno on the S. Lat. of observatory 40° 61' 8'

N.; Ion. 14° 15' 5" E. P. (1862) 418,968, with
comm. 447,065, excluding garrison. The climate
of Naples is more bracing than that of Rome,
andmore temperate than either Rome or Florence,
being modified by the sea & land breezes. Mean
t6mp.ofyear 61°, summer 73°-l, winter47°-6,Fahr.
It is in the form of an amphitheatre, on the
slopes of a range of hills, which is divided into
two natural crescents by a ridge, that on the E.
containing the largest and most ancient portion
of the city, and that on the W. the modem city,

called the Chiaia, The castles are : St Elmo, on a
height; CasteIdelCarmine,nowthe Castel-Nuovo,
between the royal palace and the sea ; the Castel
dell' Ovo, on a small island; and the Castel
Capuano, of Norman origin, joined to the main-
land by a causeway on arches 800 feet long. It is

intersected from N. to S. by a long street called
the Toledo, and is densely peopled; there are
more than 1300 streets ; the chief thoroughfares
lighted with gaa. Chief ecclesiastical edifices, a
cathedral, built on 100 granite columns, which
belonged to the temple of Apollo; 300 other
churches, that of the Holy Apostles, built on the
ruins of a temple of Mercury ; San Paolo, Filipo
Neri, Spiritu Santo, the convent and church of
San Martino; Sta.Chiara, with magnificent monu-
ments and royal tombs ; San Domenico Maggiore,
recently restored and ornamented; and Monte
Oliveto. There are 4 cemeteries around Naples.
Other public buildings are, the royal palace ; the
old palace used as a record office ; the Borbonico
library, containing 200,000 printed books and
4000 MSS., and an immense collection of anti-
quities, sculptures, frescoes, mosaics, bronzes, etc^,

and the famoua objects found at Herculaneum;
^e archiepiscopal palace, adjoining the cathedraL
The Liquefaction of the blood of St Gennaro is
the greatest religious festival of the capital. The
spaces corresponding to our squares, which in
other parts of Italy are called piazze, in Naples
are called larghi. The largest of these is the
Largo del Castello, with two fountains. Naples
has 2 aqueducts, 4 springs, and 2 Artesian wells.
There are also mineral springs of local celebrity.
Naples was the usual residence of the sovereign,
the seat of an archbishop, and of the central admi-
nistration of the kingdom ; it has a commercial
^"bunal, arsenal and dockyard adjoining the Cas-
tel Nuoyo and the royal palace, a cannon-foundry,
Bhip-building yards, and a royal marine hospital.
Its university, occupying the old college of the

Jesuits, has 54 professorships & a valuable library.

It has an episcopal lyceum, medico-chirurgical
school, veterinary school, deaf-mute institution,

royal military school, schools of design and musiCf
an observatory, a botanic garden, a mint, Chuies»
college, and a iloyal Society. It is the centre of
many learned institutions, and has four public
libraries and many public schools

;
private palaces

& museums, an exchange, theatres, among which
the opera San Carlo is one of the largest in Italy.

The Teatro di San Carlino is the headquarters
of Pulcinella (PunchX and the characteristic

theatre of Naples. The streets were infestedl

with mendicants of all ages and both sexes, but
this nuisance is being abated. The Marinella,

a long open beach, beyond the Castel del Car-
mine, was formerly the abode of the lazzaroni^

a class which has lost its distinctive features,

and the term is now applied to the fishermen.
The Molo is one of the favourite promenades
of the lower classes, as the Toledo is of tho
higher. There are 60 charitable institutions,,

comprising hospitals for the sick (sometimes with.

2000 patients), blind, poor, orphan, and for th&
British and Americans. Manufactures, gloves,,

soap, perfumery, silks, artificial flowers, corals,,

earthenwares, hats, and carriages. It has royai
typefoun dries, iron and glass works, and is th&
first maritime city of South Italy. Naples has-

three ports—the Porto Piccolo, now used for boats-

only ; the Porto Grande, for passenger and mer-
cantile steam-vessels, with a lighthouse ; and a.

much more extensive port, the foundations of
which were laid in May 1862 by King Victor
Emmanuel. The Porto Militare is a new har-
bour, exclusively for ships of the navy. Sinc»
the commencement of the new dynasty in 1860,

vast improvements have been projected and car-

ried out in Naples, and education is being rapidly

extended. An English church to cost 7000/. is now
(1864) in progress. [Italy.] Imports, manuf,
goods and colonial produce. Naples was founded
by the Greeks, who called it Parthenope. Virgil

studied here ; and in the height of Rome's great-

ness, her emperors, statesmen, and historians re-

sided at Naples. The city, enlarged by Adrian &
Constantino, was sacked by Belisarius in a.d.

636. It was governed for a time by dukes under
the Eastern emperors; and after throwing off

their yoke, retained its independence for nearly
400 years. It was peopled successively under
the Normans, the emperors of Germany, and the
kings of Spain. Under Charles iii. it was
greatly extended and improved. It has often

suffered from earthquakes, and from eruptions

of Vesuvius. The French took it in 1799, and
again in 1806. Joseph Bonaparte was made
king of Naples, but was replaced by Murat in

1808, and the latter was driven from it by the

Austrians in 1814. Naples was the scene of an
outrage in May 1848, when it was plundered by
the Lazzaroni, and 1500 lives were lost. Among
the numerous objects of interest in the vicinity

of Naples, are Vesuvius, Pompeii, and Hercu-
laneum, the isle of Capri, in its bay, the tomb
of Virg^il ; and Sorrento. Naples retains no-
thing of its mediaeval fortifications but its three

castles and a few modernized gates, the chief

of which are the Porta Capuana and the Porta
del Carmine. There are but few remains of

antiquity in the immediate vicinity of Naples,
the principal being the Catacombs on the hUl of

Capodimonte, and the Julian aqueduct, now
called PorUi Rossi.

Naples (Bay of). Crater Sinus, a semi-cir-

cular inlet of the Mediterranean, celebrated foi
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its pictiiresque beauty, on the S.W. coast of

Italy, and on the shore of which is the city

of same name. It is about twenty-two miles in

length, from Cape Miseno on the N.W. to Cape
Campanella on the S.E., and about 10 m. in

breadth ; having on its shores, besides the cap.

city, Pozzuolo, Portici, Stabiaa, Castell'-a-Mare,

Vico, Sorrento, and Massa; E.ward, Vesuvius
bounds the prospect, and W.ward is Monte-
nuovo ; while on its surface are the Isles Ischia

and Procida at its N., and Capri at its S. side.

Naples, a township, U. S., North America,
New York, 20 m. S.S.W. Canandaigua, with a
vill. on Canandaigua Lake.—11. a town, Illinois,

ou the Illinois river, and on Great W. Ba.il. It

h;is an extensive shipping trade.

Napo, a river of S. America, Ecuador, rises N.
side Cotopaxi, flows E.S.E., joins the Amazon,
lat. 3° 40' S., Ion. 73° 20' E. ; total course 500
ra. Near its source is the vill. Napo, 120 m. S.E.
Quito.

Napoleon, a vill., N. America, Arkansas, on
the Mississippi, 125 m. S.E. Little Rock. Seat
of a U. S. marine hospital.

Napol^-on (St-leu-Tavernt), a comm. and
vill. of France, dep. Seine-et-Oise, arr. Pontoise,
cant. Montmorency. P. 1568.

Napoleon-Vend£e. [Bourbon-Vekd£e.]
Napoleonville, a town of France. [PoxTivy.]
Napoli, two maritime towns of Greece, Morea.—^I. N. di Romania. [Nauplia.]—II. N. di Mal-

vasia. [Moxemvasia.]—III. Italy. LNaples.")
Naptox-on-the-Hill, a pa. of England, co.

Warwick, 3 m. E. Southam. Ac. 4140. P. 978.

Nara, a town of the Empire of Japan, island

of Niphon, 25 m. N.E. Miako.
Nakanjos, a group of isls. in the bay of Pana-

ma, S. America; and another group, Philippine
islands, near the S. extremity of Luzon.
Naraul, a town of India, territory of Oude, 25

m. N. Allahabad. P. 6000, mostly Hindoos.
Narbah, a town of India, Sirhind, in lat 30°

23' N., Ion. 76° 15' E. It is defended by a fort,

and is the residence of a rajah, whose possessions
comprised 313 villages, with a pop. of 80,000, and
yielded an annual revenue of 40,000/. The rajah
having failed to fulfil his feudatory obligations
to the British during the Lahore war, he was
deprived of one-fourth of his possessions. His
present territory lies between lat. 30° 17' and 30°

41' N., Ion. 75° 61' and 76° 21' E.
Narberth, a parL bor., market town, and pa.

of South Wales, co. and llj m. N.N.E. Pem-
broke. Ac 6084. P. of pa. 2546. It joins

Haverford-West and Fishguard in sending 1

member to H. of C.
Narbolia, a vilL of the isl. of Sardinia, prov.

Cagliari, circ Oristano. P. 1290.
Narboxne, Narbo Martius, a city of France,

cap. arr., dep. Aude, 32 m. E. Carcassonne, on
the railway from Bordeaux to Cette. P. (1861)
16,062. It has a Gothic cathedral, founded 1271,
and numerous remains of antiquity. The canal
of Narbonne traverses the town, and communi-
cates with the Mediterranean and with the Canal
du MidL Commerce in honey, for which it is

celebrated, wine, oil, brandy, and salt. Narbonne
is one of the oldest cities of Gaul ; it received a
Roman colony in 121 B.C., and was made the
metropolis of Southern Gaul, which the Romans
called G. Narbonensis.
Narborough, tpo pas. of England.—I. co. and

6i m. S.S.W. Leicester. Ac. 2657. P. 1156.—
II. CO. Norfolk, with a station on the E. Anglian
Rail., 6|m. W.N.W. S waffham. Ac. 3545. P. 387.
Narborough Isl., one of the Galapagos Isls.

Narcao, a vill. of the isl. of Sardinia, prov.
Cagliari, circ. Iglcsias. P. 2369.
Narcoxdasi, a small isl. in the Bay of Bengal,

70 m. E. the N. point of N. Andaman island, rising
conically to 2500 feet above the sea.

Narcy, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nievre, arr. Cosne, cant, la Charity. P. 1240.
Nardispeit, a town of India, Deccan, Nizam's

dominions, 29 m. S.E. Hyderabad.
Nardo {Neretum\ a town of South Italy, prov.

Lecce, 8 m. N.N.E. Gallipoli, P. (1862) 8979.
It has a cathedral, many churches, an hospital,

and manufs. of cotton goods from cotton raised
in the neighbourhood.
Nare, a river of South America, Granadian

Confed., after an E. course joins the Magdalena
at Nare, 65 m. N.N.E. Honda ; aflls. the Samand
and Nus.
Narext^ a river of European Turkey, in

Herzegovina, rises in the Dinaric Alps, passes
Mostar, traverses the S. of Dalmatia, and enters
the Channel of Narenta, a gulf formed by the
Adriatic between the coast of Dalmatia and the
peninsula of Sabioncello. Length 140 m.—II. a
town of Bosnia, 27 m. W. Seraievo, and the Na-
rona of the Romans. It was occupied by the
Venetians in 987, and taken by the Turks in 1479.

Narew, a river of Russia and Poland, rises in

the gov. Grodno, traverses the provs. Bialystok,

Augustow, and Plock, and joins the Bug at Sie-

rock, 18 m. N. Warsaw, after a W. and S.W.
course of 200 m. Chief affluent the Bober.
Narford, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4}

m. N.W. Swaffham. Ac. 2396. P. 123.

Nargen, an isl. of the Russian dominion, in

the Gulf of Finland, 12 m. N.W. Revel, 6 m. in

length, wooded, and having a lighthouse on N.
Narghur and Narlah, two towns of Indi.^

;

the former in Malwah, 16 m. N.E. Mundessor

;

the latter, prov. Orissa, 37 m. E. Bustar.

Narmatzo, a vilL of Russia, with a palace, gov.

and 38 m. from Kasan. P. 2300.

Narni, Namia or Nequinum, a town of Central
Italy, prov. Perugia, circ. Temi, on a height
above the Nera, here crossed by the bridge of

Augustus, a noble ruin, 45 m. N.K Rome. P.
9145. It has a cathedral and five convents, and
is the see of a bishop.

Naknol, a town of Hindostan, dom. and 80 m.
N.K Jeypoor. It has a lai^e bazaar, and fresh

water is abundant.
Naro, a town, Sicily, on the Naro, prov. and

12 m. E.S.E. Girgenti, cap. circ P. (1862) 10,530.

It has a royal coUege, an asylum, and trade in oil,

wine, and sulphur—II. a river (anc. Eypxi),

rises 16 m. S.W. Caltanisetta, and after a S.W.
course of 23 m. enters the Mediterranean 7 m.
S.S.W. Girgenti.

Narov, a market town of Russia, gov. Minsk^
on the Pripet, 21 m. S.S.E. Mozir. P. 1800.

NaroVA, ariver of Russia, rises in Lake Peipns,

flows between the govs. St Petersburg and Estho-
nia, and enters the Gulf of Finland at the vill.

Narovskaia, after a N. course of 40 m. past Narva,

to which town it is navigable from the sea.

Naroatchat, a town of Russia, gov. and 73

m. N.W. Penza, cap. dist. P. 2780.

Narra, two branches of the Indus river, abov 5

its delta. The East Narra leaves the main streari

a few miles above Roree, flows S.E. past Omei -

cote, and after crossing the Runn of Cutch an 1

the Ullah-bund, enters the sea by the Koree

mouth. The West Narra leaves the Indus 2i

m. N.E. Sukkur, and flows into Lake Manchar,

which again communicates with the main streatt

.

It encloses, with the Indus, a highly fertile tract.
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and during the rains is preferred to the main
channel for the purpose of navigation.

Narragaxset, a bay and naval station of the

U. S., North America, Rhode Island. The bay,

extending to the Atlantic Ocean, between Point

Judith on the W. and Seaconnet rocks on theE.,

penetrates inland about 28 m., with a breadth

from 3 to 12 m. It receives the Providence, Paw-
tucket, Taunton, and Pawtuxet rivers, and con-

tains many fertile islands, the chief being Rhode
Island.

Narbaghmore, a pa. of Ireland, co. Kildare,

2 m. N.N.W. Ballytore. Ac. 11,270. P. 1912.

Nabromine, a CO. of New S. Wales, in the

pastoral dist. of Wellington, between Macquarie
and Began rivers, and W. of Gordon co. Lat.

of centre 32° 15' S. ; Ion. 148° E. Ac. 1,063,700.

Narva, a fortified river-port town of Russia,

gov. and 95 m. W.S.W. St Petersburg, on the

Narova, 9 m. from its mouth in the Gulf of Finland.

P. (1863) 5921. It consists of an old and a new
town; the former, founded in 1123, has wooden
houses, town-hall, exchange, and the fortress of

Ivangorod. The new town is enclosed by forti-

fications. Narva has a large cotton mill, saw
mills, and a salmon fishery. Near it, Charles xii.,

at the head of 8000 Swedes, defeated an anay of

80,000 Russians, 30th Nov. 1700. Exports flax

and timber. Imports hen-ings and salt.

Narwar or Nerwar, a town of Central India,

dom. and 44 m. S. Gwalior, on the Sindh river,

a tributary of the Ganges, at this part very rapid,

and swarming with aquatic reptiles. It is cele-

brated for its fort, which is approached by a flight

of steps 360 in number.
Narym, a river and town of Asiatic Russia,

gov. Tomsk ; the river, on the Chinese frontier,

tributary to the Irtish ; the town, 225 m. N.W.
Tomsk, on the Obi. P. 1600.

Narzole, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
circ. Mondovi. P. of comm. 3717.
Nasbinals, a comm. and vill. of Prance, dep.

Loz^re, cap. cant., 16 m. N.W. Marvejols. P. 1195.

Nasca, a maritime town of Peru, dep. Lima, on
the Pacific, 30 m. S.E. Palpa.
Naseby, a pa. and viU. of England, co. and 12

m. N.N.W. Northampton. Ac. 3690. P. 811.
The troops of Charles i. were totally defeated
here by the Parliamentary army in June 1645.
Nash, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

X.E. of North Carolina. Area 588 sq.m. P. 11,687.
Nash, a pa. of South Wales, co. and IJ m. N.N.E.

Pembroke. Ac. 1012. P. 171.—II. a pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Monmouth, 3* m. S.E. Newport. Ac.
3563. P. 284.

Nashua, a town of the U. S., N. America, New
Hampshire, 12 m. N.W. Lowell, on the Nashua.
I', (i860) 10,065, employed in cotton manufs. On
I'pposite side of the river is Nashville.
Nashville, a city, U. S., North America, cap.

state Tennessee, on the Cumberlandriver, spanned
by a wire suspension bridge, 160 m. S.S.W. Louis-
ville. P. (1«60) 16,988. The capitol, 176 feet
above the river, is a noble structure; others are
tlie lunatic asylum, penitentiary, university of
Nashville with a medical school of 100 students.
Naso, Agathymum, a town of Sicily, prov.

and 44 m. W.S.W. Messina, on the Naso, near
Its mouth, cap. circ, surrounded by walls. P. 9225.
Nassaberg, a market town of Bohemia, circ.

and 8 m. S. Chrudim, with a castle. P. 586.
Nassau, a township, U. S., North America,

New York, 14 m. S.E. Albany.
Nassau, a co. of the U. S., North America,

t londa. P. 2032 free, 1612 slaves.
Nassau (formerly Duchy of), a state of Prus-

sia, with which it was incorporated after the
war of 1866, between lat. 49° 56' and 50° 48' N.,

Ion. 7° 35' and 8° 35' E., bounded E. by Hessen-
Darmstadt, the Prussian dist. Wetzlar, H.-Hom-
burg, and the territory of Frankfiirt ; S. by the
Rhine and Main, which separate it from H.-Darm-
stadt ; W. and N. by Rhenish Prussia, from wliich

it is partly separated by the Rhine ; capital Wies-
baden. Area 1810 sq. m. P. (1864) 466,014 ; Pro-
testants, 241,334; Roman Catholics, 213,335;
Mennouites, 104 ; German Catholics, 309 ; tTews,

7252. Surface mountainous, traversed in N. by
the Westerwald, and in S. by the Taunus moun-
tains. Soil fertile, with excellent pasturage. The
rivers belong entirely to the basin of the Rhine

;

the chief are—the Rhine, Lalin, and Sieg. The
duchy produces excellent Avine in the district

called the Rheingau, and in the vineyards of Stein-

berg, Rudesheim, Hockheim, and especially Jo-
haimisberg. Mines of iron, copper, silver, and
lead, are profitably worked ; coal is found in the
Westerwald, and the mineral waters of Wies-
baden, Nieder-Selters, and Ems are in high re-

pute, and extensively exported. The chief means
of transport are the navigable rivers Rhine and
Lahn, and the railway from Frankfurt to Wies-
baden. In 1806, the states of Nassau were divided
into two branches. North Usingen and North Weil-
burg, both of which formed portions of the Con-
federation of the Rhine. The first became extinct
in 1816, and was incorporated with the second.
Revenue (1866) 4,461,416 Aorim. Public debt
(1864) G,0'3S,3(m Jlori)is. Nassau is a member of

the North German Confederation. Nassau, cap.

of Bailwick, is a small town on rt. b. of the Lahn,
25 m. N.W, Wiesbaden, pop. 1107. The ruined
castle of Nassau, on opposite side of the river,

gave title to the former Ducal family.

Nassau, the cap. town of New Providence, Ba-
hama isls., is situated on a declivity near the N.
coast. Lat. of lighthouse 25° 5' 6" N. ; Ion. 77°

21' 2" W. P. (1861) 7000. It is regularly and
well built, defended by two forts, and has a
governor's residence, barracks, prison, hospital,

and a harbour sheltered N.ward by Hog island.

On account of its salubrity, it is a great resort of

invalids from the N., and a new hotel for 100
visitors was built in 1863. It has a lunatic

hospital and a leper house. P. of island (1861)
11,503.

—

Fort Nassau, British Guiana, the former
cap. of the colony under the Dutch, is on the
Berbice river, 45 m. from the sea.

Nassick, a large town and place of pilgrimage,

British India, presid. and 95 m. N.E. Bombay,
dist. Ahmednuggur, on the plain of the Upper
Godavery, the head quarters of the civil estab-

lishments within 5 m. of the Grand Indian Penin-
sular railway, which runs at an elevation of 2000
feet. P. estimated at 25,000. Near it are exten-
sive cave temples of purely Buddhic character

but the town itself is the centre of Brahminism
in the Deccan. Rainfall 29 inches.

Nassington, a pa. of England, co. North-
ampton, 4 m. E.S.E. Kingscliffe. Ac. 1660.

P. 718.

Nassirabad, a town of India, dist. Salon, ter-

ritory of Oude, 52 m. S.E. Lucknow. P. 3000,

three-fourths of whom are Mussulmans.
Nassjelsk, a town of Poland, prov. Plotyk, 26

m. N. Warsaw. P. 3885, mostly Jews. Here
the French defeated the Austrians in 1806.

Nastatten, a town of West Prussia, Nas-
sau, cap. dist., on the Miihlbach, 19 m. N.W.
Wiesbaden, with many mineral springs. V.
1590.

Nata, a town, S. America, Granadian ConfecL,

3k.
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dcp. and on the W. side of the isthmus of Pa-
nama, 64 m. S.W. Panama.
Natal, a colonial possession of Great Britain,

on the S.E. coast of Africa, between lat. 27' 20'

and 30° 55' S., Ion. 28= 12' and 31° 30' E., having
W. the Drakenberg mountains, separating it trom
tee Orange River Free States and Basutu Land,

& N.E. the Buffalo and Tugela rivers, dividing it

from the Ztila coimtry. In 1865 the boundary was
extended S. to the Umtamtuma river, the annexed
portion being the dist. called " No Man's Laud,"
area 800 sq. m. Area 24,100 sq. m. Extent of

Crown lands available in 1866, 6000 sq. m. Total

pop. (1863) 156,165, of whom 14,534 were whites,

and 141,641 coloured- Surface undulating, well

watered (having 23 unnavigable rivers flowing

into the sea), and mostly covered with tall grass.

Climate very healthy ; range of temp, from 40°

to 90" Fahr. Eainfall, summer 24, winter 6 in.

Thunderstorms of frequent occurrence. Timber
in the interior grows only in clumps, the sea-coast

is bordered by a belt of mangroves. Cotton and
indigo grow wild. Sugar, coffee, wheat, oats,

beans, and tobacco are important crops. Its only
harbour is that of Port Natal, lat. 29° 30' S. Ex-
ports (1862), wool, ivory, hides, arrowroot, sugar,

etc., to the value of 127,228i Imports, appareL
cottons, beer& ale, leather, hardwares, machinery,
woollens, tea, linens, etc., to the value of 449,469/.

Kev. (1862) 109,299/. Expend. 113,238/. Building
stone occurs over its surface, and iron ore is

abundant. The territory is administered by a
lieut-govemor nominally under the gov. of the

Cape. It is the diocese of a colonial bishop, and
has many Protestant mission stations and schools.

Natal is subdivided into the counties of Victoria,

Weenen, Klip Eiver, Newcastle, Alexander and
Alfred (formerly Neman's Land), D'Urban, Pie-
termaritzburg, & Umvoti. Pietermaritzburg, the

cap. is 50 m. inland from Port Natal, which is near
the centre of the coast line. Coal of good quality

was discovered in the N.E. of the prov. in 1864, and
a raiL was in progress for its transport. The
country was discovered byVasco de Gamain 1497.

Proclaimed a British colony in 1843, and erected

into a distinct colony in 1856. [Tort Natal.]
Natal (formerly Cidade dot Tieit), a fortified

seaport town of Brazil, cap. prov. Rio Grande do
Norte, near the mouth of the Rio Grande, in the
Atlantic ; lat. of its fort 6° 45' S., Ion. 35° 15' "W.
1*. 10,000. It was formerly an important mili-

tary pMjst, and has three churches, a governor's
residence, and a harbour fitted for vessels below
150 tons burden, with an export trade in superior
Brazil wood.
Natal or Natak, a town of Sumatra, on its

S.W. coast, lat. 0° 33' N., Ion. 99° 0' E. Near
it are some gold mines, and it has an export trade
in gold-dust, camphor, wool, etc
Natchez, a city of the U. S., North America,

state and on the E. bank of the Mississippi, 279
m. above New Orleans. P. (1860) 6612. It is

built on a bluff 200 feet above the river. The
lower town, where the heavy shipping trade is

done, has warehouses of the traders. T^t has an ex-
tensive export trade in cotton, and numerous com-
munications by steam & rail, with the chief towns
of the Union. Lat. 31" 34' N. ; Ion. 91° 20' W.
Natchitoches, a pa. of U. S., North America,

in N.W. of Louisiana. Area 2257 sq. m. P.
(1860) 7265 free, 9434 slaves.—The cap., pro-
notmced Nakitosh, contains 2000 inhabitants.
Nately, two pas. of England, co. Hants.—I.

(Scures), 3^ m. E.N.E. Basingstoke. Ac. 1004.
P. 271.—II. il^per), 3 m. W.N.W. Odiham.
Ac. 1013. P. 99.

Naters, a vill. of Switzerland, cant Valaif^
dist. Brieg. P. 964.

Nathpore, a town of British India, presid.
Bengal, on i-t b. of the Kosee, in lat. 26° 18' N.,
Ion. 87° 10' E. P. 8000. It has an extensive ,

transit trade between Nepaul and Hindostan. ,

Natividad, a small island of Lower California, »

in the Pacific, immediately opposite the promon- I

tory of Morro Hermoso. I

Natividade is a town of Brazil, prov. Goyaz, i
on the river Luiz Antes, 75 m. N.N.W. Arrayas.!
P. 2000.

I
Natoixa, W. of Asia Minor. [_Anatolia.1
Natron-i^kes of Egypt are situated in

valley of the Lybian Desert called the Natroc
Valley, about 60 m. W.N.W. Cairo, and consist
of eight pools below the sea level, many of them
rich in natron, the collecting of which occupies
about 300 persons. Q'he valley of the Natron-
lakes has four monasteries, with valuable Arabic
Coptic, and Sj-riac MSS.
Nattore, Nathaver, a town of British India

presid. Bengal, dist. Rajeshae, 49 m. N.E. Moor
shedabad. It has a good native school.
Natunas, several groups of islands off th<

N.W. coast of Borneo, in the China Sea. Th
Great Natuna island, lat. 4° N., Ion. 108° E., is 4'

m. in length and 3000 feet high. Pop. about 130Ci

Chief products, rice, maize, sago, and cocoa nut
Natunz, a town of Persia, prov. Irak-Ajemi

60 m. N.N.E. Ispahan.
Naturns, a vill. of Austria, Tirol, circ an

dist Me'ran. P. 1500.
Nau (Cape), Lacinium Promontorium, a head

land of S. Italy, forming the E. extremity c

Catanzaro, 6 m. S.K Cotrone. Here was ancient]
a temple of Juno, and here Hannibal is said t

have embarked on leaving Italy, B.C. 202.
Naucelle, a comm. and vill. of France, d(

Aveyron, cap. cant, arr. Rodez. P. 1282.

Nauders and Naudersberg, two contigi

vills. of the Tirol, circ. Upper Inuthal, on
Swss frontier, 15 m. N.W. Glums. P. 1340,

'Saves, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburfi
gov. and 17 m. W.N.W. Potsdam, cap. circ, o
the Hamburg and Berlin Railway. P. 4300.
Naugard, a town of Prussia, prov. Ponierani;

gov. and 29 m. N.E. Stettin, cap. circ. P. 280<:

Naughtox, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4 r

N. Hadleigh. Ac 854. P. 155.

Nauheim, a vill. of Germany, Hessen-Cass(
prov. and 17 m. N.N.W. Hanau, with importa:
saline springs and baths. P. 1450. The spriii;

yield annually 100,000 cwt of salt
Naumburg, several towns of Germany.

—

Prussian Saxony, gov. and 17 m. S.S.W. Mers
burg, cap. circ, on the Saale, and on the Tli

ringian railway. P. (1864) 14,857. It has thr

suburbs, a fine Gothic cathedral, hospital, gyi

nasium, and manufs. cotton, leather, Unen, ai

woollen stuffs. The Kindersfest, an annu
festival, takes place here, in memory of tl

termination of the Hussite siege in 1432.—

1

Hessen-Cassel, cap. dist, on the Eider, 16 i

W.S.W. CasseL P. 1820.—IIL Prussian Siles

gov. and 33 m. W. Liegnitz, on the Queiss.

1750. It has manufactures of woollen cloth a
potteries.—IV. gov. and 59 m- N.W. Liegnitz,

rt b. of the Bober. P. 900. It has a station

the Hanover and Bremen Railway.
Naunhop, a town of Saxony, gov. and 10

E.S.E. Leipzig, on the Parthe. P. 1170.

Naun, Nauntok, two pas. of England.—I. <

Glo'ster, 5 m. W.S.W. Stow-on-the-Wold. J

3106. P. 536.—II. (BeaucAamp), co. Worcest

4J m. N.N.E. Pershore. Ac. 1025. P. 157.
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Nauplia or Napou-di-Romauia, a, fortified

Eeaport town of Greece, Morea, cap. gov. Argolis,

near the head of the Gulf of Nauplia, om. S.S.E.

Argos. P. 6000. It is enclosed by Venetian
fortifications, with sevei-al batteries, and has two
fortresses ; and its roadstead is one of the best in

Greece. It was cap. of Greece from 1814 to 1835,

when its pop. was 12,000.

Nauplia (Gulf of), Argolicm Sinus, an inlet

of the ^gean Sea, Greece, between the two E.

arms of the Morea. Length 30 ra. ; breadth 20 m.
at its entrance. It contains several small islands,

the chief being Spezzia, at its mouth. It receives

the Xeria river, on which Argos is situated.

Naub, a market town and fort of S. Eussia,

gov. Caucasus, on the Terek, 30 m. E. Mozdok.
Nauroy, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aisne, arr. St Quentin, cant. Le Gatelet. P. 1383.

NAinrA, a town of Peru, on rt. b. of the Ama-
zon, near the mouth of the Heagli river. It is

finely situated for trade, and has been declared a
free port.

Nauviale, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aveyron, arr. Rodez, cant. Marcillac. P. 1203.

Nauvoo, a city of the U. S., North America,
Illinois, on the Mississippi, E. bank, at the last

rapids below the falls of St Anthony, 124 m.
N.W, Springfield. It is the site of the famous
Mormon city founded by " Joe Smith " in 1840,
aud once had a pop. of 18,000. The great temple
was burned to the ground in 1848. It is now
occupied by a colony of French socialists, the
Mormons being expelled, & having gone to Utah.
Nava, two towns of Spain.—I. (del Rey\ prov.

and 30 m. S.W. Valladolid. P. 4241.—II. (Her-
mosa), prov. and 25 m. S.W. Toledo. P. 2066.

Navalcaknero, a town of Spain, prov. and 19
m. W.S.W. Madrid. P. 3375. It has an active
trade in the supply of the cap. with provisions.

Navalmoral de la Mata, a town of Spain,
prov. and 52 m. N.E. Caceres. P. 3000.

Navalvillar, a town of Spain, prov. and 67
m. E N.E. Badajos. P. 2390.

Navah, a market town and pa. of Ireland, co.

Meath, at the confl. of the Boyne and Blackwater,
26 m. N.W. Dublin, with which, and with Drog-
heda, it is connected by railway. Ac. of pa. 3344.
P. 4964 ; do. of town 4187. It has a court-house,
corn and paper mills, manufs. of sacking, and
considerable exports of agricultural produce by

1
the Boyne. Alt. 138 feet.

I
Navarra (Fren. Navarre), a prov. of Spain, in

I

the N., bounded E. by Huesca, S.E. by Zaragoza,
S.W. by Logroiio, N.W. by the Biscayan provs.,

' and N. by the Mediterranean and France. Area
1 4042 sq. m. P. (1857) 297,422. Cap. Pamplona.
; Surface mountainous, traversed in the N. by the
Pyr&^es, which here form several fine valleys,

I

the most celebrated of which are Roncesvalles and
iBastan. The elevated mountains are in general
': rugged and bare ; lower down, they are covered
with wood, and afford excellent pasturage. It is

iivided into the Partidos or dists. of Estella,
lafalla, Tudela, Aoiz, and Pamplona. It is fur-
ther divided into the Meriudads (sheep districts)
>f Pamplona, Estella, Sanguesa, Olite, & Tudela.
"Ilimate, severe in the mountains, is mild on the
ilaina of the Ebro. Chief rivers, the Ebro and
Mdassoa. The greater portion of the pop. speak
lie Basque language. Navarra, which was never
'impletely subjugated to the Arabs, formed a
iistinct kingdom at the end of the 9th century,
'nd was united to Aragon from 1076 to 1134.
he kings of France held it for a short time at
'leend of the 13th century. It was taken by
>rdinand the Catholic in 1512, and united to

Spain. A small part of the country, called

Basse-Navarre, remained to Catherine of Navarre,
and was united to the crown of France in 1589.

From that time till the revolution of 1830, the
kings of France took the title of king of Navarre.
It has peculiar privileges, and in the new divi-

sion of the country (1833) it retained its ancient
boundaries.
Navarre (Basse) was an ancient division of

France, in the old prov. Be'am.
Navarre (New) is a portion of the Mexican

Confederation, now comprised in the dep. Sonora.
Navarix or Navarino, a fortified seaport town

of Greece, Morea, gov. Pylos, on a bay of the
Mediterranean, 6 m. N. Modon. P. 2000. Near
it, on the N., are the ruins of Old Navarin, the
anc. Pylos. The harbour, sheltered by the island

Sphagia, is famous in antiquity for a total defeat

of the Spartan by the Athenian navy, and in

modem times for the victory of the English,
French, and Russian fleets over those of the
Turks and Egyptians, 20th October 1827.

Navabrenx, a comm. and fortified town of

France, dep. B.-Pyr^ndes, on the Oldron, 20 m.
W. Pau. P. 1679. Manufs. coarse linens and
woollens.

Navarrete, a town of Spain, prov. and 5 m.
W. Logroiio. P. 2015, employed in brandy dis-

tilling and woollen weaving.
Navarro, a co. of U. S., N. America, Texas,

P. 4106 free, 1890 slaves.

Navas del MauroSo, a town of Spain, prov '

and 19 m. W.N.W. Caceres. P. 3840.

Navas del Marquez, a town of Spain, prov.
and 24 m. E.S.E. Avila. P. 3000.

Nave, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 5 ra.

N.E. Brescia, in Caino valley. P. 2362. It has
paper mills aud lime works.
Navelli, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and 19

m. S.K AquUa. P. 2312.

Navenby, a pa. of England, co. and 9 m. S.S.E.
Lincoln. Ac. 2110. P. 1170.

Naver (Loch), co. Sutherland, near its centre,

pa. Farr. Length 6 m., breadth 1 mile.

Naves, a coram, and vill. of France, dep. Cor-
rfeze, cant, and 3 m. N. Tulle. P. 2512.

Navestock, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6J m.
N.E. Romford. Ac. 4329. P. 928.

Navia, a river of N. Spain, rises in Galicia,

prov. Lugo, flows N.N.E. past a vill. of same
name, & after a course of 65 m., enters the Bay of

Biscay. It has an excellent salmon fishery.—II.

a town on this river, about a mile from its mouth,
and having 1600 inhabitants, and some Roman
antiquities.—III. (e^e Suama), a small town, prov.

and 40 m. N.W. Oviedo, on the Navia. P. 1200.

Navigator's Islands, a group in the Pacific,

lat. 14° S., Ion. 170° W., the principal being
Mauna, Tutuila, Savaii, and Upolu isls. They
are lofty, of coraline or volcanic formation, fertile

and populous. [Samoan Islands.]
Navy or Limon Bay, an open roadstead in the

Caribbean Sea, on the N. shore of the Isthmus of

Panama, lat. 9° 21' N., Ion. 80" W. [Panama.]
Naworth Castle, a township of England, co.

Cumberland, pa. Brampton, 11 m. E.N.E. Car-
lisle. P. 557.

Naxos or Naxia, Naxos, an island of the Gre-
cian Archipelago, the largest and most fertile of

the Cyclades, in lat. 37* N., Ion. 26° 31' E.
Length 19 m., breadth 15 m. P. 18,000. Surface
mountainous. Chief products, wine, fruits, olive

oil, and cheese. The island was formerly con-
secrated to Bacchus. In the 13th centunr, it

formed, with the neighbouring islands, the Vene-
tian duchy of Naxos. It was taken by the Turks
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In the 15th century, and now forms a gov. of the
kingdom of Greece. Chief town, Naxia, ancient
Naxos, with a port on the N.W. coast; it has
a citadel, and is the See of a Greek and of a Ko-
man Catholic bishop. P. 6000.

Nay, a comm. and town of France, dep. B. Py-
rdndes, on the Gave-de-Pau, 10 m. S.S.E. Pau.
P.' 3132. It has manufs. of broad cloth, serge,

druggets, blankets and hosiery, and tanneries.

Nayland, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Suffolk, on the navigable river Stour, 14 m.
W.S.W. Ipswich. Ac. of pa. 941. P. 1061. It has
manufs. of silk and soap.

Nazaike (St), 2 comms. and towns of France.

—

I. a seaport, dep. Loire-Inf^rieure, close to the
mouth of the Loire, on its N. side, cap. cant., 30
m. W. Nantes. P. (1861) 10,845. Its basin is

capable of containing about 200 vessels of 600
tons, the average depth of water being 22 feet.

About 150 vessels, average 500 tons, enter St
Nazaire each year. Principal imports, coals,

sui^ar, guano, & wheat. Value of imports about
2,d00,0O(iZ. ; of exports about 280,000/. St Na-
zaire communicates by railway with Paris, Eedan,
Loirent, Rennes, and Nantes. Mail steamers
leave the port monthly for Martinique & Mexico,
& there is a line to Lisbon, Gibraltar, & Malaga.
—II. (or Senary Beau-Port), dep. Var, 6 m. W.
Toulon, near the mouth of the Repe. P. 2625.

—

III. dep. Charente-Inf., arr. Marennes, cant. St
Agnant. P. 1476.

Nazaketii (Arab. en-Nazirah), a town of Pa-
lestine, pash. and 17 m. S.E. Acre. P. 5000,
Christians and a few Mohammedans. It stands on
the S. ridges of Lebanon, near the plain of Es-
draelon ; with flat-roofed stone houses. Chief
edifice the Latin convent, with a richly decorated
church, reputed to be on the site rendered me-
morable as the scene of the Annunciation of the
advent of Christ. The view from a hill behind
the town, embracing the Lebanon, Hennon, Car-
mel, & the Mediterranean, is sublime & beautiful.

Nazareth, a comm. and markei town of Bel-
gium, prov. East Flanders, 8 m. S.W. Ghent, on
railway to Brussels. P. 5550.

Nazareth, a town of Brazil, prov. Bahia, on 1.

b. of the Jaguaribe, 40 m. from its mouth, in the

Atlantic. P. 2000.

N.rVZARio(SAN),avill., N. Italy, Venetia, prov.

Vicenza, dist. Bassano. P. 2529.

Naze (The), a cape, forming the S. extremity
of Norway, on the North Sea, near the entrance
of the Skager-rack. Lat. 67° 57' N. ; Ion. 7° 2' E,

—II. a headland of England, forming the E. ex-
tremity of the CO. Suffolk, 5 m. S. Harwich.

—

III. a headland of Africa, Senegambia, 36 m. S.E.

Cape Verd-
Nazeing, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4^ m.

N.N.W. Epping. Ac. 3893. P. 763.

NiiZELLEs;, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Indre-
et-Loire, arr. Tours, cant. Amboise. P. 1209.

Nazzaro (San), a vill. of South Italy, prov.

and circ. Benevento. P. 1995.—II. a vill. of N.
Ital}', prov. and circ. Brescia. P. of dist. 3718.

Neagh (Loi;gh), a lake of Ireland, prov. Ul-
ster, on S.W. border of co. Antrim. Length 17

m., breadth 10 m. Area 153 sq. m., or 97,948 ac.

Altitude above the sea. at low water, 48 feet

;

mean depth, 40 feet. Besides minor streams, it

receives the Upper Bann and Blackwater from
the S., and discharges its surplus waters on the
N. by the Lower Bann into the Atlantic, and
canals extend from it to Belfast, Newry, and
Tyrone. Its islands are few and small ; shores
mostly flat and marshy ; its waters are remark-
able for their petrifying qualities.

NAaxt, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Mor-
bihan, 7 m. N.E. Ploermel. P. 1696.

Neapolis (anc. Schechem). [Nabuli's.]
Neath, Nidunu, a pari, and muuic. bor., river-

port, market town, and pa. of South Wales, co.

Glamorgan, 7 m. N.E. Swansea, on the navigable
river Neath, and on rail from Hereford. Ac. 1121.

P. of pa, (1861) 6734. It has extensive copper &
tin works, iron foundries, and collieries, the pro-
duce of which, as also the mining produce brought
from the interior by canal, is largely exported.
The bor. unites with Swansea, etc., in sending
one member to H. of C. It is also a polling-

place for the CO.—The river Neath rises near
Ystradvellty, and after a S.S.W. course of 20 m.,

enters the Bristol Channel 2J m. S. Neath, to

which it is navigable from the sea for vessels of

300 or 400 tons. In most part of its length it is

accompanied by the Neath Canal.
Neatishead, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 9i

m. N.E. Norwich. Ac. 1905. P. 580.

Neauphi.e-le-ChAteau, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Seine et Oise, arr. Eambouillet, cant.

Monfort-l'Amaury. P. 1242.

Nebian, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. He-
rault, arr. Lodeve, cant. Clermont. P. 1057.

Nebo (Mount), whence Moses had a view of

the Promised Land, an unknown point in the

mountains of Moab, E. ofJordan, opposite Jericho.

Nebra, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. & 19

m. W.S.W. Merseburg, on the Uustrut. P. 1740.

Nebraska ("<fc STudlow Stream'''), one of the

united states North America (admitted 1867), for-

merly comprised a very extensive region, but is

now limited between lat. 40° and 45° N., Ion. 96° to

104° W., and is bounded N. by Dakota territory,

W. by Wyoming and Colorado territories, S. by
state of Kansas, & E. by the Missouri river, which
separates it from the states of Iowa and Dakota.

It is traversed from W. to E. by the Nebraska

or Platte river, and its tributaries. Area 122,007

sq. m. P. (1863) 40,000. Cap. city is Omaha.

The territory was organized in 1854, The Le-

gislative Assembly consists of a Council and a

House of Eepresentatives, the former consisting

of 13 members who hold ofBce for 2 years, and

the latter of from 26 to 39 members, of 1 year's

oflice tenure. The government ofiicers are all

appointed by the President of the U. S. The
AJauvaisea Terres, partly in this territoiy, is a

sterile region, covered with abrupt fantastic

masses of pyramidal rocks, resembling ruined

cities. The buffalo, grizzly bear, beaver, otter,

etc., are extensively hunted.—The Nebraska or

Platte river rises in the Rocky Mountains, flows

E. through the territory 600 m., and joins the

Missouri. [Platte.]
Nechanitz, a mai'ket town of Bohemia, circ.

Bidschow, 9 m. W.N.W. Kouiggratz. P. 1100.

Nechara, a large vill. of Beloochistau, prov.

and 16 m. S.E. Kelat.

Neches, a river of the U. S., N. America.

Texas, rises in the E. of the state, and flows S.E

200 m. through Sabine B. to the G. of Mexico.

Neckar, a circ. of the kingdom of VVUrtem-

berg. Area 1284 sq. m. P. (1864) 512,107.

Neckar or Necker, a river of Germany, rise,

in the mountains of the Schwarzwald (Wlirtem

berg), on the frontiers of Baden, flows generall}

N, and W. past Rothenburg, Tubingen, Essliu

gen, near Stuttgart and Louisburg, to Heilbroni

in Wurtemberg ; and in Baden, past Heidelberg

to Mannheim, where it joins the Rhine on thi

right Length 210 m. It is shallow and difflcul

of navigation. Chief afB., the Jaxt, on the ri^ht

Neckarau, a vill. of Baden, circ. Lower Rbuit

I
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on an island in the Ehine, near the confl. of the

Neckar, 2i m. S. Mannheim. P. 1660.

NeckakgemOnd, a town of Badon, circ. Lower
Ehine, cap. dist., at the confi. of the Elseuz with
ti.e Neckar, 17 m. E.S.E. Mannheim. P. 2200.

Neckaurems, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, 8 m.
N.N.E. Stuttgart. P. 848.

NECKAR-STEiNACii, a walled town of the grand
duchy Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Starkenburg,
Clip, dist., 6 ra. E. Heidelberg. P. 1550.

Neckarsulm, a town of Wui-temberg, circ.

Neckar, cap. dist , at the confl. of the Suim with
the Neckar, 30 m. N. Stuttgart. P. 2450. It has
a castle, and manufs. of leather and tobacco.

Neotaire (St), a conim. and market town of

France, dep. Puy-de-Dome, 18 m. W. Issoire. P.

11421. It is celebrated for its mineral springs.
' Nectox, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3J m.
E.N.E. Swaffhara. Ac. 3748. P. 948.

Neda (S. Nicholas de), a town of Spain, prov.

iind 17 m. N.N.E. Coruna, near Ferrol. P. 2806.

!lt has iron and copper works, a glue factory, and
1 baking establishment for the arsenal of Ferrol.

Nb:DDE, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Haute
Vienne, 28 m. E.S.E. Limoges. P. 1770.

Nedexaes, an amt. or dist. of Norway, stift

Christiansand, having W. and S. the amts. Sta-
vanger and Mandal, E. Bradsberg, and S.E. the
Skager-rack. Area, vrith Robygdelaget, 4624 sq.

m. P. (1856) 68,039, Mountainous. Chief riv., the
Torriself ; towns, Arendal, Grimstad, &LUlesaud.
Nederbrakel, a town of Belgium, prov. E.

Flanders, cap. cant., 17 m. S.S.E. Ghent. P.

3820, engaged in brewing and salt-refining.

Nederlaxden, Koningrijk der, the Kingdom
3f the Netherlands. [Nktuerlaxds.j
Nedgixg, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, -• m.

N.N.W. Hadleigh. Ac. 837. P. 171.

Nedjed, a country of Arabia, in the interior,

X)unded E. by Lasha, W. by the Hedjaz, N. and
3. by desert. A great part of its surface is sandy
lesert, interspersed with fertile spots. The hills

ire generally wooded, but its characteristics are
ittle known. Has good dromedaries and horses.

Nedrigailov, a town of Eussia, gov. and 100
n. W.N.W. Kharkov, on the Sula. P. 5409.
Neede, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Gel-

lerland, 18 m. E. Zutphen. P. 2612.
Needham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2 m.

|3.W. Harleston. Ac. 1127. F. 395.—II. (Market),
j
I small market town and chapelry of England,
!0. Suffolk, pa. Barking, with a station on the E.
Jnion Railway, 9 m. N.N.W. Ipswich. P. 1377.

,
Needii,vsi, a township, U. S., N. America, Mas-

sachusetts, on Charles riv., 11 in. S.W. Boston.
I Needles (The), a cluster of 3 pyramidal and
1 winted rocks in the English Channel, off the W
wint of Isle of Wiglit, here surmounted by a
ighthouse, in lat. 50° 39' 9" N., Ion. 1° 34' W.
Needwood, an anc. royal forest of Engl., co.

Stafford, disforested in 1801, and allotted for en-
losure to the pas. Hanbury, Tatenhill, Tutbury,
cYoxhall. Is now mostly cultivated, except in its

i. div., which presents remains of forest scenery.
Nkb-e-Gata, a seaport, Japan, on W. coast of

Siphon isl. Lat. 38° N. One of the ports opened
y treaty to America, 31st March 1854. [Japax.]
NeembuciJ, a small town of South America,

'araguay, audits principal port, in amarshy tract,
n the Parana, 100 m. W.S.W. Assumpcion.
Neemla or NiMBA, a town of Afghanistan, 3

|i. E. Gundamuk. Here, in 1809, Shah Soojah
/^as defeated and expelled from Cabool by the
roopa of Futteh Khan.
Neemuch, a town with a British militai-v can-
jument, in the Gwalior territory, Central Hiu-

dostan, lat. 24° 27' N., Ion. 74° 54' E. It is 1476
feet above the sea. P. (exclusive of cantonment)
4000. It has no manufactures. The surrounding
country is fertile, and yields wheat, barley, rice,

maize, and medicinal plants. Has a bazaar, a fort

(at present used as a magazine). It is a healthy
place, and the winters aro moderately cool.

Neex, two pas., Engl., oo. Salop.—I. (SavageX
11 m. S.W. Bridgenorth. Ac. 3779. P. 452.—II.

(Sollars), 10 m. E.S.E. Ludlow. Ac. 1779. P. 189.

Neenton, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 6J m.
S.W. Bridgenorih. Ac. 1140. P. 110.

Neer, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Lim-
burg, on the Maese, 4 m. N. Eoermonde. P. 1300.

Neerach, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

dist. Regensberg. P. 727.

Neerwixdex or Neerwinde, a vill. of Bel-

gium, prov. Lifege, 2 m. N.W. Landen, memorable
for the victory of the Duke of Luxembourg over
the army of William in. of England in 1693, and
for the defeat of the French by the Allies imder
the Prince of Coburg in 1793.

Neferx, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,
2 m. E.N.E. Newport. Ac. 14,637. P. 1436.

Neftenbach, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Zurich, dist. Winterthur. P. 1470.

Nefyx, a town of Wales. [Nbvin.]
Negapatam, a decayed maritime town of India,

presid. Madras, dist. and 48 m. E.S.E. Tanjore,
on the Coromandel coast. P. 10,000. Here are a
government school, gaol, and barracks. It was
formerly the cap. of the Dutch possessions in

India, but taken by the British in 1781. It has a
bazaar. Manufs. woollen and coarse cotton cloths,

and silk fabrics, but the extraction of oil is the
principal occupation of the p>eople.

Negombo, a town of Ceylon, on its W. coast,

18 m. N. Colombo. Its vicinitj' produces rice,

pepper, cocoa nuts, betel, and coffee.

Negrai.s, an island in the British prov. of Pegu,
India, at the mouth of the Bassein or Negrais
river, an arm of the IiTawadi. Cape Negrais, in

lat. 16° 1' 30' N., Ion. 94° 12' E., is the S.W. ex-
tremity of the same prov., and bounds the Gulf of

Martaban on the N.W.
NtGREPELissE, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Tam-et-Garonne, on the Aveyron, 8 m.
E.N.E. Montauban. P. 3111. It has manufs. of

fustians and coarse cotton cloths, but it has never
recovered its all but entire destruction by Louis
XIII., in consequence of the firm adherence of its

inhabitants to Protestantism.
NtGREViLLE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Manches, arr. Valognes, cant Briquebec. P. 1173.

Negril (North and South), two headlands of

Jamaica, 8 m. apart. The latter, lat. 18° 16' N., Ion.

78° 22' W., forms the W. extremity of the island.

Negkopoxt (Chaxnel of), an arm of the
^gean Sea, Greece, between E. Hellas and Eu-
boea, and consisting of the S.E. portion of the
ancient Euripus. Length 40 m. Near its en-
trance it is 7 m. in width, but at its N. extre-
mity, opposite Chalcis, it is only 100 feet across.—Negropont is also an obsolete name of Euboea
and Chalcis, which see.

Negro (Rio), rivers. [Rio Negro.]
Negros (Isla de), one of the Philippine isls.,

Asiatic Archipelago, between Panay and Zebu.
Estimated area 3780 sq. m. P. (1850) 68,773.—
II. an island in the Pacific Ocean, near the N.
coast of Admiralty Island.

Neh and Nehavexd, two towns of Persia; tho
former, prov. and 175 m. E.N.E. Yezd ; the lat-

ter, prov. Irak-Ajemi, 50 m. S. Hamadan, and
where the Turks obtained a memorable victory

over the Persians in 638.
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Neheih, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

and 6 m. K.W. Amsberg, at the confl. of the
Wohne and Ruhr. P. 1970.

N£hou, a comm. ' and vilL of France, dep.

Manche, 6 m. S.W. Valognes. P. 2007, chiefly

employed in manufacturing coarse earthenwares.
NEHEtNO, a long and narrow strip of land,

bordering the Baltic, in E. Prussia, stretching for

60 m. S. from Memel, with an average breadth of

21 m., and bounding the Curische-ha£F on the
N.W.—IL a similar strip, between the Frische-
haff and the G. of Danzig, Baltic, 35 m. in length.

Neidenburg, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 24
m. S. Konigsberg. P. 2800. It is enclosed by
walls, and has manufs. of woollens and leather.

Neilgherkt or Neelgherrt Hills (the Blue
Mountainay, a mountain range of Southern India,

British presid. Madras, at the junction of the E.
and W. Ghaut-s, where they occupy an area of 700
sq. m., dist. and N.W. Coimbatoor, having S. the
remarkable Paulgautcherry Pass. Elevation of

highestpeak, Dodabetta, near its centre, 8760 feet,

and several others rise to between 6000 and 7000
feet. Various affls. of the Coleroon, and some
small rivers of the adjacent Malabar dist., rise in

this region, which produces European grains and
vegetables, and contains many well-cultivated

tracts. Among these hills are the stations Oota-
camund, a small town 7300 feet above the sea,

Kotageri, and Coonoor, resorted to by Europeans
on account of the eminent salubrity of their cli-

mate. These hUls are not densely wooded, and
are inhabited by tigers, chetas, polecats, bears,

wild dogs, martens, jackals, wild hogs, and the
samber, a species of large deer. The elephant
is found in the jungle at the base of the mountains.
Hares are numerous, and otters infest the streams.
Birds comprise the eagle, jungle fowls, partridges,

woodcocks, quails, snipes, thrushes, blackbirds,

and kingfishers. Venomous snakes rare, and the
tiger less ferocious than those of the plain.

Neilston, a pa. of Scotland, co. Eenfrew, 5 m.
S. Paisley. Ac. 12,862. P. (1861) 11,013, of whom
1982 are in the vill. It has cotton works.

Neisse, two rivers of Germany.—I. Bohemia,
Saxony, and Brandenburg, joins the Oder 21 m.
S.S.E. Frankfurt, after a N. course of 115 m.

—

II. Prussian Silesia, also joins the Oder, 15 m.
N.W. Oppeln, after a rapid N.E. course of 98 m.

Neisse, a strongly fortified town of Prussian
Silesia, gov. and 29 m. S.W. Oppeln, cap. circ,

on the Neisse. P. (1864) 18;833. It has a

palace, a commandant's residence, circ. hall,

eight Eoman Catholic and two Protestant

churches, a Jews' synagogue, convents, bar-

racks, powder-nulls and arsenals, a theatre,

several hospitals, printing establishments, manu-
factures of linen and woollen cloths, and several

distilleries.

Neithbop, a hamlet of Engl., co. Oxford, pa. k
adjoining the town, 1^ m. E. Banbury. P. 4059.

Neiva, a town of South America. [Netva.J
Neiva, a riv. of Asiatic Russia, govs. Perm and

Tobolsk, after an E. course of 350 m. joins the

Tobol 50 m. E. Tumen, which town is on its banks.

Nejin or NiESHiK, a town, Russia, gov. and 36
m. S.S.E. Tchemigov, cap. dist., on the Oster.

P. (1863) 18,008. Enclosed by ramparts, has 25
churches, 2 monasteries, a lyceum, and college.

Manufs. soap, leather, preserves, and liqueurs.
Neksvobhtchk, a mkt. town of Russia, gov.

and 32 m. S. Poltava, on the Orel. P. 1570.
Nellore, a maritime dist. of British India,

presid. Madras, mostly between lat. 13° 65' and
16° N., Ion. 79° 8' and 80° 21' E. Area 7930 sq.

m. P. 936 690. It has N. the dist Guntoor, W.

Cuddapah, S. Arcot, and E. the Bay of Bengal.
Surface undulating and picturesque. Climate
salubrious; annuad rainfall between 30 and 40
inches. Principal river, the Pennar. Chief
products are diy grains, rice, indigo, salt, nitre,

betel and tobacco, castor and other oil seeds.

The dist is famous for its cotton manufs. Chief
towns, Nellore, Ongole, and Soondy. Nellore
was transfen-ed to the East India Company
by treaty in 1801.— Nellore^ the cap. of th'u

dist., is on the Pennar river, 13J m. from the

Bay of Bengal, and 100 m. N.N.W. Madras. P.

20,000. In the last century it was an important
fortress; it is at present a busy town, with
suburbs. In 1784 many Eoman coins of the 2d
century were discovered under the ruins of a
Hindoo temple.
Nelson, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, New York, 109 m. W.N.W. Albany.—II. a
township, Ohio, 164 m. N.E. Columbus.—IIL a
CO., in centre of Kentucky. Ajea 357 sq. m. P.

(1860) 10,269 free, 6530 slaves.— IV. a co. in centre

of Virginia. Area 438 sq. m. P. 6777 free, 6238
slaves.

—

(River), British North America, enters

Hudson Bay on its W. side, near Fort York,
after a N.E. course through a territory to which
it gives name.

—

Nelson Lake is an enlargement
of Churchill river in the same region.

Nelson, a co. of W. Australia, lat 34° S., Ion.

116° E., having N. Wellington, W. Sussex, S.

Lanark, and E. Goderich and Wicklow cos. It

is traversed by Blackwood river.

—

{Cape"), Vic-

toria, bounds Portland Bay westward. Lat. 38*

25' 54' S. ; Ion. 141° 28' E.—{Channel), between
Tasmania and King island, 60 m. across, connects
Bass" Strait with the South Pacific Ocean.
Nelson, a prov. of New Zealand, in the N. of

Middle Island. On the S. it is bounded by
Hurunui aud Grey rivers, separating it from pro-

vince of Canterbury ; on the E. by prov. of Marl-

borough. Chief towns, Dillon, Grey, BuUer, and
Motueka. Its surface is mostly mountainous,
rising in Mount Franklin to 10,000 ft Length
166 m. ; greatest breadth 118 m. It is rich in

mineral wealth, chiefly gold, copper, and iron.

Climate very fine. P. (1866) 13,920.—Cap. town
Nelson, lat 41° 15' S., 150 m. by sea from Wel-
lington and New Plymouth.
Nemaha, two cos., U. S., North America.—I.

Kansas. P. 2436.—II. Nebraska. P. 3139.

Nemaub or NotAWAR, a dist. of Western
India, between lat 21° 28' and 22° 25' N., Ion. 74*

48' and 76° 45' E. Area 2225 sq. m. P. 250,000.

The dist comprises a large part of the valley of

the Nerbudda and of the Vindhya mountains.

The pop. for the most part consists of Hindoos,

Mussulmans, Ghoonds, and Bheels.

Nemaur or NiMAWAR, a town of India, cap. of

district of same name, on rt b. of the Nerbudda,

in lat 22° 27' N., Ion. 76° 58' E.

Nbmbro, a town, N. Italy, prov. and 5 m. N.E.

Bergamo, on the Serio. P. 2751. Has iron works,

s'ilk-spinning mill, and caves of alabaster.

Nehethi-Szathmar, Hungary. [Szathmar.]
Nemi, a lake and vilL of Cent Italy, Pontifical

States, comarca and 17 m. S.E. Rome. The lake

is the crater of an extinct volcano, 5 m. in circumf.

The vUL is on its N.E. margin. P. 1100.

Nemirov, a town of Russian Poland, prov. Bi-

alystok, on the Bug, 23 m. S.E Drohitczn P.

3900.—II. a market town, gov. Podolia, circ. and

12 m. N.W. Bratslav. P. 2000. It has a college,

and manufs. of cloths and leather.

Nemours, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Mame, 19 m. S.E. Fontainebleau. r.

3739. It is surrounded by the Canal du Loing
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enclosed by walls, and has manufs. of hats, tan-

neries, bark and corn mills, and marble works.

Nemours, a fishing vill. of Algdrie, dcp. Oran,

arr. Tlemcen, cap. cant. P. 1127. It has a civil

and military hospital, government nursery, and
gardens.

Nempnet, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 8 m.
N.E. Axbridge. Ac. 1772. P. 259.

Nemza, a town of Moldavia. [Nyamtz.]
Nenagh, a market town and pa. of Ireland, co.

Tipperary, near the Nenagh river, an affl. of the

Shannon, 13 m. N.E. Newport. Ac. of pa. 3881.

P. 7172 ; do. of town (1861) 6204.

Nendaz, a town of Switzerland, cant. Valais,

dist. Conthey. P. 1871.

Nene or Nen, a river of England, rises in W.
if CO. Northampton, flows N.E., and enters the

North Sea at the Wash, by a tidal channel, after

a course of 90 m. It is navigable for vessels of

small draught, and communicates by the Wis-
beach Canal with the Ouse, and in the upper part
of its course by canals with all the central navi-
gation of England.
Nenndorf, a vill. of Germany, Hessen-Cassel,

prov. Lower Hessen, in a detached dist., 16 m.
N.E. Einteln, with mineral springs and baths.

Nenthorn, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick, 4
m. N.W. Kelso. Ac. 3478. P. 461.

Neograd (Hung. Nograd), a town of Central
Hungary, cap. co., 27 m. N. Pesth. P. 1500.

—

The Gespann or district of Neograd, has an area

of 1620 sq. m. P. 172,371.

Neot's (St), a market town and pa. of England,
CO. and 8 m. S.W. Huntingdon, on the line of the

Great N. Railway, and on the E. bank of the Ouse.

Ac of pa. 4760. P. 3321.—II. a pa., co. Cornwall,
5 m. W.N.W. Liskeard. Ac 13,997. P. 1584.

Neoux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Creuse, arr. and cant. Aubusson. P. 1165. It

has an ancient castle.

Nepaul, properly Nepal, an independent State
of Northern India, N. of Behar and Oudh, com-
prising part of the S. slope of the Himalaya mntn,
chain, between lat. 26° 25' and 30° 17' N., Ion.

80° 16' and 88° 16' E., having W. and S. the Brit,

districts, Pumeah, Sirhoot, Sarun, Goruckpoor,
Oude, and Kumaon ; E. Sikkim ; and N. Tibet.
Length, W. to E., 500 m. ; breadth 160 m. Area
estimated at 64 SOO sq. m., and pop. at 1,940,000.
The S. part of rhe country is an undulating and
densely wooaed tract, called the terriani ; further
N.ward, the surface consists of a succession of

mntns. & narrow valleys, in which many affls. of
the Goggra, Gunduck,Koose,and other tributaries
of the Ganges have their sources. Rice, maize,
wheat, barley, cotton, and sugar cane, are amongst
the chief crops. Fruits, drugs, dyeing materials, &
timber are abundant. Native animals comprise
horses and large dogs of superior breeds, shawl-
goats, and sheep, which are employed as beasts of
burden. Many copper and iron mines are wrought;
lead and zinc are amongst the mineral products.
Principal manufs. are of cotton cloths, in which
most of the pop. are clothed; metallic goods,
salt, nitre, and flat bricks, used for the fronts of
houses. Among the exports are elephants, ivory,
rice, timber, hides, ginger, catechu, turmeric,
fruits, and spices, with Tibet horses and sheep,
small bullocks, borax, salt, sulphur, and mineral
preparations brought from Bootanand Tibet, and
sent into the Bengal territory, in return for In-
dian and British maaufactures, and the native
•products of Hindostan. A portion of the transit
trade between Cashmere and the Chinese empire
passes through Nepaul. Population consists of
ai-'veral tribes, partly of Mongol origin and Budd-

hists, but chiefly of Hindoo faith and descent.

Principal towns, Khatmandu or (Catmandoo),
the cap. Lalita-Patah, Bhatgong, and Kirthipoor.

After the termination of the war of 1814-16, the
Ghoorkas ceded to the British all the countries
situated between the Sutlej and the Kali rivers,

and agreed to evacuate the territory of the ra-

jah of Sikkim. Since that time, peace has been
preserved.
Nepean, a small island of the Pacific, S. of

Norfolk Island, and formerly a penal settlement,

but now abandoned.
Nepean, a river. New South "Wales, rises in

CO. Camden, and flows N.W. between the cos.

Camden and Cumberland, and joins the Warra-
gamba to fonn the Hawkesbury. Length 55 m.—Nepean Bay, S. Australia, is on the N.E. side

of Kangaroo island, 70 m. S.W. Adelaide ; and
Point Nepean is at the entrance of Port Philip,

40 ra. S.S.W. Melbourne.
Nephin and Nephinbeg, two mountains of

Ireland, Connaught, co. Mayo ; the former, about
6 ni. S.S.W. Crossmolina, 2646 feet above the sea

;

the latter, 9 m. N.W. Newport, 2065 feet above
the sea.

Nepi, Nepete, an episcopal town of Central
Italy, deleg. and 18 m. S.S.E. Viterbo, on the
road to Rome. P. 1943. It is enclosed by Gothic
walls, and has an ancient church and town-hall,

but most of its public buildings were ruined by
the French in 1799.

Nepomucic, a small town of Bohemia, circ.

Klattau, 65 m. S.W. Prague. P. 1630.

Neptune Islands, a group of islands off tho
coast of South Australia, near the entrance of

Spencer Gulf, 45 m. N.W. Kangaroo island.

Nera, Nar, a river of Central Italy, passes
Temi to Nami, near which it joins the Tiber on
the left. It forms fine falls at Marmora, 6 ni.

above Teriti. Length, 60 miles.

Nerac, a comm. and town of France, cap. arr.,

dep. Lot-et-Garonne, 15 m. W.S.W. Agen, on
the Bayse. P. 7283. It has a tribunal of com-
merce, and manufs. of cork and linens.

Nerbudda, Nerbuddah, or Nurbuddah {Nar-
mada, " the bestower of pleasure," anc. Narmadus),
an important river of India, rises in the British

dist. of Eamgurh, at an eJevation of about 3500
ft. above the sea. Its remotest source is from an
inexhaustible pond,enclosed by a wall of masonry-,

in lat. 22° 39' N., Ion. 81° 49' E. The riv. is here
one yard wide. At Jubbulpore it enters the Ner-
budda plain, and varies greatly in width. Its

navigation is in many places entirely stopped
by innumerable basaltic rocks scattered over its

surface. Near Jubbulpore is found a great
quantity of excellent iron-ore, which, if the river

were navigable, would prove a valuable source
of wealth to the country. In lat. 22* 45' N., Ion.

77° 49' E., where it is 900 yards wide, it receives

the Towah, the largest of its tributaries ; about
50 yards above the latter junction is a fall, at the
foot of which is a deep hole, swarming with alli-

gators. The extent of navigation is 346 m. above
its mouth at Mundsir. Its total length 801 m.,

and its scenery very picturesque. The tide is felt

as far as Broach, or 55 m. from the sea ; here it is

a noble sheet of water 2 miles wide. Ships of

burden can proceed as far up as this place, but
very skilful pilotage is required. Coal of very
poor quality is found here.

Nerchau, a town of Saxony, circ. and 17 m.
E. Leipzig, on the Mulde. P. 862.

Nerchinsk (Great), a celebrated mining
town of Asiatic Russia, Trans-Baikal, on 1. b. of

the Nertche, S.E. Irkutsk, i'. 6000. In the
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centre of mines of silver, gold, copper, and iron.

Old Nertchinsk is on the Onon river, to the N.W.
Neke, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Cha-

rente Inferieure, arr. St Jean d'Angely. P. 1169.

Manufs. brandy.
Neuechta or Nerechtar, a to-wn of Eussia,

gov. and 23 m. S.S.W. Kostroma. P. 2000. It

has manufactures of linen and woollen stuffs.

Neresiieim, a town of Wiirtemberg, ciic. Jaxt,

cap. dist., on an affl. of the Danube, 30 ni. N.N.E.
Ulm. P. 1030, who manuf. carpets and leather.

Neresi, the principal town of the isl. of Brazza,

Dalmatia, circ. and 12 m. S. Spalato. P. 1580.

Nereto, a market town of South Italy, prov.

Teramo, cap. circ, 13 m. N.N.E. Teramo. P. 2541.

Neriad, a town of British India, presid. Bora-

bay, dist. Kaira, 28 m. N.E. Cambay. P. 40,000.

Tobacco of excellent quality is cultivated here.

Neris, Aqux Nerae, a comm., town, and water-
ing-place of France, dep. Allier, 8 m. S.E. Mont-
lu(;on. P. 2000. It has Roman antiquities. Its

batlis and warm springs are resorted to from
May to October.

Neriz, a town of Persia, prov. and 108 m. S.E.

Kerman, near E. end of lake of same name. It

has manufs. of arms, and iron mines.—The Salt

Lake Neriz, or Bakhtegan, is chiefly in prov. Far-
sistan, and receives the Pulwan or Meduz at the

W. extremity, 68 m. long by 10 m. broad.

Nerja, a town of Spain, at the mouth of the

small river Nerja, in the Mediterranean, prov.

and 27 m. E. Malaga. P. 6000.

NiRONDE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loire, cap. cant., 16 m. S.E. Roanne. P. 1240.

Nerondes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cher, with a station on the Bourges and Nevers
Railway, 20 m. E.S.E. Bourges. P. 2505.

Nersac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Charente, arr. and cant. AngoulSme. P. 1345.

Cotton and woollen manufactures.
Nervi, a seaport town of North Italv, prov.

and 5 m. S.E. Genoa. P. 4642. It is a health

resort, has an excellent climate, and is well sup-

plied with water.
Nerviano, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 11

m. W. Milan, on the Olona. P. 3359.

Nervion, a river of Spain, Biscay, enters the

Bay of Biscay at Portugalete, 9 m. N.W. Bilbao.

Affluents, the Salcedon and Durango.
Nerwinde, a vill. of Belgium. [NEER\vrNDEN.]
Neshanock, a township of the U. S., N. Ame-

rica, Pennsylvania, co. Lawrence.
Neshoba, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N.E. of Mississippi. Area 600 sq. m. P. 6131
fi-ee, 2212 slaves.

Nesle, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Somme, on the Ingon, 29 m. E.S.E. Amiens. P.

2135. Nesie is the name of numerous other

comms, of France.
Nesmy, a comm. and vill. of France, d«n. Ven-

due, 6 m. S. Napoleon-Vendee. P. 1328.

Ness (Great), a pa. of England, co. Salop, 7

m. N.N.W. Shrewsbury. Ac. 6279. P. 673.

Nesslau, a town of Switzerland, cant. St Gall,

dist. Ober Toggenburg. P. 2397.

Ness (Loch), a lake of Scotland, co. and € m.
S.W. Inverness, and forming a portion of the

Caledonian Canal. Length N.E. to S.W. about
23 m. ; average breadth \\ m. ; depth 810 feet. It

receives the Oich, Tai-ff, Foyers, and Morriston
rivers, and discharges itself into the Moray Firth
by the river Ness, 8 m. in length.

Nesso, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Como. P. 1165. In a beautiful situation near
the E. shore of the lake.

Nesting, a pa. of Scotland, co. Shetland, com-

prising liunnasting, Wlialsay, and several islands

on E. coast of the mainland. P. 2583.
Neston (Great), a market town and pa. of

England, co. and 10 m. N.W. Chester, on the
estuary of the Dee. Ac. of pa. 15,293. P. 4049

;

do. of town 2563.—II. (^Little), a township, same
pa., 1 m. S.E. Great Neston. Ac. 1993. P. 580.

Nestved, a town of Denmark, stift and on the

island Seeland, amt. and 13 m. N.W. Prffi.stde,

and on the Suus-aa, near its mouth. P. 3647.

It has manufs. of woollens, and trade in corn.

Nesvish, Nesvij, or Nieswiez, a frontier town
of Russian Poland, gov. and 58 m. S.W. Minsk,
on an affl. of the Niemen. P. (1863) 5597.
Neszouil (Hung. Neszmedij), a town of W,

Hungary, co. and 11 m. E. Komom. P. 1280,

Nethe or Neethe, a river of Belgium, prov.

Antwerp, formed by the union of the Great and
Little Nethe, which, after a W. course, imite at

Lierre, whence it has a W.SW. and navigable

course of 8 m., and joins the Ruppel 3 m. S.W.
Boom. Under the French the present prov.

Antwerp was named the dep. Deux-Nethes.
Nether-Avon, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 6J

m. N. Amesbury. Ac. 6160. P. 646.

Netherbury, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, \\
ra. S.S.W. Beaminster. Ac. 6225. P. 1875.

Netherby, a township of England, co. Cum-
berland, pa. Arthuret, 2a m. E.N.E. Longtown
Ac. 8873. P. 395.

Nether-Exe, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5

m. N.N.E. Exeter. Ac. 450. P. 78.

Netherlands (Kingdom of the) or Hol-
T.AND (Dutch Koningrijk der Nederlanden, Germ.
Niederlande, Fr. Royaume des Pays Bas), a state

of Western Europe (cap. Amsterdam), composed
of the Netherlands Proper, or the ancient repub-

lic of the 7 united provinces, and part of the duchy

of Limburg, between lat. 60° 43' and 53' 34' N.,

Ion. 3° 24' and 7° 16' E. ; bounded E. by Hanover

and Prussia. S. by Belgium and the grand duchy

of Luxemburg (the S.E. portion of which is held

by the Netherlands), and W. and N. by the North

Sea. Length 196 m. ;
greatest breadth 109 m.

Area and pop., Slst December 1862, as foUow:—

Area in

sq. m.
Pop. 1865.

A. European possessions

—

North Brabant,
(Jelderland,

South Holland,
North Holland,
Zealand, ....
Utrecht, . . . '

.

Friesland,
Overyssel,
Groningen,
Drenthe, ....

i
Duchy of Limburg,

.

Gr. duchy of Luxemburg,

Total,

1,985

1,972

1,176
966
642
631

1,267

1,308
907

1,029
854

423,421

427,763

672.367

666,474

176,169

172,787

288,949

250,638

224,287

104,814

222,619

12,637
990

3,529,108

206,574

13,627 3,736,682

B. Colonies (1864)—
East Indies,

West Indies, .

Guinea Coast, .

Total,

614,965
60,170

10,631

19,452,207

86,703

120,000

685,766 19,658,910

According to religion the po
1859—Protestants 1,942,387; L
man Catholics 1,234,486; Gree

p. is thus
utherans
t 32 ; Jev

divided for

64,539; Bo-

ys 63,809.

I
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Forming the W. extremity of the great plain of

North Europe, the territory is perfectly flat, with
the exception of a few low hills which traverse

the provs. of Gelderland, Overyssel, and Utrecht

;

ii considerable portion of it is formed of allu-

vium, or rescued by human industry from the

sea, below the level of which much of it is situ-

ated. From the point of the Helder to the Hoek-
van-HolIand, at the mouth of the Maas, 78 miles,

the coast is partly protected by natural downs,
about 40 feet in height, composed of fine sand
upheaved by the sea, and fixed by plantations

of sea-grass (arundo-arenaria) ; on the other

parts of the coast, especially in Zeeland, Fries-

land, and Gelderland, the sea is confined by
enormous artificial dykes. The principal gulfs

of the North Sea, on this coast, are the Zuyder
Zee, the Lauwer Zee, and the Dollart. The
principal rivers are the Rhine, Maas, and Scheldt.

On entering the Netherlands, the Rhine separates

into two branches, the S.most of which, called the

Waal, flows W. 45 m., and joins the Maas near
Gorcum; whilst the other, called the Rijn (Rhine\
flows N.W. 6 m. to near Westervoort, where it

again divides ; the New Tssel on right, flowing
N. 65 m. to the Zuyder Zee ; and the Beneden
Rijn on left, flowing W. 30 m. to Wyk-by-Duur-
stede. Here the Rhine again separates : the
main stream, called the Leek or Lek, after a W.
course of 35 m., joins the Maas 7 m. E. Rotter-

dam, while a branch on right, called the Kromme
Rijn, flows N.W. to Utrecht: here the Rhine
splits for the fourth time, the right branch called

the Vecht, flowing N. to the Zuyder Zee, and the
left, called the Old Rhine, W. past Woerden and
Leyden, 35 ra. to Katwyk on the North Sea.

[Meuse—Scheldt.] Holland presents the ap-
pearance of an immense network of canals, which
form the usual access not only to towns and vil

lages, but even to private mansions. The most
important are those of North Holland, between
Amsterdam and the Helder (North Sea), 52 m.
in length, 125 feet broad at the surface, and 21
feet in depth. By means of this important work,
ships bound for Amsterdam avoid the danger and
delay of navigating the Zuyder Zee : it is spa-
cious enough to admit two frigates abreast. The
Voome canal, from Voorne to Hellevoetsluis,
shortens the outlet from Rotterdam, the S.,

I WiUiamsvaart, N. Brabant, etc. Since not only
the surface but the bed of many of the canals is

above the level of the land, the drainage of the
polders or meadows through which they pass is

an object of great solicitude ; it is effected by
means of pumps worked by windmills. The chief
lake, now that the Haarlem Meer is drained, is

that of the Y. Marshes are numerous, and some
3f them, as the Bourtange and Peel morasses in
the E., are extensive. The islands form two
principal groups ; one situated in the estuary of
:he Scheldt and the Meuse, comprises N. and S.
Beveland, Walcheren, Tholen, Schouwen, Over
Plakkee, Voome, Beyerland, Ysselmonde, etc.

;

he others, at the entrance of the Zuyder Zee, in-
slude the Texel, Vlieland, Ter-Schelling, and
imeland. There are several islands in the Zuy-
ier Zee. Climate less extreme than in N. Ger-
nany. Mean temp, of year (at Amsterdam) 49°-8,

luramer 64°-4, winter 35° 6, Fahr., but the temp,
•ises to 80° or 90° in autumn. Little snow falls.

The canal from Amsterdam to the Helder is fre-
Hufently frozen for three months in the year, and
he Zuyder Zee is often frozen over in January.
Uraosphere humid and unhealthy for strangers,
specially in the W. provs. Winds generally
trong, and tempests frequent in winter and

spring. Prevailing winds N. and N.E. ; when W.
and N. winds are violent, they cause inundations,
by accumulating the waters of the sea upon the
coasts, or by repelling that of the rivers. The
great amount of stagnant water would render the
country uninhabitable but for the strong winds,
which purify the atmosphere. The argillaceous

soil has no minerals except a little bog iron, but
immense deposits of turf and potters' clay. No
stone of any size is to be found in the soil ; and
though, generally speaking, not a wooded
country, large trees are by no means rare. The
most fertile provs. are those of the S., and the
least so those of the N. ; a large tract of the for-

merly barren heath on the E. has been brought
imder culture by the pauper colony of Frederick's

Oord: 3-4ths of the land are in pasture. Com
raised is insufficient for home consumption. The
chief crops are rj-e, wheat, barley, buckwheat,
oats, & potatoes ; wheat is cultivated chiefly near
Utrecht, in Friesland and Zeeland; vegetables,

madder, millet, and horse radish in the last two
provs. ; flax is extensively cultivated in the S.

provs., tobacco in Utrecht and Gelderland, and
the vine in Luxemburg ; potatoes, hemp, rape-

seed, chicoi-y, mustard, hops, and beetroot are

cultivated generally. The flora resembles that
of other European countries situated in the same
latitude, but aquatic plants are more varied and
extensive. Horticulture has long been a favourite

employment of the Dutch, especially at Haarlem,
which exports tulip, hyacinth, and other flower
roots. Small fruit and vegetables are abundant

;

and bees are extensively reared in the provs. of

Gelderland, Drenthe, and Utrecht. Rabbits
and hares abound, as well as deer, pheasants,

and partridges ; water-fowl, and reptiles in the
marshes. Storks are numerous, and almost
superstitiously revered in some districts, and
means are taken to prevent the destruction and
to augment the number of these useful birds.

The coasts abound in cod, turbot, sole, and other
flat fish. Cattle and draught horses are of ex-
cellent breeds. In 1860, the country possessed

243,454 horses, 1,287,538 head of cattle, 865,7-28

sheep, 114,903 goats, and 276,586 pigs. Daii-y

work is the chief bi'anch of rural industry ; but-

ter and cheese are in great repute, and form
objects of extensive commerce. The fisheries

formed the origin of prosperity in the Nether-
lauds, and the herrings prepared by the Dutch
still maintain their superiority. The whale
fishery in the Sea of Spitzbergen has been carried

on since the 16th century, but has now greatly

declined. The manufacturing industry of the

country is very active. During the 17th and
18th centuries, its typography enjoyed a well-

merited reputation. The absence of coal, which
is worked only in Liraburg, and the prevalence of

strong winds, have led to the adoption of the
windmill as a motive power, and it is universallj'

employed in all kinds of work, although the
steam-engine is being largely introduced. The
chief manufs. are linen, cotton, woollen, silks and
velvets, paper, leather, carpets, cordage, hats, rib-

bons, glass, and fire-arms. It has iron and cannon
foundries

;
powder-mills ; saltpetre and tobacco

factories. There are numerous distilleries of
" Geneva " (rather jenever, from the juniper

berry, with which the gin is flavoured), or " Hol-
lands," extensive breweries, bleach-fields, and
brick and tile works. The largest diamond-cut-
ting business in the world is carried on at Am-
sterdam, where, and at Dordrecht and Rotterdam,
there are large sugar-refineries. Paper is made
chiefly in the provs. Holland and Gelderland;
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and typpfoTinding at Haarlem and Amsterdam.
In a country where human industry is engaged
in a continual fitrugo;le with the sea, from the
domains of which it has been wrested, the
management of dykes, canals, and roads is a
special object of attention on the part of the go-
vernment. The roads which are fonned on the
dykes, and bordered by canals, are excellent In
1863, 266 miles of railway were completed from
Amsterdam W. to Haarlem, and S. to Leyden,
the Hague, and Eotterdam, and S. and E, by
Utrecht to Amhem. The principal imports con-
sist of colonial products, and manufactured goods,

com, wines, cotton, wool, dried fish, and hides.

Exports to Britain (1865), butter, cattle, sheep,

cheese, flax, tobacco, sugar, grains, onions, oil,

yeast, hides, cottons, wine, wool, etc., to the value

of 12,451,466/. Imports cotton, wool, iron, silk,

coffee, indigo, oils, linens, machinery, hides, seeds,

coals, etc., to the value of 8,lll,022i Total

exports (1861) 34,095,358/. ; imports, 39,873,752/.

In 1862, 8361 ships, tonnage 1,695.212, entered ; &
4872 ships, tonnage 1,108,359, cleared its ports.

With few natural resources, the inhabitants were
driven to commerce as a matter of necessity.

At the end of the 16th century they obtained
possession of the Molucca Islands, and secured
a monopoly of the spice trade ; at the end of

the 17th century, nearly half of the shipping of

Europe belonged to the Netherlands; but in con-
sequence of the wars in which she was at that

time engaged, and the increase of the mercantile
navies of other countries, she soon lost her com-
mercial pre-eminence. The country took an ac-

tive share in the wars against Louis xiv. It was
conquered by the French at the commencement of

the revolution, and in 1795 formed the Batavian
republic ; in 1806 it was made the kingdom of

Holland, which Napoleon i. reduced to a dep. of

France in 1810. After her incorporation with
the French empire, Holland was deprived of all

her colonies in the eastern seas. At the esta-

blishment of peace in 1814, these colonial pos-
sessions were restored, and a period of commer-
cial prosperity succeeded. Holland and Belgium
were then united into a single kingdom ; but
this union of two countries, betwixt which no
sympathy existed, was broken by the revolt of

Belgium in 1830. By the treaty of London, 19th

April 1839, Belgium ceded to the Netherlands a
portion of Luxemburg and Limburg. The Dutch
occupy the country of the ancient Batavi and
Frisii ; their language is a dialect of the German.
Flemish is still spoken in the S. The greater

number of the inhabitants are Protestants. The
Reformed Church (by far the most numerous
body, and of which the reigning family are mem-
bers) is Calvinistic in point of doctrine, and its

form of goverment is Presbyterian. The govern-
ment pays the salaries of several British Pres-
byterian ministers settled in the Netherlands,
and whose churches are incorporated with the
Dutch Reformed Church. The greatest tolera-

tion has always existed in regard to religion.

The Roman Catholics are under the bishop of

Utrecht Education is well conducted and very
generally diffused. The teachers are placed under
the guardianship of 70 inspectors, who act under
an inspector-general, depending on the minister
of the interior ; they grant licences for the esta-

blishment ot schools, and present to the govern-
ment, three times a year, an account of the state
of public instruction. There are universities at
Leyden, Groningen, and Utrecht ; 3 athenaeums,
and Latin schools in all the chief towns. For
elementary instruction, there are district, com-

munal, and private schools. The ecclesiastical

schools comprise Roman Catholic and Protestant

seminaries, and Jewish schools. There are mili-

tary, naval, and veterinary schools, and numerous
academies of the fine arts ; institutions for deaf-

mutes and blind. The proportion of attendance
at school is 1 in 8 of the entire population. The
benevolent institutions comprise numerous hoe-
pi tals for the sick and infirm, and for orphans;
societies of public good, and several pauper colo-

nies. Mendicity is interdicted throughout the
kingdom. The people are remarkable for the ex-
treme cleanliness of their streets and dwellings.

The government is a constitutional representative
monarchy ; the title of the sovereign is King of

the Netherlands, Prince of Orange Nassau, Grand
Duke of Luxemburg and Duke of Limburg. The
crown prince has the title of Prince of Orang;e.

The usual residence of the king is at the Hague.
The Dutch afford a very remarkable example of

industry and perseverance : to a country almost
floating on the water, they have given a firm

foundation ; without stone, and growing com-
paratively little timber, they have built spacious

cities ; and though nearly destitute of arable

land, their towns have often been granaries for

surrounding states. With a territory not much
larger than Wales, this people have maintained
an army, a fleet, and a commerce, ranking high
among the states of Europe. The standing army
in 1863 amounted to 59,431 men of all arms, com-
prising volunteers, and 1 man in each 500 drawn
by lot for 5 years' service. Navy, 3 steam frigates,

2 steam corvettes, 32 screw steamers, 13 paddle

do., 2 ships of the line, 7 frigates, 36 corvettes

and smaller vessels, 5 floating batteries, and 31

gunboats. There is only one privileged bank.

Public revenue (1863) 8,976,000/. Expenditure
8,330,000/. National debt 65,000,000/. (For colo-

nies, see table.) Slavery was abolished in the

colonies on 1st July 1863, and compensation
granted. The number of slaves was estimated at

upwards of 40,000. In ancient times the Nether-
iMida suffered greatly from floods : the greatest

in recent times was that of 1855, which over-

whelmed the town of Veenendaal and an exten-

sive dist in Gelderland. The Netherlands is a

name which, for several centuries, was applied

to the countries now forming the kingdoms of

Belgium and the Netherlands, and part of the

N. of France (deps. Nord and Pas- de-Calais).

This country belonged almost entirely to Charles

V. United to Franche-Comtd, it formed the

circle of Burgundy. From this, 7 of the N. provs.

separated themselves in 1579, and formed the

Republic ofHolland, or the'*Se»en United Provinces.

Part of the low country was conquered by Louis

xiv., and called the French Netherlands; the

rest, first under the dominion of Spain, passed

in 1714 to that of Austria, and was called Spanish

Netherlands, Austrian Netherlands or Belgium.

Netlet, a chapelry, E. shore of Southampton
Water, 2J m. S.E. Southampton, with fine remains

of a, Cistercian abbey. Here is the Royal Victoria

Hospital for army invalids ; a noble structure, 1426

ft in front, with accommodation for 1000 patients.

It was buUt between 1855 and 1863, at a cost of

350,000/. ; and has now (1864) a full medical staff,

medical school for students, and school for female

army nurses, under a lady superintendent.

Netolitz. a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ

Prachin, 14 m. N.W. Budweis. P. 2400.

Netteswelx, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 17

m. W.N.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 1521. P. 385.

Nettlebed, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5 m.

W.N.W. Henley-on-Thames. Ac. 1164. P. 739.

I
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Nettlecombe, a pa. of Engl., co. Somerset, 6J

in. N.N.W. Wiveliscombe. Ac. 2800. P. 327.

Nettleham, a pa. of England, co. and 3J ra.

N.N.E. Lincoln. Ac. 3270. P. 919.

Nettlestead, two pas. of England.—1. co.

Kent, 5 m. S.W. Maidstone. Ac. 1441. P. 575.

—II. a pa., CO. Suffolk, 3J m. S. Needham. Ac.

1028. P. 105.

Nettleton, two pas. of England.—I. co. Lin-
coln, 1 m. S.S.W. Caistor. Ac. 3570. P. 536.

—II. CO. Wilts, 8 m. W.N.W. Chippenham. Ac.

1959. P. 632.

Neitstall, atown of Switzerland, cant. Glarus.

It is situated at the mouth of a narrow valley at

the foot of Wiggis. Industry, paper mills, weav-
ing, cotton-spinning, and dyeing. P. 2456.

Nettuno, a seaport town of Central Italy,

Pontif. States, comarca and 31 m. S.S.E. Eome.
P. 3000. It has ruins of a temple of Neptune
(whence its name).
Netzschkau, a town of Saxony, circ. and 13 m.

S.W. Zwickau. P. 2760.

Neubeeburg, a town of Khenish Prussia, gov.
and 23 m. N.W. Treves. P. 1730.

NeC-Bistritz, a town of Austria, Bohemia,
circ. and 32 m. S.E. Tabor. P. 2938.

Neubourg, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Eure, 13 m. N.W. Evreux. P. 2567. It has a
church, hospital, manufs. of fustians, cottons, and
blankets, with trade in corn, wood, and 'ron.

Neu-Bkandenburg, a town of Mecklenburg-
Strelitz, on Lake Tollens, 17 m. N.N.E. Neu-
Strelitz. P. 7400. It has a ducal palace, several

churches, and manufs. of tobacco, chemical pro-

ducts, playing-cards, cottons and woollens. Near
it, on the lake, is the ducal castle of Belvedere.

Neuburg, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia, cap.

dist., and formerly cap. duchy, on the Danube,
29 m. N.N.E. Augsburg. P. 6500. It has re-

mains of ancient fortifications, a castle, contain-
ing a theatre and museum, an arsenal, barracks,

a church, and a royal institute (college of nobles),

superior schools, breweries, and distilleries.—II.

a vill. of Rhenish Bavaria, near the Rhine, 15 m.
S.E. Landau. P. 1525, employed in fishing and

,
trading in timber.—III. ( Vor-dem- Walde), a town
of Bavaria, circ. Upper Palatinate, cap. dist., on
the Schwarzach, 27 m. N.N.E. Regensburg. P.
2036. [Klosterneuburg, Korneuburg.]

I

Nkuchatel, Neufchatel, or Neuenburg, a
[frontier canton of Switzerland, in the N.W.,
ibaving S.E. the Lake of Neuchatel, and on other

I
sides France and the cantons Berne and Vaud.
A,rea 308 sq. m. P. (1861) 87,369, mosUy Protes-
;ants. The Jura mountains intersect it from S.

.0 N., and the river Doubs bounds it on the N.W.
Pastures occupy most part of the surface. Along
he lake are numerous vineyards, and good wines
ire exported to the adjacent cantons. Except in
vine, kitchen vegetables, and hay, the vegetable
)roducts are insufficient for home consumpt, and
!om is imported from the cantons Berne and
3asle. Many cattle are reared, and cheese is an
ixport of consequence. From 18,000 to 20,000
jersons are more or less employed in watch-
naking, in both the urban and rural districts

;

!Otton fabrics for export to the Netherlands,
Prussia, Belgium, and Italy; hosiery, cutlery,
.nd metallic wares generally, are other chief
Qanufs. Until 1848, Neufchatel acknowledged
he sovereignty of Prussia ; a revolution having
•fterwards occurred, it separated from Prussia in
857, and is now a member of the Swiss Con-
ederation. Principal towns are NeuchS.tel,
'haux-de-Fonds, Valengin, and Le Locle.
Neuchatel (Germ. Neuenhurgy, a town of

Switzerland, on N.W. shore of the Lake
Neuchatel, 25 m. W. Berne. P. (1860) 10,328,
of whom 1609 were strangers. It has an ancient
castle, a cathedral, in which the Reformation was
preached in 1530, a town-hall with a public
library, an orphan asylum, several hospitals, a
college, and a collection of natural history.

Neuchatel (Lake of) (Germ. Neuenhurger-
See'), one of the larger lakes of Switzerland, in
the W., 18 m. N. the Lake of Geneva, enclosed
by the cantons Neuchatel, Vaud, Freiburg, and
Berne. Length 24 m. ; average breadth 4 ni.

Estimated area 92J sq. m. ; height above the sea
143 feet, and depth 426 feet. It receives several
rivers; the Broje brings to it the surplus waters
of Lake Morat, and it discharges its own N. by the
Thi^le through the Lake of Bienne into the Aar.
Neudamm, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-

burg, gov. and 28 m. N.N.E. Frankfurt. P. 3260.
Neudek, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 10 m. N.

Elnbogen, on the Rohla, with 2 castles. P. 2100.
Neudenau, a town of JBaden, circ. Lower Rhine,

on the Jaxt, 7 m. N.E. Wimpfen. P. 1300.

Neudorf (Hung. Iglo), a town of N. Hungary,
CO. Zips, 5 m. S. Leutschau. P. 6056.—II. Lower
Austria, 9 m. S. Vienna. P. 1465.

Neuenahr, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, with
mineral springs, in the valley of the Ahr, 276 ft.

above the sea.

Neuenburg, several towns of Germany.—I.

W. Prussia, gov. and 11 m. S.W. Marienwerder,
on the Vistula. P. 2960.—II. Wiirtemberg, circ.

Black Forest, cap. dist., on the Enz, 27 m. W.N.W.
Stuttgart. P. 1600.—III. Baden, circ. Upper
Rhine, on the Rhine, 19 m. S.W. Freiburg. P. 1150.

Neuenburg, Switzerland. [Neuchatel.]
Neuendorf, a vill. of Germany, Rhenish Prus-

sia, gov. and 2 m. N. Coblenz, on the Rhine.
P. 880.

Neuendorf, a vill. of Anhalt-K6then, amt.
Warmsdorf, N.W. GUsten. P. 650.

Neueneck or Neuenegg, a vill. of Switzer-
land, cant, and 8 m. S.W. Berne. P. 2455.

Neuenforn, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Aargau, dist. Frauenfeld. P. 1007.

Neuenhaus, a town of Hanover, landr. and 50
m. W.N.W. OsnabrUck, cap. dist. P. 1444.

Neuenkirch, two towns of Switzerland.—I.

cant. Lucerne, dist. Sursee. P. 2331.—II. cant.

Schaffhausen, dist. Upper Kletgau. P. 1517.

Neuenkirchen, a market town of Prussian
Westphalia, gov. and 37 m. S.S.W. Minden, circ.

Wiedenbruck. P. 1370.

Neuenrade, a town of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. and 14 m, S.W. Arnsberg. P. 1360.

Neuenstadt, a town of WUrtemberg, circ.

Neckar, 8 m. N.E. Heilbronn. P. 1421.

Neuen.stein, a town of WUrtemberg, circ.

Jaxt, on the Eppach, 31 m. N.W. EUwangen. P.

1486. Its castle is now used as an hospital.

Neuern (Ober and Unter), two contiguous
small towns of Bohemia, circ. and 11 m. S.W.
Klattau. United pop. 1500.

Neufahrwasser, a vill. of W. Prussia, at the

mouth of the W. arm of the Vistula, gov. and 4
m. N. Danzig, of which it is the port. It has a
lighthouse, and is defended by a fort. P. 1600.

Neuf-Berquin, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Nord, arr. Hazebrouc, cant. Merville. P. 1393.

Neuf-Brisach, a town of France. [Breisach.]
Neufchateac, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Vosges, on the Mouzon, 35 m. N.W. EpinaL
P. 3623. It has a communal college, and manu-
factures of coarse woollens and cottons.

Neufchateau, a town, Belgium, prov. Luxem-
bourg, cap. cant., 19 m. S.W. Bastogne. P. 856.
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Neufcuati:i.-i:x-Biiay, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Seine-Inf^rieure, 25 m. N.E. Rouen,
on the Bdthune. P. ii564. It is famed for its

<;heese, and has iron mines and mineral
Bprings.

NEUFxaiATEL-EN-SAOXNAis, aconim. andviU.of
France, dep. Sarthe, arr. Maniers, cant. Fresnaye-
6ur-ch§donet P. 1494.

Neuffen, a town of WUrtemberg, circ. Black
Forest, in a picturesque valley, 9 m. N.E. Eeut
lingen. P. 2000.

Neuf.vahil, a coram. & vill. of France, dep. Ar-
dennes, arr. M^zifers, cant. Charleville. P. 1482.

Neugedein, a market town of Austria, Bohe-
mia, circ. and 14 m. W. Klattau. P. 2100. It

has woollen manufs. and dyeworks.
Neuhalx)ensle:ben. [Haldensleben.]
Neuiiaus, several towns and market towns of

Germany.—I. a town of Bohemia, circ. and 23 m.
S.S.E. Tabor. P. 8000, It has five churches, a
theatre, gymnasium, and manufs. of woollen
cloth, linen, and paper.—II. Prussian Westphalia,
gov. and 40 m. S.S.W. Minden, on the Lippe.
P. 1440.—III. Hanover, landr. and 24 m. N.W.
8tade, with a port on the Oste. P. 1660. It has
ehipbuilding and a fishery.

Neuhausel (Hung. Ersek-Ujvar), a market
town of N.W. Hungary, on the Neutra, co. and
27 m. S. Neutra. P. 7306. It has the ruins of

a strong fortress, and manufs. of woollens.

Neuhausen, several market towns and vills.

of WUrtemberg.—I. circ. Neckar, 5 m. S.S.W.
Eslingen. P. 2170.—II. circ. Black Forest, on
the Erms, N.W. Urach. P. 1201.—III. same
circ, 6 m. E. Tuttlingen. P. 1015.

Neuhausen, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Schaffhausen, near the fall of the Rhine. P. 1286.

Neuhof, several market towns of Central and
S. Germany, the principal in Hessen-Cassel,
prov. and 7 m. S.S.W. Fulda. P. 1700.

NEUiLLi-poNT-PiERRE, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Indre-et-Loire, 13 m. N.N.W. Tours.
P. 1538, chiefly employed in weaving.
Neuilly, several comms. and towns of France.

— I. (sur Seine), dep. and on rt. b. of the Seine,

here crossed by a bridge, H m. from the W. ex-
tremity of Paris. P. (1861) 13,216, chiefly em-
ployed in manufs. of porcelain & starch, chemical
works, and liqueur distilleries. The royal chateau
of Neuilly, built in the reign of Louis xv., was
destroyed during the revolution of 1848. The
park extends some distance along the rt. b. of the
river, and into the wooded islets that divide the
stream.—II. (St Front), a comm. and town of

France, dep. Aisne, 11 m, N,W. Chateau Thierry.

P. 1730.—III. (en ThelleX a comm. and vill., dep.

Oise, cap. cant., 13 m. W. Senlis. P. 1906.—IV.
(lea ReaC), dep. Allier, cap. cant., 18 m. S.S.E.
Moulins. P. 1449.—V. (le VendinX dep. and 18

m. N.E. Mayenne, cap. cant. P, 1427.—VI.
(VEveque\ dep. Calvados, 4 m. S.E. Isigny, P.
1078.—VII. dep. H.-Marne, cap. cant., 6 m. E
Langres, P. 1174.

Neukalden, a walled town of Germany, Meck-
lenburg.Schwerin, duchy and 26 m. E. Gustrow,
cap. dist., on Lake Cumerow. P. 2180,

Neukikch, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. Op-
peln, circ. and 9 m. E.S.E. LeobschUtz. P. 940.

Neukirch, a town of Switzerland, cant. Thur-
gau, dist. Arbon. P. 1524.

Neukirchen, a town of Hessen-Cassel, prov.
Upper Hessen, 6 m. S.E. Ziegenhain. P. 2150.

Neuklosi'er, a vill. of Mecklenbei^-Schwerin,
princip. and 10 m. E.S.E. Wismar. P. 740.

Neulerchenfeld, a vill. of Lower Austria, 1

m. W. Vienna, with an hospital. P. 500.

Neumse, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Loire, cant. St SjTnphorien-de-Lay. P. 2434.
Neulliac, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep

Morbihan, arr. NapoMonvUIe. P. 1920.

Neumagek, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and
14 m. N.E. Treves, on the Moselle. P. 1462.

Neusiark, sevei-al towns of Germany I. W.
Prussia, gov. and 36 m. S.E. Marienwerder, on the
Drewenz. P. 1527.—II. Austrian Poland, Galicia,

circ. and 34 m. W.S.W. Nowi-Sandec—IIL Bo-
hemia, circ. and 16 m. W.S.W. Klattau. P, 1133.
Necmarkt, several towns and market towns

of Germany— I. Prussian Silesia, gov, and 19 m.
W.N.W. Breslau, cap. circ., on the railway to

Glogau. P. 4320. It has manufs. of woollens,
linens, and paper,—II. Bavaria, circ. Upper Pa-
latinate, cap. presid., on the Sulz, 21 m. S.E.

Numberg. P. 3200. It has manufs. of silk and
tobacco.— III. Upper Austria, circ. Salzach, 13 m.
N.E. Salzburg. P. 700.—IV. (Illyrian Tersezsch),

Austria, Illyria, circ. and 24 m. N.N.W. Laibacli.

Neumarkt or Maros Vasarhely, a fortified

town of Transylvania, 77 m. N,W. Kronstadt, on
the Maros, P. 2736, It has a strong castle, a

Roman Catholic college and seminary, and a Pro-
testant college, with a cabinet of natural historj-.

NEUMi'NSTEK, a vilL of i'russia, Holstein, c«p.

dist. 17 m, S.S,E, Kiel, on the Hamburg Rail-

way, P, (1864) 7800, Manufs. woollens,
N kung-sur-Beuvron, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Loir-et-Cher, arr. Eomorantiu, cap.

cant P. 1116.

Nfunkirch, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Moselle, arr. and cant. Sarreguemines. P. 1341,

Neunkirchex, two market towns of Germany.
—I, Rhenish Prussia, gov. and 38 m. S.E. Treves.

P. 1920.-11. Lower Austria, 10 m. S.W. Nen-
stadt, on railway to Glocknitz. P. 236(i.

Neupaka, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

Bidschow, 67 m. N.E. Prague. P. 2600.

Neurode, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
46 m. S.W. Breslau. P, 5314, It has manufac-
tures of flannels.

NEUSAI.Z, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
48 m. N.N.W, Liegnitz, on the Oder. P. 3565.

It was founded by a colony of Moravian brethren

(Hermhiiters), and has ship-buUding docks, and
manufactures of linen and lace.

Nkusath (Hung. Lj-Videk), a fortified town of

S. H\mgary, co. Bacs, with a steamboat station

on 1. b. of the Danube, opposite Peterwardein,

with which it communicates by a bridge of

boavs, 46 m. N.W. Belgrade. P. 10,000. It is

enclosed by walls, and has numerous Greek,

Roman Catholic, and Armenian churches, a Jews'

synagogue, a gymnasium,' Roman Catholic, high,

and Jewish schools. It has active trade, and is a

station for steamers on the Danube, In 1849 it

was taken by the imperial troops from the Hun-
garian insurgents, and nearly destroj'ed.

Neuse, a river of the U. S., North America,

North Carolina, after a S.E, course of 200 m.

enters Pamlico Sound, 12 m. below Newbem, to

which town it is navigable. It is 300 m. long.

Neusiedl (Lake of) (Hung, Fertd Tava), a

lake of Hungary, near its W, frontier, between

the cos, Oedenburg and Wieselburg, 19 m.

S,S.W. Presburg, Length 23 m. ; breadth 7 m.

;

depth 9 to 13 feet. It receives the Vulka river,

and the town Rusth is on its W. side, where its

banks are well wooded ; on the E. the country is

low and marshy, and here its waters, during inun-

dations, are carried to the Rabnitz by a canal.

Neusiedl-am-See (Hung, Nezider), a market

town of W, Hungary, co, Wieselburg, on Lake

Neusiedl, 19 m. S.W. Presburg. P. 2036.
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Neusohl (Huug. Besztercze-Banya), a town of

N. Hungary, cap. co. Sohl, on the Gran, at the

influx of the Bestritza, 80 m. N. Pesth. P. 3600,

or with adjoining villages, 10,000, nearly half

Protestants. It has numerous churches, hospital,

Roman Catholic and Lutheran colleges, several

schools, manufs. of sword-blades and beet-root

sugar, trade in linens and beer, and one of the

largest smelting houses in Hungary, it being the

sL>at of a mining council and tribunal. The Her-
rengrund mines near it yield an annual average

of 1500 cwts. of copper.

Neuss, Nova Castra or Novesium, a fortified

town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and 4 m. S.W.
Diisseldorf, a station on railway to Aix-la-Cha-
pelle, cap. circ, en the Erft. P. (1864) 10,717.

Manufs. woollen and cotton cloths, starch, leather,

(lyes, ribbons, and velvets. It was besieged by
Charles the Bold during 48 weeks, in 1474.
Nkustadt, numerous towns of Germany, etc.

—I. (^Nowemiesto), Bohemia, circ. and 16 m. N.E.
Koniggratz. P. 1750. It has woollen manufs.
—II. Prussian Silesia, gov. Posen, 28 m. S.S.W.
Oppeln, cap. circ, on the Braune. P. 6816. It

ha.s manufs. of woollen stuffs, linens, and lace.

—

III. Prussian Saxony, gov, and 2 m. N. Magde-
burg, of which it is considered a suburb. P. 6700.

—IV. Rhenish Prussia, gov. & 32 m. E. Cologne.
P. 1208.^V. W. Prussia, gov. and 24 m. N.W.
Danzig, cap. circ, on the Rehde. P. 2050.—VI.
Hessen-Cassel, prov. Upper Hessen, cap. dist., on
an island formed by an affl. of the Schalm, 17 m.
E. Marburg. P. 1792.—VII. Prussia, duchy
Holstein, on the Baltic, 18 m. N.N.E. Lubeck,
with a harbour for small vessels, and trade in

ship-building. P. 3813. VIII. Mecklenburg-
Schwerin, cap. dist., on the Elde, 18 m. S.S.E.
Schwerin. P. 1771.—IX. Baden, circ. Lake,
cap. dist, on two small rivers, 18 m. E.S.E. Frei-
burg. P. 1710.—X. Wiii-temburg, circ. Neckar,
on the Kocher, 8 m. N.E. Heilbronn. P. 1905.
—^XI. Lower Bavaria, on the Danube, 22 m.
S.W. Eatisbon. P. 1077. XII. (^Am Riiben-
berge), Prussia, 15 m. N.W. Hanover. P. 2084,
engaged in linen weaving, brewing, and ship-

building.—XIII. (am Kulm}, Bavaria, circ. Upper
Palatinate, 14 m. S.E. Bayreuth. P. 1000.—XIV.
(an der Aisch), Bavaria, circ. Middle Franconia,
cap. dist., on the Aisch, 20 m. N.N.E. Anspach.
P. 3061. It has manufs. of leather, and cotton and
woollen cloths.—XV. (an der Haardt), Rhenish
Bavaria, cap. co., on the Speyer, a small affl. of the
Rhine, 12 m. N. Landau, at the junction of the rail-

ways from Strasbourg, Mannheim, & Kaiserslau-
tem. It has a Gothic church of the 14th century,
and a handsome Roman Catholic church, which
was opened in 1862. P. 7600. Manufs. of muskets,
paper, woollen cloth, chemicals & vinegar. It is a
favourite resort for invalids undergoing the grape
cure.—^XVI. (an der Heide), duchj' Saxe Coburg,
princip. & 9 m. N.E. Coburg, cap. dist., with 2000
inhabitants and a ducal residence.—XVII. (an
der Orla), grand duchy Saxe-Weimar, princip.

and 24 m. S.E. Weimar, cap. circ, on the Orla,
an affl. of the Saale. P. 4250. It has manufs.
of woollen cloths, linens, and leather.—XVIII.
(an der Saale), Bavaria, circ. Lower Franconia,
cap. dist., on the Saale, 40 m. N.E. Wurtzburg.
P. 1450.—XIX. (an der Waag), Hungary, 34 m.
N.N.W. Neutra. P. 6750.—XX. («ncfer Waldnab),
Bavaria, circ. Upper Palatinate, 31 m. S.E. Bay-

. reuth. P. 1560.—XX. (bei Stolpen), Saxony, circ.

and 21 m. E. Dresden, on the Polenz. P. 2266.—
XXI. (Eberswalde), Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
gov. Potsdam, on the Finnow Canal, and on rail-

\v'ay to Stettin, 24 m. N.E. Berlin, with well fre-

quented mineral springs. P. 6153, employed
in manufs. of porcelain, ivory, brass, iron and
steel wares, woollen and linen fabrics.—XXIII.
(or Nany Banya\ Hungary. [Banya.]—XXIV.
Transylvania, near Kronstadt. P. 2846.—XXV.
Moravia, circ. and 13 m. N.N.W. Olmiitz, with
a station on railway to Prague. P. 3920.

—

XXVI. a market town of Brunswick, circ. Wolf-
enbuttel, at the terminus of the Harzburg Rail-

way, 24 m. S. Brunswick. P. 900.

Nkustadt, a circ. of the grand duchy of Saxe
Weimar, Eisenach. Area 242 sq. m. P.(1861) 50,036.

Neustadt or Wiener-Neustadt, a town of

Lower Austiia, 13 m. S. Vienna, near the Hun-
garian frontier, on railway to Gratz, on the small
river Kerbach, and on the canal to Vienna. P.

13,700, exclusive of militarj'. The town is sur-

rounded by walls, and entered by four gates;
it was formerly the residence of the emperors,
and has a cathedral of the 13th century, a gym-
nasium, a Cistertian abbey, military academy,
with models and instruments, and a library. It

has extensive sugar refineries, cotton manufac-
tures, breweries, and paper mills. It was de-
stroyed by fire in 1834, and has since then been
elegantly rebuilt.

Neustadtl, several towns of Germany.—I.

(Hung. Kiszueza-Ujhely), N. Hungary, co. Trent-
schin, 45 m. N. Kremnitz. P. 2500—II. (Boh-
Nowymiesto), Moravia, circ. and 24 m. N.E. Iglau.

P. 1814. It has a castle, and iron mines.—III.

Prussian Silesia, gov. and 40 m. N.W. Liegnitz.

P. 1500. Manufs. of woollen cloths.

Neustadtl, Rudolphswerth or Novomesto,
a town of Austria, Illyria, gov. and 38 m. S.E.

Laybach, cap. circ, on the Gurk. P. 1751.

Neustautl-an-der-Waag (Hungarian Vagh-
Ujhely), a market town of N.W. Hungary, co. and
33 m. N N.W. Neutra, on the Waag. P. 5440.

It has a manufacture of woollen cloth.

—

Bohmisch
Neustadtl is a town of Bohemia, circ. Bunzlau,
12 m. N.N.E. Reichenberg. P. 2496.

Neusteitin, a town of Prussian Pomerania,
gov. and 39 m. S.S.E. Koslin, cap. circ P. 3864.

Neustift, several market towns of Germany,
etc.—I. Tirol, circ. Lower Innthal, 11 m. S.S.W.
Innsbruck. P. 1520.—II. Bohemia, circ. and
20 m. E. Tabor.—III. Styria, circ. and 16 m.
S.W. Marburg. P. 140.

Neu-Strelitz, a town of Northern Germany,
cap. grand duchy Mecklenburg- Strelitz, between
Lakes Zierker and Glombeck, 60 m. N.N.W. Ber-
:in. P. (1865) 7902. It is the usual residence of

the grand duke and court, and has a theatre, col-

lege, mint, and other government offices, a public

library, and a collection of antiquities.

—

Alt-

Strelitz, 1J m. S., has a large horse market.
Neuteich (Pol. Nitych), a vill. of W. Prussia,

gov. and 21 m. S.E. Danzig. P. 715.

Neutitsciieix, a town of Moravia, circ. and 26
ra. E.N.E. Prerau. P. 8000, many of whom are

employed in woollen weaving, and making
flannel. Near it is a mineral spring.

Neutra, a town of N.W. Hungary, cap. circ,

on the Neutra, 46 m. E.N.E. Presburg. P. 4-190.

It has a strong castle and cathedral.

Neuve-Eglise, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Cantal, 9 m. S.W. St Flour. P. 2000.

Neuveville (Germ. NeuenstadtX a town of

Switzerland, cant. Bern, on the N.W. shore of

the Lake of Bienne, 9 m. S.W. Bienne. P. 1931.

Neuvic, several comms. and towns of France.
—I. dep. Dordogne, on the Isle, 13 m. W.S.W.
Perigueux. P. 2227.—II. dep. Corrfeze, 12 rh,

S. Ussel. P. 3776.—III. Haute-Vienne, 17 m.
S.E. Limoges. P. 1803.
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Neuvili^e, several comms., towns, and vills. of

France.—I. dep. Vienne, 8 m. N.W. Poitiers.

P. 3310.—II. dep. Loiret, 13 m. N.K Orleans.

P. 2575 III. dep. Nord, arr. LiUe. P. 3421.
—IV. dep. Eh6ne, on the Sa6ne, 8 m. N. Lyon.
P. 2439, chiefly employed in cotton and silk

mills.— V. {Aux-Joutes), dep. Ardennes, arr.

Itocroi, cant. Signy-le-Petit. P. 1386.— VI.
(Champ dOisety dep. Seine-Inf., arr. Eouen, cant.

Boos. P. 1306.— V II. (Les-dames\ dep. Ain, arr.

'rrdvoui, cant Chatillon. P. 1418.—VIII. {St
Vaasty, dep. Pas-de-Calais, arr. Arras, cant.

Vimy. P. 1429.—IX. {mr-Ainy, dep. Ain, arr.

Tk)urg, cant. Point d'Ain. P. 1374.—X. (sur-

Sarthe), dep. Sarthe, arr. and cant, le Mans. P.
1348. Also numerous viUs. in Prance.
Nedvy, numerous comms. and small towns of

France.—I. dep. Saone-et-Loire, 18 m. W.N.W.
Charolles. P. 1311.—II. (/« Roi), dep. Indre-
et-Loire, cap. cant.. 15 m. N.W. Tours. P. 1459.

—III. (Sautour\ dep. Yonne, 16 m. N.W. Ton-
nerre. P. 1462.—IV. (.S"* Sepulchrey, dep. Indre,
cap. cant., and 8J m. W. La Chatre. P. 2175.

—V. (ffur Loire), dep. Nievre, near the Loire, 8
m. N.N.W. Cosne. P. 1988.

Neuwarp and Neuwedel, two small towns of
Prussia.—I. prov. Pomerania, gov. and 25 m.
N.W. Stettin. P. 1800.—II. prov. Brandenburg,
gov. and 78 m. N.E. FrankfUrt. P. 2417.
Neuwerk. a small island at the mouth of the

Elbe, belonging to Hamburg. P. 65. It has a
lighthouse, and is very important for signalling
vessels navigating the river.

Neuwted, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and
8 m. N.N.W. Goblenz, cap. circ. and principality,

with a railway pier on 1. b. of the Rhine. P.
V246. Principal edifices, the ancient castle of the
counts of Wied, with a museum of natural his-

tory, a library, and extensive gardens ; Calvinist,

Roman Catholic, Anabaptist, and other churches

;

gymnasium, normal school, several private board-
ing and educational establishments. Manufs.
starch, chicory, and tin wares.
NEU^VILLER, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Bas-Ehin, cant Petite-Pierre. P. 1587.

Neva, an important river or strait of Russia,
gov. St Petersburg, connecting the Lake Ladoga
with the Gidf of Finland. Length 40 m. from
Schlusselburg on the former, to St Petersburg
at the head of the latter, which city it separates
from its N. suburbs; breadth 1600 feet; depth
in the channel about 50 feet. It is the great
medium of communication between the internal

parts of N. Russia and the sea, though usually
frozen up from November to April ; it has been
found to carry into the gulf 116,000 cubic feet of

water in a second. It receives several small
rivers, and is crossed by two moveable bridges.

Nevada (Sierra), Spain. [Sierra Nevada.]
Nevada, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

E. of California. Area 900 sq. m. P. (1860)
1 6,446. The city of Nevada is in the centre of a
rich mining region, and has fine hotels, stores,

and churches. P. 5000.
Nevada, one of the united states of North

America, extending between lat 37° and 42° N.,

Ion. 115° and 120° W. It is immediately W. of

Utah and E. of California. Area 83,500 sq.m. P.
n 863) 40,000 whites and 24,010 Indians. It was
formerly a territory, but erected into a state in

November 1864. Cap. Carson city. P. 2500.
It is exceedingly rich in minerals, gold, silver,

mercury, lead, and antimony being found in
great abundance; and, in 1864, rich petroleum
fiprings and large coal fields were discovered
near Austin. The state is traversed by moun-

tains which rise to 6000 feet Chief river the
Humboldt; and chief lakes the Mud, Pyramid,
Carson, and Walker Lakes.
Nevel, a town of Russian Poland, gov. and 54

m. N. Vitebsk, cap. circ, surrounded by lakes.

P. 6147, of whom many are Jews.
Nevelle, a coram, and market town of Bel-

gium, prov. East Flanders, 8 m. W. Ghent P.
3380.
Nevendon, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 5 m.

E.S.E. Bellericay. Ac. 991. P. 205.

Neverdeepoor, a town of India, dist. Salon,
prov. Oude, 75 m. S.E. Lucknow. P. 3000.
Neverx, a pa. of Wales. [Neferx.]
Nevers, Noviodunum, a comm. and city of

France, cap. dep. Nifevre, on rt. b. of the Loire,

at the confl. of the Nievre, and at the head of the

branch railway du centre^ 35 m. E.S.E. Bourges.
P. (1861) 18,971. It has a tribunal of com-
merce, a communal college, and a cathedraL
Manufs. iron and steel, porcelain and jewellery.

Previous to 1789, it was the cap. of the prov.

Nivemais. In its vicinity are the forges of Four-
chambault, the copper works of Imphy, and tha
foundry of La Chaussade for cannons, cableik

and anchors for the imperial marine. Near it

are the mineral waters of Pouges.
Ne\t;rsink, a township, U. S., North America,

New York, lOO m. S.W. Albany.-The Neversink-
highlands are a wooded hill range in New Jersey,

CO. Monmouth, elev. 300 to 400 feet.

NtVEZ, a comm. and viU. of France, dep. Fini-
stere, 18 m. S.E. Quimper. P. 2111.

Neviano, degli Arduini, a town of North Italy,

prov. and circ. Parma. P. (of comm.) 5315. Prin-
cipal products, grain and vegetables.

Neviassk, a town of Asiatic Russia, gov.

Perm, on Neiva river, 50 m. N. Ekaterinburg. P.

18,000. It is celebrated for its metallurgic riches,

and for its mint, the tower of which leans more
than that of Pisa.

NtviLLE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-Inf^rieure, 28 m. N.W. Rouen. P. 1649.

Neville (Port), an inlet of North America,
Oregon territory, N. of Vancouver Island. Lat
50° 32' N. ; Ion. 125° W.—Nevil Bay is an inlet

on the W. side of Hudson Bay.
Nevin or Nefyn, a mkt town and pa. of North

Wales, CO. and on the Bay of Carnarvon, 5f m.

W.N.W. PwllhelL P. of parL bor. 1818. It has

a harbour, but no trade. It joins with Carnarvon,
Bangor, Conway, Criccieth, and Pwllheli, in

sending one member to House of Commons,
Nevis, a West Indian island, belonging to

Great Britain, Leeward Group, in lat 17° 10' N^
Ion. 62° 40' W., separated from the S. end of St

Christopher by a channel 2 m. across. Area
24,640 acres, of which 8000 are fit for cultivation.

Greatest elevation 3200 feet P. (1861) 9822.

Shape circular ; surface rises to a central peak

2500 feet in elevation. Soil generally fertile.

Government vested in a gov., council, and house

of assembly. The island consists of five pas.

;

Charlestown, the cap., is at its S.W. extremity.

New. For places with this prefix not under-

mentioned, see additional names.
New-Abbey, a pa,, Scotland, stewartry Kirk-

cudbright, 7 m. S. Dumfries. Ac. 15,424. P. 1063.

Newago, a co^ U. St N. America, Michigan.

P. 2760.

New Albany, a city, XJ. S., N. America, In-

diana, on the Ohio, 3 m. below Louisville. P
(I860) 12,647. It is regularly built and has nu-

merous churches, a theological college, engine

factory, and establishments for steam-boat build-

ing. It communicates extensively by railway.
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Newark, a city, U. S., North America, New

Jiisey, on the Passaic river, 9 m. W. New York,
witli which it communicates by steamboats and
niilway. P. (1860) 71,914. It has a court-house,

post office, custom-house, several banks, and
largo and prosperous raanufs. Vessels of 100
tons can reach the city, which is the seat of a
whaling and sealing company.—II. a vill. of

Ohio, cap. CO. Licking, 29 m. E.N.E. Columbus.

—

1 [I. a township. New York, 8 m. N. Owego.—IV.
a vill., New York, co. Wayne, on the Erie Canal.
Newakk-upon-Trent, a pari, andmunic. bor.,

town, and pa. of England, co. and 17 m. N.E.
Nottingham, on railway thence to Lincoln, also

on the line of the G. N. Eail., and on the Newark
i-iver, a navigable branch of the Trent. Ac. of

pa. 1889. P. of bor. 11,615. Altitude 56 feet. It

has a spacious market-place, a church, grammar
Bohool, town-hall, courts of law, and a public as-

sembly room. Manufs. of sheetings and other
linen goods, with metal foundries, tile factories,

and large exports of malt, com, wool, gypsum,
and limestone. It sends 2 members to H. of C.

Eeg. elect. (1864) 751.

Newarthill, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark,
pa. Bothwell. P. 1382.

New AucHtNCAiRN, a vill. of Scotland, co.

Lanark, pa. Gadder. P. 744.

Newbald, a pa. of Engl., co. York, E. Eiding,
3 m. N.N.E. North Cave. Ac. 5450. P. 910.

Newbattle, a pa. of Scotland, co. Edinburgh,
1 m. S. Dalkeith. Ac. 5224. P. 2837 ; includes
vill. of Newton-Grange, pop. 787.

New Bedford, a town of the U. S., N. Ame-
rica, Massachusetts, 55 m. S. of Boston, on Buzzard
river. P. (I860) 22,300. It is famous for its whale
fisheries, which employ 300 to 400 ships, and has
oil, soap, and candle factories, and cotton mills.

Newbern, a town, U. S., N. America, North
Carolina, at the confl. of the Neuse and Trent
rivers, 60 m. above Pamlico Sound. P. 6432.
Newberry, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N.W. of South Carolina. Area 616 sq. m. P.
(1860) 7184 free, 13,696 slaves. It has grist, saw,
and planing mills. There are churches of all

denominations, and public schools.

Newberry, a township of the U. S., N. Ame-
rica, Pennsylvania, co. York.
Newbiggin, a township of Engl., co. Durham,

pa. Toesdale, lU m. N.W. Barnard-Castle. Ac.
4627. P. 641.—il. a chapelry, co. Northumber-
land, pa. "Woodhorn, 7i m. E.N.E. Morpeth. Ac.
400. P. 948. It is resorted to for sea-bathing.

III. a pa., CO. Westmoreland, 6 m. N.N.W. Ap-
pleby. Ac. 1184. P. 107.

Newbliss, a market town of Ireland, Ulster,
CO. Monaghau, 4 m. E.S.E. Clones. P. 434.
Newbold, several pas., etc., of England.—I.

(pn-Avon), co. Warwick, If m. N.N.W. Rugby.
Ac. 4020. P. 1169.—II. {Pacey), same co., ^ m.
N.N.W. Kineton. Ac. 1824. P. 360.—III. (Ker-
don\ CO. Leicester, 2J m. E.N.E. Market-Bos-
worth. Ac. 2400. P. 708.—IV. (and Dunstari),
a township, co. Derbj', pa. and If m. N.W. Ches-
terfield. P, 3283.—V. (Astbury), co. Chester, pa.
Astbury, 2 m. S.E. Congleton. Ac. 2730. P. 741.
Newboro', a town, the chief place co. Leeds,

Canada West. Pop. 250.
Newborough (St Peter), a market town and

pa. of N. Wales, co. Anglesea, on the Irish Sea, 4
m. W.N.W. Carnarvon. Ac. 7410. P. of pa. 918.
Newborough, a pa. of England, co. North-

'ampton, 6 m. N.E. Peterborough. Ac. 4940. P.
806.—II. a chapelry, co. Stafford, pa. Hanbury,

H m. S.S.E. Uttoxeter. Ac. 2762. P. 788.

NE^^'BOTTLE, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,

4 m. W. Brackley. Ac. 2990. P. 527.-11. a
township, CO. and 7 m. N.N.E. Durham, pa.

Houghton-le-Spring. Ac. 1388. P. 2674. •

Newbourn, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4 m.
S. Woodbridge. Ac. 897. P. 168.

Newbridge, a town of Ireland, Leinster, co.

and 5 m. E.N.E. Kildare, on the Liffey. P. 3986.
New Britain, an archipelago. Pacific Ocean,

between lat. 4° and 6° 30' S., Ion. 149° and 152"

E., E.N.E. of Papua, and consisting mainly of 2
large mountainous, wooded, and populous islands

;

the largest (New Britain isl.) is 300 m. long, and
is mountainous, discovered by Dampier in 1699.

New Britain, a vill. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Connecticut, 10 m. S.W. Hartford. P. (1860)
5212. Manufs. hardware, locks, and jewellery.
Newbrough, a chapelry, England, co. North-

umberland, 4J m. W.N.W. Hexham. Ac. 6705.
P. 703.

New Brunswick, a British colonial territory,

North Amei-ica, between lat. 45° and 48*^ 5' N.,
Ion. 63° 47' and 67° 53' W., having W. Maine and
Canada East, N. Chaleur Bay, E. the Gulf of
St Lawrence and Northiunberland inlet, and S.

the Bay of Fundy ; connected at its S.E. corner
with Nova Scotia by an isthmus 14: m. across.

Climate severe in winter, though exceedingly
healthy, fever and ague are entirely unknown.
On the shores of the Jjay of Fundy fogs prevail
in summer. At St John, altitude 132 feet, the
temperature ranges from 86° above to 12° below
tlie freezing point, but at Fredericton in the
interior the range is from 95° to minus 24° Fahr.
Estimated area 27,057 sq. m. P. (1863) 252,047.
In 1840 the population was only 154,000. Sur-
face undulating. A range of hills in the N. ex-
tends from the falls of the St John to the Bay of

Chaleur, attaining a height of 2170 ft., and form-
ing the highest elevation in the lower provinces
of British N. America. Principal rivers, the St
John, Ristigouche, and Miramichi ; the first of

which is 450 m. in length, and is navigable for

ships of 100 tons up as far as Woodstock ; the other
two are also navigable for considerable distances.

Soil fertile ; only a small portion is cleared, the
rest is mostly covered with dense forests, and the
exportation of timber has been hitherto the prin-
cipal source of wealth. Of the 17,677,000 acres of

land in the province, upwards of 11,000,000 re-

mained to "be disposed of in 1862. Land is very
cheap, and there is no obstacle in the way of a man
becoming a freeholder. Land can be obtained
either, by cash, purchase, or under the Labour Act,
at 3s. per acre. Potatoes are the chief article of

culture. Other crops are wheat, maize, oats, and
barley. The rearing of live stock is increasing.

Fisheries highly important, comprising pollock,

hake, haddock, herring, and mackerel. The an-
nual value of these is about 40,000^. This pro-
vince has a wide surface underlaid by carboni-
ferous strata, but this area includes only between
800 and 900 sq. m. of productive coal measures.
Manganese and iron are abundant, and valuable
mines of bituminous and cannel coal have recent-
ly been opened in Albert county, from which
15,000 tons were taken in 1859. In the vicinity
of the rivers, oil works have been erected for the
manufacture of rock oil. Gypsum is found in
several localities, and grind-stones are largely
exported. In 1868 the exportation of timber
amounted to 563,090?. Ship-building, carried on
mostly at St John, forms the chief industiy : in
1863, 137 vessels were built, tonnage 86,250;
new vessels registered (1860) 100, tonnage 41,003

;

vessels belonging to the province 825, ton-
nage 147,083. In 1861 the exports amounted
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In value to 947,091;. ; imports ri861) 1,238,133/.

Number of emigrants arrived in 1862, 548.

Government vested in a governor, a council,

and house of assembly of 26 members, which
meets at Fredericton, the cap. Besides the armed
force maintained by the British government, a
native militia of 20,000 is kept up. In education,

this is in advance of most other British colonies,

having King's college at Fredericton, a grammar
school in each county except three. In 1853 there
were 744 parochial schools, with 24,127 scholars,

costing the government about 12,000/. annually.
In 1858 there were 762 schools, with 24,138
•scholars

;
provincial grant for educational pur-

poses 25,000/. In 1853 there were 423 places of

worship ; 1 bishop, 1 archdeacon, and 58 clergy-
men belonging to the Episcopal church; 23 Eoman
Catholic priests ; 25 Presbyterian ministers ; 52
Baptists ; and 33 Wesleyan Methodists. In 1858
a railway 65 m. in length, between St Andrews
and Woodstock, was opened. Also the railway
from St John's to Shediac, 108 m. long, was
opened in 1862. A magnetic telegraph connects
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Ed-
ward Island with the U. S. The connection be-
tween Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island is

by a submarine cable 9 m. from Cape Tormentine
to C. Traverse. Public revenue (1861) 145,593/.

;

expenditure 176,151/.; debt 1,026,000/. The colony
is divided into 14 cos. Principal towns, St John,
Fredericton, and St Andrews. It was ceded to

Great Britain with Canada in 1763.

New Brunswick, a city of the U. S., North
Americ-a, New Jersey, on the river Earitan, and
on the New York and Philadelphia Kail., 29 m.
S.W. New York. P. (1860) 11,255. It is the
seat of Kutzer's college, and of a theological

seminai-y of the Dutch Eeformed church. The
Delaware and Raritan canal extends to the Dela-
ware at Bordentown, 42 m. It is navigable by
steamers of 150 tons.

Newburgh, several townships of the U. S.,

North America.—I. New York, on the Hudson
Eiver, 84 m. S.S.W. .Albany^ P. (1860) 15,196.

Steamers ply henc« to New York. It has exten-
sive trade and manufs. ; and here the revolution-

ary army was finallv disbanded, Jtme 23, 1783.

—II. Ohio, 150 m. N.N.E. Columbus.
Newburgh, a pa. and seaport town of Scot-

land, in the N.W. of co. Fife, on the Tay, 9 m.
S.E. Perth, and on the Edinbui-gh and Perth
EaUway. Ac. 1399. P. 2693 ; do. of town, 2281.

The town consists of one long street, with gar-
dens, and has a good harbour for shipping, and
2 branch banks. Coarse Unen weaving is carried

on, and considerable trade in wood, grain, coals,

and lime. Steamers ply daily to Perth & Dundee.
Newburgh, a vill. of Scotland, pa. and 11 m.

N.N.E. Aberdeen. P. 541. It has a harbour.
Newbubx, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. Fife,

on Largo Bay, Firth of Forth, 2 m, E. Lar^o.
Ac. 3222. P. 374.

Newburx, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-
land, 5 m. W.N.W. Newcastle-on-Tyne. Ac.
11,566. P. 1800.—II. {Halt), a township in the
same pa., 3^ m. S.E. Heddon-on-the-Wall. Ac.
790. P. 703.

Newbury, a munic. bor., market town, and pa.
of England, co. Berks, on the Kennet, here crossed
by a bridge on the Ken and Avon Canal, and
on the Hungerford branch of the G.-W. Eail., 16
m. W.S.W. Heading. Ac. of pa. 1722. P. (1861)
6206. It has a church, and several endowed poor's
hospitals ; manufs. of ribbons, and numerous
corn-mills and malt-kilns. It was formerly noted
for its manufs. of wooUens. The house of its

famous clothier, "Jack of Newbury," who liber-

ally aided Henry viii., and who was a great bene-
factor of the town, is still standing. Two seveie
actions were fought in the vicinity, in 1643 and
1644. Donnington Castle, on the N., was the
property of the poet Chaucer, who died here in

J400. The N. part of town, Speenhamland, was
the ancient Spinse.

Newbury, several townships of the U. S., N.
America.—I. Vermont, 19 m. S.E. Montpelier.
—II. Massachusetts, 33 m. N.N.E. Boston.—III.
Pennsylvania, co. and 12 m. N. New York.
Newburyport, a township of the U. S., N.

America, Massachusetts, Essex co., at the mouth
of the Merimac River, on rail. 36 m. N.E. Boston.
P. (1860) 13,401, partly employed in fi heries. It

has a custom-house, court-house, and gaol.

Newby, a township of England, co. York, W.
Riding, pa. Clapham, 7J m. N.W. Settle. Ac
1211. P. 129. Some smaller townships in Eng-
land have this name.
New Caledoxi-I, [Caledonia (New).]
New Carsbroe, a viU. of Scotland, co. Lanark,

pa. Bothwell. P. 904.

Newcastle, a co. of Queensland, Australia, in

lat. 26° S„ Ion. 151 S.—IL the northernmost
CO. of Natal, S. Africa. Area 2232 sq. m. Pop.

(1863) 5347, of whom 683 were whites.
Newcastle, a seaport and city of New South

Wales, ca Northumberland, at the mouth of

Hunter River, on Port Hunter. Lat. 32° 57'

S. ; Ion. 151° 47' E. It is the principal port

for the town of Maitland, and for the N. dis-

tricts of New South Wales, and its coal trade

is unrivalled in the southern hemisphere. Ves-
sels cleared (1862) 715, tonnage 186,170. The
value of coal in 1863 was 414,808/. P. (1861)
1462.
Newcastle, a vill. of the U. S., N. America,

Delaware, 5 m. S.S.W. Wilmington. It has large

establishments for steam engines.—II. a town-
ship, Maine, 22 m. S.E. Augusta.—III. a co. in

N. of Delaware. Area 923 sq. m. P. (1860)

54,543 free, 254 slaves.—IV. a town, Indiana, on

Blue River, 42 m. E. Indianapolis. P. 2000.

Newcastle, a town of Canada West, on the

N. shore of Lake Ontario, 85 m. E.N.E. Toronto.

The dist of which it is the cap., between Mid-
land and Home dists., comprises nearly all the

basin of the Trent.
Newcastle, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamor-

gan, adjoining Bridgend. Ac. 2870. P. 2244.

—II. {Little), a pa., co. Pembroke, 9 m. N. Havei>

fordwest Ac. 2712. P. 354.-111. (in-Emlt/n),

a market town of South Wales, co. Carmarthen,

pa. Kenarth, on the Teify, 9 m. E.S.E. Cardigan.

P., including pa., 1744. It has aunion workhouse.

Netwcastle, two towns and some pas. of Ire-

land I. Munster, co. and 25 m. S.W. Limerick.

P. 2452. It has a church, a Roman Catholic

chapel, infantry barracks, a union workhouse,

and a market-house. — II. a seaport town, Ulster,

CO. Down, 11 m. S.S.W. Downpatrick. P. 872.

Also several pas.—L Munster, co. Limerick. Ac.

5424. P. 3276.—II. co. Tippeiary, 7 m. S.W.

Clonmel. Ac. 10,855. P. 1715.—III. {Upper).

Leinster, co. Wicklow, comprising the town of

Newtown-Mount-Kennedy. Ac. 7026. P. 1754.

—IV. Munster, co. Waterford, 4 m. N.E. Kil-

macthomas. Ac. 3961. P. 672.—V. {Lower),

Leinster, co. Wicklow, 2^ m. S.E. Newtown-
Mount-Kennedy. Ac 4750. P. 743, of whom
74 are in the vill.—VI. (or Newcastle-Lyons), co.

and 10 m. W.S.W. Dublin. Ac. 4282. P. 753.

Newcastle-under-Lyme or Lyne, a pari, ant

munic bor., town, and pa. of Engl., co. and 16 xn.
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N.X.W. Stafford, and about 4 m. N.E. the Wliit-

iiiore station of the London and N.W. Bailway.

Ai3. of pa. 554. P. (1851) 10,569 ; do. (1861) 12,638.

Altitude 428 feet. It has two churches, a hand-
some Roman Catholic chapel, and chapels belong-

ing to Baptists, Independents, Methodists, and
Unitarians ; a grammar school, founded in the

reign of Elizabeth ; alms-houses, and numerous
other charities ; a guild-hall, mkt.-house, theatre,

public library, literary institution, public pro-

menade, and union workhouse. Manufs. are tan-

ning, brewing, sugar refining, paper, and shoes.

The manuf. of hats, once the staple trade, is now
inconsiderable. In the vicinity are potteries,

iron works, and large collieries. A branch canal

connects it with the Grand Trunk navigation.

It sends 2 members to H. of C. Beg. elect. (1864)
976. It is a polling-place for the co. Of the

castle built hero by the Earl of Chester, in 1180,

and whence the town takes its name, but slight

traces remain.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, so called since a.d.

1080 (Saxon name Monkchester, Eoman Pons
^Elii, being a station on the Eoman wall), a
pari, and municipal bor., town, and river-port of

England ; cap. co. Northumberland, also a co. of

itself ; situated on steep declivities on N. bank
of Tyne ; connected with Gateshead by two
bridges. Hallway to Carlisle 66^ m., Tynemouth
8, London 303|, (298J to King's Cross). Cir-

cumference of bor. 16 ra. Ac. 5325. P. (1851)
87.784, with Gateshead 113,352: (1861)109,108,
with Gateshead 142,695. Alt.lOOteet. Theanti-

I quities are, castle, containing museum and library

[
of the Newcastle Antiquarian Society ; town
walls ; St Nicholas church, A.D. 1350, beautiful
steeple, and painted windows • St Andrew's,
the oldest; St John's, before a.d. 1287 ; the house
of the Black Friars ; the hospital of St Mary, at
Jesmond; fragments of the Roman wall. No
Saxon remains. Besides the above memorials
of the Norman and Plantagenet period, there are
several houses, etc., of Tudor and Stuart times.
The " chares " (narrow peculiar lanes) are cha-
racteristic of Newcastle. The Guildhall (a.d.

1658), with connected merchants' court and fish

market; Trinity Chare, the hospitals, chapel
;a.d. 1491), and hall of Trinity House. Public
buildings, etc. : The town was "all but rebuilt by
Richard Grainger on one uniform plan, deans
illed up, and new ground made. Born poor, his
ivorks cost between 1,000,000/. and 2,000,000/.
They comprise new streets, terraces, and squares.
The coup d'eeil of Grej' Street is not surpassed

;

he market occupies two acres ; theatre, after the
Pantheon of Rome ; music hall and lecture hall

;

)xchange has three fronts, after temple of Vesta
it Tivoli, and handsome area ; arcade ; Lamb-
on's bank ; branch bank of England ; Grey monu-
nent at the head of Grey Street, 136 feet high,
^rith statue by Bailey. Besides these works of
iichard Grainger, there are county courts after
he temple of Theseus at Athens, cost 52,000?.

;

ligh level bridge, by E. Stephenson, for rail, and
cad traflBc; length of viaduct 11,337 feet, of
vaterway 512 feet; height to carriage-way 85
eet, to rail. 112 feet; total cost, 491,163/. Be-
ow, a little to E., another bridge of nine arches

;

he railway station is one of the noblest. This,
vith hotel, cost 130,000/. The town-hall build-
ngs include corn market. In 1854 there was a
jTeat fire on the quay-side: the old buildings

1
here are now supplied by new of gi-eat extent and
leauty. Custom-house, town gaol, several fine
ublio cemeteries, especially St John's ; the new
avings' bank, the Stephenson monument, assem-

bly rooms, public baths, and military ban-acks.

The following religious denominations are re-

presented:—Church of England, 12 places of

worship ; Methodists, 3—New Connex., 1 ; Pri-

mitive Methodist, 1 ; United Free Methodist, 1

;

Presbyterian, 8 ; Independent, 3 ; Baptist, 2, with
some smaller congregations ; Roman Catholic, 3

;

Quaker, 1 ; Unitarian, 1 ; Swedenb., 1 ; Jews, 1.

There is also the Bath Lane church, not in con-
nection with any denomination. Total, Estab-
lished Church, 12 ; non-established, 27. The
benevolent institutions are—infirmary (annual
income 5570/.), dispensarj', fever hospital, lying-
in hospital, eye inflrmaiy. Royal Victoria Asylum
for the industrious blind, the Northern Counties
Institute for the deaf and dumb, penitentiary, home
for penitents, children's hospital. The literary are

—Literary and Philosophical Society, Society of

Antiquaries, Natural History Society, Tyneside
Naturalists' Field Club, Mechanics' Institute,

Working Men's Club, N. of England Institute of

Mining Engineers, Farmers' Club, medical school

in connection with Durham University. It has
three daily and five weekly newspapers. The
yield of the northern coal field iu 1861 was
22,000,000 tons. Manufactures of Newcastle and
vicinity (only a small portion carried on in the

town) are, from coal, asphalte, coke, 2,625,000 tons

annually in the whole field ; lampblack, 1200 tons

do. ; light oil, naphtha. Metallurgy

:

—Aluminium
and aluminium bronze ; antimony, 270 tons an-
nually; copper, 700; iron, 700,000 in the whole
northern coal field ; lead (white, red, litharge,

sheet, pipe, and shot), 19,559; silver, 600,000 oz.;

steel, annual value 100,000/.; zinc. Chemicals:—
Alum, 4000 tons annually; bicarb, of soda, 51,300 ; .

bleaching powder, 11,200; carbonate of magnesia,

"

250; caustic soda, 1600; cements, 12,000; Epsom
salts, 1500 ;

grease, 2800 ; hyposulphite of soda,

400 ; oil of vitriol, 6440 ;
pearl hardening, 2000

;

prussiate of potash (yellow 105, red 40); resin

size, 100; salt; soap, 6000; soda, 51,300; soda
ash, 43,500 ; sulphate of copper, 100 ; sulphate
of iron, 2000; superphosphate of lime, 15,000;
Venetian red, 4000. The total annual value
about 1,316,000/. The engineering manufactures
are—general machine and millwork ; stationary

steam-engines: locomotive engines (Stephen-
son's " Eocket dates 1829, and during the past

34 years 2400 have been made in Newcastle);
engines for steamships ; hydraulic engines

;

iron bridges ; viaducts ; lighthouses ; iron ships,

chains, and anchors. In fire-clay— bricks,

89,000,000 annually; retorts, 12,000; pipes, 175
miles; fire-clay ground, 50,000 tons. Glass—
plate, crown, sheet, flint, bottles, stained. There
are 25 earthenware potteries in the district. Paper,

leather, hats, oils, tobacco, grindstones. (For trade

and manufactures, see "History of Trade and
Manufactures on Tyne, Wear, and Tees," read to

British Association, 18t;3, and published by Lam-
bert, Newcastle.) One of the greatest works of

the age is that of the improvement of the river,

in order to develop the capacities and powers of

the town. The piers at the mouth of the Tyne
are now (1864) being built to make a safe harbour,
and to bring the water depth under control.

Thej- are two. Length of north pier, 3000 feet;

of south, 6400 ; cost, 660,000/. The Northum-
berland and Jarrow docks are finished, and cost

1,100,000/. The low light docks will cost

600,000/. Dredging is employed to deepen
the river 20 miles from the sea, to bring the
largest ships to Newcastle, and screw-steamers
of 1200 tons above the town. There are at

work 6 dredging machines '^2 the largest in the
3l
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world), 7 tug-steamers, 40 hopper barges, 10
Borew do., 10 craft repairing shops, etc 3,000,000
cubic yards are raised annually. The cost of

dredging to Kj^n will be 950,000/. The old
town bridge will be replaced by a new one, the
two centre spans each 100 feet wide, to swing
cptoi to admit ships above the town. In addi-
tion, the river is to be straightened and widened.
The works to Newcastle are expected to be
finished 1867, to Kyton 1871. Total cost,

3,250,000/. The following is from a return of

the collector of customs for the year ending
March 1863, save the last item of export of

coal. That is from a Ho. of Cos. return,

and the export is that of 1862 :—Port of New-
castle—Number of ships, 608; tonnage, 102,280;
number of cargoes : out, 18,821 ; in, 4077 ; total

22,898; coals and coke, tons in 1862, home
2,134,999 ; foreign 2,105,295 ; total 4,240,294. The
whole Tyne (i.e., Newcastle and North and
South Shields)—Number of ships 2101 ; ton-
nage 464,054 ; number of cargoes : out, 20,905

;

in, 5322 ; total 26,227 ; coals and coke, tons
in 1862 : home 2,282,528 ; foreign 2,338,728 ; total

4,621,256. This last item will show how great
must be the trade of Newcastle. As Newcastle
is the centre of a network of railways, its trade
inward is not at all out of proportion with its

trade by sea. Vessels entered (1862) 4604, tons
754,574 ; cleared 8253, tons 1,518,223. Customs re-

venue (1862), 243,003/.; exports (1862), 1,968,118/.

The following are more or less associated with
Newcastle :—Duns Scotus, Bishop Eidley, Aken-
side, Charles Hutton, John Brand, Lord Stowell
(Admiralty judge),Lord Eldon, Lord Collingwood,
Thomas Bewick, Dr Morrison (Chinese scholar),

#T. M. Eichardson, sen., George Stephenson,
Robert Stephenson, and Sir William Armstrong.
The corporation includes 14 aldermen and 42
councillors. Police, 140 men. There are 1800
registered freemen. Sends 2 members to House
of Commons. Reg. electors (1864), 7152. There
are special markets for com, hay, and cattle. The
supply of cattle, sheep, lambs, and swine for

1862 was 375,590 ; in 1842, 135,344. An assay
ofl5ce gives the privilege (only enjoyed by six or
seven other towns) of assaying & marking silver

plate. The post-office has 16 clerks & 23 carriers.

Newchapel, a vill. of England, co. Stafford,

2J m. N. Tunstall. P. 979.

Newchukch, several pas., etc., of England.

—

I. CO. Kent, 4J m. N.N.W. Romney. Ac. 3122.

P. 332.—IL CO. Monmouth, 5* m. W.N.W. Chep-
stow. Ac. 5434. P. 729.— III. Isle of Wight,
4i m. E.S.E. Newport Ac 9200. P. 14,008.—
IV". a pa., S. Wales, co. Radnor, 7 m. S.W. King-
ton. P. 153.—V. S. Wales, co. and 3J m. N.W.
Carmarthen. Ac 4894. P. 782.

Newchdrch (in Rossendale), a chapelry of

England, co. Lancaster, pa. Whalley, 6 m. S.S.W.
Burnley. Ac. 9650. P. 24,413, employed in
cotton and woollen manufs., coal mines, and
quarries. It has an endowed school.

Neuchwang or Ying-tsze, a seaport of Man-
churia, Chinese Empire, open to foreign trade by
the treaty of Tientsin ; on L b. of the river Liaou.
Lat 41° N. ; Ion. 122° 30' E. 35 m. by river
from Mook-den. Here is a British consul, and
foreign customs, but the trade is trifling, and
confined to Shanghai and Swatow. Products,
ginseng, hides, tallow, bean-cake, and indigo.
Navigation is closed 3 months in the year by ice.

New-Cross, a hamlet of England, cos. Kent
and Surrey, pa. St Paul, Deptford, 3 m. S.E.
London, with an important station on the London
oad Brighton Railway.

Newdigate, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 6 m.
S.S.E. Dorking. Ac 4458. P. 608.

New Elgin, a vill. of Scotland, co. Elgin, pa.
Forres. P. 620.

Newenden, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4J m.
S.S.W. Tenterden. Ac 1044. P. 137.

New ENGL.VND, a pastoral dist. of New South
Wales, bordering on Queensland : W. from dists.

Macleay and Clarence, and E. from Liverpool
Plains. It is traversed by the great dividing

range, forming a table-land of about 3000 feet

above the sea, and enjoys a mild climate, and a
soil well adapted for agriculture. Chief town,
Armidale. Area 13,100 sq. m. P. (1861) 9676.

Its live stock amounted in 1863 to 1,075,500 head.
New England, a collective name applied to

the former British possessions in N. America,
now comprising the six Eastern states of the

Union, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Mas-
sachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut. The
inhabitants are descendants of English Puritans
and Scotch Pi'esbyterians, and familiarly desig-

nated as Yankees.
Newent, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. and 9 m. N.W. Gloucester. Ac. of pa. 7803.

P. 3182.

New Fane, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, co. Niagara, near Lake
Ontario.—II. a township, Vennont, 90 m. S.

Montpelier.
New Field, several townships of the U. S.,

North America.—I. New York, near Cayuga
Lake.—II. Maine, 86 m. W.S.W. Augusta.
New Forest, a royal forest and Yiundred of

England, occupying most part of the S.W. poi^

tion of the co. Hants, W. Southampton-water.
Circumference of forest about 50 m. Ac. 64,000.

It is divided into bailiwicks, under foresters,

woodwards, and rangers, the whole under a lord-

warden, whose forest-courts are held at Lynd-
hurst. It abounds in game, red-deer, hogs, and
semi-wild horses. It supplies excellent timber,

especially valuable from its proximity to Ports-

mouth dockyard.
Newfoundland, an island, and one of the

British colonies. North America, off the coast of

Labrador, mostly between lat. 46° 40' and 61°

37' N., Ion. 52° 25' and 69° 16' W., separated from

the mainland by the Strait of Belle Isle, 12 ni.

across. Estimated area 40,200 sq. m., and pop.

(1857) 122,638. Shape very irregular, and shores

greatly indented. The country in the E. is gene-

rally low, W.ward more rugged and mcuntainou-s

and especially so in a peninsula which extends

from the N. towards Labrador. The Long flange

in theW. attains an elevation of 1500 ft Princips 1

navigable rivers, the Humber and the Eivei

of Exploits, which latter rises in Red Indiar

lake, one of several considerable lakes in the in-

terior. Climate in winter very severe, the ther-

mometer frequently falling to 30° below tbc

freezing point ; in summer there is a brief ho

season ; the colony is generally healthy. Surfac

mostly marshy, or covered with a scrubby vegis

tation, and the soil is ill-suited to agriculture

Kitchen vegetables ai'e accordingly the principi

crops raised
;
pasturage is however plentiful, af

the plains abound with vast herds of carribo

deer, which, with the famous Newfoundlar'

breed of dogs (peculiar to the island), wolves

bears, foxes, and some beavers, constitute th

prevailing animals. Timber is scarce ; the pri:

cipal resources of the pop. are in the cod, se^

and salmon fisheries, the chief fishing groun

being off the S.E. coast The great bank ^

Newfoundland on this side, is the most exteno'
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eubmarine plateau yet discovered, being about

600 m. in length, and in some places 200 m. in

breadth, with a depth varying from 25 to 95

fathoms, and a bottom of solid rock. The prin-

'cipal fishing ground is over this bank between
ijat. 42° and 46° N. In 1862 the exports from
Newfoundland comprised 1,080,069 quintals of

'dried fish, upwards of 16,637 tons of oil, 268,624

seal skins. The seal fishing has become im-
'portant within the present century, and in 1857

{employed 802 vessels, the tonnage of which was
57,898, and 14,442 hands. In 1862, 1345 ships

'sntered, and 1159 ditto left the ports of this

jolony ; and the total exports amounted in value

to 1,171,723/., & the imports to 1,007,082Z. Since

1832 the colony has had a representative assembly

jf 15 members, with an executive council of 12

members, appointed, like the governor, by the

3rown. The number of schools in 1857 was 280,

with 14,136 scholars, while the sum voted for

.•ducation in 1859 was 55,968 dollars. In the same
year the religious census was as follows : Church
if England, 44,285; Eoman Catholics, 56,895;

VVesleyan Methodists, 20,229 ; the Presbyterians

ire very few in number. In 1862 the revenue of

;he colony amounted to 116,929/. ; the expendi-

ture to 138,058/. Debt, 173,642/. Imperial ex-

l^enditure, 21,307/. Newfoundland is a Protestant

see. St Johns, the cap., is on the S.E. coast.

, Nbw Granada. [Granada (New).]
' New Guinea, island. [Papua.]
Newhall, a township of England, co. Chester,

ia. Acton, 4 m. S.S.W. Nantwich. Ac. 4033. P.

;i26.

I New Hampshire, one of the U. S., N. Amer.,
n the N. part of the Union, mostly between lat.

12" 40' and 45° 20' N., Ion. 70° 30' and 72° 35' W.,
jiearly enclosed by Maine, Vermont, and Massa-
husetts, having S.E. only 18 m. of marshy coast.

Vrea 9280 sq. m. P. (1860) 326,073 free, of whom
94 are coloured. In the N. it comprises the loftiest

l;roand in the Eastern States ; Moimt "Washing-
ion is 6428 feet in height, and the region around
It abounds in timber; elsewhere the surface con-

j
ists in a great part of open plains, and is more
[dapted for a grazing than a corn-raising country,
'rincipal rivers, the Merrimac and Connecticut,
?hich latter forms all its W. boundary. Near its

ontre is Lake Winnipiseogee. Products com-
irise maize, wheat, and other grains, hops, pota-
bes, maple-sugar, timber, cattle, salted provi-

;

ions, and wool ; but this is becoming more a
hanufacturing than an agricultural state. Prin-
ipal manufactures are of woollen and cotton
Ubrics, iron wares, and paper. Foreign trade
(icousiderable and decreasing, its produce being
hostly exported through Massachusetts and Con-
I
ecticut. Chief towns are Concord (its cap.), and
lanchester, Portsmouth, and Dover.
New Hanover, a region forming the coast
ne of British North America, along the Pacific
•cean, between lat. 50° and 54° N., having N.
iussian America, S. Vancouver Island and Queen
harlotte Sound.—II. an island, Pacific Ocean,
1 lat 23" S., Ion. 150° E., and separated by a
arrow strait on its N.E. from New Ireland.
New Hanover, a co., U. S., North America,
Torth Carolina, on its S.E. part, bordering the
tlantic Ocean. Area 995 sq. m. P. (1860) 8326
ee, 7103 slaves.—II. a township, Pennsylvania,
4 m. Harrisburg. Pop. chiefly Gennans.—III.
^township. New Jersey.
New Harmony, a township of the U. S., North
merica, Indiana, Posey co., 15 m. N. Mount
eraon. It was held by Robert Owen in 1854 for
iperimenting on his social system.

Newhaven, a seaport and pa. of England, co.

Sussex, on the Ouse, at its mouth in the English
Channel, on a branch of the South Coast Railway,
4 m. S.E. Lewes. Ac. of pa. 1217. P. 1886. The
town is neatly built, has a church, a drawbridge
across the Ouse, small fort, and a good harbour.
Exp. agricultural produce ; imp. coal and foreign

timber. It has steam communication with Dieppe,
in France. Exports (1862) 367,613/. Customs rev.

5399/. Vessels belonging to the port 15, tons 2488.

Newhaven, a quoad sacra pa. and marine vill.

of Scotland, 2 m. N. of, and connected with
Edinburgh, by N. B. Railway. P. (1861) 2310,

partly employed in fishing. It has a stone pier,

a breakwater, a branch of the Caledonian railway,

churches, and schools. The vill. belongs to the
city of Edinburgh ; 1 m. W. is Granton.
Newhaven, a city and seaport, U. S., North

America, and with Hartford, the joint cap. of

Connecticut, on an inlet of Long Island Sound,
34 m. S.S.W. Hartford. Lat. 41° 18' 5' N. ; Ion.

72° 56' 5" W. P. (1860) 39,267. It stands in a
plain, and is buUt on a regular plan. It has
numerous churches; Yale College, with the finest

mineralogical cabinet in the United States, and
an anatomical museum ; new state house, state

hospital, academies, and benevolent institutions
;

and a beautiful public cemetery. The harbour has
fine wharfs, and the coasting, fishing, and foreign

trade is large. Steamers ply daily to New York

;

a railway connects the city with Hartford, audit
communicates by Farmington Canal with North-
ampton and other ports of Massachusetts. It has
manufs. of woollen cloths, leather, ropes, machin-
ery, and hardwares. The American Journal of

Science is published here.—II. a township, Ver-
mont, 30 m. W. Montpelier.—III. a township,
New York, 10 m. N.E. Oswego.—IV. a township,
Ohio, 82 m. N.N.E. Columbus.
Newhaven, a co., U. S., North America, Con-

necticut. P. 97,345.

Newhills, a pa. of Scot., co. Aberdeen, 6 m.
S.W. Old Machar. Ac. about 17,000. P. 3463.

New Holland, an obsolete name for Australia.

Newick, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.
W. Uckfield. Ac. 1966. P. 991.

Newington, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Kent, 8 m. E.S.E. Rochester. Ac. 2103. P. 854.

—II. (next Hythe), same co., 81^ m. N.E. Hythe.
Ac. 3194. P. 623.—IIL co. and 9 m. S.E. Oxford.
Ac. 3080. P. 446.—IV. {Bagpath), co. Glo'ster,

5i m. W.N.W. Tetbury. Ac. 2131. P. 242.—V.
{iSouth), CO. Oxford, 4 m. W.N.W. Deddington.
Ac. 1460. P. 400.

New Jersey, one of the U. S., North America,
in the E. part of the Union, mostly between lat.

39° and 41° 24' N., Ion. 74° and 75° 30' W., hav-
ing E. the Atlantic Ocean, N. New York, and W.
Pennsylvania and Delaware, from which it ia

separated by the Delaware riv. Length 163 m.

;

breadth 52 miles. Area 8320 sq. m. P. (I860)

672,035, of whom 25,318 were free coloured, and
18 were slaves. Surface level in the S., undu-
lating in the centre, crossed by mountains in the

N. The Hudson river forms its N.E. boundary.
Principal crops, wheat, oats, maize, rye, potatoes,

and other vegetables. In the hilly parts cattle

are reared, and cheese, butter, and wool are pro-

duced. Iron, building-stone, and sand are the

mineral products. Manufs. cotton and woollen
goods, iron wares, paper, leather, and earthen- •

ware ; and New York and Philadelphia are the

principal outlets lor the exports, and channels of

its import trade. The railways in this state are

extensive ; and there are several canals, of which
Mon-is Canal. 101 m. in length, connecting the
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Hudson and Delaware, is the principal. New
Jersey sends 5 representatives to Congress. Prin-
cipal towns, Trenton, the cap., Newark, BurUng-
ton, and Jersey. Educational establishments are
numerous. The state is divided into 18 cos.

The cgdginal constitution was formed in 1776

;

th« present, in 1844, provides for a government
chosen for three years, a senate composed of one
member from each co., and an assembly of 60
members. Bergen co., in this state, was first

colonized by the Dutch in 1614.

New Johore, a settlement at the S. extremity
of the Malay peninsula, the seat of a rajah, sub-
ject to Britain. Chief products, pepper and gam-
bir. P. mostly Chinese.
New Kent, a co., U. S., North America, Vir-

ginia. P. 2510 free, 3374 slaves.

Newkinch, a town of Switzerland, cant Thur-
govia, dist. Arbon. P. 1524.

Newland, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 4 m.
S.E. Monmouth. Ac. 8797. P. 5147, employed
in extensive iron and coal mines.—II. (Side), a
township, CO. Durham, pa. Stanhope, 5^ m. W.
Wolsingham. Ac 9680. P. 1045.—III. co. and
6 m. S.E. Worcester. Ac. 800. P. 211.

NE^^'LANDS, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 16 m.
N.W. Peebles. Ac. 12,453. P. 987.

New Lebanon, a town of the U. S., North
America, New York, 25 m. S.E. Albany.
New London, a co., U. S^ North America,

Connecticut, P. 61,731.

New London, a town, U. S., North America,
Connecticut, on the Thames, 3 m. from the ocean,

and on railway, 50 m. E. Newhaven. P. (I860)

10,115. It has an excellent harbour, and exten-
sive whale-fishing & coasting trade ; iron found-
ries, saw mills, and manufs. of machinery.
Newlyn, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 2J m.

W.N.W. St Michael. Ac. 8010. P. 1641.

New M^vdrid, a co. of the D. S., N. America,
in S.E. of Missouri. Area 573 sq. m. P. 3877
free, 1777 slaves. The vill. of New Madrid was
Important, till ruined by a terrible earthquake in

1811 & 1812, when thousands of acres were sunk.
NEWJLA.RKET, a market town of England, cos.

Suffolk and Cambridge, 13 m. E.N.E. Cambridge,
with which it communicates by the E. C. Eailway,
and a branch from Chesterford. Ac, comprising
two pas., 570. P. (1861) 3261, nearly half of

whom are trainers, jockeys, stable-keepers, and
grooms. The town is very well built, having
many splendid residences of the patrons of " The
Turf," elegant rooms belonging to the Jockey
Club, and immense ranges of stabling. The races
of Newmarket are held on a beautiful heath W.
of the town. The course, upwards of 4 miles in

length, belongs to the Jockey Club. Seven race
meetings, each lasting three days, are held yearly.

Newmarket, a market town and pa. of North
Wales, CO. Flint, ii m. N.E. St Asaph. Ac.
1031. P. 520.

Newmarket, a mai-ket town of Ireland, Mvm-
Bter, CO. Cork, 4 m. N.W. Kanturk. P. 779.

Newmarket, a township, U. S., N. America,
New Hampshire, 38 m. S.E. Concord.
Newjiarket-on-Fergu.s a market town of

Ireland, co. and 4J m. S.S.E. Clare.

New Mexico, a territory of the U. S^ North
America, between lat. 34° to 37° N., and Ion. 103°
to 109° W., bounded N. by Colorado, E. Texas and
the Indian territory, S. Mexico, and W. Arizona.
Length 340 m. E. to W. ; and breadth 350 m. N.
to S. Area 220,000 sq. m. P. (1860) 93,516. It
is a high table-land, crossed by mountain ranges,
and mostly barren. In its E. portion are the
valleys of the Eio Grande and its tributaries along

the base of the Eocky Mountains. In the Sierrii

Madre, Mount Taj'lor is estimated at 10,000 feet
above the valley. So far as yet explored, it is

found to have immense canons, deep ravines in the
Sierra Blanco, where rivers flow in darkness hun-
dreds of feet below the surface of the valleys, and
there are lofty precipices, resembling castles or
fortresses. Valuable mineral deposits, gold, silver,

etc., exist in the territory. Cap. city Santa F^.
Other towns Fort Union and Valverde.
Newmill, a vill. of ScotL, co. Banff, pa. Keith,

on the Isla, 8 m. S.E. Fochabers. P. 600.—II. New-
mills or Low Torry, a vill., co. Fife, pa. Torryburn,
on the Burn, lim E. Cuh-oss. P. 371.—III. iVea,-

milns, a bor. of barony, co. Ayr, pa. Loudoun, on
the Irvine, 2^ m. E. Galston. P. 2313.
Newmoat, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-

broke, 10 m. N.E. Haverford. Ac. 3101. P. 311.

Newnham, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. and 11 m. W.S.W. Gloucester, on the Severn.
Ac. 2105. P. 1325.

Newnham, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Herts, 2| m. N. Baldock. Ac. 951. P. 135—II.

CO. Kent, 5 m. W.S.W. Faversham. Ac. 1293.

P. 409.—III. CO. Hants. 4J m. E.N.E. Basing-
stoke. Ac 1009. P. 367.—IV. co. Northamp-
ton, 2 m. S. Daventry. Ac. 1940. P. 514.—V.
(Kiru/s}, CO. Warwick, 4 m. W.N.W. Rugby.
Ac 1418. P. 129. Here are chalybeate springs.

—VI. {Murren), co. Oxford, 11 m. W\N.W. Hen-
ley-on-Thames, and 4 m. from the Abingdon
Boad station of the Great Western Bailway.
Ac 1830. P. 231.

New Orkney, an island group in the S. At-
lantic, forming a part of New S. Shetland, S.E.

Cape Horn. Chief islands, Pomona and MelvUle.
Ne^v Orleaijs, a city and river port of the U. S.,

North America, state Louisiana. The metropolis

of the S. Western States, on the N. bank of the

Mississippi, 94 m. from its mouth in the Gulf of

Mexico ; distance from New York 1663 m. Mean
temp, of year 69° '8, winter 55°-8, summer 82^,

Fahr. P. (1840) 102,193; (I860) 168,675. I;

stands in an alluvial flat, 4 feet below the level

of high water mark ; and the river is prevented
from overflowing the city by an embankment 15

feet wide and 4 feet high, called the Z/eree, wliich

forms a promenade. Adjacent swamps render ic

very unhealthy in summer, and it frequently

suffers from yellow fever. The cemeteries hert3

are peculiar : owing to the low-lying situation of

the city, the tombs being built of brick, rising

tier upon tier from one to three stories in height,

each coffin space being arched, as burial in the

ground is never attempted except in the case o!

paupers, who are often washed out of their g^ves
when the Mississippi overflows. It consists c1

the city proper, and six faubourgs or suburbe

all regularly laid out, well supplied with watei

and as well drained as circumstances admit
Except Canal Street, few of the public thorough-

fares are more than 40 feet in width. Tht
houses are mostly of brick, many stuccoed, and i"

several quarters furnished with balconies, an^

similar in architecture to the dwellings in Franci

and Spain. Here are fewer churches compara-

tively than in any other city in the United State's

Principal edifices, a Roman Cathohc cathedra i

with 4 towers, the state-house, custom-house, :

exchanges. United States Mint and land ofBce.'^

several hospitals, 3 theatres, the Ursuline conveu;

college, and orphan asylum. Ships of the large?

size can discharge their cargoes close to the banl;

Neto Orleans is the main outlet for the produce o

the countries watered by the Mississippi and i'

tributaries, and the great port for the bhipmeu
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of cotton. It is connected hj a railway with

Lake Borgne, an inlet of the Gulf of Mexico, 10 ni.

distant; with Lake Pouchartrain, 5 m. distant

j
by railway and canal, and with CaroUton by
a railway; and railways unite the city with

I the other important cities of America. It com-

!
municates by steamers with most of the large

I

trading cities in the West Indies. The city and
1 suburbs form 3 municipalities. It was founded

by the French in 1717, and purchased, with

I

Louisiana, by the United States in 1803. In

j

1815 a British force, under General Pakenham,
I was compelled to retreat from before it by the

1 troops under Gfneral Jackson. In the recent

civil war, the Federal fleet appeared before it

! 25th, and it sun-endered on the 28th, April 1862.

I The Confederates burned ships, steamers, and

j
11,000 bales of cotton, value 3,000,000 dollars.

No statements of trade or shipping have been

1
published during the war. In 1860 the value of

exports was above 22,000,000^.

New Paltz, a town of the U. S., N. America,
New York, 13 m. N.N.W. Newburg. P. 2729.

New Philadelphia, two vills. of U. S., North
America, the principal being in Ohio. P. 1415.

New Plymouth, a town of New Zealand, N.
Island. Cap. of prov. Taranaki. Mean temp, of

year 56 min., 46 max., 64 Fahr. Pop. about 3000.

Newport, a co. of the U. S., North America,
consisting of several islands in Naragansett Bay,
Ehode Island. P. (1860) 21,896.

Newport, a pari, and munic. bor., market
town, and pa. of England, co. Hants, in the centre

of the Isle of Wight, of which it is the cap., on
. the Medina river, at the head of its navigation,
I and here crossed by an old stone bridge, 17 m.
' S.S.E. Southampton. Ac. of pa. 80. P. (1861)
I 3819 ; do. of pari. bor. 7934. It has an ancient
church (in which was buried Elizabeth, daughter

,
of Charles i., who died a prisoner in Carisbrooke

i Castle, after her father's execution), a grammar
! school, founded by James i., and within which
', Charles i. and the parliamentary commissioners
,' concluded the " Treaty of Newport ;

" an ancient

j
guildhall and market house, bor. and co. gaol,

I

two assembly rooms, a theatre, public library,

:
hterary and mechanics' institute, two or three

' banks, and a manufacture of lace. In the vici-

I

nity is the military dep6t of Parkhurst barracks,

now in great part converted into a national model
prison, and opposite to it a large house of industry

I
for the entire island. Quarter-sessions are held,

j
also an anc. governor's court, having extensive
power over all the Isle of Wight. Customs rev.

I

(1862) 13,500/. Exports 1761,855/. Vessels be-
! longing to the port 75, tons 13,820. Newport sends
two members to House of Commons. Keg. elect.

(1864) 662.

Newport, a pari, and munic. bor., and river
port town of England, co. and 24 m. S.S.W. Mon-
mouth, on the Usk, about 4 m. from its mouth, and
on the Monmouth and Cardiff Railway. Ac. of pa.

3120. P. (1851) 19,323 ; do. (1861) 23,248. Chief
buildings, the ancient pa. church, a union work-
house, several schools and chapels ; new docks
and wharfs, with yards for ship building ; iron
foundries, and exports of coal, iron, and tin,

brought to it by canals, or tram railways. The
port is accessible to large vessels. The borough
unites with Monmouth and Usk in sending one
member to H. of C. It is a polling-place for the co.

—II. a market town, seaport, and pa. of S..Wales,
'co. Pembroke, on the Irish Sea, 6 m. E.N.E. Fish-

!

guard. P. of pa. 1575. The town is a munic. bor

:

I its bay, of same name, forms an excellent har-
bour, whence slate and agricultural produce are

exported. Chief imports, coal and timber.—III
a market town and pa. of England, co. Salop, on
the Strine, 17 m. E.N.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. of pa.

800. P. 2856. It has almshouses, a town and
market house, branch bank, malt works, and, in
the vicinity, mines of coal and iron. It is con-
nected by canals with Shrewsbury, Birmingham,
and Liverpool.—IV. a suburb of Launceston, co.

ComWall.—V. a pa. of England, co. Essex, with
a station on the E.-C. Railway, 5 m. S. Chester-
ford. Ac. 2870. P. 886.
Newport, several towns and townships of the

U. S., North America.— I. on the S.W. shore of
Rhode Island, 5 m. from the Atlantic, and 25 m.
S.S.E. Providence. P. (1860) 10,508. It is the
most elegant and fashionable of aU American
watering places ; with manufs. of woollen and
cotton stuffs and leather. Its harbour is defended
by three strong forts.—II. New York, 76 m. N. W.
Albany.—III. New Hampshire, 35 m. W.N.W.
Concord.—IV. Ohio, 106 m. E.S.E. Columbus.—
V. Maine, 54 m. N.E. Augusta.—VI. Kentucky,
across the Licking R. from Covington. P. 9000.

Newport, a seaport town of Ireland, Con-
naught, CO. Mayo, on the Newport river, 8 m.
W.N.W. Castlebar. P. 964. The harbour is

spacious and safe.—II. (_Tip), a market town,
Munster, co. Tipperarv, on the Mulkern, 9i m.
N.E. Limerick. P. 1102.

Newport-Pagnell, a market town and pa. of
England, co. Buckingham, on the Ouse, crossed
here by two bridges, 4 m. E.N.E. Wolverton.
Ac. of pa. 3220. P. 3823. it has manufs. of lace,

employing a large part of the population.

New Portland, a township of the U. S., North
America, Maine, 40 m. N.N.W. Augusta.
New Providence, one of the Bahama Isles.

Length 21 m. ; breadth varies to 7 m.
New Reading, a township of the U. S., North

America, Ohio, co. Perry.
New River, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Florida. P. 3076 free, 744 slaves.

New-Rochelle, a township of the U. S., North
America, state and 18 m. N.E. New York, on
Long Island Sound. Its first settlers were from
Rochelle in France.
New Russia, a division ofthe Russian Empire

in Europe. [Russia.]

Newry, a pari, bor., river port town, and pa. of

Ireland, Ulster, cos. Down and Armagh, on the
Newry Water, here crossed by 8 bridges, 6 m.
above its fall in Carlingford Bay, on the Newiy
Canal, 34 m. S.W. Belfast, and on Dublin and
Belfast Junction Railway. Ac. of pa. 22,282. P.

(1861) 21,760. Ac. of pari. bor. 2543. P. of town
12,188. Altitude 20 feet. It has two churches, two
Roman Catholic chapels, a convent, a preparatory

seminary for Maynooth college, various minor
schools, a town-hall, two gaols, infanti-y barracks,

union workhouse, assembly rooms, a custom ho.,

and a court and market house. The port admits
large vessels to Warrenpoint, about 4 m. below
the town ; and the canal, vessels of 600 tons bur-

den. Vessels belonging to the port 40, tons 5659.

Exports (1859) 1660/. Principal exports, linen,

grain, cattle, eggs, and butter, chiefly to England

;

but it trades also with North America, the Baltic,

and the Levant. Customs rev. (1862) 24,389/. The
bor. sends one member to House of Commons.
Reg. electors 537.

New Sant^vnder, a department and town of

Mexico. [Tamaulipas, and Nuevo Santander.]
New Scotland, a township of the U. S., North

America, New York, 9 m. W. Albany.
New Siberia, a group of islands, Arctic

Ocean, off the N. coast of Siberia, gov. Yakutsk,
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in which they are comprised, between lat. 73° 12'

and 76° 20' N., Ion. 135° 20' and 150° 20' E., and
consisting of KotUnQi, Fadievskoi, New Siberia,

Liakhov, and some smaller islands. Immense
quantities of the bones and teeth of the mam-
moth, rhinoceros, and buffalo, are found in the
soil. New Siberia, the most E. of these islands,

is 75 m. in length by 30 m. in breadth. It was
discovered by Hedenstroem in 1809.

New South SHETLAifD, an archipelago & por-
tion of mainland, in the Pacific, lat. 61° to 64° 30'

8., Ion. 63° W., and 600 m. S. Tierra del Fuego,
and the coast line of which has been explored
beyond the Antarctic circle. Principal islands,
Livingston, Comwallis, King George, Clarence,
and Elephant. This region was discovered by
Gheritz in 1698, and afterwards further explored
by Cook and Weddell, and its S. part by Biscoe
in 1832, and by Captain Sir J. Boss in 1842.

New South Wales, a British colonial territory

in E. Australia, bounded on the W. by the co-
lony of S. Australia; on the S. by the river
Murray and the colony of Victoria ; on the N.
by Queensland ; and on the E. by the Pacific
Ocean. Lat. 28° 8' (Point Danger) to 37° 35' S.
(Cape Howe); Ion. 141° to 163° 33' E. Area
323,437 sq. m. P. (1866) 411,390 ; in 1851 it w»8
only 197,168. The colony has thus more than
doubled its pop. in 15 years, though during that
period two immense territories, Victoria and
Queensland, were detached from it. The colony
was first settled in January 1788 by a body of
convicts, who landed first at Botany Bay, but
which the authorities in charge soon after re-
moved to Port Jackson. In the south of the co-
lony are the Australian Alps, where Mount Kos-
ciusko attains an elevation of 6610 feet, and is

Bearly all the year covered with snow. The
Murrumbidgee river divides this range from the
coast range of the Blue Mountains, running
nearly N. and S. about 40 miles inland, and at-
taining an elevation of above 3000 feet, Mount
York being 3292 feet Near the N. frontier.

Mount Lindsey reaches a height of 5700 feet
Towards the north, and further inland, are ex-
tensive and elevated pastoral tracts, such as the
Liverpool Plains, enjoying a cool climate, as
compared with their low position of 30° to 32° S.
lat Sea View MoTintain, in this district, is 6000
feet above the level of the sea. The main range,
with its spurs and the creeks and streams that
issue from each flank are auriferous, and are
being worked in many places aa gold fields, since
the great discovery at Ophir, by Hargreaves, in
1851. The limits of the great coal field are as
jet imperfectly known ; but it certainly extends
anto Queensland, and reappears in Tasmania.
The mines now in operation are situated at or
near Newcastle, 60 m. N. of Sydney. Other
minerals are iron, copper, tin, lead, and platina.
Principal streams are the Shoalhaven, Hawkes-
bury. Hunter, Manning, M'Leay, Clarence, Rich-
mond, etc. The water-shed towards the interior
is upon a larger scale. In the extreme S. the
Mxirray rises in the Alps, being joined in its

westward course by the Lachlan and Murrum-
bidgee, and finally by the Darling from the
north, with its affls. the Bogan, Macquarie,
Castlereagh, Namoi, Barwan, and Balonne or Con-
damine. The Barcoo or Victoria, discovered in
1846, rises near this latter, and runs W. by S., then
S.W. into Cooper's Creek of Sturt, and is lost in
the soil before reaching Lake Eyre. The chief
inlets and harbours are Twofold Bay, in the S.,

Jervis Bay, Botany Bay, the fine harbour of Port
Jackson, Broken Bay, Ports Hunter, Stephens, and

Macqv.aire, and Trial Bay. The climate is salu-
brious aud agreeable, 'i lie mean temperature of
the year, at Sydney, in lat. 33' 34° S. is about
61°3 ; the hottest month is January, when the
temperature varies from 63° to 87° ; July is the
coldest month, the temperature varying from 48°

to 64°. Eainfall 52 to 86 inches ; rainy days, 138.

The extent of land under culture was, in 1862,

260,798 acres, yielding 1,581,597 bushels of wheat,
1,484,467 of Indian com, 39,801 of barley, 98,814
of oats, 28,127 tons of potatoes, 9704 cwt of

tobacco, 50,927 tons of hay, 99,791 gallons of wine,

besides other produce. The value of the fruit

(chiefly oranges) exported, was 61,466t In
1866 the extent of land under cultivation was
381,399 acres, and the number of sheep was
8,271,620, cattle 1,961,905, horses 282,687, pigs

146,900. The pastoral products of 1862, ex-
ported were, wool, 12,000,000 lbs., valued at

1,250,000/.; hides, 68,676/.; tallow, 13,647 cwts.;

and of gold, 1,876,049/. The quantity of gold

exported in the ten years (1851-60), was 3,281,00(1

ounces, valued at 11,683,857/. On gold there is

an export duty of 2s. 6d. per ounce. The yearly

expenses of the mint are 15,000/., revenue 12,000/.

The coin circulates, by consent of the free govern-

ments, in the adjacent colonies, and by imperial

proclamation of 1866, it is legaltender in theL nited

Kingdom, Mauritius, Ceylon, and Hong Kong.
Coal is plentiful, total produce, from 1861 to 1860,

1,780,000 tons, of which more than a half was ex-

ported to India, China, and the neighbouring
Australian colonies. In 1866 585,6^5 tons of

coals were raised, being the produce of 24 mines.

Shipping, inwards (1865), 635,888 tons ; out-

wards, 690,294 tons. Revenue (Dec. 1867)

2,073,842/. ; expenditure, 2,225,076/. ; average

revenue per head, 41. lis. Sd.; debt, 6,299,630/.

Imports (1866) were 9,928,595/L, and exports,

7,191,170/. The staple products of the colony

are wool, gold, and timber. At the Inter-

national exhibition of 1862, the timber ofthe colony

was represented by upwards of 300 specimens.

Some of the red cedars were 10 ft in diameter,

yielding 30,000 ft of saleable wood. Some of the

varieties are admirably adapted for ship-building.

The first telegraphic postinthe colonywasplanted

in 1867, while, in 1861, the electric wires extended

from Sydney to every important place in the

colony. From the same city two lines of railway

are (1868) open to traffic for 72 m. W. and 86 m.

S. From Newcastle, a port 60 m. N. of Sydney,

a third line of railway extends to the N.W. a

distance of 49 m. The colony was first laid out

into what are called the 19 old counties ; they

now number 68. The chief towns are Sydney,

Maitland E. and W., Parramatta, Bathurat,

Goulburn, Braidwood, Newcastle, etc. New
South Wales is self governed, with a governor

of the Queen's appointment who acts through a

popular ministry, co-operating with an elected

assembly, and a Second or Upper Chamber nomi-

nated by the Crown. In 1860, there were 798

schools in the colony, with 34,767 scholars.

There is a university at Sydney, and the pubUc

schools are maintained by the government and

people, ata cost of 90,000/. annually. The average

deaths per 1000 are 17-2. [Sydney.]
Newstead, a vUL of Scotland, co. Eoxbnrgh,

pa. and 1 m. E. Melrose, on the Tweed. P. 260.

Newstead, a township, U. S., North America.

New York, 20 m. N.E. Buffalo.

New Timber, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, (

m. W.N.W. Brighton. Ac. 1693. P. 162.

Newton, numerous pas„ etc., of England and

Wales.—I. CO. and 6 m. 6.S.W. Cambridge. Aa
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984. P. 216.—II. CO. Lincoln, 2 m. W.N.W.
Folkeuham. Ac. 1220. P. 228.—III. co. Nor-
thampton, 3| m. N.N.E. Kettering. Ac. 1050.

P. 84.—IV. (near Sudbury, co. Suffolk, 3 m. E.S.E.

Sudbury. Ac. 2197. P. 629.—V. (Old), same co.,

j

2i m. S.S.E. Bury. Ac. 2348. P. 718.—VI. co.

i York, N. Biding, 3 m. W.S.W. Guisborough. Ac.

i

1440. P. 122.—VII. (JBlossomville), co. Bucks,

j
2i m. E. Olney. Ac. 1050. P. 277.—VIII. (Brom-

I
shold), CO. Northampton, 3 m. S.E. Higham-Fer-
rers. Ac. 1740. P. 163.—IX. (^St Cyres), co. Devon,

^ m. E.S.E. Crediton. Ac. 4305. P. 1094.—X.
(Ferrers), same co., 6J m. S.E., Plymouth. Ac.
3191. P. 670.—XI. (Flotman), co. Norfolk, 7^ m.
S.S.W. Norwich. Ac. 1173. P. 328.—XII. (in the

Isle), CO. Cambridge, 4 m. N.W. Wisbeach. Ac.
3056. P.431.—XIII.(i:yOTe> co. York, W. Biding.

2 m. N.W. Tadcaster. Ac. 1050. P. 162—XIV. (St

Loe), CO. Somerset, 3J m. W. Bath. Ac. 1578.

P. 401.—XV. (Long), co. Durham, 4 m. W.S.W.
Stockton-on-Tees. Ac. 4544. P. 353.—XVI.
(LongvilleX co. Bucks, 3 m. S.W. Fenny-Strat-
ford. Ac. 1718. P. 547.—XVII. (North), co.

WUis, ^ m. E.S.E. Devizes. Ac. 810. P. 364.

—XVIII. (Old), CO. Suffolk, 2f m. E.N.E. Mar-
ket-Stow. Ac. 2348. P. 718.—XIX. (on Ouse),

CO. and 8^ m. N.W. York, N. Biding. Ac. 4590.

P. 931.—XX. (St Petrock), co. Devon, 7i m. S.W.
Great Torrington. Ac. 1566. P. 231.—XXI.
(PurcelT), co. Oxford, 6i m. N.N.E. Bicester. Ac.
593. P. 105.—XXII. (Rigny), co. Cumberland, 3

m. W.N.W. Penrith. Ac. 2414. P. 253.—XXIII.
(Solney), co. and 8 m. S.S.W. Derby. Ac. 1280.

P. 406.—XXIV. (SotUh), CO. Wilts, 2im.W.N.W.
Wilton. Ac. 3370. P. 717.—XXV. co. Warwick,

5J m. E.N.E. Tamworth. Ac. 1610. P. 442.—
XXVI. (by-ToM CO. Lincoln, 4 m. W.S.W. Mar-
ket-Eaisen. Ac. 1004. P. 81.—XXVII. (Toney),

CO. Wilts, 4 m. E.S.E. Amesbury. Ac. 2365. P.

351.—XXVIII. (Tracey), co. Devon, 5 m. E.N.E.
Bideford. Ac. 336. P. 136.—XXIX. (on-Trent),

CO. and 10 m. W.N.W. Lincoln. Ac. 1390. P.

325.—XXX. (Valence), co. Hants, 4 m. S. Alton.
Ac. 2263. P. MO.—XXXI. (Welsh), co. Hereford,
3i m. N.W. Monmouth. Ac. 1821. P. 116.—
XXXII. (West), CO. Norfolk, 2J m. N.N.E. Castle-
Rising. Ac. 778, P. 220.—XXXIII. (on-the-

Wolds), CO. Lincoln, 8i m. S.S.W. Great Grimsby.
Ac. 2060. P. 189.—XXXIV. ( Wood), co. North-
ampton, 4 m. W.N.W. Oundle. Ac. 1590. P.
529.—XXXV. (North), S. Wales, co. Pembroke,
3 m. W.S.W. Narberth. Ac. 721. P. 56.—
XXXVI. (Nottage), S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, 5
m. W.S.W. Bridgend. Ac. 3877. P. 1082.—
XXXVII. a township, England, co. Chester, pa.

and i m. S. Middlewich. P. 1657.—XXXVIII.
a township,CO. Chester, pa. Mottram-in-Longdeu-
Dale, on the Manchester and Sheffield Railway,

5^ m. N.E. Stockport. Ac. 868. P. 6440.—
XXXIX. a township, co, Lancaster, pa. and 2^
m. N.E. Manchester. Ac. 1585. P. 14,907, chiefly

employed in calico printing, cotton and silk ma-
nufactures, and in chemical works.—^XL. (Pop-
pleford), a chapelry, co, Devon, pa. Aylesbear, on
the Otter, 3 m. W.N.W. Sidmouth. P. 661.—
XLI. {Potter), a township, co. York, W. Riding,
pa. and 2 m. N.N.E. Leeds. Ac. 1657. P. 1878.
Newton, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 3 m. E.

Edinburgh. Ac. 2034. P. 1553, mostly employed
in productive coal mines.

—

Newton is also the
name of many small vills., hamlets, etc., in the
lowlands of Scotland.
Newton, several townships, U. S., North Ame-

rica.—I. Massachusetts, 7 m. W. i3oston, with
which it is connected by railway.—II. New Jer-
sey, 69 va. N. Trenton. It has several churches,

court house, gaol, academy, and lyceum—IIL
Ohio, 60 m. E. Columbus.
Newton, several cos. of the U. S., N. America.

—I. N. of Georgia. Area 414 sq. m, P. (1860)
7862 free, 6458 slaves.—II. Arkansas. P. 3369
free, 24 slaves.—III. Indiana. P. 2360.—IV.
Mississippi. P. 6282 free, 3379 slaves.—V. Mis-
souri. P. 8893 free, 426 slaves.—VI. Texas. P.
2106 free, 1013 slaves.

Newton-Abbot (with Newton-Bushell), a
market town of England, co. Devon, pa. Wool-
borough, on the Teign, with a station on the
Exeter and Plymouth Railway, 6 m. S.W. Teign-
mouth. Ac. 1231. P. 4427.
Newton-in-Makerfield, a bor. and market

town of England, co. Lancaster, pa Winwick, ou
the Manchester and Liverpool and Grand Junc-
tion Railways, 15 m. W.S.W. Manchester. Ac.
2692. P. (1861) 5909. It has engine factories,

with manufactures of fustian and glass works.
Newton-near-Newbury, two pas. of Eng-

land.—I. CO Hants, 10 m. N.N.E. Whitchurch.
Ac. 475. P. 276.—II. (Linford), a pa. co. and
b\ m. N.W. Leicester. Ac. 3990. P. 500.

Newton-Shaw or Newton-of-Sauchie, a
vill. of Scotland, co. and pa. Clackmannan, 5 m,
N.W, Kincardine. P, 819.

Newton-Stewart or Newton-Douglas, a
munic. burgh & town of Scotl., co. & 8 m. N. Wig-
town, pa. Penninghame, chiefly on rt. b. of the
Cree. P. (1861) 2535. It has a Gothic church, town
house, market house, subscription library,mecha-
nics' institute, horticulturaland agricultural socie-

ties, Ewart institute, apubUc school, ragged school,
two parish churches, and five Dissenting chapels.

Newton-upon-Ayr, a bor. of barony, and pa,
of Scotland, co. and opposite Ayr, and on the
Firth of Clyde. Ac. 696. P, of pa. (1861) 6124

;

do. of bor. 4807. It has a good parish church,
and a council-hall, with ship-buUding docks, rope-
walks, manufs. of sail-cloth and cotton fabrics,

and several iron and brass foundries. The har-
bour has a lighthouse on it-s N. side. Coal is ex-
ported. The constitution of the burgh, supposed
to have been originally granted by king Kobert
Bruce, has many curious peculiarities.

Newtown, a suburb of Sydney, New South
Wales, and a municipality. The first station on
the Great Southern Railway. P. (1861) 3727.
Newtown, a pari, bor., market town, and pa. of

North Wales, co. and 8 m. S.W. Montgomery, on
the Severn, and on the Montgomery Canal, which
connects it with the interior navigation of Eng-
land. Ac. 2736. P. of pa. 3692. It has an ancient
church, town-hall, and a flannel-hall, with manufs.
of flannel. Newtown is head of a poor-law union.

It unites with Montgomery, Llanfyllin, Llanid-
loes, Machynlleth, and Welshpool, in sending 1
member to H. of Commons. Altitude 366 feet.

Newtown, a bor. of the Isle of Wight, pa. Cal-
boume, 5 m. W.N.W. Newpbrt. Ac. 6397. P. 99.

Newtown, a vill. of Scotland, co. Linlithgow,
pa. Borrowstounness. P. 816.

Newtown, several townships, U. S., North
America.—I. Connecticut, 62 m. S.W. Hartford.

—II. New York, 152 m. S. Albany.—III. Penn-
sylvania, 23 m. N.E. Philadelphia.

Newtown, numerous pas., small towns, & vills.

of Ireland.—I. a pa., Leinster, co. Meath, 3 m. N.
Kells. Ac. 1103. P. 111.—IL a pa., co. West-
meath, with the town Tyrrell's Pass, and some
vills. Ac. 10,249. P. 2194.

Newtown-Ards, a bor., seaport town, and pa.

of Ireland, Ulster, co. Down, at the N. extremity
of Lough Strangford, 10 m. E. Belfast, with
which it is connected by railway. Ac. of pa.
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14,802. P. (1861) 15,190 ; do. of town 9542. It

has an ancient church, an endowed school, a
town-hall, and infantry barracks ; and weaving
and embroidery of damask muslins.

Newtown Bakry, a market town and pa. of

Irel., Leinster, co. Wexford, at the confl- of the
Clady with the Slaney, 3 m. S. Clonegal. Ac. of

pa. 8-284. P. 2488 ; do. of town, 1097.—IL {Clon-
bun\ a pa., Leinster, co. Meath, on the Boyne, 1

m. E. Trim. Ac. 566. P. 193.—IIL (Ctwnmelin),
a pa., Ulster, co. Antrim, with a vill., 3 m. N.E.
Clongh. Ac. 3448. P. 945 ; do. of vill. 106.—
I V. (Hamiltony, a market town and pa., Ulster,

CO. and 9J m. S.E. Armagh. Ac. of pa. 12,404.

P. 5504 ; do. of town, 1130.—^V. {Leraian), a pa.,

Munster, co. Tipperarv, 3 m, N.E. Carrick-on-
Suir. Ac. 5774. V. UM.—Y1. {Mount KennedyX
a market town, Leinster, co. and 8 m. N.N.W.
Wicklow. P. 568.

Newtowx Limav^vdy, a disfranchised bor. and
mkt. town of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 15 m. N.E.
Londonderry, with which it is connected by rail-

way, on the Eoe. P. 2732. It has a bridewell,

union workhouse, and distilleries.

Newtowx-of-Abbetgeees, a vill., Scotland,
CO. Lanark, pa. Lesmahagow. P. 642.

Newtowx-of-Pitcaikn, Scotland. [Pitcaibx.]
Newto%vx-Stewabt (formerly Lislasy, a mkt.

town of Ireland, co. and 20 m. by rail., S. Lon-
donderry, on the Moume. P. 1405.

Newtyle, a pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar, 10 m.
N.W. Dundee, with which town, and with Forfar
and Perth, it is connected by railway. P. 1139,
of whom 619 are in the village.

New Year's Island, N. Australia, is off the
coast of Amhem's Land, 60 m. N.E. Port Essing-
ton.

—

(IdandsX S. Atlantic, are in lat 51° 41' S.,

Ion. 64° 28' W., and were so named by Cook.

—

II. {Range), Central Australia, is a mountain tract,

lat. 30' 21' S., Ion. 146^ 33' 30' E.
New York, one of the middle U. S. of North

America, and though not the largest, yet in every
other respect, the leading state of the Union ; be-
tween lat 40° 30' and 45° N., Ion. 72° and 79° 55'

W., having N.W. Lakes Erie and Ontario, and the
river St Lawrence, separating it from Canada
West, on the E. side the states Vermont, Massa-
chusetts, and Connecticut ; and on the S., Penn-
sylvania, and New Jersey, except at its S. ex-
tremity, where it touches the Atlantic Ocean, in

which it includes Long Island; Staten Island and
Manhattan are also included in this state. Area
46,000 sq. m. P. (1855) 3,466,212; (1860) 3,880,735,
of whom 49,005 were coloured. Mean annual tem-
perature 51°-6, summer 70°-3, winter 30°-l Fahr.
Kainfall 34 inches. It is mostly an elevated
region, with extensive indentations, watered by
the Hudson, Mohawk, Oswego, Genessee, and
other rivers, including many affls. of the Sus-
quehannah. The Alleghanies traverse its E.
part in two parallel chains ; the Eoiind Top,
one of the Catskill mountains, is 3804 feet in

height, and the mountains W. of Lake Cham-
plaiu are upwards of 6000 feet. It contains
Seneca, Cayuga, Oneida, Canandaigua, George,
and many other lakes ; Lake Champlain forms a
part of its N.E. frontier. Chief rivei-s, St Law-
rence, Hudson, Mohawk, and Genessee. There
are rich marble quarries near the cap. ; the salt

springs, near the centre of the state, yield 7,000,000
bushels of salt annually. The Saratoga and
Bellaton mineral springs are famous. Petroleiun
is abundant in the W. Soil in the S. rather
light but fitted for pasturage; it improves on
proceeding northward, and the W. part is a
uighly fertile country. All the crops common

in Britain are raised, with the addition of maize.
Horses and cattle are more numerous than in

any other state. In the W. and the S.E. are
extensive forests. Manufactures are in great
variety, and the foreign commerce is greater
than that of any other state of the Union. Ex-
ports more than 3-6ths of the total of the Union.
Total length of the canals in operation 850 m.

;

the principal are the Erie, Champlain, Cayuga,
and Chenango canals, connecting the Atlantic
rivers with the Canadian lakes, and the first of

which is 364 miles in length. The state is

traversed by railways in all directions : it ia

divided into 59 cos., and sends 2 senators and
32 representatives to congress. Principal cities,

Albany, the cap., New York, Brooklyn, Hudson,
Buffalo, Oswego, and Ogdensburg, with Sche-
nectady and numerous towns along the line of

*

the Erie CanaL The first settlement was made
by the Dutch on Manhattan Island in 1621. In
1664 the English obtained possession of the

country ; in 1673 it was retaken by the Dutch,
but soon after restored to the English. The
present constitution was framed in 1821. Gover-
nor and senators elected biennally.

New York, a co., U. S., North America, New
York. P. (1860) 813,669.

New York, the largest and most populous city,

principal seaport, and commercial cap. of the U. S.,

N. America, on an island near the S. extremity of

New York State, between the mouth of the Hud-
son river and East river, which separates Long
Island from the mainland ; lat. of city-hall 40°

42' 43' N., Ion. 74° 0' 7" W. Area of city, in-

cluding CO., and Manhattan or New York Island

(separated from Westchester co., by Harlem
river, crossed by 3 bridges), with some adjacent

islets, 14,000 ac. P. (1850) 515,394 ; in (I860)

805,651. The island, on which the city is built,

has an area of 22 sq. m. It is 13 miles long and

1{ broad, and occupies a triangular area, the apex
of which is covered by old, narrow, and crooked

streets ; but by far the greater part of New York
consists of regular and handsome thoroughfares,

the principal of which, Broadway, intersecting

the city throughout, is nearly 4 m. in length,

and bordered by shops or stores. Pearl, Cedar,

Pine, Front, Water, and South, streets between
it and the E. river, are important maits of busi-

ness ; and Wall Street is the seat of the chief

monetary transactions. Greenwich, E. Broad-

way, Henry, Madison, Bleeker, and Bond streets

and the Bowery, between the Broadway and

Hudson river, are elegant public streets. Wash-
ington Square, in front of the New York Uni-

versity, Union Square, with a fountain, are

among the chief open spaces ; in the Paik, an

area of about 11 acres, is the city-haU, a Grecian

edifice of marble and freestone, 216 feet in length

by 105 feet in breadth. Tomkin's Park, and the

Central Park, the latter a new public domain of

great size, bids fair to be in a few years one

of the finest city parks in the world. It lies

between the Fifth and Eighth Avenues, and

between 69th and 110th streets, in the upper

part of the city. It is an area of 843 acres,

beautifully diversified in surface, extending 2^

miles in length by IJ miles in breadth. The
battery, with a fine view; and several smaller

parks. The Merchant Exchange in Wall Street,

built of granite, and with a central dome.

Amongst the most conspicuous buildings are the

custom house, of white marble ; the University

;

Colimibia college. The state library, with 64,200.

vols. ; Mercantile libi-ary, 64,000 vols. ; the His-

torical Society, vdih a library of 26,000 vols.;

I
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I Apprentices' library, 19,000 vols. The hall of

I justice, American institute, and house of deten-

I tion ; Trinity church, a Gothic structure ; St
I Paul's church, with an Ionic portico, and a steeple
' 224 feet in height ; St John's, St Thomas's, the

Dutch, French Protestant, and Baptist churches

;

i
St Patrick's cathedral ; the Society library ; Go-
thic hall, Astor house, and several other vast

\ hotels. New York has 300 churches. 309 banks,

aggregate capital (1863) 109,258,147 dollars, aca-

i demy of music, theatres, museums, academy of

design, studios, and galleries, and many large

storehouses. In the vicinity of New York is

Greenwood Cemetery, covering an area of 242

acres, and laid out in the most varied manner.
The city is well supplied with water from Croton
water works, 38 m. distant. Other public institu-

tions are, the New York hospital, infirmary, deaf-

mute, and lunatic asylums, and "Long Island

Farms," a fund for provision of destitute children.

Manufs. are in great variety. The harbour is

25 m. in circumference ; it has 3 entrances, de-

fended by 12 forts, with 1500 guns; and ships

of the largest size can come up to the city

wharves. New York communicates by the Hud-
son and Erie Canal with the W. States, Canada,
and the whole region of the North American
lakes, of which countries it is the great entrepot.

Export of bread stuffs to Great Britain and Ire-

land, year ending 1st September 1863, 9,836,826
ibushels, being a great increase on former years.

Its average exports amount in value to nearly

l^ne-half of the whole imports into the United
States. Kegular lines of packets maintain com-
munication between New York and all the prin-

cipal ports of the United States, the West Indies,

Mexico, and S. America ; and Liverpool, South-
iimpton, Antwerp, and Havre in Europe. It is

5onnected by railways with all the chief cities of
America. Distance to San Francisco 3210 m., of

ivhich 1887 m. was traversed by rail in 1867.

]

Shortest sea route to England 3016 m. Shortest

iiteam passage 11| days. The city is divided into

1.7 wards, and governed by a mayor and common
ounciL It was the seat of the first American
Congress in 1785.

New Zealand, a British colonial territory in

he South Pacific, consisting of a chain of islands,

laving two large and one small, besides others
jdjacent of less note. The main chain extends
irom Cape North in S. lat. 34° 18', to Cape South
a 47° 20', and from 0. West in E. Ion. 166° 30',

0. East in E. Ion. 178° 30 ' The general direc-

ion is S.E. for above 400 miles, and S.W. for 900
liles. The area o'f the three islands is computed
t 99,130 sq. m., or nearly the same as Great
tritain and Ireland. The divisions and popula-
on by the census were :

—

Colony.
Pop.
1866.

Imports.
1865.

Exports.
1865.

*Tew South Wales, . 411,390 9,928,595 8,191,170

V^ictoria, . 638,988 14,974,815 13,898,384

South Australia, 156,605 2,927,593 3,129,846

Queensland, 87,775 2,505,559 1,153,464

rasmania, 95,201 753,664 880,965
' "Jew Zealand, . 190,607 5,594,977 3,713,218

Auckland, . 49,605 1,851,061 230,891

Taranaki, . 4,478 74,140 511

Hawke's Bay, . 4,302 87,686 61,801
u Welliagton, 19,165 555,143 151,242

3 Nelson, 13,920 400,463 117,143

ij Marlborough, . 6,465 14,720 93,856

Canterbury, 48,618 900,582 1,575,062
*

Otago, 46,599 1,599,457 1,379,001

Southland, . ,

Chathamlsland,
7,046 111,656 113,606

114 105

Cook Strait separates the North Island from
South Island, and the latter is separated from
Stewart Island by Foveaux Strait. When estab~
lished as a colony in 1840, the N., Middle, and S.
Islands were re-named,—New Ulster, New Mun-
ster, and New Leinster ; but these titles are out
of use, since the provincial divisions, with their
local governments, have been instituted, and they
are now known as North, South, and Stewart
Islands. The mineral proditcts are valuable and
extensive. Coal is widely distributed, and copper
is met with in several localities. In 1857 gold
was found in the Nelson province, which has
since exported about 50,000?. annually, but is

now on the decline. In 1861 productive dig-
gings were discovered in Otago, 50 miles from
Dunedin ; the exports in 1863 being to the value
of 1,584,000?. In the year ending 31st March
1866, the total exports amounted to 674,499 oz.

;

value 2,697,996/. The celebrated Kauri pine,

and the Phormium Tenax, or New Zealand
flax, are abundant. The two main islands
probably contain 10,000,000 acres of forest
land, affording every variety and size of timber
required for house and shipbuilding. " This
colony, indeed, is almost the' only country S.
of the equator which grows any free work-
ing wood of the pine character." In 1863
640,000 acres were under cultivation. There
were 3,600,000 sheep, 240,000 head of cattle,

38,000 horses and 50,000 pigs. The value of
wool exports for 1859 was 339,779/., weigh-
ing 5,096,751 lbs.; total imports for 1863,
nearly 3,000,000/.; exports, 1,600,000/.; re-
venue and expenditure, about 1,000,000/. each;
public debt, 2,000,000/. ; imperial expenditure
for military purposes, 111,339/.; the total

strength being 1279 men. The climate is

equable, pleasant, and salubrious. The mean
annual temperament being, for Auckland, in lat.

36° 50' S., 69° ; for New Plymouth, in lat. 39° 3'

S., 56° ; for Wellington, in lat. 41° 16' S., 55°; for
Nelson, lat. 41° 15' S., 55° ; for Christchurch, in
lat. 43° 35'S., 53°; andfor Otago, in lat. 46° 46° S.,

50° Fahr. Mean of the coldestmonth at Otago 40°,

and of the warmest at Auckland 68° Fahr. High
winds prevail. Average rainfall in the North Isl.

varies in the respective provinces from 45J inches
to 59 inches ; while in the South Island it is from
30 to 34J inches. Snow seldom falls, excepting
in the southern parts of South Island. There
are several volcanic cones, the chief of which is

Mount Egmont in Taranald, 8270 feet high.

The town of Wellington has suffered from earth-
quakes. A moimtain chain, the Southern Alps,
runs through the South Island, culminating in
Mount Cook, 12,362 ft. [[Canterbury.] Mount
Kaikora, in Nelson province, is 9300 feet. There
are many good harbours in all the islands,

and numerous lakes and rivers in the two
larger ones. In 1863 New Zealand had 287
vessels, aggregate tonnage 10,825. Of these 206
belonged to Auckland, 30 to Dunedin, 28 to

Lyttleton, and 2 to Wellington. The first rail-

way in New Zealand, between Christchurch and
Port Lyttleton, was opened 1st Dec. 1863. The
aborigines who had for some time settled down
into farming and trading colonists, and shared
the political frachise of the self-governed colony,

have again (1863-4), on the ground of disputed

right with the government about land, been
waging a formidable war against the colonists.

The race is rapidly on the decline, and the pre-

sent disturbances will no doubt still further re-

duce their numbers. The country was first

foi-mally taken possession of as a British colony
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in 1840. In 1837 the New Zealand Company
was formed in England, and in 1851 made over
its affairs to the Government for a money consi-

deration of 268,370/. The territory was dis-

covered in 1642 by Tasman, who examined the
western coast ; and by Cook on the east side in

1769. In 1853 a free constitution was proclaimed,
and is now in force During the year 1862,

11,440 emigrants left the United Kingdom for

this colony. Shortest sea route to Liverpool
11,510 mUes, shortest sailing voyage 95 days.
Nexoe, a town of Denmark, stift Zeeland, on

E. coast of Bomholm island. P. 1400.

Nexon, a market town of France, dep. Haute-
Vienne, cap. cant, 10 m. S. Limoges. P. 2445.
Netombo, a town of the island of Ceylon, on

the coast, 20 m. N. Ledombo. It was fortified by
the Dutch. The cinnamon grown in its vicinity

is the best in the world and the most abundant
Neyrac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aveyron, arr. Espalion, cant. Estaing. P. 1238-

Neyva or Neiva, a town of South America,
Granadian Confed., dep. Cundinamarca,cap.provT
132 m. S.W. Bogotk Trade in cacao.

Nkyva, a town of the island Hajrti, cap. arr.,

70 m. E. Port-Republican, on the Neyva.
Ngami, a lake of S. Africa, 50 m. long, 20 m.

broad, and 3285 feet above the sea, in lat 20° 20'

S., Ion. 23° 30' E. It is fed by the river Tonk
or Toeghe and the Zouga S.E. On its banks are
large trees and a rich vegetation. It was dis-

covered in 1850.

Ngak-hoei, An-hwdi, or Gan-hway, an in-

land prov. of China, between lat 29° and 34° N.,

Ion. 113° and 119° E., enclosed by Kiang-su,
Che-Kiang, Kiang-se, Hoope, and Hoo-nan. Sur-
face flat, and traversed by the rivers Yangtse-
Kiang and Hoai-ho. Products comprise the
precious metals ; also copper, salt, and green tea
from the South districts, etc. Chief city, Ngan-
king (190 m. by river course), S.S.W. Nanking.
Area 40,198 sq. m. P. 36,596,988 ; or about 850
on a sq. m., the greatest average on the habitable
globe.

Nha-trano or Yatrang. a seaport town of

Anam, cap. prov., with a good harbour at a river's

mouth, in lat 12° 19' N., Ion. 109» 20' E.
Niagara, a river of North America, between

Canada West, and the U. S. (New York state),

unites Lakes Erie and Ontario, the river having
a N. course of 35 m. from the former to the lat-

ter, and a total descent in that distance of 334
feet. It encloses numerous islands, the largest,

Grand Island, having an area of 17,000 acres, and
15 m. from Lake Erie its forms the famous FALt;S
OF Niagara, where the river is precipitated over
a vast ledge of silurian limestone, forming two
cataracts, separated by Goat Island, 500 feet in

width. The Horse-shoe fall, on the Canadian
side, is 1800 feet across, and 154 feet in perpen-
dicular depth ; and the American Falls 600 feet in

breadth, 163 feet in depth, and above the rapids

near which a strong rude bridge crosses from the
N. York side to Goat Island. The banks N. of

the cataract rise to 180 feet in perpendicular ele-

vation, and are sprinkled with hotels and villas

;

and on both sides of the Falls, for some distance
below, the stream forms a rapid, enclosed within
a bed only 160 yards across. It has been esti-

mated that the Falls dischai^e 100,000,000 tons
of water per hour. A wire suspension bridge
800 feet span, and at an elevation of 258 feet

above the waters, has been erected across the
river, at a point about 2 m. below the Falls in
connection with the G. W. Bailway, with a road-
way beneath for carriages and foot t>assengers.

—

Niagara is a township on the E. side of the river,

New York State, containing Goat Island, and a
portion of the Falls.

—

Niagara Falls is a con-
tiguous vill., with churches, hotels, and manufs.
of woollen cloth, steam engines, and paper, with
com and saw mills. The Buffalo and Lockport
Eailways meet here.

Niagara, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in W.
of New York. Area 484 sq. m. P. (1860^ 50,399.
Niagara (formerly Newark"), a town of Canada

West, cap. <ist., on the W. side of the Niagara
river, at its mouth in Lake Ontario. It has a
brisk traffic by steam with New York, Toronto,
and Kingston. P. (1861) 2076.

NiAS or PuLO-NiAS, an island of the Nether-
lands, E. Indies, Asiatic Archipelago, and one
of the largest islands skirting the W. coast of

Sumatra. Length 70 m. ; average breadth 19 m.
Soil fertile, producing large quantities of rice,

sugar, and pepper. P. 170,000. On its K coast
is a village or town of same name. It was taken
possession of by the Dutch in 1857.

NiAZEPETROvsK, a vill. of Bussia with exten-
sive iron works, gov. Perm, 80 m. E.S.E. Krasno-
Ufinsk.

NiBBiANO, a vilL of N. Italy, Parma, prov. and
8 m. S. Fiacenza. P. 3846. Cap. comm. with a
strong old castle.

NiBE, a town of Denmark, prov. Jiitland, 12 m.
W.S.W. Aalborg, on the Liimfiord. P. 1250.

NiBELLE, St Sau\'eur, a comm. and vilL of

France, dep. Loiret arr. Pithiviers, cant. Beaune-
la-Eolande. P. 1239.

NiBiONXo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Como. P. 1233.

NiBLEY (North), a pa. of England, co. and 16

m. S.S.W. Glo'ster. Ac. 3245. P. 1020, partly

employed in woollen manufactures.
NiBROMO, a pass of India, Bussahir, across a

ridge, 16,035 feet in elevation above the sea.

NiCiKA(vulg. Nice), a city, Asia Minor. [Isnik.]

NiCANDRO (St), a town of South Italy, prov.

Foggia, cap. circ., in the peninsula of Garganl^
10 m. E. Lesina. P. 7898.
Nicaragua, a republican state of Central Ame-

rica, between lat 9° 46' and 15° N., Ion. 83° 20'

& 87° 30' W., havingN. Honduras, W.the Pacifie,

S. Costa Rica, E. Carribean Sea, and elsewhere the

Pacific Ocean. Area 58,167 sq. m., equal to above

half of Great Briuin. P. (1861) 1,648,894, about

one half pure Indians, the others intermixed

races, and a few Spaniards, nearly all Roman
Catholics who speak Spanish. It is mostly a

dead level, but has on the Pacific coast the vol-

canic mountains Coseguiua, Viejo, & Masaya, etc.

Climate, divided by a T*et and a dry season, ia

tropical, but healthy. Mean temp. 78° to 88° Fahr.

The river San Juan is partly in this state. Soil

mostly of high fertility. Products, sugar, cotton,

indigo, tobacco, cacao, and coffee. Chief exports

hides (about 50,000 annually), and various woodf

,

indigo, sarsaparilla, mahogany, and Brazil wood.

Imports British and North American manufac-

tures; silks, wines, and gloves from France;

linens and glass from Germany ; other im-

ports from Peru, Chile, etc. Chief cities, Ma-

nagua, the cap., Leon, Maslaya, Greytown o»

San Juan de Nicaragua, Blue'fields, Nicaragua

Granada. Cliief port, Realejo. The state ha!

been subject to perpetual revolutions ; :

formed itself into a republic on the dissoly.

tion of the Republic of Central America ii

1838, and since then it has incorporated witl

it Grejrtown and the territory of Mosquito

[MOSQUITIA.]
Nicar.\gua, a town in the above state, on tii
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W. shore of Lake Nicaragua, 38 m. S.E. Gi-anada.

r. upwards of 8000 ; but the commerce of the

Jake is mostly absorbed by Granada.
NiCAKAGUA Lake, Central America, lies most-

ly between lat. 11° and 12° 12' N., Ion. 84° and
86° W., 11 m. from the Pacific Ocean, and 80

from the Carribean Sea, into which it discharges

its waters by the river San Juan, its only outlet.

Length, N.W. to S.E., 110 m. ; average breadth

35 m. On its S. shore, near its head, stood the

aucient city of Granada, once the most commer-
cial town of the republic. The lake is adapted for

ships of large burden, being 15 fathoms deep, and
it contains the islands Ometepe, Zapetero, Solen-

tinane, and others. Its surface is 131 feet above
the level of the Pacific. The riv. San Juan is navig-
able for small steamers, except for several rapids

;

length, with windings, 119 m. It has been pro-

posed to establish through it a water communi-
cation from the little port of Brito on the Pacific,

across the isthmus between the ocean and the

lake, thence across Lake Nicaragua to its outlet,

and down the Kiver San Juan to its port in the

Atlantic. The length of the canal would be 194

m., and its summit-level 47J- feet above the lake.

The gain in distance from Liverpool to Sydney,
if the canal were made, would be 2320; Liverpool

to Valparaiso 1200 ; and from New York to Can-
ton 3280 miles. At its W. end this lake is con-
nected by a small river with the Lake of Leon or

Managua, from which also the cutting of a canal,

or railway, to the Pacific, has been contemplated.
[Panama.]

I
NiCAKiA, Icaria, an island of the Grecian Ar-

chipelago, belonging to Turkey, 12 m. W. Samos.
jLat. 37° 35' N. ; Ion, 26° 10' E. Area 50 sq. m.
P. 1000. Surface mountainous. Principal pro-
duct timber. It is famous in mythology for the

: death near it of Icarus, after his reputed aerial

flight (whence its name).
I NiCASTRO, a town of South Italy, prov. Catan-
Izaro, cap. dist., on the W. side of the Apennines,
|24 m. S. Cosenza. P. (1862) 7000. It is an arch-
liishop's see. Near it are some mineral baths.

It suffered greatly by the earthquake of 1638.

Nice (Ital. Nizza, anc. Nicsta), a seaport and
episcopal city of France, cap. of the dep. Alpes
Siaritimes, 98 m. S.W. Turin, with a port on the
Mediterranean. Pop. (including garrison), (1862)
18,?73. It is situated in a plain. Its principal

jdiflces are, a palace, cathedral, convents, and
lospitals ; a theatre, bath establisliments, an
English chapel, and a triumphal arch. The port
)n the E., beyond Monte Albano, is protected by
mole. The climate is remarkably soft and

nild in winter, but its salubrity has been over-
rated, as it is liable to great and sudden varia-
ions of temperature. Mean temp, of year 60°,

iummer 72°, winter 47° Pahr. Annual rain-
all 25 inches. The suburb called the Croix de
Harbe, is exposed to the baneful effects of the
vind called the libeccio. It has a fine promenade,
nany hotels and boarding-houses for visitors, of
yhom there are on an average 5000 English, be-
ides Russians and Germans. It has manufs. of
vine, oil, silk, and perfumery, and is a free port.
Vice has often been taken by the French, and
ras, under the empire of Napoleon i., cap. dep.
'f the Maritime Alps. It is the birthplace of the
tainterVanloo, and the astronomer Cassini. Nice,
nth its territory, was transferred by Sardinia
France in 1860. Marshal Massena was born

Q its vicinity. [Nizza and Isnik.]
NiCEA or Nice, a ruined city of Asia Minor,

Hthynia, on L. Ascania, famous for the Councils
f Nice, A.D. 325 and 787.

Nicholas, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in N.E. of Kentucky. Area 281 sq. m. P. (I860)

9416 free, 1614 slaves.— II. in W. of Virginia.

Area 676 sq. ra. P. 4473 free, 154 slaves.

Nicholas (St), one of the Cape Verd Islands,

Atlantic, between Santa Lucia and Santiago.
Lat. 16° 35' N. ; Ion. 24° 15' W. Length 30 m.

;

breadth 13 m. Surface mountainous. It has a
harbour on its S. side, near which is a small

town, the residence of a governor and a Portu-
guese bishop.

Nicholas (St), an island of England, in Ply-
mouth Sound. [Drake's Island.]
Nicholas (St), several pas. of England, etc

—

I. CO. Devon, 6* m. E.S.E. Newton-Abbot. Ac. 790.

P. 1148.—II. Isle of Wight, adjoining Newport.
Ac 410. P. 265.—in. CO. Suffolk, 5^ m. N.W.
Halesworth. Ac. 450. P. 94.—IV. co. Kent, 6
m. W.S.W. Margate. Ac. 3660. P. 590.—V.
South Wales, co. Glamorgan, 5 m. W.S.W, Car-
diff. Ac. 2104. P. 354.—VI. South Wales, co.

Pembroke, 4^ m. S.W. Fishguard. Ac. 2141. P.

284. Others in London, Bristol, Exeter, etc.

Nicholas (St), a harbour on the N.W. side of

the isl. Zea, Grecian Archipelago.—II. {Channet},

north side of Cuba, 60 m. in length by 33 m. in

breadth.—III. (^Harbour), Canada East, on the N.
side of the St. Lawrence estuary, lat. 49° 18' N.,

Ion. 67° 40' W.—IV. {Poinf), the N.W. extremity
of the islandJava, on the Straitof Sunda, lat. 5° 62'

S., Ion, 106° 2' E.
NiCHOLASTON, a pa. of South Wales, co. Gla-

morgan, lira. E.N.E. Penrice. Ac. 731. P. 109.

NiCHOL-FoREST, a chapelry of England, co.

Cumberland, pa. Kirk-Andrews, 10^ m. N.N.E.
Langtown. Ac. 7302, P, 1216.

Nicholson, a co. of New S. Wales, on 1. b. of

Lachlan river. Lat. of centre 33° 45' S. ; Ion.

145° 15' E.
NicoBAR Islands, called by the Malays Pulo

Sambillong (9 islands), a group of islands in the

Indian Ocean, S. of the Bay of Bengal, between
lat. 6° 40' and 9° 20' N., Ion. 93° 3' and 94° 13' E.

They constitute, with the Andamans, the exten-

sion of the great volcanic band of Sumatra and
Java. In the S. group. Great Nicobar has an
area of 1258 sq. m., and Little Nicobar 86 sq. m.
Aggregate pop.about 6000, mostly Malays. Piracy

was formerly carried on here, the crews of several

English vessels having been murdered, the ships

pillaged and afterwards sunk. Camorta, Chowry,

and the other islands of the north group, are

smaller. They are all covered with trees and
very fertile, yielding in abundance cocoa nuts,

oranges, sugar, tobacco, and bamboos. Animals
comprise scorpions, crocodiles, serpents, rats,

pigs, dogs, and cats. Mean annual temp. 70°

Fahr. The islands are exposed to frequent

hurricanes ; the rainy season lasts 9 months, and
the unusual phenomenon of frequent rain in the

dry season (December to Febniary), renders

them most unhealthy. Repeated attempts at

colonization have failed, on account of the pre-

valence of yellow fever,

NiCKOLAi or Nikolai, a town of Prussian Sile-

sia, gov. and 68 m. S.E, Oppeln. P. 3708.

Nicola (San) several vills. of South Italy—
I, Catanzaro, circ, Monteleone, P. 2132,—II.

Catanzaro, circ. Cotrone. In its vicinity are sul-

phur springs, P, 2233,—III, Avellino, circ,

Ariano. P. 944,—IV, prov, and circ. Caserta.

P, 3674.—V. prov. and circ Benevento, P, 1794.
—San Nicolo is a volcanic island (one of the Tre-
miti islands), Adriatic Sea, which was in a state

of activity in 1826.

Nicolas or Nicolas (St), a town of Belgium,
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prov. E. Flanders, cap. cant., 20 m. E.N.E. Ghent.
P. (1864) 24,107. It has a town-ball, church, hos-
pital, orphan asylums, -prison, a tribunal of com-
merce, Latin & other schools, & extensive manufs.

Nicolas (du Port) (St), a comm. and town of

France, dep. Meurthc, cap. cant., arr. and 7 m.
E.S.E. Nancy, on 1. b. of the Meurthe. P. 3904.

It has cotton-spinning, linen, and leather manufs.
—II. (Pres Granville), a comm. and vill., dep.

Manche, arr. Avranches. P. 1121.—III. (de-la-

Grave), a comm. and vill., dep. Tarn-et-Garoune,
arr. Castel-Sarrasin, on L b. of the Garonne. P.
2984.
Nicolas (San), one of the Cape Verd Islands,

Atlantic, nearly in the centre of the group. Lat.
16° 35' N. ; Ion. 24° 15' W. Length 30 m. ; breadth
15 m. P. 6000. Surface mountainous. The
chief town is San Nicolas. P. 1400. It is the
residence of the bishop of the Gape Verd Islands.

The inhabitants manufacture cotton stuffs and
hosiei-y.

Nicolas (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Loire Inferieure, arr. Savenay, cap. cant.

P. 1919. Manufs. hardware goods.
Nicolas d' Aliermont (St), a comm. ajid vill.

of France, dep. Seine-Ini^rieure, arr. Dieppe,
cant. Envermen. P. 1950.

NicoLAivsK, a Eussian post near the mouth of

the Amoor, in the Strait of Tartary. It is the
seat of government, and has, as such, superseded
Petropaulovsky in Kamchatka. P. (I860) 4000.

Nicollet^ a co., U. S., North America, Min-
nesota. P. 3773.

NicoLO (San), the cap. town of the isl. Tinos,

Grecian Archipelago, on the S.E. coast of the
island. P. 4000. It is a bishop's see.

NicoLOsi, a town of the island Sicily, prov.

and 8 m. N.W. Catania, on the S. slope of Mount
^tna. P. 2688.

NicoMEDiA, a town of Asia Minor. [LsjnD.]

NicopoLis (Turk. Nikopol, anc. Nicopolit ad
Jstruni), a town of European Turkey, Bulgaria,

cap. sanj., on rt. b. of the Danube, 56 m. W.
Eustchuk. Pop. estimated at 16,000. It was
founded by Trajan, and occupies a height en-
closed by ramparts, mounting large cannon, and
defended by a castle. It has mosques and baths,

but little trade. Here the Turks defeated the

Hungarians under Sigismund, in 1396.

NicoPOLis, an ancient city of Epirus, the re-

mains of which, consisting of a theatre and an
amphitheatre^ are visible about 3 m. N. Prevesa.

Nicosia, a city of Sicily, prov. Catania, 14 m.
N.E. Castrogiovanni. P. (1862) 14,731. It has a
royal college, churches, convents, a few manu-
factures, and trade in the cattle and com of the

fertile surrounding district—II. the cap. city of

Cyprus. [Lefkosia.]
NicoTERA, a town of South Italy, prov. Ca-

tanzaro, cap. circ, near the Gulf of Gioja, 13 m.
S.W. Tropea. P. (1862) 6025. It was partially

destroyed by the earthquake of 1783.

NicoTA, a peninsula, bay, river, and two towns
of Central America, state Costa Eica ; the
peninsula in lat. 9° 40' N., Ion. 85° W., bounding
W.ward the bay which receives the river; and
the two towns respectively, 76 m. W.N.W., and
96 m. W. Cartago, the latter on the peninsula,
with 3000 inhabitants.

NiDAU, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 16 m.
N.W. Bern, on the Lake of Bienne. P. 852.

NiDD, a pa. of England, co. York, W. Biding,
4 m. W.N.W. Knaresborough. Ac. 1016. P. 141.

NiDDA, a river of Central Germany, Hessen
and Nassau territories, after a S.W. course of 50
m., joins the Maine at Hochst, 6 m. W. Frankfurt

NiDD.v, a town of H.-Darmstadt, prov. Obpr»
Hessen, on the Nidda, 19 m. S.E. Giessen. P. 1850.
NiDiGULL, a town of British India, Deccan,

dom. Mysore, 40 m. E. Chittledroog. It is de-
fended by a fort.

NiDOKi, a market town of Eussian Poland,
gov. and 49 m. W.N.W. Vilna. P. 1600.

NIE3I.A, Ilipa, a decayed town of Spain, prov.
and 18 m. N.E. Huelva, on the Tinto. P. 983.
It has a ruined castle, and is cap. of a co,
formerly a principality. Near it are copper
mines.
NiED, a river. Prance and Ehenish Prussia,

formed in dep. Moselle by the union of 2 branches,
12 m. E.N.E. Metz, flows N.N.E., and joins the
Sarre, 6 m. N.W. Sarrelouis. Length 45 m.
NiEDERBiPP, a town of Switzerland, cant

Bern, dist Wangen. P. 2314.
NiEDERBRONx, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Bas-Ehin, 26 m. N.W. Strasburg.
P. 3203. It is pleasantly situated in a valley of

the Vosges mountains, and has well-frequented
mineral springs. It has also establishments for

preparing steel and bar-iron, heavy articles of

machinery, and large pieces of artillery.

NiederbCrejj, a town of Switzerland, cant.

St GaU, dist Wyl. P. 1252.

Niederhasli, a vill. of Switzerland, cant
Zurich, dist. Eegensberg. P. 988.

Niederhelfexschwyl, a town of Switzerland,

cant St Gall, dist Wyl. P. 1358.

Niederingelheiji, a market town of Hessen-
Darmstadt 9 m. W.S.W. Mayence. P. 2100.

NiEDEBXAHNSTEiN, a market town of Prussia,

Nassau, 33 m. N.W. Wiesbaden, on the Labn,
near its mouth in the Ehine. P. 2704.

Niel)EI4STE1TEN, a town of Wiirtembei^, circ

Jaxt, 9 m. S.E. Mergeutheim. P. 1600.

Niederurnen, a town of Switzerland, cant
Bern, dist. Giaris. It is situated at the foot of

the Eothenberg. P. 1707.

NiEUERWYL, a town of Switzerland, cant
Aargau, dist Baden. P. 2477.

NiEDORP, two contiguous viUs. of the Nether-

lands, 9 m. N.E. Alkmaar. United pop. 1446.

NiEFERN and Nieheim, two small towns of

Germany.—I. Baden, circ. Middle Ehine, on the

Enz, 19 m. E.S.E. Carlsruhe. P. 1300.—II.

Prussian Westphalia, gov. Minden, 18 m. E.N.E.

Paderbom. P. 1691.

NiEJLN or NiESHiN, a town, Eussia. [Nejin.]

NiEHL, a vill. of Ehenish Prussia, gov. Cologne,

6 m. W.N.W. Cleves. P. 970.

NiEMECZYN or Niementchin, a market town of

Eussia, gov. and 15 m. N.N.E. Vilna. P. 1800.

NiEMEGK, a town of Prussia, prov, Branden-

burg, gov. and 27 m. S.S.W. Potsdam. P. 2430.

NiEMEN or Memel, a river of Eussian Poland,

rises in the gov. Minsk, flows N.W. throughthe
gov. Groduo, separates Augustowo from Vilna

and Kovno ; and through E. Prussia, and under

the name of the Memel, enters the Curische-

Haff by the Euss and Gile mouths, 30 m. N.W.
Tilsit, after a total course estimated at 450 m.

Principal affls., the Vilia and Szeschuppe. It n
always navigable, and is the main channel for

the trade of Lithuania and Volhynia. Near

Grodno a canal connects it with the Bober ani:

Vistula ; and near Tilsit Napoleon i. and Alex-

ander of Eussia held a memorable interview on

its waters in June 1807.

NiEMES, a town of Bohemia, circ. Bunzlau, 1:

m. N.N.W. Jung-Bunzlau. P. 4100, who mami;
woollen, cotton, and linen stuffs, and paper.

NiEMiRov, a market town of Austrian Poland

Galicia, circ. and 25 m. W. Zolkiev. P. 1900.
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NiEMOKSTZT, a market to^vn of Russia, gov.

Vilna, 15 m. W.N.W. Rosienna. P. 1700.

NiEMTSCHiTZ, a market town of Austria, Mora-
via, circ. Prerau, 11 ra. N.E. Wischau. P. 1058.

NiENBUEG, several towns, etc., of Germany.

—

I. (Kloster Nienburg\ duchy Anhalt-Kotlien, cap.

(list., on the Saale, here joined bv the Bode, 10

m. N.W. K6then. P. 1990.—II. Prussia, landr.

and 30 m. E.W. Hanover, cap. co. Hoya, on the

Weser, and on the Hanover and Bremen Railway.

P, (1864) 6331. It has manufs. of linen and vine-

gar, some trade in timber, and a transit trade by
the river.—III. Prussian Westphalia, gov. and
26 m. N.W. Mtinster. P. 1 000.

NiEPPE, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Nord, 13 m, E. Hazebvouck. P. 4060, chiefly

employed in potash and vinegar works.
NiERS or Neers, a river of Rhenish Prussia

and the Netherlands, after a N.W. course of 60

m. joins the Maese, 2 m. W. Gennep.
Nierstein, a market town of Hessen-Dann-

stadt, prov. Rhenish Hessen, on the Rhine, 9 m.
S.8.E. Mayence. P. 2600. A celebrated Rhenish
wine is made near the town.

NiESCiiiN, a town of Russia. [Nejix.]

Nieskt, a vill. and Moravian colony of Prus-
eiau Silesia, gov. Liegnitz, 11 m. N.N.W. Gorlitz,

with a theological seminary, a museum, and
manufs. of cotton stuffs. P. 640.

NiESUCHATscHi, a market town of Russia, gov.

Volhynia, 10 m. N.N.E Kowel. P. 1500.

NiEUiL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Cha-
rente, arr. Gonfolens, cant. St Claud. P. 1389.

NiEUWE-DiEP, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

N. Holland, with a spacious harbour, at the N.
entrance of the North Holland Canal. P. 3000.

NiEUWKERK, a town, Netherlands. [Nykerk."]
NiEUWPooRT, a small fortified town of the Ne-

therlands, on the Lech, 16 m. E. Rotterdam. P. 520.

NiEUWPORT, a fortified town of Belgium, prov.

W. Flanders, cap. cant., on the Yperlee, near its

mouth in the North Sea, on which it has a small

port, 10 m. S.W. Ostend. P. 3393, engaged in

ship-building, rope-making, and fishing. A
navigable canal connects it with Ostend and
Bruges. It has been often besieged, and repeat-
edly taken by the English and French.
NiEUWVELD, a mountain range of S. Africa,

Cape Colony, dist. Beaufort, between lat. 32° and
33° S., and upwards of 7000 feet above the sea.

The Gariep or Orange river rises on its N. sloj)e.

NiftvEE:, a small river of'' France, dep. Nievre,
to which it gives its name, joins the Loire on rt.

at Nevers. Course S.ward. Length 25 miles.

NifevRH:, a dep. of France, in the centre, formed
of the old prov. Nivernais, and part of Orleanais,
between the deps. C6te-d'0r, and Saone-et-Loire,
Allier, Cher, Loiret. and Yonne. Area 2632 sq.

m. P. (1861) 332,814. Surface mountainous and
infertile in the E., but there are rich plains in
the_W. It is watered by the Loire, and its affl. the
Allier, which separates it from the deps. Cher and
Allier. The Yonne rises in the dep., and the
canal of Nivernais connects it with the Loire.
Minerals comprise iron and coal. It has several
mineral springs. A third part of its surface is

covered with wood, which partly supplies Paris
with fuel. Corn is raised sufficient for consumpt

;

the wine is of good quality. Fruits and hemp
are cultivated. Cattle and sheep are exten-
sively reared; lead, copper, and silver are found.
Chief industry in iron and steel works. Linen,
'porcelain, and jewellery are manufactured. The
jdep. is dividecl into the arrs. Chateau-Chinon,
iOlamecy, Cosne, and Nevers, its principal towns.

NiGDEii, Cadyna, a town of Asia Minor, pasb.

Karamania, cap. sanj., on a height, 47 m. N.E.
Eregli. P. 6000. It is the residence of a pasha,
and has 3 fortresses and a Turkish college.

The plain of Nigdeh extends S.W. from it for

about 60 miles.

Niger, the classical name of the great arteiy

of tropical Africa, N. of the equator, called also

the Joliba, Kwara, or Quorra ; one branch of it

rises in the Kong Mountains, near lat. 8° N.,

Ion. 7° W., 1600 feet above the level of the sea,

but the true source of the Niger is not j'et ascer-

tained. It flows N.W. through Soudan to

Kabara, the port of Timbuctoo, for 800 m.,

watering the kingdoms of Bambarra and
Masina, expanding in the latter in L. Debu, and
passes the towns of Sego, Jenne, and Yowaru,
then flowing E. for 150 m., it suddenly turns
S.S.E., traverses the kingdoms of Songhay and
Gando, passing the towns Gogo, Say, Bussa,
Egga, Iddah, and Abo, and enters the Gulf of

Guinea by a delta of 240 m. of coast, between lat.

4° and 6° N., Ion. 5° and 7° 30' E. Principal
mouths, the New Calabar, Bonny, Nun, Forcados,
and Benin rivers. Chief tributaries on the E.
the Sokoto, Kaduna, and Binue (not Chadda), the
W. branch is the Kwaraba. The scenery near
the delta of the Niger is of the wildest forest

character. The only channel yet explored by
Europeans is that of the Nun. Nearly the entire

course (3500 m.) has been traced by Park and
Lander; and 100 m. from its supposed source it

has been found navigable for large canoes. In its

lower part, the river is in some places impeded
by shoals, though varying from 1 to 6 m. in width,
and often deep enough for moderate-sized vessels.

The greatest obstacle to the navigation of the

river is the extreme insalubrity of the climate.

The expedition under Captain Allen, in 1841,
consisted of three steamers, fitted out by tho
British Government at an expense of 65,000/.

In 1852, Baikie proved the identification of the

Niger with the Joliba.

NiGG, two maritime pas. of Scotland.—I. co.

Kincardine, opposite Aberdeen. Ac. 3376. P.

2074 II. CO. Ross and Cromarty, occupying a
peninsula between the Firths of Moray and
Cromarty, 2{ m. N. Cromarty. Area 14 sq. m. P.

1253. On the coast are traces of a fort of the 12th
century, and some obelisks with hieroglyphics.

NiGRiTiA, a region of Africa. [Soudan.]
NiGUA, a marit. town of the island Hayti, on its

S. coast, 10 m. S.W. San Domingo, and near the
mouth of the River Nigua, in tho Caribbean Sea.

NiGUARDA, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Milan. P. 2157.

NijAR-Y-HuEBRO, a town of Spain, prov. and
13 m, E.N.E. Almeria. P. 5820.

NijNii or NiJNEi (i.e.. Lower),—for places with
this prefixed name, not under mentioned, see
NiSHNII.

NijNii-Novgorod (vulg. Nijegorod), a gov. of

Central Russia, between lat. 64° 26' and 67° 6'

N., Ion. 41° 40' and 46° 38' E., having E. the gov.
Kasan, S. Tambov, Simbirsk, and Penza, W.
Vladimir, and N. Kostroma. Area 19,632 sq. m.
P. (1858) 1,269,606. Surface mostly level, soil

fertile. Principal rivers, the Volga, with its affls.

the Oka, Betlouga, and Plana. Forests are ex-
tensive; the produce of com exceeds the con-
sumpt, hemp and flax are cultivated in large
quantities, and many cattle and horses are reared.
It has manufs. of coarse linens and canvas, iron
works, distilleries, tanneries, soap and glass
works. Principal exports are corn and flour,

cattle, horses, leather, tallow, linen, canva.s,

cordage, iron, timber, potash, and glass. The
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gov. is subdivided into 11 circs. Principal towns,
Jfiinii-Novgorod, Balachna, and Arsamas.

NiJNii Novgorod, Nijegorod or Nijnii, a
town of Russia, cap. gov. same name, near the

angle formed by the confl. of the Oka with the
Volga, 265 m. E.N.E. Moscow. Lat. 56° 19' 43'

N. ; Ion. 44° 0' 58" E. P. (1863) 41,534, but at the
time of its great fair 200,000 persons are here col-

lected from all parts of Europe & Asia. It consists

of an upper & a lower town ; the former or citadel,

on a height S. the Volga, has two cathedrals,

churches, government offices, convents, schools,

and an obelisk 76 feet in height. The lower town,
along the Volga, is built of wood, & communicates
by a bridge of boats across the Oka, where are vast
iron and stone built bazaars, divided into sections

for separate goods, and surrounded by the rivers
and a canal. Here is held a large fair for eight
weeks, from the 1st of July, annually. Nijni-
Novgorod has ecclesiastical & military academies,
and manufs. of linens & leather. Steamers ply on
the Volga to Astrakhan, & on the Kama to Perm.
On 16th June 1864, the quarter prepared for the
fair was destroyed by fire.

NiJNT TAOitfiK, a town of Eussia, in the Ural
mountains, gov. and 135 m. E. Perm. P. 27,000.
Chief Zavod of the Demidoff family. It has cop-
per mines producing malachite, an observatory,
schools, forges, and manufactures of machinery.
NiJVERDAL, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

and 10 m. from Almelo, on the Eegge. It has
large steam bleaching mills, recently commenced,
conducted by English workmen, and a weaving
factory with 600 power-looms.
NiKiSH or NiKSiKi, a vill. of Mont«negro, cap.

dist of same name, 34 m. N.E. Cattaro, on the
boundary line between Montenegro and Herze-
govina. Pop. of dist. 6000.

NiKiTA, a vill. of S. Russia, gov. Taurida, 26
ra. S. Simferopol. It has a fine imperial garden,
in which exotics are raised.

—

Nihitinskaia is a
market town, gov. and 40 m. E.N.E. Orenburg.
NiKiTOVKA, two market towns of European

Russia.—I. gov. and 34 m. W.N.W. Kharkov. P.
1600.—II. gov. Voroniej, 30 m. E.N.E. Valyki.
Niklas(St), a town, Hungary. ptIiKLos (St).]
NiKOLAEVSK, a seaport town of Maritime Re-

gion, Asiatic Russia, on 1. b. of the Amur, 25 m.
from its mouth in the Pacific. Lat. 50° 20' N.

;

Ion. 131° E. P. (1861) 4000. The river is frozen
here from November to June. A telegraph line
to Castries Bay was opened in 1864.
NiKOLAiEv, a fortified town of Russia, gov. and

39 m. N.N.W. Kherson, at the confl. of the Ingul
and the Bug, 20 m. above the mouth of the latter,

in the estuary of the Dnieper. Lat. of observa-
tory 46° 58' 21' N. ; Ion. 31° 59' 0" E. P. (1858)
33,504. It was founded in 1790, enclosed by walls,
well built, and is the chief naval station of Russia
in the Black Sea since the fall of Sevastopol.
NiKOLAiKEN, a town of E. Prussia, gov. Gum-

binnen, on the Lake Spirding, 12 m. E.S.E. Sens-
burg. P. 1980.

NiKOLSBURG or MiKULOW, a town of Austria,
Moravia, circ. and 28 m. S. Brttnn. P. (1857^ 8056.
It has a castle, with valuable library & collection
of natural history, a college, a philosophical insti-

tute, & manuf8. of woollens. A treaty of peace be-
tween Prussia & Austria was signed here in 1866.
NiKOLSK, a town of Russia, gov. and 194 m.

E. Vologda, cap. circ, on the Jug. P. 1653.
Nikopol, a town of Russia, gov. and 67 m.

S.S.W. Ekaterinoslav, on the Dnieper. P. 6946.
NiKOPOLi, a town of Turkey. [Nicopolis.]
NiKSAR, Neo-Cassareeu, a town of Asia Minor,

pash. Sivas, 30 ra. N.E. Tokat. It is surrounded

by orchards, and has 600 Turkish, 120 Armenian,
and 60 Greek houses, and a citadel.

Nile, Nilus, " the river of Egypt," the Hapee-
mtt (" abyss of waters") of the ancient Egyptians,
is in some respects the most remarkable river of

the world. It is the only African river that dis-

charges its waters into the Mediterranean. The
source of the Nile has been a mystery from the

earliest times, and many expeditions have been
sent to solve the problem, in vain. From the
recent discoveries of Captain Speke we are now
enabled to trace it from the south of the equator,

where it has been found issuing, a broad clear

stream, through Napoleon Channel from Victoria

Nyanza, a vast lake about 230 m. in length, and
as much in breadth, 3740 ft. above the sea. By the
" Ripon Falls" the river tumbles out of the lake

over a rocky barrier 12 ft. high and 500 ft. broad,

and thence flows slowly N.N.W. through the

countries of Uganda, Usoga, and Kidi, to lat 3° 46'

N., where it is joined by the Assua, which pro-
bably issues from the N.E. end of the Nyanza.
One hundred miles further N., at Gondokoro, lat
4'^ 56' N., Ion. 31° 47' E., it is 1900 feet above the

sea ; thence it flows, with many windings, N.W.
to Ion. 28° 50', its extreme "W. point. In lat 9°

N., Ion. 30° E., it is joined by the Bahr-el-Ghazal,
a sluggish stream from the W., when it turns

abruptly E., and is augmented by the Giraffe or

Sobat from the S.E. ; its course is now nearly N.
to Khartum, lat. 15° 37' N., Ion. 32° 32' E., 1188

feet above the sea, where it is joined by the

Bahr-el-Azrek or Blue river, from Lake Dem-
bea, on the E. It now turns S.E. to lat 17° 35',

where, at El Damer, it receives the Atbara, its

last tributary, from the E., 1740 m. from its

mouth, where it is 1088 feet above the sea. At
Berber, lat. 18° S., the river passes the northern

limit of tropical rains, and flowsN.W. to lat 19° 30';

then, by the " Great Bend," S.W. back to lat 18°,

where it sweeps round, and flows, with a gener-

ally N. course, in solitary grandeur, without an
affluent, to the Delta. From the junction of its

head streams to the Delta, its basin is formed by
two parallel chains of mountains, which in some
places close upon it and form rapids, and in others

open up and leave fine plains between them and
the river. Its banks are generally elevated in

Isubia; they are less so in Middle Egypt, and
absolutely flat in the Delta. The Delta of the

Nile commences 90 m. from the sea, where its

waters spread out into numerous streams in the

form of a triangle, extending at its base on the

Mediterranean over a space of 180 m. ; the two
principal mouths are the W. or Rosetta branch,

and the E. or Damietta branch. The others are

the Bourlos and Dibe mouths. The great phe-

nomenon of the Nile is its annual inundation,

dependent on the rainfall from clouds caused by
the S.E. trade wind of the Indian Ocean, and the

melting of snow in the mountains near the equa-

tor. Year after year, for at least 4000 years, it

has continued to rise within a few inches of the

same height, and a few hours of the same time,

to water a country nearly 2000 m. in length. In

April the rise begins in the upper basin, but the

flood is not perceptible at Cairo till near the sum-

mer solstice. It continues to rise for 90 or 100

days, remaining in flood till the middle of October,

when it again subsides. The alluvium with whicii

the Nile is always charged, especially during the

inundation, is chiefly due to the Blue river (Bahr-

el-Azrek), which brings down the decayed v^e-
table matter from Abyssinia, that makes the Nile

the great fertilizer of Egypt The Nile is navi-

gated by steamers in the Delta, and by barges as
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far as the second cataract ; and the navigation is

remarkably assisted by the wind, which blows

from the N. during 9 mouths in the year. The
water of the river is peculiarly soft and sweet

;

it abounds in fish, and its banks are covered with

birds, among which are vultures, geese, quails,

pelicans, cormorants, and the sacred ibis. The
length of the Nile, in miles, measured along its

windings from the Damietta mouth, is to Cairo

164, Siout430, Keneh 581, Assouan 774, first cata-

ract 779, Derr 933, second cataract 1029, third

cataract 1250, foui-th cataract 1484, fifth cataract

1679, Atbara river 1739, sixth cataract 1888, Khar-
tum 1948, Kak 2428, Bahr-el-Ghazal 2658, Gondo-
koro 3258, cataract of Mem 3361, Karuma Falls

3576, Eipon Falls 3766 m. ; or from the assumed
source of the Kitangule, the principal feeder of the

Nyanza on the W., 4100 m. It is thus 290 m.
sliorter than the Mississippi-Missouri, measured
along its course, but in direct distance about 34°

of lat., or 2350 m., it exceeds the great American
river by 680 m. The general fall of the river

through Egypt is about five inches to a mile,

which gives about 350 feet from Assouan to

Rosetta,

NiLES, two townships of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Michigan, on the St Joseph, 160 m. W.S.W.
Detroit—II. New York, 10 m. S.E. Auburn.
NiMBERA, a town of India, in Kajpootana, lat.

24° 36' N., Ion. 74° 43' E. It is enclosed with
walls and towers, has a mosque and temples, and
is the chief place of a pergunnah, containing 275
villages, with an area of 172 sq. m., yielding an
annual revenue of 14,000^. The dist. is farmed
and governed by the British.

i
NiMBURG (Boh. Wiczemilowy, a town of Bohe-

fraia, circ. Bunzlau, on an island formed by the
(Elbe, 16 m. S.S.E. Jung-Bunzlau. P. 2506.

i NiMEGUEN or Nymeoen, Noviomagus, a fortified

j
town of the Netherlands, prov. Gelderland, cap.

i

dist., on 1. b. of the Waal, on rail., 9^ m. S. Arn-
ihem. P. (18G5) 22,508. It has Roman and Gar-
jlovingian defensive works, a town-house, and
churches; is the seat of a commercial tribunal
and an agricultural institute, and has an extensive
manuf. of pale ale, with others of Prussian blue
and leather. It was formerly a free imperial
town, and is celebrated for the treaty of 1678.
It was taken by the French in 1794.

NiMES (formerly Nismes), Nemaustis, a comm.
and town of France, cap. dep. Gard, on the rail-

way from Beaucaire to Cette, and at the head of
a branch line to Alais, 30 m. N.E. Montpellier.
P. (1861) 57,129. It has a Gothic cathedral, 15
other churches, and an old citadel. Its Eoman
remains comprise an amphitheatre, a Corinthian
temple called the Maison-Caree, which is restored,
and serves for a museum of antiquities, the ruins
if a bath called the Temple of Diana ; 10 m.
N.E. are the remains of the aqueduct called the
Pont-du-Gard. It has a chamber of commerce, a
aniversity academy for the deps. Gard, Ardeche,
Lozere, and Vaucluse ; a bishop's palace, theatre,
palace of justice, hospitals, national college,
seminary, normal school, and library of 50,000
fols. Manufs. of silk, cotton, and woollen goods,
Donnets, gloves, and shawls, and a trade in gi-ain
ind medicinal plants. Nimes was subjugated by
;he Romans 120 years B.C., and ravaged by the
Franks, Vandals, and Normans. In the 14th
Jentury it was ruined by civil and religious wars,
[n the 16th century it again suffered on account
'>f its inhabitants having embraced Protestantism.
n 1815, on the restoration of the Bourbons, it

I vas the scene of a disgraceful persecution of the
"rotestants. It is the birthplace of Nicot, who

introduced the use of tobacco (tobacum Nicotiana)
into France.
NiMFi, a town of Asia Minor, pash. Anatolia,

about 23 m. E.N.E. Smyrna. Near it a monu-
ment has recently been discovered, consisting of

a gigantic human figure, sculptured in bas-relief

on the face of a rock.

NiMiSHiLLEN, a township of the U. S., North
America, Ohio, on Nimishillen Creek, co. Stark.

NiMPTSCH, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
29 m. S.W. Breslau, cap. circ, on the Lohe. P.
2114. It is enclosed by walls.

Nine Mile Prairie, a township of the U. S
,

North America, Missouri, co. Callaway.
Nineveh, a famous city of antiquity, cap. of

the ancient kingdom of Assyria, the ruins of

which occupy an extensive space around the vUl.

Nunia, on the E. bank of the Tigris, opposite

Mosul, Asia Minor, 275 m. N.N.W. the ruins of

Babylon. At Nimroud, numerous remains of

antiquity have beer discovered by Layard, Botta,

and others. The city was overthrown, and its

empire merged in that of Babylon, in 625 B.C.

Ninkield, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3J m.
S.W. Battle. Ac. 2554. P. 587.

NiNGHiA and Ning-Koue, two cities of China,
cap. deps.—I. prov. Kan-su, near the Great Wall,
210 m. N.N.E. Lan-Tchou.—II. prov. Ngan-
hoei, on an affluent of the Yang-tze-kiang, 75 m.
S. Nanking, with manufactures of paper.

NiNGO, a decayed Danish settlement on the
Guinea coast, 38 m. E.N.E. Accra, adjacent to

which latter is the village Little Ningo.
NiNG-PO, a city of China, prov. Che-kiang,

and one of the treaty ports recently opened to

foreign trade, on the TaJtia or Ning-po river, the
mouth of which is directly opposite Chusan, 95
m. E.S.E. Hang-chow-foo, on a tongue of land
at the influx of an affl. into the river, here crossed

by a bridge of boats. Lat. 29° 51' N. ; Ion. 121°

32' E. P. estimated at between 200,000 and
300,000. The city, surrounded by a tine plain

covered with villages and water-courses, is 6

m. in circumference, enclosed by walls 25 feet

in height, and entered by 6 gates. It hs^s well

supplied shops, a temple of large size, hexagonal
tower, 150 ft. high ; a missionary hospital, opened
in 1843 ; an active trade in junk-building, and a
manuf. of silks for export to Japan. It has been
reported that about 670 junks come to it annuallj'

from Shan-tung and Leao-tong, with oil, pro-

visions, fruits, cordage, horns, drugs, rice, and
silk ; 560 from Fokien and Hai-nan, with sugar,

alum, pepper, black tea, indigo, salt, rice, and
dye-woods; from Canton and the Straits some
vessels ; and from the interior about 4000 small

craft yearly. Besides the native traffic there is

a large foreign trade carried on in upwards of

1000 ships annually, in the aggregate 130,000

tons, exporting 13,000,000 lbs. of tea, 20,000 bales

of silk, & other commodities valued at 3,500,000/.,

and general imports at 2,000,000/., exclusive of

specie. It exports wood and charcoal to Shang-
hai. On the opposite side of the river is a foreign

settlement, where the British consul resides, and
from 30 to 40 foreigners carry on trade. Here is

a custom-house under foreign management, with
an annual revenue of 230,000/. It was taken by
the British, without resistance, in 1841, when a
ponderous beU, now in the British Museum, was
captured. In Dec 1861 it was captured by the
Taiping rebels, and held until May 1862, when
it was re-captured by a British naval force, aided
by a body of disciplined Chinese.
NiNGUTA, a considerable town of Manchuria,

on an affl. of the Sungari, 145 m. N.E. Kirin-ula,
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and stated to have been the original seat of the
reigning dynasty of China.
NiNiANS (St), (vulg. St Ringans), a pa. of Scot-

land, co. & 2 m. S. Stirling. Ac. 38,541. P. (1861)
8946. It contains the viUs. St Ninians and Ban-
nockburn, at which tartans, woollen stuffs, leather,

and nails are manufactured, and it has several

productive coal mines. In this pa. three me-
morable battles were fought : 1st, on 13th Sept.

1297, between the troops of Wallace and the
English, who were totally routed ; 2d, the famous
battle of Bannockbam ; and 3d, a battle on June
11, 1488, in which James m. of Scotland was
defeated and killed by his insurgent nobles.

NiNOVE, a town of Belgium, prov. E. Flanders,
cap. cant., on the Dender, 20 m. S.E. Ghent. P.

4500. It has breweries and manufs. of linen.

Nio, los, an island of the Grecian Archipelago,
gov. and 17 m. S.W. Naxos. Area 20 sq. m. P.
3700. Length 11 m., breadth 5 m. Surface
mountainous and rugged. Cotton, oil, wine, and
honey are produced. On the W. side of the isl.

is the town Nio, with the best harbour in the
Archipelago, and some remains of the ancient los.

Niojjs, a town of France. [Ntoxs.]
NiORT, a comm. and town of France, cap. dep.

Deux-S^vres, on the Sevre Niortaise, 34 m.
E.N.E. La Rochelle. P. 20,831. It lias a castle,

a Gothic church built by the English ; a market
hall, two hospitals, barracks, a theatre, public
library, public baths, a communal college, athe-
nseum, and botanic garden, with manufactures of

woollen stuffs, gloves, shoes, leather, and confec-
tionary ; it is an entrep6t for the wines of the
Gironde, timber, wool, hides, and cattle.

NiORT, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

Mayenne, arr. Mayenne, cant. Lassay. P. 1645.

NiPHOX or NiPON, Hie principal island of Japan,
lat of S. part, 33° 26' N., Ion. 135° 36' E., sepa-
rated N. by the Strait of Matsmai from the island

Jesso,S. by narrow straits from the islands Eiusiu
and Sikokf, and S.W. from Corea by the Strait

of Corea, 120 m. across. Shape irregular ; length
about 850 m., breadth varies to 200 m. Pop. un-
certain. Shores steep, and greatly indented by
inlets. A mountain chain traverses the island
lengthways ; its principal peak, Fusiyama, is

14,177 feet, and snowclad for most of the year. It

is the crater of a volcano 1100 yards long. There
are passes in the mountain 7000 feet, with dense
forests of trees and shrubs ; its slopes are culti-

vated with care. Niphon contains the principal

river of Japan, the sacred lake Fakonea, and
several volcanoes. Products comprise wheat,
barley, buckwheat, almonds, figs, pepper, ginger,

tobacco, cotton, and camphor, with pearls, am-
bergris, an excellent breed of horses, gold, silver,

copper, coal, naphtha, and porcelain clays. It is

subdivided into 53 provs. ; in it are Teddo and
Miako, the two caps, of Japan, and the seaport
towns Osaki, Fitats, and Foyania.
NipissDiG (Lake), Canada West, is near the

N.E. side of Lake Huron, nearly midway be-
tween it and the Ottawa river. Shape irregular;

shores bold. Length 50 m., greatest breadth 14
m. It contains many islands, and discharges it-

self into Georgian Bay (Lake Huron) by French
River, the navigation of which is impeded by
numerous rapids ; but E.ward it is separated by
only a short portage from Turtle Lake and Little
River, a tributary of the navigable Ottawa.
NiRGUA, a town of South America, Venezuela,

prov. Carabobo, 50 m. W.S.W. Valencia.
NiscEMi, a vill. of the isl. SicUy, prov. Caltani-

BCtta, circ. Terranova, cap. circ. P. 9325.
IS'isHAPUR, a city of Persia, prov. Khorasan,

and in one of its finest valleys, 50 m. W.S.W.
Meshid- P. estimated at 8000. It is enclosed by
a rampart and trench, about 2 m. in circuit. It
is partly in ruins, but has a special trade in tur-
quoises, raised from mines about 40 m. W.N.W.
Iron and salt are also products of its district.

Nishnii-Devitzk, a town of Russia, gov. and
34 m. W.S.W. Voroniej, cap. circ. P. 1900.
NiSHNii-LoMOV, a town of Russia, gov. and 63

m. N.W.Penza. P. ri863") 9630. It has an anmua
fair in July, for leather, furs, wax, and dmgs. '

NlSHNlI-NoVQOROD. [NUNU-NoVGOROD.J
Nisi, a river of Sicily, prov. Messina, enters

the Mediterranean near Ali, after an E. course of

10 m. ; on its banks are the vUl. Fiume di Nisi,

and some productive, though now unwroug.ht,
mines of copper, lead, alum, and silver.—II. a
vilL of Greece, Morea, gov. Messenia, 7 m. W.
Calamata, in an unhealthy neighbourhood.
NisiB or NiZEEB, a vill. of N. Syria, pash. and

63 m. N.E. Aleppo,W. the Euphrates, and where
Ibraham Pasha defeated a Turkish force in 1839.

NisiBiN or NiziBiN, a town or vill. of Asiatic
Turkey, pash. and 90 m. S.E. Diarbekir. It has
an ancient triumphal arch and other antiquities.

NifliTA, Netk, an island of S. Italy, 3 m. S.E.
PozzuoU, in the Gulf of Naples. Marcus Brutus
had a viUa on the island, which is now occupied
by a quarantine establishment, and a prison for

criminals. Its mole is united to that of Pozzuoli
by a causeway 1290 feet in length. P. 1760.

NisMES, a city of S. France. [NImes.]
Niss.\, Naisxtis, a fortified city of Bulgaria,

Turkey, cap. prov., on the Nissava, an afii. of

the E. Moravia, 130 m. S.E. Belgrade, with
celebrated warm baths. P. 10,000.?

NissA (Nisch), a province of the empire of

Turkey, Bulgaria. Area 10,397 sq. m.
Nissan, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

H^rault, arr. B^ziers, cant. Capestang. P. 1862.

Nissava, a river of Bulgaria, Turkey, prov.

Nissa, after a W. course of 80 m., joins the

Morava 8 m. W. Mssa.
NissLM-FiOKD, an inlet. Denmark, on W. coast

of Jutland, amt and 13 m. N. Rinkioping. Extent
13 m. by 4 m. Village of Sondfr Xissum on S. side.

NiSTOS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep^

Hautes-Pyr^ndes, arr. Bagn^res-en-Bigorre, cant.

Nestier. P. 1863.

NiTH, a river of Scotland, rises in co. Ayr,

flows through dist. of Nithsdale, in co. of Dum-
fries, and after a S.E. course of about 60 m. past

New Cumnock, Kirkconnel, Sanquhar, Thorn-
hill, and Dumfries, falls into Solway Firth, 11 ni.

S. Dumfries, by an estuary 5 m. in width. Prin-

cipal affluents, the Skarr and Cairn from the W.
NiTHEROT (formerly Praia-Grande), a city of

Brazil, prov. Rio de Janeiro, on the K side of the

bay, and 6 m. N.E. the city of Rio.

Niti-Ghaut, a pass across the Himaldya, be-

tween Tibet and the Britinh dist Kumaon, and

in one part 16,814 feet in elevation above the sea.

The village Niti is 13 m. S. of the pass, in lat. 80^

47' N., Ion. 79° 56' K
NrroN, a pa. of the Isle of Wight, at its S. ex-

tremity, 8 m. S. Newport Ac 1397. P. 700.

NiTSHiLL, a vill. of Scotland, co. Renfrew, S

m. S.E. Paisley. P. 1029. In 1851, 50 lives wen»

lost in a colliery here by fire-damp.

NiVE, a river of S. France, dep. B.-Pyx^n^s,

rises in the Pyr^n^s, 10 m. S. St Jean-Pied-du-

Port ; after a N.N.W. course of 45 m. past St Jean

and Ustaritz, joins the Adour close to Bayonne.'

NrvELLE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, 25 m. E.N.E. Valenciennes. P. 1200.

Nn'ELLE, a river rising in Spain, prov. Na-
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varm, near the abbey of Urdache, and flowing

JN.W. 20 m. through dep. B.-Pyrdndes into the

;Bay of Biscay at St Jean-de-Luz, near which the

j British army, under Wellington, crossed the

'Kivelle, after carrying the French posts, 1813.
,' NiVELLES (Flem. Nyvely, a town of Belgium,

;prov. S. Brabant, cap. am, 17 m. S. Brussels. F.

S830. It has a church, manufs. of woollens,

•(i;irse lace, cotton, and linen cloths.

NivERNAis, an old prov. of France, near its

centre, now composing the dep. Ni6vre, and part

->i Cher. The canal of Nivemais, 45 m. in length,

onnects the Loire with the Yonne and the Seine.

NiviLLAC, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, 27 m. S.E. Vannes. P. 2908.

NiXDORF (Gross), a vill. of Austria, Bohemia,
;irc. and 33 m. N.N.E. Leitmeritz. P. 5090.

Manufs. woollen and linen ; mineral baths.

NizA, a town of Portugal, prov. Alemtejo,

;omarca and 21 m. N.W. Portalegre, near the

Tagus. P. 2250.

NizA or NiTZA, a vill. of European Turkey,
Albania, on the Bay of Delvino, opposite Corfu.

NizAMPATAM, a maritime town of Brit. India,

Dresid. Madras, dist. and 31 m. S.S.E. Guntoor,
,vilh an active coasting trade. It is the chief

)lace of a subdivision of the same name, with a
jop. of 24,646.

Nizam's Territory, a region of India, Hyder-
ibad, between lat. 15° 10'-21'' 42' N., Ion. 74° 40'-

M° 32' E. Is divided into 4 great provinces : 1.

Gllichpoor ; 2. Hyderabad ; 3. Aurungabad ; and
I. Bidar. These are again subdivided into 36 dis-

ricts. Area 93,337 sq. m. P. 10,666,080. The
'•emains of Hindoo industry, in the caves of Ellore,

ihow that a considerable population must have
;!xisted in these regions in very early times. In
,759, when the rupture between Nizam Ali and

I

he French was irreconcilable, Salabat Jang con-
iluded a treaty by which Masulipatam was ceded
[o the British. He also restored the office of

Diwau to Nizam Ali. This led to an immediate
var, in which the Nizam's forces were defeated
lear Dharur, and in consequence he was obliged

cede Ahmednuggur, the forts of Daulatabad,
icwnari, Asirgfirh, Visayapoor, and the province
if Aurungabad, with the exception of the city

.nd two pergunnahs. In 1761, Salabat Jang
vas imprisoned by Nizam Ali, and he, being re-

ognised as Nizam by the French treaty, became
( u object of jealousy to his brother, who caused
|iim to be murdered in September of that year.
n 1766, General CuUiaud, the first British envoy
hat ever visited Hyderabad, negotiated a treaty

y which Nizam Ali ceded to the British the N.
lircars. In the same year he recovered Daula-
abad. In 1790 he subsidized 2 battalions of

epoys, and 1 artillery corps of 6 guns, manned
>y Europeans, and then joined Lord Com-
irallis in the war with Tippoo. Sir John Ken-
laway, who was then appointed resident in 1788,
yas the first accredited English minister at this
ourt. In 1798, the French forces were dis-
•anded by the Bengal government, and in 1800
Nizam's forces were fixed at 8 battalions of se-
'oys and 2 regiments of cavalry, with the usual
omplement of guns ; a revenue for the support of
liese was given back to the Company of 874,000^.
fizam Ali died in 1803, succeeded by his son,
'lirza Sikandur Jah, who was not so well dis-
"osed to the English. He died in 1828, and was
ucceeded by his eldest son, Naziru'd-dualat, who
'ied in 1857. Few provinces of India are so de-
cient in aboriginal races as the Nizam's territory.

'urhanpoor, in Birar, is celebrated for its Natch
iris, who form the greater part of the female

population: their beauty is renowned through-
out India, and many of them have been raised to

sovereign dignity.

NiziER (St), several comms. «fe vills. of France.
—I. dep. Loire, arr. Eoanne, cant. Charlieu. P.
1384.—II. (rfe Fomasy, dep. Loire, 16 m. S. Mont-
brison. P. 1115.—III. (d'Azergues'), a market
town, dep. Bhone, cap. cant., 14 m. W.N.W.
Villefranche. P. 1660.—IV. (fe Bouchoux), dep.
Ain, 17 m. S.W. Bourg. P. 1679.

NizoN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Fini-
stfere, arr. Quimper, cant. Pont-Aven. P. 1399.

NizzA, a city of France. [Nice.]
NizzA-MoNFERRATO, a town of North Italy,

prov. and 17 m. S.W. Alessandria, on the Belbo,
cap. mand. P. 5331. It has silk-spinning, and
trade in wine, with springs of salt water.
Njurunda, a river of Sweden, ten Hemosand,

after an E. course of 170 m. enters the Gulf of

Bothnia, 8 m. S.E. Sundsvall. At its mouth are
the village and harbour of Njurunda.
NoAiLLAN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, arr. Bazas, cant. Villandraut. P. 2509.

NoAiLLES, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Oise, cap. cant., 9 m. S.E. Beauvais. P. 1251.

It has trade in wheat, wood, cattle, horses, etc.

NoALE, a market town of North Italy, Venetiii,

prov. and 14 m. N.E. Padua, cap. comm. P.

3300. It has ruins of a fine old castle.

NoBBER, a pa., Ireland, co. Meath, 12 m.N.N.W.
Navan. Ac. 9399. P. 1660; do. of vill. 203.

NoBEND-JAN, a ruined city of Persia, prov.

Khuzistan, N. of Kazeroon.
Noble, two cos. of U. S., North America.— I.

in N.E. of Indiana. Area 423 sq. ra. P. (1860)
14,915.-11. Ohio. P. 20,751.

Nobleborougk, a township of the U. S., North
America, Maine, 32 m. S.E. Augusta, at the head
of the Damariscotta. P. 1408.

NoBRA, a division of Ladakh, Central Asia,

mostly above 1 1,000 feet, but populous, well culti-

vated, and having a fort and vill. Deskit, the chief

place, in lat. 34° 38' N., Ion. 77° 37' E.
NocciANO, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Teramo,

circ. Penne. P. 1630.

Nocic, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Orne,
arr. Mortagne, cap. cant. P. 1603.

NocEKA, Nuceria Camellaria, a decayed town
of Central Italy, prov. and 21 m. E. Perugia.

P. 5430. It is the seat of a bishopric, founded in

402. Near it are some mineral baths.—II. a
town of South Italy, prov. Catanzaro, 11 m. N.W.
Nicastro. P. 2941.

NocERA DEI Pagani, NuceHa Alfatema, a

town of South Italy, prov. Salerno, on the Samo,
cap. circ, 8 m. N.W. Salerno. P. 6399. It has
a citadel, monasteries, hospital, cavalry ban-acks,

and manufs. of linen and woollen fabrics.

NocETO, a town of North Italy, prov. Parma,
circ. Borgo San Donnino. P. of comm. 5650.

Trade in cattle, fungi, and nuts, whence the

name of the town.
Noci, a town of South Italy, prov. and 29 m.

S.E. Bari. P. 7765. It has a large hospital, and
an active trade in wine, oil, silk, and corn.

NociGLiA, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Lecce,
circ. Gallipoli. P. 2800.

NocKAMixoN, a township of the U. S., North
America, PennBylvania, 40 m. N. Philadelphia,

Bucks CO. P. 2445.

NocKHOLT or Knockholt, a pa. of England, co.

Kent, 5 m. N.W. Seven Oaks. Ac. 1683. P. 617.

Nocton, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m. S.E
Lincoln. Ac. 6340. P. 637. A handsome me-
morial church to the late Earl Eipon, built in

1864.
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Nodaway, a co., U. S., N- America, MissoTirL

P. 6125 free, 127 slaves.

Nods, a vill. of .Switzerland, cant Berne,

dist NeuveviUe. P. 832.

Noel or Mont, an island off the S.W. coast

of Java.—II. an island, Pacific Ocean, S. of the
Sandwich group.
NooAisK or OBrrocHXEJ, a town of Bussia,

gov. Taurida, on the Sea of Azov, 65 m. S.S.E.

Orikhov. P. 3000, mostly Nogais Tartars.

NoGARO, a coram, and town of France, dep.

Gers, cap. cant., on the Midou, 32 m. W.N.W.
Auch. P. 2323.

NoGAT, the E. arm of the river Vistula, at its

delta, in W. Prussia, leaves the main stream 12

m. N. Marienwerder, and after a N.N.E. course of

33 m. enters the Frische-haff bj' several mouths.
NoGEXT, several comms. and towns of France.

—I. (le Bernard), dep. Sarthe, 9 m. S.E. Mamers.
P. 2114.—II. dep. Exire-et-Loire, cap. cant., 9 m.
S.E. Dreux, on 1. b. of the Eure. P. 1412.—III.
a town, dep. H. Mame, cap. cant, 11 m. N.
Langres. P. 2834. It is the centre of manu-
factures of cutlery.—IV. {rArtand), dep. Aisue,

arr. Chateau-Thierry, amt. Charly. P. 1353.

Manufactures buttons.—V. (te Rot), dep. Haute
Mame, arr. Chaumont, cap. cant P. 3443.

Manufs. cutlery, and has tanneries, flour-miUs,

and brick-works.
NoGENT-LE-EoTROu, a comm. and town of

France, cap. arr., dep. Eure-et-Loire, 31 m.
W.S.W. Charti-es, on the Huine. P. 7505. It

has a communal college at the foot of a height
crowned by the ruins of a fortress, which was
inhabited by Sully. Nogent was taken by the
English in 1428.

Nogent-slr-Seixe, a comm. and town of

France, cap. arr., dep. Aube, 29 m. W.N.W.
Troyes, on 1. b. of the Seine, and on the railway
to Montereau. P. 3530. It has trade in timber,

charcoal, grains, and rough salt The town
was taken by the allies in 1814.— 11. (sur-

Marne), a comm. and vill., dep. Seine, 6 m. E.

Paris, on rt. b. of the Mame. P. 2563. It has
manufs. of chemical products, and a steam-engine
for supplying the water of the Mame to the

neighbouring cantons.—III. (mi^Vemisson), a
comm. and viU., dep. Loiret, arr. Montargis,
cant Chatillon-sur-Loing. P. 1364.

NoH, a vill. of India, dist. Gooi^on, N.W.
provs., 40 m. S.W. Delhi. P. 6009.

NoHANEXT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Puy-de-D6me, arr. and cant Clermont Ferrand.
P. 1458. Linen bleaching.

NoHAVAL, two pas. of Ireland.—I. co. Cork, 4
m. E.Kinsale. Ac. 2568. P. 594.—II. (^crry), co.

Kerry, 2J m. W. Castle-Island. Ac 3204. P. 479.

NoHAVALDALT, a pa. of Ireland, Munster,
cos. Cork and Kerry, 6^ m. W.N.W. Mill Street
Ac. 17,371. P. 3041.

NoiRfrTABLE, comm. & vill., France, dep. Loire,

arr. Montbrison, cap. cant P. 1896. Saw-mills.
NoiRMOUTiERS, an island of the Atlsmtic, on

the coast of France, dep. Vendee, separated from
the continent by a narrow channel ; length 12 m^
greatest breadth 3 m. It has rich saline marshes

;

soil fertile. Oyster-fishing and boat-building are

carried on. It was taken by the Dutch in 1674,

and by the V^ndeaus in 1793. This island forms
a canton in the arr. Sables, cap. Noirmoutiers, on
the N.E. coast, with a fortr^ and a harbour,
into which vessels of 200 tons can enter. Salt is

the chief export. Imports are, wines, wool,
building materials, and colonial produce. Up-
wards of 1000 vessels enter the port annually.
P. (1861) 624&

Noisy-le-Graxd, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Seine-et-Oise, arr. Pontoise. P. 1258.

Noisy-le-Sec, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Seine, with a station on the Paris and Stras-
bourg Railway, 6 m. N.N.E. Paris. P. 2549.

NoJA, two towns of South Italy.—I. prov. and
9 m. S.E. Bari. P. 7027. The town was visited

by the plague in 1816.—II. prov. Potenza, cap.
circ, 13 m. S.S.W. Tursi. P. 1491.

NoKE, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m. N.N.K
Oxford. Ac. 794. P. 116.

NoLA, an episcopal city of South Italy, prov.
Caserta, 14 m. E.N.E. Naples, in a wide and
fertile plain, cap. dist P. (1861) 12,030. It haf
16 churches, convents, hospitals, a royal college

and seminary, cathedral, and cavalry barracks
Ancient vases and other antiquities are nume-
rous. Nola was anciently one of the largest ciUef

of Magna Grtecia, besieged by Hannibal after

the battle of Cannse, and was the place when
Augustus and M. Ag^ppa died.

NoLAY, a comm. and town of France, dep
C6te-d'0r, on the Cuzance, 10 m. W.S.W.
Beaune. P. 2345. If has manufactures of hat;

and leather, and an iron mine.—II. a comm. and
vill., dep. Nievre, 11 m. N.E. Nevers. P. 1795.

Noli, a town of North Italy, prov. Genoa,
circ. and 8 m. S.S.W. Savona, on the Gulf of

Genoa, cap. mand. P. 1773. Here is the famou.i

gallery of Noli cut out of the solid rock.

NoLrasK, a town of Russia, gov. and 62 m. E.

Viatka, cap. circ., on the Kurchum. P. 1870.

NoLSOE^ one of the Fseroe isls., E. of Sandoc,

6 m. in length by 2 in breadth, with a village.

NoLTOX, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Pembroke, 6 m.
W.N.W. Haverford-West Ac. 1504. P. 205.

NoLYE, a town of Hindostan, Gwalior dom., 29

m. W.S.W. Oojein. P. 6000.
NoMAiN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Douai, cant. Orchies. P. 2388.

NoMBRE-DE Digs, a town of Mexico, dep. & 60

m. E. Durango. P. 7000. Near it are rich silver

mines.—II. a port of Granadian Confed., dep.

and 40 m. N.E. Panama, on Caribbean Sea.

NoMENY, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Meurthe, cap. cant, on the Seille, here crossed

by a 7-arched bridge, 14 m. N. Nancy. P. 1298

Nona, ^nona, a decayed town of Dalmatia
circ. and 9 m. N. Zara, on a small island. P. 61'5

NoxANCOURT, a comm. and town, France, dep
Eure, on the Avre, 18 m. S. Evrerx. P. 1404.

NoxAXTOi^, a vill.. North Italy, prov. and 9m
N.E. Modena, cap. cant, on the Panaro. P. 646.J

NoxE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Turin, circ

Pinerolo, cap. mand., 12 m. S.W, Turin. P. 3092

NoxixGTOx, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 7 rj

E.S.E. Canterbury. Ac. 4081. P. 896.

NoxTROX, a comm. and town of Franc^ dep

Dordogne, on the Bandiat, 23 m. N. P^rigeus

P. 3658. It has a church, college, and hospitel

laige hot-blast furnaces, and manufs. of cuUerj

NooAHEEVA or NouKA-HiVA, the largest c

the Marquesas Isles, Pacific Ocean, near tU

centre of the group ; lat. of W. Point, 8° 63' S
Ion. 139° 49' W. Length 18 m. Surface moua
tainous, and richly wooded.
Noon, a cape and river of Africa. [Nux.J
NooRABAD, a vilL of India, dom. and 11 n

N.W. Gwalior, and near which is a garden lai

out by the emperor Aurungzebe. It is situati <
on the S. bank of the Sank, and is here crosse |i
by bridge of 7 arches, built of good mason-wor!

NooRDBROEK, a vill. of the Netherlands, pre

'

and 13 m. E. Groningen. P. 2020.

NooRDPEEXE, a comm. and vill. of France, di-

Nord, arr. Hazebrouck, cant. Cassel. ^Vl
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KooRDWYK-BiNSEN, a vill. of the Netherlands,

10 v. S. Holland, in the Dunes, 7 m. N.W. Ley-
,in. P. 2820.—Near it is Noordwyh Am-zee.
NooTKA Sound, an inlet of British America,

!i the W. coast of Vancouver Island, lat. 49°

j)' N., Ion. 126° 34' W., forming an excellent

iirbour 10 miles across, with deep water, and
jimerous islets.

Nora, a town, Sweden, Isen and 18 m. N.N.W.
rebro, with iron works. P. 1133.

NoRBERG, an iron-mining town of Sweden,
in and 36 m. N.N.W. Westeras.
NoRBOTTEX, a laen of Sweden. [Norrbotten.]
NoRBURY, a chapelry of England, co. Chester,

m. S.S.E. Stockport. Ac. 1410. P. 1305, chiefly

aployed in cotton and silk weaving, and in coal

ines.—II. a pa., co. Derby, 4 m. w.S.W. Ash-
)rne. Ac. 2240. P. 476.—III. a pa., co. Salop,

m. N.N.E. Bishop's Castle. Ac. 4684. P. 412.

•IV. a pa., CO. Stafford, 4^ m. S.S.W. Eccleshall.

3. 3313. P. 364.

NoRCiA, Nursia, an episcopal town, Cent. Italy,

•ov. & 18 m. E. Spoleto. P. (1862) 8128. It has a
ide in wine, oil, and agricultural produce, but
as nearly destroyed by the earthquake of 1858.

NoRD, a dep. of France, so named from its

isition in the N. of that country, formed of the
d prov. Flanders, cap. Lille, on the frontiers of

ilgium, and between the deps. Pas-de-Calais,
)nune, and Aisne, on the North Sea. Area
92 sq. ra. P. (1861) 1,303,380. Surface gene-
lly flat, and watered by the Aa, the Scheldt,
id its affluents the Scarpe and Lys, the Deule
id Sambre, all navigable, and generally united
' canals. Climate cold and humid. It has rich
ines of coal, iron, turf, and bitumen. Soil very
rtile, and well cultivated ; it is beyond the limit

the cultivation of the vine, but produces wheat,
mp, lint, tobacco (nearly 6000 acres are under
bacco cultivation), beet-root, fruit, and vege-
bles. Horses and cattle of excellent breeds, and
e sheep yield valuable wool. Fishing is actively
irsued. This dep. is the most industrious in

•ance ; its mauufs. comprise thread of all sorts,

mbric, linen, lace, and beet-root sugar; with
1-refining, salt works, tanneries, iron forges,

irble works, and chemical products. The
p. is divided into the arrs. Avesnes, Cam-
ai, Douai, Dunkerque, Hazebrouck, Lille, and
ilenciennes.

NoRDBUBO or NoRBURG, a town of the duchy
Mileswig, cap. amt, on the island Alsen, 13 m.
N.E. Apenrade, in Schleswig. P. 1100.
NoRDEN, a town of Prussia, landr. and 14 m.
W. Aurich, cap. dist., near the North Sea, with
lich it is united by a canal. P. (1863) 6119. It
8 manufs. of Unen, yam, tobacco, and soap.
NoRDENBURG, a town of Prussia, gov. and 48
S.E. Konigsberg, near a small lake. P. 2386.
NoRDER-HouG, a pa. of Norway, stift and 20
N.W. Christiania, with a vill. on the river

:ina. P. of pa. 8000. Norder and Suder-Oog
3 islands of the duchy Schleswig, in the North
a, W. Pelworm. They are the retreat of an
mense number of sea-fowl.
NoRDERNEY, an island in the North Sea, Hano-
r, landr. and 20 m. N.W. Aurich. Area 6 sq.

P. 800. It has sea-bathing establishments.
NoRDHALBEN, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Upper
anconia, on the Kodach, 30 m. N. Baireuth.
NORDHAUSEN, a fortified town of Prussian
xony, gov. and 38 m. N N.W. Erfurt, cap. circ,

' the Zorge. P. (1864) 18,565. It has Lutheran
urches, a Eoman Catholic chapel, 3 hospitals,
orphan asylum, and a theatre. Manufs. wool-
•md linen cloths, sealing wax, soap, aud

leather, and it has numerous distilleries and oil

mills.

NoRDHEiM, a town of Germany, Prussia, prin-

cipality and 12 m. N. Gottingen, on the Euhme.
P. (1864) 5587. It has manufactures of tobacco.

NoRDHORN, a town of Hanover, landr. and 44
m. W.N.W. OsnabrUck, on the Vechte. P. 1750.

NoKDKOPiNG (Swed. Norrkdping), a town and
port of Sweden, Ian LinkSping, on the Motala,

near its mouth on the Baltic, 85 m. S.W. Stock-
holm. P. (1859) 18,062, (1865) 22,694. It has
manufs. of brass and hardwares, linen, cotton,

and woollen fabrics, gloves, starch, paper, and
leather, sugar refineries, oil mills, shipbuilding
docks, and a salmon fishery.

NORDKYN, the most N. point of the mainland of

Europe, 45 m. E. of North Cape. Lat. 71° b' N.
NoRDLAND (Wester), an amt of Norway, be-

tween lat. 65° and 70° N., Ion. 12° and 22° E.
Area 14,620 sq. m. P. (1865) 127,524. Chief
town Bodoe.—II. the N. division of Iceland.
NoRDLiNGEN, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle

Franconia, cap. presid., on the Eger, 50 m. S.W.
Niirnberg, on railway to Oettingen. P. 6677. It

was formerly a free imperial town ; it has a Gothic
cathedral, town-hall, orphan asylum, and manufs.
of leather, linen, woollen stuffs, and carpets, and
a trade in feathers. In 1634 the Austrians and
Bavarians defeated the Swedes and their allies

here, and in 1796 the French here defeated the
Austrians.

NoRDSTRAND, an island, off the W. coast ol

Schleswig, 15 m. N.E. the mouth of the Eider

;

length 4 m., breadth 3J m. Area 20 sq. m. P.

2500. North of it is the islet Nordstrandichs-

Moor^ separated from it in 1634. In 1634 the

sea broke over its dikes, and in less than an hour
the island was submerged, and upwards of 6000

people and 50,000 cattle perished in the waves.
NoRE (The), a part of the estuary of the Eng-

lish river Thames, E. of Sheeriiess, is thus named.
The Nore light floats on a sandbank, 4 m. N.E.
Sheemess. Lat. 61° 29' N. ; Ion. 0° 48' W.
Norenberg, a town of Prussian Pomerania,

gov. & 40 m. E. Stettin, on Lake Enzig, P. 1624.

Norfolk, a large maritime co. of England, on
its E. side, having N. and E. the North Sea, S.

Suffolk, W. the cos. Cambridge and Lincoln, aud
the Wash. Area 2024 sq. m., or 1,354,301 ac, of

which about 1,200,000 are grass and arable. P.

(1861) 434,798. Coast line low, and but slightly in-

dented. Surface level, or gently undulating. Prin-

cipal rivers, the Great and Little Ouse, Nene,
Waveney, Yare, and Bure. Climate dry. Soil

in a few parts marshy, but mostly a light sandy
loam, well suited for turnips and barley, which
form the chief crops. Estates of all sizes ; farms
extensive, and mostly arable. Parks, woods, and
rabbit warrens are numerous. Vast quantities of

turkej's and geese are reared for the London
market. Leases mostly from 7 to 14 years. Marl
is the only mineral of consequence. It has manufs.
of woollen fabrics, silk, crape, stockings and
other woven goods. The Norfolk, and branches
of the East Anglian and Eastern Counties Kail-

way, traverse the co. Norfolk contains 33 hun-
dreds in dioceses of Norwich and Norfolk circuit.

Chief towns, Norwich, Yarmouth, Lynn, and
Thetford. Its E. and W. divisions each send 2
members to House of Commons, and 8 members
are sent by the above named bors. Reg. co. elect.

(1864) for E. division 8054, for W. division 6543.

Under the Britons, Norfolk formed part of the

territory of the Iceni, and under the Saxons, of

the kingdom of East Anglia.
Norfolk, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in
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E. of Massachusetts. Area 350 sq. m. P. (1860)
109,950.-11. in S.E. of Virginia. Area 432 sq.

ra. P. 27,223 free, 9004 slaves.

Norfolk, a bor. ahd seAport town of the U. S.,

N. America, Virginia, on Elizabeth river, 8 m.
above Hampton roads, Chesapeake Bay. P, (I860)
15,611. It occupies a low site, and is irregularly

biiilt, with numerous churches and schools ; and
near it is a marine hospital, and Grosport U. S.

navy yard. Its harbour has 18 ft. water, and is

defended by Forts Monroe and Calhoun. Trade
considerable.—II. a township of Connecticut, 30
m. W.N.W. Hartford.—III. a township of New
York, CO. St Lawrence, on Rachel river.

Norfolk, a township & fort of Canada West,
CO. Norfolk, dist and 54 m. E.S.E. London, on
the N. coast of Lake Erie.

Norfolk Bay, an inlet on the S.E. coast of
Tasmania, co. Pembroke, 20 m. E. Hobart Town,
and nearly landlocked by Forrestier and Tas-
man peninsulas. It has deep water, and contains
several islets.—II. (^Island), Pacific Ocean, be-
tween New Zealand and New Caledonia, in lat.
29=" S., Ion. 168° 10* K, about 1200 m. E.N.E.
Sydney. The island is 5 m. long by 2J m. in
breadth, is well watered and fertile. Ac 8960.
In its centre is Mount Pitt, 1200 feet above the
sea. Climate healthy. It was appropriated to a
penal colony for the worst class ; but after being
cleared of felons, it has been colonized by the
Pitcairn islanders, under the government of New
South Wales.
Norfolk Plains, a dist. of Tasmania, having

N. Bass' Strait, E. and S. the dists. Launceston,
Campbell-town, and Clyde, and W. an vinsettled
country. Area 2250 sq. m. P. (1861) 3385.
Surface rugged. Principal rivers, the Mersey,
Rubicon, West, and Liffey. Principal towns,
Latour and Westbury. On its coast are forts
Frederick and Sorell.

—

New Norfolk is the name
formerly applied to the coast line of Russian Ame-
rica, from Admiralty Bay to Baranov Island ; and
Norfolk Sound, on this coast, is a bay on the W.
side of King George in. Archipelago, on which
is the Russian town Sitka or New Archangel.
NoRGK, the Norwegian name of Norway.
NoRHAM or NoRHAMSHiRE, a pa. of England,

in the N. of co. Northumberland, on the Tweed.
Ac. 19,849. P. 3783.

NoRic Alps, that portion of the chain stretch-
ing from the Rhsetian Alps, Ion. 12' 15' E., in an
E. direction to Vienna and Presburg, and cover-
ing, with its ramifications, Styria, Salzburg, S.

Austria, and a part of Carinthia, all which pro-
vinces were comprised in the ancient Noricum.
The chief summits are Gross Glockner, 12,958
feet, and Gr. Golling, 9380 feet
NoRKA, a large vill. of Russia, gov. Saratov.

P. 4300, mostly Lutherans.
N0RI.AND, a tnshp. of England, co. York, West

Riding, pa. and 2J ra. S.W. Halifax. Ac. 1140.

P. 1718.

NoRLET, a towusliip of England, co. Chester,

pa- and 5 m. S.S.E. Frodsham. Ac. 1367. P. 728.

NoKMACOT, a hamlet of England, co. and 13 m.
N. Stafford, pa. Stone. P. 1011.

NoR.^LANBY, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Lincoln, 7 m. W.S.W. Market-Raisen. Ac. 1420.

P. 478.—II. CO. York, N. Riding, 5 m. W.S.W.
Pickering. Ac. 2863. P. 234.—III. (pn-ike-

Woldsy, a pa., co. Lincoln, 4 m. E.N.E. Market-
Raisen. Ac. 1966. P. 138.

Normandy, a maritime co. of Victoria, 100 m.
W Port-Phillip. Area 3125 sq. m. Chief towns,
Portland, Belfast, and WamambooL
NouiLVSDY (French Normandie), an old prov.

of France, in the N.W., the cap. of winch wa;
Rouen. It is now divided into the deps. Seine-

Inferieure, Eure, Calvados, Mancbe, and Orne
This country was taken by the Normans in \.\v

9th century. It belonged to Britain till 1204
when it was united to France. It was agai:.

taken by the English in 1419, and maintained b--

them till 1425.

NoRMAS Isles comprise the Channel Islands,

Jersey, Guernsey, etc., which see. They are th :

sole portions of Normandy yet remaining to

England, to which kingdom they have uniuter-
ruptedly belonged since the Conquest
NoRALAXTOK, Several j)as. of England.—I. cfi.

and 2 m. S. Derby. Ac 1362. P. 437.—II. co
Lincoln, 7 m. N.N.E. Grantham. Ac. 1540. I'

172.—in. CO. Rutland, 6 m. E.S.E. Oakham
Ac 2450. P. 59.—IV. co. York, West Ridinj:.

34 m. E.N.E. Wakefield, and connected with
York, etc, by the North Midland Railway. A;
3974. P. 1923.—V. {pn-Soar), co. and 11 m
S.S.W. Nottingham. Ac 1500. P. 360.—V[
(South), CO. Derbv, 2^ m. E.N.E. Alfreton. A;
1730. P. 1805.—VIL {pn-TretW), co. Notts. ;

m. E.S.E. Tuxford. Ac 1110. P. 402.

NoROY, several comms. and market towns >

Fi-ance, the principal Noroy -le-Bourg, dep. li

Safine, cap. cant, 7 m. E. Vesoul. P. 1194.

NoRRBOTTES, the most N. and largest lien i.;

prov. of Sweden, between lat. 65° and 69' N., lo 1

16° 15' & 24° E., having S. the laen Westerbottei
W. & N. the Kiolen mountains, separating it fron

the Norwegian provs. Nordland and Finniark, E
Russian Lapland and the Gulf of Bothnia. Are;

41,261 sq. m. P. (1865) 74,576. The Muoni.
Elv and Tornea rivers form its boundary on tli-

side of Russia ; other rivers are the Lulea, Kali}

Elv, and Pitea, and it contains numerous lakes

After Pitea, its principal vills. are Lulea, NiJ
Kalix, Jochmock, Quickjock, and Gellimara. It

N. part is called Norrbotten-Lappmark.
KoRRENT-FoNTES, a comm. and vill. of Franr e

dep. Pas-de-Calais, cap. cant., 10 m. W.N.W
Bdthune. P. 1406.
NoRRiDGEWoCK, a township of the U. S

North America, Maine, cap. co. Somerset, 25 ir

N. Augusta.
NoRRiESTowN, a vill. of Scotland, co. Peril

8 m. W.N.W. Stirling. P. 750.

NoRRisTowN, a bor^ U. S., North Ameria
Pennsylvania, on the Schuylkill river, her

crossed by a good bridge, 17 m. N.W. Philade

phia. P. 6024.—11. a vill., Arkansas, cap. Pop
CO., 71 m. N.W. LitUe Rock. P. 1136.

NoRRKOPDJG, Sweden. TNordkoping.]
NoRRLAND, Norway. [Nordland.]
NoRRLAND and Lapland, one of the thre

great divisions of the kingdom of Sweden. Are

100,039 sq. m. P. (1860) 464,651.

NoRRTELGK, a scaport town of Sweden, lie

and 37 m. N.E. Stockholm, on the Baltic. P. 11')

NoRT, a comm. and town of France, dep. Loir

Inf^ cap. cant., on the Erdre, 16 m. N.N
Nantes. P. 5665. It has very rich coal miiifi

and trade in slate, cattle, butter, iron, etc.

North Adaais, a vill. of the U. S., N. Americ

Massachusetts, 105 m. W.N.W. Boston. P. 30C

Northallerton, a pari, bor., town, and pa
I

England, co. and 30 m. N.N.W. York, No-
Riding, on the G. N. of England Railway, in v

vale of the Wiske. Ac of pa. 13,630. P. 4980; 3

of pari. bor. 2970. Alt 135 ft. It sends 1 mem.

H. of C. Reg. elect (1864) 438. In the vicin»

is "Standard Hill," so called from the fam>

"Battle of the Standard," in which the Engli

defeated the Scotch, under King David, in U^
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\'')RTHAM, a pa. of England, co. Devon, IJ m.
N.W. Bideford. Ac. 4190. F. 3687.

NoBTHAMPTON, a pari, and munic. bor. and
wn of England, cap. co., on the navigable Nen,

id on the Peterborough branch of the London
111 N.W. Railway, 4J m. N.E. I'lisworth. Area
mprising four pas. 1520 ac. P. (1851) 26,657

;

861) 32,813. The town, chiefly N. and E. the

veT, has a spacious market square. All Saints'

lurch is chiefly of Italian architecture, the tower

;cepted, which is decorated, having escaped the

eat fire in 1675 ; St Sepulchre's is one of the

ur remaining round churches, built, as supposed,

the Knights Templars ; Rt Giles' has a fine

oiinan west doorway ; and St Peter's, erected

lout the time of the Conquest, is celebrated for

e beauty of its architecture; St Thomas's poors'

)spital, founded in 1450 ; St John's hospital,

e CO. hall, and anc. town-hall, containing some
)od paintings; co. infirmary and lunatic asy-

in, union workhouse, theatre, barracks, en-

)wed grammar school, com exchange ; Baptist,

[dependent, Wesleyan, and Unitarian chapels.

ortnampton is the chief seat of the boot and
loe manuf. in England, the produce being sent

London and other large towns. Leather-
•essing, brass & iron works, & several extensive
eweries, also employ the pop. The town has
io banks and newspapers. A magnificent new
wn-hall was erected in 1864, from a design by
r Goodwin of Bristol. Northampton is the

-incipal place of election for the co., and sends
mems. to H. of 0. Reg. elect. (1864) 2717.

?veral parliaments have been held here. In
IGO, the Earl of Warwick gained here a great

ictory over the Lancastrians, in the meadows
1 the Nen, S. the town. In 1642 it was for-

lled by Lord Brooke for the Parliament. In
175 it was mostly destroyed by fire. Altitude
10 feet.

Northampton, a co. of the U. S., N. America,
N.E. of North Carolina. Area 480 sq. m.

, (1860) 6568 free, 6804 slaves.—IL in E. of

snnsylvania. Area 418 sq. m. P. 47,904.

—

I. Virginia. P. 3960 free, 3872 slaves.

Northampton, several tnshps., U. S., North
raerica.—I. Massachusetts, cap. co. Hampshire,
I the Connecticut River, 17 m. N. Springfield. It

connected with Hadley by a handsome bridge,

id with Newhaven by canal.—II. New Jersey,
'. Burlington, and containing 3031 inhabitants,
ith the vill. Mount Holly, and several dis-

ileries and paper factories.—III. Pennsylvania,
' m. N. Philadelphia.—IV. New York, 15 m.
.E. Johnston.
Northamptonshire, a central co. of England,
iving N. cos. Rutland and Lincoln, E. Cam-
idge, Huntingdon, and Bedford, S. Bucks and
iford, W. Warwick and Leicester. Area 1016
. m., or 630,358 ac, about half of which is grass
nd. P. 227,704. Surface diversified with
pntle hills, and vales richly wooded. Principal
eers, the Nen, Welland, and Ouse. Soil mostly
stiff productive loam. Climate healthy. Agri-
ilture well advanced. Wheat and beans are

j

e principal crops ; but the breeding of heavy
i ack horses, short-homed cattle and sheep, and
e feeding of ca'tle, forms, with the dairy, the
lief object of husbandry. Many of the pastures
e unusually rich. The Grand Junction and
rand Union Canals, and the London and North-
^estera, and Northampton and Peterborough
lilways, traverse the co. Northamptonshire
mprises 20 hundreds and 306 pas., in the
ocese of Peterboro' and Midland circuit. Chief
wns, Northampton, Peterborough, Higham-

Ferrers, Brackley, and Wellingborough. It sends
4 mems. to H. of C. for co., besides 4 for its

bors. Reg. co. elect. (1864) for N. div. 3976, for

S. div. 5172. Under the Britons, this co. was
inhabited by the Coritani ; under the Saxons it

formed a part of Mercia.
Northaw, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 4i m.

N.N.E. Chipping-Bamet. Ac. 3180. P. 651.

North Beaver, a township, U. S., North
America, Pennsj'lvania.

North-Bekwick, Scotl. [Berwick (North).]
Northborough, a pa. of England, co. Nor-

thampton, 7 m. N.N. W. Peterborough. Ac. 710.

P. 240.

Northbourne, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2j
m. W.S.W. Deal. Ac. 3628. P. 890.

North Bridge, a township, U. S., N. America,
Massachusetts, 39 m. W.S.W. Boston.
North Bridgewater, a township of the U. S.,

N. America, Massachusetts, 22 m. E.S.E. Boston.
North Brookfield, a township, U. S., North

America, Massachusetts, 60 m. W. Boston.
North Brunswick, a township, U. S., North

America, New Jersey, on the Raritan, and com-
prising New Brunswick city. P. 10,008.

North Cape, the extreme N. point of Europe,
on an island off the mainland of Norway, in lat.

71° 11' 40" N., Ion. 25° 60' E.—II. the N.E. ex-
tremity of North Island, lat. 34° 27' N., Ion.

173° 6' E. Prince Edward Island, New Georgia,
Brazil, and Tasmania, etc.

North Carolina. [Carolina, North.]
North Castle, a township, U. S., N. America,

New York, 6 m. N. White Plains.

North Channel, a strait in the Atlantic, be-

tween Scotland and Ireland ; breadth from Mull
of Cantire to Fairhead, 14 miles.

North Chapel, a pa. of England, co. Sussex,

6 m. N.N.W. Petworth. Ac. 3854. P. 785.

Northchurch, a pa. of England, co. Herts, IJ
m. N.W. Berkhampstead. Ac. 3880. P. 1638.

North East, several tnshps., U. S., N. Ame-
rica.—I. Pennsylvania, 10 m. N.E. Erie.—II.

New York, 53 m. S.S.E. Albany.
North-East PAS.S, or Balize, a vill. of the

U. S., North America, Louisiana, on the S. side

of the Pass of same name. P. 200, mostly pilots.

Northen, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 4J m.
W. Stockport. Ac. 1434. P. 709.

Northern Circars, an antiquated division of

Madras presid., between lat. 15° 40' and 20° 17' N.,

Ion. 79° 12' and 85° 20' E. Its sea-coast begins at

Motapilly, in lat. 15° 40' N., Ion. 80° 17' E., a'nd ex-

tends in a N.E. direction for 450 m. to Ganjain.

The five former Circars were, Cliicacole, Eajah-

mundry, Ellore, Condapilly, and Guntoor, but

the tract within them is at present divided into

the British districts, from S.W. to N.E., in the fol-

lowing manner—Guntoor, Musulipatam, Rajah-
mundry, Vizagapatam, andGunjam. Area 24,412

sq. m. P. 4,292,187. It was annexed to British

India in 1759 by Lord Clive.

NoRTHFiEiJ>, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

6 m. S.E. Hales-Over. Ac. 5951. P. 2130.

NoRTHFiELD, Several tnshps., U. S., N. Ame-
rica.—I. Vermont, 10 m. S.S.W. Montpelier.

—

II. New York, 3 m. N. Eichmond.—IJI. New
Hampshire, 15 m. N.N.W. Concord.—IV. Mas-
sachusetts, on the Connecticut, 68 m. W.N.W.
Boston.
NoRTHFLEET, a pa. of England, co. Kent, ou

the Thames, IJ m. W. Gravesend. Ac. 4313.

P. 5743. It has docks for shipbuilding, and ad-
joining it is Roshei-ville tea garden.
North Hempstead, a township of the U. S

,

N. America, New York, 144 m. S. Albany.
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KonxH-HiLi^ a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 6

m. S.S.W. Launceston. Ac. C732. P. 12C3.

NoRTHiLL, a pa. of England, co. Beds, 3 m.
W.N.W. Biggleswaile. Ac. 4210. P. 1366.

NoRTH-HuNTiXGDON, a township of the U. S.,

North America, Pennsylvania, co.Westmoreland.
NoRTHiAM, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6J m.

W.N.W. Eye. Ac. 8486. P. 1260.

NoRTHiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 7

m. N.E. Winchester. Ac. 1580. P. 283.

North Kingston, a township of the U. S., N.
America, Rhode Island, 21 m. S. Providence.
NoBTHLEACH, a pa. and market town of Eng-

land, CO. and 20 m. E.S.E. Gloucester. Ac. of

pa. 3460. P. 1404. The town manufs. woollens.

NORTHMAVEN Or NORTHMAVINE, a pa. of Scotl.,

CO. Shetland, comprising the N. part of Mainland,
and a number of environing islands. Ac. about
80,000. P. 2585. Rona's Hill is about 2000 feet

in elevation above the sea.

NoRTHMOOR, a pa. of England, co. and 6^ m.
W.S.W. Oxford. Ac. 2037. P. 364.

NoRTHOLT, a pa. of Engl., co. Middlesex, 2J m.
S.S.W. Harrow-on-the-Hill. Ac. 2193. P. 658.

NoRTHOP, a pa. of North Wales, co. and 3J m.
S.S.E. Flint. Ac. 12,366. P. 3657, employed in

lead and coal mines, and fisheries.

NoRTHORPE, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

with a station on the Lincolnshire Railway, 7 m.
N.N.E. Gainsborough. Ac. 1816. P. 194.

NORTHOVER, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, J
ra. N. Ilchester. Ac. 436. P. 123.

North Reeps, a pa. of England, co. Noi-folk,

8 m. N.N.E. Aylsham. Ac. 2731. P. 625.

North Ronaldshay, Orkney Islands, Scotl.,

in lat 59° 23' 15' N., Ion. 2° 23' 38" W. P. 532.

It has a lighthouse 140 feet above the sea.

North Sea (erroneously called German Ocean),

Dutch Nord Zee, anc. Germanicum Mare, is that

part of the Atlantic Ocean, bounded E. by Nor-
way and Denmark, S. by Hanover, the Nether-
lands, Belgium, and France, and W. by the Bri-

tish islands. By the Danes it is called the " West
Sea," in reference to their position. On the N.E.
it forms a wide arm called the Skager-rack, 60 m.
broad, which separates Norway from Denmark.
This again commimicates S.ward with the Catte-

gat or Kattegat, a great arm of the North Sea be-

tween Sweden on the E., the Danish isls. on the

S., and the peninsula of Jutland on the W. It

is narrowest at its S. end, and widest at the N.
It communicates with the Baltic by the three

straits called the Sound or Ore Sund, and the
Great and Little Belts, and by the Gotha Canal
in Sweden, which avoids these straits. The prin-

cipal rivers which floTv into the North Sea are

the Thames, Humber, Tay, Schelde, Rhine, Ems,
Weser, Elbe, Eider, and Glommen; chief ports

London, Yarmouth, Hull, Leith, Dundee, Dun-
kirk, Ostend, Flushing, Bergen-op-Zoom, Rotter-

dam, Amsterdam, HarlLngen, Altona, and Ham-
burg. The navigation of a portion of it is im-
peded by sandbanks. It affords a valuable supply
of fish. [Atlantic—Baltic]
North Sewickly, a township of the U. S.,

North America, Pennsylvania, 233 m. W.N.W.
Harrisburg.
North SmEi.ns. [Shields—Ttnksiouth.]
North Stoningi-on, a township of the U. S.,

North America, Connecticut, 48 m. S.E. Hart-
ford. P. 1936.

Northumberland, the most N. co. of Eng-
land, bounded N.W. by Scotland (cos. Roxburgh
and Berwick), E. the North Sea, S. Durham, W.
C'lmberland. Area 1871 sq. m., or 1,249,299 ac.

;

loU,000 arable, 650,000 pasture, besides mountain

sheep walks. P. (1861) 343,025. Is divided int<

6 wards and 97 pas. in the diocese of Durham an(
N. circuit. Sends (without Berwick) 8 member
to House of Commons (4 bor., 2 each forN. ant
S. div.). Reg. co. electors (1864) N. div. 3118
S. div. 6443. Northumberland is a ruggeii
county. The highest hills, the Cheviots, are oii

the N.W. border. They extend from Woole-
in a S.W. direction, 2600 feet high; in shap;
nearly conical ; covered with fine green turf

excellent pasture. Parallel to the Cheviots u
another range of hills, including the Divot Hills

,

Eglingham Common, Eothburj-Forest, Simonsida
Hills, and Harwood Moor. Spurs from these gj
out towards the sea. The coast is low. The bays
and estuaries are Buddie Bay, Alnmouth, Seato ]

Road, estuary of the Blyth, do. of the Tyne. i

the coast are Holy Island and Coquet Islanc.

Chief rivers, Tyne, Blyth, Coquet, Aln. and Til.
That part of the Great N. coal field which is in-

cluded in Northumberland begins at Warkwort i

on the N., is bounded on E. by the sea, on the W.
the boundary line passes in nearly a straight line

through Acklington, Earsdon, Morpeth, Pontt-
land, & Heddon-on-the-Wall ; on the S. theNorth-
umbrian portion is bounded by the Tyne. The
field, however, crosses the Tyne, and occupies a

large part of Durham. The climate cold, but dry
as compared with W. coast of England. The
picturesque parts of the co. are the Chevioti
Rothbury and vale of the Coquet, the North
Tyne, and Tyneside, especially above Newcastle,
Chief towns, Newcastle, North Shields, Tync-
mouth, Morpeth, Alnwick, and Hexham. Aii7-

ways.—Newcastle to Carlisle (with branch tc

Alston) ; to Edinburgh, via N. Tyne valley (the

Waverley route) ; to Tynemouth ; to S. Shielas i

Sunderland ; to the S. by N.-Eastem ; to Blyth

and Morpeth, via Percy Main ; to Edinburgh
via Berwick. Other minor lines and tramways fcji

colliery purposes innumerable. Agriculture n

well conducted Wheat, oats, beans, barley, am
turnips all yield finest crops. Cattle, mostly short-

homed, are of good breed. At Chillingham Pari

there are wild cattle which have to be shot liki

deer; they are cream-coloured with black muzzles
The Cheviot sheep are celebrated. ExceUentfani
horses are bred in the co. Coal, lead, and ii'oi

are the chief mineral productions. The miner,

are a greatly improved class. Manufs. chiefl.'

confined to Newcastle. The peculiar interest o

its history depends on Northumberland beius

a border county. The Roman wall is the cliii-

antiquarian attraction. It extends from WalhS'

end to Greenhead, and then on through Cumber
land to Bowness. Thfe co. has the castles d

Norham, Wark, Heton, Dudhowe, Ford, Bam
borough, Dunstanborough, Alnwick (recently rci

stored), Warkworth, CallaJey, Bothall, Mitior^

Belsay, Hamham, Langley, Blenkinsop, Bellestci

Thirlwall, Featherstone, Haward, and Prudhoe
besides many others ; Tynemouth priory, Huhi
abbey, near Alnwick, Brinkburn priory, nei

Rothbury. There are ruined churches or chapel

at Old Bewick, between Alnwick and Woolei
Memmer-kirk in Coquetdale ward, near the boi

der of Scotland ; Bothall, near Morpeth j an
Jesmond, near Newcastle.
Northumberland, a marit. co. of New Bout

Wales, having N. the Hunter river, which sepa

rates it from the cos. Durham and Gloucester, A^

the CO. Hunter, S. the Hawkesbury river, sep;;

rating it fromco. Cumberland, and E. the Pacii

Ocean. Ac. 1,498,880. P. (1861) 31,271. Surfaq

mountainous. Coal is a highly important pre

dact. and is exported from Newcastle, on ti
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fluuter; besides which town, this co. contains
ilaitland, Singleton, Gosford, etc. It returns
wo members to the New South Wales legis-

.itive assembly, one for the county and one for

is boroughs.
NoHTHUMBERLAND, several counties of the

'uited States, North America.—I. in centre
II Pennsylvania. Area 431 sq. m. P. (1860)
28,922.—II. in E. of Virginia. Area 143 sq.

n. P. 4092 free, 8439 slaves.—III. a town-
ship. New York, 15 m. N.N.E. Ballston Spa.
P. 1775.

NOKTHUMBERLAND (Cape), South Australia,

.8 in lat. 38° 3' S., Ion. 140° 37' E.—{Isla7id8),

ire off the E. coast of Australia, lat. 21° 30' S.,

.on. 105° E.—(Mei!), British North America,
1 bay W. of Cumoerland Island, and N. of

Frobisher Strait, its entrance in lat. 65° N.,

ion. 65° W.
Nokth-Western Provinces, a division of

India, between lat 24° and 31° 10' N., Ion.

77° and 84° 40' E., forming a Lieuteuaut-
Grovernorship of the Presidency of Bengal.
These provinces are distributed into the follow-
ing six divisions, which comprehend 31 dis-

tricts :—Delhi, Meerut, Rohilcund, Agra, Al-
lahabad, and Benares. Area 84,982 sq. m.
P. (1867) 28,223,889. The land assessment
is framed upon the basis of two-thirds of the
net rent, for a term of thirty-two years.
North-West Passage, a water communica-

tion by three or four channels between the

j
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, to the north of
;the continent of America, through the Polar
jSeas. This passage, which for more than
jthree centuries was the great desideratum
,of maritime nations, was discovered by Captain
iM'Clure, of H.M.S. "Investigator," in search
I of Sir John Franklin. As these channels
iare all more or less encumbered with ice, this
(discovery has been of little or no commercial
importance. The " Investigator " entered Behr-
ing Strait on the W., 5th August 1850, and
•reached the north side of Bank's Land, within
160 miles of Melville Strait, on the east, 24th
September 1851.

North Whitehall, a township of the U. S.,
North America, Pennsylvania, 95 m. E.N.E.
Harrisburg.

Northwich, a market town of England, pa.
Great Budworth, co. and 17J m. E.N.E. Chester,
on the river Weaver and the Grand Trunk
Canal. Ac. 200. P. 1190. Altitude 37 feet.
Mean temp. June 63°-3, January 3«°-l. It has a
church, grammar school, union workhouse,
branch bank, dock yards for building flats ; with
manufactures, and exports of salt, obtained from
contiguous mines.
Northwold, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4

m. E.S.E. Stoke-Ferry. Ac. 5232. P. 1270.
Northwood, a pa. of the Isle of Wight, 1| m.

W.S.W. West-Cowes. Ac. 5122. P. 6534.
Northwood, a tnshp., U. S., North America,

New Hampshire, 20 m. E. Concord. P. 1308.
North Yarmouth, a township of the U. S.,

N. America, Maine, on Casco Bay, 12 m. N.N.E.
Portland. It has fisheries and coasting trade.

NoRTKERGNE, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Pas-de-Calais, arr. St Omer. P. 1122.
Norton, numerous pas., etc., of England and

Wales.—!, co. and 4i m. N.N.E. Glo'ster. Ac.
1870. P. 458.—II. CO. Derby, 8^ m. N.W, Ches-
'terfield. Ac. 4330. P. 2318.—III. co. Durham,
2 m. N. Stockton-on-Tees. Ac. 4614. P. 2317.
—IV. CO. Herts, 1 m, W.N.W. Baldock. Ac.
1780. P. 352.—V. CO. Kent, 3^ m. W. Favers-

ham. Ac. 902. P. 124.—VI. co. and 7J m.
E.S.E. Leicester. Ac. 1990. P. 154.—VII. co.

Northampton, 2j m. E.N.E. Daventry. Ac.
3260. P. 480.—VIII. CO. Suffolk, 7 m. E.N.E.
Bury. Ac. 2449. P. 948.—IX. co. Worcester, 3
m. N.N.E. Evesham. Ac. 2614. P. 396.—X.
(by Ketnsey), same co., 3 m. S.S.E. Worcester.
Ac. 1811. P. 661.—XI. CO. York, E. Biding,
forming a suburb of New Malton, with which it

is connected by a bridge over the Derwent. Ac.
2679. P. 2983.—XII. {Bavant), co. Wilts, 2| m.
E.S.E. Warminster. Ac. 2165. P. 261.—Xlll.
(Bishops), CO. Lincoln, 8 m. W.N.W. Market-
Eaisen. Ac. 4240. P. 469.—XIV. (Brke), co>

Oxford, 4i m. S.E. Burford. Ac. 3140. P. 7161

—XV. (Cannoclc), co. Stafford, 6 m. W.S.W.
Lichfield. Ac. 4077. P. 1628.—XVL (Canon),
CO. Hereford, 3 m. S.S.W. Weobley. Ac. 2111.
P. 344.—XVII. (Disney), co. and 10 m. S.W.
Lincoln. Ac. 2305. P. 196.—XVIII. (East), co.

and 13 m. E.S.E. Leicester. Ac. 1390. P. 139.— XIX. (Fitzwarren), co. Somerset, 2J m.
W.N.W. Taunton. Ac. 1307. P. 634.—XX.
(in Bales), co. Salop, 3| m. N.N.E. Drayton-in-
Hales. Ac. 1920. P. 309.—XXI. (under Bamb-
don), CO. Somerset, 4J m. N.N.E. Crewkerne.
Ac. 642. P. 467—XXII. (Book), co. Oxford, 5
m N.N.E. Chipping-Norton. Ac. 3730. P. 1393.
—XXIII. (Lindsey), co. and 3? m. W.S.W. War-
wick. Ac. 590. P. 167.—XXIV. (Malreward),
CO. Somerset, 5 m. S. Bristol. Ac. 1067. P. 108.

—XXV. (Mandeville), co. Essex, ^ m. W.S.W.
Chelmsford. Ac. 757. P. 129.—XXVI. (Mid-
SomerX co. Somerset, 9 m. S.S.W. Bath. Ac.
3922. P. 3836.—XXVII. (on-the-Moors), co.

Stafford, 43 m. N.N.E. Newcastle-under-Lyne.
Ac. 4234. P. 4393.—XXVIII. (St Philip), a
small market town and pa., co. Somerset, 6 m.
S.S.E. Bath. Ac. 1527. P. 672.—XXLX. (Pud-
ding), CO. Norfolk, \\ m. S.E. Fakenham. Ac.
840. P. 17.—XXX. (Subcourse), co. Norfolk, 13
m. E.S.E. Norwich. Ac. 1882. P. 376.—XXXI.
S. Wales, GO. Eadnor, 2\ m. N.N.W. Presteign.

Ac. 3144.—P. 313.—XXXII. (Kings). [King's
Norton.]
Norton, two townships of Engl.—I. co. Here-

ford, pa. and 3 m. N.E. Bromyard. P. 623

—

II. CO. York, West Eiding, pa. Campsall, 8J m.
N.N.W. Doncaster. Ac 2030. P. 633.

Norton (Chipping), a pa., bor., and market
town of England, co. and 20 m. N.N.W. Oxford.

Ac. 4780. P. 3510. The town has a church,

grammar school, and alms-house.
Norton, two townships of the U. S., North

America.—I. Massachusetts, 33 m. S. Boston.

—

II. Ohio, Summit co., on Ohio Canal.

Norton Sound, a large inlet of Behring Sea,

Bussian America, between lat. 62° and 65° N.,

Ion. 161° and 167° W. Length and breadth at

entrance 200 m. each. It was discovered by
Captain Cook in 1788.

NoRWALK, two townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. Connecticut, on Long Island Sound,
60 m. S.W. Hartford. The vill. has manufs. of

hats and carpets.—II. Ohio, cap. co. Huron, 89
m. N.E. Columbus.
Norway (Kingdom of), (Swed. Norrige, Ger-

man Norwegen, French Norvege), a country of

North Europe, united to the crown of Sweden,
and forming the N.W. part of the Scandinavian
peninsula, cap. Christiania. It extends from
Cape Lindesnaes, lat. 57° 67' 45', to the North
Cape, lat. 71° 11' 40" N., between Ion. 4° 60' and
31° 16' E., bounded E. by Sweden and Bussian
Lapland, W. by the North Sea, N. by the Arctic

Ocean, and S. by the Skager rack. Length
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11.00 m. : breadth 7 to 270 miles. Area and
pop. of the amts, by latest census, as follows:

—

Bailiewicks.
Area in
sq. m. Pop. 1866.

ChriBtianla (town), 57,381
Aggershuus, 2,013 107,421
Smaalenen, . . 1,670 98,855
Hedemarken, 10,353 120,386
Christian, . . . 10,446 124,968
Buskerud, .... 6,773 99,385
Jarlsberg and Laorrig, 890 85,433
Bratsberg, .... 5,408 81.929
Kedenaes and Bobygdel, . 4,624 68,039
Lister and Mandal, 2,066 73,765
Stavanger, .... 3,530 104,850
Bergen (town), . ... 113,366
Bergenhuns (South), . 5,803 86,784
Bergenhuus (North), . 6,745 27,703
Bomsdal, .... 6,030 104,346
Trondhjem (South), . 7,193 109,049
Trondhjem (North) . 8,811 82,488

Nordland, .... 14,620 89,846
Finmarken and Tromsoe, . 27,317 65,490

Total, 123,297 1,701,478 1

Norway is composed of a series of elevated and
barren table-lands, called Fields or Fjelds, which
extend along the W. shore from the North Cape
on the N., to the Naze on the S., with an average
breadth of about 60 m., to the parallel of Trondh-
jem, and thence expanding on the S. to about
200 m. in breadth. The mountains of Norway
do not form a continuous chain or ridge, as
usually represented, but, especially in the S., a
series of broad plateaux, separated occasionally
by deep and narrow valleys. The most charac-
teristic of these table-lands is the Dovre-field,
which divides Norway into two great halves,
called Nordenfields and SSudenfields, 3000 feet in
elevation, on which rises the mountain of Snee-
hStten, 7620 feet above the sea. The culminat-
ing point of the southern or broadest portion is

8500 feet above the sea, in lat 61° 30' N. In the
N. or narrower portion, the Kiolen mountains
assume more the form of a ridge ; the highest
point is Sulitelma, 6200 feet above the sea, in lat
67° 30' N. The W. and N. parts of the penin-
sula descend abruptly towards the W. ; while,
on the other side, the mountains slope gently to
the S.E. Skagastolstind, on the limits of the
Sogne and Guldbrandsdal, is 8670 feet ; Lange-
field, in the Sogne-Field, 6573 feet; Gausta-
Field and Hardanger-Field, in Tellemarken, 61G2
feet ; and Folgefonden glacier, on the border of
the stift Bergen, 6200 feet. Scarcely one-half of
the surface is under 2050 feet absolute height

;

and it is calculated that the proportion of arable
land to the whole extent is not more than 1 to

10. The only plains are those formed by the
table-lands between the stifts Aggershuus and
Bergen, which extend from 60 to 80 ra. in length,
and have an elevation of 3600 to 4620 feet. The
mountains contain rich minerals ; but, from the
diflSculty of transport and the want of fuel,

mining industry is but little developed. The
only mines in operation are those of silver, cop-
per, iron, cobalt, chrome, manganese, and lead.
The chief product is iron, the mines of which
are situated mostly on the Gulf of Ghristiania

;

the best is found in the dist. of Arendal, but the
most productive at Kaafiord, near Hammerfest.
The silver mine of Konsberg is at present one of
the richest in Europe, producing to the value of
600,000 franks a year, and, next to the copper
mines of Roraas and the environs of Drontheim, is

the most important iu the kingdom. The princi-
pal valleys are confined to the E. side of the
peninsula ; the longest is the Osterdal, watered
by the Glommen, which, with its continuation
the Solo and Oudal, is 215 m. in length. The
next in extent, and the most fertile, is the Guld-
bi-andsdal, watered by the Laugen. Narrow belts
between the coasts and the commencement of the
plateaux, are the only low lands in Norway;
the most extensive of these surrounds the Gulf
of Trondhjem. The "W". shores are penetrated
by an immense number of gulfs orJiords, which
occasionally extend deep into the table-lands.
The chief of these are, from S. to N., the Buk-
kefiord, Hardanger, Trondhjem, Saltens, Ofoden,
Porsang and Varang fiords. The most extensive
gulf on the S. coast is that of Ghristiania. Nu-
merous peninsulas separate the fiords, among the
most remarkable of which are Cape Nord-Kyn
on the N., and Cape Stadt on the W. coast.

Some of the fiords form excellent harbours ; but
the immense number of mountainous islands and
rocky islets which border the coast render access
diflScult. The lai-gest of these archipelagoes are

the Lofoden islands, separated from the continent
by the Vest-fiord. The chief of them is Ost-
Waagen, the central point, where everj' February
and March assemble 5000 boats, and 20,000 men,
for the great fishing expedition ; and farther N.,

the islands of Mageroe, Sor6e,Eingvad6e, Qva]6e,
on which is Hammerfest, the northernmost village

in Europe, and the only place in the world
where there are truly 3 months of day and 3 of

night. The Norwegian archipelago may be di-

vided into 5 groups; those of Stavanger and
Bergen in the N. Sea, Drontheim and Helg6 in

the Atlantic, and Lofoden in the Glacial Ocean.
The principal of the first group is CarmSe. The
islands foi-ming part of Finmark in the north are

called the Tromsen group, the largest of which
is Senjen, and the most important for commerce,
TromsOe. Between these island groups and the

continent there is a wide passage for coasting
vessels. A great part of the E. side of Norway
is covered with lakes, said to number 30,000 in

all, which, however, are generally of small ex-

tent. Many of them are situated at great eleva-

tions in the table-land : among these, the Byg-
dinsee, 15 to 20 m. long, is 3490 feet above the

sea ; the Miosen, 52 m. long, 9 m. broad at its

widest part; the Randsfiord, 30 m. long, 3 m.
broad ; and the Mios-Vand, which communi-
cates with the TinelsSe. The lakes abound in

fish. The river systems of Norway are of the

utmost importance in the economy of the countrj'

;

the smaller streams ar6 emploj'ed in driving

the machinery of mines, com and saw mills,

and in floating timber to the larger rivers;

these serve also as the chief means of communi-
cation in winter, when they are covered with
strong ice. The rivers on the N. are inconsider-

able, the mountains approaching so close to the

shore; the chief of them is the Tana, whict,

after a course of 190 m^ falls into the gulf of

the same name ; the Alten, Mais, and Saltes,

whose fiord has a very violent current. Th-s

largest rivers are on the E. slope of the plateau,

flowing S. to the Skager-rack: these are thj

Wefsen; the Namsen, by which the N. coasts

are supplied with timber—at its mouth, in tlia

Namsen-fiord, is a jet of water 180 feet ia

height ; the Glommen, 310 m. long; & the Dram--

menelf, and Lougen, which flow into the Skager-i

rack. Ships enter the mouths of some of these

rivers for 5 or 10 m., but none of them are na-

vigable on account of numerous fos (waterfalls).
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Of these the more celebrated are the Sarpenfosso,

I the Gloramen, uear Fredrikstad, & the RiUkanfon

in the dist. Tellemarken, which falls 513 feet;

I

Voringsfos, in tlie dist. Hardanger, has a perpen-
I dicular fall of 870 to 920 feet ; and the Feiguinfos,

near the Sognefiord, in the diocese of Bergen.

Scandinavia, from its vicinity to the sea, has a

:
remarkably mild climate, considering its northern

I
position. The snow line is much higher than in

i
corresponding latitudes in other countries : in

lat 61° it is 6300 feet ; and in lat 70°, 3480 feet

above the sea. In Siberia the cultivation of

grain ceases at lat. 60° ; while in Norway it ex-

tends to lat. 70° N. The mean annual tempera-

ture at the level of the sea is, at North Cape,
32° ; Trondhjem (lat. 63° 5') 40" ; Ullensvang in

Hardanger-Fiord (lat. 60°) 45° ; Christiania (lat.

59° 54') 41°, Fahr. The sea never freezes, even at

North Cape, but the shallow water of the Skager-
rack is occasionally frozen in winter. About
l-38th part of the surface is covered with per-

ennial snow: vast glaciers descend from the

table-lands, and terrible avalanches occur hy the

melting of the snow. In the E. and the interior

the cold is felt with the greatest intensity.

Winter is the most favourable season for com-
merce and for pleasure parties. The year is

!

nearly divided between winter and summer

;

spnng is almost unknown, and the autumn is

cold and rigorous ; snow covers the ground from

i
the beginning of November till the end of March.

I

In January and February the temperatui-e is

I usually from 14° to 18°, and often as low as 2°

1 Fahr. Summer lasts from May to Sept., during
which the temperature is often as high as 108°

Fahr. In the month of March the surface is

[strewed with ashes, earth, or sand, by which
i means the snow is melted ; and from this process,

[ eombined with the great heat and the length of

the day, 8 to 12 weeks are sometimes sufficient

' for sowing, ripening, and reaping the crops in

I

the interior. The climate of the W. coast,

I though milder than that of the S. or the interior,

{ is deteriorated by excessive humidity, and the

exhalations from the sea, which injure ve^ta-
tion ; the gulfs never freeze. The W. wind, blow-
ing over the Atlantic, carries moisture, which is

intercepted by the mountains, and precipitated in

the form of rain, to the amount of 70 or 80 inches
annually; while the E. wind brings extreme
drought. The vegetation of Norway varies ac-

cording to climate and position. Among trees,

the pine tribe is the most numerous. The fir,

which is found in lat. 60° 20' at an elevation of

4000 feet, and the pine (^pinus sylvestris), form
vast and valuable forests in Aggershuus, Chris-
tiansand, and Trondhjem. The forests of fir

extend N. to the Polar circle, and those of pine
beyond it. The oak forms large forests in the
amts Jarlsberg and Laurvig, and especially in

Cbristiansand. The birch attains the highest
northern latitude, and from its sap the Norwegian
makes a beverage resembling white wine. In lat.

70° it grows at an elevation of 1580 feet above
the sea. The wild apple is common in the
lower regions, and the cherry is widely dis-

tributed. In the island of TouterOe, 2J° from
the Polar circle, the mild influence of the sea
is 8uch that these fruits come to maturity
even there. In the S. the peach, apricot, and
Iraelon are largely cultivated ; but flax, hemp, and
Lhops are grown with most care and success.
jFlowers are successfully cultivated in the gar-

i
lens of the S. and W. The principal grain of
'Norway is barley; the other cerealia are culti-
t-ated only in favoured spots iu the S. Barley

attains the highest northern latitude, and the
greatest elevation : in lat. 69° 25' it is grown at
a height of 2838 feet ; the extreme limit of its

culture is lat. 70°, but there it ripens only at
an elevation of 65 to 100 feet ; its profitable cul-
ture is confined to a naiTow belt of coast land,

and to the agricultural colonies of Molselv and
Barodal, in Nordland. Of all the grains, oats are
most successfully cultivated in this country,
which has so many obstacles to encounter from
climate and inundations of the rivere. The potato
has of late been extensively cultivated. In the
interior are small prairies, called sdters, which
are used for pasturage. The rearing of cattle is

the chief occupation of the population of the
mountainous districts, who, like the Swiss, leave
the vills. and spend the summer, with their flocks

and herds, in the higher regions. From the sim-
ple habits of the population, and the excellent
climate, the value of life is understood to be high
in Norway, except at Bergen, which is unhealthy,
and where leprosy is prevalent. The industry
of the Norwegians leads them to appropriate
nearly everything to some usefiil purpose. The
horses, a small but hardy breed, are extensively
exported to Sweden, England, and Scotland.
Sheep are of an inferior breed, and yield coarse
wool. In the N. the reindeer is the only re-
source of the Laplander. Horned animals graze
at liberty on the isls. along the coast. The most
destructive wild animals are the brown bear, wolf,

& lynx ; these, with the fox & others, are hunted
for their skins ; but the increase of pop. has caused
the diminution of wild animals. The elk is now
very rarely met with. The eagle is destructive
to sheep and lambs. Game of all kinds is abun-
dant, and there are no game-laws. The chief

objects of the chase are the deer, reindeer, and
hare ; the seal, which abounds on all the coasts

;

the fish-otter ; and, among birds, the grouse and
the caperkailzie. The coast literally swarms
with sea-fowl : the wild goose and eider duck
are numerous ; the swan appears on the S. coast
in winter, and ducks of various kinds abound on
the shores, and in the lakes and rivers. In the
small uninhabited isles off the N. coast, vast
numbers of the eggs of sea-fowl are gathered.
The procuring of the eider-down is perilous
work, but very profitable, and there are very-

strict laws for the preservation of the eider
duck. Fishing forms the most important branch
of industry. In 1860 there were 6675 boats, with
24,266 men, employed in the fisherv. Whales
are occasionally taken on the coast of Finmark

;

salmon abound in the gulfs and rivers ; there are
extensive beds of oysters on all the shores, and
the pearl oyster is found in many of the rivers.

The peasants of Norway live in wooden huts
covered with birch-bark and turf ; they have no
vills., but each proprietor lives on his own farm,
however small. There are few manufs. in Norway.
Brandy distilleries and saw-mills are the only
extensive branches of industry ; next to these are
forges & metal foundries, the produce of which is

exported in a raw state, except what is used in the
manuf. of arms at Kongsberg, and in the manufs.
of iron wire and nails. The manufs. of cloth,

linen, and cotton, as well as the preparation of
skins and leather, are almost entirely domestic.
The other manufs. comprise glass, paper, oil,

gunpowder, soap, tobacco, and sugar refining.
Owing to the difficulty of transport, all the seats
of industry, and the only towns, are on the coast,
and chiefly on the Gulf of Christiania. Ship-
building is actively carried on in the ports. In
the middle ages, the commerce of Norway con-
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sisted exclusively in the exportation of fish, and
this is still the most important article of trade.

Next to this is the export of timber, which was
commenced by the Dutch in the 16th century

;

and, lastly, the products of the mines and metal
forges. The principal forests are in the in-
terior; the timber is felled in autumn and
winter, and is conveyed over the snow to the
coast. Fish is exported from all the towns
on the W. coast, but Bergen is the chief en-
trepSt. Exports (1862), timber, fish, ice, copper,
grains, seal skins, etc., to the value of l,105,973i
Imports, iron, woollens, coals, cotton, hardwares,
apparel, leather, earthenware, coffee, etc., to the
value of 606,773/. Commerce in the interior of

the country is greatly impeded for want of means
of communication ; none of the rivers are navig-
able except near their mouths. There are good
roads between the towns of the S. coast, and
several railways ; but the usual communication
is by sea. Among the numerous islands on
the W. coast, there are violent and irregular cur-
rents, which render the navigation dangerous.
Among these is the celebrated Maelstrom or Mos-
kenstrom, the danger from which has, however,
been greatly exaggerated. Regular communica-
tions have successively been established between
the principal towns of the coast, from Christiania
to Hammerfest, and steam vessels ply in the Gulf
of Christiania, and on the Lakes of Miosen and
Tyrifiord. Nearly the whole pop. of the kingdom
are Northmans or Normanns, with about 13,000
JiHns or Lapps, who are of the Mongolian race. The
chief occupation is agriciilture and cattle-rear-

ing. Silver, copper, and iron mining are carried
on in 23 mining establishments. The Fins and
Lapps live on the products of their reindeer. The
inhabitants of Finmark lead a very miserable life

:

they have very little grain; and when it faUs, they
make cakes of bark from the young pine trees

;

also moss-bread, which is a much more whole-
some food than the former. The Norwegian, or
Norsk, is one of the Teutonic or German lan-
guages, and is nearly allied to the Swedish
and Danish. Norway comprises five govern-
ments or dioceses (jUifts), namely, Christian-
sand, Aggershuus or Christiania, Bergen, Dron-
theim, and Nordland. These are divided into

16 prefectures or amis, comprising 46 rural
districts orJbgderies. It is a free, independent,
and indivisible state, united only under the
same sovereign with Sweden. The freedom
of the press is guaranteed. Lutheranism is the
state religion, in which Lutherans ai"e obliged to

train their children. Other religionists are tole-

rated, except Jews, Jesuits, and monks, who are
excluded. The government is constitutional, and
one of the most democratic in Europe, the entire

legislative and executive powers being vested in

the Storthing^ or great court of the realm. Eev.
(1863) 1,036,022/., nearly all from customs and
excise. Expenditure under the revenue. Army
(1863) 18,157 men. Navy 156 war vessels (fri-

gates, corvettes, and gunboats), with 5000 guns
and 4000 men. There are few countries in
Europe where elementary instruction is more
widely spread than in Norway ; every peasant
can read, and many can write and cast accounts.
The law forbids the marriage of any one who
cannot procure a certificate of confirmation, and
this is given to those only who can read. Every
individual of the age of 20 not confirmed is liable
to be sent to a house of correction to receive the
necessary instruction. In all the towns there
are elementary schools, and many have Sabbath
and private schools. The chief seat of learn-

ing is the University of Christiania ; there are

nine royal and five other colleges, a militai-y

school at Christiania, and a school of marine at

Frederickshavn. Six normal schools are sup-
ported by the state. There are excellent public

libraries, museums, and scientific collections, in

the different towns. The principal literary pro-

ductions are periodicals. Each commune is

bound to support its own poor, and mendicity is

punished as a crime. The state maintains maga-
zines of reserve for grain, which is supplied to

the inhabitants on payment of a fixed amount
of interest. The Norwegian clergy, as a class, are

virtuous and enlightened, interested, and often

occupying themselves in everything that con-

cerns public usefulness and the prosperity of the

country. Labour and frugality are character-

istic traits of the people. The fetes of Mid-
summer and Christmas are the only occasions

in which the Norwegian deviates from his simple

habits. In 1380, Olaf iv., King of Denmark, and
heir to the throne of Norway, united the crowns of

the two kingdoms, and this union lasted till 1814,

when Norway was ceded by the King of Den-
mark, and annexed to Sweden by the Allied

Powers, at the treaty of Kiel, and the two crowns
of Norway and Sweden were declared imited on
the 4th November 1814.

NoR^VEQiAN, a town of the U. S., N. America,
Schuylkill cc, Pennsylvania. P. 10,002.

Norwich, a city, pari, bor., and river-port of

England, cap. co. Norfolk, and a co. of itself, on
a branch railway, and on the Yare or Wensum,
here crossed by 10 bridges, 18 m. W. Yarmouth.
Ac. of city and co. 4325. P. (1851) 68,196;

(1861) 74,891. The city, about 5 m. in circum-

ference, is bordered on the N. and E. by the

river; elsewhere it was enclosed by fragments

of walls, flanked with towers, and entered by 12

gates, but these have been mostly removed. Al-

titude 40 feet. On the S. and W. several new
quarters have sprung up, and most of the hamlets

of its CO. now form suburbs continuous with the

city. The market-place is one of the lai^est

in the kingdom. Near the centre of the city is

the castle, a massive quadrangular Norman keep,

now used for a prison. On the castlehill are the

CO. gaol and the co. hall. The cathedral, built

between the 11th and 16th centuries, is 411 feet

in length, 191 feet in breadth, and surmounted
by a spire 315 feet in height. Around it are the

cloisters, bishop's palace, deanery, and St Ethelred

and Erpingham gates, connecting the cathedral

with the city. St Peter Mancroft is spacious;

St George, Colegate, St Lawrence, and St Saviour.

There are, besides, the Unitarian, Independent,

Baptist, Roman Catholic, Friends' meeting houses,

a Jews' synagogue, and other dissenting places of

worship. St Andrew's hall, used for corporation

and other festivities, and public meetings was
originally a part of a Dominican convent. Tho
Guildhall, containing a collection of portraits;

the'city gaol, the corn exchange, public library,

theatre, cavalry ban'acks, and a workhouse, are

among the chief edifices. The great hospital

charity, rev. 13,323/. a year, supports many aged

persons ; and a grammar school ; the boys' and

girls' hospital, rev. 4000/. ; Doughty's hospital,!

Norfolk and Norwich general hospital, blind'

asylum, Norfolk and Norwich literarj' institutij'

with a library of 11,000 vols., and a mechanict'

institute with a libi-ary of 18,000 vols., and iv

people's college. Norwich was long famous fo.i

its worsted manufacture, but this has declined

in favour of the West Riding of Yorkshire ; anil

most of the yams now wrought up at Norwich

I
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aro spuu at Bradford, etc. Its principal manufac-
tures are now bombazines, shawls, gauzes, crape,

pros-de-Naples, mousseline-de-laine, fringes, etc.

It has, besides, silk, worsted, and woollen mills,

and one cotton mill. Norwich has also iron

and brass foundries; snuff, oil, mustard, and
com mills ; breweries and dyeing works. It

has a branch of the Bank of England, and seve-

ral private banks. It communicates by a canal

with the Lowestoff navigation ; and with Ely,

Cambridge, and London by the N. and E. Coun-
ties RaUway. It returns two members to H. of 0.

Eeg. electors (1864) 5506. It is the place of elec-

tion for the East division of Norfolk. Through-
out the civil war it was garrisoned for the

Parliament. Archbishop Parker, Dr Kay, Drs
Samuel Clarke and Beloe (the translator of

Herodotus), were born at Norwich. The city is

the seat of a triennial musical festival.

Norwich, a city and township, U. S., North
America, Connecticut, on the Thames, at the
head of its navigation, 35 m. S.E. Hartford. Its

streets rise above each other in tiers, up the
declivity of a steep hill.—II. a township, New
York, cap. co. Chenango, on the Chenango, W.
bank, 94 m. W.S.W. Albany.—III. a township,
Vermont, united to Hanover by a bridge across

the Connecticut, 42 m. S.S.E. Montpelier.
Norwood, a parochial chapelry of England,

CO. Middlesex, 2 m. N. Hounslow. P. 4484.

—

II. {Upper and Lower), two large vills., co. Sur-
rey, pas. Lambeth and Croydon, 6 m. S. London,
with a station on the London and Croydon Rail-

way. Ac. 9821. United pop. 30,240. They
have two district churches, a school of industry
for destitute children from London, a cemetery,
and public gardens.
Nossa-Senhora-do-Desterro. [Desterro.J
NossEN, a town of Saxony, circ. and 19 m. W.

Dresden, on the Frieberg-Mulde, with a royal
residence. P. 5472. It has manufactures of

linens, and breweries.

Noss-Head, a bold rocky point on the E. coast
of Scotland, co. Caithness, 3^ m. N.E. Wick.
Under it is a vast cavern. It has a lighthouse
in lat. 58° 28' 38" N., Ion. 3° 3' 5" W. ; light re-

volving ; elevation 175 feet.

Noss-ISLAKD, one of the Shetland islands,

Scotland, E. Bressay, and separated from it by a
narrow and dangerous sound. Circumference
about 6 miles.

Nossi Be, an island of the Indian Ocean, on
the N.W. coast of Madagascar. It belongs to
Prance. P. 6000.

NoTAAWASAGA, a river of Canada W., dist.

Simcoe, after a N. course of more than 60 miles,

enters Notaawasaga Bay by an inlet at the S. end
of Greorgian Bay, Lake Huron.
Notaresco, a market town of S. Italy, prov.

and circ. Teramo, cap. circ. P. 3550.
NoTGROVE, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 3

J

m. N.N.W. Northloach. Ac. 1530. P. 162.
Notley, 2 pas., Engl., co. Essex.—I. (Black), 1

J

m. S.E. Braintree. Ac. 1936. P. 489.—II. ( WhiteX
9 m. N.N.E. Chelmsford. Ac. 2228. P. 508.
NoTO, a city of Sicily, cap. prov. of same name,

16 m. S.W. Syracuse, on a hill 2 m. from the
sea. P. (1861) 14,619. It has a cathedral, seve-
ral churches and convents, a council-house, hos-
pital, lyceum, and a trade in corn, wine, oil, and
sulphur. Near the town is the famous abbey of
the Cistercian friars, built in 1212. About 3 m.
fW. the town are the ruins of an amphitheatre
and gymnasium, and remains of ancient Return,
destroyed by an earthquake in 1693.
NoTO (Val di), an old division of Sicily, com-

prising its S.E. portion, and now forming the
prov. of Noto, in the kingdom of Italy. Area
1436 sq. m. P. (1862) 259,613. A town of Japan,
island Niphon, is named Noto.
Notre Dame, numerous comms. and vills. of

France.

—

l.(de Bondeville), dep. Seine-Infdrieure,

arr. Rouen. P. 2751.—II. (de Mont), dep. Vendue,
arr. Les Sables. P. 1345.—III. (de Liesse), a
town, dep. Aisne, arr. LHon, near 1. b. of the
Souche. P. 1408.—IV. (de la Rouviere), dep.

Gard,arr. LeVigan, cant. Valleraugne. P. 1184.

—V. (de Sanillac), dep. Dordogne, arr. Pdri-

gueux, cant. St Pierre-de-Chignac. P. 1259.

—

VI. (de Touchet), dep. Manche, arr. and cant.

Mortain. P. 1259.—VII. (du Thil% dep. Oise, arr.

and cant. Beauvais. P. 1594.

Notre Dame Bay, Newfoundland, N.E. coast,

is between lat. 49" 30' and 50° N., Ion. 55° and
56° W., bounded N. by Cape St John.
Nottingham, a pari, and munic. bor., and

manuf. town of England, cap. co. Nottingham, and
a CO. of itself, on the Leen, at its junction with
the Trent, which is here crossed by a bridge of

19 arches, and on railway, loj^ m. S.E. Derby. Ac.
of bor. and co. 1870. P. (1851) 57,407 ; do. (1861)
74,693. It stands at the foot and on .the de-
clivity of a rocky eminence. Altitude about 115
feet. The town has a very large market-place,
an exchange, with assembly rooms ; co. and town
hall, CO. and bor. gaols, a general hospital, 2 lu-

natic asylums, cavalry and infantry barracks,

and theatre, 12 churches, dissenting chapels:
schools, hospitals, and other charities are nume-
rous. Nottingham is the great centre of the lace

and bobbin-net manufacture in England ; besides

which, it has silk, cotton, and flax mills ; manufs.
of hosieryand machinery; large bleaching works,
malt-houses, breweries, dye works, and wire, pin,

iron, and brass factories. It communicates by a
canal and railway with the Codnor iron and coal

district. It sends 2 members to H. of C, and is

a polling-place for the S. division of the co. Reg.
elect. (18ti4) 6533. Several parliaments have
been held here ; and hence Richard iii. marched
with his forces to Bosworth field in 1485.

Nottinghamshire, a central co. of England,
having N. the co. York, E. Lincolnshire, and W.
Derbyshire. Ac. 526,076, of which about 470,000
are estimated to be in grass, or arable. P. (1861)
293,867. Surface, except in the vale of Trent,

diversified with gentle hills, here and there

exhibiting considerable remains of its ancient

famous royal .forest or Shire-wood. [Sher-
wood.] Principal river, the Trent, and its affls.

the Soar and Idle. Climate remarkable for compa-
rative dryness, supposed to be owing to the Derby
hills intercepting the moist W. winds. Surface

mostly a light sandy or a rich clayey loam.
Agriculture well advanced. Limestone, and, in

the W., coal is abundant. The co. is the prin-

cipal seat of the cotton hosiery and lace manufs.
in England. It is traversed by branches of the
North Midland, Sheffield and Lincoln, and Great
Northern Railways. Nottingham is divided into

6 hunds. and 246 pas., in the diocese of Lin-
coln and Midland circuit. Chief towns, Notting-
ham, Newark, E. Retford, and Mansfield. It

sends 10 members to H. of C, viz., 2 for the N.
and 2 for the S. division of co.. and 6 for its bors.

Reg. CO. electoi-s (1864), for N. div. 3983, for S.

div. 3457. This co. formed a part of the Saxou
kingdom of Mercia.
Nottingham, several townships of the U. S.,

N. America.—I. New Jersey, 17 m. N.E. Mount
Holly.—II. New Hampshire, 23 m. E.S.E. Con-
cord.—Others are in Pennsylvania and Maryland.
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NoTTixo-HiLL, England, co. Middlesex, is a

Buburban hamlet of London, pa. Kensington, on
the Western Road, 4^ m. from St Paul's Cathe-

dral. P. (1861) 15,662.

NoTTDJGTOX, a hamlet of England, co. Dorset,

pa. Broadway, 2 m. N.W. Wcjmouth. P. 104.

It has a sulphur spring, baths, and pump-room.
Nottoway, a co. of U. S., North America, in

S.E. of Virginia, traversed by the river of same
name. Area 2G4 sq. m. P. 2368 free, 6468 slaves.

— II. a vill., cap. above co., on Nottoway river,

45 m. S.W. Richmond.—III. a township, Michi-

gan, 137 m. W.S.W. Detroit
NoTTUROE, an island of Norway, stift Aggers-

huus, in Christiania-fiord, immediately S. Tons-
bcrg. Length 7 m. ; breadth 3 m. P. 3506.

NouATLLE (La), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Creuse, 9 m. S.W. Aubusson. P. 1480.

NouAN-LE-FusELiER, a comm- and vill. of

France, dep. Loir-et-Cher, arr. Romorantin, cant.

la Motte-Beuvron. P. 1556.

NoUANS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Indre-et-Loire, arr. Loches. P. 1239.

NoUAHT, a comm. and vill. of France, dop.

Ardennes, arr. Vouziers, cant. Buzancy. P. 1827.

NoUGHAVAL, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, cos.

Westmeath and Longford, about 4 m. W.N.W.
Ballymore. Ac. 12,723. P. 2765.

Nouic, a vill. of France, dep. Haute-Vienne,
arr. and 7^ m. S.W. Bellac. P. 1470.

NouRUNGA or AuRUNGABAD, a towu of India,

British dist. Behar, px-esid. Bengal, 101 m. S.E.

Benares. P. 3076. It is the chief place of a
thana of same name, containing 162 vills., and a

pop. estimated at 160,630.

NousHARA, a town of the Punjab, Peshawur
division, 18 m. N.W. Attock. The vicinity has
been chosen as a sanatarium for troops in the

province of Peshawur.
NouSHERA, several small towns and vills. of the

Punjab, Afghanistan, etc., the principal on the

Cabool river, 20 m. N.W. Attock, and where the

Afghans were routed by Runjeet Singh in 1823.

NouvALiSE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Savoie, arr. Chambery, cant. St Genix. P. 1558.

NouviON, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aisne, cap. cant., 24 m. N.E. St Quentin. P. 3133.

It has manufs. of cotton and linen thread.

NouvoiTON, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

lUe-et-Vilaine, cant. Chateau-Giron. P. 1920.

NouzoN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardennes, arr. Mdzi^re.s, cant. Charleville. P.
3628. Iron works and hardware mantif.

Nova, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. and circ.

Milano. P. 2242.

NovAiA, a market town of Russia, gov. and 87
m. W.S.W. Koursk. P. 1000.
NovARA, Novaria, a city of N. Italy, cap. prov.

Novara, on the 1. b. of the Mora, and on railway,

27 m. W. Milan. P. (1861) 27,628. It has a
castle, a cathedral, many other churches, con-
vents, a large hospital, two colleges, a hall of

commerce, new market-place, and theatre ; with
manufactures of silk and linen fabrics, hats, and
leather. Near the town the Piedmontese were
defeated by the Austrians, March 23, 1849.

NovARA, a prov. of North Italv, W. of Lom-
bardy. Area 2525 sq. m. P. (1862) 679,385.
NovABA, a town of the isl. Sicily, prov. Mes-

sina, circ. Castroreale, cap. circ. P. 14,395. In its

vicinity are foimd mines of silver, copper, & lead.
Nova Scotia, a peninsula of Nortn America,

on its E. side, forming, with the island of Cape
Breton (annexed in 1819), a British colonial ter-
ritory, between lat. 43° 26' and 47° N., Ion. 69°
40' and 66° 25' W., connected N.W. with New

Brunswick by an isthmus 14 m. across, sepa-
rated on the N. from Prince Edward Island by
Northumberland Strait, and by the narrow Gut of

Canso from Cape Breton on the N.E. ; having on
other sides the Atlantic and the Bay of Fundy.
Its position, farther E. than any other portion of

the North American continent except Labrador,
marks it as the great natural highway for ti-avel be-
tween Europe and America. Nova Scotia proper
is 256 m. long, and has an extreme breadth of 100
m. Area 18,671 sq. m. The isl. of Cape Breton
is 100 m. in length, and 72 m. in breadth. Area
3000 sq. m. P. (1861) 330,857, of whom 5927 are
negroes, 1407 Indians, and 20,859 Acadians.
Surface undulating, the highest hills (in the
Cohequid Chain) being 1100 feet high. Soil
arable and well watered. Lakes and rivers nu-
merous; Lake Rossignol, the largest in Nova
Scotia proper, is 20 m., and the next in size. Ship
Harbour Lake, 15 m. long. The lakes of Cape
Breton are larger and more numerous ; the Great
Bras d'Or is a large expanse of water, about oO
m. long, and abounding in fish. Shores irregulai-,

abrupt, and present numerous harbours, with deep
water close to land. The Bay of Fundy is fa-

mous for the height and rapidity of its tides, anil

the excellence of its shad fishery. The harbour
of Halifax is one of the best in the world, and
capacious enough to afiford anchorage to all the
navies of Europe. Climate health}', but the At-
lantic coast is often visited by dense fogs. Mean
temp, of year 43°, extreme heat 95°, greatest cold
minus 24° Fahr. Rainfall 41 inches. Principal
crops ai'e, wheat, barley, oats, rye, buckwheat,
maize, potatoes, and turnips. The number of

acres under cultivation in 1861 was 1,028,032.

Fruits are, apples, pears, plums, strawberries,

cherries, raspberries, cranberries, etc. The forests

of Nova Scotia abound in good timber, ash, beech,
birch, maple, oak, pine, and spruce, being the
commonest. Live stock of Nova Scotia (1861)

:

sheep 332,653, cattle 262,297, horses 41,927, swino
53,217. Among the native quadrupeds are the

moose, cariboo, bear, fox, lynx, weasel, martin,
otter, minx, hare, racoon, porcupine, beaver, etc.

Fish forms one of the chief natural resources,

and the seas a1x)und with mackerel, herring, cod,

haddock, halibut, pollock, gaspereau, salmon,
and shad. Coal and iron are abundant; the area
of the productive coal-field is about 750 sq. m.
The number of vessels employed in the fishery

in 1861 was 900, boats 8816, employing 14,322
men. Value of fish and oil exported (1861)
2,376,721 dols. In 1861, 6323 vessels (tonnage
696,763) entered the ports of Nova Scotia, & 6089
(tonnage 695,582) cleared. Exports are, coal,

fish, gj-psum, bark, hides, timber, sugar, etc.

Imports provisions, cottons, woollens, apparel,

tea, hardwares, machineiy, etc. Total value of

exports (1862) 1,129,392/.; of imports l,689,008i. |
Revenue (1862) 234,133/.; expenditure 265,710/. I
The manufacturing industry of Nova Scotia is

'

as yet small, but its position and natural re-

sources warrant the expectation that in some
years it will occupy a first place among its neigh-

bours. In 1861, 216 ships (tonnage
23.634J

were
built, and there were 1401 saw mills, 130 shingle

mills, 414 grist mills, 13,230 handlooms, 77 CJHd-

1

ing mills, besides soap, candle, paper, tobacco,

brick, cloth, furniture, hardware, and other fac-

tories. By the census of 1861, it appears that;

13,516 of the pop. are employed in manufacture.

There are 93 m. of railway in operation, and 2i

locomotives. The Shubenacadie Canal, begun ii

1825, and still unfinished, is intended to connec:.

Halifax harbour and the Bay of Fundy. St Peter '«
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Canal, commenced 1854, is to unite the Bras d'Or

Lake with the Atlantic. There are 22 religious

denominations, and 831 places of worship, giving

a church for every 400 of the pop., of whom
47,744 are Episcopalians, 69,4.56 Presbyterians,

86,281 Roman Catholics, 55,336 Baptists, 34,055

Wesleyans, etc. The government is vested in

a lieutenant-governor, a council of 9 members, a
legislative assembly of 21 members, elected by
40s. freeholders, 2 members being returned by
each of ths 10 counties, and the rest by the towns

;

and a house of representatives of 55 members,
elected once in 4 years, to represent 18 cos. Uni-
versal suffrage is the law of Nova Scotia. The
principal towns, Halifax, the cap. and chief seat

of commerce, Annapolis, Liverpool, Pictou, and
Windsor. The colony has a supreme court,

held twice a year in every county, and a court

of equity in Halifax
;
general sessions, justices,

jirobate, marriage and divorce, vice-admiralty,

and error courts. There are 6 colleges in the
province, the best endowed being King's College

at Windsor, and numerous schools. Nova Scotia

was discovered by Cabot in 1497, settled by the

French, who named it Acadie, and finally ceded
to Britain in 1758. Gold was discovered at Tan-
gier river, about 40 m. N.E. of Halifax, in 1861

I
(when 800 diggers were at work), and digging is

now carried on at Tangier, Wine Cove, Laurence-
town, Sherbrooke, Isaac Harbour, & Lunenburg.
Novate Mii^anese, a vill. of N. Italy, prov.

and circ. Milano. P. 2338. Manufs. saltpetre.

NovAWEs, a Bohemian colony in Prussia, prov.
Brandenburg, gov. and 2 m. E. Potsdam. P. 1772,
who manufacture linen and cotton stuffs.

Nova Zembla (properly Novaia Zemlia, "New
l/and "), an insular region in the Arctic Ocean,

,
comprised in Europe, and dependent on the

Eussian gov. Arkangel. Lat. 70° 30' to 76° 30'

I

N. ; Ion. 52° to 76° E. Length estim. at 470 m.,

j
and average breadth at 56 m. It consists of two

j

islands separated by the channel Matotshkin-
I shar. Surface on the W. side rises from a bold

shore to 1000 or 2000 feet, and in other places to

3475 feet above the sea ; but the E. shores are
low and barren. Black clay-slate and limestone
are constituent rocks, as in the Ural chain, of

which Nova Zembla is an insular continuation.
In summer its coasts are frequented by walrus
hunters from Arkangel, but nowhere permanently
inhabited. Subterranean stone labyrinths of great
antiquity have been discovered here. It was
first made known by the voyage of Stephen
Burrough in 1556, but had been previously visited
by the Russians.
NovAZZANO, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Tessin, dist. Mendrisio. P. 1124.

Nov^ANT-sriK-MosELLE, a comm. and vill. of
France, dep. Moselle, arr. Metz, P. 1217.
NovELDA, a town of Spain, prov. and 13 m.

W. Alicante. P. 8095, partly engaged in distil-

ling, and in manufs. of lace and confectionary.
NoVELLARA, a town of Italy, prov. and 18 m.

N.W. Modena. P. 6631. It was cap. of a prin-
cipality, annexed to Modena in 1737, and has
an hospital, podesta's palace, some manufs. of silk
and leather, weekly markets, and an annual fair.

NovELLO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
circ. Alba, in a plain watered by the Tanaro.
P. 1395. It has remains of antiquity, and a castle.

NovEMiASTO, several towns of Poland.—I. Prus-
sian Poland, gov. and 32 m. W.N.W. Posen, P.
1500.—II. gov. and 47 m. S.S.W. Warsaw. P.
3200, mostly Jews. It has a fine palace and
grounds, and a Capuchin monastery.—III. prov.
and 40 m. E.N.E. Plock, on the Sonna. P. 500.

—IV. Prussian Poland, gov. Rud 32 m. B.E.
Posen, on the Warta. P. 1000.—V. Austrian
Poland, Galicia, circ. and 31 m. E.N.E. Sanok.

—

VI. {Kovczyny prov. and 39 m. S. Kielce, on the
Vistula. P. 1100. [Neustadt.]
NovENTA, two vills. of Northern Italy.—1.

Venetia, prov. and 18 m. S.S.W. Vicenza. P.
3900.— II. (di Piave\ on the Piave, prov. and 17
m. N.E. Venice. P. 2000. Both towns have
large trade and an annual fair.

Novts, a town of Spain, prov. and 15 m. N.W.
Toledo. P. 2450. It has a large pa. church, au
hospital, and manufs. of coarse woollen goods.
NovES, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Bouches-du-Rh6ne, on the Durance, 19 m.
N.E. Aries. P. 2130. It is enclosed by high
walls, flanked by square towers, & has silk-mills.

Novgorod, a gov. of Russia, between lat. 57*

and 61° N., Ion. 30° and 40° E., having E. the
govs. Vologda and Yaroslavl, S. Tver, W. and
N. Pskov, St Petersburg, and Olonetz. Area
45,479 sq. m. P. (1858) 975,201. The surface
has a gradual descent towards the N.E. Princi-
pal rivers the Volkhof, Msta, Sheksna, Mologda,
and Lovat, and it comprises the lakes Bielo-
Osero, Voje, and Ilmen. Climate generally
severe; soil only partially fertile. Chief crpps,

rye, oats, and barley. Hemp and flax are raised

for exportation, but timber constitutes the prin-
cipal product. Few cattle are reared. Many of
the pop. are employed in fishing, and the salt

springs of Staraia-Rouss fiu-nish a sufiicient

quantity of salt for this gov. and that of Tver.
Manufs. unimportant. It has a few copper, glass,

tile, leather, and woollen cloth factories. The
government is subdivided into 10 circles. Prin-
cipal towns, Novgorod, Valdai, and Tikhvin.
Novgorod (Veliki, or "the Great"), a city of

Russia, cap. gov., on the Volkhof, near its exit

from the Lake Ilmen, 450 feet above the sea, lOrt

m. S.S.E. St Petersburg. P. (1863) 17,665 (is said

to have amounted to 400,000 in the 15th century,

but since 1570 it has fallen into decay). The
town is divided into the Torgovaia or market
town, and containing the governor's palace, and
most of the shops and warehouses; and the
Sophiiskaia. On the opposite bank of the Volkhof,
enclosed by an earthen rampart & a ditch, are the
kremlin or citadel, the cathedral of St Sophia, and
the archbishop's palace ; there are 60 churches,

and numerous nunneries and monasteries. It has
a few manufs. of sail-cloth, leather, and vinegar,

and trade in com. During the 12th, 13th, and
14th centuries, Novgorod was a grand commercial
entrepot.—The canal oj" Novgorod, which joins

the Msta and Volkhof rivers, is 5 m. in length,

and obviates the navigation of Lake Ilmen.
[NIJNII-NOVGOROD.]
Novgorod-Severskoie, a town of Russia, gov.

and 109 m. E.N.E. Tchernigov, cap. dist., on the
Desna. P. (1863) 7142. It has an active trade in
corn . hemp, and lime, and three large annual fairs.

I>JovGiiAi)-VoLYNSKi, a town of Russia, gov.
Volhynia, cap. circ, on the Slutsch, 62 miles
W.N.W. Jitomir. P. 4500.
Novi, three towns of Italy.—I. North Italy,

prov. Genoa, cap. prov. and mand., in the plain of

Marengo, at the foot of the Apennines, and on rail-

way, 14 m. S.E Alessandria. P. (1862) 11,445.

It is surrounded by old walls, and has a tower, a
college, hospital, and manufs. of silk thread, and
an active trade. On the adjoining plain, the
F'rench were defeated in 1799 by the Austro-
Eussian army.—II. prov. and 20 m. N. Modena.
P. 7285.—III. South Italy, prov. Salerno, 18 m.
S.S.W. Capaccionuovo. P. 1400.
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Novi, a town of European Turkey, Bosnia,

sanj. and 40 m. W.N.W. Banyaluka.—II. a ma-
ritime town of Hungarian Croatia, 12 m. N.W.
Zeug, and the residence of its bishop. P. 2050.

Novi, a township of the U. S., N. America,
Michigan, 25 m. N.W. Detroit.

Novi-Bazak, a town of European Turkey,
Bosnia, cap. sanj., on an affl. of the Morava, 130
m. S.E. Bosna-Serai. Estimated pop. 15,000, It

has a castle, mosques, and shops.

NoviDVOR, a market town of Bussian Poland,
prov. and 36 m. N.N.E. Bialystok. P. 578.

NoviGRAD, a small seaport town of Austria, in

the Hungarian Littorale, on the Morlacca chan-
nel, 22 m. S.E. Fiume. P. 2500.

NoviGRAD-VoLTNSK, a town of Eussian Po-
land, gov. Volhynia, 62 m. W.N.W. Jitomir, on
the Slutsch. P. 4500.

NoviLARA, a comm. and vill. of Central Italy,

prov. and circ. Pesaro. P. 1773.

NovioN PoKCiEN, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Ardennes, arr. and cant. EetheL P. 1290.
NoviTA, a town of the Gi-anadian Confedera-

tion, dep. Cauca, cap. prov. Choco, 50 m. E. the
Pacific, and 130 m. S.W. Antioquia. P. 2000.
Novo-Arkhangei^k, Russian Amer. [Sitka.]
NovocHECHMiNsK, a market town of Russia,

gov. and 95 m. S.E. Kasan. P. 1800.
NovocHOPERSK, a town of Russia, gov. and

110 m. E.S.E. Voroniej, cap. circ., on the Choper.
P. 2000. It is enclosed by earthen ramparts,
flanked by bastioned towers, and has ship-build-
ing docks, and a considerable trade in timber.
NovoDMiTKiEvsKOE or Jelan, a town of Rus-

sia, gov. and 105 m. W.S.W. Saratov, at the confl.

of the Jelan and Berezovga. P. 2100.
NovoEVAXovKA or TcHERNiANKA, a market

town of Russia, gov. and 82 m. S.E. Koursk, on
the Oskol. P. 1470.

NovoFEDORovicv Or Bezghina, a market town
of Russia, gov. and 93 m. S.E. Koursk. P. 1680.
NovoGRUDEK, a town of Russia, gov. and 80

m. E. Grodnd, cap. circ, on a tributary of the
Niemen. P. 4067. It is enclosed by walls.
NovoiDUBASSARii, a town of Russia, gov.

Kherson, circ and 43 m. N.N.W. Tiraspol on
the Dniester. P. 2300.
Novoi-OsKOL, a town of Rassia, gov. and 92

m. S.E. Koursk, on the Oskol. P. 6000.
NovoLi, a town of South Italy, prov. circ, and

7 m. W.N.W. Lecce. P. 3390.
NovoMESTO, a town of Russia, gov. and 76 m.

N.N.E. Tchemigov, on the Iput P. 2000.
NovoMiRGOROD, a fortified town of Russia, gov.

and 155 m. N.N.W. Kherson. P. (1863) 5478.
Novomoskovsk, a town of Russia, gov. and l8

m. N.E. Jekaterinoslav, cap. circ, on the Samara.
P. (1863) 10,002.

NovoPETROTSKOE, a market town of Russia,
gov. and 65 m. N.W. Kherson, on the Bug.
Novo Redondo, a seaport town and fort of the

Portuguese possessions of S.W. Africa, at the
mouth of the river Redondo, in the Atlantic
Ocean, lat 11° 12' S., Ion. 13° 44' 40" E. The
pop. are free negroes, except 8 or 10 Europeans.
NovOKSHEV, a town of Russia, gov. and 68 m.

S.E. Pskov, cap. circ, on Lake Podso. Pop.
2000.

NovosELiTZA, a town of South Russia, prov.
Bessarabia, 27 m. E.S.E. Chotin. P. 3500.
NovosiBKOF, a town of Russia, prov. and 80

m. N.N.E. Tchemigov. P. (1863) 8932.
Novosn., a town of Russia, gov. and 86 m.

S.W. Tula, cap. circ, on the Narutch. Pop.
2000.

Novo-TCKERKASK, a town of Russia, cap. of

the country of the Don Cossacks, on the Don,
240 m. E.S.E. Jekaterinoslav. P. (1863) lT,0o6,

It has a cathedi-al, and numerous other churches,
a market place, a college, with a library of 1200
volumes, and a school.

NowAGURH, a raj of India, having its centre in

lat 20° 20' N., Ion. 82° 25' E. Area 1512 sq. m,
P. estimated at 68,000. The raj is subject to

the political agent of the S.W. frontier. Annual
revenue 5000, tribute to the Bi-itish 400, rupees.

NowANUGGUR, a town of India, peninsula of

Kattywar, prov. Guzerat, 310 m. N.W. Bombay.
The town is large, has an active trade, and manu-
factures cloth of fine quality, and the dyes of

these articles are much admired. In the sea are

beds of pearl oysters. The town is the principal

place in the district of Hallar, comprising 540
vills., and a pop. estimated at 207,680. Annual
tribute to the British 47,259 rupees, and 77,547
rupees to the Guicowar. In a range of hills near
the town, copper ore has been discovered.

NowGONG, a town of India, Lower Assam,
presid. Bengal, lat 26° 21' N., Ion. 92° 49' E. It

is the principal place of a district of same name,
with an area of 4160 sq. m., and a pop. of 70,000.

NowiDwow, a town of Russia, Poland, gov.

and 16 m. N.W. Warsaw, at the junction of the

Vistula and the Bug. P. 1500.

NowoGEORGiEWSK, a town of Poland, gov. of

Plotzk. P. 1067.
NowsHAKRA, a town of Sinde, 70 m. S.E.

Roree, on the route thence to Hyderabad.—II. a
vill. of the Punjab, 8 m. N. Leia. [Noushera.I
NowYi KoRTSCHix, a town of Poland, gov. of

Radom. P. 3480.

Noxubee, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in E. of Mississippi. Area 678 sq. m. P. (1860)
5171 free, 15,496 slaves.

NoYA, a seaport town of Spain, prov. Coruiia,

21 m. W. Santiago, on an inlet called the Ria de

Nova. P. 2610. It has a small ship-building yard,

and pilchard fisheries.

NoYAL-MuziLLAC, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Morbihan, 14 m. E.S.E. Vannes. P. 2385.—
—II. (PorUivyX a comm. and market town, same
dep., 3 m. E. Pontivy. P. 3310.—III. (aur-

Vilainey, dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, 6 m. E. Rennes.
P. 3102.

NoTAirr, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, arr. Baug^ cap. cant. P. 1518.

NoYEN, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Sarthe, 17 m. S.W. Le Man.s. P. 3348.

NoYERS, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Yonne, on the Serin, 10 m. S. Tonnerre. P. 1607.

It has manufactures of serges, coarse flannels, and
worsted hosiery.—II. a comm. & vill., dep. Loir-

et-Cher, arr. Blois, cant. St Aignan. P. 1679.

NoYON, Noviomagus, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Oise, 42 m. E.N.E. Beauvais, with

a station on a branch of the N. Railway, N.E.

CreiL P. 6348. It has a cathedral, bishop's

palace, an hospital, seminary, and manufs. of

linens, tulle, cotton hosiery, leather, and a brisk

general trade. Calvin was bom here in 1509.

NozAY, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loire-Inf^rieure, 24 m. N. Nantes. P. 3692.

NozEROY, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Jura, cap. cant, 18 m. E.S.E. Poligny. P. 854.

NoziiiiES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ardtehe, arr. Tournon, cant la Mastre. Pop.

1361.

NuBEENUGUR, a town of India, dist Behar, 85

m. S.E. Benares. P. 2305.

Nt'BiA (a name now obsolete in the politicn

division of the country, but retained as best know:

historically), acountry ofE. Africa, on theRed Sea
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between lat 11° and 24° N., Ion. 28° and 39° E.

;

bounded E. by the Red Sea, S. by Abyssinia, W.
by Darfur and the Great Desert, & N. by Egypt.

Area, with Kordofan, estimated at 300,000 (?) sq.

m., and pop. at 2,000,000, who are Mohammedans.
It is divided into Lower Nubia, extending from
the frontier of Egypt to Dongola (lat. 18° N.)

;

and Upper Nubia from Dongola to Abyssinia.
The lower lands are almost always more or less

arid, devoid of running water, and uninhabited

;

but in the high ground there are streams which
fertilize a small portion of the soil before it

is engulphed by the sand. Nubia is traversed

in all its extent by the Nile, which makes here

an immense sweep, called the Great Bend.
Its valley is so narrow as to leave no space

for cultivation on its banks, and the produc-
tive districts occur in the gorges between the

mountains and on the islands. A desert of sand
and rocks, with some small fertile oases, extends
E. from Lower Nubia to the Red Sea. In Upper
Nubia the country is more varied, the Nile here

receives its affl. the Atbara or Tacazze, 340 m.
below the junction of the White and Blue rivers

;

between these rivers are situated the region Sen-
naar, which contains vast fertile plains. The
climate of Nubia is extremely hot and dry, but

on the whole healthy; the temp, rises from
Jan. to April to 120° Fahr. The nights are very
cool. Even on the Nile it never rains below the

junction of the Atbara ; S. of that point the rains

commence every year in July. The Khamsyn, a
pernicious wind of Africa, begins to be felt jn

Nubia about the end of April, and continues till

the summer solstice. It often bears such a quan-
tity of sand as sometimes to change a blooming
soil to an arid hill in the course of a few hours.

It is accompanied by thunder and lightning ; the

plague is said never to have penetrated S. of the
second cataract (lat 22° N.). The animals com-
mon to Nubia are the wild boar, elephant, rhino-

ceros, hippopotamus, lion, tiger, panther, fox,

monkeys, crocodiles, the giraffe, and several

species of antelopes. Among birds are the ostrich,

partridge, wild goose, etc. Agricriture employs
most of the pop. on the banks of the Nile and its

tributaries, & artificial irrigation is resoi-ted to as

in Egypt. Chief products dhourra, barley, maize,
cotton, indigo, tobacco, senna, coffee, and dates.

The vine and cotton plants are cultivated in some
parts. Cattle, sheep, and goats are reared by the
Arabs of the neighbouring deserts. Manufs. are
limited to objects for domestic use. An exten-
sive transit trade is carried on with the interior

of Africa and Egypt, in slaves, gold-dust, senna,
and ostrich feathers. Suakin, on the Red Sea, is

the only port. The Nubians belong to Arabian
and Ethiopian races ; the pastoral tribes on the
banks of the Tacazze and the Upper Nile, speak
the Arabic language. Previous to the conquest
of Nubia by Ibrahim Pasha in 1821, it was go-
verned by a number of independent chiefs ; since
then it has been under the dominion of Egypt.
NuDUEA, a dist. of British India, presid. and

prov. Bengal, in the delta of the Ganges, en-
closed by the dists. Moorshedabad, Birbhoom,
Burdwun, Hooglily, Jessore, and the 24 pergun-

j

nahs. Area 2942 sq. ni. P. estimated at 298,736.

j

Soil highly fertile. Products comprise millet,

maize, pulse, oii-seeds, sugar-cane, indigo, to-
bacco, hemp, and the mulberry is reared for food
to the silkworm. Principal towns, Nuddea, the

' cap., on the Hooghly, 54 m. N.W. Calcutta, and
Kislienagur and Plassey.
Nueces, a co., U. S., North America, Texas.

I'. 2690 free, 216 slaves.

Nueces (Rio de las), a river of Texas, enters
the Laguna del Madre, between the dists. Refu-
gios and San Patricio, 120 m. N. the mouth of the
R. Grande del Norte, after a S.E. course of 400 m.
NuEiL-sous-LES-AuBRiERS, a comm. and vill.

of France, dep. Deux-Sevres, arr. Bressuire,
cant. Chitillon-sur-Sfevre. P. 1759.

Nueil-sous-Passavant, a comm. and market
town of France, dep. Maine-et-Loire, on the
Layon, 15 m. S.W. Saumur. P. 1759.
NuEVA or New Segovia, a small town of

Central America, state Nicaragua, on the Sego-
via river. 80 m. N.N.E. Leon.—II. a to-wn, Luzon
(Philippines), on the Tajo, in the north part.

NuEViTAS, a harbour, with a vill., on the N.E.
coast of the island of Cuba, 35 m. E. Puerto Prin-
cipe, of which it is the port. P. (1861) 2248.
Nuevo-Leon, a dep., Mexico. [Leon Nuevo.]
Nuevo-Santandeh, the former name of a

maritime state of the Empire of Mexico, near
Tamaulipas.
Nuffield, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 7^ nu

W.N.W. Henley-on-Thames. Ac. 2076. P. 259.

Nu-Gariep, a river of S. Africa, between the

territory of Cape Colony and Griqua Land, after

a N.W. course joins the Gariep or Orange river,

near lat. 29° 5' S., Ion. 24° 23' E. It rises in

Basutu Land, and drains the divisions Albert
and Colesberg. Length 430 miles.

NuGEENAH, a town of India, div. Rohilcund,
N.W. provs., in lat. 29° 27' N., Ion. 78° 30' E. P.

14,001. It has manufactures of firearms.

NuGUK Khas, a town of India, dist. Goruck-
pore, N.W. provs., in lat. 26° 42' N., Ion. 82° 43'

E., 44 m. W . the cantonment of Goruckpore. P.

600. It is well defended.
NuiLLE-suR-VicoiN, a comm. and vill., France,

dep. Mayenne, arr. and cant. Laval. P. 1690.

NuiTS, a comm. and town of France, dep.

C6to d'Or, 8 m. N.E. Beaune. P. 3346.

NuKHA, a town of Russian Transcaucasia, gov.

and 150 m. N.W. Baku, on the S. slope of the

Caucasus mountains. I?. (1863) 20,533.

NuLCHEirA, a town of India, dist Backergunje,
presid. Bengal, on rt. b. of the Ganges. It is the
chief port of the district, and has active com-
munication with Calcutta by water. Imports,
teak and iron. Exports, rice, cocoa, & betel nuts.

Nui.E-s, a town of Spain, prov. and 12 m. S.W.
Castellon-de-la-Plana. P. 2873.

NuLVi, a vill. of the isl. Sardinia, cap. mand.,
prov. and 11 m. E.S.E. Sassari. P. 2814.

NuBiMUL, a thriving town of the Punjab, on
the Indus, 24 m. E. Kala Bagh. Here are indi-

cations of excellent coal.

Nun, a cape and river of Marocco ; the river

(or Akassa) enters the Atlantic after a W. course

of 130 m , 35 m. S.W. Cape Nun, which is in lat.

28° 46' N., Ion. 11° 3' W.—II. the central branch
of the Niger at its delta in the Gulf of Guinea.
Total length about 120 miles.

Nun, a river of Manchuria. [Naun.]
NuN-BuRNiiOLME, a pa. of Engl., co. York, E.

Riding, 3 m. E.S.E. Pocklington. Ac. 2137. P. 281.

NuNDA, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 18 m. N. Angelica.
NuNDYDROOG, a strong hill-fort of S. India,

dom. Mysore, 31 m. E. Bangalore, 4856 feet

above the sea. It was stormed and taken by
the British in 1791.

Nuneaton, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. Warwick, on the Anker, with a station on
the Trent Valley Railway, 14 m. N.W. Rugby.
Ac. of pa. 6112. P. 7666. The town has a
Gothic church, a grammar school, a free school,,

and ribbon-weaving.
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NuNEHAM CouRTENAT, England. [Newnham.]
Nunez or KakuNdy, a river of Western Africa,

Benegambia, after a W. course enters the Atlantic

Ocean, in lat. 10' 40' N., Ion. 14' 40' W. Length
about 200 m. lis banks are densely wooded.
NuNiVAK, an island of Bussian America, in

Behring Sea, off Capes Avinoff and Vancouver,
lat. 60° N., Ion. 165" to 167° W.
Nun-Keeijng. a pa. of England, co. York, East

Eidiug, 10 m. N.N.E. Beverley. Ac. 2220. P. 271.

NuNNET, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3 m.
W.S.W. Frome. Ac. 2421. P. 1088.

NuNXiNGEN, a town of Switzerland, cant. So-
leure (Domach Thierstein). P. 1088.

NuNNiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Riding, 4J m. S.S.E. Helmsley. Ac. 1600. P. 423.

Nun's Island, an islet of the Hebrides, Scot-

land, close to lona.

NuNTON, with Bodenham, a pa. of England,
CO. Wilts, 2i m. S.S.E. Salisbury. P. 282.

NuoRO, a town of the island Sardinia, prov.

Bassari, 78 m. N.N.E. Cagliari, cap. circ. same
name. P. of coram. 3G71. It has a cathedral, a
Jesuits' college ; and a brisk trade in cattle,

cheese, and olives.

NuR, a town of Russian Poland, prov. Plock,

on the Bug, 63 m. E.N.E. Warsaw.
NuRA, a river of N. Italj', prov. Parma, rises

in the Apennines, and after a N.N.E. course of

45 m. joins the Po 7 m. E. Piacenza, and S.W. of

Cremona.

—

Ponte Nura is a vill. on this river and
on the iEmilian Way, 6 m. from its mouth.
NuKAMiNis, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov.

and circ. Cagliari. P. 1745.

NuRENSDOKF, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Zurich, dist. Bulach. P. 1012.

NuKHEE, a town of British India, dist. Ghazee-
pore, N.W. provs., on 1. b. of the Ganges, 29 m.
N.E. Ghazeepore. P. 6803.

NuRNBERG (Eng. Nuremberg), a city of Bavaria,

cap. circ. of same name, prov. Franconia, on the

Pegnitz, on railway between Augsburg and Leip-
zig, and on the Ludwigs Canal, 97 m. N.N.W.
Miinchen. P. (1864) 70,402, mostly Protestants.

It is surrounded by walls and battlements. Chief
edifices are the lieichsveste, an old imperial castle,

often occupied by the German Emperors of the
middle ages ; the church of St Sebald, with fine

paintings and sculpture ; and the churches of St
Laurent and St Giles. Numberg has a gymna-
sium founded by the reformer Melancthon, whose
statue is placed on its front ; a school of the fine

arts, polytechnic school, commercial academy,
and many libraries, museum of natural history,

and numerous associations, religious, literary,

and artistic. The German national museum has
a library of 30,000 vols, 14,000 original MSS., and
many coins and antiquities. The first paper mill

in Germany was established here in 1390. Here
also the first gun-carriages were made, and the
first railway in Germany was opened from Nlim-
berg to FUrth in 1836. It is now the great centre
of the manuf. of Gennan wooden clocks and toys,

which are exported to all parts of the globe ; its

other manufs. comprise jewellery, trinkets, tele-

scopes, mathematical and musical instruments,
sealing wax, black lead pencils, lacquered wares,
articles in ivory and horn, paper, and parchments.
Numberg is the birthplace of Albert Durer,
whose house is still preserved. Founded in 905,
Nilrnberg was, in 938, the seat of the first German
diet. Its inhabitants early embraced the doc-
trines of the reformation ; and in 1532, the as-
sembly was held here at which the treaty of tole-

ration was signed. Napoleon i. deprived the city
of privileges, and annexed it to Bavaria in 1805.

NuRNET, several pas. of Ireland, Leinster.—I.

CO. Carlow, 3 m. N.E. Leighlin-Bridge. Ao.
2722. P. 554.—II. co. and 4 m. S.W. Kildare.
Ac. 1798. P. 672.—IlL 3 m. N.N.W. Carbery.
Ac. 2130. P. 699.

NuRPOOR, a town of the Punjab, at the foot of
the Himalaya mountains, 60 m. N.E. Amritsir.
P. from 6000 to 8000, comprising many Cash-
merians employed in shawl-weaving. It has a
stone fort and a good bazaar.
NuRRi, a vill. of the island of Sardinia, prov.

Cagliari, circ. Lanusei, 8 m. E. Isili. P. 2178.
NuRSUNG, a pa. of Englaud, co. Hants, 3 m.

S.E. Komsey. Ac. 2124. P. 947.

NuRSTED, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4 m
S.W. Gravesend. Ac. 610. P. 57.

NCrtingen, a town, WUrtemburg, circ. Black
Forest, cap. dist., on the Neckar, 13 m. S.S.E.
Stuttgart P. 4382. Manuf. woollens.
Nus, a comm. and vUl., N. Italy, prov. Turin,

circ. Aosta. P. (of comm.) 2276.

Nusco, a town of South Italy, prov. Avellino,
6 m. S.W. St Angelo di LombardL P. 4160. It

is the see of a bishop.

NusLOCH, a mkt. town of Baden, circ. Lower
Rhine, 6 ra. S. Heidelberg. P. 1943.

NussDORF, three vills. of the Austrian doms.
—I. Lower Austria, on the Danube, 4 m. N.
Vienna, P. 2000. The Viennese have numerous
villas here.—II. (Hung. ^/*o-Z)t<M), W.Hungary,
CO. and 26 m. N.E. Presburg. P. 1096.—III.

(Hung. Felso-Dios), adjacent to the latter. V.

1306. In its vicinity ai'e lead mines.
NussEERABAD, a British cantonment in the dist.

and 15 m. S.E. Ajmeer, N.W. provs. It is situated

in a plain of sand or g^vel overlying primi-

tive rock, and bounded on the N.'W. by the

mountains of Ajmeer. Climate hot, mean tem-
perature of the year 76° Fahr. Alt 1486 feet

NuTFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 3J m.
E.N.E. Reigate. Ac. 3373. P. 997.

NuTHALL, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m. N.W.
Nottingham. Ac. 1644. P. 842.

NuTHURST, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 ni.

S.S.E. Horsham. Ac. 3260. P. 767.

Nutlet, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 5J ni.

S.W. Basingstoke. Ac. 2180. P. 141.

NuTYS, a headland of S. Australia, in lat. 32°

2' 18" S., Ion. 132° 25' E.—The Nuyts Archipelago

stretches along the coast north of lat 33° between
Ion. 133° and 134° E. Chief island, St Francis.

A^utt/s Land is a name applied to the W. coasts of

the Great Australian Bight
Nyack, a vill. of the U. S., N. America, New

York, on the Hudson, 108 m. S.W. Albany. P. 800.

Nyamtz, Nemza, or Niamzu, a town of Mol-

davia, cap. dist, 62 m. W. Jassy. P. 3500. Has
annual fairs, and a shrine of the Virgin.

Nyanza or Victoria Ntanza, a lake of Easj

Africa, between lat. 2° 60' S. and 0° 20' NJ
Ion. 31° 40' and 35° E., 3740 feet above thi

sea. This lake, discovered by Captain Spek<

in 1859, is the principal feeder of the Whit<

Nile, which issues from its N. side by Napoleci

Channel and Ripon Falls. Length and breadt)

230 m.

—

Albert Nyanza, theLuta Nzige of Speki?

a large fresh water lake, 100 m. N.W. of tL

above, was partly explored by Baker in 1865.

Nyassa, a lake of S.E. Africa, between 10° 21

and 14° 25' S., discoveredby Livingstone. Lengl

about 250 m. ; average width 26 m. It is 1300 f

above the sea, and from 15 to 100 feet deep.

Nyborg, a fortified town of Denmark, siift ar,

on the island FUhnen, 18 m. E.SE. Odense, c

the Great Belt P. 3802. It is defended by

strong citadel, and has ship-building docks.
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N'ygowajt or Nowagoan, one of the petty

rhires of BundeJcund. Area 16 sq. m. ; it

ntains 4 vills. P. 1800, and yields a revenue
of 10,000 rupees per annum. Upon the death of

its present chief, the estate will lapse to the

I'.ritish Government. The town is of the same
name. Lat. 25° 6' N., Ion. 79° 39' E.

Nyir Bathor, a market town of Hungary, co.

Szabolcz, 30 m. N.E. Debreczin. P. 32o0.

Nyikeghyhaza, a mkt. town of E. Hungaiy,
cu. Szabolcz, 29 m. N. Debreczin. P. 13,826. It

lias Koman Catholic, Greek, Lutheran, and Cal-

vinistic churches, and some soda and salt works.
Nykerk, a town of the Netherlands, cap. cant.,

]irov. Gelderland, near site of Zuyder Zee, 10 m.
fS.W. Harderwyk. P. 6380.—II. a vill., prov.

Friesland, N.E. Dokkum. P. 250.

Nykjobing, several small seaport towns of

Denmark.—I. stift and island Seeland, on the

Isefiord, 38 m. W.N.W. Copenhagen. P. 1384.—
II. stift and island Falster, on the Giddborg
Hound, separating it from Laaland. P. 3242.

—

'

III. Jutland, stift and 44 m. W.S.W. Aalborg, on
the Liimfiord. P. 2034.

Nykoping, a Isen, Sweden. [Sodermanland.]
Nykoping, a seaport town of Sweden, cap.

Isen Sodermanland, on an inlet of the Baltic, 63

m. S.W. Stockholm. P. 4825. It has two castles,

and manufs. of brass wares, woollen and cotton

stuSs, shipbuilding docks, & a brisk export trade.

Nyland, a gov. of Finland, on N. shore of tho
Gulf. P. 168,723. Cap. Helsingfors.

Nymet-Eowxand, a pa. of England, co. Devon,
4 m. S.S.E. Chuimleigh. Ac. 595. P. 111.

Nymphenburg, a vill. of Upper Bavaria, 4 m.
N.N.W. Munich, with a female asylum, manuf. of
porcelain, & a royal summer residence. P. 1119.

Nympsfielx), a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 3^
m. E.N.E. Dursley. Ac. 1472. P. 373.
Nympton, two pas. of England, co. Devon.

—

I. (Bishops), 3 m. E.S.E. South Molton. Ac.
9579. P. 1198.—II. (Kings), 3^ m. N.W. Chuim-
leigh. Ac. 6539. P. 697.
Nynehead, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, IJ

m. N. Wellington. Ac. 1448. P. 321.

Nyon, Noviodunum, a town of Switzerland,
cant. Vaud, 21 m. S.W. Lausanne, on the N.W.
shore of the Lake of Geneva. P. 2926.
Nyons, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Drome, on the Aigues, 33 ni. N.E. Avignon. P.
3663. It has a citadel, and mauufs. of silk,

earthenware, and leather.

Nyslott or Sawounna, a town of Eussiau
Finland, Isen and 80 m. N. Viborg. P. 500.

Nystao, a town of Eussian Finland, Isen and
38 m. N.W. Abo, on the Gulf of Bothnia. P.
2000. Manufs. of woollen cloth and linen.

Nystkd, a maritime town of Denmark, on tl e

S. coast of the island Laaland. P. 1000.

Nyvel, a town of Belgium. [Niveixes.]

Oadby, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m. S.E.

Leicester. Ac. 1560. P. 1254.

Oahoo, one of the Sandwich isls. ["W oiiAoo.]

Oajaca, a state of Mexico. [Oaxaca.]
Oake, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6 m.

V7. Taunton. Ac. 865. P. 155.

Oakford, a pa. of England, co. Devon, o\ m.
W.S.W. Bampton. Ac. 6464. P. 629.

Oakham, a market town and pa. of England,
cap. CO. Eutland, in the vale of Catmos, with a
station on the E. Midland Eailway, 11m. W.N.W.
Stamford. Ac. of pa. 3130. P. 2959. It has a
grammar school, and a branch bank. A canal
connects it with Melton-Mowbray.
Oakham, a township, U. S , North America,

Massachusetts, 64 m. W. Boston.
Oakhampton, a tything of England, pa. and 1

m. N.E. Wiveliscombe, co. Somerset. P. 641.

Oakhampton (Monk), two pas. of Engl.—I. co.

Devon, 3 m. E.N.E. Hatherleigh. Ac. 1488. P. 2729.
—II. (Okehampton); co. Devon. Ac 9652. P. 1929.

Oakingham, England. [Wokingham.]
Oakington, a pa. of England, co. and 4J m.

N.N.W. Cambridge, with a station on the railway
to Wisbeach. Ac. 1767. P. 692.

Oakland, a county of U. S., North America,
Michigan. P. 38,261.

I
Oakley, several pas. of England.—I. co. and

; 8i m. N.W. Bedford. Ac. 1740. P. 443.—II.
CO. Bucks, 12 m. W. Aylesbury. Ac. 2250. P.

I
420.—UI. CO. Suffolk, 2i m. N.N.E. Eye. Ac.
1288. P. 332.—IV. (Gieat), co. Essex, 6 m.

j

E.S.E. Manningtree. Ac. 3049. P. 1038.—V.
!
CO. Northampton, 6 m. N. Kettering. Ac.

I

2810. P. 195.—VI. (Liltlei co. Essex, 4 m.
I
W.S.W. Harwich. Ac. 1119. P. 306.—VII.

I CO. Northampton, 5 m. N.N.E. Kettering. Ac.
»724. P. 127. [Church Oakley.]

Oakley, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, pa. Car-
iiock, on railway, near Dunfermline. The Forth
iion works are here. P. 1817.

Oakoveb, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 10

m. E.N.E. Cheadle. Ac. 810. P. 61.

Oaks, a post-town of New South Wales, 10 m.
S.W. of Camden.
Oaksey, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 6J m.

N.E. Malmesbury. Ac. 1802. P. 450.

Oakthorpe, a hamlet of England, cos. Leices-

ter and Derby, pas. Nether-Seal and Church-
Gresley, 3 m. S.W. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Ac. 715.

P. with Donisthorp, 654.

Oare, two pas., Engl.—I. co. Somerset, lO^m.
W. Minehead. Ac. 4000. P. 60.—IL co. Kent,

li m. W.N.W. Faversham. Ac. 686. P. 217.

Oasis, a word meaning a fertile tract sur-

rounded by a desert, but applied especially to

those in the Lybian desert, under the Egj-ptiau

dominions; the Great Oasis being 120 m. W.
Thebes; the Western Oasis, 40 m. further W.

,

and the Lesser Oasis 100 m. S.W. Fayoum. They
were used as places of exile under the Eomans.
Oathlaw (formerly Finhaven), a pa. of Scot-

land, CO. and 4 m. N.N.E. Forfar, near the con-

fluence of the Lemno with the South Esk. Ac.
3870. P. 399.

Oatlands, a dist. of Tasmania, enclosed by
the dists. Campbell-town, Clyde, Eiclimond, and
Oyster-bay. Area 900 sq. m. P. (1861) 2333.

Chief towns, Oatlands, 40 m. N. Hobart Town,
and Jericho.

Oaxaca or Oajaca, a state of Mexico, in its

S. part, between lat 15" 45' and 18° N., Ion. 95°
10' and 98° 30' W., having S. the Pacific Ocean,

and landward the states Guerraro, Puebla, Vera
Cruz, and Tehuantepec. Area 33,530 sq. m. P.

(1857) 625,938. Its N. part is traversed by the
great cordillera extending eastward from the

table-land of Mexico. Principal rivers the Eio
Chacalapa and Tehuantepec. Soil highly fer-

tile. Products comprise wheat, maize, sugar,

cotton, cocoa, cochineal, silk, and the precious

metals. Chief cities, Oaxaca, the cap., and Ti-
3n
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Tapa.

—

Oaxnca, the cap. of the above dep., on the

Eio Verde, 230 m. S.S.E. Mexico. Estimated pop.

25,000. Principal edifices, the bisliop's palace,

cathedral, two colleges, convents, and city hall.

It has manufs. of chocolate, soap, and perfumery,

and an active trade in sugar and cochineal.

Ob, Obi, or Obk, one of the great rivers of

Siberia, govs. Tomsk and Tobolsk ; its basin, esti-

mated to comprise 1,357,000 sq. m., is situated

between that of the Yenisei and the Ural moun-
tains. It rises in the Katunsk mountains, under
the name of the Katune, in gov. Omsk, near its

S. bound., lat. 49° 25' N., Ion. 86° E., flows N.W.
to Samarovskoe, and thence N. in a double

channel to the Gulf of Obe, which it enters near
lat. 67° N., Ion. 69° E., after a course of 2000

m. Principal tributaries, the Irtish, Tom, and
Tchulim.

—

The Gulf of Obe is the wide estuary

of the above river, forming an inlet of the Arctic

Ocean, between lat 66° 30' and 72° 30' N., Ion.

72° and 77° E. It receives the Obe at its S.E.

extremity, and on its E. it has an arm called

Tazovskaia Bay.
Oban, a pari. bor. and seaport town of Scot-

laud, CO. Argyle, on Oban Bay, 20 m. N.W. In-

verary, and on the proposed line of the Grand
Junction Railway. P. 1940. Altitude 48 feet.

Mean temp. Ju. 67°'5 ; Jan. 39°'7. It has an ex-

cellent harbour, and the bay has a depth of from
12 to 24 fathoms water. Manufs. silk and straw
hats, and exports pig iron, whisky, wool, fish,

kelp, and slates. Steamers ply to Glasgow,
Greenock, Tobermory, Liverpool, and the West-
em islands. The bor. unites with Ayr, Irvine,

Campbelton, and Inverary, in sending 1 member
to House of Commons. Reg. electors 105.

Obdorsk, the most N. station in the gov.

Tobolsk, Siberia, on the Obe, near its mouth, lat.

66=" 40' N., Ion. 66° 30' E. [Ukal Mountains.]
0-Bt:csE or Eacz-Becze, a town of Hungary,

CO. Bacs, on the Theiss, 26 m. N.N.E. Peterwai-
dein. P. 9600. It has a Roman Catholic and a
Greek church, and trade in grain.

Obed (El), the cap. of Kordofan, E. Africa, is

a large city interspersed with gardens.

Ober (dipper), a prefix to the names of nume-
rous places m Germany ; for those not found be-

low, see second word, as Oher-Glogau. [Glogau.]
Oberalp, a pass and small lake of Switzerland,

cant. Uri, at its S.W. extremitj', near the sources

of the Rhine, Aar, and Reuss rivers.

Obebbetschdorf, a comm. and vill., France,

dep. Bas-Rhin, arr. Wissembourg, cant. Soultz-
Bons-Forets. P. 1290.

Oberbronn, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Bas-Rhin, arr. Wissembourg, cant. Nieder-
bronn. P, 1317.

Oberdrauburg, a vill. of Austria, Carinthia,

circ. and 42 m. W. Villach, on the Drave. P. 3000.

Obekea, a vill. of N.W. provs., British India,

dist. Shahjehanpore, on route from Futtegurli to

the cantonment of Shahjehanpore, and 19 m.
S.W. of the latter.

Oberegg, a vill., Switzerland, cant. Appenzell,
dist. Inner Rhodes. P. 1202. Industry, cloth-

weaving and embroidery.
Obekfbanken, Upper Franconia. [Bavaria.]
Obergestelen and Oberwald, two vills. oi

Switzerland, in the valley of the Rhone, Upper
Valais, the former 4360 feet above the sea. Pop.
of the former, 146 ; the latter, 249.

Oberhausen, a vill. of Baden, on the Rhine,
5 m. S.W. Ettenheim. P. 1838.
Oberhessen, Germany. [Hessen-Cassel.]
Oberhergheim, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Haut-Rhin, cant. Ensisheim. P. 1661.

Oberiioffkn, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Bas-Rhin, aiT. Strasbourg. P. 1709.

Oberholfabrun, a market town of Lower
Austria, 28 m. N.W. Vienna. P. 2688.

Ober-Kafungen, a market town of Hessen-
Cassel, circ. and 7 m. E.S.E. Cassel. P. 2180.

Oberkirch, a vill. and parish of Switzerland,
cant. Lucerne, dist. Sursee. P. 1141,

Obekkircii, a town of Baden, circ. Middle
Rhine, cap. dist., on the Reuch, 7 m. N.E. Offen-
burg. P. 2110.

Oberland (The), Switzerland, comprises all

the cant. Bern S. of Lake Thun, with adjacent

parts of Unterwalden and Uri. In a more re-

stricted sense it is applied to the valleys of Hasli,

Grindelwald, and Lauterbruunen.
Obeklin, a post vill. of U. S., N. America.

Ohio, 35 m. S.W. Cleveland, with a celebrated

college, founded in 1834.

Oberi.ungwitz, a vill., Saxonj', circ. Zwickau,
amt Liclitenstein. P. 3815. It has cotton-mills.

OiiEKMOKi.EN, a vill. of H.-Darmstadt, prov.

Upper Hessen, 16 m. S. Giessen. P. 1728.

Obermoschel, a town of Rhenish Bavaria,

19 m. N. Kaiserslautern. P. 1217. It has quick-
silver and coal mines.
Obernai, a comm. and town of France, dop.

Bas-Rhin, cap. cant., 14 m. N. Schelestadt. 1'.

6156. It has a college ; manufs. of calicoes, soap,

candles, and tunneric : and brick-works.
Obernberq, a market town of Upper Austria,

circ. Inn, 44 m. W. Linz, on the Inn. P. 1750.

Obernburg, a vill. of Bavaria, on the Main,
35 m. W.N.W. Wurzburg. P. 1773.

Oberndorf, a town, Wiirtemberg, circ. Black
Forest, cap. dist., on the Neckar, 42 m. S.W.
Stuttgart. P. 1628. It has a cannon foundry and.

cloth manufactures.
Obernkirchf:n, a town of Germany, Hessen-

Cassel, prov. Lower Hessen, cap. dist., on the

Aue, 9 m. E. Minden. P. 1862.

Obernzell, a vill. of Bavaria. [Hafnerzell.]
Obernzweil, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. St.

Gall, dist. Bas Toggenbourg. Pop. of pa. 2312.

Manufs. of stuffs, cotton, and silk, dyeing, and
machine-making.
Oberpfalz, Upper Palatinate. [Bavaria.]
Oberuied, a pa. of Switzerland, cant. St Gall,

in its E. pai-t, 4 m. S. Altstettin. P. 3909.—
Oberrieden is a vill., cant. Zurich, on the W. sidc-

of the Lake of Zurich. P. 832.

Obersaxen, a parish in Switzerland, cant.

Grisons, dist. Glennen. The inhabitants spealv

German, but are surrounded by Romanche locali-

ties ; the comm. has a fine exposure, and silvei

mines. P. 831.

Oberskebach, a comm. and vill., France, dep
Bas-Rhin, arr. Wissembourg, cant. Seltz. P. 17_9o

Obeksitzko or Oberzyko, a town of Prussiai

Poland, gov. and 28 m. N.W. Posen. P. 2000.

Oberstuorf, a market town of Bavaria, ciri"

Swabia, on the Iller, 29 m. E.S.E. Lindau. 1

has iron mines and forges.

Oberstein, a town of North Germany, duch;

Oldenburg, princip. and 6 m. E.N.E. Birkenfeld

P. 226L—Oberstenfeld is a vill., WUrtemberf-:

ciic. Neckar, S.E. Heilbronn. P. 1460.

Oberwesel, a town of Rhenish Prussia, go-i;

& 19 m. S.S.E. Coblentz, on the Rhine. P. 267.;

Oberwiesenthal, a town of Saxony, cirt

Zwickau, on the Fichtelberg, 3000 feet above tl

sea. P. 1897. It has silver, colmlt, and ire

mines, and manufactures in iron and wood, calli

Karlsbad wares.
Oberwinter, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, on Vi

Rhine, 10 m. S.S.E. Bonn. P. 960.
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Ober-Winterthlr, a viil. of Switzerland,

cant. Zurich, on the road to Frauenfeld. Pop.

of parish 2158.

Obidos, a strongly fortified town of Portugal,

Estremadura, E. Peniche, and 45 m. N. Lisbon.

P. 3600. An engagement, between the English

and French, took place under its walls in 1808.

Obidos, a town of Brazil, prov. Para, on the

1. b. of the Amazon, at the head of its tide-water,

, and where it is narrowed in the Strait of Pauxis
to about 1| m. across. Lat. 2° 5' S., Ion. 65° 45'

W. It has a college, established in 1852, and
Pome trade in cotton and cocoa. Pop. of dist.

14,000; do. of town 5000.

Obion, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

N.W. of Tennessee. Area 1012 sq. m. P. 3233

free, 120 slaves.

1 OBia»o, a small river of the isthmus of Darien,

New Granada, joins the Chagres near Cruces.

Obitochnej, a town of S. Eussia. [Nogaisk.]
Objat, a conim. and vill. of France, dep.

Corrfeze, arr. Brive, cant. Ayen. P. 1588.

Obley, a post-town of New S. Wales, on the
Little Eiver, co. Gordon, and 34 m. from Wel-

. lington.

Obligado, a vill. of the Argentine Confed., on
the river Parana, near Buenos Ayres. The com-

' bined British and French fleets bombarded it,

and silenced its batteries, 28th Nov. 1846.

Oboc a French possession in the Gulf of Aden
, (Red Sea), near Eas Bir, in lat 1'2° N. The ter-

ritory is peopled by the warlike Danakil. Near
it are an active volcano and hot springs. It was
purchased by France in 1859.

. I Okojan, a town of Eussia, gov. and 32 m. S.

ii I
Koursk, cap. circ, at the confl. of the Obojauka

I

andPsiol. P. (1863) 6790. It has several schools
and charitable institutions. 1'rade in cattle.

Oborne, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 13 m.
E.N.E. Sherborne. Ac. 593. P. 150.

Obornik or Obernik, a town of Prussian Po-
land, gov. and 18 m. N.N.W. Posen, cap. circ, on

]
the Warta. P. 1550, one-fourth part Jews.

I I

Obra, a river of Prussian Poland, gov. Posen,
',

I

rises near Kosmin, & after a W. and N.W. course,
through marshes and many small lakes, joins the
[Warta, a little W. Schwerin. Length 130 miles.

;, ; O'Brien's Bridge, a pa. of Ireland, Munster,
j;

CO. Glare, 4 m. S.S.W. Killaloe. Ac. 11,368. P.

, 1

2469, of whom 370 are in the vill., which stands
ion the Shannon, here crossed by a bridge. It
has a good quay.
O'Bkien Islands, New South Shetland, 8. At-

antic Ocean, are in lat 61° 32' S., Ion. 55° 22' W.
Obukhov, a market town of Eussia, gov. and

!5 m. S.S.E. Kiev. P. 2000.
Obva or Obvinsk, a town of Eussia, gov. & 57

n. N.W. Perm, on an affl. of the Kama. P. 3000.
Obt, an island of Malaysia, S. of Gilolo, in

at 1» 30' S., Ion. 127° 60' E. Length, W. to E.,

ra. ; breadth 15 m. The Dutch have a fort at
ts W. end, off which is the island Little Oby.
Oca (Sierra de), the N.most chain of the

uountains of Spain, in Valencia.
OcaSa, a town of Spain, prov. and 30 m. E.
oledo. P. 4789. It has 4 parish churches, an
'spital, cavalry barracks, and an aqueduct of

vtiman construction. Manufs. of coarse woollens
nd linens, soap, aarthenware, and leather. Here,
a the 19th Nov. 1809, the Spanish troops were
otally defeated by the French.—II. a vill., prov.
nd 31 m. N. Almeria. P. 2000.
OcaSa, a town of S. America, Granadian Con-
1-, dep. Magdalena, 60 m. N.W. Pamplona. P.
'00. It exports goods by the river Canaverales.
OCATABOOLA, a rfver and vill., U. S^ North

America, Louisiana, the river an affluent of the
Washita, and the vill. (also called Harrisonburg),
at their confluence, 27 m. W.N.W. Natchez.
OccHiEppo, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Novara,

circ. Biella. P. 1624.

Occhiobello, a mkt. town of Northern Italy,

prov. and 13 m. S.W. Eovigo, cap. dist., on the

Po. P. 3200. King Murat was defeated here in

1815.

—

Occimiano is a vill. of North Italy, prov.

and 12 m. N.N.W. Alessandria, cap. mand., near
the Grana. Pop., with comm., 2258.

Occoi.D, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 m.
S.S.E. Eye, within the pari, bounds of which it

is included. Ac. 1479. P. 570.

Ocean, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

E. of New Jersey. Area 435 sq. m. P. (1860)
11,176.—II. a town in Monmouth co., New Jer-
sey, 36 m, E. Trenton. P. 3767.

Oceana, a co. of U. S., N. America, Michigan.
P. 1816.

Oceania, a name given bymodem geographers
to a fifth division of the globe, comprising W.
Oceania [Malaysia], Central Oceania or Mela-
nesia JTAusTRALASiAj, and E. Oceania or Poly-
nesia [Polynesia"].
OcEANo Cantabrico. [Biscay (Bay of).]

OcHANSK, a tovra of Eussia, gov. and 40 m-
W.S.W. Perm, cap. circ, on the Kama. P. 2000,

mostly emplo3'ed in iron and copper mines.
OcHiL HiLi^ a range of mountains, Scot-

land, CO. Perth, commencing about 2 m. from tho
Eiver Forth, near Stirling, and extending N.N.E.
to the Firth of Tay. Length about 24 m.; ave-
rage breadth about 12 m. Their S.E. side is very
steep, and the highest summit, Bencleugh, 2300
feet above the sea, is at the S.W. end. Most of tho

range affords excellent sheep pasturage. The
Ochils are formed of greenstone and basalt, and
contain silver, copper, and iron ores.

Ochiltree, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 9J m E
Ayr, on the Lugar. Ac 18,421. P. 1676; do of

vill. 709, who weave cottons, and manufacture
reaping-hooks and snuff-boxes.

OcHRiDA (Lake of), Lychnidus Lacus, the
principal lake of Albania, European Turkey, in

lat 41° N., Ion. 20" 45' E. Length, N. to S., 18

m. ; extreme breadth 8 m. It is surrounded by
lofty mountains, and is highly picturesque.

OcHRiDA, Lychnidus, a town of European Tur
key, Albania, cap. pash., on the N. bank of Lake
Ochrida, 100 m. N. Yanina. P. 1000.

Ochsenfurt, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower
Franconia, 11 m. S.K Wiir*burg. P. 2250.

OcHSENHAUSEK, a vill. of WUrtemberg, circ

Danube, 8 m. E.S.R Biberach. P. 1383.

OCHTA, a market town of Eussia, gov. and 1

m. E. St Petersburg, on the Neva. P. 3300,

mostly employed in the dockyards of St Peters-

burg, and in powder mills and imperial cannon
foundries.

Ochtrupv a town of Prassian Westphalia, gov
and 25m. N.W. MUnster, on the Vechte. P. 1000.

OcK, a river of England, co. Berks, after an E.
course of 20 m. joins the Thames near Abingdon
Ockbrook, a pa. of England, co. and 4J m. E.

Derby. Ac 1730. P. 1506.

OeiCE or Oke, a river of England, co. Devon,
Sows into the Torridge near Hatherleigh.
OcKER or Oker^ a river of Germany, Bruns-

wick, Hanover, and PrtisMan Saxony, rises in the
Harz, flows N. past Brunswick, and joins the
AUer 10 m. W. Gifhom. Length 60 m. The
vill. Ocker, on the river, 4 m. N.W. Harzburg,
pop. 424, has copper and bullion refining works.
OcKHAM. a pa. of England, co. Sun^ey, %\ n>.

N.N.E. Guildford. Ac. 2340. P. 682.
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OcKLEY, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 5| m.

S.W. Dorking. Ac. 4286. P. 683.

OcLE-PiT(;nARD, a pa. of England, co. and 7

m. E.N.E Hereford. Ac. 1507. P. 299.

Oc;liseer, a town of British India, dist. Broach,
presid. Bombay, in lat. 21° 38' N., Ion. 73° 2' E.

P. 7000.

OcMULGEE, a river of the U. S., North America,
Georgia, cos. Gwinnet and Dekalh, flows mostly
S.S.E. for about 200 m., and unites with the
Oconee to form the Altamaha. It is navigable
for small steamers to Macon.
OcoNA and Ocopa, two towns of Peru.—I. in

dep. and 110 m. W. Arequipa, on the Pacific.

—

II. dep. and 43 m. N.N.E. Huancavelica.
Oconee, a river of the U. S., North America,

Georgia, flows S.S.E., and joins the Ogeechee to

form the Altamaha, 200 m. below Milledgeville,

to which place it is navigable for small steamers.
Oconto, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Wisconsin. P. 3592.
OcosiNGO, a city of Mexico, state Chiapas, 65

m. S.E. Ciudad Real. P. 5000. Near it are re-

mains of Tula, a city mined before the discovery
of America.
OcTEViLLE, several comms. of France.—I. dep.

Manche, cap. cant , 1 m. S.W. Cherbourg. P. 2346.

—II. dep. Seine-Inf., 5 m. N. Havre. P. 2042.

OczAKOW, a town of Russia. [Otshakov.]
Odcombe, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3 m.

W.S.W. Yeovil. Ac. 1276. P. 652.

Oddalengo (Grande and Piccolo), two con-
tiguous vills. of North Italy, prov. Alessandria,
circ. and W. Casale. United pop. 2220.

Oddingley, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,
3 m. S.S.E. Droitwich. Ac, 869. P- 202.

OuDiNGTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. Glo's-

ter, 2i m. E. Stow-on-the-Wold. Ac. 1660. P.

588.—II. CO. Oxford, 5 m. S.S.W. Bicester. Ac.
1410. P. 169.

Odd-Rode, a township of England, co. Ches-
ter, pa. Astbury, 3i m. S.S.W. Congleton. Ac.
3692. P. 2503.

Odeipore, a raj of India, having its centre in

lat. 22° 40' N., Ion. 83° 23' E. Area 2306 sq. m.
P. 133,000. Annual revenue 15,O0OJ. The rajah
forfeited his teiTitory in consequence of his

crimes, and his estate has been incorporated with
the British territory.

Odeipore, a town of India, chief place in state

of same name, 183 m. S.E. Benares.
Odell, a pa. of England, co. and 8 m. N.W.

Bedford. Ac. 2980. P. 494.

Odeme-s, a town of Asia Minor. [Demish.]
Odemira, a town of Portugal, prov. Alemtejo,

68 m. S.W. Beja, on the Odemira, thence navi-
gable to the sea. P. 2000. The Odemira rises

in the Sierra de Monchique, and after a W. course
of 25 m. falls into the Atlantic, 5 m. below
Villa-nova.

Odenkirchen, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov.
and 17 m. W.S.W. Diisseldorf, on the Niers. P.
1145, who manuf. velvets, paper, and leather.

Odense, a town of Denmark, cap. stift and of

the isl. FUhnen, on a small river near its mouth,
in Odense fiord, and on the Odens« Canal, 89 m.
W.S.W. Copenhagen. Pop. (1861) 14,255. It

is the residence of the governor of Fiihnen, and
has a Gotliic cathedral, with manufs. of woollens
and iron wares.
Odensholm, an islet at the entrance of the

Gulf of Finland, 28 m. S.W. Revel, with a light-
house in lat. 59° 18' 45' N., Ion. 23° 25' 25' E.
Odenwald, a wooded mountain district of

Western Germany, Hessen-Darmstadt, extending
for 40 m., N. to S., between the Neckar and Main

rivers, 20 or 80 m. broad, and rising in the Kat-
zenbiichel to 2300, and Melibocus 1630 feet above
the sea. On it are many remains of Roman forts.

The district of Bergstrass% traversed by railway,

on which are the towns Langen, Darmstadt, and
BenslieLm, borders it on the west.

Oder, a large river of Germany, traversing the
centre of the Prussian dom., rises in the N. of

Moravia, near Olmiitz, flows N. and N.W, through
Silesia, Brandenburg, and Pomerania, traverses

the Stettiner Haff (lake of Stettin), and enters the

Baltic by 3 branches, the Dievenow on the E.,

the Swine in the middle, and the Peene on the

W. Length to Stettin 455 m., for most part of

wliich it is navigable. Barges of from 40 to 60
tons ascend it from the Baltic to Breslau. It is

of great commercial importance. Principal tri-

butaries, the Warta, with the Netz, the Bober,

Neisse, and Ihna. It is connected with the Ha-
vel and Elbe by the Finow Canal, with the Spieo
by Frederick William's Canal at Mulrose, and
with the Vistula by a canal from Nakel on :he

Netz to Bromberg.—II. a river of Hanover, landr.

Hildesheim, rises in the Harz, and after an E.

course of 30 m. joins the Leine near Nordheim,
the chief town on its banks.
Oderau, a town of Austrian Silesia, circ. and

19 m. S.S.W. Troppau, on the Oder. P. 3000.

Odekberg, two towns of Germany.—I. Prus-
sia, prov. Brandenburg, gov. and 54 m. N.E. PoU^-

dam, on tlie Oder. P. 2480.— II. Austrian Silesia,

circ. and 20 m. N.W. Teschen, on the Oder witb

a castle and an hospital. P. 840.

Oderen, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haut-Rhin, arr, Belfort, cant, St Amaiin. P.

1893. Cotton spinning.
Odernheim or Gau-odernheim, a town ot

Germany, Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Rhenish
Hessen, on the Salze, 4 m. N.E. Alzey. P. 1698.

Oderzo (jOpitergiurnv a town of N. Italy, cap.

dist., prov. and 15 m. E.N.E. Treviso. P. 2200.

Odessa, a strongly fortified seaport city of S.

Russia, gov. and 91 m. W. Kherson, on a fine ba>

of the Black Sea. Lat (of cathedral) 46° 22' 49"

N., Ion. 30° 44' b' E. P. (1863) 118,970. Thf
city, with its two suburbs, has twenty-four street^

mostly macadamized, but partly paved with gra-

nite ; all the houses are built of stone. Inclnd

ing the cathedral of St Nicholas, it has 'i:

churches, 16 barracks, 30 bridges (16 stone am
14 wooden). Amonsp its chief buildings is th.

bazaar, called "le petit Palais Royal," hotels

bath establishments, a theatre, and the colleg,

Richelieu, founded in 1817. Among its oth(^

educational establishments are a school for nobi

ladies, schools of navigation and commerce, an

an ecclesiastical seminary, with cabinets of natur:

history. It has open boulevards, and a botani

garden of celebrity. Its port is formed by tw-

moles, bordered by a quay, on which a brou;^

statue of the Due de Richelieu is erected. Odess

was founded in 1792, and made a free port i

1817. It has sevei-al hundred great grain mag
zines. Exports consist chiefly of wheat, rj

barley, linseed, rapeseed, and wool ; imports >

cloth, iron, cutlery, machinery, linens, cotton

provisions, tea, etc. It has two steam navigatic

companies—one for the Black Sea, the Sea
Azov, and the Dnieper, and the other for Coi

stantinople and the ports of the Danube. On tl

21st Apnl 1854, in consequence of the goveni

of Odessa firing upon a flag of truce, and refusi

to give satisfaction, the mole for ships of war a

the barracks were destroyed by an attack frc

the Anglo-French steam frigates. On the 15

of May following, the " Tiger," an English stai

1
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frigate, ran aground during a fog, was attacked bj-

artillery from the town and destroyed, her captain

mortally wounded, and the crew made prisoners.

Odkypoor, a state of India. [Oodeypoor.]
Odiham, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Hants, near the South-Western Railway, 22

111. E.N.E. Winchester. Ac. 7287. P. 2833. The
town has remains of a royal palace and park, and
the ruins of a castle in which David i., King of

Scotland was imprisoned for 11 years after his

rapture at Neville's Cross. Lilly, the celebrated

irrammarian, was bom here in 1468.

Odiev, a fortified town of Bussia, gov. and
40 m. S.W. Tula, cap. circ, on the Upa. P. 4425.

O'DoRNET, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Kerry,
4 m. N. Tralee. Ac. 7227. P. 1808.

Odowara, a maritime town of Japan, island

Xiphon, on the E. coast, 40 m. S.W. Yeddo.
Odkinka, a market town of Russia, gov. and

18 m. S.W. Kharkov. P. 1800.

Odryzpol or Odrziwol, a town of Poland,
palat. Sandomir, 16 m. N.E. Opoczno. P. 700.

Odstock, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 2J m. S.

Salisbury, Ac. 1220. P. 184.

Odung, a city, Cambodia, [Udong.]
(E, for names commencing thus, and not found

below, see 0, as Oerebro. [Orebro.]
Oedelem, a pa. and vill. of Belgium, prov. W.

Flanders, 6J m. E.S.E. Bruges. P. 3500.

Oeidenburg (Hung. Sovront/, anc. Semproniuni),

a free town of W. Hungary, cap. co., near Lake
Neusiedl, 37 m. S.S.E. Vienna, with a station on
the Eaab branch of the Vienna and Cilli Rail-

way. P. 12,216, chiefly of German descent. Of
its anc. fortifications only a huge watch-tower
remains. It has Roman Catholic chm-ches, Do-
minican and Ursuline convents, Roman Catholic

, and Lutheran colleges, hospitals, barracks, a
riding-school, military academy, and theatre;
with manufs. of cotton and woollen goods, potash,
nitre, tobacco, and refined sugar. It is an exten-
sive mart for wine grown in the vicinity, com,
tobacco, wax, honey, and cattle.

Oedejjrode (St), a vill. of Belgium, prov.
North Brabant, cap. cant., on the Dommel, 11
TO. S.E. Bois-le-Duc. P. 3380.
Oeuekan, a town of Saxony, circ. and 32 m.

N.E. Zwickau. P. (1862) 5183, chiefly occupied
in woollen and cotton weaving.

(Jehringen, a town of WUrtemberg, circ. Jaxt,
cap. dist., on the Ohr, 14 m. E.N.E. Heilbronn.
P. 3106. It has a palace, a lyceum, and manu-
factures of cottons and carpets'.

Oeiras, a town of Portugal, prov. Estrema-
(lura, 9 m. W.S.W. Lisbon, at the mouth of the
Tagus, and of the small river Oeiras. P. 3400.

Oeiras, a city of Brazil, cap. prov. Piauhi, on
the Caninde, an affl. of the Paranahiba, near lat.
7° 5' S., Ion. 42° W. P., with dist, 6000.—II. a
vill. of Brazil, prov. & about 140 m. W.S.W. Para.
Oelakd, an island of Sweden, Baltia [Oland.]
Oelde, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

and 25 m. E.S.E. Munster. P. 1760.
Oelk, a town of E. Pi-ussia. [Lick.]
Cei^ a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and 16

m. E.N.E. Breslau, cap. circ, and of a mediatized
principality, belonging to the duchy of Bruns-
wck, on the Oelsa. P. 6167. It has a ducal
castle, with a library and museums, Roman Catho-
lic and Lutheran churches, a theatre, a gym-
nasium, and manufs. woollens, linens, and paper.

Oeus, a market town of Austria, Moravia, circ.
« and 24 m. N.W. BrUnn. P. 1750.

Oelsnitz, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,
on rt. b. of the Elster, 6 m. S.E. Plauen. P. 4272.
Manufs. woollens, cottons, and leather.

Oeno Island, Pacific Ocean, 90 m. N. Pit-
cairn's Island, is in lat. 24° 1' S., Ion. 130° 41' W.

Oeksixgen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant So-
leure, dist. Balsthal. P. 1032.

Oermingen, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Bas-Rhin, cant. Saar-Uniou. P. 1021.

Oeschinen, a valley of Switzerland, cant.
Berne, dist. Frutigen, at the bottom of the
Kander Thai. Charming waterfalls, wooded
slopes, high rock.s, combine to render it one of

the finest in Switzerland.
Oesel (Esth. Ktirre-Saar), an island of Russia,

gov. Livonia, in the Baltic, mostly between lat.

67° 40' and 58° 14' N., Ion. 21° 40' and 23° E.
Area about 1200 sq. m. P. 46,000, mostly Lu-
therans, with some German landed proprietoi-s,

and a few Swedes. Climate milder than the
neighbouring continent. Surface level, marshy,
and well wooded. Wheat, rye, barley, oats, and
peas are raised. Rearing cattle, horses, and
sheep, and fishing, form the principal occupa-
tions of the inhabitants. The seal fisheries arc
of some importance. Principal town, Arensburg,
on the S.E. coast.

Oesterreich, a country, Europe. [Austria.]
Oestrich, a mr.rket town of Germany, Nassati,

on the Rhine, 11 m. W. Mayence. P. 1892.
Oestringex, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle

Rhine, 8 m. N.E. Brachsal. P. 2270.
(Eta (Mount), Greece, E. Hellas, gov. Phthio-

tis, is 9 m. W. Thermopylae, consists of a chain,
the principal elevations of which are Kata-
bothra and Aninos, 7061 feet above the sea,

and commanding magnificent views over Hellas,

Euboea, and Thessaly.
Oettixg, a town of Bavaria. [Alt-Oetting.]
Oettingen, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia,

cap. dist. and principality, on the Wernitz, and
on railway, 25 m. S. Anspach. P. 3410. It has
manufs. of woollen and cotton stuffs.

Ofanto, Aiifidus, a river of South Italy, rises

in the prov. Avellino, circ. St Angelo dei Lom-
bardi, 6 m. E. Monte Marano, flows E.N.E.,
separating the provs. Basilicata and Bari from
Capitanata, and enters the Adriatic 4 m. N.W.
Barletta. Length 75 m. On its rt. b., near its

mouth, occurred the famous battle of Cunme, in

which the troops of Hannibal totally defeated the
Romans.
OFEXor BuDA, Hungary. [Buda & Alt-Ofen.]
Ofena, a town of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Aquila, in the Apennines. P. 3210.
Offa's Dyke, an entrenchment traceable

through the English and Welsh cos. Hereford,
Shropshire, Moutgomeiy, Denbigh, and Flint,

from the Wye to the Dee, constructed by Offa,

king of Meroia, to separate England from the
Welsh principalities.

Offagna, a viU. of Central Italy, prov. and 7
m. S.W. Ancona, near the Musone. P. 2142.
Offanengo, a small town of North Italy,

prov. Cremona, circ. Crecua. P. 2271.
Offchurch, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m.

KN.E. Warwick. Ac. 2273. P. 527.
Offenbach, a town of Prussia, till 1866 be-

longing to Hessen-Darmstadt, on 1. b. of the
Main, here crossed by a bridge of boats, 5 m.
S.E. Frankfurt. P. (1864) 19,320. It has a
castle and cabinets of natural history. It is

the chief industrial town of the district. Principal
manufactures, pocket-books, purses, ornaments
of stags' horn. Done, and wood ; candles, cigars,

etc. In 1861 there were 46 steam-engines at

work in the town.
Offenburg, a town of Baden, circ. Middle

Rhine, cap. dist., on the Kinzig, with a station
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on the Basle andMannheim Bailway, 17m. S.S.W.
Carlsriihe. P. 4010. It was formerly an im-
perial town, and lias a gymnasium, a theatre,

and a statue of Sir Francis Drake.
Offknuorf, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Bas-Ehin, arr. Strasbourg. P. 1309.

OFFF.XHAM, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, 2
m. N.N.E. Evesham. Ac. 1215. P. 461.

Offf.ruaxe, a pa, of Irel., Leinster, Queen's co.,

8i m. W.S.W. Mountrath. Ac 4a926. P. 5986.
Offham, a pa. of England, oo. Kent, 8J m. S.W.

Rochester. Ac. 707. P. 411.

Offida, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and 8 m.
N.E. AscolL P. 4437. It has a palace, theatre,

and collegiate church.
Offinge^j, a market town of Bavaria, circ.

Swabia, 9 m. N.N.K Nordlingen. P. 764.

Offlet, two pas. of England.—I. {Greaty, co.

Herts 3 m. W.S.W. Hitchin. Ac. 5160. P. 1215.

—II. illigh'), CO. Stafford, 3* m. S.W. EccleshalL
Ac. 2727. P. 883.

Offord, two contiguous pas. of England, co.

Hunts.—I. (CTwiy), 5 m. N.N.E. St Neot's. Ac.
960. P. 326.—II. (DarcyX 4^ m. N.N.E. St Neot's.

Ac. 1827. P. 437.

Offraitvuxe, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Seine-Inf., 4 m. S. Dieppe. P. 1747.

Offton, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4 m.
S.S.W. Needham. Ac. 1561. P. 394.

Offwell, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2} m.
E.S.E. Honiton. Ac. 2206. P. 393.

Ogbours, two pas. of Engl., co. Wilts.—I. (.S"*

AndrewX 2 m. N. Marlborough. Ac 5348. P. 518.
^11. (St George), 3J m. N. Marlborough. Ac
3585. P. 534.

Ogdensburg, a river port and vilL of the U. S.,

North America, New York, on the St Lawrence,
here crossed bv a steam ferry, 168 m. N.N.W.
Albany. P. 6000.

Ogeechee, a river of the U. S., N. America,
Georgia, rises 30 m. N.N.E. Milledgeville, and
flows S.E. into Ossabaw Sound, 10 m. S.E. Sa-
vannah, after a course of 250 miles, for 40 miles of
which it is navigable.
Ogex, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Basses-

Pyr^n^es, arr. & cant. Oldron-Ste-Marie. P. 1498.
Oggersheim, a town of Ehenish Pavaria, 12 m.

N.N.W. Spires, with a castle. P. 1645.

Oggioxo, a commercial town of North Italy,

prov. and 15 m. E. Como, on the bank of a lake.

P. 2710.

Ogle, two cos. of the U. S., North America.

—

I. in N. of Illinois. Area 576 sq. m. P. (1860)
22,888.—II. in N.E. of Georgia. Area 515 sq. m.
P. 4035 free, 7514 slaves.

Ogij:y Hay, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 5
m. S.S.W. Litchfield. Ac 1000. P. 1357.

Ogliastro, a vill. of the island of Sicily, prov.
and 12 m. S.S.E. Palermo. P. 1931.
Oguastro, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Salerno,

circ. II Vallo. P. 1829.

Oglio, a river of North Italy, rises in the
Ehsetian Alps, flows through the Lake of Iseo,

and after a course of 130 m. joins the Po at Torre
d'Oglio. 10 m. S.W. Mantua. During winter it

floods the surrounding country.
Ogmore, a river of South Wales, rising in the

centre of co. Glamorgan, flows S.S.W. into the
Bristol Channel. CLief affluent the Ewenny.
Ogonnellok. a pa, of Ireland, Munster. co.

Clare, 4 m. N.W. Killaloe. Ac. 6572, including
part of Lough Derry. P. 1364.

Ogwei.i, two pas. of England, co. Devon.—I.

(East),
1J m. S.W. Newton-Abbot. Ac 1249. P.

275.—II. (West), 2Jm. W,S,W. Newton-Abbot
Ac. 683. P, 51.

Ohanez, a market town of Spain, prov. and IS
m. N.W. Almeria, P, 2346.

Oheteroa, an island, Pacific Ocean, 280 m.
S.W. Tahiti. Lat 22° 34' S. ; Ion. 150° 13' W.

Ohio, one of the most important rivers of the
U. S., North America, drains the N.E. portion
of the Mississippi basin, a fertile and populous
region. It is formed by the junction of the Al-
legliany and Monongahela in the western part of

the state of Pennsylvania at Pittsburg, lat 40° 32'

N,, Ion, 80° 2' W. It flows S.W. with a gentle cur-
rent, uninterrupted by rapids, except near Louis-
ville, when it descends 26 feet in 3 m., and joins

the Mississippi opposite Cairo, at lat. 37° N..

Ion. 89=' 10' W., 1097 m. from its mouth, and 1K>

m. below the mouth of the Missouri. It sepa-

rates the states of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois ou
its N. b., from those of Virginia and Kentucky
on the S. ; and receives the rivers Muskingum,
Scioto, Miami, and Wabash from the N., and the
Kanawha, Big Sandy, Licking, Kentucky, Green,
Cumberland, and Tennessee from the S. The
most important of these are the last two. The N.
head of the Ohio, the Alleghany, rises in the N.
of Pennsylvania, and flows S. to Pittsbui^. The
Monongahela takes its rise in Virginia. The
length of the Ohio is 975 m-, or, from the source
of the Alleghany, 1265 m The area of its basin

is 214,000 sq. m., and its mean discharge of water
per second is 158,000 cubic feet. On its bauks
are situated many important towns, among which
are Steubenville, Wheeling, Marietta, Ports-
mouth, Cincinnati, Lawrenceburg, Evansville,

and Louisville, aU on the 1. b. except the last.

The elevation of the various points at low water
are—source of Alleghany 1649 feet, Pittsburg

975, Portsmouth 620, Cincinnati 515, and at the

mouth 275 feet, making the average fall 6 inches

to a mile. During flood, its waters rise 45

feet above low-water mark at Wheeling, and 51

at the mouth, at which time the largest vessels

can navigate down from Pittsbui-g; but at its

lowest stages its navigation is much interrupted

by sand-liinks, and can be forded at several

places above Cincinnati. The waters of this

river and its tributaries present at least 5000 m.
of navigation. In winter its upper courses are

frozen for many weeks.
Ohio, one of the U. S. of North America, be-

tween lat 38° 23' and 41° 50' N,, Ion. 80° 30' and
84° 47' W., having E. Pennsylvania and Vir-

ginia, S. Kentucky, W. Indiana, N. Michigan and
Lake Erie ; length 200 m., breadth 195 m. Area
39,964 sq. m. P. (I860) 2,339,502, of whom 36,67S

are free coloured. Surface level, and in parti

swampy ; but nearly 3-4ths are fertile, and
9-lOths supposed to be fit for cultivation. Prin-

cipal rivers, the Ohio, and its aflls. the Sciota

Miami, and Muskingum, and the Maumee, San-
dusky, and Cuyahoga. Between the Scioto and
Miami are wide prairies ; forests are extensive.

Ohio is rapidly becoming a thickly settled coun-
try of moderate-sized freeholds, ^\^leat, maize,

rye, oats, buckwheat, and bai'ley are the chiei

crops. Other products are tobacco, hemp, flax.

hay, potatoes, fruits, silk, and wine. Swine are

reared in large numbers, and Cincinnati is the

lai^est pork market in the Union. Large drove.'*

of fat cattle are sent every autumn to the markets

of the E. and S. The whole E. part of the statti

is one vast coal bed ; other minerals are salt, lime,

marble, and iron ore. Ohio takes the lead amoujr

the W. states for manufacturing industry. Cot-

ton and woollen stuffs and yam, iron, glass, and
cabinet wares, paper, oils, and articles of doth--

ing, are made in all the principal towns. Skip
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and steamboat building is important. The Ohio
(•anal extends from Cleveland on Lake Erie to

Portsmouth, and is, including branches, 307 m.
in length. The total canals in the state have an
aggregate length of 930 m. In 1864 there were
several thousand miles of railway in the state.

Public revenue (1862) 6,368,499 dollars. Prin-
cipal towns, Columbus, the cap., Cincinnati, the
commercial metropolis, Cleveland, Chillicothe,

Sandusky, Steubenville, and Zanesville. There
are 3890 churches of all denominations. The state

school fund amounted in 1862 to 3,155,220 dolls.

;

aud the 15,152 schools were attended by 490,496
children, and the number of teachers was 21,390.

In 1862 there were 11 colleges in the state,

attended by 1952 students, with an aggregate of

69,450 volumes in their libraries, seven theologi-

cal, one law, and four medical schools. The first

settlement in this state was made in 1788. In
1802, the state formed its constitution, and was
admitted into the Union. Governor and senate
elected biennially. The state sends 21 represen-
tatives to Congress.—II. Ohio, a co. in theN.W.
part of Virginia, on the Ohio, cap. Wheeling.
Area 112 sq. m. P. 22,322 free, 100 slaves.—III.
:t CO., Indiana. P. 5462.—IV. a co., Kentucky,
cap. Hartford. Area 728 sq. m. P. 10,917 free,

1292 slaves.—V. a township, Pennsylvania, on
the Ohio, 11 m. N.W. Pittsburg.—VI. Pennsyl-
vania, CO. and 10 m. S.W. Beaver.—VII. Ohio,
00. Clermont.—VIII. {City), Ohio, on Lake Erie,
at the mouth of the Cuyahoga, opposite Cleveland.
It has several churches, and an iron foundry.
Ohivaoa, the largest of the Mendaiia islands,

Marquesas, Pacific, 40 m. in circumference.
OnLAU, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and 17

in. S.E. Breslau, with a station on the railway to
Vienna, cap. circ, on the Oder. P. 6003. It has
a royal palace, and manufs. of woollen cloths,

paper, vinegar, and tobacco.
Ohrdkukk, a town of Germanv, duchy Saxe-

Coburg, principality and 8 m. S. (jotha, cap. dist.

P. 4500. It has a palace, a lyceum, and manufs.
of linen and woollen stuffs, and porcelain, and
trade in timber and cattle. In the vicinity are
iron and copper forges and mines.
Ohrk, a river of Germany, Prussian Saxony

and Brunswick, joins the Elbe, 23 m. N.N.E.
Magdeburg, after an E. course of 65 m.—The
Ohm, Wiirtemberg, is an affl. of the Kocher.
OiCH (Loch), a lake of Scotland, co. Inverness,

between Lochs Ness and Lochy, and forming the
summit level of the Caledonian Canal. Length
N.E. to S.W. 6 m., average breadth 1 m. Alt.
95 feet. It receives the Glengarry river, and
empties itself into Loch Ness by the river Oich.

OiGNiES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Pas-
de-Calais, arr. B^thune, cant. Garvin. P. 1740.
OlGxoN or Ognon, a river of E. France, be-

tween the deps. H.-Saone and Doubs, joins the
Saone, 9 m. N. Auxonne, after a W.S.W. course
of 80 m., through a picturesque country.
Oil City, a vill. of U. S., North America, co.

Venango, Pennsylvania, with railway 27 m. from
ritusville to Corry, for the conveyance of petro-
leum, which is here very abundant.

OiN, a small town of the Punjab, on the Jhv-
lum, lat. 31° 40' N., Ion. 73° 50' E. Here the
navigation of the Jhylum again becomes prac-
ticable, after its interruption between Bermula
and this place.

OiRA, a town of S. Italy, Naples. [Oria.]
' OiRscHOT, a town of the Netherlands, prov. N.
Brabant, cap. dist., 13 m. S. Bois-le-Duc. P. 3997.

OiSE, Isara, a river of France, rises by two
streams, one near Chimay in Belgium, and the

other near Eocroy in Ardennes (France). It flows
S.W. past Guise, La F6re, Chauny (where it be-
comes navigable), Noyon, Compiegnc, Pontoise,
and joins the Seine on right above Conflans,
length 135 m. Affls. on left the Ain, on right the
Thdrain. It communicates by canals with the
Sanibre, Scheldt, and Somme.

OiSE, a dep. of France, in the N.E., formed of
the old provs. Ille-de-France & Picardie, between
the deps. Aisne, Seine-et-Mame, Seine-et-Oise,
Eure, Seine-Inf., & Somme. Area 2261 sq. m. P.
(1861) 401,417. It is situated chiefly in the basin of
the Seine, and is watered by the Oise, and its

affls. the Ain and Thdrain ; the Epte on the W.
separates it from the dep. Eure, and the Ourcq
traverses it in the S.E. Surface generally flat.

Soil fertile, and contains turf and marble. Agri-
culture is in a very advanced state, and grain is

extensively cultivated. Wine of inferior quality
is made, cider and beer are extensively used.
The dep. contains several forests, the largest
being that of Compifegne. Wolves and foxes are
found. Cattle and sheep are numerous, and
Paris is hence supplied with veal. The principal
manufs. are butter and cheese, woollen goods, car-
pets, linens, calico, lace, and porcelain. The dep.
is divided into the arrs. Beauvais, Clermont, Com-
pi^gne, and Senlis.

OissEAU, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. and 4 m. N. Mayenne. P. 4081.

Oissel-sur-Seine, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Seine-Inferieure, with a station on the Paris
and Havre Kailway, 8 m. S. Eouen, P. 3865.

OiSY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Pas-
de-Calais, 17 m. E.S.E. Arras. P. 2158.

Ojalava or Oyoi^va, one of the Navigators
islands, Pacific, lat. 14° 2' 40" S., Ion. 171° 22' W.

Ojen, a vill. of Spain, prov. and 28 m. W.S.W.
Malaga. P. 1800. Its vicinity is highl}' pictur-

esque.

—

Ojijares is the name of two contiguous
vills., prov. and S.W. Granada, on the Genii.

Oka, an important riv. of Central Kussia, rises

in the gov. and 40 m. S.W. Orel, flows through the

govs. Tula, Kaluga, Moscow, Kiazan, Vladimir,
and Nijnii-Novgorod, where it joins the Volga on
right after a course of 650 m. Its basin is estimated
to comprise 127,000 sq. m. of tlie richest part of

the Eussian dominion. It receives the Upa, Jiz-

dra, Moskva, Zna, and Kliazma rivers. Though
rapid, it is navigable for almost its whole course

;

and at Tula it is connected with the Don by the
Ivanovska canal.—II. a river of Siberia, gov.
Irkutsk, joins the Angara at Bratsk. Course N.
500 m. Principal affl., the Ija.

Okamandal, a dist. of India, peninsula of

Kattywar, prov. of Guzerat Bombay presid., be-
tween lat. 22° 5' and 22° 30' N., Ion. 69" and 69° 17'

E. Area estimated at 334 sq. m., and the pop.

at 12,590. The district is separated from the
mainland by a salt marsh, reaching from the Gulf
of Cutch to the Arabian Sea, except by a narrow
sandbank at Mudhe. It is supposed to have
been formerly an island, and at spring tides the
salt marsh is still overflowed. The district has
a sea-coast of 75 m., and is in several places be-

set with shoals, reefs, and rocks, and it is indented
with the harbour of Beyt. Okamandal was a
haunt of pirates until overpowered by the British.

The soil is barren, and water bad. The sankh or
conch shell is the only article of export. The
Guicowar is sovereign of this district, but the in-

habitants pay no tribute.

Okanda and OivASAKI, two towns of Japan,
island Niphon ; the former, 50 m. E.N.E. Yeddo

;

the latter on a river near the Gulf of Ovari, 132
m. S.W. Yedo, and stated to have a citadeL
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OKKBraN, a pa. of England. FOgbourx.]
Okefokd-Fitzpaixe, a pa. of Lngl., co. Dorset,

6 m. W.N.W. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 2633. P. 685.

OKEHAJtPTOX, a town of England, co. Devon,
a pa. of itself, 21 m. W. Exeter, on the Okment.
Ac. of pa. 9552. P. 1929.

Okexdox, two pas. of England, co. Essex.— I.

{North), 6 m. E.S.E. Romford. Ac. 1698. P. 341.

—II. (jSouih), 6} m. W.N.W. Gravesend. Ac.
2907. P. 1267.

Okholh, a vill. of the duchy Schleswig, on the
North Sea, 5 m. N.W. Bredsted.

Okiiota, a river of Asiatic Eussia, Siberia, after

a S. course of 150 m. from the Stannovoi moun-
tains, enters the Gulf of Okhotsk, at Okhotsk.
It is navigable only for boats.

Okiiotsk, a maritime town on the Sea of

Okhotsk, gov. Primorsk, lat 69' 20' N., Ion. 143°

14' E. P. 800, formerly 2000. It is the principal

station of the Eusso-American company, and the
chief entrepot for the Eussian trade with Kamt-
chatka and N.W. America.
Okhotsk (Ska of), an inlet of the Pacific

Ocean, between lat. SO^" and 60° N., Ion. IS?""

and 163° E., having E. Kamtchatka, W. and N.
the isl. Saghalin, and Eastern Siberia. It receives

the waters of the Amoor, and at its N.E. end are

the Gulfs of Ghijinsk and Penjinsk. It has few
isls., and its navigation is generally safe, but its

N. shores are frozen from November to April.

Okheida, a town of Albania. [Ochrida.]
Oki, an island of Japan, off the W. coast of

Niphon, lat 36° 10' N., Ion- 133° E. Length 10

m., by 5 m. in breadth.

Okxa, several small towns of European Tur-
key, etc.—I. Moldavia, on the Tatros, 30 m.
N.N.W. Adjind. — II. Great Walachia, N.E.
Kimpina.—III. (^Mare), Little Walachia, 5 m.
S.W. Eimnik, with 2000 inhabs., and 5 churches.

Okosir, a small uninhabited island of Japan,
W. of Jesso, lat. 42° 4' N., Ion. 139° 24' E.
Oktibbeha, a co. of the U. 8~, North America,

in N.E. of the Mississippi. Area 618 sq. m. P.

(1860) 5346 free, 7631 slaves.

Okuldooxga, a vill. of India, dist. Kumaon,
N.W. provs., in lat. 29° 31' N^ Ion. 79° 16' E.

Elevation above the sea 2000 feet The sur-

rounding district is fertile and well watered, and
yields the celebrated Pillebheet rice, which is in

great request throughout India. During the hot
season it is unhealthy.
Oland or Oeland, an island of Sweden, near

its S.E. extremity, lasn Kalmar, in the Baltic,

separated from the mainland by Kalmar Soimd.
Length 85 m., average breadth 7 m. Area 608
sq. m. P. 33,000. W. shore low, E. hilly ; ex-
cept a small portion of land around the coast, is

principally appropriated to pasturage. Fishing
and navigation form the chief occupations of its

inhabs. Forests extensive. About 300 hands are
employed in an alum-mine, the most important
in Scandinavia, and the produce of which is

estimated to be worth 50,000 dollars annually.
Principal towns, Borgholm, the cap., on its E. side.

Olanu (Little), small isl. of the duchy Schles-
wig, between the mainland and the isl. of Fohr.

OiiARGUES, a comm. and town of .France, dep.
H«$rault, 11 m. N.E. St Pons. P. 1017.

Olave (St), a pa. of England, co. and adjoining
the city of York, N. Eiding. Ac 2120. P. 3917.

0L3ERSDOKF, a town of Austrian SUesia, circ.

and 22 m. N.W. Troppau, on the Oppa. P. 1200.
Old or WoiJ), a pa., Engl., co. Northampton, 8

m. W.N.W. Wellingborough. Ac. 1650. P. 473.

Oldbej^nhau, a market town of Saxony, circ.

Zwickau, 22 m. S.E. Chemnitz. P. 2503.

Oldberrow, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

IJ m. W. Henley-in-Arden. Ac. 1185. P. 52.

OLHBfRY, two pas. of England.—I. co. Salop,

4 m. N.N.E. Halesowen. Ac. 808. P. 207.—II.

ion-the-Hili), co. Glo'ster, 5J m. W.S.W. Tetbury.

Ac. 1342. P. 440.

—

Oldbury-on-Sevem, is a

chapelry, co. Glo'ster, pa. and 2J m. W.N.W.
Thombury. P. 707.

Oldbury, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, 6
m. W. Birmingham. Ac. 1124. P. 9780.

Oldcastle, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth,
7 m. N.N.E. Abergavenny. Ac. 922. P. 60.

Oldcastle or Clotynge, a market town and
pa. of Ireland, co. Meath, 12 m. W.N.W. Kdls.
Ac of pa. 7907. P. 2843 ; do. of town, 1213. It

has extensive com mills, and trade in yam.
Oldcott, a township of England, co. Stafiford,

pa. Wolstanton, 2 m. N.E. Newcastle-under-
Lyne. P. 2238.

OiDEBOORN and Oldebroek, two villa, of the

Netherlands.—I. prov. Friesland, 12 m. 8.K
Leeuwarden. P. 1630.—II. prov. Gelderland,

3 m. S.E. Elburg. P. 3770.

Old-Ecricok, a town of Guinea, Africa, on
the Old Calabar river, lat 6° 40' N., Ion. 8° lO* E.

Oldehove and Oldemark, two vills. of the

Netherlands.—I. prov. and 10 m. N.W. Gronis-
gen.—II. prov. Overyssel, N.E. Kuinder.
Oldenburg, a state of Germany, in the N.W,

with the title of grand duchy, composed of thre«

separate portions: 1st, the duchy of Oldenburg,

which forms 8-9ths of the territory. It is sax-

rounded by Hanover on the E., S., and W^ and
bounded N. by the North Sea, cap. Oldenburg

;

2d, the principality of Lubeck or Euiin, enclosed

by Holstein (Prussia); and 3d, the detached

principality of Birkenfdd, in Rhenish Prussia,

cap. Birkenfeld-

1

Duchy of Oldenburg, . .

Principality of LUbeck,
Princii)ality of Birkenfeld,

Total,

Area in
sq. m.

2,093
142
194

2,429

Pop. 18ftt.

224,480

22.134

35,198

336,550

By treaty between Prussia and Oldenburg in

1866, the Grand Duke renounces his hereditary rights

of the house of Gtottorp, Schleswig-Holstein, etc.

Prussia cedes the Holstein Bailiewick of AhrensbSk,

with small districts near it Area 50 sq. m. P.

12,604, to be united to the principality of Liibeck.

Oldenburg lies in a basin of the North Sea, and

is entirely leveL Chief rivers, the Weser, the

1. b. of which belongs to the duchy from Bremen

to the sea ; the Himte, Haase, and Jahde. Li&eck

is also flat, and borders on the Baltic. Birkenfeld

is on the slope of the Idarwald ; its highest point

is 2300 feet above the sea. Climate of Oldenbvrg

resembles that of the Netherlands. Soil fertile,

but with extensive sand dunes and marshes. Com
deficient Pasturage excellent ; horses, cattle, and

sheep reared. Manufs. linen-weaving and coarst;

woollens. Exports (1862), including Kniphausen

grains, etc. to the value of 20,952/. ; the numbei

of cattle sent to England in 1862 was 3204. Th.:

whale and herring fisheries from this port havt

almost ceased. Imports, iron, coals, soda, petro-

leum, etc. to the value of 50,493/. About 25,001.

tons of coal were imported from Britain in ^62
—Oldenburg, the cap., is situated at the confl. oi

the Hunte with the Haaren, which here forms »
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small port, 80 m. W.S.W. Hamburg. P. 2585.

It has a gymnasium, military aud normal
school, and a library. Chief edifices, the castle

of the grand duke, palace, and church of St
Lambert.
Oldendorf, a town of Central Germany, in a

detached part of Hessen-Cassel territory, on 1. b.

of the Weser, 26 m. S.W. Hanover. P. 1363.
Oldensworth, a vill. of Denmark, duchy

Schleswig, 6 m. S.W. Husum. P. 1500. A
convention was concluded here between Peter
the Great of Russia and Frederick IV. of Den-
mark, in 1713.

Oldenzaal, a town, Netherlands, prov. Over-
yssel, cap. dist., 10 m. E.N.E. Delden. P. 2450.
Oldesloe, a town of Prussia, duchy Holstein,

en the Trave, 24 m. N.E. Hamburg. P. 3904.
It has copious brine springs and salt-works.
Oldham, a pari. bor. and munic. corp. of EngL,

and one of the largest manuf. townsin the co. Lan-
. caster, pa. Prestwich, on railway, 7 m. N.E. Man-
chester. Ac. 4617, P. of pari. bor. (1851) 72,357

;

do. (1861) 94,344. Alt. 687 feet. It has a Gothic
ll^rish church, 6 district churches, 12 Methodist,

,0 Independent, 1 Unitarian, and 1 Roman Ca-
jtholic chapel. A Friends' meeting-house, a blue-

coat school, several literary institutions, baths,

and a free park, the largest in the co. (upwards
luf 60 acres). Manufs. noted for fustians, velvets,

j
cords, silks, hats, cotton yarn, and machinery,

;
for which there are some of the largest mills in

the kingdom. The celebrated machine works of

IPlatts, the largest in the world, employing 6000
::o 7000 hands, are established here. Collieries

ire extensive. The bor. sends two members to

House of Commons. Reg. elect. (1864) 1665.

Oldham, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

!^. of Kentucky. Area 178 sq. m. P. 4852 free,

J431 slaves.

1 Oldhamstocks, a maritime pa. of Scotland,

pes. Haddington and Berwick, 7 m. S.S.E. Dun-
imr. Ac. 8949. P. 615, of whom 138 are in the

;
tillage.

OuJiSLEBEN, a vill. of Saxe Weimar, cap. dist.,

in the UnstiTit, 24 m. N.N.W. Weimar. P. 1456.

Oldland, a chapelry of England, co. Glo'ster,

j)a. Bitton, 5J m. E. Bristol. Ac. 2589. P. 5869.

Oldney Island and Bay, Scotland, co. and off

he W. coast of Sutherland, pa. Assynt, flanking
[he S. side of the entrance to Loch Assynt. The
'sland, 1 m. in length, lies J m. from the coast.

Old Providence, an island of the Caribbean
Sea, belonging to the Granadian Confed., 100 m.
'j. the Mosquito coast. Lat. of its centre peak
1190 feet in height), 13° 21' N. ; Ion. 81° 22' W.
jihapeoval; breadth 2J m., length 4J m. S. to

iT., where it is separated by a narrow channel
rem the island Santa Catalina. P. 342, who
lostly speak English. Surface hilly, but fertile

;

1 rovisions are plentiful, and cotton, tortoise-shell,

jnd hides are exported. On its N. side is the vill.

sabel, with the chief anchorage. This isl. was
noted station in the times of the buccaneers.
Old Town, a township of the U. S., North

America, Maine, on Penobscot river, 80 m. N.N.E.
Kugusta. On an island in the river here, the
1 'enobscot Indians have a settlement, and a Ro-
lan Catholic church.
Oij:era, a town of British India, Sinde, 6 m.

'. Khyerpoor, on the route from Shikarpoor.
Oleggio, a town of North Italy, prov. and 10

I. N. Novara. P. with comm. 8105. It is the
\ost commercial town of the prov. Chief trade

1 silk and oil. In its vicinity are mineral waters.
-Oleggio Castello, a comm. in the same prov.,

IS 841 inhabitants.

Olekma, a river of Siberia, gov. Yakutsk, after

a N. course of 640 m., joins the Lena opposite
the vill. Olekminsk.
Olenek, a river of Siberia, gov. Yakutsk, en-

ters the Arctic Ocean 55 m. W. of the W, mouth
of the Lena, after a N. course of 800 miles.

OL£noN (Isle of), Uliams, an isl. off the W.
coast of France, dep. Charente-Inf^rieure, op-
posite the mouth of the Charente. Lat. 43° 11'

N. ; Ion. 1° 20' W. Shape oval ; length 20 m.,

breadth 5 m., circumference 40 m., having at its

N.W. extremity the lighthouse of Chasseron,
which marks the entrance to the Strait of An-
tioche, dividing it from the island R^. P. 18,178.

On its S.E. side is the cap. town Chateau d'Ol^-
ron. [Chateau (Le).]

Oles^V Rubricata, a town of Spain, prov. and
18 m. N.W. Barcelona, on the Llobregat. P.
2634. It has manufs. of woollen cloths.

Olesko, a vill. of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

circ. Zloczow, 27 m. E.N.E. Lemberg. P. 1250.

It is the birthplace of King John Sobieski.

Olette, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. E.-
Pyren^es, cap. cant., on the Tet, 9 m. W.S.W,
Prades, with sulphur springs. P, 1012.

Oletzko, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 41 m.
S.S.E. Gumbinnen, on L. Oletzko. P. 3096.

Olevano, several towns of Italy.—I. Pontifi-

cal States, comarca and 29 m. E. Rome. P. 1000.

—II. South Italy, prov. and 15 m. E. Salerno.

P. 2771.—III. a market town of North Italy,

pi'ov. Pavia, circ. Lomellina, 4 m. S.S.W. Mor-
tara. P. of comm. 1264.

Olevsk, a mkt. town of Russian Poland, gov.
Volhynia, 100 m. N.N.W. Jitomir. P. 1500.

Oley, a township of the U. S., North America,
Pennsylvania, 62 m. E. Harrisburg.
Olgiate, two vills. of North Italy.—I. prov.

and circ. Como. P. 2085.—II. prov. Milan, circ.

Gallarate, on the Olloua. P. 1712.

Olginate, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Como,
circ. Lecco, on the Adda, which here forms a
small lake. P. 1593.

Olgopol, a town of Russian Poland, gov. Po-
dolia, 110 m. E.S.E. Kaminiecz, cap. dist. P.

(1863) 6238. It has potash works and distilleries.

Oliarus, Grecian Archipelago. [Antiparos.]
Oliena, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov.

Sassari, circ. and 5 m. S.E. Nuoro. P. 3038.

Oliete, a town of Spain, prov. and 44 m. N.E.
Teruel. P. 2012.

Olifant River, two rivers of S. Africa, Cape
Colony.—I. (or Elephant River), dist. Clanwilliam,

enters the Atlantic Ocean in lat. 31° 20' S., Ion.

18° 12' W. Length 250 m. Its mouth is greatly

impeded by rocks. Chief afils., the Great Doom
and Holle*—II. dist. George, tributary to the

Gauritz, which it joins after a W. course of 157 m.
Olinda, a city of Brazil, prov. Pemambuco,

and formerly its cap., on the coast, 4 m. N.E.
Recife. P. 8000. It is situated on a wooded hill,

and has a cathedral and several other churches,

a bishop's palace, hospital, and botanic garden

;

a school of law, with a public library, and a
Jesuit college. [Recife.]

Olipore, a valley of Afghanistan, dist. of

Lughman. The bottom of the valley is 3000 feet

above the sea, and the timber which grows in it

oak, olive, and cedar, is of the best quality, but
owing to the difiiculties of exportation, is but
little used. Lat. 34° 54' N. ; Ion. 70° 12' E.

Olita, a town of Russian Poland, gov. and 60

m. W.S.W. Vilna, on the Niemen. P. 3400.

Olite, a town of Spain, prov. Navarra, 27 m.
S. Pamplona. P. 2748.

Olil'torsk, a vill. of Kamtchatka, on its N.K
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coast, at the mouth of the Oliutorsk rirer, in the

bay of same name, which is bounded E. by Cape
Oliutorsk, in lat 59° 57' N., Ion. 170° 19' E.
OuvA, Ad Stavttia, a town of Spain, prov. and

43 m. N.E. Alicante. P. 5615. It has an ancient
palace, and manufs. of linen cloths.—II. (de

Jerezy prov. and 30 m. S. Badajoz. P. 4098.

Oliva, a town of the island Lanzarote, one of

the Canaries, Atlantic Ocean. P. 2132.

Oliva, a vill. of W. Prussia, gov., circ. and 5
m. N.W. Danzig. P. 1765. A peace between the

Swedes and Poles was concluded here in 1660.

Olivarrs, a town of Spain, prov. and 10 m.
W. Sevilla. P. 1946.

Olive, two townships, U. S., North America.
—I. New York, 72 m. S.S.W. Albany.—II. Ohio,
96 m. S.E. Columbus.

Oliveira, two vUIs., Portugal, prov. Beira,

—

I. (do Bairro), 10 m. S.E. Aveiro. P. 2000.—II.
(do Conde\ 16 m. S.W. Viseu, with 2500 inhabi-
tants, and a Latin schooL
Olivexca, a fortified town of Spain, prov. and

16 m. S.S.W. Badajoz, on L b. of the Guadiana,
near the Portuguese frontier. P. 10,000. It

stands in a fertile plain, and has a brisk trade in

wine, oil, and com. From the treaty of its ces-

sion to Spain by Portugal in 1801, Godoy ac-

quired his title of "Prince of the Peace." It

waa taken by the French in 1811.
Olivknza, a town of Brazil, prov. and 140 m,

S.S.W. Bahia, on the Atlantic. P. 1500.

Oliver, a township of the U. S^ North Ame-
rica, Penn.sylvania, co. Mifflin. P. 1668.

OLfVES, Mount of. [Jerusalem.]
Olivet, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Loiret, 3 m. S. Orleans, on the Loiret. P.

3518. It has paper mills, & a brisk trade in wine.
Oliveto, two towns of South Italy.—I. prov.

Salerno, circ. and 6J ra. E.N.E. Carapagna. P.
3744. It has a fine baronial castle.—II. prov.

Potenza, circ. and 25 m. W.S.W. Matera. P. 1024.

Olkavatka and Olkovka, two market towns
of Russia.—I. gov. and 59 m. KN.E. Kharkov.

—

n. gov. and 130 m. S.S.W. Saratov.
Olkhon, the principal island in the Lake Bai-

kal, Siberia, gov. and 140 m. N.W. Irkutsk.

Length, N. to S., 45 m. ; breadth 15 miles.

Olkusch, a town of Russian Poland, gov. of

Eadom, 23 m. W.N.W. Cracow. P. 1905.

Ollap, one of the Caroline islands, Pacific

Ocean. Lat. 7° 37' 17' N. ; Ion. 149» 30' E.
OLLERiAi a town of Spain, prov. and 45 m.

S.S.W. Valencia. P. 3662. It has manufactures
of linens ; and brandy distilleries.

Ollerton, a mkt. town of Engl., co. Notts, pa.

Edwinstowe, 19 m. N.N.E. Nottingham. P. 932.

Ollieroues, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Puv-de-Dome, cap. cant, on the Dore, 10 m.
N.tV. Ambert. P. 1998.

Ollioules, a comm. & market town of France,
dep. Var, cap. cant, 4 m. W. Toulon, at the foot

of a defile called the Vaux d'OlliouUs. P. 3360.

Ollon, a large parochial vill. of Switzerland,
cant. Vaud, dist. Aigle, the most beautiful comm.
of the district. P. 2875.

Olm (Nieder and Ober), two contiguous vills.

of Germany, H.-Darmstadt, prov. Rhenish Hes-
een, 7 m. S.S.W. Mayence. United pop. 2350.

Olmedo, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 m. S.

ValladoUd, with brandy distilleries. P. 1855.

Olmeto or Olometo, a town of the island of

Corsica, 16 m. S.S.E. Ajaccio. P. 1831.

Olmstead, a CO. of U. S., North America, Min-
nesota. P. 9524.

OlmCtz (Moravian ffolomauc), a fortified city

of Moravia, and formerly its cap., now cap circ..

on the March, and on railway from Breslau to
Vienna, 40 m. N.E. Brunn. P. 15,000. Its for-

tifications are extensive. Principal edifices, a
Gothic cathedral, arclibishop's palace, deanery,
town-hall, theatre, arsenal, ban-acks, hospitals,

and orphan asylums. Its university, founded in

1581, and restored in 1827, has a valuable library,

and is attended by upwards of 500 students. It

has also military and other schools ; manufs. of

woollen, linen, and cotton fabrics, earthenwares,
leather, and vinegar, and a transit trade in cattle.

Olmutz was taken by the Swedes in the 30 years'

war, and besieged by Frederick the Great in 1758.

Lafayette was confined in it for many years, from
1794. It was the place of refuge of the late Em-
peror of Austria, in his second flight from Vienna,
and here he abdicated on 2d December 1848.

Olney, a pa. and market town of England, co.

Bucks, on the Ouse, 10 m. W.N.W. Bedford, and
with a station on a branch of the London and
North-Western Railway. Ac. of pa. 3140. P.

2347. The town has a Gothic church. Silk

weaving, with manufs. of hoisery and lace, em-
ploy the population.

Olona, a river of North Italy, enters canal

Naviglio Grande, near Milan. Under the French
it gave its name to a department of the kingdom
of Italy.

Oloxetz, a gov. of N. Russia, between lat. 60'

and 64° 30' N., Ion. 29° and 41° 30' E., havmg N.
Archangel, S. Vologda, and W. Finland. Area
57,774 sq. m. P. (1858) 287,354. Surface in the

N. and W. marshy, and covered with vast

forests. Principal rivers, the Onega, Schuia,

Suna, and Svir. It contains numerous lakes, the

principal being Onega and Vigo. Hemp and flax

are raised, but not for exportation, and the exten-
sive forests form the principal source of wealth
derived from the land. Few cattle or horses are

reared. Iron, copper, silver, marble, and granite

are found, but are little turned to advantage, and
except a royal cannon foundry, and a few tan-

neries and forges, there are no manufacturing
establishments. Raw produce is exported to St

Petersburg and Archangel, whence com, salt,

spirits, and colonial and manufactured goods
are imported. The inhabitants mostly belong tc

the Greek or Lutheran churches, but some re-

main Pagans. The government is subdividec
into 7 districts. Princijjal towns are Petroza*

vodsk, Olonetz, and Kargopol.
Oloketz, a town of Russia, cap. dist. of th(

prov. Olonetz, at the confl. of two rivers, tribu-

taries to Lake Ladoga, 110 m. N.E. St Peters

bui^. P. 2700. It has a custom-house.
Olonne, a comm. and market town of France

dep. Vend^ near the Atlantic, 3 m. N. Le;

Sables d'Olonne, with a port P. 2000.

Olonzac, a comm. and town of France, dep

Hdrault, cap. cant., on the Canal du Midi, 15 m
W.N.W. Narbonne. P. 1763.

Oloron, Iluro, a comm. and town of Frana
cap. arr., dep. Basses-Pyrendes, 15 m. S.W. Par

at the confl. of the Aspe and Ossau. P. 9362. 1

is a tribunal of commerce, and has trade in woo
horses, and timber for ship building.

Olot, a town of Spain, prov. and 21 m. N.^\

Gerona, on the Fluvia. P. 12,070. It is situate

at the foot of a range of volcanic hills, and ha

cavalry barracks and an hospital, with mum
,

factures of cottons and woollens, tanneries, 8Qa
|

factories, and paper mills. Near it are numerou
|

caverns, and extinct volcanic craters, 14 distinc

cones being found close to the town, the larget

1 m. in circumference and 445 feet in depth,

destructive earthquake occurred here in 142L
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Olpe, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov. and
28 m. S.S.W. Arensberg, cap. circ. P. 2047.

Oi.RiCK or Olrig. a marit. pa. of Scotland, co.

Caithness, E.N.E. Thurso, comprising the vill. of

Castletown. Area 15^ sq. m. P. 2059 ; of vill. 758.

Olsexe, a comm. and vill, of Belgium, prov.

E- Flanders, on the Lys, with a station on the

railway to Tournay, 14 m. S.S.W. Ghent. P. 2100.

Olshani, two market towns of Russia.—I. gov.

and 15 m. W.N.W. Kharkov, with well-fre-

quented fairs.—II. gov. and 89 m. S.S.E. Kiev.
!

—

Ohhansh is a market town, gov. and 68 m.
i S.S.W. Voroniej. P. 1700.

Olszany, a market town of Russian Poland,

I

gov. Vilna, 13 m. S. Oshmiana. P. 1800.

I
Olten, a small but flourishing town of Swit-

I

zerland, cant, and 20 ra. E.N.E. Soleure, on the

JAar, and at the junction of routes from Basle,

(Zurich, Lucerne, and Neuchatel. P. 1500.

Olten, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Soleure,

'chief place of the district, on the Aar. Manufs.
of iron wire, linen, and cotton. P. 1634.

Oltenitza, a fortified vill. of European Tur-
key, on 1. b. of the Danube, li m. E. Turtukai

• On 4th November 1 853, the Russians were here
i defeated by the Turks.

Olva, a town of Spain, prov. and 22 m. S.E.

Teruel, on the Mijares. P. 1611.

1 Olvenstadt, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov.

land 4 m. W N.W. Magdeburg. P. 2100.
t Olvera, Ilipa, a town of Spain, prov. and 67
im. N.E. Cadiz. P. 6116.

I Olveston, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 3J m.
S.W. Thornbury. Ac. 4787. P. 1699.

i Olviopol, a town of Russia, gov. and 137 m.
I N.W. Kherson, cap. dist., on the Bug. P. 2600.

j[t has a strong citadel.

, Olympia, a town & port of entry, in the west of

iU. S., N. America, cap. of Washington territory,

bn Strule's river, at its mouth in Puget Sound.

1 Olympus (Mount), a mountain range of Thes-
imly, on the border of Macedonia, its summit,
''amed by Homer and other poets as the throne
of the gods, is 30 m. N. Larissa, in lat. 40° 4' 32"

l5f., Ion. 22° 25' E. Estimated height, 6332 feet.

I—II. Asia Minor, Anatolia, 8 m. S.W. Brusa,

I
Om, a river of Asiatic Russia, govs. Tomsk

md Tobolsk, after ft S.W. course of 400 m. joins

.he Irtish at Omsk.
Omagh, a market town of Ireland, Ulster, cap.

'». Tyrone, 27 m. S. Londonderry, on Derry and
jSnniskillen Railway. P. 3533. Alt. 270 feet.

I

Omaha, a town of U. S., North America, cap.
|)f Nebraska territory, on the Missouri, oppot-ite

i
Council Bluff city. Pop. rapidly increasing. The
'Pacific railway, begun 1863, is being pushed on

Salt Lake city, 1035 m. W.
Oman, a country of Arabia, in the S.E., between

I
he Persian Gulf and Arabian Sea or Sea of
)raa.n, and forming the central part of the Mus-
at dom. It ia " a desert thickly studded with
ases," having among its mountains many fertile

alleys, though only a small proportion of its ex-
ent is capable of being cultivated. Chief towns,
luscat, Rostak, and Sohar.
Ombay, an island of Malaysia, N. of Timor.

-at. 8° 15' S. ; Ion. 125° E. Length, E. to W.,
1 m.

; greatest breadth 12 miles.
1 Ombersley, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,
}

ra. W. Droitwieh. Ac. 6962. P. 2463.
1
Omblie, a pa. of Norway, stift Christiansand,

1 3 m. N.W. Arendal.

—

Orriboe is an island in
k'Ukke-fiord, amt and 20 m. N.E. Stavanger.
Ombrone, Umbro, a river of Central Italy,

ises in the Apennines, 10 m. E. Sienna, flows S.
ast Grosseto, and 10 m. below that town enters

the Mediterranean, after a course of 75 m. Chief
affluent, the Orcia, rising near Radicofani.
Omegna, a market town of N. Italy, Novara,

prov. Pallanza, cap. mand., at the N. extremity
of Lake Orta. P. 1614.

Omer (St), a comm. and fortified town of

France, defended by fort N6tre Dame, dep. Pas-
de-Calais, cap. arr., 22 m. S.E. Calais, on the Aa,
at the mouth of the Canal of Neuf-Foss^e, and on
the railway from Arras and Lille to Calais. P.
22,011. It is a tribunal of commerce, and has a
comm. college, library ; and manufs. embroidery,
coarse woollens, pipes, paper, soap, cotton stuffs,

and oil, with flour mills, iron and copper foun-
dries. St Omer was taken by Louis xiv. in
1677. During the first revolution, it was called

Morin la Montagne, Birthplace of the Abb6
Segur. Near it are extensive marshes, whence
great quantities of turf are extracted.

Omerkote, a town of Sinde, in the Indian
desert, 90 m. E. Hyderabad, with a fort, sur-
rounded by a mud wall, 40 feet high. It was
taken by the Ameers of Sinde from the rajah of
Joudpoor in 1813. It is celebrated as the birth-

place of the emperor Akbar.
Omerkuntuc (Hind. Amara Cantaca), a fa-

mous place of Hindoo pilgrimage, centre of Dec-
can, India, 28 m. N.W. Ruttunpoor.
Omessa, a comm. and vill. of Corsica, cap.

cant., arr. Corte. P. 977.

Ometa, a town of British India, dist. Kaira,
presid. Bombay, on rt. b. of the Mighee river, and
230 m. N. Bombay.
Ometepec, a volcanic island of Central America,

state, and in the Lake Nicaragua, towards its

S.W. side. Length 20 m., breadth 7 to 8 m. It

consists of two granitic mountains, one rising to

6262 feet above the Atlantic^ and both densely
wooded. On it are the two vills. Ometepe and
Muyagalpa, with a pop. of 1700, and numerous
ancient Mexican sepulclires.

Omey, a pa. of Ireland, co. Galway. including
the town of Clifden. Ac. 20,835. P. 6357.

Ommanney (Cape), Russian America, is the

S. point of King George iii. Archipelago, at the
entrance to Chatham Sound. Lat. 56° lO' N.

;

Ion. 134° 34' W.
Ommen, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Overyssel, 14 m. E. Zwolle. P. 723.

Omoa, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

Shotts. P. 868.

Omoa, a seaport town of Central America,
state, and on the Bay of Honduras, 15 m. E. the
mouth of the river Montagua. Lat. 15° 47' N.

;

Ion. 88° 3' W. P. 2000. Defended by a work
called El Castillo de San Fernando. Exports,
mahogany, hides, tobacco, indigo, and cattle.

Omoe, an islet of Denmark, in the S. part of

the Great Belt, 4 m. S.W. Seeland. Length 6 m.,

breadth 1 m. P. 200.

Omoi.on, a river of E. Siberia, prov. Yakutsk,
joins the Kolyma 80 m. S.W. of its mouth in the

Arctic Ocean.
Omrah, a fortified town of India, prov. Bun-

delcund, 72 m. S.W. Calpee. It belongs to the
rajah of Sumpter, and is surrounded by a ditch.

Omsk, a fortified town of Asiatic Russia, gov.
Tobolsk, in a sandy treeless plain, on the Irtish,

at the confiuence of the Om. Lat. 64° 57' N.

;

Ion. 72° 40' E. P. (1863) 19,467, mostly Euro-
pean exiles. It has a military school for 250
pupils, who are instructed in the Kirghiz and
Mongol languages, drawing, and geography ; a
Cossack school, hospital, and manufactures of

military clotliing. In civil jurisdiction it is subor-
dinate to Tobolsk, but it has latterly superseded
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tliat city as the virtual cap. of West Siberia, and
the seat of government " for the gradual subju-

gation of the Kirghiz."

Omudpoor, a vill. of British India, N.W. Pro-
vinces, 13 m. N. Calpee. Soil fertile, and well

cultivated.

Omun, a town of Africa, Guinea, cap. of a ter-

ritory on an island in the Old Calabar or Cross

river. Lat 6° 9' N. ; Ion. 8° 15' E. Estim. pop. 5000.

Omctwarra, a dist. of Brit India, in Malwa,
between lat. 23° 28' and 24° 9' N., Ion. 76° 19' and
77° 11' E. Its length, N. to S., 60 m. ; breadth
65 m. Area 3300 sq. m. Principal places, Eaj-
gurh, Nursingurh, and Khujnir.

On, the Scripture and Coptic name of Helio-
polis. Lower Egypt. The Egjrptian name of

Heliopolis was Ee-ei, or Ei-Re, " the house " or
" abode of the Sun." The Jews called it Beth-
shemesh—of the same impoi't [Heliopolis.]

Onail, a town of Hindostan, prov. Malwa,
Gwalior dom., 17 m. N.N.W. Oojein.

OnALEGO, one of the Marquesas isls.. Pacific 0.
OSatk, a town of Spain, prov. Guipuscoa, 30

m. E.S.E. BUbao. P. 4236. It has a town-hall,

hospital, university, and college. Iron is wrought
in the neighbouring mountains, and within the
town are iron foundries, nail factories, and gun
manufactures.
Onda, a town of Spain, prov. and 10 m. W.S.W.

Castellon de la Plana. P. 4517.

Ondaree or Henery, a small island of India,

off the W. coast of the Northern Concan, 20 m.
S. the city of Bombay. It lies low, and is sur-

rounded by a wall.

Ondarroa. a town of Spain, prov. Biscay, 18
m. N.E. Bilbao, on the Bay of Biscay. P. 1173.

OiJECHOW or Onihow, one of the Sandwich
islands, in the Pacific Ocean, S.W. Atooi, in lat
21' 62' N., Ion. 160° W., and famous for its yams,
fruit, and mats.

Onecote, a chapelry of England, co. Stafford,

4 m. E.S.E. Leek. P. 463.

Onega, a river of Bussia, govs. Olonetz and
Archangel, rises in the Lake Latcha, and after a
N. course of 250 m. enters the Gulf of Onega at

its S.E. extremity. Affls., the Voloshka, Mosha,
and Kena. Numerous falls render it unfit for
navigation, but in spring many rafts are floated

on it to the sea.

Onega (Lake), a lake of Russia, the next in

size to that of Ladoga, from which it is distant

85 m, N.E., in the centre of the gov. Olonetz,
mostly between lat. 60° 62' and 62° 53' N., Ion.
34° 15' and 36° 12' E. Length 140 m., breadth
30 to 45 m. Area estimated at 3400 sq. m. It

receives 10 rivers, the principal being the Vodla,
and discharges itself at its S.W. extremity by
the Svir into Lake Ladoga. Shores generally
rocky, and present several deep bays and gulfs*;

and in it are numerous islands, especially near
its N. extremity. Many shoals render its navi-
gation dangerous, although it is less subject to
storms than Lake Ladoga.
Onega, a town of Russia, gov. and 85 m. S.W.

Archangel, cap. dist., at the mouth of the Onega
river, in the Gulf of Onega. P. 1800.
Onega (Gulf of), the most S. portion of the

AVhite Sea, mostly between lat. 63° 60' and 65°
N., Ion, 34° 30' and 38° E. Length and greatest
I'readth about 90 m. It receives the rivers Onega,
Kemi, etc. At its mouth is the isl. Solovitzki.

Onkglia, a town of North Italy, prov. Poiio
Maurizio, 41 m. E.N.E. Nice, cap. prov., on the
Gulf of Genoa, near the mouth of the Impero,
which is here crossed by a fine suspension bridge.
P. of comm. 7902. It has remains of fortifica-

tions, destroyed by the French in 1792, a college,

and a port. Andrea Doria, the celebrated Geno-
ese admiral, was bom here.

Onehouse, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2^ ra.

W.N.W. Stowmarket Ac. 898. P. 336.

Oneida (Lake), U. S., N. America, New York,
14 m. W. Rome. Length 23 m. ; breadth from
4 to 6 m. It receives several affls., including the

Oneida from the N.W., and discharges its sur-

plus waters W. into the Oswego river. It gives

name to several townships, and to the co. Oneida.
Area 1101 sq. m. P. (1860) 105,202. Chief towns,
Utica, Rome, and Whitesborough.
Onekotan, one of the Kurile islands, off the

S. extremity of Kamtchatka, between the Pacific

Ocean and Sea of Okhotsk. Lat. 49° 24' N. ; Ion.

155° E. Length 30 ni. ; breadth 15 miles.

Onex, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Geneva, on
rt b. of the lake. P. 1622.

Ongar (Chippijjg), a market town and pa. oi

England, co. Essex, on the Roding, lOJm. W.S.W.
Chelmsford. Ac. of pa. 508. P. 867. Thetowr
has a market-house and a union workhouse.—
Bigh Ongar is a pa. 1J m. E.N.E. the above. Ac
4510. P. 1117.

Ongkor, a town of E. Asia, ancient cap. o

Cambodia. Lat 14° N. ; Ion. 104° E. ; 20 m. N. o

the great lake Tale Sapi. Here, in 1860, Mouho
discovered ruins of noble temples and vast re

mains of a past civilisation.

Ongol, a town of British India, presid. and 17i

m. N. Madras, cap. a subdivision of the dist

Nellore, with a stone fort on the margin of a fin

lake. The town, with the annexed subdivisiou

has a pop. of 31,666.

Onibury, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4J it

N.W. Ludlow. Ac. 1992. P. 375.

Onikszti, a market town of Russian Polanc

gov. and 65 m. N.N.W. Vilna. P. 1650.

Onil, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 m. N.'W
Alicante. P. 2690. It has manufs. of wooUen.-

Onion, a river of U. S., N. America, Vermon^
flows S. and S.W. to Montpelier, thence N. to it

entrance into L. Champlain, 6 m. N.W. Burling

ton. It has falls which afford good water-powei
Onis or Onsa, an isl. of Sf)ain, at the entranc

of the Bay of Pontevedra, lat. 42° 20' 00' N., loi

8° 65' W. Length 2 m., breadth 1 m. Surfac

uneven ; shores steep, but it has several harboiu^

Onnaing, a town of France, dep. Nord, 4 n

N.E. Valenciennes. P. 3544. Chicory is exteL

sively grown in its vicinity, its cultivation i

France having been first attempted here.

Ono, the largest of a group of the Friendly Isls

Pacific Ocean, lat 18° 65' S., Ion. 178° 25' W.
Onod, a market town of Himgary, co. Borsoi

on the Sajo, an affl. of the Tbeiss, 46 m. N.W
Debreczin. P. 2900. It is memorable for a sai

guinary battle with the Tartars in 1241, and
gathering of Rakotzi insurgents in 1707.

Onofrio (Sani, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Catai

zaro, circ Mouteleone. P. 2262.

Onon, a river of Mongolia and Asiatic Russi

gov. Irkutsk, after a N.W. course of 380 ni. joii

the Ingoda, 40 m. W. Nertchinsk, to foim tl

Shilka, a tributary of the Amur.
Onondaga, a co. of the U. S., North Americ

on the Erie Canal, and containing Lake Onoi

daga, with the vills. Salina, Syracuse, Liverpoc

and Geddes. Arpa 711 sq. m. P. (1860) 90,6c

It has a large trade in salt, from the salt spriEj

on the borders of the lake.—IL a township in tl

CO., 5 m. S.S.W. Syracuse.
Onrvst, a small island of Malaysia, off the

"

coast of Java, near Batavia, with the Netherlaii

government ship-building yard.

J
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Onslow, a vill. of Nova Scotia, at the head of

Mines Bay, 51 m. N.N.E. Halifax.

Onslow, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S.E. part of North Carolina. Area 523 sq. m.
P. 5357 free, 3499 slaves. Onslow Bay, North
Carolina, extends for 80 m. between Capes Fear
and Lookout.
Ontario (Lake), the most E. of the great lakes

of North America, between the state New York
and Canada West. Lat. 43° 10' to 44° 15' N.

;

Ion. 76° to 80° W. Length, W. to E., 180 m. ; ex-
treme breadth 65 m. Area 6000 sq. m. ; height
above sea -level 232 ft. ; mean depth 500 ft. Near
its S. extremity it receives Genessee, Oswego,
and Trent rivers, and near its S.W. or upper
extremity the Niagara river from Lake Erie ; the

river St Lawrence leaves it on its N.E. side. It

is connected with Sherboro' on Lake Erie by the
Welland Canal, with the Ottawa river by the
Kideau Canal, and the New York Grand Canal
[extends all along its S. side. Shores mostly
I level and wooded, or cultivated. On them are
the towns Toronto, Kingston, Newcastle, and

' Niagara (Canada), Oswego, Genessee, and Sac-
kiHt's Harbour (United States).—H. {Erie), a
II)., U. S., North America, in W. part of New

,

York. Area 617 sq. m. P. (1860) 44,563.—IIL
la township in "Wayne co., New York, 22 m, W.
I Lyons.

Onteniente, a town of Spain, prov. Valencia,
11 m. S.W. San Felipe, on rt. b. of the Clariano.
P. 9508. It has an hospital and college, with
niauufs. of linen and woollen fabrics.

Ontonagon, a co. of U. S., N. America, Michi-
i gan. P. 4568.

—

Ontonagon River flows into Lake
Superior on its S. side. In its bed a mass of native
copper was discovered, weighing at least 6000

, Ibs^ and near it are now some copper mines.
;

Onzain, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

, Loir-et-Cher, arr. Blois, cant. Herault. P. 2254.
Oo, a vill. of France, dep. H. -Garonne, 4 m.

W. Bagneres-de-Luchon, at the foot of the Port
or Col d'Oo, a pass of the PjT^ndes, 9848 feet
above the sea. Near it is a cascade 853 feet high.
P. 363, many of whom are employed as guides.
Oo or Woo-KiANG, a considerable river of

China, provs. Kwi-choo and Se-chuen, joins the
Yang-tze-kiang, after a N. course of 500 miles.

OocH, a fortified town of British India, dora.

and 35 m. S.W. Bhawlpoor, near the junction
3f the Cbenaub and Jhelum rivers.

OocHEYRA, a state of British India, territory of

i3augorandNerbudda, between lat. 24° 10' and 24°m N., Ion. 80° 35' and 81° 4' E. Area 436 sq. m.
IP. 120,000. Annual revenue 6632/. Through
the misconduct and crimes of the rajahs it has
been placed under British protection, and is now
in a flourishing condition.

—

Oocheyra, the cap., is

in lat. 24° 23' N., Ion. 80° 50' E.
OoCHOOLAROo, a mountain peak of British

India, Gurwhal, between the rivers Jumna and
Bhageeruttee. It is covered with trees to the
iieightof 11,800 feet. Except one small patch, it

s bare of snow. Elevation above the sea 14,302
;eet. Lat. 30° 64' N., Ion. 78° 39' E.

^ OoDANA, a large vill. of Beloochistan, 18 m. E.
Gtundava, on the route to Shikarpoor, It is sur-

j

rounded by a mud wall. 7 miles E. of this place
ire the ruins of Old Oodana.

1 OoDAPEE, a town of British India, dist. of

I

South Canara, presid. Madras, in lat. 13° 20' N.,

I
on. 74° 49' E. P. estimated at 1200. Here are
three Brahminical temples, and several convents
or devotees of that caste. Eice, cocoa-nuts,
'Ugar-cane, and pulse of vai'ious kinds, are
argely cultivated.

OoDEPOKE, a town of British India, prov
Guzerat, on route from Baroda to Mow, and 50
m. E. of the former, lat. 22° 20' N., Ion. 74° 1' E.
P. 6000.

OoDEPOKE Chota or Mahur, a dist. of British
India, prov. Guzerat, between lat 22° 2' and
22° 32' N., Ion. 73° 47' and 74° 20' E. Area
1059 sq. m. Surface undulating, jungly, and
very unhealthy during part of the year. Annual
revenue 74,000 rupees ; tribute to the Guicowar
10,500 rupees ; 500 rupees for the maintenance of
a police under British superintendence. It main-
tains within its limits 368 infantry and 70 horse.
OoDEYPORA, a town of British India, dist.

Ghazeepore, N.W. provs., in lat 18° 24' N., Ion.
17° 11' E. P. 5865.

OoDEYPORE or MuvAR, a Kajpoot state of

India, between Lit 23° 46' and 25° 56' N., Ion.
72° 50' and 75° 38' E. Area estimated at 11,614
sq. m., and the pop. 1,161,400. Surface hill}', of
granite formation, yielding metals and other
minerals, tin and copper being very abundant.
The valleys are rugged, and watered by the rivei-s

Bannas and Bens, with their tributaries, from
the Aravulli mountains, which stretch over the
S.W. part of the territory. Average elevation
2000 feet above the sea. By a treaty in the year
1818, this state became tributary to the British,

to the yearly amount of 300,000 Oodeypore rupees,

but which was reduced to 20,000/. in 1848.

Oodeypore, a town of India, cap. of territory

of same name, 395 m. N. Bombay. The to%vu
stands on a low ridge, in a basin surrounded by
hills on all sides except the W., where is a lake
5 m. in circumference, besides other lakes and
marshes in the neighbourhood, causing frequent
attacks of fever, cholera, and ague. The town
has a granite palace, and an artificial lake.

OoJEiN (Hind. Ujjayni, the Ozoana of Ptolemy),
a fortified city of Central Hindostan, 254 m. S.W.
Gwalior, and the former cap. of its dom. Lat.
23° 10' N. ; Ion. 75° 47' E. Its walls are about 6

m. in circumference, the area being for the most
part closely built on, though the public ways are

stated to be airy, paved, and clean. Principal
edifices, several mosques and mausoleums, Sin-
dia's palace, and some Hindoo structures, in one
of which is a remarkable sculptured image of the
bull-god Nundi. The city has an active trade :

imports being fine white cloths, turbans, and
dyed goods, with assafoetida from Sinde, and
European and Chinese produce from Surat ; ex-
ports cotton, coarse cloths, Malwa opium, and
diamonds, in transit from Bundelcund to Sunit.

Around it are various temples & palaces ; & 1 m.
N. extensiveremains of a more anc. city have been
discovered. It is one of the seven sacred cities

of the Hindoos, and is 1698 feet above the sea.

OojHANEE, a town of British India, dist. and
8 m. S.S.W. Budaon, N.W. provs. P. 6361.

OoKEE MuTH, a vilL of the British dist. of

Kumaon, 18 m. S. Srinagar. It is situated on
an eminence of gneiss rock, 4339 feet above the
sea, on the 1. b. of the Maudikini, here crossed
by a rope bridge.

OoLA, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Limerick,
with a station on the Limerick and Waterford
Eailway, 5 m. N.W. Tipperary. Ac. 6858. P.
1905, of whom 448 are in the village.

OoLPAR, a town of British India, dist. and 12

m. N. Surat, presid. Bombay. P. 3500.

OoLTGENSPLAAT, a viU. 01 the Netherlands, S.

Holland, on Oversflakkee island. P. 1950.

OoMNAK, one of the Fox islands, North Pacific,

S.W. Oonalaska, 50 m. long, 12 m. broad, and
having a volcano which ejects hot water.
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OoMRAWCTTEE, a town of British India, dist

Hjderabad, 90 ra. W. Nappore, on the route to

Aurungabad. It has been recently transferred to

the British government, & is a place of great com-
mercial im{)ortance, having agents of the prin-

cipal commercial firms of Bombay and Upper
India, who purchase the growing cotton crops for

export to Bombay. The commerce of this town
was formerly much impeded by transit duties,

which have been abolished since its incorporation

with the British territories, and trade is now in

a flourishing condition.

OoNALASKA (or Oonalashica) and Oojtimak,
two of the largest of the Fox islands, N. Pacific

;

lat of Port lliuluck, in the former, 63° 62' N.,

Ion. 166" 32' W. Length 75 m., breadth varies

to 20 m. Surface mountainous, and rising to the
volcano Makonchinsk in its centre. The island

is thinly peopled, but capable of supplying ships

with all necessaries, except wood.

—

Oonimak is

65 m. in lengtlt, 26 m. in breadth. Surface moun-
tainous and rugged, with three active volcanoes.

OoxCHOD, a town of British India, state of

Gwalior, 52 m. S.E. by E. Oojein. Tlie united per-

gunnahs of Sonkacb and Oonchod, with an annual
revenue of 90,000 rupees, were placed under Bri-

tish protection in 1844 by the Gwalior treaty, for

the support of the Gwalior contingent.
Oosn SuRWEYA, a small dist. of British India,

in the peninsula of Kattywar, prov. Guzerat, be-
tween lat.21'' 18' and 21° 30' N., Ion. 71° 38' and
71° 55' E. Area 174 sq. m. P. 11,373. It is level

and contains 53 villages.

OoNERPOOR, a large vill. of Sinde, 20 m. N.
Hyderabad, on the route thence to Sehwan.
OoNGA, an island of Russian America, off the

8. extremity of the peninsula Aliaska, lat. 55°
30' N., Ion. 160° to 161° W. Length 26 miles.

GoRCHA, a town of British India, Bundelcwid,
142 m. S.E. Agra, on 1. b. of the Betwa river. It

stands on a rocky eminence, is enclosed by a wall
3 m. in circumference, entered by three gates, has
a palace, and a temple.

OoRCHA, a raj of British India, in lat. 25° 21'

N., Ion. 78° 42' E. Area 2160 sq. m. P. 192,000.

Annual revenue ei^jOOO/. Armed force between
7000 and 8000 men.
GoRDEGHEiM, a vilL of Belgium, prov. East

Flanders, 9 m. S.E. Ghent. P. 2100.

OoROMiAH, a town of N. Persia. [Urumttah.]
OoscAT, a town of Asia Minor. [Yuzgat.]
OosiMA, a small but populous island of Japan,

off the S.E. coast of Niphon, Pacific Ocean.—II.

a town of Japan, Niphon, on its E. coast.

GossooR, a town of British India, dist. and 82
m. N.N.W. Salem. The government has here a
breeding stud, which is very successful.

OosTBURG, a town of the Netherlands, prov.
Zeeland, isl. Cadzand, 6 m. E.N.E. Sluis.

Gost-Eecloo, a vill. of Belgium, prov. E. Flan-
ders, 10 m. N. Ghent. P. 1862. [Eecloo.J
OosTERHOUT, a mkt. town of the Netherlands,

prov. N. Brabant, cap. cant., 6 m. N.E. Breda.
F. 8640, including 282 military. It has nianufs.

of tiles and pottery, and a Latin school.

GosTERZEELE, a market town of Belgium, prov.
E. Flanders, 7 m. S.S.E. Ghent. P. 2850.

OoTAKAJiUKD, a town of British India, dist.

Coimbatoor, presid. Madi-as, in lat. 11° 21' N.,
Ion. 76° 47' L. It is a sanitary station on the
Neilgherry hills, 7300 feet above the sea. Mean
annual temp. 58° Fahr. Annual rainfall 44 in.

Here is a meteorological station of the Madras
presidency, besides a church and a public garden.
OoTEGHEM, a vill. of Belgium, prov. West

Flanders, 7 m. E. Courtrai. P. 2735.

OoTERPAUA, a town of British India, dist of

the Twenty-Four Pergunnahs, on rt. b. of the
Hoogly, presid. Bengal, in lat. 22° 35' N., Ion. 88°
23' E. Income-tax has been levied here for

municipal purposes.
OoTMARssuM, a small frontier town of the

Netherlands, prov. Overvssel, cap. dist,, 10 m.
E.N.E. Almelo. P. 1474.'

OoTRACH or TuKocH, a district of India, hi

the southern slope of the Himalaya mountains,
between lat 30° 66' and 31° 6' N., Ion. 77° 42' and
77° 54 W. Area estimated at from 60 to 70 sq.

m., and the pop. at 2500. It consists of a portion
of the crest and declivities of a lofty range pro-
ceeding from the Wartoo mountain in a S.W.
direction to the Tons river, & has a considerable
elevation. Tungru Peak, a little above the N. VV.

frontier, is 10,102 feet above the sea. Annual
revenue 300/. It has been incorporated with
Joobul.
OoTUL, a town of Beloochistan, prov. Lus, 30

m. S.E. Belah. P. 2000. It is sun-ounded by
com and cotton fields, and good pasturage. It

yields to the Jam of Lus an annual revenue of

4000 rupees. The people have immense flocks of

sheep, goats, black cattle, and camels.
Gpalb^nitz, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.

and 23 m. W.S.W. Posen. P. 1345.

Gpalin, a mkt town of Poland, gov. Volhynia,

on the Bug, 47 m. N.N.W. Vladimir. P. 1600.

Oparo or Rapa, an island of the Pacific. Dan-
gerous Archipelago, lat 27° 38' S., Ion. 144° 3' W.
Gpatow, a town of Poland, gov. of Radom, and

20 m. N.W. Sandomir, cap. circ, on the Opatovka,
an affl. of the Vistula. P. 3920.

Gpurakei^ a town of Belgium, prov. East
Fhinders, 8 m. E.S.E. Audenarde. P. 2300.

Opelousas, a co. of U. S., North America.
Louisiana. P. 11,668 free, 11,436 slaves.

Opelousas, a vill. of the U. S., North America
Louisiana, on a branch of the Techd river, 54 m.

S.S.E. Alexandria. P. about 500. It has Frank-
lin's College, founded in 1839, and a coiirt-house.

Openshaw, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Lancaster, pa.

and 2im. E.S.E. Manchester. Ac. 671. P. 8628.

Ophir (Mouxt), an isolated mountain of the

Malay peninsula, dom. Johole, in lat. 0° 5' N.,

Ion. 100° E., 45 m. E.N.E. Malacca, having a triple

peak, and estimated to rise to 5693 feet above the

sea. Its centre is of grey granite. Most of thi.

gold obtained in the peninsula is found around

its base.—IL a mountain of the island Sumatra,

near its W. coast, 70 m. N.W. Padang, on th;

equator. Lon. 100° E. Height 13,842 feet

Ophir, a post-town of New South Wales, co

Wellington, 14 m. from Orange. It was the firsi

gold field ever worked in Australia. Discoverec

by Mr Hargraves, 12th February 1851.

Opi, a market town of S. Italy, prov. Aquila

15 m. S.E. Lake Fucino. P. 507.

Opladen, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. an

15 m. S.E. Dusseldorf, on the Wipper. P. UW
Manufs. of wooUen cloth and cutler)'.

Opochxia, a market town of Russia, gov. mj
26 m. N. Poltvva, with 3000 inhabitants.

Opole. a town of Russian Poland, prov. an:

28 m. W.S.W. Lublin. P. 1910.

Oporto or Porto, the second city of Portug*

in rank and commercial importance, cap. prov

on rt. b. of the Douro, 2 m. from its mouth, an

175 m. N.E. Lisbon. Lat (of Fort St J. de Foz
41° 8' 64" N.; lon. 8° 37' 9" W. Pop. (186S

86,257. The city proper extends 2 m. alon

the bank of the river, and is enclosed by wal!

flanked with towers, beyond which part of it

suburbs extend. It has eleven open spaces, i'
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which are some of its principal public buildings.

I
The most conspicuous of the latter are the

,
jr(!neral hospital, town-hall, cathedral, 80 other

cliurches, episcopal palace, English factory, ex-
change, mint, barracks, Italian opera-house, and
a suspension bridge. Many of its dwellings have
gardens attached, and its public fountains are

ornamented with arabesque carvings. It had
! formerly numerous convents, but many of these
1 were destroyed during its siege by the troops of

Don Pedro in 1832, and othei-s have been appro-

I

priated to secular pu\-poses. It is the seat of a

I

medical college, and other superior schools, and
lias a foundling hospital, public library, gallery

) of paintings, commercial association, clubs, banks,

i
insurance offices, and a steam navigation com-

i pany. Many silk factories are established in and

j
around the city, which has also extensive manufs.

i of cotton goods, shawls, leather, earthenwares,

and soap ; ship-building yards, and iron foundries.

I Oporto is the chief manufacturing city in Por-
' tugal, and in 1860 there were 245 cotton-spinning
(mills, employing 2305 men, 1200 women, and
1 800 children. Upwards of 20 English mercantile

: firms are established here, who have large ware-
houses along the bank of the river, and by whom

:
most part of the foreign trade is conducted. The
Douro is crossed by a suspension bridge, formerly
of boats, to the Villa Nova, where the princi-

pal merchants have their wine stores, and where
80,000 pipes are usually stored. Oporto is acces-

i sible from the sea for vessels of from 200 to 300
tons, and the Douro is navigable for river-craft

;to 100 m. above the city. The trade in Tvine is

monopolized by the Douro Wine Company; the

:total amount of wine shipped from Oporto in 1866,

was40,507 pipes, of which32,076 were sent to Great
Britain. Other exports are bullion, corn, fruits,

wool, oils, provisions, salt, cabinet work, sumach,
leather, and cork. Amount (1862) 6,130,128,470
ireis. Imports consist of woven fabrics, cod fish,

hemp, flax, metals, hides, wood, coals, drugs, etc.

I Amount 8,936,347,968 reis. Near the city are

I

mines of coal, copper, & antimony, but they are at

present little if at all wrought. Good roads con-
nect Oporto with Braga and Viana. Shortest sea

I
route to Southampton 730 m. ; shortest steam
jTOyage 3 days. Area of prov. Porto 1088 sq. m.
IP. (1863) 385,438.

j

Oposura, a town of Mexico, state Sonoro, cap.
list., on river of same name. P. 4000. It is

jiap. of the Indian Opata tribe.

Opotschno, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

Imd N.E. Koniggratz, with a castle. P. 1525.

j
Opotschno, a town of Poland, gov. of Radom,

|:ap. circ, at the confl. of two rivers, 37 m. W.
i.iadom. P. 3548, amongst whom are many
Kews. It has manufactures of linens.

j
Opotshka, a town of Russia, gov. and 79 m.

(5. Pskov, cap. circ, on an island formed by the
p'elikaja. P. 2265.

I

Oppa, a riv. forming a part of the boundary be-

I

ween Prussian & Austrian Silesia, joins the Oder
I m. S.W. Oderberg, afteran E.S.E. course of 60 m.
QppELN (Slav. Oppolie), a town of Prussian

jilesia, cap.gov. and circ, on the Oder, 51 m. S.E.
Jreslau. P. (1864) 10,579. It is enclosed by walls,
nd has a castle on an island formed by the
iver, a cathedral, Roman Catholic and Protestant

I

hurches, a Jews' synagogue, royal salt magazine,
ociety of public good, a gymnasium, numerous
[chools, and manufs. of leather, ribbons, linen,
pd earthenware.
OppENAu, a town of Baden, circ. Middle Rhino,

I m. E.N.E. Offenburg. P. 2206. It has trade
1 timber, and large manuf. of kirschwasser.

Oppenheim, a town of the grand duchy Hessen
Darmstadt, prov. Rhenish Hessen, cap. co., on the
Rhine, 11 m. S.S.E. Mayence. P. 2550. It waa
formerly an imperial free town.
Oppenheim, a township of the U. S., Noi-th

America, New York, 54 m. N.W. Albany.
Oppido, a town of S. Italy, prov. Reggio-Cala-

bria, circ. & 10 m. E.S.E. Palmi, cap. cant., & the
seat of a bishopric. P. 7374. It has a cathedral, 8
other churches, and 2 large monasteries. It was
the central point of the earthquake of 1783.

Oppido, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 13 m. N.E.
Potenza. P. 3369.

—

Oppidolo is the cap. town of

the island Pantellaria, in the Mediterranean Sea.

Opsloe, an old town of Norway, now forming
an E. suburb of Christiania. P. 6700.

Opsterland, a town of the Netherlands, prov.
Friesland. P. (1865) 12,107.

Opus, a town of Austria, Dalmatia, circ. and
67 m. S.E. Spalatro, on the Narenta. P. 800.

Oradouk, several comms. and vills. of France,
—I. (St Gtnest), dcp. H.-Vienne, 8 m. N. Bellac,

P. 1202.—II. (sur Glane), 15 m. N.E. Rochechou-
art. P. 1848.—III. (sur Vayres), 6 m. S. Roche-
chouart, cap. cant. P. 3310.

Okageuse and Oraison, two islands of the
Pacific Ocean, near New Ireland.

Okaison, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. B.-Alpes, 20 m. S.W. Digne. P. 1995.

Orakh, a town of Walachia, on the Jalomnitza^

7 m. W. from its confl. with the Danube.
Oran, a fortified town of Algeria, cap. of its

dep., 210 m. W.S.W. Algiers, on the Mediter-
ranean. P. (1861) 30,529, of whom 8138 were
natives. It is situated at the foot of a hill called

Peak St Croix, at the mouth of a small stream,

in a climate extremely hot, but healthy ; its har-
bour is bad, but the port of Mers-el-Kebir, 3 m.
distant, is the best in Algeria, and admits large
vessels. Oran was taken by the Spaniards in

1505, embellished and surrounded by fortifica-

tions. It was ruined by an earthquake in 1790,

and abandoned in 1792. Only the citadel was
left standing after an earthquake. Taken by the
French in 1830, and occupied by them in 1831.

The dep. produces goats, cows, and sheep, anise,

wheat, flax, millet, mustard, tobacco, vines, figs,

olives, oranges, etc. It has silver, lead, zinc, and
lignite mines, and marble quarries. AJrea 39,384
sq. m. P. (1861) 622,606.

Orange or Gariep, a river of South Africa,

forming the N. boundary of the Cape Colony,
rises near lat. 29° S., Ion. 30° E., in the Mont
Aux Sources, which is 10,000 feet above the sea

;

flows S.W., N.W., and W., and enters the Atlan-
tic, in lat. 28° 30' S., Ion. 16° 30' E. Length
(including its tributary the Vaal) 1270 m. Gold
has been found here. The Orange River Free State

is a tract of country 60,000 m. in extent, forming
a plateau 5000 feet above the sea, on the N.E. of

Cape Colony, between the Orange and Vaal
rijers. It was assumed as a British territory in

1848, and abandoned in 1854. Bloemfontein is

the principal town.
Orange, Arausio, a comm. and town of France,

in a magnificent plain, dep. Vaucluse, on the
Aigue, 12 m. N. Avignon. P. (1861) 10,007. It

has several pa. churches, a Protestant church,
communal college, and hospital, with manufs.
of handkerchiefs, coloured linens called toiles

dOrange, serge, and silk twist. Here are Roman
antiquities, the principal being a triumphal arch,

about 64 feet in length, breadth, and height,

having 3 arched passages, the central and largest of

which is 28J feet high, the whole flanked by fluted

Corinthian columns, and profusely ornamented
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with Bculptnred groups, etc. ; also remains of a
theatre and other Koman buildings. Orange was
long the cap. of a princijpality, which gave title to

the family now on the thrones of the Netherlands
and Nassau. The king of the Netherlands still

retains the title of Prince of Orange; but the

town and temtoi-y were ceded to Louis xiv. at

the peace of Utrecht.

Orange, a post-town of New South "Wales, co.

Wsllington, 32 m. from Bathurst. It is the centre

of extensive gold fields. P. (1861) 681.

Oraxge, several cos. of the U. S^ North Ame-
rica.—I. in E part of Vermont. Area 740 sq. m.
P. (1860) 25,455.-11. in S.E. of New York. Area
760 sq. m. P. 63,812.—III. in centre of Virginia.

Area 380 sq. m. P. 4740 free, 6111 slaves.—IV.
in N. part of North Carolina. Area 676 sq. m.
P. 11,839 free, 5108 slaves.—V. in S. of Indiana.

Area 400 sq. m. P. 12,076.—VI. Texas. P.

1524 free, 392 slaves. Also several townships.

—

I. New Jersey, 4i^ m. N.W. Newark.—II. Mas-
sachusetts, 68 m. W.N.W. Boston.—III. Connec-
ticut, 4 m. S.W. New Haven.—IV. New York,
near the Genesee.—V. Ohio, co. Cuyahoga.
Oraxgebukg, a dist. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, in centre of S. Carolina, near the Edisto riv.

Ac. 1453. P. (1860) 8313 free, 16,583 slaves.

Oraxgetown. a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 123 m. S. Albany.
Orangkville, a township of the U. S., North

America, New York, on Tonawonda creek.

Orango, the largest and S.most of the Bissa-

gos islands, off W. Africa, lat. 11° 10' N., Ion. 16°

W. Length E. to W. 25 m. ; breadth 10 miles.

Orani, a comm. and vill. of the island Sardi-

nia, prov. Sassari, circ. Nuovo, cap. circ. P. 2350.

It has thermal and mineral springs.

Oraniexbaum, a town of Germany, duchy
Anhalt-Dessau, cap. dist., 8 m. E.N.E. Dessau.

P. 2020. It has a palkce, with parks and orange
groves (whence its name), mauufs. of tobacco
and woollen cloth.

Oraniesbaum, a town of Russia, gov. and 19

m. W. St Petersburg, cap. dist., on the Gulf of

Cronstadt, with 1900 inhabitants, a large impe-
rial palace, and a marine hospital.

Orasiexburg, a town of Russia, gov. and 90
m. S.S.E. Biazan, cap. dist. P. 3080.

Oran'iexburg, a town of Prussia, prov. Bran-
denburg, gov. and 26 m. N.N.E. Potsdam, on
the Havel. P. 2872. Manufs. cottons.

Oranmoke, a pa. &town of Ireland, Connaught,

CO. aud 5 m. E. Galway, at the head of Oranmore
Bay. Ac, including loughs, 17,699. P.4398;do.of
town 414. It has a pa. church, a Roman Catholic

chapel, and a traffic in turf, sea manure, and fish.

OraxsatIsl., oueof the Hebrides. [Oronsay.J
Oratov, a market town of Russia, gov. and

93 m- S.S.W. Kiev. P. 1500.

Oravicza (Hung. Nemet-Oravicza), a town of

S.E. Hungary, co. Krasso, 53 m. S.S.E. Temesvar,
with silver, iron, and copper mines. P. 4000.

Orb, a to\vn of Prussia, included in the Bavarian
circ. Lower Franconia, cap. dist., on the Orb, 42

m.N.W.Wurzburg. P. (1864) 3694. Ithas mineral
springs, salt mines, & paper manufactures. It was,

with its dist, transferred from Bavaria in 1866.
Okb or Okbe, a river of France, dep. H^rault,

rises near Iloumi3res, on the boundary of dep.
Aveyron, flows S. past Beziers, where it is

crossed by the canal du Midi, and 7 m. below
enters the Mediterranean after a course of 60 m.
Orbassaxo, a town of N. Italj-, prov. and 8 m.

S.W. Turin, cap. mand. P. (with comm.) 2881.
Orbe, Urbigenvnu, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Vaud, cap. dist, on the river Orbe, here crossed

bv two single-arched bridges, 5 m. S. iV. Yver-
don. P. 2000.

Orbec, a comm. and town of France, dep. Cal-
vados, on the Orbec, 11 m. S.E. Lisieux. P. 3266.
It has manufs. of mousselinea de /at'ne, fine cash-
meres, tapes, and cotton imibrellas.

Orbetello, a fortified town of Central Italv,

prov. Grosseto, on a promontory, 49 m. S.t.
Piombino. P. 6460. It has a port for small ves-
sels. Npar the town are the large ruins of the
ancient Cosa.—The Lake of Orbetello. near the
town, is 6 m. in length by 3 m. in width, com-
municates S.W. by a narrow outlet with the
Mediterranean, and abounds with fish.

Orbey, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Haut-Rhin, 14 m. W.N.W. Colmar. P.

6259. Manufs. cotton, earthenware, and glass.

Orbt, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m. E.

Spilsby. Ac 2088. P. 367.

Orcades. ancient name of the Orkney Islands.

Orce, a town of Spain, prov. and 80 m. E.N.E.
Granada, near the source of the Orce. P. 2310.

It has a fort and military magazines.
Orchard, several pas. of Engl.—I. (East), co.

Dorset, 4 m. S.W. Shaftesbury. Ac 860. P. 227.

—II. (West), same co., 6 J m. S.S.W. Shaftes-
bury. Ac. 617. P. 103.—IlL (PorttnanX co.

Somerset, 2 m. S.S.E. Taunton. Ac. 635. P. GO.

Orchardlphgh, a pa. of England, co. Somer-
set, IJ m. N. Frome. Ac. 715. P. 34.

Obchies, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Nord, cap. cant., 14 m. S.E. LiUe. P. 3708. It

has manufs. of cotton, earthenware, and soap.

Orchieston, two pas. of England, co. Wilts.

—I. (St George), 6 m. W.N.W. Amesbury. Ac.
2363. P. 236.—II. (St Mary), 13 m. E.S.E. West-
bury. Ac 1737. P. 177.

Orchilla or Urchilla, a small island of the

Caribbean Sea, belonging to Venezuela, 80 m.
N.W. Tortuga. Length about 8 m. ; surface low

:

soil arid, except on two elevated capes.
Orchomenus, a ruined city of Greece, gov

Bceotia, the remains of which are on the W. shore

of the Lake Topolias, 7 m. N.E. Lebadea.
Orciaxo, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. Pisa, 11

m. S.E. Leghorn. P. 833.

Orciano, a vill. of Centi-al Italy, prov. aii('

circ Pesaro. P. 1776. It is surrounded by wallt

and has manufs. of Unen and hemp.
Orci^res, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Hautes-

Alpes, on the Drac, 14 m. N.E. Gap. P. 1405.

Orcixes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep

Puy-de-Dome, arr. and cant. Clermont-Ferrand
P. 1600.

Orcop, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 8 m
W.N.W. Ross. Ac 2403. P. 583.

Ordesall, a pa. of England, co. Notts, IJ m
S. East Retford. Ac. 1987. P. 1911.

Ordiquhill, a pa. of Scotland, co. Banff, 7 m
S. Portsoy. Ac. 6500, mostly mntnous. P. 761

Ord-of-Caithness, a cliffy headland, Scotland

on the coast of Caithness, lat. 58° 10* 12' N., Ion

3° 30' 30" W. The Ordhill, A\ m. S.W. the capt

is in CO. Sutherland, and 2000 feet above the ser.

OrduS'A, a town of Spain, prov. Alava, 22 k
N.W. Vitoria, on the Nervion. P. 3400. It ha

Moorish walls, an hospital, and a custom-hous
for dues on goods entering Castile.

Ore, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2 m. N.N.W
Hastings. Ac 2149. P. 1636.

Orebro or (Ekebro, a Isen or prov. of Swi

den, mostly between lat 69° and 60° N., Ion. 14

and 16° E.!^ enclosed by the laens Westeras, Nj
koping, Linkoping, Mariestadt, Carlstadt, an

Fahlun. Area 3415 sq. m. P. (1865) 162,71'

Surface undulating, and it contains many sma.

^:
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lakes. On its S.E. side is Lake Hielmar. Pro-

ducts comprise rye, barley, oats, potatoes, iron,

and copper. Cherries are almost the only fruits

which ripen in the open air. Iron and timber

are the chief exports. Principal towns, Orebro,

Nora, Linde, and Ashersiind.

—

Orebro, the cap.,

is situated at the W. extremity of Lake Hielmar,

101 m. W. Stockholm. P. (1865) 9007. It is

liiiilt of timber, houses painted deep red, streets

w irle and paved. In the principal church is a
monument to Englehardt, and here is also the

small liouse which was occupied Idy Gustavris

Vasa at his election to the throne irt 1523. It has

i
manufs. of woollens,wax-cloth8, stockings,vitriol,

I and snuff, and an active trade with Stockholm.
Oreciiov or Orikhov, a town of Russia, gov.

Taurida, cap. circ, on the Kouskaja, an affluent

ot the Dnieper, 73 m. S.S.E. Ekaterinoslav. P.

j

1600. Several annual fairs are held here.

1 Oregon, one of the U. S., N. America, form-

jing the most W. portion of the Union, bounded N.
(oy the Columbia, which separates it from Wash-
iington territory, E. by the territory of Idaho, S.

jby Nevada and California, and W. by the Pacific,

joetween lat. 42° and 46° N., Ion. 117° and 124°

](i'W. Area 95,274 sq. m. P. (1860) 52,465, of

ivliom 128 are free coloured. It was admitted to

he Union Feb. 14, 1859. Cap. Salem. The Coast
• ind Cascade ranges of mountains traverse the
; itate in its W. part from N. to S., and have many
lofty summits. Mount Hood, in the Cascade
'•ange, is 14,000 feet above the sea. The princi-

pal rivers are the Columbia (forming most part

I
if the N. boundary), and its affluents the Willa-

inette, the Fall, and the Snake river. There are

nany small lakes in the S. Along the banks
if the rivers are several trading stations. Cli-

nate mild on the coast region, but severe in the
:iigh lands. The country W. of the Cascade
I ange is extremely fertile, especially in Willa-
inette valley, where wheat is the staple produce.
U'he central portion affords excellent pasturage,
jiut the upper or eastern country is sterile, owing
D the arid soil and variable climate. The state

as vast forests of pines, a gigantic species (Lam-
irts), grows in the lower region to a height of

1 00 feet, with a girth of 40 feet ; next to fir, the
jakisthe most valuable timber. Wild animals

• emprise the black and grizzly bears, deer, ante-
])pe, elk, fox, wolf, beaver, and martin. Principal
pwns, Salem, Oregon city, Portland, Empire city,

Lstoria, and Milton. By the treaty of 1849, the line

I

f separation between the British territory and
regon was fixed on the parallel of 46° N. Oregon
ty, the former cap. of the ten-itory, is on the
I'illamette river, the falls of which afford great
cilities for manufs. The legislative Assembly
composed of a senate of 16 members of 4 year s

nure, and a house of representatives of 34 mem-
rs of 2 years' tenure.
Oregon River, N. America. [Columbia.]
Okegrund, a strongly fortified seaport town of

weden, leen and 70 m. N.E. Stockholm. P. 684.

Orel, Orlov, or Akjol, a gov. of Russia,
ostly between lat. 51° 50' and 54° N., Ion.
1° and 39° E., enclosed by the govs. Kaluga.
ula, Voroniej, Kursk, Tchernigov, and Smo-
nsk. Area 18,266 sq. m. P. (1858) 1,532,034.
nface undulating. Rivers are affluents of the
uieper, Don, and Volga. Soil very fertile, and
riculture is the chief occupation of the inhabi-
nts. Forests extensive. Principal products,
jin, hemp, flax, linseed, honey, bristles, timber,
d cattle, with iron, copper, mill-stones, nitre,
d turf. Manufs. comprise steel works, tan-
ries, sugar refineries, distilleries, etc. The gov.

is divided into twelve dists. Chief towns, Orel,

Mzensk, Bolkhov, Jeletz, Livny, and Karatchev.
Orel, a city of Russia, cap. of the above gov.,

on the Oka, here joined by the Orlik, 168 m.
N.W. Veroniej. P. (1863) 34.973. It is mostly
built of wood, and defended by an ancient cita-

del ; has numerous churches, convents, a college,

and schools. It is in a favourable position for

commerce, being connected by rivers and canals
with the Baltic, Black, and Caspian Seas ; and it

may be considered the entrepot of the commerce
between North and South Russia. It exports
rural produce to Moscow and St Petersburg, and
has manufs. of cotton, woollen cloth, and linen

stuffs ; tanneries, and distilleries, and several im-
portant annual fairs. It was nearlv destroyed by
fire, 7th June 1848.

Orellana, a name of the river Amazon.
Orellana la Vifja, a market town of Spain,

prov. and 60 m. E. Badajoz. P. 1990.

—

Orellana
la Sierra is a vill. 3 m. S.E.ward.
Orenburg, a gov. of Russia, mostly comprised

in Europe, but partly in Asia, between lat. 51°

and 56° 25' N., Ion. 52° and 65° E., having S.
and S.E. the Kirghiz territory, and from N.E.
round to W., the govs. Tobolsk, Perm, Viatka,
Kasan, and Samara. Area estimated at 147,080
sq. m. P. (1858) 2,036,581, including the Cos-
sacks of the Ural. Surface mostly mountainous,
its centre being covered with the S. ranges of the
Ural, but both in the E. and the S. are extensive
desert steppes. Principal rivers, the Ural, Bie-
laj'a, and Ufa in Europe ; and in Asia several

affls. of the Tobol. Salt lakes are numerous in

the steppes. Forests extensive. Agriculture is

very backward ; and the principal wealth of the
population consists in cattle, sheep, horses,

camels, etc., herds often comprising from 200 to

2000 horses, and from 500 to 4000 head of homed
cattle. Caviare, made from fish taken in the Ural
and other rivers, is an important article of trade.

Mineral products consist of gold, copper, iron,

salt, sulphur, and vitriol. Trade principally with
Asia by caravans and camels. The trade with
European Russia is mostly in salt, and other mi-
neral produce. Pop. very diversified, and com-
prises Greek, Armenian, and Lutheran Chris-
tians, Buddhists, and Mohammedans. The gov.
is divided into 12 dists. Principal cities, Ufa,

the cap., Orenburg, Orsk, Verkhneuralsk, and
Troitskoi.

Orenburg, a fortified city of European Rus-
sia, cap. dist., in above gov., on the Ural, in lat

51° 48' N., Ion. 65° 12' E. P. (1863) 27,593. Chief
edifices, two cathedrals, a Tartar mosque, ex-
change, custom-house, government offices, bar-
racks, and house of correction. It has a museum
and a military school ; and on the opposite bank
of the Ural is a large bazaar. It has an exten-

sive trade with Central Asia, imports consisting

of silk, gold and silver, jewels, Chinese produce,

and colonial goods received overland from India,

and exports comprising woollen cloths, leather,

pearls, cutlery, etc.

Oeeno, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan, circ.

Monza. P. 1663. It has a palace and gardens.

Orense (^Aquse calida CiliorumX a town of

Spain, cap. prov. Orense, on the Minho, 46 m.
S.S.W. Lugo. P. 6022. It has a cathedral, an
oi-phan asylum, hospital, seminary, house of in-

dustry, and highly reputed thermal springs, with
manufs. of chocolate, and a trade in hams, both
in great repute throughout Spain. Area of prov.

2736 sq. m. P. (1857) 371,818.

Oresm.\ux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Sommo, air. Amiens, cant Conty. P. 1394.

So
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Obfah, Edessa, a fortified town of Asiatic Tur-
key, pash. and 78 m. S.W. Diarbekir. Estimated
pop. 30,000, a mixture of Turks, Greeks, Arabs,

Annenians, and Jews'. It has numerous mosques,
Greek and Armenian churches, and bazaars;
manufs. of cotton goods, goldsmiths' wares, and
marocco leather ; commerce in British manufac-
tures, obtained by way of Aleppo ; a large trade

in corn, raised in its vicinity, and sent to North
Syria ; and a transit trade between that country
and Mesopotamia.

Orford, a decayed bor., market town, and pa.

of England, co. Suffolk, at the confl. of the Aide
and Ore, near their mouth in the North Sea, 18

m. E.N.E. Ipswich. Ac. of pa. 4000, P. 954. It

has a large ancient church, an old town-hall,

and assembly room, with fisheries, chiefly of

oysters. The port was formerly of importance,
but the sea has receded. The bor. is still go-
verned by a mayor, etc., and untD disfranchised

by the Eefonn Act, sent 2 mems. to H. of 0. It

has 2 lighthouses, well known as " Orfordness
lights." Lat. 62° 4' 8' N. ; Ion. 1° 34' 2" E.
Orford, a township of the U. S., N. America,

New Hampshire, 66 m. N.N.W. Concord.
OrgAos (Serra dos, Organ mountains), near

the E. coast of Brazil, prov. and 40 m. N.E. Eio
de Janeiro, so called from their peaks, as seen
from Rio, resembling the pipes of an organ.
Highest point 3800 feet.

Orgarswick, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4 m.
N.E. New Romney. Ac. 392. P. 10.

Orgaz, Althma^ a town of Spain, prov. and 16
m. S.S.E. Toledo. P. 2670. It has a castle, an
hospital, and manufs. of cloth and leather.
Orgeiev, a town of Busna, Bessarabia, gov.

and 20 m. N. Kishenau. P. 5701.

Orgelet, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Jura, cap. cant., near the source of the V^louse,
10 m. S.S.E. Lons-le-Saulnier. P. 1912.

Orgiano, a vill. of N. Italy, gov. Venice, prov.
and 12 m. S.S.W. Vicenza. P. of comm. 3013.
Obgon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Bouches-du-Rhone, cap. cant., near 1. b. of the
Durance, 21 m. E.N.E. Aries. P. 3174.

Orgosoix>, a vUl. of the island of Sardinia,

prov. Sassari, 8" m. S.S.E. Nuovo. P. 2009.
Oria, a town of Spain, prov. and 40 m. N. Al-

meria. P. 7000.
Oria (Hyria or Orrci) or Uritana, a town of

South Italy, prov. Lecce, circ and 22 m. W.S.W.
Brindisi, on a hill between two small lakes. P.

(1862) 6383. It has a medisBval castle, cathedra),

several convents, and an hospital.

Orient (L*), a town of France. PiORiENT.]
Origgio, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan,

circ. Gallarate. P. 1743.
Orignt, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aisne, on the Thon, 7 m. N.E. Vervins. P. 2600.
—II. {St Benoite), 8 m. E. St Quentin. P. 2763.

Obihuela, a city of Spain, prov. and 32 m. S.W.
Alicante, on the Segura. P, 18,932. It stands
in a tract termed, from its fertility, " the garden
of Spain." Principal buildings, a cathedral, and
10 other churches, 2 hospitals, a foundling asylum,
public granary, and cavalry barracks. It has a
university college, with 16 professors; and manufs.
of linens and hats, tanneries, com, and oil mUls.
Orikhova or Trajanopolis, a town of Euro-

fean Turkey, Rumili, sanj. Gallipoli, 18 m. N.W.
psala. It is the see of a Greek archbishop.
Orinoco, one of the principal rivers of South

America, ranking in size and importance imme-
diately after the Amazon and Plata, N. of which
former its basin lies. It rises in the E. parts of
Sierra Parim^ Venezuelan Guiana, winds suc-

cessively W^ N., and E., through the centre of
Venezuela, and enters the Atlantic by numerous
mouths, in lat. 8° 40' N., Ion. 61 W. Total course
estimated at about 1200 m., for more than the
latter half of which, or to the rapids of Atures,
it is uninterruptedly navigable. Area of its

basin, which comprehends the greater part of
Venezuela, and a considerable part of New
Granada, 337,000 sq. m. It receives numerous
large affls., the principal being the Meta and
Apure, each having a navigable stream of 500 m.,

and the Guaviare on the 1. b., and Caroni, Caura,
and the Ventuari on the right. By the Cassi-

quiare, 160 m. from its source, it has a singular

navigable communication with the Rio Negro and
Amazon ; and in the upper part of its course are

several cataracts and long rapids. At 200 leagues
from the ocean its breadth is about 3 m., and, at

Angostura, 210 m. from its mouths, to which
place the tide reaches, it is 4 m. across, and, when
lowest, 65 fathoms deep. About 130 m. from the

ocean, it separates into a delta of numerous
mouths. It rises gradually from March to Sept.

yearly, usually from 24 to 25 feet at Angostura

;

but in the upper part of its course it rises. several

feet higher. It is lowest in January and February.
Its banks are clothed with dense forests, which,
like its waters, abound with animal life.

Orio, a market town of Spain, prov. Biscay, 6

m. W.S.W. San Sebastian, at the mouth of the

river Oria, in the Bay of Biscay.

Orio, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan, circ.

Lodi. P. 1844.

Oriolo, a market town of South Italy, prov.

Cosenza, cap. cant., 11 m. N.W. Roseto. P. 3243.

Oriolo (ancient Forum-Claudit), a vill. of

Italy, Pontifical States, comarca and 26 m. N.W.
Rome, near Lake Bracciano. P. 1168.

Orissa, a tract of India, comprising the British

dist. Cuttack, a portion of the British dist. Mid-
napoor, and the unsettled region lying to the W.
of these, and between them and Nagpore terri-

tory, in lat. 17° 16' and 22° 23' N., Ion, 81° 86

and 87° 20' E. Area 52,995 sq. m. Pop. estimated

at 4,534,813, comprising—1. The Unas, Orias oi

Odras, Brahininists, dwelling chiefly in the plaint

and valleys of the W., towards the British dist

of Cuttack ; 2. The Coles in the N., a hospitablt

and honest race, but amongst whom suicide pre

vails to an alarming extent ; 3. The Kbonds ii

the middle part, who are reported brave anc

intelligent, but addicted to intemperance, wor
ship the earth and moon, and offer huma)
sacrifices to the god of the earth ; and, 4. Th
Saurias or Sauras, in the S., who exercise th

same revolting superstitions as the Khonds, an'

are so fierce and savage that human life is of n

value among them. The British are using thei

influence to suppress human sacrifices. Surfac

of the country mountainous, forming a continua

tion of the Eastern Ghauts, with several summit

reaching 2000 feet, and one 4000 feet above tb

sea. A vast forest of timber stretches from tl

Godavery to the Ganges, a distance of 600 mile

Iron ore, gold, diamonds, and rubies are foun^

with traces of coal. During the hot season tl

thermometer reaches 115° Fahr. in the shad

when decaying vegetable matter, saturated wii

moisture, renders the climate the most unhealtl

in India. Principal rivers, the Mahanuddee ar

the Brahminy, with their numerous tributarie

which flow into the Bay of BengaL Wild heas

of all kinds are numerous ; enormous snakes i.

fest the jungles, but the boa constrictor is tl

largest, and the cobra-di-capello the most ven

mous. Fish are plentiful in every tank and rivi

\
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Oristano or Oristagnt, a town of the island

; of Sardinia, prov. Cagliari, cap. circ, on the

, Oristano, 3 m. from its mouth, 55 m. N.N.W.
,
Cagliari. P. (1862) 6485. It is situated in a

marshy plain, enclosed by lofty walls, and has a
cathedral, an archbishop's palace, hospital, and

I

Piarist college. Its port, at the river mouth, is

, protected by a mole. Exports com, salt, salt fish,

! and the wine of Vemaccia.—The GulfofOristano,
1 between Capes Prasca and San Marco, is 10 m.
in length by 5 m. in breadth, and receives the

I river Oristano or Tirsi, which enters it after a
S.W. course of 80 miles.

Orival, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-Inf., arr. Rouen, cant. Elbeuf. P. 1740.

Orizaba, a town of Mexico, dep. and 70 m.
VV.S.W. Vera Cruz, and 25 m. S. the volcanic

Peak of Orizaba (elevation 17,374 ft.), in a highly
fertile and richly wooded valley. Manufs. coarse
•,loths, and has a tobacco factory. P. 12,500.

Orjiba, a town of Spain, prov. and 32 m. S.E.
jranada, on the Guadalfeo. P. 3220.

Orjitza, a market town of Russia, gov. and 86
m. W.N.W. Poltava. P. 1450.
i Orkhei or Oroiev, a town of South Russia,

hrov. Bessarabia, 95 m. N. Kishenau.
Orkhon, a riv. of Mongolia, joins the Selenga

, few miles S.W. Kiakhta, after a N.E. course of

hoc m. Chief affl., the Tula. Its banks are fer-

Ue, and skirted by grassy plains.

I

Orkxey Islands, Orcades, an Archipelago off

I he N. of Scotland, between lat. 58° 41' 24" and
j9° 23' 2" N., Ion. 2° 22' 2' and 3° 25' 10" W.,
'eparated from the co. Caithness by the Pentland
i'lrth, which is only 5J m. broad at the narrowest
art. Aggregate area 5377 sq. m., but the islands
iontain only 2448 sq. m., or about 207,200 acres,

f which about 80,000 are under culture. P.
12,414 of whom 17,346 are in mainland, and 9553
ii the N., and 5517 in the S. isles. There are 73
Is. and islets, counting every one that has
towering plants growing on it ; but 17 of these
Ucome peninsulas at low water, and only 29 are
'ihabited. The principal are Pomona or Main-
ind, and in the order of their valuation, in the N.
jles Sanday, Stronsay, Westray, Rousay, Shap-

ishay,

Eday, N. Ronaldshay, Papa, Westray,
id Egilshay ; and in the S. isles, S. Ronaldshay,
''alls, Burray, Hoy, Graemsay, Flottay, and
baray. Shores bold & precipitous, particularly
1 the W., interior generally undulating. The

i
11 of Hoy rises to 1555 feet above the sea, and
rminates on the W. side in a precipice above
00 ft. perpendicular. The rental of all the isls.

1862 amounted to 49,865/. 19«. 2d. Climate
ild, and the temperature remarkably equable,
pled by the surrounding ocean in summer, and
ised by the warm gulf stream in winter. Mean
nperature of year, 100 feet above sea, for last
years 46°-ll, summer 64°18, winter 39°-25.

mual rainfall 36-95 inches. Agriculture has
ide more progress during the last 10 or 20
are than for a century before, particularly in
ainage and rotation of crops, and the small
ras are being converted into large ones. The
inoipal roads are excellent, above 30,000/.
ving lately been expended in their formation,
d there are no tolls. Oats, bere, barley, pota-
s, and turnips, are the chief crops. Most of the
id is nominally freehold, but burdened with
•y heavy payments to the Crown or the Earl of
tland. The exports which, in 1848, amounted
»i9,000/., had increased in 1861 to 181,000/., from

i great improvement in agricidture and the fish-

es, though the manufactures of kelp and straw
iting may be said to have ceased. The prin-

cipal exports are, bere and oats about 36,000/., po-
tatoes 12,000/., cattle 62,000/., bacon 13,000/., egga
12,000/., kelp nearly 4000/., fisheries neariy 31,000/.
These islands were examined by Agricola in 84
In the middle ages they belonged to Norway,
but in 1468 were annexed to the Scottish crown,
and formed an earldom. Chief town Kirkwall,
which was formerly the cap. of a bishopric, and
Stromness, which is a burgh of barony.
Orkney and Shetland, the most'N. co. of

Scotland, comprising the islands of same names,
Ac. 698,726., of which 220,000 are stated to be
under culture, and 516,000 waste. P. (1861) 64,065.

The CO. is divided into 42 pas. Chief towns,
Kirkwall and Lerwick. It sends 1 member to

House of Commons. Reg. electors (1862) 665-

Orkub or Prekoplie, a town of European Tur-
key, Rumili, on the Morava, 18 m. S.W. Nissa.
Orlamunde, a town of Germany, duchy Saxe-

Altenburg, on the Saale, here joined by the Orla,
43 m. S.W. Kahla. P. 1244.

Orleans, a comm. and city of France, cap.
dep. Loiret, in a fertile dist., on rt. b. of the Loire^

here crossed by a bridge of 9 arches, 58 m. S.S.W.
Paris. P. (1861) 50,798. Chief edifices, the cathe-
dral or church of St Croix, town-hall, and court
of justice. It has a university academy for the
deps. Loiret, Loire-et-Cher, and Indre-et-Loire,

a national college, a primary normal school, a
secondary medical school, a public library of

33,000 vols., museums of natural history, botanic
garden, and a theatre. Its industrial establish-

ments comprise manufs. of hosiery, woollens,
cottons, pottery-ware, vinegar and saltpetre,

sugar refineries, breweries, and metal foundries,

and it has an extensive commerce in the wine,
brandy, and vinegar of its district. Orleans was
built on the ruins of the anc. Genabunu Taken
and destroyed by Caesar, it took the name of

AureHamim in honour of the emperor Aurelian,

by whom it was embellished. It was cap. of the
first kingdom of Burgundy, and since the time
of Philip le Valois, it gave the title of Duke to a
member of the royal family. In 1428, Orleans
was besieged for 6 months by the English, and
delivered by the heroism of Joan of Arc, hence
called the "Maid of Orleans," and to whom
there is an equestrian statue. In 1567 it was
taken and pillaged by the Calvinists. Eleven
councils have been held here. It is the birth-

place of Robert, king of France, of Pothier, and
of the physician Petit.—The Forest of Orleans,

extending N, and N.E. of the town, is one of the
largest in France.—The Canal of Orleans con-
nects the Loire, by means of the canal of Loing,
with the Seine. The valley of Orleans was de-
vastated by an inundation of the Loire in 1846.—Orleannais, an old prov. of France, had for

cap. Orleans ; it now forms the greater part of

the deps. Loiret, Eure-et-Loir, and Loir-etr-Cher.

Orleans, several cos. of the U. S., N. America,
—I. in N. i)art of Vermont. Area 641 sq. m.
P. (1860) 18,981.-11. in N.W. of New York.
Area 372 sq. m. P. 28,717.-111. a pa. in S.E.
of Louisiana. Area 160 sq. m. P. 160,007 free,

14,484 slaves.—Also sevei-al townships.—I. Mas-
sachusetts, on Cape Cod, 69 m. S.E. Boston.—II.

New York, 12 m. N. Watertown.
Orleans (New), U. S., North America. [New

Orleans.]
Orleans (Isle of), Canada East, is in the St

Lawrence river, N.W. Quebec, 20 m. in length
S.W. to N.E., by 6 m. in greatest breadth. Soil

fertile, and well wooded; at its W. end are

numerous country houses.

Orleaxville, a town of Algeri^ prov. and
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S.W. Algiers, on 1. b. of the Cheliff, cap. of a
military subdivision. P. 1157, of whom 358
are natives.

Orlestone, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 5 m.
S.S.W. Ashford. Ac. 1825. P. 390.

Orleton, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 5 m-
N. Leominster. Ac. 2603. P. 600.

Orlingbury, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,
4 m. N.N.W. Wellingborough. Ac. 1990. P. 307.

Orlov, a name of the Russian gov. Orel.
Orlov, several towns of Eussia.—I. gov. and

28 m. W.S.W. Viatka, cap. circ, on the Viatka,

here joined by the Pleskikha. P. 3600.—II. gov.

and 19 m. E.N.E. Voroniej, on the Usman. P.

3500. It was founded in the 17th century.

—

Orlovlca is a market town, gov. Tchemigov, 32

m. S.W. Novgorod-SieverskoL P. 1560.

Ormea, a town of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
18 m. S. Mondovi, cap. mand., on the Tanaro.
P. 4814. It has manufs. of linens. It was nearly
depopulated by the plague in 1630.

Ormes-Head (Great), a peuinsuLvr headland
of North Wales, co. Carnarvon, projecting into

the Irish Sea, 5 m. N.N.W. Conway, and forming
the W. side of the inlet called Orme's-Bay, the

opposite E. point being Little Orrae's-Head. On
each of these headlands is a lighthouse. Lat. of

Great Orme's-Head, 53° 20' N., Ion. 3° 51' 2' W.
Ormiston, a pa. of Scotland, co. Haddington,

2} m. S. Tranent. Ac. 3443, partly rugged. P.

915, of whom 349 are in the village.

Ormesbt or Ormsbt, several pas. of England.
—I. CO. York, North Riding, 5 m. W.N.W. Guis-
borough. Ac. 8948. P. 6299.—II. (St Margaret\
CO. Norfolk, 4| m. W.N.W. Yarmouth. P. 777.

—III. (St Michael), same co., 13 m. W. Great
Onnsb3-. P. 311.—IV. (Xorth), co. Lincoln, 5 m.
N.N.W. Louth. Ac. 1707. P. 155.—V. (South),

same CO., 6 m. N.N.W. Spilsby. Ac. 2377. P. 261.

Ormsa Island, one of the Hebrides, Scotland,

N. Lunga, from which it is separated by a narrow
sound. It is about IJ m. in circumference. A
lighthouse stands on its W. coast.

0r>iside, a pa. of England, co. Westmoreland,
1| m. S.S.E. Appleby. Ac. 2430. P. 188.

Orsiskirk, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Lancaster, near the Leeds and Liverpool
Canal, and with a station on the E. Lancashire
Railway, 13 m. N.N.E. Liverpool. Ac. of pa.

30,832. P. 17,049. Alt 159 feet It has a town-
hall, church, grammar-school, almshouses, and
other charities. Manufs. of cottons, silks, and
hats; and in the vicinity large collieries.

Ormuz or HoRMUZ, Ozt/ris and Organa, an
island in the Persian Gulf, on the north side near
its entrance, 45 m. N. Cape Mussendom (Arabia),

now belonging to the Iman of Muscat. Lat 27°
6' N. ; Ion. 66° 29' E. It is a mere barren rock
about 12 m. in circumference, but important as
having been formerly one of the richest commer-
cial emporia in the east. It has an extraordinary
appearance from the sea, its mountains being of

variegated colours from extensive impregnations
of salt, sulphur, iron, and copper, which first

named mineral yields a considei-able revenue to

the Iman. On its N. side is a town with a good
harbour, and a garrisoned fort, which formerly
comprised 4000 houses and 40,000 inhabitants,
but is now in decay. Ormtiz was captured in
1507 by the Portuguese under Albuquerque, but
taken from them by the British and Persians in

1622, when its trade as a dep6t for the produce
of India, China, etc., was transferred to Gom-
broon. The Strait of Ormm connects the Persian
Gulf and Gulf of Oman.
Oenaix, a river of France, rises near Neuville

(dep. H.-Mame), flows N.W. past Ligny and Bor-
le-Duc, and joins the Saulx on rt. b. Length 65 in.

Ornans, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Doubs, 10 m. S.E. Besancjon, cap. cant., on the
Lou^ P. 3522. It has a large trade in Gniyeres
cheese, made in its vicinity.

Orxav^vsso, a markettown of North Italy, prov.
Novara, circ. Pallanza, cap. mand., 12 m. S.E.
Domo d'Ossola. P. 1571.

Oksk, a dep. of France, in the N.W., formed
of part of Normandy, between the deps. Calva-
dos, Alanche, Mayenne, Sarthe, Eure-et-Loir,
and Eure. Area 2354 sq. m. P. 423,350. Sur-
face diversified with ranges of low hills, presents
along the river courses rich pasture land ; a con-
siderable part of it is sandy and sterile. Chief
rivers, the Ome, Toucques, Rill^ Eure, Sarthe,
and Mayenne. The principal minerals are iron,

black lead, and granite. Climate too cold for the
vine, but hemp, apples, and pears are abundant.
The cereal crops are insuflBcient for home use.

Horses, among the best in France, are reared in

the dep., and cattle are extensively fattened for

the Paris markets. Fowls and eggs are imp .-

tant objects of commerce. Wolves and foxes ;

common, but few wild boars and stags. Mam; .-.

pins, needles, lace, linens, cotton, cider and perry.

The dep. is divided into the arrs. Alen9on, Ai-
gentan, Domfront, and Mortagne.

Orn'e:, Olina, a small river of France, rises near
S^ez (dep. Ome), flows j)ast Argentan, Ecouchd
and Caen, where it becomes navigable, and enters

the English Channel. Length 70 miles.

Orono, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Maine, on the Penobscot river at its falls, 71
m. N.E. Augusta.
Oronsay, two small islands of the Hebrides,

Scotland.—I. pa. Morven. P. 31.—II inmiedi-

ately S. of the island of Colonsay, and having
fine remains of an ancient priory. Included in

pa. of Colonsay. Rainfall 123 inches.

Orontes (Arab. El Aa'sy), "the rebellious," &
river of N. Syria, pash. Damascus and Aleppo,

rises in the Anti-Libanus, flows N. through Lake
Kadez or Horns, and to near Antakia (Antioch),

where it turns W.S.W., and enters the Mediter-
ranean, 40 m. N. Latakia ; course 240 mUes.
Oropesa, South America. [Cochabajiba.]
Oropesa, two towns of Spain.—I prov. and

65 m. N.E. Caceres, with a fine old castle belong-

ing to the Duke of Fiias.—IL prov. & 13 m. N.E.

Castellon-de-la-Plana, on the Mediterranean.
Oropo, Oroprts, a vill. of Greece, gov. Attics,

on the Asopus, near its mouth in the Euripos, 2^

m. E. 'J hebes, with remains of anc. fortification.s

Orosei, a vill. of the island of Sardinia, pror
Sassari, circ and 18 m. E.N.E. Nuovo, near the

mouth of the river Orosei. P. 1814.

Oroshaza, a large vill. of E. Hungarv, co. an

27 m. S.W. Bdk^s, in a fertile region. P. 9581.

Orotava, a town of the Canary Islands, on >'

coast of Teneriffe, below the Peak. P. 8315. I

has churches and convents, the governor's res:

dence, mole, and citadel. Its harbour is bad, bu

it has a trade in wine and fisheries.

Orphano, a maritime vill. of European Turke;.

Macedonia, on the Gulf of Orphano, 50 m. 1

Salonika. It has a fortress, and its vicinity «

fertile. The Gulf of Orphano is also called Gul

of Contessa. [Costessa.]
Orphir, a maritime pa. of Scotland, Orknf

Islands, dist. Pomona, comprising a part of Main
land, and the small island Cava. P. 1133.

i

Orpixgtox, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 7 i

S.W. Dartford. Ac. 3477. P. 1727.

Oreell, a township of England, co. Lancaste
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with a station on the Laiicashu'e and Yorkshire
Kail., pa. and 2J m. W. Wigan. Ac. 1642. P. 2932.

Okkery and Kilmoke, a barony of Ireland,

CO. Cork, in its N. part. Ac. 69,346. P. 18,000.

Orkin, a river of Scotland, rises in the S.E. of

CO. Ross, flows E. and joins the Conan below
Brabancastle in Urray, course about 27 miles.

Orkington, a township, U. S., North America,
Maine, 60 m. N.E. Augusta. P. 1852.

Orroli, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov.

CagliaiT, circ. Lanusei. P. 1758
Oksaua, a town, South Italy, prov. Avellino.

circ. and 5 m. N.W. Bovino. P. 4748.

Orse (St), a comm. and vill., France, dep. Dor-
dogne, arr. r^rigueux, cant. Thenon. P. 1387.

Orsennes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Indre, arr. la Chatre, cant. Aigurande. P. 1823.

Orsett, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 17 m.
S.S.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 4134. P. 1531.

Oi«HA, a town of Russia, gov. and 44 m. N.
' Moghilev, cap. dist., on the Dnieper. P. 2400.

ORSifeRES, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vallais,

dist. Entremont. It is divided by the Drance ; the
' valley separates into two branches, one leading
to the Great St Bernard, the other to the Col
Ferrex.

Orsk, a fort of Asiatic Russia, gov. and 155 m.
IIS.E. Orenburg, on the river Ural. It is a cus-
tom-house station for caravans entering European
Russia. Jasper is obtained in its vicinity.

Orsogna, a town of South Italy, prov. and 15
m. from Chieti, circ. Lanciano. P. 6011.

Orsomarso, a comm. and vill. of South Italy,

prov. Cosenza, circ. Paola. P. 2593.
' Orsova (New), a frontier town of Turkey,

^

Little Walachia, on an island in the Danube, 4
; m. above the " Iron-gate " pass, and 36 m. E.
i Moldova, on the borders of Hungary. P. 3200.
it is a sta.tion for steam-packets, and for travel-
lers on the Danube to cross to or from Servia,
and re-embark after a land journey to avoid the
.innavigable part of the river during the dry
'season. In order to overcome this obstacle,
;a steamer on a new construction, having four
'paddles, and drawing only 12J inches water, was
'built at London and sent out towards the close

I

of 1854.

—

Old Orsova is a vill. of Hungary, 3 m.
_JS.W. New Orsova, on 1. b. of the Danube. P. 990.

' Orsoy, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and 21
m. N.N.W. DUsseldorf, on the Rhine. P. 1471.
Orston, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 8 m.

,
S.S.W. Newark. Ac. 1940. P. 424.

I Ort, a market town of Lower Austria, 16 m.
|E.S.E Vienna, on the Danube. P. 1448.
Orta (Lake of), Lacus Cusim, North Italy,

5rov. Novara, is 7 m. W. of the Lago Maggiore,
1
nto which it discharges its surplus waters.

! Length 8 m.; breadth IJ m. It is highly pic-
juresque, and on its E. side is the village Orta.

Orta, a market town of South Italy, prov. and
.3 m. S.E. Foggia, cap. cant. P. 4991.
Orte, a decayed town of Central Italy, prov. and

5 m. E. Viterbo, on rt. b. of the Tiber, P. 2339.
Ortegal (Cape), a headland of Spain, in the

"f
.
of Galicia, I,at. 43° 45' N. ; Ion. 7° 56' W.
Orteixe, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Lecce,

ire. Gallipoli. P. 1702.
Ortelsburg (Pol ScytusX a town of E. Prus-

la, gov. and 82 m. S.S.E. Konigsberg, cap. circ.

l'.

1932. Several engagements took place here
between the French and Russians in 1807.
I Ortenberg, a town of North Gennany, grand
'ucby H.-Darmstadt, prov. Ober-Hessen, on the
Kidder, 24 m. N.E. Frankfurt. P. 1335.
; Ortenbero, a vill, of Baden, circ. Middle
Ihme, on the Kinzig. P. 1355.

Ortexburg, a vill. of Lower Bavaria, 10 m.
W. Passau, with an old castle. P. 1000.
Orthez, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Basses-Pyr^n^es, cap. arr., on the Gave de Pan,
24 m. N.W. Pau. P. 6724. It has manufs. of

woollen stuffs, copper and iron wire, copper
wares, and leather, with a trade in Bayonne hams,
goose-feathers, and cattle. Near this town, on
27th February 1814, the French were defeated by
the Anglo-Spanish army.

Orti, a comm. and vill. of South Italy, prov.
and circ. Reggio-Calabria. P. 2681.
Ortler or Orteler, one of the loftiest moun-

tains of the Tirol, and of the Austrian Empire,
Rhsetian Alps, 10 m. S. Glurns. Elev. 12,822 ft.

Ortodoxico, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Sa-
lerno, circ. Il-Vallo. P. 1664.

Orton or Overton, a pa. and market town of

England, co. Westmoreland, SJ m. S.S.W, Ap-
pleby. Ac. of pa. 24,430. P. 1615.

Orton, several pas. of England.—I. co. Cum-
berland, 5 m. W.S.W. Carlisle. Ac. 4277. P.
468.—II. (on-the-Hill), co. Leicester, 7 m. W.
Market-Bosworth. Ac. 2290. P. 334.—III.
{Longueville\ co. Hunts, 4|- m. N.N.E. Stilton.

Ac. 2400. P. 311.—IV. (Waterville), same co.,

4J m. N. Stilton. Ac. 1350. P. 299.

Oetona, a town of South Italy, prov. Chieti,

8 m. N. Lanciano, cap. cant., on the Adi-iatic.

P. (1861) 12,819. It has a cathedral, and a con-
siderable trade in wine.
Ortonadi Marsi, a vDl., S. Italy, prov. Aquila,

circ. Avezzano, near the Lake of Fucino. P. 2346.

Ortonovo, a comm. and vill. of North Italy,

prov. Genoa, circ. Levante. P. 2228.

Ortrand, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov,
and 76 m, E, Merseburg. P. 1329.

Orune, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov.
Sassari, circ. Nuoro. P. 1891.

Oruro, a town of Bolivia, cap. dep., 100 m.
N.W. Sucrd. P. 7980. It has many churches
and convents. The dep. Oruro, enclosed by
those of Potosi, Paz. and Lamar, is chiefly in

pasturage, on which large numbers of cattle are

reared. Area 8480 sq. m. P. (1858) 110,930.

Orust, an island of Sweden, stift and 28 m.
N.W. Gottenburg, in the Kattegat. Length 14

m. ; breadth 10 m. Surface level, and pop. em-
ployed in raising hops, rearing cattle, & fishing.

Orvault, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire-Inf., cant. Chapelle-sur-Erdre. P. 2163.

Orvieto (Herhanum, Urbs Vetusy, a city of

Central Italy, prov. Perugia, cap. circ, at the
junction of the Paglia and Ohiana, affluents of

the Tiber, 60 m. N.N.W. Rome. Pop. of city

(1861) 6943, of oomm. 14,644. It has a cathedral,

several palaces, St Patrick's Well, archbishop's

and papal residences, and Etruscan remains,

Orwell, a river of England, co. Suffolk, rises

near Felsham, flows generally S.E.ward past

Stowmarket, Needham, and Ipswich, and joins

the Stour at Harwich, the harbour of which town
is formed by their united estuary. The site of

the old town Orwell, at its mouth, is now covered
by the sea.—II. a pa., co. Cambridge, 6^ m.
N.N.E. Roystou, Ac. 1850, P, 645,

Orwell, a pa, of Scotland, co. Kinross, 11 m.
S. Perth, with vill. of Milnathort. Ac. 13,132.

P. 2399 ; do, of vill, 1476,

Orwell, several townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. Vermont, on Champlain river, op-
posite Ticonderoga.—II. Pennsylvania, 146 m. N.
Harrisburg. Others are in New York and Ohio.

Orzinovi, a town of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

circ. Chiari, near 1. b. of the Ollio. P. 5752.

Osage, two cos. of the TJ, S., North America;
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—I. E. of Missouri. Area 855 sq. m. P. 7623

free, 256 slaves.—II. Kansas. P. 1113.

Osage, a river of the U. S., North America,
tributary to the Missouii, which it joins from the

W, near Jefferson city, in Missouri, and 133 m.
above the confl. with the Mississippi. It rises

in Kansas. Length 340 m. In its lower part it

traverses fertile and well-wooded lands, and it is

navigable for steam-boats for 200 m. of its course.

Osaka or Sakae, a seaport, and one of the
five great imperial towns of Japan, island Niphon.
on its S.W. coast, 33 m. from Miako, of which it

is the port ; opened to commerce 1st Jan. 1863.
Osbaldeston, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Lancaster,

pa. & 4J m. W.N.W. Blackburn. Ac. 980. P. 238.

Osbaldwick, a pa. of England, co. York, N.
Riding, 2.1 m. E. York. Ac. 1740. P. 342.

Osborne, Isle of Wight [Wight (Isle of).]

Osborne Islands are a group in Admiralty
Gulf, off the N.W. coast of Australia.

OsBoiiRNBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3
m. N. Folkingham. Ac. 1260. P. 613.

OscARSTAD or Abvika, a town of Sweden, ten
and 40 m. N.W. Carlstad.

OscH, a market town of the Netherlands, prov.

N. Brabant, cap. cant., 11 m. N.E. Bois-le-Duc
OscHATZ, a town of Saxony, circ. and 31 m.

E.S.E. Leipzig. P. 5774. It is enclosed by walls,

and has manufs. of woollen cloth and yam.
Oschersleben, a town of Prussian Saxony,

gov. and 19 m. W.S.W. Magdeburg, on the rail-

way to Brunswick, cap. circ, on the Bode. P.
3850. It has manufs. of woollen cloth.

Oschiri, a vill. of the isl. Sardinia, prov. and 29
m. E.N.E. Sassari, on the Selema. P. 2125.

OscHiTZ, a municipal town of Bohemia, circ.

Bunzlau, 8 m. N.W. Eeichenberg. P. 1020.

OsERO or LossiNi (Apsorusy, an island of Aus-
tria, Illyria, circ. Trieste, off the S.W. side of the
island of Cherso. Length 17 m., breadth 4 m.
P. 3000. Surface rugged and arid. Wine is the
principal product. Chief towns, Lossini (or Lussin)
Grande and Piccolo.

OsERO, atown of Austria, Illyria, on theW. side

of the island of same name, in the Adriatic, S.W.
the island Cherso, with which it communicates
by a bridge. P. 1500. It has a fine cathedral.

OsGATHORPE, a pa. of Engl., co. Leicester, 5 m.
E.N.E. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Ac. 1220. P. 351.

OsGODBY WITH KiRKBY. a pa., Engl., CO. Lin-
coln, 3m. N.N.W.Market-Eaisen. Ac. 1710. P. 477.

OsiLO, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov. and
6 m. E. Sassari. P. 4707.

OsiMA, a small town of Japan, 40 m. W. Mats-
mai, on the island Yesso.
OsiMO (Auximum), a town of Central Italy, on

a hUl near the Musone, prov. and 9 m. S. Ancona.
P. (1861) 15.923. It has a cathedral, public
palace, and a trade in com and silk.

Osio Di SoTTO, a vill. of North Italy, prov.
Bergamo, circ. Treviglio. P. 1759.

OsKOL (Novoi and Staroi), two towns of

Russia, gov. Koursk.— I. cap. dist., on the Oskol,
an affl. of the Donetz, 92 m. S.E. Koursk.—II.

on a hill, 70 m. E.S.E. Koursk.
Os>LA (Oxonui), a town of Spain, prov. and 26

m. S.W. Soria, on the Ucera, P. 617. It has a
cathedral, and some Roman antiquities.

OsMA (anc. Osmus), a river of European Tur-
key, Bulgaria, joins the Danube near NicopoUs,
after a N. course of 100 miles.

OssLAN, a town of India, Punjab, between the
Indus and Jhylum rivers. Soil fertile, and weU
watered. Lat 33° 53' N. ; Ion. 72° 52' E.
OsMAN-BAZAR, a town of European Turkey,

Bulgaria, 32 m. W.S.W. Shumla.

OsMANJiK. a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash.
Sivas, 54 m. W.N.W. Amasia, on the Kizil-Innak,
here crossed by a bridge of 10 arches, at the foot
of a rock on which is a ruined fortress, and un-
healthy from its low situation and bad water.
OsMASTON, two pas. of Engl., co. Derby.— I. 2^

m. S.E. Ashbome. Ac. 1254. P. 289.—IL 2* m.
S.S.E. Derby. Ac. 930. P. 125.

OsMEMGTON, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 5i m.
S.S.E. Dorchester. Ac. 1880. P. 485.
OsMOTHEBLEY, a pa., Engl., CO. York, N. Riding,

6 m. E.N.E. North-Allerton. Ac. 7740. P. 1320.
OsxABURG (Germ. Osnabruck), a town of Prus-

sia, cap. landr. and principality, on the Hase, an
aflL of the Ems, 74 m. W.S.W. Hanover. P. (1864)
18,083. It is enclosed by walls, entered by five

gates, and consists of an old and a new town.
Chief edifices, the old palace, town-hall, in which
the treaty of Westphalia was concluded in 1648,
court house, cathedral, Lutheran and Roman
Catholic churches, and two gymnasia; an orphan
asylum, numerous hospitals, and a workhouse.
It has manufs. of woollen cloths, tobacco, chicory,

soap, paper, and leather. Its chief trade, the

export of linen fabrics and eattlt?, is favoured by
its position on the high route between Bremen
and the Lower Rhine. Area of landr. 2418 sq. m.
P. (1864) 266,025.

OsNABURGH, a township of the TJ. S^ North
America, Ohio, 129 m. N.E. Columbus.
OsNABURGH ISLAND, Pacific Ocean, is in lat.

21° 54' 0" S., Ion. 138° 69' 34" W., is 14 m. in

length, and well wooded.
Osne-le-Val, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.

Haute-Vienne, arr. Vassy, cant. Chevillon.

OsoRKOw, a town of Poland, in the gov. of

Warsaw. P. 6000.

OsoRNO, a volcano, river, lake, and ruined

town of Chile, prov. Valdivia. The volcano is

near the Patagonian frontier. Elev. 7550 feet.

The river rises in the large lake at its base, flows

N.W., and enters the Pacific 34 m. S.W. Valdivia,

having the ruins on its bank.
OspEDALETTO, a viU. of Nortb Italy, prov.

Milan, circ. Lodi. P. 1764.

OspiTALETTO, a viU. of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Brescia, cap. dist P. 1988.

OsFRiNGE, a pa. of Engl., co. Kent, 2 m. W.S.W.
Faversham. Ac. 2798. P. 1111.

OssA (mod. Kissovo), a mountain of Thessaly,

on E. side of the river Peneus, N. of Mount Pelion,

and bounding, with the opjwsite chain of Mount
OljTnpus, the reputed vale of Tempe.

OssA, a river of W. Prussia, joins the Vistuli*

near Graudenz, after a W. course of 45 miles.

OssA, a bay of Malaysia, on £. side of the island

Gilolo, with the village Ossa on its S. coast.

OssA, a town of Russia, gov. and 68 m. S.W.
Perm, cap. dist, on the Kama, here joined by thu

Osanka. Pop. about 2000.

OssALA ("/Ae Bones"), a frontier vill. of Cent.i

Italy, prov. Arezzo, 3 m. S. Cortona, and N. ihi

Lake of Peragia (^Thrasymene). From the num-
ber of human remains found here, it is supposec3

to be the site of the battle between the Romans
and Carthaginians under Hannibal, B.C. 217.

OssES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Basses

Pyr^ndes, arr. Maul^on, cant St Etienne-de-Bar

goiuy. P. 2004.

OssETT, a chapelry of England, co. York, W
Riding, pa. Dewsbury, SJ m. W. Wakefield. Ar
3019. P. 7950.

Ossi, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov. and

m. S.S.E. Sassari. Pop., with comm., 2130.

OssiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 4 m
S.S.E. Tuxford. Ac. 2265. P. 231.
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OssiPEE, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, New Hampshire, 38 m. N.N.E. Concord.
OssoKY, an old principality, and a diocese of

Ireland, Kilkenny, Queen's and King's cos. Since

1833, the Protestant as well as Komau Catholic

tee has had its seat at Kilkenny.— Upper Ossory
(\ as formerly a barony in Queen's county.

OssuN, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Hautes-Pyr^n^es, cap. cant., 10 m. S.W.
Tarbes. P. 2733. Near it a famous battle with
the Saracens took place in the 8th century.

OsTASHKOV, a town of Russia, gov. and 104 m.
W.N.W. Tyer, cap. dist., on Lake Salig. P. (1863)

1 0,488. It IS built mostly of wood, but its public

edifices are stone structures, and comprise several

i-hurches, hospitals, and a bazaar. It has salt

.'i.nd spirit magazines, malt houses, tanneries,

soap works, and ship-building docks.

UsTKLLATO, a comm. and town of North Italy,

jiiov. and circ. Ferrara, P. 4282.

OsTENDE, a fortified seaport town of Belgium,
jirov. W. Flanders, cap. cant., on the North Sea,
tiO m. N. of the North Foreland (Kent). Lat.

bl" 14' 1" N. ; Ion. 2° 55' 5" B. P. (1864) 17,366.

Chief edifice the citadel. It is a watering place

sometimes resorted to by the Belgian court, and
has a large inner harbour, sugar and salt re-

tineries, sailcloth and soap factories, rope-walks,
building docks, active cod and herring fisheries,

and a trade in agricultural produce. Osiende has
regular steam communication with London and

I

Dover, and is connected with Antwerp by the

;

great Belgian Railway, and with Bi-uges by the

I

Ostende and Bruges Canal.

OsTER, a town of Russia, gov. and 44 m.
, S.S.W. Tchernigov, cap. dist., on the Desna.
P. 4000.

OsTERBURG, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.

and 47 m. N. Magdeburg, cap. circ. P. 2285.

OsTERBY, a small town of Sweden, Isen and 29

m. N.N.E. Upsal. It has forges for the iron from

I
the adjacent mine of Dannemora.

\
OSTERFELD and OSTERHOFEN, twO tOWnS of

i
Ge^man3^—I. Prussian Saxony, gov. and 20 m.
S.S.W. Merseburg. P. 1399.—II Bavaria, circ.

Lower Bavaria, 15 m. E.N.E. Landau. P. 592.

OsTERGOTHLAND, OstrogotMo, a lean of Sweden,
between the Baltic and Lake Wetter. Area 4253
sq. m. P. (I860) 240,917. Surface wooded, and

1 interspersed with numerous lakes. The Motala
! river and the Gotha Canal traverse its centre.

I
Products comprise corn, hops, flax, and timber,

with iron, lead, and various other minerals.

!
Manufs. barrels and sail-cloth. Iron and copper

j

works. Principal towns, Linkoping (the cap.),

and Norrkoping.
i

OsTERODE, a town of Prussia, Hanover, landr.

1
Hildesheim, principality Grubenhagen, on a tribu-

itary of the Leine, at the foot of the Harz, 51 m.
i S.S.E, Hanover. P. (1864) 6225. It has a gym-
nasium, and a castle now used as a royal granary.
It hasmanufs. of woollens, cottons, linens, tobacco,
soap, white lead, metallic and wooden wares,
^vith breweries, distilleries, and tanneries.
OsTERODE, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 75 m.

S.S.W. Konigsberg, cap. circ, on lake Drewenz.
F. 1571, mostly engaged in woollen weaving.

j

OsTER-RisoEE, a seaport town of Norway,
jstift and 60 m. N.E. Christiansand, amt Nede-
naes, on a peninsula in the Kattegat P. 1700.
It has an export trade in timber and iron.

OsTERsuND, a town of N. Sweden, cap. Isen,

»Jeratland, 112 m. W.S.W. HemSsand, on Lake
Stor. P. 1500.
OsTERwiECK, afrontier town, Prussian Saxony,

gov. and 42 m. W.S.W. Magdeburg. P. 3350.

OsTHAMMER, & Small seaport town of Sweden,
Isen and 65 m. N. Stockholm. P. 580.

OsTHEiM, several villages of Germany.—I.

(Gross or Greaf), Bavaria, circ. Lower Franconia,
5 m. S.W. Aschafl^enburg. P. 2100, chiefly em-
ployed in cattle-rearing.—II. (^Klein or Little),

same circ, on the Main, 4 m. N.W. Aschaffen-
burg.—III. (vor-der-Ehony, a town of Saxe Wei-
mar, principality, and 37 m. S.S.W. Eisenach,
with a college and hospital. P. 2600.
OsTHOFEN, a market town of the grand duchy

Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Rhenish Hessen, near
the Rhine, 6 m. N.N.W. Worms. P. 2750.

OsTiA, a vill. of Central Italy, at the S. mouth of

the Tiber, 14 m. W.S.W. Rome. The ancient city,

1^ m. distant, was, in former times, the chief port
of Rome, but was destroyed in the middle ages.

OsTiANO, a market town of North Italy, prov.
Brescia, 8 m. N.W. Canneto. P. 3030.

GsTiGLfA, Eostilia, a town of North Italy, proy.
and 17 m. E.S.E. Mantua, on the Po. P. 3200.

OsTRA or OsTRAWA, a town of Austria, Moravia,
circ. and 6 m. S.S.W. Hradisch, on an island
formed by the March. P. 2430.

OsTRAU or MoRAVSKA-OsTRAWA, a town of

Austria, Moravia, circ. Prerau, on the Ostrawitza,
30 m. N.E. Weisskirchen. P. 1750.

OsTRiNA, a market town of Russia, gov. and
30 m. E.N.E. Grodno. P. 1700.

OsTRiTZ, a town of Saxony, circ. Bautzen, on
the Neisse, 10 m. N.E. Zittau. P. 1535.

OsTROG, a town of Russian Poland, gov. Vol-
hynia, cap. dist., on the Gorrin, 100 m. W. Jitomir.

P. (1863) 8937.

OSTROGOJSK or OSTRAGASCHESK, a town of

Russia, gov. and 59 m. S. Voroniej, cap. dist., on
the Sosna. P. (1863) 5862. It has large maga-
zines, and extensive horse and cattle fairs.

OsTROLENKA, a town of Poland, gov. and 86 m.
N.E. Plotzk, on the Narew. P. 3090.

OsTROPOL, a market town of Russian Poland,
gov. Volhynia, 59 m. S.W. Jitomir. P. 1920.

OsTROV, a town of Russia, gov. and 35 m. S.

Pskov, cap. dist., on an island formed by the

Velikaja. P. 1500. It is mostly built of wood.
OsTROVNO, a market town of Russia, gov. and

90 m. N.N.W. Moghilev, on the S. Dwina. P.

2000, mostly Jews. Here the Russians were de -

feated by the French in 1812.

OsTROW, a town of Poland, gov. of Plotzk, anu
54 m. S.E. Siedlec, with an ancient palace, and
manufs. of wooUen cloth. P. 3985.

OsTROWETZ, a to^vn of Russian Poland, gov.
Radom. P. 3777.

OsTROWiEC, a town of Poland, prov. Sandomlr,
on the Kamienna, 10 m. N. Opatow. P. 2060.

OSTROWO, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. and
67 m. S.E. Posen. P. 4510. Manufs. woollens.

OsTBUMjA, a town of European Turkey, Ma-
cedonia, sanj. and 53 m. S.S.W. Ghiustendil.

OsTUNi, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecce,

cap. cant., on a steep hill, 24 m. W.N.W. Brindisi.

P. (1861) 16,367. It is a bishop's see.

GsuNA, a town of Spain, prov. and 43 m. E.

Sevilla. P. 17,556. It has four hospitals, and
barracks, and is important as a military post ; it

had formerly a university in considerable repute.

Trade chiefly in com, oil, wine, and fruit.

OsVEJA, a market town of Russia, gov. and 98
m. N.W. Vitebsk, on Lake Osveja. P. 1800.

OswALDKiKK, a pa. of England, co. York, N.i
Riding, 3J m. S. Helmsley. Ac. 3573. P. 974.

OswAU>TWHisTLE, a tnshp., England, co. Lan-
caster, pa. Whalley, 3J m. E.S.E. Blackburn. Ac.
4770. P. 7701, employed in manufs. of cotton.

OswEGATCHiE, a rivcr of the U. S., North
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America, state New York, after a N.W. cotirse

of 120 m., joins the St Lawrence at Ogdensburg.
—The township Oswegatckie, on its banks, pop.

7756, contains the vili. Ogdensburg, and a part
of the Blaok Lake.
Oswego, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

N. of New York. Area 923 sq.m. P. (1860) 75,958.

Oswego, a river-port and city of the U. S.,

North America, New York, on both sides of the

Oswego river, at its mouth in Lake Ontario, and
on rail and canal from Syracuse. P. (1855) 15,816.

It has various churches, an academy, female
seminary, and numerous minor schools; a custom-
house, two banks, and an insurance company.
Its harbour is formed by two piers, has two light-

houses, and is defended by a large pentagonal
fortress and some smaller forts. It has grain and
saw-mills, tanneries, cotton factories, and iron-

works, with ship-buUding, dry and wet docks,
and great facilities for commerce, being connected
with the Erie Canal by the Oswego Canal. A
large portion of the trade between the U. S. and
Canada West passes through the town. Steamers
ply daUy to Lewiston, Kingston, Sackett's Har-
bour, Ogdensburg, and other places on the lake.

—The Oswego River is formed by the confl. of the
Seneca & Oneida rivers, flows N.W. for 24 m., &
enters Lake Ontario at Oswego. Its upper faUs are
overcome by a succession of locks, called the Os-
wego Canal, but its lower falls, near its mouth, pre-
vent entrance into it from Lake Ontario.—The
Oswego Canal borders the river to the Erie Canal.
Oswestry, a municipal bor., market town, and

pa. of England, co. Salop, with a station on the
Shrewsburv and Chester Railway, 20 ra. N.W.
Shrewsbury. Ac. of pa. 15,703. P. (1861) 9357. The
town, formerly enclosed by walls, has a church,
a grammar school, national school, town-hall,
prison, theatre, and small manufs. of flannels.

It is a polling-place for N. division of co. Its name
is derived from that of Oswald, the Christian king
of Northumbria, slain here in 642. Alt 420 feet.

OswiECiM, Austrian Poland. [Auschwitz.]
OsTTH (St), a pa. of England, co. Essex, 11 m.

E.S.E. Colchester. Ac. 9671. P. 1638.
Otago, a provincial government of New Zea-

land, forming the S. portion of South Island, and
bounded on the N. by Canterbury prov. On the
S. it encloses the prov. of Southland. It lies

between lat. 44° 18' and 46° 40' S., Ion. 166°
25° to 171° 10' E. P. (1866) 46,599, including
about 500 natives. The colony was founded by
emigration from Scotland. The climate is very
healthy, with little frost or snow. Mean annual
temp. 50° Fahr. Annual rainfall 30 inches. The
soil of the plains is fertile, pasturage abundant,
and all kinds of European crops can be raised.
The prov. contains many large lakes—Lake Wa-
katip, Te Anau, Manipori, Wanaka, and Hawea.
In 1861 goldwas discovered on the river Tuapeka,
45 m. W.S.W. Dunedin ; and up to 1864 new
gold fields were added all over the country,
some much nearer the cap. In 1863, the ex-
port from Dunedin reached 701,713 ounces.
Imports (1865) 1,.599.457/. • exports l,379,001i
Acres in cultivation (1858) 9321. Sheep 223,589,
cattle 20,971, hoi-ses 1680. The cap. town is

Dunedin, on Otago Bay. P. about 4000.
Otaha, one of the Society Islands, Pacific

Ocean, N. of Ulitea.

Otaheite, largest of Society isls. [Tahth.]
Otaki, a market town of South Russia, gov.

Bessarabia, on the Dniester, 3 m. S. Mohilev.
Otavaix), a town of S. America, Ecuador, 40

m. N.N.E. Quito. P. (1863) 8000. With manu-
factures of cottons and woollens.

Otford, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3J m. ?f.

Sevenoaks. Ac. 2852. P. 804.

Otham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2| m.
E.S.E. Maidstone. Ac. 947. P. 294.

Othery, a pa, of England, co. Somerset, 4 m.
N.N.W. Langport. Ac. 1820. P. 698.

Othrys (Mouvt), a mountain chain forming
the N. frontier of Greece, about lat. 39° N., Ion.

21° 30' and 23° E., and connected W.ward with the

Pindus chain. Height varies from 4.500 to 5700
feet above the sea, and it consists mostly of lime-

stone, with much iron ore intermixed.

Otisco, a township, U. S., N. America, New
York, on Otisco Lake, 14 m. S.S.W. Syracuse.
Otley, a pa. and market town of England, co.

York, W. Riding, 9J m. N.W. Leeds. Ac. of pa.

23,060. P. of pa. (1861) 13,040 ; of town, 4458.

The town is situated in the Vale of the Wharfe.
It has a church, a grammar school, a mechanics'

institute, and in the parish are several woollen

and worsted mills.

Otley, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6 m.
N.W. Woodbridge. Ac. 2233. P. 4714.

Otoe, a co. of U. S^ North America, N' -

braska. P. 4211.

Otrasto, Hydruntitm, a fortified seaport tov.u

of S. Italy, cap. cant, on the cape of same name,
and on the Strait of Otranto, opposite Cape
Linguetta (Albania), prov. and 23 m. S.E. Lecce.

P. 2032. It has a picturesque castle, an ancient

cathedral, an archbishop's palace, and Roman
antiquities. In 1480 it was sacked by the Turks.

—The prov. Lecc&, of which Lecce is cap., com-
prises the " heel of the Italian boot," with an area

of 2883 sq. m. ; pop. (1862) 401,488 ; and the cities

Taranto, Brindisi, Gallipoli, etc.

—

Cape Otranto,

lat. 40° 8' N., Ion. 18° 29' E., is on the Strait oj

Otranto, a channel 44 m. across, and which con-

nects the Adriatic with the Mediterranean Sea.

Otrar, a town of independ. Turkestan, khanai

Khokan, on the Sihon, 93 m. N.W. Tunkat.
Otricoli, a vilL of Central Italy, prov. and 2;'>

m. S.S.W. Spoleto, near the Tiber. P. 1528. New-
it are the remains of the ancient OcrictUum, the

first Umbrian city which voluntarily submitted

to Rome. In its vicinity, December 1798, the

French completely routed the Neapolitan army.

Otsego, a lake of the U. S., North America,

New York, 60 m. W.N.W. Albany. Length 9 m

;

breadth 2 m. The Susquehanna rises in it, and
it gives name to a co. Area 892 sq. m. P.

(I860) 50,157. The cap. of which, Cooperstown,
is on the S. side of the lake.—II. a township, co.

Otsego, 66 m. W. Albany. P. 1792.

Otseuc, a township of the U. S^ North Ame-
rica, New York, 15 m. N.W. Norwich. P. 18O0.

Otshakov or Oczakow (Lat Axiacay, a sea-

port town of S. Russia, gov. Kherson, on the

Black Sea, at the mouth of the Dnieper, 40 nu

E.N.E. Odessa. P. 3400. Until 1788, it be-

longed to Turkey, and was strongly fortified. H
has still a citadel, and is a quarantine statiou

but its trade has greatly diminished.
Otpajano, Octavianum, a town of S. Italy, d:

Castell'-a-Mare, at the N.E. base of Mount Vesu

vius, 12 m. E. Naples, cap. cant P. (1861) 17,53o

Ottakring or Ottokbin, a vill. of Lowe
Austria, 3 m. W. Vienna. P. 3800.

Ottange, a comm. and vill. of France, de[-

Moselle, arr. Thionville, cant Cattenoun. P. 126-i

Ottawa, a river of Canada, rises in lat. 4>

30' N., Ion. 80° W., flows E.S.E., dividing Uppt

and Lower Canada, and enters the St LawrenC'

about 40 m. W. Montreal, after a course of 600 m.

of which the last few miles is called the Lake <•

the Mountains. It traverses Temiscaming, Granil
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! and other lakes, and is connected with Lake On-
tario by the Rideau canal. Its navigation is

much impeded l)y rapids and cataracts, which
add much to the beauty of its scenery. It receives

the Mattawan, Du Moine, and other tributaries.

Ottawa, cap. of the Canadian Dominion, at

m(iuth of Rideau riv., on S.W. side of riv. Ottawa,
crossed by a suspension bridfre. P. (1861) 14,609.

Ottawa, two cos. of the U. S., N. America.

—

T. in W. of Michigan. Area 828 sq m. P. (1860)
i;!,215.—II. in Ohio. P. 7016.

Ottensen, a town of Prussia, duchy Holstein,
2 m. W. Altona. P. (1864) 6286.
Ottensheim, two market towns of Germany.

—

1 . Upper Austria, circ. Milhl, on the Danube, 6
m. W.N.W. Liuz. With 1250 inhabs., a fine castle,

and alum mines.—II. Baden, circ. Middle Rhine,
U m. N.W. Lahr, on the Rhine. P. 1340.

OiTENSTEiN, two marlcet towns of Germany.

—

I. duchy Brunswick, cap. circ, on the Weser, 5
111. S.W. Rodenwerder. P. 1200, partly engaged
in linen weaving.—II. Prussian Westphalia, gov.
aud 30 m. W.N.W. Munster. P. 940.

Ottek, a river of England, rises in the E. part
(if CO. Devon, flows S.S. W. past Ottery St Mary,
and enters the English Channel near Otterton.
Total length 24 miles.

Otter, a river of Germany, Rhenish Bavaria,
1 joins the Rhine near Neupforzheim,

I
Ottkkbach, two contiguous vills. of Bhenish

Bavaria, S. Landau. United pop. 2176.
Otterberg, a town of Rhenish Bavaria, cap.

CO., 33 m. N.W. Spires. P. 2580. It has Lutheran,
lioman Catholic, and Calvinist churches ; and

! manufactures of woollen cloth and leather, and
' trade in cattle.

OiTERBOURNE, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4}
ra. S.S.W. Winchester. Ac. 1508. P. 573.
Otterburn, a township of England, co. Nor-

! thumberland, pa. Elsdon, 20 m. N.N.W. Hex-
ham. Ac. 8517. P. 378. About i m. from the

j

vill. is an obelisk marking the spot where Earl
I Douglas fell in the battle of Chevy Chase in 1388.
: Otter Creek, a river of the U. S., N. Ame-
irica, Vermont, flows mostly N.W., and enters
ILake Champlain. It is navigable to Vergennes
[for the largest lake vessels, and for boats to Mid-
dleburg, a distance of 25 miles.

"I
Otterden, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 12 m.

|E.S.E. Maidstone. Ac. 1434. P. 194.
' Otterford, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
i6| m. S. Taunton. Ac. 2387. P. 476.

OiTERHAM, a pa. of England, co. CornwaD, 6i
ra. N.N.E. Camelford. Ac. 3262. P. 160.
Otterhampton, a pa. of England, co. Somer-

set, 5 m. N.W. Bridgewater. Ac. 1880. P. 210.
Otterington, two pas. of England, co. York,

{North Riding.—I. {North), 3 m. S. Northallerton.
,Ao. 3625. P. 630.

—

il. (South'), a pa., same co. and
Riding, 4im. S.E.Northallerton. Ac. 1414. P. 353.
Otterndorf, a town of Hanover, laudr. and

?8 m. N.W. Stade, cap. dist. P. 1864.
Ottersberg, a vill. of Hanover, landr. Stade,

15 m. EN.E. Bremen. P. 1056.
Otterton, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3| m.

W.S.W. Sidmouth. Ac. 3479. P. 1140.
Ottery (St Mary), a market town, hundred

lud pa. of England, co. Devon, on the Otter, 12
n. E.N.E. Exeter, Ac. of pa. 9942. P. 4340. The
own has an ancient church. Manufs. of silk
md ropes partly employ the population. It is

lie bu-thplace of the poet Coleridge.
I Ottiglio, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Alessandria,
irc. and 9 m. S.W. Casale, cap. mand. P. 2110.
Ottisberg, a pa. of Switzerland, cant. Fribourg,

iist. la Sigine, on the rt. b. of the Sarine. P. 1977.

Ott.machau, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. 8e

37 m. W.S.W. Oppeln, on the Neisse. P. 2740.
Otto, a township, U. S., North America, New

York, 10 m. N.W. EllicottvUle.

Ottobeuren, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia,
cap. dist., 40 m. S.W. Augsburg. P. 1430.

OrroaLAN Empire. [Turkey.]
OiTONE, a town of North Italy, prov. Pavia,

circ. Bobbio, cap. mand., on the Trebbia. P. 3501.

Ottowa, a vill., U. S., North America, Illinois,

on the Illinois, here joined by the Fox river, 133
m. N.N.E. Springfleld. P. 600.

Ottringham, a pa. of England, co. York, E.
Riding, 15 m. E.S.E. Hull. Ac. 4320. P. 644.

O'rrwEiLEit, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov.
and 33 m. S.E. Treves, cap. circ. P. 2988.
Otumba, a vill. of Mexico, state and 35 m. NE.

Mexico. Before the Conquest it was a large city.

Otway (Cape), a headland of Victoria, Aus-
ti-alia, 80 m. S.W. Port-Phillip, on which is a
lighthouse.

—

{Port), a good harbour of W. Pata-
gonia, lat. 40° 49' 5' B., Ion. 75° 18' 2" W.—Ot-
way Water is an inland sea of Tierra del Fuego.
Ouachita, a co. of U. S., N. America, Arkan-

sas. P. 8458 free, 4478 slaves.

Ouaine or Ouanxe, a river and market town
of France, dep. Yonne. The river, after a W.
course of 45 m., joins the Loing near Montai'gis,

dep. Loiret. The town is at its source, 12 m.
S.S.W. AuxeiTe. P. 1182.

Oualan, an island in the Pacific Ocean, Caro-
lines. Estimated pop. imder 1000. Mount Crozet,

2156 feet in height, is in lat. 6° 30' N., Ion. 163°
30' E. Length about 10 m., by 7 m. in breadth.
Oubsa-Nor, a lake of the Chinese empire,

Khalkas territory, lat. 49° 30' N., Ion. 92*" E.
Length 75 m., breadth 25 m. It receives many
small rivers, and yields large sturgeons.

OuciiE, Osca, a river of France, dep. C6te-
d'Or, flows N.E. and S.E. past Dijon, and joins tho
Saone near St Jean de Losne. Length 60 m. Tho
canal of Burgundy accompanies it throughout.

OucHi, YuN-PiN or Fou-HOA, a town of Chi-
nese Turkestan, cap. dist., 230 m. N.E. Kashgar.
It has an imperial mint ; was formerly populous.
OucHiTZA, a town of Russian Poland, gov.

Podolia, cap. circ, on the Dneister, 23 m. E.S.E.
Kamenietz. P. 2000.

Ou-Chou, a city of China, prov. Quang-si,
cap. dep., 130 m. W.N.W. Canton.

OuciiY, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud, on
the Lake of Geneva, immediately S. Lausanne, of

which it is the port. Altitude 1255 feet.

OUCQUES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loir-et-Cher, 16 m. N. Blois. P. 1648.

Oudabad, a town of Russian Transcaucasia,
prov. and 38 m. S.E. Nakhchevan. P. 6000. {l)

OuDE, a former kingdom, now a Chief CommiH-
sionership of British India, under the Presidency
of Bengal, between lat. 25° 34' and 28° 40' N., Ion.

79° 45' aud 83° 11 ' E., having E. and N.E. Nepaul,
elsewhere enclosed by the Bengal territory. Areji

22,456 sq. m. P. (1867) 6,502,884, who are tall and
athletic. Surface slopes gently from N.W. to

S.E., in which direction flow the Baptee, Surjoo

or Ghogra, Gomtee, Sael, rivers, and the Ganges
on its S. frontier. Besides these rivers, there

are a few large marshes or pools, which become
dry in the hot season ; the exhalations from
these are productive of great mortality in their

vicinity, strangers rarely surviving twelve
months. Soil light and sandy. Products com-
prise wheat, barley, grain, mustard, rice of supe-

rior quality, millet, sugar-cane, opium, tobacco,

cotton, hemp, and fruit. In the N. and S.E. it

has been little explored, being a dense marshy
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forest, exposed to a deadly malaria. Husbandry
insufficiently conducted. Oxen are exclusively

used for agricultural purposes, a pair averaging
in price from 10 to 20 rupees. Domestic animals

are cattle, sheep, and goats. Manufactures con-
gist of cotton cloths, coarse woollen blankets,

paper, glasswares, gunpowder, firearms and other

warlike weapons ; and extracting soda, saltpetre,

and culinary salt, by washing the soils in which
they are found, and evaporating the saturated

liqiiids. Exports salt and saltpetre. Imports iron,

soap, spices, dye-stuffs, drugs, gems, and Euro-
pean wares. Commercial transactions are con-
ducted at fairs held at the principal marts. In
the southern districts of Oude the climate is salu-

brious, and longevity is common. During the
greater part of the year throughout Oude, the
climate is dry, and subject to great extremes of

heat and cold, the thermometer at times rising

to 112°, and again sinking to 28°, Fahr. Winter,
from November till February, is pleasant and
healthy, but chUly; from March till June the
hot season, with westerly winds, loaded with a
light greyish sand, is sultry, hot, and dry ; or at

times an east wind brings noxious vapours from
the swamps of Bengal or Assam. The mornings
and evenings of this season are generally cool

and pleasant. The rainfall is varied and uncer-
tain in quantity, at one time commencing in the
middle of June and continuing tUl October, at

other times continuing only two months ; some
years 30 inches fall, and in other years 80 inches.

The zoology comprises the tiger, wolf, hyaena,

flying-fox, reptiles, birds, and insects of many
kinds. The botany is rich and varied. Thug-
gism prevailed here to an alarming extent, over
a space of 1400 miles. Oude was annexed to the
British Empire in Feb. 1856. Eevenue of prov.

(1862) l,253,946i The mutiny broke out at

Lucknow, 30th May 1857, and its inhabitants
took a very active part in the rebellion.

Oude, a city of India, 75 m. E. Lucknow, on
rt b. of the river Ghogra. P. 8000. The city is

large, but a great part is in ruins. It is believed
to have been the capital of the old Nero, now
venerated as a god-Rama. Here is a temple to

Hunooman, the monkey god, a friend and asso-
ciate of Rama's, with an annual revenue of 50,000
rupees. The town is considered one of the most
sacred places of antiquity. Lat. 26° 47' N. ; Ion.
82° 10' E.

OiTDENARDE, a town, Belgium. [Audenarde.]
OUDENBOSCH, a mkt. town of the Netherlands,

prov. N. Brabant, 11 m. W. Breda. P. 2640.

OuDERKERK, two vills. of the Netherlands

—

I. in S. Holland, 6 m. E. Rotterdam, with 1440
inhabitants.—II. pa, Ouderamstel, N. Holland,
3 m. S. Amsterdam, with a Jewish cemetery.
OuDEWATER, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

S. Holland, on the Yssel, 18 m. E.N.E. Rotter-
dam. P. 2000. Arminius was bom here in 1560.

OuDOX, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Loire-Inf^rieure, on rt. b. of the Loire, 14 m.
N.E. Nantes. P. 1683.—II. a river, rising in dep.

^ Mayenne, and flowing S. to join the Mayenne,
10 m. below Segrd Length 40 miles.
OuDSHOOKN, a vill., Netherlands, prov. S. Hol-

land, on the Old Rhine, 7 m. E. Leyden. P. 169L
OXJDTSHOORN. [OaPE OoLONY.]
OuDUNPORE, a town of British India, territory

of Oude, on route from Shajehanpoor to Luck-
now, and 14 m. S. of the former. It is situated
close to a grove of mango trees, in the midst of
which is a shrine of Siva. The country is well
cultivated, especially under cotton. Lat 27° 42'

N. ; Ion. 80° E.

Oued-eI/-Aleug, a town of Algeria, cap. comm,
arr. Bildah. P. 2063, of whom 1367 are natives.

In its environs are numerous farms.
OuEN (St), numerous comms. and vills. of

France.—I. (de la Roueriey, dep. lUe-et-Vilaine,

14 m. N.W. Foug^res. P. 2102—II. (des ToitsX
dep. Mayenne, 8 m. N.W. Laval. P. 1976.—III.

(JAumone), dep. Seine-et-Oise, 2 m. S. Pontoise.

P. 2022.—IV. (swr Seine), 4 m. N. Paris, on rt.

b. of the Seine. P. 3194. With a chateau, where
Louis x,viii. signed the " declaration of St Ouen,"
2d May 1814.—V. {des Alleux), dep. Ille-et-Vi-

laine, cant St. Aubin-du-Oormier. P. 1325.

Ooessant Island, France. [Usha^t.]
OuFA, a river and town of Russia. [Ufa.]
OuGHTER(Lough), a lake of Ireland, co. Cavan.

Length 6 m. ; breadth 3 m. Ac. 3335. It is

formed by an expansion of the Erne.
Oughteragh, OnTERAGH,andOuTRATH, three

pas. of Ireland.—I. Gonnaught, co. Leitrim, in-

cluding the town of Balinamore. Ac. 21,639.

P. 6399.—II. Munster, co. Tipperary, 3 m. N.N.E.
Cahir. Ac. 1547, P. 224.—III. Leinster, co.and
2 m. S.E. Kilkenny. Ac. 2050. P. 396.

OuGHTERARD, a market town of Ireland, Con-
naught, CO. and 16 m. N.N.W. Galway, on the

W. shore of Lough Corrib. P. 896. In the vi-

cinity are good marble quarries.—II. a pa., Lein-

ster, CO. Kildare, 5 m. N.E. Naas. Ac. 2919. P. 433.

UOHTERSIDE, a township of England, co. Cum-
berland, 6^ m. N.W. Cockermouth. P. 662.

OuGLiTCH, a fortified town of Russia, gov. and
60 m. W.S.W. Jaroslavl, on rt b. of the Volga.

P. 9000.

OuicHiTA, a CO. of U. S, N. America, Louisi-
ana. P. 1887 free, 2840 slaves.

OuKESiMA, an island, Anam, Gulf of Tonquin,
lat 18° 50' N., Ion. 106° 20' E., & 25 m. in circuit

OutAN-KHOtoN, a town of China, prov. Chili,

120 m. N.N.W. Peking.
OuLiASSouTAi, a considerable town of Mongo-

lia, on the Ouliassoutai liver, near lat. 47° 35' N.,

Ion. 96° 30' E. It is the residence of a Manchoo
general, and has a Tartar garrison.

OuLLiNS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Rh6ne, with a station en the Lyon & St Etienne

Railway, 3J m. S. Lyon. P. 6684, engaged in

the manufs. of muslin goods and glass.

OuLTOs, two pas. of England.—I. co. Norfolk,

3| m. W.N.W. Aylsham. Ac. 1849. P. 357.—
IL CO. Suffolk, 3 m. W.N.W. Lowestoft Ac
1997. P. 747.—III. a chapelry, co. York, West
Riding, pa. Rothwell, 5 m. N.N.E. Wakefield.

Ac. 1920. P. 2028.

OuLX, a vill. of N.Italy, prov. Turin, circand
12 m. S.W, Susa, cap. mancL, on the Dora, near

its source in the Alps. P. 1529. " Vineyards and
orchards are numerous in its vicinity.

OuALAN. a town of Russia, cap. dist, gov. and
110 m. S.S.W. Kiev, on river Ouman. P. 6800.

OuMNAK and Ounalaska, two of the Fox isls.,

N. Pacific Ocean. [Oomnak, and Oonalaska.]
OuNDLE, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Northampton, on the Nen, here crossed by
bridges, 13 m. W.S.W. Peterborough, and with

a station on a branch of the London and North-

western Railway. Ac. of pa. 6300. P. 3217.

The town has a church, two ancient gramma

;

schools, and poor's hospitals, a union workhouse,

branch bank, and market house.

URAL MoiTOTAiNS and River. rURAL.]
OuRAi^K, two towns of Russia. [Uralsk.]
OuRCE, a river of France, deps. H.-Marne

C6te-d'0r, and Aube, after a N.W. course of 4<

miles, joins the Seine near Bar-sur-Seine.

OuRCij, a river of Franco, rises in the dep
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Aisne, and after a S.W. course of 30 m., joins the

Marne near Lizy.—The Canal cHOurcq, which
supplies Palis with water, branches from the

Ourcq at Senlis, and terminates in the basin of

la Villette, N.E. of Paris. Total length 58^ m.
OuREM, a town of Portugal, Estremadura, cap.

comarca, on a hill, 15 m. S.E. Leiria. P. 3720.

It has a magnificent ruined castle.

OuRG, OoRGA or KuRAN, a city of Mongolia,
cap. the Khalkas country, on the Tula, a tribu-

tary of the Orkhon, and on the grand route from

I

Kiaohta to Peking, 16p m. S.S.E. Kiakhta. P.
: estimated at 7000, of whom a fifth part are priests.

Its buildings are mostly of wood, and many of its

1

inhabitants dwell in tents. It is shut in on the
! S. by the lofty mountain Khan-oolo, which tends
to render its climate cold and damp. It has a
college of Mongolian priests, and is the seat of

the koutouktou, or deified lama of the Mongols.

I

OuRiQUE, a town of Portugal, prov. Alemtejo,

j
cap. comarca, on a height, 30 m. S.W. Beja. P.

j 2300. In the plain of Ourique, on its N. side,
,' Alphonso I. defeated the Moors in 1139.
' OuROE, an island of Denmark, in the lise-fiord,

! an inlet of Seeland, 29 m. W.N.W. Copenhagen.

I
Length 4 m. ; breadth 3 miles.

OuRO Preto (formerly Villa Rica), a city of

Brazil, cap. prov. Minas Geraes. It is situated

,on several hills, at an elevation of 4000 feet

i
above the sea, 200 m. N.N.W. Rio-de-Janeiro.

! P. of dist. 9000. It is the residence of the gover-
jnor of the province, and has the governor's

I

palace, mint, and theatre, a collegio or Latin
school, with a school of pharmacy and anatomy,
la public library and botanic garden, and an agri-

cultural normal school. The town is supplied
with excellent water, and has an active com-
merce with Rio-de-Janeiro. It was founded in

,1699, and called Villa Rica from the rich gold
mines in its vicinity ; it was erected into a city

iin 1822, when its original name, Ouro Preto, was
; restored. Its gold mines, though nearly ex-
ihausted, are still worked by English companies

;

before their decline it had 30,000 inhabitants.

! OuKOUX, a comm. and viU. of France, dep.

JNi&vre, arr. Chatgau-Chinon. P. 2630.

j
Ours (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

jPuy-de-D6me, arr. Riom. P. 2028.

"I
OuRTHE, a river of Belgium, provs. Luxem-

jjurg and Liege, joins the Maese at Liege, after a
iN". course of 80 m., for the last 65 of which it is

jiavigable. Affls. the Ourt and Ambleve.

I

OuRViLLE, a comm. & market town of France,
llep. Seine-Inf., 10 m. N.W. Yvetot. P. 1202.

I

OusBY, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 8 m.
E.N.E. Penrith. Ac. 6000. P. 294.

OusDEN, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6J m.
E.S.E. Newmarket. Ac. 1200. P. 346.

OusE, several rivers of England.—I. co. York,
s formed by the junction of the Swale and Ure,
lear Boroughbridge, in the centre of the co.,

lows S.E. past York, Selby, and Goole, and
tibout 8 m. E. the latter town unites with the
Trent to form the estuary of the Humber. Total
lourse about 57 m., for the last 43 m. of which, or
York, it is navigable for large vessels ; and for

jarges as far as Linton. Total length from
iource of Ure or Swale, 120 m. Principal affls.,

he Nidd Wharfe, Aire, and Don, from the W.,
md Derwent from the N.—II. (Great), rises in
he S. of Bedfordshire, and flows through the
:os. Norfolk, Northampton, Bucks, Bedford,
|i?untingdon, and Cambridge, and enters the
jiVash at King's Lynn, after a course of about
;60_m., for the latter two-thirds of which it is

lavigable. Below St Ives it has been diverted

from its old course past Ely by the New Bedford
Canal, a strait cut 20 m. in length. Chief affls.,

the Ivel, Cam, Larke, Little Ouse, Stoke, and
Nar, all from the E. or S.—III. Little Ouse or
Brandon river, joins it from Suffolk at the junc-
tion of the Stoke, New Bedford Canal, and the
Wisbeach Canal, which connects it with the Nen.
—IV. a small river, co. Sussex enters the Eng-
lish Channel near Seaford.

Ouse, a river of CanadaWest, has a S.E. course

;

its basin lying E. that of the Thames, and enters
Lake Erie at Sherbrooke. Total course 130 m.,

for the last 30 m. of which it is navigable. It is

connected with Lake Ontario by the Welland
Canal, which commences at its mouth.
OusEBURN, two pas. of England, co. York,West

Riding.—I. (Great), 4^ m. S.S.E. Aldborough.
Ac. 840. P. 655.—II. (Little), 5 m. S.S.E. Ald-
borough. Ac. 4066. P. 543.

Oust, a river of France, deps. C6tes-du-Nord
and Morbihan, joins the Vilaine near Redon, after

a S.E. course of 70 m. In most part of its course
it is accompanied by the canal between Nantes
and Brest.—II. a comm. and town, dep. Ari^ge,
cap. cant., 8 m. S.E. St Girons. P. 1601.

OusTioujNA, a town of Russia, gov. and 195
m. E. Novgorod, on the Mologa. P. 3000.

OusTON, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 7-^ m.
S.S.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 2460. P. 169.

Oust Sysolsk, a town of Russia, gov. and 380
m. E.N.E. Vologda, on the Sysole. P. 3500.

Outagamie, a co. of U. S., North America,
Wisconsin. P. 9587.

OuTEiRO, a market town of Portugal, prov.
Tras-os-Montes, 7 m. S.E. Braganza. P. 1600.

OuTRfiAu, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Pas-de-Calais, arr. Boulogne-sur-Mer. P. 2050.

OuTWELL, a pa., England, cos. Cambridge and
Norfolk, 5 m. S.E. Wisbeach. Ac. 3018. P. 1265.

OuvEiLLAN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aude, arr. Narbonne, cant. Ginestas. P. 1604.

Manufactures brand)'.

OuzouER, several comms. and vills. of France,
the principal Qe Marche), dep. Loire-et-Cher, cap.

cant., 17 m. W. Orleans. P. 1461.—II. (sur Fre-
zee), dep. Loiret, arr. Gien, cant. Briare. P. 1781.

OvADA, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 20 m.
S. Alessandria, cap. mand., on the Orbe. P. 6694.

It has iron works, silk mills, and manufactures
of ribbons and linen.

OvALAu Island, South Seas. [Viti.]

OVAR, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, on the

Ovar, at the head of its estuary, 16 m. N. Aveiro.
P. (1863) 10,374. It has a considerable fishery.

OvAKi (Bat of), an inlet on the S. side of the

island Niphon, Japan. Length 25 m., greatest

breadth 20 m. Nagoya, the principal town on ita

shores, is the cap. prov. Ovari.

OvENDEN, a township of England, co. Yort
West Riding, pa. and l| m. N.W. Halifax. Aa
6198. P. 11,067, partly employed in manufac-
tures of woollens.

Ovens, a dist. of Victoria, Australia, 140 m.
N.E. Melbourne, traversed by the Ovens river,

a tributary of the Murray. There are rich gold
diggings in the district.

Over, a pa. and market town of England, co.

and 15 m. E. Chester. Ac. of pa. 6532. P. 3454.

Over, a pa. of England, co. and 9J m. N.W.
Cambridge. Ac. 3700. P. 1146.

Overburt, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

5^ m. N.E. Tewkesbury. Ac. 3820. P. 925.

Overflakkee, an island of the Netherlands,
prov. S. Holland, between two arms of the Rhine
(or Maas), the Haring-vliet and Flalikee, at their

entrance into N. Sea. Length 25 m., breadth 7 m.
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Oathischie, a pa. and vill. of the Netherlands,

Ijrov. S. Holland, 3 m. N.W. Eotterdam. P. 2440.

Ovekstonh:, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m.
N.N.E. Northampton. Ac. 1940. P. 206.

OvERSTOWEY, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

7| m. W.N.W. Bridge-water. Ac. 3647. P. 613.

OvEKSTRAND, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

2J m. E.S.E. Cromer. Ac. 698. P. 251.

Overton, several pas. of England and Wales.
—I. CO. Hants, 3^ m. E.N.E. Whitchurch. Ac.
6.572. P. 1460.—II. CO. and 5 m. N.W. York, North
Eiding. Ac. 5163. P. 763.—III. co. Wilts, 3| m.
W.S.W. Marlborough. Ac. 8030. P. 910.

OvERTOX, a bor. and pa. of North Wales, co.

Flint, on the Dee, 15 m. S. Chester. Ac. 4398.

P. of bor. 1397. The bor. unites with Flint, etc.,

in sending 1 member to House of Commons. It

is also a poUing-place for the county.
Overton, a co., U. S., North America, in W.

part of Tennessee. Area 526 sq. m. P. (1860)
11,550 free, 1087 slaves.

OvERY.ssEL, a prov. of the Netherlands, E. the

site of the Zuyder Zee, and enclosed landward by
the provs. Gelderlald, W. Friesland, and Drenthe,
Hanover, and Rhenish Prussia. Area 1308 sq. m.
P. (1865) 250,368. Surface almost wholly level,

and in great part marshy or heath lands. Pro-
ducts comprise rye, buckwheat, hemp, and fruits.

Cattle-rearing and digging turf are the principal

branches of industry It has manufs. of linen

and cotton twist, wicker wares, mats, and iron

goods. Cotton goods are made chiefly in the
dist. called Twenthe ; there were in the prov., in

1860, 64 cotton factories or mill shops. Exports
consist of rural produce. It is divided into the
six distiicts of Almelo, Delden, Ommen, Eaalte,

Hasselt, and Steenwik.
Ovid, a township of the U. S., North America,

New York, between Cayuga and Seneca Lakes.
OviDiopoL n?urk. Uadjider), a fortified sea-

port town of S. Russia, gov. Kherson, on the
estuaay of the Dniester, opposite Akerman, and
20 m. S.W. Odessa. P. 2700. It is a station of

the Russian fleet in the Black Sea, and has a cus-
tom-house and a lazaretto.

OviEDO, a city of Spain, in the N.W., cap. prov.,

near the confluence of the Ovia and Nora rivers,

61 m. N.N.W. Leon, and 57 m. E. the Portuguese
frontier. P. 12,583. Chief edifices, the cathe-
dral, the ex-college of San Vicente, now used for

government oflSces, the convent of San Pelayo,
the university buildings, the castle, and tbe
general and military hospital. Its educational
establishments comprise the university, with 400
to 500 students, a large library, normal school,
and 4 primary schools. It has a theatre, and 11
public fountains, supplied with water by 2 aque-
ducts, one of which has 41 arches. Manufs. of
arms, hats, and leather; was the chief place of
refuge for the Christian clergy during the early
dominion of the Moors. In its vicinity are hot
mineral springs and baths. Area of prov. 4088
Bq. m. P. (1867) 524,529. [Asturias.J

OviGLio, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 7 m.
W.S.W. Alessandria, cap. mand. P. 2867.

OviNG, two pas. of England.—I, co. Bucks, 5}
m. N.N.W. Aylesbury. Ac. 971. P. 436.—II.

Sussex, 2J m. E. Chichester. Ac. 2946. P. 949.
OviNGDEAN, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.

E.S.E. Brighton. Ac. 1618. P. 121.
OviNQHAM, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-

land, 11 nx. W. Newcastle-on-Tyne. Ac. 15,740.
P. 6014, partly employed in coal mines.

OviNGTON, several pas. of England.—I. co.
E-ssex, 6J m. E.S.E. Haverhill. Ac. 705. P. 145.
—II. CO. Norfolk, IJ m. N.N.E. Walton. Ac.

1497. P. 291.—III. CO. Hants, 2 m. W.S.W.
New Alresford. Ac 1270. P. 152.

UvocA or AvocA, a river of Ireland, co. Wick-
low, formed by the "Meeting of the Waters,'

Avonbeg and Avonmore, after a S.E. course of 6

m. enters the Irish Sea near Arklow, the chief

town on its banks.
OvRUTSH, a town of Russian Poland, gov.

Volliynia, cap. dist., on the Marinna, 82 m. N.
Jitomir. P. 2500.

OwASCO (Lake), XI. S., North America, New
York, immediately S.E. Auburn, is 12 m. long

and 1 m. broad.

Owego, a township, U. S., North America.
New York, cap. co. Tioga, on the Owego and
Susquehanna, 132 m. W.S.W. Albany.
Owen, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Danube,

on the Liauter, 18 m. S.E. Stuttgart.

Owen, two cos., U. S., North America I. ii:

N. of Kentucky. Area 289 sq. m. P. (1860)

11,059 free, 1660 slaves.—II. in centre of Indiana
Area 449 sq. m. P. 14,376.

Ower-Moigne, a pa. of England, co. Dorset,

6 m. E.S.E. Dorchester. Ac. 3271. P. 420.

Owersby (North and South), two pas. o;

England, co. Lincoln, 4-J m. N.N.W. Market-
Raisen. Ac. 5528. P. 497.

OwLPEN, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 21

m. E. Dursley. Ac. 720. P. 91.

OwMBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6J m.

W.S.W. Market-Raisen. Ac. 1650. P. 314.

OwRAM (North and South), two contiguous

townships of England, co. York, W. Riding, pa.

and 2 m. E. Halifax, and included in its pari. bor.

P. of N. Owram 16,178; of S. Owram 7246.

Owsi.EBURY, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4Jm
S.S.E. Winchester. Ac. 5331. P. 843.

Owsley, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Kentucky. P. 5223 free, 112 slaves.

Owston, two pas. of England.—1. co. Lincoln

7 m. N.N.W. Gainsborough. Ac. 6360. 1'

2620.—II. CO. York, West Riding, 6 m. N.N.A\'

Doncaster. Ac. 2926. P. 454.

Owthorne, a marit. pa. of England, co. York
E. Riding, on the North Sea, 16 m. E.S.E. Hull

Ac. 3810. P. 462. The sea has made great in-

roads here, and covers a submarine forest.

OwTHORPE, a pa. of England, co. and 7J ni

S.E. Nottingham. Ac. 1278. P. 424.

Owyhee, one of the Sandwich Isles. [Hawaii.

OxBOROUGH, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, i

m. E.N.E. Stoke-Ferry. Ac. 2618. P. 225.

OxcoMB, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m
N.N.E. Horncastle. Ac. 1021. P. 27.

Oxenden (Great), a pa. of England, co. an(

15J m. N.N.W. Northampton. Ac. 1620. P. 238

OxENHALL, a pa. of England, co. Glouceste:

If m. N.W. Newent. Ac. 1887. P. 272.

OxENHOPE, a hamlet of England, co. York, \^'

Riding, pa. and 8 m. W.N.W. Bradford. 1

2880, mostly employed in worsted-weaving.
OxENTON, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 4

m. E.N.E. Tewkesbury. Ac. 1050. P. 136.

Oxford, a city, pari, bor., and the seat of ou

of the principal universities of England, cap. c

Oxford, between the junction of the Isis aii

Cherwell, here crossed by numerous bridges, t-

m.W.N.W. London, on the Great Western Rail,

branch. Lat. of observatory 51° 45' 38" N., Ion.

15' 43" W. Alt. 220 ft. Ac. of pari. bor. 2930. J,

(1861)27,560. It stands on an undulating amph ^

theatre, 220 ft. above the sea. Rainfall 22 in. Tli
|

High Street, proceeding from E. to W., & enten

by a stone bridge over the Cherwell, is a very fli

thoroughfare. In it are Magdalen, All SojiIj:

Queen's, and University Colleges, and the va
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versity church. At right angles with this street

is another upwards of a mile in length. In St

Aldate's Street, which forms the southern por-

tion of this line, are situated the principal front
' of Christchurch College, the Town-hall, Post

OflSce, Com Exchange, Savings' Bank, and Police

! Station. In St Giles' Street, which is the north-

j
em end of it, are the recently erected University

i
Galleries, and the Taylor Institution for the ad-

vancement of the study of modern languages.

This street is very wide, and planted with an
avenue of trees, terminating which, to the south,

is the beautiful cross designed by Scott to the

(
memory of Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley, who
were burnt near the spot on which it st^inds.

1
Parrallel to High Street is Broad Street, in which
are Baliol, Trinity, and Exeter Colleges, the Ash-
molean Museum, the Clarendon Building, and

; the Sheldonian Theatre. Near these are the

(
Academical Schools, with the Bodleian and Ead-

i
cliffe Libraries. The Bodleian Library contains

i more than 250,000 volumes and 20,000 manu-
j
scripts, many of great rarity. It is entitled to a

copy of every book published in the United King-
dom. A museum on an extensive scale, for the
jiiomotion of the study of natural science, has
lately been built at great cost in the parks to the

north of Broad Street, to which many valuable

collections, illustrative of subjects studied in this

building, have been brought from smaller mu-
seums which were scattered about the university.

I'lie valuable collection of scientific books which
f- irmerly were kept in the Radcliffe Library, have,
for the convenience of students, been removed to

this museum. The cathedral of Oxford, attached to

Christ-Church College, was the church of a priory

, founded by St Frideswide in the 8th century

;

; traces of the original building remain, but the
[greater portion of the edifice is of the 12th and
,
16th centuries. It has a heavy early EngUsh
spire, 146 feet high. The see comprises the
•county of Oxford and the archdeaconries of

I

Berks and Bucks. Revenue of the bishopric,

i

oOOOZ. Besides the cathedral there are 18 churches:

I

St Mary's, which is the university church, is a

I

fine building of perpendicular Gothic, with an
i
earUer spire 180 feet high ; Carfax, or St Martin's,

I

is the city church ; St Peter's-in-the-East is the

-I oldest parish church in Oxford, it has a very fine

Norman crypt, and throughout the building there
jare interesting specimens of the same style.

Many of the other churches are deserving of

;
notice, particularly St John's, which is also the
chapel of Mertou College, and which has a beauti-

j

ful chancel of the best period of decorated Gothic.

I

Besides the colleges, several of which, as Christ-
I church. New College, All Souls', Magdalen, and
I

Queen's, boast of imposing architecture; other
principal buildings are the town and co. hall,

;
music hall, city biidewell, sessions-house and co.

jgaol, the market-houses, Radcliffe infirmary and
j

observatory, house of industry for 11 pas., many
almshouses, and chapels for Roman Catholics,

,
Methodists, Independents, and Baptists. Oxford
!has diocesan and national schools, numerous
I
charitable endowments, and several banks. It is

chiefly supported by its university, but it has
some transit trade in coals and com, facilitated

by wharfs and quays on the Isis, and by railway
communication by means of the Great Western,
West Midland, and North-Western Railways. It
is governed, exclusive of the university, by a
^mayor, 10 aldermen, and 30 councillors, and is

the seat of quarter and petty sessions, a mayor's
court, a court of hustings, and of assizes and
monthly courts for the co. Corp. rev. 3000^. It

sends 2 meins. to H. of C. for the city, reg. electors

(1864) 2985 ; and 2 mems. for the university. In
this year, 1864, there are 3891 mems. of convoca-
tion in the university, with whom the election of
its M.P.'s rests. It is the place of election for mem-
bers for the CO.—The University of Oxfoku
consists of 19 colleges and 5 halls, as follow:

—

Univer&lty college, reputed to have been founded
in 872, revived in 1249 ; Baliol, founded between
1263 and 1268, and of which Wickliffe was once
master; Mertoti, founded at Maiden in Surrey,
in 1264, and removed to Oxford in 1274; Exeter,

founded 1314; Orid, dating from 1326; Queens,
founded in 1340, and the buildings of which are
among the finest in the city ; New college, 1386,
with the most gorgeous and elegant chapel in

the university ; Lincoln, founded in 1427 ; All
Souls', 1437, with a noble hall, and a library of

40,000 vols. ; Magdalen, 1466, at the entrance of

the city from London, with fine Gothic architec-

ture, and a hall that has been the banqueting-
room of many English sovereigns ; Brasen-Nose,
founded 1509; Corpus Christi, 1516; Christ-Churcfi,

originally founded by Cardinal Wolsey in 1525,
and with by far the most extensive buildings
and grounds belonging to any of the colleges, a
W. front 382 feet in length, a tower, containing
the "Great Tom," a bell weighing 17,000 lbs.,

a magnificent hall, picture gallery, librarj', etc.

;

Trinity, founded in 1554; iSt John's, 1557, with
handsome buildings in the N. part of the city

;

Jesus, founded 1571; Wadkani, 1613; Pemhi-oke^

1620; Worcester college, 1714; and St Mary's,
New Inn, St Alban, Magdalen, St Edmund's
hall, and 1 private hall. Total members in 1864^

6754. The university is governed by its own
statutes, administered by a chancellor, a resident

vice-chancellor, who is magistrate for Oxford,
and the cos. of Oxford and Berks, two proctors,

and subordinate officers. The corporate busi-

ness is conducted by the house of congregation,

composed of certain ofBcial persons and all those
members of convocation who have resided 20
weeks, during the year ending September 1st,

within a mile and a half of Carfax, and by the
House of Convocation, consisting of all masters
of arts and all doctors of the three superior fa-

culties who have their names upon the books of

some college or hall. Public professorships are
of royal or private endowment, and in all there
are forty-one. The fellowships and scholar-

ships of some colleges are by the wills of their

founders given to students born in certain coun-
ties, or educated at certain schools, but in
many they are quite open to competition. Most
of the colleges have exhibitions, with stipends

from publicbodies elsewhere, andat Christ-Church
there is a body of servitors similar to the sizars

of Cambridge. Total revenues of the university

estimated at 457,490/. University college claims

to have been founded by Alfred the Great. It

is certain that Oxford was a seat of learning as

early as the time of Edward the Confessor. It

was a principal residence of numerous Saxon,
Danish, and Norman monarchs. In the civil

war, Oxford sustained a siege in favour of King
Charles i. The university has sent 2 members
to House of Commons since the time of James i.

The first recorded member is " Thomas do Soly.

in 23d year of Edward i."

Oxford, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

the W. part of Maine, cap. Paris. Area 1876 sq.

m., comprising many lakes. P. (1860) 36,698.

—

Also several townships.—I. Maine, co. Oxford,
50 ra. S.W. Augusta.—II. Massachusetts, 43 m.
W.S.AV. Boston.—III. Connecticut, 32 m. S.W.
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Hartford.—IV. New York, 8 m. S.W. Norwich.
—V. New Jersey, co. Warren, on the Delaware.
—VI. Pennsylvania, co. Philadelphia, on the

Delaware.— VII. Ohio, 91 m. W.8.W. Columbus.
It is the seat of Miami university.

Oxfordshire, a central co. of England, hav-
ing E. the CO. Bucks, N. Warwick and Northamp-
ton, W. Gloucestershire, and S. Berks, from
which it is wholly separated by the Thames.
Shape extremely irregular. Area 756 sq. m., or

472,717 ac, of which upwards of 400,000 are under
cultivation. P. (1861) 170,944. Surface mostly
level or undulating, except in the S., where it is

traversed by the Chilteni hills. Soil in the N.
a fertile loam, elsewhere gravelly or thin, and on
a limestone subsoil. Principal rivers, the Thame,
Cherwell, Windrush, and Evenlode, affls. of the

Thames. Parts of the co. are well wooded. Bar-
ley, wheat, and turnips are the main crops.

Dairy produce of excellent quality. Stock of

sheep large, especially on the Ghiltem range.

Minerals of no importance. Manufs. of lace,

gloves, and blankets. The Oxford Canal, 91 m.
in length, traverses the co. from N. to S., con-
necting the Thames with the Coventry Canal,
and through it with the Mersey, Severn, and
Trent, and a branch of the Great Western Rail-

way extends in the same direction. The co. is

divided into 14 hundreds and 203 pas., mostly in

diocese and circuit of Oxford. Principal towns,
Oxford, Banbury, Woodstock, and Henley. The
CO. sends 3 members to House of Commons, and
6 are sent by its bors. and university. Beg. co.

electors (1864) 6060. The aboriginal iuhabitants
of this CO., the Dobuni, are said to have wel-
comed their Roman conquerors, and always to

have lived contentedly under them. Roman re-

mains are numerous in the county.
OxHEY, a hamlet, Engl., co. and 20 m. W.S.W.

Hertford, pas. Watford and Cashiobury. P. 733.

OxHiLL, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 4 m.
S.S.W. Kineton. Ac. 1688. P. 373.

OxiA, one of the smaller Ionian isls., off Cape
Skropha, Acamania. Length 4 m., breadth 1^ m.
OxLEY, a CO. of New South Wales, post dist.

of Wellington, between the Macquarrie river and
the Bogan, N. from Narromine. Ac. 1,200,000.

Lat. 32° S. ; Ion. 147° 30' W.
OxNA, one of the Shetland islands, Scotland,

pa. Tingwall, 4 m. S.W. Scalloway, 3 m. in cir-

cumference. P. 29.

OxNAM (formerly OxenharrCy, a pa. of Scotland,
CO. Roxburgh, adjoining Jedburgh. Ac. 21,223,
mostly mountainous. P. 627.

OxNEAD, a pa. of England, co, Norfolk, 3 m.
S.E. Aylesham. Ac. 644. P. 57.

OxNET, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4J m. N.E.
Dover. Ac. 313. P. 12.

OxoMEKiA, a marit. town on the W. shore of the
isl. of Tinos, Grecian Archipelago. P. 2000.
OxTEAD, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 2J m.

E.N.E. Godstone. Ac. 3627. P. 1074.

OxTON, a vill. of Scotland. [Channel Kirk.]
OxTON, a pa. of Engl., co. Notts, 5 m. W.S.W.

Southwell. Ac. 3580. P. 738.—II. a township,
CO. Chester, pa. Woodchurch, 6J m. N.N.E. Great
Neston. Ac. 802. P. 2670.
Oxus Amoo or Jihoon, one of the great rivers

of Central Asia, independent Turkestan, rises in
a lake, the Sir-i-kol, the most elevated in the
world, in the table-land of Pamir, in lat. 37° 27'

N., Ion. 74° E., and 15,600 feet above the sea,

flows mostly N.W. through the dominions of
Kanduz, Bokhara, and Khiva, and enters the Sea

of Aral on its S. side by numerous mouths, in

lat. 43° 80' N., Ion. 68° to 59° E. Total course
estimated at 1300 m. It receives some consider-
able affls., and the towns Issar, Hazrat, Imam,
Koongrad, and Termez, are on its banks, but for

the most part it traverses a sandy and unpro-
ductive region. It formed the N. limit of the
dominions of Cyrus and Alexander the Great.
OxwiCH, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamorgan,

11^ m. W.S.W. Swansea. Ac. 1602. P. 328.

OxwiCK, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
S.W. Fakenham. Ac. 719. P. 66.

Oyapok, a river of South America, separating
French Guiana from Brazil, joins the Atlantic
by an estuary 18 m. across, 70 m. S.E. Cayenne,
after a N.E. course of 180 m., for the last 30 miles
of which it is navigable. On it, 25 m. from the
sea, is the village Oyapok or St Louis.
Oyarzun, a town of Spain, prov. Guipuzcoa, 7

m. S.E. St Sebastian, at the foot of a mountain
near the river Oyarzun. P. 3238.

Oye, a coram, and vill. of France, dep. Pas-de-
Calais, 18 m. N.N.W. St Omer. P. 1867.—IL a
comm., dep. Sa6ne-et-Loire. P. 982.

Oykill, a river of Scotland, rises on Ben More,
Assjnt, CO. Sutherland, and flows E.ward into

the Firth of Dornoch, after a course of 32 m.,

separating the cos. of Sutherland and Ross.
Principal affluents the Cassley, Shin, and Carron.
Oyne, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, disb

Garioch, 6 m. N. Monymusk. Ac. 11,000. P. 1127.

Oyonnax, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Ain, cap. cant., 8 m. N.E. Nantua. P. 3501.

Oyster Bay, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, Long Island. P. 6900. It

is a pleasant summer resort, and has constant

steam communication with New York.
Oyster Bay, Tasmania, is on the W. coast of

the island, lat. 42° 40' S., Ion. 148° 2' 'E.—Oytter
Harbour, S.W. Australia, is an inlet of King
George Sound, 3 m. N.E. Albany.
Oyster Island, Ireland, Connaught, co. and 4

m. W.N.W. Sligo, in Sligo Bay, li furlong from
the nearest part of the mainland. It has a beacon,

& the two lighthouses of Sligo port. Ac. 32. P. 19.

Oystermouth, a pa. of South Wales, co. Gla-
morgan, 5 m. S.S.W. Swansea, with which it is

connected by railway. Ac. 5194. P. 2460,

. Ozark, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

the S. part of Missouri, on the borders of Arkan-
sas. Area about 16,000 sq. m. Cap. Rockbridge.
It is drained by the forks of the White River.

Surface hilly, and covered by very extensive

forests of yellow pine. Soil fertile in the valleys.

P. 2404 free, 43 slaves,

Ozark Mountains, a chain of the U, S., North
America, extending N.E. and S.W. between the

Arkansas and Missouri rivers, in the states of

Missouri and Arkansas.
Ozaukee, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Wisconsin. P. (1860) 15,682.

Ozieri, a town of the island Sardinia, cap. circ.,

prov. and 29 m. E.S.E. Sassari. P. 7143. It has

three convents, and a Jesuit college.

OzLEWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,

2 m, E. Wotton-under-Edge. Ac. 1114. P. 130.

OzoLLES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, arr. and cant. Charolles. P. 1206.

OzoRA, a vill. of Hungary, co. Tolna, on the

Sio, 30 m. S. Stuhlweissenburg. P. 3406.

Ozorkov, a town of Poland, gov. and 76 m.

W.S.W. Warsaw, on the Bzura. P. 5100.

OzzANO, a town of North Italy, prov. and circ.

Bologna, near the Emilian Way. P. 3470.
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Pa, two towns of China.—I. prov. Se-chuen,

cap. diet., near lat. 31° 50' N., Ion. 106" 60' E.—
II. (Pa Choo), prov. Chi-li, cap. dist., 50 m. S.

Peking.

—

Pa or Borthang is a town, E. Tibet, on
the Upper Yang-tse, lat. 29° N., Ion. 99° E.
Paakl. [Cai'e Uolony.J
Pabbay, three islets of the Hebrides, Scotland,

CO. Inverness.—I. pa. and at the N.W. Sound of

Harris, 3^ m. N. Bernera; length 2| m., breadth \\
m. P. 21. It has a peak 1000 ft. in height.—II.
6^ m. S. Barra, divided from Sanderay by Pabbay
Sound. Length and breadth about 1^ m. P. 14.

—III. in Broadford Bay, Isle of Skye. P. 6.

Pacajaz or Pacaya, a river of Brazil, prov.

Para, joins the estuary S. of the island Marajo
and W. Oeiras, after a N. course of 190 miles.

Pacajes, a town of Bolivia, dep. and 100 m.
S.S.E. La Paz, on an affl. of the Desaguadero.

—

The Sierra de Pacajes, connecting the Cordilleras

of the Andes, rises to 16,100 feet above the sea.

Pacaraima (Sierra), a low mountain chain of

( South America, extending for about 200 m. from
W. to E., in lat. 4° N., and between Ion. 60° and
63° W., separating the basin of the Orinoco from
that of the Eio Branco, and Venezuelan Guiana
from Brazil.

—

Mount Pacaraima is an isolated

mountain of Brazil, near the Parim^ River, lat.

3° 38' N., Ion. 63° 8' W.
PACAUDiiRE (La), a comm. & town of France,

dep. Loire, 13 m. N.W. Eoanne. P. 1994.

Pac£, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ule-
et-Vilaine, IJ m. N.W. Eennes. P. 2622.

Paceco, a town of the island Sicily, prov. and
4 m. S.E. Trapani, cap. cant. P. 4303.

Pacentro, a market town of South Italy, prov.
Aquila, 4 m. E. Sulmona. P. 3781.

JpACHACAMC, a vill. of Peru, dep. and 18 m.
S.E. Lima, with a ruined temple, from which im-
mense treasure was taken by Pizzaro. Opposite
the coast here are the islands of Pachacamac.
Pacheco, a modem town of Spain, prov. and

18 m. S.E. Murcia. P. 5180.

Pachete, a district of British India, presid.

Bengal, between lat. 22° 66' and 23° 54' N., Ion.

85° 46' and 87° 10' E. Area 4792 sq. m. No
population returns. Surface diversified between

i

hill and dale, the former covered with forest and
jungle, and the latter yielding rice and other
crops. Coal and iron are found. Principal

I
rivers, the Damooda, Subunrika, Cossye, and

j
other minor streams. It is traversed by several

important routes.

Pachete, a town of British India, presid. Ben-
gal, prov. Bahar, 9 m. N.E. Eogonatpoor.
Pachino, a vill. of Sicily, prov. circ and 12

m. S. Noto, 4 m. N.W. C. Passaro (anc. Pachy-
(lum), whence its name. P. 4933. It has a tunny

Paohuca, a town of Mexico, dep. and 50 m.
iN.N.E. Mexico, on the route to Tampico. Near
it are silver mines, formerly of high importance.
—The Pachucaca, river Peru, dep. Cuzco, rises

in Lake Pachucaca, Andes, and joins the Apuri-
mac, after a N. course of 130 miles.

Pacific Ocean, a vast watery expanse extend-
ing from the Arctic to the Antarctic circle,

through 126° of latitude, and between America
^r>n the E., and Asia, Malaysia, and Australia on
the W. In its widest part, at the equator, it is

10,000 m. across ; it narrows especially toward
the N., where it communicates with the Arctic

Ocean by Behring Strait ; and is computed at up-
wards of 70,000,000 sq. m., or more than all the
dry land on the globe. Its coast line on the Ame-
rican side, though generally bold, is very little

broken by inlets ; on the Asiatic side it is very
irregular; and the Celebes, China, and Yellow
Seas, with the Seas of Japan, Okhotsk, and
Kamtchatka, are the principal inlets of the Paci-
fic. It is studded with a great number of island

groups, the principal of which, proceeding from
W. to is., are the Ladrones, Carolines, Solomon,
New Hebrides, Gilbert, Marshall, Viti, Friendly,

Navigators, Society, Sandwich, Low, Marquesas,
and Galapagos islands, and New Zealand: be-
sides a vast multitude of solitary islands, reefs,

and sandbanks. The great equatorial current of

this ocean originates in the Antarctic drift cur-
rent, which flows N. along the shores of South
America, and then W. through the Pacific, where
it occupies the entire space between the tropics.

Strong land currents sweep round the shores of

E. Australia and Japan. The N.E. trade wind
prevails uninterruptedly between lat. 5° and 23°

N. ; the S.E. trade wind commonly blows from
the equator to lat, 26° S. ; between them is the
region of calms, extending over 6°, and varying
in position according to the season. • Greatest
equatorial temperature of Pacific 88°*6 Fahr. In
lat. 66° 26', the temperature of the sea through-
out its depth is 39°'5 Fahr. This ocean became
first known to Europeans in 1513 ; it received its

name from Magalhaens, who sailed across it in

1621. In the 18th century its different parts

were explored by Behring, Anson, Byron, Bou-
gainville, Cook, Vancouver, Broughton, and La
Perouse ; in the present century by D'Entre-
casteaux, Krusenstem, Beechey, Fitzroy, D'Ur-
ville, Wilkes, Sir James Eoss, and others.

Packington, several pas. of England.—I. cos.

Leicester and Derby, If m. S.E. Ashby-de-la-
Zouch. Ac. 2360. P. 1190.—II. {Great), co.

Warwick, 4 m. S.S.E. Coleshill. Area 2461.

P. 336.—III. {LiUle), same co., 3 J m. S.S.E. Coles-

hUl. Ac. 1110. P. 124.

Packwood, a pa. of Engl., co. Warwick, 43 m.
N.N.E. Henley-in-Arden. Ac. 1656. P. 292.

Pactolus, a river of Asia Minor, Anatolia,

joins the Hermus 60 m. E. Smyrna, and was an-
ciently famous for the gold found in its sands.

Pacy-sur-Eure, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Euro, cap. cant., on the Eure, 10 m.
E. Evreux. P. 1723.

Padang, a Dutch settlement of Sumatra, on its

W. coast, 1 m. from the sea, lat 0° 48' S., Ion.

100° 20' E. Off the coast are the rocky Padang
Islands.

Padbury, a pa. of England, co. and 2J m.
S.S.E. Buckingham. Ac. 1900. P. 650.

Paddington, a suburb and municipality of

Sydney, New South Wales. P. (1861) 2692.

Paddington, a pa. of England, co. MiddlesfX,

forming a N.W. suburb of London, 3.^ m. W.N.W.
St Paul's. Ac. 1245, for the most part laid out in

streets. P. (1861) 76,784. It contains a new and
elegant quarter of the metropolis, and the ter-

minus of the Great Western Eailway.
Paddlesworth, a pa. of England, co. Kent,

3i m. N.N.W. Folkestone. Ac. 349. P. 57-

Paderbokn, a town of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. and 41 m. S. Minden, cap. circ, on the rail-

way from Berlin to the lihiuo. P. (18G4) 11,1)31
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It fs the seat of a bishopric erected by Charle-

magne, and has a gymnasium.
Padfield, a township of England, co. Derby,

pa. Glossop, 10 m. N»N.W. Chapel-en-le-Frith.

P. 1619.

Pauihaji, a tnshp. of England, co. Lancaster,

Si m. W.N.W. Buruley. Ac. 1917. P. 5911.

Padria, a vill. of the isl. Sardinia, prov. Sas-
Bari, 20 m. S.E. Alghero. P. with comm. 1682.

Padrox, Iria Flavin^ a town of Spain, prov.

Coruna, 19 m. S.S.W. Santiago, on the Sar. P.
6090. It has a collegiate church, and is greatly

resorted to in pilgrimage by Eoman Catholics.

Padshahganj, a vill. of British India, prov.

Oude, dist. and 2 m. S. of Sultanpoor, in lat. 26°
18' N., Ion. 81° 59' E. P. 300.

Padstow (corrupted from Patuck Stowe), a sea-

port mkt town & pa. of England, co. Cornwall, on
the Camel, at its mouth in St George Channel, 29
m. N.N.E. Falmouth. It is 232 ft. above the sea.

Ac. of pa. 3864. P. 2489. Imports iron and coal

;

exports tin, slates, and sand. Vessels belonging
to the port 71 ; tons 10,147. The harbour affords

good shelter, and has 13 to 18 feet at spring ebbs.

Customs rev. (1862) 190;. Exports (1862) 549/.

Padua f^Ital. Padova, anc. Pataviumy, a forti-

fl(;d city oi N. Italy, Venetia, cap. deleg., gov.
and 22 m. W. Venice, on the Bacchiglione, and
on railway to Vicenza. Lat. of observatory 45°

'M' 3" N., Ion. 11° 52' 48" E. P. (1862) 103,448.
It is of a triangular form, surrounded by walls
and fosses, entered by seven gates. Chief ob-
jects of interest, the vast place called Prato-
della- Valle, where a fair is held, and which con-
tains an island, encircled by a canal, the banks of

which are decorated by numerous statues ; a ca-

thedral, church of St Antoine, the university del

Bo, Palazzo della Ragione, botanic garden, gymna-
sium, ecclesiastical seminary, observatory, cabinet
of natural history, and a libmry of 100,000 vols.

The celebrated university of Padua, founded 13th
cent., had in former times students from every
part of Europe; among these were Tasso and
Columbus. It is the birthplace of Titus Livius,
and of the traveller Belzoni. Manufactures silks,

ribbons, and cloth. Padua, anciently the most
important town of Venetia, was sacked by Alaric
and by Attila, It came under the power of the
Venetians in 1405. Under theFrench it was cap. of
the dep. of the Brenta, P. ofprov. (1862) 304,732.
Paducah, a town of the U. S., North America,

Kentucky, on the Ohio, near the entrance of the
Tennessee. P. 3600.
Padui, a town of Spain, prov. and 10 m. S S.W.

Granada, on S. of the Sierra-Nevada. P. 2700.
Padula (Consilinum), a town of South Italy,

prov. and 54 m. S.E. Salerno. P. 6947.—II. a
market town, prov. and 11 m. W. Teramo.
Paduli, a town of South Italy, prov. Bene-

vento, cap. cant., 11 m. W. Ariano. P. 3569. It
has a baronial palace and hospital.—II. Cosenza,
circ. Kossano. P. 1619.
Padworth, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 8 m.

W.S.W. Eeading. Ac. 1175. P. 298.
P^JJ.KNE (Lake), Finland, is between lat. 61°

and 62° 27' N., Ion. 25° and 25° 50' E. ; length
90 m., breadth 20 miles.

P.BSANA, a town of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
13 m. W.N.W. Saluzzo, on rt. b. of the Po, cap.
mand. P. 6403.
Paestum, an anc. city, S. Italy, prov. Salerno,

surrounded by massive walls, and containing
ruins of an amphitheatre and magnificent temples.
Pagani, a town of South Itah', prov. and circ.

Salerno. P. 8000.
Pagaxico, several small towns of Italy.—I.

South Italy, cap. cant, prov. and 5 m. E. Aquila.
P. 4258.—II. same prov., 11 m. N.N.W. Aquila.

—III. Central Italy, prov. and 28 m. S. Siena,

on the Ombrone. P. 1600.

—

Pagano is a vill. of

Northern Italy, Venetia, prov. and 19 m. W.N.AV
Treviso. P. 1680.

Page, two cos. of the U. S., North America.

—

I. N.E. of Virginia. Area 185 sq. m. P. 7259 free,

850 slaves.—II. Iowa. P. 4419.

Pageas, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute Vienne, cant. Chains. P. 1522.

Pagham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 5 m.
S.S.E. Chichester. Ac. 4376. P. 988. A marshy
inlet of the English Channel here forms a harbour
for vessels of 40 tons.

Pagham Mew, a decayed town of Burma.
India, 99 m. W.S.W. Ava. It is celebrated for its

numerous splendid temples, to count which is

among the proverbial impossibilities of the Bur-
mese. Lat. 21° 7' N., Ion. 94° 42' E.
Paglesham, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4 m,

E.N.E. Eochford. Ac. 1828. P. 474.

Paglia, a river of Central Italy, rises in the

prov. Siena, Tuscany, and after a S.E. course of

30 m. joins the Tiber at Orvieto.

Paglieta, a town of South Italy, prov. and
20 m. S.E. Chieti, cap. cant. P. 4246.

Pagny-sur-Moselle, a comm. and vilL of

France, dep. Meurthe, on rail, to Metz. P. 1048.

Pago, an island of Austria, Dalmatia, circ.

Zara, in the Adriatic, separated from the Croa-
tian mainland by the Morlacca Channel, 2 to 3
m. across. Shape very irregtdar ; length 37 m.,

breadth 6 m. Area 106 sq. m. P. 4600. Near
its centre is the lake or inlet Zascha. Surface
arid, but it exports wine and salt. Inhabitants

mostly of Slavonic descent.—II. the chief town
of this island on Lake Zascha, near the E. coast.

P. 2000.—III. a town of South Italy, prov. Avel-
lino, 12 m. N.W. Ariano. P. 2158.

Pahang, a state of the Malay peninsula, ex-

tending along its E. coast mostly between lat 2'

and 4° N., Ion. 103° and 104° E. Estimated pop.

50,000, mostly Malays and Chinese. Products
gold and tin, exported to Singapore. Imports
thence and from Malacca, opium, silk, rice,

tobacco, salt, cloths, iron wares, and agricultural

implements. Principal towns, Pahang, Kuantan,
and Undowe

—

Pahang, the cap., is on both sides

of a broad and shallow river, which divides the
Malay and Chinese quarters, 5 m. from its mouth.
Lat 3° 34' N. ; Ion. 103° 24' E.

Paharpoor, a considerable town of Afghanis-
tan, dist. Daman, on rt. b. of the Indus, 22 m. N.
Dera Ismael Khan, and scarcely less in size.

Lat. 32° 8' N. ; Ion. 79° 41' E.
Pahlunpore, a petty state of British India,

presid. Bombay, between lat. 23° 57' & 24° 41' N.,

Ion. 71° 51' and 72° 45' E. P. 130,000, one-seventh
of whom are Mussulmans, the remainder Hin-
doos. Surface undulating. Area 1850 sq. m.
In the N. and W. soil light and sandy, yields one
crop per year. In the S. and W. soU rich, yield-

ing three yearly crops. Principal products, wheat
rice, and sugar. 'There are four seasons, viz.,

two hot, a rainy, and a cold. Principal rivers,

the Bunass, Surruswuttee, Numrodakee, & other

small streams. Annual revenue 2,98,838 rupees.

Tribute to the Guicowar 50,000 rupees.

Pahlunpore, a walled town of British India,

Guzerat cap. of state of same name, in lat 24' 12'

N., Ion. 72' 23' E. P. 30,000.

Pailhar&s, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ardfeche, an-. Tournon, cant. St F^icien. P. 1575.

Paillescourt, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Nord, arr. and cant Cambrai. P. 1274.

I
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Paii.ton, a hamlet of Engl., co. Warwick, pa.

M-.nks-Kirby, 5 ni. N.N.W. Kugby. P. 704.

I'AiMBtEUF, a comm. and town of France, cap.

in-., dep. Loire-Infdrieure, 21 m. W. Nantes, on
. b of the Loire, near its mouth. P. 3509. It has

ii imfs. of marine stores.

I'.viMOGO, amkt. town of Spain, prov. & 42 m.
N'.X.W. Huelva, on the route to Sevilla. P. 2310.

I'AiMPOL, a comm. and marit. town of France,

l.p. G6tes-du-Nord, 22 m. N.W. St Brieuc, cap.

•;iat., on the English Channel. P. 2116.

Paimpost, a comm. and town of France, dep.

!lo-et-Vilaine, 12 m. S.W. Montfort. P. 3387.

Paingtox, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6J m.
:. Totness. Ac. 5092. P. 3090.

Painsville, a vill. of the TJ. S., N. America,
)hio, cap. CO. Erie, on Lake Erie, 28 m. N.E.
Cleveland. P. 3128. It is connected with Fair-
" 'rt by railway.

Paisswick, a market town and pa. of England,
and 6 m. S.S.E. Glo'ster. Ac. of pa. 5815.

'. 3229. The town, crowned by the ancient
;oman camp of Kimshury, has manufactures of

voollen cloths.

Paint, numerous townships of the U. S., North
America, in state Ohio.—I. Highland co.—II.

lolmcs CO.—III. Fayette co.—IV. Koss co.—V.
ndiana State, Wayne county.

Paintkd Post, a vill., U. S., North America,
'lew York, at the confl. of the Conhocton and
Tioga, on the New York and Erie Railway, and
7(3 m. W.S.W. Albany. Pop. about 700. It

las a mineral spring of some celebrity in its

ioinity.— 11. a township, co. Steuben, 18 m.
;!.S.E. Bath. P. 4372.

\
Paisley, a pari, and munic. bor., manuf. town,

j

nd pa. of Scotland, co. Renfrew, on both sides

1 f the White Cart, crossed by 3 bridges, and on

I

lie Glasgow and South-Western and Greenock
tailways, from which there is a branch to Ren-
Pew, 7 m. W.S.W. Glasgow. Ac. of pa. 16,160. P.

1861) 61,229. Ac. of pari, bor., including part of 2

I

as., 3520. P. (186n 47,419. It is partly situated

n an eminence, altitude 46 feet, and is plenti-

iilly supplied with water. It has numerous
hurches and chapels, of which the old collegiate

bbey church is the most striking; an educa-
ional institution, a government school of art,

grammar school, a philosophical institution,

oiinty buildings, gaol, barracks, reformatory &
igged schools, poor-houses, and infirmary. The
'art is navigable to Paisley for vessels of 80
ins, and joins the Clyde 3 mUes below the
3wn. The Glasgow, Paisley, and Johnstone
ianal passes the town. Principal manufs. are
lose of silk and other shawls, silks, muslins,
itton thread, and ornamental or fancy goods,
'I' the delicacy and beauty of which Paisley
as been long famous. There are besides,

|3veral iron foundries, tanneries, breweries, dis-

^

lleries, soap works, starch works, and extensive
leachfields. Markets, Thursday. Co., sheriff

1 commissary courts are held here. Corp.
. about 3000?. The bor. sends 1 mem. to H.

1 0. In the vicinity of the town, coal, iron-
i>ue, fire and potter's clay, are raised. The
itu Professor Wilson, Alexander Wilson, the
iiiorican ornithologist, and Robert Tannahill,
' poet, were born here. The town occupies

site of the Roman station Vanduaria.
AKA (Neu), a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

uichow, 67 m. N.E. Prague. P. 2300.
1'akf.field, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2

J

!• -S.S.W. Lowestoft. Ac. 771. P. 768.
Pakenham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6 m.
N.E. St Edmuud's-Bury. Ac. 3696. P. 1130.

Pak-Nam, a fortified town of Siam, Asia, on
the Menani, about 4 m. from its mouth, in the
Gulf of Siam, 20 m. S.E. Bang-kok. P. 6000.
Pakosc, a small town of Prussian Poland,

prov. Posen, gov. and 23 m. S. Bromberg. P. 900.
Pakrac, a market town of Austria, Slavonia,

CO. and 23 m. W.N.W. Poschega, on an affl. of the
Save. P. 1200. It is the see of a Greek bishop.
Pakrajanty, a mkt. town of Russian Poland,

gov. and 119 m. N.W. Vilna. P. 1650.
Paks, a market town of Hungary, co. Tolna,

62 ra. S. Buda, ou the Danube. P. 8700. It
has Roman Catholic and Lutheran churches.

Pal, de Chalan^on (St), a comm. and market
town of France, dep. H. Loire, 16 m. N.N.W.
Yssingeaux. P. 2541 St Pal de Mons is a
comm. and vill., same dep., 10 m. N.E. Yssin-
geaux. P. 1898.

Palacios (Los), a town of Spain, prov. and 12
ni. S. Sevilla. P. 1835.

Pal^a and Pal^o are Greek terms signifying
old, and applied to numerous sites and places iu
the East.

—

Palxa Achaia is the name of the re-
mains of the ancient Dyme^ Greece, Morea, gov.
Achaia, 18 m. S.W. Patras, on the S. side of its

gulf.

—

Palseocastro, the remains of two anc. towns,
in Acarnania, near -iEtos, and in Phocis.—The
GulfofPalseocastro is an inlet on the E. coast of
Crete.

—

Palxopolis, the remains of the anc. Elii,

Morea, 8J m. E.S.E. Gastuni.—II. the remains
of the auc. Gythium, Maina, N. Marathonisi, and
comprising a theatre and some Roman baths.

—

Palteovouni is a modem name of Mount Helicon.
Palafurgell, a town of Spain, prov. and 20 m.

E.S.E. Gerona, near the Mediterranean. P. 3731.
Palagiano, a comm. and vill. of South Italy,

prov. Lecce, circ. Taranto. P. 4392.

Palagonia, a market town of the island Sicily,

prov. and 20 m. S.W. Catania. P. 4904.

Palais (Le), a comm. and seaport town of

France, dep. Morbihan, cap. cant., on the N.
sideof the island Belleisle. P. 4896. It has a small
port, defended by a citadel, and an active trade
in salt and fish.

Palais (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Basses-Pyr^ndes, cap. cant. P. 1679.

Palaiseau, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Seine-et-Oise, 11m. S.S.W. Paris. P. 1912.

Palaja, a comm. and town of Central Italy,

prov. and circ. Pisa, in the Valley d'Era. P.
of comm. 9035.

Palamos, a fortified maritime town of Spain,

prov. and 17 m. S.E. Gerona. P. 2000.

Palamow, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, between mountains containing coal and
iron, dist. and 88 m. W.N.W. Ramghur.

Palasiow, a dist. of British India, presid. Ben-
gal, between lat. 23° 12' and 24° 22' N., Ion. 83''

18' and 84° 31' E. Area 3468 sq. m. P., with that

of Chota Nagpore, 482,000. The country has been
little explored. Chief river the Koel, but there

are many torrents. Minerals comprise iron ore,

and there are extensive coal-fields. The soil

yields resin & dye-stuffs ; the lac insect abounds,
and bees are plentiful, producing good honey.
Wild animals, snakes, and reptiles are plentiful.

Palancia, a river of Spain, Valencia, rises

about 4 m. W. Bexis, flows past Xerica and
Segorbe, and after a S.E. course of 45 m. enters

the Mediterranean 4 m. E. Murviedro.
Palanka (New, German, & Old), three con-

tiguous vills. of S. Hungary, co. and 12 m. S.W.
Bacs, on 1. b. of the Danube, with Roman Catho-
lic and Greek churches. United pop. 6697.

Palar, a river of India, rising in Mysore, in

lat. 13° 20' N., Ion. 78° 2' E., flows through the
3p
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dists. Arcot and Chingleput (Madras presid.),

and enters the Bay of Bengal 42 m. S.W. Madras,
after a course of 220 m. li separates the dists.

North and South Arcot
Palata, a town of South Italy, prov. Campo-

basso, circ. Larino. P. 2950.

Palatinate (Germ. PfalzX an old division of

Grermany, consisting of—I. Lower Palatinate or

Palatinate of the Khine. Chief towns, Mann-
heim, Heidelberg, Simmem, and Deux Ponts.

—

II. Upper Palatinate, in the N. of Bavaria. The
whole of the upper and part of the lower portion

is now incorporated with Bavaria. Area 2293
sq. m. P. (1861) 608,069. The remainder is

divided between the states of Bhenish Prussia,

Baden, and Hessen-Darmstadt.
Palatixk, a township of the U. S., North

America, New York, 48 m. W.N.W. Albany.
Palawan or Paragua, an island of Malaysia,

between Borneo and the Philippine isls., in lat.

8° 37' and 11° 30' N., Ion. 119° and 119° 30' E.,

separating the China and Sulu Seas, and having
S. Balabac Strait. Length, N.E. to S.W., about
260 m., average breadth 20 m. Surface moun-
tainous in the interior, coasts flat, but it has been
little explored. Cowries and gold, ebony and
other fine woods, are among its products.
Palazzo, a town of South Italv, prov. Potenza,

circ. and 17 m. E.S.E. Melfi. P." 6880.

Palazzo-ADRiANO, a town of Sicily, prov. Pa-
lermo, dist. and 12 m. S.S.E. Corleone. P. 4988.
Palazzuolo, several towns of Italy.—I. island

Sicily, prov. and 13 m. N.W. Noto. P. 8987.
Near it are the remains of the anc. Acrte.—II.

North Italy, prov. Brescia, on the Oglio, 5 m.
N.W. Chiari. P, 3878.—III. a coram, and vUl.

of Central Italy, prov. and circ. Florence. P.
3615.—IV. a vill. of South Italy, prov. Caserto,
circ. Sora. P. 2198.

Paldeo, a state of India, Bundelcund, in lat.

25° 6' N., Ion. 80' 51' E. Area 28 sq.m. P. 3500.
Annual revenue, 1000/. Army 100 men.
Paxembang, a town of Sumatra, Netherlands,

E. Indies, cap. prov. of same name, ia its E. part,

extending 3 m. along both sides of the river Musi,
here 400 yards across, 50 m. from its mouth in

Banca Strait. P. 25,000, partly inhabiting houses
raised on posts, and partly living on rafts moored
in the river. It has a sultan's palace, and dwell-
ings 01 Arab and Chinese merchants, and its

port is one of the best in Malaysia. An active
trade is carried on here with Java, Malacca,
Penang, and Rhio. Coal was discovered near it

in 1848. Pop. of residency (1864) 527,056.

Palena, a market town of South Italy, prov.
and 21 m. S.S.W. Lanciano, cap. circ. Manufs.
woollens. P. (1861) 3892.

Palencia, Falentia, a city of Spain, cap. prov.
of same name, 118 m. N.W. Madrid, on the Car-
lion, affl. of the Pisuerga. P. 11,470. Area of prov.
3123 sq. m. P. (1857) 185,970. It is a bishop's see,

has a Gothic cathedral, and manufs. of woollens.
Palenque, a vill. of Mexico, state Chiapas,

100 m. E.N.K Ciudad-Eeal, about 7 m. S.W. of

which are some of the most extensive and magni-
ficent ruins in Central America.
Palenzdela, a town of Spain, prov. Palencia,

OD the Orianza, 26 m. S.W. Burgos. P. 1562.
Palermo, I'anormus, a fortified city, cap. prov.,

& of isl. Sicily, with a port on N. side, on a slope of
its bay, in a rich valley. Lat of lighthouse 38° 8'

2" N., Ion. 13° 22' 2" E. P. (1862) 167,625. The
climate of Palermo is one of the most delightful in
Em ope. EaiL opened to Bagaria (1863) ; the first

made in Sicily. Mean temp, of year 64°*4, win-
ter 62°-6, summer 74°-4 Fahr. Kainfall 22 in.

It is built in the form of an amphitheatre,
facing the sea, and enclosed bj' an old wall,

with fifteen gates. Next the sea is the strong
fort of Castell'-a-Mare. The city has a cathe-
dral, royal palace, observatory, archbishop's, and
many other palaces, large squares, 64 churches
and convents, a town hall, royal palace of

finance, lottery oflSce, library of the commune,
with 75,000 vols., a public gai'deu, a pictun
gallery, and 6 theatres. The port is enclosec
by a mole terminated by a lighthouse and a bat-

tery ; a second interior poi"t is reserved for th<

marine. Palermo is the residence of the miUtar}
commandant of the island, and has an arsenal and
ship-building yards. Its university, foundei

1806, with a library of 40,000 vols., was, till I860,

under the Jesuits. Here are a promenade, ex-
tending along the shore, a botanic garden, aii('

numerous learned societies. Chief benevoleni
institutions, a royal and a foundling hospital.

Manufs., cotton goods, straw hats, silk glovee
chemical products, and paper ; and it has an ex^

tensive export and imjwrt trade. In a vaUe;
near it grow the finest lemons in Europe, aO'l

the essence of lemon is made here. Founded hj.

the Phoenicians, Palermo became the cap. of thi

Carthaginian possessions in Sicily. It was take i

by the Romans 250 b.c ; it was afterwards ca]'.

of the Saracen states in the island. The Nonnau^
took it in 1072. It 1282 it was the scene oi tlie

massacre called the " Sicilian Vespers." The
court of Naples resided here from 1806 to 1810.

On the 27 th May 1860, Garibaldi, by a coup de

main, attacked and took the city.

Palermo, two townships, U. S., North Ameriai.

—I. New York, 15 m. S.E. Oswego. P. 205;!

—IL Maine, 13 m. E.N.E. Augusta. P. 1659.

Palestine, two vills. of the U. S., Nortl

America.—I. Missouri, 42 m.W.N.W. Jefferson.—

P. 1354.—II. Louisiana, 65 m. N. New Orleans.

Palestine ortheHolyLand (Philistia, Judea)
a country of South-Westem Asia, comprising tLi

S. part of Syria, between lat. 30° 40' and 33° 32

N., Ion. 34° 30' and 36° 25' E. This interestinf

country, the scene of the greatest events in thi

history of the world, is a narrow belt of land

bounded by the Mediterranean on the W. am
the Jordan on the E. On the N. it is bonndei

by the mountain ranges of Lebanon and the gk"

of the Litany, and on the S. it merges with tli

desert of Sinai. Length 145, and mean breadtj

45 miles. From the Lebanon, ranges of hUIf

rising on an elevated table-land, cover tli

centre of the country to the extreme S. Nea
the middle distance, the ridge of Carmel ex

tends from the table-land N.W. to the Mec:
terranean, where it ends in a bold promontory
This central mountain mass is flanked on the y*

by the plains of PhUistia and Sharon, and on tr

E. by the deep depression of the Jordan vallt

;

On the E. the descent is steep and rugged

;

the W. it is more gentle. The mean height

the central table-land is 1600 feet The salif

:

points are from N. to S., Safed 2775, Mount Tab
1900, Gerizim 2700, Bethel 2400, Jerusalem 261

Mount of Olives 2724, Bethlehem 2704, Hebr<

3029 feet The drainage is nearly always E. ai

W. from the central water shed. The S. (Jutlj

& Benjamin) is a dry parched land, with ronnc.

hills and a scanty soil. Proceeding N.ward i

country becomes better watered and the ;

more rich and varied, till at Nablous the runn:

streams and exuberant vegetation recall ?

scenery of the Tirol. These streams are suppli-

by springs, some of which, as at Banias, burs

once as lai^e rivers from rocky caverns. 1
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maritime region comprises the plain of Philistia.,

15 m. in mean width, and the plain of Sharon,

about 10 m. In the S. the plain is open, with a

rich loamy soil, without a stone ; a vast corn

field ; in the N. it is undulating, soil still rich,

but encroached on by the sea sand. Of the many
splendid cities which occupied the sea-board in

former times, Jaffa, the anc. Joppa, alone main-
tains a faded position. The other plains are those

of Esdraelon or Jezreel, the battle-field of Pales-

tine, and the plain of Jericho. The only river

of Palestine, the Jordan, flows through a deep

narrow cleft, running N. and S., parallel to the

coast. The valley, which forms its bed, begins

at the springs of Hasbeya, 1700 feet above the

sea; and the river, passing through the Lake
of Galilee, the depression of which is 653 feet,

flows 132 m. S. to the Dead Sea, the surface of

which is 1312, and the bottom 2620 ft. below the

Mediterranean. , The width of the valley varies

from 6 to 12 m. The river is accompanied on
the E. by the mountains of Moab, like a straight

and massive wall. [Galilee, Jordan, Dead
Sea.] The surface of the country in the S. is

mostly hard and rocky, the soil being only in the

lowlands. The geology presents masses of lime-

stone in the Moab mountains on the E. ; as well

as on the W. of the Jordan, often greatly con-
torted, but with no trace of basalt or primitive

' rock; and, according to Mr Tristram (1864), no
evidence of volcanic agency is visible in the Jor-
tlau Valley, the Lake of Galilee, or the Dead Sea.

Immense numbers of caverns exist in the lime-

stone, many of them, like Adullam, of vast extent.

! Kock salt abounds near the Dead Sea. The botany
' of Palestine is rich and varied, resembling that

of Asia Minor ; the oak and many other European
trees, wheat, barley, and other cereals and fniits

occur, with the addition of the palm, olive, carob,

fig, orange, lime, banana, almond, and prickly

! pear. The date now ripens its fruit only on

i
the southern seaboard. Flax, hemp, cotton, and

]
indigo are cultivated The papyrus grows in

I marshes near the Lake of Galilee. The gay
j
flowers which in spring enamel the surface aud
tinge the entire landscape, comprise the adonis,

raniinculas, mallow, poppy, pink, anemone, and
geranium. In the Jordan valley, 1000 feet be-
low the sea, the vegetation is that of Arabia
and Western Asia; the md)k (spina Christi) is

conspicuous ; and in the district on the E. of the
river, at the foot of the moab mountains, the heat
and vegetatictn are still more tropical. On the
shores of the Dead Sea the vegetation is of a
saline character. The most valuable products
of the vegetable kingdom are derived from the
vine, fig, olive, and mulberry trees. Among wild
animals are the Syrian bear in Lebanon, the pan-
ther, jackal, fox, hyena, wolf, wild boar, gazelle,
and fallow deer ; the lion is now unknown. Do-
mestic animals are the Arabian camel, ass, mule,
horse, buffalo, broad-tailed sheep, and ox. Birds
comprise the eagle, vulture, kite, owl, nightingale,
jsy, and kingsfisher, raven, crow, cuckoo, part-
ridge, stork, heron, and sparrow ; bats and lizards
abound. Fish swarm in the Sea of Galilee.
Climate very various. January is the coldest
and July the hottest month. The isotherm line
of Jerusalem passes through California, Madeira,
find the Bermudas. Mean annual temp. 65° Fahr.
['he great heat of the summer months is modi-
rud by a sea breeze from the N.W. The Sirocco
'is often oppressive in early summer. Snow
;ill8 in Jan. and Feb., and thin ice is occa-
-lonally found at Jerusalem, where the rainfall
s 61 inches. From April to Nov. the weather is

very fine, almost without a cloud. In summer
heavy dews fall, and the nights are cold. Violent
thunder storms occur in winter. The rainfall is

diminished by denudation of trees, but the earlier

and the latter rains still occur, and, if the terraces
were restored, the produce might be such as to
support as large a population as in former times.
The anc. division of Palestine into tribes and
provinces is very uncertain. In modem times
it has changed its boundaries with every new
race of conquerors. At present, under the Turks,
the whole of Palestine proper is comprised in
the Pashalic of Sidon. The Pasha resides at

Beyrout, the chief commercial city, and under
him is the Pasha of Jerusalem. The pop. com-
prises Syrians, Mohammedans, Druses, Maronites,
Christians, Jews, and Turks. The holy cities of

the Jews are Jerusalem, Hebron, Tiberias, and
Safed. [Jekusalem, Syria.]
Palestrina, Praineste, an episcopal city of

Central Italy, Pontifical States, comarca and 22
m. E.S.E. Kome. P. 6000. The town is built

on the site of the temple of Fortune erected by
Sylla. It has some interesting churches, an old
palace of the Barberini family, and a castle, once
the chief stronghold of the Colonna, to whom
the town belonged.
Palestro, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Pavia,

circ. Lomellina. P. 2486. It was the scene of a
very brilliant victory of the Piedmontese over
the Austrians on 30th and 31st May 1859.

Palghat, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, dist. Malabar, on the Palaur, 68 m. S.E.
Calicut. It is situated in a beautiful countrj', in

the great depression of the "Western Ghauts, lat.

10° 35' and 10° 55' E., and is surrounded by stately

teak forests. The fort of Palghat is a fine struc-

ture, buUt in 1757 by Hyder Ali, and, after a
long siege, was surrendered to the British under
Colonel Stuart 1790.

Palgrave, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4 m.
N.N.W. Eye. Ac. 1474. P. 739.

Paliano, a fortified town of Central Italy,

Pontifical States, deleg. Frosinoue, 7 m. N.W.
Anagni. P. 3688. It is enclosed by strong walls.

Palinges, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Sa6ne-et-Loire, arr. Charolles, cap. cant. P. 2076.

On the canal " Du Centre."
Paltsse (La), a comm. and town of France,

dep. Allier, cap. arr., 27 m. S.E. Moulins. P.
2801. It has flour mills, & chamois leather manuf.

Palizzi, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Eeggio-
Calabria, circ. Geraci. P. 1983.

Palk Strait, Indian Ocean, separates Ceylon
from the mainland of India, in lat. 10° N.
Pallamcottah, a town and military station of

British India, dist. Tinnevelly, presid. and 348
m. S. Madras. Here is a fort, with artillery

and infantry quarters, an hospital, church, gaol,

baths, and accommodation for the officers. Sum
annually obtained from duties 7500/. Water and
supplies for troops may be had here in abundance.
Lat. 25° 48' N. ; Ion, 73° 24' E.
Pallanza, a vill. of N. Italjjr, prov. Novara,

cap. prov., on a tongue of land m the Lago Mag-
giore, m. E. Gravellona. P. 3566. It has two
colleges and a massive tower.
Pallaskenrt, a town of Ireland, Munster, co.

and 10 m. E.S.E. Limerick. P. 554.

Pallee, a large commercial town of India,
dom. and 40 m. S.S.E. Joudpoor, on an afil. of
the Loony river. P. 50,000. It is a great entre-
p6t for Malwa opium in its transit to Bombay,
and has an extensive import trade.

Pallet (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Loire- Inf., arr. Nantes, cant. Vallet. P. 1588.
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Pai,lice or Pallas, a hamlet of Ireland, Lein-

Bter, CO. Longford, li m. S.E. Ballymahon. Oliver
Goldsmith was bom here in 1731.

Palltkg, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 9J m.
E.S.E. North Walsham. Ac. 905. P. 442.

Palliser ISL.VXDS, a group in the Pacific,

Lower Archip., lat. 1.5° S., Ion. 145° "W.

—

Cape
Palliser is the S. extremity of New Zealand, N.
island. Lat. 41° 35' S., and Ion. 175° 25' E.

Paij*a, one of the Canary islands, Atlantic,

its W. extremity being in lat. 28° 45' N., Ion. 17°

60' W. Estimated area 333 sq. m. P. 33,089.

Highest peak, Picodelabraz, in N. of island, 7751
feet. Coasts and vallej-s fertile, and the island

is well wooded. Products, wine, fruit, honey,
wax, silk, and sugar. Chief towns, Santa Cruz
on the E., and Tazacorte on the W. coast.

Palma, a town of the island Sicily, near its

S.W. coast, prov. and 13 m. S.E. Girgenti. P.

(1862) 11,227. Trade in ahnonds, dried fruits,

soda, wine, and sulphur.
Palma, a town of South Italy, prov. Caserta,

cap. cii-c, 4 m. S. Nola. P. 6909.

Paljia, a fortified town of the Balearic islands,

cap. of the island Majorca, with a fine harbour
in the Bay of Palmas, on its S.W. coast. P.
40,514. It is the residence of the Captain-General
of Majorca, and has a cathedral, governor's palace,
and manufactures of silks and woollens. In its

vicinity is a vast palace formerly occupied by
the inquisition.

Palma, two towns of Spain.—I. prov. and 26
m. N.E. Huelva. P. 3630.—II. {del Rio), prov.
and 30 ra. S.W. Cordova, on the Guadalquivir,
at its confluence with the Xenil. P. 6528.

Pai3L\-Nuova, a fortified town of North Italy,

Venetia, prov. and 12 m. S.S.E. Udine, on the
Koja, cap. dist P. 2800.

Palmarla, an islet of N. Italy in the Mediter-
ranean, near the promontory of Porto Venere, 1

m. long, celebrated for its black marble, with gol-

den veins. It bounds the Gulf of Spezzia on S.W.
Palmas (Las), the cap. town of the Great Ca-

nary island, on its E. coast P. 17,382. Its port
called Luz, has an active trade.—II. {Cape), a
low promontory of N. Guinea in the Atlantic.

Lat. 4° 22' 1" N. ; Ion. 7° 44' 2' W.—III. a small
island of South America, prov. and 15 m. N.W;
Buenaventura, in the Bay of Choco, discovered
by Pizarro in 1527.—IV. (Gulf of), Sardinia, is

on its S.W. coast

—

(Point), 'i"ucatan, on its W.
coast near Sisal.

—

Palmas is a river of Zanquebar,
E. Africa, and a harbour of South America,
Ecuador, under the equator.
Palme (Lagoon of), France, dep. Ande, 14 m.

S. Narboune, is separated from the Mediterranean
by a narrow island. Length 2J m. ; breadth 2 m.
Palmella, a town of Portugal, prov. Estre-

niadura, 18 m. S.E. Lisbon. P. 3700. It has se-
veral churches, an hospital, and a Latin schooL
Palmer, a township, U. S., North America,

Massachusetts, 63 m. W.S.W. Boston.
Palmerston, a peninsular co. of Queensland,

having S. Livingstone and E. Liebig, from which
it is partly separated by Broad Sound. On its

E. coast are Shoalwater Bay and Port Bowen.
Lat. 22° 30' S. ; Ion. 150° 30' K [Adam Bay.]
Palmerstox Island, Pacific, is In lat 18° 4'

S., Ion. 163° 10' W.—Cape Palmerston is a head-
land E. Australia, lat 21° 30' S., Ion, 149° 30' E.
Palmekstown, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, Lein-

ster, CO. Dublin, adjoining Phoenix Park. Ac.
of pa. 1517. P. of pa. 1323 ; of vUl. 357.
Palme, a royal city of South Italv, prov. and

21 m. N.N.E. Eeggio-Calabria. P. 9724. It has
a port on the Gulf of Gioja, and an active trade.

Pa!J«olt, a market town of South Italy, prov,
Chieti, 13 m. S.S.W. II Vasto. P. 2837.
Palmyra (the Tadmor of Scripture), a ruined

city in an oasis of the Svrian desert pash. and
120 m. N.E. Damascus. Lat 34° 18' N. ; Ion. 38°

13' E. Its remains, which cover a surface of

about 3 sq. m^ are situated near the E. declivity

of a mountain range, and consist of a great
number of columns, portions of a temple of the
sun, occupying a quadrangular space of 740 feet

on each side, enclosed by a wall 70 feet high, and
which had a double row of columns, 100 of which
still remain; fragments of some other temples,
several gateways, traces of an aqueduct and
numerous sepulchres on the sides and summits of

the adjacent heights. Palmyra derives its name
from having been the palm grove of Solomon
and Zenobia.
Palmtra, three towns of the U. S., North Ame-

rica.—I. New York, 177 m. N.W. Albany.—II.

Maine, 43 m. N.N.E. Augusta.—III. Missouri. (!

m. from the Mississippi. The Palmyra Island.^

are a small group in the Pacific Ocean, lat 5' ju'

N., Ion. 162° 23' W.
Paijiyras Point, a headland of British India,

on the coast of Orissa. It formerly had a light-

house on it, but was abandoned through the en-

croachment of the sea, and another built upon
False point. Lat 20° 43' ; Ion. 87° 6' E.
Palo (anc. Alsium), a maritime town of Cen-

tral Italy, on railway, 24 m. W. Rome, with an
ancient castle, and a harbour for fishing boats.

Palo, a city of S. Italy, prov. and 11 m. S.W.
Bari. P. 8459.—II. a market town, prov. 9 m.
E. Campagna. P. 2289.

Palomar (San Andres de), a town of Spain,

prov. and 5 m. N.N.E. Barcelona. P. 4350. It

has manufactures of lace.

Palombara, a market town of Central Italy,

comarca di Homa, 8 m. N. TivolL P. 2694.

Palo Pinto, a co. of U. S., N. America, Texas.
P. 1394 free, 130 slaves.

Palombaro, a town of S. Italy, prov. Chieti,

11 m. S.W. Lanciano. P. 2248.

Palos, a town on the W. coast of the island

Celebes, cap. of a dist. It gives its name to a
fine bay in the Strait of Macassar, and to an isth-

mus which joins the N. peninsula to the S. part

of Celebes.—II. (Port of), Spain. FMoguer.]—
Cape Palos is the E. extremity of Murcia, in the

Mediterranean, 18 m. E. Cartagena.
Palota, a market town of Hungary, co. and 13

m. N.N.E. Veszprim. P. 4994.
Palte (Lake), a lake of E. Tibet, 30 m. S.W

Las.sa, nearly circular, 40 m. in disfmeter. In it

is a large island, with a Tibetan temple.
Palu or Paloo, a town of Asiatic Turkey,

pash. and 56 m. N. Diarbekr, on the Murad
Chai, the E. arm of the Euphrates. P. estimated

at 1000 families, of whom 400 are Armenian, and
600 Mohammedan.
Palcau, two comms. and vills. of France.—^I.

dep. Indre, 20 m. W.N.W. ChSteauroux, on the

Indre. P. 1854.—II. dep. Vende'e, 12 m. N.W-
Napoleon-Vend^. P. 627.

Palud (La"), a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Vaucluse, 13 m. N.N.W. Orange,

on railway from Lyon to Avignon. P. 2528.

Paluzza, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, proT.

and 33 m. N.W. Udine. P. 1800.

Paltad, an inland town of W. Kindostan, Bar

roda dom., 64 m. W.S.W. Cambay.
Pamakassan and Pamanokan, two towns of

the Dutch East Indies.—I. on the S. coast of the

island Madura, residence of a native prince.—IL
on the N. coast of Java, 70 m. E. Batavia.
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Pamber, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4J m.

N.N.W. Basingstoke. Ao. 2150. P. 677.

Pambu, a small town of Brazil, prov. Bahia, on
the riv. San Francisco, 50 m. E.S.E. Santa Maria.

It has an electoral college, instituted 1843.

Pamklia, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 4 m. N. Watertown.

I'AMiEits, a comm. and town of France, cap.

iUT., dep. Ari6ge, 10 m. N. Foix, on rt. b. of the

Aviige. P. (1861) 7910. It has a comra. college,

aud was formerly cap. of the comt^ Foix.

Pamik, an extensive table-land of Central Asia,

its highest point, called by the natives Barrtr-i-

Diinia, the "Eoof of the World," in lat. 37° N.,

Ion. 73° E., is 15,600 feet above the sea, bounded
S. by the Hindoo-Koosh. On it is Lake Sir-i-

Kol, which gives origin to the Oxus river. The
Pamir sheep or rass abounds here.
Pamlico, a river of the U. S., North America,

North Carolina, forming the expansion of the Tar
iVom below Washington to Pamlico Sound, about
•!0 m. in length by from 1 to 8 m. in breadth.

—

Pamlico Sound is a shallow estuary, separated

1rom the Atlantic by long sandy islands, and about
80 m. in length by from 8 to 30 m. in width. At
the outer point of one of the islands is Cape Hat-
leras. Its chief entrance is Ocracoke Inlet. It

is connected on the N. with Albemarle Sound.
Pampauato, a town of North Italy, prov.

(kmeo, 10 m. S. Mondovi, cap. maud., on the

(Jasotto. P. 2561.

Pampas are the vast plains of South America,
extending from Patagonia, over 27° of lat., and
1,G20,600 sq. m., comprising all the central part

of the Argentine Confederation, and traversed by
the Pilcomayo, Vermejo, Salado, and other tri-

butaries of the Paraguay and Parand, rivers, be-

sides the Colorado, and other rivers in the S.,

all having a S.E. direction. The N. part of
' these plains is rich in tropical palms, and other

vegetable products; the central part is grassy

;

ground, almost destitute of trees ; the S. portion

1 swampy and barren ground, covered with shingle.
' —II. (del Sacfamento\ consist of the E. and little

t
explored territory of Peru, watered by the Ucayale

I
and its affluents, covered with forests, and of the

j
highest fertility. The Pampa Grande, S. Peni,

is a level sandy desert between Ai-equipa and
I the Pacific Ocean, 2000 feet above the sea, and

destitute of water or vegetation.

Pampatar, a maritime vill. of South America,
Venezuela, on the S. side of the island Margarita,

fortified, and having a pretty good harbour.

Pampelonne, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Tarn, cap. cant., on the Viaur, 14 m. N.N.E.
Alby. P. 2268.

Pampeluna, a town of Spain. [Pamplona.]
Pampigny, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,

risle, dist. Cossonay. P. 629.

Pampisford, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,

4^ m. W.N.W. Linton. Ac. 1500. P. 847.

Pamplona, Pampelo, a fortified town of Spain,

cap. prov. Navarra, on the Agra, an affl. of the
Aragon, 195 m. N.N.E. Madrid, and 20 m. from
the French frontier. P. 80,000. It has a pro-

j

menade and public fountains, supplied by a noble

aqueduct, an ancient cathedral, palaces of the
Viceroy and of the bishop, a Latin college and
several other schools. Manufs. comprise paper,

leather, and coarse woollens; and it has an active

j
commerce with France in wool and silk. It was

I

taken from the Arabs by Charlemagne a.d. 778.

\ In 860 it was made cap. of Navarra, of which
Count Garcias took the title of king. The French
took it in 1808, and held it until 1813, when it

Bun'endered to the Duke of Wellinstou.

Pamplona, a town of South America, Grana-
dian Confed., dep. Boyaca, cap. prov., on an afll.

of the Zuila river, 200 m. N.E. Bogota. P. 3200.
Principal edifices, its churches and convents.
Near it are mines of gold and silver.

Pampkoux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Deux-Sevres, 14 m. N.N.E. Melle. P. 2308.
Pampur, a town of Cashmere, on the Jhelum,

here crossed by a bridge of several arches, 5 m.
W. Sirinagur, and comprising between 300 and
400 houses, a bazaar, &two Mohammedan shrines.

The town is surrounded by luxuriant orchards
and vegetation, and the saffron grown here is

reckoned the best throughout Hiadostan.
Panama, a fortified seaport city of S. America,

Granadiau Confed., cap. state Panama or Ystmo,
on the Gulf and S. coast of the Isthmus of Pa-
nama, Pacific Ocean. Lat. 8° 56' N. ; Ion. 79° 31' 2'

W. It stands on a peninsular tongue of land, at
the termination of the railway to Aspinwall. P.,

with suburbs, about 12,000. It has a cathedral,
convents, a nunnery, & a Jesuit college. Its har-
bour is protected by numerous islets, and affords
secure anchorage. The country around is fertile.

Provisions are plentiful, aud the citj' has some
trade in South American produce. Exports (1861)
consisted of about 1200 tons of pearl shells, value
12,000/.

;
pearls to the value of 25,000/. ; and a

small quantity of hides aud sarsaparilla. Im-
ports, roughly estimated at 80,000/., chiefly of
British cotton goods, American lumber and hard-
ware, French silks and wines, ready-made goods,
flour from the U. S., etc., chieflybyway of Chagres.
It is on route to Califorpia, and a 8taJ;ion for the
mails between Great Britaiij, Peru & Chile. A Ijne

of steam packets to Australia was opened in 1866.

Panama (Gulf of), an inlet of the Pacific
Ocean, Grauadian Confed., on the S. side of the
Isthmus of Panama, between lat. 7° and 9° N.,
Ion. 78' and 80° 25' W. Length and breadth at

entrance about 120 m. each. Its W. part is called
the Gulf of Parita ; on its E. side is the Gulf of

San Miguel. The anchorage is safe, and stoi-ms

are of rare occurrence ; but there are no lights or
lighthouses. The Gulf of Panama contains the
Pearl Islands (Archipelago de las Perlas), so
named from an important pearl fishery carried
on there. On its shores are the city Panama,
and the towns Nata and Parita.

Panama or Darien (Isthmus of), connects
Central and S. America, having N. the Caribbean
Sea & Gulf of Darien, and S. the Gulf of Panama.
Length, W. to E., about 200 m. ; average breadth
40 m., but in Ion. 79° it is narrowed to less than
30 m. Surface undulating ; the hill chains which
extend through the isthmus, uniting the moun-
tain systems of Central and S. America, are near
Panama not more than 270 feet above the level

of the Pacific. In 1855 Panama or Ystmo was
erected into a new Republican state by an act of the
Congress of New Granada. It comprises the pro-
vinces of Panama, Azuero, Veraguas, & Chiniqui.
P. (1864) 173,729. A great quantity of rain falls ; in
the months of July, August, & September, it rains
incessantly. Soil very fertile

;
products comprise

fine timber, in great variety, fruits, rice, maize,
sugar-cane, coffee, cocoa, caoutchouc,vanilla, dyes,
dmgs, hides, & limestone. On its N. coast are the
towns of Puerto-Bello & Chagres ; on its S. side is

the city of Panama. A ship canal communication
betw. the Atlantic & Pacific Oceans has been pro-
posed, and at the narrowest part a railway 49 m.
in length, between Navy Bay on tlie Atlantic aud
Panama on the Pacific, was completed in 1855 at
a cost of 1,500,000/. Starting from Aspinwall, the
Atlantic terminus, a new place in an unhealthy
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marsli, on tbe small isl. of ManzaniHa, occupied by
employes of the rail, and steamers ; the line passes

over marshy ground to Gatun on the Chagres
river, then through a. dense tropical forest, and
on the W. the Cierro Gigante, the highest point

of the Isthmus, whence Balbao discovered the
Pacific. The summit of the line is 250 feet above
tbe sea, thence the descent of 11 m. is rapid to

Panama. The immense importance of the
Panama Eailroad to the trade between Europe and
the United States and the ports on the Pacific, is

apparent from the great increase in the commer-
cial activity of these ports since its establishment
Total number of passengers (1861) 30,969. Aver,
annual amount of treasure conveyed 11,000,000/.
sterling, and freight 66,000 tons.

Panaon, one of the Philippine islands, in the
Surigas Passage, between Leyte and Mindanao.
Length 18 miles.

Panabaga, a town in the S. part of the island
of Java, S.E. Surakarta.
Panaria (Eycesia and Thermisid), one of the

Lipari islands, Mediterranean, 5 m. N.E. Lipaii.
It is about 7 m. in circuit, fertile, and well culti-

vated, and contains many volcanic products. On
its S. side is a good port P. 200.

Panaro (Scultennay, a river of N. Italy, rises in

Monte Cimone, and flows N. It becomes navi-
gable at Bonporto, where the canal of Modena
joins it to the Serchio; and it enters the Po on
the right, 12 m. N.W. Ferrara. Length 75 m.
During the French empire under Napoleon i., it

gave name to a dep. of the kingdom of Italy, now
comprised in the prov. Modena.
Panaroocak, a town of the island of Java, 85

m. E.S.E. Surabaya.
Pasay or Pany, one of the Philippine islands.

Lat 10° 24' N. ; Ion. 122° 6' E. Estimated area
4560 sq.m. It is elevated and fertile. P. 566,957.

On it are the Spanish settlements lloilo and
Antique. [Philippines.]
Pasazol, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute-Vienne, arr. and cant. Limoges. P. 1363.

Panbride, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. For-
far, 6 m. S.W. Arbroath. Ac. 5506. P. 1299, of

whom 134 are in the village.

Panbula, a post-town of New South Wales,
CO. Auckland, 12 m. N. Eden, on Panbula river.

P. (1861) 186.

Paucalieri, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 18
m. S. Turin, prov. Pinerolo, cap. maud., near the

Po. P. 2625.

Paxcorvo, a town of Spain, prov. and 31 m.
N.E. Burgos, in a mountain defile. P. 1217.

Pancras (St), a pa. of England, co. Middlesex,
comprising a large part of the N. division of

London, and extending N., so as to include a
portion of the town of Highgate, with the suburbs
Camden Town, Kentish Town, Somers Town,
etc. Ac. 2716. P. 198,788. Its "old "church,
lately rebuilt, is supposed to occupy the site of one
of the most ancient Christian temples in Britain.

The new church is an elegant structure. In this

pa. are a university-college, hall, and hospital,

small-pox and fever hospitals, a Scotch church.
King's Cross, part of the Regent's Park and canal,
and the termini of the London & North-Western
and the Great Xortheni Hallways.
Pancrassweek, a pa. of England, co. Devon,

3J m. W.N.W. Holsworthy. Ac 3782. P. 378.
Pancrazio (San), a town of North Italy, prov.

and ciro. Parma, cap. comm. P. 3325.
Paxcsova, a fortified market town of S. Hun-

gary, Banat, headquarters of a German regiment
with a steam-packet station on the Danube, 62
m. S.S.W. Temesvar. P. 12,000. It has Roman

Catliolic and Greek churches, mathematical and
German schools, and an active trade.

Pasdixo, a town of North Italy, prov. Cre-
mona, circ. Crema, cap. dist. P. 2025.

Paxeas or Banias, Cxsarea Philippi, a vilL of
Palestine, pash. and 45 m. W.S.W. Damascus, &t
one of the sources of the Jordan. It compiises a
few miserable houses, and has on its N. side the
ruins of the ancient town, a cavern (the Panium
of Josephus), and some traces of a temple erected
by Herod in honour of Augustus.
Paneeput, a dist of British India, Delhi iet-

ritory, N.W. provs., between lat 28° 50' and 29"

48' Nt Ion. 76=' 40' and 77° 16' E. Area 1279
sq. m. P. (1863) 389,085. Surface level, and
where intersected by the Delhi canal and lis

branches, and other watercourses, fertile. Where
not watered, barren. Sugar-cane is the princi?

pal crop. The land assessment has been fixed

for a term of years, which terminates on 1st

July 1872. The district is divided into five per-
gunnahs. It came into the hands of the British

by treaty from Sindia in 1803.

Paneeput, a town of India, chief place of the
British dist. of same name, 78 m. N. DelhL P.

(1853) 22,612. It is surrounded by walls 4 m. ia

extent. Here is a civil establishment. Paneepvt ia

on the line of the military route between Western
Asia, Afghanistan, and the Punjab, on the one
side, and Central and Eastern Hindostan on the

other, and its neighbourhood has frequently been
the battle-field of contending powers for the em-
pire of India. Its environs are celebrated for its

tombs and mosques of a remote date.

Panfikld, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2 m.
N.N.W, Braintree. Ac 1475. P. 361.

Pangansanb, an isL of Malayi^fi, off the S.E. of

Celebes ; lat 5° S., Ion. 122° 30' E. Length N. to

S., 60 m. ; average breadth 16 m. It is populous.

Pangborne, a pa. of England, co. Berks, oj
m. W.N.W. Reading. Ac 1925. P. 753.

Pangong Lake, Western Tibet, lies in an
elevated valley, S.E. of the Karakorum moun-
tains. Length 100 nu 14,000 ft above sea level.

Pangoutaran, an island of Malaysia, Snlu
group, lat 6° 15' N., Ion. 120° 40' E. Length
10m.; breadth 4 m. It is of coral formation.
Panicale, a town of Central Italy, prov. and

circ Perugia, on a hill overlooking the lake. P.

3642. It has several frescoes by Perugino.
PAXissifcRE, a comm. and mkt town of France,

dep. Loire, 18 m. N.E. Montbrison. P. 4142.

Paxix, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Grisona,

dist Glenner. It is celebrated for the passage of

the Russian army linder Suwarow in 1799.

PaxJANG or Pulo Paxjaxg, an isL off the W.
coast of the Malay peninsula, lat. 9° 18' N., Ion.

103° 36' E. ; 20 m. in length, N. to S., by 4 m. in

breadth, and similar to the.isl. Junkceylon, from

which it is 12 m. E.ward. Some islets, S. Madura,

N. Papua, and E. Borneo, have the same name.

Panxalx, a pa. of Engl., co. York, W. Riding,

2Jm. S.E. Hanogate, with a station on the Leeds

and Thirsk Railway. Ac. 4520. P. 1587.

Paxxaxich, a vUl. and mineral Spa of Scot-

land, CO. and 39 m. W. Aberdeen, pa. Glenmuick,

on the Dee. Its waters strongly resemble the

fieltzer waters of Germany.
PaxxecA, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire-Inf., arr. Ancenis, cant Riaille. P. 1367.

Paxxi, a town of South Italy, prov. Foggia,

circ Bovino. P. 3782.

Paxola, two cos. of the U. S., North America.

—I. N.W. of Mississippi Area 735 sq. m. P.

6237 free, 8557 slaves.—II. Texas. P. 6417 hec-,

3058 slaves.
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TAJfOMPiNG, Cambodia. [Pnomb-Pingh.]
Panormos, a marit. town on the N.E. shore of

Tinos, Grecian Arcliipelago, and with the best

haibour in that island. P. 2500.

Pantaleo (San), an islet off the West coast of

Sicily, 5 m. N. Marsala, with ruins of an anc. Moyta.
-II. a vill. of the isl. of Sarchnia, cap. mand., prov.

Luid 11 m. N.N.E. Cagliari. P. of comm., 1712.

PAXTALtON (St), a comm. & vill., France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, cant, and arr. Autun. P. 1095.

Pantar, an island of Malaysia, separated
on the E. from Ombay by the Strait of Pautar,
iiiid on the W. from Lomblem by the Strait of

Alloo. Lat. 8° 10' S. ; Ion. 124° E. Length N.
!o S. 30 m. ; breadth 15 miles.

Panteague, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth,
li m. W.S.W. Usk. Ac. 3454. P. 2828.

Pantelijujia, Cossyra, an isl. of South Italy,

iij the Mediterranean, prov. and circ. Trapani,
i;0 m. from the S.W. coast of Sicily, and 100 m.
[\. Kalybia (Tunis), its chief town, of same name.
Icing in lat. 36° 61' 16" N., Ion. 11° 54' 29" E.
Shape oval, cu-cuit about 30 m. P. (1862) 5990.
It is wholly of volcanic formation, presenting
\ estiges of craters, with lava, pumice, hot springs,

( tc, and it produces fine fruit, especially grapes,

but not enough corn for its own consumption
;

and its principal product is a fine breed of asses.

Al its N.W. point, at the head of a cove, is the
jtown Oppidolo, with pa. church, several chapels,

jand a Capuchin establishment. It has also a
• castle, batteries, and a port for small vessels, with
fxport trade in wine, oil, cotton, orchill, & raisins.

Pantin, a comm. and market town of France,

I
dep. Seine, cap. cant., 2 m. N.E. Paris. P. 4842.

Panton, a pa. of England, Liucolu, 3 m.
iE.N.E. Wragby. Ac. 1996. P. 172.

Panuco, a town of Mexico, dep. Vera Cruz,
on the Montezuma or Panuco river, 50 m. from
its mouth, near Tamaulipas. On the banks of

1 its rivers some curious Mexican antiquities have
j

been discovered.

I
Panwell, a town of British India, presid. and

' 22 m. E. Bombay, on a river which flows into ita

I

harbour. Rainfall 107 inches. Lat. 18° 68' N.

;

j
Ion. 73° 12' E. It has an active trade, and is the
seat of the government station for travellers. It

formerly had a fort which is now decayed ; but
it still has a splendid pagoda dedicated to Siva.
Pad, numerous towns of China, the principal

being—I. (Khing), prov. Hou-nan, cap. dep., in
I lat. 27° N., Ion. 111° 12' E.—II. iNing), prov. Se-
;
chuen, cap. dep., lat. 31° 32' N., Ion. 106° E.—III.

I {Ting), prov. Chi-li, cap. dep., 95 m. S.W. Peking.
i

It is second in its prov. after the cap., and is the

I

seat of the provincial viceroy.

j

Paola, Patycos, a city of South Italy, prov.
1 Cosenza, cap. dist. and cant., on a height, near

!

the sea, 13 m. W.N.W. Cosenza. P. (1862) 8606.
i
It is defended seaward by a fortress and 2 towers

;

;
has several chvirches and convents, 2 hospitals,

I

and manufactures of woollen cloths, silks, and
I
earthenware.
Paolo (San), a vill. of South Italy, prov.

j

Poggia, circ. S. Severo. P. 2753. It has a
palace, churches, and a convent.
Paou or Tacanova, the principal isl. of the Viti

I Archipelago, Pacific, lat. 17° S., Ion. 179' E., 130 m.
I

in circumference, populous, and densely wooded.
Sandal-wood is one of its chief products.

I Papa, a market town of W. Hungary, co. and
j

26 m. N.W. Veszprim, cap. dist., ou an affl. of

|i
the Marczal. P. 13,800. It has Roman Catholic,
Lutheran, and Calvinist churches; Jews' syna-
gogues, convents, hospitals, and a gjrmnasium.
Manufs. of paper, glass, and stonewares.

Papagayo, a gulf and volcano of Central Ame-
rica, state and S.W. the Lake of Nicaragua, the
gulf an inlet of the Pacific Ocean, and the vol-
cano on its N.E. shore. It is also the name of

the most S. point of Lanzarote, Canai-y islands.

—

The Papagayos are an island group off the E.
coast of BrazU, immediately E. Cape Frio.

Papal States, Italy. [Pontifical States.]
Papandayang, a volcano of Java, 87 m. S.E.

Batavia. A violent and destnictive eruption oc-
curred in it, August 11th and 12th, 1772.

Papantla, a vill. of Mexico, state Vera Cruz,
125 m. S.S.E. Tampico. It has a trade in maize,
tobacco, and vanilla, which grows in the vicinitj-.

Papasquiero, a town of Mexico, state and 50
m. W.N.W. Durango, on the Culican. P. 7000.

Papa-Stour, one of the Shetland Isles, Scot-
land, pa. Walls, on the S. side of the entrance of

St Magnus Bay. Length 2| m. P. 3C6, mostly
fishermen. Another small island in Shetland
bears the name of Papa. P. 17.

Papa-Stronsay and Papa-Westray, two isls.

of the Orkney group, Scotland.—I. pa. and N.E.
Stronsay, about 3 m. in circumference, flat and
fertile. P. 18. Here are several remains of old
ecclesia,stical edifices.—II. pa. Westray, 1| m. E.
Akerness. Length 3J m. P. 392, mostly agri-

cultural.

Papcastle and Goat, a township of England,
CO. Cumberland, pa. Bride-Kirk, united to Cocker-
mouth by a bridge over the Derwent. Ac. 1216.

P. 736.

Papenburg, a town of Prussia, Hanover, landr.

Osnabriick, in a marshy tract, 21 m. S.S.E.
Emden, and united to the Ems by several canals.

P. (1864) 6360. It has ship-building docks, and
manufs. of tobacco, chicory, and linen fabrics.

Papendrecht, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

South Holland, on the Waal, 1 m. N.E. Dort.

Paphos, an ancient city of Cyprus. [Baffa.]
Papiete, a vill. of the Society islands, on the

N.W. coast of Tahiti, in the Pacific Ocean.
Paplewick, a pa. of England, co. and 7^ m.

N.N.W. Nottingham. Ac. 5250. P. 378.

Papoul (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aude, 4 m. E. Castelnaudary. P. 1287.

Papovka, a market town of Russia, gov. and
47 m. N.W. Kharkov. P. 1620.

Papozza, a vill. of Northern Italj', dist and 5
m. S.S.W. Adria, on the Po. P. 2400.

Pappenheim, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle
Franconia, ou the Altmiihl, 37 m. S.W. Niirn-

berg. P. 2160.

Paps op Jura, three conical heights near the

S. extremity of the island of Jura, Hebrides,

Scotland. Benanoir, the N.most and most lofty,

rises to 2566 feet above the sea.—II. Paps, moun-
tains of Keri-y, Ireland, 2268 feet above the sea.

Paps of Matane are two mountains, Canada
East, dist. Bimouski, on the S. side of the estuai-y

of the St Lawrence. Lat. 48°43'N. ; Ion. 67° 30'W

.

Papua or New Guinea, an extensive island of

the E. Archipelago, beyond Ceram and Gilolo, and
comprised in the great division Australasia, be-

tween the equator and lat 11° S., Ion. 131° and
161° E., separated S.ward by Ton-es Strait from
the N. point of Australia, and having W. the

Arafura Sea. Area estimated at from 200,000
to 275,000 sq. m. Length from E. to W. 1600 m.

;

breadth from 30 to 400 m. ; but its interior is

wholly imknown, even its coast having been only
partially explored by Europeans. It has a re-

markably irregular shape, its W. end especially

being indented by large and deep bays, and some
large rivers forming estuaiies. The country in-

land has been observed to rise into mountain
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cliains of considerable height, and apparently to

|

the snow Hue, and most part of the surface yet

seen appears to be covered with timber of large

size. Many of the finest productions of the Archi -

pelago, comprising birds of paradise, pearls, gold,

fine woods, resins, bamboos, etc., are brought
from this region by Bughis, and other traders to

the Arru islands, Singapore, and the Dutch set-

tlements in the east. Some new species of mar-
supial animals have been discovered, and it is

rich in birds of various kinds. The inhabitants

are partly Malays, and partly a negro race, which
extends into Australia, and has been termed the
" Papuan Negro." Several vills. have been re-

marked along the coast, with large houses capa-
ble of containing several hundred people, and at

Oot«nata, on the S.W. side of the island, the

Dutch established a fort, and a space of 118 m. in

extent was taken possession of, in the name of

the King of the Netherlands.
Papcdo Bay, an inlet of the Pacific Ocean,

Chile, dep. Aconcagua, 4.5 m. N.E. Valparaiso.
Papworth, 2 pas. of England, cos. Cambridge,

and Hunts.—I. (St Agnes\ A\ m. N.N.W. Caxton.
Ac. 1290. P. 165.-11. (St Everard), 3 m. N.N.W.
Caxton. Ac. 1091. P. 133.

Paba ("Father of Waters"), the name originally

applied to the river Amazon, South America, but
now employed to designate its S. arm, which
receives the Tocantins and Anapu rivers, and
bounds the island of Marajo on the S. It is 40 m.
across at its entrance, and has on its E. side the

city Pai"a. It is in this mouth of the Amazon that

the bore is chiefly manifested, the tide rising to

high water in a few minutes before the new and
full moons, by a vast wave, 15 feet in height, fol-

lowed sometimes by three others, which enter the

estuary with irresistible violence.

Para, a maritime prov. of Brazil, in the N.,

comprising large tracts of country on both sides

of the lower course of the Amazon, and extend-
ing from lat 10° S. to 4° 20' N., and from Ion. 46°

to 60° W. It is bounded on the N. by British,

Dutch, and French Guiana ; W. by the prov.
Amazonas ; S. by Matto Grosso ; and E. by Goyaz
and Maranhas. Estimated area, including new
prov. of Amazonas, 1,158,188 sq. m. P. (1856)
207,400. The Tapajos, Xingu, and Tocantins,
three immense tributaries of the Amazon, traverse

this prov. from the S. Most part of this region
remains unexplored, and covered with dense
primeval forests. Valuable products are in im-
mense variety; at present the chief articles of

commerce are rice, manioc, millet, cotton, sugar,

caoutchouc, cocoa, sarsapariUa, cloves, Imlsams,
gums, medicinal plants, and Brazil nuts. The
principal manufs. are of shoes, and other articles

made from Indian rubber. The trade is important,

and increasing. In 1863 there were 433 vessels,

of which 8 were steamers, employed on the rivers

of the prov.

—

Para or Belem, the cap., and Obidos
on the Amazon, are the only cities of importance
in this region ; in the interior are some scattered

vills., mostly on tributaries of the Amazon.
Para or Belem, a seaport city of Brazil, cap

prov., 70 m. from the Atlantic, at the junction of

the river Guama with the Para, and on rail, to

Eio de Janeiro, partly opened in 1864. Lat. of Fort
St Pedro 1° 28' S., Ion. 48° 30' 5" W. P. 20,000. It

stands on elevated ground, on S. shore of the Bay
of Guajara, on rt. b. of the Para or Tocantins.
Chief edifices, the governor's palace, cathedral,
convents, barracks, arsenal, episcopal palace and
seminary, formerly a Jesuits' college, and a prison.

Vessels of large draft can lie near the city ; and
cocoa, caoutchouc, isinglass, rice, and drugs ex-

ported from Brazil, are chieily from Para. It

has also a ti-ade in cotton, vauilla, annatto, dye-
woods, honey, wax, and a gi-eat variety of other
vegetable and animal products. The trade is

mostly with Liverpool, Loudon, Barbadoes, Cay-
enne, & the N. American & other Brazilian ports.

Pakablygo, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov.
and 13 m. W.N.W. Milan. P. 4196.

Parabita, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Lecce,
circ. Gallipoli. P. 2478.

Paracatu, a river and city of Brazil, prov.
Minas Geraes. The river joins the San Francisco,
near lat. 16° 20* S., after an E. course of 280 m.
Near its head is the city of Paracatu, havintr :i

Latin school, and mines of gold and diamonds ii,

its vicinity. It exports sugar and coffee.

Paracels, a group of islets and reefs of tlie

China Sea, mostly between lat. 16° & 17° N., Ion.

112° and 113° 30' E., 150 m. E. of Cochin-Cbina.
Paraclet, a hamlet of France, dep. Aube, arr.

and 2J m. E.S.E. Nogent-sur-Seine. Here air

the ruins of a convent founded by Abelard iu tl.

12th century, and of which Heloise was abbe^-.

Paracombe, a pa. of England, co. Devou, li.

m. N.N.E. Barnstaple. Ac. 4363. P. 410.

Paracobio, a vill. of Soutii Italy, prov. Leg-
gio-Calabria, circ. Palme. P. 2114.

Paradas, a comm. and town of Spain, prov.

and 25 m. E.S.E. Sevilla, P. 4396.

Parade (La), a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Lot-et-Garonne, arr, and 19 m. S.E.

Marmande. P. 989.

Paradise, a township, U, S., North America,
Pennsj-lvania, co. York,
Paradomin, a market town of Russia, gov. and

10 m. S. Vilna. P. 1500.

Paraguana, a peninsula of S. America, Vene-
zuela, dep. Ziilia, prov. and 22 m. N.W. Coro,

extending into the Caribbean Sea, in lat 12° N.,

Ion. 70° W. Length and breadth about 40 m.
each. Surface mountainous in the centre, whenco
it slopes gradually to the coasts. It has no town
of importance.—The Paraffua river, dep. Orinoco,

tributuary to the Caroni, has a N. course of 340 m.

Paraguasu, a river of Brazil, prov. Bahia,

after a tortuous E. course of 320 m. enters tho

Bay of Todos-os-Santos, 35 m. W.N.W. San
Salvador. Chief affluent, the Jacuhype.
Paraguay, a large river of South America,

and one of the principal uniting to form thj

Plata, rises by numerous heads in the Brazilian

prov. Matto-Grosso, near the sources of the Gua-
pore, Tapajos, and Xingu, tributaries of tb>
Amazon, and in lat, 13° 30' S,, Ion. between 65^

and 58* W, It thence flows mostly S., between;

Bolivia on the W., and Brazil and Paraguay
E.-ward ; and near Corrientes, lat. 27° 20* S., it

unites with the Parana. Total course 1420 m

,

throughout nearly all which, from the sea up-

wards to the influx of the Jauru, it is navigable

.

It receives from the E, the rivers Louvena'.
Taquari, and Mondego ; from the W, the Sipotubfi,

Jauru, Pilcomayo, and Vermejo. In 1858 its

navigation was opened to ships of every flag.

Paraguay, an indep. state of South America,

between lat. 20° 27' and 27° 30' S., Ion. 53° 30'

and 58° W, ; bounded N. and E. by Brazil, S. an.

S.E. by the Argentine Confederation, and W. by

Bolivia It is sep)arated from these states by thfl

river Parana on the E. and S., and by the Parar

guay on the W. Its N. and E. boundaries, hov^ -

ever, are yet unsettled. Area about 75,000 sq. ni

P. of the 25 deps. (1857) 1,337,431. Cap. Asuncion
The central dep., in which the cap. (Asitncios) ::

situated, had in 1857 a pop. of 398,628. Surface

mountainous in N.E., where the Cordillera Mara<

J
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rayou runs S. and N. ; flat iu centre, and marshy
iu S.W. Soil fertile, watered by tributaries of its

limiting rivers. Chief vegetable products, the

yerba matd or Paraguay tea, medicinal herbs, bal-

sams, gums, wax, dye-stuffs, hemp, rice, cotton,

sugar ; and vast forests of useful and ornamental

timber. Exports (1858) tobacco, etc., to the value

of 14,077/. ; for the following years there are no
returns. Imports (1862) machinery, furniture,

etc., to the value of 1764/. The Spaniards estab-

lished themselves in Paraguay in 1515. The
Jesuits commenced their missions in 1608, and
were expelled in 1768. The people rebelled

against the Spanish yoke in 1811. Prancia was
elected dictator in 1817, and until 1844 the country
•vas closed against foreigners. The independence
of the state was recognised by Britain in 1853.

A treaty of commerce and navigation was con-

cluded with Prussia and the German Confedera-
tion in August 1860. The Government of the

Republic is making vast strides in the improve-
ment of agriculture by the introduction of the

best implements from Europe and the United
States. Cotton is now (1864) being planted on a
large scale. A magnificent arsenal, maritime
and military works, were begun in 1855, and there

is a foundry at Ibicuy. Tanning has become an
important branch of industiy, from the abundance
of bark and the numerous streams. Lime is

largely made on the 1. b. of the Paraguay, where
I limestone and fuel are abundant. Bricks, tiles,

'and pottery are new branches of industry. Salt

jis largely extracted from salines near Fort
Olympo. Private industry is now (1864) pro-
gressing favourably.

Pak.\guay do Sul, a town of Brazil, prov. and
40 m. N. Rio de Janeiro. P. 2000. It was made
jhead of an electoral college in 1840.
' Parahiba, two rivers of Brazil.—I. (do Norte),

'prov. Parahiba, to which it gives name, separates
Itheprovs. Piauhy and Maranh^o, and enters the
Atlantic by an estuary, in lat. 7° 8' S., after an
'E.ward course of upwards of 200 m. In summer
its bed is dry beyond 20 leagues from its mouth,
inear which, on its S. b., is the city Parahiba.

—

11. (do Sul or the Southern Parahiba'), provs. Sao
Paulo and Rio da Janeiro, enters the Atlantic at

Sao Joao da BaiTa, lat. 21° 40' S., after an E.
course of 500 m. Chief alfls., the Pomba, Mu-
riahe, and Paraibuno.
Parahiba, a small maritime prov. of North

'Brazil, mostly between lat. 6" 30' and 7° 30' S.,

lion. 35° and 38° 40' W., having E. the Atlantic
!
Ocean, and inland the provs. Rio Grande do
iNorte, Ceara, and Pernarabuco. Area 24,193 sq.

Im._ P. (1856) 209,300. Surface mostly elevated.
Principal rivers, the Parahiba and Piranhas.

I

Chief products, cotton and sugar, with Brazil-
iwood, drugs, and timber. Cattle of European
'breeds are numerous. Cap. Parahiba.

Parahiba, a marit. city of Brazil, cap. prov.,
and the centre of its trade, on rt. b. of the Para-
hiba, near its mouth in the Atlantic, 65 ra. N.
jPemambuco. P. (including district) 15,000. It

consists of a lower and an upper town. The
j former is the commercial quarter; one of its

chief edifices is a government warehouse. In the

j

upper town tiie streets are wide and well paved,

I

the architecture antiquated. Here are Francis-
I
can and other convents, the principal churches,
prison, governor's palace, military arsenal, and
Itreasury. Trade chiefly in sugar, cotton, and
rt<razil-wood. Near the city are coffee plantations.

Parahitinga, a town, Brazil, prov. and 140 m.
N.E. Sao Paulo, on 1. b. of tiie Parahiba. P. 4000.

P-VR^iJiARiBO, the cap. town of Dutch Guiana, on

the W. bank of the Surinam, 5 m. from its mouth
in the Atlantic ; lat. 6° 49' N., Ion. 55° 22' W. P.

15,843. It is regularly built; streets unpaved, but
ornamented with rows of tamarind and orango
trees; it has Lutheran, Calvinistic, Roman Catho-
lic, and English churches, Portuguese & German
Jewish synagogues, and is the centre of the trade
of the colony. Fort Zeelandia, N. of the town, is

the residence of the governor. In an hospital

for lepers, on rt. b. of the Coppename, 450 patients

are maintained at the expense of the colony. The
Kwatta canal, begun 1846, was the first public
work executed by free labourers.

Pakame, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ille-et-Vilaine, arr. and cant. St Malo. P. 3493.

Paramythia, a town of European Turkey,
Epirus, cap. dist., 30 m. S.W. Yanina. P. 5000.

It lias an old castle, garrisoned by Turks.
Parana, a large river of South America, and

one of the principal which contribute to fonn the
Plata, rises in the Brazilian prov. Sao Paulo,
among the mountains of Paranapicaba, lat. 24° S.,

Ion. 48° W., less than 50 m. from the Atlantic

Ocean. It flows N.W. and W., and joins the
Paranahiba, a much larger stream, then flowing
S.W. and W., enclosing the republic of Para-
guay, and separating it from the prov. of Parana
and Argentine Confed., joins the Paraguay near
Corrientes, and confers its own name on the
united stream. Thenceforward its course is gene-
rally S. to within 50 m. N. of Buenos Ayres,

where it unites with the Uruguay river to form
the estuary of the Plata. Total course is at least

1800 m. In its upper part it receives numerous
largo afiis., as the Paranahyba and Iguassu or

Gurutiba ; but owing to falls, it is navigable only
to the island Agipe, 120 m. above its junction

with the Paraguay. Below this point it is navi-
gable for vessels of 300 tons, and receives the

considerable rivers Salado and Cuarto from the
W. Few towns border it in its upper part. In
the territory of the Plata Confederation, Cande-
laria, Itu, Itaty, Corrientes, Santa Lucia, and
Santa F^, are on its banks. It is also a name of

the Rio Negro (Brazil, which see). [For Parana
town, see Bajada dk Santa Fi..\

Parana, a prov. of Brazil, bounded on the W.
by the Parana river, and E. by the Atlantic, N.
by S^o Paulo, and S. by Santa Catherina and
Rio Grande do Sul. It is in lat. 25° S. P. 72,400.

Chief town, Curitiba.

Parana, a town of the Argentine Confed., Entre

Rios, cap. dep., on 1. b. of the river Parana, 17 m.

S.E. Santa Fe. P. (1863) 7000.

Pahanagua, a maritime town of Brazil, chief

port of prov. Parana, on bay of same name, in the

Atlantic, 170m. S.W, Santos. P. 7000. Its port is ex-

cellent, and fitted for vessels of 400 tons. It has a

custom-house, hospital, & exten sive export ofmat^.

Paranahiba or Parnahiba, two rivers of

Brazil.— I. rises near lat 11° S., Ion. 46° W., flows

N.N.E., separating the provs. Piauhy and Maran-
hao, and enters the Atlantic by several mouths,

about lat. 2° 60' S., Ion. 41° 35' W. Total course

estimated at 880 m. It drains the whole prov.

Piauhy, its chief afliuents from the S. and E. being

the Grugueia, Piauhy, Poti, and Longa ; from the

W. it receives the Balsas. Paranahiba, near its

mouth, is the chief of the towns on its banks.

—

II. rises by two heads, lat. 15° 30' S., Ion. 48° 60'

W., flows S.W. and S., separating Goyaz and
Matto Grosso provs., on the W. from Minas
Geraes and Sao Paulo on the E., and joins the

Rio Parana near the frontier of Paraguay, lat.

23° S. Its chief tributaries are from the W.,

Rio Grande and Tiet^. Length 860 m.—The
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Paratutpaneme and Paranan are other consider-
able rivers of Brazil provs. Sao Paulo and Goyaz,
respectively tributaries to the Parana and To-
cantins.

Paranahiba, a town of Brazil, prov. Piauhy,
on the E. bank of the Paranahiba, near its mouth.
It is an entrepot for cotton and leather. Pop. of

dist. 10,000.— II. Paranahiba is a town, prov. and
33 m. N.W, Sao Paulo, on the river Tiett^.

P.VKATY, a seaport town of Brazil, prov. Rio-
de-Janeiro, and 135 m. E.N.E. S^o Paulo, on the
AV. coast of the Bay of Angra. P. 10,000. It

has several churches, a grammar school, exten-
sive commerce, and numerous distilleries.

Paiuy-ij^-Monial, a comm. & town of France,
dep. Sa6ne-et-Loire, cap. cant., in a rich valley,

arr. and 7 m. W. Charolles. P. 3396.

Parc£, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Sarthe, 11 m. N.W. La Flfeche, on 1. b. of

the Sarthe. P. 2200.—II. dep. Maine-et-Loire,
arr. Baug^, cant. Noyart. P. 1622.

Parchim or Parchen, a town of Germany,
Mecklenburg-Schwerin, cap. duchy and 23 m.
S.E. Schwerin, on the Elde. P. 6489. It has
manufactures of woollen cloths, leather, chicory,

straw hats, and tobacco.

Parchwitz, a walled town of Prussian Silesia,

gov. circ. and 10 m. N.E. Liegnitz, on the Katz-
bach. _ P. 1351. Manufs. woollen cloth.

Parco, a town of the island Sicily, prov. and
circ. Palermo. P. 3501.
Parczow, a town of Poland, prov. and 46 m.

S.E. Siedlec. P. 2830.
Pardoux (St), a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Dordogne, cap. cant, 4 m. S.E.

Nontron. P. 1650.—II. dep. Deux-Sevres, 5 m.
S.W. Parthenay. P, 1855.

Pardubitz, a town of Bohemia, circ. Chrudim,
on the Elbe, & on rail., 61 m. E. Prague. P. 6714.
It has iron and copper forges, and paper mills.

Headquarters of King of Prussia, 7th June 1866.
Pakechia {Paros), the cap. town of the island

of Pares, Grecian Archipelago, on the W. side of

the island. It contains numerous remains of

the ancient city, and about 4 m. E. are the quar-
ries of the celebrated Parian marble.
Paredes de Nava, a town of Spain, prov. and

15 m. N.W. Palencia, in a marsh near the Canal
of Campos. P. 4662. It has 4 pa. churches, an
hospital, and manufs. of coarse hempen cloths.

Paredon, an island of the West Indies, in the
old Bahama Channel, N. Cuba. Lat. 22° 25' N.

;

Ion. 78° 8' W. Length 10 m. by 2 m. in breadth.

Parentis-en-Born, a comm. and vill., France,
dep. Landes, cap. cant., arr. Mont-de-Marsan.
P. 2049.

Parenzo, a town of Austria, circ. Istria, on a
peninsula in the Adriatic. P. 2362. It is a
bishop's see, and has a fine cathedral, a good
harbour, and trade in wine.
Parga, a maritime town of European Turkey,

Epirus, on a steep rocky height opposite the isl.

Paxo, 35 m. W.N.W. Arta. P. 4000.
Parghelia, a town of South Italy, prov.

Catanzaro, circ. Monteleone. P. 3895. It was
destroyed by the earthquake of 1783.

Parh,vm, two pas. of England.—I. co. Sussex,

6J m. KN.E. Arundel. Ac. 1264. P. 71.—II. co.

SuffoUf, 14 m. N.E. Ipswich. Ac. 2212. P. 470.

Paria (Gulf of), South America, Venezuela,
is an inlet of the Caribbean Sea, between the
island of Trinidad and the mainland, and lat. 10°

and 10» 40' N., Ion. 62° W. Length 100 m. Its

S. entrance, called the " serpent's mouth," is 9 m.
across ; its N., or the " dragon's mouth," is 13 m.
in width, and contains several islands. It receives

several anns of the Orinoco, and on its ishoros

are the towns Port of Spain and Porto Nuevo.
PAKiGNli l'Eveque, a comm. & town of France,

dep. Sarthe, 9 m. S.E. Le Mans. P. 3532.
Parigny-les-Vaux, a comm. & vill. of France,

dep. Ni6vre, arr. Nevers, cant. Pougues. P. 1119.
Parim:^ (Sierra), a mountain system of South

America, enclo.sed by the great bend of the Ori-
noco river, between lat. 3° and 8' N., Ion. 58°

and 68° W., and connected E. with the Sierra
Pacaraima. Its principal summit. Mount Mara-
vaca, is supposed to rise to 10,500 feet in height.
In these mountains rise the Orinoco, Caura, and
Paragua.—The Parima river, Brazil, is a princi-

pal head stream of the Rio-Branco.
Parinacochas (Lake of), S. Peru, dep. Aya9u-

cho, S.W. Pausa, surrounded by high mountains,
is 20 m. in length, N.W. to S.E., traversed by
the river Pausa.

Paris, several townships of the U. S., North
America.—1. Maine, 36 m. W.S.W. Augusta.

—

II. New York, 10 m. S.S.E. Utica.—III. a vill.,

Kentucky, 30 m. E. Frankfort.—IV. a township,
Ohio, CO. Stark.—V. a town and port of entry.

Canada West, on Grand river and Great Western
Railway, 26 m. W. Hamilton. P. 3000.

Paris, iMtetia, afterwards Parisii, an import-
ant city of W. Europe, cap. of France and of the

dep. Seine, situated on both banks of the Seine,

and on two islands in its centre. Lat, (of obser-

vatory, 193 feet above the sea) 48° 50' 13" N. ; Ion.
2° 29' 9"E. P. (1851) 1,053,262 ; (1861) 1,500,129;

(1866)1,796,382. Mean temp, of year 51°-3, winter
37°-8, summer 64°-5 Fahr. Mean annual rainfall25

inches ; average number of rainy days, 105 • days
on which snow falls, 12. One of the gi'eatest,

most beautiful, richest, and most industrious

cities of the world. Thie work of its embellish-

ment has been in progress for 20 years, espe-

cially since 1856. The narrow, small, unhealthy

lanes give place to long and broad streets and
boulevards, sided by magnificent buildings. The
commune of Paris, surrounded by the fortifica-

tions, extends on both sides of the Seine over an

area of 19,278 ac. The interior circumference of

the fortification, comprising two breadths of the

Seine, is 21 ra. in length. It is divided into 20

arrs., each of which is subdivided into quarters.

This space comprises two distinct portions

:

1st, that comprised within the old city wall,

erected for the collection of the octroi or customs

;

and 2d, the communes of the banlieue, comprised

between the old wall and the line of the new for-

tifications. The 1st part, which forms the 12

municipal arrs. of the commune of Paris, is in

many parts covered with splendid monuments,
magnificent hotels, and gardens. The houses are

generally lofty, and built in a uniform style. The
new streets are wide, straight, well paved, and

lighted with gas; but many of the old streets,

are narrow and crooked. The Rue de RivoU, pro-i

longed on the W. by the Avenue des Charaps-i

Elys^es, and on the E. by the Rue du Faubourg
St Antoine, intersects the northern division o:

Paris from E. to W. within a short distance of

the river. The Boulevard de S^bastopol, at right

angles to the Rue de Rivoli, intersects the city

from N. to S. The old and chief line of the boule-

vards forms a semicircle, the chord of which is tliii

Rue de Rivoli from the Place de la Bastille to th'

Rue Royale. The new Boulevard Malesherbes.

extending N.W. from the Madeleine, and thi^

Boulevard Prince Eugene on the E., between thd

Place du Trone and the Boulevard St Martin.

I)romise to be very fine streets ; the Boulevard d
i

Magenta, now (1864) in course of construction, ii
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ii continuation of tlie latter to the N.W. Beyond
his is the irregular line of the outer boulevards

;

ivliile a third ring is formed by the fortifications.

I'he Seine, whicii traverses Paris from E. to W.
or a length of 7 miles, is lined with spacious

(uays, and planted with trees. On it are moored
ivashing-boats, in which from 200 to 300 women
ire daily engaged, and floating baths. Within
^he limits of the city, it is crossed by 27 bridges

;f various kinds, 8 of which have been con-
jtnicted since 1852 : on two of these payment
[i exacted from passengers. It receives the small

jtream of Bifevre or the Gobelins, at the Quai
.0 I'Hopital, and the Canal of St Martin, which
pins those of the Ourcq and St Denis. It here
brms two islands, the lie St Louis and the He
u Cite; on which last is situated the cathe-

ral church of Notre Dame, a Gothic building,

i the form of a Latin cross, with a magnificent
|i9ade, terminating by two square towers 295 ft.

1 height, the restoration of which was cora-

[leted in June 1864 : the HotelDieu, the Palais

je Justice, and the Pont-Neuf, which latter

mnects the island of the city with both sides
' the river. This is the largest and one of

iij oldest bridges in Paris, having been recon-
,;ructed in 1852; in its centre is a bronze statue

f Henri iv. The portion of Paris situated on the

„ b. of the river is the most extensive, and con-
lins the greatest number of public offices. It is

Iso the richest and most commercial, its centre

leing occupied by the Bourse (Exchange of

ranee). Among the many splendid edifices of

lis quarter, are the palace of the Tuileries, long
le residence of the kings of France, and the scene
f many of its most remarkable events, opposite

•hose central pavilion is the triumphal arch
ire de Triomplie du Carrousel), an imitation of

le Arch of Septimus Severus at Rome, erected

Y Napoleon in 1806, to the glory of the French
•mies ; the palace of the Louvre, appropriated
I rich collections of paintings, sculpture, bronzes,

jatiquities, and prints ; the New Louvre, uniting

lie palaces of the Tuileries and Louvre; the

[
rand H6tel du Louvre ; the Oratoire, the largest

jrotestant church in Paris; the Palais-Royal, the

(illeries of which are occupied by elegant shops
id cafds; the palace of the Elysde Napoleon,
here Napoleon i. signed his last abdication

;

le HaUes Centrales (central markets); the old
our de la Boucherie, at the intersection of the
ue de Rivoli and the Boulevard de S^bastopol;
le H6tel de Ville, the municipal palace of Paris

;

id the Church of the Madeleine. Its prin-

pal streets and squares are the Place de la

oncorde, an immense square, decorated with
luntains and statues; Place des Victoires, in
hich is the Bank of France, and an equestrian
atue of Louis xiv. ; the Place Vendome, in the
;ntre of which is a triumphal bronze column
ected by Napoleon i. ; the Place Bastille, with
I© Colonne de JuUlet, a bronze monument, 154
et high, erected on the site of the Bastille, in
!>nour of those who fell in the revolution of

i30;'the Place du Trone, where a triumphal
oh is being erected to commemorate the prowess
the French armies between 1852-62 ; Rue de

iivoli, one of the finest streets of the city, nearly
lu. long ; Rue de la Paix, and Rue Castiglione.
ost of these are in the centre or west of Paris.
he finest and most fashionable promenades are
e Boulevards and Champs Elys^es, at the W.

^id of which is the triumphal arch of L'Etoile
id Bois de Boulogne ; Place du Carrousel, Gar-
n of the Tuileries, and in the E. the cemetery
P6re-la-Chaise.

The left bank of the river contains the Boule-
vard St Germain, the principal residence of the
oldest noblesse ; the boulevards are here also

planted, but the promenades are not frequented.
On this side is the Pays Latin, the seat of the
principal educational establishments, and tho .

Sorboune, College of France, Colleges of St
Louis, Louis-le-Grand, Henri iv., Polytechnic
School, and the Normal School, inaugurated
1846; the School of Medicine, and Schools of

Law. The principal public buildings on this

side are the Palace of the Luxembourg, in part
appropriated to the exhibition of the works of
living artists ; the Fontaine St Michel, a marble
structure 82 feet high ; Palace of the Fine Arts

;

the Odeon and the Lyc^e St Louis ; Assemblee
Nationale ; the Palace of the Institute, contain-
ing the Mazarene library ; the Observatoire, at
the end of the Boulevard de S^astopol, with a
library of 45,000 vols. ; the mint, with a collec-

tion of coins, dies, and medals, from the time of
Charles viii. , the Pantheon, a colossal edifice,

occupying the highest part of Paris, originally

designed for a church, but afterwards appropri-
ated to the remains of eminent Frenchmen ; the
Hotel-des-Invalides, an immense military hospi-
tal for 5000 men, with an elegant dome, in tie
centre of which is a church containing the tombs
of Napoleon i., Turenne, and Vauban. It has a
library of 30,000 vols., and a collection of models
of fortifications. The military school, situated
in the Champ-de-Mars, where the Exhibition
buildings of 1867 were erected, 1500 feet

long, by 1245 feet broad ; the botanic gar-

den (Jardin des Flantes), and the celebrated

tapestry and carpet manufactory of the Gobe-
lins. This quarter also contains the greater

number of hospitals, the largest of which, the

Salp^trifere, has upwards of 4500 inmates. Here
are also the ruins of the Palais des Thermes,
and the Hotel de Cluny, founded by Dusommer-
ard, and purchased by the state, containing a
museum of arts, arms, and antiquities ; the abat-

toirs (slaughter-houses) of Grenelle and Ville-

juif, and the artesian well. [Grenelle.] There
are 8 prisons in Paris, including the Conciergerio

in the Palais de Justice, the principal being La
Force, on the Boulevard Mazas, near the Lyon
Railway terminus. A great portion of this

quarter was built from quarries, extending under
the river, which formed the celebrated catacombs
used as a deposit for the bones found in the

cemeteries at the time of their suppression. The
space contained between the city wall and the

fortified circle is composed of the communes of

the banlieue, in which the population has greatly

increased within a few years, but the greater

part of it is still occupied by fields or gardens.

These comms. comprise on the right bank Bercy,

Charonne, Belleville, La Vilette, La Chapelle,

Montmartre, Les Batignolles, Passy, and Au-
teuil ; and on the left bank Grenelle, Vaugirard,

Montrouge, and Gentilly. The approach to the

new walls is defended by 13 detached forts, viz.,

Romainville, Noisy, Rosny, Nogent, Charenton,

and the castle of Vincennes, on the E. ; Bicgtre,

Montrouge, Vanvres, and Issy, on the S. ; Mont
Valerien, on the W. ; Aubervilliers, and St Denis
with the Couronne de la Briche, and double Cou-
ronne, on the N.

Considered in reference to its scientific, lite-

rary, and educational establishments, Paris sur-

passes all the cities of the world. The head-
quarters of the University of Paris are at the

Sorbonne, founded 1253, near the Hotel de Cluny,

where degrees are granted in the facxdties of
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Bciences, letters, and theologry, and where gratui-

tous public lectures are given by 11 professors,

attended by about 2000 pupils ; the college occu-
pies an area of nearly 3 acres, and its libiury

contains 80,000 vols. The £cole de Droit (school

of law) is in the Place du Pantheon ; it has 25
professors and about 1500 students. The Ecole
de Aledecine, in the street of the same name, has
50 professors and 5000 students. The College
Imperial de France, founded 1530 bj- Francis i.,

is in the Eue St Jacques ; it has 29 professors,

all the lectures being gratuitous. There are 5
lyceums, or preparatory schools, supported by
government, comprising 178 professors, 1800
boarders, and 2960 day scholars ; also 3 viunici-

pal colleges for the annexed communes. Among
the special schools are the Ecoles Polytechnique,
Nationale, Normale, des Beaux-Arts, des Mines,
and the Conservatoires des Arts and de Musique
The cost of primary instruction in the city now
amounts to 120,000/. The observatory, contain-
ing a valuable collection of astronomical and
mathematical insti-uments; the Jardin des Plantes,

a large botanic garden, with museums of natural
history, and a collection of living animals ; con-
servatory of arts and trades, containing models
and descriptions of machinery. A garden, of 45J
ac, with 25 hothouses, was opened in 1860 by the
Acclimatization Society, in the "W. part of the

Bois de Boulogne, in which legions of plants of

every description are reared, & afterwards trans-

planted to ornament the public gardens of Paris.

Paris is the seat of numerous learned and other
societies, among which are the society for the

encouragement of national industry, societies of

agriculture, geography, geology, statistics, and
antiquities. There are 32 libraries in Paris, 6 of

which are public; of these the great national

library (Bibl. Imperial) is a magnificent institu-

tion. It is divided into 5 sections, containing
—I. Printed works and pamphlets, 1,800,000,

including duplicates.—II. Manuscripts, 200,000
vols.—III. Medals and antiquities 170,000, and
10,000 gems.—IV. Engravings, 1,300,000.—V.
Maps and charts, 300,000. The charity of

Paris is administered by the department of " As-
sistance PubUque," whose staff numbnrs about
2200. There are 8 general and 7 special hospi-

tals. There was (1861) a pauper pop. of 90,300

in Paris. The benevolent institutions compiTse
a deaf-mute institution, with 12 professors, a
school for the blind, a government pawn bank,
and numerous civil, maternity, foundling, and
orphan hospitals. The principal theatres are the

Opera or Academy of Music, Theatre Fran9ais,

Opera Comique, Odeon, Italian Theatre, and
many minor theatres ; an Olympic circus, pano-
rama, diorama, and gdorama. The industrial

establishments of Paris embrace all kinds of

manufactures and commerce, but it is especially

distinguished for objects of taste and fashion,

—

furniture, jewellery, trinkets, bronzes, porcelain,

mirrors, clocks and watches, painted paper, per-

fumery, bonnets, gloves, and carnages. There
are about 30,000 master tailors, shoemakers, hat-
ters, furriers, dressmakers and milliners, employ-
ing 120,000 men and women, doing business to

the amount of 12,000,000?. a year. The manuf.
of trinkets (articles de Paris) employs about
120,000 operatives. The confectioners produce
annually about 240,000/. worth of goods. The
carpets and tapestries of the Gobelins are held
in high estimation, and Paris is celebrated for its

mathematical and optical instruments. It is one
of the chief centres in Europe for the production
of works connected with literature and the fine

arts. It has 13 principal newspapers, besides
periodical sheets of joiuuials, reviews, bulletins,

and annals of politics, literature, science, arts,

and fashions. The commerce of Paris is facili-

tated by navigation on the Seine, by its connec-
tion with many canals, and by railwaj's to the
chief towns of France. [France.] It has a
chamber of commerce with a commercial library,

an exchange which publishes daily returns, and
it is the seat of all the principal financial, indus-
trial, and commercial societies in the country.
Among the eminent persons that Paris has pro-
duced may be mentioned the great Condd
Prince Eugene of Savoy, Rousseau the poet,

Thou the historian, Moliere, Boileau, Voltaire
Eollin, d'Alembert, the painters Lebrun anc
David, the geographer d'Anville, Lavoisier, M .-

dame Roland, and Madame de StaSl. Paris \. .t

a place of importance in the time of Caesar ; i

was then confined to the island in the Seine, nov
called the He du Cit^ and was cap. of that par;

of Gaul occupied by the Parisii. Under the K' '

-

man emperors it was greatly extended. Ciivi>

fixed his empire here in 508. The establishnui.;

of the university, in the year 1200, gave it g-iPL.t

importance; it was surrounded by walls uudc.

Philip Augustus ; the inner or city wall (d'Octroi)

was built nearly as it now stands, in 1786. Tlie

new line of fortifications was commenced in \%V\
and finished in 1848. Paris was delivered uj; t

the English in 1420, and held by them for >:\

years. The allied army entered it in 1814-1'

The first revolution began 14th July 1789 : 1 1
<

second, 27th July 1830; and the third on 2 ^

Febi-uary 1848 ; and in 1851 Louis Napoleon, ii

that time President of the Republic, appealed tc

the people, and was elected Emperor by a vas.

majority of votes.

Pauishville, a township, U. S., North Am*
rica, New York, 17 m. E. Canton.
Parita, a maritime town of S. America, Ne^

Grenada, dep. Isthmus, on the Gulf of Pai'ita, ai

inlet of the Gulf of, and 100 m. S.W. Panama.
Paritchi, a market town of Russia, gov. aLi

108 m. S.E. Minsk, on the Beresina. P. 1600.

Parize St le Chatei, a comm. and vilL t

France, dep. Nifevre, arr. Nevers, cant St Pierre

le-Moutier. P. 1751.

Pakizot, a comm. and vill. of France, dej

Tam-et-Garonne, cant. St Antonin. P. 1614.

Parkany, a market town of Hungary, on tb

Danube, co. and immediately opposite Gran. I

1374. Here, in 1683, the Turks were defeated

the Imperialists and Poles.

Parke, a co. of the U. S^ North America, i

W. of Indiana. Area 428 sq.m. P. (1860) 16,5ii

Parker, a co. of the U. S., North Americ
Texas. P. 3991 free, 222 slaves.

Parkersburg, a town, U. S., N. America, Vi

ginia, on the Ohio, at the mouth of the Kauawli

and on Baltimore and Ohio Railway. P. 3000.

Parkgate, a township of England, co. and

m. N.W. Chester, pa. Neston, on the Dee.

Parkham, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5

1

S.W. Bideford. Ac. 5808. P. 886.

Parkhead, a vilL of Scotland, co. Lanark,
[

and 1\ m. S.S.E. Glasgow, P. 1150. The Gl

gow water-works are in its immediate vicinity

Parkhiix, a vill. of Scotland, co. Cromarty,

the N. shore of Cromarty Firth.

Parkixgton, a co of Queensland, Australl

On the N. boundary is the river Fitzroy and •

tributary the Dawson. On the E. are the < ^

Livingston and Raglan. Chief town, Westwoi
Lat. 23° 30' S. ; Ion. 150° E.

Park-Quarter, a to^vnship of England, >j
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Dnrliam, pa. and 4 m. "W. Stanhope. Ac. 12,109.

.'. 1091.

Paukur, a dist. of W. Hindostan, on the N.

id,, of the Runn of Cutch, lat. 24° 20' N., Ion.

"()' 52' E., and containing the towns Veerawow
iinl Nuggur, each ruled by a Rajpoot chief.

Paukuta, a town of Asia, Little Tibet, on the

n.lus, Bulti, 22 m. E.S.E. Iskardo.

Parley (Wkst), a pa. of Engl., co. Dorset, 5|
n. E.S.E. Wimborne-Minster. Ac. 3407. P. 268.

Parrla, two townships of the U. S., North
Vmerica.—I. New York, 10 m. N.W. Rochester.

-II. Ohio, 6 m. S. Cleveland.

Parma, till 1860 a duchy, now a prov. of the

cingdom of Italy, on rL b. of the Po, between

nt. 44° 19' 30" and 45° T 45" N., Ion. 9° 23' and
11° 40' E., having N. Lombardy, E. Modena,
A'. Piedmont, S. the Apennines, which separate

t from the Genoese tenritory. Area 1251 sq. m.

\ (1862) 256,029. Surface slopes to the N.,

vhere the Po foi-ms the boundary, and receives

rora the S. the Trebbia, Nure, Taro, and Parma,

vhich last joins the Po after a N.N.E. course of

5 m. Climate temperate and healthy, except on

he banks of the Po. In the plains the soil is

ertile, irrigated by many canals, and produces

naize, wheat, tobacco, fruit, wine, and silk. Rice

s raised in the dist. Guastalla, and near Parma,
a the hilly region little corn is grown ; forests

•nd pasture grounds are extensive, and chestnuts

,nd goat-milk cheese are principal articles of

cod. About 12,300 quintals of salt are made
t.nnually. Silk fabrics in the larger towns, iron

vares, glass, earthenware, paper, straw hats, and
riinpowder, are the principal manufs. Under
he French, this territoiy formed most part of the

lep. Val di Toro.

Parma, a city of the kingdom of Italy, in the

Kirth, cap. prov., on the Parma, an am. of the

'o, & on railway between Modena and Piacenza,
•5 m. S.E. Milan, lat. 44° 48' T N., Ion. 10° 20'

!' E. Its elevation above the sea is 162 feet.

dean annual temperature 57°, greatest heat 88°"7,

irieatest cold 24° Fahr. The prevailing winds
10, summer W.S.W.; winter N.E., E., and N.W.
'. (1862) 47.067. It is of a circular fonn, sur-

ounded by walls, and entered by five gates, and
lias a glacis forming a public promenade. Chief

public edifices, a cathedral with valuable paint-
iic:s, the ducal palace, an academy of fine arts,

luseum of antiquities, botanic garden, pub-
ic library, a Benedictine monasteiy, several

hurches, Farnese palace, and theatre. The uni-
Lrsity of Parma was suppressed in 1831, but it

j

las a school of foiir faculties, numerous scientific

establishments, civil and military hospitals, and
ii school for deaf-mutes, established in 1837.

Parnac, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Indre,
!2 m. S.E. Blanc. P. 1354.

Parnassus (Mount), a famous mountain of

reece, gov. Phocis, its culminating point in lat.

^ 35' 57" N., Ion. 22° 27' 36' E., 8068 ft, above
he sea. Between this and an adjacent peak is a
enowned rivulet known in antiquity as the

I

Jastalian fountain ; and on the S. declivity of the

j
nountain is the Corycian cave, a stalactitic grotto,
jJ30 feet in length by nearly 200 in width.

I

Parndon. two pas. of England, co. Essex.—I.

\Greal\ 4f m. N.N.W. Epping. Ac. 2211. P.
il91.-]I. {Littli), \\ m. N.N.E. Great Parndon.
A.C. 534. P. 71.

Pahnes (Mount) (mod. Nozea), a mountain in
'\tiica, Greece, between Attica and Boeotia, 16

N. Athens. Height 1415 feet above the sea.

Paropamisan Mountains, Afghanistan and E.
i'cisia, cover an extent of 350 m. in length E. to

W., separate the deserts of Yezd and Turkestan,
and are connected E. with the Hindoo-Koosh,
and "VV. with the Elburz mountains, S. of the
Caspian Sea. In the E. they are rugged and
broken by narrow valleys ; they nowhere reach
to the limit of perennial snow. W.ward the val-
leys are wider, and the hills lower. They are in-

habited by Eimauks, Huzaurchs, and other tribes,

whose chief resources are in their flocks & herds.

Paros, an island of the Grecian Archipelago,
5 m. W. Naxos, with which and many smaller
islands it forms the gov. Naxos and Paros. Lat.
of Mount 8t Elias 37° N. ; Ion. 2.5° 11' E. Area
100 sq. m. P. 6000. Surface fertUe. Products,
corn, wine, oil, cotton, and marble; the last of the
finest quality, and of which the best ancient
statues were made. The quames are about 4 ra.

E. the chief town Parechia. Port Nassau, on the
N. side, is one of the best harbours in the Archi-
pelago ; IJ m. W. is the islet of Antiparos.
Parr, a township of England, co. Lancaster,

pa. Prescot, 3 m. W.S.W. Newton-in-Makei-field.
Ac. 1601. P. 8253.

Parramatta, a post-town of New South
Wales, CO. Cumberland, on rail., 14 m. W. Sydney.
Alt. 60 feet. The viceregal lodge and several

government establishments are here. P. (1861)
5577. It is at the head of the navigation of a
small river of the same name, which falls into

Port Jackson.
Parras, a town of Mexico, state Coahuila, on

E. shore of Lake Parras. P. 8000. It is celebrated

for its vines.

Parret, a river of W. England, rises near
Beaminster, co. Dorset, flows N. & N.W. through
CO. Somerset, and after a winding and sluggish

course of about 40 m. enters Bridgewater Bay.
It is navigable for vessels of 200 tons.

Parry, a co. of Nev/ South Wales, on N. slope

of Liverpool Range, E. from Buckland and W.
from Inglis cos. It is traversed by Peel river,

and is auriferous in some parts. Length 65 m.
Ac. 880,000. Lat. 31° 25' S. ; Ion. 151° E.

Parky (Cape), British N. America, is on the

Arctic Ocean, near lat 70° N., Ion. 123° 35' W.,
and terminates a promontory bounding Franklin
Bay on the E.—II. W. coast of Greenland, near

the N. extremity of Baffin Bay. Lat. 77° 6' N.

;

Ion. 71° 23' W.—III. E. coast of Greenland, lat,

72° 22' N., Ion. 22° 2' W.—The Parry Group is

the N. cluster of the Arzobispo Islands, Pacific

Ocean. Lat. 27° 44' 55" N. ; Ion. 142° 7' E.—
Parry Islands, a group in the Arctic region of N.
America, between lat. 75° and 77° 30' N., and
between Ion. 93° and 119° W., consisting of

Pi-ince Patrick, Melville, Bathurst, Coruwallis,

and many smaller islands.

Parsac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Creuse, arr. Boussac, cant. Gamages. P. 1595.

Parsideypore, a town of India, territory of

Oude, in lat. 26° 4' N., Ion. 81° 34' E. P. 4000,

three-fourths of whom are Mussulmans.
Parson Drovk, a chapelry of Eng., co. Cam-

bridge, pa. Leverington, 4 m. W. Wisbeach. P. 876.

Parsonsfield, a township, U. S., N. America,
Maine, 68 m. S.W. Augusta.
Parsonstown, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Louth, 4 m. E.S.E. Dunleer. Ac. 524. P. 178.—II. a town of Ireland. [Bir.]
Partanna, a market town of the island Sicily,

prov. and 19 m. S.E. Trapani, cap. circ. P.

(1861) 11,972.

Parthenay, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Deux-S§vres, cap. arr., on the Thone, 24 m.
N.N.E. Niort. P. 5057. It has manufactures of

cloth and leather.
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Partick, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

Govan, on the Kelvin, near its confluence with
the Cl3'de, 2 m. N.W. Glasgow. P. 8183.

P^VRTixico, a city' of the island Sicily, prov.,

dist, and 14 m. W.S.W. Palermo. P. (1861)
19,072. Exports wine and oil, and has manufs.
of woollen and silk fabrics.

Paktney, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2 m.
E.N.E. Spilsby. Ac. 1210. P. 148.

Partox, a pa, of Scotland, stewartry Kirkcud-
bright, situated between Loch Ken and the river

Urr. Ac. 16,248. P. 764.

Parton, a township of England, co. Cumber-
land, pa. Moresby, on the Irish Sea, 1^^ m. N.
Whitehaven. P. 759.

Partridge Island, New Brunswick, is in St
John harbour, an inlet of the Bay of Fundy, S.

St John.
Partschew, a town of Eussian Poland, gov.

Ljublin. P. 3930.

Paruro, a town of S. Pern, dep. and 18 m.
S.S.W. Cuzco, cap. prov., on the Apurimac.

PAR\'ES-NA'rrAGES, a comm. and vill,, France,
dep. Ain, arr. and cant Belley. P. 1097.

Parvich or Parvichio, an island of Dalmatia,
in the Gulf of Quamero, between the islands
Veglia and Arbe, 7 m. S.W. Zeng. Length 4 m.
Parwick, a pa. of England, co. Derby, oj m.

N, Ashbome. Ac 3247. P. 521.

Parys, a mountain of Wales, co. and on the N.
Bide of the island of Anglesej-, parish and S. the
town of Amlwych, which owes its prosperitj' to

the copper mines of the mountain. These were,
in modem times, first wrought in 1762, and from
60,000 to 80,000 tons of ore, yielding 3000 tons
of metal, were formerly obtained, but the quan-
tity is now much reduced.

Pas, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Pas-de-
Calais, on the Quilienne, 16 m. S.W. Arras. P.
906.—II. dep. Mayenne, arr. Mayenne, cant.

Ambriferes. P. 1794.

Pasages, a town and port of Spain, prov. Gui-

f)uzcoa, 3 m. E. St Sebastian, in a deep and land-
ocked haven, in the Bay of Biscay. P. 895.

Pasay, a maritime town of Sumati-a, on its N.
coast, about 140 m. E.S.E. Achen. It has a good
harbour, and provisions are to be had in plenty.
Pascagoula, a river of the U. S., N. America,

Mississippi, formed by the confl. of the Chicka-
sawa and Leaf Rivers, flows S. and falls into
Pascagoula Sound, and thence into the Gulf of

Mexico. It is navigable for its last 50 miles for

vessels drawing 6 feet water.
Paschekdaele, a market town of Belgium,

prov. W. Flanders, 6J m. N.E. Ypres. P. 3000.
Pasco or Cerro de Pasco, the chief mining

town of N. Peru, dep. Junin, 130 m. N.E. Lima,
at the head of two ravines, and 13,720 feet above
the sea, the most elevated city in the world. P.
varies at different periods from 4000 to perhaps
12,000. The ground broken up for mining occu-
pies a space J m. in length by J m. in breadth,
quite honeycombed with shafts, most of which
are now filled with water. All its ores are fer-

ruginous. Though coal exists in the vicinity, turf,

dung, and timber are mostly employed for smelt-
ing.—The Cerro, or mountain knot of Pasco and
Huanuco, unites two bi-anches of the Andes.
Summit 16,000 feet above the sea.

Pascdaro or Pazqcaro, a town, Mexico, dep.
Michoacan. 28 m. S.W. Morelia, on E. bank of

Lake Pascuaro. P. 8000. It has copper mines.
Pas-de-Calais, a dep. of France, in the N.E.,

formed of parts of the old provs. Artois, Picar-
die, and Flanders, on the English Channel, or
Pas ^e-Calais, between the deps. Nord and

Somme. Area 2551 sq. m. P. (1861) 724,3.')8.

Surface traversed S.E. to N.W. by a chain of hillf

which separates the basin of the North Sea from
that of the Channel, and gives rise to numerous
rivers; the chief of which are the Scarpe and
Lj-s, affls. of the Scheldt, the Aa, which flows to

the North Sea, and the Canche, flowing to the
English Channel; these are all navigable, and
connected by canals. The dep. has excellent

harbours, the chief of which are Calais and Bou-
logne. Commerce is also facilitated by the Great
Northern RaQway and its branches. Soil rich ii

coal and turf, marble, and slate ; is remarkable for

the facility with which water is found by mean;
of artesian wells. It has a superior breed of sheej
and horses, but indifferent cattle. AgricultHK^
participates in the perfection of that of the dep
Nord. It is marshy in some parts, but gene-
rally fertile in wheat, hemp, lint, tobacco, anc,

oleaginous plants. Manufacturing industry com-
prises beet-root sugar, linen and linen thread
cotton, lace, common woollens, paper, potteiy-
ware, and leather. The dep. is divided into tnr
arrs. Arras, Bdthune, Boulogne, St Pol, Mont-
treuil, and St Omer.
Pas-de-Calais or Strait of Do^'er, the stni-.

which separates England from France. nDovKB.')
Pasewalk or Passewalk, a town of Prussiari

Pomerania, gov. and 25 m. W.N.W. Stettin, on
the Ucker. P. 7169. It is enclosed by walk,
and has woollen cloth and leather factories.

Pasijan, two of the smaller Philippine islands,

Malaysia, between the isls. Leyte and Zebu.
Pasman, an island of Dalmatia, circ. and 6 m.

S. Zara, in the Adriatic Length 15 m. ; breadtli

3^ m. Surface mountainous. Principal products
oil and wine. On it are several villages.

Pasquotaxk, a river of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, North Carolina, rises in the Dismal-Swamp,
and flows S.E. into Albemarle Bay. It is con-

nected with the Elizabeth river by a canal 23 m.
in length, and gives name to a co. of 241 sq.

m. P. 5957 free, 2983 slaves ; cap. Elizabeth.

Passage, two small seaport towns of Ireland,

Munster.—I. co. and 6 m. E.S.E. Waterford, on
the estuary of the Suir. P. 852. It is irregu-

larly built on a rocky height, and has a pier and
a block-house.—II. (^West), co. and 7^ m. E.S.E,

Cork, on the estuary of the Lee, opposite Gi-eat

Island, P. 2282, It has several churches, i

quay, dockyard, and many bathing-houses; i>

the port of Cork for all large shipping, and i

seat of petty sessions. A village and hamlet, cc

.

Cork, have the same name.
Passage Islands, two groups of Malaysia, ode

off the W. coast of Sumatra, near lat 2° 30' N

.

the other between Celebes and Sangir.

—

Patsagi

Island is a name of the West India island Cule-

bra.

—

Passage Fort, Jamaica, is on Hunt Bay, t

m. E. Spanish-town.
Passage (Le), a comm. and vill. of FranC'?

dep, Lot-et-Uaronne, arr, & cant, Agen. P. 2018.

Passaic, a co., U. S,, North America, in N,Ii

part of New Jersey. Area 198 sq. m. P. (1860'

29,013.—II. a river, same state, flows E., ai:

enters Newark Bay after a course of 70 m. It

navigable for sloops to Acquakanonck.
Passais, a comm. and vilL of France, d.

Ome, arr. Domfront, cap. cant. P. 1819.

Passamaquoddy Bay is partly in state Mai'..

U. S,, North America, and partly in the Bri:'

prov. of New Brunswick, about 12 m. in leng;

and 8 m. in width at its entrance. It is vry-

sheltered, deep, never closed by ice, and contain

Deer and Campobello islands. Its waters about <

with fish; tid« rises from 25 to 33 feet. TL
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large rocky island Grand Manan lies opposite the

mouth of this bay.

Passaro ('Oape), Pachynum Promontorium, the

S.E. extremity of the island Sicily, prov. Noto,

2o m. S.S.W. Syracuse. Immediately N.E. of it

is the barren island Passaro, with a fort, in lat.

36° 41' 5' N., Ion. 15° 9' E.
Passaroavitz or Posharovitz, a town or vill.

of Servia, and a judicial cap. of its E. division,

dist. and 13 m. E.S.E. Semendria. A treaty of

jicace was concluded here between the Imperial-

ists and the Turks, 21st July 1718.

Passau, Batava Castra, a fortified town of

j
Bavaria, cap. circ Lower Danube, at the confl. of

the Inn and Danube, and on railway, 92 m.
1 E.N.E. Munich. P. (1864) 13,433. It is situated-

in a picturesque defile, separated into 3 parts

1 >y the rivers which traverse it, and is defended
l>y 2 fortresses and 8 forts. Chief edifices, the
cathedral, church of St Paul, and the old abbey
of St Nicholas. It has manufs. of tobacco and

1 porcelain, breweries, and tanneries. The treaty

I
of Passau, concluded in 1552, conferred religious

' liberty on the Protestants of Germany.
Passav^^t, a comra. and vill. of France, dep.

. Ilante-SaSne, arr. Vesoul, cant. Gussey. P. 16G0.

I

Passenham, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-
ton, 8 m. S.E. Towcester. Ac. 2280. P< 1105.

' Passenheim, a town of E. Prussia, gov. Konigs-
berg, 21 m. E.N.E. Hohenstein. P. 1415.

Passeriano, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov.

j
and 13 m. S.W. Udine. P. 3000. Near it is a

1 villa, in which Bonaparte resided during the pre-

I
liuiinaries of the peace of Campo Formio.
Passignano, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and

14 m. N.W. Perugia, on the N.E. shore of the
Lake of Perugia or Thrasymene. Near it was

I

foughtthebattleof Thrasymene, B.C. 217. P. 3298.

Passo Cabaixo, Texas, North America, is the

;
entrance to Matagorda Bay, 80 m. S.W. the
mouth of the Rio Brazos.

Passy, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

Haute-Savoie, arr. Bonneville. P. 1850.

Pastasa, a river of Ecuador, rises in tlie

Andes, and after a S.E. course of 400 m. joins

the Amazon, 25 m. W. the influx of the Huallaga.
Pastena, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Caserta,

circ. Gaeta. P. 2397.

Pasto, a town of the Granadian Confed., in

i the table-land of the Andes, dep. Cauca, 148 m.
I N.N.E. Quito. P. 7000. It is built at the foot of

I
a volcano, in a site 8577 feet above the sea, and

j

surrounded by woods and bogs, in the line of the
great Pass from Popayan to Quito.
Paston, two pas. of England I. co. Norfolk,

3{ ra. N.E. North Walsham. Ac. 1445. P. 286.

—n. CO. Northampton, 2i m. N. Peterborough.
Ac. 3150. P. 1071.

Pastos-Bons, a town of Brazil, prov. Maran-
h^o, 115 m. N.W. Oeiras, between the Parana-
liiba and Itapicuru.

Pastrana, a town of Spain, prov. and 14 m.
S.E. Guadalaxara, in a valley on the Arias. P.
3021. It has manufs. of silk and paper.

Pasuruan or Pasurooan, a town of Java, near
its N.E. coast, 30 m. S.S.E. Surabaya.
Pata, an island of Malavsia, immediately S.

Sulu, lat. 5° 48' N., Ion. 121°'ll' E.—II. a town on
the N. coast of the island of Luzon, Philippines.
Pata, a market town of Central Hungary, co.

Heves, 6 m. W.N.W. Gyongyos. P. 2300.

Patagonia, an extensive region comprising the
< S. extremity of South America, from lat. 38° 54'

S., and having N. the territories of the Argentine
Confed. and Chile, and S. the Strait of Magellan.
Length 1100 m. It has been little explored. The

W. coast is greatly indented and bordered by tbo
Andes, which here rise generally to between
3000 and 6000 feet in height. Surface in the E.,

a series of terraces, extending over 700 m., com-
posed of tertiary sandstone, with marine shells

;

clay, earth, and gravel ; arid and sterile ; the W.
coast is subject to excessive rains, and it is only
along the Kio Negro, on its N. border, that
wheat, maize, and pulse are cultivated. Gua-
nacos, pumas, foxes, and great numbers of mice,
are the principal quadrupeds. The condor,
hawks, ibis, and a few others, are among the
number of birds. Fish are abundant on the
coasts. The Indians, who are thinly scattered

over this region, are remarkable for their lofty

stature ; they lead a wandering life, and subsist

chiefly on the flesh of wild quadrupeds, mush-
rooms, and fish. Exports (1862) guano, etc., to

the value of 2200^. Patagonia was discovered by
Magellan in 1519, and more recently explored bj'

Captains Fitzroy and King. It is nominally
subject to Chile, under the title of the Colony
of Magellan, but it is also claimed by the Argen-
tine Confederation.
Patak (Saros-Nagy), a market town of Hun-

gary, on the Bodrog, circ. and 20 m. N.E. Tokay.
P. 5806. It has a Protestant gymnasium.
Patanago, a town of Burmah, on the E. bank

of the Irrawadi, 75 m. N. Prome. N. of the town
are famous wells, reported to yield annually
80,000,000 lbs. of asphaltura.

Patani or Thani, a state of the Malay penin-
sula, tributary to Siam, on the Gulf of Siam. P.

100,000. (?)—Cape Patani is in lat. 70° 4' N. ; Ion
101° 5' E.
Patapsco, a river of the U. S., North America,

Maryland, rises in co. Baltimore, flows 80 m. E.,

and joins Chesapeake Bay, by a broad estuary,

between North and Bodkin points. It is navi-
gable for large ships to Baltimore.
Patara, a rained city of Asia Minor, celebrated

in antiquity as a principal seat of the worship of

Apollo. Its remains, on the coast, 12 m. S. the
ruins of Xanthus, and 27 m. S.S.E. Makri, com-
prise Greek tombs, parts of small temples, a triple

arch, a theatre, and ruins of large churches.
Patay, a market town of France, dep. Loiret,

cap. cant., 14 m. N.W. Orleans. P. 1208. Heic,
in 1429, the French, under Joan of Ai-c, defeated
the English under Talbot.

Pataz, a town of North Peru, dep. and 80 m.
E.N.E. TiTixillo, cap. prov., near the Maranon.
Patcham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.

N.N.W. Brighton. Ac. 4398. P. 638.

Patching, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4| m.
E. Arundel. Ac. 1748. P. 275.

Pateley-Bridgk, a market town of England,
CO. York, West Eiding, on the Nidd, pa. and 10

m. W.S.W. Eipon.
Pater or Pembroke-Dock, a suburban town

of S. Wales, co. Pembroke, on Milford-Haven, pa.

St Mary's, 1 m. N.W. Pembroke, within the pari,

and municipal boundaries of which it is included.

Ac. 3457. P. (1861) 12,559. A government
dockyard, removed to this place from Milford
in 1814, covers 60 ac, and in it some of the
largest ships of the navy have been constructed.
It has an arsenal, and is protected by a fort and
jetty. The town has a market-house, and can-ies

on a thriving trade.

Paterna, two towns of Spain.—I. (<fe la Ribi-
era\ prov, and 23 m. E. Cadiz. P. 2436.—II.
(del Campo), prov. and N.E. Huelva. P. 1678.
Paterne (St), a comm. & town of France, dep.

Indre-et-Loiro, 18 ra. N.N.W. Tours. P. 1957.
Paterno, Hybla Major, a city of the island
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Bicily, prov. and 10 m. N.W. Catania, cap. cant.,

at the foot of Mount iEtna. P. (.1861) 15,308. It

has hot chalybeate springs, and a trade in wine,

oil, flax, hemp, and timber.

Patekno, two towns of Soiith Italy.—I. prov.

and 5 m. S. Cosenza. P. 2307.—II. prov. and
12 m. E.N.E. Avellino. P. 2151.

Pateknosteiis (Great and Little), two dan-
gerous rocks iu tlie English Channel, between
Cape Carteret, on the coast of France, and the

island of Jersey.

Paterjiosteks or Balabalagan Islands
(Litple), are a group in the Strait of Macassar,

lat, 2° S., Ion. 117° 28' E.
Paterson, a town, U. S., N. Amer., New Jersev,

on Erie rail., 16 m. from New York. P. (I860)

19,588. It has extensive manufs. of cotton, ma-
chinerj', and paper. The falls of the Passaic are

in the town.
Paterson or Yimmiug, a navigable river of

New South Wale.-^ co. Durham, joins the Hunter
river about 20 m. from the sea. Length 65 m.
Chief affl., the Alljoi, on W. bank, below the in-

flux of which is the vill. of Paterson, 12 m. N.
Maitland. P. (1861) 241.—Cope Paterson^ Aus-
tralia, between Port Philip and Wilson promon-
tory, on the S. coast.

Patgong, a town of British India, presid. and
prov. Bengal, dist and 44 m. N.N.W. Euagpore.
Path-Heau, a town of Scotland, co. Fife, pa.

Dysart, forming the E. suburb of Kirkcaldy. P.

2393. It has a church, endowed and other schools

;

and manufs. of ticks and checks.—II. a vill., co.

Edinburgh, pa. Crichton, 4| m. S.E. Dalkeith.

P. 735, partly colliers.—III. a vill., co. Ayr, pa.

New Cumnock. P. 494.

Patinges, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cher, arr. St Amand, cant, la Guerche-sur-l'Au-

bois. P. 1693.

Pativilca, a vill. of Peru, dep. Lima, 25 m.

N. Huacho. It has some remains of edifices

built by the Incas.

Patmos or Patmo, an island of the iEgean
Sea, one of the Sporades. Lat. 37° 17' N. ; Ion.

26° 35' E. P. 4000, all Greeks, and mostly sea-

faring people. It is divided into N. and S. parts

by a narrow isthmus, 28 m. in circ. ; on its E. is

a secure harbour. This island is famous as the

place to which St John was banished by Domitian,

and where he wrote the book of the Kevelation.

Patna, a dist. of British India, presid. Bengal,

prov. Bahar, having N. the Ganges, W. the Son,

separating it from Shahabad, and on other sides

the dist. Bahar, between lat. 25° 3' and 25° 38'

N., Ion. 84° 45' and 86° lO* E. Area 1828 sq. m.

P. 1,200,000. The chief towns are Patna and
Dinapore. It is a highly cultivated dist., pro-

ducing abundant crops of rice, wheat, barley,

fruits, opium, and sugar. The growth of the

white poppy, from which opium is made, is a

monopoly rented by Government to the Patna
Opium Company. The district is traversed by
the East India Kailway.
Patna, a city of India, cap. dist. of the same

name, on the S. bank of the Ganges, and on the

East India Railway, 410 m. W.N.W. Calcutta,

Lat. 25° 37' N.; Ion. 85° 15' E. P. 284,122. The
citj'-proper, or fort, is enclosed by a wall which
extends \\ m. along the river bank, and nearly

a mile inland. Internally, there is found to be
but one wide street, very irregularly built, and
many of the houses are merely of earth, with
tiled roofs ; but E. of the city are suburbs,

which extend nearly 7 m. along the Ganges, with
good storehouses, and a Mohammedan palace,

with la- ge gardens; and W.ward is Bankipoor,

the European quarter, with a military d-'pfit.

—

Patna has a small citadel, a British college, and
Portuguese Eoman Catholic church, a govern-
ment school, private Hindoo schools, a peniten
tiary, and house of correction, well supplied mar-
kets, and a large trade in rice, wheat, opium,
nitre, indigo, and sugar, and it is the seat of one
of the six superior courts for the presids. Bengal
and Agra. It was taken by the British in Nov.
1763, and was the scene of many memorable
events in the mutiny of 1867.
Patna, a raj of India, having its centre in lat.

20° 40' N., Ion. 83° 15' E. Area 1158 sq. m. P.
25,000. Annual estimated revenue 25,000 rupees.
Patna, a vilL and quoad sacra pa. of Scotland,

CO. and 9 m. S.E. Ayr. P. of pa. 630 ; do. of vilL 470.
Patnet, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 44 m.

E.S.E. Devizes. Ac. 830. P. 184.
Patoka, a township, U. S^ North America,

Indiana, 138 m. S.W. Indianopolis.
Patones, a vill of Spain, in a mountain defile,

prov. Soria, 78 m. N.N.E. Madrid. In the 8th
century, this was a place of refuge for Christians.
Patook or Patucca, a river of Honduras, lises

near Juticalpa by several streams, all celebrated
for their gold washings, and enters the Bay (rf

Honduras, 120 m. E. the port of Tru^ullo.
Length 150 m.
Patos (Lago DOS), Brazil, prov. Eio Grande

do Sul, is an enlargement of the Eio Grande i«r

Jacuhy, near its mouth in the Atlantic. Length
about 165 m. ; breadth 36 m. It receives several
small rivers and the surplus waters of L. Mirim.
Shores generally low. At its N. point is Porto
Alegre, and at its S. end the city of Eio Grande
do Sul. It is separated from the Atlantic by a
narrow neck of land.
Patras, Patrse, a fortified seaport town of

Greece, and the principal seat of its foreign trade.

Morea, cap. gov. Achaia, on the Gulf of Patras,

13 m. S.W. Lepanto. Lat. of castle, on the site

of the anc. acropolis, 38° 14' 5' N. ; Ion. 21° 44' E.

P. 20,000. The anc. Patrie stood on the declivity

of Mount Voidhia. The modem town occupies

a portion of the low and unhealthy plain between
that hill and the sea. Houses mostly only one
storey in height, on account of the frequency of

earthquakes. One of its churches is traditionally

connected with the martyrdom of St Andrew,
and greatly resorted to by devotees. A ruined Eo-
man aqueduct is one of the few relics of antiquity

in Patras. Principal trade is in currants of the

best quality, large quantities of which are raised

all along the N. shore of the Morea. At this

town, in 1821, the standard of revolution was first

raised in the Morea.
Patras (Gulf of), an inlet of the Ionian Sea,

Mediterranean, between the Morea and W. Hel-

las, Greece. Length 22 m. ;
greatest breadth 13

m. It receives the Fidari (anc. Evonus), and the

Kamenitza rivers, and at its E. pnd leads into the -

Corinthian Gulf by the Strait of Lepanto.
Patrick, a co., U. S., N. America, in S. of Vir-

ginia. Area 606 sq. m. P. 7289 free, 2070 slaves.

Patrick's-Bourne, a pa. of England, co. Kent,

8 m. S.E. Canterbury. Ac. 1637. P. 228.

Patrington, a mkt town and pa. of England,

CO. York, E. Eiding, on a creek of the Humber, 14(

m. E.S.E. Hull. Ac. of pa. 4494. P. 1724.

Patrishow, a pa, of South Wales, co. Brecon,

5 m. N.N.W. Abergavenny. Ac. 1481. P. 73.

Patschkau, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.

and 44 m. W.S.W. Oppeln, on the Neisse. Pj

3966. It is enclosed by walls, and has manuft,

of woollens.
Patt..\, a seaport town of E. Africa, Muscat
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dom., Zanguebar coast, on an island at the mouth
of a river in lat. 2° 9° S., Ion. 40' 50' E. It was
formerly of much greater importance, and held

by the Portuguese during most part of the 16th

and 17th centuries. At present it is a mere vUl.

PATfENSEN', a town of N. Germany, Hanover,
Calenberg, 7 m. S. Hanover. P. 1830.—II. a vill.,

landr. and 12 m. N.W. Liineberg.
Patterdale, a chapelry of England, co.

Westmoreland, 7 m. N.N.E. Ambleside. Ac.
8314. P. 693.

Patteshull, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 7

J

m. W.N.W. Wolverhampton. Ac. 1850. P. 194.

Patti, a city of the island Sicily, prov. Mes-
sina, on a heiglit near the Gulf of Patti, N. coast

of the island, cap. dist., 17 m. S.W. Milazzo. P.
7574. It is suiTounded by a wall, and has re-

mains of a Norman castle, now the residence of

the bishop. It has a cathedral, a manuf. of

earthenware, and a fishery.—The GulfnfPcUti is

a semicircular bay, 20 ni. across, between the pro-
montory of Milazzo and Cape Calava ; and on a
lieadland on its S. side are considerable remains
af the ancient Tyndaris.
PAmxGHAM, a pa., Engl., cos. Salop & Stafford,

6 m. W. Wolverhampton. Ac. 4042. P. 1126.

Pattishai.l, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,
1} m. N.N.W. Towcester. Ac. 2460. P. 8«5.

Pattiswick, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2J m.
W.N.W. Great Ooggeshall. Ac. 1297. P. 324.

Patun, called also BuTisi and Tonrawuitee, a
,raj state of India, between lat. 27° 31', 27° 56' N.,

jlon. 75° 48', 76° 12' E. The country is a tract of

(barren hills and fertile valleys, and tributary to

iJeypoor. It is inhabited by a tribe called Minas,
|Who formerly subsisted by plunder and murder

;

out this has been greatly checked by the British,

who have destroyed nearly all the forts in the
jbilis. Patun is the principal town.
\
Patun, a town and cap. of the dist. of same

jiame, on the 1. b. of the Ghumbul, and 22 m. S.E.
j'rom Bhoondu, is in a strong position at the foot of
ji hill, surmounted by a citadel. It has a fine

palace and temple, built for and dedicated to the
•ajah of Bhoondu. It pays an annual tribute of

iW,000 rupees. Lat 25° 15' N. ; Ion. 76° 2' E.

j
Paturagez, a comm. and market town of Bel-

jfium, prov. Hainaut, cap. cant., 4 m. S.W. Mons.
•y. 6591. It has coal mines in its vicinity.

Patuxent, a river of the U. S., North Ame-
ica, Maryland, after a S.E. and S. course of 90
u., ent«rs Chesapeake Bay. It is navigable for
j-essels of 250 tons from its mouth to Notting-
jiam, distant 50 miles.
' Patzau or Paczow, a town of Austria, Bohe-
;iia, circ. and 16 m. E.N.E. Tabor. P. 2621.
Patzizia and Patzum, two towns of Central

V^merica, state Guatemala. 1'. (iiioo to «UOU.
Pau, Patum, a comm. and town of France, cap.

;ep. Basses-Pyidn^es, 66 m. E.S.E. Bayonue, on rt.

I. of the Gave de Pau, over which is a bridge of 7
relies, remarkable for its gi-eatelevation. P. (1861)
1.873. It has a tribunal of commerce, a national
oUege, manufs. of linens, and trade in ham and
urancjon wine. Mean temp, of year 56°, summer
0°, winter 41°, Fahr. From its wild scenery and
tie climate it is a great resort of foreign visitors,

''ho, at the " Station d'hiver" in 1865, numbered
57, of whom 365 were English. Pau was cap. of
ho old prov. B^arn. Henri iv. was born in its

ncient royal castle. It is also the birthplace of

'aston de Foix, and of General Bernadotte, after-

jvards King of Sweden.

—

Gaee de Pau. fGAVE.]
Paucartambo, a river and town of S. Peru,
10 town, cap. prov., dep. and 60 m. E.N.E.
uzco, on the river, which has a N.ward course.

Pauillac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gironde, cap. cant., 26 m. N.N.W. Bordeaux. P.

3863. It has a good port, and a trade in wine.
Pauk-Putten (Pure Town), a town of India,

in lat. 30" 17' N., Ion. 73° 25' E. It is a place of

pilgrimage, and here is the celebrated residence

and tomb of a saint called Shekh Farid-u-Din.
Paul or Paghaij., a pa. of England, co. York,

E. liiding, on the Humber, 5^ m. E.S.E. Kings-
ton-on-Hull. Ac. 10,364. P. 844.

Paul, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 2J m. S.

Penzance. Ac. 3433. P. 5072.

Paul (St), a town of the island Bourbon, In-
dian Ocean, cap. arr., 19 m. S.W. St Denis. P.

of comm. 15,000. This was the first French esta-

blishment on the island.

—

St Paul, a city of Bra-
zil. [Sao-Paulo.]
Paul (St), numerous comms. and vills. of

France.—I. dep. Basses-Alpc.s, cap. cant., 10 m.
N.N.E. Barcelonnette, P. 1512.—II, (de Fen
ouillet), dep. Pyr^ndes-Orientales, cap. cant., on
the Agly, 14 m. N.N.E. Prades. P. 2186.—III.

(de Jarraf), dep. Ari^ge, 4 m. S.E. Foix. P. 1520.

—IV. (du Bois), dep. Maine-et-Loire, 23 ni.

W.S.W. Saumiir. P. 1192.—V. (en Jarret), dep.

Loire, 10 m. N.E. St Etienno. P. 3111.—VI.
(la Roche), dep. Dordogne, 17 m. E.S.E. Nontron.
P. 1580.—VII. (Trois Chateaux), dep. Drome, 14

m. S. Mout^limart. P. 1893.—VIII. (les Uax),
dep. Landes, arr. and cant. Dax. P. 2817.

Paul (St), a town, U. S., North America,
cap. state Minnesota, on the Mississippi, 12 m.
below St Anthony. P. 9972.—II. an island at

the entrance of the Gulf of St Lawi-ence.—III.

an island in Behring Sea.—IV. an island in the

Indian Ocean, lat. 38° 43' S., Ion. 77° 38' E.

Paul (St), a river of Liberia, W. Africa, after

a S.W.ward course of probably 300 m., enters

the Atlantic N. of Monrovia.
Paul's Bay (St), on the N. coast of the island

of Malta, 6J m. N.W. La Valletta, is where St

Paul is supposed to have been shipwrecked.
Paul de Loanda (St), a seaport town or city,

and cap. of the Portuguese dom. in W. Africa,

Lower Guinea, lat. 8° 4' 1' S., Ion. 13° 13' E. It

is defended seaward by 3 forts, and has a large

and secure harbour, sheltered by the isl. Loanda
Chief edifices, the governor's palace and govern-
ment buildings. It was, in the 17th century, cele-

brated for its fine churches and monasteries, now
in ruins. Along the shore are built the huts of

the black population. Its market is well supplied

with provisions, and it has an export trade in

slaves and ivory. P. 12,000 or 14,000.

Paulding, two cos. of the U. S., North America.
—I. in W. of Georgia. Area 663 sq. m. P. 6466

free, 572 slaves.—II. in Ohio. P. 4945.

Paule, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cotes-du-Nord, aiT. Guingarap. P. 1483.

Paulerspuby, a pa. of Engl., co. Northamp-
ton, 3 m. E.S.E. Towcester. Ac. 2961. P. 1233.

Pauliiac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cantal, arr. and cant. St Flour. P. 1425.

Paulhaguet, a comm. and town of France,

dep. H.-Loire, 9 m. S.E. Brioude. P. 1402.

Paulhan, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Hdrault, arr. Lodfeve, cant. Clermont. P. 1320.

Paulien (St), a coram, and town of France,
dep. H.-Loire, 6 m. N.N.W. Le Puy. P. 2932.

Pau LIN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Tarn, arr. Albi, cant. Alban. P. 2461.

Paulton, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 8J
m. S.W. Bath. Ac. 1056. P. 1958.

Paulx, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Loiro-
Inf., arr. Nantes, cant. Machecoul. P. 1833.

Paumben (Pass or Channel of), a strait 1|
3q
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m. across, separating the island of Eameswaram
from the mainland of India, 140 m. N.E. Cape
Comorin. The channel has been deepened and
rendered navigable for ships of 200 tons burden,
effecting a saving of 360 miles distance over the
route by the S. of Ceylon.
Pauntley, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 3

m. N.N.E. Newent. Ac. 1967. P. 233.

Pausa, a town of Saxony, circ. and 24 m.
W.S.W. Zwickau. P. 2760.

Pausa, a town of S. Peru, dep. Ayacucho, cap.

prov. Pai-inacocha.

Pausula or Montolmo, a vill. of Central Italy,

prov. and circ. Macerata. P. (with comm.) 7840.

Pavenham, a pa. of England, co. and 5| m.
N.W. Bedford. Ac. 1340. P. 536.
Pavia, Ticinum, afterwards Papist, a city of

North Italy, cap. prov. Pavia, 19 m. S. Milan,

on the 1. b. of the Ticino. P. (1862') 28,670, of

comm. 30,480. It is walled, and has an old castle.

The universityfounded by Charlemagne, recently
restored, and in which Spallanzani and Volta
were professors, has a library of 50,000 vols., and a
botanic garden. The situation is unhealthy.

—

Pavia has a royal gymnasium, a theatre, numerous
charitable institutions, a chamber of commerce, an
unfinished cathedral, and trade in silk, rice, wine,
and Pannesan cheese. In 1525, Francis i., king
of France, was conquered and made prisoner by
the Imperialists near Pavia. It was taken by the
Spaniards in 1745, and by the French in 1796.

Area of prov. 1285 sq. m. P. (1863) 419,785.

Pavilly, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Seine-Inf., on railway, 40 m. N.W. Eouen.
P. 3207. It has manufs. of linens and paper.
Pavlograd, a town of Eussia, gov. and 36 m.

E.N.E. Ekaterinoslav, cap. dist., on an affl. of the

Dnieper. P. 4400. It is chiefly built of wood,
and has several churches, and a district school.

Pavlovka, a market town of Eussia, gov.
Koursk, 8 m. W.S.W. Obojan. P. 1680.

Pavlovo, a town of Eussia, gov. Nijnii-Nov-
gorod, 10 m. S. Gorbatov, on the Oka. P. 8000.

It has factories of cutlery and iron goods.
Pavlovsk, two towns of Eussia.—I._gov. and

20 m. S.S.E. St Petersburg, on an affl. of the
Neva. P. 2540. It has a magnificent imperial
palace, with extensive grounds, a citadel, bar-
racks, large almshouses, and military and civil

hospitals.—II. gov. and 90 m. S.S.E. Voroniej,
cap. dist., on the Don. P. 3500. It is defended
by a citadel, and has an active trade.

Pavlovskaja, two market towns of Russia.—
1. gov. Kherson, 35 m. E.N.E. Olviopol. P.
1800.—II. gov. and 17 m. S.S.W. St Petersburg.
P. 1600.

—

P.-Krepost, prov. Caucasia, is a fort on
an affl. of the Terek, 18 m. S.E. Georgievsk.
Pavone, a town of N. Italy, prov. Turin, circ.

Ivrea, near the Chinsella, cap. mand. P. 2585.

Pavullo^ a comm. and town of N. Italy, prov.
and 35 m. S. Modena, circ. Pavullo, cap. circ. P.
of comm. 9303.—II. a vill., prov. Milan, circ.

Lodi. P. 1780.

Pawlet, a township, U. S., North America,
Vermont, 73 m. S.S.W. Montpelier.
Pawlett, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3J

m. N. Bridgewater. Ac. 3566. P. 555.

Pawtucket, a township, U. S., North America,
Massachusetts, 36 m. S. Boston.—II. a vill., Ehode
Island, on the Pawtucket river, opposite the fore-
going. It has large cotton mills and print works

;

iron works and extensive commerce. P. 7000.
Pawtuxet, a port and vill., U. S., N. America,

Rhode Island, 5 m. S. Providence. P. 1500.
Paxo, the smallest of the seven principal

Ionian Islands, 10 m. S. Corfu, and S.W. the

coast of Acarnania, 5 m. in length N. to S., ai

2 m. broad. Area 7-lij sq. lu. i. i^io0i)4you. Sur-

face rorky. Principal product, oil. Inconjunctioi
with Ithaca and Cerigo, it sends four memberrf
to the legislative assembly. On its E. side is thft

cap. vill. Gavo.

—

Anti-Pa-xo, 1^ m. S.E., is an
islet 2 m. in length W. to E. >

Paxtox, two contiguous pas. of England, co;

Huntingdon.—I. {Great), 3\ m. N.N.E. BtNeot's.
Ac. 1120. P. 411.—II. (Little), 2 m. E.N.E. St
Neot's. Ac. 2040. P. 247.

Payerne (Germ. Peterlingen), a town of Swit-
zerland, cant. Vaud, 25 m. N.N.E. Lausanne, on
the Broye. P. 3085.
Payrac, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.

Lot, arr. Gourdtm, cap. cant. P. 1320. It has
stone and chalk quarries.

Payr£, a comm. and vill. of France, dept

Vienne, arr. Civray, cant. Couh^. P. 1531.

Payta, a town of Peru, Pacific Ocean ; lat. 6*

5' 6" S., Ion. 81° 8' 5' W. P. 2000.

Payzac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep,

Dordogne, arr. Nontron, cant. Lanonaille. P. 2604.

Paz (La), a town of Bolivia, of which it is the

commercial cap., on an affl. of the Beni, near the

S.E. end of Lake Titicaca. P. (1858) 76,372. It

is cap. of a dep., with a pop. of 475,332
Pe (St), a comm. and town of France, dep. H.-

Pyr^n^es, cap. cant., on the Gave de Pau. 15 ni

S.W. Tarbes. P. 2765.—II. a comm. and vill., dep.

B.-Pyr^n^es, 10 m. S.S.W. Bayonne. P. 2708.

Peace Eiver, a large river of British Nortli

America, rises N. of British Columbia, flows ai

first N., and after receiving Finlay's branch,

breaks through the Eocky Mountains. It has

thenceforth a generally N.E. course to near Lake
Athabasca, where it again turns N., and under
the name of the Slave Eiver enters the Great

Slave Lake near lat. 61° 30' N., Ion. 113° 30' W.
It receives the surplus waters of Lake Athabasca,

and gives name to a wide territory between lat bV
and 61° N., Ion. 115° and 125° W. [Mackenzie."'

Peach Creek, Texas, is an affl. of the river Si

Bernard, dists. Colorado and Matagorda.
Peach Island, Canada West, is in the S.W

part of Lake St Clair.

P^AGE, a comm. and market town of France
dep. Isfere, 10 m. S.S.W. Vienne. P. 1638.

Peak or High Peak, a wild and mountainou
dist. of England, in the N.W. angle of the co

Derby. It abounds in lead, and in extraordinari

caverns of the limestone rocks ; height 1809 feel

[Castleton.] — The Peak Forest is an extra

parochial liberty in the above dist., 3 m. N.W
Tideswell, with limestone quarries. Ac. 136(

P. 542.

Peakirk, a pa. of England, co. Northamptci
3 J m. S.E. Market Deeping, and with a station o

the Great Northern and East Lincolnshire Rai

way, N. Peterborough. Ac. 630. P. 246.

Pearl Islands, Granadian Confed., in the Bp

of Panama, 60 m. S.E. Panama, consist of t)

islands del Eey, San Jose, and Pedro Gonzak
with many islets.

Pearl Lagoon, Mosquito territory, state >

caragua, 30 m. N. Bluefields, is an inlet of

Caribbean Sea, 25 m. in length by 12 m. in wid

Off its entrance are the Pearl Keys.
Pearl Eiver, U. S., North America, rises

Mississippi state, co. Winston, lat. 87° 30' N., Ii

32° 20' W., flows S., and joins by several moutf

the Rigolets, which forms a communication )•

tween Lakes Pontchartrain and Borgne, throm

which it flows into the Gulf of Mexico. 1 '

navigable for boats to Jackson, but its cours ^

obstructed by sand-bars and rafts of timber.

;*
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Pi.ASE, a township of the U.S., North America,

iiio, CO. Belmont.
Peasemore, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 3J m.
S.W. East Ilsley. Ac. 2048. P. 332.

Peasenhall, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4^
. N.N.W. Saxmundham. Ac. 1995. P. 875.

Peasmarsh, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.
.W. Rye. Ac. 3718. P. 906.

Peatlaw, a mountain of Scotland, co. and 2 m.
.W. Selkirk. Height 1964 feet above the sea.

Peatling, two pas. of Engl., co. Leicester.—I.

lagnay, 6 m. N.N.E. Lutterworth. Ac. 1900.

272.—II. (^Parva), ^ m. N.N.E. Lutterworth.

Is. 870. P. 168.

Peaule, a comm. & vUl. of France, dep. Morbi-
j.n, arr. Vannes, cant. Questembert. P. 3940.

iPebmarsh, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3 m.
IN.E. Halstead. Ac. 2023. P. 653.

IPebworth, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 5 m.
iN.W. Chipping-Campden. Ac. 3050. P. 736.

(Peccioli, a market town of Central Italy,

iscany, prov. and 20 m. S.E. Pisa. P. 6777.

Pecetto-Torinese, a vill. of North Italy, prov.

d 4 m. S.E. Turin. P. 1961.

Pecharn (Great and Little), two contigu-

s towns of Lower Austria, 19 m. W. St Polten.

lited pop. 1148.

Pechtchanoe, a market town of Russia, gov.
Itava, 24 m. S.E. Perejaslav. P. 1650.

Pbckelsheim, a town of Prussian Westphalia,
r. and 50 m. S.S.E. Minden. P. 1670.

• ECKiiAM, a vill. of England, co. Surrey, pa.

Imberwell, fonning a suburb of London, about 4
' S.S.E. St Paul's Cathedral. Ac. 1146. P. (1861)
'135. It has numerous handsome residences.

^;nhead cemetery adjoins Peckham Rye or com-
: n. It is about 23 ft. above the sea.—II. (^Ectsi),

»»., CO. Kent, 5| m. E.N.E. Tunbridge. Ac.
; a P. 2341.—III. (PFesf), a pa., same co., 5
!^N.E. Tunbridge. Ac. 1683. P. 446.

'eckleton, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 5^
) N.N.E. Hinckley. Ac. 2020. P. 378.

j'ECQ (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

1' ae-et-Oise, cant. St Germain, 7 m. N.N.E.
''sailles, on 1. b. of the Seine, and on railway
in Paris. P. 1601. The army of the allies

c 5sed the Seine at Le Pecq, 1st July 1815.

j'ECQCENCOURT, a comm. &vill. of France, dep.
1 'd, arr. Douai, cant. Marchiennes. P. 1426.

ECSVAR, a market town of South Hungary, 10
t'ff.E. FunfMrchen. P. 2800.
EDAvoLi, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Reggio-

C: ibria, circ. Palme. P. 2232.
EDDIE dist. [Cape Colony.]
EDEE (Great), a river, U. S., N. America,

r 8 in North Carolina, co. Wilkes, under the
Djie of Yadkin, flows S. into South Carolina,
8' falls into Winyaw Bay, immediately below
Crge Town. Length 415 m., for 200 of which
ii! navigable for boats of 60 to 70 tons. Principal
alieftts, the Little Pedee and the Waccamaw.
'hernec, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
-du-Nord, arr. Guingamp. P. 3145.
DERNEiKA, a market town of Portugal, prov.

^ emadura, 5 m. W.N.W. Alcobazc, on Bay of
P^rneira, which receives the Alcoa, but is shal-
Ic ind inaccessible except for fishing-boats. P.
j' • Near it is the sanctuary of Nossa Senhora
0' ^azareth, greatly frequented by pilgrims.

.
:uiR, a maritime town of Sumatra, Malay-

si m its N. coast, .50 m. S.E. Acheen.
;i)MORE, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, IJ

m. S.E. Stourbridge. Ac. 1474. P. 297.
;uRAZA, a town of South America, Venezuela,

I'l
• and 38 m. W. Varinas. P. 3100.
DRo, a prefix to the names of two towns of

Spain.—I. (Bernardo), prov. and 30 m. S.S.W.
Avila. P. 2120.—II. (Munoz). prov. and 36 m.
N.E. CiudadReal. P. 1958. [Sax Peduo."|
Pedro Branca, a detached rock in the Eastern

Archipelago, 32 m. S.E. Singapore. The Hors-
burg light (revolving), 75 feet in height, was
opened 15th October 1851.

Pedroches (Soliay, a town of Spain, prov. and
33 m. N.N.E. Cordova. P. 1444. It has manufs.
of wooUen and linen fabrics.

Pedrogao-Grande, a vill. of Portugal, prov.
Estremadura, comarca and 27 m. N.E. Thomar,
on the Zezere. P. 2020.
Pedrola, a town of Spain, prov. & 20 m. N.W.

Zaragoza, near the canal of Aragon. P. 1627.
Pedro55eras (Las), a town of Spain, prov. and

53 m. S.S.W, Cuenca. P. 3260.
Pedroso, a market town of Spain, prov. and

18 m. S.W. Logroiio. P. 1097.—£/ Pedroso is a
town, prov. & 32 m. N.E. Sevilla, with flourishing

iron works wrought by English machinery.
Pedrotallagalla, a mountain of the island

Ceylon, 8280 feet above the sea.

Peebles, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Pennsylvania, co. Alleghany.
Peebles, a royal biu-gh, town, & pa. of Scotl.,

cap. CO., on the Tweed, here crossed by a bridge,
and joined by the Eddleston Water, 21 m. S. Edin-
burgh, with which it is connected by railwav.

Ac. 16,685. P. (1861) 2850 ; do. of town 2045.

Altitude 550 feet. The Eddleston divides it into

an old and a new town. It has a parish church,
town-house, gaol, a grammar school, and the
Chambers institution, a handsome building, with
an extensive library, reading-rooms, and lecture-

hall. Corp. revenue (1861-2) 468/. From the
salubrity of its climate, and the Tweed fishings,

it is a favourite place of summer resort, and many
fine villas have been erected in its vicinity since
the railway was opened.
Peeblesshire or Tweeddale, an inland co.

of Scotland, having N. the co. Edinburgh, E.
Selkirk,W. Lanark, & S. Dumfries. Ac. 227,869,
about l-3d arable and 2-5ths under grass. P.

(1861) 11,408. Much of the surface is mountain,
moor, and bog, but it is well-wooded in the val-

leys. The Broadlaw hill rises to 2741 feet above
the sea. Principal river, the Tweed, with its

numerous tributaries. Industry almost wholly
pastoral, and large numbers of Cheviot and Lei- '

cester sheep, with cattle, are reared for annual
exportation into England. Coal is raised in the

N.W., and a few manufactures of woollens are
carried on. The co. is subdivided into 16 pas.

Peebles, the cap., is its only town of importance.
The CO. sends 1 member to House of Commons.
Reg. electors (1862) 466.

Peekskill, a viU. of the U. S., N. America,
state and 38 m. N. New York, on 1. b. of the Hud-
son river. Steamboats ply hence to New York.

Peel, a seajx>rt town of the Isle of Man, Irish

Sea, in an inlet on its W. coast, 10 m. N.W.
Douglas. P. 2848, mostly employed in fisheries.

It has a harbour admitting small vessels.

Peel, a post-town of New South Wales, co.

Roxburgh, 8 m. N. Bathurst. P. (1861) 130.

Peel, a dist. of W. Australia, having N., W.,
and S., thedists. Minto, Wicklow, and Hay, and
E. an unsettled counti-y.—II. a maritime town of

W. Australia, dist. Murray, on a point of land,

30 m. S. the naouth of Swan river, and at the en-
ti-ance of Peel inlet, a lagoon 20 m. in length, N.
to S., by 6 m. in greatest breadth, and which
receives the Murray river.

Peel, a river of New South Wales, rises in co.

Parry, on N. slope of Liverpool Range, flows

I
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N.W., and joins the ConadUly to form the Nam-
moi or Peel river. [Namoi.J

Pekl, an extensive marsh of 60 sq. m. in the
E. part of the Netherlands, provs. N. Brabant
and Limbur^, between the Maes and the Aa rivs.

Peel (Islaxd), the largest of the Benin isls.,

Pacific, middle group, with Fitton Bay, a con-
siderable inlet at its N.E. extremity.—^(P^tjM),
Queensland, are large patches perfectly clear of

trees N. of the Darling Downs, lat 28° S., Ion.

162° E., and having an average elevation of 1800
feet above the sea.

—

Peel Plains is also a tract

of W. Australia, Peel district

Peel Ki\'EK, British North America, rises in

lat 64° N^ Ion. 132° W., flows mostly N., and joins

the Mackenzie at the commencement of its delta.

In the country through which it flows, alum and
coal are met with, and furs are brought by the
Indians of the region around it to Fort Good
Hope, CD the Mackenzie. Fort Mackenzie is on
its right bank.
Peene, a navigable river of N. Germany, rises

in the duchy Mecklenburg-Schwerin, flows N.E.
and E. into the Prussian dominions, and enters
the Little Half. Total course 70 m. Affluents,

the Tollense and Trebel.

Peexe»il"Kde, a vill. of Prussian Pomerania,
gov. Stettin, near the Baltic, 6 m. N. Wolgast
Peeplet, a town of British India, dist Bala-

sore, presid. Bengal, on 1. b. of the river Soobun-
reeka, 90 m. S.W. Calcutta. This was the first

place in which the English were formally permit-
ted to trade, the privUege being obtained in 1634.

Peepra, a town, British India, dist and 52 m.
S.E. Goruckpore. P. 600.

Peepraich, two towns of British India, dist
Goruckpore, N.W. provs.—I. (Eastern), in lat
ri*?' 47' N., Ion. 83° 36' E.—II. {Western), in lat
26° 42' N., h.n. 82° 48' E. P. 1200.

Peer, a town of Belgium, prov. Limbourg, 14

m. N.N.E. Hasselt P. 1412.

Peer Punjah, a town of Sinde, 48 m. N.
Schwan, 3 m. W. of the right bank of the Indus.
It is a well-cultivated country, interspersed with
jungles. The roads in this part are good, and
practicable for caniages.
Peesweep, a vUL of Scotland, co. Ayr, pa.

Dairy. P. 916.

Pegalaxar, a town of Spain, prov. and 9 m.
S.E. Jaen. P. 2516.

Pegau, a town. Saxony, circ. and 14 m. S.S.W.
Leipzig, cap. dist, on the White Elster. P. 3983.

Pegli, a comm. and town of North Italy, prov.
and circ. Genoa, with many fine villas and gar-
dens. P. 4283.

Pegjtitz, a river of Bavaria, circs. Upper and
Lower Frauconia, flows S. and W., and joins the
Hednitz, to form the Kegnitz at Fiirth. Total
course 60 m.—II. a walled town of Bavaria, circ.

Upper Franconia, on the Pegnitz, near its source,

13 m. S.S.W. Bayreuth. P. 1412.

Pego, a town of Spain, prov. and 38 m. N.E.
Alicante. P. 5565. It has manufs. of woollens.
Pegu, a British prov. of Eastern India, extends

from lat. 15° 49' to 19° 30', and from Ion. 94° 11'

to 96° 55', bounded N. by Burma, E. by the

Tenasserim provs^ S. by the Gulf of Martaban,
W. by Aracan and the Bay of Bengal. Length,
from N. to S., 240 m.; breadth, E. to W., 170 m.
Area 32,000 sq. m. P. (1861) 1,150,189. The
principal river is the Irawaddi, with its branches.
Surface flat or undulating. Climate warm and
moist, but healthy. Soil verj' fertile. Products,
rice, teak, gums, and dye-woods. Minerals com-
prise iron, tin, lead, and precious stones. Chief
towns, Pegu, Martaban, Rangoon, and Prome.

1
lutaryaPefftt, the cap., is on the river Pegu, a tributary

the Irawaddi, 62 m. N. Eangoon ; it was capturaj
by the British in 1824, and the town deserte3
but during the second war in 1852 it was agan
occupied ; a third and more determined attemp]
was made by the Burmese to recover it, but H
was met by Slajor Hill with a skill and determS
nation which enabled him to maintain it, thi-ough
great difficulties, till assistance arrived. For trade^

etc., see Burma (British).
Pei-Ho, or TiEX-TOix-HOA, a river of China,

prov. Chi-li, rises near the great wall, flows S.E,
passing E. of Peking, 70 m. S. of which it

ceives several tributaries ; then passes the treBt$<

port of Tien-tsin, whence it flows through maisln'
and sterile land, and enters the Gulf of Pechi-li

lat 38° 33' N. It is navigable for boats to Tii^^
chau, 12 m. from Peking, and 108 m. from iti

mouth, where the famous Taku forts are situated

From this point the river is closed to navigation
during winter and spring, when Cummunicatio:]
is held with Tien-tsin and the capital by way tl

Che-foo.
Peilau, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov. and SS

m. S-S.W. Breslau. P. 7000, mostly Moraviuu
and employed in woollen and linen weaving.

Peillac, a comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, Aej
Morbilian, arr. Vannes, cant. Allaire. P. 1903.

Peille, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Alpes
Maritimes, arr. Nice, cant I'Escarene. P. 182.'i.

Peine, a town, Prussia, landr. and 17 m. N.5
Hildesheim, on rail, to Brunswick, cap. circ, o

the Fuse. P. (1864) 4285. It is enclosed by wal„-

Peint-with-Hursool, a native state of Indu
within Bombay presid., between lat. 20° 1' and 2i

27' N., Ion. 72° E. Area 750 sq. m. P. 55,0(i'

The state is under British administration.

Peipus (Lake), (Russ. Tchondskoi-Osero),

lai^e lake of Russia, between lat. 67° 52' and bi

N., Ion. 26° 55' and 27° 55' E., is surrounded t

the govs. Esthonia, Livonia, St Petersburg, at

Pskov. Length 80 m.
;
greatest breadth 82 i

Shores marshy, sandy, or covered with fore-s:

It receives the Embach, Kosa, and other rivei

and at its N. end discharges its surplus waters ia

the Gulf of Finland by the Narova. It ia det

and easy of navigation. In winter its fisheri

mostly supply the markets of St Petersburg. '.

S. extremity is termed the Lake of Pskov,
which city it nearly reaches.

Peisekjj or Pyzdry, a frontier town of Polai

gov. of Warsaw, and 34 m. N.N.W. Kalisz, ^

the Warta, here crossed by two bridges. .

3220. It has manufactures of linens and leatr.

Peiset, a comm. and vill. of France, d.

Savoie, aiT. Montiers, cant Aim^. P. 1479. t

has argentiferous lead mines.
Peiskretscham, a town of Prussian Sil< '

gov. and 38 m. S.E. Oppeln. P. 3250. It ^

manufs. of woollen and linen stuffs, and potte •'•

Peitz or Peiz, a town of Prussia, prov. B -

denburg, gov. and 35 m. S. Frankfurt. P. "-'

Pekel-aa, two vills. of the Netherlands, i

Groningen, on the Peekel-aa, and respectiv

and 6 m. S.W. Winschoten. Pop. of the L- -

Old P., 3843 ; and 2d, or New P., 3850.

Pekin, a town of U. S., North America, 1 J-

well CO., Illinois. P. 3467.

Peking or Pekiu (Chinese Pih-kiny, i'

Northern Capital"), the cap. city of China fw

modern meti-opolis of the Chinese empire,
"-

prov. Chi-li, in a sandy plain, between the P'

and its affl. the Hoen-ho, 100 m. N.W. the di

of the former river, in the Yellow Sea, and

S. the great wall of China. Lat. 39° 42' N.
116° 20' K Mean annual temp. 54°-9; v
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G°-7, summer 81°-1, Fahr. Climate very healthy.

'. (18G3) estimated at 2,000,000. It cousists of

,v(i contiguous cities, each separately encircled by
alls, 25 m. in circuit & 30 feet high, & together

iitered by 16 gates, and occupying an area of

(ini 25 to 28 sq. m., though much of this space

, (iccupied by gardens and enclosures, the houses
ioiu being more than one storey in height.

S., or Chinese city, the seat of commerce,
residence of the majority of the pop., is iu-

rsected throughout by four wide and regular

iioroughfares, which abound with shops of all

jscriptions, and are continually filled with a

I thy crowd. At the points where these streets

n-i each other, are large arches. Chief objects

,; interest, astronomical observatory, temple to

le god of architecture, Jesuits' burying ground,

niple of the Great Bell, and the Lama monas-
rv to accommodate 3000 persons. The houses
( of brick, with red-tiled roofs, and the city is

I

ipaved and undrained. The Northern, Tartar,

imperial city, consists of three separate enclo-

ires. The outer of these, formerly appropriated

the Tartar garrison, is now mostly occupied
jT Giiinese traders; but it contains five of the

ipreme tribunals of the empire. The second
iclosure {Uwang-Ching^ " the august city") is 6

. in circuit, & entered by four large, and several

aaller, gates. In it are extensive public grana-
3S, a military arsenal, and seminary ; the college

id buildings of the Russian embassy, the na-

jnal college, and residences of the great digni-

ries of the empire. The inner enclosure, or

forbidden city, with walls 2 m. in circumf.,

Iced with yellow tiles, and surrounded by a

oat faced with masonry, is appropriated to the

iblic and private palaces of the emperor and
ipress, and has a magnificent temple of the im-
Tial ancestors, pavilions, gardens, a lake, and
I artificial mountain. Outside of both cities are

lien suburbs ; & Peking has, besides its numerous
jmples and pagodas, a fine mosque, a Greek
lurch and convent, & a Eoman Catholic chapel.

Dout 10 m. W.N.W. is an imperial park, cover-

g at least 12 sq. m., and containing 30 palaces

the emperor and great officers of state. Peking
.8 a large printing and bookselling trade, and
inufs. of coloured glass, idols, and other articles.

1 Both October 1860, it was taken by the allied

itish and French, since which date, ministers of

ese two nations have been resident there, and
' 1862 an American legation was established.

the British legation there is a college for stu-
nt interpreters. The Pei-ho is navigable for

jats to within 12 m., and communicates with
19 grand canal, by which most of the provisions

• the supply of the city are conveyed. Camels
3 extensively used in conveying coal from the
UPS of the W., and goods into the country.
Pkkini, a town of European Turkey, Albania,
the S. bank of the Scombi, near its mouth in

Adriatic Sea, 23 m. N.N.W. Berat.
I'elago, a market town of Central Italy, Tus-
ly, prov. and 13 m. E. Florence. Pop., with
Miiity, 9208. Manufs. woollen fabrics. In this

nm. is the sanctuary of Valombrosa, the richest
iiventin Tuscany.

—

Pelagosa is a desert island
the Adriatic Sea, midway between the pro-
nitory of Gargano, South Italy, and Dalmatia.
Peldon, a pa. of England, co. Essex, d^ m.
S.W.Colchester. Ac. 2186. P. 501.

I'ELESTRiKA, an island and town of North Italy,
V. and deleg. Venetia, the island extending
iif; the shore of the Adriatic, from the Porto-
Malamocco to the Porto-di-Chioggia, 7J m.
h-ngth, and having at its N. extremity Fort

San Pietro, and at its S. end the town of Peles-
trina, 10 m. S. Venice. P. (1862) 7000.

Pelew Islands. [Caroline Islands."]

Pelham, a CO. of Queensland, Australia, en-
closed by cos. Kaglan, Clinton, Bowen, Wicklow.
and Ferguson. Lat. 24° 30' S. ; Ion. 150° 30' E.
Length 63 m. ; breadth 34 m.
Pelham, several pas. of England, co. Herts.—I.

(Brent), 5 m. E.N.E. Buntingford. Ac. 1601. P.
286.—II. (Fumeaux), 13 m. N.N.E. Hertford.
Ac. 2535. P. 620.—III. {Stocking), 6 m. W.N.W.
Bishop-Stortford. Ac. 628. P. 120.

Peling, an isl. of Malaysia, off the E. coast of

Celebes. Length 50 m. ; breadth varies to 20 m.
—II. an island, Yellow Sea, off the W. coast of

Corea. Lat. 13° 5' N. ; Ion. 125° E.
PfiLissANNE, a comm. and to-wn of France, dep.

Bouches-du-Rhone, 15 m. W.N.W. Aix. P. 1946.

It has trade in olive oil.

Pelissier, a town of Algeria, dep. Oran, cap.

comm. and arr. Mostaganem. P. 2177, of whom
567 are Europeans. Trade in grain, vegetables,

tobacco, and vines.

Pella, a ruined town of Macedonia, the birth-

place of Alexander the Great, and the remains
of which are traceable 6 m. S.E. Yenidje-Vardar.

PELI.ARO, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and ciro.

Reggio-Calabria. P. 4327.

Pellegrino, a comm. and town of N. Italy,

prov. PaiTna, circ. Borgs, S. Donnino. P. 5476.

PELLEGRrNo (San), a vill. of North Italy, prov.

and 8 m. N. Bergamo. P. 720. It has mineral
baths and manufs. of cloth.

Pellegrue, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Gii-onde, 32 m. E. Bordeaux. P. 1678.

Pellerin (Le), a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Loire-Inferieure, with a small port
on the Loire, 9 m. W. Nantes. P. 1851.

Peloponnesus is the anc. name of the Morea.
Pelotas, a town of Brazil, prov. Rio-Graude-

do-Sul, 20 m. N.W. Rio-Grande. P. 2419.

Pelsall, achapelryof England, co Stafford, pa.

Wolverhampton, with a station on the S. Stafford-

shire Rail., 7m. S.W.Lichfield. Ac. 1194. P. 1892.

Pelton, a township of England, co. and 7 m.
N.N.W. Durham, pa. Chester-le-Street. Ac. 1109.

P. 2787. At the coal mine, 24 persons were
killed by an explosion on 31st October 1866.

PelOmsk or Pei^ymsk, a small town of Siberia,

gov. and 180 m. N.W. Tobolslc, on the Pelym.
Pelusicm, a city of anc. Egypt, the remains of

which, consisting of " mounds, and a few broken
columns," are near the Mediterranean coast, E
Lake Menzaleh.—The Pelusiac, or most E. ana
of the Nile, at its delta, enters the sea at Tineh,
after a N.E. course of 120 miles.

PfLUSsiN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire, arr. St Etienne. P. 4039. Has silk mills.

Pelvereh, Perre, a village of Asiatic Turkey,
pash. Marash, 45 m. S.W. Malatiyah. It is still,

as in antiquity, a ])oint of union of several great

roads from Asia Minor, Syria, and the Euphrates.
Pelvoux, a mountain of France, between the

deps. Hautes-Alpes and Isfere, lat. 44° 53' 56" N.,

Ion. 6° 24' 16' E. ; height 13,442 feet above the sea.

Pelworm, an island of the duchy Schleswig,
in the North Sea, 5 m. N.W. Nordstrand. Area
15 sq. m. P. 4000. Soil fertile. It was the
highest portion of the former island Nordstrand,
before the inundation of 1634.

Pelynt or Plint, a pa. of England, co. Corn-
wall, 4 m. W.N.W. Looe. Ac. 4683. P. 729.

Pemba, an isl. off the E. coast of Africa, Mus-
cat dom., 30 m. N. the isl. Zanzibar. Lat. of E.
point 4° 54' S. ; Ion. 39° 53' E. J-ength 35 m. It

produces excellent timber, and plentiful supplies
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for shipping,—II. a country, river, & town, Congo,
W. Africa ; lat. of town 5° S., Ion. 14° 30' E.
Pembkrton, a chapelry of England, co. Lan-

caster, with a station on the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway, pa. and 2 m. W. Wigan. Ac.
2868. P. 6870.

Pembina, a vill. of N. America, on Eed River,
opposite the influx of the Pembina, 60 m. S. As-
siniboine, and on the frontier line between the
territories of Great Britain and the United States.—II. a river, much further W., joins the Atha-
basca, 40 m. N.E. Fort Assiniboine.
Pembina, a county of U. S., North America,

Minnesota. P. 1612.

Pembrey, a pa. of South Wales, co. Carmar-
then, 4 m. S.S.E. Kidwelly. Ac. 26,735. P. 4145.
Pembridge, a borough and pa, of England, co.

Hereford, on the Arrow, 4 m. N.N.W. Weobley
Ac. of pa. 7077. P. 1500.

Pembroke, a pari, and muuio. bor., and sea-
port town of South Wales, co. Pembroke, on a
creek of Milford-Haven, 210 m. W. London.
Ac. of bor. 1817. P. (1861) 15,071. Altitude 30
feet Mean temp., June 63°-l, Jan. 42°-9. The
town was formerly enclosed by walls, a part of
which still remain ; but it has now a village-like

appearance. Pembrohe Dock is a government
naval establishment 2 m. N.W. of the town. It

has an area of 60 ac. enclosed by a lofty stone
wall, inside of which are the public oflSces.

There are twelve building slips. LPater.] The
bor. unites with Tenby, MUford, and Wiston, in

sending one member to the House of- Commons.
Reg. electors (1864) 1510.

Pembrokeshire, a maritime co., and the most
W. of South Wales, having W. and N. the Irish
Sea, N.E. and E. the cos. Cardigan and Carmar-
then, and S. the Bristol Channel. Area esti-

mated at 610 sq. m., or 401,691 ac, of which about
140,000 are arable, and 160,000 pasture. P.
(1861) 96,278. Surface in the N.E. mountainous,
elsewhere undulating. Coast line bold and deeply
indented. Chief bays, Newport, St Bride's, and
Milford-Haven. Principal rivers, the Teify, and
E. and W. Cleddy. Climate mild, but rainy.
Soil generally fertile, even on the higher hills.

Principal crops, wheat, barley, and oats. Butter,
cheese, and a fine breed of black cattle, are ex-
tensively exported. Anthracite coal, lime, slate,

and marl are plentifuL Lead ore is also found,
Manufs. imimportanL The fisheries are valuable,
Pembroke comprises 7 hundreds, and 148 pas.,

in the diocese of St David's and S,W, circuit.

Chief towns, Haverford-West, St David's, Pem-
broke, and Tenby. The co., exclusive of bors.,

sends 1 mem. to H. of C, Reg. electors (1864)4001.
Pembroke:, a co, of Tasmania, comprising its

S,E. part, E. of Storm Bay and Kangaroo river.

Chief towns, Buckland, Tenby, and Sorell.

Pembroke:, several townships of the U, S,,

North America.—I. New York, near Lake Erie.

—II. Massachusetts, 26 m. S.E. Boston.—III.
New Hampshire, 6 m. S.E. Concord, on the Mer-
rimac.—IV. Maine, near Passamaquoddy Bay.

—

Cape Pembroke is on the S. coast of Southampton
Island, Hudson Bay.
Pembury, a pa. of England, co, Kent, Z\ m,

S.E. Tunbridgo. Ac. 3481. P, 1257,
Pe55afiel, a town of Spain, prov. and 29 m.

E.S.E. Valladolid, near the confl. of the Douro
and Duranton. P. 3161. It has manufs. of coarse
Worsted stuffs and leather.

PeSafiei^ a town of Portugal, prov. Minho, 26
m. S.E. Braga, P. 2300.

PeSafixir, a market town of Spain, prov, and
42 m. E.N.E. Sevilla, on the Guadalquivir. It

has some Roman antiquities.

—

Penalba is a mM<.
ket to^vn, prov, and 42 m. S.E. Zaragoza.
Penaguila-Y-Ares, a market town of Spain,

prov. and 27 m. N. Alicante. P, 1280.
Penalba, a vill. of Spain, prov. Huesca, 18 m.

N.W, Mequinenza, near which the troops of

Philip V, were defeated, 15th August 1710,
Penally, a pa, of South Wales, co. Pembroke,

IJ m, S,W, Tenby, Ac, 2832, P, 545.
Penalth, a pa, of England, co. and 1} m.

S.S.E. Monmouth. Ac. 2284, P, 458,
Penamacor, a town of Portugal, prov, Beim

comarca and 28 m. N,E, Castello-Branco. It if;

walled, and defended by a castle, P. 2506,
Penanq, Plnanq or Prince of Wales' Ist.,

an island belonging to Great Britain, in the E.
Straits Settlements, at the N. entrance of tho
Strait of Malacca, 2 m, from prov, Wellesley, on
the W, coast of the Malay peninsula, Lengtli

13J m,, breadth 5 to 10 m. Area 107 sq.m. Lat of

flag-staff 5° 24' N,, Ion, 100° 21' E, P., with prov.
Wellesley ri865) 126,700, mostly Malays, Ulii-

nese, and Chulias from Madras. Surface dense]-.-

wooded, and highly picturesque ; mountainouj
in the N.—greatest elevation 2922 feet ; else-

where level or undulating. Climate health}.

Temperature from 76° to 90° Fahr. Cocci
nuts, areca, gambier, rice, indigo, cotton, to-

bacco, coffee, sugar, betel, and ginger ara
among its other products ; and tin ore is found
at the base of the mountains. It is a favourite

resort for invalids. Transit trade between Bri-
tish India and the countries of the Asiatic Archi-

pelago. Imports (1862) 16,887,434 rupees. Ex-
ports 20,363,653 rupees. Trade increasing. Tht
cap., George To-wn, is at its N.E. extremity, -witt

a good and spacious harbour, barracks for Euro-

pean troops, & prison, with 1089 convicts in 1862

Penantipode Island, Pacific. [Antipodes."
PESARANDA-DE-BRACAMONTE,atown of Spain

prov. and 27 m. S.E. Salamanca. P. 4140. I;

has manufs. of coarse woollen fabrics, hats, taps

cord, morocco leather, and shoes.—II. (de Duero)

a market to-wn, prov. and 40 m. S.S.E. Bui^gos

P. 694.

—

Penarroya is a market to-wn, prov
Zaragoza, 22 m. S.E. Alcaniz. P. 1650.

Penarth, two pas. of S, Wales, co. Glamorgan
—I. 3 m. S,W, Cardiff. Ac, 1507, P. 1406.—II
Pennard, 7| m. W.S.W, Swansea, with a head

land on the Bristol Channel, Ac. 2292. P. 321

Its old church and to-wn are partly buried in sane

PeSas (Gulf of), S, America, on the W,coas
of Patagonia, between the peninsula Taytao an

Wellington Island, Lat 47° 30' S. ; Ion, 76° "^V

Length and breadth about 70 m, each. In it ai

the Guaianeco Islands, -

PeSas-de-San Pedro, a town of Spain, prci

and 12 m, S.S.W, Albacete, P, 9876, It has

castle, and is the residence of a military govemo
Penboyr, a pa, of S, Wales, co, Carmarthei

4m.S.E,Newcastle-in-Emlyn, Ac. 6876. P,114'

Penbrtn, a pa, of South Wales, co. and 7^ r

E,N,E, Cardigan, Ac 8347. P. 1575.

Penbualt, a hamlet of S, Wales, co, Brecon, p
Llangammarch,8m,N,E,Bualt Ac 5423. P.6i>

Pencaitland, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 6 r

W.S,W, Haddington, on the Tyne, here crosf^>

by a bridge. Ac 5075. P. 1187.

Pencarreg, a pa. of S, Wales, co. Carmarths

4 m. W.S.W. Lampeter. Ac. 10,392. P. 120«

Pencombe, a pa. of England, co. Hereforc-

m. W.S.W. Bromyard. Ac. 879. P. 415.

Penooyd, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 5J

:

W.N.W, Ross. Ac. 879. P, 219.

Pende, acomm. & vill., France, dep. Somme,{
Abbeville, cant St Valery-sur-Somme. P. 14}.
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Pendertn, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Brecon, 6J m.

W.N.W. Merthyr-Tydvil. Ac. 12,765. P. 1331.

Pendle, a hill of England, co. Lancaster, 2 m.

from Clitheroe. Height above the sea 1816 feet.

Pendlebury, a township of England, co. Lan-
caster, pa. Eccles, 4J m. N.N.W, Manchester.

Ac. 930. P. 3548.

Pendleton, a vill. of England, co. Lancaster,

pa. Eccles, with a station on the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Eailway, 2J m. W.N.W. Manchester.

Ac. 1720. P. 20,900, employed in manufs. of

cotton and silk, and in collieries.—II. a town-
ship, CO. Lancaster, pa. Whalley, 2^ m. S.S.E.

Clitheroe. Ac. 2800. P. 1446.

Pendleton, two cos. of the U. S., N. America.
—I. in centre of Virginia. Area 620 sq. m. P.

5920 free, 1244 slaves.—II. in N. of Kentucky.
Area 286 sq. m. P. (1860) 10,019 free, 424 slaves.

Pendock, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, 5 m.
S.S.W. Upton-on-Severu. Ac. 1163, P. 329.

Pendomer, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4

m. S.S.W. YeovU. Ac 1090. P. 96.

Pendoylan, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamor-
gan, 4 m. E.N.E. Cowbridge. Ac. 3504. P. 380.

Pendine, a pa. of South Wales, co. Carmar-
then, 4 m. W.S.W. Laughame. Ac. 1578. P. 175.

Penedo, a flourishing city of Brazil, prov. and
65 m. S.W. Alagoas, on the San Francisco. P. of

city 9000, of dist. 17,574, mostly Indians.

Penegos, a pa., N. Wales, co. Montgomery,
IJ m. E.N.E. Machynlleth. Ac. 5808. P. 1126.

Penella, a town of Portugal, prov. Beii-a, on
the Deu9a, 15 m. S.E. Coimbra. P. 3460.

Penestin, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Morbi-
han, arr.Vannes, cant. La Eoche Bernard. P. 1622.

j
Penfield, a township of the U. S., N. America,

;New York, 6 m. E.N.E. Kochester.

,
Penge, a hamlet of England, co. Surrey, pa.

'Battersea, 7 m. S. St Pauls Cathedral, London,
ind on Croydon Eailway. Ac. 840. P. 5015.

Penhow, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, 5^
tn. E. Caerleon. Ac. 1784. P. 293.

Penhurst, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3J m.
jW.N.W. Battle. Ac. 1462. P. 105.

[
Peniche, a fortified town of Portugal, prov.

Estremadura, 13 m. W. Obidos, on the Atlantic
md the S. side of the peninsula of Peniche. P.
2600. It has a small port and an active fishery.

Penicuick, a burgh of barony and pa. of Scot-
and, on the North Esk, co. and 10 m. S. Edin-
)urgh, with a station on the Peebles Eailway.
jlc. 18,966. P. (1861) 3249. It has a church of Gre-
;!ian architecture, subscription library, gunpow-
ler factory, and extensive paper mills, on the N.
Csk. The pa. contains the vill. Kirkhill. P. 1570.
Penig, a town of Saxony, circ. and 33 m. S.S.E,

jeipzig, on the Mulde. P. 4120.
Peninsula, an abbreviation for the Iberian or

i^yrennean Peninsula. [Spain.]
Pe55iscola, a fortified town of Spain, prov. and

8 m. N.E. Castellon-de-la-Plana. P. 1391. It
i perched on a rock rising 240 feet above the
lediterrauean, and connected with the mainland
y a narrow strip of sand.
Peniscot, a CO. of U. S., North America, Mis-

ourL P. 2694 free, 268 slaves.
Penjinskoe, a small town, E. Siberia, prov, Pri-
lorsk, on the Penjina, near its mouth in the Gulf
f Penjinskoe, an inlet of the Sea of Okhotsk.
Penkau or Penkum, a walled town of Pnissian
omerania, gov. and 17 m. W. Stettin. P. 1750.
Pknketh, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Lancaster, pa.

/rescot, 8J m. W. Warrington. Ac. 1048. P. 784.
Penkhull, a township of England, co. Staf-

Jrd, pa. Stoke-on-Trent, 1| m. S.S.E. New-
itstle-under-Lyne. P. 10,865.

Pknkridge, a town and pa. of England, co. and
6 m. S. Stafford, on the Peuk, an affluent of the
Trent, and near the Grand Junction Eailway.
Ac. of pa. 19,605. P, (1861) 3146. The town is

supposed to have been the Eoman Pennocrucium.
Penllech, a pa. of North Wales, co. Carnar-

von, 10 m. W.S.W. Pwllheli. Ac. 2187. P. 261,

Penlline, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamor-
gan, 2 m. W.N.W. Cowbridge. Ac. 1784. P. 286.

Penmachno, a pa. of North Wales, co. Car-
narvon, 7 m. S. Llanrwst. Ac. 11,208. P. 1254.

Penmaen, a pa.. South Wales, co. Glamorgan,

6J m. S.W. Castellelwchwr. Ac. 1538. P. 123.

Penmaen-Mawr, a mountain of North Wales,
CO. Carnarvon, in the vicinity of Aberconway.
Elevation 1400 feet above the sea,

Penmarch, a comm. and maritime vill. of W.
France, dep, Finistfere, on a headland in the At-
lantic, 16 m. S.W. Quimper, P, 2029.

Penmain, a hamlet of England, co. Men
mouth, pa. Mynyddy's-Lwyn, 12 m. N.W. New-
port, P, 2686.

Penmark, a pa.. South Wales, co. Glamorgan,

5i m. S.E, Cowbridge. Ac. 3395. P, 529.

Penmon, a pa. of North Wales, co. Anglesey,

3J m. N.N.E. Beaumaris. Ac. 7180. P. 240,

Penmorfa, a pa. of North Wales, co. Carnar-
von, 2 m. W. Tremadoc. Ac. 10,157. P. 1104.

Penmynydd, a pa. of North Wales, co. Angle-
sey, 6 m. W. Beaumaris. Ac. 3158. P. 446.

Penn, two pas. of England.—I. co. Bucks, 3 m.
N.W. Beaconsfield. Ac. 4270. P. 1026.—II. co.

Stafford, 2 m. S.S.W, Wolverhampton. Ac,
3986, P. 1765,

Penn (North), a township of the TJ. S., North
America, Pennsylvania, contiguous to Philadel-

phia.—II. (yaw), a vill. of New York, on Crooked
Lake, It has a gaol and court-house.

Penna-di-billi, a town of Central Italy, prov.

Pesaro, 20 m. W.N.W. Urbino, near rt. b. of the
Marecchia. P, 2354,

Penna San Giovanni, a vill. of Central Italy

prov. and circ. Macerata. P. 2581.

Pennal, a pa. of North Wales, co. Merioneth,
3 m. W.S.W, Machynlleth. Ac. 7461. P. 588.

Pennant, a pa. of North Wales, co. Mont-
gomery, 9 m. S.E. Bala. Ac. 5000. P. 712.

Pennar, two rivers of India,—I. (^Northern),

presid. Madras, rises in Mysore, and after an E,

course through the dists. Bellary, Cuddapah, and
Nellore, enters the Bay of Bengal, 104 m. N.
Madras. Length 355 m.—II. (Southern), a river of

Mysore, which has its source N. of the Nundy-
droog Hills. It flows generally S.W,, and enters

the Bay of Bengal, in lat. 11° 45' N., Ion. 79° 51'

E. Total length 245 m. Gold is found in its

sands in its course through the Camatic,
Pennard, two pas. of England, co. Somerset.

—I. (Easf), 4 m. S.S.W. Shepton-Mallet. Ac.
2829, P, 631,—II. {West), 3J m. W.S.W, Glas-
tonbury. Ac, 3063, P, 836,

Pennautier, a comm. & mkt. town of France,
dep. Aude, 3 m, N.W. Carcassonne. P. 1136.

Penne, two comms. and towns of France I.

dep. Lot-et-Garonne, cap. cant., 6 m, E.S.E.
ViUeneuve-sur-Lot. P. 3008 (of whom only 600
are in the town).—II. dep. Tarn, on 1. b, of the
Aveyron, 15 m. N.W, Gaillac. P. 2053.

Penne, a town of South Italy, prov. and 23 m.
E. Teramo, cap. circ P. 9800. It is ananc. city

with a cathedral, convents, a theatre,& a seminaiy.
Pennes, a comm, and vill of France, dep,

Bouches-du-Ehone, arr, Aix, cant, Gardanne,
P. 1960. It has marble quarries.

Pennegent, a mountain of Engl., co, York, W.
I Elding, pa. Horton, 7 m, N, Settle. Elev, 2273 ft.
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Pexsixghajie, a pa., Scotland, co. Wigtown,

comprising the town of Newton-Stewail. Ac.
34,762. P. 4061.

Pennington, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster,
2 m. "W.S.W. Ulverstone. Ac. 2767. P. 879.—
II. a township, same co^ pa. Leigh, 12 m. W.
Manchester. Ac. 1437. P. 5015, chiefly em-
ployed in cotton manufactures.

Penniston, a market U>wn and pa. of England,
CO. York, West Elding, on the Don, with a sta-

tion on the Manchester and Shefl5eld Kiiilway,

6^ m. W.S.W. Bamsley. Ac 21,580. P. 7149.
It has woollen and cotton manufactures.
Penn's Neck, two contiguous townships of the

U. S^ North America, New Jersey.—I. {Lowery,
CO. and 5 m. N.W. Salem, on Delaware river.

—

IL (Upper), 11 m. N. Salem.
Pennsylvania, one of the largest and most

important of the U. S., North America, between
lat, 39° 44' and 42° N., Ion. 74' 50° and 80° 35' W.,
enclosed by the states New York, New Jersey,

Maryland, Virginia, and Ohio, but at its N.W.
extremity bordering on Lake Erie. Area 46,000
sq. m. P. (1860) 2,906,115, of whom 56,849 were
free coloured. Its central part is traversed from
S.W. to N.E. by the Alleghany mountains, and
watered by the river Susquehanna and its affls.

The Delaware forms its E. boundary. Other
rivers are the Schuylkill, Lehigh, Susquehanna,
Juniala, Alleghany, and Monongabella. It is

productive and well cultivated, and its live stock
is very extensive. Most of the finer fruits of tem-
perate climates are raised, and this state is well
adapted for the culture of the grape and mul-
berry. So much iron and coal are raised, that
this has become the headquarters of manufac-
turing and railway enterprise in the Union. Salt,

building-stone, and timber are important pix)-

ducts. At Pittsburg, ironmongery of all descrip-

tions, with steam engines and machinery, is

manufactured in large quantities. Cotton and
woollen stuffs, and yarn, soap, paper, gunpowder,
carriages, and most other kinds of goods are
made ; and this state ranks among the first in

manufacturing industry. Foreigu trade is carried
on chiefly through Philadelphia, but in part
through New York and Baltimore. The whole
of its S.E. part is intersected by a network of
canals and railways. Total public revenue (1863)
4,314,964 dollars. Public debt 39,495,840 dollars.

In 1862, there were 21 colleges and 12,047 schools.
The state is divided into 63 cos., and sends 25
representatives to Congress. Chief cities, Harris-
burg, the cap^ Philadelphia, Pittsbui^, Lancaster,
Eeading, and Carlisle. The state was granted to
William Penn by James n. of England, in 1681.
Present constitution adopted in 1838. Govern-
ment vested in a governor and senators, elected
triennially, and representatives, elected annually.

Penobscot, the principal river of the state
Maine, U. S., North America, is formed by two
branches, the E. and the W., which unite near the
centre of the state and flow S.W. to Bangor, at
the head of navigation, 60 m. from the sea ; to
which lai^e vessels ascend. Length 300 m. At
Bangor the tide rises to a height of 17 feet, owing
to the current of the gulf stream.

—

Penobscot
Bay is 30 m. in length and breadth at its entrance,
and contains many islands.—11. a co. in E. part
of the state, pop. (1860) 72,731 ; and a tnshp., co.
Hancock, on its E. side, 8 m. N.E. Castine. P. 656.
Penom-Penh, a town of E. Asia, the great

ha.z&a,T of Cambodia, at the confl. of two great
rivers, where the Mekong divides. Lat. 11° 37'

N. P. 12,000, neariy all Chinese.
PeSon de Veuiz, a fortified town belonging

to Spain, on an elevated rock, on the African side
of the Strait of Gibraltar, 80 m. S.E. Ceuta.. It

was founded by Pedro of Navarre in 1508, taken
by the Moors in 1522, but retaken by the Spani-
ards in 1664. It has a bomb proof magazine,
ample storehous-.^s, and a state prison.

Penpont, a pa, of Scotland, co. and 15 m.
N.N.W. Dumfries. Ac. 22,099. P. 1326, of

whom 494 are in the village.

Penrhos, two pas. of North Wales.—L co.

Carnarvon, 3 m, W.S.W. PwllhelL Ac. 555. P.
104.—II. {Uigtcy), co. Anglesey, 4 m, E.N.E.
Llanerch-y-Medd. Ac. 2894. P. 473.

Penkhyn Islands, a groupin the Pacific Ocean,
600 m. N. Earatouga, lat 9° 2' S., Ion. 157° 86'

W. They are low, marshy, and densely wooded.
Penrhyn (Pokt), a township of North Wales,

CO. Carnarvon, pa, Llandegai, at the mouth of

the Ogwen, in Menai Strait. It has a good quay
for vessels of 300 tons, and lar^e exports of slate

from a quarry employing about 2000 men.
Penrice:, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamor-

gan, \\\ m. W.S.W. Swansea. Ac. 2248. P. 307.

Penrith, a market town and pa. of Enp!
CO. Cumberland, with a station on the Lanc:.

Eailway, 15 m. S.S.E. Carlisle, 428 feet above :

sea. Ac. of pa., which includes a part of Ine'' -

wood Forest, 7664. P. (1861) 7948, partly eiii-

ployed in linen weaving, and manufactures of

checks, fancy goods, etc. The town has a church,

in the cemetery of which is a monument of high
antiquity, known as " the giant's gi-ave ;" a gram-
mar school, a CO. court-house, and house of cor-

rection, union workhouse, an assembly room,
museum, and subscription library.

Penrith, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,

6} m. S.S.E. Cardigan. Ac. 3081. P. 370.

Penrith, a town of New South Wales, ro.

Cumberland, 34 m. N.W. Sydney, on Great ''A'.

Eailway. P. (1861) 710.

Penrose, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m. W.S.W.
Monmouth. Ac. 2695. P. 378.

Penryn, a parL and munic. bor., and market
town of England, co. Cornwall, pa. St Gluvias,

at the head of Falmouth harbour, and almost ad-

joining Falmouth, on the N.W, Ac. 325. P. of

town 3547. It has a church, town-hall, gao!,

market-house, custom-house, and considerable

exports of granite. The bor. joins with Falmoutii

in sending 2 members to House of Commons.
Pensacola, a city and seaport town of the

U. S., North America, Florida, on the W. side of

Pensacola Bay, about 8 m. from the Gulf cl

Mexico, 64 m. E.S.E. Mobile. P. 2000. It it

sheltered by Eosa island, and defended by Fort;

Pickens, MHIIrea, and Barrancas. About 8 m
below the town is a U. S. navy yard, covering

nearly 80 ac, and enclosed by a high brick wall—Pensacola Bay is an inlet of the Gulf of Mexici>

lat 30° 20' N., Ion. 87° 17' W., 25 m. in length

and 15 m. in breadth, divided into three basins-

Escambia, Yellow-water, and Blackwater Bav-

receiving the rivers of same names, audits ,'

part admits frigates of the largest class.

Pensax, a chapeky of England, co. Worcest«:

pa. Lindridge, 6 m. S.W. Bewdley. Ac. 119(

P. 503.

Pensellwood, a pa. of England, co. Somers* i

3J m. E.N.E. Wincanton. Ac 1101. P. 442.

Pensford (St Thomas), a pa. and markt

town of England, co. Somerset, 24 m. N.N.t

Somertown. P. 312.

Penshaw, achapelry of England, co. Durban
pa. Houghton-le-Spring, 5 m. W.S.W. Sundo
land. Ac. 1066. P. 2075. It has stone quarrii i

Pensulkst, a pa. of England, co. Kent, ou t:j
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JlcJway, with a station on the S.E. Railway, 4J
,!i. W.S.W. Tuubridge. Ac. 4526. P. 1G98.

Pensthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2

m. E.S.E. Fakcuham. Ac. 753. P. 12.

Penston, a vill. and barony of Scotland, co.

and 5 m. "W.S.W. Haddington. P. 233, mostly
colliers. It has a school.

Penstkowed, a pa. of North "Wales, co. Mont-
gomery, 3 m. "W. Newton. Ac. 1220. P. 142.

Pentecost Island, two islands of the Pacific

Ocean.— I. Cumberland islands, off E. Ansti-alia,

lat. 20° 23' 10' S., Ion. 148° 69' 30" E.—II. New
Hebrides, lat. 15° 59' S., Ion. 168° 19' E.—Pentecost
Riv., Canada East, is an affl. of the St Lawrence.

Peiti'elicus (Mount), Greece, Attica, 10 m.
N.E. Athens, rises to 3500 feet above the sea. It

contains quarries of white marble, greatly re-

nowned in antiquity, and which are still worked.
Pentenisia, a group of islets in the Gulf of

Ji]gina, Greece, 10 m. N."W. JEgina.
Penterry, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth,

3J m. N.N."W. Chepstow. Ac. 479. P. 28.

Pentima, a town of South Italy, prov. Aquila,

circ. and 5 m. N."W. Sulmona. P. 2407.

Pentland-Firth, a sound dividing continental

Scotland from the Orkney isls., and connecting
the Atlantic Ocean and North Sea. Length E.

to W. 17 m., breadth from 6 to 8 m. Its naviga-
tion is the most dangerous of the Scottish seas

;

a current flows from "W. to E. with a velocity of

3 to 9 m. an hour, which at the change of tides is

met by opposing currents, causing dangerous
eddies and whirlpools.—The Pentland Skerries
comprise two islets and some contiguous rocks

:

the larger, about 4J m. N. Duncansby Head, has
a lighthouse, with a higher and a lower light, the
former 170 feet above the sea, in lat. 58° 41' N.,

Ion. 2° 55' "W. ; the latter 140 feet in height, and
100 feet N.N.E. the former. Upwards of 4000
loaded vessels, aggregate tonnage 664,000 tons,

annually pass through the Firth, exclusive of

ships of war, and vessels in ballast.

Penti-And-Hills, a range in Scotland, extend-
ing for about 14 m. N.E. from the E. borders of

Lanarkshii-e, through the N."W. comerof Peebles-
shire and the centre of Mid-Lothian, to within 4
m. S.W. Edinburgh. Highest summit, East-
Camethy hill, in the centre of the range, 1806
feet above the sea. They are composed chiefly
of porphyry & greenstone ; the sides and valleys
are under cultivation, and the remainder in pas-
ture. From springs in these hills, water of
superior quality is brought into Edinburgh, a
distance of about 7 miles.

Pentlow, a pa. of England, co. Essex, S\ m.
E. Clare. Ac. 1847. P. 397.
Pentney, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 7 m.

"W.N.W. Swaffham. Ac. 2330. P. 642.
Penton-Mewsey, a pa. of England, co. Hants,

2} m. W.N."W. Andover. Ac. 1044. P. 277.
Pentraeth, a pa. of North "Wales, co. Anglesey,

b} m. W.N."W. Beaumaris. Ac. 4013. P. 962.

Pentrich, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 2J m.
S.S."W. Alfreton. Ac. 3889. P. 6829.
Pentridge, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 3J

m. N.N."W. Cranborne. Ac. 1764. P. 295.
Pentrobin, a township, N. "VS''ales, co. Flint, pa.

and 5 m. "W.S.W. Hawarden. Ac. 1586. P. 942.

Pentyrch, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamor-
fran, with a station on the Taff Vale Railway, 6
111. W.N.W. Cardiff. Ac. 3975. P. 2110.
Penvenan, a comm. and maritime vill. of

i'rance, dep. Cotes -du-Nord, near the English
Channel, 3 m. N.W. Trdguier. P. 3042.
Penwortham, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster,

2 m. W.S.W. Prostou. Ac. 2277. P. 1506.

Pfx-y-Clawdd, a pa. of England, co. Mon-
mouth, 2J m. E.N.E. Eagland. Ac. 614. P. 53.

Penza or Pensa, a gov. of Russia, between
lat. 53° and 66° N., Ion. 42° 30' and 46° 30' E.,

enclosed by the govs. Nijnii-Novgorod, Simbirslc,

Saratov, and Tambov. Area 14,647 sq. m. P.

(1858) 1,188,535. Surface mostly level ; principal
rivers, the Moksha, Sura, and their affluents.

Soil fertile, and corn is extensively exported.
Cattle, sheep, swine, and horses are reared.
Forests very extensive. Mineral products com-
prise iron, chalk, sandstone, sulphur, and vitriol.

Manufs. embrace coarse linens and woollen stiiffs;

and there are besides, soap, glass, beet-root sugar,
and leather, factories, and iron foundries. The
gov. is subdivided into 1 "* dists. Principal towns,
Penza, Nijnii-Lomov, and Saransk.

—

Penza, the
cap., is situated 130 m. N.N.W. Saratov, on the
Sura, at its confl. with the Penza. P. (1863)
27,263. It has a large catliedral and 12 other
churches, a gymnasium, extensive government
offices, and manufactures of leather and soap.
Penzance, a munic. bor., seaport, and the most

westerly town in England, co. Cornwall, pa.
Madron, in a picturesque situation on Mount's
I ;ay, 9 m. E.N.E. Land's End, and 65 m. W.S.W.
Launceston, and about 40 feet above the sea.

Lat. of lighthouse on pier, 50° 7' N., Ion. 6° 28' W.
Ac. '486. P. 9414. It is situated in a district noted
for its fei-tility, and mild, though moist climate.

Mean annual temp. 51°*7, summer 60°-9, winter
44°-2, Fahr. Rainfall 38 inches. It has a chua-ch,

grammar school, national school, and school of

industry, a guildhall and market-house, union
workhouse, public library, the hall and valuable
museum of the Cornwall geological society, baths,
and boarding houses for the accommodation of

the numerous invalids and residents attracted
thither by the fine climate. Principal exports,

tin and copper ore, the produce of the neighbour-
ing mines, agricultural produce, and pilchards.

Imports, timber, iron, and hemp. Customs rev.

(1862) 12,947/. Exports (1862) 47,304i. Vessels
belonging to the port 77, tons 8860. The har-
bour, with a pier about 800 feet in length, having
at its end a lighthouse, is accessible by vessels of

moderate burden, and extensive improvements
are projected. It is a polling place for W. Corn-
wall. Sir H. Davy was born in the pa. in 1778.

Penzing, a handsome vill. of Lower Austxia, 3
m. W. Vienna, on the Wien. It has numerous
villas, and manufs. of silk fabrics. P. 4135.

Penzlin, a frontier town of Mecklenburg-
Schwerin, principality and 43 m. E.S.E. Custrow,
on a small lake. P. 2400.

Peopleton, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,
3 m. N.N.W. Pershore. Ac. 1474. P. 326.

Peoria, a co. of U. S., North America, Illinois.

P. 36,601.—II. a city, co. Peoria, Illinois, on the
Illinois river, at the junction of the Chicago and
Rock Island rails., 70 m. N. Springfield. P. (I860)
14,045. It is the most important commercial
place in the state.

—

Lake Peoria is picturesque,
and abounds in fish.

Peover (Superior), a chapelry of England,
CO. Chester, 3J m. S.S.E. Nether-Knutsford. P.
531.

—

Little and Nether Peover are coatiguous
chapelries and townships.

Pepin, aco.of U. S., North America, Wisconsin.
P. 2392.

Pepper-Harrow, a pa. of England, co. Surrey,

2| m. W. Godalming. Ac. 1454. P. 104.

Pequeni, a river of S. America, New Granada,
on the isthmus of Panama, tribut. to the Chagres
riv. On its banks some gold mines are wrought.

Peka, a suburb of Constantinojjle, on the N.
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side of the " Golden Horn," across which it is

connected with the city proper by a bridge of

boats. It stands on the summit of the hill above
Galata and Tophan^, chiefly inhabited by Franks,
and comprises the residences of the foreign am-
bassadors, with a Greek and 4 Roman Catholic

churches, a Mohammedan college, & a monastery
of dervishes.

Pkrabl, a state of the Malay peninsula, extend-
ing along its W. coast, between lat. 3° 40' and 5°

N., having N. Quedah, S. Salangore, and W. the
Strait of Malacca. Estimated pop. 35,000. Prin-
cipal products, tin, rice, and rattans. Its cap^
Perak, is a small town on river of same name.
Peraleda de la Mata, a town of Spain, near

the Tagus, prov. and 68 ra. E.N.E. Caceres. P.

2800, employed in weaving coarse woollen cloths.

Peralta, a town of Spain, prov. Navarra, on
the Agra, 31 m. S. Pamplona. P. 2348.

Perasto, a maritime town of Dalmatia, circ.

and 6 m. N.N.W. Cattaro, on the Gulf of Perasto,

at the foot of a castle-crowned mntn. P. 2400.

Peray (St\ a comm. and market town of

France, dep. ArdJiche, 9 m. S. Toumon. P. 2ti80.

Perche, an ancient division of France, in the
old prov. Maine, now divided among the deps.

Ome, Eure-et-Loire, and Eure.
Percy, a comm. and market town, France, dep.

Manche, cap. cant., 15 m. S.S.W. St L6. P. 833.

Percy Islands, a group off the E. coast of

Australia, Northumberland isls., lat. 21° 31' S.,

Ion. 160° 18' E. The largest is 12 m. in circumfer-
ence, and rises to upwards of 1000 ft. in elevation.

Pekdifumo, a town of South Italy, prov.
Salerno, circ. II Vallo. P. 2067.

Perdjansk, a new seaport town of S. Russia,

on the Sea of Azov, between Taganrog and Ma-
riupoL P. 2500, partly Greek and Italian mer-
chants. It has a harbour, and being near the
German colonies on the Moloschna, has a rapidly
increasing trade in wheat and merino wooL
Perdu (Mont). [Pyr£n£es.]
Pere (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ule-et-Vilaine, arr. St Malo, cant. Chate&uneiu.
P. 1838.—II. (en Retz), dep. Loire-Inf^rieure, cap.

cant. Paimboeuf. P. 3086.

Perejaslav, a town of Russia, gov. and 140
m. W.N.W. Poltava, cap. dist., at the confl. of the
Tmbesh and Alta, near the Dnieper. P. (1863)
10,047. Trade in cattle, horses, com, and raisins.

Perekop (meaning ramparty, a town of Russia,

gov. Taurida, on the isthmus of same name, 85
m. N.N.W. SimferopoL It is only a hamlet,

which in ordinary times is garrisoned by a few
invalided troops. P. 3962. A rampart of little

strength crosses the isthmus at its narrowest
point, 5 m. across. The situation of the town
is very unhealthy, and the inhabitants suffer

severely from intermittent fever. During summer
the isthmus and the neighbouring steppes are
covered with waggons sent for the conveyance
of salt, which abounds in the vicinity.—The
Gulfof Perekop, on the N.W. side of the Crimea,
is separated by the isthmus from the Sea of

Sivas, or Putrid Sea, on the East.
Perbmyschl, a town of Russia, gov. and 19 m.

S. Kaluga, cap. dist., on the Oka. P. (1863) 3176.
It has manufs. of sail-cloth, and trade in timber.
Pbrekchies, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.

Nord-au-Lille, cant Quesnoy-sur-De<ile. P. 1179.
Peileslav-Zalieski, a town of Russia, gov. &

70 m. W.N.W. Vladimir, cap. dist, on Lake
Pleshtchesvo. P. (1863) 6999. It has manu-
factures of Unens, and was formerly fortified.

Peroamino, a town of S. America, Argentine
Confed., dep. and 155 m. N.W. Buenos-Ayres.

Pergamus, Asia Minor. [Pergama-Tboy."]
Perge, a ruined city of Asia Minor, 60 m.

E.S.E. Smyrna, between two hills, with remains
of a theatre, stadium, and large palace. About
10 m. distant are the supposed remains of Itionda,

consisting of Cyclopean walls, and a stadium.
Pebgise or Pergen, a vill. of Austria, Tirol,

circ. and 7 m. E. Trient. P. 3056. It has &
castle, and manufactures of woollen cloth ; in its

vicinity an extensive iron mine is wrought
Pergola, an episcopal town of Central Italy,

prov. Pesaro, 16 m. S.E. Urbino, on the Cesano.
P. 6113, mostly engaged in tanning & weaving.
It has manufs. of wool, felt, and carpets: a
cathedral, palaces, and a public libraiy.

Periapatam, a decayed walled town of India,

territory of Mysore, 43 m. W. Seringapatam.
The soU is rich and fertile, and the climate moist
It formerly had two forts, a pop. of 7500 persons,

and is celebrated for its Brahminical temples.

P^RiERS, a comm. and mai-ket town of France^
dep. Manche, 9 m. N. Coutances. P. 2794.

Pj£rignac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Charente-Inf., arr. Saintes, cant. Pons. P. 2596.

PtRiGNt, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.

Deux-Sevres, arr. Melle, cant Brioux. P. 1586.

Perigneux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep,

Loire, arr. Montbrison, cant St Rambert. P. 260L
Perigord, an old div. of France, Guienne, of

which the city Perigueux was the cap. It now
forms the dep. Dordogne, and part of Gironde.
PERIGUEUX, Vesuna, a comm. and town of

France, cap. dep. Dordogne, on rt b. of the Isle,

41 m. S.E. Angoulgme. P. (1861) 19,140. It is

composed of the old town and Le Puy St Front
which till 1240 was a separate town. Chief

edifices, a cathedral, church of St Front, and
town-haU. It has a comm. college, a primary
normal school, and a library of 14,000 vols.

Manufs. of cutlery and nails, woollen spinning

and tanning. Trade in wood, iron, paper, Utho-

graphic stones, and liqueurs. It was cap. of old

dist Perigord, & has Roman remains. Periffueux

was several timestaken and retaken by the English
and French in the 13th, 14th, and 16th centuries.

Perija, a small town of South America, Vene-
zuela, dep. Zulia, prov. and 82 m. S.W. Mara-
caybo, on the Perija River, 25 m. from its mouth,
in the Lake of Maracaybo.
Perim, an island off the Arabian coast, in the

Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb, belonging to Britain.

Lat. of S. point 12° 3S' N., Ion. 43° 23' 00' K
Length 5 m. It is a bare, bleak rock, on which
turtles are caught.
Perim, an island in the Gulf of Cambay, Hin-

dostan, 10 m. S.S.E. Gogeh, with a lighthouse.

Perinaldo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Porto

Maurizio, circ. San Remo. P. 1768.

Peklak (Slav. Prelok), a vill. of S.W. Hun-
gary, CO. Szalad, on the Drave, 13 m. E.N.E.
Warasdin. P. 2570.

Perlas (Islas de). P'earl Islands.]

Perleberg, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 69 m. N.W. Potsdam, on the Step-

nitz. P. 6414. It has manufs. of woollen cloth

and chicory, breweries and distilleries.

Perles (German Preterlen), a vill. of Switzer-

land, cant Bern, dist Biiren. P. 633.

Perm, a gov. of the Russian dom., mostly in

Europe, but partly in Asia, being separated by the

Ural mountains into two unequal portions, be-

tween lat. 65° 40' and 62° N., Ion. 53° 10' and 65°

E., enclosed by the govs. Vologda, Viatka, Oren-

burg, & Tobolsk. Estim. area 128,640 sq. m. P.

(1858) 2,046,572. Its European orW. portion is tra-

versed by the river Kama and several of its aflis.
•

J
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Its E. division by affls. of the Tobol. More than

3-4ths of the surface are covered by dense forests

;

the climate is very severe ; and beyond lat. 60°

N. the soil is hardly capable of culture. Its mines
are said to employ 100,000 persons, and produce
large quantities of gold, platina, and copper, with

about 98,000 tons of iron, and 120,000 tons of

salt, annually. Perm is divided into 12 dists.

Chief towns, Perm, Kungur, and Krasno-Ufimsk,
in Europe, and Ekaterinburg, Alpayevsk, and
Shadrinsk, in Asia. It was formerly the centre

of an extensive and flourishing empire, ruined by
the Mongols in the 13th century.

—

Perm, the cap.,

is situated on the Kama, 240 m. E.S.E. Viatka.

P. (1863) 19,240. It is mostly built of wood:
is the see of an archbishop, and has several

churches and hospitals, with iron forges. Its

iniiabitants trade chiefly in metallic produce, tea

and other Chinese imports, by way of Kiakhta.
Permacoil, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, dist. S. Arcot, 16 m. N.N.W. Pondicherry.
Pernes, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vaucluse, arr. and 4 m. S. Carpentras, cap. cant.,

on an afil. of the Ehone. P. 6278.

Perxagoa, a town of Brazil, prov. Piauhy, 260
m. S.W. Oeiras, on the E. side of Lake I'aran-

auha or Pemagoa. P. 4000.

Pernambuco, a prov. of Brazil, consisting of

a long strip of territory, stretching from the At-
lantic, inland, mostly between lat. 7° and 9° 20'

8., Ion. 34° 50' and 47° 20' W., separated by seve-
ral continuous mountain chains from the provs.

Piauhy, Ceara, and Paraiba on the W. and N.,

and by the Rio Francisco on the S. from Bahia &
by Alagoas. Its maritime slope is watered by
the Capibaribe, Ipojuca, and Una rivers. Area
61,824 sq. m., and pop. (1856) 950,000. It has many
rich sugar and cotton plantations. Other pro-
ducts are timber, dye-woods, hides, drugs, gold,

and gems. Principal cities and towns, Recife, its

cap., Olinda, St Antonio, and Formozo.
Pernambuco, a name under which is com-

monly designated the two towns of Recife and
Olinda, Brazil. [Recife.]
Pernau (Russ. Peimm)), a fortified seaporttown

of Russia, gov. Livonia, cap. dist., at the entrance

of the Pernau into the Gulf of Riga, 99 m.
N.N.E. Riga. P. (1863) 6690. It is defended by
a citadel, and comprises an old and a new town,
and two suburbs ; with Lutheran, Esthonian, and
Bussian churches. Large vessels require to load
and unload in the roadstead. Imports, salt, her-
rings, wine, & coal. Exports, flax, Hut, & grain.
Peron, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ain,

arr. Gex, cant. Collonges. P. 1206.
P^RONNE, a comm. & fortified town of France,

dep. Somme, 21 m. S.W. Cambrai, on the Somme.
P. (1861) 4445. It has a comm. college, and
manufs. of mixed cloths.

Perosa, a town of Northern Italy, prov. Turin,
circ. and 8 m. N.W. Pinerolo, cap. mand., on the
Olusone. Pop. of comm. 1814.
Peros Banhos, a group of 27 islands, Chagoa

Archipelago, Indian 0., lat. 5° 14' N., Ion. 77° E.
Perote, a market town of Mexico, dip. and 88

m. W.N.W. Vera Cruz, on the route to Mexico,
and N.W. of the Oofre-de -Perote. P. 2500.
Pebpignan, a comm. & fortified town of France,

dep. Pyrdn^es-Orientales, on rt. b. of the Tet, and
on railway to Prades, opened 1864, 34 m. S. Nar-
bonne. P. (1861) 23,462. Chief edifices, the citadel,

cathedral, and military prison. It has a tribunal
of commerce, a comm. college, primary normal
school, school of design, library, and botanic
garden. Manufs. comprise woollens, paper, hats,
and it has an extensive commerce in the wines of

the country; wool, silk, iron, & coirks. It was taken
by Louis XI. in 1474, & by Louis xiii. in 1642. The
French conquered the Spaniards near it in 1793.
Perpendicular (Point), a hi ;adland of New

S. Wales, CO. St Vincent, at the IL of Jervis Bay,
Lat. 35° 6' S. ; Ion. 150° 50' E.
Perpezac-le-Noir, a comm. .& vill. of France,

dep. Corr^ze, arr. Brive, cant. Vi.geois. P. 1 115.

Perquimans, a co. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, in N.E. of North Carolina. Area 172 sq. m.
P. 3680 free, 3558 slaves.

Perran (Arwothal), a pa. of England, co.

Cornwall, 3} m. N.N.W. Penryn. Ac. 1796. P.
1517.—II. (f7</jnoe), a pa., samt) co., 1^ m. S.B
Marazion. Ac. 1182. P. 1507.

Peeranzabuix)e, a pa. of En^fl., co. Cornwall,
near its N. coast, 6 m. N.W. Truro. Ac. 11,340.
P. 2959. Its church was buried by shifting sands
many centuries ago, and exhuroed only in 1835.
The parish has large tin and copper mines.
Perrecy, a comm. and vill.. of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, arr. Charolles, cant. Toulon-sur-
Arroux. P. 1809.

Perreux, a comm. and vill, of France, dep.
Loire, arr. Roanne, cap. cant. P. 2552.

Perkier (Le), a comm. & vill. of France, dep.
Vendee, arr. les Sables-d'Olonrie, cant. St jean-
de-Mont. P. 1762.

Perrington, a township, U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, co. Monroe.
Perrivale, a pa. of Englanii, co. Middlesex, 3

m. S.S.E. Harrow-on-the-Hill. Ac. 626. P. 48.

Perros Guirec, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. C6tes-du-Nord, with a large port on the
English Channel, 37 m. N.W. St Brieuc. P. 2765.
Perrott, two pas. of England.— I. (North), co.

Somerset, 2^ m. E. Crewkerne. Ac. 1248. P. 374.
—II. (South), CO. Dorset, 3J m.. N.N.W. Beamin-
ster. Ac. 1451. P. 363.

Perry, numerous township s of the U. S., North
America.—I. New York, co. Wyoming, on Silver
Lake.—II. Pennsylvania, co. Union.—III. do. co.

Fayette.—IV. Ohio, co. Bro (vn.—V. co. Colum-
biana, with the village Salei n.—VI. co. Wayne,
Indiana. P. 11,847.—VII. co. Stark, Ohio.—VIIL
a vill., Illinois, 66 m. W. Spi-ingfield.

Perry, several cos. of tho U. S., N. America.
—L in W. of Alabama. Area, 934 sq. m. P. (1860)
9518 free, 18,206 slaves.—I.I. in S. of Illinois.

Area 420 sq. m. P. 9552.— III. in S. of Indiana.
Area 400 sq. m. P. 7268.— IV. in S. of Pennsyl-
vania. Area 540 sq.m. P. ;22,793.—V. in S.E.'of

Missouri. Area 430 sq m. P. 8389 free, 739 slaves.

—VI. in S.E. of Ohio. Are.i400 sq. m. P. 19,678.

—VII. in S.W. of Tennessoe. Area 600 sq. m. P.
5494 free, 548 slaves.—VIIJ. in the S.E. part of

Mississippi. Area 1040 sq. m. P. 1863 free, 738
slaves.—IX. Arkansas. P. 2162 free, 303 slaves.

—X. Kentucky. P. 3877 f ree, 73 slaves.

Perry, a co. of New So uth Wales, on E. b. of

Darling river. Lat. 33° 10' S.

Perry-Barr, a hamlet of England, co. Staf-

ford, pa. Handsworth, witla a station on the Lon-
don and North-Westem Railway, 3J m. N.W.
Birmingham. P. 1061.

Perrysburg, a vill., TT. S., North America,
Ohio, at the head of the steam-boat navigation
on the Maumee, 118 m. j.*J^.N.W. Columbus.—II.

a township of New York, co. Cattaraugus.
Persaim, a town, Burruese dom. |_Basskin.]

Persante, a river of P russian Pomerania, rises

near the vill. Persanzig, and after a N.W. course
of 70 ni., enters the Baltic at Colberg. It is navi-
gable for the last 18 milos of its coui'se.

Persac, a comm. & vilL, France, dep. Vienna,
arr. Mont Marillon. cant . Lussac. P. 1744.
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Pkrsepous (Jstakhnr and Takhti Jcmshidy the

anc. cap. of Persia, the traces of which exist in a
fine plain, prov. Fars, on an affl. of the Bundemir
river, from 25 to 30 m.- N.E. Shiraz. Its ruins

cover a wide surface ; and on a teiTaced platform,

1430 ft. in length & from 800 to 900 ft in width,
are large gateways, numerous columns, and bas-
reliefs, the whole supposed to be the remains of

the p»alace of Darius, destroyed by Alexander the
Great. The walls are covered with inscriptions

in arrow-headed characters, and numerous tombs
are cut in the adjacent mountains.

Perseein, atown, Europ. Turkey. [Pbisrend.]
Pebshore, a market town of England, co. ana

8J m. S.E. Worcester, on the navigable Avon.
Ac of two pas. 12,910. P. 5061 ; of town 2905,

partly engaged in manuf. of hosiery. It is the
pc lling-place for E. division of co., and the head
of a poor-law union.
Persia or Iran, a country of W. Asia, compris-

ing, in its widest acceptation, the region between
the Caspian Sea and the Indian Ocean, from the
Oxus and Indus to Kurdistan & the Persian Gulf.

I^s boundaries have undergone many changes,
but it is now politically divided into Western
Persia, or doms. of the Persian Shah, whose cap.

is Teheran, and Eastern Persia or GabooL Persia
Proper lies betw. lat. 2G° and 40° N., Ion. 44° and
61° E., having W. Asiatic Turkey, N. the Russian
gov.' Transcaucasia, the Caspian Sea, and the
desert of Kharesm (Khiva), E. Afghanistan and
Beloochistan, and S. the Arabian Sea and Persian
Gulf. Length, N. to S., 570 m. ; average breadth
160 m. Area estimated at 562.380 square miles.

Population not more than 10,000,000.

The foUowing are the great divisions of the
country :

—

1 Modem Names. Ancient Names. Chief Towns.

Azerbijan. Media Atropatene. Tabreez.
Irak-Ajeml Media .Magna. Teheran.
Ardelan. Elymals. Seonah.
Luristan. Syro-XIedia.
Khuzistan. Suaiana. Shuster.
Farsisfan. Persia. Shiraz.
Laristan. Mesambria. Lar.
KeiTiian. Caramania. Kerman.
Ghilan Co. of Gelae. Keshd.
Mazanderan. Co. of Japyri. Balfrush.
Astrabad. Hyrcania. Astrabad
Ehorasan. Paithia. Nishapoor.
Yezd. Artacene. Yezd.

Chief cities, Teheran the cap., Ispahan the for-

mer cap. and still the largest city, Tabriz,
Urumiah, Hamadan, Shuster, Kashan, Eeshd,
Balfrush, Astrabad, Meshed, Nishapoor, Yezd,
Bushire, Shiraz, Lar, and Kerman. The principal
ports are Balfrush on the Caspian, and Bushire
on the Persian Gulf. Its central part (Irak-Ajemi,
and the greater portion of Fars) is a table-land.

Average height from 2500 to 3500 feet above the
sea, but traversed by mountain ranges rising to
upwards of 7000 or 8000 feet, and bounded N. by
the Elburz chain, in which Demavend is, 18,550
feet ; these are prolonged from Azerbijan E. to
the Paropamisan mountains in Afghanistan, and
S. by another chain stretching from Kurdistan
R to the mountains of W. Beloochistan. This
table-land contains in its W. part many irrigated
and fertile tracts, but nearly all the E. part of
Persia is a wide and irreclaimable salt desert,
forming a portion of that rainless and sterile zone
which extends from the Atlantic throughout the
Sahara of Africa, Arabia, Central Asia, and Mon-
golia, to the mountains on the N. frontier of the

Chinese empire. S. of the table-land, the country
is mostly parched up and barren, and the heats
of summer are almost insupportable. The ab-
sence of sufficient water is a great disadvantage
to Persia. Except the Aras, forming the N.W.
frontier, the Sefid-rood and Gurgun, which
enter the Caspian Sea, the Kerah, Karun, Jerahi,

eto., affis. of the Tigris and Shat-ul-Arab ia
Khuzistan, and the Bimdemir in Fars, the rivers
are quite insignificant, and by far the greater
portion of 'the country is unproductive. Thers
are many salt lakes in the table-land, of which
the chief is that of Urumiyah. Azerbijan and
the Caspian provs. must, however, be excluded
from this general description. N. of the Elburz
mountains the country is covered with dense
forests of oak, elm, beech, and box, interspersed
with fine pastures, and numerous orchards and
vineyards. The climate of these provs. is similar
to that of Europe, the grains common in which
continent, with rice, are plentifully raised. The
region between the table-land in the S. and the
Persian Gulf, called Dushistan, or the level

country, about 100 m. in mean breadth, is a sandy
waste, interspersed with patches of cultivation

and date trees. Besides grain, the principal pro-
ducts of Persia are cotton, tobacco, silk, gall-

nuts, madder, yellow hemes, opium, gum-am-
monaic, assafoetida, and other drugs ; wool, winci
rose water, saffron and other fruits. The wine
of Shiraz is celebrated by the Eastern poets, and
the vine still flourishes there. Near it the liquorice

plant is found in great abundance. The mulberry
flourishes in the rich districts on the Caspian

;

dates are extensively used for food, and the
melons are the finest in the world. Very little

is known of the geology -of Persia. Copper
mines have been wrought in some of the N.
provs. There are lead mines in Fars and Ker-
man. Iron is abundant, but little worked. 40
m. W. of Nishapoor are famous mines of turquoise,

a gem peculiar to Persia. Rock salt is abundant
in most parts of the country, and salt is also pro-

cured from the waters of lakes Urumiyah and
Bakhtegan. Coal is found in the Elburz moun-
tains, as well as fine varieties of marble ; sulphur,

naphtha, and garnets are other chief mineral
products. Wild animals, including the lion,

tiger, jackil, hyena, wolf, wild boar, wild ass,

antelope, and deer, are very abundant. Domestic
animals include most of the species common in

Europe, with the camel and argali sheep. The
native horses are very strong, but camels are pre-

ferred as beasts of burden in the deserts, and
mules in the mountainous regions. Sheep are

everywhere abundant, and, .with cattle, they com-
pose the principal wealth of the wandering tribes

of Moguls, Turks, Uzbeks, and Kurds, who dwell

in all the outlying provs. of the kingdom. Birds

are rare, from the absence of trees. Pheasants
are found on the coasts of the Caspian, and peli-

cans and bustards on those of the Gulf. The
song-birds include the bulhtd or nightingale, the

blackbird, and thrush. There are few fish in

the rivers, but valuable fisheries on the shores.

Principal manufs. are silk fabrics, of all kinds;

in the chief cities, shawls of goats' hair, especi-

ally in Kerman, carpets, felts, cotton cloths,

cutlery and arms, glaas, pottery, leather, and
saddlery. The foreign commerce of Persia is

small, and chiefly with Russia on the Caspian,

and with Europe and India by the Persian Gulf.

The internal trade is carried on by means of

caravans from countries E. of Persia, conveying

leather, lamb skins, china, glass, indigo, ana
spices. Exports consist of the native products
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already emimerated, with copper wares, carpets,

froats' "hair shawls, saffron, specie, skins, swords,

daggers, and cutlery. Imports from India are

iudigo, chintzes, muslins, calicoes, gold and silver

brocades, gum, chinaware, sugar, shawls, and
metals : from Turkey, European goods, & specie

;

from Eussia, iron, broadcloth, calicoes, gold lace,&

manufactured goods, tea, quicksilver, & furs; from
England, woollen & cotton fabrics, sliawls, jewel-

lery, arms, cutlery, watches, and metallic wares.

A large proportion of the British cottons imported

at Trebizoud on the Black Sea is intended for the

Persian markets. Government despotic. The shah
is assisted by a grand vizier, who exercises control

over the military and foreign departments, and
by a lord high treasurer, who superintends the
revenue and home arrangements. Each prov., or

important dist. of a prov., is governed by a heg-

lerbeff, usually a prince of the blood or a noble-
man of high rank, who exercises almost absolute

power, and appoints hakims over the subordinate
(lists. Each town and village has its magistrate,

who is generally chosen by the people. The
revenue of the shah is derived from a land
tax, and taxes on vineyards, horses and other
animals, etc. The pop. comprises the settled in-

habitants and the wandering tribes called Illyats

or clans, including Turks, Kurds, Laks, and
Arabs. The pop. of the towns and settled dists.

are Mohammedans of the Sheah sect, rejecting

the autihority of the three first caliphs, on which,
and other accounts, there is between them and the
Turks, Arabs, Bokharese, and most other Mus-
sulmans, a perpetual feud. Education, to the
extent of reading and writing, is general in the
towns, where there are schools for gratuitous
instruction. Astronomy, astrology, logic, and
metaphysics, are the favourite studies of the
learned. The Scriptures were translated into the
Persian language, and sent into the country for

circulation by agents of the United Presbyterian
Church of Scotland. The Persians are a hand-
some, active, and generally warlike people. The
nomadic tribes consist of Arabs in the S. ; Turk-
mans, Moguls, Uzbeks, in the E. and N.E. ; and
Kurds in the W. They dwell in tents, subsisting

on the produce of their herds and on plunder

;

and they furnish most part of the armed force,

which is very large, but variable in amount. In
1856, Persia having seized on Herat, war was
proclaimed by the British, who took possession of

Karak, Bushire, and Mohammerah, but a peace
was concluded in March 1857.

Persia, a township of the U. S., North America,
Missouri, co. Boone.
Persian Gulf, an arm of the Indian Ocean,

between Arabia and Persia. Lat. 24° to 30° N.

;

Ion. 48° to 56° 30' E. Length 550 m. ; breadth
varies to 220 m. At its N.W. extremity it re-

ceives the Shat-ul-Arab, formed by the union of

the Euphrates and Tigris rivers, and the Karun.
It communicates on the E. with the Arabian Sea
by a strait 50 m. across. It contains numerous
islands, the principal being Kishm, Ormuz, Bu-
sheab, and Karak, off its N. or Persian coast,

and the Balirein islands on its Arabian side,

around which last named an extensive pearl
fishery is carried on. On the shores are the cities
of Bassorah and Bushire, and the towns Congoon,
Nackiloo, Gombroom, Zabarah, El Khatif, and
Grane. A submarine telegraph cable extends
along the Persian Gulf from the Euphrates to

Kurrachee, and a land-line, 1200 m. long, from
Bagdad to Bassora, was laid in 1865.
Person, a co., U. S., North America, in North

Carolina. Area 400 sq. m. P. (1860) 11,231.

Pertabpore, a town of British India, presid.
Bengiil, dist. and 28 m. E. Midnapoor.
Pertenhall, a pa. of England, co. and 11 m.

N.N.E. Bedford. Ac. 1805. P. 404.

Perth, a city, royal, pari., and munic. bor.,

seat of. a presbytery and synod, and formerly
the metropolis of Scotland, cap. co., in a plain on
rt. b. of the Tay, here crossed by a bridge 880 It.

in length, and on railway 33 m. N.N.W. Edin-
burgh, lat. 56° 23' 60" N., Ion. 3° 26' 20' W.
Ac. 3810. Pop. of city, including roj'al burgh,

(1861) 26,094. It is partially enclosed by hills.

Altitude 25 feet ; rainfall 36 inches. On its

N. and S. sides are two spacious parks called
Inches. Principal edifices, the church of St John,
supposed to have been originally erected in the
6th century, with a square tower 155 ft. in height,
and divided into three distinct places of worship

;

numerous other churches and chapels, the public
reservoir, co. buildings, general prison for Scot-
land, formerly a depot for prisoners of war, co.

infirmary, lunatic asylum, large barracks, the
Marshall monument appropriated to the public,
with a large library, the museum of tho Perth
literary and antiquarian society, town-hall,
and King James vi. hospital. Pei-th has au
educational seminary, a grammar school, an
academy, and several other endowed schools,

three weekly newspapers, one local and six

branch banks, and a custom-house. The Tay
is navigivble to the city for vessels of con-
siderable burden. It is the general terminus of

the Edinburgh and Perth, Central, Scottish Mid-
land, Dundee and Perth, Aberdeen, and Perth
and Inverness railways. The railway to Dundee
crosses the Tay by a stone bridge. Manufactures
coloured cotton stuffs, ginghams, winceys, and
shawls; it has also flax-spinning mills, bleach-
fields, a distillery, breweries, corn mills, and iron

foundries, rope-walks, tanneries, and dye-works.
The glove trade has declined. Ship building is

carried on, and the salmon fisheries in the Tay
are very valuable and increasing. There are

ponds for artificial propagation of fish at Stor-

montfield, on the Tay, 6 m. above Perth. Ex-
ports manuf. goods, corn, potatoes, salmon,
cattle and sheep. Kegistered shipping (1864)
5206 tons. Entered 284, tons 20,380; cleared

126, tons 8365. Races take place on the North
Inch, on which a statue of the late Prince
Consort was erected in 1864. Customs rev.

(1862) 16,858Z. Corporation rev. (1863) 7519^.,

besides harbour revenue. The bor. sends 1

mem. to House of Commons. A bout 2 m. N. of tho
city is Scone, long a royal residence. Perth was an
important station under the Romans, at the meet-
ing of three great highways, and it has some re-

mains which have been attributed to Agricola,

with various ruins of ecclesiastical buildings.

It was also frequently resorted to by the Scottish

kings, and was the scene of many historical

events. Its vicinity is very fertile.

Perthshire, a large and important co. of

Scotland, occupying its centre, having N. the cos.

Aberdeen and Inverness, W. Argyle, S. Dum-
barton, Stirling, Clackmannan, and Kinross, E.

Fife, Forfar, and the Firth of Tay. Excluding
a detached district on the Firth of Forth, it is

of a compact circular form ; length and breadth
about 60 miles each. Ac. 1,814,063, of which
upwards of 1,000,000 are arable or pasture. P.
133,500. Surface extremely diversified, compris-
ing both a highland and a lowland region. The
Grampians extend through it in a N.E. direction,

and are composed of granite and primary slate.

Principal mountains, Benlawers, 3984 feet, Ben-
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More, 3944 ft. ii i height, & many of the other prin-

cipal summits in Scotland in the districts Athol,
Breadalbane, Stratheam, Strathmore, and Stor-
mont. The S. and lower part of the co. is inter-

sected by the Ochil and Sidlaw Hills, which are

of greenstone. The principal lakes are Lochs
Tay, Earn, Ea nnoch, and Ericht Perthshire is

wholly drained by the Tay, and its aflSs., the Earn,
ete., except its S. part, which is watered by the
Teith« Allan, & Devon. The Carse of Gowrie, on
the Tay, consii ;ts of a deep alluvial clay, and is

very producti^-e ; the soil in the mountain dists.

is mostly light, and chiefly adapted for pasturage,

sheep and cattl e breeding being extensively fol-

lowed. Agricalture has greatly improved, and
wheat, barley, oats, beans, potatoes, turnips, and
fruits are raise d for exportation. Farms vary in

size from 60 to 500 ac. A large part of the co.

has within the last century been planted with
woods. Some coal is raised in the S.E. ; limestone,
sandstone, mai 'ble, and slate are generally abun-
dant, and lead is found in some places. Manufs.,
except at Pertl i, are not flourishing ; the principal

are of linen, cotton, and woollen stuffs, leather,

and paper. Ej lilways traverse the E. part of the
CO., and comm unicate with Edinburgh, Stirling,

Perth, and Dxmdee, N. to Aberdeen and Inver-
ness. Perthshi re is subdivided into 79 pas. Prin-
cipal towns, Pe rth, Crieff, and Dunblane. It sends
1 member to H . of C. Eeg. electors (1862) 3754.

Perth, a di at. of West Australia, intersected

by lat. 32' S., 1 on. 116° E., having W. the Indian
Ocean, and on the other sides the dists. Twiss,
York, and Mui ray. It is watered by the Swan
Eiver, which has, 1 miles from its mouth, the
town of Perth, cap. of the colony.

Pekth, a toi TOship of Canada West, dist. and
40 m. W. John stown, on an affl. of the Eideau.

Peethk-s, a c omm. and market town of France,
dep. H.-Mame, 16 m. N.W. Vassy. P. 870.—
Perihois was s.n old dist. of France, cap. Vitry-
le-Fran^ais. 1 1 now forms parts of the deps.

JIame and Haute-Mame.
Pektre (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Dle-et-Vilaine, arr. Vitr^, cant. Argentr^ P. 2015.

Pertuis, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vaucluse, neai' the Durance, 38 m. E.S.E. Avig-
non. P. 4859.
Pektuis BRtroN and Pertuis d'Antioche are

straits which separate the island E^ from the W.
mainland of ."France, dep. Charente-Inf^rieure,
and from the i sland Oleron.
Pertwood (Upper), a pa. of England, co.

Wilts, 2 m. N.W. Hindon. Ac. 450. P. 30.

Peru, a republican state of South America,
between lat. 3'' 25' and 21° 30' S., Ion. 65° and 81°
20' W., havin} J N. the republic of Ecuador, E. and
8. the territories of Chile, Bolivia, and Brazil,

& W. the Pacific Ocean. Length 1320 m. ; breadth
760 m. It is divided into 12 deps. and 4 littoral

provs., including 32 cities, 74 towns, and 1558
vills. The divisions are, in the N., the deps. of

Caxamarca, Amazonas, Libertad, and Ancachs,
and the littoral provs. of Piura and Loreto, the
last on the borders of Brazil ; in the centre, the
deps. of Lima,, Junin, and Huancavelica, and the
littoral provs. of Callao and lea ; on the S., the
deps. of Ayacucho, Cuzco, Arequipa, Moquegua,
and Puno. The boundaries of the country are
disputed on aU sides except the W., and very
little is known of the area and pop. of the sepa-
rate divisions. The total area is estimated at

509.034 sq. m., and pop. (1859) 2,500,000. The
double Cordillera of the Andes traverses Peru
from S.E. to N.W., separating it into three great
natural regions.—I. "La Costa," on the coast,

between the base of the Andes and the shores of
the Pacific, mostly an arid desert, intersected at
intervals by fertilizing mountain streams, extend-
ing 1500 m. in length, and rarely more than 60
m. in breadth.—II. " La Sierra," or Andine div.,

embracing all the valleys on the Pacific side of
the W, Andes, above the level of 7000 feet, in-
cluding the hills and valleys between the double
Cordillera chains. From a little below the crest
of the eastern mountains is " La Ceja," or brow
of the Montafia, and here begins the fertile

region called " La Montana," from the Spanish
word "monte," meaning a wood or thicket, A
few miles beyond the eastern crest of the Cor-
dillera is the warm and steaming woodland,
which stretches into the Brazilian territory,

and contains the head-streams of the Peruvias
river navigation, flowing into the bed of the
Amazon. Principal rivers, the Maranon, Hual-
laga, Ucayale, Apurimac, and Purus, all bar-
ing a N.ward course, and tributaries to the
Amazon, which waters must part of the north
frontier. About half of the Lake Titicaca is

comprised in S. Peru. The whole coast region
is arid and destitute of timber ; and only the
Piura river in this division is at all navigable.
Eain rarely falls in the coast valleys of Peru W.
of the Andes, but fogs, called the " garua," are
frequent. The amount of rain diminishes gradu-
ally from the southern tropic to the N. borders
of Peru. Climate on the coast sultry and un-
healthy, but higher up mild and salubrious.

Temp, at Lima in summer 80° to 84° ; minimum
in winter 60° to 64° Fahr. On the E. slopes of

the Peruvian Andes rain falls copiously. Soil in

the valleys of the upland region highly fertile,

and here the grains of Europe are successfully

raised. Domestic animals generally bred are the

same as in Britain. Here are extensive pastures,

where sheep introduced by Europeans have been
acclimated, and multiply with amazing rapidity.

The vast plains E. of the mountains, as already

noted, are in great part covered with dense
forests. In the hotter portions of the country,
sugar, wheat, maize, cotton, indigo, tobacco, yams,
sweet potatoes, cocoa, and fine fruits, with cin-

chona bark, sarsapanlla, copaiba, vanilla, and
other drugs, and valuable timber, are principal

products. One cause which prevents the Peru-
vians from fully availing themselves of the pro-

ductiveness of these rich valleys is the prevalence
in them of intermittent fevers. Cholera morbus
is a very common disease, for which the standing
remedy is ice ; but the most novel feature in

the medical history of Peru is the introduction of

i/ellowJever, which appeared on the shores as an
epidemic for the first time in 1851. Goitre is

the chief endemic disease of the dry mountain
climate, but cretinism is unknown. The country is

extremely rich in natural resources, especially in

minerals, & those are being gradually developed.

The mines of Peru are the principal source of its

wealth ; but this branch of industry continues in

great decadence, owing to the absence of capi-

talists and roads. The silver mines of Cerro de

Pasco are the richest in the republic. The Cor-

dillera of the Andes contains veins of gold, copper,

lead, bismuth, tin, and nitrate of soda. The only

coal mine partially worked is that of Mureo, in

Caylloma ; at Huancavelica is a celebrated mine
of quicksilver. The llama, alpaca, guanaco, and
vicuna are natives of the country, and the first

especially is used as a beast of burden ; mules

are, however, mostly employed for travelling.

Coarse cotton, woollen cloths and leather goods

are generally made, with fine cloaks and blanket-
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in£^, at Tarraa; iron -J^ares at Caxamarca;
gold and silver articles, and jewellery, at Lima,
Arequipa, and Ouzco ; but in general manufac-
tured goods are imported from Europe and North
America, in return for raw produce. The want
of roads interposes great obstacles to internal

traffic; but a railway is now (1864) projected

from the port of Islay to Arequipa, which, in

connection with steamers to be launched on Lake
Titicaca, will greatly facilitate the trade of the

I

interior. No statistical tables are kept in Peru,

and there are no means of ascertaining its speci-

alties of trade. Exports (1862) guano, wool,

nitre, copper, Peruvian bark, tin, archal, hides,

I

cotton, silver, etc., to the value of 2,394,092^

I

Imports, cottons, woollens, iron, linens, hard-
' wares, apparel, coals, machinery, leather, wine,

opium, etc., to the value of 836,365/. The mari-

i time trade is chiefly with the ports on the W.
[ side of America, but that with Europe is con-

I

siderable. Scarcely any Peruvian coinage exists,

I
that in circulation being from the mint of Bolivia.

I

The constitution was framed in 1828, on the
basis of that of the United States. The legis-

lative body consists of a senate and a chamber
of deputies, one of the latter chosen for every
.20,000 inhabitants by electoral colleges composed
of one elector for every village of 200 inhabitants.

The executive government is vested in a presi-

dent, popularly chosen for six years, and assisted

by a ministry chosen by himself, and a council of

state chosen by the legislature. Each dep. is

commanded by a prefect, who resides in the capi-

tal ; the provs. by a sub-prefect ; the dists. by
governors of an inferior rank; and the minor
villages by lieutenant-governors. In each cap.

of the deps. there is a superior court, composed
of a chief judge, 4 assistant judges, and a fiscal.

There are also three or more judges of civil law,

and an ' agente fiscal ' (deputy attorney-general).

I

In each prov. there is a judge of civil law, and in

i
each district one or two justices of the peace.

i

Every vill. entitled to name an elector of deputies,

I has a municipal body. With a few exceptions,

every Peruvian enjoys the rights of citizenship.

The Boman Catholic is the state religion, and no
other is tolerated. In each of the departments is

a diocese or bishopric. Public instruction has
made little progress, and in the interior not more
than 2 per cent, of the youth receive education.
It is better in the chief towns, and there are three
universities; at Ouzco, Arequipa, and Puno, 12
boys' and 6 girls' schools, and 45 schools of primary
instruction, mostly supported by the state. Stand-
ing army (1862) 16,000 men ; navy, 1 frigate and

I

6 other steamers, and 10 sailing vessels—in all, 17

j

ships with 84 guns. Rev. (1862) 456,323 reals,

j

being a considerable increase on former years.

j

Pen* was conquered from the dynasty of the

j

Incas by the troops of Pizarro in 1532, from which
time it remained one of the most important foreign

i
possessionsof Spain, until its independence in 1821.

Peru, several townships, U. S., North America.
—I. Ohio, 93 m. N. Columbus. P. 1632.—II.

New York, 10 m. S. Plattsburg. P. 3640.—III.

I

Maine, 40 m. N.W. Augusta. P. 1109.—IV. In-

I

diana, cap. Miami, 90 m. N. Indianapolis. P.
1266—V. Illinois, on the Illinois and on Chi-
cago Rail., 70 m. above Peoria. P. 3600.

Perugia, Perusia, or Perusium (Pr. Perotise),
acxty of Cent lUly, 10 m. E. of the Lake of Perugia,

j

on the S. declivity of the Apennines. P. (1862)
\
14,885, of comm. 44,130. It is enclosed by walls.
Public buildings comprise a cathedral, with seve-
ral paintings and a library of rare MSS. ; upwards
ef loo other churches, and 50 monastic estab-

lishments ; a city hall, an academy of fine arts,

several private palaces, a well endowed uni-
versity, with museums of antiquities and mine-
rals, and a botanic garden

;
public library, hospi-

tal, and lunatic asylum ; 2 theatres, a ball-court,

and bull-ring; a splendidly sculptured fountain,
2 celebrated gates of Etruscan architecture, and
the house of Perugino. Perugia has little com-
mercial industry beyond a few soap-works, dis-

tilleries of brandy and liqueurs, and trade in
wine, oil, com, fruits, and other provisions ; but
its fairs in August and November, for cattle and
merchandise, are frequented by a concourse of
people from all parts of Central Italy, and nu-
merous visitors are attracted to the city by its

agreeable society and abundant works of art.

—

The Lake of Perugia (Ital. TrasiTnend), 10 m. W.
Perugia, is situated in a basin enclosed on every
side by the Apennines. It is about 30 miles in
circumference, surrounded by gentle eminences
covered with oak, pine, and olive plantations,

and it contains three islands. The prov. of
Perugia, formerly Ombria, has an area of 3685
sq. m. P. (1862) 513,019.

Pekuwels, a town of Belgium, prov. Hainaut,
cap. cant., near the French frontier, 10 m. W.N.W.
Mons. P. 7879. It has breweries, lime-burning
works, and some linen manufactures.
PiRY, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Berne,

dist. Courtelary. P. 626.

Pesaro, Pisaurum, a fortified town of Central
Italy, in the Marches, cap. prov., 19 m. N.E.
Urbibo, on the Foglia, at its mouth in the Adriatic.

P. (1861) 19,905. It has a cathedral and nume-
rous other churches, a legate's palace, a public
library, convents, two hospitals, a foundling
asylum, and theatre. Area of prov. 1144 sq. m.
P. (1862) 202,568.

Pescadores, isls., China Sea. [Pheng-hou.]
Pescaqlia, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and

circ. Lucca. P. (including comm.) 6770.

Pescara, a river of S. Italy. [Aterxo.I
Pescara, Aternum, a fortified town of South

Italy, prov. Chieti, at the mouth of the Aterno,
in the Adriatic, 8 m. N.E. Chieti. P. 4557.
Pescarolo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Cremona. P. 1510.

Pescasseroli, a vill. of South Italy, prov.
Aquila, circ. Avezzano. P. 1664.

Pesche and Peschici, two market towns of

South Italy.—I. prov. Campobasso, 4 m. E.N.E.
Isernia. P. 1474.—II. prov. Foggia, 11 m. W.
Viesti. P. 2171.

Peschiera, Piscaria, a fortified town of North
Italy, prov. and 21 m. N.N.W. Mantua, on the
Mincio, here crossed by a bridge at its issue from
the Lago di Garda. P. 2525. It has a citadel, 2
parish churches, a convent hospital, arsenal, and a
port, with trade on the lake, and an active fishery,

especially of eels. It was taken by the Sardinian
troops under Charles Albert, 30th May 1848, and
ceded to Italy by Austria in 1866.

Pescia, a town of Central Italy, prov. Lucca,
30 m. W.N.W. Florence. P. of comm. (1861)
12,026. It is situated among olive groves and
mulberry plantations, is enclosed by walls, and
has a cathedral and three convents, a large hos-
pital, a citadel, and important mauufs. of paper,

woollen cloth, silk twist, leather, and felt hats.

Pescina, a town of South Italy, prov. Aquila,
11 m. E.S.E. Avezzano, on the E. side of the
Lake Fucino. P. 4529. It has a fine cathedral,

is the see of a bishop, and the birth-place of

Cardinal Mazzarin.
Pesco, several towns of South Italy.—I. (Cos-

tanzdy, prov. Aquila, circ. and 13 m. S.E. Sul-
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mona. P. 2122.—II. (La-Mmzdy, prov. Bene-
vento, 15 m. W.N.W. Ariano. P. 2303.—III.
(Fagano), prov. Potenza, circ. and 17 m. S.W.
Melfi. P. 3391.—IV. (^Solido), prov. Caserta,

circ. and 3 m. N.E. Soni, at the foot of the Apen-
nines. P. 1974.—V. (Rocchiano), prov. Aquila,
circ Cittadueale. P. 4009.

Pesej, a comm. of the Sardinian dom., prov.
Tarentaise, 16 m. E.N.E. Moutiers. P. 1700.

Here are the largest lead mines in Savoie, which,
late in the 18th century, yielded annually 40,000
cwt. of lead, and 4000 marcs of silver, but are now
less productive.

Pesei'x, a vUl. of Switzerland, cant Neuf-
chatel, dist. Boudry. P. 670.

Peshawur or Peshawar, a prov. of the British

principality of tlie Punjab, between the Indus and
the Kliyber Mntns., through which is the Khyber
Pass. It is situated between lat. 33° 42' and 34° 30'

N., Ion. 71° 35' and 72° 42' E. Area 2400 sq. m. P.
450,099. Soil well cultivated, and amazingly pro-
ductive. Principal crops, rice, wheat, barley, maize,
niUlet, sugar-cane, ginger, tobacco, cotton, vege-
tables, and fruit. Temp, in summer ranges from
110° to 112° Fahr. in the shade, but is at times
mitigated by breezes from the mountains. Chief
rivei-s, the Indus and Cabool, with their tribu-

taries. Irrigation is procured by means of canals
and small channels, from which water is raised

by the Persian wheel and by other modes. Since
its annexation to the British territory, it has been
held by a military force of 10,500 men, in which
are two European regiments, and a detachinent
of artillery. Annual rev. 100,000/.

Peshawur or Peshawar, a town, cap. prov. of

same name, of the Brit principality of the Punjab,
12 m. E. of the Khyber Pass, and' 40 m. W. At-
tock. Lat. 33° 59' ^f. ; Ion. 71° 40' E. P. 53,295,
mostly Mussulmen. It was taken and ruined by
Kunjeet Singh during the present centuiy, & has
never yet recovered prosperity, much of it still re-

maining in ruins. Its only remarkable edifices,

besides its desecrated mosques, are a caravanserai,

and a Sikh fort on the site of its ancient citadel.

It is 1068 feet above the sea, and is well fur-

nished with water, has a fertile neighbourhood,
and since its occupation by the British its trade
is rapidly increasing. It was formerly very
populous, but has suffered great devastation
from the Sikhs.
Pesmes or Pemes, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Haute-Saone, cap. cant., arr. and 10 m. S.

Gray. P. 1825. It has iron works.
Pessac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Gi-

ronde, arr. Bordeaux, cap. cant. P. 2537.
Pesth, a royal free city of Hungary, and its

chief commercial depot, on 1. b. of the Danube,
immediately opposite Buda, with which it is con-
nected by a noble suspension bridge, and the
cities thus united are called Buda-Pesth, 136 m.
E.S.E. Vienna. P. (1857) 131,705, of whom
about two-thirds are Boman Catholics, one-sixth
Jews, the others Protestants and adherents of

the Greek church. It is situated on level ground,
is aboxit 7 m. in circumference, and is regularly
laid out. Principal edifices, national casino, co.

hall, Neugebattde, a vast structure, used as an
artillery depfit, grenadier barracks: Jesuit and
several other convents, Eoman Catholic, Greek,
Lutheran, Calvinist, and other churches, and a
handsome Jews' synagogue, finished 1863. The
ancient structures of the Hungarian cap. are all in
Buda, and Pesth is the " new city." The uni-
versity, the only one in Hungary, has 49 profes-
sors and a library of 70,000 vols., attended by an
average of 1000 students ; it is one of the most

richlj" endowed in the world. The observatory
is situated on a hill called the Blocksberg, in

Buda. It has also a botanic garden, veterinary
hospital, a national museum, with a library

rich in Hungarian MSS. and valuable collections

of coins, medals, minerals, fossils, and antiquities

;

a Hungarian academy of sciences, devoted chiefly

to the scientific cultivation of the Hungarian
language ; a national theatre, one of the best in

Europe ; Roman Catholic, Lutheran, and normal
schools, and a Piarist gymnasium; civU and
military hospitals, asylums for the insane, blind,

and deaf-mutes, & charitable institutions.

—

Pesth

has silk, woollen, leather, oil, and tobacco facto-

ries, dye-works, and manufs, of meerschaum pipe

bowls. It has extensive railway and river

traflBc, four large annual fairs, and a great print-

ing and bookselling trade. Immediately around
the city is the Rahosfdd, a wide plain, on which
the Hungarian diets were held for many cen-
turies. Pesth occupies the site of the Eoman
Transacincum. The old town was enclosed by
walls in the 13th century. It was held by the

Turks for 160 years. Buda and Pesth suffered

severely from an inundation of the river in Marcu
1838. Pesth is a station for steam-packets on the

Danube, and is connected by rail, with Vienna, it

,

with the principal places in Hungary. [Buda.]
Pestivien, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. C6t( s-

du-Nord, arr. Guingamp, cant. Callac. P. 1450.

Petalidha, a small island off the W. coast of

Crete.—The Petalies are a group of islands in the

Channel of Euboea, near its S. extremity.

Pet-che-ij^ prov. & Gulf of, China. [Chi-u.]
Petchexegue or Petshjineg, a town of Eus-

sia, gov. and 30 m. E. Kharkov, on rt. b. of the

Severnoi-Donetz. P. 7000.

Petchora, a river of European Bussia, govs.

Vologda and Archangel, rises in the Ural moun-
tains, flows N.W. through govs. Vologda and
Archangel, and enters the Arctic Ocean by a
wide estuary containing numerous islands, about
lat. 68° N., Ion. 55° E. Total course probably

900 m. Principal aflBs., the Ishma from the S.,

and L^ssa from the E.
Peten or Itza, a lake and island of Central

America, state and 190 ra. N. Guatemala. The
lake is about 45 m. in length, 3 m. broad, and
very deep. It contains several islands, on one of

which the town of Flores is built.

Peteb and Paul (Sts), the cap. vill. of Kam-
tchatka. [Petropaui.ovsk.]
Peter (St), several pas. of England.—I. co.

,

Kent, 2 m. N. Eamsgate. Ac. 3312. P. 2855.—
II. CO. Hants, adjoining the city of Wincliestpr,

within which it is included. P. 752.—III. co.

Suffolk, 3 m. S. Bungay. ' Ac. 900. P. 88.

Peter (St), two pas. of Scotland, co. Orkney.
— I. comprising a part of EonaUlshay island, be-

sides Burray and Hund islands. P. 2344.—II.

comprising a part of Stronsay island. P. 457.

Peter (St), a viU. of Styria, near Judenburg,

having a great manufacture of scythes.

Peter (St), a mkt town of Hungary, co. Bor-

sod, on the Sajo, 8 m. N.N.W. Miskolcz. P. 3325.

Peter (St), a lake of Canada East, being an

expansion of the river St Lawrence, between lat.

46° and 46* 18' N., Ion. 72° 40' W. Length 3^

m. ; greatest breadth 10 m. It receives manji

rivers, the largest of which is the St Franciai

from the S.K At its S. end are many islands

:

and the towns Sorel, Berthier, Maskinonge, and

St Francois du Lac are on its banks.—II. ar

island, Malaysia, 35 m. W. Point Api, Borneo

—St Peter Harbour is an inlet, N. coast of Prinw
Edward Island, British North America.
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Pkter-le-Poet (St), the cap. town of the

island Guernsey, on its E. side, in lat. 49" 27' 2"
>'., Ion. 2° 32' W. Ac. 1499. P. of pa. and
town (1861) 16,388. Principal buildings, the
government house, court house, town hospital,

assembly rooms, and theatre. The harbour is

1 enclosed by noble granite piers, and defended by
Fort George and Castle Comet. Fort George has

I barracks for upwards of 6000 men ; and the town
is the residence of military and civil governors,
both appointed by the crown.
Peterborough, a co. of Canada West, between

COS. Victoria, Northumbeiland, and Hastings.
Area 1005 sq. m. P. 16,237. Cap. Peterborough

;

: other chief town Coburg. Surface undulating,
' with the Otanabee and several other rivers.

Peterborough, a city, pari, bor., pa. and epis-

copal see of England, with a station on the Gt. N.
Railway, 79 m. N.N.W. London, co. & 37 m. N.E.
Northampton, on the navigable Nene, here crossed

. by a bridge. Ac. of pa. 1430. P. (1861) 10,659

;

do. of pari. bor. (1851) 8672; (1861) 11,735. The
cathedral, surrounded by old monastic buildings,
is a splendid edifice of the 12th and 13th centuries

;

extreme length 471 feet. It contains the tomb
I

of Katherine of Arragon, first wife of Henry viii.

i

Mary Queen of Scots was buried here, but her
remains were transferred by James i. to West-
minster Abbey. The town hall, market house,
'infirmary, union workhouse, gaol, house of cor-

;
rection, and a theatre, are the other chief edifices.

' Corn and malt are exported by the Nene. Market,
. Saturday. The city is under the jurisdiction of
tlie dean and chapter; is a polling-place for the
X. division of the co., and sends 2 members to H.
of 0. Reg. elec. (1864) 640. The see, founded
by Henry viii., extends over cos. Northampton,

I Leicester, and Rutland, and comprised, in 1838,
1305 benefices. The Her. Dr. Paley was bom at
Peterborough in 1743. Alt. 29 feet.

i
Peter Church, a pa. of England, co. and 11

Im. W, Hereford. Ac. 5089. P. 710.
I Peterculter, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 7 m.
15.W. Aberdeen, on the N. bank of the Dee. Ac
i3690, partly moor and heath lands. P. 1410.
i Peterhead, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport
|:own, and pa. of Scotland, co. and 27 m. N.N.E.
I
Aberdeen, on the point of a flat rocky promontory,

-lirojecting into the North Sea, lat. 67° 30' 1" N.,
ion. 1° 46' 0" W. Ac. of pa. about 9000. P. (1861)
11796; do. of pari. bor. 7541; do. of town 7541.
. i'rincipal public edifices, the parish church, and
own house. It has a scientific association, news
oom, a museum, two public libraries, and four

I
iranch banks. Its harbour has been by recent
Improvements rendered one of the best on the
ast coast of Scotland. A lighthouse, on the op-
tosite corner of the bay, marks the entrance to
lie port. Rope-making and ship-building are
arried on; and it is the principal station for
!ie Greenland whale and seal fisheries. The
I'oducts of the fisheries are exported, besides
irn, butter, and granite, which is celebrated for
s durability and fine polish. Reg. vessels (1862),
uling 77, tons 12,264; entered 714, tons 47,387

;

leared 592, tons 38,644. Exports (1862) 156,213^.
ustoms rev. (1862) 2264?. Imports timber, lime,
'ool, flour, salt, and iron. The bor. unites with
'Igin, Banff, Cullen, Inverary, and Kintore, in
"ding 1 mem. to H. of C.
Peterhof, a town and royal palace of Russia.

a the Gulf of Finland, 15 m. W. St Petersburgj
1

J
til which it is connected by rail. P. (1863) 7055.
Peters, two townships of U. S., N. America,
•nnsyivania.— I. 12 m. S.W. Charabersburg.—
11 m. N.E. Washington.

Petersborough, a tnslip., U. S., N. America,
New Hjimpshire, 28 m. S.W. Concord. P. 2222.

Petersburg, a bor. and river port of the U. S.,

N. America, Virginia, on the Appomattox, 12 m.
above its influx into James river, and on railway,
22 m. S. Richmond. P. (1860) 18,266. It has
churches, & schools; manufs. woollens, cottons,

ropes, and earthenwares : corn and saw mills, and
forges. Exp. tobacco and flour. Attacked by the
Federals, June 1864, but were repulsed with great
loss.—II. a tnshp.. New York, 26 m. E. Albany.
Petersburg (St), a gov. and one of the Baltic

provinces of European Russia, mostly between
lat. 58° and 60' 30' N., Ion. 27° 30' and 34° E.,

having N. the Gulf of Finland and Lake Ladoga,
with parts of the govs. Wiborg and Olonetz, E.
the gov. Novgorod, S. Pskov, and W. Lake
Peipus and the river Narova, separating it from
the govs. Livonia and Esthonia. Area 24,305
sq. m. P. with the military gov. of Cronstadt,

1,083,091, mostly Russians, but comprises many
foreigners, most of whom are Lutherans. P.nr-

face mostly level, soil thin, climate damp and
cold, and 2-3ds of the gov. are covered witli

woods and marshes. Principal rivers, the Pliusa
and Luga, flowing to the Gulf of Finland ; the
Volkhov, Siasi, and Svir, entering the Lake La-
doga ; and the Neva, uniting the lake and gulf,

and on which is the cap. city. Rye, barley, oats,

and some wheat, hemp, and flax, are cultivated

;

but the climate is unfavourable for corn, and the
quantity produced is far below the consumption.
Around the cap. are many market gardens, kept
by German colonists. Timber deals and masts
form chief articles of export. Some building
stone and lime are obtained, and in the cap. all

kinds of manufs. are carried on. The gov. is

divided into 9 circs, or dists. After St Peters-

burg, the chief towns are Schlusselberg, Luga,
Jamburg, Cronstadt, and Zarskoe-Selo.
Petersburg (St), the modem cap. city of the

Russian empire, cap. gov. ; founded by Peter the

Great in 1703, on both sides of the Neva, at it»s

influx into the Gulf of Finland, 18 m. E. Cronstadt.

Lat. of observatory 59° 56' 6" N., Ion. 30° 19' ()"

E. P. (1840) 470,202 ; do. (1863) 539,475. Mea-u
temperature of year 39°"6, summer 61°-7, winter
18°"6, Fahr. It stands chiefly on the S. bank of

the Neva, and partly on islands formed by the
divergence of the river, which is crossed by 10

bridges, many of them richly decorated, as Isaac's

bridge, and over its branches and canals there are
upwards of 70 bridges ; 9 of its 12 quarters are on
the mainland, which is called the " Great Side,"

the island and settlements on the N. bank of the
Neva being termed the Petersburg Side. Being
situated on a flat and marshy soil, it is difficult

of drainage, and subject to destructive inunda-
tions, during one of which, in 1824, 15,000 lives

were lost. Its public buildings, surmounted by
gorgeous gold-plated domes, are massive and
elegant, entitling it to rank among the finest

cities of Europe, but the Italian style of archi-

tecture, generally adopted, is unsuited to the
climate. Its principal thoroughfares and largo

SQuares are wide and spacious. The street

called the Nevskoi Prospekt is 4 miles long, 130
feet wide, and is one of the finest in Europe.
The principal channel of the Neva is bordered by
granite quays, of an extent surpassing those of

any other city, except perhaps Paris. On tl»

side of the mainland are the cathedral of St Isaac,

of chaste and noble proportions, the admiralty,

the hermitage, a palace, long the residence of

Catharine ii., and which comprises the court
theatre, a picture gallery occupying 41 ap.art-*

' 3 K
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ments, a valuable library of 120,000 vols^ and a

rich museum. In the same quarter are the marble
palace, city hall, senate and ministerial offices,

bank, post-office, grand bazaar, hotel de Vetat

major, and the cathedral of our Lady of Kasan,
built on the model of St Peter's at Kome. The
winter palace is the largest and most magnificent

in the world. Close to the quay is the bronze
equestrian statue of Peter the Great, on a block

of granite, which has been split by the frost.

Opposite this is a long bridge leading to an
island on which is the exchange and custom
house. The citadel is on a small island in

the Neva, which contains the mint, the h6tel

des mines, the academies of arts and sciences,

with museum, astronomical observatory, and bar-
i-acks, and the cathedral of St Peter and St Paul,

in which are the tombs of all the Eussian sove-
reigns since Peter the Great On an adjacent
island is the house in which Peter the Great lived

while constructing the original town ; and in the
Grand Square the column erected to the emperor
Alexander, a magnificent granite monolith, 84 ft.

in heiglit. The S. part of the city is intersected

by the Fontanka and other canals, lined by quays.
The bridges across the Neva, and its principal

brandies, are erected on boats, and annually re-

moved before the river is frozen, for it is open
for navigation only 219 days in the year (May to

November). Besides the university, founded in

1819, there are 5 other colleges, and many public

schools, a medical chirurgical academy of high
reputation, an iniperial library with 450,000 vols,

and 25,000 MSS., many of which are Oriental, an
academy of sciences having valuable museums,
an astronomical and a meteorological observatory,
and a library of 110,000 vols., the imperial aca-
demy, a Kalmuck institution, an imperial geo-
graphical society, a government botanic garden,
a naval hospital, a school of mines, with a geolo-
gical and mineralogical cabinet, said to be the
most extensive in the world. The Eumiantzoff
museum has an extensive collection of Oriental
objects. Manufs. of all kinds are carried on, and
it has imperial gunpowder, tapestry, and porce-
lain factories, extensive cannon foundries, and
near the city the glass-works of Osiersk. The
great bazaar of St Petersburg is said to have
10,000 merchants. It receives merchandise from
all parts of the Russian empire and Central Asia
by means of navigable rivers and canals, and one
of its most characteristic features is the winter
market, in which are seen enormous pyramids
composed of the carcasses of cattle, sheep, and
swine, fish, fowls, eggs, and butter, frozen into
solid masses. Chief exports, tallow, flax, hemp,
iron, copper, com, timber, potash, canvas and
coarse linens, oils, furs, hides, and tar ; imports
colonial produce, cotton and woollen goods, dye
stuffs, wmes, silks, wooUens, hardwares, salt, tin,

lead, coal, linens, etc. It has regular steam-
packet communication with all the principal ports
of Europe, and is connected by railways with
Moscow, Nijni-Novgorod, and Warsaw. The
channel at the mouth of the river is impeded by
sand, narrow and difficult of access. The low
islands of the Neva are strongly fortified.

Petersdorp, a vilL of Prussian Silesia, gov.
and 34 m. S,W. Liegnitz. P. 2010.

Petersfield, a pari, bor., market town, and
pa. of England, co. Hants, 17 m. N.N.E. Ports-
mouth. Ac. of pa. 1783. P. 1950; do. of bor.
1050. Altitude 210 feet. Mean temp. Ju. 63°-l,

Jan. 37°'9, Fahr. It has a church, an endowed
school, a union workhouse, and branch bank.
The town has a titular mayor. & sends 1 mem. to

H. of C. Reg. elect. (1864) 31C. It is a polling-
place for N. division of co.

Petershagen, a town of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. and 7 m. N.N.E. Minden, cap. circ, on 1. b.

of the Weser. P. 2110.

Petersham, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 10
m. W.S.W. St Paul's, London. Ac. 6G0. P. C37.

Petersham, a township of U. S., N. America,
Massachusetts, 54 m. W.N.W. Boston.

PETEitSTHAL, a viU. of Baden, circ. Middle
Rhine, 13 m. E. Offenburg. P. 1520. It has
medicinal springs and baths.

Peterstone, two pas. of England, co. Mon-
mouth, 6 m. S.S.W. Newport. Ac. 3234. P. 241,

—II. (Super Ely), a pa.. South Wales, co. Glamor-
gan, 6 m. E.N.E. Cowbridge. Ac. 2010. P. 235
Peterstow, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 2^:

m. W.N.W. Ross. Ac. 1544. P. 276.

Peterswaldau, a town of Prussian Silesia,

gov. and 32 m. S.W. Breslau. P. 4830.

Peterswalde, a frontier vill. of Bohemia
circ. and 20 m. N.N.W. Leitmeritz, in the Erzge
birge. P. 2600, with manufs. of bugles and beade
Peterwardein (Hung. Petervarad), a town ol

Austrian Slavonia, on a scai-ped rock, on rt. V

of the Danube, opposite Neusatz, with whicl

town it is connected by a bridge of boats, de-

fended by a strong tete dupont, 44 m. N.W Bel

grade. P. 6722. It is the residence of the genera

commandant of the Slavonian military frontier

and of several subordinate military authorities

and has barracks for 10,000 men. It derives it

present name from Peter the hermit, who heri

marshalled the soldiers of the first crusade. It

1716 the Austrians, under Prince Eugene, hen
defeated the Turks, who then lost their last foot

ing in Central Europe.
Petham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6 m

S.S.W. Canterbury. Ac. 3235. P. 696.

Petherick (Little), a pa. of England, ca

Cornwall, 2 m. S. Padstow. Ac. 1216. P. 286:

Petherto.v, two pas. and mkt. towns of Eng
land. CO. Somerset.—I. {North), 2J m. S.S.W
Bridgewatcr. Ac. 10,336. P. 3943.—II. (South'

4i m. N.N.W. Crewkeme. Ac. 6064. P. 87«

It has a fine church.
Petherwix, two pas. of England.—I. (North

CO. Devon, 4^ m. N.W. Launceston. Ac. 815' t

P. 945.—II. (Sotahy CO. Cornwall, 2^ m. S.'V*

Launceston. Ac. 5064. P. 876.

Pethora Gurh, a military cantonment of Br
tish India, dist. Kumaon, N.W. provs., on tl

frontier towards Nepaul, in lat. 29° 35' N., Ion. 8.

50' E. It has a small fort, hospital, and bazaar

Petionville, a modem town of the isl. Ha}
or San Domingo, 8 m. E. Port-au-Prince.

Petit-Canal, a town of the island Guadelour

arr. Pointe-a-Pitre, cant. Port Louis, 12 m. N.

'

Moule. P. 6000.

Petite-Pierre (La), a comm., town, and fort

France, dep. Bas-Rhin, cap. cant., in the Voflg

mouutains, 8 m. N.N.W. Saverne. P. 1037.

Petite-Synthe, a comm. and vill. of Fi»B'

dep. Nord, arr. and cant. Dunkerque. P. 229'

Petit-Quevilly, a comm. and vill. of Fran

dep. Seine-Inf^rieure, arr. Rouen, cant Gra I

Couronne. P. 2465.

Petoone, a town of Manchuria, on the Bv

gari, 130 m. N.N.W. Kirin-Oola. It is a plao

exile for Chinese offenders, and is garrisoned

Tartar troops.

P^TORCA, a small town of S. America, Oh
dep. and 60 m. N.N.W. Aconcagua.
Petra (the Sela and Jokthed of Scripture

ruined city of Arabia Petraea, in the Wf
Mousa. on E. side of Mount Hor. Lat about
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15' N. ; Ion. 35° 35' E. ; with edifices hewu in the

solid rock. It was discovered by Buckhardt, 1812.

Petra, a town of Spain, in the island Majorca,

23 m. E. Palmas. P. 2640.

Petraija (Sottana and Soprana), two conti-

guous towns of the island Sicily, prov. Palermo,
'

circ. and 18 m. S. Cefalu. P. of P.-Sottana 6521

;

and of P.-Soprana b^ill. Exports grain, wine,

oil, and cheese.

Petrei^ a town of Spain, prov. Valencia, 24

m. N.W. Alicante. P. 2537.

Petrella, a town of South Italy, prov. circ.

• and 9 m. N.N.E. Campobasso. P. 2711.—II. a
Ivill., prov. Aquila, circ. Cittaducale, E. of the

I

Salto. P. 4038. It has a castle, in which took
I place the murder of Francesco Cenci at the instance

;

uf his wife and daughter.

i

Petrikau or Piotrkow, a town of Poland,
prov. and 76 m. E.S.E. Kalisz, cap. co., on the

,
Strada. P. 2300.

Petrikov, a market town of Eussia, gov.

'Minsk, on the Pripet, 29 m. W.N.W. Mozir. P.
2000.

—

Petrikovha is a market town, gov. and 133
;ii. N.N.E. Kherson. P. 1550.

Petriuia, a fortified town of Hungary, in the
IJanat, E.S.E. Agram. P. 4000.

;
Petriolo, a comm. and vill. of Central Italy,

'urov. and circ. Macerata. P. 2206.

PETRn'OLi, a comm. and vill. of Central Italy,

rov. Ascoli, circ. Fermo. P. 2473.

Petrizzi, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ.

.itanzaro. P. 1866.

Fetrockstovv, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4
n. N.N.W. Hatherleigh. Ac. 4000. P. 613.

Petronei, Camuntum, a market town of

jower Austria, on the Danube, 24 m. E.S.E.
i^'ienna. P. 200. It has Roman antiquities.

• Petropaulovski or Peter-pauls-haven, a
own of Eussian Asia, cap. of Kamtchatka, on
,ts E. coast. North Pacific Ocean, in lat. 53° 1' N..
ion. 158° 43' 5' E. P. 656. Its fortresses are
j.bandoned, and the seat of government removed
,0 Nikolaievsk. It was bombarded by the Anglo-
I'rench fleet October 1854.—II. a fortified town of
liberia, gov. and 250 ra. S.S.E. Tobolsk, on the
shim. P. (1863) 9096. It has an active trade
y caravans with Bokhara and Khiva.
Petropolis, a town of Brazil, prov. and N.N.E.

11 de Janeiro, on railway,
Petrovitch, a town of European Turkey,

iumili, sanj. and 30 m. N.W. Seres, near the Ra-
;
ovitz, an affl. of the Struma. It is enclosed by

j

brick wall, flanked with towers ; comprises
200 houses, and has a trade in tobacco.
Petrovka, a market town of Eussia, gov. and

7 m. S.E. Vorbniej. P. about 1500.
Petrovsk, two towns of Eussia.—I. gov. and

^ m. N.N.W. Saratov, cap. dist., on the Medvie-
itza. P. (1863) 9229. It was founded by Peter
le Great in 1697, and has a citadel, an ancient
ad ruined fortress, and trade in corn.—II. gov.
id 52 m. S.S.W. Jaroslavl. P. 2000.
Pbtrovskaia, two market towns and forts of
ussia.—I. (or Buturlinovka), gov. Voroniej, 30
. E.S.E. Bobrov. P. 1700.—II. gov. Voroniej,
m. W.N.W. Kortajak.
Petrovskoi-Pogrometz, a market town of
Jssia, gov. Voroniej, 15 m. N.W. Valoniki. P.
00

—

Petrovskoi is the name of petty places,
vs. Viatka and Moscow, and P. Ostrov is an
and in the Neva, near St Petersburg.
Petrox (St), a pa. of South Wales, co. and 3
S.W. Pembroke. Ac. 967. P. 78.
Petrozavodsk, a fortified town of Russia, cap.
V. Olonetz, on the Lake Onega, 185 m. N.E. St
itersburg. P. 8000. It has two spacious docks

for large vessels, a very extensive imperial cannon
foundry, powder mills, and manufs. of silks.

Petsh or Ipek, a town of European Turkey,
Albania, sanj. and 73 m. E.N.E. Scutari, cap.

Kadilik, on the Bistritza or White Drin, which
divides it into two parts, and turns numerous
mills. Pop. upwards of 12,000, mostly Turks.
Anns are extensively made in the town.

Pett, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m. S.W.
Winchelsea. Ac. 2350. P. 320.
Pettau (Slav. Ptuja), a town of Austria, Styria,

circ. and 14 m. S.E. Marburg. P. 1996.
Pettaugii, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6 m.

E.N.E. Needham. Ac. 794. P. 275.
Petterell-Crooks, a township of England,

CO. Cumberland, pa. Hesket-in-the-Forest, 8i m.
N.W. Penrith. Ac. 4916. P. 528.
Pettigoe, a vill., Ireland, Ulster, cos. Donegal

and Fermanagh, on the Tenuon, near its mouth in
Lough Earne, 13 ra. S.E. Donegal. P. 426. It is a
station for the pilgrims who resort to Lough Derg.

Pettinain, a pa., Scotl., co. & 5^ m. E. Lanark
Length 3 m., breadth 2J m. Ac. 3997. P. 407.
PErriNENGO, a town of North Italy* prov. No-

vara, 4 m. N.E. Biella. P. of comm. 2364.
Pettis, a co., U. S., N. America, in W. of Mis-

souri. Area 655 sq. m. P. 7510 free, 1882 slaves.

Pettistree, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 12
m. N.E. Ipswich. Ac. 1767. P. 290.

Petton, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 6 m. S.S.E.
Ellesmere. Ac. 822. P. 45.

Pettorano, a town of South Italy, prov.
Aquila, circ. and 5 m. S.S.E. Sulmona. P. 3883.
—II. a market town, prov. and 19 m. W. Campo-
basso, circ. Isemia. It has a German Protestant
church. P. 1100.

Pettv or Pettie, a maritime pa. of Scotland,
chiefly in co. Inverness, along Moray Firth. Ac.
about 8100, mostly well cultivated. P. 1671.

Pettycur, an old harbour of Scotl., co. Fife, on
the E. shore of the Firth of Forth, 1 m. S. King-
horn, and immediately opposite Leith.

Petwortii, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. Sussex, 13 m. N.N.E. Chichester. Ac. of pa.

5982. P. 3368.

Petzka or Pecska, a market town of Hungary,
CO. Arad, 61 m. E.S.E. Szegedin. P. 13,44L It

consists of Eatz and Magyar Petzka.
Pevenset, a pa., Engl., co. Sussex, 5 m. S.E.

Hailsham, and with a station on the South C. Rail

,

10 m. W.S.W. Hastings. Ac. 4856. P. 385.

Peveragno, a town of North Italy, prov. and
5 m. S.E. Cuneo, cap. mand. P. of comm. 6404.

Pewsey, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 20 m. N.
Salisbury. Ac. 4791. P. 2027.

Pexiora, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aude, arr. and cant Castelnaudary. P. 1320.

Peyhannee, a town and cantonment of British

India, prov. Oude, 34 m. W. Seetapoor. It has
a bazaar, and abundance of good water
Peyrat, several comms. and vills. of France.

—

I dep. H.-Vienne, 23 m. E. Limoges. P. 2813.

—IL same dep., 2 m. N.N.W. Bellac. P. 1300.—
III. dep. Creuse, 10 m. N.E. Aubusson. P. 1680.

Peyratte (La), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Deux-S^vres, arr. de Parthenay, cant. Th^-
nezay. P. 1488.

Peyrehorade, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Landes, on the Gave-de-Pau, 38 m. S.W.
Mont-de-Marsan. P. 2516.

Peyrelevade and Peyrebiale, two comms.
and vills. of France.—I. dep. Corr^ze, near the
Vienne, arr. Ussel. P. 1929.—II. dep. Gard,
arr. Alais. P. 702.

—

Ptyrestortes is a vill., dep^

Pyr^n^es Orient., 4 m. N.W. Perpignan. The
French here defeated a Spanish force Sept. 1793.
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Petiuac-Mixervois, a oomm. and market

U-ivn of Fi-ance, dep. Aude,cap. cant., 12 m. N.E.
Carcassonne. P. 1288.—II. (de Afer), same dep.,

is a comm. & vill., 8 m. S.S.W. Narbonne. P. 967.

Petrins, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Drome, 12 m. N.N.E. Valence. P. 3041.

Peyrolles, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Bouches-du-Kh6ne, arr. Aix, cap. cant. P. 1260.

Petruis, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Basses Pyr^n^es, arr. Forcalquier, cap. cant.

P. 774.—Pet/rus is a vilL, dep. Drome, 10 m. E.
Valence. P. 807.

Petrusse, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aveyron, 11 m. N.N.E. Villefranche. P. 966.

Peyster, an island of the Pacific Ocean, Mul-
grave Archipelago ; lat. 8° 5' S. ; Ion. 178° E.

;

and named after its American discoverer in 1819.

PtzEXAS, Piscennx, a comm. & town of France,
dep. H^rault, 25 m. S.W. Montpellier, near rt. b.

of the H^rault. P. 7204. It has a comm. college,

and manufs. of chemical products.
PtziLLA-DE-LA-EiviiRE, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Pp'^n^es-Orientales, aiT. Perpignan,
cant. Millas. P. 1502.

PEZZAifA, a comm. and vill. of North Italy,

prov. Novara, circ. VercellL P. 2526.
Pfaffexhausen, a market town of Bavaria,

circ. Swabia, 27 m. S.W. Augsburg. P. 790.

Pfaffexheim, a market town of France, dep.
Haut-Ehin, 7 m. S.W. Colmar. P. 1612.

Pfaffenhofen, a town of France, dep. Bas-
Ehin, 12 m. N.E. Saveme. P. 1437.

Pfaffenhofen, a town of Upper Bavaria, cap.

dist, on the Ilm, 28 m. N. Munich. P. 1912—
II. a vill.. circ. Upper Palatinate, on the Laut-
erach, 11 ra. S.W. Amberg. P. 580.

Pfaffikoji or Pfeffiken, a vUl. of Switzer-
land, cant, and 11 m. K Zurich, on N. shore of
the small lake of Pfafflkon. P. 3066.
Pfaffnau, a town of Switzerland, cant. Lu-

oeme, dist. Willisau. P. 1885.

PFAI.Z, a gov. of Bavaria. [Palatinate.]
PFALZBouRG,atownof France. [Phalsbourg.]
Pfalzdorf. a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov.

and 44 m. N.W. Diisseldorf. P. 2660.—Pfalzel
is a vill. of Ehenish Prussia, gov. and 3 m. N.
Treves, on the Moselle. P. 1050.
Pfarrkirchen, a vill. of Lower Bavaria, 26

m. W.S.W. Passau. P. 1572.—P/arrtceUsach is

a vill. of Bavaria, Lower Franconia, 19 m. N.W.
Bamberg. P. 442.

Pfastate, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haut-Ehin, arr. and cant. Mulhouse. P. 1381.

Pfeddersheim, a town of Hessen-Darmstadt,
prov. Ehenish Hessen, cap. co., 4 m. W.N.W,
Worms. P. 2031. A battle fought here in 1525
terminated the " Peasants War."
Pfeffers, a watering-place of Switzerland,

c4nt. St Gall, in a deep gorge, dist and 5 m. S.E.
Sargans. The waters, having a temperature of
98° Fahr., are administered in two buildings
adapted to receive from 200 to 300 persons, and
reached by a rude stair, formed of trees, and of
steps cut in the perpendicular rock.

Pforino, a mai'ket town of Bavaria, circ
Upper Palatinate, on 1. b. of the Danube, 13 m.
E.N.E. Ingolstadt P. 790. It has remains of
a Eoman fort at the commencement of the Teu-
felsmauer, " devU's wall," a line of masonry ex-
tending hence for 150 miles.
Pforten, a vilL of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,

gov. and 40 m. S.E. FrankfUrt. P. 325.
Pkorzhkim. Porta Hercinite, an ancient city

of the grand duchy Baden, circ Middle Ehine,
cap. dist. at the confl. of the Enz and Nagold,
16 m. S.E. Carlsnilie. P. (1864) 16,320. The city

is enclosed by walls, and has a castle, and a
church, with old gi-and-ducAl vaults. It has
manufs. of jewellery, woollen cloth, leather, and
chemical products, with copper and iron forges,

trade in timber, oil, and wine.
Pfreimt, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper Pala-

tinate, between the Nahe and the Pfreimt 16 m.
E.N.E. Amberg. P. 1592. It has manufactures
of mirrors.

Pfitllekdorf, a town of Baden, circ. Lake, on
Lake Ilmen, 20 m. N.E. Constance. P. 1940.
Pfcixingen, a town of Wurtemberg, circ.

Black Forest, 3 m. S.E. Eeutlingen. P. 4118,
mostly employed in paper mills and brush fac-

tories, and in the cultivation of fruit and wine.
Pfungen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant Zurich,

dist. Winterthur. P. 644.

Pfukgstadt, a vill. of Hessen-Darmstadt,
prov. Starkenber^, 5 m. S. Darmstadt P. 3390.

Pftn, a town oif Switzerland, cant. Thurgau.
dist Stekbom. P. 1128.

Phalasarna, a ruined city of Crete, near the

W. end of the isl., its chief remains being walls
and towers, on an acropolis close to the shore.

PHALEMpm, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Lille, cant. Pont-k-Marcq. P. 1442.

Phalqu or Phalgoo, a river of British India,

dist. of Behar, presid. BengaL It is formed by
the junction of two mountain streams, the Me-
hanee and LUajun, which have their source in

the British dist. of Eamgurh, and flow N. through
the mountains on the S. frontier of B^har. From
their junction in lat 24° 44' N., Ion. 85° 3' E.,

where during the rainy season it is an immense
volume of water, 500 yards wide, it flows through
B^har and Patna, and after throwing off many
branches, it enters the Ganges in lat 25° 11' N.,

Ion. 86° 10' E. Total course 246 miles.

PHAI.SBOURG, a coram, and fortified town of

France, dep. Meurthe, at the foot of the Vosges
mountains, 49 m. E. Nancy. P. 3685. It is for-

tified, and was besieged by the allies in 1814-15-

Phaxga, a maritime town of Lower Siam, on
the W. coast of the Malay peninsula, N. the island

Junkceylon. Lat 8° 8' N. ; Ion. 98° 17' E. Though
recently founded, it has many thousands of in-

habitants, mostly Malays and Chinese.
Pharat, two islets of the Orkneys, Scotland,

separated by a narrow sound from Eday.—I. pa

Stronsay and Eday. P. 82.—IL pa. Walls anti;

Flotta. P. 45.

Pharos, a peninsula, and anciently an isL ol

Lower Egypt, on which stood a lighthouse. I

forms the site of the modem city Alexandria.
PiiARSALiA, a town of Thessaly. f

Sataixjk-

Phasis (Mod. Bhio7i),si river of Asiatic Eussisi

Transcaucasia, and which was anciently consi

dered the boundary between Europe and Asisi

rises in a spur of the Caucasus, traverses Imed
tia, and after a W. course enters the Black 8e
at its K extremity, near Poti, 34 m. N. Baton
The European pheasant (gallus phasianus) di

rives its name from having been originally iir

ported from the banks of this river, and it sti

frequents an island at its mouth.
Pheasant Island, in the Bidassoa river, b^

tween France and Spain, is the place where
"

treaty of the Pyrdndes was concluded, Sep. 7, 166

Phelps, a township of the U. S., N. Americ
New York, 15 m. E. Canandaigua.

Phelps, a co. of U. S^ North America, Mii

souri. P. 5636 free, 84 slaves. I

Phkxg-hou, Pescadores or the Fishd
Islands, an island group in the Channel of F
kien, China Sea, between the island Formosa aJ.

the mainland. The largest has a tolerable harboi)
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PniGALErA, a ruined city of Greece, Morea. gov.
TriphyJia ; its remains, on a precipitous height, 16
m. N.E. Kyparissia, consist of a citadel, presenting
curious specimens of Grecian military architecture.
Philadelphia, Asia Minor. [Ala-Shehr.]
Philadelphia, a co. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, in S.E. of Pennsylvania. Area 120 sq. m.
r. (1860) 565,529.

Philadelphia, a city and river port of North
America, formerly the cap. and still the second
city in extent & pop., state Pennsylvania, extend-
ing between the Delaware and Schuylkill rivers,

:iLove their junction, and for 6 m. along the
Delaware, 100 m. from its junction with the At-
lantic, and opposite Camden in New Jersey, 28
111. S.W. Trenton, and 80 m. S.W. New York,
ivith both which cities it communicates by rail-

way, as also with Columbia on the Susquehanna,
lialtimore, Reading, and Non-istown, and by
branches with all the great railways in this part
if the Union. Lat. 39° 57' N. ; Ion. 75° 10' W.
Mean annual temp. 50°-8, winter 30° 1, summer

I 7r-4, Fahr. P. with adjacent municipalities,
Norihern Liberties, Kensington, Spring-Garden,

j

Southwark, and Moyamensing (I860), 562,529.
The city proper, regularly laid out, is drained into
the Delaware. Many of the streets are shaded with
troes, & the public buildings are mostly of white

I
marble. The princip. are the state-house, in which

I the Independence of the Union was declared in
1 1776 ; Girard college, for the education of orphans

;

I merchants' exchange, custom-house, U. S. navy
I yard, the U. S. mint, exchange, post-office, the
I eastern penitentiary, county prison, and houses of
i refuge and correction. There are 300 churches
I of all denominations, and two Jews' synagogues.
' The chief charitable institutions are the Pennsyl-
vania hospital, with an anatomical museum and a
library of 8000 vols., co. alms-house, U. S. naval

1 hospital ; deaf-mute, blind, & Magdalen asylums

;

I the university of Pennsylvania, founded in 1791

;

[Jefferson medical college, with an average of

;
300 pupils ; the Pennsylvania medical college,

; opened 1840; the Philadelphia library, with
[1)5,000 vols. ; Franklin institute ; academy of na-
|tural history, with 14,000 vols, and an extensive
collection. The beautiful cemetery of Laurel
Hillis 3| m. N. the city, on E. bank of the Schuyl-
kUl. Philadelphia has an opera house, th<-atres,

I public gardens, and excellent and extensive
markets. Manufs. in great variety. The city

I

is supplied with water by the Fairmont water-
}

works, 2 m. N.W. on E. bank of the Schuylkill,
covering 30 ac, and containing reservoirs for
122,000,000 gallons. The Delaware, here 1 m.
I
across, is navigable to the city for the largest
iships. The coasting and river trade is highly
i important. Large quantities of provisions are
'brought hither from the interior, and the city is

the great dep6t for coal in the Union. The city,

!

independent of its suburbs, is governed by a
'mayor, 12 select councillors, & a common council
af 20 members. It was founded in 1682 by W.
Penn, whose residence, Pennsburg manor, was
near the city. It was held by British ti-oops from

I
Sept. 1777 till June 1778.—IL a township, New
!iork, 16 m. N.E. Watertown.

Phil^, an island of Upper Egypt, in the Nile,
ibove the first cataract, close to the Nubian fron-
-ler, 6 m. S.S.W. Assouan. Length only 400

j

yards, but it contains some fine Egyptian re-
|inains, comprising 4 temples and several obelisks,
w'lih a Roman triumphal arch.
PniLATEs, a town of European Turkey, Epirus,

«nj. and 25 m. S.E. Delvino. P. 4000. (?)
PuiLBERT (St), two comms. and vills. of France.

—I. (dc GrandlleuX dep. Loire-Inf^rieure, 13 m.
S.S.AV. Nantes. P. 3672.—II. (de Bouaine), dep.

Vendue, 20 m. N. Napoleouville. P. 2078.

Philippeville, a fortified town of Belgium,
prov. and 25 m. S.W. Namur, cap. cant., on a
height in the forest of Ardennes. P. 1654. Near
it are iron works and stone quarries.

Philippeville, a fortified town of Algeria,

prov. Constantino, on the Gulf of Stora, 35 ni.

W. Bona. P. 12,191, of whom 2275 were natives.

It was nearly destroyed by fire in October 1849.

Philippi, a ruined town of European Turkey,
Macedonia, its site 10 m. S E. Drama. In the

plain W. of it, B.C. 42, the memorable actions

took place, in which the troops of Octavius and
Antony defeated those of Brutus and Cassius,

and put an end to the republican gov. of Rome.
Philippine, a fortified vill. of the Netherlands,

prov. Zeeland, 6J m. W. Axel. P. 433.

Philippine Islands (Span, islas Filipinos), a
large and important group of Malaysia, forming
its N. division, & next to Cuba the most valuable
colonial possession of Spain, chiefiy between lat.

5° 32' and 19° 38' N., Ion. 117° and 126° E., having
N. and E. the Pacific Ocean, W. the China and
Sulu Seas, and S. the Sea of Celebes. There are

about 1200 isls. in all, of which 408 are inhabited.

Principal isls., Luzon, Mindanao, & Palawan,with
Mindoro, Panay, Negros, Zebu, Bohol, Leyte
Samar, Masbate, and many of less size. Total area
estimated at about 110,000 sq. m., and a pop. of

4,500,000, but the Spanish dominion extends over
only 53,303 square miles, with a pop., in 1857,

of 2,679,500, consisting of Papuan Negroes and
independent tribes, Malay Indians, half-castes,

and Chinese, Europeans, and native whites.

The isls. are of volcanic formation, traversed by
a chain of mountains from N. to S., rising in some
of them to 6000 ft., & some of these are still active

volcanoes. The coasts of most of them are deeply
indented by the sea, and the larger islands are well

watered bj' large streams, with estuaries, affording

excellent harbours. Earthquakes are of frequent
occurrence. [Manila.] The group is within
the range of the monsoons, and violent hurricanes
are common. From May to September the W.
coasts are deluged with rain, while the Oct. mon-
soon brings rain to the E. coast, which is at other
seasons dry. The high temperature and abun-
dance of moisture produce a luxuriant vegetation,

so that they are capable of yielding all kinds of

colonial, and probably European produce. Rice,

millet, maize, sugar, indigo, hemp, tobacco, cof-

fee, and cotton are raised; and sago, cocoa
nuts, bananas, cinnamon, betel, numerous fine

fmits, timber for shipbuilding, and dye woods,
are among the products. Buffaloes, and most
of the domestic animals common in Europe,
are reared ; the horse, introduced by the Spani-
ards, runs wild among the mountains. The
wild animals comprise the antelope, fox, wild
cat, and monkey; the cayman is found in the
rivers and lakes, tho tortoise abounds on the

shores; fish are very abundant, and serpents nu-
merous. Among the birds of the islands are the
parrot, a species of pheasant, pigeon, and water
fowls. Pearls, pearl-oyster shell, tho sea slug,

edible birds' nests, and sapan wood are impor-
tant articles of export hence to China. Tho
mineral products are gold, copper, iron, lead,

mercury, sulphur, and coal. Domestic weaving
is pretty generally carried on by the females, and
straw hats, cigar eases, and eai"thenwares aro

made; but the chief manufacture is that of "go-
vernment Manila" cigars, which occupies 2000
persons at a royal factory in Manila The co-
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lonial policy of Old Spain excluded all foreign

ships and Chinese settlers from these islands,

and the trade with the Spanish dominions in

America was also confined to that conducted an-
nually by a single ship ! But such restrictions

have vanished, and the colony is now progress-

ing in many ways. Exports (1862), including

the Ladrone Islands, sugar, hemp, indigo, to-

bacco, coffee, mother-of-pearl, gums, etc., to the

value of 708,866^. Imports, cottons, machinery,
linens, coals, iron, umbrellas, earthenware, hard-
wares, woollens, apparel, etc., to the value of

468,890Z. Manila is the principal seat of trade,

the seat of the government, and residence of

the governor-general, who is appointed by the

crown of Spain. In each of the larger inlands is

a lieutenant-governor ; and each of the 30 provs.,

governed by an alcalde, is divided into pueblos,

or communes. The Roman Catholic religion

has been extensively diffused among the Malays,
who form the greater part of the pop. The Ne-
gritos, or Oriental negroes, are found mostly in

the mountain regions of the four larger islands.

Many Chinese have recently settled in the
group. Public revenue is derived chiefly from
duties on exports and imports, the tobacco
monopoly, and a capitation tax. These islands

were discovered by Magalhaens in 1521, and
settled by the Spaniards in the reign of Philip

II., after whom they were named.
Phiijppopolis (Turk. Filibe). a town of Euro-

I)ean Turkey, Rumili, 86 m. W.N.W. Adrianople,
un an isl. in the Maritza. here navigable. P.

40,000. In 1818 it was almost destroyed by an
earthquake. It has 20 mosques, and manufs. of

woollen, silk, and cotton fabrics, leather, soap,

tobacco, and a considerable transit trade.

Philippsburo, a town of Baden, circ. Lower
Rhine, 16 m. N. Carlsruhe. P. 1940.

Philips, a co., U. S., North America, in E. of

Arkansas. Area 755 sq. m. P. (1860) 5936 free,

8941 slaves.

Philipsburo, a town, U. S., N. Amer., New Jer-

sey, at tei-minus of Morris canal, and of railways.

Philip's Islands, Pacific Ocean, Low Archi-
pelago, lat 16° 20' S., Ion. 144° 8' W.
Philipstowx, a market town, formerly a pari,

bor., and assize town of Ireland, Leinsfer, King's
CO., on the Grand Canal, 9 m. E.N.E. Tullamore.
P. 918. Principal public edifices, an old castle,

once the residence of King Philip of Spain, now
used as barracks ; two schools, a sessions house,

and a gaol.—II. a pa., co. Louth, 4 m. N.W.
Ardee. Ac. 3659. P. 1058.—III. (NwerU\ a pa.

4 m. W.N.W. Dundalk. Ac. 1035. P. 317.

Philisburo, a town of the W. Indies, cap. the

Dutch portion of the isl. St Martin. P. 2000.

Philistia, a country of Syria, another name
for Palestine.
PiiiLLACK, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 8J

m. W.S.W. Redruth. Ac. 3237. P. 5381. It

has a smelting house, and lai^e exports of copper
from the rich mines in its vicinity.

Philleigii, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 5
m. S.W. Tregoney. Ac. 2392. P. 636.

Phillip, a co. of New S. Wales, lies between
the rivers Goulburn and Cudgegong. Lat. 32°

40' S. ; Ion. 150° E. Length 65 m. Chief town
Dabee. Ac. 1,035,520. P. (1861) 1652.

Phillip (Port), Australia, [Port Phillip,
Victoria.]—II. {Phillip hl.\ Australia, is oppo-
site the mouth of Western Port, 40 m. S.E. Port
Phillip. Length 16 m.—III. (^Phillip's Islands),

Pacific Ocean, Carolines, lat. 8° 6' N., Ion. 141° E.
Phii.lipsto\vn, a townshipof the U. S., North

America, New York, 14 m. W. CarmeL

P'hdio, a prefixed name of cities, China. [Ping.]
Phitti, or PiXTV River, one of the largest,

deeptest, and best defined mouths of the Indus,
India, much frequented by the steamers to and
from Kurrachee. Lat. of mouth 24° 42' N. : Ion.
67° 12' E.
PnoCiEA, Fotiges, a seaport town or vill. of Asia

Minor, Anatolia, at the entrance of the Gulf of

Fouges, 30 m. N.W. Smyrna. P. 4000.—OW
Phocsea is a village 4J m. S.W.ward.

Phoenicia, a tract of country in the N. part of

Palestine, in which Tyre and Sidon were the
chief cities.

Phoolghur, a raj of India, having its centre
in lat. 21° 15' N., Ion. 83° E. Area 890 sq. m.
P. 40,000. Soil fertile, but little cultivated.

Phoolporb:, a town of British India, dist.

AUahabad, on route from the city of Allahabad
to Jounpoor, and 19 m. N.E. of the former. It

has a bazaar, and is well supplied with water.
Phukok, an island in the Gulf of Siam, near

its E. coast, lat. 10° N., Ion. 104° E. ; length 34
m., greatest breadth 16 m. It is high and wooded.
Phulowdee, a walled town of India, state

Jodhpoor. in lat. 27° 8' N., Ion. 72° 28' E. It is

large and populous, has three Jain temples and
some Hindoo pagodas.

PuYLiB, a fortress of Greece, famous in his-

tory, tlie remains of which occupy a position in

a pass of Mount Pames, 13 m. N.N.W. Athens.
PiA, a comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, dep. Pyr^

n^es-Orientales, arr. & cant. Perpignan. P. 1552.

Placenza, Placeniia, a fortified city of N. Italy,

cap. of the former duchy of Parma and of the

prov. Piacenza, on rail., 36 ni. W.N.W. Parma,
near the rU b. of the Po, a little below the influx

of the Trebbia. Lat. 45° 3' 54' N. ; Ion. 9° 41' 48'

E. P. (1862) 39,3 i >^'. It is enclosed by ramparts,

environed by a wide fosse, defended by a citadel,

and entered by 5 gates. It has a Gothic cathe-

dral, and numerous charitable institutions; a
college, with 3 faculties; an episcopal seminary,
government pawn-bank, small theatre, and pub-
lic library ; manufs. of woollen stuffs and serges,

fustians, stockings, and hats. Pope Gregory X.,

Cardinal Alberoni, Pallavicini, and Laurentius
Valla, were bom at Piacenza ; and in its vicinity

Hannibal defeated the Romans, B.c219. IParma.J
PiADENA, a mkt. town of North Italy, prov.

and 17 m. E. Cremona, cap. dist. P. 1514.

PiAGGiNE, a town of South Italy, prov. Salerno,

circ. and 10 m. N.E. II Vallo. P. 3032.

Plana (La), a comm. and vill. of Corsica, arr.

Ajaccio, cap. cant. P. 1229.

Piani-dei-Greci, a town of the island Sicily,

prov., circ. and 10 m. S.W. Palermo. P. 7270.

Pianella, a town of South Italy, prov. Tera-

mo, 6 m. W.N.W. Chieti. P. 6778.—IL {Vol

Tidone), a comm. and vilL, N. Italy, prov. and
circ. Piacenza, cap. comm. P. 3518.

PiANEZZA, a town of N*. Italy, prov. and circ.

Turin, on the Dora Riparia, cap. mand. It has

a palace and castle. P. 2115.

PLANo(d»*Sorren/o), a vill., Italy. [Sorrento.^

PiAXOBO, a town of North Italy, prov. anci

circ. Bologna, on the Savena. P. 3106.

PiANOSA, Planasia, an islet of the Mediterra-

nean, 10 m. S. of the W. Cape of Elba. Length

3J m., breadth 2J m. The island was left in tht

power of Napoleon i., after his first abdication,

as an annexation to Elba. An agricultural co-

lony was established on it in 1835.—II. an isl. ii

the Adriatic Sea belonging to Italv, prov. Foirgia

14 m. N.E. the Tremiti islands. Length 1^ m.

PiANUKA, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. ^'apoll, circ.

PozzuoU. P. 8301. Near it are extensive quanifiii.
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PiAsiNA, a lake and river of Siberia, gov. Yeni-

Beisk ; the lake, lat. 69° 30' N., Ion. 95° E., is 75

m. in length N. to S., 30 m. in breadth, and 170

m. E. the Gulf of Yenisei ; the river, flowing from
it, enters the Arctic Ocean near lat. 73° 45' N.,

Ion. 90° E., after a N. course of 250 miles.

PusKi, a town, Poland, gov. & 14 m. S.E. Lub-
lin, on an affl. of the Wieprz. P. 950.

—

Piatki is

a mkt. town, gov. Volhynia, 21 m. S.W. Jitomir.
PiATiGOKSK, a town of Russia, gov. and 90 m.

S.W. Stavropol. P. (1863) 6356.

PiAUHi or PiAUHY, a river of Brazil, prov.

Piauhi, after a N. course of 300 m. joins the

Caninde on right, 70 m. N.W. Oeiras.

Piauhi or Piatjhy, a prov. of Brazil, between
lat. 2° 42' and 11° 20' S., Ion. 40° 30' and 46° W.,

, having E. the provs. Ceara, Pemambuco, & Bahia,

;
from which it is separated by mountain chains,

I Serra Ibiapaba, & S. da Borborema, W. Maranhio,
and N. the Atlantic, the river Paranahiba inter-

vening, to which all its rivers are tributary. Area
,97,732 sq. m. P. (1856) 150,400. Surface mostly

\
level, with a slope N.W.ward, and chiefly in exten-

sive and rich pastui-ages, on which large herds of

cattle are reared. Manioc, millet, rice, sugar, and
icotton are among the cultivated products. The
prov. produces jalap, ipecacuanha, and cinchona,

land has silver, iron, and lead mines. Chief towns
lOeiras, the cap., Therezina, and Paranahiba.

PiAVE, a ri V. of Northern Italy, rises in the Alps,

;Dear Lienz, flows at first S.W. past Pieve-di-Ca-

jdore & Belluuo, to the vill. of Vas, whence its course

iis S.E. to the Adriatic, which it enters atPorto-di-

Cortellazo, 22 m. E.N.E. Venice. Length 125 m.
' Under the French it gave name to a dep., of which
iBelluno was the cap.

—

Piazzola is a market town,
prov. & 11 m. N.N.W. Padua, near the Brenta.

PlAZZA, a city of the island Sicily, on a height,

iprov. and 17 m. E.S.E. Caltauisetta, cap. dist.

P. (1862) 20,310, with comm. 22,142. It has a
castle, a cathedral, four convents, a college, hos-
pital, and many churches; with manufs. of

IwooUen cloth and caps, and trade in corn, oil,

liruits, and other agricultural produce.
!

Pica, a vill. ane' small river of S. Peru, dep.
;Arequipa, near the Pavilion de Pica, a headland
|Dn the Pacific Ocean, 60 m. S. Iquique.

i

PiCARDY (French PicardieX an old prov. of

France, in the N., having N.W. and W. the Eng-
.ish Channel, and landward the provs. Artois,

i

Flanders, Champagne, Ile-de-France, and Nor-
mandy. It is now subdivided among the deps.
;A.isne, Somme, Oise, Pas-de-Calais, and Yonne.

PiCKRNO, a market town of South Italy, prov.
;md 8 m. W. Potenza. P. 4620. It has manu-
j'actures of silk and woollen goods.
I PiCHiNCiiA, a volcano of S. America, Ecuador,
|J1 the W. Cordillera of the Andes, 11 m. W.N.W.
jiuito, 15,922 feet in elev., its topmost 200 feet
aeing always covered with snow.

—

Pichupichu is

'iv volcano, S. Peru, immediately N. Arequipa,
|ind which rises to nearly the limit of perpetual
snow in that portion of the Andes.
Picuiisco, a town of S. Italy, prov. Caserta,

3irc. and 15 m. E.S.E. Sora. P. 3184. Manufs.
wool and paper.

I

Pickaway, a township of the U.S., N. America,
iDhio, near Circleville.—II. a co. in S. of Ohio,
irea 242 sq.m. P. (1860) 23,469. Cap. Cii-cleville.

PiCKENUAM, two pas. of England, co. Norfolk.
-L (North), 3 m. E.S.E. Swaffham. Ac. 1590.

I

P. 287.—II. (South), 4 m. S.S.E. Swaffham. Ac.
|1830. P. 169.

Pickens, a co. of the U. S., North America, in
S^.W. part of South Carolina. Area 997 sq. m.
P. (1860) 15,444 free, 4195 slaves.—II. in W. of

Alabama. Area 985 sq. m. P. 10,125 free, 12,191
slaves.—III. in Georgia. P. 4706 free, 246 slaves.

PiCKEKixo, a pa. & market town of Engl., co.

York, N. Riding, with a station on the York & N.
Midland Rail, 18 m. S.S.W. Whitby. Ac. of pa.

31,785. P. 4501. Alt. 149 ft. The town has a
church, an endowed school, & a union workhouse.

Pickering, a pa. of Canada West, dist. Home,
on the N. shore of L. Ontario.

Pickhill, a pa. of England, co. York, N. Rid-
ing, 6 m. N.W. Thirsk. Ac. 5006. P. 783.

PiCKWELL, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 5^
m. S.S.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1480. P. 16'J.

Pickworth, two pas. of England.—I. co. Rut-
land, 9J m. E.N.E. Oakham. Ac. 3680. P. 151.

—II. CO. Lincoln, 15 m. W. Folkingham. Ac.
1473. P 253.

Pico, one of the Azores isls., in the Atlantic

Ocean. Area 254 sq. m. P. 36,000. Surface
covered with lava. The culture of the vine, and
fishing, are the chiefbi-anches of industry, and pro-
visions are mostly imported from Fayal. Princi-

pal towns Lagos, Magdalena, and San Rocco.
The volcanic peak of Pico, 7613 feet in height, is

in lat. 38° 28' N., Ion. 28° 25' W.
PiCQUiGNY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Somme, on 1. b. of the Somme, and on railway; 8
m. N.W. Amiens. P. 1346.

Pkti'on, a town of New Zealand, cap. of prov.
Marlborough, on S. side of Queen Charlotte
Sound. Lat. 41° 17' S. ; Ion. 174° 3' E., a gold
field was discovered here in 1864.—II. chief
town of Camden co.. New South Wales, on rail-

way, and 52 m. from Sydney. P. (1861) 384.

PiCTOU, a CO. and town of Nova Scotia, on N.
shore of the island. Pop. of co. (1861) 28,785,

chiefly of Scotch descent. The town is situated

3 m. from the entrance of an excellent harbour.
It has an academy, library, and grammar school.

Exports coal, building stones, and dried fish.

Pici'ou IsLAKD, at the mouth of the Channel,
S. of Tierra del Fuego. The Patagonian mis-
sionaries died from starvation here in 1852.

Pidavro, a marit. vill. of Greece. [Epidaurus.J
PiDDiXGHOE, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 5

m. S.S.E. Lewes. Ac. 2658. P. 243.

PiDDiNGTON, 2 pas. of England.—I. co. Oxford,
5 m. S.E. Bicester. Ac. 2322. P. 389.—II. co.

and 5 m. S.S.E. Northampton. Ac. 1980. P. 1102.

PiDULE (North), a pa. of England, co. and 7^
m. E.S.E Worcester. Ac. 810. P. 131.

PiuDi.ETRENTHiDE, a pa. of Engl., CO. Dorset,

7 m. N N.E. Dorchester. Ac. 7653. P. 1241.

PmjAN, two towns of Chinese Turkestan.—I.

40 m. E. Turfan.—II. 60 m. W. Aksu. The ruins

of Old Pidjan are 140 m. E.N.E. Cashgar.
PiDLEY, a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon, 5

m. N.N.E. St Ives. Ac. 3739. P. 669.

Pi£-di-Cavallo, a comm. and vill. of N. Italy,

prov. Novara, circ. Biella. P. 2138.

PiEDiMONTE, a town of the island Sicily, prov.

Catania, circ. Aci Reale. P. 6147. The town is

built of lava, and has a battlemented castle, now
converted into a prison.

PiEuiMONTE, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 20 m.
N.N.E. Caserta, cap. circ. P. (1862)8538. It stands
in a fertile plain at the foot of the Apennines,
and has a royal palace, and manufs. of coarse
woollen cloths, caps, paper, cotton, oil, and wine,
called Pellagrello. It has very pure water.—II. (di

Sun Germano), a town, same prov., circ. and 16 m.
S.S.E. Sora. P. 2725. It has several churches.
Piedmont, Ital. Pie die Monte (foot of the

mountain), N. Italy, the metropolitan & cent, por-
tion of Sardinia, merged in the kingdom of Italy

in 1861. On the N., W., and S. the region is en-
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closed by the Alps and the Apennines, and con-

sists of the upper valley of the Po, by which
river and its affls. the Tanaro, Bormida, Clusone,

Dora, S^sia, etc., it is wholly drained. Its E.

part forms a portion of the great plain of Lom-
bardy, is carefully irrigated, and of high fertility

;

much of it is in pasturage, and large herds of

cattle are reared. Wheat, maize, barley, rice,

hemp, and fruits, are principal crops ; wines are

of inferior qualitj', and oil is produced only in

small quantities ; the silk is amongst the best in

Italy. Mineral products comprise iron, lead,

copper, marble, sulphur, manganese, cobalt, and
small quantities of the precious metals. Prin-
cipal mauufs. are silk fabrics and organzine,

hosiery, woollen and linen goods, brandy and
liqueurs, glass and iron wares. After Turin, the

eluef cities are Alessandria, Asti, Coni, Novara,
Vercelli, Pinerolo, Susa, Varallo, and Aosta. The
great routes of the Simplon, Mont Cenis, St Ber-
nard, and the Col de Tende, cross the Alps into

Piedmont.
PiEDRA Blanca, a town of the Argentine

Confed., prov. and 14 m. S.E. of Catamarca. P.

(1863) 10,000.

PiEDKABUKNA, a town of Spain, prov. and 14
m. W.N.W. Ciudad Eeal. P. 2308.

PiEDUAHiTA, a town of Spain, prov. and 32 m.
W.N.W. Avila. P. 847.

—

Piodravales is a town,
prov. and 23 m. S. Avila. P. 732.

PiEDRAS, a town of Venezuela, 65 m. W.S.W.
Angosturo, on the Orinoco.—II. a headland on
the Gulf of Mexico, dep. and 65 m. N.W. Vera
Cruz.—III. a headland, 90 m. S.E. Buenos Ayres.
PiEGARO, a town. Central Italy, prov. Perugia,

circ. Orvieto. P. 3955. Manufs. glass.

PiELis or PiEUSjOEROi, a lake of Finland, Isen

and 60 m. E.N.E. Kuopio, between lat. 62° 55'

and 63° 35' K, Ion. 29° and 30° 20' E. Length
66 m.

;
greatest breadth 16 m. The river Pielis

can-ies its surplus waters S. into Lake Orivesi.

On its E. side is the village Pielis.

PiENZA, a town of Central Italy, prov. Siena,

5 m. S.W. of Montepulciano. P. 3299. It has
a college and a diocesan seminary; and is the
birthplace of popes Pius ii. and iii., who built

the Piccolomini Palace.
Pierce, several cos. of U. S., North America.

—I. of Georgia. P. 1740 free, 233 slaves.—II. of

Wisconsin. P. 4672.—IIL of Washington. P. 1115.

PiERMONT, a vill., U. S., North America, state

and 24 m. N. New York, at the commencement
of the New York and Erie Railway, P. 1200.

PiERPONT, a township, U. S., North America,
state New York, 8 m. E. Canton. P. 1459.

PiEERE, a comm, and vill. of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, arr. Louhans, cap. cant. P. 1900.
Pierre-BuffiAre, a comm. & town of France,

dep. Haute-Vienne, cap. cant., on the Briance, 10
m. S.S.E. Limoges. P. 1038. The celebrated
surgeon Dupuytren was bom here.

PiERREFEU, a comm. and viU. of France, dep.
Var, arr. Toulon, cant. Cuero. P. 1693.

PiERREFrrxE, several comms, & vills. of France,
the principal in dep. Meuse, cap. cant., on the
Aire, 16 m. N.W. Commercy. P. 594.
PiERREFOND, a vill. of France, dep. Oise, arr.

and 8 m. S.E. Compifegne. P. 1728.
PiERREFONTAiNE-LEs-Varans, a comm. and

vill. of France, dep. Doubes, arr. Baume-les-
Dames, cap. cant. P. 1131.
PiEBREFORT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Cantal, 19 m. E.S.E. AuriUac P. 1122.
PiEUKELATTE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Drome, 13 m. S. Mont^limart, near 1. b. of Ehone,
on railway from Lyon to Avignon. P. 3512.

Pierre-Pertcis, a naturally formed passage in

the Jura mountains, Switzerland, cant, and 19 m.
N.W. Bern, on the road between Bienne and Po-
rentruy, 40 ft. in height, and from 10 to 12 ft. in

breadth, and in which is a Roman inscription.

Pierre (St), Guernsey. [Peter-le-Pojrt(St).']
Pierre (St), numerous comms., towns, and

vills. of France.—I. (d'AUevard), dep. Isfere, 17
m. N.E. Grenoble. P. 1995.—II. (de Corrmilles),

dep. Eure, near the Calonne, 10 m. S.W. Pont-
Audemer. P. 1013.—III. (de Maille), dep. Vienne^
on the Garterape, arr. Montmoi-illon. P. 2221.

—

IV. (de PlesguerC), dep. lUe-et-Vilaine, 14 m.
S.S.E. St Malo. P. 2358.—V. (de Quilhignon\ dep.

Finistfere, 2 m. W. Brest. P. 5574.—VI. (de*

Eglises), dep. Vienne, arr. MontmoriUon. P.
1713.—VII. (des Landes), dep. Mayenne, arr.

Laval. P. 1973.—VIII. (de TrevisiX dep. Tarn,
18 m. N.E. Castres. P. 1580.—IX. (dOleron),
dep. Charente-Inf., cap. cant., and on the island
Ol^ron, 17 m. S.S.W. La Rochelle, having a
small port, and 4981 inhabitants.—X. (du Champ),
dep. Haute-Loire, near the Lambron, 14 m. N.
Le Puy. P. 1508.—XI. (du Cheminy dep. Ven-
due, 17 m. N.N.E. Fontenay. P. 1739.—XIL
(d'Efflisey, dep. Manche, cap. cant., 9 m. E. Cher-
bourg. P. 2265.—XIII. (Eynaci dep. Haut^
Loire, near the Sumene, 7 m. E. Le Puy. P.

1426.—XIV. (la Cour), dep. and 20 m. E.S.R
Mayenne. P. 2379.—XV. (le Moutier), dep.

Ni^vre, cap. cant., on railway to Clermont,
18 m. N.W. Moulins. P. 2989.—XVI. (lis

Calais), dep. Pas-de-Calais, and a suburb of

Calais, with a station on the Railway du Nord.
P. (1861) 15,008.—XVII. (sur Dives}, dep. Cal-

vados, cap. cant., on the Dives, 19 m. S.E. Caen.

P. 1950.—XVIII. (^Louvieres), dep. Seine-In-

f^rieure, with a station on the Paris, Havre, and
Rouen Railway, 21 m. S.S.E. Rouen.—^XIX.

(tPAlbigny), dep. Savoie, cap. cant. Chamb^ry.
P. 3142.—XX. (de Chartreusey, dep. Isfere, arr.

Grenoble, cant. St Laurent-du-Pont. P. 1734.

—

XXL (de Lieroulty, dep. Seine Infer., arr. Rouen,

cant. Elboeuf. P. 3238.

Pierre (St), the cap. town of the island of

Martinique, on its W. coast, 12 m. N.W. Port

Royal. P. (1861) 23,000. It is the largest town
of the French West Indies, and the chief entrepot

of those islands, and is divided into two quarters

by a rivulet It has numerous public buildings

and schools, a theatre, and a botanic garden. Its

roadstead is defended by several forts. The em-
press Josephine, first wife of Napoleon i^ was
born here in 1763.—II. a town of the island of

Bourbon, Indian Ocean, arr. and 34 m. S. St

Denis. P. 14,135.-111. an island, Indian Ocean,

240 m. N.E. Madagascar, and dependent upoE
the British colony Mauritius. P. 3991.—IV. an

isl. in Lake of Bienne, Switzerland, cant. Bern.

Pierre (St), an island of North America, ofl'

the S. coast of Newfoundland. Surface rocky,

vegetation scanty. It forms, with Miquelon isl.

immediately N.W., a colony belonging to France.

United pop. 2283. [Miquelon.]—-SY Pierre, a

small town on S.E. side, is the cap. of the colony.

Pietermaritzburg, the cap. vill. of the Briti?'

terr. of Natal, S. Africa, cap. division, 50 m. N.W.
Port Natal. P. (1863) whites 3118, coloured 1796

PiETOLE, a vill. and fort of Northern Italy,

prov. and 2 m. S.E. Mantua, on the Mincio. P
1000. It is the anc. Andes, birthplace of Virgil. (?

PiETRA, a prefix to the names of several smal

towns of Italy.—I. North Italy, prov. and on th*

Gulf of Genoa, circ. & 8 m. N.N.E. Albenga, caji

mand. Pop. with comm. 1764.—II. (P.-Abbon

dante), South Italy, prov. Campobasso, 14 m. N.E
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Isernia. P. 3654.—III. (Camela), prov. and 12 m.
8.S.W. Teramo. P. 1148.—IV. (^Catella), prov.

and 14 m. E.N.E. Campobasso. P. 3262.—V. (de

Fmt), prov. Avellino, li m. N.E. Montefusco. P.

4877.—VI. (di Monte-Uorvino), prov. Foggia, 4
m. S.S.E. Castelnuovo. P. 3188,

PiETKAFESA and PiETKAGALLA, two market
towns of South Italy, prov. Potenza.—I. 12 m.
S.W. Potenza. P. 2717.—II. 8 m. N.N.E. Po-
tenza. P. 5293.

—

Pietralcina is a market town,

prov. Avellino, 13 m. W.N.W. Ai-iano. P. 2960.

PiETKALUNGA, a town of Central Italy, prov.

and circ. Perugia. P. 3566.
PiiiTRAMALA, a viU. of Central Italy, prov. and

23 m. N.N.E. Florence, at the foot of Monte di

Fo, in the Apennines. P. 1180. Near it are two
remarkable natural escapes of gas, one of which
is perpetually burning.

—

Pietra Mellara is a
market town, prov. Caserta, at the foot of a moun-
tain, 11 m. N. Capua. P. 2866.

Pietra Pebtosa, a town of S. Italy, prov., circ.

and 16 m. E.S.E. Potenza. P. 2876.

PiETRAPERZiA, a town of the island Sicily,

prov. and 5 m. S.E. Caltanisetta, cap. cant P.

(1861) 10,540. It has a fortress and castle.

Near it are sulphur mines.

—

Pietra-rojd is a mkt.
town of South Italy, prov. Caserta, 7 m. E.S.E.
Piedimonte ; derives its name from the red marble
quarried in its vicinity. P. 1971.

Pietra (Santa), a town of Central Italy, prov.
and 15 m. N.W. Lucca, in an unhealthy situation

j
near the Mediterranean. P. (1861) 11,704. It

I
is surrounded by walls, and has a IhioTno, and
other fine churches. Near it are mines of argenti-
ferous lead, and quicksilver ores.

PiETEA (Stornina), a market town of South
Italy, prov. and 7 m. N.W. Avellino. P. 2598.
—Pietro- Vairano is a market town, prov. Caserta,

16 m. N. Capua. P. 3100.

Pietro (Sax), several towns of Italy.—I. (in

Lama), a comm. and vill. of S. Italy, prov. and

I

cu-c. Lecce. P. 1634.—II. ( Vemotico), same prov.
• and circ. P. 2413.—III. (in Casale), a comm. and
vill. of N. Italy, prov. and circ. Bologna. P. 6191.
—IV. (sopra Patti), a town of the island Sicily,

prov. Messina, circ. Patti. P. 3496.
PiEUX (Les), a comm. & mkt. town of France,

dep. Manche, 12 m. S.W. Cherbourg. P. 1526.

PiEVE, numerous small towns and vills. of N.
;
and Central Italy.—I. North Italy, prov. Porto

.
Maurizio, 13 m. N.W. Oneglia, cap. mand., on

' the Arosia. Pop. with comm. 3162.—II. (del

j
Cairo), prov. Pavia, circ. Lomellina, cap. maud.,
near the Po, 14 m. S.S.E. Mortara. P. 3286.—

I HI. (di Cadore). [Cadore.]—IV. (d'Olmi),

!
North Italy, prov. and 6 m. S.E. Cremona, cap.

' dist. P. 1628.—V. (Santo-Stefano), a market
town of Central Italy, prov. Florence, 16 m. N.E.
Arezzo, on the Tiber, near its source. P. 4156.
—VI. (di Cento), N. Italy, prov. Ferrara, circ.

Cento, near the Keno. P. 4279. It is surrounded
by walls.—VII. (Bovigliana), Central Italy,

' prov. Macerata, circ. Camerino. P. 1908.—VIII.

I

(Torino), same prov. and circ. Pop. of comm.
3090.—rX. (Pelago), comm. and vill., N. Italy,

I

prov. Modena, circ. Pavullo, P. 3418.—X. (PoHo
Morone), N. Italy, prov. and cu-c. Pavia, near the
1- b. of the Po. P. 3341.
Pigeon, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Indiana, co. Vanderburgh.
Pigeon-Islands, a small group in Grecian Ar-

,
chipelago, 14 m. S. Milo.

I'iGNA, a town of North Italy, prov. P. Mau-
rizio, 27 m. N.E. Nice. Pop. of comm. 3246. Near
u is a thermal sulphurous spring.

PiGN.VNS, a comm. and market town of France.

dep. Var, 10 m. S.E. Brignoles. P. 2703. It has
copper works and paper mills.—II. dep. H^rault,
arr. and cant. Montpellier. P. 1982.
Pignataeo, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. and circ.

Caserta. P. 3430. Several antiquities have
been found here.

Pike, several cos., U. S., North America.—I,

in N.E. of Pennsylvania. Area 669 sq. m. P.
7165.—II. in centre of Georgia. Area 383 sq. m.
P. (1860) 6356 free, 4722 slaves.—III. in S.E. of
Alabama. Area 996 sq. m. P. 15,650 free, 8785
slaves.—IV. in S.W. of Mississippi. Area 846
sq. m. P. 6200 free, 4935 slaves.—V. in S.E. of

Kentucky. Area 668 sq, m. P. 7287 free, 97
slaves.—^vl, in S. of Ohio. Area 502 sq. m, P.
13,643.—VII. in W. of Illinois. Area 735 sq. m,
P. 27,249.—VIII. in N.E. of Missouri. Area 685
sq. m. P. 14,362 free, 4055 slaves.—IX. in S.W.
of Arkansas. Area 645 sq. m. P. 3798 free, 227
slaves.—^X. a township, New York, 257 m. W.S.W.
Albany.—XI, in S.W. of Indiana. Area 323 sq,

m.—XII, a township, Pennsylvania, 158 m, N,
Harrisburg. P. 1747,—XIII. (Bun), Pennsyl-
vania, 18 m. S.E. Washington.

Pike's Peak, a peak of the Eocky Mountains, U.
S., N. America, Colorado teiT., lat. 39° N., 11,497
ft. above the sea, in the Rocky Mountains gold
region, of which Denver is the chief mining town.

Pii-ao-Arcado, a town of Brazil, prov. Bahia,
on the river San Francisco. Lat. 11° 30' S. ; Ion.
42° 40' W. P. 6000.

Pilar, a town of Brazil, prov. Parahiba, on I.

b. of the river, and 50 m. W. the city of Parahiba.

P. 3400 Cape de las Pilares is the N.W. ex-
tremity of Tierra del Fuego,

PxLAS, a town of Spain, prov, and 18 m, W,S.W.
Sevilla. P. 2411.—II, one of the Sulu islands,

Malaysia, W. Basilan.

Pilate (Mont), a mountain of France, in the
Cevennes chain, between the deps. Rhone and
Loire, 3517 feet above the sea.

Pilate (Mount), a branch of the Alps, between
the Swiss cants. Lucerne and Unterwalden ; its

principal peak the Tomlishom, 5 m. S.W. Lu-
cei-ne, and 6998 feet above the sea,

PiLCOMAYO orAragua-Guazi, a riv, of Bolivia,

and Argentine Confed., rises 90 m. N.W. Sucre,

flows S.E. through the Llanos, and joins the Para-
guay, nearly opposite Asuncion, by two arms, en-

closing a marshy island, 160 m. in length. Total
course estimated at 900 m. Chief affluent, the
Pilaya, It is navigable for boats throughout
most of its course.

Piles Grove, a tnshp. of the U. S., N, Amen,
New Jersey, 10 m. N.E. Salem.

PiLGRAirt, a town of Bohemia, cii'C. and 25 m.
E.N.E. Tabor. P. 3200. Manufs. woollens.

PiLHAM, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4^ m,
N,E. Gainsborough. Ac. 1100, P. 89,

PiLiCA, a town of Poland, prov, Kielce, on the

Pilica, 33 m. N.N.W, Cracow. P, 3000,

PiLiTZA, town of Poland, gov, Radom, P, 3065.

Pillar (Cape), the most S.E. headland of

Tasman peninsula, Tasmania. Lat. 43° 12' S.

PiLLATON, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 3|-

m. S.S.E. Callington. Ac. 2478. P. 349.
PiLLAU, a town of E, Prussia, with a fortress at

the entrance of the Frische-Haff, and on rail, 26
m, W, Konigsberg, of which, and of Elbing and
Braimsberg, it is the port. Lat. of lighthouse
54° 38' 4" N, ; Ion. 19° 5^' E. P. 3675. The inlet

to the Haff not having more than 12 feet water,

vessels of large burden here unload or lighten

cargo, and it has, consequently, a thiiving trade.

Pilleebheet, a town of India, British dist.

Bareilly, N.W. provs., on 1. b. of the Gurrah-
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P. (1853) 26,760. The town is cap. of a per-

gnnnah of same name, celebrated for its rice, and
is the mart of a considerable traffic, by which
timber, pitch, wax, honey, wool, borax, & metals

of various kinds, ai-e exchanged for goods fur-

nished from the plains. Lat. 28° 38' N. ; Ion. 79°

62' E. The ten-itoria! div., of which the town is

the cap., is now incorporated with the dist. of

Bareilly.

PiLLERTON, two pas. of England, co. "Warwick.
—I. iUersey), 3 m. W.S.W. Kington. Ac. 1460.

P. 190.—II. iPriors), 7^ m. S.E. Stratford. Ac.
1390. P. 242.

Pilling, a township of England, co. Lancaster,

pa. and 6 m. W.N.W. Garstang. P. 1388.

PiLLiTH, a pa. of South Wales, co. Eadnor, 3
m. S.W. Knighton. Ac. 1897. P. 104.

PiLLKALLEN, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 18

xn. N.E. Gumbinnen, cap. circ. P. 1788.

P^LLTO^\'x, a market town of Ireland, Leinster,

BO. Kilkenny, 4 m. E. Carrick-on-Suir. P. 606.

PiLNiKAU, a town of Bohemia, circ and 26 m.
N.E. Bidschow. P. 1200.

PiLNiTZ, a vill. of Saxony, circ. Meissen, onl. b.

of the Elbe, 6 m. S.E. Dresden. It has a royal
park and chateau, where, on 2,')tli August 1791,
was concluded the convention of European
powers to maintain the rights of the Bourbons
to the throne of France.
Pilot Isi.and, at the entrance of the Eed Sea,

is between the Arabian coast and the isl. Perim.
PiLOWDA, a town of India, territoiy of Jey-

pore, 90 m. S.W. Agra. P. SOOO.

PiLSDON, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 4J m.
W.S.W. Beaminster. Ac. 648. P. 86.

PiLSEN (Neu), a town of Bohemia, cap. circ,

on the Beraun, a tributary of the Elbe, and on
raUway, 52 m. W.S.W. PragTie. P. (1857) 14,269.

It is an important commercial town, and has a
Gothic chui'ch, town -hall, gymnasium, theatre,

military, and other schools ; flourishing manufs.
of woollen goodte, morocco leather, iron and liom
wares, and alum ; and a considerable transit

trade with Bavaria—II. (_Alt), a market town,
circ. and 5 m. S.E. of the foregoing. P. 931.

PiLSNO, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

cii'c. and 12 m. E. Tarnow, on the Wisloka.
PiLTKN, a town of Eussia, gov. Courland, on

the Wiudau, 92 m. W.N.W. Mitau. P. 600.
PiLTON, several pas. of England.—I. co. Eut-

land, 4 m. E.N.E. Uppingham. Ac. 332. P.
72.—II. CO. Somerset, 2J m. S.W. Shepton-Mal-
let. Ac 5593. P. 1202.—III. co. Devon, 1 m.
N.N.W. Barnstaple. Ac 1861. P. 1863.—IV.
CO. Northampton, 2J m. S.S.W. Oundle. Ac.
1473. P. 144.
PiMUCo, a S.W. suburb of London, co. Middle-

sex, in the liberty of Westminster, W. St James'
Park, and 2| m. W.S.W. St Paul's. It comprises
many elegant streets and squares, with Bucking-
ham Palace, part of Belgravia, and the suburbaii
district between Westminster and Chelsea.
PiMPEENE, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 2i m.

N.E. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 4510. P. 495.
PlMS Bay, Nicaragua, in the Atlantic, 50 ra. N.

Greytown, proposed term, of rail, to the Pacific.
Pin (Le), a comm. and vilL of France, dap.

Loire-Inf^rieure, arr. Ancenis. P. 1313.
PiNA, a town of Spain, prov. and 23 m. S.E.

Zaragoza. P. 1790.

—

Pina de Campas is a town,
prov. and 14 m. N.N.E. Palencia. P. 950.
PiNAHT or PiNNAHU'if a town of British India,

dist. and 30 m. S.E. Agra. P. 6592.
PiNAR-DEL-Eio, a town of the island Cuba,

d<'p. Occidental. P. (1861) 3059.
PiNASCA, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Turin,

circ. and 7 m. N.W. Pinerolo, on the Clusona
P. of comm. 2870.

Pinchbeck, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 24
m. N.N.W. Spalding. Ac 11,640. P. 2933.
Pind-Dadun-Khan, a town of the Punjab, near

the Jhylum, 110 m. N.W. Lahore, India. P.
13,.588. Houses mostly built of earth, in cedar
frame work. It is a dep6t for salt, about 40,i)00

tons of which are annually raised from adjacent
mines, yielding to the government a revenue of

160,000/. a-year. Lat 32° 36' N. ; Ion. 73° 5' E.
PiNDUS (Mount), a mountain chain of European

Turkey, between Albania and Thessaly, con-
nected on the N. with the Dinaric Alps, and on
the S. with Mount Othrys, on the frontier of

Greece. Mount Mezzovo, the highest point, ha.s

an estimated height of 8950 feet above the sea.

Pine, two townships of the U. S., N. America,
Pennsylvania.—1. 11 m. N. Pittsburg. P. 2109.

—

II. CO. Armstrong, on the AUeghany. P. 2288.

Pine Grove, a township of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania, 31 m. N.E. Harrisburg.—Pine Creek, a river of same state, joins the
Susquehanna, 10 m. W.S.W. Williamsport, after

a S.ward course of 70 miles.

PiNEGA, a river of Eussia, govs. Vologda and
Archangel, joins the Dvina, 12 m. E.S.E. Khol-
mogori, after a tortuous N.W. course of 290 m.
PiNEGA, a town of Eussia, gov. and 93 m. E.S.E.

Archangel, on the Pinega. P. 1500.
PiNEKOLO, a comm. and town of North Italy,

prov. and 21 m. S.W. Turin, cap. circ, on the
Clusone. P. (1861) 15,832. It is situated at the
foot of the Alps, enclosed by walls, and has a
cathedral and three other churches, 8 convents,
a large hospital, barracks; manufs. of woollen
cloths, paper, leather, silk, and iron.

Pi.NES (Isle of), W. Indies. [Isla de Pinos.]
PiNEUiLH, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, arr. Liboume, cant. St Foy. P. 1229.

PiNEnr, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Aube, 11 m. N.E. Troyes. P. 1654.
Ping, a prefix of the names of numerous

Chinese cities.—I. (Hoi), prov. Quau-tong, on
Harlem Bay, 85 m. E.N.E. Macao.— II. (Liang),

prov. Kan-su, cap. dep., lat. 35" 34' N., Ion. 106°

30' E.—III. (^Lo), prov. Quang-si, cap. dep., on
an affl. of the Canton river, 180 m. W.N.W. Can-
ton.—IV. (Yang), prov. Shan-se, cap. dep., on the

Puen-ho, 135 m. S.W. Tai-Yuen, the cap. prov.

—V. (Yuen), prov. Kwei-chow, cap. dep. Lat
26° 37' N. ; Ion. 105° 40' E. Fine tea is raised in

its vicinity.

PiNHEL, a town of Portugal, prov. Beira, cap.

comarca, 8 m. N.W. Almeida. P. 2300. It has

a cathedral, a bishop's palace, and town-hall.

—

Pinheiro de Bemposta is a market town, prov.

Beira, 40 m. N.W. Coimbra. P. 1200.

PiNHOE, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2J m.
N.E. Exeter. Ac 1735. P. 508.

PiNJOR, a town and valley of India, on the

N.E. boundary of Sirhind, in lat 38° 48' N., Ion.

76° 69' E. The town is celebrated for the gai^

den of the rajah, which contains 60 ac, is well

stocked and cultivated, and yields very fine

mangoes, oranges, pomegranates, apples, & other

fruits; and the valley for its beauty, which
teems with vegetable and animal life.

Pink, a township of the U. S^ North America,
Pennsylvania, co. Wayne.
PiNKAFELD, a market town of West Hungary,

CO. Eisenburg, on the Pinka, 20 m. W. Giins. P.

4000. Manufactures of coarse woollens.

PiNNE, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. and 29
m. W.N.W. Posen. P. 2000.

PiNNEBERG, a small town of Prussia, Hoi-
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ctein, cap. CO., 11 m N."W. Hamburg, on the
riuau, a small afil. of tlie Elbe. P. 2661.
Pinner, a pa. of Engl., co. Middlesex, 2J m.

N.W. Harrow-on-the-Hill. Ao. 3720. P. 1849.

AVith a station on the N.-W. Eailway, 1 m. from
the village.

Pino, a vill. of Northern Italy, prov. and circ.

Turin. P. 1867.

Pixos PiENTE, a market town of Spain, prov.

and 11 m. N.W. Granada. P. 2605.
PiNSK, a town of Eussia, gov. & 143 m. S.S.W.

Minsk, cap. dist. on the Pripet. P. (1863^) 11,071.

PiNTSCHEW, a town of Poland, gov. Eadom, and
2i m. S.S.W. Kjelye, on the Nidda. P. 4753. Here
ill 1702 the Poles were defeated by the Swedes.
PiNXTOX, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 3^ m.

j

E.S.E. Alfreton. Ac. 1210. P. 1367. There are

j large coal mines in this parish.

PiNYAREE, a branch of the river Indus, at its

delta, enters the Indian Ocean by the Seer mouth,
in lat. 23° 41' N., Ion. 78° 11' E., at which place

it is two miles wide.

Pioi-ESC, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Vaucluse, 4 m. N.W. Orange. P. 2188.

i
PiOMBiNO, a maritime town of Central Italj',

jprov. Pisa, on the Mediterranean, opposite the
lisland Elba, and 12 m. W. Follonica. P. (1862)
• 3283. It has a palace, a harbour, and a citadel,

and near it are salt works, and traces of the anc.

Populonia, From 1805 to 1815 its principality,

which formerly comprised the island Elba, etc.,

'belonged to Bacciocchi, the brother-in-law of

.'Napoleon i.—The Channel of Piombino, between
'the town and the island of Elba, is 6 m. across.

i PiONNAT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

iCreuse, 23 m. N.W. Eiom. P. 2175.

PiONSAT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

'Piw-de-D6rae, 29 m. N.W. Clermont. P. 2156.
'. PiOTKKOFF or PiOTRKOW, a towu of Eussian
Poland, gov. Warsaw. P. (186)) 11,81 1.

, PiovE-ui- Sacco, a vill. of Northern Italy, gov.
Venetia, deleg. Padua, cap. dist., on the Brenta
iZ!anal, 17 m. S.W. Venice, with many country
'.residences of Venetians. P., with dist., 6400.

1 Pipe, a pa. of England, co. and 3 m. N. Here-
iford. Ac. 1620. P. 205.

; PiPERNO {Privemumy, a town of South Italy,

irov. and 15 m. S.W. Frosinone. P. 3700,

PiPRiAC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

[lle-et-VUaine, 13 m. N.E. Eedon. P. 3343.
! PiPUA, a town, U. S., North America, Ohio, on
iJreat Miami river, and on railway, 65 m.W.N.W.
iDolumbus. It has many mills and factories.

j
PiRACRUCA, a small town of Brazil, prov.

IPiauhi, 85 m. S. Paranahiba. P. 2000.

j PiRiEUs, a town of Greece, Attica, the port of

l\thens, and 5 m. S.W. that city. The modern
own, built since 1834, and called Porto Leone,
s on an isthmus connected with the mainland, a
lilly peninsula, on which are the remains of the
lomb of Themistocles. P. 6264. It has a custom-
[louse, lazaretto, and quay.
PiRAHi, a town of Brazil, prov. and 52 m.

•V.N.W. Eio-de-Janeiro, on rt. b. of river Pirahi,
n affluent of the Parahiba. P. 3000.
PiRAiNO, Pyracmiunu, a town of the island

^icily, prov. Messina, on theN. coast, 6 m.W.N.W.
^atti, on river of same name. P. 3462. Exports
lil, wine, and corn.
PiRANG^v, a town of Brazil, prov. Minas Geraes,

'n the Piranga river, 20 m. S.E. Mariana, Pop.
'f dist. 16,000.

J
PiRANO, a seaport town of Austria, Istria, on

he Gulf, and 13 m. S.W. Trieste. P. 8141. It
las a citadel, Gothic cathedral, and an export
rade in salt, wine, oil, and olives.

PiRARA, a vill. of British Guiana, at the E. end
of Lake Amucu. Lat. 3° 40' N. ; Ion. 59° 12' W.
Pirate Islands, a group in the Gulf of Ton-

quin, Chinese Sea, lat. 21° N., Ion. 108° 10' E.
PiRATiNiM, a town of Brazil, prov. Eio Grande

do Sul, on 1. b. of river Piratinim, 75 m. W.N.W.
Eio Grande. P. 3673.
PiRBRiGHT, a pa. of Engl., co. Surrey, 6 m.

N.N.E. Guildford. Ac. 4579, mostly heath. P. 699.
Pir£, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. lUe-et-

Vilaine, arr, Eennes, cant. Gauz^, P. 3442.
PiRiATiN, a town of Eussia, gov, Poltava, cap.

dist., on the Udai, 26 m. N.W. Lubny. P. 4365.
PiRiTU, a maritime town of Venezuela, dep.

Caracas, prov. and 23 m. W. Barcelona. Nearly
opposite to it are the Piritu islands, in the Carib-
bean Sea.
Pir-Jelalpoor, a town of the Punjab, near

the confl. of the Ghara (Sutlej) and Chenab, 40
m. S. Mooltan. Lat. 29° 28' N. ; Ion. 71° 16' E.
It has a bazaar, and extensive ruins in its vicinity.

Pirmasens, a cant, and town of Ehenish Ba-
varia, cap. dist., in theVosges, 13 m. E.S.E. Deux-
Ponts. P. 6696. It lias Eoman Catholic & Calvinist
churches, a high school, and mauufs. of tobacco,
straw hats, musical instruments, and glasswares.
PiRNA, a town of Saxony, circ. and 11 m. S.E.

Dresden, on L b. of the Elbe. P. (1862) 7441. It

has manufs. of cotton, linen, and woollen stuffs.

Here Frederick the Great of Prussia obtained a
signal triumph over the Saxons in 1766.

PiRNiTZ, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ. and
7 m. S.E. Iglau. P. 3680. It has an ancient castle,

and manufs. of linen and woollen stuffs.

PiRON, a comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, dep.

Manche, arr. Coutances, cant. Lessay. P. 1531.

Pir-Panjal or the Saint's Mountain, a lofty

mountain range of India, foi-ming a portion of the

S.W. boundary of Cashmere, which it separates

from the Punjab. It stretches from the N.W. to

S.E., is 40 m. in length, its highest point being
15,000 ft-et above the sea, in lat. 33° 40' T^.—Pir-
Panjal Pass is at its S.W. extremity, 12,000 feet

above the sea.

PiRTON, several pas. of England.—I. co. Herts,

3 m. N.W. Hitchin. Ac. 2660. P. 1023.—II. co.

Oxford, 4 m. S. Tetsworth. Ac. 5140. P. 705.

— III. CO. Worcester, 4 m. W.N.W. Pershore, Ac.
1669. P. 212.

Pisa, a walled city of Gent Italy, cap. prov. Pisa,

in amarshy but fertile plain, on the Arno, 7 ra. from
its mouth, aud 12 m. N.N.E. Leghorn, with which,
and with Florence, it is connected by rails. Lat.
43° 43' 11" N. ; Ion. 10° 23' 58" E. P. (1862) 33,676

of coram. 51,057. It is 5 m. in circumference,
and has many noble edifices. The Arno, within
the city, is bordered by fine quays, lined on each
side by a majestic thoroughfare {Lungo I'Amo),

and crossed by four bridges, one of which is built

of marble. In one of its squares are the famous
Campanile, or leaning tower, 170 feet in height,

53 feet in diameter at the base, and the topmost
storey overhanging the base about 13 feet ; and
the celebrated cemetery of Campo-santo., adorned
by sepulchral monuments, and fine fresco paint-

ings of the 14th and 15th centuries, containing
earth brought from the Holy Land in the 12th
centuiy, and formerly used for a mausoleum ; the
baptistry, a polygonal building, 160 feet in dia-

meter; and the cathedral—all of which are marble
edifices. The cathedral, which is now (1864)
being carefully restored, has a remarkable pulpit,

the work of Nicolo Pisano, Most of the churches
are adorned with works of art. Other build-
ings are the palace of the academy of fine arts,

city hall, customhouse, prisons, hospitals, theatre^
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and an aqueduct 4 miles in length, -wliich brings

water from Ascanio. Its old citadel, the Galera,

is now used as a house of correction. The anc.

university of Pisa is still the great centre of edu-
cation in Tuscany, and has a library of 65,000

vols., museums of natural history, and a botanic

garden. Pisa has a college of nobles, episcopal

seminary, and many other public schools. About
3^ m. N. are the Bagni di Pisi, medicinal baths,

frequented in summer by many visitors. It is

the seat of the civil government of the prov. and
of an archbishopric. From the 10th to the 14th
century it was the cap. of an enterprising repub-
lic, and one of the most celebrated towns of Italy.

It is the birthplace of Galileo. It was taken by
the French in 1799. Area of prov. 1131 sq. m.
P. (1862) 248,028.

PiSASG, two isls., Malaysia, one in the Gilolo

Passage, the other belonging to the Banda isls.

PiSANiA, a vill. and British factory of W. Africa,

on the Gambia, 200 m. from its mouth.
PiscATAQUA, a river of the U. S., N. America,

flows S.S.E., forming the boundary between New
Hampshire and Maine, and after a course of 40
m. joins the Atlantic below Portsmouth, forming
one of the best harbours in the U. S. Principal

afi^. the Oocheco and Great Bay. It is navigable,

with its aiSuents, for sloops to South Berwick.
Piscataquis, a co. of XT. S., North America,

in N. part of Maine, on Piscataquis river, border-
ing Canada. Area extensive, but only the S.

part inhabited. P. (1860) 15,032.

PiscATAWAT, a township, U. S., North America,
New Jersey, 5 m. N. New Brunswick.

PisciADEL, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Grisons,
dist Bernina, on the road to the Bemina.

PisciAXO, a iovnx of Central Italv, comarca
and 26 m. E. Home. P. 1230.

PisciOTTA, a town of S. Italy, prov. Salerno,

circ. and 9 m. S. U Vallo, on the Mediterranean.
P. 3431. Trade in fruit and wine.

Pisco, a maritime town of N. Peru, dep. lea,

130 m. S.S.E. Lima, near the mouth of the Pisco
river, in the Pacific Ocean. Celebrated for its

manuf. of pale brandy, & its wines, dates, & olives.

Piscopi, an isl. off the W. coast of Asia Minor,
Anatolia, 21 m. N.W. Ehodes.—II. a niarit vilL

of Cyprus, on its S. coast, 24 m. E. Baffa.

PisEK or PiSKCA, a town of Bohemia, cap. circ.

Prachin, on the Watawa, 24 m. "W.S.W. Tabor.
P. 6000. It has a gymnasium, a high school,

several churches, a militarj' academy, woollt^n

cloth and nitre factories, and a transit trade.

PiSHiLL, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5 m.
N.N.W. Henley-on-Thames. Ac 785. P. 214.

Pisixo (Germ. Mitterhurg\ a town of Austria,
cii-c. Istria, in its centre, 34 m. S.E. Trieste. P.
2260. It has trade in corn, fruit, and wine.

PisoGXE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

23 m. E.N.E. Bergamo, at the N.E. extremity of

Lake Iseo. P. 3292. It has iron works. *

PissEVACHE, a waterfall of Switzerland, cant.
V.alais, on the Sallenche river, near its confl. with
the Rhone, 4 m. N.W. Martigny. Total height
280 feet, and its final leap 120 feet.

Pissos, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Landes, arr. Mont-de-Marsan, cap. cant. P. 1951.

PiSTicci, a town of South Italy, prov. Potenza,
circ. & 19 m. S. Matera. P. 6494. It has 3 churches,
a convent, 2 hospitals, and some manufactures of
woollen cloths. It was nearly ruined by the
earthquake of 1688.

PiSTiLL, a pa. of North Wales, co. Carnarvon,
b\ m. N.N.W. PwlheU. Ac. 3949. P. 495.

PiSTOJA, Pistorium, a town of Central Italy,

prov. and 20 m. N.W. Florence, on 1. b. of the

Ombrone, and on rail, from Florence to Pisa, P
within the walls (1861) 12,274. It is enclosed
by ramparts and bastions, and defended by a
citadel. Principal public buildings, a cathedral
and several other churches, an episcopal and
other palaces, and town-hall. It has an academy,
a museum of natural history, two public libraries,

a theatre, and an ancient hospital ; with manufs.
of woollen cloths, silk twist, leather, iron-wire,

and bars; some trade in cattle, raw silk, and
straw hats. Pistoja claims the invention and first

manufacture of pistols, and it has still considerable
manufs. of firearms, nails, cutlery, and surgical
instruments.
PisuERGA, a river of Spain, Old Castile, rises

in the Cantabrian Mountains, flows mostly
S.S.W., and joins the Douro 10 m. below VaUa-
dolid. Length 140 m., in a part of which the
canal of Castile accompanies it on the W. Affls.,

the Arlanzon and Esquera from the E., and
Carrion from the N.W.
PiTCAiRN (Newtown of), 2 vills. of Scotland,

CO. Perth.—I. pa. and 1 m. S. Dunning. P. 333
II. PUcaimgreen, in pa. Redgorton, 4 m. W.N.W.
Perth, on the Almond. P. 345. It has flour and
spinning mills, and a large bleachfield.

PiTCAiRX Island, a solitary island in the Pa-
cific Ocean, lat. 25° 3' 6" S., Ion. 130° 8' 00' W.,
about 7 m. in circumference, elevated in the
centre, with a peak at each extremity, greatest

height 2500 feet ; of volcanic origin. Soil fertile

but porous, and rather defective in water ; well

wooded, and climate very healthy ; thermometer
ranging from 59° to 89° Fahr. Prevailing winds
S.W. and E.S.E. It is surrounded by rocky
shores, and has only one landing place at Bounty
Bay. The cocoa nut, plantain, and banana trees,

hibiscus or cloth tree, banyan tree, and orange
flourish. The potato, sweet potato, yams, water
melons, pumpkin, taro, sugar cane, ginger,

turmeric, tobacco, tea-plant, and maize are

cultivated. The island contained no indigenous
quadrupeds, but goats, swine, and poultry have
been imported. In 1790, Pitcairn was resorted

to by the mutineers of the " Bounty," consisting

of 9 British sailors, 6 native Tahitian men, anil

12 women. In consequence of discords and mas-

sacres, at the end of 10 years there remained only

one Englishman, Adams, the Tahitian females,

and 19 childi-en, their offspring. Under the super-

intendence of this man the children were edu-

cated and trained up to kabits of industry and
morality. In 1825 Captain Beechy found a most;,

interesting and intelligent colony of 66 persons.

In 1831, with the sanction of the British govern-
ment, the colony, numbering 87 persons, was
removed to Tahiti. After remaining five months
there, they, at their own solicitation, were agaiu

reinstated in their native island. In 1851 tla;

pop. amounted to 160. The whole population.

198 in number, removed to Norfolk Island in

July 1856. The island was seen by Carteret iu

1767, and named by him after one of his oflScers.

PiTCHCOMBE, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, IJ

m. S.W. Painswick. Ac. 217. P. 178.

PiTCHCOTT, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 5^ ml

N.N.W. Aylesbury. Ac 924. P. 36.

Pitcher, a township, U. S., North Americai

New York, 16 m. W. Norwich.
PiTCHFORD, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 6 nu

S.S.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. 1645. P. 772.

PiTCHLEY. a pa. of England, co. Northampton

2J m. S.S.W. Kettering. Ac. 2833. P. 536.

PiTCOMBE, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 11

m. S.W. Bruton. Ac. 1050. P. 443. I

PiTEA, a river of N. Sweden, tons Westerbcttci
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and Norrbotten, enters the Gulf of Bothnia near
ritea, after a S.E. course of 180 miles.

PiTEA, a seaport town of N. Sweden, cap. leen

Norrbotten, on the Pitea, near its mouth in the

Gulf of Bothnia, 110 m. N.N.E. Umea. P. 1587.

It has a convenient harbour and several ship-

building docks.

PiTGAM, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Xord, arr. Dunkerque, cant. Bergues. P. 1628.

PiTHiviEKS, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loiret, 23 m. N.E. Orleans. P. 4778. It has
nianufs. of almond-cakes & other confectionary.

PiTic, a town of Mexico, dep. Sonora, 95 m.
S.W. Arispe, on the Sonora river. It is an
outrepot for goods imported through Guaymas,
on the Gulf of California.

PiTiGLiANO, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
29 m. E.S.E. Grosetto. P. 4104.

PiTLKSSiE, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife, pa.

Cults, 4 m. S.S.W. Cupar, on the road to King-
horn. P. 457.

PiTLOCiiRiE, a vill. of Scotland, co. Perth, on
the Great Highland Road, and on railway 16 m.
N. Dunkeld. P. 334. It has two branch banks.
PiTMiNSTER, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3J

m. S. Taunton. Ac. 5120. P. 1572.

Pitney, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3 m.
W. Somerton. Ac. 1500. P. 374.

PiTBES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Eure,
7 m. N.N.E. Louviers. P. 1026.

PiTSCHEN, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
33 m. N.N.E. Oppeln. P. 2009.

PiTSEA, a pa. of Engl., co. Essex, 5 m. W.S.W.
Eayleigh. Ac. 2167. P. 263.

PiTSFORD, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m. N.
Northampton. Ac. 2700. P. 609.

PiTSLiGO, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. Aber-
deen, 31 m. W.S.W. Kinnaird-head. Ac. 4500.

' P. 1890.—iVeio Pitsligo is a vill., pa. Tyrie, 10 ni.

' S.W. Fraserburgh. P, 1773.
! Pitt, a co., U. S., N. America, in E. of North

j

Carolina. Area 583 sq. m. P. (1800) 7607 free,

I 8473 slaves.—II. a township, Pennsylvania, im-
mediately S.W. Pittsburg. Coal abounds here.

PiTTENWEEM, a royal, pari., and munic. bor.,

seaport town, and pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, on
the N. shore of the Firth of Forth, and on the
railway from Kirkcaldy to Anstruther, 24 m.
N.N.E. Edinburgh. Ac. 772. Pop. of pa. 1710

;

do. of pari. bor. 1671. Coip. rev. (1863) 772/.

Altitude 75 feet. Mean temp., Ju. 58°'6, Jan.
37°'5. Its harbour is small ; and fishing and
fish-curing are nearly the only occupations car-

ried on. The bor. unites with St Andrews,
the two Anstruthers, Crail, Cupar, and Kilrenny,
in sending 1 member to House of Commons.
PiTTHEiM, a town of Belgium, prov. W. Flan-

ders, 15 m. S.E. Bruges. P. of comm. 5400.

PiTTiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. and 3J m.
E N.E. Durham, with a station on the Durham
and Sunderland Eailway. Ac. 6727. P. 5699.

PiTTSBOROUGH, a vill. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, North Carolina, cap. co. Chatham, 31 m.
W.S.W. Ealeigh.
Pittsburg, a city, port of entry, and manu-

facturing town of the U. S., North America, W.
Pennsylvania, Alleghany co., on the Ohio, at

the confl. of the Monongahela and Alleghany
rivers, 60 m. N.E. Wheeling, on the Ohio and
Pennsylvania Eailway. P. (I860) 49,217, with
its suburbs, Alleghany, Birmingham, Manches-
ter, and Lawrenceville, and many villages, all

situated within a radius of five miles from the
Court-house. The manufactures of the city are
carried on in these towns and vills., the ware-
houses being in Pittsburg. During summer

immense numbers of travellers and emigrants
pass through the city on their way W.ward. The
town is supplied with water by steam power from
the Alleghany. Coal and iron abound in its vici-

nity ; and, besides iron-rolling mills, it has iron-
mongery of every description, including steam-
engines and machinery, cutlery, nails, stoves,

and arms; it has extensive nianufs. of glass,

woollen and cotton stuffs, leather, paints, and
drugs, breweries, pulling, saw, and oil mills.

The commerce of Pittsburg, from its unlimited
command of inland navigation, and from its being
connected by railway with the Great Lakes,
Philadelphia, etc., is very extensive. Ship-build-
ing, especially for steamers, is carried on here on
a large scale, and most of the machinery for the
Mississippi steam-boats is made at Pittsburg.

PiTTSFiELD, several townships, U. S., N. Ame-
rica.—I. Massachusetts, on the railway, 151 m.
W. Boston, 1000 feet above the sea. Manufs.
cottons, woollens, machinery, and fire-arms.—II.

New Hampshire, 15 m. N. Concord.—III. New
York, 95 m. W. Albany. Others are in Maine
and Vermont.

PiTTSFORD, several tnshps., U. S , N. America.
—I. New York, 8 in. S.E. Eochester.—II. Ver-
mont, 43 m. S.W. Montpelier.—III. Michigan,
89 m. W.S.W. Detroit.

PiTTSGROVE, a township, U. S., North America,
New Jersey, 16 m. E. Salem.
PiTTSTON, a town, U. S., N. America, Maine,

7 m. S.E. Augusta.—II. a town, Pennsylvania, 8
m. W. Scranton.

—

Pittstown is a township, New
York, 12 m. E. Troy.
FiiTSYLVANiA, a CO. of the U. S., N. America,

in S. of Virginia. Area 866 sq. m. P. (I860)
17,763 free, 14^340 slaves.

Pitt Town, a post town of New S. Wales, co.

Cumberland, on Hawkesbury river, 3 m. from
Windsor. P. (1861) 298,

PiTTYUSA ISI.ANDS {Pitymx Insula), Spain, Me-
diterranean, comprise the islands of Iviza and
Formentera, Balearic group.

PiiJBA, a town of N. Peru, dep. Truxillo, cap.

prov., on 1. b. of the Piura, 120 m. N.N.W. Lam-
bayeque. Lat. 6° 10' S. ; Ion. 80° 40' W. It was
the first settlement of the Spaniards after their

entrance into the country, and the largest town
of Peru. Pop. estimated at 10,000, ofwhom 1000
were whites ; 1000 negroes. The streets are nar-
row and unpaved. In the centre is the Plaza,

with a temple of Liberty. It has seven churches,
government ofS.ces, and a college opened in 1846,

with 120 pupils.—The river Piura enters the
Pacific Ocean, after a W. course of about 120 m.
PiVNiczNA, a vill. of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

on the Poprad, 13 m. S. Nowi-Sandec. P. 2156.

PiXLEY, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 3J m.
W.N.W. Ledbuiy. Ac. 655. P. 110.
PizziGHETTONB, a fortified town of N. Italy,

prov. & 12 m. W.N.W. Cremona, on the navigable
riv. Adda. P., including the suburb pf Gerra, on rt.

b. of the the riv., 5189. It isenclosedby an old wall.
Pizzo, a city of S. Italy, circ. and 5 m. N.N.E.

Monteleone, on the Gulf of Santa Eufemia. P.
7208. Murat, ex-king of Naples, was taken
prisoner and shot here in October 1815. Near it

lignite coal is extensively worked.
PizzoiJ, a town of S. It*ly, prov., circ. and 6

m. N.N.W. Aquila, on a mountain in the E. Apen-
nines, with a large monastery. P. 3436.

Plabennec, a comm. & market town of France,

dep. Finistfere, 9 m. N.N.E. Brest. P. 3357.

Placanica, a town of S. Italy, prov. Eeggio-
Calabria, circ. and 16 in. N. Gerace. P. 1295.

Placencia, a town of Spain, prov. Guipuzcoa,
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on the Deva, 23 m. W. San Sebastian, P. 1665.

Manufs. fii-earrns, swords, cutlery, and bronze

work.—II. {de Xalon), prov. and 21 m. W. Zara-

goza, on the Xalon.
Placencia or Pijisencia, Dehogria Placenfia,

a city of Spain, prov. Caceres, on the Gertes,

here crossed by 3 bridges 44 m. N.W. Almaraz.

P. 6800. It is enclosed by old walls and semi-

circular towers, with a ruined citadel on the N.
It has a Gothic cathedral, with rich works of art

;

numerous other churches, convents, and an epis-

copal p)alRce ; manufs. of hats, leather, woollen,

linen, and hempen stu£fs, and an aqueduct on 80
arches, by which it is supplied with water.

Plackxtia, a city of North Italy. [PiACEifZA.]
Placextia, a town of Newfoundland, on the

E. side of Placentia Bay, 70 m. S.W. St John.—
Placentia Bay is a deep inlet on the S. coast of

the island, 75 m. in length, and nearly 60 m. in

breadth at its entrance between Gapes St Marie
and Chapeau-rouge.

PurVCEK, a CO. of the U. S., N. America, in E. of

California. Area 1600 sq. m. P. (I860) 13,270.—
Placerville is an important town of the co., in the
centre of a rich gold-mining district. P. 2000.

Pladda, a low rocky isl. of Scotland, Firth of

Clyde, off the S. end of the isl. Arran, with a light-

house, having two fixed lights, 77 & 130 ft. above
the sea, lat 55° 25' 33' N^ Ion. 5° 7' W, P. 11.

Plain, a township, U. S., N. America, Ohio, co.

Wayne, 92 m. N.E. Columbus.—Others are in

Stark and Franklin cos., OLio.
Plaixe, a river of France, dep. Vosges, joins

the Meurthe at Eaon I'Etape, after a W. course
of 15 m.—II. a vill., dep. Vosge^ arr. and 13 m.
N.E. St Di^. P. 1666.

Plaine-Hacte, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. C6tes-du-Nord, arr. St Brieuc. P. 1768.

Plaixfaixg, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vosges, on the Meurthe, arr. St Di^. P. 4159.
Plaixfield, numerous townships of IT. S., N.

America, among which are—I. New Hampshire,
on Connecticut river, 47 m. N.W. Concord. It

has a flourishing academy.—II. Connecticut, on
the Norwich and Worcester Railway, 40 m. E.
Hartford. It has an academy, founded in 1783.

—III. New York, 15 m. N.W. Cooperstown.

—

IV. Pennsylvania, co. Northampton.
Plainpalais, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Geneva, on rt b. of the lake. P. 6597.

Plains of Abraham, a table-land immediately
S.W. the city of Quebec, Canada East Here
Generals Wolf and Montcalm, the respective com-
manders of the British and French forces, were
killed in the action of 18th September 1759.

Plaintel, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
C6tes-du-Nord, arr St Brieuc P. 2996.

Plaisance, a town of France, dep. Gers, on 1.

b. of the Larros, 26 m. W. Auch. P. 1922.—II. a
vill., dep. Aveyron, arr. St Afrique. P. 1665.
Plaitford, a pa. of Kngl., co. Wilts, 11 m. S.E.

Salisbury. Ac. 1178. P. 248.

Plan, a town of Bohemia, circ. & 31 m.W.N.W.
Pilsen, on the Mies. P. 3200. It has manufs.
of woollen cloth, alum, and vitriol works.
Planche (La), a comm. & vill. of France, dep.

Loire-Inf., arr. Nantes, cant Aigrefeuille. P. 1878.
Plancher-Bas, a comm. and vill. of France,

dop. H.-Saone, arr. and 10 m. E.N.E. Lure. P.
1249.

—

Plancher les Mines is a vill., same dep.,
arr. Lure. P. 1730, employed in cotton spinning,
and in the manuf. of jewellery.
Planco&f, a comm. and mkt town of France,

dep. C6tes-du-Nord, cap. cant, 9 m. N.W. Dinan.
P. 1910.

—

Plancy is a market town, dep. Aube, 8
m. W. Arcis, on the Aube. P. 1304.

Plan-de-ia-Toik, a comm. & vill. of France,
dep.Var, arr. Draguignan, cant Grimaud. P. IMl
Plaxdes Quatix, a viil. of Switzerland, cant

Geneva, on 1. b. of the lake. P. 857.
Planitz, a mkt. town of Bohemia, circ and 8

m. E. Klattau, on the Bratawa. P. 1600.—II. a
vill. of Saxony, circ. and 3 m. S.S.W. Zwickau.
Plaquemines, a pa. of the U. S , North Ame-

rica, in S.E. of Louisiana. Area 967 sq. m. P.
3109 free. 5385 slaves.

Plasencia, a town of Spain. [Placencia.]
Plasky, a vill. of Austrian Croatia, military

frontier, circ. and 30 m. S.S.W. Carlstadt P.
4610. It is the see of a Greek bishop.

Plassy, a town of British India, presid. and
prov. Bengal, dist Nuddea, 96 m. N. Calcutta,
and memorable for the great victory obtained
there, June 23, 1757, by the troops under Clive,
over the army of the Bengal viceroy, and which
established British supremacy in India. Lat. 23*
46' N. ; Ion. 88° 15' E.
Plata, an island. Pacific Ocean, off the coast

of Ecuador, 20 m. S.W. Cape San Lorenzo.
Plat^a, a ruined city of Greece, gov. B€eotift{

its remains on the W. slope of Mount Cithaeron,

7 m. S.W. Thebes, consisting of walls and parts
of a citadel. Near it, B.C. 479, the Greeks, under
Pausanias, totally defeated and nearly annihilated
the grand Persian army under Mardonius.
Plata (La), a town of South Ameiica, Gra-

nadian Confed., dep. Cundinamarca, prov. and
62 m. S.S.W. of Neyva, on an affluent of the
Magdalena. It stands in a fertile valley.

Platamona (^Herackay, a maritime town of

European Turkey, Thessaly, on the W. coast of

the Gulf of Salouica, 5 m. N. the mouth of the Sa-
lympria, P. 1500. It has someremainsof antiquity,

a citadel on a rock, and a Turkish cemetery.
Platana, a small town of Asia Minor, 8 m. W.

Trebizond, with a roadstead, which is the winter
anchorage of lai^e ships trading to that port.

Platani (^Camiais^ a river of Sicily, provs.

Palermo and Girgenti, enters the Mediterranean
18 m. W.N.W. Girgenti, after a S.W. course of

60 m. mostly through a cultivated plain.

Plata Republic. [Argentine Confed.]
Plata (Rio de La) or the Plate River, one

of the great rivers, or rather a great estuary of

South America, Argentine Confed., formed by
the junction of the Parana and Uruguay rivers,

in lat 34° S., Ion. 58° 30' W. ; its basin "lying 8-

of those of the Amazon, Tocantins, and San
Francisco, and its numerous tributaries draining

most part of the Plata, Paraguay, and Uruguay
territories, with considerable portions of Bolivia

and Brazil. The estuary resulting from their

union is 200 m. in length N.W. to S.E^ and
where it joins the Atlantic Ocean, is 140 m.
across (between Maldonado & Cape St Antonia).

Its muddy waters can be traced in the ocean 200

m. from its mouth. [Parana, Paraguay.]
Plate, a vill. of Germany, grand duchy Meek

lenbui^-Schwerin, 6 m. S.S.E. Schwerin.
Platel, a market town of Russian Poland,

gov. Vilna, 15 m. W.N.W. Telsh. P. 1500.

Plathe, a town of Prussian Pomerania, gov.

and 37 m. N.E. Stettin, on the Kega. P. 1949. It

has manufs. of woollen cloth, and trade in timber.

Plato, a vill. of S. Amer., Granadian Confed.,

dep. Magdalena, 12 m. S.S.E. Teneriffe. P. 2000.

Platfe, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in

W. of Missouri. Area 393 sq. m. P. (1860)

15,037 free, 3313 slaves.

Platte or Nebraska, a river of U. S., North

America, tributary to the Missouri, rises hy two

heads, called the N. and S. Forks, ir, the Rocky

I
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Mountains of the territory Colorado, and flows

E. through Nebraska territory, joining the Mis-

son ri, near Platte city, about lat. 41° N. It Ls in

general about 1 m. wide, and its depth is insuf-

hcieut for navigation. Length 980 m.—The Little

Platte River, state Missouri, joins the river Mis-
souri, after a S. course, nearly opposite the Kansas.

Plattekit.l, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 20 m. S. Kingston.

Pla'itkn, a town of Austria, Bohemia, 14 m.
N. Elubogen, in the Erzgebirge. P. 2000. With
iron mines and paper mills.

Plaiten She, a lake of Hungary, [Balaton.]
Plaiteville, a post-vill., U. S., North Ame-

rica, Wisconsin, 78 m. W.S.W. Madison, in the

centre of an extensive lead region.

Plattling, a market town of Lower Bavaria,

on the Isar, here crossed by a bridge 900 feet in

length, 16 m. S.E. Straubing. P. 2019.

Pi^ATTSBURG, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, cap. co. Clinton, on the

Saranac river, 145 m. N. Albany. P. 6800. It has a

court-house, gaol, bank, lyceum. academy, several

churches, and water-power on tlie Saranac river.

Platz, two towns of Austria, Bohemia.—I. circ.

and 2-2 ra. E.N.E. Budweis. P. 1323.—II. circ.

and 14 m. N.W. Saatz, in the Erzgebirge. P. 1323.

Plau, a walled town of N. Germany, Mecklen-
burg- Schwerin, principality Gilstrow, on Lake
Plau, 37 m. E.S.E. Schwerin. P. 2934.

Plaudken, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Mor-
bihan, an-. Vannes, cant. Grand-Champ. P. 2317.

Plauen, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwickau, on
1. b. of the White Elster, 61 m. S.W. Leipzig,

with a station on the Saxon-Bavarian Railway.
P. (1864) 18,590. It has a royal castle, and a
gymnasium ; manufs. of linen and cotton goods,

paper, and leather.

Plauzat, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Puy-de-D6me, 11 m. S. Clermont. P. 1251.

Playukjj, a pa. of England, co, Sussex, li m.
N. Eye. Ac. 1360. P. 314.

Playford, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4^ m.
E.N.E. Ipswich. Ac. 650. P. 260.

Plazac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Dor-
dogne, 6 ni. W.S.W. Montiguac. P. 1636.

Pleasant, numerous townships of the U. S.,

North America, chiefl}' in Ohio.—I. co. Fairfield.

— II. CO. Brown.— III. Indiana, 82 m. S.E.
Indianapolis.

—

Pleasant Valley is a township of

New York, 34 m. S. Poughkeepsie.
Pleasants, a co. of U. S., North America,

Virginia. P. 2930 free, 15 slaves.

Pleasington, a tnshp., England, co. Lancaster,
pa. and 3 m. W.S.W. Blackburn, with a station on
the East Lancashire Railway. Ac. 1600. P. 422.

Pleasley, a pa. of England, co. Derby, Si^ m.
E.S.E. Chesterfield. Ac. 3750. P. 613, partly
employed in the cotton manufactures.
Pleaux, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Cantal, 18 m. N.W. Aurillac. P. 6856.
Plechatel, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Illo-et-Vilaine, 23 m. N.E. Eedon. P. 2588.
Pledeliac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

C6tes-du-Nord, 14 m. W. Dinan. P. 2051.
Pledran, a coram, and vill. of France, dep.

C6tes-du-Nord, 4 m. S. St Brieuc. P. 3571.
PLiafeDHEL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

C6tes-du-Nord, arr, St Brieuc. P. 1706.

Pleidesheim, a market town of WUrtemberg,
circ. Neckar, 3 m. W.N.W. Marbach. P. 1494.

PLEiNE-FouGfeRES, a comm. and town, France,
' dep. lUe-et-Vilaine, 22 m, E.S.E. St Malo. P. 3201.

Pleisnitz, a market town of N. Germany, co.
and 6 m. N.N.E. GomSr, on the Sajo. P. 2102,
partly employed in iron works.

Pleisse, a river of Saxony, joins the White
Elster at Leipzig, after a N. course of 60 miles.

Plelan, two comms. and vills. of France.—I.

dep. llle-et-Vilaine, cap. cant, 20 m. W.S.W.
Rennes. P. 4138.—II. dep. Cotes-du-Nord, cap.

cant., 7 m. W. Dinan. P. 1183.

Plelo, a comm. and vill. of France, dep, C6te8-
du-Nord, arr. St Brieuc. P. 4350
Plemet, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

C6tes-du-Nord, 7 m. E. liOud^ac. P. 3378.

Plemonstali-, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.
N.E. Chester. Ac. 8131. P. 2019.

Plemy, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Cotes-
du-Nord, 12 m. N.N.E. Loude'ac. P. 2965.

Plkncia, a seaport town of Spain, prov. Bis-

cay, 14 m. N.W. Bilbao, at the mouth of the
river Placentia. It has a school of navigation,
and docks for building vessels. P. 1193.

Pl£n£e-Jugon, a comm. & vill. of France, dep.

Cotes-du-Nord, arr. Disian, cant. Jugon. P, 4223.
Pli^neuf, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Cotes-

du-Nord, arr. St Brieuc, cap. cant. J?. 2146.

Plkrguer, acomm. & vill., France, dep. Ille-et-

Viiaine, arr. St Malo, cant. Chateauneuf. P. 3123.

Ples or Plioss, a town of Russia, gov. and 30
m. S.E. Kostroma, on the Volga. P. 1750.

Pleschen or Pleszevv, a town of Prussia, gov.
and 54 m. S.E. Posen, cap. circ. P. 6147. With
manufs. of woollens and tobacco.

Pi.KSHEY, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6 m.
N.N.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 726. P. 342.

Plessala, a market town of France, dep.
Cotes-du-Nord, arr. Louddac. P. 3324.

Pless^ a market town of France, dep. Loire-
Inf^rieure, 13 m. N. Savenay. P. 4856.

Plesse (Pol. Pszczynd), a town of Prussian
Silesia, gov. and 68 m. S.E. Oppeln, cap. circ,

and of a principality belonging to the prince of

Anhalt-Kothen. P. 3146. It has a castle ; and
manufs. of woollen cloth, oil cloth, and leather.

Ple-stan, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Cotes-
du-Nord, arr. Dinan, cant. Jugon. P. 2040.

Plestchieivo or Klkstchino-Ozero, a small
lake of Russia, gov. and 70 m. N.W. Vladimir,
near the head of an alii, of the Volga, and inter-

esting as the place where Peter the Great, in

1691, made his first essays to fonn the Russian
navy. Length 5 m. ; breadth 4 miles.

Plestin. a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Cotes-du-Nord, 9 m. S.W. Lannion. P. 4527.
Pleszew, a town of Pruss. Poland. [Pleschen.]
Plettenbero, a town, Pruss. Westphalia, gov.

and 16 m. S.S.W. Arensberg, on the Else. P. 1828.

PLErrENBERO Bay, Cape Colony, S. Africa,
dist. George Town. Lat. 34° S. ; Ion. 23° 20' E.
It is bounded on the S.W. by Seal Cape.
Pleubian, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cotes-du-Nord, arr. Lannion, cant. Lezardi-ieux.

P. 3600.

PLEUDANiEr>, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Cotes-du-Nord, cant. Lezardrieux. P. 2673.
Pleudihen, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cotes-du-Nord, arr. and cant. Dinan. P. 4693.
Pleugueneuc, a comm. and vill. of France^

dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, cant. Tint^niac. P. 1843.

Pleumartin, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Vienne, 12 m. S.E. Chatellerault. P. 1410.

Pleumeur, two comms. and vills. of France,
dep. Cotes-du-Nord, arr. Lannion.—I. (Bodon).
P. 2864.—II. {Gautier). P. 2438.
Pleurtuit, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ille-et-Vilaine, 5 m. S.W. St Malo. P. 5481.

Pleyben, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Finistfere, 16 m. N.N.E. Quiniper. P. 5164.

Pleyberchkist, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Finist^re, 5 m. S.S.W. Morlaix. P. 3393.
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pLEYStF.rx, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper Pa-

latinate, 8 m. N.E. Leuchtenbergr. P. 1068.

Pliego, a town of Spain, prov. and 22 m. W.
Mnrcia. P. 3004.

Plieningen, a vill., Wiirtemberg, circ. Neckar,

on the Kersch, 5 m. S.S.E. Stuttgart. P. 2147.

Plinlimmox, one of the loftiest mountains of

"Wales, cos. Montgomery and Cardigan, 12 m.
"W. from Cardigan Bay, and 11 m. W.N.W.
Llanidloes. Elevation 2481 feet. The rivers

Severn and "Wye have their sources in this mntn.
Ploaghe, a vill. of the isl. Sardinia, prov. & 11

m. E.S.E. Sassari, cap. mand. P. of comm. 3000.

Ploare, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Fini-

stfero, arr. Quimper, cant. Dourwanenez. P. 2444.

P1.0CHINGEX, a vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ. Nec-
kar, 6 m. E.S.E. Esslingen. P. 1759.

Plockton, a maritime vill. of Scotland, co.

Itoss, on its "W. coast, pa. Lochalsh. P. 639.

Plocmeur, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Morbihan, 3 m. W. Loi-iont P. 9219.

Ploex or Plon, a town of Prussia, Holstein,

cap. amt, on a narrow isthmus below the great

and little Plon lakes, 17 m. S.E. Kiel. Pop.
with suburbs 2/Oi).—The Lake of Ploen, the
largest in Holstein, is about 7 m. in length, and
4 in breadth ; the Ijittle Ploen Lake is the N.
portion separated by the narrow isthmus on
which Ploen is situated.

Ploerdut, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.

Morbihan, 15 m. W. Pontivy. 3592.

Ploermel, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Morbihan, cap. arr., 25 m. N.E. Vannes. P.

6478, principally employed in weaving linen and
mixed fabrics. It has a communal college.

PrxEUc, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.

C6tes-du-Nord, 12 m. S.E. St Brieuc. P. 5051.

PiXEZAL, a comm. and vUl., France, dep. C6tes-
du-Nord, 11 m. N.N.W. Guingamp. P. 3110.

Plogoff, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Finistfere, 23 m. W.N.W. Quimper. P. 1596.

PLOMBii:RF.s, a comm., town, and watering-
place of France, dep. Vosges, on the Angronne,
14 m. S. Epinal. P. 1500. Its waiin saline baths
are well frequented. The town has manufs. of

cutlery.—II. a market town, dep. Cote-d'Or, on
railway to Lyon, 3 m. W.N.W. Dijon. P. 1582.

Plomb de Cantal, France. [Caxtal.]
Pix)MFTOX, a township of England, co. York,

"West Biding, pa. Spofforth, 2^ m. E.S.E. Knares-
"borough. Ac. 2250. P. 219.

Plon, a town and lake of Holstein. [Ploen.]
Plone, a river of Prussia, provs. Brandenburg

and Pomerania, joins the Haff at Damm, 4 m. E.
Stettin, after a N. course of 40 miles.

Prx)NEOUR-LAirv'ERN, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Finistfere, arr. Quimper, cant. Plo-
gastel, St Germain. P. 3238.

Plon£vez-du-Faon, a comm. and vill., France,
dep. Finist^re, arr. Chiteaulin. P. 4416.

PtrONSK or Plask, a town of Poland, gov. and
30 m. E.N.E. Plotzk, on the Plonna. P. 4050,
mostly Jews. It has a fine Carmelite church.

Plotzk, a city of Poland, cap. gov., on the Vis-
tula, 58 m. W.N.W. Warsaw. P. (1865) 17,058.

It is enclosed by walls, and consists of an old
and a new town. Principal buildings, a cathe-
dral, bishop's palace, theatre, and government
oflSces. It has also Piarist and other colleges, a
seminary, and manufs. of leather and skins, and
an active transit trade. Area of gov. 6766 sq. m.
P. (1860) 561,903.
Plou, a prefix of the names of numerous com-

munes and vOls. in Brittany, France, the princi-
pal being,—I. {Plouaret\ "cap. cant., 8 m. S.

Lannion. P. 5498.—II. {Flouasne), dep. C6tes-

du-Nord, 10 m. S. Dinan. P. 2524.—III. (Plouay),
dep. Morbihan, cap. cant., 11 m. N. Lorieut. P.
4360.—IV. (Ploubazanecy, dep. Cotes-du-Nord, 1
m. N.N.E. Paimpol. P. 3402.—V. (Ploubezre),
2 m. S. Lannion. P. 3402.—VI. (Ploridabnezeau),

dep. Finistdre, cap. cant., 13 m. N.N.W. Brest.
P. 3267.—VII. (Ploudanier), dep. Finist^re, 14 m.
N.E. Brest. P. 3331.—VIII. {Plouenan), dep. Fi-
nistfere, 7 m. N.W. Morlaix. P. 2925.—IX.
{Plouer), dep. Cotes-du-Nord, 6 m. N.E. Dinan.
P. 3850.—X. (Plouescat), dep. Finistere, cap.
cant., 16 m. W.N.W. Moriaix. P. 3082.—XL
{Plottezec), dep. Cotes-du-Nord, arr. St Brieuc. P.
4565.—^XII. (^Plougastel-Daoidas), dep. Finistere,

6 m. E. Brest, near its harbour. P. 6090.—XIII.
(Plougaznou), dep. Finistere, near the English
Channel, 8 m. N.N.E. Morlaix. P. 3621.—XIV.
{Plovgonvelin), dep. Finistere, arr. Brest, near
the coast P. 1434.—XV. {Plougonven), dep.
Finistere, 7 m. S.E. Morlaix. P. 4190.—XVL
{Plouggonvery, dep. Cotes-du-Nord, arr. Guin-
gamp. P. 3953

—

XYII. (^Plouguenasi), dep.Cdtes-
du-Nord, cap. cant., 16 m. S. St Brieuc. P.
3503.— XVIII. {Plouguemeau\ dep. Finistfere,

arr. Brest. P. 3868.—XIX. {Plougemevet), dep.
C6tes-du-Nord, arr. Guingamp. P. 3485.—XX.
(Plmiha), dep. Cotes-du-Nord, cap. cant., 13 m.
N.W. St Brieuc. P. 6112.—XXI. (PlouiderX dep.
Finistere, aiT. Brest. P. 3116.—XXII. {Ploi^
neau\ dep Finistere, 6 m. E. Morlaix. P. 6017.
—XXIII. (^Ploumoguer), dep. Finistere, 9 m.
W.N.W. Brest. P. 1904.-XXIV. (JPlourUy,
dep. Finistere, 4 m. S.S.E. Moriaix. P. 3145.—
XXV. {Plouvomy, 9 m. W. Morlaix. P. 3065,
who trade in farm-horses, reputed the best in the

dep.—XXVI. (Plouzaniy, dep. Finistere, 5 m.
W. Brest, P. 2264.

Plouhinec, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Finistfere, arr. Quimper, caut. Pont-Croix. P. 3378.

Pix)Un£ouk-trez, a comm. & vill., France, dep.

Finistfere, arr. Brest, cant. Lesneven. P. 3808.

Ploune^'ez-lochrist, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Finistere, cant. Plonescat P. 4275.

Ploi'nevez-Moldec, a comm. & vill., France,
dep. Cotes-du-Nord, arr. Lannion. P. 3660.

Pix)Cz£v£d£, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Finistere, cap. cant., arr. Morlaix. P. 1946.

Plovest, a town of Walachia, 32 m. N. Bucha-
rest. P. 3000. It has a great wool fair.

Plucklet and Evington, a pa. of England,
CO. Kent, with a station on the S.E. Eailway, 5
m. W.N.W. Ashford. Ac. 3047. P. 777.

Pludenz, a town of the Tirol. [Bludenz."!
Pluderhausen, a mkt. town of Wiirtemberg,

circ. Jaxt, 4 m. W. Lorch. P. 1495.

Plumas, a co. of the U. S., N. America, GaB-
fomia. P. 4363.

Plumb, a township of TJ. S., N. America, Pena-
sylvania, on the Alleghany, 14 m. E. Pittsburg*

Plumblaxd, a pa. of England, co. CumberlaMl,
6 m. N. Cockermouth. Ac. 2970. P. 726.

Plume (La), a comm. & town, France, dep. Lot-

et-Garonne, cap. cant., 8 m. S."W. Agen. P. 1742.

Plumelec, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, 13 m. S.W. Ploermel. P. 3082.

Plumeliau, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

dep. Morbihan, 7 m. S. Pontivy. P. 4286.

Plumieux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cotes-du-Nord, arr. Loud^ac. P. 3367.

Plumstead, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Norfolk, ^ m. S.E. Holt. Ac. 1272. P. 178.—II.

CO. Kent, 10 m. E.S.E. St Paul's cathedral, Lon-
don. Ac. 3715. P. (1861) 24,502.-111. {Great\

CO. Norfolk, 4| m. K Norwich. Ac 1403. P.

342.—IV. (Z,i«/e> same co., 4^ m. E.N.K Noi^

wich. Ac. 1395. P. 319.

f
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Plumpton, several cos. of England.—I. co.

Northampton, 6 m. W. Towcester. Ac. 1800.

p. 42.—II. CO. Sussex, 4^ m. W.N.W. Lewes. Ae.
2423. P. 404.—III.

(
Wood), a township, England,

(-0. Lancaster, pa. St Michael, 4} m. N.W. Preston,
;i nd with a station on the Preston & Carlisle Eail-

way, 13 m. S.S.E. Carlisle. Ac. 4722. P. 1462.

PuiMSTEiAD, a vill. of S. Africa, Cape Colony,

nnd dist. South of Cape Town. The salubrity of

its climate renders it a favourite residence of the

colonists. It has several schools, chapels, etc.

Plumstead, a township of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania, 30 m. N. Philadelphia.

Plumtkee, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m.
S.S.E. Nottingham. Ac. 3460. P. 551.

Pluneret, a conim. and mkt. town of Prance,

(lep. Morbihan, 19 m. E.S.E. Lorient P. 2922.

Pi,UNGAN, a market town of Bussiau Poland,
gov. Vilna, 13 m. W. Telsh. P. about 1550.

Plungar, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 10

ni. N.N.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1310. P. 251.

Pluvigner, a comra. and town of France, dep.

Mi.vbihan, 13 m. N.W, Vannes. P. 4699.

Plymouth, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport

town, and naval station of England, co. Devon,
on the N. side of the bay called Plymouth Sound

;

aspect due S. It is one of "the Three Towns "

(a local designation) which form virtually one
great town. Stonehouse (5'. ».) is W. of Ply-
mouth. Devonport (q. e.) is still further to W.,
but rather N.W. of Stonehouse and Plymouth.
Lat. of Mount Wise (between Stonehouse and
Devonport) 60° 22' N. ; Ion. 4° 10' 2" W. P. of

raunic. and pari. bor. (1851) 62,221 ; (1861) 62,599.

Railway communication, W, by Cornwall line

;

E., and to all England, by S. Devon line ; N., vtd

Tavistock, to Launceston. It stands on very un-
even ground, is irregularly laid out, lies in the
midst of a very beautiful neighbourhood, and
from all these reasons is one of the loveliest

places in the south of England. In public build-
ings it is not rich. The chief are the group of the
royal hotel, theatre, and athenaeum ; the public
and Cuttonian libraries ; freemason's hall, mar-
ket, post-office, mechanics' institute, guild-hall,

borough prisons, custom house, exchange ; the
S. Devon Railway station ; and several banks are
of some pretensions. Street architecture is vastly
improved of late j'ears. Plymouth is well sup-
plied with churches—established and non-esta-

i blished. The principal in point of architecture
are St Andrew's, Charles', Christ church, Oxford
Street, St Peters, new Congregational church,
Tavistock Boad, Roman Catholic church, Cecil
Street. The Congregationalists have a hand-
some college, called " the W(,stem College," in
Tavistock Road. There ar-i public baths, an
hospital, dispensary, eye infirmary, orphan
asylum, the usual charities of a large town, and
a fine cemetery. The citadel, beside thebairacks
at Millbay, is the only military establishment of
importance. Other establishments, military and
naval, are at Devonport and Stonehouse. The cita-

del stands E. of the Hoe, & commands the Sound,
the entrance to Sutton Pool and Catwater, and is

^pen, except at stated intervals, to the public, who
may walk on tlie ramparts, which afford one of the
most delightful views in the neighbourhood ; it

31 mtains houses for the Lieut.-Governor and other
ifficers, barrack, hospital, chapel, magazine, and
umoury. The Hoe is a commanding eminence
vcrlooking the Sound, and extends from Millbay
') the citadel. Pine limestone cliffs descend from
I to the sea. Caniage drives, walks, and seats,
iiake it the promenade of Plymouth. Part of it has
'i:t;u planted with ornamental shi-ubs. On it are

an obelisk and camera obscura, Manufs., sugar
soap, Roman cement, lead, pope, canvass, ship-
building, iron-founding, brewing, steam saw
mills, lead works, British spirits, starch, potterj-.

—The port includes all harbours, creeks, etc.,

from Looe on the W., to the river Kalm on the
E., but the pUotage district extends E. to Start
Point. It has a trade with America, the Medi-
terranean, W. Indies, the Baltic, etc. There are
consuls and vice-consuls for thirty nations. An
extensive coasting trade. Steamers to Ireland,
Liverpool, Penzance, Falmouth, Jersey, Ports-
mouth, Southampton, & London. It is an emigra-
tion port; & has extensive fisheries. Chief exports,
coffee, lead ores, manganese, granite, limestone,
clay, fish ; imports, wine, fruit, corn, timber, and
coal. There are large bonded warehouses. The
chief docks are Sulton Pool, opening N. from Cat-
water, and on E. of Plymouth; the Great Western
docks and Millbay on the W. Registered ship-
ping 457, tonnage 46,807. The celebrities of the
town are Sir F. Drake (bom at Tavistock) ; Sir
J. Hawkins, who helped to defeat the Armada

;

General Mudge, who directed the first Trig, sur-
vey of the kingdom ; Kitto, Northcote, S. Prout,
Haydon, and Sir Charles Eastlake. It sends two
members to House of C. Reg. elec. (1864) 2913.
Pit/mouth Sound is an inlet of the English Channel,
about 3 miles wide at its entrance, bounded on
three sides bj' elevated land, descending abruptly
to the sea. On the W. are Cawsand Bay, new
fortifications, Mount Edgcumbe house and park

;

on the N. the Hoe; on the W. Mount Balten
and Bovisand Bay ; on Bovisand heights are
fortifications. In the Sound are Drake's island,

fortified, 3 ac. in extent, and the celebrated break-
water, with its lighthouse and beacon, which cost

1,500,000/., and is 6100 feet long. Eleven miles
beyond the breakwater is the Eddj'stone light-

house. In fine weather boats can reach it, and in
summer there are constant steamer excursions.
Eastward from the Sound is the harbour of Cat-
water, leading to a lakelike expanse called tho
Laira, into which falls the " sylvan Plym." Across
the Laira is an elegant cast-iron bridge ; on the
S. Chelson meadow, the groves of Saltram, and
Saltram house, the seat of the Earl of Morley ; on
the N. a fine embankment and the railway.
Plymouth, a seaport town, U. S., North Ame-

rica, Massachusetts, cap. co., on Cape Cod Bay,
37 m. S.S.E. Boston P. 6272. It has a court-
house, gaol, many churches, cotton manufs., and
vessels employed in fisheries and in foreign trade.

This is the oldest town in New England, having
been the landing place of the "Pilgrim Fathers,"
from the " Mayflower," 22d December 1620. Arer
of CO. 640 sq. ra. P. (I860) 64,768.—IL a town
ship, Connecticut, 20 m. W.S.W. Hartford. 1

is noted for its manufactures of cloth.—II

J

Michigan, 25 m. S.W. Detroit.—IV. New Hamp
shire, 39 m. N. Concord.—V. Vermont, 25 m. S.
Montpelier.—VI. New York, 7 ra. N.W. Nor-
wich.—VII. Pennsylvania, near Bethany.—^VIII.

Ohio, 77 m. N.N.E. Columbus.
Plympton (Maurice or Earl's), a decayed

bor., market town, and p>a. of England, co. Devon,
5 m. E. of Plymouth. Ac. of pa,. 373. P. 900. Tho
town is old and irregular. It is a stannery town,
and a municipal bor. by prescription. Birthplace
of the painter Sir Joshua Reynolds.
Plympton (St Mary), a pa. of England, co.

Devon,
-J-

m. N. Earl's Plympton, with a station
on the South Devon Railway, 5 m. E. Plymouth.
Ac. 9983. P. 3026.
Plymstock, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.

E.S.E. Plymouth. Ac. 3650. P. 2997.

3s
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Plymtree, a pa, of England, co. Devon, 3J m.

S.S.E. CoUnmpton, Ac. 2185. P. 462.

Pnomb Pinh, the cap. town of Cambodia, on
W. bank of the stream at the confl. of the river
from Tale Sab with the Mekong river, S.E. of

Udong, the former cap. P. (1866) 15,000 to

20,000, Chinese, Cochin-Chinese, Malays, and
Cambodians. It is the great market of Cam-
bodia, and has a large import and export trade,

carried on by Chinese merchants. In 1866 a
new bazaar and a palace for the king were being
erected from designs by a French architect.

Po (Padus and Endanus), the largest river of
Italy, in the north, irrigating, with its affl.,

the entire plain of Piedmont and Lombardy,
rises in Monte Viso, lat 44° 38' N., Ion. 7° E.,

flows at first N.E. to Turin, and thence mostly
E.ward with a very tortuous course to the Adri-
atic, which it enters by several mouths between
lat. 44° 48' and 45° 10' N., the principal sumamed
the Po deUa Maestra, della ToUa, di Goro, and
di Volano. Total estimated length 390 m., of
which about 280 m. are navigable for large barges
and river steamers. Principal affls. on left, the
Dora Baltea, Sesia, Ticino, Lambro, Adda, Oglio,
and Mincio ; and on right, the Maira, Tanaro,
Trebbia, Taro, Parma, Secchia, and Panaro. The
Po is, in many parts of Lombardy, above the
neighbouring plains; below Piacenza it is en-
closed by emtemkments formed by its own de-
posits, and carefully kept up to prevent inunda-
tions from floods. Its ordinary width averages
1900 feet; its depth varies, according to the
season, from 13 to 36 feet Its current in the dry
season is sluggish, but in spring and summer
turbulent Its rapid steam, numerous islands,
and the many sand banks in its lower reaches
greatly impede navigation ; but it is highly useful
in fertilizing the country, and abounds with
sturgeons, salmon, and other fish.

PoBJANiTYE, a town of fiussian Poland, gov.
of Warsaw. P. 4520.
PoBOLEDA, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 m.

W.N.W. Tarragona. P. 1758.
Pocahontas, a co. of U. S., North America,

Virginia. P. 3706 free, 252 slaves.
PocKLiNGTON, a pa. and market town of Eng-

land, CO. and 13 m. E.S.E. York, in the E. Riding
of CO. Ac. of pa. 4668. P. 2923 ; of township
2671. It has a station on the York and North
Midland Railway, 6 m. N.W. Market Weighton.
PocoMOKE, a river of the U. S., North America,

rises in the Cypress swamp between Maryland
and Delaware, and after a S.W. course of 45 m.,
enters Pocomoke Bay, an arm of Chesapeake Bay.
It is navigable to Snowhill.
PocziNKA, a town of Russia, gov. and 116 m.

S.S.E. Nijni-Novgorod- P. 6400.
PoDENZAC, a comm. and vilL, France, dep. Gir-

onde, cap. cant, on 1. b. of the Garonne, and on
railway to Cette, 16 m. S.E. Bordeaux. P. 1681.
PoDENZANo, a town of N. Italy, near the Nura,

prov. and 7 m. S. Piacenza, with two churches, a
monastery, hospital, and 3161 inhabitants.
PoDGORiTZA, a town of European Turkey, Al-

bania, sanj. and 38 m. N. Scutari, cap. kadilik,
on the Montenegrin frontier. P. 6000, nearly all

Mohammedans. A few miles N. are the remains
of the ancient Dioclea, consisting of ruined tem-
ples, columns, and the bed of an aqueduct about
12 miles in length.
PoDGORZE, a small town of Austrian Poland,

Galicia, separated by the Vistula from Cracow,
of which it is a suburb. P. 1997.
PoDHARD, two market towns of Bohemia I.

circ. and 5 m. N.N.AV- Budweis, on the Moldau.

P. 1817.—II. circ. Bidschow, 3 m. S.W. Gita-

chin. P. 394.

PoDiEBRAD, atown of Bohemia, circ, Bidschow,
on the rt b. of the Elbe, 4 m. S.E. Nimburg, and
on the railway to Prague. P. 3400.

Po DI Primaro, ariv. of N. Italy, provs. Ferrara

and Ravenna, being a continuation of the Reno,

which rises near Pistoja, thence runs N.N.E. 65

m., & afterwards E.S.E. for 24 m. as far as Trag-
hetto, where it assumes this name; its lower

course is nearly E.S.E. past Argenta, and after

an entire course of 120 miles it enters the Adriatic

at Porto-di-Primaro, 13 m. N.E. Ravenna.
PoDOLiA or Podolsk, a gov. of Russian Poland,

mostly between lat 47° 30' and 49° 45' N., loo.

26° 25' and 30° 48' E., having W. Galicia, and
elsewhere enclosed by the govs. Volhynia, Kiey,

Kherson, and Bessarabia. Area 16,388 sq. m. P.

(1858) 1,748,466, mostly Poles. Surface generally

level. Principal rivers, the Dniester, forming
its S.W. boundary, and the Bug. Soil fertile;

hemp, flax, hops, tobacco, and various fruits

are grown ; and vineyards and mulberry planta-

tions are increasing. Cattle rearing is important^

and many cattle of fine breeds are sent into GaU-
cia and Germany ; swine, poultry, and bees, ar»

also numerous ; and the fisheries in the Dniester

are valuable. Mineral products comprise nitre,

lime, and alabaster. Manufs. of woollen cloth,

leather, and potash, are carried on, and it has

many distilleries. Trade is mostly in the hands

of the Jews. The government is divided into 12

districts. Principal towns, Kaminietz, Mohilev,

and Szarogrod.
Podolsk or Podol, a town of Russia, gov. vA

20 m. S.S.W. Moscow. P. 1300.

PoDOR, a vill. of W. Africa, Senegambia, built

by the French in 1743, on the Senegal, lat 16°

35' N., Ion. 15° W. The fort is abandoned-
PoDOROSK, a market town of Russia, got;

Grodno, 12 m. S.S.E. Volkovisk. P. 1600.

PoEL, an island of N. Germany, Mecklenburg-
Schwerin, iu the Gulf of LUbeck, Baltic, circ.

and 4 m. N. Wismar. Length and breadth about

5 m. each.
PoGAR, a market toAvn of Russia, gov. and 119

m. N.E. Tchemigov, with trade in flax. P. 4382.

POGGIO MiRTETO, an episcopal town of Central

Italy, prov. Perugia, circ. Rieti,^ cap. dist P.

2247. It is surrounded by walls, and has a cathe-

dral and two palaces ; manufs. crystal.

PoGGT Isles (North and South), two con-

tiguous islands of Malaysia, 60 m. S.W. Sumatra.

Surface irregular, and densely wooded.
PoGiR, a market town of Russian Poland, gov.

Vilna, 18 m. N.W. Vilkomirz. P. 1500.

Pogost, three market towns of Russia, gov.

Minsk.—1. 28 m. E.N.E. Igumen.—IL 18 m. N.E.

Pinsk.—IIL 13 m. S.S.E. Slutsk.

PoHOXEE, a town of British India, territory of

Nagpore, on 1. b. of Weingimga, dist and 45 m.

S.E. Nagpore.
Poinsett, a co. of U. S., North America, Ar-

;

kansas. P. 2535 free, 1086 slaves.

Point-a-Pitre (La), a town of the French

West India island Guadeloupe, cap. arr. Grande

Terre, on the Little Cul-de-Sac, 18 m. N.E. Basse-

terre. P. (186n 20,000. It was nearly destroyed I

by an earthquase in 1843.

Point Couple, a pa. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, in S.E. of Louisiana, Area 429 sq. m. !'

4815 free, 12,903 slaves.

Point Danger, a headland of Australia, from

which the boundary between Queensland arid

New South Wales is drawn. Lat 28° 25' S.

;

Ion. 123° 35' K

I
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Point-de-Galle, Ceylon. [Ga lle.]
L'oiNTiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

7 m. E.N.E. Yeovil. Ac. 1020. P. 174.

Point Levi, a town of Canada E., co. Levi, on
tlio St Lawrence, opposite Quebec. P. 4500.

Point-Malcolm, a headland on the S. coast

of Australia, near lat. 33° 48' S., Ion. 123° 40' E.
Point Noire, a town in the isle of Guadeloupe,

^\'. Indies, arr. la Basse-terre, cap. cant. P. 1749.

Point-Pedbo, the N. extremity of the island

Ceylon, lat. 9° 46' N., Ion. 80° 20' E.
PoiNT-EoMANiA, the S.E. extremity of the

Jlalay peninsula. Lat. 1° 22' N. ; Ion. 104° 16' E.
I'oiRfi, a comm. and market town of W. France,

(li^p. Vendue, cap. cant., 7 m. N.W. Napoleon
Xcndie. P. 3902.

PoiRiNO, a market town, N. Italy, prov. and 14
111. S.E. Turin, cap. mand. P. (with comm.) 6334.

PoissY, acomm. andtown of France, dep. Sa6ne-
t-Oise, on 1. b. of the Seine, and on railway to

llouen, 10 m. N.N.W. Versailles. P. (1861) 5101.
I'oiTiERS, Limonum, a comm. & town of France,

•ap. dep. Vienne, on the Clain, and on the rail-

|.vay to Bordeaux, 58 m. S.S.W. Tours. P. (1861)
.10,563. It has a castle, nniversity academy,

I
everal schools, hospitals, a public library, theatre,

ijotanic garden, manufs. woollen goods, hosiery,

ace, hats, and some trade in corn, wool, & wine.
''oitiers, anciently the cap. of the Pictones, came
iiy marriage into the possession of the dukes of

Tormandy, and was for three centuries attached
) tlie crown of England. It was the scene of a
ignal and most unexpected victory, gained Sep-
jmber 9, 1356, over the French by the English

1 nder Edward the Black Prince, who captured
nd brought to England John, king of France.

,
PoiTOU, an old prov. of France, the cajx of

i'bich was Poitiers. It is now subdivided among
;
le deps. Charente, Vendue, Deux-Sevres, Haute-
j'ienne, and Ci-euse.

i Poix, a comm. and town of France, dep. Nord,

i4 ra. W.N.W. Av^snes. P. 1943.
I PoKHURN, a town of India, state of Jvidpwor.
i}4 m. S.W. Nagpore, in lat. 26° 54' N., Ion. 72°

. It is situated close to a deserted town of the
me name, and having 3000 houses, surrounded

\fa,n uncemented stonewall, 15 feet high. The
Ite of the old deserted city is marked by a very
"jinspicuous temple, for which it is celebrated,
he country is fertile. Annual rev. 10,000^.,

[hich was formerly three times £(.s much.
iPoKROv, a town of Eussia, gov. and 52 m.
'.S.W. Vladimir, near the Kliazma. P. 1500.

PoKRovsKAjA, a market town of Eussia, gov.
id 4 m. S.E. Saratov, on the Volga. P. 1500.
has magazines of salt, stored here from the
3rks on Lake Elton.
PoKUR or PusHKAR {Water}, chief town of a
rgunna of same name, British India, dist. and
n. N.W. Ajmere, N.W. provs. The town is sur-
unded by shrines and cenotaphs ofmany styles

architecture, the principal one of which cost

,000/., sm-mounted by a cross, and accessible by
• ips to the sacred water. At the first moon of

tober, it is frequented by pilgrims for the pur-
se of ritual ablution. It has fine vineyards, and
>duces the largest and best grapes in India.
4334.

Pol (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.
8-de-Calais, cap. arr., on the Tcrnoise, 19 m.
•N.W. Arras. P. 3440. It has two ruined

!
'ties, a comm. college, and mineral baths.
'oLA, two towns of Spain, prov. Oviedo.—I.

Lefia, 13 m. S.S.E. Oviedo. P. 1228.—II.
:a de SU-ro, 12 m. S.E. Oviedo. P. 1542.
'ola, Pietus Julia, the great port and arsenal

of Austria, near the S. extremity of the penin-
sula of Istria, on the Bav of Porto delle Eose, 19 m.
S.S.E. Eovigno. P. (1857) 11,000. It is enclosed
by Venetian walls of the 16th century, and has a
cathedral on the site of an ancient temple, 3 Greek
churches, convents, and one of the best harbours
on the Adriatic. It was an important city under
the Eomans, and its former magnificence is at-

tested by a fine amphitheatre, several temples,
and other remains.
Poland (Kingdom of), (Polish Polika), the

W.most prov. of European Eussia, comprised be-
tween lat. 50° 4' and 55° 6' N., Ion. 17° 40' and
24° 18' E., bounded E. and N.E. by the Eussian
govs. Vilna, Grodno, and Volhynia, from which
it is separated by the Bug & Niemen rivers, S. by
Galicia, W. by Prussian Silesia and Posen, and N.
by East and West Prussia. Cap. Warsaw. It is

divided into 5 govs. Area and pop. as follows :

—

Governments Sq. miles Pop. 1860.

Warsaw,
Lublin, .

Radom,
Augnstowo, .

I'lotzk, .

14,209
11,653
9,662

7,265

6,766

1,728,090

967,205
946,737
636,531
661,903

Total,
1

49,655 4,840,466

According to a census of January and Feb-
ruary 1865, the fixed pop. of the kingdom
amounted to 5,336,210. The floating pop.
,206,962. Total, 6,543,172.

Surface a vast plain, with a mean elevation of 300

to 500 feet above the Baltic, except in the S.,

where offsets of the Carpathian mountains rise

to 1000 feet. It is well watered, and covered
with extensive forests. Chief rivers, the Narew,
Niemen, Vistula, Bug, and Warta, mostly navi •

gable. There are many small lakes and marshes
in the N.E. dists. Climate extreme, but healthy.

Summer very hot, mean temperature 90° ; winter
excessively cold, temperature 10° below zero,

snow-clad and frozen for five months in the year.

Soil, sandy loam, resting mostly on granite

;

generally fertile. Agriculture has recently been
much improved, and corn is exported. The chief

crop for home consumption is rye. Bunk-wheat,
barley, and oats are also cultivated. The grain

called Danzig white wheat is grown in the S.

provs. Building-timber, hemp, flax, and tobacco,

are important products. The cattle, sheep,

and horses are of excellent breeds. The wild
animals comprise the wolf, fox, martin, and pole-

cat, and pike abound in the rivers. Chief mineral
products, bog iron, copper, silver, lead, zinc, and
coal ; and the chief resources of the country are

in agriculture and mining. The celebrated salt

mines of ancient Poland are in Galicia. Nearly
all the commerce is in the hands of the Jews, and
the manufs. are mostly conducted by Germans

;

they comprise woollen cloths, cottons, hosiery,

leather, paper, glass, clocks, musical instruments,

and carriages. The cap., Warsaw, is connected
by railways with St Petersburg, Moscow, Berlin,

etc. In the 15th century, Poland extended from
Eussia on the E. to Germany on the W., and from
the Baltic on the N. to Turkey on the S. Its

area was larger than that of France, and its pop.

is supposed to have amounted to 15,000,000. It

was then divided into Great Poland, Little Poland,
and Lithuania^ which was incorporated with it

in 1386. At the dismembcrmeut of Poland in
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1773, the three neighbouring powers, Eussia,
Prussia, and Austria, appropriated nearly one-
third of the territory., Bussia and Prussia, on
the second partition in 1793, seized about half of

the remaining portion, and the third partition in
1795 put an end to the republic. The last king
of Poland, Stanislaus Augustus, died at St
Petersburg in 1793. In 1807, Napoleon i., by the
peace of Tilsit, united a great part of ancient
Poland under the name of the Grand Duchy of
Warsaw ; this continued till 1815, when the new
kingdom of Poland was formed of the greater
part of the former grand duchy. This state, of

which the emperor of Bussia was king, had a
constitution, a separate army, and the use of the
national language. It lasted till 1830, when a
revolution took place, which terminated in 1831
by the surrender of Warsaw to the Eussians, and
the dispersion of the Poles. In 1832, Poland was
declared an integral part of the Bussian empire,
but with a separate administration, and under a
govemor-generaL A fresh attempt to restore its

independence was made at Cracow in 1846, which
ended in the subjugation of this last remnant of
ancient Poland, and its annexation to Austria.
In 1862, a revolution broke out under a secret
" National Government ;

" and the insurrection,
on account of a forced conscription, which broke
out at Warsaw, 22d January 1863, led to serious
measures to compel subjection. On the 11th Nov.
1866, an imperial decree was issued, remitting the
exceptional imposts, taxes, etc., on 450 towns of
Russian Poland, and which has been established
on the basis of ancient feudal laws. It is com-
puted that more than 400,000 citizensand peasants
will thus become proprietors of their estates in
consideration of payment of necessary indem-
nities. [GaLICIA—POSEN.]
PoLANGEN, a town of Bussia, gov. Courland, on

the Baltic, 42 m. W. Telsh. P. 1500, mostlyJews. In
1831, the Poleswere here defeated by the Bussians.
Polar Begions, the zones surrounding the

North and South Poles, within the Arctic and
Antarctic circles. The North Polar Begions com-
prise the N. portion of Scandinavia in Europe,
the N. portion of Siberia in Asia, the N. coast of
N. America, BafHn Bay, the greater part of Green-
land, the isls. of Spitzbergen, & the Parry Islands,
in the North Polar Sea. Within this region the
temp, is, at Melville Isl., Jan. minus 31°-3, July
42°-5, Fahr. The first attempt to discover a N.W.
passage through the Polar Sea was made by Cor-
tereal, a Portuguese, about a.d. 1500. Willoughby
sailed from the Thames in 1553. From that time
till 1840, about 27 different sea & land expeditions
were undertaken by British navigators, without
success. In 1827, CapL Parry attained lat. 82° 40'
N., Ion. 19° 25' E., in boats. On May 24, 1845, Sir
John Franklin & Capt Crosier left England in the
"Erebus" and " Terror;" they were last seen on
20th July 1845, in lat. 74° 48' N., Ion. 66° 13' W.
Searching expeditions were sent out in 1848 ; but
the first traces of the missing vessels were found at
Cape Biley, in Banow Strait, Aug. 1850, in which
year also Capt M'Clure solved the question of a
N.W. passage, havingcoastedthcN.snoreofAme-
rica fromBehring Strait on the W. to the entrance
of Melville Strait on the E. In 1854, remains of
several seamen, with cooking utensils and other
relics belougingto Franklin"sexpedition were dis-
covered on King William Land, W. of the Isthmus
of Bootliia, but the ships were not found. The S.
Polar Begions were penetrated by Cook to lat 67°
30'S.,lon.39"E.,andloUt71°10'S.,lon.llO°W.;
and in 1841 Sir James Boss discovered Victoria
J^and, with the active volcano of Erebus, 12,000

feet above the frozen surface of the ocean, in lat
78° S., Ion 170° E., within 15° of the South Pole.
PoLCH, a market town of Bhenish Prussia,

gov. and 13 m. W.S.W. Coblenz. P. 1700.

PoL-DE-L£oN (St), acomm. & town, France, dep.
Finist^re, cap. cant, lO m. N.W. Morlaix. P. 6704.
It has a cathedral, church, town-hall, and an
episcopal palace.

PoLEBHOOK, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-
ton, 2 m. E.S.E. Oundle. Ac. 2730. P. 488.

PoLEsjNE, the name of a region in N. Italy,

between the Adriatic, the Adige, and the Po,
having the appearance of an island.

PoLESWOKTH, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
with a station on the Trent Valley Eailway, 4 m.
N.N.W. Atherstone. Ac. 6310. P. 2451.

PoLiANi, a market town of Bussia, gov. and 19
m. S.E. Minsk. P. 1500.

PoLiCASTRO (Pyxus), a maritime town of South
Italy, prov. Salerno, on the N. shore of the Gnlf
of P'oUcastro, 22 m. S. Diano. P. 7000. It is a

bishop's see, and has a Gothic cathedral, and an
active fishery.—II. a town, prov. Oatanzaro,
circ. and 18 m. W.N.W. Cotrone. P. 6043.

PoLiCKZA, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 28 m,
S.E. Chrudim. P., with suburbs, 3626.

PoLiGKAC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haute-Loire, 2 m. N.W. Le Puy. P. 2305.

PoLiGNANO, a town of South Italy, prov. and
26 m. E.S.E. Bari, near the Adriatic, on a high
cliff in which is a curious cavern. P. 6499.

PoLiGNT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Jura, cap. arr., 14 m. N.E. Lons-le-Sauluier. P.

5401. It has a comm. college, manufs. of hosiery,

earthenware, glue, saltpetre, and leather.

PoLiLLO, one of the Philippine islands, Malay-
sia, E. Luzon. Length 30 m. ; breadth 20 m.
Soil fertile. In its centre is Mount Malolo.—The
village Polillo is on its W. side.

Poling or Pooling, a pa. of England, co. Sus-

sex, 2 m. N.N.E. Little Hampton. Ac. 923. P.

203. Near it are traces of a Eoman bath.

PoLisTiNA, a town of South Italy, prov. Beggio-
Calabria, circ. and 13 m. E.N.E. Pahne. P. 8411.

The old village was totally destroyed by the

earthquake of 1783.

PoLiTZ, two towns of Germany.—I. Prussia,

prov. Pomerania, gov, and 9 m. N. Stettin, on the

Oder. P. 2320.—II. Bohemia, circ. and 28 m.

N.E. Koniggratz. P. 1399.

PoLizzi, a town of the island Sicily, prov.

Palermo, circ. and 17 m. S.W. Cefalu. P. 6161.

It has a Franciscan convent, and was depopu-
lated by the plague in the 16th century.

Polk, several cos. of the U. S., N. Americfl.

—I. S.E. of Tennessee. Area 282 sq. ni. P.

8292 free, 434 slaves.—II. in centre of Missouri.

Area 576 sq. m. P. 9483 free, 512 slaves.—III.

Arkansas. P. 4090 free, 172 slaves.-IV. ci

Georgia. P. 3855 free, 2440 slaves.—V. of Iowa. P
(1862) 11,625.—VI. N. Carolina. P. 3423 free, 62(

slaves.—VII. Oregon. P. 3625.—VIII. of Texas
P. 4102 free, 4198 slaves.—IX. Wisconsin. P. 140<i

PoLKWiTz, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov

and 20 m. N. Liegnitz. P. 2244.

PoLLA, a town of South Italy, prov. Salern't]

in the Val-di-Diano, on the Tanagro, 10 ni

N.N.W. Sala. P. 5490. Nearly ruined by th

earthquake of December 1857.

PoLLENZA, Pollentia, a town of the island Ma
jorca, on its N. side, 28 m. N.E. Palma. P. 640i

It stands 2 m. W. the Bay of Pollenza, which i

large, &is formed bytwo peninsulas, whose poiu'

are called the Capes Formentor and del Pinar.

PoLLiNGTON, a tpshp. of Eugl., CO. York,W.K(
ing, pa. and 2| m. S.W. Snaith. Ac 1960. P. 50
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PoLiJiow, a town of Prussian Pomerauia, gov.

uud 10 m. E.S.E. Koslin. P. 1390.

Pollock, formerly a pa., Scotl. [Eastwood.]
PoLLOCKSHAWS, a bor. of barony and town of

Sc'-otland, co. KeLfrew, pa. Eastwood, on the

White Cart, S.W. Glasgow. P. 7648. It has a

t'hurch, a town-hall, and branch bank. Weav-
ing silk and cottons by hand and power looms,

cotton spinning and bleaching, calico printing,

and fancy dyeing, are carried on. The Pollock

and Govan Eailway connects the coal-fields, 3 m.
S. of Glasgow, with that city.

PoLLOCKSHiELS, a vill. of Scotland, co. Een-
frew, pa. Govan. P. 580.

PoLLUTUi, a town of South Italy, prov. Chieti,

circ. Vasto. P. 3058.

PoLMONT, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. Stir-

ling, with a station on the Edinburgh and Glas-

gow Eailway, 4 m. E. Falkirk. Ac. 72.S9, mostly
very fertile. ' P. 4111.

Poi>HA, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 33 ra.

S.S.E. Czaslau. P. 6000, partly employed in

woollen weaving, and in large iron mines.
Polo, an island of the Philippines, Malaysia,

Pacific Ocean, off the W. coast of Luzon. Lat.
15" N. ; Ion. 122° 20' E.
PoLONKA, a market town of Eussian Poland,

gov. Grodno, 18 m. E.N.E. Slonim. P. 1580.

PoLONOE, a market town of Eussian Poland,
gov. Volhynia, 51 m. W. Jitomir. P. 1730.

PoLO (San), a comm. and vill. of N. Italy,

prov. and circ. Eeggio-Emilia. P. 2282.

PoLOTZK, a tofrn of Eussian Poland, gov. and
60 m. W.N.W. Vitebsk, at the confl. of the Dvina
and the Polota. P. 11,844. It has a kremlin or

citadel, numerous churches and monasteries, a
Jesuits' college, and a dist. school for nobles. It

was taken by the Eussians from the Poles in

1579, and again in 1655.

PoLSTEAD, a pa. of England, co. Siiffolk, 12 m.
W.SW. Ipswich. Ac. 3402. P. 922.

Poltava or Pultawa, a gov. of S. Eussia, be-
tween lat. 48° 25' and 51° 6' N., Ion. 30° 45' and
lit)" 40' E., enclosed by the govs. Tchernigov,
Ivursk, Kharkov, Ekaterinoslav, Kherson, and
Kiev, from which last two the Dnieper separates
it on the W. Area 19,196 sq. m. P. (1858)
1,819,110. Surface a level plain, with only a few
lulls on the banks of the Dnieper, of which river
the Sula, Psiol, and Vorskla, are the affluents.

yoil excellent. Corn is cultivated for exportation.
Hemp, flax, red pepper, tobacco, & fruits, are also

raised. Live stock are reared in large numbers,
A honey & silk are important products. It has
manufs. of linen, wooUen & cotton fabrics, leather
atid cimdles.^Poltava, the cap., is situated on the
V(,rskla,70m.W.S.W.Kharkov. P. (1863)31,346.
It has a cathedral, college, convent, & three large
annual fairs. In its principal square is a monu-
ment to Peter the Great, who gained here, on
27th June 1709, a decisive victory over Charles xil
of Sweden, then obliged to escape into Turkey.
PoLTEN (St), a fortified town of Lower Austria,

cird. above the Wienerwald, on the Trasen, 35
m. W. Vienna. P. 5800. It has a cathedral,
episcopal palace, theatre, hospitals, and manufs.
of cotton goods, paper, glass, and earthenware.
PoLTiMORE, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4 m.

I^.K Exeter. Ac. 1710. P. 348.
PoLvvARTH, a pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick, 4

m. S.W. Duuse. Ac. 3012, mostly hilly. P. 251.
PoLYCANDRO, an island of tlie Grecian Archi-

' Pelago, gov. Naxos, 16 m. E. Milo. Area 20 sq.
111. P. 200. Surface rugged, but it yields some
corn. It has a village of the same name.
PoLYNESLA (" many islands "), a division of

Oceania, extending, in its now restiicted senso,

from the tropic of Cancer on the N., to the parallel

of 40° S., bounded W. by Micronesia and Mela-
nesia, & B. by the meridian of 110° W. Among its

principal groups it comprises the Sandwich, Na-
vigator, Viti (or Fiji), Friendlj', Cook, Society,
Low, and Gambler islands, and the small isolated

islands of Pitcaim, Ducie, and Easter, on its

eastern extremity. These islands are all, more
or less, of coral formation; the Low and Society
islands presenting the regular atoll form, with
circular reefs and lagoons. The Friendly and
Sandwich Islands present fringed reefs, and have
active volcanoes, with mountain peaks varying
from 2000 to 13,000 ft. in height. In thelowercoral
islands the elevations do not exceed 500 ft. In the
atoll islands, Darwin supposes that a depression
of surface is taking place, and that the volcanic
islands are either stationary or rising, in reference
to the sea level. From the great predominance
of ocean, the temperature of Polynesia is compa-
ratively moderate, the climate delightful and sa-
lubrious. Mean annual temp, of Sandwich Isls.

77°; temperature of Society Isls. 70° to 80°, and
rarely 90°, Fahr. The S.E. tropical wind gene-
rally prevails, but N.W. and S.W. winds are not
uncommon. Thunder-storms and water-spouts
are frequent. Hurricanes are rare; earthqiiakes
slight, and not of frequent occurrence. The re-
freshing coolness of the trade winds, and a regu-
lar but not excessive supply of moisture, are fa-

vourable to a luxuriant vegetation. Soil in the
valleys and in the river courses, a rich volcanic
mould ; on the mountains less fertile. Both vege-
table and animal productions are limited as to

number of species. The bread fruit, peculiar to

this region, the cocoa, banana, plantain, banyan,
sugar-cane, yam, and cotton-plant, paper mul-
berry, and a species of chestnut, are indigenous.
Other trees and plants of tropical climates have
been introduced, and flourish; and arrowroot,
sweet potatoes, the common potato, and maize,
are now reared abundantly. There are several
timber trees, especially sandal-wood, a few spices,

and ornamental trees, which, however, have little

odour or decided colour. The isls. are all iremark-

ably deficient in indigenous animals, thus indicat-

ing their isolated & comparatively recent origin.

Vampire bats are found in some of the islands.

Land birds are not numerous, owls, paroquets,

pigeons, and some passerinse forming the most
remarkable; wild ducks and other water-fowls
are more abundant. Turtles resort in great num-
bers to many localities, and fish are plentiful on
the coasts. Several species of whales, the cacha-
lot or sperm whale. Cape whale, hump-back, and
black fish, are peculiar to the seas of the Pacific,

and their capture has been the chief inducement
for ships visiting these regions. Swine, dogs, and
rats were till recently the only quadrupeds ; but
oxen have been introduced from New South
Wales, and horses from South America; they
thrive well. The natives of Polynesia are in

general well-formed, tall, active, and intelli-

gent. In 1767, Wallis, and subsequently Cook,
explored and described the leading islands of

Polynesia. Soon after this, missionaries began to
settle in the region, and after many discourage-
ments have at last succeeded in promoting
Christianity and civilisation in most of the prin-
cipal islands. [Oceania.] (For further informa-
tion, see the individual groups and islands.')

PoLZiN, a town of Prussian Pomerania, gov.
and 31m. S.W. Koslin, on the Wipperbach. P.
3328. It has a castle, mineral baths, and manu-
factures of woollen cloth, leather, and tobacco.
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PoMABAMBA, a town of Bolivia, dep. and 110 m.

S.E. Sucrd (Chuquisaca), cap. prov., but of little

importance.
PoMARico, a town of South Italy, prov. Po-

tenza, circ. and 11 m. S.S.E. Matera. P. 4834.
PosiBA, a town of Brazil, prov. Minas-Geraes,

on 1. b. of the Pomba, 60 m. S.E. Ouro Preto.

Pop. of dist. 12,000, chiefly employed in the cul-

tivation of the sugar-cane.
PoitBAL, a town of Brazil, on the Pianco, prov.

and 250 m. W. Parahiba. P. 4000.
PoMBAL, a town of Portugal, prov. Estrema-

dura, on a hill near the Sor^, 20 m. N.E. Leiria.

P. 6000. It has three churches, a provincial asy-
lum, manufs. of hats, and large weekly markets.
PoMERANCE, a vlll. of Central Italy, prov. Pisa,

in the Maremma, 7 m, S. Volterra, and near the
famous borax lagoons. P. 7774.
PoMERANiA (Germ. Pommertiy, a marit. prov.

of Prussia, mostly N. of lat 53° N., and stretch-

ing along the Baltic from Ion. 12° 30' to 18° E.,

having landward the provs. W. Prussia, Bran-
denburg, and Mecklenburg. Area 12,260 sq. m.
P. (1864) 1,437,375, chiefly Protestants. Surface
level, and in many parts marshy

;
principal

rivers, the Oder, Persante, and Stolpe, Coasts
low, sandy, defended by dykes, and bordered by
numerous inlets. The island Eiigen is comprised
in the province. Soil not very fertile. Principal
crops are wheat, barley, rye, oats, potatoes, flax,

hemp, and tobacco. Agriculture and the rearing
of cattle and poultry, ship-building, manufs. of

linen and woollen stuffs, iron and glass wares,
tanning, brewing, and distilling, are the principal

branches of industry. The salmon and sturgeon
fisheries are very productive, and smoked geese
are important articles of trade. The prov. con-
sifits of the govs. Stettin, Stralsund, and Koslin.

PoMEROON, a small river of British Guiana,
enters the Atlantic 40 m. N.W. the estnary of the
Essequibo. The tract on the coast around its

mouth is of the highest fertility, and an acre has
been known to yield 6000 lbs. of sugar, or 20,000
lbs. of farinaceous food in a year.

PoMEROY, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Tyrone, 9 m. N.W. Dungannon. Ac. of pa. 15,951.

P. (1861) 7170; do. of vill. 614.

PoMFBET, a town of England. [Pontefract.]
PoMFRET, several townships of the U. S., North

America.—I. New York, on Lake Erie, 12 m. N.E.
jfayville. In it are the vill. Dunkirk and Van
Buren harbour.—II. Vermont, 49 m. S. Mont-
pelier.—III. Connecticut, 40 m. E.N.E. Hartford.
PoMiGLLANO d'Arco, a town of South Italy,

prov. and 8 m. N.E. Naples, circ. Casoria, with a
monastery and an hospital. P. 8929.

PoMMERAYE-suB-LoiRE, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Maine-et-Loire, axr. Choleb, cant.

8t Florent-le-Vieil. P. 3729.

Pomona orMadjland, the largest of the Orkney
Islands, and nearly in their centre. Shape very
irregular; it is divided by Kirkwall Bay and
Scapa Flow into two principal portions ; the W.
and largest, 16 m. in length, the E. part 9 m. in

length, breadth varying to 7^ m. Total area 150

8^. m. P. (1861) 17,193. Its W. coasts are pre-
cipitous, but it has several good harbours, and
that of Stromness is the best in N. Scotland.
Surface hilly; highest peak, the Ward hill of
Orphir, 876 feet. Much of the heath and moor
has lately been improved, and there are many
tracts, several miles long, of fertile and well culti-

vated soil, with fresh water lakes, as the Stenness,
Orphir, and Birsay. The island is subdivided
into 13 parishes, and the only towns in Orkney,
Kirkwall and Stromness, are respectively on its

E. and S.W. coasts. It contains, in the pa. of
Stenness near its centre, the famous antiquities
called " the Standing Stones of Stenness," and
Maes Howe. The latter was excavated in 18G1,
and there are about 1000 Runes or Bunic letters

inscribed on the walls. [Orkney Islands.]
PoMORZANY, a town of Austrian Poland, Gali-

cia, circ. Zloczow, 49 m. E.S.E. Lemberg, with
Greek and Eoman Catholic churches. P. 2900.

Pompeii, an ancient city of South Italy, 14 m.
S.E. of Naples, at the S. base of Mount Vesuvius^
by an eruption of which, 24th Aug. a.d. 79, it was
buried with cinders, scoriae, and lava, and so re-
mained until it was rediscovered in 1748. About
2-6ths of its area have since been uncovered,
whence it appears that it was enclosed by walla,

entered by several gates, 6 of which are exposed,
and had streets paved with lava, terraced houses
of one storey, with shops and shop-signs still

plainly visible, a chalcidicum or hall of justice,

2 theatres, temples, baths, street of the tombs,
forum, prisons, and shops of the money-changers.
The most important recent discoveries (Jane
1864) are an altar with remnants of a sacrifice,

and a well about 90 ft. deep, with water sweet and
fresh. The most valuable articles recovered ar»
preserved in a museum at Naples,
PoMPEY, a township of U. S., North AmericSi

New York, 14 m. S.E. Syracuse.
PoMPiAKi, a market town of Russian Poland,

Vilna, 13 m. N. Poneviej. P. 1500.

PosiPTON, a township of U. S., North America,
New Jersey, 14 m. N.W. Hackonsack.
PoNANY, a commercial town and seaport of

British India, dist. Malabar, 34 m. S.E. Calient,

at the mouth of the Ponany river. Its pop. (8000)
is mostly of Arab descent, supported by fishing

and trade by boats, which ply to Surat, Arabia,

Bombay, and Madras. Exports teak, pepper, cocoa
nuts, iron, and rice. Imports wheat, sugar cane,

molasses, oil seeds, groceries, and spices. Its

trade was formerly much more extensive. It

has numerous mosques, and is connected by raD-

way with Madras. The Ponany River traverses

the Paulghautcherry Pass, to within 15 m. of

which it is navigable for small boats in the rainy

season. Total course E. to W. 128 m.
Ponders End, a hamlet of Engl., co. Essex,

with a station on the E. C. Rail., 3 m. S. Waltham.
PoNDicHEKRY, a maritime town, and the cap.

of the French settlements in India, on the Coro-
mandel coast, 86 m. S.S.W. Madras. Lat. 11° 55'

N.;lon.79''54'E. P. (1861)43,341. Exports(1862)
indigo, cotton, skins, nuts, oils, etc., to the value

of 166,17621 It stands on a sandy plain, and is

divided by a canal into a European and a native

town, the former of which is regularly laid out

and well buUt, the houses being flat-roofed and
stuccoed. It is enclosed by planted boulevards,

and in its centre is a handsome square, in which
are the government house, church of foreign mis-

sions, and bazaar. It has a European college,

Indian school, botanic garden, and the high court

for the French possessions in Asia. It has no
port, but only an open roadstead, with a light-

hoxise erected in 1836, visible 18 m. Its territory

comprises an area of 107 sq. m. P. 90,000. It is

watered by a small river, and contains 92 villa.

PoNDY Island, N. of Java, Pacific Ocean, 807

m. S.E. Singapore. It is 9 m. in circumference,

productive and populous.

PoNEDELY, a market town of Russian Poland,

gov. Vilna, 53 m. N.N.E. Wilkomirz. P. 1620.

PoKEVASH or Poneviej, a town of Russian

Poland, gov. Kovno, 84 m. N.N.W. Vihia, cap.

circ. on an affl. of the Niemen. P. (1863) 724S»
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PoNFERRADA, a town of Spain, prov. aud 47 m.

W. Leon. P. 2520.

PoNQAS or PoNGOs, a river of W. Africa, Sene-
frainbia, enters the Atlantic near lat. 10° N., Ion.

14" W. Between its mouths are the Pongos Isls.

PoNG-HOU or Pescadores. [Pheng-houJ
PoNOVKA, a market town of Russia, gov. Pol-

tava, 10 m. N. Mirgorod. P. 1510.

Pons, a comm. and town of France, dep. Cha-
rente-Infdrieure, on the Seugne, 12 m. S.S.E.
Saintes. P. (1861) 4894. It consists of an old aud
a new town, and has an old castle, 2 churches,
aud an active trade in wines and brandy.

Pons, a town of Spain, prov. and 42 m. N.E.
Lerida, on the Sfegre. P. 740. It has brandy
distilleries, and 6 annual fairs.

Pons (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.
Hdrault, cap. arr., 66 m. W. Montpellier. P. 6497.

ilanufs. woollen cloths and hosiery, and has ex-
tensive stone quarries in its vicinity.

PoNSACco, a comm. and vill. of Central Italy,

prov. and circ. Pisa. P. 3109. Near it are the
baths of Casciano.
PoNSONBY, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,

4 m. S.E. Egremont. Ac. 2265. P. 175.

Pont (" Bridge "), a prefix to the names of

numerous comms., towns, and vills.of France.—I.

(a MoussonX a comm. and vill., dep. Meurthe, arr.

aud 15 m. N.N.W. Nancy, on the Moselle. P. 8115.

It has a comm. college and manufs. of earthen-
ware.—II. (^Audemer), a comm. and town, dep.

Eure, cap. arr., 37 N.W. Evreux, on the Rille,

• which here becomes navigable. It has celebrated
manufs. of leather. P. 6136.— III. (^Averi), a comm.
and market town, dep. Finistere, with a port on
the river Aven, 9 m. W. Quimperld. P. 1060.

—

IV. {Chateau), a comm. and market town, dep.

Loire-Inf^rieure, cap. cant., 8 m. N.W. Savenay.
P. 4449.—V. (Croix), a comm. and market town,
dep. Finistere, cap. cant., 18 m. W.N.W. Quim-
per, on the Goyen. P. 2297.—VI. (d'Ain), a comm.
and town, dep. Ain, cap. cant., 11 m. S.E. Bourg,
on the Ain. P. 1371.—VII. (de Beauvoisin), a
comm. and town, dep. Isfere, cap. cant., 11 m.
E.S.E. La Tour-du-Pin, on the Guier, which
divides the town into 2 portions, the largest of

which is in Sardinia. P. of French portion, 1871.

The Sardinian portion is cap. mand. P. 1388.

—

VIII. {de Camares). [Camar^s.]—IX. {du Gard).

I
Gard.]—X. {de VArche), a comm. and town,

dep. Eure, cap. cant., 7 m. N. Louviers, on 1. b.

of the Seine, on railway to Rouen. P. 1661.

—

XI. {de Vaux), a comm. and town, dep. Ain, 20
m. N.W. Bourg, on the Reyssouse. P. 3077. It

is the birthplace of General Joubert, and has
manufs. of earthenware.—^XII. {de Veyle), a
comm. and town, dep. Ain, cap. cant., 17 m. W.
Bourg, on the Veyle. P. 1412.—XIII. {du Cha-
teau), dep. Puy-de-D6me, cap. cant., 9 m. E.N.E.
Clermont, on the Allien P. 3521.—XIV. {en

RoyuTis), a comm. and market town, dep. Isere,

cap. cant., 6 m. S. St Marcellin. P. 1140.—XV.
{Faverger), a comm. and market town, dep.
jMarne, 12 m. E.N.E. Reims. P. I960.—XVL
' {Gihaud), a comm. and town, dep. Puy -de-Dome,
13 m. S.W. Riom. P. 1087. Near it are lead
mines.—XVII. {VAhbe\ a comm. and market
town, dep. Finistfere, cap. cant., 10 m. S.S.W.
Quimper, P. 4286.—XVIII. {le Roi or sur Seine),
a comm. and town, dep. Aube, 4 m. E.N.E. No-
P>nt-sur-Seine, on railway to Troyes. P. 916.

—

XIX. {VEveque), a comm. and town, dep. Calva-
• dos, 25 m. E.N.E. Caen, on the Toques. P. 3114.
—XX. {St Esprit), a comm. and town, dep.
Gard, 20 m. N.N.E. Uzfes, on rt. b. of the Rhone.
P- 5123. It has an active commerce—XXI.

{St Vi7ice7it), a comm. and market town, dep
Meurthe, 7 m. S.W. Nancy, on the Meuse. P. 810
—XXII. {Scorff), a comm. and market town, dep.

Morbihan, 6 m. N.N.W. Lorient, on rt. b. of tho
Scorff. P. 1602.—XXIII. {sur Yonne), a comm.
and town, dep. Yonne, cap. cant., 6 m. N.N.W.
Sens, on I. b. of the Yonne, and on Paris and
Lyon Railway. P. 1903.

Pont-a-Celles, a vill. of Belgium, with a
station on the Brussels and Namur Railway,
N.W. Charleroi.

PoNTACQ, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Basses- Pyr^n&s, 15 m. S.E. Pau. P. 3015,
partly employed in woollen weaving.
PoNTA Delgaba, the largest town, though not

the cap., of the Azores Islands. Lat. of S.E. cliff,

42° 46' N., Ion. 63° 37' E. P. (1863) 25,629.

PoNTA DE Pedras, Brazil, prov. Amazonas, is

a projecting point on the Rio Negro, where tho
rocks form curious corridors and chambers. Near
it is the village Airao, with 500 inhabitants.

PoNTAiLLiER, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Cote-d'Or, cap. cant., on an island
of the Sa6ne, 17 m. E. Pijon. P. 1243.

PoNTARLiER, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Doubs, 27 m. S.E. Besan9on, at the entrance
of a mountain pass into Switzerland. P. 5007.

It has a communal college and manufactures of

leather and paper.
PoNTASSiEVE, a comm. and town of Central

Italy, prov., circ. and 10 m. distant from Florence,

on the Sieve. P. 9940.

PoNTAUMUR, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Puy-de-D6me, arr. Rione, cap. cant. P. 1749.

PoNTCHARRA, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Isfere, arr. Grenoble. P. 2322.

PoNTCHABTRAiN Lakk, U. S., North America,
Louisiana, 6 m. N. New Orleans, is about 45 m.
in length by 23 m. in breadth, and communi-
cates with Lake Maurepas on the W., with Lake
Borgne through the Rigolets on the E., and with
New Orleans through St John's bayou, and a
canal. Several rivers enter it on its N. side.

PoNTE, several market towns of Italy.—I.

prov. and 25 m. N. Turin, circ. Ivrea, cap. mand.,
at the confl. of the Orca and Saona. P. (with
comm.) 4372.—II. {San Pietro), prov. circ. and 6 m.
E. Sondrio P. 3022.

—

Ponte-a-Rignano is a vill.

of Central Italy, prov. and 11 m. E.S.E. Florence,

on the Arno. P. of comm. 4609.—III. {delV Olio),

N. Italy, prov. and circ. Piacenza, on the Nure.
P. of comm. 3600. It has iron works and paper
mills.—IV. {Nure), N. Italy, prov. and circ. Pia-

cenza. P. of comm. 3071. Near it were discovered

fine mosaic pavements.
PoNTEBA, a vill. of Northern Italv, gov. Venice,

prov. and 31 m. N. Udine. P. 1700. It is a
place of considerable trade.

PoNTECORVO, Fregellce, a town of S, Italy,

prov. Caserta, 20 m. S.E. Frosinone, in a de-

tached territory surrounded bj' Naples, on 1. b.

of the Liris. P. 9314. It has a castle and a
cathedral, and was the cap. of a small state.

PoNTE-CuRONE, a viU. of North Italy, prov
Alessandria, circ. and 5 m. N.E. Tortona, on the

Curone. P. of comm. 2785.
PoNTE-DE-LiMA, a town of Portugal, prov.

Minho, on the Lima, here crossed by a bridge of

24 arches, 13 m. N.W. Braga. P. 2000.

PoNTEDEBA, a town. Central Italy, prov. & 13

m. E.S.E. Pisa, on the Era, at its confl. with the

Arno. P. of comm. 9721. Manufs. cotton fabrics.

PoNTE DE SoRA, amkt. town of Portugal, prov.

Estremadura, on the Sora, 16 m. S.E. Abractes.
PoNTEFRACT (vulg. Pomfvet), a pari. & munic.

bor., town, and pa. of England, co. York, West
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Riding, wapent. Osgoldcross, on the Aire, and
with a station on the Yorkshire and Lancashire
Railway, 21 m. S.S.W. York. Ac. of pa. 4o98.

P. (1861) 10,971. Area of bor. 1860 sq. m. P.

11,736. Principal edifices, the town-hall, with a
gaol and court-house, the market cross, pa.

church, a Roman Catholic and other dissenting

chapels, a grammar school, and sereral other
schools and almshouses. The famous castle of

Pomfret, in which Richard ii. died, and where
Rivers, Grey, and Vaughan were put to death
by order of Richard iii., is now in ruins. The
town has public libraries and news-rooms. Trade
chiefly in com, malt, filtering stones, and garden
produce. Manufs. the celebrated "Pontefract
liquorice cakes," the plant being grown exten-
sively here. The borough sends two members
to House of Commons. Reg. elec. (1864) 711.

PoNTE Lagoscuro, a town of North Italy,

prov. and 4 m. N. Ferrara, with a free port and
extensive transport trade on the Po. P. 3923.
PoNTEi^XD, a pa. of Engl^ co. Northumberland,

7^ m. N.N.W. Newcastle. Ac. 10,073. P. 1089.
PoNTELANDOLFO, a town of South Italy, prov.

and 19 m. S. Campobasso. P. 4284.
PoNTELUSGo, a market town of N. Italy, prov.

and 6 m. N.N.E. Pavia. The canal ofPontduvgo
connects Bovolenta with the Brenta.
PoxTESBURT, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 7 m.

S.W. Shrewsburj'. Ac. 10,667. P. 3466.
Ponte-Stura, a vill. of North Italy, prov.

Alessandria, circ. and 6 m. W.N.W. Casale, on
the Po, at the influx of the Stura, P. 2155.
PoxTEVEDRA, Pom- Feft«, a town of Spain, cap.

prov. Pontevedra, on the Lerey, near its mouth,
in the Bay of Pontevedra, & 13 m. N.N.E. Vigo.
P. 454'J. It is surrounded by walls, and has
manufs. of woollen cloth, cotton velvet, muslins,
hats, and leather. The port is commodious for
small vessels, and it has an extensive pilchard
fishery. Area of prov. 1737 sq. m. P. (1857)428,886.
PoNTEVico, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and 19 m.

S.S.W. Brescia, on the Oglio. P. 6224.
PoNTFAEX, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,

6 m. E.S.E. Fishguard. Ac. 695. P. 32.
PoxTiAC, a vill. and township, U. S., North

America, cap. Oakland, co. Michigan, on the
Clinton, 25 m. N.W. Ddtroit, with which it is

connected by railway. Exports timber, wheat,
fruit, and butter.

PosTiANAK, the principal of the Dutch settle-

ments on the W. coast of Borneo, in a marshy
tract on the L b. of the river Capuas, near its

mouth, lat. 0° 3' S^ Ion. 109° 20' E. P. of town
and dist 19,115, of whom 10,000 were Malays,
and 2000 Chinese. It has a fort, and exports
diamonds, pepper, gold dust, and edible birds'

nests. It was settled by the Dutch in 1823.
PoNTiCELLi, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. and 4 m. E.

of Naples, with 5764 inhabs., chiefly employed in
cultivating vegetables for the supply of the cap.
Pontifical Statbs, or States of the Church

(Ital. Stati Poniificu), a country of Italy, com-
prising the central part of the peninsula, between
lat. 41° 12' (Monte Circeo) and 42° 52' N^ Ion.
11° 27' and 13° 33' E.; bounded E. and S.E.
by the Neapolitan provs., W. the Mediterranean,
and N. by the provs. of Grosseto and Orvieto;
cap. Rome. Since the new division of tha king-
dom of Italy in 1860, the Pontif. states have been
limited to the delegations of Rome and the Co-
marca, Viterbo, Civita-Vecchia, Velletri, & Frosi-
none. Totel area 4555 sq. m. P. (1863) estim. at
700,000. Previous to 1860 the states comprised
17,494 sq. m., with upwards of 3,000,000 inhabi-
tants. The territory is watered by the Tiber,

which forms its N.E. boundary from N.E. to S.W.,
and crosses it nearly in the centre of the state

;

with its affluents. The principal lakes are those
of Bolsena, Bracciano, and Alba.no ; and the Pon-
tine marshes. The territoiy is traversed by the
lower ramifications of the Apennines ; in the W.
and S.W. the undulating plain called the Cam-
pagna di Roma, terminates in the Pontine
marshes, noted for insalubrity. The climate is

very mild, and the region of the Campagna of

Rome would be a blooming garden, but for the
fatal effects of the miasma, which forees the
cultivators of the soil to seek refuge at night in

the few scattered towns near its borders. The
mean temperature of the year at Rome is 60''4

;

warmest month 76°; coldest month 45° Fahr.
The soil is generally fertile, but neglected ; much
of the surface affords excellent pasturage, which
is occupied by great herds of buffaloes. Con-
siderable flocks of sheep and many horses are

reared. The chief crops are wheat, maize, pulse,

hemp, wine, oil, and tobacco ; and in the extreme
S., sugar, indigo, and cotton are cultivated to a
small extent, and cork trees are numerous. The
wines are of inferior quality. Chestnuts form a
considerable article of food. There are in the
states mines of iron, lead, sulphur, alum, vitriol,

and other volcanic products,but they are all nearly
unproductive. Salt is made in the lagoons.
Manufacturing industry is confined to articles

for home consumpt ; it comprises silks, leather,

gloves, paper, musical strings, iron and glass

wares, and a few cotton goods at Rome. Com-
merce limited, and decreasing. In 1858, 2130 ves-
sels entered and 2067 cleared the port of Civita-
Vecchia; in 1859 only 1861 entered and 1822
cleared the same port Exports to Britain (1862)
to the value of 957/. ; imports, 48,674/. The state

is traversed by a i-ailway from Rome S. towards
Naples, and N.W. to Civita-Vecchia. Pre-
vious to the 7th century, the popes were only
bishops of Rome; the basis of their temporal
power was laid by the successive donations of

Pepin, Charlemagne, and the emperor Henry
ui., but was consolidated only in the 16th cen-
tury. At the French revolution of 1790, the

popes lost their possession of Avignon and Ve-
naissin; and in 1797 their dominion was further

diminished by the legations ceded to the Cis-

alpine republic. In 1808 Napoleon i. divided
the other states between the kingdom of Italy

and the French empire, but in 1814 all these

territories were restored to the Pope, except

Avignon. In 1847 Pope Pius ix. established a

constitutional parliament, consisting of 99 de-

puties popularly elected ; but the revolution

of 1848, which commenced by the assassination

of Count Rossi, overturned these arrangements.
The Pope fled from Rome, but soon returned.

In 1859 the Romagua detached itself from the

Papal rule ; and in 1860 the Marches and Um-
bria followed, and their territories were incor-

porated into the kingdom of Italy. Revenue
(I860) 2,893,546/.; expenditure, 3006,872/.; de-

ficit, 113,327/. The army of the Sovereign Pontiff

is formed entirely by enlistment in foreign coun-i

tries, as well as in the Pontifical States. Num-
ber of troops in 1866, 10,000. There are within

i

the states, the fortresses of Civita-Vecchia.

Porto d'Aiizior, and the Castel Sant Angelo, in

Rome.
Pontine Marshes, Palttdi Pontine, a vast

marshy tract of Italy, in the S. portion of th<i

Campagna di Roma, extending along the coasti

of the Mediterranean, from Cistema on the N.

to Terracina on the S.| a dist&nce of 25 m., by J

\i
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to 10 m. broad, in wLich the waters from the

mountains stagnate, on account of the level na-

ture of the soil and the accumulation of sand on
the coast. It is traversed by the road from Rome
to Naples. From the time of the Roman repub-

lic, efforts have been made to reclaim this tract,

but its drainage is not yet completed. The re-

trion is highly fertile, but extremely pestilential.

Part of it is cultivated, and horses, cattle, and
buffaloes find pasture.

PoNTiSBRiGHT, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6J
111. W.N.W. Colchester. Ac. 1146. P. 370.

PoNTiVY, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Morbihan, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Blavet, 30

m. N.N.W. Vannes. P. (1861) 7602. Manufs.
cloth, leather, and iron tools. It was cap. of the

ancient duchy of Rohan, and in 1848 its former

name of Napoleonville was for a time restored.

PoNTOGLio, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Brescia,

circ. Chiari. P. 1679.

PoNTOiSE, a comm. and town of France, cap.

arr., dep. Seine-et-Oise, 19 m. N.W. Paris, on rt.

b. of the Oise, near the N. Railway. P. (1861)

6065. It has manufs. of chemical products, and
was taken by the English in 1419 and in 1437.

Ponton, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln.—I.

(Greati 4 m. N. Colsterworth. Ac. 2930. P.

.561.-11. (^Little), a pa., same co., 2J m. S.S.E.

Grantham. Ac. 1490. P. 208.

Pontotoc, a co. of the U. S., North America,
ia N.E. of Mississippi. Area 902 sq. m. P.

(1860) 14,517 free, 7596 slaves.

PoNTREMOU, a town of Central Italy, prov.

Massa, at the S. declivity of the Apennines, 23

ra. N.W. Carrara. Pop. of comm. (1862) 11,371.

It is divided into an upper and lower town ; the

former enclosed by fortifications and defended by
.an old castle ; the latter modern. It has a cathe-

dral, and industry in weaving silks and linens.

PoNTS, a town of Switzerland, cant. Neuchatel,

dlst. Locle. P. 2103.

PoNTS-DE-Cfi, a comm. and small town of

France, dep. Maine-et-Loire, cap. cant., 3 m.
S.S.E. Angers. P. 3739. Six m. S.S.W. of the

town 306 soldiers were drowned crossing a sus-

pension bridge in April 1850.

PoNTVALLAiN, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Sarthe, cap. cant., 12 m. E.N.E. La
Fl^he. P. 1862. Under its walls the English
were defeated by Duguesclin in 1369.

PoNTYPOOi^ a market town of England, co.

Monmouth, pa. Trevethin, 8 m. N.N.W. Newport,
with which it is connected by railway. P. 4661,
employed in large coal and iron works.
Pont-y-Pridd, a vill. of Wales, Glamorgan,

pa. Lantwitfayrdre. It has extensive coal and
tin works, chain and cable manufs. It gets its

name from a bridge which here spans the Taff
river, in one arch, built early in the century by
Edwards, the self-taught architect. Near it is a
druidical circle.

PoNZA, the chief of a group of small islands in
the Mediterranean Sea, South Italy, prov. Ca-
serta, 29 m. S.W. Terracina. Lat. 40° 63' N.

;

ion. 12° 67° 5' E. Length, N. to S., 4 m. by
about i m. in breadth. It has a harbour, gover-
nor's house, and several storehouses. P. (1862)
3238, engaged in fisheries and salt works. The
other islands are uninhabited. Here many of

the early Christians suffered martyrdom in the
reigns of Tiberius and Caligula. The island was
taken from the French by Sir Charles Napier.
PoNZONE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Alessan-

dria, circ. and 10 m. S. Acqui, cap. mand. Pop.
of comm. 3381.

PooDoocoTTAH Or Rajah Tondiman's Coun-

try, India, lies between lat. 10^ 6' and 10° 46' N.,

Ion. 78° 33' & 79° 16' E. Area 1165 sq. m. P. 61,745.

Pool (South), a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4
m. S.E. Kingsbridge. Ac. 2289. P. 413.

PooLAjEE, a town of Beloochistan, prov. Cutch-
Gundava, on the route between the Indus and
the Bolan Pass. The summer heat is excessive.

Lat. 29° 3' N. ; Ion. 68° 30' E.
Poole, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport town

& pa. of Engl., & a co. of itself, in the co. Dorset,
on a peninsula at the N. side of Poole harbour,

6J m. S. Wimborne, with a station on the London
and S.W. Railway, 18 m. E. Dorchester. Ac. of

town, CO., and pa. 700. P. (1861) 6815. P. of pari,

bor. 9759. Alt. 12 ft. Chief buildings the church,
a chapel of ease and dissenting chapels, the guild-

hall with the gaol, the exchange, custom-house,
public library, and union workhouse. The town-
peninsula is mostly bordered by spacious quays,

close to which vessels drawing 14 feet water can
anchor ; and the town has an extensive and in-

creasing commerce with the British American
colonies, a coasting trade, and exports of corn to

London, and Purbeck clay to the Staffordshire

potteries. Customs rev. (1862) 5307/. Exports

(1862) 24,593Z. Vessels belonging to the port 66,

tons 11,801. Poole returns 2 mems. to House of

Commons. Reg. elect. (1864) 566.

—

Poole har-

bour is an inlet of the English Channel, 6 m.
in length, 4 m. in greatest breadth, and having
S. the Isle of Purbeck. At its entrance, J m.
across, is a shifting sand bar with only 15 feet

water at high tide ; near this are extensive beds

of oysters. The tide here ebbs and flows twice

in the 12 hours, owing to geographical peculiari-

ties in the position of the harbour.

PooLE-EwE, a quoad sacra pa. of Scotland, on
the W. coast of Ross-shire, disjoined from Gari-

och pa. in 1833 ; length 20 m., breadth 12 m.
Poole-Keynes, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 7

m. N.E. Malmesbury. Ac. 1110. P. 180.

PooLKEE, a ruined town of Afghanistan, prov.

Seistan, on the Helmund, lat. 30° 45' N., Ion. 62°

20' E., its remains covering an area of 16 sq. m.

PooLOROON and Poolaway, two of the Bauda
Islands, Asiatic Archipelago, W. Banda.
PooNA or PooNAH, a dist. of British India,

presid. Bombay, enclosed by the dists. Ahmed-
nuggur and S. Concan, with S. and E. the Sat-

tara and Nizam's doms. Area 5298 sq. m. P.

666,006. Surface mountainous, but interspersed

with well-watered valleys, and the climate is more
suitable to Europeans than in most parts of India.

Besides Poona, the cap., it comprises the towns
Paidgaon, Seroor, etc.

—

Poona, cap. above dist.,

on the Moota, and on rail., 75 m. S.E. Bombay.
P. 80,000. It stands about 2000 feet above the

sea, is an agreeable place and rising in import-

ance ; streets clean and uniform, and roads in

vicinity much improved. The Peshwa's castle,

environed by a large unfinished fort, was mostly

destroyed by fire in 1827, but a part remains and
now serves for a prison ; here are also other na-

tive palaces, a Hindoo college, female school,

government English school with 60 students in

1862, the church, a good library, military bazaar,

civil hospital, barracks, arsenal, and the various

gov. oflBcos.—Poona is the principal military can-

tonment of the Deccan, and a favourite place of

resort on account of the salubrity of the air. Rain-
fall 21 inches. An abundant supply of water has
been obtained by placing a dam across the river.

It is 1823 feet above the sea.

PooRA, a town of W. Beloochistan, India, 110

m. E.N.E. Bunpoor. Lat. 25° 23' N. ; Ion. 66° 30*

E. It is neatly Duilt, and situated between groves
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of palm trees, yielding fine dates, which form the

wealth of the inhabitants, who are a fine, tall,

active race. Their predatory character, on which
they pride themselves, is sufficiently proved by
their deeds. P. 2000.

PooRALi.Y, a river of Beloochistan, prov. Lus,
enters Sonmeanee Bay, Indian Ocean, 60 m. N.E.
Kurrachee, after a S.ward course of about 100 m.
The towns Belah and Lyaree are on its banks
It is a shallow stream, but when swelled with
rains, becomes a furious torrent, sweeping along
with it trees and stones.

PooRBUNDER, a town of India, dist. Burda,
peninsula of Kattywar, prov. Guzei-at Lat 21°

37' N. ; Ion. 69° 45' E. It is large and populous,
and is the commercial emporium of the Guzerat
peninsula. It carries on a brisk trade with Africa,

Sinde, Beloochistan, and Arabia. It has sixty

vessels of different sizes belonging to the port.

PoOREE, a marit town of British India, presid,

Bengal, dist. and 47 m. S. Cuttack, P. 29,705.

Noted for its great idol temple. [Juggurnauth.]
PooRSTOCK, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 5 m.

N.E. Bridport. Ac. 4078. P. 1067.

PooRTON (North), a pa., England, co. Dorset,

3 m. S.E. Beaminster. Ac. 664. P. 92.

PouRUNDHCR, a hill fort and sanitarium of

India, presid. and 90 m. S.E. Bombiiy, 4472 feet

above the sea. Annual rainfall 41 inches. It

surrendered to the British in 1818.

Poosht-Khur, a mountain of E. Asia, between
the 'Tsing-ling and Hindoo Koosh Mountains,
19,000 feet above the sea,

PooTE (La), a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. and 24 m. E.N.E. Mayenne. P. 3208.
PooTO or Poo-teon-Chan, a small rocky isl.

off the E. extremity of Chusan, China Sea. It has
numerous temples and monasteries of Buddhist
priests, many very richly ornamented, and good
causeways are carried over all parts of its sm-face.

PoPA, an island of Malaysia, 100 m. S.E.
Gilolo, 50 m. in circumference.
PopAYAN, a city of South America, Granadian

Confed., cap. dep. Cauca, in a fertile plain on the
Cauca Eiver, near its source, and 6000 feet above
the sea, between the Cordilleras of Quindiu and
Ghoca, lat 2° 28' 38' N., Ion. 76° 36' W. P.
20,000. It has a cathedral and a mint. Its in-

habitants are mostly mulattoes and negroes. It

had formerly a trade in the precious metals, but
it suffered much from an earthquake in 1834, and
its commerce is now principally in rural produce.
Popcufan, founded in 1637, was the first city built

by Europeans in this region of America.
Pope, two cos., U. S., N. America.—I. Arkan-

sas. P. 6905 free, 978 slaves.—II. Illinois. P. 6742.
Popedom, Italy. [Pontifical States.]
PopERiNGHE, a town of Belgium, prov. West

Flanders, cap. cant., on a canal near the French
frontier, 6 m. W.S.W. Ypres. P. (1864) 10,816.
It has manufs. of lace, linens, and woollen cloths.
PoPHAM, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 7J ra.

S.W. Basingstoke. Ac 1387. P. 124.

Poplar, a suburban pa. of London, England,
ca Middlesex, with a station on the London and
BlackwaU Eailway, 4 m. E.S.E. St Paul's. Ac.
1490. P. (1861) 43,529. It comprises the East and
West India Docks, has numerous places of wor-
ship, schools, and charities, alms-houses for the
widows of servants of the East India Company,
and yards for shipbuilding. [Dogs (Isle of).]

PoPG, a dist. of Guinea, nominally included in
the territory of Dahomey, with two coast towns
or vills^ Great and Little Popo.

—

Great Popo is
situated between the sea and a backwater or inlet,

15 m. W. Whydah. Lat. 6° 16' N. ; Ion. 1° 54' E.

P. 5000, including many Spaniards & Portuguese.
It has manufs. of cotton goods and earthenwares,
but is chiefly noted for its traffic in slaves.—The
Popo Isles, Asiatic Archipelago, are between
Gilolo and Papua, lat. 1° 15' S., Ion. 129° 45' E
The largest island, Popo, is 60 m. in circum-
ference, and produces sago, cocoa nuts, and salt.

Popocatepetl or Volcan Grande (J/cx. tho
Smoking Mountain), an active volcano of Mexico,
state and 35 m. S.W. La Puebla. It is a truncated
cone, rising to 17,783 feet above the sea, and the
highest mountain of the N. American continent.

Principal geological formation, porphyritic ob-
sidian. Forests cover its base, but at 12,693 feet

in height vegetation ceases, and beyond this its

slope is a desert of volcanic sand and pumice,
mostly covered with snow.

PopoLi, a town of South Italy, prov. Aquilm,
circ. and 8 m. N.N.W. Sulmona, on the Pescai»,
with two handsome churches, a ruined castle,

and a palace. P. 6082.

•Poppelau, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
14 m. N.W. Oppeln, on the Prinitza. P. 2265.

PoppELSDORF, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, 1 m.
S.W. Bonn, with a botanic garden, museum, and
laboratory of its university

;
porcelain and carpet

factories. P. 1180.

POPPENHAUSEN and POPPENIAUEB, twO vQll.

of Bavaria.—I. circ. Lower Franconia, 6 m. N.W;
Schweinfurt, with 1179 inbabs.—II. on an affl.uf

the Saale, 4 m. E.S.E. Munnerstadt. P. 1249.

Poppi, a town of Central Italy, prov. and dviBi

Arezzo, 26 m. E. Florence, on the Amo. Pop. el

comm. (1862) G067. It has a palace, formerly of

the Guidi family, an old castle, an abbey, con^

vent, hospital, public library, and theatre.

PopPLETON (Nether), a pa. of England, eok

and 4 m. N.N.W. York, with a station on the £.
and W. York Eailway. Ac. 1150. P. 311.

PopRAD, a river of N. Hungary, co. Zips, an
affl. of the Dunajec, length 35 m. ; on it is the

town of Poprad. [Deutschendorf.]
PoRA, two islands of Malaysia, off the W. coast

of Sumatra, between lat. 1° and 2° 30' S., Ion. 98*
\

30' and 100° E. ; the most S. or Se-Pora is 40 m. in

length by 15 m. in greatest breadth ; and the N.

Pora or Se Beroo, 60 m. in length by 30 m. across,

PoRAMLSHiR, one of the Kurile Islands, in the

Pacific Ocean, belonging to Russia, 35 m. S.

Kamtchatka. Length, N. to S., 60 m. ; breadth

20 m. Surface hilly and bare of timber. It ex-

ports fox, otter, and wolf skins.

PoRCHESTER, a viU. of EngL [Portchester.]
PoRCHOV, a town of Eussia. [Porkhov.]
PoRCiLi, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Salerno,,

circ. II Vallo. P. 1634. •

PoRCO, a mntn. knot of the Bolivian Andes, in

lat. 19° 45' S., Ion. 65° 30' W. Height 16,000 ft

From this mntn. the Incas derived a large amount
of silver, and here was the first mine wrought by
the Spaniards after the conquest of Peru. Near
it is the town of Porco, 20 m. S.W. PotosL
PoBCiraA (jObulcoy, a town of Spain, prov. and

21 m. W.N.W. Jaen. P. 5272. It has manufs.

of woollen cloth, serges, and soap.

PoRDEXONE, a town of Northern Italy, Venetia,

prov. and 28 m. W.S.W. Udine. P. 4000. It ha..

an active trade in wine and com. It has manufs
of cotton, and large papei-works.
PoRDic, a comm. & market town, France, dep.

Cotes-du-Nord, 5 m. N.W. St Brieuc. P. 4992.

Pore, a town of South America, Granadian

Confed., dep. Boyaca, on an affluent of the Meta,

114 m. N.E. Bogota.
Porentrut (Germ. PnttUrut), a town, S witzerj

land, (ant and 38 m. N.W. Berne, near the Frenclj I
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frontier. P. 2880. It has tanneries, breweries,

aud a manuf. of woollen cloth. In 1793-4 it was
cap. of the French dep. Mont Terrible, and was
afterwards comprised in the dep. H.-Ehin.
PoKETCHiE or PoRiKTCH^, a town of Russia,

gov. and 40 m. N.N.W. Smolensk. P. 6000.

PoRETZK, a market town of Russian Poland,

gov. Volhynia, 15 m. S.E. Vladimir. 'P. 1650.

PoRiNGLAND, two pas. of England, co. Norfolk.

—I. (Great), 5J m. S.S.E. Norwich. P. 464.—
II. {Little), 6 m. S.S.E. Norwich. P. 46. United
area 1740 acres.

PoRKA, a marit. town of British India, dom.
Travancore, on the Malabar coast, 100 m. N.W.
Tinnevelli. Lat. 9° 2Q' N. ; Ion. 76° 25' E. It has
a trade in timber, cocoa nuts, pepper, and coir.

PoRKA, an island of Russia, in Lake Peipus,

well wooded, and having several villages.

PoRKHOV, a town of Russia, gov. and 43 m.
E.S.E. Pskov, cap. circ, on the Shelon, a tribu-

tary of Lake Ilmen. P. 3040.

PoRLEzzA, a market town of North Italy, prov.

and 16 m. N. Como, at the N. extremity of Lake
Lugano. P. 1197,

PoRLOCK, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. Somerset, on the Bristol Channel, 6^ m. W.
Minehead. Ac. of pa. 6019. P. 835, partly em-

,

ployed in fisheries. The town has a harbour,

and some imports of coal and lime.

PoRNic, a small maritime town of France, dep.

Loire-Inf., cap. arr., on the Bay of Bourgneuf, 26
m. W.S.W. Nantes. P. 1608. It is frequented
for its chalybeate springs, and for sea-bathing.

PoRO or PuLO Sepora (island ofgoodfortune'),
an island of Malaysia, off the S.W. coast of Sum-
atra, N.W. the Foggy Islands. It is about 40
III. in length N.W. to S.E., by 15 m. in average
breadth, and densely wooded.
PoROMUSCHiR, the most N. of the Kurile Isls.,

Pacific Ocean, belonging to Russia, and off the S.

. extremity of Kamtchatka. Lat. 60° 50' N. ; Ion.

155° 26' E. Surface mountainous.

;
PoRos, Sphmria, a small island of Greece, at

the W. entrance of the gulf, and 7 m. S. the island
f jEgina. Chief town, Poros.
Porquerolles, one of the Hyferes Islands,

France, dep. Var, in the Mediterr. Length 5 m.
PoRQUiEU (St), a comm. and town of France,

lep. Tam-et-Garonne, 8 m. W.S.W. Montauban.
r. 1354.

PoRRERA, a market town of Spain, prov. and
23 m. W.N.W. Tarragona. P. 1321.

—

Forrerasis
I town, Majorca, 21 m. E.S.E. Palmas.
PoRRETTA, a vill. of Noith Italy, prov. and 30

ii. S.W. Bologna. P. 2999. It has well-fre-

luented sulphur baths.
PoRSGRUND, a town of Norway, stiff and 91m.

N.E. Christiansand, on an inlet of the Skager-
•ack. P. 1750.

Poet, a prefix of the names of numerous towns
md maritime stations in all parts of the globe,
^'or those not found below, see additional titles.

PoRTADOWN, a market town of Ireland, Ulster,
0. and 10 m. E.N.E. Armagh, on the Bann, and
m the Ulster Eailway. P. (1861) 6528. Alt. 76
t. Manufs. linen and cotton goods, & a distillery.

PoRTACOMARO, a vill. of North Italy, prov.
Alessandria, circ. Asti. P. 1852.
PoRTAFERRT, a seaport and market town of

relaud, Ulster, co. Down, near Lough Strang-
)r(l, 7i m. E.N.E. Downpatrick. P. 1960.
Portage, two cos. of the U. S., North America.

,-I. in N.E. of Ohio. Area 648 sq. m. P. (1860)
4,208.-11. in Wisconsin. P. 7507.—III. a town-
liip, New York, on the Genesee Valley Canal, 16
1- N. Angelica.—IV. a town, Summit co., Ohio.

Portage City, a town, U. S., North America,
Wisconsin, 36 m. N. Madison, at the head of
navigation on the Wisconsin river. It has an ex-
tensive trade. P. 3000.
PoRTAufcoRE, a town of Portugal, prov. Alem-

tejo, cap. dist., 49 m. N.N.E. Evora. P. 6800.
It has an episcopal palace, 2 hospitals, a seminary
college, and manufs. of druggets. Area of dist.

2391 sq. m. P. (1863) 90,078. [Porto.]
PoRTARLiNGTON, a pari., munic. bor., and town

of Ireland, Leinster, King's and Queen's cos., on
the Barrow, 40 m. W.S.W. Dublin, and with a
station on the Great S. and W. Railway. Ac. of

pari. bor. 916. P. 2728 ; of town, 2581. Altitude
230 feet. Mean temp. June 59°'3, Jan. 40°"1. It

has 2 churches, 2 Roman Catholic chapels, schools,

market hoUse, and manufs. of leather, tobacco,
soap, and candles. It sends 1 mem. to H. of C.
Port au Prince, Hayti. [Port Republicak-I
Port Bail, a comm. & market town of France,

dep. Manche, with a small port on the English
Channel, 15 m. S.W. Valognes. P. 1863.

Port Bannatyne, a maritime vill. of Scotland,
CO. and on the island Bute, at the head of Kanies
Bay, la m. N.N.W. Rothesay. P. 300. It is

much frequented in summer for sea-bathing.
Port Beaufort, a harbour of S. Africa, Cape

Colony, dist. and 50 m. S.E. Swellendam, at the
mouth of the Breede river in St Sebastian Bay.
Port Bowen, British N. America, on Prince

Regent Inlet, in lat. 73° 13' N., Ion. 88° 54' W.
Here the "Hecla" and "Fury" remained from
September to July 1824-5, during which period
the mean temperature was 4°-33 Fahr., the lowest
temperature on 26th January being minus 38°,

and the highest, 13th July, 45°-42.

PoRTBURY, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 5^
m. W.N.W. Bristol. Ac. 3849. P. 677.

Port Byron, a vill. of the U. S., N. Amer., New
York, on the Erie canal, co. Cayiiga. P. 1200.

Port Carbon, a vill. of the U. S., N. America,
Pennsylvania, at the confl. of Mill Creek and the
Schuylkill river, at the head of the canal, navig-
able 49 m. N.E. Harrisburgh and near Pottsville.

Port Castries, St Lucia. [Castries.]
Port Charlotte, a maritime vill. of Scotland,

CO. Argyle, pa. Kilchoman, in the island Islay,

opposite Laggan-Point. P. about 562.

Pobtchester, a pa. and vill. of England, co.

Hants, on the N. side of Portsmouth harbour,
with a station on a branch of the London and
S.W. Railway, 3^ m. N.N.W. Portsmouth. Ac.
of pa. 2949. P. 771. It is the ancient Caer Peris,

one of the principal cities of Britain before the
Roman conquest, and has a castle.

Port Clarence, a marit. vill. of England, co.

Durham, near Stockton, and with a station ou
the Stockton and Hartlepool Eailway.
PoRTCROS, one of the Hy^res Islands, France,

dep. Var, 5 m. E. Porquerolles. Length 2J m.

;

breadth 1 m. It is defended by several forts.

Port Curtis, an inlet on the coast of Queens-
land, Australia, off Clinton co. Lat. 23° 56' S.

—II. a pastoral dist. on the same coast, extend-
ing from lat. 21° 30' to 24° 40' S.

Poet-de-la NonneIxLe, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Aude, cant. Sigean. P. 1981.

Port Denison, a spacious and safe harbour of

Queensland, Australia, forming the inner part of

Edgecombe Bay, in lat. 20° S., discovered in 1860.

Imports (1862) 10,466/. ; exports 4069/.

Port-de-Paix (Le), a marit. town of the island

Hayti, on its N. coast, 35 m. W. Cape Haytien.
Port Dundas, a vill. and suburb of Glasgow,

Scotland, about 1 m. W. that city, at the end of

the Forth & Clyde Canal. It has large warehousos.
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Port d'Urbax, a marit. vill. of NaUl, South

Afiica, on the N. side of the inlet Port Natal, 60

ni. E. Fietennaritzburg.

Port Easy, a fishing vill., Scotland, co. Banff,

pa. Eathven, E. Port Gordon. P. 675.

—

Port

Edgar is a small harb. on the Firth of Forth, co.

Linlithgow, pa. Dalmeny, f m. W. Queensferry.

PoRTEL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Pas-de-Calais, arr. Boulogne-sur-Mer. P. 3284.

PoRTEL. a market town of Portugal, prov.

Alemtejo, 20 m. E.S.E. Evora. P. 2000.

Port Elizabeth, a dist. and seaport town of

South Africa, Cape Colony, with a harbour, 18

m. S.E. Uitenhago, of which it is the port, on the

W, aide of Algoa Bay. P. 8700, of whom 6886

are Europeans. It has a pier projecting 350
leet into the sea, and an arsenal. It is a free

port, the most frequented along the S. coast of

the colony ; and has a rising trade.

Port Ellen or Port Ellinor, a fishing vill.

of Scotland, co. Argyle, on the S.E. coast of the

island Islay, pa. and 8 m. S.S.E. Bowmore, with
a distillery, a quay, and a lighthouse. P. 1007.

I'oRTiiNDiK, a French trading station, on the
W. coast of Africa, 160 m. N. Fort Louis.

Porter, two tnshps. of the U. S., N. America.
— I. New York, on the Niagara river, 16 m. N.W.
Lockport.—II. Maine, 86 m. S.W. Augusta.
Porter, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in N.W.

of Indiana. Area 396 sq. m. P. (I860) 10,313.

FoBTE-s, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Gard,
arr. Alais, cant. G^nolhac. P. 2512.
Porte-Saixte-Marie, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Lot-et-Garonne, cap. cant., on the

Garonne, 11 m. W.N.W. Agen. It has a small
port, and manufactures of leather.

Port Essingtok, a bay of North Australia, on
the N. side of Coburg Peninsula. Shores of the
bay low and destitute of vegetation. Climate un-
healthy. On W. side, 17 m. from its entrance, in

Jat 1 r 22' 3' S., Ion. 132° 10' 7" E., the British

settlement of Victoria was founded in 1839. It

was abandoned for its insalubrity in 1845.

Portets, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, arr. Bordeaux, cant. Podensac. P. 1904.

Port Famine, South America, Patagonia, in

the Strait of Magellan, lat. 63° 38' S., Ion. 70° 62'

W., formerly a penal settlement of the gov. of

Chile, now removed to Sandy Point, Captain
Gardener of the Fatagonian mission, and part of

liis boat's crew, perished here from hunger.
Port Gibson, a post vill. of U. S., N. America,

Mississippi, on Bayou Pierre, and 28 m. from its

mouth, 65 m. S.W. Jackson. It is surrounded
by a rich planting dist., and has a considerable
trade in cotton. On the 1st and 3d May 1863
the Fedei-als here gained two battles, in which
the Confederates were defeated with great loss.

Port Glasgow, a pari, and munic. bor., river-

port tov/n, and pa. of Scotland, co. Renfrew, on
the 1. b. of the Clyde, and on a branch of the
Caledonian Railway, 18 m. W.N.W. Glasgow.
Ac. 1031. P. (1861) 7214. It has endowed and
other schools, a public library, branch banks, har-
bours, with quays, and large graving dock. Ship-
building is extensively carried on at three large
building yards, and here are manufactures of
sail-cloth and ropes, with a sugar refinery. The
town was founded (before the deepening of the
Clyde), by the Glasgow magistrates in 1668, to
be the seaport of Glasgow, and its trade was long
in the hands of Glasgow merchants, but the in-
habitants have of late carried on commerce on
their own account, and they now own a large
portion of the shipping. It is one of the chief
ports on the Clyde for imports of N. American

timber. Customs revenue (1863) 140,423/. Hog
vessels (1862), sailing 38, tons 1787 ; steamers 8,

tons 524; entered 79, tons 30,492; cleared 66,

tons 30,890 ; vessels belonging to the port 7, tons
658. Market, Friday. Exports (1862) 84,375/.

Corp. revenue 4808/. The bor. unites •vvith Ren-
frew, Rutherglen, Dumbarton, and Kilmarnock,
in sending 1 mem. to H. of C. Reg. elect. (1863)
223. Ann. value of real property (1862-3) 20,696/.

PoRTGLENONE, a mkt. town of Ireland, Ulster,

chiefly in co. Antiim, on the Bann, here crossed
by an elegant bridge, 7 m. S.S.E. Kilrea. P. 833.

Port Gordon, a fishing vill. of Scotland, co.

Banff, pa. Rathven, 4 m. E.S.E. of the mouth of

the Spey, with 630 inhabitants, chiefly employed
in the coasting trade.

—

Port Cower is a fishing
vill. on the E. coast of co. Sutherland, 3 m.
W.S.W. Helmsdale. P. 236.

Port (or Harbour) Grace, a small maritime
town of Newfoundland, on the W. side of Con-
ception Bay, 25 m. N.W. St John.
Port Howe, a landing place on the E. coast

of San Salvador, Bahama Islands, supposed to be
that where Columbus first set foot in the new
world, 12th October 1492.

Port Hudson, a post vill., U. S., N. America,
Louisiana, on 1. b. of Mississippi, 25 m. above
Baton-Rouge, on the Clinton Railway. It is a
place of active business, from which were shipped
annually about 80,000 bales of cotton, and 2000
hogsheads of sugar. On 23d May 1863, the Fede-
rals here gained a victory over the Confederates,
by which the latter lost 6233 prisoners, 51 pieces

of artillery, 2 steamers, and 6000 small arms.
Port Hunter, an inlet of New South Wales,

between cos. Gloucester and Northumberland, 75
m. N.N.E. Sydney. Lat. 32° 55' S. ; Ion. 151° 48'

E. It extends 5 in. inland, receives the Hunterj
river at its W. extremity, and has the town
Newcastle on the S. side of its entrance.
Port Huron, a town, U. S., North Amo

Michigan, at the mouth of the Black river, 2 m
S. Lake Huron. P. 3000.

Port K^rry, a pa. and seaport of S. Wales, co.,

Glamorgan, 10 m. S.W. Cardiff. P. 1131.—IlJ
(^Port-eynon\ a pa., same co., 3 m. S.S.W. Penrhysj
Ac. 1136. P. 297. Here is an oyster fishery. '

Portici, a town of South Italy, 4 m. S.E. o!

Naples, of which it is a suburb, at the N. base oi

Vesuvius. P. (1861) 11,288. It has a royai

palace, with pictures and frescoes from Pompeii
a museum of statues, bronzes, arms, and fumii
ture, taken from the buried city, and is a favouriti

resort of the Neapolitans in spring and autmnr,

The harbour is defended by a mole, and has
fishery and brisk coasting trade.

Pobtillo, a town of Spain, prov. and 13 EJ,'

S.E. Valladolid, with a ruined castle. P. 1467.

Portijiao, a town of Portugal. [Villa-Nova.
PoRTisHAM, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6} n

W.S.W. Dorchester. Ac. 4540. P. 704.

PoRTisHEAD, a pa. of England, co. Somerse
on the Bristol Channel, 7J m. W.N.W. Bristo

Ac 2388. P. 1201, The vill. is frequented as

watering place. It has a floating pier or breal

waJer, for the shelter of ocean steamers.

Port Jackson, an inlet of New South Wale
CO. Cumberland, its entrance being between tw

lofty cliffs, the N. and S. heads, on the latter
|

which is a lighthouse, 345 feet above the sea,
J

lat. 33° 61' 32" S., Ion. 15P 18' E. It extends
.]

m. inland, has numerous creeks and bays, ail

foi-ms one of the finest harbours known, wi|

dry dock and naval station. The city of Sydni
is on its S. side.

Port Knockie, a fishing vill. of Scotland, c
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Bnnff, pa. Eathven, 2 m. W.N.W. Cullen. P.

1159.

—

Port Lethan and Purt Logan are maritime
vills.; the former in co. Kincardine, pa.Banchory-
Devenick, 6J m. N.N.E. Stonehaven, with 265
inhabitants ; the latter in co. Wigtown, at the

head of Poiinessock Bay, pa. Kirianaiden, and
11 m. S.S.E. Stranraer. P. 223.

P0RTI.AND (Isle of), a peninsula and pa. of

England, co. Dorset, insular only at certain times

of the tide, and extending into the English Chan-
uel, ij m. in length N. to S., by 2 m. in breadth,

connected with the mainland by the Chesil bank,

a narrow ridge of shingle, lOJ m. in length, and
tenninating on the S. by Portland-hill, a rocky
promontory, with two lighthouses 198 feet above
the sea, in lat. 50° 31' N., Ion. 2° 26' W. Ac. of

pa. 3555. P. (1861) 8468. It forms the W. side

of Weymouth harbour, and has stone quarries,

and several anc. remains. Off its S. extremity is

Portland-race, a dangerous part of the channel,

in wliich the tides set E. with great velocity.

—

Portland is famous for its immense breakwater,
the foundation stone of which was laid 25th July
1849, under the auspices of the late Prince Consort.

Strictly speaking there are two breakwaters, one
connected with the shore \ m. S.E. off Portland
castle, length 1800 feet ; the other or principal

breakwater, 6000 feet long, is separated from the
first by a passage of 400 feet in breadth, and 45
feet deep at the lowest tide. The stone was con-
veyed from the top of the island by the convicts
from Portland prison. About 6,000,000 tons of

stone have been consumed, which was thrown in

at the rate of 2500 to 3000 tons daily. From an
official chart published by order of the House of

Commons, the average of sheltered anchorage
within a S.E. line will be as follows :—At 5 fa-

thoms deep & upwards 1290 ac. ; at 3 do. 1590 do.

;

at 2 do. 1758 do. ; up to low water line 2107 do.

Portland, a city and seaport of the U. S.,

North America, Cumberland co., Maine, on a
peninsula in Casco Bay, on Grand Trunk Kail.,

which connects it with Montreal, 60 m. S.S.W.
Augusta, lat. 43° 39' N., Ion. 70° 16' W. P.

(1860) 26,341. It has a picturesque appearance,
rising like an amphitheatre from the sea. Chief
buildings, city hall, court house, and churches

;

athenaeum, with a library of 10,000 volumes, and
several banks ; a natural histoi-y society and
museum. The harbour is safe, spacious, and de-
fended by two forts. At its entrance, on Port-
land head, is a lighthouse 70 feet high. In 1862,
632 vessels (tonnage 149 690) entered the port of

Portland. Value of cargoes, 1,878,920/. In the
same year 759 vessels (tonnage 179,959) cleared.
Value of cargoes, 1,003,138/. The greater part of

British imports to Portland are for transmission
to Canada, during the winter season, by the
Grand Trunk Railway. The principal commercial
business is with the island of Cuba, exporting
lumber and cooperage stock, and importing mo-
lasses and sugar. Total value of foreign exports
from the port for the year 1862 amounted to

4,117,292 dollars. The principal branches of
trade in Portland are cooperage, drugs, fish (over
300 sail of fishermen are fitted out at the port),
flour, grain, hay, lumber, molasses, oil, pork and
beef, potatoes, plaster, sugar, salt, tea and coffee,

and tobacco. The Portland sugar company gives
employment to an average of 196 men each month.
The manufactures of Portland consist of 2 iron
foundries, a sugar refinery, & steam flour mills, oil

works, sailcloth, matches, tanneries, wool stap-
ling, soap works, distilleries, steam bakeries,
planing mills, etc., and it has an extensive coast-
ing trade.— II. a township. New York, on Lake

Erie, on which it has a good harbour, 76 m.
N.N.W. Maysvillo. P. 1905.—III. a township,
Ohio, CO. Erie, on Sandusky Bay.—IV. the largest
and most important town in Oregon, on the Wil-
liamette river, at the head of ship navigation ; 1.5

m. from its mouth is the Columbia, with exten-
sive commerce. P. 8000.
Portland, a township of Australia, Victoria, on

Portland Bay, about 170 m. W.S.W. Melbourne.—Portland Bay is a wide inlet, its centre in lat.

38° 25' S., Ion. 142° E., bounded W. by Cape Nel-
son, and containing Lady Julia Percy Island.

Portland (Channel), off W. coast of North
America, stretches inland, in lat. 65' N., Ion. 130°

W., and separates Russian and British America.
—(^Islands), a small group, Pacific Ocean, W. New
Hanover, and so named by Carteret in 1767.

—

{Point), the S. extremity of Jamaica. Off it, on
the E., are Portland Keys.
Poutlaw, a manuf. town of Ireland, Munster,

CO. and 9 m. W.N.W. Waterford, on an affluent

of the Suir. P. 3852. It has cotton factories.

PoRTLEMOUTH (Bast), a pa., Encrl., CO. Devon,

4i m. S.S.E. Kingsbridge. Ac. 2143. P. 403.

Port (le), a comm. and vill. of Prance, dep.
Ari^ge, arr. St Girons, cant. Massat. P. 2177.

Port Leschenault, an inlet of W. Austral iii,

dist. Wellington, forming a backwater of the In-
dian Ocean, 16 m. in length, 1 m. across. The
settlement Australind is on its E. side.

Port Lincoln, a settlement of S. Australia, on
the W. side of Spencer Gulf, lat. 34° 4.5' S., Ion.

135° 50' E. It has a good roadstead and har-
bour, but the country around it is baiTen.

Pout Louis, a comm. and seaport town, France,
dep. Morbihan, 2\ m. S. Lorient, on a peninsula at

the entrance of its bay. P. 2937. It is defended
by a citadel on a neighbouring rock, and has an
ai'senal. The port is of size and depth sulBcient

for ships of 1000 tons. Chief industry, a fishery

and trade in pilchards. It was founded in 1635.

Port-Louis, the cap. town of the island
Mauritius, at the head of a bay, on its N.W.
side, lat. 20° 9' 66" S., Ion. 57° 29' 30" E. P.

(1861) 74,625; increase over 1851, 24,616. It

has a Roman Catholic cathedral, a Protestant
church, and two mosques; a citadel, barracks,
bazaar, theatre, public library, and botanic gar-
den. In 1862 its royal college had 243 pupils.

The town and harbour are strongly fortified,

but the entrance to the latter is difficult, and
during the hurricane months it is unsafe. A
railway is now (1864) being constructed from
the port to the extremities of the island, and the

town is about to be lighted with gas.—II. a
maritime town of the island Guadeloupe, dist.

Grand Terre, on the Great Cul-de-Sac, 12 m. N.
Pointe-a-Pitre. P., with vicinity, 4140. It is well
built, and has a small harbour defended by forts.

Port Macquarrie, an inlet of New S. Wales,
at the mouth of Hastings river, co. Macquarrie,
lat. of entrance, 31° 26' S., Ion. 152° 67' E.—Port
J/., a post town on the same bay. P. (1860) 514.

PoRTMAHOLMACK, a vill. & seaport of Scotland,
cos. Ross and Cromarty, pa. Tarbet, on a penin-
sula S. side of the Dornoch Firth, 14 m. N.N.E.
Cromarty. P. 489, mostly employed in fishing.

Port Maiion, Partus Magonis, a fortified town
of Spain, cap. of the isl. Minorca, Balearic Isls.,

on its S. side, in lat. 39° 62' 32' N., Ion. 4° 20' 69"
E. P. (1857) 13,102. It is the residence of the
military governor, and of the bishop of Minorca.
Mahon was taken by the English in 1708, and by
the Spaniards and French in 1766. Restored to

England in 1763, it was again taken by the French
and Spaniards in 1782 ; it was captured once
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n.ore by the English in 1798, but ceded to Spain
at the peace of 1802.

Port Maria, a seaport vill. of Jamaica, co.

Miiidlesex, on its N. coast, 25 m. E. St Ann's.
PoRTMARNocK, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, with

a Ktation on the Dublin and Drogheda Eailway,

8J m. N.N.E. Dublin. Ac. 2084. P. 421.

Port Maky Bay is a creek of Kirkcudbright,
pa. Eerwick, 6 m. E.S.E. of the entrance of Kirk-
cudbright Bay, where Mai-y, Queen of Scots,

embarked in her last flight to England.
PoRTMOAK, a pa. of Scotland, co. Kinross, be-

tween I.och Leven and Fifeshire. Ac. 9957.

P 1450. Mostly mountainous.
PoRTNAHAVEN, a fishing vill. of Scotland, co.

Argj-le, at the S.W. extremity of the island Islay,

]ia. Kilchoman, 20 ra. S.W. Port Askaig. P.

438. Opposite the vill. is a small island, with a
lighthouse 150 feet above high water, in lat. 65°
41' N., Ion. 6° 29' W.
Port Natai, an inlet of Natal, E. Africa, lat.

of cape at entrance, 29° 53' S., Ion. 31° 2' E.

On the coast between it and the Cape Colony are

the 1st, 2d, and 3d Points of Natal, about 80 m.
apart. The town of Durban, on N. shore of this

inlet, is the port of the British colony of Natal,
50 m. S.E. Pietermaritzburg. Exports butter,

hides, ivory, & natural curiosities. [Dukban.J
Port Nicholson, a harbour of New Zealand,

in Cook Strait, S. extremity of North Island, with
the town of Wellington on its W. side.

Porto, a city of Portugal. [Oporto.]
Porto, a prefix to the names of several places

in Brazil I. (Aleqre), a city, prov. Rio-Grande-
do-Sul, 150 m. N.N.E. Eio Grande, at the N. end
of the Lake of Patos, in lat. 30° S. P., with sub-
urbs, 12,000. It was founded in 1743, by a colony
from the Azores. It has an hospital and several
schools. Its trade was flourishing till 1835,

when it was interrupted by the disturbed state

of the country.—II. (^Alegrey, a maritime town,
prov. Espiritu Santo, at mouth of Mercury E.,

on N. frontier. P. 1000.—III. {Alegre), a town
in the prov. Eio-Grande-do-Norte, 190 m. W.
Natal. P. 4000.—IV. {Belloy, a town, prov.*feanta

("atharina, lat. 27° 8' S., Ion. 53° 24' E., 37 m. from
Desten-o. P. 2000.—V, {Calvo, formerly Bom-
/Successoy, a town in the prov. and 45 m. N.E.
Alagoas Bay. P. of district 8000, engaged in

ngriculture and the manuf. of sugar.—VI. (das-

Catxat), a town in the prov. of Eio-de-Janeiro,
with a port on the Eio Aldea, 37 m. S. Maca<;u.

It is an entrepot for the sugar and coffee of the
district.—VII. (das-Pedrasy, a town in the prov.

and 47 m. N.E. Alagoas, on 1. b. of the Manguape.
P. 3000.—VIII. (do-Mozy, a maritime town, prov.

Para, on rt. b. of the Xingu, at its confl. with
the Amazon, 40 m. S.W. Gurupa. P. of dist.

4000.—IX. {Felizy, a town in prov. and 60 m.
W.N.W. Sio Paulo, on 1. b. of the Tiet^. P. of

dist. 10,000.—X. (Segurd), a maritime town, prov.
Bahia, cap. comarca, lat. 16° 26' 9' S., Ion. 38°

68' W., on 1. b. of the Buranhen, at its mouth
in the Atlantic. It has several hospitals and
schools. Its town-house was foi-merly a Jesuits'

college. Its port, comprising the vills. Pontinha,
Marcos, and Pacata, is defended by a fort. Its

trade is chiefly with Bahia and Eio. P. 2650.
Porto, Partus Trajanus, a ruined city and port

of Italy, Pontifical States, comarca and 14 nu
S.W. liome, on the Tiber.
Porto Atacames, a harbour of South Ame-

rica, Ecuador, on the Pacific, 100 m. N.W. Quito.
I'ORTOBELLO, a quoad sacra pa., pari. & munic.

bor., seaport town, and summer resort, Scotland,
iM. and 3 m. E. Edinburgh, pa. Duddingston, in

a plain on the S. bank of the Firth of Forth, witb
a station on the N. B. Eailway. P. of pari. bor.
and town (1861) 4366. It has a fine sandy beach,
not and cold salt-water baths, branch banks,
brick-works, and potteries. The bor. unites with
Leith and Musselburgh in sending 1 mem. to H.
of C. The bor. was founded in 1762, and is go-
verned by a provost and two bailies.

PoRTOBELLO, a maritime town of South Ame-
rica. [Puerto-Bello.]
Porto Blffole, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia,

prov. and 20 m. N.E. Treviso, on the W. bank
of the Livenza.
Porto d'Anzo, Antium, a seaport vill. of Cen-

tral Italy, prov. Velletri, on the Mediterranean,
33 m. S.S.E. Rome. Its ancient port is enclosed
by two moles, constructed by Nero, E. of which
is a modern port, but both are now choked with
sand. It has various remains of antiquity, the
principal being a palace of Nero, in the roina of
which the famous Apollo Belvidere and Borghese
Gladiator were discovered.

Porto d'Ascoli, a vill. of Central Italy, proT.
Ascoll, on the Adriatic, at the mouth of the
Tronto. P. 3231.
Porto-Ercole, Herculis Partus, a town oi

Central Italy, prov. and 26 m. S. Grosseto, on the
E. side of the peninsula of Monte Ai^entaro. It

has an active tunny fishery.

Porto-Ferrajo, the cap. town of Elba, CeiH
tral Italy, prov. Livomo, on the N. side of the
isl. Elba, P. (1860) 6537. It stands at the ex-

tremity of a tongue of land, enclosing a harbom^
210 feet above the sea, surrounded by fortifia^

tions, and defended by batteries. It has a goT-
emment house, two churches, a seminary, town-
hall, barracks, and military hospital, with a few
unimportant manufs., and an export trade in iroii

from mines in its vicinity. It was the residence

of Napoleon i. from May 1814 till February 1815
Porto Fino, a seaport town of North Ital^

prov. and 16 m. E.S.E. Genoa, on a pfomonto^
in the Mediterranean. P. of comm. 1157.

Port Hope, the chief town of co. Durhaoii

Canada W. P. 5000.

Port of Spain, the chief town of the island of

Trinidad, on its W. coast, near the mouth of the

Carony river, Fort St David being in lat. 10° 88'

7" N.. Ion. 61° 32'W. P. (1857) 11,693. It is built

wholly of stone or brick, having wide thorou^i-

fares, Protestant&Roman Catholic churches,Pres- i

byterian & Methodist chapels, a harbour, & an «o-
'

tive trade. Nearitare StJames's barracks, builtin

one of the most pestilential spots in the island.

Portogruako, atown of N. Italy, Venetia,prov.

& 27 m. S.W. Udine, cap. dist, at the confl. of the

Lemene & Eighena. P. 3000. It has a cathedral.

Porto Lago, a small town of W. Africa, in a

detached portion of British territory, on the

Sierra Leone river, 60 m. E.N.E. Free-town.

Portole, an inland town of Austria, Istria,

gov. and 20 m. S.S.E. Trieste. P. 2300.

Porto Longone, a port and small town of the

Ionian island Paxo, on its N.W. side.—II. a town

of the islapd Elba, Mediterranean, on its E. side,

5 m. S.E. Porto-Ferrajo. P. 1715.

Porto Maggiore, a maritime town of N. Italy,

prov. Ferrara. on the Adriatic Sea, 4 m. E.. Com-

machio. P. of comm. (1861) ]3,79L It has t

palace, theatre, and collegiate church.

Porto-Maurizio, a seaport town of N. Italy,

on the Gulf of Genoa, cap. prov., 2 m. W.S.W.
Onegiia. P. (1862) 6906. It has an extensive tradei

in olive oil. It was erected cap. of a new prov. in

1860. Areaof prov. 467 sq.m. P. (1862) 121,330.

Porto Novo, a maritime town of British India,i
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on the Coromandel coast, 63 m. N.E. Tanjore.

It was formerly important, but ruined in 1782 by
llyder Ali, whose army was in the same year
defeated near it by the troops under Sir Eyre
("cote. The town is prosperous, extensive iron

works having been established, and iron ore of

superior quality being abundant in the neigh-
liourhood. Lat. 11° 31' N. ; Ion. 79° 49' E.

PouTO Plata, a town of San Domingo, North
coast, 12 m. N.W. Santiago. It is the outlet for

the commerce of the northern provinces.

Porto Praya, the cap. town of the Cape Verd
Islands, on the S.E. coast of the island Santiago.

Trade chiefly in slaves, which is carried on to a
trreat extent, and here the fraudulent Portuguese
ship papers are prepared for the American and
Spanish slavers. In the spring of 1864, a famine,

induced by a severe drought, nearly annihilated

ilie pop. of Santiago and its capital.

Porto RA, a vill. of Austria, Croatia, on the
Gulf of Quarnero, 8 m. S.E. Fiume. P. 1200.

Porto Recanati, a small fishing town of Cen-
tral Italy, Macerata, at the mouth of the Potenza,
4 m. S.W. Loreto. P. 3052. Near it are the ruins

of the ancient Potentia.

Porto Rico (Span. Puerto Rico), one of the
Spanish West India islands, between Hayti and
the Virgin Islands, lat. 17° 56' to 18° 32' N., Ion.

65° 40' to 67° 20' W., having S. the Caribbean
Sea, and N. the Atlantic Ocean. Length, E. to

W., 110 m. ; breadth 40 m. Area 3750 sq. m. P.

(1860) 300,430 whites, 241,142 free coloured, 41,736
slaves—total 683,308. Surface generally undu-
lating, and very fertile. It is considered to be

\
the most healthy island in the West Indies. A

' mountain range extends E. to W. through the
island, and from their sides descend many small
rivers, some of which are navigable for sevei'al

leagues from the sea. Coasts indented by nume-
rous good harbours. There were in 1862 533

\
sugar estates, 335 distilleries, 63 coffee and 54 to-

.
bacco plantations, 57 cattle estates, 10 tanneries,

• besides small farms. Indigo, cotton of short fibre,
' hides, cattle, dye-wood, and timber, are the other
'. chief products. The work on the farms is con-
' ducted by both free & slave labour. Gold, copper,
iron, lead, and coal are met with, but no mines
except salt are wrought ; only a small quantity
of which has been procured. Manufs. are in-

significant. In 1860, an average year, 1389 ves-
sels (tonnage 194,260) loaded at the different ports
of the island, 312 being British, 443 Spanish, and
461 American. The Spanish flag has a privilege
overforeign to the extent of 6 per cent reduction of
duty on cargoes. Exp. (1860) consisted of 60,000
tons sugar, 23,604 quintals tobacco, 1.5,924,524
lbs. coffee, 296,696 lbs. cotton, 43,445 puncheons
molasses, 1254 puncheons rum, 672,472 lbs. hides,
and 5524 head of cattle ; total value 1,100,000/., of
which 300,000/. went to England or its colonies in
N. America. During the same year the value of im-
ports of almost eveiy sort of European & American
manufs. was 1,500,000/., of which 600,000/. worth
5ame from England. Trade chiefly with Spain &
;he Spanish American colonies, the United States,
3reat Britain, and N. Germany. There were
in 1862) 2965 trading establishments of all kinds
n the island. Porto Rico is governed by a cap-
ain-general, who is president of the royal audi-
-ncia, and is assisted by a junta of military
'fficers. It is divided into seven deps. Principal
"^vns, San Juan de Porto Rico, Mayagues, Ponce,
lud Guayanilla. Porto Rico was discovered by
'"olumbusin 1493.
Porto Rico (Sax Juan de), the principal city

ud seaport of the above island, on a peninsula

off its N. coast. Lat. 18° 29' N. ; Ion. 66° 7' 2'

W. P. (I860) 15,367. It is strongly fortified.

Principal edifices, the bishop's palace and semi-
nary, royal military hospital, cathedral, custom-
house, town-house, theatre, arsenal, and gaol.

The town is the seat of the government and
superior courts of the island, and of a society of

arts, and numerous schools. The harbour, on
its W. side, is defended by the Morro castle and
other forts.

Porto Sal Rey, a to*vn of the island Boa
Vista, Cape Verd Islands, on its W. coast.

Porto Santo, one of the Madeira Islands,

Atlantic Ocean, 26 m. N.E. Madeira. Length 8
m. ; breadth 3 m. P. 6000. Surface mountainous

;

soil of volcanic origin, parched, and destitute of

timber; principal products, wine of inferior

quality, maize, barley, and fruits. Chief town of

same name, on E. coast, with an excellent harbour.
Porto Torres, a comm. and vill. of the island

Sardinia, prov. and circ. Sassari. P. 2019. It

has a cathedral, and some remains of antiquity.

Porto-Vecchio, a fortified town of Franco,
in the island Corsica, cap. cant., on an inlet of
its E. coast, 15 m. N.N.E. Bonifacio. P. 2290. It

has the best port in the isl., but is so unhealthy,
owing to adjacent salt-marshes, that its inhabi-
tants mostly leave it during the summer months.
Pokto-Veneke, a vill. and port of North Italy,

prov. and 44 m. S.E. Genoa, at the W. boundary
of the Gulf of Spezzia, separated by a narrow
channel from the island Palmaria. P. of comm.
3565. It has a small port, an active anchovy
fishery, and is famed for the marble called Portor.

Port-Patrick, a seaport town, burgh of bar.,

and pa. of Scotland, co. Wigtown, on the Irish.

Channel, 6J m. S.S.W. Stranraer. Ac. 9145. P.

(1861) 2189 ; do. of town 2156. The town is en-
closed by hills, in a semicircular form. It is the
nearest port to the coast of Ireland (21J m.), with
which it is connected by a submarine telegraph to

Donaghadee. Steamers also ply regularly between
these two places. It is the terminus of the railway
from Dumfries. Its harbour is protected by two
piers, and has a lighthouse. Port-Patrick was
long famous as the " Gretna Green " for Ireland.

It has no manufs., but many of its inhabitants

are engaged in the cod-fisheiy. The "Orion,"
Liverpool and Glasgow steamer, was lost off this

coast by striking on a rock.

Port-Phillip, a bay of the S. coast of Victoria,

Australia. Lat. of Point Nepean at its entrance
38° 18' S. ; Ion. 144° 42' 7" E. Length and breadth

about 35 m. each ; entrance nearly 2 m. across

;

it is capable of receiving all the navies of civi-

lised nations. A lighthouse has been erected

2 m. within its entrance. At its W. side is an
inlet, near the head of which is the town Geelong

;

and on its N. side it receives the Yarra-yarra
river, on the banks of which is the town of Mel-
bourne, cap. the colony of Victoria, to which
Port Phillip, until lately, gave name. [Victoria.]
Port Plate, a seaport town of the island Hayti,

cap. arrond., on the N. coast, 12 m. N.W. Santiago.

Port Raffles, Australia. [Raffles Bay.]
Portree, a pa. and maritime vill. of Scotland,

CO. Inverness, the pa. comprising the E. part of

the isl. of Skye, and the isls. Raasay, Rona, and
Fladda. Alt. 50 feet. Mean temp. June 66°-8,

Jan. 39°-4. Rainfall 148 inches. Ac. about 41,900

P. 3159, of whom 679 are in the village, which
stands at the head of Loch Portree, and is cap.

of the Skye group of the Hebridean islands. It

has 3 churches, a gaol, 2 branch banks, harbour,

and exports of cattle, sheep, wool, kelp, salted

herrings, pickled salmon, and dried cod and ling.
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Port-Republican (Port-au-Prince), the cap.

city, and principal seaport of the island Hayti, on
its W. coast, at the head of the Bay of Gonaives.

Lat. 10° 85' N. ; Ion. TT 18' W. P. (1866) about

21,000. It is partially fortified, and built chiefly

of wood. Principal edifices, the palace of the state

;

the church, arsenal, mint, lyceum, military hos-
pital, and courts of law. The vicinity is marshy,
and climate unhealthy. Harbour safe, except
during the hurricane months, from August to No-
vember. It is the seat -of all the superior courts

in Hayti, and of most part of its foreign trade.

Port Eoyai^ a town of U. S., N. America, S.

Carolina. Its forts Walker and Beauregard were
taken by the Federal fleet, 7th March 1861.

Port Royal, a fortified town of Jamaica, co.

Surrey, at the extremity of a long sandy tongue
of land, which bounds Kingston harbour on the
S., 3 m. S.W. Kingston. Lat. of Fort Charles,
17° 56' N. ; Ion. 76° 51' W. P. 15,000. It has a
rojal naval dock-yard, naval hospital, & barracks.

PoRTRUsii, a seaport" vill. of Ireland, Ulster,

CO. Antrim, at the extremity of a narrow penin-
sula, near the Skerry Islands, and 5 m. N. Cole-
mine. P. 1086. Altitude 14 feet. Mean temp.
June 58°'3, Jan. 39°'5, Fahr. It is resorted to for

sea-batLiug, and by steamers betwuen the N.
coast of Ireland and the Clj'de.

Port Said, a seaport town of Lower Egypt, on
the Mediterranean, at the entrance to the Suez
Canal, 30 m. S.S.E. Damietta. P. (1868) 10,000.
In 1800 there was not even a hut on the site of
this flourishing city, but the harbour is now
filled with large ships.

Portsea, a pa, of England, co. Hants,
comprises most of the island of same name. Ac.
6891. P. (1861) 83,966. The pa. church is at

Kingston. [Portsmouth.]
Port-Seaton, a vill., Scotland, co. Haddington,^ Tranent, on rt. b. of the Firth of Forth, 2 m. E.

Prestonpans. P. 340. Has saltworks & a fisherj-.

Port Sir Francis Drake, U. S., N. America,
Upper California, in lat. 3^° N.; Ion. 122° 50' W.
1'oktskewett, a jia. of Engl., co. Monmouth,

4} m. S.S.W. Chepstow. Ac. 1779. P. 175.
Portslaue, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4 m.

W.N.W. Brighton. Ac. 2006. P. 1103.
Portsmouth, a pari, and munic. bor., fortified

seaport town, pa., and the principal naval station
of England, co. Hants, hund. Portsdown, at the
S.W. extremity of Portsea Island, and at the en-
trance of Portsmouth harbour. Lat. of observa-
tory 60° 48' N., Ion. 1° 6' W. Ac of bor.,

including also the town and pa. of Portsea, 5090.
P. (1851) 72,096 ; (1861) 94,799. Ac. of pa. 172.
P. (1851) 10,832 ; (1861) 10,833. There are three
railway routes to London : via Brighton and S.
Coast, 95 m. ; via London & S.-Western, 90 m.

;

via, Godalming and Guildford, much shorter. The
London and South-Western line connects with
Southampton, and thence to all parts of the W.
of England.—The island of Portsea is bounded
N. by the Portsbridge Canal (a muddy creek),
E. by Ijangstone harbour, S. by Spithead, W. by
Portsmouth harbour. At the S.W. comer of the
island is an immense populous district A stranger
would call it all Portsmouth. It, however, com-
prises Portsmouth, Portsea, Landport, & South-
sea. Portsea is joined to the mainland by the
railway and an ordinaiy bridge. The island is

4 m. long, same wide. P. 72,126. Surface level,
generally fertile ; shores marshy from N.W.
round to E. Besides the towns so nearly related
to Portsmouth, it contains the hamlets Fralton,
Milton, Copnor, Kingston, and Hilsea, the last
in pa. of Wymering, the rest in pa. of Portsea.

—

Portsmouth is not ancient. Its importance dates
from the 16th century. There are three exten-
sive barracks in the town, besides the artillery
barracks at Point, the Cambridge, the Clarence
(good paintings in the mess-room), the Colewort.
Occasionally imposing military spectacles on the
Grand Parade and the Governor s Green. The
garrison chapel is a fragm'ent of an hospital en-
dowed A.D. 1238 ; the communion-plate was given
by Queen Anne, the altar-cloth by Charles ii.,

who wiia married here ; the graveyard is full of
"hero dust." St Thomas' Church (a.d. 1210)
contains on vellum the illuminated entry of the
marriage of Charles ii. and the Infanta, also
many monuments. St Mary's Church is a very
commodious chapel of ease. In the locality there
are 13 established places of worship and 20 un-
established. No. 10 High Street occupies the
spot where the Duke of Buckingham was mtu^
dered by Felton. The custom-house, the Green-
row ball-rooms, the post-oflSce, bank of England,
house of the Lieutenant-Governor, savings' bank,
building of the philosophical society, market,
town-hall, and soldiers' institute, are the prin-
cipal public buildings. Portsmouth proper ig

comparatively small, and is completely fortified.

On its W. side is Point, a quai-ter of great his-

torical interest, formerly much frequented by
sailors. It has one principal street. Broad Street
In Capstan Square used to stand the capstan to
draw "a mightie chayne of yron" across the
mouth of the harbour. The floating bridge to
Gosport starts from Point. Point beach is *
general landing-place from boats. Between
Point and the rest of Portsmouth runs in the
commercial harbour called the Camber. The
town of Portsea is close to Portsmouth, due K.
It is separated from it by only an inlet from the
sea similar to the Camber. This is called the
Mill Pond, and is crossed by the Mill Gate and
the Mill Dam. Portsea is regularly fortified on
the E., and is entered by two gates on that side,

the one with a lion on the entablature, the other
with a unicorn—hence called the Lion Gate and
the Unicom Gate. Is a new place. Within this

century there were only a few houses on a com-
mon. The dockyard is within these fortifications,

and occupies quite half the space within the
walls. The new and old gun-wharves, the
Hampshire library, sailors' hcnne, athenaeum,
seamen and marines' orphan school, military hos-

pital, the Anglesea barracks, convict prison, are

the principal buildings. In the athenaeum is to

be seen the figure-head of Captain Cook's " Re-
soiution. ' Churches and chapels all modem.
The Hard, wiit its crowd of houses of entertain-

ment, is now ti.9 resort of sailors. From the

Hard projects the Royal Albert Pier.—The
Dockyard occupies the N.W. of the ground en-

closed by the Port.sea fortifications, the oldest

r :he kingdom. T hese waters were the rendes-

vous of the navyo'. Alfred the Great. The grand
impr.: vements, however, commence with Charletj

II. Q'leen Anne made great additions, and therf

are continually fresh advances. The yard i*

8500 feet from N. to S., and 2000 from E. to W.
Ac. 118, Has a police (91 men) and militaxj

(77 men) guard. The principal buildings ani

places open to visitors are the mast-house ; new'

boat-house ; royal naval college ; ropery—irori
ropes are fast lessening the interest of this de4

partment, the scene of three great fires, 1760;

1 770, 1776 ; the tarring-house ; the anchor rack

the block manufactory, the most interesting c

all the departments by virtue of the raarvellou

machinery invented by Sir Isambart Brunei : th
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-Vs, owe irmch to Sir Samuel Benthara, but

le have had lately to be lengthened to acconi-

lu.idate the large ships recently introduced—ves-

sels belonging to the port, sailing & steam (1862)

2.)9, tonnage 15,381—customs rev. (1862) 21,884;

the five building slips, cover 15 ac, and were
redeemed from mud-land in 1765 ; the steam
bnsin, where the machinery of ships is repaired,

lti)0 feet by 400 feet, 26 feet of water at spring-

tide, opened 1848 by the Queen, has opening into

it 3 docks; the steam factory; foundry; smithery,

containing one of Nasmyth's steam hammers ; the

sheers; the wells for supplying fresh water to ships;

the dock church, in the cupola the ship's bell of the
' Royal George ;

" oiBcers' houses
;
port-admiral's

house; statue of William in.; guard-house; pay-
house ; muster-house, where the 6000 men are re-

mastered as they come in & go out in the space of 10

minutes, without the least confusion, or use of pen
,1 n d ink, with a truth that admits of no dispute ; the
•-< niaphoro, for announcing, by electric telegraph

• mi Greenwich, one o'clock to the yard, and to
.

' ships about to go to foreign stations. It is

probable that the Hard may some day be taken

I
into the yard, and thus the dockyard and gun-

' wharves be connected. Magnificent improve-
ments have already (1864") been proposed by the
department of public works, and still further are

sketched out as possible. Should these be ulti-
' mately carried out, the yard will extend so as to

j
include both Whale Island and Little Whale

' Island. The proposed improvements include
' a tidal basin, three times the size of the present
' steam basin, with three docks, 30 feet deep at low
! water spring-tides ; a repairing basin, still larger,
• 30 feet deep at high water neap-tides, with 4
berths for ships and a hydraulic lift. These
improvements would extend the yard to a line

drawn due W. into the harbour from the g^as-

works on the present shore. A still greater addi-
tion is possible, though not actually proposed,
which would extend the yard 100 feet further

i N. than Little Whale Island.

—

Landport is the
' N.E. suburb of Portsmouth ; not very interest-

;ing. The birthplace of Charles Dickens. Here
are the Royal Portsmouth Hospital, railway ter-

minus, and the theatre. In this same direction
:are Kingston church, the new Portsea ceme-
'tery, and the Hilsea barracks.— Southsea, at
'the commencement of the century, was open
fields and gardens. It is now the S.E. suburb
of Portsmouth, and a fashionable watering-place.
Fine armies have here many a time had their

rendezvous before going to foreign service. There
i are rich historical associations. The castle and
itwo adjacent batteries constitute the key of Ports-
mouth. From the esplanade are fine views of

Spithead and the Isle of Wight. On the beach
ire the baths, and the following memorials:—Rus-
sian guns, the gibbet of Felton, the " Victory's

"

mchor, the Crimean memorial (an obelisk), and
-lie largest gun ever made in England.

—

Spit-
head, the great naval roadstead, lies between
Southsea and the Isle of Wight. Here sank in
ic:ion in 1644, the "Mary Rose;" the "Edgar,"
with 400 souls, was blown up in 1711 ; also the
' Boyne" line-of-battle ship, in 1795. Here, too,

^nnk the "Royal George," with 900 souls, with-
)ut a moment s warning, in 1792. A red buoy
narks the spot The Harbour, the finest in the
vorld for ships of war, is an inlet of the English
'hftnnel, about 4 m. in length by 5 or 6 m. in

I'reatest breadth. The entrance is only 220 yards
icross. It has these advantages,—cannot be
stacked unless the enemy be master of the sea

;

8 so protected that no wind to inju"e can blow

from any point; can float first-class ships at low
water ; is spacious enough to contain the British

navy ; no bars or obstructions at the mouth ; the
entrance perfectly commanded by forts and batte-

ries. The resources of the dockyard, proximity
of immense stores and a large garrison, and the
possibility of blocking the entrance, may be
added. After passing the dockyard, in front of

which the water is very deep, the harbour ex-
pands into a picturesque lake, or rather series of

inlets. Pleasurable water excursions may be
taken to Fareham and the ruins of Portchester
castle. Several islands and islets. In the har-
bour Admiral Byng was shot in 1757. There
lie here the " Victory " flag-ship (the spot where
Nelson fell is marked by a brass plate) ; the " Ex-
cellent," gunnery ship ; the royal yacht, and the
" Fairy ;" and the " Britannia," training ship (in

which Prince Alfred was trained) ; all of which
may be visited.

—

Gosport is ou W. side of the
harbour. Owes all its importance to proximity
to Portsmouth. Its interest as a place is centred
in the Royal Clarence victualling establishment
and the Haslar hospital.

—

The Fortifications on
the Portsmouth side of the hai-bour are the more
important. Portsmouth is the most regular fort-

ress in Great Britain. The town's own defences
consist of segments of irregular many-sided
polygons. There are 6 curtains with 5 bas-
tions, and ravelins in advance of all the cur-
tains, some with retired flanks. The promenade
is made more pleasant by the planting of trees.

The fortifications of Portsea, including the dock-
yard, are stronger, are segments of larger poly-
gons, consist of 3 bastions and 2 demi-bastions,
with outworks; and, like Portsmouth, the ditches

can be kept full of water. These two lines

strengthen each other. Portsea and Portsmouth,
like 2 bastions of the same fort, mutually defend
each other. But new defences of late years have
become necessary. These are along a curve of

about IJ m., at the N. side of Portsea island,

commanding the Portsbridge canal. The creek
itself will be deepened to admit the passage of

gunboats from Langstone harbour on the E. to

Portsmouth harbour on the W. The position will

be immensely strong, when the neighbouring
hill (Portsdown) on the mainland, 2000 yards
away, is also armed with redoubts. An enemy
trying to enter the island on the N. would be
thus exposed to both vertical and horizontal fire.

Cumberland Fort protects the mouth of Lang-
stone harbour. On the Gosport side, the works
are in the same style, but not so complete. Along
a line of 4 m. the main features are Blockhouse
Fort, Monkton Fort, Gomer Fort, and FortElson.
Nelson's pillar is on Portsdown hill, from which
the view is magnificent. From Portsmouth there
is steam communication with Southampton, Isle

of Wight, Plymouth, Falmouth, and Dublin.
Imports cattle and sheep from W. of England,
corn and provisions from Ireland, timber & wines
from the continent, & coals. Sends 2 mems. to H.
of C, and is the polling-place for the S. division

of the county. Reg. elect. (1864) 4583.

Portsmouth, two seaport towns and severjft

minor places, U. S., North America.—I. New
Hampshire, Rockingham co., of which it is the
largest town, and the only seaport, on a peninsula
on rt. b. of the Pisc^taqua, 3 m. from the Atlan-
tic, 56 m. N.N.E. Boston. Lat. of lighthouse 43°
3' N.; Ion. 7° 43' W. P. (1860) 9335. It has nume-
rous churches, an athenaeum with a library of

6000 vols., museums, a state lunatic asylum, court-
house, gaol, market-houses, banks, and alms-
houses. The harbour is safe and deep, defended

3t
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by several forts ; and on Navy Island is a large

U. S. navy yard. Portsmouth has •woollen

manufs., tanneries, distilleries, ship-building, and
a considerable trade. In 1862, 39 British and
American vessels (tonnage 4855) entered, and 38
(tonnage 3081) cleared the port. Many of its in-

habitants are engaged in the cod fishery. Re-
gistered shipping (1850) 14,979 tons.—II. Virgi-

nia, cap. CO. Norfolk, at the mouth of the Eliza-

beth river in Chesapeake Bay, opposite Norfolk,

and 85 m. S.E. Richmond. P. 9502. It has a
court-house, masonic hall, theatre, military aca-

demy ; and in its suburb, Gosport, a U. S. navy
yard, which employs 1000 men ; dry dock, and a
naval hospital. Vessels of the largest size come
up to its w harves. It is connected by railway with
Roanoke and Charleston.—III. a town, Ohio, cap.

CO., on the Scioto and Ohio rivers, 86 m. S. Co-
lumbus. It has nail and iron factories.—IV.
Rhode Island, on the N. port of the island, 7 m.
N.W. Newport. It has valuable fisheries, a coast-

ing trade, and mines of plumbago and coal.

Portsoy, a burgh of barony and seaport town
of Scotland, co. Banff, pa. Fordyce, on the W.
side of the estuary of the Durn, 5 m. E. Cullen.

P. 1903. It has a harbour, and a brisk trade in

com, salted herrings, flax, and woollen stuffs.

Port-Ste-Marie, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Lot-et-Garonne, on the Garonne, arr. Agen,
cap. cant. P. 2856.
Port Stephens, an inlet of New S. Wales,

CO. Gloucester, 18 m. N.E. Port Hunter. Lat. of

Baroinee point 32° 45' S. ; Ion. 151° 13' E. It

extends 15 m. inland ; breadth 6 m. ; and receives

the Keriah river. On its N. bank is Carrington,
cap. of the co.

Port-Stewart, a maritime town of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Londonderry, 4 ra. N.N.W. Coleraiue.

P. 542. It is frequented as a watering place.

Port St PfeRE, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Loire-Inf^rieure, 17 m. S.E. Paim-
boeuf. P. 1897.

Port-sur-SAoxE, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Haute Saone, cap. cant., on the Saone, 7 m.
N.W. Vesoul. P. 1944.

PoRTUDAL, a maritime vill. of W. Africa, Sene-
gambia, on the Atlantic, 35 m. S.E. Cape Verd.
It exports hides, ivory, and gold dust.

Portugal, Ltuttania, a country and kingdom
of S.W. Europe, forming the W. portion of the
Iberian peninsula, and situated between lat.

36' 67' and 42° 8' N., Ion. 6° 15' and 9° 32' W.,
bounded E. and N. by Spain, S. and W. by the
Atlantic ; cap. Lisbon. Length, N. to S., 368 m.;
breadth 80 to 140 m. Area and pop. of Portugal
and its colonal possessions as follow :

—

{see table.)

The surface has a general inclination from N.E.
to S.W. It is traversed by several mountain
ranges, chiefly prolongations of the Spanish
mountains.—I. the Serra Estrella, a continuation
of the Serra de Gata ; highest point 7524 feet in
elevation.—II. the Serra do Monchique, a con-
tinuation of the Sierra Morena. N. and S. of
these extend fine plains, watered by the Minho,
the Douro, Tagus, and Guadiana, which enter the
country from Spain, and with the Mondego and
the SadS,o, rising in Portugal, all flow W. to the
Atlantic. The largest plain is that of Alemtejo, S.
of the Tagus. There are no lakes in Portugal, but
several marshes. The coast line, 600 m. in extent,
presentsmany fine harbours. The climate, in gene-
ral healthy, is especially so in the elevated coast
regions, and on the plateaux of the interior ; the
exceptions are the vicinity of the salt marshes,
and parts of the banks of the Tagus and Mon-
dego. Mean temp, of year at Coimbra 62° ; Lisbon

Dists. and Provs.
Areata
sq. m.

Pop.
1868.

1. Continent.
Vianna, ....
Braga, ....
Oporto, ....

Prov. ofMinho^ .

Braganza, .

ViUa-Real,

Prov. of Tra8-o»-Mo^te^

Aveira, ....
Coimbra, ....
Viieu. ....
Guards, ....
Castello-Branco,

Proy. of Beira,

Leiria, ....
Santarem,....
Lisbon, ....

Prov. of Estremadnra, .

Portalegre,
Evora, ....
Beja,

Pror. of Alemtejo,

Prov. of Algarve, .

Continent, total,

IL Islands.
Angra, ....
Horta, ....
Ponta-Delgada,

Azore
Fnnchal (Madeira), .

Total Islands, .

Total, I. and II.,

1) Possessions in Africa.

Cape Verd Islands, .

In Senegambia, Bissao, etc..

Prince's and St Thomas' Isls.,

with Angola, Ambriz, Ben-
gnela, and Mossamedes,

Mozambique <fc dependency.

Possessions in Afiica,

2) Possessions in Asia.

In India: Goa. Salsette,

Barde^ etc., .

Daman, Diu, .

Indian Archip.,

China: Macao, .

Ponessions in Asia,

Total Colonies,

957
1,088

1,088

198,937
303,484
385,438

3,133

2,380
1,650

887,859

144,352

195,834

4,030

1,459

1,327

1,291
2,128

2,470

340,186

244,446

273,990
336,844
202,193

152,583

8,675 1,210,066

2,a38

2,320

3,623

164,492
176,669
444,706

8,281 785.866

2,391

2,619

6,011

90.078

91,680
129,971

10,021 311,72»

2,344 167,6««

86,484 3,693,86J

69,324
64,680

106,544

1,147

334
240.648

101.420

1,481 341,9<»

37,965 4,036,»a»

1,650
35,879

645

203,110

287,037

86,40»

1,0H
12,2M

2,000,000

300,000

628,221 2,398.74*

1,458
95

?

11

363,788

44.808 '

850.300

29,587

1,288,483

3,687.228

61°'3 Fahr. Rain is very abundant on the W
coast Near Santarem, in the spring of 1864, th.

country was flooded, many villages inundated

and a great amount of property destroyed. SnoT
is rare in the S., but falls heavily on the mountainj

of the N. provs. ; it lies permanently on Moi

Gaviarra (prov. Minho), 7865 feet above the Bai|

Earthquakes occur frequently in the S., and i

the vicinity of Lisbon. The soil is rich, huf

bandry is backward, and there are few passabl

roads. Wheat, barley, oats, flax, and hera

are cultivated in the elevated tracts ; rice in tl

lowlands; olives, oranges, lemons, citrons, fig

and almonds in the central and S. provs. ; an

at the S. extremity, the American aloe, the dat

and other tropical plants. The cultivation

the vine is the most important branch of indu

?
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try; and the produce of the vineyards, on the

upper Douro, termed port, is the staple export.

There are extensive forests of oak in the N.,

chestnut in the centre, and the sea pine, kermes,

and cork in the S. The olive oil is of inferior

quality. Mules and asses are the chief beasts of

burden ; oxen are used for draught in the provs.

Cattle and sheep are reared in considerable

numbers, but the wool is of inferior quality. Goats
and swine are numerous ; and fish abound in the

rivers and on the coasts. The wild animals
. comprise the wolf, boar, goat, and deer. Among
I birds are the partridge, and the eagle in tlie

mountains. Iron, marble, and salt are the chief

mineral products. Numerous mines were worked
in ancient times, as shown by the remains of

shafts, etc., now neglected. Copper, lead, tin,

and coal exist in many places, but coal is worked
[only at Buarcos and at Cape Mondego. There
ifire numerous salt marshes on the coast, and up-
! wards of 200 mineral springs. The manufac-
jtures are very limited, chiefly arms and porcelain

at Lisbon, woollens at Portalegre and Fundao,
,%tton spinning at Thomar, jewellery and trin-

kets at Lisbon and Oporto, glass at Marinha-
jrande, paper at Alemquer, silks at Bragan9a and
it Campo-Grando, near Lisbon. Thirty years
since there was only one spinning-mill in Portu-
gal, now (1864)the spinning-mills supply the home
narket with 2,000,000 kilogs. of yarn annually.

Exports (1862) wine, pyrites, cattle, cork, wool,

Granges and lemons, cotton, oils, onions, ivory,

;)otatoes, copper, etc., to the value of 2,040,396/.

mports cottons, iron, woollens, butter, spirits,

ice, silk, brimstone, tea, coals, tobacco, sugar,

.lardwares, etc., to the value of 1,887,065?. The
Portuguese are a handsome people, with regular

features, olive complexions, and dark eyes. The
;ovemment is a constitutional and hereditary
;aonarchy, and the religion of the state Eoman
|3atholie, but all other forms of worship are tole-

ated. The number of Protestants in the country
3 only 600, mostly foreigners. The church is

overned by a patriarch, 2 archbishops, and 14
ishops. The inquisition was abolished in 1821,
nd the conventual establishments were sup-

' ressed in 1834 ; the revenues have been applied
state purposes. Educational establishments are

"ery defective, except in the cap., which contains
xt^nsive libraries, an observatory, & several lite-

vry & scientific institutions. The only university
i that of Coimbra, which has 46 professors, and
30 to 900 students ; there is a military college at

[afra. A law of 1854 enforces the sending of chil-

ren to school, but it is not attended to. Within
^n years, 1854 to 1864, government has founded
S8 new missionary schools. In 1862 it was
itimated that only one in 36 of the pop. was at
:hool. In the extinct monastejry of Belem 900
phan and abandoned children ai-e maintained.

j

ortugal, which forms the greater part of the an-
1 ent Lusitania, was successively conquered by
le Eomans in the 2d century B.C., by the Visi-

'. jHhs in the 6th century, by the Arabs in 712 and
;15, and afterwards by the Christians of Spain.
1 1139, Alphonse Henriquez, son of Henry of
jurgundy, having gained a victory over the

. oors at Ourique, was proclaimed the first king
i Portugal. In 1348, one-half of the population
I ed of tiie plague. The dynasty of Burgundy

I

)vemed the country till 1380. About this period
e country rose to the highest point of political
hi commercial splendour. The Portuguese dis-
'V-ered the greater part of the W. and S. coasts

:
Africa, and the maritime route to India, and
unded numerous colonies ; they also took pos

session of Brazil, and retained it till 1826, when
it finally separated itself. On the invasion of the
French in 1807, the royal family went to Brazil.

From 1827 to 1833, the throne was usurped by
Don Miguel ; in 1836 several changes were in-

troduced, and the present constitution was estab-

lished. In 1854 railways were projected, and
have since been extended from Lisbon on a centre

to 227 m. Rev. (1862-3) 3,330 000/. Exports
3,456,328/. Army of the kingdom (1862), 16,640
men. Navy, 34 ships, with 294 guns, and 2832
sailors and marines. The colonial possessions of

Portugal, once so vast and flourishing, are now
greatly reduced, and so late as 1860 some islands

in the Eastern Archipelago were sold to the Ne-
therlands. [See Table.] The troops in the
colonies (1861) amounted to 8236, infantry and
artillery, with a reserve of 9572 men.
PoRTUGALETE, a town and river port of Spain,

prov. Biscay, 7 m. N.N.W, Bilbao, on the Ner-
vion, near its entrance into the Alediterranean.

P. 1200. It has several batteries for the defence
of the port, which belongs to Bilbao, sea-borne
vessels not being able to go liigher up the river.

PoRTUGUESA, a river of S. America,Venezuela,
after a S.S.E. course of at least 200 m., joins the
Apure at San Fernando. Principal affls. are the
Codjeda, Guanarito, and Guanapari.
PoRTiiMNA, a mkt. town of Ireland, Connaught,

CO. Galway, 17 m. E.S.E. Loughrea. P. 1160.

It has a parish church, and a retail trade.

Port Vallais, Partus Vul/esim, a vill. of Swit-
zerland, cant. Valais, on a flat, formed by depo-
sits of the Rhone, 1 J m. from the Lake of Geneva,
though in the time of the Romans it stood on the

margin of the lake. Near it the Helvetians under
Divico defeated the Roman forces under Lucius
Cassius, B.C. 107. P. 602.

Port Vendres, Partus Veneris, a comm. and
seaport town of France, dep. E. Pyrdn^es, on the

Mediterranean, with a harbour, formed by a pro-
jecting tongue of land, 17 m. S.E. Perpignan. P.

1832. Its port is protected by several forts.

Port William, a vill. and seaport of Scotland,

CO. and 9 m. S.W. Wigtown, on the £. coast of

Luce Bay. P. 884. It has a convenient harbour,

and trade in agricultural produce.
Posadas, a town of Spain, proT. and 19 m.

W.S.W. Cordova, on the Guadalquivir. P. 3736.

PoscEGA, a town, Austrian Slavonia, cap. co., on
rt. b. of the Orlyava, 16 m. E.N.E. Neu-Grasdiska.
P. 6850. It was taken from the Turks in 1787.

PosCHAEV (Novoi), a town of Russian Poland,
gov. Volhynia, 9 m. S.W. Kreraenetz. P. 1800,

PoscHEGoN or PoscHECHONJE, a town of Rus-
sia, gov. and 69 m. N.W. Jaroslavl, cap. disL P.

303A. It has extensive salt magazines.
PoscHiAVO (Germ. Puschlav), a town, Switzer-

land, cant. Grisons, on the Italian side of the Alps,

16 m. S.W. Bormio (Valtellina). It has Roman
Catholic & Protestant churches, & a transit trade

across Mount Bemina. P. 2741.—The Lake of
Poschiavo, on S.E., is 3 m. long, and li^ m. broad.

PosEN (Grand Dcchy of), or Prussian Po-
land, a prov. of Prussia, mostly between lat. 61*

30' and 63° 30' N., Ion. 15° 30' and 19° E., having
E. Russian Poland, S. Silesia, W. Brandenburg,
and N. Prussia. Area 11,401 sq. m. P. (1861)
1,523,729, mostly Poles, of whom two-thirds are

Roman Catholics and the rest Protestants and
Jews. Surface mostly level, and in some parts

marshy. Principal rivers, the Vistula, Netze,

Warta, and Prosna, which last forms the E. fron-

tier. It contains numerous small lakes. Climate
healthy, but cold. The inhabitants are mostly
engaged in agriculture and cattle-rearing. Flax,
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hemp, tobacco, hops, wool, bogr-iron, and nitre

are among the chief products. Manufs. woollen

cloth, leather, and brandy. It comprises the two
TPgencies of Poscn and Bromberg. Chief towns,

Posen, the cap., Bromberg, Lissa, etc.

PosEN (Polish Poznan), a fortified city of Prus-

sia, cap. Grand Duchy Posen, on the Warta and
Lowna, and at the termination of the railway
from Stettin, 100 m. E. Frankfurt-on-the-Oder.

P. (1864) civil and military, 53,383. The city is

walled, and entered by four gates, and has a cita-

del on an adjacent height. It has a cathedral,

twenty-three Boman Catholic and two Protestant

churches, & manufactories of tobacco and leather.

On the opposite side of the Warta is the suburb
of Wallischei, with an ancient cathedral. Posen
was cap. of ancient Poland. In 1807 it was cap.

dep. in the Grand Duchy of Warsaw.
PosET, a township of the U. S., N. America,

Indiana, co. Clay.—II. a co. in S.W. of Indiana.

Area 408 sq. m. P. (I860} 16,167.

Posii.ippo (vulg. Pausilippo), a hill of S. Italy,

immediately adjoining the city of Naples, on the
W., and through which a tunnel, the " Grotto of

Posilippo," 2316 feet in length, 22 do. in breadth,

89 do. in height, and of very remote antiquity,

forms a part of the road from Naples to Pozzuoli.

Posing, a town of N.W. Hungary, co. and 12
m. N.E. Presburg, on an affl. of the Danube. P.
4950. It has celebrated mineral baths.

PosT.iNGFORD, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2
m. N. Clare. Ac. 2438. P. 350.

PossAGNO, a vill. of Northern Italy, Venetia,
prov. and 22 m. N.W, Treviso. P. 2600. It is

the birthplace of Canora, and has a splendid
temple built by him.

PossNECK, a walled town of Central Germany,
Saxe-Meiningen, principality and 11 m. E.N.E.
Saalfeld, on the Kerschau. P. 3821. It has manufs.
of woollen cloth, leather, and porcelain.

PossoNiiRE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, arr. Angers, on rail, from Angers
to Nantes, cant. St Georges-sur-Loire. P. 1378.
PoSTA (la) avilL of S. Italy, prov. Aquila, on the

shore of a beautiful lake of the samename. P. 1957.
PosTELBERG, a town of Bohemia, circ and 8

m. N.N.E. Saatz, on 1. b. of the Eger. P. 988.

POSTIGLIONE, a town of South Italy, prov. and
27 m. S.E. Salerno. P. 3047. It has an old castle.

PosTLiNG, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3 ra.

N.N.W. Hythe. Ac. 1560. P. 139.

PosTWiCK, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m-
E.S.E. Norwich. Ac. 1426. P. 291.
PoTENZA, a fortified town of South Italy, cap.

prov. of same name, on the E. declivity of the
Apennines, 67 m. E.S.E. Salerno. P. (1861)
15,777. It has a cathedral, 6 convents, a royaJ
college, episcopal seminary, 2 hospitals ; manufs.
of serge, woollen cloths, coarse cotton goods,
leather, and earthenware. It suffered severely
from the earthquake of December 16, 1857. In
1867 it was being hghted with gas from bog
earth found in the vicinity.
PoTENZA, a nver of Central Italy, rises inMonte

Pennino, prov. Perugia, flows E.N.E. about 50 m.,
and enters the Adriatic at Porto Becanati, 2i m.
E.S.E. Loreto.

PoTENZA, a prov. of Italy. [Basilicata.]
PoTHteiE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, 5 m. N. Condd. P. 2035.
PoTi, a fort of Asiatic Russia, prov. Transcau-

casia, dist. Imeritia, on the S. bank of the Eion
(ancient Phasis), near its mouth in the Black Sea.
It is a military post of importance, and the depot
for all the Caucasian, Caspian, and Persian mer-
chandise s«nt by this route to Europe. Exports

(1862) comprised cocoons, wool, raw silk, cotton,

hides, insect-powder, silkworm eggs, maize, wal-
nuts, walnut and boxwood. Imports consist
chiefly of sugar, coffee, spices and drugs, liquors,

iron, hardwares, cotton, woollen, and silk stuffs,

furniture, etc. Fishery, on a large scale, is car-

ried on in the district. It was finally ceded to

Eussia in 1829.

PoTi or PuTi, a mercantile town of Brazil, prov.
Piauhy, 120 m. N. Oeiras, on 1. b. of the Parana-
hiba, at the confluence of the river Poti.

PoTt)MAC, a river of the U. S., North America,
rises by two heads in the Alleghany mountains,
flows tortuously S.E., along the boundarj' between
Maryland and Virginia, and enters Chesapeake
Bay by a mouth 10 m. in width. It has a course
of 550 m., for 300 m. of which, to Washington,
it is navigable for ships of the line. Principal

affls., the Savage and Shenandoah. Leonard
town. Harper's Ferry, and Alexandria are on itf;

banks. Above Washington it is obstructed by
falls of 40 feet in height, and rapids, around aji

which canals have been constructed.

PoTOsi, a dep. of Bolivia, S. America, havia^i
W. Peru, and on other sides the deps. Omro,
Chuquisaca, and Tarija. Estimated area 31,8011

sq. m. and pop. 281,229. Surface mntnous., fre-

quently rising above the limit of vegetation, aD<i

it contains the richest silver mines in S. Ameriot.
It is divided into the provs. Chayanta, Chic
and Porco. Chief city, Potosi, situated on Iht

N. declivity of the Cerro de Potosi, 70 m. S.WJ
Sucre, 13,330 ft. above the sea. P. (1858) 22,86')l

Earlv in the 17th century, it is believed to hav(

had from 100,000 to 150,000 inhabitants. It standi

on uneven ground, and has in its centre a spai

cious square, in which are the gov. house, town
hall, gaol, treasury, mint, and religious edifice! J
The vicinity is barren and cheerless, and aJ

articles of merchandise are expensive.—The C
de Potosi is 18 m. in circumference, with an el«

vation of 16,152 feet above the sea, and is ridi il^

metallic ores.

Potosi, a vill. of the U. S., N. America, Mi^
souri. 111 m. E.S.E. Jefferson. P. 1000, mostljj

employed in lead, iron, and copper mines.— II. i

town of Grant co., Wisconsin, on Grant river, S

m. S.W. Madison. It has a large trade in lea<
<

from mines in its vicinity.

PoTCHEFSTROM, E. Africa, chief town <rf i\

Transvaal Eepublic. Lat. 26° 32' S.; Ion.

35' E.
PoTSCHiNKi, a town of Russia, gov. and ISO i

S.S.E. Nijnii-Novgorod, on the Eudnia. P. (I8<if

'

7570. It has a large depot for miUtary horses

Potsdam, a city and the second royal residet.

of Prussia, cap. gov., at the confl. of the Eutl

with the Havel, and on the Berlin and Magc|
burg Railway, 17 m. S.W. BerUn. P. (18(3

civil and mmtary, 42,266. It consists of •

old and a new town (separated by the Hsi
Canal), and 5 suburbs

;
partly walled, & enten

by 5 land and 4 water gates. In 1854 water T <

domestic use was introduced into the city, tj

has many elegant squares, in one of which i^

marble obelisk 76 feet high. Chief buildings,
|

royal castle and council-house, the garri^

church, and theatre. It has a gymnasiu
seminary, a school for military cadets, a l
phical school, and an institution for the educai^

of orphans of the military ; manufs. of firear^l

cotton and silk, and sugar refinerj'. It is 18

birthplace of Alexander von Humboldt In fa

immediate vicinity is the palace of Sans-souci. I**

favourite residence of Frederick the Great, s

new palace, the marble palace, and the f^h •«-

i
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In^d, an island in the Havel, with a summer
bouse, a menagerie, palm house, & flower gardens.

Potsdam, a township of the U. S., N. America,
New York, on Eacket Iiivf;r, near the St Law-
rtiioe. It has extensive quarries of sandstone.

PoTSGROVi-:, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 2 m.
S.S.E. Woburn. Ac. 1385. P. 298.

Pottawatomif:, two cos. of U. S., N. America.
-I.Iowa. P. 4968.—II. Kansas. P. 1529.

PoTTENDORF, a market town of Lower Austria,

20 ra. S. Vienna, with manufs. of cotton. P. 2846.

PoTiENSTEiN or BoDENSTEiN, a town of Lower
Austria, 22 m. S.W. Vienna. P. 900.

Potter, two townships of the U. S., N. Ame-
lica.—I. New York, near Moscow—II. Pennsyl-
viuia, 10 m. S.E. Bellefonte.— III. a co. in N. of

l\unsylvania. Area 1064 sq. m. P. flSeO) 11,470.

Potter-Hanworth, a pa. of England, co. and
!; ra. E.S.E. Lincoln. Ac. 4150. P. 413.

Pcjtteries ("The), a collective name of several

. .wns and villages of England, co. Stafford,

tvhere china and stoneware manufs. are carried,

ju ; comprising Stoke-upon-Trent, Hanley, Shel-
,(111, Etruria, and Fenton-Cobridge, included in
lie borough of Stoke.
Potterne, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 2 m.

'iV.S.W. Devizes. Ac. 4956. P. 1826.
• Potternewton, a township of England, co.

•rork, W. Riding, pa. and 2 m. N.N.E. Leeds.
^c. 1657. P. 1878.

Potterspury, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-
,00, b\ m. S.E. Towcester. Ac. 2820. P. 1710.

PorriNGER, a co. of New South Wales, bounded
iin the E. by rivers Peel and Conadilly, separating
liuckland and Nandewar cos. ; on the S. is the
jiverpool Eange. It is traversed by the Turra-
i)eil river. Length from N. to S. 95 m. ; breadth
lO m. Ac. 1,635,998.

! PoTTON, a pa. and small mkt. town of England,
0. and 11 m. E. Bedford. Ac. 2200. P. 1944.
Pottsville, a bor. of the U. S., N. America,

i'ennsylvania, 99 m. N.W. Philadelphia. P. 7946,

I

hiefly employed in coal mining and coal trade.

PouANCA, a comm. and town of France, dep.

: laine-et-Loire, cap. cant., 33 m. N.W. Angers. P.
•227. It has blast-furnaces and iron mines.
PoUGHiLL, two pas. of England.—I. co. Devon,

1 m. N.N.W. Exeter. Ac. 1663. P. 356.—II. co.

lornwall, 1Jm. N.N.W. Stratton. Ac. 2070. P. 404.
PouGHKEEPSiE, a township & vill. of the U. S.,

forth America, New York, cap. Duchess co., on
b. of the Hudson, 68 m. S. Albany. P. (1860)
4,726. It has a collegiate institution, 16 churches,

1 banks, 3 newspapers, and several manufs.
PouGUES, a comm. and market town of France,
t'p.Ni^vre, cap. cant., between hills, 7 m. N.N.W.
fevers. P. 1434. It has mineral baths.
PouiLLON, a comm. & market town of France,

pp. Landes, cap. cant., 30 m. S.W. Mont-de-Mar-
m. P. 3540. Near it is a thermal spring.
PouiLLY, several comms. and towns of France.

-I. (sur Loire), dep. Nifevre, on the Loire, 22 m.
N.W. Nevers. P. 3550.—II. (sur CharlieuX

tp. Loire, 7 m. N. Roanne, on the Loire. P.
S86.—III. (en Montagne), dep. Cote-d'Or, cap.
int., 21 m. N.W. Beaune. P. 1065.
PouiNiPETK, an island of the Pacific Ocean,
arolines, and the largest of the Seniavine group.
at. 6° 52' N. ; Ion. 168° 24' E. About 50 m. in
rcumf., partly basaltic, surrounded by a coral
if, and rises in its centre to 2860 feet in height.
uiface fertile. P. about 2000, of the Papuan race.

J

PouLAiNES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
idre, 21 m. N.W. Issoudun. P. 2137.
PouLDERGAT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
iuistfere, 10 m. W.N.W. Quimper. P. 2261.

Poui.UREUZic, a comm. and vill. of France
dep. Finistfere, arr. Quimper. P. 1683.

PouL£, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Rhone,
arr.Villefranche sur-Sa6ne, cant, la Mure. P. 1989.

PouLiGNY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Indre, on the Suir, an affl. of the Creuse, 4 m. N.
Le Blanc. P. 1040.

PouLLAX, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Finistfere, 10 m. W.N.W. Quimper. P. 3360.
PouLLAOUEN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Finistfere, 5 m. N.W. Carhaix. P. 3720. It has
lead mines & refineries. Two mines, in the tran-
sition strata, are rich in galena, & yield annually
450 tons of metallic lead, and 1540 lbs. of silver.

PouiJSHOT, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 3J m.
S.W. Devizes. Ac. 1589. P. 334.

PouLTNEY, two townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. Vermont, 62 m. S.S.W. Montpelier.
—II. New York, co. Steuben.
PouLTON, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. and 17 m. S.S.W. Lancaster, on the Wyre and
Preston Railway. Ac. of pa. 20,666. P. 8665.
— II. a pa., CO. Glo'ster, 4J m. N. Cricklade. Ac.
1580. P. 454.—III. a tnshp. of England, co. Ches-
ter, pa.Walazey. Ac. 1069. P.3683.—IV.(;e<Sand),
a chapelry, co. and pa. Lancaster, with a station
on Morecambe branch of the N.-W. Rail. P. 995.

—V. a tnship., same co., pa. Warrington. P. 672.
PouNDSTOCK, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

5 m. S.S.W. Stratton. Ac. 4420. P. 672.

PouR^AiN (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Allier, 18 m. S. Moulins, cap. cant. P. 6006.

PouRRiERfes, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Var, 7 m. W.N.W. St Maximiu. P. 1780.
PoussAN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

H^-ault, 13 m. S.W. Montpellier. P. 2066.
Pou-TCHOU, a city of China, prov. Shan-si,

cap. dep., near 1. b. of the Hoang Ho. Lat. 34°

64' N. ; Ion. 110° 5' E. Pop. not known.
PouTiVL, a town of Russia, gov. and 100 m.

W.S.W. Koursk. P. 9000.

PouTROYE (La), a comm. and market town of
France, dep. Haut-Rhin, cap. cant., 13 m. W.N.W.
Golmar. P 2567.

PouzAUGES, a town of France, dep. Vendue,
cap. cant., 20 m. N. Fontenay. P. 2672.

PouziN (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Ard^che, on the Rhone, 7 m. E. Privas. P. 3060.
Povenetz or Povienetz, a town of Russia,

gov. Olonetz, cap. circ, on the N. bank of Lake
Onega, 70 m. N. Petrozavodsk. P. 1530.

PoviGLio, a comm. and town of N. Italy, prov.
Reggio-Emilia, circ. Guastalla. P. of comm. 6367.
Pow, numerous sluggish streams in Scotland,

the principal being the Pow of Cummertrees, co.

Dumfries, traversing the W. side of the Howe of

Annandale, through pas. Dalton, Ruthwell, and
Cummertrees, to the Solway Firth, 3 m. W. of

the Annan estuary.

PowANGHUB, a town of Guzerat, India, 22 m.
N.E. from Baroda.
PowDERHAM, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6

m. S.E. Exeter. Ac. 1947. P. 238.

Powell, a co. of TJ. S., North America, Ken-
tucky. P. 2132 free, 125 slaves.

PowERSCouRT Or Stagonil, a pa. of Ireland,
Leinster, co. Wicklow, 3 m. W.S.Vr. Bray, with
a waterfall. Ac. 18,938. P. 2285.

Poweshiek, a co. of U. S., North America,
Iowa, cap. Montezuma. P. 5668.
PoWHATAX, a CO., U. S., N. America, in S.E. of

Virginia. Area 220 sq. m. P. 2989 free, 5403 slaves.

PowicK, a pa. of England, co. and 2^ m. S.W.
Worcester. Ac. 5194. P. 2222.

Powis, the ancient British name of an ea.stem
portion of Wales.
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PowxAL, two townships of the IT. S., North
America.—I. Vermont, 107 m. S.W. Montpelier.

—II. Maine, 18 m. N.E. Portland.

Pownal-Fee, a township of England, co. Ches-
ter, pa. Wilmslow. Ac. 3556. P. 2181.

PoxiM, a town of Brazil, prov. and 25 m. S.S.W.
Alagoas, on rt. b. of the Poxim. P. 3000.

PoxwELL, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 2 m.
N. Weymouth Bay. Ac. 887. P. 82.

PoYAis, a river and dist. of Central America,
Mosquito territory, with a settlement on the
river. Lat. 15° 10' N. ; Ion. 85° 10' W.
Po-Yang, a large lake of China, prov. Kiang-

si, in its N. part. Lat. 28° 40' N. ; Ion. 116° E.
Length 68 m.

;
greatest breadth 40 m. It dis-

charges its surplus waters N.ward into the Yang-
tse-kiang, 485 m. from its estuary at Woosung.
PoYK or Puika, a river of Austria, lUyria,

gov. Laibach, circ. Adelsberg, rises on the bor-
ders of the gov. Trieste, N. Klana : flows N.N.W
passing Adelsberg, in a deep subterranean ravine,
to Planina, where it again sinks underground,
and rises with the name of the Laibach.
PoYNixGS, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 51 m.

N.W. Brighton. Ac 1643. P. 261.
PorNToy, a chapelry of England, co. Chester,

pa. Prestbury, with a station on the Macclesfield
Railway, 6 m. N. Manchester. Ac. 2490. P. 1284.
PoYSDORP, a market town of Lower Austria,

26 m. N.N.E. Korneuburg. P. 2500.
PozA DE t,A Sal, two towns of Spain.—I. prov.

and 20 m. N.N.E. Burgos. P. 2670.—II. prov.
Valladolid, 5 m. N.E. Medina-del-Campo.
Pozo-Blajjco, a town of Spain, prov. and 32

m. N.E. Cordova, in the Sierra Morena, P.
6748. It has manufactures of woollen cloths.

PozoHoxDO, a market town of Spain, prov. and
20 m. S. AlbacMe. P. 2820.

PozZALix), a town of the island Sicily, prov.
Noto. P. 2728. It is the port of Modica, and
has a feudal palace and fortress, and large trade.

Pozzo Di GoTTO AND Barcellona, a town of
the isl. Sicily, prov. and 29 m. from Messina. P.
(1861) 20,246. The town is traversed through its

centre by the stream called Fiume di Castro Beale.
Pozzolengo, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Brescia. P. 1957.

PozzoLO FoRMiGARA, s town of North Italy,

prov. Alessandria, 28 m. N.W. Genoa. P. of
comm. 3643.
Pozzo Maggiore, a vilL of the island Sardinia,

21 m. E.S.E. Alghero. P. of comm. 2976.
PozzuoLi, Naples. [Puzzuoll]
Pkachklitz or Prachatitz, a town, Bohemia,

circ. Pi-achin, on an affl. of the Banitz, 22 m.
S.S.W. Pisek. P. 2900. It has a castle.

Pradelx,es, a comm. and town of France, dep.
H.-Loire, cap. cant., 19 m. S. Le Puy. P. 1752.

Prades, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Pyr^n^es Orientales, cap. arr^ on the Tet, 24 m.
W.S.W. Perpignan- P. 3162. It has manufs. of
coarse cloth, woollen hosiery, and paper.
Prado, a mkt town of Portugal, prov. Minho,

3 m. N.W. Braga. P. 6500.
Prado, a town of Braxil, prov. Bahia, diet, and

70 m. S. Port Seguro, at the mouth of the Eiver
Jucurussu.
Prado (El), a market town of Spain, prov. and

28 m. N.W. Toledo. P. 3000.—II. (dd Rey\
prov. Cadiz. P. 2000.
Pr^stoe, a maritime town of Denmark, island

Seeland, on Praestoe Bay, Baltic, 13 m. KS.E.
Nystad. Chief exports com and lime.
PasTTiOAU, a valley of Switzerland, cant.

Grisons, dist Haute-Landquart ; it extends up-
wards of 30 miles, with many lateral valleys.

\
Pkaga, a town of Poland, gov. and opposite

Warsaw, from which it is separated by the VisJ
tula. P. 8000. In 1C56 the Poles were defeate^
here by Gustavus of Sweden ; and on the 29tli

Nov. 1830 the Grand Duke Constantine of Russi^
was forced to retreat hence with his forces at the!

commencement of the unsuccessful resistance of
the Poles to the Russians.
Prague (Gei-m. Pra^, anc. Praga), a city of

Austria, cap. of Bohemia, near its centre, on both
sides of the Moldau & on railway, 160 m. N.N.W.
Vienna, and 75 m. S.S.E. Dresden. Lat. of ob-
servatory 50° 5' 19' N. ; Ion. 14° 25' 22' E. P.
(1857) 142,588. Altitude 531 feet. Mean temp,
of year 50°, winter 31°*9, summer 68°, Fahr. ft
stands in a basin-shaped valley siirrounded by
five hills, on the slopes of which the houses rise

in successive tiers from the water's edge; it is

about 12 m. in circumference, and is enclosed by
fortified walls. The Moldau, which flows N.
through the city, is crossed by a celebrated stone
bridge 1855 feet long, ornamented with groups of

statuary, and having a lofty tower at each end,
buUt in the 15th century ; by the railway bridge
on the Dresden line, and at the S. end of t£e
Kleinseite by a modem chain bridge, which
rests on the small island called " Little Venice."
The fortified city comprises, on rt. bank of the
river, the Altstadt (old town), with the Juden-I
stadt (Jews' quartei-), and the Neustadt (newD
town) ; and on left bank the Hradschin and tiiejl

Kleinseite ; the vilL of Wissehrad on the right,!

and that of Smichow on the left bank, are in-;

eluded in its bounds. Prague, from its peculiar

architecture, and numerous domes, spires, and
turrets, has quite an oriental aspect. The finest _

.

quarters are the Neustadt, the Kleinseite, mdAf
the Hradschin ; the Altstadt is gloomy, and the^^
Judenstadt filthy. Principal buildings:—I. In
the Altstadt, the Theinkirche, with the tomb oJ

Tycho Brahe, the town-house, with a remarkabli:

clock, the royal library, observatory, and manj
scientific establishments, the buildings of the o\c

univei-sity, and the church of St Gallas, in whicl;

Huss preached.—II. In the Judenstadt, tht

Jewish synagogue, believed to be the oldest ii

Europe. The Jews have here a town-hall ant

magistrates of their own.—III. In the Neustadt
the new town-house, military hospital, an^

several chtirches with fine paintings.—IV. In th^

Kleinseite, the palace of Wallenstein, the churcl

of St Nicholas, church of St Thomas, and th

artillery barracks.—V. In the Hradschin, th

former palace of the Bohemian kings, a massiv
and imposing structure ; the cathedral churc

of St Vitus, a richly decorated Gothic bui]din<

containing the tomb of St John of Nepomui
with a silver shrine weighing 37 cwt., and tho-

of many Bohemian kings.—VI. In Wissehra
the church of St Peter and St Paul, and tl

royal armoury. In the vill. Smichow is a nob
botanic garden. The university, founded b

Charles iv. in 1348, is remarkable as the firn

school of learning established in Germany. Tl

Strahow monastery has a library of 50,000 volL

There are also three gymnasia, a normal schcKM

a school for the blind, cabinets of natural hi;

tory. several large public libraries, and mar
public hospitals. Manufs. comprise printed cti

tons, linens, silks, and woollens. It is the cent!

of the commerce of Bohemia, its transit tra

being facilitated by the navigation of the Mold.!

and by railways, which connect it with Olmt
and Vienna on the E. and S., and with Pilsen

the S.W. Prague was taken by the FrencL

1741, and by the Prussians in 1744 ; it was boi-
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barded on 16th June 1848. The Prussians took
possession of it 8thJ uly, & a treaty ofpeace between
Pi-ussia and Austria was ratiiied 30th August
1866. It is the birthplace of Jerome of Prague.
Prahan, a town of Victoria, Australia, near

Melbourne. P. 8000.
Praikie, a CO. of U. S., N. America, Arkansas,

r. 6015 free, 2839 slaves.

Pkairie, several townships of U. S., N. Ameri-
ca.—I. Arkansas, co. Washington.—II. Illinois.

—III. Indiana, co. Henry.—IV. (du Chien), a
town, Wisconsin, on the Mississippi, 125 m. W.
Madison. P. 6000. Near it are rich copper mines.
PuANLES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ardeche, arr. and cant. Preivas. P. 1785.

Pkaszka or Prauska, a town of Poland, prov.
aud 60 m. S.S.E. KaHcz. P. 2000.

Prat, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. C6tes-
du-Nord, cant, la Roche-Derrien. P. 2275.

Prato, a town of Central Italy, prov. and 10 m.
N.W. Florence, on rt. b. of the Bisenzio. P.
(;i862) 11,933. It is enclosed by walls and
ditches ; has a cathedral, and 29 other churches,
hospitals, and asylums, the Cicognini college, an
auo. praetorian palace, now a prison, two work-
houses, a theatre, manufactures of straw plait,

woollen cloth, silk-thread, hats, red Turkish caps,

and soap, with tanneries, and copper-works for

smelting and manufacturing the metal found in

the district.

—

Prato Vecchio is a vill. 24 m. E.
Florence, on the Arno. P. of comm. 4382. It is

connected with Florence by railway.
Pratola, two vills. of South Italy.—I. prov.

Aquila, 2^ m. N.W. Sulmona. P. 5952.—II.
(SeiTo), prov. and circ. Avellino. P. 2265.

Pbai's-de-Mollo, a comm. and fortified town
of France, dep. Pyr^n^es Orientales, cap. cant.,

on the Tech, 14 m. S.W. C^ret. P. 3336. It has
manufs. of coarse woollen fabrics and hosiery.

In its neighbourhood, at La Preste, are hot sul-

phur baths and hotels.

Prattelen or Brattelen, a town of Switzer-
land, cant. Bale-Canipagne, dist. Liestall. P. 1455.

Prattsburg, a township, U.S., North America,
New York, 13 m. N.W. Ba.ih.—Prattsville is a
township, 38 m. W. Catskill.

Praule-Point, a headland of England, form-
ing the extreme S. point of co. Devon, and pro-
jecting on the English Channel, 4 m. W.N.W.
Start point, and E. Bolt-head.
Prausnitz, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.

and 18 m. W.N.W. Breslau. P. 2450.
Phavadi, a town of European Turkey, Bul-

garia, 28 m. S.E. Shumla, on the Pravadi, and
on rail from Rustchuk to Varna. The Russians
here defeated the Turks in 1829.
Pravia, a market town of Spain, prov. and 14

m. N.W. Ovi^do, on the Nalon, which is navig-
able from the sea to the town. P. 1153.
Prayssac, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Lot, 13 m. W.N.W. Cahors. P. 2029.
Prayssas, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot-et-Garoune, 8 m. N.W. Agen. P. 1593.
Preanger, a Dutch residency of Java, in the

S.W. part of the island. P. 700,000. Chief pro-
ducts coffee and indigo.
Preble, a co. of the TJ. S., North America, in

the S.W. part of Ohio. Area 432 sq. m. P.
(I860) 21,820.-11. tnshp., N. York, co. Cortland.
Pk£cheur (Le), a market town and pa. of the

island Martinique, Windward group, on its W.
coast, 4J m. N.W. St Pierre. P. 6108.

Preci, a comm. and vUl. of Central Italy, prov.
Perugia, circ. Spoleto. P. 2555.
PuECiGNE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Sarthe, 12 m. W.N.W. La Fl^he. P. 2847.

Preen (Church), a pa. of England, co. Salou
10 m. S.S.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. 1050. P. 97.
Pbees, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 14 m.

N.N.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. 14,461. P. 3097.
Preesall, a township of England, co. and pa.

Lancaster. P. 812.

Preetz, a town of Prussia, Holstein, cap.
dist., on a small lake, 8 m. S.S.E. KieL P.
(1864) 5471. It has a seminarj^ for noble ladies.

PrIgel, a river of E. Prussia, formed by the
union of the Angerap, P. luster, and Pissa in
the gov. Gumbinnen, flows W., and enters the
Frische-Haff at its N.E. extremity, after a course
of 120 m., for the last 45 m. of which it is navig-
able. Principal affluents, the Dista from the
N., and Alle from the S.

Pregny, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Geneva,
on the rt. b. of the lake. P. 615.

Preigxac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Gironde, arr. Bordeaux, cant. Podensac. P. 2650.

Pr^: l'Eveque, a hamlet of Switzerland, cant.

Geneva, in the commune of Eaux Vives, with
the chapel of the late Rev. Cesar Malan.

PRfcdERY, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Ni^vre, cap. cant., 15 m. N.E. Nevers. P. 2212.
It has iron foundries and manufs. of machinery.
Premilcuore, a comm. & town. Central Italy,

prov. Florence, circ. Rocca S. Casciano. P. 2909.
Fremiti, a town of European Turkey, Epirus,

sanj. and 55 m. E.S.E. Valona, on the Voyussa.
It has a citadel. P. 3000.
pREMNAY, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 24 m,

W.N.W. Aberdeen. P. 916.

Prendergast, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, adjoining Haverford, on the Cleddy. Ac.
1104. P. 1540.
Preny or Prenn, a town of Russian Poland,

prov. Augustow, on the Memel, 27 m. E.N.E.
Mariampol. P. 2500.

Prenzlow, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 71 m. N.N.E. Potsdam, cap. circ.

Ucker-Mark, on the Ucker. P. (1864) 15,542.
It has a Calvinist and six Lutheran churches,
schools, hospitals, and a public library ; manufs.
of linens, woollens, and tobacco ; breweries, tan-
neries, and trade in corn and cattle. In 1806,
20,000 Prussian troops, who escaped from the
battle of Jena, surrendered here to the French.
Preparis Isles, a group in the Bay of Bengal,

about midway between the Andaman Islands and
Cape Negrais. Lat. 14° 50' N. ; Ion. 93° 25' E.
Two are named the Cow and Calf.

Prerau, a town of Austria, Moi-avia, on 1. b.

of the Betschwa, 15 m. S.E. Olmutz. P. 4800.
Presba, a small town of European Turkey,

Rumili, sanj. and 16 m. S.E. Ochrida, on the W.
side of the Lake of Presba, which is 7 m. in length.
Prescot, a market town and pa., Engl , co. Lan-

caster, 8 m. E.N.E. Liverpool. Ac. of pa. 36,554.
P. (1861) 63,540., employed in watch-making, cot-

ton and flax mills, and collieries. Alt. 260 feet.

Preservation Harbour, a lino bay of New
Zealand, near the S.W. extremity of South Island.

Lat. 46° S. ; Ion. 166° 30' E.
Preshute, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, If m,

S.W. Marlborough. Ac. 5351. P. 1209.

PREaiCCE, a town of S. Italy, prov. Lecce, circ.

Gallipoli. P. 2786.

Presnogorkovskaia, a fort of Asiatic Russia,
gov. Omsk, on the Upper Tobol, 145 m. W.
Peti'opaulovsk, and forming a post of the military
line of Ishim.

—

Presnovskaia is another fort of
the same line, 80 m. W. Petropaulovsk.

Presque-Isle, a co. of the U. S , North Ame-
rica, Michigan, in the N.E. part of the peninsula,
having N.E. Lake Huron. Area 720 sq. m.
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Pressath, a market town, Bavaria, circ. Upper

Francoaia, near Forest of Pressath, 20 m. S.E.

Baireuth. P. 1756. It has manufs. of linen.

Pkessbukg (Hung. Posony, anc. Posonium\
a town of Hungary, cap. co., on 1. b. of the

Danube, and on the Pesth Eailway, 36 m. E.S.E.

Vienna. P. (1857) 43,863. Principal structures,

a ruined castle, on a height above the town,
burnt by the French in 1811, but memorable as

the scene of the appeal made, in 1741, by Maria
Theresa to the Hungarian states ; the hall of the

diet, Gothic cathedral, in which the kings of

Hungary are crowned ; the co. hall, German
theatre, barracks, and archbishop's palace. It

has a Roman Catholic academy and a Calvinist

college, both with gooil libraries; a college for

poor students, and several hospitals, one sup-
ported by the Jews, who are numerous here, and
liave many charitable institutions. Principal
manufs., sUk and woollen goods, nitre, rosoglio,

tobacco, and leather. It has a large transit trade

in com, linen, and Himgarian wines. The treaty,

giving Venice to the French, and Tirol to Ba-
varia, was concluded here in 1805.

Pkessigny-le-Graxd, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Indre-et-Loire, arr. Loches. P.

1809. Has the ruins of a castle of the 13th cent.

Pk£s-St-Gekvais (Lbs), a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Seine, arr. St Denis. P. 1921.

Prestbuky, two pas. of England.—I co. and
34 m. E.N.E. Chester, and with a station on the
Manchester Railway, 2 m. N. Macclesfield. Ac.
61,901. P. (1861) 55,680, chiefly employed in

cotton and silk mUls.—IL co. Glo'ster, 2 m. N.E.
Cheltenham. Ac 3022. P. 1297.

Presteign, a pari, bor., market town, and pa.

of England and Wales, cos. Hereford and Rad-
nor, on the Lugg, 12 m. W.N.W. Leominster.
Ac. 11,126. P. 2383. The town has an endowed
school, a CO. sessions house, gaol and house of

correction. It unites with Radnor in sending 1

member to House of Commons.
Preston, a pari, and munic. bor., town and

pa. of England, co. Lancaster, hund. Amounder-
ness, on the N. bank of the Ribble, 21 m.
S.S.E. Lancaster. Altitude 132 feet. Ac of pa.

15,834 ; of bor. 2650. P. (1851) 69,542 ; (1861)
bor. 82,985, of pa. 85,699. Public edifices, the

court-house, exchange, town hall, and co. gaol,

custom-house, almshouses, co. infirmary, and
numerous places of worship. In the pa. are 8
perpetual curacies, imited value 52,817?., mostly
in tlie gift of the vicar. Preston has a grammar
school ; blue coat, national, and many other
schools ; a provident society, workhouse, savings'

bank, and 3 public libraries ; and it is the seat of

an institution for diffusing useful knowledge,
which has an extensive library, and a good
museum ; also of an agricultural society. The
staple manuf. formerly was linen, which is still

made to some extent, but cotton weaving and
spinning have nearly eclipsed it, there being up-
wards of 50 cotton mUls and manufs. of worsted
and machinery ; tanneries, and fishery in the
Ribble, etc. It communicates by the Lancaster
Canal, and by railways, with Wyi'e, on More-
cambe Bay, and with Bolton and Manchester.
Every 20th year a jubilee, called "Preston guild,"
is held for a month, from the last week in August.
Preston sends 2 members to House of Commons.
Reg. elect. (1864) 2659. Customs rev. (1862)
62,597J. ; exports (1862) 355/. Vessels belonging
to the port 48, tons 3648. The town is supposed
to have risen on the decay of Ribchester, the
ancient Rerigonium, on the Ribble, about 11 m.
distant ; and it derived its original name of

" Priest's-town," from its religious houses, some
traces of which remain.
Preston, numerous pas., etc., of England.—I.

CO. Dorset, 3 m. N.N.E. Melcombe Regis. Ac.
2679. P. 723.—II. co. Glo'ster, near Cirencester.

Ac 2190. P. 218.—III. same co., Newent dist.

Ac. 884. P. 78.—IV. co. Kent, near Faversham.
Ac. 1547. P. 1535.—V. same co., ej m. E. Can-
terbury. Ac. 1473. P. 657.—VI. co. Sussex,
near Brighton. Ac. 1286. P. 1044.—VII. co.

Rutland, hund. Martinsley. Ac. 980. P. 349.—
VIII. CO. Somerset, adjacent to Yeovil. Ac 790.

P. 363.—IX. CO. Suffolk, 15 m. W.N.W. Ipswich.
Ac 1931. P. 348.—X. co. York, East Riding, 6
m. E.NE. Kingston-on-Hall. Ac. 6170. P.
1061.—^XI. (Bagotty, co. Warwick, near Henley.
Ac 1302. P. 172.—XII. {Bisset), co. and 3^ m.
S. Bucks. Ac 1940. P. 469.—XIII. (Capes}, co.

Northampton, 5 m. S. Daventry. Ac. 2280. P.
320.—XIV. (Deanery}, co. and 4 m. S.S.E. North-
ampton. Ac 1470. P. 80.—XV. (£cut), co.

Sussex, 15 m. W. Brighton. Ac. 609. P. 320.—
XVI. (Qubbals), CO. Salop, 4J m. N.N.W. Shrewa-
bury. Ac. 2281. P. 478.—XVII. (Long), co.

York, West Riding, 4 m. S. Settle. Ac. 3533.

P. 536.—XVIII. (on-Stour), co. Glo'ster, bund.
Deerhm-st Ac. 1990. P. 376.—XIX. (on-Hw
Wild-Moors\ co. Salop, 3 m. N. Wellington.
Ac 1057. P. 228.—XX. (on- Wye), co. and 8J m.
W. Hereford. Ac 1379. P. 277.—XXI. (Quat'
ter), a township, co. Cumberland, pa. St Beea.

Ac. 2699. P. 5471.—XXII. co. Northumberland,
pa. Tynemouth. Ac 443. P. 543.—XXIIL (OT»-</ie-

Hill), CO. Chester, pa. Runcorn. Ac. 1122. P. 596.

Preston, a decayed viU. of Scotland, co. Had-
dington, pa. Preston pans, 8 m. E. Edinburgh.
—II. a vill., CO. Edinburgh, pa. Cranston, 6 m.
E.S.E. Dalkeith.
Preston, a co., U. S., North America, in N.

part of Virginia. Area 545 sq. m. P. (1860)

13,245 free, 67 slaves.—II. a township, Connecti-

cut, 45 m. S.E. Hartford.—III. a township. New
York, 118 m. S.W. Albany.

—

Preston Cape is a

headland of N.W. Australia, Ivitt's Land.

—

Pt'es-

ton river, W. Australia, dist. Wellington, after a

N.W. course enters Leschenault Bay, ^.W.
Australind.
Prestonkirk, a pa. of Scotland, co. and S^ in.

E.N.E. Haddington. Ac 7088. P. 1960.

Prestonpans, a burgh of barony, vill., and pa.

of Scotland, co. Haddington, on the Firth of

Forth, 8^ m. E. Edinburgh. Ac 1429. P. 2080

;

do. of vill. 1577. It is straggling and il]-built,i

but formerly was of some commercial importance.

Chief industry, ale breweries and salt pans. Its

port, Morrison's Haven, is \ m. W. the town.

Near it was fought the battle between the royal-

ist army and Charles Edward Stuart in 1745.

Prestwick, a pa., EngL, co. Leicester, comjwis-

ing the town of Oldham. Ac. 21,625. P. 117,961

Prestwick, a pa. of Scotland. [Monkton.]
Prestwoulx), a pa. of England, co. Leicester

3m. E.N.E. Loughborough. Ac 4720. P.969.
|

Pretsh, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. an

43 m. N.E. Merseburg, on the Elbe. P. 1850.

Prettin, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. an

45 m. E.N.E. Merseburg, on the Elbe. P. 1706.

Preuu-ly, a comm. and town of France, de]

Indre-et-Loire, 19 m. S.W. Loches. P. 2194.

Pbeussen, a kingdom of Europe. [Prussia.

Preux au Bois, a comm. & vill. of France, dej

Nord, arr. Avesnes, cant Landrecies. P. 1660.,

Pr£v£za, a fortified town of European Turke;!

Epirus, on the N. side of the entrance to tb

Gulf of Arta, 18 m. S.W. Arta. Pop. about 800'

It is defended by a few forts, meanly built, parti:
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out of the ruius of Nicopolis, 3 m. N.ward.—The
Bay of Preveza, between the sea and the Gulf of

Arta, is about 4 m. in length.

Pke-zen-Pail, a conim. and market town of

I'rance, dep. and 21 ra. N.E. Mayenne, cap. cant.

V. 3300. It has a large market for cattle.

Pkiaman, a marit. town of the island Sumatra,
Indian Ocean, on its W. coast, 20 m. N. Padang.
FsiBYLOV Islands, a group in Behving Sea, lat.

h'f N., Ion. 170° W., and consisting of the islands

i^t Paul and St George, with several islets. They
were discovered by the Russian navigator Pi-iby-

lov in 1786. Climate severe, with constant fogs

und snow. Formerly a great number of skins

were procured, but now they are scarce.

Priddy, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4 m.
N.N.W. Wells. Ac. 1361. P. "ibl.—Priddy'

s

Hard is an islet in Portsmouth harbour, on which
is a gunpowder magazine.
Pridroisk, a market town of Russian Poland,

jrov. Vitebsk, 19 m. W.N.W. Drissa. P. 1500.

Priebus, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
57 m. W.N.W. Liegnitz, on the Niesse. P. 1267.

It has manufs. of woollen and linen cloths.

Pri£go, a town of Spain, prov. and 36 m. S.E.

Cordova, in the Sierra di Algarrinejo. P. 13,404.

It has manufs. of woollens and sUks.—II. a town,

prov. and 24 m. N.N.W. Ouen9a. P. 1145.

Priepol, a town of European Turkey, Bosnia,

sanj. and 50 m. W.N.W. Nova-Bazar. P. 2000.

Priesen, a town of Austria, Bohemia, gov.

Eger, circ. Seiasz. P. 800. It has coal mines and
mineral springs.

Priestholm, an islet of N. Wales, co. and off

the N.E. coast of Anglesey, pa. Penmon, about 1

ui. from the shore. It is frequented by sea birds.

Priest (St), two comms. and villa, of France.

—

I. dep. Isfere, arr. Vienne, cant. St Symphorien-
(i'Ozon. P. 2428.—II. (jies Champs), dep. Puy-
de-D6me, arr. Riom, cant. St Gervais. P. 2062.

Priluka, a market town of Russia, gov. Kiev,
20 m. S. Mashnovka. P. 1550.

Priluki, a town of Russia, gov. and 123 m.
N.W. Poltava, cap. circ. P. (1863) 10,584.

Primorsk, a government of Asiatic Russia,
East Siberia, [Maritime Region.]
Prince, a co. of Prince Edward Island, forming

the W. division. Cap. Priucetown.
Prince Albert dist. [Cape Colony.]
Prince Charles Island, off Uie W. coast of

Spitzbergen, is in lat. 78* 30' N., Ion. 11° E.
Prince Edward, a co. of the U. S., North

America, in S. of Virginia. Area 255 sq. m. P.

(1860) 4503 free, 7341 slaves.

Prince Edward Island, one of the British
colonies of North America, in the Gulf of St
Lawrence, mostlj' between lat. 46° and 47° N.,
Ion. 62° and 64° 30' W., separated S. and W.
from Nova Scotia and New Brunswick by Nor-
thumberland Strait. Length 140 m. ; breadth 15
to 34 m. Area 2173 eq. m. P. (1863) 84,386;
(1861) 80,857, of whom 44,975 were Protestants,
and 35,882 Catholics. It is divided into three
COS., Queen's, Prince, and King's. Surface gene-
rally level, or undulating, and well watered.

1 Shores indented by numerous inlets. The island
i is entirely composed of carboniferous sandstone,
. and coal is abundant Climate milder than in
the surrounding British colonies, and generally
free from fogs. Soil fertile. Most of the grains
and vegetables raised in England come to perfec-
tion in this colony ; timber is plentiful, and the

I

pastures are of a superior quality. The fisheries
employ 200 or 300 vessels in the summer months,
mostly from the United States. Ship-building
is important. In 1860, 66 vessels were built, of

the aggregate value of 309,225 dollars. Trade
principally with Great Britain, Ireland, and the
adjacent colonies, with which its agricultural pro-
duce, timber, deals, shipping, and fish, are ex-
changed for colonial and manufactured products.
Exports (1863), timber, oats, pork, etc., to the value
of 150,549/. Imports, tea, apparel, iron, cordage,
cottons, woollens, linens, hardwares, copper, etc

,

to the value of 211,240/. Public revenue (1863)
25,861/.; expend. 34,451/.; public debt 54,803iC

Government vested in a lieutenant-governor, ap-
pointed by the Crown, a council of thirteen mem-
bers, and a house of assembly of thirtj' members,
elected by the inhabitants. Chief towns, Char-
lottetown, the cap., Princetown, and Georgetown.
Free schools were established over all the island
in 1856.—II. an island of Canada West, on W.
side of Lake Ontario, separated from the main-
land by the Bay of Quintd Length 36 miles.

Prince Frederick Harbour, an inlet on the
N.W. coast of Australia, lat. 15° S., Ion. 125° K.
Coasts steep, and it is full of islets.

—

Prince Fre-
derick Sound, Russian America, is in lat. 57° 6'

N., Ion. 133° 48' W.
Prince Fredericktown, a vill. of U. S., North

America, Maryland, on Parker's Creek, 31 m.
S.S.W. Annapolis.
Prince George, two cos. of the U. S., North

America.—I. in S.E. of Virginia. Area 275 sq.

m. P. 3414 free, 4997 slaves.—II. in W. of Mary-
land. Area 492 sq. m. P. (1860) 10,848 free,

12,479 slaves.

Prince Henry (or Lostange) Island, in the
Pacific Ocean, Low Islands, is in lat. 18° 43' S.,

Ion. 151° 42' W.
Prince Leopold Island, British North Ame-

rica, is at the W. end of Barrow Strait. Lat. 74°
5' N. ; Ion. 90° W.
Prince of Wales Archipelago, Russian

America, between lat. 54° 25' and 56° 30' N., Ion.
132° and 134° W., 40 m. N. Queen Charlotte
Island.

—

(Cape), the W. extremity of N. America,
on Behring Sea, lat. 66° N., Ion. 167° 59' W. On
its S. side the coast is bold, on the N. low and
swampy.

—

(Island), Pacific Ocean, Low Islands,

is in lat. 15° 10' 30" S., Ion. 147° 22' W., and
called also Dean or Oanna Island.—II. an island,

Malaysia, in the Strait of Sunda, between Java
and Sumatra, lat. 6° 30' S., Ion. 105° 12' E. On
it is a town named Samadang.

—

(Islands), a
group, Torres Strait, off Capo York, at the N.E.
extremity of the Gulf of Carpentaria.
Prince of Wai^s Island. [Penang.]
Prince Regent Bay, W. coast of Greenland,

is in lat. 76° N., Ion. 66° W.- (Inlet), British North
America, between lat. 72° and 74" N., Ion. 88° and
95° W., leads from Barrow Strait into Boothia
Gulf, and was discovered in 1819.

—

(River), N.W.
Australia, enters the Indian Ocean, in lat. 15° 17'

S., Ion. 124° 50' E.
Prince Rupert Bay, British West Indies, is

on the N.W. coast of the island Dominica, and
has the town Portsmouth on its E. coast.

Prince William, a co. in N.E. of Virginia, U.S.,
North America. Ajea 300 sq. m. P. 6209 free,

2356 slaves.

Prince's Island, an island belonging to Por-
tugal, in the Bight of Biafra, Gulf of Guinea, 140
m. S.S.W. Fernando Po. Length, N. to S., 10
m. ; breadth 5 m. Surface mountainous, and in
the centre it rises to 3000 feet above the sea.

Chief fort and harb. St Antonio, on its E. coast.

Princes' Islands (The), (Greek Daimonnisot),
Sea of Marmora, 13 m. S. Constantinople, near
the coast of Asia Minor, consist of 9 islands, the
largest being Prinkipos and Chalki. Surface
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mountainous, with fertile valleys, in which com,
fruits, and wine are raised, and cattle are reared.

Numerous visitors resort to them, attracted by
the beauty of their scenery and agreeable climate.

Princess Anne, a co. in S.E. of Virginia, U. S
North America. Area 351 sq. m. P. 4528 free,

3186 slaves.—Also a vill., ilarj'land, on the Mano-
kin, 70 m. S.S.E. Annapolis. It has a court-ho.,

gaol, and bank, and near it is Washington college.

Princess Charlotte Bay, N.E. coast of Aus-
tralia, is in lat. 14° 29' S., Ion. 144° E., and has a
breadth of 30 m. Over its head is a level-topped

hill, named by Capt. Cook, Jones' Table-Land.
Princess Koyal Harbour, W. Australia, dist

Plantagenet, is a bay of King George Sound,
ca{)able of receiving the largest ships. On its N.
side is the town Albany.
Princess Koyal Islands, British N. America,

are in the Pacific Ocean, N. Vancouver Island.

Princeton, a bor. of the U. S., North America,
New Jersey, 11 m. N.E. Trenton. It is the seat

of Princeton college, a famous establishment,

founded 1746.—II. a township, Massachusetts,
13 m. N.N.W. Worcester. In it is Wachusett
Mountain, 3000 feet in height.—IIL New York,
CO. and 8 m. W. Schenectady.
Princetown, a marit. town of Prince Edward

Island, cap. Prince co., on the North coast, 35 m.
N.W. Charlotte Town.
Prince William Sound, Russian America, is

on its S. coast, between lat. 60° and 61° 20* N.,

Ion. 146° and 148° W. It contains numerous
islands, but is without a good harbour.
Prince Willla^, an island, in the Viti group.

Pacific Ocean ; and Prince William Henry or
Matthias, an island in the Pacific, N.W. of New
Hanover, in lat. 1° 28' S., Ion. 149° E., 60 m. in
circumference, mountainous and wooded.
Principato (Citra and Ultra), now Salerno

(area 1215 sq. m., pop. (1862) 528,256) and
AvELLiNO (area 1288 sq. m., pop. (1862) 355,621),
two contiguous provinces of the kingdom of Italy,

in the S., the former extending along the Medi-
terranean, the latter inland, and together enclosed
landward by the provs. Naples, Caserta, Campo-
basso, Foggia, and Potenza, Surface mountainous,
especially in Avellino; the Voltumo and Sele
Rivers, and their affls., water numerous fertUe
valleys, and the vegetation of both provs. is

most luxm-iant. Rearing live stock is an im-
portant branch of industiy. Chief cities, Salerno,
Nocera, Saruo, Amalfi, and Diano, in Salerno; and
Avellino, Atribaldo, Ariano, Frigento, St Angelo,
and Lacedogna, in Avellino.
Pring, a CO. of Queensland, Australia, N. of

Carnarvon and S. of Rogers cos. Lat. 27° 50' S.

;

Ion. 149° 50' E. It is traversed from E. to W. by
Moonie river. Chief places axe Cooroora, South-
wood, and Tartha.

Prinkipos, one of the Princes' Islands, Sea of
Marmora ; on its E. coast is a town of same name.

Priocca, a town of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
circ. Alba, 28 m. S.E. Turin. P. 2106.—Prto^ is

a comm. and vill., prov. Cuneo, 14 m. S.S.E. Mon-
dovi, on the Tanaro. P. 1619.
Prinlaws, a vilL of Scotland, co. Fife, pa. Les-

lie. P. 1343.
Prior, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Kerry, 7J

m. S.W. Cahirciveen. Ac. 11,795. P. 2738.
Prior's Lee, a chapelry of England, co. Salop,

pa. and 3 m. W.N.W. Shiffnal. P. 2461.
Pripet, a river of Russian Poland, chiefly in

the gov. Minsk, after a N. and E. course of 350
m., joins the Dnieper, on the W., 43 m. N. Kiev.
It is navigable from its mouth to Pinsk.
Pbiseend or Persebin, a town of European

Turkey, Albania, cap. sanj., on the Rieka, 1 m.
from its confl. with the Drin, and 80 m. E. Scutari.

P. 25,000. It is the see of Greek and Roman
Catholic bishops, and has a citadel, the residence
of a Turkish governor, 40 mosques, manufs. of

firearms, and an active trade. Area of sanj. 18,944
sq. m. P. 1,200,000.

Pristen, a market town of Russia, gov. Khar-
khov, 9 m. S. Kupiansk, on the Oskol. P. 1500.

Pristina, a town of European Turkey, Servia,

42 m. N.N.W. Uskup. P. 12,000. It is' enclosed
by earth ramparts, and has mosques, bazaars, and
baths. Near it is the tomb of Sultau Amurath L
Priston, a pa, of England, co. Somerset, 5 m.

S.W. Bath. Ac. 1850. P. 292.

Prittlewell, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 17
m. S.E. Chelmsford. Ac. 11,293. P. 3427.

Pritzerbe, a town of Prussia, prov. and 8 m.
N.W. Brandenburg, on the HaveL P. 1005.

Pritzwalk, a walled town of Prussia, proT.

Brandenburg, gov. and 63 m. N.W. Potsdam, on
the Domnitz. P. 3900.

Privas, a comm. and town of France, cap. dep.

Ardfeche, 26 m. S.W. Valence. P. 6657. It has
manufs. of blankets and coarse wooUen goods.
Privat (Bt), several comms. and vills., Franoeu

—L dep. Corrfeze, 17 m. E.S.E. Tulle. P. 11W.
—II. (dAllier), dep. Haute-Loire, near the Allier,

10 m. W.S.W. Le Puy. P. 1518.

Privet, a pa. of Engl., co. Hants, 5 m. E.N.B.
Petersfield. Ac. 1270. P. 258.

Privicz or Privigyc, a town of N. Hungary,
CO. and 40 m. N.E. Neutra, with a Piarist college,

and a trade in com. P. 4730.

Priziac, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Morbihan, 20 m. W. Pontivy. P. 2214.

pRizzi, a commercial town of the island Sicily,

prov. and 40 m. S. of Palermo, circ. Corleone. P.

(1861) 11,187.

Probolingo, a fortified Dutch town of the isl.

of Java, on the north coast.

Probus, a pa. and vill. of England, co. Corn-
wall, 4 m. N.E. Truro. Ac. of pa. 8113. P. 1449.

The vill. was formerly a market town, and has a
church with a tower 108 feet high.

Proby Island, Pacific 0., Friendly Islands.

Procida, Prochyia, an island at the N.W. ex-

tremity of the Bay of Naples, S. Italy, N.E.
Ischia, and separated from the mainland by a

channel 2^ m. across. Lat. 40° 45' 50" N. ; Ion.

14° E. Length 3 m. ; breadth 1^ m. P. (1861)

13,810. On a bay, S.E. side, is the town of same
name, with a lighthouse, royal palace, an active

fishery, and a brisk coasting trade. P. 3400.

Prodano, Porte, one of the smaller Ionian

islands, off the W. coast of the Morea, Greece, 12

m. N.W. Navarin. Length 2 m. ; breadth 1 m.
Prome, a town of British India, territory of

Pegu, on the E. bank of the Irrawadi, cap. dist

of same name, 113 m. N.W. Pegu. Lat. 18° 47'

N. ; Ion. 95° 3' E. Area 5500 sq. m. P. 100,000.

It was taken by the British in 1825, and again in

1852. The town was nearly destroyed by fire in

1856, but is since being rebuilt.

Pronsk, a town of Russia, gov. and 31 m. S.

Riazan, cap. dist., on the Pronia. P. 6700. Thf
.

town proper, founded in the 12th century, and
'

mostly built of wood, has 8 churches.
Propoisk, a market town of Russia, gov. Mic I

42 m. S.E. MoghUev, P. 1800.

Propontis (Sea of). [Marmora.]
Propria, a market town of Brazil, prov. Mic

'

85 m. N.N.E. Sergipe, on the riv. S&o Francisco

Pkoskubov, atown, Russian Poland, gov. Poda
lia, on the Bug, 53 m. N. Kamenietz. P. (1863) 8346

Pbosna, a river of Europe, which, after a K
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course of 100 m. between Silesia and Poland,
joins the Warta, 38 m. S.E. Posen.
Prospect, a township of the U. S N. Ame-

rica, Maine, 54 m. E.N.E. Augusta.
Prospero (San), a comm. and vill. of N. Italy,

prov. Modena, circ. Mirandola. P. 3056.

Prossnitz, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ.

and 13 m. S.W. Olmutz, on the Eumza. P.

10,759, of whom 1500 are Jews. It has mauufs. of

woollen cloth, cashmeres, linen and cotton stuffs,

distilleries, and breweries.

Protopopovka, a town of Eussia, gov. Khar-
khov, 17 m. W.N.W. Izium. P. 1700.

Provencal Isl., Mediterranean, is off the S.

coast of Asia Minor. Lat. 36° 10' N. ; Ion. 38° 47' E.

Provence, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,
dist. Glandson. P. 956.

Provence, an old prov. of France, inthe S.E.,

the cap. of which was Aix, now forming the deps.

Bouches-du-Ehone, Var, Basses-Alpes, and the E.

part of Vaucluse. It is visited by the baneful W,
wind called the mistral. The country which the

Romans called Provincia composed the whole of

tha Narbonnaise. In the 9th century it gave
name to the kingdom of Burgundy or Provence,

afterwards called Ai-les. [Burgundy.]
Providence, an island in the Indian Ocean,

240 m. N.E. Madagascar.
Providence, a city and seaport of the X7. S.,

North America, semi-cap. of Eliode Island, finely

situated on the N. arm of Narraganset Bay,

called Providence Eiver, 30 m. from the Atlantic

Ocean, on rail. 40 m. S.S.W. Boston. Lat. 41°

49' 6" N. ; Ion. 71° 24' 7" W. P. (1860) 50,666.

Principal edifices, the Arcade, the Brown univer-

sity, with a large and valuable library ; state house,

theatre, and athenaaum ; the Butler hospital for

the insane, an admirable institution, and 50 pub-
lic schools. It has cotton factories, print works,

bleaching grounds, dye houses, iron works,
raanufs. of jeweller}', breweries, distilleries, com
and fulling mills, and fisheries. The first cotton

mill built in America is still in use at the subur-

ban vill. of Pawtucket. Vessels of 900 tons reach

its wharfs. It was founded by Eoger Williams
in 1635.

Providence, a co. of the U. S., N. America,
in N. part of Ehode Island. Area 380 sq. m. P.

(1860) 107,799.-11. a township, New York, 41
m. N.N.W. Albany.—III. Pennsylvania, with the

vill. of Centreville.—IV. (^East and West), Penn-
sylvania, CO. Bedford.
Providence (New). [New Providence.]
Providence (North). [North Providence.]
Providence (Old), an island of the Caribbean

Sea, 100 m. E. the Mosquito coast. Lat. 13° 21'

N. ; Ion. 81° 22' W. Length 10 m. ; breadth 4 m.
P. 350. Providence is the name of a cape, Pata-
gonia; and of a lake and fort, British North
America ; and Providence Channels separate seve-
ral of the Bahama Islands. [New Providence.]
Provincetown, a township of the U. S., N.

America, Massachusetts, on the extreme N.W.
point of Gape Cod, 51 m. E.S.E. Boston. It has
a good harbour, and fisheries. Salt is extensively

manufactured here.
. Province Weixesley, a British settlement on
the W. coast of the Malay peninsula, opposite

Penang (Prince of "Wales' Island). It consists of

a strip of country 35 m. in length by 4 to 11 m. in

breadth. It is watered by the rivers Prye, Juru,

Junjong, and Mndu. Surfaceundulating. Climate
healthy. Principal products, rice, pepper, sugar,

and cocoa nuts. [Stkaits Settlements.]
PROVINS, a comm. and town of i'rance, cap.

an-., dep. Seine-et-Mame, 29 m. E. Mclun. P.

(1861) 7547. It is enclosed by walls, and has a
comm. college, atribunal of commerce, and trade in
grain and wool. In its vicinity roses are cultivated
for medicine and perfumery. In the middle ages,

Provins had extensive commerce & manufactures.
Provo, a town of the U. S., N. America, co. and

territory Utah, cap. of co. P. 3000.

Prozelten, a town of Bavaria, landr. Fran-
conia, leg. Kliugenberg, on the Main. P. 980.

Prudhoe, a township, Engl., co. Northumber-
land, pa, Ovingham, on Newcastle and Carlisle

Eail, 7 m. E.S.E. Corebridge. Ac. 1440. P. 471.

PrOm, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov. and 33
m. N.N.W. Treves. P. 2260.
Pruntrut, Switzerland. [Porentruy.]
Prusa, a city of Asia Minor. [Brusa.|
Prussia (Kingdom of") (Germ. Konigretch von

PreMssere),a state of Central Europe, comprising the
greater part of N. Germany, cap. Berlin. Pitissia,

formerly composed of two distinct and very un-
equal portions, separated by Brunswick, Hessen,
Waldeck, Lippe, & Nassau, now, since the acquisi-

tion of Lauenburg in 1865, and the annexation of

Hanover, Electoral Hessen, the territories of

Frankfiirtand Nassau, and the Duchies of Holstein
and Sleswig in 1866, forms one compact territory

from Ion. 6° E. on the W., to 22° 15' on the E., and
lat. 49° 6' on the S., to 55° 35' on the N. It is

bounded S. by France, Bavaria, Saxony, Bohemia,
and Silesia; W. by the Netherlands and Belgium;
N. by Denmark and the Baltic ; N.E. and E. by
Eussia. Besides these, Prussia possesses since

1850 the principality of Hohenzollern, and the
Jahde territory. The length of Prussia, E. to

W., is 700 m., breadth, N. to S. 470 m. The
new North German Confederation came into

operation in 1867. Divisions, area, and pop.
previous to 1866 :

—

Provinces. Sq. m. Pop. 1864.

Prussia, 26,047 3,014,595

Posen, 11,401 1,523,729

Pomerania, .... 12,260 1,437,375

Silesia, 15,771 3,510,706

Brandenburg, .... 15,609 2,616,583

Saxony, 9,794 2,043,975

"Westphalia, .... 7,823 1,666,581

Bhenish Prussia, 10,358 3,346,195

Hohenzollern, .... 451 64,958

TeiTitory of Jhade, . 5 1,573

Military (abroad). 28,869

Total, 108,519 19,255,139

Lauenburg, 404 49,704

Total, 108,923 19,304,843

Of the total population in 18 54, 18,975,718 were
civilians, and 279,421 military.

Aggrandisement op Pku 38IA nr 1866.

Countries Annexed. Sq. m. Pop. 1864.

The Kingdom of Hanover, 14,848 1,923,492

Electoral Hessen, 3,673 737,283

Duchy of Nassau, 1,810 466,014

Free City of FrankfUrt, . 34 89.837

Duchy of Schleswlg-Holstein, . 6,809 960,996

Portions of Bavaria (Oauls-
dorf, Qersfeld, and Orb), 214 32,976

Portions of the Grand Duchy
of Hessen (Landgraviate of
Hessen Homburg, Amt Hom-
burg, and Amt Meisenheim), 423 75,102

The Prussian States, with ag-
randisements in Sept. 1866, . 135,904 23,590 543

Increase in 1866, 27,810 4.285,700
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The surface of Prussia is in general flat, except

in the prov. Saxony, where it is traversed by
parts of the Harz mountains and the Thiiringer-

wald ; and in the S. between Silesia and Bohemia,
by the Eiesen Gebirge, or Giant mountains. The
E. provs. belong to the basin of the Baltic, in

which the chief rivers are, the Memel or Niemen,
the Pregel, Vistula, and Oder, with its affluent

the Warta. The W. provs. belong to the basin
of the North Sea, and are watered by the Elbe,

and its affls. the Saale, Havel, and Spree, the
Weser, Ems, and Ehine, with its affls. the Mo-
selle and Lippe. The canal of Bromberg con-
nects the Vistula with the Warta ; the canal of

Finow unites the Oder with the Havel, an affl. of

the Elbe; the canal of Frederick Wilham con-
nects the Oder with the Spree; and the Eider
canal connects the Baltic with the North Sea.

The Ehine, which is here navigable for large
vessels, and is celebrated for its picturesque
beauty, separates Ehenish Prussia into two
nearly equal parts, each of which has an elevated
table-land and a low plain ; the chief part of the
table-land lies N. of the Moselle, on L b. of the
Ehine, and is called the Eifel and the Hohe Veen,
1600 feet in elevation. This region is of basaltic

formation, intermixed with tracts of lava; it

presents evident traces of volcanic action. On
the rt b. of the Ehine, the table-land forms the
elevated ridge of the Taunus, about 2000 feet;

culminating point the Feldberg, 2850 feet above
the sea ; this table-land extends N. between the
rivers Lahn and Sieg, where it is called the
"Westerwald, mean elevation 1600 feet. The
coast line of Prussia is the Baltic on the N.,
covered with extensive lagoons, the principal of

which are the Curische-Haff at the mouth of the
Niemen, the Frische-HalE at the mouths of the
Vistula and Pregel, and the Stettiuer-Haff at the
mouth of the Oder; and the North Sea on the W.
in Schleswig-Holstein and Hanover. The level
E. provs. are remarkable for the great number of
lakes they contain ; of these, Lake Spirding has
an area of 20 sq. m., and Lake Mauer is nearly
as large. The islands of Prussia are EUgen,
Usedom, Femem, Alsen, and WoUin, in the
Baltic Climate, generally temperate and salu-
brious, is humid and cold in the N. Mean temp,
of year in E. Prussia (Prussia proper), lat 54° 30'

N., at an elevation of 40 feet, 43° ; Central Prussia,
lat 62° 30', elevation 210 feet, 48°; Ehenish
Prussia, lat 51°, elevation 250 feet, 49°-5, Fahr.
Mean annual rainfall in the W. provs., 20 inches,

decreasing towards the E. Prevailing winds W.,
and cold often severe. The soil is fertile in many
places, and grain is exported to a considerable
extent. The most fertile dists. occur along the
course of the Niemen and Vistula, on L b. of the
Cider, and on the Elbe, where the vicinity of

Magdeburg is so fertile that it is called the
granary of Berlin. The most barren region is

the Tuchler Heide, in the prov. W. Prussia, 50
m. long and 25 m. broad, covered with sand
and stunted shrubs. The cap. is situated in an
extensive sandy plain, which is interspersed
with fertile tracts, and covered in some places
with fine forests. Agriculture, forming the
chief source of national wealth, is carefidly con-
ducted ; the principal crops are wheat, rye', oats,
barley, flax, hemp, hops, sugar, beet-root, and
tobacco ; fruit culture has been widely extended
of late years, and the forests furnish excellent
timber. The vine is cultivated in Ehenish
Prussia, on the banks of the Moselle and Ehine,
and to a small extent in detached districts of
Central and E. Prussia. The pasturage is ex-

cellent; sheep, cattle, and horses, of improved
breeds, are extensively reared. In 1861 there
were in Prussia, 1,600,000 horses, 8000 asses and
mules, 6,500,000 oxen, 16,400,000 sheep, 670,000
goats, 2,600,000 swine ; wool is an important
product Goats in the mountain dists. of Silesia

and Saxony ; swine in Pomerania, Saxony, and
Westphalia, which last is celebrated for its hams

;

wild boars, stags, fallow deer, hares, and rabbits,

are plentiful, as are wolves and foxes ; bears are

seldom met with. The Ijnx, beaver, badger,
otter, weasel, and marten, are common, but the
ermine is rare. Wild geese are extremely nume-
rous. Bees are extensively reared, and the breed-
ing of the silk-worm has recently made great
progress. The fisheries on the shores of the
Baltic and in the lakes and rivers are important
Mines of iron, coal, copper, lead, zinc, cobalt, alum,
and salt, are worked in the provs. of Ehenish
Prussia and Westphalia, and in the Harz moun-
tains; and mining industry is on the increase.

The moimtains contain marble and some of the
precious stones, and there are many mineral
springs. Amber (a government monopoly) is

fished from the sea, or found on the shores of the

Baltic The manufactures of Prussia are very
extensive, and increasing in value ; the chief

branches are linens, in all the provs. ; woollen
cloths, and cottons, in Ehenish Prussia, at Bar-
men, Crefeld, and Elberfeld, silk stuffs, iron

founding, porcelain and glass making, carriage

building, saddlery, chemical products, beet-root

sugar making, sugar refining, and brewing.
Commerce is very active in Prussia, and has
been greatly developed by the establisliment of

the commercial customs union [Zollverein], by
the many navigable rivers, excellent roads, and
canals; and by railways, of which upwards of

3000 miles were open in 1864 ; there are upwards
of 3500 miles of river and 500 miles of canal

navigation; connected with these are lines of

telegraph extending to the chief points on the

frontier; and the postal arrangements are ex-
cellent Exports to Britain (1865) grains, timber,

flax, seed, zinc, rags, oil, ou-cake, wool, spruce

beer, pork, etc., to the value of 6,126,205?. Im-
ports from Britain, cotton, tea, herrings, iron,

coffee, oils, coals, woollens, linens, machinery,
copper, hides, etc., 2,102,714/. The population

of Prussia comprises two principal races.—I. the

Germans, who form the majority,—and II. the

Slavonians in the grandduchy of Posen, in Prussia

Proper, and in a part of Upper Silesia, besides

about 30,000 Celts (French) in the Ehenish pro-

vinces, and 250,000 Jews. The government is

a hereditary monarchy, and the present consti-

tution dates from 1850, but is modified by more
recent acts. The executive government iscarried

on under the king by an irresponsible Staatsratk,

or council of state, and a council of ministers.

Each prov. has a governor and a military com-
mandant, a court of justice, and a consistory, all

appointed by the king. Calvinism is the religion

of the royal family, and of the majority of the

people, but all sects enjoy the same privileges.

In 1864 the pop. comprised—Protestants 64 per

cent ; Eoman Catholics 33 per cent. ; Menonites

and other sects, Jews, and Greek Cathohcs, 2'65

per cent. Public instruction is more developed

in Prussia than in any other country of Europe

;

attendance at school is enforced by law. The
six universities of Prussia, Berlin, Bonn, Breslau.

Halle, Greifswald, and KBnigsberg, with the

Eoman Catholic high school at MUnster, had in

1862, 5421 matriculated students. In the middle

of the 13th century, the Teutonic knights sub-

1
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jugated E. Prussia, and converted the people to

Christianity. Albert of Brandenburg, grand
master of the order, appropriated the country in

1525; his family augmented these possessions;

and Frederick, one of his descendants, obtained

the title of King in 1701. By the treaty of

Utrecht, William i. obtained a portion of the

duchy of Gelders, he acquired the duchy of

Limburg, and took from Sweden the greater

part of Pomerania, Frederick ii. (the Great)

conquered Silesia, which was abandoned by
Austria in 1742 ; this king and his successor

took part in the dismemberment of Poland, and
thus acquired the grand duchy of Posen. By
the treaty of Tilsit, Prussia was deprived of all

her possessions between the Ehine and the Elbe,

and the greater part of Prussian Poland ; but in

1815, after the fall of Napoleon i., the Congress of

Vienna restored these estates, except a part of Po-
land, and granted to Prussia a part of Saxony, and
the duchy of the Lower Ehine. There were in

18C2, 27 fortresses in Prussia, of which 5 were
first class, garrisoned by 7317men in time of peace,

and 135,000 during war. Military service for 3

years is imperative on all males,who subsequently

form the Ixindwehr, or militia, for 4 years more.

On leaving this they are enrolled in the Land-
sturm, which is called out for active service

within the frontiers of the country only, in case

of invasion. Total strength of the army (1866)
on peace footing, 208,576 ; on war footing 609,669.

In the same year it was resolved that the royal

navy should be raised to an effective of 10 iron-

clad frigates with 250 guns, 10 cupola ships with
40 guns, 8 corvettes with 224 guns, 6 light cor-

vettes with 93 guns, 6 iron avoises with 12 guns,

and 4 transports with 6 guns. Public rev. (1866)

173,934,739 thalers. Expenditure 169,243,365

thalers. Debt 280,820,427 thalers. [Germany.]
Prussia (East), or Ducal Prussia, a prov. oi

Prussia, comprising the govs, of Konigsberg and
Gumbinnen. It long belonged to the knights
of the Teutonic order. Albert of Brandenburg,
grand master of the order, was created Duke
of Prussia, under the sovereignty of Poland, in

1525; afterwards it gave its name to the kingdom
of Prussia.— West or Royal Prussia is a prov. of

Prussia, in which it forms the 2 govs, of Danzig
and Marienwerder. It formerly belonged to

Poland, when Danzig was its capital. P. of E. &
W. Prussia (1861) 2,866,866.—PrMssia Proper,

a great division of the kingdom of Prussia,

comprising E. or Ducal and W. or Eoyal Prussia.

Prussian Holland, a circ. of Prussia, gov.

KOnigsberg. It is level and fertile.—II. a town
in the above circ, on the Drausensee. P. 3824.

Prussia (Ehenish), a prov. of Prussia, in the
W., cap. Cologne. It was formed by the union
of the two provs. of Cleve-Berg and Lower
Ehine. Area 10,358 sq. m. P. (1864) 3,346,195.

Pruszany or Prushani, a town of Eussian
Poland, gov. and 79 m. S.S.E. Grodno. P. 2120.

Pruth, Poras, a river of E. Europe, rises in the

Carpatliian mountains, flows at first E. through
Galicia and the Bukovina, then S.S.E., forming
the boundary between Moldavia and the Eussian
prov. Bessarabia. At Eeni, 75 m. from the Black
Sea, it joins the Danube, and is the last great afii.

on the left. Total course 360 m. Afiis. numerous.
Przasnysz, a town of Eussian Poland, prov.

and 59 m. N.E. Plock, cap. co. P. 5020.

Przedborz, a town of Eussian Poland, gov.
Eadom. P. 4357.
Phzelautsch, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 11

m. N.W. Ghrudim, on the Elbe. P. 1700.

Przemysl, a royal town of Austrian Galicia,

cap. circ, on rt. b. of the San, 51 m. W. Lemberg.
P. 8650. It has a Benedictine monastery, and
manufs. of linens and leather.

Pkzestitz, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 12 m.
N. Klattau, on the Bradawka. P. 1623.

Przkworsk, a town of Austrian Poland, Ga-
licia, circ. and 22 m. E. Ezeszow. P. 2950.

Przibram, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

and 21 m. S.S.W. Beraun. P. 5206. It has a
castle, manufs. of woollen clotli and paper, and
silver and lead mines.

—

Przichowitz is a vill., circ.

and 28 m. N.E. Jung-Bunzlau. P. 2200.

Przysucha, a town of Poland, prov. Sandorair,

on the Eadomka, 24 m. W.S.W. Eadom. P. 3000.

PsiLORiTi (Mount), Ida, the most lofty moun-
tain of Crete, near its centre, and 7674 feet high.

PsiOL, a river of Eussia, govs. Kursk, Khar-
kov, and Poltava, after a S.S.W. course of 300 m.,

joins the Dnieper, 10 m. E.S.E. Krementchug.
Pskov, a gov. of Eussia, between lat. 66° and

58° N., Ion. 27° 15' and 32° E., enclosed by tlio

govs. St Petersburg, Novgorod, Tver, Smolensk,
Vitebsk, and Livonia. Area 17,353 sq. m. P.

(1858)706,462. Surface mostly flat. Elvers nume-
rous, but none large. At its N.W. extremity is

the Lake ofPskov, connected with that of Peipus,

22 m. by 12 m. Marshes numerous. Soil infer-

tile, but corn is grown. Forests extensive. Cattle

are reared ; manufs. are unimportant. The gov.

is subdivided into 3 districts. Principal towns,
Pskov, the cap., Toropetz, & Veliki-Luki.

—

Pskov
or Pleskov,theciqp., ontheVelikaja, near its mouth
in Lake Pskov, is 162 m. S.W. St Petersburg. P.

(1863) 16,807. It comprises the kremlin or
citadel, the middle town and the great town
all enclosed by ramparts. Principal buildings,

the archbishop's residence and the consistory,

cathedra], a Lutheran and 60 Greek churches,

convents, and schools. It has manufs. of leather,

an export trade and an annual fair, at which large

quantities of woollen, silk, and cotton fabrics,

leather, books, jewellery, etc., are sold. This town
is mentioned in Eussian hist, as early as a.d. 903.

Ptitch, a mkt. town of Eussian Poland, gov.

Volhynia, 8 m. S.S.W. Dubno. P. about 1500.

PuBLOW, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 8 m.
W. Bath. Ac. 1335. P. 643.

Pubna, a dist. of British India, presid. Bengal,

between lat. 23° 34' and 24° 36' N., Ion. 88° 55'

and 89° 48' E. Area 2606 sq. m. P. 600,000.

The district is covered with numerous shallow

lakes.

—

Pubna, chief town of dist. of same name,
130 m. N.E. Calcutta.

PucHBUDKA, a town, India, state of Joudpoor,

in lat. 25° 57' N., Ion. 72° 21' E. P. 5000. It has

a manufactory of coarse cloths.

PuCHOw, a market town of N. Hungary, co. and
19 m. N.E. Trentschin, on the Waag. P. 3000.

PucKiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

3 m. N.N.E. Ilminster. Ac. 610. P. 260.

Puckle-Church, a pa., England, co. Glo'ster, 4

m. S.S.W. Chipping-Sodbury. Ac. 2428. P. 1265.

PuDDiNGTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. and
11 m. N.N.W. Bedford. Ac. 2770. P.643.—ILco.
Devon, 6| m. N. Crediton, with a station on the

Great Western Eailway. Ac. 1361. P. 210.

PUDDLE-HiNTON, a pa. of England, co. Dorset,

4i m. E.N.E. Dorchester. Ac. 2264. P. 414.

PuDDLESTONE-wiTH-White, a pa. of England,
CO. Hereford, 4^ m. E. Leominster. Ac. 1743.

P. 349.

PuwDLETOWN, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 5

m. E.N.E. Dorchester. Ac. 8830. P. 1297.

PuDEWiTZ (Pol. Powiedziskoy, a town, Prussian

Poland, gov. and 16 m. E.N.E. Posen. P. 1850.

PuDLEiN or PoDOLiN, a market town of North
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Hungary, co. Zips, on the Poprad, 9 m. N.N.K
Kesmark. P. 2300. It has an ancient castle,

Eoman Catholic and Piarist colleges, and near it

is a chapel often resorted to in pilgrimage.

PuDOSH or PuDOGA, a town of Russia, gov.
Olonetz. 65 m. E. Petrozavodsk. P. 1500.

PuDSET, a tnshp., England, co. York, W. Riding,

pa. and 3 m. S.S.E. Calverley. Ac. 2342. P. (1861)
12,952, chiefly employed in the manufs. of wool-
lens. It has a mechanics' institute, & branch bank.
PuEBLA (La), a dep. of Mexico, between lat.

17° 40' and 20° 30' N., Ion. 97° and 98° 40' W.,
having E. Vera Cruz, and on the other sides

Mexico, Guerrero, and Oajaca. Area 14,203 sq.

m. P. (1857) 658,609. Its central part belongs
to the Anahuac table-land, and within it is Po-
pocatepetl mountain. The Nasca river traverses

It nearly throughout. It contains the towns
La Puebla, the cap., Cholula, and Tehuacan.

—

La Puebla de los Angeles, the cap., is situated on
a table-land 7500 feet above the sea, in a healthy
situation, 76 m. E.S.E. Mexico. P. (1862) 85,000.

It is regularly built and well paved, with hand-
some squares, houses of stone, and many with
iron balconies and painted fronts ; a richly deco-

rated cathedral, 60 churches, 9 monasteries, 13
nunneries, and 21 collegiate houses. Manufs.
of glass, earthenwares, and soap, and an exten-
sive trade. In its vicinity are mineral springs,

and large gardens. It was bombarded for four
days by the French, and entered 31st March 1863.

Puebla (La) or Poblat, a small town of Ma-
jorca, on a height, 27 m. N.E. Palmas. P. 3012.

Puebla (La), numerous small towns of Spain,

—I. (de Alcocer), at the foot of the Sierra d'Al-

cocer, prov. and 87 m. R Badajos. P. 2612.—II.

(de Almuradiel), prov. and 50 m. S.E. Toledo.

P. 1985.—III. (de Arenosoy prov. and 31 m. N.W.
Castellon de la Plana. P. 2158.—IV. (de Argan-
zori), prov. Alava, 9 m. N.E. Miranda, Near this

the battle of Vitoria commenced in 1813.—V.
(de Cazaba), prov. and 35 m. S.E. Sevilla. P.
2882.—VI. (de Don Fadriquey, prov. and 77 m.
N.E. Granada, at the foot of Mount Calar. P.

6555. It has 4 pa. churches, manufs. of woven
fabrics, and an active trade in timber.—VII. (de

Guzman), prov. and 30 m. N.W. Huelva. P. 3865.

—VIII. (de la Calzaday, prov. and 16 m. E. Ba-
dajos. P. 2160.—IX. (de la Reyna), prov. and 40
m. S.E. Badajos. P. 2200 —X. (del Deuny prov.
Coruiia, 29 m. S.W. Santiago. P. 1840.—XI (de

los InfarUfsy prov. Sevilla, 19 m. N.W. Ecija.

It has some Roman antiquities.—XII. (de Mon-
talban), prov. and 17 m. W. Toledo, on the Tagus.
P. 4333. It has a picturesque castle, and a palace
of the dukes of Uceda.—^XIII. (de Sanabria'),

prov. and 53 m. N.W. Zamora. P. 849.—XIV.
(de Sancho PerezX prov. and 36 m. S.E. Badajos.
P. 1892.—XV. (NuevaX prov. Toledo, 7 m. S.

Talavera. P. 2400.—XVI. (de Hijar). [HuAR.]
PuEifTA GoKDA, a Settlement of Caribs,

British Honduras, 150 m. S. Balize.

PuENTE (" a Bridge "), numerous towns of
Spain.

—

I.(del Arzobispo), prov. Toledo, near the
Tagus, 18 m. S.W. Talavera. P. 979.—II. (del

Congostdy prov. and 43 m. W. Avila, on the
Tonnes. P. 2000.-111. (de Eume\ prov. and 13
in. E. Coruiia, on the Eume, here crossed by a
long ancient bridge. P. 2170.—IV. (Genil\ prov.
and 27 m. S. Cordova, on the Genii. P. 6408,
engaged in woollen weaving, and in oil and
earthenware factories.—V. (la Reynay Navarra,
prov. and 13 m. S.S.W. Pamplona, on the Ai^a,
here crossed bj; 4 bridges. P. 3700.—P««n/e#
de Garcia Rodriguez is a town, prov. and 24 m.
E.N.E. Coruna. P. 1496.

PuERCO, a river of Texas, and the principal
affluent of the Rio Grande, which it joins neai
lat. 29° 15' N., Ion. 103' W., after a S. course of

500 m.
PuERS, a market town of Belgium, prov. and

12 m. S.S.W. Antwerp. P. 4000.
Puerto, " a Port,' a prefix to the names of

many places in Spain.—1. (de Santa Mariay a
city in the prov. and 7 m. N.E. Cadiz, on rt. b.

of the Guadalete, near its mouth in the Bay of
Cadiz. P. 17,930. The town is uninteresting.
It is the principal place for the export of the
wines of Xerez, 7 m. N.E. Many extensive
English and French wine merchants are estab-
lished here. It supplies Cadiz with water.

—

II. (Real), a seaport town of the same prov., on
the bay, and 6 m. E. Cadiz. P. 3871. It has
mantifs. of leather.—III. (Handy a town in the
prov. and 21 m. S.S.W. Ciudad-Real. P. 2812,
who manuf. lace.—IV. (Maria), a town in the
prov., and 21 m. S.W. Lugo. P. 653.
Puerto Bello, a seaport town of South Ame-

rica, Granadian Confed., dep. and 40 m. N.
Panama, on the N. side of its isthmus. It is sur-
rounded by mountains, and unhealthy, but the
excellence of its harbour (whence its name) ren-
dered it formerly of high commercial importance.
It was taken byAdmiral Vernon in 1739, at which
time it was strongly fortified, P. 1300. It has
now greatly declined.

Puerto Cabelix), a seaport town of South
America, Venezuela, prov. Caracas, in the Gulf of
Trieste, 20 m. N.E. Valencia, of which it is the
port. P. 7500. The town stands on an island con-
nected with the mainland by a bridge. It is un-
healthy, but has a good harlxjur.

Puerto Cortez or Cabellos, a seaport town
on the N. coast of the Bay of Honduras, Central
America, lat. 15° 49' N., Ion. 87° 57' W., at the
terminus of a proposed canal across Honduras to
Fonseca Bay, Pacific. It was the first port estab-
lishnd by the Spaniards on these shores, and wu
selected by Cortez.
Puerto d'EspaSa, a town of the British West

Indies, on the coast of the island of Trinidad, with
a fortress. P. 4000.

Puerto-de-la-Mar. [Cobija.]
Puerto Llano, a town of Spain, prov. and 20

m. S.S.W. Ciudad-Real. P. 5000.

Puerto Montt, the port of Llanquihue, Chile^

established 1853, named from the president, Don
Manuel Montt A German settlement. P. (1863)
16,000.

Puerto Principe, an inland city of Cuba, cap,

jurisdiction, 36 m. W.S.W. its port. Las Nuevitaa^
on the N. coast, between the rivulets Tiuima and
Jatibonico. Climate hot and humid. P. (1861)
30,685.

Puerto Rico, West Indies. [Porto Rico.J
Puerto Viejo, a town of South America,

Ecuador, dep. and 86 m. N.N.W. Guayaquil, on
a river flowing into the Pacific P. 2000.

Puffin Islanf>, a rocky islet of Ireland, Mun-
ster, CO. Kerry, in St Finnan's Bay, 3 m. S.E
Breahead, Valentia Island.

Puget Sound, U. S., North America, on tlie

N.W. coast of Washington territory, is the S.W.
termination of Admiralty inlet The island and
peninsulas supply slate and sandstone, and tim-

ber is exported.
Puglla, a region of S. Italy. [Apulia.]—IL

a river, which joins the Tiber at Orvieto.

PuGMAN or Pemghan, a town and fort of Af-
ghanistan, 13 m. W. Cabool, on affl. of Cabool riv.

Climate salubrious.

PuuFoosD, a town of British India, dint ot
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Etawa, in lat. 26° 36' N., Ion. 79° 32' E. P. 6063.

It is the chief place of a pergunnah of same name,
66 in. W. Cawnpore.
PuiCELCY, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Tarn, 11 m. N.W. Gaillac. P. 2085.

PuiDoux, a town of Switzerland, cant Vaud,
Lavaux, dist. St Saphorin. P. 1302.

PuiG, a town of Spain, prov. and 12 m, N.E.
Valencia, on a hill close to the Mediterranean.

PuisEAUX, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loiret, cap. cant., arr. and 12 m. Pithiviers. P.

1959.

PuissERGUiER, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ildrault, 9 m. W.N.W. Beziers. P. 2200.

PuiVERS, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Aube,
arr. Limoux, cant. Chalabre. P. 1716.

Pujols, a comm. & mkt. town of France, dep.

Lot-et-Garonne, 13 m. N.N.E. Agen. P. 1193.

PuKANTZ (Hung. Bakabanya), a mining town
of N. Hungary, co. Honth, 9 m. N.W. Schemnitz.
P. 2350.

PuLA, a comm. and marit. town of the island

Sardinia, prov. and 15 m. S.W. Cagliari, cap.

mand. P. 1451.

Pulaski, seven cos. of the IT. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. in centre of Arkansas. Area 1151 sq.

m. P. (1860) 8194 free, 3505 slaves.—II. in S. of

Georgia. Area 758 sq. m. P. 4638 free, 4106 slaves.

—III. in S.E. of Kentucky. Area 1120 sq. m. P.

15,871 free, 1330 slaves.—IV. in S.W. of Virginia.

Area 363 sq. m. P. 3827 free, 1589 slaves.—V.
Illinois. P. 3943.—VI. Indiana. P. 5711.—VII.
Missouri. P. 3779 free, 66 slaves.

PULAWY, a town of Poland, gov. and 30 m.
N.W. Lublin, on rt. b. of the Vistula. P. 3000.

PuLBOROUOH, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 8 m.
N.N.W. Arundel. Ac. 6398. P. 1852.

PuLFORD, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m. S.S.W.
Chester, with a station on the Shrewsbury and
Chester Eailway. Ac. 2567. P. 354.

PULHAM, atown of England, co. Norfolk, 3J m.
N.W. Harleston, in the two pas. St Mary and St
Magdalen, the united area of which is 5955 ac.

P. 2142.—II. a pa., co. Dorset, 7 m. S.S.E. Sher-
borne. Ac. 2370. P. 302.

PuLiCAT, a town of British India, presid. Ma-
dras, situated on an island at the S. extremity of

the salt water lake of same name. The lake is 37
m. long, and varies from 3 m. to 11 m. broad, and
contains several islands. It is bounded seaward
by a long narrow island, and 2 m. off the shore
is a good anchorage. An extensive line of water
communication has been established between
Madras and Doogooranzepatam, principally by
means of this lake. Lat. 13° 25' N.; Ion. 80° 22' E.
PuLLOXHiLL, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 1|

m. S.W. Silsoe. Ac. 1760. P. 704.

PuLLY, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud, cap.

circ, 1 m. E. Lausanne. P. 1387.

PuLO, " an island," the prefixed name of many
islands of the Asiatic Archipelago, some of the
principal being—I. (BaniacK), off the S.W. coast
of Sumatra, lat. 2° 20' N., Ion. 96° 50' E.—
II. (BrasseX off the N.W. extremity of Sumatra,

I
22 m. W.N.W. Acheen. Circumf. 10 m.—III.

I

{Canton), China Sea, off the coast of Anam, lat. 15°
I 20' N.,lon. 109° E.—IV. (^Ciecerde Mer), belonging
to France, China Sea, 10 m. S. Cape Padaran, Co-
chin-China, & yieldingmany edible birds' nests.

—

V. (Condor), a cluster of islands, China Sea, 120
m. E. Point Camboja, the principal island, 12 m.
iu length, having a vill. and good anchorage.

—

' VI. {Datfoo), off the W. coast of Borneo, lat. 0°

V' N., Ion. 108° 37' E.—VII. {Dammer), off the
S. extremity of Gilolo. Circumference about 30
iJi'—VIII. {Labiian), Borneo.— -IX. (^iMncavi), W.

coast of the Malay peninsula, at the mouth of the
river Quedah. P. 3000.—X. (Laut:), off the S.E.
extremity of the isl. Borneo. Length 60 m.

;

greatest breadth 36 m.

—

Little Ptdo Laut is a group
65 m. S.W.ward.—XL (J^ancyX off the W. coast
of Sumatra, W. Acheen.—^XII. (,Oby or Ubt),

China Sea, 20 m. S. Point Camboja. [Penang.]
For others not here mentioned, refer to additional

names.
PuLO Anaphi, an islet, Grecian Archipelago,

16 m. S.E. Santorin.
PuLo Kambino or Passage Island, Malaysia,

a noted landmark at a point where two frequent-
ed tracts cross. The island is 25 m. in circum-
ference, with a peak 250 feet high. It is very
populous. Chief products maize and yams.
PuLO LoxTAR, an island of the Indian Ocean,

off the S.W. coast of Lower Siam, lat. 7° 45' N.,

Ion. 99° E.

PuLO Penang, Prince of Wales Isl. [Penang.]
PuLSNiTZ, a town of Saxony, circ. and 16 m.

N.E. Dresden. P. 2204.

PuLTNEY, two townships of the XT. S., North
America.—I. New York, 12 m. N.E. Bath. P.
1815.—II. Ohio, CO. Belmont. P. 1816.

PuLTNEY Town, Scotland. [Wick.]
PuLTowA, a town & gov., Poland. [Foltava.]
PuLTUSK or PuLTOWSK, a town of Russian

Poland, prov. and 60 m. E.N.E. Plotzk, cap. co.,

on an island formed by the Narew. P. 4816. It

has a bishop's palace, a collegiate church, a nun-
nery, and a Jews' synagogue, with a trade in

corn. Here, on the 26th December 1806, the
French gained a victory over the Russians.
Pulverbatch-Church, a pa., Engl., co. Salop,

7J m. S.S.W. Shrewsbury. Ac. 4063. P. 634.

PuLWUL, a town of British India, dist. Goor-
gaon, N.W. provs., 41 m. S. Delhi. P. 12,010.

Lat. 28° 9' N. ; Ion. 89° 46' E.
Puna, an island off the W. coast of South Ame-

rica, Ecuador, dep. and 40 m. S.W. Guayaquil,
in the Gulf of Guayaquil. Length N. to S. 30 m.

;

breadth 10 m. Surface well wooded. On its N.
side is the village Puna, with a harbour.
Punch, a town of the Punjab, in lat. 33° 51' N.,

Ion. 73° 63' E., near the frontier of Cashmere,
where it is crossed by the Punch Pass, 8500 ft.

above the sea. The town is 3280 feet above the

sea, in lat. 33° 51' N., Ion. 74° 10' E.

PuNCKNoWLE, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6J
m. E.S.E. Bridport. Ac. 2160. P. 502.

PuNDERPOOR (Hind. Puny-ad-hara-pura), a

town of British India, dom. and 89 m. E. Sattara,

on the Beema. It is regularly and well built,

and has several palaces. P. 20,000. (?)

PuNHETE, a mkt. town & military post of Por-
tugal, prov. Estremadura, on the Tagus, at the

head of its navigation, 9 m. W.N.W. Abrantes.

P. 1750. It exports raisins and other fruits.

PuNiAR, a town of India, territory of Gwalior,

in lat. 26° 6' N., Ion. 78° 6' E. In the vicinity the

British defeated the Mahrattas, 29th Dec. 1843.

PuNiTZ (Pol. Poioiecy a town of Prussian Po-
land, gov. and 44 m. S. Posen. P. 1790. A battle

between the Swedes and Saxons here in 1706.

Punjab, an extensive province of British India,

embracing the country traversed by the " five

great waters," of which the Indus is the most
westerly, and the Sutlej the most easterly. The
rivers are the Indus, Jhylum, Chenaub, ilavee, &
Sutlej. The outline of the district is a sector of

a circle, the centre of which, is at the confluence

of the Punjnud and Indus. Lat. 28° 65' N. ; Ion.

70° 31' E. Its length from E. to W. 550 m.,

breadth N. to S. 420 m. Area 73,534 sq. m. P.

10,435,710. No two regions can differ more in
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physical character than the N. and S. part of

this territory. Within the N.E. angle is compre-

hended the Alpine region of Kangra; the N.W.
angle comprizes the Eusofzye countrj', Peshawiir,

Kohat, Hiizara, and the country thence extend-

ing southward to the Salt range, the entire tract

being intersected by mountain ranges, and con-

sisting of a series of valleys encircled by hills.

The remainder includes the plain country of the

Punjab, stretching S.W. with a regularity rarely

broken by any eminence of inipoi-tance. This
plain is divided into 5 Doabs, by the intersections

of Its rivers :—1st, Julinder, between the Sutlej

and Beas ; 2d, Baree, between the Beas & Ghara.

on the E., and the Eavee on the W. ; 3d, Kechna,
between the Ravee and the Chenaub ; 4th, Jetch,

between the Ghenaub and the Jhelum ; 6th, Sind
Sagur, between the Jhelum, Chenaub, and Punj-
nud, and the Indus ; of these the latter is the

most extensive, but that of Baree by far the most
populous and important, containing the 3 cities,

Lahore, Amritsir, and Mooltan. From the Salt

range great quantities of salt, alum, sulphur,

nitre, and coal are obtained. Iron is raised in

Mundi, and gold is found in the sands of the
streams of the Chenaub, Huroo, and Swan. The
soil in general is sandy and barren, but with
many fertile spots intermixed, and there are

abundant means of irrigation. Summer tempera-
ture of the plains excessively hot and dry ; winter
cool, with frost at intervals. Temperature at

Lahore in June, in the shade, 112° Fahr. The
vegetation of the Punjab resembles that of East-
ern India, trees being very scarce. The sugar-
cane, palm, orange, and other fruit-trees flourish,

and all kinds of grain crops are raised, as well as

opium, indigo, & tobacco. The tea plant flourishes

well here; product (1862) 13,589 lbs. Camels,
buffaloes and horses are reared in the extensive
pasture lands, but rui-al industry is by no means
generally followed. Silk and cotton fabrics, car-

pets, shawls, and warlike arms are manufactured
in the towns. A considerable transit trade is

carried on in goods imported from eastern India

and carried westward ; bullion, silk, drugs, grain,

ghee, hides, wool, cotton, carpets, shawls, to-

bacco, salt, horses, and dyes being received in

return. The population consists of various races,

being composed of Jats, Gujurs, Eajpoots, and
Patans, also a few Eusiifzye Afghans ; the most
prominent are the Jats, who formed the core of

the Sikh army and commonwealth, occupying the

centre of the Baree Doab, and the vicinity of

Amritsir about Mooltan ; they iire held in little re-

pute, their importance there being merely agri-

cultural. The Gujurs, said to be the aborigines

of Huzara, are an industrious class, giving much
attention to agriculture. The localities of the
Patans are Mooltan and Kussoor. From Beas to

Chenaub the Hindoo race predominates, but
throughout this region the Mohammedans are
numerously dispiersed, and in the south form the
majority of the population ; beyond the Indus the
pm-e Mohammedan race prevails, and of the whole
population two-thirds areMusstilmans, and the re-

mainder Hindoos. For administrative purposes
it is divided into 8 territorial divisions, Lahore,
Jhelum, Mooltan, Leia, Peshawtir, Jullindur,

Hoshyapoor, & Kangra. Ecvenue (1862) 3,097,456
rupees. Armed force 16,000 Eiiropean, and 13,500
native troops. The Punjab was the scene of
Alexander the Great's oriental conquests. At the
beginning of the 10th century, it was overrun by
Mahmoud of Ghuznee " the destroyer ;" subse-
quently it was conquered by the Afghans, and in
1526 by Baber the Mogul conqueror. Under the

1
late Eunjeet Singh, the power and boundaries of
the kingdom were greath' extended ; on his death
in 1839, and the subsequent massacres of his
nearest heirs, the country became a scene of
anarchy. An unprovoked invasion of the British
territories E. of the Sutlej by a powerful army of
the Sikhs in 1845, led to a series of British vic-
tories at Moodkee, Ferozeshah, Aliwal, and S.i-

braon, and their submission by treaty in 1846.
This treaty was again broken by Moolraj and
Shere Singh in 1848, and the Sikh force wjia
finally defeated and dispersed at Goojerat, 21st
February 1849. The Punjab was then formally
annexed to the British possessions in India, since
which time the country has rapidly improved,
and is still improving.
PuNJGOOR, a town of Beloochistan, prov. Mek-

ran, on the Dustee, 74 m. N.N.E. Kedje.' It is

the cap. of an independent and very fertile dist.,

yielding fine dates, grapes, grain, and esculent
vegetables. The annual income of this state is

2000?. sterling. Lat 27° 20' N.; Ion. 62° 42' E.
PuNJNUD, a name applied to the conjoined

stream of the Ghara and Chenaub rivers, which
unites with the Indus near Mittun-Kote, after a
S.W. course of about 60 ra., in lat. 28° 57' N., Ion.
70° 30' E. At Ooch it is J m. in width at iU
lowest period, with a depth of from 15 to 20 feet.

It is navigated by flat-bottomed boats, without
keels, and with perpendicular sides, which pre-
vent them making leeway with the wind ab^m.

PuifNAH, a rajahship of India, between lat. 23*
62' and 25° 6' N., Ion. 79° 50' and 80° 45' K
Area 648 sq. m. P. 67,000. The raj comprise*
1062 villages. Eevenue estimated from 40,000JL

to 80,000/. Tribute to the British 1000/. Armed
force 3250 men.
PuNNAH, a town of India, Bundelcund, prind-

pal place of territory of same name, 62 m. S.

Banda. The town, which is now in ruins, was
built of stone, having a palace, and numerous
Hindoo temples. Monkeys tenant whole street^

viewing travellers without alarm. Here is an
extensive tank or jhil, formed at the extremity of

a deep valley, around which are numerous mau-
soleums ; the tank swarms with alligators, which
are considered sacred by Hindoos. In the

vicinity are rich diamond mines.
PuNO, a dep. of S. Peru, mostly between lat

12° and 17° S^ Ion. 69° and 71' W., having E.

Bolivia, and on other sides the deps. Cuzco, Are-
quipa, and Moquegua. Estimated area 21,540 sq.

m., and pop. (1852) 285,661. It is nearly enclosed

by Cordilleras of the Andes ; comprises the greater

part of Lake Titicaca, and was formerly famous
for the number and wealth of its silver mineti.

Cattle, potatoes, and barley are the principal

products. Chief towns, Puno, Asangaro, and

Lampa.—II. a city of S. Peru, cap. dep. and

prov., on the Bay of Puno, W. shore of Lake
Titicaca, 130 m. E.N.E. Arequipa, and 12,870 feet

above the sea. P. 9000. It is built mostly of

stone, and has a cathedral and a high school.

Pu>TA Arenas (5andy Point), cap. of the colo-

nial tenitory of Magellan, in Bmnswick Penin-

sula, Strait of Magellan. It has a good anchorage.

PuNTA DE PiEDRA, a maritime town cf Vene-
zuela, dep. and 70 m. E. Cumana, at the head o!

the Gulf of Paria. It has risen into importance

within the present century.

PuNTAs Arenas, tlie principal port of Costa

Eica, Central America, on the Gulf of Nicoya.

Lat 9° 55' N. ; Ion. 84° 52' W. P. 1240. It has

a good harbour. Climate unhealthy, but les.** so

than the Port of Caldera, which it has replaced, A
which wasabandoned on account of its insalubri^.
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PuRAc£, a vill. of the Gratiadian Confed., 12 m.

E.S.E. Popayan, on the volcano of Puracd, by an
cniption of which, in 1827, it was temporarily
destroyed. Elevation of vol. 17,064 feet.

PuEATiK, a town of Eussia, gov. and 103 m.
N.W. Poltava, cap. dist. P. 1600.

PuBBECK (Isle of), a peninsular district of

England, co. Dorset, between the river Frome,
entering Poole harbour N., and the English
Channel on the S. ; terminating in St Alban's
Head. Length 10 m. ; breadth about 7 ra. It has
excellent quarries of stone, slate, and marble.
PuRCHENA, a town of Spain, prov. and 30 m.

N.N.B. Almeira. P. 1596.

PuRDiE Island, off the S. coast of Australia,

belongs to the Nuyts Archipelago. Purdy Islands^

Pacific Ocean, form a part of the Admiralty group.
PuRFLEET, a township of England, co. Essex,

pa. W. Thurrock, Thames, 15 m. E. London.
P. 704. It has a small pier for steamers, and a
government bomb-proof powder magazine.
PuRGATORO, a small island in the Gulf of

Naples. P. 14,000. It has a quarantine station.

PuRiFiCACiON, a town of Granadian Confed.,

dep. Cundinamarca, on the Magdalena, 72 m.
S. vV. Bogota.
PURiFiCACiON, a town of Mexico, state Jalisco,

land 95 m. W.N.W. Colima. Gold mines.
PuKiTON, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3J

m. N.E. Bridgewater. Ac. 1632. P. 604.

PuRLEiGii, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3J m.
S. Maldon. Ac. 6578. P. 1095.

PURLEY, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 3^ m.
N.W. Reading. Ac. 1020. P. 220.

PuRMEREND, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

North Holland, cap. cant., on the North Holland
Canal, 10 m. N. Amsterdam. P. 2680. It has
krge markets for cattle and cheese.

PuRNEAH, a dist. of British India, presid. Ben-
*

!
gal, between lat. 25° 9' and 26° 37' N., Ion. 86°

48' and 88° 23' E. Area 5878 sq. m. Pop. esti-

! mated at 1,600,000. Surface level, and traversed

j

by several streams, which flow from the Hima-
laya mountains lying to the N. Chief products,

'
j rice, wheat, barley, pulse, oil-seeds, Indian corn,

j
indigo, opium, vegetables, and tobacco. Domestic

j
animals are the buffalo, sheep, and goat. Manu-
factures comprise metals, cottons, woollens, sUk,

I
and sugar-refining.

PuRNEAH, a town of British India, cap. of dist.

of same name, presid. Bengal, in lat. 25° 46' N.,
Ion. 87" 30' E. Pop. estimated at 50,000.

PuRTABGHUR, a raj of India, between lat. 23°
14' and 24° 14' N., Ion 74° 27' and 75° E. Area

1

1457 sq. m. P. 145,700. The country is hilly

j
and badly cultivated.

—

Purtabghur, a town, and
1 cap. of the above dist., on the route from Nee-
much to Baroda. Lat. 24° 5' N. ; Ion. 74° 58' E.
PuRTABGURH or Belhaghat, a walled town

of British India, prov. Gude, 32 m. N. Allahabad.
1'. 10,000.

PuRTON, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, with a
station on the Great Western Railway, 4J m.
W.N.W. Swindon. Ac. 7878. P. 2087.
PuRus, a river of South America, one of the

principal tributaries of the Amazon, which it

joins in lat. 4° S., Ion. 61° W. Its sources are
unknown, but are supposed to be in dep. Puno,
Peru ; its course is N.E.
PusEY, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 4J m. K

Great Farringdon. Ac. 1070. P. 134.
PusLANO, a \\\\. of North Italy, prov. and 10 m.

jE. Como, on the Lake of Pusiano, which is about
3 m. long by 1 m. in breadth, 160 feet deep, and
840 feet above the Adriatic Sea.
POspoKo (Germ. Bischdorf), a market town of

W. Hungaiy, co. and 6 m. S.E. Presburg, with
Roman Catholic and Reformed churches. P. 1218.

Pusterthal, the E. part, and formerly a circle,

of the Tirol, watered by head streams of the
Di-ave and Adige. Area 2100 sq. ra. P. 99,211.

Chief town Brunecken.
PuST-OzERSK (Samoyedo Yongorit), the most

N. town of the Samoiede country, in European
Russia, gov. Archangel, on the Petchora, near
its mouth in the Northern Ocean. P. 600, who
live chiefly by hunting and fishing.

PuTBUS, a vill. of Prussia, in the island Riigen,

5 m. S.E. Bergen. P. 1340. It has sea baths, and
the castle of the Prince of Putbus, whose lordship

has an area of 128 sq. m. P. 13,000.

Puteaux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Seine, 11 m. W. Paris, on 1. b. of the Seine, and
on the Paris and Versailles Railway. P. 7613.
PuTEOH, a town of S. Italy. [Puzzuoli.]
PuTFORD, two pas. of England, co. Devon.—I.

{East\ ^ m. S.W. Great Torrington. Ac. 2380.

P. 190.—II. (West), 9 m. W. Great Torrington.
Ac. 2620. P. 362.

Putigxano, a town of South Italy, prov. and
23 m. S.K Bari, cap. circ. P. (1862) 9307.

Manufs. linen, cotton, and wool.

PuTiLAM, a maritime vill. of the island Ceylon,
on the W. coast, 74 m. N. Colombo. An exten-
sive manufacture of bay salt is carried on here.
PuTiVL or PuTVVL, a town of Russia, gov. and

100 m. W.S.W. Koursk, cap. dist., ontheSem. P.

(1863) 6601. It is well built, and though mostly of

wood, has some good public edifices, churches,

and charitable institutions, and brick kilns.

PuTLEY, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 4 m.
W. Ledbury. Ac. 589. P. 197.

Putnam, several cos. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. in N. of Georgia. Area 273 sq. m. P.

(1860) 2987 free, 7138 slaves.—II. in W. of In-
diana. P. 20,681.-111. in S.E. of New York. P.

14,002.—IV. in N.W. of Ohio. Area 468 sq. m.
P. 12,808.—V. in W. of Virginia. P. 5721 free,

580 slaves.—VI. Florida. P. 1065 free, 1047
slaves.—VII. Illinois. P. 5587.—VIII. Missouri.

P. 9176 free, 31 slaves.

Putnam-Valley, a township of U. S., North
America, New York, 9 m. W. Carmel.
Putney, a pa and vill. of England, co. Surrey,

on the Thames, opposite Fulham, with which it

is connected by a wooden bridge, and with a sta-

tion on the London and Richmond Railway, 6\
m. W.S.W. St Paul's Cathedral, London. Ac. o'f

pa. 2176. P. (1861) 6481. The vill. has a church;
rowing and sailing matches are here often held.

Steamers ply constantly between it and London.
Oliver Cromwell, the protector, and Gibbon, the
historian, were natives of Putney.
PuTNUM, a CO. of U. S., North America, Ten-

nessee. P. 7876 free, 682 slaves.

Putrid Sea, Russia. fSiVASH Gulf.]
PUTTAN SOMNAUTH, India. [SOMNAUTH."]
Puttee, a town of the Punjab, 12 m. W. of the

Beas, and 38 m. S.E. of Lahore. P. about 5000.

It is well built, and has a Sikh government stud.

PuTTEEALA, a native state of Sirhind, British

India, within the jurisdiction of the Cis-Sutlej

states. Area 4448 sq. m. P. 1,310,960. Soil

fertile, and exports immense quantities of grain.

This territory has been increased by grants from
the British government, in reward for the rajah's

fidelity during the Lahore war, it being stipulated

that the rajah should renounce the right of levy-

ing transit duties, and abolish suttee, infanticide,

and slave-dealing within his dominions. Puttee-

ala, chief town state of same name, Su'hind, Bri-

tish India, is well built and compact, well peopled,

3 u
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and defended by a citadel. It is tho lesidence of

the rajah. Lat. 30° 20' N. ; Ion. 76° 25' E.

PuTTELASGE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Moselle, 9 m. S.W. Sarregu^mines. P. 2378.

PuTTEN, an island of the Xetherlands, prov. S.

Holland, formed by the Maas, 8 m. S.W. Eotter-

dam.—II. a vill., prov. Gelderland, 6 m. S. Har-
derwvk. P. 3233.

—

Pvttershoek is a vill., prov.

S. Holland, 4 m. W. Dort. P. 1476.

PnTTEXHAM, two pas. of England.—I. co. Herts,

8J m. N.N.W. Tring. Ac. 690. P. 135.—II. co.

Surrey, ft m.W.S.W.Guildford. Ac 1896. P. 402.

PuTTLiTZ, a town, Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
gov. Potsdam, 9 m. N.W. Pritzwalk. P. 1570.

PuTTUN or Anhulwar Pattax, a town of

British India, territory of the Guicowar, in lat.

23° 46' N., Ion. 72=" 3' E. P. estimated at 30,000.

It has manufactures of swords, spears, pottery,

and silk and cotton weaving.
PirruMAYO or I^'A, a river of South America,

Eucador, rises by many heads near Paste, flows
generally E., and joins the Amazon at S. Anto-
nio, 70 m. E.N.E. Olivenza, Total course 700 m.

PirrzALO, a small island of Russian Finland,

in the N. part of Lake Ladoga. Near a harbour
on its E. side are some curious caverns,

PuTZiG, a town of W. Prussia, gov. and 26 m.
N.N.W. Danzig, on the Gulf of Danzig. P, 2200.

It has manufs. of woollen cloth, and several iron

foi^es.—The Bay of Putzig is the W, arm of the

Gulf of Danzig, and separated from the Baltic

by a long and narrow tongue of land. Length
of bay, S.E. to N.W., 20 miles.

PuxTON, a pa, of England, co. Somerset, 6 m.
N. Axbridge. Ac. 613. P. 147.

PuTCERDA, a fortified frontier town of Spain,

prov. and 62 m. N.W. Gerona, at the foot of the
Pyr^ndes. P. 1824. It is the residence of a mili-

tary governor, and has manufs. of woollens.

PuT-DE-DoME, a mountain of France, near the
centre of the dep., to which it gives name. Height
above the sea 4806 feet. It is the chief peak of

a volcanic g^oup of mountains, covering about 80
sq. m., and attached S.ward by a series of basaltic

peaks or puya to the great mass of Mont-Dor.
It is almost bare of trees, but has good pasturage
on its sides, and com land at its base.

PuY-DE-DoME, a dep. of France, in the S.E.,

formed of part of the old prov. Auvergne, and
surrounded by the deps. Loire, Haute-Loire,
Cantal, Correze, Creuze, and AUier. Area 3069
Eq.m. P. (1861)576,409. Cap. Clermont-Ferrand.
Surface mountainous, andcontainsagreatnumber
olpuys or peaks, the chief of which are the Mont-
Dor and the Puy-de-D6rae. These mountains
are of volcanic origin, and contain numerous ex-
tinct craters, the lava, formerly emitted from
which, is used for building and paving. Between
the mountains extend rich valleys ; and that of
Lemagne is celebrated for its fine vegetation.
The principal rivers are the Allier, and its aflB.

the Dor. Among the wild animals are the wolf,
fox, deer, and wild boar. Chief mineral products
coal, antimony, silver, alum, lead, iron, copper,
zinc, and marble. There are numerous mineral
springs in the dep^ the most celebrated of which
is that of Mont-Dor. Soil rich in the valleys,

and produces grain, lint, hemp, wine, and fruits

;

chestnuts are in some cantons the principal food
of the inhabitants, and the vine is carefully cul-
tivated. Cattle and sheep are extensively reared;
and the cheese of the dep. is in repute. The
principal manufs. are linens, woollenss and paper.
Many of the pop. of the sterile districts emigrate
every year. The dep. is divided into the arrs.

Ambert, Clermont, Issoire, Biom, and Thiers.

Pltlaurens, a coram, and town of France, dep.
Tarn, 13 m. S.E. Lavaur. P. 5940. It was for-

tified, but dismantled by Louis xiii.

PuY (Le), a comm. and town of France, cap.

dep. Haute-Loire, 68 m. S.W. Lyon, near 1. b. of

the Loire. P. 17,045. It is built on the S. slope

of Mount Anis, crowned by the basaltic rock of

Comeille, and has on its highest point a cathe-
dral. It has a national college, a normal school,

a library of 8000 vols., and some manufs. of lace.

It was a cap. of the old dist. of Velay.—II. (CuU-
lawney, a comm. and market town, dep. Puy-de-
Dome, 8 m. N.N.W. Thiers. P. 1791.—III. {la

Roque), a comm. and market town, dep. Tam-et-
Garonne, 19 m. N.E. Montauban. P. 21ia—IV.
(CEvequeX a comm. and town, dep. Lot, 16 m.
N.W. Cahors, on rt. b. of the Lot. P. 2394.

PiTTMiROL, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot-et-Garonne, 8 m. E. Agen. P. 1482.

PuY Notre-Dame, a comm. & vill. of France,
dep. Maine-et-Loire, arr. Saumur, cant. Monlr
reuil-Beleny. P. 1528.

PtTY Ste Kepakade, a comm. & vilL of Franco^
dep. Bouches-du-Rhone, arr. Aix. P. 1633.

PczzuoLi or PozzuoLi, Puteoli, an episcopal

town of South Italy, on the Gulf of, and 7 nt
S.W. Naples. P. (1861) 14,752. It has a cathe-

dral, a mole, mineral waters, and many Romaa
remains. In ancient times it was an important
city, but was destroyed by an earthquake. New
it are Lake Avemo, the Solfatara, from which
sulphur is obtained, and the grotto del Cane.
PwLtMELi, a pari., munic. bor., and seaport

town of North Wales, on Cardigan Bay, co. and
19 m. S.S.W. Carnarvon, pa. Denis. Ac. 1278
P. 2420. It has a union workhouse, a branch bank,

a harbour for vessels of 60 tons, and is frequented

by sea-bathers. The port is subordinate to Beau-
maris. The bor. was incorporated by Edward the

Black Prince. It unites with Carnarvon, Bangor,

Conway, Crickcieth, and Nevin, in sending 1

member to House of Commons.
PwLii-y-CROCHAN, a pa. of South Wales, ca

and 6 m. W. Pembroke. Ac. 3016. P. 264.

Pyecombe, a i)a. of England, co. Sussex, 6 m.
N. Brighton. Ac. 2249. P. 283.

Pyked Stane or Hell's Cleuoh, a mountain
of Scotland, co. Peebles, pa. Kirkurd, elevation .

2100 feet above the sea.

Pyle and Kenfig, a pa. of South Wales, co.

Glamorgan, 6 m. W.N.W. Bridgend. Ac. 6251.

P. 292.

Pyle-Rudbar, a town of Persia, prov. Ghilan,

in a pass of the Elbiirz mountains, 35 m. S.W.
Reshd.
Pylle, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3} m.

S. Shepton-Mallet Ac. 1055. P. 207.

Pylstaart or Sola, an island of the Pacific

Ocean, S.S.W. the Friendly Islands. Lat 22° 0'

S. ; Ion. 176' 4' W.
Pymatuning, a township, U. S^ North Ame-|

rica, Pennsylvania, oo. Mercer.
Pynacker, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. S.

Holland, 3 m. E. Delft. P. 1298.

Pyramus, a river of Asia Minor. [Jyhooji.]

PYRiNtES, Pyrenxi Montes, an extensive moun-
tain chain of Europe, forming the limit betweer

France and Spain, and extending in a dii-ectioc

S.S.E. to N.N.W. from Cape Creux on the Medi-

terranean in the E. to near Fuenterrabia on the

W., a distance of 270 m. ; with a breadth of fronr

50 to 100 m. ; is joined on the W. by the Canta-

brian mountains, which may be considered a pro-

longation of the chain. Next to the Alps, thi

PjTT^n^es are in general the highest mountain,

of Europe ; the siunmit of the chain forms i*
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ciirved line with a mean altitude of 7990 feot.

The slope is much more gentle on the N. than on
the S. side. On the N. side the mountains send
ciff numerous offsets which cover part of the

French deps., and the descent is more gradual at

the W. than at the E. extremity. The primary
fonnation is less extensive than in the Alps ; it

consists of granite, micaceous schist, and primi-

tive limestone, which form a continuous band
stretching three-fourths across the isthmus. The
bulk of the system is composed of secondary rocks,

which are arranged in vertical bands flanking

the older rocks, and consist of clayslate, grau-
wack^, and blue limestone. The. oolite and chalk
formations occur on the lower part of the chain.

Snow lies deep in the mountains during a great

part of the year, and is perennial on the higher

points. From the Marbore to Maladetta the

;
summits are covered with broad bands of ice, yet

i
no true glaciers have been discovered. Corn

. prows in some of the upper valleys, maize is cul-

tived at the vill. of Lescar (Lower Pyr^ndes), at

an elevation of 3280 feet, and the pine tree grows
at 10,870 feet above the sea. The bear is found

j
in the high desert regions near the snow line,

)
and the lynx ascends to 8300 feet. The principal

1 summits are Pic Nethou (Maladetta), 11,168 feet

;

\Mora Perdu, 13,994 feet; the Vignemale, 10,820

ifeet; Pic du Midi, 9640 feet; and Lee Canigou,
'. 9137 feet. The principal passes of the Pyr^n^es
'

are, from E. to W., Port d'Oo, 9843 feet ; the
. Brec/ie de Poland, 9.o00 feet ; d'Estaube, 8402 ft.

;

; Tourmalet, 7143 feet; Gavamie, 7654 feet, above

I

the level of the sea ; there are about 60 in all, of

j
which the following are fit for carriages.—I. the
Col de Perhtus, between Perpiguan and Jonquera,

I passable at all seasons.—II. the pass of Puymo-
riens, between the valley of Segre and that of the

Arifege.—III. the Port de Confranc between Zar-
lagoza and Pau.—IV. the Port of Eoncevalles,

between Pamplona and San Jean.—V. the pass
of the Bidassao, between Vitoria and Bayonne.

i
The chief rivers rising in the Pyrdn^es are, the

Adour, Garonne, and Aude, flowing N., and the

iLlobregat and numerous affls. of the Ebro flow-
ing S. The Pyrdn^es contain iron-ores ; copper
iand argentiferous lead-ore were formerly worked,

I
but are now abandoned. There are many mineral
springs on the N. side. Several of the streams
are auriferous, but no gold or silver mines are

I
worked. The valley of Cardona contains a re-

markable deposit of rocksalt, one of the beds
; measuring 390 by 750 feet. The Pji4n6ea give
I their name to three deps. of France.

I
Ptk£n£es (Basses or Lower), a frontier dep.

I

of France, formed of part of the old prov. Bdarn,
I bounded E. by the dep. H. Pyr^ndes, S. by the

iPyr^n^es, W. by the Bay of Biscay, on which
[are the ports of Bayonne and St Jean-de-Luz, and
iN. by the deps. Landes and Gers. Area 2943 sq.

jm. P. (1861) 436,628. Gap. Pau. Nearly half

:
the surface is covered with pastures and marshes,
icae-sixth part is occupied by fine forests, and
the rest is fertile. Numerous torrents descend

I

from the mountains, the chief of which are the
jGave-de-Pau, Gave d'Oldron, and the Nive.
Minerals comprise iron, copper, and marble. The

! mineral springs of Eaux-Bonnes and Eaux-
!
Chaudes are well frequented, and the salt from the
springs of Salies is in repute. Among vegetable
products are the oak, gall-nut, lint, and wine

;

und among animals, the bear, wolf, and izard, a
ppecies of chamois. Manufactures unimportant

;

the chief are iron forging, and manufactures of

linen and paper. The dep. is divided into the

arrs. Bayonne, Maul^on, Oleron, Orthez, and Pau.
Pyr^^es (Hautes or Upper), a frontier dep.

of France, S.E. of the former, composed of part
of the old prov. Gascoigne, having E. the dep. H.-
Garonne, & N. Gers. Area 1749 sq. m. P. (1861)
240,419. Surface covered by the ramifications of

the Pyrdn^es, enclosing tlie fine valleys of Adour,
Campan, Ban-feges, Cauterets, and Azun. The
Adour and its affls., the Arros and Gave-de-Pau,
rise in the dep. ; the soil contains numerous
minerals, but only marble is quarried. The
mineral springs of Bagn6res, Barrfeges, and Cau-
terets are much frequented. Soil fertile in the
valleys, but grain is insufficient for the wants of

the population. Wine is abundant and of good
quality. Cattle are extensively reared, horses
are excellent, and the sheep are protected from
the wolves by the powerful dogs of the Tyr6n4ea.
Bears and wolves are of great size and ferocity.

The chief manufs. are those of woollen stu£fs called

Barrages. The dep. is divided into the arrs.

Argeles, Bagnferes-de-Bigorre, and Tarbes.
PYR^NiiES-GRiENTALES, a dep. of France, hav-

ing W. the dep. Ari6ge, and bounded E. by tho
Mediterranean, N. by the dep. Aude, and com-
prised in the old prov. Eoussillon and part of Lan-
guedoc. Area 1591 sq. m. P. (1861) 181,763. The
Fyr4n4ea on the S. separate the dep. from Spain,

and connect it with their centreforts ; the highest
point in the dep. is Canigou, 9137 ft. Chief rivers

the Tet, Gly, and Aude, flowing E. to the Medi-
terrannean, the Arifege affl. of the Garonne, and
the Segre affl. of the Ebro. On the coast are tha

marshes of Leucate and St Naziare, and the ports

CoUioure, Port Vendres, Bagnols, and Nouvelle.
The soil contains iron, copper, lead, bismuth,
antimony, fine marble, and mineral springs.

Climate cold in the mountains, but sufficiently

mild in the valleys for the culture of the pome-
granate and the mulberry. The orange grows
here on espaliers. The wines of Roussillon are

esteemed. Among wild animals are the wolf,

bear, fox, wild boar, chamois, eagle, vulture, and
serpents. Manufs. are unimportant. The dep.

is divided into the arrs. C4rei, Perpignan, and
Prades; cap. Perpignan.
Pyrenees (Australian) is a name given to a.

range of mountains in the colony of Victoria, be-

tween the Australian Alps and Grampians
;
prin-

cipal summits Mounts Cole, Byng, and Campbell.
Pyrgos, a vill. of Greece, Morea, gov. Elis, 17

m. S.S.E. Gastuni, near the coast. It has a good
bazaar, some export trade in rural produce, and
imports of European manufactured goods.

Pyritz, a town of Prussian Pomerania, gov.

and 24 m. S.E. Stettin, cap. circ. P. 5354. It

has manufs. of woollen cloth and leather. Neaf
it is the Ottobrun spring, so called from Otto,

bishop of Bamberg, who here christened the first

Pomeranian converts in 1124.

Pyrmont, a town of Central Germany, Wal-
deck-Pyrmont, cap. the detached principality of

Pyrmont, in a valley, 34 m. S.W. Hanover. P.

1260. It has mineral baths.

Pyrmont, a suburb of Sydney, New S. Walfls.

Python (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. and 12 m, E. Cambray. P. 1617. It

has paper mills.

Pyworthy, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2^ m.
W.S.W. Holsworthy. Ac. 6021. P. 667.

Pyzdry orPEiSKRN, a town of Russian Poland,

prov. and 33 m. N.N.W. Kalisz, on the Warta.
P. 3100.
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Q
For names netfound under Q, see C or K.

Qua, a mountain of W. Africa, Gninea, 64 m.
N.W. the peak of Cameroon. Lat. 6° N. ; Ion. 8'

50' E. Height 6000 feet above the sea.

QuACO, a maritime vill. and headland of British

Korth America, on the S. coast of New Bruns-
vick, 25 m. E.N.E. St John.
Quadra and Vascouver Isl. Vancouver.]
QuADRELLE, a vilL of South Italy, prov.

Caserta, circ. and 6 m. E.N.E. Nola. P. 1520.

QuADRiKG, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 7J
m. N.N.W. Spalding. Ac. 4210. P. 1001.

QuAEDPYRE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Dunkirk, cant. Bergues. P. 1702.

QuAESASGER FiORD, Norway, Finmark, is 30

m. S.W. Altengaard.
QuAiXTON, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 6J m.

N.W. Aylesbury. Ac. 5368. P. 929.

QuAKENBRUCK, a town of Prussia, landr^
principality and 29 m. N. Osnabrilck. P. 2850.

QuALQUi, a small town of Chile, dep. and 20 m.
E.S.E. Conception, on the Biobio.
QuASG, a prefixed name of numerous provs. of

E. Asia.

—

Q.-Binh, Q,.-Ai, & Q.-Xan, are provs.

of the empire Anam, Cochin-China.
Quang-Pln'g, a city of China, prov. Chi-li, cap.

dep., 240 m. S.S.W. Peking. It has numerous
temples.—II. a city of third rank, prov. Kwi-chow,
80 m. E.N.E. Kwi-yang.
Quaxg-see or Quang-si ('' Wide West "), one

of the S. provs. of China, between lat. 22° and 26°

N., Ion. 105' and 112° 30' E., having S.W. Ton-
quin, and on other sides the provs. Quang-tung,
Hoo-nan, Kwei-chow, and Yun-nan. Area 78,250

sq. m. P. (1842) 8,121,327. People rude and
unlearned. Surface mostly mountainous, densely
wooded, and uncultivated. Nearly all its rivers

join the Se-kiang, the great western river, which
has an E. course, and ultimately one of its outlets

becomes the Choo-kiang, the Pearl or Canton
river. Principal products, cassia, grain, timber,

metals, and gems. Chief city, KweUin.—II. a
city of China, prov. Yun-nan, cap. dep., 76 m. S.E.

Yun-nan.
QoAXG-TONG, a town of Brit. Burma, on the

E. arm of the Irrawady river, N.N.W. Umera-
poora. It has an extensive trade with China.
QuAXG-TCNQ (" Wide East "), the most S. and

greatest maritime prov. of China, between lat. 2u°

and 25° 30' N., Ion. 108° and 117° E., having
landward the provs. Quang-si, Hoo-nan, Eliang-

si, and Fo-kien, and E. and S. the China Sea,

and Gulf of Tonquin, which are separated by the
peninsula of Houi-tchou, stretching towards
Hainan. Besides the latter island, this prov. in-

cludes all the isls. from Fokien to Cochin-China.
Area 79,456 sq. m. P. (1842) 21,152,603. Sur-
face very varied. Soil generally fertile ; and it

has excellent v?ater communication. Principal
products are rice, sugar, inferior green tea, cassia,

betelnut, iron, inferior silks, cottons, and grass
cloths, gold, precious stones, pearls, glass, stone, &
lacquered wares,with a great variety of othergoods
made in Canton, the cap., & chief seat of the trade.

QuANo, a town of Japan, on the E. coast of the
island Niphon, 56 m. E Miako. It has two forts.—Quanta is one of the five divisions of Niphon.
QuAXTocK Hills, a range in England, co. So-

nieriet, extending from the Bristol Channel, near
Watchet, S.E. to between Bridgewater and Taun-
ton, Greatest height 1428 feet above the sea.

Qt'AXTOCKSHEAD, two pas. of England, co. So-
merset—I. (^Easty, 11 m. W.N.W. Bridgewater.
Ac. 2582. P. 339.—II. (^West), 12 m. W.N.W.
Bridgewater. Ac. 1491. P. 223.

QuARAXTB^ a mkt. town and comm. of France^
dep. H^rault, 13 m. W. Be'ziers. P. 1426.

QuAREGXOx, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hainault,

4 m. W.S.W. Mons. P. 2490. Has coal mines.
QuARFF, a quoad sacra pa. of Scotl., Shetland,

comprising part of Mainland, with Burra, Papa,
Housa, & Halvery isls., off its W. coast. P. 216.

QuARiTZ, a mkt. town of Prussian Silesia, gov.

and 31 m. N.N.W. Liegnitz. P. 1790.

QuARKEX, the narrowest part of the Gulf of

Bothnia, Baltic Sea, between the island Holmoe
in the N.W., and Bioerkoe in the S.W.
QuARLET, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 6 m.

W.S.W. Andover. Ac. 1983. P. 182.

QuARNDOX, a pa. of England, co. and 3 m.
N.N.W. Derby. Ac 960. P. 496.

QuARNERO (Gulf of), Adriatic Sea, between
Istria and the Hungarian Littorale, is 15 m. in

length and breadth. It is nearly enclosed sea-

ward by the islands Cherso and Veglia, and com-
municates with the Adriatic by three channels
It is exposed to violent winds.
QuARXFORD, a chapelry of Engl., co. Stafford,

pa. Alstonfield, 6J m. N.N.E. Leek. P. 549.

QuAROUBLE, a comm. and vill. of France, de^
Nord, cant, and arr. Valenciennes. P. 2433.

Quarr£-les-tosibes, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Yonne, 9 m. S.S.E. Avallon. P. 2098.

QuARRELTOX, a vill. of Scotland, co. Kenfrew,
pa. Abbey, 1 m. S. Johnstone. P. 271.

QuARREXDOX, a pa. of Engl., co. Bucks, IJ m.
N.N.W. Aylesbury. Ac. 2080. P. 58.

QuARRi, a town of Central Africa, kingdom,
and 96 m. E. Sokoto. P. 6000.(?) It is enclosed!

by an earthen rampart.
|

QuARRixGTox, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

IJ m. W.S.W. Sleaford. Ac 1620. P. 299. '

QuARRixGTox, a towuship of England, co.|

Durham, pa. Kelloe. Ac 1589. P. 1056.

QuARTEX, a town of Switzerland, cant St:

Gall, dist. Saltans. P. 1943.

Quarto, a river of the Argentine Confed, dep.

Cordova, flows S.E.ward and joins the Parana,

after a course of at least 280 miles.

Quarto, a town of Sardinia, prov., circ. and 4

m. E.N.E. Cagliari, in an unhealthy salt-marsh

of the same name. P. of comm. 6252.

—

Quariuccic

is a vill. 1 m. N. Quarto. P. 1017.

QuATFORD, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 2J m.

S.S.E. Bridgenorth. Ac. 512. P. 228.

QcATRE Bras, a vill. of Belgium, prov. S. Bra-

bant, 3 m. S.S.E. Genappes, and 10 m. from the

vill. of Waterloo, at the intersection of routes

from Brussels to Charleroi, and Namur to Nivelles

(whence its name). On 16th June 1815, it wa.s

the theatre of an indecisive action between the

French and the British, with their allies, in which
the Duke of Brunswick fell.

QuATREToxDA, a market town of Spain, provj

Valencia, 8 m- E.N.E. San Felipe.

QuATT, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4^ m. S.S.E^

Bridgenorth. Ac. 2674. P. 485.

Quay (St), a comm. and marit. vill. of France

dep. C6tes-du-Nord, on the Engb'sh Channel, 1

'

m. N.N.W. St Brieuc P. 3030.

QUEAKBEYAX, a post towu of New S. Wales,

I
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on river of same name, co. Mun-ay, 190 m. from
Sydney. P. (18G1) 526.

Quebec, a city of Canada East, on 1. b. of the St
l^awrence, at the influx of the St Charles river,

about 340 m. from the ocean. Lat. 46° 49' 1" N.

;

lou. 71° 13' W. Pop. of city (1861)51,109 ; do. of

CO. (1851)269,771. Mean temp, of year 41°, coldest
month 13°, hottest month 73° Fahr. It covers a
promontory between the two rivers, and is divided

i iito two sections—(1.) Theupper town, occupying
the highest point of the promontory, which is sur-

rounded by strong walls and fortifications
; (2.)

L'he lower town, the business quarter, built round
the base of CapeDiamond. The citadel is amassive
work on the summit of Cape Diamond, covering
about 40 acres. It is the stronge st fortress on the
\\'. continent, and has been called the " Gibraltar
of America." It is entered from the upper town
by five gates. The St Louis gate on S.VV. leads

to the "Plains of Abraham," the scene of Wolfe's
victory and death in 1759. In the public garden
is an obelisk in memory of Wolfe and Montcalm.
Both towns are built chiefly of stone, and roofed
with tin plates or with shingles. Public edifices

comprise the parliament house, which replaces

the building destroyed by fire in 1854 ; Roman
Catholic and Protestant cathedrals, convent and
churchof St Ursula, barracks formerly the Jesuits'
college, exchange, reading-room, government
warehouses, and hotel-Dieu. The French college,

royal grammar school, royal institution, literary

and historical society, and medical school, are
amongst its chief public institutions. It has
distilleries, breweries, soap, candle, and tobacco
factories, & ship-building yards. Its harbour, be-
tween the city and the island Orleans, is accessible

for ships of large burthen. It is the great entre-

pot for the trade of Canada with Britain, the West
Indies, etc. A railway 375 m. in length, connects
Quebec with Halifax (Nova Scotia). Quebec
was founded by the French in 1608, taken by the
British in 1629 & 1759, & finally ceded to Britain
in 1763. It has been twice nearly destroyed by
fire. The most attractive object in the vicinity
is the fall of Montmorenci, H m. distant ; the
river here is 60 ft. wide, and the descent of the
torrent 250 ft. Shortest sea route to Liverpool
2634 sea m. ; shortest steam voyage 9J days.
QcEDAH or Kedah, a state of the Malay penin-

sula, tributary to Siam, on the Strait of Malacca,
between lat. 5° and 7° N. The town of Quedah,
lat. 6° N., is the residence of a rajah.

QutoELLAC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Mayenne, arr. Chateau Gontier. P. 2028.
QuEDGLEY, a pa. of England, co. and 3J m.

S.S.W. Gloucester. Ac. 1453. P. 408.

QuEDLiNBUKG, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
& 31 m. S.W. Magdeburg, cap. circ. Aschersleben,
on the Bode, a tributary of the Saale. P. (1864)
16,476. It has a brisk trade. Klopstock the poet,
and Karl Ritter the geographer, were born here.
Queen Anne, a co. in E. of Maryland, U. S.,

North America. Area 403 sq. m. P. (I860)
11,787 free, 4174 slaves.

QuEENBOROUGH, a decayed bor. and pa. of
England, co. Kent, on the Medway, near its mouth,
2 m. S. Sheerness. Ac. of pa. 500. P. 973.
Queen Charlotte Islands, two isls. (^Graham

and Moresby) and numerous islets of British
North America, in the Pacific Ocean, mostly be-
tween lat. 52° and 54° N., Ion. 131° and 133° W.,
(50 m. from the mainland. Length of group 178
ra.

; breadth varies to 75 m. Coasts low ; surface
inland mountainous and wooded.

—

Queen Char-
lotte Islands, South Pacific, are a group between
the Malicollo and Solomon Islands ; and an

island, lat. 19° 17' S., Ion. 138° 42' V^.—Queen
Charlotte Sound is the N. portion of the strait

which separates Vancouver Island from the main-
land. Lat. of entrance 61° 55' N. ; Ion. 131° 2' W.
QuEENSBERRY, a mountain of Scotland, co. and

14 m. N. Dumfries, pa. Closeburn, height 2259 ft.

QuEENSBURY (formerly Queenshead), a vill. of
England, co. York, between Leeds and Halifax.
It has an Albert Memorial, with a cross 40 feet
high, and a statue of the late Prince Consort.
Queen's County, an inland co. of Ireland,

Leinster, having N. King's co., E. Kildare, S. Kil-
kenny, and W. Tipperary. Ac. 424,864, of which
342,422 are arable, 69,289 uncultivated, and 11,630
in plantations. P. (1861) 90,650. Surface mostly
flat, rising in the N. W. into the Slieve bloom moun-
tains. Alt. 1733 ft. Chief rivers, the Barrow and
Nore. The CO. is intersected by rail & canaL Soil
fertile, interspersed with large tracts of bog. It has
coal, iron, copper, and manganese, marl and fuller's

earth. Manufs. woollens &cottons. It is subdivided
into 11 baronies and 58 pas. Principal towns,
Maryborough, Montmellick, and Mountrath.
Queen's County, a co., U. S., N. Amer., Long

Isl., New York. Area 396 sq.m. P.(1860}57,39L
Queen's County, Nova Scotia, on tne S.E.

coast. P. 8575. Chief town, Liverpool.
Queen's County, a co. of Prince Edward's

Island, in centre. Chief town, Charlotte Town.
QuEENSFERRY (South), a parL and munic. bor.,

seaport town, and pa. of Scotland, co. Linlithgow,
on S. bank of the Firth of Forth, and rail, 9 m.
N.N.W. Edinburgh. Ac. 26. Pop. of pa. and
town 921 ; do. of pari. bor. 1230. Corp. rev. 350/.

The harbour is formed by two piers.— II. (^NortK)

on the opposite side of the Forth, here two miles
across, co. Fife, pa. Dunfermline. P. 396.

Queen's Foreland, an island of British North
America. Lat. 62° 30' N. ; Ion. 65° W.
Queensland, a British colony of E. Australia,

established asadistinctcolony in 1859. Lat.lO°40'
(Cape York) to 28° 8' S. (Pt. Danger) ; Ion. 141° to

153° 33' E. The Moreton Bay district was known
formerly as the N. part of New South Wales, and a
penal settlement till 1842. From that colony it is

now divided by a line from Pt. Danger in 28° 8' S.

lat., following for the most part the parallel of 29°

to 141° Ion. E., then N. to the 26th parallel, then
W. to Ion. 138°, and thence N. to the G. of Carpen-
taria, where it includes the " Plains of Promise."
This large area comprises 678,000 sq. m., nearly
twice as large as Canada, and six times as large as

the UnitedKingdom. Approximate area of countiy
occupied by pastoral stations 195,000 sq. m. P.

(1862) 45,077 Europeans, 16,000 Aborigines ; and
in 1867 it amounted to 96,890. Sea-board well

suited for maritime commerce, having many noble

bays, among which areMoreton Bay (65 miles long
by 20 miles wide), Keppel Bay, Wide Bay, Port
Curtis, Port Bowen, Port Denison, Cleveland, and
Rookingham Bays. Ranges of mountains run
parallel with the E. coast at a distance of 60 or 70
miles, and give rise to numerous streams and
rivers (many of which are navigable), as the Bris-

bane, Burnet, Fitzroy, Mary, Burdekin, etc. Sea-
port towns, Brisbane, the capital and seat of go-
vernment, is situated on the river Brisbane, about
25 miles from its entrance into Moreton Bay. The
town has many good streets and buildings, and is

suppliedwith gas and water. P. (1860)3700, (1867)
15,434. Ipswich, distant 25 miles from Brisbane.

P. (1867) about 5000. Maryborough, on the river

Mary. Gladstone, s,iVoriGnvt\s. Rockhampton,ovi

the river Fitzroy. P. (1867) about 8000. St Law-
rence, on the Broadsound. Mackay, on the Mackay

.

Botvcn, on the W. side of Edgecreek Bay. Towns-
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vilU, on the west side of Cleveland Bay. Card-

wdL, at Eockingham Bay. Somerset, at the north

extremity of the Cape York peninsula; and
Burke Town, on the river Albert, Gulf of Carpen-

taria. Inla-ndtovras, Toowoomba, Warwick, Dolby,

and Clermont. Lines of railway are being rapidly

constructed, and telegraphs radiate all over tLo

colony. Steamers ply between its several ports.

CUmate warm, & favourable to Europeans. Mean
temp, at Brisbane, spring, from Sept. to Dec,
71° ; summer, from Dec. to March, 77° ; autumn,
from March to June, 6-4° ; & of winter, from June
to Sept. 61°. Mean temp, of year 68° Fahr. At
Somerset, CapeYork, themeantemp., summer, 81°.

At Cleveland Bay the highest range of the thermo-
meter during 1866 was 99°, the lowest 44°. The
distinguishing feature in the climate of Queens-
laud is the absence of hot winds, and the extreme
drjTiess ofthe atmosphere. Hot days areinvariably
accompanied by cool nights. Diseases prevalent
—ague & fever, chronic rheumatism, & influenza.

Eainfall variable (1862), 28 in., (1863) 68 in.,

(1864) 47 in., (1865), 24 in., (1866), 37 in., and
(1867) 70 in. In the more northern parts of the
colony the rainfall is very variable, and droughts
extremely prevalent. Gold has been found
in Peak Downs, at Rockhampton, Cape River,

Calliope, and Gympie Creek, at which latter place

the finds have been great, and the quartz reefs of

surpassing richness. In Feb. 1868 a nugget was
discovered weighing about 1000 ounces. Copper
is found scattered over many parts of the colony,

and the Peak Downs mines employ a large num-
ber of miners. In consequence of the distance of

this mine from the sea-board the ore is smelted,
and the copper forwarded in its pure state in bars.

In 1866 the export of copper was 441 tons. Tin,
manganese, and iron are also abundant. Coal of

fair quality has been discovered, and mines are
now worked near Ipswich and Maryborough.
Numerous samples of Queensland cotton, from
widely separated localities;, were shown in the
International Exhibition of 1862, from which it

appears that Sea Island cotton of the finest tex-
ture can be grown in the coast region, and on the
elevated table-lands of the interior. The cost of

cultivation is about 9/. per acre, and the quantity
grown (1862) was 14,344 lbs. ; in 1863, it was
34,000 lbs. The land under cotton crop in 1866
was 2884 acres. Sugar cane has been grown with
success, and is equal to the best Mauritius. The
mulberry tree has been successfully reared, and
silk of good quality obtained. Queensland is

famed for its sheep walks and cattle runs, many of
them of great extent, varyingfrom 25 to 3000 sq. m.
These tracts are heldon leasefrom the crown from
periods varyingfrom 5 to 19 years, at rents varying
from 10s. to 25s. per annum, per square mile.
In 1866, sheep 7,278,778 ; cattle 919,414 ; horses
52,311 ; pigs 13,951. Education is well attended
to. The form of government is, a governor and
two Houses of Legislatui-e. The legislative
council, is nominated by the governor, while the
House ofAssembly i s elective. Religion is entirely
supported by voluntary aid. The franchise is

based on the qualifications as laid down in the
Constitution Act of 1865 [New South Waxes].
The land laws of the colony are framed in a gp:eat
measure on the principle of the Homestead Act of
the United States, with the additional privilege of
deferred payments. Revenue (1867) 669,641Z.;
expenditure 666,610?. ; imports 1,822,073/. ; ex-
ports 1,763,547/.; debt (1866) 2,650,236/.
QCEENSTOWN, Ireland. rCovB of Cork.]
QuBENSTOWN, a vill. of Canada West, on the

Niagara, 5 m. N. its falls.

I

QuEGUAY, a river of Uruguay, South America,
after a W.ward course of loO m., joins the Uru-
guay river 26 m. N. Conception.
QuEiCH, a river of W. Germany, Rhenish Ba-

varia, after an E. course of 30 m., joins the Rhine.
QuEiCH (North and South), two rivers of

cscotland, co. Kinross, flow E. into Loch Leven.
QuEi-CHOW, prov. China. [Kwi-chow.]
QuEiMADA Islands, two islets of Brazil, proT.

SS.0 Paulo, off the coast, 40 m. S.W. Santos.
QuEiss, a river of Prussian Silesia, gov. Li^-

nitz, after a N. course of 65 m., joins the Sober ti

m. W. Sprottau.
Quel, a town of Spain, prov. and 28 m. S.E

Logrono. P. 1792.

QuELAiNES, a comm. and vill. of France, iaa.

Mayenne, 8 m. N.W. Chiteau-Gontier. P. 202S.
QuELPAEKT, an isl. at the entrance of the Yellovr

Sea, 60 m. S. Corea. Lat. of Beaufort Island 39° 9'

7" N. ; Ion. 126° 56' 5" E. Length 45 m. ; breadth
varies to 12. m. ; highest peak 6544 ft., of volcanio
formation. The isl. is subordinate to the Goreaa
government, and is used as a penal settlement.

QuELUZ, a town of Brazil, prov. Minas Geraaa^
20 m. S.S.W. Ouro Preto. P. of dist. 6000.

QuEMiNES, an islet off the N.W. coastof Franca,
dep. Finist^re, 17 m. W. Brest.

—

Quemeneven a
a comm. and vill., 8 m. N. Quimper. P. 1356.

QuEMPER-GuizENNEC, a comm. and vilL of
France, dep. C&tes-du-Nord, arr. Guinganqi^
cant Pontrieux. P. 2775
QuEND, a comm. and vilL of Franca, dep.

Somme, 17 m. N.N.W. AbbeviUe. P. 1832.

QuENDON, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6^ m.
N.N.E. Bishop-Stortford. Ac. 643. P. 165.

QcEXiBOROUOH, a pa. of England, co. and i6

m. N.E. Leicester. Ac. 1390. P. 511.

QuENNiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Glo'stcr,

2 m. N. Fairford. Ac. 1630. P. 426.

QuENSTADT, a vill. of Prussia, gov. Magd»'
burg, 3 m. N.N.K Halberstadt. P. 1195.

QuEKTiN (St), Atwusta Veromanduonant :•

comm. and town of France, dep. Aisne, an>
arrond., on the Somme, canal, and rail, 24 m. N.W.
Laon. P. (1861) 30,790. It has several public

buildings, and extensive manufs. The Canal oi

St Quentin forms a communication between the

Gise, the Somme, and the Scheldt. Here tha

French were defeated by the Spaniards in 1557.

—II. a market town of France, dep. Gard, cant,

and near Uz^s. P. 2334.—III. dep. Is6re, arr.

Vienne, cant, la Verpillifere. P. 1645.—IV. dep.

Manche, arr. Avraaches, cant. Ducey. P. 1501.

QuERASCO, a town of N. Italy. [Cherasco]
QuERCT, an old disL of France, comprised la

Guyenne, the cap. of which was Cahors. It now
forms part of the deps. Lot. and Tam-et-Garonne.
QuERETARO, a State of Mexico, enclosed by the

states Mexico, M^choacan, Guauaxuato, and San
Luis Potosi, between lat 20° to 22° N., Ion. 99° 15'

tolOO°15'E. Area2466sq.m. P. (1857) 165,165.

It is wholly on the Anahuac table-land, and the

mountain Calpulalpin rises to upwards of 800tl

ft above the sea. It has mines of silver, copper,

lead and iron, with manufs. of woollen and iron

wares. Chief towns, Queretaro and San Juan del

Rio.—II. Queretaro, the cap. above dep., is in

a fine valley, 110 m. N.W. Mexico. Lat 20° 36

'

39"' N.; Ion. 100° 10' 15" W. P. 29,702.

QuERFURT or QuERNFURT, a town of Prussian

Saxony, gov. and 18 m. W. Merseburg, cap. circ

on the Quern, an affl. of the Saale. P. 3840.

QuEi-LiNG, a fortified city of China, prov

Quangsi, in lat 25° 13' 12" N., Ion. 110° 15' E.

QuERiMBA Islands, a chain of islands extend-

ing along the E. coast of Africa, between lat 10"

\
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50' and 12° 30' S., Ion. 40° 30' E., comprised in

the Portuguese territory of Mozambique. Tliey

are all low, and formed of coral, with long Hat
reefs extending E.ward. The principal are Aswa-
tada, Ibo, on which are a town & fort, Matemmo,
Favno, and Querimba, the most S. of the group,

with some scattered houses and a church.
QuERO, a market town of Spain, prov. and 47

m. E.S.E. Toled«. P. 1800.

QuERO, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov. Bel-
luno, on the Piave, 7 m. S. Peltre. P. 800.

QuERQUEViLLE, a comm., vill., and fort of

France, dep. Manche, on its N. coast, 4 m. N.W.
Cherbourg. P. of comm. 917.

QuERRiEN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Finistfere, 6 m. N.N.E. Quimperl^. P. 2527.
QuERzoLA, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 15

n. W.S.W. Modena. P. 2400.

QuESADA, a town of Spain, on the Sierra de
Cazorla, prov. and 40 m. E. Jean. P. 4503.
QuESALTENAXGO, a city of Central America,

state and 115 m. W.N. W. Guatemala, cap. dep.

of same name, on an elevated plateau at the foot

of a range of mountains, crowned by a volcano.
P. 25,000, mostly Indians. Manufs. cotton and
woollen fabrics, and has an active trade. It has
a cathedral, a city hall, and in its vicinity are
numerous antiquities.

QuESNor (Le), a comm. and fortified town of

France, dep. Nord, cap. cant., between the Ecail-

lon and the Rhonelle, 9 m. S.E. Valenciennes.
P. 3758. It has an arsenal, large barraclcs, mili-

tary and civil hospitals, & manufs. of iron wares,
cotton thread, and leather.

Quesnoy-sur-Deule, a comm. and market
town of France, dep. Nord, cap. cant., 6 m. N.W.
Lille, on the Deule. P. 4446. It has manufs. of

bolts, screws, and chain work.
QuESSOY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

C6tes-du-Nord, 8 m. S.E. St Brieuc. P. 2970.

Questembert, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Morbihan, 13 m. E.S.E. Vannes. P. 3940.

QuETHiocK, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,
4 m. E. Liskeard. Ac. 4531. P. 728.

QuETTA, a town of Beloochistan, [Shawl.J
QuETTEHOU, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Manche, cap. cant., near the Eng-
lish Channel, 9 m. N.E. Valognes. P. 1598.

QuEVEN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, 4 m. N.W. Lorient. P. 2154.
QuEViLLY (Grand), a comm. & vill. of France,

dep. Seine-Inf^rieure, arr. Rouen. P. 1548.—II.

{le Petit), a comm. and vill., same cant. P. 2465.

QuEYRAC, a comm. and vill. of Finance, dep.

Gironde, 4 m. N. Lesparre. P. 1928.

QuiBDO, a town of South America, Granadian
Confed., 80 m. S.W. Antioquia, on the Alvalo.
QuiBERON, a peninsula of Brittany, France,

dep. Morbihan, S.S.E. Lorient and N.N.E. Belle-
isle. Lat. 47° 26' 30" N. ; Ion. 2° 4' 15" W..; 7
m. in length N. to S., by 2 m. in width, and
united to the continent by a low isthmus, de-
fended by Fort Penthi^vre. Surface sandy and
bare. The town of Quiberon, at its extreme S.
end, has a small port, and 2086 inhabitants,
mostly engaged in fishing.

QuiBO or CoiBA, an island, Granadian Confed.,
state Ysthmo, in the Pacific, at the entrance of

Montijo Bay. Lat. 7° 25 N. ; Ion. 81° 54' W.
Length and breadth 20 m. each.

QuiCATLAJi, a town of Mexico, dep. and 44 m.
N. Oaxaoa.

—

Quicara is an island, Pacific Ocean,
5 m. S. Quibo island.

Quich:6 (Santa Cruz del), a ruined city of
Central America, state Guatemala, E.N.E. of
Quesaltenango. Near it is a vill. of same name.

QU1DDENH..VM, a pa. of England, eo. Norfolk,

2J m. E.N.E. East Harling. Ac. 1126. P. IIL
QuiEPPE, au island and fort of Brazil, prov.

and 70 m. S.S.W. Bahia, on the .Atlantic.

QuiERSY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Aisne, on 1. b. of the Oise, 20 m. W. Laon. P.
703. It was formerly an important city, and had
a palace of the Carlovingian kings, where Charles
Martel died.

QuiliVRAiN, a market town of Belgium, prov.
Hainault, 12 m. W.S.W. Mons, at the junction of

the Belgian and French Railway. P. 2178.

Qui-Foo, a town of Anam. LPhu-yen.]
QuiLiMANi (Kilimane'), a maritime town of

East Africa, cap. a gov. of the Portuguese colony
of Mozambique, on L b. of the QuiUmand river,

the N. branch of the Zambesi, 15 m. from its

mouth, 12 m. from the sea. Lat. 17° 51' 8" S.

;

Ion. 37° 1' E. It is occupied by a company of

soldiers; its free population amount to 130, 12 of

whom are Europeans. Its situation is most un-
healthy ;

principal edifices, the fort, and a church.
It has a trade in gold and ivory, but its principal

traffic is in slaves. Coal of good quality is re-

ported to be plentiful.

QuiLLAN, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Aude, 13 m. S. Limoux. P. 1978.

QuiLLEBCEUF, a comm., town, and river-port
of France, dep. Eure, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the
Seine, at commencement of its estuary, with a
lighthouse, 7 m. N. Pont-Audemer. P. 1449.
Opposite Quillebceuf the navigation of the Seine
is impeded, and there is a pilot station and sal-

vage depot here, with a staif of about 110 pilots.

QuiLLOTA, a town of Chile, prov. and 26 m.
N.E. Valparaiso, on the Aconcagua, 20 m. from
the Pacific, in a plain bounded S.W. by a peak,
which is a conspicuous sea-mark for the harbour
of Valparaiso. Estimated pop. 10,000. Houses
of sun-dried brick, only one storey in height. To
almost every one is attached a vineyard, but the
inhabs. are ignorant of the art of making wine.
QuiLOA or Keelvva, a town of E. Africa, Zan-

guebar, on an island off the coast, 6 m. in lengtli,

and between which and the mainland is a secure
harbour. Lat. of fort 8° 57' S. ; Ion. 39° 34' 2'

E. Climate very unhealthy. The fort is the
residence of a governor under the Iman of Mus-
cat It was held by the Portuguese for a short
period early in the 16th century, previous to which
it was an important town ; it is now a mere vill.

QuiLON, a seaport town of S.W. India, Tra-
vancore dom., on the Malabar coast, 38 m. N.W.
Trivanderam. P. 20,000. It has au active ex-
port trade in timber, cocoa-nuts, ginger, pepper,

cardamoms, etc. ; a ban-ack for European troops,

an hospital, gaol, and an Episcopal church. The
climate is healthy, and water plentiful.

Quimerch, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Fini-

stfere, arr. de Chateaulin, cant le Faou. P. 1777.
QuiMPER or Quimper-Corentin, a comm. and

town of France, cap. dep. Finistdre, on the Odet
10 m. from the Atlantic, and 32 m. S.S.E. Brest.

P. (1861) 11,488. It is divided into an old and
new town, the former on the river-side, fortified.

Public buildings, a town-hall, hospital, and
barracks. It has a comm. college, a theatre, and
baths. Manufs. hats and porcelain, ship-build-
ing, and a trade in wheat, wax, linen, butter,

horses, and pilchards, of which last it has an ex-
tensive fishery. Its port is small.

QuiMPERL^ a comm. and town of France, dep.
Finist^re, cap. cant, at the confl. of the Ell^ and
Isolle, 27 m. E.S.E. Quimper. P. 6686. It has
paper mills.

QuiN, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. and 5 m.
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E. Clare. Ac. 9352. P. 2020, of whom 254 are

in the vill.

—

Quince or Squince, is a small island

off the S.W. coast, Munster, co. Cork, about 6
furlongs S.W. the entrance to Glandore harbour.
It has good pasturage.

QuLSCixETTO, a vill. of North Italy, prov.
Turin, circ. and 8 m. N.W. Ivrea. P. 1290.

QuiNCV, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Seine-et-Mame, 4 m. S. Meaux. P. 1711.

QuiNCY, several townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. Massachusetts, 9 m. S.E. Boston.
Granite is exported hence from quarries in the
vicinity.—II. Pennsylvania, 67 m. S.W. Harris-
burg.—III. a town, Illinois, Adam's co., on the
Mississippi, 170 m. above St Louis. P. (1863)
13,632. It has large exports of pork, and is

visited by numerous steamers.
QciNDici, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Caserta,

S.W. Nola. P. 2425.

QuiNDic, a portion of the E. Cordillera of the
Andes, Granadian Confed., separating the basins
of the Magdalena and Cauca rivers. In it is a
volcano about 100 m. W.S.W. Bogota; near
which is the dangerous pass of Quindiu, between
Cartago and Ibagua. Elevation of its summit
11,502 feet above the sea.

QuiNGET, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Doubs, cap. cant, 11 m. S.W. Besan9on. P. 1154.

Near it is a curious stalactitic grotto.

QuiNHON, a town and harbour of Anam, E.
Asia, the town a cap. prov., on a river entering
the harbour, about 10 m. further E. Lat. 14°

N. ; Ion. 190° 11' E. P. 8000.
QuiNiLUBAN Islands, a group in the Philip-

pines, Malaysia, between Panay and Palawan.
Lat 11° 30' N. ; Ion. 120° 47' E.
QciNTAXA, a town of Spain, prov. and 45 m.

E.S.E. Badajoz. P. 3290.
QuDJTANAR DE LA Ordex, a town of Spain,

prov. Toledo, 17 m. W. Belmonte. P. 6974. It

has manufs. of woollen goods, and trade in
merino sheep.

—

Quintanar del Rey is a mkt town,
prov. and 50 m. S.S.E. Quanta. P. 2810.

QuLNTiN, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Cotes-du-Nord, cap. cant., on the Gouet, 9 m.
S.W. StBrieuc. P. (1861) 3710. It has mineral
springs, and manufs. of linens and cambrics.

QuiNTo, a river of the Argentine Confed., deps.
San Luis and Cordova, after a S.E. course of 180
m. loses itself in a marsh near lat 33° 30' S.,

Ion. 64° W.
QuiNTO, a vill. of Northern Italy, Venetia, prov.

and 4 m. N.E. Verona, with 1800 inhabitants, and
the sanctuary of Santa Maria della Stella.

QuiNTO, a town of Spain, prov. and 27 m. S.E.
Zai-agoza, on the Ebro. P. 1373. It is frequented
for its mineral baths.

QuiNTO, a town of Switzerland, cant. Tessin,
dist. Levantine. P. 1309.
QuiNTON, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, b\ m.

N.N.E. Chipping-Campden. Ac. 4800. P. 557.

QuiNTON, a pa. of England, co. and4i m. S.S.E.
Northampton. Ac 1170. P. 119.

QuiNTON, a pa, of England, co. Worcester 2
m. E. Halesowen. P. 2495.

QciNZANO, a town of North Italy, prov. and 19
m. S.S.W. Brescia. P. 4138.
Qui-Phu or Qui-Foo, Anam. [Phu-ykn.;^
QuiBiouA, a ruined city of Central America,

6ta,te Guatemala, on the Motagua river, with
sculptured idols and monumental remains. Near
it is a small hamlet of same name.
QuiEiN (St), a vill. of France, dep. Meurthe,

arr. Sarrebourg. P. 1500. It has extensive
manufs. of mirror-glass.

QuiRiQUiNA, a small island of Chile, dep. and
10 m. N. Concepcion, at entrance of its bay.
QuiROS Islands, Pacific. [Hsbrides (New).!
QuiRPON, an island off the N. extremity of

Newfoundland, at the entrance of Belleisle Strait,

lat. 51° 40' N., Ion. 55° 16' W.
QuissAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gard, 19 m. W.N.W, Nlmes. P. 1558.
QuiSTELLO, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, 14

m. S.E. Mantua. The Austrians defeated the
French here in 1734.

Quitman, a co., U. S., North America, Georgia.
P. 1874 free, 1625 slaves.

Quito, the cap. city of the republic Ecuador,
S. America, in a ravine E. of the volcano Pichin-
cha, 150 m. N.N.E. Guaj'aquil, 9543 feet above
the sea. Lat 0° 13' 27' S. ; Ion. 78° 60' W. P.
76,000. It has a cathedral, town-hall, and palaces
of the archbishop and president of the republic,

a public seminary, and free library of 15,000 vols.

The ex-Jesuits' college contains a large library &
halls, now appropriated to the university. Other
principal structuresare the churchesandconvents,
a workhouse, orphan asylum, and large hospitaL
It has manufactures of coarse cotton, and woollen
goods, lace, hosiery, jewellery, and confectionary;
com, and other agricultural produce. Exports
indigo, iron, and steel. Imports brandy, wine),

oil, and the precious metals. The markets are
well supplied with provisions, and cheese is ex-
tensively made in the vicinity. During the
eruption of Pichincha, in Feb. 1797, the city wa»
surrounded by lava. It was nearly destroyed \ff

an earthquake in 1859, when 5000 of the populsp-

tion perished. Eleven snow-capped mountains
are in view from Quito, and about 10 m. N.E. ift

a plain, chosen in 1736 and 1742 by the French
and Spanish astronomers for measuring a degree
of the meridian.

Quitta, a town & British sta. of W. Africa, on
the slave coast, 225 m. E.N.E. Cape Three Points.
P. 5000. (?) Near it is the Danish fort Prinzenstein.

Qurv'ox (St), a pa. of Scotland, co. Ayr, dist.

Kvle, on the river and 3 m. N.E. the town of Ayr.
Ac. 4930. P. (1861) 7097. It stands on a coal

field in which three mines are wrought ; and it

contains the vills. Whitelets, pop. 855, Contat,

and Wallacetown, suburbs of Ayr.
QuiZAMA or EliSAMA, a dist of Lower Guinea,

S.W. Africa, between the rivers Coanza ajid

Longa. Lat. 10° S. Surface mountainous. Pro-
ducts, wax, honey, and salt

Quonc (Great and Little), two rocky islets

in the entrance of the Persian Gulf, 12 m. N.E.
Cape Mussendom.

—

Quoin is also the name of

islands off the N.E. coast of Australia and the E.
coast of Tasmania.
Quorndon, a township of Eugl., co. Leicester,

pa. Barrow-on-Soar, 2Jm. W.N.W. Sileby station,

on the Leeds branch of the Midland Counties

Eailway. Ac. 1990. P. 1622.

Quorra, a river of Africa. rNiGER.")

QvARKEN Strait, Gulf of Bothnia, [Quaeken.]

R
Haab, Arralo, a navigable river of Hungary, I the W. part of Hungary, and enters the Danube

rises in Styria, circ. GrStz, flows N.E., traverses j near Raab. Length 180 miles.
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Uaam or Nagy-gyor, Arrabona, a town of

Hungary, cap. CO., 67 m. W.N.W. Buda, on the

Ilaab, at its confl. with an arm of the Danube.
P. 18,000. It has a cathedral and several other

churches, a royal academy, gymnasium, manufs.
of tobacco and an extensive trade. It is a steam-

packet station. In June 1809, the French de-

feated the Austrians under its walls.

Baaltk, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Overyssel, cap. cant., 11 m. S.S.B. Zwolle. P.

6005.

—

Raamsdonk is a vill., prov. N. Brabant, 9

m. N.E. Breda.
Raasay Island, Scotland. [Rasay.]
Raat, a town of British India, dist. Humeer-

pore, in lat. 25° 36° N., Ion. 79° 38' E. P. 8616.

It is the principal town of a pergunnah of the
same name, and has a bazaar. Supplies and water
are abundant.
Rabaqii (El), a town of Arabia Hedjaz, 110

m. N.N.W. Mecca, on the road to Medina, near
the Eed Sea, and where pilgrims to Mecca per-

form ablutions.

Eabastens, two comms. and towns of S.W.
France.—I. dep. Hautes-Pyr^ndes, arr. and 12 m.
N.E. Tarbes. P. 1266. It suffered greatly during
the religious wars.—II. dep. Tarn, cap. cant., 23
m. W.S.W. Albi, on the Tarn. P. 5441.

Rabat, a fortified maritime town of Marocco,
on the S. side of the Boo-Regreg, at its mouth
opposite Sallee, 20 m. S.S.W. Mehediah. Lat.
34° 2' N. ; Ion. 6° 46' W. P. 21,000, of whom many
are Jews. It has strong walls and batteries, a
citadel, mosques and minarets, mausoleums, and
well-supplied markets. The water near it is deep
enough for a frigate to come almost close to its

walls. It has manufs. of carpets, an export trade
in wool and com, and considerable trafBc. It was
formerly the centre of the European trade with
Marocco. Outside of the city are numerous
walled orchards and gardens, beyond which, on
the S.E., are the conspicuous tower Sma-Hassan,
and the remains of Sala or Sheila, a frontier

Roman station.

Rabba, a large and populous town of Soudan,
king. Gando, 46 m. from the Niger, lat. 9° 15' N.,

Ion. 6° E. It has a large trade in slaves & ivory.

Rabba, a collection of ruins in Syria, pash.
Damascus, E. the Dead Sea, and 9 m. N. Kerek,
with remains of a temple, etc., marking the site

of Rabbath Moab, the Areopolis of the Greeks,
and the Ar of Moab mentioned in Scripture.

—

RabbathAmmon (a,nc. Philadelphia)is represented
by extensive ruins, near the vill. Amman, 25 m.
E.N.E. the Dead Sea.
Rabbit Islands, a small group in the .fflgean

Sea, at the mouth of the Dardanelles.

Rabenau, a town of Saxony, circ. and 7 m.
S.W, Dresden. P. 784.

—

Rabenstein is a town of

Bohemia, circ. Pilsen. P. 600.

Rabii-, a town of the island Boavista, Cape
Verd Islands, on its W. side, 4 m. E. Porto Sal
Rey. P. 1100. On a height above it are the
hamlets Moradinha and Estacia de Baixo.
Rabinal, a town of Central America. P. 6500.

Rabun, a co., U. S., N. America, Georgia, cap.

Clayton. P. 3065 free, 206 slaves.

Raby, a township of England, co. Durham, pa.

Staindrop, 6 m. N.N.E. Barnard-Castle. Ac. 1472.
P. 214.

Racalmuto or Eagalmuto, a town of the isl.

Sicily, Girgenti, on the crest of a hill, 2 m. S.E.
Grotte. P. (1862) 8500. "With a castle, built in

' the 14th century.
Racavan, a pa. of Irel., co. Antrim, including

the town of Broughshane. Ac. 17,665. P. 5078.

Raccv, a town on the Euphrates. [Rakica.]

Eacconigi, a town of N. Italy, prov. Coni, circ.

Saluzzo, cap. mand., on the Maira, 21 m. S. Turin.
P. (1861) 10,938. It has a royal park and chateau,
& manufs. of silk fabrics, twist, & woollen cloths.

Race, a name applied to a heavy running sea.—The Race of Aldemey is chiefly in the strait

between the island Aldemey and Cape la Hogue,
France, but the tide often sets up the Channel
furiously on both the N. and S. sides of Aldemey.
—The Race of Portland, on the English coast,

nearly opposite, lies off the peninsula of Portland
Bill.

—

Race Point, headlands of the U. S., Massa-
chusetts, and S.E. extremity of Newfoundland.
Raches, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. and cant. Douai. P. 1554.
Rachou or Annapol, a town of Russian Po-

land, gov. Lublin, on the Vistula. P. 763.
Rachova, a town of Turkey. [Rahova.]
Eachova, a vill. of Greece, gov. Boeotia, 10 m.

E.S.E. Salona, on the slope of Parnassus. Near
it is the Corycian cave.

Eacink, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in

S.E. of Wisconsin. Area 339 sq. m. P. (1860)
21,360.

—

Racine, a city, cap. co., on W. shore of
Lake Michigan, 25 m. S.E. Milwaukee. P. 12,000.

It lias an excellent harbour, foi-med by the month
of Boot riv., ship-building yards, and iron works.

Eacila, a small island of the Grecian Archi-
pelago, S. Naxo.
Eackenfoed, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 7J

m. W.N.W. Tiverton. Ac. 3938. P. 486.

Racket River, U. S., North America, New
York, after a N.ward course of 75 m. enters the
St Lawrence, opposite Cornwall Island, Canada.
Eackheath, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4J

m. N.N.E. Norwich. Ac. 1980. P. 271.

Eackwitz, a town of Prussia, gov. Posen, circ.

Bomst. P. 1648. Near it is a vill. of same name.
Racoon, a river of the U. S., North America,

an affl. of the Ohio, on the right.—II. a town-
ship of same state.

Eacton, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6 m.
W.N.W. Chichester. Ac. 1180. P. 95.

Racz or Becse, a town of Servia, Atistria, co,

and 43 m. E.N.E. Bacs, on 1. b. of the Theiss. P.

11,132. It has Eoman Catholic & Greek churches.

Eacz-Fegerto or New Weissensee, a viU. of

Hungary, circ, Sza\)olcz. P. 6000.

Eacz-Keve, a market town of Hungary, co.

and 22 m. S.S.W, Pesth, on an island of same
name in the Danube. P. 4200.

—

Racz-Keve island

is 28 m. long and 1 to 2 m. broad ; its N. point

is immediately S. of Pesth,

Eaczki, a town of Eussian Poland, gov, and
12 m. N.N.W. Augustow. P. 1634.

Badack Chain, a group of the Marshall islands,

in the Pacific, lat. 5° to 12° N., Ion. 165° to 172° E.

Eadautz, a market town of Austrian Galicia,

Bukowina, 10 m. S.W, Sereth, P. 2000.

Eadbouene, a pa, of England, co. and 4J m,
W. Derby. Ac. 2034. P. 225.

Eadcliffe, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster, 3

m. S.S.W. Bury. Ac. 2466. P. 8838, partly em-
ployed in cotton manufs. and in coal mines.
Eaddington, a pa. of England, co, Somerset, 4

m. W.S.W, Wiveliscombe, Ac, 1505. P, 121,

Bade, a town of Bhenish Prussia, gov. and 25
m. E. Diisseldorf. P. 1092. Manufs. iron and
steel wares, and woollen and cotton cloths.

Radeberg, a town of Saxony, circ. and 9 m.

N.E. Dresden, on rt. b. of the Boeder, and on the

Silesian Bailway. P. 2711. It has important
manufactures of ribbons and gloves.

Eadeburo, a town of Saxony, circ. and 11 m.
N. Dresden, on the Boeder. P. 2281.

Radford, two pas. of England.—I. co. and IJ
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m. TV.N.W. Nottingham. Ac. 1000. P. 13,495.

It has a union workhouse, and a station on the
Peterborough and Leicester Eailway, 2J m. W.
Nottingham.—II. {Semde). co. and 4 m. E. War-
wick. Ac. 2093. P. 627.

Radhunpoor, a petty state of British India, in

the N.W. of Guzerat, including the pergunnahs
of Moorjpoor and Summee, between lat. 23° 26'

and 23° 68' N., Ion. 71° 28' and 72° 3' E. Area
800 sq. m. P. 45,000, mostly Hindoos. Chief
crops, wheat and cotton. Principal river, the
Bunnas and its tributaries. Chief products are

wheat, cotton, and all the common grains.

Radhunpoor, a town of British India, Guze-
rat, in lat 23° 60' N., Ion. 71° 30' K P. 15,000.

It has manufactures of coarse cotton. Exports
butter, hides, and grain.

Radicena, a market town of South Italy, prov.
Beggio-Calabria, 11 m. E. Palmi. P. 4167.

IlADicoFAifi, a market town of Central Italy,

prov. and 36 m. S.S.E. Siena, on the slope of a
volcanic mountain of same name, on the summit
of which is a ruined castle. P. 2721.

Radicondoli, a vilL of Central Italy, prov.
Siena, 13 m. S.E. Volterra. P. 3852.

Radipole, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 2 m.
N.N.W. Melcombe-Regis. Ac 1338. P. 691.

Radkkbsburo, a town of Austria, Styria, circ.

and 37 m. S.E. Gratz, on an island in the Muhr.
Radutt, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 2J m.

N.E. Abingdon. Ac. 2994. P. 484.

Radmannsdorf or Radoulza, a town of Aus-
tria, Carinthia, circ. and 26 m. N.W. Laybach,
on the Save. P. 1060. It has manufactures of

woollens and muslins.
Radxage, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 6 m.
WJf.W. High Wycombe. Ac. 1352. P. 478.

Radnitz, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ. and
14 m. N.E. Pilsen. P. 2218.

Radnor (New), a pari, bor., market town, and
pa. of South Wales, cap. co. Radnor, 13 m. N.N.E.
Brecknock. Ac. 3342. P. of pa. 490 ; do. of pari,

bor., which has an area of about 30 m. in circum-
ference, 2345. The bor., with Presteign, Knighton,
Cefn-Llys, Knucklas, and Rhayader, sends one
member to H. of C. Reg. elect (1864^ 460.

Radnor (Old), a pa. of South Wales, co. and
3 m. E.S.E. New Radnor. Ac 10.069. P. 1349.

Radnor, two townships, U. S., N. America.—I.

Ohio, 32 m. N. Columbus. P. 1204.—II. Penn-
sylvania, 13 m. N.W. Philadelphia. P. 1372.

Radnorshire, a co. of South Wales, having
N. cos. Montgomery and Salop, E. Hereford, S.

Brecknock, and W. Cardigan. Area 426 sq. m.,

or 272,128 ac, of which more than one-half is said

to be moorland and bog. P. (1861) 25,382. Sur-
face, except in the S.E., bleak and mountainous.
Principal rivers, the Wye, Arrow, Lugg, and
Ython. Tillage mostly confined to the fertile and
comparatively level S.E. districts. Sheep, of a
small hardy breed, and cattle are the staple pro-
ducts of the CO.; woods numerous. Encroachments,
t.e., illegal enclosures of the wastes of the co.,

have been extensively effected. Radnor comprises
6 bunds, and 52 pas., in diocese of St David's,
and S.E. circuit Chief towns, New Radnor,
Presteign, and Knighton. The co. sends 1 mem-
ber to H. of C. Reg. CO. electors (1864) 1601.
RADOCH-Ko\nTSCHi, a market town of Russii^

gov. and 24 m. N.W. Minsk. P. 1550.
Radolfingen, a town of Switzerland, cant

Bern, dist Aarberg. P. 1400.

Radolfszell, a town of Baden, circ Lake, on
the Unter-see, 17 m. N.W. Constance. P. 1455.
Radoun, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.

Bromberg, 3 m. SJB. Schonlanke. P. 990.

Radom, a town of Russian Poland, cap. gov., on
the Radomka, 67 m. S. Warsaw. P. (in 1861)
10,073. It is well built, and has several fine

squares. Area of gov. 9662 sq. m. P. (1860) 946,737.—Radomsk is a town, gov. of Warsaw, and 78 m.
S.E. Kalisz, on railway to Warsaw. P. 3853.
Radouik, a town of European Turkey, Rumili,

20 m. N.N.E. GhiustendiL
Radomtsl, several towns of E. Europe.—I.

Russia, gov. and 59 m. W.N.W. Kiev, cap. circ,

on the Teterev. P. (1863) 5942.—II. Russian
Poland, gov. Volhynia, 20 m. N.W. Dubno. P.
2000.—III. Austrian Poland, Galicia, circ. and
18 m- N.E. Tamow. P. 1500.

RADOsrrz, a town of Austria, Bohemia, goT.
Eger, circ. Kaaden. P. 750.

Radovitz, a town of European Turkey, sanj.
and 50 m. S.W. Ghinstendil, on the Iladovita
river, an affl. of the Kara^-su (ancient Strymon),
and on the great route from Rumili into Albania.
F. 2000. It has trade in com and wine.
Radstadt, a town of Upper Austria, circ and

35 m. S.E. Salzburg, on the Ens. P. 800.
Radstok, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 7 m.

N.W. Frome. Ac 1005. P. 2227. A railway
connects it with Mitford.
Radstone, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,

2J m. N. Brackley. Ac 810. P. 168.
Radstn, a town of Russian Poland, gov. of

Ljublin, and 30 m. S.S.E. Siedlec, cap. co. P. 2420.
Radua, a town of Hungary, dist. Arad, on tU

b. of the Maros. P. 1390. Excellent wine is

grown in its vicinity. :

Radwan (Hung. Radvam/), a market town of
Hungary, co. Sohl, on the Gran, 2 m. S.W. Nea>
sohL P. 1510. Manufactures woollens.
Radwat, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 3 m.

S.E. Kineton. Ac 1530. P. 375.

Radwell, a pa of England, co. Herts, 2 m.
N.N.W. Baldock. Ac. 748. P. 102.

Radwinter, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4J ra.

N.N.W. Thaxted. Ac 3802. P. 946,

Radzitilov, atown ofRussian Poland, gov.Vob
hynia, 115 m. W.N.W. Kameuetz. P. (1863) 7360.

Raeganj or DiNAJi-PORE, a town of Britujkl

India, presid. Bengal, lat. 25° 40' N., Ion. 88* S*.

E. P. 5000. It is the principal mart in this

district, and nearly engrosses the traflSc of aa
extent of rich country 70 m. long and 20 m. broad.

Raffles Bat, an inlet on the N. coast of Co-
burg peninsula, N. Australia, 13 in. E. Port Es»-

ington. A British settlement named Port Raffles,

established here in 1827, was abandoned in 1829.

Rafford, a pa. of Scotland, co. Elgin, 2 m.
S.E. Forres. Area 32 sq. m. P. 1056.

Rafz, a pa. of Switzerland, cant Zurich, 2^ m.
N. Eglisau. P. 1558.

Ragatz, a town of Switzerland, cant St Gall,

dist Sargans, where the Tamina joins the Rhine.

Pipes are laid from the Baths of Pfeffers to bring

the mineral water down to a spacious bathing

establishment, the water retaining its high tem-
perature. P. 1601.

Ragdale, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 6 m.
W. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1980. P. 120.

Raqendorf, a market town of Western Hun-
gary, CO. and 11 m. N.N.W. Wieselburg, on the

Danube. P. 330C.

Raqhlet or AuGHLET, a peninsula and fishing

vill., Ireland, Connanght, on its N.W. coast, co. &
9 m. N.W. Sligo. P. of vill. 170. Surface of penin-

sula desolate, and often encroached on by the sea.

KAGI.AN, a CO. of Queensland, Australia, en-

closed by cos. Livingston, Deas, Thompson,
Clinton, Pelham, and Pakington. Lat of centre

24° S, Ion. 160° 30' E. Length, 72 m.
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Ragland, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.
W.S.W. Monmouth. Ac. 4083. P. 905.

Kagnit, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 30 m,

N. Gumbinnen, on the Nienien. P. 2815.

Ragov, a market town of Russian Poland, gov.

Vilna, 25 m. N.N.W. Vilkomir. P. 1520.

Raguhn, a town of Germany, Anhalt-Dessau,

on the Mulde, 8 m S. Dessau. P. 1835.

Eagusa, a town of the island of Sicily, prov.

Note, circ. and 3 m. W. Modica, on the W. bank
of the river Ragusa. P. (1861) 21,988. It has a
Capuchin convent and several churches, manufs.

of woollens and silks, with a trade in corn, oil,

wine, and cheese. It was nearly destroyed by
the earthquake of 1693. Near it stood the ancient

Uyhla Herxa.—The river Ragusa (Flumen Hir-
miniurn), after a S.ward course of 25 m., enters

the Mediterranean 12 m. S.S.W. Modica.
Ragusa (Slav. Dubrovnik, Turk. Paprovnik), a

fortified seaport city of Austria, Dalmatia, cap.

circ, on a peninsula in the Adriatic, 88 m.
W.N.W. Cattaro. Lat of mole fort, 42° 38' 9"

N., Ion. 18° 7' 0" E. Pop. (1862) 21,705, includ-

ing a garrison of from 2000 to 3000 men. It is

partly enclosed by old walls, flanked by massive
round towers ; has a cathedral, a Gothic custom-
house, a palace of the former rectors of the re-

public, guard-house, barracks, a lyceum and
various other public schools, a lazaretto, and a
theatre. The port, immediately S. the city, is

fitted only for vessels not exceeding 200 tons ; but
the harbour of Gravosa, the real port N. the

peninsula, will I'eceive ships of the line. Both
are defended by forts. In 1861, 35 vessels (ton-

nage 5636) entered the port of Gravosa ; and 94
vessels (tonnage 5129) entered the port of Ragusa.
Total value of imports to Gravosa 13.418/., to

Eagusa 19,853/. ; exports, 1383/. and 2342/. Its

trade, once important, has greatly declined. It is

visited frequently by earthquakes, and suffered

severely from that of 1667, by which a fifth part

of the population lost their lives. Manufs. of

silks, leather, and rosoglio, which, with oil, an-
chovies, and the products of Herzegovina, con-
stitute the chief exports. Imports of manufd.
goods. Eagusa, founded about the middle of the

7th century, continued to be a republic iindertbe
successive protection of the Greeks, Venetians,
and Turks, until 1806, when it was erected by
Napoleon I. into a duchy for Marshal Marmont.
P. of circ. (1862") 51,296, chiefly Roman Catholics.
—Ragusa Vecchia, a vill. on the Adriatic, 7 m.
S.E., was the anc. Epidaurus, destroyed by the
Croats in 656. It has many vestiges of antiquity.

Eahad or Shimfa, a river of Abyssinia and
Nubia, joins the Bahr-el-Azrek or Blue Nile, 67
m. N. Sennaar, after a N.W. course of 260 m.
Eahan or Raghan, two pas. of Ireland.—I.

CO. Cork, with the vill. Ballymagooley. Ac.
10,082. P. 1639.—II. King's co., on the Grand
Canal, 5 m. W. Tullamore. Ac. 14,985. P. 2944.

Rahden, a mkt. town of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. and 16 m. N.W. Minden, on the Au. P. 1200.

Raheny or Ratheny, a pa. and vill. of Ireland,
CO. and 4 m. N.E. Dublin, on the N. side of its bay,
with a station on the Dublin and Drogheda Rail-
way. Ac. 920. P. of its vill. 509 ; do. of pa. 609.

Rahmanyeh, a town of Lower Egypt, prov.
Bahari, cap. dist, 25 m. S.S.E. Rosetta, on the
Rosetta branch of the Nile. It was taken by the
English from the French in 1801.

Eahnis, a town of Pnxssia, gov. ErfUrt, on the
Kolschau. P. 1008.
Eaho, a vill. of Hungary, cu-c. and 18 m. N.E.

Szigeth. P. 2407.
Rahoox, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, Connaught,

CO. and containing a part of the town of Galway
Ac. of pa. 16,168. P. (1861) 9114.

Rahova, a town of Eui-opean Turkey, Bulgaria,

sanj. and 65 ra. E.S.E. Widdin, on the Danube,
here crossed by a ferry. P. 2000.

Rahway, a town, U. S., North America, New
Jersey, on the Rahway river, 10 m. S.S.W.
Newark. P. 3306. It has manufs. of carriages,

stoves, hats, and earthenware.
Eaiatea (the Ulitea of Cook), one of the So-

ciety Islands, Pacific, 130 m. N.W. Tahiti. P.

(1862) 1000. Circumference about 40 miles

;

surface mountainous, abundantly watered, and
covered with vegetation. It has many good
anchorages, sheltered by a coral reef, that
encloses this and the neighbouring island Fula.
Principal products, taw, yams, plantains, sweet
potatoes, cocoa-nuts, bread fruit, oranges, arrow-
root, and limes. Pigs and fowls are in plenty, and
nearly 1000 head of cattle belong to the fcareign

residents. Imports consist of clothing, iron ware,
cordage, groceries, etc.. value (1861) 4197/.

Exports, cocoa-nut oil, oranges, Mche-de-mer,
fungus, kauri-shells, lime juice, and pearl shells,

value (1861) 4026/. Here is a mission station.

Raidah, a seaport town of Arabia, cap. a ter-

ritory on its S.E. coast, lat. 15° N., Ion. 50° 80' E.
Rai-koke or Rach-koke, one of the Kurile

Islands, Pacific Ocean, belonging to Russia, and
near the centre of the group. Length and breadth
about 15 m. each. Surface rocky and mountain-
ous, and it contains an active volcano.
Rain or Rhain, a town of Upper Bavaria, ou

the Lech, 23 m. N. Augsburg. P. 1060. Be-
fore it the Austrian General Tilly was mortally
wounded in 1631.

Rainbeaucourt, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Nord, cant, and arr. Douai. P. 2181.

Raine, a pa. of England, co. Essex, If m. W
Braintree. Area 1676. P. 401.

Rainford, a chapelry of Engl., co. Lancaster,

pa. and 5J m. N.N.E. Prescot, with a station ou
the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. P. 2784.

Eainham, four pas. of England.— I. co. Kent,
4 m. E.S.E. Chatham. Ac. 3868. P. 1422.—IL
{East), CO. Norfolk, 3^ m. S.S.W. Fakenham. Ac.
1635. P. 139.—III. (South), same co., 11 m.
N.N.E. Swaffham. Ac. 1040. P.129.—1Y. (West),

sameco.,4m. S.S.W. Fakenham. Ac. 1370.P.369.
Rainhii.l, a township of England, co. Lancas-

ter, pa. and 2J m. E.S.E. Prescot, with a station

on the Manchester Railway, 9 m. N.E. Liverpool.

Ac. 1642. P. 2130.

Rainow, a township of England, co. Chester,

pa, Prestbur}', 3 m. E.N.E. Macclesfield. Ac.
5750. P. 1550.

.

Rainton, two townships of England, co. Dur-
ham.—I. (East), pa. Houghton-le-Spring, 5 m.
N.E. Durham. Ac. 1065. P. 1505.—II. (West),
same co. and pa., 4a m. N.E. Durham. Ac. 1788.

P. 1447.

Rainy Lake, North America, 100 m. W. Lake
Superior, forms part of the boundary between
the British and United States' temtories, and
has on its S. side a fort of the American Fur
Company. It discharges its sui-plus waters west-
ward into the Lake of the Woods, by Rainy river,

100 m. in length, and having banks covered with
pine forests.

Eaisen (Market), a pa. and market town of
England, co. and 14 m. N.N.E. Lincoln. Ac. 1220.

P. 2563. Rainfall 17 inches.—II. (Middle), a pa.,

same co., IJ m. W. Market-Raisen. Ac. 3470. P.

1063.—IIL (West), a pa., same co., 2J m. W.
Market-Raisen. Ac. 2720. P. 245.

Raisjies, a town of France, dep. Nord, with i
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Btation on the Northern Railway, 3 m. N.TV". Va-
lenciennes. P. 4305. It has coal mines and iron

works.
Raisseen, a decayed town & hill fort of India,

Gwalior dom., cap. dist., 22 m. N.E. Bhopaul.
Raithby, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln, 12

m. W.N.W. Spilsby. Ac. 680. P. 217.—II. 2 m.
S.W. Louth. Ac. 1930. P. 145.

Eaiva, a town of Eussi:m Poland, gov. and 46
m. S.W. Warsaw. P. 1800. It was formerly a
strong fortress, and has an ancient castle.

Rajahmuxdrt, a dist. of British India, presid.

Madras, between lat. 16° 18' and 17° 38' N., Ion.

81° 7' and 82° 40' E. Area 4501 sq. m. P.

1,012,036. Rev. 130,118^. ; charges of collection

13,5222. Near the coast the soil is fertile, level,

low, and, during the rains, inundated. The N.
and N.W. part is hilly ; and further E. from this

are other hills of slight elevation, containing iron

ore. The sea-coast is generally shallow. There
is a lighthouse on a sand bank called Hope Island,

situated about 5 m. E. of the mouth of the Coringa
river. Principal river the Godavery, down which
large quantities of teak timber are floated to the
sea. About 7 ra. below the town of Rajabmundry
the river divides into two branches, the right

branch flowing generally S.W. to the Bay of Ben-
gal; the left branch taking a S.E. course for 50
m., then E. for 52 m., enters the same bay 4 m. E.
of Coringa. At the delta a dam has been formed
for the purpose of retaining its surplus waters, to

be used in irrigation. Numerous small islands are
formed in its course by mud deposits, which are
assisted in their formation by the natives plant-
ing long grass, thereby retaining the silt until

large isls. are formed, on which tobacco is raised.

Principal crops, wheat, barley, rice, maize, millet,

sugar-cane, cotton, tobacco, and indigo.

Rajahmundry, a town of British India, cap. of

a dist. of same name, presid. Madras, on 1. b. of

the Godavery, in lat. 17° N., Ion. 81° 50' E. Pop.
estimated from 15,0()0 to 20,000. It has a foi-t,

barracks, hospital, gaol, and a bazaar.

Rajawur, a town of the Punjab, British India,

cap. rajahship, on the Chenaub, 120 m. N.Lahore,
mostly built of earth, and unhealthy from ad-
jacent rice grounds.

Rajecz, a market town of Hungary, co. Trent-
schin, on an afll. of the Waag, 34 m. N.W. Neu-
sohl. P. 3450. It has manufs. of leather.

Rajepoorah, a town of British India, Sirhind,
13 m. N.W. Qmballa. Lat 30° 29' N. ; Ion. 76°
41' E. It has a bazaar, and affords abundant
supplies. Water is plentiful.

Rajeshaye, a dist. of British India, presid.

Bengal, between lat. 24° 6' and 24* 58' N., Ion.
88° 18' and 89* 20' E. Area 2084 sq. m. P.
671,000. Surface hilly and jungly in the W., else-

where flat, rich, and well cultivated. Principal
rivers the Podda (Ganges), Mahamunda, Attree,
Jubuna, Nagor, Burrul, and the Narrud, besides
many swampy lakes. Principal crops, rice,

wheat, oats, barley, oil-seeds, sugar-cane, hemp,
and ginger; pine apple, and many other fruits.

Exports silks and indigo.

Rajgeer or Rajagriha, a town of British
India, dist. Behar, presid. Bengal, in lat 25* 2'

N., Ion. 85° 29' E. P. 4000. It has an ancient
palace and a fort In the vicinity are numerous
hot springs, with a temperature of 108° Fahr.
Rajgurh, a town of British India, Alwar, on

route from Nusserabad to Muttra, 76 m. S.W. of
the latter. It is situated on an eminence, sur-
rounded by a lai^e fort Water and supplies in
abundance. Lat 27° 14' N. ; Ion. 76° 42' E.
Rajgcrh, a viU. of British India, dist and 10

m. S. Ajmeer, N.W. provs. It is chief place of a
pergunnah of same name, with a jjop. of 12,340.

Rajkote, a town of India, peninsula of Katty-
war, prov. Guzerat, in lat 22° 18' N., Ion. 70° 50*

E. A church has been erected here for the Chris-
tian }X)p. The town is the chief place of a terri-

tory containing 55 villages, and a pop. of 20,000.

Annual revenue of the chief 34,500 rupees ; an-
nual tribute to the British 17,000 rupees.

Rajmahal, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, on rt b. of the Ganges, and on railway be-
tween Delhi and Calcutta, in lat. 25° 1' N., Ion. 87°

50* E., 202 m. from Calcutta. P. estim. 30,000. It

is celebrated for the ruins of a palace and mosque.
Here, in 1855, a dreadful insiu'rection broke out
among the natives, which was only quelled by a
considerable military force, and after much de-
struction to property and loss of life.

Rajpeepla, a petty Rajpoot state of British

India, in the Rewa Caunta division of Guzerat,
between lat 21° 23' and 21° 59' N., Ion. 73° 5' and
74° E. Area 1650 sq. m. P. 122,100. It is cele-

brated for its carnelian mines and ornaments.
Rajpootana, a tract of British India, between

lat 23° 35' and 29° 67' N., Ion. 70° 5' and 77° 40'

E. Area 114,391 sq. m. P. estim. at 17,000,000.

This tract is composed of 16 states, and takes ita

name from the prevailing population, the Raj-
poots. They are a military race, cruel in their

attacks, being generally under the influence of

opium. Sutteeism, in its worst aspect, and female
infanticide, prevail ; but since the different states

which compose this tract have become connected
with the British, a great and beneflcial change
has taken place in the habits of the people.

Eakitxaia, a market town of Russia, gov.
Kursk, on an affl. of the Psiol, 16 m. N. Xotmysk.
P. 1500.

—

Raditno is a vill., gov. Pskov, 19 m.
N.E. Ostrov.

Bakka, Nicephorium, a town of Asiatic Tur-
key, pash. bame name, on the Euphrates, 92 nu
S.E. BiiT. It has remains of antiquity. P. 8000.

Rakoxitz, a town of Bohemia, cap. circ, on
two small rivers, 30 m. W. Prague. P. 2888.

Rakov, a town of Poland, prov. and 34 m. W.
Sandomir, on the Czams. P. 1520. It has a
fine church, and a large paper mill.

Eakwitz, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.
and 34 m. S.W. Posen. P. 1829.

Raldone, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, proT.

and 8 m. S.E. Verona. P. 2000.

Raleigh, a city of the U. S., North America,

cap. North Carolina, on an elevated site near the

Neuse, 27 m. N.W. Smithfield. P. 4780. It has

an elegant state-house, built of granite, state

lunatic asylum, and deaf and dumb institution.

Raleigh, a maritime co. of New S. Wales, N.
from Dudlej*, S. from Fitzroy, and E. from San-
don COS. Ac 1,120,000.

Raleigh, a co., U. S., North America, Virginia.

P. 3310 free, 57 slaves.

Ralick Isls. [Mulgrave Archipei-ago.]
Ralls, a co., U. S., N. America, in N.E. of Mis-

souri. Area 475 sq. m. P. 6801 free, 1791 slaves.

Ramah or Er-Ram {Ramah of Benjamin), a

vill. of Palestine, 5 m. N. Jerusalem.
E.'i.jLAPO, a township of U. S., North America,

New York, on the New York and Eiie Railway,

132 m. S. Albany.
Rambert (St), three comms. k towns of France.

—I. dep. Loire, cap. cant, 10 m. S.E. Montbrison,

on the Loire, and near a station on railway to St

Etienne. P. 2545.—II. dep. Ain, cap. cant , 20

m. S.E. Bourg. P. 2597.-111. iflsle Barbey, dep.

Drfime, arr. Valence, cant Limonest. P. 1523.

RAMBEi.viLLERS, a comm. and town of France
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dep. Vosges, cap. cant., on the Mortagne, IG m.
N.E. Epinal. P. 4861. It has manufs. of linen

and cotton thread, woollen hosiery, earthenwares,
iron works, and paper mills, in its vicinity.

Rambla (La), a market town of Spain, prov.

and 14 m. S. Cordova. P. 9040. It has several

convents, and some woollen manufactures.
Rambla, a town of the island Teneriffe, in the

Atlantic, on the W. coast. P. 1413.

Rambodde. a sanitarium in the central prov.
of the island Ceylon, 34 m. from Kandy, at an ele-

vation of 3320 feet above the sea. It is situated

in a healthy position, amidst beautiful scenery

;

and has a regimental hospital. Cottages have
been built for the accommodation of visitors.

Rambouillet, a comm. and town, France, dep.
Seine-et-Oise, cap. dep., 17 m. S.W. Versailles, on
railway from Paris to Chartres. P. 4228. Has an
annual fair for the sale of merino wool from the
royal sheep-fold, and a royal chateau in which
Charles x.took refuge previous to his exile in 1830.

Rame, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4 m.
S.S.W. Devonport. Ac. 1231. P. 792.—The
itame Head is a promontory bounding the eu-
fi-ance to Plymouth Sound on W., lat. 50° 19'

N., Ion. 4° 13' W.
Ramerupt, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

dep. Aube, 7 m. E. Arcis-sur-Aube. P. 695.'

Rameshwaram, an island in the Gulf of Manaar,
off the S. extremity of Hindostan, lat. 9° 18' N.,

Ion. 79° 22' E. Estimated length 14 m. ; average
breadth 6 m. P. 4288. Surface low, sandy, and
jungly. It has a remarkable temple, much re-

sorted to in pilgrimage, and is the scene of many
Hindoo fables, and a noted point in Hindoo as-
tronomy. Chief port, Paumbum, on its W. side.

Until 1840, it was connected with the mainland
by a neck of land, the vestiges of which render
the channel innavigable except for small vessels.

It is visited by 30,000 pilgrims annually.
Rametta, a town of the island Sicily, prov.

and 8 m. W. Messina. P. 3639. It was nearly
destroyed by an earthquake in 1783.

Ramgunga, a river of British India, presid.
Bengal, upper provs., after a tortuous course of

373 m., joins the Ganges in prov. Oude, 28 m.
S.E. Furnickabad. Moradabad is on its banks.
Ramgurh or Hazareebagh, a dist. of India,

between lat. 23° 20' and 24° 60' N., Ion. 83° 60'

and 86° 38' E. Area 8524 sq. m. P. estimated
at 372,216. Surface diversified. It is well
watered. Iron, lead, antimony, and coal are
abundant. The forests are infested with tigers,

boa constrictors, and the cobra di capello.

Ramgurh, several towns of British India.—I.

dist. of same name, N.W. prov., 45 m. S.W. by S.
Sohagpoor. Pop. of territory 41,766.—II. N.W.
prov., dist. Kumaon, 19 m. S.W. Almora. Sup-
plies are abundant, but water scarce.

Ram-Hobmuz, a town of Persia, prov. Khuzis-
tao, 82 m. S.E. Shuster, on the route thence to
Shiraz, and on an affluent of the Jerahi.
Ramillies, a vill. of Belgium, prov. S. Bra-

bant, 19 m. S.S.E. Louvain. Here the Duke of
Marlborough defeated the French, 23d May 1706.
Ramirez, a wooded isl. in the Lake of 'Tamia-

gua, Mexico, state Vera Cruz, S.W. Tampico.
Ramleh, a town of Palestine, pash. Gaza, 22

m. W.N.W. Jerusalem, on the route to Jaffa. P.
about 3000. It stands on a slope facing the E.,
and has well-built stone houses, mosques, a large
Roman Catholic convent, and schools, and a

I

Saracenic tower. Its vicinity is covered with
gardens and olive plantations.—II. a vill. and
watering-place. Lower Egypt, 5 m. E. Alexandria,
to which a railway was opened in 1863.

Ramxad, a walled town of British India, presid.
Madras, on the Vagal river, 125 m. N.E. Cape
Comorin. P. 13,000, 6000 of whom dwell inside
the fort, the remainder outside the walls, on the
E. side. It has a palace and a Protestant church,
and is defended by several bastions ; it is the
cap. of a barony of 1300 sq. m., between lat. 9° 3'

to 10= 2' N., Ion. 78= to 79° 24' E., one-half of
which is cultivated, the remainder being chiefly
jungle. Eamnad dist. is divided into 17 taluks,
containing 2174 vills., and 288,100 inhabitants.
It is garrisoned by Sikhs, under European officers,

and is a hot but healthy station. Annual rev.

40,000 rupees, principally from the land.
Ramneghur or Ramnuggur, a walled town of

the Punjab, on the 1. b. of the Chenaub, 62 m.
N.W. Lahore.
Ramnugur, a town of British India, dist. and

4 m. S. Benares, N.W. provs. P. 9490. It has
a fort, the residence of the titular rajah of Benares.
Eamoan, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, at its N.E.

extremity, co. Antrim, and comprising the town
Ballycastle, with Kenbane headland, and the
mountain Knocklayd. Ac. 12,066. P. 3903.
Rampisham, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, b\

m. E.N.E. Beaminster. Ac. 2680. P. 412.

Rampoor, an extensive jaghire of India, be-
tween lat. 28° 30' and 29° 11' N., Ion. 78° 55' and
79° 30' E. Area 720 sq. m. Pop. estimated at
320,000. Surface level, soil fertile and well
cultivated. Principal rivers, the Kosila, Nahul,
and their tributaries. In the N. it is very un-
healthy, arising from the luxuriant vegetation.
Annual revenue 100,000Z. Armed force, 500
cavalry, 1447 infantrj'.

—

Rampoor, the cap., is

situated on 1. b. of the Kosila, here 450 yards
wide. It is irregularly built of mud, and densely
peopled. The market-place is decorated by a large
mosque, and the town is surro\inded by a thin
belt of bamboos, trees, and brushwood, defended
by strong wooden barriers. Lat. 28° 48' N.

;

Ion. 79° 5' E.
Rampoora, a town of India, territory of Indor,

on 1. b. of the Taloyi river. Lat. 24° 28' N.

;

Ion. 75° 25' E. It is of considerable size, sur-

rounded by a strong wall, and has a good bazaar.-

Rampoora has annexed to it several pergunnahs,
containing 100 vills., and yielding a revenue of

376,000 rupees.

Ramiton, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Notts, 6J m.
E.S.E. East Retford. Ac. 2155. P. 496.—IL co.

and 6J m. N.N.W. Cambridge. Ac. 1312. P. 240.

Ramree, an island of British India, Arracan.
Length 50 m.

;
greatest breadth 20 m. [Arracan.]

Ramsay or IIamsey, a seaport and mkt. town
of the Isle of Man, on its N.E. coast, at the mouth
of the Ramsay river, in a bay of same name, 13

m. N.N.E. Douglas. P. 2890. It has a chapel, a
court-house, in which deemster and high bailiff

courts are held ; and a pier, with a herring fishery,

and exports of provisions.

Ramsbury, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 30 m.
N.N.E. Salisbury. Ac. 9742. P. 2533.

Ramsdon, two pas. of England, co. Essex.—I.

(Belhouse), 3 m. E.S.E. Billericay. Ac. 2683. P.
430.—II. {Crays), a pa. same co., 2J m. E.S.E.
Billericay. Ac. 1463. P. 262.

Ramsen, a town of Switzerland, cant. Schaff-
hausen, dist. Stein. P. 1087.

Ramsey, a pa. and market town of England, co.

and 10 m. N.N.E. Huntingdon. Area of pa.,

which extends into co. Cambridge, 16,196 ac. P.
4500. The town stands at the base of a hill on
the margin of the fens, and has an ancient church,
and two endowed schools. The Lake Ramsey-
mere {RanCs Ey island'), 400 acres, is now drained
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mid grows fine crops of wheat ; there is a road

through it.—II. a pa., co. Essex, 3 m. "W.S.W.
Harwich. Ac. 6693. P. 605.

—

Ramsey Isle is an
islet off the coast of S. Wales, co. Pembroke, at

the N. point of St Bride's Bay, 3 m. W. St
David's, length two miles.

Ramsey, a co., U. S., North America, Minne-
sota. P. 12,150.

Ramsgate, a seaport town, watering place, and
pa. of England, co. Kent, on the E. coast of the

Isle of Thanet, 15 m. E.N.E. Canterbury, with
which it is connected by railway. Ac. of pa. 355.

P. (1861) 11,865. The town, built on the declivity

and summits of two hills, and on the interval or

gat&, between them, has a Gothic church, market
and custom houses, a bank, barracks, assembly
rooms, baths, and bazaars. Its harbour, the
largest artificial haven in England, is formed by
two stone piers projecting from 1500 to 2000 feet

into the sea, and enclosing an inner basin. Cus-
toms rev. (1862), 2739Z. Exports (1862), 308/.

Vessels belonging to the port 32, tons 6041. It

is bordered by wet and dry docks ; vessels of 300
tons burden enter it at ordinary tides ; a light-

house stands at its entrance, and it is guarded by
batteries. Ramsgate is a member of the cinque
ports of Sandwich, and has some coasting trade,

fisheries, and imports of eggs, fruit, and other
provisions from France and the Netherlands.
Ram's Head, a mountain of New S. Wales, in

the Muniong range, 6600 feet above the sea.

Ramsholt, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5i m.
S.S.E. Woodbridge. Ac. 2107. P. 186.

Ramstadt (Uppek and Lower), two contigu-
ous vills. of the grand duchy Hessen-Darmstadt,
prov. Starkenburg, on the Moldau, 5 m. S.E.
Darmstadt. United pop. 3600.

Ramteak (JRairCs Hilt\ a town of India, Cent,
provs., in lat. 21° 24' N., Ion. 79° 22* E. It has
several temples on a hill- top, and is a place of

pilgrimage.
Ranai, one of the Sandwich Isls., Pacific Ocean,

W. Mowee. Length 20 m. ; breadth 10 m. It is

inntnous., fertile, and pretty thickly inhabited.

Ranby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m. E.
Wragby. Ac. 1240. P. 142.

Rance, two rivers of France.—I. dep. Ille-et-

Vilaine and C8tes-du-Nord, after a N. course of

50 m., enters the English Channel at St. Malo.
It is navigable for small vessels from the sea to

Dinan, near which begins the canal of Ille and
Rance, connecting it with the river Vilaine.—II.

dep. Aveyron, tributary to the Tarn ; length -25 m.
Ran<jon, a comm. and town of France, dep. H.-

Vienne, on the Gartempe, 6 m. E. Bellac. P. 1972.

Rand, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, \\ m. W.
West Wragby. Ac. 2330. P. 165.

Randalstown, a market town, and formerly
pari. bor. of Ireland, Ulster, 2J m. N. Lough
Neagh, co. and 6 m. W.N.W. Antrim, on the Main,
near its mouth in the Lough. P. 640. It is con-
nected by a branch raU. with Belfast & Ballymena.
Randans, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Puy-de-D6me, cap. cant., on a wooded
height, 21 m. N.N.E. Clennont. P. 1803.

Randazzo, a town of the island Sicily, prov.
Catania, cap. cant., at the N.W. foot of Mount
Mtas.. P. (1862) 7136. It is a quaint mediaeval
town, with battlemented walls & Norman towers,
and has three handsome churches.

Randekatit, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov.
and 18 m. N.N.E. Aix-la-Chapelle. P. 710.
Randers, a town of Denmark, Jutland, 22 m.

N.N.W. Aarhuus, with a port at the mouth of the
Guden-Aa, in the Cattegat P. 9725. It has
shipbuilding docks and manufactures of gloves.

Randeesacker, a vill. of Bavaria, circ Lower
Franconia, on the Main, 3 m. S.E. WUrtzburg.
Randolph, several townships, U. S., North

America.—I. Vermont, 21 m. S. Montpelier.—II.

Massachusetts, 13 m. S.S.E. Boston.—III. New
Jersey, in a mineral district, 7 m. N.W. Monis-
town.—IV. Ohio, Portage co.

Randolph, several cos. of the U. S., North
America.—I. in E. of Alabama. Area 917 sq. m.
P. (I860) 18,155 free, 1904 slaves.—II. in S.W.
of Georgia. Area 713 sq. m. P. 6104 free, 4467
slaves.—III. in S W. of Illinois. Area 514 sq.

m. P. 17,205.—IV. in E. of Indiana. Area 428
sq. m. P. 18,997.—V. in N. of Missouri. Area
467 sq. m. P. 8788 free, 2619 slaves.-VI. in

centre of North Carolina. Area 724 sq. m. P.
(1860) 15,148 free, 1645 slaves.—Vll. in N.W. of
Virginia. Area 1484 sq. m. P. 4807 free, 183
slaves.—VIII. Arkansas. P. 5902 free, 359 slaves.

Randwick, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 2
m. W.N.W. Stroud. Ac. 1260. P. 1060.

Randwick, a post town of New S. Wales, co.

Cumberiand, 4 m. S.E. Sydney. P. (1861) 900.

Raneegunge, a town of British India, dist.

Bancoora, presid. Bengal, 120 m. by rail. N.W.
Calcutta, on the river Damoodah, amidst the
Burdwan collieries. The dist. is very rich in
iron*and coal ; and since the Calcutta railway was
opened, trade has been much facilitated.

Ranetpoor, a manufacturing town of Sinde,
45 m. S.W. Hyderabad. P. 5000, mostly engaged
in cotton-weaving.
Ranes, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Ome,

arr. and 11 m. S.W. Argentan. P. 2294.
Rangendingen, a vill. of Prussia, Hohen-Zol-

lem-Hechingen, on the Starzel, 4 m. N.W. Hech-
ingen. P. 1360.

Rangoon or Rangun, a town of British India,

in the prov. of Pegu, on the E. branch of the
Irrawadi river. Lat. 16° 46' N. ; Ion. 96' 17' E. P.
(1863) 12,000 or 15,000. The town was almost
destroyed by fire in 1850. In 1852 it was taken by
the British, when it was bombarded by the ship-
ping in the river. In 1853 it was again destroyed
by fire. It is now fortified in the European style,

and has a new arsenal and a military magazine.
A lighthouse is now (1864) being erected on Al-
guada reef, near the centre of the river. Exports
teak timber, floated down the river. The dLst., of
which this is the chief town, has an area of 9800
sq. m. P. (1863) 137,130.
Rankin, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

W. of Mississippi. Area 795 sq. m. P. (1860)
6532 free, 7103 slaves.

Rankweil, a market town of Austria, Tirol,

Vorarlberg, 3 m. N.E. FeldMrch. P. 2125.

Rann or Wresce, a town of Austria, Styria,

Marburg, on the Save. P. 860.
Rannoch (Loch), a lake of Scotl., co. Perth, S;

Rannoch Moor, and 16 ra. W.S.W. Blair-AthoL
Length 9 m. ; breadth 2 m. Alt. 680 ft. It is en-
closed by high mntns., and contains two islandl

Its superfluous waters are carried K by the Tuni-
mel to the Tay ; at its W. end it receives the

Gauer and Errocht, from Lochs Lydoch and
Errocht. The vills. George Town and Kinloch-
Ranuoch are at its extremities.

Ransakt and Ransbeek, two vills. of Belgium.
—I. prov Hainaut, 3 m. N.N.E. Charleroi.—II.

prov. South Brabant, near Vilvorde.

—

Ranst is a

market town, prov. and 7 m. E.S.E. Antweq).
R^VNSCUFF, a township, England, co. Stafford,

pa.Wolstanton, 4 m. N.E. Newcastle-under-Lyne.
P. 1443.

Ranstadt or Markranstadt, a town, Saxony,
circ. and 8 m. S.W. Leipzig. P. 1050.
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Ranton, a pa. of England, co. and 4^ m. W.
Stafford. Ac. 1970. P. 283.

RAjrvvoRTH, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.
N.N.W. Acle. Ac. 1902. P. 403.

Baon l'Etape, a comm. and to>vn of France,

dep. Vosges, cap. cant., on the Meurthe, 10 m.
N.N.W. St Di^. P. 3519.—II. Qmx bois), dep.

Vosges, arr. and cant. Remiremont. P. 1896.

Eapallo, a seaport town of N. Italy, prov. and
15 m. E.S.E. Genoa, cap. mand., finely situated

on a bay of the Mediterranean. P. (1862) 10,422.

In its collegiate church are some good paintings

and curious inscriptions. It has also a pictu-

resque and lofty campanile. Trade in olive oil,

and a manufacture of lace.

Raphael (St), a comm. and maritime vill. of

France, dep. Var, 1^ m. E.S.E. Frejus. P. 1143.

Eaphoe, an episcopal market town, pa., and
barony of Ireland, Ulster, co. Donegal, 5^ m.
W.N.W. Lifford. Ac. of bar. 220,106; of pa.

13,224. P. of town (1861) 1214 ; do. of pa. 4399

;

of bar. 48,634. Town well built : has a cathedral,

episcopal palace, deanery, free school endowed
with 11,000 acres of land, and a public library.

Raphoe, a township of the U. S^ North Ame-
rica, Pennsylvania, 12 m. N. W. Lancaster.

Raphti, a harbour of Greece, on the E. coast

of Attica, 16 m. E.S.E. Athens. Length and
breadth about 2 m. It is believed to have been
the ancient Panormus, and on its N.W. shore are

the supposed ruins of Prasice.

Rapides, a pa. of the U. S., North America, in

W. of Louisiana. Area 1993 sq. m. P. (1860)
10,002 free, 15,358 slaves.

ILvpiNo, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Chieti. P. 2405.

Kaploch, a vill. of Scotland, co. and pa. Stir-

ling, t m. from Stirling Bridge, and immediately
S.W. Stirling Castle. P. 389.

Rapolano, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Siena, on a height surrounded by walls. P.

3996. It is much frequented as a watering-place.

Rapolla, a town of South Italy, prov. Potenza,

IJ m. S.E. Melfi. P. 3524. An earthquake oc-

curred here in 1851.

—

Rapone is a market town
10 m. S.W. Melfl. P. 2046.

Rappahannock, a river of the U. S., North
America, Virginia, rises in the Blue Ridge, flows

S.E. and joins Chesapeake Bay by a large estuary,

after a course of 130 m., for the last 110 m. of

which, from Fredericksburg to the bay, it is

navigable.

Rappahannock, a co. of the U. S., N. America,
in N.E. of Virginia. Area 368 sq. m. P. 6330
free, 3520 slaves.

Rappenau, a vill. of Baden, circ. Neckar. P.

1200. It has extensive salt-works.
i Rapperschwyl, a town of Switzerland, cant.

j

St Gall, 8 m. W. Uznach, on the Lake of Zurich.

P. 2480. It is picturesque, and has a castle.

Rapri, a large town of Siam, Asia, on the
Meklong, 40 m. W. Bang-kok,
Raptee, a river of British India, presid. Ben-

gal, joins the Ganges, in the dist. Goruckpoor,
after a tortuous course, chiefly S.E., 400 m.
Raraka, an island of the Pacific Ocean, Low

Archipelago, lat. 16' 6' 25" S., Ion. 144° 57' 40" W.
Earatonga Island. [^Cook Islands.]

Raritan, a township ot the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New Jersey, on branches of Raritan river,

20 m. N. Trenton.—II. a river. New Jersey, after

a S.E. course enters Raritan Bay, at Amboy, and

I
for its last 17 m. is navigable for sloops of 80 tons
burden to Brunswick, whence a canal joins it to

I the Delaware at Trenton.

—

Raritan Bay, between
Staten Island and Sandyhook, is an inlet, 16 m.

in length, from the ocean to Amboy, 12 m. in

greatest breadth, and 10 m. S. New York.
Eas (" a Headland "), a prefix of the names of

numerous capes in Africa and W. Asia.

—

Ras-al-
Had is the E. extremity of Arabia, lat. 22° 33'

N., Ion. 59° 56' E.

—

Ras Baghashu, a rocky cape,

S.E. Arabia, 300 feet in height, lat. 14° 49' 10'

N., Ion. 60° 9' 30" E.

—

Ras Bemass or Cape Nose,
a headland on the W. side of the Red Sea, 20 m.
N.E. the ruins of Berenice.

—

Ras Beirout, Syria.
Rasasna, a market town of Russia, gov. and

54 m. N.N.E. Mogilev, on the Dnieper. P. 1600.
Rasay or Raasay Island, an island of the inner

Hebrides, Scotland, co. Inverness, pa. Portree,

between Skye and the mainland, 1 m. N.E. Skye.
Length 12 m. ; breadth 2 m. Area 28 sq. m. P.
388. Surface mountainous in tlie S., level in the
N.—II. (or Black Water), a river of Scotland, co.

Ross, rises on the E. side of Din-y-more, flows
S.E. and joins the Conan.
Raschau, a vill. of Saxony, circ. Zwickau, 18

m. S.E. Grunhain. P. 2467.
Eas-el-Khyma, a fortified maritime town of

Arabia, on the Persian Gulf, S.E. El-Khatiff. It

was formerly notorious as a resort for pirates.

—

El-Rass is a town of Arabia, Nedjed, 230 m.
W.N.W. El-Derayeh, and E.N.E. Medina.
Raisen Market, England. [Market.]
Easgrad, a town of European Turkey, Bul-

garia, 33 m. S.E. Eustchuk, on the Ak-Lom
and on the route from Chumla. P. 6000.

Easharkin, a pa., Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim,
6 m. N. Portglenone. Ac. 19,261. P. 6824.

Easkelf, a chapelry of England, co. York, N.
Eiding, pa. Easingwold, with a station on the
York, Newcastle, and Berwick Eailway, 4 m.
N.N.W. York. Ac. 6030. P. 577.

Eas Mohammed, the S. point of the peninsula of

Sinai, Eed Sea, at the divergence of the Gulfs of

Suez and Akaba. Lat. 27° 43' N. ; Ion. 34° 15' E.
Eas Mussendom (Cape). [Mussendom.]
Eassegu, one of the Kurile Islands, Pacific

Ocean, belonging to Eussia, near the centre of

the group. Length and breadth 20 m. each. Sur-
face mountainous. Shores rocky, with sandy bays.
Products, timber, beaver, seal, and other skins.

Eassein, a lake of European Turkey, N. Bul-
garia, between the Danube and the Black Sea,

with which latter it is connected by two mouths.
Length, W. to E., 27 m. ; breadth 5 to 20 miles.

Eassova, a fortified town of European Turkey,
Bulgaria, on rt. b. of the Danube, at its great N.
bend, 40 m. W. Kustendji, on the Black Sea.
Between it and Kustendji are the remains of

Trajan's Wall.
Eastadt, a fortified town, Baden, 14 m. S.S.W.

Carlsriihe, near r. b. of the Ehine, &on rail, to Basle.

P. (1864) with garrison, 13,040 ; without, 7579. In
1714, a treatyof peace was concluded here between
France and Austria; and in 1798-99, a conference
was held between the same powers, at the con-
clusion of which two plenipotentiaries of France
were assassinated. Its strong Federal fortress

is garrisoned by the troops of Baden.
Kastede, a vill. of N.W. Germany, grand

duchy, and 8 m. N. Oldenburg. P. 1017.
Eastenberg, a town of Germany, Saxe-Wei-

mar, circ. and 14 m. N.N.E. Weimar. P. 1012.

Eastenburg, a town, E. Prussia, gov. and 54
m. S.E. Konigsberg, on the Guber. P. 4391.

Eastrick, a chapelry of England, co. York,
West Eiding, pa. Halifax, 3 m. N.N.W. Hudders-
field. Pop. (1861) 4904, chiefly employed in

woollen manufactures.
Raszkow, a town of Prussian Poland, gov and

60 m. S.E. Posen. P. 1540.
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Bafass, a pa. of Ireland, co. Kerry, comprising

a part of the town of Tralee. Ac 6982. P. 3077.

Ratby, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m. W.N.W.
Leicester. Ac 5410. P. 12fi4.

RA.TCHFFE, a chapelry of England, co. Middle-
sex, pa. Stepney, 2Am. E.S.E. St Paul's Cathedral,

London. Ac. 132. P. 16,874.—IL (pn-Soar), a pa.,

CO. & 8J m. S.S.W. Nottingham. Ac 970. P. 165.

—(pn-Trent), a pa., same co., 5 m. E.S.E. Notting-
ham. Ac 1880. F. 1371.—TV. (pn-the- Wreak), a
pa., CO. & 7 m. N.N.E. Leicester. Ac 880. P. 126.

Eath, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Clare, 2

m. S.S.W. Corrofin. Ac 8488. P. 1436.-11 a
vill., Leinster, King's co., 5 m. S.W. Frankford.
Eathangan, a market town and pa. of Ireland,

CO. and 5 m. N.N.W. Kildare, on the Blackwood
river, and a branch of the Grand Canal. Ac. of

pa. 11,530. P. 2079; do. of town 738. It has
barracks, and flour mills on the Barrow.
Eathaspick, three pas. of Ireland, Leinster.

— I. (or RtUhasbucky, chiefly in Queen's co., 5 m.
S.S.W. Athy. Ac. 3438. P. 807.—II. co. West-
meath, comprising the town of Rathowen. Ac.
7530. P. 1267.—III. CO. and 3 m. S.S.W. Wex-
ford. Ac. 2804. P. 685.

EATHBORifEr and Kathbrait, two pas. of Ire-

land; the former in Munster, co. Clare, 2} m.
S.S.W. Ballyvaughan, with 9633 ac, and 483 in-

habitants ; the latter, co. Wicklow, containing
town Stratford-on-Slaney. Ac. 5831. P. 1160.

RATiicLARrN, a pa- of Ireland, Munster, co.

Cork, 4i ni. S.E. Bandon. Ac. 6900. P. 1567.
Eathcline, a pa. and barony of Irel., Leinster,

CO. Longford, the pa. containing the town Lanes-
boro'. Ac. of pa. 10,968. P. 1960.

Eathconnel, a pa. of Ireland, co. Westmeath,
3} ra. E.N.E. Mullingar. Ac. 15,659. P. 2247.
Eathconrath, a vill., pa., and barony of Ire-

land, Leinster, co. Westmeath, the vill. 8J m. W.
Mullingar. Ac. of pa. 8745. P. 1727.

Eathcoole, three pas. of Ireland.—I. Leinster,

CO. and 3J m. N.E. Kilkenny. Ac. 3672. P.
596.—II. CO. and 11 m. W.S.W. Dublin. Ac
4705. P. 1139.—IIL Munster, co. Tipperary,
2 m. N.W. Fethard. Ac. 5904. P. 902.

Eathcooney, a pa. of Irel., Munster, co. and 4
m. E.N.E. Cork. Ac 6152. P. 2262.
Eathcore, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Meath, on the Eoyal Canal, and comprising the
town Enfield. Ac 12,804. P. 1996.

Eathcormack, a mkt. town and pa. of Ireland,
and formerly a pari, bor., co. and 15 m. N.N.E.
Cork, on the N. bank of the river Bride. Ac of
pa. 13,995. P. 2528 ; do. of town, 447.—II. (or
Jtathgofmuck), a pa. of Munster, co. Waterford, 4
m. S.W. Carrick-on-Suir. Ac 17,966. P. 1737.
Eathdowney, a mkt. town and pa. of Ireland,

Leinster Queen's co., 6J m. S.S.E. Borris-in-
Ossory. Ac. of pa. 17,224, including much bog.
P. 3835 ; do. of town, 1087.
Eathdrum, a market town and pa. of Ireland,

CO. and 8 m. W.S.W. Wicklow, on the Avon-
more. Ac. 6798. P. 2794 ; do. of town, 1371.

Eatiiex, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. Aber-
deen, on the North Sea, S.S.E. Fraserburgh.
Ac about 6310. P. 2554.
Eathexow, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-

burg, gov. and 54 m. W.N.W. Potsdam, on the
Havel. P. 5750. It comprises a new and an old
town, the latter enclosed by walls ; it has manufs.
of woollen and linen fabrics, gloves, leather, and
optical instruments, and a statue erected to
commemorate the victory of Frederick-William
over the Swedes in 1675.
Eathfaknham, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, co.

and 3 m. S. Dublin. Ac. of pa. 2581. P. 6624.

EathfryIjVN'd. a market town of Ireland, co.

Down, 9 m. E.N.E. Newry. P. 1916, chiefly em-
ployed in linen-weaving.

—

Rathgar is a vill., co.

and 2 m. S. Dublin. Ac. 304. P. 1656. It has
muslin, calico, and print works, and limestone
quaiTies.

Eatugraff or Rathgarve, a pa. of Ireland,

Leinster, co. Westmeath, comprising the town of

Castle-Pollard. Ac 6024. P. 2161.

Eathkeale, a market town and pa. of Ireland,

CO. and 17 m. W.S.W. Limerick, on the E. bank
of the Deel, a tributary of the Shannon. Ac. of

pa. 12,095. P. 5152, including many descendants
of German Protestants termed " palatines," estab-
lished here by the Southwell family, whose seat^

Castle Matress. is immediately S. Eathkeale.
Pop. of town 2751.

Eathkenxan and EATHXENirr, 2 pas. of Irel.

—I CO. Tipperary, 4 m. W.S.W. Holycross. Ac
786. P. 130.—II. CO. Meath, 5 m. N.W. Slane.
Ac. 5496 P. 1229.

Eathlut, Eachlin or Eaghery, an island off

the N. coast of Ireland, Ulster, forming a m. of

CO. Antrim, in the N. Channel, 3 m. N.W. Fair-
head. It has a lightjiouse with a fixed light. Lat
of church 65° 17' 6' N. ; Ion. 6° 11' W. Ac. 339&
P. 453. Like the Giant's Causeway, on the oppo-
site coast, it is of basaltic formation. ReUalim
O'Bime is a group of islets off Teelin-head,
Ulster, at the N. side of entrance to Donegal Bay.
Eathmelton, a market town of Irel., Ulster,

CO. Donegal, on the W. side of Lough Swilly, 6

m. S.W. EathmuUen. P. 1429. [Ramei.ton.T
Eathmines (Ireland), a suburb of Dublin, on its

S. side, 1J m. S. Dublin castle. P. (1861) 16,747.

Eathmolyon, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Meath, 2J m. W.N.W. Summerhill. Ac 9782.

P. 1767, of whom 200 are in the village.

Eathmore, several pas. of Ireland, prov. Lein-
ster.—I. CO. Carlow, 3^ m. N. TuUow. Ac. 815.

P. 152.—II. CO. Kildare, 3i m. E.N.E. Naas. Ac
7756. P. 981.— III. CO. Meath, 4 m. N.N.E. Atb-
boy. Ac. 6345. P. 817.—A bog, Munster, co.

Kerry, with an area of 137lac, has the same name.
Eathmdllan, a pa. of Irel., Ulster, co. Down,

bordering Dundrum Bay, and containing the

town Killough. Ac 3369. P. 1702.—IL co.

Donegal, near Letterkenny.
Eathnew, a maritime pa. of Ireland, Leinster,

CO. Wicklow, comprising a part of the town of

Wicklow. Ac 8432. P. 3605, of whom 940 are

in thu village Eathnew.
Eatho, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 8 m. S.W.

Edinburgh, on the Union Canal, and with a sta-

tion on the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway.

Ac. 6168. P. 1659, of whom 658 are in the neat

and well-built village.

EathoWEN, a vilL of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Westmeath, on the route from Dublin to Sligo,

12 m. N.N.W. Mullingar, with 341 inhabitants, a

church, school, court-house, and 2 annual fairs.

Eathreagh, two pas. of Ireland.—I. Leinster,

CO. Longford, 4 m. S. Edgeworthstown. Ac 4023.

P. 711.—II. Connaught, co. Mayo, 3^ m. N.W.
Killala. Ac. 4164. P. 642.

Eathkonan, two pas. of Ireland, Munster.—

L

CO. Limerick, with the vill. Athea. Ac. 18,117.

P. 3113 II. CO. Tipperary, 3 m. N. ClonmeL
Ac264L P. 646.

Eathsallagh and Eathsakan, two pas. of

Ireland.—I. co. Wicklow. Ac 1776. P. 139.—

II. Queen's co., 2 m. W. Eathdowney. Ac. 2291.

P. 473.

Eatitvek, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. Banff,

on Moray Firth, 10 m. N. Keith. P. 8240.

Eathviluy, a vill., pa., and buroay of Ireland
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Leiu.stor, CO. and 10 m. E.N.E. Carlow. Ac. of

[.a. 9212 ; do. of bor. 44,306. P. of pa. 2222 ; do.

of bor. (1861) 11,856 ; do. of vill. 336.

Katibor, a walled town of Prussian Silesia,

gov. and 44 m. S.S.E. Oppeln, cap. circ, on 1. b.

'<i the Oder, and on railway from Breslau to

Vienna. P. (1864) 13,437. It has manufs. of

wnoUen & linen stuffs, porcelain, tobacco, hosiery,

and leather. Cap. principality of same name.
Eatingb:n, a town of lilu-iiish Prussia, gov. and

6 m. N.E. Dusseldorf. P. 4335.

Katisbon (Germ. JRer/ensburg, anc. Regtna), a

town of Bavaria, 67 m. N.N.E. Munich, on rt. b.

of the Danube, opposite the eonfl. of the Regen,
ami at the head of a railway to Nurnberg, cap.

circ. Regensburg. P. (1864) 29,893. Mean temp,

of year 47°-5, winter 3r'7, summer 64°-3 Falir.

It is walled, and entered by six gates. Chief edi-

lices, the cathedral, restored in 1864 ; a town-hall,

in which the diet of the empii-e was held from
1(!62 to 1806 ; the old episcopal palace, & a bridge

over the Danube. It has a lyceum, gymnasium,
an observatory, and a public library ; a steam-
packet station, on the Danube ; and manufactures

of porcelain, tobacco, leather, and steel goods.

Regensburg was long the cap. of Bavaria, and
afterwards a free imperial city till 1806. The
Roman Catholics here formed a league against

the Protestants in 1524. Near it, in 1809, Napo-
leon I. was wounded in a battle in which he
forced the Austrians to retreat. A Roman wall

extended from Reginum to Colonla Agrippina
(Cologne). Area of circ. with Oberpfaiz, 3706
sq. m. P. (1861) 485,895.

Ratley, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 4 m.
S.E. Kineton. Ac. 1500. P. 476.

Ratlinghope, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 7 m.
N.N.E. Bishop's Castle. Ac. 5559. P. 285.

Ratmanoff Island, one of the Diomede Isls.,

llehring Sea, lat. 65° 51' N., Ion. 169° 63' W.
Ratnapoora, " the City ofGems" a town of the

island Ceylon, on a river navigable for boats, 45

m. S.E. Colombo. It has barracks, and has been
found more healthy for British troops than any
t)ther station in Ceylon, except Point de Galle.

Ratno, a market town of Russian Poland, gov.
Volhynia, 30 m. N.N.W. Kovel. P. 1300.

Ratoath, a vill., pa., and formerly pari. bor. of

Irel., Leinster, co. Meath, 14 m. N.N.W. Dublin.
Ao. of pa. 9331. P. 1140 : do. of vill. 346.

Ratoneau, a fortified island off the S. coast
' of France, dep. Bouches-du-Rhone, N. the island

j
Pomegue, and 2 m. W.S.W. Marseille, the road-

' stead of which city it defends. Length 2 m.

;

breadth \ mile.

Rattenberg, a town of Austria, Tirol, circ.

Lower Innthal, on rt. b. of the Inn, 28 m. E.N.E.
Innsbruck. P. 1050. It has a ruined castle, and
copper mines in its vicinity.

Hattery, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4 m.
W.N W. Totness. Ac. 2823. P. 396.

Rattlesden, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4f
m. W. Market-Stow. Ac. 3254. P. 1117.

Rattoo, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Kerry,

j 6J m. W.S.W. Listowel. Ac. 8201. P. 2113.

I

Rattray, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, 3J m.
N.N.W. Coupar-Angus. P. 2261, of whom 558
are in Old Ikttray, and 665 in New Rattray,
mostly employed in flax mills, and in weaving
coarse linen fabrics for the Dundee manufac-
turers.

—

Rattray Head is a dangerous promontory
of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, 7 m. E. Kinnaird Head.

I Ratz-Boszormkny, a town of S.E. Hungary,
CO. Bihar, cap. dist. of the Haiducks, 11 m.
W.N.W. Grosswardein. P. Vi,Om.—Ratz-Almaz
is a vill., CO. Stuhlweissenburg, near Adony.

Eatzebchb, a town of Prussian Pomerania,
gov. and 51 m. S.S.E. Koslin. P. I.i90.

Ratzeburg, a town of Prussia, till 1866 belong-

ing to the duchy Lauenburg, 12 m. S.E. Liibeck,

ou a small island of the I;ake of Ratzeburg. P.

(1864) 3615. It is the seat of administration of

the duchy of Lauenburg, but the northern quarter

belongs to the principality of Ratzeburg, a de-

pendency of Mecklenbui-g-Strelitz. which pos-

sesses the cathedral. The Lake of Ratzeburg is 6

m. long and lim. broad; its surplus waters are

carried by the Wakenitz, a navigable river, to the

Trave ; the principality of Raizebwg has an area

of 143 sq. m., and a pop. of 16,855.
Rauceby, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln —

I. {plorth\ 8^ m. W.N.W. Sleaford. Ac. 3460.

P. 279.—II. {SoulhX 1\ m. W. Sleaford. Ac.
2430. P. 474.

Raucourt, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ardennes, 15 m. S.E. Mezieres. P. 1604.
Raudkani, a market town of Russian Poland,

gov. and 138 m. N.W. Vilna. P. 1500.

Eaudnitz, a town of Aiistria, Bohemia, circ.

Rakonitz, cap. principality, on the Elbe, 9 ni.

S.E. Leitmeritz. P. 1800.

R.\UJ>TEN, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
43 m. N.W. Breslau, on the Schwarzwasser.
Rauenstein, two vills. of Central Germany.

—

I. duchy Saxe-Meiningen, 3 m. N.E. Schalkau,
with an ancient castle and a porcelain factory.

—

II. Saxony, circ. Leipzig, in the Erzgebirge.
Raumo, a seaport town of Finland, on a bay of

the Gulf of Bothnia, loen and 55 m. N.W. Abo.
P. 1700. It has an export trade in timber.

Raunds, a pa. of Etigl., co. Northampton, 4 m.
N.N.E. Higham-Fen-ers. Ac. 3680. P. 2337.

Rauris, a market town of Upper Austria, circ.

and 40 m. S. Salzburg, on an affl. of the Salza. P
1610, partly employed in gold and silver mines.

Rausciie, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, with a sta-

tion on the Berlin and Glogau Railway, 16 m.
N.W. Bunzlau. P. 1054.

Rauschenberg, a town of Hessen-Cassel, prov
Upper-Hessen, cap. circ, on the Wohra, 9 m.
E.N.E. Marburg. P. 152a
Raussasta, a comm. and vill. of Algeria, cap.

cant. P. 3510, of whom 1589 are Europeans.
Chief industry, grain, cheeses, straw hats, and
rearing of cattle. Territory extremely fertile.

Ravanusa, a market town of the island Sicilv,

prov. and 21 m. E.S.E. Girgenti. P. (1862) 7448.

It has a trade in oils, almonds, and pistachio nuts.

Ravee (Hind. Iraotee, anc. Hydroatesy, one of

the " five rivers " of the Punjab, rises near Cham-
ba, lat. 32° 30' N., Ion. 76° E., flows S.W. and
joins the Chenaub, 35 m. N. Mooltan. Total
length 450 m. ; course tortuous, and banks steep.

The city Lahore, and towns Chamba, Meanee,
and Cliowchuk, are on its banks.
Raveley, two pas. of Engl., co. Huntingdon.

—

I. (GreatX Si m. S.W, Ramsey. Ac. 2040. P. 318.

—II. (Lme% 4 m. S.W.Ramsey. Ac. 760. P. 60,

Ravello. a town of South Italy, prov. and 11
m. E.N.E. Salerno. P. 1560.

Ravendale (East), a pa. of England, co. Lin-
coln, 8^ m. S.S.W. Great Grimsby. Ac. 1430.

P. 144.—II. ( West^ a chapelry in above pa., 6J
m. S.S.W. G. Grimsby. P. 50.

Ravenglass, a market town and seaport of

England, co. Cumberland, pa. Muncaster, 42 m.
S.S.W. of Carlisle, with a station on the White-
haven and Fumess Railway. It has a harbour
and oyster fisheries.

Raveningham, a pa. of Engl., co. Norfolk, lOJ
m. W.S.W. Great Yarmouth. Ac. 2415. P. 264.

Ravexka, a city of North Italy, formerly cap.

3x
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of the Romagaa, now cap. pror. Eavenna, in a

marshy plain, on the Montone, 5 m. from its port

on the Adriatic, and 16 ra. N E. ForU. P. (1861)

57,303. It is about 3 m. in circuit, entered by 6

gates, and is rich in antiquities of the early middle

ages, having been the residence of the Emperors
of the West from the time of Honorius, and the

cap. of Italy under Odoacer, Theodoric, and the

succeeding Gothic kings, the Byzantine monarchs,

the Lombards, and the Greek exarchs. Its an-

cient monuments are nearly all Christian. The
cathedral, founded in the 4th century, has fine

pictures by Guido, and remarkable antiquities

;

the magnificent church of San Vitale ; the bap-
tistry, the mausoleum of Placidia, cont-aining the

tombs of that empress, of Honorius, and Valen-
tinian lu., all richly ornamented with mosaics.

The other objects of interest are the archbishop's

palace, communal hall, a rich public library, the
museum, academy of fine arts, hospital, theatre,

the leaning tower, fortress, remains of the palace

of Theodoric, Byron's house, college. Basilica of

S. Apollinare, and the tomb of Dante. About 1

m. N the city is the tomb of Theodoric, now the

church of Santa Maria Rotondo; a pillar, also

outside of the city, commemorates the death of

Gaston de Foix, and the victory of Louis xii. of

France and the Duke of Ferrara over Pope Julius

IL and the Spaniards in 1512. Ravenna has
manufs. of silks, and a trade in wine and agri-

cultural produce, facilitated by a large canal con-
necting its port with the Adriatic. Along the
coast of that sea extends for 25 m. a fine forest

which supplied timber for ship-building in the
time of the ancient Romans, under whom Ravenna
was the chief port of the empire on the Adriatic.

The prov. of Ravenna comprises 742 sq. m. P.

(1862) 209,518.

Ravenna, a township, U. S-, North America,
Ohio, near tbe branch of the Cuyahoga, and on
the Pennsylvania and Ohio Canal, 128 m. N.E.
Columbus. It has churches and schools, a female
seminary, court-house, and gaol.

Ravensbukg, a town of Wiirtemburg, circ.

Danube, cap. dist., on the Schussen, 22 m. E.N.E.
Constance. P. 4519. It has manufs. of cotton
and woollen stuffs, paper, and sealing-wax, and
a considerable transit trade.

Ravensden, a pa. of England, co. and 14 m.
N.N.E. Bedford. Ac. 2160. P. 477.

RA^'ENSFIELD, a pa. of Engl., co. York, W. Rid-
ing, 4 m. E.N.E. Rotherham, and 13 m. E. of the
North Midland Railway. Ac. 1170. P. 183.

Ravenstein, a town of the Netherlands, prov.
N. Brabant, on the Maas, 5 m. N.W. Grave. P.
812. It has an old fort, and a Latin school.

Ravensthorpe, a pa. of England, co. and 9 m.
N.N.W, Northampton. Ac. 2871. P. 701.

Ravenstonb:, two pas. of England.—L cos.

Derby and Leicester, 3J m. E.S.E. Ashby-de-la-
Zouch. Ac 1131. P. 392.—II. co. Bucks, 3 m.
W.S.W. Olney. Ac. 2230. P. 400.
Ravenstonedale, a pa. of England, co. West-

moreland, 4 m. S.W. Kirkby-Stephen. Ac.
18,450. P. 1264.

Ravensworth, a township of England, co.

York, N. Riding, pa. Kirkby-Ravensworth, 4J m.
N.N.W. Richmond, Ac. 2176. P. 257.
Eavieres, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

dep. Yonne, 13 m. S.E. Tonnerre. P. 1283.
RawA, a town of Russian Poland, gov. and 45

m. S.W. Warsaw, cap. dist, on the Rawka. P.
4716.—II. a market town of Austrian Poland,
Galicia, circ. Zolkiew, 32 m. N.N.W. Lemberg.
Rawcliffe, a chapelry of England, co. York,

W. Riding, pa. and 3J m. KN.E. Snaith, and

with a station on the Lancaster and Yorkshire
Railway, W. Goole. Ac. 4410. P. 1630.-II.
(^Nether), a township, co. Lancaster, pa. St Mi-
chael, 4 m. E.N.E. Poulton. Ac. 4340. P. 771.

—III. ( Upper), a township, same co. and pa., 6J
m. E.N.E. Poulton. Ac. 3743. P. 682.

Rawtjb^s, a township of England, co. York,W.
Riding, pa. Guiseley, 6 m. N.N.E. Bradford. Ac.
1535. P. 2576, employed in woollen manufs.
Rawcl Pinde, a fortified town of the Punjab,

50 m. E.S.E. Attock. It consists of flat-roofed

earthen houses, with a palace built by Shah Soo-
jah, a bazaar, and a brisk transit trade. It is

surrounded by a wall with bastions, and an old
fort mounted with a few cannon. P. 15,813. The
dist. of which this is the chief place has an area
of 6995 sq. m. P. 553,750. Lat. 33° 37' N., Ion. 73'
6' E. It is the head-quarters of the Punjab bank.
Rawitsch or Rawicz, a town of Prussian Po-

merania, gov. and 55 m. S. Posen. P. 10,018.

Manufs. woollen cloth, linens, leather, and tobacco.

Rawmarsh, a pa. of England, co. York, W.
Riding, 2 m. N.N.E. Rotherham. Ac. 2448. P. 4374.

Rawreth, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2J m.
N.W. Rayleigh. Ac. 2377. P. 386.

Ray, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in N.W.
of Missouri. Area 563 sq. m. P. (1860) 12,045
free, 2047 slaves.

Raydon. a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 nu
S.E. Hadleigh, on E. Union Rail. Ac. 2335. P. 561.

Ratgern, a vill. of Austria, Moravia, circ. and
8 m. S. Briinn, on the Schwarza. P. 786.

Ratgeod, a town of Poland, gov. and 14 m»
S.W. Augustowo, on Lake Raygrod. P. 1880,

An engagement between the Poles and Russiam
took place here on the 28th May 1831.

Rayleigh, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 12 m.
S.S.E. Ohehnsford. Ac. 2873. P. 1433.

Raymoght, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Done-
gal, bordering Lough Swilly, and containing the

vill. Manor-Conyngham. Ac. 1.5,189. P. 4059.

Raymond, a township of the U. S., N. Ame-
rica, Maine, 45 m. S.W. Augusta.
Raymond Terrace, a town of New South

Wales, CO. Gloucester, on the E. bank of the

Hunter River, near the confl. of the WiUiam, 20

m. from Newcastle. P. (1861) 535.

Raymunterdony, a pa. of Ireland, co. Donegal,

4i m. S.W. Dunfanaghy. Ac. 12,613. P. 2232.

"Rayne, a pa, of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, on the

Ury, 8 m. N.W. Inverury. Area 11 sq. m. P. 1514.

Raynham, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3 m.
N.W. Purfleet Ac. 8312. P. 924.

Raz (Le), a heailland of France, Brittany, dep.

Finistfere, on the Atlantic, opposite the island

Sein, 25 m. S.S.W. Brest. Lat of lighthouse,

259 feet above the sea, 42° 2' N., Ion. 4° 44' W.
Razo, one of the Cape Verd Islands, Atlantic,

S.E. Branco. It is barren and uninhabited.

Rfi or Rni^ a fortified island off the W. coast

of France, dep. Charente-Inf., arr. and 6 m. W.
la Rochelle, in the Gulf of Gascony, separated on

N. from the dep. Vendee by the strait called Per-

tuis Breton, and on S. from the He d'Ol^ron by

that oiPertuis (TAntioche. Length 18 m.; breadth

4 m. P. (1861) 16,618. It has valuable salt works,

and its vines are excellent The He de Ed forms

two cantons of the arr. RocheUe, of which towns

the chief are Ars and St Martin. It has exten-

sive oyster-beds.
Reading, a parl^ munic. bor., and mkt town of

Engl., cap. CO. Berks, on the Kennet near its junc-

tion with the Thames, and on the Great Western

Rail, 33 m. W.S.W. London. Ac. of bor., in-

cluding three pas., 2080. P. (1861) 25,045. Alt,

142 ft It has seveiul churches, grammar school,

II
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school for47 boys, rev. 965^, national school, alms-

houses, CO. hospital, co. goal, town hall, library

& news room, museum, several learned societies,

i theatre, and baths. Eeading has flour mills, a

biscuit factory employing 600 persons, breweries,

ron foundries, and exports of com, malt, and tim-

xv, and is connected with Guildford, Dorking,

md Reigate by a branch of the S. E. Eailway. In

ho public gardens are the noble ruins of an abbey
ouuded by Henry i. It is head of a poor-law

mion, a polling place for the co., and sends 2

neinbers to H. of 0. Eeg. elect. (1864) 1682.

.Parliaments were held here in the 13th and loth

•ciituries. Archbishop Laud was born here in 1573.

Heading, a bor. and several townships of the

J. S., North America.—I. Pennsylvania, Berks
0., on the Schuylkill, here crossed by two
•overed bridges, at the union of the Schuylkill

'nd Union Canals, and on the Eeading and
^Philadelphia Eailway, 49 m. N.W. Philadelphia.
^. (1860) 23,161. Principal edifices, numerous
hurches, an academy, a female seminary, the

; ourt-house and other public offices, gaol, etc.

I)f seven weekly newspapers, two were lately

lublished in Germany. About 65,000 dozen hats

re made here annually ; and there are several

|inneries, and an iron rolling mill, manufacturing
I nnually 3500 tons of iron. In the vicinity are

on mines and limestone quarries.—II. Massa-
husetts, on the Ipswich, 12 m. N. Boston.—III.

i ionnecticut, 60 m. S.W. Hartford.—IV. Ver-
[lont, 61 m. S. Montpelier.—V. New York, on
eneca Lake, 21 m. N.E. Bath VI. Pennsyl-
ania, 13 m. N. Gettysburg.

—

Readington is a

ownship, New Jersey, 5 m. N.E. Flemington.

i

Readfield, a township of the U. S., N. Ame-
jca,' Maine, 12 m. W. Augusta.
; Realejo, a seaport town of Central America,
' ate Nicaragua, on a bay of the Pacific, 20 m.
•'.W. Leon. P. 5000.(?) The harbour is capa-
jous and safe, and vessels can come within 1

tile from the town. Exports mahogany, cedar,

id other timber, raw sugar, cotton, brazil wood,
jid indigo. During the dry season, November
\> April, it is healthy, but during the rains, which
imraence in May, it is subject to fever and ague.
was made a port of Deposit in 1861.

Healmont, a comm. and town of France, dep.

; am, cap. cant., 10 m. S. Albi. P. 2676.

!
Realville, a comm. and town of France, dep.

am-et-Garonne, 8 m. N.N.E. Montauban, on
.8 Aveyron. P. 1815.

—

Reauville is a vill., dep.

rome, arr. Mont^limart, with 1575 inhabitants,

ruined castle, and challi pits.

Rearsby, a pa. of England, co. and 7J m.
.N.E. Leicester, with a station on the Peter-
Tough & Leicester Piailway. Ac. 1800. P. 468.

Eeaeymoue, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, Queen's
., 6 m. W.N.W. Mouutmellick. Ac. 13,943.

1438. Its S. part comprises a part of the
ieve Bloom mountains. Highest point 1676
3t above the sea.

Reay, a maritime pa. of Scotland, cos. Caith-
ss and Sutherland, 9 m. W.S.W. Thurso. P.
"6.

—

'' Lord Reay's CQuntry," comprising the
s. Durness, Tongue, and Eddrachillis, in the
W. of Sutherland, is a wild tract of 800 sq.

les. The Sutherland portion includes the vill.

Portskerra. P. 427.
Uebais, a comm. and town of France, dep.
ine-et-Marne, cap. cant., 6 m. E.N.E. Coulom-
ns. P. 1186.
'Uebstein, a town of Switzerland, cant. St
11, dist. Ober Eheinthal. P. 1601.
IvECANATi, a town of Central Italy, prov.
ccrata, on the Musone, 4 m, S.W. Loretto. P.

of comm. (1861) 18,853. It has a cathedral, a
town-hall rich in works of art, a communal and
other palaces, and an aqueduct by which water is

supplied to Loreto ; a port, now a small fishing

town of 3000 inhabitants, about 3 m. from Loretto.
Near it are the ruins of Potentia. In the middle
ages it was an important military post.

Eecco, a town of North Italy, prov. and 11 m.
E.8.E. Genoa, on the Mediterranean. P. 4564.

Eecey-sur-Oukce, a comm. & vill. of France,
dep. Cote-d'Or, cap. cant., on the Ource, 14 m.
E.S.E. Chatillon-sur-Seine. P. 981.
Eecherche Akchipelago, off the S.W. coast

of Australia, is mostly between lat. 34° and 35° S.,

Ion. 122° E.

—

Recherche Bay is near the S. ex-
tremity of Tasmania ; and Recherche Island in

the Pacific Ocean, lat. 11° 40' 3" S., Ion. 166° 45' E.
Eechicoukt (le Chateau), a comm. and vill. of

France, cap. cant., dep. Meurthe, arr. and 11 m.
S.W. Sarreboiirg, on railway from Paris to Stras-
bourg. P. 950.

Eechna Doab, India, Punjab, lies between the
rivers Ravee and Chenaub.
Eechnitz, a market town of W. Hungary, co.

Eisenburg, 8 m. S.W. Guns. P. 5000.
Eechthalten (French DiWare?), a vill., Switz.

cant. Freiburg, on the road to Planfayon. P. 903.

Eecife, (Portug. a Cidade do Recife) (" City of

the Eiff"), (erroneously called Pernambuco), a
city of Brazil, cap. prov. Pemambuco, on the
Atlantic, at the mouth of Eio Capibaribe, between
the remarkable reefs of Cape Augustin and the
shore, lat. 8° 4' N., Ion. 34° 52' W. P. about 68,000.

It consists of 4 distinct quarters.—I. the town of

S. Pedro-Gon9alves, on a sandy peninsula.—II.

Sao-Antonio, between the rivers Biberibe and
Capibaribe, and connected with the continent by
2 bridges. A railway, extending S.W. over the
waterfall of Paulo Affonzo, was commenced by an
English company in 1855.—III. Olinda, 4 m. N. of

Eecife, was formerly cap. of the prov. Pemam-
buco.—IV. Boa-vista. P. 12,000 free & 6000 slaves.

In 1810 it was only 5391. The port is defended
by 4 forts, and the harbour is protected by an ex-
tensive reef of rocks : it is fit for vessels drawing
less than 12 feet water only. The chief buildings
are the governor's palace, an episcopal palace,
and the hospital , it has two Latin and several
other schools. Chief exports, cotton, sugar, and
dye-wood. Shortest sea route to Liverpool 4056
sea m. ; shortest steam voyage, 30 daj's.

Eecigliano, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Salerno,
on a height, 20 m. E. Campagna. P. 2323.
Eeckem or Eeckheim, a town of Belgian Lim-

bourg, 5 m. N.N.E. Maestricht, near the Maese.
P. 2140.—II. a frontier vill., prov. W. Flandera
on the Lys, 5 m. S.W. Courtrai.
Eeckendokf, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Lower

Franconia, 8 m. N.N.W. Bamberg. P. 1180.
Eecklinghausen, a town of Prussian West-

phalia, gov. and 31 m. S.W. Miinster. P. 3690.
Eecoaro, a vill. of North Italy, Venetia, prov.

and 19 m. N.W. Vicenza. P. 3200. It has chaly-
beate springs and baths, the waters of which are
bottled and exported in large quantities.
Eeconvillers, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Bern, dist. Moutiers. Inhabitants chiefly occupied
in straw-plaiting. P. 622-
Eeculet, the loftiest point of the Jura moun-

tains in France, dep. Ain, 10 m. W.N.W. Geneva,
5643 feet above the sea.

Eeculver, a marit. pa. of England, co. Kent,
9 m. N.N.E. Canterbury. Ac. 1653. P. 254. The
Eeculver Cliff is a noted sea-mark.
Eedang, an island in the Gulf of Siam, E. the

Malay peninsula. Lat. 5° 60' N. ; Ion. 103° E.
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Red Bank, a townsliip of U. S , K'orth America,
Pennsylvania, 190 m. W.N.W. Harrisburp.
Eedbert, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,

4 m. W.N.W. Tenby. Ac. 305. P. 107. .

Redbour??, two pas. of England.—I. co. and
15 ni. W. Hertford. Ac. 4515. P. 2043.—II. co.

Lincoln, 5| m. S.S.W. Glandford-Brigg. Ac.
8919. P. 320.—Redbindge, a vill., co. and 3 m.
N.W. Southampton, on the Anton, and with a
station on the Dorchester line of the S.-W. Rail.

Eedcar, a watering-place of England, co.York,
North Riding, pa. Maske, 6 m. N. Guisborough,
with a station on the Stockton and Darlington
Railway. Ac. 4323. P. 1330. The coast here
is rocky, but bordered by fine sands.

Reddixg, a vill., Scotland, co. Stirling, pa. Pol-
mont, 2A m. E.S.E. Falkirk. P. 642, mostly colliers.

Reddish, a township of Engl., co. Lancaster, pa.

and 4i m. S.E. Manchester. Ac. 1541. P. 1363.

Redditch, a vill. of England, co. Worcester, pa.

Tardebigg, 12 m. S.S.W. Birmingham. P. (1861)
S441, mostly employed in the manuf. of needles.

It has Episcopal and Roman Catholic chapels,
and two branch banks.

REDExfe, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Fi-
nist^re, 3| m. ES.E. Quimperl^. P. 1338.

Redenhall, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, IJ
m. E.N.E. Harleston. Ac. 3714. P. 1736.

Kedferx, a suburb of Sydney, New South
Wales. P. (1861) 3984.
Redgorix)X, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 3J m.

N.N.W. Perth. Area 12 sq. m. P. 1671.

Redgra^t:, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 7 m.
W.N.W, Eye. Ac. 3533. P. 1266.
Red Hook, a township of U. S., North America,

New York, 22 m. N. Poughkeepsie.
Redinha. a vill. of Portugal, prov. Estrema-

dura, in a plain, 8 m. N.N.E. PombaL P. 2000.

Redisham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5 m.
N.N.E. Halesworth. Ac 733. P. 182.

Redldjch, a chapelry of England, co. Somer-
set, pa. and IJ m. S.S.E. Bruton. P. 61.

Redlingfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

3 m. S.E. Eye. Ac. 1075. P. 203.

Red Lion, a vill. of the TJ. S., North America,
Delaware, 35 m. N. Dover. P. 1600.
Rkd-Marshall, a pa. of England, co. Durham,

4 m.W.N.W. Stockton-on-Tees. Ac. 3513. P. 278.

Redmile, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 12 m.
N.N.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1170. P. 521.

Rednitz, a river of Bavaria, circ. Middle Fran-
conia, after a N. course of 50 m., past Weissen-
burg and Roth, joins the Pegnitz at Fiirth, to
form the Regnitz. Affluents, the Rezat from the
W., and Roth from the E. It communicates by the
canal of the Main and Danube with the Altmiihl.
Redox, a comm. and town of France, dep. Ille-

et-Vilaine, cap. arr., on the rt. b. of the Vilaine,
on which it has a port for vessels of 200 tons, 38
m. N.W. Nantes. P. 5943. It has manufs. of
serge, docks for building small vessels, and an
active trade in timber and iron, by the canal be-
tween Nantes and Brest.
Redonda, two islets of the British West Indies.—I. between Nevis and MontseiTat.—II. off the

N. extremity of Grenada.
Redoxdella, a town of Spain, prov. Ponteve-

dra, at the mouth of the RedondeUa Bay, with
a port on the bay, 7 m. N.E. Vigo. P. 2790.
Redondo, a town of Portugal, prov. Alemtejo,

22 m. E. Evora. P. SOOO.—Novo-Hedondo is a
Portuguese fort, Lower Guinea, on the Atlantic,
65 m. N.N.E. Benguela.
Redout KAii:, a fort of the Russian dominion,

Transcaucasia, in a marshy position, at the mouth
of the Kal^ or Kalla, in the Black Sea, Lat. 42°

14' N. It was bombarded and captured by thft

British, 19th May 1854.

Red River or Rio Roxo, a river of the U. S.,

N. America, rises in the Llano Estacado, in the N.
of Texas, at an elevation of 2500 feet above the
sea, flows at first E., forming the limit between
Texas and the Indian territory, and then S.E.
through Arkansas and Louisiana, and joins the
Mississippi 128 m. N.W. New Orleans. Total
course estimated at 1200 m. Area of basin 97,000
sq. m. At 450 m. above the mouth commences
the Atchafalaya rq/i, formed by vast coUectiona
of fallen timber 13 m. in length, and divided into

numerous channels. The United States govern-
ment have expended large sums in its removal,
but without permanent success. Affluents, the
Washita and False-Washita from the N.—There
are three other Red Rivers in North America.

—

I. the Red River of Lake Winnipeg, forming the

W. boundary of Minnesota.— II. the Red River
of Texas.—III. the Red River of California, or
Rio Colorado.
Red RrvTiR, a co. of U. S., N. America, Texas.

P. 5496 free, 3039 slaves.

Red River of the North, rises in a series oi

small lakes in the centre of Minnesota, flows £0
m. S.W., then turns to the N.W. and N. throngi
Minnesota into Hudson Bay.
Red River Settlement, British North Ame-

rica, Hudson Bay territory, on the confines of

the U. S., between Lakes Superior and Winnipeg,
lat. 49° 30' N., Ion. 97° W., was founded by Oe
Earl of Selkirk in 1812. P. (1857) 6522. Soill

well cultivated, and produces fine wheat. LitbI

stock extensively reared. The Atlantic and fti-

cific Transit and Telegraph Company, establii

in 1863, propose to construct and maintain a
_

road and line of telegraph between Fort Williain,|

at the head of Lake Superior, and New W(
minster, in British Columbia, passing throogl

this settlement. This line of commimication inl

also connect the Red River with the Saskatcke
wan. Hitherto all British communication
this settlement has been through Minnesota.
Redruth, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Cornwall, 9 m. W.N.W. Fahnouth. Ac. 3907.

P. 11,504. It has rich copper and tin mines ir

the vicinity, employing 2500 persons, the ore c
which is transported by railways connecting will)

the Fal river, and with St Ives Bay. It baa tw*
churches, a grammar school, union workh(
reading-room, branch bank, and a theatre. H(

to the town is the hill called Caru Brae, witi

Dniidical remains.
Red Sea or Arabian Guu, an inland sea

tween Africa and Asia- (Arabia), lat. 12* 40* t

30' N., Ion. 32° 30' to 43° 30' E. Length, N."
to S.E., 1490 miles ; breadth varies to 200 mflei

At its southern extremity it communicates will

the Indian Ocean by the Strait Bab-el-Maij

deb. In its N. part it bifurcates into the Gul|

of Suez and Akabah, which enclose the peniii

sula of Sinai. Depth varies, average about Kl

fathoms. It abounds with islands and coral iBeJ

and is supposed to have derived its name_ firoj

the red coral and pink-coloured fuci which
{

yields ; or from the anc. Idumae, " Sea of Edoitj

or "Red Sea; " or from the blood-red colour fn

quently imparted to it from animalculsB. Tl

countiy almost everywhere around it is mam
tainous. The S.E. monsoon blows constantly fi

eight months of the year, and during the remaii

der, the N.W. monsoon. From October to Ms!

when S. winds prevail, the water rises in the
|

part of the sea, which then attains an elevaii
j

much higher than the Mediterranean, but M
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careful levellings it has been ascertained that the

]o\v water levels of the Red Sea and Mediter-

ranean are identical. The navigation is diffi-

cult, owing to the sudden changes of wind
and heavy gales. Principal ports are Mocha,
llodeida, Lochoia, Jiddah, and Yembo, on the
Arabian side; and Suez, Kosseir, Suakin, and
Massuah on the Egyptian, Nubian, and Danakil
coasts. The Jews and Phoenicians appear to

have carried on an extensive trade upon this sea

;

and after the destruction of the Persian empire,

it resumed importance as the principal route of

traffic between Europe and the East, which dis-

li.uction it retained until the discovery of the

jassage round the Gape of Good Hope. [Aden
i;,U}-el-Mandeb.]
i :ei>witz, a market town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
iimconia, 23 m. E. Baireuth. P. 1580.

Ree (Lough), a lake of Ireland, near its centre,

1 ('tween Leinster and Connaught, and formed by
all expansion of the Shannon at Lanesborough,
17 m. in length, N. to S., by 7 m. in greatest

breadth, having W. co. Roscommon, and E. cos.

Longford and Westmeath. Outline very irregu-

lar. Estimated area 42 sq. m. ; height above
the sea in summer, 122 feet ; in winter, 129 feet

;

greatest depth, 75 feet. It contains many islets,

and receives the river Inny from the E. There
iare no towns on its shores, and the chief traffic

I

on it is between Lanesborough, and Athlone on
;the Shannon, near its N. and S. extremities.

Rekan, a town of India, state Jodhpore, in lat.

26° 32' N., Ion. 74° 20' E. P. estimated at 5650.
It has a stone fort, which commands the town.
Abundance of fresh water may be had.
Reed, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Herts, 3^ ni. S.

Royston. Ac. 1460. P. 1222.—ILco. Suffolk, e^m.
,S.S.W. Bury St Edmunds. Ac. 1224. P. 245.

; Eeedham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m.
S.S.E. Acle, and with a station on the E. 0.
•Rail., ll^m. E.S.E. Norwich. Ac. 3328. P. 836.

1 Reedness, a township of England, co. York,
iWest Riding, pa. Whitgift, 6 m. S.S.E. Howden.
:Ao. 2884. P. 601.

I
Eeepham, a pa. of England, co. & 6 m. E.N.E.

'Lincoln, with a station on the Manchester, Shef-
tfield, and Lincoln Railway. Ac. 1430. P. 436.
I—II. a pa. and market town, co. Norfolk, 13 m.
N.N.W. Norwich. Ac. 570. P. 346.

Reks, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and 41
in. N.N.W. Diisseldorf, cap. circ, on the Rhine.
P. 3386. It has a trade on the river, and manufs.
if cotton stuffs. Rees was taken lay the Dutch
u 1614, and the French in 1678.

I

Reeth, a mkt.town, Engl., co. York, N.Riding,
oa. Grinton, 8 m.W.S.W. Richmond. Ac. 5659. P.
pf town 1299. Has lead mines & stocking manufs.
I

Reetz, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
i?ov. Frankfurt, circ. Arnswalde, on the Ihna,
U2 m. E.S.E. Stettin. P. 2210.

I

Reevesby Island, S. Australia, Spenser Gulf,
20 tn. N.E. Port Lincoln. Length N. to S. 4 m.
Refugio, a co., U. S., North America, Texas.

I'. 1366 free, 234 slaves.
Rkfugio (El), Mexico. [Matamoras.]
liEGAN, a town of Persia, prov. Kei-man, near

he Belooch frontier, lat. 28° 50' N., Ion. 59° 8' E.
Regen, a river of Bavaria, rises in the Bohmer-

^\'ald, flows generally W. and S., and enters the
.'anube on right at Stadt-am-Hof, opposite Re-
:cnsburg, length 68 m.—II. a market town of
lavaria, cap. dist., on the Regen, 32 m. N.N.W.

' 'assau. P. 1220.
Regensberg (P. 343), and Regensdorf (P,

-01), two contiguous vills. of Switzerland, cant.
iiid 10 m. N.W. Zurich.

Rkgensburg, a town of Bavaria. [Ratisbon.
J

Regenstauf, a market town of Bavaria, circ.

Upper Palatinate, cap. dist., on the Regen, 8 m.
N.N.E. Ratisbon. P. 1763.

Regent's Sword, a remarkable promontory of

China, prov. Leao-tong, which divides the Gulf
of Pe-che-li from the Yellow Sea. Lat. 39° N.
Regent's Town, a settlement of liberated

Africans, in Sierra Leone, on the W. coast of

Africa, founded 1813.

Regenwaldi*:, a town of Prussian Pomerania,
gov. and 42 m. N.E. Stettin, cap. circ, on the
Rega. P. 2933.

Eeggello, a comm. and vill. of Central Italy,

prov. and circ. Florence, near the VaUombrosa.
P. of comm. 10,246.

Reggio (Rkegium Julii), the most S. city & sea-
port of South Italy, prov. and 8 m. S.E. Messina,
on the E. side of its strait. P. of comm. (18(!1)

30,577. It is fortified and well supplied with
water, is the see of an archbishop, and has a
cathedral, library, chamber of commerce, college,

hospital, foundling asylum, theatre, manufs. of

silks, gloves, and an export trade in wine, oil,

citron, and olives, the produce of its vicinity. In
ancient times this was one of the most renowned
cities of Magna Grsecia, and was celebrated for
its wines. Birthplace of Agathocles, and of the
philosophers Hippias and Hipparohus. It was
ruined by the earthquake of 1783. The climate is

very healthy. The Bay of Reggio is remarkable
for the optical phenomenon called Fata Morgana.
On 21st August 18G0 it capitulated to the
troops of Garibaldi. Area of j)rov. (Reggio-Cala-
bria) 1514 sq. m._ P. (18G2) 324,546.
Reggio (Rkegium Lepidi), a fortified city of

North Italy, prov. and 14 m. W.N.W. Modena,
cap. dist., on the ^milian Way, and connected
with the Po by the river Crostolo and the navig-
able canal of Tassone. P. (1862) 21,174, of comm.
50,361. It has a cathedral, numerous convents, a
citadel, city hall, theatre, college, public library, a
museum of antiquities ; manufs. of silks, hempen
fabrics, horn, wooden, and ivory articles ; and a
trade in wine, cattle, and agricultural produce.
It is the birthplace of Ariosto. Area of prov.
(Reggio-Emilia) 883 sq. m. P. (1862) 230,054.

Regis, a small town of Saxony, circ. and 18 m.
S.S.E. Leipzig, on the Pleisse. P. 623.

Regis (St), a township of Canada East, on the
S. side of the St Lawrence, and the state of New
York frontier, at the S. extremity of Lake St
Francis, 63 m. S.W. Montreal.
Regla, a fortified town of the island Cuba, sub-

urb of Havana, on the opposite side of its bay.
It has large gov. warehouses, and a spacious
hospital. It is the principal seat of the Havana
slave-trade.—II. a celebrated waterfall of Mexico,
falls over a columnar rock near the mines of

Real del Monte.
Regneville, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Manche, cant. Montinartin. P. 1994.

liEGNiTZ, a river of Bavaria, circ. Upper Fran-
conia, formed by the union of the Rednitz and
Pegnitz at Fiirth, flows N. past Forchheim, Er-
langen, and Bamberg, and joins the Main, 3 m.
N.W. Bamberg, after a navigable course of 35 m.
Chief affluent the Aisch from the west.
Regny, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Loire,

6 m. E.S.E. Roanne. P. 1377, partly engaged iu

cotton weaving, and in quarrying marble.
Regoa, a vill. of Portugal, prov. Beira, on the

Douro, 3 m. N. Lamdgo. It has large wine stores,

and an annual fair for the purchase of port wines.
Eeguiny and Requisheim, two comms. and

vills. of France.—I. in dep. Morbihan, 15 m.
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W.N.W. Ploermel. P. 1210.—II. dep. Haut-Ehin,
on the 111, arr. Colmar. P. 2145.

Reha, a town of Asiatic Tm-kej'. [Orfa-]

Eehau, a market town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Franconia, cap. dist., on the Griinebach, 17 m.
N.W. Eger. P. 1600.

Rehburg, a town of Hanover, landr. and 22 m.
W.N.W. Hanover. P. 1380. Rehden is a town
of W. Prussia, 24 m. S. Marienwerder, P. 1300.

Eehetobel, a town of Switzerland, cant. Ap-
penzell (Outer Ehode). P. 2343.

Eehme, a vill. of Prussian Westphalia, gov. and
6 m. S.W. Minden, on the Weser, with a station

on the Berlin and Cologne Eailway. P. 1990.

Eehna, a town of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, dist.

Wismar, 17 m. E.S.E. Lubeck. P. 2579.

Eehoboth, a township, U. S., North America,
Massachusetts, 38 m. S.W, Boston.
Reichelsheim, two mkt. towns of Germany.

—

I. grand duchy Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Starken-
burg, 14 m. S.E. Darmstadt, at the foot of a height,

Burmonnted by the castle of Eeichenberg. P.
1270.—II. duchy Nassau, cap. a detached dist.,

on the Horlof, 19 m. N.N.E. Frankfurt. P. 815.

Eeichenau, several towns, etc., of Germany.

—

I. (Bohm. Saukeniczkyy, Bohemia, circ. and 19 m.
E.S.E. Kiiniggratz, on an affluent of the Wilde-
Adler. P. 4500. It has manufs. of linen and
woollen fabrics.—II. Saxony, circ. Bautzen, 7 m.
E. Zittau. P. 3663, mostly employed in manufs.
of linen and ribbons.

Eeichenau, a hamlet of Switzerland, Grisons,

at the junction of the two heads of the Ehine
(Vorder and Hinter Rhein), 6 m. W.S.W. Chur.
Eeichenau, an island of the gi-and duchy of

Baden, circ. Lake, in the Untersee, 3^ m. N.W.
Constance. Length 3 m. ; breadth 1 m. P. 1460.

Surface fertile.

Reichenbach, a river of Switzerland, cant.

Bern, joins the Aar opposite Meyringen. It de-
scends nearly 2000 feet in a succession of falls,

near the last of which are baths and a large hotel.

Reichenbach, several towns and vills. of Ger-
many.—I. Saxony, circ. Zwickau, 11 m. N.N.E.
Plauen. P. (1861:) 10 966. It has manufs. of

woollen cloth, cashmeres, cotton and linen stuffs.

—II. Prussian Silesia, gov. and 31 m. S.W. Bres-
lau, cap. circ, on the Pellau. P. 6499. It has
Roman Catholic and Lutheran churches, a Jews'
synagogue, and manufactures of woollen cloth,

muslins, cotton stuffs, canvas, and gloves.—III.

Bavaria, circ. Upper Palatinate, on the Regen, 7
m. W. Eoding. P. 1358.

Eeichenberg or Libebk, a town of Bohemia,
circ. Bunzlau, on the Neisse, 58 m. N.E. Prague.
P. 18,854. It has several churches, a royal and
a normal school, a theatre, and a brewery, with
manufs. of woollen, cotton, and linen stuffs, and
yam, and dyeing houses in its vicinitj'.

Eeichenbourg, a vill., Switz., cant. Schwytz,
dist. la Marche. P. 967. Sulphurous baths.
Eeichenhall, a town of Upper Bavaria, cap.

dist., on the Saal, 8 m. S.W. Salzburg. P. 2860.
In its vicinity are salt works, which furnish
annually 240,000 cwt. of salt.

Eeichensachsen, a vill. of Gei-many, Hessen-
Cassel, prov. Lower Hessen, on the Sunter, 4 m.
S.W. Eschwegp. P. 1689.

Eeichenstein, two towns of Germany.—I.

Pnissian Silesia, gov. and 48 m. S.S.W. Breslau.
P. 2000.—11. ( Unter), Bohemia, circ. Prachin, on
the Wotawa, 21 m. S.S.E. Klattau.
Eeichshofen, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Bas-Ehin, arr. and 14 m. S.W. Wissem-
bourg, P. 2737.

J&KiCHST/VDT, a town of Bohemia, circ. Bunz-

lau, 45 m. N.N.E. Prague. P. 2130. In 1818 it

was made a ducliy for the son of Napoleon i.

Reichthal, a town of Prussia, gov. Breslati,

circ. Ramslau, on the Stadnitza. P. 1249.

Reiden or Eeyden, a vill. of Switzerland, cant
Lucerne, 7 m. N.W. Sursee. P. 1685.

Reiuisheim, a comm. & vill., France, dep. Haui-
Rhin, arr. Mulhouse, cant. Habsheim. P. 2005.

Reigate, a pari, bor., market town, and pa. of

England, co. Surrey, on a branch of the Mole, 6
m. E. Dorking, about If m. from the RedhiU
station on the London and Brighton and S.E.

Railways. Ac. of pa. 6900. Pop. of pari. bor.

(1851) 4927 ; (1861) 9975. It is situated on a
rock in the dist. of Holmsdale, and has a town-
hall, market-house, and a cave in which the

barons are said to have met and airanged the

articles of Magna Charta. Fuller's earth, and
sand used in the manufacture of glass, are

articles of commerce. The town is the head of

a poor-law union, and is governed by a manor
bailiff. It sends 1 member to H. of. C. Reg.
electors (1864) 835. Reigate is surrounded by
scenery of the most beautiful description. It had
a castle, of which there is little more than the

site remaining. The church is first authentically

mentioned in the reign of King John, and is ft

mixture of styles, principally Gothic.

Reighton, a pa., England, co. York, E. Riding;

5i m. N.N.W. Bridlington. Ac. 1680. P. 251.

Reignac, several vills. and comms. of France.

—I. dep. Charente, arr. and 3 m. S.S.W. Barbe-
zieux. P. 1223.— II. dep. Gironde, arr. Blaye. P.

2337.—III. dep. Indre-et-Loii"e, near the Indre,

15 m. S.E. Tours. P. 785.

Reignier, a vill. of France, dep. Haute-Savoie,
arr. St Julien, cap. cant., near the Arve, 7 m. SJB.

Geneva. Pop., with comm., 1772.

Reigoujsvvyl, a town of Switzerland, cant
Bale-Campagne, dist. Waldenbourg. P. 1334<

Reillanne, a comm. and small town of Franee,

dep. Basses-Alpes, cap. cant., 8 m. S.W. Foroal-

quier. P. 1480.

Reillo, a market town of Spain, prov. and 18

m. S.E. Cuen9a.
Reims or Rheims, Durocotorum, a city of

France, cap. arr., dep. Marne, 25 m. N.W. ChS-
lons, on the Vesle, and in the canal of the Aisne &
Marne. P. (1861) 55,808. The town is ornamented
with fountains, and has a cathedral, the church

of St Remi, the hotel de ville, and the old gate

of Mars, closed since 1545. Manufs. of cloth,

cassimeres, flannels, merinoes, and trade in the

wine of its vicinity. It is the birthplace of Col-

bert, Gobelin, and Linguet. Colvis was baptized

at Reims in 496, after the battle of Tolbiac
Philip Augustus was consecrated here in 1179,

and aU his successors have been also consecrated

at Reims till the revolution of 1830, with thei

exception of Henri r\'.. Napoleon i., and Louis

xviii. It is renowned in the history of the middle

ages for the maintenance of its liberties against

the bishops. Before the revolution of 1793, it

had a celebrated university, and many councils

have been held here.

Reinach, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aargau.

cap. circ, 12 m. S.S.E. Aargau. P. 2853. It-

has cotton printing works.
Reinach, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. BSJe-

Campagne, dist. Arlesheim. P. 829.

Eeinerz (Boh. Dumik), a town of Prussian

Silesia, gov. and 58 m. S.S.W. Breslau, on th(i

Weistritz. P. 2450. It has manufs. of woollen.i

and linens. In its vicinity are several springs,

which attract many visitors.

Reisen (Pol. Rydzynay, a town of Pnissiaii
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Poland, gov. and 44 m. S.S.W. Posen. P. 1426.

It has a castle, and manufs. of linens.

Eeisenburg (Pol. PrabutkaX a town of W.
Prussia, gov. and 11 m. E. Marienwerder. P.

4377. It has manufs. of woollen cloth.

Beissbach, a town of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

in the parish of Neumunster. P. 4575.

Eeitnau, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aargau,
dist. Zofingen. P. 959.

Eelleu, a town of Spain, prov. and 20 m. N.E.
Alicante. P. 2435.

Eemagen, Ehenish Prussia. [Rheinmagex.]j
Eemalard, a comm. and market town ot

France, dep. Ome, cap. cant., on the Huisne, 13
m. S.E. Mortagne. P, 1839.

Eembang, a Dutch residency of the island

Java. P. 460,000. Cap. Eembang, a maritime
town on the N. coast, 38 m. E.N.E. Samarang.
Eemda, a town of Germany, duchy and 16 m.

S.S.W. Weimar, on the Einne. P. 935.

Eemedios, a town of Granadian Confed., state

and 83 m. N.E. Antioquia.— II. a town of the
island Cuba, P. (1861) 6818.

Eemenham, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 8 m.
W.N.W. Maidenhead. Ac. 1590. P. 493.

Eemich, a town of the Netherlands, prov. and
11 m. S.E. Luxembourg, on the Moselle. P. 2200.

Eemigoly, a market town of Eussian Poland,
gov. and 75 m. N.W. Vilna. P. 1500.

Eemike, an island group of French Guiana, 4
m. E. from Cayenne.—A village of same name is

on the opposite mainland.
Eemiremoxt, a comm. and town, France, dep.

Vosges, cap. arr., on 1. b. of the Moselle, 13 m. S.E.
Epinal. P. 5668. Has a comm. coll., public library,

& manufs. of cotton goods, velvet, and iron wares.
Eemlingen, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower

Francouia, 11 m. W. Wurtzburg, with two noble
residences. P. 1088.

Eemo (San), a maritime vill. of North Italj",

prov. Porto-Maurizio, cap. circ, on the Mediter-
ranean, 14 m. S.W. Oneglia. P. (1861) 10,012. It

is the mildest situation in the Eiviera, and has
a harbour, where coasting vessels load with oil,

dried fruits, oranges, and fish.

Remoulins, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Gard, cap. cant., on the Gard, here
crossed by a suspension bridge, 12 m. N.E. Nimes,
at the commencement of the Roman aqueduct, an-
ciently carried across the river by the famous
Pont-de-Gard, 1 m. W.N.W. the town. P. 1403.

Rempston, a pa. of England, co. and 10 m. S.

Nottingham. Ac. 1660. P. 377.

Remscheid, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov.
and 18 m. E.S.E. Diisseldorf. P. (1864) 18,428.
It has extensive manufactures of all kinds of iron
wares, which are sent to Russia and America.
Remsen, a to-wnship, U. S., North America,

New York, on Black river, 18 m. N. Utica.

Remusat, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Dr6me,cap. cant., 11 m. E.N.E. Nions. P. 725.

Remy (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Bouches-du-Rhone, cap. cant., 13 m. N.E. Aries.
P. (1861) 6348. Chief industry, woollen weaving
and silk throwing. About 1 m. distant are remains
of the ancient Glanum, comprising a fine Corin-
thian monument and an arch.—II. a comm. and
town, dep. Puy-de-D6me, cap. cant., 25 m. E.N.E.
Clermont-Ferrand. P. 5070.
Rexac and Rekagb, two comms. and vUls. of

France.—I. dep. lUe-et-Vilaine, arr. and 7 m.
N.E. Redon. P. 1478.—II. dep. Isere, arr. and

' 14 m. N.N.E. St Marcellin. P. 1700.—Renaison
is a comm. and market town, dep. Loire, 7 m. W.
Eoanne. P. 1843.
Ekxaix, a town of Belgium, prov. E. Flanders,

cap. cant., 21 m. S.S.W. Ghent. P. (1864) 12,134.

Manufs. linen, cotton, and woollen fabrics, yarn,

tobacco, and chicory, with breweries & dye works.
Renan, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern, dist.

Courtelary. P. 2099.

Renan (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.
Finistfere, cap. cant., 6 m. N.W. Brest. P. 1233.
Renchen, a town of Baden, circ. Middle Rhine,

on the Rench, 9 m. N.N.E. Offenburg, with a
station on the Basle and Mannheim Railway. P.
2600. On 28th June 1796, the French here de-
feated the Austrians, and entered Swabia.
Rendcombe^ a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,

5 m. N. Cirencester. Ac. 2532. P. 246.
Rend?:, a town of South Italy, prov. and 6 m.

N.W. Cosenza, cap. cant. P. 3723.
Rendezvous Island is off the SJW. coast of

Borneo, N.W. Point Sambar. Lat. 2° 40' S.
Rendham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m.

W.N.W. Saxmundham. Ac. 1721. P. 384.

Rendlesham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 8
m. S.S.W. Saxmundham. Ac. 2020. P. 359.
Rendsbukg, a fortified town of Prussia, Hol-

stein, cap. amt, on an island in the Eyder, at the
commencement of the Kiel Canal, and with a sta-
tion on the Kiel and Altona Railway, 18 m. W
Kiel. P. (1864) 9432. It has extensive fortifica-

tions, and is divided into an old and a new town.
Principal public edifices, the church of St Mary,
arsenal, military provision depot, and barracks

;

it has a garrison school, numerous other schools,

several houses of charity, a house of correction,

workhouse, manufs. of stockings, earthenware,
and tobacco, and a brisk trade in timber. It

was taken by the Imperialists in 1627, by the
Swedes in 1643, and by the Prussian and Con-
federate troops in 1848.

Renfrew, a royal, pai 1., and munic. bor., and
cap. CO., pa. of Scotland on 1. b. of the Clyde, 3
m. N.E. Paisley, and 5 m. W.N.W. Glasgow.
Ac. of pa. 4488. P. 4664. ; do. of pari. bor. 3228

;

do. of town 3412. Principal edifices, the pa.

church, town-hall, and gaol. It was connected
with the Clyde by a canal in 1786 ; and, in 1835,

a commodious quay was built on the river, op-
posite the town. It has weaving in silks and
muslins, a bleachfield, starch manuf., & distillery.

The bor. unites with Port-Glasgow, Dumbarton,
Rutherglen, and Kilmarnock, in sending 1 mem.
to House of Commons. Corp. rev. (1862-3) 4040/.

Renfrewshire (formerly Straihgrtife), a marit.

CO. of Scotland, having N. and W. the river and
Firth of Clyde, S. Ayrshire, and E. Lanarkshire.
Ac. 158,268, of which about 100,000 are arable, and
20,000 in grass. P. (1861) 177,561. Surface mostly
fiat, except in the W., where there is a large ex-
tent of hill and moor. Principal rivs., White-Cart,
Black-Cart, and Gi^yfe. Coal, limestone, and free-

stone aboimd. Manufs. important, chiefly of cot-

ton stuffs and shawls at Paisley, PoUokshaws,
Neilston, etc. The co. is subdivided into 30 pas.

Principal towns, Renfrew, the cap., Paisley,

Greenock, and Port-Glasgow. The co. sends 1
member to H. of 0. Reg. electors (1862) 2316.

In the 12th century, this co. was the seat of the
Stewart or Stuart family, so called from their
office of Stewards of Scotland, and afterward^
possessors of the Crown.
Renhold, a pa. of England, co. and 3i m.

N.N.E. Bedford. Ac. 2360. P. 484.

Reni, a market town of Russia, prov. Bessa-
rabia, at the confi. of the Pruth and Danube. 106
m. S.S.W. Kishenau. P. (1849) 7314.

Reningelst and Reninghe, two market towns
of Belgium, W. Flanders.—I. 5 m. S.W.—II. 8
m. N.W. Ypres.
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'REJOfEi, IsiJiKD, Pacific Ocean, S. the Solomon

Islands, is in lat. 11° 30' S., Ion. 160= 30' E.

Eejtnes, Condate, a city of France, cap. dep. Ille-

et-Vilaine, 186m.W.S.W. Paris, and 61 m.N.W.
Nantes, on rail., on the Vilaine and on the Ille,

which joins it in the vicinity. P. (1861) 45,485.

It has a cathedral, university academy for the
deps. lUe-et-Vilaine, C6tes-du-Nord, Finistere,

Morbihan, and Loire-Inf^rieure ; a school of ar-

tillery, an arsenal, a seminary, schools of law
and medicine, a national college, and a provLa-
cial normal school, with a library of 40,000 vols.

It has a tribunal of commerce, and extensive trade
in butter, honey, wax, and linen goods. The
Duke of Lancaster besieged it unsuccessfully in

1357. Henri ii. held a parliament here in 1555.

Beno, a river of Italy, in the N. part of the
provs. Bologna and Ferrara, rises in the Apen-
nines of Tuscany, and after a N. course of about
75 m. past Poretta, Vergato, and Cento, joins the
Po-di-Primaro, 14 m. S. Ferrara. It is navigable
i>nly for about 25 miles in winter. A canal from
it traverses the city of Bologna.
Eensselaer, a co. of the U. S^ N. America, in

E. ofNew York. Area 626 sq. ra. P. (1860) 86,328.

Eexsselaekville, a township of the U. S., N.
America, New York, 23 m. W.S.W. Albany.
Bentox, a town of Scotland, co. and 2 m. N.

Dumbarton, pa. Cai-dross, on the Leven. P.
2891, actively engaged in calico and bleaching
establishments. Smollet was bom here in 1721.

Bestt and Eeinwb^z, two comms. and market
towns of France.—I. dep. Pas-de-Calais, 12 m.
S.S.W. St Omer, and where Henri ii. defeated
the Spaniards in 818—11. dep. Ardennes, cap.

cant., 7 m. N.W. M^ziferes. P. 1623.
Bi-iNwiCK, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,
^ m. N.N.E. Penrith. Ac. 4200. P. 266.

B£oLE (La), a comm. and town of France, dep.
Gironde, cap. arr., on 1. b. of the Garonne, and
on railway to Cette, 30 m. S.E. Bordeaux. P.
4133. It has a communal college, and manufs.
of hats, leather, and cutlery,

Bepki, a market town of Bussia, gov. and 26
m. N.N.W. Tchernigov. P. about 2000.
Beploxges, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ain, arr. Bourg, cant. Bag^le-Chatel. P. 1918.
Beppen, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-

burg, gov. and 12 m. E. Frankfurt. P. 3211.
Bepps, two pas. of England, co. Norfolk.—I.

4i m. N.N.E. Accle. Ac 2731. P. 625.—IL
(.5om/A), 4| m. N.N.W. North Walsham. Ac.
2081. P. 816.

Beps, a market town of Transylvania, Saxon-
land, cap. Stuhl, on the Bossbach, 19 m. S.S.W.
Udvarhely. P. 2210. It has saline springs.
Bepton, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m. S.S.W.

Derby. Ac. 6440. P. 2177. It has a church
and a grammar school.

Eepublicax, a township of the TJ. S., North
America, Indiana,

—

Republican Fork is a river of
the U. S., North America, Missouri territory,

joins other streams, to form the Kansas, after an
E. course of 400 miles.

Bepulse Bay, British North America, is on
the S. side of Melville peninsula, lat. 66° N., Ion.
86° to 87° W.—II. E. AustralL-H lat. 20° 36' S., Ion.
148° 40' E. At its mouth are Bepulse Islands.
EequeSa, Loretum, a town of Spain, on the

Oliana, prov. and 64 m. S.E. Cuen9a, P. 11,020.
It has two Gothic churches, a college, convents,
manufactures of sUks, and ruins of the ancient
town Requena.
Bequista, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aveyron, cap. cant., 21 m. S. Bhodez. P. 4207.
Eerrick or Berwick, a maritime pa. of Scot-

i
land, stewartry, and 5 m. E.S.E. Kirkcudbright,
on Solway Firth. Ac. 21,724. P. 1738. lu it

are the villages Auchencairn, Dundrennan, and
Port Mary.
Bescobie, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 3 m.E.N.E.

Forfar. Ac. 6724. P. 747.

—

Rescobie Loch is an
expansion of Lunan Water.
Eesexde, a town of Brazil, cap. comarca, prov.

and 92 m. W.N.W. Bio de Janeiro, with an elec-

toral college. P. of dist. 6000.
Beshitza or Bejitza, a town of Bussian Po-

land, gov. and 43 m. N.W. Vitebsk. P. 1770.

Besht or Beshd, a town of Persia, cap. prov.
Ghilan, 16 m. S.E. its port EnzeUi, on the Caspian
Sea, in an unhealthy situation. P. 50,000. It im-
ports Eussian manufactured goods for consunipt
in Ghilan, and exports silks, fruits, and gall nut&

IJesiua (Retina), a market town of South Italy,

at the W. loot of Mount Vesuvius, and built over
the ruins of Herculaueum, prov. and 6 m. S.E.
Naples. P. (1861) 12,557. It has many country
seats ; and Lm Favorita, the villa of the late

Prince of Salerno.

Besinak or BossiNAR (Germ. Stadterdorf), a
vUl. of Transylvania, Saxonland, on the Stebes,

CO. and 8 m. S.W. Hermannstadt. P. 6100. It

is the see of a Greek- Wallaehian bishop.
Besolis, a pa. of Scotland. [Kikkjiichael.]
Besolltiox Island, Brit. N. America, is at the

entrance of Hudson Strait, lat. 61° 30' N., Ion. 65*

W. Length and breadth, nearly 40 m. each. Oa
its E. side is Cape Eesolution.—II. an isl., Pacific

Ocean, Dangerous Archipelago, lat. 17* 22' S.,

Ion. 141° 35' W.—Resolvtion Bay is on the W.
side of Santa Christina, Marquesas Islands; and
Port Resolution, in Tanna Island, New Uebride&

Eessa>t, a vilL of Marocco, Africa, E. Mount
Atlas, and in the vicinity of the town Tafilet.

Eessons-suu-Mats, a comm. & vill. of FraLoe^
dep. Oise, cap. cant, 9 m. N.N.W. Compeigue.
P. 943.

—

Restigny is a vill., dep. Indre-et-Loire^

7 m. N. Chinon. P. 2035.

Bestalrig, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 1\ m.
KN.E. Edinburgh, pa. South Leith, where an-
ciently stood the pa. church, part of which is stiQ

occupied as a place of worship.
Bestox, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln.

—I. (North), 4 m. S.E. Louth. Ac. 703. P. 44—
II (South), oi m. N.N.W. Alford. Ac. 710. P. 235.

Bestoratiox Islaxd, Pacific Ocean, off theR
coast of Atistralia, lat. 12° 37' 30' S., Ion. 143*

27' E., is a granitic rock, first visited by Captain
Bligh, in the " Bounty," in 1789.

Eestormel Castle, England. [Lostwithjel.]
Besuttana, a market town of the island Sicily,

prov. and 14 m. N. Caltanisetta. P. 4069.

Betford (East), a pari, and munic. bor^ mkt
town, and pa. of England, co. Notts, on the Idle,

here crossed by a bridge of 5 arches, connecting
it with the suburb of W. Betford, 21 m. N.N.W.
Newark, with a station on the Hull, Sheffield, and
Manchester, and another on the Great Northern
Eailway. Ac. of pa, 170. P. 2982. It has a Gothic

church, free grammar school, poor's hospital,

union workhouse, town-haU, news-rooms, and
three branch banks. The bor., which sends two
members to H. of C. (reg. elect (1864) 2514), was
convicted of gross bribery in 1826 ; and in 1830,

the franchise was extended to the whole hundred
of Bassetlaw.—IL (West), a pa., same co., J m.

W. East Betford. Ac. 968. P. 637.

Bethel, a comm. and town, France, dep. Ar-
dennes, cap. arr., on rt. b. of the Aisne, 23 m.

S.W. Mezieres. P. 7312. It has a comm. college,

and extensive manufs. of merinoes and cashmert^
Its trade is facilitate'! by the canal of Ardennes.
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Retiien, a town of Hanover, cap. amt, on the
Aller, S.W. Luneburg. P. 1368.

Rethy, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Antwerp, 7 m.
S.E. Turnhout. P. of pa. 2300.
Eetimo (Rkhynina), a seaport town of the island

Crete, on its N. coast, 38 m. W. Candia. P.

(1863) 5800 Turks, and 2000 Greeks. Its harbour
is very shallow, but it has a trade in oil and soap.

Retournac, a market town of France, dep.

Haute-Loire, arr. Yssengeaux, on 1. b. of the
Loire. P. 3190.

Retschitza (Pol. Rzeczyca\ a town of Russia,

gov. and 158 m. S.E. Minsk, cap. circ, on the
Dnieper. P. 2500.

Reitendon, a pa. of England, co. Essex. 4| m.
N.N.W. Rayleigh. Ac. 3932. P. 785.

R]fcTY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Pas-
de-Calais, aiT. Boulogne-sur-M§r, cant. Marquise.
P. 1653.

Retz, an old dist. of France, in Brittany, now
comprised in the dep. Loire-Inf^rieure.

Retz, a walled town of Lower Austria, 43 m.
N.E. Vienna, near the borders of Moravia. P.

2777. Excellent wine is produced in its vicinity.

Reugny, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Indre-et-Loir, 10 m. N.E. Tours. P. 1212.

Reuilly, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Indre, arr. and 10 m. N.E. Issoudun, on railway
to Bourges. P. 2568.

Reulmaee (Nagy-Aranyos), a vill. of Austria,

Transylvania, co. Lower Weissenburg, on a small
river, 12 m. N.N.W. Abrudbanya. P. about 3000.

Reunion (Iijj de la), a name given to the
island Bourbon in 1793, and resumed since the
French revolution of 1848. [Boukbon.]
Reus, a manuf. town of Spain, prov. and 9 m.

W. Tarragona. P. 25,043. It consists of an
older portion founded in the 12th century, and a
new and regularly built quarter which rose up
about the end of the last century. It has manu-
factures of sUk, cotton and linen fabrics, twist,

soap, leather, glass, spirits, etc, A canal con-
nects it with its port Salon, 6 m. distant.

Reusch (Alt and Neu), two contiguous mar-
ket towns of Austria, Moravia, circ. and 15 and
18 m. S. Iglau. United pop. 1510.

Reuss, a principality of Central Germany, be-
tween lat. 50° 28' and 51° 3' N., Ion. 11° 28' and
12° 20' E., enclosed by Bavaria, Saxony, Prussia,
and the Saxon duchies, Coburg Gotha, and
Weimar, which last separates the territory into
two unequal portions. Surface mostly hilly;

principal rivers the Elster in N., and Saalo in S.

Cattle and sheep rearing, and the weaving of

woollen, linen, and cotton fabrics, form the prin-
cipal occupations. The principality is divided
into the older branch or Rett^s-Greiz, in the E.
part of the territory—area 144 sq. m. ; P. (1864)
43,924, revenue 29,500^. ; cap. Greiz, on the
Elster,—and Reuss-Schleiz, consisting of the dis-
tricts Schleiz and Lobenstein-Ebersdorf in the
S., and of Gera N. of Weimar. Area of Reuss-
Schleiz 319 sq. m. P. (1864) 86,472 ; do. of Gera
wth Saalburg, 152 sq. m. P. 33,208 ; and of Lo-
benstein with Ebersdorf, 168 sq. m. P. 22,826.
Principal towns, Schleiz, Lobenstein, Saalburg,
and Gera. Reiiss-Lobenstein, Ebersdorf, and
Beuss-Schleiz, with Gera, were formed into the

I

state of Reuss in 1848.
Reuss, a river of Switzerland, cant. Uri, nearly

the whole of which it drains, rises on the S. side

.

of Mount St Gothard, and enters the S. extre-
mity of the Lake of Lucerne, after a N. course of
30 m., during which it descends 4500 feet.

Reute, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Appenzell,
ilist. Outer Rhodes. P. 2343.

Reittingen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Bern,
4 m. S. Thun. P. 723.

Reutlingen, a fortified town of Wiirtemberg,
cap. circ. Black Forest, on the Eschatz, and on
railway to Plochlingen, 20 m. S. Stuttgart. P
(1864) 13,420, It is enclosed by old walls, has
several churches, a town-hall, an hospital, am
orphan asylum, manufs. of leather, lace, net,

paper, cloaks, & watches. It was the first town
in Swabia which embraced the Refonnation.
Revel or Reval (Esth. Talline, Russ. Koly-

van), a strongly fortified seaport town of Russia,
gov. Esthonia, on a small bav on the S. side of

the Gulf of Finland, 200 m. W.S.W. St Peters-
burg. Lat. of cathedral 59° 26 6" N. ; Ion. 24°
45' 2' E. P. (1863) 29,434. Principal edifices,

a small imperial palace, the admiralty, a town-
hall ; Lutheran, Roman Catholic, and Greek
churches ; a theatre, club houses, collegiate epis-

copal seminary, etc. It is much resorted to as a
watering-place, having good warm baths. The
harbour has been materially improved, and its

roadstead is well sheltered by islands, but it was
destroyed in 1854, by sinking large blocks of stone
at its mouth, to prevent the entrance of the
Anglo-French fleet, which blockaded the Rus-
sian ports in the Baltic, in the same year. The
town and castle were founded by Valdemar ii.,

king of Denmark, in 1218, and afterwards sold
to the Teutonic knights. The Russians took it

from the Swedes in 1710. It was formerly the
great emporium of the Hanseatic League for the
trade with Novgorod.
Revel, a comm. and town of France, dep. Haute

Garonne, cap. cant., 29 m. E.S.E. Toulouse. P.
5386. It has manufs. of linens, leather, cotton
thread, and hoisery and dye-works.
Revello, a town of North Italy, prov. and 20

m. N.N.W. Coni, cap. mand., on a hUl near the
head of the Po. P. of comm. 5211.

Revelstock, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6

m. S.S.E. Earl's-Plympton. Ac. 1478. P. 505.

Revere, a market town of North Italy, prov.

and 17 m. E.S.E. Mantua, on the Po. P. 7500.

Eevesby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.
S.S.E. Horncastle. Ac. 4660. P. 614.

Revigny, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Meuse, cap. cant., 9 m. W.N.W. Bar-le-Duc,
between the Ornain and the Canal of Revigny,
which unites that river with the Chee. P. 1496.

Revilla-gigedo, an island of Russian Ame-
rica, between lat. 55° and 66' N., Ion. 131° W.
Length 50 m. ; breadth 25 m.—II. a group of

rocky islands. Pacific Ocean, 260 m. S. Lower
California, lat. 19° N., Ion. 110° W., and consist-

ing of the island Socorro, with some islets.

Reville, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Mauche, arr. and 13 m. N.E. Valognes. P. 1780.

Revin, a comm. and town of France, dep. Ai-
dennes, on the Meuse, 6 m. E. Kocroy. P. 3144.

Rewa Caunta, a division of Guzerat, British

India, under the superintendence of the Bombav
presid., between lat. 21° 23' and 23° 33' N., Ion.
73° 3' and 74° 18' E. In 1839 a court of justice was
established here, and sutteeism is interdicted. It

comprises the states of Rajpeepla and Oodepore,
trib. to the Guicowar ; Soanth, trib. to Scindia

;

Loonawarra, trib. to Scindia and the Guicowar

;

and Deoghur Barruah, trib. to the British.

Rewah, a state of Hindostan, called also Bag-
helcund, mostly between lat. 24° and 42° 30' N.,

Ion, 81° and 82° E., enclosed by the territory

of the Bengal presid., to which it is subsidiary.

Area 9827 sq. m. P. 1,200,000. Surface a table-

land, much of which is cultivated. Principal
rivei's, the Sone and Tonse, tributaries of the
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Ganges. Annual revenue 200,000?. Principal

towns, Eewah, Simerea, Mowganj, and Bandoo-
gurh.

—

Rewafu, the cap., is 70 m. S.W Allaha-

bad, with a lai^e stone fort, & extensive suburbs.

P. 7000.

Kewe, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 m. N.N.E.
Exeter. Ac. 1340. P. 260.

Reyden, a vilL of Switzerland, cant, and 20 m.
N.W. Lucerne, on the Wigger. P. 1500.

Reydox, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 m.
N.N.W. Southwold. Ac. 2727. P. 294
Reyes (Los), two towns of America.—I. Gra-

nadian Confed., state Magdalena, prov. and 100

m. S.E. Santa Martha. Near it are silver, lead,

and copper mines.—II. (San Sebastian de Los),

Venezuela, prov. and 50 m. S.S.W. Caracas.

Eeykiavik, the cap. town of Iceland, near its

S.W. coast, on a small isthmus in Faxafiord, in

lat. 64° 8' 24" N., Ion. 21° 51' W. P. 1400. It is a

bishop's see, the seat of the Icelandic society, and
has an observatory and library. Manufactures
coarse woollens. Mean temp, of year 39°-4 Fahr.
Reymerston, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5J

m. S.S.E. East Dereham. Ac. 1599. P. 321.

Eeysagh, a pa. of Ireland, King's co., com-
prising the town of Banagher. Ac. 8713. P. 2505.

Reynolds, a co., U. S., North America, Mis-
souri. P. 3135 free, 38 slaves.

Reynoldston, two pas. of South "Wales.—1.

CO. Glamorgan, 12 m.W.S.W. Swansea. Ac. 1047.

P. 270. Here is a large cavern, and the Druidical

antiquity called Arthur's stone.—II. co. Pem-
broke, 6 m. N.W. Tenby. Ac. 625. P. 106.

Reynosa, a mountain range of Spain, extends
from the Cantabrian Mountains to near Bui^os.
—II. a town, 36 m. S.S.W. Santander. P. 1541.

Rezat, two small streams of Bavaria, afl3.s. of

the Rednitz, which give name to the circle of

Rezat or Middle Franconia.
Rez£, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Loire-Inf^rieure, near 1. b. of the Loire, 1

m. S.W. Nantes. P. 7209.

Rezzato, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and circ.

Brescia. P. 2040.

Rhages, a ruined city of Persia, the remains of

which are a little S. Teheran.
Rhayader or Radyk, a pari. bor. and market

town of South Wales, co. Radnor, pa. Nantmel,
on the Wye, here crossed by a bridge, 14 m.
W.N.W. New Radnor. Ac 188. P. 846. It has
manufs. of flannel and coarse grey cloth, and joins

with Radnor, Gefn-Llys, Knighton, Knucklas,
and Presteign, in sending 1 member to H. of 0.
Rhea, a co., U. S., N. America, Tennessee. P.

4376 free, 615 slaves

Rheda, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
and 40 m. S.W. Minden, on the Ems. P. 1795.

Rheenks, a town of the Netherlands, prov.
Utrecht, on the Rhine, 15m.W. Arnhem. P. 10,200.
Rheidt or Rheydt, a town of Rhenish Prussia,

gov. Dusseldorf, 10 m. S.S.E. Cologne. P. (1864)
11,417, employed in manufs. of silks and velvets.
Rheims, a city of France. rEEiMS.]
Rhein, a river of Europe. rRHiNE.j
Rhkin, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 61 m.

S.S.W. Gumbinnen, on Lake Rhein. P. 1478.
Rheiuac, a vill. of Switz., cant. Zurich, on a

peninsula formed by the Rhine, 4 m. S. Schaff-
uausen, on an island on which there is a Bene-
dictine abbey, with library and church. P. 698.
Rheixbach, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov.

and 21 m. S. Cologne. P. 1500.
Rhedtberg, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov.

and 24 m. N.N.W. DUsseldorf, circ. Gledern, on
the Rhine. P. 2366. It was strongly fortified
until 1703, and has sustained numei'uus sieges.

Rheine, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov. 4
23 m. N.N.W. Miinster, on rail., cap. principality

Rheine-Wolbeck, on the Ems. P. 2319. It has
manufs of woollens, linens, and leather. Tho
principality has an area of 318 sq. m. P. 24,500.
Rheineck or Rheinegg, a small town of Swit-

zerland, cant. St GaU, on the Rhine, near its

entrance into the Lake of Constance. P. 1285.
Rheixfelden, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Aargau, cap. circ., 10 m. E. Basle, on the Rhine,
here forming several rapids. P. 1939.

Rhetngau, a val. in the S. of Nassau, between
the Rhine and Mount Taunus ; chf. town Eltville.

The district is celebrated for its rich vineyards.
Rheixmagex or Eemagex, a town of Rhenish

Prussia, gov. and 23 m. N.W. Coblenz, on the
Rhine. P. 1779.

Rheixpkeussex, Prussia- I Rhenish Prussia.]
Rheixsberg, a town of Prussia, prov. Bran-

denburg, gov. and 48 m. N. Potsdam, on Lake
' Rhin. P. 2349. It has a royal castle, with a vast
park. Here Frederick the Great spent his youth.
Rhein Thal {Rhine Valleyy, an extensive val-

ley of Switzerland, cant. Grisons, traversed by
the river Rhine.
Rheinzabern, a mai-ket town of Rhenish Ba-

varia, on the Erlbach, 9 m. S.E. Landau. P. 2020.
Rhexen or Rheenex, a town of the Nether*

lands, prov. Utrecht, cap. cant, on L b. of the
Rhine, 9 m. E. Wyk-by-Duurstede. P. 2500.
Ehexish Bavaria or Palatinate. rBAVARiA.]
Rhenish Hessex, H.-Darmstadt. [Hesskk.]
Ehexish Prussia, Germany. [Prussia]
RntTiERS, a comm. and vill. ol France, dqu

Ille-et-Vilaine, arr. and cant Vitr^. P. 3127.
Ehin, a river of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,

joins the Havel, 26 m. N.N.W. Brandenburg,
after a S.W. course of 60 m., through numerous
small lakes [Rhine.]
Rhin Haut (Upper Rhine), a frontier dep. of

France, in the N.E., formed of the old prov. of

Upper Alsace, cap. Colmar, bounded E. by the
Rhine, which separates it from Baden, S. by
Switzerland and the dep. Doubs,W. by theVosges
mntns. and the deps. Haute Sa6ne & Vosges, & N.
byBasEhin. Area 1586 sq. m. P. (1861) 515,802.

One-third of the surface is covered with forests

;

it has mines of iron, lead, gold, silver, asphalte,

granite, and coal, and numerous mineral springs;
it is fertile in grain, and produces excellent wine,

beet-root, tobacco, madder, linseed, and hemp.
The fauna comprises the wolf, fox, wild cat, wild
boar, deer, eagle, and falcon. It has manufs.,

among which printed cottons and silks of Mul-
hausen are celebrated. The dep. is traversed S.

to N. by the HI, a tributary of the Ehine, by the

canal of the Rhine and Rhone, and by the railway
from Strasburg to Basle.

Rhin Bas (Loaver Rhine), a dep. of France,

contiguous to the former on the N. Area 1768 sq.

m- P. (1861) 677, 574. It is situated between the

Vosges mountains on the W. and the Ehine on
the E., which separates it from Baden, and which
here receives the 111, Moder, and Lauter ; the last

separates it on the N. from Rhenish Bavaria.

The soil is rich in mines of iron and coal, is well

cultivated, and fertile in com, wine, tobacco,

beet-root, linseed, and hemp. One-third of its

surface is covered with forests. It has numerous
manufs., and its commerce is facilitated by the

canal of the Ehine and Ehone, and several other

canals, and by the Strasbourg and Basle Railway.

The dep. is divided into the arrs. Strasbooig,

Saverne, Schelestadt, and Wissembourg.
EmxAU, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. B«»-

Rhin, 13 m. N.E. Schele.sUdt P. 1427.
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Rhine (German Rhein, French Ehin, anc. Rke-

nus\ an important and celebrated river of Europe,

is foimed in Switzerland by the union of two
small streams, the Hinter and Vorder Rhein;
the first springs from the glacier of Eheinwald,
and the secoud rises on the N. side of Mount St
Gothard at a height of 7650 feet ; these meet at

Eeichenau in the canton of Grisons. The united

stream flows generally N. past Meyenfeld, and
enters the Lake of Constance on the S.E. near
Eheineck, 1344 feet above the sea ; at Stein it

quits the Lake of Untersee at its W. extremity,

flows W. past Schaffhausen, where it falls 70 feet,

and Lauffenburg, separating Switzerland from
Baden. At Basle, where the Upper Khine ter-

minates with an elevation of 755 feet, & a breadth
of 650 feet, it turns to the N., and flows past Alt
Breisach, Strasbourg, and Spej'er to Mannheim,
where it receives the Neckar, and where its bed
is 300 feet above the sea, between the territories

of Baden on the E., and France and Khenish
Bavaria on the W. From Worms to Mayence,
it traverses Hessen. At Mayence it receives the
Main, and flows W. to Biugen, where it turns to

the N.W., passing Coblentz, Bonn, Cologne (110
feet above the sea), and Diisseldorf (near which
it attains its greatest breadth, 2300 feet), Wesel
and Emmerich, where its course is again westerly,

till entering the Netherlands it reaches the North
Sea by several branches, having a delta larger

than that of any other European river, which
begins 104 m. above the mouth. [^Netherlands.]
The principal affluents of the Rhine are, on right,

the Kinzig, Neckar, Main, Lahn, Sieg, Euhr, and
Lippe ; and on left, the Thur, Aar, Ille, Moselle,

and Meuse, which joins it in the delta. From
Chur to Basle, the Khine is only partially navig-
able, on account of the rapidity of its current, the
numerous rocks which impede it, and its water-
falls, the greatest of which is at Laufen, near
Bchaffhausen. From Basle to the sea, the navi-
gation for steamers and large barges is con-
tinuous. It is navigated by steam vessels, belong-
ing to several companies, which ply constantly

on its middle course, and is visited by tourists

from all countries, on account of its picturesque
scenery. The goods traffic amounts to about
8,500,000 tons annually. Below Cologne it is

navigable for sea-going vessels, and the current
is sluggish. In September 1852, it rose 13 feet

above its highest water-mark, and overflowed
the country near Strasbourg. In the Nether-
lands it is connected by canals with its several
branches and to the sea. The Great North
Canal imites it to the Meuse and the N^the,
affluent of the Scheldt; and the canal of the
Bh6ne and Ehine in France connects it with the
Bh6ne by the Saone. In Bavaria it communi-
oates with the Danube by means of the Main, and
the Atmuhl and Ludwigs Canal. The direct

distance of the Rhine from its source to its mouth
is 416 m. The following are the distances in

miles of various points from the mouth, accord-
ing to the windings : to Cologne, 218 ; to river

Main, 344 ; to Basle, 670 ; to Stein, at the mouth
of the Lake of Untersee, 654 ; to Rheineck, 692

;

and to the source, 800. Its basin comprises an area
of 87,178 sq. m., or including the Meuse basin,

105,560 sq. m. The Rhine gives name to 3 circles

of Baden, to a prov. of Hessen-Darmstadt, a prov.
of Bavaria, 2 deps. of France, and a prov. of

Prussia.

—

Rhine Confederation. [Germany.]
Rhine (I,ower and Upper), two old circs, of

Germany.—I. on 1. b. of the Rhine, now comprised
mostly in Hessen-Darmstadt, Rhenish Bavaria,
and Rhenish Prussia.—II. on rt. b. of the Rhine,

enclosed by circs. Lower Rhine, Westphalia,
Lower and Upper Saxony, and Franconia, now
mostly included in the dominions of H.-Darmstadt
and Electoral Hessen. The grand duchy of the
Lower Rhine is a name sometimes applied to the
provs. of Prussia W. of the Weser, forming the
provs. of Westphalia and Rhenish Prussia.

Rhinebeck, a township, U. S., North America,
New York, on the Hudson, 32 m. S. Albany.

Ehinns, Rhyns or Rinns of Galloway, Cher-
sonesus Novantum, a peninsula of the S.W. coast
of Scotland, co, Wigtown, nearly separated from
the rest of the co. by Loch Ryan and Luce Bay,
but connected in its centre by a low isthmus 7
m. across. Length, N.N.W. to S.S.E., 28 m.

;

breadth varies from 2 to 5 m. Area 116 sq. m.
It terminates on the S. in the Mull of Galloway,
and comprises 5 parishes, a part of Inch, and the
towns or vills. Portpatrick, Kirkmaiden, Stoney-
kirk, Kirkcolm, and Stranraer.
Rhinow, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-

burg, gov. and 39 m. N.W. Potsdam, on the Rhin,
near its junction with the Havel. P. 610.

Rhio, a town and Dutch settlement in Ma-
laysia, on S.W. coast of the island Bintang, •

Strait of Malacca, 45 m. S.E. Singapore. P.
24,000 (?), Chinese and Malays.
Rhiw, a pa. of North Wales, co. Carnarvon, 10

m. W.S.W. Pwllheli. Ac. 1653. P. 370.

Rhiwabon or Ruabon, a pa., N. Wales, co. Den-
bigh, 5 ra. S.S.W.Wrexham. Ac. 14,364. P. 14,343.

Riio 01' Ro, a market town of North Italy,

prov. and 8 m. W.N.W. Milan. P. 4002.

Rhoda, an island of Egypt, in the NUe, imme-
diately opposite Cairo, 2 m. in length. It con-
tains the Pacha's gardens, and the famous Nilo-
meter, a graduated pillar, divided into devaks or
cubits to mark the rise of the inundation, the
amount of which is watched with the greatest
anxiety, and daily proclaimed by criers. The
pillar is erected in a square, well-like building,

which was once covered with a dome. Here Arab
tradition fixes the finding of Moses by Pharaoh's
daughter.
Rhode Island, the smallest of the U. S. of

North America, in the N. part of the Union, be-
tween lat. 41° 18' and 42° V N., Ion. 71° 6' and
71° 55' W., having S. the Atlantic, W. Connecti-
cut, and on other sides Massachusetts. Area
1306 sq. ra. P. (1860) 174,620, of whom 3952
are free coloured. Number of deaths 1 in 60.

It derives its name from Rhode Island in Nar-
raganset Bay, 17 m. in length by 3 m. in width,
besides which it comprises some other islands in

the Atlantic. Surface hiUy in N., elsewhere level

or undulating. Principal river the Pawtucket.
Soil better adapted for grazing than tillage.

Scarcely sufficient corn is raised for home con-
sumption. Principal exports are flax, seed, cattle,

beef, pork, and cotton goods. Manufs. of cottons,

woollens, iron goods, leather, and paper, ai-e im-
portant. There are 221 churches of all denomi-
nations ; and a university. Number of schools

(1864) 612, attended by 27,076 pupils. Total
length of railways 66 m. Value of imports (1852)
201,680 dollars ; do. of exports 179,175 dollars.

Public revenue (1864) 372,289 dollars. Interest on
state bonds 15,000,000 dollars. A constitutional

government was formed in 1842. The governor,
lieutenant-governor, sec. of state, treasurer, and
attorney-general, are chosen annually by the
people at an election held on the first Wednesday
of April. It sends 2 representatives to Congress,
Principal towns. Providence and Newport, alter-

nately the caps., Bristol, Warwick, and Coventry
It was first settled at Providence in 1636.
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Rhodex, a town of Central Germany, princip.

Waldeck, 24 m. W.N.W. Cassel. P. 184(5.

Rhodes, an island of Asiatic Turkey, in the

IMediterranean, off the S.W. coast of Asia

Minor, termed "the pearl of the Levant," be-

tween lat. 35' 53' and 36° 28' N., Ion. 27° 40' and
'2^° 12' E. Length 46 m.

;
greatest breadth 18 m.

Area 420 sq. m. P. estimated at 30,000, of whom
.")00 are Europeans, 6500 Turks, 21,000 Greeks,

und 2000 Jews. It is traversed by a mountain
chain, covered with forests, which supply good
timber for ship-building. Climate excellent,

Jind the soil of high fertility. Shipping (1862)
!i96 vessels (tonnage 137,969). Principal exports,

wax, honey, madder, roots, bark, cotton, liquorice,

apricots, figs, oranges, lemons, pomegranates,
wine, and manufactured silk. Value (1862)
60,833/. In addition to which, sponge, timber,

.shoes, and red leather are among its products.

Imports, colonial produce, American cotton, Ger-
man woollens, iron, nails, shot, tin, paper, soap,

salt-fish, cordage, glass and eartlienwares, hard-
ware and cutlery, and French fancy articles;

coals from England, for the supply of the Medi-
ten-anean steam-packets, and horses, mules, cat-

tle, sheep, poultiy, hides, skins, wool, carpets,

and com, from the opposite coast of Asia Minor.
Value 132,979/. lihodes is governed by a pasha,
immediately subordina'te to the capitan pasha,
and whose juaisdiction extends over the Turkish
Sporades, and the naval station Mannorice.
Rhodes, a strongly fortified city and seaport

of Asiatic Turkey, cap. of the island Rhodes, at

its N.E. extremity, 13 m. S.E. the nearest pro-
montory of Asia Minor. Lat., tower of St Elons,
with revolving light, 118 feet high, 36° 27' 9' N.

;

Ion. 16° 10' E. P. 15,000, of whom 8000 are
Turks, and 3000 Jews. It is enclosed by walls,

built by the knights of St John. On the N.E.
side two piers enclose a harbour, which is fast

silting up. The city has 33 mosques, a Jews'
<iuarter and ruins of synagogue, and the ancient
hospital of the knights of St John. Outside the
walls, on the N , are the pasha's palace, the dock-
yard, and a Roman Catholic quarter. S. of the
city are the Greek suburbs, with about 3000 in-

habitants, and 10 churches. lihodes has 3 Mo-
hammedan colleges, a Turkish library, Turkish
and Greek schools, and manufs. of red leather,

and shoes for exportation. It is the residence of

a Greek consul, French and other vice-consular
agents. An earthquake, which occurred on 22d
April 1863, ruined the light tower, and the palace
of the Grand Master, recently converted into a
prison, destroyed 2000 houses, and killed many
of the inhabitants. In ancient times it was a
celebrated Greek city, and boasted of the famous
brazen Colossus—one of the seven wonders of

the world. AJter the destruction of its republic,
it belonged successively to the Romans, the Greek
emperors, the Genoese, and the knights of St
John of Jerusalem ; which last held it from
1308 to 1522, when, after a heroic resistaace, it

capitulated to the Turks under Solyman tho
Magnificent.
Rhodes (Ixner and Outer), two divisions of

the Swiss canton Appexzel.
Rhodez, a town of France. [Rodez.]
Rhodope Mountalm. [Despoto-Dagh.]
Ehoe or RooE (Mickle), one of the Shetland

Islands, Scotland, near the head of St Magnus
Bay. Length about 2J m. by 2 m. broad. P.
189.

—

Little Rhoe is an islet in its vicinity, with
16 inhabitants.

Rhone, a dep. of Fi-ance, in the S.E., formed
of the old prov. Lyonuais, cap. Lyou, bounded

E. by the Rhone and Saone, and the deps. Aia
and Isere, S. and W. by the dep. Loke, and N.
by Saone-et-Loire. Area 1077 sq. m. P. (1861)
662,493. It is partly covered by the mountains
which unite the Vosges and the Cevennes, and
contains the summits Mont d'Or and PUat. The
wolf, fox, and badger are found among these
mountains. SoU rich in mines of copper, iron,

and coal, besides argentiferous lead mines. It

produces excellent wine, the most valued of which
is that of Cote-Eotie, Condrieux, and Beaujolais.

The goat-milk cheese of Mont d'Or is in high re-

pute. The sUks of Lyon are sent to all parts of

the world, and muslins are extensively manufac-
tured at Tarare. The other branches of industry
comprise cotton and linen spinning and weaving,
hat making, glass and paper making, and the
rearing of silkworms. The railway from Lyon
to St Etienne was one of the first constructed in

France. The dep. is divided into the arrs. Lyon
and ViUefranche.
Rhone (Bouches du.) LBocches-du-Rhone."!
Rhone:, JRhodonus, an important river of Eu-

rope, rises in Switzerland, in the Rh6ne Glacier,

on the W. of Mount St Gothard, between Mounts
Furka and Grimsel, at an elevation of 6500 feet,

flows S.W. past Brieg and Sion to Martigny,
where it turns sharply to the N.W., and enters

the Lake of Geneva near its S.E. extremity. At
Geneva it leaves the lake and takes a S.W. direc-

tion, forming the boundary between Italy and
the French dep. Ain. At Seyssel it becomes
navigable ; its course is now W. to Lyon, where
it receives the Saone, and it then flows nearly

due S., past St Genis, where its bed is 640 feet

above the sea, Vienne, Toumon, Valence, Avig-
non, Beaucaire, to Aries, where it separates into

several branches, forming a delta called the He
de la Camargue, and enters the Gulf of Lions,

Mediterranean. The E. arm is called le Petit

Rhone, and the W. the Rhfine Mort. Principal

affls., on right, the Ain, Saone, Ardeche, and
Gard ; on left, tho Isere, Drome, and Durance.
Its fall is much greater than that of the Rhin&
and consequently its navigation is difiicult and
dangerous. It is connected with the Loire by
means of the Sa6ue and Canal du Centre ; the

Canal of Burgundy unites it to the Yonne and
Seine, and that of the Rh6ne and Rhine connects

it with the Rhine. Distance from source to

mouth 285 m., following windings 645 m., extent

of basin 30,000 sq. m. The Rh6ne formerly dis-

appeared at a place called the Perte du Rhone, on
the frontier of France, but the rock which covered

it has been removed. Below Lyon it is navigated

by steam packets, which, by means of the Sadae,

ascend as far as ChS,lons.

Rhone-gebirge, a mountain-chain of Central

Germany, N.W. Bavaria and Hessen-Cassel, se-

parates the basins of the rivers Fulda and Werrs
from those of the Kinzig and Maine. In it are

the traces of many extinct volcanoes.

Rhone Glacier, one of the finest in Switzer-

land, in the N.E. comer of the canton Valais.

Rhos, several pas. of Wales.—I. (Colyn), N.

Wales, CO. Anglesey, 5 m. S.S.E. Holyhead. Ac.

2580. P. 462.—II. {Tie), S. Wales, co. Cardigan,

6i m. S.E. Aberystwith. Ac. 1307. P. 122.—IIL
(Crmcther), S. Wales, co. and 6 m. W.N.W. Pem-
broke. Ac. 2536. P. 202.—IV. (Rosemarket), S.

Wales, CO. Pembroke, 3| m. N.E. Milford. Aa
1759. P. 451.—V. {Beirio), N. Wales, co. An-
glesey, 3J m. S.W. Amlwch. Ac. 369. P. 29.—

VI. (Ciuy), S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, 16 m.

W.S.W. Swansea. Ac. 2470. P. 294.

RnoT^iSGURH, a town and fort of British India.
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presiA Bengal, dist. Shahabad, 110 m. S.E. Patna,

with some Hindoo temples, and many Moham-
medan remains. The climate is very unhealthy,

more especially to European constitutions.

Rhuabon, Wales. [Rhinabox."]
Rhuddlan or Rhyddlan, a contrib. pari. bor.

and pa. of N. Wales, co. Flint, in the beautiful

vale of Clwyd, 3 m. N.N.W. St Asaph. Ac. 6670.

P. 4397. It unites with Flint, at Asaph, Holy-
well, Mold, etc., in sending 1 member to House
of Commons.
Rhulen, a pa. of South Wales, co. Radnor, 6J

m. E.S E. Builth. Ac. 756. P. 111.

Rhuthyn, a pari, bor., N. Wales. [Ruthin.]
Rhuysselede, a town of the Netherlands, o

m. from the Bloemendaal station, on road from
Bruges to Ghent. Here is a government school

of reform for 500 boys.

Rhyd (Y-Brew), a pa. of South Wales, co.

and 8 m. W. Brecon. P. 356.—II. {Y-Boithan),

a hamlet, co. Glamorgan, pa. Eglwys-Llan, W.
Caerphilly. P. 1925.

Rhyl, a chapelry of North Wales, co. Flint, pa.

Rhuddlan, 5 m. N.N.W. St Asaph, at the mouth
of the Clwyd. P. 2965. It has a station on the

Chester and Holyhead Railway, 13 m. E.N.E.
Conway, and steamers from Liverpool to Holy-
head usually touch here.

Rhynd, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 5J m. S.W.
Perth, immediately S. the Tay. Ac. 2894. P. 297.

Rhyndacus (mod. Edrenos\ a river of Asia
Minor, Anatolia, rises about 40 m. S.W. Kutaiya,
flows mostly N.W., and after having traversed

the Lake Abullionte, on its W. side, enters the

Sea of Marmora, 20 m. W. Moudania. Total

course about 150 m. On it are the towns
Mohimul and Ulubad, near which, last it re-

ceives the Macestus (mod. Sttsugherli-gu}, and
probably the waters of the Lake of Maniyas or

Miletopoli.

Rhynie, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, E.

the pa. of Cabrach. Area 5 sq. ra. P. 1061 ; in-

cludes vill. of Muir of Rhynie, P. 349.

RiAiLLi:, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Loire-
Inf^rieure, cap. cant., 24 m. N.E. Nantes. P. 2083.

RiAJSK, a town of Russia, gov. and 52 m. S.S.E.
Riazan, cap. dist., on the Rasa. P. 3000.

RiANS, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Var, cap. cant., 20 m. N.W. Brignolle. P.
2603.

RiANTEC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, arr. Lorient, cant. Port Louis. P. 4620.

RiARDO, a rakt. town of S. Italy, prov. Caserta,

on a hill, 11 m. N.N.W. Capua. P. 1451.

RiAsi, a fort and town of India, dom. of Gholab
Singh, in lat. 33° 5' N., Ion. 74° 52' E. P. 1000.

UiATOVO, a market town of Russian Poland,
gov. Vilna, 50 m. W.N.W. Rossiena. P. 1530.

RiAUJO, a market town of Spain, prov. Corufia,

on the Bay of Arosa, 27 m. S.W. Santiago.
RiAZA, a town of Spain, prov. and 33 m. E.N.E.

Segovia, on the small river Riaza. P. 3736.
Riazan, a gov. of Russia, between lat. 53° and

55° 35' N., Ion. 38° and 41° 20' E., enclosed by
the govs. Moscow, Vladimir, Tambov, and Tula.
Area 16,216 sq. m. P. (1858) 1,427,299. Sur-
face generally level. Principal river, the Oka,
which divides it into two unequal and widely dif-

fering portions, the S. ward and larger, fertile and
healthy ; the N. ward low, marshy, and mostly
uncultivated. Chief products, hops, tobacco,

garden produce, rye, and fruits. Pasture lands
extensive, and the graziers of the Ukraine bring
hither large herds to feed ; the gov. has a superior
breed of horses. Manufs. are of glass and hard-
wares, woollen, cotton, and linen stuffs, and cord-

age. It has numerous distilleries. Principal ex-
ports, corn, cattle, honey, lead, iron, and timber.
The gov. is subdivided into 12 dists. Principal
towns, Riazan, Zaraisk, and Kasimov.

—

Riazan,
the cap., is situated on the Trubesh, a tributary
of the Oka, 110 m. S.E. Moscow. P. (186d)
22,279. It lias greatly increased in size and im-
portance within the last 50 years, and consi.st.s

of 2 distinct portions ; first a fortress, enclosed by
an earthen rampart, and having the cathedrals,

episcopal palace, formerly the residence of tht>

princes of Riazan, and the consistory; and tho
town-proper, with numerous churches, govern-
ment offices, convents, a seminaiy with a pub-
lic libraiy, hospital, college, society of arts, and
school of drawing and architecture.

—

Old Riazan,
desti'oyed by the Tartars in 1568, is a village

about 30 m. S.E.ward.
RiBADAViA, a town of Spain, prov. and 15 m.

S.W. Orense, on rt. b. of the Avia. P. 2211.—
Rihadeo is a town in the prov. and 19 ra. N.N.E.
Lugo, at the mouth of the Po. P. 2789.
RiBAUD (Great and Little), two islands of

the Mediterranean, on the coast of France, dep.
Ain, S.W. Toulon.
RiBBESFORD, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

\ m. S. Bewdley. Ac. 4330. P. 3158.

RiBBLE, a river of England, rises in the dist.

Craven, in the W. part of the co. York, flows S.

and W. through the central part of the co. Lan-
caster, and joins the Irish Sea 15 m. W. Preston,

by an estuary 7 m. across. Principal affl., the
Calder, in Lancashire, from the S.E.

RiBCHKSTEit, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster,

7^ m. E.N.E. Preston. Ac. 8150. P. 3885. It lias

Roman Catholic and Independent chapels.

RiBE or Ripen, a town of Denmark, N. Jiit-

laud, cap. stift and amt, near the North Sea, 29
m. W.N.W. Hadersleben. P. 2600. It is the re-

sidence of a bishop, and has a cathedral.

liiBEAUViLLE (tierm. Rappoltsweiler), a coram,
and town of France, dep. Haut-Rhin, cap. cant.,

on the Strasbourg Railway, 5| m. S.S.W. Sche-
lestadt. P. 7181. It has manufs. of calicoes.

—

Ribecourt is a vill., dep. Oise, cap. cant., 8 m.
N.E. Compi^gne, on railway to Creil. P. 703.

RiBEiRA GiiANDE, a town on the N. coast of

the island St Michael, Azores. P. 3300.—II.
Cape Verde islands. [Santiago."]

RiBEMONT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aisne, cap. cant., near the Oise, 17 m. N.N.W.
Laon. P. 3220. It has manufs. of linen and
cotton fabrics. Condorcet was born here in 1743.

RiBERA, a town of the island Sicily, prov. and
22 m. W.N.W. Girgenti, on the CalatabeUota.

P. 6439.

RiBiRAC, a coram, and town of France, dep.
Dordogne, cap. arr., near 1. b. of the Dronne, 18

m. W.N.W. Pe'rlgueux. P. 3658.

RiBiERS, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Hautes-Alpes, cap. cant., on the Buech, 20
m. S.S.W. Gap. P. 1266.

RiBLEH {Riblah of Scripture), a vill. of Syria,

pash. Damascus, on the Orontes, S.S.W. Homs.
RiBNiTZ, a town of Northern Germany, Meck-

lenburg-Schwerin, duchy and 34 m. N.N.E. Giis-

trow, at the mouth of the Recknitz, in a bay c)f

the Baltic. P. 2800. It has manufactures of

coarse woollens.
RiBSTONE, a tnshp. of England, co. York, West

Riding, pa. Spofiforth, on the Nidd, 4 m. N.N.W.
Wetherby. Ac. 855. P. 230. At Ribstone hall

the famous Ribstone pippin was first cultivated.

RiBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5f uu
W.S.W. Great Grimsby. Ac. 2749. P. 242.

Rica {Villa), a town of Brazil. [OuRO Pketo.J
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Rica del Oro, a rocky islet of the Soiitli Pa-

citic Ocean, N.E. the Mariannes.
EiCAJUVKiE (La), a comm & vill., France, dep.

Loire, arr. S. Etienne, cant. Chambon. P. 2373.

EiccAL, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Eiding,

fJ m. N. Selby. Ac. 3060. P. 783-

EiccARTON, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ayr, dist.

Kyle, on the Irvine, which separates it from Kil-

marnock, of which the village is a suburb. Ac.
7598. P. 5629, engaged in woollen and cotton

weaving, and in coal mines, brick-works, etc
EicciA, a town of South It-aly, prov. and 13 m.

S.E. Campobasso, cap. cant P. 7595. It has a

collegiate church, and near it are sulphur springs.

EiCE, a CO., U. S., North America, in S.E. of

Minnesota. Area 3120 sq. m. P. 7543.

EiCE Lake, Canada West, cos. Northumber-
land and Peterborough, is 22 m. in length, by 3 m.
in average breadth, receives from the N. the sur-

plus waters of several lakes, and pours its own
by the Trent into Quinte Bay, Lake Ontario.

EiCEYS (Les), thi'ee contiguous comms. and
vills. of France, forming together a town, in the

dep. Aube, cap. cant., on the Laig^es, surrounded
by vine-clad hills, 7J m. S. Bar-sui^Seine. P.

3225, engaged in distilling, tanning, and a trade

in wine of superior quality.

Eichard's-Castle, a pa. of Engl., cos. Hereford
and Salop, 7 m. N. Leominster. Ac. 4871. P. 710.

EiciLUiDSON, a CO. of U. S., North America,
Nebraska. P. 2885.

EiCHARDSON EiVER, British North America,
enters Back Inlet, Arctic Ocean, in lat. 67° 64'

N., Ion. 115° 56' W.
EiCHBOROUGH, a decayed vill. of England, co.

Kent, on the Stour, 2 m. N.N.W. Sandwich, with
vestiges of a castle on site of the Eoman station

Jlhutupium.
EiCHE, an island. Pacific Ocean, off the E. end

of Papua, lat 8° 2' S , Ion. 147° 57' E.
EiCHBBOURG L'Avou£, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Pas-de-Calais, arr. Bethune, cant.

Cambrin. P. 2171.

EiCHELiEU, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Indre-et-Loire, cap. cant., 11 m. S.S.E. Chinon.
P. 2601. It was formerly important, and is the
birthplace of Cardinal de Eichelieu.

EicHELiEU, a CO. of Canada East Area 373
&q. m. P. 26,000. Cap. Sorel.

Eichelieu, Sorel, St Joks or Chambly, a
river of Canada East, leaves Lake Champlain at

its N. extremity, and after a N. course, estimated
at 92 m., enters the Eiver St Lawrence at Lake
St Peter. Near its centre it expands into the
basin of Chambly, besides which vills., St John,
Sorel, etc., are on its banks.

—

Richelieu Islands are
in Lake St Peter.

EiCHFiELD, several townships of the U. S.,

North America.—I. New York, on Canaderaga
Lake, 72 m. W.N.W. Albany.—II. Ohio, 134 m.
N.N.E. Columbus.—III. Ohio, co. Huron.

EiCH-HiLL, a mkt. to^vn of Ireland, Ulster, co.

and 4 m. E.N.E. Armagh, on the road to Belfast
P. 696. It has some linen trade, and a station on
the Belfast and Armagh Eailway.
EiCHLAXD, several cos. of U. S., N. America.

—LN. of Ohio. Area 468 sq.m. P. (1860)31,158.
—II. Hlinois. P. 9711.—III. Wisconsin. P. 9732.
—IV. a dist in centre of S. Carolina. Area 483
sq. m. P. 7302 free, 11,005 slaves. Also several
townships.— I. New York, co. and semi-cap. of
Oswego.—II. Pennsylvania, co. Venango.—III.

Pennsylvania, 37 m. N.W. Philadelphia.—IV.
Ohio, CO. Belmont.
EiCHMOND, a pari, and municipal bor., town,

and pa. of England, co. York, N. Eiding, on the

Swale, 42 m. N.W. York, with which it is con-
nected by the Great North of England Eailway,
and a short bi-anch. Ac. of pa. 2341. P. of pari,
bor. (1861) 4290. Chief buildings, the old church,
a Eoman Catholic chapel, and a free grammar
school. Eichmond has a scientific society, me-
chanics' institute, and banking company. An
ecclesiastical and a civil court, for the extensive
dist. of Eichmondshire, are held here. The bor.
sends 2 members to H. of C. Eeg. elect. (1864)
306. It is a polling place for the North Eiding,
and the head of a poor-law union. It was given
by William the conqueror to his nephew, Earl
of Bretagne and Armorica. The charter was
signed and dated from his siege before York.
EicHMOXD, a town and pa. of England, co.

Surrey, on the rt b. of the Thames, 10 m. W.S.W.
St Paul's, London, with which it is connected
by a branch of the S.-W. Eailway. Ac. of pa.

1230. P. (1861) 10,926. Eichmond commands
one of the finest prospects in the vicinity of Lon-
don. In its church are the tombs of the poet
Thomson and the tragedian Kean. It has a na-
tional school, several amply endowed alms-houses,
and a Wesleyan college.

—

Richmond Park, adjoin-
ing the town on the S., is 8 m. in circuit, well
wooded, stocked with deer, and open to the public
Eichmond, a town of Tasmania, co. Monmouth,

on Coal river, 11 m. N.E. Hobart-town. It has
a court-house and gaol.—Other settlements are
Sorell, Brighton, and Bagdad.
Eichmond, a town of New South Wales, co.

Cumberland, 4 m. W. Windsor. P. (1861) 943.

It is rapidly increasing; has a church, many
ornamental cottages, and good land in its vicinity.—Richmond River, New South Wales, rises in

Macpherson Eange, separates cos. Eous from
BuUer and Eichmond, enters the Pacific Ocean
about 60 m. S. Moreton Bay. and is navigable for

small vessels for 70 m. from its mouth. Its valley
is said to be well suited for the culture of wheat,
and remarkable for the size of its trees.

Eichmond, a maritime co. of New South
Wales, bounded N. by Eichmond river and Bul-
ler CO., W. by Clarence river, and S. by co.

Clarence. Chief town, Grafton. Ac. 736,000.

Eichmond, several cos., U. S., North America.
—I. in S. part of New York, containing the whole
of Staten Island. Area 63 sq. m. P. (1860)
25,492.-11. in E. of Virginia. Area 200 sq. m.
P. 4390 free, 2466 slaves.—III. in S. part of North
Carolina. Area 648 sq. m. P. (1860) 6556 free,

5453 slaves.—IV. in E. of Georgia. Area 313
sq. m. P. 12,895 free, 8389 slaves.

Eichmond, a town of U. S., North America,
Indiana. P. 6603.

Eichmond, a city and river port, U. S., N. Ame-
rica, former cap. state Virginia, on James river,

at its lower falls, 150 m. above its mouth, opposite

Manchester, with which, and Spring Hill, it is

connected by 3 bridges, and on the Eichmond and
Aquia Creek : the centre of numerous railways.

Lat 37° 32' N. ; Ion. 77' 23' W. P. (1860)

37,910. Principal edifices, 30 churches, a college,

the capitol, in a spacious square, with a statue of

Washington, custom-house, co. court-house, state

penitentiary, city gaol, Vii-ginian armoury, an
orphan asylum, theatre, museum, masonic hall,

Eichmond college, St Vincent Eoman Catholic

college, various schools, public libraries, etc. Ves-
sels drawing 10 feet water come up to the Eockets,

1 m. below the city ; and the river above, by the

aid of a canal, is navigable for boats for 220

m. The city is supplied with water from the

river by means of forcing pumps, which supply 3

reservoirs of 1,000,000 gallons each. It haa
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manufs. of machinery, cotton stuffs, tobacco, and
paper ; various forges, a cannon foundry, and corn
and saw mills. It is the dep6t for the famous
tobacco product of Virginia. Principal exports,

wheat, flour, hemp, and tobacco.—II. a town
of Indiana, on a fork of White Water river,

69 m. from Indianapolis. P. 6000. It has
manufs. of cotton, wool, iron, paper, and flour.

—

III. a township, Pennsylvania, Berks co., on
Moslem Creek.—IV. New York, 14 m. W. Ca-
iiandaigua.—V. Maine, on the Kennebec, 13 m.
ti. Augusta.— VI. Missouri, co. Howard.—VII.
New Hampshire, 61 m. S.W. Concord.—VIII.
Vermont, 26 m. W.N.W. Montpelier.—IX. Ehode
Island, 32 m. S.S.W. Providence.—^X. Indiana,
Wagne co. P. (1860) 6603.

RiCHTENBERG, a town of Prussia, gov. and 12

m. S.W. Stralsund, on a small lake. P. 1862.

RiCHTEXSWElL Or RiCHTERSVVYL, a viU. of

Switzerland, cant and 13 m. S.E. Zilrich, circ.

Horzen, on the S. shore of its lake. P. 3498.
RiCKENBACH, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Lu-

cerne, dist. Sursee. P. 1060.

RiCKiNQHALL, two pas. of England, co. Suffolk.

—I. (Jnferiory, 13J m. N.E. Bury St Edmunds.
Ac. 1610. P. 437.—II. {Superior), same co., 7 m.
W.N.W. Eye. Ac. 1857. P. 742.

RiCKMNG, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 7 m. N.
Stortford. Ac. 1331. P. 602.

RiCKMANSwoRTH, a mkt. town and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Herts, on the Colne and the Grand
Junction Canal, 10 m. S.W. St Albans. Ac. of

pa. 9937. P. 4873, employed in manufs. of silk

and straw plait, paper and flour nulls.

RiCLA (NertobrigcCy, a town of Spain, prov.
Zaragoza, 15 m. N.E. Calatayud. P. 1303.

RiCQUiEU (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Somme, 5 m. N.E. Abbeville. P. 1734.

RiDDENS, a vill. of Scotland, co. Ayr, pa. Dairy.
P. 618.

EiDDEKKERK, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
5 Holland, in the island Ysselmonde, cap. cant.,

6 m. S.E. Rotterdam. P. 4670.
EiDDEs, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Valais,

dist. Martigny. P. 609.

RiDDLESWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

4J m. S.W. Harling. Ac. 1167. P. 97.

RiDEAU River and Canal, Canada West,
connects Kingston on Lake Ontario with the
Ottawa River at Ottawa. The canal is partly
formed by the Cataraqui river, which flows to

Kingston from Lake Rideau, in lat. 44° 40' N.,
Ion. 76° 16' W.
Ridge, a pa. of Engl., co. Herts, 3f m. N.N.W.

Chipping-Barnet. Ac. 3607. P. 437.
RiDGEFiELD, atownship, U. S., North America,

Connecticut, 81 m. W. Newhaven.
RiDGEMONT, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 2f m.

I N.E. Wobum, with a station on a branch of the
London and N.W. Railway. Ac. 2248. P. 1029.
RiDGEWAY, several tnshps., U. S., N. Amer.

—

1 1. New York, 11 m. W.N.W. Albion.—II. Penn-

I
sylvania, co. Bradford.—III. a hamlet of Eng-

I land, CO. Devon, pa. Plympton.
RiDGEWELL, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6J

m. E.S.E. Haverhill. Ac. 17' 7. P. 795.
Ridley, a pa. of Englai^d, co. Kent, 8 m.

W.8.W. Rochester. Ac. 814. P. 101.

RiDLUJGTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-
jfolk, 4J m. E.N.E. North Walsham. Ac. 635.
P. 236.—II. CO. Rutland, 23 m. N.N.W. Upping-
Iham. Ac. 2027. P. 282.
' Ridmarley-d-Abitot, a pa. of England, co.
Worcester, 9 m. S.W. Upton-on-Sevem. Ac.
3778. P. 1266.
Ridwake, two pas. of England, co. Stafford.—

I. (MavesynX 21 m. E.S.E. Rudgeley. Ac. 2475.
P. 462.—II. (Pipe), 3i m. E. Rudgeley. Ac.
816. P. 93.

Riec, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Finistere,
arr. QuimperM, cant. Port Aven. P. 3178.

Rikd, a mkt. town of Upper Austria, cap. circ.

Inn, 25 m. S. Passau. P. 2900. It has manufs.
of linens and woollens, and a brisk transit trade.

RiED, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Valais, dist.

Conches. P. 646.

RiEDLiNGEN, a town, Wiirtemberg, circ. and on
the Danube, cap. dist., 28 m. S.W. Ulm. P. 1779.
RiEGEL, a market town of Baden, cii"C. Upper

Rhine, on the Elz, and on the Mannheim and
Basle Railway, 11 m. N.N.W. Freiburg. P. 1852.
RiEHEN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 3 m.

N.E. Basle. P. 1369.—II. a vill., cant. Bable,
dist. Villa. P. 1651.

RiENECK or Rheineck, a town of Bavaria,
circ. Lower Franconia, on the Sinn, 25 m. N.N.W.
Wiirtzburg. P. 1642.

RiERi, a town of the island Sicily, prov. and
14 m. S. Caltanisetta. P. 9325. Near it are
sulphur mines.

RiEaA, a vill. of Saxony, circ. Dresden, on the
Jahua, at its junction with the Elbe, and on Dres-
den Railway, 12 m. N.W. Meissen. P. 2950.

RiESEJjGEBiRGE (" Giant Mountains "), a moun-
tain range of E. Germany, separating Bohemia
from Prussian Silesia, continuous E.ward with
the Sudeten-gebirge, and W. with the Erz-ge-
birge. Length N.W. to S.E. 60 m. Principal
height, the Schneekoppe, is 6255 feet above the
sea. The Elbe rises on its S. side.

RiETBERG, a town of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. and 40 m. S.S.W. Minden, on the Ems. P.
2111. It has linen weaving and bleachfields.

RiETCHKi, a market town of Russia, gov.
Minsk, 10 m. N.N.E. Viluika. P. 1800.

RiETi (Rente), an episcopal city of Central
Italy, cap. del eg., prov. Perugia, on the frontiers

of Naples. P. (1861) 14,224. It supplies Rome
with cattle ; and has a cathedral, and mineral
springs. Reate was one of the most important
Sabine towns, celebrated for its mules and asses.

The valley of the Velians, in which it is situated,

was called Tempe. Area of deleg. 400 sq. m. P.
(1862) 73,680.

RiEUMES, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. H.-Garonne, 10 m. W.S.W. Muret. P. 2302.
RiEUPEYROUX, a comm, and town of France,

dep. Aveyron, 15 m. W.S.W. Rod^z. P. 3762.

RiEUX, several comms. and towns of Franca
—I. dep. H.-Garonne, cap. cant., 26 m. S.S.W
Toulouse. P. 2646.—II. a market town, dep.
Morbihan, 30 m. E. Vannes. P. 1663.—HI. a
vill., dep. Nord, arr. Cambrai. P. 2056.

RiExiNGEN, a town of Wiii-temberg, circ
Neckar, 2 m. from Vaihingen. P. 1108.

Rie:z (Albisece), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Basses-Alpes, 20 m. S.S.W. Digne. P. 2386.
Under the Romans it ranked as a colony.

Riff, a semi-independent prov. of Marocco, in

theN.E., on the Mediterranean, between Milonia
and Tetuan, separated from Algeria by the desert
of Angad. It comprises 16 large vills., inhabited
chiefly by audacious pirates.

RiFFEL, a plateau in the cant. Valais, Switzer-
land, 5 m. higher up than Zermatt, with a
splendid view. A hotel has lately been built on it.

Riga, a city and port, European Russia, cap. of
the gov. Livonia, on the Duna, 7 m. from its

mouth, and 25 m. N.E. Mitau. Lat. 66' 67 N.

;

Ion. 24° 6' 5" E. P. (1863) 77,468. It is enclosed
by fortifications, and protected by the fortress

of DuuamUnde. The suburbs are regiilarly laid
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out, but built chiefly of wood. Principal struc-

tures, the cathedral, church of St Peter, the

castle, with a chancerj', and residence of the
genei^al and civil governors ; haU of the provincial

states, town-house, exchange, arsenal, and a
column with a colossal bronze statue of Victory.

It has several colleges, a school of navigation, a
public library, and numerous rare MSS., a cabinet
of natural history, an observatory, and a society

of Lithuanian literature. The Riga-Dunaburg
Kailway was opened in 1861 ; and a connection
subsequently made with the St Petersburg and
Berlin Railway, places Riga in direct communi-
cation with the rest of Europe. The inner har-
bour admits vessels drawing 12 to 15 feet water,

and ships of larger burden load and unload at

Bolder-aa, a small port outside of the bar, at the
mouth of the Duna, where is the custom-house.
In 1861, 1870 vessels (tonnage 285,990) entered,

aud 1864 (tonnage 284,490) cleared the port.

Total value of exports (1861) 3,428,800/., a de-
crease of 952,835/. as compared with the preced-
ing year. Total value of imports, 901,270/., an
increase over the previous year of 97,455/. Prin-
cipal exports, flax, hemp, wheat, rye, barley, oats,

liuseed, wool, hides, tallow, timber, tobacco,
spars, and feathers. Imports are of coffee, cot-

tons, woollens, fruits, hen-ings, oil, indigo, dye-
wood, salt, tobacco, wines, spirits, etc. It was
founded ad. 1200, and was one of the chief Han-
seatic towns.—The Bay of Eiga, in the Baltic,

on the coast of Esthonia, Carlaw, and Livonia,
is free from rocks, the water contains little salt,

and is easily frozen.

Riga, a township of the TJ. S., N. America, New
York, on Black Creek, in the W. of the state.

RiGGiSBERG, a town, Switzerland, cant. Berne,
dist. Seftigen. P. 1381.

RjGHi-CuLM (^Mons-Regiusy, an isolated moun-
tain of Switzerland, cant, and 8 m. W. Schwytz,
between the lakes of Zug and Lucerne, 6905 feet-

above the sea. It commands magnificent views

;

on its summit is an inn, and on its E. side a
chapel, resorted to by pilgrims.

RiGNAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Aveyron, 14 m. W.N.W. Rodez. P. 1850.

RiGNANO, several vills., Italy.—I. South Italy,

prov. Foggia, 3 m. S. San Marco in Lamia. P. 2052.—11. Pontif. States, deleg. Civita-Vecchia, 22 m.
N. Rome.—III. Central Italy, prov. and 11 m.
E.S.E. Florence, on the Amo. P. of comm. 4506.
RiGNY LE Feeon, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Aube, 21 m. W.S.W. Troj'es. P. 1241.

RiGOLATO, a vill., N. Italy, Venetia, prov. & 38
m. N.N.W. IJdine, at the foot of the Camic Alps.

RiGSBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, li m.
W.S.W. Alford. Ac. 1040. P. 120.

RiGTON, a township of England, co. York, W.
Riding, pa. Kirkby-Overblow, 6 m. E.N.E. Otley.
Ac. 3120. P. 364.—Rigtou Crag is a lofty rocky
eminence, commanding a fine view of Wharfdale.

RiHURSi, a town of the Punjab, on the Che-
naub, 90 m. N.N.E. Lahore.
RiJANOVKA, a market town of Russia, gov. and

91 m. S. Kiev. P. 1600.
EiKEN, a town of Switzerland, cant. Aargau,

dist. Nouveau Toggenburg. P. 1352.
Riley, a co., U. S., N. Amer., Kansas. P. 1224.
RiLLE, a river of France, deps. Orne and Eure,

joins the estuary of the Seine on left after a N.
course of 75 m. It is navigable for barges, in
the last 8 miles, from Port Audemer.

RiixiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. York, East
Riding, 4J m. E.N.E. New Malton, on the Whitby
and Scarboro' branch of North Midland Railway.
Ac. 2460. P. 884.

RiLSK, a town of Russia. [Ryij;k.J
RiLU, a small town of the East Punjab, 108

N.E. Lahore, with a fort and a neat bazaar.
RiMAC, a river of North Peru, enters the Pacific

Ocean at Callao, 4 m. W. Lima, past which city
it flows. Total course about 75 miles.

RiJiA SzoMBAT, a vill. of Hungarv, co. G6m6r,
20 m. W.N.W. Putnok. P. 8050. 'Wine is ex-
tensively made in its vicinity.

Kimchany; a market town of Russian Poland,
gov. and 72 m. N.N.E. Vilna, P. 1600.
RiMiNGTON, a township of England, co. York,

West Riding, pa. Gisbume, 12^ m. W.S.W. Skip-
ton. Ac. 3082. P. 501.

Rimini (AriminumX a city of Central Italy,

prov. and 28 m. E.S.E. Forli, on the Marecchia,
2 m. from its mouth in the Adriatic. P. (1862)
16,850 ; of comm. 33,272. Chief edifices, the bridge
of Augustus over the Marecchia, the arch of Au-
gustus, a cathedral & other churches, town-hall,

gov. palace, theatre, Gambalunga palace, with a
public library, a lighthouse, and several remains
of antiquity. Its port, though shallow, is fre-

quented by Ashing vessels, and it has trade in fish;
manufs. of silk, glass, and earthenwares. It wa»
the seat of a great ecclesiastical council in 359.

Eisiitara, an island in the Pacific, S. the So-
ciety Islands. Lat. 22° 37' S., Ion. 115° 30" W.
RiMMON, RummoTU, a vUl. of Palestine, pash.

Gaza, on a steep conical height, 13 m. N.N.E.
.Jerusalem.—The Rimmon of Zebulon (modem
RummaneK) is a vill., pach. Acre, 6 m. N. Nazareth.
RiMXiK, two towns of Walachia.—I. on the

Rimnik, 75 m. N.E. Bucharest, and where the

Austrians and Russians under Suwarrow defeated

the Turks in 1789.—IL on the Aluta, 100 m. N.W.
Bucharest, and 48 m. N. Slatina. P. 3000.

RiMOXT, a comm. and town of France, dep,

Ariege, aiT. St Girons, on a height, 16 m. W. Foix.

P. 1927.

RiMPTOK, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6J
m. N.N.E. Yeovil. Ac. 670. P. 298.

RiNGAGONACH, a pa. of Ireland, co. Waterfor^
4 m. S.S.E. Dungarvan. Ac. 3246. P. 1200.

RiNGCURRAN, a maritime pa. of Ireland, Mnn-'

ster, CO. Cork, comprising part of the town of

Kinsale. Ac. 5417. P. 2784.

RiNGEBO, a pa. of Norway, stift and 115 m.
N.N.W. Christiania, on the Lougen. P. 3100.

Rlngsfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 nu
S.W. Beccles. Ac. 1666. P. 324.

RiNGGENBERG,with Groldswyl, a town, Switzep*

land, cant. Berne, dist. Interlacken. P. 1105.

Ringgold, a co.,U. S., N. Amer., Iowa. P. 2928.

RixGKiOBiNG, a seaport town of Denmark, on

the W. coast of Jutland, stift and 56 m. N.W.
Ribe, cap. amt, on the E. side of Rinkiobing-fiord.

P. 1380. It has manufs. of tobacco, leather, and
lacquered wares.

—

Ringkiobing-Jiord is a lagoon,

28 m. in length N. to S., greatest breadth 9 m.,

and separated from the North Sea by a strip oi

land 1 m. across.

RixGLAKD, a pa. of England, co. Norfoli^ 8 m*

W.N.W. Norwich. Ac. 1210. P. 360.

RiNGMER, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2J m.

E.N.E. Lewes, Ac. 5626. P. 1622.

RiNGMORE, a pa. of England, co, Devon, 4 m.

S. Modbuiy. Ac. 1128. P. 271.

RiNGRONE, a maritime pa. of Ireland, Munster,

CO. Cork, 2 m. S. Kinsale. Ac. 9238. P. 2794.

RiNGSEND, a suburb of Dublin, Ireland, IJ m.

E. Dublin Castle. P. 1933. Adjoining Irish-

town. It has wet and other docks.

RiNGSHALL, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 8|

m. W.S.W. Needham. Ac. 2116. P. 359.

RiNGSTEAD, several pas. of England.—1. eft

}
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Northampton, on the London and North-Western
Kiiilway, 4| m. N.N.E. Higham Ferrers. Ac.
i;t81. P. 831.—II. (Great), co. Norfolk, 8 m. W.
r.iirnham Westgate. Ac. 2814. P. 522.—III.

{Little), same co., 10 m. N.N.E. Castle-Eising.

KiNGSTED, a town of Denmark, stift and isl.

Seeland, amt Soroe, 36 m. W.S.W. Copenhagen.
P. (1855) 1477. It is very ancient.

RiNGWOLD, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3J m.
S.S.W. Deal. Ac. 1710. P. 846.

RiNGWOOD, a market town and pa. of Engl., co.

and 18 m. W.S.W. Southampton, on the Dorches-
ter branch of the S.-W. Rail., on the Avon, and
on the W. border of the New Forest. Ac. 8050.

P. (1861) 3751, partly employed in manufs. of

woollens and hosiery, and in brewing ale for ex-

port. The town is ancient.

RiNKENis, a vill. of the duchy Schleswig, on
tlie N. side of Flensburg-fiord, 9 m. N.E. Flens-
burg. P. of pa. 1200.

RiNTELN, a fortified town of H.-Cassel, prov.
liower Hessen, cap. circ. Schaumburg, on the
Weser, here joined by the Exter and crossed by
a bridge of boats, 10 m. S.E. Minden. P. 3461.
KiOBAMBA (NuEvo), a town of S. America,

Ixuador, 84 m. N.E. Guayaquil. P. (1863) 16,000.

'J m. distant fi'om the ruins of Old Riobamba,
which is at the foot of Ohimborazo, and was de-
stroyed by an earthquake A.D. 1797.

Rio (^River), for names with this prefix not
found, see the following word.
Rio is a prefix to the names of numerous towns

of Brazil—I. {Boniio), prov. and 23 m. E.N.E.
liio-de-Janeiro. Pop. of dist. 8000.—II. {R. de
Contas), a small town, prov. and 230 m. S.S.W.
Bahia, near the head of the river Contas or Jus-
siape, which flows E. 220 m. to the Atlantic
Ocean ; near its mouth is the town of Barra-do-
Eio Contas.—III. {Pardo), a town of the prov.
Eio-Grande-do-Sul, on river Pardo, near its

junction with the Jacuhi, 58 m. W. Porto Alegre.
Pop. of dist. 10,445.—IV. (Vermelho), a market
town, prov. Minas-Geraes, 80 m. E.N.E. Serro,
on the Barreiro, an affl. of the Vermelho.

Eio, a vill. of the isl. of Elba, prov. Grossetc,
Central Italy. P. of comm. 4450."

Eio Ariba, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in New Mexico. Area 56,000 sq. m. P. 9849.

Eio BiiANCO, Quecueme, Parattana, or Pa-
RIMA, a river of Brazil, prov. Amazonas, rises near
the source of the Orinoco, lat. 4° N., Ion. 65° W.

;

runs E. to its junction with the Takutu, & thence
mostly S.S.W. to the Rio Negro, which it joins as
its principal affl., by several mouths, 90 m. S.E.
Barcellos. Total course 850 m. Principal tri-

butaries, the Itacutu or Takutu, Macajahi, and
Uanauau. In lat. 1° 45' N., its navigation is im-
peded by a series of falls and rapids, formed by
ledges of granite rock. The aggregate perpendi-
cular descent of these throughout 7 m. is estimated
at 60 ft., & at the largest, the Caruwanna, canoes
must be unloaded. Its waters are opaque and
whitish. On it are Fort St Joaquin, & the towns
jCarmo and Santa Maria,—The upper part of the
river San Miguel, Brazil, has the same name.
Rio Bravo del Norte. [Eio Grande.]
ElOCHico, a town of Santiago de Alanje.
Eio de Contas, a town of Brazil, prov. and

230 m. S.S.W. Bahia, near the head of the river
Contas.
Eio-de-Janeiro, the metropolitan prov. of

Brazil, between lat. 21° and '23' 20' S., Ion. 40°
|53' and 44° 40' W., having E. and S. the At-
lantic, and landward the provs. S2£) Paulo, Minas
-Teraes, and Espirito-Santo. Estimated area
18,283 sq. m. P. (1856) 1,200,000, of whom many

were slaves. Surface low along the coast, but the

interior is mostly mountainous, consisting of the

Serra do Mar, Organ mountains, and their rami-
fications. Principal river, the Parahyba, which
forms a part of the N. frontier. Soil extremely
fertile; products comprise sugar, coffee, cacao,

cotton, maize, rice, indigo, and fine woods. After

Eio, the chief towns are Nitheroy (the cap.), Cabo
Frio, Cantagallo, S. Joao-da-Barra, and Lorena.
Eio-de-Janeiro, the cap. city of Brazil, forms

with its environs a neutral municipality indepen-
dent of the prov. Eio. It is the most important
commercial city of South America, is situated on
the W. side of a vast bay. Lat. of Port Vilagagnan
22° 54' 7" S., Ion. 43° 9' W. P. (1855) 296,136, of

whom 77,989 were native whites, 36,329 white
strangers, 10,722 free coloured, and 78,835 slaves.

Mean temperature of year 73°-7, winter 68°*5,

summer 79°, Fahr. Its port, which is large and
deep, is defended by a castle. Eio consists of an
old and a new town, the latter of which dates

from 1808, and is separated from the former by
an open space called the Campo do Honra; it

extends on uneven ground, along the side of

the bay. Streets generally straight, but narrow
and ill-paved. It is so placed as to be deprived
of the benefit of the land breeze by a range of

mountains, and is exposed to suffocating heat,

relieved only by the sea breeze in the middle of

the day. The city is supplied with water by
means of an aqueduct, which traverses a deep
valley 7 m. in length, and has numerous public

fountains. The churches, of which there are

upwards of 60, have no external elegance,

but are richly decorated in the interior. The
chief public edifices are the Imperial palace, a

plain brick building, the old palace on the shore,

used for public offices, the naval and military ar-

senal, and a public hospital. Its educational

establishments are the Imperial college of Don
Pedro II., the college of St Jose, schools of medi-
cine and surgery, military and naval academy,
and many public schools. The national library

has 120,000 printed volumes, and valuable MSS.
Jiio is the see of a bishop, the residence of a go-

vernor, and the seat of an electoral college ; it

has many scientific establishments, a museum of

natural history rich in ornithology and miner-
alogy, an alcala or theatre, and a public botanic

garden. From its position, Rio is naturally the

great mart of Brazil, and especially of the provs.

Minas Geraes, St Paul, and Goyaz, and its ad-

vantages are such as to fit it for concentrating

the commerce of the globe. Its imports comprise

the products of every country ; its chief exports

are cotton, sugar, coffee, rum, building timber,

leather, tallow, gold, diamonds, topazes, ame-
thysts, and aquamarine. In 1864 a line of rail-

way was opened to the foot of the Serra do Mar,
50 m., and another to Belem, 520 m. The bay or

inlet of Mo, 17 m. in length, and 11 m. in ex-
treme width, forms one of the noblest harbours

in the world. Its entrance, 2 m. S. of the city,

is 1^ m. wide between Fort Santa Cruz on tho

E., and a fort on the sugar loaf rock on the W.
The bay contains many small islands, the largest

of which is Ilha do Governador, 6 m. in length.

Shortest sea route to London 6240 sea m.
Shortest sailing voyage 62 days.

Eio de la Pasion, a river of Central America,
rises in the Lake Lacandon, British Honduras,
flows W., and having been joined by the rivers

Santa, Isabel, Mataquece, and Sacapulas, it

acquires the name of Usumasinta (which see)

During the rains it is often half a league across

Eio de la Plata, South America. [Plata.J
3i
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Rio de la Casas Granbas, a river of Mexico,
8tate Chihuahua, after a N. course of 100 m. enters

the Lake Guzman. On it, towards its source, is

the ruined Aztec town called Las Casas Grandas.
Eio DEL Eet, a large shallow bay in the Bight

of Biafra, Guinea, E. the Old Calabar river, oppo-
site the island Fernando Po. It receives several

creeks, and is skirted by populous villages.

Eio Doce:, a river of Brazil, rises in the prov.

Minas Geraes, 50 m. S.E. Ouro Preto, and enters

the Atlantic in the prov. Espirito-Santo. Lat.
19° 40' S. Length 460 m. Opposite its mouth
is a great bar, and there are many sand-banks.
Eio Dulce, the outlet of the Golfo Dolce,

Central America, state Guatemala, enters the
Caribbean Sea in lat 15° 50' N., Ion. 88° 46' 20"

W., after a winding course of 23 miles, during
which it expands into El Grolfete or the Little

Gulf, 9 m. in length by 2 m. across. At its

mouth is a bar with less than 6 feet water. Banks
sldrted by abrupt wooded heights, rising to 300
feet in elevation. The Upper Eio Dulce enters

the Gulf from the West.
Eio Graxde, a river of W. Africa, Senegam-

bia, rises in the Futa Jallon, near Laby, lat. 10° 30'

N., Ion. 11° W., flows W. and enters the Atlantic

by an estuary 10 m. across, between the Geba
and Cassini rivers. On it is the town Kade, and
opposite its mouth are the Bissagos islands. The
whole country between it and the Nuiiez is sup-
posed to be a collection of islands, divided by its

branches, many of which remain unexplored. Its

banks are densely wooded, and studded with
immense ant hiUs. The country watered by it is

populous, and produces gold, ivory, wax, hides,

and horses.

Eio Grande, a river of Bolivia. [Mamobe.]
Eio Grande, a river, Granadian Confederation,

state Panama, rises N.W. Panama, about 2 m.
from which city it enters the Pacific Ocean. It

receives several streams, is navigable for the last

5 m. of its course, and admits the entrance of

large vessels at high water. Its head is near the
Obispo, an affluent of the Cruces.
Eio Graxde, a river of the Mosquito territory.

Central America, enters the Caribbean Sea, 30 m.
N. Pearl Key lagoon, and is said to be navigable
for boats 200 m.
Eio Grande (or Eio Bravo del Norte), the

largest river of Texas, of which it forms the S.

boundary, rises in the Eocky Mountains, lat. 41°

N., Ion. 110° W., flows S.S.E., and enters the Gulf
of Mexico at El Eefugio, in lat. 25° 56' N., Ion.

97° 12' W. Total course 1800 m. Principal affls.

the Puerco and Conches. Its navigation is im-
peded by rapids and shoals, but small steamers
ascend 450 ni. from the sea to Kingsbury Eapids.
—II. a river of the Argentine Confed., dep. Salto,

tributary to the Eio Vermejo.
Eio Graxde-de-Santiago, a river, Mexico,

states Queretaro, Guanajuato, Michoacan, and
Jalisco, enters the Pacific near San Bias, after a
N.W. course of 400 m. across the Anahuac table-
land. It is greatly interrupted by cataracts, and
is very rapid. Affluents, the Lerma, etc It

traverses a part of the Lake of Chapala.
Eio Grande do Norte:, a maritime prov. of

Brazil, between lat. 5° and 6° 30' S., Ion. 35° and
38° 40' W., having N. and E. the Atlantic, W.
the provs. Ceara and S. Parahiba, forming the
most N.E. comer of Brazil. Area 17,050 sq. m.
P. (1856) 190,000. Its name is derived from a
river which, after an E. course, enters the Atlan-
tic at Natal. Other rivers are the Serido and
Appody. Surface level near the coast, uneven
iulaad. Products, the best Brazil wood, cotton,

1
sugar, rice, drugs, salt, and lai^e numbers of
cattle. Besides Natal, the cap., it contains the
towns Villa Flor, Arez, Anacu, Portalegre, Villa

Nova de Princeza, and Villa Novo do Principe.

Eio Grande or Sao Pedro do Sul, a town of
Brazil, cap. prov. Eio Grande do Sul, on a low
peninsula at the S. extremity of Lake Patos, with
a lighthouse in lat. 32° 7' S., Ion. 52° 8' W. P. 3590,
or including dist. 12,000. From its low situation

it is subjected to inundation. It has a considerable
trade on the lake. Imports, cigars, coal, cotton.

Manufs. earthenware, furniture, hats, hardwares,
hides, ink, lard, linen manufs., machinery, made
clothes, medicines, oil, paper, salt, silk manufs.,
specie, spirits, tea, wheaten flour, wines, woollen
manufs., eta Total value (1861) 582,573/. Ex-
ports consist almost entirely oi products from
cattle, being hides dry or salted, dried beef, bone
ashes, hair, horns, hoofs, etc., besides matt^
timber, maize, beans, etc. Total value (1861)
1,637,846/. In 1861, 173 vessels (tonnage 29,59n
entered, and 147 vessels (tonnage 24,586) cleared

the ports of Eio Grande do Sul and Sio Jos^ do
Norte.
Eio Grande do Sul, a maritime prov. of

Brazil, between lat. 27° 30' and 33° 30' S., Ion.

50° and 57° 20' "W., having E. the Atlantic and
the prov. Santa Catharina, N. the prov. of Parana,
W. the Argentine Confed., and S. Uruguay. Are*
86,294 sq. m. P. (1856) 201,300. Surface mostly
level. The coast is bordered by numerous 1^
goons, and it contains the large lake of PatoB.

Chief rivers the Uruguay, forming its N. and W*
boundary, and the Gacuhy. Products compriw
wheat, manioc, sugar cane, coffee, olives,Paraguay
tea, and timber. Most of the land is in pasturage.

Eio Hacha, a maritime town of Granadun
Confederation, state Magdalena, cap. prov^ at

the mouth of the Hacha, in the Caribbean Sea,

90 m. E.N.E. Santa Martha.
Eio Honda and Eio Hondo, two small riven

of America.—I. in Texas, dist Bexar.—IL fona-
ing the N. limit of British Honduras.
EiojA (La), a dep. of the Argentine Confed,

between lat 27° 50' and 31° S., and extending
from Ion. 66° 20' westward to the Andes, and on
other sides having the deps. Catamarca, Cordova,

San Luis, and San Juan. Area 31,103 sq. m.
P. (1860) 34,500. Its central part consists of two
valleys, enclosed by mountain chains extending

N. and S. Products, copper and silver. Wheat
is raised, and wine and brandy exported, but its

remote inland situation places many obstacles in

the way of its trade. Principal towns, Eioja,

Chilecito, and Guandacal.

—

Rioja, the cap. town,

is situated in a wide plain, 118 m. S.S.W. Cata-

marca. Lat 29° S. ; Ion. 67° 50' W. P. 4000.

Eioja (La), Spain, is a region comprising most

part of the prov. Logroiio and part of Soiia,

named from the OJa, an affluent of the Ebro. It

is not a political division.

EioLO, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Eavenna, circ.

Faenza, in a picturesque valley. P. 3270. It

has ferruginous mineral springs.

EioLS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. He-

rault, aiT. St Pons. P. 2597.

EiOM, a comm. and town of France, dep. Puy-

de-Dome, cap. arr., on a hill, 8 m. N.N.E. Cler-

mont P. (1860) 10,863. It is well built, and paveii

mostly with basalt and lava, from the quarrio-

of Volvic. It has a communal college, a public

library, and manufs. of linen and cotton fabrics

brandy, and leather, It is the birthplace of Gre

gory of Tours, and of Anne Dubourg.
Eio Mayor, a market town of Portugal, Es

tremadura, 43 m. E.N.E. Lisbon.

I
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RiOM-is-MoNTAoNE, a comm. and mai-ket

town of France, dep. Cantal, cap. cant., 16 m.
E.N.E. Muriac. P. 2594.

RiON or RioNi, river, Asia. [Phasis.]
Rio Negro, a river of Brazil, is the principal

tributary of the Amazon, on the N. side, and
under the name of the Guainia, rises in the
Granadian Confed., near lat. 3° N., Ion. 71° W.
It flows generally E.S.E., traverses the S.W.
corner of Venezuela, where it has a remarkable
communication with the Orinoco by the navigable
Cassiquiare, and joins the Amazon in the prov.
of Araazonas, in lat. 3° 10' S., Ion. 60° W. Total
course has been estimated at 1800 m. Principal
affls., the Ubaupes, Cababuri, Padanriry, and Rio
Jkanco. At its mouth it is scarcely 1^ m. in
breadth, but a little higher up it is nearly 9 m.,

and opposite Barcellos, 15 m. across. It con-
tains numerous islands. [Cassiquiake.]
Rio Negro or Liihay Leofu, a river of South

America, forming the whole boundary between
the territory of the Argentine Gonfed. and Pata-
gonia. It is navigable from the E. side of the
Andes, 600 or 700 m., to the Atlantic Ocean in
lat. 41= 4' S., Ion. 62° 50' W., 90 m. S.W.
the mouth of the river Colorado. At its

mouth it is 2 m. across. A railway is (1864) pro-
posed to connect it with Chile by a new route over
the Andes, between lat. 40° and 41° S., discovered

' in 1863 at an elevation of only 2800 feet. The
route passes Lake Naguelhuape (Lake of Tigers)
on E. side of the Andes.—II. a river of Uruguay,
the central part of which it drains, enters the
Uruguay river at Soriano, 80 m. N. Buenos Ayres,
after a W. course of 250 m. Principal affl., the Yic.

Rid Negro, a town of Granadian Confed,, state

Antioquia, 20 m. E.S.E. Medellin.
RiONERO, two towns of South Italy.—I. prov.

Potenza, cap. cant., 5 m. S. Melfi. P. (1861) 12,051.

Manufs. wooden tobacco-boxes, and trade in
oil and wine. It has a collegiate and several

other churches. An earthquake occurred here
in 1851.—II. prov. Campobasso, cap. cant., 9 m.
N.W. Isernia. P. 2179.

RiONS, a comm. and town of France, dep. Gi-
ronde, on rt. b. of the Garonne, 15 m. S-S.E.
Bordeaux. P. 1240. It has remains of ancient
fortifications.

—

Rion is a comm. and vilL, dep.
Landes, 18 m. N.W. St Sever. P. 2174.
RiopAR, a town of Spain, prov. and 45 m. S.W.

Albacete, at the foot of the Santa Calar mountain.
P. 964, mostly employed in mining.
RiORGES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire, arr. and cant. Roanne. P. 2355.

^

Rio TiNTO, a river of Spain, prov. Huelva,

j

rises near Aracena, and flows S. to the Bay of

I

Huelva, in the Mediterranean. Length 60 m.
Near its mouth is the port of Palos, whence
Columbus sailed on his voyage of discovery.
Rio Tinto, a river of Cent. America, Mosquito

territory, enters the sea E. Cape Cameron. Lat.
15' 54' N. ; Ion. 84° 55' W. Course of 120 m.
Riou, an islet off the S. coast of France, dep.

Bouches-du-Rh6ne, 7 m. S. Marseille.

—

St Riou is

an islet of Brittany, dep. Cotes-du-Nord, S.E. the
island Brehat.

Rioz, a coraA. & market town of France, dep.
H.-Sa6ne, cap. cant., 14 m. S.S.W.Vesoul. P. 1001.
RiPA, a prefixed name of several mai'ket towns

of Italy.—I. (Bottoni), South Italy, prov. and 12
m. N.N.E. Campobasso. P. 4366. An earthquake
occurred here in 1851.—II. (Candida), prov. Po-

,
tenza, 6 m. S.S.E. Melfi. P. 4846.—III. {di Chieti),

prov. and 3 m. E. Chieti. P. 2551.—IV. {_Fratta\
a yill. of Central Italy, prov. and 6 m. N. Pisa,
with a fine feudal fortress.

RiPAGLiA or EiPAiLLE, a vill. of France, dep.
Haute Savoie, 20 m. E.N.E. Geneva, on the S.
shore of its lake, with a farm house, foi-merly a
convent, to which Amadeus viii., Duke of Savoy,
subsequently Pope Felix v., retired after his re-
nunciation of both the dignities he had held.

RiPALiMOSANi, a town of South Italy, prov.
and 2 m. N.W. Campobasso. P. 3919.

RiPATRANSONE (Cwpra Montana), a town of
Central Italy, on a hill, prov. Ascoli, 12 m. S.S.E.
Fermo. P. 5763.
Ripe, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 5 m.W.N.W.

Hailsham. Ac. 1120. P. 358.

Ripen, Denmark. P. 3594. [Ribe.]
Ripley, a market town and pa. of England, co.

York, West Riding, on the Nidd, 5 m. W.N.W.
Knaresborough, with a fetation on the Leeds and
Thirsk Railway, 3 m. from Harrogate. Ac. 6836.
P. 1558. It has a church and an endowed school.
-^11. a ohapelry, co. Surrey, pa. Send, 6 m. N.E.
Guildford. P. 933.—III. a chapelry, co. Derby,
pa. Pentrich, 3| m. S.S.W. Alfreton. P. 5244,
chiefly engaged in coal and iron works.
Ripley, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S.E- of Indiana. Area 439 sq. m. P. (1860) 19,054.

—II. a CO. in S.E. of Missouri. Area 1080 sq. m.
P. 3669 free, 78 slaves.—III. a township. New
York, 10 m. W. Mayville.

RiPOLi, a town, Spain, prov. and 32 m. W.N.W.
Gerona, on the Ter. P. 3000. Its Benedictine
convent contains many curious tombs.
RipoN, a city, pari, and munic. bor., and pa. of

England, co. York, West Riding, on the Ure, 23
m.W.N.W. York, and with a station on the Leeds
and Thirsk branch railway, 10 m. S.W. Thirsk.
Ac. of pa. 66,471. P. (1861) 15,165 ; do. of pari. bor.

6172. The cathedral, built in the 14th and loth
centuries, is considered one of the best propor-
tioned churches in England. Length 266 feet

;

length of transepts 132 feet. Here are an epis-

copal palace, elegant modern Gothic pa. church,
a free grammar school, national endowed blue-
coat schools, several ancient poor's hospitals
and money charities, town-hall, with assembly
rooms; a council house, gaol, and house of

correction, public rooms, with a library, a me-
chanics' institute, and several branch banks

;

with manufs. of flax, saddle-trees, and markets
for wool, com, and butter. Ripon sends 2 mem-

'

bers to House of Commons. Reg. electors (1864)
353. The new diocese of Ripon was founded in

1836, and comprises most of the West Riding of

CO. York, formerly in dioceses of York and Ches-
ter, and a part of the North Riding. In 1405,

Henry iv. held his court at Ripon. Bishop Por-
teus was born here in 1731.

RiPOSTO, a modem town of the island Sicily,

on its E. coast, prov. Catania, 10 m. S.W. Taor-
roina. P. (1862) 6531. It has a small fort.

RippiNGALE, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5
m. N. Bourne. Ac. 2740. P. 569.

Ripple, two pas. of England.—I. co. Worces-
ter, 2J m. S.S.E. Upton-on-Severn. Ac. 4140. P.
1045.—II. CO. Kent, 2f m. S.W. Deal. Ac. 1134.

P. 254.

RippONDEN, a chapelry of England, co. York,
West Riding, pa. and 5 m. S.W. Halifax. Popu-
lation employed in manufs. of coarse woollens.
RiPTON, two pas. of England, co. Huntingdon.

—I. {Abbot's), 4 m. N. Huntingdon. Ac. 3956.

P. 381.—II. {King's), 3i m. N.E. Huntingdon.
Ac. 1210. P. 267.

RiQUEWiHR, a comm. & market town of France,
dep. Haut-Rhin, 6 m. N.N.W. Colmar. P. 1904.

Ris, a comm. and small town of France, dep.
Puy-de-D6me, 10 m. N. Thiers. P. 1356.
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EisAXO, a town of Austria, Dalmatia, circ, on
Hie Gulf of, and 7 m. N.N.W. Cattaro. P. 3200.

RisBOROUGH (Monks), a pa. of England, co.

Bucks, 6 m. S.S.W. Aylesbury. Ac. 3220. P. 985.

—II. (Princes), a market town and pa., same co.,

7 m. S.S.W. Aylesbury. Ac. 4710. P. 2392.

RiSBY, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4 m.
W.N.W. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 2801. P. 427.

EiscA, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, 5 m,
"W.N.W. Newport, with large iron works. Ac.
1877. P. 2744.

EiscH, a vilL of Switzerland, cant., and on the
Lake of Zug. P. 1027.

RiscLE, a comm. and town of France, dep. Gers,

cap. cant., 26 m. W.N.W. Miranda. P. 2010.

EiSE, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Elding, 8
m. E.N.E. Beverley. Ac 2012. P. 188.

EisEHOLME, a pa. of England, co. and 3 m.
N.N.E. Lincoln. Ac. 1370. P. 93.

EiSELET, a pa. of England, co. and 9 m. N.
Bedford. Ac 2980. P. 1026.

EiSHAXGLES, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4
m. S.S.E. Eye. Ac. 718. P. 229.

RiSHTON, a township of England, co. Lancaster,
pa. and 3J m. E.N.E. Blackburn. Ac. 2760. P. 1198.

RiSHWORTH, a township of England, co. York,
W. Riding, pa. Halifax, 7i m. W.N.W. Hudders-
field. Ac. 6190. P. 1244.

RispE, a vill. of India, Bussahir, on 1. b. of

Sutlej. The vicinity abounds with manes, or
tumuli formed of stones from 10 to 40 feet long,

4 feet high, and 2^ feet broad, covered with slabs

of slate, and inscribed with holy texts in the
Tibetan language. It is 8046 feet above the sea.

Lat 31° 34' N. ; Ion. 78° 28' E.
RissiNGTON, three pas. of England, co. Glo'ster.

—I. {Great), 16 m. E.S.E. Cheltenham. Ac. 2420.

P. 499—II. (Little), 4 m. S. Stow-on-the-Wold.
Ac. 1300. P. 290.—IIL {Wick), 2J m. S. Stow-
on-the-Wold. Ac. 1140. P. 206.

RiSTON (Long), a pa. of England, co. York, E.
Riding, 6J m. E.N.E. Beveriey. Ac. 3490. P. 401.

Ritchie, a co. of U. S., North America,Virginia.
P. 6809 free, 38 slaves. Gap. HarrisvUle.
EiTZEBLTTEL, a free town of N.W. Germany,

territory of Hamburg, at the mouth of the Elbe,

in the North Sea, 2 m. S. Cuxhaven. P. 1850. It

has a lighthouse, and quarantine station.

EiUDOMS, a town of Spain, prov. and 10 m.
W.N.W. Tarragona. P. 3247.

EivA, a vill., Switzerland, cant. Ticino, 8 m. S.

Lugano, & at the S. extremity of its lake. P. 913.

EiVA, several vills., etc., of North Italy.—I.

prov. Novara, on the Sesia, 16 m.W.N.W.Varallo.
P. 737.—II. (di Chieri), prov. and 10 m. E.S.E.
Turin. P. 2984.—III. (di Mazzano), prov. and
20 ra. E. Alessandria, on an afia. of the Po. P. 2062.

—IV. a vill. at N. extremity of the Lake of Como.
EiVA or Eeif, a town of Austria, in the Tirol,

circ. and 10 m. W.S.W, Eoveredo, at the N. ex-
tremity of Lake Garda. P. 4980. It has a castle,

and monasteries. Its port is well frequented. Its

fisheries are productive, and its vicinity furnishes
olives, oranges, and lemons.
Eiva-da-Sella, a maritime town of Spain,

prov. and 35 m. E.N.E. Oviedo, on the Sella.

RrvAFRECHA, a town of Spain, prov. and 7 m.
S.S.E. Logrofio, on the Leza. P. 1485.
RiVALTA, several vills. of North Italy.—I. (di

Acqui), prov. Alessandria, circ. and 4 ra. N^.
Acqui, cap. mand., on the Bormida. P. 2142.

—

II. {di Torino), prov. and 8 m. W.S.W. Turin.
P. 1853.—III. Rtvara is a village, cap. mand., 20
m. N.N.W. Turin. P. 1629.—IV. prov. and circ.

Piacenza, on the Trebbia, cap. comm. P. 2509.
EiVAROLo, several vills. of North Italy.—I.

prov. and 19 m. N. Turin, cap. mand., on an affl.

of the Po. P. with comm. 6104.—II. prov. Cre-
mona, circ. Casalmaggiore, surrounded by solid

walls. P. 3486.—III. {Ligure), prov. and circ.

Genoa, cap. mand. P. of comm. 6973.

ErvAs or Nicaragua, a town of Central Ame-
rica, on the isthmus between Lake Nicaragua
and the ocean, 45 m. S. Granada. P. 4000.

ErvE-DE-GiER, a town and comm. of France,
dep. Loire, cap. cant, on the Gier, an affluent of
the Eb6ne, at the head of the canal of Givors,
and on the Lyon Eailway, 12^ m. N.E. St Etienne.
P. (1861) 14,202. It has manufs. of glass wares,
steel, hardwares, and steam-engine factories.

Near it are silk mills, distilleries, and coal fields.

ErvELix), a town of South Italy, prov. Potenza,
4 m. S. Lagonegro. P. 3812.

RrvENHALL, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2i m.
N.N.E. Witham. Ac. 3589. P. 719.

EiVEK, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2J m. N.Wil'
Dover. Ac. 1181. P. 445.

ErvERGARO, a town of N. Italy, prov. and circ
Piacenza. P. 4002. It has a large cattle and
dairy market every week.

Ei%'ERHEiAD, a liberty of England, co. Kent, pa.

and 2 m. N.W. Sevenoaks. P. 1800.

EiVERHEAD, a township, U. S., N. America,
New York, cap. co. Suffolk and Long Island

Sound. Exports wood to New York.
EiVERSDALE dist. [Cape ColonyJ
Rives, a comm. and mkt. town of France, dep.

Isf^re, cap. cant., 16 m. N.W. Grenoble. P. 2506.

ErvESALTBS {Ripa-Alta), a comm. and town of

France, dep. Pyren^ Orientales, cap. cant, 5 m.
N. Perpignan. P. 4821.

RrviEKA DI Genoa, a name of two portions of

the coast of the Mediterranean, between which
Genoa is situated. The E. part is called Riviera

di Levante, and the W. j)art Riviera di Ponente,

which extends W. to Nice.

—

Riviera is a dist of

Switzerland, cant. Ticino; chief town Osogna.
RrviiRE PiLOTE, a town on the S. coast of the

island Martinique. P. 2792.

—

Riviere Sales is a

town on the SW. coast of Martinique. P. 2122.

—II. the strait which separates Guadeloupe into

two islands.

EiviKGTON, a chapelry of England, co. Lancas-

ter, 4 m. S.E. Chorley. Ac. 2630. P. 369.

RivoLi, a town of North Italy, cap. mand., S.

the Dora-Ripaira, prov. circ., and 8 m. W. Turin,

with which it communicates by a continuous

avenue. P. 5617. It has a palace, in which
Victor Amedeo ii. was confined in the interval

between his attempt to reascend the throne and

his death, 1730-32; numerous villas, and a bo-

tanic garden, with manufactures of silks and wool-
len fabrics.—II. a vill^ N. Italy, Venetia, prov.

and 12 m. N.W. Verona, on the Adige. Here

the French defeated the Austrians, Jan 14, 1797.

RivoLi, a comm. and vill. of Algeria, dep. Oran,

cap. cant Mostaganem. P. 1499, of whom 1116

are Europeans.

—

Rivoli Bay is an inlet of Sovyi
Australia, co. Grey, lat 37° 35' S.

RrvoLTA, a vill. of North Italy, prov. CJremoius

near the Adda, 15 m. E. Milan. P. 3578.

EiXHEiM, a comm. & viU. of France, dep. Haot-

Rhin, with a station on the Strasbourg and Basle

Railway, 3^ E. Miilhausen. P. 3202.

RiXTON, a township of England, co. Lancaster,

pa. and 5^ m. E.N.E. Warrington. P. 752.

RizAH or RiZEH, a maritime town of Asiatic

Turkey, pash. and 35 m. E. Trebizond, on the

Black Sea, with a bazaar, and a manufacture of

fine hempen fabrics. P. 80,000.

RjEV or RsHEV, a town of Russia, gov. and 74

m. S.W. Tver, cap. dist., on the Volga, which

I
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divides it into two parts. P. 9100. It has salt

and com magazines, large exports of corn, and
two great annual fairs.

EoA, a town of Spain, prov. and 49 m. S.S.W,
Burgos, on the Douro. P. 2000.

RoADE, two pas. of England.—I. co. and 5J m.
S.S.E. Northampton, with a station on the North
Western Railway. Ac. 1600. P. 664.—II. co.

Somerset, 4 m. N.E. Frome. Ac. 928. P. 663.

RoAG (Loch), a large and intricate inlet of the

sea, on the W. coast of Lewis Island, Hebrides,

Scotland, about 12 m. in length, and 8 m. in

breadth. It contains the island Bernera.
Roan, an island of Scotland, co. Sutherland,

pa. Tongue, P. 45.

Roane, two cos. of the U. S., North America.
—I. in E. of •Tennessee. Area 468 sq. m. P.

(1860) 11,835 free, 1748 slaves.—II. in Virginia.

P. 5309 free, 72 slaves.

RoANNE, Rodumna, a comm. and town of France,

cap. arr., dep. Loire, 40 ra. N.W. Lyon, on
1. b. of the Loire, which here becomes navigable.

: P. (1861) 17,398. It has a chamber of arts and
manufs., and a comm. college. Situated at the
terminus of the railway from St Etienne and

' Lyon, and at the head of the canal of the Loire,

Roanne is the entrep6t of an extensive commerce,
and has manufs. of cottons, muslins, paper, and
jewellery. A great part of it was destroyed by
an inundation of the river in 1846.

' Roanoke, a river of the U. S., North America,

I

Virginia and North Carolina, formed by the

confl. of the Staunton and Dan, flows mostly S.E.,

and enters Albemarle Sound, after a course of at

I

least 300 m. ; for the last 75 m. of which, to the
great falls at Halifax, it is navigable for vessels

Sf 45 tons. A canal around the falls opens a
'boat navigation to its head streams, both of

which are navigable for some distance for boats
[jf 5 tons ; and another canal connects it with the

vilL Washington, on a branch of Pamlico Sound.

I
Roanoke, a co. of the U. S., North America,

n S.W. of Virginia. Area 322 sq. m. P. 5405
ree, 2643 slaves.

. Roapoa, one of the Marquesas or Mendaiia
islands. Pacific, 58 m. W. Santa Christina,

jjength 10 m. Surface rises to upwards of 2500
" eet, and in it are many fertile valleys. On its

|V. side is the excellent anchorage Port Jarvis.
' Roaring Water Bay, Ireland, Munster, co.

!ork, extends inland for 9 m. behind Cape Clear.

RoAsio, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Novara,
ire. and 18 m. N.N.W. Vercelli. P. 2300.
Roatan Island, Gulf of Honduras. PRuatan.]
RoATH, a pa. of South Wales, co. Grlamorgan,

I m. N.E. Cardiff. Ac. 3500. P. 3044.
IvOBBEN Island, an island off the Cape of Good
ope, at the entrance of False Bay, lat 33° 48' S.,

u.l4°22'E. P.458. Itis used as a penal station.

RoBBio, a vill. of North Italy, cap. mand., prov.
avia, 11 m. S.W. Novara. P. 3973.
Robe, a river of Ireland, Connaught, co. Mayo,
ses near Clare, and after a W.ward course of
' m. enters Lough Mask, 2 m. W. Ballinrobe.
Robe, a town of S. Australia, cap. of co. Frome,
ar Guichen Bay, lat. 37° 10' S.
lioBECco, a vill. of If. Italy, cap. dist., on the
rlio, prov. circ, and 7 m. N. Cremona. P. 2492.
Robecq, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Pas
Calais, 5 m. N.W. B^thune. P. 1465.
Robeen, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. Mayo,
'11. N.W. HoUymount. Ac. 10,240. P. 2196.
PvOBEL, a town of Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
chy and 34 m. S.E. Gustrow, on the Lake
iritz. P. 3210. It has manufs. of woollen
'th, distilleries, and breweries.

Robert Islands, Pacific 0. [Marquesas.
)

Robert (Le), a town on the E. coast of the
island Martinique. P. 5007.
Roberton, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Selkirk and

Roxburgh, 6 m. W. Hawick. Ac. 29,666. P. 640.

Robertson, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in N. of Tennessee. Area 484 sq. m. P. (1860)
10,404 free, 4861 slaves.—II. a co. of Texas.
P. 2739 free, 2258 slaves.

Robertson dist. [Caspe Coiony.J
RoBERTSTOWN, two pas. of Ireland.—I. Mun-

ster, CO. Limerick, 4^ m. W. Askeaton. Ac. 5684.

P. 1299.—IL Leinster, co. Meatli, 4 m. W. Drum-
condra. Ac. 1678. P. 181.

Robeson, a town of the U. S., North America,
Pennsylvania, co. Berks, on the Schuylkill.

Robeson, a co., U. S., North America, North
Carolina. P. (1860) 10,034 free, 5455 slaves.

Robilante, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 7

m. S.S.W. Coui. P. 2639.

Robin Hood Bay, an inlet of the North Sea,

E. coast of England, co. York, North Riding, 6

m. S.S.E. Whitby, with a fishing village.

Robinson, a township of the U. S., N. America,
Pennsylvania. 6 m. N.W. Petersburg.
RoBoKOUGH, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5J

m. E.S.E. Great Torrington. Ac. 3114. P. 478.

Rocamadour, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Lot, 13 m. E.N.E. Gourdon. P. 1646.

RocAS, an island of the Atlantic, 125 m. N.E.
Cape St Roque, Brazil. Lat. 3° 55' S.

RoccA, numerous small towns and vills. of Italy

and Sicily.—I. Sicily, prov. and 10 m. W. Mes-
sina. P. 2390.—II. (Bianco), prov. and 16 m.
N.N.W. Parma. P. (of comm.) 5234.—III. (_Big-

liera), N. Italy, pi-ov. and 23 m. N. Nice. P.

1995.—IV. (Bruno), N. Italy, prov. and 13 m.
W.N.W. Coni. P. 2997.—V. (Casale), S. Italy,

prov. Aquila, 5 m. N.N.W. Sulmona. P. 1750.

—

VI. (Contrada). [A rcevia.]—VII. {d'Arazzo), N.
Italy, prov. ana 20 m. W. Alessandria, cap.

mand., near the Tanaro. P. 2221.—VIII. (_ds

Baldi), N. Italy, prov. Coni, circ. and 4 m. N.W.
Mondovi. P. 2598.—IX. (d'Aspide), S. Italy,

prov. Salerno, cap. cant., 16 m. S. Campagna. P.

6309.—X. {di Corio), N. Italy, prov. and 18 m,
N.N.W. Turin. P. 2707.—XI. (di Netd), S. Italy,

prov. Catanzaro, 13 m. N.W. Cotrone.—^XII (di

Papa), a vill.. Pontifical States, comarca and 15

m. S.E. Rome, on the site of the ancient Fabia.

P. 2100. It belongs to the Colonna family.

—

XIII. (Forte), a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Coni, 7 m.
S.W. Mondovi. P. 3242.—XIV. (Grimalda),

prov. and 18 m. S. Alessandria. P. 2541.—^XV.

(Gitglielma'), S. Italy, prov. Caserta, cap. cant.,

13 m. E.N.E. Fondi. It has a collegiate and a

fine Carmelite church. P. 1744.—XVI. (Impe-
riale\ prov. Cosenza, beside the Gulf of Taranto.

7 m. N. Roseto. P. 1780.—XVII. (Mandolji),

prov. Campobasso, 6 m. W. Bojano. P. 2506.

—

XVIII. (Monjini), prov. and 23 m. N.W. Caserta,

cap. cant., with numerous churches, and 4642 in-

habitants.—XIX. (Piemojite), prov. and 7 m.
N.N.W. Salerno. P. 3648.-XX. (Palomba),
Sicily, prov. and 27 m. S.E. Palermo. P. 1923.

—XXI. (San Felice), S. lUly, prov. Avellino, 2

m. N. St Angelo-dei-Lombardi. P. 1627. Near
it is the lake Amsanctus of Virgil.—XXII.
(Secca), S. Italy, prov. Caserta, 12 m. S. Sora.

P. 4759. It has numerous ecclesiastical edifices,

and is the residence of the bish<)p of Aquino, and
the birthplace of Thomas Aquinas. In the plain

below it, Louis of Anjou gained a victory over
Ladislaus, king of Naples, May 1411.—XXIII.
(Verano), N. Italy, prov. and 29 m. S.S.W.
Alessandi'ia, cap. maud. P., with comm., 2021.
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—XXIV. (Vione), prov. and 6 m. S.W. Coni,

cap. mand. P. 2452.—XXV. {Sinibaldi), a town
of Central Italy, prov. Perugia, circ. Eieti,

cap. gov. P. 1561. It is surrounded by walls.

—XXVI. (dArve) (^Arcanum), S. Italy, prov.

Caserta, circ. Sora. P. 2874. It was strongly

fortified in the middle ages, and has remains
of polygonal waUs.—XXVIL {di 3Iezzo\S.
Italy, prov. and circ. AquUa, P. 2032.—XXVIII.
(Rasou prov. Aquila, circ. Solmoua. P. 1784.

The highest inhabited vill. in South Italy.

—

XXIX. (San Casdano), N. Italy, prov. Florence,

on the rt. b. of the Montone, cap. circ It is the

most important town of the Tuscan Bomagna.
P. (of comm.) 3699.—XXX. (JLumera\ island

Sicily, prov. and circ. Messina. P. 2259. It is so

called from its alum mine.—XXXI. (Gloriosay,

S. Italy, prov. Salerno, circ. II Vallo. P. 2164.—
XXXII. (jTEvandro), prov. and circ. Caserta, on
an arid mountain. P. 2796. It has a castle, 3

churches, and an hospital.

—

Rocca Partida is the

most W. of the Ee\^la-gigedo Islands, North
Pacific Ocean.
EoccALBEGNA, a viU, of Central Italy, prov. and

18 m. E.N.E. Grosseto, on the Albegna. P. 3915.

EocCELLA. two market towns of Sicily.—I.

prov. and 37 m. S.W. Messina, at the foot of

Meant ^tna. P. 1883.—II. prov. Palermo, 8 m.
W.S.W. Cefalu, on the Mediterranean.
EoccELLA (pA) (Romechiumy, a town of South

Italy, prov. Eeggio-Calabria, on the Mediter-
ranean Sea, 9 m. N.E. Gerace. P. 5139.

EoccHETTA, a town of S. It-aly, prov. Avellino,

18 ra. N.E. St Angelo dei Lombards P. 3597.

EocESTER, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 4 m.
N.N.E. Uttoxeter, on the banks of the Dove,
crossed by a bridge, and has a station on the
Chumet-Valley branch of the N. Stafford Eail-

way, 4 m. N. Uttoxeter. Ac. 2105. P. 1175.

EoCHDALE, a pari, bor., manuf. town and pa. of

England, co. Lancaster, on the Eoche, tributary
of the Irwell, and on the Leeds EaUway, 11

m. N.N.E. Manchester. Eainfall 50 inches. Ac.
of pa. 58,620. P. of pari. bor. (1851) 29,195;

(1861) 38,114. It has a pa. church, numerous
chapels and schools, a town-haU, assembly rooms,
literary society, and important manufs. of flan-

nels, baizes, kerseys, coarse calicoes and fustians,

hats, and machinery. Coal is plentiful, and com-
merce is facilitated by the Eochdale Canal, con-
nected W.ward with the Bridgewater Canal, and
E.ward with the Calder navigation. The bor. is

under the jurisdiction of the co. magistrates. It

is head of a poor-law onion, and a polling place
for the S. division of the co. Sends 1 member to

H. of C. Eeg. electors (1864) 353.

Eoche, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 5^ m.
E.S.E. Columb-Major. Ac. 6440. P. 1882.

Eoche, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,
6 m. W.N.W. Haverford-West. Ac. 4«03. P. 679.

Eoche (La), a prefix to name-s of numerous
comms., towns, and vills. of France.—I. (Beau-
courC), dep. Dordogne, 13 m. W.S.W. Nontron.
P. 1067.—II. iChalais), dep. Dordogne, 17 m.
W.S.W. Biberac, on railway from Tours to Bor-
deaux. P. 2475.—III. (de Glun\ dep. Drome, arr.

Valence. P. 1949.-IV. (e» Brmity, dep. Cote-
d'Or, arr. Semur. P. 2273.—V. (jGuyon\ dep.
Seine-et-Oise, on rt. b. of the Seine, 8 m. N.N.W.
Mantes. P. 833.—VI. (JAbeiUeX dep. Haute-
Vienne, 6 m. N.N.E. St Yrieix. P. 1382.
EocHECHOUART, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Haute-Vienne, cap. arr., on an afiGl. of the
Vieune, 20 m. W. Limoges. P, 4194. It has iron
works and manufs. of glass.

—

Rochecorbon is a
vUl., dep. Indre-ct-Loire, 3 m. E. Tours. P. 1592.

Bocuefokt-sur-Mee, a comm. and maritime
town of France, near its W. coast, dep. Charente-
Inf^rieure, 18 m. S.S.E. La Eochelle, on the
Charente, 7 m. from its mouth. Lat. of the hos-
pital, 45° 56' 6" N. ; Ion. 0° 57' 7" W. P. (1861) i

30,912. Eochefort is strongly fortified, and forms '

the third military port of France. It is situated
in a marshy distnct, surrounded by ramparts
planted with trees ; and has a tribunal of com-
merce, a school of hydrography, a national col-
lege, a magnificent hospital, a public library, a bo-
tanic garden, and a maritime museum. In the
military port the largest vessels float at all times.
Attached to it are a prison for 1000 convicts, and
a naval hospitaL The commercial port admits
vessels of 800 tons close to the quays. The ar-
senal has immense magazines, cannon foundries,
and ship-building docks. Eochefort was only a
small town when Louis xiv. commenced its ex-
tension in 1666.—II. a comm. and vUl., dep.

Jura, on the railway from Mulhausen to Dijon,

4 m. N.E. Dole. P. 6509.—III. (Samscm), a
comm. & market town, dep. Dr6me, arr. Valence.
P. 1094.—IV. {sur Loire), a comm. and town, dep.

Maine-et-Loir, 6 m. S.W. Angers. P. 2410.

Eochefort, a town of Belgium, prov. and 27

m. S.E. Namur. P. 1300. It has an old castle

and marble quarries in its vicinity.

Eochefoucauld (La), a comm. and town of

France, dep. Charente, on the Tardoufere, 13 m.
N.E. Angouleme. P. 2770.
Eochelle (La), a comm. and fortified seaport

town of France, cap. dep. Charente-Infdrieure,
on the Atlantic, nearly midway between Nantes
and Bordeaux. Lat. of tower 46° 9' 24" N. ; Ion.

1° 9' 16' W. P. (1861) 18,904. It is entered by 7

gates ; streets mostly bordered by arcades. Prin-

cipal edifices, the cathedral, town-hall, exchange,

courts of justice, military hospital, arsenal, docks,

and a good bathing establishment. An inner

harbour opens from an outer port, capable of re-

ceiving vessels of from 400 to 500 tons ; the road-

stead is protected by the islands B^ and OWron.
La Rochelle is a bishop's see, and the cap. of a
military division. It has a diocesan seminarr,

schools of navigation and drawing, a public Hb-
rary, a botanic garden, cabinet of natural history,

manufs. of glass and earthenwares: sugar re-

fineries, building docks, and a trade in wine,

brandy, and colonial produce. In the relig^oui

wars it was long a stronghold of the Protestants,

but it was finally taken by Louis xin. in 1628.

Eochejlaure, a comm. and market town c

France, dep. Ardfeche, near rt. b. of the Eh6ni

12 m. S.E. Privas. P. 1210.

EocHESERVtfeRE, a comm. and vill. of France

dep. Vendue, arr. NapoWon-Vendee. P. 1995.

Eoche's Pomr, Ireland. [Cove of Cork.J

EoCHESTER, a city, pari, and munic bor., ai

river port of England, co. Kent, 7 m. S.E. Gravi

end, connected by rail, with London, Maidstont

and Canterbury. Alt. 30 ft. Ac, with Chathar

4273. P. of pari. bor. (1851) 14,938; (ISei

16,862. It is situated on a bend of the Medwu
here crossed by bridges, with Chatham on the ;

and Stroud on the W. The cathedral, most

constructed by Gundulph, the first bishop aft

the Conquest, presents, in its recently repair^

interior, one of the finest specimens of Nomi;i

and early English architectiu-e ; length 383 ft-

The parish church of St Nicholas isalso verja

cient. The grammar school was founded in 15

It has a custom-house, theatre, guild-hall, cc

exchange, free mathematical school, and seve

alms-houses, baths, remains of ancient wa

gateways, and monastic structures, and ouim
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baok risiug from the river, majestic ruins of a
Norman castle built by Bishop Guudulph, and a
new public hospital. The trade of the city is

comprised with that of Chatham. Coal is exten-
sively imported for the supply of the interior of

the CO., and hops are exported. Vessels of heavy
burden come up to the bridge. Customs rev.

ri862)7234/. Exports 5268/. Reg. shipping (1864)
24,392 tons. It sends 2 members to H. of G. Eeg.
elect. (1864) 1599. The bishopric is, next to

Canterbury, the most ancient in England, having
been fouuded by St Augustine in 604, but it is

also the smallest.

EocHESTER, a city of the U. S., North America,
New York, Monroe co., on both sides of the

Genesee, here crossed by three bridges, on the

Erie Canal, at the terminus of the Genesee Valley
Canal, and on the G. W. Eailway, 7 m. S. Lake
Ontario, & 203 m. N.W. Albany. P. (1865) 44,403

;

(1860) 48,204. It has risen into consequence
since 1812, when it consisted of only two wooden
frame buildings. It has a collegiate institute, 2

female seminaries, several academies and other
Bchools, two orphan asylums, museum, arcade,

athenssum, and mechanics' institute. It princi-

Eilly owes its rise to the water power caused
ere by the falls in the river Genesee ; and it has

mauufs. of machinery, cotton and woollen stuffs,

leather, ropes, and earthenware, besides distil-

leries, breweries,& numerous saw, oU, fulling, and
flour miUs. Also several townships.—I. Massa-
chusetts, on Buzzard Bay, 48 m. S.S.E. Boston.
—^11. New York, on Eoundout Creek, 16 m. S.W.
Kingston.—III.New Hampshire, on the Cocheco,
80 m. E. Concord.—IV. Vermont, 32 m. S.S.W.
Montpelier.

EocHESTOWN, two pas. of Ireland, Munster.

—

I. CO. Tipperary, 3 m. E.8.E. Cahir. Ac. 1063.

P. 264.—II. CO. Limerick, 2 m. N.N.W. Six-mile-
Bridge. Ac. 1164. P. 156.-III. a hamlet, co.

Dublin, 4J m. E.S.E. Diindrum. Ac. 208. P. 97.

EocHETTA DEL Tanaro, a market town of N.
Italy, prov. Alessandria, circ. and 9 m. E.S.E.
Asti. P. 3202.

EocHErrE (La), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Savoie, cap. cant. Chamb^ry. P. 1227.

EoCHFOKD, a market town and pa. of England,
00. Essex, 15J m. S.E. Chelmsford. Ac. of pa.

1865. P. 1696.—II. a pa., co. Worcester, 2J m.
E. Tenbury. Ac. 1379. P. 315.

EocHUTZ, a town of Saxony, circ. Leipzig,
cap. dist, on Mulde, 16 m. N.N.W. Chemnitz.
P. 4543.

EocHLiTZ, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, circ. and
34 m. N. Bidschow. P. 2600.

EocK, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, 4^^ m.
W.S.W. Bewdley. Ac. 7754. P. 1379.—li. a
chapelry and township, co. Northumberland, pa.

Embleton. P. 250.

EocK, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in S.

of Wisconsin. Area 720 sq. m. P. (1860) 36,690.

Eockaway Beach, a vill. of the U. S., North
America, New York, between Jamaica Bay and
the Atlantic. A fashionable watering place.

Eockbeare, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 m.
W. Ottery-St-Mary. Ac. 2375. P. 540,

EocKBouRNE, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3J
m. N.W. Fordingbridge. Ac. 3798. P. 607.

EocKBRiDGE, a CO. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, in centre of Virginia. Area 652 sq. m. P.

(1860) 13,263 free, 3985 slaves.

_
EocKBRiDGE, a post vill. of the U. S., N. Ame-

rica, cap. Ozark, 160 m, S. Jefferson city.

EocK Castle, a co., U. S., North America,
Kentucky. P. 4986 free, 367 slaves.

EocKCLiFFE, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,

with a station on the Caledonian Eailway, 4J m
N.W. Cariisle. Ac. 6672. P. 949.

RoCKENHAUSEN, a town of Ehenish Bavaria,
cap. CO., on the Alsenz, 13 m. N. Kaiserslautern.

P. 1783. It has mineral springs.

EocKFiELD, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m.
N.W. Monmouth. Ac. 1993. P. 270.

EocKHAMPi'ON, a pa. of England, co. Glou-
cester, 2i m. N.N.E. Thornbury. Ac. 1206. P.
248.

EocKHAMPTON, the chief town of Livingstone,
CO. Queensland, Australia, on 1. b. of Fitzroy
river. Lat. 23° 23' S. Imports (1862) 244,919^.

;

exports 148,636/.

EocKiNGiiAM, a mkt. town and pa. of England,
CO. and 22 m. N.N.E. Northampton, in Eocking-
ham Forest. Ac. of pa. 890. P. 211.

EocKiNGHAM, a CO. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, in S.E. of New Hampshire. Area 812 sq.

m. P. (1860) 50,122.—IL a co. in centre of Vir-
ginia. Area 769 sq. m. P. 21,021 free, 2387
slaves.—III. a co. in N. of North Carolina. Area
412 sq. m. P. 10,428 free, 6318 slaves.—IV. a
township, Vermont, on the Connecticut River,

80 m. S. Montpelier.
Rock Island, a co., U. S., North America, Il-

linois. P. 21,006.

EocK-IsLAND-CiTY, U. S., North America, Il-

linois, is cap. of CO., at the confl. of Eock Eiver
with the Mississippi, 150 m. N.N.W. Springfield.

P. (1860) 5130.

—

Hock Island has an elevation of

20 feet above the highest flood, and Rock Rapids
are opposite the village.

Rockland, several pas. of England, co. Nor-
folk.—L 6 m. E.S.E. Norwich. Ac. 1360. P. 476.

—II. (All Saints), 3i m. W.N.W. Attleburgh. Ac.
1671. P. 373.-111. (St Andrew), 3J m. W.N.W.
Attleburgh. P. 111.—IV. (St Peter), 3i m.
W.N.W. Attleburgh. Ac. 1010. P. 386.

Eockland, a CO. of the U. S. North America,
in S. of New York. Area 172 sq. m. P. (I860)
22,492.

—

Rockland Lake, the source of the Hac-
keusack River, 250 feet above the sea, 4 m. in

circumference ; supplies New York with excellent

ice, which is cut in large square blocks.—II. a
township, Pennsylvania, co. Berks.

—

Rockport is

a township of Massachusetts, 32 m. N.E. Boston.

RoCKViLLE, a vill. of the U. S., N. America,
Indiana, 62 m. W.S.W. Indianapolis.

—

Rocky
Fork is a township of Missouri, co. Boone.
Rocky Mountains or Chippewayan Chain

(French Montagnes rocheuses, Gennan Felsen-

gebirge), a lofty range of North America. It con-
sists ot a continuous broad and elevated belt of

great parallel mountain-chains, and high included
table-lands, occupying the whole N.W. side of

the continent ; and twice as broad and almost
as long as the Andes of South America, com-
mencing in the S. with the plateaus and Cordil-

leras of Central America, where, between the
parallels of 7° and 8° N., a wide depression sepa-
rates the system from that of the Andes, and
ending on the N.W. in the broken ridges of

Russian America. The name Rocky Mountains,
however, is more particularly confined to those
portions situated in U. S. and Brit. America. This
chain is not less than 5000 miles in length, and
embraces three distinct grand parallel belts ; first,

on the E. the lofty Chippewayans, or double
chain of the Rocky Mountains proper ; secondly,
a range of high, wide, and broken table-lands,

lying W. of that chain ; and thirdly, bounding
the table-lands and overlooking the narrow
Pacific slope, a still more lofty chain, partially

volcanic and extremely rugged, the Pacific Alps
of the N.W. coast, the cascade range of Oregoa
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and Washington, the Sierra Nevada and coast

range and the peninsular mountains of Lower
California. These belts unite in the table-land

of Anahuac, in Mexico, on which are the vol-

canoes of Orizaba and Popocatepetl (17,783 feet),

the highest mountain in North America. The
great E. range lifts itself out of the western edge
of the steppes of the central continental plain,

like a colossal wall, deeply indented and gashed
on its steep flank, and with vast mountain but-

tresses jutting forward into the desert. The
whole system includes longitudinally many sec-

tions, separated by the river passes, which break
it, and by the interruptions of the leading crests

which are not in strictly continuous lines. The
chief rivers and streams pass round the ends of

the long ridges rather than through true gorges
cutting them. This feature presents great faci-

lities for carrying railways through this broad
and lofty mountain chain linking the Atlantic
and Pacific coasts by avenues of easy commerce.
In N. Mexico, the eastern range is called the
cordUlera of Cohahuela and Potosi, the Gauda-
loupe mountains being only an eastern outlying
branch ; and the western range is the Sierra de los

Mimbres and Sierra Madre. Further north, at the
sources of the Arkansas, the eastern belt is named
the Moro, and Chowatche, or Wet Mountain;
and the western the Sierra Verde or San Juan.
These two ranges enclose between them the
noble valley of Santa F6, or of the Rio del Norte,
a fertile plain nearly 50 m. broad at its northern
end. Between this high plain, descending south-
ward to the Gulf of Mexico, and the great middle
table-land—here the basin of the Colorado—there
interposes no mountain axis whatever, the water-
shed of the eastern and the western waters being
on a level at the northern end of the San Juan
or Sierra Verde, in a passway some 8 m. broad,
and about 9000 feet above the sea. From the
Arkansas to the N. fork of Platte River, the
chain is more complex and triple ; and its eastern
range, including the Medicine Bow Mountains,
contains some of the highest summits in the
whole chain ; such are the Spanish Peaks, and
Pike's, Long's, and Laramie's Peaks, which rise

to 10,000 and 12,000 feet above the sea. North
of the main Platte River are the Wind River
Mountains, where BVemont's Peak has an eleva-
tion of 13,370 feet. This great mountain axis is

the central water-shed of the whole continent ; for
from its flanks descend the head streams of the
Missouri, which flows towards the Atlantic, and
those of the Columbia and the Rio Colorado going
W. to the Pacific. Westward of the Wind River
range, and diverging from it southward near lat.

44°, occurs the N. end of Wahsatch range, a long
and lofty mountain axis, which passes west of the
Green River or Upper Colorado, and forms the
eastern boundary of the Great Utah basin. This is

not strictly a ridge of the proper Rocky Moimtain
chain, but of the Desert table-lands. To the
northward of the Wind River Mountains, the
main axis, which is here also the eastern one, is

exceedingly high where it separates the middle &
northern sources of the Columbia River from the
head streams of the Missouri and Saskatchewan.
Near the head of the latter, in British America,
towers the great peak of Mount Hooker, 15,700
feet above the sea, and a little further N. that of
Mount Brown, 16,000 feet. From this culminat-
ing point northward the crest gradually declines
in elevation to the Arctic Ocean, but even in lat.
62° it is estimated at between 3000 and 4000 feet.
Beyond lat. 55° the eastern range ceases to be
the main water-shed of the Pacific and Atlantic

drainage.—The Great Interior Plateau is a will

and elevated middle belt, between the RocI
Mountains proper on the E., the Pacific Alps and
Sierra Nevada on the W., and stretches from the
Gulf of California to the Arctic Ocean, having a
mean elevation of nearly 6000 feet above the sea-
It is natiu^lly divided into three regions, a Cen-
tral, a S., and a N. The Facijic Mountain chain
is the third or western belt of the system, and ob-
serves a general parallelism with the eastern or
proper Rocky Mountain chain, and ranges from
the peninsula of California, where it is compara-
tively low, northward, with augmenting height,
till it becomes in the N. part of California, and
thence the whole distance to Russian America,
a wide and very elevated chain. Its loftiest

peaks surpass in elevation those of the highest
in the eastern belt. The Cascade range contains,
in the vicinity of Colimibia River, the three
colossal peaks of Mount Jefferson, Mount Hood
(11,934 feet), and Mount St Helens (13,300 teet),

and Mount Shasta, in California (14,400 feet).

Mount St Helens and Rainier (12,000 feet) are
volcanoes, though rather torpid. Mount Fair-
weather 14,782, and Mount St Elias 14,970 feet,

the culminating summits of the whole chain, are
both volcanoes, and are supposed to be occa-
sionally in eruption. Castle Peak in the Sierra
Nevada is 13,000 feet above the sea.

RoCROi, a comm. and frontier fortified town of

France, dep. Ardennes, cap. arr., in the Forest of

Ardennes, 15 m. N.W. M^ziferes. P. 3202. It has
a military hospital and a custom-house. The
Duke of Enghien, afterwards " the Grand Cond^,"
here defeat^ the Spaniards in 1643.

RoDA, two towns of Spain.—I. prov. and 38
m. N.E. Barcelona, on the Ter.—II. prov. and
56 m. S. Cuen9a. P. 2400.

RoDA, a town of Germany, duchy Saxe-Alten-
burg, circ. Eisenberg, cap. dist., on an affluent of

the Saale, 8 m. E.S.E. Jena. P. 2800.

RoDACH, a town of Saxe-Coburg Gotha, prindp.
and 10 m. W.N.W. Coburg, cap. dist. P. 1600.

RoDAH or RoDDA, a town of Arabia, Yemen,
8 m. N.N.W. Sana. It has fine gardens and
vineyards, and is governed by an Ameer, who
occupies its citadel. [Rhoda."]

RoDAUK, a town of Central Asia, Little Tibet,

about 120 m. S.E. Leh, and having an active

trade in shawl wool, and salt from adjacent lakes.

Rodborne-Cheney, a pa., England, co. Wilts,

2i m. N.N.W. Swindon. Ac. 2728. P. 670.

RoDBOROUGH, a chapelry and tything of Engl.,

CO. Glo'ster, 1 m. S.W. Stroud. Ac. 1310. P. 2166.

RoDBYE or RoDBT, a maritime town of Den-
mark, on the S. coast of the island Laaland, 7 m.
S.S.W. Marieboe. P. 1200.

RoDDEN, a pa, of England, co. Somerset, 1^ m.
E.S.E. Frome. Ac. 990. P. 234.

Rode (North), a township of England, ca
Chester, pa. Prestbury, 3 m. N.N.E. Congleton,

with a station on the North Stafford Railway, 4J
m. S.W. Macclesfield. Ac. 1520. P. 285.

RoDESLACK, a comm. & market town of Frano^
dep. Moselle, 8 m. N.N.E. Thionville. P. 918.

RoDEWALD, a vill. of Hanover, Kalenberg, 11

m. N. Neustadt-am-Rubenberge. P. 1580.

RoDEZ or Rhodez, a town of France, cap. dep.

Aveyron, 85 m. N.W. MontpeUier, on rt. b. of the

Aveyron. P. (1861) 11,856. It has a national

college, a Gothic cathedral, and trade in wool and
cheese. It is the ancient iSegodunum.

Rodheih, a market town of Germany, Hessen-

Darmstadt, prov. Upper Hessen, on the Nidda,

4 m. W.N.W. Frankfurt P. 1560.

RoDi, a maritime town of South Italy, prov.

l^ll
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Foggia, on the N. coast of the Garganian Pro-
montory, Adi-iatic Sea. P. 4723.

RoDiGO, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and 7 m.
N.W. Mantua. P. 1445.

RoDiNG, a river of England, co. Essex, rises

near Dunmo-w, flows mostly S.S.W. past Chip-
ping Ongar, and between Epping and Hainamt
forests, and near Barking joins the Thames,
whence it is navigable to JHord.
RoDiNG, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Upper Palatin-

at& on the Regen, 23 m.N.E. Regensburg. P. 1190,

partly engaged in a pearl fishery.

—

Rodingen is a
vill., Rhenish Prussia, gov. & 18 m. N.E. Aachen.
RoDiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 4^ m.

W.N.W. WeUington. Ac. 1615. P. 481.

Rodman, a township of the U. S., N. America,
New York, 11 m. S. Watertown.
RoDMAKTON, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 6 m.

W.S.W. Cirencester. Ac. 4010. P. 401.

RoDMELL, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m. S.

Lewes. Ac. 1924. P. 292.

RoDMERSHAM, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2 m.
8.S.E. Sittingbourne. Ac. 1231. P. 294.

RODNA or RoDNEN, aviU. of Transylv., Saxon-
land, circ. and 26 m. N.E. Bistritz. P. 2000. It

has gold, silver, & iron mines, & mineral springs.

RoDOSTO or Rhodosto (Turk. Tehir-Dagh, an-
cient Bisanthe and Rhxdestum), a fortified mari-
time town of European Turkey, Rumili, sanj. and
60 m. N.E. Gallipoli, on the Sea of Marmora. P.

40,000. (?) It has caravanserais, khans, and public

baths, Greek and Armenian churches.
Rodriguez, an island of the Indian Ocean, be-

longing' to Britain, 330 m. E.N.E. the Mauritius,

of which it is a dependency. Lat. 19° 4' S. ; Ion.

63° 26' E. Length 12 m. ; breadth 3 to 6 m. Sur-
face mostly mountainous, but it has about 9000
ac. of cultivable land, producing rice and maize,
which, with turtles and some other products, are
exported to the Mauritius.
RcEDOE, an island off the coast of Norway, in

. lat. 66° 40' N., Ion. 13" 10' 'E.—Eoedskioer is a
small island in the Gulf of Finland.
RoEMHiLD, a dist. of the Duchy of Saxe-Mein-

ingen. P. (1861) 14,374.
RoER or Ruhr, a river of W. Germany and the

Netherlands, after a N. course through Rhenish
Prussia, past Duren and Juliers, turns N.W.,
enters Dutch Limburg, and joins the Maese on
the right at Roermond. Total course 90 m. It is

subject to extensive inundations, feeds many mill

canals, & has valuable fisheries. Under the French
it gave name to a dep., cap. Aix-la-Chapelle.
Roermond or RiJremonde, a town of the

Netherlands, prov. Limburg, cap. arr., on rt.

b. of the Maese, at the influx of the Roar, 27 m.
N.E. Maestricht. P. 9246. Its fortifications were
dismantled under Joseph ii., but it is still the re-
sidence of a military commandant. It has manufs.
of woollen stuffs, soap, leather, beer, and vinegar,
and a considerable general and transit trade.

Roeskilde, a town of Denmark, island and
stift Seeland, with a lake port, 19 m. W.S.W.
Copenhagen, with which it is connected by rail-

way, at the head of an inlet of the lise-fiord. P.
(1861) 4651. In the middle ages it was the resi-

dence of the Danish kings, of whom it is the great
mausoleum ; has a royal castle, and a cathedral.
RcEULX, a town of Belgiiim, prov. Hainaut,

cap. cant., 8 m. E.N.E. Mons, P. 2701.
RoFRANO, a market town of South Italy, prov.

Salerno, 13 m. S.S.W. Diano. P. 2644.
RoGART, a pa. of Scotland, co. Sutherland, 9 m.

N.N.W. Dornoch. Area about 93 sq. m., mostly
mountain and heath. P. 1439,
RoGASEN or RoGOZNO, a town of Prussian Po-

land, gov. and 24 m. N. Posen, on a large lake,
and on the Wetna. P. 4760. It has manufs. of
linens, woollens, and leather

RoGATCHEV, a market town of Russia, gov. and
60 m. S.S.W. Moghilev, cap. circ, at the confl.

of the Drutch and the Dnieper. P. 2200.
RoGATE, a pa of England, co. Sussex, 5 m.

W.N.W. Midhurst Ac. 4873. P. 990.

RoGERSTON, a hamlet of Engl., co. Monmouth,
pa. Bassalleg, 2J m. W.S.W. Newport. P. 1210.
RoGGWEiL, a town of Switzerland, cant. Thur-

govia, dist. Arbon. P. 1204.
RoGGWYL, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

Aarwangen. P. 1597.

RoGiET, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, 6i m.
W.S.W. Chepstow. Ac. 2906. P. 36.

RoGLiANo, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 9 m.
S. Cosenza, cap. cant. P. 4646. It was nearly
destroyed by the earthquake of 1638.
RoGLiANO, a town of France, at the N. extrem-

ity of the island Corsica, Mediterranean Sea, cap.

cant., 17 m. N. Bastia. P. 1869.

RoGNES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Bou-
ches-du-Rhone, arr. Aix, cant. Lambesc. P. 1578.
Rohan, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Morbihan, cap. cant., 28 m. N. Vannes. P. 667.
Rohan, an old division of France, in Bretagne,

with the title of duchy, now comprised in the dep.
Morbihan.

—

Eohan-Bohan orFrontenay, is acomm.
& vill., dep. Deux-Sevres, 6 m.S.W.Niort. P. 2276.
RoHATYN, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

circ. and 15 m. W.S.W. Brzezany. P. 2715.
RoHiLCUND, a region of British India, presid.

Bengal, upper provs., between lat. 27° 15' and 29°

61' N., Ion. 78° 3' and 80° 30' E. ; watered by the
Ganges, Bamgunga, etc., and now subdivided
among the dists. Bareily, Moradabad, & Bijnour.
RoHRBACH, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

dist. Seftigen. P. 1621.

RoHRSDORF, three vills. of Germany.—I. Prus-
sian Silesia, gov. and 27 m. S.W. Liegnitz, on th'*

Bober. P. 1500.—II. Saxony, circ. and 13 ni.

N.E. Dresden. P. 2908.—III. circ. Zwickau, dist.

Chemnitz. P. 1175.

RoHTUK, a dist. of British India, div. Delhi,

between lat. 28° 38' and 29° 16' N., Ion. 76° 10'

and 77° 4' E. Area 1340 sq. m. P. 377,133. The
district is traversed from N. to S. by a brancli

of Feroze's Canal, and the old Delhi Canal passes
through it. The land revenue has been fixed

for a term of 30 years, which expires in 1870.

RoHTUK, a town of India, 42 m. N.W. Delhi,

cap. of dist. of same name. P. 13,237. It has a
good bazaar.

RoisEL and RoissT, two comms. and vills. of

France.—I. in dep. Somme, cap. cant., 7 m. E.
P^ronne. P. 1768.—II. dep. Seine-et-Oise, arr.

W. Pontoise. P. 860.

RoiTZSCH, a vill of Prussian Saxony, gov. and
19 m. N.E. Merseburg. P. 1640.

RojALES, a market town of Spain, prov. and
23 m. S.W. Alicante, on the Segnro.
RojANKA, a market town of Russian Poland,

gov. and 37 m. E.S.E. Grodno. P. 1500.

RojESTVENKA, a market town of Russia, gov.
Koursk, 12 m. W. Staroi-Oskol. P. 1500.

RoJESTVENKOE, a market town of Russia, gov.
Simbirsk, 32 m. E.S.E. Stavropol. P. about 1500.—Rojestveno, is a market town, gov. and 49 nu
S.S.W. St Petersburg. P. 1500.

RojEV, a market town of Russia, gov. and 38
m. W. Kiev. P. 1500.

RoKEBY, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Riding, on the Tees, 2 m. S.S.E. Barnard-Castle.
Ac. 1114. P. 151.

ROKELLK, a
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after a W. course, estimated at 250 m., joins the

Atlantic by a wide estuary at Sierra Leone.
EoKiTZAN (Boh. Rokiczny), a town of Austria,

Bohemia, circ. and 10 m. E. Pilsen, on the Kla-
dawa. P. 3520. Manufs. of woollen cloth.

EoLLE, a town of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,
cap. circ, on the Lake of Geneva, 16 m. S.W.
Lausanne. P. 1591.

EoLLEBOisE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, arr. Mantes, on 1. b. of the Seine,

with a tunnel under the Eouen Bailway. P. 287.

EoLLEGHEM, a vill. of Belgium, prov. W. Flan-
ders, arr. and 5 m. S. CourtraL P. 1558.

RoLLESBY, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4J m.
N.E. Accle. Ac. 1653. P. 531.

EoLLESTON, two pas. of England.—L co. Notts,

4 m. W.S.W. Newark. Ac. 2705. P. 587.—II.
CO. Stafford, 3 m. N.N.W. Bmion-on-Trent Ac.
3647. P. 956.

EoLLESTONK, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 5^ ni.

W.N.W. Amesbury. Ac. 836. P. 52.

EoLLOUG, a pa. and vill. of Norway, stift Ag-
gershuus, on the Louven, 54 m. W. Christiania.

P. of pa. 4000.

EoLLRiGHT, two pas. of England, co. Oxford.
—I. (Great), 2* ra. N.N.E. Chipping-Norton. Ac.
2360. P. 410.—II. {Littley 2\ m. N.N.W. Chip-
ping-Norton. Ac. 780. P. 36.

EoLVKNDEN, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3 m.
W.S.W. Tenterden. Ac. 5622. P. 1483.

EOM, a comm. and town of France, dep. Deux
Sevres, on the Dive, 13 m. E.N.E. MeUe. P. 1818.

EoMA, a city of Italy. [Eome.]
EoMA, an Liland of Malaysia, in the Banda

Sea, 50 m. N.E. Timor, 40 m. in circuit.

EoMAGNA, a former prov. of Central Italy, and
one of the possessions of the Eoraan bishops, on
the Adriatic. Since 1860, comprised in the king-
dom of Italy.

EoMAGNANO, a market town of N. Italy, prov.
cu"C. and 18 m. N.W. Novara, cap, mand., on the
Sesia. P. 2516.

RoMAGNANO, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Salerno,
20 m. E. Campagna. P. 753.
EoMAGNAT, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.

Puy-de-D6me, arr. Clermont. P. 1765.

—

Romag-
nieu is a comm. and vill., dep. Isere, arr. La Tour
du Pin. P. 1894.

Eomagnese, a vill. of N. Italv, prov. Pavia,
circ. and 6 m. N.N.W. Bobbio. P. 1980.
EoMAiN (St), numerous comms. and vills. of

France.—I. dep. Haute-Loire, arr. Yssengeaux.
P. 1243.—II. dep. Charente, arr Barbezieux. P.
1716.—III. dep. Seine-Inf., cap. cant.,11 m. E.N.E
Havi-e. P. 990.—IV. (de BenetX dep. Charente-
Inf., 10 m. W.S.W. Saintes. P. 1762.—V. (de
Popey\ dep. Eh6ne, 6 m. S.E. Tarare. P. 1506.—
VI. (dUrjihey, dep. Loire, 15 m. S.W. Eoanne.
P. 1427.—VII. (en Jarret), dep. Loire, 12 m. N.E.
St Etienne. P. 1141

—

Romainville is a vill., dep.
Seine, near the N.E. extremity of Paris, 4 m.
S.E. St Denis, with a fine chateau and park, and
a wood greatly resorted to by the inhabitants of
Paris. P. 4289.

EoMALD-KiRK, a pa. of England, co. York,
North Eiding, 18 m. N.N.W. Richmond. Ac.
63,776. P. 2714.
Roman, a town of Moldavia, at the confluence

of the Moldava and Sereth, 36 m. S.W. Jassy.
EoMANiCHE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Sa6ne-et-Loire, arr. Macon. P. 2678.
EoMANo, a fortified town of N. Italy, prov. and

13 m. S.S.E. Bergamo. P. 4440. It has a college.
Romano, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Turin, circ.

and 5 m. S. Ivrea. P. 2419.
EoM,VNO Key or Cayo Romano, an island off

the N. coast of Cuba, lat. about 22° N., Ion. 78
W., 60 m. in length by 8 m. across, and divid

into two parts by a narrow channel.
EoMANOV, a walled town of Eussia, gov.

24 m. N.W. Jaroslavl, cap. circ, on the Volg
P. 2250. Manufs. silk and linen fabrics.

EoMANOVKA, a market town of Russia, gor^i
and 90 m. S. Kiev. P. 1570.

Romans, a comm. & town, France, dep. Dr6r
cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Isfere, across which if
communicates with Bourg-du-P^age, 10 m. N.E.
Valence. P. (1861) 11,257. It has silk and
woollen manufs., tanneries, and an active trade.

Romanshorn, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Thurgovia, dist. Arbon. P. 1817.

RoMANSLEiGH, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3i
m. S.S.E. South Molton. Ac 2491. P. 230.

RoMANZOV, several islands of the Pacific, Low
and Mulgrave Archipelagos.—II. a bay of Yesso,
Japan.—III. a headland, Eussian America.
BoHE (ItaL Roma), a city of Italy, cap. of the

Pontifical States, & formerly the metropolis of the
greater part of the world faiown to the ancienta,

is situated on the Tiber, 17 m. N.E. its mouth in
the Mediterranean. Lat. of the Eoman College
41° 53' 52" N., Ion. 12° 28' 40" E. ; alt, on the
Tiber, under the .Lilian bridge, 20 ft. P. (1800)
153,000; (1833) 170,701

; (1846) 180,200, including
18,660 visitors; (1862) 197,078; (1866) 21,07L
The city is built on marshy groimd, at the foot

of a range of low hUls, and is separated by the
Tiber into two unequal portions, which are di-

vided into 14 Rioni or quarters ; of these 12 are

in Eome proper, or the space on the E. or 1. b. of

the river, and only 2 on the W. or rt. b., called

the Borgo and Trastavere ; in the former are the

Vatican and the castle of St Angelo. Its walls

are 12 m. in circumference,with nearly 300 towers,

and 60 feet high on the outside ; they are pierced

for 16 gates, 4 of which are built up,—the finest

are the Porta del Popolo, the ancient Porta Fla-
minia, on the N. ; the Porta San Giovanni on
the S. of the city ; and the Porta S. Pancrazio, by
which the French effected a breach in 1849. Littli»

more than one-third of the area within its walls

is inhabited. N. of the Capitol is modem Eome,
all S. of it ruins and vineyards. The most popu-
lous part of the modem city occupies the site of

the ancient Campus Martius, a plain extending
between the Capitoline, Quirinal, Pincian, and
Viminal hills, and the river. The Tiber, within

the walls, has a winding course of 3 miles. It

is navigable for large boats and river steamers

;

after heavy rains it frequently rises 20 or 30 ft.,

and inundates a great part of the city. Near the

middle of its course the Tiber forms an island,

called S. Bartolomeo, 900 feet long and 300 feet

broad, connected with the mainland by 2 bridges,

the Ponte di Quattro Capi, andthePonte S. Bar-

tolomeo ; besides which, are Pons Sublicius, the

oldest & most celebrated of all the Eoman bridges

;

the Ponte Sisto, the Ponte Eotto, now converted

into a suspension bridge,andPons .ZElius, now the

Ponte S.AngelOjthe latter connectingthe citywith

the Castle of St Angelo, the citadel of Eome,which
serves for a state prison, and which has a covered

way to the Vatican. Only 4 of these bridges are

now in use. The three principal thoroughfares

of Eome diverge from the Piazza del Popolo, an

irregular open space at its N. extremity
;_
the

central of these, the Corso, extends in a direct

line S.S.E. for about a mile. There are in all 500

streets, 275 lanes, and 148 squares, of aU dimen-

sions ; most of these are ornamented with richly

sculptured fountains, of which there are in Rome
150. These are supplied with excellent water by
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3 aqueducts; the finest fountain is that called

Aqua Vergine— the others are Aqua Felice

(called also the Fountain of Moses), Aqua Paola,

and the Fontana di Trevi, the largest in Eome.
The water supply for the city is about the best

in Europe, being 944 litres per head per day. The
municipal body of Home consists of a senator

(who is appointed by the Pope for 6 years), of 8
conservators, and of 40 councillors. The police of

Borne is entirely under the director-general of

police, whose residence and offices are in the
palace of Monte Citorio. The Carnival, the great
public festival of Eome, begins after New Year's

day, & continues until the beginning of Lent. The
masking only takes place during the last 8 days.
Notwithstanding its architectural and artistical

riches, modern Eome has a sad and desolate

aspect. Most of the streets are narrow, dirty,

and paved with cubes of lava ; in these the finest

palaces and the most wretched hovels are often

seen side by side. Near the Oapitoline Mount is

the Ghetto or Jews' quarter, a filthy space, en-
closed by walls with gates, under charge of the
police, within which 6000 or 7000 Jews reside.

The situation of Eome is unhealthy, from the
effects of malaria, especially in summer ; but from
the mildness of its winter climate, it is a favourite

resort for invalids. The mean temp, of the year
is 69°-3, winter 44°-5, summer 75°, Fahr. The
tramontana or N. wind is often attended by
severe storms. The sirocco or S. wind is de-
bilitating in simimer. Frost seldom lasts over
the night, and snow falls on an average only li
days in the year ; but, in the severe season of

1812, and again in 1863, the ponds were frozen
over for several days. Rome has 354 churches,
with 7 basilicas, many of which are remarkable for

their architecture and their decorations ; of these
the cathedral of St Peter's is the largest and
most sumptuous in the world. Founded a.d.

1450, its building occupied 176 years; it was
planned and commenced by Bramante, but al-

tered and carried on by Baphael, Peruzzi, San-
gallo, and Michael Angelo Buonarroti. It was
dedicated by Urban vin., 18th November 1626.

Length of the cathedral 613 feet, width 286 feet,

height to top of cross 4343 feet. The space
covered by the buUdings of St Peter's is said to

be 240,000 sq. feet ; and the cost, exclusive of the
sacristy, bell-towers, etc., was 10,000,000/. In a.d.

806 Constantine the Great built a basilica on same
area, which, in 1450, had fallen into decay. The
church of St John Lateran, founded by Constan-
tine, in which the Popes were crowned, is the
mother church of Eome, and contains the gor-
geous Corsini chapel. The 5 general councils,

known as the Lateran councils, have given cele-

brity to this basilica, which also contains the
Scala Santa, consisting of 28 marble steps, with
the Sancta Sanctorum, a Gothic chapel at the
Bummit. The basilica of S. Maria Maggiore, and
the ancient church of Ara Cceli, built about the
6th century. The Palace of the Vatican, adjoin-
ing St Peter's, is said to contain 4422 halls,

chapels, and other apartments; it became the
permanent residence of the Popes after their re-

turn from Avignon in 1377, and has extensive
gardens. Its galleries and halls, the Sala Begia
or ambassadors' hall of audience, and the Sistine

chapel, decorated by Eaphael and Michael Angelo,
contain the most choice paintings and statues,

including the great fresco of the I;ast Judgment,
and the portion of those carried off by the French,
which were restored in 1815. A series of its gal-
leries, splendidly decorated with statues and mar-
bles, contains the famous library of the Vatican,

founded A.D. 1447, which is estimated to comprise
30,000 printed books, though generally supposed
to amount to 100,000 volumes, and 23,580 MSS.
in all languages. Its museum of sculpture, the
richest in the world, contains among other speci-
mens the Apollo Belvidere, the Torso, and the
Laocoon. The superb palace of the Quirinal,
or palace of Monte Cavallo, is surrounded by ex-
tensive gardens; attached to this is the palace
called the Dataria Apostolica, whence the ponti-
fical bulls are issued. In the square of the Quiri-
nal is the palace of the Consulta, seat of the su-
preme tribunal. The palace of Salviati contains
the archives of Eome. In the Campidoglio, or
modem Capitol, forming three sides of a square,
are the palace of the senator of Eome, that of the
conservatori, the Capitoline museum, rich in
objects of art and antiquities ; between these is

placed the famous bronze statue of Marcus
Aurelius. There are upwards of 60 splendid
private palaces ; the finest of these are the Bar-
berini palace, the Doria palace, remarkable for
its extent and its gallery of paintings ; the Co-
lonna palace for its gardens ; the Eospigliosi and
Farnese palaces, the latter celebrated for its archi-
tecture; the Borghese palace,with colossalstatues,

and one of the richest picture galleries in Eome ;

the Cenci Palace, scene of the tragedy of which
Beatrice Oenci wasthe victim. The villas or resi-

dences of the Boman nobles, in the suburbs of tho
city, are situated amidst orangeand citron groves,

and are ornamented with fountains and statues

;

the most magnificent of theseis theVilla Borghese,
on the Pincian hill, outside of the Porta del Po-
polo, with gardens 3 miles in circuit, which were
much injured during the revolution of 1849. The
Villa Medici, formerly celebrated for its Venus,
now belongs to the French government, and an
annual exhibition of pictures by French artists is

held here. The Villa Albani is rich in ancient

sculptures and architectural treasures. Of the
many scientific and literary establishments, the
university of Eome has the first rank. It was
founded a.d. 1 244, as a school for the canon & civil

law. Succeeding Popes enlarged it, and added
new chairs. There are now 42 professors, and it

is well attended. The chief of the others are the
Boman college, founded by the Jesuits, with a,

rich library and museums of natural history and
antiquities, and a celebrated observatory ; the
college of the Propaganda, in which natives from
all parts of the world are trained as missionaries

for the spread of the Boman Catholic faith, and
to which a celebrated printing establishment is

attached. The principal academies are that called

degli Arcadi, one of the oldest and most celebrated

in Europe, Acad. Archseologica, Acad, de Lincei.

Acad, of the Fine Arts, etc., and the academies of

theology, archaeology, the Tibei-ina, and others.

Next to the library of the Vatican, the chief

public libraries are the Casanatense in the con-
vent of Minerva, with 120,000 vols, and 4500
MSS. ; the Angelica library, with 84,820 printed

vols, and 2945 MSS.; and the Corsini librarj',

with 60,000 printed books and a large collection

of engravings. Besides the museums of the Vati-
can and the Capitol, the public collections com-
prise museums of anatomy, natural history, mine-
ralogy, antiquities, and mosaics, and there are
numerous and valuable private collections. Bome
has at present 8 theatres, tho finest of which is

that of Apollo, on the Tiber, near the bridge of St
Angelo; others are the Valle and the Argentina

;

a deaf-mute institution, and numerous hospitals

and benevolent institutions, orphan hospitals, and
houses of industry, the chief of which are San
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Spirito, containing a foundling hospital and luna-

tic asylum ; the Holy Trinity, and Santissimo Sal-

vatore. In the hospital of San Michele at the Ripa
Grande, 800 children are instructed in arts& trades.

This institution contains also numerous schools

of painting, sculpture, and architecture, a house
of correction for juvenile offenders and women,
and an asylum for old people ; also hand-looms
for supplying clothing to the papal troops. The
Protestant cemetery is situated near the Pyra-
mid of Caius Cestius, and contains the tombs
of Shelley and Keats. The chief industry of

the inhabitants of Rome is connected with the
production of articles of art, and the supply of

the numerous artists, invalids, and other visitors

;

its few manufactures are confined to woollen and
silk fabrics, hats, gloves, strings for musical in-

struments, artificial feathers, false pearls, mosaics,
jewellery, trinkets, coarse glass, and pottery.

Many of the population are occupied in attend-
ance on the ecclesiastical courts. The number
of priests and friars is about 4500, and of nuns
1900. The remains of ancient Rome comprise the
Cloaca Maxima, a great subterranean tunnel still

in good repair, the aqueducts, the circus of Ro-
mulus, and the circus Maximus, the coliseum, re-

mains of the theatres of Marcellus and of Pompey,
the palace of the Caesars, the temple of iEscula-
pius on an island in the Tiber, the temples of

Concord, of the Sun, and of Ve&ta, the mausoleum
of Augustus in the Campus Martius, the tomb of

CoBcilia Metella, the mausoleum of Hadrian,
now the castle of St Angelo, the columbaria on
the Appian way, the Tarpeian rock, the Mamer-
tine prisons, the Pratorian camp, fountain of

Egeria, the pantheon, a part of the Thermae of

Agrippa, those 6f Caracalla, Diocletian, Nero,
Titus, etc. ; the triumphal arches of Titus, Con-
Etantine, and Septimus Severus ; the columns
of Antoninus and Trajan, several Egyptian
obelisks, the Roman forum, now called Campo
Vaccino. Rumon is said to have been the oldest
appellation of the Tiber, hence the name of the
cap. Rome, which was founded by Romulus 754
B.C. In the two centuries preceding the Chris-
tian era, its dominion extended over all the coun-
tries of the Mediterranean ; its territories were
further extended by the first emperors ; but in the
5th century, the barbarians of the N. and E. de-
prived it of several provs. The city was taken
by Alaric in 410, and by Genseric in 455. It

passed successively under the domination of the
Ostrogoths and the Emperors of the East ; it was
given to the Popes by Pepin and Charlemagne
in the 8th century, and then became cap. of the
States of the Church. From 1809 till 1814, it

was cap. of the dep. Rome in the French empire
under Napoleon i. In 1848, an inl arrection broke
out after the assassination of Count Rossi, the
Pope's prime minister, 15th November ; the Pope
fled in disguise on the 24th. A republican form
of government was attempted in 1849, when on
the 8th February the national assembly declared
tho Pope divested of all temporal power ; but this
was overturned by the intervention of a French
force. [PoNTiFicAi, States.]
Rome, a town, U. S., North America, New

York, on the Mohawk river, Erie canal, and Cen-
tral railway, 96 m. N.W. Albany. P. (1860)
16,246. It has various manufs.—II. a town,
Georgia, at the head of the Coosa river.
Rome de Tarn (St), a comra. and vill. of

France, dep. Aveyron, arr. St Affrique, cap. cant.,

on 1. b. of the Tarn, 25 m. S.E. Rodez. P. 1597.
RoMKV or RoMNY, a town of Russia, gov. and

90 m. N.N.W. Poltava, cap. circ, on the Sula,

here joined by the Romen. P. 2300. A fair ia

held here yearly in May, at which goods to the
amount of nearly 2,000,000 rubles are sometimes
sold, and 8000 persons attend.

RoMENAY, a comm. & small town, France, dep.

Sa6ne-et-Loire, 10 m. E.S.E. Toumus. P. 3493.

RoMEKSTADT (Morav. Rzimarzow)., a town of

Austria, Moravia, 24 m. N. Olmiitz. P. 2900.

RoMERSWYL, a town of Switzerland, cast.

Lucerne, dist. Hochdorf. P. 1117.

Romford, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. Essex, on the E. C. Railwav, 14 m. E.N.E.
St Paul's Cathedral, London. 'P. (1861) 6604.
The town has an anc. church, a national school,

almshouses, a union workhouse, town-hall, gaol,

market-house, and barracks.

RoMHiLD, a walled town of Germany, Saxe-
Meiningen, cap. dist., 13 ra. S.S.E. Meiningen.
P. 1727. It has manufs. of woollen cloth.

RoMiLLY, several comms., towns, and vills. of

Prance.—I, (sur Aundelle), dep. Eure, 9 m. N.W.
Les Andelys. P. 1366. It has important copper
and brass works.—II. (sur Seine), dep. Aube, cap.

cant., on 1. b. of the Seine, and on railway from
Montereau, 10 m. E. Nogent-sur-Seine. P. 4290.

It has manufs. of cotton, hosiery, and cordage.
RoMiLY, a township of England, co. Chester,

pa. and 3 m. E.N.E. Stockport. Ac. 2290. P. 1468.

Rommedal, a pa. and vill. of Norway, stift Ag-
gershuus, amt Hedemark. P. of pa. 2800.

Romney(New), a cinque port, decayed bor.,

market town, and pa. of England, co. Kent, on
the English Channel, 22 m. S.S.W. Canterbury.
Ac. of pa. 2919. P. 1062. It has a town-hall,

market-house, church, & is the head of a poor-law
union. Its harbour was destroyed by an irruption

of the sea. Romney is a prescriptive munic. bor,
and a polling-place for the E. division of the co.

—Romney-Manh is a level tract of about 24,000
ac. of rich sheep pasture, secured against the sea

by an immense embankment, under the manage-
ment of a corporation.—II. {Old), a pa., co. Kent,
2 m. W. New Romnev. Ac. 2535. P. 151.

RoMNY, a town of Russia, gov. and 100 m.
N.N.W. Poltava. P. (1863) 6198.

Romoe, an island of Prussia, off the W, coast

of Schleswig, 4 m. N.E. the island Sylt. Length
8 m. ; breadth 2 m. P. 2000.
RoMONT, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 12

m. S.W. Fribourg, on the Glan. P. 1555.

RoMoos, a pa. of Swizerland, cant. Lucerne,
diet. Entlebuch. P. 1543.

Romorantin, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Loir-et-Cher, cap. arr., on the Saudre, at the

confl. of the Morantin, 25 m. S-E. Blois. P. (1861)
7642. Formerly the cap. of Sologne. Manufs.
woollen stuffs, cards, tape, and leather. It was
taken by the English in 1356 ; and here, in 1650,

the Chancelierl'Hopital issued the famous edict of

Romorantin, preventing the inquisition in France.
RoMROD, a town of Hessen-Darmstadt, prov.

Upper Hessen, 27 m. E.N.E. Giessen. P. 1088.

RoMSDAL, an amt or district of Norway, stift

Trondhjem, extending from the Sneehaiten, W.
and N.W., to the Atlantic, and having landward
the amts Trondhjem, Christiania, and Bergen.
Area 6030 sq. m. P. (1866) 104,340. Surface

mountainous, and it comprises the Romsdals-
hom, the course of the Romsdals-elv, and the

Romsdal-flord, an inlet of the sea, 60 m. in length,

and on an arm of which is the village RomsdaL
The Romsdalen valley, with the Guldbransdal,

intersects Norway in a direction N.W. to S.E.

;

and Romsdals Horn, apeaked mntn., is at itsN.W.
end, near Molde, the chief town of the amt.

RoMSEY or RuMSEY, a munic. bor., town, and
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pa. of England, co. and 8 m. N.N.W. Southamp-
ton, with which it is connected by the Andover
Canal, and by a branch of the S. W. Eailway. Ac.

7652. P. 6848. The town has a church, a charity

school, almshouses, and a branch bank. It is the

head of a poor-law union, and a polling-place for

the county.
Romulus, a township of the U. S., N. America,

New York, on the Seneca and Cayuga Lakes,
188 m. N.N.W. Richmond.
RONA, several isls. of the Hebrides, Scotland.

—I. CO. Inverness, 1 m. N. Raasay. P. 147. Length
5 m. ; breadth 1 m. Soil poor, find it is chiefly

appropriated to rearing a few cattle.—II. Outer
Hebrides, 1 m. S. North Uist. P. 4. Length 2

ra. Surface rocky, but improved for grazing.

RoNA (North), an island in the Atlantic, off

the coast of Scotland, a dependency of the Lewis,
in lat. 59° 7' N., Ion. 5° 48' W. It is 1 m. long
and 1 m. broad. Soil good. It has been proposed
to make the island a penal settlement.

RoNALDSHAT (North), an island and pa. of the

Orkneys, Scotland, and the most N. of that group,

2^ m. N.N.W". Taftness, in Sandaj'. Area about
4 sq. m. P. 532. A beacon on its southern pro-
montory is in lat. 59° 20' N., Ion. 2° 26' "W.—II.

(South), is, except Pentland Skerries, the most
S. island of the group, 6 m. N.N.E. Duncansby
Head. Length 8 m. Area about 18 sq. m. P.

of pa. (including Burra Island) 3282, includes
also Hunda, Pentland Skerries, and Swona Isles.

Surface mostly low, level, aud well cultivated.

St Margaret's Hope, on the N. coast, has a safe

and convenient harbour. P. of island 2561

.

RoNCAL, a valley of Spain, Navarra, watered
"^by the Esca, & having a vill. 37 m, E. Pamplona.

EoNCESVALLES (French Roncevaitx}, a frontier

vill. of Spain, Navarre, prov. and 22 m. N.E.
Pamplona, in a gorge of the Pyrenees, 3275 feet

above the sea. Here, in the Col de Eoncevaux, it

is believed the rear of Charlemagne's army, imder
Roland, was defeated and destroyed in 778.

RoNCHAMP, a comm. and vill. of France, dap.

H.-Saone, arr. Lure, cant. Champagney. P. 2860.
RoNCiGLiONB, a town of Central Italy, deleg.

and 11 m. S.S.E. Viterbo, on the Lake of Vico.
P. 4255. It has paper mills and iron works,
where iron from Elba is wrought.
RoNCO (TRiver), Central Italy, enters the Adri-

atic, 5 m. E. Ravenna. Course N.N.E. 60 m.
IloNco, several vills. of North Italy, the prin-

cipal being—I. Venetia, prov. and 14 m. S.E.

Verona, on the Adige. P. 2000.—II. (Biellese),

prov. Novara, circ. and 7 m. E. Biella. Pop. of

comm. 1375.—III. (in Canavese), prov. Turin,
circ. and 17 m. W. Ivrea. P. 1946.—IV. (Scrivia),

prov. and circ. Genoa, cap. mand. P. 2758.

RoNco d'Ascona, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Ticino, near the source of the Ticino river.

RoNCQ, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep. Nord,
7 m, N. Lille. P. 4948. The French here de-
feated the Austrians in 1794.
Ronda, a city of Spain, prov. Malaga, at the

foot of the Sierra Ronda, a prolongation of the
Sierra Nevada, 42 m. N. Gibraltar. P. 16,943.
It occupies precipitous heights, on the Guadiaro,
across the bed of which, from 200 to 300 ft. above
the river, are three bridges, one having a single
arch 110 feet in span. The old city encircled by
Moorish fortifications, has a ruined Moorish pa-
lace. The new town, also in a contracted space,

enclosed by cliffs, is regularly laid out, and has
a bull-ring, and celebrated breeding stud ; and a
theatre. Churches numerous and highly deco-
rated. It has manufs. of woollen cloths, flannel,

leather, and silk stuffs. Its fair in May is fre-

quented by a large concourse of people, often in-
cluding English merchants from Gibraltar. It is

renowned for its salubrity and the longevity of
its inhabitants. In the 14th century it was the
cap. of the Moorish chief Abu-Melik.
RoNDissoNE or RoNDizzoNE, a market town of

North Italy, prov. and 18 m. N.E. Turin, near
the Dora-Baltea. Pop. of comm. 1930.

EoNBOUT, a vill. of the U. S., North America,
New York, on Eondout Creek, near its entrance
into Hudson river, 59 m. S. Albany. It is a de-
pot for anthracite coal from the coal-flelds of
East Pennsylvania.
EoNNE, a seaport town of Denmark, stift See-

land, on the W. coast of the island Bornholm, of
which it is the cap. P. 5435. Its port is de-
fended by batteries, and it has shipbuilding, docks,
and manufs. of woollen cloth and tobacco.
EoKNEBURG, a town of Germany, Saxe-Alten-

burg, cap. dist., 4 m. E.S.E. Gera. P. 5969. It

has manufs. of woollens, porcelain, earthenware,
and leather. In the vicinity are mineral baths.

EoNNEBY, a mkt. town, Sweden, Isen Blekinge,
12 m. N.W. Carlskrona, on the Eonneby-Aa, near
its mouth in the Baltic. P. 1800. It has a cus-
tom-house, sugar-refining, tanning, soap, and
dyeing establishments.
EoNSAY and Egi.ishay, a pa. of Scotland, co.

Orkney, comprising the islands Eonsay, Eglishay,
Weir, and Enhallow, and two holms in small pas-
ture islands. P. 1162.

EoNSBERG, a market town of Austria, Bohemia,
circ. and 23 m. W.N. W. Klattau. P. 2000. It has
manufactures of linen, woollen, and paper.
EoNSDORF, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov.

Diisseldorf, 3 m. S.E. Elberfeld. P. 6764. It has
manufactures of silk, linen, and cotton goods.
EooDURPOOR, a town of British India, dist.

and 26 m. S.E. Goruckpore, N.W. provs. P. 5536.
Book's Island, Pacific Ocean, is between Pa-

pua & New Britain. Lat. 5° 29' S. ; Ion. 147° 46' E.
EooRKEE, a town of British India, dist. Suha-

runpore, N.W. provs., in. lat 29° 63' N., Ion. 77°
67' E. The situation of this town is the most
elevated in the Doab, between the Jumna and
the Ganges, and the Gauges canal passes this

place, whence channels for inrigation have been
made for most places in the Doab. " Thomasou
College " has been estab. here, for the purpose of

teaching civil engineering to Europeans& natives.

Eoos, a pa. of England, co. York, East Eiding,
12 m. E. Hull. Ac. 2190. P. 594.

Root, a township, U. S., North America, New
York, 43 m. W.N.W. Albany. P. 2736.

Root, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Lucerne, on
the road to Zug. P. 994

RooTHiNG, numerous pas. of England, co. Es-
sex.—I. (Abbots), 6 m. N.E. Chipping-Ongar.
Ac. 1602. P. 220.—II. (Aythorp), b\ m. S.S.W.
Great Dunmow. Ac. 1394, P. 269.—III. (Beau-
champ), 9 m. W.N.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 1311. P.
266.—IV. (Berner$y 7i m. W.N.W. Chelmsford.
Ac. 1050. P. 94.—V. (Bigh), 4J m, S.S.W. Great
Dunmow. Ac 1803. P. 469—VI. (Leaden),
61 m. S.S.W. Great Dunmow. Ac. 907. P. 207.—
VII. (Margaret), 8 m. W.N.W. Chelmsford. Ac.
1222. P. 236.—VIII. ( White), 7 m. S.S.W. Great
Dunmow. Ac. 2520. P. 466.

RoPA, a vill. of India, Bussahir, dist. Koona-
wur, in lat, 31° 47' N., Ion, 78° 28' E, Altitude
9800 feet. In the vicinity are several rich veins
of copper ore, 13,000 feet above the sea.

RoPESLEY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.
W.N.W, Folkingham, Ac. 3740. P. 845.

EoPLEY, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4 m, E.S.E.
New Alresford. Ac. 4595. P. TC'C.
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RopsHA, a vill. of Russia, gov. and 25 m. S.W.
8t Petersburg, circ. Oranienbaum, with an im-
perial palace, in which Peter the Great died, 1725.

EopuK, a town of British India, in Siihind,

near the 1. b. of the Sutlej, in lat. 30° 58' N., Ion.

76° 37' E. An important ferry station between
Sirhind and the Punjab. P. 7110.

EoQUE (La), a headland of France, dep. Seine-

Inf^rieure, on the Seine estuary, 7 m. N.N.W.
Pont-Audemer.
EoQUE (San), a town of Spain, prov. Cadiz,

circ. Algeciras, 8 m. N.N.W. Gibraltar. P. 6700.

EoQUEBROu (La), a comm. and town of France,

<iep. Cantal, cap. cant., on the G^re, 12 m, W.
Aurillac. P. 1403.

RoQUEBRUNE, a comm. and market town of

I'rance, dep. Var, 5 m. W. Fr^jus. P. 1388.—Z«
Jtoquebrussane is a comm. and market town, dep.

Var, cap. cant., 15 m. N. Toulon. P. 1312.

EoQUECOR, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Tarn-et-Garrone, 15 m. N.N.W. Moissac. P. 1094.—Roquecourbe is a market town, dep. Tarn, cap.

cant., on the Agout, 19 m. S.S.E Albi. P. 1793.

It has a Protestant church, and woollen manufs.
Roquefort, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Landes, cap. cant., on the Douze, 23 m. N.E.
Mont-de-Marsan. P. 1745. It has manufs. of

earthenwares.—II. a comm. and market town,
dep. Aude, cap. cant., 22 m. S. Limoux. P. 718.
RoQUELAURE, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Gard, cap. cant., near the Rhone, 25 m. N.E.
Nimes. P. 3649.

RoQUES (Los), a group of islands in the Carib-
bean Sea, belonging to Venezuela. Lat. 11° 57'

40" N. ; Ion. 67° 40' W.
RoQUETAS, a maritime vill. of Spain, prov. and

11 m. S.W. Almeria, on the Bay of Alineria. P.
2072, It has salt works.
RoQUEVAiRE, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Bouches-du-Rh6ne. cap. cant., on
the Huveaune, 11 m. E.N.E. Marseille. P. 3465.
It has manufs. of soap, olive oil, and silk.

RoEAAS, a mining town of Norway, stift and 67
m. S.E. Trondhjem, on an affl. of the Glommen,
near its source. P. 3500. It yields a great amount
of copper ore. From its position, on a table-land
6000 to 7000 feet in height, its climate is all but
perpetual winter. The town has benevolent in-
stitutions and public schools.
RoEBACH, a comm. & town of France, dep. Mo-

selle, cap. cant., 9 m. S.E. Sarreguemines. P. 1158.
RoEBAS, a town of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

dist. Bulach. P. 1071.
RoREE or LoHUREE, a town of Sinde, on 1. b.

of the Indus, 20 m. S.S.E. Shikarpoor. Lat. 27°
38' N. ; Ion. 68° 65' E. P. about 8000. Its houses
are lofty and flat-roofed, and it has mosques and
bazaars. The inhabitants manuf. coarse paper,
leather, silks, and cotton fabrics.
Rorschach, a town, and the principal corn

mart of Switzerland, cant, and 7 m. N.E. St Gall,
with a harbour on the L. of Constance. P. 2597.
Rorschacherberg, a comm. of Switzerland,

cant. St Gall. P. 1241.
Rosa TMonte), Alps. [Monte Rosa.]
Rosa (Santa), a town of the Granadian Con-

fed., state and 40 m. E. Autioquia, across the
Andes. It has rich gold mines.—II. Mexico, dep.
and 32 m. N. Coahuila. There are rich silver
mines in its vicinity.—III. Chile, 40 m. N.N.E.
Santiago.—IV. an island off the coast of Cali-
fornia, 35 m. S.W. Santa Barbara.

RosARio, a small island of the Arzobispo group,
I acific Ocean, in lat. 14° 5' S., Ion. 141° W.

RosARio, a town of the Argentine Confed., 210
m. by nver course N.W. Buenos Ayres, on the

W. bank of the Parana. P. (1860) 30,000. It is

fast rising in importance. Exports comprise dry
hides, hair, calf, goat, and sheep skins, wool,
tallow, copper, etc. Value (1862) 554,830/. Cus-
toms rev. (1854) 68,074/. ; (1862) 131,103/.

RosARio (El), a town of Mexico, state Sinaloa,
on river of same name, 145 m. S.E. Culiacan. P.
6000. Near it are rich silver mines.
RosARio de Cucuta, a town of the Granadian

Confed., st^te Boyaca, on the river Zulia. P.
5000. It is the depot for the produce of the sur-
rounding countries.

RosARNO, a market town of South Italy, prov.
Reggio-Calabria, 6 m. N.E. Gioja. P. 3456.
It was ruined by the earthquake of 1783.

Rosas (Rhoda), a seaport town of Spain, prov.
and 27 m. N.E. Gerona, on the N. shore of the
Gulf of Rosas. P. 2580.
RosATE, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Milan, 13

m. N.W. Pavia. P. 2539.

RosBERCON or RosEBERCON, a pa. and vill. of

Ireland, co. Kilkenny, on the W. side of the
Barrow, opposite New Ross, of which it is a
suburb. Ac. 2674. P. 941.

RoscARBERY, a town of Ireland. [Ross.]
RoscoBiE, a pa. of Scotland. [RescobieT]
RoscoFF, a comm. and maritime vill. of France,

dep. Finist&re, on a tongue of land extending
into the English Channel, opposite Bas Island,

13 m. N.W. Morlaix. P. 3917. In 1558, Mary
Queen of Scots disembarked here, to espouse the
French Dauphin.
Roscommon, an inland co. of Ireland, co. Con-

naught, separated by the river Shannon on the
E. from the cos. Longford and Westmeath (Lein-
ster), and by its affluent the Suck on the W.
from Galway and Mayo, and having N. the

cos. Sligo and Leitrim. Ac. 603,955, of which
440,522 are arable and 130,300 uncultivated. P.

(1861) 157,272. Surface mostly undulating;
mountainous in the N., flat in the E. Soil

generally fertile, and the pastures are fine.

Bogs comprise 100,000 acres. Tillage has of

late been extended. Oats and potatoes are the

chief crops ; wheat is now raised to some extent
Cattle and sheep are of good breeds. Coal and
iron have been wrought, but never to advantage.
The linen manufacture has declined. The co. is

divided into 9 baronies. Principal towns, Ros-
common, Boyle, Castlereagh, Stfokestown, and
a part of AthJone. It sends 2 members to House
of Commons.
Roscommon, a market town, pa., and formerly

pari. bor. of Ireland, cap. above co., 17 m. N.N.W.
Athlone. Ac. of pa. 9819. P. (1861) 5055 ; do.

of town 2619. Principal edifices, the parish

church, Roman Catholic chapel, court-house, gaol,

and CO. infirmary. Manufs. of coarse woollens,

flannel, shoes, and earthenwares. The town has
an increasing corn trade.

RoscREA, a pa. and market town of Ireland,

CO. Tipperary, near its N.W. extremity, 7 m. W.
Borris-in-Ossory. Ac. of pa. 10,653. Pop. of pa.

(1861) 6003 ; do. of town 3725. Principal edifices,

the church, several chapels, barrack, court and
market house, bridewell, fever hospital, & work-
house. It has trade in com ; brewing, distilling,

tanning, and a manufactory of coarse woollens.

Rose, several townships of the U. S., North

America.—I. New York, 7 m. N. Lyons.—XL
Pennsylvania, co. Jefferson.—III. Ohio, 128 m.

N.E. Columbus.
Rose (Le), a vill. of South Italy, prov. and

circ. Cosenza. P. 2505.

Rose-Ash, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6 m.

E.S.E. South Molton. Ac. 5082. P. 549.

i
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Roseau, the principal town of the island Do-

minica, British West Indies, on its W. coast, lat.

16° 18' 4' N., Ion. 61° 24' 7" W, P. 5000. It

has an arsenal and an excellent harbour.
RosedALE (West), a chapelryand township of

England, co. York, North Riding. Ac. 7900.

P. 338.

RosEHALt, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

Old Monkland. P. 1058.

RosEHEARxr, a fishing vill. and burgh of ba-
rony of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, pa. Pitsligo, on the

Moray Firth, 4 m. W. Fraserburgh. P. 908.

Rose Island, an island of the Bahamas, E. New
Providence.—II. an island, Pacific Ocean, Navi-
gator Islands, lat. 14° 32' 47" S., Ion. 169° W.
RosELL, a market town of Spain, prov. and 43

m. N.N.E. Castellon-de-la-Plana. P. 2425.

RosELi,o, a market town of South Italy, prov.
Chieti, 24 m. S. Lanciano. P. 1218.

RosEMARKiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ross, com-
prising the town of Fortrose. Area about 16 sq.

m. P. 1645.

Rosemary Islands, Dampier Archipelago, W.
Australia, lat. 20° 28' 15' S., Ion. 116° 30' E.
RosENALLis, a pa. of Ireland, Queen's co., com-

prising a part of the town of Mountmellick. Ac.
14,118, partly mountainous. P. 4723, of whom
132 are in the village of Rosenallis.

RosENAU (Hung. Rosnyobanya), a town of North
Hungary, co. and 16 m. N.E. Gomor, on the Sajo.

P. 9000. It is the see of a bishop, and has Roman
Catholic and Lutheran churches, an Episcopal
seminary, a Franciscan convent, Roman Catholic

and Lutheran colleges, high schools, and manufs.
of woollen cloth and linen, stoneware, leather, and
paper.—II. (Hung. Rosnyay, a town of Transyl-
vania, Saxon-land, on an affl. of the Aluta, 7 m.
S.W. Kronstadt. P. 4020, It has a strong castle,

and Roman Catholic and Greek churches.—III.

a vill., Lower Austria, 5 m. W. Zwettel, with a
noble residence and fine grounds.—IV. a vill. in

the duchy Saxe-Coburg, 5 m. N.E. Goburg.
Rosenberg, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.

and 25 m. E.N.E. Oppeln, cap. circ, at tbe source
of the Stober. P. 2300. It has manufs. of leather,

linen, and woollen cloth, etc.—II. (Suszy, a town
of W. Prussia, gov. and 17 m. E. Marienwerder,
cap. circ. P. 2453.

Rosenberg (Hung. Rozmberk), a market town
of North Hungary, co, Liptau, at the confluence
of the Waag and Revucza, 23 m. N.N.E. Neusohl,
P. 2658. It has a Roman Catholic college.

Rosenberg, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ,

and 22 m. S.S.W. Budweis. P. 1223.

RosENEATH, a penLusulated pa. of Scotland, in

the extreme W. of co. Dumbarton, between Lochs
Gare and Long, N,W, Greenock, 2J m,W, Helens-
burgh. Ac. 8829, P, 1626,

BosENFELD, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Black
Forest, 10 m. N.E. RotweU. P. 1362.

Rosenheim, a town of Upper Bavaria, cap.

dist., at the confluence of the Inn and Mangfall,
32 m. S.K Munich. P. 2350. It has extensive
salt works and mineral baths.
Rosenthal, several market towns of Germany,

—I. Bohemia, on the Lomnitz, 23 m. N.N.W,
Pisek.—II. H.-Cassel, prov. Upper Hessen, cap,

dist., 12 m. N.N.E. Marburg. P, 1697.—Ill, Bo-
hemia, circ. and 18 m. S. Budweis. P, 1000,

Rose (Sainte), a maritime town of the island

Guadeloupe, French West Indies, on its N. coast,

10 m. S.W. Port Louis. P. 3251.—II. a town of

the island Bourbon, Indian Ocean, on E, coast,

31 m. S.E. St Denis. P. 2700.
RosETO, two market towns of South Italy,—I.

prov, Foggia, 11 m, W. Troja, P. 5764.—II.

prov. Cosenza, on the Gulf of Taranto, 21 m. N.E.
Cassano. P. 1282.

RosETTA (Arab. Rashid), a seaport town of
Lower Egypt, cap. prov., on the W. arm of the
Nile, at its delta, 40 m. N.E. Alexandria. Pre-
viously to the opening of the Mahmoudieh Canal,
which connects Alexandria with the Nile, it had
25,000 inhabitants

;
pop, now only about 18,000.

It has still a thriving general trade, and manufs.
of sail-cloth, leather and iron goods for the dock-
yards of Alexandria, The town is in repute for
salubrity, and attracts many summer visitors. It
was founded a.d. 870, near the site of the ancient
Bolbitinum ; and here was discovered the famous
"Rosetta Stone," now in the British Museum.
Rosetta was taken by the French in 1798, and
besieged by the English in 1807.
EosHEiM, a comm. and walled town of France,

dep. Bas-Rhin, cap. cant., at the foot of the Vos-
ges mountains, 14 m. S.W. Strasbourg. P. 3912,
It has manufs. of cotton fabrics.

RosHiTZ, a market town of Lower Austria, on
the Bulka, 30 m. N.W. Korneuburg. P. 1425.

RosiiRES, several comms. and vills. of France.
—I. dep, Haute-Loire, 8 m, N.N.E. Le Puy, P.
2694,— II. (aux Salinesy, a town in the dep.
Meurthe, 9 m. S.E. Nancy, on 1. b. of the Meurthe,
and on the railway to Strasbourg. P. 2179.—III.

a town in the dep. Somme, cap. cant., 18 m. E.S.E.
Amiens. P. 2391,

—

Les Rosiers is a comm, and
market town, dep. Maine-et-Loire, on rt. b. of
the Loire, and on the Nantes and Tours RaUway,
18 m. S.E. Angers. P, 2774,

Rosignano, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 16
m. N.W. Alessandria, cap. mand. P. 2769.

RosKiLDE, a town of Denmark, formerly its

cap., 20 m. W. Copenhagen, Its old cathedral
was founded by Harold, a.d. 980. P. 4338.

RosLAU, a town of Germany, duchy Anhalt-
Dessau, Kothen, on the Elbe, at the influx of the
Roslau, 4 m, N, Dessau, P, 1596,

RosLAVL or RosLovL, a town of Russia, gov.
and 69 m, S.S.E. Smolensk, P. (1863) 7359,

RoSLESTON, a pa of England, co, and 15 m.
S.S.W, Derby. Ac. 1197. P. 382.

RosiJN, a quoad sacra pa. and small vUl. of

Scotland, co. and 7 m. S.E. Edinburgh, on the
North Esk, with ruins of a castle destroyed by the
English in 1544, and the celebrated Roslin chapel,

buiit in 1446, and now restored. It has the tombs
of many of the Earls of Orkney & Roslin. P. 467.

RosMANiNHAL. a small fortified town of Portu-
gal, prov, Beira, 65 m. S.S.E. Guarda, near the
Tagus and tbe Spanish frontier. P. 700.

RosNAU or RozNOW, a market town of Austria,

Moravia, circ. Prerau, on the Betschwa, 20 m,
E.S.E. Weisskirchen. P. 2275,

Rosny-sub-Seine, a comm. and vill, of France,
dep, Seine-et-Oise, 4 m. W, Mantes, on 1, b. of

the Seine, and on railway from Paris to Rouen.
P, 703.

—

Rosny is a comm. and vill., dep. Seine,

cant Montreuil, with one of the detached forts

near Paris.—III. sur Bois, dep. Seine, arr, Sceaux,
cant, Vincennes, P. 2166.

RosoLiNi, a town of the island Sicily, prov, and
circ, Noto, built on low cliffs overhanging a richly

cultivated valley, P, 5851.

Ross, a market town and pa. of England, co.

and 12 m. S.S.E. Hereford. Ac. of pa. 3118, P.

4446, The town, situated on a rocky eminence
above the Wye, has hospitals, union workhouse,
branch bank, mechanics' institute, etc. It is a
polling-place for the county. The cider of the
vicinity is in high repute. Pope's lines on the
" Man of Ross " have rendered the name of this

place familiar to students of English literatuiei
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Boss, numerous localities in Ireland.—I. the

largest island in the lower Lake of Killamey,

Munster, 2 m. S. Killamey. Ac. 131. P. 23.—

II. a pa., Connaught, co. Galway, 12J m. N.W.
Oughterard. Ac. 63,364. P. 3726. Surface moun-
tainous, and the " devil's mountain " rises to 2131

feet in height. The parish comprises parts of

Loughs Mask and Corrib.

Ross, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in S.

part of Ohio. Area 650 sq. m. P. 35,071.-11. a

township, Pennsylvania, on Pine Creek, 4 m. N.

Pittsburgh. P. 1442.—III. a township, Ohio, co.

Greene. P. 1367.

Eoss or Boss G^vkbery, a pa., market town, and
Episcopal see of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork, the

town on an eminence, near its shallow harbour, 7

ni.W.S.W. Clonakilty. Ac. 13,350. P. of pa. 4283;

do. of town 803. It Las a cathedral, R. C. chapel,

bridewell, market and court houses, and com
stores. The see, comprising 32 pas. in the same
CO., is united to the diocese of Cork and Cloyne.

RossLEA, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Fer-

managh, 4 m. N.N.E. Clones. P. 376.

Ross (New), a pari, and munic. bor., river port,

town, & pa., Irel., co. & 13 m. N.N.E. Wexford, on
1. b. of the Barrow, across which it communicates
with its suburb Rosbercon, by a bridge. Ac. of

pa. 4922. P. (1861) 7916. Ac. of pari. bor. 4400.

P. 7845. Alt. 34 ft. It is enclosed bv old walls ;

has a quay 650 yards in length, whicli vessels of

600 tons can reach at high tides. It has chui-ches

and chapels, monastic establishments, an infir-

mary, and various hospitals ; market-houses, ses-

sions-house, barracks, gaol, and custom-house.
Trade extensive. Exports com, flour, wool,
butter, cattle, and bacon. Chief imports fish and
timber. Vessels belonging to the port 10, tons

3332. Customs rev. (1862) 21,836^. It sends 1

member to House of Commons. Reg. elect. 191.

Ross and Ckomarty, a united co., extending
across the N. part of Scotland, from sea to sea,

between the Minch on the W. and Moray Firth
on the E., and including in detached portions,

Cromarty, and the islands of Lewis, eta, in the
Hebrides, its mainland portion having N. Suther-
land and S. Inverness-shire. Ac. 2,016,375, or
3150 sq. m., of which 560 sq. m. are in the Heb-
rides, 344 belong to Cromarty, & 9^ to Nairn. Of
the mainland portion, about 301,000 ac. are arable,

545,000 in pasture, and 921,000 waste. P. (1861)
81,093. Cromarty, Beauly, and Dornoch firths

indent it on the E., and Lochs Broom, Greinord,
Ewe, Gairloch, Torridon, and Alsh on the W.
Granite and primary schists form the N. & middle
parts of the co. The sea-coasts, and a considerable
way inland, are composed of old red sandstone.
Mean annual temperature 46° Fahr. Climate on
the W. coast is moist, and subject to heavy rains,

but drier and colder in the E. Rainfall at Butt of
Lewis 51 inches. It is a wild region of moun-
tains (Ben Wyvis 3422 ft ; Ben Attow 4000 ft.),

moors, and laJses, traversed by the Conon, Orin,
Beauly, and other small rivers, along which are
extensive tracts of fertile soiL Agriculture has
greatly improved of late years ; in some parts
much good wheat is raised, and many plantations
of trees have been made ; but the greater part of
the CO. is appropriated to sheep and cattle farm-
ing. No manufs. of importance are carried on

;

few mines or quanies are wrought ; and the pop.
is in general very poor. The co. is subdivided
into 33 pas. Principal towns, Dingwall, Tain,
and Cromarty. It sends 1 member to House of
Com. Reg. electors (1862") 887. [Cromartt.]

EossA, a market town ol Russia, gov. and 35
la. S.E. Grodno. Pop. about 1500.

EossANA, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Coneo,
8 m. S.S.W. Saluzzo. P. 2258.

EossANo, a town of South Italy, prov. Cosenza,
on a hill near the Gulf of Taranto, 17 m. W.N.W.
Cariati. P. (1861) 14^257. It has a cathedral, and
is the see of an archbishop. It is the birth-

place of Popes John vn. and xvn. Near tha
city are alabaster and marble quarries.

RossBACH, several vills. of Germany.—I. Bo-
hemia, circ. and 27 m. W.N.W. Elnbogen. P.
2954.—II. Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Upper Hee-
sen, on the Rossbach, at the foot of the Taunus
mountain, 13 m. N. Frankfurt. P. 1225.—III.
Prussian Saxony, gov. Merseberg, 17 m. S. Halle.

Here, on 6th November 1757, Frederick the Great
defeated the French and Imperialists.

RossBERG, a mntn., SAvitzerland. [Goldau.]
RossDRorr and Rossduff, two pas. of Ireland
—I. Leinster, co. Wexford, 4 m. W.S.W. Ennis-
corthy. Ac. 8166. P. 1560.—II. Munster, co.

Waterford, 2J m. N.W. Dunmore. Ac. 196. P. 69.

RossEL, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 62 m.
S.S.E. Konigsberg, cap. circ. P. 2900. It has a
college, and manufs. of linens and woollens.

RossiE, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, "New York, on Indian river, 26 m. S.W.
Canton. P. 1471, mostly employed in lead mines,

iron foundries, and manufactures of machinery.
RossiE Island, a low flat island, in the channel

of the South Esk, Scotland, co. Forfar, pa. Craig,

between Montrose basin & the North Sea. P. 212.

RossiENA (Pol. Rossienie\, a town of Russia,

gov. Kovno, 100 m. W.N.W. Vilna, cap. circ, on
the Lubissa. P. (1863) 12,465. It is the see of

the Roman CathoUc bishop of Samogitia, and has
several churches and a Piarist college.

RossiGNOL Lake, Nova Scotia, Queen's co,

30 m. S.S.E. Annapolis, is about 11 m. in length.

From it flows the Mersey river, at the mouth of

which is the village Rossignol or Liverpool.

RossiKGTON, a pa. of England, co. York, W.
Riding, 4 m. N.W. Bawtry. Ac. 3009. P. 400.

RossmvER, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, cos.

Sligo and Leitrim, and comprising the village

Kinlough. Ac. 52,314. P. 11,184.

RossKEEX, a maritime pa., Scotland, co. Ross,

on Cromarty Firth, 12 m. N.E. DingwaU. P. 3766.

RossLA, a town, Prussian Saxony, gov. Merso-
burg, cap. co., 10 m. W. Sangershausen. P. 1425.

RossLEBEN, a market town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. and 25 m. W. Merseburg. P. 1310.

RossMiRE, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Water-
ford, comprising a part of the town of Kilmac-
thomas. Ac. 8160. P. 1535.

RossoRY, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Fer-

managh, comprising a part.of the town of Ennis-
killen. Ac. 7504. P. 2408.

RossTREVOR, a marit town of Ireland, Ulster,

CO. Down, on the N. side of Carlingford Bay, 8

m. E.S.E. Newry, with which it is connectea by
railway. Stationary pop. 653. It is resorted to

by many visitors in summer, and has some trade

in coals and fish.

RosswEiN, a town of Saxony, circ. Leipzig, on

the Mulde, 5 m. W.N.W. Nossen. P. 5964. It

has manufactures of woollen and other stuffs.

RosTAK, an inland town of South Arabia, dom.
and 68 m. W. Muscat, and stated to be large.

RosTARZEWO, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.

and 35 m. S.W. Posen. P. 674.

RosTHERN, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 3J m.

N.N.W. Nether Knutsford. Ac. 19,096. P. 4068.

Rostock, a commercial city and seaport of W.
(rermany, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, on the War-
now, 9 m. from its mouth in the Baltic, and at the

termination of a btanch of the Hamburg and

eo. 1
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Baiiin Railway, 44 m. N.E. Schwerin. P. (1864)

26,396. It consists of au old, a middle, and a new
town, with several suburbs. Principal edifices, a
piilace, churches, hospitals, town-hall, and theatre.

In one of the principal squares is a statue of

Marshal Blucher, a native of Rostock. It has a

university, founded in 1419, with a valuable

library, theological and other schools, an anato-

mical theatre, laboratory, and botanic garden.

Manufs. woollen cloth, soap, and chicory : with
breweries, distilleries, vinegar, colour, and chemi-

cal factories, and sugar refineries. Trade exten-

sive ; exports principally consist of red wheat,

barley, pease, rape seed, oats, wool, rags, oil-

cake, rape oil, bones, flax, horses, cattle, and
provisions. Imports colonial produce, wines, and
manuf. goods. In 1862, 675 vessels entered, and
703 cleared the port. The depth of the water in

the river is from 8 to 9 ft., and vessels above that

draught load and unload at Wamemiinde, its

outport. Rostock is mentioned in history as early

as 1161, and was annexed to Mecklenburg 1323.

It was long one of the Hanse towns, and retained,

until lately, some exclusive privileges.

Rostov (joimerljDmitria-Eostojskagd), a town
of Russia, gov. and 225 m. E.S.E. Ekaterinoslav,

on rt. b. of the Don, 22 m. above its mouth, in the
beaof Azov. P. (1863) 29,261. It is defended by a
fortress, and has numerous dep6ts of provisions
for the army, and is a principal entrepot for the
trade of the countries traversed by the river Don.
Rostov, a town of Russia, gov. and 37 m. S.S.W.

Jaroslavl, cap. circ, on Lake Nero. P. (1863)
9677. It is the see of a Greek archbishop. Prin-
cipal edifices, an ancient cathedral, several con-
vents, episcopal palaces, and a seminaiy. It has
manufactures of linens, vitriol, and colours, and
an active commerce. Its annual fair is often fre-

quented by about 45,000 persons.

Rost-Ravkk, a township, U. S., North America,
I'ennsylvania, on the Monongahela. P. 1689.

RosxKENEN, a comm. and vill. of Prance, dep.

C6tes-du-Nord, cap. cant., 25 m. S.S.W. Guin-
gamp. P. 1560.

RosYTH Castle, near North Queensferry, co.

Fife, a ruined tower, dated 1561, with Queen
Mary's arms, but built long before. Cromwell's
mother was a Stuart of Rosyth.
Rota, a maritime town of Spain, prov. and 6

m. N.N.W. Cadiz, P. 7987. It has a castle,

and a small harbour for coasting vessels. Chief
industry, agriculture and fishing.

Rotgen, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and 10
m. S.S.E. Aix-la-Chapelle, on the Vesdre. P.
1602. It has manufs. of cassimeres.
Roth, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle Fran-

conia, on the Rednitz, 15 m. S. Niirnberg. P.
2500. It has a castle, a high school, and manufs.
of cutlery, gold and silver lace, and glass.

Rothbuuy, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. Northvunberland, on the Coquet, 11 m. W.S.W.
Alnwick. Ac. of pa. 33,170. P. of pa. 2545 ; do.
of township 895.

RoTHENBACH, a pa. of Switzerland, cant. Bern,
dist. Ober Simmenthal. P. 1628.

RoTHENBUHG or RoTENBURG, Several towns of

Germany.—I. Hessen-Cassel, prov. Lower Hes-
sen, cap. circ, and dist., on the Pulda, 24 m. S.S.E.
Cassel. P. 3650. It consists of an old and a
new town, connected by a bridge, and has several
educational establishments.—II. Hanover, landr.
Stade, princip. and 15 m. N.E. Verden, cap. dist.,

on the Wiimme. P. 1500. It has a transit trade
between Hamburg and Bremen.—III. Pinissian
Saxony, gov. and 23 m. N.N.W. Merseburg. P.
1438. It has copper and other mines and litre

works.—IV. a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 8
m. N.W. Lucerne.
RoTHENBUKG, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Lucerne, dist. Hachdorf. P. 1357.

Rothenburg-an-dek-Tauber, a town of Ba-
varia, circ. Middle Franconia, cap. dist., on the
Tauber, 31 m. S.S.E. Wurtzburg. P. 6594.

Manufs. wooUen cloth. It was formerly a free

city of the empire. [RoTTENBijRa.]
RoTHENFELs, a town of Baden, circ. Middle

Rhine, on the Murg, 6 m. E.S.E. Rastadt. P.
1425.—II. a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower Fran-
conia, 17 m. W.N.W. WOrtzburg. P. 1400.

RoTHEXFLUH, a vOl. of Switzerland, cant.

Basle-Campagne, dist. Sissach. P. 812.

ROTHENKIRCHEN Or RODENKIRCIIEN, a vill. of

N.W. Germany, Oldenburg, circ. and 5 m. N.E.
Ovelgonne, cap. dist., on tbe Weser. P. 2250.

RoTHENTHURM, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
6 m. N. Schwytz. Near it is Morgarten, the
scene of a total defeat of the Austrians by the
Swiss, 16th November 1316.—II. a pass of the
Carpathian mountains, between Transylvania &
Walachia, 17 m. S.S.E. Hermannstadt, and de-
riving its name from a conspicuous red tower,
amongst " whitewashed modern fortifications."

RoTHER, a small river of England, co. Sussex,
enters the English Channel at Rye^ of which town
it forms the harbour.—II. a rivulet, co. Surrey,
enters the Thames at Rotherhithe.
RoTHEKBY, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 5

m. W.S.W. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 766. P. 134.

RoTiiERFiELD, several pas. of England. — I.

CO. Sussex, 54^ m. W.S.W. Wadhurst. Ac. 14,733.

P. 3413.—II. (Grej/), co. Oxford, 2^ m. W.S.W.
Henley-on-Thames. Ac. 2910. P. 1629.—III.
(Peppard), same co., 3 m. W.S.W. Henley-on-
Thames. Ac. 2158. P. 437.

RoTHERHAM, a pa. and town of England, co.

York, West Riding, on the rt. b. of the Don,
across which it communicates by a bridge with
its suburb Masborough, and on the N. Mid. Rail.,

6 m. N.E. Sheffield. Alt. 120 feet. Ac. of pa.

12,640. P. of pa. (1861) 24,003; do. of town,
7598. It has various churches, many chapels ot

dissenters, a court-house, market - house, aud
public library, a college of the Independents,
grammar school, with exhibitions to the univer-
sities, other endowed schools, almshouses, a work-
house, and on its old bridge is an ancient chapel
now used for a prison. l)ilanufs. all kinds of

iron goods, including cannons, machinery, aud
bridge-works: also starch, rope, twine, glass, and
soap, breweries and flax-mills,—its industry and
trade being facilitated by supplies of coal in the
vicinity, and by the navigation of the Don. It is

governed by a body of the inhabitants, and has
weekly and midsummer sessions.

Rotherhithe or Redriff, a pa. of England,
forming a S.E. subui'b of London, co. Surrey, on
the Thames, 2J m. S.E. St Paul's Cathedral,
at the south entrance to the Thames Tunnel.
Ac. 886. P. 24,582. It lies between Bermond-
sey and Deptford; consists mostly of inferior

streets, and of dockyards for the shipbuilding,

etc., in which, and in ship chandlery, its popu-
lation is chiefly employed.
Rothersthorpe, a pa. of England, co. and 4

m. S.W. Northampton. Ac. 1200. P. 289.

RoTHERWicK, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 6
m. E.N.K Basingstoke. Ac. 1924. P. 386.

Rothes, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 9 m. S.S.E
Elgin, near the Spey. P. 2407, part in Banff-
shire ; of whom 1465 inhabitants are in the vill.

Rothesay, a royal bor., seaport town, and pa.

of Scotland, cap. co. Bute, at the head of a Wy
as
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on the E. side of the island, 30 m. W. Glasgow.

Area 45 sq. m. P. (1861) 7438 ; do. of town 7122.

It is modemly built, and being protected by hills

on the land side, and having a mild, soft atmo-
sphere, is much resorted to by sea-bathers and
invalids : it has a hydropathic establishment.

Principal public edifices, are churches, chapels,

schools, county and town halls, custom and ex-

cise offices, and ruins of an anc. castle. Corp.

rev., including harbour, etc. (1862-3), 6126/. It

lias public libraries, reading rooms, banks, and
insurance companies, large cotton-mills, ship-

building docks, and herring, salmon, haddock,

whiting, and sole fisheries. It is the seat of

county sheriff and commissary courts. Matthew
Stewart, the mathematician, was born here.

KoTHiEjiAY, a pa. of Scotland, co. Banff, 6 m.
N.N.E. Huntly. P. 1414.

EoTHLEY, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 1|
m. S. Mount Sorrell. Ac. 6480. P. 2213.

EoTHWASSER, a viU. of Austria, Moravia, circ.

and 35 m. N.W. Olmutz. P. 2480.—II. a viU.

of Bohemia, circ. Chrudim, 10 m. N.N.E. Land-
Ekron. P. 1300.

KoTH^VELL, three pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-
thampton, 4 m. W.N.W. Kettering. Ac. 4430.

P. 2354, partly employed in a manuf. of silk plush

for hats.—II. co. Lincoln, 2f m. E.S.E. Caistor.

Ac. 2690. P. 267.—IIL co. York, West Riding,

5 m. N.N.E. Wakefield. Ac. 8716, P. 8072, em-
ployed in woollen manufs. and coal mines.
EoTONDA, a viU. of South Italy, prov. Potenza,

cap. cant., 19 m. S.E. Lagonegro. P. 4146.

—

Rotondella is a village adjacent. P. 3747.

EoTONDO Monte, is the most lofty mntn. of the

island Coreica, in its centre 9068 ft. above the sea.

EoTSCHENSAUi, a town and port of Bussian
Finland, at the mouth of the Kymmene, in the
Gulf of Finland. The harbour, formed by islands,

is closed by fortifications ; it has an arsenal, hos-
pital, and barracks for 14,000 men.

EoTTEE, an island, Malaysia. [Eotti.]
EoTTESBURQ, a town of WUrtemberg, circ.

Schwarzwald, on the Neckar, 12 m. W. Eeutliu-

gen. P. 6253. It is the see of a Eoman Catholic
bishop, and hp,s manufs. of leather and paper.
EoTTENMAN, a town of Austria, Styria, on an

affl. of the Enns, 42 m. N.W. Bruck. P. 757.

EoTTEKDAM, an important commercial city of

the Netherlands, cap. arr. same name, prov. S.

Holland, at the conn, of the Eotte with the rt. b.

of the Meuse or Maas, 40 m. S.S.W. Amsterdam.
Lat. 61° 65' 3" N. ; Ion. 4° 29' 6' E. P. (I860)
115,354; (1862) 111,403. Mean temp, of year 61"^

winter 36°-9, summer 65° Fahr. The city is built

in the form of a triangle, one side of which is

parallel with the Maas. T he Boompjes, a fine quay,
extends 1\ m. along the river, shaded by a row
of elms ; the houses are substantial and well buUt.
An immense dyke extends through the middle of
the city, and protects the Binnenstad from inunda-
tions of the sea. The Hoog Straat (High Street)
is built on the dam which embanks the Maas,
and separates the new from the old town. A new
quarter, with handsome residences, the Willetn-
t/cade, has been buUt since 1860, on ground gained
from the river Meuse. The principal streets are
intersected by canals, which are lined with trees
and crossed by drawbridges. The public edifices
are the cathedral church of St Lawrence, which
is built of brick, recently restored, and contains
the tombs of De Witt, Kortnaer, and Brakel

;

the exchange, with a library and a collection of
philosophical instruments ; custom-house, stadt-
house or town-hall, palace of justice, admiralty
and dockyard ; botanic & zoological gardens, and

a yacht club. It is cap. of tlie 9th military div.,

has numerous charitable institutions, the central

prison of the Netherlands, and many superior

schools ; and in the market-place there is a bronze
statue of Erasmus, who was bom here in 1467.

The new Hotel-de-ville, with a public library and
a collection of paintings, and the Schieland palace,

with a museum and a fine collection of Dutch
paintings, which were destroyed by fire in Feb.
1864. It has manufs. of tobacco, soap, leather,

glass, and paper, chemical products, distilleries

of gin, termed "Geneva" (properly Venerer) ;

sugar and salt refineries. Consuls of England, j
Denmark, and the U. S. of America reside here.

There are more English residents in Eotterdam
than in any other town of the Netherlands, and
for their accommodation there are three places of

worship ; one belonging to the Church of Eng-
land, another to the Scottish Establishment, and
a third to the Independents. Rotterdam is more
favourably situated for trade than Amsterdam

;

its canals admit vessels upwards of 1000 tons

burden ; a ship canal has been cut across the

isle of Voorn ; and it communicates by canals
with Delft and the Hague, by raUway with
Utrecht, the Hague, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Breda,

and Amheini, and has regular communication by
steamera with London, Hull, Leith, Havre, and
Hamburg, and with the ports on the Ehine several

times a day. Its commerce is increasing rapidly,

and its exports and imports resemble those ofAm-
sterdam.
Eom, an island of Malaysia, off the S.W.

extremity of Timor. Lat 10° 40' S. ; Ion. 123°

E. Length 50 m. • '"readth 20 m. Surface moun-
tainous. Products comprise rice, maize, millet,

sweet potatoes, cotton, and ebony. The Dutch
have an establishment on the island, at the N.K
extremity of which is the village Eangong, with
a secure harbour.
EoTTiNGDEAN, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4

m. E.S.E. Brighton. Ac. 3639. P. 1016.

EoTTNEST (Eat-Nest) Island, W. Australia,

CO. Perth, is opposite the mouth of Swan Eiver.

Lat. 31° 67' S. ; Ion. 115° 25' E. Length, W. to

E., 10 m. ; breadth varies to 4 miles.

EoTTUM, an island of the Netherlands, prov.

Groningen, in the North Sea, 4 m. S.W. Borkuni.

P. 1726, mostly engaged in fishing.

EoTTWEiix, atown, Wiirtemberg, circ. Schwarz-
wald, on 1. b. of the Neckar, 14 m. S. Sulz. P.

3910. It has a gymnasium, hospital, exchange,
and trade in linen, flax, com, cattle, and horses.

EoTUMA, an island of the Pacific Ocean, N.W.
the Friendly Islands. Lat. 12° 30' S. ; Ion. 177'

30' E. Circumference 18 m. Surface mountain-
ous ; soil volcanic, and carefully cultivated.

EoTZ or Eetza, two towns of Germany.—I.

Lower Austria, on the Thaya, 43 m. N.N.W.
Vienna. P. 1900.—II. Bavaria, circ. Upper Pala-

tinate, on the Schwarzach, 30 m. N.K Eatisbon.

P. 1253.

EnuANS, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep. Loiie-

Inf^rieure, 10 m. S.E. Paimbceuf. P. 2137.

EouBAix, a comm. and manufacturing town of

France, dep. Nord, cap. cant^ on the Canal of

Eoubaix, and on the Northern Eailway, 6 m-

N.E. LUle. P. (1861) 49,274. It has a chambei'

of manufactures, and is abundantly supplied with

water by Artesian wells. Its manufs. compristi

woollen and cotton fabrics, furniture-cloth, car-

pets, and twist, with dye-works and tanneries.

EOHBION, a river, France, dep. Dr6me, joins tht

Ehone at Mont^imart, after a W. course of 30 m
EoCDHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2f

m. W. Eaet Hailing. Ac. 1730. P. 132.

r
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Rouen, Botonuu/iis, a citj' of France, cap. dep.

Seine-Inf^rieure, on rt. b. of the Seine, here

crossed by a stone bridge, connecting it with its

suburb St Sever on the 1. b., and by an iron

suspension drawbridge, 68 m. N.W. Paris, and
44 m. E.S.E. Havre, with both of which, and
with Fecamp and Dieppe, it is connected by rail.

P. (1856) 103,223, (1801) 102,649. Chief edifices,

the cathedral, church of the ancient abbey of St
Ouen, one of the most elaborate Gothic edifices in

the world, & the palace of justice. The other chief

buildings are an exchange, archbishop's palace,

mint, custom-house, theatre, and many hand-
some fountains. It is the see of an archbishop,

and the seat of a national court ; it has a uni-

versity academy for the deps. Seine-Infdrieure

and Eure, a seminary, faculty of theology, second-
ary school of medicine, national college, and a
]iiimary normal school, with a library of 110,000
volumes. It has a chamber of commerce, and is

celebrated for the spinning and dyeing of woollen
and cotton stuffs, and the manufacture of printed
cottons, broad-cloths, and velvets. Its quays
j)resent a long line of elegant buildings, and it

has several handsome new quarters ; otherwise it

is ill built, with narrow streets, and many of the
houses of wood. Its port on the river is acces-

sible to vessels of 300 tons. William the Con-
f|ueror died here a.d. 1087, in the monastery of

M Gervais. It was taken by Henry v. of England
iu 1418. Joan of Arc was burned at Rouen by
the English in 1431, and a statue of the heroine

I has been erected on the spot.

RouESsfi VASst, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Sarthe, arr. le Mans, cant. SilM-le-Guillaunie.

' P. 2426.

RoUEZ, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Sarthe, 17 m. N.W. Lemans. P. 2077.

EoUFFACH, a comm. and town of France, dep.

iHaut-Rhin, cap. cant., on the Strasbourg and
Basle Railway, 9 m. S. Colmar. P, 3917. It has
manufs. of cotton goods.

! RouGfi, a comm. and market town of France,
,iep. Loire-Inf^rieure, cap. cant., 6 m. N.W.
Dhateaubriant. P. 2705.

RouGEMOKT, a comm. and market town of
Trance, dep. Doubs, cap, cant., 22 m. N.E. Be-

- ;an9on. P. 1272.

BouGEMONT, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,
m the Saane, 28 m. E. Lausanne. P. 1100.

RouGHAM, two pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-
>lk, 8 m. N.N.E. Swaffham. Ac. 2627. P. 409.

-II. CO. Suffolk, 3^ m. E.S.E. Bury-St-Edmunds.
,

lc. 3840. P. 988.

—

Rough Lee is a township, co.

iancaster, pa. Whalley, 3i m. W. Oolne. Ac.
'320. P. 424.

RoUGHTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. Lin-
iln, 3J m. S.W. Homcastle. Ac. 1020. P. 131.
-II. CO. Norfolk, 3f m. S.S.W. Cromer. Ac.
740. P. 412.
• RouGNAT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
reuse, 7 m. E.N.E. Aubusson. P. 2168.
Roui'BA, a comm. and vill. of Algeria, cap.
int. Algiers. P. 1981, of whom 1071 are Euro-
;ans. Industry, rearing of cattle, grain, etc.

RouiLLAC, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
!p. Charente, cap. cant, 13 m. N.N.W. Angou-
me. P. 2327.

—

Rouille is a comm. and vill.,

•p. Vienne, 17 ra. S.W. Poitiers. P. 2724.
RoujAN, a comm. and market town of France,
p. H^rault, cap. cant., 13 m. N.N.E. Bdziers.

I 1900. It has coal mines.
RouLERs (Flem. Rousselaer), a town of Belgium,
ov. W. Flanders, cap. cant., on an affluent of
s Lys, 11 m. N.W. Courtrai. P. (1864) 13,077.
has a gymnasium, and manufactures of linens.

RouMANiA or Rumania, state. ["Moldavia.]
RouMELiA, Turkey in Europe. [Rumili.I
RouNCTON (West), n pa. of England, co. York,

N. Riding, 5^ m. S.S.W. Yarm. Ac. 1500. P. 222.

RouNDHAY, a township of England, co. York,
West Riding, 3 m. N.E. Leeds. Ac. 1630. P.
670. It has a church and almshouses.
RouPHi, A/pheus, a river of Greece, Morea, is

formed by the junction of the Carbonaro, Ladon,
and Dogana rivers, drains the whole table-land
of Arcadia, and enters the Mediterranean on the
W. coast of the Morea, near Cape Katacolo.
Total course from the head of the Carbonaro,
upwards of 100 miles.

Rous, a maritime co. of New S. Wales, having
N.Macpherson Range, separating it from Queens-
land and S. and W. Richmond river, separating
it from cos. Buller and Richmond ; chief town
Casino. Ac. 1,177,600. Lat. 28° 30' S.; Ion.
153° 20' E.
RousAY, one of the Orkney Islands, Scotland,

5^ m. S.the headland of Skea, in Westray. Length
from E. to W. 4 m., breadth 3 m. Shores on the
W. rocky and precipitous, elsewhere low and
sloping. P. 874. With Eglishay, Weir, and
Enhallow Islands, it forms a parish. P. 1152.
EousHAM, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5 m.

N.N.E. Woodstock. Ac. 920. P. 131.

EoussES (Les), a comm. and frontier vill. of

France, dep. and the most lofty in the Jura, 20
m. N. Geneva. P. 2581. It has a custom-house
and manufactures of watches.

RoussiLLON, an old prov. of S. France, sepa
rated from Spain by the Pyrdndes. Perpignan
was its cap., as it is of the modern dep. Pyrdndes-
Orientales, with wnich Roussillon is nearly iden-
tical.—II. a comm. and market town, dep. Isfere,

cap. cant., 11 m. S. Vienne. P. 1507.

RouTH, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Riding,
4 m. E.N.E. Beverley. Ac. 2382. P. 172.

RouTOT, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Eure, 10 m. E. Pont-Audemer. P. 968.

RouVRAY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cote-d'Or, 12 m. W.S.W. Semur. P. 956.

RouY, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Ni6vre, 17 m. E. Nevers. P. 1574.

RovATO (Tetellus), a market town of North
Italy, prov. and 11 m. W.N.W. Brescia. P. (of

of comm.) 7089,

RoVERBELLA and RovERCHiARA, two market
towns of North Italy.—I. prov. and 8 m. N.
Mantua. P. 2800. It was the headquarters of

Napoleon i. before the siege of Mantua, and here
he signed an armistice with the king of Naples
1796.—II. prov. and 16 m. S.E. Verona.
RovERE, a market town of South Italy, prov.

and 15 m, S.E. Aquila.
RovEREDO or RovEREiTH, a town of Austria,

in the Tirol, on the frontiers of Austrian Italy,

cap. circ, on the Lens, near its junction with the

Adige, 13 m. S.W. Trent. P. 8000. It has a
gymnasium, an English conventual establish-

ment, and a seminary, with a public library, silk

mills, and manufs. of leather and tobacco.—II. a
vill. of Switzerland, cant. Grisons, S. the Alps,

on the Moesa, 6 m. E.N.E. Bellinzona, P. 1072.

RovEREDO, a vill. and comm. of Switzerland,
cant. Giisons, dist. Moesa, in the valley of Misox,
on the Bernardin route. P. 1084.

RovEzzANO, a comm. and vill. of Central Italy,

on the Aruo, prov. and 2 m. from Florence. P.

of comm. 6860.

RoviGNO or Trevigno, a seaport town of

Austria, on the W. coast of Istria, 39 m. S.S.W.
Trieste. P. 10,750. It is situated on a rocky
promontory, on the Adriatic, and has two bar-
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hours, shipDuiifling yards for vessels of 300 tons,

manufs. of sail-olotli, an extensive tunny fishery,

and trade in wine and olives. It lias a cathedral,

a normal school, and two hospitals. In 1845, 168

ships and 60 fishing-boats belonged to the port.

lioviGO, a town of North Italy, Venetia, cap.

deleg., on the Adigetto, 38 m. S.W. Venice. P.

(1862) 36,00U. It has a castle, cathedral, numerous
churches, convents, and charitable institutions,

2 theatres, an academy of arts, a library of 40,000

vols., and a commission of works for the Polisine

district, of which it is the capitaL It is the resi-

dence of the bishop of Adria. P. of prov. 180,646.

RovuMA, a river of S.E. Africa, enters the

Indian Ocean near Cape Delgado, lat. 10° 30' S.,

navigable for 150 m. by small boats. It was ex-
plored by Livingstone.
Row, a marit pa. of Scotland, co. Dumbarton,

on Gareloch, a branch of the Clyde, and com-
prising Helensburgh. Ac. 20,530. P. 6334.

Rowan, two cos. of the U. S., North America.
—I. Kentucky. P. 2140 free, 142 slaves.—II. in

W. of North Carolina. Area 332 sq.m. P. (1860)
10,659 free, 3930 slaves.

RowANDiz, a fortified town of Turkish Kurdis-
tan, pash. and 75 m. N.E. Mosul, cap. beylik, on
an alfl. of the Greater Zab. It comprises from
1000 to 1300 houses, with a crowded pop., and is

encircled everywhere, except on the river side,

with a wall flanked by round towers, besides

which it has a castle, the residence of its bey.

The Rowandiz river flows through a deep lime-
stone ravine to the Zab, 10 m. distant. The peak
of Rowandiz, Kendilan chain, is 30 m. E.N.E.ward.
RowBERROW, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

3 m. N.E. Axbridge. Ac. 950. P. 241.

EowDE, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 2^ m.
W.N.W. Devizes. Ac. 2760. P. 1142.

RowENSKO, a market town of Bohemia, circ.

and 18 m. N.E. Jung-Bunzlau. P. 1664.

Rower, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, Leinster, eo.

Kilkenny, on the Barrow, 4 m. N. New Ross.
Ac. of pa. 10,758. P. 2219.

RowiNGTosr, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m.
W.N.W. Warwick. Ac. 3660. P. 995.

Rowley, two pas. of England.—I. co. York,
E. Riding, 4 m. E. South Cave. Ac. 7440. P.
476.—II. (.Regis), co. Stafford, 3 m. S.E. Dud-
ley. Ac. 3670. P. 19,785.

Rowneb, a pa. and vill. of England, co. Hants,
3 m. S. Fareham- Ac. 1191. P. 147.

RoWNO, a town of Russian Poland, gov. Vol-
hynia, cai). circ, near several lakes, 115 m.
W.N.W. Jitomir. P. (1863) 6258.

RowsLEY (Great), a chapelry and township
of England, co. Derby, pa. and 3^ m. S.E. Bake-
well, on Midland Junction Railway. P. 295.
RowsTON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 63 m.

N.E. Sleaford. Ac. 1520. P. 224.
RoxBORO, a township, U. S., N. America, Penn-

sylvania, 7^ m. N.W. Philadelphia.
Roxburgh, a pa. of Scotland, 4 m. S. Kelso.

Ac. 9724. P. 1178. In 1460, James ii. was killed
here, by the bursting of a cannon, during a battle
with the English. It has the remains of a splen-
did border castle, built by the Northumbrian
kings, and the scene of many battles.

Roxburgh, a co. ofNew South Wales, enclosed
by the cos. Wellington, Philip, Hunter, Cook,
Westmoreland, and Bathurst. Ac. 972,760, of
which 7087 are cultivated. P. (1861)8932. Sur-
face mountainous, but interspersed with fertile
tracts. Rivers are afils. of the Macquai-rie. Chief
town, Sofala. Lat. of centre 33° 15' S., Ion. 149"
45' E. With the co. Wellington it sends 1 mem-
ber to the legislative assembly.

Roxburghshire, one of the border counties d
Scotland, lies in the extreme S.E., bordering oi

England for about 60 m., between lat. 55° 6' & bL*

43' N. ; Ion. 2° 12 and 3° 7' W. Is extremely irregu-

lar in form ; breadth 23 m., length 32 m. Climat«
mild. Contains 670 square m., or 428,494 statuU

acres, of which 425,638 are land, and 2856 an
water. P. (1861) 54,119. The annual value o
real property for the year ending Whitsunday
1864 was 355,841^. 17s. 6d., and that of mil-
ways, 26,525/. 3s. 6d. The Tweed is the prin-

cipal river in the co., although it only runs
through it for a short distance. The county is

divided in a great measure into valleys, popularly
called " waters," through which small streams
run, having their rise in the upland districts. The
Teviot may be said to be the only river in the

county, having its rise and termination in it. It;

runs from the S.W. to the N.E., and receives in

its course mostly all the "waters" or small

streams. The trout-fishing, formerly unequalled,

is injured by the drainage. Jedburgh is the only
royal burgh. The other towns are Hawick,
Kelso, Melrose, and part of Galashiels. A great

source of industry existed in the smaller village*,

from haudloom weaving, but within the last 3l'

years this has almost entirely ceased, since th<3

rapid rise of the woollen manufacture in Hawick ^i

Jedburgh, and the employment of steam. It is

estimated that the capital invested in the wooUe:
trade in the county is above a quarter of a millioti

the pop. directly employed 2500. Agriculture ii

Roxburgh is iu a veryadvanced state in all depart'

ments. Oats and barley are the chief cerea

crops, though wheat is grown in certain districti

to great advantage. The turnip crop within th(

last 30 years has increased to an enormous extent

and this has given rise to almost a new brancli

the feeding of cattle. The sheep formerly rearec

were Cheviots, but this description has been al-

most superseded, except in the higher districts, bj

the Leicesters. Roxbiu-gh has few minerals o

any value ; lime and freestone are the most fre-

quently wrought. It is now completely intersectec

by the N. B. Railway and its branches. It returc;

one mem. to H. of 0. Reg. elect, in 1863, 1618.

Roxbuky, several townships of the U.S., Nortl

America.— I. Massachusetts, 2 m. S. Boston. V
(1860) 25,137. An aqueduct from this townshi;

supplies 13oston with water.—II. New Jersey, 1-

m. N.W. Morristown. P. 2269.

EoxBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8 m
W.S.W. Barton-on-Humber. Ac. 4784. P. 34=

Roxham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 re

S.S.E. Downham Market. P. 68.

RoxTON, a pa. of England, co. and 7J m. E.N.]:

Bedford. Ac. 2880. P. 688.

RoxwELL, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4J rr

W.N.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 4766. P. 986.

Roy, a small river of Scotland, co. Invemefi
pa. Kilmonivaig, rises 5 m. E. of the south end c

Loch Oich, flows S.W.ward, and joins the Spea

after a course of 16 m. It traverses the vale c

Glenroy, famous for its "parallel roads."

RoYALSTON, a township, U. S., North Ameria
Massachusetts, 66 m. W.N.W. Boston.

RoYALTON, sev. townships, U. S., N. America

—I. New York, 8 m. E. Lockport.—II. Vermoit

3 m. S. Montpelier.—III. Ohio, co.Cuyahoga.

RoyAN, a comm. and maritime town of Franc

dep. Charente-Inf^rieure, cap. cant., at the mout

of the Gironde, 20 m. S.W. Saintes. P. 4006. ;

has a harbour defended by a fort; pilcbat i

fisheries, and bathing establishments.

—

Royat
j

mont is a vill., dep. Seine-et-Oise, arr. Pontoiii

with a cotton factory.
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:

Roy Bareilly, a town of British. India, dist.

Bauswaira, prov. Oude. It has a brick fort.

Lat. 26° 14' N., Ion. 81° 19' E.
KoYBON, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Isfere, cap. cant., 22 m.W. Grenoble. P. 2128,

partly engaged in steel works.
EoYDON, several pas. of England,—I. co. Essex,

4J m. W.S.W. Harlow, and with a station on the
Eastern Counties Eailway, 3 m. E. Broxboume.
Ac. 2995. P. 910.-II. co. Norfolk, IJ m.W. Diss.

Ac. 1329. P. 609.—III. same co., 2^ m. E.S.E.
Castle-Kising. Ac. 1351. P. 196.

RoYE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Somme, cap. cant., on the Arve, 23 m. E.S.E.
Amiens. P. 3797. It has manufs. of beetroot

sugar and woollen hosiery. It was fonnerly
fortified, and has sustained eleven sieges.

—

-Royeve

is a comm. and vill., dep. Creuse, 23 lu. S. Gu^ret.

P. 2330.

RoYSTON, a market town and pa. of England,
COS. Cambridge and Herts, 13 m. S.S.W. Cam-
bridge. Ac. 320. P. 1822. Altitude 271 ft. ; mean
temp., June 63° 1', Jan. 38° 5' Fahr. The town
lias a church, originally part of a priory ; a union
workhouse, and market-house, under which a
carious ancient cave has been discovered.—II. a

pa., CO. York,West Kiding, 4 m. N.N.E. Barnsley,

on a branch of the North Midland Railway, 16^
m. N.N.W. Rotherham. Ac. 1004. P. 545.

RoYTON, a township of England, co. Lancaster,

pa. Oldham, 4.\ m. S.E. Rochdale. Ac. 1352. P.

7493, employed in cotton works and coal.

RozENBURG, a fertile island of the Netherlands,
prov. South Holland, in the Maas, 8 m. S.W,
Rotterdam. Length 6 m., breadth \\ miles.

RozoY or RosAY, several comms. and small
towns of France.—I. (en BrieX dep. Seine-et-
Marne, cap. cant., 17 m. N.E. Melun. P. 1489.

It is enclosed by walls.—II. (jur Serrey, dep.

Aisne, cap. cant., 25 m. N.E. Laon. P. 1773.

KsHEV-WoLODiMiROV, a town of Russia, gov.
and 74 m. W.S.W. Tver, cap. circ, on the Volga.
P. (1863) 18,746. It is very ancient, and has
churches, almshouses, salt and com magazines.
RuABON, a town of N. Wales. [Rhiwabon.]
RuAD, Aradus, a fortified island off the coast of

Syria, S.W. Tortosa, in lat 34° 29' N., Ion. 35° 51'

E. In its centre is a town with 400 or 500 houses.
RuAX, several pas. of England, co. Cornwall.

—

I. {Lanihome\ 2i m. S.W. Tregoney. Ac. 2250.
P. 325.—II. (MajorX 8 m. S.S.E. Helstone. Ac.
2470. P. 141.—III. iMinory, 9 m. S.S.E. Hel-
stone. Ac. 658. P. 260.

RuARDEAN, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,
61 m. N.W. Newnhara. Ac. 1590. P. 1054.
RuATAN or RoATAN, an island in the Bay of

Honduras, the largest of the group of Bay Islands,

off the N. coast of Central America. Lat. of S.

point 16° 16' N., Ion. 86° 40' W. Length 30 m.,
breadth 8 m. P. 1700. (?) Surface elevated,
well wooded, but the W. consists of grassy plains.

Its shores abound with turtles and fish, and it has
trade in plantains, cocoa nuts, pine apples, etc.

RuBiANA, a market town of N. Italy, prov.
Turin, circ. and 18 m. E. Susa. P. 3087.
Rubicon (Ital. // Ruhicony, a river of Central

Italy, rises on the borders of Tuscany, between
Mounts Tiffl and Sarsina, aad flows E. to the
Adriatic, which it enters 9 m. N.W. Rimini.
Length 20 m. It was by crossing this river with

1
m armed force, when forbidden to do so by the
•Roman people, that Julius Csesar declared war
igainst the senate.
RuBiELOs, a market town of Spain, prov. and

19 m. S.E. TerueL P. 2476. Manufs. woollens.
RuBiERA, a comm, and vill. of N. Italy, prov.

and circ. Reggio-Erailia. P. 3432. It is sur-
rounded by dismantled fortifications.

RuBiEZOW or Hrubiezow, a town of Russian
Poland, gov. and 68 m. S.E. Lublin, cap. co., on
an island formed by the Hulzwa. P. 1700.

RuBiGEN, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern,
dist, Konolfingen. P. 1350.
RuBiNSK or Rybinsk, a town of Russia, gov.

and 52 m. N.W. Jaroslavl, cap. circ, on rt. b. of
the Volga, opposite the confluence of the Sheksna.
P.(1863)15,337. Itis a great centreof the internal

commerce of the empire. Principal edifices are
an exchange, two cathedrals, a covered exercising
ground, an arsenal, the courts of justice, a theatre,

orphan and other asylums, hospitals, almshouses,
house of correction, and schools. It has brew-
eries, distilleries, salt works, oil and other mills,

soap and candle factories, potteries, etc. The
chief article of commerce is corn, sent to St Peters-
burg, Riga, Dantzig, Konigsberg, etc. Two large
annual fairs are held here. 20,000 barges arrive

annually with goods to the value of 250,000,000
rubles. It was nearly destroyed by fire in 1806.

RCBLEKVA, a market town of Russia, gov. and
56 m. W.S.W. Kharkhov, on the Merlo. P. 1500.

Rubtsera, a mkt. town of Russia, gov. Khar-
khov, on the Oskol, 10 m. E. Izium. P, 1500,

Ruckinge, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6 m.
S.S.E. Ashford. Ac. 3445. P. 429.

RuCKLAND, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.
S.S.E. Louth. Ac. 713. P. 46.

RuDBAR or RoODBAR, a town of Persia, prov.
Ghilan, near the strong defile of same name, 35
m. S. Eesht, on the Sefid-Rood, by which it ex-
ports oil, olives, and soap, to Asiatic Russia.
RUDBAXTON, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-

broke, 3 m. N. Haverford-West. Ac. 4142. P. 586.

Rudby-in-Cleveland, a pa. of England, co.

York, North Riding, 3 m. W.S.W. Stokesley.
Ac. 7386. P. 1147.

RuDDiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. and 4J m.
S. Nottingham. Ac. 2190. P. 2283.
Ruddle, a township, U. S., North America,

Arkansas, Independence co. P. 1174.

Eudelstadt, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.
and 24 m. S. Liegnitz, on the Bober. P. 1174.

There are copper & arsenic mines in its vicinity.

RuDERSvvYL, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland,
cant and 13 m. E.N.E. Bern. P, 2526.
EOdesheim, a town of Prussia, Nassau, cap.

dist, on rt. b. of the Rhine, in the Rheingau, op-
posite Bingen, 15 m. S.W. Wiesbaden. P. (1864)
2970. The Rttdesheim Berq wine is celebrated.

RuDFORD, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 4J
m. S.E. Newent Ac. 1204. P. 202.

RuDGELEY, a pa. and market town of England.
CO. and 8 m. E.S.E. Stafford, on the S.W. bank
of the Trent, here crossed by an aqueduct of the
Trunk Canal, and on the Trent Valley branch of

the London and N.-W. Railway. Ac. of pa. 341 1.

P. 4362. Manufs. felt and hats, chemical works,
iron forges, and near it extensive collieries.

RuDGWiCK, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6 m.
W.N.W, Horsham. Ac. 5830. P. 1068.

RuDHAM, two pas. of England, co. Norfolk.

—

I. (East), 6i m. W.S.W. Fakenham, Ac. 3891.

P. 940.—II. (WestX 6 m, W.S.W. Fakenham.
Ac. 2836. P. 487,

Rudkjobing, a seaport town of Denmark, on
the W. coast of the island Langeland, 9 ni. S.E.
Svendborg. P. 2719. It is enclosed by walls,

and has some ship-building docks.
RiJDXiA, a market town of Russia, gov. and 76

m. N.N.E. Moghilev, on the Berezina. P. 1601).

RuDNiKT, a market town of Russia, gov. and
15 m. S. Vilna, on the Merechanka. P. 1650.
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RiTDOLSTADT, a town of Germany, cap. princi-

pality Schwarzburg Eudolstadt, ou the Saale, 18

m. S. Weimar. P. (1864) 6436. It is enclosed by
walls, and has a library of 40,000 vols., a gym-
nasium, a cathedi-al, and picture gallery. Manufs.

woollen cloth and f)oi-celain.

EoDOMiN, a market town of Russian Poland,

gov. and 7 m. S.E. Vilna. P. 1550.

EuDSTON, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Riding,

6 m. W. Bridlington. Ac. 6060. P. 605.

Rue, a comm. & town of France, dep. Somme,
cap. cant., with a station on the Paris and Bou-
logne EaUway, 14 m. N.W. AbbeviUe. P. 2338.

—II. a river, dep. Cantal, joins the Dordogne,
near Bort, after a N.W. course of 25 miles.

RuECAS, a river of Spain, Estremadura, joins

the Guadiana, near Medellin, course 40 m. S.W.
RuEDA, two small towns of Spain.—I. (del Al-

tniranie), prov. and 15 m. E.S.E. Leon, on the

Esla. P. 2950.—II. (de Medina), prov. and 25 m.
S.W, Valladolid. P. 3150. It has a large trade

in wine, raised in its vicinity.

RCegsau, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

dist. Trachselwald. P. 2256.

RcEiL, acomm. & vill. of France, dep. Seine-et-

Oise, at the foot of the vine-clad Mont Valdrein,

near the Seine, & on rail., 5 m. W. Paris. P. 4965.

RuELLE, a comm. and town of France, dep. Cha-
rente, 5 ra. N.E. Augouleme, on the Touvre. P.
1683. Has foundries of cannon in iron and bronze.
EuFFAXo, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecce,

circ. Gallipoli. P. 3339.

EuFFEc, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Charente, on railway from Tours to Bordeaux,
cap. arr., 26 m. N. Angouleme. P. 3235. It has an
active trade in cheese, truffles, corn, & chestnuts.

Several councils have been held here.

—

Ruffey is

a vill., dep. Jura, arr. Lons-le-Saulnier. P. 1271.

El'ffiac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Morbihan, 7 m. S.S.E. Ploermel. P. 1733.

EuFFiGxt, a vill., France, dep. Loire-Inf^rieure,

arr. and 5 m. N.W. Chateaiibriant. P. 1118.

EuFFORD, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster, b\
m. N.N.E. Ormskirk, with a station on the Ea^^i

Lancashire Eailway. Ac. 3102. P. 865.

EuFFORTH, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m. W.
York. Ac. 2420. P. 297.

El'fisque, a maritime town of W. Africa, a
little E. Cape Verd, and stated to have an active
trade with the adjacent Fort Goree.
EuGBY, a pa. and market town in the middle of

England, co. Warwick, 80 m. N.N.W. London.
It is a great railway centre, whence lines diverge
in aU directions. Altitude 315 feet. Eainfall 19
inches. Ac. of pa. 2190. P. (1861) 7818. It has
a celebrated public school, consisting of a fine

quadrangle with cloister, and an elegant detached
chapel, with an average attendiince of 300
scholars, 60 of whom are on the foundation, an
endowment now producing about 5000/. per an-
num, 14 exhibitions to the universities, and a
dependental almshouse. The town has little

trade beyond that caused by railway traffic and
supply of the school.

EuGELEY, a mkt town and pa. of Engl., co. Staf-
ford, on a branch of N.W. Bail., 7 m. N.W. Lich-
field. The Trent & Mersey canal passes through
the town. It has a church, a Eoman Catholic
church, and chapels of the Wesleyans, Indepen-
dents, and Primitive Methodists ; a free grammar
school, national school, and a town-hall. Ac. of
pa. 3000. P. of town and pa, 4362. Manufs. of
iron, brass, and agriculturai implements.
ECgen, an island in the Baltic, belonging to

Prussia, prov. Pomerania, gov. Stralsund, of
which it terms a circ, separated from the main-

land by a strait from \ mile to 2 miles broad.
Lat. of liglithouse at its N. extremity 63° 41' 12'

N. ; Ion. 13° 31' 27" E. Area 361 sq. m. P. 41,446.

Coasts abrupt, and deeply indented with arms of

the sea. Soil fertile, and large quantities of cora
and cattle are expoi-ted to Sti-alsund. The island

is well wooded. Fisheries are important. Eugea
has no good harbour, but it is a favourite resort

for sea-bathing. Cap. Bergen. The island, for-

merly belonging to Sweden, was transferred to

Prussia in 1815.

EuGE^'^VA^J)E, a town of Prussia, prov. Pome-
rania, gov. and 19 m. N.N.E. Koslin, on the Wip-
per, near its mouth in the Baltic. P. 4856. It

has sea-bathing establishments. Manufs. linea

and woollen ; and has distiUeries.

EOgoisbero, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Ben,
dist. Seftigen. P. 2924.

EuGLES, a comm. and town, France, dep. Eure,

cap. cant., on the Eille, 24 m. S.W. Evreux. P.
1853. It has manufs. of pins and needles.

EuHLA, a vill. of Germany, Saxe-Weimar, 7
m. S.S.E. Eisenach. P. 3833. On the Euhe, which
separates it into two parts, the E. of which be-

longs to Saxe-Coburg, and has 2238 of the above
pop. It has manufs. of iron and steel wares.
EuHLAND, a town of Prussian Silesia, go».

Liegnitz, on the Black Elster, 18 m. W.N.W.
Hoyerewerda. P. 1370.

EuHR, a river of Prussian Westphalia, after »
very tortuous W. course of nearly 130 m. past

Arnsberg, Neheim, and Hattingen, joins the

Ehine at Euhort, 15 m. S. Wesel. [Eoer.]
EuHRORT, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov. and

16 m. N. Diisseldorf, on railway to Minden, aiul

at the confl. of the Euhr and the Ehine. P.

3736. It has manufactures of cotton fabrics,

steam-ship building docks, and a transit trade.

EuiLLi:, numerous comms. and vills. of France;
the principal Ruille-sur-Loir, dep. Sarthe, 13 lb,

S.S.W. St Calais. P. 1309.

EuisHTON, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, H
m. E.N.E. Taunton. Ac. 1003. P. 606.

EuiSLip, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, 8^
m. N.E. Uxbridge. Ac. 6260. P. 1365.

EuKONi, a market town of Eussian Poland,

gov. and 8 m. E.S.E. Vilna. P. 1800.

EuLSK or Eyusk, a to^vn of Eussia, gov. and
63 m. W.S.W. Koursk, cap. circ, on the Sem,
here joined by the Eyls. P. 6000. It has 12

churches, a district school, and 2 annual fairs.

EuM, a mountainous isl. of the Inner Hebrides,

Scotland, co. Argyle, pa. Small Islands, 16 m.
N.N.W. Ardnamurchan Point. Length 8 m.;
breadth 7 m. Ac. 22,000, P. 73. The highest

hill is Haskeval, 2667 feet above the sea ; others

vary from 900 to 2000 feet. On its N.W. side is

a cliff 1272 feet high, in which is a bloodstone

quarry. Soil but Uttle cultivated, being princi-

pally sheep pasture. There are deer on the is-

land. It is divided into six parts—Kinloch, Kil-

mory, Guirdil, Harris, and Dibidil,—at each of

which is a good stone house for the resident I

shepherds ; KLnloch is a small village, and has
|

a church and a good pier. The harbour is much
;

frequented by coasting vessels during N.W. and
S. gales. A reef of rocks extends from the S. i

side of the harbour, half way across, which dries

at low water. At KHmory are some very ancient

ruins.

EuirA, a town of Austria, Slavonia, co. Syrmia,

35 m. N.W. Belgrade. P. 6200. It has Roman
Catholic and Greek churches.
EuMANiA, a state of Europe. [Moldavia."!

EuMBoiJWWYKE, a pa. of England, CO. Sussex,

1 m. E.S.E. Chichester. Ac 645. P. 682.
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RuMBURG, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

and 42 m. N.N.W. Jung-Bunzlau. P. 4900.

Manufs. of woollen, linen, damask, and cottons.

RuMBURGH, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4 m.
N.N.W. Halesworth. Ac. 1468. P. 405.

Rum Cay, a small island of the Bahamas. P.

(1861) 654.

RuME, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hainault, 5 m.
S.W. Tournay, on the French frontier. P. 2000.

RuMEGiEs, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Valenciennes. P. 1600.

EuMiGNY, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Ardennes, cap. cant., on the Aube, 14 m.
S.W. Rocroy. P. 847. The astronomer La
Oaille was born here in 1713.

RuMiLi or RouMELiA, Thracia^ an eyalat or
prov. of the Turkish empire, at the S.E. extre-

mity of Europe, between lat. 40° and 43° N., Ion.

20° 40' and 29° E., divided from Asia Minor on
the S.E. by the Sea of Marmora, and the Strait

of the Bosporus and Dardanelles, having W.
Macedonia, N. the Balkan mountains, separating
it from Bulgaria, S. the ^gean, and E. the Black
Sea. Estimated area 30,000 sq. m., and pop.
2,200,000. Two mountain chains, offsets from
the Balkan, traverse its surface from N.W. to

S.E., bounding the basin of the Maritza, which
river drains its centre; these chains terminate
in the peninsulas of Gallipoli and Constantinople.
It is subdivided into the sanjaks of Viza, Kirk-
kilissia, Tchirmen, Gallipoli; & besides the towns
of those natnes, it comprises Constantinople, Ad-
rianople, Philippopolis, Tatar-Bazardjik, Kasan-
lik, Selimnia, Eski-saghra, Demotica, and Enos.
, RuMiLi-HissAR or the Castle of Europf., a
fortress of European Turkey, on the Bosporus,
m. N.E. Constantinople, immediately opposite

Anatoli-Hissar or the Castle ofAsia, and founded
by Mohammed ii. in 1451. The Rumili-Kawak
is a fort 5 miles farther northward.
RuMiLLY, a town of France, dep. Haute Savoie,

on an affl. of the Rhone, 9 m. W.S.W, Annecy.
P. of comm. 4446.

EuMiLLY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, 8 m. S. Cambrai. P. 1890.

ROmlang, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,
dist. Regensberg. P. 876.
RuMMELSBURG, a town of Prussian Pomerania,

gov. and 35 m. E.S.E. Koslin. P. 3413.
EuMNEY, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, 3

m. N.E. Cardiff. Ac. 3375. P. 356.
RuMSEY, a town of England. [Eomsey.]
RuMSZiszKi, a market town of Russian Poland,

gov. Vilna, 14 m. E.S.E. Kovno. P. 1600.

J, RuMWORTH, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Lancaster, pa.

Dean, 3J m. W.S.W, Bolton. Ac. 1300. P. 1861.

1 EuNCORX, a pa. and town of England, co. and
18 m. N.E. Chester, near the head of the Mersey
Wtuarj', and with a station on a branch of the
Jiondon and N.W. Railway. Ac. of pa. 1490.

"S, 10,063. The town has docks, valuable stone
quarries in the vicinity, and considerable trade
rising from its position at the termini of the
.Bridgewater, Trent and Mersey, and Mersey and
Irwell Canals. Customs rev. (1862) 3430;.' Ex-
ports (1862) 10,600;. Vessels belonging to the
•jort 11, tons 819.

EuNCTON, two pas. of England, co. Norfolk.

—

X {NwthX 3| m. S.S.E. Lynn-Regis. Ac. 2239.
P. 304.—II. {Southy, 4 m. N.N.E. Market Down-
ham. Ac. 83L P. 139.
EcNGHEN, a vill. of Russia, gov. Livonia, on

Lake Wirzero, 29 m. S.W. Dorpat. Birthplace
of Catherine i., wife of Peter the Great.
EuNQPORE, a dist. of British India, presid. and

prov. Bengal, in N.E. part, between lat. 25° 16'

and 2C° 21' N., Ion. 88° 26' and 89° 50' E. Area
4130 .sq. m. P. 2,559,000. Principal rivers, the
Brahmapootra, Teesta, and their affls. Staple
crops comprise indigo, tobacco, wheat, bamboos,
cocoa nuts, vegetables, silk, and cotton ; the mul-
berry thrives. Manufs., silk and cotton goods,
and carpets ; there are about 50 indigo factories.

Exports, indigo, cotton, and silk goods, carpets,

sugar, and tobacco. Imports, salt, woollens, and
metals. Wild elephants infest the E. and N.W.
parts, and are very destructive to crops.

—

Rung-
pore, cap. of above district, 125 m. N.E. Moor-
shedabad. Though the head station of police, etc.,

it is represented as a most wretched place.

EuNHALL, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m.
N.W. Wymondham. Ac. 834. P. 246.

EuNHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 44 m.
W.S.W. Caistor. Ac. 1330. P. 396.

RuNN, a dist. of India. [Cutch.]
EuNNEMEDE, England, co. Surrey, 1 m. W.

Staines, where the barons forced King John to

grant Magna Charta, 15th June 1215.

RuNNiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
2 m. W.N.W. Wellington. Ac. 323. P. 100.

RuNswiCK, a hamlet of England, co. York, N.
Riding, 6J m. N.W. Whitby, on the margin of

the North Sea, which here forms an inlet called

Runswick Bay, capable of admitting some hun-
dred sail of the line. Pop. chiefly fishermen.
RuNTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2J m.

W.N.W. Cromer, Ac. 1448. P. 510.

EuNWELL, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4 m.
N.W. Eayleigh. Ac. 2059. P. 336.

EuoTi, a market town of South Italy, prov,
and 11 m, N.N.W. Potenza. P. 3816.

EuPEL, a river of Belgium, prov. Antwerp,
formed by the union of the Nethe and Dyle at

Eumpst, has a N.E. course of 6 m., and joins the
Scheldt, 8 m. S.W. Antwei-p.
RuPELMONDE, a town of Belgium, prov. E.

Flanders, on the Scheldt, opposite the influx of

the Eupel, 9 m. S.W. Antwerp. P. 2800, em-
ployed in bleaching and tanning. Birthplace of

Mercator, the celebrated navigator & geographer.
EuPERT EiVER, British North America, enters

James' Bay, Hudson Sea, near its S. extremity,

after a westward course of 250 m. Rupert's Land
comprises the region extending from the Eocky
Mountains on the W. to Hudson Bay on the E.,

north to the Methy Portage, and S. to the United
States boundary. It is first mentioned in a
charter by King Charles ii. to a company of

adventurers trading to Hudson Bay.
EuppERSCHWYL, a viU. of Switzerland, cant.

Aargau, dist. Lenzbourg, It has a large machine
manufactory. P. 998.

EuppiN (New and Old), two contiguous towns
of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg, gov. Potsdam.

—

I. cap. circ, on the W. side of Lake Euppin, 39
m. N.W. Berlin. P. (1864) 11,974. Here the
Euppin Canal connects the Havel and the Elbe.

—II, circ, and 2 m, N.E. New Euppin. P. 1820.

EuPT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Vosges,
arr. Eemiremont, cant, le Tillot. P. 4265.

EuPUNUNY or EiPUNUNY, a river of British

Guiana, and principal tributary of the Essequibo,
which it joins about 200 m. from the coast in lat.

3° N., Ion. 58° 12' W., after a N. course of 250 m.
It forms several falls over granite ledges.

RuEEMOND, Netherlands. rRoERMOND.]
RuRic Isles, a group in the Pacific Ocean,

between lat. 15° 10' and 15° 30' S., Ion. 151° E.
They are wooded, and surrounded by coral reefs.

They were discovered by Kotzebue in 1816.

Eus, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 m. N.E.
Jaen. P. 1917. Manufs, linens and soap.
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BU5,A, a town of Russia, gov. and 5C m. \V.

Moscow, cap. circ, on an affluent of the Moskwa.
P. 3000. It is defended by a strong citadel.

RusAHRKH or RusRA, a town of British India,

dist. Ghazeepore, N.W. provs., lat. 25° 60' N.,

Ion. 83° 56' E. P. 7228.

EuscHEGG, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

dist Schwaraenberg. P. 2263.

Edscombe, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 5J m.
E.N.E. Beading. Ac. 1249. P. 264.

Rush, a seaport and market town of Ireland,

CO. Dublin, pa Lusk, on a headland projecting

into the Irish sea, with a station on the Drogheda
Railway, 14 m. N.E. Dublin. P. 1453. It has a
small harbour, and is a coast guard station.

Rush, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in E.

Indiana. Area 442 sq. m. P. (1860) 16,193.—
Also several townships.—I. New York, on the
I'^enesee, 12 m. S. Rochester.—II. Pennsylvania,
;-^.;6quehanna co.—III. do., Northumberland co.

RusHALL, several pas. of England.—I co. Nor-
folk, 3 m. W. Harieston. Ac. 1170. P. 242.—
11. CO. Stafford, with a station on the N. Stafford

Railway, If m. N.E. Walsall. Ac. 1924. P.

2842.—III. CO. Wilts, 3i m. S.W. Pusey. Ac.
2164. P. 224.

RusHBROOK, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m.
S.E. Bury-St-Ediimnd's. Ac 1060. P. 185.

RusHBURT, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 8 m.
W.S.W. Much-Wenlock. Ac. 4132. P. 676.

RusHDEN, two pas. of England.—I. co. Herts,

6 m. W.N.W. Buntingford. Ac. 1486. P. 291.

—II. CO. Northampton, 1^ m. S. Higham-Ferrers.
Ac. 2770. P. 1748.

RusHDUN, a vill. of Brit. India, dist. Cawnpore,
in lat. 26° 22' N., Ion. 77° 44' E. P. 5000. It has
a large bazaar, and is well siipplied with water.

RusHFORD, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.
E.S.E. Thetford. Ac 4250. P. 170.

RusHFORD, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, co. Alleghany. P. 1806.

RusHMEBE, two pas. of England, co. Suffolk.

—I. 2^ m. E.N.E. Ipswich. Ac. 2142. P. 678.—
II. 5 m. S.W. Lowestoft Ac. 759. P. 121.

RusHOCK, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, 6
m. W.N.W. Bromsgrove. Ac 1218. P. 159.

RusiiTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. North-
ampton, 3J m. N.N.W. Kettering. Ac. 2960. P.
484.—II. {Tarrant), co. Dorset, 3J m. E.S.E.
Blandford-Forum. Ac. 1221. P. 173.

KusHULME, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Lancaster,
pa. and 2^ m. S.E. Manchester. Ac. 956. P. 5380.

RusHViLLE, a township of the U. S., North
America, Indiana, 40 m. E.S.E. Indianapolis.
Rusk, a co. of the U. S., North America, in W.

of Texas. Area 1134 sq. m. P. (1860) 9671 free,

6132 slaves.

EusKiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3J
m. E.N.E. Sleaford. Ac 4760. P. 1089.

RusKoi or Keshan, a fortified town of Euro-
pean Turkey, Rumili, sanj. and 25 m. N. Galli-

poli. P. 7000.

Ruspeb, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, Sj m.
N.N.E. Horsham. Ac. 3126. P. 690.

RussA (Staroi), a town of Russia, gov. and 38
m. S. Novgorod, cap. circ, on the Polista. P.
6000. It has 17 churches, a convent, tanneries,
distilleries, and salt works.

Russei^ a CO. of the U. S., North America, in
S.W. of Virginia. Area 1312 sq. m. P. (1860)
9181 free, 1099 slaves.—II. a co. in S. of Alabama.
Area 858 sq. nu P. 10,954 free, 16,638 slaves.—
III. a CO. in S.E. of Kentucky. Area 316 sq. m.
P- 6466 free, 569 slaves.

Russelkondah, a town and military canton-
ment of British India, dist. and 50 m. N.E. Gan-

jaiu, presid. Madras. Here are barracks and a
large hospital. During the months of Marcli,
April, and May, the climate is hot and oppressive

;

the remainder of the year salubrious. '

Russi, a comm. and vill. of N. Italy, prov. and
circ. Ravenna. P. 3747.

Russia (Empire of) is the largest state in the
world, extending in Europe, Asia, and America,
between lat. 38'' 20' and 71° 24' N., Ion. 190° E,
to 167° 59' W. Surface estimated to comprise
l-26th of the superficies of the globe, l-7th of its

land, and more than double the extent of Europe,
the total area being (as shown in the table)

7,813,953 sq. m. ; coast line 25,000 m. It is but
thinly peopled. P. 74,139,394. Capital, St Peters-
burg. The Russian empire contains a greater
number of distinct races than any other country,
comprising Slavonians, Lettons, Germans, Cau-
casians, Jews, Walachians, Greeks, Persians,

Indians, Samoyedes, Tartars, Tunguses, and
Tm-ks. It is usual to treat of the empire as
divided into European, Asiatic, and American
Russia, although these divisions are not ofiicially

recognised, and several of the govs., as Perm
and Orenburg, are partly in Europe and partly
in Asia. European Russia extends from the N.
slope of the Caucasus Mountains, lat. 40° 20', to
Lapland, lat 70° 16' N. ; and, including the
kingdom of Poland, from Ion. 18° to the W. slope
of the Ural Mountains, gov. Perm, Ion. 60° 45^

E. It is bounded E. by Siberia and the Caspian
Sea, S. by Asiatic Russia, the Black Sea, and the
Ottoman and Austrian empires, W. by Moldavia,
Austria, Prussia, the Baltic, and Sweden, and N.
by Norway and the Arctic Ocean ; and is divided
into 49 govs, and 12 provs., besides the country
of the Cossacks, a kind of military republic, and
the grand duchy of Finland. The surface of

Russia in Europe may be considei'ed as one vast
plain, enclosed by the Ural Mountains on the
E., the Caucasus on the S., and partly by the

Carpathians on the W. It opens to the Cas-
pian Sea on the S.E., and the level countries of

N. Germany on the W. Throughout its vast ex-

tent it does not contain a single mountain ; the

highest point between the Baltic and the Black
Sea, near Kremenetz, is 1328 feet above the ocean.

The Baltic provs. have a mean elevation of 1000
feet above the sea. The centre of the country is

occupied by a dome-shaped elevation traversed

by the Valdai hills, the average height of which
is 800 to 900 feet, and the summit 1100 feet above
the sea; these sink rapidly to the S.E., where
they are lost in marshes. Russia is traversed by
the largest rivers in Europe ; these form the great

N. and S. basins, the water-parting between
which is marked, not by moimtains, but by
slightly undulating ground : the Baltic receives

the Tomea, Kemi, Ulea, Kumo, Neva, Narva,
Duna, Niemen, and Vistula; the Arctic Ocean
receives the Paswig, Kola, Petchora ; and, by the

White Sea, the Vigo, Onega, Dwina, and Mezen

;

the Black Sea receives the Danube, Dniester,

Dnieper, Don, and Kuban ; the Caspian Sea, the

Ural, Volga, Kuma, and Kerek. In the N. of

Russia there are numerous and extensive lakes

;

the chief are Lake Ladoga, the largest in Europe

;

Lake Onega, in the gov. Olonetz ; Lakes Saima,

Pagama, and Kolgis, in Finland ; Peipus between
the govs. Revel, Riga, Pskov, and Petersbui^

;

Ilmen in the gov. Novgorod, and Enara in Lap-
land. The smaller Likes, Bielo in Novgorod,
Kovbinskoe or Koubensk in Vologda, are import-

ant for the internal navigation of the empire. The
most valuable of the salt lakes is Elton in Sara-

tov. Among the numerous islands belonging to
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tbe empire, the chief are the group of Novaia
Zemlia (new land), in the Arctic Ocean, the

archipelago of Spitzbergen, which is claimed by
ftussia, Kalguef, and Waigatz Islands. Geologi-
cal phenomena, confirmed by history and tradi-

tion, warrant the conclusion that a great portion
of Central Russia was under the sea at a com-
paratively recent period. The soil comprises
every variety, much of which is uniit for cultiva-

tion. The vast region of the tundras, extending
from lat. 64° N. to the N. coast, is a swamp in

summer, and is covered with ice for nine months
in the year; it produces only moss. S.W. of

this the country, for a space of 160,000 sq. m., is

covered with forests of pine, larch, and birch.

The isthmus of Finland, between the White Sea
and the Gulfs of Finland and Bothnia, a space
occupying 500 m. in length, and 400 in breadth,
is covered with lakes interspersed with rocks and
sand hills ; while in the S.E. an immense desert,

called a steppe, extends between the Ural and the
Volga, estimated to contain 330,000 sq. m. ; a
portion of it affords tolerable pastiu-e. W. of Ion.

46°, a series of salt lakes occupy a hollow space,

which probably once formed a portion of the
Caspian Sea, This steppe is exposed to the
greatest extremes of temperature ; in winter the
thermometer is generally 15°, and sometimes
35°, below zero, while in summer the heat is

upwards of 100° Fahr. From its vast extent,

Russia has a great diversity of climate ; the plains
of the N., exposed to the winds of the Arctic
Ocean, are much colder than the other countries

of Europe in corresponding latitudes. The whole
of the N. coast, from lat. 66° on the "White Sea,

S.E. to lat. 62° N., Ion. 59° E., has a temperature
below zero, and the surface is constantly frozen.

Between this frozen space and lat. 68° N., the
mean temperature varies from 32° to 40° ; at St
Petersburg, which is within this space, the ther-
mometer in December and January sinks to
22° below zero, while in summer it rises to 85°

or 90°. S. of lat. 58° the mean temperature is

between 40° and 55° ; the winters are short and
severe, summers long and hot. In the interior

S.S.E. and S. winds prevail, while W. and N.W.
winds are most common on the coasts. Rain is

most abundant in the Baltic provs., where the
average annual fall ia 15 to 20 inches. The
amount and frequency decrease in proceeding
from W. to E., and during the long summer of

the S. provs. rain very seldom falls. Snow falls

early in winter,—the average number of days in
the year on which snow falls at St Petersburg
is70.

_

Russia produces all the plants common to the
other countries of Europe. Com is raised more
than necessary for consumpt, and is exported,
although agriculture is in its rudest state. Rye
is the chief crop, and is very widely grown ; the
cultivation of iMirley extends to lat. 67°, and oats
to lat. 62° N. ; wheat is grown chiefly in the
Ukraine. The countries of Central Russia, in
the upper basin of the Volga, are the most fer-

tile in the empire ; and its middle portion, com-
prising the govs, of Nijnii-Novgorod, Penza,
Kasan, and Simbirsk, is called the granary of
Russia. Hemp and flax are grown chiefly on the
Upper Volga ; tobacco is cultivated principally
in the Ukraine

; grapes are grown in the Crimea,
and on the lower courses of the Don and Volga.
The forests yield valuable produce, and building
timber, tar, pitch, and potash are widely ex-
ported. Black cattle and sheep are extensively
reared ; tallow and hides are exported in great
quantities ; sheep-skins form the dress of many

I

of the peasanti-y, but the wool is of inferior qua-
lity. The hoises of the S. and central provs. ar«
large, in the N. they are small ; those oi the Cos-
sack tribes are capable of enduring great fatigue.

Camels are kept in large herds by the nomadic
tribes in the steppes, and dromedaries in the
Crimea. The bison is found near the sources of
the Narew ; the reindeer is confined to the region
N. of lat. 66° N. ; the elk, wild swine, deer, and
hare are found in the forests of the N. ; and the
fur-bearing animals are actively hunted. Wolves
and bears are common. In addition to the birds
common to other countries of Europe, the caper-
cailzie is found in the N., and the pelican in

the S., on the shores of the Black and Caspian
Seas

;
geese and ducks abound in the lakes.

Fish is plenty in the rivers, especially in the
Volga and the Ural, and in the White Sea and the
Sea of Azov. In the Arctic Ocean, on the shores
of Novaia Zemlia, the whale and seal are fished.

The E. part of Russia is rich in minerals ; the
two govs, of Orenburg and Perm, and especially
the latter, have numerous mines of gold, pla-
tinum, and copper; silver does not occur iu
European Russia ; iron abounds in the S. provs.
In the mining districts of the Ural, the pop. is

flourishing and industrious ; the utmost activity

is manifested, forests have been cleared, marshes
drained, and the gorges of mountains have been
filled with artificial lakes, water being the chief
motive power. Salt is extensively made in the
govs. Perm and Viatka, and in the W., south of

Lake Ilmen. Lignite and brown coal occur in the
Crimea, and on the W. of the Ural mountains

;

the coal field on the Donetz is estimated at
100 m. long, and several feet deep. Coal beds
of immense extent were discovered in the gov.
Moscow in 1844. Since the time of Peter the
Great, the progress of manufs. has been most rapid,

and the improvement of their products have been
commensurate with it. The staple manufs. are

woollens, silks, linens, cottons, metal wares, soap,

and candles ; besides which are manufs. of glass,

paper, porcelain, arms, jewellery, and morocco
leather. Most of the articles used by the pea-
santry are made in the villages, one of which is

usually devoted to a single branch of industry.

In the kingdom of Poland, the chief manufs. are

of woollens, linens, leather, and fur goods. The
commerce of Russia is greatly facilitated by its

numerous navigable rivers, and its vast and ex-
cellent system of canals, by means of which, not
only do the Baltic and the White Sea communi-
cate with the Caspian and the Black Sea, but the

g^eat lakes and the principal rivers are united into

a complete system of inland navigation. The
American Commercial Company, foi-med in 1797,

has establishments in Russian America, and at

Moscow, Kazan, Tomsk, Irkutsk, and Kamt-
chatka. The railways completed are 715 m. in

length ; the chief are from Warsaw, by Czensto-

chau and Cracow, joining the Austrian and Ger-
man lines at Kosel, and that from St Petersburg
to Moscow and Nijni-Novgorod. Moscow is tho

centre of internal commerce ; and the chief sea-

ports are St Petersburg, with Kronstadt and Riga
on the Baltic, Archangel on the White Sea,

Astrakhan on the Caspian Sea, and Odessa ou
the Black Sea. Exports (1862)—northern ports,

flax, timber, hemp, seeds, tallow, wool, tar, bristles,

cable yam, iron, cotton, isinglass, bones, linens,

oil-cake, silk, etc., to the value of 10,328,153/.

;

imports, cotton, tea, woollens, iron, machinerj',

coals, coffee, cochineal, lead, hardwares, soda,

tin, linens, salt, rice, wine, etc., to the value oi

3,224,455/. Exports, southern ports, beef, seeds,
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grains, tallow, wool, etc., to the value of 4,772,906/.;

imports, machinery, tea, coffee, iron, coals, cot-

tons, sugar, agricultural implements, earthen-

ware, etc., to the value of 509,163/. Ports on the

North Pacific Ocean— imports (1862), cottons,

woollens, machinery, iron, etc., to the value of

7914Z. The government of Eussia is an absolute
hereditary monarchy. All power emanates from
the emperor or czar, who is head of the church,

and by law a member of the orthodox Greek
church. All rank is based on the tenure of civil

or militai-y office. The nobility are a privileged
class ; they have great political power, and possess

more than half of all the cultivated land of the
country, but they have suffereda heavy loss by the
recent serf emancipation. The established reli-

gion of the empire is the Greco-Russian, officially

styled the Orthodox-Catholic faith. The emperor
appoints to every office in the church. There
are in Eussia 500 cathedrals, and nearly 30,000
churches of the establishment, with 70,000 secular

or parochial clergymen, and .550 convents. The
total number of the clergy of all orders is about
255,000, supported mostly by their own flocks.

All religionists are tolerated except the Jews,
who are excluded from Eussia Proper. There
are upwards of 2,000,000 Mohammedans in
European Eussia, besides Jews, Feticists, wor-
shippers of the Grand Lama, and many sectaries.

The nearest estimate gives to the orthodox faith

66,000,000, Eoman Catholics 6,500,000 (chiefly in
the Polish provs.), Protestants (mostly Lutherans
in the Baltic provs.) 4,000,000, Jews 2,000,000,
nearly one-half in the kingdom of Poland. Edu-
cation is still in a very backward state, although
great efforts have been made to extend it of late.

In 1860 the educational establishments comprised
C universities, and, according to the Minister of

Public Instruction, in the whole empire 8937
schools, with 950,000 pupils, giving 1 pupil to
every 17 of the population; but this is be-
lieved to be much too favourable, and other
calculations allow 1 pupil to 140 of the pop.
The army of Eussia is formed of the regular
troops, and the feudal militia of the Cossacks,
etc. The actual strength of the armed force is

not known. One estimate (1863) makes the
whole amount to 1,000,285 men ; another in Sept.
of the same year, makes the whole force consist
of 36,674 officers and 1,161,958 privates. The
Eussian navy consists of two great divisions, the
fleet of the Baltic and that of the Black Sea,
which are again subdivided. An official report
of July 1863 gives the following 6 divisions :—The
Baltic fleet, 12 ships of the line, 14 frigates, 6
corvettes, gun-boats, steamers, etc., in all 64 sail

;

the Black Sea fleet has 42 war steamers ; the
White Sea fleet, 2 war, and 3 smaller steamers

;

the Caspian fleet, 10 steamers, and 10 steam
transports ; 2 steamers in the Sea of Aral ; the
fleet on the Amur comprises 6 corvettes, 7
schooners, and 11 steam transports. A fleet of
iron-clad vessels and steam rams are now (1864)
being built at St Petersburg and Nicolaef. The
first public account of revenue and expenditure
was issued by the Minister of Finance in May
1862, when the income was stated at 42,265,977/.,
expenditure 44,374,248/., deficit 2,108,271/. Great
changes in the sources of income have taken
place. On 1st January 1863 the right of farming
out the supply of brandy ceased, and was re-
placed by free trade ; and the poll-tax in towns
was abolished, and replaced by a house-tax. On
3d March 1861, an imperial decree was passed,
declaring the emancipation of the serfs through-
out the empire. This came into full force on 3d

March 1863, and the owners received compensa-
tion at rates varying according to circumstances.
There were 22,000,000 serfs belonging to private

owners, besides 22,225,000 crown peasants, men
and women, whose emancipation was accom-
plished at the end of 1863. By an imperial decree
of the same year land was granted to the freed

serfs, for which they .ire to pay rent for 49 years,

then become freehold landowners. Great Russia
is the north and middle portion of the empire in

Europe, formerly called Muscovy.— White Eiissia,

a portion of Lithuania.

—

Black Russia, the west
part of Lithuania.

—

New Russia, a region in the
south, comprising the territories of the Cossacks.—Little Russia, in the south-west.

—

Red Russia,

which, until 1396, wus an independent dukedom,
now forms a part of Austrian and Eussian Poland
(Galicia and Poland). In consequence of the in-

vasion of the Danubian provinces by theEussians,
war was declared by the Turks against Russia,

and afterwards by England and France, which
resulted in the invasion of the Crimea by the com-
bined forces in 1854. Total pop. of the following

governments and territories in 1864, 61,061,801.

EMPIRE OF RUSSIA.

CummmeaU and Territorial, Area In
•q.m.

Population,
ISM,

A. Russia in Europe.
Archanf^el .... 296,067 274,961
Astrakhan .... 84,948 477,492
Bessarabia.... 13,447 919,107
Cossacks of the Don . 63,778 696,870
Courland .... 10,S32 667,078
Ekaterinoslar . 26,052 1,042,681
Esthonia .... 7,625 303,478
Grodno .... 14,697 881,881
Jaroslav .... 13,233 976,866
Kaluga .... 11,922 1,007,471
Kasan 23,729 1,543,344
Kharkov .... 21,021 1,582,571
Kherson .... 27,713 1,027,459
Kiev 19,656 1,944,334
Kostroma .... 30,863 1,076,988
Koui-sk .... 17,433 1,811,972
Kovno .... 16,716 988,287
Livonia .... 18,775 883,681
Minsk .... 34,477 986,471
MohUev •, . , 18,451 884,640
Moscow . . , . 12,-793 1,599,808
Nijni-Novgorod

.

19,632 1,259,606

Novgorod . , . , 45,479 975,201
Olonetz 67,774 287,354
Orel 18,266 1,532,034

Orenburg .... 147,080 2,036,681

Penza 14,647 1,188,535

Perm 128,640 2,046,572

Podolia . . . . - 16,388 1,748,466

Poltava .... 19,196 1,819,110

Pskov .... 17,353 706,462

Riazan .... 16,216 1,427,299

St Petersburg and Cronstadt 24,305 1,083,091

Smolensk , . . . 21,647 1,102,076

Samara .... 61,349 1,530,039

Saratov .... 31,603 1,636,135

Simbirsk .... 18,781 1,140,973

Tambov .... 26,559 1,910,454

Taurida .... 24,688 687,343

Tchernigov 20,232 1,471,866

Tula 11,816 1,172,249

Tver 24,730 1,491,427

Vilna 16,323 876,116

Vitebsk .... 17,449 781,741

Vlatka .... 65,392 2,123,904

Vladimir . . • . 18,297 1,207,908

Volhynia .... 27,538 1,528,328

Vologda .... 153,106 951,593

VoroneJ ....
A, Total

26,681 1,930,859

1,862,604 59,330,763
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GovermecU and Territories.
Area In

Bq. m.
Population

B. Russia in Asia.

I. Caucasia.

Derbend .... 10,414 613,925
Kutals .... 13,713 540,852
Stavropol .... 40,196 662,317
TJflis 20,601 647,125
Shemakha .... 21,924 633,886
Erivan .... 12,194 257,106
Cossacks of the Black Sea, 12,219 202,493
Caucasns (list .

Total

39,629 900,000

170,790 4,267,704

II. Siberia.

Tobolsk .... 674,080 1,021,266
Tomsk .... 334,640 694,651
Teniseisk .... 971,850 803,256
Irkutsk .... 284,000 319,936

Territories.

Transbaikal 213,840 352,534
Takutsk .... 1,521,753 217,955
Amur .... 109,060 40,000
Maritime Region (Kamtchat-

ka,etc). 718,460 26,438
Semipolatinsk . 180,690 217,451
Kirghis of Siberia . 309,230 277,451
Kirghls of Orenburg .

Total

369,010 600,000

5,586,513 4,070,938

Total of Russia in Asia 5,757,303 8,328,642

Runian America was. at the date of census, the property of a
^vale company, and U not, therefore, included in this Table.

Area and population of the whole Kussian Em-
pire, according to the great political divisions.

Area in

»q. m. Population

European Russia
Caucasia ....
Siberia ....
Kingdom of Poland .

Grand Duchy of Finland .

Total

1,862,604

170,790
6,586,683

49,555
146,070

59,330,752

4,257,704
4,070,938
4,840,466

1,680,000

7,815,502 74,179,860

Russia in Asia embraces Siberia, or the whole
of N. Asia, E. of the principal crest of the Ural
Mountains, comprising the govs, of Tobolsk,

Tomsk, Yeniseisk, and Yakutsk [Sibekia]
; parts

of the region of the Caucasus, forming the govs.

of Stavropol, etc., and the territories of Trans-
Iwikal, Yakutsk, Semipolatinsk, the Kirghiz of

Siberia and those of Orenburg, -with the recently

acquired territories of the Amur, extending to

the Pacific. [Amur, Maritime Eegion, Caspian,
Caucasus, Crimea, Daghestpan, Georgia.]
Rus'ian America comprised the continent of

N.W. America, W. of Ion. 141° W., and a strip

of coast extending S. to lat. 65° N., bounded on
the E. by British America, S. and W. by the Pa-
cific, and N. by the Arctic Ocean. Area estimated

At 614,700 sq. m. P. (1864) about 54,000, of

whom 10,144 are Eussians ; and the following

island groups:—Prince of Wales Island, Duke of

York Archipelago, George iii. Archipelago, the

Kodiak islands, and the Aleutian islands. Inte-

rior little known; climate severe, and soil sterile.

The principal settlement is New Archangel, a
small town with 1600 inhabitants, on the island

Sitka, called Baranov by the Bussians, the largest

of the group of George iii. Archipelago, which
was so named by Vancouver. It is the seat of tb«
governor of the establishments of Bussian Amfl-
rica, and has fortifications, magazines, and a
governor's residence, all built of wood. The
Bussian American Company, incorporated 1799,
for fishing and hunting fur-bearing animals,
whose chief establishments were here, had 60
ships of all sizes engaged in the collection and
conveyance of peltry. It employed 847 men, of
whom 39 were sailors of the fleet, and 179 sol-

diers of the Siberian regiments. The privileges
of the company expired at the end of 1863, and
the territory was ceded by purchase to the United
States government in 1867. Besides these pos-
sessions, Eussia has a small colony called Bodega,
in California, N. of San Francisco; its port is
small, but important for the Bussian fur trade.

Bussian Poland, comprises, besides the king-
dom of Poland as established in 1815, the govs.
Vilna, Courland,Vitebsk, Moghilev, Minsk, Grod-
no, Volhynia, Kiev, Podolia, and the prov. Bialy-
stok, formerly composing Lithuania, Samogitia,
and the Ukraine.

Russian Tartary, comprises the E. part of

European, and the W. of Asiatic Eussia, and forms
the govs. Perm, Viatka, Kazan, Simbirsk, Pensa,
Saratov, Orenburg, and Astrakhan.
EussiKON, a town of Switzerland, cant. Zurich,

dist- Pfaeffikon. P. 1767.

BussWYL, a town of Switzerland, cant. Luzem,
dist. Surs^e. P. 4128.
Bust or Eusth, a town of West Hungary, co.

and 10 m. N.N.E. Oedenburg, on Lake Neusiedl.

P. 1199. It has a brisk trade in wine.
BusTCHUK or BousTCHouK, a fortified city of

European Turkey, Bulgaria, on a steep bank of

the Danube, 65 m. E. Nicopolis. P. 30,000. (?) It

is the residence of a bey ; has a citadel, numerous
mosques, and a considerable trade. A railway
thence to Varna, 420 m., was opened in 1866.

BusTiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, IJ

m. E. Little Hampton. Ac. 1287. P. 340.

BusTON, three pas. of England.—I. (^Easi), co.

Norfolk, 5^ m. E.S.E. North Walsham. Ac.

2494. P. 757.—II. (Parva^ co. York, E. Biding,

4 m. N.E. Great Driffield. Ac. 910. P. 161.—
IIL {Sco), CO. Norfolk, 8^ m. N.N.E. Norwich.
Ac. 471. P. 102.

BuswARP, a township of England, co. York,

North Biding, pa. and IJ m. S.W. Whitby, with

a station on the Whitby branch of the York and
North Midland Eailway. P. 2995.

Busz, a market town of E. Pnissia, gov. Gum-
binnen, near the mouth of the Niemen, in the

Curische-Haff, 26 m. N.W. Tilsit. P. 2238.

Bute, Arialdunum, a town of Spain, prov.

Cordova, in a fine valley, 7 m. S.S.E. Lucena.

P. 7840, mostly engaged in agriculture.

BCthen or BuDEN, a town, Prussian West-
phalia, gov. and 18 m. E.N.E. Arensberg. P. 2450.

BuTHERFORD, two COS. of the U. S., North
America.—I. in S.W. of North Carolina. Area
859 sq. m. P. (1860) 9182 free, 2391 slaves.—II.

in centre of Tennessee. Area 431 sq. m. P.

14,934 free, 12,984 slaves.

BuTHERGLEN, (pron. Ruglcu), a pari. & munio.
bor. and pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, on the

Clyde, and on railway, 3 m. S.E. Glasgow. Ac.
2219. P. of pa. (1861) 9335 ; do. of pari. bor.

and town 8062. It is very ancient, and was for-

merly of importance, Glasgow having been in-

cluded within its municipal boundaries in the

12th century ; at present it consists chiefly of one
well paved street ; but except the parish church

and town-hall, it has no public edifices. Its for-
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nier trade on the river has been absorbed by
Glasgow, and its chief industry is in weaving
muslins, and in print and dyeworks. Corp. rev.

(1862-3) 11901. The bor. unites with Kilmar-

nock, Dumbarton, Port-Glasgow, and Eenfrew, in

sending 1 member to House of Commons.
EOthi, a vill. and pa. of Switzerland, cant.

St Gall, dist. Ober-Eheinthal. P. 1498.

BuTHiN or EuTHYN (the red Jbrtress), a pari,

and munic. bor., market town, and pa. of North
Wales, CO. and 7 m. S.E. Denbigh, on the Clwyd.
P. of pari. bor. 3372. It has a church, formerly

collegiate, and a grammar school, with six exhi-

bitions to tlie university ; co. hall and gaol, and
town hall. It is the head of a poor-law union,

and a polling place for the co. It unites with
Denbigh, Holt, and Wrexham in sending 1 mem-
ber to House of Commons.
RuTHVEX, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 11 m. W.

Forfar, on the Isla. Ac. 1700. P. 265.

RuTirwELL. a maritime pa., Scotl., co. Dumfries,
with a vill. and station on the Glasgow & Carlisle

Eai!., 9i m. E.S.E. Dumfries. Ac. 11,321. P. 1046.

RuTiGLiANO, a market town of South Italy,

prov. Bari, cap cant., 7 m. W.N.W. Conversano
It has a collegiate church. P. 6288.

RuTLAM, a town, British India, 50 m. W.N.W.
Oojein. Principal place of dist. same name, is

well built, and has good bazaars. The dist. con-
tains 88 vills., yielding an annual rev. of 4,050,000

rupees. P. of town 10,000. Area of territory

936 sq. m. P. 91,728. The military force amounts
to about 800 men. Lat 23° 19' N. ; Ion. 75° 1' E.

Rutland, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in S. part of Vermont. Area 948 sq. m. P.

(1860) 35.946.—Also several townships.—I. Ver-
mont, 50 m. S.W. Montpelier.—II. New York, on
Sandy Creek, 158 m. N.W, Albany.—III. Mas-
sachusetts, 65 m. N.W. Boston.—IV. Ohio, 92 m.
S.E. Columbus.
Rutland Island, Ireland, Ulster, co. Donegal,

is immediately E. North Arran island.

Rutland, an island in the Bay of Bengal, S.

Great Andaman Island. Ac. 312. P. 75.

Rutlandshire, the smallest co. of England,
enclosed by cos. Leicester, Lincoln, and Nor-
thampton, and bounded S.E. by the river Wel-
land. Area 152 sq. m., or 95,805 ac, of which
90,000 are in grass, or arable. P. (1861) 21,861.

Surface undulating, and diversified with parks.

Chief products, wheat and cheese. It com-
prises 5 hunds. and 41 pas., in the diocese of

Peterborough and Midland circuit. Chief towns
Oakham and Uppingham. It sends 2 members
to House of Commons. Reg. elect (1864) 1772.

RuTNAGHERKY, a collectorate of India, presid.

Bombay, between lat. 15° 44' and 18° 6' N., Ion.

73° 6' and 73° 58' E. Area 3964 sq. m. P. 665,238.
Chief products rice and grain. Annual rainfall

106 inches. Owing to the inconvenient means
of transportation it has little trade.

RuTTUNPOOR, a town of India, temtory Nag-
pore, cap. the fertile district Choteesghur, 210 m.
E.N.E. Nagpore, and with many vestiges of for-

mer importance.
RuuRLO, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Gel-

derland, 11 m. S.E. Zutphen, near the marsh of
Euurio. P. 2600.
RuviGADO, a town of the Granadian Confed.,

dep. Cundinamarca, 8901 feet abovo the sea.
Lat. 6° 10' S. ; Ion. 76° 42' W. P. 10,000.
Euro (iifidi), a walled town of South Italy,

prov. and 21 m. W. Bari, cap. cant. P. (186n
12,209. It has a cathedral, some convents, and
a diocesan seminary, & is celebrated for its Greek
tombs and vases, which are the largest known.

RuYSBROECK, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Ant-
werp, with a station on the Paris and Brussels
Railway, 3f m. S.S.W. Brussels. P. 1730.
RuYSSELEDE, a vill. of Belgium, prov. W.

Flanders, 14 m. S.S.E. Bruges. It has cotton
manufs. and large breweries. P. 6545.
Ruyton-of-the-Eleven-Towns, a pa. of Eng-

land, CO. Salop, 9 m. N.W. Shrewsbury. Ac.
4698. P. 1200.

Ryan (Loch), a bay S.W. of Scotland, com-
mences at the entrance of the Firth of Clyde,
nearly opposite the Mull of Kintyre, and projects
10 m. S.S.E., partly between cos. Ayr and Wig-
town, but chiefly into the interior of the latter.

Length 9 m. ; average breadth about 2 m. It forms
a safe & commodious harbour for the largest fleet.

Ryar-sh, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6 m.
W.N.W. Maidstone. Ac. 1551. P. 447.

Rybinsk, a town of Russia. [Rcbinsk.]
RYriNiK, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and

50 ra. S.S.E. Oppeln, cap. circ, on the Rudka. P.
2711. It has manufs. of tobacco and leather.

Ryburgh, two contiguous pas. of England, co.

Norfolk.—I. iGreaf), 3} m. S.E. Fakenham,
with a station on branch of Eastern Counties
Railway. Ac 1170. P. 556 —II. (Little), 3^ m.
E.S.E. Fakenham. Ac. 740. P. 232.

Rydal, a chapelry of England, co. Westmore-
land, pa. Grasmere, on the Leven, 2 m. N.W.
Ambleside. Ac. 5200. P. 414. It is celebrated
for its small but beautiful lake.

Ryde, a maritime town and watering place of

England, on the N. coast of the Isle of Wight,
pa. Newchurch, 5 m. S.W. Portsmouth. P. (1861)
9269. It is built on an acclivity rising from the
sea, and has a modem Gothic church, a theatre,

assembly rooms, and a wooden pier at which the
steamers from Southampton and Portsmouth land
passengers at all states of the tide.

Rye, a pari, and munic. bor., cinque port, town,
and pa. of England, co. Sussex, on the Rother,
about 2 m. from its mouth in the English Channel,
and on Dover Railway, 10 m. W.N.W. Hastings,
and 624 m. E.S.E. London. Ac. of pa. 2313. P.
4288 ; do. of pari. bor. 8202. It is built on a rock
on the edge of an extensive marsh. Chief struc-

tures are the remains of its ancient walls and
gates, a large cruciform church of Norman and
early English architecture, grammar school,

town-hall, and market-house, a castle, now used
as a gaol, a public library, and a theatre. The
town stood anciently on the sea. The present

hiarbour is formed by a canal admitting vessels

of 200 tons. Exports wool, com, timber, bark,

and hops. Imports coal and manuf. goods.

Customs rev. (1862) 237/. ; exports (1861) 1916i
Vessels belonging to the port 52, tons 6110. It

is head of a poor-law union. The bor., now in-

cluding Wincbelsea, sends 1 member to House
of Commons. Reg. electors (1864) 385.

Rye, two townships of the U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. New York, on the Byi-am, 24 m. N.B.
New York. P. 2584.—II. New Hampohire, 6J
m. S. Portsmouth. P. 1296.

Ryegate, a town of England. [Reigate.]
Eyegate, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Vermont, 25 m. E.S.E. Montpelier.

Ryhall, a pa. of England, co. Rutland, lOJ m.
E.N.E. Oakham. Ac. 2070. P. 847.

Rylsk, a town of Russia, gov. and 62 m. W.S.W.
Koursk, on the Sem. P. (1863) 7946. It has

numerous churches, and two large annual fairs.

Rymaxov, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

circ. and 15 m. W. Sanok.
Eyme-Intrinsica, a pa. of England, co. Dorseti

5J ni. S.S.W. Sherborne. Ac. 1003. P. 217.
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Eymknham, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Antwerp,

ou the Dyle, 5 m. E.S.E. Mechlin. P. 1710.

Rypin, a town of Poland, pror. and 39 m.
N.N.W. Plock, on an affl. of the Drewenz. P.

2080. It has leather and woollen cloth factories.

Ryswick or RijswiJK, a vill. of the Netherlands,

prov. South Holland, 2 m. S.E. the Hague. P.

2630. S.W. of the vill. a pyramidal monument
commemorates the peace concluded in 1697 be-

tween France on the one part, and Germany and
England, Spain and Holland, on the other.

Rytheb-with-Ozendike, a pa. of England,

CO. York, West Eiding, 6 m. N.N.W. Selby. Ac.
3551. P. 372.

KrroN, several pas. of England.—I. co. Dur-
ham, S. of the Tyne, on the Newcastle and Car-

lisle Railway, 6 m. E. Newcastle. Ac. 5581. P.
3052. With a Wesleyan chapel and national
schools. Coal is found here, and the pa. has
large iron works.— II. co. Salop, 3J m. S.E.
Shiffnall. Ac. 1442. P.213.—III.Coni>Mnmoor),
CO. and 9J m. N.N.E. Warwick. Ac. 1650. P.
557, partly employed in ribbon manufactures.

—

IV. ( Woodside), a township, co. Durham, pa.
Ryton, 8 m. W. Gateshead. Ac. 2802. P. 1051,
employed in collieries.

KzESZOW, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,
cap. circ, on the Wislok, 43 m. E. Tarnov. P.
7348, one-half of whom are Jews. It has manu-
factures of woollen cloth and linens.

EzGow, a town of Russian Poland, gov. War-
saw, N.N.W. Petrikau. P. 1000.

s

For names not inserted under S, see C and Z.

Saadeh, a town of Arabia. [Sada.]
Saal, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Lower Fran-

conia, on the Saale, 6 m. E.S.E. Neustadt. P.

1068. Near it are mineral springs.

Saalburg, a town of Germany, princip. Reuss-
Schleiz, lordship and 30 m. S.W. Gera. P. 1380.

Saale, three rivs. of Germany.—I. (Frankische

Saale), Bavaria, circ. Lower Franconia, joins the

Main at Gmiinden, after a S.W. course of 70 m.
—II. (Sacksiscfte or Thuringische Saale), rises in

Bavaria, circ. Upper Franconia, in the Fichtel-

gebirge, 14 m. S.W. Hof, flows N. through the

iSaxon duchies, Prussian Saxony, Anhalt, etc.,

and joins the Elbe, 18 m. S.E. Magdeburg. Total
course 212 m., navigable for large vessels from
the Elbe to Halle.—III. {Salzburger Saale or

Saalay, Upper Austria and Bavaria, flows N.W.
past Lofer and Reicheuhall, and joins the Salza

4 m. N.W. Salzburg. Total course 70 miles.

Saal Eisenbekg, a circ. of the Duchy of Saxe
Altenberg. Area 266 sq. m. P. (1862) 47,464.

Saalfeld, a town of Central Germany, Saxe-
Meiningen, cap. principality, on 1. b. of the Saale,

41 m. E. Meiningen. P. (1861) 17,017. Manufs.
woollen cloth, linen, tobacco, chicory, gunpowder,
and leather. Near it are some iron mines. Here
Prince Louis Frederick of Prussia was defeated &
killed by the French in im^.—Alt-Saalftld is a

vill. immediately on the opposite side of the Saale.

Saalfeld, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 71

m. S.W. Konigsberg, on the Maringsee. P. 2264.

Saalfelden, a market town of Upper Austria,

on the Saale, 28 m. S.S.W. Salzburg. P. 925.

Saane (Fr. Sarine), a river of Switzerland,

cants. Berae and Freiburg, after a N. course of 65

m., joins the Aar, 10 m. W.N.W. Berne. It is

navigable from the Aar to Freiburg for boats.

Saanen (Fr. Gessenay), a vill. of Switzerland,

cant, and 32 m. S.W. Berne, on the Upper Saane,
It is celebrated for Gruy^re cheese. P. 3475.

Saar (Bohem. Zdiar), a town of Austria, Mo-
ravia, on the Bohemian frontier, circ. and l8 m.
N.E. Iglau. P. 3000.

Saab, a river of France and Prussia. [Sarre.]
Saakbruck, a town of Rhenish Prussia, on rail.,

gov. and 40 m. S.S.E. Treves, cap. circ, on 1. b. of

the Saar. P. (1864) 13,121. It has a gymnasium.
Saarburg, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov.

and 11 m. S.S.W. Treves, cap. circ, on 1. b. of

the Saar, at the influx of the Leuk. P. 2060.
Saardam, a town of Holland. [Zaandam.]
Saaklouis, a town of Rhenish Prussia, on the

frontier of France, gov. and 30 m, S.S.E. Treves,

cap. circ, on 1. b. of the San-e. P. 6849. It
belonged to France till 1815, and forms an im-
portant border fortress. It has manufs. of fire-

arms, with lead and iron mines in its vicinity.
Birthplace of Marshal Ney.
SaarmOnd, a town of Prussia, gov. and 5 m.

S.S.E. Potsdam, on the Nuthe. P. 443.

Saar-Union Bonquenom or Saare-Werden,
a comm. and town of France, dep. Bas-Rhin, 18
m. N.W. Saverne, on the Saare. P. 3449.

S.4ABN, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and 14
m. N.N.E. Dusseldorf, on the Ruhr. P. 2320.
Saakwellingen, a market town of Rhenish

Prussia, circ. Saarlouis, gov. and 29 m. S.S.E.
Treves. P. 1915.

Saatz (Boh. Zatecz), a town of Austria, Bohe-
mia, cap. circ, on the Eger, 43 m. W.N.W.
Prague. P. 5950. It has a gymnasium and a
trade in wine and hops.
Saawan, a town of India, territory of Gwa-

lior, in lat 24° 26' N., Ion. 75° 10' E. P. 1800.

Saba, one of the Dutch West India, islands, 18
m. N.W. St Eustatius, of which it is a dependency.
Area 15 sq. m. P. (1864-) 1809.

Sabadell, a town of Spain, prov. and 10 m.
N. Barcelona, on the Llobregat. P. 4720. It has
manufs. of woollen cloth, muslins, and paper.

Sabanjah, a town and small lake of Asia Mi-
nor, Anatolia. The town (anc Sophon), 20 m.
E. Ismid, is "a mere travelling station, full of

coffee-houses and stables, with about 500 houses
and two mosques." On its E. side is the lake,

an oval basin, about 6 miles in length, and 3 or
4 m. in breadth
Sabara, a city of Brazil, prov. Minas Geraes,

cap. comarca, on rt. b. of the Rio-Velhas, at the
junction of the Sabai-a, 2300 feet above the sea,

40 m. N.N.W. Ouro Preto. P. 8500. The town
of Sahara received the title of " most faithful " in

1832, and was elevated to the rank of a city iu
1843. Its commerce is flourishing.

Sabbionetta, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Cre-
mona, 18 m. S.W. Mantua. P. 6623. It was the
cap. of a principality given by Napoleon i. to his

sister Pauline in 1806.

Sabboe, a town of Norway, stift and 27 m.
S.E. Trondhjem, on the E. shore of Sabboe-see, a
lake 20 m. in length by 3 m. in breadth, and
which discharges its waters by the Nid, N.W.
into Trondhjem fiord, at Trondhjem.

Sabermuttee, a river of India, rises in Guze-
rat, in lat. 24° 44' N., Ion. 73° 30' E., flows S.W
into the Bombay presid., past Ahmednuggur and
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Ahmedabad, and enters the head of the Gulf of

Cambay by a wiile mouth, 15 m. W. Cambay.
Total course 200 miles.

Sabixa, an old prov. of the Pontifical States,

Central Italy, now comprised in the comarca di

Eoma, and delegs. Eieti and Spoleto.

Sabijias, a river of Mexico, deps. Coahuila

and Nuevo Leon, joins the Rio Grande del Norte.

On it is the village of Sabinaa.

Sabink, two COS. of U. S., North America.—

L

Louisiana. P 4115 free, 1713 slaves.—IL Texas.

P. 1600 free, 1150 slaves.

Sabine Eivek, U. S., North America, forms
for nearly 160 m. E. the boundary line between
Louisiana and Texas, and enters the head of Sa-
bine Bay, an inlet of the Gulf of Mexico, 30 m.
in length by 13 m. across, having a bar at its

mouth, with 8 or 9 feet water. The river is navig-
able by steam-boats for a great part of its course.

Sabioxcello, a mountainous peninsula of

Dalmatia, cii'c. and 25 m. N.W. Eagusa, extend-
ing into the Adriatic between the islands Cur-
zola and Lesina. Length 43 m., average breadth
4 miles. P. 3000. Chief town Stagno.

Sabiote, a town of Spain, prov. and 35 m. N.E.
Jaen. P. 2652.

SABLfi, a comm. & town of France, dep. Sarthe,

on rail, between Nantes and Paris, and on the
Sarthe, at its confl. with the Erve, 27 m. W.S.W.
I^e Mans. P. 5675. Manufs. gloves, and trade

in marble, quarried in the vicinity.

Sable Island, a small island of the Atlantic
Ocean, 90 m. S.E. Nova Scotia, of which it is a
dependency. Lat. 43° 69' N. ; Ion. 59° 46' W.
Many shipwrecks have occurred on its shoals,

and there is a gov. establishment for relief of the

sufferers.

—

Cape Sable Island is off the S.W.
extremity of Nova Scotia.

Sable River, U. S., N. America, New York,
enters Lake Champlain on its W. side, after a
course of 45 miles.

Sables-d'Olonxe (Les), a comm. and sea-
port town of France, dep. Vendue, cap. arr., on the
Bay of Biscay, 21 m. S.W. Napoleon-Vendue.
P. (1861) 6996. It stands partly on a sandy
peninsula, and partly on an elevated rock, with
a port for vessels under 150 tons, an active pil-

chard fishery, and extensive shipbuilding. Ex-
ports consist chiefly of grain, dry vegetables, and
sea salt; imports, of timber, coal, and wine. The
port has two lighthouses.

—

Sablonville is a vill.

of France, a N.W. suburb of Paris, adjoining the
new fortifications.

Sabrao or Adenara, an island of Malaysia,
in lat. 8° 17' S., Ion. 123' E., N. of Solor and W.
of Lomblem, and separated W. from Floi'es by
the Strait of Flores. Length 40 m., greatest
breadth 18 miles.

Sabres, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Landes, cap. cant., 19 m. N.N.W. Mont-de-
Marsan. P. 2525.

Sabrina, a volcanic island of the Azores, near
St Michael, which, in 1810, was thrown up to the
height of 400 feet above the sea, but which has
since been wholly submerged.

—

Sabrina-JjCnd,
Antarctic Ocean, is an undefined tract seen by
Balleny in 1839, in lat. 75° S., Ion. 117° E.
Sabynina, a mkt town of Russia, gov. Koursk,

16 m. N.N.E. Bielgorod. P. 1000.
Sabzawar, a fortified town of Persia, prov.

Khorassan, 65 m. W. Nishapoor. It is 2^ m. in
circumference, populous, and has a citadel and a
good bazaar. Its vicinity consists of open downs.
Sacapa, a town of Central America, state

Guatemala, on rt. b. of the Copan, between the
c»p. and its port Isabel, on the Atlantic. P. 10,000.

Sacatecoluca, a town of Central America,
state and 28 m. S.E. San Salvador, on the Pacific,

at the foot of a volcano of same name, remark-
able for its grottoes and hot springs. P. 6000.

Sacatepec, a town of Central America, state

Guatemala, cap. a dep. stretching along the Pa-
cific Ocean, W. Guatemala. P. 8600.

Saccatoo or Sakatu, Africa. [Sokoto.]
Sacc Kareh, a buried city of Egypt, near tho

first cataract of the NUe, discovered in 1853.

Sacco, a town of S. Italy, prov. Salerno, 6 m.
W. Diano. P. 1616.—II. a river of Central
Italy, after a S.W. cour.«e of 40 m., joins the
Garigliano, 4 m. S. Frosinone.
Sacedon, Thermida, a town of Spain, prov. and

27 m. S E. Guadalaxara, near the Tagus. P.
2875. It has a royal palace, barracks, and saline

baths, frequented from June to September.
Sachsa, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. and

48 m. N.N.W. Erfurt, at the base of the Harz
mountains. P. 1698. It has iron forges.

Sachseln, a vill. of Switzerland, cant Unter-
walden, on the E. bank of the Lake of Sarnen, 2
m. S.E. Samen. P. 1485.

Sachsen, Germany. [Saxe—Saxony.]
Sachsenbero, a town of Germany, principalitv

Waldeck, 11 m. S.S.W. Corbach. P. 1080.

Sachsenburg, a market town of the Austrian
empire, lUyria, circ. and 27 m. N.W. Villach, on
the Drave, defended by 3 castles.

Sachsenhagen, a town of Hessen-Cassel, prov.

Lower Hessen, 15 m. N.E. Rinteln. P. 796.

Sachsenhausen, a town of Germany, princi-

pality and 3 m. N.W. Waldeck. P. 955.—II. a
suburb of Frankfurt-on-the-Maine. P. 8600.

Sacile, a town of N. Italy, Venetia, gov. and
38 m. N.N.E. Venice, cap. dist., on the Liveiiza,

enclosed by walls. P. 3700.

Sacketts Harbour, a vill. and port of tho
U. S., N. America, New York, on Black Rivet
Bay, an inlet at the E. end of Lake Ontario.

P. 2000. It has a U. S. navy yard, and was the
naval station of the U. S. during the war of 1812.

Saco, a river of the U. S., North America, New
Hampshire and Maine, enters the Atlantic, 24
m. S.W. Portland, after a S.E. course of 100 m.
Its navigation is impeded by falls, which afford

water-power for numerous miUs.—II. a township
and port, Maine, on the Saco river, 6 m. from its

mouth. It has coasting and timber trade, and
various mills and factories.

Sacomb, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 3J m.
N.N.W. Ware. Ac. 1510. P. 314.

Sacramento, a river of the U. S.. North Ame-
rica, California, rises in the Sierra Nevada, near
lat. 42° 40' N., Ion. 120° 30' W., flows S.S.E. be-
tween these mountains and the coast range, and
in lat. 38° 10' N. unites with the San Joachim
from the S. to pour a united stream into the Bay '

of San Francisco. Total length 480 m., for 150 m.
of which from the sea it is navigable for boats,

and for larger vessels to New Helvetia, 60 m.
from its mouth, where it is 800 feet across.

Sacramento, a co. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, in centre of California. Area 1000 sq. m.
P. (1860) 24,142.
Sacramento, a city of U. S., N. America, cap.

state California, at the confl. of the American and
the Sacramento rivers, 125m. from San Francisco,
P. 25,000. It was founded in 1819, is now the chief

depStfor the northern mines, and has an extensive
commerce. The city,many timesnearly destroyed
by fire, has steadily improved, and has many fine

buildings. It has daily communication by steamers
and stages with the mining districts, and is con-

nected by railway with Folsoue and with Cisco^
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12 m. N. the summit of Sierra Nevada, rising
gradually to a height of 6000 feet above the sea.
Sada, a walled town of Arabia, Yemen, 146

m. N. Sana. It has a castle and a mosque.
SadAo, a river of Portugal. [Saldao.]
Saddington, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 6

m. N.W. Market Harborough. Ac. 1050. P. 259.

Saddell &SKIPNESS, a pa., Scotl., co. Argyle,
on E. coast of peninsula of Kintyre. P. 1277.

Saddle, several islets of the Chinese Sea.

Saddleback, a mountain in Cumberland, Eng-
land, 4J m. N.E. Keswick. Elevation 4787 feet.

A mountain of the U. S., Massachusetts, and an
island in Hudson Strait, British North America,
have the same name.
Saddlehead, the N. extremity of Achil Island,

W. Ireland ; and Saddle Peak, a mountain in the
Great Andaman Island, Bay of Bengal.
Saudlewokth, a chapelry of England, co.

York, West Biding, pa. Kochdale, 11 m. W.S.W.
Huddersfield, between which place and Staley
Bridge it has a station on the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Eailway. Ac. 18,280. P. (1861) 18,631.

Altitude 640 feet. Bainfall 49 inches. Manufs.
woollens. It is a wild tract, extending over an
area of 7 m. in length and 5 m. in breadth, and
intersected by the Huddersfield CanaL
Saddukeen, an island of the Gulf of Aden,

Indian Ocean, N. of Zeylah.
Sado, an island in the Sea of Japan, W. Ni-

phon. Estimated area 720 sq. m. It is fertile,

populous, and produces gold.

Sadowa, a hamlet of Austria, Bohemia, 26 m.
N.W. Koniggratz. Near it the great battle called

by the Gei-mans "Die schlacht bei Koniggratz,"
was fought 3d July 1866.

Sadras, a maritime town of India, dist. Ching-
leput, near the mouth of the Palaur, 40 m. S.S.W.
Madras. It formerly belonged to the Dutch, and
was of commercial importance, but has decayed.
Sadsbury, three townships of U. S., N. America,

Pennsylvania.—I. 37 m. N.W. Philadelphia—II.

16 m. S.W. Lancaster.—III. co. Crawford.
Saee, a river of British India, gov. Oude, rises

fa lat. 27° 10' N., Ion. 80° 32' E. It holds a S.E.
serpentine course of 230 m., and falls into the
Goomtee on the right, near the town of Joun-
,pore. It is navigable for small craft of 12 tons,

during the rains, 130 m. from its mouth.
' Saefvar-ak, a river of Sweden, Isen Wester-
Ibotten, after a S.E. course of 100 m. enters the
jBuIf of Bothnia, 10 m. E. Umea.

Saelices, a town of Spain, prov. and 31 m.
W.S.W. Cuenca, on the Jiguela. P. 3010.

,
Saens (St), a comm. and mkt. town of France,

dep. Seine-Infdrieure, cap. cant, on the Arques,
18 m. N.N.E. Eouen. P. 2568.
SiETER or S.*;ther, a town of Sweden, ten and

18 m. S.S.E. Fahlun. P. 607. Near it are im-
portant U'on mines.
Safed, a town of Palestine, pash. Acre, 12_m.

N.N.W. Tiberias. It was a thriving town' of

8000 or 9000 inhabitants, on an isolated peak,
crowned by a Gothic castle, 2775 feet above the
sea ; but it was nearly ruined by an earthquake,
Jan. 1, 1837, which destroyed 5000 of its pop.

Saffagi, an isl., Eed Sea. [Jaffatine Isls.]

Saffelaeke, a pa. and vill. of Belgium, prov.
East Flanders, 8 m. N.E. Ghent. P. of pa. 2650.

Saffi, Azaffi or Asfi, Sofia, a fortified sea-
port town of N. Africa, prov. and 107 m. N.W.
of Marocco. P. 12,000, including about 3000
Jews. It IB situated in a sterile ravine, enclosed
by walls, and has a palace and a small fort. Its

i^adstead is safe only in summer. It belonged
I to the Portuguese from 1508 till 1641, and was

formerly an emporium for trade with Europe, but

it declined with the rise of Mogadore.
Saffron-Waldex, a munic. bor., mkt. town,

and pa. of England, co. Essex, 24 m. N.N.W.
Chelmsford, and 2 m. from the Newport station

of the N. and E. Cos. Railway. Ac. of bor. and
pa. 7400. P. (1861) 6474. It is built around the
foot of a tongue of land, on which is the church,

and has a market-place, town-hall, a grammar
school, commerce in malt, barley, and cattle, and
a retail trade. Saffron was formerly raised in

large quantities near it, whence its name. It is

a polling-place for the co., and the head of a
poor-law union, extending over 185 square miles.

Sag, a town of W. Hungary, co. Eisenburg, 17
m. N.E. Stein-am-anger. P. 1410.

Sagadahoc, a co. of the U. S., North America,
Maine. P. 21,790. Cap. Bath.

Sagalassus, Asia Minor. [Boodroom.]
Sagalin Cola and Sagllen. [Saghalin.]
Sagan, a town of Prussian Silesia, cap. pnn-

cip., gov. and 48 m. N.W. Liegnitz, on rt. b. of

the Bober, and on railway from Berlin to Glo-
gau. P. 8147. It is enclosed by double walls,

and has a castle, hospitals, and manufs. of linen

and wooUen fabrics, sealing-wax, & glass wares.

The Prussians were defeated here by the Rus-
sians in 1769.

Sagard, a vill. of Prussia, prov. Pomerania,
on island of Eiigen, gov. and 23 m. N.E. Stral-

sund. P. 798. It has a medicinal spa.

Saghalien, Sagalin, Krafto or Taraki, a
long, narrow, irregularly shaped island off the E.

coast of Asia, between lat. 46° and 64° 30' N.,

Ion. 141° 50' and 145° E., separated from the
mainland by the Gulfs of Tai-tary and Amur,
and S. from Yesso by the Strait of La Perouse

;

its N. part belonging to the Russians, who occupy
only the village of Dui, where coal is found, and
the port of Kusunai ; and the S. to the Japanese.
Estimated area 47,600 sq. m. Surface in the S.

mountainous, in the N. level and sandy, but its

interior is little known.
Saghalin River, Asia. [Amur.]
Saghalin-Ula or Aigun, a town of Manchu-

ria, on the 1. b. of the Amur, lat. 50° 16' N., Ion.

127° 40' E. It is stated to be rich and populous,

and to have a large trade in furs.

Sag-Harbour, a port and tnshp. of the U. S.,

N. America, New York, on a bay of same name, at

the E. extremity of Long Island. Chief industry,

the whaling & coasting trade, and manuf, of salt.

Sagh-Ifoly, a market town of Hungary, co.

Honth, on the Ipoly, 32 m. S.S.W. Altshol. P.
1350.—II. a vill. in the co.. and 8 m. S.S.W.
Temesvar. P. 3683.

Saginaw, a bay, river, co., and township of the
U. S., North America, state Michigan. The
river flows N. to Saginaw Bay, an inlet of Lake
Huron, 60 m. in length, by 30 m. across, con-
taining many islands, and navigable for ships of

any burden. The co. has an area of 1031 sq. m.
P. (1860) 12,693. The township, cap. co., is on
the river, 20 m. from its mouth.
Sagne (La), a town of Switzerland, cant.

Neufchatel, dist. Chaux-de-Fond. It was at La
Sagne that Jean Daniel Richard, the founder of

watchmaking, was born in 1665. P. 1989.

Sagres, a small fortified seaport town of Por-
tugal, prov. Algarves, on a peninsula of the S.

coast, 4 m. S.E. Cape St Vincent. It was founded
in 1416 by the celebrated Prince Henriquez of

Portugal, who here established a school of navi-
gation, and fitted out discovery expeditions.

Sagua-la-Grande, a town of Cuba, cap. dist
dep. Occidental. P. (1861) 9632.
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Saouenat or SAGHtTNY, a lar^e river of Canada
East, and one of the principal tributaries of the

St Lawrence, the estuary of which it enters 120

m. N.E. Quebec, in lat. 48° 6' N., Ion. 69° 38' W.,

and into which it brings the surplus waters of

Lake St John. Total course 100 m. It flows in

a straight line between precipitous cliffs ; in its

uppter part it forms numerous cataracts, and is

frequently from 2 to 3 m. across. In its lower part

it is less wide, but very deep ; & large ships ascend

it more than 60 m., to load with deals and timber

from the settlements along its banks. Some por-

tions of its scenery are very bold and picturesque.

Saguny, a market town of Russia, gov. Voro-
niej, 20 m. "W.N.W. Pavlovsk. P. 1000.

Sagt, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Seine-et-Loire, arr. Louhans. P. 2380.

Sahagux, a town of Spain, prov. and 31 m.
E.S.E. Leon. P. 2312. It has many mills, and
manufs. of woollens and linens.

Saham-Tony, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

IJ m. N.W. Watton. Ac. 4008. P. 1286.

Sahara or the Great Desert (Arab. Zahra),

a vast region of Northern Africa, extending be-
tween lat. 16° and 33° N., Ion. 17° W. and 30° E.,

being more than 3000 m. in length from E. to W.,
and nearly 1200 from N. to S. Boimded E. by
Egypt and Nubia, S. by Soudan and Senegambia,
W. by the Atlantic, and N. by Barbary. It con-
sists of an elevated table-land, covered with lai^e

blocks of stone, hard baked earth, gravel, and
loose sand ; and in many places it is encrusted
with salt, with an average elevation of from
1000 to 1500 feet, but isolated peaks rise as high
as 4000 or 5000 feet above the sea. It is the
greatest desert on the globe, but numerous oases

and habitable spots are scattered over its surface,

which, watered by springs, are covered with the
most luxuriant vegetation. The largest of these

are the Great Oasis, about 90 m. in length, and
those of Fezzan, Gadames, and Tuat Pasture
is excellent also in the country near the Atlantic
Its inhabitants are Arabians, Berbers, Tuaricks,
and Tibboos, estimated at not much more than
1,000,000. They profess the Mohammedan faith.

It is traversed in many directions by caravan
routes ; travellers on which are exposed to
many dangers, and often undergo the most in-
tense sufferings from thirst, and from exposure
to the simoom, or hot dry wind from the S. and
E^ which usually lasts 10 or 12 hours; during
its continuance the air is impregnated with fine

sand, and the sun is barely perceptible. Rain
appears to fall in torrents at intervals of 6, 10,
or 20 years, and many places of the desert bear
evidence of its action having been at one time
more continuous. The heat is excessive during
summer, but in winter the evenings are cool, and
during night frequently cold. Palm trees grow
on the borders of the Sahara, and the chief pro-
ducts of its oases are dates, gums, and salt. Its

fauna comprises the ostrich, camel, gazelle, lion,

panther, and serpents, and even monkeys in the
less sterile parts.

Sahjadpur, a town of India, prov. Oude, on
the river Tons, 100 m. E. Lucknow. P. 3000.

Saia^'sk, a fortified post of Siberia, gov. Yeni-
seisk, on the Yenisei, 70 m. S. Abakansk. About
00 m. further S. are the Saiansk mountains,
forming a part of the frontier between the Rus-
sian and Chinese empires.
Said is the name of Upper Egypt, and was

formeriy applied to all Egypt S. of 6ld Cairo, but
the N. half of this region is now called Vostani.
Satda or Sayda, a town of Saxony, ciro. Leip-

zig, 17 m. S.S.K Freiberg. P. 1414

Saida, Sidon^ a maritime town of Syria, cap.

pash. of Sidon, on the N. side of a steep promon-
tory, extending into the Mediterranean, lat. 33*
34' N., Ion. 35° 21' E., 18 m. S. Beyrout. P. 5000,

of whom 3000 are Moslems, 600 Jews, and the
rest Catholic and Maronite Christians. It has
well-supplied bazaars, and its vicinity abounds
with orchards and plantations. It has ruins of

a castle, and its peninsular site is shut off from
the mainland by walls. The harbour was, in the
16th century, rendered unfit for any but boats,

and its commerce declined on the rise of Bei-
rout

; yet it has still some trade in sUk, fruit, oil,

and gall nuts. There is a school and Protestant
chapel here, conducted bythe excellent American
missionaries. The original Sidon, some traces of

which are supposed to remain about 2 m. inland,

was a city of the highest antiquity. It is called

the " Great Zidon " in Scripture, is mentioned by
Homer, and was subsequently eclipsed in im-
portance by Tyre, but it remained a place of con-
sequence long after the Christian era.

Saighton or Sadghtox-on-the-Hill, a town-
ship of England, co. and 4 m. S.E. Chester, pa.

St Oswald. Ac. 1720. P. 272.

Sai-Gos, a fortified city and river port, cap. of

the new French colony of Lower Cochin China,
on the rt or W. bank of the river of Sai-gon, 34
m. from its mouth in the China Sea, lat. 10° 47'

N., Ion. 106° 41' K P. has been estimated at

180,000, including many Chinese. It consists of

two towns, connected by a straggling suburb
with the citadel on the W. side of the Sai-gon.
The colony of which Sai-gon is the cap., com-
prises the three provs. of Dong-Nai, Bienhoa,
and Sai-gon, or that portion of Lower Cochin-
China extending east of the river Cambodia
to the small river Kumi, 85 m. in a direct

line, and N. on the Cambodia to IP 10' N., 130
m. along the river course. It is watered by
many large streams, besides the Cambodia and
Sai-gon. Coasts very much indented with deep
bays. Climate hot and humid ; soil extremely
fertUe ; and trade extensive. P. (1864) estimated
at 1,500,000. In 1862, 114 European ships and
72 Chinese junks entered the Sai-gon river.

Expoiis (same year) 2430 tons of dried fish, 2368
barrels cocoa-nut oil, 18,635 buffalo hides and
16,570 horns, 45,130 mats, 715 tons Arracan nuts,

1023 bales cotton, and 1746 bales calico, besides

42,470 tons rice, sugar, tobacco, and silk. It

is regularly built, and intersected by canals,

some of which are lined with quays of stone and
brick-work. Houses mostly of earth, of one
storey, and thatched with palm leaves. The
citadel, fortified in a European fashion, contains

barracks, officers' quarters, and the governor's

residence. Sai-gon has a naval yard and arsenal,

where some good junks have been built, a royal

palace, and large rich magazines. It communi-
cates with the Cambodia by a canal 50 m. in

length. It was taken by the allied French and
Spanish troops in 1860, when it was made a free

port, and telegraph lines were laid through the

province. A treaty between the emperors of

France and Spain and the king of Anam, 1st

Jan. 1863, gives the French command of all the

mouths of the Cambodia river, with the island

group of Pulo-Condor.
Saillans, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Drome, cap. cant., 21 m. S.E. Valence, on the

Drome. P. 1745, employed in silk throwing and
cotton spinning.

Saiixy-sur-la-Lys, a comm. and vill., France^

dep. Pas-de-Calais, arr. Bdthune. P. 2672.

Saima (Lake), the largest lake of Russian Fia-
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land, laan and 30 m. N.W. Wibor^, its centre be-

ing about lat. 01° 20' N., Ion. 28° E. Shape ir-

regular; lengtli, N. to S., 145 ra.
;
greatest breadth

60 m. It contains many islands, is connected N.
with numerous lakes, and discharges its waters
on the S.E. by the Woxen, into Lake Ladoga.

Sain, a mountain range of India, in Sirmour,
stretching 25 m. N.E. to S.W., between lat. 30°
37' and 30° 51' N., Ion. 77° 15' and 77° 29' E.
Altitude 6000 to 8000 feet,

Saixghin, two comms. and vills. of France,
dep. Nord, arr. Lille.—I. (en Melantois). P. 1828.

—IL (en Weppes). P. 2203.

Sain-kaleh (improperly Shiekullah'), a vill.

of N. Persia, prov. Azerbijan, cap. dist., near the
junction of two branches of the Jaghatu, 92 m.
S.S.E. Tabriz, at the foot of an artificial mound of

high antiquity, crowned by a strong modem fort.

Sains, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Aisne,

cap. cant., 19 m. N. Laon. P. 24J 5.

Sainsk, a fortified town of Russia, gov. Oren-
burg, 50 m. S.W. Menzelinsk, on the Sai. P. 1500.

Saint. For places with this prefix not found
below, see second name.
Saint Alban's, a town of the T7. S., North

America, cap. Franklin co., Vermont. P. 3567.
Saint Albans, a vill. of New South Wales,

CO. Northumberland, 78 m. from Sydney. P. 97.

Saint Andrews, a pa. and seaport city of Scot-
"land, on the east coast of Fifeshire, connected by
» branch, which terminates here, with the N. B.

Railway. Ac. of pa. 12,600. P. (18G1) 7550;
(census return), pari, burgh 5176. The city is

idtuated on the rocky edge of a bay of the same
name. Lat. 56° 20' 26" N. ; Ion. 2° 47' 40" W.

;

about 30 m. N.N.E. Edinburgh. Created a royal
burgh by David i. in 1 140, and an archbishop's
Bee, according to Sibbald, in 1471. The cathe-
dral of St Andrews, the ruius of which still attest

its former magnificence, is supposed to have
been founded about the year 1169, and was
destroyed 400 years later, at the reformation,
which was carried on here by John Knox. South
of the cathedral stood a priory, and to the east

of it the church of the Kirkheugh, consisting of a
{)rovost and ten prebendaries, and formerly be-
onging to the Culdees. The foundations and part
of the walls of this edifice, which stand close to

the edge of a precipitous shore, were uncovered in

1860. The ancient tower and chancel of the cha-
pel of St Regulus, still exist in excellent preser-

vation. St Andrews also possessed monasteries
of the Black and Grey Friars ; and the ruined
chapel of the Black Friars, surrounded on three
sides by the playground of the Madras College,

picturesquely lines the South Street, the princi-

pal street of the city. Tl^e university is the
oldest in Scotland, having been founded in 1411.

8t Salvator's College was founded in 1455, St
Leonard's in 1512, and St Maiy's in 1537. St
Itary's is the divinity hall. St Salvator's and
St Leonard's, now united, have a principal and
9 professors, and 50 bursaries; attendance (1864)
144 students. St Mary's has 4 professors, one of

whom is also principal. There is a libraiy be-
longing to the uuiversitj', and a museum within
the buildings of the United College, belonging
to the Literary and Philosophical Society. The
cost of the puichase of books for the library is

met by an allowance of 630?. per annum, in lieu

of the privilege of Stationers' Hall. Besides
class fees, the university and its colleges have a
net revenue, after deducting public burdens, bur-
saries, etc., of about 3300?. St Andrews set the
example in Scotland of the establishment of a
college hall, or institution presided over by a

warden, and designed for the board, lodging, and
instruction of young gentlemen attending the
university. The buildings of the College Hall
were formerly those of the old St Leonard'*
College. St Andrews was the scene of many
of the most remarkable political and religious

events in the history of Scotland. It was also

a place of considerable trade, but fell into de-
cay in this as well as in other respects. The only
manufs. at present are those of golf clubs and balls.

Johnson, who visited the city in 1773, notices its

character of silence and solitude. More re-

cently, however, it has been undergoing a reno-
vation. Since 1800 its inhabitants have more than
doubled, its population in that year being only
2519. This may be partly owing to the erection
of the Madras College, which is seen in rear of

the Blackfriars Chapel, already noticed. The
ground on which it stands anciently fonned
part of the monastery of that order. This in-

stitution was founded by the Rev. Dr Andrew
Bell, a native of this city, who died in 1832, and
was built after his death. It is a school of gene-
ral education, including classes on the Madras
system, which was imported by its founder from
India. Average number of pupils 900. There is

also an infant school, with an average attendance
of 120. Much credit for the improvement of the
city is due to the late provost, Lieut.-Col. Sir

Hugh Lyon Playfair. Through his exertions a
broad foot pavement has taken the place of grass-
grown causeway, and the old town-house, which
fonnerly stood in the middle of Market Street ob-
structing the thoroughfare, is now swept away,
and a more elegant building erected instead in
South Street. St Andrews is becoming increas-

ingly a place of fashionable resort, and its build-

ings are rapidly extending. The following re-

ligious denominations exist within the city :

—

Established Church of Scotland (which has
three places of worship). Free Church, United
Presbyterian, Episcopalian, Independent, and
Baptist. There are also a quoad sacra parish
Church and a Free Church at Strathkinness, and
a preaching station connected with the Estab-
lished Church at Boarhills, within the parish.

The castle was built by Roger, bishop of St
Andrews, about the year 1200, and stood upon
a point of land projecting into the sea. Hero
James hi. was born. The sea is making con-
siderable encroachments on the shores along the
bay. Traditional evidence of this, as regards the

environs of the castle, maybe found in Martine's

ReliquifB D. Andrese. St Andrews unites with
Cupar, Crail, the Anstruthers, Kilrenny, and Pit-

tenweem, in sending a member to H. of C. Reg.
elect, of dist. of burghs 830 ; of St Andrews 297.

Saint Andrews, a town of New Brunswick,
CO. Charlotte, at E. end of Passamaquoddy Bay, on
rail, to Woodstock, 64 m. S.W. St John. P. 8000.
Saint Anthony, a town of U. S., N. America,

Minnesota, on 1. b. of Mississippi, 8 m. above St
Paul, at the falls of St Anthony, which afford un-
limited water power. Here are the Minnesota
university and an observatory.

Saint Antoni, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Fresburg, dist. Singine. P. 1284.

Saintbiiry, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 2i
m. W.N.W. Chipping-Campden. Ac. 1336. P. 121'.

Saint Catharines, a town, Canada W., on Gr.
W. Rail., 11 ra. from Niagara falls, and 32 from
Hamilton. It is visited for its mineral waters.
Saint Charles, a city of U. S., North Amer.,

Missouri, 22 m. above the mouth of the Missouri.

Saint Cloud, a vill. of Algeria, dep. Oran,
cap. cant. P. 2090, of whom 1494 are Euiopeaus.

4 A
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Saint Croix, a co^ U. S., North America, Wis-
consin. P. 5o92.

Saixtes, Mediolanum, a town of France, cap.

arr., dep. Charente-lnfdrienre, 38 m. S.E. La
llochelle, on tlie 1. b. of the Charente. P. (1861)

10,962. It has a cathedi-al, a comm. college, with a

library of 25,000 vols., and a trade in brandy,

made in its vicinity, and caHed Cognac. Koman
remains, comprise a triumplial arch, and the ruins

of an amphitheatre and a circus. It was cap. of

the old prov. Saintonge. St Louis defeated the

English here in 1242.

Saintes (Les), some small isls. of the French
"West Indies, on the S. extremity of Guadeloupe,

of which they are dependencies. Aggregate area

5 sq. m. P. 1276. Products, manioc, sweet po-
tatoes, cotton, tobacco, and poultry. Among
them is one of the best roadsteads in the West
Indies. Discovered by Columbus, 4th Nov. 1495.

Saintfield, a market town and jja. of Ireland,

CO. Down, 9 m. S.S.E. Belfast Ac. of pa. 13,333.

P. 5653 ; do. of town 824. It has a trade in

linens, calicoes, corduroys, and other fabrics.

Salnt Geouge, a pa. of Xew South Wales, co.

Cumberland. P. (1861) 1619.

Saint JAsres, a pa. (co.) of the U. S., North
America, E. of Louisiana. Area 329 sq. m. P.

(1860) 3409 free, 8090 slaves.

Saint John River, New Brunswick, the lar-

gest in the prov., and one of the finest in Amer.
It rises in the Highlands between Maine and
Canada, flows N.E. 150 m. to the junction of the

S. Francis, then E.S.L. to Grand Falls, where it

descends 70 or 80 feet, thence S. and E. 110 m.
past Frederickton to the outlet of the Grand
Lake, from which it flows in a wide channel S.

to Kingston, and then S.W. to St John in the Bay
of Fundy ; length 600 m., but with its tributaries

it is navigable for 1300 miles.

Saint Joseph, a town, U. S., North America,
Missouri, 340 m. above Jefferson City. P. 5000.

It is a place of departure for western emigrants.
Saint Landry, a pa. (co.) of U. S., N. America,

in S.W. of Louisiana. Ac. 2296. P. 22,253.

Saint Lawrence, a co., U. S., North America,
New York. P. 83,689.
Saint Leonards, a post town of New South

Wales, CO. Cumberland. P. (1861) 1334.

Saint Mary's, a post town of N. S. Wales, co.

Cumberland, 4 m. E. Penrith. P. (1861) 444.
Saintogne, an old prov. in the W. of France,

of which the cap. was Saintes ; it now forms the
greater portion of the dep. Charente-Inf^rieure,
and parts of those of Charente and Deux-Sevres.

Saint Peterzele, a town of Switzerland, cant
St Gall, dist Nouveau Toggenbourg. P. 1253.
Saint Tammany, a pa., U. S., North America,

in E. of Louisiana. Area 1043 sq. m. P. 3565
free, 1841 slaves.

Saint Thomas Mount, a military station of
British India, dist Chinglepm, presid. and 10 m.
S.W. Madras. The cantonment is situated at
the S. and E. base of the hill from which it takes
its name, and covers a space of 760 acres. Lat
13° N. ; Ion. 80° 15' E. The town of Chingleput
lies \ m. S.E. of the fort.

Sais, a ruined city of Egypt, the remains of
which are in the Delta, on E. bank of the Rosetta
branch of the Nile, 20 m. W. Mehala-el-Kebir.

Saissac, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Aude, 14 m. N.W. Carcassonne. P. 1590.

SAiTTiK (mod. Sides-kaleh), a ruined city of Asia
Minor, Anatolia, the remains of which, N.W. Ala-
Shehr (Philadelphia), consist of tombs & temples.

Sairke, a comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, dep.
Deux-Sevres, arr. Niort. P. 1510.

Saiyadwala, a walled town of the Punjab,
near rt. b. of the Ravee, 6 m. N.W. Chouchuk. It

has a strong earthen fort and a plentifully fur-

nished bazaar. Lat. 31° 5' N. ; Ion. 73° 16' E.
Sajo, a river of N. Hungary, rises in the Car-

pathians, 7 m. N.W. Dobsina, flows mostly S.E.
and joins the Hemad at Onod. Length 80 miles.

Sajteny, a vill. of E. Hungary, on the Maros,
22 m. W.S.W. Arad. P. 4530.

Sak, a large and populous Tartar viU. of S.
Russia, gov. Taurida, near the W. coast of the
Crimea, 12 m. S.E. Eupatoria. Near it is tlie

salt lake of Sak, separated by a narrow isthmus
from the Black Sea, which dm-iug summer is

much frequented for its nmd baths. Its salt

yields a large revenue to the government.
Saicvii, one of the five principal cities of Japan,

island Niphon, on the Gulf of Osaka, 40 m. S.W.
Miako. It has extensive copper and iron works.
Sakaing, a town of Burmah, lately its cap^ on

the N. side of the Irrawadi, 4 m. N.W. Ava.
Sakaria or Sakariyah, SangariuA, a river of

Asia Minor, Anatolia, rises S. of Angora, and
after a N.E. and N. course of 230 m., enters tho
Black Sea, 90 m. E.N.E. Constantinople.
Sakayt or Sekket, a mining vill. of Egypt,

in the S.E., having the remains of a temple with
Greek inscription. A few miles N.E.ward are

the ancient, and now abandoned, emerald minea
of Jeb-el-Zabara.
Sakka, the principal commercial emporium of

Enarea. Africa, a country S. of Abyssinia, and
near lat 8° N., Ion. 37° E.
Sakkara, a vill. of Egypt, on 1. b. of the Nile,

12 m. S. Ghizeh, remarkable for its pyramids.
Sakmara, a river of Russia, gov. Orenburg,

rises in the Ural Mountains, flows 'S., and joins

the Ural, 10 m. W. Orenburg. Length 350 m.
Sal or Sel, one of the Cape Verd Isls., N.N.W.

Boavista. Length 15 m. ; breadth 9 m. P. 894^—Sal Rey is another island of the same group.
Length 22 m. ; breadth 18 m. P. 3300.

Sal, a river of Russia, Don-Cossack country,

joins the Don, near Novo-Tcherkask, after a W.
course of 250 miles.

Sala, a town, Central Sweden, ten Westman-
land, 21 m. N. Westerns. P. 3467. Has iron mine&
Sala (^arct/wna), a town of South Italy, proT.

Salerno, cap. circ, in the Val di Diano, 3 m.
N.E. Diano. P. 7342.

—

Sala di Gioi is a market
town, same prov., 4 m. W.N.W. II Vallo. P. 1350.

Salado, several rivers of South America.—

L

Argentine Confed-, dep. Buenos Ayres, flows

through the Pampas, and enters the estuary of

the Plata, 95 m. S.E. Baenos Ajtcs, after a
generally E. course of 400 m.—II. deps. Salta,

Tucuman, Santiago, and Santa F^, rises in the

Andes, flows mostly S.E., and joins the Plata, of

which it is a principal tributaj-y, 210 m. N.W.
Buenos Ayres. Total course 1000 m. In its

upper part it is called the Passage and Valbuena.

—Salado Bay, Chile, dep. Atacama, is an inlet of

the Pacific, S. Copiapo.
Sai^hieh, a town of Lower Egypt, prov. Shar-

kieh, near the Pelusiac arm of tiie Nile, 37 m.
N.E. Belbeis. It is surrounded by palm trees. P
6000, mostly Arabs. It was taken by the French
in 1798, and again in 1800.

Salahiyah, a ruined town of Asiatic Turkey
on the Euphrates, 15 m. S.E. Rahabah. Neat it

the " Tigris," steamer of the Euphrates expedi-

tion, in 1835, was destroyed by a liurricane.

Salajia, a town of Central America, state and

65 m. N. Guatemala. P. 6000.

Salamanca (JSalamanticay, a city of Spain, cap.

prov., extending up rocky heights, on rt. b. of the

I
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Tormes, here crossed by a bridge of 27 arches on
Roman foundations, 45 m. N.E. Ciudad Eodrigo.

P. 15,000. Great part of the city within the walls

is in ruins. It has the largest public square in

Spain, surrounded with arcades, and serving for

a bull-ring, accommodating 16,000 to 20,000

spectatoi-s, and several open spaces adorned with

fountains ; a Gothic cathedral of the 16th century,

with a richly decorated interior, 25 other churches,

and a foundling asylum. Salamanca is the prin-

cipal seat of learning in Spain, and previously to

its occupation by the French in 1812, it had 25

colleges, of which 20 are said to have been ruined

by the invaders. Since then the suppression of

the convents has struck at the root of the pros-

perity of its university (which in the 15th cen-

tury had 8000 students). But it has still 4 major
colleges, occupying fine buildings, besides others;

and the university in 1850 bad 500 students,

and a library of 30,000 vols. Here is also an
immense Jesuit college, now used as a clerical

seminary and Irish mission school. Manufs.
hf-ts, woollen cloths, shoes, leather, earthenware,
starch, & glue. The battle of Salamanca, in which
the British under Wellington defeated the French
under Marmont and Clusel, 22d July 1812, was
fought on the heights of Arapiles, 4 m. S.E. the

city. Area of prov. 4937 sq. m. P. (1857) 263,516.

Salamanca, a town of Mexico, state & 20 m,
S. Guanajuato, in a plain 5500 feet above the sea.

P. 15,000.—II. a long narrow island of Grana-
dian Confed., dep. and off the mouth of Magda-
lena, 20 m. S.W. Santa Martha.—III. (de Baca-
lar\ a seaport town of Yucatan. [Bacalar.]
Salamis (obsolete Koluri), an island of Greece,

gov. Attica, in the Gulf of ^Egina, 10 m. W.
Athens. Area 30 sq. m. P. 5000. Shape in-egu-

lar ; surface mountainous, wooded in some parts

;

and on the coast, cotton, wine, and olives are

grown. It has several villages and convents,

and the modern town Koluri on its W. side. In
the ciiannel between it and the mainland, the
Greeks, under Themistocles, gained a naval
victoiy over the Persians, B.C. 480. Solon and
Euripides were natives of Salamis.

Salandra, a market town of South Italy, prov.
Potenza, 12 m. S.E. Tricarico. P. 2470.—The
Salandrella, a contiguous river, flows S.E., and
enters the Gulf of Taranto, 6 m. S.W. the Ba-
siento. Course 50 miles.

Salanga, a point and island off the W. coast

of South America, Ecuador, dep. and 80 m. N.W.
Guayaquil.—II. a name of the isL Junkseylox.
Salangore, a state of the Malay peninsula,

stretching for aboiit 120 m. along its W. side,

lat. 2° 30' to 4° N., Ion. between 101° and 102° E.,

having N. Perak and S. Runibowe. P. estimated
at 12,000. Products, dammar wood, oil, and rat-

tans.—The cap. town Salangore is on a river

near the sea ; it has a fort and a shallow harbour.
Salankement, a rill, of Austria, Slavonia, on

1. b. of the Danube, opposite the influx of the
Theiss, 21 m. E.S.E. Peterwardein. Here, in

1691, the first decisive check was given to the
progress of the Turks in Europe, by the defeat of
their army under Kiuperli.
Salanty, a market town of Russian Poland,

gov. Vilna, 26 m. W.N.W. Telsh. P. about 1200.

Salaon or Salon, a town of India, principal
place of dist. of same name, on rt. b. of the Saee, in
lat. 26° 2' N., Ion. 81° 30' E. P. estimated at 400.

Salaparuta, a vill. of the island Sicily, prov.
Trapani, circ. Alcamo. P. 3545.

SaIxAbes, a town of Spain, prov. and 24 m.
E.N.E. Malaga. P. 1530.

—

Salas is a town in the
prov. and 46 m. N.N.E. Lerida. P. 992

Salas-t-Gomez, a small island of the Pacific

Ocean, in lat. 26' 28' S., Ion. 105° 26' W. It was
discovered by the Portuguese in 1793.

Salat, a river of South France, dep. Ariege,
rises in the Pyr^ndes, and after a N.N.W. course
of 62 m., for the last 20 m. of which it is navigable,
joins the Garonne a little below St Martory.

Salaty, a market town of Russian Poland, gov.
Vilna, on the Micha, 37 m. S.E. Mitau. P. 1000.

Salawati'Y, au island of Malaysia, off the W.
extremity of the island Papua, in lat 1° S., Ion.
131° E. Length 35 m., breadth 25 m. It pro-
duces sago of excellent quality.

Salayer, an island of Malaysia, off the S. ex-
tremity of Celebes, in lat. 6' S., Ion. 120° 30' E.
Length 40 m. by 8 m. in average breadth. P.

60,000. Products cotton and millet.

Salazar 1)E las Paijuas, a small town of Gra-
nadian Confed., dep. Boyaca, prov. and 40 m. N.
Pamplona, near the Venezuelan frontier.

Sai^ris, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Loir-et-Cher, cap. cant., on the Saudre, and
on railway to Bourges, 14 m. N. Vierzon. P. 1703.

Salcito, a town of S. Italy, prov., circ. and 14
m. N.N.W. Campobasso, on the Trigno. P. 2805.

Salcombe-Eegis, a pa. of England, co. Devon,
2 m. E.N.E. Sidmouth. Ac. 2605. P. 434.

Salcott, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 8J m.
S.W. Colchester. Ac. 255. P. 188.

SaldaSa, a town of Spain, prov. and 37 m.
N.N.W. Palencia, on the Carrion. P. 1015. It

has manufs. of woollen stuffs and earthenwares.
Saldaniia Bay, South Africa, Cape Colony and

dist, 60 m. N.N.W. Cape Town. Length N. to

S. 15 m. ; entrance 3 m. in breadth. At all sea-

sons it affords good anchorage; and on its W.
side is a station of the Dutch E. I. Company.
Saldao or Sadao, a river of Portugal, provs.

Alemtejo and Estremadura, rises in the Sierra

Mouchique, 19 m. S. Ourique, flows N. and N.W.
past Albalade and Alcacer do Sal, and enters the

Bay of Setubal, 9 m. E.S.E. Setubal. Length 110
m., for the last 40 m. of which it is navigable.

Saldinsk (Nijnh and Verkhnu), two con-
tiguous market towns of European Russia, gov.
Pei-m, on an affluent of the Tura, 15 m. S.S.E.

Verkhoturia. United pop. 3700. Near it are

important mining and iron works.
Sale, a township of England, co. Chester, pa.

and 2 m. S.S.W. Ashton-on-Mersoy. Ac. 1981.

P. 3031.
Saleby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, IJ m.

N. Alford. Ac. 1770. P. 244.

Sai^ dk Tortona, a market town of North
Italy, prov. Alessandria, cap. mand., 6 m. N.N.W
Tortona. P. 5528.

Salehurst, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6J
m. N.N.W. Battle. Ac. 6481. P. 2014.

Salem, a dist of British India, presid. Madras,
having S.W. and W. the Cauvery river, separat-

ing it from Coimbatore, N. the Mysore dnm., and
on other sides the dists. Arcot and Trichinopoly.

Area 8200 sq. m. P. estimated at 1,195,377.

Surface upland. Maize, rice, cotton, teak, sandal,

glue, tamarinds, turmeric, oil seeds, iron, and
cotton cloths, form staple commodities. Iron ore

is abundant in the south.

—

Salem, a chief place

of the dist, is in lat 11° 39' N., Ion. 78° 12' E.
P. 19,02L
Salem, a seaport city of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Massachusetts, on a low tongue of laud be-

tween two inlets of the Atlantic, termed North
and South rivers, 16 m. N.E. Boston Dy Eastern
railway. Lat 42° 31' N. ; Ion. 70° 54' W. P.

(1860) 22,252. It is distinguished for its literary

institutions and for its cunimercial enterprise.
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Next to Plymouth, it is the oldest town in New
England. It was the chief scene of the " Witch-
craft" madness in 1692. It has a lighthouse,

tanneries, com and saw mills, and is defended

by two forts. Its E. India trade is considerable,

and it lias an active coasting trade, and whale fish-

eries. Kegistered shippiug (1850) 20,317 tons.

Salesi, a town of Uregou, and cap. of temtory,

on rt. o. of the Wilamette, 50 m. S. Oregon city.

Saleji, a CO., U. S., Isorth America, in S.NV^.

of New Jersey. Area 320 sq. m. P. (1860)

22,458.—Also numerous townships and villages.

—I. New York, 40 m. N.N.E. Albany.—II. New
Jersey, on Salem Creek, 58 m. S.W. Trenton.

It has a good court-house, gaol, academy, and
several churches; steam-boats ply to Philadel-

phia, etc.— III. a vill., N. Carolina, 109 m. N.W.
Kaleigh.— IV. a township, Ohio, co. Highland.
P. 813 V. Ohio, CO. Jefferson. —VI. Ohio, co.

Warren.—VII. a vill., Indiana, 82 m. S. Indian-
opolis. It has a court-house, gaol, market-house,

CO. academy, and various factories.—^VIII. Iowa,
CO. Henrj%
Sale Marazzixo, a vill. of North Italy, prov.

and circ Brescia. P. 1890, Manufs. cloths.

Salembkia, a river of Thessaly. [Salymeria.]
Salemi, JJalt/cia, a town of the island Sicily,

prov. Trapaiii, cap. cant., 18 m. N.E. Mazzara.
P. (1861) 13,020. It is finely situated on a hill

(which has ruins of a fine feudal castle), enclosed
by walls, .and has several churches, but no trade.

Salernes, a comni. and town of Fi-ance, dep.

Vsr cap. cant., at the confluence of the Braque
and Bresque, 11m. W. Draguignan. P. 3600.
Salekxo, a prov. of Italy. [Principato.]
Salerno, Salemunu, an archiepiscopal and sea-

port citv of South Italy, cap. prov^ on the N.
shore of the Gulf of Salerno. 30 m. E.S.E. Naples.
T. (1862) 20,977, of comm. 29,031. The ancient
city stood on a height, and has remains of a ruined
citadel aud a port : the modern city, close to the
sea, has several Gothic edifices, including the
intendency, theatre, and cathedral founded in

1084, and containing many historical tombs

;

bishop's palace, hospitals, a lyceum, and a univer-
sity, which in the middle ages had a famous school
of medicine. A large cattle fair is held in Septem-
ber. It was the birthplace of John of Procida.

—

The GutfqfSalemo (anc. Paeatanus Sinui) is an in-

let of the Mediterranean, separated from the Bay
of Naples by Cape Campanella. Breadth 36 m.
It receives the river Sale, and on its shores are
Salerno, the town Amalfi, and the remains of
Pffistum. Area of prov. 2115 sq. m. P. (1862)
628,256.

Salers, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Cantal, cap. cant., on a volcanic height, 15 m.
N.N.E. Aurillac. P. 98:>.

Saletto, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 21
m. S.W. Padua, P. 2156.

Salford, England. [Maxchestee.]
Salford, several pas. of England.—I co. Ox-

ford, 2 m. W.N.W. Chipping-Norton. Ac. 1670.
P. 397.—II. CO. Bedford, 4 m. N.N.W. Wobum,
Ac. 900. P. 264.— III. (Prior*), co. Warwick, 4
m. S.S.W. Alcester. Ac. 4730. P. 858. It has
a Roman Catholic nunnery.
Salgado or Brejo do'S., a town of Brazil

prov. Minas-Geraes, near Januaria, on the Sio
Fi-ancisco, lat. lc.° 20' S. P. 4000.

Salgiiir, a river of Bussia, Crimea, rises near
the vill. of Aian, in a deep ravine on the N. side
of the Tchatir D;igh mountain, flows N.W. past
Simferopol, then N. & N.E. across the peninsula,
and joins the Kara-su 16 m. from its mouth in
the Putrid Sea. Length 90 miles.

Salhouse, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk. 5^ m.
E.N.E. Norwich. Ac. 2060. P. 864.

Saliax, a small town of Asiatic Russia, Trans-
caucasia, prov. Talish, on an island in the Kur,
15 m. above its mouth in the Caspian Sea.
Salibabo or Tulour Islaxds, a cluster in

Malaysia, about lat. 4° N., and between Ion. 126'

and 127° E., midway between Gilolo and Min-
danao. They are well cultivated and populous.

Saltce, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Lecce,
circ. Brindisi. P. 2042.

Salicetto, a market town of North Italy, prov.
Coni, on the Bormida, 18 m. E.N.E. Mondovi.

Salies, two comms. and towns of France.— I.

dep. Basses-Pyrendes, on an affluent of the Gave
d'Ol^ron. P. 5298. It is noted for its springs
of brine.—IL dep. Haute-Garonne, cap. cant.,

near the Salat, 12 m. E. St Gaudens. P. 698.

Saligxac a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Dordogne, cap. cant., 34 m. E.S.E. P^rigueux.
P. 1362.—II. a comm. and vill., dep. Gironde, 15
m. N.N.E. Bordeaux. P. 967.

Salignt, a comm. and vilL of France, dep.
AUier, arr. Moulins, cant Dompierre. P. 1576.

Saliki Serai, a considerable town of the Pun-
jab, near the E. bank of the Indus, 40 m. N.E.
Attock, on the route into Cashmere.
Saluja or Salini, Didyme^ one of the Lipari

Isls., in the Mediterranean, N.W. Lipari. Length
5 m. ; breadth 5 m. P. 4000. It is volcanic.

Salika, a township, U. S., North America, New
York, on the E. side of Lake Onondaga. It had
celebrated artesian salt wells, whence its name,
and from which upwards of 2,000,000 bushels of

salt are annually procured. The brine yields one
bushel of salt to each 35 gallons, or ten times
more than sea water.

Salinas de Ajjana, a market town of Spain,
prov. Alava, 10 m. N.E. Vitoria. P. 1078.

Salixe, several cos. of the U. S., N. America,
—I. in Arkansas. P. 5891 free, 749 slaves. Caj*.

Benton.—II. in Mit^souri. P. (1860) 9823 free,

4876 slaves. Cap. Marshall III. in S. of Illi-

nois. Area 378 sq. m. P. 9331.—IV. in N.W.
Missouri. Area 727 sq. m. P. 8843.

Salixe, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, 5 m. N.W.
Dunfermline. Ac 8188. P. 1610, of whom 474
are in the village.

Salines, a maritime vill. of Cyprus, on the
Gulf of Salines, E. coast of island, 3 m. S. Lar-
nica, with a citadel, bazaar, and salt works.
Salixo (Great), a pa. of England, co. Essex,

b\ m. W.N.W. Bi-aintree. Ac. 1650. P. 36L
Salixo, a river of South Italy, prov. Teramo,

dist. Civit& di Penne, rises near Bacucco, and
after an E. course of 32 m. enters the Adriatic

Sea, 5 m. N.W. Pescara.
Salins, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Jura, on the Feurieuse, cap. cant., 21 m. S.W.
Besan9on. P. 7361. It is enclosed by walls de-

fended by 2 forts, and has a communal college,

a library of 6400 vols^ salt magazines, ironworks
soda factories, and tanneries. The brine springs

of its vicinity yield a large amount of salt

Salis and Salisburg, two vills. of Russia,

gov. Livonia, on the river Salis, which flows into

the Gulf of Riga, after a course of 90 miles.

Salisbury or New Sarum, a city, pari, aril

munic. bor. of England, cap. co. Wilts, on tl.y

Avon, here crossed by 3 bridges, 96 m. W.S.'\\ .

London, on the S.W. Railway. Pop. of bor., com-
prising, with the city, parts of the pas. Fishertoii-

Anger and Milford (1861), 12.278. It stands in

a fertile plain, partially enclosed by walls, an<^

drained by brooks, which flow down most of its

Streets. Altitude 151 feet In its centre ia *;
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I

market-place, iu wliich are the council-Louse,

the public library, and news-room. The cathe-

dral is a splendid structure, wholly in the early

English style, and in the form of a double-cross

;

length 474 feet, width of larger transepts 210
feet, height of spire 404 feet. Its foundation
was laid by Bishop Poor. It was bnilt in 43
years, and dedicated A.d. 1258, in the presence
of King Edward in. The cathedral and the
town of Salisbury were built at the same time.

Attached to the cathedral are spacious cloisters,

a chapter-house, library, etc. ; and in the close

are the bishop's palace, deanery house, and
residences of the canons and other dignitaries.

The see comprises the cos. Wilts and Dorset.
Beside three parish churches, here are chapels
of Roman Catholics, Independents, Baptists,

Swedenborgians, Wesleyans, and Unitarians, a
grammar school, co. gaol in Fisherton-Anger,
theatre, assembly and concert rooms, and a
CO. infirmary. There is a bronze statue of

Lord Herbert, 9 feet high, in the market-place.
Its woollen and cutlery manufs. have long de-
clined; principal trade in agricultultural pro-
duce. It communicates by a branch of the S. W.
Railway with Southampton, 20 m. distant, and
is the seat of county assizes, and spring quarter
and petty sessions, and a court-leet for the manor.
The city sends 2 members to H. of C, reg. elect.

(1864) 688 ; and is the place of election for the
S. division of the co. It rose on the removal
of the see from Old Sarum 2 miles northward, in

1217 ; and parliaments were occasionally held in

it in the 13th and 14tli centuries. The inhabi-
tants evacuated Old Sarum in consequence of the
scarcity of water, and therefore they supplied New
Sanim {Salisbury) with a rivulet in each street.

Salisbuuy, several townships, U. S., North
America.— I. New Hampshire, 16 m. N.N.W.
Concord. Birthplace of the Hon. Daniel Webster.
—II. Massachusetts, on the Atlantic, 36 m.N.N.E.
Boston.—III. Connecticut, 53 m. W. Hartford.
—I"V. New York, 66 m. W.N.W. Albany.—V.
Pennsylvania, 16 m. E. Lancaster.
Salisbury Island, Hudson Strait, British N.

America, is in lat. 63° 27' N., Ion. 76° 40' W.
Salisbuky Plain, an elevated undulating tract

of open downs in England, co. Wilts, extending
N. and S. of Salisbury ; but the term is now
applied mainly to that portion between Salisbury
and Devizes, from which, as a common centre,
most of the hill chains of S. and Central Eng-
land proceed. Large portions of it are occupied
solely as sheep walks. On it, about 6 m. N.
Salisbury, is Stonehenge; and many traces of
British and Roman camps are scattered over its

surface.

Salkeld (Great), a pa. of England, co. Cum-
berland, on the river Eden, 3 m. S.S.W. Kirk-
Oswald. Ac. 3724. P. 502.

Sali>, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 13 m.
N.N.W. Norwich. Ac. 1802. P. 241.

Sallanches or Sallenches, a town of France,
dep. Hautc^ Savoie, cap. niand., on the Arve, 42
m. N.E. Chambery. P. 1943. It has been re-
peatedly destroyed by fire, and totally so on Good
Friday 1840. The fall of the Sallenche is a fine
cascade, in the Valais, 10 m. S. Martigny.
Salle (La), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Card, arr. and 18 m. from Vizan. P. 2187.
Sallee, SalJ^:, or Sla, a fortified seaport town

of Marocco, kingdom and 106 m. W. Fez, on
the Atlantic, at tlie mouth of the Bu-Rcgreb,
"pposite Rabatt. Lat. 34° 2' N. ; Ion. 6° 46' W.
Pop. estimated at 12,000, of whom 3000 are
Jews. It stands on a low sandy point, enclosed

by walls, with a battery guarding the entrance
to the river. It has a manufacture of fine carpets,

and an export trade in wool. It was formerly
noted both for piracy and commercial activity

;

at present it is in decay.
Sallertaine, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Vendue, arr. Sables d'Olonne, cant, Challans.
P. 2221.
Salles, numerous comms. and villa, of France,

chiefly in the S. and W. deps.—I. (jCuran), dep.

AvejTon, cap. cant, 15 m. W.N.W. Milhau. P.
2495.—II. (^« Source\ dep. Aveyron, 7 m. N.N.W.
Rodez. P. 3066. Has a castle, and a stalactitio

cavern.—III. (sur VHers), dep. Aude, cap. cant.,

8 m. W. Castelnaudary. P. 1216.—IV. dep.

Gironde, arr. Bordeaux, cant. Berlin. P. 3966.

Sallins, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kildare,

on the Grand Canal, with a station on the Great
S. and W. Railway, 7J m. N.E. Newbridge. P. 348.

Salm (Alt), a town of Belgium, prov. and 31 m.
S.E. Lifege, formerly cap. of the Comt^ of Salm-
en-Ardeunes, now comprised in the prov. Liege
on the Salm, an aiB. of the Ambleve. P. 3000.

Salmonby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5 m.
E.N.E. Horncastle. Ac. 991. P. 101.

Salmon River, U. S., North America, New
York, enters Lake Ontario near its E, end, after

a W. course of 35 m. At its mouth is a good
harbour, and it is navigable thence for 14 miles
to Orwell, where it is 250 feet in width, and
where there is a superb fall of 107 feet.

Salmunster or Saalmunster, a walled town
of Germany, Hessen-Cassel, prov. Hanau, cap.

circ, at the confluence of the Salza and Kinzig,
24 m. S.W. Fulda. P. 1C30.

Salo, a town of N. Italy, cap. circ, on the W.
side of the Lago di Garda, prov. and 14 m. E.N.E.
Brescia. P. 5140. It stands at the foot of Monte
San Bartolomeo, is chiefly built on piles, and has
a cathedral and eight other churches. Export
trade in thread and fruits.—II. a pass in the
Pyr^n^es, between Conflans in France, and Isa-

bare in Spain.
Salobrena, a small town of Spain, prov. and

34 m. S.S.E. Granada, near the mouth of the
Motril, in the Mediterranean. P. 1450.

Salombo, Nusa Lombo or Nasa Lo.mbo, an
island of Malaysia, between Borneo and Java,
20 m. in circumference. It has no permanent
inhabitants, and is a resort of pirates.

Salomon Islands, Pacific 0. [Solomon Isls.]

Saix)N, Salo or Salonum, a comm. and town oi

France, dep. Bouches-du-Rhone, cap. cant., near
the canal of Craponne, 28 m. N.N.W. Marseilles.

P. 6533. It has a town-hall, and manufs. of silk

twist, hats, soap, and a general trade.—II. Salons,

dep. Correze, arr. Tulle, cant. Uzerche. P. 1760.

Salona, a ruined city of Dalmatia, circ. and 3
m. N.N.E. Spalatro, on the E. side of the Bay of

Salona, an inlet of the Adriatic. It was greatly
enlarged and fortified by Diocletian, a native of

Salona, but destroyed by the Avars in 639.

—

II. {Amphissa'), a town of Greece, Hellas, cap.

gov. Phocis, 84 m. W.N.W. Athens, on an inlet

of the Corinthian Gulf, and at the south base of

Mount Parnassus. P. 6000. On its acropolis
are picturesque ruins of its ancient citadel.

Salonica or Saloniki, Thessalonica, a large
seaport city, and, next to the cap., the principal
seat of commerce in European Turkey, Rumiii,
cap. sanj., at the N.E. extremity of the Gulf of

Salonica. Lat. 40° 38' 8' N ; Ion. 22° 57' 22"
E. P. estimated at 70,000, of whom from 25,000
to 30,000 are Jews, 5000 Turks, and the re-

mainder Greeks and Franks. It stands on a hill

slope, enclosed by whitewashed or painted wal^
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6 m. in circiiit, its numerous minarets and domes
interspersed with gardens of cypress, and com-
manded by a large citadel, termed the " Seven
Towers." It has numerous antiquities in good
preservation. The lower portions of its walls are

Cyclopean, and one of its gates was built in honour
of Augustus, after the battle of Philippi. Within
the citadel is another triumphal arch, erected

under Marcus Aurelius. Several of the mosques
have been originally pagan temples : one has

been constructed on the model of the Pantheon
at Eome; another, with portions wholly unin-
jured, was formerly a temple of Venus. In the

centre of the city is'tho hippodrome, a noble area,

entered by a magnificent colonnade of 6 Corin-
thian pillars. The mosque of St Sophia is a hand-
some model of that at Constantinople. Bazaars
extensive, and well supplied, and here are some
flourishing silk-drawing factories. It has a large

trade in British produce. Exports wheat, barley,

maize, timber, wool, sponges, raw silk, wine,
sesamum seed, and tobacco. This city was the
residence of the orator Cicero, during a part of

his exile ; it was raised to the rank of a Roman
colony by Valerian. Area of sanj. 12,226 sq. m.
Salonica (Gulf of), Themiseus Sinus, an arm

of the 2Bgean Sea, between the coast of Thessaly
and the peninsulas of Chalcidice and Cassandras.
Length 70 m. ; breadth at enti-ance 30 m. It

receives the Salympria (anc. Peneus), Indje-Kara-
Su, and Vardar rivers.

Salop, a co. of England. [Shropshire.]
Salorino, a vill. of Spain, prov. and 51 m. W.

Caceres, near the Salor. P. 1918.
Salpee, a town of British India, presid. Bom-

bay, 23 m. N.N.E. Sattara.

Salpeuton, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 4
m. N.N.W. Northleach. Ac. 1210. P. 189.

Salseite, an island of British India, presid.
Bombay, immediately N. Bombay Island, with
which it is connected by a narrow causeway ; and
both islands are now connected to the mainland
by the Bombay and Callian Kailway. Length
18 m. ; average breadth 13 m. P. about 12,000,
many of Portuguese descent It is celebrated
for its caves, and is well cultivated. [Keneri.]

Salso, Himera Meridionale, the largest river
of the island Sicily, rising in the Madonian
mountains, prov. Palermo, flowing S., and en-
tering the Mediterranean at Alicata, after a
course of 70 miles.

Salt and Enson, a township of England, co.

and ^ m. N.E. SUfford. P. 609.
Salta, a dep. of the Argentine Confed., S.

America, extending N. of lat 26° S., and between
Ion. 62° and 68° W., having S. the deps. Cata-
marca and Tucuman, E. the Gran-Chaco, W.
Bolivia, and N. Jujuy. Area 63,461 sq. m. P.
(1860) 66,600. Surface very much diversified,

consisting alternately of ramifications of the
Andes, fertile valleys, and wooded or pasture
lands. Principal rivers, the Salado and Eio
Grande, a trib. of the Vermejo, on the banks of
which rice, maize, tropical fruits, sugar, cotton,
tobacco, and indigo are raised. Along the Ver-
mejo cochineal is collected, and cocoa is produced.
The yerha mate or Paraguay tea grows wild. In
this dep. are the silver mines of San Antonio and
Acay.

—

Salta, the cap. town, on an affl. of the Sa-
lado, 180 m. N. Tucuman. Lat. 24° 15' S., Ion. 65°
50'W. P. 11,300. Hasnumerous religious edifices,
and a college, formerly belonging to the Jesuits.

Saxtaire, a town of Engl., 3 m. from Bradford,
on the river Aire. The town was built by Mr
Titus Salt, and is the great seat of alpaca manuf.
Saltash, a decayed bor., mkt, town, and cha-

pelry of England, co. Cornwall, on a steep accK
vity on the W. bank of the Tamar, 3^ m. N.W.
Devonport. Ac. 6901. P. 1900. The Royal
Albert bridge, a magnificent structure of 19
arches, conveys the Falmouth and Plymouth
Railway over the valley of the Tamar.

Saltbt, a pa., England, co. Leicester, 8} m.
N.E. Melton Mowbray. Ac. 2680. P. 292.

Saltcoats, a seaport town, Scotland, co. Ayr,
pas. Ardrossan and Stevenston, on the Bay of
Ayr, 24 m.S.W. Glasgow. P. (1861) 4778. It

has a Gothic pa. church, town-nouse, free and
other schools, a subscription library, reading-
rooms, a harbour, ship-building docks, and rope
walks. Chief industry, weaving and sewing
muslins, shawls, and sUks. It has also salt works,
and exports coal to Ireland.

Salt-Creek, sevei-al townships of the U. S^
North America, Ohio.—I. co. Pickaway.—II. co.

Muskingum.—III. co. Holmes.—IV. co. Wayne.—Salt-Lich is the name of townships, Ohio and
Pennsylvania.
Saltek Islands, two small islands and a group

of rocks off the coast of Ireland, co. Wexford

;

the larger of the two islands lies about 15 m. E.
Hook-head, and extends 1 m. S.S.W. Ac. of
both 308. P. 13. A vessel, showing a fixed double
light, is stationed 3J m. W.S.W.

Saltexs-elf, a river of Norway, dist. Nord-
land, after a N.W. course of 70 m. enters the
Arctic Ocean by a wide fiord, in lat 67° 12' N.
Salterforth, a township, Engl., co. York,

West Riding, pa. Bamoldwick, 8 m. W.S.W.
Skipton. Ac. 1650. P. 424.

Saltersford or Jenkin Chapel, a township
of England, co. Chester, with a station on the
Midland Railway, 2 m. W. Cromford.
Saltfleetby, several pas. of England, co. Lin-

coln.—I. (All Saints), 8^ ni. E.N.E. Louth. Ac
1169. P. 195.—II, (St Clement), 7 m. E.N.E.
Louth. Ac. 2205. P. 139.—III. (St Peter), 7 m.
E.N.E. Louth. Ac. 2003, P. 308.

Saltfleet-Haven, England. [Skidbrooke.]
Saltford, a pa. of England, co. Somerset

with a station on the G. W. Railway, 5m.W.N.W.
Bath. Ac. 1150. P. 373.
Salt Hili, a hamlet of England, co. Bucks,

pas. Farnham Royal and Upton, o^ m. N. Wind-
sor, and until lately noted as the place to which
the Eton boys made the triennial " montem " pro-
cession, abolished in 1847.

Saltholh, an isl. of Denmark, in the Sounds
6 m. E.S.E. Copenhagen, and W.N.W. Malmfi,
(Sweden). Length 6 m. It is often covered by
the sea, and is not permanently inhabited.

Salthouse, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 25

m. N.N.W. Norwich. Ac. 1614. P. 268.

Saltikova-Dewitza, a town of Russia, gov. &
23 m. E.S.E. Tchemigov, on the Desna. P. 1000.

Saltillo, a town of Mexico, cap. state Coa-
huila, on an elevated plateau on 1. b. of the Tigit,

and 50 m. W.S.W. Monterey. P. 19,898.

Salt Island, one of the British West India

Islands, Virgin group, S.E. Tortola.

—

Salt-keys,

some islets, Bahamas, & off the N. coast of Cuba.
Salt Lake (City of the Great), a city of the

United States, North America, cap. of Utah ter-

ritory, on the Jordan river, which flows thence

N. 9 m. to Great Salt Lake. Lat 40° 46' N. ; Ion.

112° 6' W. It is 776 m. from San Francisco by
the usual route of travel. P. (1862) about 15,000.

The city is 4 m. in length by 3 m. in breadth, the

streets are at right angles, upwards of 150 feet

wide, ill paved and muddy, and through the city

flows a stream of clear water. It has a mint, court-

house, arsenal, and a temporary place of woi-bhii^
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used until the grand temple, which is in progress,

be finished. It is the seat of the Territorial Go-
vernment of Utah. This settlement was formed

in 1847 by the " Mormons" or " Latter Day Saints,"

after their expulsion from the city of Nauvoo, in

Illinois. Their prophet Joseph Smith, and his

brother, were murdered in the gaol of Carthage

by an armed mob. In the beginning of 1846, the

van of the Mormons crossed the Mississippi on
their route to the western wilderness, under the
guidance of Brigham Young, the successor of

Joseph Smith; and after enduring great priva-

tions during the journey, in 1847 the pioneers

reached the spot where they established the city,

and in autumn were joined by the main body.
During the winter and spring they suffered from
famine, but on the arrival of harvest provisions

became abundant. Large flocks of sheep and
herds of cattle are reared ; and, with the view of

being a self-sustaining colony, beet-root is grown
for the manufacture of sugar, a woollen factory

has been built, besides grist-mills, cutlery and
pottery manufactories. Owing to the scarcity of

rain, great attention is paid to artificial Irrigation,

by means of reservoirs of snow, which accumu-
lates in the gorges of the mountains and yields

never failing streams during sununer. The soil

is remarkably richi The " Mormons " are zeal-

ously engaged in the task of spreading their

dogmas, by a numerous staff of missionaries

in all parts of the globe, having this city as their

head-quarters, and a large emigration fund has
been established. As circumstances require, new
cities are founded in the wilderness, to meet the

wants of immigrating converts. Cedar City, 250
m. S. of the Great Salt Lake City, has been laid

out in a spot having the advantage of water, good
soil, wood, iron ore, alum, and the appearance of

a plentiful supply of coal. It is the design of the
" Mormons " to found stations where the country
will support a numerous population, to establish

a line of communication with the Pacific, so as to

assist their brethren on their pilgrimage to the
head-quarters of the church. The " Mormons "

have heavily taxed themselves for the purposes
of their sect. Ah'eady have schools been built in

most of the districts both ia the city and country,
which are well attended by old and young, with
a noiinal school for the instruction of teachers,

besides liberal assignments in money and land
for the support of a university, the site of which
has been laid out and enclosed, on a teiTace of

the mountain overlooking the city. Captain
Howard Stansbury, chief of the U. S. survey
corps, who resided amongst them upwards of

twelve months, describes them as being " indus-
trious, hospitable, and patriotic ;" & Burton (1861)
describes them as being humane and kind to the
Indians. " All civil and ecclesiastical power is

vested in the priests, and justice is promptly and
wisely decreed. A plurality of wives is allowed."
In March 1849, they adopted a constitution, to

remain in force until the United States Govern-
ment should otherwise provide for the govern-
ment of the territory, and sent a delegate to Con-
gress. The government afterwards ratified the
constitution, and appointed President Young
governor of the new territory.

Salt Lake, aco., U. S., North America, Utah.
P. (I860) 11,295.
Salt Lake (Great), an inland lake of North

America, Utah territory, near the E. side of the
" Great Basin," on the W. slope of the Wahsatch
Mountains, 4200 feet above the sea. Length,
N.N.W. to S.S.E., 75 m. ; breadth 15 to 40 m. It

contains Antelope, Carrington, Stansbury, Fre-

mont & many smaller islands ; receives the Bear
River from the N., and the Jordan from the S.,

but has no visible outlet. These rivers, when in

flood, raise the lake to a maximum of 4 ft., cover-
ing many miles of flat shore. The lake is bound-
ed by large-saline incrustations ; and on the W.
the country is a complete desert. Its waters are
charged with 20 per cent, of common salt, and
above 2 per cent, of foreign salts. Near its shores
the atmosphere is bluish and hazy from the
effects of active evaporation.
Saltxey, a tnship., N. Wales, co. Flint, on the

Dee, pa. Hawarden, on Chester and Shrewsbury
Bail., 2Jm. S.S.W. Chester. Ac. 2185. P. 1325;.

Salton, a pa. of England, co. York, N. Biding,

6J m. W.S.W. Pickering. Ac. 2530. P. 384.

Saltoun, a pa. of Scotland, co. Haddington, 14
m. E.S.E. Edinburgh. Ac. 3811. P. 712.

Salt Range, a group of mountains in India,

in lat. 82° 30' N., Ion. 33° 20' E., stretching
from W. to E. Highest peak 2500 feet above the
sea. This famous range commences near the river

Jhelum, and nins thence due W. right athwart
the Sind Sagur Doab (separating the Doab
into two divisions), till it reaches the Indus.
There, leaving at Kalabag a narrow channel for

the river to pass through, it crosses the Trans-
Indus region, till it meets at right angles the
Suliman range, which runs from N. to S. The
salt range is bleak and barren on its surface,

having neither trees nor verdure of any kind;
and yet is rich in iron ore, slate, coal, g3^psum,
limestone, and rock salt, this last mineral being
so pure that it only requires pounding previous to

its being used. The salt is either found cropping
out in all directions, or lies in strata, commenc-
ing near the surface, and extending downwards
in inexhaustible veins.

Salt River, U. S., North America.— I. Ken-
tucky, after a N. and W. course joins the Ohio
at W. point, 20 below Louisville. It is 200
yards in width at its mouth, and for 150 m. avail-

able for boats.—II. Iowa and Missouri, joins the
Mississippi from the W., 63 m. N.N.W. its con-
fluence with the Missouri.

—

Salt Sulphur Springs
is a village and spa of Virginia, co. Monroe.
Saltwood, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 1 m.

N. Hythe. Ac. 2600. P. 643.

Saluggia, a market town of N. Italy, prov.

Novara, circ. and 20 m. W.S.W. Vercelll, in the
midst of canals. P. 38G2.

Saludeccio, a town of North Italy, prov.
Forli, circ. Rimini, cap. gov. P. 3890.

Salurn or Salorno, a market town of Austria,

Tirol, circ. and 19 m. S.S.W. Botzen, on the
Upper Adige. P. 1150.

Saluzzo (French Saluces), a city of N. Italy,

prov. Saluzzo, cap. circ, 17 m. N.W. Coni, be-
tween the Po and the Varaita. P. (1861) 16,208.

It has a cathedral, several chui-ches and convents,

a college, and a theatre. Manufs. silk, leather,

hats, and hardwares. During the French empire
under Napoleon i. it was cap. of the dep. Stura.

Saluzzola, a vill., N. Italy, prov. Novara, 32
m. N.E. Turin, cap. mand., on the Elvo. P. 2066.

Salvador (San), Amer. [San Salvador."]
Salvages, a group of rocky islands in the At-

lantic Ocean, between the Canary and Madeu-a
islands, about lat. 30° N., Ion. 16° W. The Great
Piton yields a large quantity of orchil.

—

Salvage
Island, Falkland group, South America, is in lat.

51° 1' S., Ion. 61° 6' W.
Salvagnac, two comma, and towns of France.

—I. a market town, dep. Tarn, cap. cant , 23 m.
W. Alby. P. 1890.—11. (_Cajare), dep. Aveyron,
12 m. N.W. Yillefranche. P. 1086.
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Salvaleox, Tnferamni, a town of Spaiu, prov.

and 20 m. S.S.E. Badajos, on the Erja. P. 2540.

SAL^'AT1ERRA DE Magos, a towu of Portugal,

piov. Estremadura, noarl. b. of the Tiigus, 31 m.
N.E. Lisbon. P. 2000.—II. (t/o Extrenio), a
t«wn, prov. Beira, on the Spanish frontier, 28 m.
E. Castello-Bi-anco.

SALVATIKRR.V, three small towns of Spain.— I.

prov. Pontevedra, 20 m. S.E. Vigo, on rt. b. of

the Minho. which separates it from Portugal.

—

11. prov. Vascondas (Biscay), 15 m. E. Vitoria.

It is fortified. P. 1593.—III. (de los Barros),

prov. and 23 m. S.S E Badajos. P. 2555.

BALA'S, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Lecce, circ.

Gallipoli. P. 2243.

Salvetat (La), two comms. and towns of

France.—I. dep. Hdrault, cap. cant., on the

Agout, N. the Cevennes, and 8 m. N. St Pons.

P. 3777.—II. dep. Avej-ron. cap. cant, 18 m.
S.W. Eodez. P. 2975.

—

Salviac is a coinm. and
vill., dep. Lot, cap. cant., 9 m. S.W, Gourdon.
P. 2222.

Salwari', a pa. of England, co. and 4i m.
N.N.W. Worcester, intei-sected by a canal which
runs parallel with the river Salwarp from Droit-
wich to the Severn. Ac. 1850. P. 449.

Salwex, Saluex, or Lu-Kiaxq, a large river

of India, rises in the Chinese prov. Yuu-nan,
flows S. through Burma, sepai-ates the Shan
states from Pegu, and enters the Gulf of Marta-
ban by a broad mouth, on opposite sides of which
are the towns Martaban and Moulmein. Its

course has been little explored, but it is known to

be a noble stream, flowing through a richly
wooded country, and generally navigable to a
considerable distance from the sea. Approximate
length 950 miles.

Salwekn (River), Biitish Burma, bounds
North Tenasserim for 100 m. on the W. It has
no delta, and is impassable on account of rapids,

which extend 100 m. from its mouth.
SALYMPRtA or Salembria, Peneus, the prin-

cipal river of Thessalj', European Turkey, rises

lit the N.W. extremity of that prov., nearly the
whole of which it drains, flows S. and E., and
enters the Gulf of Salonica, 13 m. N.W. Cape
Kissovo. Total course 110 m., for about half of
which it is navigable.
Salza or Salzacii, a river of Austria, rises in

the Alps, 18 m. W. the Gross-Glockner, flows E.
througli the centre of the circ. Salzburg to St
Johann, where it turns N. and joins thi.' Inn, 6
m. N.E. Burghausen. Total course 130 m., for
the last 80 ni. of which, to Hallein, it is navigable.
Satjsbrunn (Neu, Lower, and Upper), three

contiguous vills. of Prussian Silesia, gov. and 35
m. S.W. Breslau. P. 2767. The united vill.

Las two churches and mineral baths.
Salzburg, Juvavia, a city. Upper Austria, cap.

crown-land, on both sides of the Salzach, 72 m.
E.S.E. Munich. Alt. 1341 ft. Mean temp, of year
46°-6

; summer 61°-35
; winter 31°-1 Fahr. It is

surrounded by walls, entered by 8 gates, and
consists of the town proper and 3 suburbs. The
most conspicuous object is the castle of Hohen-
salzburg, on a steep rock, formerly the residence
of the prince bishops, now used as a prison
and barracks. On the opposite side of the river
is the Monchbei-g, sunuounted by a Capuchin
convent, and under which is the Sigisinund
gate, entering by a broad tunnel. It has a ca-
thedral ; tiie church of St Peter contains the
tomb of Hadyn, who, as well as Mozart, was a
native of Salzburg. The house in which the latter
was born is still preserved. There is a lyceum,
with a library of 36,000 vols., a botanic garden and

zoological museum, a gymnasium, and a female
school. St Peter's convent has a library of 40,000
vols., and a collection of coins. It has a military .

and three civil hospitals, and a theatre. Manufs.
leather, iron, wire, tobacco, and starch. The
crown-land of Salzburg has an area of 2766 sq. in.

P. (1857) 146,709.

Sai^burg Sovar, a town of Hungary, co.

Saros, S.W. Eperies. P. 4000. It has mines
j'ielding 100,000 cwt of salt annually.
Salzderheldejt, a market town of Hanover,

landrost Hildesheim, princip. Grubenhagen, on
the Leine, 2 m. S.E. Eimbeck. P. 1220.

Salzdettfurtii, a vill., Hanover, 7 m. S.S.E.
Hildesheim, on the Lamme. P. 1198.
Salze (Gross), a town of Pnissiivn Saxony,

gov. and 10 ra. S.S.E. Magdeburg. P. 2563.
Salzgitter, a vill. of Hanover, landrost and

20 m. E.S.E. Hildesheim. P. 1668.

Salzkamsiergut, a dist. of Upper Austria,
comprising the S.W. part of the circ. Traun, on
the borders of Styiiju Area 336 sq. m. P
17,000. Surface almost wholh' mountainous, and
soil unprofitable, but valuable salt mines aro
wrought here on account of the government

;

and the scenery is extremely picturesque.
Salzkotten, a town of Prussian Westphalia,

gov. and 45 m. S.S.W. Minden. P. 1996.
Salzuflen, a town of Germany, Lippe-Det-

mold, at the confluence of the Salze and Werre,
11 m. N W. Detmold. P. 1380. It has salt works.

Saijcungen, a town of Centi-al Germany, Saxe-
Meiniugen, circ. Unterland, cap. bailiwick, on
the Werra, 19 ra. N.N.W. Meiningen. P. 3010.
It has important salt-works. Near it is the
Salzungen-see. P. of dist. (1861) 32,249.

Salzwedel or Saltwedei, a town of Prussian
Saxony, gov. and 54 m. N.N.W. Magdeburg, cap.

circ, on the Jetze. P. 1740. It has manufs. of
woollen, cotton, and linen fabrics, sugar re-

fineries and breweries.

Samadakg, a town of the island Java, Pacifla

Ocean, on the route from Buitenzorg to Sheri-
bon, 125 m. S.E. Batavia.
Samakov, a town of European Turkey, Bul-

garia, sanj. and 30 m. S.S.E. Sophia P. 5000.

It has extensive iron-works.
Samalood or Samelood, a town of Egypt,

prov. Benisouef, on the Nile, 15 m. N. Minieh.
Saslana, a town on an island of same name,

in the Atlantic, separated by a narrow channel
from the N. coast of Hayti, cap. arr., 15 m. N.
Savannah la Mar. Cape Samana, the E. point
of the island, is in lat. 19° 18' N., Ion. 69' 8' W.—
II. a name of Atwood's Key, Bahamas.

—

Samana
Bay or Channel, between Samana island and the
N. coast of Hayti, is 40 m. in length, E. to W,
and 12 m. in breadth at its mouth.
Samar, one of the Philippine Islands, Malaysia,

S.E. Luzon, from which it is separated by a
strait, 20 m. across. Length 120 m. ; greatest

breadth 45 m. Area 8287 sq. m. P. 110,103. Soil

higlily fertile; principal products are rice, wheat,

pepper, honey, wax, fine fruits, especially figs,

and timber of various sorts.

Samara, two rivers of Eussia.—I. joins the

Dnieper, in gov. and 4 m. S.E. Ekaterinoslav,

after a W. course of 150 m.—II. govs. Orenbuiig

and Simbirsk, after a W. course of 280 m ,
joins

the Volga at Samara. Affluents, the Tok & KiniL
Samara, a town of Kussia, cap. gov. Samara,

110 m. S.E. Simbirsk, cap. circ. on a height at

tne coufl. of the Samara with the Volga. P. (1863)
34,131. It was founded in 1591. Has a cathe-
dral, iron works, and trade in cattle and sheep,

salt-fish, caviar, skins, leather, and tallow.
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Samaua, a gov. of Russia, on the Volga, Area

61,349 sq. m. P. (1858) 1,630,039. It was formed

by an imperial ukase in 1850, from portions of the

govs. Saratov, Orenbourg, and Simbirsk.

Samakang, a fortified seaport town of the

island Java, Pacific Ocean, cap. prov., on its N.
coast, near the mouth of the Samarang River,

210 m. E.S.E. Batavia. Lat. of flag-staff G° 67'

S.; Ion. 110° 27' E. P. 22,000, including many
Chinese. Its harbour is not good, and the town
is unhealthy from contiguous morasses. The
adjacent country yields coffee, pepper, and rice.

It is the residence of a Dutch governor, and the

seat of one of the three principal law-courts in

Java. P. of residency 550,000.

Samaria, an ancient prov. of Palestine, be-

tween the river Jordan and the Mediterranean,
having N. Galilee and S. Judea. It comprised
the towns Sebaste, Neapolis, Ginasa, Scythopolis,

•with Mounts Gilboa and Little Hermon. The an-
cient city of Samaria, built by Oinri, king of Israel,

about B.C. 925, was the cap. of the ten tribes.

After its destruction by Jolin Hyrcanus, it was
rebuilt by Herod, and called Sebaste, which see.

Samarkand, a famous city of independent
Turkestan, dom. and 130 m. E. Bokhara, on the

Zer-afchan. Lat. 39° 50' N. ; Ion. 66° 50' E. P.

about 25,000. It has the remains of a splendid

college, erected by the wife of Timour, a magni-
ficent portico 100 ft. high, inlaid with Mosaic : the

palace and tomb of Timour, under whom it was
the cap. of one of the largest empires ever known,
and the centre of Asiatic learning and extensive
eommerce. It has several bazaars and khans,
& is an entrepot for caravan trade, but is in a state

of decay. In 1863 it was visited by M. Vdmbdry
in the disguise of a dervish, the first European
who entered it since the time of Marco Polo.

Samakova. a town of Siberia, gov. and 170 m.
N.N.E. Tobolsk, between the Obi and Irtish.

Samarrah, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and
B£ m. N.N.W. Bagdad, on a height near 1. b.

t)f the Tigris, and nearly enclosed by a strong
Wall. It has two Mohammedan tombs with cu-
polas, one particularly venerated by the Shiali or
Persian sect, and visited annually by at least

10,000 Mohammedan pilgrims. About
-J

m. N.
is a curious spiral tower 163 feet in height. The
whole neighbourhood is covered with ruins.

Samassi, a comm. and vill. of Sardinia, prov.
and 22 m. N.N.W. Cagliari. P. 2433.

SAiiATAN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gers, on the Save, 1 m. N.E. Lombez. P. 2135.

Samava, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. Bag-
dad, on the Euphrates, 38 m. S.E. Lemlum.
' Sambas, a state, river, and town of the island

fiorneo; the town, cap. state, on 1. b. of the river,

I about 40 m. from its mouth, on the W. coast, 80

I m. N. Pontianak. Lat. 1° 60' N. ; Ion. 109° 20' E.
V. 9400, of whom 8600 are Malays. At the mouth
of the river is the Chinese vill.'Pamangkat.
Sambatikila, a walled town of W. Africa, Man-

dingo country, near lat. 10° N., Ion. 6° 50' W.
Sambiiur Lake, a lake of India, partly in the

E. border of Joudpore and partly in the W.
border of Jyepore, between lat. 26° 52' and 27°

N^ Ion. 74° 49' and 75° 18' E. It is about 50 m.

I la circuit during the autumnal rains. In the dry
season great quantities of salt are found.—The
town of Samhhur is situate on the S. bank of the
lake. Lat. 26° 63' N. ; Ion. 76° 13' E.
Sambilan or Sambilajjg, a group of islands in

the Strait of Malacca, lat. 4° 5' N., Ion. 100° 35' E.
Samboangan, a Spanish settlement in the

Phijippines, Malaysia, on the S.W. extremity of
the island Mindanao. It is the cap. of the Spanish

possessions in the island, and fortified, but other-
wise unimportant.
Sambor. two towns of Austrian Poland, Gali-

cia.—I. {Newy, cap. circ, on 1. b. of the Dniester,

40 m. S.W. Lemberg. P. 11,000. It has manufs.
of linens, and extensive salt works.—II. {Stary
Sambor\ is a town on the Dniester, 10 m. S.W.
the foregoing. P. 2625.

Sambourn, a hamlet of England, co. Warwick,
pa. Coughton, 3i m. N.N.W. Alcester. Ac. 1884.
P. 635.

Sambre, Sethis, a river of Prance and Belgium,
rises in the French dep. Aisne, S.W. Avesnes,
flows E.N.E. between the basins of the Scheldt
and Oise, and through the Belgian provs Hain-
aut and Namur, and joins the Maese at Namur.
Total course 100 m. Afils., the Helpe, Heure,
and Orneau. It is navigable for barges the
greater part of its course. In Belgium, the Sam-
bre communicates by canals with the Senne and
Scheldt, and the canal of the S^'fibre Franco,
connects it with the Canal of StQuentin. Under
Napoleon I., Sambre-et-Meuse was a dep. watered
by those rivers, and now forming the prov. Na-
mur, with a part of Belgian Luxembourg.
Sambuca, a vill. of Centi-al Italy, Tuscany,

27 m. N.N.W. Florence, cap. comm. P. 4730,
Sambuca, a vill. of the island Sicily, N.W.

Girgenti. P. 8982. Trade in wine and olives.

Samkr, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Pas-de-Calais, cap. cant., 8 m. S.E. Bou-
logne. P. 1979.

Samford, several pas. of England.—I. (^Great\

CO. Essex, 3J m. N.N.E. Thaxted. Ac. 22J4. P
865.—II. (^Little), same CO., S^m. E.N.E. Thaxted.
Ac. 1990. P. 477.—III. {Arundel), co. Somerset, 2^
m. S.W. Wellington. Ac. 1144.P.426.—IV.(5/-e«).
same co., 7 m. N.W. Bridgewater. Ac. 932. V,
280.—V. (Courtenay), co. Devon, 5 m. N.E. Oko-
hampton. Ac. 7962. P. 991.—VI. {Peverel\
same co., 5 m. E.N.E. Tiverton. Ac. 2000. P.
720.—VII. (Spinet/), same co., 4 m. E.S.E. Tavi-
stock. Ac. 1721. P. 665.

Sajigorodok, a market town of Eussia, prov.
and 96 m. S.W. Kiev. P. 1000.

Sami.esburx, a chapelry of England, co Lan-
caster, pa. Blackburn, 3 m. E. Preston. Ac.
4270. P. 1215.

Samoan or Navigator Islands, a group in

the Pacific, between lat. 13° 30' and 14° 30' S.,

Ion. 168' and 173° W., comprising 8 small irlands,

estimated to have an area of 2660 sq. m., with a
pop. of upwards of 60,000. Soil rich, and surface

densely wooded. Products comprise cocoa nut
oil, arrow root, caoutchouc, castor-bean, ginger,

coffee, tortoise-shell, and plentiful supplies of

vegetables, etc., for shipping. There are British
missionary stations at Upolu, etc.

Samochvalovitshi, a market to\vn of Russia,
gov. and 10 m. S. Minsk. P. 1000.

Samomns, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Faucigny, 7

m. E.S.E. Fanniuges, cap. iuand. P. 3008. It

has six important annual fairs for cattle.

SAMOGrriA, an old prov. of Poland, now form-
ing part of the Russian gov. Vilna.
Samoiedk Country comprises all the N. parts

of Russia and N.E. Siberia, between the White
Sea and Ion. 110° E., with the great estuaries of
the Petchora, Obi, and Yenisei. The inhabitants
are mostly wandering tribes.

Samos, an island of the Greek Archipelago, off

the W. coast of Asia Minor, on the S. side of the
Gulf of Scala-Nuova, 42 m. S.W. Smyrna. Length,
E. to W., 27 m., greatest breadth 10 m. Estim.
area I6o sq. m. P. 50,000, mostly Greeks. Chief
town Chora, or Megali-Khora, on the S. coaai.
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Two ranges of rocky limestone mountains traverse

the island, their slopes partly covered with piue-

woods, vineyards, and olive-groves. The valleys

are fertile, and this is one of the most productive

islands of the Archipelago, exporting corn and
muscadine wines. Mineral products comprise
marble, iron, lead, silver, and emery. The island

had, in ancient times, a famous temple of Juno. It

was the native country of Pythagoras, and of the

sculptor Theodorus. lu the Little Boghaz, a
nari'ow strait between Samos and the mainland,

the fleet and army of Xerxes were defeated the

same day that his troops in Greece, under Mar-
donius, were dispersed and destroyed at Flatsea,

B.C. 479.

Samos, an anc. city of Cephalonia, now a vill.,

around which are various remains of antiquity,

on the Bay of Samos, an inlet of its E. coast.

Samosc, a town of Poland, gov. of Ljublin.

P. 4083.

Samothraki or SAiiOTHRACE (Turk. Semen-
drek), an island belonging to European Turkey,
in the .Sgean Sea, 14 m. N.N.W. Imbros. Area
30 sq. m. P. 1500. Surface moantainous, and
rises to 5248 feet above the sea. Principal pro-

ducts, corn, oil, honey, wax, goat-skins, and
leather. On its N. side are the ruins of the anc.

town of Samothrace.

—

Satnotraki is one of the

smaller Ionian islands, 5 m. W. Corfu.

Samotschix (PoL Samoczin or Szumazin), a
town of Prussian Poland, gov. and 38 m. W.S.W.
Bromberg. P. 1960. Manufs. woollens.
Samozero (Lake), a lake of Russia, gov. Olo-

netz, 40 m. W.N.W. Petrosavodsk, about 20 m.
in length, from W. to E., and 8 m. in breadth.
Sajiter de Calanda, a town of Spain, prov.

Teruel, 44 m. S.S.E. Zaragoza. P. 2720.

Sampeto, a CO., U. S., North America, Utah.
P. 3815.

Sampeyre, a vUl. of N. Italy, prov. Cuneo, 15
m. W.S.W. Saluzzo, cap. mand., on the Varaita.
P. 5091.

Sasipsox, a CO. of the U. S., North America,
in S.E. of North Carolina, AJea 11,600 sq. m.
P. (I860) 9596 free, 7028 slaves. Cap. Clinton.

Sasipson (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

3J m. S.E. LosthwithieL Ac. 1470. P. 311.

Samsoe, an island of Denmark, in the Great
Belt, between Seeland and Jutland. Length 15
m., greatest breadth 5 m. Area 40 sq. m. P.
6360. Surface undulating and fertile.

Samson, the largest vill. of Hungary, next to

Csaba, co. Bihar, 8 m. N.E. Debreczin. P. 22,247.
Samsoun or Samsun, Amiau, a seaport town

of Asia Minor, pash. Sivas, lat. 41° 18' N., Ion.
36° 21' E., with lighthouse 56 feet high. P.
2000 Turks. In the neighbourhood is a vill. with
150 families of Christians. The town is an en-
trepot for the copper, timber, wheat, barley,

tobacco, and agricultural produce of the interior,

exported hence to Constantinople ; and it is a sta-

tion for the Austrian Danube Steiam Navigation
Company's packets plying between this city and
Trebizond. Exports (1862) by steam vessels,

616,429/. Imports do. 450,613/.

Samter, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. and
20 m. N.W. Posen, cap. circ, on railway to Stet-
tin. P. 2917. Manuis. woollens and linen.

San, a large river of Austrian Poland, Galicia,
rises in the Carpathians, flows N.N.W., and joins
the Vistula, 4 m. N.E. Sandomir. Total course
250 m. Affls. the Wislok, Lubaczov, and Tanev.—II. a river of Styria, after an E. and S. course
of 50 m., joins the Save, 11 m- S. Cilly.

San (ranw), a ruined town, Lower Egypt, on
an aim of the Nile, 15 m. S.S.W. Menzaleh.

Sana, the cap. city of Yemen, Arabia, in a fine
valley, 4000 feet above the sea, 110 m. E.N.E.
Hodeida. P. estimated at 40,000. It is enclosed
by walls, 5^ m. in circumference, and mounting
some cannon ; it is built mostly of brick, and
has two stone palaces of the Iman, about twenty
richly decorated mosques, public baths, and a
stone bridge across its main street, which is in-
undated during rains. About 3000 of the jwp.
are Jews, who, with Hindoos, monopolise the
most part of the foreign trade. Principal com-
merce is in coffee, and its husk, which latter
article here fetches the higher price, and is ex-
clusively used for consumption in the city. Im-
ports comprise piece-goods, Persian tobacco,
dates, twist, and glass wares. Some remarkable
ancient inscriptions have been foimd,

San, Santa, Santo (Saint), a prefix to the
names of numerous places in Spain, Italy, Por-
tugal, South America, etc. For those notfound
following, see second word.

Sanabria, a lake of Spain, prov. Leon, near
Astoi^a, 4J m. long, 2 m. broad.
San Angelo, in Vado (J'ifemum Metaurtnse\

a town of Central Italy, prov. Pesaro, circ. Ur-
bino, on the Metauro. It is surrounded by walla,
and has a cathedral, churches, four monastriea,
and three convents. P. 3551.
San Antimo, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Napoli,

circ. Casoria, in a fertile territory. P. 8271.
San Antonio, one of the Caroline Island^

Pacific Ocean, in lat. 15° 10' N., Ion. 163° 52' E.
San Antonio, the most N.W. of the Cape

Verde Islands, in lat 16° 26' N. Soil well watered,
and fertUe in cotton, sugar, and grain.

San Antonio, a town of the U. S., N. America,
Texas, Behar co., 110 m. S.W. Austin. P. 8000.
Near it Fort Alamo has a U. S. arsenal.

San Antonio, a seaport town of Mexico, state
Jalisco, on the Pacific Ocean, 35 m. W.S.W.
Tepic P. 3000.

San Antonio-de-los-BaSos, a town of the
island Cuba, cap. dist., S.W. Havana, with a
station on railway to Guines. P. (1861) 5224.
San Antonio de los Cues, a town of Mexico,

with ruins of Aztec forts, dep. and N. Oajaca.
San Arplno or Elpidio, a vilL of S. Italy, prov.

Napoli, circ. Casoria, on the site of the Oscan city

of Atella, which was noted for its satirical fai-ces,

of which the Neapolitan Pulicinella (Punch) is a
descendant. P. 1992.

San Augustine, a co., TJ. S., North America,
Texas. P. 2377 free, 1717 slaves.

San Bento, a market town of Brazil, pror.
Alagoas, dist Porto Calvo. P. 3000.
San Bernardino, a co^ U. S^ North America,

California. P. 5551.

San Bernardo, a city of Brazil, prov. Ceara, on
1. b. Jaguaribe, 85 m. S.S.E. Fortaleza. P. 6000.

San Blas, a seapK)rt town of Mexico, state

Jalisco, on the Pacific, with an excellent harbour,
and important naval arsenal. P. 3000.

San Borja, a town of South America, Ecuador,
on rt b. of the Maranon, E. of the Pongo-de-
Mauseriche. It was long the residence of tiie late

M. Bonpland, the companion of Humboldt, and
the deposit of his botanical collection.

Sanbornton, a township, U. S., North Ame-
rica, New Hampshire, 21 m. N. Concord.

Sancasse, an inhabited island, Indian Ocean,
off Nareenda Bay, N.W. Madagascar.

Sanc£:rre, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Cher, cap. arr., on a vine-clad hill, on 1. b. of the

Loire, 16 m. N.E. Bourges. P. 3758. It has
comm. college and an active trade in wine, and
in marble, quarried in its vicinity.
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San Clemente, a towu of Spain, prov. and 40

m. W.N.W. Cuenca. P. 3120.

Saxcoins, a coram, and town of France, dep.

Cher, cap. cant., 20 m. S.E. Bourges. P. 3188.

Sanckeed, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4
m. W.S.W. Penzance. Ac. 4471. P. 1233.

Sancton, a pa. of England, co. York, East
Riding, 2J m. E.S.E. Market-Weighton. Ac.

4708. P. 476.

Sancy (Pic de), France. [Dor Mont.]
SiVNDA or Sanday, several islands of Scotland.

—I. Orkney, 2J m. S. of N. Ronaldshay. Length
12 m. P. 2145. Surface mostly flat and fertile.

Principal harbours, Kettleloft on the S.E., and
Otterwick on the N.E. coast, both safe and
commodious. A lighthouse has been erected on
Start Point, its N.E. extremity.—II. Inner He-
brides, CO. Argyll, pa. Small Isles, on the E. side

of Canna. P. 3G.—III. a small island at the W.
side of entrance to the Firth of Clyde, 5 m. E. of

the Mull of Kintyre, about 3 m. in circumference,

and noted in middle -age history as a station of

the Scandinavian fleets during the contests for

the possession of Kintyre and the Hebrides. Lat.

of lighthouse 65° 16' 30' N., Ion. 5° 34' 65' W.

;

elevation 165 feet ; fixed red light.

Sandall, two pas. of England, co. York, West
Riding.—I. (Great), 2 m. S.E. Wakefield. Ac.
7272. P. 4214.—II. iKirk'), on the river Don, 4
m. N.E. Doncaster. Ac. 990. P. 233.

S.4NDALWOOD ISLAND, an island of Malaysia,

S. the island Flores and the Straits of Sapy and
Mangerai, lat. 10° S., Ion. 119° E. Length about
120 m., and greatest breadth 60 m. It is fertile,

very populous, and resembles Java. On its N.
side is the port Padewawy, where the Dutch
have settlements.

Sandau or Sandow, a town of Prussian Sax-
ony, gov. and 49 m. N.N.E. Magdeburg, on rt. b.

of tiie Elbe. P. 1403, mostly agricultural.

Sandbach, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. and 24 m. E.S.E. Chester, on the Manchester
branch of the London and N. W. Railway. Ac.
16,310. P. 9046, employed in the manuf. of silk.

Sandchoo, a town of Chinese Turkestan, 150
m. S.E. Yarkand, inhabited by 1000 families.

Sandec (Neu and Alt), two towns of Austrian
Poland, Galicia.—I. cap. circ, 49 m. S.E. Cracow.
P. 5224.—II. 6 m. S.W. the latter, between the
Poprad and Dunajec. P. 3255.

Sandeeay Island, one of the Outer Hebrides,

Scotland, co. Inverness, pa. and 3J m. S.W.
Biu-ra. P. 9.

Sanderingham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

3j m. N.E. Castle-Rising, with a residence of the
Prince of Wales. Ac. 1172. P. 56.

Sandersleben, a town of Germany, Anhalt-
Dessau, cap. dist. Bernburg. P. 1805.

Sanderstead, a pa. of England, co. Surrey,
3 m. S.S.E. Croydon. Ac. 2245. P. 206.

Sandford, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Devon, 15 m. N.W. Crediton. Ac. 7793. P.

1842.—II. CO. and 3J m. S.S.E. Oxford, on the
river Isis. Ac. 1850. P. 476.—III. same co., 4i
m. S.W. Deddington. Ac. 1680. P. 376.—IV.
{Orcas), CO. Somerset, 2^ m. N.N.W. Slierborne.
Ac. 1091. P. 318.—V. a township, co. Berks, pa.

Sonning, 4 ra. East Reading. P. 113.

Sandford, two townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. Maine, co. York.—II. New York,
on an afil. of the Delaware, 120 m. S.W. Albany.
Sandgate, a hamlet and chapelry of England,

co, Kent, pas. Folkestone and Cheriton, on the
coast of the English Channel, 2 m. W.S.W.
Folkestone. Ac. 1181. P. 294. It is resorted
to as a watering-place, and has a ship-building

trade. The Eoyal Military Canal commences
here, and terminates at Cliffend, in Sussex.
Sandgate is included in the pari. bor. of Hythe.
Sandhoe, a township of England, co. Nor-

thumberland, 3 m. E.N.E. Hexham, on the New-
castle and Carlisle Railway. Ac. 1648. P. 266.

Sandhurst, a large incorporated town of the
Bendigo gold fields, Victoria colony, connected
by railway with Melbourne and Ebuca. P. about
11,000. The mining district of Sandhurst has a
pop. of 21,930, of whom 3760 are Chinese.
Sandhurst, three pas. of England.—I. co.

Berks, 5 m. S.S.E. Wokingham. Ac. 4562. P.
1271. Sandhurst royal military college is a plain
edifice, to which are attached a chapel, riding-
school, and observatory.—II. co. and 3 m. N.
Glo'ster. Ac. 2227. P. 549.—III. co. Kent, on
the river Rother, 7 m. W.S.W. Tenterden. Ac.
4382. P. 1231.

Sandi, a town of British India, territory of

Oude, 85 m, N.W. Lucknow. It is situated in a
pretty country, is well cultivated, and has a
bazaar. Lat. 27° 18' N. ; Ion. 80° 1' E.
Sandlacre, a pa. of England, co. and 8 m. E.

Derby. Ac. 1420. P. 1012.

San Diego, a town of U. S., North America,
California, the southernmost port, and one of the
best harbours in the state, 400 m. from San
Francisco. P. of co. 4324.

Sanding (Pulo), two islands off the S.W.
coast of the island Sumatra, near the S.E. ex-
tremity of the Nassau or Poggy Islands, in which
group they are sometimes included.

San di Nizza, a town of France, prov. Nice,

11 m. N.N.E. Guillaume, cap. mand.
Sandisfield, a township, U. S., N. America,

Massachusetts, co. Berkshire.
Sand Lake, a township, U. S., North America,

New York, 17 m. E. Albany.
Sandoe, one of the FarOe Isls. [Faroer.]
San Domlngo. [Hayti.]
Sandomib (Pol. ^andomierz), a walled town of

Poland, cap. prov., at the confl. of the San and
Vistula, 51 m. S.W. Lublin. P. 4240. It was
formerly the residence of the kings of Poland.
Sandon, several pas. of England.—I. co. Essex,

on the river of same name, an afil. of the Chel-
mer, 2^ m. S.E. Chelmsford. Ac. 2278. P. 512.

—n. CO. Herts, 4i m. N.N.W. Buntingford. Ac.
3943. P. 771.—III. CO. and 4^ m. N.N.E. Staf-

ford, with a station on the N. Staffordshire Rail.

Ac 3640. P. 590.—IV. (Sandan Fee), a tything,

CO. Berks, and IJ m. S.S.W. Hungerford. I'. 846.

Sandon, a co. of New S. Wales, on the E. slope

of New England Range, enclosed by cos. Clarke,

Hardin ge, Vernon, Dudley, and I^leigh. Lat.
30° 30' S.; Ion. 152'^ E. It is drained by the
tributaries of Macleay river. Chief town Arma-
dale. Ac. 828,800.

Sandonino, North Italy. [Borgo S. Donnino.]
Sandoway, a town of British India, prov.

Arracan, presid. Bengal, on S. bank of a tide

nullah, 10 m. from the sea, 176 m. S.S.E. Arracan.
Lat. 18° 25' N. ; Ion. 74° 17' E.

SANDO^VN, a hamlet and fort of England, Isle

of Wight, on its S.E. coast, pa. and 2 m. S.
Brading. The fine sands and beauty of the bay
attract summer visitors.

Sandridge, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 3 m.
N.N.E. St Albans. Ac. 5766. P. 833.

Sandrigo, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov.
and 9 ni. N.E. Vicenza. P. of 00mm. 2000.
Sandstino and Aithsting, a united pa. of

Scotland, co. and comprising a part of the main-
land of Shetland, and the islands Little Papa and
Vementry. P. 2670.
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Saa'DUKM, a small town of Asia Minor, Ana-

|

tolia, 67 m. S. Kutayah, and 8 m. S. of which are

extensive ruins of an ancient city.

Sandusky, a co. of the D. S., North America,
in N.W. of Ohio, drained by Sandusky river,

which flows into bay of same name. Area of

CO. 458 sq. m. P. (I860) 21,429.-11. a port,

«nd cap. of Erie, co. Ohio, on Sandusky Bay,
Lake Erie, 105 m. N. Columbus. The town has
a busy lake trade, which is mostly carried on by
bteamers. Has shipbuilding.

Sandwich, a pari, and munic. bor., cinque port,

and town of England, co. Kent, on the S. bank of

the Stour, 2 m. from its mouth, in Pegwell Bay,
with a station on the South-Easteru Kailway,
4 m. N. Deal. P. 2039. It is nearly enclosed
by the remains of fortifications ; streets irregular,

houses antique. It has three pari^h churches ; a
guildhall, gaol, two hospitals, and several dis-

senting chapels. The town was formerly of im-
portance as the seaport of London : at present
it has little ti-ade, tlie chief exports being agi'i-

cultural produce, wool, malt, bark, leather, and
ashes ; and principal import coal. The Stour is

at spring tides about 11 ft. in depth, and 150 ft.

across. It returns two members to House of C.
Eeg. electors (18G4) 1073. Near it is Richborough,
the ancient Rliutupium^ on the decline of which
Sandwich arose in the 6th centurj'.

Sandwich, two townships of the U. S., North
America.— I. New Hampshire, 42 m. N. Concord.
—II. Mas.'^achusetts, on Cape Cod Bay, 61 m.
S.S.E. Boston.
Sandwich 1!ay, the name of inlets of E. La-

orador, and island Mallicollo, Pacific Ocean.

—

Sandwich Cape, E. Australia, is on Hinchinbrook
Island, lat. 18' 13' 0' S., Ion. 146° 19' E.; and
Sandwich Island is the name of two small islands,

Pacific Ocean, respectivelj' in the Hebrides group,
and S.W. New Ireland.

—

Sandwich Land is an
island group in South Atlantic Ocean, S.W. of

New Georgia.
Saxdwich Islands or the Hawaii Archipe-

lago, a group, N. Pacific Ocean, forming a king-
dom, mostly betwepu lat. 18° 60' and 22° 20' N.,
Ion. 155° and 160° W. There are 15 islands,

only 8 of which are inhabited. The principal are
Hawaii or Owyhc^e, Mowee or Maui, W'oahoo or
Oahu, Kauai, Molakoi, Banai, Nihau, & Kadulaw.
Aggregate area estimated at 6032 sq. m. ; and
pop. (1»6I) 69,800, of whom 2716 were strangers.
Surface rises to a great elevation, and in Hawaii
are several active volcanoes, of which Mouua
Loa, supposed to be the highest active volcano
in the world, was in eruption in 1863. Climate
salubrious; mean temperature 75°, range of

thermometer 60° to 88° Fahr., with sea breezes
and moderate rains. Soil in the uplands better
adapted for grazing than agriculture ; fine wheat
is, however, grown there, and the valleys produce
coffee, sugar, cotton, tobacco, cocoa, arrowroot,
the mulberrv, yams, sweet potatoes, and taro.

Imports (1862) 998,239 dols.; exports 838,424
dols. Customs rev. 107,490 dols. Eeveuue (1858)
656,216 dols. ; expenditure 6 13,088 dols. Sandal-
wood was foiTuerly an important product, but
the forests have been too rapidly thinned, and
little is now produced. Poultry and swine are
very numerous. Honolulu, the cap., on the
island Woahoo, is an important entrepot for
trade between all commercial nations. On Cook's
discovery of the group, each island had a sepa-
rate ruler; but afterwards the whole of the islands
were consolidated under one government, and
idolatry was abolished. Missionary stations
were established in 1820, and the natives are

now converted to Christianity, and have print-
ing-presses and newspapers. The islands are
frequented by whaling vessels, and are iu the
great line of commerce between California, China,
and Australasia, [Hawaii.] A treaty of friend-
ship, commerce, and navigation, between her
Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and the
King of the Sandwich Islands, was signed at
Honolulu, 10th July 1861. The islands have re-
gular steam communication with San Francisca
Sandwick, a pa. of Scotland, co. and compris-

ing a part of Orkney mainland. Area 15 st^. m.
P. 1225. Altitude 100 feet. Mean temp., Jime
54°-5, January 39°>4 Fahr. Eainfall 40 inches.
Sandy, a pa, of England, co. Bedford, on the

Ivel, 3 m. N.W. Biggleswade. Ac. 4010. P. 2118.
Sandy, two townships of the U. S., North

America, Ohio, co. Tuscarawas.—II. co. Starke,
Sandy Bay, New Zealand, is near the N. ex-

tremity of the N. island.

Sandy Creek, a township, U. S., N. America,
New York, co. Oswego, on Lake Ontario.—IL a
township, Pennsylvania, co. Mercer.

—

Sandy
Hill is a vill., New York, on the Hudson, 46 m.
N. Albany.
Sajidy Mount, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

and 2^ m. S.S.E. Dublin, on Dublin Bay. P. 2084.
Sandy River, U. S., North America, rises in

Virginia, flows mostly N. along the boundary
between that state and Kentucky, and joins the
Ohio at Catletsburg, Kentucky. * Course 130 m,
for 60 m. of which it is navigated by boats.

S^VN Fkupe, a town of Venezuela, dop. Caracas,
60 m. W.N.W. Valencia. P. 7000.

S^VN Felipe-de-Aconcagua, a town of Chile,

cap. dep. Aconcagua, 48 m. N. Santiago. P.
12,000 to 13,000. Near it are copper mines.
San Felipe de Jativa {Steiabis), a city of

Spain, near the confluence of the Albayda and
the Guadamar, prov. and 43 m. S.S.W. Valencia.

P. 13,235. It has manufs. of woollens and linens,

and is the birthplace of the painter Jose Ribent,

known as Espaiioleto. It has Roman ruins.

San Feliu de Guixols, a town of Spain, proT.
and 18 m. N.N.E. Gerona. P. 6679.

San Fernando, Spain. [Isla de Leon.]
San Fernando, a town of Chile, cap. depw

Colchagua, 68 m. S. Santiago.
San Fernando de Apure, atowii of Venezuela,

on rt, b. of the Apure, 70 m. S. Calabozo. P. 6000.

San Filippo d'Akgiro, anc Agynunu, a town
)f Sicily, 35 m. W.N.W. Catania. P. 7264.

Birthplace of the historian Diodorus.
San Francisco, Brazil. [Sao Franctsco.]
San Francisco, one of the U. S. N. America,

in W. part of California, bounded on the W. by
the Pacific, N.E. by San Francisco Bay, and on

the S.E. by San Francisquito Creek. Area 270

sq. m. P. (1860) 56,802. Soil fertile. In 1862,

1,065,000 acres were under cultivation. Chief pro-

ducts, wheat, barley, horses, and cattle. A little

gold is found hire. It has saw and grist mills.

San Francisco, cap. of co., a city of the D. S., N.

America, on W. shore of bay of same name. Are;i

9 sq. m. P. (1869) 78,000, including 3160 Chinese

;

(1861) 70,000 ; (1862) 83,220. The city is well laid

out, & the streets cross each other at right angles.

It has a custom-house, a branch mint, music

hall, several theatres, from 15 to 20 churches ot

all denominations, 8 or 10 bank-s 10 or 12 news-

papers, 8 of which are published daily. A railwa}

has been projected between this city and San Jobc.

Water has been brought into the city from Moun-
tain Lake, 3^ m. W. the city. In 1862, 33

British vessels (tonnage 15,683) and 275 Ame-
rican (tonnage 214,780), besides others, entered I
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the port. Steam passage to Panama, 10 to 15

daj's. Value of exports of gold (1862) 8,ol2,34o;.

In the same vear thei'e were coined in tins city

3,455,190;. of gold, and 140,165/. of silver. Ex-
ports of quicksilver, 40,345 flasks (75 lbs. nett).

Exports of grain (1862), wheat, 1,055,660 ban-els;

barley, 117,520 barrels ; oats, 87,550 barrels; flour,

69,318. Total value of exports other than gold

and specie, 1,965,500/. Customs rov. (1862)
650.535/. Shipping of the port, 97,699 tons. The
arrivals over departures by sea amounted in

1862 to 17,500 persons. The city has several

times been nearly destroyed by fire. In 1867 re-

gular steam communication was established with

Hong-K-ong by the PacificMail Co., in 6 days. The
Pacific rail, is being rapidly made E.ward to Salt

Lake city, 705 m. Distance to New York 3210 m.,

of which 1887 m. traversed by railway in 1867.

San Francisco Bay, Pacific, on the W. coast of

N. America, California, in lat. 37° 48' 5" N., Ion.

122° 24' W. It is landlocked, protectedon all sides

from the weather, separated from the sea by low
mountain ranges, having an entrance one mile in

width, inside of which the bay expands on every
eide for 35 m., total length 70 m., and a coast line

of 275 m. It is divided into three separate com-
partments by projecting points and straits.

San Francisco de la Montana, a town of

Granada, prov. Panama, N.E. Santiago. P. 5344.

Sanfront, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Coni,

circ. and 8 m. Saluzzo. P. of comm. 4692.

Sanga, a fortified town of Japan, islaud Kiusiu,

cap. dist.,on Simbara Bay, 56 m. N.E. Nangasaki.

It is intersected by canals. It has a palace.
Saxgam, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, dist. and 20 m. N.W. Nellore.

Sangamon, a co., U. S., N. America, in centre cf

Illinois. Area 930 sq. m. P. (1860) 32,274.

SANGii;uFii<;Li), a township, IJ. S., N. America,
New York, 20 m. S.S.W. Utica. P. 2371.—
Sanaerville is a township, Maine, 77 ra. N.W.
Augusta. P. 1267.

Sangekhausen, a town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. and 31 m. W.N.W. Merseburg, cap. circ,

at the foot of the Harz mountains. P. 6386. It

has 2 castles, and manufs. of woollens and linens.

San Giusto, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
circ. Macerata. P. 2754. It is surrounded by
walls, and has a collegiate churcli, palace, and
other fine buildings.

Sang-koi, Song-ka or Tonquin River, Fur-
ther India, rises in the Chinese prov. Yun-nan,
flows S.W., and enters the Gulf of Tonquin by
many mouths, between lat. 20° and 21° N., Ion.

106° and 107° E. Total coui'se estim. at 600 m.
In its upper part it is called the Ho-ti-kiang.

SangLEE, a Mahratta jaghire of India, depen-
dent on Bombay. It consists of several de-
tached portions ; the centre of the principal tract

is in lat. 17° 28' N., Ion. 75° 30' E. Annual rev.

46,800/.

Sangro, Sagrus, a river of South Italy, provs.

Chieti and Aquila, rises S.E. Lake Fuciuo, and
after an E. and N.E. course of 65 m., enters the

Adriatic Sea, 12 m. S.E. Ortona.
Sangsan, a city of Manchuria, prov. Kirin, on

rt. b. of Sungari. Lat. 46" 28' N. ; Ion. 129° 42'

E. P. extended to 10,000.

Sanguesa, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 m.
S.E. Pamplona, on the Aragon. P. 3449.

S..VNGUiNE'rTO, a vill. of N. Italj', prov. and
18 m. S.S.E. Verona, between Legnago and
Mantua. P. 2606.
Sanguinetto, a rivulet of Central Italy, flows

into the Lake of Perugia on its N. side. Its

banks are supposed to have been the chief scene

of slaugiitor in the battle of Thrasymene, whence
its name.
Sangwin, a river of Libei-ia, Africa, enters

the Atlantic about 120 ra. N.W. Capo Palmas.
At its mouth is a village of tlie same name, foi-

merly cap. a petty state, and where the Dutch
and English had factories.

Saxii.ac, a CO. of the U. S., North Americ.-i,

Michigan. P. 7599.

San Jose, one of the Pearl Islands, in the Gul'
of Panama, Granadian Confed., dep. Ysthmo, 8
m. S.W. the island del Key.
San Josii, an island of the U. S., N. America,

Texas, dist. and 18 m. S.E. Refugio, and separat-
ing the i'ay of Aransas from the Gulf of Mexico.
San iosi\ a town of the U. S., North Anaerica,

30 m. N.N.W. Monterey.
San Josf: de Buenavista, a town of the Philip-

pines, in the Pacific Ocean, on the W. coast of the
island of Panay. of which it is the cap. P. 7000.
San Jos£, a town of Central America, cap.

stateCosta Rica, 15m. W.N.W. Cartago. P. 30,000.

Alt. 4500 feet. Surrounded by rich coffee planta-
tions, and coffee is chief export.

San Jos6 del Paurai^ a town of Mexico,
state Chiixuahua, 200 m. N.W. Durango. P. 5000.

San Juan, a river of Centi-al America, state

Nicaragua, forming the outlet for the surplus
waters of the Lake of Nicai-agua into the Ca-
ribbean Sea, which it enters at the port of San
Juan, 80 m. S. the mouth of the Blewfield River.

Course E.ward. Length variously estimated froia

90 to 104 m. Its current is gentle, and although
in some places impeded by short rapids, it is stated

to bo always navigable throughout by boats of

from 8 to 10 tons, and vessels of a much larger

burden for a considerable distance from the sea.

In its lower part it sends off several branches,
the chief being the Colorado, of importance iu

connection with the scheme for uniting the At-
lantic and Pacific Oceans by a ship can.al.

San Juan, Central America. [Greytou-n.]
S..VN Juan, a river of the Granadian Confedeia-

tion, enters the Pacific Ocean by several mouths,
35 m. N.W. Buenaventura, after a S.W. course
estimated at 150 miles.

San Juan, a town of the island Hayti, near its

centre, 80 m. N.W. San Domingo.
San Juan, a town of the U. S., North America,

Texas, 30 m. N.N.W. Santa Y6.
San Juan, an island of the Pacific, in the strait

between Vancouver Isl. & Washington territory,

on the boundary of the U. S. and Brit. America.
San Juan Bautista (or Villa Hermosa), a

town of Mexico, cap. state Tabasco, on 1. b. of

the Tabasco river, 70 m. from its mouth. P. 8000.

San Juan (Cape) is the N.E. extremity of the
island Porto Rico, and the S. point of Vancouver
Island, British North America.
San Juan Capistrano, a town of the TJ. S.,

North America, California, on the Pacific Ocean,
55 m. N.W. San Diego.
San Juan de la Frontera, a frontier and

W. prov. of the Argentine Confed., between hit.

30° and 32° S., Ion. 68° and 70° W., having W.
the Andes, N. the dep. Rioja, and S. the dep.
Mendoza. Area 18,772 sq. m. P. (1860) 62,000.

Surface declines towards tho E., and in the S.E.
is the large Lake Guanacache. Climate dry,
temperate, and healthy. Fruits and wine con-
stitute principal articles of export.

—

San Juati,

the principal town, is situated on the river of

same name. P. 20,000.

San Juan de los Llanos, a town of the Grana-
dian Confed., state Cundinamarca, cap. proT^ on
the Guaviare, 65 m. S.S.E. Bogota.
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San Ji'AN DEL Rio, a town of Mexico, state

and ."iX III. N. Durango, on the route to Mexico.

Sak Juan dbl Sue, a seaport of Nicaragua, 48

m. S. Granada, on the Pacific Terminus of

steam navigation from Greytown.
Sanket (Gkeat), a chapelry of England, co.

Lancaster, pa. Prescot, 4 m. W.N.W. Warrington.

Ac 1909. P. 563. The Manchester and Liverpool
HaiL here crosses the Sankey Canal & valley by
a viaduct of 9 arches. This canal was the first for

which an Act of Parliament was obtained, 1775.

San Lccar, several towns of Spain.—I. (de

Barrameda), proT. and 17 m. N.W. Cadiz, on
the Guadalquivii", at its mouth. P. 16,816. It

has a very extensive trade in wine, salt, and oU.

Its harbour is defended by two forts. It is the

place whence the celebrated navigator Magal-
Tiaens sailed for the circumnavigation of the

globe.—II. (de Guadiana), prov. and 32 m. N.W.
Huelva, on the Guadiana, opposite Alcoutim
(Poi-tugal). P. 2800.—IIL (La Mayor), prov.

and 10 m. W. SevUla. P. 2480.

San Lucia, one of the Cape Verd Islands,

Atlantic Ocean, between St Nicholas and San
Vicente, in lat. 16° 49* N., Ion. 24' 47' W.
Length 10 m.; breadth 3 m. It is thinly peopled.

On its S.E. side is a well-sheltered harix)ur.

San Luis, a prov. of the Ai^entine Confed.,

between lat. 32= and 34° S., Ion. 64" and 67° W.,
mostlv surrounded by the deps. Cordova, San
Juan,'Rioja, and Mendoza. P. (1860) 32,000.

Area 24,151 sq. m. Its surface is in a great part

barren, or covered with a scanty vegetation. The
northern districts are nearly uninhabited. The
southern portion is crossed by rocky ridges. In

1858, gold was discovered and worked. Climate

hot and dry. It has some silver mines.

—

San Luis

de la Punta, the chief town, is in lat. 32° 22' S., Ion.

64° 45' W. P. 5000. It has a trade in horses,

skins, and furs.

San Luis ue la Paz, a town of Mexico, terri-

tory Sierra Gorda, 45 m. E.N.E. Guanajuato.
' P. 4500. It has a college, and manufs. leather.

San Luis Obispo, a co., U. S., North America,
California. P. 1782.

San Luis Potosi, a state of Mexico, between
lat. 21° 35' and 24° 30' N., Ion. 98° and 101° 25'

W., surrounded by the deps. Zacatecas, Guana-
juato, Queretaro, Vera Cruz, Tamaulipas, and
Nuevo Leon. Area 32,297 sq. m. P. (1857)
397,189. Surface in the W. comprises a part of

the Anahuac table-land ; in the K it is level and
marshy. Principal rivers, the Panuco, Tampico,
and Santander. Maize, and some other grains,

are cultivated on the banks of the Panuco. Mines
of considerable wealth exist in the mountains,
and silver, some gold, skins, and sugar, form the
principal products. The cap , San Luis Potosi,

is situated near the source of the River Tampico,
70 m. N.N.E. Guanajuato. P., with suburbs,

(1861) estimated at 53,000. It is regularly built
Chief edifices, a government house and many
churches. Its markets are well supplied, and it

has an active trade. Its foreign trade is almost
wholly conducted by merchants of Sj)ain or the
United States. The other to'wns of the state are
Catorce, Gaudalcazar, and Horcasistas.
San Lussurgiu, a market town of the island

Sardinia, prov. Cagliari, cap. dist., 22 m. NJf.E.
Oristano. P. 4601.
San Makco, several towns of South Italy.—I.

(Argentanoy, prov. and 20 m. N.N.W. Cosenza,
cap. cant. P. 5416. It is a bishop's see.—II.
(de CavotiX prov. and 15 m. N.E. Benevento. P.
4594.—III. (in Catold), prov. Foggia,N.E. Ascoli.
P. 4235.-—IV. (in Lamts), prov. Foggia, on the

peninsula of Gargano, cap. cant., 18 m. W. Monte
San Angelo. P. (1861) 15,3.50.

San Marco, a vill. of the island Sicilv, prov.
Messina, 15 m. W. Patti. P. 1879.

San Marino or Sammarino, a town and re-

public of Italy, forming one of the smallest and
most ancient states in Europe, enclosed on all sides

by the kingdom of Italv, in lat 43° 58' Nj Ion. 12°

21'24''E. Area26Jsq. m. P. (1864) 70t0. The
state consists of a craggy mountain 2635 feet

in height, on which is the town ; and some cir-

cumjacent territories, with 4 or 5 villages. This
miniature state retained its independence for 14
centuries, and greatly owes its duration to the
patriotism of Antonio Onofri, called the " Father
of his country." The town, built around a hermi-
tage founded in 1441 by Marinus, a native of Dal-
matia, is accessible by only one road ; it is sur-

rounded by walls, & has 3 forts. Principal edifices,

the town-hall, 6 churches, a theatre, 2 convents,

2 cisterns for the use of the public, the governor's
palace, with schools and museums; the library

of Cav. Borghese. Climate severe in winter, but
healthy. Pop. chiefly occupied in rural industry

and silk manufs. The legislature of the republic

is a senate of 60 members, elected for life equally

from the ranks of nobles, citizens, and peasants.

Two capitani reggenti or presidents are chosen
every six months. Two legal functionaries and
two secretaries of state are the other public

officers. Public revenue about 216/. annually.

The military consists of 40 men, forming the

guard of the regency.

San Martik, a river of Spain, Aragon, joins

the Ebro, 10 m. E.N.E. Ixar. Course 70 miles.

San Martin, several market towns of Spain.

—I. (de Oscosy, prov. and 58 m. W. Oviedo. P.

1472.—II. (de Trevejo), prov. and 37 m. S.W.
Salamanca. It has oil mills and woollen manufs.
—III. (de Unxy Navarra, prov. and 14 m. S.E.

Pampeluiia.

—

lY.(de Valdeiglesias), prov. Madrid,

near Prado. P. 3375.

San Martino, a town of Austria, Lombardy,
prov. and 14 m. W.S.W. Mantua.
San Martino, a town of North Italy, proiK

Turin, 6 m. S.W. Ivrea. P. 2425.

San Martino d'Albaro, a town of N. Italy,

prov. and 2 m. E. Genoa, cap. mand. P. 3544.

San Mateo, a town of Spain, prov. Valencia,

W. of Peniscola. P. 2000.

San Mateo, a co. of U. S, North America,
California. P. 3214.

San Miguel, a co. of the U. S., in centre of

New Mexico. Area 3500 sq. m. P. (1860) 13,714.

San Miguel, a town of Central America, state

and 70 m. E. San Salvador, on a navigable river

of the same name, 20 m. from its mouth in the

Pacific Ocean. P. 8000.

San Miguel, a town of the U. S.. North Ame-
rica, Texas, on the Puerco, S.E. Santa F^.

San Miguel, a large river of Bolivia, tributary

to the Guapore, which it joins at lat 12° S. It

rises in the dep. of Santa Cruz, and has a N.N.W.
course of 600 miles.

San Miguel el Grande, a town of Mexico,

and 40 ra. E. Guanajuato. P. 12,000. It has

mineral waters, and a large trade in cotton, etc

San Nazzaro, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and

circ. Pavia. P. (of comm.) 4301.

Sannio, Samnium, a prov. of S. Italy. [Molise.]

Sannois, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-et-Oise, 12 m. N.N.E. Versailles. P. 2041.

Sanok, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

cap. circ, on the San, 38 m. S.W. Jaroslavl. P.

2200. It has a citadel, and a high school.

San Pedro, two towns of Spain.—I. (del Bn-
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meral), prov. and 26 m. S. Santander, in the Can-
tabrian niountaius. P. 2596.—II. (Afaurique),

prov. and 18 m. N.E. Soria. P. 627. It has 4
parish churches, and manufs. of woollen stuffs.

Sax or SAo Pedro do Rio Grande, a prov. of

Brazil. [Rio Grande do Sul.]
San Piek d'Arena, a market town of North

Italy, prov. and 2 m. W. Genoa, of which it may
be considered a suburb. P. of comm. (1861) 14,000.

It has iron foundries, sugar refineries, an exten-

sive trade, and some line buildings.

San Piero-A-Sieve, a market town'of Central

Italj', prov. and 14 m. N.E. Florence. P. 2876.

San Pietro (^Insula Accipitrurri), an island in

the Mediterranean, off the S.W. coast of Sar-
dinia, 5 m. N.W. San Antioco. Length 7 m.,

breadth 5 m. P. 2200. Surface mostly moun-
tainous and stony

;
products, wine, a little corn,

and salt. The principal town is Carlo-Forte, on
the E. side. P. 3400. It has coral and tunny
fisheries.

San Pietro, a town of N. Italy, Venetia, prov.

and 12 m. E.N.E. Udine.
San Pietro, a town of South Italy, prov.

Salerno, 5 m. S. La Polla. P. 1668.

San Pietro ad Septim, a town of S. Italy,

prov. and 3 m N.W. Salerno. P. 2000.

San Pietro-in-Galatin.v, a commercial town
of South Italy, prov. Lecce, cap. cant., 13 m. S.

Lecce. P. (1861) 10,198. It has a college.

San Pietro (Ponte), a vill. of Northern Italy,

prov., circ. and 3 m. W. Bergamo. P. 1407.

San-fu or Sampu, a large river of Tibet, rises

near lat. 30° 40' N., Ion. 82° E., contiguous to

the sources of the Sutlej and Ghogra, flows

E.ward, past Teshi Lembo and Shigatzoungar,
receiving numerous affluents, & has been traced

as far as Ion. 93° E., beyond which point it is

believed to be continuous with the Dihong, a
chief arm of the Brahmaputra. [Brahmaputra.]
Sanquhar, a pari, and municipal bor., royal

city, and pa. of Scotland, co. and 24 m. N.N.W.
I)umfries, with which it is connected by railway.

Ac. 41,077. P. (1861) 3569 ; do. of pari. bor. 1754 ;

do. of town 1628. It chiefly consists of one long
street, and has a pa. church, dissenting churches,
town-hall, several schools, and a subscription
library ; manufs. of woollen and cotton fabrics,

hosiery, and carpets, with muslin sewing and
embroidery. Corp. rev. (1862-3) 249/. The bor.

unites with Dumfries, Annan, Lochmaben, and
Kirkcudbright in sending 1 member to H. of C.
Coal mines are wrought in the vicinity.

San Quirico, a vill. of Central Italy, prov.

Siena, circ. Montepulciano, on the Upper Om-
brone. P. 1952.

San Roque, a fortified town of Spain, prov.

Cadiz, 6 m. N.N.W. Gibraltar. P. 7691. It was
founded by the Spaniards in 1704.

San Salvador, the smallest of the republics of

Central America, extends from lat. 13° 5' to 14°

10' N., Ion. 87° to 90° 10' W., having N. and N.E.
Honduras, W. Guatemala, S. the Pacific Ocean,
and S.E. the Bay of Fonseca. Area 7335 sq. m.
P. (1861) 600,000. The magnificent Bay of Fon-
seca separates it from Nicaragua, and the River
Paza from Guatemala. Coast line, including the
Bay, about 200 miles. The coast region chiefly

consists of a belt of rich alluvial land, varying in

width from 10 to 20 miles ; behind this is a broad
plateau with an average elevation of 2000 feet,

and relieved by numerous volcanic peaks ; be-
' tween this and the Cordilleras, which form its N.
boundary, and which attain an elevation of from
(iOOO to 8000 ft., lies a broad fertile valley watered
hy the river Lempa. About midway between the

valley of the Lempa and the Bay of Fonseca, is

the basin of the Rio San Miguel, its other princi-
pal stream. The Bay of Jiquilisco, the port of
which is now called Puerto del Triumpho, and
the port of La Concordia, have all the necessary
capacity for commercial purposes. The other
principal port is La Union in the Bay of Fonseca,
the proposed terminus of the Honduras Railway.
[Libertau and Acajutla.] This state has re-
latively the largest population, most industiy,
and greatest commerce of all the Central Ameri-
can republics. Chief products, indigo, sugar,
maize, cotton, cacao, & tobacco. In the Cordilleras,
along its N. frontier, are the celebrated silver

mines of Tobanco and Sociedad, and the gold
mines of Capatillas. There are rich iron mines,
and vast beds of brown coal exist along the val-
ley of the Rio Lempa. Total rsvcnue in 1861,
559,623 dollars ; expenditure 604,847 dollars. The
public debt, 1864, was 454,173 dollars, of which
only one-half was foreign. The exports in 1861
were valued at 2,340,778 dollars, consisting
chiefly of indigo, ores, balsam, skins, rice, and
sugar. Imports, same year, 1,319,727 dollars.

Since the destruction of San Salvador, the for-

mer cap., the chief towns are Sensuntepec, the
provisional cap., San Vicente, Sonsonate, San
Miguel, Santa Ana, and Cojutepec.
San Salvador, a city of Central America, and

formerly cap. of the republic of same name, 105
m. S.E. Guatemala. It was totally destroyed by
an earthquake in 1854, and is now abandoned.
The city, 2115 feet above the sea, had in 1852 a
pop. of 25,000 ; 3 miles W. of the ruined city is

the volcano of San Salvador, 8000 feet high.

San Salvador or Banza, a town of Africa, S.
Guinea, cap. of Congo, 125 m. E.S.E. the mouth
of the Congo or Zaire. P. 20,000.

San Salvador Guanahani or Watling's
Island, one of the Bahama Islands, Atlantic, 50
m. S.E. Cat Island. Lat. 24° N. ; Ion. 74° 30' W.
Length 12 m. ; breadth 5 m. On its E. side it is

bordered by reefs. This was the first land dis-

covered in the New World by Columbus, 12th
October 1492.

San Salvatore, a market town of North Italy,

prov., circ. and 6 m. N.W. Alessandria. P. of

comm. 6573.

Sansanding, two towns of Central Africa.—I.

state Bambarra, on the 1. b. of the Joliba, 20 m.
N.E. Sego. It is stated to be a place of extensive
trade, and to have from 10,000 to 11,000 inhabi-

tants. Here Mungo Park embarked in his

schooner to descend the river in 1805.—II. state

Wulli, on the Faleme, an affl. of the Senegal,

lat. 13° 40' N., Ion. 1.3° 15' E
San Sebastian, a strongly fortified city and

seaport of Spain, prov. Guipuzcoa, on a peninsula
in the Bay of Biscay, insulated at high water by
the Urumea, 10 m. W. Fuenterrabia, on the fron-

tier of France. Lat. 43° 19' 2' N. ; Ion. 2° 0' 5'

W. P. 19,000. It is enclosed by walls, and com-
manded by the citadel of Mota. Its harbour is

protected by a mole. Imports English & French
goods ; exports corn, etc. It was taken by the
French in 1719, 1794, and 1808, from which year
they held it till 31st August 1813, when it was
stormed and taken by the British.

San Sebastian, the cap. town of the island

Gomera, Canaries, on its E. coast. P. 1694. It

has a harbour, defended by several forts.

San Secondo, a comm. and market town of

North Italy, prov. Turin, circ. and 2 m. S.S.W.
Pinerolo, cap. mand. P. 1845.

Sansego, an island of the Adriatic Sea, Ulyria,

5 m. S.W. the island Lossini.
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Sassellas, a town of the island Majorca, Bale-

aric isles, 15 m. E.N.E. Palraa. P. 3213.

Sax Seveuino {Becemou), a town of Central

Italy, prov^ circ. and 15 m. "W.S.W. Macerata,

on the Potenza. P. 4331. It is a bishop's see,

and has two cathedrals and several chiu-ches,

with many interesting paintings.

San Severo, a town of South Italy, prov. and
17 m. N.W. I'oggia, cap. dist. It was nearly

ruined in 1799 by the republican army, and was
only spared by the intercession of the women. It

"is now a flourishing and important town. P.

(18til) 17,595
Sax Sosio, a market town of South Italy, prov.

Avellino, circ. Ariano, 4 m. N.N.W. Trevico.

P. 1901.

Sax Stefaxo Belbo, a town of N. Italy, prov.

Coni, circ. and 11 m. E. Alba, cap. mand. P. 2890.

Saxta Axa, a town of Central America, state

and 11 m. W. San Salvador. Estim. pop. 10,000.

S^vxTA Axa, a co. of U, S., North America,
New Mexico. P. 3572.

Saxta Axxa, a market town of Brazil, prov.

Eio-Grande do Sul, on the Sinos N. Porto Alegre.

S^vxTA Axxa or Villa Nova, a market town
of iJrazil, prov. Santa Oatharina, 20 m. N.E. L.a-

guna. P. 2000.

Santa Barbara, a co. and vill. of U. S., North
America, California. P. (1860) 24,142.

Santa Cl,\ka, a co., U. S., North America,
California. P. (1860) 11,912.

Saxta Clar.4, a town of the island Cuba, cap.

jurisdiction, S.E. Havana. P. 6837.

Santa Clara or MontagSa Clara, a town of

the Canary Islands.

Santa Croce, a market town of Central Italy,

prov. Florence, on the Arno, 4 m. N.W. San
Miniato. P. of coram. 5590.

Santa Croce di Magliano, a market town of

South Italy, prov. Campobasso, cap. cant., 8 m.
S.E. Larino. P. 3972. It is enclosed by walls,

and has a church.
Santa Cruz, a co., U. S., North America,

California. P. 4944.

Saxta Cruz, the largest and most S. of the
Virgin Islands, West Indies, belonging to Den-
mark, in the Caribbean Sea, lat. 17° 30' N., Ion.
64° 34' W., and 40 miles S. the island St John.
Length 20 m. ; breadth 5 m. Area 110 sq. m. P.
42,000. Surface level ; climate unhealthy. Ex-
ports to Britain 1862 (including St Thomas's and
St John's), pearls, jewels, indigo, jalap, etc., to
the value of 75,398Z. Imports, cottons, linens, ap-
parel, hardwares, coals, iron, woollens, coffee, etc.,

to the value of 767,649^.

Santa Cruz, the cap. town of the Canai-y
Island Palma, on its E. coast. P. (1861) 11,000.
Santa Cruz, a town of the island Luzon,

Philippines, 110 m. N.N.W. Manila. P. 5400.
Santa Cruz, an island group. Pacific Ocean.

[Queen Charlotte Islands.]
Santa Cruz, the cap. town of the island Tene-

riffe, and of the Canary islands, on the N.E. coast
of Teueriffe. P. (1858) 9780. It has broad streets,

flat-roofed and whitewashed houses, several
churches, and a good harbour. Export trade in
wine, formerly much more extensive.
Saxta Criz, a river of South America, Pata-

gonia, enters the Atlantic in lat. 50° S., Ion. 68°
30' W. It l>as been explored inland for 200 m.,
to near Ion. 72°, and fviund to flow throughout
very rapidly between lava ranges bounding bar-
ren and shingly plains.

Saxta Cruz, the most E. dep. of Bolivia, South
America, between lat. 15° and 21° S., Ion. nS° and
65^ W., having E. Brazil, aud on other sides the

deps. Beni, Cochabamba, and Chuquisaca. Aroa
20,000 sq. m. P. (1858) 153,164. Surface mostly
level or undulating, watered by the Kio Grande
or Guapey, and the San Miguel, and covered with
unexplored forests. Products comprise sugar,
coffee, cacao, rice, cotton, honey, aud indigo, and
it is rich in minerals. Principal towns, San Lo-
renzo de la Frontera, Santa Cruz de la Sierra (the
cap.), Santiago, San Juan Bautista,& Coucei>cion.
Santa Cruz (de Teneriffe), the cap. of the

island of Teneriffe, one of the islands formini^
the prov. of the Canary Islands. P. (1861) 11,000.

Santa Eulalia, a town in the island Iviza,

Balearic Islands. P. 3220.
Santa Fk, the cap. town of the U. S. ten-itory,

New Mexico, on the Eio Chicito, 20 m. from its

entrance into the Bio Grande, 7000 feet above
the sea. P., with adjacent vills., 7000. It is the
storehouse of the commercial caravans which
traverse the desert through the Indian territory.

Santa F/^ a prov. of the Argentine Confed.,
between lat. 30° and 33° S., Ion. 61° and 62° W.,
west of the river Parani, which separates it from
the prov. Entre-Bios, and having S. the prov.
BuenosAyres, N. and W. salt deserts, intervening
between it and the deps. Santiago and Cordova.
Area 25,087 sq. m. P. (1860) 40,000. Surface
mostly a level teirace, covered with grass or
mimosas ; rain very rare : chief produce, cattle

and horses. Principal rivers, the Salado, aud the
Tercero or Carcaranal. — Santa Fe, the cap.
town, pop. 15,000, is on the E. bank of the Salado,
8 m. N.W. Parand or Bajada de Santa F6, the
cap. of Entre-Bios. Other principal places are
Bosario and Fort Espiritu Santo.
Santa Fe, an island of the Argentine Confed^

between the Parani and the Solado, 60 miles iu

length by 6 miles in average breadth, and having
the town Santa Fd at its N., and Fort St Espiiitu
at its S. extremity.
Saxta Fe, a town of Spain, prov. and 5 m. W.

Granada. P. 4355.
Santa F£, a co. of the U. S^ North America,

New Mexico. P. 8114.
Saxta F£ de Bogot^v, S. America. [Bogota."]
Saxt' Agata, a vill., South Italy, prov. Foggia,

circ. Bovino, in the plain of La Puglia. P. 5114.
Saxt' Agata di Militello, a town of the isl.

Sicily, prov. Messina, circ. Patti._ On a height
overhanging the Bosamarina stream. P. 4091.
Santa Lucia, a market town of the island

Sicily, prov. Messina, cap. cant., 7 m. S.S.E.
Milazzo. P. 5686.

Sanh'a Maggiore, a market town of North
Italy, prov. Novara, 7 m. E. Domodossola. P. 267.

Santa Maria, a small island off the coast of

Chile, dep. and 30 m. S.W. Concepcion, in the
Bay of Arauco. Its surface was raised from 8 to

j

10 feet by the earthquake of February 1835. i

Saxta Maria, the most S. extremity of Portu-
gal, prov. Algarves, 7 m. S.E. Faro. Lat. (of

lighthouse) 36° 56' N. ; Ion. 7° 47' W. I

S.VNTA Maria a Vico, a vill. of South Italy,

prov. and circ. Caserta. P. 5792.
Santa Maria de Fk, a town of South America, i

Paraguay, 60 m. W. San Pedro de Bobi. Here
;

the naturalifit Bonpland was long detained a

prisoner by the dictator Francia.—II. a town of

the Argentine Confederation.
S^vxTA Marlv del Bosaria, a town of Culw,

cap. dist, dep. Occidental. P. (1861) 3829.

Santa Maria de Marin, a market town of

Spain, prov. and 9 m. N. Vigo. It has a good

harbour on the Bay of Vigo, & a pilchard fishery.

Santa Maria de Nieva, a town of Spain, pror.

and 15 m. N.W. Segovia. P. 1700.
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Santa Maria uk Kosal, a town of Spain, prov.

Pontevedrn, 18 m. S.W. Burgos. P. 6188.

Santa Maria vi Capua, Vetere, a town of

South Italy, prov. Caserta, cap. cant., 3 m. S.E.

Capua, on the site of the ancient city of Capua.

P. (1861) 18,161. It has civil and criminal tri-

bunals, and many remarkable ruins.

Santa Marta or Martii^v, a se.aport town of the

Granadian Confed., state Magdalena, cap. prov.,

on the E. shore of a bay of the Caribbean Sea, 40

m. N.E. the mouth of the river Magdalena. P.

8000. It has a cathedral, and a harbour, de-

fended by several batteries.
• Santa Marta or Martha de Jesus, a market
town of Venezuela, dep. Apure, on the Meta, 46

m. W. its junction with the Orinoco.

Santa Marta, several market towns of Spain.

—I. prov. and 19 m. S.S.E. Badajoz.— II. prov.

Luga, at the head of the Bay of Santa Marta, 6

m. S. Cape Ortegal.—III. (de Tera), Leon, 11 m.
W.N.W. Benavente. [Santa Martha.]
Santa Martha, a town of Portugal, prov.

Tras-os-Moutes, 7 m. S.S.W. Villa Real, P. 2000.

~IL a vill., prov. Minho, 11 m. N. Viana. P. 1000.

It has a church, resorted to in pilgrimage.

Santa Maura, Ionian Islands. [Leucadia.]
Santanuer, a prov. of Spain, having N. the

Bay of Biscay, and on other sides the provs.

Biscay, Burgos, Palencia, and Oviedo. Area
2111 sq. m. P. Q857) 214,441. Its S. part is

traversed by the Cantabrian mountains, whence
the Besaja, Pas, etc., descend into the sea. On
tlie coast are the harbours of Santander and
Santona, which, with Sautillana and Eeynosa,
are its chief towns.— Santander {Partus Bleiidiumy,
the cap., is situated on a headland extending into

the Bay of Biscay, 63 m. W.N.W. Bilbao. It is

the terminus of a railway from Madrid. P.

20,000. It stands facing the south, on a hill-

side, and has a cathedral, two other churches,
three hospitals, a prison, college, theatre, and
baths ; it is a thriving commercial place. Har-
bour spacious and well sheltered. In 1862, 776
Tessels entered, and 555 cleared. In the same
year, 1159 coasting vessels entered, and 1206
cleared. Exports are chiefly of wheat and flour

to Britain, Cuba, America, France, and Norway.
Total value (1861) 1,320,363;. Imports consist

of cocoa, sugar, woollens, hides, raw cotton, cod-
' fish, linen, hemp, tobacco, wine, timber, etc.

Total value (1862) 1,440,089/. Customs revenue
(1862) 278,639/. In the neighbouring mountains
are productive iron mines. It was sacked by
tbe French in 1808.

Sant' Andrea, a vill. of South Italy, prov.
Caserta, ciro. Gaeta. P. 2359.
Sant' Angelo d'Alife, a vill. of South Italy,

prov. Caserta, circ. Piedimonte. P. 2255.

Sant' Angeix) dei Lombardi, a town of South
Italy, prov. AveUiuo, cap. ciro. and dist. It is

I the seat of a bishop. P. 6472.
Sant' Arcangelo, a town of North Italy,

\
prov. Forli, circ. Eimini, on the Uso (the Eubicon

i.of the ancients ?). P. 7768. It is the birthplace

\ of Clement xiv.

Santareji, PraesidiumJulium, a river-port and
( town of Portugal, prov. Esti'emadura, cap. dist.,

t oa the Tagus, and on rail., 50 m. N.N.E. Lisbon.
1
P. 8000. It stands on a hill, and is divided into

I tlu'ee parts or barrios ; the Maravilla at the sum-
imit, the Ribera on the E. sjope, and the Alfange
1 close to the river. It has two Latin schools. The
f court was held here in the 15th century. Its
lenvirons are productive, and it enjoys a ti-ade

liwith Lisbon, with which it is connected by rail-

way. Area of dist 2320 sq. m. P. (1863) 176,669.

Saxtarem or Tapajos, a town of Brazil, prov.
Pard, on rt. b. of the Tapajos, near its confluencn
witli the Amazon, 60 m. S W. Montalegre. P.
4977. Its chief trade is in cocoa and medicinal
plants.

Santarem Channel, West Indies, between the
Great Bahama and Salt-key banks, lat. 24° N ,

Ion. 79° W., is 40 m. across.

Santa Rita, a town of Brazil, prov. Minas
Geraes, on the Rio Grande, 11 m. S.E. of Ponzo
Alegre. P. 5800.
S^vnta Rosa, a town of Chile, prov. Aconcagua,

18 m. E.S E. San Felipe. P. 3500.
Santa Rosa, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Florida. P. 4109 free, 1371 slaves.

Sant.a S&, a town of Brazil, prov. Bahia, on rt.

b, of the San Francisco. Lat. 9° 30' S.

Santee, river, U. S. [Carolina (S.).]

Sant' Eramo, a town of South Italy, prov. and
circ. Bari, in a very fertile territory. P. 9794.
Santerno, a river of Central Italy, joins the

Po-de-Primaro, 12 m. N.W. Ravenna. Course
55 miles.

Santerre, an old subdivision of France, now
forming the east part of the dep. Somme.
Santhia, a town of North Italy, prov. Novara,

circ. and 12 m. N.W. Vercelli, cap. mand., on
the canal extending thence to Ivi'ea. P. 4952.

Here Charlemagne received presents from Ha-
roun-al-Raschid, and Amurath, an African Moor-
ish chief. During the French empire under Na-
poleon I., it was cap. of the department Sesia.

Santiago, two rivers of Ecuador.—I. dep.

Cuenca, after an E. course of 180 m., joins the
Amazon at Santiago a little W. San-Borja.—II.

dep. Esmeraldas, enters Sardinas Bay, 50 m.
N.E. Esmeraldas, after a N.W. course of 75 m.

—

Cape Santiago is a headlaud, W. coast of Luzon,
Philippines.

Santiago, the most S. of the Cape Verd Islands,

Atlantic Ocean, off the W. extremity of Africa,

lat. 15° N., Ion. 23° 40' W. Length 35 m.; breadth
12 m. P. 17,000. Surface elevated, and Mount
St Antonio, in its centre, rises to 7400 ft. Com
is exported ; other chief products are coffee, sugar,

indigo, cotton, tropical fruits, and poultry. Cotton
stuffs manufactured in the island, mules, salt, and
orchill, are among the chief exports. Principal

town, Porto Praya, on the S. coast Santiago or
Ribeira Grande is a town, with a small harbour,

7 m. W. Porto Praya.
Santiago, a dep. of Chile, between lat. 33° and

34° S., Ion. 70° and 72' W., having N. the prov.
Aconcagua and S. Colchagua. Area 7207 sq. m.
P. 272,499. Principal rivers the Maypu and
Eapel. It contains the cities Santiago and Val-
paraiso. In the Andes, on its E. frontier, is tho
volcano of Santiago, 50 m. N.E. city of same name.

Santiago, the central dep. of the Argentine
Confed., betvreen lat. 27° and 30° S., Ion. Gl° 30'

and 65° 40' W., surrounded by tlie deps. Tucu-
man, (^atamarca, Cordova, and Santa Fd. Area
38,799 sq. m. P. (I860) 60,000. It comprises 2 cul-

tivated tracts along the Rivers Salada and Duloe,
which produce wlieat and maize, with cochineal,

honey, wax, sugar, and Indigo. Live stock is

plentiful. Ponchos, blankets, and coarse saddle-

cloths are made for export to the neighbouring
deps. Principal towns, Santiago and Matara.

—

II. the cap. town of the above dep., on tho Rio
Dulce. P. 6000. It was founded in 1562.

Santiago, numerous small towns or vills. of

America.—I, Ecuador, dep. Cuenca, on the Ama-
zon, at the influx of the River Santiago, W. San-
Borjk.—II. Bolivia, dep. Santa Cruz, near the
Brazil frontier 30 m. N.W. 01iden.~III. Para-

4b
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guay, near the Parana, 60 m. W.N.W. Itapua.

—

IV. Mexico, dep. Jalisco, on the Kio Grande de

Santiago, 68 m. S. Acaponeta.— V. {Atitlan),

Central America, state and 90 m. W. Guatemala,

between two volcanoes from 8000 to 10,000 feet

in elevation.

Santiago de Cacem, a town of Portugal, prov.

Estremadura, at tlie base of a castle-crowned

height, near the coast, 34 m. S.S E. Setubal.

Santiago de Chile:, the cap. city of Chile, and
cap. dep. Santiago, on the MaypocLo, an affluent

of the Maypu, 60 m. E.S.E. Valparaiso, 2600 feet

above the sea. Estimated pop. in 1860, 80,000.

It is surrounded by a dyke to protect it from the

inundations of the river, and is laid out with great

regularity. Houses mostly of one storey, but sub-
stantially built, in wide streets, on account of the

frequency of earthquakes, from which nearly all

the public buildings bear marks of injury. In
the central square {Plaza Mayor) are the cathe-

dral, the palace of government, mayor's resi-

dence, prison, court-house, and a large fountain,

whence the city is mostly supplied with water.

It has a mint, the consulado, in which the senate,

national congress, and commercial tribunal aie

held, custom-house, and a theatre. Convents
are numerous and splendid; but one Jesuits'

college has been converted into a national col-

lege, and another is used for the public printing
office and library, the latter comprising many
thousand vols, and curious MSS. Its immediate
vicinity is fertile, well cultivated, and sprinkled
with villas, vinej-ards, & orchards, beyond which
are extensive pasture grounds. It was founded
by Valdivia in 1541. There is a railway to Val-
paraiso, and another in progress to Talca. On 8th
December 1863, the church of La Compania was
burned by accident, when 2000 persons, mostly
females, perished.

Santiago de Compostella, Campus Stella, a
city of Spain, formerly cap. of Galicia, prov. and
33 m. S.S.W. Coruiia, on the Sar. P. 28,970.

It is buUt around its celebrated cathedral ; has
numerous arcades, and fountains. The cathedral
has a striking interior, and each of its sides

faces a public square ; in one of which squares
is the diocesan seminary, and a large hospital,

founded in 1504, for the numerous pilgrims
who used to resort to the city; the area of

the square serving for a bull-ring. It has nu-
merous other hospitals and convents, 2 collegi-

ate and 15 pa. churches, a university, into which
all its colleges have been incorporated ; manufs.
of hosiery, cotton, hats, and leather; but its

chief resources are in its ecclesiastical establish-

ments, and the resort to it of numerous devotees,
the roads around it being so bad as scarcely to

admit of commercial traffic. It is the see of an
archbishop, and the metropolis of the knightly
order of St James of Compostella.
Santiago de Cuba, a maritime town of Cuba,

formerly its cap., now cap. dist., dep. Occidental,
on the River Santiago, 6 m. from its mouth on the
S. coast. P. (1861) 36,752. It is hemmed in by
mountains. Yellow fever is most severe; and
it is the most unhealthy place in Cuba, but the
mountains in its vicinity are salubrious. Its
port is well sheltered, defended by several forts,

and deep.

Santiago de la Espada, a town of Spain, prov.
and 73 m. N.E. Jaen, in the most elevated por-
tion of the Sierra de Segiira. P. 4353.
Sautlago de Veragua, a town, fVeragua.]
Santiago de las Vegas, an inland"town of the

island Cuba, 15 m. S. Havana, P. 7000.—II.
SarUiago de la Veja, Jamaica. [Spanish Town."]

Santiago de los Caballeros, a town of the
island Hayti, in its N. part, on the Great Yaque
River, 103 m. E. Cape Haytien. P. 12,000.
Santi Espiritus, a city of Cuba, cap. dist., dep.

Occidental. P. (1861) 12,853.

Sant" Ilario, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Reggio-Emilia. P. (of comm.) 3834.

Santillana, a town of Spain, prov. and 15 m.
W.S.W. Santander. P. 1112.

Santinilla or Swan Island, two islands of

the Caribbean Sea, at the enti'auce of the Bay of
Honduras, 150 m. N. the Mosquito coast.

Santo A»laro, a city of Brazil, prov. and 40
m. N.N.W. Bahia, on a river of the same name.
Santo Amaro, a town of Brazil, prov. Rio-

Grande do Sul, on 1. b. of the Jacuhy, 43 m. "W.
Porto Alegre. P. 2600.
Santo Antonio da Patrulha, a town of

Brazil, prov. Rio-Grande do Sul, E.N.E. from
Porto Alegre. P. 3103.

Sani'o Antonio de SA or Macacu, a town of
Brazil, prov. and 30 m. N.E. Rio de Janeiro, on
]. b. of the Macacu. P. (with dist.) 7000.
Santomysl, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.

and 18 m. S.S.E. Posen. P. 1425.

Santon, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on the
Brandon, 3^ m. N."W. Thetford. Ac. 1500. P. 55.

Santo55a, a fortified town of Spain, prov. and
16 m. E. Santander, on a peninsular headland in

the Bay of Biscay. P. 934. It has an arsenal,

barracks, and military magazines, anchor forges,

and a port admitting large ships. It was occu-
pied by the French in 1809, and again in 1823.

Santorin or Thera, an island of the Grecian
Archipelago, gov. Thera, 13 m. S. the island Nio.

It is half-moon shaped ; length 10 m., greatest

breadth 8 m. Area 41 sq. m, P. 13,063. Sur-
face arid, but by great industry it is rendered
productive in barley, cotton, and figs ; wine is the
staple produce. Its principal mountain is ft

limestone mass 1887 feet in elevation ; volcanic

phenomena are very interesting in this island.

Santos, a maritime town of Brazil, prov. and
34 ra. S.S.E. Sio Paulo, of which it is the port,

on the N. side of the island Engua Guafu. Lai
23° 55' S. ; Ion. 46° 19' W. P. 8000. Its har-

bour admits large vessels, and it has an activB

export trade, chiefly in sugar.

Santos (Los), a town of the Grandian Confed.,
state Tsthmo, on the "W. coast of the Gulf of

Parita, S.S.E. Parita.

Santo Stefano, a town of S, Italy, prov. Avd-
lino, 14 m. W. San Angelo de LorabardL P. 1582.

Santo Stefano, a town of the island Sicily,

prov. Messina, cap. cant., on the Mediterranean,

3i m. N.W. Mistretta. P. 4275.

Sanvic, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine -Infdrieure, arr. Havre. P. 2529.

San Vicente, a town of Spain, prov. and tS

m. N. Badajos. P. 6888.

Sanza, a town of S. Italy, prov. Salerno, eif^

cant., 13 m. N. Policastro. P. 3127.

SAo AntAo Island, one of the Cape Venb.
P. 14,643. Lat. 17° 10' N. ; Ion. 25° "W".

Sao ChristovAo or Sergipe d'el Ret, a 0^71

of Brazil, cap. prov. Sergipe, on the Vasa Banis,

20 m. from its mouth. P. 2000. It is the resi-

dence of the civil and military authorities.

SAo Francisco, a large and important rive

of Brazil, which rises in the prov. Minas Geraes

lat. 20° 30' S., Ion. 47° W., flows N., N.E., and E
traversing prov. of Bahia, and separating it am^l

Sergipe from Pemambuco and Alagoas, and en^

ters the Atlantic by two mouths, in lat. 10" 24-1

S., Ion. 36° 20' W. Length 1680 m. Its navi

gation is impeded by the falls of Paulo Affonw'
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a series of magnificent cataracts, 160 m. from its

mouth ; but above this it has uninterrupted navi-

gation for vessels drawing 6 to 7 feet water for

700 or 800 m. Its chief tributaries on the left are

the Paracatu, Urucuia, Pardo, Carunhanha, Ra-
malho, CoiTentes, and Grande ; and on the right

are Paraopeba, Velhas, and Verde Grande. The
chief towns on its banks are Januaria, Carun-
hanha, Xique Xique, Santa Se, Joazeiro, Boa
Vista, and Penedo.
Slo Francisco, an island in the Atlantic, sepa-

rated from the prov. Santa Catharina, Brazil, by
a narrow channel. Length 20 m.. breadth 10 m.
Its cap. of same name is in lat. 26° 12' S., Ion. 48°

13' W.
Sao Jo1o-da-Barra, a town of Brazil, prov.

Rio de Janeiro, 18 m. E.S.E. Campos, on rt. b. of

,he Parahiba, near its mouth in the Atlantic.

?. 2000.

SAoJoaodaFoz, atown,Portugal, prov.Minho,
.nd 4 m. W. Oporto, at the mouth of the Douro.
t has a fort and baths.—II. (da Pesquierd), a for-

ifled town, prov. Beira, 22 m. E. Lamego, on the
iver Douro, which is navigable to the sea.

SaoJoAo d'el Rei, a city of Brazil, prov.

linas Geraes, 80 m. S.W. Ouro Preto. P. 5000.

I

SAo JoAo do Principe, a town of Brazil, prov.

eara, 198 m. S.S.W. Fortaleza. P. of dist 9604.
Sao JoAo do Principe or Marcos, a town of

razil, prov. and 60 m. W.N.W. Rio de Janeiro.

. cooo.

Sao Jose, four towns of Brazil.—I. prov. Minas
iiaes, on rt, b. of the Mortes, 9 m. E.N.E. SS.0

>iio d'el Rei. P. of dist. 12,000.-11. prov. and
m. N.E. Sio Paulo. P. 4000.—III. prov.

inta Catharina, 5 m. W. Desterro. Pop. of dist.

iiO.—IV. (do Nortey, prov. and 5 m. N. Rio-
ande-do-Sul, between the Atlantic and Lake
itos. Pop. of dist 3000.
|SAo Leopoldo, a town of Brazil, prov. Rio-
•ande-do-Sul, 38 m. N. Porto Alegre.
SAo L uiz, cap. prov. Maranhao. [MaranhAo.]
tSAo MartinHO, two comms. of Portugal.—I.

)v. Estremadura, with a market town and
rbour on the Atlantic, 8 m. S.W. Alcoba^a.

—

idos Movros), prov. Beira, on the Douro, 6 m.
^V. Lamego.
5A0 Matheos, a town on river of same name,
izil, prov. Espirito Santo, near its mouth in
Atlantic, lat. 18° 40' S.

5A0 Miguel, a town of Brazil, prov. Santa
' harina, 10 m. N.W. Desterro, on the Atlantic.

;;3000.

I'Ao Paulo, a maritime prov. in S. of Brazil,

Veen lat. 20° and 25° S., Ion. 44° 30' and 63°
'' having S.E. the Atlantic, E. and N. the prov.
^ Minas Geraes, separated by the Rio-Grande,
the provs. Goyaz and Matto Grosso, separated

1 he Paranahiba, and S. the Rio Parana which
8 irates the prov. of Parana. Area 171,143 sq.

; il P. (1856) 500,000. A mountain chain, formed
I he Serras do Mar and Paranapicabo, divides
t narrow coast line from the wide inland region
t ersed by the Rio-Grande, Tiete, Paranapa-
n a, etc. The Iguapa is the only river of con-

; s'lence flowing into the Atlantic. This is one
• 0|lie richest provs. of Brazil. The products,
o men to S. Europe, are intermixed with those

' oil opical climates; as rice, manioc, maize, coffee,
''r, cotton, tobacco, and sweet potatoes, with
'^' it, i-ye, cherries, and peaches. On the banks
oi e Tiete, a Chinese colony was located for the
f' ire of tea; but the plant did not flourish,
li' Paraguay tea is that mostly in use. Live
f ' : of many kinds are numerous

;
gold, silver,

If' sulphur, and many gems are among the

mineral products.

—

Sao Paulo, the cap., is situ-

ated between two streams, tributaries to the Tiete,

220 m. W.S.W. Rio de Janeiro. P. 22,032. The
cathedral, twelve other churches, several hospi-
tals, the provincial senate house, formerly a
Jesuit college, and palace of the governor, are its

chief edifices. It is an archbishop's see ; the seat of

several superior schools, and has a botanic garden.
SAo RoQUE, a cape of Brazil, on the E. coast

of the prov. Rio-Grande-do-Norte, in lat. 5° 37'

28" S., Ion. 35° 16' W.
SAo SabastlAo, a maritime town of Brazil,

prov. Sao Paulo, opposite island of same name,
in lat. 23° 48' 20" S., Ion. 45° 29' 6" W. P. of

dist. 6000. The island is separated from a pen-
insula on the coast by a narrow channel ; it is 12
m, long and 6 m. broad. P. 3000. On its W
coast is the village Villa Bella da Princeza.

SAo Vicente, a town of Brazil, prov. and 40
m. S.S.E. SS.0 Paulo, near Santos. This was the
first city founded by the Portuguese in South
America, and was long the cap. of S, Brazil ; it

is now in decay, P. 600,

Saona, an island off the S,E. extremity of

Hayti, and separated from it by a shallow chan-
nel, 10 m, across. Length 15 m., breadth 5 m.

Saone, Arar, a^river of France, rises in the S.

of dep. Vosges, passes Port-sur-Saone and Graj'
(where it becomes navigable), Auxonne, St
Jean-de-Losne, Chalons, M§,con, and Tr^voux,
and enters the Rhone on right, at Lyon. Length
225 m. It communicates by canals with the
Rhine, Yonne, and Loire.

Saone (Haute or Upper), a dep. of France,
in the N.E., formed of part of the old prov.
Franche-Comt^, cap. Vesoul. Area 2062 sq. m. P,

(1861)317,183. It is surrounded by the deps. Haut-
Rhin, Doubs, Jura, Cote-d'Or, Haute-Mame, and
Vosges. Surface mountainous in the N.E., where
it is covered by ramifications of the Vosges
mountains ; it is watered by the Sa6ne and nu-
merous affluents, ono of which, the Ognon,
separates Haute-Saone from Doubs and Jura.
Soil fertile ; more com is grown than requisite

for home use, wines of good quality, much hemp,
and one-third of the dep. is covered with forests,

which supply timber for the marine. Wild ani-

mals comprise wolves, foxes, wild boars, etc.

Minerals comprise iron and coal, copper, silver,

and gold ; and it has many mineral springs, those

of Luxeuil being well frequented. Chief industry,

mining and manufactures of glass, china, cloth,

straw hats, and kirchenwasser. It possesses 50
iron foundries. The dep. is divided into the
arrs. Gray, Lure, and Vesoul,
Sa6ne-et-Loire, a dep. of France, in the E.,

formed of part of the old prov. Burgundy, cap.

Macon, Area 3302 sq. m. P, 582,137, It is

surrounded by the deps. Jura, Ain, Rhone, Loire,

AUier, Ni^vre, and C6to-d'Or. Surface moun-
tainous, traversed S. to N. by the mountains of

the C6te-d'0r, which separate the basins of the
Saone and Rhone, It is watered by the Sa6ne,
Loire, and Arroux, which are all navigable, and
are connected by the canal du Centre, which is

in this dep. One-fifth of its superficies is covered
with forests, com is raised sufficient for home
consumpt, and the wines of Maconnais and of

Chaionnais are much valued. Hemp is also grown
extensively. Among wild animals are the wolf
and fox. It has rich mines of coal and iron ; the
most important are those of Creuzot; and the
mineral springs of Bourbon-Lancy are celebrated.

The chief industry of the pop. is in mining and
cattle-rearing. The dep, is divided into the arrs.

Autun, Chalons, Charolles, Louhans, and Macon,
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Saorgio, a town of France, prov. and 25 m.
N.E. Kice. P. 3356.

Sapax Tagh, a mountain of Asiatic Turkey,
pasli. and 40 in. N.W. Van, ca the N. side of its

lake, 9500 to 10,000 feet above the sea.

Saparoua, one of the small Amboyna islands,

Malaysia, about 20 mUes in circuit.

S.xpata, a small island of the Chinese Sea, 90

m. S. Cape Padai-an, lat. 10° 4' N., Ion. 109* 10'

E.—II. an island off the W. coast of Borneo.
Sapcote, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, on

the Soar, 4 m. E.S.E. Hincklej-. Ac. 1380. P.

668. It has a mineral spring and baths.

Sapet, two pas. of England.—I. (^Upper). co.

Hereford, 6 m. N.N.E. Bromyard. Ac. 2190.

P. 357.—II. {Loicery, co. Worcester, 4J m. N.E.
Bromyard. Ac. 1697. P. 218.

Saphorin (St), a vilL of Switzerland, cant.

Vaud, cap. circ, on the N. coast of the Lake of

Geneva, 9 m. E.S.E. Lausanne. P. 669.

Sapienza, one of the small Greek islands off

the S.W. coast of the Morea, 2 m. S. Modon.
Length 5 m. ; breadth 2 m. Surface mntous., and
mostly in pasturage. It has a tolerable harbour.

Sapiston, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 7 m.
S.S.E. Thetford. Ac. 1230. P. 255.

Sapoxaka, a town of S. Italy, prov. Potenza,
cap. cant, 11 m. S.E. Marsico Nuovo. P. 2681.

The earthquake of December 16, 1857, was se-

verely felt here.

Saposhok or Sapojok, a town of Eussia, gov.
and 59 m. S.K Eiazan, cap. circ. P. 4000.
Sappekton, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Lincoln, 4 m. W.N.W. Folkingham. Ac. 656.

P. 51.—II. CO. Gloucester, 5Jm. W.N.W. Ciren-
cester. Ac. 3908. P. 600. In this parish the
Thames and Severn Canal passes through a
tunnel 2^ miles in lengtli.

Sapri, Scidrus, a market town of South Italy,

prov. Salerno, 6 m. E. Policastro, and with a
harbour and fishery on its gulf. P. 2018.
Sapucahi, a river of Brazil, in the S. part of

the prov. Minas-Geraes, flows N.W. and joins the
Kio Grande, after a course of 200 m. The town
Sapucchi, on its banks, is 180 m. S.W. Ouro
Preto. P. 3000.

Sarabat, Hermus, a river of Asia Minor, Ana-
tolia, after a W. course of 180 m. enters the Gulf
of Smj'rna, 8 m. W. Smyrna.

Saeacejja, Sestum, a town of S. Italy, prov.
Cosenza, 8 m. W.S.W. Cassano. P. 3734.
Saragossa, a city of Spain. [Zaragoza.]
Saraisk, a town of Eussia, gov. and 3o m.

W.N.W. Eiazan, cap. circ, on the Ostr. P.
5670. It has a citadel, and well-attended fairs.

Sarakixo, an islet of the Grecian Archipelago,
Sporades, immediately E. Kilidromi, 6 m. long.

Saramacca, a river of Dutch Guiana, South
America, after a N. course of 200 m. enters the
Atlantic, 30 m. W. the mouth of the Surinam.
Saramox, a coram, and town of France, dep.

Gers, cap. cant, 12 m. S.E. Auch. P. 1299.
Saranac, a township, U. S., North America,

New York, 15 m. W. Plattsburg.—^arafwc Z^e,
5 m. in length, gives efflux to the Saranac river,
which enters Lake Champlain at Plattsburg,
after a N.E.ward course of 55 miles.
Saraxgpoor, a town of India, dist Aldemau,

110 m. S.E. Lucknow. P. 9000.
Saraxsk, a town of Eussia, gov. and 70 m. N.

Penza, cap. circ^ at the confl. of the Saranga and
fnsara. P. (1863) 12,738. It is buUt mostly of
wood, and has two cathedrals, salt magazmes,
manufs. of soap & leather, & several annual fairs.

Sarapiqui, a river of Central America, tribu-
tary to the San Juan de Nicaragua, and a princi-

u-ge

pal channel of communication bptwecn the
terior of Costa-Eica and the Caribbean Sea.
Sarapul, a town of Eussia, gov. and 105 mr

S.E. Viatka, on the Kama. P. (Iti63) TTtf-i. The
to%vn, commanded by a fort on an adjacent height,

has a cathedral, a salt magazine, nnd manufs.
of soap and leather. It is the centre o: a large

trade in timber and masts.
Saratoga, a co. of the U. S., North Americ

New York, in E. part of the state, between Hu
son and Mohawk rivers, cap. Ballston Spa. Ar
800 sq. m. P. (1860) b\,~r2^.—Saratoga LaJce^l

m. E. Ballston Spa, is 7 m. in length.

Saratoga Springs, a town of the U. S., North
America, New York, on railway, 32 m. N.
Albany. It is a noted watering-place, and is

visited in the summer months by many thousands
of persons. The hotels are on a magnificent
scale, with spacious ornamental grounds. Near
it the British troops under General Burgoyno
surrendered to the American General Gates iii

1777.

Saratov, a gov. of Eussia, between lat. 48° 10'

and 53° 18' N., Ion. 42° 30' and 61° 20' E. Are*
74,730 sq. m. P. (1858) 63,888. Surface in the W.
hilly, and in many parts fertile ; but the E. is

:

wide desert steppe. Principal rivers, the Volgt,

which intersects its centre, and its tributaries toe

Tereshka, Saratovka, and Jeruslau ; besidei

the Choper and Medvieditza, tributaries of the

Don. Principal lakes, the Elton and Yorfcci;

jeosero, from the former of which about 17,8"

tons of salt are said to be annually obtains

Eye, wheat, oats, mUlet, and pease are cultivati

partly for export Potatoes, flax, hemp, tot

hops, melons, and grapes, are also produo
Sheep and cattle breeding are conducted on A
lai^e scale, and the rearing of bees and
worms is increasing. The fisheries in the Vo
are valuable, and salt fish and caviare are (

ported. Principal minerals, salt, mill-sto

and iron. Manufactures linen, cotton,

woollen fabrics, hosiery, iron-wares, leather, an<

earthenwares. The inhabitants comprise Tar
tars, Kalmucks, Kirghiz, and Germans; th

latter are colonized in great numbers on th

Volga, having had grants of land and privilege

conferred on them by the Empress Catherine ii

in 1763. The gov. is subdivided into 10 ci^^

Principal towns, Saratov, the cap., Petrovt-l

Kamuschin, and Tzaritzin.

—

Saratov, the fort:

fied cap., is situated on rt b. of the Volga, 29

m. E. Voroniej. P. (1863) 62,923. Consists (

an upper and lower town, built chiefly of wo<h

and has Lutheran, Eoman Catholic and Gree

united churches ; a mosque, monasteries, a

archbishop's palace; government buildings;

bazaar, several hospitals, a college and othi

schools; an ecclesiastical seminary, manufa-

tures of cotton cloths, cotton and silk hosier

clocks, watches, leather, tobacco, rope, ar

earthenwares; a bell -foundry, breweries, dist:

leries, and vinegar factories. From its positic

on the Volga, and between Astrakhan, Mosco"

and Nijnii-Novgorod, it imports colonial gooc

and exports com.
Sarawak, a country of Borneo, on the

coast of the island, extending between lat. 1* t

2' N., Ion. 109° 40' and 111* 40' E., bounded 1

and S. by the mountain Krimbang, and water

by the river Sarawak and its tributaries

;

Saraicak, formerly Kuchin. P. 15,000, includi;

150 Chinese. It is governed by a chief of Bri' %

origin. Sir J. Brooke, who has taken the title
|

rajah: before his appointment in 1841, it fc'

only 1500 inhabitants. An English church-n-
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BioD has been organized, and native schools

built. Geological lormation, granite. It yields

the most abundant supply of sulphuret of anti-

mony in the world, it has Greek and Roman
antiquities, and some of a much remoter period.

Exports, gutta percha, gold dust, birds' nests,

sago, wax, and Indian reeds. The imports consist

principally of cotton stuffs, rice, opium, and arms.
SaraWAX, a prov. of Beloochistan, mostly be-

tween lat, 28° and 30° 20' N., Ion. 64° and 67° 40'

E., having N. Afghanistan, E. the prov. Gutch-
Gundava, and S. Jhalawan and Mukran. Area
15,000 sq. m. P. 50,000. Surface mostly moun-
tainous and rugged ; Mount Tukatoo, in the N.,

rises to upwards of 11,000 feet and the prov.
comprises the high table-land of Kelat; but
iias some fertile valleys, as those of Shawl and
ilustung, which produce corn, pulse, madder,
tobacco, and excellent fruits. Principal towns,
JSarawan, Quetta, and Mustung.

—

Sarawan, the
cup., enclosed by a mud wall, 98 m W. Kelat,
consists of about 500 houses in a barren district.

Sakcelles, a coram, and vill of France, dep.
Seine et Oise, arr. Pontoise, cant, ^couen. P. 1781.
Sard, two market towns of Austria.—I. Tran-

sylvania, 5 m. N.N.W. Karlsburg.— II. W. Hun-
gary, CO. Schumeg, 10 m. W.N.W. Kaposvar.
Sakdam, a town, Netherlands. [Zaandam.]
Sardaka, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov.

Cagliari, 23 m. S.E. Oristano. P. 2421.

Sardinia (Ital. Sardegna), the largest and,
next to Sicily, the most important island of the
Mediterranean, S. of Corsica, from which it is

separated by the Strait of Bonifacio, 115 m. S.W.
' the nearest point of the Italian peninsula, be-
tween lat 38° 51' 60" and 41° 15' 42" N., Ion. 8°

3' 39" and 9° 50' 30' E. Length 164 m., average
breadth 61 m. Area, including the island of

;
Capraia, 9359 sq. m. P. (1862) 588,064. Surface
generally mountainous. Mount Genargentu,
near its centre, is 7000 feet above the sea. On
the VV. are extensive plains, that of Budduso is

3000 feet above the sea. The Tirso, the largest
'river in the island, rises in this plain, and flows
;W. to the Mediterranean ; the other rivers,

ithe Coghinas, Flumendosa, and Fiume Bosa,
are small; the finest and most fertile valley is

that of Campidano, between the Gulfs of Cag-
liari and Oristano ; there are no large lakes in
Sardinia, but numerous ponds and marshes.
Coast much indented, and forms excellent har-
bours; that of Cagliari is one of the best in the
Mediterranean. The principal gulfs are Cagliari
n the S., Orosei in the £., and Oristano in the
\y. There are numerous small islands near its

bores ; the chief are Asinara off the N.W., S.
^ietro and S. Antioco off the S.W., Madalena,
'aprera, and Razzoli off the N.E. points. Cli-
iiate very variable; snow lies on the highest
Qountain for 6 or 7 months in the year; long
ilroughts frequently occur in summer, when
aany districts are rendered extremely unhealthy
n account of malaria. Prevailing winds, the
lisnel (N.W.) stormy, and the Levante (E.) hot
ud dry. Rain falls mostly from October to
'ecember during the S.W. and N.W. winds,
'ue-tbird of the superficies is occupied by barren
nd stony deserts. There are extensive forests
f the oak, pine, cork, and chestnut trees ; wheat,
arley, and pea^fe are exported, but agricultural
perations are conducted in the rudest manner,
Ithough in ancient times the island was con-
ilered the granary of Rome. The cultivation of
le vine is increasing in importance ; olive oil is

inferior quality. Near Milis, 12 m. N.N.E. Oris-
no, excellent oranges grow, and cotton thrives

near Cagliari in the S. Tobacco and salt are a
royal monopoly ; silk is produced in small quan-
tity. Domestic animals are small and of inferior
breeds ; the moufflon, a species of sheep, is sup-
posed to be indigenous. Cheese from the milk
of sheep and goats is extensively made, and forms
a valuable export. Deer, wild boars, and foxes
abound, and the skins of hares, rabbits, martens,
and foxes, are exported. Tunny, anchovy, and
coral fisheries are important, but conducted
chiefly by foreigners. The island yields gold,
silver, lead, and other minerals, but they are ren-
dered useless for want of means of conveyance

;

only lead mines are in operation. Good coal was
found in the S.W., near Iglesias, in 1851 ; and
there aremany mineral springs. Manufs. are limit-
ed to gunpowder, tobacco, and, on a small scale,

cotton, silk, woollens, and pottery. The island,
under the administration of the kingdom of Italy,

is divided into 2 provs., Cagliari in the S., and
Sassari in the N. These are subdived into 9 circles,

named from their chief towns Alghero, Nuoro,
Ozieri, Sassari, and Tempio, in Sassari ; Cagliai-i,

Iglesias, Lanusei, and Oristano, in Cagliari. Chief
town, Tempio. The island is governed by a vice-
roy, resident at Cagliari. Religion exclusively
Roman Catholic. There are two universities, one
at Cagliari, and another at Sassari, and a primary
school in each village. Sardinia was colonized by
the Carthaginians, from whom it was taken by
the Romans after the third Punic war. On the
fall of the Western Empire, it came successively
under the power of the Vandals, Goths, and
Moors. At the end of the 12th century, it was
held by the Genoese, and afterwards by the kings
of Aragon till 1713. In 1720 it was acquired by
Savoy in exchange for Sicily. It was the only-

portion of the Sardinian dominions which was
left in the power of the sovereign during the
usurpation of the French from 1798 to 1814.

Sardinia or The Sardinian States (Ital.

State Sardi), the N.W. portion of the kingdom of

Italy, formerly a separate kingdom, consisting of

two parts—I. the Continental States; and II.

the Island of Sardinia, from which it derives its

name. The continental portion comprised the
duchy of Savoy, now forming the French deps.

Savoie and Haute-Savoie ; the country of Nice,
now the French dep. Alpes Maritimes; the
principality of Piedmont; the marquisates of

Saluzzo and Montferrat ; Genoa, & the W. portion
of the old duchy of Milan. It was bounded N.
and E. by Switzerland; E. by Lombardy and
Venice, now divided into the provs. of Ales-
sandria, Cuneo, Genoa, Novara, Pavia, Porto
Maurizio, and Turin (see Table of Italy) ; S. by
the Mediterranean ; and W. by IVance. Surface
mountainous, covered W. and N. by the Western
and Central Alps ; the culminating points of

which, within its new boundaries, are Monte
Rosa, the Grand Paradis, Mount Cenis, and Monte
Viso ; and over the passes of the Alps are the
routes of the Splugen, St Gotthard, St Bernard,
and Mount Cenis. It is watered by the Var and
Magra, which flow to the Mediterranean, and by
the Po and its affls. the Maina, Tanaro, Stura,

Dora, Sesia, and Tessin. Climate cold in the
mountainous districts, but warm in the valleys,

many of which are rendered unhealthy from rice

fields. Principal crops, rice, maize, wheat, chest-

nuts, vines, olives, figs, oranges, and citrons.

Mules are extensively reared. The silk of Pied-
mont id considered the best in Italy. Chief ex-
ports, cattle, iron, silk fabrics, olive oil, and flax.

The Kingdom ofSardinia, the origin of which
was the ti^^hy cf Savoy, was Buccessively en-
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larged by the annexation of Piedmont, the co. of

Nice, and the island of Sardinia. From 1798 to

1814, its continental portion formed part of the

French empire. In 1816, it was augmented by
the addition of Genoa and the island of Capraja.

In 1855, Sardinia, in alliance with the British and
French, took the field against Russia. In April

1859, the Austrians invaded the Sardinian terri-

tories by crossing the Ticino ; and, as the result

of several victories gained by the Sardinians and
the French, Lombardy was annexed to Sardinia.

On 17th March 1861, the king, by decree of the

Chambers, took for himself and his descendants
the title of the king of Italy. [Italy, Piedmont,
LoMBARDT, Savoy.]
Sardis or Sardes, a ruined city of Asia Minor,

Anatolia, cap. of ancient Lydia, at the N. base of

Mount Tmolus, 50 m. N.E. Smyrna. Its acropolis

has, by the effects of running streams or earth-

quakes, been wrought into fantastic shapes.

Sardoal, a vill. of Portugal, prov. Estrema-
dura, N.W. Abrantes. P. 3400.

Sare, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Basses
Pyrenees, arr. Bayonne, cant. Espelett«. P. 2039.

Sarendi, a town of British India, prov. Oude,
in lat. 26° 16' N., Ion. 81° 6' E. P. 6000.

Sarepta, a fortified town, Russia, gov. Saratov,

in its S. part, on the Sarpa, near its influx into the

Volga, 16 m. S. Tzaritzin. P. 4000. It was founded
in 1766 by a colony of German Hemhiiters, is the

centre of numerous colonies of Moravians, and
has schools, custom-house, and manufs. of cottons,

silks, and wooUens, hosiery, and tobacco.

Sarepta, an anc. city of Syria. [Surafend.]
Sargans, a town of Switzerland, cant. St Gall,

cap. circ, 7^ m. S.E. Wallenstadt. P. 1055.

Sari or Saree, the cap. town of the Persian
prov. Mazanderan, 20 m. E. Balfrush. P. 35,000.

It was nearly depopulated by cholera in 1836.
Sarine, a river of Switzerland- [Saanb.]
SarineSa, a town of Spain, prov. and 26 ni.

S.E. Huesca, in a fei-tile plain. P. 2560.

Sark, a small river of Scotland, co. Dumfries,
vvith a S.W. course of 10 or 11 m. past Spring-
field, forms for several miles the twundary be-
tween Scotland and England, and enters the Sol-

way Firth near its eastern extremity.
Sarkad, a market town of E. Hungary, co.

Bihar, 33 m. S.W. Gross-Wardein. P. 3324.

Sarkholm, a small island in the Gulf of Riga.

Sark Island, English Channel. [SercqJ
Sarlat, a comm. and town, France, dep. Dor-

dogne, on the Sarlat, 32 m. S.K Perigueux. P.

(1861) 6586. It has paper mills, & a trade in wal-
nut oil and cattle. Fenelon was bom here in 1651.

Sarlo (Nagy), a market town of W. Hungary,
CO. and 10 m. S. Bacs, on an affluent of the Gran.
Sarmatta, one of the Serwatty islands, Malay-

sia, between Timor and Timor-Laut, in lat. 8°

10' S., Ion. 128° 45' E., 30 m. in circuit.

Sarkaki, a town of Russian, Poland, gov.
LubUn, N.N.W. Biala. P. 800.

Sarnano, a walled town of Central Italy, prov.,

circ and 20 m. S.S.W. Macerata. P. 4306.
Sarnb or Sabnowa, a town of Prussian Poland,

gov. and 63 m. S. Posen, near the Dombronza.
P. 1653. It has manufactures of linens.

Sabkbn, a vill. of Switzerland, cap. cant. Un-
tcrwalden, on the Aa, at its emergence from the
Lake of Samen, and at the foot of Landenberg,
11 m- 8. Lucerne. P. 3301.—The Lake ofSomen,
S. the vilL, is 3 m. in length by 1 m. in breadth,
& traversed by the Aa from the Lake of Lungem.
Sarnesfield, a pa. of England, co. Hereford,

2 m. W.S.W. Weobly. Ac 1256. P. 120.

Sarxia, a town, Canada W., co. Lambton, on

St Clair river, near Lake Huron, and on Grai

Trunk and Great Western rails. P. (1861) 209:

Sarnico, a market town of North Italy, pro
and 15 m. E.S.E. Bergamo, cap. dist., at the S.Wi
extremity of Lake Iseo. P. 1731.
Sarno, a town of South Italy, prov. and 13 mi

N.W. Salerno, cap. cant., near the source <d

the Sarno (ancient San,us). P. (1861) 15,34|j

It has a cathedral, an old castle, sulphur bathd
and manufs. of paper and copper wares. Here wi^
fought a battle between the troops of Justiniaa
and the Goths, which ended in the defeat of the
latter, and the fall of the Gothic sway in Italy.

Saron, a dist. of British India, presid. Calcutta
prov. Bahar, betw. the Ganges, Ghogra, & GunduB
P. 1,500,000. Products, rice, opium, and tobacca
Saronic Gulf or Gulf ofGreece, between lat

37° 30' and 38' 5' N., Ion. 23° and 24° E. [.S;gina."

Saronno, a town of North Italy, prov. and 1^

m. N.W. Milan. P. 5722. Its church containi
many celebrated works in fresco.

Saros (Gulf of), an inlet of the .Sgean Sea
European Turkey, separated from the Hellespont
by the peninsula of GallipolL Length 40 nfi,

breadth 20 m. Near its head are the islets of Saras.

Saros (Nagy-Patak), a market town of H
Hungary, co. and 15 m. S.W. Zemplin, on rt. b,

of the Bodrog. P. 6100. It has a Protestant
college and a library.

Sarpa, a river of Russia, rises in gov. of A»"
trakhan, flows N. and joins the Volga 15 m. G
Tzaritzin, after a course of 200 miles.

Sarpa, a river of S. Russia, rises in the gov
Astrakhan, and joins the Volga on the left.

Sarpy, a co. of the U. S., North Amerii
Nebraska. P. 1201.

Sarralbe, a comm. and town of France, dep,

MoseUe, cap. cant., at the confl. of the Sarre an'

Albe, 9 m. S.S.W. Sarregu^mines. P. 3119.

Sarrance, a comm. and vill. of France, dqi
Basses-Pyr^n^s, 10 m. S. Oleron. P. 1140,

Sarrancolin, a comm. and town of Franoa
dep. Hautes-Pyr^n^es, on the Neste, 13 m. £.S.£
Bagneres. P. 968.

Sarrat, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 3 m
N.N.W. Rickmansworth. Ac. 1650. P. 786.

Sarre (Germ. Soar, anc. Saravus), a river o'

France and N.W. Germany, rises in the Vosgi?
mountains, flows through the French deps

Meurthe and MoseUe, and a part of Rhenibl

Prussia, and joins the Moselle 6 m. S.W. Treves
after a N. course of 120 m., for 60 m. of whicl

it is navigable.
Sarreal, a town of Spain, prov. Lerida, 7 m

N.E. Montblanch, near the Francoli. P. 2124.

Sarrebourg, a comin. and town of France
dep. Meurthe, cap. arr., on rt b. of the Sarre

and on railway from Paris to Strasbourg, 40 c
E. Nancy. P. 3073. It has manufs. of cottc;

goods, steel wares, paper, porcelain, and woollf)

stuffs. [Saarburg.J
SarrebrCck, Rhen. Prussia. [SaarbrCck.]
Sarreguemines (Germ. Saargemund, former

GuemoTtd), a comm. and town of France, de[

Moselle, cap. arr., on 1. b. of the Sarre, near tli

influx of the Blise, 9 m. S. Saarbriick. P. 607.'

It has manufs. of fine earthenware, leather, vi

vets, silks, and gauzes, and an active trade i

papiep-mach^ snuff-boxes made at Sarralbe.

Sarre-Louis, Rhenish Prussia. rSAAR-Loi'i'-

Sarre-Union, town of France. j_'SAAR-UNlo^

Sabria, a town of Spain, Galicui, prov. and 1

m. S.S.E. Lugo. P. 650.—II. a vill., Catalon

N.N.W. from Barcelona. P. 3673.

Sarrians, a comm. and town of France, d«;

Vaucluse, 4 m. W.N.W. Carpentras. P. 3122.
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SAKUioif, a mkt. town of Spain, prov. and 16

111. S.E. Teruel, on rt. b. of the Martin. P. 2070.

Sahsco-Selo, Russia. [Zarskoe Salo.]
Sarsden, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 2| m.

S.W. Chipping-Norton. Ac. 1770. P. 166.

Sarsina, a town of Central Italy, prov. Forli,

4 m. S.W, Mercato-Saraoono. P. 2830.

Sarstedt, a town of Hauover, landr. and 6 m.
N.W. Hildesheim, on the Leine. P. 1516.

Sart, the modem name of Sardis.
Sarteano, a town of Central Italy, prov. Siena,

5 m. W.S.W. Chiusi. P. 4423. It has a castle

and mineral baths. A vast number of Etruscan
tombs have been opened here since 1825.

Sartkna (Fren. Sartene), a comm. and town
of France, in the island of Corsica, cap. arr., 23

m. S.S.E. Ajaccio. P. 2927.

Sarthe, a river of France, rises in dep. Ome,
passes Alen9on and Mans, where it becomes na-
vigable, and joins the Mayenne on the left, IJ m.
above Angers. Length 145 miles.

Sarthe, a dcp. of France, in the N. W., formed
of part of the old prov. Maine et Perche, i)etween

the deps. Loire-et-Cher, Indre-et-Loire, Maine-
et-Loire, Mayenne, and Ome. Cap. Le Mans.
Area 2396 sq. m. P. (1861) 466,155. Surface
flat, and a considerable portion is covered with
forests. It is watered by the Sarthe, Loire, and
several smaller streams ; climate temperate and
healthy ; soil fertile in the valleys, & yields com,
wine, cider, and perry. Manufs. woollens, cali-

coes, and paper. The dep. is divided into the
eomms. St Calais, LaFl^che, Mamers, &Le Mans.
Sartilly, a comm. and market lown of France,

dep. Manche, 7 m. N.W. Avranches. P. 1284.

Saetirana, a market town of North Italy,

prov. Pavia, 11 m. S.W. Mortara. P. 3570.

Sartor-oe, an island off the W. coast of Nor-
way, stift and 5 m. W. Bergen. Shape very ir-

regular. Length N. to S., 20 m. ; breadth 7 m.
Sarule, a vill. of the island Sardinia, prov.

Sassari, 2 m. S.S.W. Orani. P. 1408.

Sarum (Old), an extinct city and bor. of Eng-
land, the Sorbiodunum of the Romans, co. Wilts,
the site of which was on a hill 2 m. N. Salisbury.
Under the Saxons it was still of importance. A
few traces of walls, ramparts, and of its castle

and cathedral, remain. It sent two members to

H. of C. until disfranchised by the Reform Act
in 1832. The inhabitants of Old Sarum deserted
it for New Sarum (Salisbury) in consequence of
the scarcity of water. They began to remove
in the time of Richard i., and the old town was
totally deserted in the time of Henry vii.

Sarun with Chumparun, a dist. of British In-
dia, presid. Bengal, its centre about lat. 26° N.,

Ion. 85° E., having N. Nepaul, W. the dist. Go-
mckpoor, E. Tiihoot, and S. the rivers Goggra
and Ganges, which separate it from Ghazeepore,
Shahabad, and Patna. Area 6394 sq. m. P.
1,700,000. The Gunduck river traverses its

centre. Soil fertile. In the N. are many marshy
jungles, and not more than one-third of the
Chumparun is cultivated ; but Sarun, S. the
Gunduck, is one of the most prosperous dists. in
India. Products comprise rice, wheat, maize,
millet, and other grains, poppy, cotton, hemp,
indigo, oil seed, sugar cane, tobacco, and nume-

I

rous fruits and other vegetables, with nitre,

' Manufs. coarse cloths, crockery, silks, and salt.

At Hajeepore and Revelgunj, large annual cattle

I

fairs are held. Chief towns, Chupra, Revelgunj,
and Aliganj.

Sarungpook, a town of India, territory of
Dewas, on the Kalle-Sind, 54 m. N.E. Oojein.
It is under British protection.

Sarvar, a market town of W. Huneary, oo.

Eisenburg, on the Sarvar, 20 m. E.S.E. GUnB. P.
1286. It has a castle and potash factories.

Sabviz, a river of Hungary, rises in the Bakony
Forest, flows S. and joins an arm of the Danube
at Baja. Length 60 m. In its upper part it

forms a part of the Sarviz Canal, 37 m. in length.
Sarzana, a town of North Italy, near its S.E.

extremity, prov. Genoa, circ. Levante, cap. mand.,
between the river Magra and the Modenese fron-
tier, 8 m. E. Spezia. P. 8771. Its old fortifica-

tions now form public walks, and it has a castle,

a cathedral of Carrarp marble, built in the 14th
and 15th centuries, a college, and a theatre.

Sarzeau, a comm. and town of France, cap.
cant., dep. Morbihan, on the S. coast, on a
peninsula between the sea and Lake Morbihan, 9
m. S. Vannes. P. 6788.

Sarzedas, a market town of Portugal, prov-
Beiia, 11 m. W. Castello-Branco. P. 2600.
Sasbach, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle Rhine,

17 m. E.N.E. Strasbourg. P. 1370. Marshal
Turenne was killed in its vicinity by a random
shot, 27th July 1675.

Sasik, a lake of Bessarabia, 35 m. S.W. Aker-
mann, 16 m. in length and 6 m. in breadth. It
communicates with the Black Sea through the
N. arm of the Danube.—II. a marshy salt lake
of the Crimea, E. of Eupatoria, 10 m. long, 6
m. broad, and separated from the Black Sea by
a narrow isthmus.
Saskatchewan (" Swrft Current "), a river of

British North America, N.W. territory, rises in
the Rocky Mountains, near Ion. 115° W., by two,
principal heads, one in lat. 49*, the other in lat.

53° 30' N. These branches flow generally E., to
their junction about lat. 63° 20' N., Ion. 106° W.,
whence the river has a tortuous course to its

mouth in Lake Winnipeg. It is navigable thence
and along its N. brancn for about 1000 m., to
Acton or Rocky Mountain House. It gives name
to a wide district. The climate of the valley of
the Saskatchewan is very healthy, though the
cold is severe in winter. Coal and iron of the
best quality exist in several places, the former
discovered by Dr Hector in 1860. More recently
gold has also been discovered on the northern
arm, but hitherto little has been done to turn it

to account. It is estimated that between the
point of confluence of the two main arms of the
river and the lake of the woods, there are no less

than 11,000,000 acres of arable land, well adapted
for growing wheat and maize. The proposed
line of post road and telegraph connecting Canada,
with British Columbia will pass through this dis-

trict of country, when every facility will be held
out to British immigrants to settle in it.

Sassano, two market towns of South Italy.

—

I. prov. Salerno, 3 m. S.E. Diano. P. 4682.—II.
prov. Campobasso, 8 m. E.N.E. Isernia. P. 2045.

Sassari, a cityof the island of Sardinia, cap.

prov., on its N.W. side, and on the Turritano,
10 m. from its mouth, in the Gulf of Sassari, 59
m. N.N.W. Cagliari. Lat. 40° 43' 33" N., Ion. 8°

35' E. P. (1862) 22,945. It is enclosed by walls
and towers, entered by 5 gates, and has a cathe-
dral, 23 other churches, and several convents, a
government house, and other public edifices; a
university, museum, and public library ; clerical

seminary, public hospital, and a trade in tobacco,

oil, fruits, etc It is the seat of an archbishop.
The cholera in 1865 greatly depopulated the city.

Its port, Porto Torres, can accommodate only
small vessels. Adjacent to the city is the foun-
tain of Rosello, an abundant source, and highly
ornamented with carvings, etc.—The Gti^ oj
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Sassari 20 m. in length by 35 m. in breadth,

receives the rivers Turritano and Selema. Area
of prov. 4137 sq. m. F. (1862) 215,967.

Sassello, a town of North Italy, prov. Genoa,

circ. Savona, cap. mand. P. 4074.

S^vssEXAGE, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

dep. Isere, cap. cant., 3 m. W. Grenoble. P.

1505.

—

SasseJiai/ is a comm. and vill., dep. Saone-
et-Loire, arr. Chalons. P. 1033.

Sassenberg, a town of Prussian Westphalia,

gov. and 18 m. N.E. MUuster. P. 1700.

Sassexdckf, a vill. of Prussia, gov. and 14 m.
N.N.E. Areusberg. P. 768. It has salt works.

Sasseiko, an island of the Adriatic Sea, off the

entrance to the Bay of Avlona, Albania.

Sasserasi, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, dist. Shahabad, 72 m. S.E. Benares. P.

from 10,000 to 18,000. It has a large bazaar, and
manufs. of hardware and jewellery. There is

an endowed school, supported by lands granted
for that purpose. LaU 24° 67' N. ; Ion. 84' 4' E.

Sassin, a market town of N.W. Hungary, co.

Neutra, circ. Skalocz. P. 2700. It has extensive

cotton factories and bleachfields.

Sasslav, a town of Russian Poland, gov. Vol-
hynia, cap. circ, on the Gorin, 85 m. W.S.W.
Jitomir. P. (1863) 7716.

Sasso, a market town of South Italy, prov.

and 12 m. S.S.W. Potenza. P. 2589.

Sassoferrato, a market town of Central Italy,

prov. and circ. Ancona, in the Apennines, 7 m.
N.W. Fabbriano. P. (of comm.) 6994.

Sassuolo, a town of Northern Italy, prov.

and 10 m. S.W. Modena, on rt b. of the Secchio.

P. (of comm.) 6921.

Sastago, a town of Spain, prov. and 39 m.
S.E. Zaragosa, on the Ebro. P. 1920.

Sasunee, a town of British India, N.W. provs.,

dist and 14 m. S. AUygurh. P. 5524.

Sas-vax-Gest (French Sas-de-Gandy a forti-

fied town of the Netherlands, prov. Zeeland, on
the Belgian frontier, 13 m. N.N.E. Ghent. P.
1080. It was founded by the Spaniards in 1570.

Sata or Setta, the main stream of the Indus,
at its delta in Sinde, enters the Indian Ocean
by the Kookeewaree mouth, in lat. 24° 2' N., Ion.

67° 32' E. Width about 1000 yards.

Satahuxg, a town of Nepaul, N. Hindostan,
cap. rajahship, 102 m. W.N.W. Khatmandoo.

Satalge:, Pharsalia, a town of European Tur-
key, Thessaly, 20 m. S. Larissa. The famous
battle of Pharsalia, in which the forces of Caesar
finally defeated those of Pompey, was fought on
the plain immediately adjoining the town.—The
River Satalge is an affluent of the Salympria.
Sataliah or Adaija, a maritime town of Asia

Minor, Anatolia, cap. sanj., on the Gulf of Sataliah
(Mediterranean), 50 m. N.E. Cape Khelidonia.
Lat. 36° 52' 2' N. ; Ion. 30° 45' 0' E. P. 8000.
It stands on an abrupt cliff at the base of a height
crowned by a castle, and has mosques, churches,
baths, and caravanserais, and a port protected by
two moles. Its vicinity is fertile, but unhealthy.
It is supposed to have been the ancient Olbia.—
Eski or Old Adalia, the ancient Side, is about 38 m.
E.ward.

—

Gulf of. an inlet of the Mediterranean,
on the S. coast of Asia Minor, extending from
Cape Khelidonia on the W. to the promontory of
Alaya, or rather to Cape Anamour, pash. Itshil.

Sataxov, a market town of Eussian Poland,
gov. Podolia, on 1. b. of the Podhorce, 63 m.
N.N.W. Kamenetz. P. 3500.
Satgharra, a town of the Punjab, on 1. b. of the

Bavee, having several small forts. Lat 31° N., Ion.
73* 20' E. It is situated in a coimtry abounding in
pasture, but in many places overrun with jungle.

Satignt, a town of Switzerland, cant Geneva,
on rt. b. of Lake. P. 1095.

SATiLUEiU, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Ardeche, 12 ra. N.W. Toumon. P. 2358.

SATOPtALLYA-Ujhely, a mkt. town of N. Hun-
gary, cap. CO. and 8 m. W.S.W. Zemplin. P. 7600.
Satpoora or Sautpoora Mountaixs, an ex-

tensive range of volcanic formation in Central
India, between the Nerbudda and Taptee rivers,

lat 21° 30' N., Ion. from 74° to 78° E., forming
the boundary between the Bombay dist Candeish
and the Indore dom., and almost wholly peopled
by Bheels.

Satpcr, a pass across the Himalaya, leading
into Little Tibet 12 m. S.W. Iskardo. Lat 35°

N. ; Ion. 75° 24' E. Altitude 12,000 feet.

Satriano, two market towns of S. Italy I. I
prov., circ. and 16 m. S. Catanzaro. P. 2493.— j
II. prov. and 8 m. W.S.W. Potenza, and foimerly
a bishop's see.

Satsuma, a considerable town of Japan, cap.

the most S. prov. of the island Kiusiu ; on the
S.W. coast of which is the Bay ofSatsuma,
Sattara, a state of British India, between lat

16° 22' and 18° 32^ N., Ion. 73° 30' and 76° E.,

nearly enclosed by the territories of the Bombay
presid., in which it is now comprised, but having
S.W. Portuguese India, and a short coast-line

on the Indian Ocean. Area 10,222 sq. m. P.

1,005,775. Rev. (1850) 271,304/. The W. Gbauts
form the W. boundary ; the Kistna river inter-

sects the territory in its centre, and, with the
Beemah, forms a part of its frontier. Rainfall 31
inches. Chief towns, Sattara, Punderpoor, and
Bejapoor.

—

Sattara, the cap., 58 m. S.S.K Poonah,
is at the base of a hill, crowned by a fort, which,
though naturally strong, was taken by Sevajee
in 1673, by Aurungzebe in 1690, and by the
British in 1818. It has a fine church erected by
the British Government.
Satterleigh, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon, on the

Mole, 4 m. S.W. South Molton. Ac. 515. P. 79.

Satcb (St), a comm. and market town ol

France, dep. Cher, 1 m. N.E. Sancerre. P. 2202.

Saturkln (St), numerous comnis., market
towns, and vills. of France.— I. dep. Cantal, arr.

Murat P. 1295.—II. dep. Cher, 21 m. S.W. St
Amand. P. 1432.—III. dep. Puy-de-Dome, 7 m.
S. Clermont P. 1213.—IV. dep. Aveyron, 20 m.
N. MUhau. P. 1105.—V. Qez Apt\ dep. Vauoluse^

arr. and cant Apt P. 2655.—VI. (du Bois}, same
dep., arr. Rochefort. P. 1103.—VII. (/« Avi(/-

nOTi), dep. Vaucluse, arr. Avignon. P. 2018.

Saucejo (El), a market town of Spain, prov.

and 45 m. S.E. Sevilla. P. 2444.

Saud (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Dordogne, arr. Nontron. P. 2417.— Saufiieu is a

comm. & vill., dep. Somme, arr. Amiens. P. 1378.

Saudr^ a river of France, dep. Cher, after a

N.W. and W. course of 80 miles past Salbris

and Romorantin, joins the Cher near Selles.

Sajugerties, a township of U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 10 m. N. Kingston. P. 8048.

Saugor and Nerbudda Territories, a wide

extent of country composing the S.W. part of

the British presid. Bengal, and corapriaing the

highest part of the table-land of Central India,

in which the Nerbudda, Waingunga, Cane, and

Sone have their sources; between lat 21° 16'

and 25° 15' N., Ion. 76' 63' and 82° 51' E., having

S. the Hyderabad and Berar doms., W. and N,

the territories of Bhopal, Gwalior & Bundelctmd.

Area 32,114 sq. m. P. 1,971,050, chiefly Hindoos,

or wild Ghond tribes. Surface greatly diversified,

in the S.E.the peak of Amarkantak (Omercuntuc,

rises to 3463 feet in height ; elsewhere are nume-
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rous fertile valleys, partly having a basaltic

soil, and yielding all kinds of grain, fruits, silk,

wax, honey, and gums. There are inexhaus-

tible mines of iron and coal. The country is

subdivided into the dists. Saugor, Duinoh, Jub-
bulpoor, Seoni, Hoshungabad, and Baitool, Eam-
ghur, Sohajpore, and Nursingpoor. It has chief

towns of same names, with Mundla and Bellary.

Saugor, a town of British India, chief place

of dist. of same name, in lat. 23° 60' N., Ion. 78°

49° E. P. 60,000. It is the seat of a civil estab-

lishment, and has a collegiate school. The rain-

fall varies from 34 to 46 inches. It has military

cantonments, and an iron suspension bridge, 200
feet span, over the river Bees, constructed from
the iron from its vicinity.

Sauoor Island, India, presid. and prov. Ben-
gal, in lat. 21° 42' N., Ion. 88° 8' E. Pop. esti-

mated at 10,000. It bounds the great entrance

of the river Hoogly on the B. Length 7 m.,

breadth 3J m. It has an iron lighthouse.

Saugues, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Haute-Loire, cap. cant., 17 m. W.S.W. Le Puy.
P. 3839.

—

Saujon is a comm. and market town,
dep. Charente-Iuf^rieure, cap. cant., on the

Seudre, 14 m. W.S.W. Saintes. P. 2889.

Sauk, a co., U. S., N. America, Wisconsin. P.

(1860) 18,963.

Saul, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, on the

Severn, 8 m. W.N.W. Stroud. Ac. 564. P. 607.

Saul, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Down, If m.
N.E. Downpatrick. Ac. 6272. P. 1500.

Saulgau, a town of Wiirtemburg, cap. circ.

Danube, 13 m. S.W. Biberach. P. 2451.

Saulge (St), a comm. and town of France,

dep. Nifevre, cap. cant., arr. and 18 m. E.N.E.
Nevers. P. 2262.—II. a comm. and vill., dep.

Vienne, 8 m. S. Montmorillon. P. 1264.

Saulheim (Neider or Lower), a market town
of Germany, grand duchy H.-Darmstadt, prov.

Khenish Hessen, 10 m. S.S.W.Mayence. P. 1760.

Saulieu, Sidolucus, a comm. and town of

France, dep. C6te-d'0r, cap. cant., 15 m. S.S.W.
Semur. P. 3783. Manufs. woollens, hardwares,
lace, and leather. The town was burned by the

English in 1369. Near it the military architect

Vauban was bom in 1633.

Sault, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vaucluse, cap. cant., 18 m. E.N.E. Carpentras.

P. 2674.—II. (de Navailles), a comm. and vill.,

dep. B.-Pyr^n^es, 6 m. N.E. Orthes. P. 1303.

Sault St Marie, a rapid of N. America, in

the river between Lakes Superior and Huron, the

fall of water being 22 feet in J of a mile.—II. a
vill. of Michigan, on S. side of this rapid. It has
a court-house, gaol, and garrisoned fort. Vessels
coming up the river unload here, and the cargoes
are re-shipped at the head of the rapids.

Saulx, a river of France, deps. Haute-Mame
and Meuse, after a W.N.W. course of 45 m. joins

the Omain, 10 m. E.N.E. Vitry.

Saulx, sevei-al comms. and vills. of France,
the principal in dep. Haute-Saone, 8 m. N.E.
Vesoul. P. 1045.

Saulxures, numerous comms. of the E. deps.

of France, the principal in dep. Vosges, cap.

cant., arr. Remiremont. P. 4024.

Saulzoir, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Nord, on the Selle, 10 m. N.E. Cambrai. P. 2422.

Saumur, Salmurium, a comm. and town of

France, cap. arr., dep. Maine-et-Loire, 27 m.
S.E. Angers, on 1. b. of the Loire, and on railway
from Tours to Nantes. P. (1861) 14,079. It has a
tribunal of commerce, a communal college with a
library, a riding-school for the army, aud manu-
factures of linens and cambrics.

Saumurois, an old subdivision of France, now
distributed amongst the deps. Maine-et-Loire,
Indre-et-Loire, and Vienne. Chief town Saumur.
Saundby, a pa. Engl., co. Notts, on the Trent,

2^ m. W.S.W. Gainsborough. _ Ac. 1373. P. 80.

Saunders' Island, S. Atlantic Ocean, is near
Sandwich land, in lat. 57° 52' S., Ion. 26° 24' W.,
was discovered and named by Cook in 1775.

—

Cape Saunders is the N.E. extremity of the island
Georgia, lat. 45' 53' S., Ion. 170° 66' E.
Saunderton, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 6i

m. S.W. Wendover. Ac. 1590. P. 428.

Saungi, a town of British India, dist. Sultan-
poor, prov. Oude, 90 m. S.E. Lucknow. P. 4000.
Saurat, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Ari^ge, 7 m. S.S.W. Foix. P. 4012.
Sausthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2i

m. N.N.W. Spilsby. Ac. 728. P. 144.

Sauterne, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Gironde, 8 m. N.W. Bazas. P. 903. It is re-
nowned for its claret wine.
Sautour, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Namur, 2 m.

S.S.E. Philippeville. It was formerly fortified.

Sauvagere (La), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Ome, arr. Domfront. P. 2040.

Sauve, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Gard, cap. cant., on the Vidourle, 20 m. W.N.W.
Nlmes. P. 2552. It has manufs. of cottons.

Sauvent (St), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Vienne, 18 m. S.W. Poitiers. P. 2971.
Sauvetat (La), a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Gers, 8 m. S.W. Lectoure. P. 1207.

Sauvetehre, several comms. and small towns
of France.—I. dep. Gironde, cap. cant., 7 m. N.
La E^ole. P. 850.—II. dep. Basses-Pyrdn^es, 9
m. S.W. Orthes. P. 1544.—III. dep. Haute-Ga-
ronne, arr. St Gaudeus. P. 2023.

Sauveur (St), numerous comms., etc., of

France.—I. dep. H.-Pyr^ne'es, on a cliff near
the Gave de Gavarnie, N. Luz, and having mi-
neral springs 4 m. N.E.—II. a mai'lcet town, dep.
Yonne, cap. cant., 21 m. S.W. Auxerre. P. 1846.

—III. (JLendellny, dep. Manche, cap. cant., 6 m.
N. Coutances. P. 1791.—III. (sur-Douve), same
dep., 8 m. S.S.W. Valognes. P. 2722.

Sauveur (St), a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hain-
ault, 12 m. N.E. Toumay.
Sauxillanges, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Puy-de-Dome, 6 m. N.E. Issoire. P. 2037.

SAUzi, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Deux-S^vres, cap. cant., 13 m. S.E. Melle.

P. 1858.

—

Sauzon is a comm., dep. Morbihan,
with a vill. and harbour on the N.W. coast of

Belleisle. P. 1454.

Sava, a town of South Italy, prov. Lecce, cap.

cant., 5 m. W. Manduria. P. 6099.

Sava, a town of Persia, prov. Irak-Ajemi, in a
fertile plain, 70 m. S.W. Teheran.—II. a town
of Japan, island Niphon, 50 m. N.E. Miako.
Savage Islands, a group in the Pacific Ocean,

lat. 19° S., Ion. 169° W. The principal, 30 miles in

circuit, is densely wooded, and was discovered by
Cook in 1774.—II. several groups of islets, British

North America, on the N. side of Hudson Strait.

Savaii, the largest of the Samoan Islands,

Pacific Ocean, and the most W. and richest of

the group. Length 60 m.
; greatest breadth 30

m. P. 20,000 (?) [Samoan Islands.]
Savalan (Mount) (Azerbijan), 12,000 feet in

elevation, S.W. end of the Caspian Sea.
Savana-la-Mar, a seaport town of the island

Hayti, on the Bay of Samana, N. coast, 15 m,
S.W. Samana.
Savandroog, a strong hill fortress of S. India,

Mysore dom., 20 m. W.S.W. Bangalore. The
rock upon which it is built rises half a mile in
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perpendicular height, from a base of 8 or 10 m.

in circumference, and is surrounded by dense

fore-sts. Though previously deemed impregnable,

Savandroog was captured by the British troops

in 1791, without th^ loss of a man. The garrison

has been withdrawn on account of its insalu-

brity.

Savannah, a river of the U. S., N. America,

between Georgia and S. Carolina, is formed by
the confluence of the Tugalo and Kiowee, 100 m.
above Augusta, flows S.E. and enters the Atlan-

tic at Tybee Sound, in lat. 32° N., after a course

of about 450 m. It is navigable to Savannah for

vessels of 400 tons ; and to Augusta for steamers.

Savannah, a city and seaport, D. S., North
America, Greorgia, on the Savannah, about 12 m.
from its mouth, 85 m. S.W. Charleston. P. (I860)

22,292. Its situation, on a bluff sandy point, 40

m. above high tide, has been greatly improved
in salubrity by the removal of adjoining rice

swamps. It has numerous churches, a Jews'
synagogue, several academies, & schools, a city-

hall, new custom-hoxise, city exchange, court-

house, hospitals, theatre, and banks. Its har-
bour, defended by two forts, is excellent ; it is

the entrep6t' of much of the produce of the state,

and exports cotton and rice. Close to it is the
beautiful cemetery of Bonaventure.— II. a town-
ship. New York, 11 m. E. Lyons.
Save (Germ. Sau, anc. Satmsy, a river of the

Austrian empire, and one of the principal tribu-

taries of the Danube, rises in the N. part of

Camiola, flows E. through Austrian Croatia, and
between Slavonia and European Turkey, and
joins the Danube at Belg^de. Course estimated
at 550 m. Chief affluents, all from the S., are the
Kulpa, Unna, Verbas, Bosna, and Drin ; it is

navigable from its mouth to the influx of the
Kulpa for vessels of from 150 to 200 tons. Oh
the N. a branch of the Alps separates its basin
from that of the Drave.
Save, a river, S.W. France, deps. H.-Garonne

and Grers, joins the Graronne, 15 m. N.N.W. Tou-
louse, after a N.E. course of 65 miles.

Savelli, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Catan-
zaro, cir6. Cotrone. P. 3966.

Savexat, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Loire-lnf^rieure, cap. arr., on a declivity, 20 m.
N.W. Nantes. P. 2803.

—

Savennieres is a comm.
and market town, dep. Maine-et-Loire, on rt. b.

of the Loire, 8 m. S.W. Angers. P. 1363.

Saverdun, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Ari^ge, cap. cant., 18 m. N. Foix. P. 4205.

Saverne, Tabernas, a comm. & town of France,
dep. Bas-Rhin, cap. arr., on the navigable Zom,
an affluent of the Rhine, 20 m. N.W. Strasbourg.
P. 5331. It has manufactures of woollen cloth,

hosiery, hardwares, etc., and some trade in timber
from the Vosges mountains.
Saviano, a market town of South Italy, prov.

Caserta, 2 m. S.W. Nola. P. 4227.
Savlbse, a town of Swit2:erland, cant Yallais,

dist. Sion. P. 1825.

Savigliano (French SaviUian), a fortified town
of N. Italy, prov. Coni, circ. and 9 m. E. Saluzzo,
cap. mandL, between the rivers Maira and Grana.
P. (1861) 17,634. It has a Benedictine abbey and
several convents ; manufs. of woollens, silks, and
linens, and trade in cattle. The French defeated
the Austrians here on 18th September 1799.
Savionac, several comms., etc^ of France ; the

principal /S. let Eglises, dep. Dordogne, cap. cant,
on the Isle, 11 m. N.E. P^rigueux. P. 1057.
Savionano, two market towns of Italy.— I. N.

Italy, prov. Forli, on the .fimilian Way, 8 m. S.E.
Cesena. P. 4518. It has a public library.—IL

South Italy, prov. Avelliao, 9 m. W.S.W. Bo-
vino. P. 3614.

Savign6, numerous comms. of France ; the
principal Savigne PEveque, dep. Sarthe, 7 m. N.E.
Le Mans. P. 2611.

Savignone, a town of North Italy, prov. and
circ. Genoa, on the Scrivia, cap. mand. P. 3704.
It has a strong castle.

Savignt, numerous comtos., etc., of France.

—

I. dep. Loir-et-Cher, cap. cant, 13 m. W.N.W.
Vendorae. P. 2966.-11. (en Revetvioni), dep.
Saone-et-Loire, arr. Louhans. P. 2122.— III. (en
Saticerre), dep. Cher, 6 m. N. Sancerre. P. 1922.
—IV. (sous Beaune), dep. C6te-d'0r, 3 m. N.
Beaune. P. 1857, who raise wines of superior
quality.—V. (sur OrgeX Seine-et-Oise, arr. Cor-
beil, with a station on the Paris and Orleans Bail-
way. P. 1260.

Savin (St), several comms., etc., of France.

—

I. a market town, dep. Gironde, cap. cant, 10 m.
E. Blaye. P. 2034.—II. a town, dep. Vienne,
cap. cant, 24 m. E.S.E. Poitiers. P. 1495.-111.
dep. Is^re, with a vill., 8 m. N.W. La Tour-du-
Pin. P. 234L
Savinien (St), a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Charente-Inf., cap. cant, on rt b.

of the Charente, 9 m. N. Saintes. P. 3306.
Savio, a river of North Italy, prov. Forli, after

a N.ward course of 50 m. enters the Adriatic 10
m. S.E. Ravenna. On it, about 6 m. from its

mouth, is the village Satno.

Savoca, a vill. of tbe island Sicily, prov. Mes-
sina, 8 m. N.N.E. Taormina. P. 2039. It is

famous for the best wine on this coast
Savoie, a dep. of France, on the Italian fron-

tier, between the deps. Isfere, Hautes-Alpes, and
Haute-Savoie. Area 2283 sq. m. P. (1861) 275,039.
Situated in the basin of the Is^re, and forming
two valleys, watered by that river and its affluent

the Are ; surrounded by high mountains. In
the N.W. of the dep. is the lake of Bourget The
industry of the country is in cattle-rearing, silk--

worm breeding, and the cultivation of grains and
vines. Timber and slate are brought from the
mountains. The dep. is traversed by the railway
from Culoz to Mont Cenis, which stops at St
Michael. It is divided into the 4 arrs. of Cham-
b^ry, Albertville, Moutiers, and St Jean-de-Mau-
rienne. Chief town, Chamb^ry. [Savoy.]
Savoie (Haute), a dep., France, on the fron-

tiers of Italy and Switzerland (Geneva, Vaud,
and Valais), from which it is separated by the

Lake of Geneva ; between the deps Ain & Savoie.

Area 1319 sq. m. P. (1861) 267,496. Situated
in the basin of the Bbdne, which separates it

from the dep. Ain. In the S. is the L. of Annecy.
It forms several valleys, the principal being that

of the Arve. It is nearly covered by raimfic»-

tions of the Alps, and Mont Blanc is on its S.E.'

border, separating it from the vale of Aosta. In-

dustry, the cultivation of grains and vines, rear-"

ing of cattle, fowls, and bees, and cheese-making."

Mining extensive. It is divided into the 4 arra.

of Annecy, Bonneville, St Julien, and Thonoiu.
Chief town, Annecy. [Savot.]
Savona, a town and seaport of N. Italy, prov.

Genoa, cap. circ., on the Mediterranean, 25 m.
S.W. Genoa. The third in importance on the

Riviera. P. (1861) 19,611. It is enclosed hj^

walls, and has a cathedral, and a harbour formed
by a mole projecting into the sea, and not easy

of access, from accumulation of mud and sand i^

its mouth. Manufactures silk goods, hardware^

earthenware, and soap ; and it has a brisk trade

in oranges and lemons grown in its vicinity.

Savoy (Ital. Savojd), till 1860 one of the con-
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tiuental divisions of the kingdom of Sardinia,

in the valley of the Rhone separated by the

Graian Alps from Piedmont on the S. and W.,
by the Ehone from the French provs. Aix and
I'sbre on the W., and partly by the Lake of

Geneva on the N., extending about 92 m. from
N. to S., and 70 m. from W. to E. In 1860 it was
annexed to France. [Savoie & Haute-Savoie.]
Savran, a market town of Eussian Poland,

gov. Podolia, 25 m. N.E. Batta. P. 1000.

Savu, an island of Malaysia, Sunda Islands, 90
m. W. the south extremity of Timor, and subor-

dinate to the Dutch. Lat of W. point 10° 32' S.

;

Ion. 121° 35' E, Length N. to S. 26 m. ; breadth
8 m. P. 35,000. Surface rugged, but some maize,

cotton, etc., are raised. Principal exports, wax,
sandal wood, and edible birds' nests.

Sawbridgeworth, a pa. of England, co. and
lOJ m. E.N.E. Hertford, with a station on the
Northern and Eastern Counties EaUway, 28J m.
N.E. London. Ac. 6606, P. 2701.

Sawlet, a pa. of England, co. & 8J m. E.S.E.
Derby, on the Trent, and on the North Midland
Eailway. Ac. 1915. P. 2633.—II. a chapelry,

CO. York, West Eiding, pa. and 6 m. W.S.W.
Eipon. Ac. 3203, P. 446,

Sawston, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 5
m. W.N. W, Linton. Ac. 1856. P. 1363.

Sawtry, two pas. of England, co. Huntingdon.
—I. {All Saints), 3J m. S. Stilton. P. 660.—II.

(St Andrew), 3J m. S.S.E. Stilton. P. 386.

United area of these pas., and extra parochial
dist. Sawtry St Judith, 6730 square miles.

Sawunt Warree, a state of British India,

presid. Bombay, between lat. 15° 38' and 16° 15°

N., Ion. 73° 40' and 74° 22' E. Area 800 sq. m.
P. 143,733. The country is rugged and broken,
interspersed with mountains and jungles, which
are intersected with rivers and rivulets. The
east part consists of a narrow strip of land ex-
tending along the W. side of the Ghauts and over
their ridges into the Deccan. The monsoon rains

on the declivities and ridges of the Ghauts are
excessive, 297 inches having fallen in one year.

Soil light and stoney. Chief crops, rice, wheat,
and other grains, tobacco, sugar cane, and cotton,

& cocoa nuts, the latter are exported abundantly.
Principal rivers, the Gundnuddee, Karlee, Banda,
TuUowra, Tillaree orKoodassee, and the Kulna,
besides numerous small streams, which become
considerable rivers during the rains.. Annual
revenue 2,250,000 rupees, expenditure 200,000
rupees. In 1838 an agreement was concluded
with the chieftain, under which the customs of

Sawunt Warree became the property of the Bri-

tish government, and the levy of transit duties

was abolished. Owing to rebellions, in which
the heir to the throne joined, the territory has
been under British pi'otection since 1844. Peace
has been restored, sutteism abolished, & all classes

are protected from oppression. Chief town, Sawunt
Warree. Lat. 15° 66' N. ; Ion. 74° 1' E.
Sax, Salaria, a town of Spain, prov. and 27 m.

N.W. Alicante. P. 2195. It has numerous dis-

tilleries and flour mills.

Saxby, several pas. of England.—I. co. Leices-
ter, ^ m. E.N.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1430.

P. 120.—II. CO. Lincoln, 7 m. W.S.W. Market-
Raisen. Ac. 2322. P. 117.—IIL same co., 4Jm.
S.S.W. Barton-on-Humber. Ac. 2322. P. 293.

Saxe (Germ. Sachsen), a prefix to the names
of the following German states.

Saxe-Altenburgh, a duchy of Central Ger-
many, in the old dist. of Saxony, separated into

two nearly equal portions by the lordship of Gera,
& enclosed by the territories of Prussian Saxony,

Weimar, South Meiningen, and Bchwarzburg
Eudolstadt. Area 510 sq. m. P. (1864) 141,839,
mostly Lutherans. Surface covered by ramifica-
tions of the Erzebirge mountains in the W., and
watered by the Saale, Eoda, and Orla. Public
revenue (1863-4) 829,626 thalers, or 123,498/. Ex-
penditure 120,061/. It is a member of the North
German Confederation of 1866.
Saxe-Coburo-Gotha, a duchy of Central Ger-

many, in the old dist. of Saxony, cap. Gotha. It
is divided into the two provinces of Coburg and
Gotha. Area 764 sq. m. P. (1864) 164,527, all

Lutherans, except 851 Eoman Catholics, and
1678 Jews. Surface mountainous, with fertile

valleys. Principal rivers, the Nessa, Gera,
Saale, and Itz. Chief industry agriculture
and cattle rearing. The manufactures of Gotha
are very varied. Education is in an advanced
state. State revenue (budget 1861-65) 606,600
thalers, or 90,975/. a year. Expenditure same
sum. Debt (1862) 185,353/. In 1866 it became
a member of the North German Confederation.
Prince Albert of England (the late J rince Con-
sort) was born here 26th August 1819.
Saxe-Meiningen, a duchy, Central Germany,

cap. Meiningen, consisting of two chief por-
tions, the principality of Meiningen and that
of Hildburghausen, to which is united the
principality of Saalfield, having South Ba-
varia ; elsewhere surrounded by the dominions
of Weimar, Coburg, Cassel, Prussia, and
Eeuss, except some detached districts amongst
the other Saxon duchies. Area 914 sq. m. P.
(1864) 178,065. They are all Protestants, except
827 Koman Catholics, and 1630 Jews. The
surface is covered with the Thuringian forest
mountains. The river Werra traverses the
duchy, which is fertile ; but very little corn is

raised. Mining is actively pursued ; iron, copper,
coal, alum, vitriol, marble, and salt are obtained.
Manufs. comprise hardwares, linen, and wooUen
fabrics. It is a member of the North German Con-
federation of 1866, and of the Zollverein. Public
schools are numerous. Public revenue (1862
to 1865) 1,928,292 fltyrim, or 160,691/. Expen-
diture 1,846,042 /?W4M«, or 153,752/. Debt (1862)
382,636^ The late Queen Adelaide, wife of the
late King William iv. of England, was a princess
of Saxe-Meiuingen.
Saxe-Weimar, a grand duchy of Central Ger-

many, and the largest of the Saxon principalities,

consisting of three principal detached portions of

territory.—I. the principality of Weimar ; II. that

of Eisenach; III. the circle of Neustadt, and
several small territories included in other states,

enclosed by the doms. of Prussia, Hessen-Cassel,

Bavaria, the other Saxpn duchies, Eeuss, and
Schwartzburg Eudolstadt. Area 1403 sq. m. P.

(1861) 273,252, of whom 262,272 were Lutherans
and Oalvinists ; Eoman Catholics, 9824 ; & Jews,
1088, Surface mountainous in the W., watered
by the Werra and its afduents ; more level in the
centre and E., and traversed by the Ilm, Saale,

and affluents of the Elster. Corn, fiax, hemp,
hops, wine, timber, iron, salt, coal, and fuller's

earth, are principal products, with fine wool ex-
ported to England. Cattle and swine are numer-
ous, and in the W. especially, form the principal

sources of wealth. Manufactures comprise linen

and woollen fabrics, glass and earthenwares and
the transit trade is important. Jena is the seat

of a university, and public schools are numerous

;

Weimar is celebrated for its literary and scientific

institutions. Principal towns Weimar, Eisenach,
Jena, Neustadt, Weida, Kreuzburg, and Geysa.
Estimated public revenue for the. three yearn
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ri863-65) 1,658,668 ihalers. Expenses 1,654,558

thakrs. Public debt (1862) 4,500,000 (Wers. A
member of the North German Confed. of 1866.

Saxelbt, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. & 6m. N.W.
Lincoln. Ac. 4270. P. 1174.—II. co. Leicester, 4

m. W.N.W. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1290. P. 117.

Saxham, two pas. of England, co. Suffolk.—I.

(Great), 5 m. W. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 1670.

P. 293.—II. (Little), 3^ m. \Y. Bury-St-Edmunds.
Ac. 1300. P. 191.

Saxkiobesg, a seaport town of Denmark, stift

and on the island Laaland, at the head of a bay,

which forms a good harbour. P. 910.

Saxlingham, several pas. of England, co. Nor-
folk.—I. 4 m. W.N.W. Holt. Ac. 1498. P. 156.

—II. (Nethergate), 8J m. S. Norwich. P. 686.

—III. (Thorpe), 6^ m. W.S.W. Norwich. P. 141.

Nethergate and Thorpe united area 2111 acres.

Saxmundham, a pa. and market town of Eng-
land, CO. Suffolk, 20 m. N.E, Ipswich. Ac. 1468.

I'. 1180.

Saxon, a town of Switzerland, cant Vallais,

dist. Martigny. P. 1094.

Saxon Land, the south part of Transylvania,
watered by the Aluta river and its aflis. Area
about 4243 sq. m., and pop. 465,000. It is sub-
divided into seven jurisdictions or stuhls, named
from their caps. Herrmannstadt, Klausenburg,
Mediasch, Muhlenbach, Scheuerstadt, Eeus-
markt, and Broos or Szasvaros (whence Tran-
sylvania derives its German name of Siebenburgen
or the " Seven towns "), to which Kronstadt and
Bistriz were afterwards added. The present in-

habitants preserve almost unmixed their German
language and hereditary usages, and are the most
industrious race in Transylvania. Agriculture
is careful]y conducted. Manufactures of wool-
len, cotton, and other goods, are carried on in

the towns, the principal of which are Hermann-
stadt and Kronstadt.
Saxon Switzerland, is a name applied to the

mntnous. ptart of the kingdom of Saxony, S.E.
Dresden. It is highly picturesque, but none of

its mntns. rise to above 2000 feet in elevation.

Saxony (Germ. Sachsen), an old division of

North Germany, which extended between the
Baltic and the North Sea in the N., and Bohemia
and Bavaria in the S. In the former partition of

Germany, the circle of Upper Saxony composed
the greater part of the present kingdoms of Prus-
sia and Saxony, and that of Lower Saxony, Ha-
nover, Brunswick, Mecklenburg, and Holstein.
Saxony (Germ. Sachsen), a kingdom of Central

Europe, in the middle of Germany, between lat
50° 10' and 51° 28' N., Ion. 11° 55' and 15° 3' E.
Bounded S. by Bohemia, W. and N. by Bavaria,
Bcuss, Saxe- Weimar, Saxe-Altenburg, and Prus-
sia; cap. Dresden. Length 144 m., breadth 15
to 88 m. Area and pop. as follows :

—

Circles.

Dresden,
Leipzig,
Zwickau,
Bautzen,

Total,

Sq. m.

1675
1342
1791
971

5779

Pop. 18M.

615,169
532,689

872,448
316,886 '

2,343,994

According to religious worship (in 1861) the popula-
tion was thus divided :—Lutherans 2,175,392, Ee-
formers 45 J 5, English Church 333, Eoman Catholics
41.363. German Catholics 1722, Greek Catholics 460,
Jews 1555—total 2,225,240.

Surface very mountainous ; traversed on S. and

S.E. frontier by the Erzgebirge and Eiesenge-
birge, the latter rising to 4000 feet in height;
the mean elevation of the country is about 1100
feet. The climate of Saxony, in the plains, is

mild and salubrious, but a portion of the moun-
tain district of the Erzgebirge is termed " Saxon
Siberia," from the severity of the winter climate.

Mean temperature of year at Dresden 49°'l, win-
ter 32°'7, summer 66°; at Altenberg the mean
temperature is only 42°-5 Fahr. Soil fertile in
grain, and cultivated with great care ; the chief
crop is rye ; wheat and barley are grown in the
valleys, oats and potatoes in the higher districts.

Fruit is extensively cultivated, and wine of in-
ferior quality is produced from the vineyards of
the Elbe. The forests, which cover l-4tli of the
surface, furnish excellent timber. The breed of
merino sheep is celebrated, and yields valuable
wool, much of which is exported to England.
Cattle breeding is important in the high grounds,
and sheep breeding for wool, which is excellent
in quality. Horses are not extensively reared.
The country is watered by the Elbe, which tra-
verses it from S.E. to N.W., entering it through
the range of the Erzgebii^e, navigable for barges
and small steamers, and its affls., the Little
Elster, the Zwickauer Mulde, Zschopau, Frei-
berger Mulde, Eoder, Spree, and Pleisse. Sax~
ony is rich in iron, lead, copper, silver, cobalt,
bismuth, antimony, and coaL Upwards of 500
mines are in active o|)eration ; the centre of the
mining districts is the Freiberg. Porcelain
clay, marble, and building stones are abundant.
The chiefmn,uufacture is that of cotton. The other
chief branches of industry are linen and wooUen
weaving: woollen cloth making, including meri-
nos and delaines, lace and embroidery ; and the
fine porcelain of Meissen, called Dresden china

;

paints and articles for decorative use made from
cobalt ore

;
pianos and other musical instruments.

Commerce, which is very extensive, especially

in books and manufactured goods at Leipzig, is

facilitated by the river Elbe, and by railways
from Dresden to Leipzig, Halle, Berlin, etc In
1862 there were 252 m- of railway in operation.

The religion of 97 per cent, of the pop. is Luthe-
ranism, but the royal family are Roman Catho-
lics. Public instruction is well developed, the
proportion being 1 pupil to every 6 of the pop.

(95 of every 100 children capable of instruction

being in attendance at school), and the univer-
sity of Leipzig is one of the principal in Ger-
many. There are 9 normal colleges. The elec-

torate of Saxony, created in 1422, was erected

into a kingdom by Napoleon i. in 1806, who
united to it the grand duchy of Warsaw, which,
along with some portions of the Saxon territbries,

was detached from it in 1815. Previous to 1835,

Saxony was divided into the 5 circles of Meissen,
Leipzig, Erzgebirge, Voigtland, andLusatia. The
government is a hereditary limited monarchy.
Public revenue and expenditure (1864-66)

13,658,984^ Debt (1861) 9,258,2 10/L Armed force

25,400 men, besides a reserve of 10,000 men, with
56 guns. The Prussian army entered Dresden,
en route to Bohemia, 17th June, and a treaty of

peace between Saxony and Prussia, by which the
former entered the N. German Confederation,

and Prussia engaged to leave the kingdom oi

Saxony intact, was signed 21st September 1866.

Saxony (PKUSSiAjf ), a prov. of Prussia, nearly

in the centre, between lat. 60° 27" and 53* 5' N^
Ion. 9° 50' and 15° 16' E., having N.E. and E.

the provs. Brandenburg, W. Hanover, Bnms-
j

wick, and Hessen-Cassel, and S. the duchies and
kirgdom of Saxony, enclosing Anhalt Dessaik
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Schwartzburg Kudoldstadt, and having many
outlying detached districts. Area 9794 sq. ni.

P. (1861) 1,970,417, all Lutherans, except 125,089

Koniau Catholics, 5826 Jews, etc. Total pop.

(1864) 2,043,975. The Harz, at the W. extremity,

is a mountainous district ; elsewhere the surface

is level, and watered by the Elbe, with its tribu-

taries the Saale, Mulde, and Unstrut. Climate
mild and healthful, and the soil is amongst the

most fertile in the Prussian dominions. Corn,

flax, hemp, hops, tobacco, madder, and chicory,

are principal products ; vines are grown on the

banks of the Saale & Elbe. Merino sheep breed-
ing is extensively carried on, and wool is a prin-

cipal article of export. The province has coal,

iron, salt, & copper mines. Principal manufs. fine

woollens, linen fabrics, earthenwares, paper, beer,

& spirits. It is divided into the three regencies

of Magdeburg, the can., Erfurt, and Merseburg.
Saxteau, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 m.

N.W. Framlington. Ac. 1202. P. 448.

Saxthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on
the river Bure, SJ m. N.W. Aylesham. Ac.

2113. P. 328.

Saxton, a pa. of England, co. York, "W. Biding,

4J m. S.S.W. Tadcaster. Ac. 4022. P. 461.

Say, a town of Africa, kingdom Gando, on 1.

b. of the Quorra, 250 m. N.N.W. Bussa.

Saybrook, a township of the U. S., North
America, Connecticut, at the mouth of the Con-
necticut river, 42 m. S.S.E. Hartford.

Sayn'y, a town of Poland, gov. Augustowo, on
the Memel, here joined by the Seyneczka, 18 m.
E. Suwalki. P. 3100. It has a cathedral and
manufactures of woollen cloth and leather.

Saypan or Seypajv, one of the Marianne Isls.,

Pacific, lat. 15' 19' 45" N., Ion. 146 E., 12 m. in

length, and a good harbour on its west side.

Sazawa, a river of Bohemia, course W.N.W.
95 m., joins the Moldau 12 m. S. Prague.
Sazka or Sadska, a town of Austria, Bohemia,

circ. Bidschow, 27 m. E. Prague. P. 2210.

ScAEB, a comm. and mkt. town of France, dep.

Finist^re, 13 m. N.N.W. Quimperld. P. 4278.

ScAFATi, a market town of South Italy, prov.

Salerno, on the Sarno, 6 m. W. Nocera. P. 2415.

ScAFELL, a mountain of England, co. Cumber-
land, near the borders of Westmoreland, 10 m.
N.E. Eavenglass, and having two summits re-

Bpectively 3229 and 3092 feet in height. The river

Esk rises on its east side. ScafellPike, N.E. of Sea-
fell, from which it is separated by a deep chasm
called the Mickle Boor, is an ordnance trigonom.
station. Lat 64° 27' 14".9 N., Ion. 3° 12' 35''.0 W.

ScALA, two market towns of South Italy.—I.

prov. and 8 m. W. Salerno, cap. cant., on pro-
montory. P. 1285. Formerly a large walled
city, with 100 towers ; it was sacked by the

Pisans in 1113.—II. prov. Cosenza, on a height,

6 m. S.W. Cariati. P. 1687.

ScALA Nova, NeapoUs, a seaport town of Asia
Minor, Anatolia, at the head of the Gulf of Scala
Nova, 40 m. S. Smyrna. P. 20,000. Principal

edifices, mosques, khans, and public baths. It

had formerly an active trade with Egypt and
Salonica—The Gulf of Scala Nova is 45 m. in

length E. to W., average breadth 20 m. The
island Samos forms most part of its south coast.

It has a light-house at Port Valhi, 98 feet high.

Lat. 37° 46' 20" N., Ion. 46° 20' E.
ScALBY, a pa. of Eugl., co. York, N. Eiding, 3

m. N.W. Scarborough. Ac. 2430. P. 643.

ScALDWELL, a pa. of England, co. and 8 m.
N.N.E. Northampton. Ac. 1060. P. 396.

ScALEA, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Cosenza,
cap. cant., 28 ni. W. Cassano. P. 2447.

ScALEBY, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 6
m. N.N.E. Carlisle. Ac. 3100. P. 648.
ScALENGHE, a town and comm. of North Italy,

prov. Turin, circ. and 7 m. E. Pinerolo. P. (of

comm.) 4268.
ScALEiTA a vill. of the island Sicily, on its

E. coast, prov. and 13 m. S. Messina. P. 1122.
ScALFORD, a pa. of Engl., co. Leicester, 3J m.

N.N.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 2520. P. 553.
Scalloway and Wester Houli^ a vill. of

Scotland, co. and on the mainland of Shetland,
pa. Tingwall, at the head of Scalloway Bay, 6 m.
W.S.W. Lerwick. P. 448. It was fonnerly a
burgh and cap. of Shetland. Has a good harbour.
Scalpa, two islands of the Hebrides, Scotland,

CO. Inverness.—I. off the E. side of the island
Skye, separated from it by a Sound ^ m. across.
Length 4 m., breadth 3 m. Surface a grassy
mountain. P. 70.—II. pa. Harris, at the entrance
of E. Loch Tarbet. Length 3 m., breadth IJ
m. P. 388j—Scalpa Flow is a sea basin amongst
the Orkneys, nearly enclosed by Pomona, Bur-
ray, S. Itonaldshay, Walls, and Hoy, and con-
taining many smaller islands. Length 15 m.,

breadth 8 miles.

ScAMANDEB Or Xanthus (mod. Bunarbashisu),
a river of the plain of Troy, Asia Minor, rises at

the village Bunarbashi, immediately beneath the
site of old Troy, flows N.W., expanding into nu-
merous marshes, and enters the .fflgean Sea, and
the Simois or Mendere river by several channels.
ScAMBLESBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6

m. N.N.E. Horncastle. Ac. 2150. P. 471.

ScAMMONDEN, a chapelry of England, co. York,
E. Riding, pa. Billington, 6 m. E.N.E. New Mal-
ton. Ac. 2080. P. 1012.

ScAMPTON, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m.
N.N.W. Lincoln. Ac. 2147. P. 235.

SCANDEROON, ISKENDERUN Or AlKXANDRETTA,
a seaport town of N. Syria, on the E. coast of the
Bay of Iskenderun, 23 m. N. Antioch. Lat. 36°

35' 3' N., Ion. 36° E. It is the port of Aleppo,
and has the best harbour on the Syrian coast,

with an import trade in corn, rice, salt, and
European goods, and exports of cotton, galls,

silk, and syrup.—The Bay or GulfofScanderoon
(anc. Sintcs Issicus) extends inland for 45 m. at

the angle between Syria and Asia Minor, and on
its shores are the Amanian gates of the ancients,

the ruins of Baies and .^gse, and the plain of

Issus, where Darius was defeated by Alexander
the Great.
ScANDiANO, a market town of North Italy,

prov. Reggio-Emilia, 12 m. S.W. Modena, on
the Secchia. P. (of comm.) 7294.

Scandinavia, the classic name of the great

peninsula of N. Europe, consisting of Sweden and
Norway. [Norway—Sweden.] Scania was an
old prov. of Sweden, at its S. extremity, now
subdivided into the Isens Malmoe & Christianstad.

ScANFS, a populous vill. of the Upper Engadine,
Switzerland, cant. Grisons, 29 m. S.E. Chur.
ScANNO, a town and picturesque lake of S. Italy,

prov. Aquila. P. 2356.—IL a vill., 12 m. S.E.
Lake Fucino.
ScANZANO, a market town of Central Italy,

prov. and 12 m. S.E. Grosseto. P. 4790.—iScon-
zano is a vill. of South Italy, near Castell'-a-Mare.

Scar, a mountain of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Wicklow, 3 m. N. Laragh. Height 2105 feet.

Scarba, an island of the Hebrides, Scotland,

CO. Argyle, off the north end of the island Jura.
Length and breadth 3 m. each. Elevation above
the sea 1500 feet. P. 13.

ScARBOKOUGii, a pari, and munic. bor., sea-

port town and pa. of England, co. York, North
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Ridingi on the S. slope of a headland extending

into the North Sea, lat. of lighthouse 54° 17' N.,

Ion. 0° 23' 5' W., on N. Midland Railway, 42Jm.
• N.E. York. Ac 2586. P. (1851) 12,915 ; (1861)

18,377. Alt. 174 feet ; mean temp., June 59°-l,

Jan. 38°*1 Fahr. It is now the most fashionable

watering-place on the N.E. coasts. The two
sides of the town, between which is a ravine, are

connected by a cast-iron bridge, leading to ex-
tensive pleasure-grounds, saloon, and music hall.

The old castle stands on a promontory 270 feet

high ; and below it the parish church, formerly

a Cistertian monastery, and a new chiuxih with a
tower 100 feet high. There are 3 other Episcopal
churches, 1 Eoman Catholic, 1 Congregational, 1

Wesleyan, 1 Primitive, 1 Baptist, 1 Methodist,
and 1 Independent chapel, a Friends' meeting-
house, and many alms-houses. The museum of

the philosophical society contains a fine collec-

tion of British fossils. The hotels, lodging-houses,
and shops, are large and handsome ; the harbour,
protected by an outer pier, is chiefly used for the
coasting and fishing trade. There is now no
shipbuilding in this " Queen of watering-places."
Sends 2 mems. to H. of 0. Beg. elect. (1864) 1317.
Scarborough, the principal town of the Bri-

tish West India, Island Tobago, on its E. coast,

7 m. N.E. Milford. Lat. 11° 6' N. ; Ion. 60° 30' W.
Scarborough, a township of the U. S., North

America, Maine, on the Atlantic, 10 m. S.W.
Portland.
Scarborough or Gilbert Islands, Pacific

Ocean, between lat. 1° and 3° N., Ion. 172° and
174° E., comprise Marshall, Matthews, Gilbert,
and Charlotte, Islands.

ScARCLiFF, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 6 m.
N.N.W. Mansfield. Ac. 3674. P. 548.
ScARDA and Scardizza, two small islands of

Austria, Dalmatia, circ Zara.—I. between the
islands Premnda and Isto.—II. 3 m. W. Pago.
ScARDONA, a town of Austria, Dalmatia, circ

Zara, 6 m. N.N.E. Sebenico, on rt b. of the
Kerka. P. 1280. It is a bishop's see. Under
the Romans it was the cap. prov. Libnmia.

ScARiFF, a market town of Ireland, co. Clare,
on the Scariff, 8 m. N.N.W. Killaloe. P. 694.

ScARiSBRiCK, a township of England, co. Lan-
caster, pa. and 3 m. N.W. Ormskirk. Ac. 8377.
P. 2112.

ScARLE, two pas. of England.—I. (North), co.
and 9 m. W.S.W. Lincoln. Ac. 1955. P. 695.—
II. (South), CO. Notts, 7 m. N.N.E. Newark. Ac.
2050. P. 613.

Scarnafigi, a market town of North Italv,
prov. Cuneo, 5 m. N.E. Saluzzo. P. of comm. 3227.

SCARNiNG, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, with
a station on the East Anglian Railway, 2 m.
W.S.W. East Dereham. Ac. 3470. P. 693.
Scarp or Scarpa, an island of the Outer He-

brides, Scotland, co. Inverness, pa. and J m.
N.W. Harris. P. 151. It is a rocky moimtain of
gneiss, 1000 feet high, and 3 m. long.

ScARPAifTO, Carpatkos, an island of the Medi-
terranean, belonging to Turkey, 28 m. S.W.
Rhodes. Length 30 m. ; breadth 8 m. Siirface
mountainous ; iron and marble are principal pro-
ducts. It has several harbours, the largest
Porto-Grande, being on its west side. At its N.
extremity is the village ScarparUo.

ScARPE, a navigable river of France, rises in
the dep. Pas-de-Calais, flows east past Arras,
Douai, Marchiennes, and St Amand, and joins
the Scheldt at Mortagne on the frontier of Bel-
gium. Length 25 miles.

ScARPERiA, a small town of Central Italy,
prov. and 16 m. N.E. Florence. P. of comm. 6539.

ScARRixGTOX, a pa. of England, co. and 11 m.
E. Nottingham. Ac 910. P. 231.
ScARTHO, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2 m.

S.S.W. Great Grimsby. Ac. 1390. P. 188.
ScATARY, an islet of British N. Amer., off the

coast of the isl. Cape Breton, lat. 43° N., Ion. 69°
41' W. Length, E. to W., 6 m. ; breadth 2 m.
SCAWBY, a pa, of England, co. Lincoln, with a

station on the Lincolnshire Railway, 2^ m.
W.S.W. Glandford Brigg. Ac. 3930. P. 1570.

ScAWTON, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Riding, 4 m. W. Helmsley. Ac 2768. P. 113.

ScEAUx, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Seine, cap. arr., 4 m. S. Paris, with which it is

connected by railway. P. 2267.
ScERiN, a town of South Italy, prov. Chieti,

cii-c Vasto. P. 3418.

Scet-sur-Saone, a comm. and town of France,
dep. H.-Sa6ne, 9 m. W.N.W. Vesoul. P. 1712.
SCHAAFHEiM, a vlll. of Germany, Hessen-

Darmstadt, prov. Starkenburg, 8 m. fe.N.E. Die-
burg. P. 1418.

ScHAAFSTADT, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
and 10 m. W.N.W. Merseburg. P. 1900.
ScHAFA or ScHAFFERN, a town of Austria,

Moravia, circ and 14 m. W.N.W. Znaym. P.
1218.

ScHAFFHAUSEN, thcmost N- Canton of Switer-
land, wholly N. the Rhine, which separates it

from the cants, of Zurich and Thui^au, and en-
closed by the grand duchy of Baden. Area 118
sq. m. P.

(1860J)
35,600, nearly all Protestants.

Surface undulating. Soil fertile. Transit trade
important, and the cap. town is a principal en-
trepot for goods passing between S. Germany
and Switzerland. Principal towns Scha£f hausen
and Neukirchen. This cant, joined the Swiss
Confederation in 1601.

—

Schaffhavsen, the cap.,

is situated on rt b. of the Rhine, 23 m. N.E.
Zurich. P. (1861) 8637. It is enclosed by old
walls, and defended by a citadel on an adjacent
height. Principal edifice, the minster, a large
cathedral. It has a college and a town library

containing the collection of l^ooks which belonged
to the historian Miiller, a native of Schaffhausen.
Manufs. of cotton stuffs, files, and cutlery.—The
Fall ofSchaffhansen, a cataract of the Rhine, 3
m. S.S.W. the town, has a total descent of about
100 feet, and is one of the most imposing pheno-
mena of its kind in Europe.
ScHAGEN, a town of the Netherlands, prov. N.

Holland, cap. cant., 11 m. N. Alkmaar. P. 1620.
Trade in butter, flax, cattle, and leather.

ScHAGHTicoKE, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 20 m. N.N.E. Albany.
ScHALE, a viU. of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

and 33 m. N. MUnster, on the Aue. P. 604.

ScHALKAU, a town of Central Germany, Saxe-
Meiningen, cap. dist. on the Itz, 7 m. N.W.
Neustadt (Coburg). P. \Q8b.—AU Schalkowitz is a
vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov. and 11 m. N.W.
Oppeln. P. 1740.

ScHALL, a lake of N. Germany, partly in the
duchy of Lauenburg, and partly in the grand
duchy Mecklenburg Schwerin, about 9 m. in

length from N. to S., by 2 m. in breadth.

ScHANCK (Mount), a conspicuous table shaped
hUl of S. Australia, near the coast, in lat 37° 65'

S., Ion. 139° 49' E. It rises from a comparatively
level country at an abrupt angle to 800 or 900
feet in elevation, and has on its summit three dis-

tinct craters. Basalt, lava, and other volcanic

products are scattered on and around it

SCHAifDAU, a town of Saxony, circ. and 21 m.
S.E. Dresden, on rt. b. of the Elbe. P. 1916. It

lias well frequented baths.
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SchXngnau, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

dist. Signau. P. 1028.

Schank's Island, Pacific Ocean, is in lat. 0°

25' S., Ion. 163° E.
SCHARDiNG, a town of Upper Austria, circ. Inn,

Sm. S.S.W. Passau, on the Inn. P. 3511. It

is defended by a strong castle, and was bom-
barded by the French in 1809.

ScHARNiTT^ Porta Claudia^ a vill. and pass in

the Tirol, 10 m. N.W. Innsbriick, the scene of

combats between the French & Tirolese in 1809.

ScHASSBURG, a- town of Austria, Transylvania,
Saxon Land, cap. co., on the Great Kiikel, 24 m.
E.S.E. Neumarkt. P. 6500, mostly Saxons. It

consists of an upper and a lower town, the for-

mer fortified. It has a gymnasium, manufs. of

woollens and linens, and an extensive trade.

ScHATTAU, a market town of Austria, Moravia,
circ. and 5 m. S.S.W. Znaim. P. 1795.
SCHATZLER, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

and 32 m. N. Koniggratz. P. 1073.
SCHAUMBURG-LlPPE Or LiPPE BOCKEBURG, a

principality of N.W. Germany, enclosed by the
territories of Hessen-Schaumburg, Hanover, and
Prussian Westphalia, exclusive of some detached
lordships within the territory of Lippe-Detmold.
Area 172 sq. m. P. (1864) 31,382, mostly Lu-
therans. [LiPPE.] Surface hilly and well wooded
in the S., flat in the N. where the Lake Stein-
huder-meer occupies about 22,000 acres. Prin-
cipal river the Weser. It has coal mines, and
manufs. linens. Principal towns, Biickeburg,
the cap., and Stadthagen. Revenue and expend-
iture (1863) 34,050^. Army 350 men.
ScHEEMDER, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

and 16 m. E.S.E. Groningen. P. of pa. 3439.
ScHEER, a town of WUrtemberg, circ. Danube,

4 m. E.S.E. Sigmaringen. P. 962.

ScHEiBEXBERG, a town, Saxony, circ. Zwickau,
dist. and 5 m. E. Schwarzenberg. P. 1833. It

has manufactures of lace; and valuable silver,

cobalt, tin, and u'on mines in its vicinity.

ScHEiDECK, a mountain of Switzerland, cant.
Bern, in Oberland, 8 m. S. Brienz, 6473 ft. above
the sea.—The Lesser Scheideck or WengcTm Alp, is

S.W. between Lauterbrunnen and Grindelwald.
Scheldt or Schelde (French Escaut, ancient

Scaldis), a river of France and the Netherlands,
rises in the French dep. Aisne, flows mostly
N.E. through the dep. Nord, and the Belgian
provs. Hainaut and E. Flanders, to Antwerp,
where it turns N.W. and enters the North Sea,
in the Dutch prov. Zeeland, by two mouths—the
E. and W. Scheldt—which enclose the two isls.

Beveland and Walcheren. Total course 210 m.

;

at its mouth it is from 2^ to 3J leagues across.
In its lower part it traverses a flat country, and
its- banks are fenced by dykes. Afliuents, the
Scarpe, Lys, and Darme, from the W., Dender
and Eupel from the E. It is navigable nearly
to its source, and connected by canals with the
Somme, Seine, Loire, and the principal cities and
towns of Belgium, and it is of high commercial
importance.
Schelestadt, a comm. and fortified town of

Prance, dep. Bas-Rhin, cap. arr., on 1. b. of the
111, and on the Strasbourg and Basle Railway,
26 m. S.W. Strasbourg. P. (1861) 8968. It was
fortified by Vauban, and is naturally strong from
being surrounded by marshes. Manufs. woollen
hosiery, calicoes, brass and iron wire, paper, and
earthenwares.

ScHELKLiNGEN, a walled town of WUrtem-
berg, circ. Danube, 12 m. W. Ulm. P. 1069.
ScHELLENBERG, a town, Saxony, circ. Zwickau,

on the declivity of a height, crowned by the castle

of Augustusberg, 8 m. E. Chemnitz. P. 1684;
who manufacture linens.

ScHELLENBERG, a vill. of Upper Bavaria, 6 m.
S.W. Salzburg. Here Marlborough defeated the
Duke of Bavaria.
ScHELLENDORF, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov.

Liegnitz, and the scene of an engagement be-
tween the French and Prussian cavalry in 1813.

ScHELLiNG, isl., Netherlands. [Terschelling.]
ScHEMACHA, Asiatic Russia. [Shamaka.]
SciiEMXiTZ, a royal free mining town of N.

Hungary, cap. dist, co. Honth, on the Schemnitz,
2300 feet above the sea, 45 m. N.N.E. Gran. P.
including 6 suburbs, 20,000. It has a mining
school. The mines of Schemnitz, partly belong-
ing to the crown, extend under the town, and
furnish a considerable amount of gold, silver,

lead, copper, iron, sulphur, and arsenia All the
imperial mines are connected with each other,

offering in their whole extent a subterranean
passage of nearly 3J miles in length. Below the
mines is the adit of Joseph ii., a magnificent work,
12 feet in height by 10 feet in breadth, extending
from Schemnitz to the vallay of Gran, 10 miles.

Schenectady, a co. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, in its E. part. Area 186 sq. m.
P. (I860) 20,002.-11. a city. New York, cap.
above co., on the Mohawk, a tributary of the
Hudson, and on the Erie Canal, 16 m. N.W. Al-
bany, with which it is connected by railway. P.
9579. It was originally settled by the Dutch in
1620, and has numerous churches. Union college,

founded in 1785, superior public schools, a city

hall, CO. oflSces, gaol, and several banks, with
manufactures of cotton stuffs, tobacco, carpets,

machinery, leather, and paper, iron and brass
foundries, and steam flour mills.

ScHERMBECK and ScHERMEiSEL, two market
towns of Prussia.—I. Rhenish Prussia, gov. DUs-
seldorf, 10 m. N.N.E. Dinslaken. P. 933.—II.
prov. Brandenburg, gov. Frankflirt-on-the-Oder,
12 m. N.N.E. Sternberg. P. 785.

ScHERViLLER, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Bas-Rhin, 8 m. N.W, Schelestadt. P. 1844.

Scherzingen, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Thurgovia, dist. Gottlieben. P. 1368.

ScHESsnTZ or ScHOSSLrrz, a town of Bavaria,
circ. Upper Franconia, cap. dist., on river of

same name, 9 m. N.E. Bamberg. P. 1094.
Scheveningen, a fashionable watering place

of the Netherlands, prov. South Holland, on the
North Sea, 2 m. N.W. the Hague. P. 6100.

Schiavi, two small towns of South Italy.—I.

prov. Chieti, on a mountain near the Trigno, 24
m. S.S.W. II Vasto. P. 3655.—II. prov. Caserta,
4 m. S.S.E Sora.

ScHiuLOWEZ, a town of Russian Poland, gov
of Radom. P. 4022.

Schiedam, a town and river port of the Nether-
lands, prov. S. Holland, cap. cant, on the Schio,

an affluent of the Maas, 4 m. W. Rotterdam, with
which it is connected by rail. P. (1865) 16,820.

It has numerous chui'ches, a Latin school, a

chamber of commerce, and manufs. of white lead,

rope walks, building-docks on the Schie, and
numerous distilleries, it being the chief seat of
the manufacture of Dutch gin, or "hollands."
Large numbers of swine are fattened in the town
on the refuse of the distilleries.

Schiedam IslandSs is a group, Malaysia, in the
Sea of Flores, 90 m. N. Flores.
ScHiERLiNG, a market town of Lower Bavaria,

on an island formed by the Gross- Laber, 6 m.
N.W. Pfaffeuberg. P. 1166. Near it, April 1809,
the Austrians were defeated by the French.
ScHiERMONNiKOOo, an island in the North Soa.
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belonging to the Ketherlands, prov. Friesland,

10 ni. E. Ameland. Length 8 m., breadth 2 m. P.

930. Fishing and cattle rearing.

ScHifiRS, a town of Switzerland, cant. Grisons,

dist. Unter Landquart. P. 1734.

SciuERSTEix, a vilL, N. Germany, duchy Nas-
Bau, on Rhine, 3 m. S.S.W. Wiesbaden. P. 1015.

SCHIEAELBEIN Or SCHIEFELBEtN, a tOWn of

Prussia, prov. Pomerania, gov. and 36 m. S.W.
Koslin, cap. circ, on the Eega. P. 3521.

ScHiFFEBSTADT, a vill. of Rhcnish Bavaria, 6

m. N.N.W. Spires. P. 2994. The Austrians

were defeated here by the French in 1794.

ScHiHALUON, a mountain of Scotland, co.

Perth, 4 m. S.E. Kinloch Eannoch. Elevation

3564 feet above the sea.

ScHiLDAor ScHiiJ)AU, a town of Prussian Sax-
onj-, gov. and 40 m. E.N.E. Merseburg. P. 1545.

SCHiLDBERG (Polish OstrzeszowX a town of

Prussian Poland, gov. and 83 m. S.E. Posen, cap.

circ. P. 2304. [Schimberg.]
SCHILDESCHE, a vill. of Prussian "Westphalia,

gov. and 23 m. S.W. Minden. P. 3100.

ScHiLLEKSDOEF and Shillebslage, two vills.

of Xortheru Germany.—I. Mecklenburg-Strelitz,

9 ni. W. Neu-Rtrelitz.—II. Hanover, landrost

Luneburg, S. Celle.

SCHiLLiXG Lake, East Prussia, gov. Konigs-
berg, 4 m. E. Osterode, 8 m. in length, by 1 mile

in width.
ScHii.TACH, a town, Baden, Upper Rhine, in the

Black Forest, on the Kinzig, here joined by the

Schiltach, 13 m. S.S.W. Frendenstadt. P. 1530.

ScHiLTERN, a market town of Austria, Mo-
ravia, circ. and 11m. N.W. Znaym. P. 1000.

SCHiLTiGHEiM, a couun. and vill. of France,
dep. Bas-Ehin, 1 m. N. Strasbourg. P. 3770.

Schimberg or Schiidberg, a town of Austria,

Moravia, circ. and 34 m. N.W. Olmutz. P. 1780.

ScHiNZNACH, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aar-
gau, on the Aar, 4 m. S.W. Brugg. P. 1225. The
Schinznach or Hapsburg baths are the most fre-

quented in Switzerland, and the great bath house
contains 160 baths, 360 beds and saloons, in

which 600 persons frequently dine together.

Visitors mostly French. The waters are saline,

and temperature 60° Fahr.
SCHio, a town of N. Italy, Venetia, prov. and 15

m. N.W. Vicenza, cap. dist., on the Timanjo. P. of

coram. 6620. It has manufactures of wooUens,
and near it are lead and iron mines.

SCHIPPENBEIL, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and
86 m. S.S.E. Konigsberg. P. 2604.
ScHiKGiswALDE, a town of N.E. Saxony, circ.

and 8 m. S.W. Bautzen, on 1. b. of the Spree. P.
1661. It Iftis two paper mills. Since 1845 it

belongs partly to Bohemia.
ScHiRMECK, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vosges, cap. cant., 18 m. N.E. St Di^. P. 1410.
ScuiRWiXD, a frontier town of E. Prussia, gov.

and 19 m. E.N.E. Gumbinnen. P. 1428.

ScHiTTNO, a town of Prussia, gov. Bromberg,
on the Teteron. P. 17,434.

ScHKEUDiTZ, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
Merseburg, on the Elster, 12 m. S.E. Halle, on
Magdeburg Railway. P. 2700.
ScHKOLEX, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. and

23 m. S.S.W. Merseburg. P. 1500.~Schkopauis
a vill., reg. and N. Merseburg, on the Saale.
ScHLACKENWALD, a town of Austria, Bohemia,

circ. and 5 m. S.E. Elubogen. P. 4000.
ScHLACKENWERTH, a town of Austria, Bohe-

mia, circ. and 11 m. N.E. Elnbogen. P. 1800.
ScHi^DEN, a vill. of Hanover, landrost and 27

m. E.S.E. Hildesheim, on the Oker, and on the
Brunswick Railway. P. 988.

ScnLADMixG, a mining vill. of Austria, Etyria,

34 m. W.S.W. Rottenmann. P. 900.

ScHLAN or Slajjt, a town of Austria, Bohemia,
cap. cii-c. Rackonitz, 20 m. N.W. Prague.
ScHLASGEXBAi), a Spa of Germany, duchy

Nassau, 6 m. W.N.W. Wiesbaden. It has warm
saline and mud baths.

ScHLAXGEXBEBG, a mining town of Siberia,

gov. Tomsk, enclosed by ramifications of the
Altai, 170 m. S.S.W. Bemaul. P. 4500.

ScHLANSTADT, a vUL of Prussian Saxony, gov
and 23 m. W.S.W. Magdeburg. P. 1139.

ScHi.APA2nTZ or LoPENiTZ, a town of Austria,

Moravia, circ. and 6 m. E.S.E. Brunn. P. 1273.

ScHLAWE, a town of Prussian Pomerania, eov.
and 23 ra. E.N.E. Koslin, cap. circ, on the Wip-
per. P. 4162, who manufacture woollens.
SCHLEGEX, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov. and

47 m. S.S.W. Breslau. P. 1859.

ScHLEi or Schley Rivek, a narrow inlet of the
Baltic, between Kiel Bay and the Little Belt ; it

extends S.W. 26 m. from its mouth at Schley
Fiord to Schleswig, where it terminates, send-
ing a branch S.E. 4 m. to Eckemfiorde, breadth
from 1 to 4 miles.

Schleiden, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov.
and 24 m. S.E. Aix-la-Chapelle. P. 600.

ScHLErrHAL, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Bas-Rhin, arr. Wissemboiirg. P. 2204.

Schleitheim, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Schaffhausen, at the foot of the Randen, on the
road to Baden. P. 2450.

ScHLEiTz or ScHLEiz, a town of Central Ger-
many, princip. Reuss-Schleitz, on the Wiesen-
thal, 24 m. S.W. Gera. P. 5000. It has a college,

a normal school, and manufs. of woollen and
cotton fabrics, leather and beer.

ScHLEMA (NiEDER and Ober), two vills. of

Saxony, circ. Zwickau, the first with iron works,
the second has paper nulls and dye works.
Schleswig (Duchy of) (Danish SlesvigX

Prussia, comprises the S. part of the peninsula

Jutland, separated on the N. by the Konge River

from Jutland-proper, and on the S. by the Eyder
and the Holstein Canal from the duchy Holstein,

having E. the Baltic and the Little Belt, in which
it comprises the island Alsen, and W. the North
Sea, in which are the islands Romoe, Sylt, FShr,

Pelworm, Nordstrand, Amrom, etc The islands

between the continent, and those of Fyen and
Laaland, also form part of the duchy of Schleswig.

The chief of them are Alsen, ^roe, and Femem.
Area 3514 sq. m. P. (1864) 406,486. Surface low
and flat ; the whole of the west coast is protected

by dykes against irruptions of the sea. Climate

very humid. Soil fertile in- the E. Rye, barley,

& other grains are cultivated. Timber is scarce,

but turf abundant The breeding of cattle and
horses is important ; & sheep yield much-esteemed
wool. Live stock, butter, and cheese, are the

principal exports. Value (1862) 507,953i ; im-

ports, 1,089,436/. The fisheries are active, chiefly

in the North Sea. Reg. shipping (1862) 1539 ;

tonnage 60,607. Manufs. are nearly confined to

the towns, the principal of which are Schles-

wig, Flensburg, Husum, Apenrade, Hadersleben,

Christiansfeld, Friederichstadt, Eckemforde, and
Duppel and Sonderborg on the island of Alsen.

The duchy was invaded by the Prussians and
Gei-mans in 1848-9, and again by the armies of

Prussia and Austria in 1864, when the cap. with

the castle of Gottorp were taken, and the Danne-
werk destroyed. Schleswig with HolsUitu, was
incorporated with Prussia bythe treaty of Prague,

23d August 1866.

Schleswig or Slesvig, a town of Prussia, cap.
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duchy, at the "W. end of the Schlei, a narrow iulet

of the IBaltic, 26 m. from the sea, and 70 m. ISr.N."\V.

Hamburg. Lat. 54° 31' 11" N. ; Ion. 9° 34' 45" E.

P. (1864) 10,966. It rises in the form of an am-
phitheatre, and comprises a town proper and
several suburbs ; has a cathedral and two other
churches, one on the site of a heathen temple

;

lunatic and deaf-mute asylums and institutions

;

a patriotic union and other associations. It has
also an hospital for strangers from the duchies of

Holstein and Lauenbourg, capable of containing
130 persons. Manufs. of lace, woollen stuffs,

earthenwares, leather, and sugar. Its harbour,
though improved, is accessible only to small ves-
sels. The town is the oldest in the duchy, & was
a member of the Hanseatic League. Adjacent to

it is the castle of Gottorp, till recently occupied
by the governor-general of this duchy and of Hol-
stein, formerly the residence of the dukes of Hol-
stein-Gottorp, This castle, with its park and
depeudencies, forms aquarter ofthe town. Schles-
wig was taken by the allied Prussian & Austrian
army in 1864, and annexed to Prussia in 1866.
ScHLETTAU, a mining town of Saxony, cu-c.

Zwickau, 6 m. E.S.E. Gmnhain, P. 2021.

ScHLEUSiNGEN, a town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. and 35 m. W.S.W. Erfurt, cap. circ, at the
junction of the Erlau and Nahe. P. 3250. It

has a castle, and manufs. of woollens, hosiery,

white-lead, and paper.
Schley, a co., U. S., North America, Georgia.

P. 2285 free, 2348 slaves.

ScnuEDEN, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
Merseburg, 20 m. N.E. Torgau. P. 1903.

ScHLiENGEN, a market town of Baden, circ.

Upper Rhine, 4 m. S.S.W. Miillheim. P. 1148.

lu 1796 the French were defeated here by Arch-
duke Charles of Austria.

SciiLiTz, a town of Germany, H.-Darmstadt,
prov. Upper Hessen, cap. dist., on the Altfall riv.,

liere called the Schlitz, 40 m. E.N.E. Giessen.
P. 3280. It has paper mills, breweries, distil-

leries, and mineral springs.

ScHLocHAU or ScHLOCHOW, a town of W.
Prussia, gov. and 65 m. W. Marienwerder.
SciiLOPPE or SczLOPPA, a town of Prussia, gov.

Jlarienwerder, 18 m. S.W. Deutsch-Krone. P.
1684. Manufs. of woollen cloths

;
paper mills.

ScHi.ucKEXAU or ScHLOTTENAU, a town of

Austria, Bohemia, circ. and 37 m. N.N.E. Leitme-
ritz. P. 3103, who manuf. linens and hosiery.

ScHLUSSELBURG, a town of Eussia, gov. and
21 m. E. St Petersburg, cap. circ, on a small for-

tified island in the Neva, at its efilux from Lake
Ladoga. P. 4600.

SchlOsselbukq, a town of Prussian Westpha-
lia, gov. and 15 m. N.N.E. Minden, on the Weser.
SciiLUSSELFELD, a toVn of Bavaria, circ. Up-

pnr Franconia, 15 m. S.W. Bamberg. P. 662.

SCHMALTCALDEN, a town of Prussia since 1866,
cap. a detached dist. between Saxe-Gotha and
Meiningen, at the confluence of the Schraalkalde
and Stille, 11 m. N. Meiningen. P. (1864) 5464. It
lias 8 suburbs, 2 castles, Eeformed and Lutheran
churches, a gymnasium & numerous other schools,

Manufs. hosiery, white lead, and paper; in the
vicinity are iron and steel forges, and salt works.
A famous league of the Protestant sovei'eigns of

Germany was formed here in 1531.

ScHMALLENBERG, a towu of PrussianWestpha-
lia, gov. and 20 m. S.S.E. Arnsberg. P. 950.

ScHMiEDEBERG, two towns of Germany.—I.

Prussian Silesia, gov. and 31 m. S.S.W. Liegnitz.
P. 3696. It has a Lutheran high school, and
manufs. of silk, cotton, woollen, and linen fabrics,

ribbons, cutlery,& tobacco.—II. I'russian Saxon y

gov. and 40 m. N.E. Merseburg. P. 3045. It has
manufs. of woollen cloth and linens.—III. a mar-
ket town of Saxony, circ. Dresden, 14 m. S.W.
Pirna. P. 456.—IV. a vill. of Austria, Bohemia,
circ. and 23 m. W.N.W. Saatz. P. 2800.

ScHMiEUEFELJOE, a viU. of Prussian Saxony,
gov. and 27 m. S.S.W. Erfurt, in the Thuringian
Forest. P. 1486. It has manufs. of iron wares,
porcelain, and musical instruments.
ScHMiEGEL or SzMYGiEL, a town of Russian

Poland, gov. and 34 m. S.S.W. Posen. P. 2370.
ScHMOLLX, a town of Central Germany, Saxe-

Altenburg, on the Sprotta, 7 m. S.W. Altonburg.
P. 6028. It has manufs. of woollen cloth.

ScHMOLNiTZ (Hun. Szomolnok), a mining town
of N. Hungary, co. Zips, 21 ra. S.S.E. Leutschau.
P. 5500, mostly Germans. It has mines of gold,

silver, copper, iron, and sulphur, in its vicinity.

SCHMOTTSEiFEX, a vill. of Priissian Silesia, gov.
and 23 m. S.W. Liegnitz. P. 2950. It has manufs.
of woollen stockings and gloves.

SciiNEEBERG (" Snow Mountain "), several
mountains of Germany.—I. Riesengebirge, be-
tween Prussian Silesia and Bohemia, 19 m. S.S.E.
Glatz.—II. Lower Austria, 40 m. S.W. Vienna.

—

III. Bavaria, circ. Upper Franconia, in the Fich-
telgebirge, 14 m. N.E. Bairouth.—The Schnee-
koppe, the loftiest peak of the Riesengebirge, 13
m. W. Landshut, is 5255 feet in elevation.

ScHNEEBEKG. a towu of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,
20 m. S.S.W. Chemnitz. P. 7522. Next to Frei-
berg it is the most important mining town in
Saxony. It has manufs. of gold and silver lace,

cotton fabrics, and chemical apparatus, and in its

vicinity valuable mines of silver, cobalt, and iron.

ScHNEiDEMUHL Or PiLA, a town of Prussian
Poland, gov. and 54 m. W. Bromberg, on the
Kiiddow. P. 5722. It has a castle, and manufs.
of woollen cloth, lace, hosiery, and leather.

ScHNELLEWALDE, a viU. of Prussian Silesia,

gov. and 29 m. S.W. Oppeln. P. 2256.

ScHNEY, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Upper Fran-
conia, near the Main. P. 1000.

ScHODAc, a township of U. S., North America,
New York. In it is the village Schoduc Land-
ing, 12 m. S.E. Albany. It has regular sloop com-
munication with New York.
ScHOFrtAND, a vill., Switzerland, cant. Aargau,

on the Suren, 6 m. S. Aarau. Its inhabitants
manuf. ribands and other silk goods. P. 1085.

Schoharie, a co., U. S., North America, New
York, in its E. part. Area 621 sq. m. P. (I860)
34,469. In it is Scoharie township, with a vill.,

cap. CO., on Scoharie Creek, an affl.of the Mohawk,
30 m. W. Albany.
Schokken (Pol. Skoki), a town of Prussian Po-

land, gov. Bromberg, 21 m. N.N.E.Posen. P. 1251.

SCHOKLAN0, an isl. of the Netherlands, prov.
Overyssel, in the Zuyder-Zee, opposite the mouth
of the Yssel. Length 4 m. P. 640.

ScHOMBERG, three towns of Germany.—^I. (or
Sckonberg), Austria, Moravia, circ and 27 m.
N.N.W. Olmtitz. P. 4548. Manuf. cotton and
linen fabrics.—II. Prussian Silesia, gov. and 34
m.W.S.W. Liegnitz. P. 2008.—III. Wili-temberg
circ. Black Forest, 6 m. N.E. Eottweil. P. 1812«
ScHONACH and Schonaich, two vills. of S.W.

Germany.—I. Baden, circ. Upper Rhine, in the
Black Forest, 2 m. N.W. Tryberg. P. 910.—IL
Wtirtemberg, circ. Neckar, 4 m. S.E. Boblingen.
Schonau, several (owns, etc, of Germany.—I.

Baden, circ. Lower Rhine, on the Steinacli, 5 m.
E.N.E. Heidelberg. P. 1500.—II. circ Upper
Rhine, cap. dist., in the Black Forest, on the
,Wiesen, 15 m. S. Freiburg. P. 917.—III. Prus-
sian Silesia, gov. and 17 in. S.W. Liegnitz, caji

4o
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circ., on the Katzbach. P. 2050.—IV. a vill. of

Saxony, circ. Bautzen, 6 m. W.N.W. Zittau.

ScHONBACH, a town of Austria, circ. and 27 m.
W. Elnbogen. P. 800. Manufs. woollens.

ScHONBERG, a town of Grermany, Mecklenburg-
Strelitz, cap. dist, on the Maurin, 11 m. S.E.

Lubeck. P. 1826.

ScHOXBERG, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.

and 48 m. W.S.W. Liegnitz, on the Eoth-Wasser.
P. 1228. Manufs. woollen, cotton, and linen,

ScHONBERG, a market town of the duchy
Holstein 10 m. E.N.E. Kiel.

ScHONEBECK, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.

and 10 m. S.S.E. Magdeburg,withwhich it is con-

nected by railway, on the Elbe. P. 8269. It has
important salt works, yielding annually 672,000

cwt. of salt, manufs. of chemical products,

tobacco, and leather.

ScHONECK, two towns of Germany.—I. (or

Skarzewo), Prussia, gov. and 20 m. S.S.W. Dan-
zig. P. 1946.—II. Saxony, circ. Zwickau, 11 m.
S.E. Plauen. P. 2111.

—

Schonecken is a market
town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and 29 m. N.N.W.
Treves, on the Eifel. P. 1140.

ScHONENBERG, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Zurich, dist. Horgen. P. 1464.

ScHONEWALDE, a town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. Merseburg, 9 m. E.N.E. Schweidnitz. P. 918.

ScHOJfFELD, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

and 5 m. S.S.E. Elnbogen. P. 3000. It has
wooUen manufactures.
SCHONFLiEs, a town of Prussia, prov. Bran-

denburg, gov. Frankfurt, on Lake Korike, 11 m.
W.N.W. Soldin. P. 2582.

ScHONGAtT, a town of Upper Bavaria, cap. dist.,

on the Lech, 40 m. S.W. Munich. P. 1440. It

"m enclosed by walls, and has a royal castle.

ScHONHADSEN, two viUs. of Prussia.—I. prov.
Saxony, gov. and 36 m. N.N.E. Magdeburg, near
the Elbe. P. 1420 II. prov. Brandenburg, gov.
Potsdam, 4 m. N. Berlin, with which it is con-
nected by a road lined with lime trees, and has
a summer residence of the king of Prussia.

ScHONHETDE, a vill. of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,
12 m. W. Schwarzenberg. P. 4686.
ScHONHOF, two vills. of the Austrian empire.

—

I. Austrian Silesia, circ. and 14 m. W.N.W. Tes-
chen.—II. Bohemia, circ. and 9 m. S.W. Saatz.

ScHONHOLZERSWEiLEB, a town of Switzerland,
cant. Thurgovia, dist. Tobel. P. 1149.

ScHONiNGEN, a towu of Germany, duchy and
"20 m. S.E. Brunswick, cap. dist. P. 3130. It

has vitriol works and salt mines.
ScHONLAiTKE, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.

and 66 m. S.W. Bromberg. P. 3787.
SCHONiiiKDE, a market town of Austria, Bohe-

mia, circ. and 33 m. N.N.E. Leitmeritz. P. 4400.
Manufs. linen, woollen, and cotton.

ScHONSEE, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper Pa-
latinate, on the Bohemian frontier, 14 m. N.E.
Neuburg-vor-dem-Walde. P. 1251.
ScHONSTEDT, a market town of Austria, Styria,

cu-c. and 10 m. N.W. Cilly. P. 3277.
ScHOONHOVEN, a fortified town of the Nether-

lands, prov. S. Holland, cap. cant., on the Leek,
at the influx of the Vlist, 16 m. E. Rotterdam.
P. 2660. Manufs. paper and jewellery. It had
formerly a flourishmg salmon fishery.

ScHOPFHEiM, a town of Baden, circ. Upper
Bhine, cap. dist, 25 m. S. Freiburg. P. 1260.
It is enclosed by walls, and has manufactures of
paper, chains, wire, leather, and tobacco.
BCHOPPENSTEDT Or SCHEPPENSTEDT, a tOWn of

Germany, Brunswick, cap. circ, on railway to
Magdeburg, 10 m. E. Wolfenbuttel. P. 2630. It
has manufs. of linen and woollen fabrics.

ScHORNDORF, a town of Wurtembcrg, circ.

Jaxt, cap. dist, on the Hems, 16 m. E. Stuttgart.

P. 3815. It is enclosed by walls, and has a royal
castle, and manufs. of tobacco and carpets.

ScHOTTEK, a town of Germany, H.-Darmstadt,
prov. Upper Hessen, cap. dist, on the Nidda, 22
m. E.S.E. Giessen. P. 2150.

ScHOTZ, a town of Switzerland, cant Luzem,
dist WUlisau. P. 1286.

ScHOOTEN (Island), Tasmania, off the E. coast,

immediately S. Freycinet peninsula, is com-
prised in the district of Oyster Bay, which it

partly bounds on the E. Length and breadth 4
m. each.

—

{Idandsy, Pacific Ocean, off the N.E.
coast of Papua, lat 4° S., Ion. 144° 60' E. Surface
mountainous. Discovered by Schouten in 1616.

ScHouwEU, the most N. island of the prov.
Zeeland, Netherlands, between the E. Scheldt &
the S. arm of the Maas. Length 18 m., breadth 6
m. Surface low, and protected by dykes.
SCHRAMBERG, a market town of Wiirtemberg,

circ. Black Forest, 12 m. W.N.W. EottweU. P.
1848. It has iron forges and paper mills.

ScHKAPLAU, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
and 15 m. N.W. Merseburg. P. 1094.

ScHRATTENTHAL, a towu of Lower Austria, 11
m. S.S.W, Znaym. P. 675.

ScHRECKHORN (the " Peak of Terror^ one of

the loftiest of the Swiss Alps, Bernese Oberland,
between the Finsteraarhom and Wetterhom, lat
46" 35' 26' N., Ion. 7° 21' E. Elevation 13,492 feet

above the sea.

ScHREiBERSCHAU, a vilL of Prussian Silesia,

gov, and 36 m. S.W. Leignitz, on the Zacken. P.
2740. It has manufs. of glass and vitriol.

ScHREMS, a town of Lower Austria, circ.

Krems, 4 m. N.N.E. Gmund, on the Laimity. It

has extensive manufs. of cotton, and glass works.
ScHRiESHEHf, a market town of Baden, circ

Lower Bhine, 5 m. N.N.W. Heidelberg. P. 292a
It has manufs. of paper and tobacco.
ScHRtHM (Pol. 8zrem\ a town of Prussian Po-

land, gov. and 22 m. S.S.E. Posen, cap. circ., on
an island formed by the Warta. P. 4362.

ScHBOBENHAUSEN, a town of Upper Bavaris,

on the Paar, 16 m. S.S.W. Ingolstadu P. 1796.

ScHRODA or SzRODA, a town of Prussia, gov.

and 20 m. S.E. Posen, cap. circ. P. 2398. It has
a convent, and four yearly fairs.

ScHROEPPEL and Schroon, two townships,

U. S., North America, New York.—L 16 m. S.E.

Oswego.—II. 86 m. N. Albany, on Schroon Lake,
10 m. in length.

ScHUBELBACH, a town of Switzerland, cant
Schwyz, dist. Marche. P, 2113.

ScHUBiN or SzuBm, a town of Prussian Po-
land, gov. and 14 m. S.W. Bromberg. P. 3157.

ScHuisTAMNO, a vill. of Finland, Isen Wiborg.
18 m. N.N.E. Serdopol. P. 2482.
ScHt JA or Chouia, a town of Russia, gov. and

60 m. N,N.E. Vladimir. P. (1863) 8002. It has
manufs. of wooUen, linens, and soap.

ScHUMBEBG, two market towns of the Aus-
trian dom,—I. Bohemia, circ. and 7 m. S.S.E.

Ghrudim.—II. Istria, 22 m. S.W. Fiume.
ScHUOLS or SCHULZ, a vill. of the Lower En-

gadine, Switzerland, cant. Giisons, on the Inn,

10 m. S.W. MartinsbrUck. P. 1143.

ScHUPFHEOf, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Luzem, dist Entlebuch. P. 2859.

SCHUPPEjf, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 16

m, S.W. Lucerne, on the Emmen. P. 2950.

SchCtt (Hung. Csallokoz), two islands formed

by arms of the Danube in W. Hungary.—The
GrecU Schiitt, N.E. the main stream, extending

from Presbnrg to Comom, is 68 m. in length,

'
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breadth 16 m.—The Little Bchiitt, -W. the main
stream, extends from below Presbui^j to Eaab.

Length 28 m. ; breadth 7 m. Surface marshy, but

abounding with villages and cultivated tracts.

ScHUTTDORF, a town of N. Germany, Hano-
ver, landr. Osnabruck, on the Vechte, 2^ m.
N.E. Bentheim. P. 1406.

ScHUTTENHOFEN (Boh. Sttssiczc), a town of

Austria, Bohemia, circ. Prachin, on the Wottowa,
15 m. S.E. Klattau. P. 4200. Manufs. woollens.

ScHUTTERTHAL, a viU. of Baden, circ. Middle
Rhine, on the Schutter, 2 m. S.W. Offenburg.

ScHUTTERWALD, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle
Rhine, 4 m. S.S.W. Hohengeroldzeck. P. 1400.

Schuyler, three cos. of the U. S., N. America.

—I. in W. of Illinois. Area 334 sq. m. P.

(1860) 14,684.-11. Missouri. P. 6658 free, 39

slaves.—III. New York. P. 18,840.

SCHUTi/ER, a township of U. S., N. America,

New York, 7 m. W. Herkimer.

—

Schuylersville is

a village on the Hudson River, 34 m. N. Albany.
ScHUTuaLL (jpronounced ShoolkiT)^ a river of

the U. S., North America, rises in co. of same
name, Pennsylvania, breaks through the Blue
mountains, flows S.S.E., passing Reading, Nor-
ristown, and Philadelphia, and joins Delaware
river 5 m. below the last named city. Total course

120 m., for 108 of which, or to Port Carbon, it is

made navigable by canals ; vessels of 300 or 400

tons ascend it to Philadelphia, and a large coal

trade is conducted on its waters. It is con-
nected by a canal with the Susquehanna.—II. a

CO., Pennsylvania, containing Port Carbon, cap.

Orwigsburg. Area 684 sq. m. P. (1860) 89,510.

—III. a township, co. Chester, 78 m. S.S.E. Har-
risburg.—IV. a township, co. Schuylkill.

—

Schuyl-

hill Haven is a vill. on the Schuylkill, 58 m.
N.E. Harrisburg.
ScHWAAN, a walled town of North Germany,

Mecklenburg-Schwerin, duchy Giistrow, cap.

dist., on the Wamow, 11 m. S. Rostock. P. 2100.

SCHWABACH, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle
Franconia, cap. dist., 9 m. S.S.W. Niirnberg.

P. 10,260. It has manufs. of pins, cotton and
woollen fabrics, hosiery, gold and silver lace,

soap, paper, printing types, and tobacco.

ScHWABEN (English Swabia), one of the 10
circles into which Germany as a kingdom was
formerly divided.—II. Schwaben and Neuburg,
a circle of Bavaria.
ScHWABENiTZ, a vill. of Austrfa, Moravia, circ.

and 25 m. E.N.E. Bnina. P. 1340.

SchwabmOnchen, a vill. of Bavaria, circ.

Swabia, on railway, S.S.W. Augsburg. P. 3123.

ScHWACHAT or ScHWECHAT, a market town
«f Lower Austria, 7 m. S.E. Vienna. P. 2000.

It has a monument to John Sobieski, king of

! Poland, and iron and cotton printing works.
!

ScHWAiOERN, two market towns, S. Germany.
i
—I. Wurtemberg, circ. Neckar, on the Schwai-

I
gem, 4 m. N.N.E. Brackenheim. P. 1901.—II.
Baden, circ. Lower Rhine, 4 m. W. Mergentheim.
ScHWALBACH, Germ. PLiANGENSCHWALBACH.]
SCHWAMENDiNGEN, a town of Switzerland,

cant. Zurich, near the Glatt. P. 1298.
ScHWANDEN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and

3 m. S. Glarus, on the Linth. P. 2490.
ScHWANDORF, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper

Palatinate, on the Naab, 14 m. S.E. Amberg. P.
1 147. It has several churches and hospitals.

Schavanebeck, a town of Pnissian Saxony,
I u'ov. and 25 m. S.W. Magdeburg, on the Lim-
hach. P. 2192.

ScHWANENSTADT, a town of Upper Austria, on
•he Agger, 30 m. S.W. Linz. P. 1400.
ScHWARTAu, a market town of N. Germany,

Oldenburg, principality and 4 m. N. Liibeck, on
the Trave. P. 1458.

ScHWARZA, a market town of Prussian Saxony
gov. and 34 m. S.W. Erfurt. P. 1525.

ScHWARZA, several rivers of Germany.—I.

Lower Austria, joins the Pitten to form the Ley-
tha, 6 m. S. Wiener-Neustadt, after an E. course
of 40 m".—II. Moravia, after a S. course of 80 m.,

joins the Thaya, 10 m. S. Selowitz. Affluents,

the Iglawa, Zwittawa and Littawa.
ScHWARZAU, a market town of Lower Austria,

26 m. W. Wiener-Neustadt. P. 339.

ScHWAKZAU, a river of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Palatinate, joins the Naab, W. course of 45 m.
ScHWARZBUKG-RuDOLSTADT, a principality of

Germany, near its centre, enclosed by the tem-
tories of Saxe-Weimar, Coburg, Meningen, and
Hildburghausen, with a detached part surrounded
by Schwarzburg-Sondershausen and Prussian
Saxony. Area 371 sq. m. P. (1864) 73,572. of

whom 73,457 are Lutherans, 107Roman Catholics,

and 158 Jews. The N. declivity of the Thurin-
gian Forest mountains covers the surface, which
is watered by the Schwartza, Ilm, and Saale.

Timber and salt are the principal products ; iron
and other metals are found ; and woollen cloths,

earthenware, glass, and other goods, are manu-
facttired. Principal towns, Rudolstadt, the cap.,

and Frankenhausen. Revenue and expenditure
(1861-63) 205,200^.; debt 154,000^. Contingent
to the federal army 899 men.
Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, a principality

of Germany, near its centre, enclosed everywhere
by the Prussian territories, except on the W.,
where it joins a detached district of Saxe-Gotha,
and on the E. a detached dist. of ScHwarzburg-
Rudolstadt. Area 328 sq. m. P. (1864) 66,189,
mostly Lutherans. Surface undulating, and
watered by affls. of the Unstrut. Manufs. linen
and woollen cloths, and hardwares ; iron forges,

and potash works. Principal towns, Sonders-
hausen, the cap., and Amstadt. Rev. 96,000/.

;

expenditure 92,000?. Contingent to the federal

army 751 men.
ScHWARZENBACH, two market towns, Bavaria,

circ. Upper Franconia.—I. on the Saale, 5 m.
S.S.E. Hof, with which it is connected by rail.

P. 1930. It has manufs. of woollen, cotton, and
linen fabrics, iron forges, and breweries.—II.

(am Walde), 5 m. S.W. Naila. P. 1100.
ScHWARZENBERG, a town of Saxony, circ. and

18 m. S.E. Zwickau, cap. dist. P. 2355. It has
iron foundries, nail and wire factories, and iron
mines in its vicinity.

ScHWARZENBERG, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Luzem, at the foot of Mount Pilatus. P. 1327.
ScHWARZENEGG, a viU. of Switzerland, cant.

Bern, 5 m. N.E. Thun. Pop. of pa. 2600.
ScHWABZENFELD, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Upper

Palatinate, on the Naab, 14 m. E.S.E. Amberg.
P. 1020. It has a manufactory of mirrors.
ScHWARZKOSTELETZ, a town of Austris, Bo-

hemia, circ. and 6 m. W. Kaurzin, P. 2526.
ScHWABZWALD, a circle of kingdom of Wlir-

temberg, and a forest of Baden, [Black Forest.]
ScHWARZWASSEE, a town of Austrian Silesia,

13 m. N.N.E. Teschen, on the Vistula. P. 1300,
ScHWAz, a town of Austria, in the Tirol, circ.

Lower Innthal, on the rt. b. of the Inn, 16 m.
E.N.E. Innsbruck. P. 4628.
ScHWEDELDORF (Ober and Niedeb), two con-

tiguous vills. of Prussian Silesia, gov. Breslau, 3
m. W.S.W. Glatz. United pop. 1650.
ScHWEDT, a town of Pnissia, prov. Branden-

burg, gov. Potsdam, cap. circ, on the Oder, 28
m. S.S.W. Stettin. P. 6726. It has a royal

I
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palace, Lutheran and Keformed chnrches, and
manufs. of leather, tobacco, and starch.

ScHWEiCH or ScHwEiG, a vill. of Ehenish
Prussia, gov. and 7 m. N.N.E. Treves, on the

Moselle. P. 1516.

ScHWEiDXiTZ, a fortified town of Prussian Si-

lesia, gov. and 31 m. S.W. Breslaii, on railway to

Freiberg, cap. circ, at the foot of the Eiesenge-

birge. P. (1864) 16,438. It has Eoman Catholic

and Lntheran churches, a castle, formerly a ducal

residence, but now a workhouse; a Protestant
college, house of con-ection, large barracks, hos-

pitals, and manufs. of woven fabrics.

ScHWEiGERN, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Neckar, 8 m. W. Heilbronn. P. 1886.

ScHWEiGHAUSEN, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Bas-Ehin, cant. Haguenau. P. 1479.

SCHWEtXFURT, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower
Franconia, cap. dist., on the Main, 22 m. N.N.E.
Wiirzburg. P. 7326. It has several Lutheran
churches, a gymnasium, a high school, founded
by Gustavus Adolphus, king of Sweden ; and
manufs. of leather, linen, and woollen cloths.

ScHWEiNiTZ, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.

and 54 m. N.E. Merseburg, cap. circ, on the El-
ster, P. 1319. '

ScHWEiNiTZ, a market town of Austria, Bohe-
mia, circ. and 12 m. S.E. Budweis. P. 1220.

SciiwEiz, the German name of Switzerland.
ScH^VELLBBUXX, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Appenzell, dist. Outer Ehodes. P. 2258.

ScHWELM, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
and 35 m. W.S.W. Arensberg, on the Elberfeld
and Dortmund Eailway. P. 4298. It has a
gymnasium, and manufs. of steel wares & woven
fabrics, breweries, and bleaching grounds.
ScHWENNiNGHiN, a market towa. of Wiirtem-

berg, circ. Black Forest, on the Neckar, near its

source, 13 m. W.N.W. Tuttlingen. P. 3726.

ScHWERLN, a town of North Germany, cap. the
grand duchy Mecklenburg-Schwerin, on the W.
side of the Lake of Schwerin, and on railwaj- from
Hamburg to Wismar, 35 m. S.E. Liibeck. P.

(1864) 22,265. It is divided into an old town,
new town, and suburb ; is the residence of the
grand duke ; and has a ducal castle, on a penin.-

Bula in the lake ; a cathedral, Lutheran and Eo-
man Catholic churches, a Jews' synagogue, a
mint and government offices, a gymnasium, ve-
terinary school, & manufactures of woollen cloths,

tobacco, and vinegar, stone works, foimdries, etc.

Old Schwerin was mentioned in records of 1018,
as a town and strong fortress.—The Lake of
Schwerin, 14 m. in length, by 3 ra. in breadth,
receives the Elde on the S., and at its N. ex-
tremity gives efflux to the Stor, which enters the
Baltic at Wismar.
Schwerin or Schwierzyna, a town of Prus-

sian Poland, gov. and 60 m. W.N.W. Posen, on
1. b. of the Warta, at the influx of the Obra. P.
6407. It has manufs. of woollen cloths, tanneries,
and breweries.
ScHWERSENZ or SwERZEXDZ, a town of Prus-

sian Poland, gov. and 6 m. E. Posen. P. 2976.
Schwerte, a town of Prussian Westphalia,

gov. and 22 m. W. Arensbei^, on the Euhr. P.
2282. Manufactures woollens.
ScinvETZ, a town of West Prussia, gov. and 31

m. S.W. Marienwerder, cap. circ, on the Vistula.
P. 2820. It has manufs. of woollen cloth, damasks,
hosiery, and earthenware.
ScHWETztNGEN, a town of Baden, circ. Lower

Ehine, cap. dist., on theLeimbach, 6 m. W.S.W.
Heidelberg. P. 2536. It has a ducal palace.
ScinvETZKAU, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.

and 43 m. S.S.W. Posen. P. 1598.

ScnwiEBERDiNGEN, a viU. of Wiirtemberg, cira
Neckar, 8 m. N.N.W. Stuttgart. P. 1344.

ScHWiEBUS, a town of Pmssia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 41 m. E.S.E. Frankfurt, on the
Schwemme. P. 11,870. It has manufs. of wool-
len cloths.

ScHWiELOCH, a lake of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. Frankfurt, 15 m. N.E. Lubben, & 7 m.
in length. Its north part is traversed by the Spree.
ScHWYTZ, one of the four forest cantons of

Switzerland, nearly in the centre of the Confe-
deration, to which it gave name, enclosed by
Lucerne, Zug, Ziirich, St Gall, Glarus, Uri, and
the Lake of Lucerne, which last separates it from
Unterwalden. Area 357 sq. m. P. (1860)4.0,039,
nearly all Eoman Catholics. Surface mostly
mountainous ; the Eosstock rises to 8081, and
the Eighi to 5905 feet above the sea. Principal
rivers the Sihl and Muotta. The Lake of Ziirich

forms a part of its N., and that of Zug a portion
of its W. boimdaries. Wine and fruit are culti-

vated, but cattle-rearing is the chief branch of

industry, and cattle, cheese, and timber are the
principal exports. Manufs. nearly confined to

cotton twist and domestic fabrics. Government
a pure democracy ; and all the male inhabitants

above 16 years of age assemble biennially at
Schwytz to exercise legislative power. The exe-'

cutive duties are performed by a councLl of 90
members. Public education is very backward,
and the canton has no pubhc library. Principal

towns, Schwytz, Art, Kussnacht, andEinsiedeln.
Schwytz, with Uri and Unterwalden, formed, ia

1307, the nucleus of the Swiss Confederation, in

which Schwytz now holds the 4th place ; it con-
tributes to the Confederated army 602 men.

—

Schtpytz, a vill., cap. cant,, is situated in the Muotta
valley, at the base of the Mythen mountain, 17 m.
E. Lucerne. P. of pa, which includes many other

vills., 5742. Principal edifices, a church, th«

council house, with a collection of historical

paintings ; the arsenal, containing national tro-

phies ; the record office, a Jesuits' college, Cac
puchin convent, and Dominican nunnery.

SciACCA, Thermx Selinuntinx. a seaport town
of the island Sicily, on its S. coast, prov. and 30

m. W.N.W. Girgenti, cap. circ, on the verge of

a lofty cliff overhanging the sea. P. (1861) 14,292.

It is defended by the castles of Luna and PeroUo
on its E. side ; has large churches, convents, and
magazines, and is one of the principal depfits in

the island for com, which is laid up in subter-

ranean caricatore. It has a manufacture of vases

of antique shape, and an export trade in fruit,

anchovies, sulphur, and barilla. Immediately
adjacent on the E. are sulphur and saline baths,

temp. 126° and 60° Fahr., with sudorific grottoes

cut in the rock, the excavation of which is attri-

buted to DsBdalus ; near these are the hermitage

and hospital of St Calogero. Agathocles, a tyrant

of Syracuse, bom B.C. 359, was the son of a pot-

ter of Sciacca, which was also the birthplace of

the historians Fazzello and Inveges.
ScicLi (jCasmenm), a town of the island Sicily,

prov. Noto, cap. cant., on the Scicli, 6 m. S.W.
Modica. P. (1861) 10,231. It has manufactures

of woollens ; and many fine churches.

SciGLiANO, a town of South Italy, prov. and
j

17 m. S. Cosenza, cap. cant. P. 3274.

SciLLA or SciGLio, a maritime town of Soutli
|

Italy, prov. Eeggio -Calabria, cap. cant^ nearly I

opposite the rock of Scylla and the whirlpool of
|

Charybdis, at the N. entrance of the Strait of

Messina. P. (1861) 7407, mostly seafaring people.

It has a strong fort, and large silk works. It Buf-
|

fered greatly in the earthquake of 1788.

I

"
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SciLLY Islands, a group off the S.W. coast of

England, included in tlie co. Cornwall, 30 ni.

W.S.W. the Land's-end. Lat. of lighthouse on
Bt Agnes 49° 63' N., Ion. 6° 20' W. They con-
sist of about 140 islets and rocks, the principal of

the former being St Mary, Tresco, St Martin,
Brechar, St Agnes, and Sampson. In Strabo's

time there were only 10 islands; they were
formerly connected with the mainland, but
separated by the sea in a.d. 1099. Aggregate
area 3560 ac. P. (1861) 2431, employed in fish-

ing, and agriculture. Climate mild, and soil in

many parts fertile, producing good barley, rye,

oats, and potatoes. Trees are few. Sheep and
wild fowl plentiful. Heugh-Town, the cap., on
the island St Mary, is the seat of a judicial court

of 12 persons, who undertake the civil govern-
ment of the isls. It has a pier, fort, and custom-
house. Vessels belonging to the port 32, tons 5500.

Customs rev. (1862) 97/. ; exports 125?. The isls.

have secure roadsteads ; but numerous shipwrecks
have occurred on them, in one of which three line-

of-battle ships, under Sir Cloudesley Shovel, were
lost October 22, 1707. They are believed to

be the Cassiterides or tin islands of the ancients,

but they have no mines of tin or anj^ other metal.
SciLLY Islands, a group in the Pacific Ocean,

lat. 16° 28' S., Ion. 156° 10' W.
SciLLY, a fishing vill. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Cork, forming a marit. suburb of Kinsale. P. 776.

SciNDE, India. [Sindh.]
Scio, Chio or Khio, Chios, an island belonging

to Turkey, off the W. coast of Asia Minor, 4 m.
W. Cape JBianco, from which it is separated by
the Strait of Scio. Lat. of chief town on its E.
coast 38° 33' 7" N. ; Ion. 26° 1' E. Length N. to

S. 32 m., greatest breadr-h 18 m. Area 608 sq. m.
Surface very much diversified ; it is naturally one
of the richest and most beautiful islands of the
Levant. Principal products, wine of superior
quality, mastic, silk, wool, cheese, figs, lemons,
oranges, and other fruits. Previously to 1822,
this island was the best governed and most pro-
sperous in the Grecian archipelago, and had
thriving silk manufs., and a considerable trade
with Constantinople, Sj'ria, and Egypt ; but in

the above year, some of its inhabitants liaving
joined the Samians in their revolt, nearly all the
population, comprising from 120,000 to 130,000
persons, were massacred or sold into slavery by
the Turks, and the buildings and plantations
were for the most part destroyed. Principal
town Kastro, on its E. coast. The tragic poet
Ion, the historian Theopompus, the sophist
Theocritus, and the philosopher Metrodorus,
were natives of this island, which also claims, in

opposition to Smyrna, to have been the birth-

place of the Greek poet Homer.
ScioLZE, a comm. and -vill. of N. Italy, prov.

jmd 11 m. E.N.E. Turin, cap. mand. P. 1246.

, SciONZiER, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

H.-Savoie, arr. Bonneville, cant. Cluses. P. 2217.

Scioto, a river of the U. S., North America,
Ohio, flows S.ward past Columbus, Washington,
and Chillicothe, and joins the Ohio at Portsmouth
after a course of about 200 m., for 130 m. of

which, or to the mouth of the Little Scioto, it is

navigable. Principal afH. the Whetstone from
the N. It gives name to a co. Area 504 sq. m.
P. (1860) 24,297.—Also several vills. in Ohio.

Scipio, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
tica. New York, 11 m. S. Auburn.

SciTUATE, two townships of the U. S., North
.America.—I. Massachusetts, on the Atlantic, 21
m. S.S.E. Boston.—II. Ehode Island, 13 m.
ISV.S.W. Providence, on Pawtuxet rivor

ScLAVONiA, a prov. of Austria. [SiAVONtA.J
SCLOTHEiM, a market town of Germany, prin-

cipality Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt, on the Botter,

13 m. S.W. Sondershausen. P. 1358.

ScLUCHTERN, a town of Germany, H.-Cassel,
prov. and 31 m. E.N.E. Hanau. P. 2320. It has
a normal school, breweries, and distilleries.

Scoglio-Grande, the largest of the Brioni
Islands, Adriatic, off the W. coast of Istria, 4 m.
N.W. Pola. On its E. side is the vill. Brioni.

—

II. one of the Pouza Islands, in the Mediterra-
nean, off the W. coast of Naples,

Scoi.E, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 20 m.
S.S.W. Norwich. Ac. 821. P. 677.

Scone (pronounced Skoori), a pa. of Scotland,

CO. and 2i m. N. Perth. Ac. about 6000. P.

2199, of whom 1403 are in the vill. of New Scone.
At ancient Scone, of which almost the only rem-
nant is a market cross, the kings of Scotland
were formerly cro'wned, on a famous stone no^w
preserved in Westminster Abbey. Here was an
abbey and royal palace of the Scottish kings, ou
the site of which now stands a modem palace.

Scone, a post town of New S. Wales, co. Bris-

bane, on Kingdon Ponds, 75 m. N.W. Maitland.

P. (1861) 343.

ScoONiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, compris-
ing the to-nrn of Leven. Ac. 4286. P. 3257.

ScoPELO, island, Archipelago. [Skopeix).]

ScoPiA, a town of Europ. Turkey. [Uskup.]
ScopvviCK, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8 m.

N. Sleaford. Ac. 3190. P. 383.

ScoKBOROUGii, a pa. of England, co. York, E.
Eiding, 4 m. N.N.W. Beverley. Ac. 1324. P. 89.

Scokdia, a town of the isl. Sicily, prov. and circ.

Catania, on the border of the prov. Noto. P. 6563.

ScoRTON, a township of England, co. York,
North Eiding, pa. Catterick, ou the Swale, with
a station on the Preston and Carlisle Railway,

8^ m. S.E. Lancaster. Ac. 1500. P. 111.

ScoTBY, a township of Engl., co. Cumberland,
on Newcastle and Carlisle Eail., 2;J:m. E. Carlisle.

Ac. 1672. P. 520.

—

Scotforth is a township, co.,

pa. and IJ m. S. Lancaster. Ac. 2764. P. 955.

Scotland, the northern portion of Great Bri-

tain, extends in its mainland from lat. 54° 38' to

58° 40' N., Ion. 1° 46' to 6° 15' W., and including

its islands, to lat. 60° 51' N., Ion. 7° 44' W. It

is of an oblong irregular form, the mainland
measuring from N. to S. about 276 m., and the
breadth varies from 30, 50, 100, to 175 m.; the
greatest breadth being N. of the middle, between
57° and 58° N. lat It is bounded on the N. and
W. by the Atlantic Ocean, on the E. by the North
Sea, and on the N. by the Pentland Firth, which
unites the Atlantic and North Sea, and divides the
Orkney and Shetland Islands from the mainland.
On the S.E. it is separated from England by the

lower course of the river Tweed : direct S. by a
waving line of the Cheviot hills, and S.W. by the

Solway Firth. P. (1801) 1,599,068; (1841)

2,620,184; (1851) 2,888,742; (1861) 3,062,294.

The coast line, including the main islets, ia

estimated at 2506 m. On the N. are the two
groups of the Orkney and Shetland Islands.

On the W. the Hebrides or Western Isles, run
ning N. to S. from J a mile to 50 miles from
the coast. This group comprises the islands

of Le^wis and Harris, N. and S. Uist, Skye,
Mull, Jura, Islay, etc. On the W., arms or

the sea penetrate inland, forming narrow salt

water estuaries, the chief of which are Loch
Long, between Argyle and Dumbarton shires,

Loch Fine and Loch Linnhe in Argyleshire,

and Loch Eil in Inverness-shire. In Eoss-
shire Lochs Carron, Torridon, Gair, Ewe, Grei-
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nord, Broom, and Enard. In Sutherlandshire

Lochs Assynt and Laxford. In addition to these

there are innumerable inland fresh water lochs.

On the E. the indentations are called firths, com-
prising the Forth, Tay, Moray, Dornoch, and
Cromarty ; and on the W. coast is the Firth of

Clyde, which is of great commercial importance.

The Atlantic and North Sea are connected by
the Caledonian Canal, Loch Fine and the At-
lantic by the Crinan Canal, and the rivers Forth
and Clyde by the Forth and Clyde Canal. There
are numerous headlands and promontories on
the coast, the chief of which are St Abb's Head,
Berwickshire ; Fifeness, a low sandy headland,

is the termination of the peninsula of Fife ; Bud-
doness, in Forfarshire, with a lighthouse ; Gir-
dleness, with a lighthouse, at the mouth of the

Dee, in Kincardineshire; Buchanness, with a
lighthouse, in Aberdeenshire, and the most east-

erly land in Scotland : and Kinnaird Head, also

with a lighthouse, at the entrance of Moray Frith

;

Tarbetness, with a lighthouse, on a peninsula be-

tween the Dornoch and Beauly Firths, in Koss-
shire; Clyth Ness, Noss Head, Holbom Head,
Duncansbay Head, and Dunnet Head, the latter

with a lighthouse, in Caithness ; Strathey Point,

Whiten Head, Far-out Head, Assynt Point, and
Cape Wrath, with a lighthouse, in Sutherland-
shire ; the Mull of Cantyre, with a lighthouse, at

the entrance to the Clyde, besides Toward and
Cloch Points, with lighthouses, on the Clyde;
Corsewall Point, with a lighthouse, at the N.W.
extremity of the Rhinns of Galloway ; MuU Head
and the Mull of Galloway, the last with a light-

house, are in Wigtownshire, besides numerous
other headlands. The chief rivers are the Tweed,
Forth, Tay, North and South Esk, Dee, Don,
Spey, Deveron, Lossie, Findhom, Ness, Conon,
Brora, Helmsdale, and Wick, on the eastern side

;

the Nith, Annan, Dee, Cree, Ayr, Doon, and
Clyde, on the S. and W. The principal harbom-s
and piers on the E. coast are Berwick, Leith,
Granton, Burntisland, Grangemouth, and the
roadsteads of Inchkeith and St Margaret's Hope

;

on the N.E. Dundee and Aberdeen ; and on the
W. Greenock and Glasgow. Mountains are nu-
merous : the Grampian range commences with
Ben Nevis (the highest summit in the United
Kingdom, 4406 feet), in the S.W. comer of In-
verness-shire, and extends in a N.E. direction,

intersecting the country to near the E. shores of

Aberdeenshire, with branches stretching S. to
the Tay, and N. and N.W. to the shores of the
Moray Firth. The Grampians, with their off-

sets, form an extensive mountain chain, with
elevations varying from 4400 to 3000 and 2000
feet in elevation above the sea. The valley of
the Caledonian Canal separates this region from
the_ moimtainous district of Sutherlandshire,
which terminates at Cape Wrath. On the S.,

bordering on England, are the Cheviot ' hills,

rising in Cheviot Peak, Northumberland, to 2688
feet; in the S.E. the Lammermoors, between
Haddington and Berwick, 1600 feet: in Dum-
friesshire, Queensberrv hill, 2140 feet; the Low-
thers, 3100 feet ; Hartfell, 2638 feet ; & in Peebles-
shire, Broad Law, 2741 feet above the sea. The
geological formation of the country comprises
granite, porphyry, primary schists, marble, and
quartz rock, with occasionally metallic veins;
while the old red sandstone formation fills up the
valleys and the coast line on each side N. and S.
of the Grampian mountains, extending, with the
exception of the E. part of Aberdeenshire, along
the whole coasts of Scotland, both E. and W.
sides, from the Tay and Clyde N.wards. The

middle portion of Scotland, from St Andrews to

St Abb's Head, and in corresponding lines west-
ward to Dumbarton, comprehends the great
coal-field of the country, intersected by the green-
stone ranges of the Ochil hills on the N., and the
Lanarkshire hills, Pentlands, and Fife Lomonds,
in the centre. Another coal district extends also

into Berwickshire and part of Roxburgh, while
the whole region from the Lammermoor range
S. and W. into Peebles, Dumfriesshire, and Wig-
townshire, is composed of the lower Silurian or
greywacke formation. Limestone and ironstone
are found in the coal districts, lead ore in the
greywacke districts of Leadhills, silver in the

OchQ hiUs, with lead, antimony, and manganese
in the primary range of the Grampians. Traces
of oolitic strata are found in the North and in

the Western Islands. Temperature in the W. and
S. parts mild, but humid; the central elevated
regions chill and humid ; the eastern plains and
Lowlands more genial, though exposed in spring
to chill easterly winds. In the Lowlands the
summer is not so hot ; but the winter is, on the
whole, milder than that of England, and the
climate is reckoned salubrious, and favourable

to longevity. From meteorological observations

at 39 different localities extending over all parts

of the mainland Snd islands, for the .5 years

1857-61, the mean temp, for January was 38° 03'

Fahr., and for July 57° 6'. The following table

exhibits the temperature of several localities :

—

Hem of Mean of Uranof Bainia
winter. Bummer. je»r. tncb««.

Deg. Der. Deg.

Edinburgh, 38-4 57-2 471 25-

St Andrews, .
39-2 689 48-6

Aberdeen, 390 59 5 49 2 27 5

Elgin, 384 604 47-7 240
Inverness, 350 57-0 46 270
Glasgow, . 38-6 67-6 471 45-4

Perth (Kinfatms), 37-6 57-2 469 30-8

Mean annual temperature of mainland 47°'9 Fahr.

Average rainfall for the 10 years 1850-59, as

calculated at 16 distinct places, including the

islands, 37-4 inches. At Torosay, in Mull, it

was 74-64 in., while at Pittenweem, in Fife, it

was only 38-24 in. In general, much more rain

falls on the W. coast than on the E. Prevailing

winds W. and S.W.; in spring N. and N.E.

The central, W., and N.W. districts are chiefly

grazing and pastoral, the valleys and plains of

the E. and S. districts agricultural. The aUu-

vial or carse lands of Stirling, Falkirk, and

Gowrie, the plains of the Lothians and Clydes-

dale, portions of Fife, Berwick, and Roxbtirgh-

shires, in the S., and Moray and Ross-shires in

the N^ are highly cultivated, and all the usual

agi-icultural products are raised- Of the total

area, including its 186 islands, 19,639,377 ac,

there were in 1866, 4,158,366 ac. under crops

of all kinds, 1,366,540 ac. imder com crops,

663,257 under green crops, 94,080 imder bare

fallow, 1,141,415 clover and grass imder rotation,

and 893,066 permanent pasture; total ordinarj-

stock of cattle 968,637, sheep 5,255,_077._ Farms
almost universally on leases, -varying in extent

from 50 to 1000 ac. Except in the greater pre-

ponderance of Alpine plants, the flora of Scotland

resembles verymuch that of England. There are

about 3230 indigenous plants. Extensive pine

forests abound, and fruit trees thrive welL

Grouse and ptarmigan abound in the moora

J
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The nightingale is unknown in Scotland. Salmon
and trout abound in the rivers ; and herrings,

cods, haddocks, and other fish, in the seas. The
pearl-oyster fishery of the Tay, Teith, Don,
Garry, and Tummel revived in 1860, when fine

specimens were procured. Manufactures cotton,

linen, woollen, glass, and stoneware; coal and
iron working, ship -building, coach- building,

whisky distilling, are pursued. Iron furnaces
built in 1863, 169 ; furnaces in blast 13 ; make
of pig iron 1,160,000 tons. In 1863, 6,292,771
gallons of .whisky were entered for home
consumption. Quantity of herrings cured in

1863, 654,816 barrels; barrels branded 276,880;
fees for do. 4614^., 13fi. 6d Exported 403,694
barrels. During the same year the quantity of

cod and ling taken was 788,261 fish, of which
were cured, di'ied 129,559 cwts., do. in pickle

7337 barrels. The number of boats employed
in the herring fishery on the E. and W. coasts

was 12,575 (tons 91,366) manned by 43,782
men and boys ; value of boats and gear 781,255/.

The salmon -fishing is also very valuable. Nett
revenue of property and income tax 10,715,385/.

Kegistered shipping 3245, burden 515,394 tons

;

steamers 207, burden 43,747 tons. Number of

British sailing vessels entering coastwise (1862)
14,339, tonnage 945,769; steamers 6712, tonnage
1,458,237; British sailing vessels cleared 16,417,

tonnage 1,044,085; steamers 6660, tonnage
1,454,042. The country is everywhere inter-

sected with excellent roads, and railway com-
munication to all the leading towns. In 1862,

1777 miles of railway were opened, and several

connecting branch lines projected and in course
of formation. The total number of passengers
17,610,927, receipts for goods and passengers
3,153,404/. In 1864 railway communication ex-
tended as far N. as the borders of Sutherland.
Principal canals are the Forth and Clyde, Union,
the Crinan, and Caledonian. Scotland is divided
into 33 counties, the area, population :

—

I Counties.
Area in

sq. m.
Pop. 1861.

' Aberdeen, 1,970 221,569
Argyle and Isles, . 3,255 79,724
Ayr, .... 1,149 198,971
Banff, .... 686 69,215

1
Berwick,.... 473 36,613

1 Bute 171 16,331

1 Caithness, 312 41,111

Clackmannan, 46 21,460

,
Dumbarton 320 62,034
Dumfries, 1,098 75,878
Edinburgh, 367 273,997
Elgin or Moray, 531 42,695
Fife 613 154,770
Forfar (Angus), 889 204,425
Haddington, . 280 37,634
Inverness and Isles, 4,255 88,888
Kincardine, 394 34,466

Kinross, .... 78 7,977
Kirkcudbright (Stewartry), 954 42,495
Lanark, .... 889 631,666
Linlithgow, 127 38,645
Nairn, .... 215 10,065
Orkney and Shetland, . 935 64,065

Peebles, .... 356 11,408
Perth 2,834 133,500

Ilenfrew, 247 177,561
I Ross & Cromarty, & Isles, 3,151 81,406

Roxburgh, 670 54,119

Selkirk, .... 260 10,449

Stirling, .... 462 91,926

Sutherland, 1,886 25,246

Wigtown, 512 42,095

Total, 30,685 3,062,294

Scotland contains 140 towns of less than 10,000
inhabitants; 10 of more than 10,000 and less

than 20,000, of which the principal are Ayr,
Arbroath, Montrose, Dumfries, Stirling and
Dunfermline; 5 of more than 20,000 and less

than 50,000, namely, Paisley, Greenock, Leith,

Perth, and Kilmarnock ; 2 of more than 60,000
and less than 100,000, namely, Dundee and Aber-
deen ; and 2 of above 100,000, Glasgow (446,639),
and Edinburgh, the cap. (168,121). There are,

besides, 529 villages. In each of the counties are
a lord-lieutenant, a sheriff-depute and substitute,

and local justices. The courts of session an(i

justiciary exercise the supreme jurisdiction.

[Edinbukgh.] Popery was abolished as a na-
tional church in 1560, when the Presbyterian
form of worship was substituted, consisting of

local presbyteries and Synods, and a General
Assembly meets yearly in Edinburgh. Since
1712, the right of appointing to livings is vested
in the Crown, or with private parties. A seces-

sion on account of patronage took place in 1741

.

In 1834 the Veto Act passed the General As-
sembly, modifying the right of patronage ; but
this act having been overthrown by Parliament,
a disruption took place in 1843, when 470 clergy-

men, along with a large number of adherenty,

left the Establishment and formed the Free*

Church, In 1861 these had increased to 973
ministers, while the Established Church had
1486, the United Presbyterian Church 588, Epis-

copal Chtirch 198, Eoman Catholic 185 priests,

and all other denominations 396 ministers. Alto-

gether there were 6642 ministers and other church
officials ; 5400 persons connected with the law,

while 5464 were physicians, druggists, midwives,
and other persons connected with medicine ; 372
authors and literary persons; 11,835 teachers;

467,056 scholars, being 15-2 per cent, of the popu-
lation, or 1 in every 6*5 persons. The propor-

tion in England is nearly the same, being lo-7

per cent. The number of persons that emigratetl

from Scotland to foreign parts in the ten years

ending 8th April 1861 was 183,627, not includ-

ing the large number that went to England and
Ireland. There are 3395 places of worship of all

denominations, affording 1,834,805 sittings, the

proportion of sittings being 63"5 per cent. The
various religious denominations bear the follow-

ing proportion to the population :—^^Established

Church 34 per cent., Free Church 32 do.. United
Presbyterian Church 18 do., all other chui-ches IG

do. Popery in the 17th century was dominant in

the western portion of the country, and in the isls.

of Inverness and Koss-shires. It chief seat now
is in the Hebrides, on the west coast, and islands

of Inverness-shire, and in the counties of Aber-
deen and Banff. In the island of Barra fully

one-half of the population are Eoman Catholics.

Episcopalians are now most numerous in the

districts where Episcopacy at one time predomi-
nated—Inverness-shire, and the neighbouring
district of Strathnaim, the south-east of Eoss-

shire, in Fort-William and Appin, and in the

vicinity of Dunkeld. There has been no bishop of

Caithness and Orkney since 1762. Irish immigra-
tion has greatly increased the number of Eomau
Catholics in the large towns. In 1863 the number
of primary schools inspected was, exclusive of Eo-
man Catholic schools, 1612 ; the average number
of children in attendance was 162,120. Number of

registered paupers and their dependents (exclu-

sive of casual poor) in receipt of relief in parishes

in 1863 was 120,284, in 884 parishes. Total

amount expended in relief and management of

the poor (1863) 736,028/. The Gaelic language
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si ill prevails in the Hebrides and in the west and

inland parts of Argyll, Inverness, Eoss, Suther-

land and Caithness shires ; but it is rapidly re-

ceding from the lowland borders. The old Scot-

tish language is a cognate Teutonic dialect; it

is now generally superseded by the modem Eng-
lish, though it will live in the works of Ramsay,

Burns, and Scott Scotland, previously an in-

dependent kingdom, was joined to England in

1603, on the accession of James vi., and a legis-

lative union of the two kingdoms took place in

1707. By this treaty 16 peers, elected from the

whole body of Scottish peers, represented the

countrj' in the House of Lords ; and the counties

returned 30 and the boroughs 15 members to the

House of Commons. In 1832 the borough mem-
bers were increased to 23, the entire number
being now 53. The elective franchise nearly

corresponds to that of England. [Britain.]

Scotland, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Missouri. P. 8742 free, 131 slaves.

Scott, several cos. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. in E. of Iowa. Area 445 sq. m. P.

(I860) 25.959.—II. in "W. of Hlinois. Area 261

sq. m. P. 9069.—III. in S.E. of Indiana. Area
175 sq. m. P. 7303.—IV. in S. of Kentucky.
Area 213 sq. m. P. 8673 free, 5744 slaves.—V.

in S.W. of Virginia. Area 718 sq. m. P. 11,582

free, 490 slaves.—VI. Arkansas. P. 4930 free,

215 slaves.—VII. Minnesota. P. 4595—VIII.
Mississippi. P. 5180 free, 2959 slaves.—IX. Mis-
souri. P. 4744 free, 503 slaves.—^X. Tennessee.

P. 3460 free, 59 slaves.

Scotter, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8i m.
N.E. Gainsborough. Ac. 4630. P. 1167.

ScorroN, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8 m.
N.E. Gainsborough. Ac. 4920. P. 482.

Scottow, a pa, of England, co. Norfolk, 10 m.
N.N.E. Norwich. Ac. 2120. P. 454.

ScouLTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.
E. Watton. Ac. 2193. P. 329.

ScoURiE or ScouhT, a seaport vill. of Scotland,

21 m. S.S.W. Cape Wrath. P. 108.

ScouRNALAPicH or Sgurnalapich, a moimtain
of Scotland, in the N.W. of Inverness. An Ord-
nance Trig, station, 3772 feet above the sea, Lat.
67° 22' 9''-21 N. ; Ion. 5° 3' 29"-32 W.
ScRABBT or Ballymacalleny, a pa., Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Cavan, between 2 loughs, '2i m S.S.E.
Arvagh. Ac. of pa. 5479. P. 1814.

ScRANTON, a town, U. S., N. America, Luzerne
CO., Pennsylvania, near the Lackawanna river.

It has an extensive coal and iron trade.

Scrape, a mountain of Scotland, co. Peebles,

on the boundary between pas. Drummelzier and
Manor. Elevation above the sea 2800 feet
Scraptoft, a pa, of England, co. and 4 m.

E.N.E. Leicester. Ac. 1450. P. 108.

ScRATBT, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5| m,
N.N.W. Yarmouth. P. 309.

ScRATFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2^
m. E. Horncastle. Ac. 670. P. 47.

ScRAYiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. York, E.
Hiding, on the Derwent, 9 m. N.N.W. Pockling-
ton. Ac 4689. P. 480.

ScREDiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4
m. S.E. Sleaford. Ac. 1850. P. 397.

ScREsiBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3 m.
E.N.E. Spilsby. Ac. 97U. P. 184.
ScREVETON, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 8 m.

S.W. Newark. Ac. 1150. P. 241.
ScRiBA, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, New York, on the Oswego river, and con-
taining a part of the vill. Oswego. P. 3708.

ScRiGNAC, a conim. & vill., France, dep. Finis-
;^e, arr. Chateaulin, caut Huelgoat P. 2947.

ScRiVELSBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2J
m. S. Horncastle. Ac. 2140. P. 168.

ScRiVEN, a CO. of the U. S., N. Amer., in E. of

Georgia. Area 718 sq.m. P. 3744 free, 4530 slaves.

ScRiVEN, a township of England, co. York,
West Biding, pa. and 1 m. N. Knaresborough,
Ac. 1767. P. 1426.

ScROOBY, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 1| m.
S.S.E. Bawtry. Ac. 1520. P. 256.

ScROPTON. a pa. of England, co. & 11 m. W.S.W.
Derby, on the Dove. Ac. 3340. P. 620.

Scrub Island, one of the Virgin Islands, Bri-

tish West Indies, 3J m. N.E. Tortola,

ScRUTON, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Riding, 5 m. N.N.E. Bedale. Ac. 2066. P. 408.

ScULCOATS, a pa. of England, co. York, East
Riding, immediately N. Hull, and included withiu
the mimicip.al boundary. Ac. 1010. P. 27,167.

ScuLTHORPE, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2
m. N.W. Fakenham. Ac. 2055. P. 680.

ScuiR OF EiGG, a basaltic mountain of the
island of Eigg, Inner Hebrides, Scotland, co. In-
verness, on the W. side of the island, and rising

to 1272 feet above the sea. In its perpendicular
side, facing the sea, is a cavern termed the " bone
cave," from 400 of the inhabitants of Eigg having
been smothered here by the clansmen of Skye.
ScuRGOLA or ScuRCULA, a viU. of South Italy,

prov. and 22 m. S.S.W. Aquila. P. 2986. Near
this, in 1268, Charles of Anjou gained the battle

of Tagliacozzo.

Scutari or Iskudar, Chrysopolis, a town o!

Asia Minor, on the Bosporus, immediately op-
posite Constantinople, of which it is considered
a suburb, although 2 m. apart. Pop. estimated
at 60,000. It is built on several hills, and has,

externally and internally, a great resemblance to

the Tur^sh capital, with numerous mosques and
imarets or kitchens for the poor, a palace and
gardens belonging to the Sultan, a college of

howling dervishes, barracks, an extensive Turk-
ish cemetery, public baths and bazaars, com
warehouses, and manufactures of silks and cotton
fabrics. Its hospital was occupied by the Anglo-
French army in 1854-5, and in the beautiful

English cemetery there is a monument to the
heroes of the Crimean campaign. It is the great
rendezvous for caravans from Asia trading to

Constantinople, and between it and Chalcedon

;

IJ m. S.ward is the plain where the Turkish
forces usually assemble for Asiatic campaigns.
Here, in 325, the troops of Constantine the Great
finally defeated those of Licinius.

ScirrARi or Skctari, Scodra, a town of Euro-
pean Turkey, Albania, cap. sanj., at the confl. of

the Boyana and Drinassi, at the S. extremity of

the Lake of Scutari, 45 m. S.E. Cattaro (Aus-
trian Albania). P. 40,000, about one-half of

whom are Roman Catholics. Immediately ad-
jacent is a lofty height crowned by a citadel, and
containing the residence of the governor, with an
arsenal and barracks. It has a bazaar, mosques,
Greek and Roman Catholic churches, several

bridges, yards for building coasting vessels, and
manufactures of cotton goods and fire-arms. Its

merchants are the principal traders in W. Tur-
key ; they export wool, wax, hides, skins, tobacco,

and dried fish, to Triest, Venice, and Avlona

;

and import in return colonial produce, with silk

fabrics and other manufactured goods for sale at

the large fairs of Turkey.
Scutari (Lake of), Pains Labecuis, European

Turkey, Albania, sanj. and kadilik Scutari, is 20
m. in length from N. to S. ; average breadth 5

m. Besides several other rivers, it receives the

Moratsha at its N. extremity. Scutari is on S. b.
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SCYLLA. [SCILI,A.]

ScYROS IsL., Grecian Archipelago. [Skyros.]
ScYTiioPOLis, an ancient name of Beth-Shan.
Sdili, two islands of the Grecian Archipelago;

the larger, anc. Rhanea, 4 m. S.W. Myconi, be-

tween which is the smaller, anc. Delos. [Delos.]

Sdunskaja Wouia, a town of Russian Poland,
gov. of Warsaw. P. 6492.

Se, a prefixed name of many cities in China.

—

I. (Se-Ling), prov. Quang-si, on the Tonquin
frontier, 12 m. S.W. Se-Ming.—II. (Ming), cap.

tiep., on a river 115 m. from its mouth in the Gulf
of Tonquin.—III. {Ngati), prov. Quang-si, cap.

dep., 45 m. N.N.W. Nan-ngin.—IV. (Nan), prov.

Kwei-chow, cap. dep., on the Oii-kiaiig, a tribu-

tary of the Yang- tze-kiang, lat. 28° N., Ion. 108°

25' E.—V. (Tching), prov. Quang-si, cap. dep.,

in its W. part, lat. 24° 20' N., Ion. 106° 15' E.—
VI. (Tchou), same prov., cap. dep., on the border
of Hoo-nan. Near it are mines of quicksilver.

Seaborough, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

2\ m. W.S.W. Crewkerne. Ac. 581. P. 123.

Skaford, a pa., cinque port, and disfranchised

bor. of England, co. Sussex, rape Pevensey, 12
m. E.S.E. Brighton. Ac. of pa. 2235. P. 1084.

Seaforth (Loch), an arm of the sea in the
Hebrides, Scotland, between Lewis and Harris.

Seagoe or Segoe, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co.

Armagh, comprising a part of the town of Porta-
down. Ac. 9745. P. 11,357.

Seagrave, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 3
m. N.E. Mount Sorrel. Ac. 2470. P. 443.

Skagry, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, on the
Avon, 4 m. S.S.E. Malmesbury. Ac. 1014. P. 263.

Seaham, a pa. of England, co. Durham, 6 m.
S. Sunderland. Ac. 3079. P. 2827.

Sea Horse Islands, Arctic Ocean, off the coast
of Russian America, in lat. 51° N., Ion. 159° W.
Sea Horse Point, British N. America, South-

ampton Island, lat. 63° 40' N., Ion. 80° 10' W.
Sea Islands, U. S., N. America, a chain of low

islands along the shores of S. Carolina, Georgia,
nnd Florida, the principal between Charleston and
Savannah. Cap. Beaufort. Chief product, the
cotton for which they are celebrated.

Seal, several pas. of England.—I. co. Kent,
21 m. N.N.E. Seven Oaks. Ac. 4374. P. 1505.
—II. CO. Surrey, 4 m. E. Farnham. Ac. 2967. P.
669.—III. {Nether and Over), co. Leicester, 5| m.
W.S.W. Ashby-de-la-Zouch.' Ac. 4890. P. 1676.

Seal Island, Brit. N. America, Atlantic, 18 m.
W. Cape Sable, the S. extremity of Nova Scotia.
Seal Island, S.W. Africa, off the Hottentot

coast, between the Orange and Kousi rivers.

Sealer's Cove, an inlet of the S. coast of

Australia, 13 m. E; Wilson Promontory.
SsALKOTE or Shalkote, a town of the Punjab,

65 ra. E.N.E. Lahore. It has a manuf. of paper.
Seal River, British North America, enters

Hudson Bay on its W. side, 40 m. N.W. the
Churchill river, after a N.E. course of 200 miles.

Seamer, two pas. of England, co. York, North
Riding.— I. 2 m. N.W. Stokesley. Ac. 2610. P.
2(J0.—II. on the Scarboi-o' and Bridlington Rail-
way, 4 m. S.W. Scarboro'. Ac. 7760. P. 1305.
Seapatrick, a pa. of Ireland, co. Down, com-

prising the town of Bambridge. Ac. 7581. P. 9278.
Seara, a province of Brazil. [Ceara.]
Searby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4J m.

W.N.W. Caistor. Ac. 1860. P. 263.
Searcy, a co., U. S., North America, Arkan-

sas. P. 5187 free, 93 slaves.

Seasalter, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6 m.
N.N.W. Canterbury. Ac. 3171. P. 1378.
Season-Cote, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster,

14 m. E.N.E. Cheltenham. Ac. 1413. P. 81.

Beathwaite, ahamlet of England, co. Cumber-
land. Near the lead mines, 8 m. S.S.W. Keswick,
where the annual rainfall is 173 inches (224 in
1866), the highest in Britain.
Si?iT0N, several pas., Engl.—I. co. Devon, on

the English Channel, 2 J m. S. Colyton. Ac. 2821.
P. 1966. In summer it is much resorted to for sea-
bathing.—11. CO. Rutland, 2| m. E.S.E. Upping-
ham. Ac. 2060. P. 422.—IIL (^o««), CO. York, E.
Riding, 6 m. W. Market-Weighton. Ac 3380. P.
549.— IV. a township, co. Cumberland, pa. Cam-
merton. 2 m. N.E. Workington. Ac 2939. P. 1102.
Sbaton-Carew, a maritime township and

chapelry of England, co. Durham, pa. Stranton,
on the Clarence and Hartlepool Railway, 2J m.
S.S.W. Hartlepool. Ac. 4885. P. 884. It has
baths and public libraries, & is resorted to for sea-
bathing. N. the vill. are two lighthouses Seaton
Delaval is a township, co. Northumberland, pa.
Earsdon, 5 m. N.N.W. North Shields. P. 2876.
Seaview Mountain, Australia, 6000 feet above

the sea, W. of Port Macquarie. [New S. Wales.]
Seavington, two pas. of England, co. Somerset.

—I. (^St Mary), 3 m. E. Ilminster. Ac. 988. P.
330.—II. (jSt Michael), 3i m. E. Ilminster. Ac.
280. P. 244.

Sebaste, a vill. of Palestine. [Sebustieh.]
Sebastian, a co., U. S., North' America, Ar-

kansas. P. 8558 free, 680 slaves.

Sebastiansbeeg or Basberg, a town of Bo-
hemia, circ. and 18 m. N.W. Saatz. P. 1628.

Sebastien (St), a comm. and vill., France, dep.
Loire-Inf^rieure, arr. and cant. Nantes. P. 2066.

Sebastopol, a town of Russia. [Sevastopol.]
Sebec, a town, U. S., North America, Maine,

74 m. N.N.E. Augusta. P. 1223.

Sebee or Sewee, a town at the S. frontier of
Afghanistan, 15 m. E. Dadur.
Se-Beero or North Pora Isiand, Indian

Ocean, off the W. coast of Sumatra, lat. of N.
point 0° 56' S., Ion. 98° 38' E., is 60 m. in length.
Seben (Hung. Szebeny), a walled town of Hun-

gary, CO. Saros, 9 m. N.N.W. Eperies. P. 3000.
It has Roman Catholic and Luthei-an churches,
and a trade in wine, spirits, and paper.

Sebenico, a town of Austria, Dalmatia, circ.

and 42 m. S.E. Zara, on an inlet of the Adriatic,

which receives the river Kerka. P. 7000. It

has an excellent harbour defended by several
forts. Principal edifice, a cathedral ; the town
has many buildings of Venetian architecture, its

republic having voluntarily annexed itself to
Venice in 991. It has a manuf. of rosoglio, ex-
ports of wine, and an active trade with Turkey.
Birthplace of the painter Andrea Schiavoni, and
the philosopher Tommasseo.
Sebergham (High and Low), a pa. of Engl., co.

Cumberland, 8 m. S.E. Wigton. Ac 5890. P. 745.
Sebesh (Pol. Siebez), a town of Russian Po-

land, gov. and 95 m. N.W. Vitebsk, cap. circ,

between Lakes Sebesh and Woron. P. 2100.
Sebha, a town of Central Africa, Fezzan, on

the caravan route, 80 m. N. Mourzouk.
Sebnitz, a town of Saxony, circ. and 24 m.

E.S.E. Dresden, on the Sebnitz. P. 3648. It

has manufs. of linen and paper, and was nearly
ruined by fire, September 1854.

Seboncourt, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Aisne, arr. St Quentin. P. 2490.

Sebourg, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, arr. and cant. Valenciennes. P. 1773.

Sebu, a river of Africa, Marocco, kingdom
Fex, after a tortuous W. course of 210 m., enters
the Atlantic at Mehadia. It is rapid, and in the
rainy season inundates and fertilizes a wide tract

near its mouth. [Seibus.]
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Sebustieh, Samaria (afterwards Sebaste), a

vill. of Palestine, pash. Acre, on a hill rising out

of a plain, 6 m. N.W. Nablons. P. 400. Its hill

is covered with gardens and plantations, inter-

spersed with vestiges of ancient edifices. Prin-

cipal remains of antiquity are, a church, erected

over a sepulchre, traditionally reputed as the

burial-place of John the Baptist; columns of a

temple, and portions of a long colonnade, proba-

bly erected by Herod the Great. Samaria was
founded by Omri, B.C. 925, and from that time
until the captivity, B.C. 720, it continued to be
the cap. of the ten tribes of Israel. It after-

wards gave name to the province Samaria, and
under Herod it resumed considerable magnifi-

cence and importance; but it appears to have
decayed as early as the 4th century of our era.

Seca (La), a town of Spain, prov. and 19 m.
S.S.W. VaUadolid. P. 4100.

Secchia, a river of N. Italy, rises in the Apen-
nines, flows N.N.E. through the centre of the
prov. Modena, and joins the Po 12 m. S.E.
Mantua. Total course 70 miles,

Sechshacs, a vill. of Lower Austria, near
Vienna. P. 618. Manufs. chemical products.

Se-chuen or SzECHUEN, a large prov. of China,
mostly between lat. 26° and 33° N., Ion. 101° and
110° E., having W. Tibet, and on other sides the

provs. Kansu, Shen-se, Hoo-pe, Kwi-chow, and
Yunnan. Area 166,800 sq. m. P. 22,256,964. Its

W. part is a maze of moiintains ; it is traversed

by the Yang-tze-kiang, to which all its other rivs.

are tributary. Products comprise sugar, silk,

oranges, rhubarb, other drugs, musk, and metals.

It is divided into 26 deps. Chief city, Ching-too.
Sechuka, a town of N. Peru, dep. and 25 m.

S.S.W. Piura, on the river Piura, near its mouth
in the Pacific Ocean.
Sechszehn Stadte, the 16 crown villages in

Hungary, scattered through the co. Zips. United
pop. 50,000, mostly Germans. Each village has
its own peculiar laws.
Seckenheim, a vill. of Baden, on the Neokar,

4 m. E.S.E. Mannheim. P. 1763.
Seckingek, a town of Baden, 16 m. E. Basle,

on rt. b. of the Ehine. P. 1628.

Seckington, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
4 m. E.N.E. Tamworth. Ac. 806. P. 108.

Seclin, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Nord cap. cant., on the Naviette, with a station

on the N. Eailway, 6 m. S.S.W. Lille. P. 3978.
Secondigliano, a town of South Italy, prov.

and 3 m. N. Naples. P. 5974.
Secondigny, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Deux-Sevres, 8 m. W.S.W. Parthenay. P. 1973.
Secrole, a town of British India, presid. Ben-

gal, dist. and 3 m. N.W. the city of Benares, and
having the principal civil station of that district,

a large military cantonment for the Benares
Division of the Bengal army. It has a church,
chape], coui't of justice, gaol, treasury, and mint,
the latter of which is a splendid building.
Secugen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aargau,

at the N. extremity of the Lake of Hallwyl, 9 m.
S.E. Aarau. P. 1629.
Secundera, a viU. of British India, dist. Agra,

N.W. provs., in lat. 27° 13' N., Ion. 78° 1' E. Here
is an asylum for children of the natives who
jjerished in the dreadful famine of 1837-38. They
are taught all branches of industry, and are
brouglit up in the Christian faith. It has the
remains of a superb mausoleum.
Secdndera, a town of India, state Jeypore,

93 m. W. Agra. The town is enclosed by a mud
rampart.

8£CCin>BBABAP, a military cantonment of Bri-

tish India, on the N.E. side of the Hoosain Sagur,
an artificial pond 3 m. in length by 2 m. in
breadth, situated among many other small ponds,
398 m. N.W. Madras. P. 34,357. Two m. N.E.
are two large granite hills of a hemispherical
shape, each completely isolated, having on their

summits the tombs of Mussulman saints, which are
places of pilgrimage. The military quarter ex-
tends from E. to W. for 3 m., forming an irregular

cxirved street, with the ofBcers' houses on each
side, within enclosures. This street has nume-
rous intersections stretching N. and S,, affording
communication with the sepoys' lines, parade-
ground, and the bazaars. At E. extremity is the
European barracks. Water is good and abvm-
dant. Average annual rainfall 32 inches. Mean
annual temp. 81°*30, mean lowest temp. 74°'30,

mean highest temp. 93°, Fahr. Fever, dysentery,
and rheumatism prevail. The cantonment of

Secunderabad is intended to keep the turbulent
Mohammedan city of Hyderabad in check.
Sedan, a comm. and fortified town of France,

dep. Ardennes, cap. arr., on the Meuse and on
rail, to Eeims, 11 m. E.S.E. M^ziferes. P. (1861)
15,536. It has a communal college and a school
of design. The citadel, at the S.E. extremity of

the town, contains a large arsenal. It is the centre
of a manuf. of woollen goods, hosiery, leather,

arms, hardwares, barrels, beet-root sugar, and
linen-yam ; it has also an active trade in agricul-

tural produce. Sedan was long an independent
principality, and was united to France under
Louis xin. It had a celebrated Protestant uni-
versity, which subsisted till the revocation of the
edict of Nantes. A monument is erected to

Tnrenne, who was bom here in 1611.

Sedashevaghue, a town of British India, dist

North Canara, presid. Madras, on N. b. of the
Cauly Nuddy, 290 m, S.E. Bombay. The harbour
here is formed by an inlet of the sea, into which
the Catily Nuddy empties its waters, and is about
1 m. wide, and 25 feet deep at high water. The
entrance is dangerous, and ships anchor outside

in Carwar Bay, which is sheltered byseveral islets.

It is defended by a fort
Sedbergh, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. and 65 m. W.N.W. York, West Biding. Ac
of pa. 21,402. P. 2346. Alt 425 feet. It has a
grammar school and manufs. of cottons.

Sedgeberrow, a pa. of England, co. Worces-
ter, 3i m. S.S.W. Evesham. Ac. 1042. P. 354.

Sedqebkooe, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4
m. W.N.W. Grantham. Ac. 1642. P. 269.

Sedgefield, a pa. and market town, England,
CO. & 10 m. S.S.E. Durham. Ac. 17,471. P, 2656.

Sedgeford, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, %
m. N.N.E, Castle-Eising. Ac. 4180. P. 742.

Sedgemooe, a wild tract of England, co. Somer-
set, between King's Weston and Bridgewater;
and in 1685, the scene of the defeat of the Duke
of Monmouth's forces by the troops of James ii.

Sedghill, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4 m.

S.W. Hindon. Ac. 1175. P. 194.

Sedgley, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 3 ni.

S. Wolverhampton. Ac. 7364. P. 36,637. It

is in the centre of the Staffordshire coal-field, ou

the summit of the table-land, and has iron, coal,

and limestone works.
Sedilo, a comm. and viU. of the isl. Sardinia,

prov. Cagliari, 26 m. N.E. Oristano. P. 2371.

Sedini, a comm. and vill. of the isl. Sardinia, I

prov. and 16 m. N.E. Sassari. P. 1497.

Sedlescombe, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 8

m. N.N.E. Battle. Ac. 2049. P. 703.

Sedletz or Seltz, a town of Aufltria. Bohemia
|

reg Prague, circ. Beratm. F. 716,
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Sedlitz, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, gov. and 37

in. S.W. Pilsen. It is famous for mineral springs,

containing sulphates of soda and magnesia.
Sednew, a market town of Russia, gov. and 16

111. N.E. Tchemigov. P. 1000.

Seeanuh, a town of British India, K.W. provs.,

in lat. 28° 37' N., Ion. 78° 9' E. P. 6744.

Seeben, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 17 m.
N.N.E. Soleure. P, 933.

Seeberg, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 17
111. N.N.E. Berne; its parish having 2000 in-

habitantSj partly engaged in watchmaking. P.
1866.

Seeborg, a town of East Prussia, gov. Konigs-
berg, 11 m. S.W. Bischoffstein. P. 2231.

Seedorf, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 9 m.
N.W. Bern. P. 2487.

Seefingan, a mountain of Ireland, co.Wick-
low, 5i m. E.N.E. Blessington. 2364 feet high.
Seehause:n, two towns of Prussian Saxony,

gov. Magdeburg.—I. on the Aland, 13 m. S.S.W.
Perleberg. P. 2200. It is enclosed by walls, and
has a trade in com and horses.—II. on rail., 15 m.
W. Magdeburg. P. 2824.
Seekonk, a township, II. S., North America,

Massachiisetts, 46 m. S.S.W. Boston.
Seekree, a town of British India, presid. Ben-

ij'al, N.W. provs., dist. and 26 m. S. Delhi. It has
:t bazaar, and is well supplied with water.
Seeland, Sjeland, or Zealand, the largest

und most important of the Danish islands, in the
Balt?c, between lat. 54° 57' 35" and 56° 7' 40" N.,
ion. 10° 55' and 12° 37' E. ; separated from Swe-
den by the Sound, and from the isls. Piihnen and
Langland by the Great Belt. Area, with several
small islands adjacent, 2675 sq. m. P. (1860)
574,811, of whom 155,143 were in Copenhagen.
Surface level or imdulating, and intersected by
several canals ; on its N. side, the lise fiord dips
deeply into the island. Soil fertile. Agriculture
and cattle-rearing are the chief occupations of

the inhabitants ; but this island is also the seat
of the principal manufs. in Denmark. It foi-ms

a stift or prov. of the kingdom, and is divided
into 5 amts. or dists. Copenhagen, the Danish
cap., is on its E. side ; and it also contains the
towns EoeskUde, Skagelse, and Skielskior.

Seelow, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenburg,
gov. and 15 m. N.W. Frankfurt. P. 2300.
Seelow, a town of Prussia, gov. Frankfurt,

circ. Lebus. P. 2614.

Seena, a river of India, Deccan, rises in lat.

19° 8' N., Ion. 74° 37' E., after a S.E. course of 160
m., joins the Beemah, 20 m. S. Sholapoor.
Seend, a chapeli-y of England, co. Wilts, pa.

and 3| m. S.E. Melksham. P. 1086.
Seepra, a river of India, Malwa, which has its

rise on the N. side of the Vindhya mountain
range, in lat. 22° 37' N., Ion. 76° 12' E. It has a
sinuous N.W. course of 120 m., receiving on its

left side the small river Kaund 40 m. from its

source, passes the towns of Oojein and Madhid-
poor, and falls into the Chumbul on the right,
in lat. 23° 64' N., Ion. 75° 29' E. It runs through
a fertile country, and overflows its banks during
tlie rains. It is asserted by devotees that the river
often flows with milk.

Seer, a mouth of the Indus River, Sinde, con-
tinuous with the Goongi-oo or Pinyaree branch,
and N.W. the Koree mouth. It is navigable for
boats of 40 tons. Its mouth is in lat. 23° 46' N.,
Ion. 68° 7' E.
Seerpore, a town of British India, dist. and

15 m. E. Patna, presid. Bengal, on rt. b. of the
Ganges. P. 5000.
Seeskn, a town of Germany, duchy Brunswick,

circ. Gandersheim, on the Schildau, 12 m. W
Goslar. P. 2800.

Seestadtl, a vill. of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

and 13 m. Saatz. P. 800.

Seetamow, a town of Central India, cap. dist.

same name, in lat. 24° 3' K, Ion. 75° 27' E. P.

10,000. Revenue 90,000 rupees, tribute to Sinde
47,250 rupees.

Seething, a pa. of England, oo. Norfolk, 6Jm
N.N.W. Bungay. Ac. 1360. P. 431.

Seewana, a town of India, Rajpoot state, Jodh-
poor, on 1. b. of the Loonee river, lat. 25° 40' N.,

Ion. 72° 29* E.
S^EZ, a comm. and town of France, dep. Orue,

on railway, 13 m. N.N.E. Alen9on, on the Orne.

P. 5045. It has a cathedral, an episcopal palace,

and cotton manufs.—II. dep. Savoie, on rt. b of

the Isfere, 16 m. N.E. Moutiers. P. 1448.

Sefakin, a town of Arabia, Yemen, 65 m.
W.S.W. Sana, and enclosed by substantial walls.

Seffin, a small town of Asiatic Turkey, pash.

Diarbekir, in Mesopotamia, N. Rakka. During
the 7th century, in the period of 110 days, 90 con-
flicts, between the adherents of Ali and of Moa-
wiyah, took place in its vicinity, in which it is

believed that 70,000 Mohammedans perished.

Sefid-Rood or Suffeid-Rud (" White River"),

a river of N. Persia, formed by the junction of

the Zenjan and some other rivers with the Kizil-

Ouzan, near Maina, flows S.E. between the provs.

Irak-Ajemi and Azerbijan, then N.E. through
Ghilan, and enters the Caspian Sea by several

mouths, 30 m. E. Reshd. At 15 m. from the sea

it divides into two principal branches, forming a
delta, in which is the town Lahijan. Its lower
part is broad and deep, but its navigation is im-
peded by shifting sands, shallows, and a bar at

its principal mouth, opposite which is a sturgeon

fishery. Chief a£3.uent, the Shah-rood.
Sefurieh, Sepphoris and Biocsssarea, a viU.

of Palestine, pash. and 16 m. S.E. Acre.
Segal, a small island off theW. coast of France,

dep. Finistfere.

—

St Segal is a comm. and vill.,

same dep., 3 m. N.N.E. Chateaulin. P. 1235.

Segalas, a comm. of France, dep. Lot-et-Ga-
ronne, arr. Marmande, on railway from Bordeaux
to Cette. P. 1109.

Segamet or MuAR, a state of the Malay pen-
insula, lat. 2° N., Ion. 103° E., having S. Johore,

and on other sides Jellye, Johole, and Naning.
P. 2400. It is almost one mass of jungle and
swamp, with only a few straggling villages. Rice,

sago, ivory, ebony, gold-dust, tin, gums, and rat-

tans, are chief products.
Sedgeberg, a town of Prussia, Holstein, cap.

dist., on the Trave, 28 m. N.N.E. Hamburg. P.

4659. It has manufactures of woollens.

Segedin, a town of Hungary. [Szegedin.]
Segelmesa, a considerable town of Africa,

Marocco, E. Mount Atlas, cap. prov., near the

river Ziz, in lat. 31° 10' N., Ion. 2° 20' W.
Segesvar or Schassburg, a town of Transyl-

vania, Saxon Land, 25 m. S.S.E.MarosVasarhely,
on 1. b. of the Kiikiillo. P. 696.

Segider, a vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia, 25 m.
S.E. Ushak, with various remains, supposed to

be those of the ancient Sebaste.

Segna, Croatia, the Italian name of Zeng.
Segnes Pass, E. Switzerland, between Glarus

and the Grisons, is 7^ m. N. Ilanz, and 7500 feet

above the sea. It was crossed by Suwarrow in his

retreat before the French, October 1799.

Segni (Siffnia), a town of S. Italy, Pontifical

States, prov. and 13 m. E. Velletri. P. 3510.

Sego, a town of Soudan, cap. state BambaiTa,
on botli sides of the Joliba (Niger). Lat. 13° 5'
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N. ; Ion. 7° W. Estimated pop. 30,000 (?), prin-

cipally negroes. It consists of an aggregation of

fortified quarters, in one of which is a royal re-

sidence. Houses of clay, square and flat-roofed,

some of two stories and whitewashed. It has

numerous mosques, and is the seat of consider-

able trafiic. Here Mungo Park, the traveller,

first saw the river Joliba. The surrounding
country is well cultivated.

Sego, a lake of Russia, gov. Olonetz, 30 m.
N.W. Lake Onega. Length and breadth about
20 m. each. It discharges its surplus waters
N.E. into Lake Vygo.
Seoonzac, a comm. andmarket town of France,

dep. Charente, cap. cant., 8 m. S.E. Cognac. P.

2956, who distil brandy of the first quality.

Segorbk Seffobriga, a city of Spain, prov. and
25 m. W.S.W. Castellon-de-la-Plana, cap. dist.,

near rt. b. of the Palencia, 18 m. N.W. Murvi-
edro. P. 6015. It has a cathedral and manufs.
of earthenware, paper, starch, and brandy.

Segovia, a city of Spain, cap. prov., 47 m.
N.N.W. Madrid. P. 13,100. It is nearly encircled

by the Eresma, an affl. of the Duero, is enclosed

by walls, and has & plaza. The public buildings

comprise a cathedral, the alcazar, a mint for cop-
?er coinage, five hospitals, and military barracks,

ts aqueduct, supposed to have been built in the

time of Trajan, consists of 161 arches in double
tiers, the whole built of square stones without
mortar, and having a channel at the top, about 8

feet wide, 750 yards long, and rising 100 ft. above
the valley. Mlanufactures woollen cloths, paper,

earthenwares, and glass ; and near it are mines
of lead and copper, and quarries of black marble.
It was held by the French from 1808 to 1814.

Area of prov. 2710 sq, m. P. (1857) 146,839.

LNuEVA Segovia.]
Segre, a river of Spain, Catalonia, rises in the

Pyrdndes, flows S.W., and after a course of 150
m., joins the Ebro at Mequinenza.

SEGEfi, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, cap. arr., on the Oudon, 20 m.
N.W. Angers. P. 2032.

Segrie, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Sarthe, 17 ra. S.W. Mamers. P. 1406.

Segur, several comms. of France; the chief

in dep. Aveyron, 18 m. N.W. Milhau. P. 1600.

Segura, a river of Spain, in Murcia and Va-
lencia, after an E. course of 180 m., enters the
Mediterranean at Guardamar. Principal afils.,

the Guadalentin and Quipar from the south, and
Mundo from the north.—The Sierra de Segitra

separates its basin from that of the Guadal-
quivir.

Segura, several towns of Spain, etc.—I. prov.
and 38 m. N.N.E. Teruel. P. 823.-11 (de la

Sierra), prov. and 60 m. N.E. Jaen. P. 2471.
Near it are copper, silver, and lead mines.—III.

(de Leon), prov. and 44 m. S.S.E. Badajos.
Seioa, Persia. [Sihna.]
Sehore, a town of British India, dist. Malwa.

Lat. 23° 12' N. ; Ion. 74* 6' E. It is situated on
a boldly rising rock of quartz, and is the resi-

dence of the British political agent for Bhopal.
It is surrounded by a grove of palm trees, has a
large manufacture of muslins, and a bazaar. It
is well supplied with water.
Sehwan, a town of Sinde, in lat 26° 24' N.,

Ion. 67° 55' E. Pop. estimated at 2000. It stands
on an eminence at the verge of a swamp, on the rt.

b. of the Arul. The Indus, which flowed close to
the town a few years ago. is now two miles dis-
tant. Houses built of mud. It has manufactures
of shoes, caps, and silken fabrics. It is cele-
brated for its mosques, and for the tomb of Lai

Shah Baz, with gates of wrought silver, and ia

which treasure is supposed to be contained.
Seibus (improperly Sebus, anc. Bubricatus),

one of the principal rivers cf Algeria, prov. Con-
stantine, enters the Gulf of Bona E. that city,

after a N.E. course estimated at 100 m. On its

Ibanks are the ti-aces of Hippo Regitis, to which
it was navigable during the Eoman period.

Seidabad, several viils. of Persia, provs. Azer-
bijan, Kirman, and Kurdistan.

—

Seid-el-Ghazy ia

a vill., Asia Minor, Anatolia, 20 m. S.S.E. Eski-
Shehr, and around which are remains of antiquity.

Seidenberg, a town of Pinissian Silesia, gov.
and 48 m. W.S.W. Liegnitz, on the Katzbach.
P. 1488. Manufactures of woollen cloths.

Seidi-Siieur, a town of Asia Minor, {>ash.

Karamania, 45 m. S.W. Konieh. It comprises
from 400 to 500 houses.—The Lake of Sedi-
Shehr is another name for that of Beg-Shehr
(ancient Caralitis), 20 m. N.N.E.ward.
Seifenberg, a sunuuit of the Riesengebirge,

Prussian Silesia, gov. Liegnitz, 8 m. S.S.W.
Hirschberg. Elevation 4476 feet above the sea.

SEiFFsaj, a market town of Saxony, circ. Dres-
den, 20 m. S.S.E. Freiberg. P. 1097.

Seifhexnersdorf, a vilL of Saxony, circ.

Bautzen, 9 m. N.W. Zittau. P. 5781. It has
manufactures of linens.

Seighford, a pa. of England, co. and 3 m.
W.N.W. Stafford. Ac. 4451. P. 808.

Seignelay, a comm. & market town of France,
dep. Yonne, cap. cant., 7 m, N. Auxerre. P. 1556.

Seik States. rSiRHiND."]

Seil, an island of the Inner Hebrides, Scotland,

CO. Argyle, immediately off the mainland, 2J m.
S.W. Kilninver. Length 4J m. It rises to 800
feet above the sea, but has some low valleys and
fertile soil. P. 724.

Seiland, an island off the N.W. coast of Nor-
way, Finmark, immediately S.W. Hammerfest.
Length and breadth about 20 m. each. Surface
mountainous. One of its peaks is 4000 ft. high.

Srilhac and Seillans, two comms. and mkt.
towns of France, caps, of cantons.—L dep. Cor-
reze, 6 m. N.N.W. Tulle. P. 1833.—II. (Saillani),

dep. Var, 10 m. N.E. Dragaignan. P. 1942.

Seille, three rivers of France.—I. deps. Jui»
and SaSne-et-Loire, joins the Saone, 15 m. N.
Macon, after a S.W. course of 60 m., for the latter

24 of which it is navigable.—II. deps. Meurthe
and Moselle, joins the Moselle at Metz, after a N.
course of 60 m.—III. an affluent of the latter,

which it joins at Chateau Salins.

Sellun, a vill. of Palestine, the Shiloh of Scrip-

ture, pash. Acre, 10 m. S.S.E. Nablous, with ex-
tensive remains of antiquity.

Selm or Sem, a river ot Russia, rises in the

gov. Koursk, 30 m. S. Tim, flows mostly W., and
joins the Desna, gov. Tchernigov, 5 m. S.E. SoB-
nitza, after a course of 300 miles.

Sein (Sena), an islet in the Atlantic, off the

N.W. coast of France, dep. Finistere, 28 m. S.W.
Brest. Length 2 miles. P. 450, fishermen.

Seine (Sequana), an important river of France^

rises in Mont Tasselot, 1426 feet above the sea,

near the village of Chanceau, dep. Cote-d'Or,

flows N.N.W. past Chatillon, Bar-sur-Seine,

Troyes, and Mery, where it becomes navigable

;

thence W. and N.W. by Nogent, Bray, Monter-

eau, Melun, Corbeil, and Paris, where it is 300 to

500 feet broad. Mantes, Vernon, Pout-de-l'Arche,

Elbeuf, Rouen, Caudebec, Honfleur, and Havre,

and enters the English Channel by an estuary 7 m.

wide. Length 470 m., for 350 m. of which it ia

navigable ; but, with its tributaries, about 900 m.
Its waters are sluggish, and its banks are highly
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picturesque in the lower part of its course. It

waters the deps. Cote-d'Or, Aube, Mame, Beine-
et-Marue, Seine-et-Oise, Seine, Eure, and Seine-

Inf. Chief affls., on the left the Yonne, Loing,
Essonne, Eure, and Rille ; on the right the Aube,
Mame, and Oise. At Troyes its bed is 331 ft. above
the sea, at the confluence of tlie Loing 184, at Cor-
beU 147, and at Rouen 111 ft It communicates
with the Loire by the canals of Loing, Orleans,

and Briare. The Yonne unites it with the Saone
and Rhine by the canals of Burgundy, and those

of the Ehone and Rhine. The Oise connects it

with the Somme, Scheldt, and Sambre, by the
canals of Crozat, St Quentin, and the Sambre,
and it communicates with the Meuse by the
Aisne and the canal of Ardennes ; by the canal
from the Mame to the Rhine, it communicates
with the Meuse, Moselle, and Rhine.

Seine, the most impoi-tant dep. of France, in

the N., enclosed by the dep. Seine-et-Oiae, formed
of part of the old prov. Ile-de-France ; cap.

Paris. Area 183 sq. m. P. (1861) 1,953,660.

The surface of this dep., fonning the environs of

the cap., is covered with towns, villages, villas,

and manufactories. It contains Mont Valerien,
Montmartre, and some other hills ; is watered by
the Seine and Mame, and traversed by the canals
of St Denis & St Martin, and by several railways.

The dep. has valuable quarries of building
stones and gypsum. It furnishes Paris with ve-
getables, melons, peaches, and strawberries. Its

industry is concentrated in the cap. Itis divided
into the arrs. Paris, St Denis, and Sceaux.
Seine-ET-M.\UNE, a dep. of France, in the N.E.,

forming part of the old prov. Ile-de-France, and
surrounded by the deps. Marne, Aube, Yonne,
Loiret, Seine-et-Oise, and Aisne ; cap. Melun,
Area 2215 sq. m. P. (18G1) 352,312. Surface
slightly undulating, traversed by the I'ivers Seine
and Marne, Morin and Y^res, and by the canals
of rOurcq and Loing. One-sixth of the dep. is

covered with forests, among which is that of

Fontainebleau. Corn is grown, and it has excel-

lent pasturage, in which cattle are reared; it

furnishes a great quantity of the cheese of Brie.

Manuf. millstones. The wine is of inferior qua-
lity, except the Cbasselas of the environs of Fon-
tainebleau, which is the best in France, The
roses of Pi'ovins are employed in medicine and
perfumery. The dep. is divided into the arrs.

Coulonimiers, Fontainebleau, Meaux, Melun, and
Provins, & is traversed by many lines of railway.

Seine-et-Oise, a dep. of France, in the N.,

entirely surrounding the metropolitan dep. Seine.
Area 2163 sq. m. P. (1861) 513,073. Surface undu-
lating. It is watered by the Seine, Essonne, Oise,

Bievre, and Epte. Climate very healthy; soil

not fertile. Near Paris, however, it is liberally

manured. Industry chiefly agriculture ; oats

are extensively imported, but other grains are
grown in sufficient quantity for home demand.
Tlie wine is mostly of inferior quality ; cider and
beer supply its place. The rearing of cattle and
sheep, and cvdtivation of fruits and vegetables for

the Paris markets, are important. The famous
Sevres porcelain, and printed fabrics, cotton yarn
and cloths, hardwares, leather, and chemical pro-
ducts, are among the chief goods manufactured

;

plaster of Paris and sand are among the mineral
products. The dep. is subdivided into the six
arrs. of Versailles, Corbeil, ifetampes. Mantes,
Pontoise, and Rambouillet, and is traversed by
many lines of railway.

Seine-Inf^rieure, a maritime dep. of France,
In the N.W., formed of part of the old prov. Nor-
mandy, bounded N. by the Englisli Channel, and

on the other sides by the deps. Somme, Oise,

Seine-et-Oise, and Eure; cap. Rouen. Area 2329
sq. m. P. (1861) 789,988. The coast has nu-
merous small harbours ; the chief ports are Havre
and Dieppe on the English Channel, and Rouen
on the Seine. The dep. is watered by several

small streams, but the Seine is the only river of

importance. Surface composed of fertile and
well cultivated plains; an eighth part of it is

covered with forests. Corn, hops, hemp, lint,

and fruits are the chief products. The climate
is too cold for the cultivation of the vine, but
cider is extensively made ; the pastures support
many horses, cattle, and large flocks of sheep.

Manufacturing industry highly important. Rouen
is celebrated for its cotton weaving and dyeing,
and Elbeuf for its woollen fabrics. The dep. is

divided into the arrs. Dieppe, le Havre, Neuf-
chitel, Rouen, and Yvetot. It is traversed by
the railway from Paris to Havre, & its branches.

Seine l'Abbaye (St), a comm. and town of

France, dep. C6te-d'0r, 15 m.N.W. Dijon. P. 734.

Seiny, a town of Russian Poland, gov. Angus
towo. P. 3551.

Seiputsc;h or Zywiec, a town of Austrian
Poland, Galicia, circ. and 21 m. S.W. Wadowice,
on the Sola. P. 3370.

Seir-Beni-Yass, an isl. in the Persian Gulf, off

the Arabian coast, lat. 24° 21' N., Ion. 62° 46' E.
Seistan, a prov. of S.W. Afghanistan, border-

ing on the Persian prov. Khorasan, between lat.

30° and 32° N., Ion. 60° 10' and 63° E., intersected

by the Helmund river, and containing the Seistan
Lake or Hamoon Swamp. P. probably 50,000,

mostly Tadjiks. It is a mountain basin, sur-

rounded by deserts, unhealthy, and fertile only
on the immediate banks of its rivers, but it pre-

sents many traces of former wealth & civilisation.

Seitenstatpen, a market town of Lower
Austria, 11 m. E. Steyer. P. 1248. It has a
monastery, containing a valuable library, a cabi-

net of natural history, and Roman antiquities.

Seitova, a market town of Russia, gov. and 16
m. N. Orenburg, on the Sakmara. P. 800.

Seix, a comm. and town of France, dep. Ari^ge,

on the Salat, 9 m. S.S.E. St Girons. V. 3594.

Sel, one of the Cape Verd islands. |^Sal.]

Selang, a small island of the Molucca group,
Malaysia, off the S.E. coast of Batchian, lat. 0°

54' S., Ion. 127° 47' E.
Selanqax, a town of the isl. and contiguous to

the town of Mindanao, Philippines. P. 10,000, (?)
Selargius, a comm. and viU. of Sardinia, prov.

and 4J m. N.E. Cagliari, cap. mand. P. 3121.

Selattyn, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 3 m.
N.N.W. Oswestiy. Ac. 65.^3. P. 1118.

Selb, a market town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Franconia, cap. dist., on an affluent of the Eger,
12 m. N.W. Eger. P. 2000,

Selbitz, a market town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Franconia, 7 m. W. Hof. P. 1160.

Selboe, an islet off the W. coast of Norway,
stift and 28 m. S. Bergen, in Selboe-fiord.—II. a
pa., stift and 25 m, S. Trondhjem, around the

Lake of Selboe, which is 20 m, in length, by 3 m.
in breadth. It receives the river Nea, and com-
municates with Trondhjem-fiord.
Selbokne, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4 m.

S.S.E. Alton. Ac. 4410. P. 1110.

Selby, a market town, river port, and pa. of

England, co. York, West Riding, on the rt. b. of

the Ouse, and connected by canal with tlie Aire
and Calder navigation, 12J m. S. York, with
which city, and with Hull and Leeds, it com-
municates by railways. Ac. of pa. 3180. P.

5421, of to^m 5271. Alt. 21 feet. It has a town
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hall, a church which formed part of an abbey in

which Henry i. was bom, grammar and blue

coat schools ; manufs. of sail cloth, leather, and
iron goods, and slips for building river-craft.

The Ouse is here crossed by a moveable bridge,

and vessels of considerable burden can come up
to the town from Hull, with which port, and with
London, etc., it has steam communication.
Sele (SUarus), a river of South Italy, prov.

Salerno, rises 12 m. N.E. Policastro, flows first

N.W. throi^h the fine Val di Diano, and then

S.W., aud enters the Gulf of Salerno (Mediter-

ranean) 16 m. S.S.K Salerno. Total course 60 m.
Selefkeh (Sducia Trachea), a town of Asia

Minor, pash. Adana, on the Ermenek-Su (ancient

Calycadnus), 8 m. from its mouth in the Medi-
terranean, and 65 m. S.W. Karaman. It has nu-
merous remains of antiquity.

Sexendi or Selenti, a small town of Asia
Minor, Anatolia, on an affluent of the Eodus
(ancient Hermus), 30 m. N.E. Ala-Shehr.
Selexga, a river of Central Asia, rises in the

Tang-nu-Ula mountains, Mongolia, flows mostly
N.E., and after a course of 780 ra., enters Lake
Baikal on its E. side, 30 m. W. Ilinsk. Its chief

tributaries are the Ekhe from L. Kosgol, Orkhon,
Chikoi, Khilak, and Uda.
Selenghinsk, a town of Siberia, gov. Irkutsk,

cap. disL, on the Selenga, 60 m. N. Kiakhta. P.

2600. It is a depot for goods passing to China.
Near it are saline baths.

Seibucla, several cities of antiquity in W.
Asia, the sites of which are indicated by ruins.

—I. Asiatic Turkey, on rt. b. of the Tigris, 20 m.
S.E. Bagdad, and opposite the remains of Ctesi-

phon.—^11. Persia, Khuzistan, on an aflL of the
Jerahi, 65 m. S.E. Shuster.—III. (-ST. Pierid% N.
Syria, pash. Aleppo, on N. side of Bay of Antioch,
12 m. N.N.W. the mouth of the Orontes. Its re-
mains are 2 moles enclosing a port. [Selefkeh.]
Selham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.

W.S.W. Petworth. Ac. 1042. P. 123.

Seuchtsche, a mkt. town of Bussian Poland,
gov. and 69 m. W. Vitebsk. P. 1000.
SEuaENSTADT, a town of Germany, Hessen-

Darmstadt, prov. Starkenburg, on the Main, 15
m. E.S.E. Pi-ankfiirt. P. 3400. Manufs. woollen
cloths, linens, printers' black, and leather; cop-
per and coal mines in the vicinity.

Seugher, a lake of Kussia, govs. Tver and
Novgorod, N. Ostashkov. Length 30 m. ; breadth
10 m. It is the source of an affl. of the Volga.
Selimno, Skt.tmxia or Islamje, a waUed town

of European Turkey, EumUi, at the S. base of
the Balkan mountains, 65 m. N.N.W. Adrianople.
P. 20,000 (?) Manufs. coarse wooUens, gunlocks,
and attar of roses. It has a large fair in June.

Seliko, a maritime vill. of Crete, on its S.
coast, 35 m. W. Sphakia. It has a fort, and some
coasting trade in sigricultural produce.

—

Selinti
is a town of Asia Minor. rSELENDL]

Selinti (Cape), Asia Minor, pash. Itshil, 32
m. N.W. Cape Anamour. Near it are the village
of Selinti, and ruins of Trajanopolis.
Seutrianoie-Gorodok, a market town of

Eussia, gov. and 68 m. N.N.W. Astrakhan, on the
Volga, occupying the site of the old cap. of the
Tartar khans of the Great or Golden tribe ; im-
posing remains of which anc. town still remain.

Selitza, a vill. of European Turkey, Mace-
donia, sanj. and 48 m. S.E. Monastir.—II. a vill.
of Greece, Morea, dist. and 5 m. S.E. Maina.
Seluek, a royal bor., town, and pa. of Scot-

land, cap. CO.. on a declivity on rt b. of the Et-
trick, 38 m. S.S.E. Edinbui^h, and on N. B. Eail.
between Edinbui^h and Carlisle. Ac. 22,873. P.

of pa. (partly in co. Roxburgh) 4739 ; do. of burgh
3695. Alt. 560 feet. It has a town-hall, with a
spire 110 feet in height, and monuments to Sir
Walter Scott, and to the traveller Mungo Park,
a native of the vicinity. Other princij^l struc-
tures are churches, chapels, and the gaol. Corp.
rev. (1862-3) 1490/. It has various public associa-

tions and schools, and manufactures of tweeds,
blankets, and hosiery ; the manufacture of shoes
has declined. Adjacent to the town, the Marquis
of Montrose was defeated by General Leslie, in
1645. On the Tweed, about 4 m. N.E. Selkirk,

is Abbotsford, seat of the late Sir Walter Scott
Selkirkshire (formerly called " The Ettrick

Forest "), a small inland co. of Scotland, in the
Lowlands, having W. the co. Peebles, K Rox-
burgh, S. Dumfries, and N. Edinbuighshire. Ac.
166,524, of which about 85,000 are arable, 30,000
uncultivated, and 53,000 waste. P. (1861) 10,449.

Surface mountainous. (Dunrich 2432 ft.) Prin-
cipal rivers, the Tweed, with its tributaries the
Ettrick and Yarrow. Industry is chiefly pas-
toral, but its agriculture has been considerably
improved within the last half century. Principal

crops, barley, oats, turnips, and clover, with some
wheat. Breeds of cattle and sheep are excellent
The CO. is subdivided into two whole parishes,

and parts of seven others. Principal towns, Sel-

kirk and Galashiels. The co. sends 1 member to

House of Commons. Reg. electors (1862) 614.

Sellack, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, on
the Wye, 3| m. N.W. Ross. Ac. 1540. P. 346.

Sella, two rivers of France.—I. deps. Cantal
and Lot, joins the Lot 10 m. E. Cahors, after a
S.W. course of 54 m. past Eigeac and Cabreres.

—II. deps. Aisne and Nord, joins the Scheldt
near Bouchain ; total course 23 m.

—

La Selle is

the name of several comms. and vills. of France;
the chief, dep. Mayenne, 4 m. W. Craon. P. 1460.

Selles, several comms., etc.. Prance.—I. (jsur-

Chery a town, dep. Loir-et-Cher, cap. cant, on
the Cher, 10 m. S.W. Romarantin. P. 4672.—
Sdles St Denis is a vill., arr. Romorantin. P. 1113.

Selling, a pa. of England, co. Kent, &J m.
S.S.E. Faversham. Ac. 2463. P. 575.

Sellinqe, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 5 m.
N.W. Hythe. Ac. 2055. P. 580.

Sellte, two towns of W. Hungary.—I. co. and
14 m. S.W, Neutra, near the Waag. P. 1630.—
II. CO. Schumeg, 36 m. S. Kaposvar. P. 1050.

Selma, two vills. of the U. S., N. America.

—

I. Alabama, 63 m. S.S.E. Tuscaloosa.—11. Mis-
souri, on the Mississippi, 35 m. S. St Louis.

Selmeston, a pa. of Engl., co. Sussex, on the

Cuckmere, 6^ m. E.S.E. Lewis. Ac 1590. P. 197.

SfeLoxGEY, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

dep. C6te-d'0r, cap. cant, on the Venelle, 19 m.
N.N.E. Dijon. P. 1530.

Selowitz, a town of Austria, Moravia, ciic ft I
11 m. S. Briinn, on the Zwittawa. P. 1100.

Selsate, a vilL of Belgium, prov. E. Flanders,

12 m. N.N.E. Ghent P. of comm. 3100.

Selsea or Selset, a pa. of England, co. Sus-
sex, occupying the S.W. extremity of the co., 8

m. S. Chichester, Ac 4314. P. 900. Here, in

the 7th century, was established the first Romau
Catholic monastery in England, and Selsey was
a bishopric until 1075. The peninsula of Selsea

is a large level tract between Chichester harbour
and the English Channel, its S. point being

called Selsea-bill.

Selston, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 7 m.
S.W. Mansfield, Ac. 2330. P. 2628.

Selters, two vills. of the duchy Nassau, Ger-
many 1. (Nieder or LotDer"), 37 m. N. Wiesba-
den, and famous for its mineral springs, yielding
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Seltzer water, of which 1,750,000 bottles are an-
nually exported. P. 1136.—II. (Upper), IJ m. S.

the former. P. 845.

Seltschan or Sedlczany, a town of Austna,
Bohemia, 30 m. S.E. Beraun. P. 22d8.

Seltz or Selz, a comm. and town of France,

dep. B.-Ehin, on the Ehine, at the month of the
Seltzbach, 27 m. N.N.E. Strasbourg. P. 1991.

S^LUNE, a river of France, dep. Manche, enters

Cancale Bay (English Channel), 4 m. S.W. Av-
ranches, after a W. course of 35 m., for the last 8

m. of which, from Ducey, it is navigable.

Selva, several towns of Spain.—I. prov. and
9 m. N.W. Tarragona. P. 4579.—II. Island
Majorca, on a height, N.E. Palma. P. 1390.

—

III. {de Mar), prov. Gerona, with a small harbour
on the Mediterranean, near the frontier of France,
5 m. N.E. Rosas.
Selve, an island of Dalmatia, in the Adriatic,

between Ulbo and Premuda. Length 4 miles.

Selvi, a town of European Turkey, Bulgaria,

on an affl. of the Danube, sanj. and 47 m. S.S.E.
Nicopolis. P. 2500.

Selworthy, a pa. of England, co, Somerset,
on the Bristol Channel, 3 m. W. Minehead. Ac.
2219. P. 437.

Selwtn, a CO. of New S. Wales, on rt. b. of

Murray river, pastoral dist. Murrumbidgee. It

is bounded on the E. by the Australian Alps,
which separate it from Wallace co. The source
of the Murray is in this co., and its soil is auri-
ferous. Ac. 1,104,000.

Selz, a town of France. [Seltz.]
Selz, a river of Germany, H.-Darmstadt, joins

the Rhine, 7 m. W. Mayence, course N. 30 miles.

Sem or Seim, a river of Russia, govs. Koursk
and Tchemigov, joins the Desna on the left, 5 m.
S.S.E. Sosnitza, after a W. course of 300 miles.

Semao, a small island of Malaysia, off the S.W.
extremity of Timor, from which it is separated
by a narrow strait. Estimated length 20 m. Ex-
ports wax, sandal-wood, and edible birds' nests.

Semendkia (Serv. Smedrovo), a fortified town
of Servia, and formerly the residence of its kings,
on the Danube, at the influx of the Jessava, 24
m. S.E. Belgrade. Estimated pop. 12,000. It has
a citadel, and some Roman antiquities.

Semenood, Sebennytus, a town of Lower Egypt,
on the Damietta branch of the Nile, 4 m. E. Ma^
halet-el-Kebir. It has remains of antiquity, and
n considerable manuf. of earthenwares.
Semenov, a town of Russia, gov. and 36 miles

N.N.E. Nijnii-Novgorod, cap. circ, on an affl. of

the Kerjenetz. P. 1080.

—

Semenooka and Semen-
orskaia are two market towns.—I. in gov. and 90
m. S.E. Voroniej.—II. in gov. Moscow.
Semek, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, on the

Bret, 11 m. W.N.W. Ipswich. Ac. 1248. P. 429.

Semile or Semilov, a town of Austria, Bohe-
mia, circ. Bunzlau, on the Isar, 23 m. N.E. Jung-
Bunzlau. P. 1720.

Seminara, a town of S. Italy, prov. Catanzaro,
2 m. S.E. Palmi. P. 3914. It was ruined by the
earthquake of 1783.

Semxpolatinsk, a gov. of Asiatic Russia, W.
Siberia, lat. 42° & 55° N., Ion. 73° & 85° E., hav-
ing N. the gov. Tobolsk, W. the Kirgis Hordes,
S. Turkestan, and E. the Chinese Empire and
gov. Tomsk. It is traversed in the S. and S.E.
by lofty branches of the Altai and Ala Tau
motintains, and contains the lakes Issik-Kul,

Ala Kul, and part of Balkhash. Chief rivers,

the Irtish, Hi, and Chui. Cattle forms the prin-

cipal riches of the inhabitants. There are gold-
washings, and mines of silver, lead, and copper.
This gov. is traversed with caravan routes, and

steamers ply on the Hi and L. Balkhash. Area
180,690 sq. m. P, (1858) 217,451. Chief town,
Semipolatmsk, the cap., which is fortified. It is 700
m. S.E. Tobolsk, onl.b. ofthe Irtish. Has Russian
gov. establishments, and is the seat of extensive
trade with independent Turkestan. P. (1863) 6769.
Semitch Islands, a group of the Aleutian isls.,

North Pacific Ocean, N.E. the island Attou.
Semley, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4J m.

S.S.W. Hindon. Ac. 2945. P. 699.

Semliank, a town of Russia, gov. and 25 m.
N.W. Voronej, on the Semlianka. P. 1406.
Semlin (Hung. Zimony), a fortified frontier

town of the Austrian empire, military Slavonia,
CO. and 40 m. S.E. Peterwardein, on rt. b. of the
Danube, 3 m. N.W. Belgrade. P. 12,978, com-
prising Slavonians, Germans, Greeks, Servians,
Croats, gypsies, and Jews. It is the see of a Greek
protopapas, and has schools, hospitals, a German
theatre, a quarantine establishment, and is the
chief entrep6t of the trade between Austria and
Turkey. Imports raw cotton and cotton twist,

honey, saffron, hare and rabbit skins, pipe-bowls,
etc. ; exports woollen stuffs, earthen and glass
wares, and other manufactured goods.
Semmering, a mountain of Austria, on the

limits of Styria, 4416 feet above the sea. It is

crossed by the railway from Vienna to Gratz.
Semoy, a river of Belgian Luxembourg and

France, dep. Ardennes, after a W. course of 100
m. joins the Mouse 9 m. N. Mezieres.
Sempach, a decayed town of Switzerland, cant,

and 8 m. N.W. Lucerne, at the E. extremity of

the Lake of Sempach. P. 1084. In its vicinity
1400 Swiss routed 4000 Austrians, 9th July 1386

;

and the action, which was rendered memorable
by the heroic death of Arnold von Winkelreid, is

celebrated by an annual festival.—The Lake of
Sempach, 4 m. in length by 1 m. in breadth, gives
origin to the river Suren, an affl. of the Aar.
Sempkingham, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3

m. E.S.E. Folkingham. Ac. 3480. P. 632.

Sfjmpronius, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 16 m. S.E. Auburn.

Sempst, a vill. of Belgium, prov. S. Brabant,
on the Senne, and on the Brussels and Antwerp
Railway, 10 m. N.N.E. Brussels. P. 2300.

Semur (En-Auxois), a comm. and town of

France, dep. Cote-d'Or, cap. arr., on rt. b. of the
Arman9on, 35 m. W.N.W. Dijon. P. 3675. It

has a comm. college, and manufs. of woollens,

Henry iv. removed the parliament of Dijon to
Semur during the troubles of the League.—II. (en.

Brionnais), a comm. and town, dep. Sa6ne-et-
Loire, cap. cant., 14 m. S.W. Oharolles. P. 1638*.

Semussyr, one of the Kurile isls. [SiMUSis.]
Sena or Senna, a town, and the former cap. of

the Portuguese dom. in E. Africa, now cap. prov.,

on rt. b. of the Zambezi, 110 m. W. Quilimane.
Senafe, a vill. of Abyssinia, at the head of

the Kumaylo Pass, 65 m. from ZuUa, 7500 feet

above the sea.

Sendenhorst, a town of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. and 12 m. S.E. Munster. P. 1650.

Send-with-Ripley, a pa. of England, co. Sur-
rey, the vill. Send, on the Wey, 2 m. W.S.W.
Ripley. Ac. 5162. P. 1743.

Sen£, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Mor-
bihan, arr. Vannes. P. 2707.

Seneca, two cos. of the U. S., N. America.—I.

New York, between Seneca and Cayuga Lakes,
caps. Ovid and Waterloo. Area 308 sq. m. P.

(1860) 28,138.-11. in N. part of Ohio, on the
Sandusky, cap. Tiffin. Area 540 sq. m. P. 30,868.

—III. a township of New York, 15 m. E. Canan-
daigua, and containing the vill. Geneva. P. 8506.
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—Seneca Falls, a township, co. Seneca, on the

Seneca and Cayuga Canal, with a vill. at the out-

let of Seneca Lake. P. 4296.

Seneca (Laice), U. S., North America, in the

W. part of the state New York, between Cayuga

and Crooked Lakes, is 35 m. in length N. to S.,

breadth from 2 to 4 m. It is connected by canals

with Crooked Lake on the W., the Erie Canal

on the N., and the Tioga on the S. Steamers

ply daily between Jefferson and Geneva, which

is at its IJ. extremity.

—

Seneca River connects this

and several other lakes with Lake Ontario.

Sexefer, an island of the Red Sea, 6 m. E. the

isl. Tiran, at the entrance of the Gulf of Akabah.
Seneffe, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hainaut,

cap. cant., on railway, 16 m. N.E. Mons. P. 2860.

Here a sanguinary' but indecisive battle took

place in 1674, between the French under the

Prince of Cond^ and the allies under the Prince

of Orange, afterwards "William in. of England.

Senegal, a large river of Western Africa, rises

in Moimt Cooro, under the name of Ba-fing, lat.

10° 30' N., Ion. 10° 40' W., where its sources are

Beparated from those of the Niger (Joliba) by
the high lands of the Mandingo country. It

thence flows N.W. and W. through Senegambia,

its basin lying N. that of the Gambia, and it

enters the Atlantic Ocean in lat 16° N., Ion. 16°

33' W. Total course estimated at 1900 m. Prin-

cipal affls^ the Kole-bin and Falem^, both of

which join it in the upper half of its course. At
Fellore, from 400 to 450 m. from the ocean, it

forms a cataract, up to which it is always navi-

gable for flat-bottomed boats. In its lower part

it flows through a level and densely-wooded
plain, and the tide is perceptible in it for 60

leagues inland. At 26 m. from its mouth it

divides into two principal arms, the E.most and
hirgest of which is deep enough for the largest

thips, but the mouth of the river is encumbered
by a bar, which has seldom more than 10 or 12

feet water. In the rainy season vessels of from
130 to 150 tons can ascend it to Galam, and at

the commencement of the inundation in July

some French trading vessels sail up to that point.

Senegal, a French colony of Western Africa,

at the mouth of the Senegal river. Area (with
dependencies) 96,529 sq. m. P. (1863) llo,936.

In 1854 it was only 16,368. Exports, amber, ebony,
gum, palm oil, wax, ivory, pepper, buffaloand tiger

skins. It is divided into two arrs., St Louis and
Bakel. The chief French estabs. are—I. on the
Senegal river, the island of St Louis, with a small
town of same name ; the military ports of Eichard-
Tall and Dagana ; the forts Bakel and Podor.—IL
on the coast, the small island of Gor^, near Cape
Verd.—III. the station of Sedhiou on the Caza-
mance.—IV. Portendik, lat. 18° 17'N. Thegover-
nor resides at St Louis, which is the seat of the
chief judicial court. Gor^e is the residence of a
lieutentant-goverdbr. The French first settled in

Senegal in 1637. It was held by the English from
1758 until 1779, and again from the commence-
ment of the French revolutionary war till 1814.

Senegallia, a town of Italy. [Sinigaglia.]
Senegambla, an extensive region of W. Africa,

comprising the countries between lat. 8° and 17°
N., Ion. 4° and 17° 30' W., having E. Soudan, S.
Guinea, W. the Atlantic, and N. the Sahara. It
is watered by the Senegal and Gambia rivers
(^yhence its name), with the Casamanza, Jeba or
Kio Grande, and isunez. Is mountainous in the
E. ; W. parts low and level. In natural products,
this region is very rich ; but the heat is intense, &
climate very unhealthy for Europeans. Wild ani-
mals comjjrise the elephant, hippopotamus, mon-

keys, antelopes, gazelles, lion, panther, leopard,

hyenas, jackal, crocodile, etc. Inhabitants mostly
negroes, intermixed with Arabs and other Mo-
hammedan tribes. The pop. of this vast region
is computed at 12,000,000. Exports, gum, hides,

etc. Imports, 1862, cottons, arms, tobacco, rice,

ii-on, etc., to the value of 11,389Z. The English
possess here the settlement of Gambia; the French
have numerous forts along the course of the Sene-
gal River ; and the Portuguese own some small
establishments at Cacheo and Bissao. Area of

Portuguese territory 35,879 sq. m. P. 1095.
[Senegal, Gambia, Bissao.]
Senez, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Basses Alpes, cap. cant, 15 m. S.E. Digne. P. 800.

Sknftenberg, two towns of Germany.— I. (or

Zamberky, Bohemia, circ. and 28 m. E.S.E. K6-
niggratz, on the Adler. P. 3500.—II. Prussia,

gov. Frankfiirt, on the Black Elster, 15 m. S. Ka-
lau. P. 1450, who manufacture hosiery.

Sentaatn Islands, a group in the Pacific, Caro-
line Archipelago, lat 6° 38' N., Ion. between 159'

and 160° E. Principal island, Punipet.

Seniga, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 20 m.
S.S.W. Brescia, on the Oglio. P. 2136.

Senio, a river of Central Italy, Tuscany and
Pontifical States, joins the Po-di-Primaro, 10 m.
N.W. Ravenna, after a N.E. course of 50 miles.

Senise, a town of South Italy, prov. Potenza,
29 m. E. Lagonegro, P. 4806.

Senjary (Novoi), a town of Russia, gov. and
20 m. S.W. Poltava, on the Vorskla. P. 3750.

Senjen, one of the largest of the Loffoden
Islands, off the N.W. coast of Norway, near lat
69° 20' N., Ion. 17° 10' E. Length 45 m. ; breadth
30 m. P. 3000. Shores greatly indented. Some
of its mountains rise to 3000 feet
Senkov, a town of Russia, gov. and 42 m.

N.N.W. Poltava, on the Gruna. P. (1863^ 9398.—
II. amarkettown, gov. and 68 m. E.S.E. Kh.irkor.

8ESL,is(_AugustomaffUSand Si/lvanectesy, a comm.
and town of France, dep. Oise, cap. arr., on the
Nonette, 25 m. N.E. Paris. P. (1861) 5831. It

has a cathedral, comm. college, a public library,

theatre, and manufs. of chicory and starch.

Senn, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and 25
m. S.S.E. Mossul, on the Tigris, opposite the
influx of the Great Zab.
Senna, a town of E. Africa. fSF.NA ]—II. a

vill. of Austrian Italy, deleg. Lodi, 5 m. W. Co-
dogno.—III. a town of Persia. [Sinna.]

Sb:nnaar, the S portion of Nubia, mostly be-
tween the Bahr-el-Abiad (true Nile) and Bahr-
el-Azrek (Blue River), and extending S. from
lat, 15° 30' N., between Kordofan and Abyssinia.
[NuBiA.J

—

Sennaar, the cap. town, is near the
Bahr-el-Azrek, 160 m. S.S.E. Khartoom. It

stands on an accumulation of the remains of a
former city of importance, and has a fine mosque}
the ancient royal palace has four storeys ; houses
mostly of straw. Its inhabitants manufacture
aims, mats, leather, sandals, iion ware, and jewel-
lery. P. estimated at 9000.

Senne, a river of Belgium, provs. Hainault and'
S. Brabant, after a N. course of 55 m. joins the
Dyle, prov. Antwerp, 3 m. N.W. Mechlin. It is

united by a canal with the Ruppel and Sambre.
Sennect-le-Grand, a comm. & vill. of France,

dep. Sa6ne-et-Loire, cap. cant., on the Paris
Railway, 22 m. N. Macon. P. 2641.
Sennen, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 8 m.

W.S.W. Penzance. Ac. 2300. P. 613.

Sennerut, an island off the W. coast of Green-
land, N. Cape Desolation. Lat 61° 28' N.

Senneit, a township of U. S., North Amerioik
New York, co. Cayuga.
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Sf.nno or Sii'^NNO, a town of Russia, gov. and
7-2 m. N.N.W. Moghilev, cap. circ. P. 1600.

Senonais, an old dist. of France, of which Sens
was the cap., and now forming the greater part

(if the deps. Yonne and Aube.
Senonches, a coram, and market town of

France, dep. Eure-et-Loir, 18 m. S.W. Dreux. P.

2085. Mauufs. hydraulic and steam machinery.
Senones, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vosi^es, cap. cant., on an affluent of the Meurthe,
7m."^N.E. StDiey. P. 2503.

Senokbi, a viU. of the island Sardinia, prov.

and 22 m. N.N.E. Cagliari, cap. mand. P. 1288.

Sens (Agedicum, afterwards Senones), a city of

France, dep. Yonne, cap. arr., on rt. b. of the

Yonne, and on railway to Lyon, 61 m. S.S.E.

Paris. P. (1861) 11,098. Its walls are of Eoman
construction. The comm. college comprises a

museum of antiquities and a public library. It

has an episcopal seminary, theatre, a suburb on
iin island in the Yonne, here crossed by two
bridges, a tribunal of commerce, distilleries, and
t;mneries ; manufactures of serge, druggets, glue,

dials, and nails. Under the Romans, it was the

cap. 4th Lyonnaise, and an episcopal see, founded
in the 3d century.

Sbnsburg, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 61

m. S.W. Gumbinnen, cap, circ. P. 2028.

Sentinels, two islets in the Bay of Bengal,

W. the Great and Little Andaman islands.

Sentis or Hocii-Senti.s, amountain of Switzer-
land, cant, and 6 m. S, Appenzell, 7119 feet high.

Seohaka, a town of British India, dist. Bijnour,

N.W. provs., in lat. 29° 13' N., Ion. 78° 39' E.

P. 6414.

Seon, a town of Switzerland, cant. Aargau,
dist. Lenzbourg. P. 1700.

Sephton, a pa. of England, co. Lancaster, 8
Jii. N.N.E. Liverpool. Ac. 21,168. P. 10,159.

Oreat Crosby in this parish is a fashionable
bathing place.

Sepino, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 9 m.
S.S.W. Campobasso. P. 4969. It has manufs.
of woollens and paper. Near it are remains of

tlie anc. Sepinus, now called Altilia, a chief town
of the Samnites.
Sepsi-St-Gy6rgy, a vill. of Austria, Transjd-

vania, Szekler-land, on the Aluta, 16 m. N.N.E.
Kronstadt. P. 2400.

Sept-Fkekes or Seven Beothers, a group of

islets. West Indies, off the north coast of Hayti,

opposite Monte Christi.

Sept-Ii.es or Seven Islands, a group belong-
ing to France, off the N. coast of Brittany, dep.

Cotes-du-Nord, 10 m. N. Lannion, 2 m. from the
mainland. The lie Aux Moines is the largest

and only inhabited island.

Septimee, one of the Swiss Alps, cant. Grisons,

25 m. S.E. Chur. The pass across it, 7611 feet

high, was the ordinary route from East Switzer-
land into Italy until the formation of the route
across the Splugen, 17 m. W. In the Septimer
rise branches of the Rhine and Inn rivers.

Septmoncel, a frontier comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Jura, in tlie mountains, 15 m. N.W.
Geneva. P. 1319, who manuf. toys and arti-

licial gems, for which it has long been famous.
Sepulveda, a market town of Spain, prov.

and 24 m. N.N.E. Segovia. P. 1779.

Sequatchie, a co. of U. S., North America,
Tennessee. P. 1919 free, 201 slaves.

Sera (Sira), a town and dist. of British India,

Mysore dom., 92 in. N.N.E. Seringapatam. The
Htaple of its trade is the dried kernel of the
cocoa-nut, which is extensivelj- cultivated in its

vicinity. Lat. 13° 45' N. ; Ion. 76' 57' E.

Serai, a town of India, Bundelcund, 30 m S.

Tehree.—IL European Turkey, Rumili. 12 m.
S.E. Viza,
Seuaievo, a town of Turkey. [Bosna-Sebai.I
Serain, a river of France, deps. Gote-d'Or and

Yonne, after a N.W. course of 75 m. past Noyers
and Chablis, joins the Yonne 8 m. N. Auxerre.

Ser.\ing, a vill. of Belgium, prov, and 3 m.
S.W. Liege, on rt. b. of the Meuse, and on rail,

to Cologne. P. (1864) 20,084. It is celebrated
for its extensive iron and coal works, and for the
manufs. of steam machinery, locomotives, and
spindles instituted by John Cockerill in 1816,
employing upwards of 6000 persons; it has an
ancient episcopal palace and a suspension bridge,
near which is the steam packet station.

SERAJtPORE, a town of British India, presid.

and prov. Bengal, dist. and on the W. side of

the Hooghly river, ojiposite Barrackpoor, 14 m.
N. Calcutta. P. of town (exclusive of suburbs)
13,000. It extends for about 1 m. along the river,

and has manufactures of paper. It belonged to
the Danes, until it was ceded by purchase to tlie

English in 1845. Lat. 22^ 46' N. ; Ion. 88° 24' E.
Here the celebrated missionaries, Carey, Marsh-
man, and Ward, long laboured.
Seran, a vill. of North Hindostan, in the pro-

tected Sikh territory, on the S.E. of the Sutlej,

12 m. N.E. Eampoor. Altitude 7280 feet.

Seran, a river of France, dep. Ain, joins the
Rhone near Rochfort, after a S. course of 25 m.
Serangani Isles, a cluster in the Asiatic

Archipelago, between lat. 5° and 6° N., off the S.
extremity of the island Mindanao.
Seravezza, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and

circ. Lucca, 7 m. S.E. Carrara, famous for its

quarries of the finest marble. P. of comm.
7937.

SeraWATTY or Serwatty Islands, a group in

the Eastern Archipelago, E. the island Timor, and
consisting of the islands Serwatta, Loewang, Let-
tee, Moa, Kisser, etc.

Serchio, the principal river of the prov. of

Lucca, Italy, enters the Mediterranean, 8 m. N.W.
Pisa, after a S.W. course of 65 miles.

Sercq or Sark, one of the islands in the
English Channel, belonging to England, 7 m. E.
Guernsey. Lat. 49° 6' N. ; Ion. 2° 22' W. Ac.
1400. P. 683. It consists of two high peninsulas
united by a narrow isthmus. Many sea fowl and
fish are taken around the coasts, and of late some
productive copper and silver mines have been
opened. The inhabitants manufatiture cheese,

stockings, gloves, and Guernsey jackets.

Serdobol (Fin. Sardaioala), a town of Russia,
Finland, Isen and 90 m. N.E. Wiborg, cap. circ,

on the N. shore of Lake Ladoga. P. 1000.

Serdobsk or Serdovsk, a town of Russia,
gov. and 107 m. N.W. Saratov, cap. circ, on the
Serdoba. P. 3500, mostly agricultural.

Sered, a river of Austrian Poland, Galicia, in

its E. part, rises 10 m. S. Brody, flows through a
succession of small lakes, and S. past Tarnopol,
Mikulince, and Czortkow, and joins the Dniester,
5 m. S.E. Zaleszozyky. Total course 120 miles.

Seregellyes, a vill. of W. Hungarj', co. and
10 m. E.S.E. Stuhlweissenburg. P. 2500.

Skreie or Sebrei', a town of Poland, gov.
Augustowo, 37 m. N. Grodno. P. 2500. It has
Roman Catholic and Reformed churches.
Sekkilhac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

H.-Vienne, 9 m. S.W. Limoges. P. 2146.

Serena (La), a town of Chile. [Coquimbo.]
Serendib, an old name of the island Ceylim.
SERENiiiEM or Villa Formosa, a small town

of Brazil, prov. Pernambuco, 50 m. S.S.W. Recife,

4i>
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on 1. b. of the river Serenhaem. 15 m. from its

month, in the Atlantic Ocean. P. 1200.

Seres, a town of European Turkey, Rumili,

cap. beylik, 47 m. N.E. Salonica. P. 30,000. (?)

It is enclosed by walls, and defended by a citadel.

Houses interspersed with gardens, and it has
mosques, khans, chwches, fountains, public baths,

and manufs. of woollen and cotton fabrics, dye-
works, and an active trade in raw cotton.

Sereth (^Arartts), a river of Europe, Bukowina
and Moldavia, rises 43 m. S.W. Czeruowitz, flows

S.S.E., and joins the Danube 5 m. W. Galacz.

Total course nearly 270 m. Principal affls. the

Bistritz, Sutschava, Moldava, and Tatros, from
the "W., and the Birlat from the E.

Sereth, a town of Austria, Galicia, circ. and
24 ra. S.S.E. Czemowitz, on the Sereth.

Sergatsch, a town of Eussia, gov. and 85 m.
S.E. Nijnii-Novgorod, cap. circ. P. 3000.

Sergievsk, a town of Bussia, gov. Orenburg,
on the Sok, 54 m. W.N.W. Bogoroslav. P. 1000.

It is enclosed by walls, and defended by forts.

Near it are several sulphur springs.

Sergines, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

dep. Tonne, cap. cant., 10 m. N. Sens. P.

1317.

Serginskoi (^N'ijnii and Verkknii), two conti-

guous market towns of E. Bussia, gov. Perm, on
the Serga, 55 m. E. Krasno-Ufimsk. P. 3000.

Sergipe, a maritime prov. of Brazil, between
lat. 9° 15' and 11° 27' S., Ion. 36° 20' and 39° 15'

W., having E. the Atlantic, S. and W. the prov.
Bahia, and N. and W. the river Sio Francisco,
separating it from Alagoas. Area estimated at

11,225 sq. m. P. (1856) 183,600. Surface moun-
tainous in the centre; principal river the Vaza-
barris. Soil fertile in the E., producing manioc,
millet, cotton, tobacco, sugar, etc. ; but in the "W.

are ill-watered open plains, mostly uncultivated,

and devoted to cattle-rearing. Brazil wood and
other forests clothe the mountains, and timber is

an important product.

—

Sergipe del Rey, the cap.

of the above prov., is on 1. b. of the Vazabarris.
It contains the residence of the governor, and has
a college, and a trade in sugar and cotton. It

was burnt by the Dutch in 1637. P. 9000.
Seriate, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and circ

Bergamo. P. 2527.

Serigxac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Tam-et-Garonne, arr. Castel-Sarrasin. P. 1203.

Serigxax, a comm. and mkt town of France,
dep. H^rault, 5 m. S.E. Bdziers. P. 2408.
Serik or Sereek, a small maritime town of

Persia, prov. Kerman, 45 m. N.W. Jask, on the
E. coast of the strait uniting the Persian Gulf
with the Indian Ocean.

Serinagitr, Cashmere, India. [Sirixagur.]
Seeh^gapatam, a celebrated fortress and town

of British India, formerly the cap. of Mysore, at
the W. angle of an island in the Cauvei-y, 9 m.
N.E. Mysore. Lat 12° 25" N. ; Ion. 76° 48' E.
Its fortifications, erected by Tippoo, were of great
extent and solidity; town ill built, but toward
the centre of the island, which is 3 m. in length
by 1 m. in breadth, is a large and good suburb,
^vith the mausoleum of Hyder Ali and Tippoo.
Seringapatam was besieged by the English in
1791, and again in 1792, when Tippoo purchased
a peace by ceding half of his dominions, and pay-
ing 3,300,000/. to the British and their allies. It
w«s again besieged in 1799, and taken by assault
on the 4th May, on which occasion Tippoo was
killed, and the dynasty of Hyder terminattid, the
ancient Eajpoot line being restored to the sove-
i-eignty of the Mysore. It was held by the British
at> a military station, but owing to the prevailing

unliealthiness of the climate, was abandoned, and
is fast falling to decay. P. 12,744.

Sercgham, an island of British India, presid.

Madras, dist and 2 m. N. Trichinopoly, and
formed bv the river Cauvery. It is 14 m. long
E. to W." and 2 m. broad N. to S. The great
temple of Serigham has 14 towers.

Serino, a town of South Italj', prov. and 6 m
S.S.E. Avellino, on the Sabato. P. of comm.
6332. Near it are remains of ancient Sabatia.

Serio, a river of North Italy, prov. Bergamo,
circ. Lodi, after a S. course of 65 m. joins the
Adda, 7 m. S. Crema.
Serle IsLjiND, Pacific Ocean, is a low coral

island. Lower Archipelago, W.N.W. Clermont-
Tonncrre. Lat 18° 21' S.; Ion. 137° 2' W. Length
7 m. ; average breadth Ij m. P. 100.

Sermaize, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Marne, arr. Vitry-le-Fran9ois. on railway to

Chalons, cant Thidblemont P. 1981.

Sermide, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Mantua,
on the Po, 35 m. S.E. Mantua. P. of comm. 6000.

Sermix, a town of N. Syria, pash. and 20 m.
S.W. Aleppo. Its few inhabitants are Kurds
and Arabs.

Sermione, Sirmio, a vill. of North Italy, prov.

Brescia, on a peninsula in the S. of Lake Garda.
Serxin (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aveyron, cap. cant., 15 m. W.S.W. St Aifrique.

P. 1827. Manufs. coarse woollens.

Serock, a town of Bussian Poland, gov. Plock.

on rt. b. of the Bug, at its junction with the
Narew. P. 1028.

Serohee, a state of Eajpootana, British India.

It is bounded on the N.W. by the territory of

Joudpore, N.E. by Godwar, E. by the territory

of Mewar or Odeypore, and on the S. by the Gui-
cowar's dominions. It lies between lat 24° 23'

and 25° 16' N., Ion. 72° 10' and 73° 12' E. Area
3024 sq. m. Hilly in the E. and N.E., moun-
tainous and rugged in the S. and S.E., and con-
tains the mountain Aboo (elevation 5000 feet

above the sea), and the various ridges branching
from it. Annual revenue 70,000 rupees. It is

under British government
Seroheb:, a town of British India, Eajpootana,

in lat. 59' N., Ion. 72° 56' E. It is celebrated for

its manuf. of sword-blades, and since it was
placed under British protection is rapidly becom-
ing a prosperous place.

Serokolma, a town of Bussian Poland, gov.

Lublin, W.S.W. Eadzyn. P. 700.

Serox, a town of Spain, prov. and 28 m. N.
Almeria. P. 6619. Iron mines in its vicinity.

Serowitz, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ

and 25 m. E.S.E. Tabor. P. 1955.

SerfA, a town of Portugal, prov. Alemtejo, on
a height near 1. b. of the Guacfiana, 17 m. E.8.E.

Beja. P. 5600. It is enclosed by walls.

Serpeisk, a town of Eussia, gov. and 63 m.
W.S.W. Kaluga. P. 1000.

Serpext Islaxd, British West Indies, Virgin

Islands, is off the S. extremity of Porto Eico.

Serpextaria, an islet in the Mediterranean,

off the S.E. coast of Sardinia ; and the Isle* of
Serpents (ancient Leuce) in the Black Sea, an
opposite the mouth of the Danube.
Serpho or Serphaxto, Seriphos, an island of

the Grecian archipelago, gov. and 24 m. W. Syra.

Lat 37° 10' N. ; Ion. 24° 30' E. Area 20 sq. m.
P. 600. The vill. of Serpho is on its S.E. side.—

•

Serpho Pulo is an islet, 6 m. N.W. Serpho.

Serpuchov, a town of Eussia, gov. and 56 m.

S.S.W. Moscow, cap. circ, near the confl. of the

Naraand Serpeikawith the Oka. P. (1863) 10,872.

It consists of the town proper, the kreml or
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ritaflpl, and a large suburb ; has a cathedral, ex-

tonsive public mao^azines, and manufs. fif woollen,

cotton, and linen fabrics.

Serra (Portug. '' a peaked mountain ridge"), a
prefixed name of mountain ranges in Portugal,

IJrazil, etc. (For those not given here, see second
name.)—I. (dos Aimores), Brazil, separates tlie

}irov. of Minas Geraes from those of Espiritu

Santo and Babia.—II. (da Borborenui), an exten-

sive range of Brazil, separates the basins of the

Sao Francisco and the Paranahiba.—III. (^Chapa

da Diamantinay, Brazil, prov. Bahia, separates

the basin of the S5.o Francisco from the smaller

basins of the prov.—IV. (do Curitiba), Brazil,

jirov. Parana, between the city of Curitiba and
the coast.—V. (GeraV), Brazil, provs. Santa Cathe-
rina and Eio Grande do Sul, partly encloses the

basin of the Uruguay.—VI. (Ibiapaba), Brazil,

separates the provs. Piauhi and Ceara.—VII. (da
Mantiqueirdy Brazil, prov. SS,o Paulo, separates

the sources of Eio Grande from the Eio Para-
liiba.—VIII. (do Mar), Brazil, prov. S3.0 Paulo,

near the coast, lat. 23° 30' S.—IX. (de Montn-
chique), a range of Portugal, prov. Estremadura,
liotween LisV)on and Torres Vedras. — X. (do

Paranapicaba), Brazil, prov. S3.0 Paulo, sheds
the waters of the Eio Tiet^ and the Parana from
the Atlantic seaboard.—XI. (de Portalegre), a
range of Portugal, N. prov. Alemtejo.—XII. (da
Tabatinrja). a range of Brazil, separates the basin

of the Sao Francisco from the Tocantins.
Skrka, two towns of S. Italy.—I. (Capriola),

prov. Foggia, 13 m. N.W. San Severe. P. 4749.

It has 2 collegiate and 6 other churches, and 4
annual fairs.—11. (di Santo SteJ'ano), prov. Catan-
zaro, 19 m. S.S.W. Squillace. P. 5440.

Serra di Fai.co, a town of the island Sicily,

prov. and circ. Caltanisetta, 19 m. N.E. Gir-
genti. P. 6362. It gives its name to a duke-
dom, and lies in the midst of sulphur mines.
Serramanna, a vill. of the island Sardinia,

prov. and 18 m. N.N.W. Cagliari, on 1. b. of the
Mannu. P. 2971.

Serrana and Serranii.t.a, are islets in the
Caribbean Sea, lat. 14° and 16^ N., Ion. 80° W.
Serrastretta, a market town of South Italy,

prov. Eeggio-Calabria, cap. cant., 5 m. N.N.E.
Nicastro. P. 5117.

Serraval, a vill. of France, dep. Haute Savoie,
arr. Annecy, cant. Thones. P. 1433.

Serravalle, several towns of Italy.—I. North
Italy, Venetia, prov. and 23 m. N. Treviso, cap.

dist. P. 5400. It has a cathedral, manufs. of

wool and silk, and active exports of corn, wine,
and honey to the Tirol.—II. North Italy, prov.
Alessandria, 22 m. N.N.W. Genoa, cap. mand.,
on an affluent of the Po. P. of comm. 3046.

—

III. Central Italy, prov. Florence, 4 m. S.W.
Pistoja. P. 5049. It has a ruined castle, and
was a place of importance in mediaeval warfare,

t^lose to the town are the Pass and tunnel of

Serravalle.—IV. (di Sesia), Noi-th Italy, prov.
Novara, on the Sesia, 2^ m. S.S.E. Borgo Sesia.

P. 976 —V. (di Chienti), Central Italy, prov. Ma-
cerata, circ. Camerino, in a narrow defile com-
manded by a strong castle. P. 2715.

Serre, a river of France, deps. Ardennes and
Aisne, after a W. course of 60 m. joins the Oise,

near La Ffere.

—

Serre and Serres are numerous
eomms. of France ; the principal in dep. Hautes
Alpes, arr. and 21 m. S.W. Gap, cap. cant., on
tlie Buech. P. 1025.
Serrenti, a vill of the isl. Sardinia, prov. and

circ. Cagliari. P. 2227.
SERRifeRES, numerous comms. of France ; the

principal, dep. Ard^che, cap. cant., on the EhSne,

here crossed by an iron suspension bridge, 3G m.
S. Lyon. P. 1739.

Serui^res, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Savoie, arr. Chambdry, cant. Euffieux. P. 1131.

Serro Fuio, a former comarca and mountain-
ous dist. of Brazil, in the N.E. part of the prov.
Minas Geraes. [Villa-do-Principe.]
Serryah, a fortified town of British India, in

the peninsula of Kattywar, prov. Guzerat, 2^ m.
from the mouth of river of same name. It is a
place of considerable traffic. Lat. 22° 18' N. ; Ion.
69° 47' E.
Sert or IsERD, Tigraiwcerta (.'), a town of

Turkish Armenia, pash. and 90 m. E. Diarbekir,
cap. sanj., near the Khabur.
Servan (St), a comm. and seaport of France,

dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the
Eance, close to its mouth in the English Channel,
immediately opposite St Malo, to which transit

on foot is easy at low water. P. (1861) 12,709.

It has two harbours, one adapted for frigates,

the other appropriated to commerce, separated
from each other by the rock and castle of Soli-

dor, founded by William the Conqueror ; besides
which another strong fort defends St Servan. It

has a communal college, a church, and an Eng-
lish chapel, reading rooms, and bathing accom-
modation ; ship-building docks, and an active
trade with the East and West Indies.

Servance, a comm. and town of France, dep.
H.-Saone, on the Oignon, near the base of the
Ballon d'Alsace, 12 m. N.E. Lure. P. 2308.

Serverette:, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Loz^re, 13 m. N.N.W. Mende. P. 787.
Servi, one of the Ionian Islands, off the S.

coast of the Morea, 6 m. N. Cerigo, 4 m. long.

ServiA (Msesia Superior, with a part of Illy-

ricum), a state of South Europe, cap. Belgrade,
between lat. 42° 21' and 45° N., Ion. 19° 10' and
22° 45' E., having N. the Danube separating it

from Hungary, E. Wallachia and Bulgaria, S.

Macedonia, and W. Bosnia and Albania. Area
12,600 sq. m., and pop. (1861) 1,098,281, of Sla-
vonic descent, and mostly Christians of the
Greek church. Surface moimtainous, having in
the W. branches of the Dinaric Alps, and in S.

and E. of the Balkan, in many parts densely
wooded and interspersed with numerous fertile

valleys. Principal rivers the Morava and its

alQs. in the centre, and the Timok and Drin,
forming respectively its E. and W. frontiers.

Maize is the chief grain, but every other species

common in Europe is raised. Chief products,
hemp, flax, tobacco, and cotton. Timber, chiefly

oak, of superior quality, would be a chief source
of wealth if facilities were afforded for its ex-
port. Pigs fed on acorns in the splendid oak
forests are extensively exported ; and many
cattle, sheep, and horses are reared in the moun-
tains. Leeches and valonea bark are important
articles of trade. Iron, copper, lead, mercury,
and coal are met with, but few, if any, mines are
wrought. Manufs. few ; the principal is of cot-
ton fabrics. Servia is divided into 6 provs. and
13 dists. ; chief towns, Belgrade the cap., Semen-
dria, Nissa, Jagodina, ELragujevacz, and Pos-
chega. The gov. is vested in a prince and a
council of 6 ministers. Criminal code founded
on that of Austria. Servia was conquered bj'

the Turks in 1385. From 1806 until 1814, it was
independent under Czerny George, when it re-
verted to Turkey ; but another revolt, headed bj'

Milosch, occurred in 1815 ; and by the treaty of
Paris, 30th March 1856, it was placed under pro-
tection of the great European powers as a semi-
independent state. Eevenup and expenditure
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(186^) 447,278/. Tribute to the Turkish govern-

ment 23.000/. Army 4000 men, with a militia

estimated at 70,000 men. The Turks occupy
Semendria, Belgrade, and other five fortresses.

Skrvia, a town of European Turkey, Rumili,

17 m. N.W. itount Olympus, on N. of Thessaly.

Sekvian. a comm. and town of France, cap.

cant., dep. Heranlt, 8 m. N.E. B^ziers. P. 2285.

ServianWoiwoDSHAFT, and Banat of Temes,
a crown-land of Austria, S. of Hungary. Area
11,44.5 sq. m. P. (1857) 1,532,251.

Sesheke, a town of S. Central Africa, cap. of

the Makololo, on 1. b. of the Leeambve, lat 17°

16' S., Ion. 25* 10' E.
Sesia, a river of Northern Italy, rises near

Monte Rosa, and after a S. coui-se of 86 m., joins

the Po 5 m. E. Casale. During the French em-
pire under Napoleon i., it gave name to a dep., of

whicli Vercelli was capital.

Seskar, an island of Eussia, in the Gulf of

Finland, with a lighthouse in lat 60° 2' 1' N.,

Ion. 28° 23' 5" E., and where ships from the
Mediterranean perform quarantine.

Seskinan, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.Water-
ford, 6 m. N.E. Cappoquin. Ac. 16,983. P. 2193.

Sessa {Suessa Aruncay, an episcopal city of

South Italy, prov. Caserta, cap. cant., 17 m. N.W.
Capua. P. (1862) 19,449. It has a cathedral

and numerous other ecclesiastical edifices, bene-
volent institutions, and many ancient remains.

Sessay, a pa. of England, co, York, N. Riding,
with a station on the Great North of England
Railway, 4J m. S.S.E. Thirsk. Ac. 3340. P.
473.

Sesto, several vills. of Italy.—I. Central Italy,

prov. and 5 m. N.W. Florence, at the foot of

Monte Morello. Here is an extensive china
manufactory. P. of comm. (1861) 10,941.-11.
North Italy, prov. and 6 m. N.W. Cremona. P.
2395.—III. isl. Sardinia, prov. and 6 m. N. Cag-
liari. P. 1588.—IV. {Calende), North Italy, prov.
and 33 m. N.W. Milan, on rail, and on the Ticino,
near its exit from the Lago Maggiore. P. 2781.
—V. (San Giovanni), prov. and 5 m. E.N.E.
Milan. P. of comm. 4189.— ^es<jno is a vill. of

Central Italy, prov. Arezzo, E. the Apennines,
18 m. W. Urbino. P. of comm. 2175.

Sestrabek, a vill. of Bussia, gov. and 17 m.
N.W. St Petersburg, at the mouth of the Sestra,
in the Gulf of Finland. P. 1400. It was founded
by Peter the Great in 1716.

Sestre, a river of Liberia, Africa, enters the
Atlantic 138 m. N.W. Cape Palmas. Its mouth
is encumbered with reefs, but vessels of 60 tons
can ascend it for 50 m.

—

Great and Little Sestres
or Sisters are contiguous vills. on the coast, 40
m. N.W. Cape Palmas.

Sestri, two maritime towns of N. Italy, prov.
(lenoa.— I. (di Levante), prov. and 25 m. E.S.E.
Genoa, cap. mand., on a wooded promontory on
the Gulf of Genoa. P. (1862) 8426.—II. (di Po-
uente}, 4 m. W. Genoa. P. 6605.

Se-Tang, a river of Hindostan, Burma, which,
after a S. course estimated at 260 m., joins the
Gulf of Martaban by an estuary 50 ra. m width.
It is so encumbered by shoals and islands as to
admit vessels drawing 6 feet water only.

Setchy, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on the
river Nar, 4 m. S. King's-Lynn. Ac. 780. P. 91.
Setekil de las Rodegas, a town of Spain,

prov. and 72 m. N.E. Cadiz. P. 2690.
Setif (Sitijtscoloniay, a town of N. Africa, Al-

gcrie, prov. and 79 m. W.S.W. Constantine. P.
3813, of whom 2391 are Europeans. In 1853 tho
French government granted to a Genoese com-
pany 20,000 hectares of laud in the environs of

Setif. on which 10 villages are to be erected. Some
of these were built in 1855.

Sette-Comuni, a mountainous dist. of N. Italy,

Lombardy, between the Brenta and the Astico.
Area 100 sq. m. P. 29,000. Chief town Asiago.
Sette Frati, a market town of S. Italy, prov.

Caserta, RS.E. Sora. P. 2579.
Skttimo, several viUs. of N. Italy, etc—I. isl.

Sardinia, prov. and 7 m. N.E. Cagliari. Pop. of
comm. 1570.—II. (Torinese'), N. Italy, prov. and
6 m. N.N.E. Turin. P. 3516.—III. (Vittone),

prov. Turin, circ. and 6 m. N.N.W. Ivrea, cap.

mand., on the Dora-Baltea. P. 1571.—IV. (Mila-
nese}, prov. and circ Milan. P. 2411.

SETTiN'GtAXO, a market town of S. Italy, prov.
and 4 m. W. Catanzaro. P. 1360.

SETn.& a market town and chapelry of Eng-
land, CO. York, West Riding, on the Ribble, and
on railway, 37 m. W.N.W. Leeds. Ac. 4483. P.
1586. It stands at the foot of a height, termed
Castleberg Cliff. Alt 508 feet
Settrixgton, a pa. of England, co. York, E.

Riding, 3 m. E.S.E. New Malton. Ac 4330. P. 556.

Setl'bal or St Ube-s, a seaport city of Portu-
gal, prov. Estremadura, cap. comarca, on the N.
side of the Bay of Setubal, 18 m. S.E. Lisbon. P.

(1863) 13,134. It is defended by a castle, and has
Boveral churches and hospitals, quays, a harbour,
and trade in muscadel and white wines oi u.o
vicinitj', cork bark, oj-anges, lemons, and salt Jt

has an active pilchard fishery, and a large fair in

July. Setubal suffered severely from an eartli-

quake in 1755.

Seudre and Seugjje, two rivers of France,
dep. Charente-Inf^rieure.—I. enters the sea op-
posite the island OMron, after a N.W. course of

40 m.—II. joins the Charente near Saintes, after

a N. course of 40 m. past Jonzac and Pons.
Seuere, a comm. and town of Fraiice, dep.

Cote-d'Or, cap. cant, on 1. b. of the Saone, 13 m.
E.S.E. Beauue. P. 2847.
Sevan, an isl. and lake, Georgia. [Goukeka.]
Sevastopol, a town and naval arsenal, for-

merlj' the Gibraltar of 8. Eussia, gov. Taurida,
near the S.W. point of the Crimea, 38 m. S.W.
Simferopol. P. (1842) 41,156 ; in 1863 it was
only 8218. The great harbour or inlet, on the
S. side of which the town is situated, extends 4^
miles frcm W. to E., with an average breadth
of half a mile, and is so enclosed by calcareom
hills as to conceal the masts of the largest vessels.

This was the station of the Russian Black Sea
fleet, and the great school of marine exercise. At
a right angle to the great harbour, the South
Bay runs IJ m. from N. to S., and to the W. of

it Artillery Bay runs about I a mile in the same
direction; between these bays the town rose in

the form of an amphitheatre. The principal

buildings, commencing at the shore, were, tho

house built for the reception of the Empress Ca-
therine iL in 1787, and behind it the admiralty
arsenal, and ofl5ces of the marine. In the upper
part were the houses of the inhabitants, market.-s

and a Greek cljurch. The hospitals, barracks,

and stores were mostly on the E. side of South
Bay, while the quarters of the artillery and the

quarantine station were in Artillery Bay. By a

si)ecial ukase, Eussians alone were permitted to

reside within its walls. Jews and Tartars were
expressly excluded. The South Bay was used for

arming and discharging vessels, and for mooring
the hulks for prisoners employed in the arsenal.

Beyond this on the E. is the Bay of Careenage,
with accommodation for 3 ships of the lino i]

j
and 2 frigates. The chief defences were, Fort

I

Constantine, the Quarantine Fort, Fort Nicholas
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Bud Fort Alexander. The 4 forts were built of

limestone, faced with granite and porphyry, coui-

posed of 3 tiers of batteries, and having each

•J50 or 300 pieces of artillery. The harbour is in-

fested with myriads of the worm teredo navalis,

which attaching itself to the vessels, pierces

their timbers, and renders them unfit for service

in two or three years. The site of Sevastopol,

previously occupied by the old vill. of Aktiar, was
chosen by the Empress Catharine ii. in 1787. It

sustained a siege of 11 months, from 1864 to

1855, by the Anglo-French army, and was seve-

ral times bombarded ; the S. side was ruined, and
taken by assault on the 22d September 1856. The
Kussians sunk some of their ships to block the

mouth of the harbour. By the treaty of Paris,

March 1856, the marine and military works are

not to be restored, and the town is now (1864) in

a dilapidated state.

Sevellan or Savat,an (Mount), the principal

summit in the E. part of Azerbijan, N. Persia, 20

m. W. Ardabil. Estimated height 12,000 ft. It

is apparently an extinct volcano, its sides and
vicinity abounding with volcanic products.

Skveneecke, a vill. of Belgium, prov. E. Flan-
ders, 9 m. N.E. Ghent. P. of comm. 2500.

Sevenhampton, a pa. of Engl., co. Glo'ster, 6

m. E.S.E. Winchcombe. Ac. 2600. P. 643.

Seven Hunters, Scotland. [Flannan Is.!

Seven Islands, a cluster in the Asiatic Archi-
pelago, near the E. coast of Banca, from which
they are separated by a navigable canal.

Seven Islands, a group in the Gulf of St Law-
rence, Canada East, opposite the entrance of

Seven Islands Bay.
Sevenoaks, a pa. and market town of Engl., co.

Kent, lathe Sutton-at-Hone, on a ridge of hills,

6 m. N.W. the Tunbridge station of London and
Dover Rail. Ac. of pa. 6000. P. 4695. Alt. 606.

Sever (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ijandes, cap. arr., on 1. b. of the Adour, 11 m.
S.S.W, Mont-de-Marsan. P. 4818. It has a
comm. college, and trade in corn, wine, & brandy.
Sever (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Calvados, cap. cant., 7 m. W. Vire. P. 1507.

Severac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aveyron, cap. cant., 24 m. E. Eodez. P. 2772.

—

II. a comm., dep. Loire-luf^rieure, 14 m. N.N.W;
Savenay. P. 1371.

Severer, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and
42 m. N.E. Diarbekir, on an affluent of the Eu-
phrates, at the base of a castellated height.

Severin (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Charente, cant. Aubeterre. P. 1363.

Severina (Santa), a town of S. Italy, prov.

Eeggio-Calabria, 13 m. W.N.W. Cotrone. P. 1305.

Severn, one of the principal rivers of England
and Wales, rises in Montgomeryshire, in a bmall
lake on the E. side of Plinlimmon, 1500 feet above
the sea, flows at first generally N.E. until it

euters England, and then successively S.E. and
S. through Shropshire, Worcestershire, & Glou-
cestershire, and between Somersetshire and S.

Wales, to its expansion into the Bristol Channel,
22 m. S.W. Bristol. Total length estimated at

210 m. Principal affls., the Teme, Upper and
Lower Avon, Leyden, Chilt, and Frome, from
the E., and the Terne, Wye, Usk, and Taff, from
the W., many of which pour themselves into its

estuary. From Newtown it has a total descent
of 465 feet to the sea; whence it is navigable
180 m. to Welshpool. Barges ascend it as high
as Bewdley, but its navigation is tedious and
difScult, to obviate which, a canal, 18J m. in

length, has been cut from Gloucester to the sea,

navigable for vessels of 350 tons. From Welsh-

pool to Newton, its navigation is continued hj
the Montgomery Canal, and other canals connect
it with the Thames, Trent, Mersey, and most
other rivers of Central England. The tide, here
termed the eagre or bore, rushes into the Severn
with such violence, that the stream sometimes
rises suddenly 9 feet in height at Gloucester, and
extensive embankments have been foiined btJow
that city, to obviate the effects of its irruption.
The tide is peiceptible in the Severn as far as
Diglis, below Worcester. At its junction with
the English Channel, the Severn is 8^ miles
across, and drains about 6000 sq. miles.
Severn, two rivers of British America.—I.

Canada West, co. Simcoe, discharges the surplus
waters of Lake Simcoe N.W.ward into Georgian
Bay and Lake Huron. Course about 20 m. It
has several rapids and falls.—II. N.W. territory,

flows through Severn Lake, and enters Hudson
Bay on its S.W. side, after a N.E. course of about
350 miles.

Severn, a river of the U. S., North America,
Maryland, enters Chesapeake Bay near Anna-
polis, which city is on its S. bank.—The Severn
or Dumaresque river, E. Australia, joins the
Dariing in lat. 28° 40' S., Ion. 150° E.
Severn Stoke, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.

S. Worcester. Ac. 3313. P. 679.
Severo-Vostotchnoi, the most N. point of

Asia, Siberia, Lat. 78° 25' N. ; Ion. 108° E.
Sevier, two cos. olE the U. S., North America.—1. in E. of Tennessee. Area 526 sq. m. P. 8584

free, 638 slaves.—II. in Arkansas. P. (1860)
7160 free, 3366 slaves.

Sevignac, two corams. and vills. of France.—I.

dep. C6tes-du-Nord, arr. Dinan. P. 2580.—II.

dep. B. Pyrenees, arr. Pau. P. 959.
Sevilla or Seville, Hispalis, a city of Spain,

and its cap. during a part of the Gothic dynasty,
cap. prov., on 1. b. of the Guadalquivir, here
crossed by a bridge of boats communicating with
its suburb Triana, 60 m. N.N.E. Cadiz. Lat.
(La Giralda) 37" 22' 44' N. ; Ion. 6° 0' 69' W.
P. (1857) 152,000. Is surrounded by Moorish
walls about 6 m. in circuit, having gates and
towers, and the ramparts forming public walks

;

its interior has almost wholly an oriental ap-
pearance. The cathedral, a structure of the
14th and 15th centuries, occupies the site of a
mosque, and is 400 feet in length, by 269 feet in

breadth; and has a square tower, 337 feet in
height, and surmounted by a colossal bronze
statue of Faith. The interior is still richly
adorned, though many of its treasures were re-

moved by the French, and it has numerous
chapels, pictures by Murillo and other great
artists, organs, and the tomb in which the remains
of Columbus were first deposited. Around this

edifice are the archbishop's palace, the chapter
house, the alcazar, and the exchange, in which
are the archives of Spanish America. The
Alcazar, a royal palace and gardens constructed
in imitation of the Alhambra at Granada, con-
tains the " court of Lions," hall of ambassadors,
royal apartments, with many fine paintings, and
dwellings which are let out to private individuals
or for lodging houses. Before the French re-

volutionary invasion, Sevilla is reported to have
contained 140 parish churches, besides numerous
convents, most of which are now converted to
other purposes. Other principal buildings are 29
monasteries,35 convents, 11 hospitals, the city hall,

barracks, prisons, theatres, the cannon foundrj-,

arsenal, and in the centre of the city the bull-ring,

capable of containing 14.000 spectators. The
Torre d'Oru is an ocUigou tower, probably of
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Uotnan construction ; a Koman aqueduct still con-

veys water to the city from Alcala ; and here are

other remains of classical antiquity. On one side

is the Quemadero, or " burning place of the In-

quisition," near which are a large cemetery, and
the English burying-ground. The suburb Triana,

beyond the river, is inhabited chiefly by gypsies

and smugglers, and near it is a Moorish dam
erected to prevent the effects of inundations, to

which the lower parts of the city are liable.

Sevilla is the residence of a captain-general, and
the seat of a royal audiencia, and of a university

establishment in what was formerly a Jesuit

college, and in which and in the city museum are

many paintings. It has a lyceum, and other

public schools, and scientific associations. Manu-
factures of silks, woollen and linen cloths, hats,

combs, soap, and earthenwares ; leather factories

;

government foundry of bronze and brass ord-

nance, and muskets and gunpowder ; an accivc

fishery in the river, a coasting trade, and exports

of oranges, olives, and oil, extensively raised in

the vicinity. The royal tobacco and cigar factory

employs 3000 hands, chiefly females. The Gua-
dalquivir is navigable up to the city for vessels of

100 tons burden ; ships drawing more than 10 feet

water load and unload 8 m. below the city. Chief
imports are manufactured goods from England,
liides, hemp, and flax from the Baltic, iron from
Bilbao, and colonial produce from Cuba, etc. The
Goths removed their capital from Sevilla to To-
ledo in the 6th century. The city was taken by the
Moors in 711, and by Frederick ii. in 1247, after

which, until the time of Philip v., it was the
chief residence of the Spanish monarchs. The
French took it in 1810, and again in 1823. A
few miles distant, on the W., is the village Santa
Ponce, the ancient Italica, the birthplace of the
emperors Trajan, Hadrian, and Theodosius the
Great, and where are the remains of a Roman
amphitheatre, and other vestiges of antiquity.

Santa Ponce and Triana are the seats of large
annual fairs. Area of prov. 5292 sq. m. P.

(1857) 463,486.

Sevington, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2 m.
E.S.E. Ashford. Ac. 882. P. 113.

S6vre-Nantaise, a river of France, rises in the
dep. Deux-S^vres, flows N.W. past Monnieres,
where it becomes navigable for boats, and enters
the Loire on left, opposite Nantes. Length 70
m.—The Sevre Niortaise rises in S.E. of same
dep., passes Niort, where it becomes navigable

;

it partly separates the dep. Vendue from Cha-
rente-Inf^rieure, passes Marans, and enters the
Atlantic at Aiguillon. Length 65 miles.

S&VRES, a comm. and town of France, cap.
cant. Seine-et-Oise, arr. and 4 m. E.N.E. Ver-
sailles, on railway to Paris. P. 6328. It is cele-

brated for the great national manufacture of po]>
celain, and has also manufs. of glass, etc.

Si;vBES (Deux), a dep. of France, in the W.,
formed of part of the old prov. Poitou, surroimded
by the deps. Vienne, Charente, Cha*-ente-Inf^
rieure. Vendue, and Maine-et-Loire ; cap. Niort.
Area 2316 sq. m. P. (1861)328,817. The surface is

divided by a plateau in 2 parts : 1, a mountainous
rocky region, partly wooded in the N.E., called
the Gatine ; and 2, the plain in the S.W. Prin-
cipal rivers, the Sfevrc-Niortaise aud S^vre-Nan-
taise, from which it derives its name. Soil gene-
rally fertile. Pasturage excellent; and cattle,

horses, mules, and asses, the latter of an excellent
breed, are reared. Game and fish abound. Wolves,
foxes, and wild boars are also found. Chief in-
dustry, the manufacture of leather shoes, gloves,
woollens, linens, cottons, and beet-ruot "sugar.

The dep. has mines of iron, marble, and granite;
and is divided into the arrs. Niort, Bressuire,
MeUe, and Parthenay.

Sevri-Hissak, two towns of Asiatic Turkey,
Anatolia, one 66 m. E.N.E. Kutaiah ; the other,
near the Gulf of Scala-Nova, 22 m. S.W. Smyrna.
Sevsk or Sewsk, a town of Russia. [Sievsk.]
Sewalik Mountains, a low but extensive

range of mountains in India, on the N.E. plain
of Sirhind and that of the Doab, between the
Jumna and the Ganges. They extend from
Hurdwar to Roopur, from S.E. to N.W., 150 m.
in length. Bones of large fossil mammalia of the
tertiary epoch are found near these hills.

Seward, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 47 m. W. Albany.
Sewardstone, a hamlet of England, co. Essex,

pa. and li m. S. Walthara Abbey. P. 744.

Sewest^in, a prov. of S.E. Afghanistan, mostly
between lat. 28° 40' and 31° 20' N., Ion. 67° 20*

to 69° 40' E., having S. the Belooch prov. Cutch-
Guudava, E. the Suliman mountains, separating
it from Damaun, and W. the Bholan and Pisheen
valleys, from which it is also separated by high
mountains. It is a flat dry plain of hardened
clay, fertile only near the rivers, and crossed by
the route from Dera Ghazee to Candahar.
Sewickly, a township, U. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, co. Westmoreland.
Seybo, a town of the island Hayti, on a small

river, 55 m. N.E. San Domingo. P. 2306.

Seybusch, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

on the Sola, 12 m. S.S.W. Biala. P. 2952.

Seycheixes, a group of islands in the Indian
Ocean, a dependency of the British gov. of the
Mauritius, between lat. 3° 30' and 5° 45' S., Ion.

55° 20' and 56° 20' E. They consist of 30 small
islands, in 4 groups: 1, Mahd, with St Anne,
Cerf, and several smaller islands ; 2, Silhouette

;

3, Praslin, Curieuse, with a leper hospital and
600 patients ; 4, Denis, Fregate, etc. They are

all of granitic formation, and elevated on a coral

bank. P. (1861) including t he Mah^ Archipelago,
Rodrigues, and other islands, 9055; Seychelles

alone 7000, including 254 liberated Africans.

Among the vegetable productions is the Coco de

Mar. Domestic animals comprise the cow, sheep,

dog, and cat. The hawks' bill and common green
turtle are caught in great numbers,- from July to

December. Make, the largest island, is 16 miles

long, and 4 m. broad ; it is mountainous, but fer-

tile. The cap. of the Seychelles is Port-Victoria,

on the E. coast, with a garrison of 100 men.
There are no roads in the islands, and little cul-

tivation ; education is at the lowest ebb. [Ami-
RANTE ISI^ES.]

Seyda, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. and
54 m. N.E. Merseburg. P. 1450.

Seyer Isles, a cluster lying off the W. coast of

the Malay peninsula, lat. 8° 41' N., Ion. 97° 36' E.

The largest is 5 m. long, by 1 m. broad.

Seyeroe, an island of Denmark, 7 m. N.W.
Seeland. Length 7 m. ; breadth 1 mile.

Seyne, two comms. and towns of S.E. France.

—I. dep. Basses-Alpes, cap. cant., on the Blanche^

20 m. N.N.E. Digne. P. 2508. It is fortified, and
has a comm. college.—II. dep. Var, 3 m. S.W.
Toulon. P. (1861) 11,700. Principal industry,

fishing and navigation. It has a harbour on the

S.W. coast of the Gulf of Toulon, Mediterranean.

Seyssel, a comm. and frontier town of France,

dep. Ain, cap. cant., on the RhSne, which here

becomes navigable, 21 m. S.W. Geneva. P. 1233.

Seysseul, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Is^re, cant Vienne. P. 647.

SEYViD-EL-GiiAzi, a town of Asia Minor, Aiift-
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tolia, 25 m. S.S.E. Ebki-Shehr. P. 3000. It com-
prises about 600 houses of Mohammedans.
Sezanne, a comm. aud town of France, dap.

Marnes cap. cant., 25 m. S.W. Epernay. P. 4450.

1 1 has mauufs. of woollen and hosiery.

Sezemecz, a market town of Austria, Bohe-
mia, circ. and 10 ra. N. Chrudim. P. 1532.

Sezze (line. Setia), a town of S. Italy, deleg.

aud 20 m. S.E. Velletri, on a height overlooking

the Pontine marshes. P. 6000. It is a bishop's

see, and has the remains of a temple of Saturn.

Sezze, a comm. and market town of N. Italy,

prov., and 10 m. S. Alessandria, on rt. b. of the

Bormido. P. 3008.

Sfax or Sfakus, a seaport town of Africa,Tunis
dom., on the Gulf and 70 m. N.N.E. of Cabes.

P. 6000. It is enclosed by a high wall, and has
ship-building yards, and an active trade with
Malta and Sicily.

Sgjersh, or Sgiersck, a city of Poland, gov.
of Warsaw. P. (1865) 10,300.

Shabatz, a town of Servia, on the Save, 44 m.
"W. Belgrade. It has several bazaars.

Shabbington, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 2J
m. W.N.W. Thame. Ac. 2138. P. 371.

Shackerstone, a pa., England, co. Leicester,

3J m. N. Market-Bosworth. Ac. 1920. P. 278.

Shadfouth, a township, England, co. and 4 m.
E S.E. Durham, pa. Pittington. Ac. 2872. P. 1164.

Shadingfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

4^ m. S.S.E. Beccles. Ac. 1369. P. 209.

SHADOXHUiiST, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4
m. S.W. Ashford. Ac. 1932. P. 194.

Shaurinsk, a town of Asiatic Russia, gov.
Perm, cap. dist., on the N. bank of the Iset, 25
ra. E.S.E. Dolmatov. P. 3400. It is enclosed
by palisades, and has an active trade.

Shaduak, an island in the Red Sea, opposite
the ancient Egyptian Port Myos Hormos, lat. 27°

30' N., Ion. 34° E. Length 7 m. ; breadth 4 m.
Shadwell, a pa. of England, and suburb of

London, on its E. side, co. Middlesex, 2J m.
E.S.E. St Paul's, with a station on the London
and Blackwall Railway. Ac. 99. P. 8499.
Shaftesbury, a pari., munic. bor., and town of

England, co. Dorset, on the border of Wiltshire,
25 m. N.N.E. Dorchester. Ac. of munic. bor. 2400.

P. 2960. Principal edifices, St Peter's church,
the town-hall, and almshouses. Manufs. of woven
fabrics and shirt buttons have ceased, and the
trade is almost wholly retail, or in agricultural
produce. The borough sends one member to H.
of C. Reg. electors (1864) 488.

Shaftesbury, a township, U. S., N. America,
Vermont, 95 m. S.S.W. Montpelier.
Shahabad, a town of India, Sirhind, in lat. 30°

10' N., Ion. 76° 56' E. P. 10,852. It has a bazaar,

and supplies are abundant, as the neighbouring
country is fertile and well cultivated.

Shahabad, a dist. of British India, presid. Ben-
gal, between lat. 24° 30' and 25° 46' N., Ion. 83° 20'

and 84° 56' E. It is enclosed by the British dists.

Patna, Behar, Mirzapore, Benares, and Ghazee-
poor. Area 4403 sq. m. P. 1,600,000. Soil fer-

tile. Chief crops, rice, maize, millet, sugar, in-

digo, cotton, tobacco, opium, wheat, and barley.

Minerals comprise coal, sulphur, and sulphate of

iron. Manufs., cotton, thread, and sugar. Ex-
ports silk, paper, cotton, sugar, & sulphate of iron.

Imports tobacco, iron, copper, tin, zinc, and salt.

The zoology includes the tiger, bear, jackal, ser-

pents, crocodiles ; and birds are numerous.
Shahabad, a town of Hindostan, Cashmere,

near the E. extremity of the valley, 14 m. S.E.
Islamabad, and 5600 feet above the sea. Its

vicinity is famous for fi-uit, and it was formerly

a residence of the Mogul emperors. It has a
good bazaar ; and the valley is said to be rich in
copper and iron mines.
Shahjehanpore, a dist. of British India, N.W.

provs., between lat. 27° 15' and 28° 45' N., Ion. 79^
23' and 80° 30' E. Area 2483 sq. m. P. estim.
at 812,588. Surface marshy in the N., and very
unhealthy ; in the S. fertile and salubrious,

yielding rice, maize, wheat, cotton, sugar, to-

bacco, pulse, and fruits. The land revenue has
been fixed for a term of years, and expires in 1868.
The district was ceded to the British in 1801.

Shahjehanpore, a town of British India, prin-
cipal place of dist. of same name, on rt. b. of the
Gurrah, in lat. 27° 62' N., Ion. 79° 58' E. P.
62,785. It has many stately mosques and castles,

and its bazaars show marks of activity and opu-
lence.

Shahlimar, a summer palace and gardens in

the Punjab, 3 m. E. Lahore.—The Shahlimar
Gardens, celebrated by Moore in "Lalla Rookh,"
are in Cashmere, bordering a lake immediately
E. the city of Serinagur.
Shahpoor or Shahpur, a river of Persia,

prov. Khuzistan, rises about 10 m. N. the ruins
of Sus ; flows S.E. in a deep and narrow bed, and
after a course of about 60 m. joins the Kuran
(Karun), 60 m. below Shuster. In its upper part
it runs parallel to the Kerkhah (anc. ChoaspesX
and laves the mud building termed Daniels
tomb, near the remains of Sus. It is conjectui-ed
to have been the Eulseus of the historians of
Alexander the Great.
Shahpoor or Padshahpur, a town of India,

presid. Bombay, in lat. 16° 8' N., Ion. 74° 45' E*
P. estimated from 6000 to 7000.
Shah-rud or Shah-rood, a river of Persia,

prov. Irak-Ajemi, joins the Kizil Ouzan or Sefid-
rood, 40 m. S.S.W. Reshd, in the latter part of
its course forming the boundary between the
provs. Irak-Ajemi and Ghilan.—II. a walled
town, prov. Khorassan, 45 m. S.E. Astrabad. It

is about 2 m. in circuit, populous, and surrounded
by well cultivated grounds.
Shaiya or Chaiya, a maritime town of Asia,

Siam, on the W. side of the Gulf of Siam, 100 m.
N.N.W. Ligor and S. Choomphoon. It exports
large quantities of rice.

Shakapore, a town of Sinde on the route
from Cutch to Hydrabad, 30 m. E.S.E. Tattah.
About 1 mile N.E. of the town are the remains
of a large city, built of excellent burnt brick, the
bastion & walls of which are plainly discernible.
Shalbourn, a pa., Engl., cos. Berks and Wilts,

4 m. S.S.W. Hungerford. Ac 5355. P. 1012.
Shalden, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2 m.

N.W. Alton. Ac. 1509. P. 185.

Shalfleet, a pa. of England, Isle of Wight, 3J
m. E. Yai-mouth. Ac. 6623. P. 1196.
Shalford, two pas. of England.—I. co. Surrey,

on the Wey, 1 m. S.S.E. Guildford. Ac. 2590.
P. 1293.—II. CO. Essex, on the Pant, 4J m.
N.N.W. Braintree. Ac. 2455. P. 760.
Shalstone, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.

W.N.W. Buckingham, Ac. 1320. P. 243.
Shamaka, Transcaucasia. [Shemakha.]
Shamgurh, a Trill, of British India, Sirhind, 5

m. N.W. Kumal. Annual rev. 550t sterling.

SHAMmAM, the Turkish name of Van. [Van.]
Shamlee, a town of British India, N.W, provs.,

in lat. 29° 26' N., Ion. 77° 23' E. P. 11,816.
Shamo, a desert region of Mongolia. [Gobi.]
Shamokin, a township of the U. S., North

America, Pennsylvania, 70 m. N. Harrisburg, in
the anthracite coal-field.

Shamshadil, a prov. of Asiatic Russia, Trans-
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eAUcasia, S. the Kur, and between the provs.

Ganjeh and Kazah. Lat. 42^ N. ; Ion. 45° to 46° E.

SuAXAGOLDEix, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Limerick, 5 m. S.W. Askeaton. Ac. 4183. P.

1708, of whom 639 are in the village.

Shandrum, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,

2 m. W.N.W. Charleville. Ac. 13,451. P. 2996.

Shang-hae or Shanghai, a seaport city and
foreign settlement of China, the chief emporium
now open for European commerce, prov. Kiang-
su, on the Wong-poo river, 160 m. E.S.E. Nan-
king. Lat. of British consulate 31° 15' N. ; Ion.

121'' 26' E. P. (1864) estimated from 370,000 to

400,000, of which about 4800 are foreign resi-

dents, exclusive of the military, naval forces, and
mercantile marine. It stands on a level and
highly cultivated plain, and is enclosed by a

wall five miles in circuit, immediately outside of

which are several populous suburbs. Streets

narrow and filthy; public buildings inferior to

those of Ning-po ; a curious tea-garden and some
ice-houses are the objects in it chiefly worthy of

notice. It has some flourishing manufactures of

flowered silks and muslins, of a peculiar kind,

and of iron wares, glass, paper, artificial flowers,

and wares in ivory, bone, gold, and silver. It is

an important entrepSt of the commerce between
the N. and S. provs. of China, exporting manu-
factured goods to Tien-tsin, in the metropolitan

prov. of Chi-li, and importing large quantities of

pulse, flour, meats, rhubarb, and skins from the

shores of the Yellow Sea. An extensive internal

communication by water facilitates its trade with
all the N. half of China, and it is stated to have
a direct trade with the countries of Central Asia.

Its coasting trade is also very extensive, and
3000 junks are often crowded together in its

river, many being from Hainan, Canton, and
Malaysia. This refers to the native city only,

the foreign settlement bcnng entirely distinct.

It is situated outside the v.-alls to the N. and
E., on the 1. b. of the Wong-poo river, 3 m. long
by 1 ra. wide, and divided into the British,

French, and American concessions. Of these
the first is the most important, where the prin-
cipal mercantile houses have built statelj' edi-

fices, and there is a wide quay on the river

bank called the " Bund." On the opposite bank
is the Pootung subm-b, where are large manu-
factories of machinery, and ship-building estab-
lishments. The river is here about 600 yards
wide, and crowded with shipping from all parts
of the world, the anchorage extending for 5 m.
down, where from 250 to 300 sailing ships and
steamers may be seen at anchor, some of the latter

2500 tons burthen. The chief custom-house
under foreign control in China, is at this port,

with a harbour-master and pilot board. There
are fifteen consuls, the principal being British,

French, and American. These have critninal

jurisdiction over the subjects of their several
nations, and the Chinese are amenable to the
Taoutai, or chief magistrate of the city. There is

alsoaforeign municipalityforthe construction and
conservation of public works, with power to tax
the natives ; but bej'ond these there is no regular
executive or legislative government. Shanghae
has few products of its OTvn. its importance arises
from its position as a central emporium of N.
China, and the country up the Yang-tze-kiang.
It has regular steam communication with all the
open ports in China and Japan, and fortnightly
with India and Europe. There are 3 daily new.s-
pai)ers. 2 weekly, and 2 fortnightly, published,
in the English language; and 4 three times a
week in Chinese. Principal exports to foreign

countries are silk, tea, cotton, cassia, camphor,
and porcelain ; and imports opium, specie, cotton
and woollen goods, munitions of war, hardware,
and genei-al merchandise ; the value of which
in 1862 was, imports, 22,863,953/.; exports,

14,667,406/. The shipping returns for the same
year give, inwards, 724,000 tons, of which 353,000
was British. The customs revenue derived from
this external ti-ade, in the hands of foreigners,

was upwards of 3,000,000/., and that derivable
from native commerce about 1,000,000/., rivalling

that of the richest ports of India or Australia.

Shanghae was taken, 19th June 1842, by the
British troops, who captured in the city 171
pieces of cannon and a large amount of military

stores, and again taken by the rebels, 7th Sep-
tember 1853. In 1862 it was again menaced by
the Taipings;, who were driven back for a circuit

of 30 m. by an allied force of British, Frencli,

and disciplined Chinese, and has since been forti-

fied with a strong garrison of artillery and Anglo-
Indian troops.

—

Shang is the prefix of the names
of numerous Chinese cities of less importance.
Shanutok, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 6 m.

N.N.W. Market-Harborough. Ac. 1590. P. 82.

Shankilt>, several pas. of Ireland.—I. chiefly

in CO. Armagh, comprising the town of Lurgan.
Ac. 6221. P. 12,619.-11. co. Koscommon, IJ m,
W. Elphin. Ac. 6610. V.lS].b.—lll. (prStKilh,
CO. Kilkenny, 2 m. N. Gowran. Ac. 6489. P. 1562.

—Also a hamlet in county Dublin.
Shaxklin, a maritime pa. of the Isle of Wight,

England, on its S.E. coa.st, 2 m. N. Bonchurch.
Ac. 802. P. 479.

—

Shanklin-chine is a romantic
chasm in the cliff, opening to the sea and covered
with vegetation. It has several inns and vUlas,
and at its upper end a small cascade.

Shaknon, the principal river of Ireland, through
the centre and W. of which it flows, dividing
Connaught from Leinster, and traversing the N.
part of Munster, where it separates the co. Claro
from cos. Tipperary, Limerick, and Kerry. It

rises in Cuilcagh Mountain, co. Cavan, 280 feet

above the sea; flows at first S.W., and then
generally S., through Loughs Allen (153 feet

above the sea), Boderg, Forbes, Eee, and Derg,
to near Limerick, where it turns W. and joins

the Atlantic by an estuary 7 m. in width at its

entrance immediately N. Tralee Bay, and 43 m.
in length. Total course estimated at 254 m., for

154 m. of which it is navigable by river and
canal from the N. entrance of Lough Allen.

From Killaloe to Leitrim, 129 m., it is navigable
for large steamers. Its basin is estimated to com-
prise 3613 sq. m. Aflis. from the W., the Boyle,

Suck, and I'ergus; from the'E. and S., the Inny,
Brosna, Mulkear, and Maigue. It is tidal for

the last third of its course, and may be ascended
by vessels of 400 tons to Limerick. Between
Killaloe and Limerick the fall is 97 feet, and the

current too rapid for convenient navigation. It is

connecteil all across Leinster with Dublin by the

Grand Canal from Shannon harbour near Ba-
nagher, and by the Boyal Canal, which joins it at

Tarmonbarry, near Longford.

—

Shannon Bridge

is a vill. and fortified post on this river, crossed

there by a 16 arched bridge, Leinster, King's co^

2J m. N.N.E. Banagher, and in a dreary flat P.

398.—/SAflnnon Harbour and Shannon Grove arc

villages lower down the stream.

SiiANNOX, a CO., F. S., North America, Mis-

souri. P. 2271 free, 13 slaves.

Shanrahan, a pa. of Ireland, co. Tipperary,

comprising the town of Clogheen. Ac. 24,922.

P. 4319.

Shan-sk, a prov. of China, mostly between \tX
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S.")" and 41° N., Ion. 110° and 114° 30' E., having
N. Mongolia, and on other sides the provs. Shen-
se, Ho-nan, and Chi-li. Estimated area 55,268 sq.

m. P. 17,056,925. Surface mountainous ; scenery
beautiful and varied; climate salubrious, and
it has the finest gnipes in China. The Hoang-
ho forms its W. and a part of its S. frontier.

Wheat, millet, cotton, tobacco, wine, dyeing ma-
terials, silk, honey, large numbers of live-stock,

iron, salt, crystal, coal, and building stone, are

among its chief products. Principal mauufs. are
curpets, silk, and metallic goods. It is divided
into 20 deps. Chief city, Tai-yuen.
Shan States, a country of S.E. Asia. Lat. 17°

and 23" N. ; Ion. 97° and 103° E. The northern
part is tributary to Burma, and the S. to Siam.
Chief towns, Kiang-Hung in the N., and Kiang-
mai in the S. [Bcrjla. (Siam).]
Shan-tung, a maritime prov. of China, mostly

between lat. 35° and 38° N., Ion. 115° and 122° 40'

E., having landward the provs. Chi-li, Ho-nan,
and Kiang-su, and E. the Yellow Sea and Gulf
of Cbi-li, which it separates by a large peninsula.
Estimated area 65,184 sq. m. P. 29,529,877. Sur-
face mountainous in the E. ; its W. part is inter-

bected by the Grand Canal, and well-watered by
natural streams. Harbours numerous, and it

comprises many islands off the coast. Wheat,
millet, indigo, drugs, and silks are its principal

products; manufactures of felt, caps, carpets, and
liempen cloths are extensive. It is subdivided
into 12 deps. Chief city, Tsi-nan.
Shap, a pa. of England, co. Westmoreland,

with a station on the Preston and Carlisle Rail-

way, 12 m. N.N.E. Kendal. Ac. 27,770. P. 991.

The village is long and straggling. Near it are
the remains of a Druidic temple and of an
abbey, and 3 m. S.E. the village is the bathing
establishment, Shap spa. Alt. 859 feet.

Shapinshay, one of the Orkney Islands, Scot-
land, 4J m. W. Stronsay. Length 5 m. ; breadth

4i m. P. 973, mostly employed in the cod and
herring fishery. Shores low, level, and fertile

;

the interior is hilly and almost barren. On the

S. coast stands a neat village on the Bay of Ell-

wick; in the island are many Pictish and Scan-
dinavian antiquities.

Shapleigh, a township, U. S., North America,
Maine, 79 m. S.W. Augusta.
Shapookee, an island of Hindostan, off the

coast of Arracan, fronting the entrance of the
Naaf river. Lat. (centre of island) 20° 46' N.

;

Ion. 92° 24' E. In 1823 the island was in pos-
session of the British, when the Burmese (then
occupying Arracan) demanded its surrender, and
with an armed force captured the island, an
occurrence which led to the first British war with
that nation in 1824.

SiiAPWicK, two pas. of England.—I. co. Dor-
•set, on the river Stour, 5 m. S.E. Blandford-Fo-
rum. Ac. 3670. P. 446.—11. co. Somerset, 5^ m.
WS.W. Glastonbury. Ac. 3781. P. 407.

Sharapan, a town of Russian Transcaucasia,
prov. Imeritia, on the Phasis, 30 m. E. Kutais.

Shareshili.^ a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 6J
m. N.N.E. Wolverhampton. Ac. 1985. P. 531.

Shari or Shaky, a riv. of Central Africa, after

aN. course of uncertain length, through Bagirmi,
enters Lake Tchad on its S. side, by several
ipouths. In some places it is nearly 1 m. across,

I and filled with low islands.—II. (or Chadda), a
river of Guinea, Africa, tributary to the Quorra,
[Beniie.]

Sharixgton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk. 3
m. W.S.W. Holt. Ac. 863. P. 257.

tJHARKi, a town of Poland, gov. Radom. P. 3462.

Sharnbrook, a pa. of England, co. Bedford,
3} m. N.E. Harrold. Ac. 2880. P. 887.
Sharnford, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 4

m. E.S.E. Hinchley. Ac. 740. P. 589.
Sharox, numerous townships of the U. S., N.

America.—I. Connecticut, 48 m. W. Hartford.
It communicates with Cornwall by bridges across
the Housatonic river.— II. New York, 47 m. W.
Albany. It has a sulphur spring.—III. Massa-
chusetts, 17 m. S.S.W. Boston.
Sharples, a township of Engl., co. Lancaster,

pa. and 2^ m. N. Bolton. Ac. 3920. P. 3294.
Sharpness Point, a port on the Severn, 2^ m.

N.N.W. Berkeley, at the entrance of ship canal.
Sharpsburg, a town of the U. S., N. America,

Maryland. Near this the great battle of Antietaa
Creek was fought, 17th September (1862).
Shasta, a co. of U. S., N. America, California.

P. 4360.

—

Shasta mountain in the Sierra Nevada,
is 14,400 feet above the sea, and the highest
point in the U. S.

SHAT-EI..-ARAB, a river of W. Asia, formed by
the junction of the Euphrates and Tigris, enters
the Persian Gulf, at its head, in lat. 30° N., Ion.
48° 30' E., after a S.E. course of 120 m. It re-

ceives the Kerkha and Karun rivers, and forms
a part of the boundary between the Turkish and
Persian dominions.
Shatzk, a town of Russia, gov. Tambov, cap.

dist., 38 m. N. Morshansk. P. 6000. It has five

churches, and manufactures of hardwares.
Shaugh, a pa., Engl., co. Devon, on the Plym,

5 m. N. Earls-Plympton. Ac. 8707. P. 570.
Shavli, a town, Russian Poland, gov. Kovno, 5fl

m. S.S.W. Mitau, on the Kovno. P. (1863) 15,896.

Shawangunk, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 24 m. W. Kingston. Nine
mastodon skeletons have been dug up among the
Shawangunk mountains, and one is in Peale's
museum, Philadelphia.
Shawbury, a pa. of England, co. Salop, on

the river Roden, 7 m. N.N.E. Shrewsbury. Ac.
7221. P. 1027.

Shaw-cum-Donninoton, a pa. of England, co.

Berks, on the Kennet, 1 m. N.E. Newbury. Ac.
1940. P. 653.

Shawell, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 3 m.
S. Lutterworth. Ac. 1407. P. 205.

Shawl or Quetta, a town of Beloochistan,
near the Afghan frontier, in an elevated but fer-

tile valley, 20 m. N.W. the Bolan Pass, 6563
feet above the sea, lat. 3° 8' N., Ion. 66° 56' E.
P. 2000. It is enclosed by an earthen wall, well
supplied with water, has a fort, and, in 1842,
was the headquarters of General England, but
evacuated by the British in October of the same
year. The pop. of its valley is estimated at 5000
Afghans and Belooches. The soil is fertile, and
produces wheat, barley, rice, lucerne, madder,
tobacco, and esculent vegetables.

Shawlands, a vill. of Scotland, co. Renfrew,
pa. Eastwood. P. 563.

Shawnee, a co. of the U. S., North America,
Kansas. P. 3513.
Shawneetown, a vill. of the U. S., North

America, Illinois, on the Ohio, 10 m. below the
influx of the Walsash.
Shayook, a river of Asia. [Shy-yok.]
Shebbear, a pa. of England, co. Devon, on

the Torridge, 7 m. W.N.W. Hatherleigh. Ac.
5827. P. 1109.

Sheboygan, a town of the U. S., North Am^*-
rica, Wisconsin, on Lake Michigan, 60 m. N.
Milwaukee. P. (1860) 26,825.

Shedbai., one of the S. Mahratta jaghires of
India, the centre of which is in lat 16° 38' N-,
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Ion. 74° 47' E. Annual revenue 12,359/. Armed
force 280 men. It is tributary to the Britisli.

Sheelin (Lough), a lake of Ireland, paj-tly in

Leinster, cos. Meath & Westraeatli, but chiefly in

Ulster, CO. Cavan, 6 m. E. Granard- Length, E. to

W^ about 5 m. ; breadth, 2J m. Area 4880 ac.

Sheemoga or Simoga, a town of British India,

territory of Mysore, on 1. b. of the river Toonga,
130 m. N.W. Seringa patam. In 1792 it was be-

sieged by the Mahrattas, aided by an auxiliary

force of the Bombay army. A strongly posted

Mysorean force of 10,000 foot, 1000 cavalry, 10

guns, and 13 elephants, who were waiting the

attack upon the town, were defeated by 750
sepoys, losing their guns, baggage, and ammuni-
tion. A few days after, the town and fort sur-

rendered. The town was destroyed by the Mah-
rattas, but is now being rapidly renewed. Lat.
13° 56' N. ; Ion. 75° 37' E.
Sheen, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, on the

Dove, 9 m. E.N.E. Leek. Ac. 2790. P. 427.—
II. (^East and Wesf), two hamlets, co. Surre)', pa.

Richmond. I. adjoining Kichmond. II. imme-
diately S. Mortlake.
Sheephall, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 2J m.

S.S.E. Stevenage. Ac. 1142. P. 243.

Sheep-Head Cape, Ireland, Munster, co.

Cork, terminates the peninsula between Dun-
manus and Bantry Bays, 18 m. S.W. Bantry.
Sheep Islands are a cluster of islands in Lake

Urumiah, N. Persia, prov. Azerbijan.
SHEEPSHE.4D, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 4

ra. W. Loughborough. Ac. 3626. P. 5280, chiefly

employed in stocking manufactures.
Sheeps-Tor, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 7 m.

S.E. Tavistock. Ac 3595. P. 98.

Sheepwash, a pa. of England, co. Devon, on
the Torridge, 4 m. WJ^.W. Hatherleigh. Ac.
1971. P. 527.

Sheepy, two pas. of England, co. Leicester.

—

I. (JUagnay 2J m. N.N.E. Atherstone. Ac. 2820.

P. 647.—II. {Parvay, 3 m. K.N.E. Atherstone.
Ac. 600. P. 114.

Sheering, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 14 m.
W.N.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 1628. P. 499.

Sheerness, a seaport town and naval arsenal
of England, co. Kent, pa. Minster, on the N.W.
extremity of the Island of Sheppey, at the con-
fluence of the Medway with the Thames, 11 m.
E.N.E. Chatham. P. (1861) 15,964. Of its four
divisions. Blue-town, Mile-town, Marine-town,
and Westminster, the first is enclosed within forti-

fications. The dock-yard, occupying nearly 60
acres, contains a wet dock of 34 acres in which
ships are fitted, several dry docks, extensive
storehouses, official residences, etc. Outside of
the yard is Garrison Point, with the residence of
the port-admiral, telegraph, and coast-guard sta-
tions, and large barracks. Opposite the river and
sea is a long wharf, and several hulks ranged off

the shore form a breakwater for the harbour.
The town, latterly much improved, has a pier,

bathing establishment, 1 district church, dissent-
ing chapels, Jews' synagogue, and numerous
schools. Exports com, seeds, and oysters to
London ; but the trade lies chiefly in the supply
of the government establishments. It communi-
cates by steamers and railway with London and
Chatham. Sheerness was taken by the Dutch
under De Ruyter in 1667. The mutiny of the
Nore broke out here in 1798.

Sheffield, a pari, bor., manufacturing town,
pa., and township of England, co. York, West
Riding, near S. border of the co., cap. dist. Hal-
lamshire, at the confluence of the small river
Sheaf with the Don, both here crossed by several

bridges, 45 m. S.S.W. York, and 173 m. by rail-

way from London. Ac. of bor. and pa. 22,830
P. of pari. bor. (1851) 135,310; (1861) 185,172;
increase in 10 years 49,862. It occupies the bot-
tom of several low hills, which enclose it on all

sides except the N.E. Alt 182 ft. It is generally
well built, and has been greatly extended of late

years, though, from the smoke of its numerous
furnaces, it presents a dingy appearance in the
midst of beautiful surrounding scenery. Princi-
pal bviildings, the town-hall, com " exchange,
cutlers' hall, with a stone Corinthian front,

music hall, a new market hall with a roof of
glass and iron, cost 40,000^, theatre and assem-
bly rooms, barracks, assay office, public baths;
several handsome churches, among which is the
old pa. church, a Gothic structure 240 feet long
by 130 broad, with a lofty spire ; St George's,
with a tower 139 feet high ; a Roman Catliolic

chapel, built 1850, with a tower 200 feet high

;

numerous Wesleyan, Independent, and othM"
chapels ; and an elegant stone cross, erected to

commemorate a dire visitation of the cholera ia
1832. Public schools numerous : comprising a
Royal free grammar school ; Wesley college for

250 boys ; coUegiate proprietary school, a charity
school, which clothes and educates 100 boys ; an-
other for 70 girls ; a people's college, and many
other schools. Among the charitable institutions
are the general infiimary, dispensary, Shrews-
bury hospital, Hillis' hospital, and licenced vic-
tuallers' asylum. The mechanics and appren-
tices' library, the Sheffield library, with 25,000
vols., a literary and philosophical society, with a
mxiseum. The botanic garden is extensive and
finely situated. One mile from the town, on the
slope of a hiU, is the cemetery, well arranged and
covering 14 acres. The suburbs are neatly laid

out, with many elegant mansions and villas;

and 1 m. E. is the ^1. of Attercliffe, the pop. of

which are engaged in Sheffield manufs. Sheffield
is the great seat of the manuf. of cutlery (for which
it has been celebrated since the time of Chaucer),
silver-plate, and plated goods, with nearly eveiy-
thing that can be made of iron or steel, including
iron-plating for ships. It has brass foundi-ies,

manufs. of Britannia metal and German silver

goods, buttons, combs, optical instruments,
brushes and wood-turning. Steam-power is

used in forging and giinding, for which opera-
tions vast buildings are constructed. A new
process for the manuf. of scissors by powerful
machinery introduced in 1864^ greatly abridges
hand-labour, and the process of grinding. In
the same year an anvU block, to be used in forg-

ing large Whitworth guns, was cast at the Mid-
land works, weighing 100 tons. Coal is abun-
dant in the vicinity ; the Don is navigable up to

the town, and the canal basin admits vessels of

50 tons. There are large mercantile houses
trading with the U. S. of America, Brazil, the

Cape of Good Hope, etc. ; cheese, com, and fruit

are staple articles of trade. Sheffield sends 2
mems. to H. of C. Reg. elects. (1864) 8759. It

is the seat of quarter sessions, and a co. court.

Sheffield castle, of which no vestige now remains,
was for 12 or 14 years the prison of Mary Queen
of Scots. This castle, when held by the Royalist

party, surrendered to the Parliamentary forces

in 1644, after the battle of Marston Moor.
Sheffield, a township of the U. S., N. Ame-

rica, Massachusetts, 28 m. E.S.E. Hudson. Iron

ore and marble are found here.

SuEFFORD, a CO. of Canada East Lat 46'* fiU'

N. ; Ion. 72° 40' W.
Sheffobd, two pas. of England, cc. Berks, oo
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the Kennet.^-I. (Easf), 5i m. N.E. Hungerford.
Ac. 1041. P. 79.—II. (West), 5J m. N.N.E.
Hungerford. Ac. 2196. P. 538.—Also a chapeliy,

CO. Bedford, on the Ivel, pa. Campton, 6 m. S.W.
Biggleswade. Ac. 1120. P. 1544.

Shefkatil-su, a river of Asiatic Turkey, rises

near the Pereiigah Dagh hills, about lat. 41° 48'

N., Ion. 42° 1' E., and entere the Black Sea on its

E. side, forming the boundary between the Rus-
sian and Turkish empires at that point. At its

mouth is the Eussian fort St Nikolai.
Shehr, a maritime town of Arabia, on its S.E.

coast, 32 m. E.N.E. Mak§.llah. Estimated pop.
O'OOO. It extends for one mile along the shore.

Manufs., coarse cotton cloths, gunpowder, arras,

etc. ; and has a general trade. Ships anchor in

from 7 to 8 fathoms water, in its roadstead, about
1 m. from the shore.

Siiehri-Sebz, a town of Central Asia, khanat
Kunduz, on a river, 40 m. S. Samarcand, and
occupying the site of Kesh, birthplace of Timour.

Sheik's Islands, N.E. Africa, Somali country,
are in the Bay of Zeylah, Gulf of Aden, between
Zeylah and Tajuixah.
Sheipoo, a marit. town of China, prov. Che-

kiang, 50 m. S.S.E. Ning-po. It has a consider-
able trade, and in the late war was defended by
many forts. The town was taken by the British,

IGth September 1841.

Shekawuttee, a few small states in British

India, dependent upon Jeypore, between lat. 27°

20' and 28° 33' N., Ion. 74° 52' and 76° 10' E.
Area 3895 sq. m. P. not ascertained. Surface
undulating ; soil fertile, yielding wheat, barley,

and other grains, pulse, red pepper, and hemp.
In the district is a rich Coppermine. The chiefs

are subject to the British. Kev. 2,300,000 rupees.
Shekin, a prov. of Asiatic Eussia, Transcau-

casia, lat. 40° N., Ion. between 47° and 48° E.,

having N. the Caucasus, S. the river Kur, W.
Georgia, and E. the prov. Shirvan. Chief town
Nukha.

—

Shekineh is a town of Asia-Minor, pash.
Sivas, on the Yeshil-Irmak, 72 m. N.N.E. Amasia
Shek-pei-wan, a marit. vill. on the S. coast of

Hong-Kong, with an excellent anchorage.
Sheijjurne, a marit. town of Nova Scotia, cap.

CO., with a good harbour, 102 m. S.W. Halifax.
SHEI.BURNE, the most southerly co. of Nova

Bcotia. P. of CO. (1861) 16,668.

Shelbubne, two townships of theU. S., North
America. —I. Vermont, on Lake Champlain, 7
m. S. Burlington.—II. Massachusetts, 5 m. W.
Greenfield.

Shelbubne Bay, N.E. Australia, is an inlet of

the Pacific Ocean, lat. IPSO' S., Ion. 143° E.
Shelby, several cos., etc., U. S., North Ame-

rica.—I. near the centre of Alabama, cap. Colum-
biana. Area 993 sq. m. P. (1860) 8996 free,

8622 slaves.—II. Tennessee, in its S.W. part, on
the Mississippi, cap. Ealeigh. Area 916 sq.

ai. P. 31,139 free, 16,953 slaves.—III. Ken-
tucky, in its N. part, cap. Shelbyville, 23 m.
N.N.W. Frankfurt. Area 426 sq.m. P. 9799 free,

6634 slaves.—IV. Ohio, in its W. part, on the
Miami river and canal, cap. Sidney. Area 468
sq. m. P. 17,493.—V. Indiana, cap. Shelbyville.
Area 428 sq. m. P. 19,569.—VI. Illinois, on the
Kaskaskia river, cap. Shelbyville ; here the Con-
federates were defeated with great loss by the
Federals, June 25th, 1863. Area 762 sq. m. P.
14,613.— VII. Missouri, in its N.E. part, cap.

Shelbyville. Area 495 sq. m. P. 6577 free, 724
Blaves.—VIII. Texas. P. 3886 free, 476 slaves.

—Also several townships—I. New York, 10 m.
B. Albion.—II. Indiana, co. Jefferson.—III.

Michigan, co. Macomb.

Sheldon, two pas. of England.— I. co. Devon,
16 m. N.E. Exeter. Ac. 1681. P. 180—II. a
pa., CO. Warwick, 4 m. S.W. Coleshill. Ac
2514. P. 434.

Sheldon, two townships, U. S., N. America.
—I. New York, co. Wyoming.—II. Vermont, 62
m. N. Montpelier.

Sheldvvick, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3 m.
S. Faversham. Ac. 1896. P. 616.

Shelf, a township of England, co. York, West
Eiding, pa. and 3 m. N.E. Halifax. Ac. 1350.
P. 3062.

Shelfanger, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2A
m. N.N.W. Diss. Ac. 1719. P. 370.

Shelford, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Notts, 3^ m. N.W. Bingham. Ac. 3560. P. 692.

—II. (^Great), co. and 3 m. S.S.E. Cambridge.
Ac. 1900. P. 1006.—III. (Little), same co., 4^ m.
S. Cambridge. Ac. 1200. P. 474.

Shelland, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m.
W.N.W. Stow-Market. Ac. 540. P. 99.

Shelley, two pas. of England.—I. co. Suffolk,

on the river Bret, 10 m. W.S.W. Ipswich. Ac.
928. P. 142.—II. CO. Essex, 1^ m. N. Chipping-
Ongar. Ac. 600. P. 178.—III. a township, co.

York, We.-^t Eiding, pa. Kirk-Burton, 5 m. S.E.
Huddersfield. Ac. 1420. P. 1901.

Shell Harbour, a municipality of New South
Wales, CO. Camden, 8 m. N. Kiama. P. (1861) 125.

Shelliff or Chinalaph, one of the principal
rivers of Algeria, rises in Jeb-el-Amour, after a
N. and S.S.W. course of 250 miles, enters the
Mediterranean Sea, N.E. Mostaganem.
Shellow-BowELS, a pa. of England, co. Essex,

6J m. W.N.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 457. P. 110.

Shelsley, two pas. of England, co. Worcester.
—I. (Beauckamp), 8 m. S.W. Stourport. Ac. 2196.

P. 556.—II. {Walsh), on the Teme, 8^ m. S.W.
Stourport. Ac. 468. P. 57.

Shei^well, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5J
m. N.N.E. Bicester. Ac. 809. P. 44.

Shelton, several pas. of England.—I. co. Bed-
ford, 4J m. W.N.W. Kimbolton. Ac. 1080. P.
143.—II. CO. Norfolk, 11 m. S. Norwich. Ac,
1292. P. 192.—m. CO. Notts, 6 m. S.S.W.
Newark. Ac. 740. P. 127.

Shelton, a township and chapelry of England,
CO. Stafford, pa. Stoke-upon-Trent, 2 m. E.N.E.
Newcastle-under-Lyne. P. (1861) 18,331. It com-
prises the village Etruria and part of Cobridge,
and is on the line of the Crewe and Derby Eail-
way, and the Grand Trunk Canal. It has an
infirmary, and numerous potteries.

Shelve, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 13 m.
S.W. Shrewsbury. Ac. 1285. P. 78.

Shemakha, a gov. of Asiatic Eussia, Trans-
caucasia, formerly Shirvan prov., between lat.

40° and 41° N., Ion. 48° and 49° 30' E., having
E. the Caspian Sea and the prov. Baku, S. the
river Kur, W. Shekin, and N. the Caucasus.
Area 21,924 sq. m. P. (1858) 633,886. A range
of high mountains traverses the prov. from N.W.
to S.E., separating the basins of the Kur and the

Terek. The N. portion forms a plain, well
wooded and watered by the Kur, and is highly
fertile. A line of military forts skirts the shores
of the Caspian from Baku to Derbend, and another
extends from Baku to the Black Sea. -Shemakha,
the principal town, is 65 m. W.N.W. Baku. It

was ruined in 1734 by Nadir Shah, but is now
thriving, and celebrated for its silk manufacture.
P. (1863) 25,148

—

Old Shamaka or Kooneshur, a
vill., 15 m. N.E.
Shenandoah, a river of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Virginia, joins the Potomac at its passage
through the Blue Eidge, after a N.E. course of
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200 m., for 100 m. of which it is navigrable by
light boats. It gives name to a co. of Virginia.

Area 386 sq. m. P. (1860) 13,143 free, 753 slaves.

Cap. Woodstock.
Shenango, two townships of U. S., North

America, Pennsylvania.—I. co. Lawrence.—II.

CO. and 11 m. S.W. Mercer.

Shexdy, a town of Africa, Nubia, on E. bank
of the Nile, 90 m. N.N.E. the junction of its two
great arms at Khartoom. P. estimated at 10,000.

It is a cai-avan station, and has markets twice

a week, at which live stock of all kinds, fine

wheat, straw, jars, salt, baskets, and cotton cloths

are sold. Near it the finest senna is abundant
Shknfield, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 1 m.

N.E. Brentwood, with a station on the Colches-
ter and Bury Eailway. Ac. 2397. P. 1149.

Shemngtox, a pa. of England, Oxon, 5| m.
W.N.W. Banbury. Ac. 1340. P. 415.

SHENT.ET. two pas. of England.— I. co. Herts,

4i m. N.W. Chipping Bamet. Ac. 4056. P.

1304—IL CO. Bucks, 4 m. W.N.W. Fenny-Strat-
ford. Ac. 2900. P. 492.

Shejj-se, a prov. of China, between lat. 32° and
40' N., Ion. 106° and 111° E., having N. Mon-
golia, and on other sides the provs. Kan-su, Sze-
chuen, Hoo-pe, Ho-nan, and Shan-se. Area
67,400 sq. m. P. 10,309,769. Famous from being
the original seat of the Chinese race. Surface
mountainous, and less fertile than the more E.
provinces. The Hoang-ho forms most of its E.
boundary ; and it is intersected by the great affl.

of that river, the Hoei-ho. Principal products
comprise millet, iron, porphyr}', jasper, copper,
gold, musk, ginseng, rhubarb, and timber. Prin-
cipal manufs. are agricultural and military im-
plements, and felt for military clothing. It is

divided into 12 deps. Chief city Si-ngan.
Shenstone, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 3

m. S.S.W. Lichfield. Ac. 8451. P. 2131.
Sheopoor Dear, a town of British India, dist.

Ghazeepore, N.W. provs., in lat. 25° 40' N., Ion.
76° 48' E. P. 6382.

Sheopore, a town of British India, territory
of Gwalior. It is the principal place of a per-
gunnah of same name : annual rev. of 325,000
rupees. Lat. 25° 38' N. ; Ion. 76° 48' E.
Sheopore, a town of British India, dist. Ben-

ares, N.W. provs., in lat. 25° 21' N., Ion. 83° 1' E.
Shepley, a township of England, co. York,

West Riding, pa. Kii-k-Burton, 5J m. S.S.E.
Huddersfield. Ac. 1250. P. 1432.

SiiEPPERTox, a pa., England, co. Middlesex, on
the Thames, 4 m. S.E. Staines. Ac. 1541. P. 849.
Sheppey, an island of England, co. Kent, at

the mouth of the Thames, between the estuaries
of the Medway and Swale. Length 9 m., breadth
4i m. (P. in Sheerness.) It was formerly much
larger, but has been progressively encroached
upon by the sea. On its W. Mde, bordering the
Medway, are Queenborough and Sheerness, and
off its S. side the islets Elmley and Harty.
Shepreth, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 5

m. N.N.E. Royston. Ac. 1269. P. 339.
Shepscomb, a cbapelry of England, co. Glou-

cester, pa. and 2 m. E.N.E. Painswick. P. 510.
Shepton, two pas. of England, co. Someiset.—I. (BeauchampX 3i m. E.N.E. Ilminster. Ac.

836, P. 658.—II. (Montague), 2\ m. S. Bruton.
Ac 2424. P. 433.

Shepton-Mallet, a market town and pa. of
England, co. Somerset, on a branch of the Bme,
19 m. S. Bristol. Ac. of pa. 3572. P. 6347. It
has a church, a convent, co. bridewell, an alms-
house, and manufs. of crape and velvets.
Siikpway, a lathe of the co. Kent, England,

comprising its S. part, with Romney marsh, an3
the towns Lvdd, Romney, Hvthe, and Folke-
stone. P. (1861) 51,826.

Sheravatty River. [SufRAVATi.]
Sherborne^ a market town of England, co.

Dorset, on both sides of the Ivel, 18 m. N.N.W.
Dorchester. Ac. of pa. 6467. P. (1861) 5793.
It is situated partly on a height, and has a
church, formerly part of an abbey, which was
the see of a bishopric from the 8th till the 11th
century, when it was transferred to Salisbury.
It has a town hall and market house ; a grammar
school, a blue coat school, and several imjwrtaut
charities; and manufs. of velvets and crapes.
Shkrborxe, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Glo'ster, 6 m. W.N.W. Burford. Ac. 4560. P.
584.—II. CO. and 2J m. S.S.W. Warwick. Ac.
1110. P. 167.—III. (St John), CO. Hants, 2i m.
N.N.W. Basingstoke. Ac 3885. P. 675.—IV.
(Monks), same co., 3j m. N.W. Basingstoke. Ac
3342. P. 649.

Siierboro, an island off the Sierra Leone
coast, Africa, opposite the mouth of Sherboro
river, 40 m. S.S.E. Free Town. Lat. 7° 30' N.

;

Ion. 12° 40' W. Length 30 m. ; breadth 10 m.
It is low and unhealthy, but produces rice and
fruits, which the inhabitants export to SieiTa
Leone, in return for manufactured goods.—The
Sherboro river is navigable for large vessels for
50 miles from its mouth. It joins the Atlantic
Ocean by an estuary 20 miles wide.
Sherbrooke, a town of Canada East, co. Com^

ton. and on the river St Francis, 84 m. E.S.K
Montreal. P. (1861) 5899. It has saw and grist

mills, woollen and cotton factories, a paper mill,

and several machine shops.
Sherburn, a p>a, and market town of England,

CO. and 13 m. S.S.W. York, on the N. Midland
Railway. Ac. of pa. 11,896. P. 3944. It has
an hospital, and school with four scholarships
in St John's college, Cambridge, and had an-
ciently a palace of king Athelstan. In the vici-

nity plums, flax, and teasel are extensivelj- raised.—11. a township, co. and 2| m. E. Durham, pa.

Pittington, with a station on the Great North of

England Railway. Ac. 1303. P. 2380.—III. a pa,
CO. York, East Riding, 11 m. E.N.E. New Malton;
Ac 4630. P. 744.

Sherburne, a township of the U. S., Noiik
America, New York, 90 m. W. Albany, on Che-
nango river and canaL
Shercock, a pa. of Ireland. Ul.ster, co. Cavan,

9J m. S.E. Cootehill. Ac 8221. P. 3086. of
whom 378 are in the village.

Shere, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, with *
vill., 6 m. E.S.E. Guildford, on the Reading and
Reigate Railway. Ac. 6396. P. 1503.

Sherecote. a town of British India, N.W.
provs., dist. Bijnour, in lat. 29° 20' N., Ion. 78° 3(f

E. P. 12,084.

Shereforu, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2J
m. W. Fakenham. Ac. 842. P. 62.

Sherfield, two pas. of England, co. Hants.

—

I. (on Lodon), 4 m. N.E. Basingstoke. Ac 2288.

P. 693.—II. (English), 4 m. W.N.W. Romsey.
Ac 1780. P. 342.

Sherford, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3j m.
E. Kingsbridge. Ac. 2326. P. 404.

Shergotty, a town of British India, dist

Behar, in lat 24° 33' N., Ion. 84° 51' E. P. 6100.

Sheribon, a town of the island Java, on a baJT

of its N. coast, cap. dist., 130 m. E.S.E. Batavia.

Sheriff-Hales, a pa. of England, cos. Stafford

& Salop, 3 m. N.N.E. Shiffnal. Ac. 6639. P. 966

SHERiNGHAsr, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk.

4^ ni. W. Cromer. Ac 235C. P. 1289.

]
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Shkhington, a pa. of Euglaud, co. Wilts, 5 in.

N.E. Hiudon. Ac. 1280. P. 187.

SiFEKM (Arab, "a JIarbour"y, numerous inlets

on the E. coast of tho Ked Sea, tlie principal

being—I. (Eareikah\ 40 m. S.E. Yembo, and
having tho ruins of a large town on its border.

—

II. (RebegKy, 110 m. S.E. Yembo, and the place

of a large annual fair, from Julj' to September
inclusive.—III. (Wej-hy, 130 m. N.W.Yembo.
SiiERMANBURY, a pa. of England, co. Sussex,

6 m. N.N.E. Steyning. Ac. 1911. P. 464.

Sheiixbokne, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6

m. N.N.E. Castle- Kising. Ac. 1300. P. 144.

Sherston, two pas. of Englanrl, co. Wilts.— I.

QIagna), 5i m. W.S.W. Malmesburj-. Ac. 4280.

P. 1603.-II. (Parva), 4J m. W.S.W. Malmes-
bury. Ac. 950. P. 156.

Sherwill, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4 m.
N.E. Barnstaple. Ac. 4762. P. 609.

Sheti^and or Zetland Isi^nds, an archipelago

of about 30 islands, in the North Atlantic Ocean,
belonging to Scotland, of which country, with the

Orkneys, 60 m. S.S.W., it forms a co. ; mostly
between lat. 59" 61' and 60° 50' N., Ion. 0° 44' and
1° 44' W. ; 180 m. S.E. the Faroe group, and 210
m. W. Bergen, in Norway. Ac. 698,726. P. (1861)
31,670. Mainland, in the S.W., comprises about
half the area, and more than half the entire pop.,

together with Lerwick and Scalloway, the only
towns in the group. Other islands are Yell, Unst,

Fetlar, Whalsey, Bressaj', East and West Burra,

Papa-Stour, Foula (between lat. 60° 6' aud 60° 10'

N., and Ion. 2° d' W., and conjectured to be the

Ultima Thule of Tacitus), and Fair Isle, inter-

mediate between Shetland and Orkney. Shores
rocky, and greatly indented with inlets, especially

in Mainland. Climate very damp and variable,

but snow or frost seldom lasts long in winter, at

which season the aurora borealis is highly bril-

liant ; night is scarcely known during Ma}% June,
and July. Gneiss, mica-schist, hornblende, and
other slate, serpentine, and primitive limestone,

are the principal rocks. Surface generally hilly,

covered with heath, destitute of trees ; and the
valleys in Mainland, which all extend N. and S.,

are interspersed with many small lakes. Soil

mostly mossy or light gravel, and less produc-
tive than that of Orkney. By far the greatest

part of the surface of the islands is occupied by
peat moss, sometimes to a great depth, whence
the inhabitants obtain their fuel. Unst is the

most fertile island. Agriculture is in a backward
condition ; the surface is chiefly appropriated to

rearing live stock, though some potatoes, turnips,

and oats are raised. The cattle and horses are

of small breeds, almost peculiar to Shetland ; and
many of the latter especially, being hardy and
well-shaped little animals, have been of late years
imported into England. The sheep and swine
are also good. The cod, ling, and tusk fisheries

are highly important, employing a great propor-
tion of the inhabitants. Some copper, iron, and
clay are met with. Freestone for building is

extensively quarried at Lerwick. Bressay fur-

nishes flagstones for pavement, and a sort of

thick grey roofing slates, consisting of clay
blended with silicious sand. There are now
iour lighthouses in the islands; one on a small
island beyond the northern extremity of Unst

;

one on the out Skerries, the eastern extremity of

the group ; a third in Bressay, at the entrance
of Bressay Sound ; the fourth on Sumburgh
Head. Manufs. are almost wholly domestic,
chiefly Shetland hosiery and shawls, woven by
hand from fine wool ; other exports are cattle,

fish, etc., sent S. in return for colonial and manu-

factured goods. Cliromate of iron, or chrome
yellow, is an important article of export from
Unst. Beremeal, oatmeal, fish, and potatoes,
constitute most part of the food of the people,
who appear to be, as to their condition and edu-
cation, in superior circumstances to the popula-
tion of the N. portion of the mainland of Scot-
land. They are chiefly of Norwegian descent, and
their ancestors are said not to have embraced
Christianity until the 13th century. The islands
form a synod of the Scottish church, and, together
with Orkney, they send one member to H. of 0.
Scandinavian antiquities are numerous in the
islands, and on Fetlar are the vestiges of a Eoman
camp. [New South Shetlajjd.]
Shettleston, a vill. of Scotland, co Lanark,

suburban, and 2J m. E.N.E. Glasgow. Ac. 5174.
P. 6914 ; includes vill. Shettleston, P. 1437.

Shevington, a township of England, co. Lan-
caster, pa. Standish, 4 m. W.N.W. Wigan. Ac.
1706. P. 1615.

SiiEVioCK, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, at
the mouth of tho Lynher, 2 m. S.S.E. St Ger-
mans. Ac. 2627. P. 671.

Sheyl, a vill. of India, in Bussahir, on the S.E.
face of the Wartu Mountain, lat. 31° 14' N., Ion.

77° 37' E. In the vicinity is a mine of iron ore.

which is easily worked, and smelted by charcoal
from the surrounding forests.

SiiiANT Isles, Hebrides, Scotl., a small group
of basaltic islets in the Minch, co. Iloss, pa. Lochs.
Shiawassee, a co., U. S., N. America, in centre

of Michigan. Area 676 sq. m. P. (1860) 12,349.

Shiel (Loch), a lake of the W. of Scotland,
between cos. Inverness and Argyle, separating
the dists. Moidart, Ardgower, and Sunart, 16 m.
W. Fort-William. Length 15 m. ; breadth 1 ni.

It discharges its surplus waters on the W. by the
river Shiel into the sea at Loch Moidart
Shields (North), England. [Tynemouth.]
Shields (South), a pari, and munic. bor., sea-

port town, and township of England, co. Durham,
E. division of Chester ward, pa. Jarrow, on the S.

bank of the Tyne, near its mouth. Eail to Sun-
derland & Newcastle. Ac. of bor. 1760. P. (1861)
44,849. Is a great centre of manuf. and maritime
industry, but has few attractions. The town-hall,

theatre, mechanics' institute, St Hilda's church,

and the market place are the principal public

buildings. The Master Mariners' Asylum is a
square of cottage residences with gardens. At
one end, overlooking the sea, is a library and
newsroom. South Shields claims to be the birth-

place of the life-boat. Glass and shipbuilding an?

principal manufs. A substantial new road leads

over the sands to the South Pier at the mouth of

the Tyne. Two miles W. is Jarroiv, where Bcdo
was born, lived, wrote, died, and was buried; his

bones since placed in Durham Cathedral. Ke-
mains of the old church and monastery. In the
church, Bede's chair, " crucifixion" by Vandyck, &
two ancient bells. Near Jarrow is a magnificent
shipbuilding yard. Nearer S. Shields the Tyne
Docks, 60 ac. of water-surface, will contain 300
or 400 ships, bt^longs to North-eastern Railway
Co. Marsden Rocks, 3 m. S.E. of the town, is a
place of much resort. Grandly exposed magne-
sian limestone cliffs, a curiously excavated grotto,

an insulated rock in the sea, and fine beach are

the attractions. Sends 1 member to House of

Commons. Keg. elect (1864) 1176. Enfranchised
by the Eefoim Act, and incorporated 1850.

Shiffnal, a !». aud market town of England,
CO. Salop, with a station on the Birmingham and
Shrewsbury Rail., 12 m. N.W. Wolverhampton.
Ac. of pa 11,441. P. 5923. It has coal and iron
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irines, and a paper manufactory. Altitude 300

feet.

SHiKARPtK>R, the most considerable town of

Binde, in a level tract 15 m. W. the Indus, and
N.W. Sakkur, on the high route from India into

Afghanistan, bv the Bolan Pass. Lat. 28° N.

;

Ion. 68° 39' E. 'Estimated pop. 30,000, of whom
20,000 are Hindoos, comprising many wealthy
bankers. It is enclosed by a mud wall 2J m. in

circumference, outside of which are lai^ groves

and gardens. Chief edifices, a bazaar, in its

centre, nearly ^ m. in length, and the mansions of

opulent Hindoo merchants. The other dwellings

are but mean huts, each, however, having a shop.

The transit trade is large. Chief merchants have
agents in all the principal cities of south and
west Asia.
Shikarpooe, the principal place of one of the

three territorial divisions of Sinde, with an area

of 6120 sq. m., and a pop. of 360,401.

Shikarpoor, a town of British India, disL and
14 m. S.E. Boolundshuhur, N.W. provs. P. 11,065.

Shilbottle, a pa. of England, co. Northum-
berland, 3 m. S.S.E. Alnwick. Ac. 2935. P. 570.

Shildon, a chapelry of England, co. Durham,
a. St Andrew-Auckland, with a station on the
ear Valley Eailway. 3 m. S.S.E. Bishop-Auck-

land. Ac. 552. P. 2947.

Shilka, a river of Trans Baikal, Siberia, formed
by the junction of the Onon and Ingoda. It

flows N.E. past Nertehinsk and Stretyiusk to

join the Amur, at lat. 53° 20', Ion. 121° 30'.

Length 850 mUes.
Shillelagh, a vill. of Ireland, Leinster, co.

Wicklow, on the Shillelagh, an affl. of the Slanev,

9 m. E.S.E. Tullow. P. 168. It has a church,
a school, union workhouse, and flour mills.

Shillingford, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Berks, 2^ m. E.S.E. Great Faringdon. Ac. 1717.
P. 308.—II. {St George), co. Devon, 3J m. S.S.W.
Exeter. Ac 397. P. 64.

SmLLiNGSTosTE, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, »J
m. N W. Blandford-forum. Ac. 2232. P. 509.

Shillington, a pa. of England, co. and 11 m.
S.S.E. Bedford. Ac. 5030. P. 1788.
Shiltox, two pas. of England.—I. co. Oxford,

2^ m. S.S.E. Burford. Ac. 1595. P. 29^— II. co.

Warwick, 6 m. N.E. Coventry. Ac. 1075. P. 487.
Shimpling, two pas. of England.—I co. Nor-

folk, 3 m. N.E. Diss. Ac. 780. P. 219 —II. co.

Suffolk, on a branch of the Stour, 8J m. 8. Bury-
St-Edmunds. Ac 2698. P. 600.

Shin (Loch), a lake of Scotland, co. Suther-
land, pa. Lairg, from which vUl. it extends for

about 17 m. N.W. by 1 m. in breadth. It is fed
by the Tyrie and other rivers, and discharges its

surplus waters S.wardinto the Oykill by the small
river Shin, 7 m. in length.

SH1NCX.IFF, a chapelry of England, co. and 2
m. S.E. Durham, pa. St Oswald, on the river
Wear, and with a station on the Great North of
England Eailway. Ac. 1303. P. 1544.

Shdjeton, a pa., Engl., co. Salop, on the Severn,

2J m. N.N.W. Much-Wenlock. Ac. 964. P. 175.
Shixfield, a pa. of England, cos. Berks and

Wilts, 3^ m. S.S.E. Beading. Ac 4514. P. 1195.
Shingay, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 5

m. N.W. Eoyston. Ac. 754. P. 128.
Shingham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6 m.

W.S.W. Swaffhara. Ac. 935. P. 62.

Shing-King, China. [Leao-Tong.]
Shinrone, a pa. and market town of Ireland,

Leinster, King's co., 6 m. W.N.W. Eoscrea. Ac.
of pa. 4868. P. 1356 ; do. of town 705.
Shiste or Kabompo, a town of S. Africa, on

L cf the Leeba river. Lat. 12° 40' S. ; Ion. 22° 60' E.

Shipbourne, a pa. of Enarland. co. Kent, 34 m.
N. Tunbridge. Ac. 1906. "P. 476.

Shipdam, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4^ m.
S.S.W. East Dereham. Ac. 4560. P. 1644.

Shiphasi, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 2 m.
N.N.E. Axbridge. Ac 766. P. 520.

Ship Island, U. S., N. America, Mississippi,
Gulf of Mexico, is 30 m. N. Chandeleur Islands.

Shipke, a large town of British India, on the
Sutlej, 98 m. E. Sultanpoor. The cultivatiou
round the town is considerable, and the crops
of wheat, barley, turnips, etc., are separated by
rows of apricot trees. Although 10,600 feet above
the sea, the crops are cut in August. Lat. 31°
48' N. ; Ion. 78° 48' E.
Shiplake, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 3 m.

S. Henley-on-Thames. Ac. 2692. P. 621.

,
Shipley, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6 m.

S.S.W. Horsham. Ac 7698. P. 1212.—IL a
township, CO. York, West Biding, pa. and 3 m.
N.N.W. Bradford, on the Midland Counties Eail-
way. Ac. 1140. P. 7100, employed in the
manufs. of woollens and paper.—III. a township,
CO. and 7^ m. N.E. Derby, pa. Heanor. P. 688.

Shipmeadow, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3
m. W. Beccles. Ac 820. P. 334.

Shippexsburg, a bor., U. S., North America,
Pennsylvania, 34 m. S.W. Harrisburg.

—

Shipping-
port is a vill. of Kentucky, on the Ohio, at the
foot of its rapids, 2 m. S. Louisville.

Shipston-on-Stour, a market town and pa.

of England, in a detached part of the co. Wor-
cester, enclosed by Warwickshire, 30 m. E.S.E.
Worcester. Ac of pa. 1198. P. 1760. Altitude
211 feet.

Shipton, several pas., etc., of England.—I. ca
Salop, 6-1- m. S.W. Much-Wenlock. Ac. 1723. P.
186—II. (on-Cherwell), co. Oxford, 2 m. E.
Woodstock. Ac 1220. P. 131.—III. (undei-
Wicktcood), same co., 4 m. N.E. Burford. Ac
11,652. P. 3163.—IV. (iloyne), co. Gloucester,

2J m. S. Tetbury. Ac. 2298. P. 407.—V.
{pliffey, same co., 5^ m. W.N.W. Northleach.
Ac. 1060. P. 256.—VI. (Sollars), same co., 6 m.
W.N.W. Northleach. Ac 1160. P. 80.—VII.
a township, 3 m. N.N.W. York, on York and
Newcastle Eailway. Ac 1840. P. 440.—VIIL a
chapelry, 2 m. N.E. Market-Weighton, on the
Scarborough and Bridlington Canal. P. 411.

Shiravati, a river on the W. coast of S. India,

on which are the celebrated falls of Gvssbiva.
Shiraz, a city, and formerly the cap. of Persia,

cap. prov. Parsistan, in a valley famous for its

gardens & fertility, 4500 ft. above the sea, & 115
m. E.N.E. Bushire. Lat 29° 36' N. ; Ion. 62° 44'

E. Pop. estimated from 20,000 to 40,000. It is

enclosed by bastioned walls nearly 4 m. in cir-

cumference, and entered by 6 gates flanked with
towers. It had a bazaar, a vast citadel, contain-

ing a royal palace, a great mosque, numerous col-

leges, baths, and Mohammedan tombs ; but it was
greatly injured by an earthquake in 1824, and all

but totally destroyed by another in 1853, when
12,000 persons perished. Since then it has been
much less healthy than formerly. About \ m.
outside of the walls is the tomb of the renowned
Persian poet Hafiz, a native of Shiraz, and near it

are the stream of Eocknabad, the bower of Mosella,

and the famed garden of Jehan Namae. Shiraz

has manufs. of silk and wooUen stuffs, sword-
blades, soap, and earthenwares, and a wine having
a high reputation in Persia. Wine, rose-water,

attar of roses, assafoetida, dried fruits, sUk, goats'-

hair, wool, saffron, dnigs, horses, orpiment, mad-
der, and tobacco, are sent to Bushire. Salt from

adjacent lakes sent on mules inland.
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RniUBlTKN', a pa. of England, co. and 14 m.

E.S.E. Oxford. Ac. 2411. P. 292.

Shir^ a river of E. Africa, flows S. from Lake
Nya.ssa, aud joius the Zaiubezi 120 m. above its

ninuth, where it is one mile wide. Length 350 m.,

all navigable, except about 30 miles of rapids.

1 1 flows through a fine cotton and grain country.

SiiiREHAMPTON, a chapelry of England, co.

Gloucester, pa. Westburj', on Trym, 5 m. N.W.
Bristol. P. 731.

Shire-Newton, a pa. of England, co. Mon-
mouth, 3J m. W. Chepstow. Ac. 3544. P. 886.

Shirinki, one of the Kurile isls., S.W. Porumu-
shur. It is a conspicuous rock, 25 m. in circuit.

Shirland, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 2J m.
N.N.W. Alfreton. Ac. 2942. P. 1426.

Shirley, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 4 m.
S.E. Ashboum. Ac. 3560. P. 696.

Shirvan, Transcaucasia. [Shemakha.]
Shirva, a lake of S.E. Africa, 1«00 feet above

the sea, in lat. 15° S., Ion. 36° E. Length 60 m.,

breadth 10 to 23 miles.

Shisdra or Jizdra, a town of Eussia, gov. and
80 m. S.W. Kaluga, cap. circ, on the Shisdra, an
af9.oftheOka. P. (1863) 10,083. Ithasmanufs.
of woollen cloth, and glass and iron works.
Shitlingtox, a tnship, Engl., co. York, W. Eid-

iug, 6| m. W.S.W. Wakefield. Ac. 3049. P. 2022.

Shoa or SirwA, the most S. of the three prin-
cipal states, Abyssinia, E. Africa, its territory

chiefly comprised between tlie Bahr-el-Azrek or
Blue Eiver and the Hawash, lat. 8° 30' to 10° or
11° N., Ion. 38° to 40° 30' E. Surface mostly
mountainous. Some parts from 4000 to 10,000
feet above the sea, but it comprises many rich
valleys and undulating plains, and the tributary
Galla territories on the frontiers are fertile.

Cattle, corn, coffee, cotton, dyewoods, drugs, wild
indigo, sulphur, nitre, alum, coal, and several

metals are among the chief products. Gold dust,

ivory, hides, civet, and other merchandise from
Central Africa; cotton cloths, blankets, water-
tight baskets and mats of superior quality, peltry,

leather, and parchment, manufactured in Shoa

;

and slaves, from the countries of the interior, are
sent to Zeyla, Berbera, and other ports on the Eed
Sea and Sea of Bab-el-Mandeb, in return for Euro-
pean and other manufactured goods and foreign
produce. Principal towns, Ankobar, the cap., An-
golalla and Tegulet. In 1841, a British embassy
was sentfrom India into Shoa, underMajor Harris.

Shoal, a creek of the U. S., North America,
Illinois, joins the Kaskaskia, 40 m. S.S.W. Van-
dalia, after a rapid S. coiirse of 60 miles.

Shoal Bay, New South Wales, co. Clarence,
lat. 29° 25' S., Ion. 153° 20' E., receives Clarence
river at its W. extremity.—II. N. Australia, at
the S. extremity of Apsley Strait, between Mel-
ville and Bathurst Islands, lat. 11° 48' S., Ion.
130° 43' E.

—

Skoal-basin is a circular baj', a little

farther up Apsley Strait.

Shoalhaven, a river of New South Wales,
rises about lat. 36° S., Ion. 149' 50' E., flows N.
and E., separating the co. St Vincent from the
cos. Murray, Argj'le, and Camden, and enters the
Pacific by a large mouth at the vill. of Shoal-
haven, 75 m. S.W. Sydney. Affluents, the Mod-
bury, Mongarlow, and Werriniungo.
Shobdon, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 7 m.

W.N.W. Leominster. Ac. 3337. P. 503.

Shobrooke, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2 m.
E.N.E. Crediton. Ac. 3885. P. 630.

Shocklach (Church), a pa. of England, co.

Chester, on the Dee, 4 m. W.N.W. Malpas. Ac.
1239. P. 180.

Shoebury, two pas. of England, co. Essex.

—

L (North), 4i m. S.E. Eochford. Ac. 2131. P.
193.—II. (South), at the mouth of the Thames, 5
m. S.E. Eochford, near Shoebury Ness, a coast-
guard station, and the practising ground for
heavy ordnance. Ac. 6150. P. 1502.

Shogre or Shogher, a town of N. Syria, pash.
Aleppo, on the Orontes, 26 m. S.S.E. Antioch.
Sholapork, a collectorate of British India,

presid. Bombay, is composed of three separate
divisions, the two largest lying N. and S. of each
other, and the smaller division situated to the
N.E. of the other two. Greatest length, from
N.W. to S.E., 170 m. Extreme breadth, from E.
to W., 50 m. Ac. 4991. P. 675,116. Surface
undulating.- Cotton forms the chief product.
Chief rivers, the Kistna, forming the S. limit of

the district, which is traversed by the Beema,
and its tributary the Seena. Climate dry and
healthy ; average annual fall of monsoon rains
31 inches. The district was acquired by the
British in 1818.

Sholapore, a town of British India, collector-

ate of same name, presid. Bombay, 165 m. S.E.
Poena. The railway to Bombay was opened in

1863. Here is a Christian church.
Sholden, a pa. of England, co. Kent, H m.

W. Deal. Ac. 1985. P. 407.

Shona, an island of Scotland, co. Inverness,
pa. Ardnamurchan. P. 96.

Shoosha, a town of Asiatic Eussia. [Shusha.I
Shooter's Hill, England, co. Kent, pa. of

Eltham, IJ m. S.E. Woolwich, rises to 446 feet,

and is one of the most conspicuous heights near
London. On its summit is Sevemdroog (Savin-
droog) Castle, a tower erected by Sir W. James
to commemorate his capture of the Indian fortress

so named, in 1756.

Shopland, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2 m.
S.E. Eochford. Ac. 1039. P. 80.

Shoreham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, on the
Darent, 6 m. N. Seven Oaks. Ac. 5506. P. 1253.

Shoreham, a township of the TJ. S., N. Ame-
rica, Vermont, 44 m. S.W. Montpelier.
Shoreham (New), a pari, bor., seaport town,

and pa. of England, co. Sussex, on the South
Coast Eailway, 1 m. from the sea, and 6 m. W.
Brighton. Ac. of pa. 170. P. 3351 ; do. of pari,

bor., which now includes a large portion of the
rape Bramber, (1861) 32,622. Altitude 24 feet.

It has a market-house, and a suspension bridge
over the Adur, the mouth of which river forms
an indifferent harbour. Ship-building is carried

on. Customs rev. (1862) 4:7751. ; exports (1862)
302?. Vessels belonging to the port (above 60
tons) 104, tonnage 20,322. It sends 2 members
to H. of C. Eeg. electors (1864) 1869.—II. (Old),

a pa., CO. Sussex, 1 m. N.W. New Shoreham.
Ac. 1870. P. 278. It has an old church.
Shorkot, a town of the Punjab, between the

Chenaub and Eavee rivers, 24 m. S. Jung. It is

celebrated for its ruins.

Shorncote, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 6Jm.
W.N.W. Cricklade. Ac. 485. P. 19.

Shornb, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3 m. S.E.
Gravesend. Ac. 3214. P. 963.

Short Creek, a township of the U. S., North
America, Ohio, 120 m. E. Columbus.
Shorwell, a pa. of England, Isle of Wight, 4^

m. S.S.W. Newport. Ac. 3685. P. 612.

Shoti-ey, two pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-
thumberland, 9 m. S.E. Hexham. Ac. 12,460.

P. 1180. With lead and coal mines.—II. co.

Suffolk, 7 m. S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 2051. P. 680.

Shottesbrooke, a pa. of England, co. Berk.<!,

4. m. W.S.W. Maidenhead. Ac. 1316. P. 148.

SiiorrESHAM, two pas. of England, co. Nor-
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folk.— I. (All Saints), 6 m. S. Norwich Ac. 1360.

P. 484.— II. (St Mary), 6^ m. S. Norwich. Ac.
2040. P. 369.

SHornsHA-M, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4J
m. S.E. Woodbridge. Ac. 1135. P. 317.

SnoTTLE, a township of England, co. Derby,
pa. Duffield, 3 m. W.N.VV. Belper. P. 427.

SHorroN, a township of England, co. and 9 m.
E.S.E. Durham, pa. Easington. Ac. 3853. P. 1871.

Shotts, a pa. of Scotland, co. & 12 m. N.N.W.
Lanark. Ac. 25,336. P. 7343, of whom 1335 are

in the village. It has extensive coal and iron

works*
Shottswell, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,

7 m. E.S.E. Kineton. Ac. I860. P. 307.

Shotwick, a pa. of England, co. and 5J m.
N.W. Chester. Ac. 3574. P. 931.

Shouldham, two pas. of England, co. Norfolk.

—I. 5 m. N.E. Downham-Market. Ac. 3888. P.
727. It has mineral springs.—II. (Thorpe), 4^
m. N.E. Downing-Market Ac. 1430. P. 298.

Showy, a town of Central Africa, on 1. b. of

the Shary, 23 m. S.E. its mouth in Lake Tchad.
Shrawardine, a pa. of Engl., co. Salop, on the

Severa,6m.W.N.W. Slirewsbuiy. Ac.l951. P. 161.

Shrawley, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,
4 m. S.S.W. Stourpoi-t. Ac. 1877. P. 549.

Shreveport, a town, U. S., N. Amer., Louisi-
ana, on Red River. P. 3000. Exports cotton.

Shrewsbury, Uriconium, a pari., munic. bor.

and town of England, cap. co. Salop, nearly en-
closed by the Severn, crossed by the '' English "

and the " Welsh " bridges, 38 m. S. Chester, and
connected with all parts of the kingdom by 7 dis-

tinct rails. Alt. 229 ft. P. (1851)19,681; (1861)
22,163. It has several churches, town and co. hall,

working men's hall, market-house, co. gaol, mili-
tary depot, infirmary, theatre in a portion of the
ancient palace of the princes of Powysland, a
Doric column, erected to the late Genei-al Lord
Hill, alt. 200 feet, and a monument to Lord Clive.
The grammar school, founded by Edward vi.,

has an annual rev. of 3200/. and 22 exhibitions to

the universities ; Millington's hospital has a rev.
of 1227/. : other charities numerous and well en-
dowed. A Tnusic hall, a working man's hall, lite-

rary and philosophical society, mechanics' insti-
tute, public library, as.sembly rooms, and public
promenades. It has 12 corporate trading com-
imnies ; manufs. linen, thread, canvas, iron wares;
a salmon fishery in the river, and a trade in coal
and corn, facilitated by a branch of the Grand
J unction canal, and by the Severn, here navigable
for barges of 30 or 40 tons. There is a public
cemetery of 11 ac. 1 mile from the town. The
corporation consists of a mayor, 24 aldermen, and
48 assistants. It is the seat of the co. assizes, and
of sessions for the co. and town. It sends two
members to House of Commons. Reg. electors
(1864) 1505. A battle between the troops of
Henry iv. and the Percys, iu which Hotspur was
killed, was fought near it in 1403.
Shrewsbury, several townships, U. S., North

America.—I. New Jersey, 35 m. E. Trenton.

—

II. Vermont, 72 m. S S.E. Montpelier.— III. Mas-
sachusetts, 37 m. W. Boston.—IV. Pennsylvania,
38 m. S. Harrisburg.
Shrewton, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 5J m.

W.N.W. Amesbury. Ac. 2178. P. 710.

Shrivenham, a pa. of England, co. Berks, with
a station on the Great W. Railway, 5 m. S.W.
Parriugdon. Ac. 8430. P. 2258.
Shropham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.

N East Harling. Ac. 2678. P. 510.

Shropshire or Salop, an inland co. in the W.
of England, having E. Staffordshire, S. the cob.

Hereford and Worcester, W. ami N. Wales and
a part of Cheshire. Ac. 826,05."), most of which
are under culture. P. (1861) 240,059. Rainfall ac

Shrewsbury 26 inches. The Severn flows through
its centre, from N.W. to S.E. ; its S. half is moun-
tainous, and here cattle-breeding and daiiy work
are carried on extensively ; the N. portion is com-
paratively level, and the land is chiefly under
tillage. Near the Severn are fine meadow lands

;

orchards are numerous in the S., and hops are
raised on the Herefordshire border. A race of
horned sheep is peculiar to the co. Coal and iron
are worked in the E., lead is produced in the W.,
and salt both in the N. and S. Manufs. glass,

stoneware, carpets, linens, gloves, paper, buttons,
and hardwares. The Shrewsbury, Newport, Bii'-

mingham and Liverpool, EUesmere, and Chester
canals, intersect the co. N. the Severn. A railway
connects Shrewsbury with Chester, and the co. is

also traversed by the London and N.W. Railway.
Shropshu-e returns 4 members to H. of Com.
Reg. elect. (1864) N. division 6269, S. division
4070. After Shrewsbury, the cap., the principal
towns are the bors. of Ludlow, Bridgenorth, Much-
Wenlock; market towns, Bishop's Castle, Church-
Stretton, Wem, and ShiffnalL

SuRULEjSeveral pas. of Ireland.—I. Connaught,
CO. Mayo, on the Black River, 9 m. S.S.E. Ballin-
robe. Ac. 11,861. P. 2394, of whom 422 are in
the vill.—II. Leinster, co. Longford, comprising
a part of the town of Ballymahon. Ac. 6745. P.
2450.—III. Queen's co., 2i m. N. Carlow. Ac.
982. P. 125.

Shubbencadie, a river of Nova Scotia, which
peninsula it nearly divides into two portions

;

after a N. course it enters Mines-basin 45 m. N,
Halifax, with which city and its harbour it is

connected by a canal 30 m. in length.

Shuckburgh, two pas. of Engl., co. Warwick.
—I. (^Uppery, 5 m. E. Southam. Ac. 910. P. 60.

— IL (Lower), 4|m.E.Southam. Ac. 870. P. 152.

Shudy-Camps, a pa. of Engl., co. Cambridge,
4 m. E.S.E. Linton. Ac. 2332. P. 351.
Shugshut, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia,

on the Sakaria, 36 m. S.E. Isuik. P. 8000. On
an adjacent hill is the tomb of Osman, founder
of the Ottoman dynasty.
Shujabad, a walled town of the Punjab, In-

dia, 30 m. S. Mooltan. At a distance it has a
striking and picturesque appearance ; the walla

are mounted with a few guns, and defended by
a small gariison. It has a good bazaar. The
soil fertile and well cultivated, yielding sugar
cane, cotton, grain, and indigo. It belongs to

the Sikhs. Lat 29° 47' N. ; Ion. 71° 18' E.
Shujaxpoor, a town of the Punjab, 8 m. K

Attock, having a splendid serai for the accommo-
dation of travellers, built by one of the Mogul
emperors.
ShumLlA (^Marcianopolis .'), a fortified city of

European Turkey, Bulgaria, pash. and 58 miles

S.S.W. Silistria. P. 60,000, Turks & Bulgarians.

It stands in a gorge, oa the N. declivity of the

Balkan range ; and being on the great route from
Walachia to Constantinople, it is one of the keys

of the Tui-kish capital. On three sides it is en-

closed by mountains, and it is encircled by ram-
parts and a double fosse, strengthened by a cita-

dal, and strong redoubts on an adjacent height.

It is intersected by a rivulet, and divided into an

upper and a lower town, the former chiefly in-

habited by Turks, and containing numerous
mosques and barracks. It is the residence of a

pasha and a Greek archbishop, and has flourish-

ing manufs. of tin and copper wares, ready-made
clothes, which are sect to Constantinople, bilk
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goods, and leather. The Russians attempted, un-
tiiccessfully, to take it in 1774, 1810, and 1828.

SiiuMSiiABAD, a town of British India, dist.

Furruckabad, 88 m. N.E. Agra, and chief place

of pergunnah of same name. 1*. 6920.

Shuna, one of the inner Hebrides Islands,

Scotland, co. Argyle, pa. Kilbrandon, 4 m. N.W.
Oraignish, and separated on the W. from Luing
by the narrow Sound of Shuna. Length 2J miles.
1'. 43. Surface well wooded, and generally fertile.

Shupeyon, a town of Cashmere, on the Huri-
poor or Dumdum river, and on the route from
the Pir Panjal Pass to Serinagur, 6550 feet above
the sea, and 28 m. S. Serinagur. Close to this

town was fought, in 1819, the decisive battle by
which the Sikhs won Cashmere from the Afghans.
SiiURDiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,

3 m. S.W. Cheltenham. Ac. 383. P. 164.

Shus, a ruined city of Persia. [Sua.]
BHtJSA or SCHUCHA, a town and fortress of

Asiatic Eussia, Transcaucasia, gov. and 120 m.
S.W. Shemakha. P. (1863) 20,297. It was
founded under the name of Penah-abad by Nadir
Shah, in a strong position, on a mountain acces-

sible on only one side.

Shusiian or Susan, a ruined city of Persia,

j)rov. Irak-Ajemi, extensive remains of which are

found on the Karun, 50 m. E.N.E. Shuster, but
tJie site has been little explored.
Shushuaii, an island of the Red Sea, in the

Gulf of Ainune, Arabia, 30 m. N.W. Moilah, 350
fuet in elevation.

SiiusTEit, a city of Persia, prov. Khuzistan, on
the Karun, here crossed by a stone bridge, 30 m.
E.S.E. Dizful, lat. 32° N., Ion. 49' 5' E. Estimated
pop. 8000. It stands on a hill crowned by a
ciiadel, and on the land side it is enclosed by a
btick wall, outside of which the Ab-i-Gargar
:anal separates it from its suburbs. Houses
mostly of stone, and the city possesses many
elegant buildings. It remained cap. of the prov.

until nearly depopulated by the plague in 1832,

and was subsequently much damaged by an
inundation in 1«40.

Shustoke, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 3
m. E.N.E. Coleshill. Ac. 3844. P. 658.

Shute, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2J m. N.
Colyton. Ac. 2738. P. 610.

SiiUTESBUKY, a town of the U. S., N. America,
Massachusetts, Franklin co. It has a mineral
spring, formed by an earthquake in 1815.

Shuttington, a pa. of England, co. Warwiclc,

a-J m. E.N.E. Tamworth. Ac. 980. P. 194.

Shuya, a town of Russia, gov. Vladimir, cap.

circ, on the Tesa, 60 m. N.W. Viazniki. P.

3500. It has thriving linen and cotton weaving
and print-works, soap and various other factories.

SiiY-YOK or Shayok, a considerable trib. of the
Indus, India, which it joins 20 m. W.of Iskardo,
after a S.E. and N.W. course. It rises in the
Karakorum mountains.
SiAii-KoH (the ''Black Mountain"), Afghani-

Ktan, bounds the plain of Jellalabad on the N.,

lat. 34° 25' N., between Ion. 69' 45' and 70° 20'

E. It is 3000 feet above the sea.

SiAK, a native state of the island Sumatra, ex-
tending along its N.E. coast opposite Malacca
and Singapore, and with a town of same name
on the river Siak, 45 m. from its mouth, in lat.

0° 25' N,, Ion. lOr 55' E. Surface flat. Ex-
jiorts gold, camphor, gambler, rattans, tobacco,

wax, sago, ivory, and silk stuffs ; imports opium,
fialt, woollens, and Madras piece-goods.—The
Siak river flows N.E., and enters the Strait of

Malacca behind some islands nearly opposite the
British settlement of Slalacca.

SiAM, native Thai, an independent country of
S.E. Asia, of which it occupies the centre and S.
parts, extending between lat. 4° and 21° N., Ion.
96° and 106' E., nearly enclosing the Gulf of
Siam on the S., and having W. the Strait of
Malacca and British Tenasserim provinces, E.
Laos, Cambodia, and the Gulf of Siam, and N.
Burma. Length N. to S. 1200 m. ; breadth
400 m.; cap. Bangkok. P. estimated (in 1866)
at 11,000,000, comprising 1,900,000 Si.amese,

1,500,000 Chinese, 1,000,000 Malays, and 1,000,000
Laos. On the W., where alone the boundary is

ascertained, Siam-propor is separated from the
Tenasserim coast by mountain chains. Ou the
other sides it is bordered by the Cambodian provs.
of Moung Batabong and Moung Siamdrap. The
kingdom comprises the W. half of Cambodia, part

of the isthmus connecting the Malay peninsula

with the Asiatic continent, and the N. and middle
portion of the peninsula, called Lower Siam, the

states of which are tributary to Siam, and where
it encloses the British prov. of Welleslcy. The
Menam river traverses its centre from N. to S.,

and by annual inundations renders the great plain

extremely fertile ; the other principal river is the

Me-Klong, which falls into the Gulf of Siam in lat.

13° 23' N., Ion. 99° 65' E. The Tale Sab Lake is

on the S.E. boundary. Climate salubrious in the

mountainous districts, but the plains and forests

are the seat of malignant fevers. Mean t«mp. of

year at Bangkok 83° Fahr. The S.W. monsoon
brings abundant rain, the N.E. is dry and healthy.

Chiefproducts, rice, sugar, pepper, tobacco, cocoa-

nuts, sago, tropical fruits, teak, sandal sapan, rose

and other woods ; coffee, cotton, gum damar and
gum lac, and rattans ; copper is the chief mineral

product, but there are gold mines at Moung Ka-
bin ; lead, antimony, and zinc, iron and gems, are

also found. The elephant rhinoceros, tiger, buf-

falo, leopard, bear, serpents, & crocodiles abotind

;

and the rivers are rich in fish. The Siamese or

Thai are of the Mongolian family, and of a mild

and humane disposition. Buddhism is the state

religion. The French Jesuits fotmded missions

in 1668, and have a seminaiy and other schools

in the capital, where American Protestant mis-

sionaries print and circulate the Bible in the

Siamese and Chinese languages. Most of the

manufactures and handicrafts in the towns ar'e

carried on by Chinese or Anamese settlers.

There are few roads in the country. The trade

of Siam, Laos, and Cambodia is mostly in the

hands of the Chinese. Exports (1862) sugar,

hides, gum, pepper, rice, horns, etc., to the value

of 37,824/. Imports machinery, military stores,

timber, iron, earthenware, beer and ale, -wine,

cottons, etc., to the value of 23,907/. Government
an absolute monarchy. The late king, who died

1851, was an enlightened monarch, and during

the present reign commerce and agriculture have
been gieatly extended. In the mercantile marine
junks have been superseded by square-rigged

vessels, of which, in 1867, more than 100 bore the

Siamese flag. Printing from types, unknown till

1835, is now carried on, and troops arc trained in

the European manner. The Siamese dominions
are divided into 41 provinces, bearing the names
of their chief towns, each presided over by a pliaja

orgovernor. Thereisno standing army, butevery
male is liable to serve for a portion of the year.

There are two fully equipped war steamers. The
first connection between this state and Britain

took jjlace in 1685, when the Siamese envoys to

Louis XIV. of France visited London, & concluded

a treaty with Charles II. ; butlittle intercourse took

place till 1859, when Sir J. Bowring effected an
4 B
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agreement, by wliich the Crown of Siam con-

sented to the appointment of a British consul at

Bangkok, and gi-anted entire liberty of trade to

British merchants in all the maritime dists. of

the empire. The Gxd/ofSiam, between lat. 8° and
13° 30' N., Ion. 99° and 105' E., is wholly sur-

rounded by Siam, except on the S.E., wliere it

opens into the Chinese Sea. Length 380 m.; breadth

at entrance 260 m. It receives the Menam and
several other smaller rivers, and being exempt
from hurricanes, shipwrecks are very rare.

SiAMO or SiAO, an isl. of Malaysia, between N.E.
of Celebes and Sanghir. Circumference 35 m.
Surface elevated, and it contains a volcano.

SiAMPA, a country of S.E. Asia. [Tsiampa.]
Si-ax or Si-nqan, a city of China, prov. Shense,

cap. dep., on an affluent of the Hoei-ho, lat. 34°

12' N., Ion. 108° 40' E. It is large, enclosed by
strong walls, and is the principal military dep6t
for the northern provinces of China, and ranks
next to Peking, having been at one period for

more than lOuO years the metropolis.

Slang-Yang, a city of China, prov. Hoo-pe,
cap. dep., on the Han-kiang, lat. about 32° N.,

Ion. 112° E.

—

Siang is the name of several Chi-
nese towns of inferior rank.

SiANO, a town of South Italy, prov. and 10 m.
N.N.W. Salerno. P. 2843.

Slas, a river of Bussia, gov. St Petersburg,

enters Lake Ladoga on its S. side, after a N.N.W.
course of 100 m.—The Siaskoi canal, 25 m. in

length, connects the rivers Svir and Volkhov.
Siaugues-St-Romain, a comm. & viU., France,

dep. Haute-Loire, 17 m. S.E. Brioude. P. 1701.

SiB, a maritime town of E. Arabia, dom. and
22 m. W. Muscat, on the Arabian Sea. It has the
i-eputation of being peculiarly healthy.

—

Sihb is

a town of W. Beloochistan, 75 m. N.E. Bunpoor.
SiBBERTOFT, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,

6 m. S.W. Mkt.-Harborough. Ac. 2048. P. 394.

SiBBERTSWOLD, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6

m. N.W. Dover. Ac. 1836. P. 411.

SiBDON Garwood, a pa. of England, co. Salop,

ej m. E.S.E. Bishop's-Castle. Ac. 1090. P. 69.

Siberia, Sibiri, or Asiatic Russia, comprises
all the N. part of Asia, extending from the Ural
mntns. to the Pacific Ocean and Behring Strait,

between lat. 42* and 78° N., Ion. 50° E. to 171°

W., and having S. the Chinese empire and Inde-
pendent Turkestan, and N. the Arctic Ocean, in

which it comprises the islands of New Siberia
or Liakoff. Area 5,586,513 sq. ui. ; length 5000 m.,

breadth 2620 m. P. (1858), incl. the subjugated
Kirghiz, 4,070,938. Climate excessive; cold of

winter extreme, and summer heat is very high.
Mean temperature at the mouth of the river Yana,
4°'39 Fahr. ; mercury freezes and remains solid

for two months in winter. Surface in the S.
elevated by the Altai chain, covered with forests,

and interspersed with many fertile valleys ; but
by far the greater portion of Siberia is flat and
sterile. Of eastern Siberia little was known till

very recently; Russian explorations in 1863
liave shown that the supposed elevated chain
of the Yablonoi mountains has no existence,
and that their place is occupied by an undulat-
ing plateau. There are many g^fs and bays on
the N. shores ; but as they are frozen for nine
months in the year, they are wholly unfit for
navigation. In 1863 a service of steam packets
was established between Irbit, on the Nitsa
(gov. Perm), and the towns of Siberia on the
Tobol, Irtish, and Obi, and the first steamer was
launched on the Yenisei. At the same time the
Irtish was found to be navigable for barges, draw-
ing 3 ft. water, to Lake Dzaisan. At present (1864)

a line of telegraph is in operation from Moscow
to Irkutsk, 4000 miles, and this is to be extended
to meet the line now opened at the mouth of the
Amur, thence through Siberia across Behring
Strait, to join tlie proposed line across Russian
and British America, and so complete the circuit

of the globe. In the W. are extensive steppes,

inhabited by Cossack tribes or roving Kirghiz,
and all the N. portion is a vast desert peopled
by Ostiaks, Yakuts, Tchuktchi, and other tribes

in the lowest state of barbarism. The Obi, Yeni-
sei, and Lena rivers, with their large and nume-
rous tributaries, and the Olenek, Indighirka, and
Kolyma, traverse the country in a N. direction,

and enter the Arctic Ocean ; and the Ural river

forms part of the boundary between European
and Asiatic Russia, and the Sir Daria or Jaxartes,

flowing W. to the sea of Ural, separates it from
Independent Turkestan. Principal lakes are

those of Baikal, Tchany, and Sumy, with the
Balkash-Nor or Lake Tenghiz, which forms a
part of its S. boundary. In the more populous
districts, com sufficient for the pop. is grown

;

it is chiefly barley, oats, and buckwheat. Cattle

are numerous in some parts, and in the N. the

reindeer, sables, foxes, martens, beavers, and
white bears, the skins of which compose impor-
tant articles of trade. The dog is used to draw
the sledge ; the roebuck and elk inhabit the 8.

Camels are used by the Kalmucs ; the sheep and
hoi-ses are of good breeds. Swans, geese, ducks,

,

and partridges are common in the S., and fish

abound on the coasts, and in the lakes and rivers.

Siberia is, however, chiefly valuable to Russia
on account of its minerals. The government
has a monopoly of the gold-washings. Anti-
mony, cobalt, mercury, and zinc are also met
with ; iron and copper are plentiful on the S.

frontier in the gov. Tobolsk. Manufs. insignifi-

cant, except in Irkutsk, Tobolsk, and some of

the provincial caps. W. Siberia consists of the
govs. Tobolsk and Tomsk, and the country of

the Kirghiz Cossacks. E. Siberia of Yeniseisk
and Irkutsk, the prov. Yakutsk, districts of

Okhotsk, the Tchuktchi country, and the re-

cently organized territory of Primorsk. [Mari-
time Region.] The country is colonized to a
large extent by exiles, and partly by voluntary
emigrants. The exiles, who comprise criminals,

political and religious offenders, are collected at

Moscow from all parts of the empire, and sent off

in weekly convoys, to the number of about 10,000

per annum ; one-fifth of whom die in ten years,

from fatigue of the journey and change of climate.

Arrived in Siberia, they are divided into three

classes :—1st, Those destined to forced labour in

the mines ; 2d, Public labour (to be afterwards
established, provisionally, as colonists); 3d, Those
destined for immediate colonization, under the

police. They observe the rites of the Greek
Church. Among the aboriginal population in the

W. of Siberia, from the northern Urals to the rivs.

Irtish and Tobol, Shamanism, more or less mixed
with impure Christianity, prevails. Between the

Obi and the Yenisei, in the govs, of Tobolsk
and Yenisei, Shamanism prevails in the north,

among the Samoeides ; and the imperfect Chris-

tianity of the Greek Cliurch in the south, among
the Ostiaks. In the eastern portion of Siberia,

from the Yenisei to Kamtchatka, and from the

Arctic Ocean to the Chinese empire, Buddhism,
Paganism, and an imperfect Christianity prevail.

The S.W. of Siberia, including the governments
of Omsk, Tomsk, and part of Irkutsk, fallf^

within the limits of the great Turkish branch of

the human family, and the prevalent form oi
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religion is Mohammedanism. Siberia has few
educational establishments. In 1850, a ukase
decided that in the govs, of Tobolsk and Tomsk,
the study of Greek should be replaced by that of

the Tartar language, at the option of the student

The Old and New Testaments have been trans-

lated into the Mongolian language by the London
Missionary Society. Chief cities, Tobolsk and
Irkutsk, respectively the W. and E. caps., with
Omsk, Tomsk, Klrasnoyarsk, Yakutsk, Kiachta,

fSemipolatinsk, and Petropaulovsk. A lino of

fortified posts protects the country on the side of

Independent Turkestan. [EussiA, Amur, Mari-
Tuw: Eegions.]
SiBKORD-GowER, a hamlet of England, co.

Oxford, pa. Swalcliffe, 7 m. W.S.W. Banbuiy.
Ac. 1690. P. 482.

SiBiLLA (Monte dei^la), one of the chief sum-
mits of the Apennines in Central Italy, prov. and
26 m. N.E. Spoleto. Height 7409 feet.

Sibley, a co., U. S., N. America, Minnesota.

P. 3609. Cap. Henderson. The lake Minneronka,
30 ra. in length, is in this county.

SiBNiBAs, Jivanivasa, a town of British India,

presid. Bengal, dist. Nuddea, 60 m. N.N.E. Cal-

cutta, with ruins of a palace and several pagodas.

SiBSEY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4J m.
N.N.E. Boston, & on railway. Ac. 5460. P. 1297.

SiBSON, two pas. of England.—I. co. Hunting-
don, 6 m. W. Peterborough. Ac. 1530. P. 790.

—II. CO. Leicester, 4 m. S.W. Market-Bosworth.
Ac. 3817, P. 480.

SiBTHORPE, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 6 m.
S.W. Newark. Ac. 880. P. 146.

SiBTON, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4 m.
N.N.W. Saxmundham. Ac. 2861. P. 489.

SiCASicA, a town of South America, Bolivia,

dep. and 60 m. S.E. La Paz.
SiCHEM, a town of Belgium, prov. S. Brabant,

on the Demer, 3 m. W. Diest. P. 1700.

SiCHROW, a town of Bohemia, near Koniggratz.
Prussians defeated the Austrians here 1866.
SiciGNANO, a market town of S. Italy, prov.

Salerno, 12 m. S.E. Campagna. P. 3337.
Sicilies (Kingdom op the Two), a former

state of S. Italy, of which the King of Sardinia
was elected sovereign in 1860. It is now incorpo-
rated in thekingdom of Italy. [Naples. Sicily.]

Sicily, Trinacria Sicilia, an isl. in the Medi-
terranean, lat. 36° 38' and 38° 18' N., Ion. 12° 25'

and 15° 40' E., separated on the N.E. from Naples
by the Strait of Messina, and forming, previous
to 1860, the Dominii al-di-la di Faro, or the ter-

ritory " beyond the Strait " of the former kingdom
of the " Two Sicilies." Its shape is triangular,

length E. to W. 185 m., breadth 120 m. P. (1862)
2,391,802. Its old divisions, dating from Norman
times, into Val Demone, Val di Noto, and Val di

Mazzara, being obsolete, since 1818 it was sub-
divided into 7 provs. [Italy], each of which
is subdivided into 3 or 4 districts, and each
dist. into numerous comuni or townships. The
Neptunian and the Madonian mountains, now
known as the Peloric chain, stretching from E.
to W. through the N. part of the island, consist
of granite, quartz, and mica, flanked, as in the
Apennines, by limestone and other calcareous
formations; they rise to several thousand feet

above the sea, are highest on the northern and
eastern shores, and cover a great part of the sur-
face with their ramifications. In some parts are
mountains isolated from the rest, the chief of
which is the volcano of Mount .^tna, near the E.
coast, 10,874 feet above the sea. The principal
plains border the sea, and are those of Catania,
the Campi Leontini of antiquity, and Syracuse in

the E, and Teiranova in the south; Palermo
(called the "golden shell") & Oastellamare on the

northern coast, and Licata. Ilivers all small and
not navigable : the chief are the Fiume Grande, on
the north ; the Giarretta, Cantara, and Anapo, on
the east ; the Salso, Platani, Belici, flowing to the
S. coast. The chief lakes are Biviere or Lentini,

near the E. coast ; the pool of Enna, in the centra
of the island ; the Lago del Palici, in the S.E., of
volcanic formation. Soil everywhere of high fer-

tility ; in some places it consists of a rich loam
from 20 to 30 feet deep. Climate one of the most
delightful in Europe, generally salubrious, except
in some of the low lands. Mean temperature at

Catania, year 67°"4, winter 52°-8, summer 84°"5
;

at Palermo, year 61°*1, winter 52°"5, summer 74°-4

Fahr. Annual rainfall 26 inches. Summer heats
are oppressive duringtheprevalenceof thesirocco,

which is felt most at Palermo. Snow is never
seen, except on ^tna and the highest points of

the Madonian mountains ; and the cold of winter
is never so severe as to affect the verdure of the
country ; hail-storms are frequent, but rain is de-
ficient, except in November. The most prevalent
winds are from the N. and W. The papyrus,
sugar-cane, date palm, and othertropical products
ripen at a height of 600 feet ; evergreens flourish

at 2000 feet, oak and chestnut woods cover the
mountain sides to the height of 4000 feet, wheat
thrives at 4500 feet, and beech woods prevail to

6000 feet in elevation. Under the Romans, the

island of Sicily was considered the granary of

Italy, and it still yields grain in abundance ; but
there are few countries in which agriculture is

so unscientifically conducted, and the plough is

a ruder instrument now than that of Virgil's

time. There are no proper roads in the island.

The Indian fig, a species of cactus, grows wild
in profusion. Lands chiefly belong to the nobi-
lity, the clergy, or the crown. Wheat and barley

are exported in small quantities. Other chief

crops are beans, pulse, maize, rice, olive oil, of

which the annual crop is estimated at 15,000
tons; oranges, lemons, citrons, almonds, and other
fruits; potatoes, tobacco, flax, hemp, sumach,
liquorice, manna, carob, hazel-nuts, and mulberry.
There are 19 varieties of grapes. From 60,000 to

80,000 pipes of wine are annually made, of which
from 30,000 to 50,000 are exported by English
and other merchants at Marsala. About 80,000
acres are planted with fruit trees, which form a
great source of wealth to the island. Silk is pro-
duced chiefly in the N.E. part of the island, and
woven at Catania. Cotton now forms an impor-
tant branch of the agricultural industry of Sicily,

having greatly increased within the last three

years. It is chiefly grown in the plain of Catania
and the Val di Noto, also at Terranova and Tra-
pani. Pastoral industry receives little attention,

and, except a few merino sheep and good mules,
all kinds of live stock are very inferior. The sul-

phur beds of Sicily are of great value ; they extend
in the centre and the S. over an area of 2600
sq. m., in which about 150 mines are wrought,
which yield above 150,000 tons annually, and em-
ployed, 20 years since, 4400 persons. The sul-

phur is found in tertiary formations. Alum, nitre,

rock-salt, which constitutes the wealth of Trapani,
petroleum, alabaster, agates, and chalcedonies,
and 54 varieties of jaspers ; amber, bitumen, gyp-
sum, and marble, are valuable mineral products.

Ores of copper, lead, iron, silver, antimony, and
mercury are found in the mountains; but few
mines are wrought there, and nearlj- all metallic

goods are imported. Medicinal and sulphureous
springs are very numerous. The tunny, sword-
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fish, and anctovy fisheries are important. The
coral fishery on the African coast is frequented

by many fishermen from Trapani, wlicre the coral

procured is polished. The manufacture of silk

was introduced into the island from Greece, in

1147. Nearly 500,000 lbs. of raw silk are yearly

produced. At Trapani are cotton factories

wrought by steam ; other manufs. are unimpor-
tant. The harbours are—Palermo on the N.,

Trapani on the W., Messina, Agosta, and Syra-
cuse on the E. Navigation (1862) 9200 ships,

tonnage 1.300,000. Trade is chiefly carried

on with Britain, France, the Baltic, Belgium,
Germany, Italy, and America. Chief exports,

sulphur, olive oil, oranges and lemons, saffron,

wine and spirits, sumach, silks, corn, barilla,

essences, salted fish, linseed, manna, rags, and
skins. Total value (1862) 2,830,057;. Imports
sugarand other colonial produce, cotton and other
manufactured goods, hides, iron, deals, and wax.
Total value (1862) 3,254,903?. Messina, Palermo,
Trapani, and Catania are the chief seats of com-
merce. Each prov. is governed by a prefect or

intendente, who presides over every department
of the provincial administration, & some branches
of the militai-y force. There are three councils,

the council of intendencj', the provincial, and the
district councils, the members of which are ap-
pointed by the king. Each town had its judicial

court; superior courts were held in Palermo,
Messina, and Catania ; and a supreme court sits

in Palei-mo, the cap. Except about 68,000 inhabi-
tants of Greek descent, mostly near Palermo, and
several thousand Jews, the inhabitants are all

Eonian Catholics. This island was, in ancient
times, the seat of many flourishing Greek co-
lonies, of which Syracuse and Agrigentum were
the most famous, and boasts of some of the most
magnificent remains of ancient art in the world.
It fell successively under the Carthaginians,
Romans, Goths, Greek emperors, Saracens, Nor-
mans, French, Suabians, Austrians, Spaniards,
etc. It was annexed to Naples in 1736. In 1847,
1848, and 1849, unsuccessful attempts were made
to shake off the Neapolitan government. Messina
was bombarded and taken by the Neapolitan
troops 7th Sept. 1848, and Catania 6th April 1849.
The Sicilians again rose in insurrection iu 1860,
and, with Garibaldi at their head, defeated the
Neapolitans at Calatafimi, Palermo, and Milazzo.
He then at Naples annexed the two Sicilies to
the new kingdom of Italy under Victor Em-
manuel. [Italy. Naples.]

SicuLiANA, a town of the island Sicily, prov.
and 8 m. W.N.W. Girgenti, cap. cant. P. 6764.
Its situation is unhealtliy. Near it are some of
the most extensive sulphur mines in Sicily.

SiCYox, a city of ancient Greece, and the cap.
of one of the earliest founded kingdoms in Europe,
gov. and 9 m. "W.N.W. Corinth ; tlie remains of
which comprise a stadium in good preservation.
SiDBURY, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Devon, 3 m.

N.E. Sidmouth. Ac. 6827. P. 1682.—II. co. Salop,
5\ m. S.S.W. Bridgenorth. Ac. 1277. P. 60.
SiDDiNGTON, a pa, of England, co. Gloucester,

1| m. S.S.E. Cirencester. Ac. 1960. P. 474.—
II. a chapelry, co. Chester, pa. Prestbury, 6 m.
N.N.W. Congleton. Ac. 2141. P. 445.

Sii>E, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 5i m.
E.N.E. Painswick. Ac. 614. P. 65.

Side (or EskiVAdalia, a ruined city of Asia
Minor, pash, Itshil, on the Mediterranean, 40 m.
E. Sataliah. It has remains of Roman walls.
SiDEB (Fr. Sierre), a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Valais, on the Rhone, 10 m. N.E. Siou- P.
876.

SiDERNO, a market town of South Italy, prov
Reggio-Caiabria, 3 ra. N.E. Gerace. P. 6163.

SiDESTRANDS, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,
on the North Sea, 3 m. S.E. Cromer. Ac. 560.

P. 145.

SiDHAM or SiDHUAN, a town of India, Sirhind,

in lat. 30° 55' N., Ion. 76° 26' E. P. 1500.

SiDHOUT, a town of British India, presid. Mad-
ras, dist. and 10 m. E. Cuddapah, on the N. bank
of the Pennar.
SiDHPOOR, a town of British India, Guzerat,

on the river Saraswati, which is here deemed
sacred, in lat. 23" 50' N., Ion. 72° 20' E. It has
a college; weaving is carried on, and many trad-

ing merchants reside here.

SiDi, a prefixed name of several small towns,
etc., of N. Aflica.—I. (^Abdallahy, Maroceo, on the
Atlantic coast, 28 m. N.N.E. Mogadore.— II.

(^AbdelmouTTien), Algeria, prov. Oran, on the Medi-
terranean.—III. QBraham), Algeria, prov. & 120
m. S.S.E. Algiers. P. 302.—IV. (Bu-Surme),
Maroceo, on the coast, 15 m. N.N.E. Mogadore.
—V. (Feruch\ a cape and bay, N.E. Algiers, and
where the French army disembarked, 14th June
1830.—VI. (^Moussa\ arr. Algiers, cap. cant. P.

1246, of whom 266 are Europeans.

—

Sidi Shehr
is a town of Asia Minor, pash. Karamania, 47 m.
S.W. Konieh.
SiDLAw, Sekdlaw, or SuDLOW Hills, a moun-

tain range in Scotland, extending from Kinnoul
Hill, near Perth, N.E. to near Forfar, where they
fork into two lines, proceeding to the sea, E.-

ward to Redhead, and N.E.ward to Stonehaven.
Many of these hills are isolated. The most re-

markable summit is the Dunsinnan or Dunsinane
of Shakspeare, 1114 feet above the sea. Kingseat,
1256 feet, is the highest in the range. Old red

sandstone is the prevailing strata, alternating

with beds of shale and conglomerate, upraised by
greenstone and porphyry.

SiDLESHAM, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3J
m. S. Chichester. Ac. 4109. P. 960.

Sidmouth, a seaport town and pa. of England,
CO. Devon, on the Sid, at its mouth in the Eng-
lish Channel, 13 m. E.S.E. Exeter. Ac. of pa.

1600. P. 3354. It is picturesquely sheltered by
hills, and greatly resorted to by visitors.

Sidney, several townships, U. S., North Ame-
rica.— I. Maine, 9 m. N. Augusta.— II. New
York, 93 m. S.W. Albany.— III. Ohio, 66 m-
N.W. Columbus. [Sydney.]

SiDON, a town of Palestine. [Saida.J
SiDowRA, a fortified town of India, Sirhind, in

lat. 30° 23' N., Ion. 77° 16' E. It is situated near

the base of the Sub-Himalaya. Water and sup-
plies abundant.
SiDRA (Gulf of), (^Syrtis Major), the principal

inlet of the Mediterranean Sea on its African

side, between lat. 30° and 33° N., Ion. 15° and
21° E. ; having S. and E. the doms. Tripoli and
Barca. Shores extremely fertile ; on them are

Tripoli, etc.

SiebenbCrgen ("<Ae Seven Boroughs"), the

German name of Transylvania, so named from
seven towns colonized in the 12th century by
a Saxon race. [Transylvania.]
SiEBENGEBiRGE (" <Ae Seven Mountains"), »

collection of conical basaltic heights in Rhenish
Prussia, gov. and 22 m. S.E. Cologne, and N.W.
Coblenz, on rt. b. of the Rhine, and of which the

Drachenfels is one. The Lowenberg, the moat
lofty, rises to 1500 feet above the sea. Only one^

Gantehals, is on the 1. b. of the river.

SiEBENLEHN, a town of Saxouy, circ. Leipzig^

2 m. S.E. Nos.sen. P. 1660.

SiEO, a river of Rhenish Prussia and Wcstr
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phalia, nses 10 m. N.E. Siegen, ]oiu3 the Rhino,

2 m. N. Bona. Course W. 80 miles.

SiEGBERG, a town of Rhenish Pmssia, gov.

and 15 ni. S.E. Cologne, on the Sieg. P. 349G.

SiEGEN, a walled town of Prussian Westphalia,

gov. and 38 m. S.S.W. Arensberg, cap. circ, ou
the Sieg. P. 6787. It has manufs. of leather,

ii-on and steel wares, woollens, and cottons.

SiEGHAiiDS, a market town of Lower Austria,

28 m. N.N.W. Krems. P. 1600.

SiENA {Sena Julia), a city of Central Italy,

cap. prov. Siena, on two hills 1330 feet above the

sea, between two affluents of the Ombrone, 31 m.

S.E. Florence. P. (1862) 21,902. Mean temp.

of year 55° Fahr. It is entered by a fine avenue,

and enclosed by walls with gates. JSiena has an
ancient cathedral, which contains several fine

paintings of the 15th and 16th centuries, and a

celebrated academy of the fine arts. These edi-

fices are richly adorned with paintings of the

Siennese school ; several convents, 11 churches,

palaces, a citadel, 2 theatres; a university, with
upwards of 500 students, a library of 40,000 vols,

and 5000 MSS. ; a college for the sons of the

Siennese nobility ; a school of medicine, of which
Mascagni was a professor, and an hospital with
300 beds

;
public libraries and literary associa-

tions ; manufs. woollens, silks, and leather, and
trade in wine, oil, and paper. It is an arch-

bishop's see, the residence of a military governor,

and the seat of the civil and criminal courts.

Its climate is healthy, and the pronunciation of

the Tuscan dialect here is pure. It is the birth-

Elace of five popes. T he mountains in its vicinity

ave rich marble quarries. In the middle ages

Siena was the cap. of a powerful republic, and is

said to have had 100,000 inhabitants. During
the French empire under Napoleon i., it was the

cap. dep. Ombrone. It is connected by railway
with Florence and Leghorn. Its prov., the N.
part of the Tuscan maremma, comprises 1416 sq.

m. P. (1862) 193,935.

SiENNE, a small river of France, dep. Manche,
enters the English Channel, 7 m. W.S.W. Cou-
tances, after a N.W. course of 40 miles.

SiERCit, a comm. and fortified town of France,

dep. Moselle, arr. and 11 m. N.E. Thionville, on
rt. b. of the Moselle. P. 2273. It has an impor-
tant customs establishment (bureau de douane), on
the frontiers of Belgium and Prussia.

SiERPE, a town of Russian Poland, prov. and
21 m. N. Plock. P. 2600.

Sierra (Spanish a Peaked Mountain Ridge),

a prefixed name of mountain ranges in Spain,

South America, etc. [For those not given here,

see second name.]—5. Acaria, between British

Guiana and Brazil, at the source of Essequibo
river. It is densely wooded. Estimated height

8000 or 4000 feet.

—

S. de Grados, a mountain
range of Spain, provs. Avila and Caceres, 36 m.
S.W. Avila, and rising to 10,552 ft.—The Sierra

de Guadalupe, Spain, prov. Caceres, attains the

height of 6110 feet.—-S'. de la Vinda, the "W. cor-

diUera of the Andes, Peru, between Lima and the

table-land of Pasco. It is crossed by two passes,

upwards of 15,000 feet above the Pacific Ocean.

—

S. Tajeda, Spain, prov. and 28 m. N.E. Malaga.
Height above the sea, 7677 feet.

Sierra, a co. of the U. S., N. America, Cali-

fornia. P. (1860) 11,387.

Sierra Blanc a, a part of the Rocky Moun-
tains, in the ten'itories of Colorado and New
Mexico, Ion. 105° W. They contain Spanish
Peaks. [Rocky Mountains.]
Sierra Gorda, a territory of Mexico, between

the states of Qu^retaro and Guanajuato. P.

55,000. Climate temperate ; soil fertile, producing
dye woods and tropical plants. Many cattle,

pigs, and goats are reared. Chief town, San-
Luis-de-la-Paz.
Sierra Leone (/.c. Mountain of the Lion), a

colonial settlement of Western Africa, belonging
to Great Britain, and consisting of a peninsula
18 in. in length by 12 m. in breadth, on the coast
of Upper Guinea. Lat. of Cape Sierra Leone 8°

30' N., Ion. 13° 18' W. It consists of a tract of

territory along the Sierra Leone river, having an
area of about 468 sq. m. P. (1862) 41,806, of

whom 131 were whites, the remainder freed
slaves and liberated negroes from slave ships.

The centre of the peninsula consists of a mass of

conical and rugged mountains, and the soil is

generally barren ; but around the coast is a belt of

rich land; and in other parts of the territory are

some fertile tracts, of which only a small portion

is under cultivation. Climate moist and very pes-
tilential. Principal exports, teak timber, cam-
wood, palm oil, ginger, and small quantities of

hides, ivory, rice, pepper, and copal ; value (1862)
268,814Z. Imports, nearly all from Great Britain,

amounted in 1862 to 144,269/. Government is

vested in a governor appointed by the crown, a
council of five official members, and in acts of tho
British parliament. The expense of supporting
this colony has been enormous, having cost Great
Britain nearly 8,000,000/. Freetown, the cap., is

on the N. coast of the peninsula, besides which it

has only some petty villages. It was founded in

1787, and has been since maintained with a view
to the suppression of the slave trade in Western
Africa. It has Protestant mission schools for 2G5

children. Shortest sea voyage to Plymouth 2721

sea m. ; shortest steam voyage 23 days.—Sierra

Leone River, an estuary of the River Rokell, about

20 m. in length, and from 3 to 10 m. in breadth,

joins the Atlantic immediately N. the peninsula

Sierra Leone. The Rokell rises about 240 miles

inland, and is navigable for the last 60 miles.—
Sierra Leone Coast comprises several British set-

tlements, and extends from lat. 6° 25' to River
Nunez 10° 45' N.
Siekra Madre, a name of a great mountain

chain of Mexico, known by different local names,

as S. Acha, S. Verde, and S. de-los-Mimbres.

[Rocky Mountains.]—II. near E. coast of Luzon,
Philippine islands.

Sierra Matinche, a mountain of Mexico,

prov. Puebla (it is also called Matlalcupye). Two
peaks, the northern one 13,490, and the southern

one 13,601 feet above the sea.

Sierra Morena, a mountain range of Spain,

separating the basin of the Guadiana from that

of the Guadalquivir, in lat. 38° 30' N., continues

on the W. with S. de-los-Pedroches in Cordova.
Culminating point, Aracena, is 5500 feet abc re

the sea. It is crossed by two principal passes,

from Granada and Jaen to Madrid, and from
Guadix to Villa-hermosa and Cuenca. Surface

bare and rugged. It is the scene of many inci-

dents in " Don Quixote."
Sierra Nevada Q^Snowy Mountain"), the most

elevated mountain range in the Spanish penin-

sula in the S., extending through the old king-
dom of Granada, and forming part of the great

water-shed, which separates the waters flowing

to the Mediterranean from those of the Atlantic

Ocean. Culminating points, Mulahacen, 11,678 ft.,

and Veleta 11,387 feet above the sea, separated

by an enormous chasm, the Coral-de-Veleta.

The S. basin of this range is clothed with olive.ind

orange groves, and chestnut woods. Perennial

snow commences at the height of 9500 feet.—II.
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a lofty range of U. S., N. America, separating

California and Nevada territory. [ Eocky Moun-
tains.]—III. Venezuella, S. of Lake of Mara-

caybo, Nevado de Merida, the highest peak is

15,300 feet above the sea.

SiEVSK or Sevsk, a town of Russia, gov. and

73 m. S.W. Orel, cap. circ, at the mouth of the

Beva in Lake Moritza. P. (1863) 7266. It has

an ecclesiastical seminary, 12 churches, and

manufactures of porcelain.

tSiEWiERZ, a town of Poland, prov. and 67 m.
W.S.W. Kielce. P. 1300. It has iron works.

SiGEAN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aude, cap. cant., near the lagoon of Sigean, on
the Mediterranean, 10 m. S. Narbonne. P. 3348.

SiGGLESTHORKE, a pa., England, co. York, East

Riding, 9 m. E.N.E. Beverley. Ac. 1650. P. 217.

SiQHAJiK, a small maritime town, Asia-Minor,
Anatolia, on its W. coast, 22 m. S.W. Smyrna,
on an inlet of the Gulf of Scala Nova.

SiGiLLO (^Heh'illum), a vill. of Central Italy,

prov. Perugia, circ. Foligno. P. 1522. In the

middle ages it was strongly fortified, and has still

remains of its castle and walls. In the mountains
of Sigillo there is a remarkable stalactite cavern.

Sigmaringe:x, a town of Prussia till 1849, cap.

principality Hohenzollem-Sigmaringen, on rt. b.

of the Danube, 30 m. N.E. Constance. P. 1900.

It is enclosed by walls, and has a castle.

Sign, a market town of Austria, Dalmatia, circ.

and 20 m. N.E. Spalato. P. 3900.

SiGKA, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and 8 m.
W. Florence, on the Arno. P. 6492. It is sur-

rounded by walls, and is the centre of an exten-
sive manuf. of straw bonnets and straw plait.

SiGNAU, a viU. of Switzerland, cant, and 14 m.
E.S.E. Bern. P. of pa. 2851.

SiGNY, several comms., etc., of France, dep.
Ardennes.— I. (JAbbaye), a market town, cap.

cant, 14 m. W.S.W. Meziferes. P. 2023. It has
extensive iron works.—II. {le Petity, a vill., cap.

cant., 22 m. W.N.W. Mezi^res. P. 2\\Q.—St
Sigolene is a comm. and vill., dep. Haute-Loire,
arr. Yssengeaux. P. 2978.
SiGSTON-KiRKBY, a pa. of England, co. York,

North Riding, 3 m. E.N.E. Northallerton. Ac.
3369. P. 257.

SiGTUNA, a town of Sweden, lasn and 27 m.
N.N.W. Stockholm, on a branch of Lake Maelar.
P. 459. In the ninth centurj' it was cap. of a
small kingdom of Sweden.

SiGUENZA, a town of Spain, prov. and 43 m.
N.E. Guadalaxara, on the Henares. P. 481 7. It

has a cathedral, and manufs. of woollen cloths.

SiHL, a river of Switzerland, cants. Schwytz,
Zug, and Ziirich, joins the Limmat at Zurich,
after a N.W. course of 35 miles.
SiHON or Seihun Sir, Sams, a river of Asia-

Minor, rises in Rumili, and after an E. and S.
course of 150 m., enters the Mediterranean 30 m.
S.W. Adana. [Jaxartes.]

SiHCT, a town on the S.E. coast of Arabia, 100
ra. E.N.E. Makallah. P. varies from 300 to 2000,
according to the trade and season. Its traders
own about 30 large and small vessels, employed
in coasting trade and shark-fishing.
SiKHUK, a town of British India, dist. Benares,

on L b. oi the Ganges, 17 m. S.W. Benares. It was
stormed and taken by the British iu 1781.

SiKiNos, an island of the Grecian Archipelago,

fov. Syra, 20 m. N.W. Santorin. Area 17 sq. ra.
'. 300. It produces wine, figs, cotton, and the

best vvheat iu the Cyclades. On its W.S.W. side
is a village of same name.

SiKKiM, a state of British India, between lat.
"27° 5' and 28° N., Ion. 88° to 89' E., having N.

and E. Tibet, S.E.Bhotan, S. Darjeeling, andW
Nepaul. Area 1670 sq. m. P. 61.766, chiefly or
wholly Buddhists, and employed in rural in-

dustry. Cap. Tumlooug.
SiKLOs, a market town of W. Hungary, co. Ba-

ranya, 16 m. S.S.E. Filnfkirchen. P. 3247. It

has mineral baths and marble quarries.
SiKOKE or SiKOKF, the smallest of the four

principal islands of Japan, S. of Niphon, and E.
Kiusiu. Estimated area 17,200 sq. m. Surface
mountainous. Chief towns, Tosa and Awa.

SiKUNDPtABAD, a town of British India, dist.

Goruckpore, 32 m. S.E. Delhi. P. 14,843. It has
a bazaar, and is well supplied with water.—II. »
cantonment in the N. of Hyderabad, presid.

Madras, 1837 feet above the sea.

S11.ANUS, a vill. of the isl. Sardinia, prov. Sas-
sari, circ. Nuoro. P. 1715.

SiLAO, a town of Mexico, state and 10 m. S.W.
Guanaxuato. P. 6000.

S11.BERBKRG, a town and strong fortress of
Prussian Silesia, gov. and 43 m. S.S.W. Breslau.
P. lUO.—Silberstadt, Bohemia. [Mies.]
SiLCHESTER, a pa. of Eugland, co. Hants, on

the border of Berkshire, 6i m. N. Basingstoke.
Ac. 1881. P. 480. Here are the remains of the
anc. Segontiacum, consisting of a flint and brick
wall, enclosing an area of 1\ m. in circumference^
occupied by a farm and ploughed fields, across
which the lines of the principal streets are trace-

able. In A.D. 407, the usurper Constantino wa8
here invested with the purple ; the city was de-
stroyed by MMa, and the South Saxons in 493.

SiLE, a river of North Italy, Venetia, provs.
Treviso and Venice, enters the lagoon 6J m. N.
Venice, after a S. course of 35 m. past Treviso.

SiLEBY, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, on the
river Soar, and on the Midland Counties Railway,
5 m. N.W. Syston. Ac. 2190. P. 1572.

SrLESiA (Germ. Schlesieri), a prov., forming the
S.E. portion of Prussia, having E. Poland, S. Aus-
trian Silesia, Moravia, and Bohemia, W. Saxony
and Brandenburg, and N. Prussian Poland. Area
15,762 sq. m. P. (1864) 3,510,706, chiefly Luther*
ans and Roman Catholics, with 30,600 Jews ; capi

Breslau. Surface in the S. and S.W. rugged and
mountainous ; in other parts flat, or but slightly

undulating. The Oder traverses its centre

throughout, from S.E. to N.W. ; other principal

rivers are its affluents, the two Neisses, the

Bober, Malapane, and Bartsch. Forests exten-
sive. Com, flax, and hemp are produced in large

quantities, and about 2,800,000 sheep are kept in

the prov^ and produce excellent wool, which
forms, next to linen, the principal article of export.

Beet-root sugar, timber, madder, tobacco, silk in

small quantities, etc., are also exported; and valu-

able mines of coal, iron, lead, zinc, and copper
are wrought

;
gold and silver is found in small

quantities. Manufs., cotton, linens, cdarse wooUen
cloth, iron, paper, and leather. It is subdivided
into the three govs, of Breslau, Oppeln, and Leig-
nitz. It was conquered from Austria by Fre-
derick the Great in 1742.

—

Austrian Silesia com-
prises the S. part of the old prov. of Silesia, still

belonging to Austria, and composing the circs.

Troppau and Teschen. Area 1987 sq. m. P. (1857)
443,912. [MoRA\^A.]

SiLHET, a dist. of British India, presid. Bengal,

between lat. 24° 3' and 25' 12' N., Ion. 91° and
92° 38' E. Area 3532 sq. m. P. 380,000. The
country is rugged in the N.E. and S., and marshy
towards the W. Soil fertile on the river courses.

Principal rivers, the Soormah and Kusia. Cattle-

rearing is the chief employment of the inhabi-

tants. The rainy season sets in about the begin-
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ning of June, and continues until the middle of

September, when a large tract of country is inun-

dated, so that boats leave the river courses and
liold their way across the country. During this

season fever, ague, cholera, and dysentery pre-

vail, and are fatal to foreigners. Manufs., coarse

cottons, mats, and baskets.

SiLHET, a town of British India, presid. Ben-
gal, principal place of dist. of same name, at the

S. base of the Cossya Hills, and on the river

Soormah, a tributary of the Brahmapootra, 260 m.
N.E. Calcutta. It is the head-quarters of the civil

establishment for the district and also for the
eastern division of the Bengal anny.

SiLiAN, a pa. of South Wales, co. Cardigan, 2 J
m. N.W. Lampeter. Ac. 2182. P. Sil.

SiLiNTY or Seunti, a vill. and headland of

Asia-Minor, pash. Itshill, on the Mediterranean,
32 m. W.N.W. Cape Anamour, around which are
remains of anc. Selinus or Trajanopolis.

SiLiQUA, a vill. of the island of Sardinia, prov.
and 17 m. W.N.W. Cagliari. P. of comm. 2063.

SiLiSTRiA (Turk. Dristrid), a city of European
Turkey, Bulgaria, cap. pash., on rt. b. of the
Danube, 57 m. N.N.E. Shumla. P. 20,000. It

is walled, and has a citadel. On the 17th May
1854, a Russian force of 60,000 men laid siege to

this place, but were compelled to abandon their

works on the 15th June, being driven across the
Danube by the Turks, and having sustained an
immense loss of men.
SinVKi or Selivki, a marit. town of European

Turkey, Eumili, on the N. shore of the Sea of
Marmora, 40 m. W. Cunstantinople. P. 3000.

SiLjAN, a lake of Sweden, Imn and 26 m. N.W.
Fahlun. Length 52 m. ; breadth 7 m. Elevation
above the sea 520 feet ; depth 1200 feet.

SiLKSTONE, a pa. of England, co. York, West
Eiding, 3J m. W. Barnesley. Ac. 1426. P. 1154.
BiLK-WiLLOUGHBY, a pa. of England, co. Lin-

coln, 2J m. S.W. Sleaford. Ac. 2505. P. 237.

SiLLA, a town of Central Africa, Senegambia,
state Bambarra, on the Joliba, 60 m. E.N.E. Sego.
Here Mungo Park terminated his first expedition
in August 1796.

SiLLA DE Caracas, a mountain of S. America,
Venezuela, near Caracas, height 8700 feet.

SiLLEFioKD. a vill. of Norway, stift and 77 m.
S.W. Christiania. P. of pa. 2400.
SiLLEiN, a town of N.W. Hungary. [Szolxa.]
SiLi.fe LE GuiLLAUME, a comm. and market

town of Prance, dep. Sarthe, cap. cant., 19 m.
N.W. Le Mans, on railway to Rennes. P. 3309.
It has manufs. of fine linens.

SiLLERY, a vill., France, dep. Marne, 6 m. S.E.
Beims, famous for its champagne wine. P. 469.

SiLLOTH, a watering-place of Engl.,co. Cumber-
land, on the Solway, at terminus of branch rail., 21
m. W, Carlisle. Mean temp, of year 494 Fahr.

;

rainfall 43 inches ; days of rain 150. Steamers
ply to Liverpool, Dublin, Belfast, and Isle of Man.

SiLS, the most elevated vill. in the Engadine,
Switzerland, cant. Orisons. The Lake of Sils,

whence the river Inn rises, is immediately S.W.,
and 4 m. in length by 1 m. in bi-eadth. The vil-

lage is situated 6964 feet above the sea.

SiLSDEN, a chapelry of England, co. York, W.
Eiding, pa. Kildwick, 4 m. N.N.W. Keighley.
Ac. 6908. P. 2582. Manufactui-es cotton and
worsted.

SiLsoE, a hamlet of England, co. and 9J m.
B.S.E. Bedford, pa. Flitton. P. 713.

SiLTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. Dorset, 7
m. N.W. Shaftesbury. Ac. 1257. P. 306.—II.
(Over), CO. York, North Riding, 7i m. N.N.E.
Thirsk. Ac 3094. P. 253.

Silver City, a town of U. S., N. America,
Nevada territory, co. Lyon. P. 1000.

Silver Creek, a township of the U. S., North
America, Greene co., Ohio ; also a tributary of

the river Schuylkill, near Pottswell. P. 2565.

Silvermines, a vill. of Ireland, co. Tipperary,

4J m. S.S.W. Nenagh. P. 370. It has lead mines.
SiLVERQ, a lake of the Argentine Confed.,

an enlargement of the Desaguadero Eiver, 60 m.
by 10 m. It has many small islands.

Silverstone, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,
4 m. S.S.W. Towcester. Ac. 2110. P. 1166.

SiLVERTON, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5^ m.
S.W. Collumpton. Ac. 4714. P. 1260.

SiLVES, a town of Portugal, prov. Algarves,
19 ra. E.N.E. Lagos. P. 3000.

SiLVi, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Teramo, E.S.E.
Atri, on the Adriatic. P. 3076. Manufs. china.

SiLviNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 8 m.
E.N.E. Ludlow. Ac. 1415. P. 123.

SiMANCAS, Septimancse, a town of Spain, pi'ov.

and 8 ni. S.W. valladolid, on the Pisuerga, here
crossed by an anc. bridge. P. 875. It has a for-

tress in which the archives of Castile are kept.
SiMAND, a market town of Hungary, co. and

21 m. N.N.E. Arad. P. 4900.

SiMAUL or SiMAWUL, Si/natis, a town of Asia-
Minor, Anatolia, 75 m. S. Brusa.

—

Lake Simaul is

5 m. N.W., and gives origin to the Simawulsu,
an afil. of the Susughirli-su (anc. Macestus).

Slmbirsk, a gov. of E. Russia, between lat. ,52**

40' and 65° 50' N., Ion. 45° 10' and 51° 20' E., hav-
ing N. the govs. Kasan and Orenburg, S. Sara-
tov, and W. Penza and Nijni-Novgorod. Area
18,781 sq. m. P. (1858) 1,140,973. Surface un-
dulating and fertile. Principal rivers, the Volga,
Sura, and their affls. Climate healthy. Rye,
wheat, oats, buck-wheat, pease, hemp, flax, to-

bacco, and poppies are raised. Cattle and horse
breeding is chiefly practised by the Kalmucks.
Manufs. of woollen cloth, coarse linen, canvas
and coverlets, salts, spirits, glass, soap, and lea-

ther are carried on ; and large quantities of

corn, hemp, horses, cattle, hides, fish, fruit, and
millstones are exported. The gov. is subdivided
into ten circles. Principal towns, Simbirsk, Sa-
mara, Stavropol, and Karsun.

—

Simbirsk, the cap.,

is situated on the Volga and Sviago, 105 m.
S.S.W. Kasan. P. (1863) 24,837. Houses partly

of wood. Principal edifices, two cathedrals, a
monastery, nunnery, college, numerous charitable

institutions, governor's palace, town-hall, bar-
racks, and an exchange. Its trade is flourish-

ing • it exports corn and fish.

SiMCOE, a CO. of Canada W., at the S.E. end of

Nottawasaga Bay, Lake Huron. Chief towns,
Barrie and Collingwood, which are connected by
railway with Toronto.

SiMCOE, a lake in the above co.,40 m. N.Toronto.
Length and breadth about 27 m. each. It re-

ceives many small rivers, and discharges its sur-
plus waters N.ward by the Severn into Georgian
Bay, Lake Huron.

SiMETO, Simsethus^a, river, Sicily. [Giarretta.]
Simferopol, a city of S. Eussia, cap. gov.

Taurida, on the Salghir, 38 m. N.E. Sevastopol.
P. (1863) 17,061. It comprises the old Tartar
town of Ak-Metchet (the white mosque), on a
height, having lofty walls, crooked streets, and
numerous minarets, domes, and bazaars ; and
the new Eussian town, dull and monotonous,
with wide streets at right angles, and a square,
in which are a large hospital and the courts of

judicature. The government ofiices are on the
Salghic, here crossed by a stone bridge.

Simla, a mountainous district of N.W. Hiu-
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dostan, iK'tweeu the Siitlej and Giree rivers, witli

a British station 30 m. S.E. Belaspoor, 7300 feet

above the sea, and resorted to by invalids of the

British army. The station has a magnetic ob-

servatory and a church. Every article of Euro-
pean manuf. is here procurable. P. of dist. 31,858.

SiMMEN, a river of Switzerland, cant. Berne,

after a N. and E, course of 35 m., joi;is the Kan-
der, 4 m. S. Thun. Its valley, the Simmenthal,
contains several villages, and the baths of Leuk.
SiMMEKixG or SiMONisG, a village of Lower

Austria, between the Simmering Canal and the
Danube, 2 m. S.E. Vienna. P. 3000.

SiMjrERN, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and
26 ra. S.W. Coblentz, cap. ciic. F. 2823.

SiMNAN, Semxa:^ or SEMNooN,a town of Persia,

prov. Khorasan, 115 m. E. Teheran.
SiMKiTZA, a market town of Wallachia, on Lb.

of the Danube, immediately opposite Sistova.

SiMNO, a small town of Poland, gov. Augus-
towo, 19 m. E. Kalwary. P. 1300.

SrMODA, a seaport town of Japan, on S.E. end
of peninsula of Idsu, on S. shore of the island of

N^iphon, 80 m. S.W. Yedo. Lat 34° 33' N. ; Ion.

138° 57' E. It was opened to American com-
merce in 1854.

SiMONBURK, a former pa., Engl., co. Northura-
beriand, 8 m. N.N.W. Hexham. Ac 13,372. P. 1042.

SiMO>T>SLEY, a township of England, co. Der-
by, pa. Glossop, 8| m. N.N.W. Chapel-en-le-
Frith. P. 565.

SiMONSTHURM, a market town of Hungary, co.

Tolna, 56 m. S.S.W. Buda. P. 3000.
SiiiOK's Town, a marit town of South Africa,

colony and dist. Cape of Good Hope, at the end
of SimovLS Bay, an inlet on the W. side of False
Bay, 23 m. S. Cape Town, with which it com-
municates by a good road. It is neatly built at

the base of the Cape mountain, and has a naval
arsenal and a patent slip. It is the residence of

the naval commander-in-chief of the colony, and
the port to which homeward bound ships from
India usually resort for repairs.

SurPLON, a mountain of Switzerland, between
the Valais and Piedmont, and across which was
carried the famous Route, of the Stmplon, under
the orders of Napoleon i. This road, extending
from Glys (Valai.s) to Domodossola, a distance of
nearly 38 m., is 6592 feet above the sea, and from
25 to 30 ft in width. It is canied through several
extensive tunnels, passes over 611 bridges, is

furnished with 20 station-houses for travellers,

and was completed between 1800 and 1806. It
was greatlj- injured by storms in 1834, 1839, and
1849, and is now nearly impassable on the Sar-
dinian side. During the French empire, under
Napoleon i., the Simplon gave name to a dep.
now forming the Swiss canton Valais

SiMPRix, an old pa. of Scotland, co. Berwick,
now united to that of Swinton.

SiMPSoy, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, IJ m.
N. Fenny-Stratford. Ac. 1330. P. 540.

Simpson, two cos. of the U. S., North America.—I. in S. of Kentucky. Area 234 sq. m. P.
5839 free, 2307 slaves.—II. Mississippi. P. 3756
free, 2324 slaves.

SiiCPSOK Island, Pacific Ocean, Mulgrave Ar-
chipelago, is in Int. C 30' N., Ion. 173° 54' E.
SwrRAUTA, a town of British India, prov. Oude,

lat. 26° 17' N., Ion. 81° 20' E. P. 8000.
SiMUSiR, one of the Kurile Islands, N. Pacific

Ocean, belonging to Eussia, 80 m. N.W. Urup.
Lat of S. point 46° 49' N. ; Ion. 151° 37' E. Length,
N. to S., 90 m. ; breadth 6 miles.

Sin, a city of China, prov. Shen-se, cap. dep.,
on the Han-kiang, 120 m. S.E. Si-au.

SixAi (M'ount), a mountain of Arabia Petrsaa,
famous in Scripture, and generally identified with
the Jeb-el-Musa, or "Mount of Moses," one of
a cluster of mountains, of which Mount Horeb
forms a part of the N. end, lat. 28° 30' N., Ion.
34° E. Height above the sea 8593 feet On its

N.E. side is the fortified convent of Sinai, now
tenanted by about 20 Greek monks. Kobinson
conjectures that Mount Horeb, N.W.ward, was
the original Sinai, celebrated in Holy Writ.

—

The Peninsula of Sinai, between the Gulfs of
Suez and Akabah, the scene of the Israelite wan-
derings in the desert, is about 140 m. in length,

N. to S. ; and as much in breadth at its N. ex-
tremity, whence it gradually tapers southward
to its S. extremity, EJas Mohammed, in the Bed
Sea, lat 27° 43' N., Ion. 34° 18' E. Surface
generally mountainous and rocky; in different

localities of it are hieroglyphic and other an-
cient inscriptions.

SiNAi^A or CiNALOA, a state of Mexico, on
the Gulf of California, bounded N. by Sonora,
E. by Chihuahua and Durango, and S. by Jalisco

The climate is healthy and temperate, except at

some parts on the coast, where the heat is exces-
sive. The surface is mountainous in the E.,

and flat and sandy along the coasts. In the in-

terior are immense well-watered prairies, where
great herds of wild horses and cattle roam. Tho
natural products are principally g^in, maize,
sugar-cane, cotton, tobacco, pigs, salt, and the
precious metals. Area 35,465 sq. m. P. (1857)
160,000. The chief towns are Culiacan, the cap

,

Cinaloa, Mazatlan, SantaMaria, de tome el Bosario,
los Alamos, and Villa del Fuerte. LCinaloa.]

SiNARUCO, a river of S. America, Venezuela,
joins the Orinoco, after an E. course of 100 miles.

SiNAY, a vill. of Belgium, prov. East Flanders,
16 m. N.E. Ghent P. 3850.
SiNCLAIRTOWN or St Clairto^'N, a vill. of

Scotland, co. Fife, pa. Dysart, adjoining Path-
head. P. 1646, mostly employed in weaving.
SiNCORA or CiNCORA, a town of Brazil, prov.

and W.S.W. Bahia, on the Parag^^u, near its

source. In 1845 rich diamond mines were dis-

covered here.

SiNDH, a prov. of British India, now annexed
to the British presid. Bombay, watered by the
lower Indus, and comprising its delta, extend-
ing from the Indian Ocean, in lat. 23° 32' N.,

northward to the junction of the Chenaub with
the Indus, in lat 23° 37' and 28° 32' N., Ion. 66*

43' and 71° 3' E. Area 52,120 sq. m. P. 1,087,762.

It presents, in some respects, a remarkable simi-

larity to Egypt, being a plain divided by a largo

river, and bounded on one side by mountains,
and on the other by a desert ; but though fertile

on the river banks, it is far inferior in produc-
tiveness, population, and civilisation, to the valley

of the Nile. The delta is encumbered with jungle
and tall grass; and the lauds bordering it are

poor, destitute of fresh water, and, after the in-

undation, incrusted with salt. Upper Sinde is the

most fertile part of the countiy, being irrigated

by canals, and yielding rice, wheat, ^rley, oil-

seeds, millet, opium, indigo, maize, sugar-cane,

cotton, pulse, and esculent vegetables, with dates,

mangoes, plantains, and the fruits common to

Southern Europe. Much of the country has,

however, been depopulated by the Ameers, and
laid waste for hunting grounds. Mimosas, ban-
yans, palms, and mangroves are among tho

principal trees. Camels, buffaloes, sheep, goats,

horses, and asses are the domestic animals;
wool is an important product, and is manufac-
tured into bags, ropes, and strong cloths. Cli-
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mate extremely sultry and dry; at Hyderabad
the thermometer has been found to stand in the

shade at 98°"5 Fahr., during a part of the day, for

nix mouths of the year, and epidemic diseases are

frequent and destructive. Tigers, hyenas, wolves,

and other formidable animals are numerous,
and alligators swarm in the pools of the delta.

Coarse cloths, felt, mats, arms, leather, horse

furniture, earthenwares, cotton, silk, and em-
broidered fabrics, are made in the towns, but few
manufactured goods are fitted for exportation;

the .exports consisting chiefly of the natural pro-

duce, rice and other grains, ghee, hides, fish,

wool, salt, and nitre from the soil, oil and oil

seeds, bark, alkalies, firewood, opium, tobacco,

camels, and horses. Imports are chiefly manu-
factured goods, madder and other dyes, gro-
ceries, metals, gems, timber, cordage, bamboos,
and dried fruits. Kurrachee, at the mouth of

the Indus, is the chief port and seat of foreign

trade. Eevenue (1862) 566,648. The inhabitants

are partly Hindoos, partly Beloochees, and Mo-
hammedans, the lower classes of the latter being
of the soonee, and the upper or ameers of the shiah

sect. Until lately the country was governed by
the ameers, who exercised an aristocratic military

despotism; but after open hostilities had been
evinced by them against the British, their power
was completely broken by the forces under Sir

C. Napier in 1844, and Sinde became a British

dependency. Chief towns, Hyderabad, the cap.,

Shikarpoor, Khyerpoor, Kurrachee, Tattah, Meer-
poor, Halla, Larkhana, and Eoree.

Sinde, a river of Hindostan, rises in Malwa, in

lat. 24° 1' N., Ion. 77° 29' E., flows N.E. through
the Gwalior dom., and between it and Bundel-
cund, and joins the Jumna, 26 m. S.E. Etawah.
Total course 260 m. The principal alHs. are the

Parbati and JPohooj. [Sinde—Indus.]
SiNDELFiNGEN, a town of Wlirtemberg, circ.

Neckar, 9 m. W.S.W. Stuttgart. P. 3851.

SiNDORSKOE, a lake of Prussia, gov. Vologda,
circ. and 85 m. N.N.E. Ust-Sysslos. Length 12

m., by 5 m. in breadth.
SiND Sagur Doab (" Sind Sagur " or " Ocean

of the Indus "), in the Punjab, lies between the

rivers Jhelum and Indus.
SiNDWA, a fortress and pass of British India,

presid. Bombay, 75 m. N.W. Boorhanpoor.
Sines, a walled town of Portugal, prov. Alem-

tejo, 40 m. S.W. Alcacer-do-Sal. P. 1980. It is

the birthplace of the navigator Vasco de Gama.
SiNEU, a town of the island Majorca, Spain, 20

m. E.N.E. Palma. P. 3990.

Si-NGAN, a city of China. [Si-an.]
Singapore (Singapura, " City of the Lion "),

one of the Straits Settlements belonging to Great
Britain, in S.E. Asia, consisting of an island off

the S. extremity of the Malay peninsula, sepa-
rated fi'om the mainland by a strait in one part
only i m. across, and having on its S. side a
town of same name, in lat. 1° 17' N., Ion. 103°
60' 47' E. Length of island 27 m. ; breadth 11

m. Area 206 sq. m. P. (1865) 90,700, amongst
whom were 68,000 Chinese, 13,500 Malays, and
about 800 Europeans. Surface generally low,

xmdulating, and densely wooded. Soil mostly
day, resting on sandstone and granite. Climate
healthy. Mean temperature of year 80°'6, vary-
ing from 79°-2 to 81°-5 Fahr. Showers are

frequent ; and the annual fall of rain is about 100
inches. Chief products cocoa-nut oil, gambier,
and a great variety of fruits. The island is

chiefly valuable as a dep6t for the British and
Indian trade with the islands of the eastern

>eaa. Eice is imported from Java, Bengal, and

Sumatra, and live stock from Malacca. Some
manufactures of pearl-sago, agricultural imple-
ments, and arms are carried on by the Chinese,
who, with British residents, are the principal
merchants. Exports of Singapore (1862), includ-
ing the Eastern Straits Settlements, teak, tin,

pepper, gutta percha, sago, gambier, rice, coffee,

sugar, caoutchouc, hides, gums, tapioca, camphor,
nutmegs, canes, oils, cutch, etc., to the value of
2,375,813^. Imports, cottons, woollens, arms,
iron, copper, lipens, coals, hardwares, earthen-
ware, beer and ale, glass, apparel, guano, etc.,

to the value of l,093,164i. In 1862, British and
American ships, with an aggregate tonnage of
346,997, arrived and departed. In the same
period 2310 native vessels arrived and departed,
bm-den 75,859 tons. The govemmentof the island
was transferred from the presidency of Bengal
to the Colonial Office in Jan. 1867. Singapoo-e
was purchased from the sultan of Johore (Malay
peuiusala), and settled by the English iu 1819.
Since then it has rapidly risen into importance.
The cap. town, on the S.E. coast, is on a small
river in an open bay, with an anchorage 2 m. from
the shore ; is regularly laid out, well built, and
divided into Malay, Chinese, and European quar-
ters. The chief residence of the Europeans is

on a hill, 150 feet above the sea, about 1 m. in-
land. It has a lunatic asylum, and an hospital
for lepers. P. 26,000. Chief edifices, town-hall,
court-house, gaol, custom-house, St Andrew's ca-
thedi-al, Anglo-Indian college. It has covenient
quays, and goods are shipped and unshipped by
fighters; vessels of large burden lying in the
roads from 1 to 2 m. distant. A vast system of

fortifications is now (1867) in propress. Short-
est sea route to Liverpool 18,598 sea miles,

shortest sailing voyage 111 days. [Stkaitb
Settlements.]

SiNGEN,a mkttown of the grand duchy Baden,
circ. Lake, 6 m. W.N.W. Radolfzell. P. 1187.

SiNGHANA, a town of India, territory of Sheka-
wutee, 95 m. S.W. Delhi. In the vicinity is a
copper mine.

SiNGiiBnooM, a dist. of British India, with a
civil establishment, between lat. 22° and 22° 68
N., Ion. 85° 7' and 86° 12' E. Within its limits

it includes Colehan, Surakella, Khursawa, and
a petty state bearing the name of the dist. Area
of British part 2944 sq. m. P. of do. 200,000.

SiNGiLEi or SiNGHiLEf, a town of Eussia, gov.
and 23 m. S.S.E. Simbirsk, cap. circ, on the
Volga. P. 3000. It is mostly built of stone.

Singleton, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 5^ m.
S.S.W. Midhurst. Ac. 5010. P. 516.—IL a
chapelry, co. Lancaster, pa. Kirkham, 2^ m.
E.S.E. Poulton. Ac. 2860. P. 338.

Singleton, a post-town of New South Wales,
CO. Northumberland, 30 m. N. Maitland. It haa
a daily newspaper. P. (1861) 1000.

Singoe, an island of Sweden, Isen Stockholm,
in the Baltic, 20 m. W. the Aland Islands.

Length 4 miles.

Sing-Sing, a vill. of the U. S., North America,
state and 30 m. N. New York on the E. bank of

the river Hudson. P. 2500. It is celebrated for

its educational establishments, and marble and
limestone quarries.

SiNiGAGi.LV (Sena Gallica), a fortified seaport
town of Central Italy, in the Marches, on the
Misa, at its mouth on the Adriatic, prov. & 16 m.
W.N.W. Ancona. P. 10,501 ; with comm. (1862)
23,226. It has a cathedral, covents, Jewish syna-
gogue, mint, theatre, a harbour, & an annual fair

in July & August, wihich is attended by traders
from all parts of Central and South Europe,
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North Africa, and the Levant. The town has ac-

quired an infamous celebrity from the massacre

of the confederate chiefs by their ally, Caasar

Borgia, in 1502. It ifl the birth-place of Pope
Pius IX.

SiNiscoLA, a vill. of the isl. Sardinia, cap.

niand., prov. Sassari, 25 m. N.E. Nuoro. P. 2650.

SiNiUKHA, a river of Russia, gov. Kiev, be-

tween Khei-son and Podolia, after a S.E. and S.

course of 150 m., joins the Bug at Olviopol.

SiNJAB or SiNGALi, a small town of Asiatic

Turkey, pash. and 70 m. W. Mosul. It consists

of about 80 houses, with many Mohammedan
tombs, and some remains of a much more remote

date.—The Sinjar Hills, a range about 50 m. in

length, by from 7 to 9 m. in breadth, between the

Khabur and Tigris rivers, are covered with oak
forests, and fig and vine plantations, interspersed

with numerous villages.

SiNjAVKA, three mai'ket towns of Russia.—I.

Don-Cossack country, 46 m. W.S.W. Novo-
Tcherkask, at the mouth of the Mertvoi-Donetz,
in the Sea of Azov.—II. gov. and 34 m. E.N.E.
Tchernigov.—III. gov. and 75 m. S.E. Vilna.

Sinn, a river of Bavaria, circ. Franconia and
Hessen-Cassel, after a S. course of 40 nu, joins

the Saale near its influx into the Main.
SiNNA ScHNA or SiNEDRij, a town of Persia,

prov. Irak-Ajerai, cap. dist. Ardelan, on a de-

clivity below its orginal site, 80 m. W.N.W.
Hamadan. P. 4000 or 6000 families. In its

vicinity is a very extensive public garden.
SiNNAi, a market town of the Island Sardinia,

prov. and 8 m. N.E. Cagliari. P. of comm. 2824.

SiNNAMARY, a river of French Guiana, enters

the Atlantic, 78 m. N.W. Cayenne ; course N. 200
m. At its mouth is the village of Sinnamary.
SmNiE or Ancobra, a river of Guinea, enters

the Gulf of Guinea, near the Dutch settlement
Axim, after a S. course of upwards of 120 miles.

SiNNiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. York, N.
Riding, 3 m. W.N.W. Pickering. Ac 3390. P.
607.

SiNNO, a river of S. Italy, prov. Potenza, enters
the Gulf of Taranto, 19 m. S.W. the month of the
Bradano, after an E. course of 60 miles.

SiNOPE (Turk. Sintih), a seaport town of Asia
Minor, Anatolia, on the Gulf of Sinope, Black
Sea, 75 m. W.N.W. Samsoun. P. 12,000. It is

situated on an isthmus, connecting a high rocky
peninsula with the mainland, and has on its

S.W. side the best port on the N. coast of Asiatic
Turkey, though only an open roadstead. Its

exports consist of timber, salt, cordage, fish, and
oil. The town is built of the ruins of the old
Greek city, a colony of the MUesians. It has a
naval arsenal and building-yard, and is defended
by a battery and ruinous fortifications. On the
30th November 1853, a Turkish squadron, con-
sisting of 13 ships, lying in the roadstead, was
destroyed by the Russian fleet, when 4000 Turks
perished. The Russians also bombarded & nearly
ruined the town. It is the birthplace of Diogenes.

SiNopoLi, a town of S. Italy, prov. Eeggio-
Calabria, 17 m. N.E. Roggio. P. 3149.

SiNSHEiM, a town, Baden, circ. Middle Rhine,
on the Elsenz, and on railway 14 m. S.S.E.
Heidelberg. P. 2869.—S{nzheim is a vill. 3 m. W.
Baden. P. 1426.

—

Simiff is a walled town of
Rhenish Prussia, gov. and 20 m. N.W. Coblenz,
near the 1. b. of the Rhine. P. 1888.
SiON (Germ. Sitten, anc. Sidunumy. a town of

Switzerland, cap. cant. Valais, near the Rhone,
60 m. S. Berne. P. 4203. It is enclosed by walls,
and has three castles. It is the terminus of the
railway from St Maurice.

Sign, a comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, dep. Loire-
Infdrieure, 6 m. N.E. Derval. P. 2856.

SiON, a town and fort of British India, presid.

and at the N. end of the island Bombay, with a
railway and causeway communication with the
island Salsctte.

SiouT, OsiooT or Es-SiouT (anc. LycopoHs),
the principal town of Upper Egj-pt, cap. prov.,

near the Nile, in lat. 27° 11' 14' N., Ion. 31° 14'

E. P. 25,000. It is the largest and best built

town S. of Cairo, and has well supplied bazaars,

mosques, a palace, public baths, a gov. school,

and cotton factoiy. Manufs. and exports large

quantities of pipe-bowls. It was, until lately,

the principal seat of the slave trade in Egypt,
and is still the chief resort of the caravans coming
into that country from Darfur. It is also an
important military station. Around it are traces

of the ancient city, and in the adjacent motmtains

W. from the Nile, are several remarkable tombs,

grottoes, and catacombs.
Sioux, a co. of U. S., North America, N.W.

Iowa. Area 1100 sq. m. P. 10.

Sioux River, U. S., North America, Dakota
and Iowa, joins the Missouri at Sioux city, lat.

42° 45' N., Ion. 97° W., after a S. course esti-

mated at 250 miles.

Sioux Territory, United States. [Iowa.]
SiPAN Daou, a moimtain of Turkish Armenia,

pash. and 40 m. N.W. Van, on the N. side oi

Lake Van ; supposed elevation 11,000 feet
SiPUANTO, Siphnos, an island of the Grecian

Archipelago, gov. and 25 m. S.W. Syra, Area
34 sq. m. P. 3000. Soil fertile ; chief products,

com, silk, figs, wax, and honey. In ancient times
the island had mines of gold and silver.

Sir, a mouth of the Indus river, 15 m. N.W.
that of Koree, lat. 23° 38' N., Ion. 68° 12' E.

SiRcr, a town of British India, dist. North Car
nara, presid. Madras, in lat. 14° 36' N., Ion. 74'
54' E. It has a custom-house.

Sir-Daria, a name of the river Jaxartes.
SiRDHANA, a town of British India, dist. and

11 m. N.W. Meerut, N.W. provs. P. 12,481. It

has a palace, superbly buUt, and ornamented with
paintings, and a Roman Catholic chapel. Ther»
is plenty of water, and troops can be supplied
abundantly with stores. The roads are good, and
the encamping ground has an elevation of 882 ft
SiREENNUGGUR, a towu of British India, Gur-

whal, N.W. provs., lat 30° 13' N., Ion. 78° 49 E.
P. 3000. It has sevei-al Hindoo temples. The towa
was nearly destroyed by an earthquake in 1803.

SiRGOOJAii, a raj of British India, between lat
22° 34' and 23° 54' N., Ion. 82° 40' and 84° 6' E.
Area 5441 sq. m. P. 316;252. Surface moun-
tainous. It is drained by the Kunher and Ehem-
SiRGOOJAH, a ruined town of India, in dist of

same name, 340 m. W. Calcutta.

SiRHiND, a territorial division of India, be-

tween lat 29° 3' and 31° 24' N., Ion. 73' 50' and
77° 39' E. Area 17,000 sq. m. The country is a
generally low tract between the Jumna and
Sutlej rivers. The Jumna, as it issues from the

mountains, forms its S.E. boundary for 70 miles,

aad the Sutlej forms the N. and N.W. boundary.
In the E. part of the country is an extensive
system of artificial watercourses for the purpose
of irrigation. Sirhind, the old cap., now in ruins,

was once a large city.

SiR-i-KoL, a lake in Central Asia, Kundns,
the most elevated known, being 15,600 feet above
the sea, forming the source of the river Oxus.
It is 14 m. long, and 1 m. broad, on the high table-

land of Pamir, called by the natives "Bam-i*
duniah," " the roof of the world."
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SmiNAGUK (tlie town of ''Surya or the Sun "),

the cap. city of Cashmere, in lat. 34° 6' N., Ion.

74° 57' E. P. estimated from 40,000 to 80,000.

At the commencement of the present century the

pop. was estimated from 150,000 to 200,000, the

reduction beinp: caused by oppression, pestilence,

and famine. The town stretches for 4 m. along
both banks of the Jhelum or Behut, which is here

deep and sluggish, holding a tortuous course

through the town. The governor's residence is

on the rt. b. of the river. On the N. of the city

is a hill called the Kohi Maran, of trap formation,
'250 feet above the river, and surmounted by a
fort which could easily be made impregnable.
Its manufactures, which formerly flourished,

have almost disappeared. Near it are canals, and
a celebrated lake, on the banks of which are the
remains of palaces and pleasure grounds, for-

merly of great note.

SiR-i-POOL, a town, Bokhara, Turkestan, 45 m.
S.W. Balkh, lat. 36' 21' N., Ion, 66° 28' E. It is the

cap. of an independent Uzbek chief. P. 18.000.

SiRMOUR, a hill state of India, under British

protection, between lat. 30° 25' and 31° 2' N.,
Ion. 77° 5' and 77° 53' E. Area 1075 sq. m. P.
75,595. Surface hilly ; soil various. Chief crops
rice, wheat, barley, cotton, tobacco, opium, oil-

seeds, and esculent vegetables. Minerals com-
prise iron and lead. The country is almost desti-

tute of roads. Beasts of burden are seldom used,

the natives carrying over the rugged footpaths
Iliads of 60 or 70 lbs. weight, 12 or 15 m. per day.
Annual revenue 4000^.

SiRONJ, a town of India, Malwa, in lat. 24° 6'

N., Ion. 77° 42' E. It is in a state of decay, and
its manufs. have declined, but it has a bazaar and
a mosque. The territory, of which this town is

the cap., has an area of 344 sq. m.
SiRUELA, a town of Spain, prov. and 92 m.

E.S.E. Badajoz. P. 3512.

SiRWAN, a ruined city of Persian Kurdistan,
65 m. S.W. Kirmanshah, presents the most per-
fect remains of a Sassanian city in Persia. It is

supposed to occupy the site of the ancient Celonte.

Sis, two towns of Asia-Minor.—I. pash. and
40 m. N.E. Adana, on the Jyhoon, S. Mount
Taurus, and the see of an Armenian patriarch.

—

II. pash. and 21 m. S.W. Sivas.
Sisal, a smaU seaport town of Yucatan, on its

N.W. coast, 30 m. N.W. Merida. P. 1200.

SisANTE, a town of Spain, prov. and 45 m. S.W.
Cuenca. P. 3612.
SisARGA, a group of islets off the N.W. coast

of Spain, Galicia, prov. and 23 m. W. Coruna.
SisEBOLi or SiZEBOLi (ancient ApoUonia, after-

wards Sozopolis), a maritime town of European
Turkey, Rumili, on the Black Sea, at the entrance
of the Gulf of Burghaz, 80 m. N.E. Adrianople.
It has an excellent harbour, and an active trade.
It was taken by the Russians in 1829.

Siskiyou, a co. of the U. S., North America,
California. P. 7629.

SisLAND, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5J m.
N. Bungay. Ac. 466. P. 76.

SissACH, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 13 m.
S.E. Basle. P. 1589.
SissONNE, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Aisne, cap. cant., 12 m. E. Laon. P. 1509.

SiSTERON, a comm. & fortified town of France,
dep. Basses-Alpes, cap. arr., on the Durance and
Buech, 16 m. W.N.W. Digne. P. 4338. It is

walled, and its citadel was the prison of Casimir,
king of Poland.

Sisters, two islands of the Pacific, N. of
Chatham Island, near New Zealand.—II. Bass
Strait, off the N. extremity of FTirneaux Island.

—III. two islands, Indian Ocean, between the
Great and Little Andaman islands.—The Three
Sisters are in the group of the Seychelles islands,

Indian Ocean, in lat. 5° 9' 30' S.

SiSTON, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 6 m.
E.N.E. Bristol. Ac. 1827. P. 938.

SiSTO (San), a vill. of S. Italy, prov. Cosenza,
circ. Castrovillari. P. 2654. It was a colony of
the Waldenses till, in 1555, they were extirpated
with horrible cruelties by the Court of Eome.

Sistova, a fortified town of European Turkey,
Bulgaria, on the rt. b. of the Danube, 24 m.
E.S.E. Nicopolis. P. 20,000. Manufs. cotton and
leather, and has an active trade.

SiTAKUND, a celebrated hot well in the British
dist. Bhagulpore, India, 4 m. S.E. the city of
Monghur. It is much revered by the Brahminists.
Its water is perfectly tasteless, and when cold, is

esteemed remarkably fine, & is conveyed to great
distances for sale. "Temp, varies from 92° to 138°.

SiTCHEVKA or SiTCHEVSK, a town of Russia,
gov. and 110 m. N.E. Smolensk, cap. circ, on the
Vazuza, an afll. of the Volga. P. 1400.

SiTHNEY, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 2 m.
W.N.W. Helstone. Ac. 5898. P. 3300.

SiTiA, Cythantm, a maritime town of Crete, on
its N. coast, 55 m. E. Candia. Near it is Cape
Sitia, and Mount Sitia is direct S. from it inland.

Sitka or Bakanov, an island of the Pacific

Ocean, the largest of George iii. Archipelago, off

the W. coast of N. America, in lat. .57° 3' N., Ion.

135° 18' W. The Russian settlement Sitka or New
Archangel, on its W. coast, has a magnetic obser-
vatory. Mean temp, of year 45° -4, winter 34°'7,

summer 56°-2 Fahr. [Russian America.]
SiTTARD, a town, Netherlands, prov. Limburg,

cap. cant., 13 m. N.E. Maestricht. P. 4200.

SiTTARD, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and
15 m. W.N.W. Dusseldorf. P. 1240.

SiTTEN, a town of Switzerland. [SioN.]
SiTTiNGBOURNE, a market town and pa. of

England, co. Kent, lathe Scray, on Milton Creek,
10 m. E.S.E. Rochester. Ac. of pa. 1008. P. 4301.

The town, which is increasing, has ananc. church,

corn exchange, and a sta. on the L. C. & D. rail.

SiTZENDORF, a mkt. town of Lower Austria, on
the Great Schmieda, 5 m. N.E. Meissau. P. 1350.

Siu-AN-HoA, a fortified city of China, prov.
Chi-li, cap. dep., on the Yang-ho, near the Great
Wall, 90 m. N.W. Pekin. Manufs. woollens.

Sivas or Roum, a pashalio of Asiatic Turkey,
comprising portions of Asia Minor and Turkish
Armenia, between lat. 38° 30' and 41° 40' N.,

Ion. 33° 30' and 39° 40' E., having N. the Black
Sea, and on the other sides, Anatolia, and the

pashs. Karamania, Marash, Diarbekir, Erzeroum,
and Trebizond. Pop. estimated at 800,000. It

is traversed from W. to E. by the chain of Anti-
Taurus

;
principal rivers, the Yeshil-Irmak in its

centre, the Euphrates on its E., and the Kizil-

Irmak (anc. Ilalys), on its W. frontier. Products,
wheat, maize, barley, oats, flax, hemp, silk,

tobacco, cotton, wine, timber, wool, fruit, honey,
copper, lead, iron, and marble. Large herds of

cattle and sheep are fed on the plains; camels
and buffaloes are the chief beasts of bui-den.

Manufs. cotton and silk fabrics, carpets, and lea-

ther.

—

Sivas Sebastea, the cap., is situated in an
extensive plain, near the Kizil-Irmak, 60 m. S.

Tokat. Pop. about 25,000. It is well built;

houses interspersed with gardens. It has many
old ifiosques and khan.s, a castle, bazaars well sup-
plied with goods, manufs. of coarse woollens and
other fabrics, and a transit and import trade.

SiVASH or Putrid Sea, a lagoon of S. Russia,

on the N.E. side of the Crimea, extending from
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the isthmus of Perokop on the N.W. to the town
of Arabat on the S.E., upwards of 100 m., with a

breadth of 1 m. opposite the mouth of the river

Salghir, and opening out into numerous irregu-

lar and shallow inlets to more than 20 m. It is

separated from the Sea of Azov by the long nar-

row strip of laud called the "Tongue of Arabat,"

a bank of sand drifted by the strong N.E. winds,

and communicates with it only by the strait of

Genitchi, at its north end, which is from 1 to 2

furlongs wide. It is named " Putrid Sea " from
the pestilential exhalations which it emits.

SiV'EBEK, a town of Turkish Armenia, pash.

and 40 m. W S.W. Diarbckir, and stated to com-
prise 2000 houses, seated amongst orchards.

Sivry-sur-Meuse, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Meuse, arr. Montfaucon. P. 1013.

SiWAH (AmmoTi), an oasis of Africa, in the

Libyan desert, 15 m. long, and 10 m. broad ; its

cap., Siwah-el-Kebir, 310 m. W.S.W. Cairo, is

|)uilt of fossil salt. P. 9000 ; the houses clustering

round a rock. The oasis contains several salt lakes,

and many date palms, and the gardens produce
the vine, fig, and p>omeg;ranate in rich abundance.
Near it is the village of Ghanuy, with ruins of

the temple of Jupiter Aramon.
Six-Fours, a coram, and mkt town of France,

dep. Var, 3 m. W.S.W. Toulon. P. 2805.

SiXHiLLS, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5 m.
E.S.E. Market-Eaisen. Ac. 1962. P. 164.

Six-Mile-Bkidge, a market town of Ireland,

CO. Glare, on the Ougamee, 9 m. N.W. Limerick.
P. 529. It has a court-house and bridewell.

Six-Mlle-Gross, a vill. of Ireland, co. Tvrone,
on the Cloghfin, 8 m. W.S.W. Pomeroy. P. 416.

SiZEBOLi, a town, Europ. Turkey. [Siseboli.]
Slzun, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Finist^re, 17 m. S.W. Morlaix. P. 3960.

Sjedlce, a town of Eussian Poland, cap. gov.
Ljublin, 55 m. E.S.E. Warsaw. P. 7900. It

has schools and a town-hall. In 1831, it was
repeatedly taken and retaken during the war
between the Bussians and Poles.

Sjehadz, a town of Poland, gov. Warsaw, 32

m. E.S.E. Kalice, on the Warta. P. 5027.

Skagelse, a town of Denmark, stift and on
the island Seeland, 9 m. W.S.W. Sor6. P. 3200.

Skagen (Cape) or tlie Skaw, the N. extremity
of Jutland, Denmark. Lat of lighthouse 57° 43'

8" N. ; Ion. 10° 36' 5" E. Near it is a small town
of same name. P. 1400.

Skagee-eack, an arm of the North Sea, be-
tween Norway and Jutland. [Noeth Sea.]
Skalholt, a town, Iceland, 3o m. E. Eeildavik.

Skalicz (Great), a town of Bohemia, 4 m. W.
Nachod. P. 2045. Victory of Prussians over
Austrians 29th June 1866.
Skalitz, a frontier town of N.W. Hungary,

CO. and 54 m. N.W. Neutra, on 1. b. of the March.
P. 8790. It has manufs. of linen and woollen
cloth. Excellent wine is raised in its vicinity.

Skalmikrz, a town of Bussian Poland, prov.
Kielce, 27 m. N.E. Cracow. P. 3000.
Skamania, a co. of U. S., N. America, Wash-

ington territory. Area 3700 sq. m. P. 173. It
is traversed N. to S. by the Cascade mountains.
Cap. Cascade City.
Skaneatles, a township, tJ. S., N. America,

New York, on Skaneatles Lake, 13 m. W.S.W.
Onondago. The lake is 15 m. long.
Skandeeboro, a town of Denmark, prov. Jilt-

land, 13 m. S.W. Aarhuua, on a peninsula be-
tween Lakes Skanderborg and Henning.
Skara, a town of Sweden, Isen Skaraborg, 27

m. S.W. Mariestad. P. 1528. It has a catho-
dial, and a college with botanic gardens.

Skaeaborg, a laju of Sweden, between Lakes
Wener and Wetter. Cap. Mariestad. Area 3303
sq. m. P. (1865) 236,755.
Skaraiwice, a town of Russian Poland, gov.

Warsaw, on the Eawa. P. 2300. It has bar-

racks and woollen factories.

Skeen or Skien, a town of Norway, stift Ag-
gershuus, cap. amt Bradsberg, on the Skeenself,

7 m. N. Porsgnind. P. 1900.

Skeffington, a pa. of England, co. and 10 m,
E.S.E. Leicester. Ac. 2132. P. 241. Surface
celebrated for fertility.

Skeffling, a pa. of England, co. York, East
Hiding, 4J m. S.E. Patrington. Ac. 4652. P. 205.

Skegby, a pa. of Engl.ind, co. Notts, 3 m. W.
Mansfield. Ac. 1456. P. 805.

Skegness, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, on
the E. coast, 19 m. E.S.E. Spilsby. Ac. 2474.

P. 322. The village is much resorted to as a
summer residence-

Skelleftea (S\'enska) or Sildal, a river of

Sweden, Isen Westerbotten, rises in the Stor
Lake, flows S.E., and after a course of 120 m.
enters the Gulf of Bothnia, 20 m. N. Lofanger.

Skelligs, three rocky islets off the S.W. coast

of Ireland, co. Kerrj-, in the Atlantic Ocean, 9
m. S.W. Brea Head, Valentia Island. The Great
SkeUig rises abruptly to 710 feet in height, and
has two lighthouses, 372 feet in elevation, lat. 51°

46' N., Ion. 10° 32' W.
Skellixgthorpe, a pa. of England, co. and

3i m. W. Lincoln. Ac. 6220. P. 662.

Skelmanthorpe, a township of England, co.

York, West Eiding, pas. Emley and High Hoy-
land, 6J m. S.E. Huddersfield. P. 732.

Sket.mf.rsdale, a chapelry of England, co.

Lancaster, parish and 5 m. E.S.E. Ormskirk.
Ac. 1920. P. 1028.

Skelton, two pas. of England.—I. co. Cum-
berland, 6 m. N.W. Penrith. Ac. 6326. P. 719.

—II. CO. York, North Eiding, 3J m. N.E. Guis-
borough. Ac 10,440. P. 1457.
Skelton Castle, England, co. York, N. Rid-

ing, in the old district of Cleveland. This castle

belonged to the ancient family of the Barons de
Brus or Bruis (Bruce), who were descended from
Robert Brus, a Norman. He had two sons, Adam,
Lord of Skelton, and Eobert, Lord of Annandale,
from whom sprang the royal line of Scotland.
Skendleby, a pa. of Eugland, co. Lincoln, 8

m. N.E. Spilsby. Ac. 1710. P. 299.

Skene, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 11 m. W.
Aberdeen. Ac. 9393. P. 1831.

Skenfreth, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m.
N.N.W. Monmouth. Ac. 4720. P. 666.

SiCENNiNGE, a town of Sweden, Isen Ostergoth-
land, and 20 m. W. Linkoping. P. 1532.

Skepb:, a town of Russian Poland, prov. Plock,

18 m. N.E. Dobrzyn. P. 950.

Skerne, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Riding,

2 m. S.E. Great Driffield. Ac. 2733. P. 207^
Skernewitze, a town of Poland, gov. of War-

saw. P. 3125.
Skerries, a fishing town of Ireland, co. and

17 m. N.N.E. Dublin, on a headland j m. E. the

Dublin and Drogheda Railway. It has a good
pier. Opposite the town are four islets, called

the Skerries.—II. an islet in the Irish Sea, off

the N.W. coast of Anglesey, with a lighthouse

;

in lat. 53° 25' 3' N., Ion. 4° 36' 5' W. ; eleva-

tion 117 feet.

Skerries (Out), are four islets in the extreme

E. of Shetland, 10 m. S.E. Fetlar, each about 1

m. in length. P. 120, mostly employed in ling

fishing. This is a general name in Scotland for

isolated sea-giit rocks. [Pentuinu Fiktu.j
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Skerrow (Loch), a lake of Scotland, Kirk-

cudbright, pa. Girthon, 8 in. N. Gatehouse, 2 m.
in circuit, iind studded with wooded islands.

Skekry, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Antrim, 3

m. E.N.E. Broughshane. Ac. 26,175. P. 6590.

Skerryvore Lightiiousk, Hebrides, Scot-

land, in the Atlantic Ocean, 12 m. S.W. Tiree
Island, lat 66° 19' 22' N., Ion. 7° 6' 32" \V.

;

altitude 150 feet ; light revolving. P. 3.

Skerton, a township of England, co., pa., and

•J
m. N Lancaster, and separated from it by the

river Lune. Ac. 1186. P. 1776.

Skeytox, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3J m.
E.S.E. Ayleshani. Ac. 1264. P. 341.

Skiatiio, one of the N. Sporades, Grecian
Archipelago, gov. and 10 m. N. Eubcea, in the
iEgean Sea, near the entrance of the channel of

Trikeri. Length and breadth 4 m. each. The
Tillage of Skiatho is on its N. side.

Skibbekeex, a market town of Ireland, Mun-
ster, CO. and 40 m. S.W. Cork, on the Hen. P.

8711. Thte town has a thriving trade. It has
a church, several schools, a bridewell, union
workhouse, barracks, and flour-mills. Customs
rev. (1862) 1789/. Vessels belonging to the port

4, tonnage 272. Its port is at Aldcourt, 2 m.
lower down the river, where vessels of 200 tons
load and unload. Principal exports, corn, flour,

meal, and provisions.

Skidurooke, -a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, on
the North Sea, ^ m. E.N.E. Louth. Ac. 3455.

P. 361. Saltfleet Haven, a hamlet in this pa., was
formerly a considerable market town. Off the
coast is an excellent oyster bed.

Skidby, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Eiding,
4 m. S.S.W. Beverley. Ac. 1250. P. 384.

Sksddaw, a mountain of England, co. Cumber-
land, near its centre. Altitude 3022 feet. On its

W. side is the lake of Bassenthwaite "Water.
Skielskor, a town of Denmark, stift and on

the S.W. coast of the Island Seeland, 10 m. S.

Skagelse. P. (1855) 1379.

Skierniwice, a town of Poland, gov. and 42
m. W.S.W. Warsaw on the Bzura. P. 2300. It

has maniifs. of woollen cloth and linens. The
Hussians here defeated the French in 1809.

Skilgate, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6 m.
W.S.W. Wiveliscombe. Ac. 2108. P. 214.

Skillington, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, CJ
nu S.S.W. Grantham. Ac. 2140. P. 466.

Skinbubkess, a hamlet of England, co. Cum-
berland, on Solway Firth, 9J ra. W.N.W. Wigton.
It is frequented as a watering place.

Skinnand, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 11 m.
N.W. Sleaford. Ac 600. P. 24.

Skinosa, a small island of the Grecian Archi-
pelago, gov. and 5 m. S. Naxos.
Skippach, a township, U. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, 86 m. E. Harrisburg. P. 1622.

Skipsea, a pe. of England, co. York, E. Riding,
10 m. E.S.E. Great Driffield. Ac. 1878. P. 444.

Skipton, a market town and pa. of England,
CO. York, W. Riding, in the mountainous dist. of

Craven, near the Aire, with a station on the
Leeds and East Lancashire liailway, 16 m. N.W.
Bradford. Ac. of pa. 25,755. P. (1861) 7734. of

town 4533. It has a church, a grammar-school,
manufs. of cotton goods, and an active trade in

corn and cattle, facilitated by the Leeds and
Liverpool Canal. Alt. 356 feet.

Skipwith, a pa. of England, co. York, E.
Biding, 5 m. N.N.E. Selby. Ac. 5789. P. 769.

Rkirbeck, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 1 m.
B.E. Boston. Ac. 2630. P. 2878.

Skircoat, a township of England, co. York,
W. Riding, pa. and IJ m. S. Halifax. Ac. 1310.

P. 7447, employed in manufactures of cotton and
woollens.

Skirling, a pa. of Scotland, co. Peebles, 25 nv
S.S.W. Edinburgh. Ac. 3427. P. 317.
SiciRPENBKCK, a pa. of England, co. York, E.

Riding, 6 m. N.W. Pocklington. Ac. 1560. P. 190.
Skive, a town of Denmark, prov. Jutland,

anit, and 17 m. N.W. Wiborg. P. 1200.
Skivra or Skvira, a town of Russia, gov. and

60 m. S.W. Kiev, cap. circ. P. (1855) 10,870.
Skofde, an ancient town of S. Sweden, Isan

Skaraborg, 21 m. S.W. Mariestad. P. 1471.
Skopelo, one of the North Sporades Islands,

Greece, gov. and 15 m. N. Euboea, in the .iEgean
Sea. Area 32 sq. m. P. 2500. Surface moun-
tainous. Principal product wine.

Skopin, a town of Russia, gov. and 52 m. S.
Riazan, cap. circ, on the Werda. P. (1863) 18,440-
It has manufactures of Russia leather.

Skotschau, a town of Austrian Silegia, 7 m.
E.N.E. Teschen, on the Vistula. P. 1620.
Skowhegan, a township, U. S., N. America,

Maine, on the Kennebec, 36 m. N. Augusta.
Skueen or Skryne, a barony, pa.,. and vill. of

Ireland, co. Meath—the vill. 6 m. S.E. Navan.
P. 225. Ac of pa. 4521. P. 713.—II. a pa.,

Ulster, CO. and lOJ m. W.S.W. Sligo. Ac 13,237.
P. 2679.—III. a pa., Leinster, co. and 6 m. N.E.
Wexford. Ac. 1366. P. 329.
Skropha (Cape), a headland of Greece, W.

Hellas, Acarnania, at the entrance of the Gulf of
Patras, 15 m. W.S.W. Mesolonghi.
Skull, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork, 11

m. W. Skibbereen. Ac 37,922. P. (1861) 8960,
of whom 561 are in the village.

Skutsch, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

and 12 m. S.E. Chnidim. P. 3900.
Skvira, a town of Russia, gov. and 65 m.

S.W. Kier. P. (1863) 8327.

Skye, the largest island of the Inner Hebrides.
Scotland, co. Inverness, from the mainland of

which CO. it is separated by the narrow strait

Loch Alsh, Glenelg Bay, and Sound of Sleat,

whence it extends for 48^ miles in a N.W. direc-

tion. Breadth very irregular, varying from 2|
m. to 27J m. ; it being indented N.W. and W. by
Lochs Suizort, Follart, Bracadale, etc, and all

round the other coast by smaller inlets. Esti-

mated area (excluding the islands Scalpa, Raasay,
etc., off its east coast) about 547 sq. m., or 350,000
ac P. (1861) 18,751. Surface mountainous

;

many heights in the centre rise 2000 to upwards
of 3000 feet above the sea, among which the
Cuchullin hills (3220 feet) are conspicuous ; its N.
part and the shores are bold and strikingly pic-

turesque. It is composed chiefly of trap rocks,

quartz, limestone, old red sandstone, and lias.

There are some large basaltic pillars, and a
curious spar cave. Rivulets and small lakes are

numerous. Climate very moist and variable

;

rain falls three out of four days throughout the
year, which renders the soil, otherwise good,
moist and sterile, except in a few spots. Rainfall

at Portree 148 inches. Most part of the island is

useless for agriculture, and even the pastures are
chiefly in heath and coarse grass ; the majority
of the inhabitants are consequently in a very im-
poverished state, and many have emigrated to the

colonies. Arable lands are nearly confined to the

sea coast; cattle, fish, and kelp are the chief ex-
ports ; and potatoes and fish the chief food of the

pop. The inhabitants are mostly of Celtic de-
scent. The island contains many Danish anti-

quities; it belongs chiefly to Lord Macdonald
and the Macleod family; is divided into seven
pni-ishcs, and forms, with adjacent Small Isles,
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ft presbytery under the Scsottish ctnrcli establish-

ment. Principal villages, Portree, the cap., Stein,

Kyle-Akin, Broadford, Oronsay, Armadale, and

Skyros, Scyios, an island of the Grecian Ar-
chipelagro, in the ^gean Sea, 24 m. N.E. Cape
Kili, Eubcea. Length 17 m. ; breadth 2 to 7 m.
Estimated area 60 sq. m. P. 2630. It is se-

parated into two parts by an isthmus. Its S.

peninsula rises to 2566 feet above the sea ; its N.
pai-t is more level, and productive of com, wine,

and madder; wheat and barley are exported,

with madder roots, wax, honey, and oranges. Fir
and oak woods are plentiful. Goats are of a
superior breed. The Bay of Kalamitza, on the

W. side, receives large vessels. The only town,
St George, stands on the N. side of the island;

it is poor, but has remains of antiquity, and con-
tains all the population of the island. Skyrot
was the place of retirement and death of Theseus.
—Seven miles W. is Skyro Poulo, a rocky islet,

617 feet in elevation.

Sla, a marit. town of Marocco. [Sallee.]
Slagelse, a town of Denmark, stift and island

Seeland, 10 m. N.E. Corsoer. P. (1861) 4931.

Slaiuburn, a pa., England, co. York, West Bid-
ing, 7 m. N.N.W Clitheroe. Ac. 40,321. P. 1480.

Slaixs, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. Aber-
deen, 4 m. N.E. Newburgh. Area about 32 sq.

m. P. 1266.

Slaithwaite, a chapelry of England, co. York,
West Eiding, pa. and 4^ m. W.S.W. Hudders-
field, with a station on the Leeds and Manchester
Railway. Ac. 2320. P. 2932, employed in wool-
len and cotton manufs. It has a mineral spring,

with the same properties as that of Harrogate.
Slaley, a pa. of England, co. Northumberland,

5 m. S.S.E. Hexham. Ac. 7430. P. 561.

Slamanxan, a pa. of Scotland, co. Stirling, 5
m. S.S.W. Falkirk. Ac. 7148. P. 2916. In-
cludes vill. of that name. P. 482.

Slaxe, a pa. and market town of Ireland, Lein-
ster, CO. Meath. on the Boyne, 8 m. W. Drogheda.
Ac. 5947. P. 596 ; do. of town 387. The cele-

brated battle of the Boyne was fought near Slane,

on the east
Slakes, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Down, 3

m. N.E. Portaferry. Ac. 946. P. 372.

ST.ANET, a river of Ireland, Leinster, rises in

CO. Wicklow, flows mostly S. through the cos.

Carlow and Wexford, and expands into Wexford
harbour. Total course 60 m., of which it is tidal

for 10 m. It is navigable from the sea to Ennis-
corthy for laden boats.

Slano, a market town of Austria, Dalmatia,
circ. and 16 m. N.W. Kagusa. P. 1400.

Slapton, several pas. of Engl.—I. co. Bucks,
3 m. N.N.W. Ivinghoe. Ac. 840. P. 325.— II.

CO. Devon, 5J m. S.W. Dartmouth, Ac. 3430.

P. 681.—IIL CO. Northampton, 4 m. W.S.W.
Towcester. Ac 930. P. 240.

Slatefokd, a viU. of Scotland, co. Edinburgh,
pa. Colinton, with a station on the Caledonian
Itailway, 3 m. S.W. Edinburgh. P. 514.

SLATINA, a town of Walachia, cap. Upper Wa-
Jachia. on the Aluta, 90 m. W. Bucharest.

Slatoust, Russia, Ural Mountains. [Zlatust.]
Slaugham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3J m.

N.W. Cuckfield. Ac. 5363. P. 1518.
'

SI.ACGHTER, two pas. of England, co. Glouces-
ter.—I. (Lower), 6 m. N.N.E. North Leach. Ac.
1140. P. 212.—IL (Upper), 14 m. W. Chelten-
ham. Ac. 1390. P. 241.
Slaughterford, a pa. of England, co. Wilts,

5i m. W.N.W. Chippenham. P. 141.
Sl.vve-Coapt, is that portion of the coasts of

Dahomey and Yarriba, Guinea, W. Africa, be-
tween the Volta and Lagos rivers, which sepa-
rate it respectively from Benin on the east, and
the Gold Coast on the west.

Sla\-e Lake (Great), a lake of British North
America, N.W. territorv, between lat. 60° 40'

and 63=' N., Ion. 109° 30''and 117° 30' W. Shape
very irregular. Length E. to W. 330 m. ; greatest
breadth 65 m. Its eastern part is called Christie
Bay. Shores, on its N. side especially, precipit-

ous and rugged, and it contains many rocky and
wooded isls. It receives from the N.E. the sur-
plus waters of Aylmer, Clinton, Golden, and
Artillery Lakes, and from the S. those of Lake
Athabasca by the Slave River ; and it discharges
its own, N.W., by the Mackenzie River into the
Arctic Ocean. It is wholly frozen over for six
months of the year.

—

Slave River is the lower
part of the Peace River, after it is joined by
Stony River from Lake Athabasca, and entera.
the Great Slave Lake on its S. side, by two
mouths, near Fort Resolution. Total course 220
m. Shores in many parts well wooded ; in its

upper part it is interrupted by rapids and falls;

its lower course is through an alluvial region.
[Mackenzie."]
Slayianosbersk, a town of Russia, gov. and

180 m, E.N.E. Ekaterinoslav, cap. circ. on the
Donetz. P. 2000,

Slavlansk. a town of Russia, gov. Kharkov,
•>!» ni. a.E. Izium. P. (1863) 9514.
Slavonla. or Sclayonia, called by the natives

^lavrmska, a frontier prov. of the Austrian Em-
pire, formerly included in the kingdom of Hun-
gary, from which it is separated on the N. by the
Drave and Danube ; it has W. Croatia, and S,

the Save, separating it from Turkey (Bosnia
and Servia). Area and pop. see Croatia. The
other portion is called Military Slavonia. [Moi-
tart Frontier.] A branch of the Carnic Alps
traverses it from W, to E., but most part of the
surface is flat, and bordering the great rivers

are extensive marshes. Climate temperate, cold

on the mountains, and healthy except in the
marshy districts. Forests occupy much of the
prov., and in them many swine are fed. Rear-
ing cattle, and culture of wheat, rye, flax, hemp,
fruits, tobacco, and wine in the E., are the prin-
cipal branches of industry. Fine marble is quar-
ried, and copper, iron, and lead are among the

mineral products. Manufactures, except a few
of glass, earthenwares, and potash, are mostly
domestic. It has considerable trade by the navi-

gable rivers. In 1854, it was united with the

crown-land of Croatia, cap. Eszell.

Slavuta and Slawatyce, two market towns
of Russian Poland.—I. gov. Volhynia, on the

Gorin, 13 m. N. Zaslav.—IL prov. and 54 nu
S.E. Siedlec, on the Bug.
Slawisztn, a walled town of Poland, prov.

and 10 m. N. Kalice. P. 1000.

Slawkow, a town of Poland, prov. Kielce, 31

m. N.W. Cracow. P. 1520. [Austeritz.]
Slawston, a pa. of England^ co. Leicester, Sj

m. N.E. Market-Harborough. Ac. 1510. P. 246.

Sleaford (New), a pa- and market town of

England, co. Lincoln, parts Kesteven, on the

Slea, 18 m. S.S.E. Lincoln. Ac of pa. 3160. P.

3467. Altitude 62 feet. It has a church, town-
halL and grammar school.—II. (Old), a pa., co.

Lincoln, 1 m. S.E. New Sleaford. Ac 1150. P. 357.

Slkagill, a township of England, pa. Morland,

CO. Westmoreland, 3 m. N.E. Shap. P. 372. It

has coal pits, and a lime quarry.

Sleat, an insular pa. of Scotland, co. Inver-

ness, comprising the S.E. part of the Isle of SkySi
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bounded on the E. bj' the Sound of Skat. Ac.

(cxduding lakes and sea-lochs) 33,335. P. 2330.

Slkbech, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pembroke,
.5 m. W.S.W. Narberth. Ac. 4586. P. 280.

Sledmkre, a pa. of Engl., co. York, E. Hiding,

7i m. N.W. Great Driffield. Ac. 6650. P. 486.

'Sleswick, the Danish name of Schleswig.
Slidre, a vill. of Norway, amt and 95 m. N.W.

Christiania, on the Beina. Pop. of pa. 3200.

Sliedrecht, a vill., Netherlands, prov. S. Hol-
land, on the Maas,,4m. E. Dort. P. of dist. 5670.

Si^iEVE, numerous mountains of Ireland, among
which are.—I. (^Donard') co. Down, 2 m. W.S.W.
Newcastle. Height 2796 feet.—II. (Car), Con-
naught, CO. Mavo, between Lough Coon & Black-
sod Bay. Height 2369 feet.—III. (Gampk), co.

Sligo. Highest point 1363 feet. lY. (Naman), co.

Tipperary. Height 2364 feet.—V. (Gtdlion), co.

Armagh. Height 1893 feet.

Sligo, a maritime co. of Ireland, Connaught,
having E. the co. Leitrira, S. Eoscommon and
Mayo, N.W. and W. the Bays of Killala, Sligo,
and Donegal. Area 721 sq. m., or 461,753 ac, of
which 3-4ths are arable orin plantations. P. (1861)
124,845. Surface greatly diversified ; mountains
and bogs are interspersed with some level tracts
and fertile land. Truskmore, in the N.E., is a
mountain 2113 feet in height ; and Knockalongy
(Ox mountains) rises to 1778 feet. The co. com-
prises loughs Arrow, Gill, and a part of Gara

;

principal rivers, the Arrow and Moy, which
latter forms the W. boundary. Principal crops,

oats and potatoes, with some wheat. Coarse
linens and woollens are manufactured, and the

fisheries are valuable. The co. is subdivided
into six baronies and 41 pas., in dioceses of

Achonry and Elphin. Principal towns, Sligo,

Ballisadare, Dromore, and Tubbercurry. The
CO. sends two members to the House of Com-
mons.

—

Sliffo, the cap., is a pari., munic. bor.,

and seaport, at the head of Sligo Bay, and at the

mouth of the Garvoge or Sligo, 69 m. S.S.W.
Londonderry, and on railway to Dundalk. Ac.
of pari. bor. 3001. P. (1861) 13,361. Altitude
50 feet. It has two churches, a Roman Catholic
chapel, a monastery, co. court-house, prison,

barracks, union workhouse, custom-house, news-
rooms, and market^houses. Tlie port and har-
bour have been much improved; an extensive
new quay and warehouses have been erected
outside the bar, and vessels of 300 tons can come
up to the town. Vessels belonging to the port

21 ; tons 3610. It has several flour-mills and
breweries. Exports of corn, meal, flour, pro-
visions, linen, flax, and tow ; imports of colonial

produce and English manufs. Sligo is the entre-

pot of an extensive country, and has a consider-
able and increasing trade. Customs rev. (1862)
21,040^. Exports (1862) 1530^. The bor. sends
one member to H. of C. Reg. electors 377.

—

Sligo Bay, an inlet of the Atlantic, immediately
S. Donegal Bay, extends inland for 12 m.
Breadth at entrance 6 m. On its shores are
Sligo and Ballisadare. In 1588, three ships of

the Spanish armada were stranded here.

Slimbbidge, a pa. of England, co. and 11 m.
S.W. Gloucester. Ac. 4430. P. 789.

Slindox, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4 m.
W.N.W. Arundel. Ac. 2504. P. 543.

Slinfold, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4 m.
W.N.W. Horsham. Ac. 4330. P. 765.

Si.iNGSBY, a pa. of England, co. and 16 m.
N.N.E. York, N. Riding. Ac. 2363. P. 707.

Slippery Rock, townships of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania.—I. co. and 15 m. N.W.
Butler.—II. CO. Beaver. P. 1224.—III. co. Mercer.

Sliptox, a pa. of England, co. and 18 m. N.E.
Northampton. Ac. 720. P. 144.

Slobodskoi, a town of Russia, gov. and 16 m.
N.E. Viatka, cap. circ, on rt. b. of the Viatka.
P. (1863) 6748. It has iron foundries, and a con-
siderable trade in corn and linseed.

Slobodzia, a town of Walachia, 60 m. E.
Bucharest, on the Jalomnitza river.

Sloley, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 11 m.
N.N.E. Norwich. Ac. 719. P. 258.

Slonim, a town of Russian Poland, gov. and 72
m. S.E. Grodno, cap. circ., on the Schtstchara. P.

(1863)10,782. Has several churches, aJews' syna-
gogue, a school for nobles, and various factories.

Slooten, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Friesland, near the Zuyder-Zee and Lake of

Slooten, 12 m. E. Stavoren. P. 900.—IL Sloten,

a pa. of North Holland, 4 m. S.W, Amsterdam.
P. 2i00.—Sloterdi/k is a vill., on the Y, 3 m. N.W.
Amsterdam. P. 1000.

Slough, a vill. of England, co. Bucks, with a
station on the G. W. Railway, 2^ m. N.N.E
Windsor, 21 m. W. London, and 8^ m. from
Ascot-heath. P. 3425. It has an astronomical
observatory, where was erected the great tele-

scope of the elder Herschel.
Slushewo, a town of Poland, gov. Warsaw, on

the Prussian frontier, 11 m. S. Thorn. P. 1349.

Sluis (French UEcluse), a fortified town of tho

Netherlands, prov. Zeeland, cap. cant., on tho

Belgian frontier, 10 m. N.E. Bruges, with which
city it communicates by a canal. P. 9750.

Slutch, two rivers of Russian Poland.—I.

gov. Volhynia, rises near Staro-Konstantinov,
flows N., and joins the Gorin in a marshy flat,

after a course of 200 m.—II. gov. Minsk, flows

S., past Slutsk, and joins the Pripet, 60 m. E.

Pinsk. Course 80 miles.

Slutsk, a town of Russian Poland, gov. and
63 m. S.W. Minsk, cap. dist., on the Lesser Slutch,

near its source. P. 8000.

Slyguff or Sliguff, a pa., Ireland, co. Carlow,

33 m. N.E. Borris-O'Kane. Ac. 6755. P. 1395.

Smaalexen, a bailiewick of the kingdom of

Sweden. Area 1670 sq. m. P. (1855) 84,416.

Smalholm, Smallholm or Smailholm, a pa.

of Scotland, co. Roxburgh, 6 m. W.N.W. Kelso.

Ac. 4202. P. 554.

Smallburgh, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

12 m. N.E. Norwich. Ac. 1247. P. 659.

Smalley, a chapelry of England, co. and 7 m.
N.E. Derby, pa. Morley. P. 721.

Small Isles, an insular pa. of Scotland, cos.

Argyle and Inverness, and comprising the isls. of

Eigg, Rum, Canna, and Muck. United pop. 567.

Smallwood, a township of England, co. Ches-
ter, 3 m. E.S.E. Sandbach. Ac. 2133. P. 619.

Smarden, a pa. of Engl., co. Kent, on the river

Built, 8 m. E.N.E. Cranbrooke. Ac. 6380. P. 1130.

Smeatox (Great), a pa. of England, co. York,
North Riding, 7 m. N.N.W. Northallerton. Ac.
7192. P. 927.

Smeeth, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4 m.
E.S.E. Ashford. Ac. 1611. P. 486.

Smeetox, a township of England, co. Leicester,

5 m. N.W. Market-Harborough. P. 653.

Smethcote. a pa. of England, co. Salop, 9 m.
S.S.W. Shrewsbury. Ac. 2705. P. 318.

Smethwick, a chapelry of Engl., co. Stafford,
pa. Harbome, 3| m. W. Binningham. P. 13.379.
SMiCHOW,asiiburbofPrague Bohemia. P. 9147.
Smidar, a market town of Austria, Bohemia,

circ. Bidschow, 2 m. N. Neu-Bidschow. P. 1166.

Smieixjorsk. Siberia. [Zmeixogorsk.]
Smiev or Smijew, a town of Russia, gov. and

22 m. S.E. Kharkov, on the Donctz. P. 3000.
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Smisbt, a pa. of England, co. Derbv, 2 m.

N.N.W. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Ac. 990. P. 304.

Smith, a co., U. S., North America, in N. part

of Tennessee, cap. Carthage. Area 288 sq. m.
P. 12,1"29 free, 4228 slaves.—11. a co. Mississippi,

near its centre, cap. Kaleigh. Area 615 sq. m.
P. 5443 free, 2195 slaves.—III. a township, Ohio,

CO. Belmont—IV. a township, co. Columbiana.
—V. a township, co. Barry.

Smith, a co. of U. S., North America, Texas.

P. (1860) 8410 free, 850 slaves.

Smithfield, numerous townships of the U. S.,

North America.—I. Ehode Island, on Blackwater
Kiver, 16 m. N. Providence. It has many fulling,

grist, and saw mills, and contains the manuf.
vill. Slatersville.— II. New York, 106 m. W.
Albany.—III. Pennsylvania, co. Bradford.—IV.

Ohio, 126 ra. E.N.E. Columbus.

—

Smithland is a
viU., Kentuckj", cap. co. Livingston, on the Ohio,

below the influx of Cumberland Eiver.

SMrrHTO\\'N, a town of the U. S.. North Ame-
rica, state and 43 m. E. New York, on Long
Island Sound.

—

Smithville is a township, New
York, 15 m. W. Norwich.
Smokt Bay, an inlet, S. Australia, immediately

N.W. Streaky Bay, Eyre Peninsula, lat. 32' 30'

S., Ion. 133' 45' E.

—

Smoky -point is a headland.
New South Wales, Macquarie co., lat. 30° 47' S.

Smolex, an island of Norway, stift Trondhjem,
nmt Eomsdal, in the Atlantic Ocean, S.W. Hit-
teroen, and 18 m. N.N.E. Christiansaud. Lat. 63°

25' N., Ion. 8° E. Length 16 m. ; breadth 10 m.
Smolensk, a gov. of Eussia, mostly bet^veen

lat. 53° 20' and 56° 30' N., Ion. 30° 30' and 85° 25'

E., enclosed by the govs. MoghUev, Vitebsk,

Pskov, Tver, Moscow, Kaluga, Orel, and Tcher-
nigov. Area 21,647 sq. m. P. (1858) 1,102,076.

Surface undulating, and in some parts marshy.
Principal rivers, the Dnieper, Dvina, Gshat, Oka,
and Iput. Soil fertile. C'hief crops, com, hemp,
flax, tobacco, and hops. Few cattle are reared,

but swine and bees in great numbers. Forests
very extensive and valuable. Iron, copper, and
salt are found. Manufs. comprise leather, glass,

and pitch. The raw produce of the gov. is ex-
ported in large quantities to Eiga, VUna, and
Moscow. The gov. is subdivided into twelve
circles.

—

Smolensk, the cap. is a fortified town,
on the Dnieper, 250 m. "W.S.W. Moscow. P. (^1863)
23,091. Is enclosed by massive walls, and is the
see of a bishop. It has three cathedrals, Greek,
Pioman Catholic, and Lutheran churches, epis-
copal palace, and monasteries, a diocesan semin-
ary, a college, and military school for nobles,
several hospitals, a house of correction, assembly
rooms, manufs. of linens, soap, leather, and car-
pets, and a considerable export of com and flax.

Smoliaky, a market town of Eussia, gov. and
60 m. N.N.W. Moghilev. P. 2000.

Smorgojji or Szorgom, a town of Eussian
Poland, gov. and 45 m. E.S.E. VUna. Here, in
1812, Napoleon i. left his army under the com-
mand of Murat, and returned to France.
Smyrna (Turk. Ismir), a famous city and sea-

port of Asia Minor, and the chief commercial
emporium of W. Asia, Anatolia, on a plain at the
liead of the Gulf of Smyrna, and partly upon the
declivity of the ancient Mons Pagut, which is

crowned by a citadel. Lat. of Daraghaz point
38° 26' 5" N., Ion. 27° 9' 7' E. ; 212 m. S.S.W.
Constantinople. Estimated pop. 150,000, of whom
80,000 are Turks, 40,000 Greeks, 15,000 Jews,
10,000 Armenians, and 6000 Franks. The streets
arc narrow, badly paved, and dirty ; the bazaars
are large and well stocked. The Frank and
Greek quarters extend for alx)ut 2^ m. along the

shore ; above these is the Armenian quarter ; an3
the Turks occupy the upper parts of the city,

having between them and the Armenians two
close quarters inhabited bj- the Jews. Principal
edifices, the vizier-khan, constructed from the
marble ruins of the ancient theatre, the palace of
the governor, barracks for 3000 men, built for tba
British army during the Crimean war, an English
hospital and cemetery, several Jews' synagogues,
Greek, Eoman Catholic, Armenian, and Protes-
tant churches, and about 20 mosques, which are
always open for the inspection of Christians and
others. The iniins of an ancient castle occupy
the summit of a hill overlooking the bay. Nume-
rous coffee-houses and gardens are scattered
along the banks of the river Meles, which enters
the gulf E. the city; and extensive cemeteries,
with tall minarets and groves of cj-press trees,

occupy portions of the declivity of Mount Pagus,
on which are various remains of the ancient city,

the seat of one of the " seven churches " of the
early Christian period mentioned in Scripture.
Smyrna has a large Armenian academj-, and it is

the residence of consuls of nearly all the prin-
cipal European states. It has six journals, printed
in five different languages. Trade chiefly with
Great Britain, Austria, France, and the United
States. Exports consist of silk, raw cotton, cop-
per, opium, hides, wool, goats'-hair and skii^
valonea, olive oil, drugs, gums, sponge, figs,

raisins, and nut-gaUs. Imports comprise coSea
to about 6,000,000 lbs. annually, woollen, cotton,

and sUk fabrics, metals raw and manufactureil,
sugar, indigo, spirits, cochineal, and spices. It

has regular steam communication with Constan-
tinople, Athens, Beyrout, and Alexandria, A
railway, for which there is a handsome station,

was opened to Aidin, 70 m. S.E., in 1864. Smyrna
claims to be the birthplace of Homer. In 1402,

it was ruined by Timour, aud it has since suffered

repeated vicissitudes, especially from destructive
earthquakes and visitations of the plague, but
its admirable situation for commerce has caused
it, after each new calamity, rapidly to regain iU
wonted importance. It suffered severely from
fire in July 1845.—The Gulfo/ Smyrna, an inlet

of the .£gean Sea, extends inland for 45 m., the
breadth of its entrance is 22 miles. It has in

most parts good anchorage, and ^hips of large

burden can anchor close to the quays of Smyrna
near its E. extremity. It contains several isls.,

the principal of which, Long or English Island,

is 6 m. in length. On Cape Merminji is a light-

house 230 feet high, with two fixed lights, in lat
38° 37' N., Ion. 26° 59' 15' E.
Smyrna, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, New York, 103 m. W. Albany.
SsiYTH, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in

S.W. of Virginia. Area 516 sq. m. P. 7915
free, 1037 slaves.

Snailwell, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,
3 m. N. Newmarket. Ac. 2014. P. 267.

Snainton, a chapelry of England, co. York,
N. Biding, 9 m. W.S.W. Scarborough. P. 713.

Snaith, a market town, pa., and township of

England, co. York, West lUding, on the Aire, S.

bank, &J m. S. Selby. Ac. of pa., which com-
prises Uoole and other townships, 32,435. P-

12,772.

Snake or Lewis Eh-er, Oregon Ten-itory,

U. S., N. America, is a fork of the Columbia. A
recent discovery shows the water falling over a

sheer precipice 198 feet high, near the plact;

formerly called the Great Salmon Pools. fLEWis.]

Snape, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m. S-

Saxmundham. Ac. 2100. P. 654.—II. a towa-
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sliip, CO. York, North Riding, pa. Well, 2J m. S.

j;e(lall. P. 592.

Snares Islands, S. Pacific Ocean, S. New
Zealand. The most E. of the group is in lat. 48°

3' S., Ion. 166° 45' E.
Snaueston, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 7

m. N.W. Market-Bosworth. Ac. 1325. P. 355.

Snarfoud, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5 m.
S.W. Market-Raisen. Ac. 1120. P. 97.

Snaugate, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 5 m.
W.N.W. New Romney. Ac. 1591, P. 71.

Sjjave, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4J m. N.W.
Now Romney. Ac. 1390. P. 52.

Snead, a pa. of England and North Wales, cos.

Salop and Montgomery, 2 m. N.N.W, Bishop's-
Castle. P. 59.

Sneaton, a pa. of Engl., co. York, N. Riding,
2 m. S.S.W. Whitby. Ac. 1494. P. 97.

Sneehattan, a mountain. [Norway.]
Sneek, a town of the Netherlands, prov. Fries-

land, cap. dist., in a marshy tract, 13 m. S.S.W.
Leuwarden. P. 7000. Manufs. linens & woollens.
Sneeuwbekgen, a range of mountains in S.

Africa. LCape of Good Hope.]
Snei.land, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.

W.N.W. Wragbv, on the Lincoln Railway, 5J m.
S.S.W. Market-Raisen. Ac. 1261. P. 138.

Snei^ton, a pa. of England, co. Derby, on the
Dove, 3 m. S.W. Ashbome. Ac. 1960. P. 317.
Snenton, a pa. of England, co. Notts, forming

an E. suburb of Nottingham, within its pari.

bounds. Ac. 720. P. 11,048.
Sneiterton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3

m. N, East Harling. Ac. 2189. P. 237.
SNErnsHAM, a pa. of Engl., co. Norfolk, 6 m.

N.N.E. Castle-Rising. Ac. 15,240. P. 1173.
Sniatyn or Snyatin, a town of Austrian Po-

land, Galicia, circ. and 24 m. E. Kolomea, on the
Pruth. P. 7228. It has a castle, united Greek
and Armenian churches, & numerous tanneries.
Snitterby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 9 m.

W.N.W. Market-Raisen. Ac. 1640. P. 286.
Snitierfield, a pa. of Engl., co. Warwick, 4

m. N.N.E. Stratford-on-Avon. Ac. 3725. P. 881.
Snizort, an insular pa. of Scotland, co. Inver-

ness, comprising the N. part of the island of Skye.
Area about 60 sq. m. P. 2039.—LocA Snizort is

a deep inlet of the sea, extending inland for 12
m., between dists. Trotternish and Vaternish,
breadth at entrance 6^ m. At its head is the
parish church.
Snodland, a pa. of Engl., co. Kent, on the Med-

way, 5 m. N.W. Maidstone. Ac. 2072. P. 1078.
Snoreham, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 12 m.

E.S.B. Chelmsford. Ac. 399. P. 219.
Snoring, two pals, of Engl., co. Norfolk.—I.

(Grea<), 6 m. S.S.E. Wells. Ac. 1645. P. 594.—I

L

(/i«/e),3im.N.E.Fakenham. Ac. 1524. P. 311.
Snovvdon, the most lofty mountain of Wales

and S. Britain, co. and 10 ra. S.E. Carnarvon, its

principal peak, Y-Wyddva, rising to 3590 feet
above the sea. Its W. side is very precipitous
and partly formed of basalt. Its summit com-
mands magnificent views.
Snow Hill, a vill. and port of the U. S., North

America, Maryland, cap. co. Worcester, on the
river Pocomoke, and the peninsula between the
Atlantic and Chesapeake Bay.
Snow Island, New South Shetland, Atlantic

Ocean, S.W. Livingston's Island, is 25 m. long.
Snowshill, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 5J

m. N.E. Winchcombe. Ac. 2294. P. 235.
' Snowy Mountains (Muniong Range) or Aus-
tralian Alps. [Australia.]
Snowy River or Mangarlong, rises in the

Buowy Mountains, New S. Wales, co. Wallace,

flows through the Kiandra gold fields into Vic-
toria, and discharges its waters into the ocean on
the Gipps' Land coast. Length 210 miles.

Snyder, a.co., U. S., North America, Pennsyl-
vania, cap. Middleburg. P. 15,035.

SoA or SoAY, an island of the Inner Hebrides,
Scotland, co. Inverness, pa. Bracadale, off the 8.

coast of Skye. Length, N. to S., 3 m. ; breadth
2 m. P. 129.—II. an island adjacent to St Kilda,

and 1 m. in circuit. [SoAY.]
SoANA, a decayed town of Central Italy, in the

Maremma, 3 m. N.W. Pitigliano.

Soar, a river of England, rises between Hinch-
ley and Lutterworth, flows generally N. through
the centre of Leicestershire, past Leicester, Mount
Sorrel, and Loughboro', and joins the Trent
about 12 m. E.S.E. Derby, whence to Leicester

it is navigable for barges.

SoAUTH or Sauntic, a dist. of India, of the
Rewa Caunta, prov. Guzerat, presid. Bombay,
between lat. 22' 55' and 23* 33' N., Ion. 73» 45'

and 74° 10' E. Annual revenue 70,000 rupees.

Tribute to Sinde (payment of which is guaran-
teed by the British) 7000 rupees.

Soave. a fortified vill. of N. Italy, prov. and 12

m. E. Verona. P. 2200.

SoAY (Meikle and Little), two islets of the
Outer Hebrides, Scotland, co. Inverness, pa. and
off the W. coast of Harris, from which they are

separated by a sound 1 m. in width.—A small

island, co. Sutherland, near the entrance of Loch
Inver, pa. Assynt, is named Soay. [SoA.]
SoBAT River, Upper Nubia, Africa. It runs

out suddenly on the cessation of the rains, prov-
ing that it is supplied by equatorial mountain
torrents. Lat. 8° 36' N. ; Ion. 33° 35' E.

Sobernheim, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov.

and 39 m. S. Coblenz, on the Nahe. P. 2641.

SoBERTON, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3J ra.

E.S.E. Bishop's Waltham. Ac. 5814. P. 1136.

SoBiESLAU, a town, Austria, Bohemia, circ. and
23 m. N.N.E. Budweis, on the Luschnitz. P. 3468.

Sobotka, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

Bunzlau, 13 m. E.N.E. Jung-Bunzlau. P. 1500.

Sobrai^ a market town of Portugal, prov. Es-
tremadura, 23 m. N. Lisbon.
SoBRAON, a vill. of N.W. India, on 1. b. of the

Sutlej, 25 m. E.N.E. Ferozepore, where the Bri-

tish gained the great victory over the Sikhs, Feb.

1846, which terminated the first Punjab war.

Society Islands, a group in the Pacific Ocean,
since 1843 under the protection of France, be-

tween lat. 16° and 18° S., Ion. 148° and 155°

W. The largest islands are Tahiti, Eimeo,

Huahine, Raiatea, Bora-bora, Taliaa, Mauarua,
and Lord Howe's Island. They are all

mountainous, and of volcanic origin, and sur-

rounded by coral reefs; the highest peak on
Tahiti is 8500 feet The islands are watered by
numerous streams. Climate mild and healthy.

Estimated area of the whole 565 sq. m. P. (1861)

9000, many of whom have been converted to

Christianity by the missionaries, who have also

introduced the arts of civilised life. Tahiti is

resoi-ted to by numerous whalers and other ships.

Chief trade is with Sydney, Valparaiso, and San
Francisco. Exports arrow-root, cocoa-nut oil,

and oranges. [Polynesia.]
SocKBURN, a pa. of England, cos. Durham and

York, North Riding, 7 m. S.E. Darlington. Ac.

2638. P. 231.

SoCKNA, a walled town of Central Africa, Fez-
zan, midway between Tripoli and Mourzouk,
and 110 ra. S. Bonjem, on the Tripoli frontier.

Socorro, a co., U. S., North America, New
Mexico. P. 6787.

4f
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Socorro, a town of Granadian Confed., state

Santander, 65 m. S.S.W. Pamplona. P. 12,000. (?)

SocoTRA or SoKOTKAH, Dioscoridis Itisula, an
island in the Indian Ocean, 120 m. E. Cape Guar-
dafui, the E. extremity of Africa, and belonging

to the Imanat of Muscat. Tamarida, its cap., on
the N.E. coast of the island, is in lat. 12° 39' N.,

Ion. 54° 1' 2" E. Length, E. to W., 70 m. ; greatest

breadth 20 m. Area estimated at 1000 sq. m.,

and pop. at from 4000 to 5000, mostly Bedouins,

with some settled Arabs, Negroes, and descen-

dants of Portuguese. Its centre is a chain of

granite and limestone mountains rising to 5000

ft. in elevation, around which a belt of low land,

from 2 to 4 miles across, skirts the sea ; in its

fertility it presents in some parts a favourable

contrast to the adjacent mainland. Climate more
temperate than on the African continent. Pro-
ducts comprise aloesof the finest quality, dragon's

blood and other gums, tarmarinds, tobacco, dates,

a kind of millet, & ghee. Domestic animals ; oxen,
sheep, goats, camels, and civet cats. Trade mostly
with Muscat, whence provisions are imported.
SoDBUKY, three pas., etc., of England, co. Glou-

cester.—I. (Chipping\ with a marlcet town, 25
m. S.S.W. Gloucester. Ac. of pa. 120. P. 1112.

Trade chiefly in cheese and malt.—II. {Little), a
pa., 2 m. N.E. Chipping-Sodbury. Ac. 1071. P.
143.—III. {Old), 2 m. E.S.E. Chipping-Sodbury.
Ac. 3637. P. 809.

BoDERFORS, a vill. of Sweden, Isen Gefleborg,

and 19 m. S. Gefle, on an island in the Dal-elf,

with anchor foundry, employing 500 workmen.
SoDERHAMN, a maritime town of Sweden, laen

Gefleborg, and 47 m. N. Gefle, on an inlet of the

Gulf of Bothnia. P. 2955. It has a royal manuf.
of arms, and an export trade in iron and timber.

SoDERKOPiNG, a maritime town of Sweden, laen

Ostergothland, and 25 m. E N.E. LinkSping, on
the Gotha Canal, 16 m. from the Baltic Sea. P.

1579, who have an export trade in Baltic produce.
SoDERMANLAND, a laen of Sweden, in the E.,

having S. and E. the Baltic Sea, N. the Lakes
Maelar and Hielmar, and elsewhere the laens Ore-

bro, Ostergothland and Stockholm. Area 2572
sq. m. P. (1865) 133,900. Surface mostly hilly,

but interspersed with fertile valleys. Mineral
products important, comprising iron, copper, lead,

and some cobalt, which, with timber and grain,

form the principal exports. Chief towns, Ny-
koping, Strengnaes, and Eskilstuna.

SoDERTELGE, a town of Sweden, ten and 18 m.
S.W. Stockholm, on a river between Lake Majler
and the Baltic Sea. P. 1829.

SoDUS, a township of U. S., N. America, New
York, on Sodus Bay, an inlet on the S. side of Lake
Ontario, 12 m. N. Lyons.

—

Sodits Bay, 4 m. in

length, has at its entrance the port of Sodus Point.

SoEBORG, a decayed town of Denmark, island
Seeland, amt Frederichstadt, on a small lake, 10
m. N.W. Elsinore. [For notices of other Scan-
dinavian towns spelled with Sce refer to So.]

SoEBY, a pa. of Denmark, Jutland, amt and
17 m. W.N.W. Aarhuus.—II. a vill. and pa.,

island Aeroe, Schleswig, on its N. coast, 10 m.
S. Faaborg.
SoELEN, a town of Hessen-Darmstadt, prov.

Hanau, circ. Schlachtem, on the Salza. P. 125.
It has mineral springs.

SoERABAYA, a Dutch residency of the island
Java, on the N.E. coast. P. 970,000. The cap.
torni, Soerahaya, on the Strait of Madura, for-

merly residence of the governor of East Java,
has shipbuilding yards and a fort. P. 60,000.

SoERKARTA, a Dutch residency of the island
Java, near its centre. P. 400,000.

—

Soerkaria or

Solo, the cap., on the Solo river, has a garrison
and fort. P. 10,000.

SoEKCE, one of the Loffoden Islands. [Soroe.]
SoEST or SosT, a town of Prussian Westphalia,

gov. and 13 m. N.N.E. Arnsberg, cap. circ, on the
SSsterbach, an affl. of the Lippe. P. (1864)11,429.
It is enclosed by walls, flanked with towers, and
has Lutheran, Roman Catholic, and Calviuist

churches, an orphan asylum, a gymnasium, and
normal school ; manufs. of linen, woollen cloths,

hosiery, leather, and paper, with oil mills, brew-
eries, and a trade in com. It was formerly one ol

the Hanseatic towns.
SoFAHUN, a small town of Cashmere, at thu

S.E. extremity of the valley, with iron mines,
the works of which have greatly fallen off, thn
iron being inferior to that of Bajour and Chinese
Tartary. Lat. 27° 3' N. ; Ion. 71° 31' E.
SoFALA, a town and river of East Africa ; tho

town, on the river, cap. a gov. of the Portugueso
captaincy-general of Mozambique; lat. of fort 20'

10° 7' S., Ion. 34° 46' E. ; consists chiefly of hutE,

with a fort, the resideuce of a governor, and gar-
rison. It has an export trade in slaves, ivory,

amber, and gold dust, and imports coarse piece-

goods, trinkets, etc.—The river has an E.wanl
course, estim. at 200 m., but it is navigable only
for small craft.—The gov. of Sofala is bounded
on the N. by that of Sena, S. by Inhambane,
and E. by Sofala Bay and Channel of Mozam-
bique. The climate is unhealthy, and soil

fertile.

Sofala, a post town of New South Wales, caj).

CO. Iloxburgh, on the Turon river, 149 m. "
"

Sydney. P. (1861) 1646.

SoFun or Soforo, a walled town of Afri(^
Marocco, kingdom and 18 m. S.S.E. Fez. In it

vicinity are productive salt mines.
SoGAMOso, a small town of Granadian Confed,

state Boyaca, prov. and 24 m. N.E. Tunja, on th

Sogamoso river. I

SoGHANU-su, a small river of Asia MinoiJ
Anatolia, joins the Chati-su (anc. Partheniui),

near Zafaran-Boli, 90 m. N. Angora.
SoGHD, the valley of the Zer-afchan or rivei

of Samarcand, Bokhara. It is one of the "four
paradises" of the Persian poets, and in antiquity

it gave name to the region known as Sogdiana.^

SoGLAH (Lake), Asia Minor, pash. and 63 ni.

W. Karaman, is 11 m. in length ; breadth 7 ni.

The vill. of Soglah is on its S.E. side.

SoGLiANO Ai. KuBicoNE, a comm. and vill. oi

North Italy, prov. Forli, circ. Cesena. P. (ol

comm.) 6781.

Sogne-Fjeld, mountain region. [Norwat.]
SoHAGPooR, a town • of British India, distJ

]

Saugar and Nerbudda, N.W. provs., with a civil
|

establishment. The territory, of which this \A

the chief place, has an area of 2896 sq. in., and a

pop. of 78,225.

SoHAM, a pa. & town of England, co. CambridgaJ
6 m. S.E, Ely. Ac. of pa. 12,706. P. 4278. Has al

church and dissenting chapels.—11. (EarVs), a pp.

CO. Suffolk, 3i m. W. Framlingham. Ac. 1944

P. 745.—III. Yx1/o«^s), a pa., co. Suffolk, 5 ni

W.N.W. Framlingham. Ac. 1569, P, 442.

SoHAE, a town of Arabia, dom. and 120

W,N,W, Muscat, on the Sea of Bab-el-Mandeb
Pop. 20,000.

SoHAWUL, a town of British India, territory o

the N.W. provs., in lat. 24° 35' N., Ion. 80" SC £

It has a bazaar. Elevation above the sea 10.)

feet. The jaghire, of which this^town is the chio

place, has an area of 179 sq. m. P. 80,000.

SOHL, a CO. of Austria, Hungary, N.E. tli

Danube. P. 91,499, Cap. Neu-Sohl,
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Soiio, a suburb of Birmingham, England,

where are extensive iron works. [Birmingham.]
SoHRAU or Zyory, a walled town of Prussian

Silesia, gov. and 57 m. S.E. Oppeln. P. 3950. It

has manufs. of woollen and linen fabrics.

SoiGNiES, a town of Belgium, prov. Hainault,

:rip. cant., on the Sennt, and on the railway to

; ussela, 10 m. N.N.E. Mons. P. 6776. It has
weries and distilleries, trade in stone and lime,

1 annual fairs.—The Forest of Soigne, prov.
-. Brabant, S.E. Brussels, is 15 m. in length and
; m. in breadth. At its S. extremity are the
lamlet of Mont St Jean and the field of Waterloo.
SoissoNS, Noviodunum, a fortified town of the

bird class, France, dep. Aisne, 18 m. S.W. Laon,
I 1. b. of Aisne. P. (1861) 10,208. It has a col-

-•\ prison, theatre, public library, cathedral, va-
ns manufs., and a trade in grain. Clovis made
issons his residence at the commencement of

. reign ; under his descendants it was the cap.

a separate kingdom. Louis le Debonnaire was
;n-isoned in the convent of St M^dard. The
aial of Soissons, 16 m. long, connects the

Visne with the Ourcq and Marne.
Soj or SoJA, a navigable river of Eussia, rises

I) gov. Smolensk, flows S.S.W., and joins the
.)uieper on left, 40 m. N.N.W. Tchernigov, after

course of 240 miles.

SoK, a river of Bussia, rises in gov. Orenburg,
ire. and 20 m. S.W. Bugulma, flows S.W., and
')ins the Volga, 15 m. N. Samara. Course 130 ni.

SoKAL, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

ire. and 33 m. N.N.E. Zolkiev, on the Bug. P.

100. It has manufactures of silk.

SoKOLKA, a market town of Kussian Poland,
rov. and 22 m. N.E. Bialystok, cap. circ. P.
400.—II. a market town, gov. Poltava, on the

"orskla, 7 m. S. Kobyliaki.
SoKOLNiK, a town of Poland, gov. and 33 m.

i.S.E. Kalisz. P. 780.

SoKOLOVA and Sokolovka, two market towns
f Russia.—I. gov. and 20 m. S. Kharkov.—II.

ov. Kiev, 22 m. N.N.W. Uman.
SoKOLOw, a town of Russian Poland, gov. of

jublin, and 17 m. N. Siedlec. P. 4275.

SoKOLOw, a market town of Austria, Galicia,

ire and 15 m. N.N.E. Rzeszow.
SoKOTO, a negro kingdom of Soudan, forming

art of the former kingdom of Houssa, lying be-

men lat. 7° 40' & 13° 38' N., & Ion. 4° to 15° E.,

ounded on the S. by Benue river, W. Gando
ingdom, N. the Sahara and Bomu. Chief towns
okoto, Katsena, Kano, Zaria, and Yakoba. The
ihabitants belong mostly to the Fellatah family.

SoKOTO, Saccatoo, or Sakatu, a large and
opulous town of Central Africa, cap. of king-
om, on the Zirmie, affl. of the Sokoto or Eima,
hich flows W. to the Quorra. Lat. 13" N. ; ion.

' 20' E. P. 80,000. It is enclosed by lofty walls,

lid entered by 12 gates. The houses are pretty
ell built and the streets regular. It has a
yal residence, 3 mosques, and a well supplied
arket. Manufs. of blue cloth, and trade with
le countries from Ashantee to Tripoli, from
hich latter it receives raw silk, glass wai'es,

id perfumery. Here the traveller Clapperton
ied 13lh April 1827.
SoLANA, a town of Spain, prov. and 27 m. E.
iudad-Real. P. 4375. It has manufactures of

I ens and woollens.
SoLANDER Island, an islet off the S.W. extre-
ity of New Zealand.

—

Cape Solander, E. Aus-
alia, bounds the S. entrance to Botany Bay.
SoLANi, a river of India, which has its rise at

e S.W. base of the Sewalik range, in lat. 30°
I' N- Ion. 77° 65' E. It has a S.W. course of

55 m., and falls into the Ganges on right, in

lat. 29° 3' N., Ion. 78° V E. The Ganges Canal
crosses this river by works of immense magni-
tude. Besides earthen and stone embankments,
the river is bridged by a stone aqueduct of 15
arches, each arch having a span of 50 feet, leav-
ing a clear waterway for the river of 750 feet.

Cost of the aqueduct 300,000/.

Solano, a co., U. S., North America, California.
P. 7169.

SoLDAU, a town of E. Prussia, gov. KSnigs-
berg, on the Soldau, and on the Pohsh frontier,

13 m. S.W. Neidenburg. P. 1975.
SoLDiN, a walled town of Prussia, prov. Bi-an-

denburg, gov. Frankfurt, cap. circ, 25 m. N.E.
KUstrin. P. 5367. It has manufs. of woollens.
Sole Bay, England. [Soutiiwold.]
SoLEc, a town of Poland, gov. Raaom, near

the Vistula, 28 m. N.E. Opatow. P. 1800.
SoLECHNiKi (BoLCHoi and MAI.A), two market

towns of Russian Poland, gov. and respectively
27 and 22 m. S. Vilna.
Solent (The), is that part of the sea between

the Isle of Wight and the mainland of England,
which extends W. from Fort Monckton to Hurst
Castle, being continuous E.ward with Spithead,
and N. with Southampton-water. Length 18 m.

;

average breadth 3 miles.

SoLERO, a market town of North Italy, prov.
and 6 m. W. Alessandria. P. 3656.
SoLESBURY, a township, U. S., North America,

Pennsylvania, on the Delaware, 119 m. from
Hanisburgh.
SoLESMEs, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Nord, cap. cant., on the Selle, 12 m. E. Cam-
brai. P. (1861) 6000. It has manufs. of calicoes.

SoLETO, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and 15 m.
W. Lecce, near the ruins of anc. Salentia. P.
2134.

SoLEURK (Germ. Solofhum'), a canton of Swit-
zerland, in its N.W. part, enclosed by the cants.

Bern, Basel, and Aargau. Area 292 sq. m. P.

(1860) 69,263, mostly Roman Catholics. In the
N. and W. it is covered by ramifications of the
Jura mountains. Principal rivers, the Aar, Em-
men, and Dunem. Soil fertile. Rearing live

stock is the chief branch of industry. Iron and
marble are important products ; manufactures, iron
goods, calico, hosiery, and paper. Government
vested in a grand council of 109.

—

Soleure, the
cap., is situated on the Aar, here crossed by two
wooden bridges, at the foot of the Jura, 19 m.
N.N.E. Bern. P. 6916. It has a cathedral, a
museum, with a collection of fossils from the Jura;
government house, arsenal, barracks, theatre, a
college, a public library, and a botanic garden.
Here Kosciusko died 16th October 1817. Near it

are the baths of Weissenstein.
SoLFACH, a small port of South Wales, co.

Pembroke, on the N. shore of St Bride's Bay, 3
m. S.E. St David's.

SoLFATARA, A^usB Albulx, a lake of Central
Italy, comarca di Roma, 4 m. W. Tivoli. It is

now about 600 feet broad, but was anciently
much larger; on it are several floating islets,

and near it the ruined baths of Agrippa. A
canal, 2 m. in length, carries its sulphureous
waters into the Teverone.

SoLFERiNO, a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 20
m. N.W. Mantua, with a high mediajval tower.
P. 1095. Here, on 24th June 1859, the Emperor
of Austria, with 150,000 men, met tlie Emperor
of the French and the King of Sardinia, with
145,000 men, when a decisive battle was gained
by the allies.

Sol-Galitzkoi, a town ot Russia, gov. and 100

I
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m. N.N.E. Kostroma, cap. circ., on the Kostroma,
r. 4500. It has two annual fairs.

SoLiGNAC, two comms. and small towns of

France.— 1. dep. H.-Vionne, on the Briance, 5 ra.

S. Limoges. P. 2859. — IL (sur Loire), dep.

H.-Loire, cap. cant., 5 m. S. Le Puy. P. 1168.

—

SoUgny is a comra. and market town, dep. Orne,

(j m. N. Mortagne. P. 1149. Near it was the

convent of La Trappe, suppressed in 1790.

BoLiHULi^ a pa. and town of England, co. and
13 m. N.W. Wanvick. Ac. of pa. 11,296. P. 3329.

It has a town-hall and schools.

Solikamsk, a town of Russia, gov. and 115 m.
N.Perm, cap. circ., at the confluence of the Ussolka
with the Kama, P. 4500.

SoLiMORNs, a name of the Amazon river, Brazil.

[Amazon.] It also gives name to a large river

m the province of Para.
SoLiNGEN, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and

14 ra. E.S. Dusseldorf, cap. circ. P. (1864) 11,874,

who manufacture swords, bayonets, and cutlery.

SoLiTAKY Island, S. Pacific Ocean, lat. 14° 21'

S., Ion. 176° 35' W., was discovered by Mendaiia
in 1595.—II. Indian Ocean, in lat. 49° 50' S., Ion.
68° 5' E.—III. E. coast of Australia, lat 30° 13'

S., Ion. 153° 13' E.
SoLLER, a town of Spain in the island Majorca,

on its N.W. coast, with a port on the Mediter-
ranean, 14 m. N. Palma. P. 6990. It has con-
siderable exports of oranges and wine.

Sollies le Pont, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Var, 8 m. N.E. To\jlon. P. 2961.
SoLLOGHODMORE, a pa. of Ireland, co. and 3i

m. N.W. Tipperary. Ac. 6657. P. 1939.
SoLMONA, a town of South Italy. [Sulmona.]
SoLMs, an old principality of Germany, situated

on the Lahn, now subdivided into several small
mediatized principalities belonging to the differ-

ent branches of the House of Solms, the chief of
which are— I. Braunjels, with possessions in
Prussia, Wiirtemberg, and Hessen, cap. Braun-
fels.—II. Lich and Hohen Solms, cap. Lich.—III.
Solms Laubach in Hessen.—IV. Solms Latcbofh-
Bmruth-Rodelheim and Arnheim in Hessen.—V.
Solms Baruth- Wildenfels in Hessen.

SoLNiTZ, a town of Bohemia, circ. and 18 m.
E. Koniggratz. P. 1700. Manuf. woollens.

Solo, a town and river of Java. [Soerakarta.]
Solofra, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 7 m.

S.E. Avellino, cap. cant. P. 6376. It has
manufs. of woollens, leather, and jewellery.

SoLOGNE, an old dist of France, now com-
prised in the deps. Loir-et-Cher and Loiret

SoLOLA, a town of Central America, state and
85 m. N.W. Guatemala. P. 5000.(?)
SoLOMHO (Great & Little), two small islands

in the Java Sea. Lat. of Great Solombo 5° 33'

S., Ion. 114° 24' E.
SoLOMESTs, a market town of Russia, gov. and

93 m. N.N.W. Vilna.
Soi/>MON or Saix)mon Islands, a group in the

Pacific, between lat 6° and 12° S., Ion. 154° and
163° E., to the east of Papua. Principal islands,
Bouka, Bougainville, Choiseul, St Ysabel, Gua-
dalcanar, the Arsacides, Malayta, and St Christo-
val. Surface elevated, fertile, and well wooded

;

shores precipitous, with fringing reefs. The
islands are of volcanic origin, and have an active
volcano. P. comprises both Malays and Papuan
Negroes. These islands were discovered by
Mendana in 1567.—II. a group of 11 islets in the
Indian Ocean, N. the Mah^ islands, a depen-
dency of the Mauritius.

Solon, two townsliips of the U. S., North
America.—I. New York, 12 m. E. Cortland.—II.
Maine, 41 m. N. Augusta,

SoLONOTSHA, a town of Russia, gov. and 112 m.
W.N.W. Poltava, on an affluent of the Dnieper.
SoLOPACA, a town of S. Italy, prov. Benevento,

cii-c. Cerreto, at the foot of Mt. Taburno. P. 4522.

SoLOR, an island of Malaysia, off the E,
extremity of Flores, separated from it by the
Strait of Flores, and by another strait from
Adenara in the N. Lat of S. point 8° 47' S. ; Ion.

123° 8' E. Length E. to W. 30 m., breadth 16 m.
SoLOTHURN, Switzerland. [Solecre."}
SoivOTiviNA, a town of Austria, Galicia, circ.

and 20 m. S.S.W. Stanislawow. P. 2500.

SoLOVETZKoi or SoLOVKi, an island of Russia,

in the White Sea, gov. Archangel, 100 m. N.W,
Onega. Lat 65° N. ; Ion. 35° 60' E. Length 16

m., breadth 10 m. Talc is a principal product
Solre-le-ChAteau, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Nord, cap. cant, arr. and 9 m. N.E.
Avesnes. P. 3001.

Soi^soNA, Celsa, a walled town of Spain, prov.

and 65 m. N.E. Lerida. P. 2156. It has a cathe-

dral ; and manufactures of iron wares.
Solt (Germ. Solthy, a town of Hungary, oo.

and 48 m. S. Pesth, near the Danube. P. 6949.

SoLTA, Olt/ntha, an island of Austria, Dalmatia,

circ. Spalatro, in the Adriatic, W. Brazza.

Length, N.W. to S.E., 10 m., breadth 2 m. P.

1300. On its N. shore is a vill. of same name.
SoLUNTO, a town of the isl. Sicily, prov. and

circ. Palermo. P. 3063. It is built on the sitt

of the ancient city of Soloes or SolerUum.

SoLVESBORG or SoLViTSBURG, an ancient, and
formerly important marit town of S. Sweden,
laen and 37 m. W. Carlskrona, on an inlet of the

Baltic. P. 1602.

SoLViTCHEGODSK or SoLDOV, a town of Russiji,

gov. and 268 m. N.E. Vologda, cap. circ, on the

Vitchegda. P. 2800. It has manufs. of linens.

SoLWAT Firth, a large marine inlet, stretching

from the Irish Sea N.E.ward between England
and Scotland, having S. and E. the co. Cumber-
land, and N. the cos. Kirkcudbright and Dum-
fries. Breadth at entrance, between St Bees
Head and Balcurry Point 24 m. It extends in-

land for about 38 m., progressively diminishing
in breadth to li^ m. At its head it receives the

Esk ; and the Annan, Nith, Dee, and Urr join it

from the Scotch, and Derwent and Ellen from
the English side. Coasts sloping in Cumberland,
bold in Galloway, and low in the co. Dumfries.

During ebb tide much of the firth is a naked flat,

and may occasionally be crossed in some places

;

but the tidal wave, especially during spring tidet,

returns very suddenly, and with great violence

;

so that accidents to shipping have repeatedly

happened. Its fisheries, chiefly salmon, are exten-

sive and valuable.

—

Solway Moss is a drained are^

about 7 m. in circ, in the co. Cumberland, pa.

Kirk-Andrew-upon-Eske, adjoining the firth.

Soma, a small town of Asia Minor, Anatolia,

25 m. E. Bergamo, and about 3 m. from which is

the supposed ancient Germa.(?)
So-MAiN, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Nord,

on railway, 3| m. S.E. Douai. P. 3650.

SoMAULi, a country of N.E. Africa. [Adel."]

SoMBOK, a town of Hungary. [ZomborJ
SoMBouRN (King's), a pa, of England. [King's

SoMBoURN."]—II. (Little), a pa., co. Hants, 2 m.

S.E. Stockbridge. Ac. 1521. P. 87.

SoMBREFFE, a vill. of Belgium, prov. and 13 ni

W.N.W. Namur. P. 2000. It has a castle, an ;

a church built by the Knights-Templars.
SoMBRERETE, a town of Mexico, state and 8

m. N.W. Zacatecas. It is celebrated for its lic

•

silver mines. P. 14,000.

SoMBiiEuo, an islet of the British West Indies

1
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about midway between Angnilla and the Virgin
islands. On it is an immense deposit of phosphate
of lime, of great value.

SoMEiSAT, Samosata, a town of Asiatic Tur-
key, pasli. Marash, on the Euphrates, 50 m. N.E
!'.ir. It is the birthplace of the poet Lucian.
SoMEKBY, several pas. of England.—I. co. Lei-

< ster, 6 m. S.S.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1000.
!'. 506.—11. CO. Lincoln, 3J m. S.E. Grantham.
Ac. 2990. P. 234.—III. same co., 4 m. E.S.E.
Glandford-Brigg, Ac. 1940. P. 120.

SoMERCOATES, two pas. of England, co. Lin-
coln.—I. (North), 8J m. N.E. Louth. Ac. 8622.

P. 1178.—II. (South), 7i m. N.E. Louth. Ac.
2597. P. 419.

SoMEKEix, a market town of Hungaiy, co. and
I'.' m. S.E. Presburg, on Great Schiitt island.

SoMERFOKD, three pas. of England, co. Wilts.

—I. (Broad), on the Avon, 3J m. S.S.E. Malnies-
bury, and included in its bor. Ac. 1770. P. 532.

—II. (Little), 3J m. SE. Malmesbury, and also

included in its bor, Ac. 1329. P. 335.—III.
(Keynes), on the Thames, 5^ m. W.N.W. Crick-
iade. Ac. 1640. P. 386.

SoMEKLEYTON, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

with a station on the Eastern Counties Eailway,
4^ m. N.W. Lowestoft. Ac. 1410. P. 621.

SoMER-s, three townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. Connecticut, 21 m. N.E. Hartford.
—II. New York, 20 m. N. White Plains.—III.
Ohio, CO. Preble.

SoMERSALL- Herbert, a pa. of England, co.

Di-rby, 3^ m. E.N.E. Uttuxeter. Ac. 2120. P. 111.

SoMEiiSBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.
N.W. Spilsby. Ac. 697. P. 116.

Somerset, a dist. of the Cape Colony, South
Africa, mostly between lat. 32° 10' and 33° 16' S.,

lou. 25° 12' and 26° 45' E., enclosed by the dists.

Albauj-, Uitenhage, Graaf Reynet, Cradock,
and the Caifi-e country. Area 4000 sq. m. P.

(1865) 10,593. The Great Fish river intersects

it, and waters a fertile tract, the heights on both
sides of which are covered with bush. Wheat
and barley are chief crops. Sheop and other live

stock are numerous.—II. the cap. vill. of this

dist., 80 m. N.W. Graham Town, at the base of

the iiosch-berg. It has Presbyterian and Dutch
Kfformed churches, and Wesleyan schools.

Somerset, a co. of Tasmania, in its E. part,

suiTouuded by cos. Cornwall, Westmoreland,
Cumberland, Monmouth, and Glamorgan. The
South Esk Eiver forms its N., Macquarie and
Lake rivers its W., boundary, and it is watered
by many of their affluents. Principal towns,
Campbell Town, Ecss, Lincoln, and Auburn.
Somerset, several cos. of the U. S., North

America.—I. Maine, in its N. pai-t, on the Ken-
nebec Eiver, cap. Noriidjewoek. Area 3840 sq.

m. P. (1860) 36,753.-11. New Jersey, near its

centre, cap. Somerville. Area 232 sq. m. P.
22,057.—III. Pennsvlvania, cap. Somerset. Area
1000 sq. m. P. 26,778.—IV. Maryland, in its

S.E. part. Area 600 sq. m. P. 19,903 free, 5089
slaves.—Also numerous townships.—I. Massa-
chusetts, on Taunton Eiver, at head of its navi-
gation, 44 m. S. IJoston—11. New York, 14 m,
N.E. Lockport III. Pennsylvania, co. Washing-
ton.—IV. CO. Somerset, and a bor., cap. co., on
'Jox's Creek, 115 m. W.S.W. Harrisburg.—V.
Ohio, cap. CO. Perry, 40 m. E.S.E. Columbus.—
VI. Ohio, CO. Belmont
Somerset (North), an island in the Arctic

' region of British North America, N. and separated
by Bellot Strait from Boothia-Felix, and mostly
hetween lat. 73° & 75° N., and W. of Ion. 90° W.,

,
having E. Prince Eegent inlet, N. Barrow Strait,

separating it from Cornwallis Island and North
Devon, and W. Peel Sound and Franklin Strait,

separating Prince of Wales' Land. Cape Cla-
rence is its N.E. extremity, opposite which is

Leopold Island. It was discovered by Sir Ed-
ward Parry in 1819.

Somersetshire, a maritime co. of the W. of
England, having N. the Bristol Channel, and from
S.W. round to N.E. the cos. Devon, Dorset,
Wilts, and Glo'ster. Ac. 1,047,220. P. (1861)
444,916. On the coast is Bridgewater Buy.
Surface much diversified. The Mendip hill.s,

and the range of which the Quantock hills form
a part, separate the co. into three divisions, the
central of which contains the basins of the Parret,
Bme, and Axe ; in the N. are the Avon and Yeo
rivers, and in the W. the Tone, all of which flow
to the Bristol Channel. Eainfall at Ilchester 30
inches. Along the rivers are many marshes,
and tracts of high fertility, in which dairy hus-
bandry is pursued with great success ; in other
paj-ts are extensive wastes, as Exnioor at the W.
extremity. Dunkerry Beacon, also in the W.,
rises to 1706 feet. Wheat and barley come to
high perfection around Bridgewater, Taunton,
etc., and the industry of the co. is chiefly rural,

but the agriculture is generally backward. Farms
commonly small, and many farmed bj' the owners.
Cheddar and other cheeses, and cider, are prin-
cipal products. Coal, iron, and lead are abun-
dant ; calamine and fullers' earth are obtained.
Manufs. woollens, canvas, gloves, paper, glass,

and iron wares. The Glastonbury, Konnet and
Avon, Bridgewater, Taunton, and other canals,
are in this co., the N. and W. parts of which are
intersected by the G.W. Eailway. The co. con-
tains the cities Bath, Wells, and a part of Bristol

;

the pari. bors. Bridgewater, Taunton, and Frome;
the municipal bors. Axbridge, Chard, Glaston-
bury, Langport, Yeovil, Somerton (whence its

name), and numerous market towns. Assizes
are held in spring at Taunton, and in summer
alternately at Wells and Bridgewater. County
gaols are at Wilton, near Taunton, Ilchester,

and Shepton-Mallet. The co. returns 9 mems.
to H. of C. Eeg. electors (1864), east division,

11,128; west division 8617. Antiquities of almost
every period of British history are met with in

this CO., which was the seat of numerous impor-
tant military events in Saxon times.

Somershaji, a pa. and town of England, co.

Huntingdon, and 10 m. E.N.E. Huntingdon. Ac.
of pa. 4121. P. 162L—II. a pa., co. Suffolk, 5J m.
W.N.W. Ipswich. Ac: 1027. P. 366.

SoMERSWORTH, a township of the U. S., North
America, New Hampshire, 33 m. E. Concord. It

includes the village of Great Falls, and has many
cotton and woollen factories.

Somerton, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. Somerset, to which it gave name, on rising

ground, on the Carey, 5 m. N.N.W. Ilchester.

Ac. of pa. 6925. P. 2206. During the Heptarchy
it was fortified, and a residence of the W. Saxon
kuigs. Its anc. royal castle is now a county gaol.

Somerton, several pas. of Engl.—I. co. Suffolk,

8J m. N.N.W. Sudbury. Ac. 1040. P. 153.—II.
CO. Oxford, 3 m. S.E. Deddington. Ac. 2140. P.
335.—III. (East), co. Norfolk, 9 m. N.N.W. Yar-
mouth. Ac. 798. P. 62.—IV. ( West), same co., 8^
m. N.N.W. Yarmouth. Ac. 1189. P. 244.

Somerville, several townships of the U. S.,

North America, New Jersey, 'Tennessee, etc.,

and a suburb of Boston.
SoMLYO, a vill. of Austria, Transylvania, on the

Kraszna, 60 m. N.W. Klausenburg. P. 2747.

SoiiiiA, two towns of Italy.—I. N. Italy, pror.
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Milan, 4 m. S.E. Lago Maggiore, cap. dist P.

4601. It has Eoman antiquities, and was the

place where the Romans, under Scipio, were de-

feated by Hannibal, shortly after bis passage of

the Alps.—II. 9 m. E. Naples, at the foot of

Monte-Somma, the N. flank of Mount Vesuvius.
P. 7599. It has a castle, a college, hospital, and
a trade in wine and fruits.

—

Somma Campagna
is a vill. of North Italy, prov. and 8 m. W.S.W.
Verona. [VEStrvaus.]

SoMMARiVA, two comms., etc., of North Italy,

prov. Coni, circ. A Iba.—I. (del Bosco), a town,
cap. mand., 8 m. S.E. Carmagnola. P. 5488.—II.

(Pamo), contiguous on the N.E. P. 2198.

SoMJiE, Samara, a river of France, rises N.E.
of St Quentin, dep. Aisne, flows W. past Ham,
P^ronne, Amiens, and Abbeville, and enters the

English Channel between Crotoy and St Valery.

Chief affl. the Arve, on left Length 115 m. It is

navigable to Amiens, and is connected with the

Oise and Scheldt by the canal of the Somme.
SoMME, a maritime dep. of France, in the

N.W., formed of part of the old prov. Picardy,

having W. the English Channel, and on the other

sides the deps. Pas-de-Calais, Aisne, Oise, and
Seine-Infdrieure. Area 2379 sq. m. P. (1861)
672,646. Cap. Amiens. Surface flat. The Somme
is the only river of importance. Soil fertile in

com, hemp, lint, and hops; wine, of inferior

quality, is made to a small extent, but cider is

much used. Its marshes furnish abundance of turf.

Manufs. velvets, cottons, woollens, soap, beet-root

sugar, and paper. Wolves are common, and there

are a few wild boars. The dep. is traversed by
the N. Hallway, and by that from Amiens to

Boulogne, and is divided into the arrs. Abbeville,

Amiens, Doullens, Montdidier, and P^ronne.
SoMMEN, a lake of Sweden, laen Ostergothland,

30 m. S.S.W. Linkoping, 15 m. E. Lake Wetter.
Length 25 m., breadth 8 m. It discharges its

surplus waters by the Svarta, N.ward into Lake
Eoxen and the Baltic Sea.

SoMMERDA, a walled town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. and 13 m. N.N.E. Erfurt, on the Unstrut.

P. 4113. It has manufs. of arms.
SojiMERFELD, a town of Prussia, prov. Bran-

denburg, on the Lupa, gov. and 44 m. S.S.E.
Frankfurt, on the Berlin and Glogau Railway.
P. 4500. It has manufs. of woollens and linens.

SosuiifeRES, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Gard, cap. cant., 14 m. W.S.W. Nlmes. P. 4010.

It was formerly fortified, and sustained several
sieges while held by the Protestants. It has
steam factories for woollen and yarn fabrics.

Manuf. of brandy is important.—II. a conmi. and
vill., dep. Vienne, 9 m. N.N.E. Civray.
SoJCJATH Pattan, a maritime town of British

India, in the peninsula of Guzerat, 28 m. N.W.
Diu Head. P. 5000. It is famotis for a temple
which was long a principal place of Hindoo pil-

grimage, and celebrated for its vast wealth. The
original temple was sacked by Mahmoud of
Ghiiznee in 1024, & its gates carried to Ghuznee,
where they were afterwards attached to Mah-
moud's tomb. The temple now existing at Som-
nath is reported to be a modem edifice, on the
site of a mosque, that succeeded the ancient tem-
ple. The celebrated gates of Somnath, 16J feet
in height and li>^ in width, were removed by the
British from Ghuznee, after its capture in 1842,
and brought back by them.
SoMORROSTRo, a viil. of Spain, prov. and 15 m.

N.W. Bilbao, with a fortified harbour on the Bay
of Biscay, and iron mines in its vicinity.
SoMosiERRA, a vill. of Spain, prov. and 40 m.

N.W. Guadalaxura, in the mountains of Somo-

sierra, where, on SOth Nov. 1808, the French
routed an amiy of 12,000 Spaniards, and opened
to Napoleon i. the route to Madiid.

SoMOSTZE, a market town of Eussia, gov. and
63 m. N.W. Kharkov.
SoMPTixG, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2 m.

N.N.E. Worthing. Ac. 2930. P. 628.
SoxciNO, a vill., N. Italy, prov. & 20 m. N.N.W.

Cremona, on the Oglio. Pop. (of comm.) 6929.
SONDERBORG OF SoNDERBURG, a Seaport tOWE

of Prussia, on the S.W. side of the island Alsen.
cap. amt, 17 m. N.E. Flensburg. It has a royal
castle, a good port, and a gymnasium. P. 41U9.
SoNDERSHAUSEX, a towQ of Central Germany,

cap. principality Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, at

the confl. of the Wipper and Bebra, 28 m. W.N.W.
ErfurL F. (1864) 5873. It has a gymnasium
and a castle, the residence of a prince.

SoxDRio, a town of North Italy, cap. prov
Sondrio or Valtellina, on the Mallero, near iti

mouth in the Adda, 34 m. N.E. Bergamo. P. (1861"i

5954. Its prov., between the Grisons and the

Tirol, has an area of 1257 sq. m. P. 106,040.
SoNDWARA, a dist. of British India, in Malwa.

between lat 23° 10' and 24° N., Ion. 75" and 76=

15' E. It is fertile and well watered.
Soke (meaning 5fo/(f), a river of British India,

tributary to the Ganges, which it joins 25 m. W.
Patna, after a N.E. course of 465 m. It rises ir,

lat. 22° 41' N., Ion. 82° 7' E., flows through Eewa,
and separates the dist. Behar on the E. from
Shahabad on thft W., its course lying mostly ii.

the British presidency of Bengal Affls. the Ee-
hund and Koel, fiom the S. It is of little use for

navigation.

SoJJEPORE, a raj of British India, subject to

Bengal, having its centre in lat. 21° N., Ion. 84°

E. Area 1467 sq. m. P. 66,000. Surface flat

and well cultivated. Temp, very high. In the

S. human sacrifices are common. Annual rev,

six lacs of rupees, do. of tribute 6400 rupees.

SoXEPORE, cap. dist. same name, on rt. b. Mar-

hanuddy river, navigable for large river craft

from the sea to this place, dist. 200 m. Lat 20"

55' N. ; Ion. 84° 8' E.
SoNGA Ri orSUNG.4RI, a river of Manchuria, rises

near the frontier of Corea, flows N. and N.E., and
joins the Amur, 135 m. S.W. the influx of the

Usuri. Total course estim. at 800 m. It is deep,

easily navigated, and has numerous affls., the

chief of which is the Naun.
SoNGARiA, Central Asia. [DzotJNGARiA-l
SoNGEOXs, a comm. and maiket town of France,

dep. Oise, 12 m. N.W. Beauvais. P. 1240.

SoxHo, a town of S.W. Africa, Congo, on the

S. bank of the Zaire, near its mouth in the At-
lantic Ocean, 175 m. N.W. Bamba.
SoNSiEAXEE (properly Soutneanee), a seaport

town of Beloochistan, prov. Lus, on the N.E.

side of the Bay of Sonmeanee, near the frontiei'

of Sinde. Lat 25° 22' N. ; Ion. 66° 35' E. Near
it are the celebrated mud volcanoes of Hinglaj.

SoNNENBERG, a town of Germany, Saxe-Mem-
ingen, cap. dist., 12 m. N.E. Cobui^. P. 3960.

Manufs. toys and musical instruments.

SoNNENBUEG, a town of Prussia, prov. Bran-

denburg, gov. and 19 m. N.N.E. Frankftirt, on

the Lonitz. P. 3539. Manufs. woollen cloths.

SoNXEXWALDE, a town of Prussia, prov. Bran-

denburg, gov. Frankfurt, circ. and 11 m. S.S.W.

Luckau. P. 1124.

SoxxiXG, a pa. of England, cos. Oxford and

Berks, on the Thames, 3 m. E.N.E. Eeading.

Ac. 9813. P. 2747.

SoxxiNO, a vill. of Italy, Pontifical States

prov. and 21 m. S.W. Frosinone, near tho
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Pontine marshes. P. 2300. It was formerly

noted as the residence of banditti, and was nearly-

destroyed in dispersing them in 1819.

SoxuMA, a CO. of U. S., North America, Cali-

fornia. P. (1860) 11,807.

SoNOUA, a town of U. S., N. America, Califor-

nia, 80 m. S.E. Sacramento. It has a court-ho.,

churches, hotels, and stores, and is an important
mining town. P. 3000.

SoNORA, the most N.W. state of Mexico, ex-
tending between lat. 27° and 32° 30' N., Ion. 108"

and 114° 40' W., having E. and S. the deps. Chi-
huahua and Sinaloa, & W. the Gulf of California.

Area 132,760 sq. m. P. (1857) 139,374; it

is declining,—in 1864 the pop. was only 135,000.

Surface traversed by the cordillera of Anahuac &
the Sierras Verde and Mimbres. Principal rivers,

the Colorado in the N.W., the Gila, etc. Climate
warm & agreeable, producing the date, fig, orange,

;uid fine timber. It is very rich in minerals, com-
prising gold, silver, muriate & carbonate of soda.

I'rincipal towns, Ures the cap., Sonera, Guaynias,
Pitic, Horcasitas, and Arispe.—II. a town of

this dep., on the river Sonora, 35 m. S. Arispe,

in the centre of rich silver mines. P. 6000. The
river Sonora, giving name to the dep., hasaS.W.
and W. course, and enters an inland lake, lat. 29°

30' N., Ion. 111° W. Total length about 300 m.
SoNSBECK, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and

33 m. N.N.W. Dusseldorf, on the Sons. P. 1810.

SoNSON, a town of Granadian Confed., state

and 75 m. S.S.E. Antioquia, on an affluent of

the Cauca. P. 1800.

SONSONATE, a town of Central America, state

and 60 m. W.S.W. San Salvador. P. about
10,000. It is in one of the richest dists. of the
state, and has some superb churches. Sugar and
fancy goods of shell-work are exported from
Acajutla to Peru. Near it is the volcano Isalco.

SoNTHOFEX, a market town of Bavaria, circ.

Swabia, 4 m. S.E. Immenstadt, on the lUer. P.
1863. It has iron foundries.

SoNTRA, a town of Germany, H.-Cassel, prov.
Lower Hessen, 25 m. S.E. Cassel. P. 1746.

SoNUn, a town of British India, dist. Goorgaon,
N.W. provs., 39 m. S.W. Delhi. P. 8513. It

stands in a long valley, stretching from S.W. to

N.E., the bottom of which is level, and enclosed
by hills of sandstone formation, from 300 to 400
feet in elevation. It has a hot sulphureous
spring, temperature 108° Fahr. A bath is fitted

up, attended by 30 or 40 Brahmins, who levy
contributions on those resorting to it. The water
is eflicacious in leprosy, scrofula, chronic rheu-
matism, and liver complaints. Sonuh has a
bazaar, and water is plentiful.

SoNviLiER, a town of Switzerland, cant. Berne,

on the Suze. P. 2885. Chief industry is watch-
making, of which it produces 40,000 per annum,
mostly sent to America.
Soo-CHOW or Su-TCHOU, a city of China, prov.

Kiang-su, cap; dep., on the Great Imperial (Janal

near Lake Tai-ho, 55 m. W.N.W. its port Shang-
liae. It is stated to be 10 m. in cii'cumference,

and enclosed by fortifications, outside of which
are four vast suburbs. It has silk manufactures,
printing establishments, and trade in books ; and
the high fertility of the level region around it

has caused it to be called by the Chinese, a
" terrestrial paradise." It was captured by the
Taeping rebels in 1857, who sacked the city and
drove the wealthy inhabitants away. In Nov.
1863 it was invested by the disciplined Chinese,
under a British ofiicer, to whom the rebel chiefs

surrendered, when they were treacherously be-
headed by the Futai, or governor of the province.

SoojABAD, a large fortified town of the Punjab,
20 m. S. Mooltan. Manufs., cottons and wood-
turning. It has a good bazaar, and water is

plentiful. The country is highly fertile and
well cultivated, yielding crops of sugar-cane,
cotton, grain, and indigo.

SoojAwui.rooR, a considerable town of British
India, territory of Gwalior, on rt. b. of the river
Jamneir. It has a good bazaar, and plent}' of
water. There is a considerable market of muslins
and cotton fabrics, and opium. Annual revenue
255,000 rupees. Lat. 23° 21' N. ; Ion. 76° 12' E.
SooLO or SoLUK Islands, Malaysia. LSuLt'-l
SooNDA, a walled town of British India, presicl.

Madras, North Canara, chief place of a subdivi-
sion of same name, in lat. 14° 45' N., Ion. 74° 52' E.
SooNGNUM, a populous vill. of Asia, Tibet, on

the Rushkolang, a tributary of the Sutlej, N.
the Himalaya. Lat. 31° 48' N. ; Ion. 78° 28' E.
SooN-KiANG, a city of China, prov. Kiang-su,

cap. dep., 25 m. S.W. Shanghae. Manufactures
cotton goods.

SooPA, a town of British India, dist. North
Canara, presid. Madras, in lat. 15° 16' N., Ion.
74° 35' E. The subdivision, of which it is the
principal place, has an area of 2052 sq. m. P.
36,254. Products comprise sugar, rice, & pepper

;

and it has numerous large forests of teak, palms,
and various other trees.

SooKAJGUNG, a town of British India, dist.

Mymensing, presid. Bengal, on rt. b. of the
Konaie, an offset of the Brahmapootra, 153 m.
N.E. Calcutta. It is the chief place of trade in

the district, and from 1000 to 2000 river vessels
usuallj' lie here to receive and discharge cargoes.
Principal exports, rice, butter, cattle, hides, and
timber.

SooRGAUM, a dist. of British India, in the N.W.
of Guzerat, bounded on the N. by the Eunn of

Cutch, E. by Baubier, N. by Mow, and S. by
Charchat. Area 64 sq. m. P. 4500. Country
flat and open. Soil sandy and saline, yielding
inferior crops. Heat excessive in summer. Tho
town of Soorgaum is in lat. 24° 9' N., Ion. 71
18' E.
SooRUJGHUR, a town of India, in the raj state

of Jeypoor, 97 m. W.S.W. Delhi.

SoosNEER, a town of Central India, Gwalior
dom., 41 m. W. Eajghur.
SooTHiLL, a township of England, co. York,

West Riding, pa, Dowsbury, 5 m. N.W. Wake-
field. P. 6238.

Sooty, a town of British India, presid. Beng:al,

dist. and 30 m. N.N.W. Moorshedabad.
SoPETRAX, a town of Granadian Confed., state

and 10 m. S.E. Antioquia, on the Cauca.
Sophia (Bulg. Triadiiza), a city of European

Turkey, Bulgaria, cap. sanj., on the grand route
from Constantinople to Belgrade, 85 m. S.E.
Nissa. P. 30,000. It has 30 mosques, 10 churches,
hot baths ; and manufactures of woollen and
silk fabrics, leather and tobacco. It is the resi-

dence of a beglerbey, and the see of Greek and
Roman Catholic archbishops. It was founded
by Justinian on the ruins of the ancient Sardica.
Sophia, a town of Russia, gov. and 16 m. S.

St Petersburg, cap. circ. P. 1000.

SoPLEY, a pa., England, co. Hants, on the Avon,
3 m. N. Christchurch. Ac. 4400. P. 908.

SOPUR, a town of N. India, Cashmere, 20 m.
W.N.W. Serinagur.

SopwoRTii, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 7 m.
W. Malmesbury. Ac. 1011. P. 214.

Sora, a city of South Italy, prov. Caserta, cap.

dist., on the Garigliano, ] 6 m. E.N.E. Frosinone
(Pontifical States). P. (1861) 12,031. It has a
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cathedra!, remains of a Gothic castle, the citadel,

aud the walls of ancieut Sora.

SoRANO, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. Gros-

seto, 4 m. N.E. Pitigliauo. P. 4934.

SoRATA or AscoHUMA, One of the principal

peaks of the Andes, Bolivia, dep. and 65 m. N.

La Paz. Height above the sea 21,286 feet. The
town of Sorata, cap. of the prov. Larecaja, is

situated in an agreeable climate, and reported

very healthy. P. 1200.

SoRAU or ZoROWE, a town of Prussia, prov.

Pjrandenburg, gov. and 56 m. S.S.E. Frankfurt,

cap. circ, on railway from Berlin to Silesia. P.

(1864) 10,397. It has an orphan asylum, a gynma-
sium, and manufactures of woollens a.nd linens.

SoKBAS, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 ni. E.N.E.

Almeria. P. 5422.

SoRBiE or SoRBY, a marit. pa. of Scotland, co.

Wigtown, 3J m. N. Whithorn. Ac. 11,366. P.

1814. It is well built, and has a damask factory.

SoRCY, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Meuse, arr. and 4 m. S.S.E. Commercy, on
rt. b. of the Meuse. P. 1299.

SoRDES, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Landes, 12 m. S. Dax. P. 1180.

SoRDEVOLO, a comm. and vill. of N. Italy, prov.

Novara, circ. and 5 m. W.N.W. Biella. P. 2252.

SoRDi or Petalidha, an island off the W. coast

of Crete, 8 m. W.S.W. Fort Grabusa.
Sore, a comm. and mkt. town of France, dep.

Landes, 28 m. N. Mont-de-Marsan. P. 2006.

SoKKL or William Henry, a town of Canada
East dist, Montreal, at the mouth of the Riche-
lieu river, on Lake St Peter, 35 m. S.W. Three
Rivers. P. (1861) 4778. It has barracks, docks,

an arsenal, a quay, and a small fort.

SoRELL, a town of Tasmania, co. Pembroke,
on Pitt Water, an inlet pf North Bay, 14 m. N.E.
Hobart Town.
SoRELLE Rocks, Mediterranean. [Galita.]
Soresina, a town of North Italy, prov. and 14

m. N.W. Cremona, cap. dist., between the Oglio
and Adda. P. of comm. 8356.

SoRfezE, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Tarn, arr. and 14 m. S.W. Castres. P. 2856.

SoROUE, a small river of France, rises in a
fountain, dep. Vaucluse, and joins the Rhone, 5
ai. N. Avignon, after a W. course of 20 miles.

SoRGUEs, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Vaucluse, on the Sorgues and on the railway from
Lyon to Avignon, 6 m. N.E. Avignon. P. 4775.

SoRiA, a city of Spain, cap. prov., on the
Douro, 51 m. S.S.E. Logroiio. P'. 3372. It has
manufactures of silk fabrics, and trade in wool

;

3 m. N. are the ruins conjectured to be those of
the ancient Numantia. Area of prov. 3834 sq.

in. P. (1857) 147,468.

Soriano, two market towns of Italy.—I. Ponti-
fical States, prov. and 7 m. E. Viterbo. P. 6300.
—II. S. Italy, prov. Catanzaro, cap. cant., 8 m.
S.E. Monteleone. P. 2830.
SoRLiN (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ain, 17 m. N.W. Belley. P. 1367.
SoRLiKGUES, French name of Scillt Isles.
SoRN, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ayr, 3 m. E.

Mauchline. Ac. 19,314. P. 4042.
SoRNAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Oorrfeze, cap. cant., 10 m. N.N.W. Ussel. P. 1652.
SoRNAY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, 5 m. W. Louhans. P. 1585.
SoROCABA, a town of Brazil, prov. and 50 m.

W.N.W. S^o Paulo, on the river Sorocaba, an
affluent of the" Tiete. P. 12,000. It has a brisk
trade in cattle ; its district is fertile ; and coffee
and tobacco are extensively cultivated.
Sokoe, a town of Denmark, island Seeland,

amt Soroe, on the Lake of Soroe, 18 m. E.N.E
Corsoer. P. 856. It has an academj'.

Soroe, a large island of Norway, off the N.
coast of Finmark, lat, 70° 40' N., Ion. 22° to
24° E., and separated by Soroe Sound from the
island Seeland.
SoROKA, a vill. of Russia, gov. and 170 m. W,

Archangel, on a rocky island in the White Sea,

with a harbour at the mouth of the Vig, and
about 600 inhabitants, mostly fishers.—II. a mar-
ket town, prov. Be.^sarabia, cap. circ, on the
Dneister, 78 m. N.N.W. Kishenev.
SoROTCHiNSKAJA, a fort of Russia, gov. Oren-

burg, on the Samara, 45 m. S.E. Bouzoulouk. P.

1600. It is the strongest fortress on the Samara.
SoRRAYA, a river of Portugal. [Zatas.]
SoRRE2«TO, Surrentum, a maritime town of S.

Italy, prov. Naples, circ. and 7 m. S.W. Castell-

a-Mare, on the promontory which bounds the

Bay of Naples on the S. P. (1862) 6686, including
comm. 11,875. It is celebrated for the beauty of

its vicinity, and the mildness and salubrity of its

climate. It is surroimded by high mediseval
walls, and it has a cathedral, manufs. of silk and
inlaid woodwork, and various Greek and Romau
antiquities. Tasso was born here in 1544.—Tha
Piano di Scrrrento, bordering its bay, has numerous
vills., with orange and lemon groves.—The Pro-
montory ofSorrento, between the Bays of Naples
aud Salerno, 15 m. in length, terminates in Cape
Campanello, opposite Capri.

SoRSO, a market town of the island Sardinia,

prov. and 6 m. N. Sassari. P. 4305.

SoRTELHA, a fortified town of Portugal, prov.

Beiju, 7 m. E. Belmonte. P. 900.

SoRTiNO, a town of the island Sicily, prov,

Noto, circ. Siracusa. P. 8088. Secluded situa-

tion 1071 feet above the sea.

SoRUTH, a dist. of India, peninsula of Katty-
war, prov, Guzerat, between lat. 20^ 41' and 21"

50' N., Ion. 69=" 58' and 71° 12' E. Estimated
area 3300 sq. m. P. not ascertained. Shores
bold and deep. Soil fertile, and artificial irriga-

tion is carried on. Chief crops, sugar, wheat,
and fruits. Principal places, Joonaghur, the

cap., Somnath Pattan, Mangroal, Korynaur,
Chorwaur, with Diu, the Portuguese island and
seaport lying off the coast.

Soa, a walled town of Spain, prov. and 56 m.
N.N.W. Zaragoza. P. 2822.

SosA, a market town of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,
5 m. W.S.W. Schwarzenberg. P. 1792. It has
iron mines, and manufs. of vitriol and lace.

SosNA, two rivers of European Russia, affluents

of the Don.— I. {Bt/siraia or The Rapid), gov.

Orel, after an E. course of V60 m. joins the Don,
18 m. E.N.E. Jeletz.—II.(Z'iMaio), gov. Voroniej,

after an E. course of 100 m. joins the Don, 1( m.
N.E. Ostrogoisk.

SosNiTZA, a town of Russia, gov. and 64 m. E.

Tchemigov, cap. circ. P. 5000. It has a ca-

thedral and three large annual markets.
SosPELLO or SosPEL, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Alpes Maritimes, 16 m. N.E. Nice,

cap. mand., on the Bevera. P. of comm. 4300.

Exports grain, cheese, and wine.
SosvA, two rivers of Siberia.—I. gov. Perm,

rises in the Ural Mountains, and after a S.E.

course of 170 m., joins the Lovda to form the

Tavda.—II. gov. Tobolsk, joins the Obi from
the W. at Berezov, after a course of 350 miles.

SoTBY, a pa. of England, co. and 15 m. E.N.E.
Lincoln. Ac. 1500. P. 164.

SoTHERTON, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4

m. E.N.E. Halesworth. Ac. 1085. P. 187.

Soto-la-Marinm, a vill. of Mexico, state
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Tamaulipas, on the Santander, 25 m. "W. its

mouth in the Gulf of Mexico. P. 3000.

Soto-Mayob {San Salvador dey, a town of N.W.
Spain, prov. and 8 m. S.E. Pontevedra. P. 2458.

SoTTKGHEM, a market town of Belgium, prov.

E. Flanders, 13 m. S.S.E. Ghent. P. 1840.

SoTTERLEY, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4J
m. S.S.E. Beccles. Ac. 1593. P. 231.

SoTTEViLLE, several comms. and vills. of

France, dep. Seine-Inf^rieure, etc.—I. (les Rouen),

with a station on the Paris and Havre Eailway,
4 m. S. Kouen. P. 8990.—II. (sur Mer), near

the English Channel, arr. Yvetot. P. 1456.

SoTTO Marina, the most S. of the islands in

the Venetian lagoon, N. Italy, 15 m. S. Venice.

The town Chioggia is at its N. extremity.

SoTWELL, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 1} m.
W.N.W. Wallingford. Ac. 701. P. 149.

SouBiSE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gharente-Inf^rieure, 18 m. S.S.E. Eochefort. P.
666. It has mineral springs in its vicinity.

Soudan, two comms. and vills. of France.—I.

dep. Deux-Sfevres, arr. and 12 m. N.E. Melle.

P. 862.—II. dep. Loire-Inf^rieure, 3 m. E.N.E.
Chateaubriant. P. 2502.

Soudan or Nigritia, a vast region of Central

Africa, the limits of which are undefined, but it

is understood to be bounded E. by Kordofan, S.

by Upper Guinea, from which it is separated by
the Kong mountains, and by lat. 7° N., W. by
Senegambia, and N. by the desert of Sahara.
The E. portion comprises the basin of Lake
Tchad and Lake Fittre, where the surface is

generally low and swampy. Lake Tchad being
only 830 feet above the sea. It is traversed in

the W. by the great river Niger and its tributaries.

Between that river and Lake Tchad the country
is hilly, and S. of Benue river, Mount Atlantica

is 10,000 feet above the sea. The inhabitants

are principally negroes of various tribes, as the

Fillatahs and Mandingoes ; and Arabs. They
are somewhat advanced in civilisation, and are

skilful in cultivating the soil. They manufac-
ture good cotton cloths, and are expert in forging

iron implements. In many parts reading the
Koran, and writing, is extensively taught. The
country is divided into several kingdoms, the
principal being Bambara, Masina, Gando, and
Sokoto (the former Houssa), Bomu, Bagirmi,
Waday, and Dar-fur. P. is estimated at from
80,000,000 to 50;000,000, and is vei-y dense in some
parts.

SouDAY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loir-et-Cher, 18 m. N.W. Vendome. P. 1347.

SouFFLENHEiM, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Bas-Ehin. cant. Bischwiller. P. 2883.

SouFRiERE (La), a volcano of Guadeloupe.
Souoi, several comms. and vills. of France.

—

I. dep. Sarthe, arr. Mamers. P. 1487.—II. dep.

Loir-et-Cher, 16 m. W. Vend6me. P. 1133.

Soui, various towns of the Chinese empire.

—

I. China, prov. Hou-pe, cap. dist., 95 m. N.N.W.
Vou-chang.—II. (jChing-hao or Kour-haraous-
$on). Chinese Turkestan, 190 m. W.N.W. Urumtsi.
—III. {Ding-ching\ 20 m. N.E. Hi.

SouiLLAC, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Dordogne, at the
head of its navigation by heavy barges, 30 m. N.
Cahors. P. 3128. It has a trade in cattle, leather,

wine, salt, and timber.
SouiLLY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Meuse, 18 m. N.N.E. Bar-le-Duc. P. 904.

So-uj-BoLAK, a town of N. Persia, prov. Azer-
bijan, cap. a dist., 20 m. S. Lake Urumiyah, on a
river which loses itself in a marshy lake, 12 m.
N.ward. It consists of about 1200 houses, in-

habited by Jews, Nestorian Christians, & Kurds.
Its vicinity is carefully cultivated.

Souk-Ahras, a town of Algeria, dep. Constan-
tine, cap. cant. Guelma. P. 2361, of whom are
1054 Europeans.
SouKUM-KALEH, a fort and vill. of Asiatic

Russia, gov. Transcaucasia, on E. coast of the
Black Sea, 73 m. N.W. Poti, with large trade.

SoULAiNiis, a comm. & market town of France,
dep. Aube, cap. cant., on the Soulaine, 25 m. N.E.
Bar-sur-Aube. P. 830.

SouLBUKY, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 3 ra.

W.N.W. Leighton-Buzzard. Ac. 4460. P. 589.

SouLBY, a township of England, pa. Dacre, co.

Cumberland, 5 m. S.W. Penrith. P. 66.

SoULDERN, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 3J m.
E. Deddington. Ac. 1451. P. 587.
SouLBORP, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 5 m.

S.S.E. Higham-Ferrers. Ac. 1290. P. 276.

SoULTZ, several comms. and towns of France,
in the Ehine deps.—I. dep. Haut-Rhin, cap.
cant, 15 m. S.S.W. Colmar. P. 3989.—II. {Ua
Bainty, dep. Bas-Ehin, 11 m. W. Strasbourg. P.
826; with mineral baths.—III. (sous Forets), dep.
Bas-Ehin, 7 m. S.W. Wissembourg. P. 1740.

SouLZTMATT, a comm, and market town of
France, dep. Haut-lihin, in the Vosges moun-
tains, 3 m. W. Eouffach. P. 2718.
Sound (The), a narrow strait between Den-

mark (island Seeland") and Sweden, which con-
nects the Baltic witn the Kattegat and North
Sea. Length, N. to S., 30 m. ; breadth, at its nar-
rowest point between Helsingfors (Elsinore) and
Helsingborg, 3 m.; depth 4 to 20 fathoms. Tho
Danish sovereigns formerly possessed the terri-

tory on both sides of the strait, . and they long
continued to exact toll from all foreign vessels

passing through it at Elsinore, the average
annual amount of which was 153,644/., and the
number of ships passing the Sound about 20,000
annually. In 1857 the Sound dues were abo-
lished by treaty with the commercial nations of

Europe on the payment of 3,500,000/., of which
one-third was paid by England.
Soi'NDA or Seunda, a town of India, prov.

Bundelcund, in lat. 26° 9' N., Ion. 78° 58' E. It

is situated on the rt. b. of the Sinde river. la
Nov. 1817, the Marquis of Hastings fixed his head-
quarters here, on his advance towards Gwalior.
SouNGARi, a river of East Asia. [Sonoari.']

Souplet (St), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Nord, arr. Cambrai. P. 2896.

SouppES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Seine-et-Marne, on the Loing, 15 m. S. Fon-
tainebleau. P. 1849. Manufs. files and steel wares.
Sour or SCr, Tyre, a seaport town of Syria,

pash. and 28 m. N.N.E. Acre, on the E. part of a
peninsula about 1 m. in length., which was the
insular site of the famous maritime city of Tyre.
P. 3000 to 4000, one-half Metawileh and the
others Christians. It has often been desolated,

and the whole peninsula is strewed with ruins.

There was a Phoenician, a Eoman, and mediteval
Tyre, each built on the ruins of its predecessor.
In the modern town the only building of note is

the old church. Outside the ruined walls is the
Mohammedan burying-ground. Its port, on the
N. side of the artificial isthmus formed by Alex-
ander the Great during his memorable siege of
Tyre, is now so choked as to be unfit for any but
small vessels ; and the trade of this ancient em-
porium of the East has now dwiiidled to small
exports of tobacco, cotton, charcoal, and fuel.

SoURABAYA Or SuRABAYA, a Seaport town of the
island Java, cap. one of the three provs. into

which the island is divided by the Dutch, on its
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N. coast, opposite the island Madura, and at the

mouth of the KadirL, lat. of Kaleniaas Fort 7° 12'

31" S^ Ion. 112° 44' 7" E. P. 130,000. it has

a government house, a mint, and large store-

houses. Its harbour is the best in Java, and de-

fended by many forts and batteries; and it

has shipbuilding docks, an extensive iron float-

ing dock capable of containing ships of the

greatest burden, a naval arsenal, and a cannon
foundry. It is the seat of a civil court, and
court-martial, with appeal to the supreme court

in Batavia. In its province are the ruins of

Mojopahit, the former cap. of Java.

SouBACART/V, a town of Java. [_Soerkarta.]

Soukueval-la-Barre, a comm. and market
town of France, dep. Manche, cap. cant., 6 m.
N.E. Mortain. P. 4056.

SoUBE, a market town of Portugal, prov. Estre-

madura, 13 m. N.N.W. PombaL P. 1620.

SouRTON, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4^ m.
S.W. Oakhampton. Ac. 6018. P. 643.

SocsTONS, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

dep. Landes, 14 m. W.N.W. Dax. P. 3285.

SouTEKRAiNE (La), a comm. & town of France,
dep. Creuse, 19 m. W.N.W. Gudret P. 3754.

South-Acre, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3J
m. N.N.W. Swaffham. Ac. 2492. P. 92.

Soi;thall, a vill. of England, co. Middlesex,
pa. Hayes, with a station on the Great Western
Eailway, 9 m. W.N.W. London.
SouTHAM, a pa. & mkt town of Engl., co. & 9 m.

E.S.E. Warwick. Ac. of pa. 2770. P. 1674. It has
a Gothic church, & is the bead of a poor-law union.
South Amboy, a township of the U. S., North

America, New Jersey, at the head of Earitan Bay,
at the mouth of the Earitan, and on the Camden
and Amboy Railway, 2 m. S. Perth-Amboy.
Manufs. stonewares ; and has a good harbour,
whence steamers ply to New York.
Southampton (County of), Southampton-

SHtRE, Hampshire, Hants, a maritime co. of
England, having S. the English Channel, with
its inlets Spithead, the Solent, etc., E. Sussex
and Surrey, N. Berkshire, and W. Wilts and
Dorset Area, including the Isle of Wight, 1625
sq. m., or 1,070,216 ac. P. (1861) 481,815. The
i-anges of the N. and S. Downs traverse the co.,

being on the W. offsets from the table-land of
Salisbury Plain, and on the E. continuous with
the Downs of Sussex and Surrey. In the S. are
the extensive bays Southampton-water and the
harbours of Poilsmouth and Langston, with the
islets of Portsea and Hayling. The S.W. division
of the CO. is mostly occupied by the New Forest
In other parts are the forests of Bere, Alice Holt,
Woolmer, etc., and most parts of the co. are well
wooded. A long and narrow strip is enclosed by
the CO. Sussex. In the N.N.E. and S.W. are ex-
tensive heaths. Soil generally well cultivated.
Climate mild and salubrious. Princiml rivers,
the Anton, Itchin, Avon, Stour, and Tees. All
the usual crops are raised ; hops are cultivated
on the E. border, near Famham ; large quantities
of cider are made, and the bacon of the co. is in
repute. Manufs., except those connected with
the dockyard and shipping establishments at
Poi-tsmouth. are of little importance. Emsworth,
on the border of Sussex, has extensive oyster
beds ; and Aldershot, on the borders of Surrey,
is famous for its military camp. The Basing-
stoke Canal is in the N.E., and the co. is inter-
sected by the London and S.W. Eailway, with
several bi-anches, and the S. Coast Eailway, ter-
minating at Portsmouth. Trade centres chiefly at
Soutliampton and Portsmouth. The co. is sub-
divided into 39 hundreds, and is included in the

circuit and diocese of Winchester, the cap.

;

besides which, it contains the pari bors. Soutli-
ampton and Portsmouth, Christchurch, Lyrning-
ton, & Petersfield, and the market towns Gosport,
Alresford, Alton, Basingstoke, Fordingbridge,
Lymington, Christchurch, Eomsey, and Eing'
wood. The co. sends 4 members to H. of C.
Eeg. electors (1864), N. division, 4116; S. divi-
sion 5424. The ruined city of Silchester in the
N., Porchester with its ancient castle in the S.,

and Carisbrooke Castle in the Isle of Wight,
are amongst its principal antiquities, besides
those in Winchester, the ancient cap. of the king-
dom Wessex, and of England during the Saxon,
Norman, and early Plantagenet dynasties.
Southampton, a pari, and munic bor., seaport

town, and co. of England, in the S. part of the co.

Hants, occupying a peninsula between the mouths
of the Test and Itchen rivers, at the head of South-
ampton-water, 12 m. S.S.W. Winchester, 80 ra.

S.W. London, on the S.W. Eailway. Lat of St
Michael's spire, 50° 54' N. ; Ion. 1" 24' 2" W. Ac.
of bor. & CO. 1970. P. (1851)35,305 ; (1861) 46,960.
Alt. 62 feet Its main street is separated into
two parts by the Bargate, a portion of the ancient
walls, which still partially enclose the old town.
Over the Bargate is the town-hall ; other prin-
cipal sti-uctures are several parii^h churches, the
audit and custom-houses, theatre, public baths,
two sets of assembly rooms, dock company's
oflice, railway station, three piers, and the
cavalry barracks. The suburbs are extensive.
The town is well built, clean, and abundantly
supplied with water from a large Artesian well
on Southampton common. Public institutions

comprise a free grammar school, hospital, alms-
houses and other charities, a royal humane
society, mechanics' literary and polytechnic in-

stitutions, an infirmary, botanic garden, and the
surveying and engraving departments of the
ordnance board. The new docks, on the E. of

the town, opened in 1842, have an area of 208
acres, and admit steamers of above 700 tons bur-
den. The West India, Mediterranean, East
India, and China mails, have their station here,

and the town communicates by steamers with all

the ports of the south of England, the Channel
Islands, and Ireland. The port extends from
near Portsmouth to Christchurch. Vessels en-
tered (1862) 1166; tons 362,583. Cleared 1080;
tons 350,315. Vessels belonging to the port,

sailing 115, tons 16,351 ; steam 22, tons 6521.

Exports (1862) 3,379,603/. Customs rev. (1862)
112,485/. Manufactures sUks and carpets; it

has 8hij>-building and engineering works, and
a geneial trade. Southampton is a place of

fashionable resort in stmimer ; and it has annual
races and regatta. The bor. is divided into 6
wards, and governed by a mayor, 10 aldermen,
and 30 councillors. It sends 2 members to H.
of C. Eeg. electors (1864) 2316. Southampton
appears to have risen on the decline of ancient
Clautentum, at Bittern, on the estuary of the

Itchen ; and in Saxon times it had a castle, of

which, however, little, if any portion, now
remains.

—

Southampton- Water is a fine inlet,

stretching from the Solent and Spithead, N.W.,
into the interior of Hampshire for about 11 m.

;

greatest breadth about 2 m. It bounds the New
Forest hundreds on the E., and receives the

Anton, Itchen, and Hamble rivers, and is usually

covered with shipping, having the advantage of

4 tides in the 24 hours, caused by the tidal wave
being intercepted both ways by the Isle of

Wight On its picturesque shores is the Eoyal
Victoria hospital. [Netley.1
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Southampton, a co., U. S., North America, in

S.E. part of Virginia. Area 614 sq. m. P. 7507
free, 6408 slaves —Also several townships.—I.

New Hampshire, 39 m. S. Concord.—II. Mas-
sachusetts, on Northampton and Newhaven Ca-
nal, 7 m. S.W. Northampton. It has a lead

mine.—III. New York, at the E. end of Long
Island.—IV. Pennsylvania, 12 m. S.E. Doyles-
town.—V. 18 m. S.W. Carlisle.—VI. 13 m, N.E.
Chambersburgh.—VII. co. Bedford.
Southampton Island, British North America,

on the N. side of Hudson Bay, is between lat. 62°

and 66° N., Ion. 80° and 87° W. Coasts rugged
and mountainous. Cape Southampton forms its

S. extremity. It is conjectured to be a collection

of islands, but its interior is unexplored,
South Australia, a British colony, between

Ion. 132° and 141° E., and the Southern Ocean
and lat. 26° S., comprising an area of 383,328 sq.

m., or 245,329,920 ac. The coast line, whiclx is

more indented than in any other part of Austra-
lia, extends about 1500 miles from N.W. to S.E.,

embracing Spencer and St Vincent Gulf, with
York Peninsula and Kangaroo Island. The sur-

face of the colony is mostly undulating or level.

The chief mountain ranges are the Gawler Range,
extending from Streaky Bay to the head of Spea-
cer Gulf, with a maximum elevation of 2000 ft.

;

Flinder's Range, running in a northerly direction

from the head of Spencer Gulf, attaining an eleva-
tion in some parts of more than 3000 feet. Mount
Bryant, the most elevated summit E.of StVincent
Gulf, rises to the height of 3012 ft. The table-land

in Eyre Peninsula, W. of Spencer Gulf, averages
1300 feet in elevation. The Murray, which has
its rise in the Australian Alps, pursues the lower
part of its course in this colony, and is the only
navigable river. Small streams are however
numerous, and the country is, on the whole, well
watered. Principal lakes—ToiTens, Alexan-
driua, Gairdner, Gregory, Eyre, and Frome.
Ponds and creeks are numerous, and a series of

lagoons border the coast along Encounter Bay,
in the S.E. The settled portions of the colony
are situated on the E. side of the St Vincent
Gulf, between that inlet and the Murray, and in

the S.E. between Lai^pede Bay, eastward, and
the frontiers of Victoria, though land is leased
as far as Lake Eyre. Climate healthy, and
similar to that of Victoria; on the Adelaide Plains
farmers occasionally suffer from hot winds and
drought ; but it is on the whole admirably adapted
for the growth of cereals and all kinds of fruit
Tlie colony was established in 1834. Its progress
has been remarkable. The population in 1847
was 31,153; 1857, 109,917; I860, 126,830; and
in 1866 it amounted to 156,605. The sexes are
nearly equal. The staple products of the colony
are cereals, minerals, and wool. The quantity
of land under cultivation in 1860 was 460,000
acres. The returns of stock in 1860 are as
follow: sheep, 2,824,811 ; cattle, 287,265 ; horses,

49,399. The quantity of land sold by the Go-
vernment, from the commencement of the colony
up to the end of 1867, was 1,657,740 acres.

The lands are-'put, up at auction, generally in 80
acre sections, at the iipset price of 1/. per acre.
'I'he local legislature is invested with control
over the land fund. It is rich in mineral re-
sources. In 1857, there were 58 mines worked in
the colony, or ready for working. The quantity
of ore raised during the year ending March 1857,
was 10,960 tons. Coal is scarce. Iron plentiful.
The wool export for 1860 was 12,000,000 lbs.,

valued at 1,250, OOOi. In 1860 the total imports
were 1,640,000/; exports, 1,784,000/.; revenue,

439,000/: ; expenditure, 064,366/. ; imports (1866)

2,927,596/. ; exports, 3,129,846/. ; rev. 1,089,248/.

;

debt, 726,600/. Imports, apparels, woollens,

cottons, iron, leather, machinery, hardwares, beer,

ale, spirits, bags, stationery, glass manufactures,

tobacco, etc. The following are the principal lines

of railway:—A line of about 7 m., connecting the

city of Adelaide with Port Adelaide. 2. A line

connecting Adelaide with Gawler-town and Ka-
punda, 60 m. long. The average cost has been
13,560/. per mile. The electric telegraph is in

operation between Adelaide, the Port, Goolwa,
and Gawler-town ; being a total of 600 m. withia

the colony, besides being connected with the ca-

pitals of all the adjacent colonies. An important
trade has sprung up on the river Murray, which is

navigable from the Goolwa, near Encounter Baj-,

to Albury, & to Fort Bouche, on the Darling river,

a distance of nearly 2000 m. The climate and soil

of South Australia are admirably suited for the

cultivation of the vine, of which 1055 acres were
under cultivation in 1867. Mean annual tem-
perature of Adelaide 63°*4. Rainfall 20 inches.

Excellent wines have been produced, and pro-

mise to become a source of great trade. The
quantity of wine made in 1857 is computed at

99,978 galls.—value 25,000/.—of which 1810 galls,

were exported. Many fine fruits come to per-

fection ; as also tobacco, hops, and indigo. Sar-
saparilla, sassafras, and other drugs, are indi-

genous. Vegetables are plentiful. Gold has not
been discovered in any great quantity in this

colony. The Echunga diggings, on the Onka-
paringa, have never employed more than 200
diggers, and latterly they have been virtually

abandoned. In 1860 the income of the post-

office was 14,582/. None of the religious deno-
minations are paid by the government, and the

salaries of clergymen are very small. The reli-

gious statistics for 1860 were as follows:—Church
of England, 43,.587; Romanists, 15,594; Metho-
dists, 27,994; Lutherans, 11,235; Presbyterians,

10,530; Independents, 6268; Bible Christians, 4216;

Baptists, 3424; besides minor sects. The present

system of education was established in 1852 ; the

number of schools subsidized by government was
219, with 10,711 scholars ; but nearly two-fifths of

the schools have no connection with govern-
ment ; the total number of scholars in 1861 was
15,344, or 1 for every 8J of the population. The
colony, while increasing in population, wealth,

and intelligence, is decreasing in crime. The
government is vested in a governor ; an executive

council of the heads of departments, having mini-

sterial responsibility ; a legislative council, con-
sisting of 18 members ; and a house of assembly
of 36 members. Both chambers are elective, but

by different constituencies and with different

tenures. The constitution embraces triennial

parliaments, universal suffrage, and vote by bal-

lot. The chief settlements of the colony are

Adelaide, Port Adelaide, Port Gawler, Albert-
town, Gawler-town, Port Wakefield, Port Angus,
Goolwa, Port ElUot, Port Lincoln, Mount Bar-
ker, Strathalbyn, German-town, Macclesfield,

Kapunda, and Kooringa.
South Bend, a town of U. S., North America,

Indiana, on Joseph River, 94 m. N.N.E. La
Fayette. It is the seat of the Noi-th Indiana
coll., and has an extensive trade.

South Berwick, a township of the U. S.,

North America, Maine, on Salmon fall, which
supplies much water power, 90 m. S.W. Augusta.
It has a village, with woollen factories and mills.

SouTHBRiDGE, a township of the U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, 61 m. W.S.W. Boston.
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South Brunswick, a township of the U. S., N.
America, New Jersey, 12 ra. S. New Brunswick.
SouTHBUBY, a township of the U. S., North

America, Connecticut, 18 m. N.W. Newhaven.
South-Ohukch, a pa. of England, co. Essex,

on the Thames, 7 m. E.S.E. Bayleigh. Ac.
4465. P. 495.

SouTHCOATES, a township of England, co.York,
East Riding, pa. Drypool, 1| m. E.N.E. King-
ston-on-HulL Ac. 1050. P. 2804.

SouTHUEAN or CiiBSTERS, a po. of Scotland,

CO. Roxburgh, 6 m. S.S.W. Jedburgh. Ac. 27,983.

P. 759. In this parish are the remains of British

camps and forts.

SoUTHEASE, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, on
the Ouse, 3J m. S.S.E. Lewes. Ac. 900. P. 84.,

South-East, two townships of the U. S., North
America.— I. New York, co. Putman. P. 2079.

—II. Indiana, co. Orange. P. 1247.

Southend, a hamlet and watering-place of

England, co. Essex, on a declivity facing the
mouth of the Thames, 3J m. S.S.E. Eochford.
SouTHENiJ, a pa. of Scotland, co. Argyle, com-

prising the S. extremity of the peninsula of Kin-
tyre, and the island Sanda. P. 1214.

SouTHFiELD, two townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. New York, on Staten Island, 2 m.
E. Richmond.—II. Michigan, 17 m. N. Detroit
SouTHFLEET, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3 m.

S.W. Gravesend. Ac. 2340. P. 717.

SouTH-HADLEr, a township of the U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, on the Connecticut, 74
m. W. Boston.
South-Hamlet, a hamlet of England, co.

Glo'ster, pa. Hampstead. P. 2248.
SouTH-HiLL, two pas. of England.—I. co. Corn-

wall, 3 m. N.W. Callington. Ac. 3459. P. 691.

—II. CO. Bedford, 3i m. S.W. Biggleswade. Ac.
6180. P. 1391.

South Huntingdon, a township of the U. S^
North America, Pennsylvania, co. Westmoreland.—Southington is a township, Connecticut, 14 m.
B.W. Harford.
South Kingston, a township of the U. S.,

North America, Rhode Island, cap. co. Washing-
ton, on the Atlantic, 28 m. S. Providence. It

has a court house and gaol, and contains the
village of North Kingston^ and a large salt lake.
The Stoningtou and Providence Railway passes
through this township.
Southland, a prov. of New Zealand, compris-

ing the S.most portion of the Middle Island and
its pendant Stewart Island, cap. InvercargilL
Until 1861 it was a dependency on Otago, and
since then its progress has been very rapid.
The prov. consists of a vast level plain 60 by 35
m. of excellent pasture land. It is watered by 3
large rivers, the Oreti, Aparima, Mataura, and is

covered with forests over one-tenth of its area.
Its port. Bluff harbour, was, in 1864, connected
by raiL with Invercargill, and other lines are in
progress. Pop. (1866) 7046, including about 300
natives. Imports, 111,656/. ; exports, 113,606/.

^ South Middleton, a township of the U. S.,

North America, Pennsylvania, co. Cumberland.
South Molton, England. [Molton (South).]
Southmuib, a vilL of Scotland, co. Forfar, pa.

Kirriemuir. P. 1411.
SouTHOE, a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon,

3 m. N.N.W. St Neot's. Ac 1860. P. 281.
SouTHOLD, a township U. S., North America,

New York, on Long Island Soundl, 15 miles E.
Riverhead.
Southolt, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4i m.

S.S.E. Eye. Ac. 798. P. 193.
Southport, a vilL and chapelry of England,

00. Lancaster, at the mouth of the Eibble, in the
Irish Sea, 7 m. N.W. Ormskirk. P. 4765.

Southport, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 4 m. S. Elmira.
South Reading, a township of the U. S., North

America, Massachusetts, 11 m. N. Boston.
Southrey, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, b\

m. S. Downham-Market Ac. 3695. P. 1164.

Southrop, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 3 m.
N.N.W. Leachlade. Ac. 1^53. P. 362.

South Shenango, a township of the U. S.,

North America, Pennsylvania, co. Crawford.
South-town, a hamlet and suburb of Great

Yarmouth, England, co. Norfolk, vicarage of
Gorleston, on the Yare. P. 1714.

Southwark, or the Boro', a pari. bor. of Eng-
land, CO. Surrey, on the S. bank of the Thames,
immediately opposite the city of London, with
which it communicates by London, Southwark,
and Blackfriars Bridges. Ac. 600. P. (18J1)

172,863; (1861) 193,593. It forms part of the
corporation of the city of London. Principal edi-

fices, St Saviour's Church, St George-iu-tlie-

Fields Roman Catholic Cathedral, Guy's Hospi-
tal, the Magdalen Asylum, Queen's Bench Prison,

Surrey Theatre, and Messrs Barclay and Co.'s

brewery. It sends 2 members to House of Com-
mons. Reg. elect. (1864) 12,058.

SoLTTiWARK, a town of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, forming a suburb of Philadelphia, with
which it communicates by a bridge over the De-
laware. It is incorporated separately from Phila-

delphia, has numerous factories, a lofty shot-

tower, and navj-, ship, and boat yards, on the
Delaware, [Philadelphia.]
Southwell, a pa. and market town, England,

CO. and 12 m. N.E. Nottingham. Ac. of pa. 4550.

P. 3469. Has a co. bridewell, assembly-rooms,
theatre, manufs. of silks, lace, and stocks.

South Whitehall, a township of the U. S.,

N. America, Pennsylvania, 87 m. E.N.E. Harris-

burg.
Southwick, several pas., etc., of England.—I.

CO. Northampton, 2J m. N.N.W. Oundle. Ac.
1320. P. 151.—II. CO. Southampton, ^ m. N.E.
Fareham. Ac. 4100. P. 609.—III. co. Sussex,
2 m. N.E. New Shoreham, having a station on
the London and South Coast Railway. Ac. 1470.

P. 1358. The church is an ancient and interest-

ing edifice.— IV. a chapelry, co. Wilts, pa. North
Bradley, 2^ m. S.S.W. Trowbridge. P. 1241.

—V. a township, co. Durham, pa. Monk-Wear-
mouth, 1| m. N.W. Sunderland. Ac. 1018. P
4263, employed in manufs. of glass and earthen-
ware, and in ship-building.

Southwick, a township of the U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, 10 m. S.W. Springfield.

SouTHWOLD, a munic. bor., seaport town, and
pa. of England, co. Suffolk, on the North Sea, be-

tween the river Blythe and Buss Creek. Ac of

bor. and pa. 621. P. 2032. It has a guildhall,

gaol, and a church. The harbour has been im-
proved by the erection of two piers, and the town
has an import trade in coal and a herring fishery.

It rose on the decline of Dunwich, tlie ancient

capital of E. Anglia, progressively submerged by
the sea. In Southwold (or Sole) Bay, an obstin-

ate engagement of the Dutch Admiral de Riiyter

and the combined English and French fleets

took place (1672), during which the Earl of Sand-
wich was blown up with his ship.

SouTHWooD, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 10

m. E.S.E. Norwich. Ac 481. P. 39.

SouTHWORTH and Croft, a township of Eng-
land, CO. Lancaster, pa. Winwick, 3 m. E.S.Ei

Newton in-Makerfield. Ac 1851. P. 1094.
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SouviGNT, a comru. and town of France, dep.

Allier, cap. cant., 6 m. W.S.W. Moulius. P. 2805.

SouwALKi, a town of Poland, prov. and 20 m.
N. Augustowa. P. (1865) 16,583.

SouzA, a river of Portugal, prov. Minho, joins

the Douro 8 m. E.S.E. Oporto.—II. a town of Por-
tugal, prov. Beira, 6 m. S.S.W. Aveiro. P. 4000.

SouzEL, a market town of Portugal, prov.
Alemtejo, 8 m. N.W. Estremoz. P. 1700.

SoVERiA, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Catan-
zaro, circ. Nicastro. P. 2761.

SowE, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 3 m.
E.N.E. Coventry. Ac. 2505. P. 1667.

SowERBY, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,
8 in. N.W. Penrith. Ac. 2888. P. 663.—II. a
township, CO. York, North Biding, on rail., pa.

and i m. S. Thirsk. Ac. 2528. P. 1248.—III.
a chapelry, same co., "West Riding, pa. and 4 m.
W.S.W. Halifax. Ac. 3670. P. 8753.—IV.
(^Bridge), a chapelry, same co. and Eiding, pa.

and 3 m. W.S.W. Halifax. P. 6382. Alt. 255 ft.

SoWTON, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4 m. E.
Exeter. Ac. 1094. P. 382.

SoYLAND, a township of England, co. York, W.
Eiding, pa. and 4J m. S.W. Halifax. Ac. 4960.
P. 3370, employed in cotton and woollen manufs.

Spa, a towu and famous watering place of Bel-
gium, near the frontier of Rhenish Prussia, prov.
and 17 m. S.E. Lifege. P. 5173. Over its prin-
cipal spring, the Pouhon, Peter the Great of Rus-
sia built the pump-room in 1717. The waters are
chalybeate, and many other springs exist in the
vicinity, which were formerly somuch frequented,
that /Spa became acommon name for mineral baths.
It is famed for the manufacture of wooden toys.

Si'ACCAFORNO, a town of the isl. Sicily, prov.
and 11 m. S.W. Noto, cap. cant., on a hill near
the S. coast. P. 7539. It has many churches
and convents, but little trade.

Spadafoka, a vill. of the isl. Sicily, prov. and
circ. Messina, on the shore, with a palace. P. 2b50.

Spaffokd, a township, U. S., North America,
New York, 18 m. W. Syracuse.

Spaichingen, a town of Wurtemberg, circ.

Black Forest, 22 m. W. Sigmaringen. P. 1682.

Spain (Span. Espana, la Peninsula, anc. Iberia,

Jlispaniay, a kingdom of S.W. Europe, fonning,
with Portugal, the Iberian peninsula, extending
between lat. 36° and 43° 48' N., Ion. 3° 20' E.
and 9° 21' W. ; bounded N. by the Bay of Biscay,
and by the Pyrenees, which separate it from
France, E. and S. by the Mediterranean and the
Strait of Gibraltar, and W. by Portugal and the
Atlantic Ocean. Length N. to S. 540 m. ; breadth
E. to W. 598 m. Cap. Madrid. The principal

islands are the Baleares or Balearic islands in the
Mediterranean ; off the coasts are the island of

Leon, some islets in the Bay of Vigo, and others

at the mouth of the Ebro. The surface of the

peninsula is more diversified than that of any
other country of equal extent in Europe ; its in-

terior forms a vast elevated table-land, which in

the plateau of Castile has a mean elevation of 2300
feet. This plateau occupies almost one-half of

the superficies, and is nearly surrounded by
mountains. The country is traversed in a direc-

tion from E. to W. by live principal chains of

mountains, called in Spanish Sierras. These are
(from N. to S.)— 1. the Pyrdn^es, extending from
Cape Creux on the E. to the Bay of Biscay on the
W., culminating point Pic Nethou, 11,171 feet;

and their W. continuation, the Asturian and Can-
tabrian mountains, some of which rise to 10,000
f''et.—II. the chain which separates the basins of
tlie Douro and Tagus, the Sierras Guadarama,
Credos, and Gata. Highest point in the Sierra

Gredos 10,500 feet.—III. themountains of Toledo,
Sierra Guadalupe, & Sierra Mames, between the
Tagus and Guadiana.—IV. the Sierra Morena,
separating the basinsof the Guadiana and Guadal-
quivir, & connected W.ward with the Sierra Mon-
chiquein Portugal.—V. Sierra Nevada, extending
from Cartagena to Cadiz, contains the Ceiro Mual-
hacen, next to Pic Nethou, the highest point of the
peninsula, 11,664 ft., & the Pic de Veleta, 11,387 ft.

The following table shows the area and pop. of
the old provinces with their new divisions :

—

Old Provs. New Provs.

New
Castile.

La Mancha.

Old
Castile.

Leon.

Astnrias.

Galicia.

Estrcma-
dura.

Murcia.

Valencia

Aragon.

Catalonia

Basque
provs.

Islands.

Madrid .

Toledo .

Guadalajara
Cuenca .

Ciudad-Real

Burgos .

LogroBo
Santander
Soria
Segovia .

Avila
Palencia
VaUadolid

Leon
Zamora .

Salamanca

Oviedo .

Coruna .

Lugo .

Orense .

Pontevedra

Badajos .

Caceres .

Sevilla .

Cadiz
Huelva .

Cordova

.

Jaen
Grenada
Aimeria .

Malaga .

Murcia .

Albacete

Valencia
Alicante

.

Castellon de la Plana

Saragossa
Huesca .

Teruel

Barcelona
'J'arragona

Lerida .

Gerona .

Sq ni.

Navarra .

Biscay .

Guipuzcoa
Alava (Vit.)

Balearic

.

Canaries

General Total

2,993

6, .58

1

4.805

6,721

7,833

5,645
1,943

'Alll

3,834
2,710

2,981

3,123

3,040

6,162
4.131

4,937

4,088

3,077

3,786

2,736

1,737

8,681

8,007

6,292
2,806

4,118

5.186

5,179
4,935

3,300

2,821

4,474

6,966

4.348

2,096

2,445

6,602

6,873

6,490

2,983

2,449

4,771

2,271

4,042
848
727

1,203

190,946

1,758

3,223

14,957.575

195,927 !]5,454,514

In 1864 the total pop. was estimated at 16,302,625.
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Spain is rich in minerals, especially iron, cop-

per, aud lead. The gold and silver mines of the

time of the Romans have been abandoned, but

mercury is abundant in the mines of Almaden.
Lead forms an important branch of mining in-

dustry. Coal is found chiefly in the Asturias,

the richest coal-field occurring on the E. of the

mountains overlying the Devonian strata ; cop-

per, tin, zinc, antimony, arsenic, and cobalt are

common, and rock salt is abundant in the hills

of Cardona. The principal rivers of Spain are,

from N. to S., the Ter, Llobregat, Ebro, Guada-
laviar, Jucar, and Segura, flowing E. to the Medi-
terranean ; the Minho, Douro, Tagus, Guadiana,

and Guadalquivir, flowing mostly through Portu-

gal \V. and S. to the Atlantic. The N. slope has

only the Nalon, the Bidassoa, and some mountain
streams. The chief tributaries are the Esla and
the Pisuerga, which join the Douro ; the Man-
zanares, which passes Madrid, and joins the

Jarama, an affluent of the Tagus ; the Aragon,
Gallego, and Segre, affluents of the Ebro ; and the

Genii, affluent of the Guadalquivir. Few of these

are navigable, and those only for small boats near
their mouths. The only lakes or lagoons of

Spain are the Albufera in Valencia, and the Mar
Menor in Murcia. The coast line of Spain, which
has an extent of 1400 m., is in general little

indented, except in the N.W., where it is bold
aud rocky. The chief capes are Finistere on
the N.W., and Trafalgar on the S.W., in the
Atlantic; Gibraltar, Gata, Palos, and Creux, in

the Mediterranean ; Peiias and Ortegal, in the
Bay of Biscay. The climate of Spain varies ex-
ceedingly with elevation and position ; it is wann
on the coasts ; the table-lands are exposed to great
heat in summer, and extreme cold in winter.

Many of the mountains rise above the snow line,

the limit of which, in the Pyr^n^es, is 8952
feet; in the Sierra Nevada, 11,190 feet. Mean
annual temperature at Madrid 58''*2, Fahr. The
annual rainfall on the Sierra Nevada, and on
the N. and W. coasts, is 25 to 35 inches; while
on the table-land of Castile it is only 10 inches,

and the capital is often exposed to severe drought.
Winter is the rainy season. The most noxious
winds are the solano (the sirocco of Italy), a
hot wind from the S, and the gallego, a cold
N.W. wind from the mountains of Galicia. Frost
is often severe during the night in winter. Earth-
quakes are sometimes felt in the S. The soil

is generally fertile, except in the elevated and
arid districts of the central provs. Agriculture
has made considerable progress. The chief
crops are wheat, maize, barley, rice, hemp, and
flax. The wines of Spain are highly valued;
the principal growths are those of Xeres (sherrj'),

Bota, Malaga, Alicante, Malvasia, and Yal de
Penas ; the other products are soda (from marine
plants), honey, wax, and silk, the latter very
abundant in the S.E. provs. In the S. provs.
the sugar cane and cotton have been acclima-
tized, and there the orange, citron, almond, fig,

date, and banana grow in great abundance. The
best building timber grows on the N. coast; the
cork tree, the kermes oak, and the sumach tree,

yield valuable products. The horses of Anda-
lucia are celebrated ; the mules and asses are re-
markable for beauty and size. Cattle are of
good breeds. The race of sheep, called the me-
rino, yields a great quantity of excellent wool

;

their exportation has always been prohibited,
and their pasturage is regulated by ancient laws.
Goats are very abundant in the table-lands;
the chamois is found in the Pyrdn^es ; and the
bear, wolf, wild cat, marten, fox, and lynx, in

the different mountains. Fish is not plentiful

in the rivers, but abundant on the Atlantic coasts.

Its manufacturing industry, formerly flourishing,

has greatly declined; the government has still

manufactures of saltpetre, gunpowder, cannon,
and firearms, tobacco, porcelain, and glass, but
they are mostly in decay; and the celebrated
Bword manufacture at Toledo is nearly extin-

guished. The other manufactures are of silks,

cottons, woollens, and leather. Cutlery, iron,

and copper goods are made chiefly in Biscay.

There are no pood public roads in Spain, except
those around Madrid ; wheel carriages are liitle

used, and much of the transport is effected by
means of mules. There are several canals, many
of them on a magnificent scale, but mostly un-
finished and unfit for navigation; the chief of

these are the Imperial Canal, commenced by
Charles v., extending along the right bank of

the Ebro; the canals of Castile, Manzaneres,
Murcia, Albacete, and Guadarama. The rail-

ways in operation are from Cadiz to Cordova,
Valencia to Toledo and Madrid, with branch to

Ciudad Eodrigo, Madrid to Guadalajara, and to

Santander by Valladolid, with bi-anch to Burgos,
& Barcelona to Zaragoza & Pamplona. From the

extent of its coast line, its numerous ports, its geo-
graphical position and natural products, Spain
possesses greater commercial advantages than
any other country in Europe. The principal ex-
ports are wool, wine, brandy, oil, fruits, iron, lead,

mercury, and salt, with a small amount of silk

and manufactured goods; value (1860) 10,982,634/.

Imports colonial goods, dried fish and salted pro-

visions, butter, cheese, rice, cotton and woollen
goods, cutlery, glass, and building timber ; value

14,833,135^ Vessels entered the ports of Spain
in 1860, 10,127, tonnage 1,351,988.

The present inhabitants of Spain are descend-
ants of the ancient Iberians, or of other races

who colonized it at different periods. Four pn-
mitive families are discernible —I. the Spaniards,

descendants of the original races, and of Greeks,

Romans, Vandals, Goths, and Alans, comprising
19-20ths of the population.—II. the Basques in

the N., l-24th.—ILL the Moors in the S^ de-

scendants of the conquerors who ruled for seven
centuries in the S. of the peninsula, l-200th.

—

IV. the Gitanos, or gypsies, l-250th. The Jewish
race has disappeared from Spain since the expul-
sion of the Je v/8 in 1492. The Spaniards are well

formed, handsome, and vigorous, with black eyes,

dark and clear complexions, passionate, and
addicted to music and games. The nobility com-
prised (in 1863) 82 dukes, 722 marquises, 658
counts, 74 viscounts, and 67 barons.

The government, since 1837, is a constitutional

representative monarchy, with a council of state

organized in 1860 ; the religion exclusively Ro-
man Catholic. By decree of the Cortes 1836, all

convents were suppressed and their property

confiscated to the nation ; up to 1863, the sale of

church property produced nearly 30,000,000/.

sterling. Formerly public education was en-

tirely in the bands of the priests, but since 1838

government grants and superintendence have
greatly advanced the cause of education, espe-

cially since 1857, when teachers were subjected

to examination, and schoolrooms were built. In

1861 there were 1,646,558 pupils in public and
private schools; 58 public colleges for middh*

class education, with 757 professors and 13,881

pupils ; for high class education there are facul-

ties of literature and philosophy, science, meiii-

cine, and theology. Army (1863), including

militia and national guards, 151,668 men. Navy,
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2 ships of the line of 84 guns, 5 frigates, and
several small vessels ; in all, 35 sailing vessels

with 641 guns, and 78 war steamers with 55G

guns. In 1863 a sum of 600,000/. was granted

by the Cortes for the construction of iron-clad

men-of-war in progress. Public revenue (1 862-63)

2,031,569,000 reals, or 20,315,690/.; expenditure,

2,021,135,280 reals, or 20,211,353/.; debl (.1868)

155,500,000/. The peninsula, now forming the

kingdoms of Spain and Portugal, was first vi'sited

by the Phoenicians, and afterwards by fie Car-
thaginians, who here formed several establish-

ments. It was conquered by the Romans after

a resistance of two centuries: they divided it

into 3 great provinces, viz., Taraconensis in the E.,

N., and centre, Bcetica in the S., and Lusitania in

the W. The Visigoths oven-an the country in

the 5th century, and were driven from most of

it by the Arabs, a.d. 711. The kingdom of Por-
tugal was founded in 1095. During 8 centuries

the Christian princes were engaged in continual

warfare with the Mohammedans. From this state

the country was delivered under Ferdinand and
Isabella, by the conquest of Granada, a.d. 1492.

This was followed by the pillage &expulsion of the

Jews, who had possession of most of the wealth
of the country. In the same year Columbus dis-

covered the new world, and Spain became mis-

tress of the greater part of A merica as thenknown.
Spain renounced the republics of Central America
in March 1866. Of these vast colonial posses-

sions, Spain had, in 1864, only the following:

—

Colonies. Sq. m. Pop.

A. America 2,032,0fi2

Cuba . . . ) ( 49,094 1,449,462

Paart) Rico . . ^1850 \ 4,013 380,000
Part of Virgin Islands ) ( 144 2,600

St Domingo .... 17,222 200,000

B. Asia and Oceania.
Philippines .... 2,679,500

a. Part of the island of Luzon 30,830 1,822,200
6. Biscayes .... 18,689 803,000

c. Masques and Babuyan Isl. 1,275 5,000
d. Part of Mindanao 1,297 43,800

e. Marianne Islands 1,211 6,500

C African Possessions. 34,671
Presidios .... 82 11,481

Isli. in the Gulf of Guinea . 489 6,590
Tetuan and its province 914 17,600

Total 125,210 4,746,233

From the sixteenth century, Spain was divided
into large provs., having mostly the title of

kingdom; but by a royal decree of AprU 1833
it was partitioned into 48 smaller provs., each
bearing the name of its cap., except Navarra
and the three Basque provs., which remain un-
changed, and possess peculiar privileges. Na-
poleon I. attempted to place his brother on the
throne of Spain, but he was driven out of the

peninsula chiefly by the British army under Wel-
lington. Since then there have been repeated
civil wars and insurrections.

Spalato or Spalatro, a seaport city of Dal-
matia, cap. circ. Spalato, on a small promontory
opposite the islands Brazza, Buda, etc., lat. 43°
30' 4' N., Ion. 16° 26' 7" E. P. 10,300. The east
half of the city is crowded into the area of the
palace built b\' Diocletian towards the end of the
3d century, in which the ancient temple of Jupi-
ter, with a lofty octagonal tower, is still perfect.

The streets are narrow lanes, but it has several

open spaces, numerous churches and convents,

a lazaretto, schools, government museum of ^nti-

quities, barracks, an inner and outer harbour, the
latter adapted for vessels of any burden, and hot
sulphur baths. It is the most important seat of

commerce in Dalmatia.
Spalding, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Lincoln, cap. div. Holland, in a fenny dist. ou
the Welland, and on railway, 15 m. S.S.W.
Boston, of which port it is a member. Ac. of

pa. 12,070. P. (1861) 8723. It has a market
place, in which are the town-hall, and house of

correction for the division ; a church, grammar
school, many endowed charities, assembly rooms,
public libraiy, and warehouses, to the doors of

which vessels of 60 tons arrive by the Welland.
Trade in corn, coal, wool, flax, and hemp.
Spalding, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Georgia. P. 4880 free, 3819 slaves.

Spaldwick, a pa. of England, co. Hunts, 4 m.
N.N.E. Kimbolton. Ac. 1690. P. 470.

Spalmadore Islands, ^nusses, a group of
islets belonging to Asiatic Turkey, between the
isls. Scio and the mainland of Asia Minor, lat.

38° 32' N., Ion. 26° 12' E. Length of largest 5 m.
Spalt, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle Fi-an-

conia, on the Kezat, 18 m. S.E. Anspach. P. 1765.

Spanby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.
N.N.E. Folkingham. Ac. 1019. P. 75.

Spandau or Spandovv, a fortified town of Prus-
sia, proV.Brandenburg, gov. Potsdam, at the coufL
of the Spree and Havel, 9 m. W. Berlin, on the
Hamburg Railway. P. (1864') 16, 076. Itisenclosed
by walls, and has a citadel on an island in the
Havel, used as the state prison of Prussia, and in

which Baron Trenck was confined. Principal

edifices, the church of St Nicholas, a Roman
Catholic church, and the former residence of the
electors of Brandenburg, now a penitentiary.

Manufs. woollen and linen stuffs, tobacco pipes,

powder, and firearms. It was taken by the Swedes
in 1631, and by the French in 1806.

—

Spanden is

a vill. of E. Prussia, 46 m. S.W. Konigsberg.
Here the French defeated the Russians in 1807.

Spangenberg, a town of Germany, H.-Cassel,

prov. Lower Hessen, 16 m. S.S.E. Cassel. P. 2202.

Spanish Main, a name formerly applied to the

N. coast of South America, between the Orinoco
and the Isthmus of Darien.
Spanish Town, the cap. town of Jamaica, co.

Middlesex, pa. St Catherine, on the W. b. of the
river Cobre, 10 m. W. Kingston. P. 6000. It is

the ofiicial residence of the governor of Jamaica,
and the seat of the sui)erior courts of the islands,

and has a lunatic asylum, public hospital, and
female penitentiary. It is ill-built and unhealthy.
Spanish Town, Trinidad. [Port of Spain.]
Sparanise, a vill. of S. Italy, prov. and circ.

Caserta, on railway between Capua and S. Ger-
mane. P. 2952.

Spakham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.
S.S.E. Foulsham. Ac. 1770. P. 353.

Sparkford, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
4 m. S.S.W. Castle Cary. Ac. 950. P. 305.

Sparone, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Turin, circ.

and 17 m. W.S.W. Ivrea. P. of comm. 2279.

Sparsholt, two pas. of England.—I. co. Berks,

3J m. W. Wantage. Ac. 6340. P. 863.—II. co.

Hants, 3 m.W.N.W.Winchester. Ac. 3542. P. 395.

Sparta, a township of the U. S., N. America,
New York, co. Livingston, in the W. part of the
state.—Many villages of the U. S. are so named.
Sparta (New), or Mistra, a town of Greece,

Morea, cap. nom. of Laconia, 2 m. W. the ruins
of anc. Sparta. P. 6700. It is a bishop's se*.
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Spartan'burg, a co. of the U. S., North Ame-
ricii, in N. of South Carolina. Area 1036 sq. m.
P. (1860) 18,679 free, 8240 slaves.

Spartel (Cape), the N.W. point of Africa,

Slarocco, kingdom Fez, at the entrance of the

Sti-ait of Gibraltar, 1043 feet above the sea.

Spask, three towns of Russia.—I. gov. and 30

m. S.E. Biazan, cap. circ, on the Oka, P. 5000.

—II. gov. and 108 m. N.N.E. Tambov, cap. circ.

P. 6000. It has factories.—III. gov. and 54 m.
S. Kasan, cap. circ., on the Bezdna, near its con-
fluence with the Volga. P. 2000.

Spaxton, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 5 m.
AV. Bridgewater. Ac 3387. P. 1057.

Spean, a river, Scotland, co. Inverness, rises in

Loch Laggan, flows mostly W. through Lochaber,
and joins the Lochy a mile below Loch Lochy,
after a course of 20 m. Principal affl. the Eoy.
Speex (Spinxy, a pa, of England, co. Berks, IJ

m. W. Newbury. Ac. 3780. P. 3311. The
second battle of Newbury was fought here in

1646.

—

Speenhamland is a tything in this pa., im-
mediately W. the town of Newbury, of which it

forms a suburb. P. 1767.

Spekton, a chapelry of England, co. York,
East Biding, on the Scarboro' and Bridlington
Railway, 5 m. N.W. Bridlington. Ac. 1962. P. l40.

Speicher, a town of Switzerland, cant.

Appenzell, dist. Outer Rhode, a very flourishing

town ; fine schools, and manufs. ; embroideiy
work. P. 3030.

Speights-town, a small town on the W. coast
of the island Barbadoes, 10 m. N. Bridgetown.
It has a handsome church and several forts.

Speke, a tnshp. of England, co. Lancaster, pa.

Childwall, 6 m. S.S.W. Prescot Ac. 5492. P. 671.

Speldhurst, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2^ m.
W.N.W. Tonbridge Wells. Ac. 3947. P. 3598.
Spello (Hispelluni), a town of Central Italy,

prov. Perugia, o m. N.W. Foligno. P. 4530. Its

Gothic church has fine paintings ; and the town
contains many Roman antiquities.

Spelsbury, a pa. of England, co. and 15 m.
N.W. Oxford. Ac. 3900. P. 516.

Spencer, a co., U. S., North America, near the
centre of Kentucky. Area 125 sq. m. P. 3983
free, 2205 slaves.—II. a co., in S. part of Indiana.
Area 400 sq. m. P. 14,556.—III. a township,
Massachusetts, 48 m. W.S.W. Boston.—IV. a
township. New York, 15 ni. W.N.W. Oswego.—V. a township, Ohio, Guernsey co.

Spencer Gulf, a large bay of South Austra-
lia, between lat. 32° 30' and 35' S., Ion. 136° and
138° E. It stretches inland for upwards of 200
m. ; breadth 80 m. In it are Hardwicke Bay and
Ports Lincoln and Bolingbroke ; it receives no
streams of consequence.
Spennithorne. a pa. of England, co. York, N.

Riding, 1 m. N.E. Middleham. Ac. 4680. P. 850.
Sperchius, a river of Greece. [Hellada.]
Sperlinga, a market town of the island Sicily,

prov. Catania, near the Madonian mountains,
S ra. N.W. Nicosia. P. 1709.
Sperlonga, a market town of S. Italy, prov.

Caserta, on the coast, 9 m.W.N.W. Gaeta. P. 1513.
Spernal, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 3 m.

N. Alcester. Ac. 1090. P. 91.
Spessart, a mntn. range, Germany. [Bavaria.]
Spetchley, a pa. of England, co. and 3 m.

E.S.E. Worcester, and having a station on the
Birmingham & Bristol Railway. Ac. 779. P. 140.

Spetisbury, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 3 m.
B.S.E. Blandford-Forum. Ac 2148. P. 088. It
Las a Roman Catholic nunnery.
Spexhall, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m.

K.N.W. Halesworth. Ac 1484. P. 181.

Spey, a river of Scotland, and the most rapid
in Britain, cos. Inverness, Banff, and Moray,
rises in the hills between Badenoch and Loch-
aber, expands into the small Loch Spey, about 6
m. N. Loch Laggan, and 1200 feet above the sea,

flows N.E. and enters Moray Firth 2J m. W.
Port Gordon, after a course of 110 m. At Kin-
gussie it is from 80 to 100 feet, and at Alvie
150 feet across ; but is not navigable. Affluents,

all rapid mountain torrents, frequently cause sud-
den and destructive inundations in Strathspey.
Its banks are in many parts richlj' wooded ; and
it affords valuable salmon fisheries.

Speyer, the German name of Spires.

Speyerbach, a river of Western Germany,
Rhenish Bavaria, joins the Rhine, after an E.
course of 30 miles, at Spires.

Speymouth, a marit. pa. of Scotland, co. Elgin,

at the mouth of the Spey. Area 10 sq. m. 1'. 689.

Spezet, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Finis-
terre, arr. Ch^teaulin, cant Carhaix. P. 2922.
Spezia(La), a maritime toAvn of N. Italy, prov.

Genoa, cap. circ. Levante, at the head of its bay,

an inlet of the Gulf of Genoa, 8^ m. W. Sarzana.
P. of comm. (1861) 11,556. Principal edifice a
citadel. It is the residence of a British consul,

and has some trade in wine, oil, and marble.

—

The Bay or Gulf of Spezia (Portvs Lurue) is 7
m. in length ; breadth 2 to 6 m. N ear the shore
is a submarine fresh water spring called the
Polla. It presents fine scenery, contains the qua-
rantine station for Genoa, and on the west side of

its entrance are the islands Palmaria and Tino.
Spezzano, an Albanian vill. of South Italy,

prov. Cosenza, circ. Castrovillari. P. of comm.
4080.—II. (^Grande), prov. and circ. Cosenza, at

the foot of the Apennines. P. 2010.

Spezzia {Tiparenos), an island of Greece, gov.
Argolis, off its S. coast, at the entrance of the
Gulf of Nauplia, 10 m. W.S.W. Hydra. Area 26
sq. m. P. 8000.

—

Spezzia is remarkable for the
salubrity of its climate and the beauty of its

women. The town of Spezzia is on its N.E.
shore. P. 3000.—The island Spezzia Pulo is off

the S.E. side of the island.

Sphagia, Sphacteria, an islet of Greece, gov.
Messina, off the S.W. coast of the Morea, in front

of the harbour of Navarin. Length 3 m. ; breadth

J m. It is now separated into three or four sec-

tions by narrow channels passable by boats.

Sphakia, a town of the island Crete, on its S.

coast, 43 m. from its W. extremity. P. 1000.

Spicb Islands. [Molucia.]
Spieroe, an island of Norway, at the entrance

oi the Gulf of Christiania, in lat. 59° 4' N.

Spiez, a town of Switzerland, cant. Bern,

Lower Simmenthal, on Lake of Thun. P. 2132.

Spigno, two small towns of Italy.—I. N. Italy,

prov. Alessandria, circ. and 11 m. S.W. Acqui, on
the Bormido. P. 2633.—IL S. Italy, prov. Ca-
serta, 10 m. N.E. Gaeta. P. 1593.

Spike Island, an island on the W. side of

Cork harbour, Ireland, Munster, co. Cork, 1 m.
S. Queenstown. Ac. 98. P. 636. Strong forti-

fications have been erected here since 1791, and
a depot for 1500 convicts was established in

1847. It had 602 prisoners in 1861.

Spiker-oge, an island of N.W. (Jermany, in

the North Sea, 4 m. W. Wanger-oge, at the

mouth of the Wescr.
Spilamberto, a mkt. town, N. Italy, prov. & 7

m. S.E. Modena, on 1. b. of the Panaro. P. 3537.

Spilimbergo, a town of N. Italy, Venetia, 1i»

m. W.N.W. Udine, on the Tagliamento. P. 350i».

It has large silk mills.

Spilsby, a pa. and market town of England,
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CO. Lincoln, parts Lindsey, 28 m. E.S.E. Lincoln.

Ac. of pa. 2346. P. 1467. It has a church, a
subscription library, and town-hall.
Spixazzola, a town of South Italy, prov. Bari,

cap. cant., 7 m. S. Minervino. P. 6000.

—

Spinoso

is a market town, prov. Potenza, 15 m. N.E. La-
gonero. P. 2713.

Spirding, the largest lake of E. Prussia, gov.
Gumbinnen, circ. Jobannisburg, 11 m. long.

Spires (German Speyer, ancient Noviomagus),
a city of W. Germany, cap. Rhenish Bavaria, on
the Rhine, at the influx of the Speyerhach, 16J-

m. N.E. Landau, on a branch railway to Mann-
heim. P. (1861) 12,810, of whom about one-third

are Eoman Catholics. It is enclosed by walls,

& has a cathedral, the remains of an old palace, in

which 49 diets were held ; a city hall, gymnasium,
orphan asylum, house of correction, forest school,

botanic garden, museum of antiquities, manufs.
of vinegar and tobacco, sugar refineries, and a

commerce and transit trade on the river. At the
diet of Spires, held in 1529, the protest was made
to the emperor which originated the religious de-
signation of Protestants.—Noviomaffus, once an
important Eoman station, and the winter quar-
ters of Julius Caesar, was in the middle ages the
residence of many German emperors.

SpitaIj, a market town of Austria, Illyria, 21
ra. N.W. Villach, on the Drave. P. 1000.

Spithead, a celebrated roadstead, off the S.

coast of England, co. Hants, between Portsea
Island and the Isle of Wight. It communicates
W.ward with the Solent and Southampton-water,
It is so secure from all winds, except the S.E., as

to have been termed by sailors "the king's bed-
chamber," and it is a principal rendezvous of the
British navy. New works in progress (1 864) are

to comprise three circular forts, on Horse, Nor-
man, and Sturbridge shoals. Portsmouth and
Ryde are on its opposite sides.

Spin, a valley of British India, forming the E.
angle of the Punjab, between lat. 31° 40' and 32°

40' E., Ion. 77° 43' and 78° 33' E. It is 70 m. long,

and 47 m. broad. Its villages are from 12,000 to

13,000 feet above the sea. Inhabitants are of the
Tartar race and Buddhists.—The Spiti River is

the W. branch of the Sutlej above the Himalaya,
and joins the main stream in lat. 31° 48' N., Ion.

78° 38' E.
Spittal, a pa. of S. "Wales, co. Pembroke, 4 m.

N.N.E. Haverford West. Ac. 2674. P. 392.

Spittai.fields, a quarter of the British metro-
polis, CO. Middlesex, immediately on the N.E.
side of the city of London, and comprising the
pas. Christchurch and Bethnal Green. Ac. 74. P.
20,593. It is a principal seat of the silk manuf.
in England, which manuf. was introduced by
French refugees after the revocation of the
edict of Nantes in 1685.

Spittal Gate, a township of England, co. and
1 m. S.E. Lincoln, pa. Grantham. P. 3803.

Spitz, a market town of Lower Austria, on the
Danube, 8 m. S.W. Stein. P. 1058. It has iron
factories, and a trade in timber and vinegar.
Spitzbekgen, a group of islands in the Arctic

Ocean, midway between Greenland and Novaia
Zemlia, the most northern known land on the

I

globe. Lat. of N.most island 80° 48' N., Ion. 20°

1

29' E. They are covered with perpetual snow
and glaciers. During the ten winter months
mercury freezes, and from 22d October to 22d
February the sun never rises above the horizon.

Spitzbergen was discovered by Hugh Willoughby
ill 1553. The only vegetation is a few crypto-
iramous plants. This archipelago, formerly con-
sidered as belonging to America, is now usually

classed among European groups, and claimed by
Russia as a dependency of its empire. The
islands are visited by English, Danish, and Nor-
wegian whalers for the numerous whales, white
bears, and seals on the coasts. The archipelago
is composed of three large and numerous small
islands. Near its N. extremity is the group of

seven islands, or seven sisters. Spitzbergen Pro-
per (or New Friesland) is the largest connected
land. On its W. side there is a Russian hunting
post.—Egede and Charles are the other chief isls.

Spixworth, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4J
m. N.N.E. Norwich. Ac. 1224. P. 44.

Split (Cape), Nova Scotia, King's co., is be-
tween Mines Basin and Mines Channel, in the
Bay of Fundy. Lat. 45° 22' 40' N.; Ion. 64°

15' W.
SplOgen Pass, a route across the Ehaetian

Alps, between the Grisons (Switzerland) and
Lotnbardy; its summit, 6946 feet above the sea,

is 23 m. N. the head of the Lake of Como. The
new route was completed by the Austrians in
1823. It is carried through three covered gal-
leries, which are the longest in the Alps. A
French army crossed the Splugen in 1800.—The
vill. Splugen, Grisons, on the Rhine, 4 m. N. the
summit of the pass, is a halting station on the
road between Switzerland & Italy. The Splugen
mountain is 9350 feet above the sea.

Spofforth, a pa. and township of England,
CO. York, West Riding, the township 3 m. N.W.
Wetherby, which is included in the parish. Ac.
of pa. 12,958. P. 3733.

Spoleto, Spoletium, a city. Central Italy, prov.
Perugia, cap. circ, and in the middle ages cap.
of a Lombard duchy, on an isolated rocky hill,

24m.N. Rieti. P. (1861) 19,936. It is connected
across a deep ravine with an adjacent height by
a bridge and aqueduct 615 feet in height. It has
a citadel, a cathedral with interesting works of

art, a Roman arch, and other antiquities. It

is an archbishop's see of very early date, and
manufs. woollens and hats. Spoleto surrendered
to the Sardinian troops, 18th Sept. 1860. Under
Napoleon i. it was the cap. dep. Thrasymene.
Spoltorb, a market town of South Italy, prov.

Chieti, 10 m. E. Civita di Penne. P. 4407.

Spondon, a pa. of England, co. and SJ m. E.
Derby, with a station on the Midland Counties
Railway. Ac. 4300. P. 2057.

Spoonbed, a tything of England, co. Glouces-
ter, pa. Painswick. P. 669.

Sporades or the " Scattered Islands," a sub-
division of the Grecian Archipelago, consisting

of the islands surrounding the central group, or
Cyclades, and belonging partly to Turkey and
partly to Greece. The Turkish Sporades com-
prise Crete, Scarpanto, Rhodes, Kos, Kalimno,
Patmos, Nicaria, Samos, Scio, Mitylene, Lemnos,
Imbros, Samothraki, Thasos, and other islands

along the coasts of Asiatic and European Turkey,
and are under the jurisdiction of the pasha of

Rhodes. The Greek Sporades, on the W., consist

of Skiatho, Skopelo, Kilidromi, Skyro, .^gina,
Salamis, Hydra, Spezzia, etc., comprised in the
Greek govs. Euboea, Attica, Hydra, and Argolis.

Sporle, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on rail-

way, 2^ m. N.E. Swaffham. Ac. 3817. P. 806.

Spotland, a township of England, co. Lan-
caster, pa. Rochdale, of which town it forms an
extensive suburb. P. 30,378.

Sporr, a pa. of Scotland, co. Haddington, 2-1

m. S. Dunbar. Ac. 7582. P. 655. About J m'.

E. of the village, on Doon-hill, General Leslie
had his camp previous to the battle of Dunbar.

Spottsylvania, a co., U. S., North America, in

4«
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N.E. of Vii-ginia. Area 403 sq. m. P. (18G0)

8290 free, 7786 slaves.

Si'RArroN, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.

N.N.W. Northampton. Ac. 2810. P. 1086.
_

Spree, a river of Germany, rises in the king-

dom of Saxony, circ. Bautzen, flows N. and N.W.
through the Prussian prov. Brandenburg, past

Spremberg, Kottbus, Liibben, and Berlin, which
city it divides into two portions, and joins the

Havel on left, at Spandau. Total course 220 m.
Fred. William's canal connects it with the Oder.

Sfrembero, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. Frankflirt, on an island in the Spree,

15 m. S. Cottbus. P^ 5091.

Spreyton, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 7 m.
E.N.E. Okehampton. Ac. 3606. P. 358.

Spkidlington, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

7 m. W.S.W. Market-Raisen. Ac. 2180. P. 313.

SpRUs'GBUKJf, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark,
including part of burgh of Glasgow. Ac. 1921.

P. 14,962.

Springe, a town of Prussia, Hanover, prov.

Calenberg, 14 m. S.W. Hanover. P. 220().

Springfield, a pa. of England, co. Essex, on
the Eastern Counties Railway, 1 m. N.E. Chelms-
ford. Ac. 2878. P. 2566. It has a county gaol,

wharves, and an iron foundry.
Springfield, three vills. of Scotland.—I. co.

Dumfries, pa. Gretna, on the rt. b. of the Sark,

where it forms the boundary between Scotland
and England, 9 m. E. Annan. P. 428. It was
known as the scene of the marriage trade of

Gretna.—IL co. Edinburgh, pa. and 1^ m. S.W.
Lasswade, on the North Esk III. co. Fife, pa.

Cupar. P. 524.

Springfield, numerous townships of the U. S.,

North America.—I. Massachusetts, on the Con-
necticut river, 24 m. N. Hartford. P. (1860) 15,199.

The U. S. arsenal here is the largest in the
Union and employs 300 hands. 175,000 stands
of arms are kept constantly in hand. It is a great
railway centre.—II. New York, 68 m. W.N.W.
Albany.—III. New Jersey, 8 m. W.S.W. Newark.
—IV. 5 m. N.E. Mount Holly.—V. Pennsylvania,
CO. Bradford.—VI. 40 m. N. Philadelphia.—VII.
CO. Mercer, on Neshannock Creek.—VIII. co.

Ene.—IX. CO. York.—X. Ohio, co. Hamilton.

—

XL CO. Richland. P. 2100.—XII. Summit co.—
XIII. Missouri, co. Ralls XIV. a city, Ohio,
cap. CO. Clarke, 41 m. W. Columbus.—XV. a
town of Illinois, cap. and near centre of the state,

on Sangamon Creek, and on the border of a large
prairie.

Spring Garden, a town of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania, forming a suburb of

Philadelphia, Here are Fairmont water-works,
the Eastern Penitentiary, house of refuge, city

hospital of Philadelphia, and numerous factories.

—IL a township, Pennsylvania, co. York.
Spring Hill, a township of the U. S., North

America, Pennsylvania, co. Fayette Springpori
is a township. New York, 9 m. S.W. Auburn.
Springthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

4 m. E. Gainsborough. Ac. 1072. P. 260.

Springwater, a township, U. S., N. America,
New York, 16 m. E. Genesee.
Sproatley, a pa. of Engl., co. York, E. Riding,

7 m. E.N.E. Kingston-on-Hull. Ac. 1380. P. 455.
Sprotborough, a pa., Engl., co. York, W. Rid-

ing, 2J m. W.S.W. Doncaster. Ac. 3856. P. 504.

Sprottau, a town of Pruss. SUesia, gov. and 38
m. N.W. Leignitz, on the Bober, hero joined by
the Sprotta, affl. of the Pleisse, and on rail, to
Glogau. P. 4811. Manufs. woollens and linens.
Sproughton, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3

m. W.N.W. Ipswich. Ac. 2393. P. 598.

Sprouston, a pa. of Scotland, co. Roxburgh,-
2\ m. E.N.E. Kelso. Ac. 8731, P. 1305, of
whom 379 are in the village. '

Sprowston, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2J
m. N.N.E. Norwich, Ac. 2576. P. 1407. It is*

included in the outer boundary of the city ofl

Norwich, and has many handsome residences. \

Sproxton, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 8 m,

E.N.E. Melton-Mowbray, Ac. 2360. P, 455,

Spurn-Head, a promontory on the E. coast of

England, co, York, East Riding, at the N.E. enJ

trance to the Humber, 20 m. S.E. Hull, with two
lighthouses, one of which, in lat. 53° 34' 7' N.,

Ion. 0° 7' 2" E., is 100 feet above the sea; 4 milej

E. from it a vessel is moored, having a light 38
feet above the sea, and where a gong is sounded
eveiy ten minutes during fogs. '

Spurstow, a tnshp., Engl., co, Chester, pa. BunJ^
bury, 4 m, S.S.E. Tarporley. Ac. 1797. P. 614.

Spynie (Nenv), Quarrelwood, a pa. of Scotland,

CO. and 2 m. N.W. Elgin. Area 8 sq. m. P. 1344
Sqtillace, Scylacium, an episcopal town ol

S. Italy, prov. and 10 m. S.S.W. Catanzaro. P,

2938. It is the seat of a bishop. The Gulf ol

Squillace, ancient Scylleticus Sinus, is an inlet ol

the Ionian Sea, near the S. of Italy, 35 m. wide,
Squinzaxo, a town of S. Italy, prov. and ciroi

Lecce, P. 3563.

Srebernik or Srebernicza, a town of Euro<
pean Turkey, Bosnia, cap. sanj., 30 m. N.W<
Zvornik. P. 1500.—IL a vill , 23 m. S. Zvornik.'

Both have silver mines in their vicinity.

Sredne-Kolymsk, a town and fort of E. Si-

beria, prov. Yakutsk, on the W. b. of the Kolyma,
150 m. from its mouth, in the Arctic Ocean,

Sri Kanta, a lofty peak of the Himalavas, in

lat. 30° 57' N., Ion. 78° 51' E. It is 20,296 feet

above the sea, and visible 105 m.
SsERPZ, a town of Russian Poland, gov. of

Plotzk. P. 5270.

SsocHATSCHEW, a town of Poland, gov. and 28
m. W. Warsaw, on the Bzura. P. 3725.

SsuwALKi, a town of Poland, gov. and 19 m,
N. Augustowo. P. (1861) 12,573.

Staaden or Staden, a town of Hessen-Darm-
stadt, prov. Ober Hessen, leg. Biidingen, on 1. h.

of the Nidda. P. 680. It has mineral springs,

Staalsboygden, a pa, and vill. of Norway,
stift and 12 m. N.W. Trondhjem, on the N. side

of its fiord. P. 3260.

Stab or Staab (Boh. Stoda), a town of Austria,

Bohemia, circ. and 11 m. S.W. Pilsen. P. 1302.

Stabbio, a town of Switzerland, cant. Tessii^

dist. Mendrisio, It has sulphur baths. P. 1976.

Stabroek is the old Dutch name of George
Town, British Guiana. [George Town.]
Stachelberg, a mountain of Swtzerland, cant

Glarus, at the base of which, in the Linth valley,

is a fashionable bathing establishment.

Stade, a town of Prussia, Hanover, cap. land-

rostei, on the Schwinge, near its mouth in the

Elbe, 22 m. W.N.W, Hamburg, P, (1864) 8424,

It has a gymnasium and mauufs, of flannel and

hosiery. Adjacent to the town, on the Elbe, is

the castle of Brunshausen, near which a ship

used to bo stationed to recdve toll from all

vessels passing up the river. Area of landrostei

2528 sq.m, P, (1864) 300,933,

Stadt-am-Hof, Riparia, a town of Bavaria,

circ. Upper Palatinate, cap. dist., on an island

formed by the Danube, here joined by the Regen,

opposite Eegensburg, with which it is united by

a bridge, forming a suburb. P. 2029.

Stadtberge, a town of Prussia. [Mar-sbero.
|

Stadthagen, a town of Germany, principalityj

Schaumburg-Lippe, cap. dist., 9 m. N.E. Bucke
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burg, on the Hanover and Minden Eailway. P.

19 13. It has a castle, and ducal mausoleum.
Stadthamptox, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.

S.E. Oxford, on the Thames. Ac. 620. P. 329.

Stadtilm, a town of Germany, principality

Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt, on the 11m, 12 m.
AV.N.W. Kudolstadt. P. 2.307.

Stadtlohn, a town of Prussian "Westphalia,

gov. and 30 m. N.W. Munster. P. 2300.

Stadt-oldexdorf, a walled town of Germany,
Brunswick, circ. and 8 m. N.E. Ilolzminden.

r. 2200. It has manufactures of linens.

Stadtsteinach, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Franconia, on the Steinach, 15 m. N. Bayreuth.
Staefa, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 13 m.

S.E. Zurich, on the N. shore of its lake. P. 3826.

Staffa, a small island of the Inner Hebrides,
Scotland, co. Argyle, pas. Kilninian and KU-
more, 6J m. N. the Ross of Mull, and celebrated

for its basaltic columns and caverns. Shape
oval, circumference about IJ m. ; and except on
the N.E. shore, it is almost everywhere sui-

rounded by cliffs hollowed with caverns, the
principal of which is called Fingal's Cave.

Staffelstein, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Franconia, on the Lauter, 15 m. N.N.E. Bam-
berg, on the Nuremberg Eailway. P. 1181.

Stafford, a pari, and munic. bor. and town of

England, cap. co., on the Sow, and on the Lon-
don and N.W. Railway, 25 m. N.N.W. Birming-
ham. Ac. of bor. 2510. P. (1861) 12,532. Alt.

259 feet. Chief edifices, co. hall, 3 churches, 6
dissenting chapels, and 1 each for the Roman
Catholics and Society of Friends, castle, co. gaol,

lunatic asylum, and infirmary, grammar school,

and mechanics' institute. It has extensive tan-
neries, and a large manuf. of boots and shoes for

the London market. The Staffordshire Adver-
tiser is here published weekly. It sends 2 mem-
bers to H. of C. Reg. electors (1864) 1495. It

is the birthplace of Isaac Walton.—II. {WesQ,
a pa., CO. Dorset, on the Came, 2\ m. E.S.E.
Dorchest-er. Ac. 984. P. 220.

Stakfoku, several townships of the U. S., N.
America.—I. Connecticut, 9 m. N.E. Tolland.

—

II. New York, co. Genesee, in the W. part of the
state.—III. New Jersey, 38 m. S. Freehold.

—

Stafford Springs, Connecticut, 28 m. N.E. Hart-
ford, are chalybeate, and greatly resorted to by
summer visitors.

Stafford, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in N.E. of Virginia. Area 297 sq. m. P. 5241
free, 3314 slaves.

Staffordshire, an inland co., England, having
E. Derbyshire, N. Cheshire, W. Shropshire, and
S. the cos. of "Warwick and Worcester. Area
1184 sq. m., or 728,468 ac. P. (1861) 746,943. Its

N.E. quarter is chiefly moorland, rising in some
places to 1200 and 1500 feet above the sea, and
continuous N.ward with the high lands separat-
ing Yorkshire from Lancashire. The centre of

the CO. is level or undulating ; in the S. it is

again hUly. The Trent rises in the co., inter-

sects its centre, and then with the Dove forms all

t he E. boundary ; other rivers are its affluents,

the Sow, Tame, Blythe, and Churnet, on the
banks of all which is fertile soil. Climate chill,

owing to the elevation and rugged character of

a great part of the surface ; much rain falls in

the W. About two-thirds are estimated to be in

tillage, but mining and manufs. are more import-
,^nt than agriculture, and this co. ranks as the
third in England for manufacturing industiy.
Many parts of the co. are well wooded. Rain-
fall at Wrottesley 24 inches. "Very productive
-oal fields are wrought both in the N. and in the

S., where are the extensive iron manufactures of
Wolverhampton, "Wednesbury, "Walsall, Tipton,
Bilson, Dudley; and around Stoke, Handley, and
Burslem is the dist. called " the Potteries." The
iron goods made comprise all articles from nails

to steam machinery ; the vast establishment of
Boulton and Watt at Soho being within the co.

Copper, lead, limestone, sandstone, marble, ala-

baster, and the best pottery clay are important
mineral products; and around Cheadle there are
extensive copper and brass works. In addition
to all kinds of earthenwares, glass, carpets, bats,

boots, shoes, and chemical products are made.

—

Burton-on- Trent is highly celebrated for its ale.

Nearly all parts of the co. are intersected by
canals, and the London and N.'W. Railway tra-

verses it in two branches. It is subdivided into

5 hunds., and contains the city of Lichfield, the
pari. bors. of Stafford, "Walsall, Tamworth, "Wol-
verhampton, Newcastle-under-Lyne, and Stoke-
upon-Trent, besides nearly 20 market towns, and
upwards of 1000 villages and hamlets. The
county belongs to the diocese of Lichfield. Ex-
clusive of bors., it sends 4 members to H. of C.
Reg. electors (1864) N. division 10,434 ; S. divi-

sion 10,789.

Stagno Grandb^ a town of Austria, Dalmatia,
circ. and 26 m. N.'W. Eagusa, on the peninsula
Sabioncello. P. 1325. It has extensive salt

works.

—

Stagnopiccolo is a vill. N.N.E.ward, with
a good harbour on the channel of Narenta.
Stagnone, an island group in the Mediter-

ranean Sea, "W. of Sicily. Chief islands, Burrone,
San-Pautaleo, Facilla, and Cerdenisi.
Stagsden, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m.

W.S."W. Bedford. Ac. 3386. P. 708.

Stainby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8J m.
S.S."W. Grantham. Ac. 1550. P. 168.

Staindrop, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. Durham, ward and 11 m. "W.N.AV. Darling-
ton. Ac. of pa. 11,837. P. 2406. Town well
built. Near it are lead works.

Staines, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. Middlesex, at its S.W. extremity, on the
Thames, here crossed by a bridge, at the influx

of the Colne, 19 m. W.S.W. St Paul's Cathedral,
London. Ac. of pa. 1844. P. 2749. Alt. 55 ft.

Stainfied, a pa. of England, co. and 9 m.
E.N.E. Lincoln. Ac. 2450. P. 164.

Stainforth, a tnshp., England, co. York, W.
Riding, pa. Hatfield, 3 m. "W.S.W. Thome. P. 751.

Stainland, a chapelry of England, co. York,
"W. Riding, Z\ m. S. Halifax. Ac. 1730. P. 4657.
Stainley (South), a pa. of England, co. York,

W. Eiding, 3 m. N.E. Eipley. Ac. 1800. P. 257.
Stainmore, a chapelry of England, co. West-

moreland, pa. and 4 m. E.S.E. Brough. P. 672.
Staintox, several pas. of England.—I. (GreaC),

CO. Durham, 5 m. N.E. Darlington. Ac. 1947. P.
140.—II. (by LangwortKy co. and 7 m. E.N.E.
Lincoln. Afc. 3021. P. 213.—IIL co. York, N.
Riding, 4J m. S.E. Stockton. Ac. 5160. P. 13,761.

—I"V". same co., "West Riding, 7 m. S.S."W. Don-
caster. Ac. 2789. P. 267—V. Qe Vale), co. Lin-
coln, 6 m. N.E. Market-Raisen. Ac. 2450. P.
191.—VI. {Market:), co. and 17 m. E.N.E. Lin-
coln. Ac. 1180. P. 108.—Siepiton, S.W. co.

Pembroke, 5 m. S.S.'W". Haverford-"West. Ac.
7275. P. 3710. It includes Milford Haven.

Stair, a pa. and vill., Scotl., co. and on "Water
of Ayr, 4 m. S."W. Mauchline. Ac. .5449. P. 743.

Stalbridge, a pa. and market town of Eng-
land, CO. Dorset, on a branch of the Stour, 6^ m.
E.N.E. Sherborne. Ac. 6681. P. 1929, partly
engaged in the manuf. of stockings.

Staley Bridge, a market town and chapelry
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of England, cos, Lancaster and Chester, on the

Manchester and Bury KaiJ., 7 m. N.E. Stockport.

P. 24,921. Alt. 358 ft. It has cotton manufs. It

belongs to the pa. & bor. of Ashton-under-Lyne.
Stalham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6^ m.

E.S.E. North Walsham. Ac. 1792. P. 750.

Stalim£nk or Lemxos, an island of the Grecian

Archipelago, belonging to Turkey, in the .^gean

Sea, 40 m. E.S.E. Mount Athos. Area 160 sq. m.

P. 10,000. It consists of two peninsulas, sepa-

rated by the harbours Paradiso and St Antonio.

Surface mountainous, with extinct craters ; soil

fertile in corn, oil, wine, and fruits, etc.—The
cap. town, Lemnos, is on the W. coast. P. 1000

;

with a citadel, harbour, and shipbuilding docks.

Stalisfield, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 12 m.
W.S.W. Canterbury. Ac. 2226. P. 332.

Stalla or Bivio, a vill. of East Switzerland,

cant. Grisons, 10 m. N.E. Chiavenna, at the base

of the Julier Pass, 6774 feet above the sea.

Staixingborough, a pa. of England, co. Lin-

coln, on the Lincolnshire Eailwav, 4 J m. W.N.W.
Great Grimsby. Ac. 5792. P. 433.

Stai.lupohken, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and
16 m. E.N.E. Gumbinnen, cap. circ. P. 3118.

Stalmine, a chapelry of Englami, co., pa. and
13 m. S.W. Lancaster. P. 3037.

Stamborxe, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 20 m.
N.W. Colchester. Ac. 1872. P. 637.

STAMBOUL,the Turkish name of Constantinople.

Stajlbridge, two pas. of England, co. Essex.

—I. {GreatX n m. N.E. Eochford. Ac. 1353. P.

334.—II. {Litde), 1\ m. E.N.E. Eochford. Ac.
COO. P. 125.

Stamford, a pari., munic. bor., and town of

England, cos. Lincoln and Northampton, on the

Welland, here crossed by a bridge, and on rail.,

11 m. W.N.W. Peterborough. Ac, of bor. 1950.

P. (1861) 8047. It has five pa. churches, town-
hall, theatre, and assembly rooms. The Welland
is navigable for barges hence to the sea. Malting
and retail trade considerable. It sends 2 mems.
to H. of C. Eeg. electors (1864) 555. Alt, 104 ft.

Stamford, several townships, TJ. S., North
America.—I. Connecticut, on Long Island Sound,
on which it has a good harbour, 67 m. S.W,
Hartford.—II. New York, 61 m. W.S.W. Albany.
Stamford, a township of Canada West, west

of the Falls of Niagara.
Stamfokdham, a pa. of England, co. Nor-

thumberland, 12 m. W.N.W. Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Ac. 18,089. P. 1800. Lime and coal are found
here in great quantities.

Stampalia, an island of the Grecian Archi-
pelago, gov. Santorin, 20 m. S.E. Amorgo. Area
50 sq. m. P. 1500. Chief villages, St Andrea
and Livorno.
Stanpfen, a market town of West Hungary,

CO. and 10 m. N.N.W. Presburg. P, 3780.
Stajjbridge, a chapelry, England, co. Bedford,

pa. and 3^ m. E.S.E, Leighton-BuzzardL P. 654.
Stahderwick, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

3 m. N.E. Frome. Ac. 303. P. 60.

Standford, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2i m.
N.W. Hythe. Ac. 118L P. 294.
Standford, several pas^ etc., of England.—I.

CO. Norfolk, 6 m. S.W. Watton. Ac. 2608. P.
200.—II. CO. Northampton, 6 m. S.E. Lutter-
worth. Ac. 1510. P. 42.—III. CO, Worcester, 8
m, N.N.E. Bromyard. Ac. 1278. P. 201.—IV.
{BUhopsy, CO. Hereford, 3 m. S.E. Bromyard. Ac.
1471, P, 234.—V. (J)ingley\ co. Berks, 9 m. W.
lieading. Ac. 914. P. 145.—VI. (in-the-Vale),
CO. Berks, 4 m. E.S.E. Great Fairingdon. Ac.
8829. P. 1277.—VII. (^Le-Hope), co. Essex, 12
m, E.S.E. Eomford. Ac. 2984. P. 604.—VIII.

1Ac. I
(^Rivers), co Essex, 5 m. E.S.E. Epping,
4386. P. 992.—IX. (pn-Soary, co. Notts, 2 m. N
Loughborough. Ac. 1520. P. 140.

Standgrousd, a pa. of England, co. Hunting-
don. 1 m. S.S.E. Peterborough. Ac. 5698. P.
1839.

Standish, two pas. of England.—I. co. and 7
m. S.S.W. Gloucester. Ac. 3388. P. 525.—IL co.

Lancaster, 3^ m. N.N.W. Wigan, on the Preston
andWyreEailway. Ac. 16,285. P. (1861) 10,410.

Manufs. cotton and linen, and coal mines.
Standish, a township of U. S., North America,

Maine, 56 m. S.S.W. Augusta. P. 2290.

Standlake, a pa. of England, oo. Oxford, 4i
m. S.S.E. Witney. Ac. 2495. P. 822.

Standlinch, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 5 m.
S.S.E. Salisbury. Ac. 694. P. 90. Trafalgar-
park, the seat conferred by Parliament on Ad-
miral Nelson, is in this parish.

Standon, two pas. of England.—I. co. and 8
m. N.E. Hertford. Ac. 7520. P. 2245. It has a
Eoman Catholic college.—II. co. Stafford, 4 m.
N.N.W. Eccleshall, on the North-Western Eail-
way. Ac. 2670. P. 347.

Stane, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa,

Cambusnethan. P. 695.

Stanfield, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 64
m. N.N.W. East Dereham. Ac. 903. P. 195.
Stanford, a township of the U, S., North.

America, New York, 16 m. N.E. Poughkeepsie.
Stanhoe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.

S.S.W. Bumham-Westgate. Ac. 1489. P. 468.
Stanhope, a pa. of England, co. Durham, 6 m.

W.N.W. Wolsingham, and on the Wear Valley
Eailway. Ac. 64,876. P, (1861) 9664, partly
employed in lead mines. Eoman antiquities have
been found hei'e.

Stanion, a pa., England, co. and 20 m. N.N.K
Northampton. Ac. 1850. P. 351.

Stanislaus, a co. of IT. S., North America,
California. P. 2246,

Stanislawow, a strongly fortified town of
Austrian Poland, Galicia, cap. circ, between two
arms of the Bistritza, 75 m. S.S.E. Lemberg. P.
10,864. It has a gymnasium.
Stanley, a vill. and quoad sacra pa. of Scot-

land, CO. Perth, on rt. b. of the Tay, on railway,

6^ m. N. Perth. P. 1274, mostly employed in

cotton factories.

Stanley, a co. of South Australia, enclosed by
cos. Gawler, Light Burra, and Victoria. Lat,
33° 45' S. ; Ion. 188' 30' E.
Stanley, a co. of Queensland, Australia,

bounded on the E. by Moreton Bay, S. by Ward,
W. by Churchill and Cavendish, and N. by Can-
ning. Chief town Erisbaiie, on the river of the
same name, which traverses the co.

Stanley, several pas., etc., of England.—

L

{King'sy, co. Glo'ster, 3 m. W.S.W. Stroud. Ac.
1679. P, 2038, extensively employed in woollen
manufs.—II. (St Leonard's), same co., 3i m.
W.S.W. Stroud. Ac. 1070. P. 864.—III. iPorU-
largey, same co., 2 m. N.W. Winchcombe. Ac.

960. P. 67.—IV. (with- Wretithorpe), a township,
CO. York, W. Eiding, pa. and 2 m. N.E. Wake-
field. Ac. 4345. P. 82.37.—V. a township in the

N. of Staffordshire, 4 m. S.W. Leek. Givef

name to the Stanley family.—VI. (or Stanlegh).

in N. Wiltshire.

Stanly, a co. of the IT. S., North America, in

S. of North Carolina. Area 353 sq. m. P. 6632

free, 1169 slaves.

Stanmer, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4 m
N.N.E. Brighton. Ac. 1346. P. 147.

Stanmore, two pas. of England, co. Middlesex.

—L (Great), 12 m, N,W, St Paul's, London. Ac.
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1441. P. 1318.—II. {Litlle), lOj m. N.W. St

Paul's, London. Ac. 1552. P. 891.

Stanxern (Boh. Stonarzoto). a town of Austria,

Moravia, circ. and 7 m. S.E. Iglau. P. 1060. A
great fall of aerolites took place here in 1807.

Stanningfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5

m. S.S.E. Bury-St-Edmund's. Ac. 1455. P. 351.

Stanningtox, a pa. of England, co. Northum-
berland, ^ m. S.S.E. Morpeth. Ac. 10,093. P.

1058, employed in coal mines.

Stanovoi or Stannovoi Mountains, a long
mountain chain of Siberia, extending between
lat. 60° and 67° N., Ion. 110° and 180° E. The
chain commences in the W. in Transbaikal,

and runs E. to the Sea of Okhotsk, separating

tlie basin of the Amur on the S. from that of the

Lena, then skirts the coasts of the sea to about
lat. 62°, when it separates into three great

branches, the first stretching eastward through
the country of Chukotsk to Behring Strait, se-

parating the waters which flow to the Pacific

from those which fall into the Arctic Ocean ; the
second, extending to the N.E., forms the com-
mon limit between the basins of the Kolima & the

Indigirka, the third, the Verkhoianskoi moun-
tains, incline to the N.N.W., and separate the

waters of the Aldan from the tributaries on the

left of the Indigirka, with an offshoot extending
between its lower curve and the Yana, where
the Verkhodsk mountains form the gate to the

great hyperborean tundra which stretches out to

tlie Icy Sea. Little is known of the Stanovoi
mountains, except that they are very elevated,

rugged, and covered with perpetual snow. As
far N. as lat. 55° their lower portions are clothed

with dense forests. Estimated length 3000 m.
Stansfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4^ m.

N.N.E. Clare. Ac. 1989. P. 649.—11. a township,
CO. York, West Eiding, pa. and 4J m. N.W.
Halifax. Ac. 5920. P. 8174.

Stanstead, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Kent, 9 m. W.S.W. Rochester. Ac. 1956. P. 403.

—IL CO. Suffolk, 6 ra. E.N.E. Clare. Ac. 1162.

P. 382.—III. {Abbots), CO. Herts, 2J m. N.N.E.
Hoddesden. Ac. 2594. P. 980. In this parish

are remains of Ryehouse, which gave name to the

pretended plot in the reign of Charles ii.—IV.
(Mountjilchety, co. Essex, on the Eastern Co. Rail.,

3i m. N. Bishop-Stortford. Ac. 4193. P. 1769.

Stanstead, a co. of Canada East, on the borders
of Vermont, tJ. S. It is intersected by the Grand
Trunk Railway, and contains Lake Massawippi
and part of Memphremagog. Chief town, Stan-
stead Plain. P. 1000
Stanton, numerous pas., etc., of England.—1.

CO. Glo'ster, 5 m. N.E. Winchcombe. Ac. 1650.
P. 280.—II. {All-Saints), co. Suffolk, 9J m. N.E.
Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 3254. P. 1045.—IIL
(on-Arrow), co. Hereford, 6J m. E.N.E. Kington.
Ac. 2925. P. 387.—IV. {St Bernard), co. Wilts,
ol m. E. Devizes. Ac. 1979. P. 358.—V. (by-

Bridge), CO. and 6 m. S.S.E. Derby. Ac. 1770.

P. 185.—VI. (by-Dale), co. and 7^ m. E. Derby.
Ac 1412. P. 499.—VII. (Drew), co. Somerset, 7
in. S. Bristol. Ac. 2075. P. 523.—VIII. (Fitz-

warren), co. Wilts, 2i m. S.W. Highworth. Ac.
1391. P. 205.—IX. (St Gabriel), co. Dorset, 4 m.
W.S.W. Bridport. Ac. 1242. P. 75.—X. (Bury),
CO. Bucks, 3 m. W.S.W. Newport-Pagnell. Ac.
750. P. 29.—XI. (on-Hine-Heath), co. Salop, 6
m. S.E. Wem. Ac. 5560. P. 648.—XIL (har-
court), CO. Oxford, 4J m. E.S.E. Witney. Ac
8120. P. 661.—XIII. (St John's), co. and 5 m.
E.N.E. Oxford. Ac. 6045. P. 768—XIV. (Lacy),
CO. Salop, 3 m. N.N.W. Ludlow. Ac 7615. P.

1698.—XV. (Long), same co., 7 m. S.S.W. Much-

Wenlock. Ac. 1837. P. 234.—XVI. (All Saints'),

CO. and 6i m. N.N.W. Cambridge. Ac. 885. P,
440.—XVII. (St Michael), same co., 5J m. N.W.
Cambridge. Ac. 885. P. 145.—XVIII. (Prior).
CO. Somerset, 6 m. W.S.W. Bath. Ac 841. P.
136.—XIX. (St Quintin), co. Wilts, 5 m. N.N.W.
Chippenham. Ac 1820. P. 338.—XX. (AS<oney),

CO. Leicester, 4 m. E.N.E. Hinchley. Ac. 1750.
P. 703.—XXI. a chapelry, co. Derbv, pa. Youl-
grave, 3J m. S.S.E. Bakewell. P. 716.—XXIL
a chapelry, same co., pa. Stapenhill. P. 2413.
Stanway, two. pas. of England,—I. co. Essex,

4 m. W.S.W. Colchester. Ac 3368. P, 964.—
II. CO. Glo'ster, 3^ m. N.E. Winchcombe. Ac.
3390. P. 378.

Stanwiell, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, 2\
m. N.N.E. Staines. Ac 3963. P. 1714.
Stanwick, two pas. of England.—I co. North-

ampton, 2 m. N.N.E. Higham-Ferrers. Ac. 1830.

P. 669.—II. (St JohnX co. York, North Riding, 7

m. N.N.E. Richmond. Ac 6045. P. 768.

Stanwix, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,
connected with Carlisle by a bridge over the
Eden. Ac 6158. P. 2356.

Stanz, a town of Switzerland, cant. Unterwal-
den, cap. its lower division, 7 m. S.S.E. Lucerne.
P. 2028. Its town-hall, of historic celebrity,

contains a series of portraits ; in its market place
is the statue of Arnold Von Winkelried, a native
of Stanz ; and near the church is a monument
to the inhabitants of the town massacred by the
French in 1798.

Stanzstadt, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Un-
terwalden, dist. Nidwald, celebrated in the Swiss
wars of independence. P. 752.

Stapenhill, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 1 m.
S.E. Burton-on- Trent. Ac 4620. P. 3077.

Staphorst, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov.
Overyssel, 11 m. N.E. ZwoUe. P. 2880.

Staple, two pas., Ehgland.—I. co. Kent, 8 m.
E.S.E. Canterbury. Ac 1009. P. 520.—II. (Fitz-

paine), co. Somerset, 5 m. S.S.E. Taunton. Ac.
2864. P. 264.

Stapleford, several pas. of England.—I. co.

and 4 m. S.S.E. Cambridge. Ac. 1400. P. 465.

—II. CO. and 3 m. N.N.W. Hertford. Ac. 1300.

P. 289.—III. CO. Leicester, 4^ m. E, Melton-
Mowbray. Ac 3960. P. 109.—IV. co. Lincoln,
6 m. E.N.E. Newark. Ac. 2930. P. 204.—V.
CO. and 6 m. W.S.W. Nottingham. Ac. 1460.

P. 1729, partly employed in lace manufactures.

—

VI. CO. Wilts, 4 m. N.N.W. Wilton. Ac. 2016.

P. 260.—VII. (Abbots), co. Essex, 5 m. S.E.
Epping. Ac. 2331. P. 602.—VIII. (Tarcney),

same Co., 3^ m. S.E. Epping. Ac. 1633. P. 273,

Staplegrove, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
2 m. N.W. Taunton. Ac 1059. P. 469.

Staplehurst, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4J
m. N.N.E. Cranbrook, on the South-Eastern Rail-
way. Ac. 5737. P. 1695.

Stapleton, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Cumberland, 9 m. E.N.E. Longtown. Ac. 11.335.

P. 984.—II. CO. Glo'ster, 2^ m. N.N.E. Bristol,

Ac 2554. P. 6365.—III. co. Salop, b\ m. S.S.W.
Shrewsbury. Ac 1836, P. 281.

Stapleton Island is an island ot the middle
cluster of the Arzobispo Archipelago, North
Pacific Ocean.
Stapylton, a co. of New S. Wales, on the

frontier of Queensland, between the Macintyro
and Gilgal rivers, pastoral dist. Gwydir. Lat.
28° 45' S.; Ion. 150° E, Chief place, DighU
Ac 1,312,000.

Starala-Russa, a town of Russia, gov. and 3^
m. S. Novgorod, on a river which flows into LaRH
llmen. P. 8700. It is enclosed by earthen ram-
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Sarts, and has an imperial palace, saltworks, and
a large trade in flax, linseed, timber, and flour.

Starasol or Starosol, a town of Austrian

Poland, Galicia, 10 m. W.S.W. Sambor. P. 1066.

Starbruck Island, Pacific Ocean, lat. 6° 20'

S., Ion. 155° 56' W., was discovered in 1823.

Starcross, a chapelry of England, co. Devon,

7^ m. S.S.E. Exeter, with which city it is con-

nected by railway. P. 1192.

Stargaud (Neu), a town of Prussia, prov. Po-
merania, on 1. b. of the navigable Ihua, gov. and
21 m. E.S.E. Stettin, with which it communicates
by rail. P. (1864) 16,692. Ma^ufs. woollen cloth,

Unens, hosiery, tobacco, soap, and leather.—II. a

town of West Prussia, gov. & 27 m. S.W. Danzig,

cap. circ, on the Ferse. P. 3600.—III. {Stargard

an-der LindeX a town of Mecklenburg-StreUtz,

cap. circ, 14 m. N.E. Neu-StreUtz. P. 1618.

Stabia, a town of European Turkey, Albania,

40 m. S. Ochrida.—AS'tart-J/a«cto» is a vilL, Turk-
ish Croatia, on the Sanna, 32 m- W. Banialuka.

Staritza, a town of Russia, gov. and 41 m.
W.S.W. Tver, cap. circ, on the Volga, here

crossed by a flying bridge. P. (1863) 5060.

Stabk, 3 COS., U. S., N. Amer.—I. Illinois. P.

9004.—II. Indiana. P. 2195.—III. Ohio. P. 42,978.

Starkenbach, a town of Austria, Bohemia,
25 m. N. Neu-Bidschow. P. 2500.

Starkenbubg, a prov. of Hessen-Darmstadt,
Central Germany, E. the Rhine. Area 1158 sq.

m. P. (1861) 322,744.

Starkey, a township of U. S., N. Amer., New
York, 10 m- N.E. Penn-Yann.

—

Starkesborough

is a township of Vermont, 42 m. S.W. Montpelier.

Star-Ejium (Tart. JEski-Krum), a town of S.

Russia, gov. Taurida, 10 m. W. Kaffa.

Starkstadt (Boh. Starkowy, a town of Austria,

Bohemia, circ. & 25 m. N.E. KSniggratz. P. 1000.

Starobielsk, a town of Russia, gov. and 130
m. S.W. Kharkov, cap. circ, with a cathedraL
P. (1863) 13,385.

Starodub, a town of Russia, gov. and 100 m.
N.E. Tchemigov, cap. circ, on the Babintza.
P. (1863) 11,007. It is enclosed by earthen
ramparts, and has a caithedral and a monastery.

Staroi-Oskol, a town of Russia, gov. and 70
m. E.S.E. Koursk, on the Oskol, here joined by
the Oskla. P. 5000. It is mostly built of wood.
SxARO-KoxsTANTrNOV. a town, Russian Poland,

gov. Volhynia, 75 m. W.N.W. Jitomir. P. 11,000.

Starr, a co. of U. S., North America, Texas.
P. 2400 free, 6 slaves.

Starston, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, li m.
N.N.W. Harleston. Ac. 2244. P. 481.

Startforth, a pa., Engl., co. York, N. Riding,
1 m. W.S.W. Barnard-Castle. Ac 3060. P. 802.

Start Point, a headland, near the S. extremity
of the CO. Devon, England, 9i m. S.S.W. Dart-
mouth, with a lighthouse, 204 feet above the sea,

lat 50° 13' 4' N., Ion. 3° 38' W.
Staschow, a walled town of Poland, gov. of

Radom, and 30 m. W.S.W. Sandomir, on the
Czama. P. 5521.

Stassfurth, awalled town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. and 20 m. S.S.W. Magdeburg, on the Bode.
P. 2356. On the opposite side of the river is Alt-
Stassfurth, a vUl. P. 534.
States ofthk Ciicrcii. [Pontifical States.]
Staten Islasu, U. S., North America, state

and 8 m. S.W. New York, and forming the co.

Richmond. Length 14 m., breadth 4 to 8 ra.

Area 63 sq. m. P. 15,061. Surface hilly in the
N., and Richmond hill, 307 feet above the sea,

commands a fine view of New York bay and
city. Surface productive; and it has several
villages and country residences, with iron mines,

and thriving fisheries. Steamers ply daily be-
tween it and New York.—II. one of the Kurile
islands. Pacific Ocean. [Iturlt.]—IIL an isl.

of Tierra del Fuego, at the S. extremity of South
America, separated by Le Maire Strait from
King Charles' South Land. Length 45 m. Shores
much indented. At its E. extremity is Cape St
John, in lat 54° 42' 8' S., Ion. 63° 43' 5" W.
Statfold, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 3 m.

N.E. Tamworth. Ac 450. P. 26.

Stathekm, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 8
m. N.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1420. P. 524.

Stacbbach ("i>iMf Stream"), a waterfall of
Switzerland, cant Berne, in the Oberland, 1 m. S.
Lauterbrunnen. It streams over the top of a
rock, and after falling for 800 or 900 feet, is dis-

persed by the wind before reaching the bottom of
the valley, so as to resemble a horse's tail.

Staufen, a town of Baden, circ. Upper Rhine,
cap. dist, on the Neumagen, 10 m. S.S.W. Frei-
burg, in the Bresgau. P. 1838.

Staughtok, two contiguous pas. of England.
—I. (Greaty, co. Huntingdon, 3 m. S.E. Kunbol-
ton. Ac 5940. P. 1312.—IL (Z,t«fe), co. Bedford,
3 m. S.S.E. Kimbolton. Ac ICCO. P. 572.

Staunton, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Notts, 7 m. S. Newark. Ac. 2375. P. 151.—IL
CO. Worcester, 8 m. W.S.W. Tewkesbury. Ac
1447. P. 507.—III. {pn-Wye% co. and 9J m.
W.N.W. Hereford. Ac 2320. P. 675.—(5arro/d),
a township, co. Leicester, pa. Breedon, &J m.
N.N.E. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Ac 1840. P. 352.

Staunton, a town of the U. S., North America,
Virginia, on Central Railway, 100 m. W.N.W.
Richmond. It is the seat of the state institutioua

for lunatics, deaf, dumb, and blind.

StayANGER, a seaport town of Norway, stift

Christiansand, cap. amt, on the Bukke-fiord, an
inlet of the North Sea, 100 m. S. Bergen. P.

(1866) 16,647. It has an export trade in timber,

extensive fisheries, and a fine cathedral. Area
of dist., 3530 sq. m. P. (1856) 104,850.

Stan'elot, a town of Belgium, prov. and 24 m.
S.E. Liege, cap. cant. P. 3798.

Stavehagex, a town of N. Germany, Meck-
lenburg-Schwerin, 31 m. E.S.E. Giistrow. P.
2028.

Stavelet, two pas. of England.—I. co. Derby,
with a station on the Midland Counties Railway,
4 m. N.E. Chesterfield. Ac 10,442. P. 7513,

partly engaged in iron and coal mines.—II. co.

York, West Riding, 3 m. S.W. Boroughbridge.
Ac. 1240. P. 343—III. (fiver), a chapelry, co.

Westmoreland, pa. Kirkby-Kendal, on Winder-
mere Railway, 5 ra. N.N.W. Kendal. P. 705.

Staverton, several pas., of England.—I. ca
Devon, 3 m. N.N.W. Totness. Ac 6356. P. 949.

It has extensive slate quarries.—II. co. and 5 m.
N.E.Gloucester. Ac 720. P. 315.-111. co. Nor-
thampton, 2 m. W.S.W. Daventry. Ac. 2240.

P. 486.

StAvropol, two towns of Russia.—I. Caucasia,

cap. gov. St&VTopol, in a fertile countir, on the

Tachla, 59 m. W.N.W. Alexandrov. P. (1863)

17,363. It is fortified, and has manufs. of soap

and leather. The gov. of Stavropol has an area

of 40,196 sq. m,, and a pop. (1858) of 562,317.—

II. gov. and 65 m. S.S.E. Simbirsk, cap. circ, on

the Volga. P. 4652. [Caucasus.]
Stavros (Stageiray, a vill. of European Turkey,

Macedonia, on the Gulf of Contessa, 38 m. E.

Salonica. The birthplace of Aristotle.

Stawley, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4 m.

S.S.W. Wiveliscombe. Ac. 830. P. 188.

Stean, a pa. of England, co. Northampton, 2J
m. N.W. Brackley. Ac 1360. P. 25.
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Steakns, a CO. of U. S., North America, Min-

nesota. P. 4505.

Stebbing, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3 m.
E.N.E. Dunmow. Ac. 4301. P. 1346.

Steckborn, a town, Switz., caut. Thurgau, on
Unter-see, 8 m. W. Constance. P. 2305.

Stedham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2 m.
W.N.W. Midhiirst. Ac. 2249. P. 530.

Steei, a CO., U. S., North America, Minne-
sota. P. 2863.

Steele or Steple, a town of Rhenish Prussia,

on railway, gov. and 21 m. N.E. DUsseldorf. P.

2582. Coal is found in its vicinity.

Steenbergen, a fortified town, Netherlands,
prov. S. Brabant, 20 m. W. Breda. P. 4200.

Steenkerque, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hain-
ault, 15 m. N.N.E. Mons. P. 1050. The French
here defeated the Allies 3d August 1692.

Steenwerck and Steenvoorde, two comms.
and towns of France, dep. Nord.—I. 7 m. N.
Ilazebrouck. P. 3993.—II. 6 m. N.N.E. Haze-
brouck. P. 4780.

Stee:hwijk, a town, Netherlands, prov. Over-
yssel, cap. cant, 9 m. N.E. Bloikzjl. P. 3686.

Steep, a pa. of England, co. Hants, IJ m. N.
Petersfield. Ac. 5259. P. 903.

Steep-Holmes Island, a rocky island in the
Bristol Channel, at the mouth of the Severn, 10
ra. S.S.W. Cardiff. Circumference about 1^ m.
It was formerly the site of a priory.

Steeping, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln.

—

I. (Great), 2| m. S.E. Spilsby. Ac. 1724. P. 334.

—II. (Little), 3 m. S.E. Spilsby. Ac. 1490. P. 326.

Steeple, two pas. of England.—I. co. Dorset,

4^ m. S.S.W. Wareham. Ac. 3362. P. 262.—II.

CO. Essex, 6 m. E.S.E. Maldon. Ac. 3434. P. 559.

Steeton, a township of England, co. York,
West Riding, pa. and 1\ m. from Kildwick, on
the Midland Counties Railway. Ac. 1069. P. 75.

Stefaxaconi, a Greek village of S. Italy, prov.

Catanzaro, circ. Monteleone. P. 1664.

Stefano (San) d'Aveto, a town of N. Italj',

prov. Genoa, circ. Chiavari. P. (of mand.) 5136.

Stege, a town of Denmark, cap. island Moen,
on its W. coast, 13 m. S.E. Prsestoe. P. 1932.

Stegen, an island and vUl. of Norway, prov.

Nordland, lat. 68° N., Ion. 14° 30' E. P. 1700.

Stein, a town of Switzerland, 11 m. E.S.E.

Schaffhausen, on rt. b. of the Rhine. P. 1399.

Stein, a market town of Lower Austria, on the

Danube, opposite Mautem, with which it is con-
nected by a bridge 1600 feet in length, 38 m.
W.N.W. Vienna. P. 1700. It has manufs. of

mustard and vinegar, and an active trade.

Steinach, two towns of Germany.—I. Baden,
circ. Middle Rhine, on the Kinzig river, 3 m. S.E.

Biberach. P. 1400 II. (^Neckar), Hessen-Dann-
stadt, prov. Starkenburg, on the Neckar, 15 m.
E.S.E. Mannheim. P. 1200.—IIL a vill. of Saxe-
Meiningen, on the Steinach, an affl. of the

Eodach, 4 m. N.N.W. Stoneburg. P. 2211.

8tein-am-Anger (Hung. Szombathely), a town
(if W. Hungary, co. Eisenburg, on the Gilns river,

12 m. E.S.E. Guns. P. 4100. It is the see of a

bishop, and has an episcopal palace and a cathe-

dral. It occupies a part of the site of the ancient

Sdbaria, which, under Claudius, was named Clau-

dia-Augusta.
Steinau, two towns of Germany.—I. Prussian

Silesia, gov. and 34 m. N.W. Breslau, cap. circ,

on the Oder. P. 2760.—II. Hesson-Cassel, prov.

iiiid 27 m. E.N.E. Hanau. P. 2734.

Steinau, a market town of Prussian Silesia,

gov. and 24 m. S.W. Oppeln. P. 1050.

Steinbacii, several small towns, etc., of Ger-
many.—I. Baden, circ. Middle Rhine, 2 m, N.E.

Bllhl, on the Mannheim and Basle Railway. P.
1882.—IL H.-Cassel, prov. Fulda, 5 m. E.S.E.
Schmalkalden. P. 26C6. It has iron forges and
wire works.—III. Saxe-Meiningen, E. Schweina.
P. 1428.

Steinen, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 3 m.
N.W. Schwytz. P. 1413.

Steinfurt or Burgsteinfurt, a town of Prus-
sian Westphalia, gov. and 18 m. N.W. MUnster,
cap. circ, on the Aa. P. 2740.
Steinheim, several towns of Germany.—I.

Prussian Westphalia, gov. and 30 m. S.S.E. Min-
den. P. 2082.—II. Hessen-Darmstadt, prov.
Starkenburg, on the Main, 20 m. N.E. Darmstadt.
P. 1060.—III. a market town of WUrtemberg,
circ. Jaxt, 4 m. N.W. Heidenheim. P. 168,5.—I V.
a vill., circ. Neckar, on the Murr, 2 m. N.E. Mar-
bach. P. 1715.

Steinhude (Lake of), (Germ. Stemhuder-
Meer^, N. Germany, between Hanover & the prin-
cipality Lippe-Schaumburg, 17 m. N.W. Hanover.
Length 5 m. ; breadth 3 m. It has valuable fish-

eries. In it is an island, with the fortress Wil-
helmstein, and the village Steinhude. P. 1370.

Steinitz, a market town of Austria, Moravia,
circ. and 20 m. E.S.E. Brunn. P. 1840.
Steinmauren, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle

Rhine, at the confluence of the Murg and Rhine,
3 m. N. Rastadt. P. 1427.

Stekene, a market town of Belgium, prov.
East Flanders, 18 m. N.E. Ghent. P. 4900.
Stella, a township of England, co. Durham,

pa. Ryton, on the Tyne, which is here navigable,
5 m. W.N.W. Gateshead. Ac 319. P. 542.

Stella, a river of N. Italy, enters the Adriatic
Sea near its head, after a S. course of 35 m. It
is navigable from Palazzolo to the sea.

Stellenboscii, a div. of the Cape Colony, S.

Africa, having E. the divs. Worcesterand Swellen-
dam, S. the Southern Ocean, W. the Cape division.

Area 2280 sq. m. P. (1865) S917.—Stellenbosck,
the cap. town, is 25 m. E. Oape-Town. P. 2975.
Stelling, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6 ni.

S.S.W. Canterbury. Ac. 1321. P. 309.
Stelvio (Pass of), (Germ. Stilfserjoch), Tirol,

in the N. part of the Valtellina, leads from Bor-
mio to Glurns. It was opened in 1824, and is the
loftiest can'iage route in Europe, its summit
being 9100 feet above the sea.

Stenay, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Meuse, cap. cant., arr. and 8 m. W.S.W. Mont-
m^dy, on the Meuse. P. 2817.
Stendal, a walled town of Prussian Saxony,

gov. and 36 m. N.N.E. Magdeburg, cap. circ, on
the Uchte, P. 8079. It has manufactures of

woollen and cotton stuffs, gloves, tobacco, and
leather, with a brisk trade in linen fabrics.

Stenhousemuir, a vill. of Scotland, co. Stir-

ling, pa. Larbert. P. 1392.

Stenigot, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.
S.W. Louth. Ac 1321. P. 96.

Stennis (Firth and), a pa. of Scotland, co.

and comprising a part of the Mainland of Orkney.
P. 1493. The "Standing stones of Stenness"
form a remarkable Druidic monument in this pa.
—II. an isle and a holm on the coast of the pa.

Northmaven, Shetland.
Stenszewo or Stenschevo, a town of Prussian

Poland, gov. and 14 m. S.W. Posen. P. 2000.
Stenton, a pa. of Scotland, co. Haddington,

4J m. S.W. Dunbar. Ac. 7706. P. 692.

Stephen's (St), several pas. of England, co.

Cornwall.—I. including the town Saltash. Ac.
6901. P. 3287.—IL 1 m. N.N.W. Launceston,
and within its pari. bor. Ac. 3905. P. 873.—
III. 4J m. W.N.W, St AusteU. Ac 9002. P
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S045. It has fine porcelain clay.—IV. a pa., co.

Herts,lm.S.S.W. St Albans. Ac. 8140. P. 1786.

Stephenson, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in

N. of Illinois. Area 536 sq. m. P. (1860) 25,112.

Stephestown, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 28 m. E.S.E. Albany.

Stepinglet, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 2J
m. S.W. AmpthUl. Ac. 1060. P. 365.

Stepnaia, a fort of Russia, gov. Orenburg,

circ. and 54 m. E.N.E. Vercho-Uralsk, on the Ui.

P. 1600. It is mostly built of wood, and has a

church and official residences.

Stepnet, a pa. and E. suburb of the British

metropolis, co. Middlesex, included in the bor.

Tower-hamlets, 2J m. E. St Paul's, London.
Ac, with part of Eatcliff, 812. P. (1861) 98,836,

but the parish fonnerly included Stratford-le-

Bow, Limehouse, Shadwell, Bethnal-green,

and Mile-end, still comprised in its extensive

manor. It contains several churches, a grammar
school, numerous charitable establishments, the

London hospital, Jews' hospital, the Thames
police station, and a station on the London and
Blackwall Eailway, besides which a branch com-
municating with the Eastern Counties Eailway
intersects the parish. It is the head of a poor-
law union.

Steppe (Russian StepK), the name of vast
grassy plains in the S.E. of Russia, as the Kirghiz
Steppes, etc.

Steexing, several townships of the IJ. S., N.
America.—I. New York, on Sodus Bay, Lake
Ontario.—II. Massachusetts, 41 m^ W. Boston.

—

III. Connecticut, 49 m. E.S.E. Hartford.
Stebxitamak, a town of Russia, gov. Oren-

burg, cap. disL, at the confl. of two affluents of
the Biela, 72 m. S. Ufa. P. (1863) 8197. A
shower of meteoric stones fell here in 1824.
Sternberg, several towns of Germany.—I.

Austria, Moravia, circ. and 9 m. N.N.E. Olmiitz.

P. 11,000. Manufs. woollen and linen fabrics
and hosiery.— II. Mecklenburg-Schwerin, 29 m.
S.W. Rostock. P. 1945.—III. Prussia, prov.
Bi-andenburg, gov. and 24 m. E. Frankfiirt,

cap. cire. P. 1547.—IV. (Bdhmisch\ a market
town of Austria, Bohemia, circ. and 16 m. S.
Kaurzim. P. 525.

Sternfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 1\
m. S.S.E. Saxmundham. Ac. 1105. P. 208.

Stert, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 2} m. S.E.
Devizes. Ac. 638. P. 184.

Sterzing, a town of Austria, Tirol, circ Pus-
terthal, on the Eisach, 16 m. N.W. Brixen. P. 1615.
Stetchworth, a pa. of England, co. and 12

m. E. Cambridge. Ac. 2824. P. 671.
Stetten, two market towns of Wiirtemberg,

circ. Neckar,— I. (jm Remsthat}, on an affl. of the
Rems, 7 m. E. Stuttgart. P. 1956. It has a royal
residence, and vineyards.—II. (am HeuchelbergX
3 m. N.W. Brackenheim. P. 1000.

Stettin, a fortified town, and, next to Danzig,
the chief port of the Prussian dom., cap. prov.
Pomerania; cap. gov. and circ., on 1. b. of the Oder,
at its mouth in the Stettiner-haff, 79 m. N.N.E.
Berlin, with which it is connected by railway.
Lat 53° 25' 8" N.; Ion. 14° 34' E. P. (1864)
civil and military, 70,759. It commimicates
with a suburb across the river by two wooden
bridges, and has a fortress, government house,
mint, exchange, arsenal, theatre, warehouses,
Lutheran churches, Roman Catholic chapel, a
gymnasium, observatory, school of navigation,
numerous other schools, and literary associations.
Anchors for the Prussian navy are forged, and
it has ship-building docks, sugar refineries, dis-
tilleries, beer breweries, manufactures of woollen

and linen fabrics, hosiery, sail cloth, tobacco,

soap, and paper. Vessels drawing less than 8
feet water come up to its quays; others load

and unload at Swinemiinde. Exports, wheat,
rye, pease, spirits, spelter, pine and oak timber,

staves, rape and linseed, linens, wool, oil cake,
^

etc. Imports, iron, coal, salt, herrings, sugar |

and other colonial products, dye stuffs, and
cotton goods, etc. It has a large annual wool fair

in June.—The Stettiner-haff" is an enlargement of

the Oder immediately N. Stettin, having an area
of nearly 200 sq. m., depth from 12 to 18 feet It

j

receives the river Ucker at Uckermiinde, and it

communicates with the Baltic Sea by three out-
lets, the Peene, Swine, and Delvenow.
Steuben, two cos. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica.—I. in N.E. of Indiana. Area 324 sq. m.
P. (1860) 10,374.—IL in S.W. of New York.
Area 1400 sq. m. P. 66,690.

Steubenville, a town, U. S., North America,
Ohio, cap. CO. Jefferson, 32 m. W. Pittsburg, on
the Ohio. P. 6154. It has a town and market
house, and numerous manufactories.

Stevenage, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 31 m.
N.N.W. London. Ac. 4434. P. 2352.

Stevenson, a town, U. S., N. Amer., Alabama,
on the Nashville river, 30 m. S.W. Chattanoga.
Stevenston, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ayr, com-

prising a part of the town of Saltcoats. Ac.
4208. P. 5452 ; do. of town 2704.

Stevensweert, a town of Dutch Limburg, on
the Maese, 7 ni. S.W. Ruremonde. P. 942.

Steventon, two pas. of England.—I. co. Berks,
on the Great Western Eailway, 4 m. S.W. Abing-
don. Ac. 2382. P. 886.—II. co. Hants, 6 m. E.
Whitchurch. Ac. 2100. P. 167.

Stevington, a pa. of England, co. and 4f m.
W.N.W. Bedford. Ac. 1950. P. 606.

Stewart, two cos. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica.—L in W. of Georgia. Area 683 sq. m. P.

(1860) 6538 free, 7884 slaves.—IL in N. of Ten-
nessee. Area 1400 sq. m. P. 7481 free, 2415 slaves.

Stewart Island, the S.most of the New Zea-
land group, separated by a strait 30 m. wide from
Invercargill, in the South Island. It is well

wooded, with fertile valleys. Paterson Inlet and
Port Pegasus are fine harbours. It is occupied
by a few whalers and half-caste natives.

Stewart Islands, a group in the Pacific

Ocean. [Solomon Islands.^
Stewarton, a manufacturing town and pa. of

Scotland, co. Ayr, on the Annock, here crossed

by three bridges, 5 m. N.W. Kilmarnock. Ac
13,667. P. 4449 ; do. of town 3145. It has manu-
factures of tartans, bonnets, regimental caps,

carpets, worsted, spindles, and clocks.

Stewabtstown, a mkt town of Ireland, Ulster,

CO. Tyrone, 7 m. N.N.E. Dungannon. P. 104L
Stewkley, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 6J m.

E.S.E. Winslow. Ac. 4330. P. 1453.

Stewton, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2^ m.
E. Louth. Ac 971. P. 73.

Steyer, a town of Upper Austria, cap. circ

Traun, at the confl. of the Enns and Steyer, 19

m. S.E. Linz. P. 10,414. The town is enclosed

by walls, and has manufs. of muskets, cotton

velvets, and steel and iron wares.
Steyereck, a town of Upper Austria, circ

Miihl, on the Danube, opposite the influx of the

Traun. P. 408. It is enclosed by old walls.

Steyermabk, the German name of Stybia.
Steynino, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Sussex, rape Bramber, 5 m. from the Channel,

and 12im. S.Horsham. Ac of pa. 3383. P. 1620.

Stia, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. Arezzo, 23

m. E. Florence, on the Upper Amo. P. 2871.
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Stibbard, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, ^ m.
E.S.E. Fakenham. Ac. 1468. P. 451.

Stickeen, a new colony of British N. America,

founded July 1862, between the Eocky Mountains
and Eussian America, provisionally under the

government of Columbia, Frontiers W. and S.W.
Kussian America, S. Columbia, E. the meridian of

125° W. Greenwich, N. the parallel of 62°. It is

baiTen and rocky in the interior, and has no
ports. The river SttckeTi, from which it is named,
enters the Pacific opposite Duke of York Island,

1(J0 m. N. Fort Simpson. It has been explored

for 190 m., and steamers ascend 150 m. Traces of

gold were discovered in 1863, when 200 diggers

were employed. Copper has been found on the

Takacrottus river, which has been ascended 35 m.
Stickford, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.

S.W. Spilsby. Ac. 670. P. 357.

Stickland-Winterborne, a pa., England, co.

Dorset, 4 m. W.S.W. Blandford. Ac. 1340. P. 444.

Stickney, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 9 m.
N.N.E. Boston, Ac. 4220. P. 851.

Stiepanow, two market towns of the Austrian
Empire.—I. Bohemia, cii'C. and 20 m. S. Kaurzim.
P. 1556.—II. Moravia, circ. and 24 m. N.N.W.
Briinn, on the Schwarza. It has iron mines.
Stierne-Oerne, an isl. group of Norway, stift

Christiansand, at the mouth of the Bukke-iiord.

Stiernoe, two isls. of Norway.—I. stift Chris-
tiansand, in the North Sea, at the entrance of the
Skager-rack, 5 m. S.E. Mandal.—II. Finmark,
between Altengaard and Hammerfest.

Stiffkey, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 8J m.
E. Wells. Ac. 3912. P. 513.

Stifford, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 19 m.
S.S.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 1602. P. 281.

Stigliano, a market town of S. Italy, prov.
Potenza, cap. cant., on a height, 27 m. S.W.
Matera. P. 5116.

Stigliano, a vill. of the Pontifical States, co-

marca and 25 m. N.W. Eome, with warm springs,

the ancient Aquas Apolinares.
Stillisgfleet, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.

S.S.W. York, E. Eiding. Ac. 6022. P. 964.

Stillington, a pa. of England, co. and 10 m.
N.N.W. York, N. Eiding. Ac. 2013. P. 738.

Stillokgan, a pa. and vill., Ireland, Leinster,

CO. and 5 m. S.E. Dublin. Ac. of pa. 689. P.
1535 ; of vill. 578.

Stillwater, townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. New York, 20 m. N.N.E. Albany.
Here General Burgoyne was captured by the
Americans in 1777.—II. New Jersey, 77 m. N.
Trenton.—III. Minnesota Territory, on W. bank
of Lake St Croix. Fii-st settled 1843, and
rapidlj' increasing.

SriLO, a town of S. Italy, prov. Eeggio-Cala-
bria, 20 m- N.E. Gerace. P. 2162. Near it are
iron mines ; and on the shore is the Punta di Stilo,

ancient Promontorium Cocinthum.
Stilton, a pa., England, co. and 13 m. N.N.W.

Huntingdon. Ac. 1620. P. 724. Stilton gives
name to a well-known cheese, now chiefly made
in the co. Leicester.

Stinchcombe, a pa. of England, co. Glouces-
ter, 2 m. N.W. Dursley. Ac. 1464. P. 340.

SriNSFORD, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 1} m.
E.N.E. Dorchester. Ac. 1999. P. 357.

Stirchley, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 3 m.
W.S.W. Shiffnal. Ac. 833. P. 310.

Stirling (formerly Stryvelyne or Estrivelin,

and in Celtic times designated Strild), a royal.

Earl., munio. bor., river-port, town, and pa. of

Gotland, cap. co., on the rt. b. of the Forth,
where it first becomes fordable, here crossed by
two bridges, 31 m. W.N.W. Edinburgh, and 26

m. N.E. Glasgow. .Ac. of pa., partly in co. Clack-
mannan, 200. P. (1861) 11,714; do. of pari,

bor. (1861) 13,714 ; do. of town 10,276. It stands
on the S.E. declivity of an abrupt basaltic hill,

up which a spacious main street leads to the
ancient castle, whence a magnificent view is ob-
tained of the windings of the river Forth and
the surrounding scenery. Its streets generally
present the appearance of modernized antiquity,

being interspersed with many residences of the
old Scottish nobles. The oldest existing charter
of the bor. is dated 1120, but it bears to be a
confirmation of former grants. The town, from
its central position, and easy communication
by railway from all parts, is rapidly increasing
in population and extent. A number of elegant
villas have been erected in its beautiful environs.
The castle, of the origin of which nothing is

known, was a favourite residence of James v.,

and contains the palace and the parliament house
built by him, but now used as barracks for a bat-
talion depot of Highland regiments. Amongst
the most conspicuous structures are the old
Gothic church in which James vi. was crowned,
the West Church, and numerous other places of
worship ; the remains of several ancient eccle-

siastical edifices, and of an unfinished palace
begun in 1570 by the Eegent Earl of Mar; Cowan's
and other hospitals ; the town-hall, athenaeum,
with a spu-e of 120 feet in height, corn exchange,
gaol, union-hall, high school, tract depot, offices

of seven banks ; and the old walls and bridges.
Stirling has a grammar and other endowed
schools, public library and reading-rooms, a me-
chanics' institute, and a free library with attached
museum. Vessels of 150 tons can reach its quays;
and it has a coasting and export trade in the pro-
ducts of its manufs., which comprise tartans,

shawls, some cotton stuffs, ropes, malt, leather,

soap, and mineral oils. The dyeing of yams,
woollen cloths, and other fabrics, is extensive.
Imports consist chiefly of timber, coals, brick,

tiles, lime, and large quantities of corn. It com-
municates by railway with Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Perth, Dunfermline, and through Fife, also

with IBalloch, Dunblane, Doune, and Callander.
Steamers ply to and from Granton Pier, near
Edinbiu'gh. The borough unites with Dunferm-
line, Culross, Inverkeithing, and South Queens-
ferry, in sending 1 member to H. of C. Near to

the town, in 1297, the battle of Stirling Bridge,
and in 1314, the famous battle of Bannockbum,
were fought. The whole district is full of interest

and historical associations.

—

Snowdon was an-
other name for Stirling Castle, where it gives
title to a herald in the Lyon Court of Arms,

—

" And Snowdon's knight is Scotland's king !

"

Stirlingshire, an inland co. of Scotland, ex-
tending almost across the isthmus between the
Firths of Clyde and Forth, having N. the co.

Perth, W. Loch Lomond, S. the cos. Dumbarton
and Lanark, E. Clackmannan and Linlithgow
shires and the Forth, which river also forms most
part of its N. boundary. Area estim. at 602 sq.

m., or 312,960 ac., of which 200,000 are returned
as arable, 50,000 uncultivated, and 62,960 waste.
P. (1861) 91,926, Surface mountainous towards
the W. & N.W., including Ben Lomond, 3192 ft.

above the sea ; elsewhere are some rich alluvial

vales, especially the carse lands, extending 48
m. along the river Forth. Moors and bogs pre-
vail in some parts. Chief rivers, the Forth, Car-
ron, Endrick, Bannockbum, and Avon. HiU
sheep farms large. Principal crops, wheat, beans,
barley, potatoes, and clover, in the lowlands;
oats and turnips in the highlands. Many high-

I
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land cattle are purcliased here and fed for the

Falkirk cattle fairs. Coal, ironstone, and free-

etone are worked ; and in this co. are the Carron

iron-works. Manufactures of carpets, tartans,

tweeds, winceys, agricultural implements, and
ehalloons, at Stirling, Bannockbum, Hayford
Mills, and St Ninians; blankets and serges at

Alva ; chemical products, and paper ; and it has

some large cotton mills, foundries, dye-works, and
distilleries. Eailways to Perth, Glasgow, and
Edinburgh cross the E. part of the co., and the

N. and S. parts are intersected by railways to

Dunblane, Doune, Callander, Balloch, and Dum-
barton. Chief towns, Stirling, Falkirk, Denny,
Grangemouth, Balfron, and Kilsyth. The co. is

divided into 25 pas., and sends 1 member to H.

of Commons. Keg. electors (1863) 1953.

Stisted, a pa., England, co. Essex, 3 m. E.N.E.
Braintree. Ac. 2967. P. 821.

Stitchel and Hcme, two united pas. of Scot-

land, the former in co. Koxburgh, 3J m. N. Kelso

;

the latter in co. Berwick, 2J m. N.N.W. the for-

mer. United ac. 6906. P. 845.

Stithiaus (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

4 ni. W.N.W. Penryn. Ac. 4290. P. 2358.

Stivichall, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 2

m. S.S.W. Coventiy. Ac. 860. P. 72.

Stixwould, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, on
the Lincolnshire Eailway, 6 m. W.S.W. Horu-
castle. Ac. 2250. P. 269.

Stobnica, a town of Bussian Poland, 32 m.
S.S.E. Kielce. P. 1578.

Stobo, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 5 m. W.
Peebles, on 1. b. of the Tweed. Ac. 10,372. P. 478.

Stobychva, a market town of Russian Poland,

gov. Volhynia, 22 m. N.E. Kovel.
Stochod, a river of Russian Poland, rises in

the gov. Volhynia, flows mostly N. into the gov.
Minsk, and joins the Pripet, 27 m. S.W. Pinsk,

after a course of 90 miles.

Stock, 2 pas., Engl.— I. co. Essex, 5J m. S.S.W.
Chelmsford. Ac. 1849. P. 657.—II. (Gat/land),

CO. Dorset, 7 m. E.S.E. Sherborne. Ac. 849. P. 60.

Stockach, a walled town of Baden, circ. Lake,
on the Stockach, 15 m. N.W. Constance. P.
1715. It has manufactures of woollens. In
1799 the Austrians here defeated the French.
Stockbridge, a pa. and market town of Eng-

land, CO. Hants, on the river Test and the An-
dover Canal, 8 m. W.N.W. Winchester. Ac. of

pa. 1115. P. 935. It has a town-hall.
Stockbridge, several townships, U. S., North

America.—I. New York, 5 m. N.E. Morrisville.

—

II. Massachusetts, on the Housatonic, 113 m. W.
Boston.—III. Vermont, 42 m. S.W. Montpelier.
Stockbury, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 7 m.

N.E. Maidstone. Ac. 2940. P. 613
Stockexsteom dist. [Cape Coloxy.]
Stockebau, a vill. of Lower Austria, on an

arm of the Danube, 6 m. N.W. Korneuburg, and
connected with Vienna by railway. P. 1700.
Stockerston, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

^ m N.N.W. Rockingham. Ac. 973. P. 50.
Stockheisi, a comm. and town of Belgium,

prov. Limbourg, 5 m. S.W. Maaseyck. P. 1000.
Stockholm, the cap. city of Sweden, on its E.

coast, at the junction of Lake Mfekr with the
Baltic; lat of observatory, 59° 20' 6" N.,lon. 18°
3' 7' E. P. (1859) 101,502; (1865) 1.^3,361.
Mean temp, of year, 42°

-2, winter 26°, summer
60°, Fahr. The climate of Stockholm is un-
healthy, owing to the exhalations from the
marshy ground which surrounds it. It covers
an area of 4| sq. m., partly on the mainland, but
chiefly on a number of islands, united by many
bridges. The situation of Stockholm is very

beautiful, surrounded as it is by majestic wooded
mountains, and placed among the irregular gulfs
and promontories of Lake Mselar. Its ten quar-
ters are separated by the arms of the lake and
by the sea, and communicate with one another
by 13 stone bridges, and by many others of wood.
On the three principal islands most of the houses
are of stone, and there are clustered the chief
public edifices—the palace, cathedral, bank, and
hall of the diet. In the suburbs the buildings
are chiefly of brick, stuccoed or painted, or else

of wood. Streets irregular, paved with pebbles,
and crooked on the islands ; on the mainland
much more regular. Many of them are built on
the declivities of the hills one above another, and
form a fine amphitheatre, crowned by the palace
of the king. It has numerous squares, parks, and
public walks, which are ornamented with statues
and many picturesque royal villas. The cathe-
dral is an imposing edifice, with paintings and
statuary ; and in the Riddarhohn church are the
tombs of the kings and most celebrated generals
of Sweden, and many national military trophies.
The church of Storkyrkan is the most ancient

;

in it the kings are crowned. The palace is a
vast edifice, and contains a museum of antiqui-
ties, a picture gallery, and the royal library,

containing 40,000 vols., and in which a copy of

every book printed in Sweden must be deposited.
In the chapel a feast is held annually in honour
of Gustavus Adolplms. Other chief buildings
are the opera-house, town-hall, military and civil

hospitals, artillery depot, several prisons, a castle,

lazaretto, and theatre. Stockholm has a famous
academy of sciences, with a zoological museum

;

national museum, palace of the court of justice^

arsenal, ship-building yards, and, on an isolated

rock, the observatory ; academies of paintings
sculpture, and literature, and college of medicine;
schools of navigation, a botanic garden ; societies

of agriculture, commerce, and philosophy ; and
German, Finnish, and Presbyterian churches.
The royal viUa of Carhberg, on the borders of

the lake, has been converted into a military

school. Stockholm possesses a high court of

justice, composed of 12 membei-s. It publishes
several newspapers and monthly journals. Manu-
factures woollen, silk, cotton, and linen goods,
sail-cloth, glass, earthenwares, stockings, refined

sugar, tobacco, clocks, watches, and scientific in-
j

struments, to the value of 2,000,000 francs an- i

nually. It has a cannon foundry, and steam
engine factories. Stockholm is the chief com-
mercial emporium of Sweden. The harbour,
defended by two forts, though somewhat diflicult

of entrance, is good ; large ships can lie close to

the quays, in the centre of the town, and it com-
municates by canals, etc., with a large part of the

interior of Scandinavia. Stockholm has no rail-

way, but a telegraph line connects it with the

principal maritime towns of Sweden and the S.

of Norway. Stockholm was founded in the 13th

century, and was originally only a fortress, built

to protect the approaches of Upsala, and it wa j

not until the 17th centurj- that it pupersedetl

Upsala as the Swedish capital. Ai'ea of Isen 2854

sq. m. P. (1865) 128,458.

Stockholm, a township, U. S., North America.
New York, on the river St Regis.

Stockhorn, a mountain of Switzerland, cant.

,

and 18 m. S. Berne. It has two conical peaks, i

one of which rises to 7211 feet above the sea.

Stockland, two pas. of England.—I. co. Dor
set, 5\ m. N.W. Axminster. Ac. 5849. P. 1122

—II. (^Bristol), CO. Somerset, 6 m. N.W. Bridge'

water. Ac 1650. P. 142.
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Rtocklkigh, two pas. of England, co. Devon.
_I. {En'jlish), 4 m. N.N.E. Crediton. Ac. 1110.

P ii4._ii. (Pomeroy), 8 m. N.N.W. Exeter.

Ac. 1239. P. 188.

Stocklinch, two pas. of England, co. Somer-
s,.t.—I. {Magdalen\ 2\ m. N.N.E. Ilrainster. Ac.

199. P. 116.—II. (Ottersayy, 2J m. N.E. Ilmin-

ster. Ac. 299. P. 69.

Stockport, a pari., mnnic. bor., manufacturing

town, pa., and township of England, co. Chester,

on the border of Lancashire, on the Mersey, at

(lie influx of the Tame, and on railway, 6^ m. S.E.

^hmchester. Ac. of pa. 25,175. P. (1861)98,005.

Ac. of township 1740. P. 30,589. P. of pari. bor.

(1851) .53,835; (1861) 54,681. The town is ir-

regularly built, on precipitous banks on both sides

of the Mersey. Alt. 180 ft. It has a town-hall,

grammar school, infirmary, theatre, news-room,

national school-houses, and a railway viaduct.

Coal is abundant in the vicinity. Cotton weav-
ing and printing, silk and woollen weaving, and
the manufactures of machinery, brass and iron

goods, shuttles and brushes, are the chief branches

of industry. Stockport sends two members to

H. of C. Eeg. electors (1864) 1347.

Stockport, a township, U. S., N. America,
New York, on the Hudson, 24 m. S. Albany.
Stocksfield-Hali^ a township of England, co.

Cumberland, pa. Bywell-St-Andrew, on the New-
castle and Carlisle Eailway, 2^ m. W. Prudhoe.
Ac. 311. P. 48.

Stockstadt, a mkt. town, Bavaria, circ. Lower
Tranconia, 3 m. W. Aschaffenburg. P. 1500.

Stockton, a post town of New S. Wales, co.

Gloucester, on N. side of Port Hunter. P, (1861) 159.

Stockton, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Norfolk, 3 m. N.W. Beccles. Ac. 1051. P. 129.

—II. CO. Salop, 4i m. N.N.E. Bridgenorth. Ac.
:il62. P. 490.—III. co. Warwick 3 m. E.N.E.
Southam. Ac. 1800. P. 451.—IV. co. Wilts, 6

m. N.E. Hindon. Ac. 2000. P. 548.—V. co.

Worcester, 7 m. S.S.W. Bewdley. Ac. 893. P.

129.—VI. {on-the-Forest), co. and 5 m. N.E.
York, N. & E. Hidings, with a station on the York
& Market-Weightou Eailway. Ac. 3270. P. 449.

Stockton, two townships of the U. S., North
America.—I- New York, 7 m. E. Mayville. P.

1642.—II. cap. San Joaquin co., California, the
(lep6t for the supply of all the southern mines.

With a iine hospital for aliens. It is supplied

with water by an artesian -well. P. 10,000.

Stockton-on-Tees, a municipal bor., seaport

town, and pa. of England, co. Durham, ward
Stockton, on the N. bank of the Tees, 11 m
E.N.E. Darlington, with which town, and with

' Middlesborough, it communicates by railwav.
' Ac. of pa. 11,691. P. 13,761. Ac. of bor. 4190. P.

(1861) 13,357. It has a town-hall, custom-house,
theatre, mechanics' institute, and a subscription

library, and is 44 feet above the sea. On the
ipposito side of the Tees is a race-course. It has
luanufs. of sail-cloth, rope, linens, and worsted

;

ship-building yards, iron and brass works, brew-
eries and corn mills ; but the chief trade is in the

export of coal. Customs revenue (1862) 72,031/.

Exports 11,357?. Vessels belonging to the port

19, tons 13,143.

Stockwith (West), a tnshp. of Engl., co. Notts,

pa. Misterton, 4 m. N.N.W. Gainsborough. P. 538.

—East Stockwith is an adjacent township. P. 313.

Stockwood, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 7
m. S.S.W. Sherborne. Ac. 692. P. 60.

I Stoddard, a co., U. S., N. America, Missouri,
in its S.E. part, cap. Bloomfield. Area 937 sq.

m. P. 7662 free, 215 slaves.—II. a township.
Now Hampshire, 30 m. W.S.W. Concord. P. 1100.

Stodmarsh. a pa. of England, co. Kent, 44 m.
E.N.E. Canterbury. Ac. 695. P. 145.

Stody, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
S.W. Holt. Ac. 1277 P. 160.

Stogumber, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6
m. N.N.W. Wiveliscombe. Ac. 5777. P. 1398.
It has a medicinal pale ale spring.

Stoke, numerous pas, etc., of England.—I. co.

and 5 m. N.N.E. Chester. Ac. 2749. P. 431.—
II. CO. Kent, 6J m. N.E. Rochester. Ac. 3999.
P. 657.—III. CO. Norfolk, 5 m. S. Norwich. Ac.
1659. P. 446.—IV. CO. Salop, 6 m. N.E. Ludlow.
Ac. 5750. P. 573.—V. co. Suffolk, 12J ra. W.S.W.
Ipswich. Ac. 5277. P. 1275.—VI. same co., 2
m. S.W. Clare. Ac. 2228. P. 1657.—VII. co.

Surrey, 1 m. N. Guildford. Ac. 2314. P. 3797.
—VIII. CO. Warwick, IJ m. E. Coventry. Ac.
920. P. 1655.—IX. (Abbotts), co. Dorset, 2 m.
W.S.W. Beaminster. Ac. 2303. P. 703.—X.
(^Albany), co. and 18 m. N.N.E. Northampton.
Ac. 1661. P. 344 —XI. (Ash), co. Suffolk, 3 m.
S.W. Eye. Ac. 1200. P. 371.—XII. (jB/m), cos.
Hereford and Worcester, 5J m. N. Bromyard.
Ac. 2078. P. 298.—XIII. (Brueme), co. North-
ampton, 3^ m. E.N.E. Towcester. Ac. 2569. P.
824:.—XIV. (Canon), co. Devon, 4 m. N.N.E.
Exeter. Ac. 1217. P. 452.—XV. {Charity), co.

Hants, 6 m. S.S.E. Whitchurch. Ac. 1850. P.
130. — XVI. {Climsland), co. Cornwall, 3 m.
N.N.W. Callington. Ac. 8732. P. 2654.—XVIL
(fiourcy), CO. Somerset, 7 m. W.N.W. Bridge-
water. Ac. 1330. P. 1395.—XVIIL (Z>U6mjon),
CO. Surrey, 2^ m. S.E. Cobham. Ac. 2027. P.
1998.—XIX. (Damerelt), co. Devon, comprised in
the bor. of Devonport. Ac. 2380. P. 50,440.—
XX. {Doyle), co. Northampton, 2 m. S.W. Oundle.
Ac. 1500. P. 149.—XXI. {Dry), co. Rutland, 2
m. S.W. Uppingham. Ac. 1800. P. 53.—XXII.
{East), CO. Dorset, 4 m. W.S.W. Wareham. Ac.
3273. P. 594.—XXIII. {EastX co. Notts, 4 m.
S.W. Newark. Ac. 1730. P. 490. A battle

was fought here in 1487 between the partisans
of Lambert Simnel and of Henry vii XXIV.
{Edith), CO. Hereford, 7i m. W.N.W. Ledbury.
Ac. 2852. P. 506.—XXV. {Ferry), co. Norfolk,
with a market town on the navigable Wissey,
34 m. W.S.W. Norwich. Ac. of pa. 2059. P.
791.—XXVI. {Fleming), co. Devon, on the Eng-
lish Channel, 2 m. S.S.W. Dartmouth. Ac. 3332.
P. 611.—XXVII. {Gabriel), co. Devon, 3i m.
S.E. Totness. Ac. 3075. P. 622.—XXVIIL
{Gifford), CO. Glo'ster, 5J m. N.N.E. Bristol. Ac.
2065. P. 445.—XXIX. {Goldington), co. and 13
m. N.E. Buckingham. Ac. 2061. P. 963.—XXX.
{St Gregory), co. Somerset, 6 m. W. Langport.
Ac. 3791). P. 1617.—XXXI. {under Hamdon), co.

Somerset, 4| m. W.N.W. Yeovil. Ac. 1330. P.
1395.—XXXII. {Hammond), co. Bucks, 3 m. S.

Stratford. Ac. 1470. P. 401.—XiXIII. {Lacy),

CO. Hereford, 4 m. S.W. Bromyard. Ac. 2005.
P. 348.—XXXIV. {Lane), co. Somerset, 4 m.
N.E. Shepton-MaUet. Ac. 2071. P. 734.—XXXV.
{Lyne), co. Oxford, 4 m. N.N.W. Bicester. Ac.
o730. P. 625.—XXXVI. {Mandeville), co. Bucks,

2J m. W.N.W. Wendover. Ac. 1460. P. 477.
—XXXVII. {St Mary), co. Somerset, 3 m. E.S.E.
Taunton. Ac. 923. P. 266.—XXXVIII. {St Mary\
CO. Suffolk, included in the bor. of Ipswich. P.
2518.—XXXIX. {North), co. Lincoln, 4a m. S.
Grantham. Ac. 1910. P. 104.—XL. {North), co,

Oxford, on the Thames, 2J m. S. Wallingford.
Ac. 824. V. 177.—XLI. {NorthX co. Somerset,
4 m. N.W. Bath. Ac. 778. P. 160.—XLII.
{North), CO. Sussex, 3 m. N. Arimdel. Ac. 860.
P. 58.—XLIII. {PeroX co. Somerset, 6 m. W.S.W.
Miuchead. Ac. 3422. P. 61.—XLIV. {Pogesy

I
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CO. Bucks, 4 TO. N.N.E. Windsor. Ac. 2500. P.

1600. The poet Gray is buried in the church-

yard, which is the supposed scene of his immortal
elegy.—XLV. (_Prior), co. Hereford, 2i m. S.E.

Leominster. Ac. 2569. P. 448.—XLVI. (PHor),

CO. Worcester, 4 m. N.E. Droitwich. Ac. 3820.

P. 1622.—XLVII. (^Rivers), co. Devon. 4i m.
E.N.E. Bamsteple. Ac 2426. P. 242.—XLVIII.
(Rodney), co. Somerset, 5 m. N.W. Wells. Ac.
2345. P. 323.—XLIX. (on Severn), co. Worcester,

2J m. N.NE. Upton-on-Severn. Ac. 3269. P.

679.—L. (South), CO. Lincoln, 2 m. N.N.W. Col-

Bterworth. Ac. 6270. P. 394.—LI. (South), co.

Oxford, 4 m. S.S.W. WalUngford. Ac. 3440. P.

810.—LII. (South), CO. Somerset, 2^ m., S. Bath.

Ac. 863. P. 375.—LIII. (South), co. Sussex, 2

m. N.N.E. Arundel. Ac. 1294. P. 111.—LIV.
(Taltnage), co. and 12 m. E S.E. Oxford. Ac.
859. P. 113.~LV. (in-Teiffnhead), co. Devon. 10

m. N.E. Totness. Ac. 2.531. P. 628.—LVI. (on-

Tem), CO. Salop, 5 m. S.S.W. Market-Drayton.
Ac. 6602. P. 961.—LVIL (Trister), co. Somer-
set, 2 m. E. Wincanton. Ac 1090. P. 395.—
LVIII. (Wake), co. Doreet, 8 m. W. Blandford-
Forum. Ac 1038. P. 112.—LIX. (WeM), co.

Sussex, 3 m. N.W. Chichester. Ac. 880. P.
94.—LX. (Bishop's), a tything, co. Glo'ster, pa,

Westbury-on-Trim, 2J m. N.N.W. Bristol. P.
5623.—LXI. (Golding), a chapelrv, co. Leicester,

pa. and 3 m. N.W. Hinckley. P' 638.

Stokeham, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 5 m.
N.E. Tuxford. Ac. 328. P. 42.

Stokexchurch, a pa. of Eugland, co. and 17
m. E.S.E. Oxford. Ac 4308. P. 1508.

Stokenham, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5
m. E.S.E. Kiugsbridge. Ac 6011. P. 1566.

Stokes, a co. of the U. S., North America, in
N. of North Carolina. Area 728 sq. m. P. (1860)
7933 free, 2469 slaves.

Stokesay, a pa. of England, co. Salop, &\ m.
N.W. Ludlow. Ac. 3750. P. 632.

SxoKiiSBY, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 13
m. E. Norwich. Ac. 3567. P. 559.

Stokesley, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. York, North Eiding, ^ m. S.E. Stockton.
Ac. of pa. 6239. P. 2401.
Stoke-upon-Trent, a pari, bor., town, and pa.

of England, co. Stafford, on the Trent and Mer-
sey and Caldon canals, 2 m. E. Newcastle-under-
Lyne. Ac of pa. 10,490. P. of pari. bor. (1851)
84,027 ; (1861) 101,302. In the pa. are the towns
of Hanley, Stoke, Fenton, and Longton, which
with the towns of Burslem and Tunsta.ll form
the pari, bor., which is identical with the Pot-
teries. Each of the towns has a town-hall, several
churches and chapels, also extensive china and
earthenware manufactories. It has iron works.
The bor. sends two members to H. of C. Eeg.
elect. (1864) 2858.

Stolatz, a town of European Turkey, Herze-
govina, 17 m. S.E. MoEtar. P. 1200,
Stolberg or Stollberg, a town of Saxony,

circ. Zwickau, 11 m. S.S.W. Chemnitz. P. 5266.
Manufs. woven fabrics, and mining.—II, Ehenish
Prussia, on rail., gov. and 7 m. E. Aix-la-Chapelle,
on the Inde and Vicht. P. 2756. Manufs. woollen
cloths, needles, and cutlery.—III. prov. Saxony,
gov. and 49 m. W.N.W. Merseburg, in the Harz
mountains. P. 2710. It has a fine castle, paper,
oil, and gunpowder mills.

Stolbovoi, an island of Asiatic Eussia, in the
Arctic Ocean, opposite the mouth of the Lena.
Stolkwyk, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. S.

Holland, 13 m. E.N.E. Eotterdam. P. 1570.
Stolpe, a town of Prussian Pomerania, gov.

Kiislin, cap. circ, on the navigable Stolpe, 10 m.

^
S.S.E. its mouth at the port Stolpemilnde, on the
Baltic. P. (1864) 13,922. It has a castle, manufs,
of woollen and linen fabrics, a salmon fishery, and
a trade in amber.—II. a vill. in the prov. Branden-
burg, gov. Potsdam, 6 m. KS.E. Angermunde.
Leopold Von Buch, the celebrated geologist, waaj
bom here in 1770.

|
Stolpen, a town of Saxony, circ. Bautzen, 15"

m. E. Dresden, on 1. b. of the Lauterbach. P.
1334. It has linen and stocking weaving.
Stolzenau, a market town of Hanover, co.

Hoya, on 1. b. of the Weser, 17 m. N.N.E. Min-
den. P. 1763.
Stolzenfels, a town of Prussia, circ. Coblentz,

on the Ehiue. The King of Prussia received
Queen Victoria at the castle here in 1845.
Stommelen, a vill. of Ehenish Prussia, gov,

and 10 m. N.W. Cologne. P. 1508.
Stonar, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 1 m. N.E.

S*,ndwich. Ac 670. P. 42. It has no church.
This was the ancient Lapis Tituli.

. Stondon-Massey, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Essex, 9J m. W.S.W, Chelmsford. Ac 1120.
P. 273.—II. (Upper), co. Bedford, 2i m. S.S.E.
Shefford. Ac. 675. P. 66.

Stoxe, a pa. and market town of England, co.

and 7 m. N.N.W. Stafford, on the Trent, and
the Grand Trunk Canal. Ac. of pa. 20,030,
P. 9382. Extensive manufs. of shoes, tanning,
brewing, etc. Alt. 290 feet.

Stone, several pas. of England.—I. co. Bucks,

2J m. W.S.W, Aylesbury. Ac 2590. P. 1094.

—II. CO. Kent, ^ m, S.E. Tenterden. Ac. 3042.
P. 422.—Ill, same co., 2^ m. E.N.E. Dartford.
Ac 3306. P. 1013.—IV. same co., 2J m. W.N.W.
Faversham. Ac. 753. P. 91.—V. co. Worcester,
2 m. E.S.E. Kiddei-minster. Ac 2450. P. 476.—VI. (Easton), co, Somerset, 6i m. N. Shepton-
Mallet. Ac. 1374. P. 431.

Stone, a co., U. S., North America, MissouxL
P, 2384 free, 16 slaves.

Stonegrave, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Eiding, 4im. S.S.E. Helmsley. Ac 2532. P. 290.

Stoneham, several pas. of England, cos. Suf-
folk and Hants.—I. (AspeC), ^ m. N.E. Need-
ham-Market. Ac. 2399. P. 694.—II. (Earli 11
m. N.N.W. Ipswich. Ac. 2520. P. 752.—III.
(LiUle), 4 m. N.N.E. Needham-Market. Ac 1198.

P. 391.—IV. (North), 4i m. N.N.E, Southampton.
Ac 8010. P. 963—V. (South), 3 m. N.NJ.
Southampton. Ac. 8877. P. 7761.
Stonehaven (vulg. Stanehive), a bor. of barony

and seaport town of Scotland, cap. co. Kincar-
dine, pas. Dunnottar and Fetteresso, on the Z.

coast, where the Carron and Cowie enter a rockyi

bay, and on railway, 14 m. S.W. Aberdeen. P.|

3009. It consists of an old and a new towr,
connected by a bridge across the Carron. Tha
harbour admits only small vessels. It has had-
dock and herring fisheries, manufs. of cottonsl

and linens, a distillery, and a brewery. It is thffl

seat of sheriff courts. Adjacent to the town ara
the two parish churches, and the fishing villagej

of Cowie. About 2 m. S., on a rock projectinffl

into the sea, are the remains of Dunnottar castle^

the former residence of the Earls Marischal, feu-

dal superiors of Stonehaven.
Stonehenge, the remains of a gigantic Droidi'.

temple in England, co. Wilts, pa. and 2i
W.N.W. Amesbury, on Salisbuiy Plain, 8J
N.N.W. Salisbury. It consists of two circles ol

vast stones, some remaining upright, and otheii^

lying prostrate, and which average 14 feet Jil

elevation, 7 feet in breadth, and 3 feet in thiclcjl

ness. The outer circle, of which 17 out of {'f

stones remain upright, is surrounded by a treae

I
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and separated by an interval, 8 feet across, from
an inner circle of smaller upright stones, within

which are two groups, having between them a
large flat stone termed the altar.

Stonehouse, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Gloucester, on G. W. Railway, 3 m. W. Stroud.

Ac. of pa. 1625. P. 2614, chiefly employed in

woollen weaving.—II. a township and pa , co.

Devon, lying between Plymouth and Devonport.
(See arts. P. and D.) Added in 1832 to pari,

bor. of Devonport ; a union of itself under the

new Poor Law. (For pop. see Devonport.)
Buildings—St George's Hall, one of the finest in

the W. of England ; Eoyal Western Yacht Club
House ; the beautiful winter villa of Earl of Mount
I'ldgcumbe. Government Establishments—Royal
William Victualling Yard, naval hospital, and
marine barracks for 700 men. Devil's Point is

the high ground at the back of the victualling

yard, and the view hence of the Sound, Mount
Edgcumbe, entrance to the Hamoase, and of the

shipping, is very fine.

Btonehouse, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, 7
111. S.S.E. Hamilton. Ac. 6311 Scots. P. 3267,

of whom 2585 are in the village, and partly em-
ployed in weaving.
Stoneleigh, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,

q m. S. Coventry. Ac. 9907. P. 1283.

Stonesby, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 6

m. N.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1370. P. 271.

Stonesfield, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 3J
m. W.N.W. Woodstock. Ac. 1020. P. 650.

Stonington, a township, U. S., N. America,
ronnecticut, on Long Island Sound, 12 m.E. New
Tiondon. It has a good harbour, and a whale-
iishing and coasting trade. Steamers ply daily

between it and New York.
Stonton (Wyville), a pa., Engl., co. Leicester, 6

m. N.N.E. Market-Harborough. Ac. 1190. P. 102.

Stonykirk, or Stephenkirk, a maritime pa.

of Scotland, co. Wigtown, 5Jm. S.S.E. Stranraer.

Ac. 20,769. P. 3228.

Stoodley, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3J m.
S.W. Bampton. Ac. 4336. P. 499.

Stopham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4 m.
S.E. Petworth. Ac. 876. P. 130.

Stopnitza, a town,Poland, gov. Radom. P. 2388.
Stopsley, a ha^nlet of England, co. Bedford,

pa. and 2 m. N.E. Luton. P. 842.

Stok, several rivers, etc., of Scandinavia.—I.

duchy Holstein, after a S.S.W. course of 50 m.,
joins the Elbe, 2J m. N. Gluckstadt.—II. Jutland,
amt. Rinkiobing, enters Nissum fiord after a W,
course past Holstbroe.—III. (^AJvan), a lake, Isen

Westerbotten, receives from the N.W. the surplus
waters of the Horn-Afvan, and on the S.E. dis-

charges its own by the river Skeleftea into the
Gulf of Bothnia.—IV. (Umari), an expansion of

the river Umea, ten Westerbotten. Lat. 65° N.

;

Ion. 17° E. Length, N.W. to S.E., 25 m.
;
greatest

breadth 6 m.
Stora Kopparberg, a name of the laen Kop-

parberg, Sweden.

—

Stora-Lulea-Wattnen is a long
expansion of the river Lulea, between lat. 67° and
68° N., Ion. 17° and 20° E. Length N.W. to S.E.
90 m., breadth varies to 5 miles.

Storchnest or Osieczno, a town of Prussian
Poland, gov. and 37 m. S.S.W. Posen. P. 1300.

Storkow, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. Potsdam, on the Storkow Canal, 26 m.
W.8.W. Frankfurt-on-the-Oder. P. 1640.

Storm Bay is on the S.E. side of Tasmania,
S. of lat. 43° S., Ion. 147° E.
Stornoway, a bor. of barony, seaport town,

and pa. of the Hebrides, Scotland, co. Ross, E.
side the island of Lewis, on a fine bay, 38 m.

W.N.W. the nearest point of Cromarty, on tlie

mainland. Lat. 58° 11' 28" N., Ion. 6° 22' 10" W.
Area of pa. about 160 sq. m. P. of pa. 8668 ; do.
of town 2587. Altitude 70 feet. Mean temp.,
June 55°-0, Jan. 38°-8. Rainfall 36 inches. It is

the largest town in the Western Islands, and has
a town-house, news-room, custom-house, and a
branch bank. The harbour is formed by a pier;
the bay, which is deep and safe, is sheltered by
two headlands, on the S. of which a lighthouse
is erected. Stomoway has some wocl-carding,
corn, and malt mills, a distillery, aud rc^e-walks,
but its chief trade is in fish and kelp. About
1500 fishing-boats belong to its district. Customs
rev. (1862) bil. Exports 60,637/. Reg. vessels,

sailing 45, tons 1191 ; entered 281, tons 33,027

;

cleared 207, tons 29,638. Vessels belonging to the
port 12, tons 1383. In summer it has communi-
cation by steamers from Glasgow twice a week.
In its vicinity is Stornoway or Lews Castle, on
the opposite or west side of the bay.
Storoe, an island of Norway, stift and 30 m.

S. Bergen. Length N. to S. 15 m., breadth 7 m.
Stokr Hill, in the N. of the Isle of Skye, 7 m.

N. of Portree. On it is an Ord. Trigonometrical
station. Lat. 57° 30' 25" N. ; Ion. 6° 10' 62" W.
2341 feet above sea-level.

Storrington, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 64
m. N.E. Arundel. Ac. 3264. P. 1104.

SToitsG, a lake of Sweden, laen Jemtland. The
town of Ostersund is on its E. bank.
Storsjon, a lake of Sweden, laen Gefleborg,

7 m. S.W. Gefle. It is 13 m. long & 6 m. broad.
Stor-Uman, a lake of Sweden, laen Wester-

botten, lat. 65° N., Ion. 16° 30' E., 25 m. in length
by 6 m. in greatest breadth, and traversed from
N.W. to S.E. by the river Umea.
Story, a co. of the U. S., North America, Iowa.

P. 4051.

Stosen or Stossen, a town, Prussian Saxony,
gov. and 17 m. S.S.W. Merseburg. P. 652.

Stotfold, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 2J m.
N.N.W. Baldock. Ac. 2323. P. 2071.

Stotteritz, a vill. of Saxony, circ. and 2 ra.

S.E. Leipzig. P. 2505.
Stottesdex, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 11 m.

E.N.E. Ludlow. Ac. 11,443. P. 1518.

Stoughton, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6 m.
N.W. Chichester. Ac. 6422. P. 633.

Stoughton, a township of the U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, 20 m. S. Boston. P.
3594. Extensive manufs. of boots and shoes.
Stoulton, a pa. of England, co.Worcester, 4 m.

N.W. Pershore. Ac. 1952. P. 410.

Stour, several rivers of England.—I. cos.

Wilts, Dorset, and Hants, flows mostly S.E., joins

the Avon at Christchurch, and then enters the
English Channel.—II. between Essex and Suf-
folk, passes Haverhill, after which it expands into
an estuary, which joins that of the Orwell, to
enter the North Sea at Harwich.—III. co. Kent,
rises by two heads which unite at Ashford, whence
it has mostly a N.E. course, and below Canter-
bury it divides into two arms, which enter the
sea respectively at Reculver and Pegwell Bay,
insulating Thanet. It is navigable from the sea
to Canterbury.—IV. cos. Stafford and Worcester,
passes Stourbridge and Kidderminster, and joins
the Severn at Stourport.
Stourbridge, a township of England, co. and

20 m. N.N.E. Worcester, on the S. bank of the
Stour. P. 8783. It has a theatre, grammar school,

ironworks, principally nail-making, and manufs.
of glass and earthenwares.
Stourmouth, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 8 m.

E.N.E. Canterbury. Ac. 878. P. 294.
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Stourpaixe, a pa. of Englaud, co. Dorset, 3 m.
N.W. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 2305. P. 658.

Stourport, a market town of England, co.

"Worcester, pa. and 4 m. S.S.W. Kidderminster,

on the Severn, here crossed by an iron bridge,

at the influx of the Stour and the Stafford and
Worcestershire Canal. Pop. of township (1861)

9659. It is the seat of a busy transit trade ; has

a carpet factory and tannery, and traffic in com,
coal, and timber.

StoI/'Rton, a pa. of England, cos. Somerset and
Wilts, 2^ m. W.N.W. Mere. Ac. 3543. P. 660.

Here, in 658, the Anglo-Saxons defeated the

Britons, and in 1010 and 1025 the Danes gave
battle to the Saxons.

Stoctixg, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 7 m.
E.S.E. Ashford. Ac. 1624. P. 213.

Sto%'en, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3J m.
E.N.E. Halesworth. Ac. 797. P. 161.

Stow, many pas. of England.—I. co. Lincoln,

parts Lindsey, 6J m. S.E. Gainsborough. Ac.
4620. P. 1070. The village, now small and
irregular, was of importance, and had a minster,

in early Saxon times. The church is a fine

specimen of Saxon and Nonnan architecture.

—

II. CO. Salop, 2 m. N.E. Knighton. Ac. 2724.

P. 161.—III. (Long), CO. Hunts, 2^ m. N.N.E.
Kimbolton. Ac 1480. P. 208.—IV. (with-Quy\
CO. and 5 m. E.N.E. Cambridge. Ac. 1820. P.

368.—V. {Langtoff), co. Suffolk, 7 m. E.N.E. Burj--

St-Edmunds. Ac. 1471. P. 204.—VI. {Bar-
doJpK), CO. Norfolk, 2 m. N.N.E. Dowuham Market
Ac. 6127. P. 1090.—VII. (Bedon), co. Norfolk,

10 m. N.K Thetford. Ac. 1692. P. 343.—VIII.
{Upland), CO. Suffolk, adjoining Stow Market.
Ac. 2841. P. 986.—IX. ( West), co. Suffolk, 5 m.
N.N.W. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac 2926. P. 248.

^X. {Maries), co. Essex, 5 m. S.S.W. Maldon.
Ac 2444. P. 265.—XL (Wood), co. and 4 m.
N.E. Oxford. Ac 640. P. 27.

Stow, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Selkirk and Edin-
burgh, 6 m. N. Galashiels. Ac. 36,890. P. 2171,
of whom 397 are in the vilL, on Gala Water.
Stow, several townships of the U. S., North

America.—I. Vermont, 22 m. N.N.W. Mont-
pelier.—II. Massachusetts, 20 m. W.N.W, Boston.
—III. Ohio, Summit co.

—

Stow Creek is a town-
ehip, New Jersey, 7 m. N.W. Bridgeton.
Stowe, several pas. of England.—I. co. and 2i

m. N.N.W. Buckingham. Ac 2950. P. 352.—
II. CO. and 5J m. E.N.E. Stafford. Ac 5347.

P. 1267.— III. {Nine-Churches), co. Northampton,
6 m. E.S.E. Daventry. Ac 1865. P. 353.

Stowell, two pas. of England.—I; co. Somer-
set, 4J m. S.S.W. Wincanton. Ac 902. P. 133.

—II. CO. Glo'ster, 2 m. W.S.W. Northleach. Ac.
823. P. 41.

Stowek, several contiguous pas. of England,
CO. Dorset.—I. {East), 4i m. W. Shaftesbury.
Ac. 1675. P. 426.—II. ( West), 5} m. W. Shaftes-
bury. Ac 1015. P. 215.—III. {Provost), 4f m.
W.S.W. Shaftesbury. Ac. 2777. P. 889.
Stowet, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 9 m.

S. Bristol. Ac 814. P. 181.—II. {Nether), a mar-
ket town and pa., same co., 7 m. W.N.W. Bridge-
water. Ac 1215. P. 876.

Stowford, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 7 m.
E.N.E. Launceston. Ac. 2065. P. 471.
Stowick, a tything of England, co. Glo'ster,

pa. Henbury, 5 m. N.N.W. Bristol. P. 517.
Stowlangtobt, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk.

6 m. E.N.E. Bury St Edmunds. Ac. 1471. P. 204'.

Stowmarket, a pa. and market town of Eng-
land, CO. Suffolk, at the confl. of three rivulets,
forming the Gipping, and on the E. Union Eail-
way, 13 m. E.S.E. Bury St Edmunds. Ac 2177.

P. 3639. Manufs. iron, leather, and cordage, and
trade in malt, coal, com, and timber. The Gip-
ping or Stowmarket Canal is navigable hence to
Ipswich.
Stow-on-the-Wold, a pa. and market town

of England, co. Gloucester, on a height on the
Eoman Foss-Way, 8^ m. N.E. Northleach. Ac.
of pa. 3130. P. 2077. Manufs. of shoes.
Stra, a vai. of North Italy, Venetia, 15 m. W.

Venice, on the Brenta. P. 1800.

Stra, a township, U. S., N. America, Pennsyl-
vania, 6 m. N.E. Gettysburg.—II. co. Washington.
Strabane, a munic bor. and market town of

Ireland, co. Tyrone, on the Mourne river, and on
Derry and Enniskillen Eailway. P. 4911. Its
trade is facilitated by a canal, extending from the
town to where the Foyle becomes navigable. Ad-
joining the town is a salmon fishery. Alt. 38 ft.

Stracatiiro, a pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar, 4
m. N. Brechin. P. 546.

Strachax (formerly Stratkaen), a pa. of Scot-
land, CO. Kincardine, 14 m. N.W. Stonehaven.
Ac 40,230. P. 870.

Strachur and Stralachi^vxe, two united pas.

of Scotland, co. Argyle, in Cowal, having W.
Loch Fyne. About 39,000 ac P. 872.

Straubaixy, a pa. and market town of Ire-

land, Queen's co., on the Strad, 7 m. E.S.E. Mary-
boro'. Ac of pa. 2466. P. 1875; do. of town 1303.

—II. a pa., CO. Waterford, 8 m. E.N.E. Dungar-
von. Ac. 10,917. P. 2682, of whom 613 are in
the vill.—III. a pa., Conneaught, co. Galway, 3^
m. S.S.E. Oranmore. Ac 4167. P. 666.—IV. a
pa., CO. Ken-y, 15 m. W. Tralee. Ac 4020. P.

883, of whom 225 are in the village, on the shore
of Brandon Bay.
Stradbroke Island, Queensland, Australia, is

one of two principal islands sheltering Moretou
Bay on the east. Length 40 mUes.
Stradbkook, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5|

m. E. Eye. Ac 3702. P. 1537.

Stradella, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Pavia,

circ. and 15 m. E N.E. Voghera, cap. mand., near
the Po. P. 7193. It has silk and cotton mannf&

Stradishali., a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6
m. N.N.W. Clare. Ac. 1376. P. 425.

Stradone, a vLLL of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 5
m. E.S.E. Cavan. P. 139.

Stradset, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m,
E.N.K Downham Market Ac. 1318. P. 180.

StraffAN, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Kil-

dai"e, with a station on the Great Southern and W.
Railway, 17 m. W.S.W. Dublin. Ac 2286. P. 60&
Strafford, a co., U. S., North America, New

Hampshire, in its S.E. part, cap. Dover. Area
408 sq. m. P. (1860) 31,493.-11. a township, New
Hampshire in above co., 25 m. E.N.E. Concord.
—III. a township, Vermont, 34 m. S.S.E. Mont^
pelier. It has a bed of sulphuret of iron, from
which coppei-as is made.
Stragglesthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Lin-

coln, 7i m. E.S.E. Newark. Ac 1150. P. 90.

Straitox, a pa. of Scotland, co. Ayr, 6J m. S.R
Maybole. Ac 52,249. P. 1544, of whom about
350 are in the village^ and mostly employed in

weaving cottons and tartans.

Straits Settlements, the collective name of

the British possessions in the Strait of Malacca,

comprising Penang or Prince of Wales Island

including the province WeUesley, Malacca, and

Singapore. Area 1500 sq. m. P. (I860) 273,321,

besides military and convicts, mostly Malays,

Chinese, inhabitants of India, Bunna, etc. The
chief trade of the Strait Settlements is with

Great Britain, and its growth has been exceed-

ingly rapid. On 1st January 1867, the govern-
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jnent was transferred from that of India to tlie

Colonial Office, and the convict settlement is to

bo removed. The number of convicts in 1861
was 4172. [Singapore.]
Strakonitz or Strakowitz, a town of Aus-

tria, Bohemia, circ. Prachin, on the Wottawa,
here joined by the Wolinka, 27 m. E.S.E. Klattau.

P. 3228. It has manufactures of woollens.

Stralen, a vill. of Prussia, gov. & 27 m. N.W.
Diisseldorf. P. 1720. Manufs. cottons.

Stralsund, a strongly fortified town of Prus-
sia, prov. Pomerania, cap. gov. & circ, on the west
shore of the narrow strait separating the island

Eiigen from the mainland, 86 m. N.W. Stettin.

P. (1864) civil and military, 26,693. It has an ar-

senal, a house of correction, lunatic and orphan
asylums, gymnasivun, a public library, manufs. of

various kinds, & an export trade in com, beer, tim-
ber, & linens. It was formerly a Hanse town, un-
successfully besieged by Wallenstein in 1628, but
taken in 1678, 1713, and 1807, Since 1815 its

defensive works have been enlarged, & it is now
one of the strongest towns belonging to Prussia.
Stramberg, a vill. of Austria, Moravia, circ.

Prerau, 3 m. S.W. Freyberg. P. 2507.
Strambino, a market town of North Italy, prov.

Turin, cap. mand. and 6 ni. S. Ivrea. P. 4465.
Strangford, a seaport and market town of

Ireland, co. Down, on the W. shore of the en-
trance to Lough Strangford, 6 m. E.N.E. Down-
patrick. P. 407. It has many vessels engaged
in the fisheries. Vessels belonging to the port
83, tons 2440. Customs rev. (1862) m.—Lough
Strangford is a large inlet of the sea, between
Belfast Loughand Dundrum Bay, 15 m. in length.
It is shallow, and encumbered with islets.

Strangnaes, a town of Sweden. [Strengnas 1

Stranorlar, a pa. and market town of Ireland,

CO. Donegal, on the N. b. of the Finn, \ m. N.E.
Ballvbofey. Ac. of pa., including I3allybofey,

16,508. P. 4718; do. of town -476.

Stranraer, a royal, pari., munic. Dor., seaport
town, and pa. of Scotland, co, Wigtown, at the
B. extremity of Loch Ryan, and intersected by
a small river, 6 m. N.E. Port-Patrick. Ac. of pa.

91. P. 4022 ; do. of pari. bor. 6273. It has a
town-hall, gaol, and several churches and chapels,

a mechanics' institute, reading-room, handloom
•weaAring, tanneries, and nail factories. Harbour,
sheltered by a pier, allows vessels of 100 tons to

'iK>me close to the town. Vessels of 300 tons lie

in the roadstead half a mile distant. Reg. vessels

(1862), sailing 39, tons 2202 ; steam 1, tons 229.

^ntered 899, tons 76,961 ; cleared 500, tons 62,358.
^Exports cheese, corn, cattle, leather, and shoes,
feteamers ply weekly to Glasgow, Belfast, and
•Whitehaven. Corporation rev. (1862-63) 300Z.

^Exports (1858) 116/. Customs rev. (1862) 96;.

•The bor. unites with Wigtown, Whithorn, and
^ew Galloway, in sending one member to House
of Commons.
Stranton, a pa. of England, co. Durham, on

Hartlepool harbour, 9 m. N.N.E. Stockton-on-
Tees. Ac. 9828. P. 14,515.

Strasbourg, Argentoratum, a strongly fortified

city of France, on its E. frontier, cap. dep. Bas-

I
£hin, and foiTnerly cap. prov. Alsace, on west

I
iBank of the 111, near the 1. b. of the Rhine, to

phich its glacis extends, and across which it com-
tamicates with Kehl (Baden) by a bridge of boats,

Tm. N. Basle. Lat. of observatory 48° 34' 56" N.;

In. 7° 44' 51' E. Pop. (1856) 77,856, (1861) 82,014.
lean temp, of year 49°"7, winter 34°"2, sum-

I
Saer 61°"5 Fahr. It is a fortress of the first class,

I triangular in form, enclosed by bastioned ram-
I parts, strengthened by numerous outworks, and

entered by 7 gates. At its E. extremity is a
strong pentagonal citadel, and by means of sluices

the adjacent country may be laid under water.
It is intersected by branches of the III, and out-
side of the walls are several suburbs, a large
artillery ground, a hippodrome or race-course,
numerous gardens, and places of public resort.

The vast cathedral, founded in 504, and the choir
built by Charlemagne, has a spire 466 feet in

height, or 33 feet higher than St Peter's at Rome,
formerly the highest in the world, but now sur-
passed by a few ft. in the cathedral spire at Vienna,
The building is in every part richly decorated
with sculpture, & it has a remarkable astronomical

clock, & fine stained glass windows. Other build-

ings are the Temple Neuf, a Protestant church ; the
church of St Thomas, Jews' synagogue, theatre,

court-house, prefecture, public library, academy
comm. college, corn hall, public granaries, custom-
house, arsenal, barracks,& other military establish-
ments. Sevei'al hospitals and asylums, peniten-
tiary, an exchange, corn, fish, and other markets,
and a botanic garden. Strasbourg is a bishop's
see, the seat of a Protestant faculty, a chamber
of commerce, societies of agriculture and arts,

faculties of law, medicine, pharmacy, arts, letters,

etc., and has a mint, arsenal, and cannon foundi-y.

It has a very extensive transit trade, by its con-
nections with Germanj', Switzerland, N. Italy,

and all W. continental Europe. Its manufs. are
in great variety; among the principal are beer
and leather, for which it is especially famed

;

cotton, woollen, and silk fabrics ; canvas, jewel-
lery, buttons, cutlery, clocks, musical and mathe-
matical instruments, and chemical products ; it

has copper and iron forges, distilleries, soap fac-

tories, and a large bookselling trade. Its pates
de foies gras have high celebrity. The Basle
and Baden Railways, the railway to Paris, and
the canals connecting it with all the great rivers

of France, and with the Danube, are important
aids to its commerce. Steamers ply between
Strasbourg and Basle, Rotterdam, and London.
It has belonged to France since 1681; and is the

birthplace of Marshal Kellerman, General Kle-
ber, and of Pierre Schoeffer, who contests with
Giittenburg the invention of pilnting.

Strasburg, several towns of Germany.—I.

Prussia, prov. Brandenburg, gov. Potsdam, 28 m.
N.N.E. Zemplin. P. 4412. Manufs. linen and
woollen fabrics.—II. W. Prussia, gov. and 40 m.
S.E. Marienwerder, cap. circ, on the Drewenz,
and on the Polish frontier. P. 3902. Manufs.
woollen cloth, leather, and beer.—III. Carinthia,

circ and 20 m. N. Klagenfurt, on the Gurk. P.

650. [Strasbourg.]
Strasburg, a township of the U. S., North

America, Pennsylvania, 76 m. E.S.E. Harrisburg.

Strasswalchen, a market town of Upper Aus-
tria, circ. Salzach, on the Millbach, 15 m. N.E.
Salzburg.

Stkasznitz, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ.

and 13 m. S.S.W. Hradisch, on the March, here

crossed by a suspension bridge. P. 4950.

Strata-Florida, a chapelry of S. Wales, co.

Cardigan, pa. Caron, 5 m. N.E. Tregaron. P. 860.

Stratfield, two pas. of England.—I. (Alorti-

vier), CO. Berks, 7 m. S.S.W. Reading. Ac. 6400.

P. 1419.—II. (Turgis), a pa., co. Hants, 6 m.
N.N.E. Basingstoke Ac 909. P. 195.

Stratford, several market towns of England.
— I. (Fenny), co. Bucks, pas. Bletchley and Simp-
son, on the Bedford branch of the London and
N.-W. Railway, 1 m. N.E. Bletchley. P. of

chapelry 1199. It has a manuf. of lace.—II.

{Langthorne), co. Essex, on E. b. of the Lea, 4
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m. E.N.E. London. P. (1861) 15,994. It has flour

mills, chemical and print works, and distilleries,

and is intersected by the Eastern Counties Kail-

way and its branches.—IIL Qe Bore), co. Middle-

sex, separated from the foregoing by the Lea.

Ac. of pa. 809. P. 11,590.—IV. (Stoney), co.

Bucks, 6 m. W.S.W. Newport Pagnell, on the

Ouse, and on the Roman Watling Street, it being

considered the ancient Lactodurum. Ac. of its

two pas. 70. P. 1356, mostly agricultural. It

has a town-hall, and a manuf. of lace. Also seve-

ral pas.—V. {St Mary), co. Suffolk, 10 m. S.W.
Ipswich. Ac. 14G1. P. 655.—VI. (St Andrew),

CO. Suffolk, 3 m. S.W. Saxmundham. Ac. 793.

P. 181.—VII. (under-the-Castle), co. Wilts, 2 m.
N.N.W. Salisbury. Ac. 1483. P. 332. In this

pa. is the disfranchised borough of Old Sarum.

[Sarum.]—VIII. {Tony), co. WUts, 4 m. W.S.W.
Salisbury. Ac. 1173. P. 165.—IX. ( Water), co.

and 3 m. W.N.W. Buckingham. Ac. 1082. P. 161.

Stratford, several townships, U. S., North
America, the principal in Connecticut, at the

mouth of the Housatonic, 45 m. S.W. Hartford.

Stratford-upon-Avon, a municipal bor. and
township of England, on railway, co. and 8

m. S.W. Warwick, pa. Old Stratford, on the N.
bank of the Avon. Ac. of bor. 6860. P. 6823

;

do. of township 3672. It is neatly built in a
modem style ; various fires in the 16th and 17th

centuries destroyed most of its older buildings,

and that in which Shakespeare died was wan-
tonly razed by its proprietor ; but the house in

which the great poet was bom has been pre-

served. The church contains a bust of Shake-
speare, and the tombs of himself, his wife, and
daughters ; his statue also adorns the town-hall,

in which are pictures of him and of Garrick.
Other principal buildings are the ancient chapel
of the holy cross, market-house, almshouses, and
theatre. Trade chiefly in com and malt. It is

134 feet above the sea.

Stratford-upox-Slaxey, a town of Ireland,

CO. Wicklow, on the Slaney, 13 m. S.S.W. Bles-
sington. P. 651.

Strath is a prefix of numerous names in Scot-
land, and isgenerally applied to long ^ wide valleys.

Strath ur Strath-Swordle, an insular pa.

of Scotland, co. Inverness, comprising a part of

the island of Skye, with the islands Scalpa and
Pabbay. Ac. 64,768. P. 2664. A cave in the N.
of the pa., in 1746, afforded shelter to the Pre-
tender, Prince Charles Edward Stuart.

Strathaven, a burgh of barony of Scotland,
CO. Lanark, pa. Avondale, 14 m. S.E. Glasgow.
P. 4085, mostly employed in weaving.—II. a
narrow Highland valley in the S.W. of co. Banff.
Strathblane, a pa. of Scotland, co. Stirling,

on the Blane,4m. S.E. KUleam. Ac. 3217. P. 1388.
Strathbogie, a dist. of Scotland, co. Aber-

deen, comprising 6 pas. bordering co. Banff, with
an area of 120 sq. m. P. 10,307.
Strathbuxgo, a vill. of Scotland, co. Renfrew,

pa. Govan. P. 651.
Strath Dears, a great velley of Scotl., drained

by the Findhorn river, cot>. Inverness and Nairn.
Strathdon, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen,

bordering co. Banff, P. 1459.
Strathearn, the vale of the Earn, in Scotland,

CO. Perth, extending W. to E. 35 m. from Loch
Earn to the mouth of the Earn in the Tay,
breadth from 2 to 6 miles.

Strathfieldsaye, a pa. of Engl., cos. Hants
and Berks, 6J m. N.N.E. Basingstoke. Ac.
3532. P. 827. On the Lodder, in this pa., is the
estate conferred by Parliament on the late Duke
of Wellington and his family, for services in the

peninsular war, and which formerly belonged to

tlie great Earl of Chatham and his son William
Pitt The mansion is a plain but elegant edifice.

The park is about If m. in length, by 1 m. in

breadth. On the estate is the site of the ruined
city of Silchester.

Strathkixness, a vill. of Scotland, co. Fife,

pa. St Leonards. P. 610.

Stkathmiglo, a pa. and vill. of Scotland, co.

Fife, 10 m. W.S.W. Cupar, on the Miglo. Ac.
9026. P. of pa. 2261; do. of vill. 896, chiefly

employed in weaving. It has a bleachfield,

several corn mills, malt-houses, and breweries,
and freestone quarries in its vicinity.

Strathmore (" the Great Valley "), an exten-
sive lowland tract in Scotl., in a wide acceptation
extending from the co. Dumbarton in a N.E.
direction to the sea in co. Kincardine, and em-
bracing part of Stirlingshire, and of the cos. Perth
and Forfar, bounded N. by the Grampians, and
S. by the Lennox, Ochil, and Sidlaw hills, 100
m. in length, breadth from 5 to 10 m. In a more
limited sense it comprises the tract from Meth -

ven, CO. Perth, to Brechin, co. Forfar, 40 m. in

length, watered by the Tay, its affluents, and
the N. and S. Esk. It is the greatest plain in

Scotland.
Strath Spet, an extensive valley of Scotland,

drained by the riv. Spey, cos. Inverness, Elgin, &
Banff. Length nearly- 70 m. It is well wooded.
Strath Tay is that part of the valley of the

Tay, Scotland, co. Perth, between Kenmore and
Dunkeld.

Stratonic.«a, Asia Minor. [Eski-Hissar.]
Strattox, several pas. of England.—I. a pa.

and market town, co. Cornwall, on the Bude, 15
m. N.N.W. Launceston. Ac. 2837. P. 1755.—
II. CO. Dorset, 3J m. N.W. Dorchester. Ac. 1683.

P. 351.—III. CO. Glo'ster, IJ m. N.N.W. Ciren-

cester. Ac. 1320. P. 696.—IV. co. Norfolk, 9^ m.
S.S.W. Norwich. Ac. 1050. P. 351.—V. (Aud-
ley), COS. Bucks and Oxford, 3 m. N.E. Bicester.

Ac. 2810. P. 378.—VL (East), co. Hants, 5 m.
N.N.W. New Alresford. Ac. 2190. P. 365.—
VII. (on-the-Fosse), co. Somerset, 5J m. N.N.E.
Shepton-Mallet Ac. 1148. P. 335. At Down-
side Castle, in its vicinity, is an establishment
for educating Roman Catholic priests. The vil-

lage is situated on the ancient Roman Fosswav.
—VIIL (^Long), co. Norfolk, 10 m. S.S.W. Nor-
wich. Ac 1517. P. 743.—IX. (St Margaret's),

CO. Wilts, 4 m. S.S.W. Highworth. Ac. 2620.

P. 1642.—X. (Stratoless), co. Norfolk, 8 m. N.
Norwich. Ac. 1582. P. 202.

Straubing, Castra Attgustana, a walled town of

LowerBavaria, on rt. b. of the Danube, which here

forms a large island, and is crossed by a bridge,

25 m. S.E. Regonsburg. P. (1864) 10,054. It

has a castle, munerous churches, a gymnasium,
and a brisk trade in com and cattle.

Strausfurt, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, goT.

and 13 Tn. N. Erfurt. P. 1128.

Straussberg, a walled town of Prussia, prov.

Brandenburg, gov. Potsdam, on Lake Strauss, 20

m. E.N.E. Berlin. P. 3652. It has manufs. of

cotton and woollen fabrics.

Streatham, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, be-

tween Tooting and Norwood, 6 m. S.S.W. St

Paul's, London. Ac. 2904. P. 8027.

Streatley, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Bedford,

5 m. N.N.W. Luton. Ac. 2287. P. 341.—II. co.

Berks, Sfm. S.S.W. Wallingford. Ac. 1600. P. 552.

Street, two pas. of England.—I. co. Somer-

set, 2 m. S.S.W. Glastonbury. Ac 2913. P.

1898.—II. CO. Sussex, 5 m. N.W. Lewes. Ac.

1270. P. 190.
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Street, a pa. of Ireland, co. Westmeath, 13 m.
N.N.W. Mulliugar. Ac. 16,332. P. 2435.

Streethall, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4 m.
W.N.W. Saffron-Walden. Ac. 606. P. 41.

Strehla, a town of Saxony, circ. Leipzig, on
the Elbfs 17 m. N.W. Meissen. P. 2100.

Strehlen, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
23 m. S. Breslau, cap. circ, on the Ohlan. P.

4960. It is enclosed by double walls, and has
manufs. of cotton, woollen cloth, and leather.

Strehlitz, two towns of Prussian Silesia, gov.

: Oppeln.—I. {Gross or Great), 2 m. S.E. Oppeln,
cap. circ. P. 2400. It has manufs. of linen

1 fabrics and hosiery.—II. {Klein or Little'), 16 m.
S.S.W. Oppeln. P. 750.

Strelitz (Neu), a town of Northern Germany.
[Neu Streutz.]—Alt or Old Strelitz is a town
of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, 2 m. S.S.E. Neu-Strelitz.

P. 3089. It was formerly the ducal residence.

Strelitz, a vill. of Scotland, co. Perth, pa.

Cargill, 4 m. S.W. Coupar-Angus, built in 1763 as

a retreat for discharged soldiers at the conclu-

sion of the German war,
k Strellet, a pa. of England, co. and 4J m.

I W.N.W. Nottingham. Ac. 1050. P. 253.

M Strengnas or Strangnoes, a town of Sweden,A lean Sodermanland, 40 m. N. Nykoping, on the

S. shore of Lake Maslar. P. 1576.

Strensall, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m. N.E.
York, North Riding, on the York and North Mid-
land Railway. Ac. 2217. P. 406.

Stretensk, a town of Russia, Siberia, gov.
Irkutsk, 50 ni. E.N.E. Nertchinsk.
Stretford, two pas. of England.—I. co. Here-

ford, 4 m. S.W. Leominster. Ac. 424. P. 50.—
II. a chapelry, co. Lancaster, pa. and 4 m. W.S.W.
Manchester. P. 8757.

Stretham, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,
4 m. S.S.W. Ely. Ac. 6940. P. 1462.

Stretion (Church), a pa. and market town
of England, co. Salop, 13 m. S.S.W. Shrewsbury.
Ac. of pa. 10,716. P. 1695. It has a woollen
manuf., and a trade in malt. Near it is Caer-
Oaradoc, where Caractacus is supposed to have
been defeated by Ostorius.

Stretton, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Eutland, 8 m. N.W. Stamford. Ac. 1934. P.

189.—II. (Baskerville), co. Warwick, 3| m. E.S.E.
Nuneaton. Ac. 760. P. 74.—III. (on Dunsmore),
CO. Warwick, 6 m. S.E. Coventry. Ac. 3110.

P. 1064. It has a nunnery, and a co. asylum for

juvenile criminals.—IV. (en-le-Fields), co. Derby,
6 m. S.W. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Ac. 1008. P.

884.—V. {on-the-Foss), co. Warwick, 3 m. S.W.
Shipston-on-Stour. Ac. 1939. P. 435.—VI.
(Grandsome), co. Hiereford, 6i m. N.W. Ledbury.
Ac. 710. P. 130.—VII. (Sugwas), co. and 3i m.
N.W, Hereford. Ac, 779. P. 209,—VIII. a
township, CO. Derby, pa. Whigfield-North, 6^
m. S. Chesterfield, on the S. Mid, Rail. P, 524.

Stricken or Mormond, a pa. and vill. of Scot-
land, CO. Aberdeen, on the Ugie, 4 m. W. Deer.

Ac. about 8000. P. 2472, of whom 1030 are in the
village. It has manufactures of linen, and six

annual fairs.

Strickland, two townships of England, pa.

Morland, co. Westmoreland.—I. {Great), 4 m. N.
Shap, near Carlisle Railway. Ac. 2265. P. 308.

—II. {Little), 8J m. N.N.W. Orton. Ac. 772. P. 114.

Striegau, a walled town of Prussian Silesia,

gov. and 33 m. W.S.W. Breslau, cap. circ. P.

6341. It has manufs. of woollens and linen. The
Prussians defeated the Austrians here in 1745.

Strlngston, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 8J
m. W.N.W. Bridgewater. Ac. 1310. P. 159.

Strivali or Stamphane Islands, Strophades,

a group of four small Ionian islets, 28 m. S. Zante,
Harpy and Convent Islands are the largest,

Strixton, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,

4J m. S.S.E. Wellingborough. Ac. 889. P. 61.

Strogonov Bay, an inlet of the isl. of Japan, on
the W. coast of Jesso, lat. 43° 30' N., Ion. 141° E.
Strokestown, a market town of Ireland, co.

Roscommon, 6^ m. S.S.E. Elphin. P. 975.

Stroma, an island off the N. extremity of

Scotland, co. Caithness, in Pentland Firth, be-
tween the mainland and the Orkneys, pa. and 2
m. N. Canisbay, Length 2i m. ; breadth IJ m.
P. 291. Shores rocky and precipitous; it has
some com land, and on it are the remains of an
old castle and a chapel.

Stromay, a small island of the Outer Hebrides,
Scotland, off the N. extremity of North Uist.

Stromberg, two towns of Prussia.—I. prov.
Westphalia, gov. and 29 m, E.S.E, Miinster,
P, 1500.—II. Rhenish Prussia, gov. and 30 m.
S.S.E. Coblenz, on the Guttenbach. P. 1120.
It has manufs. of earthenware and leather.

Stromboli, Strongyle, the most N.E. of the
Lipari Islands in the MediteiTanean, off the N.
coast of Sicily. Shape nearly round ; circuit

about 12 m, P, 1200, It produces good wine,
wheat, barley, cotton, raisins, currants, and figs.

It is wholly of volcanic formation, consisting of

a conical bifurcated rock, rising to 2500 feet above
the sea, and at its W. extremity is an active vol-
cano, the crater being on the N.W. side of the
mountain, about l-3d from its summit, and 170
yards across. On the E. side of the island is a
small town and battery, and vestiges of ancient
buildings are scattered over the surface.

Stromness (fonnerly Cairston), a burgh of

barony, seaport town, and pa. of Scotland, co. &
on the mainland of Orkney, beside a beautiful

bay, 12 m. W.S.W. Kirkwall. Area of pa. about
14 sq. m. P. of town and pa. 2551, Mean temp,
of year 46°*11 ; winter 39°-25, summer 54°*18 Fahr.
The bay or harbour is excellent, and admits
vessels of all burdens; 100 sail have been an-
chored there at one time. The Royal Mail
Steamer sails from Stromness. Boat and ship
building is carried on.

Stromoe, Faroe Islands. [Faroer.]
Stromsoe, one of the three small towns of

Norway comprised under the name of Drammen.
Stromstad, a town of Sweden, on the Skager-

rack, near the frontier of Norway. P. 1746.

Strongoli {Petilia), a vill, of S, Italy, prov,
Catanzaro, 13 m. N.N.W. Cotrone. P. 2066.

Strongylo, an islet of the Grecian Archipe-
lago, gov. and 8 m. S.W. Paros,

Stronsay, one of the Orkney Islands, Scotland,

6J m, N.N.E. Moul-head, Pomona, and about 7^
m. in length by 6 J m. in breadth. Area about
14 sq. m, P. 1210. Forms, with Eday I., a pa.

P. 2207. Shores deeply indented by bays, and
surface mostly in pasturage. On its N.E. side is

the village of Papa-Sound.
Strontxan, a quoad sacra pa. of Scotland, co.

Argyle, pa, of Ardnamurchan, on the N. side of
Loch Sunart, Ac, 40,099, In 1790, strontites,

a newly-known earthy body, was discovered
here, and named from the parish.

Strood, a pa, of England, co. Kent, on the
west bank of the Medway, continuous across a
bridge with Rochester, within the jurisdiction of

which city its village is comprised. Here are
stations of the S. E. and L. C. and D. Railways.

Stroppiana, a vill. of N. Italy, prov, Novara,
cap, mand., circ. and 8 m. S.S.E. Vercelli. P. 2729
Stroppo, a comm. and vill. of N. Italy, prov.

and S>4 m. W.N.W. Coni. P. 1 677.

4h
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Stroud, a pari, bor., town, and pa. of England,

CO. and 9 m. S.S.E. Gloucester, on a branch of

the G. W. Eail^ on the direct route to Chelten-

ham, Hereford, and South Wales, and on the

Thames and Severn Canal. Ac. of pa. 3810. P.

of pari. bor. (1851) 36,535 ; (1861) 35,517. The
town, on an eminence at the confluence of the

Frome and Slade rivers, has woollen and fulling

mills, and dyeing establishments, it being the

centre of the Gloucestershire woollen manufac-
tures. It sends 2 members to H. of C. Eeg.

elect (1864) 1386. Fairs in May and August.

Stroud, a vill. of New South Wales, co. Glou-

cester, on the Karruah, 7 m. from Bourral. It is

<he headquarters of the Austi-alian Agricultural

Comijany. P. (1861) 398.

Stroxtox, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3^ m.
S.S.W. Grantham. Ac. 970. P. 107.

Strubby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.
2v-. Alford. Ac. 2075. P. 295.

Struga, a small town of European Turkey,
Albania, sanj. and 6 m. W. Ochrida.
Strusipshaw, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 7§

m. E.S.E. Norwich. Ac. 1337. P. 386.

Stry, a river of Austrian Poland, Galicia, rises

in the Carpathians, flows N. and NJl. 110 m.,

and joins the Dniester 4 m. N.E. Zydaczow.

—

II. a fortified town of GaUcia, cap. circ., on the
Stry, 42 m. S.S.W. Lemberg. P. 2682.

Strykow, a town of Eussian Poland, gov. and
64 m. S.W. Warsaw. P. 2613.
Stkymox, the ancient name of the river Stru-

ma or Kara-su, a river of Macedonia, European
Turkey.—The Strymonic Gvlf, which it enters,

is a name of the Gulf of Contessa. [Orphaxo.]
Stryxoe, two islets of Denmark, between the

islands Langeland, Taasinge, and iEroe. P. 650.
Strzelzso, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.

'Bromberg, 13 m. S.S.W. Inowraclaw. P. 2380.
Stuartfield, a vill. of Scotland, co. Aber-

deen, pa. Old Deer. P. 751.

Stubbekioring, a maritime town of Denmark,
btift Falster-Laaland, on the N.E. coast of the
island Falster, 15 m. S. Pi-aestoe. P. 1000.
Stubtok, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.

S.E. Newark. Ac. 860. P. 157.
Stcdham, a pa. of England, cos. Hertford and

Bedford, 4 m. S. Dunstable. Ac. 3100. P. 882.
Stcdlaxd, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, in the

isl. of Purbeck, 5 m. E.N.E. Corfecastle, bounded
N. by Poole harbour. Ac. 7814. P. 595. Stud-
land Bay, on its E. side, is a fair anchorage ; and
near it is Brownsea Island, with a castle, defend-
ing the entrance of Poole harbour. On Studland
Common are some curious Druidic remains.
Studley, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 4 m.

N.N.W. Alcester. Ac. 4262. P. 2230. Manufs.
needles and fish-hooks.
STUHLrxGEX, a town of Gennany, Baden, circ.

Lake, on the Wutach, 10 m. N.W. Schaffhausen.
Stuhlweissenburg, a royal free town of W.

Hungary, cap. co., in a marshy tract, 16 m. N.E.
Lake Balaton. P. 14,971. It has a bishop's
palace and ofBces, co. hall, the Marienkirche, in
which 14 kings of Hungary were buried ; a gym-
nasium, other Eoman Catholic schools, a military
academy, Magyar theatre, manufs. of flannel and
leather, a trade in wine, and cattle markets.
Stuhm, a town of W. Prussia, gov. and 13 m.

N.N.E. Marienwerder, cap. circ, between two
lakes. P. 1519. Hero Gustavus Adolphus, King
i>f Sweden, defeated the Poles in 1630.
Stukeley, two pas. of EnglMid. l.(Great\

«o. and 2 m. N.W. Huntingdon. Ac 2990. P.
453.—II. (JJtOe), CO. and 3 m. N.W. Hunting-
don. Ac 1600. P. 385.

Stdka, two rivers of N. Italy.—I. prov. Turin,
after a S.E. course of 35 m., joins the Po 3 m. N.
Turin.—II. flows for 70 m. N.E^ and joins the
Tanaro on the left, near Cherasco.
Sturbridge, a hamlet of England, co. and IJ

m. N.N.E. Cambridge, where a lai-ge fair is held
during a fortnight, from September 28th annually.
Sturbridge, a township of the U. S., North

America, Massachusetts, 53 m. W.S.W. Boston.
Sturgeon (Bay), an inlet on the east side of

Green Bay, state Michigan, N. America.

—

{Lake),

British N. America, discharges its waters S.ward
into the river Saskatchewan.
Sturmbb, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 5| hl

W.S.W. Clare. Ac. 945. P. 326.

Sturmdister-Maeshah, a pa. of England, co.

Dorset, 4 m. W. Wimbome Minster. Ac. 3861.

P. 850. The vill. had formerly a market.
Stubmikster-Newton-Castle, a mkt. town

and pa. of England, co. Dorset, on the Stour, 8
m. S.W. Shaftesbury. Ac 3089. P. 1880. It

has manufactures of baize.

Sturry, a pa. of England, co. Kent, on tha
Stour, and on a branch of the S. E. Eailway,
2^ m. N.E. Canterbury. Ac. 3089. P. 1044.

Sturston, several pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-
folk, 4i m. S.W. Watton. Ac 2000. P. 75.—IL
CO. Suffolk, 3 m. N.W. Eye. Ac. 775. P. 232.—
III. a hamlet, co. Derby, pa. and 1 m. E. Ash-
bourne. P. 674.

Sturt, a CO. of South Australia, bounded B.
by the Murray river, having S. Lake Alexan-
drina, N. the co. Eyre, and W. the cos. Adelaide
and Hindmarsh.—(/Surf Mountain^, South Aus-
tralia, is the most conspicuous summit of Gawler
range, W. of Spencer Gulf ; lat 32° 45' S., lon.

135° 30' E.—II. a mountain of New South Wales,
Darling-Downs.

—

{Stvrt River), South Australia,

enters the Gulf of St Vincent at Glenelg, 5 m,
S.W. Adelaide.

Sturt, a co. ofNew S. Wales, on N. b. of Mur*
rumbidgee river. Lat 34° 26' S. ; Ion. 145° 30' E.
Stubton, two pas. of England.—I. co. Notts,

6 m. E.N.E. East-Ketford. Ac 4610. P. 583.—
II. (fireatX co. Lincoln, on the Lincoln Eailway,
b\ m. N.N.W. HomcasUe. Ac. 1440. P. 179.

Stctchbuby, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-
ton, 4 m. N.N.W. Brackley. Ac. 1007. P. 23.

Stuttgart, the cap. city of Wiirtemberg, S.

Germany, on the Nesenbach, a gmall afliuent of

the Neckar, li m. from its mouth in that river,

38 m. E.S.E. Carlsnihe. Lat of cathedral, 48°
46' 36" N. ; Ion. 9» 10' 52" E. P. (1864) 69.084.

Mean temp, of year 49°'4 ; winter 33°"2, summer
64°-9 Fahir. It is surrounded by gardens and
vineyards, and is entered • by an avenue of pop-
lars. It is well built, and has a royal palace, with
a fine park. This palace contains many good
Flemish paintings and sculptures by Danneker
and Canova. The old palace, and the theatre in

the same square ; a Grothic church, with tombs of

the Dukes of WUrtemberg; the palace of the

princes, parliament house, city hiall, chancery
court, barracks, post office, gymnasium, city

schools, hospital, workhouse, royal stud house,

stables, and riding school, are also principal

edifices. It has a public librarycontaining 200,000

vols, and 1800 MSS., museum of natural history,

with a remarkable series of fossils ; royal cabinets

of coins and medals, with 17,000 coins, antiqui-

ties, and maps ; the royal library of 50,000 vols.,

many private libraries, and a statue of Blucher.

It is connected by railways with Heilbronn on

the N. and Geislingen on the S. Printing and
bookbinding form chief branches of its industry.

It has 30 printing-houses, and the second pub-
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lishing house in Germany, that of CuUa. Manufs.
woollen & cotton goods, jewellery, mathematical

and musical instruments, perfumery, gloves, and
carpets, with breweries and vinegar works. In its

vicinity some good effervescing wine is made ; and
near it is Cannstadt, a favourite watering-place.

Stutton, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6 m.
S. Ipswich. Ac. 2725. P. 631.

Stutton-with-Hazlewood, a township of

England, co. York, West Eiding, pa. and li m.
S.W. Tadcaster, on branch of the York and N.
Mid. Eailway. Ac. 2610. P. 446.

Stutzattza or Caratova, a town of European
Tiu-key, Macedonia, sanj. and 23 m. S.S.W. Gliiu-

stendil, on the Egridere. P. 4000. It has a mint
for coining copper, mined in its vicinity.

Stuyvesant (formerly Kinderhook-Landing),

a township of the U. S., North America, New
York, on the Hudson, E. bank, 17 m. S. Albany.
Steamers ply to New York.

—

Stuyvesant-Falls is

a vill. about 10 m. S.ward, on Kiuderhook Creek.

Styk, a river of Austrian and Russian Poland,

Galicia, Volhynia, and Minsk, after a N. course

of 200 m. joins the Pripet 22 m. E. Pinsk.

Styria (Germ. Steirmark or StyermarJc, anc.

a part of Noricum), a crown-land of Austrian em-
pire, with the title of duchy, between lat. 45° 64'

and 47° 60' N., Ion. 13° 30' and 16° 25' E., having
E. Hungary, S. Illyria and Croatia, and N. and
W. Upper Austria. Area 8670 sq. m. P. (1868)

1,070,747, mainly of German descent. It chiefly

consists of the valley or basin of 'the Mur, with
portions of those of the Drave and Save in the

S., and the Enns in the N.W., which valley is

separated from that of the Mur by the Noric
Alps. The highest point of these, the Hoch-
schwab, is upwards of 7600 feet above the sea.

The Stj'rian Alps, S. the Mur, rise in the Eisen-

hut to 7656 feet in height, and a branch of the

Carnic Alps separates the Drave and Save. Sur-
face is almost wholly mountainous, except in the

S.E., where are some plains on which corn, fruit,

tobacco, etc., are raised ; elsewhere pastoral or

mining industry chiefly occupies the population.

Chief crops, wheat, maize, pulses, fruits, hemp,
and flax. Cattle and sheep are extensively reared.

Mining is the chief branch of industry. Average
annual produce of iron 616,136 cwt. ; copper 1047
cwt. ; salt 160,000 cwt. ; alum 4145 cwt. ; coal

404,986 cwt. ; with lead, silver, gold, zinc, and
vitriol ; marble and building stones are abundant

;

and the country contains many medicinal springs.

Manufs. insignificant, and trade limited. The
conveyance of goods employs many of the pop.,

the province l3'ing in the high route between
Austria and the Adriatic, and it is traversed by
the railway from Vienna to Trieste. It is divided
into the circs, of Gratz, the cap., and Marburg,
Cilly, Judenburg, and Briick, its other chief

towns. Styria was erected into a margraviate
by Charlemagne.
Stvrrup, a township of England, co. Notts,

pa. Blyth, 3^ m. W.S.W. Bawtry. P. 362.

Sua'kin, a seaport town of the Eed Sea, on an
island off its W. coast, lat. 19° 7' N., Ion. 37° 20'

E. P. 8000. (?) It has a harbour.
SuAL, one of the recently opened ports of the

Philippines, on W. coast of the island of Luzon,
in the Gulf of Lingayen. P. (1858) 3451. Ex-
ports fish, salt, cocoa-nut oil, and sugar.

SuBACHi, a small maritime town of Circassia,

pn the Black Sea, 18 m. N.W. Mamai.
SuBANuiKA, a river of India, which has its rise

in dist. Chota Nagpore, about 23° 9' N., Ion. 84°
60' E., and enters the sea in lat. 21° 35' N., Ion.
87° 23' E., having a general S.E. course of 317 m.

SuBATHOo, a cantonment and fort of India,

the principal place of a pergunnah of same name,
in lat. 30° 58' N., Ion. 77° 3' E. It is a table-

land, having mountains in its vicinity rising from
4600 to 8000 feet above the sea, but open to-

wards the S. The fort is placed on an eminence
on the rt. b. of the Gumber, 1100 feet above the
river. The surrounding country is studded with
villages. Agricultural pursuits are conducted
with skill, the mountain sides being formed into

successive terraces, and the river banks irrigated,

and rice of superior quality grown. Other crops

comprise maize, wheat, barley, millet, ginger,

cotton, opium, tf)bacco, pepper, hemp, and vtge-
tables, besides fruits. Mean annual temp. 66J°
to 66° Fahr. Eains heavy from June till Sept.

Average annual fall of snow four or five inches.

This place is verj' salubrious, and is a sanatariura

for troops. Suhathoo is in the Cis-Sutlej division

of the territories, subject to the commissioner of

the Punjab.
SuBiACO, Suhlaqueum, a town of Central Italy,

comarca and 31 m. E. Rome, on the Teverone.
It has a castle, long a summer residence of the
popes ; and a monastery, governor's palace, and
collegiate church. Maniifs. cloth, cotton, and coi>-

per utensils.

Sublimity, a town of U. S., North America, in

Marivi, co. Oregon, where there is a college under
the direction of the Moravians.
SuBZ, a town of Cent. Asia. [Sheiiri-Subz.]
SuBzow or ZouBTZOv, a town of Russia, gov.

Tver, cap. circ, on the Volga. P. 3000.
ScBZULCOTE is the N. frontier town of Sinde,

60 m. N.E. Roree-Bukkur. In 1843 it was con-
ferred upon the Khan of Bahawulpoor, as a re-

ward for his faithfulness to the British during
the war in Sinde and Afghanistan.
SucCADANA or SoEivAUANA, a maritime town

on the VV. coast of the island Borneo, near the
mouth of the Simpang river, lat. 1° 20' S. Ex-
ports comprise opium, camphor, salt, diamonds,
gold dust, and tin.

Sucfi, a comm. and vill of France, dep. Loire-
Inf., on the Erdre, 8 m. N.N.E. Nantes. P.
2302.

—

Sucy-en-Brie is a comm. and vill., dep.

Seine-et-Oise, arr. Corbeil. P. 1286.

SuCHEEN, a town of India, with a small terri-

tory included within the limits of the British dist.

of Surat, presid. Bombay. Area 300 sq. m. P.
22,260. Annual revenue 89,000 rupees.

SuCHENUEE, a town of British India, dist. and
14 m. W. Cawnpore, N.W. provs. P. 6441.

SucHONA, a river of Russia. | Sukona.]
SCCHTELN, a vill. of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and

19 m. W.N.W. Diisseldorf, on the North Canal.
Suck, a river of Ireland, Conuaught, flows

mostly S. between the cos. Roscommon and Gal-
way, and joins the Shannon at Shannon Bridge.
SucKLEY, a pa. of England, co. Worcester, 5J

m. E.S.E. Bromyard. Ac. 5184. P. 1207.
Sucre (jChuquisaca), the cap. city of Bolivia,

on a small trib. of the Pilconiayo, in lat. 19° 20'

S., Ion. 64° 40' W. P. (1858) 23,979. It stands
in a delicious valley, is well built, and has a
cathedral, mining and other schools, convents,
and an hospital. The environs have numerous
pretty villas. It was founded a.d. 1639, and was
named La Plata.

SuczAWA, a town, Bukovina. [Sutschawa.]
SuuAK, a maritime town of South Russia,

Crimea, 22 m. S.W. Kaffa.

SuDBOiiNE, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, on
the North Sea, IJm. N.Oxford. Ac. 5429. P. 625.

SuDBOKOUGH, a pa., England, co. Northamp-
ton, 3i m. N.W. Thrapstone. Ac, 1781- P. 321.
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SUDBEOOK, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m. N.E.
Lincoln. Ac. 1000. P. 75.

SCDB0RT, a bor. town of England, cos. Suffolk

and Essex, on the Stour, 19 m. W. Ipswich. Ac
of bor. about 2100. P. 6879.—II. a pa. co. Derby,

5 m. E.S.E. Uttoxeter. Ac. 3603. P. 589.

Sudeley-Manor, a pa. of England, co. Glo's-

ter. 1 m. S.E. Winchcombe. Ac. 2622. P. 98.

SuDERMAxfA or SuDEEMAJJNLASD, an old prov.

of Sweden, now forming the laan Nykoping, with

a part of that of Stockholm.
Sudeten-Gebirgk or Scdetic Mountains,

a mountain range of Germany, which encircles

Bohemia, connected on the E. with the Car-
pathians, and on the W. with the mountains of

Franconia.
SuDiTA, a town of British India, prov. Assam,

presid. Bengal, lat. 27° 50' N., Ion. 95° 42' E.
The town is the chief place of a district which
forms one of the divisions of Upper Assam, and
has (including Mutruck) an area of 6942 sq. m.,

and a pop. of 30,000.

SUDJA, a town of Kussia, gov. and 52 m. S.W.
Koursk, cap. dist., on the Sudja, and around a
email lake, in a marshy but fertile tract P.

3000.

—

Sujuk-Kale is a Kussian fort, on the N.E.
coast of the Black Sea, in Abkasia, 18 ra. S.E.
Anapa. It was formerly an important Turkish
fort, taken by the Bussians in 1791.

SuDOGDA, a town of Eussia, gov. and 20 m. S.E.

Vladimir, cap. dist., on the Sudogda. P. 1500.

St'DUD (the Zedadoi Scripture), a vill. of Syria,

pash. Damascus, and E. of the route from that

city to Homs, occupied by Jacobite Christians.

SuDUK, a river of Beloochistan, rises near lat.

26° N., Ion. 63° 22' E., and after a S. course of 80
m. enters the Arabian Sea, 15 m. N.E. Has Pas-
seenoe. It is navigable for 12 m. from the sea,

and is ascended that distance by traders, for wood
that grows on its banks.

SuECA, a town of Spain, prov. and 20 m. S.E.
Valencia, on the Jucar, near its mouth in the
Mediterranean Sea. P. 8862.

SuiiVRES, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Loir-et-Cher, near the rt. b. of the Loir, and on
the railway to Orleans, 8 m. N.E. Blois. P. 1919.

Suez, a frontier seaport town of Egypt, near
the head of the Gulf of Suez (Bed Sea), 76 m. E.
Cairo, with which it is connected by railway, lat.

29° 58' 40" N., Ion. 32=' 33' 13" E. P. (1868)
15,000. Its houses are of sun-dried brick, streets

impaved, with mosques, Greek church, custom-
house, etc., the whole enclosed by a wall mounted
with cannon, and surrounded by entrenchments.
The country around it is a desert, and provisions
are brought from a distance. From its position
on the highway between Egypt and the East,
Suez has always been a place of extensive transit
trade ; and since the establishment of the overland
route to India, it has become the residence of
many merchants and agents. The great SMp
Canal from Suez to Port Said, on the Mediter-
ranean, to be completed in 1869, is 96 m. long,
300 feet wide, and 26 feet deep, fit for the passage
of the largest vessels. This gigantic work wxll
reduce the distance from Southampton to Bombay
to 6200 m., instead of 1300 m. by the Cape of
Good Hope. The capital of the Canal Company
is Ismailia, on lake Timsah, mid-way between
Suez and Port Said- A fresh water canal
from the Nile supplies Suez at the S., and Port
Said at the N. extremity of the ship Canal.
Immediately N. the town is Kolzum, the site
of the ancient CT^swia.—The Gvlf of Suez (the
Arabian Gulf of the Greeks) is the west arm
of the Red Sea, after its bifurcation in lat 28°

N., whence it extends N.W. to lat 30' N.
Length 200 m., average breadth 30 m.—Shores
desert, and alternately present arid plains and
rocky headlands.—The Isthmus of Suez is the
neck of land connecting Asia and Africa, having
S. the Gulf of Suez, and N. the Mediterranean.
Surface mostly moving sands, interspersed with
rocky elevations, salt marshes (the ancient
crocodile lakes), and land fertilized by inunda-
tions of the Nile.

SuFEiD KoH (the " White Mowniain "), Afgha-
nistan, 100 m. S. the Hindoo Koosh, bounds the
vaUey of Cabool on the S., extending W. to E.
about lat 33° 50' N., and between Ion. 69° 36' and
72° 16' E. It has three parallel ranges, the two
lower covered with pine woods, the loftiest steep

and rocky, rising in one part to 14,100 feet above
the sea, and covered with perpetual snow.
SuFFEEDUN, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, dist. Delhi, 18 m. W. Paniput It stands
on the rt. b. of the Canal of Ferozeshah, and its

vicinity has been much improved by irrig:ation,

consequent on the cleansing and repair of the
canal, which conveys a great quantity of water
from the Junma to the S. of Sirhind.

SuFFiEi.D, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2>\ m.
W.N.W. North Walsham. Ac. 1458. P. 212.

SuFFiEiX), two townships, U. S., N. America.
—I. Connecticut, on Connecticut river, 17 m. N.
Hartford. Here is the Connecticut literary in-

stitution, founded by the Baptists in 1835.—II.

Ohio, 13 m. S.W. Ravenna.
Suffolk, a maritime co. of England, having

E. the North Sea, N. Norfolk, W. Cambridge-
shire, and S. Essex. Ac. 947,681, of which
about 820,000 are under culture. P. (1861)
337,070. The Ouse and "Waveney rivers form
the N. boundary; the S. limit is formed by the

Stour, which, with the Orwell, expands into an
estuary near the sea. Surface mostly level, and
very well tilled. In the N.W. is a tract of

hilly and poor soil. Rainfall at Burj'-St-Ed-
munds 22 inches. Wheat, barley, beans, oats, tur-

nips, and hemp, are principal crops ; some hope
are raised ; dairy husbandry is important, and
butter is a chief product The stock of sheep ia

estimated at 500,000. Farms generally large^

and let on leases. Wool manufactures, formerly
important, have declined, but silk stuffs are made
at Hadleigh and Glemsford. The rivers are

mostly navigable, and the country is intersected

by the Stowmarket Canal, Lowestoft and Nor-
wich navigation, and branches of the Eastern
Counties Railway. Suffolk is in the E. circuit,

and chiefly in the diocese of Norwich. Chief

towns, Ipswich, Bury-St-Edmunds, Eye, and
Sudbury ; and the market towns Woodbridge,
Framlington, Mildenhall, Brandon, Lavenhuo,
Stowmarket, Saxmundham, etc., with Orford.

Aldborough, Southwold, and Lowestoft, on the

coast The co. also contains the remains of

Dunwich, the ancient cap. of East Anglia, but

which has been mostly engulphed in the sea. I

;

sends 2 members to H. of C. Reg. electors (1864),

east division 6765, west division 4246.

Suffolk, two cos., U. S^ North America.—I.

in E. part of Massachusetts, and containing tho

city of Boston. Area 110 sq. m. P. (1860)
192,700.—II. New York, comprising the E. part

of Long Island, and other islands. Area 973 sq.

m. P 43,275.—III. a village, Virginia, cap. co,

Nansemond, 28 m. N.W. Norfolk.

Sugar Creek, numerous townships of thj

U. S., North America.—I. Ohio, co. Greene.

—

II. CO. Stark.—IIL co. Wayne.—iV. Tuscarawas
—V. Pennsylvania, co. Armstrong.—71. 8 m
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N.W. Franklin.

—

Sugar Grove is a vill. of Penn-
Bylvania, co. Warren, near New York frontier.

—

Sugar Island is in the strait between Lakes Supe-
rior and Huron.
SuGAK Loaf, a mountain in co. Wicklow, Ire-

land, 1659 feet above the sea.

SuGHRA, a small seaport town of S.E. Arabia,

with a fort, in lat. 13° 21' 30" N., Ion. 45° 46' E.
SuHARUNPORE, a dist. of British India, N.W.

provs., between lat. 29" 28' and 30° 26' N., Ion.

'IT 13' and 78° 15' E. Area 2165 sq. m. P.

801,325. Surface generally level, sloping gently
to the S. The rivers flowing from the Sewalik
range flow in that direction, and ultimately fall

into the Jumna or the Ganges. In this district

is a large tract called the Ganges Khadir, about
one-sixth in extent of the area of Suharunpore.
Soil clayey, but slightly mixed with sand. Chief
crops comprise wheat, barley, oats, beans, rice,

tobacco, indigo, maize, and vegetables. The
Doab Canal affords the means of irrigation.

Chief rivers, the Ganges, Jumna, Hindon, Rutmu,
and Solani. The district was acquired by the
British in 1803.

Suharunpore, a town of India, chief place of

dist. of same name, N.W. provs., in lat. 29° 68'

N., Ion. 77° 36' E. P. 37,968. The town stands
about 1 m. E. of the Doab Canal, and is one of

the handsomest English stations in India. It

has an efficient and well laid out botanic garden,
which was removed from Calcutta to this place
in 1817. A fort, and military cantonment, and a
government depot, have been established here.

Suhjespoor, a town of British India, dist.

Bijnour, N.W. provs., in lat. 29° 7' N., Ion. 78°
41' E. P. 6442. It has a bazaar, and water is

plentiful.

SuHi^ a town of Central Germany, in a detached
dist. of Prussian Saxony, gov. and 30 m. S.W.
Erfurt. P. 8982. It has iron and steel works, and
manufs. of union fabrics and chemical products.

SuHR, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Aargau, 2

m. S.E. Aarau. P. (with comm.) 1403.

SuiPPES. a comm. and town of France, dep.

Marne, cap. cant., on the Suippes, an affl. of the
Aisne, 14 m. N.N.E. Chalons. P. 2204.

SuiR, a river of Ireland, Munster, rises in the
Devil's Bit Mountains, flows S. through the co.

Tipperary, and in conjunction with the Barrow
expands into the estuary of Waterford harbour,
on the S. coast. Total course about 100 miles.

SuiRA, a name of Mogadore. [Mogadore.]
Suk-el-Sheyukh, a town of Asiatic Turkey,

on the S. bank of the Euphrates, 66 m. W.N.W.
Bassorah. Previously to the plague of 1832, it

had 10,000 inhabitants ; it has still an active in-

land commerce, and an export trade in horses.

SuKHET, a native state of India, on N. side of

the Sutlej, which separates it from the Cis-Sutlej
hill states. Area 420 sq. m. P. 44,552. Annual
revenue 80,000 rupees.

—

Sukhet, the chief place,

is in lat. 31° 33' N., Ion. 76° 56' E.
SuKHONA or SucHONA, a river of Eussia, gov.

Vologda, rises in Lake Kubinsk, flows mostly
E., past Totma and Veliki-Ustiug, and near the
latter town joins the Jug, to form the Dvina.
Total course 250 m. Principal affls., the Vologda
and Tolchma. It is navigable, and forms a main
route between Vologda and Archangel.
SuKKUR, a decayed town of Sinde, on the W.

bank of the Indus, immediately opposite Koree.
Lat. 27° 44' N. ; Ion. 68° 52' E. In 1839, the
British fixed a cantonment here, which has been
attended with beneficial results.

SuKTBE, a raj of India, on the S.W. of Bengal,
having its centre in lat. 21° 52' N., Ion. 82° 52' E.

Area 868 sq. m. P. 12,000. Annual revtnue
4000 rupees. Tribute 240 rupees.

Suku-LtBasir, a town of Arabia, 15 m. N.W.
Shehr, on its S.E. coast. Estimated pop. 4500.

SuixA, a river of Russia, govs. Kharkov and
Poltava, joins the Dnieper 18 m. N.W. Krilov,
after a S. course of 200 miles.

SuLEDAL, a pa., river, and lake of Norway, stift

Christiansand ; and a vill., amt. and 48 m. N.E.
Stavanger, at the W. extremity of the lake.

SuLEiMANiA, a town of Turkish Kurdistan,
cap. a dist. 40 m. square, and 73 m. E.N.E. Ker-
kook. It comprises 1000 houses, with several
khans, and a well supplied bazaar. Its vicinity
is famed for its breed of horses.

SuLGEN, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Thurgau,
on the Thur, 4 m. N.W. Bischofszel. P. 1168.
SuLQRAVE, a pa. of England, co. and 15 m.

S.W. Northampton. Ac. 4100. P. 565.
SuLHAM, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 4^ m.

W.N.W. Beading. Ac. 695. P. 118.

SuLHAMSTEAD, two pas. of England, co. Berks.
—I. {_Ahbots), 6 m. S.W. Reading. P. 357.—IL
(Bannister), b\ m. W.S.W. Reading. P. 261.

SuLiMAN Mountains, a range which forms
the eastern edge of the table-land of Iran and
Afghanistan, separating Damaun from the prov.
Sewestan, etc., and extending from lat. 29° to the
Cabool river, in lat. 34° N., Ion. 69° 30' E. Cul-
minating point the Takht-i-Sulaiman (" throno
of Solomon") ; elevation 6260 feet. The sides of

this range are clothed with dense forests, and it

nowhere reaches the snow line. In lat. 32° N.
the chain is interrupted by the Gomul River and
Pass, and in lat. 33° 20' it sends off the singular
spvir of the Salt range.
SuLiMANA, a state of W. Africa, Senegambia,

mostly between lat. 9° and 10° N., Ion. 10° and
12° W., enclosed by Footta-Jallon, Sangara, and
Limba ; cap. Falaba. The river Eokell forms a
part of the W. frontier. Several fertile pastur-

ages feed many herds, camels, etc. The Mandin-
goes bring cloths, gunpowder, and glass wares
into Sulimana, in return for other products.

SuLiNA, a fortified town of Russia, on the
Sulian mouth of the Danube.
SuLiTELMA, mntn., Scandinavia. [Norway.]
Sullen Islands, a group off the W. coast of

Norway, stift and 45 m. N.N.W. Bergen.
Sullington, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 5J

m. W.N.W. Steyning. Ac. 2340. P. 241.

Sullivan, several cos. of the U. S., North
America.—I. in S.E. of New York. Area 784
sq. m. P. (1860) 32,385.-11. in N.E. of Tennes-
see. Area 624 sq. m. P. 12,478 free, 1074 slaves.

—III. Indiana. P. 15,064.—IV. Missouri. P.
9096 free, 102 slaves.—V. New Hampshire. P.
19,041.—VI. Pennsylvania. P. 6637. Also twc?

townships.—I. New York, 115 m. W.N.W. Al-
bany.—IL Pennsylvania, co. Tioga.

—

Sullivan

Cove is a bay of the Derwent river, Tasmania,
on which Hobartown is situated.

Sully, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Glamorgan, on
the Bristol Channel, 6 m. S.W. Cardiff. Ac. 2167.

P. 192.

Sully, two comms. and small towns of France.
—I. dep. Loiret, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Loire
24 m. E.S.E. Orleans. P. 2527—II. (/a Tour),
dep. Nifevre, 8 m. S.E. Cosne. P. 1933.
Sulmiercyce, a town of Prussian Poland,

gov. Posen, 11 m. W.S.W. Ostrowo. P. 2139.
SULMONA, Sulmo, a fortified town of S. Italy,

prov. and 34 m. S.E. Aquila, in a fertile plain,
between two head streams of the Atemo. P.
(1861) 14,553. It has a cathedral, town-hall,
foundling hospital, and manufs. of paper, shell
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goods, confectionery, and leather. Two miles

from the town is a magnificent Celestin monas-

tery, now suppressed, and used as a house of

industry. Ovid was born here B.C. 43.

Sulphur Islaxd, E. Sea, N. the Loo-Choo
Islands, lat. 27° 66' N., Ion. 128° 30' E., is 1 m.
in length.—II. N. Pacific, Volcano group, S. the

Arzobispo Islands, lat. 24° 48' N., Ion. 141° 20' E.

SuLPiCE (St), numerous comms. and vills. of

France.—I. dep. Haute-Garonne, 9 m. S. Muret.

P. 1460.—II. (le Dunois), dep. Creuse, arr. Gu^
ret, cant. Dun-le-Palleteau. P. 1616.—III. {ks

Champs), dep. Creuse, cap. cant., 8 m. W.N.W.
Aubusson. P. 1168.—IV. (les Feuilles), dep.

Haute- Vienne, cap. cant., 19 m. N.E. Bellac. P.

1793.—V. (de Cognac), dep. Charente, cant and
arr. Cognac. P. 1970.

SuLTANABAD, a town, Persia, prov. Khuzistan,

near the Jerahi, 65 m. E.N.E. Dorsk.—Sultaii-

MaidoTi, Khorasan, is 45 m. N.W. Nishapur.

SuLTAK-HissAR, Ni/sti, & vill. of Asia Minor,

Anatolia, near the Mendere, 48 m. E. Aiasaluk.

It has remains of a temple and of a theatre.

SuLTANiA, a vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia, on

a bay of the Bosporus, 8J m. N.N.E. Constanti-

nople, and 1 m. S.E. Unkiar-Iskelessi.

Sui.T.\NiYEH, a ruined town of Persia, prov.

Irak-Ajemi, 115 m. N.N.E. Hamadan.—The iSt*/-

tanith-Uissar, or Old Castle of Asia, is on the

S.E. bank of the Hellespont, in Asia Minor.

SULTANPOOK or SULTANPOOIl OuDE, a tOWU of

British India, prov. Oude, on 1. b. of the Goomtee
river, 92 m. S.E. Lucknow. It has a military

cantonment. Climate dry, cool, and salubrious.

Sllu (or Soluk) Archipelago, a group of

above 60 islands in Malaysia, between Mindanao
(Philippines) and the N.E. extremity of Borneo,

lat. 5° to 7° N., Ion. 120° to 122° 30' E. Principal

island, Cagayan Sulu, in tlieir centre, is 36 m. in

length and 12 ni. in breadth ; and the town Poong,
on its N. coast, is the residence of a sultan, whose
tuithority extPTidp over the rest of the group.

Products comprise rice, sweet potatoes, yams,
sago, wliich is the chief article of food, and many
of the finest fruits of the East. Pearls, mother-
of-pearl, and cowries are plentiful. Tliese islands

have been long noted for piracy.—The Sulu or
Sea ofMindoro extends between lat. 6° and 10°

N., Ion. 117° and 123° E.

SuLZ, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Black
Forest, on the Neckar, 6 m. N.E. Oberndorf.
P. 2349. Near it are springs yielding sulphate
of magnesia, sal-ammoniac, and vitriol.

SuLZA, a town of Saxe-Weimar, on the Ilm,
15 m. N.E. Weimar. P. 1300.
Sulzbach, a walled town of Bavaria, circ.

Upper Palatinate, 7 m. N.W. Amberg, on the
Vils. P. 3050. It has a castle, and a Latin
school.—II. a vill. of Wiirtemberg, circ. Neckar,
on the Murr, 16 m. S.E. Heilbronn. P. 1476.

SuLZBURG, a town of Baden, circ. Upper Ehine,
13 ni. S.W. Freiburg. P. 1190.
Sllzblro, a vill. of Bavaria, circ. Upper Pala-

tinate, 7 m. S S.W. Neuniaikt. P. 1120.
SCI.ZK, a walled town of Mecklenburg-Schwe-

rin. 21 tii. E. Rostock. P. 3580.
SuMANA Bay, West Indies, Isl. of Domingo,

purchased by U. S. gov. as a naval station, in 1867.

Sumatra, the most W. of the Sunda Islands,

MalayNia, and, next to Borneo and Papua, the
largest in the E. Seas, between lat. 5° 40' N. and
6° S., Ion. 95° 20' and 106° E., separated N.E. from
the Malay peninsula by the Strait of Malacca,
Laving E. the Java Sea and the Strait of Sunda,
sepaniting it from the island of Java, and on
other sides the Indian Ocean. Length, N.W. to

S.E., 1025 m. ; breadth 60 to 240 m. Area estim.

at 177,000 sq. m. ;
pop. vaguely at from 2,000,000

to 3,000,000, mostly Malays, but partly of the
Papuan Negro race, with Moors in the N.W., and
Dutch and other foreigners. The pop. of the W.
coast, under the Dutch, was, in 1864, 1,107,703. A
mountain chain of primitive formation extends
from Point Atchin to Sunda Strait, keeping near
to the W. coast, rising in Mount Ophir, at the

equator, to 13,842 ft, Bonko 5400 ft. Mount
Abong-Abong 7300 ft The range contains three

volcanoes, and in them are found granite, marble,

syenite, porphyry, and petroleum, gold, copper,

iron, lignite, saltpetre, and tin. Sulphur is abun-
dant in some localities. The E. half of the island

is mostly level or undulating, and along the coasts

there are Ttiany sandy and marshy plains ti-»-

versed by the Siak, Judrageri, Jambi, Palembang,
and other rivers of large size. Climate in the
plains not oppressive ; at mid-day the thermo-
meter usually ranges between 82° and 85°, some-
times rising to 88°, but at sunrise not more than
70° Fahr. Thick fogs, thunder-storms, and
waterspouts off the coast are frequent. Much
of the island is occupied by dense forests. Pro-
ducts consist of rice, sago, millet, cocoa-nuts,
betel, sugar-cane, an abundance of tropical fruits,

turmeric, ginger, coffee, rattans, scented wood,
teak and other timber, and the European colo-
nists successfully cultivate the vine ; but tho
principal articles of export are pepper to about
3,000,000 lbs. yearly, gold-dust, copper ore, sul-

phur, & camphor, in the N. ; nutmegs, cloves, and
mace, in the Dutch territory of Bencoolen ; and
coral, benzoin, gutta percha, tin, in Palembang
and Menankabuw ; many of which articles are
brought by natives from the interior, and bar-
tered at the ports for Indian and European
manufactured goods ; tools, li-on, coal of interior

qualitj', and naphtha, are amongst the mineral
products. Buffaloes are the most important live

stock ; the breed of horses is small, but hardy

;

swine and goats are both doniebtio and wild}
the elephant, rhinoceros, tiger, t)ear, deer, orang-
outang, etc., roam in the forests, and the hippopo-
tamus and crocodile are met with in the rivers.

The inhabitants build their houses on posts, and
adopt other usages of ultra-Gangetic nations;
they manufacture gold and silver filagree work
with great skill, also silk and cotton fabrics^

earthenwares, arms, and domestic goods gener*
ally ; from Palembang, lacquered basins, cane
boxes, and rattan mats of the best quality, are
exported to Singapore ; and it is said that cannon
were formerly cast at Acheen in tho N.W,
which territory is, however, peopled by a race

of Moorish descent. Exports (1862), rice, caout-

chouc, cassia, lignea, etc., to the value of 2690/.

Imports, besides manuf. goods already mentioned,
are opium and salt irora. India, coarse porcelain,

iron wares, gold thread from China, striped cot-

tons, spices, krises and other weapons from Java,
Celebes, and other islands of the Archipelago.

The island is divided amongst a number of native

states, the chief being Acheen and Mehankalww
in the central mountain region ; Batak, Siak,

Jambi, Palembang, and Lanipong along the E.

from N. to S., mostly under the supremacy of the

Dutch, who possess the settlements Bencoolen
and Padang, on the west coast.

SUMBAWA, one of the Sunda Islands, Malaj'sia,

between lat 8° and 9° S., Ion. 116° 50' to 119° 10'

E., separated W.ward from Lombok by the Strait

of Allass, and E. from Comodo by Sapy Strait

Length 160 m. ; breadth 20 to 60 m. Area 5362

sq. m. It is nearly divided into two portions by
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a deep bay ofif its N. coast, liaving at E. side of

entrance the volcano of Tomboro, 9000 feet high,

tiie eruptions of which have been most violent

and destructive. Soil of great fertility. Pro-
ducts comprise rice, which is exported in large
quantities, tobacco, sapan teak, and other timber,

wax, edible birds' nests, nitre, gold dust, pearls,

sulphur, and excellent ponies. Imports opium,
Indian piece goods, and European manufactures,
chiefly brought to it by the Dutch, who have a
email establishment at Bimah, on a noble bay of

the N. coast.

—

Sumbawa, a town on the N. coast
of the island, 100 m. W. Bimah, is in lat. 8° 30'

S., Ion. 117° 30' E. It has a good harbour, and
is the residence of a chief, subject to the sultan
of Bimah.

SuMBiiUL, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, upper provs., dist. and 22 m. S.W. Mora-
dabad. P. 10,356.

SuMBULPOEE, an extensive dist. of British In-
dia, prov. Gundwana, divided by the Mahanuddy
into two unequal portions, between lat. 21° and
22° 5' N., Ion. 83^ 6' and 84° 51' E. Area 46S3
sq. m. P. 274,000. Soil fertile. Products com-
prise rice, wheat, sugar-cane, and extensive
forests of teak. The finest diamonds in the world
jare found in the bed of the Mahanuddy and its

tributaries. Gold is also found in the same loca-

lities. It was annexed to the British dominions
in 1849.

—

iSumbulpore, the cap., on 1. b. of the
Mahanuddy, 143 m. W.N.W. Guttack.
SuMEGH, a market town of Hungary, co. Sza-

lad, 17 m. N.N.E. Keszthely. P. 2624.
SuittftNE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gard, cap. cant., 5 m. E. Le Vigan. P. 2920.

SuMiswALD, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
15 m. E.N.E. Berne. P. 5239.

Summer Hill, several townships of the U. S.,

North America.—I. New York, 24 m. S.E. Au-
burn.— II. Pennsylvania, co. Crawford.— III.

CO. Cambria.
Summer-Islands, a group of 30 islands, at the

entrance of Loch Broom, Scotland, on the W.
coast of cos. Eoss and Cromarty. Only the
largest, Tanera, about 2 m. in length and 1 m.
in breadth, is inhabited.

Summit, a township of the U. S., N. America,
New York, 16 m. S.W. Schoharie.—II. a co. in
N.E. of Ohio. Area 532 sq. m. P. (1860) 27,344.
Sumner, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N. part of Tennessee. Area 496 sq. m. P.
14,330 free, 7700 slaves.—II. a township, Maine,
32 m. W. Augusta.
SuMPTER, a princip., India, Bundelcund, N.W.

provs., between lat. 25° 42' and 25° 57' N., Ion.
78° 51' and 79° 11' E. Estimated area 175 sq.

m., and pop. 28,000. Annual revenue 45,000/.
In 1817 it was placed under British protection.

SuMSHU, the most N. of the Kurile Islands.
Sumter, three cos. of the U. S., North America.
—I. in W. of Alabama. Area 963 sq. m. P.
(1860) 5944 free, 18,091 slaves.—II. in S.W. of
Georgia. Area 589 sq. m. P. 4538 free, 4830
slaves.—III. Florida. P. 1000 free, 549 slaves.

—

Also a CO. in S.E. of South Carolina. Area 1391
sq. ra. P. 7177 free, 16,682 slaves.

SuMVix, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Grisons,
on the Rhine, 5 m. N.E. Disentis. P. 1355.

SuMY, a fortified town of Russia, gov. and 82
m. N.W. Kharkov, near the river Psiol. P.

12,079. It has earthen ramparts.
SuNART, a pa., Scotland. [Ardn^VMURChan.]

. SuNART (Loch), an inlet of the sea on the W.
coast of Scotland, co. Argyle, between Ardna-
raurchan and Sunart on the N., and Morven and
the island Mull on the S. Length 28 m. ; breadth

varies to 4 ra. at its communication S. with the

Sound of Mull. It contains Oronsay, Carnich,

and other islets. On its banks are the villages of

Strontian and Ardnamurchan.
SuNBURY, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, 16

m. W.S.W. St Paul's Cathedral, London. Ac.
2400. P. 2332.

SuNBURT, a CO. of New Brunswick, intersected

by St John river. Chief town, Mangerville.
Length 78 m. ; breadth 16 m.
SuNBURY, a borough of the U. S., N. America,

Pennsylvania, on rail., and on the Susquehanna,
across which a bridge, 1825 feet in length, con-
nects it with the borough of Northumberland.
SuNDA Isles, Malaysia, comprise Sumatra,

Java, Bali, Lombok, Sumbawa, Floris, and the
other isls. of the same chain as far E. as Timor,
and separate the seas of Java and Flores, with
the rest of the Malaysia, from the Indian Ocean.
—The Strait of Sunda is a passage between the
islands Sumatra and Java, from the Indian Ocean
into the Sea of Java. Breadth 70 to 90 miles.

Sunday Isl.4.nd, Pacific Ocean, is a lofty and
rugged island, lat. 29° 12' S., Ion. 178° 15' W.
Sunday River, South Africa, Cape Colony,

divs. Graff-Reynet and Uitenhage, rises in the
Sneeuwberge, flows S.E., and enters Algoa Bay,
18 m. N.E. Port Elizabeth, after a course of 200
miles. It receives numerous small afiSuents, and
the tide rises in it to 15 miles from the sea ; but a
bar at its mouth impedes navigation, and it has
a rapid current.

SuNDERBUNDS, a maritime tract of British In-
dia, forming a cluster of small marshy islands,

separated by uan-ow channels, having in some
places fresh, and in other places brackish water,
presid. Bengal, extending from the mouth of tlie

Hoogly, lat. 21° 40' N., Ion. 88° 3' E., to Eabana-
bad Island, lat. 22° N., Ion. 90° 30' E. ; length 158
m., breadth 75 m. Area 6500 sq. m. Theso
islands have been formed by the deposition of

earth washed down by the Ganges during its

periodical inundations. The waters of the Gan-
ges enter the Bay of Bengal by 14 principal
channels, which are sufficiently deep to admit
the largest coasting vessels, but so narrow that
their rigging frequently becomes entangled with
the trees on their banks. Vigorous efforts aro
being made for clearing these islands, which are
harbours for tigers and other ferocious animals,
besides engendering a deadly malaria ; and being
contiguous to Calcutta, government holds out
great inducements for settlers. A large portion
being cleared, rice, cotton, indigo, sugar-cane, the
mulberry tree for feeding silk-worms, and honey,
are extensively produced. Calcutta is well sup-
plied with fish from its numerous channels and
water-courses, the taking of which is attended
with danger to the fishermen, from tlie great
number of large and fierce alligators which here
abound. [Ganges.]
SUNDERLAND, a pari., munic. bor., seaport town,

and pa. of England, at the mouth of the Wear,
on the North Sea, co. and 13 m. N.E. Durham,
with which city, and with Shields, Gateshead,
Hartlepool, Stockton, Darlington, and other
places in the co., and all parts of England and
Scotland, it is connected by the N.E. Rail. Co.'s

system. Lat. of light, on N.most of two noble
piers from the entrance to the harbour, 54° 54' 5"

N. ; Ion. 1° 22' W. Ac. of pa. 178; of pari. bor.

5095. P. 17,107. Ac. of bor., comprising Bishop-
Wearmouth on the S., and Monk-Wearmouth
and Southwick on the N. bank of the river, 5095.

P. (1851) 63,097 ; (1861) 78,211. The municipal
borough comprises the parish of Sunderland and
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parts of Bisliop-Wearmouth on the S., and Monk-
Wearmouth on the N. bank of the river, which
is spanned by a noble cast-iron bridge of 1 arch,

236 feet across, and 100 ft. above the Wear at low-

water, erected in 1796, and restored, widened,

and improved at a cost of about 40,000/. in 1858,

under the superintendence of the late Robt. Ste-

phenson, Esq., M.P., O.E. The whole town, which
extends far beyond the municipal boundaries, and
includes Sunderland, Bishop-Wearmouth, and
Monk-Weannouth, and numerous places, for-

merly outlying villages, takes its general name
from the parish of Sunderland, which was till

1719 a township of the parish of Bishop-Wear-
mouth, but constituted a separate parish in that

year. In addition to the three mother churches

of the parishes of Sunderland, Bishop-Wear-
mouth, and Monk-Wearmouth, there are various

ecclesiastical district churches and chapels of

ease of all denominations; and a Jews' synagogue,
three theatres, exchange, athensBum, library, bar-

racks, custom-house, excise oflBce, council cham-
bers, infirmary, dispensary, various almshouses,

orphan asylum, a mechanics' institute, and a
floi-al and horticultural society. The municipal
borough is well paved, channelled, flagged, and
lighted by gas ; it has a good supply of water from
wells sunk to the limestone rock at Humbleton
Hill, Fulwell, and Cleadon in the immediate
vicinity. There is a wet dock on the N. side of,

and having an entrance from, the river ; on the
S. side also there are extensive wet docks (the

whole area of which has been reclaimed from the
sea), having an entrance from the river and an-
other from the sea. Vessels of the largest ton-
nage resort from all parts of the world to the
port. The harbour is defended by batteries.

Vessels belonging to the port : sailing 830, tons
218,168; steam 28, tons 12,574. Customs rev.

(1862) 88,666/. Exports (1862) 480,912/. Sunder-
land is one of the largest shipbuilding ports in
the kingdom, and it and Newcastle are the two
greatest coal-shipping ports in the world. Sun-
derland has besides extensive exports of glass,

earthenware, rope, grindstones, chains, anchors,
wire rope, castings, and other iron manufactures

;

the principal imports are grain, flour, wine, to-

bacco, spirits, timber, tar, tallow, iron, and hemp.
Monk-Wearmouth colliery, the deepest excava-
tion known, is within the municipal borough.
The town was formerly much resorted to as a
bathing place ; but latterly, in consequence of the
formation of the docks, this is now confined to
the much frequented village of Roker, within a
mile of the town. There is a beautiful public
park on an eminence commanding a fine view
of the sea and the Yorkshire coast, with a statue
in bronze, by Behnes, to the memory of the late
Gen. Sir Henry Havelock, a native of Sunderland.
The municipal government is in the hands of a
mayor, 14 aldermen, and 42 councUmen. It sends
two members to H. of U. Eeg. elect. (1864) 2781.
Sunderland, several townships of England.

—

I. CO. Cumberland, pa. Isell, 4 m. N. Cocker-
mouth. P. 70.—II. {BridgeX co. and 3^ m. S.
Duiham, on a hill between Croxdale Water and
the Wear, here crossed by a bridge. Ac. 1376.
P. 227.—III. {NorthX co. Northumberiand, pa.
Bambrough, ou the North Sea, 7 ra. E.S.E. Bel-
ford. Ac. 1097. P. 1008. It has a small har-
bour, & exports com, fish, and lime.—IV. ( Wick),
CO. York, E. Biding, pa. Hutton-Cranswick, 1+
m. S.S.W Great Driffield. Ac. 810. P. 69.

SUNDHAUSEN & SuNDHOFEN, 2 comms. and vills.,

France,Rhine deps.—I. Bas-Rhin, arr. Schelestadt.
P. 1418.—II Haut-Ehin, arr. Colmar. P. 1101.

SuxDi, a town of Lower Guinea, S.W. Africa,
Congo, on the Zaire, 220 m. N.E. its mouth in
the Atlantic Ocean.
SuNDON, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 4} m.

N.N.W. Luton. Ac. 2160. P. 450.

Sdndraboni, a state of Malaysia, on the island
of Celebes, with a town on a small island in the
river SundrabonL
Sundkidge, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3 m.

W.N.W. Sevenoaks. Ac. 4041. P. 1945.
SuNDSVALL, a seaport of Sweden, laen Wester

Norrland, 28 m. N.W. Hemosand, on the Gulf of
Bothnia. P. 4702.

SuNEH, a town of British India, dist. Salon,
prov. Oude, 65 m. S.E. Lucknow. P. 1000.

Sunflower, a co., U. S., North America, Mia-
sissippi. P. 1102 free, 3917 slaves.

SuNGORA, a maritime town of Lower Siam, on
a bay of the W. side of the Gulf of Siam, 90 m.
S.E. Ligor, lat. 7° 15' N., Ion. 101° E. It is divided
into Siamese, Chinese, and Malay quarters, is

partly built of brick, and on the heights around
it are numerous pagodas. Exports iron, dried
prawns, and pepper.
SuNiUM, Cape, Greece. [C^lonna.]
SunJAIT, a town of British India, dist. Malwa,

65 m. S.W. Kotah,
Sunk Island, an islet in the estuary of the

Humber, England, on its E. side, S.W. Patring-
ton. It belongs to the Crown, and has an area
of about 6000 ac. It is connected by a road with
Ottringham on the N.W.—The Sunk Light in the
North Sea is opposite the Naze, in Essex.
Sunn, a town of Sinde, on the W. of the Indus,

lat. 26° N., Ion. 68° 16' E. Near it is a vast un-
occupied fortress, built by the Ameers of Sinde.

Sunning-hill, a pa. of England, co. Berks, in
Windsor Forest, bordering Ascot Heath, 6 m.
S.S.W. Windsor. Ac. 3173. P. 1596.

Sunningwell, a pa. of England, co. Berks, on
the Thames, 2\ m. N. Abingdon. Ac. 1298. P. 364.

Superior (Lake), the largest and most wes-
terly of the five gpreat lakes of North America,
and the largest body of fresh water on the globe,

between lat. 46° 30' and 49° N., Ion. 85° and 92*

20' W., having N. and E. territories belonging
to Great Britain, S. the States of Mich^an
and Wisconsin, and W. the State Minnesota.
Length, E. to W., 429 m.

;
greatest breadth 160

m. ; circuit 1750 m. ; area 23,000 sq. m. , mean
depth 988 feet; height above the Atlantic 600
feet. It is a famous fishing ground for trout.

Shores greatly indented, and almost uniformly
abrupt and sterile. On the N., S., and W., it has
numerous islands, the principal of which are Isle

Eoyal, 40 m. long and 7 to 10 broad, and Michi-
picoten. It receives about 200 streams, and
discharges its surplus waters S.W.ward by the

river St Mary into Lake Huron. On its S. side

are some good harbours, and several natural

curiosities ; on the E. and N. are Michipicoten,
Fort William, and other stations of the Hudson
Bay Company. Iron, silver ore, and native
copper have been discovered, and the copper
mines are very productive and valuable.

SupiNO, a small town of Central Italy, and 7
m. W.S.W. Frosinone. P. 3360.

SuPiNO, a town of South Italy. [Sepino.I
Sue, a seaport town of the E. coast of Arabia,

dom. and 90 m. S.E. Muscat, on a deep lagoon,

in lat 22° 37' N., Ion. 69* 36' E.
Sura, a town of the Viti Islands, Pacific, with

a fine harbour in the island Viti-Levu.
Sura, a river of Eussia, chiefly in the govs.

Penza and Simbirsk, after a N. course of 400 m.,

joins the Volga at Vasil (gov. Nijni-Novgorod).
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Surabaya, a town of Java. [Sourabaya.]
SOrafend (ancient Sarepta, Scriptitral Zare-

pkathy, a large vill. of Palestine, pash. Acre, on a
hill slope near the Mediterranean, 10 m. S.W.
Sidon. Under the Crusaders it was erected into

a bishop's see.

SuraJ, two towns of Eussia.—I. gov. and 25
m. N.E. Vitebsk.—II. gov. and 113 m. N.N.E.
Tchernigov.
Surakarta, a town of Java. [Soebkarta.]
SuRAT, a city of British India, presid Bombay,

cap. dist., on the south bank of the Taptee, 20 m.
from its mouth in the Gulf of Cambay, and 150
m. N. Bombay. P. 95,000. Rainfall 30 inches.

The town proper, 6 m. in circumference, is en-
closed, except facing the river, by a semicircular
wall flanked by towers ; it is poorly built, but
outside the wall are some good European houses

;

and Surat has a fort garrisoned by European
troops, an English church and school, European
cemetery, numerous Hindoo schools, and a Hin-
doo hospital for sick animals of all kinds. It is

the seat of a high court for the presidency, and
the residence of a British military commandant
and other authorities. Its manufactures of woven
goods, formerly famous, have declined; but it

ytill has an active export trade, and sends large
quantities of cotton to Bombay. The town has
often suffered severely from inundations of the
Taptee. Among its inhabitants are many Par-
sees, the descendants of the ancient fire-worship-
pers, who were expelled from Persia by the
Mohammedans. The English factory, founded
here in 1616, was the first mercantile establish-

ment of the East India Company in the Mogul
dominions. The district of Surat has an area of

1629 sq. m., and a pop. of 492,684.

Sure, a river of Belgium and Dutch Luxem-
burg, after an E. course of 90 m. joins the
Moselle, 7 m. S.W. Treves.
SuREELA, a raj state of British India, Bundel-

cund, 25 m. S. Calpee. Area 35 sq. m. P. 4500.
Annual rev. 4500Z.

SuRENDAt, a vUl. of Norway, stift and 73 m.
S.W, Trondhjem. Pop. of pa. 3700.

SuRESNES, a comm. and vill. of France, dcp.
Seine, W. Paris, at the foot of Mount Val^rien,
on 1. b, of the Seine. P. 4546,
SuRFLEET, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.

N. Spalding. Ac. 3500. P. 953.

SuRGfeRES (Surgeriasy, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Charente-Inf^rieure, cap. cant., 15 m,
N.E. Eochefort. P. 3289.
SuRGHUT, a town of Russia, Siberia, gov. To-

bolsk, cap. circ, on the Obi, 130 m. N.E. Samarova.
SuRiGAO, a town of Malaysia, Philippines, at

the N. extremity of Mindanao, lat. 9° 51' N.,

Ion. 125* 26' E., with a fort belonging to the
Spaniards The Surigao Islandu are N.E., and
the Surigao Passage on the N.W,
Surinam, ariver of DutchGuiana, traverses the

centre of that colony, which is called by its name,
and after a N. course of 300 m., enters the Atlantic
near Paramaribo. It is navigable in most part of

its course to the base of the mountains, & for large
chips to about 30 m. from the sea. Banks in general
densely wooded ; below Paramaribo they are laid

out in plantations. Its entrance is defended by
the forts New Amsterdam and Zelaudia. The
Dutch prcv, of Surinam had, in 1864, a pop. of

63,260 besides 1000 Indians, and 7500 negroes.
SuRJoo, two rivers of British India, tributaries

of the Ghogra.—I, {Eastern), rises in lat. 28° 15' N.,
Ion. 81* 67' E., and after a tortuous course of 120
m. enters the Ghogra in lat. 26° 58' N., Ion. 81°
46' E.—II. (JiVesterri), rises in a gorge in the S.

face of the Himalaya, and after a tortuous course
of about 90 m., the whole of which distance is

a continual rapid, enters the Ghogra in lat, 29'

27' N., 80° 18' E.
SuRLiNGHAM, a pa, of England, co. Norfolk, 5

m. E.S.E, Norwich. Ac. 1740. P. 467.

Surrey (Saxon Suth-rice, "the South King-
dom "), an inland co. of England, having N. the
Thames, separating it from Middlesex and Bucks,
S. Sussex, E. Kent, and W. Hants and Berks.
Area 759 sq. m., or 485,760 ac, of which more
than 4-6ths are under culture. P. (1861)831 093.

The N, Downs, of which the Hog's Back and
Boxhill form portions, intersect the co. from W.
to E., dividing it into two parts ; the N. of these
has a fertile and diversified slope to the Thames

;

the S. is again partially divided by a steep range
of sandy hills (Hindhead, Hascomb, and Leith
Hill), having the vales of Godalming, Albury, and
Dorking, on the N., and on the S. the Weald, a
rich tract continuous with the Weald of Sussex
and Kent. An expanse of wild heath-land covers
all the W, of the co., and the S.W. hill-chain,

where Leith Hill rises to nearly 1000 feet above
the sea, and commands a view over parts of 14
cos. In the vales and the N. there is a good deal

of fertile soil ; the N.E. quarter is wholly occu-
pied by suburbs of London. A large portion of

the soU is under tillage, but agriculture is back-
ward. Hops of the first quality are raised at

Famham, medicinal plants about Mitcham, and
in the N. a great deal of land is in gardens for

the supply of vegetables to the London markets.
Woods are numerous and extensive ; swine and
poultry are plentifully reared. Except in South-
wark, Lambeth, and elsewhere near London,
manufs. are of little importance. The only river

of consequence is the Wey, forming a part of the
Wey and Arundel Canal to Guildford, The
Basingstoke Canal is in the N,W., and the S.E,

S.W., Brighton, Croydon, and Richmond Rail-

ways from London, and the Reading and Eei-
gate Railways traverse the co. Surrey is in the
home circuit, and forms an archdeaconry of the
diocese of Winchester, It returns 4 members to

H. of C. Reg. electors (1864), E, division 9500,

W, division 4032. Besides Guildford, the cap., it

contains the pari. bors. Southwark, Lambeth, and
Reigate, and the towns Kingston-on-Thames,
Wandsworth, Croydon, Epsom, Ewell, Dorking,
Godalming, and Chertsey. Under the Saxon
heptarchy, it chiefly formed a part of the kingdom
of Sussex.
Sukry or Surrey, two cos, of U. S., N. America.
—I. in N. of North Carolina. Area 670 sq. m. P.

(1860) 9134 free, 1246 slaves.—II. in S.E. of Vir-
ginia. Area 263 sq m. P. 3618 free, 2615 slaves.

SuRROOL, a town of British India, presid.

Bengal, 63 m. S.W, Moorshedabad.
Sursee, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 12

m. N.N.W. Lucerne, on the Sur, an affl. of the
Aar. P. 4000. It is enclosed by old walls. Near
it are the baths of KnutwyL
SuRUBiu and Suhuhy, two rivers of Brazil

;

the former, prov. Para, joins the Amazon oppo-
site Santarem ; the latter enters the Bay of Rio
de Janeiro, and is navigable for some leagues,

SuRUGA, a populous maritime town of Japan,
island Niphon, cap. prov., on the Bay of Toto-
mina, 90 m. S.W, Yeddo. It has an imperial
palace, and manufs. of coloured paper and mats,

SURY, several comms., etc., of France; the
principal, S. le Comtal, with a small town, def-

Loire, 7 m. S,E, Montbrison. P, 2770.

SuRZUB, a comm. and viU. of Frame, dep.

Morbihan, 7 m. S.E, Vannes. P, 2216.
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Sps, the most S. prov. of Marocco, mostly be-

tween lat. 28° 30' and 30^ 30' N., Ion. 10° and 14"

W., having N. the kingdom of Marocco, E. Mount
Atlas, S. the Desert, and W. the Atlantic. Esti-

mated area 28,686 sq. m., and pop. 700,000. It is

divided by the river Tesset into Sus el Adna,

which is wholly subordinate to' Marocco, and
Sus-el-Acsa, consisting of only tributary dists.

Principal towns, Terodant, Agadir, Messa, and
Nun.—The River Sus, which gives name to the

prov., rises in Mount Atlas, and after a W. course

of 130 m. enters the Atlantic, 5 m. S. Agadir.

Sus or Susan, Susa, a ruined city of Persia,

prov. Khuzistan (anc. SusiaTia), the remains of

which, on the west bank of the Choaspes, 50 m.
W. Shuster, comprise numerous mounds.

Susa, a fortified seaport town of N. Africa,

Tunis, 40 m. S. Hammamet, on the S.W. shore of

its gulf. P. 10,000. Its port is adapted for large

vessels; has mosques, bazaars, and manufs. of

woollen cloths, shoes, and linens.

Susa, Segusium, a town of N. Italy, prov. and
31 m. W. Turin, with which it communicates by
railway, cap. circ, on rt b. of the Dora-Eiparia,

at the junction of the two routes across the Alps
by Monts Cenis and Genevre. Pop. of comm.
4989. It is the seat of a bishopric. Nimierous
antiquities are here interspersed among modem
edifices, and it has a remarkable arch and a Gothic
cathedral. Above the town are ruins of the for-

tress La Brunetta, and a steep height 11,000 feet

above the sea, crowned by a chapel, to which an
annual procession takes place. Near it are iron

mines, marble quarries, and a celebrated abbey.
SusAK, cities, Persia. [Sus and Shushan.]
SusiAKA, a prov. of ancient Persia, answering

to the modem Khuzistan.
Susquehanna, a river of the U. S., North

America, the largest in Pennsylvania, formed by
the junction of two branches called the E. and
the W. branch ; the former rises in Ostego Lake,
New York, flows mostly S. and joins the W.
branch from the W. ; from this point it flows S.

to the confl. of the Juniata, then S.E., and falls

into Chesapeake Bay, near the N.E. comer of

Marj'land, after a course of 500 m. Principal affls.,

the Chemung, Juniata, and Swatara Tioga. It

is obstructed by falls and rapids during the
greater part of its course, but affords communi-
cation with the interior, by the aid of various
canals constructed along its banks.
Susquehanna, a co. of the tJ. S., North Ame-

rica, in N.E. of Pennsylvania. Area 712 sq. m.
P. (1860) 36,267.

Sussex (Suth-seaxe, "the South Saxons"), a
maritime co. of England, bordering the English
Channel from Selsey to Eye, having W. Hamp-
shire, and N. Surrey & Kent. Area 1466 sq. m., or
936,911 ac. P. (1861)363,735. The South Downs,
a range of chalk-hills covered by fine turf, con-
tinuous with the Downs of Hants near Petersfield,
traverse the co. E.ward to Beachy Head, where
they terminate on the English Channel in a lofty
cliff. N. of this chain, extending to the hills of Sur-
rey, is a fertile and richly timbered tract, termed
the Weald, and which was anciently the forest of
Auderida, it having been famous for its woods
from time immemorial. Between the Downs and
the sea is a good deal of fertile soil, as also in
the marsh lands E. of Beachy Head. Principal
rivers, the Aran, Eother, Ouse, and Adur, all
Binall, and flowing S. to the Channel. Climate
mild, and harvests early. Eainfall at Battle 29
inches. Farms in the Weald are mostly small

;

on the Downs they often vary from 1200 to 2000
acres ; Avheat, oats, barley, and turnips are prin-

cipal crops. In the E. many hops are raised.

The black-faced South-down sheep and the Sus-
sex cattle are breeds in high repute. Swine,
fowls, and rabbits are sent in large numbers to
market. Limestone, charcoal, salt, gunpowder
manufactured at Battle, potash, bric^ and
earthenwares, are other principal products ; and
in the small towns, along the coast, some ship-
building is carried on ; but the trade is chiefly

in rural produce. The Guildford, Arundel, and
Chichester Canal intersects the W. and S. of the
CO., which is also traversed in length and breadth
by the London, Brighton, and S. Coast EaUway.
Sussex is divided into 6 rapes, is in the home-
circuit, and composes the diocese of Chichester,

its cap., besides which city it contains the pari,

bors. of Brighton, Lewes, New Shoreham, Hast-
ings, Horsham, Arundel, and Eye, with the towns
E. Grinstead, Winchelsea, Petworth, Cuckfield,

Battle, Worthing, etc. Most of the towns on its

coast are resorted to as favourite watering-places
in summer. It sends four members to H. of C.
Eeg. electors (1864), E. division 6408 ; W. divi-

sion 2649. It composed (with a great part of Sur-
rey) the second kingdom erected by the Saxons
in England; its antiquities are not, however,
numerous, and are mostly of the Eoman period.

Sussex, several cos. of the U. S., N. America.
—I. in N. part of New Jersey, cap. Newton. Area
568 sq. m. P. {I860) 23,846.-11. in S. part of

Delaware, cap. Georgetown. Area 994 sq. m.
P. 28,274 free, 1341 slaves.— III. in S.E. part of

Virginia. Area 465 sq. m. P. 3791 free, 6384 slaves.

Sussex Lake, British North America, N. Lake
Aylmer, is the source of Black or Great Fish river.

SusTEAD, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m.
S.W. Cromer. Ac. 522. P. 136.

SusuGHiRH sr, Macestus, a river of Asia
Minor, Anatolia, rises in the Lake of Simanl,
flows W. and N., and joins the Ehyndacus about
12 m. S. its mouth in the Sea of Marmora.
SuTCHKVKA, a town of Enssia, gov. and 112

m. N.E. Smolensk, cap. circ. P. 3700.

SuTCHOu, a large city of China. [Soo-chow.]
SuTCOMBE, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 m.

W. Holsworthy. Ac. 3593. P. 441.

SuTERA, a town of the island Sicily, prov. and
21 m. N. Caltanisetta. P. 3725.

SuTHEKLAND, a maritime co. of Scotland, near
its N. extremity, extending from the sea, between
COS. Boss and Caithness, having N. and W. the
Atlantic Ocean, K Caithness and Moray Firth,

and S. the Firth of Dornoch and cos. Eoss and
Cromarty. Ac. 1,307,188. P. (1861) 25,246. It con-
tains 13 parishes. Surface, except E. shore, ragged
and mountaimous, interspersed with morasses and
deer forests. Ben Clibrig is 3164 feet high, Ben
More 3261, Ben Hee 2858, Ben Griam-more 1186
feet above the sea, and Fashven mountain, a,

station of the Ordnance Survey, lat. 58° 33' 42* N.,

Ion. 4° 53' 55" "W., 1495 feet above the sea. Prin-

cipal rivers, the Oikel or Oykill, Fleet, Brola, and
Helmsdale, valuable for their salmon fishings;

Principal lakes. Lochs Shin, Hope, Laoghal, As-
synt, More, & Naver. The arable soil along the E.
coast has been well enclosed and drained, & exten-

sive agricultural improvementshave been effected.

Chief employment, sheep and cattle breeding
especially the former. The breeds of sheep ar»

excellent, and about 220,000 are annually ex-

ported to the south. Ptarmigan, grouse, black-

cock, Alpine hares, etc., are abundant. Fanns
large, especially sheep farms, in the mountainous
districts; of medium size in the E. Average
rent of land Id. per acre. Eainfall at Dunrobiji

Castle 32 in. Lime and freestone are obtained.
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Manufactures, except in a very restricted sense,

lire unknown. The trade of the county consists

chiefly in the exchange of sheep, wool, cattle,

:uul fish, for woven fabrics and other manufac-
tured goods, and colonial produce. The herring

fishery is successfully carried on, both on the E.

aud W. coasts, chiefly at Helmsdale. The co. is

subdivided into 14 pas. Principal town Dor-
noch. It sends 1 member to House of Commons.
Eeg. electors (1862) 191.

SuTLErf, SuTLUJ, or SuTLEGE (Sutoodra, "the
Hundred Channeled," anc. Hesudras), the most
E. and largest of the " five rivers " of the Punjab,

of which it forms all the S.E. boundary, rises in

Lake Manasarovara in Tibet, lat. 30° 45' N., Ion.

81° 63' E., near the sources of the San-po, Brah-
maputra, Ghogra, Ganges, and Indus, and about
20,000 feet above the sea flows at first N.W., and
having joined the river of Spiti, 8600 feet above
the sea, breaks through the Himalaya, taking
thenceforth mostly a S. W. course to its junction

with the Beas, a dist. of 550 m. ; below this to

its junction with the Chenaub, a further dist. of

300 m., the united stream bears the name of the

Ghara. Total length 850 m. Principal afil. the

Beas, with which river it encloses the Julinder

Doab. At its upper part it is a raging torrent

;

at Rampoor it is 100 yards across ; at Eopoor, S.

the Himalaya, 30 feet deep, aud 600 yards across

at its greatest fulness ; at Filor, near Loodiana,
700 yards wide, depth from 12 to 18 feet, and up
to this point it is navigable at all seasons from
the Indus for vessels of 10 or 12 tons burden.

SuTiti, Sutrium, a town. Central Italy, prov. &
14 m. S.S.E. Viterbo. P. 2000. It has remains of an
ancient amphitheatre, & other Etruscan remains.

SuTSCHAVVA, a fortified town of Austria, Buko-
vina, near the Suczawa, an affluent of the Sereth,

on the frontier of Moldavia, 34 m. E.N.E. Kim-
polung. p. 4812. It has Greek and Armenian
churches, Jews' synagogue, and high school.

SurrKR, a co., U. S., North America, in the

F. of California. Area above 500 sq. m. P. 3390.

SuTTERBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5 m.
W.S.W. Alford. Ac. 471. P. 40.

SuTTERTON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.
S.W. Boston, with a station on the Lincolnshire
Railway. Ac. 6550. P. 1338.

SUTTERviLLE, a town of California, now in

ruins. It was abandoned for Sacramento City.

Sutton, numerous pas., etc., of England.—I.

CO. Bedford, 3 m. N.E. Biggleswade. Ac. 2230.

P. 438.—IL CO. Cambridge, 6 m. W.S W. Ely.

Ac. 6970. P. 1731.—IIL co. Essex, 1^ m. S.E.

Eochford. Ac. 721. P. 148.—IV. co. Kent, 3|
m. S. Deal. Ac. 1055. P. 141.—V. co. Norfolk
14 m. N.E. Norwich. Ac. 1383. P. 338.—VI.
CO. Salop, If m. S.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. 730. P.

75.—Vn. CO. Suffolk, 3 m. S.E. Woodbridge.
Ac. 6401. P. 618.—VIII. CO. Surrey, with a sta-

tion on the London and Epsom Railway, 4 m.
W.S.W. Croydon. Ac 1803. P. 3186.—IX. co.

Sussex, 4 m. S. Petworth. Ac 2061. P. 364.—
X. {Easty, CO. Kent, 6 m. S.E. Maidstone. Ac
1590. P. 385.—XI. {King's), co. Northampton, 6

in. W.S.W, Brackley. Ac 3850. P. 1145.—XII.
{Long), a pa. and market town, co. Lincoln, 18

m. E.X E. Market-Deeping. Ac 25,146. P. 6124.

—Xlii. (in-AshJield), a pa., co. Notts, 31 m.
W.S.W. Mansfield. Ac 6040. P. 7643, chiefly

engaged in cotton manufs.—XIV. (Basset), co.

Northampton, 3 m. N.E. Market-Harborough.
Ac. 720. P. 147.—XV. {Benger), co. Wilts, 4 m.
N.N.E. Chippenham. Ac. 1173. P. 406.—XVI.
{Bingham), co. Somerset, 3 m. S.S.W. Yeovil.

Ac. 549. P. 67.—XVII. {Bonningion), co. and 10

m. S.S.W. Nottingham. Ac 1910. P. 638.—
XVIII. (under-Brailey), co. Glo'ster, 4 m. S.E.
Shipston-on-Stour. Ac 1135. P. 227.—XIX.
{Courtney), co. Berks, 2J m. S.S.E. Abingdon.
Ac. 2934. P. 1581.—XX. {onr-the-Forest), co. and
8* m. N. York, N. Riding. Ac. 10,315. P. 1224.
—XXI. {Ckiilden), co. and 3 m. E.N.E, Chester.
Ac. 934. P. 223.—XXII, {on-the-Hilt), co. and 8
m. W.S.W. Derby. Ac 3233. P. 545.—XXIII.
{at-Hone), co. Kent, 2^ m. S.S.E. Dartford. Ac.
3587. P, 1563. It gives name to the western of

the four lathes, or great divisions of the co.

—

XXIV. (Cum-Lound), co. Notts, 3 m. N.N.W.
East Retford. Ac. 4370. P. 916.—XXV. {Had-
dock), CO. Salop, 6J m. N. Bridgenorth. Ac. 2662.

P. 420.—XXVI. {Mandeville), co. Wilts, 64 m.
W. Wilton. Ac 1300. P. 289.—XXVII. {in-the-

Marsh), co. Lincoln, 5 m. N.E. Alford. Ac. 2096.
P. 368.—XXVIII. {St Michael), co. and 4 m.
N.N.E. Hereford. Ac 679. P. 95.—XXIX.
{Montis), CO. Somerset, b\ m. N.N.W. Sherborne.
Ac. 508. P. 115.-XXX. {St Nicholas), co. and 4
m. N.N.E. Hereford. Ac 721. P. 251.—XXXL
CO. York, E. Riding, 3 m. N.N.E. Hull. Ac 4450.
P. 8348.—XXXII. {on-Trent), co. Notts, 64 m.
S.E. Tuxford. Ac 2930. P. 1147. It is a pofling
place for the S. division of the co.—XXXIII.
{Valence), co. Kent, 54 m. S.E. Maidstone. Ac.
2132. P. 1056.-XXilV. {Veney), co. Wilts, 3J
m. S.E. Warminster. Ac. 3580. P. 794.—
XXXV. ( Waldron), co. Dorset, 5 m. S. Shaftes-
bury. Ac 1013. P. 248.—XXXVL—a town-
ship,' CO. Chester, pa. Prestbury, 2 m. S.E. Mac-
clesfield. P. 6756, chiefly employed in manufs.
of silk.—XXXVII. a township, co. Lancaster, pa.
Prescot, 7 m. N W. Warrington. P. 9223, en-
gaged in manufs. of glass, earthenware, etc. Coal
and ironstone abound here.—XXXVIII. a town-
ship, CO. York, W. Riding, pa. Kildwick, 41 m.
N.W. Keighley. P. 1699.—XXXIX. {St Ed-
munds), a chapelry, co. Lincoln, pa. Long Sutton,
8 m. E.N.E. Crowland. P. 730.—XL. {St James),
a chapelry, sameco. and pa, 10 m. E.S.E. Spald-
ing. P. 526.—XLI. {St Nicholas), a chapelrj',

same co. and pa., 5 m. N.E. Holbeach. P. 817.

Sutton, several townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. Massachusetts, 46 m. S.W. Boston.
—II. New Hampshire, 26 m. W.N.W. Concord.
—III. Vermont, 53 m. N.N.E. Montpelier.

Sutton-Colufield, a bor., town, and pa. of

England, co. Warwick, on a bleak acclivity

(whence its name), 7 m. N.E. Birmingham. Ac.
of pa. 13,030. P. 4662. It has a public hall,

workhouse, gaol, a church, Roman Catholic col-

lege and chapel, almshouses, a wooded park of

2100 ac, common to the inhabitants for pasture.
Manufs. hardwares, tools, and gun-barrels.
Suwannee, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Florida. P. 1468 free, 835 slaves.

Suwannee, a river of the U. S., N. America,
rises in Okefinokee swamp, Georgia, flows mostly
S., and enters the Gulf of Mexico in Florida, by
numerous shallow channels, 100 m. S.E. Talla-
hassee, after a course of 200 m., for 55 m. of which
it is navigable for vessels drawing 15 feet water,
SuwARRow Islands, a group. Pacific Ocean,

in lat. 30° 20' S., Ion. 16.3° 30' W,
'

Suzanne (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Mayenne, cap. cant, 20 m.E. Laval. P. 1793.

Suz.vNNE (St), a town of the island Bourbon,
N.E. coa-st, 11 m. E. St Denis. P. 1318.

SuzD.\i., a town of Russia, gov. and 22 m. N.
Vladimir, cap. dist., on the Kamenka. P. 2400.

Svautsicelandet, an island of Sweden, in Lake
Mffilar, Isen and 10 m. W, Stockholm.
SvEABOKG or SwEABORG, a strongly fortified
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maritime to-wn of Eussian Finland, on 7 islands,

in the Gulf of Finland immediately S.E. Hel-

singfors. P. 4000. The fortifications command
the Gustav Sound, the only channel which ad-

mits large vessels. There are casements for

about 7000 small arms, and garrison room for

12,000 men. The Russians took it from Sweden
in 1789. It was bombarded by the Anglo-French

fleet in 1864.

S\Tiin)BOKO, a town of Denmark, on the S.

coast of the island FUhnen, opposite the island

Taasinge. P. 5537. It has ship-buOding docks,

distilleries, a harbour, and an export trade.

SvENiGOROD. a town of Russia, gov. and 35 m.
W. Moscow, cap. circ, on the Mosliwa. P. 1 767.—Svenigorodka is a town, gov. Kiev., cap. circ.,

19 m. S. Bogouslav. P. (1863) 11,010.

SvERiOE, the native name of Swedjdt.
SviATOi-Nos, a headland of Russia, gov. Arch-

angel, at the W. entrance of the White Sea.

S\TAJSK, a town of Russia, gov. and 20 m. W.
Kasan, on 1. b. of the Volga. P. 3100.

SviR, a river of Russia, gov. Olonetz, leaves

Lake Onega, near its S.W. extremity, and after

a W. course of 130 m., enters Lake Ladoga on its

E. side, 28 m. W.S.W. Ladeino-Pole.

SwABiA (Germ. Schwaben, Fr. Souabe), one of

the old circles of S. Germany, enclosed by France,

Switzerland, and the circs. Upper Rhine, Fran-
conia and Bavaria. It is now subdivided amongst
the doms. of Wurtemberg, Baden, Bavaria, and
HohenzoUem. The Bavarian circ Swabia (or

Upper Danube) is watered by the Mindel, Lech,
and Iller. Area 3694 sq. m. P. (1861) 576,758.

Chief town, Augsburg.
SwABY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5 m.

W.N.W. AHord. Ac. 1160. P. 498.

SwADLiNBAR, a Small town of Ireland, Ulster,

CO. Cavan, 8 m. N.W. Ballyconnel. P. 436.

SwADLiNGCOTE, a township of England, co.

Derby, 4 m. S.E. Burton-on-Trent P. 1076.

SwAFFHAsi, a pa. and market town, England,
CO. Norfolk, with a station on the East Anglian
Railway, 14 m. E.S.E. Lynn. Ac. of pa. 7550.

P. 3293. The town, on an eminence, has streets

diverging from a spacious market-place, an ele-

gant church, a town-hall, assembly room, theatre,

free school, and co. gaol. Adjacent to the town
are race and cricket grounds.—IL (^Bulbecky, a
pa., CO. and 7 m. E.N.E. Cambridge. Ac. 3000.

P. 873.—IIL (Prior), a pa., same co., 5 m.W.N.W.
Newmarket. Ac. 5297. P. 1329.

SwAFiELX). a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2 m.
N.E. North-Walsham. Ac 840. P. 181.

SwAiNSTHORPE, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,
5 m. S.S.W. Norwich. Ac 82L P. 338.
SwAtsswicK, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

2 m. N.E. Bath. Ac. 845. P. 632.
SwAKOP or Somerset Rrv^R, S.W. Africa,

enters Walvisch Bay, Atlantic, lat. 22' 45' S.
SwALCUFFE, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5

m. W.S.W. Banbury. Ac. 6270. P. 1919.
Swale, a river of England, co. York, N. Rid-

ing, rises near the border of Westmoreland, flows
E. and S.E. past Richmond, and joins the Ure
near Boroughbridge. [Ouse.]—The East and
West Sale are two branches of the Medway
Eiver, Kent, bounding the island of Sheppey ; the
latter enters the Thames at Whitstable Bay, and
is noted for its oyster beds.
Swalecuffe, a pa. of England, co. Kent, on

railway, 6J m. N. Canterbury. Ac. 1297. P. 168.
SwALi, a town of British India, presid. Bom-

bay. It was formerly the seat of the presid. of
East India Company in Western Indu. Lat.
21" 4' N. ; Ion. 72° 44' E,

SwAixow, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.
E.N.E. Caistor. Ac 2790. P. 215.

SwALLOWCLiFFE, a pa. of England, co. Wilts,
5 m. S.E. Hindon. Ac 1370. P. 239.

SwALLoWFiELD, a pa. of Engl., cos. Berks and
Wilts, 6 m. S.S.E. Reading. Ac 3712. P. 1265.

SwALWELL, a township of England, co. Dur-
ham, pa. Wickham, 3J m. W.S.W. Gateshead.
P. 1479, actively employed in iron-works.
SwAJfAQE or SwANWiCK, a market town and

pa. of England, co. Dorset, on the coast of the
island Purbeck, 5 m. S.E. Corfe-castle. Ac. of

pa. 3163. P. 2004. It has a harbour for vessels
of 300 tons, a herring fishery and stone quarries.

It is resorted to for sea-bathing.
SwANBOURNE, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 2

m. E.S.E. Winslow. Ac 2510. P. 603.

Swan Isiauds, a group in Banks Strait, 3^ m.
N.E. Tasmania.
SwAJWtsGTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

9 m. N.N.W. Norwich. Ac. 1433. P. 385.—IL
a chapelry, co. Leicester, pa. Whitwick, 4J m. E.
Ashby-de-la-Zouch, on a branch of the Peterboro'
and Leicester Railway. P. 1276.
Swan River, the principal river of W. Aus-

tralia, rises under the name of Avon, near lat.

32° 30' S., Ion. 117° E., flows successively N. and
W. through the cos. Grantham, York, and Perth,
and enters the Indian Ocean at a bay called Mel-
ville Water, lat. 32° S., Ion. 115° 42' E. Chief
affluents, the Dale, Toodyay, Howick, Ellen-
brooke, Helena, and Canning. On its banks are
many tracts of fertile land ; and the settlements
Freemantle, Perth, Guildford, Toodyay, Northam,
York, and Beverley. It is liable to sudden and
violent floods, which inundate the surrounding
country. It gave name to the first colonial settle-

ment in W. Australia, founded in 1829. QWestebs
Australia.]
SwAN'scoMBE, a pa., England, co. Kent, on tho

Thames, 4 m. E. Dartford. Ac 2593. P. 2323.

Swansea (Welsh Aber-Tawi/), a pari., munic
bor., seaport town, and pa. of South Wales, co.

Glamorgan, on the W. side of the Tawy or Towy,
at its mouth in Swansea Bay, Bristol Channel,
28 m. W.S.W. Merthyr-Tydvil. Lat of light-

house 51° 37' N. ; Ion. 3° 56' W. Ac of pa. 9029.

P. (1851) 31,461 ; (1861) 33,972. It has a market-
house, court-house, infirmary, assembly rooms,
and a theatre ; reading and news-rooms, royal
and mechanics' institutes, various chapels, a
Jews' synagogue, schools & public endowments,
banks, a co. house of correction, and the remains
of an old castle, now used for barracks ; a prison,

and stores. The harbour, at the mouth of the
river, is nearly enclosed by -two piers, on the W.
side of which is a lighthouse. Vessels belonging
to the port 103, tons 19,112. Customs rev. (1862)
6460/. Exjwrts 849,995/. Floating docks havo
been constructed here, and Swansea communi-
cates with London by the S. Wales RaUway, by
canals, and with Neath and the coal districts, also

by tram-roads with Oystermouth and Mumbles-
head. It has brass and iron-foundries, potteries,

tanneries, breweries, and rope-walks; but its

chief trade is in the export of coal, and in smelt-

ing British, foreign, and colonial copper ore, for

which it has extensive works on both banks of

the river. Imports consist chiefly of ores, lime-

stone, clay, rottenstone, tin-plates, and timber,

besides provisions. From the beauty of its situa-

tion it is resorted to as a watering-place. The
bor. is divided into two wards. Swansea unites

with Aberavon, Neath, Loughor, and Kenfig, in

sending one member to H. of C Reg. electors

(1864) 1926

—

Swansea Caml, up the vale of Tawe
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to Tstradgynlais, etc., is 17 m. long, and has 36
locks with a fall of 373 feet. It brings down
bituminous and anthracite coal.

SwANSEY, two townships of the IT. S., North
America.—I. Massachusetts, 48 m. S.W. Boston.

P. 1554.—II. New Hampshire, 43 m. S.W. Con-
cord. P. 2106.

SwANTON, several pas. of England, co. Norfolk.
—I. QAbbot), 12 m. N.E. Norwich. Ac. 1130. P.

623.—II. (Morleu), 3i m. N.N.E. Norwich. Ac.
2714. P. 769.—III. tNoversX 10 m. S.E. WeUs.
Ac. 1315. P. 315.

SwANTON, a township of the TJ. S., North
America, Vermont, on Lake Champlain, 71 m.
N.W. Montpelier.
SwAKBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5 m.

N.N.W. Folkingham. Ac. 910. P. 208.

SwARDESTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

5J m. S.S.W. Norwich. Ac. 933. P. 385.

SwARitESTON, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m.
S.E. Derby, on the Trent, which, with the adja-

cent meadows, is here crossed by a bridge nearly

one mile in length. Ac. 943. P. 307.

SwARRATON, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3 ra.

N.N.W. Arlesford. Ac 743. P. 100.

SwATARA, a township of the U. S., N. America,
Pennsylvania, 9 m. N. Lancaster. Also a tri-

butary of the Susquehanna.
SwATON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5 m.

B.N.E. Folkingham. Ac. 3670. P. 297.

SwATOw (Chinese Ckau-chou), a seaport town
on the E. coast of China, prov. Quang-tung, 220
m. E.N.E. Canton. It is one of the open ports

under the treaty of Tien-tsin, and has a con-
siderable foreign trade. In 1861, the imports
were 4,659,329 dollars, and the exports 2,214,655

ditto ; carried inwards by 221 ships of 85,199

tons, and outwards by 216 ships of 83,152 tons.

It has a British consul, and foreign customs,

with a revenue of 180,621 dollars. Chief pro-

ducts, sugar, rice, tobacco, and paper; imports
cotton goods, bean cake, and opium.
SwATRAGH, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Lon-

donderry, 5 m. S.E. Garvagh. P. 218.

SwAVESEY, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,

3J m. S.E. St Ives. Ac. 3891. P. 1371.

SwAYFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 9J
m. S.S.E. Grantham. Ac. 1300. P. 263.

Sweden, Sverige, the most N. country of

Europe, forming the E. and larger portion of the

Scandinavian peninsula, and one of the kingdoms,
composing the monarchy of Sweden and Norwav

;

between lat. 55° 20' and 70° 11' 40" N., Ion. 11°

15' and 24° 10' E., bounded E. by the Baltic, the

Gulf of Bothnia, and Russia, S. by the Baltic, W.
by Norway, the Kattegat, and the Sound ; cap.

Stockholm. Area & pop. as follows :

—

(See Table.)

Sweden is divided into 24 Isens or prefectures,

subdivided into 117 fogder, excepting the capital,

which forms a government by itself. These ad-
ministrative divisions are grouped in 3 regions,

Norland, Sweden Proper, or Soealand and Gott-

land. Swedish towns are thinly inhabited, being
left almost entirely to manufacturers and mer-
chants, while there are no beggars; and all landed
proprietors, and even the nobles, engage in agri-

cultural operations. The Scandinavian Alps
traverse the country in the W., and separate it

from Norway ; many of their summits are con-
stantly snow-clad. [Norway.] From this

mountain I'egion the country slopes E. to the Gulf
of Bothnia, forming in its descent two elevated

table-lands, the Ist or W.most is 2000 feet, and
the E.most 360 to 800 feet above the sea. The
tract of country bordering the Baltic is under 300
feet in elevation. The greater part of the surface

Lasn or Districts. Sq. miles. Pop. 1865.

Malmiihus, 1812 305,261

Chrlstianstadt, 2487 222,235
Blekinge, . 1149 125,436
Kronoberg, 3635 162,553

<M Jonkoping, 4293 183,851

^ Ealmar, . 4397 233,165

5
Ostergothland, 4148 253,148
Halland, . 1893 126,060
Skaraborg, 3303 236,775
Elfsborg, . 4926 279,163
Gothenburg & Bohus, 1937 232,181
Gothland, 1213 63,165

Lake of Wener, 2015
Lake of Wetter, 716

Gothia, . 37,924 2,412,983

Stockholm (town),

.

8 133,361

/ Stockholm, 2854 128,458
TJpsala, , 1978 96,766

o Sbdermanland, 2572 133,900
a -i Westmanland, 2611 108,859

^ Orebro, .

" Wermland,
3415 162,717
6524 174,758

VKopparberg, . 12,137 .166,899

Loke of Meelar, 472
Lake of Hielmar, . 187 ...

Sweden proper, . 32,658 1,198,431

f
Gefleborg, 7587 143,793

o Westemorrland,
,

9074 127,524
fl Jemtland, 19,279 68,071

J Westerbotten, . 22,841 88,763

^Norrbotten, . 41,261 74,576

Norrland and Lapland, 100,039 502,727

Total of Sweden, 170,621 4,114,141

is flat, and the S. portion constitutes the plain of

Scania. A line is supposed to traverse the country
in lat. 66° 3' N., north of which to Cape North
the land is gradually rising at the estimated rat©

of 4 feet in a century, while S. of it there is a
slow and gradual subsidence. The country is

watered by numerous streams, none of which are

large ; the principal are, from N. to S., the

Tomea, Lulea, Pitea, Umea, Angermann, Dal,

and G8ta-Elf, the largest of these rivers, which
flow S.E. to the Gulf of Bothnia, and the Motala,

which traverses Lake Wetter to the Baltic.

Nearly one-eighth of the superficies is covered by
lakes, some of which are very extensive. The
largest are Wener, Wetter, Mselar, and Hielmar,

all in the S. provs. ; they afford great advantages
for navigation. These lakes are connected by
canals, the chief of which are those of Sodertelge,

Hielmar or Arboga, Stromsholm, and Trolhatta,

which with two other canals unite the Atlantic

Ocean with the Baltic Sea, and are called con-
jointly the G6ta Canal. There are extensive

marshy tracts along the shores. The coast,

which has a development of 1400 miles, is deeply

indented, forming vast bays and fiords, and
studded with a multitude of low sandy isls., the
chief of which are Gothland and Oeland in the

Baltic. The latter is separated from the main-
land by the strait of Calmar, and has good pas-

ture-ground. The climate of Sweden is mild for

its northern position, the mean temperature of

the year at Stockholm being 42°-2 Fahr. The
W. coasts are more mild and moist than the

E. coasts. The summers are very hot, and the

winters extremely cold. Spring is almost un-
known. In the N. the rivers are frozen, and snow
covers the ground for five or six months In the

year ; in the central regions winter lasts for three
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or four months. N. of lat 61° mercury often

freezes. In Swedish Lapland the summer lasts

for 56 days, from the 23d of June till the 18th of

August, when the ground is again covered with
snow and ice. The amount of rain is much less

than in Norway. The air is generally pure, and
there are no contagious diseases. The prevailing

winds are S.W. and W, The soil is not gene-
rally fertile ; but the produce is adequate to the

consumption. The part of Sweden comprised
between the Sound and the Eiver Dal has made
great progress in agrictilture within the last 20
or 30 years. Barley is cultivated as far N.
as lat. 69°, but the crops frequently fail. Eye,
hemp, and potatoes are grown to lat 66° N.
Oats ripen to 63'' 30'; wheat and hops cease to be
cultivated with advantage beyond lat. 62° N.
Fruit trees are limited to the S.'of lat. 62°, but N.
of this lat. two species of briar are cultivated for

their delicious berries, which are very much used
in a variety of forms. The reindeer-moss furnishes
food for these animals and for cattle. One-fourth
of the surface is covered with forests, but the pro-
duce of timber is small ; much of it is used for fuel,

and made into charcoal for use in the mines.
The principal trees are the pine, fir, and birch,

which extend to the extreme N. of the country
;

the lime, elm, ash, willow, and alder between lat
61° and 63° N. ; the oak to lat 61°, and the beech
to lat 57°. Tar and pitch are extracted from the
roots of the pine. Eearing of live stock is an
important branch of industry, but the pastures
are- poor, horses and cattle small, and the sheep
yield an inferior wool. Great encouragements,
however, are given to improvements in the breed

;

and the introduction of the merino and saxony
sheep promises complete success. N. of lat. 64°,

the reindeer is the only domestic animal. Among
wild animals are the bear, which, however, is

scarce, the wolf, lynx, fox, marten, lemming, hare,
and squirrel. Fish are abundant on the coasts,
and in the lakes and rivers ; the herring fishery
has greatly declined, but lobsters are exported,
and salmon are caught in all the principal rivers.

The mining districts of Sweden, mostly in the
central provs., extend over 16,000 sq. m. ; the
mines are open like stone-quarries ; the chief pro-
duct is iron, which is distributed over nearly all

the country, but the best is found in the laen

Upsala ; the annual produce of all the mines is

about 70,000 tons of bar iron. The richest copper
mines are at Fahlun ; the annual produce in all

is about 1000 tons. Gold is procured only to a
small extent. The other minei-al products are
silver, alum, manganese, zinc, sulphate of iron,
cobalt, and coal of inferior quality. Industry,
notwithstanding recent progress, is still little de-
veloped. Exports (1862) timber, grains, ii-on, steel,

tar, cotton, etc., to the value of 2,698,216/. Im-
ports cotton, iron, coals, wool, hides, machinery,
hardwares, coffee, apparel, oils, indigo, copper,
logwood, soda, sugar, etc., to the value of
970,429/. Manufs. woollens, sugar, tobacco,
paper, linens, cotton (in small quantity), gloves,
mathematical and other instruments ; tanning is
an important branch of industry. Ship-building
is carried on to some extent in the ports of the
Baltic. Distilling and brewing are extensively
prosecuted. The internal commerce of Sweden
is considerable, and Swedish vessels visit most
of the Atlantic ports of South America, and the
Mediterranean, England, and Russia. The rail,
from Stockholm to Gottenburg, a work of vast
importance to the country, was opened in 1862.
Government is a limited constitutional monarchy,
its administration is entirely distinct from that

of Norway, and the king shares the legislative

power with the assembly of the states, which
is composed of four chambers. The established
religion is Lutheran, to which all belong, except
900 Boman Catholics, and 950 Jews ; but all sects
are tolerated. An archbishop chosen by the
king resides at Upsala, and the people nominate
their own pastors. Education is widely diffused,

and well conducted in gymnasia, high and
burgher schools. It has been stated that there is

not one person in 1000 who cannot read and
write. The simple and almost patriarchal hos-
pitality of the Swedes is very marked, especially
in the most isolated pi-ovinces. There are
universities at Upsala and Lund. Total rev.

(1862) 7,290,271/. Army (1863) 144,010 men, of
whom 6000 cavalry and oOuO artillery. Navy, 2
(seventy-four gun) screw steamers of the line,

4 frigates, 8 corvettes, and 125 gunboats. The
island of St Bartholomew. W. Indies, is the only
colony of Sweden. [Bartholomew, St.] In
1394, by the treaty of Calmar, the crown of
Sweden was imited to those of Denmark and
Norway by Mai^ret of Denmark. The Swedes
recovered their independence under Gustavus
Vasa in 1521. The House of Vasa ascended the
throne in 1523, and gave to Sweden the celebrated
Gustavus Adolphus. It was succeeded by the
House of Deux-Ponts, which furnished the famous
Charles xii. ; to this succeeded the Houses of
Hessen-Cassel and Holstein-Gottorp. In 1810,
Marshall Bemadotte of France was chosen crown
prince, and ascended the throne as Charles-John
XIV. in 1818. Norway was annexed to Sweden
in 1814, retaining its own laws. [Norway.]
Sweden, a township of the tJnited States,

North America, New York, co. Monroe.
SwEEPSTONE, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

4 m. S. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Ac. 1325. P. 355.

SwEFLiNG, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m.
W.N.W. Saxmundham. Ac. 1120. P. 318.

SwEiDiYAH, a large vilL of North Syria, pash.
Aleppo, in a valley, 14 m. W. Antioch.
Swell, several pas. of England.—I. co. Somer-

set, 3^ m. W.S.W. Langport Ac. 891. P. 116.

—II. (Lower), co. Glo'ster, \\ m. W. Stow-on-the-
Wold. Ac 1670. P.449.—rn.(f7jc!per),sameco.,
IJ m. N.W. Stow-on-the-Wold. Ac. 1460. P. 66.

SWELLENDAM. [CAPE CoLONT.]
SwEREFORD, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5 m.

N.E. Chipping-Norton. Ac. 4630. P. 440.

SwETTEXHAM, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 5
m. N.W. Congleton. Ac. 2110. P. 402.

Swieclany, a town of Eussian Poland, gov.
and 45 m. N.E. Vilna, cap. dist P. 4800.

Swilland, a pa- of England, co. Suffolk, 6 m.
N.E. Ipswich. Ac. 951. P. 243.

SwiLLiXGTON, a pa. of England, co. York, W.
Eiding, 5 m. E.S.E. Leeds. Ac. 2760. P. 662.

SwiLLY (LoDGu), an inlet of the Atlantic, in

the N. part of Ireland, Ulster, co. Donegal, ex-
tends inland 25 m. S., where it receives the river

Swilly. On Tannet Pomt at the W. side of its

entrance, is a lighthouse, in lat. 55° 16' 33" N.,

Ion. 7° 38' W., and it is there 3| m. across.

SwoiBRiDGE, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4J
m. E.S.E. Barnstaple. Ac. 7280. P. 1532.

SwiSBROOK, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 2 m.
E. Burtord. Ac. 1140. P. 191.

Swikderby, a pa. of England, co. and 8J m.
S.W. Lincoln. Ac. 1640. P. 572.

SwiNDOX, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Wilts, and a principal station of the Great

Western Eailway, 29 m. E.N.E. Bath. Ac. of pi.

3136. P. 6856.—II. a pa., co. Glo'ster, 2J m. N.W.
Cheltenham. Ac. 721. P. 227.—IIL a townshift
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CO. York, West Riding, on the Wharfe, 6 m. "W.
Wetherby. P. 46.

Swine, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Rid-
ing, 5 m. N.N.E. Kingston-on-HiiU. Ac. 13,650.

P. 1823.

SwiNEFLEET, a chapelry of England, co. York,
W. Riding, 17 m, N.E. Doncaster. Ac. 2445,

P. 1149.

SwLNEFORD, a mkt. town of Irel., Connaught,
CO. Mayo, 15J m. E.N.E. Castlebar. P. 1298.

SvviMEMUNDE or SwiENEMUNDE, a marit. town
of Prussia, prov. Pomerania, gov. and 36 m.
N.N.W. Stettin, in the island Usedom, on the
Swieue, the outlet of the Great Haff, in the Bal-
tic. P. 4600. Its harboui- has a lighthouse on
one of its piers. It has a pilot-board, and is the
outport for Stettin.

SwiNESHEAD, a pa. and market town of Eng-
land, CO. Lincoln, parts Holland, in the fens, 6
m. W.S.W. Boston. Ac. of pa. 6100. P. 1903.

Tiie sea formerly reached this town, which had
a harbour near its present market place.

SwiNESHEAD, a pa. of England, co. Hunting-
don, 3 m. W.S.W. Kimbolton. Ac. 1330. P. 275.

SwiNESTEAD, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 11
ru. S.S.E. Grantham. Ac. 1330. P. 396.

SwiNESUND, an inlet of the Skager-rack, be-
tween Norway and Sweden.
SwiNFOKD, two pas. of England.—I. co. Lei-

cester, 4 m. S.S.E. Luttei-worth. Ac. 1690. P.
402.—II. {Old), cos. Stafford and Worcester, in-
cluding the town of Stourbridge. Ac. 3316. P.
22,958. Blue coat hospital, founded in 1677,
educates 70 boys ; annual revenue 2352?.

Swinford-Regis or King's Swinford, a pa.

of England, co. Stafford, on the Staffordshire and
Worcestershire Canal, 3 m. N.N.W. Stourbridge.
Ac. 7315. P. (1861) 34,257. The vill. is neat, and
the pa. has a church, coal, iron, glass, brick, and
tile works, and numerous potteries. Near it are
the vestiges of a large Roman camp, and Hol-
beach, where several of the gunpowder-plot con-
spirators were taken in 1605.

Swingfield, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 5 m.
N. Folkstone. Ac. 2638. P. 418.

SwiNHOPE, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 9 m.
N.W. Louth. Ac. 1307. P. 105.

SwiNNEETON, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 3
m. W.N.W. Stone. Ac. 6529. P. 880.

SwiNTON, a chapelry of England, co. York,
West Riding, pa. Wath-on-Dearno, 5 m. N.N.E.
Rotherham, on the N. branch of the Midland
Railway. P. 3190. Manufs. earthenware.
SwiNTON and Sisiprin, a united pa. of Scot-

laud, CO. Berwick, 8 m. E. Greenlaw. Ac. 5571.
P. 964 ; includes vill. of Swinton, pop. 431.

SwiTHLAND, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,
21 m. S.W. Mouiit-Sorrell. Ac. 2180. P. 255,
partly employed in quarrying slate.

Switzerland, a co. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, in S.E. of Indiana. Area 216 sq. m. P.
(1860) 12,698.

Switzerland (Germ. Schweitz; French La
Suisse; Ital. La Svizzera), a coufed. state of
Central Europe, between lat. 45° 50' and 47° 50'

N., Ion. 6° 55' and 10° 30' E., having E. the prin-
cipality of Liechtenstein and the Tirol, S. Italy,

W. France, N. and N.E. Baden, Wiirtemberg,
and Bavaria. Length 223 m. ; breadth 75 to 140
miles. Area and pop. as follows :

—

(See Table.)
Switzerland belongs to the region of the Centi-al
Alps, extending between Mont Blanc in Savoio,
and the Gross Glockner in the Tirol. The im-
mense mass of Mount St Gothard forms the centre
or nucleus of a system of mountains, covered with
perennial snow and glaciers, the peaks of which

Cantons. Sq. Miles. Pop. 1860.

Zurich, .... 659 266,265
Bei-ne, .... 2,615 467,141
Lucerne, 480 130,604
Uri 418 14,741
Schwytz, 387 45,039
Unterwalden (Obwald), 185 13,376
Unterwalden (Nidwald), 112 11,826
Glarus, .... 265 33,363
Zug 90 19,608
Freiburg, 632 105,623
Soleure, 292 69,2K8
Basle (town). 14 40,683
Basle (dUtrict), . 165 51,882
Schaffhausen, 118 35,500
Appenzell (exter.), 102 48.431
Appenzell (inter.), 61 12,000
Saint-Gall, 781 180,411
Grisons, 2,708 90,713
Aargau, 638 194,208
Thurgau, 384 90,080
Tessin or Ticino, . 1,082 116,343
Vaud 1,226 213.157
Valais, .... 2,016 90,792
Neufchatel, . 308 87,369
Geneva, 110 82,876

Total, 15,716 2,510,494

are from 9000 to 14,000 feet above the level of
the sea. The Alps cover all the central, S., and
S.E. portion of the country, and occupy more
than one-half of its superficies. The highest
point is Monte Rosa, 15,174 feet above the sea.

[Alps.] The Jura mountains extend along the
N.W. borders ; culminating points, the Dole and
Mont Tendre [Jura], and between these is an
undulating plain or table-land, 135 m. in length,
from the Lake of Geneva in the S.W., to the
Lake of Constance in the N.E. Its extreme
breadth is 50 m. Next the Alps it is 2000 feet

above the sea, sloping towards the Jura, where
it is 1350 feet. It has numei-ous valleys, some
of which are of considerable extent Among its

mountains and hills are the Jorat in the Valais,
the Albis between Zug and Zurich, the Allmna
in the E. of Zurich, and the Hauenstein between
Basle and Soleure. The high Alps form vast
reservoirs, whence issue thousands of fertilizing

torrents. The chief rivers flow by the Rhine to
the North Sea, by the Rhone to the Mediter-
ranean, by the Ticino to the Po and the Adriatic,

and by the Inn to the Danube and Black Sea.
The other principal rivers are the Thur and the
Aar, affls. of the Rhine; the Emmen and the
Limmat, affls. of the Aar, No country in Europe,
except Scandinavia, has, in proportion to its size,

«

so many lakes as Switzerland. Those of the Al-
pine regions occupy the lower parts of the valleys.

They vary in depth from 600 to 1900 feet, and
are situated at an elevation of from 1200 to 1800
feet above the sea : the chief of these are Lake
Leman, or the Lake of Geneva; Brienz, Thun,
Waldstatten or Lucerne ; Zug, Wallenstadt, Zu-
rich, Constance, or the Boden See ; and on the
S. of the Alps, Lugano and Maggiore. Most of

these are traversed by steam-boats. The table-
land contains Lakes Morat, Sempach, Baldeck,
Hallwyl, Greiffensee, and Pfaffikon. In the Jui-a

are the lakes of Neuchatel and Bienne. The
climate of Switzerland, owing to its elevation
and other causes, is much more severe than is

due to its position, nearly in mid-distance between
the Equator and the North Pole. It presents the
greatest extremes and the most violent contrasts.
In Geneva, at an elevation of 1230 feet, the meau
pressure of the barometer is 27 inches ; the ther-
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mometer ranges from 34° to 66° Fahr. ; and the

aTerage rainfall is 29 inches. On Mount St

Bernard, barometer 21 inches, thermometer 18°

to 43° Fahr., and rainfall 65 inches. The eleva-

tion of the lower limit of snow in the mountains

is 8900 feet. On the table-land and in the lower

mountains snow falls in greater abundance than

in other countries of the same lat in Europe. On
St Grothard snow falls at least once a month in

summer. The large lakes are seldom frozen.

In the upper valleys of the Jura winter lasts six

months; it is longer in those of the Alps. S.W.
winds, which are frequent, usually bring rain

;

the N.E. wind, which blows on the table-land in

spring, is cold and dry. The warm S. wind greatly

favours the climate of the canton Ticino ; under
the name of Fohtu, the sirocco of the Alps, it

blows with extreme violence, and causes great

damage on the lakes. At an elevation of from
1000 to 1600 feet, the climate is pure and salu-

brious ; but it is unhealthy in many of the deep
and narrow valleys. Vegetation corresponds

with the extremes of climate. In the Valais, the

fig and grape ripen at the foot of ice-clad moun-
tains, while near their summits the rhododendron
and the lichen grow at the limit of the snow line.

The com raised in Switzerland is not nearly

sufficient for the supply of its pop. The most pro-

ductive cantons are those of the N. and W. Here
the vine ripens at an elevation of 1900, and in

some places at 2100 feet above the sea. It is

cultivated on the slopes of the Jura, and in the

valleys of the Rhine, Rhone, Reoss, Limmat, and
Thur ; and wine is exported. Buckwheat ripens

at an elevation of 2200 ft., and with a S. exposure
at 3000 feet ; wheat at 3600, oats 4300, barley

6100 ft. Flax and hemp are extensively grown

;

irrigation is judiciously managed ; and in general,

agriculture is making considerable progress. The
slopes of the Jura and of the Alps, and the high
regions of the table-land, are covered with valu-
able timber trees, the oak, beech, larch, and
birch. The pine and larch grow to an elevation

of 6500 feet, shrubs to 7400 feet The principal

wealth of Switzerland consists in its rich and
excellent pastures, which in summer support vast
numbers of cattle ; the finest breeds are those of

the Simmenthal, Gessenay, Gruyere, Zug, and
Schwytz. The silk-worm is reared in the valleys
S. of the Alps, and of late also in the N. The
forests abound in game ; the lamergeyer inhabits
the highest mountains, and the chamois is hunted
in the Yalais and in the Oberland. Fish of ex-
cellent quality is abundant in the lakes and rivers.

Iron is found in the mountains generally, but
. chiefly in the Jura ; there are mines of lead and
Bine in the Grisons. Turf is abundant in the
marshy dists., and coal is found in the table-land.
The principal salt springs are at Bex, in the val-
ley of the Rhone. Switzerland contains upwards
of 300 mineral springs, 18 bath establishments of
the first, and 186 of the second class. Cheese is

a valuable product ; it is made chiefly in Gesse-
nay, the Simmenthal, and the Emmenthal ; that
called Gruyere is highly valued, and extensively
exported. Kirschwasser, cider, and perry are
made. The country has made rapid progress in
manuf. industry. Cotton goods are made chiefly
in Appenzell and St Gall. Silks are woven in Zu-
rich and Basle, and linens at Berne. Neuch4tel
has superior printing establishments. Watches,
jewellery, and musical boxes are the principal
manufs. of the W. cantons ; here 230,000 watches
are made every year. In 1862 (1082 kil.) 676 m.
of rail., and (2990 kil.) 1868 m. telegraphic wires
were in operation. In winter the pop. of the Alps

1

inhabit vills. scattered over the lower valleys. Ib
May, the cattle are led to the lower pastures ; in

July, they ascend to regions 6000 feet above the
sea ; and about the 10th August they pasture on
the highest mountains, whence they descend to

the valleys about the 10th October.
The principal races inhabiting the country are

the Teutonic and the Celtic. The German lan-
guage is spoken in a variety oi patois by the pop.
in the N. and E. French is spoken in the Jura,
and on the table-land W. of the Lakes of Bienne
and Morat, and of the river Sarine, in part of the
Valais, and the Alps in its vicinity. S. of the
Alps the Italian language is used ; the Romanche
is spoken in the Engadine, and in the valleys of
the Rhine. The inhabitants of the Alps are mostly
Roman Catholics. In the Jura, and on the table-
land, Protestants are most numerous. In 1860
the proportions were : Protestants, 1,476,982

;

Roman Catholics, 1,023,430; other sects, 6866;
Jews, 4216. All Christian sects are tolerated,

but the Jesuits are excluded. Switzerland has
universities at Basel, Berne, and Zurich; and
there are superior gymnasia in all the chief

towns. Public instruction is widely disseminated,
and in the Protestant cantons Sunday and infant
schools are on the increase. School attendance
is compulsory from the age of 5 to 8. In the
Protestant cantons the proportion of children
at school is as 1 to 5 of the pop., in the mixed
cantons 1 to 7, and in the Catholic cantons 1 to

9. In 1863 the State had 435 journals ; 185 poli-

tical, 22 literary and scientific, 20 religious, 15
Protestant, & 5 Roman Catholic. 231 are printed
in German, 105 in French, 8 in Italian, and 3 in
Patois. The Swiss Confederation is composed
of 22 cantons, forming 26 independent states,

united in a perpetual league. The central and
W. part was called Helvetia by the Romans, and
the E. part, or the Grisons, Bluetia. The Con-
federation was founded 1st January 1308, by the
3 cantons Uri, Schwytz, and Unterwalden. In
1353 it numbered 8 cantons, and in 1513 it was
composed of 13 cantons. This old Confederation,
of 13 cantons, was increased by the adherence of

several subject territories, and existed till 1798,

when it was replaced by the Helvetic Republic,

which lasted four years. In 1803 Napoleon i.

organized a new Confederation, composed of 19

cantons, by the addition of St Gall, the Grisons,

Argovia, Thurgovia, Tessin, and Vaud. This
Confederation was modified in 1815 ; the number
of cantons was increased to 22, by the admission
of Valais, NeuchStel, and Geneva. The federal

government was composed of a diet, and of a
Vorort, or federal directory. By the new consti-

tution of 1848, the federal assembly is composed of

two divisions, a national council and a senate, and
Berne was chosen as the federal city. Every
parish supports its own j)Oor. The constitution

forbids the maintenance of a standing army, but,

to provide for the defence of the country, every
man capable of carrying arms is liable to be called

out. The troops form 4 classes :—1. The " Bvn-
desauzug," all men from the age of 20 to 34 ; 2.

The army of reserve, men between 35 and 40 ; 3.

The Landwehr, age 41 to 45 ; and 4. The Lands-
turm, or army of defence, all above 45. Total

number (1862) 339,926 men. Foreign enlistment

is forbidden by the constitution. Total rev.

(1861) 824,862i. ; expenditure 812,893/.

SwojANOw, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

and 37 m. S E. Chaudim. P. 600.

SwoNA, one of the Orkney Islands, pa. South
Ronaldshay. P. 46.

Swords, a pa. and market town of Ireland, co
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and 8 in. N.N.E. Dublin, on the Swords river, 5
miles from the Irish Sea. Ac. 9673. P. 2637

;

do. of town 1296. Alt. 64 ft. Chief buildings, a

Gothic church, barracks, and an endowed school.

The town is in decay, but was formerly of im-
])ortance. Here the first Irish army of "the
Pale " assembled in 1641, preparatory to the com-
mencement of the civil war in Ireland.

SwYNCOMBE, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5
III. E.N.E. Wallingford. Ac. 2646. P. 446.

Swyre:, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 5 mUes
E.S.E. Bridport. Ac. 1146. P. 277.

Syang, an island of Malaysia, in the Gilolo

Passage, 35 m. N.W. Waygiou.
Syan-Shan Mountains, Asia. [Thian Shan.]
Sycamore, a township of the U. S., North

America, Ohio, co. Hamilton.
Sychtyn, a tnshp. of N. Wales, co. Flint, pa.

Northop, 4 m. N.W. Hawarden. Ac. 1446. P. 207.

Sydenham, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 3J m.
S.S.E. Thame. Ac. 1650. P. 394.—II. a chapelry,

CO. Kent, pa. Lewisham, with a station on the
London and Croydon Bailway, 8 m. S.S.E. Lon-
don Bridge. P. (1861) 10,595. On the 10th June
1854 the " Crystal Palace " was opened by the

Queen. , In its construction the materials of the
Exhibition Building of Hyde Park were used.

It is formed of iron and glass, and covers nearly
three-quarters of a mile of ground. The cost was
about 1,000,OOOZ.

—

111. (Bamaret), a pa., co. Devon,

4i m. W.N.W. Tavistock. Ac. 1413, P. 603.—Sydenham Island, Pacific Ocean, is in Mul-
grave Archipelago. Length N. to S. 18 miles.

Syders (Fr. Sierre), a town, Switz., cant. Val-
lais, on Hhone, between Leuk & Sierre. P. 1095.

Syderstone, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6
m. S. Bumham-Westgate. Ac. 2520, P. 628.

Sydlino (St Nicholas), a pa. of England, co.

Dorset, 7jm. N.W. Dorchester. Ac. 5028. P. 692.

Sydney, the cap, town of the British colony of

New South Wales, is built on the southern shores

of Port Jackson, 7 m. from the entrance of the

harbour. Lat. 33° 51' S. ; Ion. 15P 14' E. It is

the oldest city in Australia, and was founded in

1788 by Captain Arthur Phillip, who had been
despatched by the Imperial Government to estab-

lish a penal settlement in this remote region, and
who after first landing at Botany Bay, and remain-
ing a short time at that inconvenient locality, soon
after discovered & removed to the fine harbour of

I'ort Jackson. P. (1846) 38,358 ; (1856) 53,358

;

bosides 28,223 in the suburbs
; (1861) 56,846, in-

cluding suburbs 93,686 ; (1867) 112,843. In 1862,

935 vessels, exclusive of coasters, cleared the port,

tons 317,849 ; entered 971 vessels, tons 313,302.

Exports 7,102,562^. Imports to the value of

9,334,645/. Exports (1866) 9,928,695/.; imports

8,191,170/. Theharbourisquiteland-locked, with
deep water to the edge of its rocky shores. The old

part of the town is fast disappearing, and giving

place toahandsome city, with numerous publicand
private buildings, builtoffinesandstone. The city

has a mayor and municipal corporation ; and there

also the governor resides, and the colonial parlia-

ment of two houses holds its session. There are

three colleges, a grammar school, and a univer-

sity, which has, with regard to its degrees, the

status of our home universities. Has two large

dry docks, an observatory, and museum. Eaiufall

68-36 inches. Number of wet days 157. Mean
temp, of year 67°

; coldest month 59°, hottest 73°

Fahr. Alt. 145 ft. The gold discoveries in 1851

have augmented the commerce of Sydney, and a

branch mint was granted by the Imperial (Govern-

ment, which came into work in May 1855 ; the

amount of coin since issued (to 1866) is 17,417,000/.

By royal proclamation of the same year, the gold

coinage of Sydney is made legal tender in the

United Kingdom. The place is defended by
several fortifications, including Pinchgut Island,

a small rock artificially cut to nearly a level with

the water. There is communication from Sydney
by rail W. to the Weatherboard, at the base of the

Blue Mountains, a distance of 72 m. ; S. to Sutton

Forest, 86m. Shortest sea route to London 12,040

m., time 86 days. In June 1866 a regular line of

steam packets was established between Sydney,
Wellington(NewZealand), &Panama. Timefrom
Sydney to Southampton 59 days. The port of

Sydney is the depQt of the Peninsular and Oriental,

and PanamaandNew Zealand line of mail packets.

Sydney, the cap. town of the British colony
and CO. Cape Breton, North America, on a bay
of the N.E. coast of the island. Lat. 46° 18' N.

;

Ion. 60° 9' W. Near it are some productive coal

mines.—II. the most E. co. of Nova Scotia, hav-
ing W. the cos. Pictou and Halifax, and con-
taining Chedabucto and St George Bays, with
the towns Sherbrooke and Dorchester.—III. co.

Nova Scotia, on N.E. coast, near Cape Breton
Island, cap. Antigonish. P. (1861) 14,871.

Sydoprb, a town of British India, dist. Gha-
zeepoor, N.W. provs., in lat. 25° 30' N., Ion. 83°

18' E. P. 8200.

Syenb, a town of Egypt. [Assouan.]
Syerstone, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 5f m.

S.S.W. Newark. Ac. 610, P. 196.

Sykehouse, a chapelry of Engl., co. York, W.
Eiding,4Jm. W.N.W, Thome. Ac. 3220. P. 623.

Syleham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3\ m.
S.W, Harleston, Ac. 1603. P, 357.

Sylhet, a district of India. [Silhet.]
Syltoe, an island of Prussio, duchy Schles-

wig, off its W. coast Length N, to S. 22 m. It

consists of three narrow limbs uniting in a centre,

P. 2600, chiefly occupied in fishing & navigation.

Sylvestre (St), several comms. and vills. of

France, the principal in dep. Haute-Vienne, 14

m. N.N.E. Limoges. P. 1549.

Symi, Syme, an island off the W. coast of Asia

Minor, at the entrance of the Gulf of Symi, 15 m.
N.W. Rhodes. Lat. 36° 30' N. ; Ion. 27* 54' E.

Length and breadth about 6 m. each. Estimated
pop. 7000. Outline very irregular, and the island

a rocky mass of limestone rising to 1000 feet

above the sea. Soil mostly barren, but every
available patch of ground is assiduously culti-

vated, and the inhabitants are distinguished for

industry and commercial enterprise. Symi ex-

ports sponge and wood from the shores of its

gulf. It has three harbours, and a small town of

same name on its N. side, with about 1000 in-

habitants, and some remains of antiquity. It

is subordinate to the pasha of Ehodes, who de-

rives from it an annual revenue of 270/.—The Gnlf
of Symi (anc. Sinus Doridis') is an inlet of the

Mediterranean, on the S.W. coast of Asia Minor,

bounded by two long promontories, the N.W. of

which {Triopium Promontory) separates it from
the Gulf of Kos. Depth inland, and breadth at

entrance, about 27 miles each. On its E. side are

three subordinate bays (the anc. Thymnias, Schse-

nus, and Bubassius'). Shores very picturesque,

and on them are various Cyclopean and other

remains. At its entrance is the island of Symi.
Symington, two pas. of Scotland.—I. co. Ayr,

6 m. S.E. Irvine. Ac. 3736. P. 855.—II. co.

Lanark, 33 m. S.E. Glasgow, with a station on
the Caledonian Eailway, 7 m. S.S.E. Carstairs

junction. Ac. 3549. P. 628.

Symondsboky, a pa. of England, co. Dorset,

U m. W.N.W. Bridport, Ac. 3925 P. 1352.

4i
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Stsiphorien (St\ several comms. and small

towns of France.—I. dep. Gironde, cap. cant, 28

m. S. Bordeaux. P. 1890.—II. dep. Loz^re, 21

m. N.N.E. Mende. P. 1139.—III. {de iMtf), dep.

Loire, cap. cant., 9 m. S.E. Koanne. P. 4652, en-

gaged in woollen weaving.—IV. (de Marmagney,

dep. Sa6ne-et-Loire, 7 m. S. Autun. P. 1131.—

V. (d'Ozoti), dep. Isere, cap. cant., on the Ozon,

and on railway from Lyon to Avignon, 6J m. N.

Vienne. P. 1768.—VI. dep. Ehone, cap. cant., 20

m. S.W. Lyon. P. 1920.—VII. dep. Indre et Loire,

cant and arr. Tours. P. 2579.

Stmplegades, a group of rocky islets in the

Black Sea, immediately off the point of Eumili,

at the entrance of the Bosporus.

Stnghem, a vill. of Belgium, prov. East Flan-

ders, 10 m. S.S.W. Ghent. P. 2400.

Syra (Syrosy, an island of the Grecian Archi-

pulago, among the Gyclades, 20 m. N.W. Paros.

Area about 55 sq. m. Estimated p. Q853) 27,000.

Surface mountainous, and near its N. extremity

is a peak rising to 4000 feet above the sea. Many
parts of the island are fertile, producing com,

wine, silk, figs, and cotton. It forms, with the

islands Zea, Mycone, Thurmia, Serpho, Siphanto,

Kimolos, Milo, and Sikinos, a gov. of Greece

—

St/ra or Hermopolis, the cap., is a maritime town
»n the E. shore. P. 14,000. The harbour is ac-

cessible to line-of-battle ships, has good anchor-

ground, is well sheltered, and a lighthouse has

been erected, with a revolving light, on the

Gaidoro island, 1^ m. distant S.E. It is the resi-

dence of consuls of most European states, and a

principal station of the Mediterranean steamers

going to and from Constantinople.

Syracuse (Ital. Siragosa, anc. Syracusd), a
fortified city of the island Sicily, on its E. coast,

cap. circ., dist, and cant., in modem times occu-

pying only the site of the original and smallest

quarter of the famous city of antiquity—viz., the

island of Ortygia, between the sea and the great

harbour, 30 m. S.S.E. Catania. The climate is

mUd in winter, but unhealthy from miasma in

eummer. Lat of lighthouse 37° 3' N.; Ion. 15°

17' 5' E. P., which in ancient times was said

to have amounted to 200,000, was in 1861 only
19,757. The cathedral, formerly the temple of

Minerva, which was renowned for the splendour
of its decorations, is of Doric architecture, and
has been a place of worship continuously for 2500
years. The church of St Marcian claims to have
been the earliest in Europe for Christian worship.
The chief vestiges of antiquity are the catacombs
and the latomix, or ancient prisons, in the quar-
ries from which the materials of Syracuse were
taken ; the " ear of Dionysius ;" the famous foun-
tain of Arethusa, now used for a washing-trough

;

the remains of the strong fortress Hesapylon,
of a temple of Diana, and Eoman amphitheatre,
some baths, walls, gates, the ara or altar, a
Greek theatre, the walls of Dionysius, Fort
Euryalus, aqueducts, well of S. Filippo, and the
palace of sixty beds, constructed by Agathocles.
The middle age citadel of Maniaces, ban-acks, a
college, royal academy, museum of antiquities,

and public library containing 9000 vols., with nu-
merous churches & palaces, may be chiefly noticed
as belonging to the modern city. The harbour is

admirably adapted for a commercial emporium

;

but its trade is now nearly confined to a few
exports of salt, wine, oil, and fisli. It is still

celebrated for its wines, fish, honey, and fruits.

Syracuse was founded B.C. 7^, by a colony from
Corinth, governed alternately as a republic or
nnder kings : unsuccessfully besieged by the
Athenuins B.C. 415, and by the Carthaginians B.C.

396 ; taken by the Romans b.c. 200 ; and again,
after a lengthened siege, in 878, by the Saracens,
who partially destroyed it, but it was chiefly

ruined by the earthquake of 1693. It was the
residence at different periods of Plato, Simonides,
Zeno, and Cicero, the place where Hicetas first

propounded the true revolution of the earth, and
the birthplace of the poets Theocritus and Mos-
chus, and tlie philosopher Archimedes, who lost

his life at the capture of the city by the Bomans.
Syracuse, a town of the U. S., North America,

New York, township Salina, cap. co. Onondega,
at the junction of the Erie and Oswego canals,

and on the W. railway, 34 m. S.S.B. Oswego. P.

(1860) 28,119. Ithas highly productive salt wells

;

and had, in 1850, 192 salt factories, producing
more than 5,000,000 bushels of salt per annum.
Syrla-with-Palestine, a large division of

Asiatic Turkey, mostly between lat. 31° and 37°

N., Ion. 34° 30' and 40° E. ; bounded N. by the
Amanian mountains, E. by the Euphrates and
the Arabian desert, S. by Arabia Petiasa, and
W. by the Mediterranean Sea. Estimated area
146,070 sq. m. P. about 2,750,000, mostly Mo-
hammedans, but comprising about 350,000 Greek
Christians, 260,000 Maronites and Eoman Catho-
lics, 175,000 Jews, 48,000 Drnses, and 17,000
Metualis and Yezidis. The W. or coast portion
is moTintainous ; the E. chiefly an elevated plain.

The mountain ranges proceed mostly N. to S.

;

the Alma-Dagh (anc. Mons AmanusX and Mount
Lebanon (anc. Lwanus), in which Jebel Mukhmel,
10,200 feet, is the highest point in Syria. These
terminate on the coast in bold headlands, as do
several spurs of Anti-Libamu, which range in

Palestine, enclosing the fertile valley Coele-Syria.

The mountains are rugged, consisting of lime-
stone, overlying graywacke, slate, and other
sUurian rocks, which appear in the s\immits of

Libanus; but at their bases are many feiiile

tracts, in the basins of small rivers ; and here are

several plains of high fertility, as those of Haouran
in the E., Antioch and Aleppo in the N., Esdraelon
and Sharon in the S. In the S. and E., granite,

I

gneiss, and dolomite mountains skirt the volcanic ;

region of the Dead Sea, which is entered by the i

river Jordan ; besides which, the chief rivers
|

are the El Abj or Orontes, the Leontes, and the

Nahr-el-Kebir, entering the Mediterranean, and i

the Abana, which waters Damascus. The prin- i

cipal lakes are the Dead Sea, Tiberias, and Huleh, .

in the valley of the Jordan ; and some smaller

lakes or marshes near Damascus and Antioch. '

The surface being very uneven, the climate and
products vary greatly within short distances.

Along the coasts, and in the valley of the Jor-

dan, the heat is great, and the orange, banann,
and date flourish, whDe the summits of the

mountains are seen covered with snow. In
the N., and on the elevated plain E. of the moun-
tains, the climate is colder ; but at Aleppo frosts

are seldom severe, and snow rarely lies on the

ground for more than a day at a time. The com
is ripe early in May ; and from June to Sept. sum-
mer heats prevail, unbroken by any rain, though
tempered in the W. by sea breezes. The samiet^ a

wind like the simoom of the desert, sometimes
occui"s at this season, and shocks of earthquakes
are frequent There are heavy rains in spring

and autumn, and the trees frequently retain their

foliage till the beginning of December. S^Ui
comprises a large extent of very productive soU.

It is stated that the country is capable of produc-
ing sufficient to maintain ten times its present

population
;
yet such is the rude method of agri-

culture, the depressed condition and insecurity
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of the rural population, and the uncertainty of

taxation and government regulations, that in

bad years corn must frequently be imported from
Egypt and elsewhere. Wheat, barley, maize,

millet, lentils, and sesamum are raised in the

plains, principally in the Haouran, which has

always been considered the granary of Syria.

Cotton and the mulberry flourish on the coast,

and silk is extensively produced on the slopes of

Lebanon. Other chief products are sheep's wool,

olive oil, sugar, indigo, scammony and other

gums, safflower, dates, timber, hides, and skins.

The wild animals include the buffalo, hya3na,

and jackal; the camel and mule are employed
as beasts of burden ; horses are small, but strong

and active. Sheep and live stock iform, as in

ancient times, a chief part of the wealth of the

inhabitants ; and all merchandise being conveyed
on the backs of animals, it is estimated that the

transit trade empl6ys 80,000 beasts, and about

30,000 drivers. About 3500 okes of sponge fished

on the coast are sent to the ports of the Mediter-
ranean annually. Damascus had, till 1860, many
looms employed in the manufacture of silks, and
the same manufacture is carried on to a con-
siderable extent in Aleppo and Beyrout. Cotton,

and some woollen fabrics, shawls, gold and silver

thread stuffs, are also woven there and elsewhere.

Glass, earthenwares, leather, and soap are made
in the above and other towns, and in Palestine

ecclesiastical ornaments are manufactured for

sale. Commerce is greatly impeded by the want
of roads, those that exist being mere mule or

camel tracks. The only carriage road is that

from Beyrout to Damascus, opened in 1863.

But as Syria is on the high route from Bagdad,
Mosul, and Erzeroum to Mecca, caravans an-
nually traverse it, bringing galls, indigo, Mocha
coffee, skins, Cashmere shawls, and other Indian
manufactures, also the products of Asia Minor,

Mesopotamia, and Persia, which are exchanged
here for European manufs., and cochineal. Ex-
ports (1862), grains, seeds, cotton, galls, wool,

madder-root, gum, etc., to the value of 126,242^.

Imports, cottons, copper, iron, tin, woollens, coals,

indigo, pepper, coffee, apparel, etc., to the value

of 603,513?. Latakia, Tripoli, Beyrout, Kisariah,

and Jaffa are the principal seaport towns. The
trade of Syria is chiefly conducted by Christians,

Jews, or Armenians. The Mohammedans are

most numerous in the secondary towns, and in

the rural districts. The Druses, a peculiar tribe,

are chiefly agricultural, but partly occupied in

domestic weaving and other manufs., and in-

liabiting a part of Mount Lebanon, where they
live under an emir, or prince of their own race.

The Maronites are also a peculiar people, dwell-

ing in their vicinity, and having a patriarch,

twelve bishops, and numerous convents. The
Metualis are Mohammedans of the Persian or

Shiah sect; and the Yezidis, and some other

tribes, are adherents of idolatrous or heretical

creeds. Syria is divided into the pashalics of

Aleppo, Damascus, & Beyrout or Sidon ; the chief

cities and towns are of the same names, besides

Antioch, Hamah, Homs, Jerusalem, Nablous,

Sichem, Saida, and Gaza. The great majority of

the Christian pop. of Syria belong to the Eoman
Catholic church, or some of its Eastern forms, as

Maronites, Greek Catholics, etc. In consequence
of an oiitbreak among the Druse pop., caused by
religious fanaticism and political jealousy, and
ending in a massacre of the Christians [Damas-
cus], a French army occupied Hhe country from
17th August 1860 to June 1861. The massacre
left 10,000 orphans to be provided for. The

government is conducted in the same cormpt
and extortionate manner as in the other prov.-;.

of Tui-key. Public revenue, derived from taxa-
tion of every kind, is estimated at 440.000^.

[Palestine.]
Syresham, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,

6 m. N.E. Brackley. Ac. 4060. P. 1047.

Syrmia, the most E. co. of Austria, Slavonia,
between the Danube and Drave rivers. P.
108,500. It gives title to a bishop. Cap. Vukovar.
Syrtis (Great and LmLE), two gulfs of the

Mediterranean, Africa. [Sidka—Cabes.J
Sysonby, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 1 m.

W. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 980. P. 67.

Syston, two pas. of England.—I. co. and 5 m.
N.E. Leicester, on a branch of the Midland Cos.
Railway. Ac. 1380. P. 1656. The vill. is large,

neat, and clean.—11. co. Lincoln, 4 m. N.N.E.
Grantham. Ac. 1613. P. 238.

Sywell, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
^ m. W. Wellingborough. Ac. 2031. P. 241.

Syzran, a town of Russia, gov. and 76 m. S.
Simbirsk, on the Syzran, near its confluence with
the Volga. P. 17,409. It has various factories,

numerous churches, and 4 public schools.

SzABADSZALLAS, a viU. of Hungary, dist. Great
Cumania, 23 m. S.W. Kecskemet. P. 4220.

SzABOLCS (pron. Shaboltz), a co. of N. Hungary,
the cap. town of which is Nagy-Kallo.

—

Szalad
is a CO. of W. Hungary, N.W. Lake Balaton, and
named from the river Szala, a tributary to the
lake. Cap. town, Szala-Egerszeg. [Egerszeg.1
SzALATNA (Nagy or Great), a town of North

Hungary, co. Sohl, 8 m. E. Altsohl. P. 1491.

Szalonta, a market town of E. Hungary, co.

Bihar, in a marshy tract, 22 m. S.S.W. Gross-
Wardein. P. 7210, mostly Protestants.

SzALT (^AtTiatus), a town of Syria, pash. Damas-
cus, at the S. base of Mount Gilead, 42 m. N.E.
Jerusalem, with a fortress.

SzAMOBOB, a market town of Austria, Croatia,

CO. and 12 m. W. Agram. P. 2266.

SzAMOS, a river of Transylvania and Hungary,
formed by the union of the Great and Little

Szamos, 10 m. N. Szamos-Ujvar, flows N.W., and
joins the Theiss at Olcsva. Course 200 miles.

Szamos-Ujvar or Aemenienstadt, a town of

Austria, Transylvania, co. Inner Szolnolc, on the
Szamos, 22 m. N.E. Klausenbui-g. P. 3400. It

has salt springs and mines in its vicinity.

SzANTO, a market town of N.E. Hungary, co.

Abujvar, 12 m. N.N.W. Tokay. P. 4895.

SzANY, a market town of West Hungary, co.

CEdenburg, 23 m. S.W. Raab. P. 2150.

SzARVAS, a market town of Hungary, co. Bekes,
on the Koros, 22 m. N.E. Csongrad. P. 17,000.

SzASZKA, a market town of S. Hungary, Banat,
CO. Krasso, 9 m. N. Neu-Moldova. P. 1600. Near
it are copper and lead mines.

Szasz-jRegen, a market town of Austria, Tran-
sylvania, CO. Thorad, on rt. b. of the Maros, 19 m.
N.N.E. Maros-Vasarholy. P. 5000.—Szasz-Sebes,
Transylvania. [Muhlenbacii.]
SzASZVAROs (Germ. Broos), a town of Austria,

Transylvania, Saxon-land, cap. Stuhl, on an affl.

of the Maros, 24 m. S.W. Karlsburg. P. 3517.
Szathmar-Nemethi, a town of Austria, E.

Hungary, co. Szathmar, on the Szamos, 60 m.
N.E. Debreczin. P. 10,552. It consists of Ne-
methi on the rt. or N. b., and Szathmar, on an
island in the river, the latter fortified. It has a
cathedral, Protestant and Greek churches, and
a trade in wine and woollen fabrics.

SzczucziN, a town of Poland, gov. and 36 m.
S.W. Augustowo. P. 3200.

SzE-cHUEN, a prov. of China. [Sb-chuen.]
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SzEGEDEf, a town of S.E. Hungary, cap. co.

Csongrad, on both banks of the Theiss, at the

influx of the Maros, 58 m.W.N.W. Arad. P. (1857)

62,700. It is divided into the Palanka or central

town, in which the residences of the merchants

are grouped around an old square Turkish for-

tress ; the upper and lower towns ; and New
Szegedin on the E. bank of the Theiss, reached

by a bridge of boats. It has a vast market-place,

numerous churches, convents, schools, and hos-

pitals, and a Magyar theatre. Here are built the

neatest boats and best floating mills in Hungary;
and it has many soap factories, manufs. of wool-
lens, leather, and tobacco ; a large export trade

in com, rape seed, and taUow, and imports of

Tokay wines, timber, and manufactured goods.

Szekely-Keresztur, a mkt. town of Austria,

Transylvania, on the Great Kukel, 12 m. N.E.
Segesvar. P. 4600.

SzEKLER-iiAND, a Subdivision of Transylvania.
SzEKTSO, a market town of Austria, Hungary,

CO. Baranya, 9 m. N. Mohacs, on rt. b. of the

Danube. P. 3247.

SzENTA, a market town of Austria. Hungary,
CO. Bacs, near rt. b. of the Theiss, 16 m. E.N.fi.

Zombor. P. 13,997. It is celebrated for the victory

of Prince Eugene over the Turks in 1696.

SzENTES, a town, E. Hungary, co. Csongrad,
near the Theiss, 30 m. N. Szegedin. P. 22,136.

SzERED, a town of N.W. Hungary, co. and 30
m. E.N.E. Presburg, on the Waag. P. 2900.

SzEszuppE, a river of Poland and E. Prussia,

joins the Niemen 6 m. E. Eagnit, after a N.W.
course of 140 m. Principal affl. the Schirwind.
SzEXARD, a town of Hungary, cap. co. Tolna,

on the Sarvitz, 50 m. S.E. Lake Balaton. P. 8150.

SziGETH, a town of Austria, Hungary, cap. co.

Marmaros, on the Theiss, 15 m. E.S.E. Tecso.
P. 7000. Near it are salt mines.

SziGETVAR, a vill. of S.W. Hungary, co. Schu-
meg, 21 m. W. Funfkirchen. P. 3520.

SzrvACZ, two united vills. of Austria, Hungary
CO. Bacs, 14 m. E.S.E. Zombor. P. 6865.

SzoBOSZLO, a free town, E. Hungary. Haiduck,
dist. and 12 m. S.W. Debreczin. P. 10,411.

Szouxis (Nagy), a market town of N.E. Hun-
gary, 42 m. W.N.W. Szigeth. P. 2025.

SzoLNA or ZsoLNA (Germ. Sillein), a walled
town of N.W. Hungary, co. and 35 m, N.E.
Trentschin, on the Waag. P. 2400.

SzoLNOK, a market town of Austria, Hunganr,
CO. Heves, on the Theiss, 64 m. E.S.E. Pestli.

P. 10,617.

—

Inner and Middle Szolnok are cos. of
Transylvania, watered by the Szamos.
SzoNY, a market town of Hungary, co. and 3

m. S.E. Comorn. P. 1702.

SzoEGOM, a town, Euss. Poland. [Smorgoni.]
SzRENSK, a town of Poland, gov. and 35 m.

N.N.E. Plock, on the Wkra. P. 1000.

SzTANicsics, a market town of Austria, Hun-
gary, CO. Bacs, 11 m. NJf.E. Zambor. P. 4572.

SzYDLOW and Szydlowiec, two small towns of

Poland.—I. prov. and 24 m. S.E. Kaelce.—IL
gov. and 18 m. S.W. Eadom. P. 1600.

Taas, a fortified town of Arabia, Yemen, 55 m.
E.N.E. Mocha. It has numerous mosques.
Taasinge or Thorsenge, an isl. of Denmark,

immediately S. of Fiihnen. Area 27 sq. m. P.
4300. Surface undulating and highly fertile. On
its W. side is the village of Troense. P. 700.
Tab, Arosis, a river of Persia, separates the

provs. Parsistan and Khuzistan, enters the Per-
sian Gulf on the N. Course W. 150 miles.
Tabarca, an islet of N. Africa, Mediterranean,

near the coast, at the E. extremity of Algeria.
Tabaria, Tiberias, or Tubariyeh, a town of

Palestine, pash. and 27 m. E.S.E. Acre, on the
W. shore of the Lake of Tiberias. It is situated
between the lake and a mountain knot connected
with Mount Tabor, and is enclosed landward by
a ruined wall flanked with towei-s. Previously
to the earthquake in 1837, it had about 2000 in-
habitants. About 800 poor Jews occupy a quarter
on the shore, and N. of it is a Latin convent, with
one monk. The ruins of the ancient city extend
along the S. shore of the lake to the hot baths of
Tiberias ; temp. 144° Fahr. The baths are men-
tioned by Plinj', and still attract many visitors.
Tabaria or Gexnesereth (Lake or Sea of)

(Scripture Chinnereth), [Gaulee.]
Tabasco, a state of Mexico, between lat 16°

50' and 18° 42' N., Ion. 91° and 94° W., having
E. Yucatan, S. Chiapas, W. Tehuantepec. Area
17,073 sq. m. P. 70,628. Surface hilly, except
on coast, where it is low, marshy, and unhealthy.
Navigable rivers numerous; the principal are
the Tabasco and its affls., and the Coatzacoalco,
which forms its W. frontier. Soil highly pro-
ductive in maize, sugar-cane, cocoa, timber, and
dye-woods; cotton and coffee have been found
to thrive. Principal exports are logwood and
cocoa. Imports come mostly from the United
States and Havana. Principal towns, San Juan

Bautista, the cap., N.E. de la Vittoria, La Fron-
tera del Tabasco II. a river of Mexico, deps.

Chiapas and Tabasco, after a N. course of 250
m., enters the Gulf of Mexico, lat 18° 35' N., Ion.

|

92° 37' W. Affls^ the Usumasinta, Chilapa,
I

Chilapilla, and Tabasquilio. At San Juan, its
I

arm, the Chiltepec, proceeds direct to the Gulf
of Mexico, and it is said to be navigable for

70 or 80 leagues above that town.—The Tabas- i

quillo joins the Tabasco from the W., 8 m. i

S.W. Frontera.
Tabernas, a town of Spain, prov. and 15 ra. I

N.E. Almeria. P. 470. It has coal, lead, and I

iron mines in its vicinity.
|

Tablas, one of the Philippine Islands, Ma-
laysia, 30 m. S.E. Mindoro. Length 30 m.

;

breadth 3 m. ; lat. 12° 34' N., Ion. 122° 18' E. It

has three villages, and an active fishery.

Table Bay, an inlet of the Atlantic Ocean,
S.W. Africa, Cape Colony and dist.. Green Point
being in lat. 33° 63' 2' S., Ion. 18° 24' 6' E.
Breadth of entrance about 6 m. Cape Town is

on its S. shore, at the back of which is the con-
spicuous Table Mountain, 3816 feet above the sea,

which owes its name to its peculiar shape and
flattened summit, and is often seen covered with
a white cloud named the " Table-cloth." The
bay is capable of sheltering the largest fleet, and,

except from June to August, always affords se-

cm-e anchorage. It is defended by several forts,

and has a lighthouse near its W. extremity.

TABI.E Mountain, one of the Alleghany moun-
tains, U. S., N. America, N. Carolina, 18 m. N.W.
Morganton, and upwards of 4000 feet in elevation.

Table Mountain, Ireland, co. Wicklow, be-

tween Ovoca and Slaneydros, is 2312 feet high.

Tabley, two iDwnships of England, co. Ches-
ter.—I. (Netker\ pa. Great Budworth, 1^ m.
W.S.W. Nethcr-Knutsford. Ac. 1240. P. 130.
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—II. (Overy, pa. RosthorD, N. Netlier-Tabley.

Ac 2659. P. 490.

Taboga, an islet of the Granadian Confedera-
tion, in the Gulf and 10 m. S. Panama.
Tabor (Bohem. Chomov), a walled town of Aus-

tria, Bohemia, cap circ, on the Luschnitz, an afli.

of the Moldau, 49 m. S.S.E. Prague. P. 4298.

Manufs. coarse woollens and paper-hangings.
Tabor (Mount) is a truncated cone of Pales-

tine, pash. Acre, 8 m. E. Nazareth, 1000 feet

above the plain. It is of limestone formation,

highly picturesque in appearance, and command-
ing noble views. On its summit are remains of

ancient structures, and a new Greek convent.
Tabriz, Taubis or Tebriz, a citj' of North

Persia, cap. prov. Azerbijan, in a plain, on the

Aji river, flowing into Lake Urumiyah. Lat. 38°

2' N. ; Ion. 46° 12* E. Estimated pop. 80,000. It

is situated amongst forests, and is about 3^ m. in

circumference, enclosed by a brick wall, and en-
tered by 7 gates, outside of which are suburbs
and fine gardens. Except its citadel and the re-

mains of a mosque, it has no edifice worthy of

notice ; but its bazaars and caravanserais are ex-
tensive, and it is an important entrepot of the
trade between Persia, India, Eussia, Constan-
tinople, and the Black Sea.
Tacaloa, a vill. of Granadian Confederation,

state Magdalena, at the junction of the Cauca and
Magdalena, 24 m. N.W. Mompox.
Tacarigua (Lake of). [Valencia.]
Tacazze or Takazze, a river of Africa, Abys-

sinia, state Tigr4 rises near lat. 12° N., Ion. 39° 30'

R, flows N.W., and near lat. 14° 10' N., Ion. 36°

E., joins the Atbara Asbarrah or Bahr el Aswad
(Black river), wliich name it afterwards assumes
to its junction with the Nile, as its last tributary
at El-Damer. Length 780 m.
Tachau or Tachow (Bohem. Drzevmow), a

town of Austria, Bohemia, circ. and 33 m. W.
Pilsen. P. 2932. It has iron forges.

Tachbrook (Bishop's), a pa. of England, co.

and 3 m. S.E. Warwick. Ac. 3446. P. 603.

Tackley, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 3 m.
N.E. Woodstock. Ac. 2850. P. 626.

Tacna, a town of S. Peru, dep. Moquegna, on
the small river Tacna, 30 m. N.N.W. Arica, on
the Pacific, with which it is connected by railway.

Altitude 1700 feet. P. 10,000. (?) Its fertile

vicinity forms a contrast to the desert around.
Tacoary, a river of Brazil. [Taquari.]
Tacolneston, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

10 m. S.W. Norwich. Ac. 1580. P. 452.

Tacoronte, a small town on the N. coast of

Teneriffe, Canary. Islands.

Tacuba or Talcopan, a town of Mexico, 6^
m. W.N.W. Mexico. P. 8000. It has an active

commerce.

—

Tacubaya, S.W. of Mexico, is re-

markable for the magnificent palace of the arch-

bishop, and for immense plantations of olives.

Tacunga or Latacunga, a town of S. America,
.Ecuador, between the Cordilleras of the Andes,
65 m. S. Quito, 10,285 feet above the sea. Esti-

mated pop. 10,000 It is built of pumice-stone,

and has repeatedly suffered from earthquakes.

Tadcaster, Calaria, a pa. and market town
of England, co. and ainsty York, on the Wharfe,

which is navigable to the town, on Harrogate
Eailway, 9 m. S.W. York. Ac. of pa. 6010. P.

8126. It has a church on the site of an ancient

fortress, a free grammar school, and alms-house.

In the vicinity are stone quarries.

Tadley, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 5J m.
N.N.W. Basingstoke. Ac. 2047. P. 900.

Tadlow, a pa. of England, co. and 13 m.
W.S.W. Cambridge. Ac. 1717. P. 214.

Tadmarton (Great), a pa. of England, co. Ox-
ford, 4 m. W.S.W. Banbury. Ac. 2500. P. 411.
Tadmor, a ruined city of Syria. [Palmyra.]
Tadvan, a vill. of Turkish Armenia, pash.

Van, on the W. side of Lake Van, an inlet of
which is called the Bay of Tadvan.

TAFALI.A, Tubalia, a town of Spain, prov. Na-
varra, 22 m. S. Pamplona. P. 2912. The town
is celebrated for its salubrity ; and has distilleries.

Tafelneh, Tafelane or Tefelneh, a forti-

fied maritime town of N. Africa, Marocco, 30 m.
S. Mogadore. P. 3000.—Cope Tafelneh, 5 m.
N.W.ward, is a headland, 780 feet above the sea.

Taff, a river of South Wales, co. Glamorgan,
rises in the co. and mountains of Brecon, by two
branches which unite near Merthyr-Tydvil ; it

thence flows S.E. between Llantrissant and Caer-
philly, and past Llandaff, to the estuary of the
Severn, which it enters a little S.W. Cardiff.

Total course 40 m. The Taff-vale Rail, accom-
panies it throughout in the county of Glamorgan.
Taffechan, a pa. of South Wales, 10 m. S.E.

Brecon, annexed to Llanthattan parish.

Tafillelt or Tafilelt, one of the great sub-
divisions of the empire of Marocco, E. of Mount
Atlas. Soil vei-y fertile. The town of Tafilelt,

near lat. 31° 45' N., Ion. 4° 3' W., appears to
comprise the village of Eessant, where the gover-
nor of the province resides. [Marocco.]
Taft, a town of Persia, prov. Khorasan, and

55 m. W.N.W. Yezd. P. 6000 (?), who manu-
facture carpets, which have a high repute.

—

TafyU is a vill. of Arabia Petrsea, 30 m. S.E.
the Dead Sea.
Tagai, a town of Russia, gov. and 36 m. W.

Simbirsk. P. 2000.

Tagai (or Souvarov) Isles, Pacific Ocean,
Eadack group. Lat. 11° 5' N. ; Ion. 169° 46' E.
Tagal, a Dutch residency of the island Java,

P. 240,000. The cap. town Tagal, near centre
of island, on N. coast, has a fort.

Taganrog, a seaport town of Russia, gov.
Ekaterinoslav, on N. shore of the Sea of Azov,
65 miles W.S.W. Novo-Tcherkask, opposite the
mouth of the Don. P. (1863) 24,304. Its port,

foimded by Peter the Great, is shallow, filled up by
sands of the Don. The navigation is opened from
March to Nov., during which great activity pre-
vails. Totalshipping(1862) 1031, tonnage 279,959,
chiefly British, Ionian, Russian, Italian, Greek,
Austrian, etc. Exports (1862) wheat, rye, barley,

oats, linseed, rape seed, tallow, butter, wool,

hides, etc. ; value 3,443,520/. Imports, fruit, oil,

wine, olives, coffee, sugar, pepper, tea, rice, ma-
chinery, etc. ; value 532,810/. The town has a
gymnasium, schools, custom-house, court and
post-offlce. The Emperor Alexander died here in

1825. The dist. of Taganrog has a pop. of 76,900.

TAGGLi, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Porto Mau-
rizio, circ. San Remo, on a height above a danger-
ous torrent of same name. P. 4070.

Taghboy or Taughboy, a pa. of Ireland, co.

Roscommon, 5J m. S.E. Athleague. Ac. 13,995.

P. 2502.

—

Tagheen or Taugheen is a pa., co. Mayo,

2f m. N.N.E. HoUymount. Ac. 6837. P. 1839.

Taghkanic, a township of the U. S., Noi-th

America, New York, 12 m. E. Hudson.—The
Taghkanic Mountains are a range near the W.
boundary of the state, 50 m. in length, and in

one place rising to 3000 feet above the sea.

Taghmaconnell, a pa. of Ireland, co. Ros-
common, 4^ m. N.N.E. Ballinasloe. Ac. 18,826,

chiefly boggy. P. 2527.

Taghmon, a disfranchised pari, bor., market
town, and pa. of Ireland, co. and 7J m. W.S.W.
Wexford. Ac. of pa. 10,124. P. 2400 ; do. of
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town, 815.—II. a pa., co. Westmeath, 6 m. N.N.E.
Mulliugar. Ac. 3437. P. 664.

Tagiisiikexou, a pa., Irel., Leinster, co. Long-
ford, 3i lu. KE. BaUymahon. Ac. 6712. P. 1318.

Taghshinny, a pa., Ireland, Leinster, co. Long-
ford, 3 m. N.E. Ballymahon. Ac. 4879. P. 1324.

Tagliacozzo, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 20

m. S.S.W. Aquila, cap. cant., on the Ismele. P.

7061. Near it, in 1268, Charles of Anjou defeated

Conradin, and put an end to the rule of the

Hohenstauffen dynasty in Italy.

TAGL1A3IENTO, a river of Northern Italy, Ve-
netia, prov..Udine and Venice, rises in the Alps,

& after an E. and S. course of 100 m., past Latisana,

where it becomes navigable, enters the Adriatic

Sea at Porto Tagliamento, near its N. extremity.

During the French empire, under Napoleon i., it

gave name to a dep., of which Treviso was the cap.

Tagodast, a town of Marocco, on W. border
of Mount Atlas, 98 m. N.E. Marocco. P. 7000.

Tagolanda, a small island of Malaysia, about
50 m. from the N.E. extremity of Celebes.

Tagomago, an islet of the Balearic group, in

the MediteiTanean, immediately E. the isl. Ivi9a.

Tagus (Spanish Tajo, Portuguese Te/o), a
principal river of the Iberian peninsula, through
the centre of which it flows from E. to W., be-

tween the basins of the Ebro and Douro on the
N., and the Guadiana on the S. It rises in the
Sierra Albarracin, on the borders of Aragon and
New Castile, in lat. 40° 38' N., Ion. 1° 35' W. ; it

flows W.S.W. in Spain, through New Castile and
Estremadura, and in Portugal between the pro-
vinces Beira and Alemtejo, and through Estre-
madura to the Atlantic, which it entere at Be-
lem, 2 m. below Lisbon. Length 540 m. Chief
aflluents, the Jarama, Alberche, Alagon, and
Zezere, from the N., and the Eio del Monte and
Solor from the S. At Punhete, 100 m. above its

mouth, it is upwards of 300 yards across, and just
above Lisbon it expands to a breadth of about 5
m. ; but opposite that city it contracts again to
less than 2 m. It has steep banks, an impetuous
current, & flows mostly through an arid country.
Its uses for commerce are at present much re-
stricted, as it is navigable only to Abrantes.
Tahaa or Otaha, one of the Society Islands,

Oceania, in lat. 16° 35' S., Ion. 151° 25' W., to
the N. of Baiatea. Surrounded by a number of
small islands. P. (1862) 500.
Tahiti or Otaheite, the principal of the So-

ciety Islands, in the Pacific Ocean ; lat. of Point
Venus 17° 29' 2" S., Ion. 149° 29' W. It is 120
miles in circumference, and consists of two penin-
sulas connected by an isthmus, submerged at high
water, and surrounded by coral reefs. In its N.
part is a mountain 7000 feet high, and the island
contains other rugged high lands, with many fer-
tile valleys, & a belt of rich land around the coast,
on which are numerous small harbours. Total
pop. (1862) 13,800 ; foreign residents number
about 600. The natives have mostly been con-
verted to Christianity by missionaries. The
island forms part of a native sovereignty; it is
divided into 7 districts, & is the seat of a supreme
court, consisting of seven judges, two of whom
reside in Eimeo. Principal town and port, Pa-
piete, which has a botanic garden, and is resorted
to by wlialing vessels, and whence pearls and
pearl shell, cocoa-nut oil, sugar, oranges, and
arrow-root are exported. The harbour is safe ;

has a patent slip for vessels of 400 tons, and
careening quays. Exports (1861) 47,751Z. Im-
ports, 75,806/. In 1861, 169 vessels (tonnage
10,318), of which 5 were whalers, entered the
port of Papiete. Sugar-cane, cotton, coffee, maize,

tobacco, fruits, and vegetables are cultivated in

small quantities. Bread fruit, yams, plantains,

arrow-root, cocoa-nuts, oranges, and limes grow
spontaneously. Oxen and hogs are reared, and
horses are numerous. It was taken possession
of by the French in 1846, and they now claim

a protectorate over this and the islands Gambier
and Wallis. [Polynesia.]
Tahta, a town of Central Egypt, prov. and 43

m. S.S.E. Siout, on L b. of the Nile. It has se-

veral mosques, and many large mounds, supposed
to indicate the site of the ancient Hesopis.

Tahuata or Sakta Christina, one of the
Marquesas Islands, Pacific Ocean, S. Dominica.
P. 1400. Coast abnipt ; soil very fertile.

Tahura and Tahuroa, two of the Sandwich
Islands, Pacific Ocean ; the former S.W. Onee-
how ; the latter S.W. Mowee.

Tai, several cities of China, caps, of deps.,

chiefly in the N. provs.

—

Tai-Pe-Chan is the
name of several moimtains of China, also in the

N. provinces, and rising above the snow line.

Taila, a CO. of N. S. Wales, on N. b. of Murray.
Lat. 34° 20' S. ; Ion. 143= E. Ac. 1,424,000.

Taillebourg, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Charente-Infdrieure, on rt b. of the
Charente, 10 m. S.W. St Jean d'Angely. P. 1050.

Taimurski (Cape), a headland of Siberia, gov.
Yeniseisk, in the Arctic Ocean, 65 m. S.W. Cape
Severo, next towhich it is the most N. promontory
of Asia. It forms the N.E. extremity of the Gufi
of Taimurski, 166 m. in length by 60 m. in aver-
age breadth ; and S. the latter is Lake Taimur.

Tain, a pari, and munic. bor., royal city, and
pa. of Scotland, co. Boss, at the mouth of the
Tain, on the S. side of the Firth of Dornoch, 24
m. N.N.E. Inverness. P. of pa. 3294 ; do. of parL
bor. 1779 ; do. of town 2319. Corp. rev. (1862-3)
575/. It has an old church, an ancient tower, a
court-house, a grammar school, & a public reading
room ; various mills, an iron foundry, brewery,
and a retail trade. The borough unites wiUi
Wick, Dingwall, Cromarty, Dornoch, and Kirk-
wall, in sending one member to H. of 0.
Tain, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Drome, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Rhone, opposite

Toumon, with which it communicates by a sus-

pension bridge, and on railway from Lyon to

Avignon. P. 2782. Near it excellent Hermi-
tage wine is produced.

'1\u-ping, two cities of China, caps, of deps.

—

I. prov. Ngan-hoei, on the Yang-tze-kiang, 30
m. S.W. Nanking.—II. prov. Quang-si, lat. 22*

25' 12" N., Ion. 107° E.—Others are in prova.

Se-chuen and Shan-si.

—

Tai-ping-chau or ly-
pinsan, is the principal of the Madjicosima Isls.

in the Chinese Sea.

Tai-tchou and Tai-Ting, two cities of China,

caps, of deps.—1. prov. Che-kiang, 76 m. S.W.
Ningpo.—II. prov. Kwi-chow, 80 m. W.N.W.
Kwiyang.

—

Tai-tong is a city, prov. Shan-si, cap.

dep., near the Great Wall, 176 m. W. Peking.
Tai-wan, the cap. town of the island Formosa,

China Sea, on its W. coast, cap. a dep. of the

prov. Fo-kien, lat. 23° 8' N., Ion. 120° 22' E. It

Las two famous temples, and was formerly the

seat of a considerable trade and of a Dutch fao-

torj', but its harbour is now choked with sand,

and only fit for vessels of light draught. This is

one of the ports open to foreign trade under the
treaty of Tien-tsin, where a British consul re-

sides, and a foreign custom-house is established;

but it has not benefited by this intercourse with
foreigners, as the poils on the mainlandhave done.

Tai-Yuan, a city of China, prov. Shan-si, cap.

dcp^ on the Fuen-ho, an afiluent of the Hoang-
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ho, 250 m. S.W. Peking. It is stated to be three

leagues in circumference, fortified, and populous,

and it has a decayed palace, which was inhabited

by the sovereigns of the last dynasty. Manufs.
porcelain, iron wares, and carpets. On a height
near is a cemetery of its princes.

Tajaedi, a town of European Turkey, Eumili,

on a river, 20 m. N.N.E. its mouth at Lagos.
Tajo, the Spanish name of the river Tagus.
Tajukrah, a seaport town of N.B. Africa,

Adal, on the Gulf of Tajurrah, an inlet of the
Gulf of Aden, N.W. Zahylah, lat. 11° 56' 35" N.,

Ion. 42° 50' E. P. from 1200 to 1500. It consists

of about 300 wooden huts, with two mosques, and
it has an anchorage adapted for large ships.

Takeley, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 14 m.
N.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 3194. P. 1000.

Takhti Soleiman, Vera, (" Throne of Solo-

mon "), a remarkable hill and collection of ruins

in N. Persia, prov. Azerbijan, 125 m. S.S.E.
Tabriz, identified by Major Eawlinson with the
ancient Atropatenian Ecbatana, the Phraata,
Gaza, and Canzaca of classic authors, and the

Shiz of the Arabians.—II. (or Ush), a populous
town of Independent Turkestan, khanat and 90
m. E. Khokand.—III. a mountain of the Suliman
range, E. Afghanistan, lat. 31° 35' N., Ion. about
70° E., and 6260 feet above the sea.

Ta-kiang, a river of China, rises in the prov.

Yun-nan, and traverses the prov. Quang-si in

the centre from W. to E., enters the prov. Quang-
tung, and a little above Canton joins the Pe-
kiang to form the Canton river. Total course

950 m. It receives several large affluents.

Takinos (Lake), Cercine, a lake of European
Turkey, Macedonia, 5 m. S. Seres, and N. the
Gulf of Contessa. Length 15 m.

;
greatest breadth

5 m. It receives the river Anghissa, and is tra-

versed throughout by the Struma (ancient Stry-

mori). Shores abrupt, except in the north.

Ta-ku, a village and forts in China, at the en-
trance to the Pei-ho river, Gulf of Pe-che-lee,

forming the roadstead for large vessels trading

with Tien-tsin. The forts were captured by the

British and French allies in 1860 ; held by Eng-
lish troops until 1865, when they were evacuated.

Takutu, a river, which forms the boundary
between British Guiana and the Brazilian prov.

Amazonas, rises near lat. 1° 30' N., flows N. to

its junction with the Mahu, which thenceforth

takes its name, and then bends S.W., and joins

the Rio Branco at Fort San Joaquim, in lat. 3° 1'

46' N. Total course estim. at 170 ra. Chief

affluents, the Mahu and Zuruma.
Talach-Ddu, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 4

m. N.E. Brecon. Ac. 1818. P. 193.

Tai.acke, a port of N. Wales, co. Flint, on the

Dee estuary, within li m. from the Point of Air.

A harbour and quay have been erected here for

export of coal and sandstone.
Talak, a vill. of British India, prov. and 68

m. S.E. Arracau. It is situated on the river of

same name, navigable thus far for boats.

Talaman (Bay), an inlet on the S.W. coast of

Asia Minor, N.W. the Gulf of Makri. It receives

the Talaman river (ancient Indus), and on its

shores are extensive middle age remains.

Talanda, a vill. of Greece, E. Hellas, gov.

Boootia, 7 m. N. Mount Talanda. Near it are tha

ruins of Opus.—The Channel of Talanda or

Talanti (ancient Euripus) is an arm of the sea

in Greece, between the gov. Boeotia and the N.
half of the island Euboea. Length 40 m. ; breadth
12 m. At its W. extremity it communicates with
the Gulf of Molo or Zeitoun, and at its S.E. end
with the Channel of Euboea.—The Gulfof Tal-

anda is an inlet on the S. side of this channel,
11 m. in breadth at its entrance. It contains the
island Talanda.

—

Mount Talanda is in the gov.
Bceotia, 4 m. N. the Lake TopoUas. Elevation
3547 feet. It is also called Mount Khlomo.
Talaerubias, Lacipea^ a, town of Spain, prov.

and 85 m. E. Badajos. P. 2690.

Talat-Khwin, a town of S.E. Asia, Siam,
near Bangkok, on the N. P. 5000.

Talaveea (de la Reyna), a city of Spain,
prov. and 37 m. W.N.W. Toledo, on rt. b. of tho
Tagus, here crossed by a bridge of 35 arches. P.
9285. Its buildings are interspersed with many
Moorish towers. It has numerous churches, con-
vents, hospitals, scliools of Latin and philosophy

;

manufs. of silks, eai-thenwares, leather, and soap

;

and two large annual fairs. Here, on 27th and
28th July 1809, the English and Spanish troops,

under the Duke of Wellington, defeated tho
French, under Joseph Bonaparte and Marshals
Jourdain and Victor.—II. (la Real), a town, prov.

and 9 m. E. Badajos, on 1. b. of the Gaudiana.
P. 2712, who manuf. silks and leather.—III. (la

Vieja), is a market town, prov. and 72 m. W.S.W.
Tofeda, on 1. b. of the Tagus.
Talbexny, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Pembroke,

8 m. W.S.W. Haverford-West. Ac. 1425. P. 204.

Talbot, two cos. of the U. S., North America.

—

I. in E. of Maryland. Area 336 sq. m. P. (1860)
11,070 free, 3725 slaves.—II. in W. of Georgia.

Area 451 sq. m. P. 5013 free, 8603 slaves.

Talca, a pi'ov. of the republic of Chile, South
America. Area 3018 sq. m. P. 79,439. Cap.

Talca, on railway, 135 m. S.W. Santiago, and ou
a tributary of the river Maule. Lat. 35° 14' S.

;

Ion. 72° W.
Talence, a conim. and vill. of France, dop.

Gironde, cant, and arr. Bordeaux. P. 2430.

Talent, a fortified town of Africa, Marocco,
prov. S US-el-Acsa, cap. a partially independent
dist., ou the Eiver Tisset, 40 m. S.E. Messa.
Tale Sab Lake. [Cambodia.]
Talgakth, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 8 m.

E.N.E. Brecon. Ac. 16,900. P. 1330.

Ta-li, a city of China, prov. Yun-nan, cap.

dep., on the bank of a lake, 80 m. E. the Bur-
mese frontier. It is large and populous.

Taliaferro, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in

N.E. of Georgia. Area 163 sq. m. P. 1734 free,

2849 slaves.

Talish, a prov. of Eussian Transcaucasia, be-

tween lat. 38° and 39° N., Ion. 48° and 49° E.,

having E. tho Caspian Sea, N. the rivers Kur and
Aras, separating it from the provs. Shirvan and
Karabagh, and ou other sides the Persian provs.

Azerbijan and Chilan. Principal products, silk,

cotton, rice, sesamum, tobacco, and wine.

Talk-o'-th'-Hill, a chap., Engl., co. Stafford,

5 m. N.N.W. Newcastle-under-Lyne. • P. 2089.

Tall, a town of British India, Malwa, teri-itory

of Jowra, 44 m. N.W. Oojein. P. 2648. Tho
town is the principal place of a pergunnah, con-
taining 42 vUls. and a pop. of 12,308.

Talla, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and 16

m. N.N.W. Arezzo, on a hill. P. 2439. Guido
Aretino, inventor of musical notation, was born
here, and it has a monument to his memory.
Talladega, a co. U. S., North America, Ala-

bama. P. (1860) 14,654 free, 8865 slaves.

Tallaght, a pa. of Ireland, co. and 5 m. S.W.
Dublin. Ac. 21,868. P. 3831, of whom 337 aro

in the village, which has a parish churcli.

Tallahassee, a city of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, cap. state Florida, connected by railway of

26 m. with St Marks, near the Gulf of Mexico.
P. 1400. It is regularly laid out, and has a state
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courthouse, and land of&ce.—Talluhatchee is a

CO. in N.W. of Missouri. Area 898 sq. m.

Tallahatchie, a co., U. S., North America,

Mississippi. P. 2836 free, 5054 slaves.

Talland, a pa. of Engl., co. Cornwall, on the

Channel, 2 m. S.W. East Looe. Ac. 2665. P. 1570.

Tallapoosa, a river of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, rises in Georgia, flows mostly S.W. into

Alabama, and joins the Coosa to form the Ala-

bama, after a course of 150 miles.—II. a co. in

Alabama. Area 910 sq. m. P. (1860) 17,155 free,

6672 slaves.

Tallard, a comm. and town of France, dep.

H.-Alpes, on the Durance, 7 m. S. Gap. P. 1105.

Tallaton, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3^ m.

N.N.W. Ottery. Ac. 2365. P. 437.

Talley, a pa. of South Wales, co. Caermar-

then, 7 m. N. Llandilo-Fawr. Ac. 7167. P. 1022

Tallington, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3

m. W.S.W. Market-Deeping. Ac. 690. P. 239.

Tallmadge, a to-vvnship of the U. S., North
America, Ohio, 128 m. N.E. Columbus, on the

Cuyahoga river and the Pennsylvania Canal.

Tallow, a pa. and market town of Ireland,

CO. Waterford, 12 m. N.N.W. Youghal. Ac. of

pa. 5014. P. 2527 ; do. of town 1629. It has a

church and a Eoman Catholic chapel.

Tallya, a market town of N.E. Hungary, co.

and 30 m. S.W. Zemplin. P. 5710. It has Eo-
man Catholic and Protestant churches.

Talm.^s, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Somme, 8 m. S. Doullens. P. 1676.

Talsiay, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Cote-d'Or, 17 m. E. Dijon. P. 1135.

Talmoxt, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Vendde, 8 m. E.S.E. Sables. P. 980.

Taloox, a town of Eussia, Transcaucasia, prov.

and 37 m. W.N.W. Erivan.

TALTABO, one of Xulla Islands, Malaysia, E.

Celebes, lat. 1° 50' S., Ion. 125° E^ separated by
a narrow strait on the E. from the island Man-
golia. Length 100 m.; breadth 20 m.

—

Cape
Tcdydbo^ the N.E. extremity of the isl. Celebes, is

in lat. 0° 55' S., Ion. 123° 30' E.
Talyllys, two pas. of N. Wales.—I. co. An-

glesea, 3 m. N.W. Carnarvon, now included in

Llanbeulan II. co. Merioneth, 5J m. S.S.W.
Dolgeily. Ac. 15,182. P. 1284.

Taslvn, Phanagoria, a foi-tifled town of South
Eussia, gov. Caucasus, on the isl. of Taman, 16
m. S.E. Kertch (Crimea), from which it is sepa-
rated by the Strait of Yenikale, between the Black
Sea and the Sea of Azov. It has few inhabitants
independent of its garrison ; but an export trade in
salt, wax, honey, furs, etc., & some import trade.

The Island of Taman has numerous mud vol-
canoes and bitumen springs. The GttlfofTaman
is an E. arm of the strait of Yenikale.
TAMA>'DnA, a town of Brazil, prov. Minas

Geraes, 100 m. W. Ouro Preto, on one of the
head streams of the S3,o Francisco. P. 8000.
Tamar, a river of England, between the cos.

Cornwall and Devon, rises in a mountainous dist.

near Moorwinstow, and receiving numerous ac-
cessions, flows S.S.E. by Launceston, to which
town, and to Calstock and Saltash, it is navi-
gable ; it enters Plymouth Sound 2 m. W.S.W.
Plymouth. Affluents the Tavy from the E., and
Lynher from the W. Length GO m. At its mouth
it is crossed by the Albert Eailway viaduct
Tamar, a principal river of Tasmania, formed

by the union of the North and South Esk at
Launceston, whence it has a tortuous course of
30 m. N., and enters Bass Strait at Port Dal-
r3nnple, 4 m. from Georgetown, which is on its

E. bank. Its valley is narrow and wooded.

Tamara, the largest of the Isles de Los, off the

W. coast of Africa, 70 m. N.W. Sierra Leone.
Tamarida, the cap. town of the island Socotra,

Indian Ocean, on a bay off its N. coast.

Taihrite de LiTERA, a town of Spain, prov.

and 47 m. S.E. Huesca. P. 3612.

Tamaro, a river of South Italy, provs. Campo-
basso and AveUino, joins the Calore, 3 m. N.E.
Benevento, after a S. course of 45 miles.

Tamarovka, a town of Eussia, gov. Koursk,
on the Vorskla, 15 m. W.N.W. Bielgorod.

Tajlatave, a seaport town of the island Mada-
gascar, on a bay of its E. coast, in lat. 18° 10' S.,

Ion. 49° 28' 5' E. P. 2000, of whom 300 are

Europeans. It is the chief place of the Ovah
government; and has a battery, a bazaar, and
residence of the English consul.

Tamaulipas (formerly Nuevo Santander), a
mariL state of Mexico, between lat. 22° and 27"

30' N., Ion. 97° 20' and 100° W., having E. the
Gulf of Mexico, N. the Eio Bravo separating it

from Texas, and on other sides the states Neuvo
Leon. San Luis Potosi, and Vera Cruz. Area
30,766 sq. m. P. (1857) 109,673. Surface mostly
in wide plains, which feed large herds of cattle

and horses. Principal crops, wheat, maize, rice,

cotton, sug^ar, coffee, and indigo. Iron and some
silver, with salt from a chain of lagoons along
the coast, are the chief mineral products. The
principal towns are, Victoria, the cap., Soto-
la-Marina, Tampico, El Eefugio, Eevilla, and
Matamoras. [Tampico.]

Tascbach, a market town of Central Germany,
Saxe-Coburg, princip. and 12 m. S.S.W. Gotha.
P. 1351. It has iron forges and paper mills.

Tambaroora, a post-town and gold field of

New South Wales, co. Wellington, 46 m. N. Bath-
urst. P. 259.

Tambo, a town, Peru, dep. & 50 m. N.W. Cuzco,
on the QuUibamba,—II. a vUL, dep. Arequipa,
20 m. from the mouth of the Tambo Eiver, which
flows 90 m. and enters the Pacific, 20 m. N.N.W.
Ilo.

—

Tambo-bamba is a town, dep. and 40 m.
S.W. Cuzco, on 1. b. of the Apurimac.
Tambov, a gov. of Eussia, between lat. 51° 20'

and 55° N., Ion. 38° 30' and 43° 30' E., enclosed
by the govs. Eiazan, Vladimir, Nijnii-Novgorod,
Penza, Saratov, and Voronej. Area 25,559 sq. m.
P. (1858) 1,910,454. Surface level or undulat-
ing. Principal rivers, the Tzna and Moksha,
tributaries to the Oka, and the Vorona and
Voronej, affluents of the Don. Soil in the N.
sandy and marshy, in the E. and elsewhere fer-

tile, and the gov. is almost whoUy agriculturaL

More than l--6th part of the surface is covered
with forests, and upwards of l-4th with mea-
dows and pasture land, and l-3d arable lands.

Chief crops, rye, oats, and buck-wheat. The
forests supply lar^e quantities of timber for ship

and boat biulding. Large herds of cattle are

fattened for the Moscow and St Petersburg
markets. Horses of a good breed are reared.

The gov. has a woollen factory, many forges,

distilleries, tallow factories, mUls, etc. It is

subdivided into 12 circs. Chief towns, Tambov,
Lipetsk, Morshansk, Jelatom, Shatzk, and Us'
man.

—

Tambov, the cap., is situated on the Tzna,
125 m. N.E. Voronej. P. (1863) 36,029. It

was founded and strongly fortified in 1636, as a
defence against the incursions of the Nogai-
Tartars. Houses mostly of wood. It has a col-

lege, a military school for nobles, a high school

for ladies, and manufs. of woollen cloth, alum,

Aritriol, and an active general trade.

TAiiBRE, Tamarii, a river of Spain, Galicia,

rises near the extreme W. edge of the Asturiaa

'
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mountains, flows W.S.W. and enters the Bay of

Noya, Atlantic, after a course of 60 miles.

Tame, two rivers of England.—I. cos. Stafford

and Warwick, rises near Walsall, flows E. and N.,

and after a course of 38 in. joins the Trent, 7 m.
N. Tamworth. Aifluents the Rca and Anker,

from S. and W. It supplies water to the Bir-

mingham and other canals.—II. a small river,

which rises in Yorkshire, flows S.W., forming a
part of the boundary between Lancashire and
Cheshire, and joins the Mersey at iStockport.

Course 18 miles. [Thame.]
Tamega, a river of Spain and Portugal, rises

near Monterey, Gallcia, flows S.S.W. through
the provs. Tras- os-Montes and Minho, and joins

the Douro, 30 m. E. Oporto. Total course 90 m.
Tamerton, two pas. of England.—I, {Folliot'),

CO. Devon, 4 m. N.N.W. Plymouth. Ac. 5150.

P. 1164.—II. {North), co. Cornwall, 8 m. N.N.W.
Lauuceston. Ac. 6261. P. 486.

Tamesi, a river of Mexico, state Zacatecas, S.

Luis, Potosi, and Tamaulipas, flows generally

E. and joins the Panuco at Tampico.
Tamiagua, a seaport town of Mexico, state

Vera Cruz, and 70 m. S.E. Tampico, in an un-
healthy situation, between the Laguna de Tami-
agua and the Gulf of Mexico.—The Laguna de

Tamiagua, 60 m. in length, by 25 m. in greatest

breadth, is separated at its N. extremity by a
narrow isthmus from the Lake of Tampico.
Tamieh, a small town of Egypt, prov. Fayoiim,

15 m. N.E. Medinet-el-Fayoum, and on a canal
20 m. W. the Nile.

Tamlaght, several pas. of Ireland.—I. co.

Tyrone, with a vill.
3J- m. S.S.E. Moueymoro.

Ac. 4953. P. 2208, who manuf. linens.—XL
(Finlagan), co. Londonderry, 6 m N.E. Maghera.
Ac. 16,468. P. 4265.— III. {O'Crilly), same prov.

and CO., and comprises a part of the town Port-
glenone. Ac. 16,786. P. 8285.

Tammaro (San), a vill. of S. Italy, prov. and
circ. Caserta. P. 1587. Near it is a royal farm.
Tammerfors or Tamersfoet, a town of Fin-

land, Isen and 85 m. N.N.E. Abo, cap. dist. Sata-
Kunda, between two lakes. P. (;i863) 5417.

Tampa (Bay of) (Span. Espiritu-Santo), the
largest bay in the Gulf of Mexico, United States,

on the W. side of the peninsula Florida ; lat.

27° 36' N., Ion. 82° 45' W. Length, N. to S.,

about 35 m. ; breadth about 15 m. It is easy of

access, affords excellent anchorage, and has a
vill. of same name. It receives several rivers,

and has many islands at its entrance, where is a
bar with from 15 to 20 feet of water.
Tampico de Tamaulipas, a seaport town of

Mexico, state Tamaulipas, 150 m. S.E. Victoria,

at the mouth of the Eiver Panuco. P. 15,000.

It has military and naval hospitals, and well
supplied markets. Principal exports are specie,

hides, tallow, jalap, sarsaparilla, & jerked beef.

—

The Lake of Tampico is a shallow lagoon at the N.
extremity of the state Vera Cruz, 20 ra. in length
by 10 m. across. It communicates N.ward with
the united mouths of the Tamesi and Panuco
rivers, and E.ward with the Gulf of Mexico.
Large quantities of prawns caught in it, are

salted for exporting into the interior.

—

Tampico
River, after an E. course, enters the Gulf of

Mexico near Tampico, its bar being in lat. 22°

15' N., Ion. 97° 46' W. Total length 200 m.
Tamsweg, a market town of Upper Austria,

circ. and 60 m. S.S.E. Salzburg, on the Muhr. P.

2300. It is a considerable entrep6t for iron.

Tamworth, a pari., munic. bor., town, and pa.

of England, cos. Stafford and Warwick, on the
I'ame and Anker, at their junction, and on the

Trent Valley branch of the London and N.W.
Railway, here carried over the Anker by a via-

duct of 18 arches, 6i m. S.W. Lichfield. Ac. of

pari. bor. and pa. 11,900. P. (1861) 10,190. It

has a parish church on the site oi an ancient

nunnery ; several dissenting chapels, an en-
dowed grammar-school, with a scholarship and
fellowship at Cambridge university ; almshouses,

town-hall, market-house, assembly and reading
rooms, horticultural society, cotton spinning,

calico printing, and wool-stapling, dyeing houses,

tanneries, breweries, a carpet factory, and small

manufactures of lace. In 1852, a bronze statue

was erected here to the late Sir Eobert Peel.

Trade greatly facilitated by the railway, and by
Fazeley and Coventry Canal. It sends 2 raems. to

H. of C. Eeg. elect. (1864) 451.—TaTrewoWA stands

on the ancient Watling Street, and was a principal

residence of the kings of Mercia. Immediately S.

the town is a castle, reputed to have been founded
by Ethelfleda, daughter of King Alfred, and
modernized by its proprietors, the Townsheud
family.

Tamworth, chief town of dist. Liverpool
Plains, New South Wales, cos. Inglis and Parry,

on the Peel, 154 m. from Maitland. It ie the

seat of petty sessions, and has an hospital. P.

(1861) 654. Rate of mortality 1 in 65.

Tamworth, a township, U.S., North America,
New Hampshire, 55 m. N. Concord.
Taxa-Elf, the most N. river of Europe, forma

in the greater part of its course the boundary
between Norway (Finmark) and Russian Lap-
land, and enters the Tana-fiord, Arctic Ocean,
in lat. 70° 30' N., Ion. 28' E., after a N.ward
course of 180 miles. At its mouth is the hamlet
Tana.
Tanaga, one of the Aleutian Islands, N. Pa-

cific Ocean, Audreanov group, W. Kanaga. Sur-
face mountainous, and it contains an active

volcano.
Tanakeke Islands, a group in Malaysia, off

the S.W. extremity of Celebes, the largest island

being 10 miles in circuit.

Tananarivo, Tarnaxaruvo, or Antanana-
rivo, the cap. town of the Ovahs, in Madagas-
car, near the centre of the island, 190 m. W.
Tamatave. It is the residence of the sovereign

;

has manufactures of exquisite gold and silver

chains, silk stuffs, etc.

Tanaro, a river of North Italy, rises in the S.

Alps, near the Col de Tenda, flows N. and N.E.
past Garessio, Ceva, Alba, Asti, and Alessandria,

10 m. N.E. of which city it joins the Po, after a
total course of 125 m., for the last 40 m. of

which, to Asti, it is navigable for barges. Prin-

cipal afils., the Stura, Pesio, EUero, and Corsaglia

from the W. ; the Belbo and Bormida from the

S.E. Under the French it gave name to a dep.,

of which Asti was the capital.

Tancitaro, a town of Mexico, on a mountain,
state Michoacan, 100 m. S.W. Valladolid.

Tancook (Great and Little), two islands of

Nova-Scotia, in Mahone Bay, 30 m. S.W. Halifax.

Tanda or Tarah, a station of British India,

dist. and 62 m. N. Bareilly, N.W. provs. It

stands near a brook, in a cleared place in the

Terai or marshy forest.

Tandah, a town of British India, prov. Oude,
in lat. 26° 34' N., Ion. 82° 40' E. P. estimated at

6000, of whom 4000 were Mussulmans. Cloth is

largely manufactured here.

"Tandauli, a town of British India, dist. Alde-
mau, prov. Oude, in lat. 26° 34' N., Ion. 82° 26' E.

P. estimated at 3000.

Tanderagee, a market town of Ireland, co»
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Armagh, 3 m. S.W. Guilford. P. 1185. It has

flour and flax mills, and a brisk trade in flax,

linens, and agricultural produce.

Taxdridge, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 9J
m. S.S.E. Croydon. Ac. 3944. P. 621.

Tanega-Sima, an island of Japan, S. Kiusiu.

Length N. to S. 25 m. ; average breadth 12 miles.

Taxey, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. and 2J
ra. S.S.E. Dublin. Ac. 4562. P. 4208.

Taney, a co. of the U. S., Noi'th America, in

S. part of Missouri. Area 1071 sq. m. P. 3494

free, 82 slaves.

Taneytowk, a vill. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Maryland, 22 m. N.N.E. Frederick.

Tanfield, a chapelry of England, co. Durham,
pa. Chester-le-Street, 6J- m. S.W. Gateshead.

P. 4593.—II. (West), a pa., co. York, N. Kiding,

<; m. N.N.W. Eipon. Ac. 3139. P. 625.

Tangan, a town of India, dist. Bainswaiu,
prov. Oudc, in lat. 26° 3' N., Ion. 81° 20' E.
TanganyiivA, a large fresh water lake of Cen-

tral Africa, between lat. 3° and 8° S., Ion. 30° E.,

1844 feet above the sea. Length 320 m. ; breadth
from 20 to 60 m. It was discovered in 1859 by
Capts. Speke and Burton.
TangerjiCnde, a town of Prussian Saxony,

gov. and 33 m. N.N.E. Magdeburg, on the Elbe.

Tangier, a fortified town of Marocco, king-
dom of Fez, on the W. side of a bay of the

Strait of Gibraltar, 8 m. S.E. Cape SparteL Lat.

of consulate, 35° 47' 2" N. ; Ion. 5° 48' 5" W. P.

4000 to 10,000. It is strongly defended on the
sea, but not on the land side. In (1862) 348
vessels Ttonnage 25,851) entered its anchorage,
and 355 (tonnage 24,449) cleared. Streets narrow
and irregular ; houses low and flat-roofed ; it

has some good residences, including those of the
European consuls; a mosque ; &a Saracenic castle,

the residence of a pasha, is richly ornamented
internally. Tangier was taken by the Portuguese
in 1471 ; it was ceded to the English as a part of

the dowry of the queen of Charles ii. in 1662, and
was bombarded by the French in 1844. Outside
of the town is a Roman bridge. About 3 m. S.E.
are the remains of ancient Tingis.

Tangier Islands are a small group, U. S.,

North America, Maryland, in Chesapeake Bay,
opposite the entrance of the river Potomac.
Tangley, a pa. of England, co. Hants 5 m.

N.N.W. Audover. Ac. 1561. P. 270.

Tangmere, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.
N.E. Chichester. Ac. 774. P. 201.

Tangolotango, a seaport town of Mexico,
state Oajaca, on the Pacific Ocean, lat. 15° 45' N.,
Ion. 96° 1' W.

Taxinges, a market town of France, dep.
ITaute Savoie, on the Guire, 3 m. N. Cluses.
P. 2825.

Tanis (modem Saru, the Zoan of Scripture), a
ruined city of Egypt, its site on an ann of the
Nile at its delta, 13 m. S.W. Menzaleh, and re-
markable for the height and extent of its mounds.
It has remains of a large temple, and fragments
of walls, columns, and fallen obelisks. The plain
of San or "Field of Zoan," formerly renowned
for fertility, and where Moses performed his
miracles, is now a desert-waste.
Tanjore, a maritime dist. of British India,

presid. Madras, bounded on the N.W. by the
Coleroon, E. and S.E. by the Bay of Bengal, S.W.
and W. by Madm-a, Poodoocottah, and Trichino-
poly. It lies between lat. 9° 62' and 11° 23' N.,
Ion. 78° 55' and 79° 55' E. Area 3900 sq. m. P.
1,G76,086, a great majority of whom are Brah-
mins. It has a sea-coast 165 m. in length, but
for 75 m. of which it is unapproachable for large

vessels, in consequence of the shoals and dangers
of Palks Bay. The coasting trade is carried
on by light vessels. The delta of the Cauverj-,
almost wholly comprised within this district, is

exceedingly fertile, very level, and well watered.
Eice is extensively cultivated. The other crops
are maize, millet, oil-seeds, tobacco, indigo, vege-
tables, and fruits. Principal river, the Cauvery.
An extensive and intricate system of irrigation

has been carried out here.

—

Tanjore^ cap. dist.,

presid. and 180 m. S.W. Madras, is on an arm
of the Cauvery, and on Gt. S. India Railway.
Lat. 10° 50' N. ; Ion. 79° 15' E. P. about 40,000.
It consists of two portions, separately fortified, one
comprising the rajah's palace, & the other contain-
ing a remarkable Hindoo temple, with a tower
nearly 100 ft. high. The British residence is to the
S. outside of the walls. Manufs. silks, muslins,
and cottons. Tanjore was taken by the British
in 1749, and again from the French in 1773.

Tankahdstown, two pas. of Ireland.—I. Kil-
dare and Queen's cos., 3J m. S.S.E. Athy. Ac.
8349. P. 1345.—II. Munster, co. Limerick, 1 m.
W. KilmaUock. Ac. 1710. P. 312.

Tankersley, a pa. of England, co. York, W.
Riding, 4J m. S. Bamsley. Ac. 2420. P. 1403.

Tank, a town of Prussia, 8 m. W.N.W. Meinin-
gen. It was transferred from Bavaria in 1866.

Tann, a comm. and town of France. [Thank."]
Takna, an island in the Pacific Ocean, New

Hebrides, near lat. 19° 30' 9' S., Ion. 169° 28' 7"

E. Length 18 m., by 8 m. in breadth.

Tankadice, a pa., Scotland, co. Forfar, with a
vill. on the South Esk, 5 m. N.N.E. Kirriemuir.

Area 60 sq. m. P. 1438.

Taknah, a collectorate of the presid. Bombay,
British India, between lat. 17° 56' and 20° 20' N.,

Ion. 72° 42' and 73° 48' E. Area 5400 sq. m, P.

874,570. Soil fertile. The dist. is traversed by
the Indian Peninsular Railway, which extends
from the city of Bombay in the direction of the
Western Ghauts.

—

Tannah, the principal town,
has a pop. of 12,000.

Tankay, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Nievre, cap. cant., 7 m. S.E. Clamecy. P. 1394.

Tannikgtok, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3J
m. N.W. Framlington. Ac. 1602. P. 246.

Takkoor, a town of Biitish India, presid. Ma-
dras, dist. Malabar, on coast, 20 m. S. Calicut
Tannroda, a town of Central Germany, Saxe-

Weimar, on the Ilm, 9 m. S.S.W. Weimar. P.

9111.

Tanshelf, a township of England, co. York^
West Riding, pa. Pontefract. Ac. 270. P. 776.

Tansley, a township of England, co. Derby,
pa. Crick, IJ m. E. Matlock. Ac. 1150. P. 622,

Tansor, a pa, of England, co. Northampton, 2

m. N.N.E. Oundle. Ac. 2050. P. 248.

Tanta, a town of Lower Egypt, in the delta,

prov. and 5 m. S.S.W. Menouf, on the Damietta
branch of the Nile. It has a government schooL
Tanworth, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 4

m. N N.W. Henley-in-Arden. Ac. 9400. P. 1946.

Tan-Yang and Tao, two towns of China.—

L

prov. Kiang-su, cap. dist., on the Imperial Canal,

60 m. E. Nanking.—II. prov. Hoo-nan, cap. dist,

near lat. 25° SO' N., Ion. 112° E.

Taormina, Tauromenium, a town of the island

Sicily, prov. and 30 m. S.W, Messina, cap. cant,

on the E. coast of the island. P. 2978. It has

old Saracenic walls. In the midst is the Acro-
polis, crowned by the ruins of a Saracenic castle.

It has several palaces, an old battlemented Gothic

abbey, and trade in wine and hemp. But its cele-

brity is due to its splendid remains of antiquity,

comprising a theatre, capable '^ aocommodatinij
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40,000 spectators, and one of the finest ancient
structures extant. It stood 850 feet above the
sea, and has iis Scena in better preservation than
any other ancient theatre in Europe. Here
Timoleon landed when he came from Corinth to

deliver Sicily from her tyrants.

Taos, a co. of the U. S., North America, cap.

Taos, N.E. of New Mexico, between lat. 86° and
88° N., Ion. 107° and 108° W. P. (I860) 14,103.
Taook or ToAK, a town of Turkish Kurdistan,

on an affluent of the Tigris, 30 m. S. Kerkook.
Taouka, one of the Society Islands.
Tapajos, a river of Brazil, prov. ParA, after a

N. course, joins the Amazon near Santarem, its

basin lying between those of the Madeira and
Xingu. It is formed by the junction of the Arinos
and Jiu-uena, and is navigable to within a short
distance of the source. Total length about 1200 m.
Tapiau, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 22 m.

E.S.E. Konigsberg, on the Pregel. P. 2700.
Taplow, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 5 m.

N.W. Eton. Ac. 1920. P. 811.

Tapolcsany, two market towns of Hungary.

—

I. (Kis or Little), co. Bars, 30 m. S.W. Kremnitz.
P. 1061.—II. {Nagy or GreatX co. and 18 m.
N.N.E. Neutra. P. 2475.
Tapool, an island of Malaysia, Sulu group, 15

m. S.W. Sulu.

TAPPAHAN^fOCK, a river and post town of TJ. S.,

N. America, Virginia, on the Kappahannocli,
43 m. from its mouth in Chesapeake Bay. It

has a good harbour and a custom-house.

—

Tap-
pan Bay, state and 12 m. N. New York, is an
expansion of the river Hudson, from 2 to 3 m.
in width, having on its W. side a wharf at the
terminus of the New York and Erie Railway.

—

At Tappantown, on its W. side. Major Andrd was
hanged as a British spy, October 2, 1780.

Taptei-:, a river of India, rises near Baitool,

lat. 21° 6' N., Ion. 78° 21' E., flows W. through
the S. part of the Gwalior dominion, and the
dists. Candeish and Surat, in the British presid.

Bombay, and enters the Gulf of Cambay, in lat.

21° 3' N., Ion. 72° 42' E. Its total length 441 m.
Principal affluent the Poornah, from the S. It is

navigable to only a short distance above Surat.
In 1837 a destructive inundation occurred, when
the river overilowed, washing away 69 vills., by
which 2204 houses were destroyed, 112 lives lost.

Taquari, a river of Brazil, prov. Matto-Grosso,
flows N.W. & S.W., and joins the Paraguay near
lat. 19° S., Ion. 57° 20' W. Total course 400 ra.

Tai{, a river, U. S., N. America, N. Carolina,

after a S.W. course past Louisburg and Tar-
borough, expands at Washington into an estuary,

which joins Pamlico Sound. Total length 100
m. It is connected by a canal with the Roanoke,
and is navigable from the sea to Washington for

vessels drawing 9 feet water.
Tara, a pa. of Ireland, co. Meath, 2 m. W.

Skreen. Ac. 3364. P. 384. The hill of Tara
was anciently a chief seat of the Irish monarchs.
Taka, the most S.W. co. of New South Wales,

on rt. b. of Murray river, contains Lake Victoria
and Moorna settlement. Lat. 35° 45' S. ; Ion.

141° 30' E. Ac. 1,235,200.
Tara. a town of Siberia, gov. Tobolsk, on the

Irtish, 135 m. N. Omsk. P. (1863) 5048. It con-
•sists of a fortified quarter on a height, & a sviburb
on the river bank. The river Tara joins the Irtish

25 m. S.E. the town, after a W. course of 200 m.
Tauablus, a seaport town, Syria. [Tripoli.]
Taraki (Bay of), on the N. part of the Sea of

Japan, E. Asia, dividing the island Saghalian or
Tai-aki from Manchuria. Length 400 m. ; breadth
from 50 to 200 m. [Taktary (Gulf of).]

Taranaki, formerly New Plymouth, a prov. of
New Zealand, N. Isl., bounded on the N. & E. bythe
prove. Auckland and Wellington. Cap. New Ply-
mouth, on the N.W. coast, S. of which is the active
volcano Mount Egmont, 8270 ft. above the sea. P.
(1863) 1800 Europeans, and 5000 natives. Total
pop. (1866) 4478. It is termed the garden of
New Zealand. Public revenue (1806) 20,610^.
Takancon, a town of Spain, prov. and 38 m.

W. Cuenca, on the Rianzares. P. 4790.
Tarantaise, a prov. of France, dep. Savoio,

having E. the Alps, N. the prov. of Faucigny,
and S. that of Maurienne. It is watered by the
Upper Ishre, and is named from the ancient city
Darenfasia, which was situated near Moutiers.
Taranto, Tarentum, a fortified city and seaport

of S. Italy, prov. Lecce, cap. circ, on an island
formerly a peninsula, separating the Mare Pic-
colo, its inner harbour, from the Gulf of Taranto,
or Mare Grande, 44 m. W.S.W. Brindisi. P.
(1862) 19,105. The citv, on the side of the ancient
citadel, has a cathedral, convents, orphan asylum,
and manufs. of linen and cotton fabrics and vel-
vets, and trade in olive oil, fruits, cotton, and
shell-fish. The inner harbour, 12 miles in circum-
ference, is accessible only by boats; it abounds in
shell-fish, oysters, and mussels. The outer har-
bour, or Mare Grande, is safe, extensive, and de-
fended by the islands St Peter and St Paul.
The channel between them is crossed by a bridge
160 yards in length, over which is an aqueduct
conveying water to the city from Mutina, 12 m.
distant ; and here are the remains of an amphi-
theatre. The castle, flanked on one side by enor-
mous towers, commands both seas. Tarentum,
reputed to have been founded by colonists from
Sparta about B.C. 700, was long a wealthy seat of
commerce, literature, and science. It was also

one of the chosen seats of the Pythagorean phi-
losophy, and the residence of its founder ; but it

was taken by the Romans under Fabius Maxi-
mus B.C. 209, and never resumed its importance.—

•

The Gulfof Taranto is a large inlet of the Medi-
terranean Sea, bounded, except on the S.E., by
the Neapolitan provs. Cosenza, Potenza, and
Lecce. Length 70 m. ; breadth of entrance be-
tween Capes Nau and Santa Maria de Leuca 70
m. ; average breadth 60 m.
Tarapaca, a town of Peru, dep. Moquegua,

on a river, lat. 20° S. It has borax beds.

Tarapoto, a town of N. Peru, dep. Lorcto, 70
m. S.S.E. Moyobamba, W. of the Huallaga. P.
5350. It is situated in a fine plain, and is very
healthy. Manufs. cotton cloths.

Tarare, a comm. and manufacturing town of

France, dep. Rhone, cap. cant., 21 m. W.N.W.
Lyon. P. (1861) 14^596. It has a chamber of

commerce, and is the centre of an extensive
manuf. of plain and figured muslins.
Tarascon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Benches-du-Rhone, on railway from Avignon to

Marseille, and on 1. b. of the Rh6ne, opposite
Beaucaire, with which it communicates by a sus-

pension bridge, 12 m. S.W. Avignon. P. (1861)
13,489. It has a comm. college, a church of the
11th century, theatre, town-hall, court-house,
barracks, hospitals, and manufs. of woollen and
silk fabrics, brandy and vinegar, some boat-build-
ing, and an active general trade. Near it are
large nursery grounds.—II. (sur-Ariege'), a comm.
and town, dep. Ari(!ge, 8 m. S. Foix, on rt. b. of

the Aridge. P. (1861) 15,164. It has iron forges
and tanneries.

Tarashtciia, atown of Russia, gov. and 60m. S.

Kiev, cap. circ, on the Kotliga. P. (1863) 8992.

Tarasp, a viU. of Switzerland, cant. Grisona^
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on rt, b. of the Inn, 20 m. E.S.E. Stutz, 4265 feet

above the sea. It has a mineral spring.

Takaz, a town of Central Asia, khanat and 220

m. N.N.W. Khokan, on an affl. of the Sir-Daria.

Takazona, two towns of Spain.—I. (anc. Turi-

aso\ prov. and 52 m. W.N.W. Zaragoza, on the

Queiles. P. 8261. It has a cathedral, a bishop's

palace, hospital, with manufs. of coarse woollens,

caps, and leather.—II. (de la Manchay, prov. and

25 m. N. Albacete. P. 4199. It has manufs. of

printed cottons.

Tarbagatai (Chinese Soui-Uing-ching), a fron-

tier town of Chinese Turkestan, cap. prov., 180 m.
N.Di. Lat. 46° 8' N. ; Ion. 82° 38' E. It is enclosed

by stone walls, and traversed by several canals.

Pop. very variable, consisting partly of Chinese

garrisons frequently changed, exiles & merchants.

—The Tarbagatai-Oola is a lofty mountain chain

between the fakes Zaisan and Balkash-nor.

Tarban, a locality in New South Wales, Aus-
tralia, CO. Cumberland, on Paramatta river, 8 m.
W. Sydney. It lias the colonial lunatic asylum.
Tarbat, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. Eoss,

11 m. E.N.E. Tain. Ac. 6081. P. 2269. Here
is the maritime village Portmahomack.

—

Tarbat
Ness is the terminating headland of tho peninsula

between Moray and Dornoch Firths.

Tarbebt, a seaport town of Ireland, co. Kerry,

on the S. bank of the Shannon near its mouth, 4

m. W.N.W. Glin. P. 857.

Tarbert (East and West), two inlets on the

W. coast of Scotland, on opposite sides of the

great S. peninsula of Argyleshire, approaching
each other within one mile, and, together with
the narrow isthmus between them, separating

Kintyre from Knapdale. The W. Loch extends
for 10 m. N.E., by about 1 m. in breadth ; the E.
Loch, 1 m. in length from Loch Fine, has at its

head the fishing village Tarbert. P. 1254.—II.

an inlet on the W. coast of the island of Jura,

proceeding inland for about 6J miles. At the
distance of J mile on the E. is the small Bay of

Tarbert. This loch and bay divide the island of

Jura into two equal portions.

Tarbes, Turbo, a comm. and town of France,
cap. dep. Hautes-Pyr^ndes, on 1. b. of the Adour,
23 m. E.S.E. Pau. P. (1861) 14,768. It is situated
in a plain, and has a comm. college, chamber of
commerce, schools of design and architecture,
manufs. of copper wares, cutlery, and paper, an
active trade in horses, a national stud, and ex-
tensive markets.
Tarbet (East and West) Lochs, two inlets of

the sea, on the opposite coasts of the isl. Harris,
Outer Hebrides, Scotland, nearly approaching
each other, and being each about 6 m. in length,
and 4^ m. in greatest breadth. Between their
heads is the vill. of Tarbet.
Tarbolton, a burgh of barony, pa., and vill. of

Scotland, co. Ayr, 8 m. S. Kilmarnock. Ac. 12,141.
Pop. of pa. 2669; do. of vill. 1154. It has a
church, a subscription library, manufs. of Ayr-
shire needlework, cotton, woollen, & linen fabrics.
Tarczal, a market town of Austria, Hungary,

CO. Zemplin, 2 m. W. Tokay. P. 3410.
Tardajos, a town of Spain, prov. and 7 m.

W.S.W. Burgos, in a plain on the Arlanzon. P. 548.
Tardzbigg, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

2J ra. E.S.E. Bromsgrove. Ac 8994. P. 7010.
Tardenois, an old district of France, cap. La

Ffere-en-Tardenois, now included in dep. Aisne.
Tardoire or Tardou^re, a river of France,

deps. Haute-Vienne and Charente, after a W.
course of 40 m. joins the Bandiat 3 m. N.W. La
Eochefoucauld. It propels many mills, and along
its banks are numerous curious caverns.

Tarf, several small rivers of Scotland ; the
pvincija.1 in stewartry Kirkcudbright, flowing S.
into the Dee, 2 m. above Kirkcudbright.

Tabgojj, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Gironde, 17 m. E.S.E. Bordeaux. P. 1076.

Tarifa, Julia Joza, a seaport town of Spain,
at its southern extremity, on the Strait of Gib-
raltar, prov. Sevilla, 15 m. W.S.W. Gibraltar,

with a lighthouse and modem fort on a rocky
island, connected with the mainland by a cause-
way, in lat 36° N., Ion. 5° 36' W. P. 5949. It

is defended by an old castle built by the Moors,
and has barracks and storehouses, tanneries, pot-
teries, and an active tunny and anchovy fishery.

Tarifa was long a military post of importance to
the Moors, as it now is to the Spaniards. It was
successfully defended by the British against the
French, under Victor and Laval, in 1811.

—

Cape
Tarifa, S. of Spain, lat 36° N., Ion. 6° 36' W.
Tarua, a frontier dep. of Bolivia, between lat

21° and 23° S., Ion. 62° and 67° W., having S. the
Argentine Confed., and N. the river Pilcomavo,
separating it from the dep. Chuquisaca. Esti-
mated area 12,000 sq. m. Pop. (1858) 88,900
Creoles and Indians. It contains many fertile

valleys, producing wheat, maize, yerba, and flax.—Tarija, the cap. town, is on the river Tarija, an
aflai. of the Vermejo, 80 m. S.E. CintL P. 5680.
Tarkhan (Cape), the most W. point of the

Crimea, Black Sea, with a lighthotise, in lat. 45°
20' 7" N., Ion. 32° 29' 7' E.
Tarkx, a town of the Bussian dominions,

Transcaucasia, prov. Daghestan, on the W. coast
of the Caspian Sea, 70 m. N.W. Derbend. P. 8000.
It is enclosed by hills, and has a citadel.

Tablajjd and Migvie, a buj-gh of barony, and
united pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, 9 m. N.E.
Ballater. Area of pa. 22 sq. m. P. 1246, of whom
316 are in the vill. of Tarland.
Tableton, a chapelry of England, co. Lancas-

ter, 8 m. N.N.E. Ormskirk. P. 1987.

Tarlow, a town of Bussian Poland, gov.
Badom, 22 m. N. Sandomir. P. 1500.

Tarma, a town of North Peru, dep. Junin, in a
healthy valley of the Andes, 57 m. S.E. Pasco,
9738 feet above the sea. P. 7000. It is resorted

to by invalids from Lima for the sake of its

bracing air and medicinal springs.

Tarn, Tarnis, a river of France, rises in Mont
Loz^re, flows W. through the deps. Aveyron,
Tarn, Tam-et^Garonne, and joins the Garonne
on the right, 3 m. W. Moissac. Length 220 m.

;

aflis. on left, the Agout ; on right, the Aveyron.
Tarn, a dep. of France, in the S.W., formed of

part of the old prov. of Upper Languedoc, sur-
rounded by the deps. H^rault, Aude, Haute-G»-
ronne, Tam-et-Garonne, and Aveyron. Area
2217 sq. m. P. (1861) 353,633. It is traversed
by ramifications of the Cevennes mountains in
the S.E., and elsewhere by undulating hills and
fine plains ; chief rivers, the Tarn, Agout, and
Aveyron. Climate temperate and healthy. One-
seventh of the surface is covered by forests ; soil

fertile in grain and fruits ; wine of good quality

is made here ; cattle, sheep, and horses are ex-
tensively reared ; coal is mined ; and bees and
silk-worms are reared. Manufs. woollens and
cottons. The dep. is divided into the arrs. Albi,

Castres, Gaillac, and Lavaur.
Tarn-et-Garonne, a dep. of France, in the

S.W., formed of part of the old prov. Guienne^
and surrounded by the deps. Aveyron, Tarn,
Garonne, Gers, Lot-et-Garonne, and Lot Area
1433 sq. m. P. (1861) 232,551. Surface undulating,

and watered bj' the Garonne, Tarn, and Avey-
ron. Soil fertile in the plains. The vine sno-
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ceeds well. Horses and mules are extensively
reared. Manufs. unimportant. Trade in grain
cattle, etc., Tvith Spain and Italy. The dep. is

divided into the arrs. Montauban, Castel-Sarrasin,

and Moissac.
Tarnogrod, a towTi of Russian Poland, gov.

Lublin, 34 m. S.W. Zamosz. P. 4317.

Tarnopol, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

cap. circ, on the Sered, 80 m. E.S.E. Lemberg.
P. 16,510. It has a Roman Catholic and Greek-
anited churches, and an extensive commerce.
Tarnow, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

cap. circ, on the Biala, 135 m. W. Lemberg. P.

4300. Manufs. Unen and leather.

Tarnowitz or Tarnowsky-Gura, a town of

Prussian Silesia, gov. and 45 m. S.E. Oppeln.

P. 3620. Manufs. woollen and linen fabrics.

Taro, a river of North Italy, joins the Po, 7
m. W. Gasal-Maggiore, after a N.E. course of 55
m. Affluents, the Zeno and Stirone. During the
French empire under Napoleon i., it gave name
to a dep., the cap. of which was Parma.
Tarom or Taroun, a town of Persia, prov.

Pars, 96 m. S.S.E. Shiraz. P. 3000. It is en-
closed by a wall, surrounded by a fosse, and en-
tered by a single gate. It has several mosques.
Tarporley, a pa. and market town of Eng-

land, CO. and 10 m. E.S.E. Chester. Ac. of pa.

6057. P. 2577. The town has a national school,

endowed almshouses, and other charities.

Tarragona, a prov., Spain, Catalonia, bounded
N. by prov. Lerida, E. Barcelona, S. the Medi-
terranean Sea, and on the W. by the provs.

Teruel, Castellon-de-la-Plana, and Saragossa.
Area 2449 sq. m. P. (1857) 320,593. Surface
mountainous, the principal range being that

of Prades, whose numerous offsets run out at the

coast, leaving between them extensive and fertile

plains. The hills are covered with forests of pine
and oak, and pasturage for cattle. Products com-
prise wheat, oats, barley, vegetables, fruit, silk,

and oil. It has also mines of copper, silver, lead,

and quarries of limestone and sandstone. Manufs.
silks, woollens, velvet, cottons, paper, leather,

soap, earthenware, and brandy.
Tarragona, Tarraco, a seaport city of Spain,

cap. prov., on a lofty rock at the mouth of the
Prancoli, in the Mediterranean, 52 m. W.S.W.
Barcelona. P. 18,023. It occupies only a small

portion of its ancient site ; has an upper and a
lower town, is enclosed by walls and ramparts,
entered by 6 gates, and defended by two castles

;

it has a cathedral, an archbishop's palace, hospital,

seminary, academies of design and naval archi-

tecture, baiTacks, theatre, and manufs. of coarse
cloth and hats, barrels, soap, and spirits, with
a large export trade in Barcelona nuts, almonds,
wine, brandy, and cork. Remains of an amphi-
theatre, a circus, an aqueduct, sepulchres, etc.,

testify the importance of Tarraco in the time of

the Romans. It was taken by the French in 1810.

Tabrant, a CO. of the U. S., North America,
Texas. P. 5170 free, 850 slaves.

Tarrant Gunville, a pa., Engl., co. Dorset, 6
m. N.N.E. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 3425. P. 441.

Tarkasa, Eaara, a town of Spain, prov. and
15 m. N.N.W. Barcelona. P. 6118. Manufs.
kerseymeres, broad-cloths, and flannels.

Tarring, two pas. of Engl., co. Sussex.—I.

(WestX lim. N.W. Worthing. Ac. 1226. P. 606.—
II. {Neville), 4i m. S.S.E, Lewes. Ac. 938. P. 84.

Takrington, a pa. of England, co. Hereford,

6^ m. W.N.W. Ledbury. Ac. 2224. P. 643.

Tarrinsay, an island of the Outer Hebrides,
Scotland, co. Inverness, pa. Harris, off the en-
ti-ance of W, Loch Tarbet, Length 4^ m, P. 55.

Tarruoa, a town of Spain, prov. and 25 m.
E.N.E. Lerida. P. 3915. Trade in wine.
Tarrytown, a vill. of the U. S., N. America, on

the Hudson, 27 m. N. New York. Near the \ il-

lage is the valley of Sleepy-Hollow, where Major
Andrd was captui'ed in the revolutionary war.

Tarsia, a vill. of South Italy, prov. Cosenza,
circ. Castrovillari, near the Crati, with ruins of

an ancient castle. P. 1869.

Tarsus or Tarsous, a city of Asia Minor,
pash. and 18 m. W.S.W, Adana, on the W. side

of the river Cydnus (which anciently flowed
through its centre), 12 m. from its mouth in the
Mediterranean. Lat. 36° 56' 30" N. ; Ion, 34° 58'

45" E, Permanent pop. estimated at 7000 ; but
in winter it is reported to have 30,000 inhabi-
tants (Mohammedans, Greeks, and Armenians,
with a small Protestant community). The modern
town, partly surrounded by a wall, covers only
a portion of the ancient site. Houses low, mostly
of stone, terrace-roofed, and built of the materials

of ancient structures, surrounded by gai'dens,

palms, plantains, and oranges. Principal edifices,

a castle, several mosques, caravanserais, public

baths, and an ancient church. The Cydnus is

now navigable only for small boats ; and large

vessels anchor in the roadstead of Mersin, 8 m.
W, its mouth. The vicinity of Tarsus is highly
productive in com and cotton, which articles,

with wool, copper, gall-nuts, wax, goats' hair,

skins, hides, and hair sacks, form its chief exports

;

imports rice, sugar, coffee, and hardwares. Ac-
cording to some authors, this city was founded
by the Assyrian king, Sardanapalus, It was
taken by both Cyrus and Alexander the Great,

and was subsequently famous in Roman history,

and as the birthplace and residence of St Paul ; the

stoic Antipater, and the philosopher Athenodoiois,

were also among its natives. It was made a free

colony by the Greeks, an honour granted also

by the Romans ; hence St Paul styled himself a
free-born Roman, and claimed the privileges of a
Roman citizen.

Tartaraghan, a pa. of Ireland, co. Armagh,
4 m. N.N.E. Loughall. Ac, 9694. P. 7483.

Tartary or Tatary {Scythia on this side and
beyond Imaus), a vast region of Asia and Europe,
in its widest acceptation extending from the Sea
of Japan to the river Dnieper, and thus com-
prising Manchuria, Mongolia, Dzoungaria, and
Thian-Shan, in the Chinese Empire ; the states of

Khokan, Koondooz, Bokhara, & Khiva ; the Kir-

ghiz territoiy, a large part of S. Siberia, and the

Russian govs. N. the Caspian and Black Seas,

[See the several articles relating to those terri-

tories ; also Chinese & Independent Turkestan,")
Tartary (Crim-), a part of the Russian gov.

Taurida. [Crimea.]
Tartary (Gulf of). [Tabaki (Bay of).]

Tartas, a comm, and town of France, dep.

Landes, cap. cant», on the Midouse, 15 m. S.W.
Mont-de-Marsan. P. 3084. It has large saffron

grounds in its vicinity, and an active trade,

Tabtlau, a mkt. town of Transylvania, Saxon-
land, dist. and 10 m. N.E. Cronstadt. P. 4000.

Tabudant, a town of Marocco. [Terodant.]
Tabuman, a town of Sumatra. [Tboomon.]
Tabun, a walled town of Persia, prov. Lari-

stan, 95 m. N.E. Lar. P. 3000.

Tarusa, a town of Russia, gov. and 42 m.
N.N.W. Tula, cap. dist., on the Oka. P. 2300. It

has manufactures of sail-cloth and hats.

Tarut or Tirhoot, an island in the Bay of

Bahrein, Persian Gulf, opposite El-Khatiff.

Tarvics, a pa., Scotl,, co. Aberdeen, with a vill.

5 m. N E. Old Meldrum. Area 30 sq. m. P. 260a
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Tabvw, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m. E.N.E.

Chester. Ac. 10,571. P. 3319.

TAR\^s, a market town of Austria, Carinthia,

16 ni. S.W. Villach. P. lt)90. Near it are some
iron works, mines of lead and zinc, and the Tar-

vis pass across the Camic Alps. Here the French

defeated the Austrians, 26th March 1797.

Tasburgh, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 8J
m. S.S.W. Norwich. Ac. 916. P. 446.

Tasco, a town of Mexico, state and 70 m. S.W.
Mexico. Near it are rich silver mines.

TASHKEia), a town of Independent Turkestan,

khanat and 90 m. N."W. Khokan, on an affl. of

the Jaxartes. P. 40,000. (?) It has a garrison,

many mosques, and other public buildings.

Tash-Kopri, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia,

on the Gok-Irmak, 52 m. S.W. Sinope. It has

remains of the ancient Pompeiopolis.

Tashlidje, a town of European Tm-key, Bos-

nia, 66 m. S.E. Bosna-Serai, and N.W. Noviba-
zar. P. 4000. It is the see of a Greek bishopric.

Tashtapsk, a town of Siberia, gov. Yeniseisk,

on au affl. of the Yenisei, 100 m. S.W. Abakansk.
TASHUN (improperly Jarzoori), a town, Persia,

prov. Khuzistan, 18 m. N.N.W. Bebehan. It was
of importance, but is now almost wholly in ruins.

Tasman Bat, an inlet on the N. coast of

Middle Island, New Zealand.

—

Tasman Peninsula,

in Tasmania, co. Pembroke, is connected N.ward
with Forester Peninsula. Length 24 m. ; breadth

18 m. On its N. and W. sides are Norfolk and
Storm Bays. Capes Kaoul and Pillar form its

S.W. and S.E. extremities.

Tasjia>-ia (formerly Van Die>iek's Lantj), a
British colony of the South Pacific, forming a

large heart-shaped island off the southernmost
point of Australia, from which it is separated by
Bass's Strait, 129 m. wide. It is comprised be-

tween lat. 41° 20^ and 43° 40' S., and Ion. 144°

40' and 148° 20' E., 200 m. from N. to S., with
an extreme of 200 m. from E. to W. Contains
26,215 sq. m., while the coast-line is about 700 m.
There were in 1851, 3008 convicts (2139 males,

and 869 females), the comparatively small and
expiring remains of the transportation system.

The abandonment of this system in 1852 led to

the change of name to Tasmania, which was
officially substituted after 1853. P. (1862) 90,380.
At the end of 1865 the pop. had increased to
only 95,201. The number of British emi-
grants in 1862 was 3871. The aborigines, who
were estimated at 5000 in 1814, were, in 1862,
extinct, excepting 15 individuals, 6 men and 10
women, of whem 14 were in charge of the govern-
ment. A small remnant was removed 17 years
ago to Flinders Island, when in January 1845
tbey numbered only 57 persons, who were so
prostrattd in spirit, that it was deemed but
an act of humanity to send them back to their
own country. The central part of the island is a
table-land, averaging 3000 feet above the sea, on
which are seven lakes varying in size from 2500
to 50,000 acres. The scenery is diversified with
lofty mountains and immense forests, particularly
over the western parts, which are still all but
iminhabited. Of the Eastern mountain range,
Ben Lomond is 6010 feet in elevation. Mount
Barrow 4644 feet, and Mount Wellington, a
magnificent pile, rising close to the sea-level
behind Hobart Town, is 4166 feet. The western
range has Cradle Mountain 5069, Frenchman's
Cap 4756, Dry's Bluff 4267 feet, and Valentine's
Peak 4000 feet, which is seen 60 m. off. The
chief rivers (in the S.) are the Derwent and its
branches, and the Huon, and in the N. the Tamar,
with its tributaries, the North and South Esk,

the Mersey, and the Forth. The chief harbours
are Storm Bay, leading to Hobart Town, and
Macquarie Harbour, on the W. coast. The soil ia

good ; but owing to the prevalence of the forest,

the labour of clearing has been very great, and
thus of late there has been no great extension of
cultivation. The principal minerals are gold,

lead, copper, iron, coal, and precious stones. Coal
exists in nearly every part of Tasmania. The
mines chiefly wrought hitherto are situated in
Tasman's Peninsula, but it is believed that coal-
beds of far greater value exist in other parts of

the island. Anthracite is abundant on the south-
em side of the island. The small quantity of
gold hitherto found was obtained near Fingal,
though it is probable the whole country is more
or less auriferous. Iron ore of excellent quality
abounds all over the colony, while galena & copper
ore are foundindifferentplaces. The forests jrield

inexhaustible suppUesof valuable timber adapted
for house & shipbuilding. The climate is salubri-

ous & delightfiU. At Port Arthur, in Tasman pen-
insula, lat. 43° 10 ' S., the mean temp, of the year is

58°, of the coldest month 53°, of the warmest 62°

:

the mean temp, of the whole isL being about 53°.

The average annual rainfall there is 44 in., but in

the isl. generally it is less, averaging about 21 in.

The staple products are wool, grain, fruit, & timber.

The live stock mmibered in 1860, sheep 1,700,930,

cattle 83,366, horses 21,034. Exports (1862)
915,649;. Imports 857,423/. At the end of 1865 the
exports were only 880,965?. Imports 753,654^
Acresunderculture (1858)229,489, of which 50,463

acres were devoted to wheat. In 1857 the ships in-

wardwere 547, of 105,548 tons. The whaling trade
is abranch of industry which yields to the colony
about 60,000/. a year. Eevenue for 1862, 371,594/.,

excluding public debt ; and for 1860, 390,000/. Ex-
penditure 355,864/. There is an imperial grant, in
consideration of the heavy expenditure for police

and gaols, caused by the convict elements of the
population, which is gradually diminishing, and
was only 6000Z. in 1860. Total imperial grant
for civil and military purposes, 41,113/. The
religion of the people, by census of 1861, appears
as Church of England 49,233 ; Church of Scot-
land, 6616; Wesleyan Methodists, 6169; other
Protestants, 6450 ; Eoman Catholics, 19,454;
Jews, 456. Including Flinders and Ban-en isles,

it is divided into 19 counties. The towns of chief

note are Hobart Town in the S., containing
19,449 inhabitants ; and Launceston in the N^
at the head of the Tamar navigation, 10,369;
Eichmond, on Coal river, 9000 ; Longford, Perth,
Westbury Oatlands, New Norfolk, etc. The
island has an extensive system of electric tele-

graph, and in August 1869 a cable was laid across
Bass Strait. In common with the adjacent co-
lonies, Tasmania enjoys self-government. The
governor is appointed by the Queen, and there
are two houses of legislature, both being elective,

but upon different qualifications. The island
was discovered by Tasman in 1642. It waa
afterwards partially explored by Cook. The
first penal settlement formed there was in 1803,
and transportation to Tasmania was abolished
in 1852.

Tasnad, a market town of Transylvania, co.^

Szolnok, 15 m. S.E. Nagy-Karoly. P. 3070.
Tassisi;don, the cap. town of Bootan, N. Hin-

dostan, in a valley of the Himalaya, near the
frontier of Tibet. Lat 67° 48' N.; Ion. 89° 40' E.
It has a fortified palace of the Deb-rajah.
Tatar-Bazardjik, a town of European Tur-

key, EumUi, 23 m. W.N.W. Philippopoli, on th«
Maritza, between Belgrade and Constantinople.
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Tatart, a country of Asia. [Tartart.]
Tate, a township of the U. S., North America,

Ohio, CO. Claremont. P. 2901.

Tatknhill, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 3

m. W.S.W. Burton-on-Treut. Ac. 9408. P. 2500.

Tatham, a pa. of England, co. and 11-J- m.
E.N.E. Lancaster. Ac. 8601. P. 588.

Tathwell, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3 m.
S.S.W. Louth. Ac. 4314. P. 405.

Tatnall, a CO., U. S., North America, in S.E.

of Georgia. Area 1000 sq. m. P. 3195 free,

1167 slaves.

Tatra Mountaiks, Hungary. [Carpathians.]
Tatsfield, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 8^ m.

S.E. Croydon. Ac. 1276. P. 182.

Ta-tsiek-lu, a fortified town of China, prov.

Sze-chuen, 125 m. W.S.W. Tching-tou.
Tatta or Tattah, a town of Sinde, near the

delta of the Indus, W. of its main stream, and 48
m. S.S.W. Hyderabad. Lat. 24° 44' N. ; Ion. 68°

E. P. 2000 to 40,000. (?) It is a very unhealthy
place, water being bad. Its outward appearance
is imposing, and it has a brick mosque of Shah-
Jelian. Its ancient cemetery contains many thou-
sand tombs. Manufs. silk and cotton.

Taitenhall, a pa. of England, co. Chester,

6 m. S.W. Tarporley, on the Chester branch of

the London and North-Western Railway, 4 m.
Beeston. Ac. 4134. P. 1262.

Tattenhoe, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 3^
m. W. Fenny-Stratford. Ac. 690. P. 64.

Tatterford, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 J

m. W.S.W. Fakenham. Ac. 969. P. 70.

Tatterset, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4|
m. W. Fakenham. Ac. 1769. P. 205.

Tattershall, a pa. and market town of Eng-
land, CO. Lincoln, 8J m. S.S.W. Horncastle, on
the G. N. Lincoln Bail. Ac. of pa. 4580. P. 848.

Tattingstone, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

5 m. S.W. Ipswich. Ac. 1637. P. 626.

Taubate, a modem town of Brazil, prov. and
80 m. N. San Paulo. P. of dist. 10,000.

Tauber, a river of S. Germany, Bavaria, Wur-
temberg, and Baden, rises near Eothenburg,
flows N.W. past Mergentheim and Bischofsheim,
and joins the Main at Wertheim. Course 70 m.
Taucha, a town of Saxony, circ. and 6 m.

E.N.E. Leipzig, on an affl. of the Elster. P. 2096.

Taughboyne, a pa: of Ireland, co. Donegal,
with the vills. of St John's Town and Creagh-
doos. Ac. 15,781. P. 4463.

Taugon-la-Ronde, a comm. and vilL, France,
dep. Charente-Inf., arr. la Rochelle. P. 1280.

TAULfi, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Finistfere, arr. and 4 m. N.W. Morlaix. P. 2883.

Taulignan, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Drome, 15 m. E.S.E. Montelimart.
P. 2190. It has manufs. of woollens and silks.

Taunton, a pari, (and formerly munic.) bor.

and town of England, co. Somerset, on the river

Tone, with a station on the G. W. Railway,
between Bristol and Exeter, 12 m. S.S.W. Bridge-
water. Altitude 62 feet ; rainfall 29 inches. P.

(1861) 14,667. Principal edifices, the church
of St Mary Magdalen, the elegant new church of

St John, St James's church, aRoman Catholic and
other chapels, several of which are elegant build-

ings ; the market-house, with the town-hall and
assembly rooms, the Taunton and Somerset in-

stitution, withnews-rooms and a valuable library;

the theatre, and at the west end of the town the
castle. Here are grammar and other schools;

almshouses, and other charities; Taunton and
Somerset hospital, a lying-in hospital, and eye
infirmary. Manufs. of sUks and woollens have
declined, but are still to some extent carried on

Imports of Welsh coal, and exports of agricultural
and dairy produce, are made by the Bridgewater
Canal. Taunton sends 2 members to H. of C.
Reg. electors (1864) 817. It was a principal resi-

dence of the West Saxon kings, especially of tho
celebrated Ina. Here, after the battle of' Sedge-
moor, Judge Jeffreys held his " bloody assize."

Taunton, a township of the U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, on a river of same
name, 32 m. S. Boston. P. (1860) 15,376, paitly
employed in hardware manufactures. A railway
connects it with Boston and New Bedford.
Taunus, a mountain range of W. Gennany,

Hessen-Darmstadt and Nassau, extends for about
40 m. W.N.W, from the Rhine, near Caub, and
is continuous on the N.E. with the Vogelsgc-
birge, separating the basin of the Main on th« S.
from that of the Lahn on the N. Gross-Feldberg,
2600 ft. above the sea, is accessible for carriages.

Taupo (Lake), New Zealand, prov. Auckland,
in the centre of N. island, is 30 miles in length.

Taupont, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Morbihan, arr. Ploermel. P. 2269.

Taurida, a gov. of S. Russia, between lat. 44*

25' and 47° 40' N., Ion. 31° 30' and 36° 30' E.,

comprising, with the peninsula of the Crimea, a
territory on the mainland, mostly separated from
the govs. Kherson and Ekaterinoslav by the
Dnieper, and its affluent the Konska. Area
24,688 sq, m. P. (1858) 687,343, mostly Nogais
Tartars, with many Jews and Greeks in the
Crimea. North of the mountains are extensive
plains, destitute of trees, and interspersed with
salt lakes ; and on the mainland the country is

mostly a desert steppe^ on which, however, the
Tartars rear vast herds of sheep and horses.

Taurus, a mountain. [Asia Minor.]
Tauss (Boh. Domazlicze or Drastow\ a walled

town of Austria, Bohemia, circ. and 17 m. W.
Klattau. P. 6600. Manufs. of tape.

Tauste, a town of Spain, prov. and 27 m. N.W.
Zaragoza. P. 3613. Manufs. woollens.
Tauves, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Puy-de-D6me, cap. cant., 26 m. S.W. Cler-
mont. P. 2379.

Tauxigny, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Indre-et-Loire, arr. Loches. P. 1311.

Tavannes, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Berne, 6
m. N.W. Bienne, and close to the pass of Pierre-
Pertuis, Jura mountains. P. 1400.

Tavastehus or Tawasthus, a town of Russian
Finland, cap. lajn, 78 m. N.E. Abo. P..2610. It

has a government house, and an anc. castle, with
an arsenal and imperial magazines. P. of prov.
6980 sq. m. P. (1864) 171,347.

Tavda, a river of Siberia, joins the Tobol 50
m. S.W. Tobolsk, after a S.E. course of 200 m.
Taveeham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6|

m. N.W. Norwich. Ac. 2099. P. 212.

Taterna, a vill. of South Italy, prov., circ
and 11 m. N. Catanzaro. P. 2265.

TavernAT, a vill. of France, dep. Seine-et-
Gise, 5 m. E.S.E. Pontoise. P. 1456.

Tavebnes, acomm. and market town of France,
dep. Var, cap. cant., 13 m. N. Brignolles. P. 1191.

Tavignano, the principal river of the island
Corsica, enters the sea on its E. coast, after a
course of 45 m. It gives name to a canton.
Tavinsk, a town of Russia, gov. Orenburg, on

the Bielaja, 60 m. S.S.E. Ufa. P. 2000.

Taviea, a town of Portugal, prov. Algarves,
cap. comarca, 21 m; E.N.E. Faro, on the Atlantic.

P. (1863) 10,903. It has a governor's palace, a
trade with the interior, and an active fishery.

Tavistock, a pari, bor., town, and pa. of Eng-
land, CO. Devon, on tho Tavy, 16J miles by raiL
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firom Plymouth, whicli traverses very picturesque

country. Ac. of bor. & pa, 11,660. P. (1861) 8857.

Altitude 27 feet. Pop. is chiefly agricultural and
luining. Several iron foundries are sustained

by the local mines. Wool is prepared here for

the clothing district of Yorkshire or elsewhere.

In the town are to be noted, the church, recently

restored ; remains of the abbey
;
guildhall, public

library, new town-haU and market; 230 model
cottages, 5 rooms each, at Is. 9d. per week, so

built as to return 5 per cent, by the late Duke
of Bedford. Within a few miles are the fol-

lowing places, all gems of Devon scenery : Mor-
well rocks, Lady Slanning's rock, the virtuous

Lady mine, the dewer stone, valley of the Wal-
combe, Dartmoor prisons and private works, the
aboriginal town at Merivale Bridge, Vixen and
other bors., Tavy Cleave, I^ydford, Lydford cas-

cade, the valley of the Lyd, Brentor, Endsleigh
House and grounds. It is within a half-mile of

Dartmoor, and is itself beautifully situated. Sir
Francis Drake was bom here, at Crowndale,
1545, and the poet W. Browne in 1590. It sends
two members to H. of 0. Eeg. elect (1864) 428.
Tavolara, an inlet of the Mediterranean Sea,

off the N.E. coast of the island Sardinia,
Tavoy or Tavay, a town of British India,

presid. Bengal, on the Tenasserim coast, cap
prov., on the Tavoy river, 25 m. from the sea,

navigable for vessels of 120 tons. P. 10,000. It

has a bazaar, and barracks, and is very healthy.
Tavot, one of the Tenasserim provs. of British

India, between lat 1 2° 44' and 14° 50' N. Area
4920 sq. m. P. 37,354. Surface mount>i incus,
rising to 3000 ft., and covered with forests & brush-
wood, intersected with fertile valleys, through
which flow numerous streams. Products com-
prise rice, cotton, tobacco, indigo, and fruits. The
province is rich in tin and iron, the latter being
easily worked, and of superior quality. Imports
piece goods, cutlery, chinaware, gunpowder, mus-
lins, sugar, and spices. Exports rice, edible
birds' nests, tin, bees-wax, and ivory.
Tavot, a river of India, having its source in

some hills about lat 14° 50' N., Ion. 98° 30' E.,
after flowing 100 m. in a S. direction, falls into
the sea in lat 13° 30' N., Ion. 98° 20' E. The
upper part is much interrupted, but is navigable
for boats. In the lower part of its course it is

studded with islands. There is a good harbour
10 m. from its mouth, but the approach to it is

dangerous, from the last-mentioned causes.
Tavrov or Tavrovskaja, a town of Russia,

gov., circ. and 13 m. S. Voronej, at the confluence
of the Don and Voronej. P. 2000. It was
strongly fortified by Peter the Great, who estab-
lished large arsenals, cloth factories, etc^ and
had numerous vessels of war built here.

TA^^r, a river of England, co. Devon, rises in
Dartmoor, flows 26 m. S.S.W. past Tavistock,
and enters the Tamar 2 m. N.E. Saltash.
Tavy (St Peter), a pa. of England, co. Devon,

3 m. N.E. Tavistock. Ac. 3500. P. 469.
Taw, a river of England, co. Devon, rises in

Dartmoor, flows N. past Chumleigh to Barnstaple,
where it turns W. and expands into an estuary,
which, after being joined by the Torridge from
the St enters Bideford Bay. Total course 50 m.
Aflluents Little Dart, Yeo, and Mould.
Tawallt, an island of Malaysia, 25 m. S.W.

Gilolo, lat 0* 30' S., Ion. 127» 2' E.
Tawat, Africa. [Tcat.]
Tawee, an island of Malaysia, off the N.E. ex-

tremity of Borneo, and continuous with the Sulu
island chain ; lat of W. point 5' 18' N., Ion. 119°
2b E. Length 40 m. ; breadth 15 m.

Tawstock, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2 m,
S. Barnstaple. Ac. 6582. P. 1257.

TA^^'TON, several pas. of England, co. Devon,
—I. (Bishop'sy, 2^ m. S.S.E. Barnstaple. Ac
4263. P. 1857.—II. (North), 6^ m. N.E. Oke-
hampton. Ac. 4263. P. 1849. Manufs. woollens.

It was formerly a borough, and is still governed
by a port-reeve.—III. (South), 4 m. E. Okehamp-
ton. Ac. 10,879. P. 1541.

Taxall, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 7J m.
N.E, Macclesfield. Ac. 5038. P. 1329.

Tay, a river of Scotland, draining nearly the
whole of CO. Perth, with parts of the cos. Forfar,

Argyle, and Inverness, rises in Breadalbane, on
the borders of Argyleshire, and flowing through
the glen and loch of Dochart which name it re-

tains till it enters Loch Tay, issuing from which
it receives the Lyon and several smaller streams,

and flows E. and S. past Aberfeldy, Dunkeld,
and Perth ; after which it extends into an estu-

ary from 1 to 3 m. in width, called the Firth of

Tay, and joins the North Sea, between Ferry-
port-on-Craig on the S., and Button-ness on the
N. Total course about 120 m. It receives the
Tummel and Isla rivers from the N. and E., and
the Bran, Almond, Earn, etc., from the W. Mean
discharge of water per minute is estimated at

273,000 cubic ft, being more than any other
river in Britain, and its basin comprises 2750 sq.

m. It winds through a counti-y of picturesque
beauty. Dundee and Errol are on the N. side,

and Newburgh on the S. side of the estuary.

Extensive sand-banks clog its entrance ; but it is

navigable from the sea to Newburgh, 20 m. from
its mouth, for vessels of 500 tons burden, and
sometimes to Perth for vessels drawing 9 feet of

water,

—

Loch Tay, Breadalbane, is 15 m. in length
by 1 in breadth, and 100 to 600 feet in depth-

Alt 355 feet. It is surrounded by mountains

;

Ben Lawers, 3945 feet in height, being on its W.
side. It receives the Dochart and Lochy rivera

at the S.E., and discharges itself by the Tay at

Kenmore, its N.E. extremity. There are artificial

ponds for the propagation of salmon at Stormont-
field, 4 m. above Perth. The rental for fishing
which, in 1854, was only 9269^1, was in 1867 17,6l8i
Tatp, a town of Arabia, Hfedjaz, 65 m. E.S.K

Mecca. It is defended by several forts, and has
a celebrated mosque. In the time of Mohammed
it was a famous stronghold, and resisted his arms
during a siege of 20 days.

Taygetos or Mount St Elias, one of the

highest points in S.E. of the Morea, Greece, 10
m. S.W. Mistra, 7903 feet above the sea.

Taylor, several cos. of the U. S., N. America.
—I. in centre of Kentucky. Area 208 sq. m. P.
5884 free, 1597 slaves.—II. in N.W. of Vii^ia.
Area 214 sq.m. P. 7351 free, 112 slaves.—IIL in

Florida. P. 1259 free, 125 slaves.—IV. in Georgia.
P. 3601 free, 2397 slaves.—V. in Iowa. P. 3690.

Tayxton, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Gloucester,

2J m. S.S.E. Newent. Ac. 2501. P. 689.—II. co.

Oxford, If m. W.N.W. Burford. Ac. 1780. P. 341.

Tazewelli, two cos. of the U. S., N. America.
—I. in S.W. of Virginia. Area 1056 sq. m. P.

8718 free, 1202 slaves.—II. near centre of Illinois.

Area 704 sq. m. P. (1860) 21,470.—Also a town-
ship in Tennessee, cap. co. Claiborne.

TcH—for names sometimes spelled with these

initials, and not here inserted, refer to Cu.
TcHABKAN or Jabkan, a river of the Chinese

dom., Khalkas country, after a generally W.
course estimated at 500 m., enters the Lake Ike-

Aral-Nor, near lat 48^ N., Ion. 90° E.
TcHABMAK or TcHiABAK, a town of European

Turkey, Albania, pash. and 18 m. N. Scutari, at
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the entrance of the Moratsha into the Lake of

Scutari. It is stated to comprise 250 houses.
Tchad (Lake), a large lake of Africa, in Sou-

dan, between lat. 12° 30' and 14= 30' N., Ion. 13°

and 15° 30' E., sun-ounded by the states Bomou,
Kanem, Baghirmi, etc. Length, E. to "W., up-
wards of 200 ra.

;
greatest breadth 140 m. Estim.

height above the sea 830 feet ; depth from 8 to 15
feet, which is supposed to be its mean condition,

being at times so shallow that the channels be-
tween the islands are left dry, whilst at other
seasons it overflows its banks and inundates
the low country, driving the inhabitants to the
heights for safety. Fish and water-fowl are
abundant in the lake. It receives from the S.

and W. the rivers Shary and Waube, and its

waters are fresh and sweet. Its banks, which
were in great part explored by Denham early in

the present century, and by Dr Vogel in 1853,

are in many parts covered with fine pasturage
and underwood, forming a retreat for numerous
wild animals. The lake contains many islands,

some of which are densely peopled. Dr Overweg
spent six weeks in a boat-tour exploring these
islands, and was hospitably entertained by the
islanders. He represents them as of a mixed
origin, active, well made, having a black or dark-
brown complexion, and regular features. Both
sexes are decently clothed, generally with black
cotton. Com and cotton are cultivated, & cattle

and goats are plentiful ; and on or near its shores
are the towns Kuka, Angornow, and Angala.
Tchahan-Soubaukan-Khoton, a town of

Asia, Mongolia, 190 m. N.N.E. Peking. It has a
summer palace of the Chinese Emperor.
Tchang, a prefix to the names of numerous

cities and towns of China, the principal being

—

I. (Tchd)^ prov. Hoo-nan, cap. dep., lat. 28° 12'

N., Ion. 112" 40' E.—II. XTchou), prov. Kiang-su,
on the Grand Canal, 70 m. E.S.E. Nanking.

—

III. (Tey, prov. Hoo-nan, cap. dep., lat. 36° 10' N.,

Ion. 114° 12' E.—IV. (Te), prov. Hoo-nan, cap.

dep., on the Yuen-Kiang, near the Great Lake.
Tchany, a lake of Siberia, govs. Tomsk and

Tobolsk, near lat. 55° N., Ion. 78° E. Length 65
m. ;

greatest breadth 40 m.
TcHAKDAH and TcHAEDAK, two Small towns

of Bulgaria ; the former, 60 m. N.W. Sophia ; the

latter, 27 m. N.N.E. Hirchova.
TcHARTOKiSK (Polish Czartorysk), a market

town of Russian Poland, gov. Volhynia, on the
Styr, 30 m. N.N.E. Lutzk. P. 1600.

TcHATAL-BuRGAS, a town of European Tur-
key, Rimiili, 23 m. S.W. Viza.

—

Tchatalcha is a
town of RumOi, 30 m. N.W. Constantinople.
Tchatik-Dagh, mntn., S. Russia. [Ckumea.]
TcHAussY, a town of Russia, gov. and 25 m,

E.S.E. Moghilev, cap. circ. P. 5000. It has
Roman Catholic and Greek united churches, a
Jews' synagogue, and a Carmelite convent.

TcHEBOKSAKi, a town of Russia, gov. and 75
m. W.N.W. Kasan, cap. circ, on the Volga. P.
6000. It has a cathedral, a monastery, town-hall,

vast salt magazines, and some manufactures.

TcHE-CHiNG, several towns of China, provs.

Ho-nan, Kiang-se, and Chi-li.

TcHELEBi-BAZAK, a market town of Bosnia, 25

m. E.N.E. Bosna-Serai.
TcHELiABiANSK, a town of Asiatic Russia, gov.

Orenburg, cap. circ, on the Miias, 70 m. N.N.W.
Troitsk. P. 3500. Formerly a military post.

TcHEMBAR, a town of Russia, gov. and 66 m.
W.S.W. Penza, cap. circ. P. 2700.

TcHENG-TE, an island off the S. extremity of

Corea, Pacific, 45 m. W. the island Tsusima.
TcHEPTZA, a river of Russia, gov. Viatka, joins

the river Viatki near the city of same name,
after a W. course of 250 mUes.
TcHEBDTN, a town of Russia, gov. and 162 m.

N. Perm, cap. circ, on the Kolva, near its con-
fluence with the Vishera. P. 3000.

TcHERiKOV, a town of Russia, gov. and 40 m.
S.E. Smolensk, on the Soj. Here Charles xii. of

Sweden was repulsed by the Russians in 1708.

TcHERKASi, a town of Russia, gov. & 25 m. S.E.

Kiev, on 1. b. of the Dnieper, P. (1863) 20,387.

TCHEKKASK, two towns of the Russian empire,
and successively caps, of the Don Cossack coun-
try.—I. (Staroi or Old), N. the Don, near it.s

mouth, and on an island formed between it and
the Aksai, 45 m. E.N.E. Azov. P. 15,000. It

has a church founded by Peter the Great. Its

Tartar church, old chancery, academy, town-
hall, prisons, etc., are constructed of timber.

Stationary pop. mostly of Greek descent. It has
an active export trade in fish, iron, caviar, and
wine, raised in its vicinity.—II. (Novoi or Neio^
N. the Aksai river, 14 miles N.N.E. Staroi-

Tcherkask. P. 17,800. It was founded in 1806,

and mostly built of wood. Principal edifices, the
Platov palace, chancery, arsenal, cathedral, col-

lege, and Tartar mosque.
TcHEBicESSiA, a countiy of Asia. [Circassia.]
TcHERN, a town of Russia, gov. and 61 m.

S.S.W. Tula, cap. circ P. 2200.

TcHERNETz, a town, Walachia, on the Danube,
nearly opposite Gladova. Here was anciently
the Roman station Termes, and near it are the
remains of Trajan's bridge.

TcHEBNiGov, a gov. of Russia, in the S., be-
tween lat. 50° 20' and 53° 10' N., Ion. 30° 20' and
34° 40' E., haying W. the Dnieper, separating it

from the governments Minsk and Khiev (Rus-
sian Poland), and on other sides the governments
Moghilev, Orlov, Koursk, and Poltava. Area
20,382 sq. m. P. (1858) 1,471,866. Surface mostly
level, and well watered ; soil fertile ; climate dry,
healthy, and comparatively mild. Principal river
the Desna. Chief crops, rye, barley, and oats,

with flax, hemp, tobacco, and hops ; cattle, horses,
sheep, and swine are reared. It has manufac-
tures of linens, woollens, glass, leather, beet-root
sugar, and distilleries. Exports cattle, tallow,
hides, corn, spirits, honey, wax, potash, & hemp-
seed. Principal towns Tchernigov, Nieshin,
Glukhov, Starodub, Mglin, & Novgorod-Sieversk.
Tchernigov, the cap., is situated on the Desna, 80
m. N.N.E. Kiev. P. (1863) 10,628. It is the see

of an archbishop, and has a cathedral, built in

1024, a citadel, an Episcopal palace, monasteries,

orphan asylum, and a college. After an obstinate

resistance, it was taken and almost razed by the
Tartars in 1239. The Poles captured it in 1617.

TCHEKNOMORIA. [COSSACKS OF BLACK SeA.]
TCHERNOWiTZ, atown,Poland. [Czeknowitz.!
TcHEENOYARSK or TCHERNOJAR, a fortified

town of Russia, gov. and 150 m. N.N.W. Astra-
khan, cap. circ, on rt. b. of the Volga. P. 4498.
TcHEBSHENBEK, Asia Minor. [Charshambah.]
TcHERVUSKSKAiA, a fortified town of Russia,

gov. Caucasus, on the Terek, 70 m. E. Mozdok.
TcHESME or TcHESiiMEH, Cyssos, a maritime

vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia, opposite the island
Scio, 40 m. W.S.W. Smyrna. It has a citadel,

the residence of a Turkish governor, and near it

are sulphur and saline springs. In its bay the
Roman fleet defeated that of Antiochus ; and in
1770 the Russians burnt the navy of the Turks,
About 7 m. N.E. are the ruins of Grythrea.
TCHETCHENiA COUNTRY (The), forms the E.

part of Cii-cassia, mostly between lat. 42° 30' and
43° 40' N., Ion. 44° 30' and 46^ 30' E., having N.

4k
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ihe river Terek, separating it from the Eussian

gov. Caucasus, E. Daghestan, W. Kabardia, and
S. the Caucasus chain, dividing it from Georgia.

TcHETCHEESK, a market town of Eussia, gov.

and 75 m. S.S.E. Moghilev. P. 3500.

TcHiABAK or SziABAK, a town, European Tur-
key, Albania, at N. extremity of Lake Scutari.

TcHiFOUD-KAiit, a walled town of the Crimea,

Eussia, 2 m. from Baktchiserai, on a limestone

height, inhabited by a tribe of Karaite Jews.

TcHiGRiN, a town of Eussia, gov. and 130 m.
S.E. Kiev. P. (1863) 9657.

TcHiN and Tching. See also Chin & Ching
TcHiN-NGAX, a city of China, prov. Quang-se,

cap. dep., near the Tonquin frontier. Lat. 23°

20' N. ; Ion. 106° 12' E.
TcHm-TCHOU, two cities of China.—I. prov.

Ho-nan, cap. dep., 80 m. S.S.E. Kai-fung.—II.

prov. Hoo-nan, cap. dep., on the Tuen-kiang,
100 m. W.S.W. the great lake Tong-ting.
TcHix-YuEN, acity of China, prov. Kwei-chow,

cap. dep. Lat. 27° 1' 12" N. ; Ion. 108° 10' E.
TcHm-TuNG, two cities of China.—I. prov.

Kwei-chow, cap. dep. Lat 27° 20' N. ; Ion. 105°

E.—II. prov. Quang-se, 33 m. E. Tchin-ngan.
TcHiPROVATZ, a town of European Turkey,

Bulgaria, sanj. and 56 m. N.W. Sophia. Its

Greek bishop has the rank of primate of Bulgaria.
TcHiEMEN, atown of European Turkey, Eumili,

cap. sanj., 20 m. N.W. Adrianople. P. 2000.

TcHiSTOPOL, a town of Eussia, gov. and 65 m.
E.S.E. Kasan, cap. circ, on the Kama. P. (1855)
10,405. It has a trade in com, cattle, and fish.

TcHi-TcHOU, a city of China, prov. Ngan-hoei,
cap. dep., on the Yang-tze-kiang, S. bank, 120
m. S.W. Nanking.

TcHiTiNSK, a fortified town of Siberia, gov.
Irkutsk, on the Ingoda, 125 m. W. Nertchinsk.
TcHONG-KiNG, a city of China, prov. Sze-

chuen, cap. dep., on the Yang-tze-kiang. Lat
29° 45' N.; Ion. 106° 30' E. It has sugar re-
fineries, and a trade in fish.

—

Tchong-kiang is a
town, same prov., 50 m. N.E. Tching-tou.
TcHORLU, a town of European Turkey, Eumili,

on the Tchorlu, 20 m. N.E. Eodosto. P. 4000.
TcHOEUK, Acampsis, a river of Turkish Ar-

menia, flows N.E. and N. through a part of the
pash. Erzeroum, and enters the Black Sea be-
tween Gunieh and Batum. Course 200 miles.
TcHOKUM, Chorum, or Chueum, a town of

Asia Minor, pash. Sivas, 28 m. S.W. Osmanjik.
Estimated pop. 7600, mostly Mohammedans. It
has khans, baths, minarets, manufs. of earthen-
wares and leather, and a large trade in wheat.
Tchugloma or Tchuchloma, atown of Eussia,

gov. and 83 m. N.E. Kostroma. P. 1800.

TcHrGtJJEV, a fortified town of Eussia, gov.
aud 25 m. E.S.E. Kharkov, on the Sevemoi-
Donetz. P. (1863) 8151.
Tchuktchi-Couxtry, a region at the N.E.

extremity of Asia and E. Siberia, between lat.

60° and 70° N., Ion. 168° E. and 170° W., having
S.W. and W. Kamtchatka and Yakutsk, N. the
Arctic Ocean, E. Behring Strait, separating it

from Eussian America, and S. the Gulf of Anadyr
and the Pacific Ocean. It is traversed W. to E.
by the Anadyr river, but the country has been
little explored. The natives live chiefly by
hunting and flshing, and profess a rude idolatry.
TcHussoRSKOi-GoRODOK (Nijxii and Ver-

KiiNii), two contiguous market towns of Eussia,
gov. and 40 m. E.N.E. Perm. United pop. 5700.
TcHU-TCHOU, a city of China, prov. Chekiang,

cap. dep., 130 m. S. Hang-choo-foo, on the Toun,
80 m. from the coast
Te and Te-an, two cities of China I. prov.

Shantung, on the Imperial canal, 65 m. N.W.
Tsinan.— II. prov. Hou-pe, cap. dep., 60 m.
N.W. Han-yang. •

Tealbt, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3^ m.
E.N.E. Market-Eaisen. Ac. 3950. P. 863.
Tealdjg, a pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar, 4 m. E.

Auchterhouse, and intersected by the Dundee
and Newtyle Eailway. Ac. 7036. P. 883.

Tean (Upper and Nether), two hamlets of
England, co. Stafford, pa. Chichley, on the Tean,
P. chiefly employed in bleach-works, and a
manufactory of tape. P. of Upper Tean 1171.
Teana, a market town of S. Italy, prov.

Potenza, 18 m. W.S.W. Tursi. P. 1634.
Teano (Teanum SidicinunCy, a town of S. Italy,

prov. Caserta, cap. cant., 13 m. N.W. Capua, on
the slopes of Eocca Monfina. P. (1861) of comm.
12,101. It has a cathedral and two collegiate

churches, a diocesan seminary, and a trade in
com and oil. It is the residence of a bishop, and
has massive remains of a large baronial castle.

Teath (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 3
m. S.W. Camelford. Ac. 5899. P. 1980.

Tebas-y-tenarubia, a town of Spain, prov.
and 38 m. N.W. Malaga. P. 3316.
Teche, a river of the U. S., North America,

Louisiana, flows S.S.E. and joins the outlet of
Lake Chetimaches after a course of 180 m., for

100 m. of which, to New Iberia, it is navigable.
TecBlLENBurg, a town of Prussian Westphalia,

gov. and 20 m. N.N.E. Miinster. P. 1250.

Tecumseh, a township of the U. S., North
America, Michigan, 67 m. S.W. Detroit
Tedavnet, a pa. of Ireland, co. and 4 m. N.W.

Monaghan. Ac. 26,502. P. 7978.
Tedburn, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4f^ m.

S.S.W. Crediton. Ac. 4433. P. 768.

TEDDiNGTOir, a pa. of Engl., co. Middlesex, 12
m. W.S.W. St Paul's, London. Ac. 1120. P. 1183.

Tedla, a prov. of Marocco, Africa, imme-
diately W. Mount Atlas, and watered by aflis. of

the river Tensift. Chief town Tefsa or Tedla.
Tednest, a town in the dom. and 73 m. W. of

Marocco, cap. prov., on an affluent of the Tensift
Tedsi, a town of Marocco, prov. Sus, 25 m.

E.N.E. Terodant. P. 14,000. Its vicinity is

highly productive, and it has a weekly market.
Tedstoxe, two pas. of England, co. Hereford.

—I. (DelamereXS^ m. N.E. Bromyard. Ac. 1677.

P. 205.—II. (^Wafer), 3^ m. N.N.E. Bromyard.
Ac. 683. P. 74.

Teeree, a town of Beloochistan, prov. Sara-
wan, 70 m. N.N.E. Kelat, on the route to Shawl.

Tees, a river of England, between cos. Durham
and York, after an E.ward course of 90 m. joins

the North Sea by an estuary,' nearly 3 m. across,

10 m. E.N.E. Stockton. At its mouth is a bar
with from 10 to 12 feet water at low, and from 26
to 28 feet at high tide, and the river is tidal to

Yarm, and navigable to Stockton for vessels of

60 tons burden. It has a salmon fishery. In
1864, a breakwater was commenced to convert
the estuary into a harbour of refuge.

Teesta, a great river traversing part of Ben»
gal, lat. 27° 59' N., Ion. 88° 50' E., flows S.ward
through the Himalaya, between Bhotan and Sik-
kim, and joins the Granges in Bengal, 40 m.
W.N.W. Decca, after a course of 313 m. It is

navigable for boats of 6 tons as far as Puharpore.
In its latter part it is called the Attree.

TEFFi:, a river, Brazil, after a N.E. course of 600
m., joins the Amazon near Ega, lat 3° 40' S.

Teffont, two pas. of England, co. Wilts.—

L

(Evias), 7 m. W. Wilton. Ac. 742. P. 163.—IL
{Magna), 5J m. E. Hindon. P. 292.

Tefus, a gov. of Eussia, one of the four into
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which Transcaucasia was divided in 1846. It is

bounded N. by the Caucasus, N.E. by l,ov. Der-
bend, E. by gov. Shamachi, S. by Persia, W.S.W.
by Asiatic Tiirkey, and N.W. by Kutais. Area
20,601 sq. m. P. (1858) 647,125. It is composed
of the circles Teflis, Gori, Telav, Sichnach, Elisa-

bethpol, Erivan, Nakhchevan, and Alexandrapol.
TiSFLis or TiFLis, the cap. city of Georgia, in

Asiatic Eussia, and of all Eussian Transcau-
casia, on the Kur, lat. 41° 41' V N., Ion. 44° 50'

30" E. P. (1863) 60,776. Mean temp, of year
67°-4, winter 31°'8, summer 75°'9, Eahr. It stands

in a narrow valley, and is defended by walls and
several forts. The old quarter, on the bank of the

river, comprises numerous Armenian churches,

and large caravanserais; it is inhabited chiefly

by an Armenian population, and is the principal

seat of trade. The upper town, or Eussian
quarter, has broad streets and open squares, the

government offices, military quarters, etc., and
presents to the foregoing quarter all the contrast

of a European town. The Armenian cathedral is

a large and striking edifice, and Teflis has seve-

ral mosques. The Eussians have established

various schools in the city.

Tefsa or Tefza, a town of Africa, Marocco,
cap. prov. Tedla ; lat. 32° 30' N., Ion. 5° 45' W.
On the opposite side of the river is the town Efza.

United pop. about 10,500. Manufs. woollens.

Tegerhy, a town of Cent. Africa, Fezzan, on the

nriain route to Kanem & Bornu, 120 m. S.E. Mour-
zouk. It is enclosed by a wall, and has a citadel.

Tegernsee, a vill. and lake of Upper Bavaria,

31 m. S. Munich. Length of lake 4 miles.

Tegucigalpa, a town of Central America,
state Honduras, cap. dep., on a table-land 3426
feet above the sea, 40 m. S.W. Comayagua. P.

12,000. It is the largest and finest city in the

state. Mean temp, of year 77°, max. 85°, min.
68°, Pahr. In its vicinity are gold, silver, and
copper mines ; & in the N.W. of the dep. the mntn.
of Agalteca is a vast mass of pure magnetic ore.

Teguise, a town of the Canary islands, cap. of

the island Lanzarote, near its centre. P. 3736.

Tegulet, a town of Africa, Abyssinia, Shoa, of

which it was formerly cap., IS m. W. Ankober.
Tehallan, a pa. of Ireland, co. and 3J m.

E.N.E. Monaghan. Ac. 5949. P. 2651.

TEH.VMA, a CO., U. S., North America, Califor-

nia. P. 4044.

Tehama, two maritime plains of Arabia, one
extending along its W. coast from Eas Moham-
med to Jiddah, a distance of 550 m. ; the other

(or Batna), Muscat dom., bordering the Sea of

Babel-Mandeb, and from 20 to 40 m. in width.
Teheran or Tehran, the cap. city of Persia,

prov. Irak-Ajemi, 70 m. S. the Caspian Sea, and
210 m. N. Ispahan. Lat. 35° 42' N. ; Ion. 51° 20'

60' E. Stationary pop. estimated at 10,000 ; but
during the residence of the court in winter, it is

60,000 and upwards. It is about 5 m. in circuit,

and enclosed by an earthen wall flanked with
towers, a glacis, and a dry trench. Its mosques,
colleges, and caravanserais are in good repair;

and it has well-furnished shops and bazaars, with
palaces of the Persian nobility ; but its dwellings
are mostly built of earth; and in summer it is

so unhealthy that the shah and the upper classes

leave it to encamp on the plains of Sultanieh,

about 150 m. N.W. The ark or royal citadel is

extensive, and comprises, besides the royal harem
and apartments, a grand saloon, the public offices,

quarters for the royal guards, numerous baths, and
gardens. On a height near the city is another royal
palace with fine grounds. Manufs. of carpets and
iron goods. Its vicinity is fertile and covered with

villages. It became the Persian cap. towards the
end of the last century. On its S. side, and about
25 m. E., are extensive ruins, and one of these
localities marks the site of the ancient Rhages.
Tehuacan, a town of Mexico, state and 65 m.

S.E. La Puebla. P. 12,000.

Tehuantepec (Isthmus op), a peninsula which
separates the Gulf of Mexico from the Pacific

Ocean, about 130 m. wide. The territory of Te-
huantepec, Mexico, which comprises the Isthmus,
has a pop. of 82,000, mostly living in compact vil-

lages. In the S. are two lagoons, named Upper &
Lower Lake. The most considerable river within
the territory is the Coazacoalco, which flows in

a general N.E. direction to Campeachy Bay.
The S. coast encloses the Bay of Tehuantepec.

—

Tehuantepec, cap. above territorj', has a cathedral
of date 1530, several stores, and a hotel. P. 15,000,

mostly descendants of Zapatecos, once a powerful
tribe of Indians. Trade in leather, cotton, silk,

cochineal, and indigo.
Teify or TiVY, a river of North Wales, rises

in Cardiganshire, flows S.W. and W., past Lam-
peter, Newcastle - Emlyn, and Cardigan, and
enters Cardigan Bay after a course of 70 miles.

Teigh, a pa. of England, co. Eutland, 6 m. N.
Oakham. Ac. 1190. P. 128.

Teign, a river of England, co. Devon, rises in

Dartmoor, flows E., S., and again E., between the
Dart and the Exe, and enters the English Channel
at Teignmouth. Total course 45 m. It flows past
Chagford, Chudleigh, and Newton-Bushel, to

which last its estuary is navigable from the sea.

Teignmouth, a maritime town of England, co.

Devon, on both sides of the Teign, at its mouth
in the English Channel, 12J m. S.S.E. Exeter, on
the South Devon Eailway. Ac. of pas., East and
West Teignmouth, 1238. P. 6022. The two
parts of the town are connected by a wooden
bridge of 34 arches, with a swing, which admits
vessels of 400 tons burden. The town is a place

of resort for sea-bathing. Principal buildings,

the modern octangular church of W. Teign-
mouth, other places of worship, bathing estab-

lishment, library, assembly-rooms, and theatre.

Here are a dockyard and quay. Chief imports,

coal and culm. Exports, granite and pipe-clay.

Customs rev. (1862) 628^. Exports 6029/. Ves-
sels belonging to the port 52, tons 6299.

Teignton, two pas. of England, co. Devon.

—

I. (Bishop's), 4 m. E.N.E. Newton-Bushel. Ac.
4748. P. 974.—II. (Brew's), 8} m. S.W. Credi-
ton. Ac. 6937. P. 1067.

Teil (Le), a conmi. and vill. of France, dep.
Ille-et-Vilaine, 17 m. S.W. Vitrd. P. 2477.

Teilleul (Le), a comm. & mkt. town, France,
dep. Manche, 8 m. S.S.E. Mortain. P. 2478.

Teingrace, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 12 J
m. S.W. Exeter. Ac. 1329. P. 172.

Teinitz, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ. and
27 m. S.E. Beraun, on the Sazawa, and on rail-

way from Prague to Olmutz. P. 2403.

Teissholz or Tiszolcz, a mkt. town of N.W.
Hungary, co. and 21 m. N.W. Gomor. P. 3170.

Teith, a river of Scotland, co. Perth, is formed
by two heads which unite near Callander, whence
it has a S.E. course of about 15 m., past Doune,
and joins the river Forth 2J m. N.W. Stirling. It

receives the surplus waters of Lochs Katrine,
Achray, Vennachar, Voil, and Lubnaig.
Tek-Naaf, a navigable riv. of Arracan, enters

the Bay of Bengal at Mungdoo, lat. 20° 46' N.,
Ion. 92° 20' E., and forms the boundary between
Arracan and the Bengal dist. Chittagong.

Tekrit, a town of Asiatic Tui'key, pash. and
97 m. N.N.W. Bagdad, on rt. b. of the Tigris.
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It is enclosed by old walls, outside of which are

numerous remains of the ancient city.

Tekrova, Tekikova, or Fionda, Phasdit, a
maritime vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia, on W.
shore of the Gulf of Adalia, 23 m. S.S.W. Adalia,

with remains of ancient city.

Telav, a fortified town of Russian Transcau-

casia, prov. Kakheti, 35 m. N.E. Teflis. P. 3000.

Telese, Telesia, a decayed episcopal town of S.

Italy, prov. and 14 m. N.E. Caserta, on the Galore.

Teletskoi, a lake of Siberia. iALXix.]
Telfaik, a CO., U. S., North America, Georgia.

P. 1877 free, 836 slaves.

Telgruc, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Finistere, arr. Chat^aulin, cant. Crozon. P. 2345.

Telgte, a town of Prussian "Westphalia, gov.

and 7 m. E.N.E. Slunster, on the Ems. P. 2186.

Tellicherky, a fortified seaport town of Bri-

tish India, presid. Madras, dist. Malabar, 95 m.
S.W. Seiingapatam. P. 20,000. With a natural

breakwater, formed by a reef of rocks running
parallel to the shore, having a depth of water
within for ships of 600 or 600 tons, but large

ships anchor well out in 7 or 8 fathoms. A
double light is shown from the flagstaff of the

fort. Trade in pepper, ginger, arrowroot, cinna-
mon, and sandalwood. Here are a gaol, hospital,

and criminal court and oflBces. Average annual
rainfall 120 to 140 inches. The climate is salu-

brious. In 1782 it was unsuccessfully besieged
by Hyder Ali. Annual tribute 14,000 rupees.

Tellisford, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 5
m. N.N.E. Frome. Ac. 759. P. 119.

Tei;scojibe, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.
N.W. Newhaven. Ac. 1320. P. 156.
Telsh or Telschi, a town of Eussian Poland,

gov. Kovno, 150 m. N.W. Vihia. P. (1863) 8791.
Teltow, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-

burg, cap. circ., 9 m. E. Potsdam. P. 1380.
Teltsch, a walled town of Austria, Moravia,

cu-c. and 17 m. S.S.W. Iglau. P. 3406.
Tembleque, a town of Spain, prov. and 30 m.

S.E. Toledo. P. 3720.
Tesie, a river of South Wales, rises 5 m. S.E.

Newtown, Montgomeryshire, flows E. between
the COS. Radnor and Salop, and joins the Severn,
near Powick, 3 m. S. Worcester. Total course
60 m. It is celebrated for trout and graylings.
Temerin, a market town of S. Hungary, co.

and 34 m. E. Bacs. P. 6393.
Temes, a river of S.E. Hungary, Banat, rises in

the Carpathian mountains, flows N.W. and S.,
and joins the Danube 6 m. E. Belgrade. Total
course 180 m. It gives name to a county of
which Temesvar is the capital.

Tesiesvar, a co. of Hungary, Banat. Area
1864 geo. sq. m. P. 375,400. It is a level country,
with numerous lakes and morasses. SoU fertile.
Crops comprise wheat, barley, oats, maize, silk,
tobacco, hemp, and rice. Fruits are plentifully
raised. Chief rivers, the Temes and its affluents.
TE3IESVAE or Temeswar, a fortified city of S.

Hungary, cap. co., on the Alt-Bega and the Bega
Canal, 72 m. N.N.E. Belgrade. P. (1851) 21,381,
comprising Hungarians, Germans, Greeks, Wal-
lachians, and Jews. It has a co. hall, the palace
of the bishop of Csanad, residence of command-
ant, and a town-hall ; Roman Catholic and Greek
cathedrals, a Jews' synagogue, seminary, Piarist
college, arsenal, military school, barracks, and
other mihtary establishments ; manufs. of silk &
woollen stuffs, iron wares, paper, tobacco, and
oil, and an extensive trade. It was taken by the
I urks, under Solj-man ii., in 1551, and retaken
by Prince Eugene in 1716. In 1849 it was be-
bieged by the insurgents, who bombarded and

almost desti-oyed the city : the garrison was re-
lieved by Marshal Haynau.
Temiscaming (Lake), between Canada East &

Canada West. Lat. 47° 30' N. ; Ion. 79° 20'W
Length 30 m. : breadth 15 m., 612 ft. above the sea.

Itdischarges its surpluswaterby the Ottawa river.

Temiscoijata, a co. of Canada East, on the S.

b. of the St Lawrence, bounded S. byNew Bruns-
wick and Maine. Chief town, Riviere-du-Loup.
Temnikov, a town of Russia, gov. and 150 m.

N.N.E. Tambov, on the Moksha, P. (1863) 6634.

Tempelburg, a walled town of Prussian Po-
merania, gov. and 44 m. S. Koslin. P. 3400

Tesipio, the chief town of the island Sardinia
prov. Sassari, on a mountain, 31 m. E.N.E. Sas-
sari. It is the seat of a bishop, and has a cathe-
dral and other churches. Manufs. corks. P. of
comm. (1861) 10,360.

Temple, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 6 m.
N.E. Bodmin. Ac. 843. P. 12.

Tesiple, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 11m. S.S.E.
Edinburgh, on Gladhouse-water, a little above its

confluence with the South Esk. Ac. 14,478. P.
1385, of whom 446 are in the vill. of Gorebridge.
Templeachally, a pa. of Irel., co. Tipperary,

compr. the town of Ballina. Ac. 8492. P. 1644.

Tesipleboy, a marit. pa. of Ireland, co. SUgo,
20 m. S.E. Dunmore W. Ac. 9112. P. 2054.
Tejiplebreedy and TEMPLEBREDON,two pas.

of Ireland, Munster.—I. co. Cork, 6 m. S.S.E.
Passage. Ac. 2654. P. 1492.—IL cos. Tipperary
and Limerick, 2| m. N. Emly. Ac. 2452. P. 810.

Templecarn, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, cos.

Fermanagh and Donegal, comprising part of the
town Pettigoe. Ac. 37,423, including parts of

Loughs Derg, Lower Erne, etc. P. 4420.
Tejiplecorran, a pa. of Ireland, co. Antrim,

4^ m. N.E. Carrickfergus. Ac. 4741. P. 1572.
Templecroxe, a maritime pa. of Ireland,

Ulster, CO. Donegal, comprising the town of
Dunglo. Ac. 51,931. P. 10,331.

Templederry, a pa., Ireland, Munster, co. Tip-
perary, 7i m. S.E. Nenagh. Ac. 6998. P. 1112.

Tejipleludigax, a pa. of Ireland, co. Wex-
ford, 5 m. N.N.W. New-Eoss. Ac. 8177. P. 1476.

Templemartin, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Cork, 5^ m. N. Bandon. Ac. 7515. P. 1236.
Templemichaei, several pas. of Ireland.—

L

Leinster, and comprising the town of Longford.
Ac. 9114. P. 7050.—II. Munster, co. Waterford,

2f m. N.N.W. Toughal. Ac. 8215. P. 1224.—
III. CO. Tipperary, 11 m. E.N.E. Clonmel. Ac.
2869. P. 638.—IV. co. Cork, 2J m. E.N.E. Inni-
shannon. Ac. 2064. P. 404.

Templesiore, a pa. and town of Ireland,
Munster, co. Tipperary, near the eastern base of
the Devil's Bit mountains, with a station on the
Great S. and W. Railway, 8 m. N. Thurles. Aa
of pa. 8471. P. 5124 ; do. of town 4137. It has
an endowed school, hospital, dispensary, bride-
well, and infantry barracks.—II. a pa., co. and
comprising the chief part of the city of London-
derry. Ac. 12,772. P. 23,403.
Templeneiry, a pa. of Ireland, co. and 3J m.

from Tipperary. Ac. 12,840. P. 2196. The
Galtee mountains rise here to 2588 feet.

Temple-Newsham or Newhcsum, a township
of England, co. York, W. Riding, pa. Whitkirl^
4 m. E.S.E. Leeds. Ac. 3097. P. 1806.

Tempi-exoe, two pas. of Irel.—I. co. Kerry, Si
m. W.S.W. Kenmare. Ac. 32,427. P. 2768.—IL
co. and 3 m. N.E. Tipperary. Ac. 2729. P. 616.

Templepatrick, a pa., Irel., Ulster, co. & 5J m.
E. S.E. Antrim. Ac. 13,806. P. 3555; of vill. 119.

TEsrPLEPORT, a pa., Ireland, Ulster, co. Cavan,
4 m. W.S.W. Ballyconnel. Ac. 42,17L P. 9335.
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Templerobin, a pa. of Ireland, co. and in the

harbour of Cork, consists of Spike and Hawlbow-
line islands, and a part of Great Island, with
the chief part of Queenstown. Ac. 3594. P. 11,430.

Tejipleshaubo, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster,

CO. Wexford, 6 m. S.S.W. Newtonbarry. Ac.
19,516, mostly mountainous. P. 3057.

Templeshannon, a pa. of Ireland, comprising
part of the town Enniscorthy. Ac. 4982. P. 2420.

Templetenny, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Tipperary, 6 m. W. Clogheen. Ac. 18,181. P. 3967.
Templetogher, a pa. of Ireland, co. Galway,

3J m. N.W. Ballymoe. Ac. 13,705. P. 3985.

Templeton, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4^
m. W.N.W. Tiverton. Ac. 1895. P. 217.

Templeton, a vill. of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, pa. and 2 m. S.S.E. Narbeth.
Templetown, a pa. of Irel., co. Wexford, 2^

m. W.S.W. Fethard. Ac. 4156. P. 1133.—II. a
vill., CO. Louth, 3.^ m. S.S.E. Carlingford. P. 297.

Templetrine, a pa. of Ireland, co. Cork, 6 m.
S.W. Kinsale. Ac. 4874. P. 812.—Templeiouhf/
is a pa., CO. Tipperary, 5 m. E. Templemore. Ac.
8460. P. 1557, of whom 334 are in the vUlago.
Templeuve, a vill. of Belgium, prov. Hainault,

on the French frontier, 5 m. N.W. Tournay, on
the railway to Brussels. P. 3114.
Templin, a walled town of Prussia, province

Brandenburg, gov. Potsdam, cap. circ, on the
Lake Dolgen, 24 m, S.E. Neu-Strelitz. P. 3380.
Tempo, a vill. of Ireland, co. Fermanagh, 8 m.

E.N.E. Enniskillen. P. 516.

Tempsford, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 6
m. N.N.W. Biggleswade. Ac. 2350. P. 566.

Temruk, a fortified town of South Bussia, gov.
Caucasus, on a peninsula on the S. side of the
Sea of Azov, on bay of Temruk, 12 m. E. Peresip.
Under the Turks it was an important fortress.

Tenasserim, a river of British India, provs.
Tavoy & Tenasserim, rises in lat. 14° 30' N., flows
S. through a narrow valley, but near the town
Tenasserim turns sharply W., and enters the In-
dian Ocean in lat. 12° N. by 3 principal mouths,
enclosing two islands, on the N. of which is

situated the town of Mergui. Total course 230 m.
It is navigable by vessels drawing 14 feet water
for 30 miles, and for boats 60 miles.—II. a town
of the most S. of Tenasserim provs., taken from
the Burmese in 1826, on S. b. of the river, 50 m.
E.S.E. Mergui. I;at. 12° 6' N. ; Ion. 99° 6' E.
Tenasserim Provinces, Bi-itish India, consist

of a long and narrow slip of territory extending
along the eastern coast of the Bay of Bengal,
between 10° 48' and 18° 25' N., Ion. 96° 35' and
99* 30' E., having E. a mountain-chain separat-
ing them from Siam, W. the Indian Ocean and
Salwen river. Length, N. to S., 500 m. ; breadth
40 to 80 m. Area 30,000 sq. m. Estimated pop.
191,476, mostly Talians, also many Karen tribes.

Surface in great part mountainous, and covered
with fine forests ; but there are extensive and rich
alluvial plains, well adapted to the culture of

cotton, indigo, tobacco, which, with rice, sugar-
cane, fruits, teak and sapan wood in the N., bam-
boos, rattans, drugs, gums, betel, cocoa-nuts, bala-
chang, tortoise-shell, horns, and coal at Mergiu,
are the chief products. The rivers are the Salwen,
Attaran, Sitang, and Tenasserim, most of which
are navigable to some distance inland. Climate
healthy, thermometer ranging from 75° to 100°

Fahr. ; annual rainfall 108 inches ; rainy season
from May to October, after a dry season of six

months. Iron and tin are plentiful in the provs.

Tavoy and Mergui ; but few, if any, mines are
wrought. Elephants, rhinoceroses, tigers, the wild
Log, and deer, abound in the forests. The popu-

lation are mostly Buddhists, except the Karens

;

they manufacture cotton and silk fabrics, but the
use of these has been almost superseded of late

years by the importation of Indian and British
piece-goods. The ports are entirely free, and
many vessels are built on the coast. This
territory is under the presid. of Bengal, and is

subdivided into the provs. of Amherst, Tavoy,
and Mergui, which with Moulmein are the prin-
cipal seats of foreign trade. The Karens, who
have many traditions apparently derived from
the Old Testament, have within the last few
years come over to Christianity in large numbers.
Tenbury, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. and 18 m. W.N.W. Worcester, on S. bank of
the Teme, here joined by the Kyre. Ac. of pa.

5060. P. 1947. Alt. 184 feet. Trade in hops
and cider, tanning, and glove-maldng. In 1839
a salt spring was discovered here.
Tenby (Welsh Dynbyck-y-Pgsgody, a pari.,

munic. bor., and seaport town of South Wales,
CO. and 9 m. E. Pembroke, on a promontory on
the W. side of Carmarthen Bay. P. (1861) 2982.
The town is partially enclosed by the remains of
strong walls, and defended by batteries on the
shore. St Mary's church has a spire 152 feet in
height, painted white to form a conspicuous land-
mark. It has national schools, a town-hall, mar-
ket-house, assembly rooms, theatre, and spacious
bathing-houses, the town being resorted to as a
summer watering-place. The harbour is a creek
of the port of Milford, and frequented by Devon-
shire fishing vessels ; opposite it are Caldy and
St Margaret islands. Exports oysters, butter,

corn, and coal. The vicinity is beautiful, and
fine sands extend W. and S. the town. It con-
tributes with Pembroke, Wiston, and Milford, to
send one member to House of Commons.
Tenby, a town of Tasmania, co. Pembroke, 49

m. E. Hobart Town.
Tence, a conim. and town of France, dep.

Haute-Loire, cap. cant., on the Lignon, 9 m.
E.S.E. Yssingeaux. P. 5537.

Tenda, a market town of N. Italy, prov. and
circ. Cuneo, 3 m. S. the Col de Tenda, a pass of

the maritime Alps, to which it gives name. P.
1802. It has remains of the castle of the unfor-
tunate Beatrice di Tenda. Three m. from the vill.

is the Abbey of S. Dalmazzo, now a hydropathic
establishment.

Tendraspit, a longand narrow island or penin-
sula in the Black Sea, 33 m. E. Odessa, enclosing
Tendra Bay, S. of Kherson Bay. Lat. of light-

house 46° 22' N., Ion. 31° 29' E.
Tendre (Mont), one of the Jura mountains of

Switzerland, cant Vaud, on the E. side of tho
Lake de Joux, and 5338 feet above the sea.

Tendring, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 5J m.
S.S.E. Manningtree. Ac. 2827. P. 929.

Tendukheri, a town of British India, dists.

Saugor and Nerbudda, in lat. 23° 10' N., Ion. 78°
58' E. In the vicinity are rich mines of iron-ore.

Tenedos, an island off the W. coast of Asia
Minor, 5 m. N.W. Alexandria Troas. Length
5 m., breadth 2 m. Surface mostly rugged ; it

produces superior wine, corn, cotton, and fruits.

On its N.E. side is a town, which was anciently
a depot of the trade between Egypt and Europe.
Tenember, an island of Malaysia, 45 m. N.E.

Timor-Laut. Length 10 miles, breadth 3 miles.

Tenerife, a town of Granadian Confed., dep.

Cauca, prov. Santa Martha, on the Magdalena, 60
m. N.W. Mompox.
Tenerife or Teneriffe, the largest of tho

Canary islands, in the Atlantic, 40 m. N.W. the
Great Canary. Length 74 m. ; breadth 35 m.
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Area 877 sq. m. P. (1836) 85,011. Surface

mountainous. Soil in many parts volcanic, pro-

ducing maize, wheat, sweet potatoes, and the

fruits of S. Europe. It is the principal seat of

the vine culture in the Canaries ; besides wine,

orchiill, barilla, and silk are chief products. Prin-

cipal towns, Santa Cruz, the cap^ Orotava, La-
guna, Icod, and Guiamar.—The Peak ofTenerife,

or Pico de Tevde, is a famous volcanic mountain

on the N.W. of the island. Lat. 28=' 16' 5" N.

;

Ion. 16° 39' W. Height above the ocean 12,182 ft.

Tenez or Tennis, a maritime town of Africa,

Algeria, prov. and 120 m. E.N.E. Oran. P. 6964,

of whom 1636 Europeans.—Near it is Cape Tenez.

Te-sg^vs, a city of China, prov. Hoo-pe, cap.

dep., on an affl. of the Yaug-tze-kiang. Lat. 31°

18' N. ; Ion. 113° 30' 'E.—Teng-fung is a town,

prov. Ho-nan, cap. dist. Lat. 34"^ 30* N., Ion.

113° E. It has a very ancient obsei-vatory.

Teng-chow, a seaport city of China, prov.

Shan-tuDg, cap. dep., on the coast, at the entrance

of the Gulf of Pe-chi-li, opposite the Eegeut
Sword peninsula, lat. 27° 50' N., Ion. 121° 5' E.

It is walled, and has a citadel and joss-house, and
is one of the ports opened by the late treaty.

Texgri-Nob, a lake, Tibet, 120 m. N.W. Lassa.

Lat. 32° N. ; Ion. 90° E. Extent 90 by 30 miles.

Texg-ye, a town of China, prov. Tun-nan,
near the Burmese frontier, 45 m. N.E. Tsanta.
Tennessee, a river of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, the largest affl. of the Ohio, formed by the

union of the Holston and Cliach, two rivers from
Virginia, near Knoxville ; flows S.W. through the

E. part of the state Tennessee, then W. through
the N. of Alabama, and 30 m. W. Florence, turns

N., which course it mostly pursues through the

W. parts of Tennessee and Kentucky, until it

joins the Ohio at Paducah, by a mouth 600 yards
across, 10 m. below the confluence of the Cum-
berland with the Ohio. Total course to the head
of the Holston 1100 m., and it is navigable for

steamers from the Ohio for 300 m. to the Muscle
Shoal Eapids, when a railway suppUes the miss-
ing link to Knoxvnie, above which it is navigable
for 500 m. more, to the Suck, a mountain gap, in

lat. 34° 50' N., through which it breaks with a
magnificent fall. Chief affluents, the Hiawassee,
Hatchee, and Duck rivers.

Tennessee, one of the U. S., North America,
in the central part of the Union, but included
among the Western States, between lat. 35° and
36° 35' N., Ion. 81° 30' and 90' W., having N.
Kentucky and Virginia, E. North Carolina, S.
Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi, and W. the
river Mississippi, separating it from Arkansas and
Missouri. Area 45,600 sq. m. P. (1860)1,109,801,
of whom 7300 were free colom-ed, and 275,719
were slaves. The Cumberland mountains inter-
sect it E. of its centre, dividing it into E. and W.
Tennessee. Sm'face elsewhere mostly undulating,
and soil fertile. Principal rivers, after the Mis-
sissippi, are the Tennessee and Cumberland,
tributaries of the Ohio. Wheat, maize, oats,
cotton, and tobacco, are the chief crops ; aromatic
seeds, timber, coal, and iron, are in great abun-
dance

; gold has been found ; and silver, lead,
zinc, manganese, gypsum, and a variety of mar-
bles, slate, and limestone. In addition to the
foregoing, cattle, salted meats, coarse linens, and
gunpowder, are among the exports which are
chiefly sent down the rivers to the Ohio. In 1860
there were 1197 miles of railway in operation.
Tennessee is divided into 79 cos., and sends 10
representatives to Congress. Principal towns,
Nashville, the cap., Knoxville, and Memphis.
This state was originally conjoined to N. Caro-

lina, but was formed into an independent state

ia 1790, and admitted into the Union in 1796.

Thinnstadt, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
and 15 m. N.N.W. Erfurt. P. 2948.

Tekochtitlan, the ancient name of the city of

Mexico, and of the table-land on which it stands,

elevation averaging 7500 feet above the sea.

Tensas, a pa. of the U. S., North America, in

E. of Louisiana. Area 619 sq. m. P. (1860) 1486
free, 14,592 slaves.

Tensaw, two rivs. of the U. S., N. America,—I.

(or Tensas\ Arkansas and Louisiana, joins the
Washita, 8 m. S. Octahoola, after a S. course of 120
m.—II. the E. outlet of Mobile river, in Alabama.

Tensift, a principal river of Marocco, which
kingdom it divides into two nearly equal parts.

After a W. course of 190 miles, it enters the
Atliiutic 45 m. N.N.E. Mogadore.
Tenteeden, a munic. bor., market town, and

pa. of England, co. Kent, the town on an emi-
nence, environed by hop-grounds, 17 m. S.E.
Maidstone. Ac. of pa. 8300. P. 3656, chiefly

agricultural. Near it are the Komney mai-shes.

The church has a tower conspicuous as a land-
mark. The bor. comprises all the hundred of

Tenterden, and a part of the pa. Ebony. P. 3762.

Tenterfield, a post town of New S. Wales,
CO. Clive, 118 m. from Armidale. Silver ore and
meerschaum are found near. P. (1861) 676.

Tentyra, a village of Egypt. [Denderah.]
Teopixca, a town of Mexico, state Chiapas,

18 m. from Ciudad-Real. P. 3000.

Teora, a town of S. Italy, prov. AveUino, circ

and 6 m. S.S.E. St Angelc^-dei-Lombardi, be^
tween the Ofanto and Sale. P. 3979.

TepejVC^v, a town of Mexico, state and 20 m.
S.E. La Puebla. It has a Franciscan convent,

and manufs. of wooUen stuffs, and trade in com.
Tepeleni, a town of Albania, sanj. and 32 m.

E.S.E. Avlona, on the Yoyussa. It is almost
wholly in ruins. Principal edifice, the palace of

Ah Pasha of Yanina, bom here about 1760.

Tepexe, a town of Mexico, state and 60 m. S.

La Puebla, in a rich territory.

Tfepic, a town of Mexico, state Jalisco, on a
height, 25 m. E. San Bias. P. (1861) 10,000. It

is the principal town in the dep. after Guadalax-
ara, and is the residence, during the rainy season,

of most of the wealthy inhabitants of San Bias ; is

well buUt, and has a convent & a theatre ; manufs.
tobacco, cotton, and a tissue called 3fanta&, which
serves for the sole dress of the lower classes.

Tepl, Tepel, or Tepla, a town of Austria,

Bohemia, circ. and 29 m. N.W. Pilsen. P. 1734.

Near it is the abbey of Tepl or Topi, with a fine

library and a cabinet of minerals and coins.

Teplitz or Toplitz, several market towns of

Hungary, the principal co. Liptau, on a mountain,
20 m. S.W. Kesmai-k. P. 1221. [Toplitz.]
Teposcocula, a town of Mexico, state and 45

m. N.W. Oajaca. P. 4000. Manufs. cottons.

Tequeni)A5ia F.vlls, S. America. [Bogota.]
Tequia, a town of Gi-anadian Conled., state

Boyaca, prov. Tunja, 45 m. S.S.W. Pamplona.
Ter, a river of Spain, Catalonia, rises in the

Pyr^n^es, flows S. and E. past Gerona, and enters

the Mediterranean by several mouths S. of the

Gulf of Eosas. Total course 90 m.
Tera-IvAKO, a penineula on the E. coast of

New Zealand, N. island, bounding the entrance

to Hawke Bay on the N.E.

—

Lake Tera-wera, in

same island, 40 m. in length, discharges its waters

N.E. into the Bay of Plenty by Tera-wera river.

TER.VMO, Interamna, a city of S. Italy, cap.

prov. and circ. of same name, 27 m. N.E. Aquila.

P. (of comm.) (1861) 19,045. It is the seat of a
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bishop, and has a cathedral, several convents, a

royal college, clerical seminary, botanic garden,

orphan school, foundling and other asylums. Its

neighbourhood is remarkably fertile in corn, wine,

and oil, and contains many antiquities. Area of

prov. 1283 sq. m. P. (1862) 230,061.

Terceika, one of the Azores Islands, in the

Atlantic Ocean, central group, N.E. Fayal and
San Jorge. Estimated area 222 sq. m. P. 45,000.

Surface mountainous. Summit 3435 feet above
the sea. Soil highly fertile. Principal products,

wine, fruits, maize, wheat, and orchill.—On its

S. side is the town Angra, cap. of the Azores, in

lat. 38° 38' 9" K, Ion. 27° 13' 7" W.
Tercero, a river of the Argentine Confed.,

deps. Cordova and Santa F4, after an E. course

joins the Parana, 68 m. below the influx of the
Salado, whence it is navigable for barges to the

pass of Fereira, 100 m. S.E. Cordova.
Terek, a river of S. Eussia, after an E. course

of 350 m. enters the Caspian Sea by several

mouths, near lat. 44° N., Ion. 46° to 48° E.
Terespol, a town of Russian Poland, gov. Ea-

dom, 59 m. E.S.E. Siedlec, on the Bug. P. 1600.

Terga, a town of Marocco, kingdom and 70 m.
N.N.E. Fez, near the Mediterranean. P. 3000.

Ter-gouw, a town, Netherlands. [Gouda.]
Tergovist or Tergovitz, a town, formerly

cap. of Walachia, on the Jalomnitza, 48 m. N.W.
Bucharest. P. 5000. It has glass-works.
Tekha, a town of India, dist. Bainswara, prov.

Oude, 40 m. S.W. Lucknow. P. 6000.

Terling, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3J m.
W.N.W. Witham. Ac. 3205. P. 902.

Terlizzi, a town of S. Italy, prov. Bari, cap.

cant., 17 m. S.E. Barletta, & 7 m. from the Adri-
atic. P. (1861) 18,214. It has a cathedral and
parish church, 3 convents, and a. picture gallery.

Termez or TuRMUZ, a town of Central Asia,

Bokhara, on the Oxus, 30 m. N. Balkh.
Termini, Thermas, a seaport town of the island

Sicily, on the N. coast, prov. Palermo, cap. dist.,

near the mouth of the river Termini, 20 m. E.S.E.
Palermo. P. (1862) 25,780. It is enclosed by
walls, and defended by a castle on a lofty rock.

It has 10 churches, and warm mineral baths,

whence its name ; a caricatore or depot for grain,

and an active anchovy and tunny fishery. Six
miles E. are the ruins of the ancient Eimera.
Termxnos (Lake of), an inlet of the Carib-

bean Sea, in the S.W. comer of the Mexican
state Yucatan, lat. 18° 30' N., Ion. 91° 30' W.
Length 70 m. ; breadth 40 m.
Termoli, a maritime town of S. Italy, prov.

Campobasso, cap. cant., on a peninsula in the
Adriatic Sea, and one of its principal ports, 16 m.
S.E. II Vasto. It is the see of a bishop. P. 2626.

Termonamungan, a pa. of Ireland, co. TjTone,

3| m. S.W. Castle-Derg. Ac. 45,401. P. 6594.

Termonbarky, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught,
CO. Roscommon, 8 m. E.S.E. Strokestown. Ac.
8539, mostly bog. P. 2888.

Termonde, Belgium. [Dendermonde.]
Termoneeny, a pa. of Ireland, co. London-

derry, 3i m. S.E. Maghera. Ac. 4801. P. 1771.

Termonfeckin, a pa. and vill. of Ireland, co.

Louth, on the E. coast, 2 m. S.S.W. Clogher.

Ac. of pa. 6304. P. 2374, of whom 186 are in

the village, resorted to for sea-bathiug.

Termonalvguirk, a pa. of Ireland, co. Tyrone,

43 m. W. Pomeroy. Ac. 41,076. P. 10 168.

Ternate, a small isl. of Malaysia, W. of Gilolo,

lat. 0° 50' N., Ion. 127° 21 'E. It has a remarkable
volcano, at the base of which, on the S., is ttie town
of Ternate, residence of the Sultan, and of the

Dutch regent of the island. P. (1864) 92,291.

Its port is defended by Fort-Orange, built by
the Dutch in 1607.

Terni, Interamna, a town of Central Italy, prov.
Perugia, cap. circ, near the Nera, 5 m. below
the falls of the Velino (or falls of Terni), 49 m.
N.N.E. Rome. Pop. of comm. (1861) 14,663. It

has a cathedral with some fine paintings, theatre,

a bath establishment, and manufs. of iron, woollen
and silk fabrics. Among its remains of antiquity
are the vaults of an amphitheatre. It is the
birthplace of the historian Tacitus, and of the
Emperors Tacitus and Florian. [Velino.]
Ternova, European Turkey. [Tirnova.]
Terodant or Tarudant, a town of Marocco,

cap. prov. Sus, on the river Sus, 125 m. S.W.
Marocco. P. 21,000. It has lofty walls.

Terracina, Anonir, a seaport town of Italy,

prov. Velletri, at the S. extremity of the Pontine
Marshes, and on the Gulf of Terracina, in the
Mediterranean, 58 m. S.E. Home. P. 5000. It

is the frontier town of the Papal States. Its

bishopric dates from the earliest ages of the
church. On the height above it are the cathedral,

a monaster}', & ruins of the ancient Anxur. The
harbour is accessible only to small coasting ves-
sels, & there is little trade. The celebrated Appian
Way, between Eome and Terracina, is still trace-
able. The town was taken by the French in 1798.

Terra d'Otranto, prov. of Italy. [Lecce.]
Terra-del-Sole, a comm. and walled town of

Central Italy, prov. Firenze, circ. Eocca, S. Cas-
ciano, on the Montone. Pop. of comm. 4223.

Terra di Lavoro, now Oaserta, anc. Campa-
nia, a prov. of the kingdom of Italy, between
lat. 40° 48' and 41° 48' N., Ion. 13° and 15° E.,

having S.E. the Mediterranean, and landward
the provs. Naples, Avellino, Campobasso, Chieti,

Teramo, and Aquila, and N.W. the Pontifical

States. Area 2294 sq. m. P. (1862) 653,464. Sur-
face in the east is covered with ranufications of

the Appenines, elsewhere are many fertile plains

;

and this is one of the richest parts of the Italian

peninsula, though along the coast are marshy and
unhealthy tracts. Chief rivers, the Volturno and
the Garigliano ; the principal inlet of the sea is

the Gulf of Gaeta. Products, wheat, oil, fruits,

silk, and wines. Chief cities and towns, Capua,
the cap., Gaeta, Sora, Arpino, Maddaloni, & Nola.
Terra-Firma, a name formerly applied to the

Spanish Main, S. America, aftei-wards Colombia.
[Venezuela, Granadian Confed.]
Terranova, a seaport town on the S. coast of

the isl. Sicily, prov. Caltanisetta, cap. circ, near
the mouth of the Terranova, 18 m. E. Alicata. P.

(1861) 13,974. It has a castle, medi£Bval walls,

churches, convents, and a handsome palace of

the Duke de Monteleone. Coarse cotton cloth is

manufactured here, and finds a good market at

the annual fair in August. The town has also a
cancatore orcorn magazine, andan export trade in

corn, wine, sulphur, soda, & cheese. It is believed
to occupy the site of Gela.—II. a town of South
Italy, prov. Cosenza, 8 m. S. Cassano. P. 2195.

—

III. a market town, prov. Potenza, 23 m. S.S.W,
Tursi. P. 1898.—IV. a town of the island Sar-
dinia, pi-ov. Sassari, on a bay of the N.E. coast,

26 m. S.E. Longo-Sardo. Pop. of comm. 2486.

Teeranuova, a market town of Central Ita^y,

prov. Arezzo, 7 m. S.E. Figline. P. of comm. 0703.

Terrasson, a comm. and town of France, dcp.

Dordogne, on the V^zfere, 16 m. N.N.E. Sarlat.

P. 3224.

—

Terrauhe is a comm. and small town,
dep. Gers, 4 m. S.W. Lectoure. P. 962.

Terre-Bonne, a co. of the U. S., N. America,
in S. part of Louisiana, cap. Williamsburg. Area
1618 sq. m. P. 5306 free, 6785 slaves.
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Terre-de-Haut, & Terre-de-Bas, two islets

of the French West Indies, together forming the

group Petit-Terre, 26 ra. E. Guadaloupe.

Terregles, a pa. of Scotland, stewartry Kirk-

cudbright, on the Nith, immediately W. Dum-
fries. Ac. 3868. P. 680.

Terke-Haute, a town of the U. S., North
America, Indiana, on 1. b. of the Wabash, 78

m. W. Indianapolis. P. 8000.

Terrei^ a CO., U. S., North America, Georgia.

P. 334-i free, 2888 slaves.

Terre (Sainte), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Gironde, arr. Liboume. P. 2007.

Terricciola, a vill. of Central Italy, prov. and
19 m. S.E. Pisa, with copper mines. P. 3314.

Terrington, several pas. of England.—I. co.

York, North Riding, 7 m. W. New Malton. Ac.
3630. P. 833.—II. (si Clements), co. Norfolk, 4J
m. W. Lynn-Eegis. Ac. 3423. P. 2303.-1II.
(St Johii), same co., oj m. W.S.W. Lynn-Regis.
P. 793.

Terrtglass, a pa. of Ireland, co. Tipperary,
6 m. N.W. Borris-o'-Kane. Ac. -7772. P. 1408.

Tersciielling, an island of the Netherlands,
North Sea, prov. Friesland, between Vlieland
and Ameland. Length 16m.; breadth 3 m.
Tkr0EL, a town of Spain, cap. prov., on a hill

near the Guadalaviar, 72 m. N.W. Valencia. P.
6752. It is enclosed by walls, and has a cathe-
dral, a bishop's palace, and a seminary. Area of
prov. 5490 sq. m. P. (1857) 238,628.
Tervueren, a vill. of Belgium, prov. S. Bra-

bant, 7 m. E. Brussels, with a royal chateau.
Tesciien, a town of Austrian Silesia, cap. circ.

and duchy, on the Olsa, a tributary of the Oder,
38 m. E.S.E. Troppau. P. 6400. It is enclosed
by walls ; has two ducal castles, and manufs. of
woollen cloths, linen, leather, and fire-arms. A
treaty between Austria and Prussia was con-
cluded here in 1779.

Tescuco, a town of Mexico, 18 m. E.N.E. the
capital. P. (1861) 9000. It has manufs. of cottons
and an active trade. Near it are vast ruins.
Tesegdelt, a town of Africa, Marocco, 30 m.

S.E. Mogadore. It has a mosque.
TesrarjV, a pa., Irel., Connaught, co. Roscom-

mon, 2 m. S.S.W. Athleague. Ac. 8482. P. 1430.
Tessin, a town of North Germany, Mecklen-

burg-Schwerin, duchyand 20 m. N.N.E. Gustrow,
on the Recknitz. P. 2025. It is enclosed by walls.

Tessin, a canton of Switzerland. [Ticino.]
Teste-de-Buch (La), a comm. and town of

France, dep. Gironde, cap. cant., in the Landes,
on the S. side of the Bassin d'Arcachon, and on
railway, 30 m. S.W. Bordeaux. P. 3601.
Testerton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2 m.

S.S.E. Fakenham. Ac. 613. P. 12.
Testigos, a group of islets in the Caribbean

Sea, belonging to Venezuela, 50 m. N.W. Mar-
garita. Lat. 11° 23' N. ; Ion. 63° 12' W.

Teston, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3i m.
W.S.W. Maidstone. Ac. 491. P. 276.

Tet, a river of France, dep. Pyr^n^es Orien-
tales, after an E.N.E. course, enters the Mediter-
ranean 7 in. E. Perpignan. Total course 55 m.
Tktbury, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. and 17 m. S.S.E. Gloucester, near the source
of the Avon. Ac. of pa. 4582. P. 3274. It has
manufs. of woollen cloth, and trade in woollen
yarn, cheese, and butter.

Tetcott, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 m. S.
Holsworthy. Ac. 2181. P. 289.
Tete or Te'ite, a town of East Africa, cap. a

gov. of the Portuguese territory, on the Zambezi,
100 m. N.W. Sonna. It is large, well built, and
nealtliy on account of its elevated site.

T£te Noire, a pass of the Alps, between
Switzerland and Savoy, 7 m. S.W. Martigny.^
II. a mountain of the Valais. [Morcles.]
Teterev, a river of Russian Poland, govs,

Volhynia and Kiev, joins the Dnieper 36 m. N.
Kiev, after a N.E. course of 150 miles.

Teterow, a walled town of North Germany,
Mecklenburg-Schwerin, duchy and 16 m. E. Giis-

trow. P. 3759. It has tobacco and woollen cloth

factories, and bleaching establishments.
Tetford, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.

N.E. Horncastle. Ac. 2210. P. 793,

Tetiushi, a town of Russia, gov. and 60 m.
S.S.W. Kasan, cap. circ, on the Volga. P. 1700.

Tetney, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 9J m.
N. Louth. Ac. 8325. P. 917.

Tetschen, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ
and 18 m. N.N.E. Leitmeritz, on rt. b. of the
Elbe. P. 1423. It has mineral springs.

Tetsworth, a pa. of England, co. and 12 m.
E.S.E. Oxford. Ac. 1172. P. 481.

TettenhalI/-Eegis, apa. of Engl., co. Stafford,

2 m. N.W. Wolverhampton. Ac. 7600. P. 3716.
Tettnang, a town of Wtirtemberg, circ. Dan-

ube, cap. dist., on the MlilileubacU. P. 1361.
Tetuan, a maritime town of Marocco, kingdom

of Fez, on the river Martil, 18 m. S.S.W. Ceuta,
Lat. 35° 57' N. ; Ion. 5° 18' E. P. 16,000, of whom
upwards of 4000 are Jews. It is crowned by a
castle, and is enclosed by walls. Some of the
mosques are handsome. It has an active export
trade. In 1862, 94 vessels (tonnage 2122) entered,
and 91 (tonnage 2070) cleared the port.

Teuchern, a market town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. and 17 m. S. Merseburg. P. 1558.
Teuffen or Teufen, a town of Switzerland,

cant, and 4 m. N. Appenzell. P. of pa. 4953.
Teulada, a market town of Spain, prov. Ali-

cante, 9 m. S. Denia. P. 1638.

Teulada, a comm. and vill. of the isl. Sardinia,
prov. and 24 m. S.W. Cagliari, on the Teulada.
P. 2853.—Cope Teulada bounds the Gulf of Teu
lada, on the S. coast of Sardinia. Lat. 38° 51' 9*

N. ; Ion. 8° 39' 2" E.
Teupitz, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-

burg, gov. and 31 m. S.E. Potsdam. P, 563.

Teuschnitz, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Franconia, 11 m. N. Kronach. P. 800.

Teutoburger-Wald, a low mountain range
of N. Germany, extending from the Erzgebirge
in Westphalia, N.W. to near Osnabriick, in Han-
over, a distance of 100 miles.

Teverone or Anio, a river of Central Italy,

rises on the Neapolitan frontier, flows N.W. and
W. past Subiaco and Tivoli, and joins the Tiber
4 m. N. Rome. Total course 55 m. In ancient
times it supplied water to Rome by two aque-
ducts, one 43 miles long.

Teversall, a pa. of England, co. Nottingham,

3f m. W.N.W. Mansfield. Ac. 2820. P. 351.

Teversham, a pa. of England, co. and 2J m.
E. Cambridge. Ac. 1200. P. 231.

Teviot, a river of Scotland, co. Roxburgh,
through the centre of which it flows, and joins

the Tweed at Kelso, after a N.E. course of 34 m.
The town of Hawick is on its banks.

—

Teviotdale

is a name applied to most part of Roxburghshire.
Teviothead, a pa. of Scotland, co. Roxburgh.

Ac. 31,559. P. 438.

Tew (Great), a pa. of England, co. Oxford,

5i m. E.N.E. Ohipping-Norton. Ac. 3140. P.

454.

—

Little Tew, chapelry in the pa. Ac. 1600
P. 262.

Tewin, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m. W.N.W.
Hertford. Ac. 2615. P. 547.

Tewkesbury, a pari., miinic. bor., town, and
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pa. of England, co. and 10 m. N.N.E. Gloucester,
in the vale of Evesham, on the bank of the Avon,
at its junction with the Severn, connected with
the Birmingham and Gloucestershire Kail, by a
branch 2 m. in length. Ac. of bor. 1890. Alt. 46 ft.

Pop. of pa. 5876. It has a collegiate church 304 ft.

long, town-hall, market-house, gaol, penitentiary,
dissenting chapels, quays along the river, a stone
bridge across the Avon, and an iron bridge 170
feet in span over the Severn. It has a literary
and scientiiic institution, a blue-coat school, and
manufs. of cotton and lambs'-wool hosiery. It
returns 2 members to H. of 0. Reg. elect. (18G4),
377. The battle of Tewkesbury, in 1471, was
fought in the "Bloody Meadow," immediately
south of the toWn.
Tevvksbuby, two townships, U. S., N. America.—I. New Jersey, on Eockaway Creek, 14 m. N.E.

Flemington.—II. Massachusetts, on Merrimac
and Concord rivers, 21 ra. N.W. Boston, and on
the railway thence to Lowell.

Texas, the largest of the U. S., North America,
formerly belonging to Mexico, and independent
from 1836 to 1845, when it was annexed to the
United States, between Kit. 26° and 36° 30' N., and
Ion. 93° 30' and 106° 40' W., having E. the states
Louisiana and Arkansas ; N. the Indian territory,
from which it is separated by the Eed river ; W.
New Mexico and Arizona ;'S.\V. Mexico, from
which it is separated by the Rio Bravo del
Norte ; and S.E. the Gulf of Mexico. Area 237,231
sq. m. P. (1860) 604,215, of whom 355 were
free coloui-ed, and 182,566 slaves. Along the
coast, on the S.E. shore, is a flat reach, 30 to 60
m. wide, then a belt of undulating prairie land,
160 to 200 in. wide, and this is succeeded in the
W. and N. w . by a region of bold hills and table-

lands. The plateau of Texas, with part of New
Mexico, extends 250 m. N. to S., and 300 m.
from the Rio Grande E. The upper part, Llano
Estacado, or " Staked Plain," is 2500 feet above
the sea, and destitute of trees, except near the
streams. The N.most part of the state forms

Eart of the great American desert, and the high
mds of the W. and N.W. are yet a wilderness,

visited only by buffalo hunters. The state
abounds in mineral wealth

;
gold, iron, and coal

are found ; and there are salt lakes and springs,
and deposits of sulphiir, nitre, and fire clay.
The coasts are lined with a chain of low islands,
and the Bays of Galveston, Matagorda, Espiritu
Santo, Aranzas, Corpus Christi, and Laguna del
Madre, range from 30 to 100 m. in length. Prin-
cipal rivers, the Sabine, Neches, Trinityd, Brazos,
Colorado, Guadalupe, San Antonio, and Nueces,
all of which enter the Gulf of Mexico, or lagoons
along its coasts. Cotton is the g^-eat staple product

;

maize, wheat, hemp, coffee, and rice on the coast

;

indigo, tobacco, sugar, and the fruits common in
South Europe. Grapes come to perfection, and
some good wine is made. Oak, ash, elm, hickoiy,
acacia, walnut, sycamore, and other timber, is

abundant, especially on the river banks ; and in
the S.W. the mountainous parts are covered with
pine forests. Vanilla, sarsaparilla, and a great
vaiiety of medicinal and dyeing plants grow
wild. Cattle and silk are exported to the West
India Islands and to New Orleans, which is a
dep6t for a large portion of the trade of Texas.
Hides, horns, tallow, wax, and other natural pro-
ducts compose the rest of the exports ; the im-
ports consist of lumber, furniture, manufactured
goods generally, and some colonial produce. The
Houston and Texas Central Railway extends
from Houston 70 m. to Navasotu. Texas is

divided into 77 coxinties. Government vested in

a senate and house of representatives, with a
president elected for two years. It sends two re-

presentatives to the U. S. Congress. Principal
towns, Austin and Houston, which have beea
alternately the caps., Galveston (the principal
port), and San Antonio de Bexar.
Texas, a co. of U. S., North America, Missouri,

P. 6011 free, 56 slaves.

Texas, several townships, U.S., North America,
the principal in Pennsylvania, co. Wayne. Others
in New York and Michigan.
Texel, an island of the Netherlands, North

Sea, separated from the mainland by Mars-Diep,
2^ m. across. Length 13 m., breadth 6 m. P.
4924, engaged in agriculture, fishing, boat-build-
ing, and as pilots. Surface low, and chiefly in
pasturage, on which fine breeds of cattle and
sheep are reared. Its N. part is termed Eyerland,
from the great abundance of eggs deposited there
by wDd-fowl. Its W. coast is sheltered by dykes,
which were broken through, with great damage
to the island, by a storm, in February 1825. It

contains a town and several villages. Off the
Texel, on 31st July 1653, the English fleet under
Monk defeated the Dutch under Van Tromp,
who was killed during the action. A lighthouse
was erected on the N. island in 1864.

Tey, three pas. of England, co. Essex.—I.

(Great\ ^ m. N.E. Great Coggeshall. Ac. 2503.

P. 818.—II. {Little), 3 m. E.N.E. Great Cogges-
hall. Ac. 1214. P. 486.—III. {Marks), 4 m.
E.N.E. Great Coggeshall. Ac. 1214. P. 396.

Teyde (Peak of). [Teneriffe (Peak of).]

Teyniiam, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3J m.
W.N.W. Faversham. Ac. 2648. P. 919.

Teza, a town of Africa, Marocco, 65 m. E. Fess,

on the Teza, an affl. of the Sebus. P. 11,000. It

has a mosque, and well-supplied markets.
TezcUco or Tescuco, a town of Mexico, state

and 20 m. E.N.E. Mexico, on the E.. border of

the Lake of Tezcuco. P. 9000. It has manufs.
of serges and cotton fabrics. During the Azteo
rule, it was a place of importance, and near it are
vast ruins of ancient edifices.

—

Lake Tezcuco is

the largest body of water in the valley of Mexico,
which city is on its W. side. Length 40 m.,

breadth 10 m.
Thabston, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 9J m.

S.S.W. Norwich. Ac. 1682. P. 351.

Thai, several cities of China. [TaiJ
Thakeham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 5J

m. N.W. Steyning. Ac. 2980. P. 559.

Thalweil, a town of Switzerland, cant. Zu-
rich, dist. Horgen. P. 2145. Industry, manufs,
of cloth and silk, tanneries, soap worli.
Thame or Tame, a pa. and market town of

England, co. and 12 m. E.S.E. Oxford, on the
border of Bucks, and on the S. bank of the
Thames, which here becomes navigable. Ac. of

pa. 5310. P. 3245.

Thame or Tame, a river of England, cos.

Bucks and Oxford, after a S.W. course of 40 m.
past Thame and Stadthampton, at Dorchester,
joins the Isis, to which it afterwards gives the
name of Thames. [Tame.]
Thames or Isis (jTamesis, Saxon Temese), the

principal and the longest riv. of England, through
the S. part of which it flows mostly in an E. direc-

tion. It rises about 2 m. S. Cirencester, and 376
feet above the sea, flows at first S. to near Crick-
lade, then E.N.E. past Lechlade to near Oxford,
and S.E. past Oxford, Abingdon, and Wallingford
to Reading, after which its course is mostly E. to

Gravesend, A few miles beyond this it expands
into an estuary, which, at its junction with the
North Sea, at the Nore, between the Isle of
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Sheppey and Foulness Point, ia 15 m. across, and

has on opposite banks the towns Sheerness and
Southend. Total course estimated at 250 m.

;

area of basin 6160 sq. m. Themean discharge of

water per minute is 80,000 cubic feet. At Dor-

chester it receives the Thame from the N., and
thenceforth assumes its proper name ; other prin-

cipal affluents are the Chumet, Coin, "Wainrush,

Evenlode, Cherwell, Colne, Brent, Lea, and Bod-
ing from the N., and the Cole, Kennet (its chief

affl.), Wey, Mole, and some smaller rivers, from

the S. The Medway joins its estuary at Sheer-

ness. It is of vast commercial importance. The
tide flows up for about 80 m. ; it ia navigable for

ships of any burden to Deptford, for vessels of

200 tons to London Bridge, and for barges 130

miles further, where it is united by the Thames
and Severn Canal with the Severn, below Glou-

cester ; it is also connected with all the centre of

England by the Oxford and "Warwick and Grand
Junction Canals, and by other canals with Bris-

tol, Basingstoke, Arundel, etc. Under the Eo-
mans it formed the N. boundary of the province
Britannia Prima. During the Saxon Heptarchy,

it divided the kingdoms of Wessex, Sussex, and
Kent, from those of Mercia and Essex ; it now
separates the cos. Oxford, Bucks, Middlesex, and
Essex on the north, from those of Berks, Siir-

rey, and Kent on the south. Its name is not
derived from the junction of the Thame and Isis,

since it was always called the Thames or Temes,
above its meeting with the Thame.
Thames, a river of Canada West, cos. Perth,

Middlesex, Elgin, and Kent, flows through a fer-

tile coimtry in the peninsula between Lakes
Huron and Erie, and after a S.W. course of 160
m. enters Lake St Clair. It is navigable for

boats from its mouth to Chatham, besides which
town, London and Oxford are on its banks.
Thames, a river of the XJ. S^ North America,

Connecticut, formed by the confl. of the She-
tucket and Santic at Norwich city, flows S., and
enters Long Island Sound at New London, after

a course of 14 miles, throughout which it is

navigable for sloops and steamers.
Thajies (Firth of), an estuary of New Zea-

land, prov. Auckland, forms part of Hauraki
Gulf, and receives the river Waiho from the S.

Thasiks-Ditton, a pa. of Engl., co. Surrey, 2 m.
S.W. Kingston-on-Thames. Ac. 2865. P. 2253.
Thanah, a town and fort of British India,

presid. and 20 m. N.N.E. Bombay, on the island
Salsette, having many Christian inhabitants, and
some Portuguese churches.
Thaxet (Isle of), the N.E. extremity of the

CO. Kent, England, surrounded N. and E. by the
sea, S. and W. by the river Stour and its branch
the Nethergong, both formerly navigable for
ships of lai^e burden. Length 10 m. ; breadth
5 m. Ac. 26,500. P. (1801) 31,862. Surface level,
lofty, and commands views of the sea and the
coast of France. Soil fertile, and here, amongst
other products, lai^e quantities of canary-seed
are grown. Its N.E. point, the North Foreland,
lat. 51° 22' 29" N., Ion. 1° 26' 47" E., has a light-
house, 340 feet above the sea, and visible for 22
miles. Near it are two large tumuli, said to mark
the place of a battle between the Saxons and
Danes in 853. Eeculvers, on the N.W., marks the
site of the ancient Regulhium ; and Kichborough,
on its S. side, was the anc. Bhulupium. Thanet
was the first possession of the Saxons in Britain.
On it are the favourite watering-places, Bams-
gate, Margate, and Broadstairs ; and it is inter-
sected by a branch of the South-Eastem Rail-
way, between the two former towns.

Thahingtox, a pa. of England, co. Kent, li
m. W.S.W. Canterbury. Ac. 1212. P. 446.

Thankerton, a pa., Scotland. [CorrKCTOn.]
Thann, a comm. and town of France, dep. H.-

Ehin, cap. cant., on the Thur, on railway, 22 m.
S.S.W. Colmar. P. 8854. It has a Gothic church,
with a spire 325 feet in height ; maniifs. cotton
handkerchiefs, hosiery, starch, and salt.

Thakthae, a river of Asiatic Turkey, pash.
Bagdad ; after a S. course parallel to the Tigris,

it is lost in a salt lake, 70 m. N.W. Bagdad.
Thasos, an island in the .Sgean Sea, belonging

to European Turkey, off the coast of Eumili, 30
m. N.N.E. Mount Athos. Area 85 sq. m. P.
6000. Surface fertile and well wooded

;
products

com, fruits, oil, wine, honey, marble, and timber.
In its interior is the small town Volgaro, and on
its N.E. side the village Thasos.
Thatcham, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 3 m. E.

Newbury, on the G.W. Bail Ac. 12,259. P. 4129.

Thau (Etaijg de), a lagoon of S. France, dep.

H^rault, separated from the Mediterranean by
the narrow tongue of land on which is the town
of Cette. Length 13 m. ; breadth 3 m.
Thaumaoo^ a small town of European Turkey,

Thessaly, 35 m. S.S.W. Larissa, on a height, on
which are remains of the ancient Thawnaci.
Thaxted, a decayed bor., market town, and

pa. of England, co. Essex, 17 m. N.N.W, Chelms-
ford. Ac. of pa. 6219. P. 2302.
Thata, a river of Lower Austria and Moravia,

after an E. coiirse of 130 m. joins' the March 39
m. N.E. Vienna. It receives the Iglawa with
the Zwittawa from the N^ by which it drains all

the S.W. half of Moravia-
Theat.f, a chapelry of England, co. Berks,

pa. Tilehurst, with a station on the Great Western
Eailway, 5 m. W.S.W. Beading. P. 743.

Thebertox, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3J
m. E.N.E. Saxmundham. Ac. 1954. P. 541.

Thebes (Greek Diospolis Magjia), a famoas city

in antiqtiity, long the cap. of Egypt, the stupen-
dous remains of which, in Upper Egypt, extend
for 7 miles along both banks of the Nile, about
lat 25° 41' N., Ion. 32° 38' E., and present an im-
posing collection of ancient monuments. Among
its temples are those of Kamak and Luxor, on
the E. bank of the river ; the former, the temple
of Jupiter-Ammon, occupying an area of 9 acres,

and in many parts comparatively perfect. The
temple of Luxor, 1^ m. S. Kamak, is of a less

size, and in front of it were formerly two mono-
lith obelisks, 80 feet in height, one of which
has been conveyed to Paris, where it is erected
in the Place de la Concorde. W. of the Nile
are the famous temple of Medinet-Aboo, the
Shameseian, and two enormous sitting colossi, one
of which was the celebrated Memnon ; and in

the mountains on the same side are the tombs of

most of the earUer Pharaohs. Several villages

are scattered over the site of Thebes, which de-
clined with the removal of the seat of govern-
ment to Memphis. Its importance was finally

destroyed on its capture, after a three years'

siege, by Ptolemy Lathyrus, in the 3d century B.C.

Thebes or Thiva, a town of Greece, gov.

Bceotia, on a height occupied in ancient times

by its Cadmeian citadel, 26 m. E.S.E. Lebadea.
P. 9000. Thebes, founded by Cadmus about b.C.

1549 (?), the birthplace of flesiod, Pindar, Pe-
lopidas, and Epaminondas, was anciently a city

of great wealth and importance, but few traces

of its grandeur remain.
Thedikghausex, a town of Brunswick, cap. a

detached dist, 13 m. S.E. Bremen. P. 1917.

Thedingwokth, a pa. of England, cos. Leices-
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ter and Northampton, 4 m. W.S.W. Market-
Harborough. Ac. 2220. P. 281.

Thedlethorpe, two pas. of England, co. Lin-
coln.—I. (St Helen), 8 m. N.N.E. Alford. Ac.
3530. P. 462.—II. (All Saints), 8 m. N.E. Alford.

Ac. 2645. P. 300.

Theqonnec (St), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Finist^re, 6 m. S.W. Morlaix. P. 3957.

Theiss, Tibiscus, a river of Hungary, all the
E. part of which, and most of Transylvania, is

drained by it and its tributaries, rises in the Car-
pathian mountains, on the borders of Galicia,

and is formed by the union of the Black and
White Theiss, 20 m. E.N.E. Szigeth. Its course
is then W. to Tokay, whence it has a S. course
to the Danube, which it joins on left, between
the Banat and Slavonia, 22 m. E. Peterwardein.
Total length 500 m., for the greater part of which
it is navigable. In its lower half it flows parallel

to the Danube, through a marshy plain, and with
many windings. The chief traffic on it is the
downward conveyance of salt, timber, and rural

produce. It has sturgeon and other fisheries.

The Theiss gives name to two great divisions of

Hungary.
Tiielbeidge, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6i^

m. E.S.E. Ohumleigh. Ac. 2240. P. 259.

The^netham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 14
m. N.E. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 1773. P. 516.

Thelveton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 18
m. S.S.W. Norwich. Ac. 1050. P. 160.

Themar, a town of Central Gennany, duchy
Saxe-Mciningen, cap. dist., on the Werra, 10 m.
S.E. Meiningen. P. 1500. It is enclosed by walls,

and has manufs. of wooUeu cloth and paper.

Themilthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,
2 m. E.S.E. Foulsham. Ac. 652. P. 68.

Themsche, a market town of Belgium, prov.
East Flanders, cap. cant., on the Scheldt, 9 m.
N.E. Dendermonde. P. 6150. It has manufs.
of linens, printed cottons, and lace.

TiiENEZAY, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Deux-Sfevres, 11 m. E.N.E. Parthenay. P. 2282.

Thenford, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
5|- m. W.N.W. Brackley. Ac. 890. P. 112.

Thenon, a comm. ^.nd town of France, dep.

Dordogne, 18 m. E.S.E. Perigueux. P. 1890.

Theodore (St), an islet in the Mediterranean,
off the N. coast of Crete, 5 m. N.W. Khania.
Theodosia (formerly Kaffa), a town of Ivussia,

gov. Taurida, on S.E. coast of the Crimea. ]'.

(1863) 8741. Exports grain and wool.
Thi^odule Pass, Alps, between the cant. Va-

lais, Switzerland, and Piedmont, 10,000 ft. above
the sea, is the highest inhabited spot in Europe.
It is occupied only a short time in summer.
Theoduria, a small town of European Turkey,

Epirus, pash. and 28 m. S.S.E. Yanina.
Therapia, a vill. of European Turkey, Eumili,

on the W. shore of the Bosporus, 7J m. N.N.E.
Constantinople, with residences of the French
and English ambassadors.
Ther^se (St), a chief place, co. Terrebonne,

Canada E. P. 600
;
pa. 2000. Flour trade.

Theresienstadt, two towns of the Austrian
empire.—I. Bohemia, circ. and 2 m. S.E. Leit-

meritz, on the Eger, near its confl. with the Elbe.

P. 1323. Its fortress was built by Joseph ii.

in 1780.—II. (or Maria-Theresianopel, Hung.
Szabatka), S.E. Hungarj', co. Bacs, 25 m. S.W.
Szegedin. P. (1857) bo^iS^.—Theresiopolis is a

town, CO. and 18 m. N. Temeswar. P. 3891.

Therfield, a pa. of England, co. Hertford, 2f
m. W.S.W. Eoyston. Ac. 4790. P.

Thermia, Cythnos, an island of the Grecian
Archipelago, Cyclades, gov. and 22 m. W. Syra.

Area 48 sq. m. P. 6000. It derives its name
from the hot springs on its east side, near the
vill. Thermia.
Thermignon, amkt. town, France, dep. Savoie,

arr. St Jean de Maurienne, on route across Mont
Cenis, 3 m. W. Lans-le-Bourg. P. 1090.

THERMOPYiiiE, a famous pass or defile in
Greece, gov. Phthiotis, leading from Boeotia to
Thessaly, between the Gulf of Zeitoun and
Mount ^ta, 9 m. S.S.W. Lamia. It is about 5
m. in length, chiefly occupied by a deep morass,
through which is carried a narrow-paved cause-
way. Here, B.C. 489, Leouidas, with his 300
Spartans, fell in opposing the invading Persian
army ; and a mound, with the remains of a monu-
ment, exists on the S. bank of the river Sperchius.
Therondei^ a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aveyron, arr. Mur-de-Barrez. P. 1447.
Therouanne, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Pas-de-Calais, 8 m. S. St Omer. It was
formerly a fortress, taken by the English in 1380
and 1513, and again in 1653 by the Emperor
Charles V. of Germany. P. 943.
Thessalonica, European Turkey. [Salonica.I
Thessaly or Truchala, one of the S. provs. or

European Turkey, between lat. 39° and 40° 30'

N., Ion. 21° 30' and 23° 25' E., having S. Greece
(Hellas), W. the chain of Pindus, separating it

from Epirus and Albania, N. Macedonia, and E.
the Gulfs of Salonica and Volo, between which
it sends a long peninsula into the ^gean Sea.
Area 5500 sq. m. It is traversed hy ramifica-
tions of Mount Pindus, and contains many fertile

valleys, watered by the Salympria (anc. Peneus),
with some plains, as those of Larissa, Trikhala,
and Pharsalia, the last memorable for tlie decisive
action between the forces of Caesar and Pompoy.
Near the coast are Mounts Kissovo and Zagora
(anc. OsscC and Pelion), and on the N. frontier is

the famed Mount Olympus of antiquity. Prin-
cipal products, cotton, olives, and sUk. Chief
towns, Larissa, Trikhala, Volo, and Ambelakia.
Thetford, a pari., munic. bor., and town of

England, cos. Norfolk and Suffolk, on the Little

Ouse, at the influx of the Thet, 36 m. W.S.W.
Norwich, on the E. Co. Eailway. Ac. of bor.,

comprising three pas., 8270. P. (1861) 4208.
Principal structures, St Peter's, or the "black
chui-ch," built mostly of flint, the guild-hall,

market-house, gaol, bridewell, theatre, and a
cast-iron bridge across the Ouse. St Mary's, the
only church on the Suffolk side, has a lofty square
tower. The Little Ouse is navigable to Thet-
ford. The town sends two members to H. of C.
Eeg. electors (1864) 223. It is a polling-place for

the W. div. of Norfolk, and head of a poor-law
union. Thetford is very ancient, and was, in the
7th century, the see of the bishopric of Norfolli:

and Suffolk.—II. a chapelry, co. Cambridge, pa.
Stroatham, 3 m. W.S.W. Ely. Ac. 1630. P. 4208.
Thetford, a township of the U. S., North

America, Vermont, 38 m. S.S.E. Montpelier.
Theux, a town of Belgium, prov. and 13 miles

S.E. Liege, on railway to Aachen. P. 3000.
Theys, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Is^re, and 16 m. N.E. Grenoble. P. 2316.
Thiaki, one of the Ionian Islands. [Ithaca."]
Thian-Shan, properly Syan-Shan (or " Celes-

tial ^fountains "), a lofty mountain chain separat-
ing Chinese from Independent Turkestan, on its

western portion ; forming the N. boundary of the
great table-land of Central Asia, and extending
between lat. 40° and 44° N., Ion. 71° to 96° E. In
the E. it separates the region Thian-Shan-Nan-
loo on the S., from Thian-Shan-Pe-loo or Dzouu-
garia on the N., and traverses the northern part
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of the Chinese prov. Kansuh, where it is called

Bokda Thian-Shan, and contains the volcanoes

Ho-Chan, Pidjan, and Turfan. Farther W. also

is the vol. Peshan. These are remarkable as the

only volcanic vents known to be in a state of

activity in a region 1500 m. from the sea. This
range is traversed by passes 9000 to 13,000 feet

above the sea, and extensive glaciers have been
recently discovered. The highest peak is Khan
Tengri, 21,000 feet. Ion. 80° 30'. About 50 m.
E. of which, the Ala-Tan, and Mus-Tan, two
nearly parallel ridges, diverge eastward, and en-
close the Naryn river and Issik Kul lake, 4476 ft.

The chain rises far above the snow-line.
Thian-Shan-Nan-loo, a Chinese gov. in Cen-

tral Asia, called also E. or Chinese Turkestan or
Little Bukharia. It is situated between the Thian-
Shan mountains on the N., and Tibet on the S.

Thian-Shan-Pe-loo, Asia. [Dzoungaria.]
Thiaucourt, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Meiirthe, cap. cant., 8 m. N.W. Pont-a-
Mousson. P. 1610.

Thiberville, a comm. and market town of
France, dep. Eure, 7 m. N.W. Bemay. P. 1362.

Thibet, a country of Central Asia. [Tibet.]
Thiel or TiEL, a town of the Netherlands,

prov. Gelderland, on the Waal, cap. cant, 22 m.
W.S.W. Arnhem. P. 6400.

Thiele, a river of Switzerland, cants. Vaud
and Berne, joins the Aar 5 m. E. Bienne, after a
N.E. course of 65 m., in which it traverses the
Lakes Neuchatel and Bienne. The village Thiele
is situated on the river between the lakes.

Thielt, a town of Belgium, prov. W. Flan-
ders, cap. cant, on railway, 15 m. S.E. Bruges.
P. (1864) 10,258. Manufs. woollen and linen fab-
rics, gloves, vinegar, beer, starch, & tobacco.
Thierache, an old subdivision of France,

Picardy, of which Guise was the cap. It is now
comprised in the dep. Aisne.

Thiers, a comm. and manuf. town of France,
dep. Puy-de-D6me, cap. arr., on the Durolle, 23
m. E.N.E. Clermont. P. (1861) 15,901. It has
manufactures of cutlery, paper, and candles.

Thi^zac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Cantal, 11 m. N.E. Am-illac. P. 1829.
Thimblkby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, IJ

m. W.N.W. Horncastle. Ac. 1770. P. 477.
Thionville, a fortified town of France, dep.

Moselle, cap. arr., 17 m. N. Metz, on 1. b. of the
Moselle. P. (1861) 7818. It has manufs. of
hosiery, gloves, and oil ; and a botanic garden.
It was a residence of the Merovingian and Car-
lovingian kings, and was repeatedly besieged
during the wars between France and Austria.
Near it are the mineral baths of Chaudes-Bourg.
Thirkleby, a pa. of England, co. York, N.

Biding, 3J m. S.E. Thirsk. Ac. 1343. P. 249.
Thirlemere or Leather-Water, a lake of

England, co. Cumberland, pa. Crossthwaite, 4 m.
S.E. Keswick, skirts the base of Helvellyn for
about 4 miles above the sea. Shores greatly in-
dented, and towards the centre it is spanned by
a bridge of three arches.

Thirsk, a pari, bor., town, pa., and township
of England, co. York, N. Biding, on the York
and Newcastle Bailway, 9 m. S.S.E. Northaller-
ton. Altitude 120 feet Ac. of pa. 8365. P. 4815.
The town on both banks of the Codbeck, an affl.

of the Swale, has a fine old church. Manufs.
coarse linens and sacking. Thirsk sends 1 mem-
ber to H. of Commons. Beg. electors (1864') 442.
Thisted or TiSTED, a seaport town of Den-

mark, Jutland, stift Aalborg, on the Vils-fiord,
an arm of the Liimfiord, cap. amt, 12 m. N.W.
Nykiobing. P. 3126.

Thistle Islakd, S. Australia, is at the en-
trance of Spencer Gulf, in lat 35° 6' S., Ion. 136'
11' E. Length 12 m. ; breadth 2 m.

Thisti-etox, a pa. of England, co. Eutland, 7
m. N.N.E. Oakham. Ac. 1420. P. 142.

Thtverval, a vill. of France, dep. Seine-et-

Oise, cant. Poissy. P. 497. Near it are the
chateau and park of Grignon ; an agricultural in-

stitute with 300 pupils ; and a quarry containing
an immense variety of fossil shells.

Thiviers, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Dordogne, cap. cant., 18 m. N.E. Perigueux. P.
2709. Manufs. earthenwares and iron goods.

Thizy, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Bhone, cap. cant, 30 m. N.W. Lyon. P. 2766.

Thockringtox, a pa. of Engl., co. Northum-
berland, 10 m. E.N.E. Hexham. Ac. 2432. P. 47.

Thoissey, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ain, cap. cant, on the Chalaronne, near its confl.

with the Sadne, 9 m. S. Macon. P. 1663.

Thoisyla BerchAre, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Cote-d'Or, 5 m.K Saulieu. P. 918.

Tholen, a fortified town of the Netherlands,
prov. Zeeland, cap. cant., on the island Tholen,
between the Scheldt and Maas, 4 m. N.W. Ber-
gen-op-Zoom. P. of dist 2500.

Thomar, a town of Portugal, prov, Estrema-
dura, cap. comarca, 16 m. N.W. Abrantes, on the
NabSo. P. 3800. It has a vast convent, and
manufactures of cotton thread and silk fabrics.

Thomas (St), two pas. of England.—I. co. De-
von, forming a S.W. suburb of Exeter. Ac. 3700.
P. 4533—II. CO. Cornwall, adjoining Launceston.
Ac. 3905. P. 873.

Thomas (St), one of the West India Islands,

Virgin group, 3. m. W. the island St John, and 10
m. W.S.W. Tortola. Lat. of W. extremity 10° 20'

N., Ion. 64° 55'W. Area43sq.m. P. (1863) 13,000,

of whom 4300 were slaves. Surface hiUy, and soil

poor. Droughts are severe &frequent Products,
vegetables, fruit, and cattle. The islands of St
Thomas and St John were ceded by Denmark to
the United States in 1S67.—St Thomas or Charlotte

Amalie, the cap., is a free port, and a principal

entrepot of West India produce. It is the chief

station of the steam-packets between Southamp-
ton and the West Indies. Value of imports (1862)

600,000/. The amount of coals imported from
Britain was 57,585 tons. [Charlotte Amalie."|

Thomas (St), an island of the Gulf of Guinea,

belonging to the Portuguese, immediately N. the

equator, in Ion. 6° 3' E. Area 145 sq. m. In its

centre, the peak of Santa Anna rises to 7020 feet.

The valleys are fertile, the low lands are stated

to be unhealthy, but the S. part of the island is

salubrious. Products, maize, dates, manioc, sweet
potatoes, cotton, sugar, indigo, cocoa nuts, & can-

nella bark. Live-stock plentiful.

—

Smnt Thomas
or Chaves, the cap. town, on the N.E. cpast is a
bishop's see, and is defended by a fort P. 4476.

Thomas, aco. of TJ. S., N. Amer., in S. of Georgia.

Area 1348 sq. m. P. (1860) 4522 free, 6244 slaves.

Thomas (St), a chief town, co. Elgin, Canada
W. P. 3000.
Thomas (St), several comms. and vills. of

France ; the principal in dep. Charente-Inf., near

the Gironde, 10 m. W.S.W. Jonzac. P. 1486.

Thomas (St), a Belgian colony of Central Ame-
rica, on the Bay of Honduras, founded in 1843.

Thomastox, a township of the U. S., North
America, Maine, 5 m. from the Atlantic, and 36

m. S.E. Augusta. P. 3218. Here is Maine state

prison, the inmates of which cut granite for ex-

portation ; and it also exports lime.

Thomastown, a disfranchised pari, bor., town,

and pa. of Ireland, co. and 8a m. S.S.E. Kilkenny,
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on the Nore, and on the Waterford and Kilkenny
Eailway. Ac. 2041. P. 1932 ; do. of town 1426.

It has flour-mills.—II. a pa., co. KUdare, 2 m.
S.E. Rathangan. Ac. 853. P. 54.

TiioMERY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-et-Marne, arx. Fontainebleau, on 1. b. of the

Seine. P. 864. It is celebrated for its grapes.

Thompson, two pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-
folk, 2i m. E.S.E. Watton. Ac. 2890. P. 475.—
II. (_Winterbo7-ne), co. Dorset, 6 m. S. Blandford-
Fonira. Ac. 710. P. 39.

Thompson, numerous townships of the U. S.,

North America.—I. Connecticut, 44 m. E.N.E.
Hartford.—II. New York, 10 m. N.W. Eome, and
containing the vill. Monticello.

Thones or Thonex, a town of France, dep.

Haute Savoie, cap. mand., on the Fier, at the

junction of 3 valleys, 9 m. E.S.E. Annecy. P. 2605.

Thong (Nether and Upper), England, co.

York, West Riding, pa. Almondbury.— I. a
chapelry, 4| m. S.S.W. Huddersfield. P. 1097.

—II. a township, same pa., 6 m. S.S.W. Hud-
dersfield. P. 2690.

Thonon, a town of France, dep. Haute Savoie,

on the south bank of Lake Geneva, 20 m. N.E.
Geneva. P. of comm. 5080. Near it is the farm-
house, formerly chateau of Eipaille, to which
Amadeus viii. of Savoy retired, after having
successively renounced the dukedom of Savoy,
the papacy, and the bishopric of Geneva.
Thor (Le), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vaucluse, 8 m. E. Avignon. P. 4162.

Thorda or Thorenburg (Hung. Tarda or

Thorda), a market town of Austria, Transylvania,
cap. CO., on the Aranyos, 17 m. S.E. Klausenburg.
P. 8112. Near it are salt mines, and the ruins of

the Roman fortress Salinse, a station of the 7th
legion, who have left various inscriptions there.

Thoresby, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln.

—

I. (Noi'tK), 8 m. N.W. Louth, on the Lincolnshire
Eailway. Ac. 2485. P. 824.— II. {South), 4 m.
W.N.W. Alford. Ac. 932. P. 162.

Thoresway, a pa. of England, 4 m. S.E. Oais-
tor. Ac. 2730. P. 196.

Thorganby, two pas. of England.—I. co. Lin-
coln, 6 m. E.S.E. Caistor. Ac. 1568. P. 140.—II.
a pa., CO. and 9 m. S.E. York. Ac. 3190. P. 407.

Thorigny, a town of France. [1'origniJ
Thorington, two pas., Engl.—1. co. Suffolk,

3 m. S.E. Halosworth. Ac. 1800. P. 121.—II. co.

Essex, 8 m. E.S.E. Colchester. Ac. 1930. P. 424.

Thorley, two pas. of England.—I. co. Hert-
ford, 14 m. S.S.W. Bishop-Stortford. Ac. 1616.

P. 388.—II. Isle of Wight, 1 m. E.S.E. Yannouth.
Ac. 1674. P. 143.

Thormandby, a pa., Engl., co. York, N. Riding,

4i m. N.N.W. Easingwold. Ac. 968. P. 147.

Thorn, a strongly fortified town of W. Prus-
sia, gov. and 52 m. S.S.W. Marienwerder, cap.
circ, on rt. b. of the Vistula. P. (1864) 16,228.

It comprises a new and an old town, and has a
gymnasium, several convents, and manufactures
ot woollen and linen fabrics, hosiery, and leather.

Its extensive fortifications have been greatly im-
proved since 1815. It was taken from the Poles
by Charles xii. of Sweden, 13th October 1703,

after a siege of four months. Copernicus was
bom here in 1473.

Thorn, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Ohio, Perry co.

Thornaby, a chapelry of England, co. York,
N. Riding, 3J m. N.E. Yann. Ac. 1230. P. 3126.

Thornage, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2£
m. W.S.W. Holt. Ac. 1266. P. 358.

Thornboroiigh, a pa. of England, co. and 3

m. E. Buckingham. Ac. 2530. P. 754.

Thornburt, a pa. and market town of Eng-
land, CO. Gloucester, in Berkeley Vale, 3i m. E.
the estuary of the Severn, and 11 ra.N.E. Bristol.

Ac. of pa. 15,732. P. 4494.—II. a pa., co. Devon,
on the Waldon, 5 m. N.E. Holsworthy. Ac. 2772.
P. 365.—III. a pa., co. Hereford, 4 m. N.N.W.
Bromyard. Ac. 2130. P. 224.

Thornby, a pa. of England, co. and 11 m-
N.N.W. Northampton. Ac. 1212. P. 252.

Thorncombe, a pa. and small market town
of England, co. Devon, 6 m. E.N.E. Axminster,
Ac. 4896. P. 1277.

Thorndon, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2J
m. S.W. Eye. Ac. 2680. P. 674.

Thorne, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. York, West Riding, in a marshy but fertile

tract, near the Don, on the borders of Lincoln-
shire, 7 m. S.W. Goole. Ac. of pa. 11,900. P.
3381. It is 36 ft. above the sea. It has an active
trade in com and other goods. At Hangman Hill,

1 m. distant, coasting vessels are built
Thorne, three pas. of England, co. Somerset.

—L {Coffin), 1\ m. W.N.W. Yeovil. Ac. 410. P.
99.—II. {Falcon), a pa., same co., 3^ m. E.S.E.
Taunton. Ac. 814. P. 196.—III. {St Margaret),
3 m. W. Wellington. Ac. 805. P. 144.

Thorner, a pa. of England, co. York, W. Rid-
ing, 6^ m. S.S.W. Wetherby, Ac. 4380. P. 1500.
Thorney, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Cambridge, 10 m. W.N.W. March. Ac. 17,690.

P. 2219, chiefly descendants of French Protest-
ants.—11. a pa., CO. Nottingham, 9 m. E.N.K
Tuxford. Ac. 4140. P. 395.—IIL (PTesO, a pa.,

CO. Sussex, 6^ m. W.S.W. Chichester, consisting

of Thorney Island, between Hayling Island and
the Sussex mainland. Ac. 3005. P. 93.

Thorneyburn, a pa.,Engl.,co. Northumberland,

4J m. W.N.W. Bellingham. Ac. 20,133. P. 514.

Thornford, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 3^
m. S.S.W. Sherborne. Ac. 1407. P. 417.

Thornham, several pas., etc., of England.—I.

CO. Kent, 3J m. E.N.E. Maidstone. Ac. 3319. P.

531.—II. CO. Norfolk, &\ m. W.N.W. Burnham-
Westgate. Ac. 2934. P. 728.— III. {Magna), co.

Suffolk, 3^ m. W.S.W. Eye. Ac. 1324. P. 282.

—IV. {Parva), same co., 2f m. W.S.W. Eye. Ac.
676. P. 24.—V. a township, co. Lancaster, pa
Middleton, ^ m. S.W. Rochdale. P. 2027.

Thornhaugh, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,
9 m. W.N.W. Peterborough. Ac. 1706. P. 243.

Thornhill. a pa. of England, co. York, West
Riding, 5 m. W.S.W. Wakefield, on the Calder.

Ac. 589. P. 129. It has woollen mills,

Thornhill, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 13 m.
N.N.W. Dumfries, pa. Morton, near the Nith.

P. 1450. It has a parish church and a market
cross, with manufs. of stockings, leather, etc.

—

II. a vUL, CO. Perth, pa. Norriestown. P. 621.

Thornley, two townships of England.—I. co.

and 6 m. E.S.E. Dm-ham, pa. Kelloe. Ac. 1107.

P. 3306.—II. CO. Lancaster, pa. Chipping, 8 m.
W.S.W. Clitheroe. P. 409.

Thornliebank, a vill. of Scotland, co. Renfrew,
pa. Eastwood, 1^ m. S. PoUockshaws. P. 1839.

Thornton, several pas., etc., of England.—I.

CO. and 3^ m. E.N.E. Bucks. Ac. 1332. P. 111.

—II. CO. Leicester, 4 m. E.N.E. Market-Bosworth.
Ac. 3930. P. 1292.—III. co. Lincoln, IJ la.

S.W. Horncastle. Ac. 1755. P. 281.—IV. co.

York, E. Riding, ^ m. S.W. Pocklington. Ac.
6540. P. 851.—V. {in Craven), same co., West
Riding, 6 m. W.S.W. Skipton, on the North Mid-
land EaUway. Ac. 6710. P. 2112. The cata-

ract of Thornton-force, in this parish, has a
fall of 90 feet.—VI. {Curtis), co. Lincoln, 6 m.
S.E. Barton-on-Humber. Ac. 4610. P. 483.—
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VII. (Dale), CO. York, N. Riding, 2 m. E.S.E.

Pickering. Ac. 1066. P. 893.—VIII. {in Lorn-

dale), same co., W. Riding. Ac. 10,052. P. 441.

The celebrated " Yorda's Cave " is in this parish,

and near it is a quarry of black marble.—IX. (in-

the-Moors), co. Chester, 5J m. W.S.W. Frods-

ham. Ac. 4866. P. 913.—X. (in-the-Street), co.

York, N. Riding, 3 m. N.N.W. Thirsk. Ac. 2750.

P. 241.—XL Qe Moor), co. Lincoln, 6 m. S.W.
Caistor. Ac. 1508. P. 127.—XII. (Steward),

CO. York, N. Riding, 3^ m. E.S.E. Middleham.
Ac. 2079. P. 253.—XIII. (Watlas), same co.

and Riding, 2J m. W. Bedale. Ac. 3783. P.

440.—^XIV. a township, co. Lancaster, pa. and

If m. N. Poulton. Ac. 9730. P. 5084.—XV. a
chapelry, co. York, W. Riding, 3^ m. W. Brad-
ford. P. 7627. It has -woollen manufs.—^XVI.

(Bishop), a chapelry, co. York, W. Riding, 5 m.
S.S.W. Eipon. Ac. 3027. P. 541.

TiiOKNTOX, a viU. of Scotland, co. Fife, pa.

Markinch. P. 527.

Thornton's Gap, U. S., N. America, a pass

across the Blue Ridge in North Carolina. The
scene of frequent combats ia the campaign of

1862-3.

Thoroton, a pa. of England, co. Nottingham,

7J m. S.S.W. Newark. Ac. 730. P. 210.

Thoroughfare Gap, U. S., North America,
Fauquier co., Virginia, 40 m. W. of Washington,
was frequently contended for during the cam-
paign of Virginia in 1862.

Thorpe, numerous pas., etc., of England.—I.

CO. Derby, 3 m. N.N.W. Ashbome. Ac. 1400.

P. 204. In its vicinity is the beautifvil vale of

Dovedale.—II. co. Lincoln, 6J m. E.S.E. Spilsby.
Ac. 2880. P. 593.—III. co. Notts, 3} m. S.W.
Newark. Ac. 698. P. 107.—IV. co. SuiTey, 2

m. W.N.W. Chertsey. Ac 1495. P. 552.—V.
(Abbot's), CO. Norfolk, 4 m. N.N.E. Eye. Ac.
1122. P. 256.—VI. (Achurch), co. Northampton,
3 m. N.N.E. Thrapston, on the London and
North-Western Railway. Ac. 1580. P. 209.—
VII. (Acre), co. Leicester, IJ m. W.N.W. Lough-
borough. Ac. 890. P. 195. This parish is cele-

brated for its cattle and sheep.—VIII. (Arch),
CO. and ainsty York, 2f m. E.S.E. Wetherby.
Ac. 1607. P. 388.—IX. (Arnold), co. Leicester,

IJ m. E.N.E. Melton-Mowbrav. Ac. 1742. P.
124—X. (Basset), co. York, E. Riding, 4 m.
E.N.E. New Malton. Ac. 1792. P. 219.—XL
(Bochart), co. and 10 m. S.S.E. Nottingham. Ac.
930. P. 36.—XII. (Constantine), co. Stafford, 4
m. E.N.E. Tamworth. Ac. 953. P. 54.—XIII.
(on-the-HilT), co. and 6 m. W.S.W. Lincoln, on
the Midland Counties Railway. Ac. 1820. P.
427.—XIV. (Mahor), co. Northampton, 2J m.
W.N.W. Kettering, Ac. 680. P. 251.—XV.
(MandecilleX same co., 6 m. N.N.W. Brackley.
Ac 1230. P. 164. Petty sessions are held here.
—XVI. (Market), co. Norfolk, 4 m. N.N.W. N.
Walsham. Ac. 1309. P. 215.—XVII. (Morieux),
CO. Suffolk, 16 m. W.N.W. Ipswich. Ac. 2457.
P. 447.—XVIII. (next Norwich or Thornton St
Andrew), co. Norfolk, on the Yare, 2J m. E. Nor-
wich. P. 2388. Here is the county lunatic
asylum.—XIX. (Salvin), co. York, West Riding,
18 m. S.W, Bawtry. Ac. 2180. P. 337,—XX.
(le-Soken), co. Essex, 8 m. S.S.E. Manningtree.
Ac 3203. P. 1159.—XXI. (WestX co. and 7^ m.
N.N.W. Lincobi. Ac 640. P. 54.—XXII.
0itnder-the-3fountain), a township, co. York, West
Riding, pa. Bumsall, 7^ m. N. Skipton, with a
village. P. 63.

Thorshalla, a town of Sweden, Isen Soder-
manland, on the river Eskilstuna, near its mouth
in Lake Mselar, 3 m, N.W. Eskilstuna. P. 829.

Thorshavn, the cap. town of the Fiiroe

Islands, on the S.E. coast of the island Stromoe,
North Sea, consists of about 100 wooden huts,

with an hospital and Latin school. P. 720.

Thorverton, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6
m. E.N.E. Crediton. Ac 4036. P. 1211.

THOUARCfi, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Maine-et-Loire, cap. cant., 14 m. S.

Angers. P. 1706.

Thouar^ a comm. & market town of France,
dep. Loire-Inf^rieure, 5 m. N.E. Nantes. P. 987.

Thouars, a comm. and town of France, dep,

Deux-Sfevres, cap. cant., on the Thouet, 22 m.
N.N.E. Parthenay. P. 2573. It has a castle on
a rock, and trade in grain and cattle.

Thouarsais, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vende'e, and 10 m. N.N.W. Fontenay. P. 1220.

Thouet, a river of France, deps. Deux-Sevres
and Maine-et-Loire, after a N. course of 70 m.,

past Parthenay and Thouars, joins the Loire near
Saumur. It is navigable for its last 12 m. Chief
affluent the Dive, on right from the south.

Thourout, a town of Belgium, prov. W. Flan-
ders, cap. cant., 11 m. S.W. Bruges, on the rail-

way to Courtrai. P. 7916. Manufs. hats, starch,

mustard, and wooden shoes.

Thou&and Isles. [Lake of the Thousand.]
Thoydon, several pas. of England, co. Essex.

—I. (Bois), 3 m. S.W. Epping. Ac. 2176. P.

610.—II. (Gamon), 2 m. S.S.E. Epping. Ac
3161. P. 1237.—III. (Mount), 3 m. S.E. Epping,
Ac. 1500. P. 154.

Thrace, Thracia, the ancient name of Rumili,

European Turkey. [Rumili.]
Thrandeston, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

2f m. N.W. Eye. Ac 1375. P. 364.

Thrapston, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. and 18.J m. N.N.E. Northampton, on the rail-

way to Peterborough, and on the Nen. Ac 990.

P. 1257. Alt. 110 feet above the sea.

Threckinghasi, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,
2i m. E.N.E. FoMngham. Ac. 2270. P. 189.

Three-Hujdiock-Isl. [Hunter Islands.]
Three Kings, a group of islets in the Pacific

Ocean, 30 m. N.W. the N. island of New Zealand.

Three Rivers (French Tiois Rivieres), a town
of Canada East, 70 m. S.W. Quebec, on the W.
bank of the river St Lawrence, at the influx of

the St Maurice, here divided into three channels,

whencethename. P. (1861) 6058, mostly ofFrench
descent. It is one of the oldest towns in Canada,
and is chiefly built of wood. It had formerly a
brisk fur trade, but its commercial importance
has declined. The dist J%ree Rivers, area 15,810

sq. m., pop. 92,425, embraces both banks of the

St Lawrence, and is subdivided into many cos.

Threxton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2^
m. W.S.W. Watton. Ac. 1097. P. 80.

Thbigbt, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m.

W.N.W. Yarmouth. Ac 575. P. 45.

Thringstone, a township, Engl., co. Leicester,

5 ra. E.N.E. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. P. 1404.

Thripi.ow, a pa. of England, co. and 7^ m. S,

Cambridge. Ac 2489. P. 502.

Throcking, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 1} m.
W.N.W. Buntingford. Ac. 903. P. 97.

Throwley, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Devon, 6

m. E.S.E. Oakhampton, Ac 1943. P.327.—ILco.
Kent, 4 m. S.S.W. Faversham. Ac 3180. P. 635.

Thrumpton, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.
S.W. Nottingham. Ac 1080. P. 144.

Thrushelton, a pa. of England, co. Devon,
10 m. W.S.W. Okehampton. Ac 2440. P. 635,

THRU.SSINGTON, a pa. of England, co. and 8 m.

N.N.E. Leicester. Ac 2300. P. 574.

Thruxton, two parishes of England.—I. co.
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Hnd 6 m. S.W. Hereford. Ac. 437. P. 65.—II.
CO. Hants, 5} m. W. Andover. Ac. 1865. P. 247.

Thrybekgh. a pa. of England,' co. York, West
Riding, S-J- m. N.E. Rotherham. Ac. 1624. P. 330.

Thueyts, a comm. and market town of Prance,

dep. Ard6clic, cap. cant., arr. Largentifere. P. 2910.

Thuin, a town of Belgium, prov. Hainant, cap.

cant., on the Sambre, 9 m. S.W. Charleroi. P.
3989. It has manufs. of woollens and linens.

Thuir, a comm. and town of Prance, dep.

Pyren^es-Orientales, cap. cant., 8 m. S.W. Per-
pignan. P. 2384.

TiiuM, a town of Saxony, circ. and 20 m. S.E.
Zwickau. P. 2096. It has manufs. of lace.

Tnux, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 16 m.
S.S.E. Berne, on tho Aar, 1 m. W.N.W. the Lake
of Thun. P. 3699. It has a central military school,

and manufs. of silk stuffs. Being the principal

starting-place for travellers in the Oberland, it is

thronged with visitors in summer.—The Lake of
Thpn is 10 m. in length ; average breadth 2 m.
Elev. above the sea, 1896 ft. Area 18^ sq. m. It is

traversed by river Aar from Lake Brienz, and at

its W. end receives the Simmen river. Its shores
near Thun are covered with villas and gardens,
further E. they are precipitous and picturesque.

Steamboats ply on it daily. On its S.W. side are

the mountains of Stockhorn and Niesen.
Tiiunder-Bay, an inlet of Lake Huron, on its

W. side.

—

Thunder Mountain, on the N. shore of

Lake Superior, is a "black rock," 1200 ft. high.

Thundekidge, a pa. of England, co. Hertford,
2 m. N.E. Ware. Ac. 2200. P. 489.

Thundersley, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2i
m. S.W. Rayleigh. Ac. 2499. P. 531.

Thunnesir, a town of India, in Sirbind, 23 m.
N. Kurnal. P. 12,103. In the vicinity is a lake
with an island in its centre, celebrated and
revered amongst the Hindoos as the scene of a
great battle. The district, of which Thunnesir is

the cap., contains 99 villages. Area 2336 sq. m.
P. 496,748. Annual rev. 7600?.

TiiUR, a river of Switzerland, cants. St Gall,

Thurgau, and Zxirich, after a N. and W. course
of 70 m. joins the Rhine 7^ m. S.S.W. Schaff-
hausen. Affluents, the Sitter and Murg.
Thur, or great Indian desert, between the

Indus river and Aravulli mountains, is traversed

by ranges of sand-hills, and covered with vegeta-
tion ; bounded N. by Ludiana and Perozepore,
E. to S.E. the valley of Luni, and S.W. to N.W.
by the valley of the Indus.
Thurcaston, a pa. of Engl., co. Leicester, 3^ m.

S.W. Mount Sorrel. Ac. 2960. P. 1095. Lati-

mer, bishop of Worcester, was born here in 1470.

ThurS, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Vi-
enne, arr. Ch§,tellerault. P. 1801.

Thuret, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Puy-de-D6me, and 9 m. N.E. Riom. P. 2154.

Thurgarton, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Norfolk, 4J m. S.S.W. Cromer. Ac. 2960. P.
1095.—II. CO. and 9J m. N.E. Nottingham, on
the Midland Cos. Railway. Ac 2770. P. 361.

Thurgau or Thurgovia, a canton in N.E. of

Switzerland, having N. the Lake of Constance,
Untersee, and tho Rhino, separating it from
Baden, and on other sides the cantons St Gall,

Zurich, and Schaffhausen. Area 384 sq. m. P.

(1860) 90,080, of whom 4-5ths were Protestants.

Surface undulating and fertile. Principal rivers,

tho Thur, Sitter, and Murg. Agriculture, cotton

and linen spinning and weaving, are the chief

occupations of the inhabitants. Principal towns,
Frauenfeld, the cap., Bischofszell, Arbon, and
Steckborn.
Thurgoland, a township of England, co.

York, West Riding, pa. Silkstone, 4 m, S.W.
Barnesley. Ac. 2080. P. 1783.

Thuria, an ancient city of Greece, Morea, the
remains of which, now called Pateocastro, gov.
Messenia, 6 m. N.W. Kalamata, comprise consi-

derable traces of cyclopean architecture.

Thuringian Forest (Germ. Thuringer-wald^
a mountain range of Central Germany, in tho
Saxon duchies, extends from the Frankenwald
N.W. for 50 m. It is clothed with pine woods.
Thurlaston, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

6 m. E.N.E. Hinckley. Ac. 2980. P. 698.

Thurlbear, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
3} m. S.E. Taunton. Ac. 949. P. 192.

TiiuRLBY. two pas. of England, co. Lincoln.

—

L 8 m. S.W. Lincoln. Ac. 1802. P. 142.—II.
5 m. N.N.W. Market-Deeping. Ac. 5070. P. 833.

TiiURLEiGH, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m. N.
Bedford. Ac. 3480. P. 666.

Thurles, a pa. and market town of Ireland,

CO. and 21 m. N.E. Tipperary, on the Suir, and
on the Great S. and W. Railway. Ac. of pa.

8268. P. 6677; do. of town 4866. It has a
Roman Catholic chapel and school, two nun-
neries, a court-house, bridewell, barracks, branch
banks, and an extensive retail trade.

Thuklestone, a pa., England, co. Devon, 4J m.
W.S.W. Kingsbridge. Ac. 1898. P. 347.

TiiURLOW, two pas. of England, co. Suffolk
I. {GreatX 6J m. W.N.W. Clare. Ac. 2023.

P. 423.—II. (JjittU), 7 m. W.N.W. Clare. Ac.
1470. P. 369.

Thurloxton, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
4 m. S.S.W. Bridgewater. Ac. 551. P. 207.

Thurlston, a township of England, co. York,
West Riding, pa. Penistone, 7^ m. S.W. Barnes-
ley. P. 2018.

Thurlton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 9 m.
S.W. Great Yarmouth. Ac. 1170. P. 420.

TiiuRMASTON, a township of England, co. and
3i ra. N.N.E. Leicester. Ac. 1220. P. 893.

Thurnau, a mkt. town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Franconia, 9 m. N.W. Bayreuth. P. 1425.

TiiURNBY, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.
E.S.E. Leicester. Ac. 2740. P. 375.

Thurne, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 9 m.
W.N.W. Yarmouth. Ac. 490. P. 205.

Thurnham, a township of England, co., pa.

and 4 ra. S.S.W. Lancaster. P. 176.

Thurning, two pas. of England, cos. Hunting-
don and Northampton.—I. 5 m. S.E. Oundle.
Ac. 1100. P. 214.—II. CO. Norfolk, 4 m. E.N.E.
Foulsham. Ac. 1584. P. 178.

Thurnscoe, a pa. of England, co. York, West
Riding, 7 m. E. Barnesley. Ac. 1665. P. 196.

Thurrock, two pas. of England, co. Essex, on
the Thames.—I. (East), 1 m. E.S.E. Gray's Thur-
rock. Ac. 1634. P. 1039.—II. (West), \\ m.
W. Gray's-Thurrock. Ac. 3607. P. 2209.

Thursby, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,
6^ S.W. Cariisle. Ac. 2984. P. 568. The
foundation of a temple to the god Thor, from
whom the pa. was named, was discovered here.

Thursford, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, SJ
m. E.S.E. Little Walsingham. Ac. 1350. P. 322.

Thursley, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 5 m.
W.S.W. Godalming. Ac. 4348. P. 805.

Thurso, a burgh of barony of ancient stand-

ing, and seaport town in the N. coast of Scot-
land, CO. Caithness, on Thurso Bay, at the mouth
of Thurso water, 19 m. N.W. Wick. Area of pa.

36 sq. m. P. (1861) 5561 ; do. of town 3426. It

consists of an old and a new town ; and has 3
churches and 3 chapels, 3 branch banks, and
manufs. of leather, ropes, etc. Its harbour is

safe for vessels under 150 tons. It has extensive
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exports of grain, cattle, sheep, and paving stones,

the latter of great size, and which are shipped

from tlie harbour of Castlehill. Fish abound off

the coast, and excellent salmon are found in the

river and bay. There is a good roadstead, with

a pier at Scrabster, within the bay, where a

steamer calls weekly.
Thurstaston, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 5

m. N.W. Great Neston. Ac. 2762. P. 162.

Thurston, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5 m.

E.N.E. Bury-St-Edmund's, on the Eastern Union
Rvilway. Ac. 2200. P. 740.

Thurston, a co. of the U. S., North America,
Washington. P. 1507.

Thukstonlajtd, a township of England, co.

York, West Eiding, pa. Kirk-Burton, 4 m. S.E.

Huddersfield. P. 1116.

Thurton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 8 m.
S.E. Norwich. Ac. 771. P. 246.

Thurzofalva, a vill. of Hungary, co. Trents-
chin, on the borders of Galicia, P. 6569.

Thusis, a market town of Switzerland, cant.

Orisons, 11 m. S.S.W. Coire. P. 868.

Thuxton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5 m.
S.E. East Dereham. Ac. 1102. P. 132.

Thwaite, several pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-
folk, 4 ra. N. Aylsham. Ac. 676. P. 147.-11.
same co., 10 m. S.E. Norwich. Ac. 676. P. 136.

—III. a pa., CO. Suffolk, 4^ m. S.S.W. Eye. Ac.
832. P. 147.

Thwing, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Riding,

7J m. W.N.W. Bridlington. Ac. 4060. P. 416.

Thy.\tira, an ancient city of Asia Minor, seat

of one of the " seven churches." [Ak-Hissak.]
TiAN-TsiA-KJtu (Mongol. Kalungy, a town of

Mongolia, in lat. 40° 52' N., Ion. 114° 47' E.
TiBAGY, a river of Brazil, prov. Parana, joins

the Parana, after a N.W. course of 200 m., for

the most part of which it is navigable.

Tibbekmore or Tippermuir, a pa. of Scot-
land, CO. and N.E. Perth. Ac. 100. P. 1296.

TiBBERTON, two pas. of Engl.-I. CO. Gloucester,

3} m. S.E. Newent. Ac. 1400. P. 891.—II. co.

and 4 m. E.N.E. Worcester. Ac 1320. P. 329.
TiBBOO Country, a region of Central Africa,

comprising a great part of the Sahara, S.E. Fez-
zan, and between that country and Lake Tchad.
TiBENHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 13i

TO. S.S.W. Norwich. Ac. 3286. P. 729.

Tiber (ancient Tiberis, Ital. Tevere), a river of
Central Italy, rises in the Tuscan Apennines, 5
m- N. Pieve-San-Stefano, and flows S.S.E. as
far as Barberini, within 20 m. of Eome, where it

turns S.W., and after a course of 185 m. enters
the Mediterranean, 17 m. below Eome, by two
mouths, which enclose a small delta, the ancient
Jsola Sacra. It is navigable at certain seasons
as far as the confluence of the Nera, 30 m. N.
Eome. Principal tributaries, the Topino, Nera,
(anc. XarX and Teverone (anc. Anid), from the
E. ; the Nestore, Chiana, and Nepi, from the W.
Its banks are not picturesque ; and the stream,
usuaUy sluggish, is rapid in spring, and brings
down with it a coloured muddy deposit, which
caused it anciently to be termed the "yellow
Tiber." At Eome it is about 300 feet broad.

Tiberias, a lake, etc., Palestine. [Tabaria.I
Tiberton, a pa. of England, co. and 9i m. W.

Hereford. Ac. 1111. P. 153.
Tibet, an extensive region of Central Asia,

included in the Chinese empire, stretching from
Ion. 79° to 103° E., and from the great chain of
the Himalaya to about 36° N., having N. Chinese
Turkestan, the desert Gobi, and the Ko-ko-nor
territory; W. Ladakh, Leh, and the other countries
of " Little Tibet," lately belonging to the Sikhs

;

E. China-Proper ; and S. the territories of Bur-
ma, British India, Bootan, Sikkim, Nepaul. and
the Punjab. Length from E. to W. 1400 m.

;

breadth 600 m. P. 6,000,000. The W. part,

which alone has been explored by Europeans, is

a lofty table-land, with a very dry cUmate,
cold, but not severe; and the lower Umit of the
snow-Une is higher on the N. than on the S. slope
of the Himalaya, The highest plains are more
than 10,000 feet above the sea. Many of the
principal rivers of Southern Asia, the Indus,
Sutlej, and Brahmaputra, rise in Tibet. Nu-
merous affluents of the Ganges break through the
Himalaya also, from W. Tibet. From E. Tibet,
which seems to be a maze of mountains, flows the
Yang-tze Kiang and many large tribs. of the
Brahmaputra. Tibet contains many lakes, some
of which are of great size ; the principal are
Tengri Nor, Paltee lake, Ike Namur Nor, and
Bokha Namur Nor. The land in W. Tibet,
BO far as has been discovered, is very bare of
trees, or large vegetable products

;
yet it abounds

with game and other wild animals, and nume-
rous flocks of sheep and goats, the hairy wool
of which is used for the manufacture of shawls
and other fine fabrics in Cashmere. The yak
(bos grunicus), and several other kinds of cattle,

are reared; horses, mules, and sheep are used
as beasts of burden. A fiiie race of dogs, and
the musk deer, a small species, are natives of

Tibet Barley, pease, and wheat, are the chief

crops raised
;
garden vegetables and fruits are

in little variety, and the inhabitants live more
by pastoral than agricultural pursuits. Clay-
slate, granite, quartz, and limestone, are consti-

tuents of the mountain ranges ; borax in great
quantity, nitre, rock-salt, lead, silver, copper,

gold, turquoise, and lapis-lazuli, are among the
mineral products ; but the great scarcity of fuel

forms a serious obstacle to mining and the reduc-
tion of metals. Manufactures of woollens, sack-
ing, and other woven fabrics, are pretty general,

and much cloth is sent from Lassa into China.
The traffic through Tibet is extensive, and mostly
monopolized by the government and officers of

state. The trade with China is conducted at

Lassa and Sin-ning, a town of the Chinese pro-
vince Kan-su, where the Tibetan caravans ex-
change the native produce and Indian goods for

tea, silver, bullion, brocades, fruits, tobacco,

quicksilver, cinnabar, fm-s, porcelain, musical in-

struments, pearls, and corals. Nepaul and
Bootan derive all their Chinese goods through
Tibet ; and from the former and Bengal, English
and Indian piece goods, sugar, tobacco, indigo,

paper, rice, spices, sandal-wood, and gums, are

received ; from Assam, silk, iron, and stick lac

;

from Chinese Turkestan, horses and camels;
from Ladakh, dried fruits, shawls, gamboge, saf-

fron, copper, tobacco, and timber. The roads

and bridges are far inferior to those of China,

Tibet, which became subordinate to China in

1648, is politically divided into E., or Hither, and
W., or Ulterior Tibet, each ruled by a minister

from Pe-king, in conjunction with the ecclesias-

tical heads of the country; the Dalai-lama, at

Lassa, the E. cap., and the Bantchin-erdeni, at

Teshoo-Lombo, the W. capital. Tibet is the head-
quarters of Buddhism, which is here exhibited in

its greatest purity. The country abounds with
temples, and it is stated that 80,000 lamas or

priests are supported at the expense of the govern-
ment. Amongst the inhabitants there are be-

lieved to be about 8000 Eoman Catholics. The
Chinese anned force consists of 60,000 men, of

whom 60,000 are infantry. The population, like
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the other inhabitants of the table-land of Central
Asia, are of the Mongolian race. Besides Lassa
and Teshoo-Lombo, the chief towns are Shigatze,
J iga-Gounggar, Nattan, etc.

Tibet (Middle), Central Asia. [Ladakh.J
TiBi, a town of Spain, prov. and 16 m. N. W.

Alicante, on 1. b. of the river Ibi. P. 1577.
TiBOiiiNE, a pa. of Ireland, co. Eoscommon,

with the villages of Frenchpark and Loughglynn.
Ac. 44,092. P. 14,884.

TiBSHELP, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 3| m.
N.N.E. Alfreton. Ac. 2280. P. 863.
TiBUROx, an island of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, in the Gulf of California. Lat. 29° N. ; Ion.
112° 26' W. Length 30 m.

;
greatest breadth 20

m. Near its N. shore is a pearl bank.
TiBURox, a marit. town of the island HaytL at

its S.W. extremity, 38 m. W.N.W. Cayes.—Cope
Tiburon is a headland, adjacent to the latter town.
TiCEHURST, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.

E.S.E. Wadhurst. Ac. 8202. P. 2758.
TiCHVijf, a town of Russia. [TiKuyiN.]
TiciNETTO, a mkt. town of N. Italy, prov. Ales-

sandria, 6 m. S.E. Casale. P. of comm. 1429.
TiciNO or Tessin, the most S. canton of Swit-

zerland, on the Italian side of the Alps, which
separate it from the cantons Uri and Grisons,
having S. and E. Austrian Italy, Grisons, and
the Val di Misocco, and S. and W. Piedmont.
Area 1082 sq. m. P. (1860) 116,343, all Roman
Catholics, and mostly speaking Italian. It origi-

nally belonged to Italy, but was taken by the
Swiss in 1512. It is wholly drained by the Ticino
and its tributaries. Its S. part comprises the
larger portion of the Lake of Lugano, with the
N. extremity of Lago Maggiore. Climate and
products similar to those of N. Italy. Principal
crops, wheat, maize, rye, chestnuts, wiue, and
silk; cheese, calves, sheep, and swine, are ex-
ported. Timber is plentiful, but of little com-
mercial value. Manufs. insignificant; transit

trade between Italy and Switzerland consider-
able. The inhabitants emigrate to neighbouring
countries, to the number of about 10,000 annually.
Principal towns, Belinzona, the cap., Lugano
Locarno, and Faido. Ticino formed part of the
ancient duchy of Milan ; it holds the 18th place
in the Swiss Confederation.
Ticino or Tessin, a river of Switzerland and

Piedmont, rises on the S. declivity of Mount St
Gothard, flows S.E., and, having traversed Lago
Maggiore, joins the Po on the left, 3| m. S.S.E.

Pavia. Course 125 m. ; it is navigable from Lago
Maggiore. In its lower parts it forms many
islands, and supplies the canal Naviglio-grande.

Tickencote:, a pa. of England, co. Rutland, 9

m. E. Oakham. Ac. 1256. P. 104.

TiCKENHAM, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 9

m. W.S.W. Bristol. Ac. 1627. P. 401.

TiCKHiLL, a pa. and formerly a market town
of England, co. York, West Riding, 4J m. W.
Bawtry. Ac. 6514. P. 1980.

TiCKMACREVAN, a pa. of Ireland, co. Antrim,

compr. the town of Gleuarm. Ac. 20,511. P. 4107.

TiCKNAL, a pa. of England, co. and 8J m. S
Derby. Ac. 1867. P. 1068.

TicoNDEROGA, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, on Lake Champlain, 87 m.
N. Albany. P. 2669.

TiDOOMBE, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 5J m.
N.N.E. Ludgershall. Ac. 2331. P. 247.

TiDENHAM, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,

14 m. S.S.AV. Newnham. Ac. 9527. P. 1661.

'J'iDESWELL, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. and 29 m. N.N.W. Derby. Ac. 10,950. P.

3512. It has a large church, Wesk'yan and Ro-

man Catholic chapels, a free grammar school,'

and numerous other schools.

TiDMARSH, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 6 m
W.N.W. Reading, Ac. 779. P. 179.

TiDMiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Worcester,

IJ m. S. Shipston-on-Stour. Ac. 754. P. 69.

TiDOR or TiDORE, an island of Malaysia, be-
longing to the Dutcli, W, the island Gilolo, and
S. of Temate, from which it is separated by a
channel affording good anchorage. Lat. 0" 40'

N. ; Ion. 127° 25' E. Circumference 18 miles
Surface mountainous, with an active volcano
densely wooded, and productive in spices. Ik
habitants Mohammedans. It was discovered bj
Magellan, and successively belonged to the
Spaniards, Portuguese, and Dutch.
TiDWORTii, two pas. of England.—I. (North),

CO. Wilts, 2 m. W.S.W. Ludgershall. Ac. 2175
P. 208. Here is Chidbury-camp, with a cause
way, barrows, excavations, and other antiquities,

—II. (^SouthX CO. Hants, 7f m. W.N.W. Andovei.
Ac. 3069. P. 345.

TiEDRA ViEJA, a town of Spain, prov. Valla-
dolid, 9 m. N.E. Toro. P. 1695.

TiEFE,VBRONN, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middlo
Rhine, 7 m. S.E. Pforzheim. P. 850. Gall, the
founder of phrenology, was born here in 1758.
TiEFHARTMANNSDOKF, a manufacturing vill. of

Prussian Silesia, 21 m. S.W. Liegnitz. P. 1350.
TiEGENHOF, a market town of W. Prussia, gov.

and 22 m. S.E. Danzig, on the Tiege, P, 2070.
TiEMBf.o (El), a town of Spain, prov, Avila,

on the Alberche river. P, 1373,

Tien, a prefixed name of many towns of China,
mostly in the S. provs. ; the principal

—

Tien-pe,

prov. Quang-tong, on the coast of the Chinese Seji,

74 m. N.E. Loui-tchou, lat. 21° 29' N., Ion, 111"^

17' E., and having a spacious though shallow
harbour, defended by several forts.

TiENE, a market tov/n of North Italy, prov. and
12 m. N.N.W. Vicenza. Pop. of dist. 8800. It

has manufs. of woollen cloths and linens.

TiEN-TSiN, a city of China, prov, Chi-li, & the
port of Peking, from which cap, it is nearly 70 m.
S,E,, at the con fluence of the Yun-ling and the Pei-

ho rivers. P. estim. at 200,000. It is a great entre-

potforsalt; Aimports grain, woollen stuffs, &furs.

Here the latest treaty was signed on the 8th Nov.
1858, and ratified at Peking, Oct. 1860, by which
it is made an open port. It has not realized the
expectations of foreigners, as the port is closed
with ice three months in the year. The imports
are numerous, of which cotton stuffs, silk goods,
and opium are the principal ; and the exports,

gold, tobacco, dried fruits, and seeds. In 1862,

the imports amounted to about 2,350. OOOZ.; and tlie

exports 137,490/., exclusive of gold, which is esti-

mated at nearly 1,500,000/. Shipping the same
year, inwards, 21,920 tons; outwards, tlie same.
A British consul resides at this port ; and there

is a foreign customs, with a revenue of 31,131/,

TiERCE, a comm, & vill, of France, dep, Maine-
et-Loire, arr. Angers, cant. Briollay. P. 2149,

TiEKMAS, Tkermas, a town of Spain, prov. and
65 m. N. Zaragoza., on the Aragon, at the base of

the Sierra de L'eyre, with numerous hot springs.

TiERRA-BoMBA, an island in the Caribbean Sea,

off the N.W. coast of Colombia, protects the har-
bour of Carthagena, from which city it is 10 m, W,
TiERRA DEL FuEGO (" <A« Land oj"Fire"), the

most S. region of South America, consisting of

five large islands—King Charles' South Land,
Clarence Island, Santa Inez, Hoste, and Navarin,
and numerous smaller isls. It is separated from
S. Patagonia bv the Strait of Magellan, the whole
between lat. 52° 30' and 56' S., Ion. 65° and 75*

4l
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W. Its cast part is level, and in some places

pretty well wooded ; its W. is rugged, and some
peaks rise to 4000 feet, comprising several volca-

noes (whence the name). Birch and evergreens are

the chief trees ; slate and hornblende the principal

mineral products; foxes and guanacoes the most
common animals. The inhabitants, who live by
fishing and hunting, are among the lowest in the

scale of human beings. The climate is moist & cold.

Tlesi, a vill. of the island Sardinia, Mediter-

ranean Sea, prov. and 16 m. S.S.E. Sassari, near

the Turritano. P. 2946.

TiETE or Anhemby, a river of Brazil, prov.

Sao Paulo, after a N.W. course of 500 m. joins

the Paranahiba, near lat. 21° S., Ion. 52° "W. Prin-

cip. affls. the Papiii, Piracicaba, and Jundiah. Its

navigation is obstructed by numerous cataracts.

TiETZ, a town of W. Prussia, gov. Marien-
werder, 15 m. S.W. Deutsch-Krone. P. 1000.

TiFFAUGES, a comm. and town of Fi-ance, dep.

Vendue, 10 m. E.N.E. Mortagne. P. 1091.

TiFFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
2 m. N. Towcester. Ac. 2530. P. 214.

TiFFix, two townships of the U. S., N. America;
the principal in Ohio, Adam's co.—Also a vill.,

Ohio, on the Sandusky, 82 m. N. Columbus.
TiFLis, the cap. city of Georgia. [Teflis.]
TiGiL or TiGiLSK, a fortified town of Kamt-

chatka, on the Tigil, near its mouth, in the Gulf
of Penjinsk. Lat. 58° 1' N. ; Ion. 158° 15' E.

TiGLiOLE, a town of N. Italy, prov. Alessandria,
circ. and 5 m. W.S.W. Asti. P. of comm. 2616.

TiGRfc, one of the three principal states of

Abyssinia, between lat. IP and 16° 30' N., Ion.

37° and 41° E., liaving N.E. the DanakU countrj',

S.W. Amhara, and on the other sides Gallas
territories. Surface mostly mountainous ; and
here are the sources of the Takazze and Mareb
rivers. Chief towns, Antalo, Axum, Sir^, Adowa,
the cap., and Dixan. The chief outlet for its

produce is Arkiko, on the Eed Sea. [Abyssinia.]
TiGRE or PiGUENA, a river of South America,

Ecuador, joins the Amazon, 40 m. W. the influx
of the Ucayale, after a S.E. course of 350 miles.

Tigris, a river of Asiatic Turkey, pashs. Diar-
btkir, Mosul, and Bagdad, rises in "tlie mountains
S. of Golgik Lake, near the E. bend of the Eu-
l)lirat^ and flows S.E. and S. to Diar-Bekir,
where it is 220 yards wide during flood ; here it

lurns to the E., and flows in this direction 100
HI. to Till, where it receives the Bitlis from the
N. : its course is then generally S. and S.E., till

it joins the Euphrates, S. of Mozul, where it is

100 yards wide ; in lat. 36° N., it receives the Zab
Ala, or Groat Zab. and 60 miles lower, the Zab
Asfal, or Little Zab, both from the E. ; at this
place it forces its way through the Hamrin
Hills. Below Bagdad it is joined by the Dyala
or Shirwan, which rises in the mountains of
Hamadan, about lat. 35° N., Ion. 48° E. The
Tigris has now a very winding com-se for 98 m.
to Kut-el-Amarah, where it bifurcates; the
smaller branch, Shat-el-Hai, flows S., and joins
the Euphrates; while the main branch flows
first N.E. for 25 miles, and then resumes its
general S.E. direction to Kuma, where it unites
with the Euphrates to form the Shat-el-Arab.
Total course estimated at 1150 miles; its dis-
tance from the Euphrates varies from 2.3 to 178
miles, the region between them being the anc.
Mesopotamia. The ruins of Nineveh, Seleucia,
Ctesiphon, etc., are on its banks. Principal aCis.,
the Great and Little Zab, Khabur, and Diala, all
from the N.E. It brings down vast quantities of
mud deposit, and in the upper part of its course
especiiilly it is very rapid, but it is stated to be

navigable for vessels drawing 4 feet water from
the Shat-el-Arab to the ruins of Opis, 50 m. N.
of Bagdad.

Ti-HOA, acity, Chinese Turkestan. rURUjiTSi.T
TijARAFK, a town on the N. coast oi the island

Pahnas (Canaries). P. 2216.
TijOLA, a market town of Spain, prov. and 27

m. N Almeria. P. 4920.

Tikan-Tepe, a vill. of N. Persia, prov. Azer-
bijan, 15 m. S.W. Takhti-Soleiman, and the
usual halting-place for caravans going between
Tabriz and Hamadan.

Tikaa'esh, a town, Europ. Turkey, Macedonia, 3

on an affl. of the Vardar, 65 m. N.W. Salonica.
TiKiivix, a town of Russia, gov. Novgorod, on

the Tikhvina, 108 m. N.E. Novgorod. P. (1863)
6220.—The Canal of Tikhvin, 105 m. in length,

unites the Tikhvina and Sias with the Mologa
and Volga, and thus connects Lake Ladoga and
the Baltic with the Caspian Sea.

TiKOTZiN, a town of Poland, gov. of Augus-
towo. P. 4893.

TiKU, a town on S.W. coast of Sumatra. Off
it are the Tiku islands, a wooded group, on which
the English and Dutch formerly had settlements.

Til-A'far, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pasli.

and 35 m. W. Mosul, between the Tigris and
Khabur rivers. One of its quarters is enclosed
by mined walls, and the whole comprises about
1000 stone houses, of which 700 are inhabited.

TiLAXAVi or Lisca-Nera, one of the Lipari
Islands, Meditennnean Sea.
TiLBRooK, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 13

m. N.E. Bedford- Ac 1680. P. 329.

TiLBURG, a town of the Netherlands, prov. N.
Brabant, cap. cant., 14 m. E.S.E. Breda. P. (1865)
17,671. It has manufs. of woollens.
Tilbury, three pas. of England, co. Essex.

—

I. {Juxta Clare), 3 m. S. Clare. Ac. 946. P. 232.

—II. (East), 14 m. E.S.E. Romford, on a creek of

the Thames. Ac. 3237. P. 403. At this place

the emperor Claudius is supposed to have crossed

the Thames in pursuit of the Britons.—III.

( West), adjoining East Tilbury. Ac. 2086. P.

385. In early Saxon times it was an episcopal

see.

—

Tilbury Fort, on rt. b. of the Thames, op-
posite Gravesend, is a large brick fortification,

enclosed by a moat in a marshy tract, which may
be wholly laid under water. It was originally

erected during the reign of Henry Vin.

TiLEHUBST, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 2J m.
W. Reading. Ac. 5164. P. 2330.

TiLEswoKTH, a pa, of England, co. Bedford, 3J
m. W.N.W. Dunstable. Ac. 1510. P. 348.

Till, a river of England, co. Northumberland,
rises S. the Cheviot hills, flows N. and joins the
Tweed 4^ m. N.E. Coldstream. Course 30 m.
Aflis. the Beamish and Beaumont from the W.

Tillicoultry, a pa. of Scotland, co. Clack-
mannan, on the Devon, 4 m. N.E. Alloa. Ac
upwards of 6000. P. 5054, of whom 3684 are in

the town, which has a church, branch banks, and
manufs. of shawls and plaidiugs.

TiLLifeKES, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Eure, on the Avre, 6 m. E. VemeuiL
P. 1229.—II. a comm. and vill., dep. Maine-efr-

Loire, 9 m. S.W. Beaupr^au. P. 1696.

TiLLiNGHAii, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 18
m. E.S.E. Chelmsford. Ac 7235. P. 1040.

TiLLKfGxpx, a pa, of England, co. Sussex, 1 m.
W.N.W. Petworth. Ac 3766- P. 908.

Tilly, several comms. and vills. of France,
the principal, Tilly-sur-SeuUes, dep. Calvadufi,

cap. cant.. 12 m. W. Caen. P. 1190.

Tiijuaxstoxi:, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4 lu.

W.S.W. Deal. Ac 1124. P. 4C5.
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Tn.yin', three pas. of EuglanJ, co. Norfolk.

—

I. {AH Saints), 4 m. W.S.W. Lynn-Eegis. Ac.

2020. P. 510.— II. (St Lawrence), 5 m. S.W.
Lynn. Ac. 2520. P. 855.—III. (with Islington),

4 m. W.S.W. Lynn. Ac. 2010. P. 295.

TiLOi, a town of British India, dist. Salon, ter-

ritory of Oude, 55 m. S.E. Lucknow. P. 10,000.

T11.OTI100, a town of British India, dist. Sha-
habad, presid. Bengal, in lat. 24° 47' N., Ion. 84°

3' E. Estimated pop. 3500.

TiLSHEAD, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 14 m.
N.N.W. Salisbury. Ac. 3990. P. 500.

Tilsit, a town of E. Prussia, gov. Gumbinnen,
cap. circ, on 1. b. of the Niemen or Memel, here

joined by the Tilse, and crossed by a bridge of

boats, 60 m. N.E. Koaigsberg. P. (1864), civil

and military, 16,856. It has a gymnasium, and
manufs. of woollen cloth, hosiery, arms, leather,

and hardware. It exports corn, timber, hemp, and
flax. A treaty between France, Eussia, and
Prussia was signed here 7th July 1807.

TiLSTON, a pa. of England, co. and 12j m.
B.S.E. Chester. Ac. 3644. P. 817.

TiLTON-ON-THE-HiLL, a pa. of England, co.

and 10J m. E.N.E. Leicester. Ac. 3112. P. 432.

TiLTY, apa. of England, co. Essex, 3 m. S.S.W.
Thaxted. Ac. 1040. P. 83.

TiLWARA, a town of India, in the Eajpoot state

of Jodhpoor, on 1. b. of the Lonee, in lat. 25° 52' N.,

Ion. 72° 8' E. It has a large annual fair.

Tim, a town of Eussia, gov. and 38 m. E.

Koursk, cap. circ, on the Tim, an affluent of the

Sosna. P. 3 180.—II. a river of Siberia, govs.

Yeniseisk and Tomsk, joins the Obenear Timsk,
90 m. N.W. NarJm. Course westward 250 miles.

TiMAN Mountains. [Ural.]
TiMANA, a town of Granadian Confederation,

dep. Cundinamarca, prov. and 82 m. S.S.W.
Neyva, cap. dist., on the Upper Magdalena.
TiMBERi^ND, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

8 m. N.N.E. Sleaford. Ac. 9190. P. 1618.

TiMBERSCOMBE, a pa. of England, co. Somer-
set, 8 m. W.S.W. Dunster. Ac. 1530. P. 442.

TiMBO, a town of W. Africa, Senegambia, cap.

state Futa^allon, in lat. 10° 30' N., Ion. 10° 30'

W. It has a large mosque and several forts.

TiMBUCTOO or ToMBUCTOO, a town of Central

Africa, Soudan, near the border of the Desert

Sahara, 8 m. N. of its port Kabara, on the Joliba

(Niger), lat. 18° 3' N., Ion. 3° 10' W. P. 20,000 (?),

principally Negroes, with some Moors. It is

situated on dry and barren soil, except on the

Bide next the Quorra, where it is more fertile.

The walled enclosui-o, about 3 miles in circum-
ference, is built in a triangular form ; houses of

mud and stone, many of them having elegant fa-

cades. The streets are clean, and wide enough
to admit three horsemen abreast. Among its

mosques are two with towers and waUs about 15

feet in height. Provisions have to be brought
from Jenn^ on the Niger, about 300 m. S. VV.

;

and the sole importance of Timbuctoo is due
to its beiug an entrepot for the trade between
Guinea, Senegambia, and North Africa. Cara-

vans fr« m Marocco and the other Barbary states

here exchange dates, European manufactures,
fire-arms, gunpowder, coral, tobacco, and paper,

for slaves, gold dust, salt, ostrich feathers, gums,
and palm oil. It was twice taken and held by the

Moors, but is now governed by a native chieftain.

TiMJiiMOUN, a town of N. Africa, in Twat,
within 22 days' march of Timbuctoo, with 4000
liouses, and a large trade with Algiers. It has
richly ornamented mosques.
TiMOK, Timacus, a river of European Turkey,

forms part of the boundary between Bulgaria

and Servia, and joins the Danube 18 m. N.N.W
Widin, after a N.E. course of 100 m.
TiMOLEAGUE, a decayed pa. & town of Ireland,

CO. Cork, on Courtmacksherry Bay, 7 m. S.S.W.
Bandon. Ac. of pa. 2873. P. 965 ; do. of town 408.

TiMPERLY, a township of England, co. Ches-
ter, pa. Bowden, on the Manchester Eailway, 1

m. N.E. Altriugham. Ac. 1628. P. 1571.

TiMSBURY, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Somerset,
8 m. W.S.W, Bath. Ac. 1148. P. 1551.—II. co,

Hants, 2 m. N.W. Eomsey, Ac. 1411. P. 207.

TiMUR or Timor, an island of Malaysia, the
most E. of the Sunda chain, between lat. 8° and
10° 20' S.. Ion. 123° 30' and 127° E., separated
from N.W. Australia by the Timor Sea, Length,
340 m. ; breadth, 40 to 60 m. Estimated area
11,212 sq. m. It appears to be very populous.
In the interior the inhabitants are mostly of the
Papuan Negro race ; on the coast, Malaj's, witli

an intermixture of Dutch and Portuguese settlers.

It is traversed in its length by a mountain chain,

partly covered with forests ; in the interior are

some fertile plains, where wheat and other pro-
ducts, not common in the Archipelago, are grown.
Around the coasts every spot of ground, admit-
ting of cultivation, appears to be occupied, and
the country is covered with dwellings and planta-

tions. Principal exports are sandal-wood sent

to China, bees -wax to Java, and cattle, horses,

maize, and sago to the Australian colonies,

Mauritius, and Singapore, in return for muskets,
gunpowder, hardwares, calicoes, and other British

manufactures, which constitute the chief imports,

besides rice, arrack, and other native produce
from Java and Macassar, British ships fre-

quently visit Timur, chiefly homeward-bound
whalers, as also Dutch ships and native vessels.

Sago is the chief article of food ; millet, maize,

yams, sweet potatoes, and cotton are grown ; gold,

copper, and rock salt are met with, but no mines
are wrought. Pearls are fished off the S.W. ex-
tremity of the island. The Dutch possess the

southern part, including the settlement of Coepaug
ill the S.W., which is a free port. Dilli, on tho

N.W. coast, is a settlement belonging to the

Portuguese, who possess the northern portion.

In these settlements the natives are said to be
Christians ; in the interior the gi'eat majority are
idolaters. Pop. of the Portuguese portion is

850,300 ; of the Dutch (1864) 907,184.

Timuk-Laut, an island of Malaysia, between
lat. 7° 10' and 8° 30' 8., Ion. 131° and 131° 40' E.,

250 m. N.E. Timur. Length 125 m. Surface
mountainous and wooded.
TiMUYAN, a river of the Argentine Confed.,

dep. Mondoza, after an E. course of 200 lu., is

lost in a lake of the Llanos, a great plain, lat. 34°

S., Ion. 66° 30' W.
Tlmworth, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4 m.

N. Buiy-St-Edmunds. Ac. 1358, P. 222.

TiNAHELY, a market town of Ireland, Leinster,

CO, Wicklow, 6J m, S.W, Aughrim, P, 610.

TiNCHEBRAi, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Ome, cap. cant., 13 m. N.N.W. Domfront.
P, 4365, It has a tribunal of commerce, and
manufactures of paper and jewellery. Here, m
1106, Henry i. of England finally defeated his

brother Eobert of Normandy.
Tindale-Ward, the largest of the six wards

of the CO. Northumberland, England, in the W. of

the CO., bordering Durham and Cumberland, and
separated N. from Scotland by the Cheviot Hills.

Ac. 514,660. P. (1861) 44,233. Its centre and E.

parts are highly cultivated ; elsewhere it consLsts

chiefly of mountainous wilds, rich in mineral.s.

It is traversed by the Tyue and its afilueuts, the
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great Eoman -wall, and the Newcastle and Car-

lisle Eailway, and it contains many small lakes,

and the towns Hexham, Haltwhistle, Allendale,

Belliugham, Corbridge, and Stamfordham.
TiNDARO (Cape), a headland off the N. coast

of the island Sicily, Mediterranean Sea, prov.

Messina, in the Gulf of Patti, 4 m. E.N.E. Patti.

Near it are remains of the ancient Tyndaris.

TiNDFiEtX), a mountain range of Norway, lat.

60° N., Ion. 8° E., 4871 feet in elevation. At its

S.E. base is the Tind-soe, a narrow lake, 18 m. in

length; at the N. end of which is the vill. Tind.
TiNGE\viCK, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 3 m.

W.S.W. Buckingham. Ac. 2290. P. 914.

TiNG-HAE, the cap. city of the island Chusan,
off the E. coast of China, prov. Che-kiang, near
the S. coast of the island, 70 m. E.N.E. Ning-po,
lat. 30° 0' 1" N., Ion. 122° 6' E. It is enclosed by a

stone wall, entered by 4 double gates, surrounded
by a ditch, and connected by a canal and nan-ow
causeway with its harbour, J m. distant. Streets

narrow and irregular, flagged, clean, and well

drained •, houses mostly of one storey ; shops
well supplied. Chief edifice, a Buddhic temple,

and outside of the walls are several barracks,

formerly in occupation by British troops. The
harbour is sheltered by numerous islets, and
has deep water, but it is diflBcult of approach.
Neighbouring rice grounds and swamps render
the city very unhealthy to Europeans. It was
taken by the British in 1840.

TixGRiTH, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 4J m.
E.S.E. Wobum. Ac. 946. P. 226.

TixGWALL, Whiteness and Weesdale, a
united pa. of Scotland, comprising part of Shet-
land Mainland, with the vill. of Scallowaj-, and
the isls. Oxna, Trondra, Hildesay, Langa, and
Linga. P. 2697.

TiNiAX, in the Pacific Ocean, one of the Ma-
rianne Islands.

TiNicuM, a township of the U. S., N. America,
Pennsylvania, 37 m. N. Philadelphia.

TiNiscHT, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

and about 11 m. S.E. Koniggratz. P. 1688.
TiNKLETON, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 5

J

m. E.N.E. Dorchester. Ac. 885. P. 154.

TiNNEVELLY, a maritime dist. of British In-
dia, presid. Madras, at the S. exti-emity of the
Indian peninsula, having N. and N.W. the dist.

Madura, W. Travancore, and elsewhere the Gulf
of Manaar, separating it from Ceylon. It lies

between lat. 8° 9' and 9° 56' N., Ion. 77° 15' and
78° 28' E. Area 5482 sq. ra. P. 1,300,000. Sur-
face mostly level, interspersed with small hills

;

fertile, especially in the N. and on the river
banks ; in the S. sandy, and partly covered by
palms. Climate on the sea-coast arid and hot,
the thermometer having been registered at 115°
Fahr. Other parts are inundated during the
monsoons. An extensive system of irrigation
is carried on. A pearl fishery is conducted off

the coast. Eice and cotton are the principal
products in the lowlands, dry grains are raised
t)n the hills. Some cotton, muslins, silks, and
iron are manufactured, and nitre is exported.
Itev. 282,930^., charges of collection 22,046/. The
inhabitants appear more prosperous than in many
adjacent districts. Nearly all are Hindoos, and
Hindoo customs are here strictly preserved among
the people of caste ; but many of the outcast race,
termed Shanars, have embraced Christianity, and
there were, in 1863, 3000 baptized Protestant
Christians. Principal towns, Pallamcottah, the
chief seat of trade, Tinnovelly, and Tuticorin.

TiSNEA-KLLY, a town of India, Madras, in dist.
»f same name, immediately N.W. Pallamcottah,

and 88 m. S.S.W. Madura. P. 20,000. It L= nn-
healthy from sun-ounding rice grounds.
Tinogasta, a town of the Argentine Confed.,

prov. and 100 ra. N.W. Catamarca. P. 5588.
TiNONEE, a post town of New South Wales,

CO. Gloucester, on the Manning river, 5 m. below
Wingham. P. (1861) 118.

TiNOS, an island of the Grecian Archipelago,
10 m. N.E. Syra, and forming with Andros a gov.
of the Cyclades. Area 87 sq.m. P. 16,000. Sur-
face well watered. Products comprise silk, wine,
barley, fruits, honey, live stock, and marble. Prin-
cipal towns, St Nicolo, Panormus, and Oxomeria.

TiNSLEY, a chapelry of England, oo. York, W.
Eiding, pa. and 24 m. S.W. Eotherham- Ac
1623. P. 697.

TiNTA, a small town of S. Peru, dep. and 60 nu
S.E. Cuzco, on the Upper Urubamba.
TiNTAGELL and BossiNEY, a pa. of England, co.

Cornwall, on its N. coast, 6 m. N.W. Camelford.
Ac. 4350. P. 900. Eesorted to for sea bathing.
TiNTELLUST. a town of the Sahara, Africa, in

Air or Asben, lat. 18° N., Ion. 8° 30' W., on the

route between N. Africa and Soudan.
TiNTEaiiAC, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Ille-et-Vilaine, cap. cant. 16 m.
N.N.W. Eennes. P. 2149.

TiNTERN, a pa. of Ireland, co. Wexford, 3 m.
N. Fethard. Ac. 6863. P. 1660.—The pictu-

resque ruins of Tintern Abbey are in Monmouth-
shire (Engl.), 8 m. above Chepstow, on the Wye.
Tinterne-Parva, a pa. of England, co. Mon-

mouth, 6 m. N. Chepstow. Ac. 827. P. 335.

TiNTiNHUL, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 2J
m. S.W. Ilchester. Ac. 1828. P. 437.

Tinto, " The, Hill q/"Fire," a mountain of Scot-
land, CO. Lanark, at the head of Clydesdale, and
between the pas. Carmichael, Wiston, and Sy-
mington. Elevation 2316 feet above the sea.

TiNTWiSTLE, a chapelry of England, co. Ches-
ter, pa. Mottram, 9 m. E.N.E. Stockport Ac
14,120. P. 1691. The Manchester and Sheffield

Railway is here canied through a 3 m. tunnel.

TiNWAtX), a pa, of Scotland, co. and 6 m.
W.S.W. Dumfries, comprising a part of the burgh
Lochmaben. Ac 10,391. P. 1079.

TiNWELL, a pa. of England, co. Eutland, 10J m.
E.N.E. Uppingham. Ac. 1651. P. 235.

Tioga, a river of the U. S., North America,
Pennsylvania and New York, flows N. and E.,

and joins the Susquehanna, 10 m. N. Towanda.
Affluents the Conhocton and Canisteo. Total

course 90 m., for the last 45 m. of which it in

navigable ; and at Newtown, the Tioga and the

Susquehanna navigation are connected by a canal

with Seneca Lake and the Grand Erie Canal.

Tioga, two cos. and townships of the U. S.,

North America.—I. a co., New York, in its S.

part, on the Susquehanna ; cap. Owego. Area
456 sq. m. P. (1860) 28,748.-11. a township in

this CO., on the river Tioga.—III. a co., Pennsyl-
vania, in its N. part, on the Tioga and Susque-
hanna rivers. Area 1056 sq. m. P. 31,044.

—

IV. a township, same co.

TiOKALiNSK, a town of Russia, Siberia, gov.
Tobolsk, 80 m. N.W. Omsk.
TiOTOE, an island of Norway, dist. Nordland, in

the Atlantic, immediately S.W. the island Alven.
TiPATAPA or Panaloya, a river of Central

America, state Nicaragua, by which the Lake of

Leon discharges its surplus waters into the Lake
of Nicaragua. Length 16 to 20 m., for the latter

12 of which it is from 3 to 18 feet deep, and
navigable, but in the early part of its course its

navigation is impeded by falls, one of which is

near the village of Tipatapa.
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TiPPAii, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in

N.E. of Mississippi. Area 1037 sq. m. P. (18G0)

16,219 free, 6331 slaves.

TipPECANCE, a CO. of the U. S., N. America, in

N.W. of Indiana. Area 504 sq. m. P. (1860) 25,726.
TiPPERAH, a district of British India, presid.

Bengal, bounded N.W. by the Megna river, E.

those of Sylhet and Chittagong, and native terri-

tory of Tipperah, S. by the Bay of Bengal, and
on the W. by the British dist. Tipperah. Area
4850 sq. m. P. 1,406,950.

TiPPERARY, an inland co. of Ireland, Munster,
extending along nearly the whole W. boundary
of Leinster, King's, Queen's, and Kilkenny
cos. ; having N.W. the Shannon and Lough
Derg separating it from Connaught, co. Galway,
and the co. Clare; and on other sides the cos.

Limerick, Cork, and Waterford. Area 1658 sq.

m., or 1,061,730 acres, of which 843,887 are
estimated to be arable. P. (1861) 249,106. On
the S. it is separated from Waterford co. by
the Knockmealdowu mountains and the river
Suir ; its N. portion is separated from the rest
of the CO. by the Slieve Namau, 2364 feet.

Keeper Mountain, 2278 feet, and Devil's-bit,

1583 feet, above the sea. This portion con-
tains a part of the great Bog of Allen ; elsewhere
the soil is fertile, yielding large crops of wheat,
oats, and potatoes. Agriculture has improved of

late, but farms are generally small. Grazing is

important ; large quantities of butter and other
dairy produce, with cattle, are exported. Coal,
copper, and lead are met with, and slates near
Killaloe. The woollen trade of Carrick is now
extinct

;
principal exports rural products. The

CO. is divided into North and South Ridings,
twelve baronies, and 193 pas., in the dioceses of
Cashel, Emly, Killaloe, and Lismore. Principal
towns, Tipperary, Clonmel, Nenagh, Cashel,
Templemore, Thurles, Clogheen, and Carrick-
on-Suir. It is intersected by the Great S. and
W. Eailway, and several branches. It sends 2
mems. to H. of Commons.

—

Tipperary, the cap.
CO., is on the Ara, au affl. of the Suir, and on the
Waterford rail., 25 m. S.E. Limerick. P. 5864. Alt.
813 ft. It is beautifully situated in an undulating
and fertile tract, is well built and thriving, and
has a handsome church, Koman Catholic chapel,
bridewell, workhouse, hospital, barracks, large
endowed school, and an active retail trade.

TipsA or TiBESA, a town of Africa, Algeria,
prov. & 115 m. E.S.E. Constantine, on the Serratt.

Tipton, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, on the
London and N.W Railway, and Birmingham and
Liverpool Canal, which has here many branches,
8 m. W.N.W. Birmingham. Ac. 3020. P. (1861)
28,870. It has coal and iron mines, iron forges,
rolling and slitting mills, engine, soap, and red
lead factories, a church, dissenting chapels, and
schools ; and at Tipton-Green, one of its largest
vills., are extensive wharfs.

—

Tiptree is a hamlet,
CO. Essex, pa. Great Braxted, 3 m. E. Witham.

Tipton, three cos. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. in W. of Tennessee. Area 682 sq. m.
P. (1860) 5417 free, 6288 slaves.—II. Indiana.
P. 8170. Cap. Tipton.—III. Tennessee. P.
5417 free, 5288 slaves. Cap. Covington.
TiRAJANA, a town of the Canary Isls., on the

S. coast of the island Gran Canaria. P. 3656.
TiRAN, a small island in the Red Sea, off the

Arabian coast, at the entrance of the Gulf of
Akabah. Lat. 27° 55' 2" N. ; Ion. 34" 34' E.
Tirana or Tehran, a town of European Tur-

key, Albania, sanj. Scutari, on the Jacon, 12 m.
S.S.W. Kroya. P. 10,000. Outside of the walls
is a fort, the residence of a pasha.

Tirano, a town of North Italy, prov. andcii-c.

Sondrio, in the Val-tellina. P. of comm (1862)
5496. The Adda (which is here very rapid, and
constantly threatens the inhabitants with au
inundation) flows through the town.

Tiraspol, a town of Russia, gov. Kherson, cap.

circ, on 1. b. of the Dniester, 53 m. N.W. Odessa.
P. a863) 9204.—About ^ m. distant is a fort.

Tikee, one of the Inner Hebrides, Scotland.

CO. Argyle, of which it is the most W. portion, 20

m. W.N.W. lona. Length 13 m. ; breadth varies

to 6i m. P. 3201. Shores greatly indented;

surface low, having a mean height of 20 ft. above
the sea ; and it is destitute of wood. It contains

numerous small lakes, and a plain of 1560 ac. of

rich pasture land in its centre. Barley, oats, and
potatoes are grown. Cattle-rearing, fishing, and
the export of poidtry and eggs, are the chief re-

sources of the pop. Skerryvore lighthouse is 10

m. S.W.

—

Tiree and Coll, including the interme-
diate islet Gunna, form a pa. P. 3998. The vill.

of Hynish, at its S. end, is a station of the North-
em Lights, and has a school, and quarries from
which Skerryvore lighthouse was built.

TiREH or Tyria, Asia Minor. [Tyria.]
TiREHBOLi, Tripolis, a maritmie town of

Asiatic Turkey, pash. and 50 m. W. Trebizond,
on the Black Sea, about 3 m. W. the mouth of

the Kharshoot or Tireliboli-su. It has several

mosques, and a Greek church.—The Tirehboli-

su, a deep and rapid river which passes W.N.W.-
ward by Gumish-khaneh, has, at its mouth, silver

and copper mines (ancient Argyrid).
TiRGOSHYL, a town of Walachia, on the Chyl

or Schyl, a tributary of the Danube, 54 m. N.W.
Krajova.

—

Tirgu-formos is a small town of Mol-
davia, 30 m. N.W. Jassy.

TiRHOOT, a dist. of British India, prosid. Ben-
gal, between lat. 25° 26' and 26° 42' N., Ion. 84°

58' and 87° 11' E., having E. the dist. Pumeali,
S. Bhaugulpoor and the Ganges, which separates

it from Behar and Patna, W. Sarum, from which
it is partly divided by the river Gunduck, and N.
NepauL Estimated area 6114 sq. m. P. 2,400,000.

Surface fertile, and richly wooded ; in the N. are

dense forests. Climate generally favourable to

Europeans. This district is one of the principal

in India for the culture of indigo, and the produc-
tion of nitre and.soda from the soil. Rice, wheat,
oats, barley, maize, millet, flax, sugar cane, hemp,
cotton, aromatic plants, and great quantities of

fruit, are raised. Cotton cloths, combs, rope,

sacking, woollen fabrics, and earthenwares are

manufactured. Principal towns, Hajeepore and
Mozufferpore.
TiRLEMONT (Flem. Thienen), a town of Bel-

gium, prov. S. Brabant, arr. and 12 m. S.E,
liouvain, on railway from Malines to Li^ge. P.

(1864) 12,255. It has manufactures of woollen
cloths, hosiery, oil, soap, and paper. It was taken
by the French in 1635, in 1792, and in 1794, and
its fortifications were dismantled in 1804.

TiRLEY, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, on
the Severn, here crossed by a bridge, 4^ m. S.W.
Tewkesbury. Ac. 1850. P. 693.

TiRNOVA or Ternova, a fortified town of

European Turkey, Bulgaria, on the Jantra, a
tributary of the Danube, 35 m. E. Sistova. P.
16,000. It stands on a basaltic hill 1000 ft higlj,

is enclosed by a wall and trench, and has nume-
rous mosques, churches, and Jews' synagogues.
Tirol or Tyrol, and Vorarlberg (ancient

Khsetia, and a part of Noricwn), a crown-land of
the Austrian empire, with the title of county, be-
tween lat. 45° 39' 30" and 47<* 45' 15" N., Ion. 9*

35' and 13° E., having E. Salzburg and Ciiriu-
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thia, S. Venetia, N. Bavaria, and W. the priuci-

pality of Liechtenstein and Switzerland. Area

11,311 sq. m. P. (1858) 876,263, mostly of Ger-

man, but in the S. of Italian, descent. It is al-

most entirely occupied with the Alps and its

ramifications, only about one-tenth of the coun-

try being level. The Rhaetian Alps, which
separate the valley of the Inn in the N. from the

valley of the Drave and Adige in the S., run E.

and W., and contain the principal culminating

summits, rising far above the snow-line. Pro-
bably one-tenth of the surface of Tirol is always
covered with snow ; Mount Ortler, on the W.,
rises to 12,822 feet, and the Gross Glockner, on
the E., to 12,957 feet in elevation. Besides the

Inn, Drave, and Adige, with their affls., the N.W.
part, Vorarlberg, is watered by the 111 and Bre-

geuz, flowing into the Lake of Constance, which
forms the N.W. boundary. Small lakes are

numerous, and the N. part of the Lake of Garda
is in the Tirol. Climate severe in the uplands

;

mean temperature of year at Innsbruck 48°'8, and
at Botzen 55°'4, Fahr. ; the narrow valleys of the

S., however, have a warm climate, similar to that

of the adjacent part of Lombardy. Some maize,
wheat, and pulse are grown in the lower valleys,

and buckwheat, rye, and oats on the mountain-
sides; but the corn raised is not sufficient for

home consumption, and the chief wealth of the
rural population is in their cattle and other live-

stock. Wine and silk are the products of the
southern provinces. The rearing of canary birds
is pursued on a large scale in the valley of the
Inn, and most parts of Europe are supplied with
singing birds from the Tirol. The wolf, bear,

wild boar, marmot, and chamois, inhabit the
mountain districts. Mining industry is important.
Coal, iron, and salt are the principal minerals
obtained ; copper, gold, silver, lead, and cobalt are
met with, but few metallic mines, except iron, are
wrought There are numerous mineral springs.
Silka are manufactured in the S.; iron goods,
cottons, linens, leather, and wooden articles,

are made wirh much ingenuity at Innsbruck,
etc. ; in the Inn valley, glass and paper are the
other principal manufactured products. Princi-
pal exports are cattle, cheese, silk, iron and iron
wares, salt, wine, timber, tobacco, and silk goods

;

corn, and various manufactured goods. The
transit trade between Germany and Italy is the
most important, occupying many of the pop. ; the
principal passes for traffic are the Brenner and
Stelvio, across the main chain of the Alps, and
the routes by Trient and the Pusterthal in the S.
Many of the inhabitants emigrate annually as
labourersinto the neighbouring countries. Nearly
all are Roman Catholics, under 10 bishops, suf-
fragans of the archbishop of Sakburg. The
Tirol has its own national diet, composed of the
nobility, clergy, deputies of the towns and of the
rural districts, who meet in one chamber. It is
divided into the 7 circles of Roveredo, Trient,
Etsch, Pusterthal and Eisach, Lower Inn and
Wipperthal, Upper Inn and Vintschgau, and
Vorarlberg, also named from their chief towns;
cap. Innsbruck. The Tirol passed into the pos-
session of the house of Hapsburg in the 13th
century, and its inhabitants are among the
most attached u* the imperial rule in the Aus-
trian empire.
TiEOWAN or TURAON, a state of India, Bundel-

cund, its centre being in lat. 25° 12' N., Ion. 80°
55' E. Area 12 sq. m. P. 2000.
TiRscHENREUTH, a town, Bavaria, circ. Upper

Palatinate, cap. dist., on the Nab, 16 m. S, Eger.
V. 2300. Manufs. woollen cloths.

TiiiscHTiEGET. or Trziei^ a town of Prassian
Poland, gov. and 42 m. W. Posen. P. 1376.

Tisaran, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, King's co.,

1| m. N.W. Cloghan. Ac. 7209. P. 1086.

TiSBURY, a townsliip, U. S., North America,
Massachusetts, 23 m. S.E. New Bedford.
TiscHNowTTZ, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ.

and 15 m. N.W. Briinn, on the Schwarza.
TiSHEET, a town of Central Africa, Sahara,

about lat 18° 15' N., Ion. 8° 40' W. Near it are
mines of salt ; and it is an important caravaa
station between N. Africa and Nigritia.

Tishomingo, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in N.E. of Mississippi. Area 1149 sq. m. P.

(1860) 19,168 free, 4981 slaves.

TissisGTON, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 4 m.
N. Ashbourne. Ac. 2316. P. 403.

TisTED, 2 pas. of Engl., co. Hants.—I. (East),

4i m. S.S.W. Alton. Ac. 2602. P. 221.—II.

(West), 7i m. S.S.W. Alton. Ac. 4596. P. 790.

TiTALiYA, a town of British India, dist Dinage-
pore, presid. Bengal, in lat 26° 27' N., Ion. 88° 20'

E. P. 2500. A lai-ge annual fair is held here.

TiTCHBORNE, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2J
m. S.W. New Alresford. Ac. 3060. P. 308.

Titchfield-with-Crofton, a market town &
pa. of England, co. Hants, 2J m. W. Fareham, on
a small stream flowing into Southampton Water.
Ac. of pa. 17,512. P. 4043.
TiTCHMARSH, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,

If m. E.N.E. Thrapston. Ac. 4480. P. 893.

TiTCH>VELL, a pa. of Engl., co. Norfolk, 5 ra.

W.N.W. Burnham-Westgate. Ac. 1627. P. 146,

TiTiCACA (Lake), the most elevated and one
of the largest lakes of South America, forming a
part of the boundary between S. Peru and Boli-

via, in a wide valley of the Andes, between lat
15° 12' and 16° 20' S., Ion. 68° 35' and 70° 2' W.
Celebrated as the cradle of Peruvian civilisation.

Estimated area 2225 geog. sq. m. Length 120 m.

;

breadth 38 m. Elevation of surface above the
ocean 12,850 feet ; in some parts no bottom has
been found at 200 fathoms. Shape very irregular

;

it has sevei-al extensive bays, enclosed by pro-
jecting peninsulas. On its W. shore are the
towns Puno and Chucuito. It receives several

small rivers, and discharges its surplus waters
S.ward by the river Desaguadero. The water is

fresh, but of bad taste. Sevei-al species of fish

abound, which supply food for the towns and
villages on its shores. It is stated (1863) that

steamera are to be launched on it, which, in con-
nection with the projected railroad from Islay to

Arequipa, will much facilitate commerce in the
interior. It contains many small mountainous
islands, on one of which, named Titicaca, towards
its S. extremity, the last Inca dynasty is said to

have had its origin.

TiTLEY, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 3J m.
N.E. Kington. Ac. 1876. P. 373.

Tito (El), a town of S, Italy, prov., dist. and
7 m. S.W. Potenza. P. 4785. It suffered greatly

from the earthquake of Dec. 1857.

TiTSCHEiN (Neu), Moravia. [Neutitschein.]
TiTSEY, a pa. or England, co. Surrey, 4 m.

E.N.E. Godstone. Ac. 1936. P. 167.

TiTTEL, a vill. of Austria, Hungary, co. Bacs,

near the confl. of the Theiss with the Danube,
18 m. E. Peterwardein. P. 2840. It is a steam-

boat station, and has ship-building docks.

TiTTLESHALL, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, C

m. S.S.W. Fakenham. Ac. 3364. P. 644.

TiTTMONiNG, a town of Upper Bavaria, cap.

dist, 8 m. S.S.W. Burghausen. P. 1200.

Titus, a co., U. S., North America, Texas. P.

7210 free, 2438 shives.
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TiUMEN or TouJiEN, a town of Siberia, gov.

and 120 m. S.W. Tobolsk, on both sides of the
Tooia, here crossed byafloatingbridge. P.flSGS)
12,o'Jo. It has upwards of 100 factories of Eussia
leather, woollen fabrics, and soap ; and around it

coarse carpeting, carriages, mats, and wooden
articles are made. Standing at the junction of

several great routes, it has an active export trade

in tallow and bristles into Russia, and of Russian
and other goods to the Kirghis ten-itory and
Bokhara. It is also a depot for the commerce
between Russia and China.
TiUMEN, a river of Corea, Eastern Asia, forms

a part of the boundary between it and the Russian

f)rov. Primorsk, and enters the Sea of Japan near
at. 42° 30' N., after a N.E. and S.E. course of 200
miles.

—

Kinking is on it, near its mouth.
Tiverton, a pari , munic. bor., town, and pa.

of England, co. Devon, on both sides of the Exe
and Loman, at their confl., and on the Bristol

and Exeter Railway, 13J m. N.N.E. Exeter. Ac.
of bor. and pa. 17,650. P. (1861) 10,447. The
town has a fine church, a grammar and other
endowed schools, almshouses, a town-hall, a
market-house, corn market, theatre, assembly
aud reading rooms. Manufs. lace and woollens.
Tiverton is connected with the Tone, Taunton,
etc., by a navigable canal. It sends 2 members
to H. of C. Reg. elect. (1864) 489.—II. a town-
ship, CO. Chester, pa. Bimbury, IJ m. S.W. Tar-
porley. Ac. 1657. P. 704,

TiVEETON, a township of the II. S., North
America, Rhode Island, on Narraganset and
Mount Hope Bays, 13 m. N.E. Newport, and
connected with Rhode Island by a stone bridge
1000 feet in length. It has fisheries.

TivisA, a town of Spain, prov. and 26 m. W.
Tarragona. P. 3000.

Tivou, Tibur, a town of Central Italy, Ponti-
fical States, comarca and 18 m. E.N.E. Rome,
cap. dist., on 1. b. of the Teverone or Anio,
which here forms a cascade of 80 feet. P. (1862)
6750. The town is situated on the slope of
Monte Eipoli, in a picturesque situation, but un-
healthy. It has a cathedral and convents, and
ou a rock overhanging the river are the remains
of a circular temple of the Tibertine sibyl, or of

Vesta, Around Tivoli are the remains of several
aqueducts, and of numerousRoman villas, amongst
which are those of Cassius and Mecaenas ; and
adjacent to the town are the vestiges of a villa

builtby Hadrian, which has contributed numerous
antiquities to the Vatican.

TIXA.LL, a pa. of England, co. and 3f m. E.S.E.
Stafford. Ac. 2352. P. 289.

TixovER, a pa. of England, co. Rutland, 7J m.
E. Uppingham. Ac. 1080. P. 129.

TiXTLA or TiXTLAN, a town of Mexico, state

Guerrero, cap. dep. P. 6000. It is very healthy,

and the resort of the pop. of Acapulco.
Tjorn, an island of Sweden, Isen and 20 m.

N.W. Geteborg, in the Kattegat. Length and
breadth about 10 m. each. Shores greatly in-

dented, and its fishery is important. Surface
mostly in pasturage ; and on it are 3 villages.

TiACOTAU'AN, a town of Mexico, state and 50
m. S E. Vera Cruz.
Tlalpan or Sak Agostino de las Cuevas, a

town of Mexico, of which it was for a time the
cap. P. 6000. It has a mint.

Tlapa, a town of Mexico, state Guerrero, on
the Yopez, 60 m. N.N.E. its mouth.

Tlascai.a, a territory of Mexico, bounded on
W. by the state of Mexico, and on the other

three sides by Puebla. Area 1849 sq. m. P.

(1857) 90,158. Chief town Tlascala, 10 m. N.

La Puebla, on the river Naspa. P. 5000. It baa
a cathedral, and a magnificent Franciscan con-
vent. On the arrival of Cortez it was a city of
300,000 souls, and has many ruins of Azteo
buildings. The river Tlascala rises near the
town, and flows through the state of Puebla.
Tlemecen or Tlemsen, a town of Africa,

Algeria, prov. and 50 m. S.W. Oran. P. 21,728,
of whom 5240 were Europeans. It is enclosed
by walls, and has a citadel, mosques, and manufs.
of woollen and cotton stuffs. In its . vicinity
are numerous orchards, and remains of antiquity.
—The Gulfof Tlemecen, 20 m. N.W., is an inlet

of the Mediterranean, opposite Cape Gata (Anda-
lucia), and 35 m. in widtii at its entrance.
Tmolus (Mount) (Turk. Kiziljah Masa Tagh),

a mountain range of Asia Minor, 20 m. S.E.
Smyrna, extending E.ward for about 70 m., sepa-
rating the basins of the rivers Kodus and Little-

Mendere (anc. Hermus and Cayster). It is crossed
by several routes, and has on its summit a plain
of fine pasturage, interspersed with large trees.

Tmutakakan, a fortified maritime town of S.
Russia, gov. Caucasus, on the Island Taman, at
the E. side of the Strait of Yenikale, Black Sea,
13 m. S. Yenikale. Though small, it has an active
export trade in salt, wax, honey, wool, skins, and
manuf. goods brought from the interior of Russia.
ToAK, a town of Asiatic Turkey, pash. and 120

m. N. Bagdad, on an afll. of the Tigris. It has
a Mohammedan tomb, resorted to by devotees.
Tobago, a British West India Island, Wind-

ward group ; lat. of Melville rocks, 11° 9' N., Ion.
60° 32' W. ; 20 m. N.E. Trinidad. Area 97 sq.

m., or 62,080 ac. P. (1861) 15,410, being an in-

crease of 1032 persons on the census of 1851.
Surface mountainous and broken, and cultivation
is mostly limited to the low coast lands in its

south half. The high grounds are covered with
dense forests, the narrow valleys choked with
vegetation. The island is beyond the range of
hurricanes, but it is extremely unhealthy to

Europeans. The chief and almost exclusive pro-
ducts are sugar, rum, and molasses. For the last

ten years the quantity of sugar annually exported
amounted to 58,598 cwt. The price of land
varies from 15^. to 20/. per acre, according to

quality. The principal religious denominations
are the Church of England, which has 5 clergy-
men, 8 churches, and an average attendance of

2500 ; the Wesleyans, with 2 miniiJters, 7 chapels,

and an average attendance of upwards of 1000;
and 3 Moravian missionaries, with 3 churches,
and an attendance of 2000. In 1862 the imports
amounted in value to 55,375/., and the exports to
75,428/. Revenue, 10,113/. ; expenditure, 10,224/.

;

debt, 612/. Government is vested in a governor,
council of 7 members, and a house of assembly
of 16 members. There are 22 schools on the
island, with 1949 scholars. These cost the legis-

lature 500/. annually. The island is divided into

9 pas. Chief town, Scarborough, on the S. coast.

Tobago was discovered by Columbus in 1496, and
was ceded to Great Britain by France in 1763.

ToBARRA, a town of Spain, prov. and 33 m.
S.S.E. Albacete, with remains of fortifications

and trade in fruit. P. 6490.

ToBEij, a pa. of Ireland, co. Wicklow, \^ m.
N.E. Dunlavin. Ac. 1423. P. 279.—II. a vill.,

CO. Tipperary, 2^ m. S.W. Clonmel, near the
Suir. P. 85.—III. a hamlet. King's co., 3 m. N.W.
Clare. P. 46.

—

Toberaheena is a vill., co. Tip-
perary, on the Suir, 2Jm. S.W. Clonmel. P. 296.

ToBERCURRY, a market town of Ireland, co.

Sligo, on the road from Boyle to Ballina, 19 m.
E.S.E. the latter. P. 842.
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ToBERMORE, a small town of Ireland, co.

LondondeiTj, on the road from Dublin to Cole-

raine, 6 m. N.W. Magherafelt. P. 661.

Tobermory, a seaport town of Scotland, co.

Argyle, on tlie N.E. coast of the island Mull, 8

m. N.N.W. Torosay, in the sound of Mull. P.

1566. It has a custom-house, a land-locked

harbour with 2 quays ; boat-building, and gene-

ral trade; steamcommunication with Skj-e, Lewis,

Inverness, and the Clyde. It is the seat of a

monthly judicial court, and the polling-place for

the N. Argyleshire Hebrides.

ToBiTSCHAU, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ.

Olmiitz, on the March, 8 m. W.S.W. Prerau.

ToBOL, a river of Siberia, gov. Tobolsk, rises in

the S. part of the Ural mountain chain, and after

a N.E. course of 500 m. joins the Irtish near To-
bolsk. Affls., the Ui, Miyas, Tura, and Tavda, all

from the W., and from the influx of the Ui down-
wards it is navigable for three-fourths of itscourse.

Tobolsk, the most N.W. gov. of Siberia, ex-

tending from the Kirghiz territories to the Arctic

Ocean, between lat. 63° 30' and 73° N., Ion. 60°

and 83° E., having W. the Ural mountains, and
the govs. Perm and Orenburg, and K the govs.

Tomsk and Yeniseisk. Area 574,080 sq. m. P.

(1868) 1,021,266. Surface entirely level, except

in the N.W., where are the Ural mountains. It

is watered by the Obi, and its large tributaries

the Irtish, Ishim, Tobol, etc. N. of lat 65° or
66° the whole country is a mere sterile moor,
the soil of which is frozen during nine months of

the year. A wide forest region of firs and birch

extends between lat. 65° and 58° N. ; S. of which is

the most productive and populous portion of the

gov. ; this being succeeded S.ward by the steppe

of Ishim, a salt plain comprising that part of the
old gov. Omsk now included in Tobolsk. Eye,
barley, oats, and buckwheat are produced, and,
with other necessaries, are conveyed down the
Obi and other rivers to the vills. in the N., in

return for large quantities of furs and skins,

which are sent to the fair of Nijni-Novgorod,
and to the Kirghiz country and Kiachta, in return
for Bokhara and Chinese products. Iron, cof>-

per, gold, silver, and platinum are mined in the
Ural chain ; and at Tiumen, and some other places,

are thriving leather, soap, woollen, and other
factories. Transit and general commerce is

more important than manufacturing industiy.
Pop. most thickly collected between Omsk and
Tobolsk, in which tract is a succession of Tartar,
Kirghiz, and Russian villages, with the towns
Ishim and Tiukalinsk. Other principal towns
are Tiumen, Jaloutorovsk, Petropaulovsk, Tara,
Turinsk, Demiansk, Samorova, and Berezov, aU
on the Tobol, Obi, and their tributaries.

Tobolsk, the cap. city of W. Siberia, and of
above gov., at the junction of the Irtish and
Tobol rivers, in lat. 68° 12' 39" N., Ion. 68° 16'
39" E. P. (1863) 18.361. The city proper stands
on the flat summit of a hill, and is enclosed by a
brick wall. Streets regular, and mostly paved
with wood. Principal buildings, a cathedral with
5 cupolas, nearly 20 other churches, the arch-
bishop's and governor's palaces, prison, public
offices, and a monument to Yermak, the founder
of Eussian influence in Siberia. Along the river
are suburbs enclosed by a ditch and palisade, and
inhabited chiefly by Tartars. Climate so severe
in winter that mercury is sometimes frozen. The
city is, however, well supplied with provisions,
and means of public entertainment and education.
Tobolsk was founded in 1587 ; it is the seat of the
military governor and archbishop of W. Siberia,
and of a civil governor.

Toboso, a decayed to%vn, Spain, in La Mancha,
60 m. S.E. Toledo, celebrated in " Don Quixote."
ToBOYNE and Toby, two townships of the

U. S., N. America, Pennsylvania.—I. co. Perry.
—II. on the Alleghany river, 15 m. N. Kittaning.

ToCASTiNS, a river of Brazil, provs. Goyaz and
Pari, rises by many heads near Goyaz, lat. 16°

S., lou. 48° to 50' W. ; flows N., and near lat. 6°

S. it is joined by the Araguaya, a river of superior
size, flowing in a similar direction, and at lat. 2°

S. the united stream joins the Pard, one of the
mouths of the Amazon. Total length 1100 m.
TocAYMA, a town of Granadian Confed., on

the BogotJi river, 85 m. S.W. Bogotk.
Tocco, two market towns of S. Italy.—I. prov.,

circ. and 17 m. S.W. Chieti, near the Pescara. P.
4766. Near it is a spring which yields a large
quantity of bitumen.—II. prov., circ. and 17 m.
N.W. Avellino. P. 1300.

TocE, ToccLA, or Tosa, a river of North Italj',

rises in the Alps, near the Simplon, and after a
S. course of 50 m., enters Lake Maggiore on its

W. side, 3 m. E. Gravellona, where it receives
the surplus waters of Lake of Orta. Chief afil.

the Anzasca. The bay of the lake which it entera
is called the Gulf of Tosa. Near Formazza it

presents a fine series of cascades, having an
aggregate descent of 1000 feet
TocKHOLES, a township, Engl., co. Lancaster,

2\ m. S.S.W Blackburn. Ac. 2050. P. 820.

Tocmro, a river of Venezuela, deps. Barque-
simeto and Coro, rises S. Truxillo, flows N. and
N.E., and enters the Caribbean Sea N. the Gulf
of Triste. Total course 200 m., for the latter

half of which it is navigable. Principal affl. the
Carora. Its banks are well wooded, and near it

rich coal mines were discovered in 1864.—II. a
town on this river, near its source, 34 m. E.N.E.
Truxillo. It has several churches and convents,
a college, manufs. of woollen fabrics and leather.

ToDBERE, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 5 m.
W.S.W. Shaftesbury. Ac. 384. P. 122.

Todd, a co., U. S., N. America, S. of Kentucky.
Area 362 sq. m. P. (1860) 6726 free, 4849 slaves.

ToDDENHAM, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,

3| m. S.W. Shipston-on-Stour. Ac. 2477. P. 408.

ToDDiNGTON, a pa. and market town of Engl.,
CO. Bedford, 5 m. N.N.W. Dunstable. Ac. 6390.
P. 2433. Manufs. straw-plait.—II. a pa., co. Glo'-

ster, 2i m. N.N.E. Winchcombe. Ac. 1857. P. 153.

ToDi, Tudertum, a town of Cent. Italy, prov. &
24 m. S. Perugia. P. 4606. It is of high anti-

quity, has Etruscan walls, a temple of Mars, or
basilica of the early emperors, and a cathedraL
Todmorden-with-Wafsden, a market town

and chapelry of England, co. Lancaster, pa.

and 8 m. N.N.E. Bochdale, on the Manchester
Railway. P. of chapelry 9146. Manufs. cotton.

It has various dissenters' meeting-houses, and
a mechanics' institute. Coal is abundant in its

vicinity. Altitude 423 feet
Todos-os-Saktos, Brazil. [Bahia.]
ToDTNAU, a town of Germany, Baden, circ.

Upper Ehine, on the Wiesen, 4 m. N.E. SchSnau,
2070 feet above the sea. P. 1377.

ToDwiCK, a pa. of England, co. York, W. Bid-
ing, 6i m. S.S.E. Eotherham. Ac. 1860. P. 187.

Toft, several pas. of Engl.—I. co. Cambridge,
4 m. E.S.E. Caxton. Ac. 1242. P. 369.—11.

(next Newtony, co. Lincoln, 4J m. W.S.W. Market-
Raisen. Ac. 1293. P. 8.5.—IIL (i/on*»), Norfolk,

10 m. S.W. Great Yarmouth. Ac. 2238. P. 427.

ToFTES or TopTBEES, a pa. of England, co.

Norfolk, 2 m. S.W. Fakenham. Ac. 1184. P. 64.

Tofts, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6J m.
N.N.W. Thetford. Ac. 3051. P. 193.
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ToGGENBURO, the Upper valley of the river

Thur, Switzerland, cant. St Gall. Length 30 m.
ToGiAN Islands, in Malaysia, is a group of

islets in the Gulf of Tomini, E. coast of Celebes.
ToHREE FuTTEHPOOR, a town of India, Buu-

delcund, in lat. 25° 27' N., Ion. 79° 10' E. It is

the principal place of a jaghire, having an area
of 36 sq. m., and a pop. of 6000.

ToKAT, Berisa. a city of Asia Minor, pash. and
58 m. N.W. Sivas, on the Yeshil-Imiak. P. esti-

mated at 6700 families, of which 5000 are Turk-
ish, 1500 Armenian, and 150 Greek. It is sur-
rounded on three sides by hills, and interspersed

with trees and orchards. It is a depSt for agri-

cultural produce, and has manufs. of silk fabrics

and calico, dyeing works, and a government
establishment, at which the copper produced by
the mines near Diarbekir is relined.

Tokay, a town, N.E. Hungary, co. Zemplin, on
rt. b. of the Theiss, at the influx of the Bodrogh,
43 m. N.N.W. Debreczin. P. 5712. It has a Eoman
Catholic cathedral, and is celebrated as the entre-

Ij6t for the famous Tokay wine. [Hegtalla.]
Token-Besseys, a group of islands in the

Malay Archipelago, 40 m, W. Booton. Lat 6°

5' S. ; Ion. 123° 56' E.
ToKENHAM, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 2? m.

S.W. Wootton-Basset. Ac. 761. P. 157.

Toledo, Toletuni, a city of Spain, and its cap.

under the Goths and Moors, now cap. prov. To-
ledo, in the centre of the peninsula, on the Tagus,
by which it is nearly surrounded, 41 m. S.S.W.
Madrid. It is the terminus of a branch railway
from Madrid and Ciudad Rodrigo. Lat. 39° 62'

24" N. ; Ion. 4° 49' W. P. 13,431, said to have
amounted formerly to 200,000. It is situated on
a rocky height, and has an excessive climate,

very cold in winter, and hot in summer. It is

surrounded by a Moorish wall, flanked by nume-
rous towers, and has many steeples. Streets and
squares are narrow, irregular, ill-paved, and dull.

The cathedral of Toledo, the metropolitan church
of Spain, founded in 587, is 404 feet in length,

204 feet in width, with a lofty tower and spire.

The Alcazar, the former residence both of Moor-
ish and Castilian monarchs, an extensive pile of
three storeys, surmounted by a balustrade, was
burned by the French in 1808. Toledo has a
university, four colleges, numerous hospitals and
asylums, including two for foundlings and lu-

natics, a town-hall, and a mint. It has long been
famous for its manufacture of sword-blades, and
great skill is still shown in tempering them. It

lias also manufs. of coarse woollens, paper, guitar
strings, coarse glass, and leather. An amphi-
theatre and some walls of the ancient Toletum
still attest its importance under the Romans. It

was taken by the Goths in 467, and by the Moors
in 714, and retained by the last till 1085, when it

was permanently annexed to the crown of Cas-
tile. Between the 5th and 9th centuries, it was
the seat of several general ecclesiastical councils.

Area of prov. 6581 sq. m. P. (1857) 328,755.

Toledo (Mountains of). [Spain.]
Toledo, a town of the tJ. S., North America,

Ohio, on Maumee river, 4 m. from its entrance
into Lake Michigan, on railway, 52 m. W. of San-
dusky City, and at the terminus of the Wabash
and Erie Canal, the largest in the United States.

ToLENTiNO, a town of Central Italy, prov. and
11 m. S.W. Jlacerata, on 1. b. of the Chienti.

P. of comm. (1861) 10,861. It has a cathedral,

and manufs. dressed skins. Here, in February
1797, the Pope ceded by treaty the Romagna to

the French republic ; and in May 1815, Murat
• retired with his troops before the Austrians.

Tolfa, a market town of Central Italy, deleg.
and 10 m. N.E. Civita Vecchia. It has lead and
iron mines, and important alum works.

ToLiNG, a town of Central Asia, Tibet, nesii

the Upper Sutlej, 18 m. S.E. Chaprung. It has
a magnificent temple.
ToLKEMiT, a town of W. Prussia, gov. and 37

m. E. Danzig, on the Fri.sche Haff. P. 2130.
Tolland, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3 m.

N.N.E. Wiveliscombe. Ac. 824. P. 138.

Tolland, a co. of the U. S., North America,
in the N. part of Connecticut. Area 337 sq. m.
P. (1860) 20,709.—II. a township, cap. above co.,

18 m. E.N.E. Hartford.
ToLLARD-EoYAL, a pa. of England, co. Wilts,

6 m. E.S.E. Shaftesbury. Ac. 2807. P. 694.
ToLLCROSS, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanaik, pa.

Shettleston. P. 1973.
ToLLEN, a lake and river of Mecklenburg-

Strelitz, the lake 6 m. in length, and the river
leaving it at Neu-Brandenburg, and joining the
Peene at Demmin, after a N.W. course of 45 m.
Toller, two pas. of England, co. Dorset.— T.

(FratrumX 7^ m. E.S.E. Beaminster. Ac. 500.

P. 45.—II. (Porcorom), 6 m. E.S.E. Beaminster.
Ac. 3143. P. 500.

ToLLERTON, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m,
S.E. Nottingham. Ac. 1240. P. 148.—-II, a
township. North Riding, pa. Alne, co. and 10 m.
N.N.W. York by raUway. Ac. 2340. P. 647.

ToLLESBURY, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 7J
m. E.N.E. Maldon. Ac. 10,638. P. 1462.

ToLLESHUNT, three pas. of England, co. Essex.
—I. (Barcu), 5J m. E.N.E. Maldon. Ac. 3371.
P. 803.—II. (KnightsX 7 m. N.E. Maldon. Ac.
2079. P. 386.—III. {Major), 6 m. E.N.E. Mal-
don. Ac. 2344. P. 438.

ToLLO, a town of S. Italy, prov. Chieti, cap.

cant., 7 m. N.N.W. Lanciano. P. 2479.

ToLMEZzo, a small town of N. Italy, Venetia,
prov. and 26 m. N.N.W. Udine, in the Alps, on
the Tagliamento, 1000 feet above the sea. P.
of comm. 3500. In its vicinity the result of 30
years' observation gives an annual rainfall of

100 inches. Mean temp, of year 60°'3.5, summer
68°-2, winter 31°-6 Fahr.
ToLNA or ToLNAU, a market town of S. Hun-

gary, cap. CO., on the Danube, 11 m. S.W. Ko-
locsa. P. 5771, mostly Germans. It has royal
tobacco warehouses and potash works.
ToLOAR, the largest of the Salibabo islands, in

Malaysia, between Gilolo and Mindanao. Lat.
4° 28' N. ; Ion. 126° 55' E. Circuit about 80 m.
Surface varied; populous, and well cultivated.

ToLOMETA, Ptolemais, a town of North Africa,

Barca, on the Mediterranean, 65 m. N.E. Ben-
gazi. It has extensive remains of antiquity.

ToLOSA, Iturissa, a town of Spain, cap. prov.
Guipuscoa, on the Orria and Araxes, 15 m. S.W.
San Sebastian. P. 5206. It has two squares
(one used for a bull-ring), a prison, and several
fountains. Manufs. copper and earthenwares,
woollen cloth, paper, hats, leather, and it has a
royal factoi-y of swords and baj'onets.

ToLOTCHiN, a market town of Russia, gov. and
43 m. N.W. Moghilev, on the Drutz. P. 3000.

ToLOX, a town of Spain, prov. and 29 m. W.
Malaga, at base of the Sierra de Tolox. P. 2151.
ToLPUDDLE, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 7 m.

E.N.E. Dorchester. Ac. 2039. P. 401.

ToLTEN, a river of S. America, Chile, Arauca-
nia, flows from the Lake of Vilarica W. for 100 m.,

and enters the Pacific Ocean 60 m. N. Valdivia.
ToLtj (Santlago de), a seaport town of Gran-

adian Confed., state Bolivar, prov. and 65 m. S.

Cartagena, on the Gulf of Morrosquillo. It has a
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good harbour, and its vicinity prodnces com,
dye-woods, and the aromatic balsam of Told.

ToLUCA, a town of Mexico, state and 40 m.

S.VV. Mexico, near a volcanic mountain. P.

12.000. Commerce in soap, candles, and hams.

ToLAT?, a market town of S. Italy, prov. and
12 m. E.N.E. Potenza, cap. cant. P. 4359.

ToLZ, a market town of Upper Bavaria, cap.

dist., on the Isar, 26 m. S. Munich. P. 3092. It

h;is manufs. of woollen cloth, and iron-forges.

Tom, a river of Siberia, after a N.W. course of

400 m. joins the Obi 40 m. N.W. Tomsk.
ToMAGo, a vill. of New S. Wales, co. Glouces-

ter, near mouth of Hunter river. P. (1861) 137.

ToMANTOUL, a vill. of Scotland, co. Banff, pa.

Kirkmichael^ 11 m. S.E. Grantown. P. 659.

ToMASCHEW, two towns of Russian Poland.

—

I. gov. Warsaw, on 1. b. of the Pilica, 20 m.
S.S.W. Rawa. P. 6233. It was founded in 1822,

and has manufs. of woollen, linen, and cotton

fabrics, and iron foundries.—11. gov. and 66 m.

S E. Lublin. P. 3618.

TosiBiQBEE, a river of U. S., N. America, rises

in Missouri, flows S. into Alabama, and joins the

A]ab.ama river to form the Mobile, 35 m. above
Mobile Bay. Total course 450 m. ; it is navigable

for steamers 366 m. N. Columbus. Principal

affluent the Black-Warrior.
ToMELLOSO, a town of Spain, prov. and 50 m.

E.N.E. Ciudad-Keal. P. 4475.

ToMFiNLoUGH, a pa. of Ireland, co. Clare, com-
prising the town of Newmarket-on-Fergus. Ac.
673G. P. 2639.

ToMGRAXEY, a pa. of Ireland, co. Clare, 7 m.
N.N.W. Killaloe. Ac. 14,158, including a part

of Lough Derg. P. 3086, of whom 185 are in

the village.

ToMiNA, a town of Bolivia, dej). Chuquisaca,
50 m. E. Sucre, on a tributary of the Guapey.
ToMiNi or Goonong-Tella (Gulf of), a

large bay of the Pacific Ocean, on the E. side of

the island Celebes, Asiatic Archipelago.
TojrPKijJS, a co., U. S., North America, in

centre of New York. Area 580 sq. m. P. (1860)
31,409.-11. a township. New York, 22 m. S.W
Delhi, on tlie New York and Erie Riiilway.
ToMREGAX, a pa. of Ireland, chiefly in co.

Cavan, comprising a part of the town Ballycouuel.
Ac. 10,678. P. 2922.
Tomsk, a gov. of W. Siberia, between lat. 49°

and 62" N., Ion. 75° and 90° E., having S. Chinese
Turkestan and Semipolatinsk territory, and on
other sides the govs. Tobolsk and Yeniseisk.
Area 334,540 sq. m. P. (1858) 694,651. Chief
rivers the Obi and its tributaries. On the S.E. it

extends to the Altai mountains, and comprehends
the Katunsk mountains, 12,790 feet above the sea,

in which part and in the district Barnaul are
some important mining establishments.

—

Tomsk,
the cap. city, on the Tom, a tributary of the Obi,
is in lat. 56° 29' 26" N., Ion. 84° 57' 57" E. P.
(l!<63) 20,983. Mean temp, of year 31°-9, summer
6o°'5, winter minus 4°

-8, Fahr. It is mostly built
of wood ; but has a cathedral, tribunals, treasury,
and fur magazines, baiTacks, hospitals, and or-
phan asylum. It is the residence of the bishop
of Tomsk and Yeniseisk, of a civil governor, and
of the superintendent of the Altai mines; its in-
hiibitants carry on a brisk trade with the Cai-
rn ucks and Ostiaks in cattle and furs.
ToMYSL (Neu), a town of Prussian Poland,

gov. and 33 m. W.S.W. Posen. P. 800.—^ft-
Tomysl is a contiguous village. P. 400.
ToNARA, a mkt. town of the isl. Sardinia, prov.

Cagliari, cap. mand., 12 m. E. Busachi. P. 2236.
ToxAW.VNUA, a township of the U. S., North

America, New York, co. Erie, on the Niagara
river, 10 m. N. Buffalo.

ToxBRiDGE, Tonbridge Wells. [Tunbridge.]
Tosco, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Alessandria,

cap. mand., circ. and 14 m. S.W. Casal«. P. 1849.
ToxDELLA or Hestieros, a market town of

Portugal, prov. Beira, 10 m. S.W. Vizeu. P. 2400.
ToNBEHN, a town of Prussia, duchy Schles-

wig, cap. amt, on the Wid-Aa, 25 m. W.N.W.
Flensburg. P, (-1864) 3302. Manufs. fringe, laco,
and woollen ana linen fabrics.

ToNK, a river of England, co. Somerset, rises

S. Brendon-hill, flows S.E. and N.E., and joins

the Parret about midway between Langport and
Bridgewater. Course 30 m., for the last 10 m. of

which it is navigable.

—

Taunton is on its S. bank.
ToNG, two pas. of England.—I. co. Kent, 6 m.

W.N.W. Faversham. Ac. 1600. P. 277.—II.

CO. Salop, ^ m. E.S.E. Shiffnal. Ac. 4540. P.
532.—III. a township, co. York, West Riding,

pa. Birstall, 4^ m. E.S.E. Bradford. P. 3035.

ToNG, a prefixed name of the following cities

and caps, of deps. in China.—I. {Chang), prov.
Shan-tung, cap. dep., on a river flowing into the
Gulf of Chi-li, 55 m. S.W. Tsi-nan.—II. (Chow),
prov. Chi-li, on the Pei-ho, 25 m. E.S.E. Peking.
—III. (Gin), prov. Km-chow. Lat. 27° 40' N.;
Ion. 108° 65' E.—IV. (Tchou), prov. Shen-se, on
the Hoei-ho, 60 m. Nj;. Si-ngan.—V. (Tchuen),
prov. Sze-chuen, near its S. boundary and the
Yang-tse-kiang. It is important as a military post.

Tonga Islands, a group in the Pacific Ocean,
composing a section of the Friendly Islands, lat
20° S., Ion. 175° W., and comprising at least 150
islands ; the principal of which are—Tongataboo,
Boscawen, Keppel, Vavao, Hapai, and Eooa
Islands, with a pop. estimated at 10,000, governed
by independent chiefs. The islands were dis-

covered by Tasman in 1643, and visited by Cook,
who, on account of the disposition of the natives,

called them the "Friendly" Islands.— Tongata-
boo, or Tonga Island, is one of the most S. of these

islands, and the i-esidence of their sovereign.

Lat. 21° 4' S.; Ion. 175° 28' W. Circuit upwards
of 50 m. Estimated pop. 8000. Surface low ; soil

very feiiile
;
products comprise yams, plantains,

bananas, sugar-cane, fine timber, coir, exported
to New South Wales, and abundant supplies of

provisions adapted for shipping. The inhabitants

have been mostly converted to Christianity by
English missionaries, who have important depots

in the island. Principal towns, Moa and Nakualo.
ToxGHO, or ToUNGHOo, a town of E. India,

Pegu, on rt. b. of the Sittang, 83 m. N.E. Prome.
Area of dist. 3950 sq. m. P. 34,957. It was
acquired by Great Britain in 1852, and the ex-
king of Delhi was banished to Tongho in 1858.

T0NGI..VND or ToxGUELAND, a pa. of Scotland,

stewartry and N.W. Kirkcudbright, on the Dee.

Ac. 9858. P. 892.

ToxGKES, a town of Belgium, prov. Limbourg,
cap. cant., on the Jaar, 13 m. S.S.E. Hasselt. P.

6180. It has breweries, tanneries, manufs. of

hats and chicory, and trade in com. It was
ruined by Atilla in his retreat from Chalons.

Tongue, a marit. pa. of Scotland, co. Suther-
land, with a vill., 8 m. S.W. Farr-Kirk. Area
of pa. about 120 sq. m., mostly mountainous. P.

2077. It is 214 feet above the sea. The pa. ex-
tends for 10 m. along the N. coast, indented by
the Kyle of Tongue, an inlet 8J m. in length,

and contains Ben-Hope and Ben-Laoghall moim-
tains, with many miuei-al springs.

ToNK, a town of India, dom. and 48 m. S. Jey-
poor, near the Bunass. It stands in a hollow,

and is protected by a stone wall, with a mud fort.
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ToNNAY, two comms. and towns of France,
(lop. Charente-Inf^rieure, caps, of cantons.—I.

(Boutonne), on the Boutonne, 25 m. S.E. La
llocLelle. P. 1318 —II. {Charenie), on the Cha-
leute, 3 m. E. Eochefort. P. 3703. It has a port

oii the river for vessels of 600 tons.

ToNNEiNS, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Lot-et-Garoune, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Ga-
I'onue, and on railway from Bordeaux to Cette,

10 m. S.E. Marmand. P. 7947. It has a national

manuf. of tobacco, and manufactures of cordafje.

It is the birthplace of Madame Cottin.

ToNNERRE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Yonne, cap. cant., on 1. b. of the Arman9on, and
on railway from Paris to Lyon, 19 m. E.N.E.
Auxerre. P. 4789. It has manufactures of agri-

cultural implements and mill-works.
ToNNiNGEN, a fortified town of Prussia, 29 m.

W.S.W. Schleswig, on the Eyder, 11 m. from its

mouth in the North Sea. P. 2877. Exports
grain, cattle, sheep, oilcake, bones, flour, peas,
oats, beans, etc. Imports iron wares, goods,
cement, coals, bulls, horses, sheep, etc.

ToNQUiN or Ton-King, the most N. prov. of

Anam, S.E. Asia, between lat. 19° and 23" N., Ion.

102° & 108° 30' E., bounded N. by China, to which
it was formerly annexed, W. the Shan country, S.

Cochin-Ghina, and E. the Gulf of Tonquin. Area
and pop. uncertain. Surface near the sea a rich

alluvial plain, and the country appears to be
watered by numerous rivers, and of high fertility.

Eice is the chief grain raised ; other products are

sugar, cotton, spices, tea, indigo, saffron, silk,

gums, varnishes, and the precious metals. Ele-
phants and other wild animals are numerous.
The inhabitants are mostly Buddhists. Cachao,
the cap., and Hean, on the Tonquin river, are

the principal towns known to Europeans, by
whom the interior has not been explored. Ton-
quin was conquered by the Chinese in 1406, and
by the Anamese in 1790.—The Gulf of Tonquin
is an inlet of the Chinese Sea, surrounded by
Tonquin, the Chinese prov. Quang-tong, and the

island Hainan. Length 300 m. ; average breadth
loO m. It receives the Tonquin and many other
rivers, and contains numerous islands.

Tons, two rivers of India.—I. (South- Westerny.

has its source in the territory of Saugor and
Nerbudda, in lat. 24° N., Ion. 80° 30' E., having
an elevation of upwards of 900 feet above the sea.

It has a N. course of 165 m., and falls into the

Ganges on the right, in lat. 25° 16' N., Ion. 82° 8'

E.—II. {North-Eastern), ariv. in the prov. Oude,
an offset of the Ghogra, which it leaves on the
right, 10 m. above the city of Oude ; it flows gene-
rally S. for 240 m.. entering the Ganges on the

left in lat. 25° 41' N., Ion. 84° 11' E. Total
course 240 m., navigable from its mouth 120 m.
ToNSBEKG, a seaport town of Norway, stift

Aggershuus, on an inlet of the Christiania fiord,

47 m. S.W. Christiania. P. 2200. It has tobacco
factories, distilleries, and exports of timber & fish.

—The Gulfof Tonsberg is an inlet of the Skager-
rack, on the VV. side of the Christiania fiord.

ToNSE or SupiN, a river of India, Gurwhal,
rises in lat. 31° 2' N., Ion. 78° 33', and after a tor-

tuous course of 100 m. it joins the Jumna, lat.

30° 30' N., Ion. 77° 63' E.

ToNTAL, a district of the Argentine Confed.,

6000 feet above the sea. Rich silver mines were
discovered here in 1860 ; and in 1862 1600 to

2000 tons of ore were extracted.

ToNYN Islands, Malaysia, Strait of Macassar,
W. Celebes. Lat. 5° 33' S. ; Ion. 118° 34' E.
Tonys (St), a market town of Ehonish Prussia,

gov. and 15 m. N.W. DUsseldorf. P. 2725.

TooEi.E, a CO. of the U. S., North America,
Utah. P. 1008.

TooLA Ram Senahputtee's Country, a dis-

trict of India, bounded N. by the British disu
Nowgong, S. and W. by Cachar, and having its

centre in lat. 25° 35' N., Ion. 93° 18' E. Area
2000 sq. m. P. 30,000.

TooM or TooMVERiG, a pa. of Ireland, co. and
6 111. N.W. Tipperary. Ac. 12,276. P. 2975.

TooME, a pa. of Ireland, Leinster, co. Wexford,
b\ m. S.W. Gorey. Ac. 6979. P. 1331.

ToOMiES, a mountain in Kerry, 2413 ft. high.

TooMouE, a pa., Ireland, Connaught, co. Mayo,
comprising the town of Toxford. Ac. 6787. P. 2899.
Toomyvara, a vill. of Ireland, Munster, co.

Tipperary, 7 m. E.S.E. Nenagh. P. 425.

Toon, a town of Persia, prov. Yezd, 108 m.
E.N.E. Tubbus.
TooNOOR, a city of British India, territory of

Mysore. Fonnerly of gi-eat extent, it was re-

duced to a few temples and houses, but is now
regaining its lost importance. It has a large
reservoir which, when full, contains water for
irrigation sufficient for two years.

Tooravakika, a fortified town of S, India,

Mysore, 60 m. N. Seringapatam.
Tooting-Gr.vvenicy, a pa. of England, co.

Surrey, 6J m. S.S.W. St Paul's Cathedral, Lon-
don. Ac. 661. P. 2065.

Topcliffe, a pa. of England, co. York, Noith
Riding, 6 m. S.S.W. Thirsk, on the Swale and
Great Northern Railway, Ac. 15,565. P. 2800.

TopCROFT, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 10 m.
S.S.E. Norwich. Ac. 1875. P. 418.

ToPESFiEiX), a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6 ra.

S.S.W. Clare. Ac. 3320. P. 1046.

TopiiANfi ("a» ArsenaV^, a suburb of Con-
stantinople, at the E. extremity of the peninsula,

N. of the Golden Horn, and immediately N.E.
Galata. It comprises an arsenal and cannon
foundry (whence its name), extensive artillery

barracks, dockj'ards for building caiques, a fin©

public fountain, and a quay which is the usual
place of embarkation for Scutari.

TopiNO, a river of Central Italj', joins the Tiber
from the E., 7 m. S. Perugia. Course 30 m.
ToPLiczA or TopnTZA, a river of Servia, joins

the E. Morava, 10 m. N.E. the vill. Toplicza.

—

Toplika is a market town of Austrian Croatia,

9 m. S.S.E. Warasdin. P. 808. Here are hot
springs and glass works.

ToPLiTZ, ToEPLiTZ, or Teplitz, a town and
watering-place of Austria, Bohemia, on its N.W.
frontier, circ. and 16 m. N.W. Leitmeritz, in a
valley of the Erzg^birge, 689 feet above the sea.

Pop. 6864 ; but in autumn it is often visited by
10,000 strangers. It consists mostly of inns,

lodging-houses, and bathing establishments.

Chief buildings, the town-house, and the mansion
of Prince Clary, to whom the territory belongs.
Principal bathing establishments are the Stadt-
bad, Fursteubad, Filrstlich, Frauen-Zimmerbad,
and Herrnhaus, all in the Baade-platz or great
square ; the first open gratuitously to the public

;

the second comprising superior private baths;
and the last royal and elite baths, Toplitz being
a place of resort for the highest personages in

Germany. There are in all about 90 publio
bathing-houses ; and in the suburb Schonau are

the Steinbad, Tomplebad, Schangenbad, Neubad,
etc., with buildings equal, if not superior, in

elegance to the town baths. The waters are
saline; temperature in Toplitz from 113° to 119°,

in SchSnau from 101° to 104° Fahr. Here are
the Austrian and Prussian military hospitals, a
civil hospital, and one supported by Prince Clary,
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tha grounds of whose chateau are open to the

pubUc; here are also a theatre, and other ap-

pliances of a highly fashionable watering-place.

[Tepl—Teputz.]
ToPOLiAS, Copais, a lake of Greece, Hellas,

gov. and in the centre of Bceotia, 5 m. E. Leba-
dea. Length in winter 16 m. ;

greatest breadth

8 m. ; but in summer much of it is a mere reedy
marsh; 1000 feet above the sea. At Skripu
(^ancient Orchomenus), on its W. side, it receives

the river Gavrios (ancient Cephisstttt). It contains

many islands, and is still famous for its eels.

TopOLY, ToPL, or ToPLA, a river of N. Hun-
gary, after a S.S.E. course of 65 m. joins the

Ondava, 13 m. S. Varano.
TopoLYA, a post vill. of Hungary, co. Bacs, 8

m. N. Hegyes. P. 5615.

ToPRAK-KULAH or KLALEH, a town of Turkish
Armenia, pasb. and 75 m. E.S.E. Erzeroum. P.

200 Turkish and 100 Armenian families.

TopSHAM, a seaport town and pa. of England,
CO. Devon, on the E. bank of tlie Exe, at the
head of its estuary and at the confL of the Clist,

4 m. S.E. Exeter. Ac. of pa. 1740. P. 3503. It

has ship-building, and manufactures of ropes and
chain-cables. Steamers ply regularly to London.
TopsHAM, two townships of the LT. S., North

America.—I. Maine, semi-cap. co. Lincoln, on the
Androscoggin, opposite Brunswick, with which
it is connected by a bridge, 26 m. S.W. Augusta.
It has ship-building docks, tanneries, fulling and
com mills.—II. Vermont, 22 m. S.E. Montpelier.

Tor, a seaport town of Arabia Petraea, on the
E. shore of the Gulf of Suez, lat. 28° 19' N., Ion.
33° 38' E., near the Tor mountains. It is a
station where caravans supply themselves with
water, and has an old fort, & a harbour sheltered
by a coral bank, on which is a lighthouse.

ToRA, a sfnall town of S. Italy, prov. Caserta,
24 m. N.E. Gaeta. P. 1899 II. a town of Spain,
prov. Lerida, 10 m. S.S.W. Solsona.
ToRANO {Tioray, a vill. of S. lUly, prov. and

eirc Coseoza, with Cyclopean walls. P. 2352.
ToRBAY, England, an inlet of the English

Channel, on the E. coast of the co. Devon, be-
tween the headlands Hope's Nose and Berry
Head, the latter in lat 50° 24' N., Ion. 3° 28' W.
It forms a semicircular sweep, bounded by lime-
stone and syenite cliffs, abounding in fine marble
quarries, and containing some verj' curious caves.
It is a general rendezvous for vessels during W.
winds, and has important fisheries. On its N.
shore is Torquay, and on its W. side are Brixham
and Paington. Here William iii. landed in
England, 5th November 1688.
ToBBAY, a bay on the S.E. coast of Nova

Scotia, 13 m. W.S.W. Cape Canso.—IL a bay on
the E. coast of Newfoundland, 8 m. N. St John's.
ToRBOCK, a township of Engl., co. Lancaster,

31 m. S.S.W. Prescot Ac. 2447. P. 626.
Tor-Bryan, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4 m.

V/.S.W. Abbot-Newton. Ac. 2010. P. 205.
ToKCELLO, a town of N. Italy, Venetia, on an

islet of same name, in the lagoon, N.E. of Venice.
It was a town, with cathedral and bishops, in the
7th century, but it decayed as Venice rose. It
has an old Byzantine church, a cathedra.! of the
11th century, and the Palazzo del Commune of
the 13th century. Climate very unhealthy.
ToRCHiARA, a town of S. Italy, prov. Salerno,

circ and 16 m. N.W. Vallo. P. 1142.
ToRDA, a market town of Austria, Transyl-

vania, on 1. b. of the Aranyos, 19 m. S.S.E.
Klausenburg. P. 7000.
ToRDEKA, a town of Spain, prov. and 40 m.

N.E. Barcelona. P. 1856.

ToRDESiLLAS, Turris Sillx, a town of Spain,
prov. and 24 m. S.W. Valladolid, on rt. b. of the
Douro. P. 4000.

ToRELLA, a town of S. Italy, prov. Avellino,

3 m. N.W. San Angelo dei Lombard!. P. 2704.

ToRELLO (Sax Feliu de), a town of Spain,

prov. and 50 m. N.N.K Barcelona. P. 1734. It

has manufactures of woollen cloth.

ToRETi'A, a town of the island Sicily, prov. and
circ. Palermo. P. 3714.

ToRGAU, a fortified town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. Merseburg, cap. circ, on 1. b. of the Elbe, 70
m. S.S.W. Berlin. P. (1864) 11,910. It is enclosed

by strong walls, and has manufs. of woollen cloth,

hosiery, and leather. Frederick the Great took
it, after defeating the Austrians, 23d Nov. 1760.

ToRQELOW, a town of Prussian Pomerania,
gov. and N.W. Stettin. P. 1000.

ToRGET Island, coast of Norway, in the North
Sea, is in lat. 65° 30' N., Ion. 11* 45' E. The
picturesque hill of Torghatten is 300 feet high.

ToBiGNi or Thokigny, a town of France, dep.

Manche, cap. cant., 9 m. S.E. St L6. P. 2082.

Torino, a city of North Italy. [Turin.]
ToRiTTO, a town of South Italy, prov. Bari,

circ. and 15 m. N.N.E. Altamura. P. 4963.

ToRJOK, a town of Eussia. [Torshok.]
ToRKSEY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 7 xa.

S.E. Gainsborough. Ac. 3170. P. 379.

Tormarton, a j>a. of England, co. Gloucester,

4 m. S.E. Chipping-Sodbury. Ac. 2645. P. 454.

Tobmes, a river of Spain, rises in the Sierra
Gredos, flows N., past Alba-de-Tormes and
Salamanca, and joins the Douro on left. Length
150 m. Many battles were fought on its banks
between the French and Spaniards, 1808 to 1814.

ToR-MoMHAM, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 8
m. E.N.E. Totness. Ac. 1560. P. 16,419.

ToRNA, a market town of Northern Hungary,
cap. CO., 18 m. W.S.W. Kaschau. P. 2190.

ToRNEA or Torneo, a river of Scandinavia,
separates the Swedish and Russian dominions,
and enters the head of the Gulf of Bothnia at

Tomea, after a S.S.E. course of 230 m. It ia

rapid, and in it is the fine cataract of Julhae. It

gives name to the N. part of Swedish Lappmark.
ToRXEA, a town of Finland, on the Tomea, at

its mouth in the head of the Gulf of Bothnia, lat.

65° 50' 8" N., Ion. 24° 14' 0' E. P. 700. It

has an active ti-ade in stock-fish, rein-deer skins,

furs, iron, planks, tar, butter, hemp, quills, and
pickled salmon. Here, in 1736, the French aca-

demicians made measurements to ascertain the

figure of the earth. Tomea was ceded with Fin-

land to Russia in 1810.

—

Ofver Tomea is a place

on the Swedish side of the Tomea river.

ToRO, a town of Spain, prov. Zamora, on the

rt. b. of the Douro, 29 m. N.N.E. Salamanca. P.

8430. It is enclosed by old walls, and has an
old palace or alcazar, and another, formerly be-

longing to the Dukes of Berwick, and manufs.
of wooUen and linen cloths, brandy, and leather.

ToBO, a market town of S. Italy, prov., circ

and 7 m. E.N.E. Campobasso. P. 2165.

ToRO, a small island of the Mediterranean, off

the S.W. coast of the island Sardinia.—II. a river

of Mongolia, K Asia, joins the Naun, after an
E. course of 250 m.—III. (SanAntonia de), a town
of Granadian Confed., near the Cauca, prov. Popa-
yan, 22 m. S.S.W. Cartago.—The Boco del Toro,

or " Bull's Mouth," Central America, is one of the

straits by which the lagoon of Chiriqui com-
municates with the Caribbean Sea.

ToROK, several market towns of Hungaiy.—I.

(Becsey, co. Torontal, on 1. b. of the Theiss, 47

m. S. Szegedin. P. 4920.—II. (^Kanisa), same
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CO., on I. b. of the Theiss, 15 m. S. Szegedin.

—

—III. {Koppany), S.W. Hungary, co. Schumegh,
18 m. S.E. Lake Balaton.—IV. {St Miklos), N.
Hungary. [Miklos.]
Toronto (fonnerly York'), the cap. city of

Canada West, co. York, on tho north shore of

Lake Ontario, between the Humber and Don
rivers, 30 m. N.N.W. the mouth of the Niagara
river. P. (1850) 25,000 ; (1861) 44,821. Mean
temperature of year 44°'4, winter 26°'4, summer
63°'8, Fahr. It is regularly laid out. Principal
buildings, St James' cathedral, Eoman Catholic

church of St Michael, Knox's church, the Uni-
versities of Toronto, Trinity and Canada West
college, normal and model schools, parliament
house, St Lawrence hall and market, Osgoode
hall, post-office, court-house, exchange, lunatic
asylum and jail, and magnetic observatory. The
harbour, a circular bay 1^ m. across, is formed
by a peninsula projecting into the lake for about
six miles, terminating in Gibraltar Point, on
which is a lighthouse ; it is protected bya battery
and some detached works. It was founded in

1794, burned by the Americans in 1813, incor-
porated in 1834, and suffered severely by fire

in 1849. The provincial legislature meets at

Toronto and Quebec alternately every 4 years.

TouoPETZ, a town of Eussia, gov. Pskov, cap.

dist., at the influx of the Toropa into Lake Solo-
mino, 50 m. S.S.E. Cholm. P. (1863) 5441, It is

mostly built of wood, and paved with planks;
has a cathedral, several schools, and a dilapidated
fort on an island in the Toropa, by whicn river

it communicates with Eiga.
ToKOSAY, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. Ar-

gyle, comprising a part of Mull Island and a
petty village on the Sound of Mull. P. 1380.

Annual rainfall 111 inches.

ToRPENHOW, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,
7 m. N.E. Cockermouth. Ac. 9670. P. 1083.

ToRPHiCHF.N, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 4 m.
S.S.W. Linlithgow. Ac. 9956, mostly hilly. P.
1848, of whom 477 are in the vill., formerly a
place of importance, and having the remains of

a preceptory of Knights of St John.
Torquay, a market town, chapelry, and wa-

tering-place of England, co. Devon, seated on the
steep shore of a cove of Torbay, on its N. side,

with 2 stations on the South Devon Eailway, 18^
m. S. Exeter. P. (1861) 16,419. Mean temp, of

year 62°, summer 61°, winter 44° Fahr. It has
a town-hall, market-hall, dispensary, markets,
public baths, and gardens; two club-houses

—

the " Torquay " and the " Victoria ;" a theatre,

several public rooms, and two large hotels

erected by joint-stock companies, A new har-
bour is now (1864) being built by the lord of

the manor. The trade of the port consists

chiefly in timber and coals. Marble of great
variety and beauty abounds in the vicinity. The
entire parish is called Tormowham, and is divided
into 4 ecclesiastical districts, viz. Upton, St
John's, and Torwood ; and contains 7 churches,
mostly of great architectural beauty, the Scottish

church of St Andrews, the Eoman Catholic

church of the " Assumption," and many dissent-

ing chapels, and an ancient abbey. The climate

and scenery of Torquay are unrivalled, and its

elegant mansions entitle it to the appellation of

the " City of Villas." '

ToRQUEMADA, a town of Spain, prov. and 12

m. N.E. Palencia, on rt. b. of the Pisuerga, here
crossed by a bridge of 26 arches. P. 2700. It

has brandy distilleries, and manufs. of wine-
skins. Torquemada, the first of the great Span-
ish imjuisitors, was born here in 1420.

ToRRALBA DE Calatrava, a town of Spain,
prov. and 13 m. N.E. Ciudad-Eeal. P. 3016. It

has manufactures of blonde and thread-lace.
ToRRAO, a market town of Portugal, prov,

Alemtejo, 26 m. N.W. Beja. P. 1800.
Torre, a prefixed name of many towns, etc.,

of Spain and Portugal.—I. (Campo), Spain, prov.
and 45 m. N.E. Cordova. P. 2518.—II. (de Evi-
harra), prov. and 8 m. E.N.E. Tan-agona, near
the Mediterranean. P. 1868.—III. (de Moncorvo),
a fortified town of Portugal, prov. Tras-os-Montes,
cap. comarca, between the Sabor and Douro, 11
m. E. Anciaens. P. 2000. It has a square citadel,

and manufs. of silks and woollens.—IV. (Bon-
Gimeno, Tosiria), a town of Spain, prov. and 12
m. W.S.W. Jaen, on the Salado. P. 5787. It

has manufs. of linens, and a trade in oil, wine,
and salt.—V. {Laguna\ prov. and 26 m. N.N.E.
Madrid. P. 2049.—VI. {MochaX prov. and 13
ra. S.W. Caceres. P. 1690.—VII. (de Perogil),
prov. and 28 m. N.E. Jaen, P. 3444,
Torre, a river of N. Italy, gov. Venice, joins

the Isonzo, 6 m. N.E. Aquileia, after a S.S.E.
course of nearly 40 m.—It is the prefixed name
of the following towns, etc., of Italy.—I. (del

Gi'eco), South Italy, cap. cant., 7 m. S.E. Naples,
on the E. coast of the Bay of Naples, at the S.W,
base of Mount Vesuvius. P. 9294. It is built

of lava, which buried most part of the previous
town in an eruption of Vesuvius, 15th June 1794.
Another eruption occurred in December 1861, 11
small cones opening about 700 yards above the
town. It has a collegiate church, convents, and
.an hospital. Its vicinity is famous for wine and
fruits.—II. (dell Annunziata), prov. and 12 m.
S.E. Naples, cap. cant., at the S. foot of Mount
Vesuvius. P. (1861) 15,480. It is fortified, and
has barracks, a roj'al manuf. of arms, other
manufs. of paper, woollen fabrics, and maccai-oni,

a fishery, and an active coasting trade. On the
sea-shore, close to the town, are thermal mineral
springs.—III. (delle Nacelle), South Italy, prov,
Avellino, 4 m. E.S.E. Montefusco. P. 1578.—
IV. (de Passeri), prov. Tdramo, cap. cant., on the
Pescara, 13 m, S.W, Chieti, P, 1965.—V. (di

LttsernaX North Italy, prov. Turin, cap. mand.,
circ. and 8 m. S. Pinerolo. Pop. of comm. 2894.
—VI. (di Mondavi), a market town of North Italy,

prov. Coni, circ. and 4 m. S.E. Mondovi. Pop. of
comm. 1669.—VII. (Torre Maggiare), a town of

South Italy, prov. Foggia, 5 m. W, San Severe,
P. 6792. It is an industrious and commercial
town, with a ducal palace. In the 17th century
it was twice ruined by an earthquake.—VIII.
(San Susanna), a vill, of South Italy, prov.
Lecce, circ. Brindisi, P. 2351.

—

Torrecuso is a
market town of South Italy, prov, Benevento, 20
m, N.N.W. Avellino. P. 1936.

ToRRE^ Castrum Turris (Fr. La Tour\ a comm,
and bor. of North Italy, prov. Turin, 7 m. S.W.
Pinerolo, in the valley of Pellice or Luserna, on
the E. slope of the Cottian Alps, which separate
it from France. P. 3651, of whom 2283 were
Waldenses, and 867 Eoman Catholics. Chief
industry, agriculture, and cotton and woollen
weaving. This is the principal seat of the Wal-
densian Protestants, who have here a church,
finished 1852, a theological college with a valu-
able library, and an hospital. In Torre and in

the other vills. of Piedmont the Waldenses have
31 public schools, and 2 orphan asylums. Near
the town is a cotton mill. The vill. has also a
Eoman Catholic church and a convent,
Torrecampo, a town of Spain, prov. and 3.5

m. S.E. Cordova. P. 2518.

—

Torrecilla de Cameras
is a town, prov. and 15 m. S.S.W, Logrofio. P.
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2027.—And Torres, a town, prov. and 18 m. S.W.
Jaen. P. 2315.

ToRRExs (Lake), a salt lake of S. Australia,

between lat. 30° 10' and 32° S., Ion. 137° 30' E.

It is 30 m. N. Spencer Gulf. Length, from N. to

S., 130 m. ; breadth 18 to 20 m.
ToKRENTE, a town of Spain, prov. and 7 m.

S.W. Valencia. P. 6000.

Torre-Orsaja, a market town of S. Italy, prov.

Salerno, circ. and 15 m. S.E. St Vallo. P. 1958.

Torres-Novas, a walled town of Portugal,

prov. Estremadui'a, comarca and 15 m. N.E. San-
tarem. P. 4250. It is defended by a castle.

Torres Strait, in the South Pacific Ocean,

between the island Papua and Cape York, the

K extremity of Australia, lat. 9° 20' to 10° 40'

N., Ion. 142° 30' E., is about 80 m. across, and
one maze of shoals, reefs, and islands, the prin-

cipal of which are Prince of Wales, Mulgrave,
and Banks' Islands. In its narrowest part it

has seldom more than 12 or 14 fathoms water

;

but its navigation, always thought difficult, has,

from the survey of Captain King, been ascer-

tained to be quite practicable. Torres discovered
it in 1606, and Cook sailed through it in 1770.

Torres Vedras, a town of Portugal, prov.

Estremadura, cap. comai-ca, on the Sizandro, 27
m. N.W Lisbon. P. 2300. It was celebrated in

the Peninsular war for the lines of defence
established by the Duke of Wellington in 1810.

Torricella, a market town of South Italy,

prov. and 22 m. S.S.E. Chieti. P. 3765.

ToRRiDGic, a river of England, co. Devon, rises

in the N.W. part of the co., flows S.E. to its confl.

with the Oke, and thence N.W. past Torrington,
and near Appledore joins the Bristol Channel by
an estuary common to it and the Taw. Course
40 m., for the last 15 m. of which it is tidal, and
it is navigable for large vessels to Bideford.
ToRRiDON Locii, an inlet of the sea on the W.

coast of Scotland, co. Boss, between Applecross
and Grairloch, 13 m. in length and 3 m. in
breadth. It is divided by peninsulas into Upper
and Lower. On its N. bank is Ben Alligin, 3015
feet high. Its herring fishery is important.
Torrington (Great), a munic. bor., market

town, and pa. of England, co. Devon, on rt b. of
the Torridge, 5^ m. S.S.E. Bideford, and 30 m.
N.W. Exeter. Ac. 3456. P. 3298. It is united
by a bridge to the hamlet of Taddyport It has
two parish churche.s Independent, Baptist, and
Wesleyan chapels, a blue-coat school, alms-
houses, & other charities. Chief industry, glove-
making, agriculture, and retail trade. In 1643,
the parliamentary forces, <k in 1646 the royalists,
were defeated here by the troops of Fairfax.
Torrington, several pas. of England.— I.

iEasfy, CO. Lincoln, 3i m. N.N.E. Wragby. Ac.
1498. P. 120.—IL {Blach), co. Devon, 5 m.
W.N.W. Hatherleigh. Ac. 7200. P. 1020—III.
(LiiUe), same co.. If m. S. Great Torrington.
Ac. 2880. P. 563.—IV. (^West), co. Lincoln, n
m. N. Wragby. Ac. 1109. P. 165.
Torrington, a township of the U. S., North

America, Connecticut, on the Naugatuck, 28 m.
N.W.Hartford.

Torrita, a market town of Central Italv, prov.
Siena, 4 m. N.N.W. Montepulciano, P. 4452.
ToRRox, Cavilcum, a town of Spain, prov. and

25 ra. E. Malaga, on the Torrox, near the Medi-
terranean. P. 3357.
ToRRT, a fishing vill. on the E. coast of Scot-

iJind, CO. Kincardine, on the rt. b. of the Dee, pa.
Nigg, immediately opposite Aberdeen. P. 473.
ToRRTBURN. a pa. of Scotland, co. Fife, on the

i irth of Forth, 4 m. W.S.W. Dunfermline. Ac.

4995. P. 1229, of whom 46.} are in the viU.

Manufs. salt, and cotton fabrics.

Torsa, an island off the W. coast of Scotlaiiil,

CO. Argyle, E. the island Seil. Length 2 m. P. 9.

Top.shjELLa or Thorshalla, a town of Sweden,
lasn Sodermanland, on the Torshsalla, near its

mouth in Lake Maelar, 56 m. W. Stockholm.
ToRSHOK or ToRJOK, a town of Russia, gov.

and 36 m. W.N.W. Tver, on the Tverza. P.

(1863) 16,453. It has a cathedral, two convent .%

a government house, normal school, and oi^phau

asylum. It is famous for a holy spring, visited by
pilgrims from all directions. Its position on a
navigable river, and on the road from Moscow
to St Petersburg, renders it of considerable com-
mercial importance. Manufs. coloured Russia
leather, from which shoes and gloves are made,
and being embroidered with gold and sUver, are

exported in large quantities.

ToRTHORWALD, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 4 m.
N.E. Dumfries. Ac. 6843. P. 1254. In it are
the vills. Roucan and Collin. P. 318.

ToRTiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2

m. S.S.W. Arundel. Ac. 1131. P. 112.

Torto-Kan or Turtukai, a town of European
Turkey, Bulgaria, on rt. b. of the Danube, 28 m.
W.S.W. Silistria. P. 3500. Opposite the town
is the quarantine sta., bravely defended by the
Turks against the Russians, 4th Nov. 1853. The
Turks here defeated the Russians, 13th May 1854.

Tortola, one of the Virgin Islands, West In-
dies, belonging to Great Britain, in lat 18° 24' N.,

Ion. 64° 32' W., between Virgin Gorda and St
John's. Length 12 m. ; breadth 4 m. P. 8600.

It consists mostly of a range of hills rising to 1600
feet in elevation, and in its N. part encircling a
harbour, on the W. side of which is the town
Tortola. The island is very unhealthy to Euro-
peans. Exports comprise sugar, molasses, rum,
galls, and copper ore. Tortola has its governor,
council, and legislative assembly. It became a
British possession in 1666.

ToRToNA, a town of North Italy, prov. and 14
m. E.S.E. Alessandria, cap. prov. and mand., on
the Scrivia. P. (1861) 13,132. It was one of

the towns of the Lombard league. Its citadel

was destroyed by the French in 1796. It has a
cathedral, and manufs. of silk and other fabrics,

and an active trade in corn, wine, etc.

ToRTORKTO, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and
circ. Teramo, on an eminence near the Adriatic.

Near it are mineral springs. P. 293 i.

ToRTOKici, a market town of Sicily, prov.

Messina, cap. cant., 12 m. S.W. Patti P. 6045.

ToRTOSA, Dertosa, a town of Spain, prov. and
43 m. S.W. Tarragona, on the Ebro, 22 m. from
its mouth, here crossed by a bridge of boats.

P. 18,023. It is strongly fortified by walls and
several outworks, is entered by 7 gates, and has
a cathedral, a bishop's palace, town-hall, hospital,

public granary, and a college ; manufs. earthen-
ware, paper, and glass, and an active fishery of

sturgeons and lampreys.
ToRTSVAR or ToRZBURG, a vill. of Transyl-

vania, with a castle near the Torzburg pass into

Walachia, 20 m. S.W. Kronstadt P. 6690.

ToRTUQA, two islands of the West Indies.—I.

in the Caribbean Sea, 55 m. W. Margarita, and
belonging to Venezuela. Length, E. to W., 15

m. ; breadth 8 m. — II. off the N.W. coast of

Hayti, lat. 20° N., Ion. 72° 36' W. Length, E. to

W., 22 m. ; breadth 5 miles.

roRTUGA, an island in the Gulf of California,

85 m. S. the island Tiburon.

—

Tortugas is an
island off the N. coast of Cuba, and a group in the

G. of Mexico, 100 m.W.S.W. Cape Sable, Florida.
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TouTWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 3
m. W. Wootton-under-Edge. Ac. 1551. P. 235.

ToKViscox, a town of Spain, jfrov. and 43 m.
S.E. Granada, on 1. b. of the Gadiar. P. 2400.

Tory or Torry Island, an island off the N.W.
coast of Ireland, co. Donegal, 5 m. N.N.W. Innis-

bofiin, with a lighthouse in lat. 65° 5' N., Ion.
8' 15' W. Length 3 m. Ac. 785. P. 386.

TosA, a populous town of Japan, isl. Sikoke.
—II. a river of North Italy. [Toce.]
ToscANA, a country of Italy. [Tuscany.]
ToscANEixA, Tuscania, a town of Central Italy,

deleg. and 23 m. N.N.E. Civita Vecchia, on rt. b.

of the Marta, P. 4000. It is surrounded by
fortifications, and has a cathedral. In and around
it are numerous Etruscan antiquities.

ToscoLANO, a vill. of North Italy, 20 m. N.E.
Brescia, on W. side of the Lago di Garda. P.

2670. It has paper and oil mills.

TosELAND, a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon,
4 m. E.N.E. St Neots. Ac. 1320. P. 217.

TosiA, Docea, a town of Asia Minor, Anatolia,

100 m. N.E. Angora. It is stated to comprise
3000 Turkish and 50 Greek dwellings, with some
fine minarets and old Christian edifices.

TossiciA, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Teramo, on an affl. of the Romano. P. 1991.

To.ST or ToszEiv, a town of Prussian Silesia,

gov. Oppeln, 15 m. W. Tarnowitz. P. 1035.

TosTOCK, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, ej m.
E. Burj'-St-Edmunds. Ac. 945. P. 382.

ToTANA, a town of Spain, prov. Murcia, 10 m.
N.E. Lorca. P. 8506. Manufs. linen and wax-
candles, earthenware, brandy, and saltpetre.

ToTHAM, two pas. of England, co. Essex.—I.

(Great), 3 m. N.N.E. Maldon. Ac. 6363. P. 812.

—II. (iLittle), 3 ni. N.E. Maldon. Ac. 1283. P. 343.

ToTHiLL, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.
N.N.W. Alford. Ac. 854. P. 61.— Tothill-Fields

is a district within the city of Westminster, and
containing a large county prison.

ToTMA, a town of Russia, gov. and 110 m.
N.E. Vologda, cap. circ, on the Suchona. P.
3528. Near it are extensive salt works.

ToTNESS or ToTNES, a pari., munic. bor., town,
and pa. of England, co. Devon, on rt. b. of the
Dart, 10 m. from its mouth in the English Chan-
nel, and across which it communicates by a
bridge with its suburb Bridgetown, and on the

S. Devon Railway, 22 m. S.S.W. Exeter. Ac. of

bor., which consists of the pa. and the manor
Bridgetown, 1043. P. 3409. It has a church,
chapels of Independents, Wesleyans, Unitariaus,

grammar school, a guild-hall, council-house,
assembly-rooms, and theatre. Totness has an
import trade in coal, and returns 2 members to

H.ofO. Reg. elect. (1864) 363. A granite obelisk
was erected near Totness in 1864 to the memory
of Mr W. J. Wills, the Australian explorer.

ToTONicAPAN, a town of Central America, state

and 100 m. N.W. Guatemala, cap. dep., in a rich

plain. P. 1500. It covers a large space with its

flat-roofed houses, and has mineral springs, and
a few manufactures of woollen stuffs, wooden
articles, and hardwares.
Tottenham, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex,

&\ m. N.N.E. St Paul's, Loudon, and intersected

by the E. Cos. Railway. Ac. 4403. P. (1861)
13,240. The village, extending along the road
from London to Ware, is almost continuous with
suburbs of the metropolis, and has an old church,

a grammar-school, a blue-coat do., green-coat
do., almshouses, and other charities, and at Wood-
greou a royal masonic institute for 100 boys, sons
of freemasons. Near it is the site of Bruce Castle

(now a school), in which Robert, father of " the

Bruce," died in 1303. In the parish are several
mills and potteries.

ToTTENHrLL, a pa. of Engl., co. Norfolk, 5} m.
N.N.E. Market-Dowuham. Ac. 1590. P. 342.

ToTTERiDGE, a pa. of England, co. Hertford,
13 m. S. Chipping-Bamet. Ac. 1597. P. 573.

ToTTERNHOE, a pa. of England, co. Beds, 2^
ra. W.S.W. Dunstable. Ac. 2394. P. 652.

ToTTiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4
m. S.S.W. Watton. Ac. 3213. P. 308.—II.
{Higher), a township, co. Lancaster, pa. and 6 m.
N.N.W. Bury. Ac. 3686. P. 3726.—III. (Z,<wer),

a chapeli-y, same co., pa. and 3 m. N.W. Bury.
Ac. 5038. P. 11,764. Cotton manufactures.

TOUCQUE.S, a river of France, deps. Orne and
Calvados, rises near Merlerault, and after a N.
course of 55 m. enters the English Channel 8 m.
W. Honfleur. Chief affls., the Orbec and Calone.
TouCY, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Yonne,

cap. cant., 13 m. S.W. Auierre. P. 2839.

Tough, a pa. of Scotland, co. & 22 m. W.N.W.
Aberdeen. P. 874.

Tough, two pas. of Ireland, co. Limerick, re-

spectively 4 ra. and 2\ m. N. Pallas-Green.
Tout, a conim. and fortified town of France,

of the third class, dep. Meurthe, cap. arr., on r.

b. of the Moselle, and on railway from Paris to

Strasbourg, 12 m. W. Nancy. P. 7687. It has
a Gothic cathedral, cavaliy and infantry barracks,

an arsenal, and manufs. of lace, calicoes, and
hardwares. Near it is a chalybeate spring.

Toulon-sur-Arroux, a town of Prance, cap.

cant., dep. Sa6ne-et-Loiro, arr. and 18 m. N.N.VV.
Charolles. P. 1890
Toulon-sur-Mer, Tela Martius., a comm. and

mUitaiy and naval port of France, and a fortified

town of the first class, dep. Var, cap. arr., on a
bay of the Mediterranean, 40 m. S.W. Draguig-
nan. Lat. of observatory, 43° 7' 5" N. ; Ion. 6*

66' E. P. (1861) 84,987. Mean temperature of

year 62°-2, winter 48°*5, summer 75°'2, Fahr. It

is defended by a double line of bastioned forti-

fications, and strengthened by forts on the adja -

cent heights. The French consider it impreg-
nable. It has a tribunal and chamber of commerce,
tribunal of marine, school of navigation, com-
munal college, and public library of 16,000 vols.

The streets are watered by numerous fountains.

Around the harbour are immense magazines and
arsenals, ship-building docks, rope and sail-

works, and the bagne or convict prison, usually

occupied by 4000 to 5000 culprits, and it was in

1855 a depot for Russian prisoners of war. Tou-
lon was originally a Roman colony. It was taken
by the Constable of Bourbon in 1524, and by
Charles v. in 1536. It was given up to the
English in August 1793; in December of the
same year it was taken by the French republi-

cans after a memorable siege, during which Na-
poleon I. commenced his military career.

Toulouse, Tolosa, a city of France, cap. dep.

Haute-Garonne, on the Garonne, on the Canal
du Midi, and on the railway to Cette, 130 m. S.E.
Bordeaux. Lat. of new observatory 43° 36' 47'

N. ; Ion. r 27' 57" E. P. (1861) 113,229. It is

surrounded by old ramparts, flanked by towers,

and the most remarkable edifice is the capitol,

said to have been founded in the time of Galbx.

Toulouse has a national court, a university aca-

demy for three deps., tribunal of commerce,
school of artillery, an academy of " floral games,"
national academy of sciences, a school of law, a
secondary school of medicine, a national college,

seminary, and normal school, & a library of 50,000

vols. It is the entrepSt for the commerce between
the interior of France and Spain, & has a national
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manuf. of tobacco, a cannon foundry, and manufs.

of woollens, silks, & paper, and brandy distilleries.

It is one of the most ancient cities of Gaul, and

was for some time cap. of the Visigoths. In 732 it

was taken by the Saracens. The battle of Tou-
louse, in which Wellington defeated the French

under Soult, was fought on 10th April 1814.

TouMEN, a town, Siberia. [Ticmen.]

TouB (La), several comms. and market towns

of France.—L {(TAiffuesy, dep. Vaucluse, 3 m.

N.E. Pertuis. P. 1613.—II. (d'Auverffne), dep.

Puy-de-Dome, cap. cant., 25 m. S.W. Glermont-

Ferrand. P. 2242.—III. (de France), a comm.
and viU., dep. E. Pyr^n^es, cap. cant., 13 m.
"W.N.W. Perpiguan. P. 1251.—IV. (du Pm), dep.

Ishie, 31 m. E.S.E. Lyon. P. 220L
TouB (La), Italy. [Torke/]
TouRAiNE, an old prov. of France, watered by

the Loire, Cher, and Vienne rivers, and now
forming most part of the dep. Indre-et-Loire.

TouKCOixG, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Nord, cap. two cants., on railway, arr. and 7J m.

N.E. Lille. P. 33,498. It has a town-hall, a

communal college, and manufs. of cotton and
worsted thread, camlets, plushes, muslins, etc.

Tour-de-Peilz (La), a small town of Switzer-

land, cant. Vaud, cap. circ, on the N. bank of

the Lake of Geneva, 1 m. S.E. Vevey. P. 1035.

TouRLA\aLLE, a comm. and vilL of France,

dep. Manche, arr. Cherbourg. P. 5824. It has
stone quarries and glass works.
TouRMENTE (Cape), a headland of Canada

East, on the N.W. side of the estuary of the St
Lawrenc*, 33 m. N.E. Quebec, and rising to

nearly 2000 feet above the level of the river.

TouRNAi (Flemish Doomik, ancient Civitas

Nervioruni), a strongly fortified town of Belgi'im,

prov. Hainaut, cap. arr., on the Scheldt, which
divides it into an old and a new town, and on rail-

way, 27 m. N.W. Mons. P. (1864) 31,629. It

has a fine quay along the Scheldt The cathedral
of Notre Dame is the most splendid in Belgium.
Other edifices are the citadel, town-hall, chamber
of commerce, exchange, theatre, and athenaeum.
It has an Episcopal seminary, academy of the
fine arts, medical school, public library, and
museum of natural history. It has a roj-al

manuf. of carpets, calico, linen, and woollen fab-
rics and yarn, earthenwares, bronze goods, hard-
wares, pipes, tobacco, chocolate, and liqueurs;
breweries, salt-refineries, tanneries, and dye-
works. The Scheldt is navigable to Tournai
for vessels of 150 tons burden. In 1863 a bronze
statue was erected in the grand square to the
Princess Espinoy, for her noble defence of the
city during the siege of 1581.
TouRNAN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-et-Marne, 20 m. E.S.E. Paris. P. 1872.
TocRKAY, Touriacum, a comm. and town of

France, dep. Hautes-Pyr^n^s, cap. cant, 9 m.
E.S.E. Tarbes. P. 1340.
TouRHON, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardeche, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Rhone, here
crossed by a suspension bridge, 9 m. N.N.W.
Valence. P. (1861) 5252. It has a quay on the
Rhone, and a national college, trade in Hermi-
tage wines, woollen and sDk fabrics, organzine,
and timber.—II. a comm. and vill., dep. Lot-et-
Garonne, cap. cant., on the Baudusson, 23 m-
N.E. Agen. P. 4569.
TouRNUS, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, cap. cant., on rt. b. of the Saone,
17 m. N. Macon, on railway from Paris to Lyon.
P. (1861) 6598. It has a chamber of commerce,
manufs. of hats, silks, and beet-root sugar.

Tours, Cxsarodunum, a city of France, cap.

dep. Indre-et-Loire, between the 1. b. of tho
Loire and rt b. of the Cher, and at the termini
of railways from Paris. Bordeaux, and Nantes,
65 m. S.W. Orleans. P". (1861) 41,06L It has a
Gothic cathedral, with a turreted front, built by
Henry V. of England, Episcopal palace, prefecture,
exchange, hotel de ville, a tribunal of commerce,
a national college, a library of 37,300 volumes,
cabinet of natural history, and numerous schools
and learned societies. The manufactures of silk

stuffs are important; others comprise woollen
cloths, hosiery, and leather. Near it are curious
grottoes caUed the Govttieres.

TouRTOiRAc, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Dordogne, arr. P^rigueux. P. 1364.

TouRTOUSE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Ariege, 7 m. N.N.W. St Girons. P. 1251.
TouRVES, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Var, 19 m. N. Toulon. P. 2530.
TotmviLLE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Manche, arr. Coutances. P. 793.
ToURT, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Eure-

et-Loir, on the Paris and Orleans Railway, 27 m.
S.E. Chartres. P. 1374.

TouVET (Le), a comm. and viU. of France, dep.
Is&re, cap. cant., 17 m. N.E. Grenoble. P. 1625.

Toc-iAjf, a city of China, prov. Kwei-chow,
cap. dep., lat. 26° 10' N., Ion. 107° 22' E.
TovARNiK, a market and post town of Slavo-

nia, CO. and 12 m. S.S.E. Vukovar, P. 2889.
TowAMENSiNG, two townships, U. S., North

America, Pennsylvania.—I. on the Lehigh, 87
m. E.N.E. Harrisburg.—II. co. Montgomery, 20
ra. from Philadelphia.

—

Towanda is a township,
cap. CO. Bradford.
TowcESTER, a pa. and market town of Eng-

land, CO. and 8 m. S.S.W. Northampton, 293 feet

above the sea. Ac. of pa. 2790. P. 2715. Ma-
nufactures of silks and bobbin-lace.
TowEDNACK, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

2J m. S.W. St Ives. Ac. 2794. P. 1007.
Tower Hamlets, a pari. bor. of England, co.

Middlesex, comprising all that part of the me-
tropolis E. the city of London and Finsbury,
extending S. to the Thames, and consisting of
the pas. Shoreditch, Spitalfields, Bethnal-Green,
liimehouse, Poplar, Hackney, etc. Ac. 8988. P.

(1851) 539,111; (1861) 647,845. Contains the

London and St KatLerine's docks, mint, Trinity

House, and the terminus of the E. and N.-E.
Counties Railways. The Tower of London,
whence its name, is at the S.W. extremity.

ToWERSET, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 8 m.
S.W. Aylesbury. Ac. 1200. P. 449.

TowiE, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, on tho

Don, 8 m. W.S.W. Alford. P. 839.

ToWNGREEN, a township, England, co. Norfolk,

pa. Wymondham, 9 m. W.S.W. Norwich.
Towns, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Georgia. P. 2351 free, 108 slaves.

TowNSEND, a CO. of New S. Wales, enclosed by
cos. Denisou, Cadell, and Wakool, and traversed

by affls. of the Murray. Pastoral dist, Murrum-
bidgee. Ac. 1,600,100. Chief town, Deniliquin.

TowNSEND, two townships, U. S., N. America,

—I. Massachusetts, 34 m. N.W. Boston.—IL
Vermont, 3 m. N.E. New Fane.

—

Townsend Bay,

S.W. extremity of Nova Scotia, British North
America. Breadth of entrance 11 miles.

TowNSTALL, a pa. of England, co. Devon, \ m-
W. Dartmouth. Ac. 1758. P. 1337.

TowNViLLE, a town and port of Queensland,
in Cleveland Bay, the outlet of the extensive
grazing grounds to the west It is connected
by telegraph with Sydney.

' Towx-Yetholm, a vill. of Scotland, co. Rox-
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onrgh, on 1. b. of Beaumont Water, across which it

communicates with Kirk-Yetholm. [Yetiiolm.]
TowTox, a township of England, co. York,

West Riding, pa. Saxton, 2J m. S. Tadcaster.
Ac. 1360. P. 101. Here was a great battle be-
tween the houses of York and Lancaster in 1461.

TowY, a river of S. Wales, rises in co. Cardi-
gan, flows mostly S.W. through Carmarthen-
Bhire, nearly in its centre, and joins Carmarthen
Bay by a wide mouth 8 m. S. Carmarthen. Total
course 60 ra. It is navigable from the sea to
Cannarthen for vessels of 200 tons.

TowYN or Tywyn, a pa. and maritime vill. of

North Wales, on its W. coast, co. Merioneth,
near Cardigan Bay, 10 m. S.S.W. Barmouth.
Ac. 26,372. P. 2859, engaged in woollen mills,

slate quarries, and lead and copper mines.
ToYNTON, several pas. of England, co. Lincoln.

—I. {All Saints), 2 m. S.S.W. Spilsby. Ac. 3120.

P. 433.—II. (High), 2 m. E. Horncastle. Ac.
1210. P. 210.—III. (Low), If m. N.E. Horn-
castle. Ac 950. P. 155.—IV. (St Peter), 2 m. S.

Spilsby. Ac. 2530. P. 433.

Trabia, a town of the island Sicily, prov.

Palermo, circ. Termini, at the foot of a lofty cliff,

in a fertile country. It has a baronial castle, and
a tomiara for pickling tunny. P. 3451.
Trachenberg or Straburek, a town of Prus-

sian Silesia, gov. and 26 m. N.N.W. Breslau, cap.

principality, on 1. b. of the Bartsch. P. 2400.

Tracton, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,
3 m. S. Carrigaline. Ac. 5861. P. 1564.

Tracy, several comms. and vills. of France, the

princip. in dep. Oise, arr. Compifegne. P. 1520.

Tradate, a market town of North Italy, prov.
and 11 m. S.W. Como, cap. dist, P. 2511.

Trade-Town, a marit. settlement of Liberia,

W. Africa, near the S. extremity of the colony.

Trafalgar (Cape"), Promontorium Junonis, a
headland off the S.W. coast of Spain, prov.

Cadiz. Lat. 36° 10' N. ; Ion. 6° 1' W. It is k)w,

and terminates in two points. In the memorable
engagement off Cape Trafalgar, 21st Oct. 1805,

the English, under Lord Nelson, who was killed

in the action, gained a complete victory over the
combined French and Spanish fleets.

Trahiras, a town of Brazil, prov. Goyaz, on
the river Trahiras, 15 m. from its confluence
with the Maranhao. P. 2000.

Traigueka, a town of Spain, prov. Castellon-

de-la-Plana, 9 m. N.E. San Matheo. P. 1916.

Trainel, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Aube, 6 m. S.S.W. Nogent. P. 1330.

Traiskirchen, a market town of Austria, on
Ihe Schwachat, 15 m. S.S.W. Vienna. P. 1115.

Trajan, a market town of European Turkey,
Bulgaria, on the Osma, 23 m. S. Loftcha.

Trajanopolis, Europ. Turkey. [Orikhova.]
TRAjETfo (Mintumae), a town of S. Italy, prov.

Caserta, circ. and 10 ni. N.E. Gaeta, cap. cant.,

with 5 churches and a convent P. 7092.

Tralee, a pari, and munic. bor., seaport town,

and pa. of Ireland, cap. co. Kerry, on the Lee,

about 1 m. above the head of Tralee Bay, 69 m.

W.N.W. Cork. Ac. of pa. 4604. P. (1861) 10,404.

Ac. of pari, bor., including parts of two pas., 644.

P. 10,355. It is well built. Principal public edi-

fices, a church, two Roman Catholic chapels, a

nunnery, a co. court-house, lunatic asylum, co.

infirmary, co. gaol, infantry barracks, a union

workhouse, clul)-house, news-rooms, and a cus-

tom-house. The port, a dependency of that of

Limerick, is the seat of trade in grain and flour.

Vessels of 300 tons can discharge cargoes at the

town by means of a ship canal ; large vessels an-

chor at Blennerville, 1 ui. below, and at Samphire

Islands, 6 m. W.ward. Customs rev. (1862) 16,941/.

Exports (1862) 2000/. Vessels belonging to the

port 1, tons 82. Eeg. electors 227. The bor. sends
1 member to H. of C. In the vicinity is a spa,

resorted to by invalids.

—

Tralee Bay, immediately
S. the estuary of the Shannon, is 15 m. in length
and 7 m. in breadth at its entrance. On its N.
side are the bay and town of Ballyheige.
Trallong, a pa. of South Wales, co. Brecon,

5 m. W.N.W. Brecknock. Ac. 3384. P. 278.

Tbamayes, a comm. and mkt. town of France,
dep. Saone-et-Loire, 11 m. W. MI,con. P. 2191.

Tramoue, a maritime town & bathing-place of

Ireland, co. and 6 m. S.S.W. Waterford, on the
N.W. side of Tramore Bay, an inlet between two
bold headlands, dangerous to shipping. P. 1847.

Tramutola, a market town of S. Italy, prov
and 23 m. S. Potenza. P. 3977.
Trancoso, a walled town of Portugal, prov.

Beira, 26 m. E.N.E. Vizeu. P. 1300.

Trancoso, a maritime town of Braeil, prov.
Bahia, 20 m. S. Porto-Seguro. P. 1500.

Tranent, a pa. and town of Scotland, co. Had-
dington, on the N. B. Railway, 9J m. E. Edin-
burgh, and near Firth of Fortli. Ac. of pa. 6176.

P. 4647 ; do. of town 2257. The parish contains
the vills. Port-Seaton, Cockenzie, and Elphin-
stone, and has collieries and sandstone quarries.

Trani (Turenum), a seaport town of S. Italy,

prov. and 25 m. N.W. Bari, cap. cant., on the
Adriatic. P. (1862) 22,382, with comm. 22,702. It

is enclosed by walls, and has a citadel, cathedral,

monasteries, orphan asylum, and theatre ; is an
archbishop's see, and the seat of a superior civil

court. Manufs. cotton, grown in the vicinity.

It has a port, with good quays, and was one of

the points of embarkation of the Crusaders.
Tranmere, a township of England, co. Ches-

ter, pa. Bebbington, 6J m. N.N.E. Great Neston.
Ac. 1559. P. 6519.

Tranquebar, a town of British India, dist.

Tanjore, presid. Madras. It is well built, is

surrounded by a stone wall, and defended by a
fort. Area 15 sq. m. P. 25,000. The soil is

well cultivated, producing rice, mango, palms,
and other fruits. Annual average temp. 85°

Fahr. Lat. 11° 1' N. ; Ion. 79° 55' E.
Transbaikal or Zabaikai.skaya, a territory

of Siberia, E. from Lake Baikal, having S.E.
Mongolia and the Chinese empire. Area 213,840
sq. m. P. (1858) 352,534. Cap. Chita, on the
Ingoda, lat. 52° N., Ion. 113° 50' E. It is rich in

minerals. Cattle-rearing is extensively carried on.

Transcaucasia, a country of Asiatic Russia, S.

of the Caucasus, extending between lat. 38° & 43'

N., Ion. 41° 40' and 49° 40' E., having E. the Cas-
pian Sea, S. Turkish and Persian Armenia, aiid

W. the Black Sea. Area estimated at 78,845 sq.

m. P. (1858) 2,592,894. It is now divided into

the govs, of Derbend, Shemakha, Tiflis, Erivan,
and Kutais. [Georgia.]
Transvaal, or South African Republic, au

inland state of S.E. Africa, bounded S. by the Vaal,

a large trib. of the Orange river, N. by the Lun-
popo, E. by the Drakenberg mntns., and W. by the

Bechuana tribe. Length 500 m., breadth 226 m.
Area estim. 75,000 sq. m. P. 25,000 boers, and
260,000 natives. Surface an elevated plateau, with
thinly wooded hills and excellent pasture. Wheat
grows luxuriantly in' the watered districts.

Peaches, grapes, and oranges floui-ish ; & from the

nature of the soil, & the excellence of the climate,

it is well adapted to the culture of cotton, coffee, &
the sugar-cane. Silver, lead, copper, iron, and tin

ores, and coal are found. It was founded by the
boors, or Dutch Colonists, emigrants from Cape

4u
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Colony. It is divided into 10 districts, having a

chief town, whose burgomaster is headman. Each
district sends 3 representatives to an anual Parlia-

ment (Volksrath), held In Sept., in the town of

Pretoria. Chief town, Potchefstrom, onatributary

of the Vaal. P. 1500. It was formerly the seat of

government Near it is a place called Derdepoort,

where is an immense tree which could shelter

400 sheep. Ivory is the principal source of trade,

and serves for the coin of the country.
Transylvania (Germ. Siebenburgen, " the

Seven Towns "), the most E. prov. of the Aus-
trian empire, with the title of crown-land, be-

tween lat. 45° 30' and 47° 40' N., Ion. 22° 15' and
26° E., having W. and N. Hungary and the

Bukowina, E. the Bukowina and Moldavia, S.

Walachia, from which it is separated by the main
range of the Carpathian mountains. Cap. Klau-
senburg. Area 21,208 sq. m. P. (1857) 1,926,727.

Surface mostly covered by ramifications of the

Cai-pathians, and Mount Busecs, south Cronstadt,

is 9528 feet in height. Principal rivs., the Szamos
in the N. ; Maros, ^vith its ams., the Kukels in the
centre, and the Aluta in the S. The banks of

these rivers are densely wooded, especially those
of the Maros, and hence the province derived its

name, signifying a forest region. These forests

yield valuable timber. Soil very various. Climate
on the mountains rude, but in the valleys as mild
as that of N. Italy, and a surplus of corn over the
home consumption is raised. Chief crops, wheat,
barley, oats, rye, buckwheat, maize, pulse, po-
tatoes, fruits, tobacco, flax, hemp, saffron, and
wine. The rearing of horses, sheep, and other
live stock, is important. In the Szekler country
is a breed of hardy ponies, and the horses else-

where have been much improved. Buffaloes
are used for field labour ; the bear, wolf, and an
abundance of game, roam in the forests, in which
also great numbers of swine are fed. The most
remarkable mineral product is rock-salt, a bed of

which extends from Walachia through Transyl-
vania to Galicia, covering a space of 570 m. in
length, and from 60 to 80 m. in breadth ; 1,500,000
cwts. of salt are procured annually from mines

;

there are, besides, 120 salt springs. Gold, silver,

iron, lead, copper, antimonj', arsenic, mercury,
alum, sulphur, nitre, gems, and marble, are
amongst the chief mineral products. Twenty-
two gold mines are wrought, and nearly everj'
stream in the country is auriferous. The annual
produce of gold is 2500 merks, of which 1800 is

obtained from washings. Silver yields annually
6000 merks. It has manufactures of woollen
and cotton stuffs. Exports consist of salt, com,
cattle, horses, hides, wax, honey, timber, metals,
in return for manufactured goods, woven fabrics,
jewellery, hats, glasswares, etc. The trade is

mostly in the hands of Greeks and Armenians.
The Maros and Szamos rivers serve as the chief
routes for conveyance of goods. Roads are al-
most impassable ; except in a few towns, inns are
unknown. The peasantry generally, especially
those of the Greek church, are depressed and igno-
rant, except in Saxonland in the S., which derives
its name from having been settled by colonies from
Lower Saxony, in the 12th century: it is divided
into the districts or stuhls of Mediasch, Muhlen-
bach, Hermannstadt, Klausenburg, Scheuerstadt,
Iteussomark, and Broos or Szasnaras (the " Seven
Towns"), to which Cronstadt and Bistritz were
subsequently added. The Szeklers occupy five
rlists. or stuhls in the E. part of the country, and
the rest of the principality, comprising 3-5ths of
the whole, and divided into 9 cos. and 2 districts,
is termed the Magyar-land, from its predominant

people. No country in the world has, within so
small a compass, so great a variety in its popula-
tion. These comprise 14 distinct races, of which
the 3 principal are Hungarians, Szeklers. and
Saxons ; the others are Walachians, German
colonists, Bulgarians, Armenians, Greeks, Rus-
sians, Poles, Jews, Moravians, and Gypsies. The
different forms of religion, which are supported
by the state, and enjoy equal privileges, are,

Roman Catholic and United Greek, Protestant,

and Unitarian ; Jews and professors of the Dis-
united-Greek church are tolerated. The Roman
Catholics have a lyceum at Klausenburg, and
nine gymnasia; and the Protestants have four
colleges or large gymnasia, the chief of which is

at Nagy-Enyed, and nine smaller gymnasia ; the
Unitarians, a college at Klausenburg, two gym-
nasia, and several schools. Transylvania was
annexed to the Austrian empire by Joseph ii. in
1699. In 1848 and 1849 it was the seat of pro-
tracted warfare, during which it is estimated that

200 towns and villages were burned, and 10,000
of the population perished.

Tkansylvania, a vill. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Ohio, on the Little Miami, 68 m. W.S.W.
Columbus, and founded in 1829.

Trapani, Drepanum, a fortified seaport town
of Sicily, cap. prov., on the W. side of the isl., 46
m.W. Palermo. P. (1862) 26,336, of comm. 30,692.

It is the see of a bishop, has a castle, senatorial

palace, cathedral, 51 churches, & severalconvents,

three hospitals, a college, two semiuaries, a public
library, a theatre, and numerous palaces, built in

a quaint mediaeval style. The harbour is acces-

sible to vessels of 300 tons, and its trade is con-
siderable ; exports comprise salt, tunny, coral,

from the coast of Africa, which is cut and polished

by the inhabitants, who claim the invention of

cutting cameos on shell ; soda, alabaster vases,

statues, and gems. Drepanum was early occupied
by the Carthaginians, and was the 'ene of a
celebrated sea-fight (b.c. 249) between the Roman
and Carthaginian fleets. Area of prov. 1058 sq.

m. P. (1862) 214,981.

Traquair, a pa. of Scotland, co. Peebles, IJ
m. S. Innerleithen. Ac. 15,400. P. 687.

Trarbach, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov.
and 36 m. S.W. Coblenz, on rt. b. of the Moselle,

across which is a bridge of boats. P. 1345.

Trasimen, a lake of Central Italy. Under
Napoleon i., it gave name to a dep. of which
Spoleto was capital. A company has been formed
to di-ain it. [Perugia (Lake of).]

Tras-os-Montes, a prov. of Portugal, in the

N., having N. and E. Spain, S. the prov. Beira,

and W. Minho. Area 4030 sq. m. P. (1863)

340,186. The Douro forms all its S., and most
part of its E. border ; other principal rivers are

its aflSs., the Tamega, Tua, and Sabor. Surface

mountainous, but it contains many fertile val-

leys, and the banks of the Douro are famous for

the production of port wines. Cattle-rearing is

important. Silk and woollen fabrics, and linen

thread, are the chief manufactured products.

Principal towns, Braganza, Villa Real, Torre de

Moncorvo, and Miranda.
Trau, Tragurium, a seaport town of Austria,

Dalmatia, circ. and 10 m. W. Spalato, on an islet

in the Adriatic, between the island Bua and the

mainland, and connected with both by bridges.

P. 3800.

Traun, a liver of Upper Austria, after a N.W.
course of 100 m., joins the Danube, 4 m. S.E.

Linz. It flows through the small lakes of Hall-

stadt and Traun, and gives name to a circ. of

Austria. It is celebrated for its trout

—

The
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r.akc of Trawu, or Gmiinden See^ an expansion of

the river Traun, is 8 ra. long and 2 m. broad.
1 1 is traversed by a steamboat.
Traunstein, a walled town of Upper Bavaria,

cap. dist., 19 m. W.N.W. Salzburg. P. 2236.

Trautenau or Trutnow, a town of Austria,

Bohemia, circ. and 25 m. N.N.E. KBniggriitz,
on rt. b. of the Aupa. P, 2406. Victory of Prua-
gians over Austrians, 27th and 28th June 1866.
Tratancore, a state of the S. extremity of

India, tributary to the British, having W. and S.

the Indian Ocean, and landward the Madras
dists. Malabar, Coimbatore, Madura, and Tin-
nevelly, between lat. 8° 4' and 10° 21' N., Ion.

76° 14' and 77'' 38' E. Area 4722 sq. m. P.

1,011,824. Surface mountainous in the E. ; else-

where varied with hill and dale, and well watered,

but only about 2-3ds are capable of cultivation.

Products comprise rice, almonds, cardamoms,
pepper and other spices, betel and cocoa nuts,

tobacco, ivory, and bees' wax. Property of all

kinds, as in Canara, descends in the female line.

The inhabitants are mostly Hindoos, but there

are 150,000 Christians, and in some communes
Christian churches are much more numerous than
pagodas and mosques. In the secluded parts of

the mountains is a wild and barbai'ous race, who
live on game or the spontaneous produce of the

forest. The race is held in bondage, and hired

out to parties who require their services. The
British authorities have urged the emancipation
of the children of these slaves, and also of their

parents. In 1853, a proclamation was issued,

declaring the freedom of children subsequently
born, and other privileges to the slaves. Principal

towns, Trivandrum, the cap., Anjengo, & Quilon.

Trave, a river of N. Germany, Holstein and
Liibeck territory, flows E. and enters the Gulf of

Lubeck (Baltic) at Travemiinde, foi-ming the

lagoon Binnen-see. Total course 50 miles.

Travemunde, a fortified town of N. Germany,
at the mouth of the Trave, on the Baltic Sea,

territory and 9 m. N.E. Liibeck, of which it is

the port. P. 1476. It has a lighthouse & public
baths.

—

Traventhal is a hamlet of the duchy
Holstein, on the Trave, 18 m. W. Liibeck, and
where the treaty of 1700, between Sweden and
Denmark, was concluded.
Travkrs, a vill., Switzerland, cant, and 13 m.

W.S.W. Neuchatel, on the Reuse. The Val-Tra-
vers, in which it stands, is picturesque. P. 1982.

Travis, a co., TJ. S., N. America, Texas. P. 4944
free, 3136 slaves.

Travnik, a town of European Turkey, Bosnia,
cap. sanj., on an affl. of the Bosna, 45 m. N.W.
Bosna-Serai. P. 8500, all Mohammedans, ex-
cept a few Jews. Manufactures sword-blades.

TRA^VDEN-FoREST, a township of England,
oo. Lancaster, pa. Whalley, If m. S.E. Colne.

Ac. 2510. P. 2087.

Traws-Fynydd, a pa., N.Wales, co. Merioneth,
R m. E.N.E. Harlech. Ac. 21,950. P. 1517.

Treales, Eoseacre and Wharles, a town-
ship of England, co. Lancaster, 2 m. E.N.E.
Kirkhara. Ac. 4015. P. 632.

Trebbin, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 15 m. S.S.E. Potsdam, on the

Berlin and Leipzig Eailway. P. 1680.

Treses, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Aude, 4 m. E. Carcassonne. P. 1714.

Trebia or Trebbia, a river of N. Italy, rises

on N. side of the Apennines, 10 m. N.E. Genoa,
flows N.N.E. past Bobbio and Travo, and after a
rapid course of 55 m., joins the Po on rt. b., 3 m.
N.W. Piacenza. On the adjacent plain, Hanni-
bal conquered the Eomans B.C. 218 ; and on 19th

June 1799, the French were defeated by the
Austro-Eussian army.
Trebigne, Trebunium, a fortified town of

European Turkey, Herzegovina, cap. dist., 62 m.
S.S.E. Mostar. P. 10,000. It is the see of a
Eoman Catholic bishop.

Trebitsch or TRZKBrczKE, a walled town of
Austria, Moravia, circ. and 18 m. S.E. Iglau, on
the Iglawa. P. 5000. Manufs. of woollens.
Trebizonde or Trebisond (Pashalic of), a

subdivision of Turkish Armenia, extending along
the coast of the Black Sea, between lat. 40° 30'

and 41° 30' N., Ion. 38° and 42° E., having land-
ward the dist. Guriel, and the pashs. Akhal-
tzikh, Kars, Erzeroum, and Sivas. Surface
mostly mountainous, and the coast-line clothed
with dense forests, rises to from 4000 to 5000 feet

above the sea. Many tracts are highly fertile

and well cultivated ; and it produces wheat, bar-
ley, and maize, with hemp, flax, tobacco, wool,
honey, wax, fruits, charcoal, and timber, which,
with linen cloths, carpets, leather, soap, salted

fisli, wine, tar, and leeches, iorm the chief ex-
ports. Cotton-growing is rapidly increasing.
Its E. part, called Lazistan, is destitute of towns,
from being inhabited by Lazes, a rude people,

numbering about 50,000. Principal towns, Tre-
bizonde, Kerehsun, Tirehboli, Rizah, and Batum,
all on its coast.

—

Trebizonde (anc. Trapezus), the
cap., is an important fortified seaport citj*, on the
S.E. coast of the Black Sea, 120 m. N.W. Erze-
roum. Lat. of lighthouse 105 feet high, on the
battery at Kalmuk Point, 41° V N. ; Ion. 39° 45'

48" E. Estimated pop. 45,000, the greater num-
ber of whom are Mohammedans, inhabiting the
walled city. It stands on the slope of a hill

facing the sea, enclosed by a castellated baiTier,

and further defended by a citadel on an adjacent
height. Outside of the walls are deep ravines,

filled with gardens and crossed by long bridges

;

besides several suburbs, in which are most of the
Christian dwellings, with the principal bazaars

and khans. Houses mostly of one storey, built

'of stone and lime, roofed with red tiles, and so

much interspersed with gardens and plantations

that scarcely a house is visible from the sea. It

has about 20 Greek churches, and nearly all its

mosquea have been formerly Christian places of

worship ; that of St Sophia, about 1 mile distant,

is a handsome edifice. Trebizonde has a fort on
each side of a peninsula projecting into the Black
Sea. From its position, the city is the natural

entrepot of the trade of Armenia, N. Persia,

and Georgia, with Europe; and owing to the

establishment of steam navigation on the Black
Sea, and between Trebizonde and Constanti-

nople, its trade has lately received a remarkable
extension. Its exports consist chiefly of silk,

wool, tobacco, wax, galls, oil, opium and other

drugs ; honey, butter, timber for ship-building,

the produce of Asia Minor; and silk fabrics,

Cashmere shawls, carpeta, saffron, cotton, and
camel-skins from Persia. At this city Xeno-
phon and the Ten Thousand Greeks reached the

sea in their memorable retreat. From 1203 until

the subversion of the Eastern Empire, Trebizonde
was the cap. of an independent dominion, extend-
ing from the Phasis to the Halys.

Tbebnitz, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.
and 15 m. N.N.E. Breslau, cap. circ. P. 2430.

It has manufs. of woollen cloths and linens,

breweries, and a trade in fruits.

Trebokough, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

5 m. S.S.E. Dunster. Ac. 1798 P. 183.

Trebschen, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 56 m. S.E. Frankfurt. P. 428—
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Trebsen is a town of Saxony, circ. and 15 m.
E.S.E. Leipzig, on the Mulde. P. 989.

Trebok or Tkibur (.Trihvriurn), a market
town of Germany, Hessen-Darmstadt, prov.

Starkenburg, on the Ehine, 12 m. "W.N.W.
Darmstadt. P. 1397. It was a frequent resi-

dence of the German emperors, and the seat of

an ecclesiastical councU in a.d. 822.

Tke-castagne, a market town of the island

Sicily, prov. and 8 m. N.N.E. Catania, on the S.

slope ofMount Mtn&. P. 3033.

Trecastle, a dist. and hamlet of South Wales,
CO. Carmarthen, pa. Llandeilofawr. Altitude of

hamlet 796 feet.

Trecate, a market town of N. Italy, prov. and
6 m. E.S.E. Novara, cap. mand., near the Ticino.

P. of comm. 6136. Manufs. silk and fustians.

Trecchina, a market town of S. Italy, prov.

Potenza, cap. cant., 7 m. S. Lagonero. P. 2382.

Trecexta, a market town of N. Italy, Venetia,

prov. and 15 m. W.S.W.Eovigo, on the Tartaro,

cap. comm. P. 2600. It has trade in silk.

Treddyn, a pa. of North Wales, co. Flint, 3J
m. S. Mold Ac. 3554. P. 1525.

Tredegar, a market town of England, co.

Monmouth, pa. Bedwelty, 16 m. N.W. Newport,
and cap. a populous dist., famous for coal mines
and iron works. P. of town (1861) 9383. It

has a church, Independent, Baptist, and Metho-
dist chapels and schools ; and its dist. is inter-

sected by numerous lines of railway.

Tredington, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Glo'ster, 2J m. S.S.E. Tewkesbury. Ac. 870.

p. 117.—II. CO. Worcester, 2 m. N. Shipston-on-
Stour. Ac. 5285. P. 1100.

Tredunnock, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth,
4 m. S. Usk. Ac. 1393. P. 164.

Tredtfrin, a township of the U. S., Pennsyl-
vania, on Valleycreek, 17 m. N.W. Philadelphia.
Treeton, a pa. of Engl^ co. York, W. Biding,

3J m. S.S.E. Eotherham. Ac. 3513. P. 612.
Trefdraeth, a jja. of North Wales, co. Angle-

sey, 5 m. S.W. Llangefni. Ac. 3135. P. 925.
Trefeglwts, a pa. of North Wales, co. Mont-

gomery, 9 m. W. Newtown. Ac. 18,166. P. 1701.
Treffobt, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ain, cap. cant., 8 m. N.E. Bourg. P. 2154.
Treffurt, a walled town of Prussian Saxony,

gov. and 36 m. W.N.W. Erfurt, on the Unstrut.
P. 2061, who manuf. woollen and cotton fabrics.
Tref-Gakn, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-

broke, 5 m. N. Haverford-West Ac. 1205. P. 86.
Trefg-walchmaj, a pa. of North Wales, co.

Anglesey. Ac. 1700. P. 768.
Trefilax, a pa. of South Wales, co. Cardigan,

6 m. N.N.W. Lampeter. Ac 2201. P. 313.
Trefllts, a pa. of North Wales, co. Carnar-

von, 2 m- E. Criccieth. Ac. 999. P. 91.
TREFRHnv, a pa. of North Wales, co. Carnar-

von, 2 m. N.W. Llanrwst. P. 483.
Tregare, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m.

W.S.W. Monmouth. Ac. 2170. P. 325.
Tregaron, a market town of Wales, co. Car-

digan, on an affluent of the Teify, 10 m. N.E.
Lampeter. It is a polling-place for the county.
Treqonet or Tregont, a market town of

England, co. Cornwall, pa. Cuby, on the Fal, 11
m. N.E. Falmouth. P. 699. It has endowed
.almshouses, and exports of copper and tin ; but
it declined with the rise of Truro.
Tregotan. a pa. of North Wales, co. Anglesev,

2J TO. N.N.W. Llangefni. Ac. 2066. P. 160.
'

TrAguier, a comm. and town of France, dep.
C6tes-du-Nord, cap. cant., at the confl. of Jaudy
ind Guindy, 5 m. from the English Channel.
P. 3698. The port is well sheltered and deep.

Tregyxox, a pa. of North Wales, co. Mont-
gomery, 5 m. N. Newtown. Ac. 6760. P. 703.
Treignac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Correze, cap. cant., on the Vezere, 18 m. N.
Tulle. P. 3120. It has manufs. of lire-arms.
Treigny, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Yonne, 24 m. S.W. Auxerre. P. 2600.
Treis, a market town of Ehenish Prussia, gov.

and 18 m. S.W. Coblenz, on the Moselle, here
joined by the Diemen. P. 1330.

Trkisam, a river of Baden, after a N.W. course
of 30 m., joins the Elz, 3 m. S. Kenzingen.
Treja, a town of Central Italy, prov. and 8 m.

W. Macerata. P. of comm. 8737. It has a ca-
thedral, and many remains of the ancient city.

—

II. a small river, deleg. Civita-Vecchia, joins the
Tiber from the W.
Trelawnet or Looe, a river of England, co.

Cornwall, flows S.ward, between the towns of
East and West Looe, and enters the English
Channel, after a course of 16 m., for the last 2
miles of which it is tidal. [Looe.]
Trelleck, a pa. of England, co. and 4^ m.

W.S.W. Monmouth. Ac. 7061. P. 1128.—IL
{Trelcharbettws), a pa. of South Wales, co. and
7 m. N.W. Carmarthen. Ac. 11,492. P. 1456.

TRfeLON, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Nord, cap. cant., 8 m. S.E. Avesnes. P. 2435.
Treltow (Alt and Neu), two towns of Prus-

sian Pomerania, gov. Stettin.—I. circ. and 17 m.
S.S.E. Demmin, on the Tollense. P. 3825. It
is enclosed by walls, and has manufs. of wool-
lens and linens, tanneries, and distilleries II.

cap. circ. Grieffenberg, on the Bega, 16 m. W.S.W.
Colberg. P. 5350. Manufs. woollens.
Tremadoc, a small market town of North

Wales, CO. Carnarvon, near the N. extremity of
Cardigan Bay, 4 m. E.N.E. Criccieth. It is 3
feet below the level of the sea, but is protected
by embankments. The harbour. Port Madoc,
admits vessels of 300 tons burden, and has a
thriving trade. Alt. 18 feet.

Tremaen, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 4 m.
' E.N.E. Cardigan. Ac. 1658. P. 282.

Trejlatne, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 6J
m. W.N.W. Launceston. Ac. 1045. P. 109.

Tremblade (La), a comm. & town of France,
dep. Charente-Inf., cap. cant,, on the Seudre, 5
m. from the sea, and 4 m. S.S.W. Marennes. P.
3042. It exports oysters to Bordeaux.

Tresiblay, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Die et Vilaine, arr. Fougferes. P. 2583.
Trembowla, a town of Austrian Poland, Ga-

licia, circ. and 18 m. S.S.E. Tamopol, on the
Huizna. P. 3030.
TRtMEXTUfES, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Maine-et-Loire, on the Evre, 11 m.
S.E. Beaupr^au. P. 2358.
Tremiti Isles, Diomedas InsuUe, a group of 6

islands in the Adriatic Sea, off the coast of Na-
ples, prov. Capitanata, in the N. The lai^est,

San Domenico, is 4 m. in circimiference ; San
Nicola, 3 m. in circumference, has a town with a
monastery. The best port is in the isl. Caprara.
Tremles, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ

and 29 m. S.E. Tabor. P. 2895.
TREMOsmE, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Brescia,

circ. Salo, on the Lake of Garda. P. of comm-
2196. It has trade in wrought iron.

Trempelean, a co., U. S., N. America, Wis-
consin. P. 2560.

Trexeglos, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 7
m. E.N.E. Camelford. Ac. 2730. P. 109.

Trent, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 3 m
E.N.E. Yeovil. Ac. 1590. P. 512.

Trent, a river of England, through centre of
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rhicli it flows. It rises in the moorlands of Staf-

fordshire, N. from Burslem, about 600 ft. above the
sea, flows at first S.E. through the centre of the co.

Stafford to its E. border, and thence mostly N.E.
and N. through the cos. Derby, Nottingham, and
Lincoln, & a little N. Burton-on-Stather joins the
Ouse, to form the estuary of the Humber. Total
course 170 m. Its basin has an area of 4082 sq.

m. Affluents, the Dove, Derwent, Idle, and Tarn,
from the N. and W. ; Tame and Soar from the

S. Prom its source to Burton-on-Trent it de-
scends 376 feet, and it is navigable from the
Humber to Gainsborough for vessels of 200 tons
burden, and for barges as high as Burton. It is

connected with all the rivers of Central England
by canals, the principal of which is the Trent
and Mersey Canal ; and it is of importance as a
means of exporting the products of the manufac-
turing districts, and coal from Derbyshire.
Tkent, a river of Canada West, traverses with

a very tortuous course the cos. Ontario, Durham,
Victoria, Peterborough, Northumberland, and
Hastings, and enters the Bay of Quints, Lake
Ontario, 10 m. N.E. Newcastle. It drains many
large lakes—Seugog, Sturgeon, Shebanticon,
Rice, Trent, and Wilson. Total length 120 m.
Trent, a city of Tirol. [Trient.J
Tkentham, a pa. of England, co. Stafford,

with a vUl. on the Trent, and on the Derby and
North Staffordshire Railway, 3J m. S.S.E. New-
castle-under-Lyne. Ac. 6900. P. 4611.
Trentisuoe, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 9 m.

E. Ilfracombe. Ac. 1571. P. 123.

Trentola, a market town of S. Italy, prov.
Caserta, 9 m. N.N.W. Naples. P. 2157.
Tkkkton, a city of the U. S., North America,

cap. state New Jersey, on the E. side of the De-
laware river, opposite its falls, below which it is

crossed by a covered bridge, 1100 feet in length,

at the head of its sloop navigation, 27 m. N.E.
Philadelphia. P. (1860) 20,228. It has 17
churches, a state-house, and a state library ; a
court-house, state lunatic asylum, and state peni-
tentiary

;
prison, public library, schools ; and

manufs. of cotton stuffs, leather, paper, rope, and
earthenwares; corn, flour, and saw mills. It

communicates with JBrunswick by the Delaware
and Raritan Canal, and with New York by the
New Jersey Railway 57 m. It was first settled

in 1720, and incorporated as a city in 1792. The
battle of Trenton, 25th Dec. 1776, was gained by
Washington and his troops over the united British

and Hessian forces.

—

Trenton is the name of many
villages in the U. S.—II. a township. New York,
12 m. N. Utica.^TVewfon Falls^ on a branch of the
Mohawk, in the township, consist of six cataracts,

with a total descent of the river of 312 feet, with-
in two miles, amidst sublime scenery.

Trkntschin, a walled town of N.W. Hungary,
cap. CO., on a castle-crowned height, on 1. b. of

the Waag, 40 m. N. Neutra. P. 2898.

TRlipoRT (Le), a comm. and seaport town of

France, at the N. extremity of the dep. Seine-
Infdrieure, 16 m. E.N.E. Dieppe, at the mouth of

the Brfele, in the English Channel. P. 3698.

Its harbour was lately much improved.
Trepuzze, a vill. of South Italy, prov., circ.

and 8 m. N.W. Lecce. P. 2973.

Tresco or Trescaw, one of the Scilly Islands,

in the English Channel, W. Annet Island. P.
399.—It has about 800 acres of fertile land, a
village named Dolphin, with a school.

Trescorre, a market town of N. Italy, prov.,

circ. and 8 m. E. Bergamo, cap. dist., with 2881
inhabitants, sulphur baths, and marble quarries.

Tbeshinish Islands, a rugged group of ba-

saltic islets, Hebrides, Scotland, co. Argyle, in-

termediate between Mull and Tiree.

Tresmeer, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,
6 ra. W.N.W. Launceston. Ac. 1344. P. 148.

Tres-Montes, a large peninsula of South
America, W. Patagonia, between the Chonos
Archipelago and the Gulf of Penas.
Tres-Pontas, a town of Brazil, prov. Minas-

Geraes, between the Rio Grande and the river
Das Mortes, 25 m. E. Lavras-do-Funil. P. 3000.
Treswelx, a pa. of England, co. Notts, 5^ m.

E.S.E. Retford. Ac. 1561. P. 270.
Tretire, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 5 m.

W. Ross. Ac. 1356. P. 147.
Trets, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Bouches-du-Rh6ne, cap. cant., on the slope of
Mont Regaignas, 12 m. E.S.E. Aix. P. 1339.
Treuchtlingen, a market town of Bavaria,

circ. Middle Franconia, on the Altmiihl, 13 m.
W.N.W. Eichstadt. P. 1583.
Treuen, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwi«kau, 9

m. E.N.E. Plauen. P. (1862) 5312, mostly em-
ployed in linen weaving and cotton spinning.
Treuenbrietzen, a town of Prussia, prov.

Brandenburg, gov. and 22 m. S.S.W. Potsdam.
P. 4960. It has numerous manufs. of linen,

woollen, and cotton fabrics, and leather.

Trevalga, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4J
m. N.N.W. Camelford. Ac. 1299. P. 158.

Trev^;, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. 06tes-
du-Nord, arr. and cant. Loud^ac. P. 2351.

TRiiVES (German Ti'ier, ancient Augusta Tre-
viroi'umX a city of Rhenish Prussia, cap. gov., on
rt. b. 01 the Moselle, here crossed by a bridge,

690 feet in length, 60 m. S.W. Coblentz. P.

(1864), civil and military 21,674. Many of its

public buildings are imposing, and partially

Roman edifices. The cathedi-al is remarkable
for its altars and marble gallery ; the church of

St Simeon, the colossal Porta Mortis, or gate of

Mars, the Porta Nigra Heidenthurm, and old

palace of the elector, now used for barracks, the
artillery depot, abbey of St Martin, now used for

a porcelain factory, are striking edifices. Its

baths are of Roman construction, and beyond
its walls are the ruins of an amphitheatre. It has
a seminary, gymnasium, museum, and library

of 60,000 vols., which belonged to its university,

suppressed in 1794 ; several hospitals, a theatre

;

manufs. of linen, woollen, and cotton fabrics;

docks for building small vessels, and a brisk

trade in Moselle wines, corn, and timber. It is

a bishop's see, the seat of a provincial council

and tribunal of commerce. It was the residence

of Constantine the Great and other Roman em-
perors, and was long cap. of the archbishopric of

Cleves, and of a German electorate. In the middle
ages it suffered repeatedly from wars, and in the
18th century it was five times taken by the French,
under whom it became cap. of the dep. Sarre.

Trevethin, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth,

6i m. W.N.W. Usk. Ac. 11,329. P. 18,146,

extensively employed in coal and iron mines.
Trevi, two market towns of Central Italy,

Pontif. States.—I. {Thehana), on the Upper Anio,
16 m. N.N.W. Frosinone. P. 1660.—II. (Trebia),

prov. Perugia, 10 m. N. Spoleto. P. 4907.

Trevico, a town of S. Italy, prov. Avellino,
circ. and 10 m. S.S.E. Ariano. P. 3482. It has
a cathedral, convents, and hospital.

Treviglio or Triviglio, a town of N. Italy,

prov. Bergamo, cap. dist., on railway, 20 m.
E.N.E. Milan. Pop. of comm. fl861) 11,051. It

stands in a plain between the Adda and Serio

;

and has large trade in raw silk collected from th«
surrounding dists., and in cattle.
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Tbevigjjo, a town of Illyria. [Eovigno/]

Tkevtso (Tarvisiuni), a walled city of N. Italy,

Venetia, gov. and 16 m. N. Venice^ cap. deleg.,

on the sue. P. (1862) 22,165. It is well built,

and its cathedral is adorned with fine paintings.

It is the see of a bishop, and has a diocesan se-

minary, gjTnnasium, public library, botanic gar-

den, several hospitals, a theatre, and a public

palace. It was formerly the seat of the celebrated

university afterwards transferred to Padua, and

cap. of the Trevisan Mark. It has manufs. of

cotton and silk fabrics, iron and wooden wares,

paper, pottery, and a trade in cattle, com, and
fruit, with an annual fair in October. Under the

Lombards it was cap. of a duchy. During the

French empire under Napoleon i., it was the cap.

dep. Tagliamento. P. of prov. 308,483.

TKtvocx, Trivisi, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Ain, cap. cant, on 1. b. of the Sa6ne, 12 m.
N. Lyon. P. 2245. It has a palace formerly be-

longing to the parliament established by Francis

I. ; a mint, an hospital, and manufs. of woollens.

Tkewen, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4^ m.
W.S.W. Launceston. Ac. 988. P. 178.

Tkeyfokd, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4J m.
W.S.W. Midhurst. Ac. 1260. P. 123.

Treysa or Tp.eisa, a town, Germany, Hessen-
Gassel, prov. Upper-Hessen, on the Schwalm, 20

m. E.N.E. Marburg. P. 2549.

Tkezzo, a market town of N. Italy, prov. and
19 m. N.E. Milan, on the Adda, with manufs. of

silks. P. 3476. It was formerly fortified.

TuiASGLE, a township of the U. S., N. America,

New York, co. Broome.
Triangles (The), a group of islets of Ma-

laysia, in the Strait of Macassar, intermediately

between Celebes and Borneo.—II. a group off

the E. coast of Yucatan, in the Gulf of Mexico.
Tricala, a town of Thessaly. [Trikhala.I
Tricarico, a town of South Italy, prov. and

17 m. E. Potenza, between the Basento and Bra-
dano, cap. cant. P. 6483. It is enclosed by old
walls, is the see of a bishop, has a cathedral, and
manufs. of silks, woollen, leather, and tobacco.

Tricase, a town of S. Italy, prov. Lecce, cap.

cant., 23 m. E.S.E. Gallipoli. P. 4879.

Tricesimo, a market town of N. Italy, Venetia,
prov. and 7 m. N. Udine. P. 2700.

Trichixopoly, a district of British India, near
its S. extremity, presid. Madras, enclosed by the
districts S. Arcot, Salem, Coimbatoor, Madura,
and Tanjore, between lat. 10° 37' and 11° 31' N.,

Ion. 78° 13' and 79° 37' E. Area 2922 sq. m. P.
709, 196. The river Cauvery traverses it from W.
to E., irrigating many rice grounds ; besides rice,

it produces sugar-cane, tobacco, and betel-leaf.

Exports comprise also cotton cloths, indigo, nitre,

and cotton ; imports, glue, oil, pepper, and cocoa-
nuts. Sheep and cattle are numerous. Annual
fall of rain 39 to 40 inches.

Trichinopoly, a city, cap. above dist., and
the only town of consequence, is situated on the
Cauvery, and on the Gt. S. Indian Railway, 30
m. W. Tanjore. P. (excluding garrison) 30,000.
Though one of the hottest stations in the Car-
natic, it is the head-quarters of the S. division of
the Madras army, which has here good canton-
ments ; the markets are well supplied, and com-
munication with Madras is facilitated by good
roads. Mean annual temp. 98° Fahr. Fortifi-
cations in decay ; a citadel is situated on a lofty
rock in its centre, on which are also a large
pagoda, an arsenal, a powder magazine, jail, gar-
ii3on hospital, and pay ofiice. The pop. manuf.
jewellery, cotton cloths, and horse-equipments,
for which Trichinopoly is a flourishing emporium.

Trie, a comm. and town of France, dep
Hautes-Pyr^n^es, 15 m. E.N.E. Tarbes. P. 1680.

Triebei, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden
burg, gov. and 52 m. S.S.E. Frankfurt. P. 1560

Triel, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Seine-et-Oise, on rt b. of the Seine, 4 m.
N.N.W. Poissy, on Havre Railway. P. 2153.

Trient or Trent (Ital. Trento, anc. Tridetir-

tumy, a city of Austria, in the Tirol, cap. cLrc, on
1. b. of the Adige, 13 m. N.N.E. Roveredo. Alti-

tude 746 ft. Mean temp, of year 54°-3, summer
69°-6, winter 35°-8, Fahr. P. 12,900. It is en-
closed by high walls, and has an old castle, the
residence of its former prince-bishops ; a cathe-

dral, and several other churches, in one of which,
Santa Maria Maggiore, the famous council of

Trent met from 1545 to 1563; several monasteries,
a city-hall, hospital, and manufactures of silks,

leather, glass, and tobacco ; traffic in com, wine,
iron, and other produce, and a transit trade be-

tween Germany and Italy. Southward of Trent
the German language gives place to the Italian.

It was taken by the French in 1796 and 1797, and
was afterwards cap. of the dep. Adige.

Trier, a city of Rhenish Prussia. [Treves."]
Triesch, a market town of Austria, Moravia,

circ. and 9 m. S.S.W. Iglau. P. 3200. It has
manufactures of woollen and linen fabrics.

Triest or Trieste, Tergeste, the principal sea-

port city of the Austrian Empire, Illyria, cap.

gov. and circ, on the Gulf of 'Triest, at the N.E.
extremity of the Adriatic Sea, 73 m. E.N.E.
Venice. Lat. of lighthouse 45° 38' 6' N. ; Ion. 18*

46' 5' E. P. (1857) 65,874, exclusive of military.

Mean temp, of year 65°, winter 39°-4, summer
71°*4, Fahr. It consists of an old town built on
the declivity of a steep hill, enclosed by old

walls; and the new to-vvn, or Theresienstadt,

Josephstadt, and the Franzenvorstadt, bordering
the sea, on a plain at its base. The new town is

well built. Between the old and new town winds
the Corso, a spacious thoroughfare, opening suc-

cessively into several squares, in the principal

of which are a public fountain, and the column
and statue of the Emperor Charles vi. The
chief edifices are the exchange, the cathedral

in the old town, several other Roman Catholic,

two Greek, and two Protestant churches, a
Jews' synagogue, an English chapel, an hospital,

several theatres, governor's palace, barracks,

post-house, dockyard, lazarettos, custom-house,
and teiTace of the casino, ornamented by statues.

The harbour, formed by the Theresian mole, is

small, but secure and convenient ; it is bordered
by a wide stone quay, close to which vessels of

300 tons burden can anchor, and on its N. side

is a quarantine dock, surrounded with hotels, and
every other convenience. The city is partially

intersected by the Maria Theresa Canal, by
means of which vessels can load and unload at

the doors of the warehouses. Triest is a free

port, and is the great emporium for the trade of

the Austrian Empii'e by the Adriatic Principal

exports are com, rice, wine, oil, shumac, tobacco,

wax, hemp, wool, skins, furs, metals, timber, and
other produce. It is a depot for warehousing
goods from the Black Sea, Turkey, and Egypt,

and has a large mercantile navy. It is a bishop's

see, the seat of an imperial academy, a school of

navigation, many other schools and learned as-

sociations ; and it has many banking establish-

ments, insurance offices, newspapers, and manu-
factures of liqueurs, wax-lights, leather, soap,

and musical instruments ; dyeing houses, sugar

refineries, potteries, and distilleries. Triest ia

the residence of consuls of most commercial
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nations. It was of importance under the Romans,
and has the remains of an amphitheatre and
some arches. In the middle ages it was the cap.

of an independent republic. The French took it

in 1797 and 1805. The gov. of Triest, forming
the S. and W. parts of Illyria, comprises the
peninsula of Istria, the islands Veglia, Cherso,
Lossini, etc., in the Adriatic and the valley of

Isonzo. It is divided into the circs. Triest,

Istria, and Goritz. Principal towns, Triest,

Goritz, and Pirano.—The Gulf of Triest is the
head of the Adriatic Sea, E. of Cape Salvatore
(Istria), and the mouth of the river Taglianiento

;

20 m. in length and in breadth at its entrance.
It receives the Isonzo, Stella, and other rivers,

and contains the islands of Grado, etc.

Trigg, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S. of Kentucky. Area 356 sq. m. P. (1860)
7603 free, 3448 slaves.

Triggiano, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 5 m.
S.S.E. Bari, and 3 m. from the Adriatic. P. 6369.

Trigno (Trinum Portuosum), a river of S. Italy,

rises in the Apennines, about 9 m. W. Campo-
basso, flows N.W. and N.E. past Trivento and
Celenza, and after a course of 50 m. enters the
Adi-iatic Sea, 5 m. S.E. II Vasto. .

Trigueros, a town of Spain, prov. and 10 m.
N.E. Huelva. P. 3534.
Trikeri, a town of European Turkey, Thes-

saly, at the extremity of a peninsula in the Gulf
of Volo. P. 5000. It gives name to the Channel
of Trikeri, N. of the island Euboea.
Trikhai^ or Tricala (Trikkd), a town of

European Turkey, Thessaly, 37 m. W.N.W. La-
rissa. P. from 10,000 to 12,000, chiefly Turks.
It has several Greek churches and Jews' syna-
gogues; manufs. blankets, coarse woollen and
cotton stuffs, and a transit trade in corn, etc., sent
through it into Albania and Epirus.

—

Trikhala is

a name of the prov. Thessaly.—The Trikhala
River is a small affluent of the Salympria, im-
mediately N.W. Trikhala.

Trillo, a small town of Spain, prov. and 30
m. E. Guadalaxara, on the Tagus. P. 791. It

has well-frequented mineral baths.
Trim, a disfranchised pari, bor., market town,

and pa. of Ireland, cap. co. Meath, on the Boyne,
25 m. N.W. Dublin. Ac. of pa. 13,425. P. 4396

;

do. of town 2058. It has a pa. church, a Roman
Catholic chapel, schools, court-house, gaol, in-
fantry barracks, union workhouse, and a pillar

to Field-Marshal Duke of Wellington, who was
bom at the demesne of Dangan, 3 m. S. the town.
Several Irish parliaments have been held in this

town, which was taken by Cromwell in 1649.
Trimble, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in N. of

Kentucky. Area 127 sq. m. P. 5049 free, 831 slaves.
Trimdon, a pa. of England, co. and 9 m. S.E.

Durham, on the Hartlepool branch of the York
and Berwick Railway. Ac. 2280. P. 2975.
Trimley, 2 pas., Engl., co. Suffolk.—I. (/Si ifar-

tirCy, 8J m. S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 2338. P. 682.—II.
(St Mary), 8i m. E.S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 2208. P. 385.
Trimmingham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

4i m. S.E. Cromer. Ac. 680. P. 185.

Trincomalee, a seaport town of the island
Ceylon, on its N.E. coast, in lat. 8° 33' 7" N.,
Ion. 81° 14' 7" E. The small town is at the base
of a rock crowned by Fort-Frederick, at the en-
trance of a bay, termed by Admiral Lord Nelson
" the finest harboui* in the world," and on the W.
shore of which is Fort Osterburgh, protecting an
inner harbour, and having ban-acks for European
troops ; but the station is unhealthy. Mean temp,
of year 80'-7, winter 77°-3, summer 83"-8 Fahr.
Thing, a pa. & market town, England, co. Herts,

on the London & N.W. Rail., 32 m. N.W. Lon-
don. Ac. of pa. 7390. P. 4841. Manufs. silk, can-

vas, and straw-plait Town neat, has a Lancas-
terian free school, & various small charities. The
parish is intersected by the Grand Junction Canal.

Tringano, a town on tlie Gulf of Siam, E. side

of the Malay peninsula, lat. 5° 25' N. P. 60,000.

It is the residence of a rajah, and cap. of a Malay
state of same name, tributary to Siam.
Trinidad, the most S. of the British West

India Islands, Windward group, immediately off

the coast of South America, 13 m. E. of the
peninsula of Paria, Venezuela, and bounding the
Gulf of Paria on the E. Lat. of Port Galera 10°

50' N., Ion. 60° 54' W, Shupe oblong, with pro-
montories extending from three of its corners.

Length 90 m., breadth 60 m. Area estimated at

2020 sq. m. P. (1861) 84,438, being an increase
of 14,829 over the census of 1851. This large

increase is accounted for by the extensive immi-
gration of labourers from India, which, in 1861
alone, amounted to 2545. Its mountain chains run
W. to E., continuous with those of the mainland

;

those along the N. coast rising to 3000 feet in
elevation, and the central range flanked on each
side by the extensive valleys of the Carony and
Orotoire. On the W. coast are numerous bays,

but the N. and E. shores are destitute of harbours.
Soil extremely fertile ; and the elevated parts of

the surface are mostly covered with dense forests.

The island is not subject to drought, and is ap-
parently less unhealthy than many other West
India islands. Cocoa forms the chief crop. There
sre several active mud volcanoes, which throw
mud to a height of 30 feet, and occasionally emit
flames. Exports consist of cocoa, sugar, molasses,

coffee, cotton, hides, and asphalt. Total value
in 1862, 739,507/. Imports, 733,698/. ; revenue,

199,372/. ; expenditure, 196,058/. ; debt, 74,000/.

;

imperial expenditure for military purposes,

18,579/. Education is well attended to ; be-
sides the collegiate school at Port of Spain, in

1859 there were 2 model, 31 ward, and several

infant and other schools. Government vested in

a governor, a colonial council of 12 members, and
the orders of the sovereign in council. The laws
are a mixture of Spanish and English ; but neither

coroners' inquests nor trial by jury are estab-

lished. The island is divided into 11 dists.

;

chief town Port of Spain, on the W. coast. The
island was discovered by Columbus in 1498. It

successively belonged to the Spaniards and the
French, and capitulated to the British under
Abercrombie in 1797.

Trinidad, an island in the Atlantic Ocean, 10°

E. Brazil, to which it belongs. Lat. of S. point
20° 31' S., Ion. 29° 19' W.

Trinidad, a river of Texas, N» America, flows

S. 400 m., and enters the Bay, 30 m. N. Galveston.
Trinidad, a town of the island Cuba, cap. gov.,

on small river of same name, near S. coast. Lat.
21° 45' N. ; Ion. 80° 1' W. P. (1861) 14,436.

Trinidade, a market town of Brazil, prov. and
19 m. N.E. Rio-de-Janeiro. P. 4000.

Trinita, a town of North Italy, prov. Cuneo,
cap. mand., circ. and 9 m. N.W. Mondovi. It ia

the head of a very ancient barony. P. 3094.

Trinity (La), a town of France, dep. Morbi-
han, cap. cant., 32 m. N.N.E. Vannes. P. 1282.

TrinitA (La), a market town of the island

Martinique, Windward group, Caribbean Sea, cap.

arr., on its E. coast, 16 m. E. St Pierre.

Trinity, 2 cos.. U. S., N. Amer.—I. California.

P. 6125.—II. Texas. P. 3433 free, 959 slaves.

Trinity-Gask or Tarnly, a pa. of Scotland,

CO. Perth, on the Earn, 3 m. W. GasV^ P. 488.
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Trixo, a town of N. Italy, prov. Novara-, circ.

and 11 m. S.W. Vercelli, cap. mand., near the

To. P. 9462. It is well built, has a large trade

in cattle, and is celebrated for its hams.
Tkioba, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Porto Mau-

rizio, circ. San Eemo. It was formerly sur-

rounded by walls, and has the remains of three

castles. P. of mand. 5046.

Tripoli, a beylik of the Ottoman Empire, the

most E. of the Barbary states, N. Africa, its dom.
comprising Barca, and the region extending
from the Lake Biban to the S. extremity of

Milhr Bay, between lat 28° and 33° 30' N., Ion.

10° 30' and 25° E., having N. the Mediter-
ranean, E. Egypt, W. Tunis, and S. Fezzan
and the Libyan Desert. Estimated area of Tri-
poli Proper, 100,000 sq. m., and pop. 600,000;
but the whole dominion is supposed to have
an area of upwards of 200,000 sq. m., and a
pop. of from 1,500,000 to 2,000,000. The coast

region, which has an extent of 1100 m,, pre-
sents few inlets, and only one harbour, that of

TripolL It is of the most luxuriant fertility for a
few miles inland, beyond which the whole coun-
try is little better than a sandy waste, the rivers

of Tripoli being mere torrents. Parallel to the
coast two mountain chains, with summits 4000
feet high, extend from E. to W. Products of . the
coast are com and fruits, in great variety ; cotton,
silk, tobacco, saffron, madder, and castor oil ; in
the interior, senna, dates, and galls are the chief
sources of wealth, and the carob and lotus are
indigenous. The surplus produce of the date
and olive plantations, with straw mats, earthen
jars, and other domestic manufactures, are partly
exported by sea and partly disposed of to Bedouin
traders. Wine of superior quality might be pro-
duced. Cattle, sheep, and poultry are sent to
Malta. Exports (1862) cattle, wool, skins, etc.,

to the value of 29,666/. Imports, 11,880/. Manufs.
carpets, cloaks, and other articles of clothing;
camlets, goat's hair, sacking, prepared sHns, ma-
rocco leather, earthenwares, and potash. Foreign
commerce is mostly with Malta, Tunis, and the
Levant ; and the chief trade is in the barter of
European goods for those of Central Africa,
whence several caravans arrive annually with
slaves, gold dust, ivory, senna, and natron.
Tripoli is stated to be the most civilised of the
Barbary states. State religion Mohammedanism.
Gov., since 1835, exercised by a pasha, a vassal of
the Porte. Army, a Turkish brigade of 4000 men.

Tripoli, anc. CEo, a fortified maritime city of
N. Africa, cap. state, on a low rocky promontory
extending into the Mediterranean. Lat. (of
castle) 32° 53' 9' N. ; Ion. 13° 11' E. P. esti-
mated at 15,500 ; viz. 12,000 of Turkish descent,
1500 Christians, & 2000 Jews. Principal edifices,
the citadel, with the residence of the pasha, a
dockyard, mosques, Jews' synagogues, churches,
market places, and European hotels. It has a
triumphal arch, erected a.d. 164, in honour of Au-
relius Antoninus & Verus, besides other remains
of antiquity. Its port, though small, is secure,
and can accommodate vessels di-awing 18 feet
water, and it has an active trade in the products
of the interior as far as Bomou and Timbuctoo.

—

Tripoli Vecchia or Old Tripoli, is a small mari-
time town, 45 m. W.ward.

Tripolis or TarabClCs, Tripolis, a seaport
town, Syria, cap. pash., on the Mediterranean, at
the base of a spur of Mount Lebanon, and at the
mouth of the Kadisha, 56 m. N.E. Beyrout Lat.
34° 26' 4' N. ; Ion. 35° 49' E. P. 20,000. It is
surrounded by fine gardens, but the marshy
character of its vicinity renders it unhealthy.

Houses chiefly of stone, and the town has many
remains of middle -age architecture ; in and
around it are numerous granitic columns and
traces of antiquity, and an old castle stands on
an adjacent height. It has a custom house, a
Spanish fort, and a British consulate. The
government powder magazine exploded on 30th
May 1864, and destroyed a large part of the town

:

300 or 400 lives were lost. Tripoli doubtless
owed its name to its consisting of three distinct

towns, while the Marina or El Mina, the principal
seat of trade, is a separate quarter S. W.ward, on
a projecting point of land bordering the port.

The harbour is small, shallow, and frequently
unsafe ; but it has an export trade in silk, wool,
cotton, tobacco, galls, cochineal, and soap. Tri~
poll is a Greek bishop's see, and the residence
of several European consuls. It was taken by
the Crusaders in 1108, at which time a large and
valuable Library was consigned to the flames.

—

II. a ruined city of Asia Minor, Anatolia, near
the Mendere, 36 m. S.E. AUah-Shehr.—IIL a
town of Turkish Armenia. [Tirehboli.]
Tbipolitza or Tripolizza, a town of Greece,

Morea, cap. gov. Manti:iea, in a plain 3000 feet

above the sea, 22 m. S.W. Argos. It was the
residence of the Turkish pasha of the Morea,
and had 20,000 inhabitants ; but it was stormed
and taken by the Greek insurgents in 1821, and
again in 1828 by the troops of Ibrahim Pasha,
who razed it to the ground : it has been since
rebuilt. It owes its name to being the modern
representative of the three cities, Mantinea,
Tegea, and Pallantium, traces of all which are
found in its vicinity.

Tristan d'Acukha, the principal of a group
of islets in the S. Atlantic Ocean. Lat. 37° 2'

48" S. ; Ion. 12° 18' 39' W. P. 85, in 16 families,

English, Dutch, Danish, and American. Surface
mountainous, and one peak rises to 8300 ft. above
the ocean. The other islands are Nightingale
and Inaccessible Island. Potatoes and com are
grown ; cattle, sheep, and poultry numerous. It

is subject to severe gales. The islands are
claimed by Great Britain, and a British garrison
was maintained here during the residence of

Napoleon i. at St Helena.
Triste:, an island of Central America, in the

Gulf of Terminos, off the S.W. coast of Yucatan.
—II. (or Fulo Mego'), an islet off the S.W. coast
of Sumatra. Lat. 4° S. ; Ion. 101° 10' E.—The
GtdfofTriste is a bay of the Caribbean Sea, in
South America, on tiie N. coast of Venezuela,
between Ion. 67° 30' and 68° 30' W., lat. 10° 30' N.
Tbitu St Leger, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Nord, on the Scheldt, arr. Valenciennes.
P. 3271. It has iron forges.

Triumpho, a town of Brazil, prov. Eio Grande
do Sul, 30 m. W. Porto-Alegre. P. 3462.

Triusipho-de-la-Cruz, a bay and group of

islets of Central America, on the N. coast of the
state Honduras, dist. Comayagua.
Trivandrum, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, on the Malabar coast, 50 m. N.W. Cape
Comorin, with a fine palace and an extensive
garrison. In 1837 an observatory was built out-
side the town. Mean temp, of year 79°-2 Fahr.
Trivento, a walled town of South Italy, prov.

Campobasso, cap. cant., and on the Trigno, dist.

and 15 m. N.W. Campobasso. P. 4707. It has
a cathedral, and manuis. of coarse woollen cloths.

Trochtelfikgen, a town of South Germany,
Hohenzollem-Sigmaringen, cap. dist., 15 m. N.
Sigmaringen. P. 1136.
Troedyraur, a pa., S. Wales, co. Cardigan, 3 J

m. N.N.E. Newcastle-in-Emlyn. Ac 4660. P. 974.
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TiiOGEN, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 6 m.
N.E. Appenzell, cap. Outer-Rhodes. P. 2611. It

has an arsenal, and a trade in muslin and linens.

Troina, a town of the island Sicily, prov.
Catania, cap. cant., 13 m. W. Bronte, on the
summit of a mountain, 3000 feet above the sea.

P. 8299. It has the oldest monastery on the island.

Teois-Moutiers (Les), a comm. and market
town of France, dep. Vienne, cap. cant., 6 m.
N.W. Loudun. P. 1252.

TEOis-Eivii:RES, Canada. [Three Rivers."]
Trois EivifeREs, a market town, S. coast isl.

Guadeloupe, 7 m. S.E. Basse-Terre. P. 2978.
Troisvilles, a comm. and vill. of Prance, dep.

Nord, arr. Cambrai, cant, le CatSau. P. 2096.

Troitsk, two towns of Russia.—I. gov. and 87
m. N.W. Penza, on the Moksha. P. (1863) 5306.
—II. (or Zemninki), Asiatic Eussia, gov. Oren-
burg, on the Ui, an afflu. of the Tobol, 70 m. N.E.
Verkhneuralsk. P. 6188. It has a cathedral, cus-
tom-house, barracks, and active traffic with Bok-
hara. About 2000 Kirghis are said to frequent
it annually with their goods.

Troitzkoi-Monastere, a mkt. town of Russia,

gov. and 42 m. N.N.E. Moscow. P. 7000. On
a height immediately above it is an ecclesiastical

establishment, founded in 1337. Within its for-

tified enclosure are numerous churches, imperial
and episcopal palaces, a seminary, with a library

of 6000 volumes, and a bell of 70 tons weight.
Troja (^cx), a town of S. Italy, prov. and 15

m. S.W. Foggia, circ. Bovine. P. 6973. It has
a cathedral, manufs. of coarse woollen cloths, and
a large annual fair. Troja was ihe scene of thi-ee

great battles in the 13th and 15th centuries.

Troja (ancient Vei'nariay, an island of the
Mediterranean, off the coast of Tuscany, prov.
Pisa, 14 m. S.E. Piombino, about 2 sq. m. in ex-
tent, & rising from the sea like a truncated cone.
Troki or Novo-Troki, a town of Eussian

Poland, gov. and 15 m. S.W. Vilna, cap. circ, on
the Lake Troki. P. 2000.
Troi^h^tta, a mai'ket town of Sweden, laon

Elfsborg, 8 m. S.S.W. Wenersborg. P. 1000. It

is situated on the Gceta-elf, or river which here
forms the Trolhmtta-falls, where the Gotha is

joined by the Trolhxtta Canal, a cut 3 m. in length.
Tromoe, an island of Norway, close to the S.

coast, opposite Arendal. Length 8 miles.

Tromsoe, a town of Norway, Finmark, on the
island Tromsoe, opposite the island Hvaloe. P.
738. It has a wooden quay and a custom-house,
and is an outport of Hammerfest.
Trond (St), a town of Belgian Limboiirg,

cap. cant., on branch railway from Mechlin to

Liege, 12 m. W.N.W. Tongres. P. (1864) 11,683.

It has breweries, distilleries, and manufactures
of soap, tobacco, and lace.

Trondhjem or Drontheim, a fortified seaport
city of Norway, cap. of its N. stift or prov., at

the mouth of the Nid, in Trondhjem-fiord, here
crossed by a wooden bridge. Lat. of cathedral
63°25'8"N.,lon.l0°23'7"E. P. (1866)19,287. It

is walled, and defended by the fortress of Munk-
holm, on an island in the fiord. Principal edifices,

a cathedral, three other churches, a workhouse,
asylums for the aged and for deaf-mutes, a theatre,

exchange bank
;
grammar, Lancasterian, and

other schools, a museum, and public library.

The roadstead is indifferent, and the river admits
small vessels only ; but the town has an active

export trade in dried fish, deals, tar, and copper.

^The Trondhjem Fiord extends from the At-
lantic inland for 80 m., and at its N. extremity
it communicates with Beitstad-fiord. It receives

the Orkel, Guul, Nid, Siaker, and Stordal rivers.

—The BaUltwick of Trondhjem is divided into two
N. Trondhjem. Area 8811sq.m. P. (1866) 73,571;
S. Trondhjem. Area 7193 sq. m. P. (1866) 96,318.
Trondra, an island of Scotland, co. Shetland,

pa. Tingwall. P. 140.

Tronto, Truevtium, a river of Cent. Italj', rises

N.E. Monte Reale, flows N. and W., and enters
the Adriatic 17 m. B. Ascoli. Course 54 miles.
Tronzano, a town of N. Italy, prov. Novara,

13 m. W.N.W. Vercelli. Pop. of comm. 3671.
Troomon or Taruman, a maritime town of

Sumatra, on its W. coast. Lat. 2° 50 N. ; Ion.
107° 20' E. It was taken by the Dutch in 1840.
Troon, a seaport town of Scotland, co. Ayr,

on a small bay in the Irish Channel, and on the
Troon and Kilmarnock Eailway, 7i m. S.W. Kil-
marnock. P. 2427. It is much frequented for
sea-bathing: has a good harbour, with a pier,

ship-building, and wet docks, and a lighthouse.
Tropea, a town of S. Italy, prov. Catanzaro,

cap. cant., circ. and 12 m. W.S.W. Monteleone,
at the S. extremity of the Gulf of St Eufemia.
P. 5332. It is enclosed by walls, and has a cathe-
dral, convents, churches, and manufactures of
counterpanes and blankets, with an active tunny
and anchovy fishery.

Tropez (St), Eeraclea, a comm. and maritime
town of France, dep. Var, on the Gulf of Grimaud,
an inlet of the Mediterranean, 37 m. E.N.E.
Toulon. P. 3358, chiefly engaged in tunny and
other fisheries. It has a chamber of commerce.
Troppau, a fortified town of Austrian Silesia,

cap. principality and circ, on the Oppa, a
tributary of the Oder, 36 m. N.E. Olmutz. P.
10,097. It has a cathedral, a castle, town-hall,
theatre, a gymnasium with a museum, & manufs.
of woollen and linen fabrics, soap, leather, arms,
and liqueurs. The diplomatic congress, after-

wards removed to Ijaybach, was held here from
20th October to 20th November 1820.

Troqueer, a pa. of Scotland, stewartry Kirk-
cudbright, comprising the bor. of MaxweUtown.
Ac 12,448. P. 4743.

Trohy or St Michael's Trory, a pa. of Ire-

land, Ulster, CO. Fermanagh, 3J m. N. Enniskil-
len. Ac 4236. P. 941.

Teosa, a town of Sweden, Isen SSdermanland,
22 m. N.E. Nykoping, on the Baltic. P. 420.

Trosachs, a picturesque valley of Scotland, co.

Perth, between Lochs Achray and Katrine.
Trosberg or Trostberg, a market town of

Upper Bavaria, with a picturesque fortress, 15 m.
E.S.E. Wasserburg. P. 910.

Trossingen, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ Black
Forest, 10 m. N.W. Tuttliugen. P. 2367.

Troston, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6J m.
N.N.E. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 1764. P. 322.

Trostrey, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth,

2f m. N.N.W. Usk. Ac 1255. P. 190.

Trotterscliffe, a pa. of England, co. Kent,

7| m. W.N.W. Maidstone. Ac. 1160. P. 293.

Trotton, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3^ m.
W.N.W. Midhurst. Ac. 3877. P. 452. The
poet Otway was bom here in 1651.

Troup, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

W. of Georgia, Area 417 sq. m. P. (1860) 6260
free, 10,002 slaves.

Trouville, a comm., vill., and fashionable
sea-bathing place of France, dep. Calvados, 6 m.
N.N.W. Pont I'Eveque, at the mouth of the
Touques, in the Channel. P. 3600^
Troway, a township of England, co. Derby,

pa. Eckingtou, 6 m. N. Chesterfield. P. 1467.
Trowbridge, a market town and pa. of Eng-

land, co. Wilts, 11 m. S.S.W Chippenham. It has
apa.& otherchurches, schools, &abnshouses. The
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woollen manufacture has been established here

from a very eai ly period. Cassimeres, kerseys,

and tweeds, are amongst the chief fabrics manu-
factured. The Kenuet and Avon Canal runs 1

m. N. the town.
Tbowell, a pa of England, co. Nottingham,

5} m, W. Nottingham. Ac. 1570. P. 343.

Trowse, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, IJ m.
S.S.E. Norwich, on E. Co. Kailway. P. 1404.

Troy, a ruined city of Asia Minor, rendered

famous by the Iliad of Homer, supposed to have
stood on a height at the S. extremity of the Plain

of Troy, 9 m. S.S.E. the entrance of the Helles-

pont from the .^Igean Sea. On that height are

still some vestiges of ancient walls and cisterns,

and around it are numerous artificial mounds.
—The Plain of Troy, between this and the Helles-

pont, about 10 m. in length by 3 m. in width, is

watered by three rivers, two of which are the

Simois and Scamander of antiquity.

Troy, a city and river port of the U. S., North
America, New York, cap. co. Eensselaer, on 1. b.

of the Hudson, here crossed by a bridge, 6 m. N.
Albany. P. (1860) 39,232, with West Troy.
It stands on an alluvial flat, is regularly

laid out, and extends 3 m. along the river;

streets mostly lined with trees. It has many
handsome churches, court-house, market-houses,
gaol, CO. jwor-house, the Eensselaer institute, fe-

male institute, a lyceum with libraryand museum,
academies and literary associations ; manufs. of

machinery, ropes, hardwares, cutlery, woollen
and cotton stuffs, leather, and can-iages; dis-

tilleries, breweries, iron-works, and mills. It is a
great railway centre, and has an active trade with
New York.— West Troy, a suburb, on the oppo-
site side of the Hudson, was incorporated in 1836,

and has an extensive U. S. arsenal, and a branch
connecting it with the Erie Canal.—Many other
townships and vills. of the U. S. are named Troy

;

the principal in Pennsylvania, co. Bradford.
Tboyes, Augustobona, afterwards Tricassium,

a town and city of France, cap. dep. Aube, on the
Seine, and at the head of a railway to Montereau,
87 m. E.S.E. Paris. P. (1861) 34,613. It has a
cathedral, a town-house, a comm. college lib-

rary of 100,000 vols., and a museum. It is the
centre of manufs. of hosiery, cotton and woollen
fabrics, and yarn. Troyes was cap. of the old
prov. Champagne. A treaty was concluded here
in 1420, conferring the crown of France on the
kuig of England. In 1814 it was the scene of
severe combats between the French & Bussians.
Trschemesno or Trzemeszno, a town of

Prussian Poland, gov. Bromberg, between lakes,
42 m. E.N.E. Posen. P. 3182.
Tbsztenna, a market town of Northern Hun-

gary, with a Franciscan convent, on the Black
Arva, CO. and 18 m. N.E. Arva. P. 3050.
Trubau or Tribau, Mahrisch and Bohmisch,

two towns of Austria,—I. Moravia, circ. and 28
m. W.N.W. Olmiitz. P. 3100. It has manufs.
of woollens.—II. Bohemia, circ. Chrudim, on
railway, 7 m. N.E. Leitomischl. P. 2600.
Trubej, two rivers of Russia.—I. an arm of

the Oka, gov. and N. Riazan.—II. govs. Tcher-
nigov and Poltava, joins the Dnieper after a S.
course of 80 miles.

Trubtchevsk, a town of Russia, gov. and 88
m. W.S.W. Orel, cap. circ, on the Desna. P.
4000. It has lai^e salt magazines, a manufacture
of verdigris, and a trade in com and flax.
Trcel (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aveyrou, arr. S. Affrique, cant S. Rome. P. 2200.
Trull, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, IJ m.

B.8.W. Taunton. Ac. 2233. P. 779.

Trujibull, a co. of the U. S., North Ameriao,
in N.E. part of Ohio, cap. Warren. Area 892
sq. m. P. (1860) 30,656.-11. a township, Con-
necticut, 5 m. N. Bridgeport. P. 1313.

Trusipington, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m.
S. Cambridge. Ac. 2200. P. 716.

Tkl'nch, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
N.N.E. North Walsham. Ac 1353. P. 464.
Truro, a pari, and munic. bor. and seaport

town of England, co. Cornwall, 8 m. N.N.E. Fal-
mouth, on the rivers Allen and Kenwyn, which
unite to form the creek or river Truro, that opens
into Falmouth harbour. Ac. of pa. 190. P. 3117

;

do. of pari. bor.
(1861J

11,337. The town, in a
hollow surrounded by nills, is the largest in the co.

Alt. 79 ft. It is the centre of an important mining
district Chief edifices, St Marys church, dis-

senting chapels, town-hall, coinage-haU, custom-
house, CO. infirmary, and union workhouse. Ex-
ports (1862) 17,755/. Vessels belonging to the
port 67, tons 5131. The grammar school has two
exhibitions of 30/. to Exeter College, Oxford;
and here Sir H. Davy was bom and received his

early education. Truro has a mining college, a
royal institution for science and literature, a
Dorcas society and other charities, and a public

subscription library. Vessels of 100 tons come
up to its quays. Imports chiefly coal, timber, and
articles required in mining operations. Exports
tin and copper ore, paper, pottery-ware, and
pilchard oil. Customs revenue (1862) 11,837/.

The bor. is divided into three wards. It sends
two members to H. of C. Reg. elect. (1864) 631.

Truro, two townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. Massachusetts, on the N. part of

Cape Cod, Atlantic. P. 2051, mostly employed
in fisheries.—II. Ohio, co. Franklin.

Tri'Sham, a pa, of England, co. Devon, 2 m.
N.N.W. Chudleigh. Ac 749. P. 223.

Trusi£y, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m. W.
Derby. Ac. 1078. P. 99.

Trusthorpe, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6
m. N.E. Alford- Ac. 1455. P. 332.

Truxillo or Trujillo, Turris Julia, a city

of Spain, prov. and 23 m. E. Caceres. P. 5212.

The city is situated on the declivity of a gi-anite

hill. It has a college, a post-house, and earthen-
ware factories.

Truxillo, a town of N. Peru, cap. prov., and
cap. dep. Libertad, pleasantly situated near the
coast of the Pacific Ocean, about 125 m. S.E.

Lambeyeque. Lat 8° 7' 6' S. ; Ion. 79° 4' 2' W.
P. 6000. It is enclosed by a brick wall, and has
a cathedral. It was founded by Pizarro in 1535.

—II. a city of Venezuela, dep. Zulia, cap. prov.,

90 m. S.W. Barquesimeto, and N.E. Merida. P.
4000. Early in the present century it had 12,000
inhabitants. Area of prov. 4307 sq. m. P. (1854)
44,788.—III. a seaport town of Central America,
state Honduras, cap. dep., on the Caribbean Sea.

Lat. (of port), 15° 55' N., Ion. 85" 69' W. P.

2500. Its harbour, on the bay of Truxillo, is

defended by several forts. Exports hides, sar-

saparilla, cochineal, and indigo.

Truxton, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 10 m. N.E. Cortland.
Tryberg, a town of Baden, circ. Upper Rhine,

on the Gutach, 7 m. S. Homberg. P. 1114.

Trysull, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 4 m.
S.W. Wolverhampton. Ac. 3110. P. 610.

TsAXG and Tsao, numerous cities and towns
of China ; the principal being Tsao-tchou, prov.

Shan-tung, cap. dep., 140 m. S.W. Tsi-nan.
TsAKTA, a fortified city of China, prov. Yun-

nan, cap. dep., on the Burmese frontier, 60 m.
N.E. Bhamo.
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TsATSAK, a town of Servia. [Csatsak.]
TscHERNEMBEL, a town of Austria, lUyria,

Carniola, 16 m. S. Neustadtl. P. 1000.

TscHERNowiTZ, Poland. [Czernowitz.]
Tse-Kee, a town of China, prov. Che-kiang,

W. Ning-po, taken by the British, March 1842.

Tse-Tchou, a city of China, prov. Shan-se,
cap. dep., 40 m. N. the river Hoang-ho.
Tshussovaja, a river of Eussia, gov. Perm,

rises 60 m. S.S.W. Ekaterinburg, flows N. and
W., and joins the Kama, 12 m. N. Perm. In
spring it is navigable, and used for the transport
of the mineral produce of the Ural.
Tsiamfa or Champa, a state of S.E. Asia,

situated on the coast of the Chinese Sea, subject
to Anam (Cochin-China), of which it forms the
most S. province. Chief town, Nha-trang. In-
habitants partly Mohammedans.

TsiEN, a prefixed name of many towns in China.
—The Tsien-kiang, prov. Se-chiien, is a river

tributary to the Kia-ling; and the Tsien-tang-
kiang, a river, prov. Che-kiang, joins the sea by
a wide estuary E. the city Hang-chow-foo.

Tsi-NAN, a city of China, cap. prov. Shan-
tung, on 1. b. of the Ta-tsin river, 100 m. from
the Gulf of Chi-li. It is large, populous, and
venerated as the residence of a former sovereign
dynasty. Manufs. silks and glass wares.
Tsin-Chow, two cities of China, caps, of

deps.—I. prov. Shan-tung, 80 ra. E. Tsi-nan.

—

II. prov. Quang-tung, 65 m. W. Ou-chou, on a
trib. of the Hong-kiang.

—

Tsin& Tsingave names
uf numerous Chinese towns of infei-ior rank.

TsiTsiiiAR or Heiilung Kiang, the most N.
prov. of Manchuria, extends between lat. 46° and
63° 30' N., Ion. 117° to 132° E. It is enclosed
on the N.E., N., and N.W. by the Amur river,

which separates it from the Russian provs. Trans-
baikal and Amur. On the S. are Mongolia and
t he Sungari river, which separates it from Kirin.
It is traversed from N. to S. by the Khingan
mountains, and by Naun or Nonni river. The
chief towns are Tsitsihar, the cap., on the Naun
river, Merguen, Saghalin-Ula, and Ust Stre-
lotchnoi. [Manchukia.]
TsiUEN-TcHou, a maritime city of China, prov.

Fokien, 30 m. N.E. Amoy.
TsKiimvALi, a town of Eussia, Transcaucasia,

Georgia, 66 m. N.W. Teflis.

TsuNG-MiNG, a low deltoid island of China,
prov. Kiang-su, off the W. coast, at the mouth of

the Yang-tse-Kiang, 20 m. from Shanghai, its E.
extremity, in lat. 31° 28' N., Ion. 121° 51' E. Ex-
tent 36 by 10 m. On S. is a town of same name.
TsUN-HOA and Tsun-y, two cities of China.

—

I. prov. Chi-li, 80 m. E.N.E. Peking.—II. prov
Kwi-chow, cap. dep., 70 m. N. Kwi-iang.

Tsus-siMA, N. AND S., two islands of Japan, 40
ni. S.E. of the Corean Peninsula. Lat. of N. ex-
tremity 34° 40' N., Ion. 129° 29' E. Between them
is a narrow sound, with the port of Fat-choo,
which has a large native trade. Country hilly,

well timbered, and fertile. P. about 30,000.
TuA, a riv of Portugal, prov. Traz-os-Montes,

joins the Douro, after a S.W. course of 70 m.
Tl'AM, an episcopal town and pa. of Ireland,

CO. and 19 m. N.N.E. Galway, on the Clare, here
crossed by a bridge. Ac. of pa. 25,014. P. (1861)
9306; do. of town or "city" 4563. Alt. 127 ft.

It has Roman Catholic and Protestant cathedrals,

and two episcopal palaces, the Roman Catholic
college of St Jarlath, diocesan and other public
schools, a court-house, bridewell, union work-
house, barracks, assembly rooms, manufactures
of linen and canvas, and a large retail trade. It

is the see of a Protestant bishop.

That or Twat, an oasis of Central Africa,

Sahara, nearly equidistant from Marocco, Algeria,
Tunis, and Fezzan,"

TuBBRiD, two pas. of Irel.—I. co. Tipperary, 4
m. S.S.W. Cahir. Ac. 12,672. P.2237.—II. co. Kil-
kenny, 3^ m. E.S.E. Pilltowu. Ac. 1004. P. 200.

Tubingen, a walled town of Wurtemberg, circ.

Black Forest, on the Neckar, at the influx of the
Ammer, 18 m. S.S.W. Stuttgart. P. 7500. Its

university, which had amongst its earliest pro-
fessors the reformers Melancthon and Rauohlin,
is seated in the ancient castle of the Counts-
Palatine, and has belonging to it an observatory,
botanic garden, cabinet of natural history, and a
library of 70,000 volumes. The town has manufs.
of woollen cloth and gunpowder.

TuBiZE, a market town of Belgium, prov. South
Brabant, on railway, 13 m. S.S.W. Brussels.

TuBNEY, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 4 m.
W.N.W. Abingdon. Ac. 1144. P. 180.

Tuohan, a comm. and mai-ket town of France,
dep. Aude, 25 m. S.W. Narbonne. P. 1155.

TuciiEi., a town of W. Prussia, gov. Marien-
werder, 15 m. S.E. Conitz. P. 1885.

Tucker, a co., U. S., North America, Virginia.
P. 1408 free, 20 slaves.

TucoviA, an isl. of the New Hebrides, Pacifio

Ocean, lat. 12° 16' S., Ion. 168° 42' E.
TucuMAN, a dep. of the Argentine Confed-

mostly between lat. 26° and 27° 30' S., Ion. 62° and
67° W., having E. the Gran-Chaco, one of the
vast interior plains of South America, and on
other sides the deps. Salta, Catamarca, and San-
tiago. Ac. 23,386. P. (1860) 88,500. Surface
in the W. mountainous, and alternately covered
with forests of lofty trees and fine pastures. Its

centre is one of the richest parts of the Confe-
deration, yielding fine crops of wheat, maize, rice,

tobacco, and sugar. Many mules are exported,

and the cattle are of good breeds. The dep. con-
tains mines of gold, silver, copper, and lead;

other products are cocoa, cotton, indigo, honey,
wax, dyewoods, salt from mines and lakes, and a
little wine. Principal manufs. are leather, cotton

and woollen fabrics, and cheese. Principal towns,
Tucuman and Pitos.

—

Tucuman or A^art Miguel de

Tucuman, the cap. dep., is on a tributary of the
Tala or Honda, 94 m. N.W. Santiago del Estero.

P. 11,000. It has a cathedral, several convents,
a Jesuits' college, and a trade in oxen and mules
sent into Bolivia. Here the independence of the

Plata provinces was first promulgated, and the
first congress of the republic was held in 1816.

Tuddenham, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Suffolk, 3J m. N.E. Ipswich. Ac. 1239. P. 394.

—II. same Co., 3 m. S.S.E. Mildenhall. Ac. 2644.

P. 413—III .{East), CO. Norfolk, 6 m. E.S.E. East
Dereham. Ac. 2065. P. 612.—IV. {North), same
CO., 4 m. E.S.E. East Dereham. Ac. 2270. P. 437.

TuDELA {Tutelay, a city of Spain, prov. Na-
varra, on the Ebro, hero crossed by a stone bridge
of 17 arches, 52 m. N.W. Zaragoza, on railway to

Pamplona. P. 8923. It has a cathedral, many
other churches, convents, and hospitals ; a work-
house, prison, Latin and medical schools, manufs.
of coarse woollens, hair fabrics, soap, tiles, bricks
and earthenwares. The celebrated Rabbi Benja-
min Ben Jonah (Benj. of Tudela) was born here
in 12th century. On 23d Nov. 1808, the French
here gained a victory over the Spaniards.—II. (de

Dueroy, a town, prov. and 6 m. E.S.E. Valladohd.
TuDELEY, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 2^ m.

E.S.E. Tunbridge. Ac. 1605. P. 547.—^<
TudwalTs Road is an inlet of Cardigan Bay.
TuDY (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, GJ

m. N. Bodmin. Ac. 3267. P. 670.
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TuEXA, a post-town and gold-field of New S.

Wales, CO. Georgiana. P. (1861) 124.

TuFFfe, a comm. and mai-ket town of France,

dep. Sarthe, 16 m. N.E. Le Mans. P. 1714.

TuFTON, a pa. of England, co. Southampton, 1

m. S.S.W. Whitchurch. Ac. 1552. P. 142.

TUGBY, a pa. of England, co. and 12 m. E.S.E.

Leicester. Ac. 1830. P. 360.

Tdgford, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 8J m.
N.N.E. Ludlow. Ac. 1320. P. 119.

TcGGURT, a town of Alg»ria, in the SahaK., rf.

Africa, cap. of the oasis of Wady Kies. P. 1266.

It has a mosque and a bazaar. Its oasis contains

40,000 palms and many fruit trees.

TaiVKOV, a market town of Eussian Poland,

gov. Podolia, on the Bug, 22 m. N.W. Bratzlaf.

TuKUM, a town of Russia, gov. Courland, near

the Gulf of Riga, cap. circ, on the Slok, 38 m.
W. Riga. P. 2800. It has a ruined castle.

Tui^ a gov. of European Russia, nearly in its

centre, mostly between lat. 53° and 65° N., Ion.

36° and 38° 40' E., having E. Riazan, S. Orlov,

W. Kaluga, and N. the gov. Moscow. Area
11,846 sq. m. P. (1858^ 1,172,249. It is densely
peopled. Surface unaulating ; the Oka forms
all the N.E. and N. boundary ; the Don and Upa
rise in this gov. Chief crops, corn, beans, mus-
tard, turnips, hemp, tobacco, and potatoes.

Sheep, cattle, and horses are extensively reared.

About one-sixth part of the surface is in forests.

Inferior coal is met with ; and iron is a chief

import for the manufs. of Tula. The gov. has
extensive breweries and distilleries, leather, and
beet-root sugar factories, and exports corn, hemp,
flax, cutlery, fire-ai-ms, hardwares, and jewellery.
Cliief towns, Tula, Veuev, Odoiev, and Novosil.
Tula, a city of Russia, cap. gov. Tula, an

important manufacturing town on the Upa, 105
m. S. Moscow. P. (1863) 56,679. It has many
churches and convents, a gymnasium, trades,
foundling, and other hospitals ; a house of cor-
rection, prison, arsenal, theatre, museum, and a
vast manufactory of arms, which owed its origin
to Peter the Great, but has risen to its present
importance by the efforts of an Englishman
since 1817. In this factory about 70,000 muskets
and 50,000 swords are made annually, besides
carabines, pistols, bayonets, etc. ; 7000 men and
9600 women are employed, exclusive of 3500
other hands in subsidiary occupations. Tula has
also manufs. of mathematical and scientific in-
struments, jewellery, platina wares, sUks, hats,
and leather. It is the residence of a military
governor and a bishop's see. In its vicinity are
many gardens, orchards, and nursery-grounds.
Tula, a riv., China, Khalkas country, joins the

Orkhon, 110 m. S.S.W. Kiakhta, after a S.W.
and N.W. course of 200 m. Urga is on its banks.
TuLANCiNGO, a town of Mexico, state and 56

m. N.E. Mexico. P. 4000.
Tulang-Bavaxg, a river and town of Su-

matra ; the river enters the Sea of Java after an E.
course of 100 m. ; town 70 ra. S.S.E. Palembang.
TuLAKE, a CO. of the U. S., North America, in

E. of California. Area 12,000 sq. m. P. 4638.
TuLBAGH, a dist. & vilL, Cape Colony, S. Africa,

37 m. N.N.W. Worcester. P. 8695 ; of vill. 542.
TuLijA, a river of Mexico, state Tabasco, tri-

butary to the Usumasinta. At their junction it
- IS about i mile in breadth.

TULI.A, a pa. and market town of Ireland, co.

rhl^ ^i ^- ^-E- Ennis. Ac. of pa. 24,383. P.
6240 ; do. of town 1198.
Tullagh, a pa. of Ireland, co. Cork, com-

prising the port of Baltimore, and the island of
Imsheikin. Ac. 6349. P. 2038.

Tullaghaxbrogue, two pas. of Ireland. -I.
CO. and 4 m. S.W. Kilkenny. Ac. 3487. P. 622.— 11. Tullaghanaye, co. Meath, 2J m. S.E.
Athboy. Ac. 1414. P. 107.

Tulijighobegly, a maritime pa. of Ireland, co.

Donegal, 6 m, S.W. Dunfanaghy, including
several islands. Ac. 68,509. P. 9367.

TuLLAGHORTON and Tullahouht, two pas.

of Ireland.—I. co. Tipperary, 2 m. N.E. Clog-
heen. Ac. 6889. P. 1114.—II. Kilkenny, 2J m.
S.S.W. Kilmaganny. Ac 4601. P. 1060.

TuLLAMORE, an inland town of Ireland, cap.

King's CO., on an affl. of the Clodagh, and on the
Grand Canal, in the centre of the Bog of Allen,
50 m. W.S.W. Dublin. P. 4797. It has risen

since 1790 from a small village, and is the princi-

pal shipping station on the Grand Canal.
TuLLAROAN, a pa. of Ireland, co. Kilkenny, 6

m. S.S.W. Freshford. Ac. 12,359. P. 1660.

Tulle, a comm. and town of France, cap. dep.

Corrfeze, on the Corrfeze, at its confluence with
the Solane, 45 m. S.E. Limoges. P. (1861)
12,410. It has a comm. college, normal school,

public library, pilson, barracks, and hospital

;

with manufs. of coarse woollen cloths, hats,

paper, wax-candles, and leather, and an exten-
sive national factory of fire-arms. About 3 m. N.
are the ruins of Tintignac.

TuLLiALLAN, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co.

Perth, comprising the town of Kincardine. Ac.
2760. P. 2A1Q.—Tullibody is a vill., co. Clack-
mannan, 2^ m. N.W. Alloa. P. 602.

TCLLiNS, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Is^re, cap. cant., 13 m. N.W. Grenoble. P.
4566, engaged in steel and copper works.

TuLiJf, a walled town of Lower Austria, 17 m.
N.W. Vienna, on rt. b. of the Danube, here
joined by the Tulner. P. 1788. It has manufs.
of woollens and tape. Here Sobieski collected

his troops for the defence of Vienna in 1683.

TuLiX)CH, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 2 m. N.
Perth. P. 216.

TuLLOwPHELiM, a pa. and market town of Ire-

land, CO. Dublin, on the Slaney, here crossed

by a bridge, 8 m. E.S.E. Carlow. Ac. of pa. 7989.

P. 3116 ; do. of town, 2383.

TuLLY, several pas., Ireland.—I. (or TW/jj/em),

Ulster, CO. Donegal, comprising a part of the
town of Ramelton. Ac. 16,612 P. 4525.—II. (or

Coglanstowriy Leinster, co. and 1 m. S.S.E. Kil-

dare. Ac. 5164. P. 873.—III. co. Dublin, 3 m.
S. Kingstown. Ac. 3285. P. 940.

TuLLY, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, on Onondaga Creek, 10 m. S.

Syracuse. P. 1559.

TuLLYCORBET, a pa., Ireland, Ulster, co. Mo-
naghan, 4 m. N. Ballybay. Ac. 7912. P. 2983.

TuLLYLEASE, a pa., Ireland, Munster, co. Cork,

7 m. N.N.E. Newmarket. Ac 8291. P. 1508.

TjJLLYLiSH, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. Down,
5\ m. S.E. Portadown. Ac 11,707. P. 12,908.

TuLLYNESsLE and Forbes, a united pa. of

Scotland, co. Aberdeen, S. Alford. P. 957.

TULLYNiSKAS, a pa., Ireland, Ulster, co. Tyrone,
3 m. N.E. Dungannon. Ac 4461. P. 3203.

TuLOUR Islands, Malaysia. [Salibabo.]
Tulpehocken, a township of the U. S., North

America, Pennsylvania, co. Berks.—Also a stream
of same name.
TuLTCHA or TuLDjA, a town of European

Turkey, near the N. extremity of Bulgaria, on
the rt. b. of the Danube, 40 m. from its mouth.
TuLTCHiN, two market towns of Russian Po-

land.—I. gov. Podolia, on the Bug. P. 1800.—
II. gov. Volhynia, 14 m. N.E. Rovno.
TuLUMBA, a large and populous town of the
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Punjab, near the Eavee, 60 ni. N.E. Mooltan,
with the remains of a fort, ruined by Timour.
TuMACo or GoRGONiLLA, an isl. of S. America,

off W, coast of Ecuador, 88 m. N.E. Esmeraldas.
TuMAT or Maleg, a river of Central Africa,

Gallas, joins the Bahr-el-Azrek or Blue Kiver
near lat. 11° 20' N., Ion. 34° 45' E.
TuMBELAN Islands, a group of Malaysia, be-

tween Borneo and the Malay peninsula. Lat. of
Great Island 1° N. ; Ion. 107° 34' E. Principal
island Tumbelan, 5 m. in length.
TuMBEZ, a town of N. Peru, dep. and 110 m.

N. Piura, on the Tumbez river. Here the
Spaniards first disembarked in 1526.
TuRiBO Isl., one of the Isles de Los, W. Africa.
TuMBUDKA, a river of the Mysore territory,

formed by the junction of the Toonga and Budra,
in lat. 14° N., Ion. 76°43'E. It has a generally N.E.
sinuous course of 420 m., and enters the Kistnah
on the right side, in lat. 16° 58' N., Ion. 78° 19'

E. On its banks are valuable forests of teak.
TuMLOOXG, a town of Hindostan, cap. native

state Sikhim, and residence of the Eajah, on 1.

b. of the Teesta river, 32 m. N.N.E. Darjeeling,
lat. 27° 24' N., Ion. 88° 37' E.
TuMMEL, a river of Scotland, co. Perth, tribu-

tary of the Tay, which it joins near Logierait,
after an easterly course of 58 m. It rises near
Glen Coe in Argyleshire, flows through Lochs
Luydan, Eannoch, and Tummel, and receives
from the N. the Erocht and Garry ; above the
latter are fine falls. Length of L. Tummel 2| m.
TuMNA or ToEMONiA, a pa. of Ireland, Con-

naught, CO. Eoscommou, 1 m. N. Carrick-on-
Shannon. Ac. 8294. P. 2872.
TuMUT, a post-town of New S. Wales, on river

of same name, co. Wynyard, 259 m. S.W. Sydney.
The Tumuf river, a tributary of the Murrum-
bidgee, rises in the Australian Alps, and flowing
N. separates the cos. Wynyard and Selwyn on
the W. from that of Buccleugh on the E.
TuNBRiDGE, a market town and pa. of England,

CO. Kent,onthe Medway, and on the S.E. Eail., on
which it has a principal station, 27m.S.E. London.
Ac. of pa. 15,235. P. (1861) 21,004; do. of town
5919. Alt. 98 ft It is a quiet old town, with 6
stone bridges over so many arms of the Medway,
one of which arms is called the Tun. Principal
edifices, a new school in the Gothic style, the
grammar school, which has 16 exhibitions of
100/. each at the universities, 12 minor exhibi-
tions, a scholarship and a fellowship at Oxford,
and 700Z. in salaries to masters ; the town-hall,
xmion workhouse, market-house, church, chapels,
etc. It has been long noted for a manuf. of toys
and turned wares, & it has some exports of timber.
TuNBRiDGE, a township of the U. S., North

America, Vermont, 32 m. S.S.E. Montpelier.
TiJNBRiDGE Wells, a market town and water-

ing-place of England, cos. Kent and Surrey, with
a station on the Hastings branch of the South-
Eastern Eailway, 5 m. S.S.W. Tunbridge. P.
(1861) 17,656. Altitude 289 feet. The springs are
chalybeate. The pump-room and baths, public
paraide, ball-rooms, libraries, theatre, market-
house, are in a small valley, enclosed by sloping
hills, Mounts Ephraim, Pleasant, and Siou. It
has a church and elegant chapel, numerous dis-

senting chapels, an infirmary, dispensary, and
. many schools and literary institutions.

TUNDERGARTH, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumfries,
3 m. S.S.E. Lockerby. Ac. 10,513. P. 507.

TcNDRA (meaning marsh-land covered with
moss and always frozen) is a name applied to
vast regions of Siberia N. of lat. 68°, and between
the meridian of 140° and 170° E.

Tung, several cities of China. [Teng.]
T UNG, a prefixed name of many towns of China.—Tung-kiang is a river, prov. Quang-tung, enters

the river of Canton from N.E. below Whampoa.
Course 180 m. On it is the city Wei-chou.
TuNGARAGUA and Lauricocha, names of the

river Amazon, near its source, in N. Peru.

[AmazonJ
Tung-Chang, a city of China, prov. Shan-

tung, cap. dep., on tlie river Ta-tein, near the

Grand Canal, 50 m. S.W. Tsi-nan. It is large,

populous, and has a flourishing trade. Amongst
its public edifices is an octagon tower of eight
stories, faced with porcelain.

—

Tung-Ching, Tung-
Chow, Tung-Yang, etc., are the names of Chinese
cities and towns of minor importance.
TuNG-TiNG-HOO, the greatest lake in China,

prov. Hoonan, has an area of about 300 sq. m.,

and is 250 m. in circuit. It contains several

islands, one of which is floating, and formed of

trees and drifts, and maintains many fishermen
from its waters. It receives several larger rivers,

and communicates at its N. extremity with the
Yang-tze-kiang.
TuNGUSKA (Stoney and Lower), two rivers

of Siberia, tributary to the Yenisei.

Tunica, a co., U. S., North America, Missis-
sippi. P. 883 free, 3483 slaves.

Tunis, a beylik or regency of the Ottoman
Empire, in N. Africa, between lat. 31° and 37°

N., Ion. 8° and 11° E., having W. Algeria, S.

and S.E. the Sahara and Tripoli, and N. and
E. the Mediterranean Sea. Area 78,882 sq. m.
P. 800,000. Its E. coast forms the W. limit of

the great inlet of the Mediterranean in N. Africa,

and is indented by the Gulf of Cabes (anc. Syrtis-

Minor) and Gulf of Hamriiamet : on the N. coast

are the Gulfs of Tunis and Bizerta. The dominion
comprises the islands Jerba, Kerkenna, Galita,

etc. Principal river, the Mejerdah (anc. Bagra-
dah). In the S. is a sandy waste, in which is the
salt marsh Shott el Kehir ; but most part of the
surface is of great fertility, and in ancient times it

was one of the granaries of Eome. Principal vege-
table products, wheat, maize, barley, sorgho,

millet, olives, dates, grapes, and other fruits,

henna, and tobacco. Cotton and indigo have been
recently introduced as articles of culture, and some
saffron and opium are raised. Copper, lead, silver,

and salt, from Sibhah, are amongst the mineral
products, and near Porto-Farina is a quicksilver

mine ; but mining, like agriculture, is very back-
ward. Domestic animals comprise camels, horses,

buffaloes, a small but good breed of oxen, and
merino sheep. Principal manufactures are of red
caps, exported to all parts of the Mediterranean,

soap at Susa ; woollen, silk, and linen fabrics, and
Marocco leather. Caravans come annually from
Central Africa, bringing slaves, senna, ostrich

feathers, gold dust, gum, and ivory, which are

exchanged for manufactured goods, spices, and
gunpowder. Others from Constantinople bring
wax, dried skins, cattle, and sheep, in return for

muslins and other woven fabrics, Tunis mantles,

colonial produce, essences, etc. Principal im-
ports, by sea, are cochineal, raw silk, coffee,

sugar, Spanish woollen cloths, wines, coal, iron, &
coin. State religion Mohammedanism. Gove-n-
ment exercised by an hereditary bey, elected by
the army, nominally tributary to the Turkish
Sultan, by whom ho is confirmed in his rule, and
assisted by a divan of 37 members. His revenue
is estimated at 1,600,000/. annually, but double
this sum is annually raised by taxation, customs,

etc., the residue being retained by the collectors.

Army, a Turkish brigade of 4000 men. Naval force
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consists of a corvette, some smaller vessels, and

about 32 gunboats. Besides Tunis, the cap., the

chief towns are Susa, Hammamet, Bizerta, Sfax,

Cabes, Monastir, Gafsa, Kairwan, and Beja.

Tirsia (anc. Tunes), a city of Africa, cap. reg.

of Tunis, is situated on the W. side of the Gulf

of Tunis, and separated from the Gulf by the

Lake of Tunis. Lat. 36° 48' N. ; Ion. 10° 16' 2'

E. P. 200,000, of whom 30,000 are Jews. It

stands on rising ground, encircled by a double

line of walls, the outer of which, enclosing several

suburbs, is 5 m. in circuit. On a height W.ward
is a citadeL The bazaai-s are good, and there

are numerous mosques, a palace of the bey, once

the residence of Queen Caroline of England,

iloman Catholic and Greek churches, Jews' syna-

gogues, an Italian theatre, and several large

barracks. About 1^ m. W. the city is the Bardo,

a fortified summer residence of the bey, and 3 m.
N.E. are traces of ancient Carthage. Imports,

raw silk, Spanish wool, sugar, coffee, dyes, tim-

ber, com, woollen and silk fabrics, and most
mamif. goods. Exports red caps, and other

woollen goods, wool, hides, lish, com, fniit, live-

stock, olive oil, wax, and soap.—The Gulf of
Tunis, an inlet of the Mediterranean, extends
inland for 30 m., between capes Bon and Farina.

Breadth at entrance 45 miles. It everj'where

affords good anchorage in from 4 to 10 fathoms
water, receives the river Mejerdah, and has on
its S.W. side the Goletta or entrance to the
lagoon of Tunis, and the ruins of Carthage.

—

Tke Lagoon of Tunis is a shallow lake communi-
cating on its E. side with the Gulf of Tunis by
the Goletta, a short and narrow strait Length
12 m., breadth 5 m. In it is a fortified island

opposite the city of Tunis, on its W. shore, and
on its N.E. side are the ruins of Carthage, of

which city it was the port.

TuNjA, a town of Granadian Confed., cap.

dep. Boyaca, on a high table-land, and on the
Eio Salinazo, 70 m. N.N.E. Bogota. P. 7000. It

lias several convents, a college, a military hospi-
tal, manufs. of woven fabrics, and a trade in
tobacco. On its N.N.W. side are mineral springs,

& near it, in 1819, was fought the battle of Boyaca,
in which the Spaniards were routed by Bolivar.
TuNKHAXNOCK, a township of the U. S., North

America, Pennsylvania, on the Tunkhannock
river, at its confluence with the Susquehanna,
22 m. N.N.W. Wilkesbarre.
TtxsTALL, several pas., etc., of England.—I.

CO. Lancaster, 3 m. S. Kirkby-Lonsdale. Ac.
9224. P. 803.—II. CO. Kent, 10 m. E.N.E. Maid-
stone. Ac. 1196. P. 207.—III. CO. Norfolk, 6i
m. W.N.W, Yarmouth. Ac 1612. P. 112.—IV.
CO. Suffolk, 5J m. S.S.W. Saxmundham. Ac.
2863. P. 701.—V. CO. York, East Riding, on the
North Sea, 14 m. E.N.E. Kingston-on-Hull. Ac
1607. P. 166.

TuNSTALL, a market town and chapelry of
England, co. Stafford, 4 m. N.N.E. Newcastle-
under-Lyne. P. (1861) 11,207. In the vicinity
are numerous collieries, potteries, chemical works,
and veins of clay and iron ore.

Tn«STEAD, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 10
m. N.N.E. Norwich. Ac. 2291. P. 405.
Tdnworth, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3| m.

S.E. Basingstoke. Ac. 1104. P. 118.
Tuolumne, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in N.

of Califomisu Area 3000 sq. m. P. (I860) 16,229.
TuosiST, a pa. of Ireland, Munster, co. Kerry,

11m. S.W. Kenmare. Ac. 39,340. P. 3399.
TuPARO, a river of Granadian Confed. and

"N enezuela, joins the Orinoco at Maypures, after
au E. course of 200 miles.

TupiZA, a town of Bolivia, dep. and 140 ra. S.

Potosi. P. 5000. Near it are silver mines.
TupsLET, a township of England, co. and 2 m.

E.S.E. Hereford, pa. Bishop's-Hampton. P. 802.

TUPUNGATO, one of the Andes of Chile, 45 m.
E. Santiago. Height 22,016 feet.

TuRA, a market town of W. Hungary, co.

Neutra, dist Freistadt. P. 6488. It has a* trade
in cheese with Yienna and Pesth.
TuRA, a river of W. Siberia, govs. Perm and

Tobolsk, joins the Tobol, 70 m. S.S.W. Tobolsk,
after a S.E. course of 300 miles. On it are the
towns Turinsk and Tinmen.
TuRANGA or Poverty Bay, an inlet on the R

coast of New Zealand, N. island, lat 38° 47' S.,

Ion. 178° 7' E., extending inland for 10 m., with
a circular basin. Breadth, at entrance, 8 miles.

Turbaco, an Indian vill. of Granadian Confed.,
state Bolivar, prov. and 12 m. S.E. Cartagena.
TuRBERT Island, Ireland, Connaught, co. Gral-

way, is off the W. coast, 3 m. S.E. Aghros Point
Circumference IJ m. P. 191.

TuRBiGO, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Milan, N.W.
Cuggiono. P. of comm. 1516.

TuRBOT, a township), U. S., North America,
Pennsylvania, 14 m. N. Sunbury.
TuRCKHEiM, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Haut-Rhin, 3 m. W. Colmar. P. 2946. It

has a trade in wine of superior quality. The
Imperialists were here defeated by the French
under Turenne in 1675.

TUREK, a town of Poland, gov. Warsaw. P. 5702.
Turenne, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Corrfeze, 7 m. S.S.E. Brives. P. 2210.

TuRFAN, a town of Chinese Turkestan, 180 m.
W. KhamiL It is the residence of a native
prince with authority from the Chinese over
Turfan and five adjacent towns.
TuRi, a town of South Italy, cap. cant., prov.

and 18 m. S.S.E. Bari. P. 5496.

TuRi, a town of Brazil, prov. Maranhao, 40 m.
N.N.W. Guimarens. P. of dist. 5000.

TuRiA, a river of Spain. [^Guadalaviar.J
TuRiASSU, a river of Brazil, prov. Maranhio,

enters the Atlantic at the Bay of Turiassu, after

a N.W. course of 350 m. Its banks are richly

wooded. On the bay are the towns Turiaesu
and Boa Vista.

Turin (Ital. Torino, anc. Auffusfa TuHnorum),
a city of North Italy, on 1. b. of the Po, at the
junction of the Dora Riparia, 79 m. W.S.W.
Milan. Lat 45° 4' 8" N.; Ion. 7° 41' 49" E.Green-
wich. P. (1862) 180.520. with comm. 204,782, ex-
clusive garrison. Alt 892 feet Mean temp, of

year 63°1, winter 33°1, summer 71°-16, Fahr.
The winters are cold, rain and haU storms
are frequent It is 4 m. in circumference, and,
though formerly fortified and possessing a fine

citadel, is now an open city, in a rich and well-
watered plain studded with villas. Railways
connect Turin with Genoa, Novara, and Vercelli.

Near the middle of the city is the Piazza-^reale,

and from it run several fine streets ; the Strada det

Po, with many lofty palaces, leads to a bridge of

five arches over the Po. In the centre of the

Piazza del Castello is the ancient castle, now
the Palazzo Madama, containing the hall of

assembly and offices of the senate, royal gallery

of pictures, and the astronomical observatory
The fine.st square is the Piazza di San Carlo
Chief public edifices, a royal palace, with a rich

library of 40,000 vols., and gardens; adjoining it

are several of the government ofBces, the royal

armoury, the military academy, and the royal

opera-house; the old palace of the Dukes of

Savoy, now converted into the house of assembly
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(or the senate and an extensive picture gallery;

the university, with five faculties and a library

containing upwards of 120,000 volumes. The
cathedral, a Gothic structure, was formerly very
wealthy in plate and jewels, which Napoleon i.

sold, and applied the proceeds to embank and
build the bridge over the Po. The interior has
been very recently decorated with frescoes. A
Waldensian church was opened in 1853 ; there are

between 40 and 50 other churches, a school of

industry, the Retiro delle Rosine, an asylum for

the female poor founded in 1740 by a poor girl

of Mondovi ; a lunatic asylum, a maternity and
an ophthalmic hospital, three other hospitals,

one of which receives annually 6000 patients;

royal academy of sciences, with a very rich

collection of Egyptian antiquities, and a museum
of natural history ; an arsenal, academy of fine

arts, 8 theatres, a fine cemetery, a botanic garden,

barracks, chambers of agriculture and commerce,
etc. Its manufs. are chiefly of silks, velvets,

hosiery, silk twist, and organzine, and it has
others of woollen and cotton fabrics, steel and
iron wares, stained paper, glass and porcelain,

liqueurs, and paper ; a royal gunpowder factory.

During the French empire under Napoleon i.,

Turin was cap. of the dep. Po. Turin has been
greatly extended of late years, having now no
suburbs, and owing to its liberal institutions has
been made the refuge of the oppressed all over
Italy. The first parliament of the new kingdom
of Italy was held here, 18th Feb. 1861. In 1865
it was transferred to Florence. Supposed to have
been founded by a Ligurian tribe : it became a
Boman colony. In the 11th cent, it was cap. of a
county, and sustained two memorable sieges, one
in 1649 during the contest between the French
and Spaniards, the other in 1706 during the war
of the Succession, which ended in the defeat of

the French by Victor Amadeo. In the vicinity is

the Basilica of La Superga, with a cupola, flanked

by two bell towers. Adjoining it is the college.

The prov. of Turin had, in 1862, an area of 3964
eq. m., and a pop. of 941,992.
Turin, a township of the U. S., North America,

New York, 110 m. N.W. Albany.
TuRiNSK, a town of Siberia, gov. and 140 m.

W.S.W. Tobolsk, on the Tura, an afilueut of the
Obe. P. (1863) 4316. It has iron works.
TuRiNSK (Nijini and Verknii), two contigu-

ous towns of Asiatic Eussia, gov. Perm, imme-
diately E. the Ural mountains, 50 m. S.W.
Verkhoturie, with valuable iron mines.

TuRis or TuRRis, a vill. of Spain, prov. and
20 m. "W.S.W. Valencia. P. 3900. Marble and
jasper are procured in its vicinity.

TuRiSK, a market town of Russian Poland,

gov. Volhynia, on the Turija, 10 m. S.W. Kovel.

TuRivicARY or TuRAVACARA, a fortified town
of S. India, Mysore, 52 m. N. Seringapatam.
Turk-Dean, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 2

J

m. N.N.W. Northleach. Ac. 1890. P. 291.

Turkestan or Tartary, a region occupying
the centre of Asia, between lat. 30° and 48^ N.,

Ion. 50° and 92° E., forming a part of the great

continental basin, and consisting of the two fol-

lowing chief divisions.—I. Chinese Turkestan,

called also Tkian-Shan Nan-loo & Little Bucharia,

an extensive region forming the W. portion of

the Chinese empire, and including Dzoungaria
or Thian-Shan-pe-loo, comprised between lat.

.S0° and 48" N., Ion. 71° and 92° E., surrounded
by Mongolia, the Ko-ko-nor country, Tibet, W.
Siberia, and the table-land of Pamir, which
separates it from Independent Turkestan. Area
and pop. uncertain, as it is little known to

Europeans, but estimated at 50,000 sq. m., and
pop. 2,500,000. It is an elevated table-land,

traversed by several lofty mountain chains, and
watered by rivers which terminate in extensive
salt lakes. Much of its surface foi-ms part of
the desert Gobi ; elsewhere are many fertile dis-
tricts producing com of all kinds, rice, cotton,
and fruits, which, with cattle and various mineral
and manufactured products, form the principal
exports. A largo commercial intercourse is kept
up with the countries to the W. and S.W., and
with Asiatic Russia. Imports from Cashmere
comprise shawls, kincobs, white piece goods, and
leather, in return for refined silver and shawl-
wool. From Fyzabad, in Budukshan, slaves
and gems are the principal imports ; from Kho-
kan, piece goods ; and from Russia, broad cloth,
brocades, and bullion ; the returns to these coun-
tries consisting of tea, silver, and Chinese por-
celain. The pop. Mohammedans or Buddhists,
with some Christians and Jews. In the N.
tlie government is wholly military ; elsewhere,
Chinese and Mautchoo troops garrison the cities,

which have their own civil government, and
the principal of which are Yarkand, Cashgar,
Khoten, Hi, and Khamil. It was conquered in
1758 by the Chinese, but their rule here has
been repeatedly disturbed, and a formidable in-
surrection took place in 1826-7. [Thian-Shan-
Nan-loo, Dzoungaria.]— II. Independent Tur-
kestan, a region of Central Asia, having cast tho
Pamir table-land, separating it from Chinese
Turkestan, north and west the Russian do-
minions, and south Persia and Afghanistan.
Area and population uncertain. In the east and
south it is mountainous, elsewhere generally
level, with a slope towards the west. Russian
Turkestan (1868) extends from the lakes Ala-kul
and Issi-kul on the east, to the Aral Sea on tho
west, including the lower basin of the Sir Daria,

and divided into tho two provinces of Syr Daria,

cap. Turkestan, and Semiretscheusk, cap. Fort
Vernoe ; other chief towns are Tashkend and
Khojend. [Khiva.]
Turkestan, a town of the above, cap. Russian

prov. of Syr Daria, and 220 m. N.N.W. Khokand.
TuKKjiY-FooT, a township, U. S., North Ame-

rica, Pennsylvania, 15 m. S.W. Bedford.
Turkey (properly the Ottoman Empire"), a

vast country occupying the S.E. part of Europe
and the W. of Asia, and comprising, at least

nominally, the Hedjaz in Arabia ; Egypt, Nubia,
and the beyliks of Tripoli, Tunis, and Fezzan in
Africa ; cap. Constantinople. The administrative
divisions of Turkey are ill defined, and subject
to frequent changes. Turkey in Europe is di-

vided into 14 Eyalets or governments, and sub-
divided into 43 Sanjaks or provinces, and 376
kazas or districts. Turkey in Asia has 18 eyalets,

78 sanjaks, and 858 kazas, and Turkey in Africa
3 eyalets, 17 sanjaks, and 86 kazas. [See table

of divisions, page 1297.]
Turkey in Europe, between lat. 39° and 48°

20' N., Ion. 15° 40' and 29° 30' E., is bounded
E. by the Black Sea; S. by Greece, the Archi-
pelago, and the Sea of Marmora; W. by Austria,

the Adriatic, and the Ionian Sea; and N. by
Austria and Russia. Surface is an undulating
region of hills and valleys, mountains and table-

lands, of little elevation ; but it is traversed in

the centre from E. to W. by an extensive moun-
tain chain. [Balkan.] The other principal
mountains are the Despoto Dagh or Rhodope in

the S., Pindus in the S.W., the Dinaric Alps in

the W., and the Carpathians in the N. Turkey
is watered by numerous rivers, the chief of which
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are the Danube, and its affls. the Drina^ Morava,

Aluta, Sereth, and Pruth, in the basin of the

Black Sea; the Maritza, Strymon, Vardar, in

the basin of the Archipelago, in the S. ; and the

Voyussa, Drin, and Narenta, in the basin of the

Adriatic, in the W. The largest lakes are those of

Ochrida and Scutari in the W. The climate is

more severe than might be supposed from the

geographical position of the country ; in the re-

cesses of the highest mountains snow lies during
the greater part of the year. It is excessively cold

in winter during N.E. winds, which are then pre-

valent, and in the plains of Walachia & Moldavia
the sledge is used as in Russia. A great portion

of Albania, protected by elevated mountains
from the N.E. winds, enjoys a delicious climate

;

but this region is liable to be visited by destruc-

tive earthquakes. In the rocky districts of the

interior, and in the maritime valleys of Albania,
the summer is insupportably hot. Destructive
Btorms are frequent in the S. A great portion
of Turkey is covered with forests ; the best oak
grows in Servia and Lower Bosnia ; the largest

forests of fir and pine occur in Bosnia and Upper
Croatia. The olive thrives in the maritime plains

of Albania, where also the orange and citron are
cultivated. The vine grows in S. Turkey, Her-
zegovina, and Servia, at an elevation of from
1400 to 2000 feet. Maize is cultivated in the S.

;

rice, cotton, rye, and barley in Central Turkey,
at an elevation of 2000 to 3000 feet. Agricuj-
taral operations are conducted in the rudest
manner, and only a small portion of the country
is cultivated. The principal wild animals are the
brown bear in the wooded mountains between
Albania and Macedonia, Bosnia and the Lower
Kodope, but seldom in the Balkan ; the wolf is

common ; the wild boar, chamois, and stag, in the
forests ; the hare is abundant in Walachia ; these
are mostly hunted for their skins. Domestic
animals comprise the dog, cat, and swine ; sheep
form the principal riches of the Walachian provs.,
whence an immense quantity of wool is exported.
Goats are abundant in Turkey. Cattle are ex-
tensively reared in Walachia, Servia, and Bosnia,
and the buffalo is common in Walachia, Bulgaria,
and Thrace. The horse of Turkey is small, but
active ; the ass and mule are chiefly employed in
Thrace. The only railway in European Turkey
is a line from Kustendjii to Tchernavada, 38
m. ; another from Varna to Eustchuk was com-
menced in 18C4. Trout, etc., are plentiful in the
rivers ; & leeches, which aboimd in the marshes,
are important articles of export. Turkey hasmines
of iron, lead, salt, and marble, but none of them
are worked to advantage. Manufs. are almost
entirely domestic; the chief comprise saddles,
copper and tin utensils, fire-arms, swords, coarse
woollen cloths, linen and cotton spinning. Silks
are manufactured chiefly at Salonica, Seres, and
Larbsa. Shawls are made only in the Asiatic
provs., especially at Beyrout. Carpets wrought
by hand in the style of the Gobelins tapestry are
manufactured in Bulgaria and Sei-via. There
are cotton-printing works in different localities

;

and dyeing, especially of bright red colours, in
Bulgaria and the S. provs. Tanneries are nu-
merous

; embroidery is carried on bv the femalesm the S. provs. Distilleries of brandy from
prunes are common throughout all the country.
Printing is carried on only at Bucharest, Bel-
grade, and Constantinople ; filigree work is made
in the large towns, and there are gunpowder-mills
near Constantinople. Commerce is almost en-
tirely in the hands of Greeks, Armenians, and
'-"• Exports (1862), 68,000,000/., of whichJewj

48,000,000^ was to foreign countries. The enor-
mous increase of trade in late years shows the ad-
vance of Christian energy, and the declension of

Mohammedanism. [Adria>'ople, Bosnia, Bul-
garia, Constantinople, Skrvlv, Walachia."]
Turkey in Asla. is between lat. 30° and 42° N.,

Ion. 26° to 48° E.; bounded E. by Persia, S. by the
Persian Gulf and Arabia, W. by the Mediterra-
nean, N. by the Sea of Marmora and the Black
Sea, and N.E. by Russia, and comprises, in the
Archipelago, the islands Mitylene, Scio, Samos,
Nicaria, Patmos,Cos,Rhodes,Scarpanto, & Cyprus.
The principal lakes are Van, Bei-Sher, Egerdir,

Tuzla Gol, and the Dead Sea, and the chief rivera

the Euphrates, Tigris, and their afliuents, which
flow S. to the Persian Gulf ; the Kizil-Irmak,
Yeshil-Irmak, which flow N. to the Black Sea

;

the Sarabat and Meander to the Archipelago

;

the Sihun, Jihoon, Aasay, to the Mediterranean

;

and the Jordan to the Dead Sea. The chief

mountns. are the ranges of Taurus, Anti-Taurus,
and Lebanon. The soil and climate present
many varieties ; in the S. are vast arid plains,

but on the river banks and in the valleys of

Lebanon the soil is extremely -fertile. The
summits of Taurus are clad with snow, and their

flanks are covered with the vegetation of cold
and temperate countries ; while the valleys have
a temperature almost tropical, and produce the
fruits of S. Asia. The climate of Anatolia is

temperate, and the soil is capable of producing
all kinds of grain and fruit. The mountains con-
tain all the useful metals. The chief products
are Oil, dye-stuffs, medicinal plants, gums, wax,
dried fruits, gall nuts, cotton, silk, wool, goats'

hair, leeches, and sponges. The first railway
in Asiatic Turkey, from Smyrna to Aidin Guzel-
hissar, 62 m., was completed in 1864. Exports

'

(1862), valonia, madder, opium, raisins, grains,

figs, wool, sponge, goats' hair, olive oil, liquorice,

gum, yellow berries, etc., value 1,800,127/. Im-
ports, cottons, coffee, iron, woollens, coals, sugar,

copper, tin, indigo, linens, apparel, etc., value
689,550/. The general features of the country
are described under Asla. Minor, and particulars

under the heads Adana, Armenia, Bagdadi,
Damascus, Erzeroum, Kajiamania, Kurdis-
tan, Mesopotamia, Palestine, Syria, and Tre-
BizoNDE. The Turks, originally from Turke-
stan, founded, at different times, several empires
in Asia. At the end of the 13th century, Osman
or Othman, one of their emirs or princes, estab-

lished the present empire in Asia Minor. The
Turks invaded Europe at the end of the 14th
century, and conquered successively their pre-

sent provinces ; they took Constantinople in 1453.

In the 16th century their dominion extended in

Europe over the whole of Greece, part of Hun-
gary, the Crimea, and the shores of the Black
Sea ; and the whole of the countries now form-
ing Turkey in Asia, the Hedjas, Egypt, and the

regencies of Tripoli, Tunis, and Algiers, were
subjugated by them. But since the 17th cen-
tury their power has greatly declined. Austria
has expelled them from Hungary ; Russia has

.

deprived them of the provs. between the mouths
of the Danube and the Caucasus in Europe, and
those forming W. Transcaucasia in Asia; the

Greeks have formed an independent state ; Al-
giers has been wrested by the French ; Moldavia,
Walachia, and Servia are only nominally sub-
ject to the Porte, whoso power has nearly
vanished from many of the provs. of Asia Minor,
Arabia, and Egypt. In 1862 the army of the

Ottoman empire amounted to 216,893 men, in-

cluding detached corps in Crete, Tripoli and
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Provinces. Sq. M. Pop. 1844

Tchirmen (Adrianople), an-j^

cient Thrace, . . .)

Silistria, )

N»Nissa), ^-^^^-^^
•

Sophia, )
Sdionica (parts of Macedonia)
and Thessaly), . . .)

Yanina, ancient,

Skodra (Scutari), . . A
Prlsrend, Albania, . . . >

Rumili, )

Bosnia (Croatia and Herze-)^
govlna) ]

Archipelago, ....
Kirid (Crete or Candia, etc.), .

>> } Proximate Possessions,

a s \Moldavia,) t>„,„„„,.„
BS ^Walachia^;^'^™^"'^-
.2| /servia,. '

. . .

H VMontenegro,

Possessions in Europe, .

Asia Minor or Anatolia, with)
Cyprus, . . . .)

Armenia and Kurdistan,
Syria
Arabia,

Possessions in Asia,

naar, with Meroe, . .j

Tripoli, with Barca and Fez, .

Tunis,

Possessions in Afiica,

9,567

12,120
4,252

10,397
12,183

12,226

16,372

18,944

26.961

11.955

3,253
138.203
20,369

28,279
21,263
1,913

1,800,000

) 3,000,000

2,700,000

1,200,000

1,100,000

/ 700,000

10,500,000

1,600,000

2,400,000
1,100,000

130,000

210,027

208,370

120,980
146,070
193,700

15,730,000

10,700,000

1.700,000

2,750,000
900,000

669,120

677,480

299,160
78,882

16,050,000

3,350,000

1,500,000
800,000

955,522 5,650,000

Total, . 1,834,GC9 37,430,000

DIVISION ACCORDING TO CREEDS,

Mussulmen, . .

Greelcs and Ar-
menians, . .

Catholics, . .

Jews, ....

In Europe In Asia. Total

4,550,000

10,000,000
640,000
70,000

12,650,000

800,000
260,000
80,000

21,000,000

13,000,000

900,000
105,000

Tunis. Previous to the late war with Eussia,
the navy comprised 6 ships of the line, 10 frigates,

6 corvettes, 14 brigs, 16 cutters and schooners,
6 steam frigates, and 12 other small vessels.

Total 70 vessels, manned by 34,000 sailors and
4000 marines. Many of these ships have since
been destroyed at Siuope, and others foundered
in storms in the Black 8ea. In 1862, there were
built 23 screw steamers with 820 guns. Esti-

mated revenue (for 1863-4) 13,684,271^. Ex-
penditure 13,495,477/. The Turks, who call

themselves Osmanlis, from Osman, number
about one-third of the pop. in European and
Asiatic Turkey ; the remainder are Tartars,

Moravians, Walachians, Servians, Bulgarians,

Morlaks, Montenegrins, Albanians, Jews, Bohe-
mians or Gipsies, Armenians, Georgians, Franks
or Christians, Turcomans, Kurds, Arabians, and
independent nomade tribes in Asia. Moham-
medanism is dominant in the empire, and the
Mohammedans are still bigoted, but persecution
on religious grounds has been recently abo-
lished ; a great portion of tho pop. are Christians,

who, indeed, far outnumber the Mohammedans
in European Turkey. There is a minister of

public instruction, but no state system of educa-
tion; all sects conduct their schools in their own
way. Government has published a number of

improved school-books, a geography, arithmetic,

etc., and these are gradually coming into use, but
the amount of instruction conveyed is very small

;

the lower classes do not send their children to

school—the public writer suffices for them. The
number of Mussulman common schools in the
Constantinople district in 1864 was 280, with
16,757 pupils, which, added to those in the Rush-
diyyeh (corresponding to our grammar schools),

would make 20,000, or 1 in 15 of the population.
Of these Kushdiyyeh schools, there is one in

every chief town in the empire, 34 in Kumelia,
and 14 in Anatolia,—48 in all, with 3125 scholars,—^and 12 in the capital, with 4396 scholars. In
these latter, French and drawing are taught. The
emperor, who is styled sultan or grand .signer, is

regarded as sovereign of the state, and Supreme
Pontiff. His power is absolute in so far as in
accordance with the Koran. The provs. are
placed under pashas, whose authority is exercised
with great caprice, and is frequently most op-
pressive. Several towns and small communities
form a species of republics in the middle of this

despotic state. Moldavia and Walachia were in-

vaded by a Russian ai-my in 1853, and in Septem-
ber the Porte declared war against Russia. The
preceding tables give the provinces, with the
pop., according to the latest census in 1844.

TOrkheim, a market town of Bavaria, circ.

Swabia, on the Wertach, 25 m. S.S.W. Augs-
burg, with a castle and a Capuchin convent. P.
1494.— Ober and Unter Turkheim are contiguous
vills. of Wiirtemburg, circ. and 3 m. E. Stuttgart,

at the foot of the Riithenburg, on the Neckar.
United pop. 3000.

TuRKMANcnoi, a vill., Persia, prov. Azerbijan,

67 m. S.E. Tabriz. Here, on 22d Feb. 1828, was
concluded the treaty by which Persia made over to

Russia the provinces of Erivan and Nakhitchevan.
Turk's Islands, the most S.E. of the Bahamas

in the Atlantic Ocean. Lat. of lighthouse on
Grand Turk Island 21° 31' N. ; Ion. 71° 7' 40' "W.

P. with Caicos Isl. (1861) 4372. Rev. (1862)
12,634;. ; exp. 10,744Z.; imp. 35,956/. ; exp. 32,714/.

TuRLOUGH, a pa. of Ireland, Connaught, co.

Mayo, 3 m. N.E. Castlebar. Ac. 22,714. P. 4612.

TURMARO or TuRMERO, a town of Venezuela,
dep. and 60 m. W.S.W. Caracas, near the Lake
of Valencia. P. 8000. It has an active trade in
tobacco, raised in its vicinity.

TuRNA, a fortified town of Walachia, on tha
Danube, opposite Nicopolis.

TuRNASTON, a pa. of England, co. and 10 m.
W.S.W. Hereford. Ac. 530. P. 54.

TuRNAU, a walled town of Austria, Bohemia,
circ. Bunzlau, on the Iser, 15 m. N.N.E. Jung
Buuzlau. P. 4500.
TuRXEFFE, an isl. in the Caribbean Sea, near

the coast of Belize, lat. 17° 36' N., Ion. 87° 46' W.
Turner, a township of the U. S., N. America,

Maine, 3 m. W.S.W. Augusta. P. 2537.

Turner's Puddle, a pa. of England, co. Dor-
set, 1\ m. N.W. Wareham. Ac. 1983. P. 111.

Turnham Green, a hamlet of England, co.

Middlesex, pa. Chiswick, 8 m. W.S.W. St Paul's
Catliedral, London. It has a church.
TuRNHOUT, a town of Belgium, prov. and 25

m. E. Antwei-p, cap. arr., in a wide heath. P.

(1863) 13,405. It has manufs. of sacldng, carpets,

linen cloths, cutlery, lace, paper, and oil, with
bleaching, dyeing, brick and tile works.

4 N
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TuBNWOKTH, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 4|

m. W.N.W. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 1560. P. 150.

TuRo.v, Turobriga, a vill. of Spain, prov. and

54 m. S.E. Grenada. P. 2655.

TcRovo, a market town of Russia, gov. Minsk,

60 m. W. Pinsk, at the confluence of the Slutch

with the Pripet P. 2000.

TuRRr, a vill. of S. Italy, prov., circ and 10 m.

S.W. Chieti, near the Pescanu
Ti;rriff, a burgh of barony, town, and pa. of

Scotland, co. Aberdeen, 8} m. SS.E. Banff, on
rail, to Aberdeen. Ac. of pa. 16,896 Scots. P. of

pa. 3693 ; do. of town 1843. Manufs. of linens

and thread, and a bleachfield. Alt. 197 feet.

TuRRiTANO, a river of the island Sardinia,

prov. Sa.ssari, after a general N.N.W. course of

about 35 m. enters the Mediterranean, on the N.
cnnst of the island, 11 m. N.N.W. Sassari.

TuRSHiz or TooRSHEEZ, a town of Persia,

prov. Khorassan, cap. dist, 76 m. S.S.W. Meshed,
on a route from Herat to Asterabad.

TuRsi, an episcopal city of S. Italy, prov.

Potcnza, on a hill between the Sinno and Agri,

circ. and 39 m. E.N.E. Lagonegro. P. 3950. It

is the see of a bishop.

Turtle (Bat), W. coa.st of Africa, Lower
Guinea, Benguela, is N. Little-fish Bay.—-(CVeci),
IT. S., Pennsylvania, flows into the Monongahela
river.

—

(Islandy, Viti group. Pacific Ocean.

—

(Jslandi), W. Africa, W. the island Sherboro.

—

Also a group of islets in the Sea of Banda.

—

{Lake), U. S., Huron territory, near the source
of the Mississippi—(Potrrf), a headland, N. Aus-
tralia, on the W. side of Port Essington.

—

(lUvery,

U. S., an affluent of the Upper Mississippi.

TuRTON, a chapelry of England, co. Lancaster,
pa. Bolton, 4^ m. N.N.E. Great Bolton. Ac.
4110. P. 4513, employed in cotton-spinning,
bleaching, and calico-printing. A Roman road
formerly passed here.

TuRTUKAi, European Turkey. [Tokto-kajj.]
TuRUKHAusK, a town of N. Siberia, gov. Ye-

niseisk, on the Yenisei, near the influx of the
Turvkhan river, lat. 66° N., Ion. 87° 30' E.
TuRVEY, a pa. of England, co. & 8 m. "W.N.W.

Bedford. Ac. 3944. P. 1093.
TURViLLE, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 6 m.

W.N.W. Great Marlow. Ac. 2315. P. 437.
TuRWESTON, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 6J

m. W.N.W. Buckingham. Ac. 1240. P. 265.
TuR'wicK, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4i m.

W.N.W. Midhurst. Ac. 718. P. 106.
TusA, a town of the island Sicily, near its N.

coast, prov. Messina, 6 m. W.N.W. Mistretta.
P. 4057. Close to it are the ruins of Alaesa.
TusAPAN, a ruined city of Mexico, state Vera

Cruz, 40 m. W. Papantla.
Tuscaloosa, a town of the TJ. S^ Alabama, on

the Black Warrior river, at the head of steamboat
navigation, 126 m. by plank road from Mont-
gomery. P, 4000. Once the cap. of Alabama,
and is the seat of its university, esta. 1831, and of a
lunatic asylum.—The co. Tuscaloosa has an area
of 1507 sq. m. P. (1860) 13,055 free, 10,145 slaves.
Tuscany (Grand Duchy of) (Italian Toscana,

ancient Etruria), a former grand ducal state of
N.W. Central Italy, annexed to the kingdom of
Sardinia in 1860, and now merged in the king-
dom of Italy, W. of the Apennines, lat 42° 22'
to 44° 30' N., Ion. 9° 45' to 12° 22' E., bounded
N.E. and S. by the Pontifical States, and W. by
Sardinia and the Mediterranean Sea. It had
beyond Tuscany Proper three sei)arate dis-
tricts.—I. Barga, in the valley of the Upper
Berchio, nearly surrounded by Lucca, and con-
stituting the grand duchy of Garfa^ana.—II.

Versilia, a dist. of Pietrasanta, between the Medi-
terranean and Lucca.—III. the grand duchy of

Lunegiana, composed of fragmentary portions of
territory in the dominions of Savoy, Parma, and
Modena ; the island of Elba and the small island
Giglio in the Mediterranean. Cap. Florence.
The chain of the Apennines covers the N. and

N.E. portion of the state; the highest point,

Monte Falterona, in which the Amo has its ori-

gin, is 5557 feet above the sea ; the rest of the
territory is agreeably diversified by hills and
valleys. The piincipal rivers are the Amo,
Ghiana, Ombrone, and Serchio, the former re-
ceiving nearly all the streams from the S. slope

of the Apennines, and flowing to the Mediter-
ranean. The Tiber rises in the E. of Tuscan)'.
The canal of Chiana unites the river Chiana with
the Amo. Tuscany has no lakes of any extent,

but numerous pools and extensive marshes. The
climate is mild and salubrious, except in the
Maremma, a marshy dist., extending along the
S. coast, and covering nearly l-6th part of its

superficies, the malaria from which produces
pestilential fevers, on which account it is nearly
deserted. Tuscany is celebrated for its minersd
riches, and the number of its mineral and ther-
mal springs. Iron is most abundant in the island
of Elba; copper, argentiferous lead, sulphur,
mercury, alum, coal, statuary marble, and ala-

baster, in different parts ; and borax is supplied
in -abTindance from the singular borax lagoons of

Volterra. The copper mines of Tuscany have
of late years proved very productive, espe-
cially those of La Cava, belonging to two
English gentlemen. The mines of Elba pro-
duce 60,000 tons of iron-ore annually. From
its fertility, the valley of the Amo is called

the garden of Italy; but agriculture is so im-
perfectly conducted, that the com grown is

insufficient for home consumpt, and chestnuts
form the chief food of the mountaineers. The
chief crops are maize, -wheat, rye, and barley.

The culture of oil is prosecuted with great care,

and that called Florence oil is celebrated. Wine
is generally of inferior quality, though the pro-

cess of making it is better understood in Tuscany
than in any other part of Italy. The Aleatico vine,

grown to perfection near Montepulciano, is the

best. Mules and sheep are of superior breeds,

and herds of cattle are pastured in the drained
portions of the Maremma. The principal manufs.
are silks, in which Tuscany maintains its cele-

brity. Florence is the principal seat of the silk

manufs. There are silk-works also at Sienna,

Pistoja, and Prato; woollen manufs., which atone
time employed 30,000 person^ in Florence alone,

but which are now confined to coarse cloths and
carpets. Turkish woollen caps are made chiefly at

Prato for the Levant market ; the value exported
is estimated at nearly 75,000/. sterling. Paper
of excellent quality is extensively manufactured.
The making of straw hats has greatly declined,

although still important, especially in the vicinity

of the capital, where great numbers of the pea-

santry are employed in preparing the sti-aw. They
have long formed an extensive article of exjwrt,

especially to England and the United States ; the
value of hats and platting exported has averaged
from 216,000?. to 250,000?. per annum. Florence,

Prato, Pistoja, Pisa, and Leghorn are the prin-

cipal centres of this manuf. The other branches
of industry comprise the manuf. of glass and
crystal, articles in marble, alabaster, iron, brass,

porcelain, coral, wax, and typography, linen and
cotton, tanning, and cutlery. The export of manu-
factured goods ianaa a chief branch of the tnde
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of Leghorn, whence 40 or 50 barges, with 10 or 12
men each, are annually bent to the (}cral fishery.

It was in Tuscany that the art of painting was
revived in the middle ages—artists then studied
not in the academy, but in the workshop; the
goldsmiths' craft was the chief school. The fine

arts in Tuscany have greatly declined since the
time of Michael Angelo ; there is now no approach
to the talent of former times. Pisa, Siena, and
Florence are the seats of universities. By decree
of 22d March 1860, Tuscany was united to the
kingdom of Sardinia, and now forms part of the
kingdom of Italy. [Elba, Etkuria, Italy.]
Tuscarawas, a co. ot the D. S., Ohio, in its E.

part, watered by the Tuscarawas, an affl. of the
Muskingum ; cap. New Philadelphia. Area 704 sq.

m. P. (1860) 32,463.-11. a tnshp., Ohio, co. Stark.

Tuscola, a co. of the U. S., Michigan. P. 4886.

TuscuMBiA, a tn. of the U. S., Alabama, 60 m.
W. Huutsville. A rail, connects it with Decatur.
TusKAR Rocks, four rocks off the S.E. coast

of Ireland, "Wexford, in lat. 62° 11' N., Ion. 6° 12'

W., 5 m. S.E. Greenore Point. It has a light-

house 101 feet high, having a revolving light,

and during foggy weather a bell is tolled every
half minute. Around these rocks the average
depth of water ranges from 6 to 30 fathoms.
TusMORE, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 6J m.

N.N.W. Bicester. P. 45.

TusPAN, a maritime town of Mexico, state and
145 m. N.W. Vera Cruz, on a river 5 m. from the
Gulf of Mexico. P. 1000. It has some trade
with Tampico and Campeachy.
TusTEREN, an island off the W. coast of Nor-

way, stift Trondhjem, immediately E. Christian-

sand. Length 12 miles, breadth 6 miles.

TuTBURY, a pa. and vill., formerly a market
town, of England, co. Stafford, on the Dove, 4^
m. N.N.W. Burton-on-Trent. Ac. 4001. P. 1982.

Wool-stapling was formerly the chief trade of the
town; it now has a cotton factory & glass-works.
In the castle, now in ruins, once a seat of the
Mercian kings, and afterwards of the Earls and
Dukes of Lancaster, Mary Queen of Scots was
imprisoned in 1669-70, and from 1584 to 1686.

TuTicoRiN, a maritime town of British India,

presid. Madras, dist. Tinnevelly, 65 m. N.E.
Cape Comorin. It exports to England and China
about 7000 bales of cotton annually.
TuTNEL with CoBLEY, a hamlet of England,

CO. Warwick, pa. Tardebigg, 2 m. E.S.E. Broms-
grove. Ac. 3460. P. 508.

TuTSCHKOW, a town of South Eussia, prov.
Bessarabia, on the Danube, 3 m. E. Ismail.

TuTTiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2

J

m. E. Aylesham. Ac. 830. P. 202.

TuTTLiNGEN, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Black Forest, on the Danube, 20 m. W.S.W. Sig-
maringen. P. 5160. It has manufs. of woollen,
linen, and silken fabrics, and paper.
TuTUiLA or Pago-pago, an isl. of the Pacific

Ocean, lat. 14° 19' N., Ion. 170" 37' W. ; length
17 m., breadth 6 m. Estimated pop. 8000. Surface
mountainous. Matafoa is a peak 2327 feet above
the sea. The harbour Pagopago nearly divides

it into two peninsulas. Its shores are populous.

TuxFORD, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. and 22 m. N.N.E. Nottingham. Ac. 3000.

P. 1034. It has a free grammar school, and trade

in hops, raised in the neighbourhood.
TuY, Tudx ad Fines, a walled frontier town of

Spain, prov. and 27 m. S.SE. Pontevedra, on the
Minho, opposite the Portuguese town Valen9a.
P. 2781. It has a cathedral, and manufs. of

table-linens, hats, leather, and liqueurs.

TuY, a river of South America, Venezuela,

flows E.ward, and enters the Caribbean Sea 60
m. E. Caracas. Total course 90 miles.

TuzLA GoL, Palus Tattseus, a large salt lake of

Asia Minor, pash. Karaman, its centre being in
lat. 38° 40' N.,lon. 33°30'E. Length 45 m.; breadth
varies to 16 m. Elevation above the sea 2500 ft. It

receives some small rivers, but during a part of the
year its bed is wholly dry. Its E. banks are in-

habited by settled Tiu'komans, its W. by preda-
tory Kurds.
Tver, a gov. of Russia, between lat. 56° and 50'

N., Ion, 32° and 38° 20' E., having E. .Taroslavl,

S. Smolensk, Moscow, and Vladimir, W. Pskov,
and N. the gov. Novgorod. Area 24,730 sq. m.
P. (1858) 1,491,427. Surface more elevated than
in most parts of Russia, and here the Volga
and its affls. the Tvertza, Mologa, and Medvie-
ditza, rise. The N. of the gov. is hilly ; elsewhere
the surface is chiefly level, abounding in small
lakes. Climate severe ; soil generally poor ; but
sufiicient corn is raised for consumption. Large
quantities of hemp, flax, and beans are raised.

Forests extensive, particularly in the N. Cattle
for consumption are mostly imported. Manufac-
tures comprise bricks, glasswares, woollen cloths,

'leather, dyeing materials, and spirits. Commerce
active. The gov. is subdivided into 12 circles or
districts. Principal towns, Tver, the cap., Eshev,
Torshok, Ostashkov, and Vishnii-Volotchok.
Tver, a city of Russia, cap. gov., on the Volga,

here crossed by a wooden bridge 550 feet in
length, and joined by the Tvertza, 90 m. N.W.
Moscow. P. (1863) 28,628. Since its almost
total destruction by fire in 1763, it has been re-
built with much regularity. It comprises the
town proper, several suburbs, and a citadel ; an
imperial palace, a cathedral, numerous other
churches, and a seminary. It has also nume-
rous government offices, barracks, a theatre, a
college, and various schools. Its trade is con-
siderable, and facilitated by canals, which esta-

blish a water communication between the Baltic

and Caspian Seas. Tver being on the high road
between Moscow and St Petersburg, is an entre-

p6t for corn from the S. destined for the capital,

and for goods conveyed overland to and from
Riga. It was founded in 1182, and was cap. of

a principality from 1240 to 1490.

Tvertza, a river of Russia, gov. Tver, after a
S.E. course of 110 m., joins the Volga on the left

at Tver. A canal joins the Tvertza to the Msta,

affl. of Lake Ilmen, and thus forms a communi-
cation between the Caspian Sea and the Baltic.

Tweed, a river of Scotland and England, which
drains almost all the E. portion of the Scottish,

lowlands. It lises at Tweedshaws, S. extremity
of Peeblesshire, 1500 feet above the sea, flows
N.E. and E. through the cos. Peebles, Selkirk,

and Roxburgh ; and then between Berwicksliire

on the N., and the English co. Northumberland
on the S. ; and finally enters the North Sea at

Berwick, after a course of 96 m., in which it

traverses a basin estimated at 1870 sq. m., or
larger than that of any other Scottish river, ex-
cept the Tay. Principal affluents, the Yarrow,
Ettrick, Teviot, and Till from the S. ; Biggar,
Eddleston, Gala, Leader, and Adder from the N.
Before reaching Peebles, it has completed 1000
feet of descent, and in the remaining part of its

course it has generally a very gentle cuixent. It

is tidal to Norham Castle, 10 m. from the sea, but
navigable only in its last 6 m. for boats of 30
tons burden, and the traffic on its waters is

mostly confined to Berwick. The Tweed and
Clyde take their origin in the same mountain
range. The Biggar, an affluent of tlie Tweed, i»
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separated from the Clyde by a level boggy tract

only 6 m. across ; they could be easily connected

by a canal. The salmon fisheries of the Tweed
were formerly of more value than at present.

Tweed, a river of New South Wales, co. Kous,

enters the Pacific Ocean near lat 28° 10' S.

Tweeddale, popular name of Peeblesshikk.
TwEEDMOUTH, a pa. and vill. of England, co.

Northumberland, on rt. b. of the Tweed, opposite

Berwick, of wliich it forms a suburb, connected

with it by a stone bridge, & on the Newcastle and
Berwick Rail. Ac. 2328. P. 2884. It has a Gothic

church, an iron foundry, and a salmon fisheiy.

Tweeusmuik, a pa., Scotlaud^co. Peebles, at its

S.W. e-Uremity. Ac. 32,612, P. 196. Here are up-

lands on which many Cheviot sheep are pastured.

TwEUjo, a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. Gel-

derland, 3 m. W. Deventer. P. 1000.

TvvENTT-FouR Pergdnxahs, a dist of British

India, presid. Bengal, between lat 21° 55' and
22° 48' N., Ion. 88' 6' and 88° 43' E. Area 2277

sq. m. P. 701,182. Surface little elevated above
the sea, and traversed by numerous streams and
water-courses. The Hooghly river divides it on
the N.W. from the Hooghiy district. In the E.

a large portion is jungle, harbouring tigers,'

tiger-cats, hysenas, wild hogs, and deer. It has
a trade in cotton cloths, coarse silks, hemp, coir

or rope made of cocoa-nut fibre, teak, sugar,

honey, wax, oil of mustard-seed, indigo, rice,

hides, and salt fish. There are three seasons in

this district : the hot, commencing early in March,
and continuing till the beginning of June, when
the thermometer often reaches 112° Fahr. in the

shade, and 140' exposed to the direct rays of the

Bun. The rainy season begins in June, and con-
tinues until the middle of October; annual fall

of rain 80 inches. Jan. and Feb. are the cool and
healthy months. In 1757, the district of the

Tieeniy-Four Perf/unnaks was granted by the Na-
bob Jafiier Ally Khan to the E. India Co., which
was their first possession of any extent in India.

Twickexhasi, a pa. and vill. of England, co.

Middlesex, on the W. b. of the Thames, imme-
diately opposite Kichmond, with which it is con-
nected by a stone bridge, and on the raU. between
London and Staines, 11^ m. W.S.W. London.
Ac. of pa. 2249. P. 8077. Twickenham Ait, or
Eel-pie House, on an island in the Thames, is a
favourite resort of holiday visitors from London.
Twiggs, a co. of the U. S., in centre of Georgia.

Area 393 sq. m. P. 3002 free, 5318 slaves.

Twin, several townships of the U. S., Ohio.
Twineham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4i

m. S.W. Cuckfield. Ac. 1908. P. 339.

TwiNHOLM or TwixEHAM, a pa. of Scotland,
Btewartry and 3 m. N.N.W. Kirkcudbright. Ac.
10,816. P. 815.

TwiNiXG, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 2 m.
N. Tewkesbury. Ac. 3155. P. 992.

TwixsTEAD, a pi. of England, co. Essex, 5 m.
N.E. Halstead. Ac. 1008. P. 193.

TwiSEL, a township of England, co. Northum-
berland, pa. Norham, 10 m. S.W. Berwick-upon-
Tweed. Ac. 2190. P. 305. The vanguard of
the English army crossed the Eiver TiJl at this
place on their march to Flodden-field.

Twiss, a CO. of West Australia, having N. the
COS. Melbourne and Glenelg, E. Victoria, S. Perth,
and W. the Indian Ocean. It is intersected by
the Moore, the Northcote, and affls. of the Swau
river, and it contains some good soU, forest land,
and several fresh and salt lakes.
TwrrcHEx, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 54 m.

N.E. South Molton. Ac. 2918. P. 227.
TwivEiiTox or TwERTOX, a pa., England, co.

Somerset, on the Avon, here crossed by a bridsje,

and on G. W. Eailwaj-, 2 m. W. Bath. Ac. 971.

P. 3012, partly employed in woollen manufs.
Twofold Bay, an inlet on the coast of New

S. Wales, CO. Auckland, 30 m. N. Cape Howe.
Lat. of Point Brierly, near the head of the bay,
37° 6' 2' S. ; Ion. 149° 58' 2" E. It receives the
Towamba river, affords good anchorage, is sur-
rounded by much fertile land, and is conveniently
situated for commerce, about midway between
Sydney and Melbourne, Launceston and Uobart
Town. On N. side is the vill. Eden (P. 482), and
on S. shore the thriving port Boyd-toion, which
has a good jetty, a lighthouse, Gothic church,
and an active export trade, and is resorted to by
numerous whaling vessels, steamers, and emi-
grant ships. It communicates with Maneroo
plains by a good road, 45 miles in length.
Two Sicilies (Kingdom). [Naples—Sicilt."]

TwYCROSS, a pa., England, co. Leicester, 4J m.
W.N.W. Market-Bosworth. Ac. 1350. P. 336.
TwYDWEiLiOG, a pa. of North Wales, co. Car-

narvon, 9 m. W.N.W. Pwllheli. Ac. 2241. P. 371.

TwYFOKD, several pas., etc., of England.— I.

CO. Bucks, 5J m. S.W. Buckingham. Ac. 4110.
P. 694.—IL CO. Leicester, 6 m. S.S.W. Melton-
Mowbray. Ac 2420. P. 543.—III. co. Norfolk,
1 m. W. Foulsham. Ac. 529. P. 60.—IV. co.

Hants, 3 m. S. Winchester. Ac. 4219. P. 1301.

—V. a chapelry, cos. Berks and Wilts, with a
station on the G. W. Rail., 5 m. E.N.E. Reading.
TwYNELLS (St), a pa. of South Wales, co. and

4 m. S.W. Pembroke. Ac. 1358. P. 220.

TwYWELL, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
3 m. W. Thi-apston. Ac. 1400. P. 336.

Tybee, an island of the U. S., North America,
Georgia, enclosed by the Savannah, at its mouths
in the Atlantic Ocean. On it is a lighthouse 100
feet in elevation, lat. 32° N., Ion. 80' 42' W.
Tycocktow Island, in the Canton river,

China, 8 m. long, 6 m. broad ; bounds the " in-

ner " and " outer waters " at the entrance of the
Boca Tigris. Taken by the British in 1841.

Tydd, two pas. of England.—I. (St Giles),

CO. Cambridge, 6 m. N.N.W. Wisbeach. Ac. 4991.
P. 924.— II. (Si Mary), co. Lincoln, 7 m. S.E.
Holbeach. P. 977.

Tykoczyn, a frontier town of Russian Poland,
prov. Augustow, on the Narew, 17 xq. W.N.W.
Bialystok. P. 1800. It has a ti-ade in com.
TYUiR, two cos. of the U. S., N. America.—I.

N.W. of Virginia. Area 373 sq. m. P. 6499 free,

18 slaves.—II. Texas. P. 3377 free, 1148 slaves.

Tyldesley-cum-Shakerly', a township of

England, co. Lancashire, pa. Leigh, 7 m. E.N.E.
Newton-in-Makerfield, Ac. 2474. P. 6029.

Tymochtee, a township of the U. S., N. Ame-
rica, Ohio, on Tymochtee Creek, an affl. of the
Sandusky, 71 m. N. Columbus.
Tynagh, apa. of Ireland, Connaught, co. Gal-

way, 7^ m. N.W. Portumna. Ac. 12,453. P.

2265, ot whom 179 are in the village.

Tynan, a pa. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 6^ m.
W.S.W. Armagh, on the road to Monaghan.
Ac. 17,045. P. 6532.

Tyndeuji, a vill. of Scotland, co. Perth, pa. Kil-
lin, near source of river Tay. Alt. of bridge 740 ft.

Tyxe, a river of England, co. Northumberland,
the W. and S. parts of wliich it drains, is formed
by the junction of S. and N. Tyne at Hexham,
whence flows E. to the North Sea. The South
Tyne springs from the slopes of Cross Fell. The
stream is rich with border associations, & castles

and peel-houses (ancient fortified cattle retreats)

crowd the landscape. Alston, the centre of Eng-
lish lead-mining, is near the souice. Several iu-
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teresting villages are on tlie Hue of the water
course. Willimonstwick castle is the birthplace of

Ridley. Near Bardon Mill, iJorcovicus, a splendid
Roman station, and much of the Roman wall. At
Hexham are Homan, Saxon, & monastic remains.
The tributaries should be explored for the pic-

turesque and rich historical associations. The
rise is in tlie series of rocks of the carboniferous
formation, above the great Whin Sill, which are
denominated (by Phillips) " Yoredale " rocks.

Flows northerly through the whole series of

these till they are thrown down to the N. by the
great 90 fathom dyke ; then it runs E. along
the depression caused by this dyke, through the
Yoredale series, to the junction with the North
Tyne.

—

The North Tyne is darker, swifter, bolder.

It rises on the borderline a little beyond Keilder
castle, and at once receives many tributaries. It

rises in the Scar-limestone series of the carboni-
ferous formation, cuts through the coal-beds of

the Plashetts district, crosses the great Whin Sill

below Wark, and then traverses a portion of Yore-
dale rocks to the junction. Picturesque villages,

shooting-boxes, halls, seats, and castles crowd
the valley ; one of the most attractive spots in N.
of England. Near to Keilder the red deer last

roamed wild in England. The tributary Reed
rises from the flanks of Carter Fell, passes two
important Roman stations, the battle-field of Ot-
terburn, and is twice crossed by the Roman road,

the Watling Street. Wark is the centre of one
of the greatest baronies in the kingdom. Chol-
lerford is a good centre for exploration. Great
beauty here ; the river also crosses the line of the
Roman wall, and here is a bridge hoary with 17
centuries. On Warden hill is an ancient British

fortification. After the junction the river passes
through the Millstone Grit series, till, at Stocks-
field, it cuts throiigh the lower parts of the coal

measures, over which it flows for 20 m. to Tyne-
mouth, near the junction of the coal measures
and the Permian rocks. The places of interest

from Hexham to Newcastle are: Dilston Hall and
the Devil's water ; Beaufront, Sandhoe, & Aydon
Castle near Corbridge ; Prudlioe Castle, and op-
posite vingham, a place of rare beauty ; Wylam,
the birthplace of Geo. Stephenson ; Ryton and
Blaydou, where the navigation begins. Hence
furnaces, foundries, and factories line both sides

of the river to Tyuemouth. At Scotswood are a
railway and suspension bridges. These are close

to Newcastle. Besides Newcastle and Gateshead,
there arc on the Tyne the two important towns
of North and South Shields, one at each side of

the mouth of the river. The so-called Port of

Newcastle extends from Sparhawke (a rt)ck in

the sea) 17 miles to Heddon ; over this distance
the tide flows. The shipping registered in the
ports of the Tyne exceeds in tonnage the ship-

ping of the whole of Ireland, and that of any other
port in Great Britain except London and Liver-
pool. The shipping is, however, registered under
the heads of Newcastle, Shields, & South Shields

;

its custom-house returns are also divided ; and so

the Port of Tyne does not take the place it should.

For custom-house purposes the lower part of

the river has been made a separate port, styled

the Port of Shields. In 1850 the corporation of

Newcastle obtained an act of Parliament to

transfer to Commissioners the conservation and
management of tlie river and port. " The Tyne
Improvement Commissioners " consist of 4 for

life, and 14 elected annually— 6 by the town coun-
cil of Newcastle, 2 do. Gateshead, 3 do. North
Shields, 3 do. South Shields. The 4 for life are

ultimately to be 2, nominated by the Admiralty.

For the improvements at and below Newcastle,
see Newcastle. Length of the Tyne : to Hex-
ham 35 m., to head of N. Tyne 80 m. Drains
1100 sq. m. The rail, runs parallel to Tyne and S.

Tyne, from the mouth to Haltwhistle. Salmon
fislieiy has decreased of late years. The Derwent
is a tributary of some magnitude, and joins the
Tyne just below Blaydon. [Shiklds, South.]
Tyne, a small river of Scotland, rises in pa. of

Borthwick, flows mostly N.E. through Hadding-
tonshire, and enters the North Sea at Tynning-
ham, 2f m. N.W. Dunbar, after a course of 28 m.
Tyneham (West), a pa., England, co. Dorset,

6 m. W.S.W. Corfe Castle. Ac. 2915. P. 272.

Tynemouth is itself a small village and pa. on
the left bank of the Tyne, at its mouth in the
North Sea, co. Northumberland, England. Is

connected by rail, with Newcastle, distance 8 m.
Although small, lends its name to a pari, and
munic. bor., which comprises Tynemouth, the
large town of North Shields, and the three vil-

lages of Chirton, Preston, and CuUercoais. Ac.
of pa. 6570. Pop. of pari. bor. (1861) 33,991;
of township of Tynemouth, 14,650 ; of North
Shields, 8882. But lest these numbers should
mislead, note that much of the township of Tyne-
mouth is a part of what would be popularly con-
sidered North Shields. The latter is the town;
Tynemouth is but a good-sized village, and is a
watering-place much frequented by Newcastle
people. Much of Tynemouth is ill-built and un-
attractive. The new houses are, however, a great

improvement. The long sands, about a mile of

good bathing ground, is the great place of resort.

At the end of them is the smuggler's cave, and
the picturesque village of CuUercoats. The
main attractions of Tynemouth are the Master
Mariners' Asylum, with statue in front of the late

Duke of Northumberland; promenade and assem-
bly rooms at the Bath Hotel ; di-inking fountain

with clock and meteorologic apparatus; castle

and fortifications; magnificent ruins of a priory

and lady chapel ; light-house (lat. 65° V 3" N.,

Ion. 1° 25' W.); Prior's haven; the Spanish
battery ; the new piers at the mouth of the Tyno
(see Newcastle); and the CoUingwood monument.
North Shields has risen chiefly within this cen-

tury, and is a well-built sea-port. It has ex-
tensive water-works, two churches, numerous
chapels, literary and philosophical institute, me-
chanics' do., theatre, town-hall, several public

halls for lectures, etc., two cemeteries, people's

park, public baths and wash-houses, a sailors'

home, market place, custom house, and two light-

houses. The town is extending rapidly into

Chirton township on the W. Its harbour, bor-

dered by quays, is capable of containing 2000
vessels of 600 tons burden. Belongs to the port

of Newcastle and North Shields. There are ship

and boat building-yards, and establishments for

the manufacture of anchors, chain cables, wind-
lasses, blocks and masts, and other shipping
gear; iron foundries, salt pans, tanneries, earthen-

ware works, and breweries. Hats, gloves, and
tobacco are manufactured also. North Shields

has a large share of the coal trade. Tynemouth
(with included townships) sends one member to

House of Commons. Keg. elect. (1864) 1135.

Tynrox, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumfries, 3

m. W.S.W. Penpont. Ac. 15,752. P. 446.

Typinsan, the most E. and largest of the
Madjicosima Islands, in the China Sea. Lat.
24° 43' N. ; Ion. 125'' 29' E. Length 20 m.

;

greatest breadth 10 m. at its W. end. There is a
dangerous reef on N. side, on which the " Pro-
vidence " was lost in 1797.
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Ttke or SuR, a city of antiquity. [Souk.]

Tyre, a township of the U. S., North America,

New York, on the Clyde, 170 m. W. Albany.
Ttkell's Bay, an inlet at the S. extremity of

the island St Vincent, British "West Indies. On
it is the village Calliaqua, 2| m. S.E. Kingstown.
Ttria or TiKEH, a town of Asia Minor, Ana-

tolia, near the Little Mendere river (anc. Caystery,

44 m. SE. Smyrna, at the base of Mount Tmolus.
TYRiE,a pa., Scotland, co. Aberdeen, 4| m. S.W.

Fraserburgh. Area about 15 sq. m. P. 3043.

Tyri-fiord, a lake of Norway, stift and 16 m.
W. Christiania. Length 16 m. ; breadth 7 m.
On the N. it receives the Beina-elv, and on the

S. it gives eflSux to the Drammen river.

Tyrnau or Ternava, a town of W. Hungary,
CO. and 27 m. N.E. Presburg, with which it is

connected by railway, P. 5830. It has nume-
rous churches, a Boman Catholic college, mili-

tary and other schools, a public library, and
manufs. of woollen and linen fabrics, a consider-

able general trade, and 8 important annual fairs.

Tyrol, a prov. of Austria. [Tirol."]

Tyrone, an inland co. of Ireland, in the centre

of Ulster, having N. the co. Londonderry, E.
Armagh, S. Monaghan, and W. Donegal. Area
1259 sq. m., or 806,295 ac, of which 450,286 ac.

are arable, 311,867 uncultivated, and 11,981 in
plantations. P. (1861) 238,500. Surface hilly and
thin]ywooded, mountainous in the N. & S. Sh eve-
Sawel, on the Derry border, 2240 feet. Principal
rivers, the Blackwater & Foyle, with their tribs.

Lough Neagh forms part of the E. boundary.
Soil in the lower districts fertile, and agricultural
operations well conducted. Principal crops po-
tatoes and oats, with a little barley, tiax, & clover.
Cattle and sheep of inferior breeds. Good coal
is rained. Manufs. linens, coarse woollens, blan-
kets, whisky, beer, flour, meal, and coarse earth-
enwares. The EnniskiUen and Londonderry
Railway intersects the co. ; and the navigation
of the Tyrone Canal is wholly within its E. dist.

The CO. is subdivided into four baronies and 35
parishes, in dioceses of Clogher, Armagh, and
Derry. Principal towns, Omagh, the cap., Stra-
bane, Dungannon, and Cookstown. Tyrone sends
2 members to H. of C. The O'Neills were kings
in Ireland antecedent to Christianity, and were
chiefs of Tyrone when the rebellion of 1597
broke out under their auspices.
Tyrone, several townships of the U. S., North

America.—I. New York, co. Steuben, in W. of
sUte.—II. Pennsylvania, co. Fayette.—III. co.
Perry.—IV. co. Huntington.
Tyrrell, a co., U. S., N. America, N. Carolina.

Area 727 sq. m. P. 3347 free, 1597 slaves.
Tyrrel's-Pass, a market town of Ireland, co.

Westmeath, 8^ m. S.S.W. MuUingar. P. 460.-
Turrers-Puss was the scene of some bloody con-
tests in the time of Queen Elizabeth.
Tyrrhenlan Sea, Tyrrhenum Mare, is a name

given by the ancients, and retained by modem
geographers, to that part of the Mediterranean
Sea which extends between the coast of Italy
and the islands of Corsica, Sardinia, and Sicily.
Tyrringham, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 2|

m. N.N.W. Newport-Pagnell. Ac. 1736. P. 226.

Ttsmienica, a tovra. of Austrian Poland, CJali-

cia, circ. and 6 m. E.S.E. Stanislawow, between
the Vorona and Bistritza. P. 2880. It has Eoman
CathoUc, Greek-united, and Armenian churches

;

and a trade in wax, leather, and cattle.

Tysncesoe:, an island of Norway, stift and 25
m. S. Bergen, at the entrance of Hardanger-
fiord. Length 11 miles, breadth 7 mUes.

Tysoe, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 4J- m.
S. Kington. Ac. 4710. P. 1035.

Tyssowice, a town of Eussian Poland, gov.
and 68 m. S.E. Lublin. P. 2430.
Tythby, a pa. of England, co. and 8 m. E.S.E.

Nottingham. Ac. 3610. P. 718.

Tythegston, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Glamorgan,
3 m. S.W. Bridgend. Ac. 2871. P. 1678.

Tytherington, two pas. of England, co. Glou-
cester, 3 m. E.S.E. Thombury. Ac. 2100. P.
447.—II. CO. Wilts, 4 m. S.E. Warminster. Ac.
1650. P. 111.

Tytherley, two pas. of England, co. Hants.

—

I. (^EastX 5i m. S.W. Stockbridge. Ac. 1560. P.
3.52.—II. ( WesC), 6J m. S.W. Stockbridge. Ac
2270. P. 469.

Tytherton-Kellawats, a hamlet of Engl., co.

Wilts, pa. Bremhill, 2\ m. N.E. Chippenham, on
the Avon, and the G. W. Eailway. Ac. 140. P.
18. It is a principal establishment of the Mora-
vians in Britain.

—

Tytherion Stanley is a chapelry
in same pa., 2 m. E.N.E. Chippenham.
Tyavardreth, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

3 m. W.N.W. Fowey. Ac. 3252. P. 3879.
Tzaglaik, a town of European Turkey, Mace-

donia, sanj. and 54 m. E. Seres, on the Kara-siL
Tzana, a large lake of Abyssinia. [Dembea.J
TzAREVOKOKSHAisK, a town of Russia, gov.

and 72 m. N.W. Kasan.

—

Tzarevosant-chwsh is a
town in the gov. of Viatka, 33 m. S.W. Yaransk.

TzARiTziN, a fortified town of Russia, gov.
Saratov, on the Volga, 110 m. S.S.W. Kamishin.
P. (1863) 6890. Celebrated for its mineral waters.
TzABiTZixo, a vill. of Russia, gov. and 7 m. S.

Moscow, with a palace, built by Catharine ii., and
fine gardens in the Arabian style.

Tzarsko-Selo or Sophia, a town of Russia,
gov. and 16 m. S. St Petersburg, with which it is

connected by railway. P. 1000. It has an im-
perial palace and a lyceum.
Tzekiuovka, a town of Russian Poland, gov.

Podolia, on 1. b. of the Dniester, 28 m. E.S.E.
Moghilev.

Tzerina, a town of Cyprus. [Cerina.]
Tzmova, a large maritime vUl. of Greece,

Morea, div. Laconia, on the E. shore of the Gulf
of Coron, 20 m. N.N.W. Cape. Matapan.

Tzintzontzan, a town, Mexico, state Michoa-
can, 3 m. S. Morelia, on N. b. of Lake Pacuaro.
P. 8000. Before the conquest, it was cap. of the
kingdom of Michoacan. Its inhabitants are cele-

brated for works in feathere.

TziYiusK, a town of Russia, gov. and 62 m. W.
Kasan.

—

Tzurukhaitu is a town of E. Siberia, gov.
Irkutsk, on the Argun, and on the Chinese fron-

tier (Manchooria), 140 m. S.E. Nei-tchiusk.

TzYP^iV, a river of Siberia, gov. Irkutsk, joins

the Vitim after a N.E. course of 230 miles.

U
Forplaces not under TJ, refer to Oo, Ou, or W.

pRt^^^^ Jf ^^^Vh «,river of Brazil, prov. I a N. course of 400 m,—The Uatuna river, prov.
rara, jcnns tiio ^axd. S. the island Marajo, after

| Amazonas, joins the Amazon between the influx
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of the Madeira and Tapajos, after a S.S.E. course

estimated at 350 miles.

Ubatuba, a maritime town of Brazil, prov. Sio
Paulo, 100 m. N.E. Santos. P., -with dist., 6000.

Ubaye, a river of France, dep. Basses-Alpes,

after a W. course of 40 m. joins the Durance on 1.

Ubbeston, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6 m.
S.W. Halesworth. Ac. 1212. P. 206.

UnDOCCr-ooR, a town of British India, dist.

and 2u m. N. Ghazeepore, N.W. proys. P. 6634.

XJbeda, a town of Spain, prov. and 26 m. N.E.
Jaen. P. 16,000. It has a cathedral, formerly a
mosque ; manufs. woollens and earthenwares

;

and trade in corn, fruits, oil, wine, and horses.

It was taken from the Moors in 1212.

Uberlingex, a town of Baden, circ. Lake, on
an arm of Lake of Constance, called the Uber-
lingen-See, 8 m. N. Constance. P. 2700. It has
manufs. of linen, hosiery, and tobacco.

Ubes (St), a town of Portugal. (Setubal.)
Ubigau, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.

Merseburg, on the Elster, 13 m. E.N.E. Torgau.
Ubley, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 8 m.

N.N.W. Wells. Ac. 1811. P. 307.

Ubrique, a town of Spain, prov. and 46 m.
E.N.E. Cadiz. P. 5439. Manufs. woollens.

Ubstadt, a vill. of Germany, Baden, circ.

Middle Ehine, 3 m. N.E. Bruchsal. P. 1140.

UcAYALi, a large river of S. America, Peru,
E. the Andes, and one of the principal head
sti'eams of the Amazon, with which it imites,

after a N. course of 1000 m., lat. 4" 40' S.,

Ion. 73* 30' W. Its upper part is called the
Apurimac, and it receives numerous and consider-

able affls., the chief being the Umbamba, Ta-
pichi, and Mantaro. It is navigable from the

Amazon, for large vessels, to Sarayacu, lat. 7° S.

UcEi^ a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Ardfeche,

arr. Privas, cant. Aubenas. P. 1038.

UcHAUD, a comm. & vill. of France, dep. Gard,
on railway from Nlmes to Montpellier. P. 1236.

UcinzY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, arr. Macon. P. 1482.

Uchte, a vill. of N. Germany, Hanover, co.

Hoj'a, cap. a marshy district, 16 m. S.W. Nien-
burg. P. 1200.—II. a river of Pinissian Saxony,
gov. Magdeburg, tributary to the Elbe.

Uckange, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Moselle, arr. and cant. Thionville. P. 1212.

Ucker, a small river of Prussian Pomerania,
flows into the Little Haff at Uckermiinde, and
gave name to the district Uckermark.
UckermOnde, a town of Prussian Pomerania,

gov. and 32 m. N.W. Stettin, cap. circ, at the

mouth of the Ucker in the Kleine-Haff. P. 2310.

UcKFiELD ft pa. of England, co. Sussex, 8 m.
N.N.E. Lewes. Ac. 1717. P. 1740.

UcLES, Urcesa, a fortified town of Spain, prov.

and 32 m. W. Cuenca, at the foot of a height

crowned by a famous monastery, founded in the

12th century, on the site of a Moorish castle.

P. 1602. It was taken by the French in 1809.

Uddevau.a, a town of S. Sweden, Isen and 45

m. N. Goteborg, on a deep inlet of the Kattegat.

P. 4807. It has manufs. of cotton and linen

fabrics, snuff, sugar, and leather.

Uduinoton, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark,

pa. Bothwell, on rt. b. of the Clyde, tvith a

station on the Caledonian Eailway, 7 m. E.S.E.

Glasgow. P. 1256.

Udem or Ukdem, a walled town of Ehenish
Prussia, gov. & 39 m. N.W. Diisseldorf. P. 1700.

Udepoor, a town of British India, Gwalior
teiTitorj', in lat. 23° 52' N., Ion. 78° 9' E.

Udimore, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3 m.
W.N.W. Winchelsea. Ac. 2221. P 444,

Udine, Vedinum, a fortified town of Northern
Italy, Venetia, gov. Venice, cap. deleg., in a plain,

on the Eoja, 60 m. N.E. Venice, and 39 m. N.W.
Triest. It was once a place of much import-
ance as the capital of Friuli. P. (1862) 25,201. It

forms an inner and an outer town, separated by
walls and ditches, and has a castle on a hUI in

its centre, now used as a prison. In the market-
square is a monument commemorative of the
peace of Campo-Formio, a vill. in the immediate
neighbourhood. It has a cathedral, town-hall,
public palace, in imitation of the Doge's palace
at Venice, barracks, opera-house, a campo santo,

a lyceum, and two gymnasia. Manufs. silk

fabrics, linen, leather, and paper. Udine re-

sembles the mother city so miich in its buildings,

that it merits the name of Venice in miniature.
Pop. of prov. (1862) 437,542.
Udinsk (Verkhnie), a town of Eussia, Sibe-

ria, gov. Transbaikal, on the Selenga near the
mouth of thelJda, 80 m. N.E. Selenginsk. P. 3000.

Udipu or Oodapee, a town of British India,

presid. Madras, dist. Canara, near the Malabar
coast, 34 m. N. Mangalore, and having some re-

markable Hindoo temples and colleges. P. 1200.

Udny, a pa. of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, 7 m.
W. Newburgh. Ac. 8380. P. 1668.

IJDONGor Odung, a cityof S.E.Asia, the former
cap. of Cambodia, on the Tale Sab riv., 80 m. N.E.
Kampot, with a fosse and palisades. It has a hall

of justice, palace of the second king, and pagoda.
Houses pai-tly of bamboo. P. (1860) 12,000.

Udskoi, a vill. of E. Siberia, prov. Primorsk,
on the Uda, near its mouth in the Sea of Okhotsk.
Lat. 54° 30' N.
Udvarhely (Szekely, Gei-m. Oberlielli/en), a

market town of Transylvania, Szekler-land, cap.

CO., on the Great Kukel, 90 m. E.S.E. Klausen-
burg. P. 2999. It has Eeformed and Roman
Catholic churches and colleges, and a monaster^-.

Uelmen, a vill. of Ehenish Prussia, gov. and
29 m. W.S.W. Coblenz, on a lake called the

Uelmen-See. .. P. 783.

Uelzen or ULZEN,a town, Prussia, 20 m. S.S.E.

Llineburg, on railway to Celle. P. (1864) 4416.

Uerdingen, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov.

and 11 m. N.W. Diisseldorf, on 1. b. of the Ehine.

P. 3000. It has manufs. of silks and cottons.

Uetikon, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 10

m. S.B. Zurich. P. 1090.—The UetUberg (Mount
Albis), W. the lake, is 2844 feet high.

Ufa, a river of European Eussia, gov. Oren-

burg, rises in the Ural mountains, flows S.W.,

and after a total course of 400 m., joins the Bie-

laya near Ufa. Affluents, the Ai and Yurezen.
—II. a town, cap. gov. Ufa, on the Ufa and the

Bielaya, 200 m. N. Orenburg. P. (1863) 16,460.

It is enclosed by walls, and has a mosque.

Uri'CLLME, a pa. of England, co. Dovon, 4i m.

N.E. CoUompton. Ac. 6122. P. 2020.

Uffenheim, a walled town of Bavaria, circ.

Middle Franconia, 23 m. N.W. Ansbach. P.

1646. Manufs. woollens.

Uffington, three pas. of England.— I. co.

Berks, 6i m. W.N.W. Wantage. Ac. 6650. P.

1081. Here is the Vale of the White Horse, so

called from a figure cut on the face of a chalk

do-wn.—II. CO. Lincoln, on railway, 2J m. E.N.E.

Stamford. Ac. 3996. P. 510. The church has

a fine tower. — III. co. Salop, 2\ m. E.N.E.

Shrewsbuiy. Ac. 2110. P. 180.

Ufford, two pas. of England.—I. co. North-
ampton, 7* m. N.W. Peterborough. Ac. 2320.

p. 307.—II. CO. Suffolk, 3 m. N.E. Woodbridge.

Ac. 1280. P. 656.

Ufton, two pas. of England.—I. co. Berks, 6J
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m. S.W. Reading. Ac. 2320. P. 307.—II. co.

Warwick, 2^ m. W. Southam. Ac. 1920. P. 201.

Ugborough, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2^

m. N.N.E. Modbury. Ac. 8659. P. 1482.

TJgento, Uxentum, an episcopal town of South

Italy, prov. Lecce, 14 m. S.E. Gallipoli. P. 2814.

Uggeshai.l, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 12

m. N.N.E. Saxmundham. Ac. 1473. P. 272.

Uggiaxo, a vill. of South Italy, prov. and circ.

Lecce. P. 2105.

Dgih^ a river of Scotland, co. Aberdeen, rises

at the vill. Al>erdour, 2J m. from the N. coast,

flows S.E., and enters the North Sea, 2 m. N.W.
Peterhead, after a course of 21 m. Principal affl.,

the Deer. It is navigable for about 1J mile.

Ugines, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Savoie, aiT. Albertville. cap. cant P. 2523.

Ugliano, an island of Dalmatia, Adriatic, circ.

and opposite the city of Zara, separated by a

channel, 3 m. across. Length 14 m. ; breadth 2 m.
Ugley, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 5^ m.

N.N.E. Bishop-Stortford. Ac. 2038. P. 404.

Ugutch, a town of Eussia, gov. and 60 ra.

W.S.W. Jaroslavl, on r. b. of the Volga, cap. circ
P. (1863) 11,273. It is enclosed by earthen ram-
parts, and has a monastery and 30 churches.

UiG, a dist. comprising the W. part of Lewis
Island, Hebrides, Scotland, and with the islands
Bernera, Vuiavore, and Pabbay, forming a pa. of

the CO. Ross. Area 275 sq. m. P. 2878.
UiST, two islands and pas. of the Outer He-

brides, Scotland, co. Inverness.—I. (NortJi), 2h
m. N. the island Benbecula, and separated on the
N.E. from Harris by the Sound of Harris, 8 m.
across. Shape very irregular. Length 17 m.

;

breadth 3 to 12 m. P. (1861) 3034. Its E. part
is a dreary, marshy moorland, indented bj^ the
ramifications of Lochs Maddy and Eport, and
containing several inland lakes. Its W. part is

hilly or mountainous, comprising some tracts of
fertile land, on which oats, barley, and potatoes
are grown ; Ben-Croghan, a mountain 1500 feet
above the sea, and several bold headlands, with
some remarkable caves. With Baleshare, Illeray,

Grenisay, Eona, and other adjacent islands, it

forms a parish, having an area of about 55,240
ac. Scots. P. 3959.—II. (South), the largest
island of the Outer Hebrides, S. of Harris, sepa-
rated from Benbecula on the N. by a rocky strait

1 m. across. Length 22 m.
;
greatest breadth 8 m.

Estimated area 110 sq. m. P. 3406. Its E. coast is

indented by lochs, it contains sevei-al lakes, and a
band of fertile country borders its W. coast ; else-
where it is an alluvial plain of peat interspersed
with mountains, amongst which Mount Hecla
rises to 2500 or 3000 feet above the sea. With
the islands Benbecula and Eriskay, it forms a
parish. P. 5358, of whom about 5-7ths are Roman
Catholics. Population of both islands poor, and
chiefly engaged in fishing and rural labour.
UiTESUAGE, a division of the Cape Colony,

South Africa, between lat. 33" and 34" S., Ion. 23"
20' and 26° 30' E., having S. the Southern Ocean,
and landward (from W. round to E.) the divisions
of George, Beaufort, Graaf-Reynet, Somerset,
and Albany. Area (with Port Elizabeth) 8960
sq. m. P. (1865) 18,148. It is well watered by
the Camtoos and Sunday rivers. Soil various ;

in some parts wheat, barley, rye, and oats are
grown; in others, there are sterile mountains,
often covered with snow, or pastures on which
many cattle and sheep are reared. Coal, iron,
argentiferous lead, and copper, are found,
and near the coast are valuable salt pans.
Principal town, L'itenhage, the cap., pop. 3342,
situated near the Zwartekops river, 18 m. N.W.

Port Elizabeth. It has a Reformed church, Wes-
leyan and Independent chapels, and a free schooL
UiTGEEST and Uithuizex, two vills. of the

Netherlands.—I. N. Holland, S. of Alkmaar. P.
1550.-11. prov. & 14 m. N.E. Groningen. P. 3L00.

Ujiiely-Satorallia, a market town of Hun-
gary, CO. and 9 m. W.S.W. Zemplin, on the Rou-
gjva. P. 6548.—II. Ujhely Vagh is a market
town, CO. Neutra, P. 5417.

Uji, a town of British India, N.W. prov., dist.

Goruckpore, on 1. b. of the Ghogra. P. 600.

Lat 26° 44' N. ; Ion. 82° 37' E.
Ujijar, a town of Spain, prov. and 43 m. S.K

Granada, on the Adi'a. P. 3016.

Ujvaros, a market town of Hungary, co. Sza-
bolcz, 15 m. N.W. Debreczin. P. 6719.

Ukebewe Lake. (^Victoria Nyanza.]
Ukraine Q^" afrontier ^'y, an old subdivision of

Russia and S.E. Poland, comprising the country
now subdivided among the govs. Kiev, Poltava,
and Kharkhov (Slobodsch Ukraine), and tra-

versed by the rivers Dnieper and Donetz, with
their affluents. Its cap. city was Kiev.
Ulceby, two pas. of England, co. Lincoln.—

L

7 m. S.E. Barton-on-Humber, with a station on
the Lincolushu-e Railway. Ac. 3790. P. 104a
—IL ^ m. S.W. Alford. Ac. 2220. P. 212. A
lofty hill in this parish, called the Bull's Head,
serves as a landmark to navigators.

Ulcombe, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 7 m.
S.E. Maidstone. Ac. 3529. P. 621.

Uldalk, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland, 7
m. S.S.W. Wigton. Ac. 5500. P. 294. Coal,

limestone, and free-stone abound in this parish.

Uleaborg (Finn. UtUa), a seaport town of

Russian Finland, cap. Isen, on a peninsula at the
mouth of the Ulea, in the Gulf of Bothnia, 72 m.
S.S.E. Tornea. P. (1864) 7220. Mean temp, of

year 31°-8 ; winter 8^-4 ; summer 55°-4, Fahr. It

is, after Abo, the principal commercial town of
Finland. Exports, pitch, tar, fish, and salted

provisions. It was founded in 1610, and belonged
to Sweden till 1809. On an adjacent island is

the castle of Uleaborg, built in 1590. Area of

lien 65,865 so. m. P. (1864) 188,121.— Uka-trask
is a lake of Finland, gov. and 50 m. SE. Ulea-
borg, of very irregular shape, 35 m. in length by
10 m. in average breadth. It receives several

rivers from the E., and discharges its surplus

waters into the Gulf of Bothnia by the river

Ulea, 75 m. in length.

Uley", a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 2J m.
E.N.E. Dursley. Ac. 1492. P. 1230,

Uliassutai, Mongolia. [OiTLiAssirrAi.]

Ulietea, Society Isls., Pacific 0. [Raiatea.J
Uli^, a river of Spain, Galicia, enters the Bay

of Arosa, after a S.W. course of 80 miles.

Ulladulla, or Boat Harbour, a seaport of

New South Wales, co. St Vincent, 150 m. S.

Sydney. P. (1861) 84,

Ullah-bund, a mound in Sinde, 30 m. N.
Luckput, thrown up by an earthquake in 1819,

across the Poorana or E. branch of the Indus.

Ullapooi., a maritime vill. of Scotland, cos.

Cromarty and Ross, on the W. coast N. Loch
Broom, 35 m. N.W. Dingwall. P. 908, mostly
employed in fishing. Steamers ply to Portree
and Stbmoway.
Ullard, a pa. of Ireland, cos. Carlow and Kil-

kenny, 2i m. N.N.E. Graigue. Ac. 5846. P. 1361.

Ulluecona, atown of Spain, prov. Tarragona,
15 m. S.S.W. Tortosa, near the Cenia. P. 4617.

Ulleeguxge or Alleegi'NGE, a town of Bri-

tish India, N.W. provs., in lat 27° 29' N., Ion.

79° 14' E. P. 8429. It is surrounded by a mud
wall, has a good bazaar, and water ia plentifuL
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Uu-ESKELTE, a towDship of England, co. York,

West Eiding, with a station on the North Mid-
land Eailway, 'J m. S.W. York. Ac. 1299. P. 51o,

Ullestiioupk, a hamlet of England, co. Lei-
cester, pa. Claybrooke, 3 m. N.W. Lutterworth.
P. 600. It has a station on the Mid. Co. Rail.

Ullid, a pa. of Ireland, Leinstor, co. Kilkenny,

2J m. N.E. Mountcoiu. Ac. 2248. P. 456.

Uli.ingswick, a pa, of England, co. Hereford,
5 m. S.W. Bromyard. Ac. 1245. P. 318.

Ullswatek or Ulleswater, the largest of the
English lakes, next to "Windermere, from which
it is 8 m. N., between the cos. Cumberland and
Westmoreland, 5 m. S.W. Penrith. Length 9
m. ; average breadth 1 m. ; depth 210 feet. Near
its S.W. extremity it is bordered by the moun-
tain Helvellyn; and its scenery, though not
equal to that of Windermere in picturesque
beauty, far surpasses it in grandeur.
Ulm, a frontier town of WUrtemberg, cap.

oirc. Danube, 46 m. S.E. Stuttgart, on 1. b. of the
Danube, where it begins to be navigable, and on
the Blau. P. (1864) 23,077. Mean temperature
of year 47°, winter 29" "3, summer 63°-6, Fahr.
Its Gothic minster is the largest in Germany,
next to Cologne. It has a strong citadel, and
an entrenched camp capable of accommodating
80,000 men, garrisoned by troops of Wiirtemberg;
town-hall, custom-house, corn-hall, arsenal,

gymnasium, hospitals, theatre; and manufs. of

tobacco pipe-bowls, playing cards, leather, vine-
gar, and linen fabrics; ship-building docks, and
an active transit trade. It was long an imperial
free town, strongly fortified, and a military post of

much importance in the German wars ; but here,

on the 17th October 1805, General Mack, with
12,000 Austrian troops, capitulated to Napoleon
I. without firing a shot.

—

Ntu-Ulnu, one of its

suburbs, is on the opposite side of the Danube, in
the Bavarian territory.—II. a vill. of Baden, circ.

Middle Rhine, 10 m. N.E. Offenburg. P. 688.

Ulrikehamn (formerly Begesund), a town of

S. Sweden, laan Elfsborg, 66 m. S.E. Wenersborg,
on Lake Asunda. P. 1429.

Ui>STER, the most N. prov. of Ireland, between
lat. 63° 46' and 55° 26' N., Ion. 5° 24' and 8° 45'

W., having S. Leinster, S.W. Connaught, W. and
N. the Atlantic Ocean, E. the Irish Sea and the
N. Channel, in one part separated only by 13 m.
from the Mull of Kintyre (Scotland). Area 8555
sq. m. or 5,319,790 ac. P. (1861) 1,914,236,

mostly Protestants, Shores bold and rocky, and
on the N. and E. are remarkable basaltic cliffs,

including the Giant's Causeway. Principal head-
lands. Malin, Teelin, and Fair Heads, respectively

the N.W. and N.E. extremities ; and in this prov.

also are the large inlets of Donegal Bay on the
W., Loughs Swilly and Foyle on the N., Belfast

Lough and Dundrum Bay on the E. Surface
mountainous in the W., where several summits
rise to upwards of 2000 feet ; the prov. is more
free from bogs and plains than the other parts of

Ireland. It contains the large lakes called

Loughs Neagh, Stranfford, and Erne
;
principal

rivers, the Bann, Foyle, Erne, and some tribu-

taries of the Shannon. It is traversed by the

Ulster Canal, 24 m. in length, and connecting
Loughs Neagh and Erne ; and the Ulster Rail-

way, between Belfast, Armagh, and Ballymeua.
This prov. is the head-quarters of the Irish linen

manufacture, which has its chief seat at Belfast.

The pi"ov. is divided into the cos. Donegal, Lon-
donderry, Antrim, Down, Armagh, Monaghan,
Cavan, Fermanagh, and Tyrone.

Ulster, a river of Central Germany, rises in

the Rhongebirge, Bavaria, flows N. for 30 m.

past Thann and Geisa, and joins the Werra 2 m.
W. Vach. Its lower course is in Saxe-Weimar.
Ui^TER, a CO. of the U. S., Nortli America, in

S.E. part of New York, cap. Kingston. Area
1090 sq. m. P. (1800) 76,381.-11. a township,
Pennsylvania, on the Susquehanna.
Ulster (New), the N. Island, New Zkaland.
Ulting, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4 ni.

S.S.W. Witham. Ac. 1147. P. 169.

Ulubad, a vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia, near
the W. end of Lake Abullionte, 32 m. W. Brusa,
with a large ruined Byzantine fortress.

Uluthi Islands, a group of 13 islands in the
Pacific Ocean, forming a portion of the Carolines.
Ulva, two islands of the Inner Hebrides, Scot-

land, CO. Argyle.—I. sepai-ated by narrow straits

from the W. coast of Mull, and the E. of Gometra
island, pas. Kilninian and Kilmore. Length 5 m.,

breadth 2 m. P. 70. Surface mountainous and
basaltic, rising in terraces to 1400 feet in elevation
above the sea.—II. pa. North Knapdale. P. 41.

Ulverstone, a pa. and market town of Eng-
land, CO, and 16 m. N.W. Lancaster, on the N.W.
side of Morecarabe Bay, dist. Furness. Ac. of pa.

24,586. P. (1861) 11,464. The town has libraries,

assembly rooms, theatre, and savings' bank. Be-
sides the parish church, there are six other per-
petual curacies. A canal, 1} m. in length, con-
nects it with Morecambe Bay, navigable for
vessels of 200 tons. Manufs. coarse cottons and
linens, ropes, hats, and woollen yarn ; ship-build-
ing, and a coasting trade in iron ore, pig and bar
iron, limestone, slates, and com. Port subordi-
nate to that of Lancaster.

Ulysses, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 8 m. N.W. Ithaca.
Uman, a town of Russia, gov. and 115 m. S,

Kiev, cap. circ. P. (1863) 13,981. It is enclosed
by earthen ramparts, and has several churches.
Umbagog, a lake of the U. S., North America,

between New Hampshire & Maine, 18 m. in length

by 10 m. in greatest breadth, and traversed by the

Androscoggin river, wliich issues from it on the W.
Umballa, a town of British India, Sirhind, 69 m.

S.E. Loadiana, and a station of British subsidiary

troops. It is walled, & is well supplied with water.

P. 21,962. Area of dist. 1832 sq. m. P. 782,017.

Umbria, an anc. division of Italy, in the E.,

which in 1860 was formed into a pi-ov. of the

kingdom of Italy. P. 492,829.
Umbriatico, a market town of S. Italy, prov.

Catanzaro, 22 m. N.N.W. Cotrone. P. 1057.

Umea, a seaport town of N. Sweden, cap. laeu

Westerbotten, at the mouth of the Umea river,

in the Gulf of Bothnia, 95 m. N.E. Hernosand.
Lat. 63" 49' 5' N. ; Ion. 20^ 18' E. P. 1950.

Umm-er-r'bieh, river, Marocco. [Morbeta.1
UMPQUA,aco., U. S., N. Amer., Oregon. P. 1250.

Umritsir, a city of the Punjab. [Amritsir.]
Umrohah, a town of British India, dist. Mora-

dabad, N.W. provs., in lat. 28° 54' N., Ion. 78"

33' E. P. 72,677.

Umstadt, a town of Germany, Hessen-Darm-
stadt, prov. Starkenburg, cap. dist., in the Oden.-
wald, 13 m. E. Darmstadt. P. 2699.

Umzunyati or Buffalo River, S.E. Africa,

forms the N.E. boundary of the British territory

of Natal, and joins the Tugela 60 m. from its

mouth in the Indian Ocean.
Unadilla, a township, U. S., N. Amer., New

York, on the Unadilla, 88 m. W.S.W. Albany.
Unare, a river of Venezuela, enters the Carib-

bean Sea, 40 m. W. Barcelona, after a N. course
of 120 m. Near its source is the village Unare.

Uncastillo, a town of Spain, prov. and 43 m.
N.N.W. Zaragoza. P. 2113.
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TDnderbakrow, a cha^elry of Engl., co. West-
moreland, pa. and 3 m. W. Kendal. P. 478.

Undercliff, a maritime tract of Engl., Isle

of Wight, extending along its S. coast from Niton,

5 m. E.ward to Bonchurch. It averages ^ m. in

width, and has been formed by a landslip trom a

range of chalk cliffs, which bound it on the land

side, where they form an abrupt wall from 90 to

120 feet in height.

Underhill, a tnshp., U. S., North America,

Vermont, 15 m. N.E. Burlington.

Undermili^eck, a township of England, co.

Westmoreland, pas. Windermere and Kendal, 6J
W..N.W. Kendal. Ac. 3925. P. 1702.

Underdo or Anderov, Indian Ocean, the

largest of the Laccadive Islands.

Uxder-Skiddaw, a township of England, co.

Cumberland, 6 m. N.N.W. Keswick. P. 482.

Undy, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth, 8^ m.
E.S.E. Newport. Ac. 3717. P. 411.

UxGARN, a country of Europe. [Kungaby.]
Unghvar or Ungvae, a market town of N.E.

Hungary, cap. co., on the Ungh, 80 m. N.N.E.
Debreczin. P. 5000. It has Roman Catholic and
Greek-United churches, and a trade in wines.
Unieh, a maritime town of Asia Minor, pash.

Sivas, on the Black Sea, 50 m. E. Samsun.
Unieux, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire, arr. St Etienne, cant, le Chambon. P.

2414. It has coal mines and iron forges.

Union, several cos. of the U. S^ North Ame-
rica.—I. in S. of Arkansas. Area 1230 sq. m.
P. (1860) 5957 free, 6331 slaves.—11. in N. of

Georgia. Area 630 sq. m. P. 4297 free, 116
slaves.—III. in S.W. of Illinois. Area 320 sq.

m. P. 11,181.—IV. in E. of Indiana. Area 168
sq. m.—P. 7109.—V. in N.W. of Kentucky. Area
350 sq. m. P. 9686 free, 3105 slaves.— Vl. in S.
of North Carolina. Area 350 sq. m. P. 8956 free,

2246 slaves.—VII. in W. of Ohio. Area 445 sq.

m. P. 16,507.—VIII. in N. of South Carolina.
Area 600 sq. m. P. 8834 free, 10,801 slaves.—
IX. Iowa. Area 432 sq. m. P. 2012.—^X. Louisiana.
P. 6644 free, 3745 slaves.—XI. New Jersey. P.
27,780.—XII. Pennsylvania. P. 14,145.—XIII.
Tennessee. P. 5935 free, 182 slaves.—Also nume-
rous townships.—I. Maine, 31 m. S.E. Augusta.
—II. New York, with a vill. on the Susque-
hanna, 10 m. N.E. Jericho.—III. New Jersey,
G m. S.W. Newark.—IV. Ohio, co. Fayette.

—

V. Ohio, CO. Belmont.—^VI. co. Adams, on the
Ohio.—VII. Ohio, CO. Clinton.—VIIL co. La
Fayette.—IX. Indiana, co. Montgomery.
Union ^La), a town of Central Amen, state &

100 m. E.S.E. St Salvador.— C7Mio»/s/., Grena-
dines, British W. Indies, is 5 m. N. Carriacou.

Union-to-w'n, several vills., U. S., N. Amer., & a
bor. Pennsylvania, cap. co. Fayette, in W. part of
State.— Cbiow Fafe,New York, onFishkill Creek.
United Kingdom of GreatBritainand Ire-

land. [Britain,England, Scotland, Ireland.]
United States of North America, a federal

republic, occupying the middle division of the N.
continent of America, between lat. 25° 50' &49°
N., Ion. 60° 55' & 124° 40' W.; bounded on the N.
by Canada, from Maine to lat. 42° N. at Lake
Erie, and N.W. to the Lake of the Woods, and
thence by the British territory & British Columbia
\V

.
to the Pacific on the parallel of 49° N., on the S.

bounded by Mexico & the Gulf of Mexico, on the £.
by the N. Atlantic, & on the W. by the N. Pacific
Length E. to W., from Quoddy Head in Maine
° '"•„V*"ery in Washington, 2720 m.; from
v,apo Flattery to Cape Sable in Florida, 2864 m •

breadth N. to S., from the 49th parallel to Browns-
ville on the Rio Grande, 1700 m. The states, of

whichtheiepublicwascomposedatthedeclaration
of independence in 1776, consisted of 13. There
wereby the censusof 186035 states, besides the dis-

trictofColumbia, & 9 territories, besides the Indian
Territory. Washingtonisthe seat of government.

1on <^

Statei.
Date
of

Area. Pop. Seats of

admis.
sq. miles. 1860. Crovemment

Alabama . 1818 50,722 964,201 Montgomery,
Arkansas 1836 sa,19!J 435,450 Little Kock.
California 18S0 188,982 379,994 8acr;imentAj.

Coonectlout . t 4,671 460,147
/Hartfonl and
\ .New Haven.

Delaware . t 2,130
i

112,216 Dover.
Florida . 1845 59,268 1 1*1.423 Tallahassee.
Georgia . t 68,U00 1,057,386 MilledgevUIe.
lUinoU . 1816 55,409 1,711,951 fprinuflelil.

Indiana 1816 33,8U9 1,350,428 IiKliiiniipolis.

Iowa 1846 55,045 674,948 Ues Moiues.
Kansai 1854 80,0110 l('7,2i'6 Topeka.
Kentucky 1793 37.680 3,15.5,684 FraiikforL
Louisiana 1812 46,341 7"8,(ii.3 Buton Huuge.
Maine 1788 31,766 638,i79 Augusta.
Maryland t 9,356 687,"49 Annapolis.
Uaaaachusetts .

Mlcliigih
f 7,8(M l,23l,.66 Boston.

1837 66,243 749,113 LlUIBitlg.

Minnesota 1857 83,631 172,123 St I'aul.

Mississippi 1817 47,156 791,3 15 Jackson.
Missouri . 1821 67,380 1,182,013 Jefferson City.
New Hampshire t 9,280 33.,or3 Concortt.
New Jersey t 8,320 673,035 Trenton.
New York t 46,000 3,68o,7:i5 Albany.
North Carolina t 15,010 993,623 Raleigh.
Ohio . 18112 39,964 2,339,511 Columbus.
Oregon. . I8S8 95,274 S2,4(i5 S:ilem.
Pennsylirania . t 16,000 2,906,115 Hnrrisburg

Rhode Island . 1790 1,306 174,620
r Provlilenie &
I Mewport

South Carolina t 24,600 703,708 Colunil.in.

Tennessee 1796 45,600 1,109,801 Nashville.
Texas 1815 237,321 604,213 Austin.
Vermont . t 9,"5« 315,1«8 Montpelier.
Virginia . . t 38,353 1>1,397 Alexandria,
West Virginia

.

1863 23,000 393,334 Wheeling.
Wisconsin 1818 68,921 776,881 Mauison.

Total .

Data
of or-

1,750,377 31,2u6,395

Territories. gnni.
xaUon

0863.)

Arizona 1863 130,800 (?; 30,000 Tucson.
Colorado . 1861 ]ci6,475 55,000 tiolden Citjr.

Dakota . 1861 152,500 * 2,576 Tankton.
Idaho 3863 338,37:1 {>) lo.tOj Florence.
Indian 71,123
Nebraska 1851 63,300

1
40,000 Omaha Citv.

Nevada . 1861 83,500 41 1,0 -0 Carson City.

New Mexico . 1818 124,450 (?) 60,000 Santa Fe.
Utah 1850 109,600 88,193 GtSaltLiikeCity
Washington 1853 71,300 32,519 OWnipia.

Washington.Dist. Columbia 50 75,080
BMmated No. i>f

Jndiaru . 294,430

Total . 2,999,848 31,914,190

tfHt.—states marked thus t are the original states. * Census 1860L

Of the aboTe total, 483,123 were free coloured.

Population of the former slave-holding states :

—

N& SUtes.
Free

Population.
Slave

Population
TotaL

Per
ctnt
of

slares.

1.

2.

8.

4.

5.

6.

7.

a
9.

10.

11.

12
13.

14.

16.

S. Carolina
Mississippi

Louisiana
Alabama
Florida
Georgia
N. Carolina
Virginia
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
Kentucky-
Maryland*
Missouri
Delaware

301,271

354,700
376,280
629,164
78,686

695,097
661,586

1,105,192

421,750
324,323
834,063
930,223
599,846

1,067,352
110,420

402,541
436,696
333,010
435.132
61,753

462,232
331,081

490,887
180,682
111,104
275,784
225,490
87,188
114,965

1,798

703,812
791,396
709,290
964,296
140,439

1,057,329

992,667
1,596,079

602,432
435,427

1,109,847

1,155,713

687,034
1,182,317

112,218

57 2

681
47-0

451
43-9

43-7

33-4

30-7

30-0

25-5

248
19-6

12-7

97
1-6

8,289,953 3,950,343 12,240,296 32-2

Slarerj' abolished iu Mai;)laiid iu Icoi
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Since the last census the area of the U. S. has

been increased by the purchase of the territory

formerly belonging to Kussia, 394,000 sq. m.,

\vith a pop. of (1864) 54,000. (TRttssian America.]
The United States Territones, in their northern

boundary, commenceon the S. side of that elevated

water-shed which extends in a waving line from
lat. 50 to 55° N., on the western side of the conti-

nent, to lat. 46° on the eastern side, &which divides
the rivs. thatflowN. to the ArcticOcean fromthose
that flow S. into the Atlantic & Pacific. The chain

of the Eocky Mountains runs N.N.W. & S.S.E., &
occupies, with its many ranges and enclosed table-
lands, the whole western territories, and has a
breadth of from 570 to 1040 m., rising in Mount
(Shasta to 14,440 ft., which is the highest ground in

the U. S. \For a detailed account ofthese mountains
.tee the article Eocky Mountains.] In the eastern

states, the A ppalachian Mountains or AUeghanies,
of a much inferior elevation and extent to the

Eocky Mountains, traverse the country in a N.E.
& S.W. direction, at a distancefrom the Atlantic of

from 80 m., at their N. end in Maine, to about 300
m. at their termination in the N.E. comer of Ala-
bama. The mean elevation of this system is only
2500 ft., but rising in some of the higher peaks to

6000 ft. These two mountain systems divide the
territory of the U. S. into 3 distinct sections. The
first, the 4</an<ics/qpe,extendsbetweenthat ocean
& the AUeghanies, & has an area of 767,000 sq. m.
The rivers in this section have generally a S. or
S.E. direction, with lengths varying from 100 to

600m., andaretidalforalongdistance, andnavig-
able for steamers as far as the hilly country. The
second section, the Pacific slope, comprises all the
land west of the great water-shed of the Eocky
Mountainsproper, whose rivers flowtothe Pacific,

or are confined to the Great Utah Basin. The area
ofthisregionis988,000sq.m. Thethird&greatest
section, the Gfreat Central Plain, is that contained
between the Eocky Mountains & the Appalachian
system. It is almost entirely occupied with the
basin of the Mississippi and its tributaries, but is

also drained by srnaller rivers which run to the
Gulf of Mexico, by tlie Bed Eiver of the north, and
bythe feeders of thegreatlakebasin ofthe StLaw-
rence. These northern rivers are separated from
the streams which runs southwards by a high
table-land, which traverses Minnesota & Wiscon-
sin, and ri ses to 1916 ft. above the sea. Area of this
section 1,240,000 sq.m. The coast line of the TJ. S.

is extremely irregular on the Atlantic, & contains
numerous fine bays & harbours. It is more regular
(m the Pacific. The Chesapeake, Delaware, Mas-
sachusetts, Penobscot, San Francisco, &Monterey,
are the principal bays. Principal harbours are

—

Portsmouth, Portland, Boston, New York, Balti-
more, Charleston, and New Orleans. In 1853 the
main shore line (excluding bays, sounds, islands,

etc.) was ascertained to be 12,609 statute miles
in extent. If the bays, sounds, islands, etc., be in-

cluded, and the rivers entered to the head of tide

water, the shore line will measure 33,069 miles.
So vastaregion as the United States necessarily

embraces a great variety of climate. In the N.E.
states the temp, is variable, being occasionally as
warm as S. Europe in summer, while the winters
are sometimes as severe as those of Sweden and
Eussia. In the S. states the climate has, in summer,
almost a tropical character. It is milder on the
Pacific coasts, and there (in the N.) is more moist
than on the Atlantic. In the central states the
temperature in winter frequently varies from
an Italian.-Jike mildness to the rigour of that of

Eussia. The mean annual rainfall at New York
is 36 in. ; at Charleston, S. Carolina, 47 in. ; and

^t Marietta, Ohio, 34 in. N. of lat. 45° the birch,

pines, American elm, willow, maple, & the plants

of N. Europe, are chief forest products ; between
lat. 44° and 35° N., especially in the uplands, the
oak, beech, sycamore, acacia, poplar, walnut, sas-

safras, and cedar, are predominant trees ; and in

the lowlands of this region the cypress and other
products of S. Europe. S. of lat. 35° the mag-
nolia, the vine, orange, sugar-cane, cotton, maize
flourish, & the vegetation has a tropical character.

Wheat and maize are grown in every part of the

Union, the largest quantity of the first being pro-
duced in the states of Ohio, New York, Pennsyl-
vania, Virginia, Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan.
The wheat crop for 1866 is estimated at—N.
states 143,000,000 bushels, S. states 17,000,000
bushels. A great falling off in the South. The
whole yield of oats (1866) 27,191,269 bushels.

Oats, rye, buckwheat, and rice are the other prin-
cipal grains ; rice is grown in the greatest quan-
tity in South Carolina. In the N. the sugar-maple
suppUes the place of the sugar-cane. The culture

of cotton is confined to the S.E. The amount pro-
duced in 1860 was 2,160,000,000 lbs., of which
1,767,686,338 lbs. were exported, and valued at

191,806,555 dollars. In 1862 only 5,064,564 lbs.

were exported. In 1866 it is estimated at only
1,800,000 bales. Tobacco is grown more or less in

every state and territory, but chiefly in Virginia,

Kentucky, Tennessee, Maryland, Missouri. Ohio,

and North Carolina. In 1859, 429,390,771 lbs.

were grown, and it was exported in 1860 to the
value of 15,906,547 dollars. Wax, silk, hemp, flax,

olives, madder, and indigo, are the chief remain-
ing crops. In the N. states farms and properties

are mostly small, and cultivated by the proprie-

tors ; in the S. and W. ai-e many large properties.

Price of land extremely variable ; near Philadel-

phia the best cleared land fetches from 100 to 120
dollars per acre ; in parts of New York 25 dollars

is an average price ; the prairie lands in the W.
states (Michigan, Illinois, etc.) are sold by the go-
vernment at an upset price of \\ dollar per acre.

The domestic animals of America have all been
introduced from Europe. It has been estimated
that there are in the Union 25,000,000 sheep, l-8th

being in the state ofNew York, which has also the
largest proportion of cattle, and most other live

stock. The clip of wool in the U. S. in 1866 is

estimated at 68,500,000 lbs. Swine are most plen-

tiful in the middle states, and Cincinnati (Ohio) is

the greatest mart for pork. Vast herds of bisons
wander over the wide plains of the W. ; the Ame-
rican elk, antelope, cougaa-, Virginian deer, bears,

foxes, racoons, opossums, and many large birds of

prey, and serpents, are amongst the wild animals.

Gold is found in great abundance in California,

Arizona, andNevada, and hasalso been discovered
in most of the other territories, which also jdeld

iron, lead, copper, and silver. Mercury is found in

California, Kentucky, Ohio, and on the borders of

the great lakes, and copper, especially in the
vicinity of Lake Superior. Coal isnow extensively
mined in manyparts W.the Alleghany Mountains,
particularly in Pennsylvania, which has accord-
ingly become the great seat of the manufacture of

iron. Coal mined in the U. S., 1860, bore a value
of 19,716,394 dollars, and amounted to 15,650,988
tons. Illinois and Wisconsin possess very rich
lead mines; the lead raised in Wisconsin in 1861
was valued at 264,757 dols. The salt springs in

New York yielded, 1860, 7,521,335 bushels of salt,

value 1,289,511 dollars. Mining employs a great
many persons. The cod and whale fisheries are

ext(;nsively pursued : and, in 1860, whales were
caught to the value of 7)521,588 dols., cod-fisli
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4,183,503 dols., other fish 1,219,001 dots.; total,

12,924,092 dols. The U. S. are to a great extent

supplied with British & other European manufs.

;

but of late years extensive home manufs. have

been in operation, especially of cotton, woollen,

leather, metallic wares, and paper, chiefly in the

Eastern States. Number of paper mills in 1866,

750, producing 270,000,000 lbs. of paper, worth
27,000,000 dols. Exp. (1860) grain, bacon, cotton,

tobacco, butter, lard, cheese, guano, oil, tallow,

ham, timber, beef, pork, oilcake, hops, petroleum,

skins and furs, seed, hides, iron and steel, ashes,

rice, logwood, rosin, etc., to the value of400,122,296

dols. Imports, woollens, cottons, linens, iron, arms,

wool, tin, apparel, indigo, soda, hardwares, ear-

thenwares, silks, lead, coals, tea, rice, di-ugs, gums,
saltpetre, bags, opium, salt, caoutchouc, etc, to

the value of 362,163,941 dols. In 1863 produce of

all kinds to the value of 331,809,459 dols. were ex-
ported. Total imports for 1863, 252,187,587 dols.

In 1863, bread stuffs (so-called) to the value of

139,100,380 dols.' worth. The internal communi-
cation is facilitated by numerous canals and rail-

ways. Kailways completed in 1867, total length
35,341 m., in construction 15,943 m. Telegraphic
communication, and postage at acheap rate, extend
throughout all the more densely peopled states.

In its political organization, the United States
is a representative republic, embracing 35 states

and 9 territories, \inited in federal union. The
affairs of this federal union are regulated and ad-
ministered by a federal executive, a national Con-
gress or legislature, composed of a senate & house
of representatives, deputed from all the states and
territories, and a judiciary or supreme court, com-
posed of ten judges. The chief of the executive
department is the President, who is elected by a
national vote every 4 years, but is eligible for re-
election. He appoints his secretaries or ministers
for conducting the details of the several depart-
ments; namely, the secretaries of state, of the
treasury, of war, of the navy, of the interior, the
postmaster, and the attorney-general. His prero-
gatives and duties are defined by the federal con-
stitution. The senate, or upper house of the
national legislature or parliament, is composed of
2 senators from each state, chosen by the legisla-
ture of such state for a term of 6 j'ears. The house
of representatives, the popular branch of the Con-
gress, consists of members chosen every second
year by the people of the several states, the num-
ber of representatives at this time (1867) being
233, the ratio, as determined by the census of
1860, being 1 for every 124,183 of the pop. Be-
sides the senators and representatives, there are
other members of Congress termed delegates, at
present 9 in number, 1 representing each of the
9 organised territories. They can originate sub-
jects for legislation, and are privileged to address
the house, but they possess no vote. The vice-
president of the United States is president of the
senate, but votes only when that body is equally
divided. Congress holds its sittings in Washing-
ton, the cap. of the republic. No person holding
any office under the United States is eligible for
membership of eitherhouse of Congress during his
continuance in office. The federal judicial power
is vested in the chief justice and 10 associate
judges of the supreme court, which holds one
session annually, and its place of meeting is the
Capitol, in the city of Washington. Of the ten
United States circuit courts, each convenes twice
a year in its appropriate district within each state
of Its circuit, & is presided over by a justice of the
supreme court assigned to it, aided by the district
judge of the state or district in which the court sits.

Besides the national political organization, each
state has its own special constitution, laws, legis-

lature, judiciary, and administration or executive,
framed, or intended to be framed, in accordance
with the federal or national constitution.

The system of law throughout the states is the
common law of England, modified by local acts of

the states and of the federal government. [For the

political structure and much else respecting the indi-

vidual states, see them under their respective titles.']

Educational establishments are very numerous,
both of the higher and more elementary kinds,

and the national allowance for education for 186

1

amounted to about 23,000,000 dols. The rev. is

derived chiefly from customs and imposts, sale of

public lauds, and recently from direct taxation.

Aggregate estimate of rev. for year ending July 1,

1864, was 755,568,500 dols., and the expenditure
749,731,961 dols. In year ending 30th June 1863,

the coinage amounted to 22,645.730 dols. in gold,

1,564,297 dols. in silver, and 478,450 dols. in
copper; total, 24,688,477 dols.

The navj' in 1867 was composed of 274 vessels,

of which 49 are ironclads. Of the latter 21 were
stationed at League IsL, Philadelphia, 10 at New
Orleans, 8 on the Mississippi, & 6 at Washington.
By the eighth census it appears that, of the free

inhabitants in 1860, 23,353,386 were natives, and
4,136,175 were foreigners. The nativity of many
could not be ascertained. Of the total number of

foreign-bom inhabitants 3,756,024 were residents

of the free states, and 380,151 of the slave states.

Persons of foreign birth form 11 per cent. (11-06)
of the whole free population. The nativity of

the greater portion of the immigrant population
in 1860 was as follows :—Great Britain and Ire-

land 2,199,079; Germany, 1,301,136; British
America, 249,970 ; France, 109,870.

The British first settled in Virginia in 1607.

The revolution commenced in 1773 ; the first

battle of independence was fought at Lexington
in 1775, and the war terminated by the surrender
of Lord Comwallis in 1783 ; in the same year the
first Congress assembled in Philadelphia. In
1789 the constitution was adopted, and Washing-
ton was elected president. The Confederation
gradually extended westwards, displacing the

aborigines. In 1846 Texas was annexed ; in 1848
New Mexico and Utah were ceded, and in the
same year California was acquired from Mexico.
Of the 9 territories, Colorado was organised in

1861, Dakota in 1861, Nevada in 1861, Nebraska
in 1854, New Mexico in 1848, Utah in 1850,

Washington in 1853, Arizona in 1863, and Idaho
in 1863. In February 1861, the confederate dele-

gates at Montgomery adopted a constitution for

the provisional government of the Confederated
StatesofAmerica, Jefferson Davis, presidenL The
States in secession or rebellion were South Caro-
lina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,

Louisiana, Texas, Virginia, Arkansas, N. Caro-
lina, and Tennessee. The first shot in the civil war
was fired at Fort Sumter, 12th April 1861. Peace
being restored, the States are again under onecen-
tral government, and slavery was abolished by
an act of the constitution, Nov. 27, 1865. It is esti-

mated that during 3 centuries 14,000,000 African
negro slaves were imported into the New World.
UxiTED States of Colombia. [Grandiax

CONFEDEHATIOX.]
Unity, sev. townships, U. S., N. America.—I.

Pennsylvania, 7 m. E. Greensbm^.—II. Maine,
27 m. N.E. Augusta.—III. New Hampshire, 40
m. W.N.W. Concord.—IV. Ohio, co. Columbiana.

U>"KEL, a town of Ehenish Prussia, 24 m-
N.N.W. Coblenz, on rL b. of the Ehine. P. 627.
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UxkiAr-Skelessi (" landing-place of the Em-

peror"), a vill. of Asia Minor, on the Bosporus,
8 m. N.N.E. Coustantinople. A treaty was signed
here between Kussia and Turkey in 1833.

Unna, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
and 19 m. N.W. Arusberg. P. 6300.
Unna, a river of Turkish Croatia, after a tor-

tuous N. course of 110 m., joins the Save 65 m.
S.E. Agrani. Chief affls. tlie Unnatz and Senna,
on the fonner of which is the village Unnatz.
Unruhstadt (Pol. Karge\ a town of Prussian

Poland, gov. and 50 m. S.W. Posen. P. 1879
Manufs. woollens, and has large cattle markets.

Unst, the most N. of the Shetland Islands,

Scotland ; separated from Yell on the S.W. by
Blumol Sound, 1 m. across. Length 11 m. ; aver-
age breadth 3^ m. Area 36 sq. m. Pop., with
Uya and Muckle Flugga, 8060. Shores in the
W. and N. steep, but elsewhere are several low
Bandy bays. Sui-face level, with 2000 acres of
arable, and as much pasture laud ; and a valley
containing fresh water lakes, extending through-
out the whole length of the island. Minerals
comprise gneiss, serpentine, schists, talc, lime-
etone, asbestos, and chromate of iron. Some
manufactures of Shetland wool are carried on;
but the pop. are chiefly employed in fishing and
agriculture. Unst has a vDl. on Uyea Sound,
at its S. side.

Unstone, a township, England, co. Derby, pa.
Dronfield, 4^ m. N.N.W. Chesterfield. P. 879.

Unstkut, a river of Prussian Saxonj', after an
E. course of 110 m., joins the Saxon Saale near
Naumburg. Affluents the Wipper and Helme.
Unter (Lower). For those places not under-

mentioned, see additional word.
Untkrageri, a town of Switzerland, cant. Zug,

N. of the Lake of Aegeri. P. 2423.

Unter-see, the W. and detached portion of

the Lake of Constance, S. Germany, between
Baden and Switzerland. Length 10 miles.
Unterseen, a town of Switzerland, cant, and

26 m. S.E. Bern, in the valley of Interlachen,
between the Lakes Thun and Brienz. P. 1583.
Unterwalden, a cant, of Switzerland, in its

centre, having N. the Lake of Lucerne, and else-

where the cants. Lucerne, Bern, and Uri. Area
297 sq. m. P. (1860) 25,102, nearly all Roman
Catholics. It consists of 4 valleys, in which pas-
turage and dairy husbandry are the chief em-
ployments. Com is imported from Lucerne

;

cheese, timber, and fuel are the principal exports.

It formed, with Uri and Schwytz, early in the
13th century, the nucleus of the confederation,
in which it holds the sixth place. After Samen,
the principal villages are Engelberg and Stanz.
Unverre, a vill. of Prance, dep. Eui-e-et-

Loire, 12 m. N.W. Chateaudun. P. 2386.

Unyamuezf, a country of E. Africa, lat. of

centre 4° S., Ion. 33° E., and east of Lake Tan-
ganyika, and S. of Victoria Nyanza. Chief towns,
Kaze, Bogue.

Ufa, a river of Russia, gov. Tula, flows W. and
8., and joins the Oka 38 m. S. Kaluga. Course
130 m. At Tula it is counected with the Don by
a canal, which thus establishes a water communi-
cation between the Black and Caspian Seas.

Up-Avon, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 9 m.
E.S.E. Devizes. Ac. 3329. P. 508.

Upchurc^u, a pa. of England, co. Kent, b\ m.
E. Chatham. Ac. 5138. P. 468. The spbe of

its church serves as a landmark.
Upernavik, the most northern Danish settle-

ment in Greenland, lat. 72° 40' N., Ion. 66° W.
Uphai.l, a pa. of Scotland, co. Linlithgow, 13

m. W. Edinbuigh. Ac. 4561. P. 1507.

Upham, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2J m.
N.N.W. Bishop's-Waltham. Ac. 2852. P. 689.

It is the birthplace of Young, author of the

"Night Thoughts."
Uphill, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 8 m.

W.N.W. Axbiidge. Ac. 1697. P. 447.

Up-Holla.nd, a chapelry of England, co. Lan-
caster, pa. and 4 m. W.S.W. Wigan, on railway."

Ac. 4452. P. 3463.

Upleadon, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 3
m. E.N.E. Newent. Ac. 1207. P. 237.

Upleatham, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Riding, 3 m. N.N.E. Guisborough. P. 1007.

Uplowman, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4^ m.
E.N.E. Tiverton. Ac. 2912. P. 444.

Uplyme, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 1 mile
N.N.W. Lyme-Regis. Ac. 3199. P. 989.

Upminster, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 3J m,
E.S.E. Romford. Ac. 3373. P. 1342.

Upolu, one of the Samoan Islands, Pacific

Ocean, in lat. 14° 2' S., Ion. 171° 21' W. Estimated
area 60 sq. m., and pop. 25,000. (?) It is a mis-
sionary- station, and many of the population are

Christians. It affords a plentiful supply of fruits

and vegetables, and is visited annually by Eng-
lish and American whalers. In 1862, 88 vessels

(tonnage 13,673) entered its port. Cocoa-nut oil

is the chief export, and coffee and cotton are

grown. Exports (1862) 31,790/. Imports 25,641/.

Up-OrrERY, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 m.
N.N.E. Houiton. Ac. 6830. P. 940.

Upper. For names of places not here men-
tioned, see the additional word.
Upper, a prefixed name of the following and

other townships of the U. S., North America.—I.

{Alloway's Creek), New Jersey, 7 m S.E. Salem.
—II. (Bern), Pennsylvania, co. Berks, on the
Schuylkill.—III. {Darby), 8 m. W. Philadelphia.
— IV. {Freehold), New Jersey, 15 m. S.W. Free-
hold. It has many tanneries and distilleries.

The following are in Pennsylvania.—V. {Hano-
ver), 35 m. N.W. Philadelphia.—VI. (ilacungy),

CO. Lehigh.—VII. (Makefeld), 25 ra. N.E. Phila-

delphia.—VIII. {AiarioTi), co. Montgomery.—IX.

(Milford), CO. Lehigh.—X. {Mount Jtiethel), co.

Northampton.—XI. {Paxton), 22 m. S. HaiTis-

burg.—XII. {Providence^, co. Delaisane.—XIII.
(Saucon), 6 m. S.E. Northampton.—XIV. {St

Clair), CO. Alleghany.—XV. {Tulpehocken), co.

Berks, on the Union Canal.
Uppingham, a pa. and mkt. town of England,

CO. Rutland, 12 m. W.S.W. Stamford. Ac. of

pa. 1210. P. 2186. It has a handsome school-

house, rebuilt in 1864 at an expense of 40,000/.

Uppington, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 7 m.
E.S.E. Shrewsbury, Ac 755. P. 96.

Upsal or L^^psala, a laan of Sweden, having
N.E. the Gulf of Bothnia, S. the Lake Mselar,

and on other sides the lasns Stockholm, West-
manland, and Gefleborg. Area 1978 sq. m. P.

(1865) 96,766. It extends from Lake Maelar in

the B. to the Gulf of Bothnia, and its centre is

traversed by the river Sala. Surface undulating.

Cattle-rearing is the principal branch of rural

industry. The prov. contains the iron mines of

Dannemora, and several important smelting
works. Principal towns, Upsala and Enkoping.
Upsai^, a city of Sweden, cap. laen, on the

Sala, 45 m. N.W. Stockholm. P. (1861) 8795.

It has a governor's palace, a cathedral, in which
the Swedish kings used to be crowned, observa-

tory, and the principal university in the kingdom
(900 students), with a botanic garden, a library of

1(10,000 volumes and 6000 MSS., the richest in

Sweden ; and museums of nat. hist., fine arts,

and of anatomy. Upsala has also an ecclesi-
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astical school, and several learned societies, with

manufs. of silks and tobacco, and a small trade

by the river, on which it has steam communication

with Stockholm. It is the see of the archbishop-

primate of Sweden. About 2 m. N. is Old Upsala,

a village around a church, once a temple of Odin,

and near which numerous antiquities have been

found.
IJpsHiRE, a hamlet of England, co. Essex, pa.

Waltham, 12 m. N.E. London. P. 961.

Upshur, two cos., U. S., N. America.—I. Texas.

P. 6851 free, 3794 slaves.—II. Virginia. P. 7080

free, 212 slaves.

Upson, a co., U. S., N. America, Geoigia P.

5022 free, 4888 slaves.

Upton, numerous pas. of England.—I. co.

Bucks, 2 m. N.E. Windsor. Ac. 1950. P. 4688.

—II. CO. Chester, 7 m. N.N.W. Great Neston.

Ac. 929. P. 293 —III. co. and 6 m. N.W. Hunt-
ingdon. Ac. 970. P. 152.—IV. CO. Lincoln, 4
m. E.S.E. Gainsborough. Ac. 3180. P. 627.—
V. CO. Norfolk, 9 m. N.W. Yarmouth. Ac. 1693.

P. 601.—VI. CO. and 2 m. W. Northampton. Ac.

979. P. 36.—VII. CO. Nottingham, 2^ m. E.

Southwell. Ac. 1860. P. 687.—VIII. co. Somer-
set, 7 m. W.N.W. Wiveliscombe. Ac. 3779. P.
314.—IX. (Bishop's), CO. Hereford, 4 m. N.E.
Ross. Ac. 3391. P. 716.—X. {Cressett), co. Salop,

4 m. W. Bridgenorth. Ac. 1603. P. 72.—XI.
(Gray), co. Hants, 3 m. W.S.W. Odiham. Ac.
2234. P. 371.—XII. (Helions), co. Devon, SJ m.
N.W. Exeter. Ac 819. P. 111.—XIIL (St

Leonard), co. and 3} m. S.E. Gloucester. Ac.
2975. P. 1035.—XIV. (Love[% co. Wilts, 2 m.
S.E. Heytesbury. Ac. 1399. P. 210.—XV. (Afa^/no),

CO. Salop, on railway, 4 m. E. Shrewsbury. Ac.
3260. P. 452.—XVI. (Noble\ co. Somerset, 3J
m. N.N.E. Bruton. Ac. 677. P. 217.—XVII.
(Pyne), co. Devon, 3 m. N. Exeter. Ac. 1852. P.
455.—XVIII. (Scudamorey, co. Wilts, 1| m. N.W.
Warminster. Ac. 2503. P. 381.—XIX. (Snods-
bury), CO. and 6 m. E. Worcester. Ac. 1660. P.
358.—XX. (IFanw), same co., 3i_m. N.N.E. Droit-
wich. Ac. 2600. P. 338.—XXI. (Waters), co.

Salop, 5i m. N.N.W. Wellington. Ac. 372. P.
206.—XXII. a tything, co. Glo'ster, pa. Hawkes-
bury, 3^ m. E.S.E. Wickwar. P. 775.
Upton, a township of the U. S., N. America,

Massachusetts, 30 m. W.S.W. Boston.
Uptox-upon-Severn, a pa. and market town

of England, co. and 9 m. S. Worcester, on a
cliff near the Severn. Ac. of pa. 3170. P. 2676.
The town has a market-house, comprising as-
sembly rooms and court hall, a church, a harbour
for river barges, and an export trade in cider.
Upway, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 4 m.

S.W. Dorchester. Ac 1785. P. 646.
Upwell, a pa. of England, cos. Norfolk and

Cambridge. Ac. 21,746. P. 4783.
Upwood, a pa. of England, co. Hunts, 2i m.

S.W. Ramsey. Ac 1809. P. 388.
Urach, a town of Wurtemberg, circ. Black

Forest, on the Ems and Elsach, 22 m. S.E. Stutt-
gart. P. 2058. It is walled, and has a castle and
a theological seminary. It has bleaching and dye-
ingestablishments, gunpowder and paper mills.

Ural, Oural, or Yaik, Rhymnus, a river of
the Russian empire, gov. Orenburg, and con-
sidered to form with the Ural mountains the E.
boundary of Europe, rises on the E. side of the
Ural chain, near Miask, flows successively S., E., &
8^ & enters the Caspian Sea on its N. shore^ 200 m.
E. Astrakhan. ToUl course 1040 m. Affls., the
Sakmara and Wek.—Orenburg is on its N. bank.
^R4L Mountains, a great mountain system of
toe Russian empire, forming a vast undulating

region, consisting of various round-backed, pla-

teau-shaped masses of land, mostly of small ele-

vation. Its central ridge separates Europe and
Asia, about Ion. 60" E., dividing the govs. Vo-
logda and Archangel from Tobolsk, covering
with its ramifications portions of the govs. Pei-m
and Orenburg, and separating the basins of the
Volga and Obe in the middle and S. The Urals
extend, in a limited sense, from the Arctic Ocean
in the N. to Orenburg in the S., through 18'

of lat. ; but considered as traversing the islands

of Novaia Zemlia, and terminating in the high
grounds between the Aral and Caspian Seas, they
cover an extent of 30° of lat. A western chain
of mountains leaves the middle chain in lat. 62°,

trending N.N.W, 500 m. to the promontory of

Kamin Nos. Mean elevation 200 to 600 feet. The
chief part of this chain is called the Timan Moun-
tains (first known in W. Europe only in 1843).

Average height 1000 feet. The highest points
of the Urals are Konjakofski, lat. 59° 65' N., 5397
feet; Obdorsk mountain, lat. 67° N., 6286 feet;

Taganai, lat 65° 20' N., 3592 feet ; and Iremel,

lat. 54'' 30' N., 6075 feet At lat 65° N., the
range stretches N.N.E. under the name of the
Obdorsk mountains to the promontory which
bounds Kara Bay on the E. The Ural mountains
are composed of crystalline and slaty rocks, and
are rich in gold and other metals. The Petchora,
Kama, Ufa, Ural, and numerous other rivers rise

in the chain, but it is nowhere crossed by any
stream, and the only good carriage road across it

is that from Perm to Ekaterinburg. N. of lat
54° 45' the mountains are covered with dense
forests and marshes, while S. of this line vegeta-
tion is richer, & fine streams flow longitudinally
between the ridges.

Uralsk, two towns of Russia, gov. Orenburg.
—I. on the Ural, 155 m. W.S.W. Orenburg. P.

10,822, mostly Cossacks of the Ural. It is the
residence of their attaman or chief, and has five

churches, a war office, and various factories.

Horse-races take place here annually.—II. (Verk-
hnii), cap. circ, on the Ural, 125 m. S.E. Ufa.
P. (1863) 10,820, mostly agricultural.

Urana, a CO. of New S. Wales, pastoral dist
Murrumbidgee. Lat 35° 20' S. ; Ion. 146° 20'

E. It contains Lake Urana, and is drained by
branches of the rivers Murray and Murrum-
bidgee. Ac 1,559,680.

Uras, a vill. of Sardinia, near its centre, prov.
Cagliari, cap. mand., and in the richest com dis-

trict of the island. P. 2800.
Uratepe or Ora Tube, a town of Independent

Turkestan, Bokhara, near the Khokan frontier,

90 m. N.E. Samarcand, at the base of a castle-

crowned hill, is enclosed by walls, and has 10
mosques. Pop. mostly Usbeks. Manufs. fine

shawls, cloaks of goats' hair, and cotton goods

;

and it has an active trade with Russia & Khokan,
goods coming from which countries here pay toll.

Urbania, a town of Central Italy, prov. Pesaro,

7 m. S.W. Urbino, on the Metauro. P. 4590. It

was built from the ruins of Castle Durante, in

the 13th century, ne^r the site of the ancient

Urbinium Metaurense, and has several ecclesias-

tical edifices with fine paintings.

Urbanna, three townships, U. S^ N. America.
—I. New York, on Crooked Lake, with a land-
ing-place at its S. extremity, 10 m. S.S.E. Pratts-

burg.—II. Ohio, 40 m. W.N.W. Columbus.—IIL
Illinois, on Salt Fork of Vermillion river, and on
railway, 120 m. S. Chicago.
Urbino, Urbinum Hortense, a city of Central

Italy, cap. circ, prov. Pesaro,formerly cap. duchy,
20 m. S.W. Pesaro. P. of comm. (1861) 15,444.
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It has a ducal palace and a catheditil, a college,

diocesan seminary, theatre, and manuf. of pins.

Birthplace of Eaphael in 1483. It is also the
native place of Baroccio, Baldi, and Pope Clement
XI. In the loth cent, it was the seat of a ducal
court and hereditary sovereignty, and a centre
of art and learning. The legation Urbino and
Pesaro has an area of 1689 aq. m. P. 237,966.

Ukchfont, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 3J m.
a.S.E, Devizes. Ac. 6873. P. 1459.

Ukcize (St), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Cantal, 24 m. S.S.W. St Flour. P. 1325.

Ukcos, a town of S. Peru, dep. and 20 m. S.E.

Cuzco, on the Yucay or Urubamba.
UiiDA, a town of Spain, prov. and 32 m. S.E.

Toledo. P. 2676. Manufactures hosiery.

Ure or Yore, a river of England, rises in

Westmoreland, flows S.E., mostly through York-
shire, and joins the Swale to form the Ouse, 14
m. N.W. York. Between Askrigg and Middle-
ham it forms the line cataract Aysgarth-force.
Length of course 63 miles.

Ures, a town of Mexico, cap. state Sonora, on
river of same name, an affl. of the Sonora, 1030
m. N.N.W. Mexico. P. 7000. Manufs. mantillas.

Ukfahr, a market town of Upper Austria, circ.

Milhl, on the Danube, opposite Linz, with which
it is connected by a bridge. P. 2589.

Urga, a town of Mongolia. [Oukga.]
Urgel, a town of Spain, prov. and 70 m. N.E.

Lerida, cap. circ. P. 3200. It was formerly for-

tified, and its bishop had jurisdiction over the
independent republic of Andorra, N. of Urgel.
Urgundab, a river of Afghanistan, rises in lat.

31' 30' N., Ion. 64° 10' E., joins the Hehnund
80 m. W. Candahar, after a S.W. course of 250
m.—A village of same name is on its banks, 66
m. N.E. Candahar.

Urf, a cant, of Switzerland, in its E. part, en-
closed by Unterwalden, Schwytz, Glarus, the
Grisous, Ticino, Valais, and Bern. Area 422 sq.

in. P. (1860) 14,626, aU Roman Catholics. It

consists of the valley of the Reuss and its affls.,

and lias on its S. frontier Mount St Gothard, and
W.ward the Gallenstock, Sustenhom, and Titlis,

principal heights of the main chain of the Alps.
Oattle-rearing is the principal branch of industry.

Chief town, Altorf. tJri united with Unterwalden
and Schwytz, early in the 14th century, to form
the Swiss Confederation, in which it now holds
the 4th place. It was the theatre of war between
the French and the Austrians & Russians in 1799.

Uri (Lake of), Switzerland, is the S.E. ex-
tremity of the Lake of Lucerne. Its shores are

precipitous and pathless; it receives the river

llcuss. [Lucerne Lake.]
Uriuplnsicaia, a market town of S. Russia,

Don-Cossack territory, on the Choper, 24 m. S.E.
Novochopersk, with a large annual fair.

Urlingford, a pa. & mkt. town of Ireland,

CO. and 15 m. W.N.W. Kilkenny, on the road
from Dublin to Cork. Ac. 3497. P. 1485 ; do. of

town 1059. It has two schools and a bridewell.

Uri.offen, a vill. of Baden, circ. Middle Rhine,
on railway, 7 m. N. Offenburg. P. 1996.

Urmston, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Lancaster, pa.

Flixton, 5 m. W.S.W. Manchester. Ac. 974. P. 748.

Urnasch and Urnen, two vills. of Switzer-
land.—I. in cant. & 6 m. W.S.W. Appenzell. P.

2585.—II. in cant. & 6 m. N.W. Glarus. P. 2000.

Urney, two pas. of Ireland.— I. co. Tyrone,
comprising a small part of the town of Strabane.
Ac. 21,059. P. 8790.—II. co. and comprising the

town of Cavan. Ac. 7480. P. 5104.

Urnieta, a town of Spain, prov. Guipuzcoa, 9
m. S. San Sebastian. P. 1209.

Urpeth, a township of England, co. Durham,
pa. Chester-le-Street, 2J m. W.S.W. Birtley,

Ac. 1671. P. 1123, partly employed in coal mines.
Urquhabt, three pas. of Scotland.—I. co.

Elgin, extending along the Moray Firth, between
the Lossie and Spey, and having a vill., 4 m. E.
Elgin. Area 25 sq. m. P. 2532.—II. (and Glen-
Morristori), co. Inverness, with a vill. on the W.
side of Loch Ness, 13 m. S.W. Inverness. Area
300 sq. m. P. 2911.—III. (and Logie-Wester),
cos. Ross and Nairn, on Cromarty Firth, 2 m.
E.N.E. Dingwall. Length of pa. 10 m., breadth
3| m. About 4860 acres are in tillage, 3960 in pas-
ture, 855 under wood, and 1635 waste. P. 3147.

Urr, a lake, river, and pa. of Scotland ; the
lake, between cos. Dumfries and Kirkcudbright,
4 m. S. Minihive, and 2 m. in circuit. The river,

or Urr Water, issues from it, and after a S.S.E.
course of 26 m. through the stewartry of Kirk-
cudbright, joins the Solway Fii-th by an estuary
2 m. across, 10 m. E. Kirkcudbright. It is navi-
gable for 7 m. from the Firth.
Urray, a pa. of Scotland, cos. Ross and Inver-

ness, 6 m. S.W. Urquhart. P. 2355.
UusEL (Ober), a town of Prussia, Nassau, onthe

Ursel, 8 m. N.W. Frankfurt-on-the-Main. P.
(1864) 3477.

Urseren or Ursern (Thal), a valley of Swit-
zerland, composing the S. part of the cant. Uri.
Urshum or Jersovka, Russia. [Urjum.]
Urswick (Great), a pa. of England, co. Lan-

caster, 3 m. S.S.W. Ulverstone. Ac. 4100. P. 1080.

Urubamba, a town of S. Peru, dep. and 40 ra.

N.W. Cuzco, on the river Urubamba, which,
after a northerly course, joins the Apurimac at

lat. 9° S. P. of town 4000.
Uruguay, a large river of S. America, one of

the chief tributaries of the Plata, rises in Brazil,

lat. 29° S., Ion. 50° W., flows successively W. and
S., and forms the boundary between the prov.
Rio Grande do Sul and the state Uruguay on the
E., and the provs. S. Catharina and Parana and
the Argentine deps. of Corrientes and Entre Rios
on the W., and joins the Parana to form the
Plata estuary, 40 m. N. Buenos Ayres. Total
course estimated at nearly 1000 m. Chief affls.,

the Ybiouy and Rio Negro. On it are the towns
Salto, Paysandu, and Soriano. Its navigation is

impeded by numerous cataracts and rocky reefs.

Uruguay, formerly Banda-Oriental, a mari-
time republic of South America, on the N.E. side

of the Plata estuary, which separates it from
Buenos Ayres, has W. the Uruguay river, N.
the Brazilian prov. Rio Grande do Sul, and E.
the Lake Merim and the S. Atlantic Ocean. It

extends between lat. 30° and 35° S., and Ion. 63"

and 58° W. Area and pop. as foUows :

—

Departments. EnR. sq.

miles.

Population
1860.

Monte Video, 294 70,078
Camelones, . 1,844 30,000
Florida, 4,729 15,925

San Jos^ 4,485 16,092

Colonia, 2,216 15,707

Soriano, 3,603 17,122

Durazno, 5,592 11,123

Minas, . 5,642 16.268

Maldonado, . 5,938 15,000
Salto, . 9,369 21,434
Paysandii, . 8.232 17,751

Cerro Largo, 8,686 17,000

Tacuarembo, 12,049 18,000

72,679 281,600
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In 1864 the pop. wm estimated at over 300,000.

Cap. Monte Video. Surface along the coast level,

and bare of wood; inland mostly undulating,

fxcept in the centre, where it is mountainous,

full of ravines and heights, and clothed with
forests, yet wild animals and venomous reptiles

are unknown. It is watered by numerous affls.

of the Uruguay; the principal, the Eio Negro,
traverses its centre from E. to W., and is navi-

gable for a considerable way. Climate generally

damp, but temperate and healthy ; in the winter
heavy rains and cold winds are prevalent, but in

the lowlands frost is said to be unknown. Natural
pastures arc verj' extensive and luxuriant Cattle

and horses form the principal wealth of the popu-
lation ; and their products, hides, skins, hair,

horns, jerked beef, and tallow, are the chief ex-
ports. In Dec. 1861, the approximate number
of cattle in Uruguay was 8,096,000; horses,

1,457,000; mules, 116,600; sheep, 3,618,000;

goats, 18,500; swine, 126,200. Imports (1861)

9,642,522 dols. ; exports 7,676,257 dols. Oats,

rice, barley, rye, maize and wheat, cotton, saf-

fron, saff-flower, indigo, flax, beetroot, tobacco,

vines, and j'erba-matd are produced, and the coun-
try is adapted for the culture of most fruits and
vegetables of temperate climates ; but at present

no more agricultural produce is raised than is

requii-ed for home consumption, and agricultural

processes are of the rudest kind. Eich gold, sil-

ver, copper, lead, iron, coal, salt, and sulphurmines
have recently been discovered in the dep. of Minas,
and a company for working them is now (1864)
about to be fonned. Granite and limestone rocks
prevail in the mountainous region

;
jasper and

chalcedony are met with. Monte Video, the cap.,

is the centre of all the foreign trade. Other
towns are Maldonado, Colonia, and San Jose

;

Camelones, Soriano, and Salto. Urugitay has
formed an independent republic ever since 1828,

but of late years it has had unceasingly to con-
tend against the intrigues and hostility of Buenos
Ayres. In 1853 a revolution occurred, but on the
interference of a Brazilian army, order was re-

stored. Eeligious tolerance exists in the republic.

Urumiah, Urcmea, or Oormiah, a fortified

town of N. Persia, prov. Azerbijan, in a fine plain,

12 m. W. of Lake Urumiah, and 64 m. S.W.
Tabriz. Estimated pop. 25,0a'l^^?) It is the see
of an Armenian bishop, suppos^ to be the Tlie-

barma of Strabo, and the reputed birthplace .of

Zoroaster ; but it is said to have no remains of an-
tiquity.—The Lake of Urumiah or Shahee, 30 m.
S.W. Tabriz, is 85 m. long and 25 m. broad. It
receives several rivers, contains numerous small
islands, and has waters so salt as to be unable to
support any but the lowest kinds of animal life.

Urumtsi (Chinese Ti-koa), a city of the Chin-
ese empire, Kan-su, N. the Thian-shan moun-
tains, on the Hi river, lat, 43° 45' N., Ion. 88° 50'

E. It is large and thriving, and has several
temples and public colleges. It is the seat of a
considerable trade, has a large Chinese garrison,
and is a place of exile for state criminals from

I

the Chinese prov. Kan-su. P. 150,100.
Urup or OURUP, one of the Kurile islands, in

the North Pacific Ocean, claimed by Eussia, and
immediately N. of the Japanese island Iturup.
Lat. 45° S9' N., Ion. 149° 34' E. Length, N.E.
to S.W., 60 m., breadth 12 m. Mineral products
comprise copper, sulphur, and quartz. Off its

N. bide are 4 small islands, producing a good
supply of vegetables for shipping.
Urwul, a town of British India, dist. Behar,

presid. Bengal, on rt. b. of the Sone, 103 m. E.
Benares. P. 1000. It has indigo and paper

manufactures, and is the princii^al place of a
thana or police divibion, containing 313 \illages,

and a pop. of 50,554. The district is generally
well cultivated, yielding opium and grain.

UsEDOM, an island of Prussian Pomerania, near
the S. coast of the Baltic, between two outlets of

the Haff, 9 m. S.E. the island Eugen. Shape
very irregular. Length 30 m., greatest breadth
14 m. Area 148 sq. m. Surface not very fertile,

and interspersed with low sandy hills, forests,

and shallow lakes. P. chiefly occupied in cattle-

rearing and fishing.— Usedonu, a town on its S.W.
shore, on the Kleine Haff, has 1415 inhabitants,
engaged in distilleries, navigation, and a trade
in com, cattle, and fish. Eemains of the ancient
town Vintta, built in 778, are said to have been
seen beneath the water on the N. coast.

UsH, Turkestan. [Takhti Soleiriax."]
UsHAK, a considei"able town of Asia Minor,

Anatolia, 64 m. S.W. Kutaiah, and where the
finest Turkey carpets are made for exportation.
UsHANT (Fren. Ouessanfy, the most W. of the

islands off the coast of Brittany, France, dep.
Finistere, 26 m. W.N.W. Brest. Length 4^ m.
Lat of lighthouse, 48° 28' 5" N.; Ion. 5° 3' 2" W.
P. 2391. Coasts steep, and almost inaccessible,

except by a few creeks ; but it affords pasturage
to numerous sheep and horses. It has some vil-

lages, and a small port, with an active fishery of

pilchards. Chief place LampauL Off its coast,

in 1759, the French, under Admiral Conflans,
were totally defeated by the British fleet under
Sir Edward Hawkes; and an indecisive action
took place 27th July 1778, between the English
fleet under Admiral Keppel, and tlie French
under Count d'Orvilliers.

UsHiTZA or UsiczA, a town of Servia. on an
affluent of the Morava, 87 m. S.W. Belgrade.
P. 4000, mostly Turks. It has a rock-fortress,

several mosques, and a Greek church.—II. a
town of Eussian Poland, gov. Podolia, on the
Dniester, 25 m. E.S.E. Kaminietz. P. 750.

UsiNGEN, a town of Nassau, Germany, on the
Usbach, 17 m. N.N.W. Frankfurt-on-the Main.
P. 1953. Mantifs. of hosiery and leather.

UsK, a river of South Wales, rises in the co.

Brecknock, flows S.E. and S. through the centre

of Monmouthshire, and enters the estuary of the
Severn 3J m. S. Newport Course 60 miles.

UsK and Uskaxe, two pas. of Ireland.—I.

Leinster, co. Kildare, Sj m. N.N.E. Ballytore.

Ac. 1763. P. 517.—II. in Munster, co. Tipperary,

2 m. N.E. Borris-o'-Kane. Ac. 7656. P. 927.

UsKUP or ScopiA, a town of European Turkey,
Macedonia, cap. sanj., on the Uskup river, an
affluent of the Vardar, 105 m. N.W. Salonica.

Estimated pop. 10,000. It has many mosques,
Greek churches, a citadel with a Tui-kish gar-

rison, and important manufactures of leather.

UsLAit, a walled town of Prussia, landr. Hildes-
heim, principality and 16 m. N.W. Gottingen, on
the Ahle. P. 2118. It has manufs. of linens.

UsMAX, atown of Eussia, gov. &85m. S.W. Tam-
bov, cap. circ, on the Usman. P. (1863) 6225.

UssAC, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Cor^

reze, 3 m. N.N.E. Brives. P. 1992.

UssAXA, a vilL of the isl. Sardinia, prov. and
12 m. N. Cagliari, cap. dist P. of comm. 1196.

UssEL, a comn[i. and town of France, island of

Corsica, cap. arr. P. 3874. In the centre of rugged
mountains, on the Sai-sonne.

UssEL, a comm. and town of France, dep. Cor-

reze, on the Sarsonne, 32 m. N.E. Tulle. P.

10,791. It is partly enclosed by ruined walls.

UssELBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3 m,

N.N.V/. Market-Baisen, Ac 1110. P. 76.
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UssoN, several comms. aud vills. of France.

—

I. dap. Loire, 16 m. S.S.W. Montbrison. P. 3470.

—II. dep. Vienne, 22 ra. S.S.E. Poitiers. P. 2132.

— III. dep. Puy-de-D6me, 5 m.W. Issoire. P. 683.

UsTAKiTS, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Basses-Pyr^ndes, cap. cant., 7 m. S. Bayonne.
P. 2272, who manuf. woollen cloth and leather.

UsTER, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
9 m. S.E. Zurich, with an old castle. P. 5610.

UsTicA (anc. Euonimo and Osteodes), an island

of the Mediterranean, belonging to Italy, off

the N. coast of Sicily, 40 m. N.N.W. Palermo.
Length 3 m. ; breadth 2 m. It has three heights

which divide the island in two. Coral is found
ou the coast. Soil volcanic and highly fertile,

producing corn and olives. The town SarUa
Maria, ou its S.W. side, has a harbour defended
by batteries, and ruins of a Cistercian monastery.
P. 2231.
UsTiusHNA, a town of Enssia, gov. & 200m. N.E.

Novgorod, cap. circ, on the Mologa. P. 5648.

Ust-Stsolsk, a town of Eussia, gov. and 420
m. N.E. Vologda, cap. circ, at the confluence of

Sysola and the Vitchegda. P. 3414.

'UsTuia (Veliki, or " the Great "), a town of

Russia, gov. Vologda, at the confluence of the

Jug and Suchona, 680 m. E.N.E. St Petersburg.

P. 13,000. It has 3 cathedrals, monasteries, nun-
neries, a government bank and post-office, a large
exchange, with manufs. of tallow, soap, candley,

leather, tiles, jewellery, and silver goods, and
some saw-mills. Its inhabitants carry on a trade

with Asia, as far as Kiachta, in corn, lard, linen,

ehip timber, and sail-cloth. It has an important
annual fair on the 8th July.

UsuGES (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Saone-et-Loire, arr. and cant. Louhans. P. 2269.

UsuMASiNTA, a considerable river of Central
America, rises in Guatemala, dep. Vera Paz,
flows N.W. through Chiapas and Tabasco, and
after a course of 400 m. joins the Tabasco near
its mouth. It is also connected by a navigable
channel with the Lake Terminos.
UsuKBiL, a town of Spain, prov. Guipnzcoa,

6 m. S.W. San Sebastian, on the Orio, near its

mouth in the Bay of Biscay. P. 1203.

UswoETH, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Durham, pa.

Washington, 4J m. S.E. Gateshead. Ac. 2548.

P. 3677.

Utah, a territory of the U. S., North America,
first called " Deseret," formerly a portion of the
Mexican prov. of Upper California, ceded to the

United States in 1848, is bounded W. by the

Btat© of Nevada, N. by the territory of Idaho, E.

by Colorado, and S. by Arizona. Area 109,600

Hq. m. P. (1850) 11,380 ; (1860) 40,699 ; (1863)
excluding Indians, ^8,193. The distinguishing

feature of this region is the " Great Basin," a
vast region 600 m. E. to W., and 350 N. to S.,

nearly 6000 feet above the sea, a great portion of

which is a sandy desert surrounded or traversed

by mountains. Its centre is crossed by the Hum-
boldt river mountains, and the only fertile land
is on the skirts of the streams ; the most pro-
ductive portion is occupied by the Mormon settle-

ments. The Wahsatch mountains, a spur of the

Eocky mountains, runs N. and S. east of the Great
Salt Lake and river Jordan. In summer the
days are extremely hot, and the nights cool.

"Winters mild, with little snow. Chief river, the

Colorado.—The Great Salt Lake lies N.E. of the

centre of the territory. [For description see

Salt Lake (Great).] Utah Lake, a body of

fresh water 35 m. long, lies S. of the former, to

which it is tributary by the river Jordan ; it is 450
feet above the Salt Lake, & abounds in flne trout.

The Pyramid Lake, ou the slope of the Sierra

Nevada, is 700 feet above the Salt Lake. There
are other smaller lakes in the interior. Utah is

notorious as the home of the Mormons, who
pitched tlieir tents here in 1847, after being
driven out of Illinois and Missoui'i. They are

the only occupants of the region, except the

native Indian tribes. New settlers are joining

them from all parts of the world. Chief towns, the

Great Salt City, the cap., Fillmore City, Ogden
City, and Parawan.
Utah, a co., U. S., N. Amer., Utah. P. 8248.
Utelle, a market town of France, dep. Alpes

Maritimes, arr. Nice, cap. cant. P. 2172, who
trade in cheese, wine, and olives.

Uteksen, a town of Prussia, Holstein, on the
Pinnau, 16 m. N.W. Hamburg. P. 3888.

Utica, a city of the U. S., N. America, state New
York, CO. Oneida, on the Mohawk,and on the Che-
nango Canal and Gt. W. Eailway, 85 m. "W.N.W.
Albany. P. (1860) 22,529. It has numerous aca-
demies, and manufactures of machinery, etc.

Utiel, a town of Spain, prov. Cuenca, 9 m.
N.W. Eequeua. P. 5780.

Utkinton, a township of Engl., co. Chester, pa.
and li m. N.N.W. Tarporley. Ac. 1756. P. 558.

Utoe, an island of Sweden, in the Baltic, ten
and 25 m. S.E. Stockholm, with iron mines.—II.

an island of Finland, in the Baltic, with a light-

house, in lat. 59° 46' 6" N., Ion. 21° 22' E.
Uteecht, a prov. of the Netherlands, mostly

enclosed by Holland and Gelderland, but N.ward
touching the Zuyder Zee. Area 531 sq. m- P.
(1865) 172,787. The Leek or Ehine forms its S.
boimdary ; other rivers are the Vechte and Eem.
Manufs. woollen and cotton fabrics, brewing, dis-

tilling, and lime burning. Chief towns, Utrecht,
Amersfoort, Montfoort, and Wyk-by-Duurstede.
Utrecht (JJltra-Trajeciurn), a city of the Ne-

therlands, cap. prov., on the Old Ehine, on rail.,

21 m. S.E.Amsterdam. P. (1865) 58,996, two-fifths

of whom are Eoman Catholics. Principal edifices,

a cathedral, with a tower 130 ft. high : the Stadhuis
or town-house, in which the union of the provs.

was concluded in 1579, and the peace of Utrecht
in 1713; the mint, arsenal, city hall, a large

hospital, and museum of agricultural implements.
Its university, founded 1636, had, in 1863, 500
students; and it has a chamber of commerce,
manufs. of woollen, silk, linen fabrics, muskets,
and pins ; salt, sugar, bleaching, and tile works,
and an extensive general trade. It is the seat of

a celebrated Jansenist church.
Utkera, Iliturge, a town of Spain, prov. and

16 m. S.S.E. Sevilla. P. 12,712, mostly agricul-

turists. It has a Moorish castle, and is important
as a military post. Its streets are wide and kept
clean by running streams ; and one of its churches
is resorted to by a great concourse of devotees in

September. It has cavalry barracks ; and manufs.
soap, starch, and leather ; near it are productive
salt springs.

Utteuby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4j m.
N.N.W. Louth. Ac. 1564. P. 326.
Uttoxetek, a pa. and market town of Eng-

land, on railway, co. and 12 m. N.E. Stafford, and
beside the Dove, across which it communicates
with the CO. Derby by a bridge. Ac. of pa.

8973. P. (1861) 4847. It has a church, with an
ancient tower and spire 179 feet in height ; Eo-
man Catholic and other chapels, a free school,

numerous iron forges and hardware factories, and
a trade in agricultural produce.
Uwchland, a township of the U. S., North

America, Pennsylvania, on Brandywine Creek,
30 m. S.S.W. Philadelphia.

4o
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[JxBRrDGE, a market town of England, co.

Middlesex, pa. Hillingdon, on tho W. verge of

the CO., 17 m. W.N.W. St Paul's Cathedral, Lon-
don. JP. 3236. It has Lancasterian schools,

flour-mills, and malt-works.
UxBUiDGK, a township of the U. S., North

America, Massachusetts, on Blackstone river and
canal, SS m. S.W. Boston.
Uyea, two of the Shetland Islands, Scotland.

—I. in pa., and immediately' S. of Unst. P. 15. It

is a rendezvous of shipping for the deep sea-

fishing.—II. 4J m. from the N. extremity of

mainland, and about 2 m. in circumference.

UzEL, a comm. and town of France, dep. Cotes-
du-Nord, cap. cant., on the Oust, 9 m. N.N.W.
Loudeac.

UzEN (BoLCHOi and Maloi), two rivers of
European Eussia, govs. Saratov and Orenburg,
flow parallel to each other, S.E., for about 250
miles, and from 10 to 30 miles apai-t, and are
finally lost in salt lakes, 100 m. from the Caspian
Sea.
UzEECHE. a comm. and town of France, dep.

Coneze, cap. cant., 15 m. N.W. Tulle. P. 12,868.
Uzis, a comm. and town of France, dep. Gard,

cap. cant, on the Auzon, 18 m. N.N.E. Nimes. P.
6282. Manufs. silk hosierj' and woollen cloths.

Trade in silk, corn, wine, and brandy.
UzsiASTOX, a pa. of S. Wales, co. Pembroke,

If m. S.E. Haverford-West. Ac. 2070. P. 610.

Uzi;ndja-ova, a town, Europ. Turkey, Eumili,
near the Maritza, 56 m. W.N.W. Adiianople.

T
For names not undermentioned^ see AV and F.

Vaagen (East and West), two of the Loffoden
Islands, Norway, W. of Hindoen, each about 30
m. in length, by 15 m. in breadth.

Vaal, a river of S. Africa, after a S.W. course
from the Quathlamba mountains, joins the Orange
river about lat. 29° 5' S., Ion. 24° 5' E.

Vaas, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Sarthe, on the Cher, 18 m. E. La Fleche.
P. 1873. It was formerly fortified.

Vaast (St), a maritime town of France, dep.

Manche, on the English Channel, near Cape La
Hogue, 10 m. N.E. Valognes. P. 4162.—II.
(DieppedalleX a vill. and comm., dep. Seine-Infe-
rieure, arr. Yvetot. P. 924.

Vacae Island, in the West Indies, is off the S.
coast of Hayti, 8 m. S.E. Cayes, 10 m. in length
by 3 m. across. It has good anchorage.
Vacua, a walled town of Germany, Saxe-

Weimar, principality, circ. and 16 m. S.W. Eise-
nach, cap. dist., on the Weira. P. 2339.
Vado, a seaport town of N. Italy, on the W.

side of the Gulf of Genoa, cu-c. and 3 m. S.W.
Savona. P. of comm. 1430.
Vadutz, a town, Germany. [Liechtensteix."]
Vaei^ or Vaals, a vill. of the Netherlands,

prov. Limburg, 16 m. E.S.E. Maestricht. P. 3300.
Vaga, a river of Eussia, govs. Vologda and

Archangel, joins the Dvina after a N. course of
250 m.—The Vagai^ a river in Siberia, gov. To-
bolsk, after a N. course of 150 m., joins the Irtish
34 m. S.E. Tobolsk.

Vaglio, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 7 m.
E. Potenza. P. 4045.
VAG^ET, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Vosges, aiT. Eemiremont, cant. Saulxures.
P. 3272.

Vaig.\tcii or Vaigatz, an island of N. Eussia,
gov. Archangel, separated from the mainland by
tho Strait of Vaigatch, and from Nova Zemlia
by the Karskie Vorota Strait ; 95 m. by 35 m.
Vauiixgex, a town of S. Germany, Wiirtem-

berg, circ. Neckar, cap. dist., on the Enz, 15 m.
N.W. Stuttgart. P. 3072.

Vaila, one of the smaller Shetland Islands,
Scotland, pa. Walls, in Vaila Sound, on W. side
of Mainland, 4 m. N.W. Skeldaness. P. 17.

Vailly, two comms. and vills. of France.—I.
dep. Cher, cap. cant., on the Saudre, 12 m. N.W.
Sancerre. 1'. 921.—II. (sur AisneX dep. Aisne,
cap. cant., 9 m. E. Soissons. P. 1614.

\aisox, Vasio, a comm. and. vill of France,
dep. Vaucluso, cap. cant., 15 m. N.E. Orange, on
the Ouvcze. P. 3404. Near it arc ruins of Vasio,

the ca]3. cily of the ancient Voncojiti.— Vaissac is

a comm. and vill., dep. Tarn-et-Garonne, aiT.

Montauban. P. 1622.

Vajda-Huxyad, a market town of Austiia,

Transylvania, cap. co., on tho Czema, 40 m.
S.W. Karlsburg. P. 2000. In its envii'ons are

the lai'gest iron mines in Transylvania.
Vai, the prefixed name of many towns and

vUls. of Spain.—I. (de Olivdy, prov. and 25 m.
N. Cuenca. P. 2690.—II. (de San Domingo),
prov. and 13 m. N.N.W. Toledo. P. 1869.

Val (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Var, 3 m. N. BrignoDes. P. 1600.

Valais (Geim. Wains'), a cant, of Switzerland,

in its S.E. part, consisting of the upper valley of

the Ehone, shut off N. and S. by two primarj'

Alpine chains from the cant. Bern, and from
Savoy ; having at its E. extremity the cants.

Ticino and Uri. and W. Vaud. Area 2016 sq. m;
P. (1860) 90,792, all Eoman Catholics, fn-o-thirds

of whom speak French. It has been described

as an immense ti-ough, 70 m. in length, IJ m. in

depth, and 2 m. wide at the bottom ; the moun-
tains on each side are among the highest in

Europe, and it is exposed to furioufe torrents and
destructive avalanches. The vine grows well

in the lower valley, and the sUk-worm is reai'ed.

Cattle-rearing is the chief branch of industry,

and transit trade active. Chief towns, Sion,

Martigny, and Vispach. It holds the 20th place

in the Swiss Confed. During the French empire
under Napoleon i., it formed the dep. Simplon.

Valboxnais, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Is^rc, cap. cant., 20 m. S.S.E. Grenoble. P. 1307.

Val-Bkegaglia, a vallej- of Switzerland, Ori-

sons, on the Italian side of the Alps, immediately
S. and W. Mount Septiraer, and traversed by one
of the main roads from Italy into Switzerland.

Valdagxo, a market town of North Italy,

Venetia, prov. and 14 m. N.W. Vicenza, cap.

dist., at the base of Mount Castello, on the Agno.
P. 3100. Manufs. silk, woollens, and iron.

VALD.\r, a walled town of Eussia, gov. and 80

m. S.E. Novgorod, cap. circ, on the small lake

Valdai, and on the road from St Petersburg to

Moscow. P. 3000.—The Valdai Hills, gov. Nov-
gorod, are a series of plateaux between the S. end
of L. Peipus and the riv. Duna, average height

800 to 1000 feet, forming a dome-shaped elev. in

the centre of Eussia, and the water-shed between
rivers flowing to the Baltic and Caspian Seas.

Val D'Aeko, a valley of Cent. Italy, Tuscany,
greatly renowned for rural beauty. The Val-di-
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CAiaxa, formerly a swampy tract ia tboE. part of

Tuscany, is drained and very productive.
Valdemouo, a town of Spain, prov, and 16 m.

S.E. Madrid. P. 1712.

ValdepeK'as, a town of Spain, prov. and 30 m.
S.E. Ciudad Keal, on the Jabalon. P. 10,7G8.

It is celebrated for its wines Val de Penas is a
town, prov. and 15 m. S.S.W. Jaen. P. 4209.
Valdieri, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and 13 m.

S.W. Cuneo, cap. mand., on the Gesso. P. of

comm. 2585. It has hot springs and baths (4425
feet above the sea) much frequented in summer.
Valdivia, the most S. dep. of Chile, ou the

mainland, about lat. 40° S., Ion. 73° W. Area
12,324 sq. m. P. 29,293.—II. a seaport town, at

the junction of the Cruces and Callecallo rivers,

IG m. from the Atlantic. It was ruined by an
earthquake in 1837.

—

Poi't Valdivia, at the mouth
of its river, lat. 39° 49' S., Ion. 73° 19' W.
Valdobbiadene, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia,

prov. & 20 m. N.N.W. Treviso, cap. dist. P. 2400.

Valeggio, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. Verona, 7 m.
S. Peschiera, on the Mincio, where it leaves the
Lago di Garda. P. 4200. It has a castle, a forti-

fied bridge and causeway, upwards of 600 yards
long, defended by several lofty towel's. The
river affords here an easy passage, and was crossed

by the French in pursuit of the Austrians in 1859.

Valexc^v, a town of Brazil, prov. Piauhi, 56
m. N.E. Oeiras. P. 3000.
VALEN9A-DO-M1NHO, a fortified frontier town

of Portugal, prov. Minho, cap. comarca, on 1. b.

of the Minho, immediately opposite Tuy.
Valex^ay, a comm. and town of Prance, dep.

Indre, cap. cant., on the Nahon, 25 m. N. ChS,-

teauroux. P. 3587. It was here that Napoleon i.

retained Ferdinand vii. of Spain a prisoner.

Valence, Valentia, a coram. & town of France,
cap. dep. Drome, ofi 1. b. of the Khone, here crossed
by a suspension bridge, on railway to Avignon, 57
m. S. Lyon. P. (1861) 18,711. It is surrounded by
orchards, vineyards, and woods, and enclosed by
walls. Principal edifices, the cathedra], barracks,

citadel, court-house, prison, and theatre. It has a
communal college, with public libi'ary, school of

artilleiy, school of design, docks for building river

craft, cotton, printing, dyeing, and manufs. of

silk goods.—II. a comm. and small town, dep.

Gers, cap. cant., on the Baise, 5 m. S. Condom.
P. 1642.—III. (d'Agen), dep. Tarn-et-Garonne,
cap. cant., 13 m. W. Moissac. P. 3539.
Valencia, an old prov. or kingdom of Spain,

on the E. coast, now forming the provs. Valen-
cia, Alicante, and Castellon. United area 8889
sq. m. P. (1857) 1,246,585. The N.W. part of

the region is covered with arid mountains, but
the centre presents a fertile and well-watered
plain, with an excellent climate. Soil well
cultivated, producing wine, figs, almonds, olives,

and oranges. The sugar cane, hemp, lint, and
sillr, yield valuable returns. The principal mine-
ral riches are salt, marble, and potters' clay. Its

ports are Alicante and San Polo.
Valencia, Valentia Edetanorum, a city of

Spain, cap. prov., on the Turia or Guadalaviar,
3 m. from its mouth in the Mediterranean, and
2 m. above its port La Grao, on the river. Lat.
39° 28' 1' N. ; Ion. 0° 24' \Y. P., with suburbs

(1857), 145,512. It stands in a fine plain, and
the city-proper is enclosed by walls, and entered
by 8 gates. Streets narrow, and manj' of the

houses have flat roofs. Priucijjal edifices, the

cathedral, with an octangular tower 162 feet in

height, several colleges, mostly clerical ; an arch-
bishop's palace, royal palace, the exchange and
silk hall, custom-house, citadel, hospitals, asylums,

prisons, barracks, and a theatre. Outside of the
walls are the bull-ring, botanic gardens, and a
planted public promenade extends to La Grao.
Valeneia is the see of an archbishop, the residence
of a captain-general, and seat of a supreme court
of justice. Its university, which is well attended,

has 70 professors, and a library of 15,000 vols.

It has also several academies, a seminary for

nobles, academy of the fine arts, and museums.
The climate, though hot, is salubrious, and the
city is resorted to by invalids. Mean temp, of

year 63° ; summer 78°, winter 49° Fahr. It is

the cradle of printing in Spain, and its library is

the richest in the kingdom, having books printed
in 1474. Manufs. silks, linen and woollen fabrics,

china vases, hats, leather, glass, paper, artificial

flowers, and Valencia tiles, used for flooring. Its

foreign trade has greatly declined. In 1862, 142
British vessels entered its port, li was taken in

1812 by the French, who held it till June 1813.

Area of prov. 4348 sq. m. P. (1857) 606,608.
Valenclv, a CO. of the U. S., North America,

in S.E. of New Mexico. P. (1860) 11,321.

Valencia, a city of Venezuela, cap. prov., dep.
Carabobo, 85 m. W.S.W. Caracas. Estimated
pop. 16,000. It has an active commerce with
Caracas and Puerto Cabello.—The Lake of Val-
encia or Tacaragua is near the Caribbean Sea, 2
m. E. of this city. Length 22 m. ; breadth 6 m.

;

depth 12 to 15 fathoms. Shores desert on the S.,

but ou the N. well cultivated. Area of prov.
4348 sq. m. P. (1857) 606,608.

Valencia, an island and pa. off the W. coast of

Ireland, co. Kerry, 3 m. S.W. Cahircivoon, sepa-
rated from the mainland by a strait \\ m. in breadth.
It forms tlio most W. harbour in the British isls.

;

lat. 51° 55' 8" N., Ion. 10° 19' W. Length of isl.

7 m., breadth 2 m. Ac. 6371. P. 2240. On it

are slate quarries. Here is the terminus of the
Atlantic submarine cable laid in 1866. Length
to Heart's Content, Newfoundland, 1852 miles.

Difference in lou. 2 hours, 51 minutes, 56 second.^.

Valencia de Alcantaka, a fortified town of

Egypt, near the frontier of Portugal, prov. Ca-
ceres, 25 m. S.'VV. Alcantara. P. 4700.

Valencia de Don Juan (ancient Coiaca), a
town of Spain, prov. and 20 m. S.S.E. Leon, on
1. b. of the Elsa. P. 1698. Near it are copper
mines and marble quar'ries.

Valencia de Ventoso, a town of Spain, prov.

and 43 m. S.E. Badajoz. P. 2960. Manufs. linens-

Valenciana, a small town of Mexico, stato

and a few miles N. Guanajuato. P. 5000. Here
is a silver mine, which yielded, from 1771 to 1804,

an annual produce of 600,000^.

Valenciennes, Valentiana, a comm. and forti-

fied town of France of the fii'st class, dep. Nord,
cap. arr., ou the Scheldt, and on railway from
Paris to Mens, 27 m. S.E. Lille. P. (1861) 24,966.

It has a citadel on an island in the Scheldt ; a fine

town-hall and belfrey 195 feet in height, several

churches, a general and two military hospitals ;

asylums, barracks, an arsenal, a public library of

15,000 vols., a museum, and a theatre ; manufs.
of lace, linen, and lawn, printed muslins, beet-root

sugar, gold and silver tissues, toys, eartljenware,

and leather, and numerous bleaching and dye
worlcs, trade in timber, coal, and agricaltura.1

produce. It was taken in 1793 by the English
and Austrians after a siege of six weeks.
Valensolle, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Basses-Alpes, 22 m. S.W, Digne. P. 3072.

Valentano, VererUum, a mkt. town of Central

Italy, deleg. and 18 m. N.W. Viterbo, W. the

Lake of Bolsena. P. 1000.

Valejstla, an island iu Annesley Bay, Red Sea.
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off the coast of Abyssinia, 13 lu. S.E. Massowah.

Length, N. to S., 9 miles ; breadth 2 miles.

Valentine, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Haute-Garonne, 1 m. S.W. St Gaudens, on the

Gaionne. P. 1381, who manuf. wooUens.

Valenza, a town of N. Italy, Piedmont, div.

prov. and 7 m. N. Alessandria, cap. mand., on the

Po. P. of comm. 9612. It is enclosed by walls,

entered by 4 gates, has a coUfge, several churches,

and hospitals, and manufs. of woollen cloth, soap,

leather, wine, and spirits.

Valexzuela, a town of Spain, prov. and 28

m. E.S.E. Cordova. P. 2224.

Valeky (St), 2 comms. and towns on N. coast

of France.—I. (en Caux), dep. Seine-Inf., cap.

cant., 17 m. W.S.W. Dieppe. P. 4710. It has soda

works, a manuf. of cotton twist, and an active her-

ring and mackerel fishery.

—

\l.{sur Somme), dep.

Somme, on 1. b. of the Somme, near its mouth in the

English Channel, 11 m. N.W. Abbeville. P. 3456.

It has a school of navigation, a port for vessels

under 200 tons, salt magazines, and rope walks.

Valetta (La), the cap. of Malta. [Valletta.]
Vai.gorge, a comm. "and market town of

France, dep. Ardeche, cap. cant., 9 m. W.N.W.
Largentiere. P. 1230.

Valguarnera, a town of the island Sicilv,

prov. Caltanisetta, 25 m. W.N.W. Noto. P. 951*9.

Valk or Walk, a town of Russia, gov. Li-
vonia, cap. circ, 90 m. N.E. Riga. P. 1800.

Valkenburg (Fren. Fauquetiumt'), a town of

Dutch Limburg, on the Geul, and on railway to

Aachen, 7 m. E. JIaestricht P.. 800.

Valki or "Walki. a town of Russia, gov. and
27 m. "W.N.W. Kharkov, cap. circ. P. 8937.

Valla (La), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire, on the Jarest, arr. St Etienne. P. 2147,
who manuf. steel goods and hardwares.
VALLABRtGUES, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Card, 13 m. E. NImes. P. 1694.

Valladoliu, PiTitia, a city of Spain, cap. prov.,

on 1. b. of the Pisuerga at the influx of the Es-
gueva, 27 m. S.S.W. Palencia, on rail, to Madrid.
P. 39,519. It is enclosed by old walls, entered
by 6 gates, and has many large and decayed
dwellings, having been the residence of the court
prior to its removal to Madrid, at the end of the
16th century. Valladolid is subdivided into 16
parishes. Principal edifices, an unfinished and
half-ruined cathedral, and the palace of Philip
III. ; hospitals, asylums, barracks, a museum con-
taining paintings, sculptures, and a library. The
university is chiefly celebrated for jurisprudence,
and is well attended. Manufs. silk, cotton, and
woollen stuffs

;
jewellery, hats, linen, and cotton

yarn
;
paper, perfumery, earthenwares, & leather

;

and the city has a trade in white wines, madder,
silk, and olives. It is the residence of a captain-
general, and is a t^ee suffragan to that of Toledo.
Columbus died here 20th May 1506. Area of
prov. 3040 sq. m. P. (1857) 244,023.
Valladolid, a city of Mexico, state Yucatan,

cap. dep., 90 m. E.S.E. Merida. P. 4000. It has a
church, a convent, and an hospital. Cotton is

grown in its vicinity.—II. (rfe Comayaguay, Cen-
ti-al America. [Cojlayagua.]
Vallay, a small island of Scotland, Outer

Hebrides, co. Inverness, pa. and on the N.W.
coast of N. Uist, from which it is separated by a
narrow sound. Let»gth 2 mOes. P. 66.
Valle de Abdalajis, a town of Spain, prov.

and 12 m. N.N.W. Malaga. P. 3211.
^ ^ '^

Valle-Lagarina, a town of Austria, Tirol,
circ. Roveredo. P. 2400.
Valle le Uxo, a town of Spain, prov. and 15

ui. S.W. Castellon-dc-la-Pl.ina, P. 6847.

Vallelonga, a town of the island Sicily, prov
and 18 m. N.W. Caltanisetta. P. 4981.
Vallendar, a town of Rhenish Prussia, go\

and 3 m. N.N.E. Coblenz, on the Rhine. P. 3l35.

It has manufs. of cloths and leather.

V.A.m;RAL'GUE, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Gard, cap. cant., on the H^rault, 39 m. N.W.
Nimes. P. 4031.

Valle-rotonda, a town of South Italv, prov.
Casei-ta, circ. Sora, 8 m. N.W. Venafro. P. 3036.

Vallet, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loire-Infdrieure, cap. cant., arr. and 13 m. E.S.E.
Nantes. P. 6476.

Valletta or La Valeta, the cap. city of

Malta, on its N.E. coast, between a fine double
harbour; lat. of palace 35° 53' 8" N., Ion. 14' 31'

2' E. P., with suburb (1857), 53,000. It is en-
closed by strong fortifications, and its S. or great
harbour is further defended by forts St Elmo,
RicasoU, and St Ahgelo, beyond which is its

chief suburb Vittoriosa, also strongly fortified.

It stands on ground so uneven, that many of its

streets are successive flights of stairs ; it is di-

vided into the quarters of Citta Nuova or Valletta
proper, Floriana, Vittorioscu, Sanglea, a.nd BarToola,

and has many noble buildings, the chief being
the palace, formerly that of the Grand Master,
richly furnished, and with a fine armoury ; the
cathedral, the public museum, and library of

60,000 vols. ; naval, military, and civil hospitals

;

exchange, theatre, prison, barracks, and nume-
rous churches, including the English collegiate

church of St Paul, founded by the late Queen
Adelaide, at a cost of 15,000i. It is supplied
with water by the aqueduct of Vignacourt ; haa
a university, a royal dockyard, private docks for

shipbuilding in its suburb Sangiea; and is the
seat of all the principal authorities, and centre

of the commerce of the island. It was founded
by the Grand Master, Valetta, in 1566, occupied
by tlie French in 1798, and taken bv the English
in 180L

'

)

Vallier (St), several comms., towns, & vills.!

of France.—I. a market town, dep. Drome, on 1.1

b. of the Rhone, and on railway to Avignon, cap.

cant., 17 m. N. Valence. P. 3142. Manufs.
crape, silks, twist, and chemical products, with a
trade in the wines of its vicinity.— II. a vill., dep.

Saoue-et-Loire, 18 m. S.W. Chalons. P. 2624.

Vallievo, a town of Servia, 55 m. S.W. Bel-

grade. P. 4500. It has well-frequented markets.
Valuquierville, a comm. & town of France,

dep. Seine-Inf., 3 m. W. Yvetot. P. 1666.

Vallo (II), a town of S. Italy, prov. and 41
m. S.S.E. Salerno, cap. circ. P. 5127. It has a
governor's palace, parochial church, and fine

convent ; also tanneries.

Vallon, several comms. and towns of France.
—I. a market town, dep. Ardtehe, 10 m. S.S.E.

Lai^entiere. P. 2640. Near it is a cataract of

the Ardfeche above a natural bridge II. dep.

Sarthe, 12 m. W.S.W. Le Mans. P. 1397.—III.
dep. AUier, 14 m. N. Montlu9on. P. 1299.

Vallorbe, a viU. of Switzerland, cant. Vaud,
near the French frontier, 8 m. W. Orbe. P. 1676.

Vallouise, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Hautes-Alpes, 8 m. W.S.W. Brian9on. P. 1177.

Valls, a town of Spain, prov. and 10 m. N.
Tarragona, in a plain, watered by the FrancolL
P. 12,656. Manuf. leather and soap. The French
defeated the Spaniards here in 1809, but were in

their turn defeated in 1811.

Valmaseda, a walled town of Spain, prov
Vizcaya, 22 m. W.S.W. Bilbao, on the Salcedon.

P. 1384. It has a custom house.

Valmont, a comm. and mkt. town of Fmuce,
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dep. Seine-Inf(?rieure, cap. cant., 13 m. N.W.
Yvetot. P. 1024.

Valmt, a conim. and vill. of France, dep.

Marne, arr. St Menehould. P. 444. Here, in 1792,

the Prussians were defeated by the French.
Valognes, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Manche, cap. arr., on the Merderet, 11 m. S.E.
Cherbourg. P. 5812. It has a comm. college,

and manufs. of hats, lace, and gloves.

Valois, an old dist. of France, now comprised
in deps, Oisne and Aisne.
Valongo, a village of Portugal, prov. Minho,

7 m. E.N.E. Oporto, with productive antimony
and other mines, known and wrought during the
Boman dominion.
Valparaiso, the chief seaport town of Chile,

on railway, 60 m. W.N.W. Santiago, on the Pa-
cific ; lat of Port San Antonio 33° 1' 9' S., Ion.

71° 37' 13" W. P. (1856) 75,000. It stands on
a steep declivity, and in some ravines along its

bay N. ward; is mostly constructed of sun-dried
bricks, and well paved. On a plain E.ward is

its suburb Almendral, the residence of most of its

merchants. Its harbour is defended by several
forts, but has no mole nor facilities for landing
goods, and it is said to be filling up ; the port,

however, monopolizes most of the foreign trade
of Chile, exporting wheat to Callao and Panama,
with large quantities of hides, tallow, gold, silver,

copper, indigo, wool, and drugs. Its markets are
well supplied with European manufs., and it has
a number of coasting vessels. Shortest sea route
to Livei-pool 8796 sea miles ; shortest sailing

voyage 71 days. Area of prov. 1325. P. 116,043.
Valk;£as, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vaucluse, cap. cant., 19 m. N.E. Orange. P. 4901.

Vals, Vallum, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Ardfeche, 12. m. W.S.W. Privas, on
1. b. of the Ardfeche. P. 2800, Close to it are six

chalybeate springs, much frequented by visitors.

Valstagna, a vill. of N. Italy, Venetia, prov.
and 23 m. N.E. Vicenza, on the Brenta. P. 2200.
Manufs. Tirolese hats, and trade in charcoal.

Valtellina, an administrative prov. of the
Austrian dominions, consisting of theupper valley
of the Adda, S.E. of the Grisons, and forming the
Austro-Italian deleg. of Sondrio, which, with Ti-
rano, Chiavenna, and Bormio, are its chief towns.
Valuiki or Waluiki, a town of Eussia, gov.

and 115 m. S.S.W. Voronej, cap. circ, on the
Oskol, here joined by the Valui. P. 3200.

Valva (La), a small town of S. Italy, prov.
Salerno, 10 m. N.E. Gampagua. P. 1903.

Valverde, numerous towns of Spain.—I. prov.
Badajoz, near the Guadiana, 10 m. E. Merida.
P. 1500.—II. (de Jucar), prov. and 23 m. S.

Cuenca, near the Jucar.—III. (jdel Camind), prov.
Huelva. 38 m. W. Sevilla. P. 5239.—IV. {de

Leganes), prov. and 12 m. S.W. Badajoz.—V. the
cap. town of the island of Ferro, Canaries. P.
4580.— Valverdeja is a market town, prov. and
50 m. W. Toledo, near the Tagus. P. 2687.
Vak (Pashalic of), a territory of Turkish

Armenia, between lat. 37° and 39° 30' N., Ion.
41° and 44° 30' E., having E. Persia, and on other
sides the pashs. of Khars, Erzeroum, Diarbekir,
and Mosul. It consists chiefly of a lofty basin sur-

rounded by steep mountains, the centre of which
is occupied by the Lake of Van, which has an
area of 1200 sq. m. Climate hot in the plains,

and on the uplands less severe than in the pash.

Erzeroum. Corn, fruits, wine, flax, tobacco, cotton,

timber, gall-nuts, manna, and honey, are the chief

products. Pastures excellent ;
great numbers of

live stock are reared, and with other rural pro-

duce, constitute the chief exports.

Van, Artemita, a fortified city of Turkish Ar-
menia, cap. of pash., on the E. shore of the Lake
of Van, 145 m. S.E. Erzeroum. P. 15,000. It is

enclosed by a double line of ramparts, at the S.
face of an isolated rock, crowned by its citadel, &
has several Armenian churches, mosques, baths,
caravanserais, bazaars abundantly supplied with
produce raised in the vicinity, and some massive
and remarkable antiquities, which have been
attributed to Semiramis. Manufs. cotton goods.
Van Bxihen, several cos., U. S., North Ame-

rica.— I. in S.W. of Michigan, cap. Pawpaw.
Area 633 sq. m. P. (1860) 15,224.—IL in S.E. of
Iowa, cap. Keosauke. Area 450 sq. m. P.
17,081.-111. Arkansas, cap. Clinton. P. 5157
free, 200 slaves. It has extensive commerce.

—

IV. Tennessee. P. 2342 free, 239 slaves.
Vancouver Island, British N. America, N.W.

Washington teiTitory, between lat. 48° 20 'and 61°
N., Ion. 123° & 128° 20' W., separated from British
Columbiaby Queen CharlotteSoundand the Strait
of Georgia. Length from Cape Scott, N.W., to
Gonzalez-Point, S.E., 270 m., average breadth 50 m.
Area 16,000 sq. m. Coast deeply indented by gulfs
and bays. Climate moist, but healthy. Mountains
generally covered with pine, and rise beyond the
reach of vegetation. Mt. Arrowsmith is 5900 ft.

On the coasts, grain and vegetables are raised.
Coal is worked. The chief town, Victoria, at the
S.E. point. By Act of Parliament, 6th Aug. 1S66,
Vancouver Isl. was united with British Columbia,
with which it forms one colony. Shoresabound in
fish. P. (1863) 25,000, of whom 7000 are Euro-
peans. Imports (1863) 768,623/. Eev. 24,026/.
Expenditure 28,592/.

Vanccjuver (Fort), W. the Cascade range of
mountains, in tke U. S., Washington territory,

on the N. side of Columbia river, here 1 m. across,

110 from the sea, and at the head of its navigation.
Vandalia, a vill. of the U. S., North America,

on the Kaskaskia, 66 m. S.E. Springfield.

Vanderberg, a co. of U. S.. N. America, in

S.W. of Indiana. Area 240 sq. m.' P. (1860) 20,552.

Van Diemen (Gulf), N. Australia, between
Arnhem Land, and Coburgpeninsulaand Melville

Island, lat. 12° S., Ion. 132° E., is 100 m. in

length E. to W., and 60 m. across.

Van Diemen's Land. [Tasmania.]
Vandsburg, a town of W. Prussia, gov. Ma-

rienwerder, 13 m. S. Cammin, bordering a lake,

upon an island on which is a castle. P. 915.

Van Dyke, two British West India islands,

Virgin Islands, N.W. Tortola (of which they
are a dependency).
Vange, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 13 m. S.

Chelmsford. Ac. 2250. P. 160.

Vanikoro or La Perouse Isl., Pacific Ocean,
New Hebrides, lat. 11° 37' S., Ion. 166° 49' E.
Here La Perouse was wrecked and lost in 1788.

Vanna Levu, South Seas. [Viti.]

Vannes, Dariorigum, a comm. and seaport

town of France, cap. dep. Morbihan, near thft

lagoon of Morbihan, on the S. coast of Brittany,

61 m. N.W. Nantes. P. (1861) 14,564. It has a
cathedral, an ancient castle, now the prefecture,

a theatre, three hospitals, a school of navigation,

comm. college, public library, manufs. of wool-
lens, linens, cottons, lace, and leather, ship-build-

ing, and a coasting trade. At Lochmariaquer,
about 6 m. N.W., are traces of the ancient Dari-
origum or Civitas Venetiorum, which opposed au
obstinate resistance to the Bomans.
Vanosc, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Ardfeche, 16 m. N.W. Tournon. P. 1667.

Vans (Xes), a comm. and mkt. town of Franca,
dep. Ardeche, 12 m. S.W. Largenti^re. P. 2811.
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Vansittart (Bay), N.W. Austmlia, is E. of

Aamiralty Gulf. Lat. 14° S. ; Ion. 126° 20' E.—
(Eills\ New South Wales, are N. of Liverpool

Plains, neai- lat. 31° 15' S., Ion. 149° 50' E.—
(Island), British N. America, is between South-

ampton island and Melville peninsula, lat 65°

40' N., Ion. 84° W.
Vanves or VANVEE3, a comm. and vill. of

Fi-ance, dep. Seine, arr. Sceaux. P. 6016. It

has a detached fort for the defence of Paris.

Van Winx, a co., U. S., North America, Ohio.

P. 10,238.— Fo» Zgandi is a co,, Texas. P. 3455

free, 322 slaves.

Vaprio, two towns of N. Italy— I. prov. and
13 m. N.N.W. Novara. P. 1050, partly engaged

in paper mills.—II. prov. and 18 m. E. Milan,

picturesquely situated on the Adda. P. 3242.

Var, a frontier river of Fmnce and Italy, rises

in the Alps, flows S., then E. and S., and after a

course of 60 m. enters the Mediteri-anean at St

Laurent, 6 m. N.E. Antibes.

Var, the most S.E. dep. of France, having S.

and S.E. the Mediterranean, N.E. Italy, and else-

where the deps. Hautes-Alpes and Bouches-du-

Rhone. Area 2349 sq. m. P. (1861) 315,526.

Surface mntous. Chief rivers, the Argeus, Var,

and Verdon, of which the first alone is navigable;

lagoons are numerous. There are railways from
Marseille to Toulon, and from Toulon to Nice.

Olive oil, oranges, lemons, dried finiits, cork, and
silk, are its principal exports. AVolves and foxes

are among the wild animals, andgame is abundant.
Jasmine and roses are greatly cultivated for per-

fumery. Manufs., perfumery, soap, paper, leather,

coarse woollens, earthenware, and marble goods.

Var is divided into the three arrs. of Di-aguignan,
Toulon, and Brignolles.

Varades, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Loire-Iuf^rieure, on rt. b. of the Loire, and on
railway to Tours, 27 m. E.N.E. Nantes. P. 3368.

Varages, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Var, 13 ra. N.W. Brignolles. P. 1394.

Varali.o, a town of N. Italy, prov. and 30 m.
N.W. Novara, cap. luand., on. 1. b. of the Sesia.

P. of comm. 3228. Manufs. iron and copper
wares, and adjoining it is a remarkable hill, the
Sacro Monte, on which are a handsome church,
about 50 oratories, and a convent. Near the
town are nickel-mines.
Varanger-fiord, a deep inlet of the Arctic

Ocean, between Bussian Lapland and Norway
(Finmark), lat. 70° N., Ion. 28° 40' to 31° E.
Varano, Gertie, a lagoon of S. Italy, prov.

Capitauata, on the Adriatic shore, on the N. side
of the peninsula of Gargano. Length 6 m.,
breadth 4 m. On its E. side is the vill. of Varatto.
Varapodio, a market town of S. Italy, prov.

Keggio-Calabria, 10 m. S.E. Gioja. P. 2682.
Varazze, a comm. and market town of North

Ital3% prov. and 18 m. S.W. Genoa, cap. mand.
P. 8263. It has a harbour on the Gulf of Genoa,
and some ship-building.
Vakbkrg, aseaport town, Sweden, lamHalland,

37 m. N.N.W. Halrastad, on the Kattegat. P. 1690.
Vardak, Axius, a river of European Turkej',

Macedonia, after a S. course of 170 m. enters the
.Sgean Sea 12 m. W.S.W. Salonica.
Vabde or WAiiDE, a town of Denmark, prov.

Jutland, amt and 23 m. N.N.W. Elbe, on the
Varde. P. 2103. It has manufs. of tobacco.

Vardcec, an island of Norway, Arctic Ocean,
off Finmark, with Vardahuus, the most N. fort in
Europe, lat. 70° 20' 36" N., Ion. 31° 10' E.

Vaiuil, a market town of N. Gerinany, Olden-
burg, circ. Neuenburg, cap. dist and lordship,
near the niouth of the Jahde, in the North Sea,

35 m. N.W. Bremen. P. 3104. It has a harbour
defended by the fort Christiansburg.
Varenna, a vill. of N, Italy, prov. Como on

E. side of its lake. P. 860.

Varennes, numerous comms., towns, and vills.

of France.—I. (sur Allier), dep. Allier, on the
Valaifon, 18 m. S. Moulins. P. 2456.—II. (en
Argonne), dep. Meuse, cap. cant., on the Aire, 16
m. W.N.W. Verdun. P. 1515. Here Louis xvi.
and his family were detected and seized in their
attempted flight, 20th June 1791.—III. (Si Sau-
veury, dep. Sa6ne-et-Loii-e, on the Sevron, arr.

Louhans. P. 1951.—IV. (soiis J)un), same dep.

arr. CharoUes. P. 1090.—V. (soiis Montsoreauy,
dep. Maine-et-Loire, on the Tours and Nantes
Eailway, arr. Saumur. P. 2208.—VI. ijes Nevera),
dep. Nifevre, arr. Nevers, cant. Pougues. P. 1989.

Varese, a town of N. Italy, prov. and 13 m.
W. Como, cap. dist., E. the Lake of Varese. P.

(1861) 11,977. It ha£ silk manufs., an hospital,

schools, a theatre, and the celebrated sanctuary of

the Virgin on a lofty hill, 6 m. N.W. of the city.

Varese, a market town of North Italy, prov.
Geno.i, circ. and 14 m. N.E. Chiavari, cap. mand.,
near the Apennines. P. of comm. 6946. The
town is divided into the old and new parts, and
has an ancient castle, and some fine palaces.

Varese (Lake of), a lake of N. Italy, prov.
Como, 4 m. E. Lago Maggiore, into which it

pours its surplus waters. Length 5 m.
;
greatest

breadth 2 miles.

VARiiELY(Wallack Gradistje),&\i\\. of Austria,

Transylvania, co. Hunyad, 17 m. S.W. Vajda-
Hunyad, on the site of the ancient cap. of Dacia,

afterwards occupied by the Eomans, and named
Ulpia TrajaTia, of which some vestiges remain.
Varick, a township of the U. S., N. America,

New York, between Cayuga and Seneca Lakes.
Varilles or Varilhes, a comm. and market

town of France, dep. Ariego, cap. cant, 6 m. N.
Foix, on the Ari^ge. P. 2006.

Varinas, a town of Venezuela, cap. dep., on
the St Domingo, an affluent of the Apure, 90 ra.

S. Truxillo. P. 4000.
Varkhan, a large vill. of Turkish Armenia,

pash. Van, 22 m. W.S.W. Eitlis, on route to Sert.

Varna, a strongly fortified town of European
Turkey, on the N.W. extremity of a fine bay of

the Black Sea, 47 m. E. Shumla. On 0. Galata,

at S. entrance of bay, is a lighthouse 164 ft. liigh,

in lat. 43° 10' N., Ion. 27° 58' 35" E. P. 25,000,

native Bulgarians, Turks, and foreign traders.

It is surrounded by high walls and a deep ditch,

and entered by six gates. A lake (12 m. long,

and from 1 to 3 m. wide) is formed by the waters
fi'om the neighbouring hills, and extends through
the mai-sh lands lying towards Shimila. A rail-

way to Kustchuk 120 m. was opened in 1866.

In 1828 the to-wn was taken by the Eussians after a
siege of three months. On 7th Sept 1854, the

allied British and French armies, wliich had here

encamped, sailedforthe Ci-imea. Hundreds of Cir-

cassian exiles, driven from their homes, & landed
here in May and June 1864, died of starvation.

Vabs, a comm. and town of France, dep. and
on the Charente, 8 m. N. Angouleme. P. 1903.

Varsovie, the French name of Warsaw.
Varzi, a vill. of North Italy, prov. Pavia, cap.

mand., on an afH. of tho Po, 10 m. N.W. Bobbio.

Varzy, a comm. & market town of France, dep.

Nifevre, cap. cant, 27 m. N.N.E. Nevers. P. 3689.

Vasa, a seaport town of Finland, cap. laen, on
a bay of the Baltic, 56 m. N.E. Christianstadt

Lat 63° 4' 3" N.; Ion. 21° 43' E. P. 3629. It

was founded in 1611 by Charles XII. of Sweden,
Pop. of ten (1864) 313,164.
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VxaAKHELT, several large market towns of

Hungaiy, etc.—I. (So7Jilo), co. and 25 m. W.
Veszprim, on the Torna, and at the base of the
Somylo mountain. P. 25,000, who grow wine and
tobacco.—II. (Holdmezd), co. Csongrad, on Lake
Hodos, 14 m. N.E. Szegedin. P. 33,090. It has
several well-frequented fairs.— III. (Kezdi\
Transylvania, Szeklei'land, co. Haromszek, 34 m.
N.E. Gronstadt.
Vasaehelt or Maros Vasariiely, a town of

Austria, Transylvania, cap. co. Maros, 8 m. S.S.E.

Vaja, on the Maros. P. 10,000. It has a Roman
Catholic gymnasium, and a Protestant college.

Vascongadas, a new prov. of K. Spain, em-
bracing the three old provs. of Alava, Guipuzcoa,
and the Seiioria (lordship) of Vizcaya. [Biscay.]

Vasilichio. a market town of Russian Poland,
gov. Grodno, 20 m. W.S.W. Lida. P. 1550.
Vasilkov, a town of Russia, gov. and 18 m.

S.S.W. Kiev, cap. circ, on the Stugma. P.

(1863) 11,877, among whom are many Jews.
Vassaijjouougii, a township of U. S., N. Amer.,

Maine, on"the Kennebec, 11 m. N.E. Augusta.
Vassv, two comms, and towns of France.—I.

dep. Haute-Marne, cap. err., on the Blaise, 28 m.
N.N.W. Chaumont. P. 2927. It is noted in history

for the massacre of its Protestant inhabitants, by
order of the Duke de Guise, in 1562.—II. dep.
Calvados, cap. cant., 10 m. E. Vire. P. 3080.

Vast (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Manche, 11 m. E. Cherbourg. P. 1317.

Vasto (II), Istonium. a town of S. Italy, prov.
and 31 m. S.E. Chieti, and 1^ m. from the
Adriatic, cap. dist. and cant. P. (18G1) 12,367.

It is enclosed by walls, and has a market square,

two churches, eight convents, hospitals, asylums,
a palace, and manufs. of woollen cloth, silks, and
coarse earthenware, with an active fishery, and
rich olive grounds.—II. ( Vasto Girardi), a mkt.
town of S. Italj', prov. Campobasso, circ. and 14
m. N.N.E. Isernia, on the Trigno. P. 1927.

Vatax, a comm. and town of France, dep.

ludre, cap. cant., 12 m. N.W. Issouduu. P. 30-17.

Vatiii, the cap. to'i\Ti of the Ionian island

Ithaca, on the S. side of its gulf or harbour. P.
2500.—II. a town, on the N.E. shore of the
island Samos, with 2400 inhabitants.

Vaticano (Gape), South Italy, is on the W.
side of the prov. Gatauzaro, and 17 m. W.S.W.
Monteleone. It bounds the entrance to the Gulf
of Gioja on the north.

Vauclin (Le), a town of the French W. India
island Martinique, on its E. coast. P. 5146.

Vaucluse, a dep. of France, in the S.E., hav-
ing S. and W. the Durance and Rhone rivers,

separating it from Bouches-du-Rhone and Gard,
and on other sides the deps. Hautes-Alpes and
Drome. Area 1369 sq. m. P. 268,255. Surface
liilly in the E., where it is traversed by ranges of

the Alps ; highest point Mont Ventoux. Principal
products wine, silk, almonds, and other fruits

;

madder, saffron, & aromatic seeds. Game is very
abundant, & wolves, foxes, &wild boars are found.
Chief manufs. are of silk stuffs at Avignon and
Orange ; woollen fabrics, perfumery, confection-
ery, printing types, and glass wares. Vaucluse
is divided into tiie arrs. Apt, Avignon, Carpen-
tras, and Grange.—The Fontaiiie de Vaucluse is

a village and remarkable fountain in this dep., 15

m. E. Avignon. Its scenery is most picturesque,

but it derives its chief celebrity from having been
the residence of Petrarch. [Sorgue.]
Vaucoui.eurs, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Meuse, cap. canton, 11 m. S.S.E. Commercy.
P. 2720. It is the birthplace of the geographer
Claude de L'Isle.

Vaud (Germ. Waadt), a cant, of W. Switzer-
land, having S. the Lake of Geneva, W. Fi-ance,

and ou the other sides Savoy and the cants. Va-
lais, Bern, Fribourg, Neuchatel, and Geneva.
Area 1226 sq. m. P. (1860) 213,157, nearly all

Protestants. Surface in S.E. covered by ramifica-

tions of the Alps, and in the N.W. by those of
the Jura; elsewhere undulating. Principal rivers,

the Upper Rh6ne and the Venoge, Orbe and
Broye ; it comprises the Lake Joux and part of
the Lakes Neuchatel and Morat. The growing of

corn and wine, and the rearing of live-stock, are
the chief branches of industry ; and the best vine-
yards of Switzerland are in this canton. Salt
from the springs of Bex, marble, coal, sulphur,
and a few metals, are produced; manufs. nnim-
portant ; transit trade into France and Germany
active. Chief towns, Lausanne the cap., Vevaj',
Merges, Nyon, and Avenches. It holds the 19th
place in the Swiss Confederation.
Vaudelenay, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, arr. Saumur. P. 1288.
Vauijon, a mountain and vill. of Switzerland,

cant. Vaud, the mountain Dent de V., a summit of
the Jura chain, 4898 feet above the sea. The vill.

at its base is 4 m. W. Romainmotier. P. 942.

Vaultersholme, a tj'thing of England, co.

Devon, pa. Maker, on the W. side of Plymouth
Sound, n m. S.W. Devonport. Ac. 3204. P. 1227.

Vauvert, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Gard, cap. cant., 11 m. S.W. Nimes. P. 4758.
Vauvillers, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Haute-Saone, cap. cant., 20 m. N. Vesoul. P. 1310.

Vaux, a comm. and vill. of Fi-ance, dep. Rhone,
aiT. Villcfranclie. P. 2274.—II. a comm. and
vill., dep. Aisne, 22 m. W.N.W. Vervins. P.
1860.— Vaux is the name of numerous other
comms., chiefly in W. and Central France.
Vauxiiall, a suburb of London, in Surrey, W.

Kennington, 2^ m. S.S.W. St Paul's Cathedral,

London, comprised in the bor. of Lambeth, and
connected with Westminster by a bridge acrosa

the Thames, 950 feet in length. It has a station

ou the S.W. Railway.
Vavau, an island in the Pacific Ocean, Friendly

Islands, lat. 18° 39' 2" S., Ion. 174° V W. Length
10 m. Estimated pop. 6000. It is of coral rock,

well wooded, fertile, and has a good hai'bour.

Vaynor, a pa. of South Wales, co. Brecon.

Ac. 6597. P. 2984. It has iron and coal mines
Vayrac, a comm. and vill. of France, dep

Lot, cap. cant., 21 ni. N.E. Gourdon. P. 1960.

Vatres, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Gi-
ronde, on the Dordogne, arr. Libourne. P. 1817.

Vechelde, a vill. of Germany, duchy and 6

m. W. Brunswick, on the Hanover Railway.
Veciit, an arm of the Rhine, in the Nether-

lands, separates from the Old Rhine at Utrecht,

and after a N.ward and navigable course of 18

miles enters the Zuyder-Zee at Muidcn.
Veciit, a river of Pi-ussian Westphalia, Hano-

ver and the Netherlands, enters the Zuyder-Zeo
at Genemuidon, after a N.W. course of 90 miles.

Veciita, a walled town of N.W. Germany,
duchy and 28 m. S. Oldenburg, cap. circ. i".

1976. It has manufactures of linens.

VicciCERHAGEN, a market town of Gennany,
Il.-Cassel, prov. Lower Hessen, on the Weser,
14 m. N.N.E. Cassel. P. 1888. It has a castle.

Veend^vm and Veexendaal, two vills. of the

Netherlands.—I. prov. and 15 m. S.E. Groningen.
—II. prov. and 19 m. E.S.E. Utrecht, on the

Amsterdam and Arnheim Railway. P. 4700.

Vekp (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 2J
m. N.E. Fowey. Ac. 3146. P. 628.

Veebumgaum, a town of British India, dist JWtl
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35 m. W. Alimedabad, presid. Bombay. P. 17,000.

It is now a thriving place, tliough but recently

rescued from ruins.

Vega (La), a town of Hayti, 78 m. N."W. St

Dominajo, cap. prov. Concepcion. P. 3600.

Vegesack, a market to^vn of Germany, ter-

ritory, and 10 m. N.W. Bremen, on the Weser.

P. (1864) 3981. It has ship-building docks.

Veglia, an island of the Adriatic, comprised

in the Austrian kingdom of Illj-ria, gov. Triest,

in the Gulf of Quarnero, E. Istria, separated from

the Hungarian Littorale and Croatia by the

Channel of Morlacca, and having S.W. the island

Cherso, 3 m. distant. Length 23 m., greatest

breadth 12 m. P. 17,000. Surface mountainous,

sterile in the N. and E., fertile elsewhere. It

produces timber, wine, silk, fruits, marble, salt,

and has important fisheries.— Vet/lia, the cap.

town, on its S.W. side, has a small harbour de-

fended by a castle. P. 1280.

Veile or Weile, a town of Denmark, Jutland,

cap. amt, on the Veile, at the head of its fiord,

13 m. N.W. Fredericia. P. 4920.— Veilefiord is

an inlet on the E. coast of Jutland, 15 m. in

length and 4 m. in breadth at its entrance.

Veit (St), a town of Austria, Carinthia, on the

Glan, 11 m. N. Klagenfui-t. P. 1509.—II. a mar-
ket town of Lower Austria, 11 m. S. St Polten.

Vejer or Bejer de la Frontera, a town of

Spain, prov. and 27 m. S.E. Cadiz, on the Barbate,

P. 836U. It has mauufs. of woollens and sacking.

Velat, an old div. of France, of which Le Puy
was the cap., now comprised in the dep H.-Loire.

Velburg, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper Pa-
latinate, 24 m. N.W. Eegensburg. P. 944.

Veldkx, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle Fran-
conia, 22 m. N.E. Numberg.—II. a town, circ.

Lower Bavaria, 12 m. S.S.E. Landshut.
Velistixa, a town of European Turkey, Thes-

saly, 10 m. W. Volo.
Velez, a town of Granadian Confed., dep.

Santander, on the Suarez, 50 m. N. Tunja.
Velez, two towTis of Spain.—I. (JRubio), prov.

and 64 m. N.N.E. Almeria. P. 1548. It has
a chalybeate spring.—II. (c?e Benaudalld), prov.
and 30 m. S.E. Granada. P. 3150.
Velez de Gomera, a town of Africa, Marocco,

prov. Fez, on a rock, 75 m. E. Tetuan.
Velez-Malaga, Menola, a town of Spain, prov.

and 14 m. E. Malaga, on the river Velez, near its

mouth in the Mediterranean. P. 12,523. It is

situated in a fertile valley. Its trade has greatly
declined, and its roadstead is indifferent.

Velij or Velish (Pol. Wieliz), a town of Eus-
sian Poland, gov. and 47 m. N.E. Vitebsk, cap.
circ.,ontheDvina. P.(186o)8295. IthasacitadeL
Exports corn, hemp, and linseed, to Riga. It was
founded by the Eussians in 1536, and taken by the
Poles in 1580, but it reverted to Eussia in 1722.
Velikaia, a river of Kussia, chiefly in the gov.

Pskov, flows N. past Opotchna, Ostrov, & Pskov,
and enters the Lake of Pskov, S.E. extremity,
after a course of 160 m. It is large and rapid.
Veliki-Luki (English "the Large Meadow"^

a town of Eussia, gov. and 132 m. S.E. Pskov,
cap. circ, on the Lovat. P. 4000. It has upwards
of 32 factories, chiefly for leather.

^ Velixo (Moxte), a mountain of Central Italy,
Xaples, prov. Aquila, X.W. Lake Fucino, 8210
feet above the sea, a summit of the Apennines.

—

II. (VeUnm), a river, rising on its N. declivity,
flows N.N.W. past Eieti to join the Nera, 4 m.
E. Temi. Course 64 m. The valley of the Ve-
linus was in ancient times so delightful as to be
sailed Tempe. The falls of the Velino, called the
Cascate del Marmore, near its junction with the

Nera, are celcbi-ated artificial cascades for drain-

age purposes. Total height 850 feet.

Vellano, a vill. of Central Italy, in the Val di

Nievole, 4 m. N.N.E. Pescia. P. of comm. 2500.

Vellauk, a river of Brit. India, presid. Madras,
rises at the base of the E. Ghauts, dist. S. Arcot,

enters the Indian Ocean in lat. 11° 29' N., Ion.

79° 50' E., after an E.ward course of 100 m. The
mouth being narrow, it admits only small craft.

Velleia, a buried city of antiquity, " the Pom-
peii of Northern Italy," prov. Parma, on the
Nura, 18 m. S. Piacenza. It is supposed to have
been submerged about the end of the Sd centurj-,

& was concealed till 1760, when an amphitheatre,
temples, a forum, and many dwellings, statues,

and inscriptions were discovered.

Velletri, VelitrsB, a walled town of S. Italy,

Pontifical States, comarca and 21 m. S.E. Eome.
P. 12,000, mostly agricultural. It has a town-
hall, palace, and cathedi-al. The Borgian mu-
seum, now in Naples, and the Propaganda college

at Eome, were originally formed in the Borgiau
palace here. The neighbourhood is celebrated

for its wines. Velitrse was an important city of

the Volsci. Augustus is believed to have been
born here B.C. 63. In the hills N. of the town
Charles iii. of Naples gained a victory over the
Austrians 1744, which secured the two Sicilies

to the Spanish branch of the house of Bourbon.
Vellobe, a town and fort of British India,

presid. Madras, dist and 15 ra. W. Arcot. The
fort is large, and contains spacious barracks,

military quarters, a church, and a curious pa-
goda. The town, immediately S.ward, and con-
nected to the fort by outworks, is also large and
populous. Vellore was the residence of Tippoo
Saib's family from 1799 to 1806, when a sepoy
mutiny, the narrative of which reads like a chap-
ter from 1857, here caused their removal to Cal-

cutta. The heat is verj- great, but it is considered

healthy.

Velsk or ViATi.SK, a town of Eussia, gov. and
130 m. N.E. Vologda, cap. circ, on the Vaga,
here joined by the Vel. P. 1800.

Velzen, a vill., Netherlands, prov. N. Holland,

on the Y, 13 m. N.W. Amsterdam. P. 2270.

Vementry, one of the small Shetland islands,

Scotland, b^ m. E. Papa-Stour, on the S. side of

St Magnus Bay. It has good pasture land.

Venachoir or Vennachab (Loch), Scotland,

CO. Perth, is an expansion of the Teith, 2J m.
S.W. Callander; 3| m. in length by 1 m. in

width, and having wooded shores.

Venafro, Venajrum, a town of S. Italy, prov.

Campobasso, circ. Piedmonte, cap. cant., 27 m.
N.W". Capua. P. 4333. It has a cathedral and
a feudal castle, and is the see of a bishop.

Vexaissin, an old co. of France, on the E. bank
of the Ehone, formerly belonged to the Pontifical

States, now comprised in the dep. Vaucluse.
Venango, a co., U. S., N. America, in N.W. oi

Pennsylvania. A-rea 692 sq. m. P. 25,043,

Venant (St), a comm. and fortified town ot

France, dep. Pas-de-Calais, in a marshy tract,

on the Lys, arr. Bethune. P. 2756.

Venasca, a town of N. Italy, prov. Coni, 8 m
S.W, Saluzzo, cap. mand., on the Varaita. Pop.
of comm. 2681.
Venasque, a town of Spain, prov. and 54 m.

N.E. Huesca, near the French frontier. It has
medicinal springs.

Venasque, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Vaucluse, 6 m. S.E. Carpentras. P. 1007.

Vence, Vincium, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Var, cap. cant., 11 m. N.E. Grasse. P. 2710.

It has manufactures of woollen cloths.
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VnNDiE, a maritime dep. of France, in the W.,
having N. the Atlantic, and elsewhere the deps.

Loire-Infdrieure, Main-et-Loire, Deux-S6vres,
and Charente-Infdrieure. Area 2588 sq. m. P.

(1861) 395,695. Surface flat N. and W., and
marshy toward the coast, elsewhere undulating
and much wooded. The forests are inhabited by
wolves, foxes, wild boars, badgers, etc. Pro-
ducts, corn, wine, hemp, flax, wool, fatted cattle

for the Paris markets, coal, and a few metals.

Manufactures are of paper, woven fabrics, leather,

and beet-root sugar, but unimportant. The dep.

is divided into the arrs. of Napoleon-Vendue,
Fontenay-le-Oomte, and Les Sables d'Olonne.

—

II. a river of France, giving name to this dep.,

the S.E. part of which it traverses, rises in the
Forest of Chantemarle, dep. Deux-S5vres, flows
S.W. past Fontenay-le-Comte, and after a course
of 46 m, joins the Sfevre-Niortaise above Marans.
Vendeuvee, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aube, cap. cant., at the source of the Barse, 13
m. W. Bar-sur-Aube. P. 2138.—11. a comm.,
dep. Vienne, arr. Poitiers. P. 2295.
Vendome, a comm. & town of France, dep. Loir-

et-Cher, cap. arr., on the Loir, 39 m.W. Orleans. P.
(1861) 9356. It has cavalry barracks, theatre, pub-
lic baths, and manufs. of leather, gloves, coarse
cotton fabrics, cotton hosiery, and paper. It was
formerly cap. of a dist called the Vendomois, now
comprised in the deps. Loir-et-Cher and Sarthe.
Vendotena, Pandataria, an island of Italj', in

the Mediterranean, 23 m. W.N.W. Ischia, 8 m.
in circumference ; fertile, well cultivated, with a
small town and fishing port. P. 2028. Three
princesses of imperial Rome were exiled here.
Vendrell, Palfuriana, a town of Spain, prov.

and 17 ni. N.E. Tarragona, near the Mediter-
ranean, on which it has a small port. P. 3982.
Veneria, a town of North Italy, prov. and 6 m.

N.W. Turin, cap. mand. P. 5946.
Venetia, a political and administrative division

of the kingdom of Italy in the N.E., on the Adriatic.
Area 1977 sq.m. P. 2,576,186. It is divided into the
provs. of Venice, Verona, Udine, Padua, Vicenza,
Treviso, Rovigo, Belluno, & Mantua. From 1815
till 1866 Venetia formed a division of the Austrian
Empire. It was re-united to Italy by the treaty of

peace of Vienna, 3d October 1866, with the same
frontiers as the former Austrian prov. [Italy,
LoMBARDO-Venetian Kingdom, Venice.]
Venev or Wenev, a town of Russia, gov. and

28 m. E.N.E. Tula, cap. circ. P. 3400.
Venezuela, the most N. of the republics in S.

America, its territory lying chieflybetween lat. 2°

and 12° N., Ion. 60° and 73° W., having E. British
Guiana, S. Brazil, W. Granadian Confed., and N.
the Caribbean Sea, Area and pop. as follows:

—

Provinces. Sq. m. Pop. 1854. Capitals.

Apure . . 22,134 15.479 Achaguas.
Barcelona . 13,744 52,163 Barcelona.
Barinas . . 23,728 109,497 Barinas.
Barquisiraeto 9,305 112,755 Barquisimeto.
Carabobo . 8,080 96,967 Valencia.
Caracas 33,819 242,888 Caracas.
Coro . 11,197 40,476 Coro.
Cumana . 1X,309 50,671 Cumana.
Guiana . . 219,773 56,471 Angostura.
Maiac.'iybo 32,082 42,832 Maracaybo.
Maigarita . 441 18,305 -Asuncion.

Merida . . 10,793 62,116 Merida.
Truxillo . 4,307 41,788 Truxillo.

JSPiovinces 42fi,712 945,408

P. (186^ 1,052,000, ofwhom 298,000 are Creoles orwhites.

The E. Cordillera of the Andes extends through
its N. part from W. to E., terminating in the
peninsula of Paria. It rises in Sierra Nevada to

15,300 feet. South of this is a wide plain country
traversed by the Orinoco, the whole course of

which river is in this region. Other principal
rivers are the Guaviare, Meta, Apure, Cuara, and
Carony, tributary to the Orinoco ; the Cassiquiare,
connecting it with the Amazon, and the Tocuyo,
Zulia, and Cuyuni in the N. and E. The Lakes
Maracaybo and Valencia, and islands Margarita
and Tortuga, belong to this republic. All the
finest tropical products grow luxuriantly. The
principal sources of wealth are cacao, coffee,

tobacco, indigo, cotton, sarsaparilla, dye-woods,
timber, and especially cattle, and the articles of
trade which they yield. Exports, fustic, divi-divi,

cotton, etc. Imports, cottons, linens, woollens,
hardwares, earthenwares, silk, apparel, rice, ma-
chinery, beer, ale, palm-oil, etc. Venezuela has
no metallic currency of its own, and the monies
of all nations are in circulation. Government
vested in a senate and house of representatives

;

the executive power being in the hands of a pre-
sident and vice-president. Venezuela has been in
almost constant disturbances by warring factions
from 1848 till Oct. 1863, when Puerto Cabello, the
last refuge of the insurgents, surrendered to the
gov. On the 10th Dec. of the same year, a provi-
sional constitution wasformed,guaranteeingto the
people entire personal freedom, as it exists in Bri-
tain, the freedom of the press, and many important
privileges. Slavery, capital punishment, and
banishment were also thereby abolished. In 1864,
5 states, on the plea that the finances of the states
were extreme, separated from the Confed., and
declared themselves independent. The territory
is divided into the five deps. of Maturin, Caracas
orVenezuela, Zulia, Apure, and Orinoco ; and into
13 provs., each of which has its intendant or
governor. Chief cities, Caracas, the cap., Va-
lencia, Maracaybo, Barquisimeto, Cumana, and
New Barcelona. [Guiana (Venezuelan).]
Venicarlo, a town of Spain. [Benicarlo.]
Venice (Italian Venezia, German Venedig, an-

cient Venetia), a fortified city of the kingdom of
Italy, cap. gov. and deleg., in the lagoons of

Venice, a sort of vast lake separated from the
Adriatic by a long belt of low land, which is di-

vided by six channels between the Pieve and the
Adige, the chief of which is the Port of Lido, and
S. of it the island of same name, 2 m. from the con-
tinent, with which it is connected by a bridge of

222 arches, on rail, to Padua ; lat. of St Mark 45"
25' 9" N., Ion. 12° 20' 2" E. P. (1862) 123,762,
besides the garrison. Mean temp, of year 55° -6,

winter 38°, summer 73° Fahr. It is the see of

a Roman Catholic primate, Greek and Armenian
bishops, and the residence of the viceroy dur-
ing part of the winter ; the centre of the mari-
time establishments of Austria, and the resi-

dence of the commander-general of the imperial
marine. Venice, for many centuries the cap. of

a celebrated republic, the first maritime and
commercial power of the world, and one of the
finest cities in Europe, is unique, both as re-

gards position and construction, being built

entirely on piles, and occupying 70 or 80 sznall

islands, separated by canals, which are cro.ssed

by 306 bridgefi. The chief of the former is the
Canalazzo or Grand Canal, 100 to 180 feet wide,
and bordered by magnificent palaces and
churches ; it separates the city into two nearly
equal portions, which are connected by the bridge
of the Rialto, built of white marble, and consist-

ing of a single arch. Near tlxe bridge is the
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island of the Rialto, the spot on which Venice as

a city first existed. Two other (iron) bridges

cross this canal. The streets or lanes (calli) are

so narrow and intricate as to render the city a

vast labyrinth; and being fit only for foot pas-

sengers, the place of wheel carriages is supplied

by small bai-ges, called gondolas, the peculiar

form and great number of which constantly tra-

versing the principal canals, presents one of the

chief characteristics of the city. The largest

street, the Merceria, in which are the best shops,

is only 15 feet wide ; the principal promenades
are the square of St Mark, and the public gar-

dens, which are nearly surrounded by the sea.

Among its many squares, the most remarkable

for extent, regularity, and beauty of situation, is

the Piazza di San Marco (St Mark), on the south

side of the city, at the entrance of the Grand
Canal. On the E. side of this is a smaller square

called the Piazzetia, and at the angle, between
these, is the chui-ch of St Mark. Venice contains

a vast number of magnificent churches and
palaces, adorned with the paintings of Titian

and the frescoes of Tintoretto and Paul Veronese.
The chief edifices are the palace of the Procuratie

Vecchie, standing upon 60 arches, and the Pro-
curatie Nuove, which occupy the greater part of

the square of St Mark, around which extends a
vast gallery, containing elegant shops and cafes.

The portion of the Procuratie Xuove next the
Piazzetta is the chef-d^ceuvre of Sansovino, and a
remarkably fine building. The old library of St
Mark occupies a magnificent hall, and in the same
building is the Zecca or mint, where, in 1284, the
celebrated ducat of Venice, the most ancient coin
in Eui'ope, was struck. From this establishment
the Zecchino or Sequin, the anc. gold coin of the
republic, derived its name. The former palace of

the doge, or Ducal palace, on the E. side of the
Piazzetta, begun under Marino Faliero in the 14th
century, is remarkable for its architecture and
its imposing mass ; its interior is decorated with
many of the finest works of the great masters.
The Bridge of Sighs connects this palace with
the foi-mer prisons and dungeons of the inquisi-
tion. Among the ecclesiastical edifices, the
most magnificent is the church of St Mark,
founded in 977, and made a cathedral in 1807,
with its golden ceilings, its pavement of jasper
and porphyry, its 500 columns of black, white,
and veined marble, bronze, alabaster, porphyry,
verde antique and serpentine. It contains the
celebrated Palla d'Ora, a species of mosaic, in
gold, silver, and enamel, made at Constantinople
in the 10th century, and a vast reliquiary, with
many antiquities and objects of art. Over the
portal of this magnificent temple, the 4 celebrated
bronze horses which were founded at Corinth,
and successively adorned Athens, Eome, Con-
stantinople, Venice, and Paris, were replaced in
1815. In front of St Mark are three bronze
pedestals, from which once floated the three
gonfalons of silk and gold, emblematic of the
three dominions of the republic, Venice, CjT;)rus,
and the Morea, with masts, now bearing the
Austrian standards ; and near it are the Campa-
nile or Bell-tower, the Torre dell Orlogio, or clock
tower, whicl), when it strikes two o'clock, as-
sembles everj' aay a vast number of pigeons
which are fed at the expense of the government,
and 2 gi-anite columns, one stirmounted by the
bronze lion of St Mark, and the other by the
statue of St Theodore, also the square pillars of
St John of Acre. La Madonna dell' Orto, for-
merly the richest church in Venice. The church
of S.S. Giovanni e Paolo, filled with monuments

of the Doges. The other churches are San Giorgio
Maggiore ; the church of the Salute, with a fine

cupola; the churches of the Jesuits, magnificently
decorated ; the Scalzi, and those of Miracoli and
of -S"* Peter, formerly the patriarchal see, the
cathedral of Venice till 1807 ; and the chui'ch of

the Frari, with fino monuments of Canova. The
armoury contains many interesting objects.

Most of these, with the dogana or custom-house,
the Palazzo Balbi Grimani (now the post-office),

and other splendid palaces, the municipal
museum, etc., are situated on the Grand Canal.
Venice has 6 theatres, the 7th and finest having
been desti'oyed by fire in 1836. The arsenal,

containing four basins, situated on an island,

surrounded by high walls, nearly 2 m. in circuit,

was long the first in Europe. Near the principal

gateway stand the two colossal marble lions,

brought from Athens in 1687. The chief scien-

tific and literary institutions are the lyceum, with
a rich cabinet of natural history and a botanic gar-
den, two royal gymnasia, and the seminary of the
Salute, occupying the former convent of this name,
withvaluable scientific collections & arichlibrary

:

normal high school, marine college, academy and
school of the fine arts, with an extensive Pinaco-
teca, containing paintings by Titian, Tintoretto, &
other celebrated artists of the Venetian school, the
oldest of its kind in existence. The Palazzo dei

Poli, where Marco Polo lived, and died in 1323.

The library of St Mark, comprising about 120,000
vols, and 10,000 MSS., which in 1812 were trans-

feiTed from the old library to the saloon in the
ducal palace, and some rooms adjoining, with a
fine cabinet of antiquities and medals, is one of

the richest in Italy, and among the largest in

Europe. One of the most remarkable institu-

tions in Venice, is that of the Archivio Generale,

attached to the church of the Frai-i, which con-
tains an immense mass of documents relative to

the history of Venice, said to fill 295 rooms. The
Venetian dialect has great softness and pleasant-
ness of sound, and was formerly so much
cherished as a token of nationality, that the

speakers in the senate were compelled to employ
it in preference to the Tuscan or Volgare. Many
of the inhabs. are employed in fishing and iu

navigating vessels belonging to the port, of

which there are about 30,000. In 1862, 669 ves-
sels entered the port, ton. 140,357. Imports (1861)
3,914,518/. ; exp. 1,698,250;. The trade of Venice
has suffered greatly from the increasing prosperi ty
of Trieste. It is a free port, and within a few
years extensive moles have been formed with
great success. In the middle ages, Venice had
a monopoly of the manufacture of glass, but this

has greatly declined, and its manufs. are now
confined to min-ors, jewellery, artificial pearls,

coloured beads, silks, laces, velvets, soap, sugar-
refineries, etc. Printing is extensively canied on,

and its book trade is still extensive. Imports com-
prise sugar, coffee, & other colonial produce, cotton
and woollen fabrics, cotton yarn and raw cotton,

hardware goods, dye-stuffs, salted fish and grain.

Export^ silk and silk goods, glass wares, and
books. Outside of the city, on an island, is San
Lazaro, the Armenian convent, a centre of

Armenian literature where Byi-on studied the
language. Venice is now well supplied with
water, several Aitesian wells having been sunk
in 1847. Formerly it was dependent on its cis-

terns, and on supplies from the mainland. The
origin of Venice dates from the period of the

invasion of Attila a.d. 452, when a number of the

inhabitants of Venetia, and other parts of Italy,

taking refuge in the islands of the Adriatici
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fonriGd a confederation to oppose the barbarians.

In 697 they elected, as the head of their govern-
ment, a doge or duko (dux). The Venetian
States formed themselves into a republic in 809.

In 997 they took possession of the town of

Narenta, a nest of pirates, and thus commenced
their maritime power; they afterwards subju-

gated all the towns of Dalmatia. The crusades

were a source of aggrandisement for Venice. At
the end of the 12th century, the Venetians made
themselves masters of part of the Morea, Corfu,

Cephalonia, and Ci-ete. During two centuries

they monopolized the commerce of India by the

route of Egypt; but they lost this on the dis-

covery of the passage by the Cape of Good Hope.
The state attained the height of its prosperity in

the loth century. It began to decline at the be-

ginning of the 16th century, and its overthrow
was completed by the French in 1797. By the

treaty of Presburg, in 1805, it was made over,

with the provs. of the continent, to the kingdom
of Italy, and was held by the French till 1814,

when it reverted to Austria. In 1848 the Vene-
tians revolted against the Austrian s, and held the

sity for several mouths. The. city, with the

province, was re-annoxcd to Italy by the treaty

of peace of Vienna, 3d October, and the King of

Italy entered Venice in triumph. 7th Nov. 18G6.

P. of province (1862) 294,459.—The Gulf of
Venice is formed by the Adriatic, on the N.L.
coast of Italy, bounded by the Piave and Brenta.
Venice, a township, U. S., North America,

New York, co. Cayuga, 16 m. S. Auburn.
Venlo or Venloo, a fortified town of the

Netherlands, prov. Limburg, cap. cant., on the

Maese, 15 m. N.N.E. Euremond. P. 6916. It

lias breweries, tile works, tanneries, and tin,

lead, tobacco, and vinegar factories.

Vennachau IjAke, Scotland. [Venaciioie.]
Venosa. Venusia, a town of S. Italy, prov.

and 23 m. N.N.E. Potenza, circ. Melfi, on a hill,

among vineyards and olive-groves. P. 7038. It

is the seat of a bishop, and has a cathedral, 5 pa.

churches, a market-hall, the Abbey of the Holy
Trinity, founded by Eobert Guiscard, and various

Roman remains ; and extensive catacombs were
discovered in 1853. The poet Horace was bom
here, B.C. 65.

Ven-Ottery, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.
S.S.W. Ottery-St-Mary. Ac. 918. P. 101.

Ventabren, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Bouches-du-Ehone, on rail, to Marseille, arr. and
W. Aix. P. 4301.

Ventnor, a town on the S. coast of the Isle of

Wight, English Channel, between the vills. Bon-
church and St Laurence, and about 4 m. E.
Niton. It is sheltered by high land on the N.
and E., and has risen, since 1830, from a mere
hamlet into a fashionable watering-place. It has
a chapel-of-ease. Independent and Wesleyan
chapels and schools, handsome terraces, and
many detached villas. P. 3208.
Ventoux (Mont), Prance, dep. Vaucluse, is

near the frontier of dep. Drome. Height 0263 ft.

Ventry, a maritime pa. of Ireland, co. Kerry,
4 m. W.S.W. Dingle. Ac. 4439. P. 1006. The
harbour is divided from that of Dingle by a nar-

row isthmus, with Danish entrenchments.
Venzone, a market town of N. Italy, Venetia,

gov. Venice, prov. and 18 m. N.N.W. Udine, on
the Tagliamento. P. of comm. 3300.

Vera, a town of Spain, prov. and 39 m. N.E.
Almeria, near the Mediterranean. P. 8470. It

has a small harbour, manufs. of nitre, an active

fishery, and some export and import trade. Near
it arc traces of the ancient Urci.

Vera Cruz, a maritime state of Mexico, be-
tween lat. 17° 30' and 22° N., Ion. 94° 45' and 98°
45' W., having E. the Gulf of Mexico, & landward
the states Tamaulipas, San Luis Potosi, Mexico,
Puebla, Oajaca, and Tehuantepec, Area 25,825 sq.

m. P. (1857) 349,125, mostly of a mixed race.

Surface elevated, except near the coast, where it is

extremely unhealthy ; but it is also highly fer-

tile and luxuriant. Principal rivers, the Coatza-
coalca, Jalapa, and Alvarado. Chief products,
vanilla, tobacco, sugar, cotton, cacao, and live-
stock; and its cotton manufactures are extensive.
Chief towns. Vera Cruz, the cap., Jalapa Orizaba,
Tuxpan, and Cordoba. Through this state leads
the main route to Mexico from the Atlantic.

Vera Cruz, the principal seaport town of
Mexico, in above state, on the Gulf and 242 m.
E.S.E. of Mexico. Lat. of lighthouse 19° 11' 57"
N. : Ion. 96" 8' W. P. 8228. It is well built,

sind has splendid hotels and palaces, but is in a
most unhealthy situation, surrounded by sand-
hills and marshes. Yellow fever is most preva-
lent from May to November. Houses generally
large, flat-roofed, and several stories in height.
The harbour is between the mainland and the
island of San Juan de IJUoa, which is covered
with a strong fortress, dating from the time of
Philip V. in 1719, and has a lighthouse 79 feet

above the sea. It communicates by railway with
Medellin. Stonus and violent N. winds hero
often injure shipping ; but Vera Cruz has an ex-
tensive trade, exporting bullion, cochineal, sugar,
Hour, indigo, provisions, drugs, vanilla, logwood,
and pimento, and importing woven fabrics, cacao,

fiapei", brandy, wines, and metals. Vera Cruz wa.s

bombarded and taken by the army of the U. S.,

North America, in 1847.

—

Old Vera Crvz is a vil-

lage, 15 m. N.W., where Cortez disembarked in
1519. It was the fu-st Spanish establishment on
the coast.

Veraguas (Santiago de), a town of Central
America, but belonging, with its prov., to the
Grauadian Confed., dep. Panama, 22 m. N.
Montijo Bay, Pacific Ocean, and 125 m. W.S.W.
Panama. P. 6000. It is well built, and has
some trade in gold dust, copper, cotton, and
dyes.—The prov. Veraguas, between lat. 7° 15'

and 9° 40' N., Ion. 80° 20' and 82° 50' W., extends
from the Pacific Ocean to the Caribbean Sea.

Most of the surface is covered with mountains
and forests. The rivers have short courses, but
frequently inundate the country after heavy rains.

Vera Paz, the largest dep. of Guatemala,
Central America, comprising nearly half the

state, mostly between lat. 16° and 18'^ N., Ion.

89° 30' and 91° 40', W., having S. the prov
Guatemala, N. Yucatan, E. British Honduras,
and W. Ohiapa. P. 6200. Its centre is a
region of lofty mountains, bordered by lower
lands on the banks of considerable rivers ; the
Eio Grande or Montagua, flowing E., bounds it

on the S. and E. ; the Eio Pasion or Usumasinta,
flowing W., forms its N. frontier; the Golfo
Dulce is comprised within this province. It con-
tains the mysterious lake of Itza or Peten, said

to bo 45 m. long, 3 m. broad, and very deep.

Climate in the uplands is severe, in the low-
lands hot, and heavy i-ains and storms are fre-

quent. Products, sugar, cacao, annate, dye-
woods, cedar and other large timber adapted
for ship-building, cotton, balsams, and dragon's
blood ; but the almost entire absence of roads
interposes great obstacles to commerce. Besides
the city of Coban, the principal places are Tactic,

Salama, and Eobinal.

Vbrbas, a river of European Turkey, Bosnia,
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Beparates the sanj. Travuik from Turkish Croa-

tia, and joins the Save, 13 m. E. Gradiska, after

a N. course of 100 miles.

Verberie, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Oise, 10 m. N.E. Senlis, on the Oise. P. 1287.

Verbicaro, a market town of S. Italy, prov.

Cosenza, cap. cant., circ, and 28 m. N. Paola, and

6 m. from the Mediterranean. P. 4467.

Vekbocz, a market town of Hungary, co. Lip-

tau, on the Waag, 1 m. S.S.E. St Miklos. P. 2010.

Vercel, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Doubs, 17 m. E. Besan9on. P. 1191.

VERCELLi, VercelUt, a city of N. Italy, cap.

prov., cap. circ, on rt. b. of the Sesia, 14 ra.

Is. Casale. P. (1862) 19,3.52, with comm- 25,012.

It is enclosed by boulevards, replacing its old

fortifications, and is the seat of a bishopric. Its

cathedral has a valuable library of old MSS.,
including a copy of the laws of the Lombards,
Anglo-Saxon poems, and a MS. of the gospels,

written by St Eusebius, founder of the see in the

4th century. It has several churches with fine

frascoes, a royal palace, manufs. of woollen and
silk fabrics, and a trade in rice. A canal connects
it with Ivrea, and a railway with Novara.
Veed (Cape), Western Africa, [Cape Veed.]
Vekde Grande, a river of Brazil, prov. Minas

Geraes, flows N., and joins the Sao Francisco.
Verden, a town of Prussia, Hanover, landr.

Stade, cap. duchy, and dist, on rt. b. of the Allor,

and on railway to Hanover, 21 m. S.E. Bremen.
P. (1864) 6037. It is enclosed by walls, and hasan
ancient cathedral, manufs. of tobacco, breweries,
distilleries, and an export trade in com and cattle.

Verdon, a river of France, dep. Basses-Alpes,
rises near Colmar, flows S. to near Castellane, and
thence W. between the deps. Basses-Alpes and
Vur, and joins the Durance ; course 100 miles.

Verdun, several towns, comms., etc, of France.
—I. (anc. Verodunum), dep. Meuse, cap. arr., 28
m. N. Bar-le-Duc, on the Meuse, which here be-
comes navigable. P. 12,394. It is strongly for-
tified, and has a cathedral, a Protestant chapel,
military and civil hospitals, a bishop's palace,
clerical seminary, and public library ; distilleries,

breweries, manufs. of wooden wares, nails,

leather, woven fabrics, liqueurs, and confec-
tionery. In 1792, it was bombardeji and taken
by the Prussians, but restored to the French
after the battle of Valmy.—II. (sur Garonne),
dep. Tam-et-Garonne, cap. cant^ on 1. b. of the
Garonne, 14 m. S.S.E. Castel Sarrasin. P. 3972.
Manufactures leather.—It was formerly tlie cap.
of the dist. Verdunois.—III. (sur iSaone), dep.
Sa«ne-et-Loire, cap. cant., on the Saone, at the
influx of the Doubs, 11 m. N.E. Chalons. P. 1914.
Verdunois, an old division of France, is now

comprised in the deps. Tam-et-Garonne and
Haute-Garonne.
Verb or Campvere, a fortified place of the

Netherlands, prov. Zeeland, on the N.E. coast of
Walcheren isl. P. 940. It is a Scotch colony.
Vereja, a town of Russia, gov. and 62 m.

W.S.W. Moscow, cap. circ, on Iwth sides of the
Protva. P. 6000. It is enclosed by high ram-
parts, and has a cathedral.
Verfeil, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

H.-Garonne, 12 m. KN.E. Toulouse. P. 2372.
Verga (Cape), a headland of Senegambia, 3.5

m. S. Cape Nunez, lat. 10° 12' N., Ion. 14° 28' W.
Vergara, a town of Spain, prov. Guipuzcoa,

20 m. S.W. Tolosa. P. 3480. A convention held
here in 1839, put an end to the war in Biscay.
Vergennes, a city or town, U. S., N. America,

Vermont, on Otter Creek, at the head of its na-
vigation, 38 m. W.S.W. MontpeUer. It has ex-

teusive iron works. Vessels of 300 tons can
reach its wharf.
Vergeze, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gard, on railway, 8 m. S.W. Nimes. P. 1505.

Veria (La), a town of Eui-opean Turkey, Ma-
cedonia, on an affluent of the Indje-Kara-su, 35
ra. W. Salonica. P. 8000, mostly Greeks, en-
gaged in cotton weaving and dyeing.
Verkhne or Verkhnii (meaning " Upper "),

a prefixed name of many towns of the Kussian
empire.—I. {Dnieprovsk), gov. and 34 m. W.N.W.
Ekaterinoslav, cap. circ, on rt. b. of the Dnieper.
P. 2800.—II. (Kolymsk\ E. Siberia, territory

Yakutsk, on 1. b. of the Kolvma, 165 m. S.W.
Sredne-Kolymsk.—III. {yUiutsk), territory Ya-
kutsk, on the Viliui, 175 m. N. Olekminsk.—IV.
(Saltov), a market town of European Russia, gov.
Kharkov, 20 m. S.S.W. Voltchansk. P. 1600.

Verkhne Iansk, a town of E. Siberia, Yakutsk,
on the Yana, lat. 66° 45' N., Ion. 133° 10' E.

Verkhoturie, a town of Asiatic Russia, gov.
Perm, cap. circ, on the Tura, 85 m. N. Ala-
paevslc. P. 2800. It is enclosed by old walls.

Verkhovashkoi, a town of Russia, gov. Vol-
ogda, on the Vaga, and on the road from
Vologda to Archangel, 18 m. S. Velsk. P. 1540.

Vermand, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aisne, 6 m. N.W. St Quentin. P. 1346.

Vermandois, an old subdivision of France, in
Picardy, of which St Quentin was capital.

Vermejo, a considerable river of the Argen-
tine Confederation and Bolivia, rises on the fron-

tier, flows S.E., separating these countries, and
joins the Paraguay. Total course estimated at

750 m. Affluents, the Grande and Tarija.

Vermiluon, three cos., U. S., N. America.

—

I. in W. part of Indiana, cap. Newport. Area
280 sq. m. P. 9422.—IL in the E. part of II

linois, cap. Danville. Area 1208 sq. m. P. (18(J0)

19,800.—III. a pa. in Louisiana. Area 1850 sq.

m. P. 3008 free, 1316 slaves. Also several town-
ships.—I. Ohio, CO. Erie, on Vermillion river, at

its mouth in Lake Erie.—II. co. Richland.—III.

Indiana, co. Vermillion.—(£ay), Louisiana, at the

mouth of Vermillion river, in the Gulf of Mexico.
Vermont, one of the United States of North

America, in the N. part of the Union, mostly
between lat. 42° 44' and 45° N., Ion. 71° 38' and
73° 26' W. ; having N. Canada East, S. Mas-
sachusetts, E. the river Connecticut, separating
it from New Hampshire, and W. New York,
from which it is in part separated by Lake Champ-
lain. Area 9056J sq. m. P. (1860) 315,098, of

whom 709 were free coloured. Surface moun-
tainous or hilly, and well wooded. Camel's Hump
mountain, in the Winooski range, is 4188 feet

above the sea. Chief products, maple sugar, silk,

and some tobacco. Wheat and other grains,

potatoes and very superior apples, are grown.
Live-stock of all kinds are abundant. Its foreign

trade is mostly through New York and Massa-
chusetts ; 530 miles of railway are in operation.

PubUc revenue (1863) 1,853,874 dollars. Public
debt 1,336,723 dollars. It is divided into 14 cos.,

was admitted into the Union in 1791, and sends 4
representatives to Congress. Principal towns,
Montpelier, the cap., BurUngton, Bennington,
Woodstock, and St Albans.
Vernaison, a comm. and. vill. of France, dep.

Rhone, arr. and on railway to Lyon. P. 1437.

Vernante, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and 10 m.
S. Co'ui. P. of comm. 3187.

Vernantes, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, 13 m. S.E. Baugd P. 2064.

Verneuil, a comm. and town of France, dep
Eure, cap. cant., on the Avre, 22 m. S.S.W
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Evreux. P. 3714. It was formerly fortified.

—

II. a comm. and vill., dep. Haute-Vienne, on the
Vienne, 6 m. W.N.W. Limoges. P. 2067.
Verniiams-Dean, a pa. of England, co. Hants,

8 m. N. Andover. Ac. 3486. P. 272.

Vernon, a co. of New S. Wales, in lat. 31° S.,

Ion. 152° E. ; enclosed by the cos. Sandon, Dudley,
Macquarie, Hawes, and Inglis. It is traversed by
the Apsley river, and the Macleay forms its N.E.
boundary. Gold is found in this co. Chief town,
Walcha. Ac. 768,000.
Veknon, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Eure, on 1. b. of the Seine, and on Havre Rail-

way, 13 m, N.W. Mantes. P. (1861) 7410. It was
formerly fortified, has an antique church, a col-

lege founded by Henri iv., and manufs. cotton
cloth and velvet. Near it is the Forest of Veruon.
Vernon, a co., U. 8., N. America, Missouri.

P. 4714 free, lo6 slaves.

Vernon, numerous townships, U. S., N. Ame-
rica.—I. New York, on Oneida Creek, 16 m. W.
Utica.—II. New Jersey, on Warwick Creek, 70
m. N.E. Trenton. III. Indiana, co. Wasliing-
ton.—IV. Connecticut, on the Hockanum, 12 m.
E.N.E. Hartford.—V. Pennsylvania, co. Crawford.
Veunou, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Indre-et-Loire, 9 m. E. Tours. P. 1837.

Vernoux, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardeche, cap. caut., 11 m. N. Privas. P. 3203.

—

II. (en Gdtine), a coram., dep. Deux-Sevres, 12 m.
W. Parthenay. P. 1391.

Verocze (Germam Werowitz), a town of the

Austrian empire. Civil Slavouia, cap. co., near
the boundary of Croatia, 65 m. W.N.W. Esseck.
r. 3200. It has a castle.

Verol^v, two market towns of N. Italy, prov.
Brescia.—I. (Nuova), 16 m. S.W. Brescia, cap.

(list. P. 4805. It has ti-ade in silk.—II. ( Vecchia),

1 m. W. Verola-Nuova. P. 3283.
Verolengo, a market town of N. Italy, prov.

and 17 m. N.E. Turin. P. of comm. 5557.
Veroli, a town of Central Italy, deleg. and 5

m. N.E. Frosinone. P. 3590.
Veron, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Yonne, 5 m. S. Sens. P. 1254.

Verona, a fortified city of Northern Italy,

Venetia, cap. deleg., on the Adige, and on rail-

way from Milan to Venice, 22 m. by rail. N.N.E.
Mantua. P. (1862) 103,740. From its vicinity

to the Alps the climate is somewhat cold, but
healthy. The floods of the Adige are tremendous.
Situated near the gorges of tiie Tirol, and sur-
rounded by the fortresses of Peschiera, Mantua,
and Legnago, Verona has always been considered
an impurtaut position for the defence of North
Italy. The modern fortifications are among the

most remarkable works of militai-y engineering
in Europe. It has a garrison, capable of accommo-
dating 20,000 men. Since 1848, the Austrians
have constructed new works, bastions, detached
forts, and an entrenched camp. It is now the
point from which all the communications between
Austrian Italy and Germany diverge ; and from
its fine situation, rich historical remains, and
literary institutions, it is one of the most interest-

ing cities in Italy. The principal public edifices

are the church of San Zeuone, supposed to date

from the 9th century, and the most interesting

example in Verona of the ecclesiastical architec-

ture and decorations of the middle ages, with a
beautiful campanile, or bell-tower ; the cathedral,

built in the 9th and 12th centuries ; the church of

St Anastasia, remarkable for its great size, its

monuments, paintings, and altars ; and that of St
George, for its fine paintings; San Stefano, in

which 20 of the bishops of Verona are buried;

two magnificent gates ; the palace of the Gran
Guardia, a modem edifice ; the palace of Consiglio,

surmounted by statues of the celebrated men
Verona claims as her own ; the Miniscalchi palace,

with valuable collections of armour, and of Ori-

ental MSS. ; the custom-house, the exchange,
the bishop's palace, and three theatres. Its Ro-
man antiquities comprise the celebrated amphi-
theatre, a building of imposing grandeur, sup-
posed to be contemporaneous with the Coliseum,
tlie most perfect of its kind, and the onlj' one
still used for public spectacles ; traces of a Roman
theatre and two Roman arches,—one, the Porta
dei Borsari, is double. The tombs of the Scali-

ffers, a curious monument of the Middle Ages,
are a series of Gothic pyramids surmounted by
an equestrian statue of each prince. They are
in a small churchyard, enclosed by a beautiful
iron trellis-work. The literary institutions of
Verona comprise a lyceum with fine scientific

collections, episcopal seminar}', the royal school
for the education of ladies, 3 gymnasia, a school of
painting and design, a botanic garden, a philhar-
monic academy, 2 valuable public libraries, the
museum of the Lapidario, with remarkable Etrus-
can inscriptions and ancient marbles. A con-
gress was held here in 1822. It is the birthplace
of Cornelius Nepos, Catullus, the younger Pliny,
Paul Veronese, Fracastoro, poet and physician,
Bianchini, Scipione, Maffei the historian, & many
other distinguished men. Verona is renowned
for its dye-works. It has manufs. of woollens
and cottons, numerous silk mills moved by water
power, and an extensive trade in silk and rural
produce. P. of prov. (1862) 317,855.

Verona, a tnshp., U. S., N. America, New York,
on the Erie Canal, 20 m. W. Utica. P. 5568.

Verres, a town of N. Italy, prov. Turin, cap.

mand., circ. & 19 m. E. Aosta. P. of comm. 1187.

VEERii:RES-LE-BuissoN, a comm. & vill., France,
dep. Seine-et-Oise, arr. Versailles. P. 1127.

vERRifcRE.?, a vill. of Switzerland, cant. Neu-
ch^tel, on the French frontier, 6 m. E. Pontarlier.

Verro, a town of Russia, gov. Livonia, on the

Verro and Tuda, and on Lake Tammula, 44 m.
S.S.E. Dorpat. P. 1500. The canal of Verro
unites the Gulfs of Finland and Livonia.

Verrua, a dismantled town of N. Italy, prov.

and 23 m. E.N.E. Turin, on i-t. b. of the Po,
opposite Crescentino. P. 2836.

Versailles, a comm. and city of France, cap.

dep. Seine-et-Oise; 10 m. S.W. Paris, with which
it communicates by two lines of railway. P.

(1861) 49,899. It is divided into the quarters St
Louis and Notre Dame, to which Montreuil is

attached, and is noted for the regularity of its

construction. It has many remarkable edifices,

fine squares, public fountains, and beautiful

boulevards, the church of St Louis, the prefec-

ture, and the chancery. The palace of Versailles

was restored during the reign of the late Louis
Philippe, and is now used as an historical

museum : the immense galleiies contain a series

of paintings and statues arranged in chronolo-
gical order. Connected with the palace are a
decorated chapel and theati'e, an orangery, flower
gardens, and a park, in which are statues and
fountains supplied with water by the machine
of Marly, and at the extremity of the park the
two palaces called the Great and Little Trianon.
Versailles is a bishop's see, and has a national
college, a normal school, many scientific and
literary societies, a public library of 66,000 vols.,

and a chamber of commerce. The palace of Ver-
sailles, built by Louis xn'., was, from 1672 to

1790, the residence of the kings of France. Many
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treaties have been signed here, at one of -which,

in 1783, England recognised the independence of

the United States of North America ; and liere,

on 20th June 1789, the representatives of the

communes of France constituted the national

assembly, and took the famous oath termed the

"Jew de Paume ! " From 1790 to 1837, Versailles

was nearly deserted ; but, since the opening of

the museum in the latter year, it has regained

much of its former importance. It is the birth-

place of Philip V. of Spain ; Louis XV., x^^., and
xviii., and Charles x. of France; the Abb^ de

I'Epee, Ducis, and General Hoche.
Vf.rsetz or Verschitz, a fortified town of the

Hungarian Banat, co. and 41 m. S. Temesvai-.

r. 17,748. It is the see of a Greek bishop, and
has a college and cavalry barracks.

Versiiire, a township of the U. S., N. Ame-
rica, Vermont, 29 m. S.E. Montpelier.

Versmold, a town of Prussian Westphalia,

gov. Minden, 24 m. E.N.E. Munster. P. 1420.

Versoix or Versoy, a vill. of Switzerland,

cant, and 6 m. N. Geneva, on W. shore of its

lake. P. 1052.

Vertaison, a comm. and mkt town of France,
dop. Puy-de-D6me, cap. cant., 9 m. E. Clermont-
Ferrand. P. 2296.

Verteiliac, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Dordogne, 7 ni. N. Eiberac. P. 1188.
Verteuil, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Charente, at the base of a castle-crowned height,

on 1. b. of the Charente, 4 m. S.E. Ruffec. P.
1250.—II. a comm. and market town, dep. Lot-
ct-Garonne, 12 m. E. Marmande. P. 1044.—III.

comm. & vill., dep. Gironde, an-. Paullac. P. 1156.
Vertou, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Loire-Iufdrieure, cap. cant., near the Sevre-Nan-
taise, 5 m. S.E. Nantes. P. 6313.
Vertova, a comm. and vill. of N. Italy, prov.

Bergamo, circ. Clusone, on the Serio. P. 1891.
Vertus (Les), a comm. and town of France,

dep. Mame, cap. cant., 16 m. W.S.W. Chalons-
Kur-Mame. P. 2409. It has a trade in wine.
Vervick or "VVerwicq, a frontier town of Bel-

gium, prov. W. Flanders, on the Lys, and on
rail, 9 m. S.S.E. Ypres. P. 6802. Manufs. tobacco.
Verviers, a town of Belgium, prov. and 14 m.

E. Li^ge, on rail, to Cologne, in the valley and
on the river Vesdre. P. (1864)'30,246. Manufs.
woollen cloth and yarn, for which steam and
water-mills are employed, producing 350,000
pieces per annum, value 80 million francs.
Vervins, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Aisne, cap. arr., 22 m. N.N.E. Laon. P. 2748.
It has manufs. of hosiei-y and umbrellas. In 1598
a treaty of peace was concluded here between
Henri iv. and Philip ii. of Spain.
Verwick, a pa. of South Wales, co. Cardigan,

hundred Troedyraur. Ac. 3062. P. 319.
Veryak, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, on

the English Channel, 4 m. S. Tregony. Ac.
5627. P. 1488.
Verzexay, a comm. and vill of France, dep.

Marne, S.E. Eheims. P. 1320.
Verzuolo, a town of North Italy, cap. mand.,

prov. Cuneo, 3 m. S. Saluzzo. P. of comm. 3871.
Verzy, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Marne, 8 m. S.S.E. Eheims. P. 1030.
Vescovato, a town of N. Italy, prov., cii-c,

and 8 m. N.E. Cremona. P. 2181.
Vescovato, a comm. and market town of the

island Corsica, 13 m. S. Bastia. P. 1255.
Vesdre, a river of Ehenish Prussia and the

Belgian prov. Liege, joins the Ourtho 3 m. S.E.
Liege, after a W. course of 45 m., past Limburg
and V erviers. Its valley is highly pictui-esque.

Vesegonsk or Wessjegoxsk, a town of Pius-

sia, gov. and 134 m. N.E. Tver. P. 2800.

Vesle or Vfii-E, a river of France, deps. Marne
and Aisne, after a N.E. course of 65 m. past
Eeims, joins the Aisne 6 m. E. Soissons.

Vesoul, a comm. and town of France, cap
dep. Haute-Saonc, at the foot of a vine-clad
height, the Motte-de-Vesoul, near the Burgeon,
an affluent of the Saone, 27 m. N. Besan90u.
P. 7579. . It has a comm. college, a normal school,

and manufs. of calicoes, caps, and lace.

Vespolate, a market town of N. Italy, prov.
and 7 m. S.S.E. Novara. P. 2468.

Vestone, a town of N. Italy, prov. and 14 m.
N.E. Brescia, near Lake d'Idro.

Vesuvius (Mount) (Ital. Vesjivio, Veshim of
the Eomans), a celebrated mountain of Naples,
and the only active volcano of any consequence
on the continent of Eui-ope ; on the E. side of the
Bay of Naples. Lat. of crater 40° 49' N. ; Ion. 14°

26' E. It rises out of the fertile and luxuriant
plain of Campania ; the diameter of the circular
area occupied by it and Monte Somma being
about 8 m. The height of the eruptive cone of

Vesuvius has varied during the last 20 yeara
from 4070 to 3400 feet. Its lower part is a slop-

ing plain, covered with stones and scoriae, 3 m.
in length, and rising to 2000 feet, above which a
cone of black stones extends to 3500 feet. It is

flanked on the land side by Monte Somma, an
abrupt circular precipice, whose highest point is

3747 feet above the sea. The summit of its cone
is 2000 feet in diameter, and after the eruption of

1839, liad in its centre a crater 1500 feet in
diameter, and 500 feet deep. Somma and Vesu-
vius are separated by the deep valley called the
Atrio del Cavallo, and are different in their geolo-
gical formation; the formerconsists of tufa,leucite,

augite, labradorite, and some nodules of olivine,

intersected by dykes of compact lava. Vesuvius
is almost wholly composed of lava, scoria3, and
tufa. Ajound it a larger number of simple mine-
rals have been discovered than on any other area
of like dimensions ; and the vegetable products
on its flanks comprise euphorbias and many other
plants not found elsewhere in Italy. The famous
wine, lacrima christi, is raised on its sides. The
first recorded eruption of Mt. Vesuvius occurred
A.D. 79, when the elder Pliny perished, and the
cities Herculaneum, Pompeii, & Stabisa were over-
whelmed and buried by lava and ashes, described
by the younger Pliny, the historian. From that
time to 1861, many eruptions are recorded, of

which the most celebrated occuiTed in 472, 1631,

1779, 1794, 1822, 1834, 1850, 1855, 1858, and 1861.
Veszi'rim or Wesprui, a town of W. Hun-

gary, cap. CO., on the Sed, 60 m. S.W. Buda. P.
11,275. Has a cathedral, Piarist & Roman Catholic
colleges, and trade in salt, corn, wine, and glass.

Veteran, a township, U. S., N. America, New
York, on an inlet of Seneca Lake.
Vetluga or Betluga, a river of Russia, chiefly

in govs. Kostroma and Nijnii Novgorod, flows
S. pa st Vetluga, and joins the Volga after a course
of 300 m.—II. a town, gov. Kostroma, on rt. b.

of the Vetluga, 75 m. E. Makariev.
Vetralla, a town of Central Italy, deleg. and

7 m. S.W. Viterbo, on the edge of the great plain
of Etruria. P. 4460.

Vetsciiau, a town of Prussia, pi"ov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 44 m. S.W. Frankfurt. P. 1700.

Veules, a comm. and mai'ket town of France,
dep. Seine-Inf^rieme, on the English Channel,
13 m. W.S.W. Dieppe. P. 1520.

Veurdre (Le), a comm. and town of France,
dep. AUier, 18 m. N.W. Moulins. P. 1180.
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Vevay (Genn. Vivis), a small town of Switzer-
land, cant. Vaud, on the Lake of Geneva, 11 m.
E.S.E. Lausanne. P. of comm. 6494. The
church of St Martin contains the tombs of the
regicides Ludlow and Broughton, who died hero
in exile. It has manufs. of leather, woollens, and
jewellery, and a trade in wine. Altitude 1229
feet. Mean temp, of j'ear 49°, summer 67°, winter
34°-6, Pahr.
Vevay, a vill. of the T7. S., N. America, Indiana,

on the Ohio, 92 m. S.E. Indianapolis. It was
settled by emigrants fi-om Switzerland.
Veynks, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. H.-

Alpes, on the Buech, 13 m. W. Gap. P. 1590.
Veyrac and Veyre, two comms. and vills. of

France.—I. dep. Haute-Vienne, arr. Limoges.
P. 1685.—II. dep. Puy-de-D6me, cap. cant., 8 m.
S.E. Clennont-Ferraud. P. 2687.
Vezelay, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Yonne, cap. cant., 8 m. W.S.W. Avallon. P.
1162. It is the birthplace of Theodore de Beza
and Vauban. St Bernard preached the crusade
to the parliament of Vezelay in 1145.

Vi:zELisE, a conun. and town of France, dep.
Meurthe, cap. cant., at the coufl. of the Brcnon
and Uvry, 15 m. S.S.W. Nancy. P. 1515.

VizENOBP.ES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Gard, cap. cant., 5 m. S.S.E. Alais, on railway to
Nimes. P. 1120.

V£zfenE, two rivers of France, deps. Gorreze
and Dordogne.— I. joins the Dordogne 20 m. E.
Bergerac, after a S.W. course of 100 m.—II.

(Haute- Vezere), joins the Isle 6 m. E. Perigueux,
after a S.W. course of 50 m.
Vezir-Kopki or Kedi-icalaii, a town of Asia

Minor, pash. Sivas, 42 m. W.S.W. Samsoun. P.
1000 Mohammedan, 50 Armenian, and 20 Greek
families. It has a bazaar.

Vkzouze, a river of Franco, dep. Meurthe, rises

iu the Vosges mountains, flows W. and joins the
Meurthe at Lundville. Total course 45 miles.

ViADANA, a town of North Italy, prov. Cre-
mona, 21 m. S.W. Mantua, cap. dist, on 1. b. of

tlie Po. P. of dist. (1801) 14,456. It has 14
churches, schools, a theatre, and manufs. linen.

Viagkande, a town of Sicily, 7 m. N.E. Cata-
nia, on the E. slope of Mount .^tna. P. 2933.

Via-Mala, a deep defile of Switzerland, cant.

Grisoiis, along the Upper Ehine, between Chur
and the Spliigeu, 4 miles in length, and walled
in by precipices 1600 feet high.
ViANA, a fortified seaport town of Portugal,

prov. Minho, cap. dist., at the mouth of the Lima,
40 m. N. Oporto. P. 8110. It is enclosed by
turreted walls, and has a harbour defended by
batteries; an active coasting trade and fishery.

It surrendered to Admiral Sir C. Napier in the
revolution which dethroned Don Miguel. Area
of dist. 957 sq. m. P. (1863) 198,937.
ViANA, a town of Spain, prov. Navai-ra, near

the Ebro, 45 m. S.W. Pamplona. P. 3146.

ViANEN, a town of the Netherlands, prov. South
Holland, 7 m. S.S.W. Utrecht. P. 4890.

ViAREGGio, a seaport town of Central Italy,

Tuscany, prov. and 13 m. W. Lucca, cap. dist.,

on the Mediterranean. P. of comm. (1861) 17,344.

It has a harbour defended by a fort, an export

trade in statuary marble, and is much frequented
in summer for sea bathing.
ViAKiGGi, a comm. and vill. of N. Italy, prov.

Alessandria, 13 m. S.S.W. Casale. P. 2401.

ViATKA, a river of Piussia, traversing all tho
centre of the gov. to which it gives name, rises

17 m. N. Glazov, flows N.W. and S., and joins the

Kama in the gov. Kasau, after a course of 500 m.
ViATKA, a gov. of European Eussia, in tho E.,

between lat. 55° 30' and 60° N., Ion. 46° & 54" E.,

having N. Volgoda, E. Perm, W. Kostroma and
Nijnii-Novgorod, S. Kasan and Orenburg, from
which last it is partly separated by tlio Kama.
Area 55,392 sq. m. P. (1858) 2,123,904, com-
prising many Tartar tribes, and about 50,000
Mohammedans. Its E. part is covered with tho
extreme ramifications of the Ural mountains;
surface elsewhere undulating or level. Principal

crops, rye, barley, oats, wheat, pease, lentils, flax,

and hemp. Climate too severe for fruit to ripen.

Forests of fir, oak, elm, and birch, are extensive.
Furs, tar, iron, and copper, are chief products.
Manufs., woollen, linen, paper, soap, potash,
leather, and copper wares; fire-arms are made
at Sarapul, and at Viatka anchors, gun-carriages,
and iron machinery on a large scale. Exports,
corn, timber, and manufactured goods. Imports,
salt, tea, and other Asiatic produce.— Viatka, the
cap. gov., is situated on the Viatka, near tho influx
of the Tcheptza, lat. 58° 24' N., Ion. 50° E. P.
14,803. It has 2 convents, diocesan and high
schools, a gymnasium, extensive distilleries and
iron works, and is the great centre of the govern-
ment commerce.

ViAZJiA, a town of Eussia, gov. and 100 m.
E.N.E. Smolenslc, cap. ci'c. on the Viazma, an
affluent of the Dnieper. P. (ISOo") 12,580. It has
trade in linen, hemp, linseed, and hempseed. Tho
French were defeated here, 22d October 1812, by
tho troops of Miloradovitch.
ViAZNiKi or WiASXiKi, a town of Eussia, gov.

and 78 m. E. Vladimir, cap. circ, on tho Kliasma.
P. 1900. It has manufs. of linens and leather.

ViBORG, Denmark and Eussia. [Wiborg.j
ViBRAYE, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Sarthe, cap. cant, 25 m. E. Le Mans. P. 2939.

Vic, several comms. and small towns of France.
—I. dep. Meurthe, cap. cant., on the Seille, 18 m.
E.N.E. Nancy. P. 2398. It has quarries of

Paris plaster aud rock salt, and a trade in corn
and wine.—II. {Dessos), dep. Aridge, cap. cant.,

14 m. S.W. Foix. P. 947.—III. (era Bif/orre), dep.

Haute-Pj-rdndes, cap. cant., 11 m. N. Tarbes. P.

3725.—IV. {Fezensac), dep. Gers, cap. cant., on
the Losse, 16 m. N.W. Auch. P. 4206.—V. {sur

Aisne), dep. Aisne, cap. cant., 10 m. W. Soissons.

P. 872. It has an active traffic by the river.

—

VI. (le ComteX dep. Puy-de-D6me, cap. cant., 12

m. S.E. Clermont. P. 2197.—VII. {sur CereX
dep. Cantal, cap. cant., on the C6re, 9 m. E.N.L.
Aurillac. P. 1789.

ViCAREi.LO, Vicus Aurelii, a vill. of Central

Italy, near the Lake of Bracciano, on N. side, with
ruins of an imperial villa of the time of Trajan,
and mineral waters (the ancient Thermas Aurclix).

VicARi, a town of the isl. Sicily, prov. Palermo,
circ. Termini. P. 4195. It has a large castle.

ViCENZA, Vicentia, a city of Northern Italj-,

Venetia, cap. deleg., on the Bacchiglionc, gov.
and 40 m. W. Venice, with which it communi-
cates by railway. P. (1862) 82,163. The city is

enclosed by dry moats and walls. Its public
buildings comprise a cathedral and several other
churches, episcopal and numerous other palaces,

for which it is more celebrated than any other
town in Italy ; many of them were built by Pal-
ladio. There are also a campanile, Basil'ca,

city-hall, Olympic theati'e, a triumphal arch
leading to tho Campo Marze, lyceum, museinu,
clerical seminary, orphan asylum, and several
hospitals. It has a public librarj-, two gymnasia,
and a society of agriculture. Mamits. of silk,

woollen, and linen fabrics, hosiery, hats, paper,
porcelain, and earthenware, leather, gold, and
silver articles, etc., with a trade in wooden wares.
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corn, and other agricultural produce. Near tLe

city is the Monte Berico, which is joined to Vi-

cenza by a continued range of arcades, with 168

arches. Outside the city are the public cemeteries,

and the Porta del Castello, a remarkable tower.

Vicentia, after being pillaged successively by
Alaric Attila, the Lombard.s, and the Emperor
Frederick ii., came early in the loth cent, into the

possession of the Venetians, who held it till the

downfall of their republic in 1796. It was cruelly

bombarded by the Austrians, 24th May 1848.

Prov. of Vicenza, pop. (1862) 327,734.

ViCH, Attsona and Vicus, a city of Spain, prov.

and 37 m. N.N.E. Barcelona, cap. dist. P.

13,712. It has a cathedral, which, in the 10th
century, was the metropolitan see of Catalonia

Manufs. linen, hempen, cotton, & woollen fabrics.

ViCHADA, a river of Granadian Confederation,

flows E. through the Great N. plain of South
America, and joins the Orinoco at lat. 5° N.,

after a course of 350 miles.

Vichy, Aquse Calidae, a coram, and town of

France, dep. Allier, 1 m. W. Gusset, on rt. b. of

the Allier. P. 3740. It has mineral springs, and
well-frequented baths, hotels, & lodging-houses.

The baths were known to the Eomans.
ViCKSBURG, a town of the U. S., N. America,

state Mississippi, 37 m. "W.N.W. Jackson, on 1. b.

of the Mississippi. P. 4591. Exports cotton ; and
has regular steam communication with New Or-
leans, 400 miles distant. A railway connects it

with Jackson and Brandon. It capitulated to the
Federal army under Gen. Grant, 4th July 1863.

Vico, a town of South Italy, prov. Foggia, on
Monte Gargano, 14 m. W. Viesti. P. 8290. It

has manufs. of woollens and wax candles, and
trade in wine, olives, and saffron.

Vico, a comm. and town of the island Corsica,

cap. cant., 17 m. N. Ajaccio. P. 2031.

Vico and Equa, two small towns of S. Italy,

forming a commune under the name of Vico
Equense, prov. and 16 m. S.E. Naples, cap.

cant., on a rocky headland in the bay of Naples,
surrounded by olive-groves. P. of comm. 9895.
Vico (di Mondovi), a town of North Italy,

prov. Coui, circ. and 2 m. S.E. Mondovi, cap.

inand. P. of comm. 2798.
Vico (Lake of), Central Italy, deleg. and 8

m. S. Viterbo, immediately W. Eonciglione, is

2^ m. in length, and discharges its surplus waters
into the Tiber. It is surrounded by woods.
Vicovaro (^Varid), a town of Central Italy,

comarca and 6 m. N.E. Tivoli. P. 1010.
ViCQ, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Haute-

Vienne, arr. St Yrieix. P. 2091.
Victor (St), numerous comms. and vills. of

France.—I. dep. Ardeche, 8 m. W.N.W. Touruon.
P. 2207.—II. dep. Loire, arr. Eoanne. P. 1345.
—IIL dep. Puy-de-D6me, 5 m. N.N.E. Thiers.
P. 1442.—IV. (de Renoy dep. Orne, 7 m. E.S.E.
Mortagne. P. 920.—V. {sur Loire), dep. Loire,
7 m. W. St Etienne. P. 1175.

Victor, a township of the U. S., N. America,
New York, 12 m. N.W. Canandaigua Victwi/
is a township of New York, 20 m. N. Auburn.
Victoria (fonneriy called the Port Phillip Dis-

trict, or Soutkem District of Neio South Wales,
from which colony, it was separated 1st July
1851), a British colonial territory in the S.E. part
of Australia, comprised within lat 34° and 39° S.,
and Ion. 141° and 150° E. ; bounded on the W.
by the 141st meridian, beyond which is South
Australia ; on the S. by Bass Straits to Cape
Howe; on the N. by New S. Wales, separated
from it by the Murray river, eastwards to its
source, and thence by a straight line to Cape

Howe. The country has a triangular shapn,
with the apex at Cape Howe, and the W. boun-
dary, as a line of base, extending 275 miles. The
length from Cape Howe to this boundary is 490
m., and the average breadth 150 to 200 m. Area
86,944 sq. m., or 65,571,840 acres, being nearly
the size of Great Britain ; the extent of land sold
up to 1860 was 3,933,844 ac, while in 1861 there
were 419,592 ac. under cultivation, of which
161,000 were under wheat, 86,000 under oats,

4000 under barley, 24JS00 under potatoes, and
90,800 under hay. P. (1851) 77,345, (1861)
548,944, (1866) 638,988. This increase of popu-
lation is unprecedented in the annals of British
colonies, the gold discoveries and general success

of the colony having attracted a continuous
stream of emigrants for several years. The
number of emigrants that arrived in 1861 was
26,910. About 68 per cent, of the population
were British bom, 18 per cent colonial bom,
mostly of British parents ; and of the remainder
two-thirds were Germans, Italians, and French

;

24,322 Asiatics, chiefly Chinese ; and the native
population was about 2000. Emigrants from
the United Kingdom (1862) 15,535; aborigine.^

(1863) only 2165 persons, who have no settled

residence. The colony has few harbours except
Port Phillip. Average passage from London or
Liverpool to Port Phillip 96 days. It is very
generally covered with grass, and either open or
overspread with open forests. Towards the east

is a considerable Alpine region, whence from the
northern and western slopes issue the source and
chief tributaries of the Mun-ay. The highest
of these ranges, the Wan-agong, or Australian
Alps, rise to 6563 feet ; N. of this a lofty group,

containing Mount Hotham, 7500 feet above the

sea, the highest land in Australia ; also Mount
Latrobe, 7300 feet In the Grampians, to tlie

westward, Mount William rises to 4500 feet
There are many volcanic hiUs throughout the
western districts. The chief river is the Murray,
whose main stream flows from the Australian
Alps. From the south flow into the Murray
those rivers that drain the Victoria territory,

—

Mitta Mitta, Ovens, Govilburn, Campaspe, Lod-
don, Avoca, and Wimmera, which last, after

passing lakes Hindmarsh and Albacutya, loses

itself in the sand and scrub, excepting when
its upper waters are swollen with heavy rains.

The other rivers are the Snowy river and
several streams of Gipp's Land, flowing into its

lake system ; the Yarra Yarra passing Mel-
bourne, the Barwon passing Geelong, and the
Glenelg at the western boundary. The climate

is reckoned the finest in the entire southern
hemisphere, and fully equal to that of Lisbon.

It is roilder in winter and cooler in summer than
London. Mean annual temp, of Melbourne 67°,

spring 57°, summer 66°, autumn 58°, winter 49°.

The coldest period of the year is from the 20th

to the 24th July, when the thermometer stands

at 44°, while the lowest temp, ever experienced
is 32°. Occasionally during the hot winds of

January the temp, rises to 111° in the shade.

Hoar-frost and thin films of ice are sometimes,
but very rarely, seen in the suburbs of the capi-

tal ; but snow is rarely if ever seen at sea level.

Average annual rainfall 26 inches; m:mber of

days on which rain falls 104, the rain lasting

generally for only a few hours, but descending
with great violence. Mean height of the baro-

meter at Melbourne (1'20 feet above the sea) 29 9

inches. The prevailing winds for the greater

part of the year are W.. S.. or S.E. In 1866 the

cumber of sheep was 7,115,943, cattle 675,252,
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horses 103,328, and pigs 79,605. The colony has
been very successful in introducing foreign ani-
mals; camels, alpacas, llamas, Cashmir goats, and
British birds are now abundant ; and the salmon
was bred in the rivers in 1864. Agriculture has
made great progress since 1851. The exports in
1860 amounted to 12,962,704A ; the principal arti-
cles being gold, valued at 8,624,860/., and wool,
valued at 2,025,066/. Exports, 13,898,384/. The
tonnage of vessels entering the colony in same
year was 581,642 tons, and of clearing 599,137
tons. The imports amounted to 15,093,730/., em-
Dracing 9,564,093/. of British manufs. Imports
ri865) 14,974,815/. Eev. (1867) 3,043,987/., is

derived chiefly from customs dutiesand land sales

;

expenditure 2,948,429/. In 1857, 202,833/. were ex-
pended in conveying free 14,369 immigrants. Debt
(1867) 8,828,970/. During the ten years 1851-60,
there was expended on public works, 3,391,752/.
Minerals comprise gold, silver, iron, tin, anti-

mony, and coal ; but the extraordinary richness of
the gold-fields has prevented much attention being
paid to the other mineral products. The coal-fields

occupy an area of about 3000 sq. m., chiefly in
Gipp's Land and Portland Bay district, and in
the vicinity of Geelong. Iron ore is plentiful,

especially at Sandhurst ; tin in the Ovens district.

The auriferous dists. of Victoria extend over about
16,000 sq. m. ; but of this wide area, only a small
part is actually worked. They are in the follow-
ing order of relative importance, according to the
quantities of gold brought down by escort in the
year 1857 : viz., Ballarat, etc., 948,709 oz. ; Sand-
hurst, etc. (Bendigo), 525,018 oz. ; Maryborough,
etc., 348,751 oz. ; Beechworth, etc. (Ovens),
345,349 oz. ; Castlemaiu, etc. (Mount Alexander),
315,777 oz. The total quantity of gold exported
from Victoria from Oct. 1, 1851, to Oct, 1, 1861,
amounted to 26,162,432 oz. troy, equal in value
to 104,649,728/., or more than one-fourth of the
national debt of the United Kingdom. This
was represented in the International Exhibition
of 1862 by a pyramid 44 ft. 9i in. high by 10 ft.

square at the base. In religious affairs there
are no national establishments; but an aid of

50,000/. is annually distributed to all the Chris-
tian sects that will accept it, proportioned to popu-
lation. In 1861 there were 884 places of public
worship, with accommodation for 150,000 per-
sons; the number of clergymen was 340, of
whom 81 were of the Church of England, 42
Roman Catholics, and Presbyterians 83. Edu-
cation, with reference to State support, is con-
ducted under the two systems called National
and Denominational, the latter being most pre-
valent. At the commencement of 1861 the num-
ber of schools in the colony was 886, the number
of scholars 51,668, while the aid received from
government was 110,155/. A new system, on a
secular basis, has been repeatedly proposed by
the government, to supersede these rival modes,
but opposed and never carried out. There is a
university on a most costly scale, a national
museum, and a very large public library. The
colony is divided into 24 counties and 3 dis-

tricts, the latter being the interior parts as yet
unreduced into counties. The chief towns are
Melbourne and Geelong, and the smaller but in-

corporated towns of Ballarat, Sandhurst, Castle-
main, Beechworth, Portland, Kyneton, etc. Eoads
and railroads are being extensively constructed.
On 1st Oct. 1861, 100 m. of government railways
had been opened, and 182 m. were in course of con-
struction, involving an expenditure of 8,000,000/.,

besides 21 m. opened by private enterprise ; 1504
m. also of electric telegraph had been established

within the colony, while Melbourne was in com-
munioation with the capitals of all the adjacent
colonies. In 1855 Victoria was granted self-

government. The ballot system and manhood
suffrage have been enacted. The governor is of

imperial nomination, and is assisted by the Colo-
nial Parliament, which consists of a council & as-
sembly, the first elected bya propertj'' qualification

as to voter and member, the second without either.

Victoria, a co. of W. Australia, mostly in lat.

31° 20' S., Ion. 117° E., having N. the co. Glenelg,
E. Durham, S. York, and W. Twiss. Principal
settlements are Bejoording and Toodyoy, on the
Swan River.—II. S. Australia, on E. shore of

Spencer Gulf, between cos. Frome and Stanley,
lat. 33° 20' S.

—

IVumerotts heights andother localities

in the Australian colonies have this name.
Victoria, a co., U. S., N. America, Texas. P.

2758 free, 1413 slaves.
ViCTOuiA, a CO. of Canada W., lat. 44° 30' N.,

Ion. 79° E. It contains Lakes Sturgeon and
Balsam.—II. A co. of Natal. Area 1482 sq. m. P.

(1863) 1350 whites, 18,118 coloured. Total, 19,463.
Victoria, a co. of New Brunswick, separated

from Maine, U. S., by the St John river.

Victoria (East), a dist, Cape Colony, S. Africa,

composed of what was formerly deemed neutral

territory, on the E. frontier of the colon j', between
the Great Fish and Keiskama rivers, by the latter

of which it is separated from British Kaffraria.

Ac. 1,000,000. P. (1865) 8292. In it are Alice

To-^vn, and Forts Peddie, Fitzroy, and Albert
Victoria, a town of the British colony of

Hong-Kong, China, stretches 4 m. along its N.
coast, and has numerous storehouses and Euro-
pean dwellings. Founded in 1842. Pop. about
10,000. [Hong-Kong.]
Victoria, a town of tJ. S., N. America, Texas,

on the Guadalupe river, 110 m. S.E. Austin.

Victoria, a town of British N. America, cap.

of Vancouver Island, at its S.E. termination, on
Juan de Fuca Strait. P. 7000.—II. a co. of Nova
Scotia. P. (1861) 9643.

Victoria, a maritime town of Brazil, cap.

prov. Espiritu-Santo, in the Bay of Espiritu-

Santo, 270 m. N.E. Rio Janeiro. P. 5800. It

stands on the W. side of an island, 15 m. in cir-

cumference, has a harbour defended by several

forts, and an active coasting trade. Frigates can
sail up to the town.
Victoria, N. Australia. [Port Essington.]
Victoria, Alkxandrina, or Kayinga Lake,

in South Australia, is on the S.E. side of the

settled part of that colony, lat. 35° 30' S.. Ion. 139°

E., enclosed by the cos. Hindmarsh, Sturt, and
Russell, and opening S.W.ward by a short pas-

sage into Encounter Bay. Length 30 m. ; breadth

15 m. On its N.W. side it receives the Murray
river, of which it is an expansion ; it also re-

ceives the Bremer, Angus, and Finnis rivers ; is

connected S.E.ward with Lake Albert by a strait

5 m. in length, and contains Hindmarsh and
some other islands ; and near its entrance a
narrow lagoon, 75 m. long, diverges from it S.E.-

wards, keeping close to the shore. Its N. and
W. banks are low, and skirted with plains ; E.
and S. shores undulating, interspersed with
bold headlands. Navigation safe, but access
from the sea is impeded by a sand-bar at tte
mouth of the strait.

Victoria do Conqtjesta, a town of Brazil
pray. Bahia, on a trib. of the Rio Contas, lat. 15° S.

Victoria Land, the name given to the sup-
posed Antarctic continent discovered by SirJames
Ross in 1841. Its shores were seen and partly

explored from lat. 70° to 79° S. Near its N. ex-
4 I-
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tremity, in Ion. 168° 12' E., is Mount Erebns, an

active volcano, elevation 12,369 feet ; Mount Ter-

ror, 10,884 feet; Mount Melbourne, 15,000 feet;

and Mount Herschell, 13,000 feet The position

of the south magnetic pole was ascertained to be

in lat. 75° 5' S^ Ion. 154° 8' E.
Victoria Land, British N. America, is a name

given by its discoverer, Mr Simpson, to the in-

sular territory between Ion. 103" and 108° W.,
and between lat. 70° N. and Dease Strait

Victoria Ntanza. [Ktasza.]
Victoria Eiver, N". Australia, joins the In-

dian Ocean by the wide estuary of Queen's
Channel, E. Cambridge Gulf, lat. 14° 46' S., Ion.

129° 21' E. ; the estuary between Turtle and
Pearce Points being 26 m. in width. Discovered
by Stokes in 1839, and in 1856 traced to its source
by Gregory, in lat 18° S., Ion. 131 E. It is

navigable for 100 m. Its banks are suitable for

pasturage. Climate warm and healthy.—11.

(Barcoo)^ a river of Queensland, discovered in
1846 by Sir T. MitchelL It flows W., and in
1858 was traced by Gregory into Cooper's Creek,
lat, 25° 10' S.— Victoria co., the name given to a
reclaimed portion of the estuary of " The Wash,"
between the cos. Norfolk and Lincoln. [Wash.]

Victoria West. [Cape Colony.]
ViD (^Atus), a river of European Turkey, Bol-

garia, rises in the Balkan, near the sources of

the Maritza, flows N.N.E.. and joins the Danube
opposite Islatz. Course 130 miles.

VrDACBAN. a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Var, 7 m. S.S.W. Draguignan. P. 2576.
ViDiGUEiRA, a market town of Portugal, prov.

Alemtejo, 13 m. N.E. Beja. P. 2500.
ViDOURLE, a river of France, deps. Gard and

Hdrault, enters the lagoon de Maugio 11 m. E.
Montpellier, after a S. and W. course of 40 miles.
ViDZT or WiDZY, a town of Eussian Poland,

gov. and 72 m. N.E. VUna, cap. circ. P. 4000.
Vie, two rivers of France.—I. dep. Vend^,

rises S. Belleville, and flows N. into the Atlantic,
which it enters at St Gilles, after a course of 30
m.—II. deps. Ome and Calvados, flows for about
30 m. N.W., and joins the Dives near Corbon.
VrECHTACH, a market town of Lower Bavaria,

cap. dist, 44 m. N.W. Passau. P. 1469.
ViEiLLE-ViGNE, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Loire-Inferieure, 18 m. S.S.E. Nantes, on 1.

b. of the Ognon. P. 3698.
ViELLA, a town of Spain, prov. Lerida, cap. the

valley of Aran, in the Pyrenees, on the Graronne,
near its source. P. 738.
ViELLA, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gers, 26 m. N.W. Mirande. P. 1550.
ViELMUR, a comm. and vUl. of France, dep.

Tarn, cap. cant., on the Agout, 7 m. W. Castres.
Vienna (Germ. Wien, anc. Vindobona), a city of

Central Europe, cap. of the empire of Austria,
of the archduchy of Austria, and of the gov. of
Lower Austria, in a fertile plain, near right or S.
bank of the Danube, which here receives the
small rivers Wien and Alster. Lat (of obser-
vatory, 548 feet above the sea) 48° 12' 36" N.

;

Ion. 16° 23' E. P. (1857) 476,222 ; at the end of
1864. about 560,000. Mean temp, of year 51°-45

;

winter 32°, summer 51°-45, Fahr. The situation is
unhealthy

; climate very variable ; fogs are fre-
quent, and the islands and lower parts of the city
are exposed to inundations. It is an archbishop's
see, and the residence of the Protestant superin-
tendent for the W. provs. of the empire. It is
divided into an old,and a new city, the former 8
m. in circumference, and nearly circular. In
1827 It contained 1229 houses only, while its 34
suburbs contained 7416. The new city is sur-

rounded by a broad fosse and a wall 40 to 50 ft
high, forming the Bastei, a fashionable promen-
ade ; it is entered by 12 gates. Beyond the fosse

is the glacis, a public walk, extending nearly
all round the city, and separating it from its

suburbs. The gate called the Burgthor is very
fine. Among the many public edifices, the chief

are the Burg or imperial palace, residence of the
emperor, with a library and an imperial chapel
and theatre; the mint, university, academy of

the fine arts, imperial and city arsenal, and the
custom-house. There are numerous private pa-
laces, containing valuable libraries, paintings,

and other objects of art The cathedral of St
Stephen, a Gothic edifice, is now (1864) being re-

stored. Its spire, formerly 453 feet high, is to be
raised 15 or 20 feet, so as to surpass that of Stras-

bourg. The church of St Peter is built on the

model of the basilica of St Peter at Home. The
educational, literary, and scientific establishments

comprise the university, which is celebrated for its'

school of medicine, with a library of 120,000 vols.,

and a theatre of anatomy; the school of Oriental-

ists for training interpreters; the Theresianum,
foundedbyMaria Theresa ; the Josephine academy
of medicine & surgery for the army ; academy of

the fine arts, with 18 profs. ;
polytechnic institute

;

normal school; academy of engineers, with 18
professors ; a veterinary institute ; a conservatory
of music ; 5 gymnasia or colleges ; and an obser-

vatory, with a school of astronomy. The imperial

library contains 300,000 vols., many thousand
MSS., an immense collection of engravings, & the

famous Tabula Pevtingeriana, a map of the Eomah
empire in the 4th century. "The other coUections

comprise paintings in the Belvedere, the lower
part of which contains the Ambras collection of

ancient armour and jewels, the most interesting

in Europe ; and the imperial cabinets of anti-

quities, medals, and natural history. The impe-
rial arsenal contains 15,000 stand of arms. The
principal theatres are the Hofor palace theatre,

the Kamtherthor, and the comic theatre. It has a
deaf-mute asylum, and numerous well-conducted
charitable establishments. Vienna is the chief

manufacturing city of the empire; its manufs.
comprise silk velvets, shawls, woollens, ribbons,

carpets, cottons, paper, gold and silver lace,

porcelain, and musical instruments. Coach-
building, book and map printing, form important
branches of industry. It has an imperial cannon
foundry, and manufactures of small arms. Its

commerce is extensive, and was greatly increased

by the navigation of the Danube and the opening
of railways. In the suburbs are the cavalry bar-

racks, the Belvedere palace, the church of St
Charles, the theatre on the Wien, the great public

hospital, containing 2000 beds, and receiving an-

nually 15,000 to 18,000 patients, the vast building

for the imperial manuf. of porcelain, and numer-
ous private palaces with magnificent gardens.

The cap. of Austria is ornamented by many
superb promenades, the chief of which is the

Prater, a natural forest in an island of the Danube,
laid out in long alleys, and containing deer parks,

numerous coffee-houses, a panorama, and circus

;

onjete days it is crowded with pedestrians and
the most splendid equip^es. The others are the

Augarten, a public park on the same island, and
the Volksgarten, a beautiful public garden. The
environs are very picturesque, surrounded by
vineyards, and having the Kahlenberg mountains
on the W., the islands of the Danube on the N.,

and on the S. the Schneeberg mountain, part of

the Noric Alps ; they are adorned by many vUlas

and summer palaces, among which are the im-
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penal palace of Schoribru.in, '^v Ith a botanic gar-
den and menagerie ; the vill, of Maria Hitzing,

with a theatre and a bath establishment ; Laxen-
burg, with an imperial summer palace and a spa-
cious park. Few cities are surrounded by so many
fine gardens, many of which contain the richest
and rarest plants. Vindobona was a station of

the Eoman legions in Upper Pannonia ; it was
afterwards cap. of the E. provs. of the empire of

Charlemagne. The city has been greatly im-
proved, with many elegant new streets, and has
numerous places of amusement. The king of

Hungary established his court here in 1484, and
it soon became the fixed residence of the House
of Austria. Vienna was besieged by the Turks
in 1529, and again in 1683 ;• on the latter

occasion it was relieved by the Poles under John
Sobieski. The French took it in 1806 and in

1809. The congress of Vienna, which fixed for

a time the limits of the countries of Europe, was
held here from Nov. 1814 to June 1815. The city

was held by the revolutionary party for a short
time in 1848 ; the barricades were raised on 6th
October, but it surrendered to the imperial troops
on 30th of same month, having suffered severely
from a bombardment. A treaty of peace between
Austria and Italy was concluded here in 1866.
Vienna, several townships, U. S., N. America,

the principal in New York, on Lake Oneida, 3 m.
N.W. Utica.—II. a vill., NewYork, on the Auburn
and Kochester Eailway.—III. a vill., Maryland,
on the Nanticoke, 65 m. S.E. Annapolis.
ViENNE (Haute or Upper), a dep. of France,

in the W., formed of parts of the old prov. Li-
mousin, and surrounded by the deps. Creuse,
Corrfeze, Dordogne, Charente, Vienne, and Indre.
Area 2130 sq. m. P. (1861) 319,595. Cap.
Limoges. Surface traversed by mountains, which
separate the basins of the Loire and Garonne

;

highest point le Puy de Vieux, 3200 feet. Among
the forests are wolves, foxes, wild boars, and bad-
gers. Climate cold from its elevation, and soil

infertile in grain ; but horses, cattle, and sheep
are extensively reared, and hemp is much culti-

vated. Minerals comprise tin, lead, copper, iron,

coal, and porcelain clay. Manufs. porcelain, cut-
lery, and paper. The dep. is divided into the arrs.

of Limoges, Bellac, Kochechouart, and St Yrieix.
ViKNNE (Vigennd), a river of France, rises in

the N. of tbe dep. Corr^ze, passes St Leonard,
Limoges, Confolens, Chatellerault (where it be-
comes navigable), Chinon, and joins the Loire on
left at Candes. Course, N. and N.W., 190 m.

Vienne, a dep. of France, in the W., formed
of part of the old prov. Poitou, surrounded by
the deps. Indre, Haute-Vienne, Charente, Deux-
S^vres, Maine-et-Loire, and Indre-et-Loire. Area
2691 sq. m. P. 333,028. Cap. Poitiers. Surface
generally flat ; it is watered by the Vienne and
its affluent the Clain, the Charente in the S., the
Gartempe and Creuse in the N.E., and the Dive
in the N.W. Chief crops all kinds of cereals,

chestnuts, lint, hemp, and maize of inferior
quality. Fine horses, mules, and sheep are
reared. Manufs. in hemp and linen. The chief
mineral products are iron and lithographic stones,
and the principal manufacture is that of arms and
cutlery at Chatellerault. The dep. is divided into
the arrs. Chatelleraidt, Civray, Loudun, Mont-
morillon, and Poitiers.

Vienne ( Vienna), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Isfere, cap. arr., 45 m. W.N.W. Grenoble, on
1. b. of the Ehone, and on railway to Avignon.
P. (1861) 19,559. The town is situated between
the Ehone and the mountains, and is traversed
by the river Gers. It has a Gothic cathedral,

numerous ancient remains, and manufactures of

woollen cloths, linens, silk, and paper. In its

vicinity are lead and silver mines ; and near it,

at Ampuis, the celebrated wine called C6te-Eotio
is made.

—

Vienna was the cap. of the Allobroges

;

the Romans afterwards made it the metropolis of

the Viennoise. A council was held here in 1311,

which abolished the order of the Templars.
ViEQUE or Ckab Island, a British West In-

dian island, 9 m. E. Porto-Rico, and S. Culebra

;

lat. of E. point 18° 7' N,, Ion. 65° 34' W. Length
W. to E. 18 m., breadth 4 miles.

ViERLAND, a small territory of N. Germany,
between the Elbe and Bille, S.E. of Hamburg,
which city shares its sovereignty with Liibeck.
It comprises the 4 vUls. of Altengam, Curslack,
Kirchwarder, and Neuengam. United pop. 6445.

ViERiiADEN, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. Potsdam, on the Welse, 25 m. S.S.W.
Stettin. P. 1646.
ViERSEN, a town of Rhenish Pmssia, gov. & 18

m. W. Dusseldorf, on the Niers. P. (1864) 15,129.
ViERZoN, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Cher, cap. cant., on the Yevre, near its junction
with the Cher, and on railway, 19 m. N.W.
Bourges. P. 7740. It has blast-furnaces, forges,
and steel-refineries, with manufactures of porce-
lain and earthenware.

ViESTi {Apenestay a town of South Italy, prov.
Foggia, cap. cant., on the Adriatic, at the E. foot
of Mount Gargano, 23 m. N.E. Manfredonia.
P. 5584. It is enclosed by walls, and has a
castle, a cathedral, convents, and bishop's palace.

ViETRi, two market towns of South Italy.—I.

prov., circ. and IJ m. W. Salerno, with 8307 in-
habitants.—II. prov. and 15 m. W.S.W. Potenza,
cap. cant. P. 35C7.

ViF, a comm. and market town of France, dep.
Is^re, cap. cant., 8 m. S. Grenoble. P. 2417.
ViGAN (Le), a comm. and town of France, dep.

Gard, cap. arr., on the Arre, an affl. of the Hdrault,
40 m. W.N.W. Nlmes. P. 5376. It has a comm.
college, manufs. of silk and cotton hosiery, cotton
yarn, leather, paper, and glass.—II. a comm., dep.
Lot, on the Bloue, 3 m. E. Gourdon. P. 1709.
ViGEAN (Le), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vienne, 18 m. S.W. Montmorillon. P. 1735.

ViGEANS (St), a pa. of Scotland, co. Forfar,

comprising a part of the town of Arbroath and
vill. of Auchmithie. Ac. 13,142. P. 10,537.

ViGEois, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Con-feze, cap. cant., near the V^zfere, 14 m.
N.W. Tulle. P. 2519.

ViGEVANO, a town of N. Italy, prov. Novara,
circ. Lomellina, cap. mand., on the Mora, 15 m.
S.S.E. Novara. P. (1861) 17,673. It has a cathe-
dral, a bishop's palace, and manufs. of sUk-stuffs,

hats, soap, and macaroni.
ViGGiANELLO, a market town of S. Italy, prov.

Potenza, 20 m. S.E. Lagonero. P. 5420.

ViGGiANO, a market town of South Italy, prov.
Potenza, 9 m. S.E. Marsico-Nuovo. P. 6025. It

has manufs. of woollens, soap, and wax-candles.
ViGiA, a town of Brazil, prov. and 50 m. N.

Pard, on the estuary of the Pard river. P. of
dist. 10,000. It has an export trade in fine

coffee, grown in its vicinity.

ViGNEMALE MOUNTAIN. [PYRENEES.]
ViGNALE, a market town of North Italy, prov.

Alessandria, circ. and 10 m. S. Casale, cap. mand.
P. of comm. 2919.

ViGNOLA, a town of S. Italy, prov. and 6 m,
S.W. Potenza. P. 3945.—II. a vill. of N. Italy,

11 m. S.S.E. Modena, on the Panaro. P. 3268.
Vigo, Vico Spacorum, a seaport town of Spain,

prov. and 13 m. S.S.W. Pontevedra. P. 8214.
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It is enclosed by walls and a trench, and has a

harbour, with deep water, close inshore ; a laza-

retto, a fortress, and export trade in wine, bacon,

and maize ; and an active pilchard fishery. A
large paper factory has been constructed a short

disUnce from the town. In 1861, 1239 vessels

(tonnage 218,416) entered, and il66 (tonnage

214,568)cleared the port. Imports (1861) 286,942/.

Exports 74,08.5/. It was much injured by the at-

tacks of the English under Drake in 1585 and 1589.

—The Bay of Vigo, S. of that of Pontevedra, is

about 20 m. in length by 5 m. across at its mouth,
and contains the islands Bayona and Estelas.

Vigo (Lake), Eussia, gov. Olonetz, 45 m. N.
Lake Onega. Length, S. to N., 45 m.

;
greatest

breadth 35 m. It is traversed throughout by the

I'iver Vig, which cai'ries its surplus waters north-

ward into the White Sea.

Vigo, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in S.W.
of Indiana. Area 408 sq. m. P. (I860) 22,517.

ViGONE, a market town of North Italy, prov.

Turin, circ. and 9 m. E.S.E. Pinerolo, cap. mand.
P. of comm. 6571.

ViGUZZOLLO, a comm. and vill. of N. Italj'^, prov.

Alessandria, 3 m. N.E. Tortona. P. 2332.

VmiERS, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Maine-et-Lou-e, 23 m. W.S.W. Saumur. P. 1765.

ViKKUR, a town of Sinde, on a branch of the

Indus, in its delta, 45 m. S.W. Tattah. P. with
adjacent villages, 1200. Average exports 7000/.,

and imports 5000/. It was here the British landed
on their march from Bombay to Afghanistan.
ViLAiNE, Herius, Vicinovia, a river of France,

rises in the dep. Mayenne, flows V/. past Vitr^ to

Heunes, where it receives the Ille from the N.,
and thence has a S.S.W. course, past Eedon and
La Koche Bernard, to the Atlantic at Penerf,
di-p. Morbihan. Total course 125 m., for the
last 80 m. of which it is navigable. The tide rises
in it as high as Eedon, where it receives the Oust.
With the Ille, it gives name to the department
in which its upper course chiefly lies.

VnASKCA, a town of Spain, prov. and 7 m. S.W.
Tarragona, near the Mediterranean. P. 3364.
ViLBEi^ a town of Germany, H.-Darmstadt,

prov. Upper Hessen, cap. dist., on the Nidda, 5
ni. N.E. Frankfurt-on-the-Main. P. 2042.
ViLCANOTA, a river of Peru, headwater to the

Apurimac and Ucuyale.—II. a great mountain
knot of the Andes, near lat. 14° 30' S., on which
perennial snow lies at the elevation of 15,800 ft.

ViLCHES, a town of Spain, prov. and 31 m.
N.N.E. Jaen. P. 1837. It has an ancient castle.
Mines and quarries in its vicinity.
ViLEiKA or ViLEiKi, a town of Eussia, gov.

Vilna, 50 m. N.N.W. Minsk, cap. circ, on the
Vilna. P. 1800, mostly Jews.

Vii.iA, a river of Eussian Poland, govs. Minsk
and Vilna, flows W. past Vileika and Vilna, and
joins the Niemen at Kovno. Total course 250
iniles.^ Chief afiiuents, the Svitza and Jimino.

—

The Viliui, a riv. of E. Siberia, territory Yakutsk,
after an E. course of 700 m., joins the Lena at
Ust-Viliuisk, 150 m. W.N.W. Yakutsk.
ViLKOMiR or WiLKOBHRCE, a town of Eussian

Poland, gov. and 50 m. N.N.W. Vilna, cap. circ,
on the Svizta. P. 5000.

Villa, the prefixed name of the following
lowns of Spain and Portugal.—L {AlpandoX 31
m. N.E. Zamora. P. 2460.—II. {Escusa), same
prov. P. 2430.—III. (Banez), prov. and 8 m.
E.N.E. Valladolid.—IV. {Canas), prov. and 43
m. S.E. Toledo. P. 3745.—V. {CarUlo), prov.
and 42 m. N.E. Jaen, between the rivers Guadal-
q<nvir and Guadalimar. P. 4660.—VI. (CastinX
prov. and 21 m. W.S.W. Segovia. P. 892.—VII.

(del Rio\ prov. and 28 m. E.N.E. Cordova. P.
3368.—VIII. iDiego\ prov. and 16 m. N.W.
Burgos. P. 896.—IX. {Felichey, prov. Zaragoza,
16 m. S.E. Calatayud. It has manufactures of

gunpowder and porcelain.—X. (Hermoso'), prov.
and 48 m. E.S.E. Ciudad Eeal. P. 2600.

Villa, a prefixed name of the following tns.,

vUls., etc, of Italy, Sicily, etc.—I. (Alfonsina), S.

Italy, prov. Chieti, 8 m. N.W. Il-Vasto. P. 1619.—
II. (Bartolotneay, N. Italy, Venetia, prov. Verona,
on rt. b. of the Adige, 3^ m. S.E. Legnago. P.
(of comm.) 2300, chiefly engaged in the culture of

rice.—III. (Cidroy, isl. Sardinia, prov. and 26 m.
N.W. Cagliari, cap. mand. P. (of comm.) 4961.

—

IV. (di Villay, N. Italy, Venetia, prov. Padua, 4
m. S.E. Este. P. 2200.—V. (Faletto^ N. Italy,

prov. and 10 m. N. Coni, cap. mand., on the Maria.
P. (of comm.) 4076.—VI. (Frati), in the isl. SicOy,
prov. and 16 m. S.S.E. Palermo. P. 2651—VII.
(Magtia\ S. Italy, prov. and 3 m. S.E. Chieti, on
a steep height. P. 2021.—VIII. (Massargia), in
the isl. Sardinia, prov. Cagliari 5 ra. S.E. Iglesias.

P. (of comm.) 1835.—IX. (Santa Afaria\ S. Italy,

prov. Chieti, circ Lanciano. P. 2697.—IS.. (Dealt},

N. Italy, prov. Alessandria, circ. Casale. P. 2384.

—XL (San Giovannty, S. Italy, prov. and circ.

Eeggio-Calabria, on the coast. Much frequented
for its salubrious climate, and has thriving silk-

works. P. 3643.—XII. (Stellone), prov. and circ.

Turin, near the Po. P. 2573.

Villa-Belt^a, a town of Brazil. [Matto
Grosso.]—II. (da Princezd), a town, prov. SSo
Paulo, on W. coast of the island Sao SabastiSo.

P. 3000. It exports sugar and tobacco to Eio de
Janeiro.—III. (da Tmperatriz), a town, prov. Para,
on r. b. of the Amazon, 70 m. S.W. Santarem.
Villa Boa, a town of Brazil. [Goyaz.]
ViLLACH (Illyrian Belaky, a town of Austria,

Carinthia, co. and 62 m. N.W. Laybacb, cap.

circ, on the Drave, near the influx of the Gail.

P. 2487. It has numerous forges, marble quarries,

copper and lead mines.
Villa Claka or Santa Clara, a town of the

island Cuba. P. ("1861) 10,511.

ViLLADA, a market town of Spain, prov. and 27
m. N.W. Palencia, on the Sequilla. P. 2950.

Villa del Fuerte, a town of Mexico, state

and 75 m. N. Sinaloa, on the Eio de Fuerte. P.

8000. It is a commercial dep6t for goods passing
to and from Guaymas.
Villa del Pilar, a commercial port of the

state Paraguay, South America, on 1. b. of the

Paraguay, 120 m. S.S.W. Asuncion.
Villa do Conde, a maritime town of Portu-

gal, prov. Minho, at the mouth of the Eio d'Este,

15 m. N. Oporto. P. 3100. Many coasting and
larger vessels are bmlt here, and it has a fishing

and coasting trade.

Villa do Prlxcipe, now called Serro, a town
of Brazil, prov. Minas Geraes, 130 m. N.N.E.
Ouro Preto. P. 4000.—II. a town of Brazil, prov.

Sao Paulo, 60 m. S.W. Curytiba.— Ft7/a do Rio
Pardo is a town, prov. Eio Grande do Sul, on the

Jacuy, at the influx of the Pardo, 80 m. W. Porto
Alegre. P., with dist., 6000.

Villa-Flor, a market town of Portugal, prov.

Tras-os-Montes, 11m. N.W. Torre-de-Moncorvo.
Villa-Flor, a town, Brazil, prov. Eio Grande

do Norte, 30 m. S.E. Natal. P. 2500.

Villafranca, several towns of Spain.—I.

Navarra, prov. and 36 m. S.W. Pamplona, on
the Aragon. P. 2762.—II. prov. Teruel, on the

Jiloca, 32 m. S. Daroca.—III. a market town,
prov. and 29 m. W. Avila.—IV. prov. Guipuscoa,
20 m. S.W. San Sebastian. It is walled, entend
by four gates, and has a large annual fair.—V-
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(de le ilarismaX prov. and 15 m. S. Sevilla. P.
3527.—VI. (de las AbujasX prov. and 12 m. N.N.E.
Cordova, on the Guadalquivir. P. 3596.—VII.
(de los BarrosX prov. Badajoz, 20 m. S.W. Merida.
P. 6887.—VIII. (de los CahallerosX prov. Toledo,
8 m. N.W. Alcazar de San Juan.—IX. (del

Vierzo), prov. Leon, 9 m. W.N.W. Ponferrada,
on the Burbia. P. 2996. It has a Franciscan
convent, superior school, and a trade in wine.

—

X. (de Monies de Oca), prov. and 20 m. E. Burgos,
at the N.E. base of the Sierra-Oca.—XI. (de

Panadesy, prov. and 27 m. N.E. Tarragona, and
W. Barcelona. P. 5516. It is enclosed by walls,

& has manufactures of cottons, leather, & brandy.
ViLLAFKANCA, several towns of Italy, etc.—I.

N. Italy, Venetia, deleg. and 9 m. S.W. Verona,
cap. dist., on 1. b. of the Tartaro. P. 6000. A
treaty was signed here between the French and
Austrians on the 11th of July 1859.—II. (or

Villefranche), a seaport town of France, prov. and
2 m. E. Nice, cap. mand., at the head of a beauti-
ful land-locked bay, in which vessels of the largest

size can anchor, with a harbour on the Mediter-
ranean. P. of comm. 2974. • It has ports and
dockyards, an extensive fortified castle, and a
lazzaretto. Is a station of the Eussian Steam
Navigation Company.—III. island Sicily, prov.
and 25 m. N.W. Girgenti. P. 2413.—IV. (di

Piemonte), a town of N. Italy, prov. and 20 m.
S.S.W. 'I'urin, cap. mand. P. of comm. 8439.

—

V. (in Lunigiana), N. Italy, prov. Massa, circ.

Pontremoli, near the Magra. P. 3255.
Villa Franca, a town on the S. coast of the

island St Michael, Azores, 14 m. E. Ponte Del-
gado. P. 3000.

Villa Fkanca, a town of Paraguay, on rt. b.

of Paraguay river, 75 m. S.S.W. Asuncion.
ViLLAFRANCA DE XiRA, a town of Portugal,

prov. Estremadura, on rt. b. of the Tagus, 20 m.
N.E. Lisbon. P. 4900. It is the residence of a
military governor, and has salt works.
ViLLAGARCiA, Several market towns of Spain.
—I. prov. Badajoz, 3 m. N. Llerena. P. 2000.

—

II. prov. Pontevedra, 20 m. N. Vigo, on the S.

coast of the Bay of Arosa, on which it has a small
harbour. P. 1443.—III, prov. Cuenca, 7 m.
E.N.E. Tarazona.—IV. prov. and 30 m. W.N.W.
Valladolid. P. 1859.

ViLLAGORDA, two towns of Spain.—I. (de

Gabriel), prov. and 50 m. S.E. Cuenca.—II. (de
Jucar), prov. Albacete, on the Jucar, 5 m. S.W.
Tarazona. P. 1422.

ViLLAiNK-LA-JuHEL, a comm. and market town
of France, dep. Mayenne, cap, cant, 29 m. N.E.
Laval. P. 2615.
ViLLAjOYOSA, a maritime town of Spain, prov.

and 20 m. N.E. Alicante, on the Mediterranean,
on which it has a harbour and docks for building
vessels, a fishing and coasting trade. P. 7966.

V1LLAI.BA, numerous towns of Spain, the chief,

prov. and 25 m. S.E. Badajos. P. 1630.
ViLLALON, a town of Spain, prov. and 32 ra.

N.W. Valladolid, having 3 parish churches. P.

4674, partly employed as muleteers, or engaged
in making cheese, highly esteemed at Madrid.
ViLLALPANDo, a town of Spain, prov. and 30

m. N.E. Zamora. P. 2460.
ViLLAMANRiQUE, Several towns of Spain.—I.

prov. and 18 m. S.W. Sevilla. P. 2280.—II.
prov. Ciudad-Real, 13 m. S. Villanueva-de-los-
Infantes. P. 1100.—III. (de Tajo), prov. Madi'id,

on the Tagus, 20 m. N.E. Ocaria.

Villa Maria, a small town of Brazil, prov.

Matto-Grosso, on the Paraguay, 100 m. W.S.W.
Cuiaba. P. 1000,

Villa-Martin, a town of Spain, prov. and 43

ra. S.E. Sevilla, at the confluence of the rivers

Guadalete and Serrocin. P. 2740.

Villamayob de Santiago, a town of Spaiu,
prov. and 46 m. W. Cuenca. P. 2512.

Villanova, several towns of Portugal, etc.

—

I. (da Cerveira), prov. Minho, 5 m. S.W. Valen9a.

P. 1000. It is a frontier fortress opposite Galici:i.

—II. (da Reinha), prov. Estremadura, near tlio

Tagus, 5 iti. E. Alemquer.—III. (de Mil/antes),

prov. Alemtejo, on the Bari-a de Odemira, near its

mouth in the Atlantic, 32 m. W. Ourique.—IV.
(de PortimaoX prov. Algarves, with a harbour at

the mouth of the Silves, 10 m. E.N.E. Lagos. P.
3500.—V. (de Porto), prov. Minho, on the Douro,
opposite Oporto, of which it is a suburb. It has
an active ship-building trade, and Oporto wines,

destined for England, are warehoused here.

Villanova, a comm. and vill. of the island

Sardinia, prov. and 15 m. S.S.E, Sassari, cap.

mand. P. of comm. 3837.

Villanova, numerous towns of Brazil.—I. (de

San Antonio), prov. Sergipe, on rt. b. of the Sail

Francisco, 20 m. N. from the Atlantic. P. 4000.

—II. (da Rainha), prov. Bahia, on a tributary of

the Itapicuru, 200 m. N.W. Bahia.—III. (de.

Soma), prov. and 280 m. W. Parahiba. P. 50()t),

—IV. (do Principe or Caytete), prov. Bahia, 220
m. W. Eio-de-Contas. P. 2000.—V. prov. Ceara,

150 m. W.S.W. Fortaliza.

Villanterio, a market town of North Italy,

prov. and 10 m. E.N.E. Pavia. P. 2813.

ViLLANUEVA, numerous towns and vills. of

Spain.—I. (de la Sierla), prov. and 68 m. N.E.
Caceres, P. 1600.—II. (de Cordova or de la Jura),

prov. and 40 m. N.N.E. Cordova, on the S. slope

of the Sierra Morena. P. 6572. Trade in cattle

and swine.—III. (y la Geltru), a town and sea-

port, prov. and 25 m. S.W. Barcelona, on the
Mediterranean. P., with Geltru, 10,309. Manufs.
hats, lace, paper, and soap, & brandy distilleries.

—IV. (de la Fuente), prov. and 56 m. E.S.E.

Ciudad-Eeal, P, 2070.—V. (del Arzohispo), prov.

and 60 m. N.E. Jaen, on the Guadalquivir. P.

3624.—VI. {de la Serena), near the Guadiana,
prov. and 58 m. E. Badajos. P. 8980.—VII. (d«

la Vera), prov. Caceres, 42 m. E. Plasencia. P.

1750—VIII. (de la Jara), prov. and 42 m. S.S.E,

Cuenca. P. 2502.—IX. (del Campo), a market
town, prov. and 8 m. W. Leon.

—

uL. (del Cardete\
prov. and 56 m. E.S.E, Toledo. P. 2156.—XL
(del Fresno), near the frontier of Portugal, prov.

and 30 m. S.S.W. Badajos. P. 2122.—XII. (cte

los Castillejos), prov. and 20 m. N.W. Huelva. P.

2996.—XIII. (de los Infantes), prov. and 51 m.
E.S.E. Ciudad-Eeal, near the Jabalon. P. 4975.

In the neighbourhood are copper mines.—^XIV,

(de la Reina), prov. and 13 m. N.W. Jaen. P.

1748. It has a trade in fruit and grain.—XV.
(de Gallego), prov. and 6 m. N. Zaragoza, on the

Gallego. Servetus was born here in 1509.

ViLLANUovA, two towus of Italy.—1. (cTAsti),

North Italy, prov. Alessandria, circ, and 13 m.
W.N.W, Asti, cap, mand, P, of comm 3473.--

II. (de Mondovi), prov. Coni, circ. and 5 m. S.W.
Mondovi, cap. mand. P. 3571.

Villa Occidental, a town of Paraguay, S.

Amer., on Paraguay river, 17 m. N.E. Asuncion.
Villa Puzzu, a market town of the island Sar-

dinia, prov. and 30 m. N.E, Cagliari, cap, mand.
P, of comm. 2356.

ViLLAB, several market towns of Spain.—I.

(de Bonaduf), prov. and 30 m. N.W. Valencia,

P. 2170.—II. (del Rey), prov. and 21 m. N, Bada-
joz, P, 2000.

Villaramiel, a market town of Spain, prov.

Palencia, near the Sequillo, 27 m. N, Valladolid.
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ViLLARD-DE-LANS, a comm. and market town of

Prance, dep. Isfere, 11 m. S.W. Grenoble. P. 2047.

ViLLA-RE^Aii, a town of, Spain, prov. and 5 m.

S.S.W. Castellon-de-la-Plana, on the Mijares, 4

m. from the Mediterranean. P. 8665. It has

mannfs. of woollens, and brandy distilleries.

VnxAKEAL, a town of Portugal, prov. Tras-os-

Montes, cap. dist., on the Corgo, 14 m. N. Lamego.
P. 4500. Area of dist. 1650 sq. m. P. (1863)

195,834.-11. (de San Antonio), prov. Algarves,

11 m. N.E. Tavira, at the mouth of the Guadiana,

P. 1750. It is fortified seaward.

Villa Eica, a town of Paraguay, 90 m. S.W.
Asuncion, with which it is connected by railway.

Villa Eica, a city of Brazil. [OuRO Preto.]
ViLLAEEJo, two towns of Spain.—L (de Feu-

entes), prov. and 37 m. S.W. Cuenca. P. 2600.

—II. (de Salvanesy prov. and 26 m. S.E. Madrid,
between the Tagus and Tajuna. P. 2700.

ViLLARGORDO, Several villages or small towns
of Spain.—I. prov. and 12 m. N.E. Jaen, on the

Guadalquivir.—II. (de Jucar), prov. Cuenca, on
rt. b. of the Jucar, 6 m. W.S.W. Tarazona.
ViLLA-EosA, a town of the island Sicily, prov.

and 12 m. N.E. Caltanisetta, in a country rich in

olives, com, vines, and figs. P. 8696.

ViLUAROTA, two towns of Spain.—I. (de la

Sierra), prov. and 53 m. W. Zaragoza. P. 1130,

who manufacture woollens.—II. (de los Pinares),

prov. and 20 m. N.E. Teruel. P. 1251.

ViLLARROBLED.\, a town of Spain, prov. and
65 m. E.N.E. Ciudad-EeaL P. 2070.

Villarrubla-de-OcaSa, a town of Spain,
prov. and 35 m. E.N.E. Toledo. P. 2000.—IL
(de los Ojos de Gvadianay, prov. and 20 m. E.N.E.
Ciudad-Real. P. 5641. It has a palace of the
dukes of Ixar, & a trade in wines of fine quality.

ViLLASAVAKY, a comm. and noarket town of

France, dep. Aude, on the M^zuran, 8 m. S.S.E.
Castelnaudary. P. 1871.

ViLLATOBAS, a town of Spain, prov. and 35 m.
E.S.E. Toledo. P. 2443.

VillaVelha, town, Brazil. [Espirito-Sauto.]
VillaVERD (de Leganes), a town of Spain,

prov. and 16 m. S. Badajos. P. 2040.
VillaVERDE, a town of Brazil, prov. Bahia, on

the Burahnen, 20 m. W. Porto Seguro.
VillaviciosA, several towns of Spain.—I. prov.

and 18 m. W.N.W. Cordova. P. 1800.—II. (de
Odon), prov. Guadalajara, 53 m. N.E. Madrid.
P. 856. Here was fought in 1710 the battle which
terminated the "War of the Succession," and
seated Philip v. on the throne of Spain.
ViLLA-vicosA, a town of Portugal, prov. Alem-

tejo, cap. coniarca, 15 m. S.W. Elvas. P. 3600.
It is enclosed by a ditch, and defended by an old
castle. In the neighbourhood are a royal hunt-
ing palace and a large park.
ViLLA-vicosA, a town of Brazil, prov. Ceara,

170 m. W. Fortaleza. It is situated amongst
groves of cocoa palms. P. 5000.
ViLLAViEJA, a town of Spain, prov. and 7 m.

S.S.W. Castellon-de-la-Plana. P. 1800. It has
mineral springs.
Vill£ or Weiler, a comm. and market town

of France, dep. Bas-Ehin, cap. cant., 26 m. S.W.
Strasbourg. P. 1155.
ViLLECOMTAL, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Aveyron, on the Bourdon, 9 m. W. Espa-
lion. P. 1093.

Villedieux, numerous comms. of France, the
chief (les Poeles) a market town, dep. Manche,
cap. cant„ on the Sienne, 12 m. N.E. Avranches.
P. 3789. It has iron, copper, and bell foundries

;

manufs. of hardwares, buttons, buckles, parch-
ment, lace, and clocks.

ViLLEFAGNAN and ViLLEFORT, two comms. and
small towns of France.—I. dep. Charente, cap.

cant, 5 m. W. Euffec. P. 1505.—II. dep. Lo-
zfere, 23 m. E.S.E. Mende. P. 1536. Near it are
argentiferous lead mines.
ViLLEFBANCHE, numcrous comms., towns, and

vills. of France.—I. (de Lauragats), dep. Haute-
Garonne, cap. arr., near the Canal-du-Midi, 20
m. E. Toulouse. P. 2865.—II. (de Selves), dep.
Dordogne, cap. cant, 20 m. S.SW. Sarlat. P.
1869.—III. (du Queyran), dep. Lot-et-Garonne,
14 m. N.N.W. N^rac. P. 884.—IV. (de Rou-
ergtie), dep. Aveyron, 26 m. W. Ehodez, on rt. b.

of the Aveyron. P. 10,172. It has numerous
copper, iron, and brass works, and tanneries.

—

V. (sur Saone), dep. Ehone, on rt b. of the Saone,
and on railway to Paris, cap. arr., 17 m. N.W.
Lyon. P. (1861) 11,650. It has manufs. cotton
and linen fabrics.—VI. (de Conflent), a fortified

town, dep. Pyrdn^es Orientales, cap. cant, on it.

b. of the Tet, 4 m. S.W. Prades. P. 760.

ViLLEJUiF, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine, cap. cant, 4 m. S. Paris. P. 1813.

ViLLEMUR, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Haute-Garonne, cap. cant, on rt. b. of the Tarn,
19 m. N. Toulouse. P. 5304.

ViLLENA, Turbida, a town of Spain, prov. and
32 m. N.W. Alicante. P. 5314. It has barracks,

a soap factory, and brandy distilleries.

ViLLENAuxE, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Aube, cap. cant, 7 m. N.N.E. Nogent-sur-
Seine. P. 2508. Mannfs. leather and cordage.

YiLLESXYE, a comm. and viU. of France, dep.

Gironde, 6 m. S.E. Bordeaux. P. 2161.

ViLLENEUVE, numerous comms. and towns of

France.—I. dep. Aveyron, cap. cant, 6 m. N.
Villefranche. P. 3234.—II. dep. Landes, cap.

cant^ 10 m, E. Mont-de-Marsan, on the Midou.
P. 2059.—III. (d'Agen), cap. arr., dep. Lot-et-

Garonne, 15 m. N. Agen. P. 13,830. It has
manufs. of woollen cloths, and trade in prunes.

—

IV. (de Berg), cap. cant^ dep. Ardfeche, 14 m.
S.S.W. Privas. P. 2547—V. (TArcheveque),

dep. Yonne, cap. cant, 12 m. E. Sens, on the

Vannes. P. 1857.—VI. (le Hot), dep. Tonne,
cap. cant, 7 m. N.N.W. Joigny, on rt b. of the
Yonne. P. 8018.—VII. (les Avignon), dep. Gard,
on rt. b. of the Ehone, opposite Avignon, with
manufs. of woollens and silks. P. 3162.

ViLLENEuvE (Germ. Neustadt), a town of Swit-
zerland, cant. Vaud, at the E. extremity of Lake
Geneva, 17 m. E.S.E. Lausanne. P. 1161.

ViLLEBs, several comms., towns, and vills. of

France.—I. (Bretonneux), dep. Somme, 10 m. E.
Amiens, with manufs. of wooUens and flannels.

P. 3601.—II. (Cotterets), cap. cant, dep. Aisne, 14
m. S.W. Soissons. P. 3567. It has a castle built

by Francis l, now a workhouse for dep. Seine,

and manufs. of wooden utensils.—III. (Guidain),

dep. Nord, 11 m. S.S.W. CambraL P. 2036.

ViLLEURBAJJNE, a comm. and vilL of France,

dep. Isfere, 15 m. N. Vienne. P. 6850.

ViLL^vfiQUE, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, 9 m. N.E. Angers. P. 1661.

ViLLiERS, a CO. in the British colony of Victo-

ria, Australia, on S. coast Lon. 142° 30' E. It

contains several small lakes, and the maritime
inlet Port-Fairy. Chief town, Belfast.

ViLLTERS, numerous comms., etc, of France

;

the principal, ViUiers-le-Bd, dep. Seine-et-Oise,

1 m. S.K Ecouen. P. 2132.

ViLLDJGEN, a town of Baden, circ. Lake, cap.

dist., in the Black Forest, 42 m. N.W. Constance.

P. 3870. It was formerly strongly fortified.

ViLLMAR, a market town of Germany, Nassau,

near tie Lahn, 8 m. S.W. Weilbuiig. P. 1646.
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ViLNA or WiLNA, a gov. of Russian Poland,

mostly between lat. 63° 40' and 56° 20' N., Ion.
24° and 29° E. ; having S. tho gov. Grodno, E.
Minsk. N. Kovno, Vitebsk, and Courland, W. Au-
gustowo, from which it is separated by the river
Niemen. Area 16,323 sq. m. P. (1858) 876,116.
Surface a wide plain, interspersed with a few
sand-hills, and numerous marshes and lakes.

Principal rivers, the Vilia, Dubisa, Nevieja,
Sventa, and other affls. of the Niemen, in the S.,

Windau and Alass in the N. Climate mild

;

mean temp, of year 45° Fahr. Com, hemp and
flax, hops and pulse, are grown. Forests exten-
sive-, and tar, potash, and deals are important
products ; also honey, and skins of elks, bears,

wolves, foxes, martens, and squirrels. The urus
or wild bull is here met with. Trade mostly in

the hands of Jews. The gov. is divided into 11
circs. Principal towns, Vilna, the cap., Kovno,
Troki, Rossiena, and Kieydani.— Vilna, the cap.

city, and formerly cap. of Lithuania, is situated

at the confluence of the Vileika and Vilia, 90 m.
N.E. Grodno, in lat. 54° 41' N., Ion. 25° 18' E.
P. (1863) 69,464, many being Jews. It is enclosed
by a wall, and built chiefly of timber. It has a
cathedral of the 14tli century, containing good
paintings, and the marble chapel and tomb of

St Casimir; a mosque, a town-hall, an arsenal,

exchange, theatre, several hospitals, barracks,
magazines, and a governor's palace. Vilna is

tho residence of civil and military governors,
the see of a Greco-Kussian archbishop and a
lioman Catholic bishop, and the seat of a medico-
cliirurgical school, with a botanic garden, an
ecclesiastical seminary, several gymnasia and
other high schools, and an academy, replacing
its university, which was suppressed in 1832,
and the library and museums of which were
chiefly removed to Kiev. It has a few manufs.,
and a considerable trade.

ViLs, two rivers of Bavaria.—I. circs. Upper
and Lower Bavaria, joins the Danube at Vils-
hofon, after an E.N.E. course of' 70 m.—II. circ.

Lower Franconia, after a S. course of 50 m. joins
the Nab, 21 m. S. Amberg.—III. a town of Aus-
tria, Tirol, on the Bavarian frontier, and on the
Vils, a small affl. of the Lech, 4 m. S.W. Fiissen.

ViLSBiBURG, a waUed town of Lower Bavaria,
cap. dist., on the Vils, 11 m. S.E. Landshut. P.
1246. It has nitre factories and breweries.

—

Vilsech is a small town, circ. Upper Palatinate, on
the Vils, 11 m. N.N.W. Amberg. P. 1218.

ViLSHOFEN, a walled town of Lower Bavaria,
cap. dist., on the Danube, here joined by the Vils,

13 m. W.N.W. Passau. P. 2150.

ViLVESTRE, several market towns of Spain;
the principal in prov. and 46 m. W.N.W. Sala-
manca, near the Portuguese frontier. P. 1400.

ViLVORDE, a town of Belgium, prov. S. Brabant,
6 m. N.N.E. Brussels, on railway to Antwerp. P.
5200. Its old castle now serves as a penitentiary
for 2000 prisoners. Here Tindal translated the
Bible into English. He afterwards suffered mar-
tyrdom as a heretic in Smithfleld, London, in 1536.

ViMERCATE, Vicus Martius, a town of N. Italy,

prov. and 14 m. N E. Milan. P. of comm. 4106.

ViMiEiRO, a town of Portugal, prov. Estre-
madura, near the coast, 7 m. N. Torres-Vedras,
famous for the defeat of the French by the late

Duke of Wellington, 21st August 1808.

ViMiosA, a fortified town of Portugal, prov.

Tras-os-Montes, near the Spanish frontier, 14 m.
S.E. Bragan9a. P. 1000.

ViMOUTiER, a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Orne, cap. cant., on the Vire, 17 m.
N.E. Ai-gentan. P. 3698. Has linen manufs.

ViNADio, a town of N. Italy, prov. and 21 m.
W.S.W. Coni, on the Stura. It has thermal
springs and baths. P. of comm. 3454.

ViNALHAVEK, a township, U. S., N. America,
Maine, comprising Fox Islands, at the mouth of

Penobscot Bay, 12 m. S.E. Camden.
ViNAROZ, a town of Spain, prov. and 46 m.

N.E. Castellon de la Plana, near the mouths of

the Ebro, on the Mediterranean. P. 9793. It haa
a ship-building yard, and active fisheries.

ViNAY, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Isfere, cap. cant., 15 m. W. Grenoble. P. 3377.

V1X9A, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Pyrdnees Orientales, cap. cant., near the Tet, 19
m. W.S.W. Perpignan. P. 1943. It is enclosed
by walls. In its vicinity are medicinal springs.

ViNCENNES, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine, 4 m. E. the Barrifere du Trone, Paris.

P. (1861) 13,414. It has a castle, erected in 1339,

in the midst of a forest, which was used as a royal
residence till the time of Louis xv. It was after-

wards made a state prison. The great Condd,
Diderot, Mirabeau, and many other distinguished
persons, were confined in this fortress, outside of
which the Duke D'Enghien was shot by order
of Napoleon i., 21st March 1804. It contains a
fine armoury, depot of artillery, aud the tomb of

the Duke D'Enghien. The wood of Vincennes
is a favourite holiday resort of the Parisians.

Vincennes, a town of the U. S., N. America,
Indiana, on the Wabash, 28 m. N.E. Palmyra.
It is the oldest town in the state.

Vincent, a township of the U. S., N. Ame-
rica, Pennsylvania, 30 m. N. W. Philadelphia.

Vincent (St), a British West India island,

Windward group, lat. 15° 23' N., Ion. 61° 13'

W., 22 m. S. St Lucia, and 90 m. W. Barbadoes.
Area 130 sq. m. P. (1861) 31,755, being an in-

crease of 1627 in ten years, mostly labourers from
India. In that year the importation of coolies

from India was commenced, and 500 of them
arrived in the island. Religion and morality aro

at a low ebb : more than half tho children born
in 1861 were illegitimate. Total revenue for same
year, 16,900^. ; expenditure, 17,132/. ; public debt,

1000/. ; imperial expenditure for civil and mili-

tary purposes, 1900/. The principal products are

sugar, rum, and molasses ; and in less quantities,

coffee, cocoa, and cotton. These, with dye-woods,
arrow-root, etc., form the exports, which in 1851
amounted in value to 233,088/. ; imports, 211,925/.

The centre of the island is mountainous, and tho

Souffriere, an extinct volcano, rises to 3000 feet

above the sea. It has many fertile valleys ; all

around the coast is a rich belt of low land, and
about 2-5ths of the sncface are under culture for

sugar. The climate is healthy, but violent rains

not unfrequently do great damage to the crops

and roads. No less than 1300/. is annually voted

by the legislature for keeping the roads in re-

pair. The island is divided into 7 pas. Principal

towns, Kingstown tho cap., Calliaqua, George-
town, and Princes-town.
Vincent (St), a maritime co. of Now S. Wales,

enclosed W. and N. bythe Shoalhaven river, and
S. by Moruya river. Lat. 35° 30' S. ; Ion. 150° 15'

E. Chief town Braidwood. Ac. 1,732,860. P.

(1861) 11,519.

Vincent (St), one of the Cape Verd Islands, in

tho Atlantic Ocean, S.E. San Antonio. Length
15 m.

;
greatest breadth 9 m. Surface mountain-

ous. The Porto Grande is one of the largest and
safest bays in these islands. It is a free port, and
a coaling station for ocean steamers.

Vincent (St), a vill. of N. Italj', prov. Turin,

circ. Aosta. P. 2130. It has mineral springs.
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Vincent (Cape St), the S.W. exti-emity of

Portugal, prov. Algarve. Lat. 37° 2' 9* N. ; Ion.

9° "W. Off it, on 14th February 1797, Admiral

Jervis, with 15 sail of the line, defeated a far

superior Spanish naval force, and thence derived

his title of Earl St Vincent.

Vincent (St), a gulf of South Australia, is be-

tween lat. 34° and 35° 40' S., and about Ion. 138°

E., bounded E. by the settled portion of the

colony, and W. by York peninsula, separating

it from Spencer Gulf. Length 90 m. ; breadth of

entrance, and for some distance inland, 35 m.
Shores mostly low, but backed by ranges of hills.

It receives the Torrens, Gawler, and other rivers,

and communicates by Investigator Strait with
Spencer Gulf, and by Backstairs Passage with
Encoimter Bay. Cape Jervis forms its S. limit,

and Ports Gawler and Adelaide are on its E.

side, where it is bordered by the cos. Gawler,
Adelaide, and Hindmarsh.
Vincent (St), several comms. and vills. of

France ; the principal, des-Pres, dep. Sarthe, arr.

and 5 m. S.S.E. Mamers. P. 944.

Vinci, a comm. and town, Cent. Italy, prov. and
17 m. W. Florence. Pop. of comm. 6974. It gives

its name to the celeb, artist Leonardo da Vinci.

ViNDAU or WiNDAU, a seaport town of Russia,

gov. Courland, at the mouth of the Vindau, in

the Baltic, 100 m. N.W. Mitau. P. 2000.—The
Vindau river rises near Shavli, gov. Vilna, flows

N.N.W. past Shrunden and Goldingen, & enters

the Baltic after a course of 160 miles.

ViNDHYA Mountains, a range in India, ex-
tending between lat. 22° and 24' N., Ion. 74° and
80° E., in the Indore, Gwalior, & Bhopaul doms.,
and the S.W. part of the Bengal presid., separat-
ing the basins of the Ganges and Nerbudda
rivers. Elevat. 2000 to 2600 feet above the sea.

ViNDicARi, Naustasmus, a small town and port
of the island Sicily, prov. and 7 m. S.S.E. Noto.
Vingorla, a town of British India, presid.

Bombay, dist. S. Concan, on the W. coast, 30 m.
N.N.W. Goa. P. 5000. It has a bazaar, and is

fast becoming a place of note ; 25 m. distant are
the Vingorla Islands, in the Indian Ocean.
ViNKOVENE, a market town of Military Sla-

vonia, cap. co. Broos, 20 m. S.E. Essegg. P. 2200.
ViNKOviTZ, a market town of Eussian Poland,

gov. Podolia, 28 m. N. Ushitza. P. 1500.
ViNNiTZA (Pol. Winnica), a town of Eussian

Poland, gov. Podolia, cap. circ, on the Bug, 80
ra. N.E. Kamiuietz. P. (1863) 11,051. It is en-
closed by a deep ditcli, and has a citadel, Eoman
Catholic churches, a college, & a Jews' synagogue.
VixsoBRES, a comm. and mkt. town of France,

dep. Drome, 5 m. S.E. Valrdas. P. 1645.
ViNTiMiGLiA or Ventimiglia, Albium Interme-

lium, a fortified town of North Italy, prov. Porto
Maurizio, 18 m. E.N.E. Nice, on the Mediter-
ranean, at the mouth of the Eoya. P. 6435. It
iias a cathedral and strongly fortified castle. The
district is productive in wine, oil, and fruit.

Vinton, a co., U. S., North America, Ohio.
Area 414 sq. m. P. 13,631.

Vinuesa, Viscontium, a town of Spain, prov.
and 15 m. N.W. Soria, on the Vinuesa and La-
crar, at the base of the Sierra Ameros. P. 722.
Here are traces of a Roman highway.

ViNZACLio, a market town of North Italy, prov.
Novara, 4 m. E. Vercelli. Pop. of comm. 1447.

Violet, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Ohio, CO. Fairfield.
ViKE ( Virid), a river of France, deps. Manche

and Calvados, after a N. course of 60 m. enters
the English Channel, 15 m. N. St Lo.
ViRK (T'lrm), a coram, and town of France,

dep. Calvados, cap. arr., on rt. b. of the Vire, 34
m. S.W. Caen. P. 7647. It has manufs. of

woollen cloths and paper, needles and other

steel goods, horn work, and leather ; and in its

vicinity are iron mines and forges.

ViREY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Manche, 9 m. S.W. Mortain. P. 1374.

Virgil, a township of the U. S., N. America,
New York, on E. Owego Creek.

Virginia, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster, co. and 15
m. S.E. Cavan. P. 812.

Virginia, one of the U. S. of North Americii,

in the south, previous to 1861 extending between
lat. 36° 30' and 40° N., Ion. 75° 40' and 83° 30'

W., having E. Chesapeake Bay and the Atlantic

Ocean, and on other sides the states Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Tennessee, and North Caro-
lina. Area 61,352 sq. m. P. (1860) 1,596,318, of

whom 58,042 were free coloured, and 490,865
were slaves. The Appalachian mountains, in

several parallel ranges, cover the centre of the
state, and rise in some peaks to 4000 feet above
the sea ; they separate the James and Eoanoake
rivers from affls. of the Ohio & Tennessee, which
water the W. part of the state. The Ohio forms
all the N.W., and the Potomac the N.E. frontier.

For about 100 m. from the coast the surface is

level, and in many parts swampy, or covered with
pine barrens; further inland the gently rising

slope is more fertile. The W. part of the state

abounds with forests. Large quantities of wheat
(though of inferior quality), with maize, oats, and
rye, are cultivated, and about l-3d of the tobacco
produced in the Union is grown in this state.

Live-stock of all kinds are numerous. About
449,187 tons of coal were mined in 1860. Some
lead, gold, and other metals are produced ; and
its salt wells are important. It has many cele-

brated spas. Cotton, woollen, and metallic goods
are made, but manufacturing industry is much
less extensive than in the states to the N. and E.
Virginia is divided into 124 cos., and sent 13
representatives to Congress. Chief towns, Rich-
mond, the cap., Norfolk, Petersbung, and Freder-
icksburg. This was the seat of the first colony
planted by the English in the States territory.

The state was named in honour of Queen Eli-

zabeth. It is the birth place of Washington and
Jefferson. In April 1861, a large portion of the
state was under the control of the Confederates.
The people of that portion which retained its

relation with the national government con-
vened at Wheeling, 11th June 1861, & organized
a new state government. Within this territory

a separate state was erected, called W. Virginia,

which was admitted into the Union, 2d June 1863;

cap. Wheeling. Virginia (East) has now an area

of 38,352 sq. m. P. (1860) 1,261,397. Public
debt (1863) 35,145,798 dollars. Cap. Alexandria.
Of West Virginia, the area is 23,000 sq. m. P.

(1860) 393,234.

Virgin Islands, in the British W. Indies, are a

group E. of Porto Rico, between lat. 18° and 19°

N., Ion. 64° and 65° 30' E., and comprising the

islands Virgin-Gorda, Tortola, Anegada, Vieque,
Culebra, etc., and the United States islands St

John and St Thomas. Area 144 sq. m. P. (1861),
white 476, coloured 1557, black 4018, total 6051.

Rev. (18G2) 2013;. Expend. 1919^. Imports (18G2)
7724?. Exports 15,708/.— Virgin Gorda island is in

W. part of the group, lat. 18° 30' N., Ion. 64° 14' W.
Length, N.E. to S.W., 9 m., breadth 4 m. It has
many inlets affording anchorage. Its copper
mines in 1860 yielded 150i tons ; value 3000/.

ViRGiNSTOW, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6
m. N.N.E. Launceston. Ac. 1274. P. 141.
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ViRiEU, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Isfere, cap. cant., 23 m. N.N.W. Grenoble,
on the Bourbre. P. 1119.
ViRiEU LE Gkand, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Ain, 6 m. N.N.W. Belley. P. 839.

ViKOFLAY, a comra. and vill. of France, dep.
Seine-et-Oise, arr. Versailles. P. 1220.

ViRTON, the most S. town of Belgian Luxem-
bourg, 15 m. S.W. Arlon. P. 2000.

ViSAN, a comm. and town of France, dep. Vau-
cluse, 16 m. N.E. Orange. P. 2287.

Vis^ (Germ. Weset), a town of Belgium, prov.
& 8 m. N.E. Liege, on rt. b. of the Meuse. P. 2579.

ViSEU, a city of Portugal, prov. Beira, cap.

dist., 46 m. N.N.E. Coimbra. P. 9160. Its

cathedral contains some good works of art, and
it has a college, hospital, Moorish and Gothic
edifices, Koman antiquities, and a large annual
fail-. Area of dist. 1291 sq. m. P. (1863) 836,844.

VisHEKA, a river of Bussia, gov. Perm, rises

in the Ural mntns., flows W. and S., and joins

the Kama 24 m. N.W. Solikamsk. Course 260
miles. It is navigable.
ViSHNii-VoLOTCHOK, a towii of Eussia, gov. &

70 m. N.W. Tver, cap. circ, on the Zna, and rail,

to Moscow. P. (1863) 13,873. It has a cathedral,

bazaar, and 3 annual fairs. The canal between
the Zna and Tvertza, constructed under Peter the

Great, connects the navigation of the Baltic and
Caspian Seas, and is frequented by upwards of

2000 vessels annually, rendering the town a
large entrepot for corn, malt, chicory, seeds, but-
ter, tallow, and soap.

Viso, several towns of Spain.—I. (del AlcorX
prov. and 14 m. E.N.E. Sevilla. P. 2991.—II.
(del Marques), prov. and 28 m. S.E. Ciudad Eeal,

at the base of the Sierra Morena. P. 2010.—III.

{de los Pedroches), prov. and 35 m. N.N.W. Cor-
dova, at the foot of the Sierra Morena. P. 2596.—Monte Viso is a principal summit at the junc-
tion of the Maritime and Cottian Alps, 40 m.
S.W. Turin, 13,599 feet above the sea.

Visp, a river of Switzerland, running through
the large glacier which still retains the Arabic
name of Al-al-Ain (the source of a spring), from
the time of the Arabic emigration westward.

Visso, a town of Central Italy, prov. Macerata,
circ. Camerino. P. 4517. It has the ruins of

3 small castles, and in the outskirts is a splendid
temple with campanile, built by Bramante.

VisTRiTZA (anc. Erigoriy, a river of European
Turkey, Macedonia, joins the Vardar in the Gulf
of Salonica, after a course of 80 miles.

Vistula (Germ. WeichseV), a river of Europe,
rises in the Carpathian Mountains, flows in Aus-
trian Silesia, partly separates Galicia from Po-
land, traverses Poland and W. Prussia, forming
the main channel of trade in these countries, past

Cracow, Warsaw, Plock, Thorn, Culm, GraU-
denz, and Danzic, and enters the Baltic by seve-

ral mouths, of which the most E., called the No-
gat, enters the Frische-Haff, N.W. Elbing. The
W. branch again divides into two arms, one of

which enters the Baltic near Danzig, and the

other by a new channel which it forced for itself

in 1840. Total course, including windings, 590 m.
Vita, a town of the island Sicily, prov. Tra-

pani, eirc. Alcamo. P. 3913.

ViTCHEGDA, a river of Eussia, traverses the

centre of the gov. Vologda, chiefly in a W. direc-

tion, and joins the Dvina, 12 m. W. Solvitche-

godsk. Total course 380 m., mostly navigable.

Vitebsk or Witepsk, a gov. of Eussian Po-
land, mostly between lat. 54° 58' and 57° 20' N.,

Ion. 25° 30' E., surrounded by the govs. Mog-
bilev, Minsk, Vilna, Courland, Livonia, Pskov, &

Smolensk. Area 17,449 sq. m. P. fl858) 781,741,
mostly Eoman Catholics. Surface level ; soil fer-
tile. Chief crops corn, hemp, flax, pease, beans,
hops, and fruits. Principal river, the DUna, in
the S., and by which, and the canals uniting it

with the Berezina and Lovat, its trade is greatly
facilitated. Forests and pasture lands extensive,
and in the latter many cattle and coaxse-wooUed
sheep are reared. Manufs. woollen cloth, leather,
glass, and earthenwares. Exports mostly con-
fined to agricultural produce, timber, and masts,
hides, wool, tallow, honey, and wax. The gov.
is divided into 12 circs. Principal towns, Vitebsk,
the cap., Velij, DUnaburg, and Polotzk.— Vitebsk,
the cap., is situated on both sides of the Diina,
here joined by the Vitebat, 95 m. N. Moghilev.
P. (1863) 27,868. It is enclosed by old walls, and
built mostly of wood ; but has numerous churches,
convents, and Jewish synagogues, an old castle,

bazaar, and hospitals. Manufs. woollen cloth
and leather. It is the residence of civil and mili-
tary governors, with authority over the govs.
Vitebsk, Smolensk, and Moghilev.

ViTERBO (Fanum Voltumnse\ a city of Central
Italy, cap. deleg., at the foot of Monte Cincino, in
the Campagna di Eoma, 42 m. N.N.W. Eome.
P. 13,850. It is enclosed by turreted walls, and
is generally well built of volcanic tufa. In one
of its public squares the emperor Frederick Bar-
barossa humiliated himself before the English
Pope, Adrian iv. The cathedral contains the
tombs of several of the popes, and is memorable
as having been the scene of the murder of Prince
Henry of England by Guy de Montfort. Several
of the churches are rich in works of art. The
bishop's palace and city-hall are fine buildings,

and the latter contains various Etruscan antiqui-

ties. Viterbo is celebrated for its fountains.

Manufs. unimpoiiant ; alum, vitriol, and sulphur
abound in its vicinity, in which are also many
medicinal springs. This city was one of the
principal in the Etruscan league, and is the spot
where their general assemblies were held ; and it

was, in the middle ages, the cap. of the Patri-

mony of St Peter, bestowed in the 12th century
upon the Papal See.
ViTH (St), a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov. Aix-

la-Chapelle, 10 m. S.S.E. Malmedy. P. 1015.

ViTi Islands, Pacific Ocean, erroneouslynamed
Fiffi, the finest group in the South seas, comprising
above 200 reef-bound islands, islets and rocks, 65
of which are inhabited ; between lat. 15° 30' and
19° 30' S., and Ion. 177° and 178° W., 1900 m.
N.E. of Sydney. Area about 40,000 sq. m. P.
200,000, of whom 67,489 are Christians. One
language is spoken throughout the gi'oup. The
islands are of volcanic origin, generally hiUy and
well wooded. Theyare extremely fertile, & supply
foreign vessels with provisions. Cotton grows
wild.— Viti Levu, the largest & most populous of

the group, is 87 by 57 m., & has a copper mine.

—

Vanna Leva is 100 by 25 m. Pop. estimated at

20,000. With mountains 4000 to 5000 ft. high.—
Ovalau Island, 8 by 7 m., has a fine harbour, called

Levuka, on E. side, the favourite residence of the
whites.

—

Lakemha, the largest island in the E., is

the headquarters of the Wesleyan missionaries,

whose zeal has done wonders for the civilisation

of the natives, although cannabalism is still prac-
tised. The islands have an excellent climate,

and grand scenery. Mean temp. 80°, summer
87° ; extremes 60° to 120° Fahr. Exports, cocoa-
nut oil, beche-de-mer (dried sea slug), tortoise

and pearl shell. Cotton, yams, sugar cane,

coffee, tobacco, spices and arrowroot, are grown.
The Viti Islands are divided into a number of
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petty states, of which Bau is the chief. They
were discovered by Tasman in 1643.

VrriM, a river of E. Siberia, Transbaikal, rises

in the Vitim table-land, S.E. Lake Baikal, flows

N.E. and N. for nearly 900 m., forming the

boundary between that gov., Irkutsk, & Yakutsk,

and joins the Lena opposite Vitimskaia. It has
several large affls.— Vitimskaia, in lat. 69° 15' N.,

Ion. 112=" E., is a vilL with 300 inhabitants, and
a mine yielding the largest sheets of talc.

Vrro (San), several market towns of Italy.—I.

N. Italy, Venetia, prov. and 20 m. S."W. Udine.

P. 5000. Manufs. linen and silk.—II. S. Italy,

prov. Chieti, cap. cant., on a hill near the Adria-
tic, 5 m. S.S.E. Ortona. P. 3673.—IIL prov.

Catanzaro, 7 m. S.W. Squillace. Pop- of comm.
3000.—IV. (degli Schiavi), prov. Lecce, 15 m.
W. Brindisi. It was founded by a Slavonian
colony (whence its name). P. 6019.

—

Cape Santo
Vito is a headland on the N. coast of the isl. Sicily,

prov. Trapani, 16 m. N.W. Castell'-a-Mare.

VrroLANO, a town of S. Italy, prov. Benevento,
20 m. N.W. Avellino. P. 2847. Manufs. of woollen
fabrics, and has marble quarries.

ViTORiA, a town of Spain, cap. prov. Alava,
29 m. S. Bilbao, on the road from Madrid to

Bayonne, 1803 feet above the sea. P. 16,569.

It consists of an old and a new town ; has a town-
ball, custom-house, orphan asylum, hospital,

public library, and museimi of antiquities. Manu-
factures brass and iron wares, earthenware, ebony
wares, candles, table linen, and leather ; and it

is an important entrepot between the interior of
the country, Navarra and Bilbao, especially for
crude and manufactured iron, chocolate, confec-
tionery, woollen and silk fabrics, shoes, and hats.

Vitoria is celebrated in the annals of the Penin-
sular war as the scene of a signal victory gained
by the English over the French, 2l8t June 1813.

ViTKi, a comm. and town of France, dep. Ille-

et-Vilaine, cap. arr., on the Vilaine, 21 m. E.
Eennes. P. 8904. It has manufs. of cotton
hosiery and leather, trade in wax and honey.
Savary was bom here in 1750.
ViTKY, sev. comms., towns, & vills., France.

—

I. dep. Pas-de-Calais, cap. cant, with a station on
the N. Eail., 10 m. E.N.E. Arras. P. 2502.-11.
(le Frangois), a fortified town, dep. Marne, cap.
arr., 19 m. S.S.E. Chalons, on rt. b. of the Marne.
P. 7622.—III. (sur Seiney, dep. Seine, an'. Sceaux,
5 m. S.E. Paris, on 1. b. of the Seine. P. 3095.

ViTTE, a seaport town of Prussia, gov. Konigs-
berg, 1 m. N. MemeL P. 1400.
ViTTEAUx, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Cote d'Or, cap. cant., on the Brenne, 24 m.
W.N.W. Dijon. P. 1677.
ViTFEFLEUK, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine-Infdrieure, 15 m. N.N.W. Yvetot. P. 1272.
ViTTEL, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Vosges, 23 m. W. EpinaL P. 1303.
VirroKiA, a town of the island Sicily, prov.

Noto,_circ. and 14 m. W.N.W. Modica. P. (1861)
15,855, who trade in honey and silk.
Viu, a vill. of N. Italy, prov. and 20 m. N.W.

Tiirin, cap. mand., on the Chiara. P. ofcomm. 3335.
ViVAKAis, an old dist. of France, in Langue-

doc, of which Viviers was the cap. It is now
comprised in the deps. Ardeche and Haute-Loire.
ViVERO, a town of Spain, prov. and 45 m. N.

Lugo, at the mouth of the Landrova, in the Bay
of Biscay. P. 4606. It has a government factory
of ai-ms, and manufs. linens, quiltings, & earthen-
ware. The port has a bar at its mouth.
ViVEROLS, a comm. & market town of France,

B P- ^^y-^^^^me, cap. cant., 10 m. S.E. Ambert.
t, 1180. Manufactures lace.

Vivien (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Gironde, 10 m. N.W. Lesparre. P. 1228.
ViviKES, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Ardtehe, cap. cant., on the Ehone, 17 m. S.S.E.
Privas. P. 2706. It has a cathedral.

VrvoNKE, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Vienne, cap. cant, at the confluence of the Clam
and Vonne, 11 m. S.S.W. Poitiers. P. 2618.

Vix, a comm. and vilL of France, dep. Vend^
8 m. S.S.W. Fontenay-le-Comte. P. 3258.
VizAGAPATAM ( FtsAafepatonajTi), a maritime

dist. of British Lidia, presid. Madras. It is

divided into 4 collectorates : Ganjam, Vizagapa-
tam, Eajahmundry, and Masulipatam. Area 4690
sq. m. P. 1,254,272. Surface, a flat alluvial plain,

but well cultivated. Exported produce consists

of wax, salt, coir, pepper, turmeric, tamarinds,
ivory, boms, and native cloths.

VizcATA, Spain. [Basque, Biscat."]

ViZELLA, a vill. of Portugal, prov. Minho, 5 m.
S.E. Guimaraens, in a picturesque vale. It is

greatly frequented for its warm sulphur baths.

ViziAXAGRUM, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, dist. and 30 m. N.E. Vizagapatam.
Principal edifice, a stone fort, with the rajah's

palace. Near it are British military cantonments.
The soil is fertile and well ciiltivated. The
climate is salubrious, and supplies abundant.
Lat 18° 7' N. ; Ion. 83° 28' E.

ViziiXE, a comm. and town, France, dep. Is^re,

on the Eomanche, 8 m. S. Grenoble. P. 3546.
VizziNi, a town of the isl. Sicily, prov. & 29 m.

S.W. Catania. P. (1861) 13,362. The town is weU
built, and its churches contain many fine pictures.

Vlaardingen, a town of the Netherlands, prov.
South Holland, cap. dist., with a port on the
Maas, 6 m. W.S.W. Eotterdam. P. 7700. It

employs 70 boats in the herring fishery.

Vladi-Kaukas, a town and fort of Circassia,

N. the Caucasus range, on the great route S.ward
into Georgia, 47 m. S.S.E. Mozdok.
Vladimir, a gov. of Eussia, nearly in its

centre, mostJy between lat 55° and 57° N., Ion.
37° 40' and 43° 20* E., surrounded by the govs.
Moscow, Tver, Jaroslavl, Kostroma, Nijnii-Nov-
gorod, Tambov, and Riazan. Area 18,297 sq. m.
P. (1858) 1,207,908. Surface level. The Kli-
azma river intersects its centre, and the Oka its

S.E. part. Principal crops, rye, barley, oats,

wheat, hemp, flax, millet, pease, apples, chenies,
hops, and cucumbers. Forests extensive ; in
that of Murom are valuable iron mines, and some
of the largest iron works in Bussia are at Vixa,
on the Oka. The sterility of the soil has caused
the inhabitants to direct attention greatly to
manufactures. Cotton, wooUen; and linen goods

;

iron foundries, glass and crystal works ; manufs.
leather, earthenwares, etc. The gov. is divided
into 13 dists. Principal towns, Vladimir, the cap.,

Murom, Shuya, Pereslavl, Suzdal, andViaznikov.
VLADiiHR, two towns of Kussia.—I. cap. above

gov., on the Kliazma, 120 m. E.N.E. Moscow.
P. (1863) 12,948, comprises many Jews. It has a
cathedral with 5 domes, an archbishop's palace,

court-house, governor's residence, college, and
other schools ; manufs. of linen and leather, and
trade in fruit. It was cap. of the grand duchy of

Eussia from 1157 to 1328.—IL (PoL Wlodztmierz),

gov. Volhynia, cap. dist., on the Lui, 27 m.
S.S.W. Kovel. P. 6000.

Vlieland, an island of the Netherlands, prov.

North Holland, off the entrance to the Zuyder-
Zee, between the Texel and Schelling. Length
10 m.

;
greatest breadth IJ m. P. 620.

VussDJGEif, a town, Netherlands. [Flushing.]

Vlotho, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
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and 9 m. S.S.W. Minden, on the Weser. P. 2200.

It has manufs. of chicory, colours, and paper.

VocklabrOck, a town of Upper Austria, circ.

Hausruck, at the confluence of the Agger and
VSckla, 20 m. S.W. Wels. P. 1500.

VoDiNA or VoDENA, Edesscu, a town of Euro-
pean Tiurkey, Bumili, sanj. and 46 m. N.W.
Salonica, on the Vistritza. P. 12,000.

VoDLA, a lake of Russia, gov. Olonetz, 25 m.
N.E. Pudoj, 30 m. in length by 12 m. in breadth.

VoEL (Loch), a lake of Scotland, co. Perth,

pa. Balquhidder, and the source of the Balvaig,

principal afliuent of the Teith. Length 3 miles.

VoGHERA, a walled town of North Italy, prov.

Pavia, 19 m. E.N.E. Alessandria, cap. circ. and
mand., on the Staffora. P. (1861) 13,202. It

has manufactures of woollen and silk fabrics.

Roman antiquities have been found near it.

VoGOGNA, a comm. and market town of North
Italy, prov. Novara, circ. Palanza, on the Tosa,

8 m. S. Domodossola. P. 1624.

VoHBURG, a walled town of Upper Bavaria,

dist. and 9 m. E. Ingolstadt. P. 1195.
VoHi, a town of Prussia, formerly Hessen-

Darmstadt, prov. Upper Hessen, cap. a detached
dist., 29 m. N.N.E. Marburg. P. 614.

VoiiRENBACH, a town of Baden, circ. Lake, on
the Bregach, 8 m. W. Villingen. P. 940.

Void, a market town of France, dep. Meuse,
cap. cant., arr. Commercy. P. 1401.

VoiGTLAND, an old subdivision of the kingdom
of Saxony, now comprised in the circ. Zwickau.
Voiron, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Isere, cap. cant., on the Morge, 14 m. N.W.
Grenoble. P. 9637. It has' extensive manu-
factures of hempen cloth (called toiles de Voirony,

and of iron and steel goods, chip hats, and paper.

VoTTSBERG, a town of Styria, circ. and 13 m.
W. Gratz, on an affluent of the Mur. P. 1000.

Near it are coal mines and metallic works.
VojE, a lake of Russia, at the N.E. extremity

of the gov. Novgorod, 40 m. N.E. Lake Bielo.

Length 25 m. ; breadth 10 m.
VoLCAN DE Agua, V. DE FuEGO, and V. DE

Pacaya, three remarkable volcanoes of Central
America, state and 25 to 30 m. S.W. Guatemala.— Volcan de 8. Andres (Pico de Orizaba) is a
mountain in the Mexican state of Puebla.
Volcano, island, Mediterranean. [Vulcano.]
VoLCONDA, a town of British India, presid.

Madras, dist. and 36 m. N.E. Trichinopoly.
Volga, Bha^ a river of the Russian empire, and

the longest in Europe, rises in a small lake on the

plateau of Valdai, gov. Tver, in lat. 57° N., Ion. 35°

10' E., 550 ft. above the sea, flows E.N.E., E.S.E.,

S.S.W., and S.E., past Tver, Jaroslavl, Kostroma,
Nijnii-Novgorod, Kasan, Simbirsk, Saratov, and
Astrakhan, near which it enters the Caspian Sea
by 60 or 70 mouths. The extent of its basin is

estim. at 397,000 geog. sq. m. ; including windings,
its course is 2400 m., or 1000 m. direct distance,

during which its entire fall is only 633 feet, in-

cluding 83 feet of depression at the Caspian Sea.

Principal affluents on right, the Oka and the Sura;

on left, the Tvertza, Mologa, Sheksna, and Kama.
Its affls., which are connected by several canals

with the Neva, establish a communicationbetween
the Caspian and the Baltic, White, and Black Seas.

It contains an abundance of fish ; salmon, stur-

geon, etc., are extensively exported. The Volga
forms the principal channel of commerce in R.ussia.

It is navigable almost from its source to its mouth,
but its navigation is frequently interrupted by
sand-banks and the changes of its channel, and it

is frozen over for 170 days in the year. Steamers
ply regularly between Tver and the Caspian Sea.

VoLGSK, a town of Russia, cap. dist., gov. and
70 m. N.E. Saratov, on rt. b. of the Volga. P.
13,280. It has an active trade in agricultural

produce, tanneries, and brick-kilns.

VoLHYNiA, a gov. of Russian Poland, between
lat. 49° 25' and 52° 10' N., Ion. 23' 30' and 29"'

12' E., having S.E. Galicia, W. the kingdom of

Poland, and on other sides the govs. Grodno,
Minsk, Kiev, and PodoHa. Area 27,538 sq. m.
P. (1858) 1,528,328, mostly of the Greek united
church. Surface undulating or flat, marshy
in the N. The Bug forms the W. boundary.
Other principal rivers are the Styr and Gorin.
Sou fertile, and this is one of the most valuable
agricultural provinces of Russia. Chief crops,

corn, hemp, and flax. Pastures are good, live

stock numerous, and forests extensive. Minerals
comprise bog iron, mill-stones, potters' clay,

nitre, and flint. Leather, glass, earthenwares,
paper, potash, tar, and charcoal are made. Ex-
ports, corn, cattle, and hides. Trade chiefly in

the hands of Jews, of whom there are about
40,000. The government is subdivided into 12
districts. Chief towns, Jitomir, the cap., Kreme-
netz, Rovno, Staro-Konstantinov, Dubna, Rad-
zivilov, and Berditchev.
VoLKACH, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower

Franconia, 15 m. N.E. WOrzburg. P. 1984.

VoLKERMARKT, a town of Austria, Carinthia.

gov. Laybach, circ. and 15 m. E.N.E. Klagen-
furt, on the Drave. It has large cattle markets.
Volkhov, a river of Russia, govs. Novgorod

and St Petersburg, issues from Lake Emen on
its N. side, near Novgorod, which town it inter-

sects, flows in a very direct course N.N.E. for

130 m., and enters Lake Ladoga at Novaia-
Ladoga on its S. side. It is deep and navigable.

VoLKMARSEN, a walled town of Hessen-Cassel,
prov. Lower Hessen, cap. dist., 18 m. N.N.W.
Cassel. P. 2818. It has manufactures of wool-
len cloths and leather, and four annual fairs.

VoLLENHOVEN,a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Overyssel, cap. dist., on the Zuyder-Zee, 13 m.
N.N.W. ZwoUe. P. 1406.

VoLLORE, a comm. and town of Prance, dep.

Puy-de-D6me, 5 m. S.S.E. Thiers. P. 3503.

VoLSiAR or WoLMAR, a town of Russia, gov.

Livonia, 65 m. N.E. Riga. P. 1700. In 1622 it

was taken by Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden.
VoLNAY, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. C6te-d'0r, 4 m. S.W. Beaune. P. 600.

VoLNEY, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, co. Oswego.
VoLO, a seaport town of European Turkey,

Thessaly, on the N. side of its gulf. It has con-

siderable trade. In 1862, 395 vessels (tonnage

43,218) entered, and 427 (tonnage 44,660) cleared

the port. P. 2000, comprising many Jews.—The
GuJfof Volo {Sintis Pelasgicus) is an inlet of the

.^gean Sea, forming a part of the boundary be-

tween Turkey and Greece, bounded E. by the

peninsula Zagora. Length and breadth about 18

miles each.

Vologda, a gov. of European Russia, mostly
between lat. 58° and 64° 30' N., Ion. 38° and 60°

E., having W. the govs. Olonetz and Novgorod,
S. Jaroslavl, Kostroma, Viatka, and Perm, and
E. the Ural mountains, separating it from Siberia.

Area 153,106 sq. m. P. (1858) 951,593. Except
in the E., where it is covered by ramifications

of the Urals, the surface is an undulating plain,

watered by the Dvina and its affluents the Suk-
hona, etc., and the Upper Petchora. Lakes nume-
rous ; the principal is that of Kubinsk in the W.
In the S. and S.W. some of the soil is fertile

;

elsewhere it is mostly eafldy, marshy, or coveieU
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with pine, oak, and beech woods. Climate very

severe ; rye and barley are the only grains raised.

Other crops are hemp, flax, and hops. Horses
and cattle are numerous; bears, wolves, and
game afford abundant objects for the chase. Cop-
per, iron, marble, salt, granite, and flint are chief

mineral products. The gov. has from 150 to

200 factories of woollen and linen fabrics, soap,

leather, candles, glass, paper, rope, etc., with iron

foundries, brick-kilns, distilleries, & salt-works

;

and it sends furs, tallow, pitch, wooden wares,

timber, masts, turpentine, and other raw products
into the govs, of Archangel and Tobolsk. Vo-
logda is divided into 10 districts. Chief towns,
Vologda, the cap., Totma, Kadnikov, Solvitche-
godsk, and Ustiug -Veliki.

Vologda, a city of N. Russia, cap. gov., near
its W. extremity, on the Vologda, an afii. of the
Sukhoua, 110 m. N. Jaroslavl. P. (1863) 18,984.

It has two cathedrals, and is the resicience of

the archbishop and governor. Manufs. candles,

woollens, soap, potash, cordage, bells, ropes,

leather, and spirits. Its trade is large, and
facilitated by the Dvina, which connects it with
the White Sea.

Volokolamsk, a town of Russia, gov. and 64
m. W.N.W. Moscow, cap. circ, on the Lama, at
the influx of the Gorodenka. P. 3000.

VoLOTOHOK, Russia. [Vishnu-VoLOTCHOK.]
VoLPiANO, a town of N. Italy, prov. and circ.

Turin. P. 3944. It has remains of fortifications.

VoLSK or WoLGSK, a town of Russia, gov. and
70 m. N.E. Saratov, cap. cii-c, on the Volga, be-
tween two of its affluents. P. (1863) 24,346.

VoLTA, a town of N. Italy, prov. Brescia, 12
m. N.N.W. Mantua. P. of comm. 4387. It has
been the scene of several battles; one in July
1848 between the Austrians and Piedmontese.
VoLTA, AswADA or AjJiRKi, a river of Guinea,

rises in the Kong Mountains, flows S.E. and S.,

separates Ashantee from Dahomey, and enters
the ocean at Adda, in lat. 6° 45' N., Ion. 0° 40'
E., after a course estimated at 360 miles.
VoLTCHANSK, a town of Russia, gov. and 42 m.

N.E. Kharkov, cap. circ, on the Voltcha. P.
(1863) 6859. It has two annual fairs.
VoLTERRA ( VolaterrseV a town of Central Italy,

prov. and 32 m. S.E. Pisa, cap. circ. P. (1861)
13,099. It stands on a lofty rock of tertiary sand-
stone, 1900 ft. above the sea, is enclosed by walls
of curious Etruscan architecture, and has two
ancient gates. Principal buildings, a citadel
divided into an old and new portion, the former
of which is now converted into a prison for con-
victed criminals ; acathedral and several churches,
a Piarist college, Camaldolese monastery, classi-
cal seminary, public library, hospital, and orphan
asylum. On the site of the old episcopal palace
18 the famous prison for political offenders, called
II Mastio. The chief interest of the town, how-
ever, is in its Etruscan antiquities, its curious
necropolis, in the tombs of which several of the
most valuable objects in the museum were
found, amphitheatre, baths, and Etruscan museum
in the town-hall. The alabaster manufactures
employ one-half of the male population; and
vases, etc., are exported to the United States,
India, China, and Russia. From its strong posi-
tion It was a place of importance in the middle
ages. There are rich copper mines near Monte
Catini, 12 m. dist. 5 m. S. Volterra are the salt-
works of Leopoldo, and brine-springs, which fur-
nish the greater part of the salt used in Tuscany.

VoLTEi, a town of N. Italy, prov. and 9 m. W.
Lienoa, on the Gulf of Genoa. P. (1861) 11 802.
It IS a flourishing town, with churches richly

adorned. Manufs. paper, which is exported to S
America. In the valley of the Leini, about 3 in.

off, are sulphureous springs much frequented by
the Genoese.
VoLTURNO (Voltumus), a river of S. Italy,

rises in the prov. Campobasso, flows mostly S.E.
to its junction with the Calore, and afterwardsW
past Capua, and enters the Mediterranean 20 m.
S.E. Gaeta. Course 90 m.
VoLTURAKA, two towns of S. Italy.—I. prov.

Avellino, circ. and 14 m. W.S.W. St Angelo dei
Lombardi. P. 4685.—II. prov., circ. and 25 m.
W. Foggia, in the Apennines. P. 2776.
VoLUSiER, a CO., U. S., N. Amer., Florida. P.

861 free, 297 slaves.

VoLVic, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Puy-de-D6me, 4 m. W.S.W. Riom. P. 3582.
It has extensive quarries of lava.

VoMANO, a river of South Italy, prov. Teramo,
after an E. course of 50 m. enters the Adriatic
Sea 17 m. N.N.W. Pescara.
VoNiTSA or VoNizzA, a town of Greece, gov.

Acaraania, on an inlet of the Gulf of Arta, 8 m.
S.E. Prevesa. P. 2500.—The Bay of Vonitza has
good anchorage in from 12 to 14 fathoms water.
VooRNE, an island of S. Holland, between the

Maas and Haring-vliet, at their mouth in the
North Sea. Length 13 m., breadth 6 miles.
VoRARLBERG, a circ. of the Austrian empire,

at the W. extremity of the Tirol, in which it is

officially included. [Tirol.]
VoRCHHEiM, a town, Bavaria. [Forchheim.]
VoRDATE, the N.most island of the Timor-Laut

group, in Malaysia.
VoRUEX, a market town of Hanover, cap. dist.,

landr. and 14 m. N.E. Osnabriick. P. 762.
Vordex, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

Minden, 8 m. N.W. Hoxter. P. 750.

VoRDERNBERG, a market town of Austria, gov.
Styria, 14 m. W.N.W. Bruck. It has iron mines.
VORDiNGBORG, a maritime town of Denmark,

on the S. coast of the island Seeland, opposite
Falster. P. 1000.

VoREPPE, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Is^re, on the Roise, 9 m. N.W. Grenoble. P. 2887.
VoBEY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Haute

Loire, arr. and 10 m. N. Le Puy. P. 2320.
VoRMS, an island in the Baltic Sea, belonging

to Russia, gov. Revel, between the island Dago
and the mainland. Length 10 m., breadth 5 m.
VoRONA, a river of Russia, govs. Penza, Tam-

bov, and Voronej, flows S.W. 220 m., and joins
the Khoper 6 m. N.N.E. Novo-Chopersk.
Voronej, a gov., S. Russia, mostly between

lat. 48° 40' and 53° N., Ion. 37° 40' and 43° E.,

surrounded by the govs. Tambov, Orel, Koursk,
Kharkov, and Ekateriuoslav, Saratov, and the
Don-Cossack country. Area 25,681 sq. m. P.
(1858) 1,930,859. Surface level or undulating.
Principal rivers, the Don and its affluents, the
Oskol in the W., and the Donetz, which forms
the S. boundary. Soil fertile. Climate compara-
tively mild, and most of the products of tem-
perate countries are grown, including large
quantities of melons, which are sent to the mar-
kets of Moscow and St Petersburg ; tobacco,
poppies, hemp, flax, cucumbers, onions, etc
Wine is raised in some parts. Honey, iron, lime-
stone, and nitre are important products. Forests
not very extensive, but the dep. contains some
fine oak woods. Cattle and horses are nume-
rous, and of good breeds, hunting being a
favourite sport. Manufs. coarse woollens and
soap. Exports, com, cattle, skins, honey, wax,
fruits, and iron wares. The gov. is subdivided
into 12 circles. Principal towns, Voronei, the
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cap., Ostrogojsk, Pavlovslc, Bogutcliar, Korotojak,
and Novo-Chopersk. VoroneJ, the cap. gov.,

on the Voronej, near its confl. with the Don, 130
m. KKoursk. P. (1863) 40,967. It has the gover-
nor's and vice-governor's residences, post-ofEce,

commissariat, academy, etc.. two catliedrals and
about 20 other shurches, convents, bazaar, mili-

tary orphan asylum; manufs. of soap, tJallow,

leather, and vitriol. Peter the Great here
founded a palace and large dockyards and
arsenals, and here was built the first vessel of

his fleet for the Sea of Azov ; but most of the
naval establishments have been removed to Tav-
rov and Rostov. Since his time, however, Vo-
ronej has become one of the chief commercial
towns in S. Russia. It exports iron, corn, flour,

oil, wine, rope, sail-cloth, woollens, lime, etc.

VoRSFELDE, a mkt. town of Germany, duchy
and 19 m. N.E. Brunswick, cap. circ, on the

Aller. P. 1300. It has distilleries and tanneries.

VoRSKLA, a river of Russia, govs. Kharkov and
Poltava, flows S.W. past Poltava and Kobiliaki,

and after a course of 150 m. joins the Dnieper 40
m. N.W. Ekaterinoslav.

VosGES (German Wogeseny, Vosrjesus Mons, a
chain of mountains in the N.E. of France, the

S.E. of Belgium, and the W. of Germany. It

commences in France, on the limits of the deps.

Haute-Saone, Haut-Rhin, and Doubs, and ter-

minates in Germany on 1. b. of the Rhine, near
Mayence ; it is connected by several ramifications

on the S.W. with the mountains of the C6te-d'0r,
which are prolonged to the Cevennes, on the S.

with the Jura mountains, and in the N.W. with
the Ardennes. The mountains often assume a
rounded form, and are hence called hallons ; the
culminating points are the Ballon d'Alsace, 4688
feet, and the Ballon de Guebwiller, 4690 ft. above
the sea. Their summits are covered with vast
forests, and they contain silver, copper, lead, and
coal ; but the most valuable mineral produtjt is

rock-salt. The Vosges gives rise to the rivers

Sa6ne, Moselle, Meuse, Marne, and Aube.
Vosges, a dep. of France, in the N.E., formed

of the S. part of the old prov. Lorraine ; cap.

Epinal. It is surrounded by the provs. Haut and
Bas-Rhin, H. SaSne, H. Marne, Meuse, and
Meurthe. Area 2347 sq. m. P. (1861) 415,485.
Surface generally mountainous, having theVosges
in the E., and the Faucille mountains in the S.

Chief rivers, the Meurthe, Mortagne, Moselle,
Madon, and Meuse. One-third of the surface is

covered with forests. The plain in the W. and
N.W. is fertile in wheat, maize, hemp, and ex-
cellent flax ; cherries are extensively grown for

the manufacture of hirschwasser. Many cattle

are reared, and butter and cheese are important
products. The dep. is rich in mines of iron, cop-
per, silver, and marble. It has numerous mineral
springs, the chief of which are those of Plombiferes
and Bains. It is divided into the arrs. of Epinal,
Mirecourt, Neufch^teau, Remiremont, and St Di^.
VosNESENSK, a town, and the chief of the mili-

tary colonies of S. Russia, gov. Kherson, on the

Bug, & 85 m. N.W. Kherson. P. (1863) 9262.

VosTANi or Middle Egypt. [Egypt.]
VosTiTZA, jEffium, a maritime town of Greece,

Morea, gov. Achaia, on the Corinthian Gulf, 18 m.
E. Patras. P. 2500. It has a good harbour, and
an active cor^merce in currants and pine timber.
VoTKA, a town and important raanuf. dist. of

Russia, gov. Viatka, dist. Sarapaul, on the Ij, 12
in. from its influx into the Kama. P. 9000. It
has extensive imperial iron-works, anchor forges,
and musket factories, wrought by the aid of

wuterpower, an arsenal, hospital, and prisons.

Vou-CHANG or Woo-CHANG, a city of China,
prov. Hoo-pe, cap. dep., on the Yang-tse-kiang,
at the influx of the Han-kiang, one of the finest

cities in China, famous for its learning & manu-
factures in metals, with a pop. of nearly 2,000,000.
— Von-ching and Von-ting are cities in the provs.

Kiang-si and Yun-nan.
VouGA, a river of Portugal, prov. Beira, enters

an inlet of the Atlantic, 5 m. N. Aveiro, after a
W.S.W. course of 60 miles.

YovnAst, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Vienne, cap. cant., 10 m. W.N.W. Poitiers,

on the Auzance. P. 1670.

VouNEuiL SUB Vienne, a comm. and vill. of

France, dep. Vienne, cap. cant., 8 m. S. ChS,tel-

lerault. P. 1447.

VoULTE (La), Volta^ a comm. and market town
of France, dep. Ardfeche, 10 ra. E.N.E. Privas, on
rt. b. of the Rhone. P. 3155.
VouTEZAC, a comm. and vill., France, dep. Cor-

rfeze, 11 m. N.N.W. Brives-en-Julliac. P. 2562.

VouvRAY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Indre-et-Loire, cap. cant., on railway to Orleans,

7 m. E. Tours. P. 2438.

VouziERS, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Ardennes, cap. arr., on 1. b. of the Aisne, 25 m.
S. Mdziferes. P. 3136.

VouzoN, a comm. and town of France, dep.
Loir-et-Cher, 27 m. N.E. Romorantin. P. 146(1.

VovES, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Eure-et-Loir, cap. cant, 12m. S.S.E. Char-
tres. P. 1514.

VowcHURCH, a pa. of England, co. and 10 m.
W.S.W. Hereford. ' Ac. 2690. P. 333.

VoY (St), a comm. and vUl. of France, dep. H.-
Loire, 7 m. E. Yssengeaux. P. 2544.

VoYussA (^Aous), a river of Europ. Turkey, Al-
bania, rises near Mezzovo, & after a W. course of

130 m. enters the Adriatic Sea 14 m. N. Avlona.
Vrachori, a town of Greece, cap. gov. .ffitolia,

25 m. N.W. Lepanto. About 5 mUes S.E. is the
Lake Vrachori, ancient Trichonis, 6 m. in length,

E. to W., by 4 m. in breadth.

Vrana, a town of Turkey, formerly a depend,
of Servia, 43 m. E. Pristina. P. 3000. (?)
Vkecourt, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Vosges, 13 m. S. Neufchateau. P. 772.

Vreden, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
and 35 m. W.N.W. Munster, on the Berkel.

Vkigne-AUX-Bois, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Ardennes, on the Vrigne, 4 m. N.W. Sedan.
P. 2049. It has iron works.
VuKOVAR, a town of the Austrian empire, Sla-

vonia, cap. co. Syrmia, on rt. b. of the Danube,
at the influx of the Vuka, which divides it into

an old and a new town, 24 m. S.E. Essegg. P.
5670. It is the see of a Greek protopapas.
VuLCANO or Volcano, Vulcania, the most S.

of the Lipari Islands, in the Mediterranean Sea,

12 m. N. the coast of Sicily ; lat. 38° 22' N., Ion.

14° 55' 15" E. It is about 7 m. in length by 3
ra. in breadth, mountainous, and has near its

centre a crater about } m. in circumference and
i m. deep, which constantly emits vapour charged
with sulphur, alum, vitriol, and ammonia. The
island has two ports ; its interior is almost wholly
sterile, but the S. shore yields grapes, flax, fruit,

and excellent com.—Off its N. coast is the islet

Vulcanello, joined to it by a low rock formet^ of

its own lava, and in which are two small omters.
VuoxEN, a river, Russia, Finland, flows S.S.W.

through numerous lakes, including Lake Saima,
on emerging from which it forms the grand
cataract of Imatra ; after a N.ward turn it enters

Lake Ladoga at Kexholm on its W. side. Total
coui'se estimated at 300 to 350 miles.
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VtTsiTRm, a town of European Turkey, in the

S. part of Servia, dist. and 12 m. N.W. Pristina,

on an affluent of the Ihar. P. 3000.

VrrteKA, a town of Bussia, gov. Olonetz, cap.

circ, on the Vyt^gra, 12 m. from Lake Onega,

and 73 m. S.E. Petrozavodsk. P. 2500. It Laa
manufs. of linen and candles, with ship-building
docks ; and is connected by its river with the
Lakes Onega and Ladoga. It carries on a lai^e
trade with St Petersburg and ArchangeL

W
For places notfound here, refer to V.

Waadt or Waadtlaot). [Vaud.]
Waag^ a river of West Hungary, rises in the

Carpathians, and after a course of 200 m. joins

the Danube at Komom, in conjunction with the
Neutra. Course S.W. and S.

Waal or Wahl, river. [Netherlands.]
Waalwuk, a town, Netherlands, prov. N. Bra-

bant, cap. cant., 10 m. W. Bois-le-Duc. P. 2900.

Wabash, a river of the U. S., North America,
rises in the N.W. part of Ohio, flows W. and
S. through Indiana, dividing that state from Illi-

nois, and about 12 m. N.N.E. Shawnee town
joins the Ohio, of which it is the principal tribu-

tary from the N. Total course 600 m^ and for

the latter 2-3ds it is navigable for steamers to

La Fayette; near which the canal commences,
connecting it with Lake Erie. Principal affluent,

White river. It gives name to a co. of Illinois.

Cap. Mount Carmel. Area 198 sq. m. P. 7313,
—II. a CO., Indiana. Cap. Wabash. Area 415 sq.

m. P. (1860) 17,647.
Wabasha, a co^ TJ. S^ N. America, Minnesota.

P. 7228.

Wabaunsee, a co., U. S., N. America, Kansas.
P. 1023.

Wabekthwaite, a pa. of England, co. Cumber-
land, 1^ m. S.E. Eavenglass. Ac. 1901. P. 198,

Waccamaw, a river, U. S., North America,
North and South Carolina, after a S. course of

100 m. joins the estuary of the Great Pedee,
opposite Greorge-town, 10 m. from the Atlantic.

Wachenheim, a market town of Ehenish Ba-
varia, 14 m. N.W. Spires. P. 2920.
Wachsted, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov.

Erfurt, 10 m. N.W. Miilhausen. P. 1155.
Wachtendonk, a town of Rhenish Prussia,

gov. and 25 m. N.W. DUsseldorf, on the Niers.
P. 2000. Manufs. ribbons.
Wactojt, several pas. of England.—L co. Here-

ford, 3J m. N.W. Bromyard. Ac. 1002. P, 123,
—II. CO. Norfolk, 12 m. S.S.W. Norwich. Ac.
1044. P. 244.

Wadborouqh, a hamlet of England, co. Wor-
cester, with a station on the Birmingham and
Bristol Railway, 5 m. S.E. Worcester. P. 183.
Waddesdon, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 5^

m. N.W. Aylesbury. Ac. 6010. P. 1786.
Waddingham, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

7 m. S. Glandford-Briggs. Ac. 3720. P. 812.
Waddinqtox, a pa. of England, co. and 4J m.

S. Lincoln. Area included in the city liberty.
P. 909.—II. a chapelry, co. York, West Mding, pa.
Mitton, 3 m. N.W. TickhiU. Ac. 1800. P. 613.
Waddisgworth, a pa. of England, co. Lin-

coln, 5 m. W.N.W, Homcastle. Ac. 928. P. 82.
Wadebridge, a market town of England, co.

Cornwall, pas. St Breock and Egloshayle, on the
Alan, 5 m. E.S.E. Padstow. P. 77J.
Wadenhoe, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-

ton, 4i m. S.W. Oundle. Ac. 1160. P. 270.
Wadenschwtl, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland,

cant and 12 m. S.S.E. Zurich, on the S. side of
its lake. P. 5980.
W^VDHURsr, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Sussex, 6 m. S.E, Tunbridge-Wells. Ac
10,147, P. 4070,
Wadob, a town, Afghanistan, 17 m. W. Dera-

Ghazee-Khan, on the route to Candahar. P. 2000.
Wadowice (formerly Myslenice), a town of

Austrian Poland, Gralicia, cap. circ, on the
Skawa, 23 m. W.S.W. Cracow. P. 3090.

Wadsworth, a township of England, co. York,
West Riding, pa. and 8 m. W.N.W. Halifax. Ac.
10,080. P. 4141.

Wadworth, a pa. of England, co. York, West
Riding, 3 m, N.W. Tickhill. Ac. 2930. P. 656.

Wadt (Arab, o Vallet/), the prefixed name of

numerous localities in the East, and in Africa.
The Hebrew correlative is Nachal.—The Wady-
Mousa is a valley of Arabia PetrsBa, opening on
the W. into El-Ghor, the great depression be-
tween the Dead Sea and the GvM of Akaba. On
the S.E. are the ruins of Petra.
Wageningen, a town, Netherlands, prov. Gel-

derland, on the Rhine, cap. cant., 11 m. W. Am-
hem, P, 3100. Trade in com, cattle, and tobacco.

Wagkr RrvER, a large estuary or inlet of

British North Ajnerica, W. of Southampton
Island. Its centre is near lat. 66° N,, Ion.

90° W,
Wagenpeld, a town of Prussia (Hanover),

princip. & 10 m. S.E. Diepholz. P. (1864) 3093.

Waghen or Wawn, a pa. of England, co.

York, East Riding, with a vill^ 4 m. E.S.E.
Beveriey. Ac. 3695. P. 322.

Wagram, a vilL of Lower Austria, on the left

bank of the Rossbach, 11 m. N.E. Vienna. It is

famous for the victory of Napoleon i. over the

Austriaiis, 6th July 1809, which was followed by
the treaty of Schonbrunn.
Wahlerek, a town of Switzerland, cant Berne,

dist. Schwarzenburg. P. 6116.

Wahlstadt, a vilL, Pruss. Silesia, gov. <fe 4 m.
;

S.E. Liegnitz. Here, in 1241, Henry of Liegnitz

was defeated by the Mongols ; & on the 26th Aug.
1813 the French were defeated by the Prussians.

WahrenbrCck, a town of Prussian Saxony,
gov. Merseburg, 16 m. R Torgau. P. 674.

Wahring or Waring, a viU. of Austria, ad-
joining Vienna on the W. P, 1300. It gives
name to a circle of Lower Austria.

Wahungen or Wasungen, a town of Ger-
many, duchy Saxe-Meiningen, 7 m. N.N.W.
Meiningen. P. 2400. It has manufs. of linens.

Waiblingen, a town of Germany, Wiirtem-
berg, circ. Neckar, cap. dist., on the Rems, 7 m.
N.E. Stuttgart. P. 3100.

Waibstadt, a town of Baden, circ. Lower
Rhine, 24 m. S.E. Mannheim. P. 1854.

Waidhofen, two towns of Lower Austria.

—

L on the Ips, 43 m. W.S.W. St Polten. P. 3000.

It is the centre of the iron manuf. in Lower
Austria.—n. (Bohmisch or Bohendan), on the
Thaya, 32 m. N.W, Krems, P. 1400.

Waiho, a river of New Zealand, N. island,

prov. Auckland, flows N. into Firth of Thames.
Waikato, the principal river of New Zealand,

N. island, rises in Lake Taupe, flows N.W,, and
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enters the ocean at VVaikato harbour on the W.
coast, 35 m. S. Auckland. Course 140 m.
Wainfleet (probably anc. Vainona), a market

town of England, co. Lincoln, on a creek, about
4 m. from its entrance into the Wash, 15 m. N.E.
Boston. United ac. of its two pas. 14,617. P.
2122. Alt. 16 feet. It was formerly larger.

Wairau and Waikoa, two rivers of New
Zealand; the former, S. island, enters Cloudy
Bay, and is navigable to some distance above its

mouth ; the latter, N. island, enters Kaipara har-
bour, 55 m. N.W. Auckland.
Waithe, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6 m.

S. Great Grimsby. Ac. 780. P. 43.

Waitzen or Waatzen (THung. Vacz), a town,
Cent. Hungary, co. & 20 m. N. Pesth, on 1. b. of the
Danube. P. 11,271. It is the see of a bishop, & has
a cathedral, a deaf-mute asylum, and paper mills.

Wakalla, a CO., U. S., N. America, Florida.
P. 1672 free, 1167 slaves.

Wake, a co. of the U. S., N. America, in centre
of North Carolina, cap. Ealeigh. Area 1018 sq.

m. P. (1860) 17,894 free, 10,733 slaves.

Wakefield, a pari, bor., town, pa., and town-
ship of England, co. Yorlc, West Eiding, on the
Lancashire & Yorkshire RaUway, 9 m. S. Leeds.
Ac. of pa. 9311. P. (1861) 35,739; of pari, bor.,

comprising the township of Wakefield, with parts
of others, (1851), 22,057; (1861), 23,160. The
town is on the sloping N. bank of the Calder. It

has several churches, grammar school, library
and news-rooms, com exchange and saloon, court
house, prison, and dissenting chapels. The gram-
mar school, founded by Queen Elizabeth, has a
large revenue, and six exhibitions to the universi-
ties. West Eiding lunatic asylum, fever hospital,

literary and philosophical, horticultural and
phrenological societies, mechanics' institute,

theatre, several almshouses, and a cemetery co-

vering 15 acres. The town is celebrated for its

.manufs. of yarns. The chief trade is in corn,

wool, and cattle. It has also coal mines, and an
active export of coal. It sends 1 member to H.
of C. Eeg. elect. (1864) 1108.

Wakering, two pas. of England, co. Essex.

—

I. (Great), 5 m. S.E. Eochford. Ac. 5484. P.
1018. It has a small harbour at the mouth of

the Thames.—II. (Little), 4 m. E.S.E. Prittlewell.

Ac. 5862. P. 283.

Wakerley, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-
ton, 7i m. N.E. EocMngham. Ac. 2130. P. 223.

Wakool, a CO. of New S. Wales, on r, b. of

Murray river. Lat. 36" 20' S. ; Ion. 144° E. Ac.
1,776,000. It is drained by numerous branches
and tributaries of the Murray.
Walachia or Wallachia. [Moldavia.]
Walajahbad, a town of British India, dist.

Chingelput, presid. and 38 m. S.W. Madras. It

has a military cantonment.
Walata, a town of Central Africa, cap. state

Beroo, 260 m, W. Timbuctoo.
AValberswick, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

1^ m. S.W. Southwold. Ac. 1960. P. 315.

Walberton, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3

m. W.S.W. Arundel. Ac. 1722. P. 588.

Walcilv, a town of New S. Wales, cap. of co.

Vernon, on the Apsley river. P. (1861) 355.

Walciiex-see, a lake of Upper Bavaria, S. the
Kochel-see, near the Tirol. Length 4 m., breadth
3 m. It has a productive fishery.

Walcheren, the most W. of the islands of the

Netherlands, pi'ov. Zeeland, between the E. and
W. Scheldt, and having W. the North Sea.

Length 11 m., breadth 10 ni. P. 40,000. It is

fertile, but below the level of the sea, from which
it is protected by extensive dunes and dykes ; and

very unhealthy. Chief town Middleburg. The
English, under the Earl of Chatham, occupied it

in 1809, when 7000 soldiers perished from ague.
Walcott, several pas. of England.—I. co. Lin-

coln, IJ m. N.W. Folkingham. Ac. 1747. P. 201.
—11. CO. Somerset, partly included in the city of

Bath. Ac. 1023. P. (1861) 26,281.-111. co.

Norfolk, 5 ra. E.N.E. North Wahiham. Ac. 736.

P. 141.—IV. a hamlet, co. Lincoln, pa. and 2 m.
N. Billingham. P. 605.

Walcourt, a town of Belgium, on railway,

prov. and 27 m. S.W. Namur. P. 800.

Wald, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant, and
19 m. E.S.E. Ziirich. P. 4298. It has cotton
spinning and iron works.
Waldbockelheim, a town of Rhenish Prussia,

gov. Coblenz, 6 m. W. Kreutznach. P. 1270.

Waldeciv, a town of Germany, principality
AValdeck, on the Eder, 10 m. S.E. Corbach. P.
1000.—II. a market town of Bavaria, circ. Upper
Eranconia, 18 m. E.S.E. Baireuth.
Waldeck-Pyrmont, a principality of Ger-

many ; Waldeck lying between lat. 51° and 51°

30' N., Ion. 8° SO' and 9° 11' E., enclosed by
Prussia, Westphalia, and Hessen-Cassel ; Pyr-
mont, detached 30 m. N.ward, surrounded by
the territories of Hanover, Lippe-Detmold, and
Bninswick. Area of Waldeck, 407 sq. m. ; of
Pyi-mont, 25 sq. m. 1'. of Walduck (186-i), 51,824

;

of Pyrmont, 7319. 'J'otal area 432 sq. m. 'Total

pop. 59,143 ; .all Lutherans, except about 1800
Roman Catholics and Jews. The principality is

divided into 4 circles, viz., Twiste, Eisenberg,
Eder, and Pyrmont. Surface hUly. Both por-

tions of territory are situated in the basin of the

Weser, and are watered by its tributaries the

Eider, Diemel, and Emmer. Sufficient corn is

raised for home consumption, with potatoes,

fruits, and flax. Cattle-rearing and the pro-

duction of timber are highly important ; nearly

one-third of the surface is in forests. Mineral
products comprise iron, salt, alabaster, marble,

and slates ; and a considerable portion of the

prince's revenue is derived from the export of

the waters of Pynnont, one of the chief spas of

Germany. Manufs. of linen and woollen stuffs,

paper, iron, leather, and cotton hosiery, are

carried on, but the principal articles of commerce
are corn, cattle, fine wool, honey, iron, mineral

waters, etc. Government a limited monarchy,

with a diet of representatives of the nobility, the

towns, and the rural districts. Contingent to

I'ederal army 866 men. Chief towns, Arolsen,

the cap., in Waldeck, and Pyrmont. Public

revenue (1862) 65,310/. ; (1864) 625,964 thalers

;

expenditure (1862) 66,573/. ; (1864) 529,657 thai.

Walden, a township of England, co. York, N.
Eiding, pa. Aysgarth, 10 m. W.S.W. Middleham.
Ac. 6790. P. 478.—II. (St Paul's), a pa., co. Herts,

4+ m. N.AV. Welwyn. Ac. 3678. P. 1123.—IIL
(Saffron). [Saffron Walden.]
Waldenbach, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ.

Neckar, 10 m. S.S.W. Stuttgart. P. 1952.

Waldenburg, three towns of Germany.—I.

Prussian Silesia, gov. and 43 m. S.W. Breslau,

cap. circ, on the Polsnitz. P. 2750. It has
manufs. of linens and porcelain. Near it are ex-

tensive coal mines.—II. Saxony, circ. Zwickau,
on the Mulde, 14 m. W. Chemnitz. P. 2253.

_
It

is enclosed by walls.—III. Wiirtemberg, circ.

Jaxt, cap. lordship, 28 m. N.W. Ellwangen. P.

1060.—IV. a town of Switzerland, cap. circ,

cant. Basle, 6J m. S. Liesthal. P. 600.

Waldershare, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 5
m. N.N.AV. Dover. Ac 992. P. 94.

Waldukim, a town of Saxony, circ. and 33 m.
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S.E. Leipzig, on the Zschopau. P. (1862) 5183.

It has manufactures of linen and woollen stuffs.

Waldingfield, two pas. of England, co. Suf-

folk.- 1. (Great), 3 m. N.E. Sudbury. Ac. 2423.

P. 622.—IL {Little), same co., 4^ m. N.E. Sud-
bury. Ac. 1574. P. 412.

Waldkapfel, a town of Germany, Hessen-
Cassel, 20 m. SE. Cassel. P. 1304.

Waldkirch, a town of Baden, circ. Upper
Ehine, on the Elz, 8 m. N.E. Freiburg. P. 2576.

Waldktrchen, a vill. of Germany, Saxony,
circ. Zwickau, 7 m. S.E. Chemnitz. P. 1182.

Waldmohr, a vill. of Ehenish Bavaria, on the

Glan, 11 m. N. Deux-Ponts. P. 1191.

WaldmCnchen, a town of Bavaria, circ. Up-
per Palatinate, cap. dist., on the Schwarzach, 38

m. N.E. Eatisbon. P. 2132. It has manufs. of

linens and glass, with a trade in flax and yam.
Waldo, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S. of Maine. Area 931 sq. m. P. (1860) 38,447.

Waldoborough, a port and township of the

U. S., North America, Maine, on Muscongus Bay,
28 m. S.E. Augusta. P. 4199.

Waldringfieij), a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

3| m. S.S.E. Woodbridge. Ac. 1156. P. 205.

Waldrox, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 5 m.
E.S.E. Uckfield. Ac. 4241. P. 1204.

Waldsassen, a market town of Bavaria, circ
Upper Palatinate, cap. dist, on the Eger, 32 m.
E.N.E. Baireuth. P. 1522.

Waldsee, a town of Wiirtemberg, circ. Danube,
cap. dist, 32 m. S.S.W. Ulm. P. 1570.

Waldshut, a walled town of Baden, circ. Up-
per Rhine, on the Ehine, 20 m. W.S.W. Schaff-
iiausen. P. 1364.

Waldstattersee. [Lucerne (Lake of).j

Waldthurn, a market town of Bavaria, circ.

Upper Palatinate, 27 m. N.E. Amberg. P. 874.

Waldwimmersbach, a vill. of Baden, circ.

Lower Ehine, 8 m. S.E. Heidelberg. P. 621.

WaldCrn, a town of Baden, circ. Lower
Ehine, 30 m. W.S.W. WQrzburg. P. 3136.
Wales (Principalitt of), a peninsular por-

tion of S. Britain, on its W. side, between lat
61* 23' and 53° 26' N., Ion. 2° 41' and o" 17' W.,
having E. the English cos. Chester, Salop, Here-
ford, and Monmouth, and on other sides the
Bristol and St George's Channels, and the Irish
Sea. Area, pop., and subdivisions as follow :

—

Brecknockshire,
Cardiganshire, .

Carmarthenshire,
Camarronsbire,
Denbigh ihire, .

Flinuhire,.
Glatnoi^nsh ire,

ilerionethihire,
Montgomeryihire,
Pembr(»kfihire,

.

Badnorshire,

Area in Area in Pop. in

•q. m. •ULacre*. 1861.

302 193,i'S3 54,546
719 460,1.^ «i,SS7
693 443.3S7 72,SS5
947 6«6,33l 111,757
578 37",S73 95,fi08

603 386,053 100,862
lS4,9i'5 69,870

855 547.494 3)7,751
385,Sill 38.888

755 483,323 67,075
4'>],691 96,-93

435 373,138 35,403

7395 4,7S4,486 1411,786

County Towna.

Beaumaris.
Brecon.
Cjirdigan.
Carm.irthen.
Cnrnarron.
Denbigh.
Hold.
Cardiff.

DolgcII^
Montgomery.
Pembroke
NcwBadnor.

Of the above cos., Anglesey, Carnarvon, Den-
bigh, Flint, Merioneth, and Montgomery com-
pose Morlli Wales ; while South Wales consists of
the shires of Brecknock, Cardigan, Carmarthen,
Glamorgan, Eadnor, and Pembroke. Except
tlie island Anglesey,which has a level or undulat-
ing surface, nearly all Wales, especially its north
half, is mountainous. Snowdon, in Carnarvon-
shire, is 3590 feet ; Cader-Idris, Merionethshire,

2959 feet ; the Brecknock Beacon (S. Wales),
2862 feet ; and many summits rise to between
1500 and 2300 feet above the sea. Chief rivers,

the Severn, Wye, Usk, Towy, Teify, Dovy, Con-
way, Clwyd, and Dee, the vales of some of which
are very fertile. Lakes are insignificant ; that of

Bala, the largest, is only 3^ m. in length. Princi-
pal inlets are, on the W. coast, Carnarvon and
Cardigan Bays, St Bride's Bay, and Milford Ha-
ven ; on the S. Carmarthen and Swansea Bays,
separated by the peninsula of Gower ; and on the
N. the estuary of the Dee, and the harbours of

Beaumaris and Holyhead. Principal headlands,
Gt Ormes Head, Briach-y-Pwll and St David's
Head. Agriculture is backward. Of the total

area there were in 1866—2,284,674, ac. under
crops of all kinds, 521,074undercom crops, 139,265

under green crops, 109,878 under bare fallow,

256,722 clover and grass imder rotation, and
1,257,721 pei-manent pasture. Total estimated
stock of cattle 546,966, sheep 1,668,663. A
hardy small breed of ponies is reared. Mining
industry is highly important. Iron, copper,

lead, silver, slate, limestone, and in the S.

large quantities of coal, are mined, which is

extensively exported, and used on the spot for

smelting both British and foreign ores. In
1863 South Wales had 123 blast fumaces^in
operation, and 74 out of blast, making 847,753

tons of iron, and North Wales 7 furnaces, pro-

ducing 51,076 tons of iron, and 6 out of blast

The principal iron works are at and around

Merthyr-Tydyil, Tredegar, Aberdare, and Ehu-
abon ; at Swansea, large quantities of American
and other copper ores are reduced. Manu-
factures of woollen fabrics, especially of flannel

and hosiery, are very generally pursued in

the cottages of the peasantry, particularly in

North Wales, where Welshpool is the chief mart
for these products. The cotton manufacture
has extended into some of the N. cos., where
also many hands are employed in wooUen, flax,

and silk factories. There is a manufacture of

slate articles at Bangor. Trade principally

in the exjwrt of mineral produce, cattle, and
woollen goods. Principal ports, Swansea, New-
port, Cardiff, Carnarvon, and Beaumaris ; besides

which, Holyhead is a chief packet-station for

communication with Ireland, and Milford is a
naval port and the seat of a government dock-
yard. Eoads through the principality are now
generally good. Eailway communication extends
in the N. from Chester to Holyhead, and S. to

Merthyr-Tydvil, and in the S. from Cardiff to

Haverfordwest Wales is in the ecclesiastical

prov. of Canterbury, and divided into the 4
bishoprics of Llandaff, St David's, Bangor, and
St Asaph. It contains 13 boroughs, besides con-
tributory bors., each of which sends 1 member
to House of Commons, as does each of its cos.

Wales is still inhabited by the aboriginal Celtic

race, who speak a dialect of the Celtic language
called the British or Cambrian. The country was
entitled Br-itannia secunda by the Somans, who
constructed many roads and stations in the coun-
try. Memorials of its past history abound in

the form of cromlechs, camps, abbeys, castles,

etc. It maintained a successful stmggle against
the Saxons, and was not wholly subdued by the
Normans until 1284, since which era the heir
apparent of the English throne has always held
the title of Prince of Wales. [Britain.

J

Wales, a pa. of England, co. York, 6i in.

S.S.E. Eotherham. Ac. 1950. P. 305.

Wales, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, Ne\* York, 18 ra. S.E. Buffalo.
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Wales (New Soutii). [New South Wales.]
Walesby, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Lincoln, ' 3 m.

N.E. Market-Raisen. Ac. 2580. P. 351.—II. co.

Nottingham, 3 m. N.E. OUerton. Ac. 1260. P. 327.

Walfisch Bay, a harbour of S. Africa, ex-
tending along its W. coast for 20 m., terminated
S.ward by Pelican Point, in lat. 22° 52' 5' S.,

Ion. 14° 27' E., and frequented by whaling vessels
(whence its name).
Walford, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 2f

m. S.8.W. Eoss. Ac. 4241. P. 1204.

Walgrave, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,
7 m. N.W. Wellingborough. Ac. 2040. P. 650.

Walham-Green or St John's, a chapelry of
England, co. Middlesex, pa. Fulham, a suburb of

London, 5 m. W.S.W. St Paul's. P. 6931.

Walincourt, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, 9 m. S.E. Cambray. P. 2127.

Waljeers, a CO. of New S. Wales, on rt. b. of

Lachlan river. Lat. 34° S.; Ion. 144° 20' E.
Walker, three cos. of the U. S.. N. America.

—I. in N.W. part of Georgia, cap. La Fayette.
Area 645 sq. m. P. (1860) 8547 free, 1535 slaves.

—II. in N.W. of Alabama. Area 1687 sq. m. P.
7461 free, 519 slaves.—III. Texas. P. 4056 tree,

4135 slaves.

Walkeringham, a pa. of Engl., co. Notting-
ham, 3Jm. N.W. Gainsborough. Ac. 3000. P. 683.
Walkern, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 4

m. E.N.E. Stevenage. Ac. 2924. P. 823.
Walkerton, a town of Canada W., cap. of co.

Bruce, on Saugeen river.

Walkhampton, a pa. of England, co. Devon,
4 m. S.E. Tavistock. Ac. 10,540. P. 831.

Walkington, a pa. of Engl., co. York, E. Rid-
ing, 2J m. S.W. Beveriey. Ac. 3460. P. 618.
Wallace, a co. of New South Wales, border-

ing Victoria, and surrounded by the cos. Welles-
ley, Beresford, Buccleugh, and Selwyn, separated
from the latter by the Australian Alps. Surface
mountainous, and watered by the Snowy river.

Many parts are auriferous, and the Kiandra gold
fields are here. Ac. 1,369,400.
Wallace-town, a populous suburb of Ayr,

Scotland, immediately W. Newton, and separated
from the royal burgh by the river Ayr.
Wallachlv, principality. [Moldavia.]
Wallamette, river. JlWilliamette.]
WALI.ASEY, a pa. of England, co. and 20 m.

N.E. Chester. Ac. 17,775. P. 10,723.

Walla-Walla, a co., U. S., North America,
Washington. P. 1318.

Wall-Bottle, a township of England, co.

Northumberland, pa. Newburn, oj m. W.N.W.
Newcastle-on-Tyne. Ac. 1251. P. 792.

Wallditch, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 2 m.
E. Bridport. Ac. 285. P. 175.

WalujOkn, a town of Baden, circ. Lower
Ehine, 13 m. S.W. Wertheim. P. 3136.
Wallendorf (Hung. Olaszi), a town of N.

Hungary, co. Zips, on the Hernad, 12 m. S.E.
Leutschau. P. 3000.

Wallenfels, a market town of Bavaria, circ.

Upper Franconia, on the Eodach, 7 m. E.N.E.
Kronach. P. 1121.
Wallensee, alake of Switzerland, cant. St Gall,

11 m. in length by 2 m. across, 9 m. S.E. the
the Lake of Ziirich, with which it is connected
by the Linth Canal. Height above the sea, 1385
feeti average depth, 500 feet. It aboimds in
fish. Shores mountainous and grand, the preci-
pices along its N. side varying from 2000 to
oOOO feet in height. It receives the rivers Linth
and Seez. The town Wallenstadt, at its E. ex-
tremity, pop. 1800, is a depot for the transit trade
between Germany and lUily.

Wallern, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ
Prachin, 30 m. S.S.W. Pisek. P. 2069.
WALLER.STEIN, ft town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia,

30 m. S.S.W. Anspach. P. 1950.
Wallhausen, a town of Prussian Saxony^ gov.

Merscburg, 4 m. W. Sftngerhausen. P. 1055.
Wallingford, a pari, and munic. borough,

town, and pa. of England, chiefly in co. Berks,
on rt. b. of the Thames, 12^ m. N.W. Reading.
Ac. of old borough, comprising four pas., 370

;

pop. 2793 ; do. of pari, borough, comprising also
some parishes in the co. Oxford, 7794. The town
has 3 churches, a town-hall, market-house, gaol,
and dissenting chapels. Trade in malt, corn, and
flour, and communicates by canals with Bath,
Bristol, and the central parts of England. The
bor. sends 1 mem. to H. of C. Reg. electors (1864)
355. The Wallingford Road station of the Great
Western Railway is 3 m. from the town.
Wallingford, two townships of the U. S

,

North America.—I. Connecticut, on the New
Haven Railway, 23 m. S.W. Hartford.—II. Ver-
mont, on Otter Creek, 71 m. S.S.W. Montpelier.
Wallington, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Herts, 3 m. E. Baldock. Ac. 1950. P. 238.—IL
CO. Norfolk, 3 m. N.N.E. Downham. Ac. 1460.
P. 69.—III. a hamlet, co. Surrey, 3 m. W.N.W.
Croydon. P. 983.

Wallis, a canton of Switzerland. [Valais.1
Wallis (Lake), New South Wales, co. Glou-

cester, on the coast, near Cape Hawke. Length
10 m. ; breadth 5 miles.

Wallis Island (f7ea), the principal of a group
in S. Pacific. Lat. 13° 8' S. ; Ion. 176° 10' W.
Wallkill, a township of the U. S., N. Ame-

rica, New York, 18 m. W. Newburgh.
Wallop, two pas. of England, co. Hants.—^I.

(Nether), 3j m. W.N.W. Stockbridge. Ac. 7201.
P. 946.—IL iOver\ 5 m. W.N.W. Stockbridge.
Ac. 4631. P. 508.

Walls and Flotta, a united pa, of Scotland,
CO. Orkney, comprising the south half of the isl.

Hoy, with the islands Flotta and Fara, P. 1674.
Walls, a pa. of Scotland, co. Shetland, com-

prising the most W. part of the Shetland main-
land, and the islands Foula, Linga, Papa-Stour,
and Vaila. P. 2570.
Wallsend, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-

land, 4 m. E.N.E. Newcastle, and intersected by
the Newcastle and Shields Railway. Ac. 2787.

P. 6715, chiefly engaged in collieries, but partly
in lime-kilns, manufs. of copperas and earthen-
wares, and in ship-building. The village is large
and well built. The Wallsend coal is of very
superior quality, and upwards of 2,000,000 tons
are annually imported into London.
Wallstadt (Gross and Klein), two contigu-

ous market towns of Bavaria, circ. Lower Fran-
conia, on the Main, 34 m. W.N.W. Wiirzburg.
Wall-Town, a township of England, co. Nor-

thumberland, pa. Haltwhistle, supposed to oc-

cupy site of the Roman station Vindolana. P. 68.

Walmer, a pa. of England, co. Kent, on the
E. coast, 1 m. S.S.W. Deal, in the bor. of whicli
it is comprised. Ac. 1079. P. 3275. The vill.

Upper Walmer adjoins Deal ; and separated from
it on the S.E. is Lower Walmer, on rising ground
near the shore, containing the church, and r-^-

sorted to for sea-bathing. Facing the sea, op-
posite the Downs, is Walmer Castle, where
Field-Marshal the late Duke of Wellington died.

Walmersley, a township of England, co. Lan-
caster, pa. and 1^ m. N. Bury. Ac. 5056. P. 6037.

Walmesgate, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8
m. N.N.W. Spilsby. Ac. 920. P. 77.

Walxf.y Island, a chapelry of England, form-
4q
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ing the most "W. land of the co. Lancaster, be-

tween Morccanibe JBay and the eatuary of the

Duddon, and insulated at high water, pa. Dalton-
in-Furness, 4 m. S.W. Dalton.

Walnut, several tnshps. of TJ. S., N. America,

Ohio.—^L CO. Fairfield, on the Ohio Canal.—II. co.

Holmes.—III. co. Pickaway, on the Scioto.

Walpole, a township of the TJ. S., North Ame-
rica, New Hampshire, 43 m. W.S.W. Concord.
In this township, the Connecticut river suddenly
contracts from a width of 350 feet to 16 feet,

forming Bellows Falls.

Walpole, several pas. of England.—I. co. Suf-
folk, 3 m. S.W. Halesworth. Ac. 1750. P. 540.

—II. (St Andrew), co. Norfolk, 7| m. W.S.W.
Lynn-Kegis. Ac. 3494. F. 709.—III. (St Peter),

same co., 7^ m. W.S.W. Lynn-Eegis. Ac. 6982.

P. 1252.

'\Valsall, a pari., munic. bor., town and pa.

of England, co. Stafford, on an eminence beside
the Tame, and on a branch of the London and
N.-W. Eailway, 8 m. N.N.W. Birmingham. Ac.
of pa. 8182. P. 26,822, of pari. bor. (1851)
25,680 ; do. (1861) 36,990. The town has several

churches, St Paul's chapel, two Roman Catholic
and various other chapels, an old town-haU and
gaol, a grammar school, and subscription and
news-rooms. Saddlers' and coachmakers' iron-
mongery and domestic iron utensils are the staple
articles of trade; and it has several brass and
iron foundries, extensive fcoal and lime works,
and a considerable trade in malt. It is a polling
place for the co., and sends one member to H. of
C. Eeg. electors (1864) 1219.— Walsall Foreiffn
is a township, comprising that part of ihe pa.
beyond the munic boundary. P. 31,524.
Walsden-with-Todmokdex, a township of

England, co. Lancaster, pa. Eochdale, 10 m. E.
Haslingdeu, on Lancashire Railway. P. 9146.
Walsexd, a post town of New'S. Wales, co.

Northumberland, on Hunter river, 7 m- from
Newcastle. Coal is extensively wrought.

Walsilvm (North), a market town and pa. of
England, co. Norfolk, near the river Amt, which
is navigable from Yarmouth to N. Walsham, 6 m.
from the E. coast, and 14 m. N.N.E. Norwich.
Ac. of pa. 4252. P. 2896. It has a grammar
school, several minor charities, a theatre, etc.

In this pa. are water miUs ; and 1 m. S. the town
is a stone cross erected to commemorate a vic-
tory of Bishop Spencer and others over a band of
rebels in 1381.—II. (SoiUhy, a viU. and dist, 11
m. W.N.W. Yarmouth ; the dist comprising 2
pas. with an area of 3149 ac. P. 556.—III. (m-
the-Wil/ows), a pa., co. Suffolk, 5 m. E. Ixworth.
Ac. 2800. P. 1290.
Walsdvgham (Little or New), a market

town and pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on the
Stiffkey, 5 m. S.E. Wells. Ac. of pa. 860. P.
1069.—II. (^Great or Old% a pa., 1 m. N.E. New
Walsingham, Ac. 2170. P. 512.
Walsokex, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 1 m.

N.E. Wisbeach, with a station on a branch oi the
East Anglian Eailway. Ac. 4656. P. 2683.
Walskode, a town of Prussia, landr. and 45

m. S.W. Luneburg. P. (1864) 2621. It has
manufs. of wooUeus, straw hats, paper, & chicory,

AV ALSTON, a pa. of Scotland, co. Lanark, 6 m.
N.Biggar. Ac. 4366. P. 480.
WALTENBERG(Hung. Zilak), a market town of

Austna, Transylvania, co. Szolnok, 39 m. N.W.
Klausenburg. P. 8450, mostly agricultural.

V\ ALTERSDORF, two vUls. of Germany.-1.
Saxony, circ. Bautzen, on the Bohemian frontier,
7 m. W Zittau. P. 1470.—IL Prussian Silesia,
gov. and 40 m, S.W. Breslau. P. 1380.

Waltersiiausen, a town of Central Gemiany,
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, principality and 7 miles
W.S.W. Gotha, on the Bodewasser. P. 3148.

Walterstoxe, a pa. of England, co. and 15
m. S.W. Hereford. Ac. 1241. P. 173.

Waltham, numerous pas. of England.—I. co.

Lincoln, 4 m. S.S.W. Great Grimsby, with a sta-

tion on the East Lincolnshire Eailway. Ac.
2350. P. 856.—II. (^Bright), co. Berks, 5 m.
W.S.W. East Ilsley. Ac. 2038. P. 450.—HL
(Cold). [Cold Waltham.]—IV. (Great), co.

Essex, 4i m. N.N.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 7335. P.

2380.— V. (Little), same co., 4 m. N. Chelmsford.
Ac. 2227. P. 684.—VI. (North), co. Hants, 6 m.
S.W. Basingstoke. Ac. 1938- P. 484.—VII.
(on-the-Woldi), co. Leicester, with a vill., for-

merly a market town, 5 m. N.E. Melton-Mow-
bray. Ac. 2870. P. 672.—VIII. (Si Laurence),

CO. Berks, 5 m. S.W. Maidenhead. Ac 3468.

P. 848.—IX. (Temple), co. Kent, hundred of

Bridge and Petham, adjoining Petham. Ac.
2710. P. 676.—X. (White or Abbas), co. Berks,

3i m. S.W. Maidenhead. Ac 2576. P. 917.—
XI. (West), a hamlet, co. Essex. [Waltham-
Cross.]
Waltham, a town of the U. S., North America,

Middlesex co., Massachusetts.
Waltham-Abbey or Holt Cross, a market

town and pa. of England, co. Essex, on the Lea.
13 m. N.N.E. London. Ac of pa. 10,876. P.

(1861) 5044. The Lea is here diverted into several

channels, turning four gunpowder mills belong-
ing to the government. Waltham has also com
and silk mills, a pin factory, and malt kilns. At
Enfield-lock, 2 m. S., the government has a fac-

tory of percussion muskets.
Waltham (Blshop's), a market town and pa.

of England, co. and 10 m. E.N.E. Southampton,
on the road between Portsmouth and Winches-
ter. Ac. of pa. 7388. P. 2267.

Waltham-Cboss, a hamlet of England, co.

Herts, pa. Cheshunt, on the W. side of the river

Lea, 1^ m.i W.S.W. Waltham-Abbey, & deriving

its name from a cross erected here at one of the
halting places of the funeral procession of Elea-
nor, Queen of Edward L, on its way to London.
Walthamstow, a pa. of England, co. Essex,

on the Lea, which is here navigable, 7 m. N.N.E.
London. Ac 4436. P. 7137. The viUage is

situated on the borders of Epping-Forest.
Walton, numerous pas. of England.—I. co.

Cumberland, ward Eskdale, 3 m. N. Brampton,
and containing the townships of High and Low
Walton. Ac. 3592. P. 407.—II. co. Suffolk, on
the coast, 10 m. S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 1988. P.

988.—III. CO. Bucks, 2 m. N.E. Fenny-Stratford.

Ac. 575. P. 95.—IV. co. and ainsty York, 2h
m. E.S.E. Wetherby. Ac. 1670. P. 221.—V.
(Cardiff), co. Gloucester, 1 m. E.S.E. Tewkes-
bury. Ac 650. P. 70.—VI. (East), co. Norfolk,

6^ m. N.W. Swaffham. Ac. 2659. P. 175.—
VII. (East), S. Wales, co. Pembroke, 6 m. N.E.
Haverford-West. Ac 1893. P. 223.—VIII. (m-
Gordano), co. Somerset, 10 m. W. Bristol. Ac
1315. P. 191.—IX. (on-the-BiU), co. Lancaster,

3 m. N.E. Liverpool. Ac 29,233. P. 85,058,

partly engaged in cotton manufs.—X. co. Surrey,

4J m. S.S.E. Epsom, near the summit of Box-hill.

Ac. 2592. P. 475.—^XI. (on Soken), co. Essex, on
the coast, 12 m. S.E. Manningtree. Ac. 3260.

P. 697. The vill. is resorted to as a watering-
place. On the Naze is a brick tower, 80 feet in

height, forming a sea mark. The ancient church
was submerged by the sea.—^XII. (on-Trent), co.

Derby, 4 m. S.W. Burton-on-Trent. Ac. 2309.

P. 430.—Xin. (West), CO. Norfolk, 3 m. N.N.E.
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Wisbeach. Ar. 5219. P. S50.—XIV.(Tres«), S.

Wales, CO. Pembroke, on St Bride's Bay, 7 m.
W.S.W. Haverford-West. Ac. 1408. P. 397.

—XV. (<m-the-Wolds\ co. Leicester, 4 m. E.
Loughborough. Ac. 1720. P. 221.— XVI.
{Wood\ CO. and 6 m. W.N.W. Huntingdon.
Ac. 3718. P. 388.—XVII. a chapelry, co. Derby,
pa. and 2 m. S.W. Chesterfield. P. 1082.—
XVIII. a hamlet, co. Leicester, pa. Knaptoft, 4
m. N.E. Lutterworth. Ac. 1240. P. 240.—
XIX. (le Dale), a chapelry, co. Lancaster, pa.

Blackburn, on railway, 2 m. S.S.E. Preston. Ac.
4630. P. 7383. It has cotton manufs.—XX.
(^Inferior and Superior), townships, co. Chester,
pa. Runcorn, on the Mersey and Irwell Canal, 2
m. S.S.W. "Warrington. Ac. 960. P. 555.

Wai.ton-upon-Thames, a pa. of England, co.

Surrey, on the Thames, with a fetation on the
London and S.-W. Railway, 17 m. W.S.W. Lon-
don. Ac. 6834. P. 4010.

Walton, two cos. of the U. S., North America.
—I. Georgia, cap. Monroe. Area 354 sq. m. P.
C453 free, 4621 slaves.—II. in W. pai-t of Florida.
Area 1157 sq. m. P. 2596 free, 441 slaves.

Walworth, a chapelry of England, co. Surrey,
pa. Newiugton-Butts, a suburb of London, 2^ m.
S. St Paul's Cathedral. P. 44,463.

Walworth, a co. of the U. S-, North America,
in S. part of Wisconsin. Area 676 sq. m. P.
(I860) 2t;,496.—11. a township. New York, 18 m.
N.W. Lyons.
Walwyn's-Castle, a pa. of South Wales, co.

Pembroke, 6 m. S.W. Haverford-West. Ac.
2904. P. 350.

Wambrechies, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Nord, arr. and 4 m. N. Lille. P. 3849.
Wajhbrook, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 2 m.

S.W. Chard. Ac. 1857. P. 286.

Wamphray, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumfries,
on the Wamphray, an affluent of the Annan, with
a station on the Caledonian Railway, 6 m. S.E.
Moffat. Ac. 13,189. P. 559.

Wanas, a town of Sweden, Isen Ostergoth-
land, with an important fortress at the mouth of

the canal of Gotba, in Lake Wettern.
Wanborough, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 3J

m. E.S.E. Swindon. Ac. 4440. P. 960.

Wandersleben, a market town of Prussian
Saxonj-, gov. and 10 m. S.W. Erfurt, cap. a small
dist. surrounded by Gotha. P. 1025.

Wandsbek, a town of Prussia, Holstein, 3 m.
N.E. Hamburg. P. (1864) 7477.
Wandsworth, a pa. and large vill. of England,

CO. Sun-ey, on the Wandle, near its mouth in the
Thames, on the S.W. Railway, 5m. S.W. London.
Ac. of pa. 2478. P. (1861) 13,346. The vill., on
and between two low hills, has numerous manu-
factories for bolting cloths, vinegar, white lead
and other chemical products, distilleries, calico-

printing, and iron works, lintseed oil, flour, and
other mills, wrought by water-power.
Wanfried, a walled town of Germany, Hes-

sen-Cassel, prov. Lower Hessen, cap. dist., on
the Werra, 5 m. E. Eschwege. P. 2045.

Wangen, a town of Gennany, Wiirtemberg,
circ. Danube, cap. dist., on the Ober-Argen, 50
m. S.W. Ulm. P. 1456.

Wangen, a town of Switzerland, canton Berne,
on the Aar, 5 m. W. Aarwangen. P. 1023.

Wangerin, a town of Prussian Pomerania,
gov. Stettin, 24 m. N.E. Stargard. P. 1450.

Wanoeroog or Wanderoge, an island of N.
Germany, grand duchy Oldenburg, in the North
Sea. off the estuary of the Jahde and Weser.
Lat! of lighthouse 53° 47' 6' N. ; Ion. 7° 51' 6"

E. P. 250. It has extensive oyster beds.

Wangford, two pas. of England, co. Suffolk.

—L 3 m. N.W. Southwold. Ac. 2603. P. 862.

—II.^ m. S.W. Brandon-Ferry. Ac. 3252. P. 50.

Waot^tp, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 3 m.
S.S.E. Mount Sorrel. Ac. 952. P. 117.

Wanlock-Head, a mining vill. of Scotland,
CO. Dumfries, at the head of the Wanlock rivulet,

&J m. E.N.E. Sanquhar, and 1380 feet above the
sea. P. 743, employed in mines, which yield
chiefly lead ore, but also small quantities of cop-
per, manganese, and gold. The neat village, on
a hill-side, amidst fine mountain scenery, has a
church and a miner's library.

Wan.sen, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
23 m. E.S.E. Breslau, on the Ohlau. P. 1570.

Wansford, a pa., Engl., c<>. Morthampton, with
a station on tlie Peterborough branch of the Lon-
don and N.-W. Rail., 7 m. W. Peterborough. Ac.
469. P. 180.

Wanstead, a pa. of England, co. Essex, on the
Roding, 6 m. N.E. London. Ac. 2004. P. 2742,
It has an orphan asylum founded in 1841.

Wanstrew, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 5
m. N.E. Bruton. Ac. 2054. P. 454.

WANTAGii, a pa. and market town of Engl., co.

Berks, in the vale of the White-horse, on a branch
of the Ock, and of the Wilts and Berks canal, 3
m. S. the G. W. Rail., 21 m. W.N.W. Reading,
Ac. of pa. 7530. P. 3925. Manufs. sacking and
coarse cloths, and trade in malt and corn. Here,
in 849, Alfred the Great was born.
W.vntage, a township of the U. S., North

America, New Jersey, bordering on New York.
Wantisden, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m,

W.N.W. Oxford. Ac. 2126. P. 106.

W.vntzenau (La), a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Bas-Rbin, near the Rhine, 6 m. N.N.E,
Strasbourg, P, 2432.

Wanzleben, a town of Pnissian Saxony, gov.
and 10 m. S.W. Magdeburg, cap. circ. P. 3010.
Wapello, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S.E. of Iowa. Area 432 sq. m. P. (1860) 14,518.

Wapenbury, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
5 m. N.N.W. Southam. Ac. 1550. P. 251.

Wapley, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 2 m.
S.S.W. Chipping-Sodbury. Ac. 2448. P. 358.

Wappenham, a pa. of England, co. Northamp-
ton, 4 m. W.S.W. Towcester. Ac. 2980. P. 650.

Wapping, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex, 2 m.
E.S.E. St Paul's Cathedral, London, bordering
the Thames, on which are many large ware-
houses, and the entrances from the Thames to

the London docks. Ac. 80. P. 4038. It is com-
prised in the borough of Tower Hamlets.
Wara, a town of Central Africa, state Waday,

lat. 15° 30' S., Ion. 21° 30' E.

Waradgery, a co., N. S. Wales, at the confl.

of the Murrumbidgee and Lachlan rivers. Ac.
2,726,400, Chief town. Hay P, 172.

Warangol or Warangul, a city of India,

Deccan, Nizam's dom., 86 m. N.E. Hyderabad.
Warasdin (Hung. Varasd), a fortified town of

Austrian Croatia, cap. co., on the Drave, 28 m.
N.N.E.. Agram. P. 9151. It has a Roman
Catholic college, a high school, manufs. of stone-
wares, silks, tobacco, and vinegar. In the vicinity

are sulphur baths, and extensive vineyards,
Warberg, a seaport town of S. Sweden, Isen

Halland, 36 m, N.W. Halmstadt, on the Katte-
gat. P. 2534. Its harbour is safe; and it is

much frequented in summer for sea-bathing.
Warbleton, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6^

m, N,N,E. Hailsham. Ac, with pa. of Heath-
field, 5763. P, 1431,

Warblington, a pa., Engl., co.Hants, on the bor-
der of Sussex,! m, S,E. Havant. Ac, 3848, P, 2196.
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Warborough, a pa. of England, co. Oxford,

3 ID. N. Wallingford. Ac. 1673. P. 764.

Warboys, a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon,

4 m. S.S.E. Eamsay. Ac. 8100. P. 1911.

Warbstow, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 7^

m. N.E. Camelford. Ac. 4104. P. 419.

AVarbdrg, a town of Prussian Westphalia,

gov. and 57 m. S.S.E. Minden, cap. circ, on the

Diemel. P. 3500. Manufs. linens and tobacco.

Waebcrton, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 6

m. E. Warrington. Ac. 1747. P. 484.

Warcop, a pa. of England, co. Westmoreland,

3 m. W.N.W. Brough. Ac 10,020. P. 806.

Ward, a maritime co. of Queensland, bounded
S. by New S. Wales, W. and N. by cos. Church-
hill and Stanley. It is drained by the river

Logan. Lat. 28° S. ; Ion. 153° E.

Warden, several pas. of Engl.—I. co. Kent, 6J
m. E. Queenborough. Ac. 796. P. 47—II. co.

Northumberland, 2^ m. N.W. Hexham. Ac. 3122.

P, 716.—III. {Old), CO. Bedford, 3J m.W. Biggles-

wade. Ac. 3330. P. 597. [Chipping-Wardex.]
Wardesgtox, a chapelry of England, co. Ox-

ford, 4^ m. N.E. Banbury. P. 732.

Wardlewobth, a township of Engl., co. Lan-
caster, pa. and 1^ m. N. Eochdale. P. 17,840.

Wardley, a pa. of England, co. Rutland, 2J
m. W. Uppingham. Ac. 1550. P. 68.

Ware, a pa. and market town of England, co.

and 2| m. E.N.E. Hertford, on the Enfield branch
of the E. Counties Railway. Area 4700 sq. m.
P. 5397. Altitude 113 ft. The town, on L b. of

the Lea, has a church, and an active trade in

grain and coal. In it is preserved the "great
bed of Ware," 12 feet square, and of uncertain
origin and use. The town was founded by
Edward the Elder, at the place of a wear or
dock, previously formed by the invading Danes,
and h«re are some remains of an ancient priory,

and the head springs of the New River, by which
water is conveyed for the supply of the N. part
of London.—II. {Ware-, or Wear-Gifford), a pa.,

CO. Devon, 21 m. N.W. Gt Torrington. Ac. 1587.
P. 494.

Ware, a co. of the U. S., North America, in
S. part of Georgia, cap. Waresborough. Area
1652 sq. m. P. 1823 free, 377 slaves. In it is

Okefinoke swamp, 280 miles in circumference.

—

II. a township of Massachusetts, on the Ware, 22
m. S.E. Northampton.
Wareham, a pari., munic. bor., and town of

Engl., CO. Dorset, between the Frome and Piddle,
about 1 m. from their mouths in Poole harbour,
and with a station on the S.-W. Rail., 15J m.
E.S.E. Dorchester. Area of parL bor., compris-
ing Corfe-Castle, Bere-Regis, etc^ 22,890 ac. P.
(1861) 6694. The town is surrounded by an
earth rampart, between which and the streets
are many gardens for market produce, and traces
of ancient buildings. Manufs. stockings, shirt-
buttons, and straw-plait Pipe-clay is exported,
and garden produce is sent to Poole. Its salmon
fishery, formerly important, is all but abandoned.
With Corfe-Castle it sends 1 member to House
of Commons. Reg. electors (1864) 351.
Wareham, a township of U. S., N. America,

Mass., on Buy-yard Bay, 45 m. S.S.E. Boston.
Warehorne, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 7 m.

S.S.W. Ashford. Ac. 2878. P. 412.
Waremme, a town of feelgium, cap. cant., prov.

and 13 m. W. Li^e, on railway to Brussels. P.
1587. It has a trade in grains.
Waren, a town of North Germany, Mecklen-

burg-Schwerin, duchy and 54 m. E.S.E. Schwerin,
cap. dist., on Lake Muritz. P. 4861. Manufac-
tures of woollen, linen, and leather.

Warexdorf, a town of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. and 16 m. E. Mlinster, cap. circ, on the
Eme. P. 4250. It was formerly fortified.

Waresley', a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon,

5J m. S.E. St Neots. Ac. 1979. P. 292.

WarfielX), a pa. of England, co, Berks, 5 m.
E.N.E. Wokingham. Ac. 3239. P. 1497.

Wargrave, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 5| m.
N.E. Reading. Ac. 4314. P. 1806.

Warham, a pa, of England, co. Norfolk, 3 m.
N, Walsingham, Ac 4840, P. 392.

Warhem, a comm. and viU. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. and 7 m. S.E. Dunkerque. P. 2454.

Warialda, a post town of New S. Wales, co.

Burnett, 112 m. N.W. Tamworth. P. (1861) 110.

Warin, a town of North Germany, Meckleu-
bui^-Schwerin, 12 m. S.E. Wismar. P. 1383.

Waringstowu, a market town of Ireland, co.

Down, 6J m- E. Portadown. P. 784. Manufs.
cambric and linen.

Ware, a pa. of England, co. Northumberland,
lOi m. N.N.W. fiexham. Ac 22,986. P. 899.

Warkleigh, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 6 m.
W.S.W. South-Molton. Ac 2451. P. 330.

Warkton, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton, 2
m. E.N.E. Kettering. Ac. 1810. P. 315.

Warkworth, a pa. and vill. of England, co.

Northumberland, on the Coquet, on the Berwick
Railway, 6^ m. S.E. Alnwick. Ac. of pa. 19,365.

P. 4439.—^11. a pa., co. Northampton, ij m.
E.N.E. Banbury. Ac 5087. P. 730.

Warleggon, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

5J m. E.N.E. Bodmin. Ac. 2055. P. 295.

Warley, two pas. of England, co. Essex.—I.

(Great), 3i m. S. Brentwood. Ac. 2793. P. 1220.

—II. (Little), 3im. S.S.K Brentwood. Ac. 1651.

P. 485.— III. (Wigorri), a township, co. Worces-
terjpa. and 3 m. E.N.E. Hales-Owen. P. 1183.

Wari.isgham. a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 5
m. S.S.E. Croydon. Ac 1777. P. 602.

Warmbrhnn. a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.

and 31 m. S.W. Leignitz, on the Zacken. P.

2506. It has sulphur baths, and manufs. linens.

Warmfield, a pa. of England, co. York, West
Riding, 3 m. E. Wakefield. Ac 1492. P. 783.

Warmingham, a pa. of England, co. Chester,

3i m. W. Sandbach. Ac. 4730. P. 1205.

Warminghurst, a pa. of England, co. Sussex,

5J m. N.W. Steyning. Ac 1051. P. 106.

Warmington, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Northampton, 3i m. N.E. Oundle. Ac. 3150.

P. 724.—IL (and Arlescote), co. Warwick, 5^ m.
S.E. Kineton. Ac 1750. P. 452.

Warminster, a pa. and market town of Eng-
land, CO. Wilts, at the W. extremity of Salisbury

Plain, on the Willey, 21 m. W.N.W. Salisburj-.

Ac. of pa. 6370. P. 5995. Pop. of town 3675.

Manuf. haircloth, malting, and has a trade in

corn. Near it many Roman antiquities have been
discovered. Alt. of town 396 feet,

Warmsavorth, a pa. of England, co. York. W.
Riding, 2J m. S.W. Doncaster. P. 361.

Warmwell, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, &J
m. S.E. Dorchester. Ac 1531. P. 148.

Waknborough (South), a pa. of England, co.

Hants, 3 m. S.S.W. Odiham. Ac 2569. P. 369.

—II. (North). [OdihamJ
Warndon, a pa. of England, co. and 3 m.

E.N.E. Worceeter. Ac 988. P. 164.

WarnemCnde, a seaport town of N. Germany,
Mecklenberg-Schwerin, at the mouth of the War-
now, in the Baltic, 7 m. N.N.W. Rostock, of

which it is the outport. P. 1150.

Warner, a township of the U. S., N. America,
New Hampshire, 17 m. W.N.W. Concord.
Warnetos or Waebten, a frontier town of
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Belgium, prov. W. Flanders, on the Lys, 8 m. S.E.
Ypres. P. 5983. It has manufactures of choco-
late and starch ; breweries, and salt refineries.

WAitNFORD, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 6 m.
K.E. Bishop's-Waltham. Ac. 3057. P. 460.

Warnham, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2i m.
N.N.W. Horsham. Ac. 4920. P. 1006.

Warpsgrove, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 3J
m. E. Stadhampton. Ac. 460. P. 20.

Wakkan or Warren Hill, Scotland, Forfar-
shire. Lat. 66° 20' 60' N. ; Ion. 2° 45' 46" W.
2085 feet above the sea.

Warkego, a pastoral dist. of New S. Wales,
between the Darling river and Queensland. Area
10,000 sq. m. P. 219.

Warren, a co. of the U. S., North America,
Iowa. P. 10,281.
Warren, a pa. of South Wales, co. and 5 m.

S.S.W. Pembroke. Ac. 1169. P. 121.

Warren, numerous cos., U. S., N. America.

—

I. New York, in its N.E. part, W. Lake George.
Area 912 sq. m. P. (1860) 21,434.-11. New Jersey,
bounded W. by Delaware river. Area 414 sq. m.
P. 28,433.-111. in N.W. part of Pennsylvania,
cap. Warren. Area 782 sq. m. P. 19,190.—IV. in

N. part of Virginia, on the Shenandoah. Area 226
sq. m. P. 4867 free, 1575 slaves.—V. in N. part
of North Carolina. Area 439 sq. m. P. 5325
free, 10,401 slaves.—VI. in E. part of Georgia,
cap. Warrenton. Area 436 sq. m. P. 4441 free,

5379 slaves.—VII. state and on the Mississippi,

watered by the Yazoo. Area 570 sq. m. P.
6933 free, 13,763 slaves.—VIII. near the centre
of Tennessee. Area 372 sq. m. P. 8827 free,

2320 slaves.—IX. in N.W. part of Kentucky.
Area 546 sq. m. P. 12,002 free, 5318 slaves.—X.
Ohio, in its S. part, on the Miami river, cap. Le-
banon. Area 446 sq. m. P. 26,902.—XL Indiana,
in its W. part, watered by the Wabash. Area
350 sq. m. P. 10,057.—XII. in W. part of Hlinois.

Area 640 sq. m. P. 18,336.—XIII. state and
bounded by the Missouri. Area 350 sq. m. P.
7805 free, 1034 slaves.—XIV. Iowa. P. 10,281.—
Also, numerous townships.—L Maine, cap. co.

Lincoln, on St George river, 27 m. S.E. Augusta.
—II. Massachusetts, 66 m. W.S.W. Boston, and
on the Worcester and Springfield railroad.—III.

Rhode Island, 14 m. S.E. Providence, with a

food harbour on Narragansett Ba^.—IV. New
ork, 64 m. N.W. Albany.—V. New Jersey, 6

m. N.E. Somerville.—VI. Pennsylvania, cap. co.

Warren, on the Alleghany, 205 m. N.W. Harris-
burg. It has a court-house, gaol, academy, and
CO. offices.—VII. Pennsylvania, 17 m. N.E. Tow-
anda.—VIII. Ohio, cap. co. Trumbull, on the
Mahoning river and Pennsylvania and Ohio
Canal.—IX. co. Belmont, containing Barnsville.
—X. CO. Jefferson.—^XI. co. Tuscarawas.—XII.
Indiana, co. Marion.—XIII. Putnam.— Warrens-
hurg is a township, New York, at the confluence
of the Schroon with the Hudson, 69 m. N. Albany.
Warrenpoint, a market town and pa. of Ire-

land, CO. Down, at the mouth of the Newry in
Louth, Carlingford, 6 m. S.E. Newry. Ac of pa.
1041. P. 1940 ; do. of town 1635.
Warri, a town of Africa, Guinea, in the delta

of the Niger, 68 m. S. Benin. Lat. 6° 32' N.
Warrick, a co. of U. S., N. America, in S.W.

of Indiana. Area. 360 sq. m. P. (1860) 13,261.

Warrington, a pari., munic. bor., town, pa.,

and township of England, co. Lancaster, 6 m. S.

Newton, on the Mersey, between Liverpool and
Stockport, with which towns, and with Manches-
ter, it is connected by the N. W. Railway. Ac.
of pa. 12,168. P. of pari. bor. comprising the
townships of Warrington and Latchford, with

portions of Thelwall township, (1851) 23,363
(1861) 26,960. Altitude 28 feet. It has a church
of Saxon origin, town-hall, market-house, as-
sembly rooms, several cloth halls, theatre, infir-

mary, several cotton and other mills and factories.

A subscription library was established here in

1758 ; and here the first newspaper in Lanca-
shire, and first stage coach in England, were
started. Principal manufs. are of fustians, twills,

corduroys, and other cotton goods, sail-cloth,

sacking, glasswares, hardwares, files and other
tools of the finest quality, pens, soap, and lear
ther; and Warrington is famous for its ale. The
Mersey is navigable up to the bridge for vessels
of 100 tons burden. It is a munic. bor., and sends
1 member to H. of C. Reg. electors (1864) 783.

In the civil wars it was the scene of many skir-

mishes between the royal & parliamentary forces.

Warrington, a vill., U. S., North America,
Virginia, 50 m. W. Washington.
Warrior Mark, a township of the U. S., N.

America, Pennsylvania, on Bald Eagle Creek,
108 m. W. Harrisburg.
Warsaw (Pol. Warszawa, Germ. Warschati,

Fren. VarsovieX a city of Russia, cap. of the
kingdom of Poland, on 1. b. of the Vistula, across
which it communicates by a bridge of boats with
its fortified suburb Praga. Lat. of observatory,
62° 13' 5" N. ; Ion. 21° 2' 9" E. P. (1856) 156,072,
of whom 35,000 were Jews; in 1860, 162,805. P.
of gov. (1865) 243,512. Mean tenap. of year,

44°-l, winter 24°-9, summer 63°-2, Fahr. It is

surrounded by ramparts and trenches ; its streets

are ill-paved and lighted, and its stone buildings
interspersed with hovels of timber. Principal
edifices, the Zameh, a palace of the former kings
of Poland, containing the hall of the Polish diet,

and archives of the kingdom ; the Saxon palace,

having attached to it fine gardens open to the
public; the government palace, containing the
national theatre, custom-house, high tribunals,

and government offices, and also having attached
to it gardens, which are a fashionable place of

resort ; the Casimir palace, with a statue of Coper-
nicus ; modem palace of the minister of finance,

exchange, BrUhl and Radzivil palaces; many
colossal churches, including the Roman Catholic

cathedral of St John, church of the Holy Cross,

Augustine and Alexander churches, the church
of St Borromeo, a Lutheran church, and the

citadel. The MarieviUe bazaar is a large square,

surrounded by arcades. Warsaw has a Greek-
United cathediral, Armenian and English chapels,

Jews' synagogues, hospitals, theatres, barracks, a
mint, school of artillery, two colleges replacing

its university (suppressed in 1834, and its library

of 150,000 volumes removed to St Petersburg), a
theological seminary, rabbinical college, obser-

vatory, botanic garden, musical conservatory,

two gymnasia, school of arts, numerous Russian
schools, libraries, and learned associations. Its

public places abound with statues ; the principal

of these are the bronze statue of Sigismund ui.,

and the equestrian group of Poniatowski. It has
good promenades, and in the immediate vicinity

a villa, formerljr the residence of Stanislaus Au-
gustus, containing fine paintings, and surrounded
by public grounds, in which is an equestrian

statue of John Sobieski. Warsaw has manufs. of

woollen and linen fabrics, hosiery, hats, gold
and silver wares, saddlery, paper, and tobacco,

chemical and cotton printing works, numerous
breweries, etc. It is the centre of the industry
and literary activity of the kingdom, and the
great entrep6t of commerce in Poland ; it is also

the seat of the national bank, and has large fairs
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in May and Sept., frequented bj' mercliants of

Europe and Asia. It communicates by railway

with Cracow and St Petersburg. Warsaw suc-

ceeded Cracow as the cap. of Poland in 1566.

In 1807 it was made caj*. of the grand duchy of

Warsaw. Since 1815, it has been cap. of the

kingdom of Poland, a dependency of Eussia. In

1830, the Russians were driven from it by the

Poles, but they retook it in 1831. [Poi^vifD.]

Warsaw, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, cap. co. Wyoming, near

Lake Erie.

Warsop, a pa. of England, co. Nottingham, 6
m. N.N.E. Mansfield. Ac. 6710. P. 1426.

Warta or Wartha, a river of Poland and
Germany, its basin lying between those of the

Oder and Vistula, rises 36 m. N.W. Cracow,
flows N. and W. through a level, and in many
parts marshy, countiy, in Russian and Prussian
Poland, and joins the Oder at Kiistrin, prov.

Brandenburg, after a course of 450 m.
Warta, a town of Poland, gov. Warsaw, 24

m. E. Kalice, cap. co., on the Warta. P. 3427.

Warta, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
43 m. S.S.W. Breslau, on the Neisse. P. 1110.

Wartenburg, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and
60 m. S. Konigsberg, on the Pischa and Kermes.
P. 3100.—II. a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov.
Merseburg, 8 m. E.S.E. Wittenberg, near the
Elbe. Here, in 1813, the Prussians defeated
the French.
Warter, a pa. of Engl., co. York, East Riding,

5 m. E.N.E. Pocklington. Ac. 7000. P. 539.

Wapthill, a pa. of England, co. and 5J m.
E.N.E. York, N. and E. Ridings. Ac. 860. P. 217.

Waktling, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 4^
m. E.S.E. Hailsham. Ac. 4736. P. 914.

Warton, a pa. of Engl., co. and 6 m. N.N.E.
LancHSter. Ac 11,141. P. 2161.—II. a tnshp.,

same co., pa. and 3 m. S.S.W. Kirkham. P. 446.
Warwick, a pari., munic. bor., and town of

England, cap co., near its centre, on rt. b. of the
Avon, and on canals connecting it with Birming-
ham and Napton, 20 m. S.E. Binningham, on
London and N.-W. Rail. Ac. of bor. 5410. P.
(1861) 10,560. Alt. 232 ft. At each end of the
town is a gateway, the western surmounted by
a beautiful ancient chapel. It has two parish
churches, a court-house, co. hall, gaol and bride-
well, market-house, with the museum of the
Warwickshire natural history and archsBological
society

;
public library, a grammar school, with

two exhibitions at Oxford university; Leicester's
hospital foraged brethren, annual revenue 2016/.

;

almshouses and numerous other charities, aggre-
gate revenue nearly 7113/. annually. Between
the town and the river Avon is the ancient fort-
ress of Warwick Castle. The town has several
banks. Mauufs. of hats, a worsted and silk mill,
and iron fouudry. It sends 2 mt-mbers to House
of Commons. Reg. electors (IHGi) 295.
Warwick, a pa. of England, co. Cumbei-Iand,

4 m. E.N.E. Carlisle. Ac. 1845. P. 324.
Warwick, a co., U. S.. N. America, Virginia.

P. 721 free, 1019 slaves.

Warwick, several townships of the U. S., N.
America.—I. Rhode island, on Narragansett
Bay, 10 m. S.W. Providence. It has good har-
bours, and valuable fi.sheries.—II. New York, 25
ra. S.W. Newburg.—III. Pennsylvania, 9 m. N.
Lancaster.—IV. 21 m. N. Philadelphia —V. Mas-
sachusetts, 97 m. W.N.W. Boston.
Warwickshire, a co. in the centre of England,

enclosed by the cos. of Stafford, Leicester, Nor-
thampton, Oxford, Gloucester, and Worcester,
Ac. 663,946, of which above 500,000 are arable,

or in meadows and pastures. P. (1861) 661,855.
Suj-face elevated; its N. part was formerly the
extensive forest of Arden, and is still interspersed
with woods, heaths, and moors ; in the S. part is

much fertile soil, and the co. generally is well
cultivated. Principal rivers the Avon and affls.

in the S. and E., the Tame in the N. Rainfall
at Leamington 22 inches. Alt. 195 feet. The
usual grain crops are grown, and the countxy
is noted for its grazing and dairy husbandry.
Minerals comprise coal, stone, lime, and marl.
Manufs. are important ; Binningham is the seat

of hardware manufs. Coventry for ribbons and
other silk goods, watches, and jewellery ; fish-

hooks and needles are made at Alcester ; hats at

Atherstone ; and horn goods at Kenilworth.
The CO, is intersected by numerous canals, and
by the N.-W. Railway and branches of the Mid-
land and G. W. Railways, also by the Roman
Foss-way and Watling and Icknield Streets. It

is divided into 4 hvmdreds and 205 pas., in the

dioceses of Worcester and Coventry, and Mid-
land circuit. Principal towns, Warwick, Bir-
mingham, Coventry, Alcester, Nuneaton, Rugby,
Leamington, and Stratford-upon-Avon. Ex-
cluding its bors., it sends 4 members to H. of C.
Reg. electors (1864) for North division 6642;
South division 3568.

Warye, a protected state in the N.W. of the

prov. of Guzerat, India. P. 2000, chiefly Jutts.

It is traversed by the river Bunnass. The town
of Warye is in lat. 23° 47' N., Ion. 71° 29' E,
Wasa, a town of Finland. [Vasa.]
Wasco, a co., U. S., North America, Oregon.

P. 1689.— Waseca is a co. of Minnesota. P. 2601.

Wash, an estuary on the E. coast of England,
between the cos. Norfolk and Lincoln, 20 m. in

length by 15 m. in breadth, and receiving the
rivers Witham, Welland, Ouse, Nen, and Nar.
Its shores are everywhere low and marshy, and
it contains many shoals, which are left dry at low
water. A new genei-al out-fall of the rivers Ouse,
Nen, etc., has been formed, by which a large por-
tion of the whole has been reclaimed, and called

Victoria couutj'.—II. (or Gwashy, a river chiefly

in CO. Rutland, joins the WeJland near Stamford,
after an E. course of 23 mUes.
Washbourne (Great), a pa. of England, co.

Gloucester, 4^ m. N.N.W. Winchcomb. Ac. 470.

P. 83.

—

Little Washhoume is a hamlet, pa. Over-
bury, 6| m. N.E. Tewkesbury. P. 28.

Washbrook, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4
m, W. Ipswich, Ac. 1443. P. 451.

Washfield, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2J m.
N.N.W. Tiverton. Ac. 3319. • P. 471.

Washford-Pyne, a pa. of England, co. Devon,
7^ m. N.N.W. Crediton. Ac. 1140. P. 1«2.

Washingborough, a pa. of England, co. and
3 m. E.S.E. Lincoln, with a station on the Lin-
colnshire Railway. Ac. 5190. P. 1213.

Washingley, a pa. of England, co. Hunting-
don, IJ m. W. Stilton. Ac. 1260, P. 75.

Washington, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Durham, with a station on the York and Berwick
Railway, 5J m. S.S.E. Gateshead. Ac. 5335. P.

5981.—II, CO, Sussex, 4 m. W.N.W. Steyning.
Ac. 3162. P. 908.

Washington, numerous cos. of the TJ. S., N.
America.—L in S.E. part of Maine, bordering
New Brunswick and the Atlantic. Area 2470 sq.

m. P. (1860) 42,534.-11. Rhode Island, between
Narragansett Bay and the Atlantic. Area 367
sq, m. P. 18,715.-111. Vermont, near its centre.

Area 550 sq. m. P, 27,612,—IV. New York,
bordering Hudson River and Lakes George and
Champlain. Area 807 sq. m. P. 45,904,--V.
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Pennsylvania, on its S.W. part, bounded E. by
the Monongahela. Area 795 sq. m. P. 46,805.—VI. Marj'land, S. the Potomac. Area 518 sq,

ni. P. 29,982 free, 1435 slaves.—VII. Virginia,
in its S.W. part, cap. Abingdon. Area 547 sq.

m. P. 14,345 free, 2547 slaves.—VIII. North
Carolina, bordering the Eoanoke and Albemarle
Sound. Area 360 sq. m. P. 3892 free, 2465
slaves.—IX. Georgia, drained by the Ogeechee
and Oconee. Area 962 sq. m. P. 6166 free, 6532
slaves.—X. Florida, borderingthe Gulf of Mexico.
Area 1226 sq. m. P. 1680 free, 474 slaves.—XI.
Alabama, in its S.W. part, bounded E. by the
Tombigbee. Area 1049 sq. m. P. 2175 free,

2494 slaves.—XII. state and bordering the Mis-
sissippi, cap. Princeton. Area 1219 sq. m. P
1212 free, 14,467 slaves.—XIII. Tennessee, in its

E. part. Area 612 sq. m. P. 13,877 free, 952
slaves.—XIV. Kentucky, near its centre. Area
307 sq. m. P. 8753 free, 2822 slaves.—XV. state

and bordering the Ohio. Area 612 sq. m. P.
36,268.—^XVl. Indiana, in its S. part. Area 540
sq. m. P. 17,909.—XVII. lUinois, S.E. Kas-
kaskia river. Area 583 sq.m. P. 13,731.—XVIII.
Wisconsin, bordered on the W. by Lake Michi-
gan, cap. Washington. Area 675 sq. m. P. 23,622.

—XIX. Iowa, cap. Washington. Area 669 sq. m.
P. 14,236.—XX. Misscuri, in its S.E. part, cap.

Potosi. Area 937 sq. m. P. 8695 free, 1028 slaves.

It has a mountain of magnetic iron ore.—^XXI.
Arkansas, S. the Ozark mountains. Area 929 sq.

m. P. 13,180 free. 1493 slaves.—XXII. a pa. (co.)

in E. part of Louisiana. Area 858 sq. m. P. 3018
free, 1690 slaves.—XXIII. Minnesota. P. 6123.—
XXIV. Oregon. P. 2801.—XXV. Texas. P. 7274
free, 7941 slaves.—XXVI. Nebraska. P. 1249.

Washington, the cap. city of the U. S., North
America, in the federal dist. of Columbia, on the
Potomac, at the influx of the Anacootia, each here
crossed by a bridge, 40 m. S.W. Baltimore, and
226 m. S.W. New York, with which cities and
with all the chief towns of the Union it is con-
nected by railwav. Lat. of observatory 38° 53'

39" N. ; Ion. 77° 2' 48" W. P. (1860) 61,122. It

is laid out with great regularity, and on an exten-
sive plan. The streets are from 75 to 110 feet

wide, and the avenues 130 to 160 feet. Public
edifices are amongst the most splendid in the
Union. The capitol, or seat of the United States
legislature, on a hill 72 ft. above the Potomac, is

of freestone, and has a portico with 22 Corinthian
columns, and several domes ; it was greatly en-
larged in 1851, and its frontage is now 751 feet,

with a marble statue of Washington in front,

and decorated internally with works of art; it

contains the Senate Chamber and Hall of Eepre-
sentatives, the Congress library of 50,000 vols.,

and supreme court of the United States ; is sur-

rounded by grounds covering 22 acres, in which
is located the Smithsonian Institution, built of

red sandstone, with 9 towers 75 to 100 feet high,

a laboratory, librarj"-, and picture-gallery. About
11 m. N.W. is "White House," the official resi-

dence of the President of the United States, an
olegant edifice, buQt of freestone, painted white,

also on a height, and near it are the buildings
of the navy and war offices, state, and treasury
departments. The general post-office is of great

dimensions, built of white marble ; the national

observatory on the Potomac, and patent office,

the navy yard, covering an area of 17 ac, arsenal,

city hall, hospital, penitentiary, theatre, and up-
wards of 50 churches. Other institutions are the

Columbia and medical colleges, the Union and
literary society, and the city library. Washington
has manufs. of metallic goods and glass, and an

extensive retail business; but' George-town, on
Eock creek, adjacent, and Alexandria lower down
the Potomac, absorb most of the foreign trade.
A new park has been formed, in the centre of
which is to be erected, by public subscription, a
magnificent monument to General Washington,
with a temple at the base, and a shaft, in all 600
feet high. Washinffton communicates with the
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal by a branch termi-
nating in the city with ample basins. It became
the seat of the federal government in 1800.
Mount Vernon, the seat of General Washington,
after whom the city was named, and where he was
buried, is about 15 m. distant.

—

Mount Washing-
ion, the principal peak of the White mountains
in New Hampshire, is 6620 feet high. President
Lincoln was assassinated at Washington, 14th
April 1865.

Washington, the most N.W. teiTitory of U. S.,

North America, was organised 1853. Cap.
Olympia. Area 71,300 sq. m. P. (186.3) 12,519.
It is bounded N. by British Columbia, W. by the
Pacific Ocean, S. by Oregon, from which it is

separated by the Columbia river, and E. by
the Idaho. Its surface is covered by ramifica-
tions of the Rocky Mountains, having in the W.
Cascade range. Extensive discoveries of gold
have lately been made on the Upper Columbia,
and on the Snake river of Washington ter-
ritory.

Washington, numerous townships and vills.

of the U. S., North America, the principal being
—I. Maine, 31 m. E. Augusta.—II. New Hamp-
shire, 28 m. W. Concord.—III. Vermont, 15 m.
S.E. Montpelier.—IV. Connecticut, 47 m. W.S.W.
Hartford.—V. New York, 10 m. N.E. Pough-
keepsie.—VI. New Jersey, co. Bergen, on the
Hackensack.—VII. New Jersey, 22 m. S. Wood-
bury.—VIII. New Jersey, 12 m. W. Woodbuiy.
—IX. New Jersey, 12 m. W. Morristown. It has
mineral springs resorted to by visitors.—^X.

Pennsylvania, cap. co., on the National Road, 2G
m. S.W. Pittsburg. It is the seat of Washington
college, founded in 1787.—XI. Pennsylvania, 11

m. S.W. Chambersburg—^XII. Pennsylvania, co.

Erie.—XIII. Pennsylvania, 16 m. N. Greens-
burg.—XIV. Pennsylvania, co. Indiana.—XV.
North Carolina, cap. co. Beaufort, on the Tar,

near its mouth, in Pamlico Sound, 30 m. N. New-
berne. It has an active shipping and export

trade.—^XVI. Mississippi, 6 m. E. Natchez. It is

the seat of Jefferson college, founded in 1802.

—

XVII. Ohio, CO. Clei-mont, on the Ohio. In it

are the vills. Neville and Moscow.—XVIII. Ohio,

CO. Holmes, with the vill. Nashville.—^XIX. Ohio,

CO. Montgomery.—XX. Ohio, co. Shelby.—XXI.
Ohio, CO. Richland, immediately S. Mansfield.

—

XXII. Indiana, co. Marion.—^XXIII. Indiana,

CO. Putnam.—XXIV. Indiana, cap. co.—XXV.
Michigan, 20 m. N.E. Detroit.—XXVI. Missouri,

CO. Monroe.— Washingtonville is the name of

tnshps. in statesNew lork, Pennsylvania, & Ohio.

Washita, a river, U. S., N. America, Arkansas
and Louisiana, rises by numerous heads, flows S.

and joins Red River, a tributai-y of the Mississippi,

35 m. E. Alexandria. Course 400 m. ; after thf

influx of the Tensas it is called Black River.

Washtenaw, a co., U. S., N. America, in S.E
of Michigan. Area 720 sq. m. P. (1860) 35,686.

Wasigny, a comm. and market town of France,

dep. Ardennes, 8 m. N. Rethel. P. 1117. It has
beer, oil, and woollen manufactures.
Wasing, , a pa. of England, co. Berks, 7 m.

E.S.E. Newbury. Ac. 682. P. 76.

Waslui or Vaslui, a town of Moldavia, cap.

dist., on the Berlat, 40 m. S.S.E. Jassy.
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Wasperton, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.

B.S.W. Warwick. Ac. 1619. P. 269.

Wasselonne, a comm. and town of France,

dep. Biis-Eliin, cap. cant, on the Mussig, 14 m.

W.N.W. Strasbourg. P. 4361. Manufs. woollen

and cotton yarn, and hosiery, bricks and tiles,

candles, bi-andy, oils, flour, and pottery.

Wasserbukg, a town of Upper Bavaria, cap.

dist., on the Inn, 31 m. E.S.E. Munich. P. 2238.

Wassertrudingen, a walled town of Bavaria,

circ. Middle Franconia, cap. dist., on the Wemitz,
and on railway, 19 m. S. Anspach. P. 2017.

Wassigny, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Aisne, cap. cant, 31 m. N. Laon. P. 1340.

Wastwatek, a lake of Engl., co. Cumberland,
pa. St Bees. It is the deepest of the Cumberland
lakes, being 45 fathoms in depth off the S. shore.

Wasctngen, a town of Germany, Saie Mein-
ingen. on the Werra. P. 2686.

Wataxga, a CO. of the U. S., North America,

N. Carolina. P. 4853 free, 104 slaves.

Watchet, a marit town of England, co. Somer-
set, pa. St Decuman, with a pier on a creek of

the Bristol Channel, 5 m. E. Dunster.
Wateeo, one of the Harvey Islands, Pacific

Ocean. Lat. 19° 58' S. ; Ion. 158° 6' W. Length 8
m. ; breadth 5 m. Surface hilly and fertile. The
inhabitants were partially converted to Chris-

tianity by the missionary Williams in 1823.

Waterbeach, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m.
N.N.E. Cambridge, with a station on the Eastern
Counties Eailway. Ac. 5556. P. 1435.

Waterborough, a township of the TJ. S., N.
America, Maine, 25 m. N. New York.
Waterbury, two townships of the U. S., N.

America.—I. Connecticut, 52 m. S.S.W. Hartford.

—II. New Jersey, 12 m. W, Woodbury.
Water Crag, a barren mountain in the W.

Riding of Yorkshire, used as a trig, station by the
Ord. Survey. Lat 54° 26' 12" N. ; Ion. 2° 6' 32' W.
Wateedex, a pa, of England, co. Norfolk, 5

m. S.E. Bumham. Ac. 763. P. 44.

Waterfall, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 7
m. E.S.E. Leek. Ac. 1530. P. 533. It is nearly
surrounded by the river Hamps, which here flows
for 3 miles underground.
Waterfokd, a marit co. of Ireland, Munster,

on its S. coast, having E. Waterford harbour,
separating it from the co. Wexford, on W. co.

Cork, and N. cos. Tipperary and Kilkenny, from
both of which it is separated by the Suir, and
from the former by the Knockmealdown moun-
tains. Area 461,o52 ac., of which 325,345 are
arable. P. 110,959. The most part of the surface
is mountainous, the Cummeragh mountains, in
the centi-e of the co., rising to 2478 ft ; but there
is much undulating and fine level land along the
Suir in the N. and E., the Blackwater and Bride
in the W., and skirting the coast, which is in-
dented by Tramore, Dungarvan, and Youghal
harbours. This is the principal dairy county of
Ireland. Tillage is increasing, and agriculture
improving on the larger properties. Bacon and
butter are the principal exports. Lead, iron, and
copper are met with, but few if any mines are
now wrought. Limestone and marble are chief
mineral products. Fish abound on the coast, and
it has cotton, silk, and glass factories. The co. is
subdivided into 7 baronies and 82 pas., in the
dioceses of Waterford and Lismore, which, with
Dungarvan, Portlaw, Tallow, and Cappoquin,
are the principal towns. The co. sends 2 mem-
bers to House of Commons. Reg. electors 1111.
Waterford, a city and co., pari, bor., and sea-

PO-ft o^ Ireland, cap. co., on S. bank of the Suir,
Which forms its harbour, and is lined bv a quay

about a mile in length, with floating stages that

rise and fall with the tide, and crossed by a
wooden bridge of 39 arches, 832 feet in length,

connecting the city with its suburb Ferrybank, 9
m. from the sea ; the entrance, 2J m. wide, is well

lighted by a bright fixed light on Hook Tower,
139 feet alx)ve the sea, and by a red light on
Dunmore Pier, 46 feet high, and two leading

lights at Duncannon, 85 m. S.S.W. Dublin. Ac.
of CO., of city, and of parL bor., 10,059. P. (1851)

25,297 ; (1861) 23,293. Principal public build-

ings, the cathedral, bishop's palace, 2 parochial

churches, Protestant hall, the Roman Catholic

cathedral, 5 Roman Catholic chapels, 3 convents,

Presbyterian, Baptist, Independent, Methodist,

and Friends' meeting-houses, the endowed
school, a district model national school, the blue
coat schools, the city and county court-houses
and prisons, leper hospital, fever hospital, Fann-
ing's poor-house, district lunatic asylum, union
workhouse, town-hall, custom-house, the savings'

bank, Waterford institute and chamber of com-
merce, mechanics' institute, military barracks,

etc Vessels of 1500 tons can discharge at the

quays. Waterjord is the entrepSt for a large ex-
tent of country, the exports of which are valued
at 4,000,000t annually; chiefly consisting of

dairy produce, bacon, lard, live stock, agricultural

produce, fish, cotton goods, etc. There are 2
breweries, 2 foundries, several flour mills, and
7 bacon-curing establishments. Two shipbuild-

ing yards, one for wooden and one for iron vessels

;

also a patent slip and graving bank. The re-

gistered tonnage of steam vessels for Waterford
is 20,852 tons. It sends 2 members to House of

Commons. Reg. electors 1111.

Watekfokd, several townships, U. S., North
America.—I. New York, 10 m. N. Albany, on
the Hudson, at the head of sloop-navigation, and
junction of the Mohawk, and on the Champlain
Canal, and Troy and Saratoga Railroad. The
yill. has factories, academies, and canal shipping.
—II. Maine, 47 m. W. Augusta.—III. Vermont,
49 m. E.N.E. Montpelier.—IV. Connecticut, on
the Thames and Long Island Sound, 36 m. S.E.
Hartford.—V. New Jersey, 12 m. W. Woodburj-.
—VI. Pennsylvania, co. and 13 m. S.E. Erie.

Watergrass-hill, a market town of Ireland,

Munster, co. and 10 m. N.E. Cork. P. 278.

Wateringbury, a pa. and formerly a market
town of England, co. Kent, with a station on the
S.-E. Rail., 6 m. W.S.W. Maidstone. Ac. 1420. P
1370. It is surrounded by hop & fruit plantations.

Waterloo, a vill. of Belgium, prov. South
Brabant, 9 m. S.S.E. Brussels, famous for the
great battle fought near it, 18th June 1815.

Waterloo, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, on Seneca river, the Seneca
and Cayuga Canal, and Auburn and Rochester
Railroad, 9 m. E.N.E. Geneva.
Waterloo, a township of W. Australia, co.

Wellington, on Collier river, S.E. Australind.
Waterloo, a municipality and suburb of Syd-

ney, New S. Wales. P. (1861) 1222.

Waterloo, a co. of Canada West, lat. 43° 30'

N. ; Ion. 80° 40^ W. It is traversed by the Grand
river, and crossed by two railways. Cap. Berlin.

Water-Millock, a chapelry of England, co.

Cumberland, pa. Greystock, 7 m. S.W, Penrith.
Ac. 9336. P. 576. The scenery is picturesque,
and here is the cataract of Airy-Force.— Water-
Overton or Orton is a chapelry, co. Warwick,
on W. Mid. Rail., 7 m. N.E. Birmingham. P. 218.
Waterpeery^, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5

m. W. Thame. Ac. 2620. P. 231.

Watersay, island, Hebrides. [Vatersa.]
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Waterside, a small town of Ireland, co. Lon-

donderry, on the Foyle, opposite Londonderry,
with which it is connected by a bridge. P. 183.

Watekslde, a vill. of Scotland, co. Ayr, pa.

Dalmellington. P. 1122.

Watekstook, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 5
m. W. Thame. Ac. 653. P. 147.

Watertown, several townships, U. S., North
America.—I. Massachusetts, on Charles river,

hence navigable, 7 m. W. Boston. The U. S.

arsenal here covers 40 acres.—II. New York,
cap. CO. Jefferson, on Black river, across which
covered bridges connect it with Williamstown
and Juhelville, 16 m. E. Sackett's Harbour, Lake
Ontario.—III. a town, Wisconsin, on Eock River,
and on Milwaukie and La Crosse Railways. It

has a court-house, gaol, and arsenal. The rapids

above the town furnish vast water-power.—IV.
a post town, Ohio, N.W. Marietta.

WATERViLLE, a township of the TJ. S., North
America, Maine, on the Kennebec, at terminus of

railway, 16 m. N. Augusta. P. 3965. It has a
Baptist college, and many mills and factoiies.

Watervi.iet, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, on the Hudson and Mohawk
rivers, 5 m. N. Albany. It has a U. S. arsenal

;

and here the Erie and Champlain Canals separate.

Watford, a pa. and mkt. town of Engl., co.

Herts, close to a ford over the Colne (whence its

name), and with a station on the N. W. Rail., 15
m. N.W. London. Ac. of pa. 10,792. P. (1861)
7418. Manuf. straw-plait and malting ; and the
town is a large mart for corn and live-stock. The
Grand June. Canal runs on its W. side.—II. a pa.,

CO. Northampton, 5 m. N.N.E. Daventry. Ac.
3080. P. 450. In the vicinity are strong chaly-
beate springs. The Watling Street forms the
W. boundary of the pa., which is intersected by
the London and N. W. Railway.
Wath, two pas. of England, co. York.—I. N.

Riding, 4 m. N.N.W. Ripon. Ac. 3568. P. 718.

—II. (on Dearne), W. Riding, on railway, 5^ m.
N. Rotherham. Ac. 10,709. P. 13,820. It has
potteries and collieries.

Watham, a township, U. S., North America,
Massachusetts, 10 m. W.N.W. Boston.
Watling Island, one of the Bahamas, British

W. Indies, 50 m. E.S.E. San Salvador, in lat. 23°

56' 7" N., Ion. 74° 28' W. Length 18 m. Soil fertile.

Watling-Stkeet, a famous Roman Highway
extending across S. Britain, in a direction from
S.E. to N.W. Commencing at Dover, it extends
past Canterbury, Rochester, and Dartford, to the
city of London, a street in which retains the
name ; thence it proceeds through cos. Middlesex,
Herts, Bucks, Northampton, Warwick, Stafford,

to Chester, and W. through N. Wales to Caer-
Seiont(anc.(Se^on<iMOT), in Carnarvonshire. From
Wroxeter, a branch proceeds N. to Manchester,
Lancaster, Kendal, & Cockermouth, & thence into

Scotland. It is in parts still an important highway.
Watlington, a pa. and market town of Eng-

land, CO. Oxford, 5 m. S. Tetsworth. Ac. of pa.

3440. P. 1938.—II. a pa., co. Norfolk, 5^ m. N.
Market-Downham. Ac. 1709. P. 588.

Watson, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, New York, 10 m. N.E. Martinsburgh.
Watten, a pa. of Scotland, co. Caithness, 9 m.

N.W.Wick. Area about 60 sq. m. P. 1491. In
it are Toftingall and Watten Lochs, and many
Scandinavian antiquities.

WatteNj a comm. and town of France, dep.

Nord, arr. Dunkerque, cant. Bourbourg, on the
railway from St Omer to Paris. P. 1307. It has
manufs. of bricks and pottery, with boat-build-
ing, tannery, and brasswork.

Wattensciieid, a town of Prussian Westpha-
lia, gov. and 41 m. W.N.W. Arnsberg. P. 1150.
Wattesfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

2| m. W.S.W. Botesdale. Ac. 1517. P. 615.

Wattignies, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, aiT. and 3 m. S.W. Lille. P. 2233. The
French vanquished the Austrians here in 1793.
It has a lead mine, flour mills, and manufs. of
dyes, oils, and mustard.
Wattisham, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2 m.

N.E. Bildeston. Ac. 1298. P. 220.

Wattleflat, a post-town and gold-field of
New South Wales, co. Roxburgh, 5 m. S. Sofala.
Watton, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Norfolk, on the border of the open tract
Filand, 21 m. W.S.W. Norwich. Ac of pa.

1807. P. 1365. Near it is Wayland (or Wail-
ing) Forest, the reputed scene of the tragio
ballad the " Babes in the Wood."—II. a pa., co.

York, East Riding, 5 m. S.S.W. Great Driffield.

Ac. 3720. P. 343.—IIL (at-Stone), a pa., co. and
4i m. N.N.W. Hertford. Ac. 3499. P. 864.

Wattrelos, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Nord, 9 m. N.E. Lille. P. 12,315. It has ex-
tensive manufactm-es of cotton ; and oil miUs.
Wattwiller, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Haut-Rhin, 24 m. N.E. Belfort. P. 1650. It has
mineral springs and baths.

Wattwyl, a pa. and vill. of Switzerland, cant,

and 17 m. S.W. St Gall, on the Thur. Pop. of pa.

5075, employed in manufs. of muslin and calico.

Waukegan, a town of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, cap. Lake co., Illinois. P. 4000.
Waukesha, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in S.E. of Wisconsin. Area 676 sq. m. P. (I860)
26,831. It is the seat of Carroll College.

Waupaca, a co. of the TJ. S., North America,
Wisconsin. P. 8861.

Waushara, a co. of the U. S., North America,
Wisconsin. P. 8770.

Wavenbon, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 3 m.
N.E. Fenny-Stratford. Ac. 2665. P. 879.

Waveny, a river of England, rises near the
source of the Little Ouse, with which it forms
nearly the whole boundary between Norfolk and
Suffolk, flows E. and N.E. past Diss, Harleston,
Bungay, and Beccles, and joins the expansion of

the Yare, 4 m. S.W. Yarmouth, after a course of

50 miles. It is navigable in the latter half of its

course to Bungay, and by a short cut it is joined
to the Lothing, 2 miles W. Lowestoft
Wavekley, a chapelry of England, co. Surrey,

pa. Famham. P. 52.

Waverly, a suburb of Sydney, New South
Wales. P. (1861)89L
Wavekton, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m. by

railway E.S.E. Chester. Ac. 4027. P. 736.—11.

a township, co. Cumberland, pa. & 3 m. W.S.W.
Wigton. P. 574.

Wavertree, a township, Eugl., co. Lancaster,
3 m. E.S.E. Livei-pool. Ac. 1796. P. 5392.

Wavre, a town of Belgium, prov. S. Brabant,
cap. cant., on the Dyle, 16 m. S.E. Bnissels, on
rati, to Charleroi. P. 5965. Manufs. hats, leather,

and cotton yam. Here the French, under Grouchy,
engaged the Prussians, 18th June 1815. A
monument to Belgian liberty was erected in 1859.
Wavrin, a comm. and vlU. of France, dep.

Nord, arr. and 9 m. S.E. Lille. P. 3106.

Wawarsing, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 22 m. S.W. Kingston.
Waxham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2 m.

E.S.E. North Walsham. Ac. 2087. P. 75.

Waxholm, a strongly fortified town, Sweden,
Isen & 15 m. E. Stockholm, on the island Waxoe,
in the Gulf of Bothnia. P. 1035.
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Watford, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 2J
m. S.W. Crewkerne. Ac. 1618. P. 191.

Waygiou orWAGEEOO, an island of the Eastern

Archipelago, off the N.W. of Papua, immediately

S. of the equator, in Ion. 131° E. Length E. to

W. about 80 m. ; breadth 25 m. It has good har-

bours; but it has been little explored.

Wayne, several cos. of the IJ. S., North Ame-
rica I. in N. part of New York. Area 572 sq.

m. P. (1860) 47,762.-11. in N.E. of Pennsyl-
vannia. Area 762 sq. m. P. 32,239.-111. in S.E.

of N. Carolina. Area 328 sq. m. P. 9454 free,

5451 slaves.—IV. in S.E. of Georgia. Area 716
sq. m. P. 1647 free, 621 slaves.—V. in E. of

Mississippi. Area 764 sq. m. P. 1744 free, 1947

slaves.—VI. in S. of Tennessee. Area 694 sq.

m. P. 7846 free, 1269 slaves.—VII. in S.E. of

Kentucky. Area 637 sq. m. P. 9272 free, 987
slaves.—VIII. in N.E. of Ohio. Area 569 sq.

m. P. 32,483.—IX. in S.E. of Michigan. Area 600
sq. m. P. 75,547.—X. in E. of Indiana. Area
420 sq. m. P. 29,558.—XI. in S E. of Illinois.

Area 720 sq. m. P. 12,223.—XII. in S.E. of

Missouri. Area 1946 sq. m. P. 5368 free, 261
slaves.—Xin. Iowa. P. 6409.—XIV. Virginia.

P. 6604 free, 143 slaves. Also several townships.
—I. Maine, 15 m. W. Augusta.—II. New York,
198 m. S.W. Albany.—III. Mifdin, co. Pennsyl-
vania.—IV. Ohio, Belmont co.—V. do., Butler
CO.—VI. do., Jefferson co.—VII. do., Warren co.

—VIII. do., Tuscarawas co.—IX. Indiana, Allan
CO. X. do., Henry co.—XI. do., Wayne co.

Wazerabad, a town of the Punjab, near the
Chenaub, 64 m. N.W. Lahore. It is one of the
handsomest towns in India, having been rebuilt

in the Eiiropean style, and possessing a good
bazaar, and a palace erected by Eunjeet Singh.
Weakly, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N.W. of Tennessee. Area 972 sq. m. P. (I860)
14,003 free, 4213 slaves.

Weald, two pas. of England, co. Essex.—I.

iNorth\ 3J m. N.E. Epping. Ac. 3377. P. 842.
—II. (SotUh'), 1J m. W. Brentwood, which town it

includes. Ac. 5209. P. 5087.—The Weald of
Kent, Sussex, and Surrey, comprises the area
formerly occupied by the Saxon Andredswald,
long a dense forest, between the N. and S. Downs,
from near Famham and Peter^field (Hants), E.-
ward to the sea at Hythe, Eye, and Eastbourne.
It is still in part wooded with oak and beech,
and is a highly fertile agricultural region, inter-
spersed with only a few smaU towns, the prin-
cipal of which are Horsham, East Grinstead,
Ouekfield, Cranbrook, and Tunbridge-Wells.—In
Kent, the Weald gives name to a chapelry, pa.
and 2J m. S. Sevenoaks. P. 2116. The " Weal-
den " series of lime and clay contains numerous
land and sea shells.

Weae, a river of England, co. Durham, the
centre of which it traverses, rises at the W.
extremity of the co. ; flows E.S.E., past Stan-
hope and Wolsingham to Bishop-Auckland, and
thence mostly N.E., past Durham and Chester-le-
Street to Sunderland, where it is crossed by a
one-arched iron bridge; and enters the North
Sea at Wearmouth, after a course of 67 miles.
Weare, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, li m.

S.W. Axbridge. Ac. 2146. P. 677.
Weare, a township, U. S., N. America, New

Hampshire, 14 m. S.W. Concord.
Wear-Gifford, England. [Ware-Gifford.]
Wearmouth, two pas. of England, co. Dur-

ham, comprised in the bor. of Sunderland.—I.
iBishop-\ on rt b. of the Wear, adjoining the
]>a. Sunderland, on the W. Ac. 9444. P. 50,641.
Bishop-Wearmovth township comprises 2665 ac.,

pop. 45,673; and Bishop- WeaTvnoutk Paris town-
ship, pop. 272.—II. (Monk-), on N. b. of the
Wear, opposite Sunderland and Bishop-Wear-
mouth. Ac. 5419. P. 23,440, of whom 15,139
are in the township Monk-Wearmouth.
Weasenham, two pas. of England, co. Norfolk,

—I. (All-Saints), 7i m. S.W. Fakenham. Ac
1988. P. 360.—IL (St Peter), 7 m. S.W. Faken-
ham. Ac. 1423. P. 320.

Weathersfield, a pa. of England, co. Essex,

61 m. N.N.W. Braintree. Ac. 4213. P. 1727.

Weathersfield, two townships of the U. S.,

North America.—I. Vermont, on Black Eiver,

60 m. S. Montpelier. P. 1851.—IL Ohio, 7 m.
S.E. Warren. P. 1717.
Weaver or Weever, a river of England, co.

Chester, the centre of which it traverses, rising

near the S. extremity of the co., flows N. past

Nantwich, where it is joined by the Dane, and
thence N.W. to the estuary of the Mersey, which
it joins at Winton, 2 m. N.W. Frodsbam, after a
course of 45 miles, for 20 miles of which it has
been made navigable. Principal affluents, the

Dane and Peover.
Weaverham, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 3

m. W.N.W. Northwich. P. 2782.

Weaverthorpe, a pa. of England, co. York,
East Eiding, 9 m. N.N.W. Great Driffield. Ac.

5100. P. 1033.

Webb, a co. of the U. S., N. America, Texas.
P. 1397.— Weber is a co. of Utah. P. 3675.

Webster, several cos. of the U. S., North
America.—I. Georgia. P. 2743 free, 2287 slaves.

—II. Iowa. P. 2504.—III. Kentucky. P. 6460
free, 1083 slaves.—IV. Missouri. P. 6879 free,

220 slaves.—V. Virginia. P. 1555. Also several

townships.—I. New York, on Lake Ontario, 214
m. W.N.W. Albany.—11. Massachusetts, 66 m.
W.S.W. Boston.—111. Maine, 31 m. S. Augusta.
Wechselburg, a town of Saxony, at the con-

fluence of the Zwickau with the Mulde, 13 m.
N.N.W. Chemnitz. P. 1192.

WEDDiNGEir, three contiguous vills.of Prussian
Saxony, gov. and 10 m. S.S.W. Magdeburg.
United pop. 3080, mostly employed in glass-

works, charcoal-burning, and stone quarries.

Weddington, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
1| m. N. Nuneaton. Ac. 911. P. 74.

Wedel, a vill. of the duchy Holstein, on the
Elbe, 12 m. W.N.W. Hambui^. P. 1800.

Wedmore, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 7}
m. S. Axbridge. Ac. of pa. 9986. P. 3658.

Wedxesbury or Wodexsbuby (vulgar Wedge^
bury), a pa. and mkt. town of Engl., co. Stafford,

near the source of the Tame, oh the Birmingham
and Walsall Canal, and on the N. W. Eailway,

7J m. N.W. Birmingham. Ac. of pa. 2175. P.

21,968. Alt 400 ft It has coal and iron mines,

iron rolling mills, and manufactures of railway
carriages, muskets, coach and saddlers' iron-

wares, nails, tools, grates, and wrought iron-

works of every description.

Wednesfield, a pa. of England, co. Stafford,

2 m. E.N.E. Wolverhampton. P. 8553, chiefly

locksmiths. Edward the Elder here obtained a
decisive victory over the Danes in 910.

Weedox-Beck or Weedon-on-the-Street
(so called from its position on the anc. Watling
Street), a pa. of England, co. Northampton, on
the Grand Junction Canal, and with a station

on the N. W. Bail., 6J m. N.W. Blisworth. Area
1710. P. 2189. Here is a depot for military aims
and stores, with spacious barracks. Weedon was
the royal residence of Wulfere, king of Mercia.

—

Weedon-Loys, or Pinkney, is a pa., same co., 5 m.
W.S.W, Towcester. Ac. 1050. P. 656.
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Weeford, a pa. of England, co. Stafford. 4 m.

S.S.E. Lichfield. Ac. 4556. P. 399.

Weeke, two pas., England.—I. co. Hants, 1 m.
N.W. Winchester. Ac. 1080. P. 529.—II. (St

Mary), co. Cornwall, 6 m. S. Stratton. Ac.
5824. P. 611.

Weekley, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
2 m. N.E. Kettering. Ac. 1800. P. 268-

Weeley, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 8 m.
S.S.E. Manningtree. Ac. 2087. P. 630.

Weem, a pa. of Scotland, co. Perth, consisting

of several detached districts between Lochs Tum-
mel and Earn. P. 692.
Weener, a town of Prussia, landr. and 21 m.

S.S.W. Aurich, cap. dist., on the Ems. P. 3383.
Weerdt or Weert, a town of Dutch Lim-

bourg, cap. cant., on the Bree and the canal of
Weerdt, 13 m. W.N.W. Roermond. P. 6690.
Weerselo, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Overyssel, 7 m. E, Almelo. P. 5370.

Weesp, a town of the Netherlands, cap. cant.,

8 m. S.E. Amsterdam. P. 2945.

Weethley, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 3
m. W.S.W. Alcester. Ac. 638. P. 83.

Weeting, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 1| m.
N. Brandonferry. Ac. 6187. P. 365.

Weetox, a township of Engl., co. Lancaster,
pa. and 3 m. W.N.W. Kirkham. Ac. 2876. P. 465.

Weeze, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov. Dilssel-
dorf, on railway, 10 m. N.N.W. Gelders. P. 860.
Weferlingen, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, gov.

and 28 m. W.N.W. Magdeburg. P. 1935.
Wegeleben, a walled town of Prussian

Saxony, gov. and 27 m. S.W. Magdeburg, on the
Bode. P. 2470. It has manufs. of woollens.
Weggis, a vill of Switzerland, cant, and on

the Lake of Lucerne, at the base of the Righi,
which is generally ascended hence. P. 1259.
Wegrow, a town of Poland, prov. and 19 m.

N.W. Siedlec. P. 3380.
Wehl.au or Welau, a walled town of E. Prus-

sia, gov. and 28 in. E. Kiinigsberg, cap. circ, at

the confluence of the Alle and Pregel. P. 3580.
It has numerous tanneries, steam-engine fac-
tories, and a copper foundry. The treaty by
which Prussia was recognised as a kingdom was
concluded here in 1657.
Weiilen, a town of Saxony, circ. and 15 m.

S.E. Dresden, on rt. b. of the Elbe. P. 932.
Wehrau, a vill. of Prussian Silesia, gov. Lieg-

nitz, on the Queiss, 11 m. N.W. Buuzlau. P.
690. It has a castle, iron forges, and paper-mills.
The mineralogist Werner was born here.
WiiiCHSEL or WiSLA, a vill. of Austrian Silesia,

circ. and 11 m. S.E. Tescheu, on the Vistula. P.
2600.— Weicksel, river. [Vistula.]
Weichselburg or Weixelburg, a town of

Austria, Carniola, circ. and 25 m. W.N.W. Neu-
stadtl. P. 4000. It has iron forges.

Weida or Wedya, a town of Central Germany,
Saxe-Weimar, circ. and 14 m. E. Neustadt, on
the Auma and Wedya. P. 3765.
Weiden, a town of Bavaria, circ. Upper Pala-

tinate, 32 m. S.E. Bayreuth. P. 2280.
Weidenau, a walled town of Austrian Silesia,

circ. and 45 m. N.W. Troppau. P. 1802.

Weidenberg, a market town of Bavaria, circ.

Upper Frauconia, cap. dist., 7 m. E. Bayreuth, on
the Steinach. P. 1384.

Weiguton (Market), a pa. and mkt. town of

England, co. and 19 m. E.S.E. York, E. Hiding,
at the west base of the Wolds. Ac. of pa. 7248.

P. 2589.

Weikersheim, a town of Germany, Wilrtem-
berg, circ. Jaxt, on the Tauber, 38 m. N.N.W.
Ellwangen. P. 2000.

Wbilburg, a town of Prussia, Nassau, cap.

dist., on the Lahn, 28 m. N.N.E. Wiesbaden.
P. (1864) 3067. It has manufs. of paper.
Weil die Stadt, a town of Germany, Wiii-tem-

berg, circ. Neckar, on the Wurm, 13 m. W.S.W.
Stuttgart. P. 1775. It has manufs. of woollens
and tobacco, and is the birthplace of the astro-

nomer Kepler.—II. (im Schdnbuch), a vill., circ.

Neckar, S.W. Stuttgart. P. 2234.

Weile or Veyle, a seaport town of Denmark,
on the E. coast of Jutland, at the head of Weile-
fiord, 13 m. N.W. Fredericia. P. 2700. It has a
salmon fishery & some export trade.—The Weile-
Jiord is an inlet N.W. the island of FUhnen, 15
m. in length, breadth from 1 to 4 m. at entrance.
Weilheim, a walled town of Upper Bavaria,

cap. dist., on the Amper, 29 m. S.W. Munich.
P. 1910. It has a castle, and manufs. of leather.

Weilheim-an-der-Teck, a town of S. Ger-
many, Wiirtemberg, cux. Danube, on the Lin-
dach, 26 m. N.W. Ulm. P. 3450.
Weimar, the cap. city of the grand-duchy

Saxe-Weimar, Central Germany, on 1. b. of the
Ilm, and on railway from Gotha to Halle, 13 m.
E. Erfurt. P. (1864) 14,279. Mean temp, of
year 51°"1, winter 37°*6, summer 66°*3, Fahr. It

is surrounded by hills, and the grand ducal
palace has an extensive park, which forms a
favourite public promenade. The principal
church has an altar-piece by L. Cranach. The
grand-ducal library comprises 140,000 volumes,
MSS., medals, and coins, and is open to the
public. The opera-house is famous ; the theatre
was once under the superintendence of Goethe
and Schiller, to whom a monument has been
erected, and besides whom, Herder and Wieland
made Weimar their residence. The Landes-
Industrie-comptoir is an important book-publish-
ing establishment, known chiefly for its geogi'a-

phical and statistical works. The Geographical
Institute publishes excellent maps. Weimar has
manufs. of metallic goods, cards, gloves, & woven
fabrics, and a trade in corn and wool ; but the
chief resources of the inhabitants are derived from
the presence of the court and visitors. [Saxe-
Weimar.]
Weinfelden, a vill. of Switzerland, cant.

Thurgau, 7 m. S S.W. Constance. P. 2419.

Weingarten, a village of Baden, circ. Middle
Rhine, 7 m. E.N.E. Carlsruhe. P. 3097.

Wein Gunga, a river of India, in the Saugor
and Nerbudda territories, rising in lat. 20° 25' N.,

Ion. 79° 8' E. Its course is among the Mahadco
Mountains, elevation 1850 feet above the sea.

It has a generally S. course of 439 m., and falls

into the Godavery in lat. 18° 62' N., Ion. 79° 65' E.

Weinheim, a walled town, S. Germany, Baden,
circ. Lower Rhine, cap. dist, on the Weschnitz,
and on the Baden Railway, 10 m. N.E. Mannheim.
P. 5346. Manufs. woollens.
Weipert or Weypert, a town of Austria,

Bohemia, circ. and 25 m. N.E. Elbogen, near the
frontier of Saxony. P. 2600. Manufs. of lace.

Weir (Bridge of), a vill. of Scotland, cc.

Renfrew, 6 m. W.N.W. Paisley, on the Qryfe.
P. 1448. It has cotton mills.

Weissenberg (Wendish, Wospork'), a town of
Saxony, circ. and 10 m. E. Bautzen. P. 990.

Weissenburg, a fortified town of Bavaria,
circ. Middle Franconia, cap. dist., on the Rezat,

27 m. S.E. Anspach. P. 4194. It is enclosed
by walls, flanked with towers, and was formerly
a free city of the empire. Manufs. woollens.
Weissenburg, a township of the U. S., North

America, Pennsylvania, on Jordan Creek, 72 m.
S.E. Harrisburg.
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Weissenffi^ a walled town of Prussian

Saxony, gov. and 11. m. S. Merseburg, cap. circ,

on rt. bamc of the Saale, and on railway from Halle

toGotha. P. (186i) 12,781. It has a church, con-

taining the remains of Gustavus Adolphus ; two
hospitals, and a normal school. Manufs. por-

celain and woollen fabrics, leather, and gold and
silver articles. Its castle is now used as barracks.

Weissenhorn, a town of S. Germany, Bavaria,

circ Swabia. on the Eoth, an affl. of the Danube,
JO m. S.E. Ulm. P. 1605.

Weissenskk, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.

and 16 m. N. Erfurt, cap. circ. P. 2634.

Wkissenstadt, a walled town of Bavaria, circ.

Upper Franconia, on the Eger, 17 m. N.K Bay-
reuth. P. 1468. It has na*l factories.

Weissbixstein, a town of Bussia, gov. Esthonia,

cap. circ, 50 m. S.E. Eevel. P. 3000.

Weisskibchen, several towns of the Austrian
dom.—I. (Hung. Fejertemplom), Hungarian Ba-
nat, CO. Temes, on the Nera, 56 m. S.S.E. Temes-
var. P. 5585. It has manufs. of silk and leather.

—II. (Boh. ffranitzey, Moravia, cap. circ. Prerau,
on railway to Kosel, 22 m. E.S.E. OhnUtz, P.
5380.

Weissmain, a walled town of Bavaria, circ.

Upper Franconia, 18 m. N.W. Bayreuth. P.
1014. Manufs. leather and woollen cloths.

Weisswasser, two market towns of the Aus-
trian dom L (or Neu-Pozig, Boh. Biela), Bo-
hemia, circ. Bunzlau, on the Bila, 8 m. N.N.W.
Jung-Bunzlau. P. 1624. It has manufs. of
woollen cloth and paper.—IT. Austrian Silesia,

circ. and 57 m. N.W. Troppau. P. 494.

Weiz, a vill. of Austria, Styria, circ. and 13 m.
N.E. Gratz. P. 826. Manufs. of arms.
Welbokne, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6J

m. N.N.W. Wymondham. Ac 732. P. 200.

Welboukse, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8}
m. N.W. Sleaford. Ac 3270. P. 664.

Welbury, a pa., England, co. York, N. Riding,

5J m. N.N.E. Northallerton. Ac 2569. P. 258.
Welby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 41 m.

E.N.E. Grantham. Ac. 2740. P. 499.
Welcosibe, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 15

m. W.S.W. Bideford. Ac 1751. P. 209.

Weldon (Great), a pa. of England, co. North-
ampton, 4| m. E.S.E. Eockingham. Ac. 3680.
P. 816.

—

Little Weldon is a hamlet in the same
pa. Ac 1330. P. 614.

Welpord, three pas. of England.—I. co. Berks,
5 m. N.W. Newbury. Ac 6173. P. 1030——II. COS. Gloucester and Warwick, 9 m. N.
Chipping-Campden. Ac. 3550. P. 677.—III. co.
Northampton, 8 m. S.W. Market-Harborough.
Ac. 3650. P. 1099.
Welham, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 4 m.

N.N.E. Market-Harborough. Ac 1109. P. 65.
Well, two pas. of EngL—I. co. Lincoln, 2 m.

S.S.W. Alford. Ac 2110. P. 99. There are three
Celtic barrows in this parish, and in the vicinity
600 Boman coins were found in 1725.—IL co.
York, North Hiding, 4 m. S. Bedale. Ac 6451.
P. 963.

Welland, a river of England, rises near the
heads of the Nen and Avon, flows N.E., separat-
ing Northamptonshire from the cos. Leicester,
Eutland, and Lincoln, to near Croyland, where
it turns N^ and divides into two arms, one of
which branches E. to Wisbeach, and the other
enters the Wash at Fossdyke, after receiving the
Glen. Total course 70 m.—II. a pa^ co. Wor-
cester, 3 m. W.S.W. Upton-on-Sevem. Ac 2100.
P. 682.—III. a pa., co. Worcester, 3 m. S.W.
Upton. Ac. 1862. P. 802.
Welland, a co. of Canada West, on W. bank

of Niagara river. Cap. Merrittsville.—The Wel»
land or Chippeway river, whose lower course is

in this CO., flows E. and joins the Niagara shortly
above its falls, after a course of 60 m.—The
Welland Canal, 35 m. long, connects the Lakes
Erie and Ontario, avoiding the Falls of Niagara
river.

Wellesbourxe-Hastikgs, a pa. of England,
CO. Warwick, 5 m. N.W. Kington. Ac. 4740. P.
800.— Welleshoume Montford is a hamlet, same
pa., 5 m. N.W. Kington. P. 742.

Wellesley, a co. of New S. Wales, having
S.W. Victoria, and on other sides the cos. Auck-
land, Beresford, and Wallace. Surface moun-
tainous, with an elevation of from 2500 to 3500
feet. Chief town, Bombalo, with a pop. of 405.
Products comprise gold, copper, lead, and lignite.

Ac. 916,494.— Wellesley Islands are a group in the
Gulf of Carpentaria, N. Australia. Momington
Island, the most N. and largest, is 40 m. in length
by 15 m. in breadth. Lat. of N. point 16° 24'

S. ; Ion. 139' 37' E. Other islands are Bentinck,
Sweers, Bountiful, and Pisona.
Wellesley Prov. [Prov. Wellesley."]
Wellfleet, a township of the U. S^ North

America, Massachusetts, on Cape Cod, 65 m.
S.E. Boston. It has a good harbour.
Wellingborough, a pa. and mkt. town, Engl.,

CO. and 104 m. E.N.E. Northampton, on a branch
of the N. W. EaiL Ac 4490. P. 6382. It has
manufs. of boots, shoes, and of bobbin lace.

Wellingham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,
6 m. S.W. Fakenham. Ac 1066. P. 145.

Welldjgore, a pa, of England, co. Lincoln, 9
m. N.N.W. Sleaford. Ac. 2400. P. 943.

Wellington, a pa. and market town of Engl.,
CO. Salop, on the Shrewsbury & Shropshire Canal,
and on raiL, 10 m. E. Shrewsbury. Ac of pa. 8757.
P. (1861) 12,998. The town, near the ancient
Watling Street, has a church, free and national
schools, a prison, almshouses, and a union work-
house. It has coal and iron mines, limestone
quarries, smelting furnaces, nail and glass works,
a malting and a timber trade. Near the town are
chalybeate and sulphureous springs.

Wellington, a pa. and mkt. town of Engl., co.

Somerset, with a station on the Gt. W. Rail , 7
m. W.S.W. Taunton. Ac 5195. P. 6006. The
town has a market-house, church, many dissent-

ing chapels, a union workhouse, woollen mills,

and a manuf. of earthenwares. This town suc-
cessively gave the titles of viscount, earl, marquis,
and duke, to Arthur Wellesley, Field-Marshal the
late Duke of Wellington ; and on a lofty hill, 3 m,
S., is an obelisk 120 ft. in height,, commemorating
his victory at Waterloo.
Wellington, a pa. of England, co. and 6i m.

N.N.W. Hereford. Ac. 2538. P. 626.

Wellington, a pastoral dist. of New South
Wales, between Lachlan and Bogan rivers. Area
16,695 sq. m. P. (1861) 8470.

Wellington, a co. of Canada We.st, lat. 43° 40'

N., on a peninsula between Lakes Ontario and
Huron. Chief rivers, Irvine, Maitland, and Speed.
Cap. Guelph, on raiL from Toronto.
Wellington, a township of the U. S., North

America, Arkansas, 133 m. S.S.E. Little Ttock.

Wellington, a co. ot New S. Wales, bounded
everywhere by aflBuents of the Macquarie river,

which traverses its centre in a N.W. direction.

Lat. 32° 50' S. ; Ion. 149° •SO' E. A(J. 1,059,840.

P. (1861) 11,289. Two mountain ranges diversify

the co^ which has a fine dale called WelUngton
Valley, and soil well adapted for grazing. Prin-
cipal towns, Mudgee, the cap., and Wellington.

—

Wellington^ a post town of co. Gordon. P. 175.
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"Wellington, amarit. co., W. Australia, having

E. the CO. Wicklow, S. Nelson, & N. Murray. The
Darling Mountains traverse it from N. to S. Chief
rivers, the Brunswick, Collier, Preston, and Capal.
Wellington, aprov. ofNew Zealand, N. Island,

with cap. town of same name, near E. entrance of
Cook Strait, in Port Nicholson. Length 185 m.

;

breadth 60 m. Mean temp, of year 55°
; coldest

month 45°, hottest 64° Fahr. The chief rivers are
Wanganui, Manawatu, and Euamahunga. Pop.
of prov. (1860) 13,470 ; (1863) 15,000, of whom
10,000 were natives

; (1866) 19,165. Ac. in culti-

vation in 1858, 26,024; sheep, 155,994; cattle,

35,799 ; horses, 3199. In 1862 36 vessels arrived,
tonnage 10,353 ; cleared 30, tonnage 8472. Im-
ports (1866) 555,143?.; exports 151,242/. Eev.
164,30oJ. The town of Wellington is rapidly rising
into importance. In June 1866 a regular line of

steam packets was established between Sydney,
Wellington, and Panama. Steam voyage from
Wellington to Panama 3 days, to Southampton 51
days. Steamers leave Wellington for all the
principal towns of New Zealand.
Wellington Island, S. America, is off the W.

coast of Patagonia, Length 170 m. ; lareadth 35 m.
Wellington (Lake), Victoria, Australia, co.

Bruce, in Gipps Land. Length and breadth 10
m. It receives La Trobe and Avon rivers, and is

continuous with Lakes King & Bungo eastward.
Wellington (Mount), Tasmania, co. Buck-

ingham, 4 m. W. Hobart Town, and 4166 feet in
elevation above the sea. It was used as the
principal station of the survey of the island by
Sprent. Lat. 43° 53' 37" 8., Ion. 147° 16' 36" E.
Wellow, several pas. of England.—I. co. Not-

tingham, IJ m. S.E. OUerton. Ac. 991. P. 468.—IL CO. Somerset, 4 m. S.S.W. Bath. Ac. 5292.
P. 1087—III. (East), CO. Hants, 4 m. W. Eom-
sey. Ac, 2373. P. 332.
Wells, a city, pari, and mxmic. bor. of Eng-

land, CO. Somerset, S. the Mendip Hills, and 19
m. S.W. Bath. P. of bor. (1861) 4648. It has
a town-hall, city and county gaol. The cathedral,
time of Henry ill., has a central tower 178 feet
in height ; its interior is richly decorated, and has
the tomb of Ina, king of Wessex. Other edifices
are the episcopal palace, chapter house, deanery,
St Cuthbert's pa, church, and chapels. Trade is
chiefly retail. Vesselsbelongingtotheport76, tons
8008. Customs rev. (1862) 134/. ; exports (1861)
11,395/. Wells sends 2 mem. to H. of C. Eeg. elect.

(1864)295 It bishop's see, erected in 905, hasbeen
filled by Cardinal Wolsey and Archbishop Laud.
Wells, a pa. and seaport town of England, co.

Norfolk, on a creek 1 m. from the North Sea,
and 4J m. N.N.W. Walsingham. Ac. of pa. 4510.
P. 3464. It has a church, built of flint, with a
lofty tower, a theatre, and subscription library.
Principal trade is in corn, malt, and oysters, and
the import of coal and timber. Vessels of 150
tons reach the town.
Wells, several townships of the U. S., North

America.—I. Maine, with a harbour on the At-
lantic, 30 m. S.S.W. Portland.—II. Vermont, 83
m. S.W. Montpelier.—III. state and on the Ohio,
CO. Jefferson.—IV. a co. in the N.E. of Indiana,
Area 372 sq. m. P. (1860) 10,844.
Wellsbueg, a vill. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Virginia, on the Ohio, 15 m. N.E. Wheeling.
P. 2200. Bituminous coal is mined here.

Wellsville, a vill. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, state OhiOi^ on the Ohio, at the influx of
Little Yellow Creek. It has a steam-packet
communication with Pittsburg and Wheeling.
Wellwood Coli-iery, a vill. of Scotland, co.

Fife, pa. Dunfermline. P. 525.

Welnet, a chapelry of England, cos. Norfolk
and Cambridge, pa. Upwell, 7 m. E.S.E. March.
Ac. 5292. P. 1101.

Wel-s, a town of Upper Austria, cap. circ.

Hausrilck, on the Traun, and on railway, 16 m.
S.W. Linz. P. 4300. It has a vast hospital, a
military and other schools, manufs. of cotton
stuffs, tanneries, and copper foundries, and an
active transit trade.

Welshpool or Welchpool (yulg. Pool), a pa.,

pari, and munic. bor., of North Wales, of which it

is regarded as the cap., co. Montgomery, imme-
diately W. the Ellesmere Canal and the Severn,

18J m. W.S.W. Shrewsbury. Ac. 6801. P. of
pa. 4844 ; do. of pari. bor. 5044. Alt. 271 feet.

It has a Gothic church, and chapels; woollen
mills, tanneries, and malt-houses. Welshpool
unites with Montgomery, Llanfyllin, Llanidloes,
Machynlleth, and Newtown, in sending 1 mem.
to House of Commons.
Welton, several pas. of England.—I. co. and

6 m. N.N.E. Lincoln. Ac. 3690. P. 692.—IL
CO. Northampton, 3 m. N.N.E. Daventry. Ac.
1690. P. 592.—III. CO. York, East Riding, 4 m.
S.E. South Cave. Ac. 3553. P. 863.—IV. (in-

the-MarsKy, co. Lincoln, 5 m, E.N.E. Spilsby.
Ac. 2600. P. 468.—V. (k- Wold), same co., 4 m.
W. Louth. Ac. 2520. P. 335.

Welwarn, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ,

Eakonitz, 17 m. N.W. Prague. P, 1449.

Welwick, a pa. of England, co. York, East
Riding, 2 m. S.E. Patrington. Ac. 6674. P. 472.

Welwyn, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.
W.N.W. Hertford. Ac. 2987. P. 1612.
Wei^heim, a town of Wiirtemburg, circ. Jaxt,

on the Leine, 22 m. E.N.E. Stuttgart. P, 1674.
Wem, a pa. and mkt. town of Engl., co. Saloiv,

11 m. N.N.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. 13,841. P. 3802.
The town, near the Eoden, has manufs. of leather,

and a malting trade.

Wembdon, a pa, of England, co. Somerset, 1

m. N.W. Bridgewater. Ac. 2471. P. 934.

Wembury, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 m.
S.S.W. Earl's Plympton. Ac. 3205. P. 561.

Wembworthy, a pa. of England, co. Devon,

3J m. S.S.W. Chumleigh. Ac. 2411. P. 453.

Wemding, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia, 31
m. S.S.E. Anspach. P. 2171. Manufs. fire-arms.

Wemy.ss, a maritime pa. of Scotland, co. Fife,

on the Firth of Forth, N.E. Dysart. Ac. 4891.
P. 6003, of whom 1128 are in West, 799 in East
Wemyss, and the remainder in five other villages.

Wendel (St), a town of Rhenish Prussia, cap.

of the principality Lichtenberg, gov. and 30 m.
S.E. Treves. P, 2600.

Wendelbury, a pa. of England, co. Oxford,

2J m. S.W. Bicester. Ac. 1050. P. 257.

Wendung, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on
the E. Anglian I&ilway, 4 m. W. East Dereham.
Ac. 1436. P. 371.

Wendon-Lofts, a pa. of England, co. Essex,
5 m. W. Saffron-Walden. Ac. 1520. P. 61.

Wendons-Ambo, a pa, of England, co. Essex,
10 m. N.N.E. Stortford. Ac. 1220. P. 419.

WENDOVEit, a pa., mkt. town, and disfranchised
bor. of Engl., co. Bucks, at the base of the Chilt«m
HilLs, 21 m. S.E, Buckingham. Ac. of pa. 6719.
P. 1932. Hampden, in five successive parlia-

ments, represented the borough, which was dis-
franchised by the Reform Act.
Wendron, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall,

comprising the bor. Helstone. Ac. 13,320. I'.

9851. It has tin mines. [Helstone.]
Wendy, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge, 6J

m. N.N.W. Royston. Ac. 947. P. 128.

Wenek (Lake), a lake of Sweden, lat. 69° N.,
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Ion. 31° E., enclosed by the Issns Elfsborg, Ska-
i-aborly, and Wermland. Length 90 m.; bi-eadth

15 to 48 m. near its centre, where two peninsulas

extend into it from N. and S., and with a group
of islands, nearly separate it into Wener Lake
^,E., and Dalbo' Lake S.W. Area 2015 sq. m.
Altitude 147 feet. Shores greatly indented ; it

receives about 30 rivers, the principal of which
is the Klar from the N. ; and it discharges its

surplus waters by the Gotha S.W. into the Kat-
tegat. It is in some parts too shallow for navi-
gation ; and is connected by a canal with Lake
Wetter on the E., by which, and the Gotha
Canal, Lake Hoxen, etc., a continuous line of

inland communication extends between the Kat-
tegat and the Baltic Sea.

Wenersborg or Elksborg, a Isen of Sweden,
separated from the Kattegat by Isens Goteborg
and Halland, and bounded on the E. by L.
Wener and tons of Skaraborg and Jonkoping.
It contains numerous lakes. Area 4926 sq. m.
P. (IS&a') 279,153. Principal towns Wenersborg,
Alingsas, Borice, Ulricehamn, & Amal.— Weners-
borg, cap. of the ton, is at the S.W. extremity of
Lake Wener, at the efflux of the Gotha river. It is

the seat of the principal government establish-
ments for the province. P. 4068.
Wenfoe, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamorgan,

5 m. S.W. Cardiff. Ac. 2955. P. 504.
Wenham, two pas. of England, co. Suffolk.—I.

{Greai),^ m. S.E. Hadleigh. Ac. 1123. P. 260.—
II. (Little), ^ m. S.E. Hadleigh. Ac. 931. P. 95.
Wexham, a town of the U. S., North America,

Massachusetts, co. Essex, on Eastern Railway,
22 m. N.N.E. Boston. Wenham Lake^ about one
mile square and 200 feet deep, is celebrated for
the great purity of its ice, about 30,000 tons of
which are obtained annually, and exported to
India and other countries.

Wenhaston, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3
m. S.E. Halesworth. Ac. 2326. P. 948
Wenlock, a pari, and munic. bor., town, and

two pas. of England, co. Salop, the bor. crossed
by the Severn, and the town, 12 m. S.E Shrews-
bury. Ac. of pari, bor., which comprises 11 pas.,
30,540. P. (1861)21,590. Coal mining and manu-
factures. Ac. of the pa. Much-Wenlock 8846. P.
2494. Ac. of Little- Werdoch 2745. P. 988. The
modem munic. bor. comprises only the pas.
Broseley, Madeley, and Dawley

—

Wenlock itself
being wholly excluded. The town, Mitch-Wenr-
lock, has a chui-ch, a free school, and minor
charities. Wenlock received its franchise from
Edward rv. It returns 2 members to BL of C.
Beg. electors (1864) 999.
Wenn (St), a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 4

m. E.N.E. St Columb-Major. Ac. 4546. P. 580.
Wennungtox, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2

m. N.W. Purfleet Ac. 1570. P. 130.
Wensley, a pa. and township of England, co.

York, N. Riding, 2^ m. W.N.W. Middleham, the
pa. comprising the town Leybum. Ac. 14,281.
P. 2337. In Wensley-Dale, an extensive tract
on the Ure, are Bolton-hall, and the remains of
Bolton Castle, which for a time was the prison
of Mary ,iueen of Scots.—II. (and Snitterton), a
township, CO. Derby, pa. Darley, 3i m. W.N.W.
Matlock. P. 682.
Wensdm, a river of England, co. Norfolk, rises

near Fakenham, and after a S.E, course of 45 m.,
joins the Tare 2 miles below Norwich.
Wex-tchou, a maritime city of China, prov.

Che-kiang, cap. dep., 145 m. S. Ning-po.— IFera-
cAcuM is the N.E. dist of the island Hainan.

ivT^^T^'"'^' * P*- °^ England, co. Salop, 4i m.
H.h. Bishop's Castle. Ac. 6698. P. 664.

Wentworth, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,
4A m. W.S.W. Ely. Ac. 1437. P. 180.—XL a
tnshp. and chapelry of England, pa. Wath-upon-
Deame, co. York, W. Riding. Ac. 2308. P. 1650.
Wentworth, a co. of N. S. Wales, at the confl.

of the Darling and Murray rivers. Chief town,
Wentworth, with a pop. of 222. Ac 2,121,600.
Wextworth, a co. of Canada West, at W. end

of Lake Ontario, cap. Hamilton. It is intersected

by several railways.
Weobley or Weobly, a pa. and market town

of England, co. and 11 m. N.W. Hereford. Ac.
of pa. 3309. P. 849. It has a free grammar
school, and remains of a castle famous in the
wars of Stephen and the empress Matilda. The
borough was disfranchised bj' the Reform Act.
Weonards (St), a pa. of England, co. Here-

ford, 7 m. W. Ross. Ac. 4536. P. 690.

Werben, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. and
54 m. N.N.E. Magdeburg. P. 1790.

Werburgh's (St), a pa., Ireland, Leinster, co.

and comprised within the city of Dublin. Ac.
15. P. 3174.

Werdau, a town of Saxony, oirc. and 5 m.
W.N.W. Zwickau, on the Pleisse. and on the
Saxon Bavarian Railway. P. (1864) 10,548. It
has manufs. of woollen and cotton fabrics.
Werden, a town of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and

16 m. N.E. Dusseldorf, on the Ruhr. P. 4300.
It has manufs. of woollen and Unen cloths.

Wereham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2 m.
N.W. Stoke-Perry, Ac. 2231. P. 597.
Werl, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

Amsberg, 9 m. W.S W. Soest P. 3600. It has
a Capuchin convent, with a greatly venerated
image of the virgin, which attracts numerous
pilgrims. Near it are important salt works.
Wermland, a ton of Sweden. [Carlstad.]
Werne, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

and 20 m. S. Munster, on the Lippe. P. 1850.

Werneth, a township of England, co. Chester,
pa. and 4 m. E.N.E. Stockport. Ac. 1560. P.
3464. Manufs. cotton goods, coal mines, and
free-stone quarries,

Wernigerode, a walled town of Prussian
Saxony, gov. and 43 m. S.W. Magdebui^, cap.

circ. and co., on the Holzemme. P. 5600. It

consists of an old and a new town, and the suburb
Noschenrode. It has a castle, the residence of
the counts Stolberg-Wernigerode, with a library

of 40,000 vols. ; a gymnasium, and manufs. of
woollen stuffs, chicory, leather, and paper.
Wernitz, a river of Bavaria, circs. Middle

Franconia and Swabia, flows S. 60 m., and joins
the Danube at Donauworth,
Wernstadtel, a town of Austria, Bohemia,

circ. and 14 m. N.E. Leitmeritz. P, 1453,

Werowitz, a town of Slavonia, [Verocze.]
Werra, a river of Central Germany, rises in

the Thuringian Forest, 16 m. N. Coburg, flows
N.W. through the territories of Hildburghausen,
Meiningen, Weimar (Eisenach), Hessen-Cassel,
and Hanover, and at Munden joins the Fulda to
form the Weser. Total course 150 miles, for 120
miles of which it is navigable,
Werre, a river of Germany, Lippe-Detmold

and Prussian Westphalia, flows N. and E. 35 m.,

and joins the Weser, 6 m. S.W. Minden.
Werribee, a river of Victoria, Australia, flows

S.E. for 50 m., between the Grant and Bourke,
and enters Port-Philip, 16 m. S.W. Melbourne.
Werrinqton, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2

m. N. Launceston. Ac. 6000. P. 664.—II. a
chapelry, co. Northampton, pa. Paston, 3J m.
N.N.W. Peterborough. P. 697.

Wertach, a river of Bavaria, circ. Swabia,
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rises on the frontier of Tirol, flows N.E. 70 m.,

and joins the Lech beyond Augsburg.
Weetiieim, a walled town of W. Germany, Ba-

den, circ. Lower Ehine, cap. dist., at the confl. of

the Tauber with the Main, 20 m. W. Wiirtzburg.
P. 3434. It has manufs. of linen & cotton fabrics.

Wertiier, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.
and 26 m. S.W. Minden. P. 1915.

Wertingen, a town of Bavaria, circ. Swabia,
16 m. N.N.W. Augsburg. P. 1590.

Werwicq, a town of Belgium. [Vervick.]
Wesel, a frontier and strongly fortified town

of Ehenish Prussia, gov. and 32 m. N.N.W. Diis-
seldorf, circ. Eees, on rt. b. of the Ehine, here
joined by the Lippe. P. (1864) 18,386, of whom
7000 are E. Catholics. It has manufs. of cotton
and woollen stuffs, leather, and tobacco; dis-

tilleries, breweries, and an active trade on the
rivers. Its port is convenient, and packets ply
between it and Amsterdam. The Eomans had a
fortified post here, and the tovm. formerly be-
longed to the Hanseatic league. Since 1815, its

defences have been strengthened by the erection

of Fort-Bluchei", on the W. bank of the Ehine.
Wesenberg, a town of Mecklenburg-Strelitz,

on LakeWoblitz, 8 m. S.W. Neu-Strelitz. P.
1370. It has manufs. of woollens and linens.

Wesenberg, a town of Eussia, gov. Esthonia,
cap. circ, 60 m. E.S.E. Revel. P. 1500.

Weser (^Visurgis), a river of Germany, its

basin lying between that of the Elbe, on the E.,

and those of the Ems, Ehine, and Main, W. & S.

;

it is formed by the union of the Fuldaand WeiTa
at Mudden (Hanover), whfence it has aN. course
through Hanover, Hessen-Gassel, Brunswick,
Bremen, and Oldenburg, and joins the North Sea,
in conjunction with the Jahde, by an estuary 24
m. wide at its entrance. It drains nearly all of

the dominions above named, with the W. part
of the Saxon duchies, its afiluents comprising
the Leine, with the Aller and Wimime from the
E., the Aue and Hunte from the W. Total
course 250 m. It is navigable for boats nearly
to its source, but large ships ascend it no farther
than Bremershafen near its mouth.
Wesprim, a town of Hungary. TVeszpeim.^
Wessel Islands, a group off N. Australia,

N.W. of the Gulf of Carpentaria, extending for

50 m. from S.W. to N.E.; the principal and N.-
most island being 30 m. in length by 6 or 7 m.
in breadth. Lat. of Cape Wessel at its N. ex-
tremity 10° 59' S., Ion. 136° 45' E.
Wessell, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ. and

8 m. S.W. Hradisch, on an island formed by the
March. P. 2543. It has sturgeon fisheries.

Wessington, a township of Engl., co. Derby,
pa. Crick, 3 m. N.W. Alfreton. Ac. 958. P. 519.
• West, townships, U. S., N. America.—I. Ohio,
uu the Sandy and Beaver Canal.—II. Pennsyl-
vania, 8 m. N. Huntingdon.—It is also a prefixed
name of the following places.—I. (Bethlehem), a
township, Pennsylvania, 12 m. S.E. Washington
borough.—II. (Bloomfield), New York, co. Onta-
rio, 198 m. W. Albany.—III. a vill.. New Jersey,

66 m. N.E. Trenton, with a leather trade and
shoemaking.—IV. a township, Michigan, 32 m.
N.W. Detroit.—V. (Bradford), Pennsylvania, on
Brandywine Eiver, 11 m. S.W. Chester.—VI.
(Bridgewafer), Massachusetts, 25 m. S. Boston.

—Vll. (Brook), Maine, on the Penobscot Eiver,

62 m. S.S.W. Augusta. The Cumberland and
Oxford Canal passes through this township.

—

VIII. (Buffalo), Pennsylvania, 8 m. N.W. New
Berlin.—IX. (Cambridge), Massachusetts, 6 m.
N.W. Boston.—X. (Chester), 26 m. W. Philadel-

phia.—XL (Cocalico), Pennsylvania, co. Lancas-

ter.—XIL (Beer), co. Alleghany, 16 m. N.E.
Pittsburg.—Xlll. (Donegal), co. and 17 m. N.W.
Lancaster.-XIV. (Earl), co. and 13 m. N.W,
Lancaster.—^XV. (Fallowfield), co. Chester, on
Octara Creek, 37 ra. W. Philadelphia.—XVI.
(Farms), a vill., state and 11 m. N.E. New York.
—XVII. (Findlay), a township, Pennsylvania, co.

Washington.—^XVIII. (Greenwich), Ehode Isl.,

18 m. S.W. Providence.—XIX. (/^emp/feicO, Penn-
sylvania, Susquehanna, 8 m. W. Lancaster.

—

XX. (Manchester), co. and containing a part of

York borough. P. 1361.—XXI. (Marlborough),
33 m. S.W. Philadelphia.—XXII. (Milford), New
Jersey, 100 m. N.N.E. Trenton.—XXIII. (Nant-
meal), Pennsylvania, co. Chester, on an affluent

of the Brandywine, 34 m. N.W. Philadelphia.
— XXIV. (Newbury), Massachusetts, on the
Merrimac, 34 m. N.E. Boston.—XXV. (Penn\
Pennsylvania, 79 m. N.E. Harrisburg.—XXVI.
(Pennsborough), on the Conedogwinit, 8 m.
W. Cariisle.—XXVII. (Rockhill), co. Bucks,
33 m. N.N.W. Philadelphia.—XXVIII. (Salem),

CO. and 17 m. N.W. Mercer.— XXIX. (Stock-
bridge), a vill., Massachusetts, on the Williams,
138 m. W. Boston. The Boston and Albany
Eailway is joined here by the Housatonic and
the Hudson and Berkshire railroads.—XXX.
(Turin), a township. New York, on Black river,

at its high falls, 126 m. N.W. Albany.—XXXI.
(Vincenlj, Pennsylvania, 30 m. N.W. Philadel-
phia.—XXXII. ( Whiteland), co. Chester, 72 m.
from Harrisburg.—XXXIII. (Windsor), New
Jersey, co. Mercer.
West-Acre, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5

m. N.N.W. Swaffham. Ac. 3400. P. 415.

Westbere, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3J m.
N.E. Canterbury. Ac. 1185. P. 220.

Westborough, a township of the U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, on affls. of the Concord,
30 m. W.S.W. Boston.
Westborough, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

7 m. N.W. Grantham. Ac. 890. P. 245.

Westbury, a pari, and munic. bor., hundred,
town, pa., and township of Engl., co. Wilts, on
the N.W. side of Salisbury Plain, with a station

on a branch of the G. W. Eailway, 4^ m. S.S.E.
Trowbridge. Ac. of bor., hundred, and pa., 11,901.

P. 6495, partly employed in woollen mills, and in

malting. The town is in-egularly built ; chief

edifice, a town-hall. In the parish are two
chapels of ease, dissenting chapels, and a na-
tional school. Westbury returns 1 member to

House of Commons. Eeg. electors (1864) 305.

Westbury, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Bucks, union Brackley. Ac. 2547. P. 379.—II.

CO. Salop, 8f m. W.S.W. Shrewsbury. Ac.
11,274. P. 2545.—III. co. Somerset, 4 m. N.W.
Wells. Ac. 2968. P. 664.—IV. (on Severn), co.

Gloucester, 3 m. N.E. Newnham. Ac. 8696. P.

2501. It has a union workhouse.—V. (on-Trim),
same co., 3 m. N.N.W. Bristol. Ac. 6456. P. 8329.

Westbury, a town of Tasmania, co. West-
moreland, 18 m. S.W. Launceston.
Westby-with-Plumptons, a tnshp. of Engl.,

CO. Lancashire, pa. Kirkham. Ac. 3426. P. 601.

West Carron, a vill. of Scotland, co. StWing,
pa. Larbert. P. 763.

Westchester, a co. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, in S.E. part of state New York, between the

Hudson Eiver and Long island Sound, cap.

White-plains. Area 470 sq. m. P. (1860) 99,497.

It is in many paiis fertile and well cultivated.

Marble and copper are procured here.—II. a
township in this co., on Westchester Creek, near
New York.—III. a bor., Pennsylvania, 24 m.
W. Philadelphia.
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West Cliffe, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3 m.

N.E. Dover. Ac. 1194. P. 122.

Westcote, a pa. of Engl., co. Gloucester, 4 m.

S.S.E. Stow-on-the-Wold, Ac. 1503. P. 245.

Westeras, a town of Sweden, cap. Iron, West-
manland, at the influx of the Svart-Elf into Lake
M»lar, 60 m. W.N.W. Stockholm. P. 4661. It

is the see of a bishop, and has a cathedral, an
ancient castle, and a town-hall. Its college, the

most ancient in Sweden, has a library of 11,000

vols., and a botanic garden. It has also extensive

bhip-building docks, and is an entrepot for iron,

copper, brass, vitriol, etc., sent to Stockholm.
Westerbotten, a leen of Sweden, bounded N.

by Norrbotten, E. G. of Bothnia, S. Wester Norr-

land and Jemtland, and W. by Norway. Surface

mountainous in the W. and centre, on the E. flat.

It contains several large rivers, the Skellefted,

Vindel, Umea, and Vojm ; also Lakes Horn, Stor,

Vindelin, Uman, & numerous smaller ones. Cap.

Umea. Area 22,841 sq. m. P. (1865) 88,763.

Westerdale, a pa., Engl., co. York, N. Biding,

7 m. S.S.E. Guisborough. Ac. 15,930. P. 279.

Westerfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

21 m. N.N.E. Ipswich. P. 325.

Westerham, a pa. and market town of Eng-
land, CO. Kent, 19J m. W. Maidstone, on the

Darent. Ac. 5676. P. 2196. The town has a
church, in which is a monument to General
Wolfe, who was bom here, and whose victory at

Quebec is commemorated by a pillar in this pa.

Westerhausen and Westerheim, two vills.

of Germany.—I. Prussian Saxony, gov. Magde-
burg, 4 m. N.N.W. Quedlinburg. P. 1630.—II.
Wiirtemberg, circ. Danube, on the Eauhe-Alps,
near Geislingen. P. 879.

Westerkirk, a pa. of Scotland, co. Dumfries,
in Eskdale, N.W. Langholm. Ac. 27,152, mostly
mountainous. P. 537.

Westerleigii, a pa. of England, co. Glouces-
ter, 2^ m. S.W. Chipping-Sodbury. Ac. 4009.
P. 1582. A railway 9 m. iu length connects
Coalpit Heath in this pa. with Bristol.

Westerlog, a township, U. S., North America,
New York, 22 m. S.W. Albany.
Westerly, a maritime township of the U.S.,

North America, Rhode Island, on the Atlantic
and Pawcatuck river, and on the Providence and
Stoniugton Kailway, 42 m. S.S.W. Providence.
Wester Norrland, Sweden. [Hernosand.]
Western, a township of the United States,

North America, New York, 18 m. N.W. Utica.
Western Australia (formerly Swan River

Settlement), a British colony defined bj' her Ma-
jesty's commissioners as including that portion
of the Australian continent situated to the W. of
the 129th meridian, and bounded on the other
three sides by the Indian Ocean. Its greatest
length from N. to S. is 1280 m. ; breadth about
80C m. Estimated area 978,000 sq. m. P. in
1861, 17,246. In 1851, the pop. was only 5886.
Only a small portion of this vast territory, viz.,

the S.E. angle, is inhabited. This is the oldest
of our Australian colonies, having been formed
in 1829. There are no colonial funds appro-
priated for emigration to the colony ; but from
1840 to 1862, the Government Emigration Board
sent out 4926 emigrants, of whom 2336 were
English, 1993 Irish, and 177 Scotch. The pas-
sage money of these emigrants amounted to
67,478Z. In 1862, the number of emigrants that
arrived was 623, of whom 553 were assisted.
The native population in the settled district is
estimated at about 1500. Three parallel moun-
tain ranges traverse the co. from S. to N., rising
in height from the coast inland. Elevation of

Tulbanop, the culminating point, 5000 feet. Gra-
nitic rocks, with claystone and limestone, prevail.

Columnar basalt is met with around Gt^ographe
Bay, and other localities. From this point to
Shark Bay, a band of coal runs for about 600 m.
In the parts hitherto explored auriferous rocks,

and indeed all the older palaeozoic strata in

which alone these usually occur, seem entirely

absent. Soil light and dry, both on the coast
and in the interior. In the middle of the colony
are bands of more fertile land, suited for the cul-

ture of the vine, olive, and fig, and where sandal-
wood & other trees grow abundantly. Principal
stream. Swan river, with its tributaries. In the
interior are several salt lakes and pools, but the
colony is in general not well watered. Climate
arid, but comparatively healthy. Mean annual
temp, at Perth (lat. 32° S.) 66°, winter 54°, sum-
mer 72°-25 Fahr. In 1855, 14,693 acres of land
were under cultivation. In 1855, the sheep num-
bered 184,134, cattle 12,173, and horses 4887. Iron
is abundant, and some good lead ore, and ores of

mercury and zinc, are found. The principal tim-
ber trees of the colony are of the eucalyptus or
myrtle family ; of these the Jarrah and Tovart
are valuable for ship-building, the former being
remarkable for its resistance to decay, whether
from time, weather, water, the white ant, or
sea worm. The sandal wood also fonns a valu-
able article of export. Trade chiefly with Britain,

with occasional imports from Mauritius, India,

and China. Exports (1862) wool, copper, etc.,

to the value of 119,313i. ; imports, apparel, beer
and ale, iron, spirits, cottons, woollens, etc., to

the value of 172,991L ; revenue (1862) 69,406/.

;

expenditure 72,267Z. ; revenue raised in the colony
61,000/. ; debt 2000/. ; imperial expenditure for

civil and military purposes 37,221/. ; number of

imperial troops stationed in the colony 183. The
colony is ruled by a governor and council, and
has 32 counties or districts. Chief towns, Perth,

Freemantie, and Albany. After the cessation of

transportation to Tasmania, this colony was, by
consent of the more prominent colonists, made a
penal settlement, a circumstance that has given a
decided impetus to its commerce and population.

Western-Port, an inlet of the S. coast of

Australia, Victoria, co. Momington, 15 m. at the

nearest point S.E. the inlet of Port-Philip.

Length and breadth about 20 miles each, but it

is nearly filled up by French and Grant islands.

The entrance on the W. side is adapted for large

vessels. It forms a secure harbour.
Westervik, a town of S. Sweden, l8en and 75

m. N. Kalmar, on a deep inlet of the Baltic, here

crossed by a bridge of boats. P. 6330. It has a
fine church, safe and convenient harbour, ship-

building docks, manufactures of linen fabrics, and
a trade in iron, wooden wares, tar, and pitch.

Westfield, two pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-
folk, 2 m. S. Dereham. Ac. 669. P. 124.—II.
CO. Sussex, 4im.E.S.E. Battle. Ac. 4272. P. 883.

Westfield, several townships, U. S., North
America.—I. Massachusetts, on Westfield river,

and the Hampshire and Hampden Canal, 100 m.
W.S.W. Boston.—11. New York, on Staten
Island, between New York Bay and Staten Island

Sound.—III. (or Portland}, New York, co. Chau-
tauque, on Lake Erie, 63 m. S.W. Buffalo.—IV.
New Jersey, 45 m. N.E. Trenton.—V. Ohio, 28
m. N. Columbus.—VI. co. Medina.
Westford, several townships, U. S., North

America.—I. Vermont, 13 m. N.E. Burlington.—
II. Massachusetts, 8 m. W.S.W. Lowell. K has
extensive quarries of "Chelmsford granite."—III.

New York, 57 m. W. Albany.
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"WiiSTGATE, a township of England, co. Nor-
Uiumberland, pa. and forming the N.W. suburb
of the town of Newcastle. Ac. 229. P. 21,272.

Westhall, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2^ m.
N.E. Halesworth. Ac. 2316. P. 468.

Westham, a pa, of England, co. Sussex, with
a station on the Southern Coast Railway, 4^ m.
e.E. HaUshain. Ac. 4718. P. 833.

West Hampnett, a pa., Engl., co. Sussex, 1^ m.
N.E. Chichester, on the Lavant. Ac. 1899. P. 502.

Westhorpe, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 7

m. N. Stow-Market. Ac. 1322. P. 227.

West Indies, Antillia or Antilles, an archi-

pelago of islands which extend from the Gulf of

Florida to the Qulf of Paria, between lat. 10° and
27° N., Ion. 60° and 85° W., bounded on N. and
E. by the Atlantic, and on the S. by the Carib-
bean Sea, which separates them from tho N.
coast of South America. The N.W. group, Lee-
via/rd Islands or Greater Antilles, contains the
larger islands, comprising Cuba, Jamaica, Hayti,
nud Porto-Eico. Another group, the Lesser
Antilles, Caribbee or Windward Islands, extends
in a semicircular form from the E. extremity of

the island of Porto-Rico, S. to the Gulf of Paria,

and the smaller group, stretching from E. to W.
along the coast of Venezuela, are the Leeward
Idands of tlie Spaniards. N. of Cuba and Hayti
i.s the group of the Bahamas. The following
table shows by whom the islands were first

occupied, the date of occupation, and the coun-
tries to which they now belong :

—

Belong to Islands. First occupied by Year.

'Jamaica, Spaniards In 1510
Caymans,
Bahamas, English In 1629
Virgin Islands, Dutch In 1648
Trinidad, Spaniards in 1535
Tobago, Dutch in 1632
Grenada, etc., French in 1650
Grenadines, .

Great St Vincent, . do. 1719
Britain. • Barbadoes, English in 1624

St Lucia, do. 1639
Dominica, French in 1610
Antigua, English in 1632
Montserrat, . do. 1632

Barbuda, do. 1632
Nevis& Redonria, do. 1632
St Christophers, do. 1625
AnguiUa, do. 1640

.Cuba and Isle of

Spain. Pines, Spaniards in 1511

/ Porto Rico, do. 1509

Martinique, . French in 1635

Guadeloupe, . do. 1635

France. Desirade, do. 1635

Marie Galante, do. 1635

Les Saintes, . do.

|St Thomas, . Danes in 1671
United

<.St. Jan, do 1717
States. 'Santa Cruz, . Dutch in 1643

'St Martin.* . Spaniards in 1C43

St Eustatius, . do. 1643

Nether- , Saba, . do. 1643

lands. Curacao, do. 1643

Oniba, .
do.

^ Buen Ayre, . do.

Sweden. St Bartholomew,

k Margarita, Tor-
,

French in 1635

Venezuela. < tuga, Los Siete
' Hermanos, . \

do. 1636

Indepen-
dent.

|nayti, . Spaniards In 1493

• The north part belongs to France.

Total area of the arckinelago, according to

Schomburgh. 86,548 sq. m. 1*. of the Spanish isls.

2,032,062 ; Brit. 9'±1,471 ; Hayti 560,000 ; French
273,164; Danish 37,137; Dutch 32,881; Venez.
82,000; Swedish 8500. Total 3,917,215. Many of

the islands are of volcanic origin. Climate of tho
whole tropical, but modified by the surrounding
ocean & the elevated surface of many of the isls.

Exports from Brit. isls. to Great Britain
(1862J,

sugar, cotton, spirits, cocoa, coffee, logwood, pi-

mento, guano, ginger, sponge, arrowroot, etc., to

the value of 4,644,842/. Imps., British & foreign
cottons, apparel, arms, leather, woollens, iron,

linens, drugs, soap and candles, casks, hardwares,
rice, beer and ale, wine, etc., to the value of

2, 563, .548/. Cuba and Porto-Rico export to Britain

(1862) sugar, cotton, tobacco, copper, timber,
cedar, etc. Value 4,231,083/. Imports European
and Eastern manuf. and produce. Columbus
landed on St Salvador, Bahama group, in October
1492 ; and the archipelago, under the erroneous
impression, at the time of discovery, that it foiTned
part of Asia, was called the West Indies. The
Bermudas are not properly West Indian islands,

although they were officially considered as such
till 1834. The history of the West India Islands,
" from the period of their discovery in 1492 till

1816, presents little more than a melancholy
series of calamities and crimes. The islands
have been laid waste by hurricanes, and visited

by pestilence; but the sufferings which have
arisen from natural causes are few and trifling

in comparison with those which moral and poli-

tical cu'cumstances have produced." Among
these may be classed the annihilation of the
Indians, the introduction of slaveiy, the atrocities

of the Buccaneers, and international wars. [Par-
ticular descriptions are given under the heads of

the various islands.] Slavery was abolished in
the Dutch West Indies, 1st July 1863.

Westleton, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2f
m. E. Yoxford. Ac. 6103. P. 940.

West-Linton, atnshp., Engl., co. Cumberland,
pa. Kirk-Linton, 4 m. S.E. Longtown. P. 565.

Westi.y, two pas. of England.—I. co. Suffolk,

2 m. W.N.W. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac 1216.

P. 140.—II. ( Waterless), co. Cambridge, 6 m. S.W.
Newmarket. Ac. 1102. P. 213.

Westjiani^nd, a Isen of Sweden, on N. shore
of L. Moelar, bounded E. by Upsala, cap. West-
eras. Area 2511 sq. m. P.' (1865) 108,859.

Westmanna Islands, a group of 14 islands in
the Atlantic, S.W. of Iceland, of which they form
a separate syssel or county.

—

Hiemaly, the only
inhabited island, is 15 m. from the coast
West Makystowx, a vill. of Scotland, co.

Lanark, pa. Old Monkland. P. 627.

AVestmeath, an inland co. of Ireland, Lein-
ster, surrounded by cos. Longford, Meath, King's
CO., and Roscommon. Ac. 45.3,468, of which
365,218 are arable, 8803 in plantations, and 56,392
uncultivated. P. (1861) 90,879. Siu-face undu-
lating, diversified with woods, lakes, and bogs,

comprising, however, much fertile soil, and
agreeable scenery. On the W. it is bounded by
Lough Ree and the Shannon ; the Inny fiows

through its N. part, and the Brosna through its

centre, and connected with these rivers are lakes

Dereveragh, Ennel, Owhel, Lane, Iron, Sheelin,

etc. Grazing and dairy-farming are the chief

occupations, and cattle and sheep are of superior

breeds. Principal crops, oats and potatoes, with
some wheat ; flour and meal are made in large

quantities. The Royal Canal intersects the co-
and a branch of the Grand Canal proceeds to

Kilbeggan. Wustmeath is subdivided into 12
4r
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baronies and 63 parishes, chiefly in the diocese

of Meath. Principal towns, Mullingar the cap^

Moate, and a part of Athlone. Excluding its

bors., it sends 2 members to House of Commons.
Westmeston, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 6J

m. N.W. Lewes. Ac. 4074. P. 569.

WEsrxnLL, a pa. of England, co. Hertford, 1^

ni. S.S.E. Buntingford. Ac. 2137. P. 353.

Westminster (The City of), England, co.

Middlesex, is the W. part of London, having S.

and W. the pas. Chelsea and Kensington ; N. the

bor. Marylebone, from which it is separated by
Oxford Street; E. the Strand and the river

Thames, separating it from the bor. Lambeth
(with which it communicates by Vauxhall, West-
minster, Charing Cross, and Waterloo Bridges).

Ac 164. P. (1851) 241,611; (1861) 254,623. In
the vicinity of its abbey is one of the worst parts

of the metropolis, forming a great contrast with
the other parts of Westminster, which are the
finest quarters of the capital, and contain the
principal government offices, and the town resi-

dences of the nobility. Principal structures,

Westminster Abbey and Hall, the new Houses
of Parliament, the terrace of which towards the
river is built of Aberdeen granite, the whole of

the exterior walls of the building of magnesian
limestone from the quarries of Auston in York-
shire. The great beU of the Houses of Parlia-
ment weighs 16 tons, 11 cwt., 2 qrs., including
the clapper, which is 16 cvris. Privy council
office, treasury, and board of trade, in White-
hall ; St James's, Buckingham, and Kensington
palaces ; Somerset house, with King's college

;

Westminster, St George's, and Charing Cross
hospitals. Westminster is governed by a high
steward, chosen by the dean and chapter, a high
bailiff, and 16 burgesses. It sends 2 members to

H. of C. Eeg. electors (1864) 13,522. P^ondon.]
Westminstek, two townships of the XJ. S., it.

America.—I. Vermont, on 1. b. of the Connecti-
cut, 82 m. S. Montpelier.—II. Massachusetts, 43
m. W.N.W. Boston.
Westminster (New), the cap. town of British

Columbia, on the Eraser river, 15 m. from its

mouth. It is finely situated, and well supplied
"with water. It has a custom-house, gaol, bar-
racks, church, and school. P. (1862) 300.
Westmoreland or Westmorland, a co. of

England, in its N. part, having N. Cumberland,
E. and S.E. Yorkshire, W. and S. Lancashire,
but touching the co. Durham at its N.E. extre-
mity, and on the S.W. separating two portions of
the CO. Lancaster, by stretching to the head of
Morpcambe Bay. Area 763 sq. m. or 485,432 ac,
of wEch only 40,000 are estimated to be in tillage,
and 140,000 do. in pasturage. P. (1861) 60,817;
cap. Appleby. It is a country of mountains and
moors, interspersed with lakes, and highly pic-
turesque. Helvellyn, on the border of Cumber-
land, rises to 3055 feet above the sea; other
mountains are liydal Mount, Bowfell, Crossfell,
and a mountain-range mostly semrates it from
Yorkshire. Principal lakes are Windermere on
its W. and TJlleswater on its N.W. border ; its
rivers are the Ken in the S., and Eden in the N.,
along which are the chief fertile lands. Eainfall
at Kirkby Lonsdale (altitude 209 feet) 63 inches.
Farms mostly small ; but agriculture has of late
made considerable progress. Principal crops,
turnips, clover, and wheat Cattle are of large
size. The wool produced is used in ihe manufs.
of Kendal and Bradford (in Yorkshire), or in
hosiery manufactures at Kirkby-Stephen and
Orton. Geese and the lake fish are extensively
exported. Slate is quarried in great quantities

;

granite, marble, copper, plumbago, lead, and coal

are found ; and there are copper mines, woollen
and flax mills. The Lancaster and Kendal
Canal, and Kendal and Windermere Eailway
intersect the S. part, and the Lancaster and
Carlisle Eailway traverses the co. throughout
from S. to N. Westmoreland is divided into 4

wards and 32 pas., in dioceses of Carlisle and
Chester, and N. circuit. Principal towns, Ap-
pleby, the cap., Ambleside, Kendal, Kirkby, Shap,
and Orton. It sends 2 members to H. of C. Eeg.
electors (1864) 4218. Under the Saxon heptarchy
it formed a part of the kingdom Northumbria.
Westmoreland, the most E. co. ofNew Bruns-

wick, on Northumberland Strait. Chief towns,

Dorchester and Shediac
Westmoreland, a co^ New S. Wales, enclosed

by the cos. Cook, Camden, Argyle, Georgiana,
Bathurst,&Eoxbui^h. Ac. 1,018,800. P. (1861)
2722. The Blue mountains here rise to nearly

4000 ft The Wollondily bounds the co. on the S.,

and Cox's river on the E. Chief town O'ConnelL
Westmoreland, a co. of Tasmania, having E.

the COS. Cornwall and Somerset. The Mersey
and W. rivers. South Esk and Lake rivers. Shan-
non and Great Lake, form respectively its N.E.
and S. boundaries. Principal towns, Deloraine,

Chudleigh, Carrick, Longford, and Westbury.
Westmoreland, two cos., TJ. S^ North Ame-

rica.—I. Pennsylvania, in its S. W. part, border-

ing the Alleghany. Area 1989 sq. m. P. (1860)

53,736.—IL Virginia, between the Potomac and
Eappahannock rivers. Area 162 sq. m. P. 4578
free, 3704 slaves.—^Also two townships.—I. New
Hampshire, 47 m. S.W. Concord.—11. New York,
CO. Oneida, 103 m. W.N.W. Albany.
Westoe, a township and chapelry of England,

CO. Durham, pa. Jarrow, forming a large suburb
of S. Shields. Ac 2070. P. 26,266.

Weston, several pas., etc., of England.—I. co.

Hertford, 4 m. N.N.E. Stevenage. Ac 4.530. P.

1196.—II. CO. Lincoln, 3J m. N.E. Spalding.

Ac. 5386. P. 750.—III. co. Somerset, on the

Avon, If m. W.N.W. Bath. Ac. 2650. P. 3127.

—IV. (^Weston Longville), co. Norfolk, 5 m. S.

Eeepham. Ac 2737. P. 471.—V. co. Suffolk, 3

m. S. Beccles. Ac. 1550. P. 261.—VI. co. York,
W. Biding, 2 m. W.N.W. Otley. Ac. 4552. P.
450.—VII. (vdth Alconbury), co. and 5J m. N.W.
Huntington. Ac 1540. P. 561.—VIII. {on

Avon), cos. Warwick and Gloucester, 9 m. E.S.E.

Chipping-Camden. Ac 1540. P. 137.—IX.(^-
faro), CO. and 5 m. E.N.E. Hereford. Ac 934.

'. 372.—^X. (Bampfyldey, co. Somerset, 5 m.
S.S.W. Castle-Cary. Ac. 631. P. 146.—XI.
{Birt), CO. Gloucester, 3 m. S.W. Tetbury. Ac.
1904. P. 190.—XII. CO. Nottingham, 3 m. S.E.

Tuxford. Ac. 1690. P. 380.—XIII. co. Salop,

6 m. N.N.E. Ludlow. P. 44.—XIV. (Colville),

CO. Cambridge, 6 m. N.N.E. Linton. Ac 2943.

P. 537.—XV. (Coney), co. Suffolk, 6 m. S.S.W.
East Harling. Ac 1341. P. 254.—XVI. {sub-

Edge), CO. Gloucester, 2 m. N.W. Chipping-Cam-
den. Ac. 2632. P. 369.—XVIL {FavelC), co.

and 2J m E.N.E. Northampton. Ac. 1050. P.

470.—XVIII. (in GordanoX co. Somerset, 10 m.
N.W. Bristol. Ac 733. P. 175.—XIX. {on the

Green), co. Oxford, 4J m. S.W. Bicester. Ac.
2466. P. 459.—XX. {under-Lyziard), co. Staf-

ford, 4i m. N.E. Shiffnal. Ac. 2398. P. 275.—
XXI. (Market), co. Suffolk. 6 m. S. ^ast Hariing.

Ac 1088. P. 303.—XXII. (Old), co. Huntingdon,

6J m. N. Kimbolton. Ac. 2012. P. 426.—
XXIII. (Patrick), co. Southampton, 4i_m. S.W.
Odiham. Ac. 1402. P. 165.—XXIV. (under
Penyard), co. Hereford, 2 m. E.S.E. Eces. Ac
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3142. P. 828.—XXV. (SoidJ,), co. Oxford, 3 ra.

S.S.E. Tetsworth. Ac. 660. P. Ci.—XXVI.
(pn-Trent), co. and 7 m. S.S.E. Dorbv. Ac. 1820.
P. 321.—XXVII. CO. and 4i m. N.E. Stafford.

Ac. 825. P. 502.—XXVIIl. (Turville), co. Bucks,

2i m. N.N.W. Wendover. Ac. 2450. ?. 724.—
XXIX. {Underwood), co. Bucks, U m. W.S.W.
Olney. Ac. 1300. 1^.398.—XXX, (on- Welland),
CO. Northampton, 4J- m. N.E. Market-Harborough.
Ac. 1040. P. 204.—XXXI. (under Weatherley),
CO. and 6i m. N.E. Warwick. Ac. 1290. P. 274.

—XXXIl. (Zoyland), co. Somerset, 4 m. E.S.E.
Bridgewater. Ac. 2729. P. 894.—XXXIII. a
towusliip, CO. Chester, pa. Euncom, on the Mer-
sey, at the termination of the W. canal, 2 m.
N.N.W. Frodsham. Ac 1282. P. 965.—XXXIV.
(jCoyney), a township, co. Stafford, pa. Cavers-
wall, 4 m. W.N.W Cheadle. Ac. 1341. P. 254.

—XXXV. (Jiliyn\ a township, co. Salop, pa. St
Martin, 3 m. N. Oswestry. P. 1081.
Weston, two townships of the U. S., N. Ame-

rica.—I. Massachusetts, 14 m. W. Boston.—II. a
town, CO. state and on the Missouri, 5 m. above
Fort Leavenworth. It has an active trade with
western emigrants.
Westoning, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 4

m. S S.W. Ampthill. Ac. 1715. P. 784.

Weston-on-Trent, a vill. of England, co. and

4J m. N.E. Stafford. P. 502. It has salt springs,

Weston-super-Mare, a maritime town and
pa. of England, co. Somerset, on Uphill Bay,
Bristol Channel, with a station on the Great
Western Railway, 8J m. N.W. Axbridge. Ac.
of pa. 2190. P. 8030. From an insignificant

village it has recently risen into a favourite

watering-place, of which it has all the appliances,

with good sands, bathing establishments, and
many new villa residences. A new industrial

school, with workshops, was founded in memory
of the late Prince Consort, and a college for the
education of boys of the upper classes was estab-
lished in 1864. The parish comprises the islands

and fishing stations Knightstone and Birnbeck,
and the hamlets Ashcombe and Milton.
Westow, a pa. of England, co. York, E. Rid-

ing, 5 m. S.W. New Malton. Ac. 2917. P. 635.

Westphalia (Germ. Westphalen), a prov. of

Prussia, comprising the N.W. portion of its ter-

ritory, W. of the Weser, S. of Hanover, E. of the
Netherlands, and N. of Rhenish Prussia, cap.

Munster. Area 7823 sq. m. P. (1861) 1,618,065,
comprising 887,420 Roman Oath., 71o,2cJl Protest,,

& 16,386 Jews. Total pop. (1864) 1,666,581. Sur-
face hilly in the S.W., level in the centre & N.W.
of the prov. Chief rivers the Ems, Weser, Werra,
& Lit'pe. Climate healthy, soil generallyvery fer-

tile, but interspersed with extensive marshes and
heaths. Large quantities of corn, flax, tobacco,

hops, and potatoes are grown. Horses, cattle,

sheep, and swine are numerous, and the last-

named furnish the celebrated Westphalian hams.
Minerals comprise coal, iron, lead, copper, rock-
salt, and it has numerous salt springs. The pro-

vince has manufs. of cottons, hardwares, paper,

tobacco, and spirits. Flax-spinniiig and weaving
occupy many of the pop., and cutlery is a chief

article of manufacture. The prov. is subdivided
into 3 govs., and these again into 37 circs. Prin-
cipal towns, Munster, Mindcn, Arnsberg, Pader-
bom, and Hamm. The Old Circle of Westphalia

in the German empire, situated between the

Rhine and the Weser, Lower Saxony and the

Netherlands, formed the nucleus of the Kingdom
of Westphalia, created by Napoleon i. for his

brother Jerome, and dismembered in 1813. The
Dvchy of Westphalia, of whichArnsberg was cap.,

was a small territory belonging successively to

the archbishops of Cologne and Hessen-Darm-
stadt, and ceded to Prussia in 1815.

We.st-Point, a township of the U. S., North
America, state and 45 m. N. New York, co.

Orange, on rt. b. of the Hudson, beautifully em-
bosomed in a range of hills called the Highlands
of the Hudson. The U. S. military academy,
occupying a mile in circuit, and 188 feet above
the river, was established in 1802, with barracks
for cadets, buildings for military exercises, mu-
seums, an observatory, chapel, and hospital. The
graduates number 3UO0.

Westport, a seaport town of Ireland, co.

Mayo, on Clew Bay, 10 m. S.W. Castlebar. P.

3819. Alt. 56 feet. It has a linen hall, court
and market houses, barracks, a bridewell, and
workhouse. The linen trade is thriving, and it

has an active export trade in rural produce.
Customs rev. (1862) 4279^. Vessels belonging to

the port 1, tons 63. The Reek, a mountain, cele-

brated in the legendary history of Ireland, is in

its vicinity.— Westport Qimy, its poi-t, 1 m. W., is

at the S.E. extremity of Clew Bay. It has a
fishery and several coast-guard stations.

Westport, several townships of the U. S.,

North America.—I. Massachusetts, on the At-
lantic, 57 m. S. Boston.—II. Connecticut, on
Long Island Sound, 84 m. S.W. Hartford.-III.
New York, near L. Cliamplain, 108 m. N. Albany.
Westport (St Mary), a pa. of Engl., co. Wilts,

adjoining Malmesbury. Ac. 2036. P. 1615.

West Providence, a township of the U. S., N.
America, Pennsj'lvania, co. Bedford.
West-quarteu, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark,

pa. Glassford. P. 608.

Westra or WESTiiAY, one of the Orkney Isls.,

Scotland, 9^ m. N.N.E. Pomona, from which it

is separated by Westra Firth. Length N.W. to

S.E. 9 m. ; breadth 4 m. P. 2151. Coast rocky,

but on the E. side is the secure harbour of Piero-

well. With Papa Island it forms a parish. P. 2.545.

Westkuther, a pa., Scotl., co. Herwick, with a
vill. 7 m. E.N.E. Lauder. Ac. 14,643. P. 786.

West Springfield, a township of the U. S.,

North Amei-ica, Massachusetts, on the Connecti-
cut river, and on railway, 78 m. W. Boston.

West Troy, a town of the U. S., N. America,
New York.
Wesiavard, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,

3 m. S.S.E. Wigton. Ac. 13,120. P. 1136.

Westvvell, two pas. of England.—I. co. Kent,

2i m. E.S.E. Charing. Ac. 5199. P. 999.—II. co.

Oxford, 2 m. S.W. Burford. Ac. 890. P. 169.

Westwick, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2}
m. S. North Walsham. Ac. 1043. P. 207.

Westwood, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 21 m.
S.W. Bradford. Ac. 813. P. 469.

Wetherau a pa., England, co. Cumberland, on
rail., 5 m. E.S.E. Carlisle. Ac. 11,788. P. 3377.

Wetheruy, a market town and chapelry of

England, co. York, West Hiding, pa, Spofforth,

on the Wharfe, with a station on the York and
Harrogate Railway, 7^ m. S.E. Harrogate. Ac.
of chapelry 1570. P. 1682.

Wetherden, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3|
m. N.W. Stow-Market. Ac. 1830. P. 479.

Wetherincjset, a pa. of England, co. Suflolk,

5 m. S.S.W. Eye. Ac. 3783. P. 1072.

Wetheksfield, several townships, U. S., N.
America.—I. Connecticut, on W. bank of the
Connecticut river, 5 m. S. Hartford. The vill.

has an academy, several churches, and a stato

prison.—II. New York, co. Wyoming, in W. of

the state.—III. Ohio, co. Trumbull, on the Ohio
and Pennsylvania Canal.
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Wettlet Kocks, a vilL of England, co. Staf-

ford, 5 m. S. Leek. P. 290.

Wetta, an island of Malaysia, SO ni. N. Timor.

Length 60 miles ; breadth 30 miles.

Wettek, a river of Germany, Hessen-Darm-
Btadt, flows S.W. & S. 35 m. past Lich, and joins

the Nidda opposite As.senheim. It gave name to

the old prov. Wetteravia or Wetterau.—II. a town
of Hessen-Cassel, 7 m. N.W. Marburg. P. 1400.

Wetter (Lake), a lake of Sweden, lat. 58° 30'

N., Ion. 14° 30' E., 23 m. S.E. Lake Wener, and
enclosed by the Isens Skaraborg, Jonkoping,
Ostei^otbland, and Orebro. Length 80 ni. ;

breadth 10 m. Area 716 sq. m. Altitude 295
feet. It is often agitated by storms and sudden
variations in its level, but it is of great importance

for internal traffic, being connected by a canal

with Lake "Wener, by which and the Motala riv.,

perving as an outlet for its surplus waters on the

E., it completes the inland navigation between
the Baltic Sea and the Kattegat.

Wetteren, a comm. and market town of Bel-

gium, prov. East Flanders, cap. cant., on the

Scheldt, 8 m. E.S.E. Ghent, on railway to Mech-
lin. P. 8302. Manufs. woollens and cott«ns.

Wetterhorn (" Peak of Tempests "), one of the

Alpine mountains of the Bernese Oberland, Swit-
zerland, between the valleys of Hazli and Grin-
delwald, N. the Shreckhorn, 12,200 feet high.
Wettdt, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov.

Merseburg, 10 m. N."W. Halle. P. 3300. It has
manufactures of chicory, tobacco, and oil.

Wettolsheim, a comm. and vill. of France,
dep. Haut-Rbin, 3 m. S.W. Colmar. P. 1552.

Wetton, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 7^ m.
N.N.W. Ashbourne, near the place where the
rivers Hampand Manyfold become subterranean.
Ac. 2600. P. 452. Near it are lead and copper
mines, and excellent quarries of marble.
Wetumpka, a town, U. S., N. America, Ala-

bama, 110 m. S.E. Tuscaloosa. It is greatly re-

sorted to for its mineral springs.

Wetwaxg, a pa., England, co. Tork, E. Riding,
5 m. W.N.W. G. Driffield. Ac. 5740. P. 827.

Wetzel, a co., U. S., N. America, Virginia.
P. 6693 free, 10 slaves.

Wetzlak, a walled town of Ehenish Prussia,
gov. and 42 m. E.N.E. Coblenz, on the Lahn, and
on rail. P. 4856. With a cathedral of 11th centurj'.

Wexford, a marit. co. of Ireland, in south part
of Leinster, having E. and S. the Atlantic Ocean
:ind St George's Channel, and on other sides the
cos. Wicklow, Carlow, Kilkenny, and Waterford,
from which two latter it is separated by the river
Barrow and Waterford harbour. Ac. 676,533, of
which 510,702 are estimated to be arable. P.
n 861) 143,954. Sui-face mountainous in the N.and
N.W., Mount Leinster, on the borders of Carlow
CO., being 2610 feet high, and declines to a plain on
the coast The Slaney intersects the co. in its

centre. Several lagoons skirt the S. shores. Soil
fertile. The barony of Forth, in tne S.W., is

occupied by descendants of a Welsh colony, and
is well cultivated. Limestone is the chief inineral
product ; and it has valuable fisheries. The S.-E.
Railway is prolonged throughout the co., passing
Gorey and Enniscorthy to Wexford, the cap.,
which, with New Ross and NewtonbaiTy, are
the principal towns. The co. is subdivided into
9 baronies and 144 pas., in the dioceses of Ferns
and Dublin. It sends 2 members to H. of C.
Wexford, a pari., munic. bor., and seaport

*--iwn of Ireland, cap. above co., on rt. b. of the
Slaney, where it expands into Wexford harbour,
and is crossed by a bridge 733 feet in length. 64
m. S.W. Dublin. Ac. of bor. 762. P. (1861) 11,734

Here are some remains of ancient walls, and out-

side of the town is a granite column in memory
of the exploits in Egypt by the army under Aber-
crombie. Wexford has a Protestant, diocesan,

and other schools, a chamber of commerce, seve-

ral banks, malting esUblishments, ship-building

docks, and an active export trade in cattle, dairy

and agricultural produce, timber, tallow, hides,

cotton yarn and wool, tobacco, provisions, Bri-

tish manufactures, and colonial goods. Gustomd
rev. (1862) 16.473/. Exports (1862) 200/. Vessels
belonging to the port 81, tons 9223.

Wexham, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 1\ ni.

N.E. Slough. Ac. 670. P. 196.

Wexio, a town of Sweden, cap. laen Krono-
berg, on the Lake Sodre, 60 m. W.N.W. Kalmar.
P. 3232. It has a cathedral ; manufs. of carpets,

and important annual fairs.—The Isen of Krono-
herg has an area, of 3635 sq. m. P. (1860) 152,225.

Wet, a river of England, cos. Hants and Sur-
rey, rises near Selborne, flows N.E. past Godal-
ming, Guildford, and Weybridge, and joins the
Thames 2 m. S.E. Chertsey, course 40 m.—II. co.

Dorset, after a S.E. course enters the English
Channel between Weymouth & Melcombe Regis.
Weybourxe, a pa, of England, co. Norfolk, 3J

m. N.E.Holt. Ac. 1680. P. 285. Is the terminus
of a submarine telegraph to Borkum, in Hanover.
Wetbread, a pa, of England, co. Suffolk, 2

m. S.S.W. Harleston. Ac. 1603. P. 357.

Wetbridge, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 11
m. N.N.W. Guildford, at the junction of the Lon-
don and South-Westem railway. . Ac. 1292.

L'. 1603. A large fair for sheep is held here.

Weyeksheim, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
Ras-Ehin, 10 m. N. Strasbourg. P. 2182.

Weyiiill, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3 m.
W.N.W. Andover. Ac. 1888. P. 444.

Weymouth-with-Melcombe-Regis, a pari.,

munic. bor., and seaport of England, co. Dorset,

comprising the town and chapelry of Weymouth,
and town and pa. of Melcombe, the former on the

S., the latter on the N., side of the mouth of the

Wey, which fonns the port, 3 m. N. the isle of

Portland, and 8 m. S. Dorchester. Ac. of bor.

1600. P. (1861) 10,013 ; viz. of Weymouth, 3515;
of Melcombe, 6498. Weymouth is old and indif-

ferently built ; Melcombe^ on a low peninsula be-

tween the sea and a wide shallow backwater
formed by the Wey, has facing the sea a terrace

and esplanade, nearly 1 m. in length ; a spacious

assembly room, theatre, libraries, and bathing

establishments. The towns communicate by a
stone bridge of two arches, with a swing in the

centre to admit shipping ; and Mdcombe is con-

nected by a branch with the London and S.-W.
Railway. "The harbour has about 14 feet of water

at high tides ; and there is good anchorage in the

bay in 7 or 8 fathoms water. Vessels belonging

to the port 46, tons 3306. Customs rev. (1862)

9285/., exports (1862) 201,112/. Ship-bmlding,

rope & saU-makiug are carried on. Portland stone,

tiles, bricks, and Roman cement are exported, and
Weymouth is the station of the mail packets for

Guernsey, to which it is the nearest English port,

70 m. distant. The climate is equable, and suffi-

ciently mild for geraniums and myrtles to flourish

in the open air. Weymouth is the seat of a
modico-chirurgical society. The united boroughs
send 2 members to H. of 0. Reg. elect. (1864) 969.

Weymouth, two townships of the U. 8., N.
America.—I. Massachusetts, 12 m. S.S.E.^oston,

on branches of Boston harbour, navigable for

largo vessels.—II. New Jersey, Atlantic county
Whaddox, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Buclcs, 5 m. S.S.E. Stony-Stratford. Ac. 373U

1
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P. 955.—II. CO. Cambridge, 3f m. N. Royston.
Ac. 1463. P. 319.—III. CO. and 3 m. S. Glouces-
ter. Ac. 727. P. 125.—IV. co. Wilts, 23 m. N.E.
Trowbridge. Ac. 438. P. 40.

WifALEY, a township of Engl., co. Chester, pa.
Taxal, 9i m. S.E. Stockpoi-t. Ac. 1320. P. 1062.
Whalley, a pa. of Engl., on the Manchester

and Clitheroe Railway, contains the borough of
Clitheroe, 3 mkt. towns, 18 chapelries, and 32
tnshps., in the co. Lancaster ; the tnship. of Wil-
lington, CO. Chester ; and chapolry of Whitewell,
CO. York, W. Eiding. Ac. of pa. 105,249 ; do. of
township 1052. P. (1861) 167,456. The parish
is 30 m. in length and 15 m. in breadth, and is

intersected by the Liverpool and Leeds Canal.
Manufactures cotton, wool, and worsted.
Whalsay, one of the Shetland islands, Scot-

land, pa. Nesting, 2 m. E. Mainland. Length
N.E. to S.W., &i m. ; breadth 2 m. P. 728.
Shores are rocky and deeply indented.
Whalton, a pa. of England, co. Northumber-

land, 6 m. S.W. Morpeth. Ac. 6918. P. 49.5.

Whano-Hai, a sea of E. Asia. [Yellow Sea.]
Whang-Ho, a river of China. [Hoang-Ho.]
WiiAPLODE, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2J

m. W. Holbeach. Ac. 10,164. P. 2462.—II.
(Drovey, a township in the same pa., 5| m. E.N.E-
Croyland. P. 844.

Whakram, two pas. of England, co. York, E.
Riding.—I. (Percy), 7 m. S.E. New Malton. Ac.
9017. P. 484.—II. (in-the-Streef), 6J m. S.E. New
Malton. Ac. 2024. P. 140.

Whartox, a township of England, co. Chester,
pa. Davenham, 2| m. W.N.W. Middlewich. Ac.
1224. P. 2234.

Whartox, a township of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania, 11m. S.E. Union Town.
Wharton, a co., U. S., N, America, Texas.

P. 646 free, 2734 slaves.

Whatcote, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 3|
m. N.E. Shipston-on-Stour. Ac. 1400. P. 180.

Whatfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3
m. S.E. BUdestone. Ac. 1570. P. 340.

Whati^y, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 2i
m. W. Frome. Ac. 1259. P. 423.
Whatlington, a pa. of England, co. Sussex,

2 m. N.E. Battle. Ac. 1255. P. 343.

Whatton, two pas. of England.—I. (Long), co.

Leicester, 4J m. N.W. Loughborough. Ac. 2050.
P. 779.—11. (pn-Smite), co. Nottingham, 3 m. E.
Bingham. Ac. 3100. P. 763.

Wheatacre (All-Saints), a pa. of Engl., co.

Norfolk, 4| m. N.E. Beccles. Ac. 1163. P. 160.

Wheatenhurst, a pa. of England, co. Glou-
cester, 6^ m, N.W. Stroud. Ac. 1247. P. 411.
Wheatfield, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 2

m. S. Tetsworth. Ac. 778. P. 89.

Wheathampstead, a pa.. Engl., co. Hertford,

4J m, W.S.W. Welwyn. Ac. 5033. P. 1960.
Wheathill, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Salop, 3 m.

E.N.E. Ludlow. Ac. 1416. P. 123.—IL co. Somer-
set, 4 m. W.S.W. Castle-Cary. Ac. 314. P. 38.

Wheatland, a township of the U. S., North
America, New York, 14 m. S.W. Rochester.
Wheatley, two pas. of Engl., co. Nottingham.

—I. (North), 5| m. N.E. Retford. Ac. 2181. P. 461.
—II. (Sotith), 5 m. N.E. Retford. Ac. 641. P. 32.—
IIL a chapelry, co. & 5Jm. S.E. Oxford. P. 1031.

Wheeling, a town and river-port of the U. S.,

North America, state Virginia, and cap. co.

Ohio, on the Ohio, at the head of steam naviga-
tion, and at the influx of Wheeling Creek, and
the W. terminus of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-
way, 92 m. below Pittsburg. P. (1860) 14,083.

Wheelock, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Chester, pa.

and 1 J m. S.S.W. Sandbach. Ac. 666. P. 588.

Wheelock, a township of the U. S., North
America, Vermont, 43 m. N.E. Montpelier.
Wheelton, a tnshp., Engl., co. Lancaster, pa.

Leyland, 4 m. N.E. Choriey. Ac. 1669. P. 12G0.

Whei-chow or Hoei-Chow, a city of China,

prov. Ngan-whi, cap. dep., 140 m. S. Nan-king.
Wheldrake, a pa. of England, co. and 7 m.

S.E. York, E. Riding. Ac. 4921. P. 678.

Whelpington-Kikk, a pa., Engl., co. Northum-
beriand, 9 m. E. Bellingham. Ac. 13,351. P. 644.

Whenby, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Riding, 6J m. E. Easingwold. Ac. 1010. P. 149.

Whepstead, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4.V

m. S.S.W. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 2670. P. 677'.

WiiKRSTEAD, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3

m. S.S.W. Ipswich. Ac. 2154. P. 245.

Wherwell, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3i
m. S.S.E. Andover. Ac. 3546. P. 626.

Whetstone, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m.
S.S.W. Leicester, on the Soar. Ac. 1680. P.
1077.—II. a hamlet, co. Derby, pa. and 1^ m.
N.W. Tideswell. P. 63.—III. a chapelrv, co.

Middlesex, on the border of co. Herts, 2 m. S.S.E.
Chipping-Bamet. P. 1801.

Whicham, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,
9 m. S.S.E. Raveuglass. Ac. 7502. P. 327.

Whichford, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,
6 m. S.E. Shipston-on-Stour. Ac. 3100. P. 698.

Whiokham, a pa. of England, co. Durham, 3
m. W.S.W. Gateshead. Ac. 6993. P. 6921, chiefly

employed in collieries.

Whiddy Island, Ireland, co. Cork, near the
head of Bantry Bay. Ac. 999. P. 411. On it

are a coast guard station, and several forts.

Whifflet, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

Old Monkland. P. 942.

While, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 5J m.
N.E. Leominster, now united with Puddleston.
Whilton, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,

5 m. E.N.E. Daventry. Ac. 1270. P. 350.

Whimple, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 4 m.
W.N.W. Ottery-St-Mary. Ac. 3019. P. 736.

Whinberg, a pa. of Engl., co. Norfolk, 3 m.
S.S.E. East Dereham. Ac. 1241. P. 220.

Whippingham, a pa. of Engl., Isle of Wight,
3 m. N.N.E. Newport. Ac. 5208. P. 3915.

Whipsnade, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 3

m. S.S.W. Dunstable. Ac. 1205. P. 195.

Whissendine, a pa. of Engl., co. Rutland, on
rail., 5i m. N.N.W. Oakham. Ac. 3870. P. 693.

Whissonsett, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4
m. S. Fakenham. Ac. 1344. P. 692.

Whiston, two pas. of England.—I. co. and 6

m. E.S.K Northampton. Ac. 809. P. 69.—II.

CO. York, West Riding, 2J m. S.S.E. Rotherham.
Ac. 3190. P. 1185.—III. a township, co. Lancas-
ter, pa. and 1 m. S. Prescot. Ac 1793. P. 1727,

chiefly engaged in collieries.—IV. a vill. and
township, CO. Stafford, 8 m. S. Leek. P. 708.

Whistons, a tything of England, co. Worces-
ter, pa. Claines, forming a part of the city of

Worcester. P. 3191.

Whitacre, two pas. of England, co. Warwick.
—I. (NelherX 3i m. N.E. Coleshill. Ac. 2210. P.

479.— II. (Over), 3J m. E.N.E. ColeshiU. Ac,
1375. P. 285.

Whitbeck, a pa. of England, co. Cumberland,
8? m. S.S.E. Ravenglass. Ac. 6372. P. 213,

partly employed in fisheries.

Whitbourne, a pa. of England, co. Hereford,
5 m. E.N.E, Bromyard. Ac. 3056. P. 891.

Whitburn, a pv. of England, co. Durham, on
the coast, 3 m. N. Sunderland. Ac. 4594. P,

1215, employed in fisheries aad coal and lime
works. It is resorted to for sea-bathing, and has
several chalybeate springs in gi'eat repute.
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WniTBURN or Whiteburn, a pa. of Scotland,

CO. Linlithgow, 21 m. W.S.W. Edinburgh. Ac.

9807. P. 5511, includes vills. of Whitburn, pop.

1362 ; and Longridge, pop. 413.

WniTBr, a pari, bor., seaport town, pa., and
township of England, co. York, N. Riding, on
the Esk, here bordered by fine piers, and crossed

by a swing iron bridge, 21 m. N.N.W. Scarbo-

rough, at the terminus of a railway from York.

Lat of lighthouse 54° 29' 34' N., Ion. 0° 36' 59"

E. Ac. of pa. 15,918. P. 14,014. Aa of pari. bor.

4930. P. (1861) 12,051. Ac. of township 50. P.

8142. It has dry docks, sliip-building, and
mauufs. of sail-cloth and cordage, and returns I

member to H. of C. Reg. electors (18(i4) (i91. It

has lately become a watering-place of resort, and
a new town has bei^n built on the West Cliff.

The noble ruin of yt Hilda's Abbey is on the E.

Cliff amidst nimautic scenery. The Jet found in

tlie district is famed over the world. There are

immense deposits of ironstone, and iron furnaces
are erected 6 m. up the river. Reg. vessels (18(j3)

69.439 tous. Customs rev. 6341^. ; exports (1861)
200/.—II. a towusliip, co. and 6J m. N. Ches-
ter, pas. Easthamand Stoke. P. 792.

Whitby, a town of Canada W., cap. co. On-
tario, on rail., 32 m. E.N.E. Toronto. P. 3500.

WurrciiUKCH, two market towns and pas. of

England.—I. co. Hants, on the Test 12 m. N.
Wiiicliester. Ac. of pa. 6142. P. 1962.—II. (or
B/ancminstery, cos. Salop and Chester, 19 m.
N.N.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. of pa. 15,416. P. 6093.
Whitchurch, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Bucks, 4| m. N.N.W. Aylesbuiy. Ac. 1580. P.
884.—II. CO. Devon, IJ m. S.S.E. Tavistock.
Ac. 5979. P. 1340.—III. co. Hereford, 5 m.
S.S.W. Ross. Ac. 1956. P. 857.—IV. co. Ox-
ford, 5 m. N.W. Reading. Ac. 2070. P. 857.—
V. CO. Somerset, 3 m. N, Peusford. Ac. 2194.
P. 394.—VI. CO. Warwick, 5 m. S S.E. Stratford-
on-Avon. Ac. 1942. P. 234.—VII. {Canonico-
r«?«), CO. Dorset, 5 ni. W.N.W. Bridport. Ac.
6113. P. I.i33.—VIII. South Wales, co. Glamor-
gau, 4 m. N.W. Cardiff. Ac. 3192. P. 2274.—
IX. CO. Pembroke. 8 m. S.E. Cardigan. Ac.
3138. P. 10><5.—X. same co., 11 m. W.N.W.
Haverford-West P. 1252.
Whitccmbe, two pas. of England.— I. co.

Dorset, 2^ m. S.E. Dorchester. Ac. 540. P. 71.—II. {Magna), a pa., co. Gloucester, 4^ m. N.E.
Painswick. Ac. 918. P. 165.
White, several cos., U. S., North America.

—

I. Tennessee, in its centre ; cap. Sparta. Area
346 sq. m. P. (I860) 8236 free, 1145 slaves.—II.
in N.W. part of Indiana, cap. Monticello. Area
504 sq. m. P. 8258.—III. Illinois, in its S.E. part,
bounded E. by the Wabash. Area 447 sq. m.
P. 12,403.—IV. in N.E. of Arkansas. Area 1043
sq. m. P. 6884 free, 1432 slaves V. Georgia.
P. 3052 free, 263 slaves.—A prefixed name of the
following towusliips, U. S.—I. {Creek), New
York, iu a fertile agricultural tract, 12 m. S. Sa-
lem.—II. (Detr), Pennsylvania, co. Union, with
the vill. New Columbia III. {Eyes), Ohio, co.
Co.sh' ictou.

White, a co. of New South Wales, on S. b. of
Nanioy river. Lat 30° 45' S., Ion. 149° 30' E
Ac. 1,193,600.

WnrrKcHAPKL, a pa. of England, co. Middle-
sex, foriiiiug au E. suburb of London, and com-
prised in the borough of Tower Hamlets. Ac.
174. P. (1861) 37,454. It is the head of a poor-
law union, comprising 9 parishes.
Whitechurch, numerous pas. of Ireland.—I.

CO. Waterford, 5 m. W.N.W. Dungarvan. Ac.
99ol. P. 2057.—II. CO. and 5| m. N.N.W. Cork.

Ac. 10,513. P. 2061.—III. (Glynn), co. Wexford,

2J m. N.E. Taghmon. Ac. 7187. P. 1214.—IV.
same co., 5 m. S.W. New Ross. Ac. 53-12. P
914.—V. CO. Dublin, IJ m. S. Rathfarnham. Ac.
2873. P. 1161.—VL CO. Tipperary, 3 m. S.W
Cahir. Ac. 3921. P. 659.—VII. co. Kilkenny,
2 m. N.W. Pilltown. Ac. 2186. P. 510.—VIII.
CO. Kildare, on the Liffey, 2 m. E. Clane. Ac.
3165. P. 231.

Whitefield, a co., U. S., N. Amer., Georgia.
P. 8315 free, 1732 slaves.

Whitekield, three townships of the U. S.,

North America.—I. Maine, 14 m. N.W. Wiscas-
set—II. New Hampshire, 9 m. S. Lancaster.

—

III. Pennsylvania, co. Indiana.
Whitefori), a pa. of N. Wales, co. Flint, 3J m.

N.W. Holywell. Ac. 13,065. P. 3666. Lead, cop-
p>-r, coal, and calamine abound. It has remains
of a Roman lighthouse and a stone cross.

WnrrEGATi-; a pa. of England, co. Chester, 3}
m. S.S.W. Nortiiwich. P. 1535.

WnrrEGATE, a fishing vill. of Ireland, co. Cork,

2J m. S.S.E. Queenstown. P. 995.

WurrEHALL, a township, U. S., N. America,
New York, at the head of Lake Champlain.
Whitehaven, a pari. bor. and seaport town

of England, co. Cumbei-land, on the Irish Sea,
near the entrance of Solway Firth, on a creek,

surrounded by heights, pa. and 3 m. N.E. St Bee's
Head, and 36 m. S.W. Carlisle, with which it is

connected by railway. Lat of lighthouse, 54°

33' 11" N., Ion. 3° 35' 49" W. P. of bor., including
township, and a part of Preston quarter (1861

J

18,842. It has the churches of St Nicholas, St
James, and Trinity; the W. Cumberland in-

finnary, town-hall, market-house, custom-house,
library, news-rooms, baths, theatre, mechanics'
institute, and co. house of correction. The har-
bour is foi-med by two piers, on each of which
is a lightiiouse, and from it are exported great
quantities of coal, from mines which extend a
long way under the town and beneath the sea.

It has also iron smelting woiks, iron and brass
foundries, extensive bonding warehouses, dry
docks, & slips for building and repairing vessels

;

mauufs. of sail-cloth, cordage, soap, copperas, and
tobacco pipes. Vessels belonging to the port 175,

tons 2709. Customs rev, (1862) 61,325/. ; ex-
ports (1862) 18,588/. It returns one member to

House of Commons. Reg. elect. (1864) 656.

Whitehills, a fishing vill. of Scotland, co.

Banff, pa. Boyndie, 4J m. E. Portsoy. P. 767.

Whitehouse Upper, a vill. of Ireland, Ulster,

CO. Antrim, 3^ m. N.E. Belfast P. 1767.

Whiteinch, a vill. of Scotland, co. Lanark, pa.

Govan. P. 701.

Whitekirk and Ttnnujgham, a united ma-
ritime pa. of Scotland, co. Haddington, 9 m.
S.S.E. North Berwick. Ac. 7153. P. 1113.

White Lackujgton, a pa. of Engl., co. Somer-
set, 1 i m. E.N E. Ilminster. Ac. 1465. P. 260.

White-Lauy-Aston, a pa. of England, co. and
4 m. E.S.E. Worcester. Ac. 1230. P. 3.^3.

Whiteletts, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 1^ m.
N.E. Ayr, on the road to Galston. P. 855.

Whiteley, a tnshp. of the U. S., Pennsylvania,
CO. Greene, on au afiluent of the Mouongahela.

WiiiTELKY, a CO., U. S., North America, Ken-
tucky. P. 7579 free, 183 slaves.

W 1 1 ITELY, a CO., U. S., North America, Indiana.

P. (1860) 10,730.

White Marsh, a township of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania, 11 m. N.W. Philadeljihia.

White Mountains, a detached portion of the

Appalachian system, U. S., North America, in

N.E. part of New Hampshire, about 30 m. in
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length, and 8 to 10 m. in breadth. Mount Wash-
ington, the loftiest peak, lat. 44° 10' N., Ion. 71°
15' W., rises to 6428, Mount Adams, 5960, and
Mount Jefferson, 5860 feet above the sea.

Whiteness, a pa. of Scotland. [Tingwall.]
Whitepakish, a pa. of England^ co. Wilts, 8

m. E.S.E. Salisbury. Ac. 6280. P. 1225.

White Plains, a township of the XJ. S., state

and near New York, semi-cap. co. Westchester.
White Eiver, several rivers of the U. S.,

North America.—I. Arkansas, after a S. course
of 800 m. joins the Mississippi above the influx

of the Arkansas. Affluents Big Black Eiver,
Little Red River, and Cache. With its tribu-

taries, it affords 500 miles of navigation for boats.

—II. Indiana, formed by the confl. of E. and
W. forks, flows S.W., and joins the Wabash
22 m. S.W. Vincennes. In its lower part it is

200 yards across ; and W. fork is navigable for

steam-boats as high as Indianapolis, about 180
m. from the Wabash.—III. Vermont, joins the
Connecticut, after a S.E. course of 60 m., in

which it affords useful water-power to mills.

—

White Eiver is a tnshp., Indiana, co. Randolph.
White Sea (Russ. Bieloe More), a vast gulf

of the Arctic Ocean, the entrance of which is

formed by Cape Sviatoi, in lat. 68° 10' N., Ion. 39°

47' E., and Cape Kanin, lat. 68° 39' 2" N., Ion.

43° 32' 5" E. It extends 380 m. S. and S.W. into

European Russia, between Lapland and Arch-
angel. Breadth 30 to 150 m. Area estimated
at 45,000 sq. m. On the N.W. it forms the

Gulf of Kandalak, and on the S. the Gulfs of

Onega and Archangel. Chief affluents, the
Mezen, D wina, Onega, and Vigo. It is deep, and
navigable for large vessels, except at the mouth
of the Dwina, where there are large sand-banks

;

the greater portion is frozen over from October
till May. It contains the Solovetski islands,

and abounds in herrings and cod fish.

Whitesides, a co. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, in N.W. part of Illinois, cap. Lyndon. Area
729 sq. m. P. (1860) 18,737.

White-Staunton, a pa. of Engl., co. Somer-
set. 3 m. W.N.W. Chard. Ac. 1960. P. 250.

Whitestone, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3^
m. W.N.W. Exeter. Ac. 4077. P. 671.

Whitestown, a tnshp. of the U. S., New York,
semi-cap. co. Oneida, 96 m. W.N.W. Albany.
White-Sulphur-Spkings, a vill. and spa of

the U. S., North America, in the W. part of the
Appalachian mountains of Virginia, with accom-
modation for 1500 visitors. The saline chalybeate
springs, temperature 60° Fahr., are annually re-

eorted to by about 6000 persons.

Whitewater, a township of the U. S., North
America, Ohio, co. Hamilton.
Whitfield, a township of the U. S., North

America, Pennsylvania, co. Indiana.
Whitfield, pas., etc., of Engl.—I. co. Kent, 3

m. N.N.W. Dover. Ac. 893. P. 264.—II. co.

Northampton, 2i m. N.N.E. Brackley. Ac. 1210.

P. 265—III. CO. Northumberiand, 11 m. W.S.W.
Hexham. Ac. 12,125. P. 381.—IV. a townsliip,

CO. Derby, pa. Glossop, 8i m. N.W. Chapel-eu-
le-Frith. P. 5679.
Whitgift, a pa. of England, co. York, West

Riding, 5| m. S.E. Howden. Ac. 8328. P. 2298.

Whithorn (Leucophibia, Ptolemy; Candida
Casa, Bede), a royal pai-1., munic. bor., town,
and maritime pa. of Scotland, co. Wigtown, on
the peninsula between Luce and Wigtown Bays,

the town about 4 m. N. Burrow-head, and 3 m.
N.W. its port at the Isle of Whithorn. Ao. 12,061.

P. 2934. P. of pari. bor. 1623. Corp. rev. (1862-3)

Ibll. The borough, with Wigtown, Stranraer,

and New Galloway, sends 1 member to H. of Q>
The hie of Whithorn, about 2 ra. N.N.E. Burrow-
head, connected to the mainland by a causeway,
has an area of 30 or 40 ac. ; a vill., pop. 468

;

with a small harbour and some ship-building.
Whitkirk, a pa. of England, co. York, West

Ridmg, 4 m. E. Leeds. Ac. 5930. P. 3032.
Whitley, several townships, etc., of England.

—I. a hamlet, co. Berks, pa. St Giles, 2 m, S.
Reading. Ac. 2538. P. 744.—II. a chapelry, co.

Northumberland, pa. Tynemouth, 2J m. N.E.
North Shields. Ac. 639. P. 419, chiefly em-
ployed in mining.—III. (Lower), a township, co
York, West Riding, pa. Thomhill, 4i m. S.W.
Wakefield. Ac. 1011. P. 1042.—IV. {Upper), a
township, same co. and Riding, pa. Kirk-Heaton,

^ m. N.E. Huddersfield. Ac. 1953. P. 947.

Whitley, two cos. of the U. S., N. America.
—I. in S.E. part of Kentucky, on Cumberland
river, cap. Williamsburg. Area 704 sq. m.—II.

in N.E. part of Indiana, cap. Columbia. Area
324 sq. m.
Whitlingham, a pa. of England, co. Norfollr,

2J m. E.S.E. Norwich. Ac. 642. P. 25.

Whitmoee, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, with
a station on the London and N.-W. EaUwav, 10
m. S.S.E. Crewe. Ac. 2023. P. 345.
Whitnash, a pa. of England, co. and 3 ra.

E.S.E. Warwick.
Whitney, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 6 m.

N.E. Hay. Ac. 1483. P. 260.

WmTPAiNE, a township of the U. S., North
America, Pennsylvania, co. Montgomery.
Whitsbury, a pa. of England, cos. Wilts and

Hants, 3^ m. N.N.W. Fordingbridge. P. 204.

Whitsome and Hilton, a united pa. of Scot-
land, CO. Berwick, 5 m. E.S.E. Dunse. Ac. 4896.
P. 640.

Whitstable, a pa. and marit. vill. of England,
CO. Kent, at the entrance of the Swale, into the
estuary of the Thames, opposite the Isle of Shep-
pey, and 6 m. N.N.W. Canterbury, with which it

is connected by railway. Ac. of pa. 4075. P.
3675. It is protected by substantial embank-
ments from landfloods and incursions of the sea.

It has two churches, one forming an important
landmark. From an insignificant fishing place,

it is rapidly rising into importance. The exten-
sive oyster grounds are dredged by an incor-

porated company of working fishermen, whose
gross returns are sometimes 40,000^. per annum.
Whitstable was the principal scene of the ex-
ploits of the religious impostor Thorn, shot in

1338 ; and here was first brought into operation
the diving apparatus invented by Charles Deane.
Whitston, a pa. of England, co Monmouth,

6J m. E.S.E. Newport. Ac. 1073. P. 85.

Whitstone, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 5|-

m. S.S.E. Stratton. Ac. 3787. P. 391.

Whittingham, a pa. of England, co. Northum-
beriand, 8 m. S.W. Alnwick. Ac. 17,484. P.
1923.—II. a township, co. Lancaster, pa. Kirk-
ham, 6 m. N.N.E. Preston. Ac. 4322. P. 683.

Whittingham, a pa. of Scotland, co. and 5 m
E. Haddington. Ac. 16,595. P. 710.

Whittingham, a township of the U. S., North
America, Vermont, 141 m. S.W. Montpelier.
Whittington, several pas., etc., of England.

—

L CO. Derby, 3 m. N. Chesterfield. Ac. ?640.

P. 2864. It has a chalybeate spring.—II. co.

Gloucester, 4 m. E.S.E. Cheltenham. Ac. 1422.

P. 217.—III. CO. Lancaster, 2 m. S.S.W. Kirkby-
Lonsdale. Ac 4322. P. 421.—IV. co. Salop, 3

m. E.N.E. Oswestry, with a station on the

Shrewsbury and Chester Railway. Ac. 8296.

P. 1896,—V. CO, Stafford, 4 m W.N.W. Tam-
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wortli. Ac. 2921. P 819.—VI. a olmpelry, co.

iind 2i m. S.E. Worcester, pa. St Peter. P. 309.

Whittle; several townships of England.—I.

CO. Derby, pa. Glossop, 6 m. N.W. Chapel-en-le-
Frith. Conjoined with 3 others, united pops.
2691.—II. (le Woods), a township, co. Lancaster,
pa. Leyland, 3J m. N.E. Cborley. Ac. 1357. P.

2151. Others are in the same co. and in North-
umberland.
Whittlebukt, a pa. of England, co. North-

ampton, 3J m. S. Towcester. Ac 2870. P. 487.

Whittlesey or Whittlesea, a vill., formerly

a market town of England, co. Cambridge, Isle

of Elv, on the E. G. Kail^ 5 m. E.S.E. Peterboro'.

Ac. of two pas. 25.131. P. 6966— Whittlesea

Mere, co. Huntingdon, 4i m. S. Peterborough,
formerly a lake 2J m. in length by IJ m. in

breadth, was recently drained.

Whittlesford, a pa. of England, co. and on
Northern and Eastern Counties Eailway, 6J m.
S. Cambridge. Ac. 1915. P. 800.

Whittox, two pas. of Engl.—I. co. Lincoln, 8i
m. W.N.W. Bui-ton-on-Humber. Ac. 2440. P'.

215.—IL CO. Suffolk, 2J m. N.N.W. Ipswich, and
included in the bor. P. 565.—III. a pa. of South
Wales, CO. Eadnor, 4 m. N.W. Presteign. Ac
1549. P. 115.

Whitwell, several pas. of Engl.—I. co. Derby,
11 m. E.N.E. Chesterfield. Ac. 4880. P. 1487.

—II. CO. Norfolk, 1 m. S.W. Eeephain. Ac. 1511.

P. 487.—III. CO. Rutland, 4i m. E. Oakham. Ac
602. P. 104.—IV. Isle of Wight. 7\ m. S.S.E.
Newport. Ac 1963. P. 570.

Whitwick, a pa. of Engl., co. Leicester, 5 m.
E.S.E. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Ac. 6220. P. 6439.
Whitvvorth, a pa, of England, co. Durham, 4

m. N.N.E. Bishop-Auckland. Ac 1465. P. 3629.
WnrxLEY, a pa. of Engl., co. York, W. Riding,

6 m. S.S.E. Aldborough. Ac 3470. P. 954.
Whixoe, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4 m.

W.S.W. Clare. Ac 600. P. 145.

Whorltox, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Riding, ojm. S.W. Stokesley. Ac 9690. P. 1008.

Whyd^vh, a country of Africa, forming a prov.
of Dahomey, on the slave coast of Guinea, bor-
dering the Gulf of Guinea, in lat. 0° 30' N., Ion.
2° 10' E. It is highly fertile, and the inhabi-
tants manufacture and dye good cloths, which,
with gold-dust, palm-oil, ivory, and slaves, they
exchange to American and Portuguese traders
for European manufactures and other produce.
Chief town Griwhee, about 8 miles inland. Many
slaves are exported from this part of the coast.

—

IL a town on the shore. Lat. of flagstaff 6° 17'

N., Ion. 2° 5' E. P. 15,000. It is the second city
in the state for pop., and the first for commerce.
The medium of exchange is the cowrie shells.

WiBORG or Wyborg (Finn. Wupuri), a seaport
town of Finland, cap. ten, on a deep inlet of the
Gulf of Finland, 74 m. N.W. St Petersburg. P.
(1864) 5509. In 1862 432 vessels (tonnage 96,639)
entered, and 431 (tonnage 96,678) cleared the
port Vessels belonging to the port (1862) 104.
Value of imports (1862^ 351,436?. ; of exports,
297,393?. It has a citadel on the site of the
original town, founded by the Swedes in 1293.
Area of ten 16,807 sq. m. P. (1864) 277,627.
WiBORG or TiBORG, a town of Denmark, cap.

stift and amt, on the small lake of Wyborg, 36
m. N.W. Aarhuus. P. 4861. It has manufs. of
woollen fabrics, leather, and tobacco.
WiCHELEU, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov.

E. Flanders, on the railway between Ghent and
Mechlin, 6 m. W.S.W. Dendermonde. P. 9161.
WicHEXFORD, a pa. of England, co. and 6 m.

N.N.Vv'. Worcester. Ac 2GG9. P. 336.

WiCHFORD (Great), England. [Wisiifoki).]
Wick, a royal, pari., and manic, seaport town

and pa. of Scotland, cap. co. Caithness, on its i].

coast, at the mouth of the river Wick, in a de.jj
bay, 16 m. S.W. Duncansby-head. Area of pa. 7J
sq. m. P. 12,795 ; do., pari, bor., including Louis-
burgh, Boathaven, and Pultneytown (1861) 7475;
do. of Wickburgli, 2000. Wick proper, on the N.
bank of the river, communicates N. with Louis-
burgh and Boathaven, and S. with Pultneytown.
The town has a pa. church, a quoadsacra & 2 Free
churches, town-hall, court-house, banking oflSces,

school-house, a subscription library, reading-
rooms, chamber of commerce, savings bank, and
two weekly newspapers. It has two harbour:?,
and now (1864) an extensive breakwater in Wick
Bay is being carried out at an estimated expense
of 120,000/. Wick has been for upwards of half
a century the headquarters of the herring flsheiy
of Scotland. In 1855, 952 boats fished here, anil
brought ashore 134,232 barrels of herrings; ia
1863 there were 1084 boats, manned by nearly
6000 men, and the produce was 89,702 barrels.
Since 1855 this fishery has never reached 100,OilO

barrels. Barrel-making, boat-building, and rope-
making are the chief branches of industry. It ex-
ports cattIe,wool, eggs, & oatmeal. Imports, coal,

timber, and colonial produce. Reg. vessels (1862),
sailing 62, tons 3746 ; steam 1, tons 85. Entered
1153, tons 110,869; cleared 1004, tons 107,9J0.
Exports (1862) 205,464/. Corp. rev. (1861-2) 127/.

Customs rev. (1862) 590/. Steamers ply to Leitii,

Aberdeen, Kirkwall, and Lerwick. The borough
unites with DingwaU, Tain, Cromarty, Kirkwall,
and Dornoch in sending one member to H. of C.
Wick, a pa. of South Wales, co. Glamorgan, 5

m. S.E. Bridgend. Ac 1370. P. 404
Wick (St Lawbenck), a pa., Engl., co. Somer-

set, 8^ m. N.N.W. Axbndge. Ac 1900. P. 270.
WicKEN, three pas. of Engl.—I. co. Cambridge,

6Jm. N.W. Newmarket. Ac 3812. P. 995.—II.
CO. Northampton, 3J m. W.S.W. Stony-Stratfoiii.

Ac. 2280. P. 529.—III. (fionarU), co. Essex, 44 in.

S.W. Saffron-Walden. Ac. 841. P. 173.

WiCKESBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, on
the Lincoln and Hull Railway, 4 m. S.W. Markot-
Raisen. Ac. 1997. P. 288.

WicKERSLEY, a x)a. of England, co. York, W.
Riding, 3im. E.S.E. Rotherham. Ac 1230. P. 709.

WiCKFORD, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6 m.
E.S.E. BUlericay. Ac. 1758. P. 462.

WiCKHAM, numerous pas. of England.—I. co.

Hants, 4 m. S.S.E. Bishop's Waltham. Ac 2433.

P. 1035.—II. {Bishops'), co. Essex, 2f m. S. Wit-
ham. Ac 1534. P. 616.—IIL {Breaux), co.

Kent, 4| m. EN.E. Canterbury. Ac. 2310. P.
461.—IV. (Brook), co. Suffolk, 6 m. N.W. Clare.

Ac. 4348. P. 1452.—V. {Childs), co. Gloucester,

5 m. W. Chipping-Camden. Ac 2040. P. 440.

—VI. {East). CO. Kent, 2* m. S.E. Woolwich.
Ac 885. P. 836.—VII. {Market), co. Suffolk, 24
m. N.E. Ipswich, Ac 1174. P. 1571.—VIIL {St

Paul). CO. Essex, 3 m. E.N.E. Castle-Hedingham.
Ac. 1225. P. 409.—EX. {Skeyth), co. Suffolk, 2
m. N. Mendlesham. Ac 1770. P. 564.-X.
( West), CO. Cambridge, 4 m. E.N.E. Linton. Ac.
2937. P. 550.—XL {West), co. Kent, 3 m. S.S.W.
Bromley. Ac. 2646. P. 737.

WiCKHAMFORD, a pa, of Engl., co. Worcester,

2 m. E S.E. Evesham. Ac 1242. P. 124.

Wick-Hampton, a pa. of England, co. Nor-
folk, 3J m. S.S.E. Acle. Ac 1605. P. 119.

Wicklewood, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

3 m. W.N.W. Wymondham. Ac 1664. P. 806.

WiCKLOW, a maritime co. of Ireland, Leinster,

having E. the sea, N.W. and S. the cos. Dubliu^
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Kildare, Carlow, and Wexford. Ac. £00,178.
P. (1861) 86,479. Coasts mostly precipitous,
dangerous owing to shoals, and presenting only
the indifferent harbours of Wicklow and Arklow.
The centre of county is a maze of mountains,
the chief of which are Lugnaquilla, 3039 ; Kip-
pure, 2473 ; Djouce, 2384 ; War Hill, 2364 ; and
Sugar Loaf, 1659 feet above the sea. Principal
rivers the Liffey and Slaney in the W., the Avoca
and Vartry in the E., all of which rise in the
county. Soil fertile in the low lands ; the country
is in many parts well wooded, and extremely
picturesque. Estates generally large. Princi-
pal crops, oats and potatoes, with some wheat in
the E. ; in the mountains grazing is the principal
branch of husbandry. From 10,000 to 12,000
tons of copper ore, and from 1400 to 3800 tons of

lead, annually are mined ; and large quantities of

sulphuret of Iron and some gold are met with.
The manufacture of flannels, formerly important,
has declined ; its principal seat is Stratford on
Slaney. The co. is subdivided into 8 baronies
and 69 parishes, chiefly in the diocese of Dublin
and Glandalagh. Principal towns, Wicklow,
Arklow, and Bray. The co. sends 2 members to

H. of 0. At Glandalagh or Glandalough, for-

merly an episcopal see in this co., is a collection

of ruins termed the " Seven Churches."
Wicklow, a seaport town of Ireland, cap.

above co., at the mouth of the Vartry, here
crossed by a bridge of 8 arches, at the head of

a small bay, and on railway, 27 m. S.E. Dublin.
P. 3448. It is resorted to for sea-bathing, and
has some import trade, and exports copper ore
and corn. The harbour admits vessels drawing
9 feet water only at high tide Wicklow Head,
about 2|- m. E.S.E., is surmounted by two light-

lioiises, 640 and 250 feet in height, in lat 62° 57'

9' N., Ion. 6° W.
Wicklow, a co. of Queensland, Australia, lat.

25° 20' S., Ion. 150° 40' E. It is drained by the
Burnett river, and enclosed by cos. Bowen, New-
castle, Fortescue, Ferguson, and Pelham.—II.

CO. W. Australia, surrounded by cos. Welling-
ton, Grantham, Peel, Goderich, and Nelson. It

contains many salt lakes, & some fine grass lands.

Principal vills.. Bannister and Williamsburg.
WiCKMERE, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 5

m. N.N.W. Aylsham. P. 268.

WiCKWAR, a mkt. town, nominal bor. and pa.

of England, co. Gloucester, on Birmingham Rail-

way, 13 m. N.E. Bristol. Ac. of pa. 2307. P. 949.

WiDCOMBE, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 1^
m. S.S.E. Bath. Ac. 1845. P. 9900.

WiDDECOMBE-IN-THE-MoOR, a pa. of Engl., CO.

Devon, 5 ra. N.N.W. Ashburton. Ac 10,614. P. 854.

WiDDUJGTON, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 5 m.
W.N.W. Thaxted. Ac. 2028. P. 409.

WiDDRiNGTON or WiDRiNGTON, a parochial

chapelry of England, co. Northumberland, on
railway, 7| m. N.E. Morpeth. Ac. 4530. P. 502.

Wide-Bay, an inlet of Queensland, Australia,

in lat. 26° S.

WiDFORD, three pas. of England.—I. co. Essex,

1 m. S.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 692. P. 257.—II.

CO. Gloucester, IJ m. E. Eurford. Ac. 564. P.

33.—III. CO. Hertford, 4 m. E.N.E. Ware. Ac.

1137. P. 456.

WiDiN or WiDDiN, a strongly fortified town
of European Turkey, Bulgaria, on rt. b. of the

Danube, near the Servian frontier, 46 m. S.S.E.

Gladova. P. 25,000. It is the residence of a pasha
and a Greek archbishop, has numerous mosques,
and trade in rock-salt, corn, and wine.

WiDLEY, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 4J m.
E.N.E. Fareham. Ac. 1090. P. 725.

WiDMERE-PooLE, a pa. of England, co. and 9
m. S.S.E. Nottingham. Ac. 2190. P. 151.

Widness-witu-Appleton, a tushp., England,
CO. Lancaster, pa. Prescot. Ac. 3330. P. 6905.

WiDwoRTiiY, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3.J

m. E.S.E. Honiton. Ac. 1437. P. 188.

WiEDi-jJERt'CK, atown of Prussian Westphalia,
gov. and 40 m. S.W. Minden, cap. circ, oii the

Ems. P. 2710.
WiEGSTADTL Or WicusTADEL, a town of Aus-

trian Silesia, circ and 12 m. S.S.W. Troppau.
WiEHE or Weche, a town of Prussian Saxony

gov. and 27 m. W.S.W, Merseburg. P. 1850.

Wield, a pa. of England, co Hants, 6 m. W.
Alton. Ac 2087. P. 304.

Wielicza, a mining town of Austrian Polaml,
Galicia, circ. and 18 m. W. Bochnia. P. 4500. It

is celebrated for its salt mine, yielding annually
upwards of 700,000 cwts. of rock salt. Within
this mine are a fresh-water lake, a rivulet, and a

chapel hewn out of rock salt.

WiELiz or Welij, a town of Russia, cap. dist.,

gov. and 74 m. E. Vitebsk. P. 6800.

Wien, the cap. city of Austria. [Vienna.]
Wiener-Neustadt, a strongly fortified town

of Lower Austria, on the canal of Neustadt, 28
ra. S. Vienna. Pop. in 1851 (excluding garrison)

12,862. It has a college, a military school, a
Cistercian abbey, and manufs. of silk ribbons,

velvets, and refined sugar. It is a principal

entrepSt of the trade between Hungary and S.

Europe.—The canal of Neustadt, 33 m. in length,

joins the Danube at Vienna.
Wienerwald (the " Vienna Foresf'), a moun-

tain range of S. Germany, a branch of the Norio
Alps, extending from the Styrian frontier N.E.
to the Danube near Vienna, and separating
Lower Austria into the circles above and below
the Wienerwald.
WiEPRZ, a river of Poland, gov. Lublin, rises

S. Zamosz, flows N. and W., and after a course of

150 m., joins the Vistula, 5 m. N. Pobrowinki.
WiERiNGEN, an island of the Netherlands, prov.

N. Holland, in the Zuyder-Zee, 9 m. S.E. tlie

Helder. Length 6 m. ; breadth U m. P. 1800.

WiEBUSKOW or WiERUSZow, a town of Poland,
prov. and 31 m. S. Kalico. P. 3400.

Wierzbolow or Wyrballen, a town, Poland,

gov. Augustowo, 8 m. W.S.W, Wilkowiszki. I'.

2060, one-third of whom are Jews.
Wiesbaden, a town, and one of the oldest

watering-places of Germany, Prussia, Nassau,

on the S.W. slope of the Taunus mountains,

90 feet above the Rhine, 5 m. N.N.W, Mayenct>.

Pop. with Clarenthal (1864), 26,573. It has a

handsome Gothic Protestant church, with five

towers, built 1860 ; a Roman Catholic church ; tljn

ducal palace, palace of the Dowager Duchess, in

the style of the Alhambra; a museum, with a col-

lection of antiquities and objects of natural hi.-i-

tory ; and a literarj', chemical, and agricultural

institution, and excellent schools. One m. N. of the

town is the richly adorned Russian-Greek chapel,

with a double cross 183 feet above the ground.

The Cursal is the great resort of visitors, who,
in 1863, amounted to 35,000, one-third of whom
were passers tlirough. The grounds are taste-

fully laid out with temples and fountains. Its

springs, the ancient Aquai-Mattiaci, are saline,

containing silica, iron, and free carbonic acid
;

and the hottest, the Kochbrunnen, has a temp, of

156° Fahr. It is connected by rail, with Frank-
furt and Biberach.
WiESE or WiESA, a vill. of Saxony, 15 m. S.S.E,

Chemnitz. P. 1200. It has public baths.

WiESELBUKG (Hung. Mosony), a town of W
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Hungary, cap. co., on an arm of the Danube, 21

m. S.S.E. Presburg. P. 2960.

WiiiSEXTHAL, several towns of Germany.—I.

{Ober and Unter), Saxony, circ. Zwickau, on the

Bohemian frontier, 27 m. S. Chemnitz. United

pop. 3640, chiefly engaged in mining.—II. Bo-

hemia, circ. and 20 m. N.E. Elbogen, in the Erz-

gebirge. P. 1670, employed in silver, copper, and
tin mines.—III. gi-and duchy Baden, circ. Lower
Ehine, 3 m. E.S.E. Philippsburg. P. 1450.

"WiKSLOCH, a town of Baden, circ. Lower Rhine,

cap. dist., on the Leimbach, and on the Baden
Railway, 8 m. S. Heidelberg. P. 2721.

WiFLisBURG,atown, Switzerland. [A^'EKCHES.^

WiGAX, a pari., munic. bor., pa., and tnshp. of

England, co. Lancaster, on the Douglas, on the

Leeds and Liverpool Canal, and on the London
and N.W. Rail., at the intersection of the Lan-
cashire and Yorkshire line, 15i_m. S. Preston.

Ac. of pa. 28,433. P. 78,190. P. of bor. (1851)

31,941 ; (1861) 37,658. Alt 153 ft. The town is

in the centre of a coal-field. It has 4 churches, and
several dissenting and Roman Catholic chapels,

town-ball, sessions-hall, gaol, mechanics' insti-

tute, and a school of mines. It has manufs. of cot-

ton goods ; iron works, & factories for edge tools,

naUs, brass wares, and machinery. There are
also extensive collieries of coal and cannel coal.

Wigan returns 2 members to House of Commons.
Reg. electors (1864) 863. This town supported
the royalists in the civil war.
WiGBOROUGH, two pas. of England, co. Essex.

—I. iGreaiX 6J m. S.S.W. Colchester. Ac. 2585.

P. 428.—II. (Little), 7 m. S.S.W. Colchester. Ac
1168. P. 92.

WiGGENHALL, Several contiguous pas. of Eng-
land, CO. Norfolk.—I. (St German), 4 m. S.S.W.
Lynn-Regis. Ac 1219. P. 633.—II. (St Mary),
5 m. S.W. Lj-nn. Ac 2807. P. 307.—IIL (St
Mary-Magdalene), 5| m. S.S.W. Lynn. Ac 4248.
P. 825.—IV. (St Peter), 5 m. S.W. Lynn-Regis.
Ac 944. P. 153.

WiGGEXHOLT, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 7
m. N.N.E. Ai-undel. Ac 841. P. 34.

WiGGiXTON, 3 pas. of England.—I. co. Herts,

IJ m. S.E. Tring. Ac 1662. P. 641.—IL co.

Oxford, bi m. W.N.W. Deddington. Ac. 1780.

P. 330.—III. CO. and 5 m. N. York, N. Riding.
Ac. 1435. P. 349.—IV. a chapelry, co. Stafford,

pa. Tamworth. Ac. 3700. P. 670.

WiGHiLL, a pa. of England, co. York. 3 m.
N.N.W. Tadcaster. Ac. 2588. P. 280.
WiGHTOx, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2 m.

N.N.E. Little Walsingham. Ac. 2932. P. 612.
Wight (Isle of), Vectis, an island in the Eng-

lish Channel, off the S. coast of England, sepa-
rated by the Solent and Spithead from the main-
land of Hampshire, in which co. it is included.
Length, E to W., 22J m. ; greatest breadth at its

fisntre, 13^ m. Area 136 sq. m., or 86,810 ac
P. (1861) 55,362. It is one of the most beautiful
parts of the kingdom, presenting almost every
variety of landscape in miniature. Surface on the
N. coast undulating, & in many parts well wooded

;

it rises in elevation towards the centre, where a
range of chalk hills traverses it from E. to W.

;

Ihe highest point, St Catherine Hill, is 830 feet
above the sea, and the S. (especially the S.E.)
coast, popularly termed the " back of the island,
is characterized by precipitous cliffs, ravines, or
" chines," and scenery of a most romantic kind.
On this side are the Culver cliff, Dunnose point,
Shanklin, Luccombe, and Blackgang chines, etc.

Off its W. extremity are the Needle rocks. The
Medina river partly separates it into two nearly
equal portions, the E. of which is the more fertile.

Soil generally good ; com, malt, wool, salt, and
fine sand for the manuf. of glass, form the chief
exports. In the W. are some wide downs, and
about 40,000 fine fleeced sheep are reared on the
uplands. A small manuf. of lace is carried on by
the rural pop. Principal towns, Newport, the cap.,

Yarmouth, Cowes, Ryde, and Ventnor ; the three
last are greatly frequented in summer as bathing
places ; and near Cowes is Osborne House, a
favourite residence of Queen Victoria. The island
has constant communication by steam-boats with
Portsmouth and Southampton. Since the Reform
Act, it has, exclu.sive of the bor. Newport, sent 1

member to H. of C. Reg. electors (1864) 2315.
WiOMORE, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 8J

m. N.W. Leominster. Ac. 3441. P. 499.

WiGNEHiES, a coram, of France, dep. Nord, arr.

Avesnes, cant. Trelon. P. 2256. Manufs, of
cotton, wool, flour, and brass wares.
WiGSTON (Magna), a pa. of England, on rail-

way, CO. and 3^ m. S.S.E. Leicester. Ac. 2780.

P. 2521.

—

Wigston Parva is a chapelry in pa.

Claybrooke, 6 m. N.W. Lutterworth. P. 75.

WiGTOPT, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 7 m.
S.W. Boston. Ac 3300. P. 732.

WiGTON, a pa., mkt. town, and tnshp. of Engl.,
CO. Crmiberland, on the Carlisle and Whitehaven
Rail., llj m. S.W. Carlisle Ac. of pa. 11,800.

P. 6023 ; do. of tnshp. 4011. Alt 107 ft Manufs.
ginghams, muslins, fustians, and checks. About
1 m. S. is Old Carlisle, anciently a Roman station.—^11. a tnshp., CO. York, W. Riding, pa. Hare-
wood, 5 HL N.N.E. Leeds.
Wigtown, a royal, pari., mimic, bor., seaport

town and pa. of Scotland, cap. co., near the mouth
of the Bladenoch in Wigtown Bay, 9 m. N. Whit-
horn. Ac. of pa. 5500. P. 2637 ; do. of pari. bor.

2027 ; do. of burgh, 2101. It has new county build-
ings and courts, assembly rooms, and mechan-
ics' institute, prison, custom-house, and stamp
office. The harbour, about ^ m. distant, belongs
to the port of Dumfries. Steamers ply to Liver-
pool. Corp. rev. (1862-3) 548/. Customs rev.

(1862) 83t Reg. vessels (1862) sailing 58, ton.

3255. Entered 648, tons 33,357; cleared 416,

tons 26,725. The bor. unites with Stranraer,

Whithorn, and New Galloway in sending ono
member to House of Commons.— Wigtoum Bay,
an inlet of the Irish Sea, between Wigtownshire
and the stewartry of Kirkcudbright, is 15 m. in

length ; breadth at entrance 12 ni. At its head it

receives the Cree river.

Wigtownshire or West Galloway, the most
S.W. CO. of Scotland, having E. the stewartry of

Kirkcudbright, N. Ayrshire, W. the North Chan-
nel, and S. the Irish Sea. Ac. 327,906. P. (1861)
42,095. Rainfall at Stranraer 55 inches. Alt.

209 feet. On the S. it is indented by Wigtown
and Luce Bays, and the latter, with Loch Ryan
on the N.W., nearly shut off from the rest of the
area, form the peninsula called the Rhinns of

Galloway. Surface undulating, rising toward
the N. to from 500 to 1000 feet above the sea.

Principal rivers, the Cree, which forms the E.
boundary, Bladenoch, Tarf, and Luce, all flow-
ing S. About one-third of the co. consists of

moorlands, interspersed with small lakes, the
principal of which are Dowalton and Castle Ken-
ned}' Lochs ; the rest of the surface is well tilled,

or in excellent pasttu-es, especially in the machers
or " low country," between Wigtown and Luce
Bays, and in the Rhinns, where the land is highly
fertile. Climate moist and mild. Principal crops,

oats and barley, but considerable quantities of

wheat, potatoes, and turnips are raised. Breeds
of cattle very superior. The co. is divided into
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17 pas. Principal towns, Wigtown, Stranraer,

and Whithorn. The co. sends one member to

H. of C. Eeg. electors (1862) 1113. It abounds
with antiquities, chiefly those antecedent to the
Eoinan dominion.
Wihk-au-Val, a comm. of France, dep. Haut-

Ehin, arr. Colmar, cant. Wintzenheira. P. 1046.

It has oil, cotton, and cloth manufactures.
WiKE, a tnshp. of Engl., co. York, W. Eiding,

3J- m. S.S.W. Bradford. Ac. 920. P. 3016.

WiLBARSTON, a pa. of Engl., co. Northampton,
5} m. E. Mkt.-Harborough. Ac. 2800. P. 721.

WiLBERFORCK, a post vill. of New S. Wales,
CO. Cook, on Hawkesbury river. P. (1861) 189.

W1LBERKOS.S, a pa. of Eugl., co. York, E Eiding,
5 m. W.N.W. Polkinjrtoii. Ac. 2870. P. 632.

WiLBKAiiAM, two coiitigumis pas. of England.
—I. CO. and 6 m. E. Cambridge. Ac. 2800. P.

596.— II. (Little), same co., 7 m. E. Cambridge.
Ac 1300. P. 353.

WiLBKAHAM, a township, U. S., N. America,
Massachusetts, on the Chickapee, and on Boston
and Springfield Eailway, 68 m. W.S.W. Boston.
It has a large Wesleyan academy.
Wii.BURTON, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,

djs m. W.S.W. Ely. Ac. 2233. P. 06O.

WiLBY, three pas. of England.—I. co. Norfolk.

Ac. 1400. P. 98.—II. CO. Northampton, 2J ra.

S.W. Wellingborough. Ac. 1120. P. 456.—III.
CO. Suffolk, 6 m. E.S.E. Eye. Ac. 1844. P. 560.

WiLCOT, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 2 m.
W.N.W. Pewsey. Ac. 2668. f. 661.

WiLCoTE, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 4 m.
N.N.E. Witney. Ac. 270. P. 12.

Wilcox, two cos. of the U. S., North America.
—I. Alabama, near its centre, cap. Barboursville
Area 906 sq. m. P. (1860) 6821 free, 17,797
slaves.—II. Georgia. P. 1694 free, 421 slaves.

WiLDBAD, a town of Wurtemberg, circ. Black
Forest, on the Enz, in a deep valley, 28 m.
W.S.W. Stuttgart. P. 1735. It has warm baths,

temperature from 94° to 100° Fahr.
WiLDBERG, a town of WUrtemberg, circ. Black

Forest, 23 m. W.S.W. Stuttgart. P. 1787.

WiLDEMANN, a mining town of Hanover, dist.

Clausthal, in the Harz, 3 m. N.W. Clausthal.

P. 1000.— Wildenfels is a town of Saxony, circ.

Zwickau, 18 m. S.W. Chemnitz. P. 2374.

WiLDEN, a pa. of England, co. and 5 m. N.E.
Bedford. Ac. 2160. P. 501.

WiLDENSCHWERT Or WiLDENSCHWERD, a tOWn
of Bohemia, circ. and 25 m. E. Chrudim, on the
Adier, and on railway. P. 2883.

WiLDESHAUSEN, a town of N. Germany, prin-
cipality of Oldenburg, circ. Delmenhorst, on the
Hunte, 20 m. S.W. Bremen. P. 2008.

WiLDON, a market town of Austria, Styria,

circ. Gratz, and on railway. P. 2500.

WiLF'ORD, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m.
S.S.W. Nottingham. Ac. 1450. P. 604.

WiLHAMSTEAD, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.
S.S.E. Bedford. Ac. 3027. P. 1032.

Wii.HKMHSTHAL, a town of Prussian Silesia,

gov. Breslau, near the Austrian frontier, 19 m.
S.S.E. Glatz. P. 660.

Wilkes, two cos. of the U. S., North America.
—I. in N.W. part of North Carolina, on the

Yadkin, cap. Wilkesborough. Area 579 sq. m.
P. (1860) 13,541 free, 1208 slaves.—II. in E. part

of Georgia, cap. Washington. Area 486 sq. m.
P. 3467 free, 7953 slaves.

WiLKKSBARRE, a bor. and township of the

U. S., North America, Pennsylvania, cap. co.

Luzerne, on the Susquehanna, in the valley of

Wyoming, and in the midst of productive coal

mines, 83 m. N.E. Harrisburg.

WiLKiKS, a town of the U. S., North America,
Pennsylvania, 10 m. E. Pittsburg.
Wilkinson, two cos. of the D. S., North Ame-

rica.—I. near the centre of Georgia, cap. Irwin-
ton. Area 388 sq. m. P. 5489 free, 3887 slaves.
•—II. Mississippi, at its S.W. extremity, cap.

Woodville. Area 654 sq. m. P. (1860) 2801
free, 13,132 slaves.

Wilkowyschke, a town of Eussian Poland,
gov. Augustowo, 37 m. N. SuwalkL P. 5591, of

whom two-thirds are Jews.
WiLKSBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 5 m.

S.S.E. Horncastle. Ac. 670. P. 67.

Will, a co. of the U. S., North America, Illi-

nois. P. 29,321.

Willamette, a river of the U. S., N. Ame-
rica, Oregon, rises in the Cascade range, and
flows N.W. and N. to the Columbia, 8 m. below
Vancouver ; ocean steamers ascend 15 m. to

Portland ; 10 m. beyond are the falls of the Wil-
1amtee, & its valley is the most fertile in Oregon,
Willand, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 2J m.

N.N.E. Collumpton. Ac. 989. P. 382.

WiLLCRiCK, a pa. of England, co. Monmouth,
4| m. E.S.E. Caerieon. Ac. 406. P. 28.

WiLLEMSTADT, a fortifled town of the Nether-
lands, prov. North Brabant, on Hollands-diep,
17 m. N.W. Breda. P. 2000.

WiLLEMSTADT, the Cap. town of the island Cu-
rafao, in the Caribbean Sea, on its S. coast. Lat.
of Port Amsterdam 12° 6' 3' N. ; Ion. 68° 54' W.
P. 7000. It has a government house, and is the
centre of commerce of the Dutch West Indies.

WiLLEN, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 1\ m. S.
Newport-Pagnell. Ac. 450. P. 80.

WiLLENBERG Or WiELBARK, a town of E.
Prussia, 91 m. S.S.E. Konigsberg. P. 1820.

WiLLENHALL, a chapelry of England, co. Staf-

ford, pa. and 3 m. E. Wolverhampton, on the
N.-W. Eailway. P. 17,256. Nearly all employed
in lock-making.
WiLLERBY, a pa. of Engl., co. York, E. Eiding,

6 m. S.W. Scarborough. Ac. 4180. P. 468.

WiLLERSEY, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,

3 m. W. Chipping-Campden. Ac. 1344. P. 373.

WiLLERSLEY, a pa. of England, co. Hereford,
7 m. N.W. Hay. Ac. 230. P. 13.

WiLLESBOROUGH, a pa. of England, co. Kent,

IJ m. S.E. Ashford. Ac. 1457. P. 1780.

WiLLESDEN, a pa. of England, co. Middlesex,
with a station on the London & N.-W. Eailway,
4 m. N.W. Paddington. Ac. 4190. P. 3879.

WiLLESLEY, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 2^ m.
S.W. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Ac. 910. P. 45.

WiLLEY, two pas. of England.—I. co. Salop, 5
m. N.N.W. Bridgenorth. Ac. 1390. P. 149.—
II. CO. Warwick, 6^m. N. Eugby. Ac. 970. P. 141.

William (River), co. Wicklow, New S. Wales,
flows W., and joins Murray river 15 m. N.W.
Williamslaurgh.—II. New South Wales, after a
S. course of 70 m., between cos. Durham and
Gloucester, joins the Hunter near Eaymond-
teriaoe.—III. (Island), in the Pacific Ocean, is

between New Ireland and New Britain.

William Henry, a town of Canada. [Sorel.]
Williams, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Ohio, in its N.W. part. Area 432 sq. m. P
(1860) 16,633.—II. a township of Pennsylvania,
CO. Northampton. P. 2634.

Williamsburg, a co. of the XT. S., Nortl,
America, in E. part of S. Carolina. Area 108/
sq. m. P. (1860) 5230 free, 10,259 slaves—
Also several townships, etc.—L Massachusetts, 8
m. N.W. Northampton.—II. New York, and a
suburb of that city on its N.E. side.—III. an
ancient city of Virginia, 48 m. E.S.E. Eichmoad

;
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b the seat of William and Mary College.—IV.

a town of Ohio, 28 m. E. Cincinnati.

Williamson, three cos. of U. S., N. America.
.—I. Tennessee, near its centre, cap. Franklin.

Area 636 sq. m. P. pSGO) 11,460 free, 12,367

slaves.—II. Illinois, in its S. part, cap. Bain-

bridge. Area 432 sq. m. P. 12,205.-111. Texas.

P. 3638 free, 891 slaves.

WiLLiAJispoRT, a town, U. S., North America,
Pennsylvania, on W. branch of the Susque-
hanna, and on railway, 190 m. N.W. Philadel-

phia. It is a pleasant summer resort.

WiLLiAMSTON, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-
broke, 4 m. N.W. Tenby. Ac. 1431. P, 535.

WiLLiA»iSTOWN, a seaport town of Victoria,

Australia, on a headland in Port-Philip, and on
railway, 6 m. S.W. Melbourne, and opposite

which vessels of large burden can anchor.
WiLLiAMSTOWN, sev. townships of the U. S.,

North America.—I. Massachusetts, 20 m. N.
Pittsfield.—II. Vermont, 11 m. S.E. Montpelier.—
III. New York, co. and 28 m. E. Oswego.—IV.
Connecticut in Berkshire, the seat of William's
college, founded 1793.

WiLLiAN, a pa. of England, co. Herts, 3 m.
E.N.E. Hitchic. Ac 1854. P. 281.

WiLLiNGALE, two contiguous pas. of England,
CO. Essex.—I. (-Doe), 4^ m. N.E. Chipping-Ongar.
Ac. 1739. P. 438.—II. (Spain), 4|m. N.E. Chip-
ping-Ongar. Ac. 1200. P. 207.

WiLLiNGDOJf, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 2^
m. N.N.W. East Bourne. Ac. 4259. P. 709.
WiLLiNGHAM, Several pas. of England.—I. co.

Cambridge, 6 m. E.S.E. St Ives. Ac. 4663. P.
1630.—II. CO. Lincoln, 5i m. S.E. Gainsborough.
Ac. 2170. P. 520.—III. CO. Suffolk, 3im. S.S.E.
Beccles. Ac. 1023. P. 142.—IV. iCherry), co.

and 3J m. E.N.E. Lincoln. Ac. 980. P. 173.—
V. {Northy, same co., ^ m. E.S.E. Market-
Eaisen. Ac. 1990. P. 203.—VI. (Sotak), same
CO., 5 m. E.N.E, Wragby. Ac. 1900. P. 340.
WiLLiuGTON, several pas. of England.—I. co.

and 4 m. E. Bedford. Ac. 1648. P. 290.—II. co.
and 6J m. S.W. Derby, on railway to Birmingham.
Ac. 1270. P. 477.—III. co. Durham, until lately
united with Brancepeth. Ac. 1485. P. 2393.

W1LLIS.VU, atovm of Switzerland, 15 m.W.N.W.
Lucerne, on the Wigger. P. 1408.
WiLLiSHAM, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 3 m.

S.S.W. Needham. Ac 927. P. 186.
WiLLOUGHBT, Several pas. of England.—L co.

Lincoln, 3J m. S.S.E. AJford. Ac. 4280. P.
785.—II. CO. Warwick, 4 m. N.W. Daventry.
Ac. 2290. P. 372.—IIL QScott), co. Lincoln, 8
m. N.N.W. Eolkingbam. Ac. 556. P, 19.—IV.
(.Silk), same co., 2^ m. S.W. Sleaford. Ac. 2505.
P. 237.—V. (Waterless), co. Leicester, 5i m.
N.N.E. Lutterworth. Ac. 1151. P. 372.—VI.
(on^he- Wolds), co. Nottingham, 7J m. N.E.
Loughborough. Ac. 2080. P. 573.
WiLLOUGHBY, a pa. of New South Wales, co.

Cumberland, on Port-Jackson. P. (1861) 2432.— WiUoughhy Cape is the E. point of Kangaroo
Island, S. Australia, lat 35° 54' S., Ion. 138° 15' E.
WiLLOUGHBY, a townslup of the U. S., North

America, Ohio, on Lake Erie, 164 m. N.N.E.
Columbus. It is the seat of Willoughby Uni-
versity, founded in 1834.—The Willoughby Lake,
Vermont, is 5 miles long.
WiLix>CGHTON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

8 m. E.N.E. Gainsborough, Ac. 2460. P. 620.
Wills, a tnshp. of the U. S., N. America, Ohio,

CO. Guernsey.— WilUhorough is a township. New
York, on Lake Champlain, 15 m. N.E. Elizabeth.
WiLLSTEDT, a market town of Baden, circ.

Middle Khine, 5 m. N.N.W. Offenburg. P 1500

ifii?WiLMANSTKASD (Fin. Lappavando), a fortiflei

town of Finland, Isen and 31 m. N.W. Wiborg,
cap. circ, on the S. shore of the Lake Saima.
P. 1500. In August 1741, the Swedes were here
defeated and the town taken by the Russians, to

whom it was ceded by the treaty of Abo.
Wilmington, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Kent, IJ m. S. Dartford. Ac 1715. P. 1058.—
II. CO. Sussex, 4i m. S.W. Hailsham. Ac.
1744. P. 2.50.

Wilmington, a town or city and port of entry,

U. S., North America, Delaware, semi-cap. co.

Newcastle, between Brandywine and Christiana
Creeks, 1 m. above their junction, 39 m. N.
Dover, and on rail, from Philadelphia to Balti-

more. P. (1860) 21,508. Principal edifices, the
city hall, custom-house, market houses, alms-
house, arsenal, 19 churches, and some extensive
flour-mills on the Brandywine. It has manufac •

tures of cotton and woollen cloths, breweries,

potteries, and whale fisheries. Christiana Creek
is navigable to it for vessels drawing 14 feet

water.—II. a township, Vermont, 18 m. E. Ben-
nington.—III. a town and port, North Carolina,

CO. New Hanover, on Cape Fear iCiver, 35 m. N.
Cape Fear. P. 9552. Its harbour admits vessels

of 300 tons, and opposite it are fine rice grounds.
Wilmington Island, Georgia, in the Savannah
river, 8 m. S.E. Savannah, is 6 m. in length by
4 m. in breadth.
WiLMSLOW, a pa. of England, co. Chester, on

the Manchester branch of the N.-Westem Bail.,

7^ m. S.S.W. Stockport. Ac 8028. P. 6616.

WiLNA, a g(»v. and town of Russia, f~ViLMA.1
WiLNA, a township of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, New York, with the vill. Carthage.
WiLNE (Gre.\t), a pa. of England, co. and 7J

m. S.E. Derby. Ac. 8500. P. 2095.

WiLNECOTE, a hamlet of England, co. Warwick,
pa. and 3 m. S.S.K Tamworth, on the Birming-
ham and Derby Railway. P. 1350.

WiLSDEN, a township of England, co. York, W.
Riding, pa. Bradford, 4 m. S.S.E. Keighley. Ac
2450. P. 2888. [Willesden.]
WiLSDRUF, a town of Saxony, circ and 9 m

W. Dresden, on the Wilde-Sau. P. 2135.

WiLSFORD, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Lincoln, 4J m. W.S.W. Sleaford. Ac 2860. P.

641.—IL CO. Wilts, IJ m. S.W. Amesbury. Ac.
1591. P. 140.—III. (Dauntsey), same co., 4| m.
W.S.W. Pewsey. Ac 2997. P. 521. '

WitSNACK, a town of Prussia, prov. Branden-
burg, gov. and 60 m. N.W. Potsdam, on the Kar-
thaue. P. 1800.

Wilson, two cos. of the U. S., North America.
—I. near the centre of Tennessee, cap. Lebanon.
Area 468 sq. m. P. (1860) 18,108 free, 7964
slaves.—II. in N. Carolina. P. 6224 free, 3496
slaves.—III. a township, New York, co. Niagara,
10 m. N.W. Lockport. P. 2955.

Wilson Promontory, Victoria, forms the S.

extremity of the continent of Australia, in Bass
Strait, lat 39° 8' S., Ion. 146° 23' E. It is 2500
feet above the sea. Around it are many small
islands, and on its E. side are Corner Inlet and
Waterloo Bay.— Wilson Peak, in the Clarence
River dist.. New South Wales, is on the principal

dividing range of mountains.— Wilson Inlet, West
Australia, co. Plantagenet, is 30 m. W. Albany.
WtLSTER, a town of Prussia, duchy Holstein,

on the Wilsteraue, 9 m. N.N.W. GlUckstadt. P.

3144. It has a considerable trade in com.
Wilton, a pa., pari., and munic. bor. of Eng-

land, CO. Wilts, 3^ m. W.N.W. Salisbury. Ac.

of pa. 1791. P. 1980. Ac of pari. bor. 38,000.

P. 8657. Manufs. carpets. The bor. returns 1
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member to H. of 0. Reg. electors (1864) 2G4.—
II. a pa., CO. Somerset, ^ m. S.W. Taunton, of

which it is a suburb. Ac. 700. P. 1030.—III.

(Bishop's'), a pa., co. York, E. Riding, 4 m. N.
rocklington. Ac. 7224. P. 910.—IV. a chapelry,
N. Riding, 3} m. N.W. Guisborough. P. 927.

WiLTOS, a pa. and town of Scotland, co. Rox-
burgh, comprising a part of the town of Hawick.
Ac. 8820. P. 3357 ; of town 2210.

Wilton, several townships of the U. S., North
America.— I. New Hampshire, 40 m. S.W. Con-
cord.—II. New York, 12 m. N. Ballston-spa.

—

III. Maine, 30 m. W.N.W. Augusta.—IV. Con-
necticut, 65 m. S.W. Hartford.
Wiltshire, an inland co. of England, in its S.

part, enclosed by the cos. Hants, Dorset, Somer-
set, Gloucester, and Berks. Ac. 865,092. P.

(1861) 249,311. Alt. 300 feet. Rainfall at Baver-
stock 31 inches. Its centre is occupied by the
table-land of Salisbury Plain, in which rise its

principal rivers, the Somerset and Hampshire
Avon, the Kennet, and some affluents of the
Thames, which partly forms its N. border. In
the N. and S. is some highly fertile land, and here
dairy husbandry is important. Agriculture is

generally well conducted
;
principal crops, wheat

and barley, with green crops and potatoes. Sheep
estimated at 700,000, of which number nearly
G-7ths are pastured on the Downs ; annual pro-
duce of wool between 800 and 900 packs. Many
swine are reared, and Wiltshire is famous for its

bacon ; its cheese and butter are also in repute.
There are quarries of freestone on the border
of Somerset ; chalk is the other chief mineral.
Principal manufactures are woollens, silks, and
cottons. Carpets are woven at Wilton; broad-
cloths, etc., at Bradford, Devizes, Heytesbury,
Chippenham, Westbury, Trowbridge, etc.; linens
and silks at Stourton and Maiden-Bradley. Salis-

bury has manufs. of cutlery and steel goods.
Wilts is intersected by the Gt. W. and S. W.
Railways, and the Kennet and Avon, Wilts and
Berks Canals. The co. is in the diocese of Salis-

bury and W. circuit. After Salisbury, its cap.,

chief towns are Wilton, Devizes, Warminster,
Trowbridge, Chippenham, Malmsbury, Marl-
borough, Swindon, and Crickdale. With its

bors. it sends 18 members to H. of C. Reg. co.

electors (1864), north division, 4988 ; south divi-

. sion, 3276 ; total 8264. Besides Stonehenge and
Avebury, it contains num. vestiges of antiquity.

Wily, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 7 m. E.N.E.
Hindon. Ac. 2279. P. 489.

WiMBiSH, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4 m.
E.S.E. Saffron-Walden. Ac. 4862. P. 939.

Wimbledon, a pa., England, co. Surrey, 8J m.
S.W. St Paul's Cathedral, London, with a station
on the S.-W. RaUway. Ac. 3700. P. 4644.

Wimblington. a hamlet, Engl., co. Cambridge,
on railway, 3^ m. S. March. Ac. 7589. P. 1114.

WiMBOKNE (St Giles), a pa. of England, 2 m.
W.S.W. Cranbome. Ac. 3978. P. 436.
WiMBORNE-MiNSTER, a pa., market town, and

nominal bor. of England, co. Dorset, between the
ytour and Allen, and on the S.-W. Railway, 7 m.
N. Poole. Ac. of pa. 11,966. P. 4807 ; do. of

town, 2271. It has a minster or collegiate church

;

and manufs. woollen goods and stockings.
WiMBOTSHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

l^m. N.N.E. Downham-Market. Ac. 2015. P. 508.

WiMEswoLD, a pa. of England, co. Leicester,

5 m. E.N.E. Loughborough. Ac. 4220. P. 1209.

WiMiLLE, a comm. and vill. of Prance, dep.

Pas-de-Calais, 2 ra. N. Boulogne. P. 2128. It has
UTOn mines, brass and pottery works, & tanneries.

vViaiMZRA. a river of Victoria, Australia, in W^

flows W. and N. through L. Hindmarsh, lowarda
the Murray, but is absorbed in the desert. Gives
name to a district S. of the Murray.
WiMMEBBY, a town, Sweden, Isen and 72 m.

N.N.W. Kalmar, 32 m. S.W. Westervik. P. 1796.

WiMPFEN, a town of Germany, Hessen-Darm-
stadt, prov. Starkenburg, cap. a detached dist.,

between Baden and Wurtemberg, at the conflu-

ence of the Jaxt and Neckar, 7 m. N.N.W, Heil-
bronn. P. 2187. It was formerly a free city of

the empire ; and has an extensive salt work.
WiMPOLE, a pa. of England, co. Cambridge,

6 m. S.S.E. Caxton. Ac 2428. P. 406.

WiNCANTON, a pa. and market town of Eng-
land, CO. Somerset, 23 m. S. Bath. Ac. of pa.

4130. P. 2450. It has manufs. of linens, bed-
ticking, and silk ; and it is an important mart
for cheese, butter, com, and cattle. In 1688, the
Prince of Orange, soon after landing at Torbay,
here attacked and defeated a body of royal troops.

WiNCEBY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.
S.E. Horncastle. Ae. 842, P. 67,

Winch, two pas. of England, co. Norfolk.—

L

(^East), on the East Anglian Railway, 6 m. E.S.E.
Lyun. Ac. 2530. P. 434.—II. (_West), 2J m, S-
Lynn. Ac. 1170. P. 470.

WiNCHAM, a township of England, co. Chester,

2js m. E.N.E. Norwich. Ac. 941. P. 642.

WmciiBURGH, a vill. of Scotland, co. and 6 m.
E.S.E. Linlithgow, pa. Kirkliston, on the Edin-
burgh and Glasgow Railway.
WiNCHCOMBE, a pa. and market town of Eng-

land, CO. Gloucester, in the vale of the Islip, 6 nu
N.E. Cheltenham. Ac. of pa. 5700. P. 2937-
It has a Gothic church, paper mill, sUk mills,

and manufs. of stockings and thread.

WiNCHELSEA, a pari, bor., cinque-port, market
town, and pa. of England, co. Sussex, near its E.
extremitj', 2 m. S.W. Rye. Ac. of pa. 1510. P.
719. Altitude 126 feet. The town, about 2 m. in
circuit, extends into three adjacent parishes. Old
Winchelsea, a place of importance in the Roman
period, stood at the mouth of the Rother, 2 m.
distant, but was destroyed by an inundation of

the sea in 1287, after which the inhabitants re-

moved and founded the present town, which has
been ruined by a precisely opposite cause, the
sea having receded IJ m. since the 16th century,

leaving around it a salt marsh. The church,
foi-merly an elegant structure, is partly in decay

;

two other churches have fallen into ruin. Win-
chelsea returned 2 members to H. of C, until tne
Reform Act included it in the borough of Rye,
WiNCHENDON, two pas. of England, co. Bucks.

—I. (Nether), 6 m. W. Aylesbury. Ac. 1520. P.
316.—II. (Upper), 5 m. N.W. Aylesbury. Ac.
1030. P. 220.

WiNCHENDON, a township of the U. S., North
America, Massachusetts, 50 ra. W.N.W. Boston.
It has a sulphureous spring.

Winchester, Venta Belgarum, a city, pari, and
munic. bor. of England, of which it was long the
cap., now cap. co. Hants, nearly in its centre, on
rt. b. of the Itchen, across which it communi-
cates with a suburb by a bridge, on the S.-W.
Railway, 67 m. W.S.W. London. Lat. 51° 4' N.;
Ion. 1° 20' W. Ac. of city and soke-liberty 2250.

P, of bor., which includes St Cross, Winnal,
etc. (1851) 13,704 ; (1861) 14,776. Altitude 156
feet. The ancient city was enclosed by walls,

of which the site only is now traceable. The
modern city consists chiefly of a main street,

crossed at right angles by many others ; but the
suburbs, outside the gates, are being rapidly

built over, especially on the W. and S. sides.

Nearly all its S.E, quarter is occupied by the,
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cathedral and its precincts, supposed to have been

founded in the 2d century. It is 545 feet in length

externally, 208 feet in breadth at the transept,

with a nave 351 feet, a Choir 136 feet in length,

and a central tower 150 feet in height. Except
its W. front, its exterior is heavy, but its interior

is magnificent. It contains the tomb of William
Bufus ; and, in a series of carved chests over the

choir, the remains of many of the kings of Wes-
sex, and of the Saxon kings of England. Its

altar-piece is the celebrated ' 'Eaising of Laza-
rus," by West. The see of Winchester com-
prises the CO. Hants, the greater part of Surrey,

and the Channel Islands, including 384 pas. At
one period Winchester is said to have had 90

churches, chapels, and monastic institutions,

many of which were swept away at the Refor-

mation ; at present it has 9 parish churclies, of

which those of St Lawrence, the Mother-church,
into which the bishop makes solemn entry on
taking the see, St Maurice, St Michael, and St
S within, over a postern gat^ were most worthy
of notice ; but the old church of St Thomas was
pulled down, and a fine new Gothic building
erected on another site in 1847, to which a
beautiful spire was added in 1858. Two other
new district churches have since been built in

the city—Christchurch in 1860, and Trinity in

1854. Winchester College, founded in 1387, has
fine buildings. Other principal structures are St
John's house, barracks for 2000 men, fine build-
ing for oflJcers' quarters, abutting on parade, non-
commissioned officers' quarters, large new hospi-
tal, and the assize-hall, on the site of an ancient
castle ; the guild-hall, co. model gaol, co. hospi-
tal, a new diocesan training college for 66 stu-
dents, a Eoman Catholia and other dissenting
chapels, com exchange, market-house, and as-
sembly rooms. Of 4 ancient gates, only the W.
remains. In an apartment over it are preserved
the original Winchester bushel of king Edgar
and other Anglo-Saxon standards of measure.
Near it is an obelis'ic to commemorate a destruc-
tive visitation of the plague in 1669, and a public
cemetery was laid out here in 1840. Winchester
has many almshouses and other charities; the
hospital of St Cross, 1 m. S. the city, but now
included within the bor., founded in the reign of
Stephen by Henry de Blois, bishop of Winchester,
in 1136, for the maintenance of 13 poor men and
the assistance of 100 more, also for a master, 4
chaplains, 13 clerks, and 7 choristers, the origi-
nal foundation being increased by Cardinal Beau-
fort. The charity now consists of 13 brethren
and a porter, under a clerical master. These are
well provided for. There are also occasional
" doles " of bread and copper money to the poor
indiscriminately, and travellers and wayfarers are
allowed a hora of ale and a marchet of bread on
application. It has a very remarkable ancient
church, and other buildings. There are a me-
chanics' institute, public library, and savings and
penny bank. It is governed by a mayor, 6 alder-
men, and 18 councillors, is the seat of the co.
assizes, and has quarter and petty sessions, a
recorder's court and a cheney court of the bishop.
It sends 2 members to H. of C, and is the place
of election of members for the co. Reg. electors
(1864) 933. Under the name of CaerGwent,
it was an important city of the anc. Britons ; it

became a Roman station, and having been taken
by Cerdic in 519, it remained the cap. of the
kingdom of Wessex and of England through-
out all the Saxon, Danish, and early Norman
dynasties. In the time of Henry i. it had reached
ts greatest eminence ; in that of Henrv vi. it had

materially declined, but was a residence of the
English sovereigns down to the accession of
George i. Henry iii. was bom here in 1207,
and here Henry vrii. entertained the Emperor
Charles v. Mary of England and Philip of Spain
were manied at Winchester in 1554.

WmcHESTER, several townships of the U. S., N.
America.—I. a town of Virginia, in its N.E. part,

cap. CO. Frederick, 48 m. S.W. Frederick, Mary-
land, with which, and with Baltimore, it is con-
nected by railway. It has an active general trade.

—II. New Hampshire, on Ashuelot river, 60 m.
S.W. Concord.—IIL Connecticut, 23 m. N.W.
Hartford. It has extensive iron works and vari-

ous manufactures—IV. Oliio, co. Adams.—V.
Kentucky, cap. co. Clarke, 42 m. E.S.E. Frankfort.
WiNCHFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2^

m. N.E. Odiham. Ac. 1543. P. 329.

WiNDAU, a town of Russia. [Vinkau."]
Windermere, a pa. of England, co. Westmore-

land, 8^ m. N.W. Kendal, ^viih which it com-
municates by railway. Ac. 17,139. P. 4223. The
church, an ancient structure., contains a curious
window of stained glass The islands of Win-
dermere are in this parish —Lake Winder. Win-
dermere, or Winandermere. one of the finest of

the English lakes, partly between cos. Westmore-
land and Lancaster, but chiefly in the latter co.,

is 11 m. in length by 1 m. in width, and dis-

charges its surplus waters S.ward by the Leven,
into Morecambe Bay. Shores mostly well wooded,
especially on its W. side, where Fumess-fell, a
steep height, is clothed with a forest of larch and
fir. In its centre is a. group of small islands, the
largest of which comprises 28 acres. Bowness
is on its E. side, and Ambleside near its N. ex-
tremity. Among the fish taken here is the char,

peculiar to the deep lakes in this region, and which
when potted is a highly esteemed delicacy.

Windham, two cos. of the U.S., North America.
—I. Vermont, in its S.E. part. Area 780 sq. m.
P. (1860) 26,982.-11. Connecticut, in N.E. part,

cap. Brooklyn. Area 620 sq. m. P. 34,747.

—

Also several townships.—I. Maine, 14 m. N.N.W.
Portland.—II. Connecticut, 28 m. E. Hai-tford.

—IIL New York, 22 m. W. Catskill.—IV. Penn-
sylvania, 25 m. N.W. WUkesbarre.
WiNDiscH, Vindonissa, a vill. of Switzerland,

cant. Aargau, cap. circ, 9 m. N.E. Aarau, near
Brugg, on the Eeuss. The ancient city was one of

the most important settlements of the Romans in

Helvetia, & a few traces of it still remain. P. 1168,

WiNDLE, a township of England, co. Lancaster,
pa. Prescot. Ac. 2907. P- 12,229.

WiNDLESHAM, a pa. of England, co. Surrey,
hundred Woking. Ac. 6874. P. 2090.

WiNDRUSH, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster, 6^
m. E. Northleach. Ac. 1710. P. 290.

WiNDSBACH, a walled town of Bavaria, circ.

Middle Franconia, on the Rezat, 19 m. S.W.
Nurnberg. P. 1196.

WiNDSHEiM, a town of Bavaria, circ. Middle
Franconia, cap. dist., 16 m. N.N.W. Auspach.
P. 3345. It has manufactures of woollen cloth,

needles, and of gold and silver articles.

Windsor or New Windsor, a par]., munic.
bor., town, and pa of England, co. Berks, on the

rt. b. of the Thames, across which it is connected
with Eton (Bucks) by a three-arched iron bridge,

on granite piers, 2 m. S. the Slough station of

G. W. Railway, and 2.J m. S.W. London. Area of

bor., comprising Windsor Castle and Little Park,

witli parts of the pas. New Windsor & Clewer, up-
wards of 1666 ac. P. (1861) 5418 ; do. of pa. 6728.

The town consists chiefly of a main thorough-
fare, winding close around the W. and S. sides
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of Windsor Castle, 2 other principal and several

Binaller streets. It is well built. Principal edi-

fices, the town-hall, infantry barracks, pa. church
with fine carved work, moniunents, and an altar-

piece presented by George iii. ; various dissent-
ing chapels, a theatre, and buildings of schools
and charities. It has a public ground, with an
obelisk commemorative of the jubilee of 1820

;

and S. the town are cavalry barracks. George
iti. established an hospital for invalid soldiers;

and here are a pa. hospital for 12 poor persons, a
lying-in charity, royal general dispensary, alms-
houses, minor charities, with an aggregate annual
revenue of about 2877/. It has well supplied
markets, some trade in com, and is famous for its

ale; but the resources of the inhabitants are
almost solely derived from the presence of the
court, and the influx of visitors, the latter of

whom come to visit the Park, Virginia Water,
and the Castle in great numbers. In St George's
chapel the great E. window has been filled with
magnificent painted glass, and Wolsey's tomb re-

stored in 1864. It sends 2 mems. to H. of C. Eeg.
elect. 650.

—

Old Windsor, a pa. IJm. E.S.E. New
Windsor, crossedby aRoman roadfrom Silchester.

Ac. 6401. P. 1835. Its church containsmanyhand-
some monuments, and a new church has been
built at Simning-dale Hill. During the Saxon
dynasty a palace existed here, but the royal re-

sidence was removed to the present locality by
William the Conqueror.— Windsor Castle, the
principal residence of the sovereigns of Great
Britain, is situated immediately E. of New Wind-
sor. This magnificent structure was originally

built by William the Conqueror, and has been
embellished by most of the succeeding sovereigns.

It covers 12 ac, and is rich in its historical and
architectural features. The collections of paint-

ings and articles of vertu are also most valuable.
The Great Park of Windsor comprises about
10,000 ac, well stocked with deer, and W. of it is

Windsor Forest, 56 m. in circumference. The
Little Park, an anc. & beautiful domain, surrounds
the castle on two sides, and contains 500 acres.

Windsor, two towns of British North Ame-
rica.—I. Nova Scotia, cap. co. Hants, at the
mouth of the Windsor, in an inlet of Mines basin,
28 ta. N.W. Halifax, with the principal college
in the colony.—II. Canada W., co. Esses, on N. b.

of Lake Onterio, 27 m. N.E. Toronto. P. 2501.

Windsor, a borough of New South Wales, co.

Cumberland, on the Hawkesburv, at the confl. of
S. Creek, 34 m. N.W. Sydney. '

P. (1861) 1900.
The Hawkesbury is navigable from the sea to 4
miles above Windsor, and the town has an active
trade by the river. It is the cap. of a htmdred,
and with the other Cumberland bors., Richmond,
Campbelltown, and Liverpool, it sends one mem-
ber to the Legislative Assembly.
Windsor, several townships of the U.S., North

America.—I. Vermont, cap. co., on W. bank of

the Connecticut River, 18 m. S.S.W. Norwich.
—II. Connecticut, co. and 7 m. N. Hartford.

—

III. New York, 12 m. S.E. Binghampten, with a
viU. on W. Susquehanna.—IV. Pennsylvania, co.

Berks, on Schuylkill river and canal.—^V. Maine,
1 m. E. Augusta. Also a co. in S.E. part of Ver-
mont, cap. Woodstock. Area 900 sq. m. P.

(1860) 37,193.

Windward Islands. [West Indies.]

WiNESTEAD, a pa., Engl., co. York, E. Riding,
n m. W.N.W. Patrington. Ac. 2570. P. 173.

WiNFARTHiNG, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

4 m. N. Diss. Ac. 2620. P. 616.

WiNFEELD, a township, U. S., North America,
New York, 76 m. W. Albany.

WiNFORD, two pas., Engl.—I. co. Somerset, 6J
m. S.W. Bristol. Ac. 2991. P. 934.—II. {Eagle), co.

Dorset, 8 m.W.N.W. Dorchester. Ac. 1370. P. 137.

WiNFORTON, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 6

m. N.E. Hay. Ac. 1099. P. 162.

Winfrith-Newboroh, a pa. of England, co.

Dorset, 8 m.W.S.W.Wareham. Ac. 4496. P. 1020.

Wing, two pas. of England.—I. co. Bucks, 3
m. S.W. Leighton-Bu2zard. Ac. 6310. P. 1504.

—II. CO. Rutland, 3 m. N.E. Uppingham. Ac.
1050. P. 342.

WiNGATE, a chapelry of England, co. and 7J
m. E.S.E. Durham, pa. Castle-Eden, on the
Hartlepool branch of the York and Berwick
Railway. Ac. 4154. P. 2143.

WiNGERwoRTH, a pa. of England, co. Derby,

2f m. S.S.W. Chesterfield. Ac. 2906. P. 433.

WiNGFiELD, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Suffolk, 55 m. E.N.E. Eye. Ac. 2441. P. 593.

—II. CO. Wilts, 2 m. W.S.W. Trowbridge. Ac.
2210. P. 305.—IIL (^North), co. Derby, 4^ m.
S.S.E. Chesterfield. Ac. 7603. P. 7339.—IV.
(South), same co., 2 m. W. Alfreton, on North
Midland Railway. Ac. 3308. P. 1241.

WiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 6 m. E.

Canterbury. Ac. 2641. P. 1060.

WiNGO or ViNGO Sound, a small inlet in the
Baltic, at the entrance to Gothenburg. It was
the rendezvous of the British fleet at the battle

of the Baltic in 1803, and again previous to the
blockade of the Russian ports in 1854.

WiNGRAVE, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 6 m.
N.E. Aylesbury. Ac. 2600. P. 863.

. WiNiKi, a vill. of Austrian Poland, Galicia, circ.

and 16 m. N.N.E. Lemberg. P. 2270. It has an
imperial manufactory of tobacco.
WiNKBouRNE, a pa., England, co. Nottingham,

3 m. N.N.E. Southwell. Ac. 2240. P. 172.

WiNKEL, a town of N. Germany, Nassau, on
the Rhine, 10 m. W. Mayence. P. 1600.

WiNKFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 6J m,
W.S.W. New Windsor. Ac. 8982. P. 2608.

WiNLATON, a pa. of England, co. Durham, 5 m.
W. Gateshead. Ac. 8261. P. 7372.
Winn, a co. of the U. S., N. America, Louisiana.

P. 5522 free, 1364 slaves.

WiNNALL, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 1 m.
N.N.E. Winchester. Ac. 531. P. 120.

Winnebago, a lake of the U. S., N. America,
Wisconsin, W. Lake Michigan. Length N. to S.

24 m. ; breadth 10 m. It receives Wolf river

from the W., and discharges its surplus waters by
Fox river N.ward into Green Bay (Lake Michi-
gan).—II. a CO. in N. of Illinois. Area 534 sq.

m. P. (1860) 24,491.-111. in S.E. of Wisconsin.
Area 471 sq. m. P. 23,770.
Winnebah, a town of Africa, Gold Coast, lat.

6° 12' N., Ion. 0° 36' W. The English fort was
abandoned in 1812, but the town has been rebuilt.

Winnenden, a town of Wurtemberg, circ.

Neckar, 12 m. N.E. Stuttgart. P. 3060. It has
a trade in com, wool, leather, and timber.
WiNNERSH, a liberty of England, co. Berks,

pa. Hurst, 3J m. N. Wokingham. P. 582.
Winneshiek, a co. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica, Iowa. P. (1860) 13,942.

WiNNiNGEN, a market town of Rhenish Prussia,
gov. and 4 m. S.W. Coblenz, on the Moselle. P.
1550. It has mineral springs.
Winnipeg (Lake), British N. America, is be-

tween lat. 50° 30' and 64° N., Ion. 96' and 99" W.
Length 305 m. ; breadth 60 m. ; shape very ir-

regular ; shores low, and its water muddy. On
its S. side it receives the Saskatchewan and
the Little Saskatchewan from Lakes Winnipeg
and Manitoba, and the Assiniboine and Red
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River at its S. end. It discharges its own surplus

water N. by the Nelson River through several

Fmall lakes into Hudson Sea.

—

Lake Winnipegos,

about 60 m. N.W. Lake Winnipeg, is 120 m. in

length N. to S., average breadth 20 miles.

WrsNiPisEOGEE, a lake of the U. S., North

America, state New Hampshire, in lat. 43° 40'

N^ Ion. 71° 21' W. Shape in-egular; length 23

m., greatest breadth 10 m. 472 feet above the

sea. It is very deep, and discharges its surplus

waters by the river of same name W. into the

river Merrimac
WiNxsBOROUGH, a vill. of the TJ. S., North

America, South Carolina, 27 m. N.N.W. Colum-
bia. It has a Baptist theological seminary.

WnraowE (St), a pa. of England, co. Corn-

wall, on the Fowey, here crossed by a bridge,

2 m. S.S.E. LostwithieL Ac 6137. P. 1115.

WrsoxA, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Minnesota. P. 9208.

Wesschoten, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

and 20 m. E.S.E. Groningen, cap. cant., on the

Winschoten Canal. P. 3906.

WiNSCOMBE, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

2 m. N.W. Axbridge. Ac. 4140. P. 1326.

WiNSEN, a town and village of Prussia.—I.

landr. and 12 m. N.W. Luneburg, cap. dist, on

the Lune. P. 2-1.58.—II. landr. and 4o m. S.S.W.
Luneburg, cap. dist., on the Aller. P. 1000.

WiNSFORD, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6

m. N.W. Dulverton. Ac. 8656. P. 574.

WmsHAM, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 4

m. E.S.E. Chard. Ac. 2953. P. 1033.

WiNSLADE, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 3 m.
S.E. Basingstoke. Ac. 1235. P. 183.

WiNSLEY, a hamlet of England, co. Derbv, 3

m. W.N.W. Matlock. P. 657.—II. a chapelry,

CO. Wilts, pa. and 2 m. W. Bradford. P. 985.

WiNSLOW, a pa. and mkt. town of Engl., co.

and 6^ m. S.E. Buckingham, with a rail, station.

Ac. of pa. 1920. P. 1890. Manufactures lace.

WixsTANLET, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Lancaster,

pa. and 4 m. W.S.W. Wigan. Ac. 1853. P. 633.

WiNSTER, a mkt. town and chapelry of Engl.,

CO. Derby, pa. Youlgrave, 4J m. W. Matlock.
P. 971.

WiNSTOx, a CO. of the U. S., North America,
Mississippi, on the Pearl and Tombigbee rivers.

Area 720 sq. m. P. 5588 free, 4223 slaves.

WmsrroN, a pa. of England, co. Durham, 6 m.
E. Barnard-Castle. Ac. 2961. P. 342.
WixsTON, a co^ U. S., N. America, Alabama.

P. 3464 free, 122 slaves.

WiNSTONE, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 6
m. N.W. Cirencester. Ac. 1431. P. 230.

WiirrERBB:RG, a town of Austria, Bohemia,
circ. Prachin, on the Wolnika, 27 m. S.W. Pisek.
P. 1600. It has glass and paper factories.

WiNTERBOURN, numerous pas. of the W. cos.
of England.— I. co. Gloucester, 6J m. N.N.E.
Bristol. Ac. 3170. P. 3067.—II. (_Abbas), co.

Dorset, 5 m. W. Dorchester. Ac. 1500. P. 205.
—III. (Basset), co. Wilts, 7 m. N.W. Marlborough.
Ac. 2210. P. 249.—IV. {Came), co. Dorset, 3 m.
S.E. Dorchester. Ac. 1970. P. 125.—V. (Clen-
$fone\ same co., 4 m. S.W. Blandford-Forum.
Ac. 1406. P. 106—VI. (Bantsey), co. Wilts, 4
m. N.N.E. Salisbury. Ac. 1162. P. 171.—VII.
(EarUy, same co., 3^ m. N.N.E. Salisbury. Ac.
1663. P. 276.—VIII. (Gunner), same co., 4i m.
N.N.E. Salisbury. Ac. 1562. P. 150.—IX.
(^Kingston), co. Dorset, 12 m. N.E. Dorchester.
Ac. 2508. P. 689.—X. (St Martin), same co., 3
m. W.S.W. Dorchester. Ac. 3503. P. 468.—XL
(MorJUon), same co., 2^ m. S.S.W. Dorchester.
Ac. 631. P. 86.—XII. (Steej>let.on), same co,, 4^

m. W.S.W. Dorchester. Ac. 1783. P. 191.—
XIII. (Stoke), CO. Wilts, 5 m. W.S.W. Amesbury.
Ac. 3419. P. 383.—XIV. (Strickland), co. Dorset,
4 m. W.S.W. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 1340. P. 444.
—XV. (Whitchurch), same co., 5i m. S.W. Bland-
ford-Forum. Ac. 2841. P. 5"54.—XVI. (Zel-
stone), same co., 6 m. S.S.E. Blandford-Forum.
Ac. 823. P. 199.

Winter-Habbour, British North America,
is on the S.E. coast of Melville Island, Arctic
Ocean. Lat. 74° 47' 2" N., Ion. 110° 48' 2" W.
Here Sir Edward Parry wintered in 1819-20.
WiNTEKiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

G\ m. W. Barton-on-Humber. Ac. 6675. P. 858.
WiNTERSLOW, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 6 m.

E.N.E. Salisbury. Ac. 4843. P. 904.

WiNTERTHUR, atown of Switzerland, cant and
12 m. N.E. Zui-ich. P. 6523. It has manufs. of
cotton yam and fabrics.

—

Oher- Winterthur (anc.
Vitodurum), is a village, 1 m. N.E. P. 2000. It
has Eoman antiquities.

WiNTERTON, two pas. of England.—I. co. Lin-
coln. 7 m. W.S.W. Barton-on-Humber. Ac. 3628.
P. 1780.—II. CO. Norfolk, on the coast, 6i m.
N.N.W. Caistor. Ac. 1515. P. 682. On Winr-
terton-Ness is a lighthouse 52 feet in height, with
a fixed light, lat 52° 43' N., Ion. 1° 41' E.
Wenthorpe, two pas. of England.— I. co. Lin-

coln, on the coast, 11 m. E. Spilsby. Ac. 2339.
P. 306.—II. CO. Notts, 2 m. N.E. Newark. Ac
680. P. 269.

WiNTHROP, a township of the U. S., N. Ame-
rica, Maine, 10 m. W. Augusta, containing a lake
10 m. in length, with a vUlage at its S. end.
WiNTON, a contracted name of Winchester.
WiNTBiNGHAM, a pa. of Engl., CO. York, E. Rid-

ing, 7m. E.N.E. New-Malton. Ac 8480. P. 602.

WnrrzENHEiM, a comm. and town of France,
dep. Haut Rhm, 3 m. W. Colmar. P. 4106.
Manufs. candles, woollen cloths, soap, etc
WimviCK, several pas. of England.—I. cos.

Northampton and Huntingdon, 6 m. S.E. Oundle.
Ac. 1710. P. 193.—IL CO. Lancaster, 3^ m. N.
Warrington. Ac 2270. P. 704.—IIL co. North-
ampton, 8 m. N.N.E. Daventry. Ac 2038. P. 122.

WiNZio, a walled town of Prussian Silesia, gov
and 30 m. N.W. Breslau. P. 2000.

WiPPERFUBTH, a walled town of Rhenish
Prussia, gov. and 23 m. N.E. Cologne, cap. circ,

on the last named Wipper. P. 1875.

WiPPRA, a vill. of Prussian Saxony, on the
Wipper, gov. Merseburg, 23 m. S.S.E. Halber-
stadt. P. 1000.

WiRBALi-EN, a town of Russian Poland, gov.
Augustowo, 37 m. N. Suwalki. . P. 1650.

Wire, one of the Orkney Islands, pa. Rousay
and Egilshay. P. 73.

WiRKSWORTH, a pa. and mkt. town of England,
CO. and 12 m. N.N.W. Derby, on the High Peak
Railway and Cromford Canal. Ac of pa. 14,164.

P. 7098. It has a church, Wesleyan, Indepen-
dent, and Baptist chapels. The lead-mines in

the vicinity furnish employment to many of its

inhabitants. Manufs. of cotton goods, hats,

hosiery, & wool-combing are carried on. Wirks-
icorth forms a part of the duchy of Lancaster.
WiRSWALL, a township of Engl., co. Chester,

pa. and 2 m. N. Whitchurch. Ac. 971. P. 107.

WiRT, a CO., U. S., North America, Virginia.
P. 3728 free, 23 slaves.

WiRTEMBERO, Germany. [WCbtemberg.]
Wisbeach or Wisbech, a munic. bor., river

port, and town of England, co. Cambridge, in

the Isle of Ely, on the Nen, at junction of the
E. C. and the E. Anglian Railway, 9 m. N.N.E.
March. Ac. of its two pas. 16,038. P. (1861)
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11, 157. Ac. of bor. about 1200, witliin which
most of the pop. is comprised. Altitude 30 feet.

Principal edifices, St Peter's church, a chapel of

ease, dissenting chapels, town-hall, custom-house,
com exchange, assembly rooms, theatre, & baths.
It has rope walks, iron works, malt houses, a
brewery, and yards for building and repairing
ships. Exports, corn, timber, wool, and seeds.

Imports, wine, deals, and coals. Customs rev.

(1862), 26UI. ; value of exports (1862), 13,770/.

Vessels belonging to the port 46, tons 8046. Im-
ports wine, deals, and coals.

Wisborough-Green, a pa. of Engl., co. Sus-
sex, 6 m. N.E. Petworth. Ac. 8484. P. 1682.

WiSBY, a seaport town of Sweden, cap. island
Gothland, in the Baltic, on its W. coast, 115 m.
S.S.E. Stockholm. P. (1865) 6043.

WiscASSET, a river port and township of the
U. S., North America, Maine, on Sheepscot riv.,

22 m. S.S.E. Augusta. Its harbour admits ves-
sels of the largest class.

WiscHAU or WiSKOW, a town of Austria, Mo-
ravia, circ. and 19 m. E.N.E. Brunn. P. 3264.

Wisconsin, one of the U. S., North America,
in the N.W. part of the Union, between lat. 42^

39' and 47° N., Ion. 87° and 92° 30' W., having S.
Illinois, W. the Mississippi and Miuesota, N.
Lake Superior and Michigan, and E. Lake
Michigan. Area 53,924 sq. m. P. (1850) 304,226 ;

(1860) 775,881, of whom 1171 were free coloured

;

cap. Madison. Surface very varied, well watered,
and abounding with small lakes. Soil generally
fertile. Principal products, wheat, oats, barley,
potatoes, maple sugar, hops, hemp^ and . flax.

Timber is abundant. Minerals comprise lead,

mixed with zinc and silver, iron, copper, and
marble. Manufs. woollens, iron works, ship-
building, breweries, and distilleries. In 1864
several hundred miles of railway were completed,
and many more in progress. There are upwards
of 230 churches of all denominations. A grant
has been made of 46,080 acres of land towards
tbe establishment of a state university ; and there
are other colleges, academies, and a school for

the education of the blind, supported by private
subscription. Government is conducted by a
governor, lieutenant-governor, and a senate of

33 members, elected for two years, and a house
of 100 representatives, elected annually. The
state is divided into 43 counties. Eev. (1864)
1,031,471 dollars. Expenditure, 1,171,353 dollars.

Debt, 1,506,222 dollars.— Wisconsin was visited
at an early period by French missionaries, who
towards the close of the 17th century formed a
settlement here. It was formed intc a temtory
in 1836, and admitted into the Union as an in-
dependent state in 1848.— Wisconsin river, Ame-
rica, rises in lat. 45° 5' N., Ion. 88° 50' W., flows
S. and W., and joins the Mississippi on left, in
lat. 43° N. Length 270 m. By a canal in con-
nection with the Fox river, completed in 1850,
steamboat navigation has been established from
Lake Michigan to the Mississippi.

Wise, a co., U. S., N. America, Texas. P. 3032
free, 128 slaves.—II. Virginia. P. 4442 free, 66
slaves.

WiSHAW, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 4 m.
E.S.E. Sutton-ColdfieJd. Ac. 1196. P. 216.

WiSHAW, a town of Scotland, co. Lanark, 5 m.
N.W. Carluke, at the junction of a branch of the

Caledonian with the Wishaw and Coltness Rail-

way. It has extensive coal-fields. P. 6112.

WisHFORD (Great), a pa. of Engl., co. Wilts,

2i m. N.N.W. Wilton. Ac. 1610. P. 381.

WisLEY, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 2J m.
N.E. Ripley. Ac. 1321. P. 166.

WiSLiCA, a walled town of Poland, pror. and
34 m. S. Kielce, on the Nidda. P. 200O.

WiSLOK and Wisloka, two rivers of Galicia,

Austrian Poland.—I. rises in the Carpathian
mountains, flows N. to Rzeszow, and thence £.

and joins the San near Sienawa. Length 112 m.
—II. mostly parallel to the foregoing on the W.,
flows N. and joins the Vistula lO m. S.W. Bara-
nov, after a course of more than 100 miles.

WisMAR, a fortified seaport town of N. Ger-
many, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, cap. lordship, at

the head of a deep bay of the Baltic, and of a
branch railway to Hamburg and Rostock, 18 m.

N.E. Schwerin. Lat. 63° 63' 5' N. ; Ion. 11° 27'

7' E. P. (1864)13,133. It has churches, hos-
pitals, schools, orphan asylum, and manufs. of

tobacco, sail-cloth, and breweries and distilleries.

Its harbour is nearly landlocked by the islands

of Poel and Wallfisch. It has ship- building docks.

In 1862, 309 vessels entered, and 300 cleared the
port ; 50 vessels belonging to the port (46 of

which measure together 15,351 tons). The ex-
portation of wheat, rye, and rapeseed amounted
in 1862 to 43,204 qrs.,* and of coals to 14,000 tons.

It was founded in 1229, and for a time belonged
to the Hanseatic League.
WisowiTZ, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ.

and 20 m. N.E. Hradisch. P. 2713. It has manufs.
of woollen cloths and paper.
WispiNGTON, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4

m. N.W. Horncastle. Ac. 1570. P. 85.

WissEHRiVD, a vill. of Bohemia. [_Prague.]
WissEMBOURG, a comm. and fortified town of

France, dep. Bas-Rhin, cap. arr., on rt. b. of the

Lauter, on the Bavarian frontier, and on rail-

way, 34 m. N.N.E. Strasbourg. P. 5376. It has
manufs. of tiles, bricks, soap, felt hats, paper-
hangings, and vinegar, and a trade in wax, cattle,

cloths, iron, and agricultural produce. In addi-

tion to its strong fortifications, works, termed the
" Lines of Wissembourg," extend from it along
the Lauter to Lauterburg, 9 m. S.E. It was
taken by the Austrians in 1793.

WissET, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2J m.
N.W. Halesworth. Ac. 2259. P. 427.

WiSTANSTOW, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 9 m
N.N.W. Ludlow. Ac. 5160. P. 1121.

WiSTASTON, a pa. of England, co. Chester, 2J
m. E.N.E. Nantwich. Ac. 1465. P. 331.

WiSTON, a pa., bor., and vill. of Wales, co.

Pembroke, 6 m. E.N.E. Haverford-West. Ac.
7030. P. of pa. 713. It unites with Pembroke,
Milford, and Tenby, in sending one member to

House of Commons.
WiSTON, three pas. of England.—I. co. Suffolk,

1 m. W.S.W. Nayland. Ac. 1485. P. 254.—11. co.

Sussex, li m. N.W. Steyntng. Ac. 2865. P. 311.

—IIL CO. Suffolk, 7 m. W.S.W. Framlington.
Ac. 1476. P. 352.

WiSTON and Roberton, a pa. of Scotland, co.

Lanark, on the Clyde, 1 m. N.W. Lamington.
Ac. 13,209. P. 786, of whom 451 are in the vil",

of Newton.
WisTovv, three pas. of England.—1. co. Hunt-

ingdon, 3i m. S.S.W. Eamsay. Ac. 2070. P. 532.

—II. CO. and 7 m. S.S.E. Leicester. Ac. 2100.

P. 247.—III. CO. York, East and West Riding, &
m. N.N.W. Selby. Ac. 3870. P. 849.

WiswALL or Wisw'ELL, a township of England,
CO. Lancaster, pa. Whalley, 3 m. S. Clitheroe.

Ac. 1410. P. 466.

WrrcHAM, a i)a, of England, co. Cambridge, 5
m. W. Ely. Ac. 2671. P. 486.

WiTCHFORD, a pa. of England, co. Cambridga
3 m. W.S.W. Ely. Ac. 2376. P. 526.

WiTCHi>'GiiAM, two pas. of England, co. Nor-
4s
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folk.—I. (GreaC) 2 m. S. Reepham. Ac. 2245.

P. 642—11. (Little), 2 m. S.S.E. Eeepham. Ac.

738. P. 33.

V/iTCHLixG, a pa. of Englandj co. Kent, 10 m.
E. Maidstone. Ac. 1309. P. 147.

WiTCOJiBE or Whitcobibe (Great), a pa. of

England, co. Gloucester, 4 m. N.E. Painswick.

Ac. 1000. P. 167.

WiTEPSK, gov. and town, Prussia. [Vitebsk.]
WiTHAM, a river of England, co. Lincoln, rises

in Rutlandsliire, flows N. past Grantham and
Long-Bennington to Lincoln, and then S.W.
past Tattershall and Boston to the Wash, which
it enters N. the mouth of the Welland. Total
length 80 m., for the last 40 of which, to Lincoln,

it is navigable for small steam and sailing vessels,

and for 33 m. to Tattershall for vessels of much
larger burden. Its principal affluents, the Bain
;ind Slea, have been made navigable to Horn-
castle and Sleaford.

WiTHAii, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. Essex, on the Maldon branch of the Eastern
Counties Railway, 9 m. N.E. Chplmsford. Ac.
of pa. 3633. P. 3455. It is the supposed site of

the Roman station Canonium.
WiTHAJi, several pas. of England.—I. (pn-the-

HiO), CO. Lincoln, 4 m. S.W. Bourne. Ac. 4210.
P. 548.—II. {North), same co., li m. S. Golster-

worth. Ac. 2373. P. 278.—III. (South), same
CO., 3} m. S.S.W. Colsterworth. Ac. 3230. P.
531.—IV. (Friary), co. Somerset, 5 m. S.S.W.
Frome. Ac. 4970. P. 676.

WiTHCALL, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3J m.
S.W. Louth. Ac. 2650. P. 121,

WiTHcoTE, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 9
m. S.S.E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 777. P. 45.

WiTHERiDGE, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 8
m. E. Ghumleigh. Ac. 9048. P. 1237.
WiTHERLEY, a pa, of England, co. Leicester,

on the ancient Watling Street, IJ m. E. Ather-
stone. Ac. 1570. P. 528.

Witherne-with-Stair, a pa. of England, co.

Lincoln, 4 m. N.N.W. Alford. Ac. 2669. P. 528.
Withernwick, a pa. of England, co. York, E.

Riding, 8 m. N.N.E. Hedon. Ac. 2600. P. 499.
Withersdale, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

3 m. S.E. Harleston. Ac. 880. P. 225.
Withersfield, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

8 m. W.N.W. Clare. Ac 2549. P. 624. '

Withiel, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 5 m.
W.S.W. Bodmin. Ac. 3005. P. 367.
Withieli^Florey, a pa. of Engl., co. Somer-

set, 5J m. N.E. Dulverton. Ac. 2485. P. 164.
WiTHiNGTON, several pas., etc., of Engl.—I. co.

Gloucester, 5J m. W. Northleach. Ac. 6830. P.
783—II. CO. and 4J m. N.E. Hereford. Ac. 2392.
P. 970.—III. CO. Salop, 6 m. E. Shrewsbury. Ac.
1135. P. 232.—IV. a tnshp., co. Lancaster, pa.
and 4 m. S. Manchester. Ac. 2418. P. 2712.—
V. (Lovser), a tnshp., co. Chester, pa. Prestbury,
7 m^ N.N.W. Congleton. Ac. 2265. P. 678.
WiTHNKLi, a township of England, co. Lan-

ca.ster, 5 m. N.E. Chorley. Ac. 3557. P. 2059.
WiTHYBRooK, a pa. of England, co. Warwick,

8 m. E.N.E. Coventry. Ac. 2520. P. 337.
Withycombe, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Somerset, 2\ m. S.E. Dunster. Ac. 1787. P.
349—IL (Rawleigh), co. Devon, 2i m. N.E. Ex-
month. Ac. 2817. P. 2145.
Witiiyham, a pa. of England, ca Sussex, 6i

ni. E.S.E. East Grinstead. Ac. 8086. P. 1597.

^ WiTHYPooL, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,
/ m^ N.E. Dulverton. Ac. 3630. P. 307.
Witkowo, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.

Bromberg, 10 m. S.E. Gnesen. P. 2200. It has
manufs of woollen cloth, linens, and leather.

WiTLEY, two pas. of England.—I. co. Surrey,
3| m. S.W. Godalming. Ac. 6328. P. 1555
II. (Great), co. Worcester, 6 m. S.S.W. Stour-
port. Ac. 2633. P. 445.

WiTLiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk.
3 m. E.S.E. Norwich. Ac. 542. P. 25.

WiTNESHAM, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 4i
m. N.N.E. Ipswich. Ac. 1996. P. 634.

Witney, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. and 10 m. W.N.W. Oxford, on the Windrush,
an affluent of the Thames. Ac. of pa. 7083. P.

(1861) 5180. The town has a town-hall, a blan-
ket-hall, and a new corn exchange. The church
is a spacious cruciform structure. Manufactures
gloves, malt, and blankets, the celebrity of Wit-
ney for which is in part due to the detersive
quality of the waters of the Windrush.
WrTTES, a town of Prussian Westphalia, gov.

and 32 m. W.N.W. Amsberg, on the Elberfeld
and Dortmund railway. P. (1864) 10,542.
Wittenberg, a fortified town of Prussian

Saxony, cap. circ, gov. & 46 m.N.N.E. Mersebnxg,
on the rt. b. of the Elbe, and on railway from
Berlin to Leipzig. P. (1864)13,083. Its univer-
sity was united to that of HaHe in 1817 ; it has
a gymnasium, breweries, distilleries, and manufs.
of woollens. The reformation began here in
1517. Luther's cell in the Augustine convent,
and Melancthon's house, are stiU preserved. It

was taken by assault by the Prussians in 1814.
Wittenberge, a town of Prussia, prov. Bran-

denburg, gov. Potsdam, on the Elbe, at the in-

flux of the Stepnitz, and on the Hamburg and
Berlin Railway, 7 m. S.W. Perieberg. P. 2680.

Wittenburg, a town of N. Germany, grand-
duchyMecklenburg-Schwerin,circ. Mecklenburg,
cap. dist., 17 m. S.W. Schwerin. P. 2705.

vVrtTEiat.VM:, two pas, of England, co. Berks.
—L (Little), 4 m. N.W. Wallmgford. Ac. 870.

P. 134.—II. (Long), 5 m. N.W. WaUingford.
Ac. 2280. P. 583.

Witterikg, three pas. of England.—I. co. Nor-
thampton, 2^ m. N.N.W. Wansford. Ac. 2690. P.
235.—IL (Eoit), CO. Sussex, 6 m. S.W. Chichester.

Ac. 1505. P. 223.—III. (West), opposite Hayling
Island, 7 m. S.W. Chichester. Ac. 3615. P. 616.

WiTTERSHAM, a pa, of England, co. Kent, 4|
m. S.S.E. Tenterden. Ac. 8601. P. 877.

WixncHENAU, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.
and 83 m. W.N.W. Liegnitz, on the Black-Elster.

P. 2100. It has manufs. of linen and hosiery.

WiTONGAU, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ.

and 14 m. E.N.E. Budweis. P. 3319.
WiTTiNGEX, a town of Hanover, landr. Liine-

burg, 19 m. S.S.E. Uelzen. P. 1225.

WnTLicH,atown of Rhenish Prussia, gov. and
20 m. N.N.E. Treves, cap. circ., on the Leiser, an
affluent of the Moselle. P. 2900.

WmoN, several pas., etc., of England.—I. co.

Huntingdon, 2J m. N.W. St Ives. Ac. 1690.

P. 311.—II. CO. Norfolk,^ m. E. Norwich. Ac.
687. P. 144.—III. (East), co. York, N. Riding, 2
m. S.S.E. Middleham. Ac 7730. P. 621.—IV.
(Gilbert), co. and 3J m. N.W, Durham. Ac.
2535. P. 2098.—V. (h-Wear), same co., 6 m.
W.N.W. Bishop-Auckland, on the Wear-vallev
Railway. Ac. 2955. P. 1366. Coal abundant
in this parish.—VI. (Nether), co. Northumber-
land, 6J m. W.N.W. Morpeth. Ac. 7723. P.
486 VII. (West), co. York, N. Riding, ^ m.
W. Middleham. Ac. 3715. P. 659.—VIII. a
parochial chapelry, co. Chester, pa. Great Bud-
worth, i m. E. Northwich, of which it is a suburb.
P. 3677.—rX. a township, co. Lancaster, pa. and
2 m. N.W. Blackburn. Ac 650. P. 3292, It

has cotton manufactures.
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WiTTSTOCK, a walled town of Pnisla, prov.

Bnindeuburg, gov. Potsdam, circ. Ost-i^iiognitz,

on the Dosse, 60 m. N.W. Berlin. P. 6400. It

has a large hospital for military invalids, and
manufs. of linen and woollen fabrics.

WiTZENHAUSEN, a town of Hessen-Cassel, prov.
Lower-Hessen, cap. dist., on the Werra, 15 m. E.
Cassel. P. 3235. It is enclosed by walls, and
has manufs. of linen fabrics, vinegar, and leather.

WiVEUScoMBE, a pa. and mkt. town of England,
CO. Somerset, 26|^ m. W. Somerton. Ac. of pa.
5984. P. 2735.
WiVELSFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, 3i

m. S.E. Cuckfield. Ac. 3103. P. 1162.
WiVENHOE, a maritime town and pa. of Eng-

land, CO. Essex, on the Colne, 4J m. S.E. Col-
chester. Ac. of pa. 1597. P. 1843. It has a
custom-house, subordinate to Colchester, of which
Wivenhoe is regarded as the port. Oysters are
here shipped for the London markets.

"VVivETON, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, i m.
W. Clay. Ac. 1042. P. 232.

Wix, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4^ m. E.S.E.
Manningtree. Ac. 3090. P. 752.
WiXFOKD, a pa. of England, co, Warwick, 2 m.

S. Alcester. Ac. 530. P. 123.

WiXHiLL, a chapelry of England, co. Salop,
pa. Frees, 3^ m. N.N.E. Wem. P. 265.

WiZNA, a town of Poland, gov. and 50 m. S.S.W.
Augustow, on the Narew. P. 2015.

Wjelun; a town of Poland, gov. Warsaw, 44
m. S.E. Kalice, cap. co. P. 3988, many of whom
are Jews. It has manufs. of woollen cloths.

Wkra, a river of Poland, rises in E. Prussia,
near Niedenburg, flows S.W. and then generally
S.E., through the gov. Plock, and joins the Bug
15 ra. N.N.W. Warsaw. Total course 120 miles.

Wladislawow, two towns of Poland. — I.

(formerly Nove-Miasto, Germ. Hosterschutz), gov.
Augustowo, 25 m. N.W. Mariampol, on the Szes-
zuppe. P. 5692.—II. prov. and 28 m. N.E.
Kalice, with Eoman Catholic and Lutheran
churches, and manufs. of linen fabrics.

Wlaschim (pron. Vlaskim), a town of Austria,

Bohemia, circ. and 22 m. S.S.W. Kaurzim. P.
2236. It has a castle, and manufs. of woollens.
Wlodawa and Okchowsk, a town of Poland,

gov. Lublin, prov. and 72 m. S.E. Siedlec, at the
confluence of the Wlodawa with the Bug. P. 6082.

Wloylawsk, a town of Poland, gov. Warsaw,
on the Vistula, 30 m. N.W. Plock. P. 8582. It

has manufs. of chicory, and a trade in corn.

WoAHOo or Oahu, one of the Sandwich Isls.,

Pacific Ocean, 140 m. N.W. Hawaii. Lat. of

town Honolulu 21° 18' 2" N. ; Ion. 157° 55' W.
Length 40 m. ; greatest breadth 18 m. Area 550
sq. m. P. 27,800. Surface mountainous, with
many extinct volcanic craters. Products com-
prise indigo, cotton, sugar, and sandal-wood;
and the vine has been introduced from California.

WoBURN or Old Wgbuen, a market town
and pa. of England, co. and 13 m. S.W. Bedford,
near the branch between that town and the Lon-
don and N.W. Railway. Ac. of pa. 3200. P.

1764. Manufs. of straw-plait and thread-lace.

—

II. Wooburn {West), a pa., co. Bucks, 3 m.
W.S.W. Beaconsfield. Ac. 2580. P. 2245.

WoBURN, a town of U. S., N. America, Massa-
chusetts, on Boston and Lowell Railway, and
Middlesex Canal, 10 m. W.N.AV. Boston.
WoDZisLAW, a town of Poland, prov. and 31 m.

S.W. Kielce, on the Wodzislawa. P. 2000.

WoERDEN, a town of the Netherlands, prov. S.

Holland, on the Old Rhine, 18 m. E.S.E. Leyden.
P. 4200.

WoHLAu, a walled town of Prussian Silesia,

gov. and 23 m. N.W. Breslau, cap. circ, sxir-

rounded by small lakes. P. 3000. It has manufs.
of woollen and linen cloths, and hosierj'.

WoKEFiELD, a tything of England, co. Berks,

pa. Stratfield-Mortimer. Ac. 600. P. 133.

Woking, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, on the

Basingstoke Canal, and with a station on the

S.-W. Railway, 6 ra. N.N.E. Guildford. Ac. ol

pa. 7332, much of it heath. P. 1753.

WoKiNGHAJi or Oakingham, a market town
and pa. of England, cos. Berks and Wilts, on the
border of Windsor-forest, and on the Reading
and Reigate Railway, 7 m. S.E. Reading. Ac.
8131. P. 4144. Manufs. shoes, gauze, silks, malt,

and flour.

WoLDEGK, a walled town of N. Gennany,
Mecklenberg-Strelitz, on the Prussian frontier.

22 m. N.E. StreUtz. P. 2186.
WoLDENBERG, a walled town of Prussia, prov.

Brandenburg, on railway from Stettin to Pcssn,
gov. and 66 m. N.E. Frankfurt. P. 3000.

WoLDiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 3
m. N.N.E. Godstone. Ac. 1570. P. 67.

Wolj>-Newton, a pa. of England, co. York, E.
Riding, 8 m. N.W. Bridlington. Ac. 1650. P. 391.

Wolfe, a co. of Canada East, dist. St Francis,
lat. 45° 40' N., Ion. 71° 40' W. It is drained by
St Francis river and Lake Aylmer.
Wolf-Creek, a township, U. S., N. America,

Pennsylvania, on Wolf Creek, 10 m. S.E.Mercer.
WoLFENBUTTEL, a town of Germany, duchy &

8 m. S. Brunswick, on railway to Hanover, and on
the Ocker. P. (1864) 9333. It consists of a cita-

del, town proper, and two suburbs, & has an arse-
nal, hospital, orphan asylum, college, with an
extensive library, relics and MSS. of Luthor.
The town is the seat of the superior law court
for the states of Brunswick, Waldeck and Lippe,

and has manufactures of lacquered and japanned
wares, paper-hangings, leather and tobacco, a
trade in com and linen yam, and 5 annual fairs.

WoLFERLOW, a pa. of England, co. Hereford,

^ ra. N.N.E. Bromyard. Ac. 1535. P. 112.

WoLFHAGEN, a town of Germany, Hessen-
Cassel, prov. Lower Hessen, cap. dist. 14 m. W.
Cassel. P. 3187. It is enclosed by walls, .and

has manufactures of woollen cloths and linens.

WoLFHAMCOTE, a pa. of England, co. War-
wick, 5 m. S.S.E. Dunchui-ch. Ac. 3470. P. 444.

WoLFRATSHAUSEN, a town of Upper Bavaria,

on the Loisach, 17 m. S.S.W. Munich. P. 1200.

It has coal mines and manufactures of glass.

WoLFSBEKG, a town ol Austria, Carinthia,

circ. and 30 m. N.E. Klagonfurt, on the Lavant.
P. 1466. It has iron-work's.

WoLFSBOROUGH, a towoship of the TJ. S.,

North America, New Ham pshire, on Lake Win-
nipiseogee, 20 m. N.N.W. Concord.
Wol-f's Newtok, a pa. of England, co. Mon-

mouth, 5| m. E.S.E. Usk. Ac. 2649. P. 193.

WoLFSTEiN, a town of Rhenish Bavaria, cap.

cant., on the Lauter, 12 m. N.N.W. Kaiserslaut-
ern. P. 918, with mines of coal and mercury.
WoLGA, a river of Russia. [Volga.]
WoLGAST, a seaport town of Prussian Pome-

rania, gov. and 33 ni. S.E. Stralsund, near the
mouth of the Peene, in the Baltic. P. 5200. It

has manufactures of soap and tobacco.
WoLiN, a market town of Austria, Bohemia,

circ. Prachin, 18 m. S.W. Pisek. P. 1670.
WoLKENSTEiN,a town of Saxony,circ. Zwickari,

cap. dist., on the Zschoppau, 14 m. S.S.E. Chem-
nitz. P. 1901.

WoLKHEiM, a comm. of France, dep. Bas-Rhin,
arr. Strasbourg, cant. Molsheim. P. 1123. Has
mineral waters and baths

;
quarries of gypsum.
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WoLLASTON, a pa. of Engl, co. Northampton, 3^

in. S.S.E. Wellingborough. Ac. 3640. P. 1443.

Wollaston-Laxd, British N. America, Arctic

Ocean, W. Victoria Land. The E. point is in

lat. 68° 45' N., Ion. 113° 53' W., separated from

the mainland by Dolphin and Union Sti-ait.

WoLLATOX, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m. W.
Nottingham. Ac 2340. P. 555.

Woixis, a seaport town of Prassian Poraera-

nia, gov. and 29 m. N. Stettin, on the Divenow,
and on an island formed by the latter, at its

mouth in the Baltic, connected by bridges with

the mainland. P. 3406. It has manufactures of

woollen cloth, and ship-building docks.

WoLLMiKSTADT, a town of Prussian Saxony,

gov. and 8 m. N. Magdeburg, cap. circ., on the

Ohre. P. 3500. It has manufactures of linens

and leather, and a trade in com and cattle.

WoLLOMBi, a vill. of New S. Wales, co. Nor-
thumberiand, on Wollombi Creek. P. (1861) 233.

W0T..LONDILLY, a river of New South Wales,
rises in co. Argyle, flows N., dividing Argyle
from Westmoreland, and joins the Cox to foim
the Warregamba.
WoLLOSGONG, a ficaport of New South Wales,

CO. Camden, 7 m. N. Lake Ulawara. P. (1861)
1397. It has coal mines.

WoLLSTEix, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.

and 37 m. S.W. Posen, between two lakes. P.

2650. It has manufactures of Unen and woollen
fabrics.—II. a town, grand duchy Hessen-Darm-
stadt, prov. Rhenish Hesseu, cap. co., on the Ap-
pelbach, 6 m. S.E. Kreuznach. P. 1470.

WoLMAB, a town of Eussia. [Voimar.]
WoLSLNGHAM or Walsixgham, a market town

and pa. of England, co. and 13^ m. W.S.W. Dur-
ham, on the Wear Valley Railway. Ac 20,403.

P. 5531. It has manufs. of woollens, linens, and
hardwares, with coal, lime, and lead works.
WoLSTAx, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 6 m.

W. Rugby. Ac. 2770. P. 1263.

WoLSTAXTOX, a pa. of England, co. Stafford,

1\ m. N.E. Newcastle-under-Lyne. Ac. 10,739.

P. 32,092. Manufs. cotton. It has a church and
a union workhouse. The Grand Trunk Canal
here passes through a tunnel 1^ miles in length.

WoLSTOX, a vill. and pa. of Engl., co. Warwick,
near Coventry. Ac 2722. P. 1263. P. of vill. 814.
WoLTERTox, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4

m. N.N.W. Aylsham. P. 48.

WoLVERHAMPTox, a pari., munic. bor., manu-
facturing town, and pa. of England, co. Stafford,

with stations on the London and N.-W. and G.
W. Railways, 12J m. N.W. Birmingham. Ac. of
pa., comprising liilston, Willenhall, etc., 16,680.
P. of pari. bor. (1851) 119,748 ; (1861) 147,670.
Alt. 508 feet; rainfall 23 inches. It has 9 chiu-ches,
viz., the collegiate church of St Peter, recently
restored, St George, St John, St Paul, St Mary,
St James, St Mark, St Matthew, St Luke, and
several dissenting and two Roman Catholic cha-
pels, and numerous schools. Other chief edifices,
town-hall, new market haU or com exchange,
hospital, agricultiiral hall, news-room, library,
savings bank, St George's hall, assembly and
concert rooms, theatre, county court, and an ex-
cellent cattle-market. The grammar school has
a revenue of nearly 1200?. per annum. The
orphan asylum wiiradmit 200 children. There
are also a blue-coat school, ragged school,
school of practical art, and working-men's
college, and a finely situated cemetery near
the town. Locks, brass, tinned, and japanned
wares, tools, nails, papier-machd, electro-plated
goods, and varnish, are manufactured here. It
has several large flour -mills, ^vanized iron,

chemical and artificial manure works. The trade
is facilitated by several canals, and the whole
district to the S. and E. is covered with forges,
rolling mills, foundries, coal mines, and ironstone
pits. The bor. returns two members to House of

Commons. Reg. electors (1864) 4533.
WoLVERLEY, a pa. of England, co. Worcester.

2 m. N. Kidderminster. Ac 5532. P. 2905.
WoLVERTOx, several pas. of England.—L (or

Wolverstony, co. Bucks, 1 m. E.N.E. Stony-Strat-
ford, on the London & N.-W. Railway, of which
it is the central station depot. Ac. 2260. P. 2370.
—II. (or Wolferton\ co. Norfolk, on the Wash, 3
m. N. Castle-Rising. Ac. 6634. P. 179.—III. (or
Woolverton\y co. Somerset, 4 m. N.N.E. Frome.
Ac. 736. P. 175.—IV. co. and 5J m. W.S.W
Warwick. Ac. 1320. P. 159.

WoLVEY. a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 5 m.
S.E. Nuneaton. Ac 3790. P. 958.

WoLvisTOX, a chapelry of Engl., co. Durham,
4 m. N.N.E. Stockton-on-Tees. Ac 2396. P. 653.

WoMBOURXE, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 4
m. S.W. Wolverhampton. Ac 4680. P. 2236.

WoMBRiDGE, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 2 m.
E. Wellington. Ac. 698. P. 2601.
WoMBWELL, a chapelry of Engl., co. York, W.

Riding, pa. Darfield, 4\ m. S.E. Bamesley. Ac.
3557. P 3738.
WoMEXswou), a pa. of England, co. Kent, 4J

m. S.S.W. Wingham. Ac 1010. P. 276.

WoMERSLEY, a pa. of England, co. York, W.
Riding, on railway, 5J m. S.E. Pontefract. Ac.
7780. P. 996.

WoxASTOw, a pa. of England, co. and 2 m.
S.W. Monmouth. Ac. 1599. P. 150.

WoxERSH, a pa. of England, co. Surrey, 3J m.
S.S.E. Guildford. Ac 4427. P. 1438.

WoxSTOX, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 6 m. S.

Whitchurch. Ac 4160. P. 706.

WoocHAXG, China, I Vou-changJ
Wood, several cos. of the U. S., North Ame-

rica—I. Ohio. P. (1860) 17,886.-11. Texas. P.
3963 free, 1005 slaves.—III. Virginia. P. 10,870
free, 176 slaves.—IV. Wisconsin. P. 2425.

WooD-B.vsTWiCK, a pa. of England, co. Nor-
folk, 5 m. N.W. Acle. Ac. 2163. P. 294.

WooDBOROL'GH, two pas. of Engl.— I. CO. & 6J
m. N.N.E Nottingham. Ac 1948. P. 893.-IL co.

Wilts, 3| m. W. Pewsey. Ac 1015. P. 406.

WooDBRiDGE, a pa., market town, and river

port of England, co. Suffolk, on the Deben, and
on railway, 7^ m. E.N.E. Ipswich. Ac. 1059.

P. 4513. The town has a spacious church of

black flint and freestone, dissenting chapels,

schools, almshouses, sessions and market-houses,
custom-house, bonding warehouses, theatre, and
a house of correction. Ship-building is actively

carried on. The mouth of the river forms an ex-
cellent haven, and is navigable up to the town for

vessels of 120 tons burden. Exports com, flour,

and malt ; imports coal. Reg. vessels 37, tons 2616.

Customs rev. (1862) 683i Exports (1861) 6798/.

WooDBRUXJE, a township of the U. S., North
America, New Jersey, 32 ni. N.E. Trenton.
Woodbury, a co. of the U. S., North America,

Iowa. P. 1119.

Woodbury, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.
S.E. Topsham. Ac 7804. P. 1966.

Woodbury, several tnshps. of the U. S., North
America.—I. Pennsylvania, 78 m. W. Harrisburg.

—II. CO. Huntingdon.—III. Connecticut, 50 m.
W. Hartford.—IV. a vill.. New Jersey, 32 m,
S.S.W. Trenton, on the Woodbury Creek, an
affluent of the Delaware, at the head of its navi-
gation.—V. (^Norihy, Pennsylvania, co. Bedford.

—VI. (^South^ same state and co.
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WooDCHESTER, a pa. of England, co. Glo'ster,

2J m. S.W. Stroud. Ac. 1203. P. 816.

WooDCHURCH, two pas. of England.—I. co.

Chester, 6i m. N. Great Neston. Ac. 6792. P.
3922.—II. "co. Kent, U m. E. Tenterden. Ac.
6949. P. 1262.

Woodcock, a tnshp. of the U. S., N. America,
Pennsylvania, on Woodcock Greek, 213 m. N.W.
Harrisbiirg.

WooDCOTE, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 5 m.
N.N.W. Whitchurch, Ac. 1350. P. 80.

Wood-Dalling, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,
3 m. N.N.W. Eeepham. Ac. 2444. P. 508.
Wood-Eaton, a pa. of England, co. and 4 m.

N.N.E. Oxford. Ac. 639. P. 83.

Woodford, two cos. of the U. S., North Ame-
rica.—I. Illinois. P. (1860) 3282.—II. Kentucky,
P. 5390 free, 6829 slaves.

Woodford, several pas., etc., of Engl.— I. co.

Northampton, 7 m. S.S.W. Daventry. Ac. 2655.
P. 735.—II. same co., 2* m. S.W. Thrapston. Ac.
1750. P. 912.—III. CO. Wilts, 5 m. N.N.W. Salis-

bury. Ac. 2780. P. 600.—IV. (St Mary's), co.

Essex, 8J m. N.E. St Paul's Cathedral, London.
Ac. 2148. P. 3467.—V. a tnshp., co. Chester, pa.

Prestbury, 5 m. S.S.W. Stockport. A c. 1449. P. 392.
Woodford, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N.E. of Kentucky. Area 141 sq. m. P. (I860)
6390 free, 11,219 slaves.

WooDHALL^ a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 3
m. W.S.W. Homcastle. Ac. 2240. P. 276.

WooDHAM, several pas. of England, co. Essex.
—I. (Ferrers), 4| m. S.S.E. Danbury. Ac. 4481.

P. 947.—II. (^Mortimer), 2^ ra. W.S.W. Maldon.
Ac. 1380. P. 324.—IIL (Walter), 2^ m. E.N.E.
Danbury. Ac. 2421. P. 598.

WooDHAY, two contiguous pas. of England.

—

I. (East), CO. Hants, 10 m. N.N.W. Whitchurch.
Ac. 4966. P. 153.".—IL (West), co. Berks, 6 m.
W.S.W. Newbury. Ac. 1407. P. 130.

WooDHEAD, a chapelry of England, co. Chester,
pa. Mottram, 16 m. E. Manchester, on railway.
WoODHORN, a pa., England, co. Northumber-

land, 6J m. E.N.E. Morpeth. Ac. 8456. P. 2962.

WoODHOUSE, a township of England, co. Lei-
cester, pa. Barrow-on-Soar, 3J m. W. Mount-
sorrel. Ac. 2770. P. 1205.

WooDHURST, a pa. of England, co. Hunting-
don, 4 m. N. St Ives. Ac. 2130. P. 554,

Woodlands, a tything of England, co. Wilts,
pa. and adjacent to Mere. P. 1139.

WooDLEiGH, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 3 m.
N. Kingsbridge. Ac. 2319. P. 213.

WooDMANCOTE, two pas. of Engl.—I. CO. Hants,
8 ra. S.W. Basingstoke. Ac, 1396. P. 87.—II. co.

Sussex, 6 m. N.E. Steyning. Ac. 2236. P. 331.

WooDMANSEY, a tnshp. of England, co. York,
E. Hiding, pa. and 2 m. S.E. Beverley, compris-
ing its park. Ac. 2820, P. 490.

WooDMANSTERNE, a pa. of England, co. Surrey,
6 m. S.W. Croydon. Ac. 1590. P. 271,

WooDNESBOROUGH, a pa. of England, co. Kent,
2 m. S.W. Sandwich. Ac. 2944. P. 889.

WooD-EisiNG, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk,

2 m. N.W. Hingham. Ac. 1363. P. 97,

WooDSFORD, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 6 m.
E. Dorchester. Ac. 1742. P. 193.

WooDSiDE, a township of England, co. Salop,

pa. and 3 m. S.S.E. Shiffnal. P. 2815.

Woodson, a co, of the U. S., North America,
Kansas, P. 1488,
Woodstock, a pari., munic. bor., town, and

chapelry of England, co. and 8 m. N.N.W. Ox-
ford, on the Glynn, and on a branch of the G. W.
Railway, Ac* of bor,, including 10 pas., 21,640.

)P. 7827. It has a church and several dissenting

chapels, a town-liall, and market-place. It sends
1 member to H. of C. Reg. electors (1864) 315.

Adjoining the town, on the S., is Blenheim, the
seat of the Duke of Marlborough.

—

Old Woodstock
is a locality a little N. the town. Under the Saxon
and Norman dynasties, Woodstock was a royal
residence, and here King Alfred resided while
translating Bajtius.

Woodstock, several tnshps. of the U. S., N.
America.—I, Vermont, cap. co, Windsor, 45 m.
S. Montpelier.—II. Connecticut, 43 m. E.N.E.
Plartford.—III. New York, 69 m. S. Albany.—
IV. a vill., Virginia, cap. co., and on the river
Shenandoah, 110 m. N.N.W. Richmoud.
WooDSTONE, a pa., England, co. Huntingdon, 1

m. S.S.W. Peterborough. Ac, 1050. P. 347.

Woodton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 4 m,
N.W, Bungay. Ac. 2124. P. 531.

WooKEY, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 2 m.
W. Wells. Ac. 3420. P. 1129.

Wool, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, on S.W.
Railway, 6 m.W.S.W. Wareham, Ac. 2560. P. 690.

WooLAHRA, a town on E. side of Sydney Har-
bour, New S. Wales. P. (1861) 2106.

WooLAND, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 7J m.
W.N.W. Blandford-Forum. Ac. 1098. P. 132.

WooLASTON, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester,
on the Severn, 6 m. N.E. Chepstow. Ac. 3160.
P. 1110. [WOLLASTON.]
WooLAViNGTON, two pas. of England.—I. co,

Somerset, 4 m. N.E. Bridgewater. Ac. 1726. P.
416.—II. (East and West), co. Sussex, 4^ m.
S.S.W. Petworth. Ac. 2530. P. 488.

WooLBEDDiNG, a pa. of England, co. Sussex,

If m. N.W. Midhurst Ac. 2253. P. 338.

WoOLBOROUGH, a pa. of England, co. Devon,
1 m. S. Newton-Abbots. Ac. 1231. P. 4427.

WooLDALE, a township of England, co. York,
W. Riding, pa. Kirkburton, 5J m. S, Hudders-
field, Ac. 2370. P. 5322. It has woollen manufs.
WoOLER, a pa. and market town of England,

CO. Northumberland, on an affluent of the Till, 46
m. N.W. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Ac of pa. 4852.

P. 1697. The town is situated on the declivity

of the Cheviot hills. In the vicinity are remains
of ancient fortifications, and a stone pillar com-
memorative of the victory of the English over
the Scots in the reign of Henry iv.

WooLEY, two pas. of England.—I. co. Somer-
set, 2 m. N. Bath. Ac. 365. P. 71.—IL co. Hun-
tingdon, 5 m. N.E. Kimbolton, Ac. 1420. P. 114.

WooLFARDiswoRTHY, two pas. of England, co.

Devon—I. 9^ m. S.W, Bideford, Ac. 6798. P.
776.—II. 6 m. N. Crediton, Ac 1875. P. 175.

WooLFORD (Great), a pa. of England, co.

Warwick, 4 m. S.S.W, Shipston-on-Stour, Ac.
2679, P, 53i.—Little Woolford is a township
in this parish, P. 242,

WooLHAMPTON, a pa, of Engl,, co, Berks, on the

G, W, Railway, 7 m, E, Newbury, Ac, 694. P. 659.

WooLHOPE, a pa. of England, co. and 8 m.
E.S.E. Hereford. Ac 4653. P. 803.

WooLPiT, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk^ &J m.
N.W. Stow-Market. Ac. 1877, P. 1008,

WooLSTASTON, a pa, of England, co, Salop, 9^
m, S.S,W, Shrewsbury, Ac. 843. P, 64,

WooLSTHORP, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6
m. W.S.W, Grantham. Ac 2600. P. 616,

WOOLSTON, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Gloucester, 4i m. W.N.W. Wincncombe. Ac.
787. P. 81.-11. (Great), co. Bucks, 3j m. N.W.
Fenny-Stratford. Ac. 760, P. 71.-111. (Little),

same co., 3 m. N.N.W. Fenny-Stratford. Ac.
613. P. 135 IV. a township, co. Lancaster, pa.

and 24 m. N.E. Warrington. P. 496.—V, (Wool-
ton Little), a township, co. Lancaster, pa. Cliild-
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wall, 4 m. S.W. Prescot. P. 1062.—Much Wool-

ton is a chapelry, same co. and pa., 5 m. S.S.W.

Prescot P. 3538.

WooL'V'ERcoTE, a pa. of England, co. and 3 m.
N.N.W. Oxford. Ac. 1600. P. 617.

WooLVERSTONE, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

4J m. S.S.E. Ipswich. Ac. 1256. P. 239.

Woolwich, a pa., town, and naval port of

England, co. Kent, 9 m. E.S.E. London, with
which it is connected by railway. Ac. of pa.

1596. P. (1861) 41,695, chiefly dependent on the

government establishments. The town, about

1 m. in length, is on an elevated site, separated

from the Thames by the dockyard; it has an
old church, a new church, and several chapels

;

a Scotch church, dissenters' meeting-houses,
numerous schools, and a theatre. The dockyard,
the most ancient in the kingdom, has some fine

new docks. Ships were first built here in Henry
VII. 's reign. The dockyard is upwards of 1 mile

in length. Here were built several first-rate

ships ; but from the comparative shallowness of

water, this yard is chiefly employed for con-
structing steamers. Woolwich has the largest

arsenal in Britain, covering more than 100 acres,

and containing nearly 24,000 pieces of ordnance,
besides other warlike materials for the army and
navy, a royal laboratory, etc. It is the head-
quarters of the royal horse and foot artillery,

and royal sappers and miners, for whom, and
other corps, there are extensive barracks, with a
frontage of over 400 yards ; and on a fine parade
ground, S. the town, are a repository for military
models, and an observatory. It is the seat of a
royal military academy for engineering and
artillery. Woolwich joins with Deptford and
Greenwich in returning 2 members to H. of C.
Monthly petty sessions are held here. The dock-
yard may be seen (free) dailj', Sundays excepted.
WooL\viCH, two townships of the U. S., North

America.—I. New Jersey, 11 m. S.W. Woodbury.
—II. Maine, 35 m. S. Augusta.
WooxsocKET Fau^ a vill. of the U. S., North

America, Ehode Island, on Blackstone river, at
its falls, 15 m. N.N.W. Providence. It has manu-
factures of cottons, flannels, and satinets.
WoosTER, a township of the U. S., North

America, Ohio, 43 m. S.W. Cleveland.
WoosuNG, a small maiitime town of China,

prov. Kiang-se, at the mouth of the Wong-poo
river. South Channel of the Yang-tse-kiang, and
the outer anchorage of Shanghai, from which
it is distant 12 m. by water and 8 m. by land.
It was strongly fortified by the Chinese during
the late war, but taken by the British in 1843.
WooTTON, numerous pas., etc., of Engl.—I. co.

and 4i m. S.W. Bedford. Ac. 3711. P. 1349.—
II. CO, Berks, 4 m. N.N.W. Abingdon. P. 384.—
III. CO. Kent, 9 m. S.S.E. Canterbury. Ac. 1019.
P. 163.—IV. CO. Lincoln, 5^ m. S.E. Bartou-on-
Humber. Ac. 2980. P. 591.—V. co. and 2J m.
S.S.E. Northampton. Ac. 1420. P. 837.—VI.
CO. Oxford, 2} m. N.N.W. Woodstock. Ac. 3720.
P. 1238.—VII. CO. Surrey, 3 m. W.S.W. Dorking.
Ac. 4176. P. 823.—VIIL Isle of Wight, 4 m.
N.E. Newport. Ac. 1360. P. 79.—IX. (Glan-
rille), CO. Dorset, 6J m. S.S.E. Sherborne. Ac.
1 6fi i. P. 300.—X. 1st Lawrence), co. Hants, 3 m.
W.N.W. Basingstoke. Ac. 3957. P. 917.—XI.,
{North), CO. Dorset, 2 m. S.E. Sherborne. Ac.
G19. P. 76.—XII. {NoHh), co. Norfolk, 2 m.
AV.S.W. Castle-Rising. Ac. 4968. P. 247.—XIII.
i^orth), CO. Somerset, 4 m. W.S.W. Shepton-
Mallet. Ac. 1636. P. 322.—XIV. {RiversX co.
\v ilts, 3 m. N.E. Pewsej-. Ac. 1179. P. 444.—
XV. {South), CO. Norfolk, 2J m. S.W. Castle-

Eising. Ac. 1874. P. 150.—XVI. {Wawen\ co.

Warwick, 2J m. S. Henley-in-Arden. Ac. 8770.

P. 2253.

Wootton-Basset, a disfranchised bor., mar-
ket town, and pa. of England, co. Wilts, on the
G. W. Railway, 6 m. W. Swindon. Ac. of pa.

4778. P. 2191.

WoRBis, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. and
43 m. N.W. Erfurt, cap. circ. P. 2000. Manufs.
leather, woollens, and cottons.

Worcester (pronounced Wooster), a city,

pari., munic. bor., and co. of England, cap. co.

Worcester, on 1. b. of the Severn, here crossed by
a bridge, 3J m. N.W. the Spetchley station of

the Bimi. and Bristol Rail., 25 m. S.W. BiiTaiug-

ham. Area of city and bor., comprising 11 entire

parishes, and other subdivisions, 355 ac. P.

(1851)27,528; (1861)31,227. Alt 77 feet. Pain-
fall 22 inches. The city was formerly enclosed

by a wall, some vestiges of which remain ; and
the college precincts were, in early Saxon times,

surrounded by separate fortifications. The cathe-

dral was founded in 680, but the present edifice,

with its appendages, dating from the 14th century,

is a plain Gothic building, with a central tower
200 feet in height. It is now (1864) being restored

at an eslim. expense of 60,000?. Adjoining it are

the cloisters, with residences of the cathedral

dignitaries, the chapter-house, with a valuable
library, a large ancient hall, now occupied by
the King's school, and the bishop's palace. The
see of Worcester comprises the cos. Worcester
and Warwick, with portions of adjacent cos., in all

embracing 362 pas. The churches of St Andrew's,
St Clement, and St Nicholas, are handsome
buildings, and there are chapels for Roman Ca-
tholics, Independents, Friends' meeting-houses,

etc. It has a guildhall, county courts, county
and city gaols, music hall, market-house, house
of industry, county infirmary, public subscrip-

tion library, museum of nat hist., and theatre.

The royal grammar school,foundedby Henry viu.,

affords the privilege of competition for 2 exhibi-

tions at Baliol college, Oxford. The free gram-
mar school, founded by Queen Elizabeth, has 14

exhibitions of 301. to the universities and scholar-

ships at Worcester college, and Magdalen hall,

Oxford. It has national, Lancasterian, and other

endowed schools. Total revenue of charities J

4381Z. annually. There are also a female peni- I

tentiary, lying-in, ophthalmic, and other medical '

institutions, humane and other societies; and
Worcester is the headquarters of the Provincial

Medical Association of Great Britain, and with
Glo'ster and Hereford, the place of a triennial

musical festival, the proceeds of which are ap-

plied to the relief of widows and orphans of the

clergy. Pi-incipal manufs. china wares, gloves,

lace, spuits, leather, nails, and turned wares. J

There are extensive iron works on the canal and I

river banks ; and the city is the centre of a large '

trade in com and hops. Warehouses and "quays

border the Severn, which is here navigable for

large barges, and Worcester is the entrepot for a
large and populous district It has several banks.

The borough is divided into 6 wards, and go-
verned by a mayor, 11 aldermen, and 36 coun-
cillors. It sends two members to H. of C. Reg.
electors (1864) 2674. It is the place of election

of members for the county. Under the name of

Caer Gvarangon it was one of the principal cities

of the ancient Britons, and in the early Saxon
period became the second bishopric in Mercia.

The troops of Cromwell here obtained a decisive

victoiy over those of Charles i., Sept. 3, 1651.

Lord Somers vras bom at Worcester in 16^2.
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Worcester, two cos. of the U. S., North

America.—I. in centre of Massachusetts. Area
1500 sq. m., traversed by several railroads and
canals. P. (1860) 159,659.-11. in S.E. part of

Maryland. Area 616 sq. m. P. 17,013 free,

3648 slaves.

Worcester, a division in the S.W. of Cape
Colony, South Africa. P. (1865) 7704. It

contains the cap. town Worcester. P. 3267.
Worcester, a town of the United States,

North America, Massachusetts, cap. co., 38
m. S.W. Boston. P. (1860) 24,960. It is

noted for its schools and manufactures ; has a
court-house, lunatic asylum, hall of the American
Antiquarian Society. Communicates by rail-

way with Albany and Norwich, Connecticut;
by the Blackstone canal with Providence.—II.

a township of New York, 57 m. S.W. Albany.
—III. a township of Pennsylvania, 89 m. E.
Harrisburg.
Worcestershire, an inland co. of England,

with a very irregular outline, and many detached
portions, but mostly bounded by the cos. War-
wick on the E., Gloucester on the S., Hereford
on the W., and Salop and Stafford on the N.
Ac. 472,165, of which about 400,000 are estimated
to be arable, or in meadows and pastures. P.
(1861) 307,397. Rainfall at Great Malvern 22
inches. It is fertile, well watered, and richly
wooded. Principal rivers, the Severn and its

affluents the Avon and Teme, all having a S.
course. The Malvern Hills (1396 feet high), in
the S.W., separate it from Herefordshire. The
Bredon hills in the S.E. rise to 900 feet above the
sea. Wheat is extensively raised ; hops are an
important crap; orchards are numerous, and
large quantities of cider and perry are made.
Cattle and sheep are fattened here. Coal is

found at Dudley ; in a N. detached district at
Droitwich are brirae springs ; building stone and
clay are other chief minerals. Carpets are made
at Kidderminster; glass and iron wares at Dud-
ley and Stourbridge"; gloves and porcelain at
Worcester; needles and fish-hooks at Eedditch
and Feckenham. Numerous canals, and the
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway, intersect

the county. After Worcester, the cap., the prin-
cipal towns are the bors. Evesham, Droitwich,
Kidderminster, Bewdlley, and Dudley. The co.

with bor. sends 8 members to H. of 0, Reg. co.

electors (1864), for E. div. 6957, for W. div. 5007.

WoRDtsGBORG, Orthufigcu, a town of Denmark,
on the S. coast of the island Seeland. P. 1500.

WoRDWELL, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6 m.
N.N.W. Bury-St-Edmunds. Ac. 2299. P. 65.

WoRFiELD, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 3J m.
N.E. Bridgenorth. Ac. 10,320. P. 1785.

Workington, a pa, and seaport town of Eng-
land, CO. Cumberland, at the mouth of the Der-
went, on railway, 7 m. N.N.E. Whitehaven. Ac.
Of pa. 8210. P. 7834. P. of township 6280. Cus-
toms rev. (1862) 2242?.; exports 15,862?.; reg. ves-
sels 85, tons 20,368. In the upper part of the town
is a square in which the corn market is held ; it

lias a church and chapel, dissenting chapels, as-

sembly and news-rooms, theatre, a harbour with
good quays and a breakwater; ship-building,

manufactures of sail cloth and cordage, a salmon
fishery, and coal mines in the vicinity, great

quantities of coal being exported.
Worksop, a pa. and mkt. town of Engl., co. &

25 m. N. Nottingham, on the Eyton, at the N,
extremity of Sherwood Forest, and with a station

on the Sheffield and Lincolnshire Railway. Ac.
of pa. 18,220. P. 8361.

WoBKUM, a town o| the Netherlands, prov.

Friesland, near the Zuyder-Zee, 21 m. S.W,
Leeuwarden. P, 3200. [Woudrichem.]
WoRLABY, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, A\ m.

N.N.E. Glandford-bridge, Ac. 3210, P, 526.

WoRLDHAM, two contiguous pas, of England,
CO. Hants.—I. {East), 2J m, S.E, Alton. Ac.
1687. P, 235.—II. {West), 2J m. S.E, Alton.

Ac. 447. P. 89.

WoRLE, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 8 m
N.W. Axbridge. Ac. 1810. P. 980,

WoRLiNGHAM, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 2
m. E.S.E. Beccles. Ac. 1631, P, 192,

WoRLiNGTON, three pas, of England.—I, co.

Suffolk, 1 m, W,S.W, Milden-hall, Ac, 2080.
P, 349,—II, (JEast), co, Devon, 6 m. E, Chum-
leigh. Ac, 2363. P. 284,—IIL(Pre«0.samecoT

6i m. E, Chumleigh, Ac. 2683, P, 193,

WoRLiNGWORTH, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk,

6 m. N.W. Framlington. Ac. 2446, P, 740.

WoRMBRiDGE, a pa. of England, co. and 8 m.
S.W, Hereford, Ac. 720, P, 91.

WoRMDiTT, a town of E. Prussia, gov, and 43
m. S.S.W. KSnigsberg, on the Drewenz. P.
3470. Manufs. of woollen cloth and leather.

WORMENHALL, a pa. of England, co. Bucks,
12 m. W.S.W. Aylesbury, Ac, 1469, P, 354,

WoRMGAY, a pa. of England, co, Norfolk, 6J
m. N,N,E. Downham-Market. Ac. 2788. P, 423,

WoRMHOUDT, a comm, and vill. of France,
dep. Nord, cap. cant., 11 m, S.S,E, Dunkerque,
on the Penne, P, 3811, Has brass, brick, and
cord works, with salt refineries and tanworks.
WoRMiNGFORD, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 6

m. N.W, Colchester. Ac, 2331. P. 503.

WoRMtNGTON (Little), a pa. of England, co.

Glo'ster, 6 m. N,N,E. Winchcombe, Ac, 660, P. 79.

WoRMLEiGHTON, a pa, of England, co, War-
wick, 8 m, E,N.E. Kington. Ac. 2320. P. 203.
WoRMLEY, a pa. of England, co, and 5 m.

S,S,E, Hertford. Ac. 940. P. 572.

Worms, Borhetomagus, Wormatia, a city of

W. Germany, Hessen-Darmstadt, prov, Rhenish
Hessen, 26 m. S.E, Mayence, near 1, b. of the
Rhine, here crossed by a swing bridge. P, (1861)
11,399. It was formerly an imperial city, and is

very ancient, having existed before the arrival

of the Romans, In the 13th century its pop.
amounted to 70,000. Its Dom, or cathedral, with
10 towers, is externally one of the finest Roman-
esque churches in the world. In 1689 the town
was taken and burnedby the French, the cathedral
and a few houses only having escaped the fiames.

It has a gymnasium, manufactures of tobacco,
and trade in agricultural produce, and in the
fine wines of its vicinity. Among many diets

held at Worms, the most celebrated is that of

1495, convoked by Maximilian i. ; and that of

1521, before which Luther appeared,
WoRMSHiLL, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 5 m,

S.S,W. Sittingboui-ne, Ac, 1467. P. 253,

WoRMSLEY, a pa, of England, co. Hereford,

3^ m. S.E. Weobly. Ac. 1233. P, 121.

WoRONETZ, a gov, & town, Eussia. [VoRonej.T
WoRPLESDON, a pa. of England, co, Surrey, 3i

m, N.N.W, Guildford, Ac, 7140, P, 1753.
WoRRiNGEN, Buruncum, a market town of

Rhenish Prussia, gov. and 9 m. N,N,W, Cologne,
on 1. b. of the Rhine, formerly fortified. P. 1905.

WoRRSTADT, a market town of Germany,
Hessen-Darmstadt, prov. Rhenish Hessen, cap,

CO., 13 m. S.S.W. Mayence. P, 1630,
WoRSBOROUGii, a chapelry, England, co, York,

West Riding, 2J m, S.S.E. Barnesley. P, 5381,
WORSLEY, a township of England, co. Lancas-

ter, pa. Eccles, 6 m. S,S,E. Great Bolton. Ac.
6240. P, 11,876, It is intersected by the Wigaa
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ond Leigh Canal, and has extensive coal mines,

with subterranean canals and tvmnels, the total

extent of which is estimated at 18 miles.

WoKSTEAD, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 3^

m. S.S.E. North Walsham. Ac. 2603. P. 761.

WoRSTHORX, a tnshp., England, co. Lancaster,

pa. Whalley, 3 m. E. Burnley. Ac. 2800. P. 865.

WoRTii, three pas. of England.—I. co. Kent,

1^ m. S. Sandwich. Ac 7431. P. 430.—II.
(MatraversX co. Dorset, on the English Channel,

3^ m. S.S.E. Corfe Castle. Ac. 2635. P. 350. St

Albau's-head is in this parish.— III. a township,

CO. Chester, pa. Prestbury, 6 m. S.S.E. Stockport.

Ac. 620. P. 358.

Worth, a co., U. S., N. America, Georgia. P.

2131 free, 632 slaves.

WoRTHASi, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 5| m.
N.W. Eye. Ac. 2726. P. 961.

WoRTHENBUKY, a pa. of North Wales, co,

Flint, 8 ra. N. Ellesmere. Ac. 3279. P. 603.

WoRTHix, a pa. of England, cos. Salop and
Montgomery, 8 m. N.E. Montgomery. Ac. 4227.

P. 3723. A line of stones here is supposed to

have marked the old boundary between England
and Wales ; and lead mines were wrought here
during the Eoman dominion.
Worthing, a maritime town and chapelry of

England, co. Sussex, pa. Broadwater, on the
English Channel, with a station on the S. C.
Kailway, 10 m. W. Brighton. P. 5805. Its cli-

mate is mild and salubrious, and fine sands here
extend along the sea for seveml miles on each
side II. a p;v., co. Norfolk, 4 m. N.N.E. East-
Dereham. Ac. 690. P. 170.

WoRTHiXTOX, a chapelry of England, co.

Leicester, 4^ m. N.E. Ashby-de-la-Zouch, with
which it is connected by railway. P. 1172.

Worthy, two contiguous pas. of England, co.

Hants— I. {King's), 2\ m. N.N.E. Winchester.
Ac. 2216. P. 359.—11. {Martyr), 3 m. N.E.
Winchester. Ac. 1974. P. 259.
WoRTtNG, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 2J m.

W. Basingstoke. Ac. 1139. P. 154.
WoRTLET, a to^vnship, England, co. York, W.

Eiding, pa. St Peter, with a station on the Man-
chester and Sheffield Hailway, 8 m. N.N.W. Shef-
field. Ac. 1036. P. 12,058. It has manufs. of
woollens.—II. a chapeby, same co. and Eiding,
pa. Tankersley, 5i m. S.S.W. Bumesley. Ac.
5984. P, 1121.
WoRTON, two contiguoiis pas. of England, co.

Oxford.—I. {NetherX 3 m. W.S.W. Deddington.
Ac. 790. P. 61.—II. {OverX 3 m. S.W. Dedding-
ton. Ac. 623. P. 82.

WoRT^VELL, a hamlet of England, co. Norfolk,
pa. Eeddenhall, 5 m. S.W. Bungay. P. 466.
WoTOWA, river, Austria, Bohemia; course 60 m.

N.E.
; joins the Moldau 11 m. N.E. Pisek.

WoTTON, several pas. of England.—I. (Court-
ney), CO. Somerset, 4 m. W. Dunster. Ac. 3145.
P. 378. Limestone abounds here.—II. (Fitz-
Paine), co. Dorset, 3 m. N.N.E. Lyme-Eegis. Ac.
1679. P. 307.—III. {Underwood), co. Bucks,
hundred Ashendon. Ac. 3220. P. 266. [Wooton.]
Wotton-under-Edge, a pa. and market town

of England, co. and 17i m. S.S.W. Gloucester.
Ac. 4880. P. 3673.
WouDRiCHEii or WouKUM, a strongly fortified

town of the Netherlands, prov. North Brabant,
at the junction of the Maas and Waal 16 m.
N.W. Bois-le-Duc. P. 1000.
Woughton-on-the-Greex, a pa. of England,

CO. Bucks, 2J m. N.N.W. Fenny-Stratford. Ac
890. P. 314.

WoDLDHAM, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 3 m.
b.W. EocLester Ac. 1612. P. 433.

Wot'W, a pa. and vill. of the Netherlands, proT
N. Brabant, 3 m. S.W. Eozendaal. P. 3026.
Wow, a native dist. of India, on N.W. frontier

of Guzerat. P. 10,000. Annual rev. about 6000
rupees. It pays no tribute, but is under British
protection. Lat. of town 24° 22' N. ; Ion. 76° 30' K
Woysljlwice, a town of Poland, gov. and 50

m. E.S.E. Lublin. P. 2000.
Wrabness, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 4J m.

E. Manningtree. Ac. 1491. P. 226.

Wragby, a pa. and market town of England,
CO. and 12 m. E.N.E. Lincoln. Ac. 3944. P,
594, chiefly agricultural.—II. a pa., co. York, W.
Eiding, ^ m. S.W. Pontefract. Ac 1594. P. 619.

Wramplingham, a pa. of England, co. Nor-
folk, 3 m. N.E. Wymondham. Ac. 846. P, 194.

Wrangel, an island of Eussia, Esthonia, in the
Gulf of Finland, 16 m, N.E. Eevel. P. 1100.

Wrangle, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8 m.
N.E. Boston. Ac. 9780. P. 1198.

Wrath (Cape), the most N. point of Suther-
landshire, Scotland, in lat. 68° 38' N., Ion. 4° 68'
5' W. It has a pyramidal g^ranitic rock, on
which is a lighthouse, which shows a revolving
light 400 feet above the sea.

Wratting, several pas., England.—^I. (Great),

CO. Suffolk, 6i m. W.N.W. Clare. Ac 1329. P.
423.—IL {Little), same co., 6J m. W.N.W. Clare.

Ac 936. P. 193. -IIL {West), co. Cambridge,
5 m. N.E. Linton. Ac. 3441. P. 777.
Wrawby, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8 m.

N.W. Caistor. Ac 5070. P. 2961.
Wraxall, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Dorset, 6 m. E. Beaminster. Ac 952. P. 83.—
II. CO. Somerset, 6^ m. W.S.W. Bristol. Ac.
3773. P. 912.—III. {North), co. WUts, 7 m.
W.N.W. Chippenham. Ac 2127. P. 466.
Wraysbury, a pa., EngL [Wyrardisbury.]
WRAY-wiTH-BoTroN, a township of Engl., co,

and 9 m. E.N.E. Lancaster. Ac. 6506. P. 797.
Wrecklbsham, a tything of Engl., co. Surrey,

pa. and IJ m. SS.W. Famham. P. 127L
Wredenhagen, a vill. of Northern Germany,

Mecklenburg-Schwerin, 38 m. S.S.E. Gustrow,
cap. district. P. 538.

Wrexbury, a pa. of Engl., co. Chester, 4^ m.
S.S.W. Nantwich. Ac 15,698. P. 2505.
Wrexingham (Great), a pa., Engl., co. Nor-

folk, 4 m. S.E. Wymondham. Ac. 1528. P. 437.

Wrexthaji, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 6i
m. N.W. Southwold. Ac 2303. P. 1051.
Weextham, a township, U. S., North America,

Massachusetts, 23 m. S.S.W. Boston. P. 3037.

Wreschex (Pol. WreszTtio), a town of Prussian
Poland, gov. and 30 m. E.S.E. Posen, cap. circ
P. 3040. It has manufs. of woollen cloth.

Wressel, a pa. of England, co. York, East
Riding, 3J m. N. Howden. Ac 3706. P. 423.

Wrestlixgworth, a pa., Engl^ co. Bedford, 5
m. E.N.E. Biggleswade. Ac 1620. P. 657.

Wbetham (East and West), two contiguous
pas. of England, co. Norfolk, 6 m. N.N.E. Thet-
ford. United ac 6442. P. 464.

Wrettox, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 1 m.
W. Stoke-Ferry. Ac 1154. P. 490.
Wrexham, a parL bor., town, pa., and two

townships of N. Wales, chiefly in co. Denbigh,
but the pa. partly in co. Flint, with a station on
the Shrewsbury and Chester Rail., 12 m. S.W.
Chester. Ac 15,879. P. of pa. (1861) 19,780. Ac. of

bor., comprising the townships Wrexham-Abbot
and W.-itegis, and part of township Esclusham,
1145. P. 7662. The town consists of several

spacious streets crossing at right angles. The
church was formerly collegiate. It has iron-

works, paper-mills, and trade in flannel, co&l,
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and lead from the adjacent mines. The borough,
with Denbigh, Holt, and Buthin, sends 1 member
to H. of C. It is a polling-place for the county.
Wrietzen or Brietzen, a walled town of

Prussia, prov. Brandenburg, gov. Potsdam, cap.
circ. Ober-Barnim, on an arm of the Oder, 33 m.
E.N.E. Berlin. P. 5930. It has manufs. of wool-
len stuffs, hosiery, tobacco, and leather.

Weight, two cos., U. S., N. America.— I. in

S.W. Missouri. Area 1913 sq. m. P. 4442 free,

66 slaves.—II. Minnesota. P. 3729.— Wrightstovm
is a township, Pennsylvania, co. Bucks.
Wkightington, a township of England, co.

Lancaster, 4 m. N.W. Wigan. Ac. 3876. P. 1618.
Wrington, a pa. of England, co. Somerset, 6

m. N.N.E. Axbridge. Ac. 5786. P. 1617. The
philosopher Locke was born here in 1632.
Writhlington, a pa. of England, co. Somer-

set, 7 m. N.W. Frome. Ac. 772. P. 367.

Wbittle, a pa. of England, co. Essex, 2i m.
W.S.W. Chelmsford. Ac. 8672. P. 2374.

Wkockwaedine, a pa. of England, co. Salop,

2 m. W.N.W. Wellington. Ac. 4608. P. 4365.
Wroclawek, a town of Poland, gov. Warsaw,

on 1. b. of the Vistula, 8 m. N.E. Brzesc. P. 1400.

Wronkk or Wronki, a town of Prussian Po-
land, gov. and 30 m. N.W. Posen, on the Wartha,
and on the Stettin and Posen Railway. P. 2300.

It has woollen cloth factories.

Wroot, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 8 m
N.N.E. Bawtrey. Ac. 3246. P. 392.

Wrotham, a pa. of England, co. Kent, 24 m.
E.S.E. London. Ac. 8876. P. 3336.

Wroughton, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 2J
m. S.S.W. Swindon. Ac. 4.^46. P. 1721.

Wroxeter, a pa. of England, co. Salop, 5J m.
S.E. Shrewsbury. Ac. 4774. P. 616. Exten-
sive remains of the ancient Uriconium were dis-

covered near this in 1859.
Wroxhali^ a pa. of England, co. and 6J m.

N.N.W. Warwick. Ac. 1735. P. 144.

Wroxham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6J
m. N.E. Norwich. Ac. 1489. P. 409.

Wroxton, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 3 m.
W.N.W. Banbury. Ac. 2350. P. 751.

Wszetin or Wsetin, a town of Austria, Mora-
via, circ. and 33 m. N.E. Hradisch. P. 2850.
WuDWAN, a town of India, prov. Guzerat, dist.

Jhalawar, in lat. 22° 40' N., Ion. 71° 39' E. P.
32,220. The principal place of a subdivision of

same name, which is kept in a high state of cul-

tivation, and produces the finest cotton in Katty-
war. It yields an annual rev. of 100,000 rupees,

and pays tribute to the British 27,831 rupees.

Wuerdale, a township, England, co. Lancas-
ter, pa. and 2 m. N.E. Rochdale. P. 8201.

WClflingen, a town of Switzerland, cant.,

and on railway, 12 m. N.E. Zurich. P. 2232.

WuLUR Lake, the largest of fresh-water lakes,

in the Valley of Cashmere, 21 m. long by 9 wide

;

it is an expansion of the Sutlej river, & contains a
small isl. with remains of an anc. Bhuddist temple.

Wt)NSCHELBURG or Hradek, a walled town of

Prussian Silesia, gov. Breslau, circ. and 10 m.
N.W. Glatz. P. 1445.
WuKSDORF, a town of Prussia, landr. and 13

m. W.N.W. Hanover, principality Kalenberg, on
railway between Hanover and Minden. P. 2416.

WuNSiEDEL, a walled town of Bavaria, circ.

Lower Franconia, cap. dist., on the Rossla, 20 m.
E.N.E. Bayreuth. P. 3900, It has manufs. of

wooUen yarn and woven fabrics, and a monu-
ment to Jean Paul Richter, who was born here.

WiJRBENTHAL Or Urbenthal, a town of Aus-
trian Silesia, circ. and 27 m. W.N.W. Troppau,
on the Oppa, P. 1359. Manufs. iron wire.

Wurda, a river of India, rises in lat. 21° 44'

N., Ion. 78° 25', flows tortuously S.E. through the
centre of the Deccan, and joins the Godavery, 12
m. E. Chinnoor. Total course 250 m. Chief affls.

the Weingunga and the Paynegunga, on which
are several towns. During the rains it is navi-
gable for small craft for 100 m. from its mouth.
WuRM-SEE, a lake of Upper Bavaria, 15 m.

S.S.W. Munich. Length S. to N., 12 m. ; breadth
varies to 4 m. It discharges its surplus waters
N. into the Ammer by the WUrm.
WuRNO, a town of Central Africa, 18 m. N.E.

Sokoto. P. 13,000. It was founded in 1831, and
is the residence of the Fellata Emperor.
WCrtemberg (Kingdom of), a state of S.W.

Germany, between lat 47° 35' and 49° 36' 30" N.,

Ion. 8° 15' and 10° 30' E. ; bounded E. by Bavaria,
S. by the Lake of Constance, S.W., W., and N.
by Baden ; cap. Stuttgart. Length 140 m.

;

breadth 20 to 100 m. It is divided into the circles

Neckar, Black Forest, Danube, and Jaxt. Area
and pop. as follows :

—

Circles. Sq. m. Pop. 1864.

Neckar, ....
Black-Forest,
Danube, ....
Jaxt

1284
1843
2417
1986

612,107
435,046
420,310
380,866

Total, 7530 1,748,328

The territory belongs to the basins of the Rhine
and Danube. Its surface is mountainous, except
in the S. The principal chain is that of the Alps
of Swabia, which unites on the S.W. with the
Schwarzwald, and separates the basins of the
Neckar and Danube. The highest points are
not more than 3800 feet. The principal rivers

are the Danube and Neckar, the latter of which
drains the greater part of the kingdom. A por-
tion of the Lake of Constance belongs to Wiir-
temberg, and there are many small lakes in
the S., the chief of which is the Feder-see.
Climate in general temperate and healthy, but
variable. Temperature ranges from 77° to 86*

in summer, and 5° to 10° Fahr. in winter. The
soil is extremely fertile in the valleys of the
Tauber, the Neckar and its affluents, and on the
Lake of Constance, Agriculture has made rapid
progress, and there is an agricultural institute at

Holsenheim. The potato, introduced in 1710, is

now the principal sustenance of one-fourth of the
pop. The cultivation of the vine is limited to the
valley of the Neckar and the Tauber, and to the
shores of the Lake of Constance, Area of vine-
yards (1862) 80,000 ac; value of wine 8,716,941 fl.

The Neckar wines are the best ; some of the
others resemble Rhenish wines. The principal

fruits are apples, pears, prunes, and cherries, and
fruit trees are cultivated over all the territory

;

beet -root is grown for the manuf. of sugar ; hemp,
lint, tobacco, and hops are raised in small quanti-
ties. The Alps and the Schwarzwald are covered
with vast forests, which yield valuable timber.
The rearing of horses, cattle, and sheep is an
important branch of industry and trade. The
most important branch of industry is the mines,
foundries, and salt works, all worked by the
state. Iron and coal are abundant. Silver, cop-
per, cobalt, and lead are found in small quantities

;

and there are quarries of building stones and
marble. Wurtemberg has many mineral springs ;

the best frequented baths are those of Wildl«d,
the only thermal springs in the territory. Salt ia

an impoitant product, and turf is very abundant.
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MaDufs. comprise linens, -woollens, silks, carpets,

hosiery, leatfier, porcelain, iron and steel goods,

and tobacco ; breweries and distilleries are nn-
merous. The transit trade is considerable, chiefly

by the navigation of the Neckar. In 1863, 330

m. of railway were open. Wurtetnberg has long

been favourably distinguished for the number
and excellence of its educational establishments.

Each commune and even hamlet has its primary
school, attendance at which is obligatory on
children between the ages of 6 and 14, and the

number at school is in the proportion of 1 in 6

of the pop. The university of Tfibingen is cele-

bi-ated, and has an average attendance of 1000
students. There are infant schools in the cap.

and several of the larger towns, and an institution

for young ladies, normal schools, polyteclmic and
military schools. Wurieinberg is a constitutional

representative kingdom, governed according to

the constitution of 1819, with a diet of 2 chambers.
The pop. is almost exclusively German, except a
few Jews. In 1864 there were 1,200,363 evan-
gelical Protestants, 533,694 Iloman Catholics, 2661
dissenters, and 11,616 Jews. In 1861 the army
comprised a total of 10,371 men ; in time of war
it could be raised to 25,000 ; every male subject

is liable to serve from the age of 25 to 31. The
citadel of Hohen-zollem is the only fortress.

Revenue and expenditure (1864) 47,182,643/.

In the 15th century the co. of Wiirtemberg, in
Swabia, was erected into a duchy by the Emperor
Maximilian ; this was greatly extended by Na-
poleon I., who created it an electorate in 1 803, and
gave to its sovereign the title of king in 1806.
WCbzburg, a fortified town of Bavaria, cap.

circ. Lower Franconia, 140 m. N.W. Munich, on
rt. b. of the Main, across which it communicates
by a fine bridge, with its citadel on the other
side. P. (1864) 41,082. Among its many ancient
edifices are a cathedral of the 8th century, the
3farienkircke, and the royal palace, formerly re-
sidence of the bishops, with fine gardens. Its
university, founded 1403, has a library of 100,000
vols. It has a Jews' synagogue, gymnasium, poly-
techm'c school, school of music, and several hos-
pitals. Mamifs. woollen cloths, tobacco, leather,
paper, surgical and mathematical instruments,
boat-building, and a river trade. Wurzburg, one
of the most anc. cities of Germany, was formerly
cap. of Franconia. Its prince-bishopric was se-
cularized, and the town, with its territory, ceded
to the Archduke Ferdinand of Tuscany in 1803.
In 1816 it was united to Bavaria.
WuRZEX, a waUed town of Saxony, cii-c. and 15

m. E. Leipzig, cap. dist, on the Mulde, & on the
Leipzig and Dresden Eailway. P. (1862) BiOH.
It has a cathedral. Manufs. linen and hosieiy.
Wdsra\'ee, a native Bheel state of India, in

Guzerat, between lat 20° 55' to 21° 33' N., Ion.
72° 46' and 73° 51' E. Area 450 sq. m. P. 33,300.
It is under British protection.
WnsTEEiiAusEX, a walled town, Prussia, prov.

Brandenburg, gov. Potsdam, on an island in the
Dosse, 14 m. W.S.W. Neu Enppin. P. 2800.—
n. a market town on the Notte, 18 m. S.E. Berlin.
The articles of peace between Prussia and Austria
were concluded here in 1726.
WyAXDOTT, three cos. of U. S., North America.
I. in N. part of the peninsula Michigan. Area

o76 sq. m.—II. in N.W. of Ohio. Area 351 sq.
m. P. (I860) 15,596.—IIL Kansas. P. 2609.

WYBERTO.N, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 2i
m. S. Boston. Ac. 3231. P. 608.
Wtborg, Russia. [Wiborg.1
Wtounburt, a pa. of Englancl, co. Chester, 3i

m. L.8.E. Nftntwich, Ac. 18,414. P. 4986. "

Wycliffe, a pa. of England, co. York, North
Riding, 5J m. E.S.E. Barnard-Castle. Ac. 2162.
P. 162. In the rectory-house is a fine portrait of

Wycliffe, the reformer, who is believed to have
been bom here in 1325.

Wycombe (Chippixg or High), a pari., munic.
bor., mkt. town, and pa. of Engl., co. Bucking-
ham, 30 m. W.N.W. London. Ac. of pa. and
mimic, bor. 6318. P. 8373. The principal manufs.
are of chairs and paper. Wycombe returns two
members to H. of C. Reg. electors (1864) 494.—
II. CWesty, a pa. of England, co. Bucks, 2i m.
N.W. ffigh Wycombe. Ac. 6340. P. 2161.'

Wyddiall, a pa. of England, co. Hertford, 2
m. N.E. Buntingford. Ac. 1187. P. 213.

Wye, a river of England and Wales, rises on
the S. side of Plinlimmon, co. Montgomery,
near the source of the Severn, flows mostly S.E.
through a part of Radnorshire, and between the
COS. Radnor and Brecon, intersects the co. Hero-
ford near its centre, below Hereford turns S-, and
after separating the cos. Gloucester and Mon-
mouth, enters the estuary of the Severn 2 m. S.

Chepstow, which town, with Hereford, Mon-
mouth, Ross, Hay, Builth, and Rhayader, are on
its banks. Principal affluents, the Luff and Ithon
from the N., Caerwen and Irfron from the W.
Total course 130 m., for 70 of which, to Hereford,
it is frequently navigable for vessels of 40 tons
burden, and to Hay, 100 m. from the Severn, for

small craft; but its navigation is often inter-

rupted by its shallowness or rapidity. In the
upper and lower parts of its course its banks are
precipitous ; in Herefordshire it has a tortuous
course through a fertile country, and it is re-

nowned for picturesque beauty. It is connected
with the Severn by a canal from Hereford to

Gloucester, and has a valuable salmon fishery.

Wye, a pa. and vilL, formerly a market town of

Engl., CO. Kent, on the Canterbury branch of the
S.E. Rail., 4 m. N.E. Ashford, with a bridge over
the Stour. Ac. of pa. 7282. P. 1594.

Wyersdale, two townships of England, co. and
pa. Lancaster.—I. (Nether), a pa. and 4 m. N.N.E.
Garstang. Ac. 3640. P. 667.~II. (Ocer), 6^ m.
N.N.E. Garstang. Ac. 16,938. P. 524.

Wyfordby, a pa. of England, co. Leicester, 3

m. E. Melton-Mowbray. Ac. 1350. P. 144.

Wyham, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 6^ m.
N.N.W. Louth. Ac. 1880. P. 135.

Wyk, numerous pas. and vills. of the Nether-
lands.—I. prov. Drenthe, 5 m. E.S.E. Meppel. P.
1803.—II. (bi/ Duurstede), prov. and 13 m. S.E.
Utrecht, a town, cap. dist, on the Rhine, where
it gives off the Leek. P. 2413.

Wykeh^isi, two pas. of England, co. York, N.
Riding, 6 m. S.W. Scarborough. Ac. 7535. P.

;

521.—II. (East), CO. Lincoln, 7 m. W.N.W. Louth.
Ac. 560. P. 35. rWiCKHAM.]
Wykex, a pa. of England, co. Warwick, 3 m.

E.N.E. Coventry. Ac 670. P. 148.

Wyke-Regis, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 1

m. W.S.W. Weymouth. Ac. 2062. P. 2025.
Wyl, a town of Switzerland, cant, and 15 m.

W. St Gall, on the Thur. P. 2126.

Wylam, a tnshp. of Engl., co. Northumberland,
pa. Avingham, on the Newcastle and Carlisle

Rail., 8i m. W. Newcastle. Ac. 930. P. 1040,

chiefly employed in collieries.

Wymerlxg, a pa. of England, co. Hants, on the
N. shore of Portsmouth Harbour, 2 m. E.N.E. Por-
chester. Ac. 4307. P. 1071.

Wymington, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, G
m. N.N.E. Ilarrold. Ac. 1710. P. 349.

Wyisioxdham or Wyxdiiam, a ma rket triwu and
j)a. of Engl., CO. Norfolk, on the E. C. Jiailwa^", a\
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the divei gence of the Fakenham branch, 10 m.
W.S.W. Norwich. Ac. of pa. 10,613. P. 4952.
—II. a pa., CO. Leicester, 6 m. E. Melton-Mow-
bray. Ac. 2852. P. 851.

Wymondley, two contiguous pas. of England,
CO. Hertford.—I. (jGreatX 2 m. E.S.E. Hitchin.
Ac. 1120. P. 314.—II. (Uttle), 2J m. E.S.E. Hit-
chin. Ac. 790. P. 318.

Wynaad, a small dist. of British India, presid.
Madras, in lat. 11" 30' N., Ion. 76° 20' E. Area
1188 sq. m. Surface densely wooded, and pro-
ducing fine cardamons.
Wyndeyer, a CO. of New South "Wales, on W.

b. of Darling river, lat. 33° S. Ac. 2,726,400.
Wynyard, a CO. of New South Wales, on 1. b.

of Murrumbidgee river, W. from Buccleugh, lat.

35° 20' S., Ion. 147° 30' E. Chief town is Wagga
Wagga. Ac. 943,998. It is well watered.
Wyoming, 3 cos. of the U. S., North America.

—I. in W. part of New York state, cap. Warsaw.
Area 580 sq. m. P. (1860) 31,968.-11. Pennsyl-
vania, in its N.E. part. Area 455 sq. m. P. 12,540.
—III. Virginia. P. 2797 free, 64 slaves.

AVyraour, a town of India, territory of Nag-
poor, near 1. b. of the river Weingunga, in lat. 20°

27' N., Ion. 80° 10' E. P. 2000. Diamonds were
formerly found in the vicinity, but the mines
have been abandoned as unprofitable.

Wyrardisbuky or Wraysbury, a pa. of Engl.,

CO. and at the S. extremity of Bucks, on the

Windsor branch of the S.-W. Sail. 2J m. S.E.
Datchet. Ac. 1656. P. 735.

Wyre, a river of Engl., co. Lancaster, formed
by many small moorland streams, flows W. and
N., expanding into a navigable estuary which
joins the Irish Sea at Fleetwood. [Fleetwood.^
Wyrley (Great), a tnshp. of Engl., co. Staf-

ford, pa. Cannock, 6 m. N.N.W. Walsall. P. 890.

Wysaix, a pa. of England, co. and 9 m. S.S.B.
Nottingham. Ac. 1360. P. 274.

Wysox, a tnshp. of U. S., N. America, Penn-
sylvania, on Wysox Creek, 136 m. N. Hamsburg
Wyszkow and Wyschegrad, two small towns

of Poland, gov. Plotzk ; the former on the Bug,
S. Pultusk, pop. 3987 ; the latter 25 m. E.S.E.
Plock, pop. 2000.— Wysztynie or Wyzanyis a town,
gov. Augustow, CO. and 30 m. N.W. Seyny, on
the frontier of Prussia. P. 1600, mostly Jews.
Wytham, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 3 m.

N.W. Oxford. Ac. 1670. P. 176.

Wythe, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

S.W. part of Virginia. Area 578 sq. m. P. (1860)
10,143 free, 2162 slaves.-Cap. Wytkeville. P. 600.

Wytikon, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 3 m.
S.E. Zurich. The French and Austrians fought
here in June 1799.

Wyvell, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln, 4 m.
N.W. Colsterworth. Ac. 1670. P. 155.

Wyvekstone, a p?.. of England, co. Suffolk,

65 m. N. Stowmarket. Ac. 1622. P. 302.

X
For names not inserted under this letter, see the letters J, G, and S.

Xalapa, a city of Mexico. [Jalapa.]
Xalisco or Jalisco, a maritime state ofMexico,

between lat. 19° and 23° N., Ion. 102° and 106°W.,
having W. the Pacific Ocean, and on other sides

Sinaloa, Durango, Zacatecas, Guanajuato, Mi-
choaoan, and Colima; cap. Guadalaxara. Area
60,817 sq. m. P. (1857) 804,058. Surface mostly
mountainous, and densely wooded. Principal
rivers, the Eio Grande and its affluents ; on the
E. frontier is the Lake Chapala. Products com-
prise wheat, rice, sugar, honey, and timber for

ship-building ; and here are many olive planta-
tions, pasture lands, and in the S. and E. are gold
and silver mines. Principal towns, besides Gua-
dalajara, San Bias, Colima, Topic, Santiago, and
Sayula.
Xalon, a river of Spain, Aragon, flows E. and

joins the Xiloco at Calatayud. The united stream
enters the Ebro 12 m. N.W. Zaragoza.
Xandre (St), a comm. and vOl. of France, dep.

Charente-Inf&ieure, arr. La Eochelle. P. 1455.
Xanten, a town of Ehenish Prussia, gov. Diis-

seldorf, 15 m. S.E. Cleves, near the Khine. P.
3080. Manufs. woollen cloth, velvets, and cot-

ton ; distilleries and breweries. It occupies the
site of the Eoman Colonia Trajana.

Xantiii, a mountain of European Turkey,
Eumili, N.W. of the Gulf of Lagos, .2Egeau Sea,
rising to 3800 feet.

Xanthus, an anc. city, Asia Minor, the remains
of which, on E. bank of the river Etchenchay
(anc. Xanthus), 20 m. S.E. Makri, lat. 36° 21' N.,

Ion. 29° 23' E., consist of temples and tombs, with
elaborate bas-reliefs, many of which have been
deposited in the British museum.
Xarama or Jarama, a river of Spain, prov.

Guadalajara, joins the Henares 10 m. E.S.E.
Madrid, after a S. course of 60 miles.

Xativ* or Jativa, Spain. [San Fkupb.]

Xauxa, a river and town of Peru. [Jauja.]
Xaverov, a market town, Eussian Poland,

gov. Volhynia, 32 m. S.S.E. Ovrutch. P. 1500.

Xenia, a township, U. S., North America,
Ohio, 48 m. W.S.W. Columbus.
Xenil or Genil, a river of Spain. [Genil.]
Xeres or Jerez (de la Frontera), a city of

Spain, prov. and 13 m. N.N.E. Cadiz, on rail, to

Sevilla, near rt. b. of the Guadalete. P. 38,898.

It has an alcazar or fort, many Eoman and
Moorish antiquities, 8 churches, 6 convents, and
4 hospitals. Xeres has manufs. of woollen cloths

and leather, and numerous bodeaas or wine stores;

its commerce consists exclusively in the export of

its excellent sherry wines, mostly to England,
from the small port of Puntal.
Xeres-de-los Oaballeros, Esuris, a town of

Spain, prov. and 60 m. S. Badajoz. P. 829'*'

Manufs. linens, hats, leather, earthenwares, ant
soap. Birthplace of the celebrated navigator
Vasquez de Bilbao.

Xeros or Saros (Gulf op), European Turkey,
Eumili, is an inlet of the .fflgean Sea, stretching

inland north of the peninsula of Gallipoli. Length
40 m., breadth at entrance 20 miles.

Xertigny, a comm. & market town of France,
dep. Vosges, cap. cant., 9 m. S. Epinal. P. 3992.

It has iron forges and blast furnaces, stone quar-
ries, and paper mills.

XiEXGMAi, the largest city of the Laos States,

S.E. Asia. It is in a highly cultivated country,
and exports yearly 400,000/. worth of teak wooo
to Moulmein. The timber is floated down the
Salween river, and is the only source of supply
to the British navy-yards.
Xilo-Castron, JEgyra, a marit. vill. of Greece,

gov. and 24 m. W.N.W. Corinth, at the mouth of
tiie Xilo-Castron in the Gulf of Corinth.
Xiloco and Xilon, rivers. tJiLOco—Jiixw.']
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XmANi, a suburb of the city of Cartagena,

Granadian Confed. [Caktagexa.]
XuiENi, two market towna of Spain.—I. prov.

and 15 m. E. Jaen.—II. (de la Frontera), prov.

Cadiz, 22 m. N.N.W. Gibraltar.

XiMO, one of the Japanese islands. [Kiusiu.]

XiNGU, a river of Brazil, provs. Matto-Grosso

and Para, one of the chief tributaries of the

Amazon, rises near lat. 15" S., Ion. 53° W^ and
after a N. course of 1300 miles, joins the Amazon
between Para and Santarem. At lat 4° S. the

river forms what is called the Great Bend.
XioNZ, a smaJl town of Prussian Poland, gov.

and 28 m. S.E. Posen. P. 1140. It has manu-
factures of linens and leather.

Xiz or Shiz, Arabian name of the fire-temple
and city Atropatenian Ecbatana, identified by
Major Eawlinson with Takhti-Soleiman.
XoRULLO, a volcano of Mexico. [Jorullo.]
XucAK, a river of Spain. [Jucar.]
XlTLLA or ZcLXA ISLANDS, a group of Malaysia,

70 m. E. Celebes, and comprising Taliabu, Man-
gola, and Basi ; the first is 68 m. long.
Xynara, a viU. of the island Tinos, Grecian

Archipelago. It has a Boman Catholic seminary,
and is the residence of a Eoman Catholic bishop.

For words notfound under this letter, seel or 3.

r (Dutch HeCtf), a branch of the Zuyder-Zee,
ITstherlands, extending inland 16 m. W. to Be-
verwyk ; average breadth 2 miles. On its S. side

is the city Amsterdam, W. of which it communi-
cates with the Leyden Canal.
Yablonoi Mountains, a supposed chain in E.

Asia, said to form part of the boimdary between
Siberia and Manchuria, continuous E. with the
Stanovoi mountains, and W. with the Khin-gan

;

but Russian explorations in 1863 show that no
such chain exists, and that the Yablonoi district

is an undulating plateau.

Yadkin, a co., U. S., North America, N. Caro-
lina. P. (1860) 9278 free, 1436 slaves.

Yafa, a town of Palestine. [JaffaJ—^11. a
vill. of Palestine, pash. Acre, 2 m. S.E. Nazareth,
probably the Japhia of Scripture.

Yainuk, a town of British India, dist South
Canara, presid. Madras, 22 m. N.E. Mangalore.
Here is a Brahminical, and 8 Jain, temples.
Yakuno Sima, an island of Japan, 40 m. S.

Kiusiu, lat. 30' 23' N., Ion. 130° 30' E. Length
20 m., breadth 8 m. Surface level and wooded.
Yakutsk, a territory of Siberia, occupying

most of its E. half from lat. 54° N., and between
Ion. 102° and 172° E., hairing W. the gov. Yeni-
seisk, S. Irkutsk and the Yablonoi district se-
parating it from Amur territory, E. the Mari-
time Eegion and the Tchuktchi country, and N.
the Arctic Ocean, in which it comprises the
islands Kotelnoi andNew Siberia. Area 1,621,753
sq. m. P. (1858) estimated at 217,955. Sur-
face hilly in the S., and watered by the Upper
Lena, and its affls. the Aldan and Vitim, which
latter forms the frontier on the side of Irkutsk
and Transbaikal. In the N. it is an immense
level, traversed by the Lena, Yana, Indighirka,
and Kolyma rivers. In some parts, rye, barley,
and other grains are grown, and large herds of
cattle are reared near Yakutsk ; but in most of
its extent this province is a bare desert, the soil
of which is frozen to a great depth. Next to
cattle and game, salmon and other fish, iron, salt,

and talc, are the chief products. Coal is stated
to exist in some places on the Upper Lena. Prin-
cipal trade is in furs and walrus teeth. After
lakutsk, the cap., the principal villages are
Amginsk, Olekminsk, Viliuisk, and Gijansk.
Yakutsk, a town, and the great commercial

emporium of East Siberia, cap. territory of same
name, on the Lena, in lat. 62° N., Ion. 129° 44' E.
Mean annual temperature 13°*5, winter minus
36°-3, summer %V>-1 Fahr. P. (1863) 5665, half of
whom are Russians, and the rest native Yakuts.
It consists of about 400 wooden dwellings of one
Btorey, with 7 churches, a monastery, hospital,

and barracks, also wooden edifices. It is the
seat of a trade in furs, ivory, and fossil remains,
which are brought to it by the Yakutsk hunters,
and purchased by itinerant dealers, who resort

to Yakutsk in great numbers from Irkutsk, W.
Siberia, and even from European Russia, as soon
as the winter breaks up.
Yalabusha, a co. of the U. S., North America,

in N. of Mississippi, Area 897 sq. m. P. (I860)
7421 free, 9531 slaves.

Yalding, a pa. of England, co. Kent, on the
Medway, and on branch of Eastern Railway, 6J
m. S.W. Maidstone. Ac. 5804. P. 2706.

Yau, Istros, a small island off the S.E. coast
of Asia-Minor, at the entrance of the Gulf of

Kos, 7 m. S. Kos.
Ya-lonq-kiang, two rivers of the Chinese em-

pire.—I. E. Tibet and China, prov. Sze-chuen,
after a generally S. course of 600 m. joins the
Kin-cha-kiang (Yang-tze-kiang), near lat. 26°

35' N., Ion. 102^ E.—IL Corea, flows W., and
enters the Yellow Sea. Course 130 m.—The Ta-
lou-kiang flows S.W., separating Corea from the
prov. Leao-tong, and enters the Yellow Sea after

a course estimated at 300 miles.

Yalta or Jalta, a seaport town of Russia, on
S. shore of the Crimea, on a spacious bay 26 m.
S. Simferopol. P. 490.

Yalutorovsk, a town of Siberia, gov. and 120
m. S.S.W. Tobolsk, at the junction of the Iset

and Tobol rivers. P. 2000.

Yam Hill, co., U. S^ N. Amer., Oregon. P. 3245.

Yamparaes, a town of Bolivia, dep. Chuqui-
saca, 20 m. S.E. Sucr^ cap. prov., on an affluent

of the PUcomayo.
Yamsk or Jamsk, a maritime town of East

Siberia, on Yamskaia Bay, an inlet of the Gulf
of Gijiginsk, 380 m. E. Okhotsk.
Yana, a river of East Siberia, prov. Yakutsk,

between the Lena and Indighirka rivers, enters

the Arctic Ocean by many mouths, between lat.

71° and 72° N., Ion. 135° E. Course N. 700 m.
Yanaon, a vill., and one of the French colonial

possessions of India, prov. Golconda, on its E. or
Coromandel coast, and on the Guatami or Cor-
inga branch of the Godavery river, 9 m. from its

mouth, and accessible from the sea by vessels of

200 tons burden, 360 m. N.N.E. Pondicherry. Its

district, extending for 6 m. along the Godavery,
has an area of 8147 ac, about half of which is

under cultivation, and produces rice, sesame,
cotton, hemp, etc. P. 6459.
Yanbo, two towns of Arabia. PYembo.J
Yancey, a co. of the U. S., North America, in

W. of North Carolina. Area 687 sq. m. P. 8298
free, 362 slaves.
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Yaxdaboo, a town of Hindostan, Burma, on

f. b. of the Irrawadi, 63 m. W.S.W. Ava, and
virhere the treaty of peace between the British

and Burmese was ratified, February 26, 1826.

Yang-ho, a river of China, prov. Chi-li, passes
by the city Siuen-hoa, and unites with the Sang-
kan-ho, 25 m. S.E., to form the Hoen-ho river,

which traverses the province S.W. of Peking.
Yang-tchou, a city of China, prov. Kiaug-su,

cap. dep., on the Imperial Canal, near the Yang-
tze-kianp river, and 50 m. N.E. Nanking. It is

5 m. in circumference, and has a trade in salt.

Yang-tse-kiang (" Son of the Ocean "), a large
river of China, its course lying S. of that of an-
other great river, the Hoang-ho. It is formed
by the junction of the Ya-long-kiang and Kin-
cha-kiang rivers, which have their sources in E.
Tibet, near those of the Meuam-kong and Irra-

wadi, and which unite on the boundary between
the provs. Sze-chuen and Yun-nan, near lat. 26°

30' N., Ion. 102° E. Thenceforth the Yang-tse-
kiang has a very tortuous E.N.E. course, through
the provs. Sze-chuen, Hoo-pe, Ngan-hoei, and
Kiang-su ; and it joins the sea by an estuary 30
miles across, in lat. 32° N., Ion. 121° E. Total
course estimated at 3600 miles. It receives

numerous large affluents, drains all the central

provinces of China, and brings down a great
quantity of mud, which has formed several low
islands at its mouth, and the whole of the low
lands for 100 m. around Shanghai, which is only
part of the great delta that reaches Silver Island
180 m. up. It is crossed by the Imperial Canal,

by which it communicates with the Hoang-ho
river, and with most parts of China-proper. The
tide ascends it, when very low, to the lake Po-
Yang, 520 m. from the sea, beyond which it is

navigable for 1000 m., and it may be navigated
to 900 m. from its mouth, by ships of the largest

class. Area of basin 700,000 sq. m. There is a
large steam traffic on it up to Hankow, nearly
700 miles from its mouth, many vessels being
2000 tons burthen. It has a regular annual flood-

ing and fall of 30 to 40 feet at that port, the
former reaching its highest in Sept., and the
latter its lowest in February. The area of land
covered by the flood below Hankow is estimated
at four times that of the river, and is navigable
for small boats for hundreds of miles during the
season. Coal is said to be plentiful in many
places along its banks, above Hankow.
Yanina (improperly Joannina, probably the

ancient Euroeay, a citj' of European Turkey, cap.

prov. Epirus, on the W. side of the Lake of Ya-
nina, 44 m. N. Arta. P. estimated at 36,000, of

whom 20,000 are Greeks, and from 6000 to 7000
Jews. It was much more populous before 1820,

when it was burnt down by order of Ali Pasha.
It has a fortress containing the palace of the
pasha, and is the residence of the head collec-

tor of customs for Epirus, and of British and
other consuls. It had formerly a large trade
with Albania, EumUi, etc. ; but its commerce has
greatly declined.—The Lake of Yanina is 5 m.
in length, by 3 m. in greatest breadth. In it,

opposite the city, is a small island, with a church
and monastery.
Yankton, city, U. S., N. America, cap. Dakota

territory, on 1. b. of Missouri river, lat. 43° N.
Yao-an, a city of China, prov. Yun-nan, cap.

dep., 95 m. W.N.W. Yun-nan. It is stated to

have a large trade in musk, and in salt produced
from a lake in its vicinity.— Yao-tchou is a city,

prov. Kiang-se, cap. dep., on a river near its

mouth, in the Lake Po-yang.
Yaoori, Yaouki, or Yalki, a town of Central

Africa, cap. state, on 1. b. of the Quorra, 65 m.
N. Boussa. It is enclosed by a high clay wall,

and entered by eight gates. Manufs. coarse
gunpowder, saddlery, and clothing. Indigo and
tobacco are raised, and large herds of live stock
are reared. The state of Yaoori is reported to

be flourishing, and is enclosed by the state Gando.
Yapton, a pa. of England, co. Sussex, on the

Arundel and Chichester Canal, and on S. Coast
Railway, 3Jm. S.W. Arundel. Ac. 1699. P. 589.

Yapura, Japura, or Caqueta, a river of the
Granadian Confed., S. Amer., rises in the Andes,
S.E. of Neyva, flows S.E. and E., and joins the
Amazon in Brazil, at lat 3° 20' S., Ion. 65° W.,
after a course of 1100 miles, in a part of which it

forms the boundary between Brazil and Ecuador.
Yaqui or HuAQUi, a river of Mexico, state

Sonora, rises at lat. 32° N., flows S. and S.W.,
and enters the Gulf of California, 25 m. S.E.
Guaymas, after a course of 400 miles.

Yar and Yare, two rivers of England.—I. in

the isle of Wight, enters the Solent at Yarmouth,
after a short N. course.—II. (anc. Garienis\ co.

Norfolk, passes Norwich, where it becomes navi-
gable, and enters the North Sea 2J m. 8. Great
Yarmouth, after having expanded into Bredon-
water, which receives the Bure and Wavenay.
Yarborough, a pa. of England, co. Lincoln,

5 m. N.N.E. Louth. Ac. 1160. P. 279.

Yakcombe, a pa. of England, co. Devon, 5 m.
W. Chard. Ac. 4689. P. 816.

Yardley, several pas. of England.—I. co.

Hertford, 4^ m. W.S.W. Buntingford. Ac. 2405.
P. 574.—II. CO. Worcester, 4J m. E. Birmingham.
Ac. 7355. P. 3848.—III. (Gohions), a hamlet, co.

Northampton, 3|- m. N.N.W. Stony Stratford.

P. 650.—IV. (liastings), a pa., co. and 8 m.
E.S.E. Northampton. Ac, 3510. P. 1152.

Yakkand or Yarkund, a city, and the present
cap. of Chinese Turkestan, in a fertile plain, on the
Yarkand river, in lat. 38° 19' N., Ion. 77° 30' E.
P. estimated at 32,000. The city, enclosed by an
earth rampart, and entered by five gateways, has
extensive suburbs, houses built of stone and clay,

many canals intersecting its streets, large bazaars,

numerous mosques, and about a dozen Moham-
medan colleges. It is the residence of a Chinese
governor, and of about 200 Chinese merchants,
with some Cashmerian and Persian, and a few
Hindoo traders ; and it is the chief emporium of

the commerce between China and the countries
beyond the W. frontier of the empire. Horses
are an important article of traffic, and their flesh

is sold in the markets. Wheat, rice, barley, oil-

seeds, fruits, raw silk, shawl-wool, manufactured
stuffs, and jade-stone, are other principal articles

of trade. The vicinity is thickly interspersed
with villages and mulberry plantations, and it

feeds large flocks of broad-tailed sheep and
Cashmere goats.

—

Yarkand River rises on the N.
side of the Karakonim mountains, flows mostly
N.E., and near lat 37° N., Ion. 74° 30' E., unites

with the Cashgar, Aksu, and Khoten rivers, to

form the Tarim-Kul and Erguo-Gol, which, flow-

ing W., finally enters Lob-Nor, a lake of the
desert Gobi. Total course 1000 miles.

Yarkhill, a pa. of England, co. and 6^ m.
E.N.E. Hereford. Ac. 1666. P. 568.

Yarungton, a pa. of England, co. Somerset,

3i m. W.N.W. Wincanton. Ac. 1207. P. 246.

Yarm, a pa. and market town of England, co.

York, North Eiding, on the Tees, 9 m. E.S.E.
Darlington. Ac. 1135. P. 1401. It exports
salmon and other provisions to London.
Yarmouth (Great), a pari., munic. bor., sea-

port town, and pa. of England, co. Norfolk, on its
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E. coast, on railway, 19 m. E. Norwich. Lat. of

church, 52' 36' 8" N., Ion. 1° 43' 7" E. Ac. of

pa. 1510. P. 26,881. Ac. of pari, bor., compris-

ing Gorieston in Suffolk, 3940. P. (1851)

30,879; (1861) 30,338. It stands on a slip of

land between the sea and the Yare, across which
it communicates by a drawbridge with South-
town, or Little Yarmouth, and with Gorieston.

The town was enclosed by a wall begun by Ed-
ward lu. It consists chiefly of four parallel

streets, and 156 cross lanes. Along the river a

quay extends for about 1 m., and here are the

town-hall and council-chamber. The pa. church
of St Nicholas is verj' large, St Peter's is new,
St George's is a chapel of ease ; besides chapels

for Wesleyans, Independents, Baptists, Friends,

Unitarians, Boman Catholics, and a Jews' syna-
gogue ; the town-hall, corn-hall, and lai^e mar-
ket-place, gaoL theatre, custom-house, large ware-
houses, public library, the Nelson column 144
feet high, and a suspension bridge over the
North Water. It has national schools, a royal
and a fishermen's hospital, military lunatic asy-
lum. On the coast are several batteries, barracks
for 1000 men, three piers, besides two at the
harbour mouth, several public gardens and pro-
menades. Exports (1862) 48,261^. Customs rev.

(1862) 22,496/. The harbour, formed by the
Yare, is accessible by vessels of 200 tons and
upwards, and Yarmouth has an extensive trade in
tlie export of agricultural produce, malt, herrings,

and other fish. Upwards of 600 registered vessels
belong to the port, besides fishing vessels. It is the
principal seat of the English herring fishery,which
employs about 250 vessels, and about 3000 hands,
inclu(fing curers. Every species of fish inhabiting
the North Sea, soles,whiting, cod, turbot, and had-
dock, are caught here in great abundance ; but
herring and mackerel are the staple of the town.
9000 tons of fish of all kinds have been sent from
Yarmouth by rail, in one year. Ship-building is

carried on, and a manuf. of crapes and silk goods.
Yarmouth communicates by steam-packets with
London, Hull, and Goole. It sends 2 members
to H. of C. Keg. electors (1864) 1606.—YarmotUh
Roads are between the coast and a line of outer
sand-banks, marked by buoys and floating-lights.

Yarmouth, a maritime and market town and
pa. of England, Isle of Wight, on its N.W. coast,
at the mouth of the Yar, 9 m. W. Newport, and
opposite Lymington, to which it has a ferry.
Ac. of pa. 143. P. 726. Trade mostly confined
to the export of fine sand for glass-making, and
the import of coals, timber, and provisions.
Yarmouth, a co. of British North America,

Nova Scotia. P. (1861) 15,446.
Yarmouth, a township of the U. S., North

America, Massachusetts, Cape Cod, 65 m. S.E.
Boston. Pop. chiefly employed in fisheries.

Yarnescombe, a pa. of England, co. Devon,
6 m. E.N.E. Great Torrington. Ac. 3047. P. 423.
Yarnton, a pa. of England, co. and 44 m.

N.N.W. Oxford. Ac. 1613. P. 294.
Yaroslav, a gov. & city, Kussia. [Jaroslavl.]
Yarpole, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 4 m.

N.N.W. Leominster. Ac. 2523. P. 630.
Yarra-Yarra, a river of Victoria, Australia,

and the principal entering Port-Philip, which it

reaches at Hobson Bay, 5 m. S.W. Melbourne,
after a W.S.W. course through cos. Evelyn and
Bovirke. It is not navigable above Melbourne
on account of falls, and that city can usually
be reached by vessels of 60 tons burthen, the
mouth of the river having a bar with only 9 feet
of water at high tide. Vessels of large burden
load and unload at Williamstown, near its mouth.

At Melbourne it is commonly from 40 to 50 yards
across, but greatly augmented by floods in winter
and spring. During heavy floods in Dec. 1863,

it rose 50 feet above its usual leveL Gold was
discovered here in October 1851.

Yarriba, Africa, Guinea. [Yobuba.]
Yarrow, a river of Scotland, co. Selkirk, rises

at Yarrow-cleugh, 1^ m. E. Loch Skene, flows
mostly E.ward through the Loch of the Lowes
and St Mary's Loch, and joins the Ettrick 1^ m.
above Selkirk, after a course of 25 m. Its tribu-

taries are at least 40 in number, but small.

Yarrow, a pa. of Scotland, co. Selkirk, of

which CO. it comprises more than a third, con-
taining Ettrick Eorest and several petty villages.

Ac. 41,858. P. 643. Alt of ch. 646 feet. Sir
Walter Scott resided in the Ettrick Forest for

ten years : and Hogg, " The Ettrick Shepherd,"
lived at Mount-Benger, and died at Altrive, in

this parish.

Yabwell, a pa. of England, co. Northampton,
li m. S.S.W. Wansford. Ac. 1830. P. 402.

Yasi-Koi, a large vill. of Asia Minor, Anatolia,
near Zafaran-Boli, and containing 300 houses of

Mohammedans, and 75 do. of Greek Christians,
which latter people manuf. wine and opium. A
quantity of saffron is raised in the vicinity.

Yasor, a pa. of England, co. Hereford, 4 m. S.

Weobly. Ac. 2050. P. 287.

Yass, a town of New South Wales, co. King,
cap. dist, on Yass river, an aflluent of the Mo-
rumbidgee, 182 m. S.W. Sydney. P. (1861)
1123.

—

Yass Plains, surrounded on every side by
forests, are from 9 to 12 m. across.

Yassy or Jasst, the cap. town of Moldavia,
is situated on an aflj. of the Pruth, in a plain sur-
rounded by low hills, 200 m. N.N.E. Bucharest.
Its houses cover a large space, being interspersed
with gardens. Pop. previous to the Kusso-
Turkish war (1853-56) esthn. at 50,000 ; in 1856
only 30,000, of whom one-eighth were Jews. It

is well built and clean, and has several remarkable
churches, a college, a superior school, printing
establishments, society of natural history, and an
active commerce in agricultural produce.
Yate, a pa. of England, co. Gloucester, 1 m.

W. Chipping-Sodbury, and with a station on the
Bristol and Birmingham Kailway, lOJ m. N.E.
Bristol. Ac. 4042. P. 1138.—II. a township, co.

Lancaster, pa. WhaUey. P. 1111.

Yateley, a pa. of England, co. Hants, 8 m.
N.E. Odiham. Ac. 10,036. P. 2808.

Yates, a co. of the U. S., North America, near
the centre of New York state, between Seneca
and Canandaigua Lakes. Area 320 sq. m. P.

(1860) 20,290.—IL a township. New York, on
Lake Ontario, 12 m. N. Albion.
Yatesbury, a pa. of England, co. Wilts, 4J m.

E. Cahie. Ac. 1667. P. 231.

Yattendok, a pa. of England, co. Berks, 6 m-
S.E. East Ilsley. Ac. 1393. P. 263.

Yatton, two pas. of England.—I. (East and
Westy, CO. Somerset, 7 m. N. Axbridge. Ac. 6374.

P. 1851. Here is the Clevedon junction station

of the G. W. Kailway, 12 m. W.S.W. Bristol.—IL
(Keynelt), a pa., co. Wilts, 4J m. N.W. Chippen-
ham. Ac. 1749. P. 654.

Yavabi, a river of South America. [Jabary.
]

Yaverland, a pa. of England, Isle of Wight^
8 m. E.S.E. Newport. Ac. 1834, P. 69.

Yaxham, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 2\ m.
S.S.E. East Dereham, with a station on a branch
of the E. C. RaUway. Ac. 1596. P. 479.

Yaxley, two pas. of England.—I. co. and 14
m. N. Huntingdon. Ac. 4290. P. 1411.—II. co.

Suffolk, IJm. W.N.W. Eye. Ac. 1238. P. WO.
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Tazoo, a river of the U. S., North America,

Btate Mississippi, joins the Mississippi 45 m.
W.N.W. Jackson, after a S.W. course of 300 m., for

all of which, it is navigable for steamboats. Prin-
cipal affluent. Sunflower river from the N. It

gives name to a co., cap. Benton. Area 731 sq.

m. P. (1860) 5657 free, 16,716 slaves.—Fazoo-
Cifi/ is a town on E. bank of the Yazoo, 60 m.
N.W. Jackson. On July 13th, 1863, a combined
military and naval attack was made on this town
by the Federals, who captiired it, with 6 guns,
much stores, and many prisoners.

Yeaks (St), a comm. and market town of

France, dep. Arifege, 14 m. N.W. Pamiers. P.
2309. It has coal mines.
Ybaet (St), a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

CoiTeze, arr. and 18 m. N.W. Tulle. P. 1502.
Ybera or Caracares, a large marshy lake of

the Argentine Confed., in the N. part of the dep.
Corrieutes, between the rivers Parana and Uru-
guay. It contains numerous wooded islands,

and gives origin to the rivers Batiles, Oorrientes,

and Mirinay.
Ybekg, a vill. of Switzerland, cant, and 7 m.

N.E. Schwytz, with medicinal springs. P. 1500.

Ybicuy, a river of Brazil, prov. Rio Grande
do Sul, joins the Uruguay river opposite Yapeyu,
alter a W. course of 200 miles.

YcACOS (Cape), a headland on the N. coast of

the island Cuba, bounding the Bay of Matanzas
on the N.E., in lat. 23° 9' N., Ion. 81° 10' W.

Ye, a town of British India, presid. Bengal,
formerly cap. of a prov. on the Tenasserim coast.

Further India, on the river Ye, near its mouth,
in the Indian Ocean, 90 m S.E. Moulmein.—The
Ye River has a short course, but is navigable by
boats for about 20 miles from the ocean.
Yeadox, a township of England, co. York, W.

Iiiding, pa. Guisley, 6i m. N.N.E. Bradford. Ac.
liiOO. P. 4259. It has wooUen manufactures.
YiiALMPTON, a pa. of England, co. Devon, on

tin) small river Yealm, 4 m. S.E. Earl's Plymp-
ton. Ac. 3537. P. 1035.

Yebenes, a market town of Spain, prov. and
21 m. S. Toledo. P. 3063.

Ykcla, a town of Spain, prov. and 44 m. N.
iMurcia. P. 9333. It has brandy distilleries.

YiCDDiNGiiAM, a pa. of England, co. York, E.
Hiding, 8i m. N.E. NewMalton. Ac. 1150. P. 108.

Yeuo or Jeddo, the cap. of the Tycoon, a
city and the second cap. of the island Japan, it

being the residence of the Sio-gun or military
emperor, on the Gulf of Yedo, in lat. 35^ 40' N.,

lou. 139" 40' E. P. estimated, 1863, at 1,700,000,
comprising merchants & artisans, 572,848. Army
of the Daimeo 25,000 ; attendants in the Tycoon's
palace, 180,000, priests, monks, nuns, travellers,

etc. It is larger in area than the largest Euro-
pean capital, with gardens, parks, and vessels of

all kinds in the gulf. It is enclosed by a trench,

and intersected by numerous canals and branches
of a river, navigable for vessels of moderate bur-

den ; and has many noble residences ornamented
externally vnth sculptures & painting, some large

temples, and other public edifices ; but its dwell-

ings are mostly of wood, and it suffers frequently

from destructive fires. Siro, a citadel, is the resi-

dence of the Tycoon, and centre of the royal

palaces. Yedo was to have been opened to Euro-
pean commerce 1st July 1862, but this has been
deferred. It is the residence of British, French,
American, and Dutch ministers. The palace of

the Tycoon was destroyed by lire 25th December
1863. Outside of the city are two large suburbs.

—

The Gvlfof Yedo is an inlet of the Pacific Ocean.
Length S. to N. 70 m. ; breadth at entrance 40 m.

In the middle of the gulf, 2^ miles from the shore,

5 forts of granite have been recently constnicted.
Yelden, a pa. of England, co. Bedford, 3J m.

E.S.E, Higham-Ferrers. Ac. 1912. P. 286.
Yeldham, two pas. of England, co. Essex.—

I

{GreaC), 3 m. N.N.W. Castle-Hedingham. Ac.
1820. P. 696.—II. {Little), 3 m. N. Castle-Hed-
ingham. Ac. 938. P. 307.

Yelford, a pa. of England, co. Oxford, 3i m.
S. Witney. Ac. 305. P. 14.

Yell, one of the Shetland Islands, Scotland,
the second of the group in size, and the most N.
except Unst, is separated on the S. from Main-
land by Yell Sound. Length from N. to S. 17 m.

;

exti-eme breadth 7J m. Area 94 sq. m. P. 2716.

It comprises the pas. of North Yell and Fetlar,

pop. 1480 ; and Mid and South Yell, pop. 1784.

The coast along the E. is generally low and flat,

but here are many good anchorages ; along the

W. it is mostly rocky and precipitous. Surface
hilly, and agriculture almost neglected, whale
and other fishing being the chief industry.
Yell, a co. of the U. S., N. America, Arkan-

sas. P. 5335 free, 998 slaves.

Yelling, a pa. of England, co. Huntingdon,

5J m. E.N.E. St Neots. Ac. 1670. P. 414.

Yellow Creek, a river of the U. S., North
America, Mississippi, joins the Yazoo, after a
S.W. course of 70 m.—The Yelloio-knije, British

North America, W. territory, enters the Great
Slave Lake, after a S. course of 130 m.
Yellow Sea or Whang-Hai, an inlet of the

Pacific Ocean, in E. Asia, between lat. 32° and
40° N., Ion. 120° and 127° E., having W. the
Chinese provs. Kiang-su and Shan-tung, N. Leao-
tung, and E. Corea. It opens N.W.ward into tho
Gulfs of Chi-li and Leao-tong, from which last it

is separated by the long promontory termed the
" Regent's Sword." It receives the Hoang-ho riv.,

and all the principal rivers of Corea ; and nume-
rous groups of islets border its E. and N. coasts.

Yellowstone, a river, U. S., North America,
Dakota territory, and one of the principal af-

fluents or head streams of the Missouri, rises im-
mediately E. the Rocky Mountains, in lat. 44°
40' N., -Ion. 111° W., flows N.E., and joins tho

Missouri after a serpentine course of 700 m.
Principal tributaries, Clark Fork, the Big-horn,
Tongue, and Powder rivers, all from the S. Its

course is at first through a mountainous region,

but in many parts well timbered ; it then tra-

verses a fertile country, interspersed with woods
and prairies ; and finally, near the Missouri,

open meadow-lands and low grounds, wooded on
its borders. In its upper part the stream is rapid

,

but it is navigable for canoes nearly to its source.

Yelvertoft, a pa., England, co. Northampton,
9 m. N.N.E. Daventry. Ac. 2080. P. 631.

Yelverton, a pa. of England, co. Norfolk, 6

m. S.S.E. Norwich. Ac. 410. P. 69.

Yembo or Yanbo, a maritime town of Arabia,
Hedjaz, 130 m. S.W. Medina, of which city it is

the port. It has a sheltered harbour, and is a

place of transit for pUg^rims from Egypt to the
holy cities of Arabia.
Yemen, a country of Arabia, in the S.W., foi-m-

ing the chief part of the ancient Arabia Felix.

The portion next tho Red Sea is called Tehama,
It consists mostly of an arid plain, but the in-

terior is moimtainous. Chief products myrrli
and coffee. Principal towns, Sana, Mocha, and
Aden, the last now a British station.

Ykn-chow, two cities of China.—I. prov.

Shan-tung, cap. dep., 75 m. S. Tsi-nan.—II.

prov. Che-kiang, cap. dep., on the Tsien-tang-
kiaiig, 115 m. S.W. Ningpo.
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Yv:xG-HissAK or Yangisar, a town of Chinese

Turkestan, 85 m. W.N.W. Yarkand, on the routo

to Kashgar ; famous for its dancing girls and

musicians.
Yexi-bazar, a market town of European Tur-

key, Bulgaria, 14 m. N.E. Shumla.—II. a town of

Bosnia. [Novi-bazar.]
Yenidje, numerous small towns of European

Turkey.—I. {Kara-m), Kumili, sanj. and 98 m.
W.N.W. Gallipoli, near the Gulf of Lagos. P.

2.500, mostly Turks.—II. (^Kizil-Aghadjy,'R\irid\\,

sanj. and 25 m. N.N.E. Tchirmen, on the Tondja,

—III. {Vardar^ Macedonia, sanj. and 27 m.
W.N.W. Salonica. It has numerous mosques,

various ruined Greek edifices, and a consider-

able trade in tobacco. About 3 m. S. is the

Lake Yenidje (anc Pcdus Bistonis), on the N. side

of which are the ruins of the ancient Pella,

birthplace of Alexander the Great
YESiKALi or Janikul, a fortified town of S.

Eussia, gov. Taurida, Crimea, on the N.W. point

of the peninsula of Kertsch, 65 m. E.N.E. Kaffa.

P. 1700. It is defended by a strong citadel, and
has remains of the ancient Orthmion.

YENiKAii:, Enikale or Jenikale (Strait of),

or Strait of Kertch (anc. Cimmerian Bospo-
rus), the strait connecting the Sea of Azov with
the Black Sea, and separating the Crimea on the
W. from the Caucasus on the E. Length 20 m.

;

breadth 8 to 10 m. ; depth 2 to 8 fathoms. The
town Yenikald is on its W. side.

Yenisei, one of the great rivers of N. Asia,

Siberia, its basin lying between those of the
Obe and Lena, and estimated to comprise an
area of 1,020,000 sq. m. It rises in Mongolia
(Chinese Empire), about lat 51° N., Ion. 100° E.

;

flows at first W. to the Russian frontier, and
afterwards holds a N.ward course to its wide
estuary in the Arctic Ocean, lat. 72° 30' N., Ion. 84°

E., 200 m. E. the mouth of the Obe. It traverses
the centre of the gov.Yeniseisk, nearly the whole
of which is drained by it, as is the S. half of the
gov. Irkutsk by its principal tributary the An-
gara, which brings into it the surplus waters of
Lake Baikal. Total length, with the Angara,
3400 m. On its banks are the towns Minusinsk,
Abakansk, Krasnoiarsk, Yeniseisk, Turuk-
hansk. It is of great breadth, and from Turuk-
hansk to the ocean its depth has been found to
vary from 2 to 8 fathoms. In June 1863, the first

steamer on the river made a successful voyage
up and down the stream with heavy cargoes.

—

The Bay of Yenisei is the estuary formed by this
river at its junction with the Arctic Ocean.
Breadth at entrance 30 m. It abounds with isls.

Yeniseisk, a vast gov. of Asiatic Russia, com-
prised in E. Siberia, between Ion. 82° and 113°
E., and extending from lat 61° 30' N.ward ; hav-
ing W. the govs. Tomsk and Tobolsk, E.Irkutsk
and the territory Yakutsk, and S. the Khalkas
country (Chinese dom.), from which last it is se-
parated by the Saiansk mountains, a lofty chain
connected with the Altai, which traverses its
centre. Besides the Yenisei, it comprises the
courses of several minor rivers. Area 971,850 sq.
m. P. (1857") .303,256. Surface mntns. in the S. It
progressively declinesN.ward into a desert region,
peopled by scattered Tungooses, Ostaks, Yakuts,
»nd Samoiedes. Its principal wealth is in the pre-
cious metals, the country between the Yenisei and
the Angara being tlie richest gold-washing tract
in the E. part of Russian Asia. Chief towns, Kras-
noiarsk, the cap., Kansk, Abakansk, Atchinsk, &
leniseisk.— Yeniseisk is the cap. of a dist on the
Yenisei, in la.t 58° 27' 17" N., Ion. 92* 16' 48' E.
r. 6000. It is 3 m. in circumference, and has a

custom-house and arsenal, with an active export
trade in furs and in Chinese produce.
Yeni-shehr, several vUls. of Asia-Minor, two

occupying the site of the ancient Antiochia and
Magnesia ad Meandrum.

Yenitcher, Turkey. [Larissa.]
Yenxe (Ejanna), a market town of France, dep.

Savoie, cap. arr., and 12 m. N.W. Chambery, on
the Rhone. P. 2935. It has flour mills, tan-
neries, and rears silk-worms.
Yen- Pino, a city of China, prov. Fo-kien, cap.

dep., on the Min river, 90 m. N.W. Foo-chow.
Yeomadong Mountains, a chain in Further

India, separating the British prov. Arracan E.ward
from Burmah. Elevation from 2000 to 5000 feet.

The highest peak is Blue Mountain, 5600 feet,

in lat 22" 37' N., Ion. 93° 11' E The mountains
are covered with dense teak and other forests,

and crossed by several narrow passes, the princi-
pal being those of Neireingair, Aeng, Tongo,
Talak, and Ghoa.
Yeovil, a pa., nikt. and manuf. town of Engl.,

CO. Somerset, on the Yeo, an affluent of the Par-
ret, near the borders of Dorsetshire, 6 m. W
Sherborne. Ac. of pa. 4056. P. 8486. It has
leather-dressing and woollen manufactures.
Yeovilton, a pa. of England, co. Somereet, 1\

m. E. Ilchester. Ac. 1753. P. 342.

Yepes (Ispinum), a town of Spain, prov. and 22
m. E. Toledo. P. 3065.
Yerba-Buena, a name for San Francisco.
Yerbeston, a pa. of South Wales, co. Pem-

broke, 4 m. S.W. Narberth. Ac. 1224. P. 118.

Yeres, two rivers of France.—I. deps. Seine-
et-Mame and Seine-et-Oise, joins the Seine at

Villeneuve, 10 m. S.S.E. Paris, after a W. course
of 50 m.—II. dep. Seine-Infdrieure, enters the
English Channel near Dieppe, after a N. coui-se

of 20 m.
Yerim, a small town of Arabia, dist. Yemen,

75 m. S.E. Sana. It has a strong hill-fort

Yeriha, Germa, a market town of Asia Minor,
Anatolia, on an affl. of the Sakaria (ancient Sattr-

gariusy, 66 m. S.W. Angora. It was anciently a
Roman colony, and it has numerous remains of

antiquity, with some mineral baths,
Yerville, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Seine, cap. cant, arr. Yvetot P. 1748.

Yeshil-Irmak or Jekil-Irmak (anc. Iris), a
river of Asia-Minor, pash. Sivas, after a tortuous
N. course of 200 m., enters the Black Sea 12 m.
E. Samsoun. On its banks are the towns Tokat,
Amasia, and Charshambeh. Chief affl. the Kelki
(ancient Lycusy, from the E., which has a longer
course than the river to which It is tributary.

Yesso, Jesso, or Matsmai, one of the largest of

the Japanese islands, between lat. 41° 24' and 46°

30' N., Ion. 140° and 146° E. ; separated on the S.

from Niphon by the Strait of Sangar, and N. from
the island Saghalien by La Perouse Channel.
Estimated area 62,600 sq. m. A rugged moun-
tain-chain traverses it from N. to S., and it con-
tains active and extinct volcanoes,is weU watered,
and has coasts indented by numerous bays and
harbours, the best of which are Volcano Bay
and Edermo. Its N. part is very fertile. Pro-
ducts comprise wheat, rice, hemp, tobacco, fruits,

oak, elm, and birch timber, and large quantities
of dried salmon and other fish, which are mostly
exchanged with the Japanese for summer cloth-

ing. Here are said to be some valuable mines of

gold and silver. Annual value of produce about
450,000/. Yesso is not considered an integral

part of Japan, but a dependency of which the
Japanese took possession in consequence of the
extension of the Russian dominion into the £.<!•
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rile arctipelago. Its inhabitants preserre their
own religion, laws, customs, and public offices,

though the election of the last has to be con-
firmed in Japan. Principal city Matsmai, near
the S. coast.—The Strait of Yesso, between this

island and Kunashir, is 12 m. across.

Yeste, a town of Spain, prov. and 50 m. S.W.
Albacete. P. 6900. It has manufs. of woollens.
Near it are medicinal batlis.

Yestek or GiFFORD, a pa. of Scotland, co. and
4 m. S.S.E. Haddington. Ac. 8847. P. 1033.
Copiously wooded, and comprising much fertile

and well-farmed land. In it are the vills. Gif-
ford, pop. 458, Long-Yester, and Long-Newton.
Near Gifford is Yester House, the seat of the
Marquis of Tweeddale.
Yethan, a river of Scotland. [YthanJ
Yetholm, a pa. of Scotland, in the N.E. part

of CO. Koxburgh, with two contiguous vills.. Kirk
and Town Yetholm, connected by a bridge across
the Beaumont, near the border of England, dist.

and 8 m. S.E. Kelso. Ac. 6036. P. 1207, of

whom 902 are in the villages. Kirh-Yetholm is

the head-quarters of the Scotch gypsies. Yetholm
is governed by a baron -bailie, and has a school-
house, and two annual fairs for live stock.

Yetholm, a pa. of New South Wales, co.

Eoxburgh, E. Melrose.
Yetminster, a pa. of England, co. Dorset, 5i

m S.W. Sherborne. Ac. 4321. . P. 1430.

Yeu or Yeoc, a considerable river of Central
Africa, supposed to flow into Lake Tchad, on W.
Yeu, an island, W. of France. [Ile d'Yeu.]
Yezd, a city of Persia, cap. prov., near the E.

base of a mountain range in the Persian desert,

lat. 32° 10' N., \6n. 54° 60' E. Its walls are, ex-
clusive of a citadel, separately fortified, and sur-

rounded by a deep trench. Its bazaars are spa-
cious, and it has manufs. of velvets and other
silk fabrics, cotton and woollen goods, arms, and
loaf-sugar. Provisions are dear, owing to the
sterility of the country everywhere around it.

Among the pop. are many Parsees or Ghebers
(fire-worshippers), this being nearly the only
place in Persia which they inhabit.

Ygrande, a comm. and market town of France,
dep. Allier, 18 m. W. Moulins. P. 1862.

Yi, a river of South America, Uruguay, flows
W., and joins the Eio Negro. Length 120 miles.

Yi-CHOW, a town of China, prov. Shan-tung,
cap. dep., on the Y-ho, 140 m. S.E. Tsi-nan.

Yki, an island of Japan, in the Strait of Corea,
15 ra. N.W. Kiusiu. Length 15 m., breadth 8 m.
Ylo, a maritime town of S. Peru, dep. prov. and

35 m. W.S.W. Moquegua, at the mouth of the
Ylo in the Pacific Ocean.
Yniesta, a town of Spain. [Hiniesta."]

Ynys-Cynila.iarn, a pa. of North Wales, co.

Carnarvon, 7 m, E. Tremadoc.
Yo-CHOW, a city of China, prov. Hoo-nan,

cap. dep., at the influx of the lake Tong-ting
into the river Yang-tse-kiang.
Yokohama, a foreign settlement in Japan, on

the east coast of Niphou Island, in Yedo Bay,
with Kanagawa as its port. It is the chief place
open to foreign trade, and has been specially

laid out for this purpose by the Japanese, who
have endeavoured to remove it several times since
the Elgin treaty of 1868, by which it was estab-

lished. Notwithstanding many drawbacks, com-
merce has gradually increased, and there is now
« considerable traffic in tea, silk, cotton, flax,

lobacc(j, oil, wax, timber, sea-weed, dried fish,

etc., under British, Dutch, American, Prussian,
French, and Eussian flags. The trade returns
for 1863 exhibit a total value of 3,850,000/., of

which 2,149,20H. are exports, & 635,731/. imports
in British ships. Imports are general merchan-
diso, and Peking gold bars amounting to 225,351/;
and silver specie is estimated at 1,800,000/. It
was neprly ruined by fire in the spring of 1867.

YoLA, a town of Central Africa, cap. Adamawa,
in lat 9° 28' N., Ion. 12° 10' E. It was visited

by the traveller, Dr Earth, in his overland journey
from the north in 1851, and again by the steamer
" Pleiades," which, for the first time, navigated
the Benue river in 1854. P. 12,000 (?).

YoLO, aco., U. S., N. Amer., California. P. 4716.

YoNKERS, a township of the U. S., North Ame-
rica, on the E. bank of the Hudson river, a few
mUes above New York.
YoNNE, Icanna, a river of France, rises in the

E. of .the dep. Ni^vre, flows N. past Clamecy, dep.

Auxerre (where it becomes navigable), Joigny,
Villeneuve-le-Eoi, Sens, Pont-sur-Yonne, and
joins the Seine at Moutereau. Length 150 m.
It is connected with the Seine by the canal of

Bourgogne (Burgundy), and with the Loire by
that of Nivemais.
YoNNE, a dep. of France, in the N.E., formed

of part of the old prov. Burgundy, between the
deps. Seine-et-Marne, Loiret, Nievre,C6te-d'0r, &
Aube. Area 2868 sq.m. P. (1861) 370,305. Cap.
Auxerre. Surface undulating, with rich pasture
lands. Chief rivers, the Yonne with its affluents,

the Cure, Annan9on, and Vannes. Soil rich in

grain, and produces excellent wine. Deer, wild
boars, and badgers are among the wild animals.
Chief mineral products, iron, lithographic stones,

and ochre. The department is traversed by the
railway from Paris to Lyon. Manufs. woollens
and cottons, and beet-root sugar. Exports tim-
ber, com, and wine. The dep. is divided into

the arrs. Auxerre, Avallon, Joigny, Sens, and
Tonnere.
Yorgan-Ladik, Laodicea Combusta, a large

town of Asia-Minor, pash. and 27 m. N.W. Ko-
nieh, and famous for manufs. of carpets. It has
many antiquities, consisting of altars, etc.

York, Eboracum, the second city of England
in point of rank, though not in size or commer-
cial importance, a pari, and muni(3. bor., and co.

of itself, cap. co. Yorkshire, near the centre of

which it stands, at the junction of the three Eid-
ings and ainsty, on the Ouse, at the influx of the
Foss, and at the meeting of railways from Ber-
wick, London, and the central cos., 22 m. N.E.
Leeds. Lat. of Minster 53° 67' 43' N. ; Ion. V
4' 49' W. Alt. 63 feet. Area of city 2720 ac.

P. (1851) 36,303 ; (1861) 40,433. The pari. bor.

comprises in whole or part 36 pas. and some
extra-parochial dists., and is nearly coincident
with the municipal bor. P. of bor. 46,385. The
city is enclosed by anc. walls, and is entered by
five principal and five minor gateways, some of

which former are remarkable structures. The
Ouse and Foss traverse the interior of the
city ; the Foss is crossed by four, and the Ouse
by two bridges, one of them an elegant iron

bi'idge connecting the railway station with the
minster, erected 1862, at a cost of 35,000/. Ex-
cept the castle, occupying nearly 4 acres, between
the Ouse and Foss, and containing the county-hall
and gaol, most of the public edifices of interest,

are in the N. of the city. At the head of thef

is York minster or cathedral, the finest structur*

of its kind in England, mostly built in the 13th
and 14th centuries ; extreme length 486 feet

;

length of transept 223 feet, with a great tower 213
feet in height, magnificent W. front flanked by 2
towers 196 feet in height, and richly adorned
within. It was set on fire by the lunatic Martia

4x
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in 1829, and suffered from an accidental fire in

1840, but the injuries have been fully repaired.

It has a magnificeat peal of 12 bells, presented

by the late Dr Beckwith. The see of Tork com-
prises the East and West Ridings of the co. and
the archdeaconry of Cleveland ; the authority of

the archbishop extends over tlie province of

York, consisting, with the archbishopric, of

the bishoprics of Durham, Carlisle, Chester,

Eipon, and Sodor and Man. Revenue of see

10,000/. Many of the churches are handsome

;

St Michael-le-Belfry and St. Martin's are built

in the late perpendicular style; AU-Saints,

St Mary's, Castlegate, St Denis, St Lawrence,
St Margaret, and St Mary Bishop-hill the Elder,

are all fine structures. The chapter-house;

the mansion-house, with an Ionic colonnade and
a state-room ; the guild hall, a Gothic structure;

the assembly-rooms, concert-hall, theatre, build-

ings of the Yorkshire philosophical society, mu-
seum, subscription library ; city gaol, Roman Ca-
tholic and several other dissenting chapels, and
the chief railway station, deserve especial notice

amongst the numerous public buildings. Out-
side of the city are the co. hospital, a lunatic

asylum, another and famous institution for the
insane, the Retreat, about 1 m. distant, managed
by the Society of Friends ; the cavalry barracks,

and Bishopsthorpe palace, the residence of the
archbishop. A fine planted walk extends along the
Ouse, and near it are excellent baths. York has
several Roman antiquities. Charities are very
numerous, & have an aggregate revenue of 4522/.

It is governed by a lord mayor, and had, until

tlie municipal Reform Act, a corporation, who
6<it, as in London, in two separate chambers.
It is now divided into 6 wards, and has 12 alder-

men and 36 councillors. Courts of assize for the
city and co. are held in it twice annually, and it

has quarter sessions, a court of pleas, and petty
sessions, twice weekly. There are several com-
mercial corporations in the city

;
glass and iron

wares, carpets, white and red lead, paper-hang-
ings, and many articles of luxury are manufac-
tured. Tork has an active trade in the import
of coal, but its chief prosperity is due to its being
resorted to by the gentry of N. England, as a
kind of northern metropohs. It has four bank-
ing companies, and a private bank, and two
weekly newspapers. It communicates by the
ICorth-Eastem Railway with Darlington, Dur-
ham, Newcastle, Hull, Scarboro', "Whitby, etc.

;

by the Great Northern, with Doncaster and
London; and by the Midland, with SheflBeld
and Derby. The cattle market was greatly im-
proved in 1856, and fortnightly cattle fairs are
held. Horse-races are held twice a year in an
excellent course near the city. It sends two
memliers to H. of C. Eeg. electors (1864) 4626.
York was originally a town of the Brigantes, one
of the British tribes, & afterwards the residence of
Hadrian, Severus, Constantius Chlorus, Constan-
tine(who was bom here), and otlier Roman em-
perors

; and the funeral obsequies of Severus (died
5tl2) are supposed to have been performed on
Severus-hill, W. the city. It was the chief station
of til*; prov. of Britain. Under the Saxons it was
successively the cap. of the kingdoms Northum-
bria and Deiiu, which extended as far as the
1 irths of Forth and Clyde. It suffered greatly
for opposing William the Conqueror. In the
civil wars it sided actively with the king, but
It was equally noted for its opposition to the
arbitrary decrees of James n.—Ainsty of York.
{Yorkshire.] *^

i'oRK, several cos. of the U. S., North America.

—I. Maine, in its S.W. part, cap. Alfred. Area
818 sq. m. P. (1860) 62,107.-11. Pennsylvania,
bordered N.E. by the Susquehanna. Area 831
sq. m. P. 68,200.-111. Virginia, along Chesa-
peake Bay. Area 132 sq. m. P. 3024 free, 1925
slaves.—IV. a co., South Carolina, in its N. part,

cap. Yorkville. Area 831 sq. m. P. 11,518 free,

9984 slaves.

York, several townships of the U. S., North
America.—I. Maine, on York river, 42 m. S S.W.
Portland. It has a harbour for vessels of 250
tons, a lighthouse, and shipping employed in the
fisheries.—II. New York, on Genesee river.—III.

Ohio, CO. Morgan.—IV. Ohio, co. Athens.—V.
Indiana, co. Switzerland.—VI. Pennsylvania, co.

York.—VII. a bor., Pennsylvania, cap. co. York,
28 m. S.S.E. Harrisburg. It is connected by
railroads with Philadelphia and Baltimore, and
communicates with the Susquehanna by a navi-
gable canal.

—

Yorkshire is a township, New York,
on Cattaraugus Creek.

York, the former name of Toronto, Canada
West.—II. a fort, British N. America, on the W.
coast of Hudson Bay, at the mouth of Hayes river,

lat. 57' N., Ion. 92° 26' W.—III. a co. of W. Aus-
tralia, having N. the co. Victoria, E. Howick, S.

Grantham, and W. Perth. The river Avon tra-

verses it from S. to N. The township, York, is

about 60 m. E. Perth.—IV. a town of Tasmania,
CO. Devon, on the Tamar, 8 m. S. Port-Dalrymple.
—V. {Cape), the most N. point of Australia, ter-

minating York Peninsula, which bounds the
Gulf of Carpentaria on the E. Lat. 10° 41' 6"

S. ; Ion. 142° 34' E. "Se&T it is Someiset, a govern-
ment station and dep6t for ships in distress passing
through Torres Strait—VI. {Mounf), New South
Wales, CO. Cook, 60 m. N.W. Sydney. Estimated
height 3300 feet—VII. (Sound), an inlet on the

N.W. coast of Atistralia, between Montague Sound
and Prince Regent river, l-at. 15° S. ; loa. 125° E.

York (New), U. S., N. Amer. [New York.]
York Penlxsula, N. Australia, Queensland,

extends between 10° 41' and 18° S. lat., and sepa-

rates Gulf of Carpentaria from the Pacific.—II.

(^Yorke), a tongue of land, S. Austi-alia, between
St Vincent and Spencer Gulfs, N.W. Adelaide.

Length 100 m., greatest breadth 30 m. Cape
Spencer is its S. extremity.

Yorkshire, the largest co. of England, in its

N. part, between lat 53° 18' and 54° 40' N., Ion.

0° 10' E. and 2° 37' W., having E. the North Sea,

and landward the cos. Durham, Westmoreland,
Lancashire, Cheshire, Derby, Notts, and Lincoln,

from which last it is mostly separated by the

estuary of the Himiber. Area 5981 sq. m., or

3,827,847 ac, of which about 2,500,000 are esti-

mated to be productive. Length and breadth about
105 m. P. (1861) 2,015,641. Surface very much
diversified ; in the N.W. are some of the highest
mountains in England (Whemside 2414 feet)

;

elsewhere barren moors alternate with the richest

tracts. In the W. are limestone and coals, suc-
ceeded towards the E. by lias, oolite, and chalk.

Ironstone was discovered in the vale of the Der-
went, near Malton, iu 1^62, and mining was com-
menced on a large scale in 1864. At Holderness,
in King Edward iii.'s time, from the nature of

the coast, the towns Frismerk, Ravensere, etc.,

were swallowed up by the sea. Rivers, includ-

ing the Don, Wharfe, Aire, Ure, Swale, Der-
went, and Hull, are all tributaries of the Ouse
and Humber, except the Tees, forming the N.
boundary, and the Ribble in the extreme W
Principal capes, Flamborough-head and Spurn-
head. Yorkshire is an agricultural, a grazing,

and a manufacturing county of the first rank.
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Large numbers of horses are bred ; and the co.

supplies many of the cows used in the Lon-
don dairies. Sheep have been estimated at

1,200,000, and the annual produce of wool at

2800 packs. Swine are numerous, and York is

famous for its hams. Properties more subdi-
vided in the N. and W. than in the E. Farms
generally small. The W. division of the co. is

the chief seat of mining and manufacturing in-

dustry, and has woollen, cotton, flax, and silk

mills. The co. is divided into N., E., and W.
Bidings (a name said to be derived from a Saxon
word signifying thirds), each of which sends 2
members to H. of 0. ; and into the ainsty of the
city of York. It is subdivided into 17 wapen-
takes and 2 liberties, and into 613 parishes. It

contains one archi-episcopal city, in the see of

which, and that of Ripon, it is mostly comprised
;

and it lias 17 pari. bors. and 59 market towns.
Reg. elects. (1864) W. Riding 40,476; N. do.

15,240; E. do. 7241. The E. Riding comprises
the hilly district termed the wolds, and much
moorland. Ac. 768,419. P. 274,425. It is

watered by the Derwent and Hull rivers, and
traversed along its S. extremity by the Hull
and Selby Railway. It contains the towns Hull,

Beverley, Great Driffield, Market-Weighton,
Pocklington, and Bridlington. The N. Riding,

ac. 1,350,121, pop. (1861) 211,109, is chiefly

famous as a grazing country. It contains the
rich agricultural dists. Cleveland and Ryedale,
and has mines of alum and lead, with freestone

and marble quarries. Principal rivers, the Ure,
Swale, and Tees; and it is traversed by the Gt.

N. of England Railway, and the lines from York
to Whitby and Scarborough. Within it are the
towns Northallerton (which may be considered
its cap.), Boroughbridge, Richmond, Tliirsk,

Stokesley, Kirkby-Moorside, Pickering, Scar-
borough, and Whitby. The W. Riding comprises
all the S. and W. parts of Yorkshire, and borders
on 6 other cos. Ac, excluding ainsty, 1,709,307.

P. 1,530,007. Surface very irregular, and it

contains some of the best land and most pic-

turesque scenery in England. Principal rivers,

the Wharfe, Calder, Aire, Don, and Ribble ; and
it is intersected by numerous canals and by rail-

ways between all of its large towns. Principal
crop wheat Timber is plentiful, and a large part
of the surface is in pasture. The valuable coal-

bedsaround Leeds, Shefltteld, Bradford, andWake-
field have been a main source of the prosperity of

those towns ; iron, stone, and lead, at Grassington
& Pateley Bridge, are also abundant. In manufac-
turing industry this Riding has importance equal
to that of S. Lancashire. Leeds, Bradford, Hud-
dersfield, Halifax, Wakefield, and Dewsbury are
the great seats of the English woollen manufac-
ture ; flax-spinning is extensively carried on at

Leeds; Sheflield has manufactures of the best

cutlery and hardwares ; and Rotherham pos-
sesses large ironworks. Besides the above named
towns, Pontefract, Bamsley, Doncaster, Bawtrey,
Thome, Goole, Selby, Wetherby, Otley, Knares-
borough, Ripley, Ripon, and SMpton are in this

Riding.
YoKKTOWN, a township, U. S., N. America,

state and near New York, 16 m. N. White Plains.

YoRKTOWN, an old vill. of the U. S., N. Ame-
rica, state Virginia, cap. co. York, on York river,

70 m. E.S.E. Richmond, and 12 m. E. Williams-
burg. Here, 19th Oct 1781, the British army,
under Lord Cornwallis surrendered to General
Washington, which event terminated the revolu-
tionary war.
YoBo a dep of Central America, state Hon-

duras, in the N. Area 1500 sq. m. Truxillo ia

its seaport. Yoro the cap. P. 3000, chiefly maho-
gany cutters.

YoKUBA or Yakrtba, a country of W. Africa,

Guinea, lat. 6° and 9° N., Ion. 2 and 6° E., includ-

ing the two former kingdoms of Ife and Itschin,

length 350 m., width 200 m. Area about 70,000
sq. m. P. estimated at 2,500,000. Towns nume-
rous and large, many of them 10 or 12 m. in cir-

cumference, and containing thousands of houses.

The seaboard supplies palm oil, and the interior

is rich in shee-butter, and ivory ; and is now
(1864) covered with cotton plantations. The
principal port is Lagos, which became a British

possession in 1861. The state is constantly en-
gaged in petty wars and human sacrifice, and
the slave trade still exists.

YosiDA, a town of Japan, island Niphon, 160
m. S.W. Yeddo.
YouGHAL (pronounced YouWt), a pa., pari,

munic. bor., and seaport town of Ireland, Mun-
ster, CO. and 27 m. E. Cork, on the W. side of

the estuary of the Blackwater, which forms its

harbour. Ac. of pa. 4830. P.(18G1) 8378. Ac. of

pari. bor. 345. P. 6514. Altitude 19 feet. It was
formerly enclosed by walls flanked with towers
The town is antiquated. It has a parish church,
a chapel of ease, Roman Catholic & other chapels,

the town-house, assembly rooms, court-house,
custom-house, savings' bank, fever and lying-in
hospitals, prison, barracks, and the house of Sir

Walter Raleigh, which is preserved nearly entire.

The harbour, a dependency of that of Cork, ad-
mits at highest tides vessels drawing 12 ft. water,

and Youghal is the seat of an export trade in

corn, live-stock, and other rural produce, and
imports coal, timber, tallow, herrings, salt, and
colonial produce. It has some potteries, brick-

works, and a salmon fishery.

—

Yovghal sends 1

member to H. of C. Reg. electors 223. Here, it

is believed. Sir Walter Raleigh first introduced
the culture of the potato into Ireland.

YouGHALARRA, a pa. of Ireland, co. Tipperary,

6 m. W.N.W. Nenagh. Ac. 7796. P. 1296.

YouLGRAVE, a pa. of England, co. Derby, 3 m.
S. Bakewell. Ac. 12,200. P. 3738.

Young, a post-town and gold-field of New S.

Wales, CO. Monteagle, on Burragong Creek, 240
m. from Sydney. P. estimated (1861) at 5000.

YoxFORD, a pa. of England, co. Suffolk, 23 m.
N.E. Ipswich. Ac 2724. P. 1111.

YoxHALL, a pa. of England, co. Stafford, 6J m.
N.N.E. Lichfield. Ac 4813. P. 1443.

Yport, a comm. and vill. of France, dep. Seine
Infdrieure, arr. le Havre. P. 1572.

Ypres, a fortified town of Belgium, prov. West
Flanders, cap. arr., 30 m. S.S.W. Bruges, on the
YperMe. P. (1864) 16,856. It has a cathedral

of the 13th century, with ancient paintings.

Manufs. comprise lace, linens, and cottons. Its

anc. and noble halh, now the hotel do villfe, was
restored in 1860.

Ypsilante, a township of the U. S., North
America, Michigan, 30 m. W.S.W. Detroit, with
which it is connected by railway. P. 4000.

Ypsili, an island of Greece, gov. Argos, in the
Gulf of Nauplia, 12 m. S.E. Nauplia. Length,
W. to E., 2 miles ; breadth 1 mile.

Ykikix (St), a comm. and town of France,
dep. Haute-Vienne, cap. aiT., on the Loue near
its source, 27 m. S. Limoges. P. 7613. It has
manufs. of porcelain, leather, iron & brass wares,

candles, cloth, flannels, etc.—II. {la Montagne), a
comm. and vill., dep. Creuse, arr. Aubusson. P
1201.—III. (Ze Bejalet), a comm. and vill., dep.

Corr^ze, arr. Tulle, cant. Egleton. P. 113i
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Teonde, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Puv-de-D6me, arr. Clermont-Ferrand. P. 1200.

YscEiFioG, a pa. of North Wales, co. Flint,

3 m. S.W. Holywell. Ac. 6905. P. 1475.

YsER, a river of France and Belgium, rises in

the dep. Nord, E. St Omer, andjoins the Yperlee

at Fort-Kuocke, 4i m. S.W. DLsmude, W.
Flanders, after a N.E. course of 32 miles.

YsPTTTT, three pas. of Wales.—I. (^Evan), cos.

Denbigh and Carnarvon, 9 m. S.S.E. Llanrwst
Ac. 4768. P. 869.—II. (,Cyn/yn), S. Wales, co.

Cardigan, 1 m. S.E. Aberystwith. P. 800.—IIL
(Ystwyth). same co., 13 m. S.E. Aberystwith. Ac.
6544. P.' 843.

YssELMONDE, an island of S. Holland, formed
by two branches of the Maas, opposite Rotterdam.
Length 15 m. ; breadth 5 m. On its N. side is a
village of same name, 3 m. S.E. Rotterdam.
YssENGEAUX Or YssiNGEAUX, a comm. and

town of France, dep. Haute-Loire, cap. arr., on a
rocky height, 13 m. N.E. Le Puy. P. 7971.

Manufs. lace and ribands.

YsTAD, Istadium, a seaport town of S. Sweden,
Isen Malmohus, 36 m. E.S.E. Malmo, on the

Baltic. P. 5422. It has manufs. of tobacco and
snuff, chicory, soap, woollen cloths, and leather

;

and some ship-buiiding. Its harbour is spacious.

YsTMO, a state of Granadian Confed. [Panama
or Darien.]
YsTBAD, several pas. of South Wales.—I.

(Dyfodicg), co. Glamoi^an, 8J m. N.W. Llant-
risaint. Ac. 24,515. P. 3857.—II. (fiunlais), co.

Brecon, 10 m. N.N.E. Neath. Ac. 21,954. P.
4345.—III. {Yspyttyystradmeiric), co. Cardigan,
12 m. S.E. Abei-ystwith. Ac. 945. P. 160.—IV.
(Owen), CO. Glamorgan, 3 m. N.E. Cowbiidge.
Ac. 1494. P. 248.

YsTRAD\'ELLTEY, a pa. of South Walcs, CO. and
15 m. S.E. Brecon. Ac. 19,025. P. 668.
YsTwiTH, a river of Wales, co. Cardigan, after

a W. course of 23 m. past Yspytty-Ystwith and
Llanafan, enters Cardigan Bay at Aberystwith.
Ytapua, a town of Paraguay. (_Itapca.]
Ythan or Ithan, a river of Scotland, co. Aber-

deen, flows tortuously E. past Fyvie, Methlick,
Tarves, Ellon, and enters the North Sea at New-
burgh, after a course of 20 m. It has salmon
fisheries, and is navigable for river craft from the
sea to Ellon.

Ytu or Hytu, a town of Brazil. [Itu.]
Yuba, a co. of the U. S., North America, Cali-

foinia. Area uncertain. P. (1860) 13,668.
Yucatan, a peninsular state. Central America,

Mexico, mostly between lat. 17° 30' and 21° 30'
N., Ion. 87° and 92° W., having N. and W. the
Gulf of Mexico, E. the Caribbean Sea, and land-
ward Belize, Guatemala, and Tabasco. Area
46,393 sq.m. P. (1857) 668,623. Surface mostly
level, but travereed in the centre by the Sierra
de Yucatan, under 1000 feet. The rivers here
have short courses, and the interior is nearly
destitute of water. It is fertile in the S. Cattle
are numerous. Maize, cotton, rice, tobacco,
pepper, sugar-cane, dyewoods, hides, and soap
are exported from Campeachy & Sisal. Princi-
pal cities and towns, Merida, Valladolid, Cam-
peachy, and Sisal. It also comprises the ruins
of Uxmal, Chi-chen, Kabah, and Zayi, The
former state of Yucatan was divided in 1861 into
the two states of Yucatan and Campeachy. It
is rich in monuments of a former age. Caps.
Merida and Campeachy.—The Bay of Yucatan is
a name sometimes given to the sea immediately
N. the Bay of Honduras.—The Channel of Yu-
catan, between that country and the island of
Cuba, is 120 miles across.

YcEN-CHow, two towns of China.—I. prov.
Hoo-nan, cap. dep., on the above river, lat. 27° 24'

N., Ion. 109° 40' E.—II. prov. Kiang-si, cap. dep.,

lat. 27° 45' N., Ion. 114° 10' E,
YuESi-KiANG, a river of China, prov. Hoo-nan,

enters the Lake Tong-ting on its W. side, after

a N.E. course estimated at 400 miles.

YcEN-MEfG-YUEN, an Imperial suburb, 5 m.
W. of Peking, China, celebrated for its palaces
and grounds, 12 m. square, whence the late em-
peror Hien-fung fled to Gehol, on the approach
of the British and French allied army in 1860.
Here were collected the rich presents of ambas-
sadors and tributary princes for centuries ; which
were taken or destroyed at the sacking of the
place, and the buildings levelled with the ground.
YuGYACARTA or JocjocARTA, a large and popu-

lous town of Java, near its centre, 60 m. S. Sama-
rang, and the cap. of a native sultan.

Yu-HO, the Grand Canal of China. rCiiiNA/]

YuNA, one of the Bahamas. [Long Island.]
Yung-, a prefix of the names of numerous

Chinese cities, the principal being—I, (Nirig'),

prov. and 230 m. N.N.W. Yun-nan.— II. (Pe\
cap. dep., 160 m. N.W. Yun-nan.—III. (Pj»iA
prov. Chi-li, cap. dep., on the Lan-ho, 130 m. E.
Peking.—IV. {Chow), prov. Hoo-nan, cap. dep.,

in lat. 26° 10' N., Ion. 111° 30' E.—V. (Chang),
prov. and 210 m. W. Yun-nan, cap. dep., 130 m.
N.E. Bhamo, in the Burmese territory.

Yu-NHiNG, a city of China, prov. Ho-nan, cap.
dep., lat. 33° N., Ion. 114° E.

—

Yun-yang is a city,

prov. Hoo-pe, cap. dep., on a tributary of the
Hoang-ho. Lat 32° 50' N.; Ion. 110° 40' E.
YuN-NAN, the most S.W. prov. of China, mostly

between lat. 22° and 28° N., Ion. 98° and 106° K,
having N. and E. the provs. Se-chuen, Kwi-chow,
and Quang-se, and on other sides Tibet, and the
Burmese, Laos, and Anamese dominions. Area
107,969 sq. m- P. 5,679,128. Surface moimtain-
ous, and it is traversed by the upper courses of the
Mekong, Sangkoi, and Salwen rivers. It is one
of the richest provs. of China in mineral pro-
ducts, yielding gold, copper, tin, rubies, sap-
phires and other gems, besides a variety of gums,
varnishes, ivory, musk, flax, and horses. It is

celebrated as a tea-growing district, especially

near the frontier city of Esmok. It is divided
into 20 deps.— I'tm-wan, the cap., is on the N.
side of Tien-chi lake, lat. 26° 10" N., Ion. 102° 40'

E. It is intersected by canals, and is reported to

have a trade in metals, with manufactures of silk

fabrics and of fine carpets.

YuNQUEBA, a town of Spain, prov. and 33 m.
W.N.W. Malaga. P. 2726. It has manufs. of
woollen cloths, and brandy distilleries.

Yurung-Kash or Khoten River, Chinese
Turkestan, after a N.ward course joins the Yar-
kand and Aksu rivers, to form the Tarim, near
lat. 40° N., Ion. 80° 30' E. Khoten is the principal
town on its banks. Length estim. at 250 m.
YuTHiA, the old cap. and second city of Siam,

Further India, on a canal, which connects it with
the Me-nam, 50 m. N. Bang-kok, lat 15° 19' N.,

Ion. 100° 35' E. P. estimated at 25,000, many of

whom are Chinese. It is enclosed by the river,

intersected by canals, and has a vast royal palace
with several temples, but it was mostly ruined
by the Burmese in 1767. It has few manufs.
except oil and toddy (an inebriating sweet drink),

both made from the paim, which is abundant
Most of the merchants of Bangkok reside here.

The heat is often intense. Many of the habita-
tions are floating wooden houses.
YuTTA (the Juttah of Scripture), a town of

Palestine, 4 m. S. Hebron. Rfland supposes it to
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be the Juda alluded to in Luke i. 89, as the birth-

place of John the Baptist.

YuzGAT, YuzKAT, or OoscAT, a town of Asia
Minor, pash. Sivas, in a narrow valley, 65 m. S.

Tchonim. It is enclosed by walls.

YvERDUN (Germ. Yferten, anc. Ebrodununiy, a
town of Switzerland, cant. Vaud, 18 m. N. Lau-
sanne, near the mouth of the Orbe (here called

the Thiele), in the Lake of Neuchltel. It has
an old castle, in which Pestalozzi established
his celebrated educational institute in 1805. P.
4094.
YvETOT, a comm. and town of France, dep.

Seine-Inf^rieure, cap. arr. and cant., 20 m. N.W.
Eouen, on railway to Havre. P. 8921. It has
manufactures of linen, cotton, velvets, and mixed
goods.

YviGXAc, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.
C6te8-du-Nord, 11. m. S.W. Dinan. P. 2007.
YvoiR, a comm. and vill. of Belgium, prov. and

9 m. S. Namur, on rt. b. of the Maese. P. 700.
YvoRNE, a vill. of Switzerland, 1 m. N. Aigle,

with vineyards which yield a wine in high repute.
Yvoy-Le-PkA, a vill., France. [IvoY-LE-PRfi.]
YvRfi-L'EvEQUE, a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Sarthe, 3 m. E. Le Mans, on rt b. of the
Huisne. P. 2552.—II. (Je Poliri), a comm., dep.
Sarthe, 13 m. E.N.E. La Fl^che. P. 1428.
YzABAL, a town of Central America. [Izabal.]
YzERXAY, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Maine-et-Loire, arr. Beaupreau. P. 1993.
YzEURES, a comm. and vill. of France, dep.

Indre-et-Loire, on the rt. b. of the Creuse, 24 m.
S.S.W. Loches. P. 1098.

Z
For natnes notfound here, see the letters C, S, or T.

Zaab, a dist. of Algeria, S. of the Great Atlas

mountains, and watered by the Adjedi and Abiad
rivers, which flow to Lake Melgigg. [Zab.]

Zaandam (improperly Saardam}, a town of the

Netherlands, prov. N. Holland, on the Zaan, an
affluent of the Y, which divides it into E. and W.
Zaandam, 6i m. N.W. Amsterdam. P. (1865)
12,320, chiefly engaged in ship-building and sea-

faring occupations. In its vicinity are numerous
windmills. The cottage in which Peter the Great
resided, while he wrought as an ai-tisan in the
dockyard, is still preserved.

—

Zaandyk is a vill.

on the Zaan, 8 m. N.W. Amsterdam. P. 2144
Zab, two rivers of Turkish Kurdistan, tribu-

taries to the Tigris.—I. Q" the Greater Zah^'

ancient Zabatus and Lycus\, rises W. of Lake
Urumiah, near lat. 38° N., Ion. 44° 30' E., flows

very tortuously S.S.W. through a mountainous
region, and after having entered the plain of the

pashalic Bagdad, joins the Tigris about 25 m. S.

Mosul. Total course 200 m. Chief affls., the

Eowandiz and Khazir rivers. It is rapid, and
passes through many precipitous ravines.—II.

(the ^^ Lesser Zab" or Asfal, ancient Caprius),

has its course S.E. of the foregoing, and joins

the Tigris 78 m. S.E. Mosul. Near its centre

is the town Arbil, ancient Arbela.

Zabaikalskaya. [Transbaikau]
Zabid, a town and river of Arabia. [Zebid.J

Zabliak or ZsABLiAK, a town of European
Turkey, Albania. [Tchabliak.]
Zaborowo, a town of Prussian Poland, gov.

and 44 m. S.S.W. Posen. P. 830.

Zacapj4, a town of Central America, state and
70 m. N.E. Guatemala, near the river Montagua.
Estimated pop. 5000.

Zacatecas, a state of Mexico, surrounded by
the states Jalisco, Durango, Coahuila, and San
Luis Potosi. Area, including Aguas Calientes,

which it partly encloses, 32,318 sq. m. P. (1857),

exclusive of do., 296,789, who are employed in

mining and agriculture. Lat. 21° 30' to 25° N., Ion.

101° to 104° W. It belongs to the central table-

land, and is rich in mineiuls, having three exten-

sive veins of silver, upon all which nearly 3000

shafts have been opened, and it has been estimated

that its mines have produced silver to the value of

200,000,000/. Chief cities and towns, Zacatecas,

Sombrerete, Fresnillo, & Jerez. N. & E. of Zaca-

tecas, the country is divided into large breeding
estates, and is thinly peopled.

—

Zacatecas, the

principal mining city, and cap. of the state Zaca- i

tecas, Mexico, in a narrow valley, 150 m.N.N.W
Guanajuato. P. 26,000. It is built over a vein
of silver, and has various churches, a college, a
gunpowder mill, and a mint
Zacatula, a market town of Mexico, state

Guerrero, with a port at the mouth of the Zacatula
river, on the Pacific, 180 m. W.N.W. Acapulco.
Zachan, a town of Prussian Pomerania, 11 m.

E.S.E. Stargard. P. 1060.
Zacharie (St), a comm. and vill. of France,

dep. Var, arr. and 18 m. W. Brignolles. P. 1737.
Zacualpan, a vill. with extensive silver mines,

state Guerrero, 65 m. S.S.W. Mexico.
Zadonsk or Sadonsk, a town of Eussia, gov. &

53 m. N.N.W. Voronej, cap. circ, on 1. b. oi the
Don. P. (1863) 6894. It is mostly built of wood.
Zafaran-Boli, a town of Asia-Minor, Ana-

tolia, at the junction of two small affluents of the
Chati-su, ancient Parthenius, about 60 m. E.N.E.
Boli, and 90 m. N. Angora. P. 15,000 (?>
Zafarike or Zaphran Islands, a group in the

Mediterranean, off the coast of Marocco, near the
frontier of Algeria, and opposite the mouth of the
river Mahala, lat. 35° 11' N., Ion. 2° 25' 7" W.
Zaffarano, a market town of the island Sicily,

prov. and 12 m. N. Catania, on the E. declivity
of Mount .ffltna. P. 3543.

—

Cape Zaffarana is a
headland on the N. coast of Sicily, 11 m. E. Pal-
ermo, on the E. side of its bay, E. point, in lat.

38° 6' 5" N., Ion. 13° 34' E.
Zaffran or Zafferan, a maritime town of N.

Africa, dom. and 240 m. E.S.E. Tripoli, on the
shore of the Gulf of Sidra.

Zafra, Segeda and Restituta, a town of Spain,
prov. and 37 m. S.E. Badajoz. P. 4894.
Zaoarig, a town of Lower Egypt. P. formerly

4000, has now (1864) risen to 20,000 ; and it has
become an important place for the cotton trade.
Zagarolo, a town of Central Italy, Pontifical

States, comarca and 19 m. E.S.E. Home. P. 3600.
It has a baronial palace, churches, and squares
decorated with marble columns. Many of its

houses are as old as the 13th century. Under
Gregory xiv. it was the scene of the conference
of theologians who revised the edition of the
Bible now known as the Vulgate.
Zagora, a market town of Albania, on the

boimdary of Epirus, 15 m. S.E. Piramiti.
Zagros (Mount), a mountain range of Asia,

forming a part of the boundary between Persia
and the Turkish pash. Bagdad, Ion. 46° E., and
between lat. 33° and 35= N.
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Zahleh. a vill. of Syria, the largest in the

Lebanon, 35 m. N.W. Damascus. P. about 10,000,

almost all Christians, with a Jesuit seminary for

missionaries. It was nearly destroyed during the

Druse insurrection of 1860.

Zauna. a town of Pnissian Saxony, gov. Merse-

burg, on the Berlin and Leipzig Bailway, 7 m.

E.N.E. Wittenberg. P. 2140.

Zaika>'y, a viJL of Austria, Transylvania, co.

Hunyad, 38 m. S.S.W. Deva. Here Trajan gained

his third victory over Decebalus.

Zadtah, a town of Africa, Algeria, prov. and
70 m. S.S.W. Constantine, supposed to occupy

the site of the ancient Zama.
Zainsk, a market town, Eussia, gov. Orenburg,

on the Zai, 45 m. S.W. Menzelinsk. P. 1700.

Zaire or Congo, a large river of W. Africa,

Lower Guinea, after a W. course of uncertaia

length, enters the Atlantic by several wide
mouths, in lat. 6° S. It is supposed to be con-

tinuous with the Kasye or Kassavi, which flows

E. and N. from near the headwaters of the Leeba,

lat. 12° S., Ion. 18° E. At 90 leagues inland it

has been found to be four miles across. It was
discovered by the Portuguese in 1484.

Zaisan (Lake), (Chinese Kong-ko-to), a lake of

Chinese Turkestan, Dzoungaria, laL 48° N., Ion.

84° Et near the frontier of the Russian territory

Semipolatinsk. Length, E. to W., 80 m. ; breadth
20 m. It receives numerous rivers, the principal

of which, the Irtish, enters it at its E. extremity,

and emerges from it on its N. side.

Zakotxaja- a market town of Eussia, gov.
Voronej, 15 m. N.N.E. Starobielsk. P. 1500.

Zalamea, Ilipa, two towns of Spain.—I. prov.

and 74 m. KS.E. Badajoz. P. 3980. Near it are

argentiferous lead mines.—II. {la Real), prov.

and 35 m. N.E. Huelva. P. 4180. Near it are

the famous copper mines of Eio Tinto.
Zalaphn-*^ (Germ. KleinschlatteJi), a market

town of Austria, Transylvania, on an affl. of the
Maros, 18 m. W. Karlsburg. It has rich mines
of gold, silver, lead, and mercury.
Zaleszczyky, a town of Austrian Poland, Ga-

licia, circ. and 26 m. S. Czortkow. P. 5000.
Zambesi, a large river of S. Africa, called

Leeambye in its upper course, the main stream
of a vast system explored by Livingstone in 1856.
It is supposed to rise in the marshes of the inte-

rior, and flowing S.W. it joins the Leeba from
the N., in the Barotse valley, in lat. 14° S., Ion.
23° 30' E. Its course is then S.E. through the
Mahololo country, past the towns Nariel and
Sesheke, receiving the Choba from the W. At
lat. 17° 67', Ion. 26° 6', where it forms the mag-
nificent falls called Mosioatunya or Victoria, it

turns E.wards, and flows to the Mozambique
Channel, forming a delta of 100 miles of coast, at
lat 18° S. On its lower part are the towns Tet^
Sena, and Quilimane, and it receives from the N.
the Kapue and S hir^. It has a " vile bar," a shift-
ing channel, shallow water, rocks, shoals, and
sandbanks, unfitting it for commerce. In some
parts it is a mile wide. Probable length of course
2400 m. The country through which it flows is

healthy ; from the confluence of the Kafue to
Tet^ is rich in pasture, and abounds in elephants,
buffaloes, giraffes, zebras, antelopes, and swine.
The vegetable products comprise coffee, vines,
sugar-cane, and flax.

Zamboanga, a seaport town of the Philippines,
on the S.W. point of the island of Mindanao. P.
10,191, of whom 300 were Chinese. It was opened
to European commerce in 1858.
Zahora, Ocellodurum, a city of Spain, cap.

prov. Zamora, on the Douro, 31 m. N.N.W. Sala-

manca. P. 9926. It has manufactures of serges?,

hats, leather, and gunpowder. Area of prov.
4131 sq. m. P. (1857) 249,162.
Zamosc or Z.Viiosz, a fortified town of Poland,

gov. & 45 m. S.E. Lublin, on the Wieprz. P. 5000.
Zanesyhlle, a city, U. S., N. America, Ohio,

cap. CO. Muskingum, on 1. b. of Muskingum river,

59 m. E. Columbus, with which it is connected
by railway. P. 9229. It has 14 churches.
Zang, a dist of Tibet [Jikadaze.]
Zanquebar, a vast country of E. Africa, on

the Indian Ocean, with a coast line extending
from lat 4° N. to 12° S. The interior is but little

known. It is partly subject to tlie Iman of Mus-
cat, and partly governed by native princes. Chief
towns, Magadoxo, Fuga, Mombaz, Quiloa, Patta,

and Lamoo. Heat on the coast excessive ; cli-

mate very unfavourable for Europeans. Princi-
pal exports, rice, sugar, gums, fish, and ivory.

Imports, dates and Indian manufactured good^.
In the 16th and 17th centuries the Portuguese
had many settlements on the coast [Zanzibar.]
Zante, one of the Ionian Islands, Mediter-

ranean, 8 m. S. Cephalonia. Lat. of N. point 37°
66' 5" N.; Ion. 20° 41' 6" E. Length 23^ nu,

breadth 6 to 11m. P. (1864)39,307. Surfacemoun-
tainous in the W., flat and well cultivated in the

E. Climate mUd, but it is subject to destructive

earthquakes. It has olive gardens and vineyards,
and produces pomegranates, melons, peaches, and
citrons ; but its principal export is curi-ants.

Some wine is made for export Bitumen is pro-
cured from pits in the S., and salt is manufac-
tui-ed.

—

Zante, the cap., and only town, on the E.
coast, is the largest in the republic. P. 20,000.

Its port is protected by a wall, and has a light-

house. ZajUe is the see of a Greek protopapaa
and of a Eoman Catholic bishop.

Zanzibar or Zanguebar, an island off the E.
coast of Africa. Lat of town 6° 27' 7" S. ; Ion. 39°

33' E. Length of island about 40 m., breadth 15
m. P. 300,000, consisting of Arabs, Sowily
Africans, and Negro slaves. The island is the
metropolis of the Iman of Muscat's possessions

on E. coast of Africa. The town called Shan-
ganny is situated on a low point of sand, has a
wooden fort, and is iiTegularly built P. about
00,000. The climate is not unhealthy, but the

excessive humidity, added to there being no cold

season, renders it exceedingly enervating. Mean
temp, of year 79°'7. EainfaU 167 inches. It has
a large French hospitaL A considerable trade

is carried on with Arabia and the ports in the
Eed Sea. In the town is a bazaar. Ship-build-
ing, stone-masonry, carpentering, goldsmiths',

silversmiths', coppersmiths', & blacksmiths' work,
besides manufactures of inferior cotton goods and
trinkets, are carried on. Between the W. shore

of the island and the mainland are dangerous
shoals, and several islets, the largest of which is

Tumbal. The harbour of Zanzibar is commodi-
ous, and perfectly safe at all seasons, being pro-

tected on the N. and W. sides by four small
islands, connected by coral reefs. The supply of

fresh water is abundant and pure. Prevalent
winds S., W., and E. Zanzibar is now the chief

market in the world for the supply of ivory, gum-
copal, and cloves. In 1869, 80 vessels (tonnage

23,340) entered and cleared the port Imports
consist chiefly of American, English, and Indian
cottons, cowries, hides, salt fish, rice, beads, ghee,

muskets, gunpowder, sandal wood, bullion, etc.

;

value (1859) 908, 911/. Exports comprise ivory,

cloves, gum-copal, hides, cowries, sesamum, cocoa
nuts & oil, red pepper, etc. ; value (1859) 755,666/.

The cloves are entirely the produce of the islands
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of Zanzibar and Pemba. The first clove trees were
introduced in 1840 from the Mauritius ; being
found to thrive, they were extensively planted,

and their cultivation has now almost superseded
that of sugar and rice, which were formerly the

chief products of these islands. The average
crop of cloves is about 7,000,000 lbs., valued at

80,000/. Cotton and sugar-cane grow in great

perfection, but are not exported.

Zapara, an island of Venezuela, 18 m. N.E.
Maracaybo. Length 12 miles.

Zapata, a co., U. S., N. Amer., Texas. P. 1248.

Zara, Jadara, a city of Austria, cap. of Dal-
matia, opposite the island Ugliano, Adriatic, 73
m. N.W. Spalato and 170 m. S.E. Venice. Lat.

(St Simeon's church) 44" 6' 8' N. ; Ion. 15° 14'

E. P. 8850, mostly of Italian descent. It is

surrounded with walls of Venetian construction,

which form its chief public promenade, and is

sti'ongly fortified. It has a cathedral and 6 other
churches, the chief of which is that of St Simeon

;

many convents and monasteries ; a naval and
military arsenal ; a theatre ; barracks occupying
a Roman edifice ; a lyceum, a gymnasium, and an
episcopal seminary, a museum, and Roman re-

mains. Its harbour is small, but it has active

fisheries and coasting trade. Manufs. maraschino
and leather, silk and linen fabrics. Zara is the

Bee of an archbishop.

—

Zara Vecchia or Biograd
is avill., 17 m. S.E., with a harbour on the Adri-
atic, formerly of importance.
Zara or Zerah, Zakalia, is the most S. of the

Kerkeni isls., off E. coast of Tunis, N. Africa.

Zaragoza or Saragossa, Cxsarea Augusta, a
city of Spain, cap. prov. Zaragoza and of the old

kingdom of Aragon, on rt. b. of the Ebro, which
separates it into two portions, connected by a
bridge, 176 m. N.E. Madrid. It is connected by
railways with Barcelona and Pamplona. P.

(1857) 82,189. It is built of brick. Chief edifice,

the cathedral church of Nuestra-senora-del-Pilar,
celebrated all over Spain for its sanctuary, which
attracts numerous pilgrims. The university of

Zaragoza was founded 1474. Among its other
educational establishments are an episcopal semi-
nary, academy of the fine arts, an economical
society, and a public library. Its manufactures
of silks, woollens, and leather have greatly de-

clined, but it has still a considerable trade in

agricultural produce by the Ebro. Zaragoza is

very ancient, and numerous vestiges of Roman
remains attest its former importance. It was
taken by the^ French in 1809, after a siege of

eight months', memorable for a most heroic de-
fence. Area of prov. 6602 sq.m. P. (1857)384,176.
Zarevokokshaisk, a town of Russia, gov. and

70 m. N.W. Kasan. P. 1328, mostly agricultural.—Zarerosantschursk is a town, gov. and 145 m.
S.W. Viatka. P. 2000.
Zarki, a town of Poland, gov. Kielce, 26 m.

KN.W. Olkusch. P. 1980.

Zarnow, a town of Poland, prov. Sandomir,
12 m. W.N.W. Konskie.

—

Zarnowice is a town,
gov. and 44 m. S.W. Kielce. P. 1638.
Zabskoe-Selo, a town of Russia, gov. <fe 17 m.

S. St Petersburg, with which it communicates by
railway, cap. circ. P. (1863) 10,637. It has a
college with 14 professors, a military school, and
manufs. of carpets, but is chiefly noted for a sum-
mer residence of the emperor, founded by Peter
the Great in 1710, and the favourite abode of
Catherine ii. It is sun-ounded by a large park.
Zaruma, a town of Ecuador, dep. and 25 m.

N.W. Loja, on the Tumbez, W. declivity of the
Andes. Pop. 6000. Rich gold mines were for-
merly worked iu its vicinity.

Zarza, two towns of Spain.—I. (de Alange\
prov. Badajoz, on the Guadiana, 11 m. S.E.
Merida. P. 3127.—II. Qa Mayor^ 13 m. N.E.
Alacantara. P. 2313.

Zaslav or IziASLAv, a town of Russian Po-
land, gov. Volhynia, cap. dist., on the Gorin, 20
m. S.E. Ostrog. P. 8200, oompi-ising many Jews.
It has six large annual fairs.

Zasmuk, a town of Austria, Bohemia, circ. and
4 m. S.E. Kaurzim. P. 1587. It has breweries.

Zaupitz, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. Op-
peln, circ. and 7 m. S.W. Ratibor. P. 1235.

Zavelstein, a town of WUrtemberg, circ.

Black Forest, 2^ m. S W. Calw. P. 357.

Zawjschost, a town of Poland, prov. and 8
m. N.N.E. Sandomir, on the Vistula. P. 3070.
Zbarasz, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

circ. and 12 m. N.E. Tarnopol. P. 5642. It has
Roman Catholic and Greek churches.
Zduny, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. and

57 m. S.S.E. Posen. P. 3200.

Zea, Ceos, an island of the Grecian Archi-
pelago, gov. Syra, 13 m. E. Cape Colonna (At-
tica). P. 5000. Surface rises progressively to

Mount St Elias, near its centre, in lat. 37° 37' 3'

N., Ion. 24° 21' 7" E. Climate healthy. Pro-
ducts, wine, fruits, barley, cotton, and silk.

—

Zea
(anc. Carteid), the cap. town, is built in succes-
sive terraces on the N. declivity of the mountain.
Zealand. [New Zealand—ZeelandJ
Zeal-Monachorum, a pa. of Engl., co. Devon,

7^ m. W.N.W. Crediton. Ac. 3264. P. 549.

Zeals, a tything of England, co. Wilts, pa.

Mere. P. 559.

Zebayer, a group of small volcanic islands in

the Red Sea, largest 3 m. long, in lat. 15° 3' N.,

Ion. 42° 13' E. Saddle Island, one of the group,
was in eruption on 14th August 1846.

Zebeny, a town of Hungary. [Seben.1
Zebid, a fortified town of Arabia, dist. Yemen,

on the river Zebid, 15 m. from its mouth in the
Red Sea, and 110 m. S.W. Sana. P. 7000. It is

enclosed by high walls, flanked with numerous
towers, and is of great antiquity. It has a
mosque, and was formerly a place of much com-
mercial importance ; but it has declined into
comparative insignificance, owing to accumula-
tions of sand at the mouth of its river.

Zebu, an island of Malaysia, Philippines, W.
of Negros Island, in lat. 9° 26' N., Ion. 123° 7' E.
Length, N. to S., about 100 m., breadth 30 m.
The cap. town. Zebu, is on its E. side ; and on the
island Mactan, opposite the town, Magelhaens
was killed in a skirmish in 1521. It has a ca-
thedral and a fort. P. 8805.
Zedenick, a town of Pmssia, prov. Branden-

burg, gov. Potsdam, on the Havel, 11 m. S.S.W.
Templin. P. 2870.
Zeeland, the most S. prov. of the Netherlands,

between lat. 51° 14' and 61° 45' N., Ion. 3° 30'

and 4° 7' E., having E. the prov. N. Brabant, S.
and S.W. the Belgian provs. Antwerp and W.
Flanders, W. the North Sea, and N. the prov. N.
Holland. Area 642 sq. m. P. (1865) 176,169.
Zeeland-proper comprises the islands Walcheren,
Beveland, Tholen, Duiveland, and Schowen, be-
tween the mouths of the Scheldt andMaas. Sur-
face little above the level of the sea, and pi-o-

tected against its irruption by dams and dykes.
Besides the islands the prov. comprises a portion
of continent south of the Scheldt. Climate very
damp, and most unhealthy to strangers. Soil
fertile. Principal products, com, cattle, which
are reared in large numbers in the polders, but-
ter, madder, seeds, potatoes, hemp, and turnips.
Linen-weaving, distilling, brewing, salt-refining,
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tile-making, and sliip-bnilding, are the chief

branches of manufacturing industry. Principal

towns, Middleburg the cap.^ Flushing, Zierikzee,

and St Goes. During the French empire under

Ifjipoleon I., it formed the dep. Bouches d'Escaut.

Zeeland, a prov. of Denmark. LSkeland.]—
II. a vill. of the Netherlands, prov. North Bra-

bant, 17 m. E. Bois-le-Duc P. 1650.

Zehree, in Beloochistan, a town of Ihalawan,

surrounded by a mud wall. P. between 10,000

and 15,000. The soil is comparatively fertile,

and yields grain, pulse, and esculent vegetables.

Lat. 28° 22' N. ; Ion. 66° 34' E.

Zeiden, a mkt. town of Transylvania, Saxon-
land, CO. and 8 m. N.W. Cronstadt. P. 3646.

Zeil, a town of Bavaria, circ. Lower Fran-
conia, 4 m. S.S.E. Hassfurt. P. 1310.

Zeist, a pa. and vill. of the Netherlands, prov.

and 5 m. E. Utrecht. P. 3766, with a colony of

Moravian Christians, who manufacture lacquered
wares, jewellery, gloves, and soap.

Zeitocn or Lamia (Gulf of), an inlet on the

E. coast of Greece, communicating S.E. with the

Channel of Talanta, and N.E. by the Channel of

Trikeri with the ^gean Sea. It receives the

river Ellada (anc. Sperchiuiy, and on its S. shore
are the plain and pass of Thermopylae. [Lamia."]

Zeitz, a walled town of Prussian Saxony, gov.
Merseberg, cap. circ, on the White Elster, 23 m.
S.W. Leipzig. P. 11,100. It has a cathedral, a
Protestant gymnasium, manufs. of cottons, earth-
enware & leather; with breweries and distilleries.

Zelata or Celaya, a town of Mexico, state

and 35 m. S.E. Guanajuato, on the route to Que-
retaro and Mexico. P. 14,000. Its convents are
rich in works of art, and it has cotton manufs.

Zele, a comm. and market town of Belgium,
prov. East Flanders, cap. cant, 4 m. N.W. Ter-
monde, on the Scheldt and Dunne. P. 10,484.
It has manufactures of cotton cloths.

Zelechow, a town of Poland, prov. and 30 m.
S.W. Siedlec. P. 2300.

Zell, a town of Hanover. [Celle.]
Zell, two vills. of Switzerland.—I. cant, and

15 m. E.N.E. Zurich, on the Toss. P. of pa. 2028.
—II. (Grosse), cant. Lucerne, 3 m. W.N.W. Wil-
lisau. P. 1177. [Mariazell.]—The Lake of
Zell, between the Swiss canton Thurgau and
the S. part of the grand duchy Baden, is 12 m.
in length, breadth 4 m. It is traversed by the
Ehine, which enters it from the Lake of Con-
stance, 2 m. E. Shores undulating and fertile.

Zellerfeld orCELLEEFELD, atown of Prussia,
dist and opposite Klausthal, from which town
It is separated by the Zellerbach. P. (1864)
4157. It has a gymnasium and a mint
Zemi'elblrg or Zemi len, a town of W. Prus-

sia, gov. and 61 m. W.N.W. Marienwerder. P.
3450. It has Koman Catholic and Lutheran
churches, and manufs. of woollen cloth and linens.
Zengg (Ital. Segno), a fortified seaport town of

Austria, Military Croatia, circ. and 48 m. S.W.
Carlstadt, on the Adriatic, at the termination of
the Josephine Road, and opposite the isL Veglia.
P. 5000. It is the see of a Eoman Catholic bishop.
Harbour unsafe, but exports com.
Zenitza or Sienitza, a town of European Tur-

key, Bosnia, sanj. and 30 m. N.W. Novi-Bazar.
Zenjan, a town of Persia, prov. Irak-Ajemi,

on the river of Zenjan, 133 m. N. Hamadan.
P. 15,000. (?) It is enclosed by walls, and has a
trade in carpets, arms, and gunpowder.
Zenkov, a town of Eussia, gov. and 42 m. N.

Poltava, cap. circ, on the Grunia. P. 3000.
ZEiraoR, a pa. of England, co. Cornwall, 44 m.

W.8.W. St Ives. Ac 4229. P. 933

Zexta or SzENTA, a market town of Hungary,
CO. Bacs, on rt b. of the Theiss, 24 m. S. Szeo-e-
din. P. 14,985.

Zer-AFGHAN, a river of Independent Turkes-
tan, Bokhara, rises in the Bolor mountains, flows
W.ward past Samarcand, and divides into many
branches near Bokhara, one of which enters the
small lake of Dengiz, near the Oxus river, after

a course estimated at 570 m. It supplies many
canals, and is a great fertilizer of the country.
Zerba or Gerba, an isl., Tunis dom. [Jerba.]
Zerbst, a town, N. Germany, princip. Anhalt

Dessau, 22 m. S.E. Magdeburg. P. (1861) 11,379.

It is enclosed by walls, and has manufactures of

jewellery and earthenwares, and breweries.
Zerjjagora (Tm-k. Kara-iagk, " Black Moun-

tains"), a region of N. Albania, etc., between lat.

42° and 43° N., Ion. 19° and 19° 30' E.
Zernetz, a viU. of Switzerland. [Cerxetz.]
Zetland Islands, Scotland. [Shetland^
Zeclenroda or Zeullinrode, a town of Ger-

many, principality Eeuss-Greitz, lordship and 9
m. S.W. Greitz, cap. bailiwick. P. 4881. It has
a cathedral, and manufactures of woollen stuffs.

Zeven, a town of Hanover, landr. and 24 m.
S.W. Stade, on an affl. of the Oste. P. 2098.
Zevio, a mkt. town of N. Italy, Venetia, prov.

and 7 m. S.E. Verona, on the Adige. P. 2400.
Zeyla or Zeylab, a seajxjrt town of Adel,

N.E. Africa, on the Sea of Bab-el-Mandeb, near
the frontier of Abyssinia. Lat. 11° 17' N. ; Ion.
43° E. It is enclosed by ruined walls mounting
a few guns, and is garrisoned and governed by
a chief, subject to the pasha of Egypt [Hurrur. 1

ZiBKOv (Novo), a town of Eussia, gov. and
77 m. N.N.E. Tchemigov. P. 1500.

ZiCAVO, a comm. and town of the island Cor-
sica, cap. cant., 19 m. E. Ajaccio. P. 1367.

Ziegenhain, a fortified town of Germany, H.-
Cassel, prov. Upper Hessen, cap. circ. and dist.,

23 m. E.N.E. Marburg. P. 1727.

ZiEGENHALZ, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov.
and 34 m. S.W. Oppeln, on the Biela. P. 3500.

Zeilenzio, a walled town of Prussia, prov.
Brandenburg, gov. and 26 m. E.N.E. Frankfurt,
on the Poste, P. 4400. It has manufs. of linens,

hosiery, leather, hats, and gloves.

ZiERENBERG, a walled town of Germany, Hes-
sen-Cassel, prov. Lower Hessen, on the Warme,
10 m. W.N.W. Cassel. P. 1601.

ZiERiKZEiE, a fortified town of the Netherlands,
prov. Zeeland, cap. cant, on the island Schouwen,
near the E. Scheldt, in lat 51° 53' 2' N., Ion. 3°

59' E. P. 7106. It has salt refineries.

ZiESAR, a town of Prussian Saxony, gov. and
29 m. E.N.E. Magdeburg. P. 2750. It has
manufs. of woollen cloth, linens, and hosiery.

ZiLLEH, Zela, a town of Asia Minor, pash.
Sivas, 36 m. W.S.W. Tokat It has a fortress,

and large khans. Its annual fair of 15 or 20
days from middle of November, is often fre-

quented by 40,000 to 50,000 persons from the
commercial towns of Asiatic Turkey.
ZiMMERN (Gross), a market town of Germany,

Hessen-Darm.stadt prov. Starkenburg, on the

Gersprienz, 9 ra. E. Darmstadt P. 2930.

ZiNDER, or ZiNDA, a town, N. Africa, cap. prov.

Damagram, in Bomou. P. 10,000.

ZiNGST, an island of Prussian Pomerania, gov.
and 10 m. N.W. Stralsund, in the Baltic, imme-
diately off the German coast Length 14 miles

;

breadth 2 miles. On it is the village Zingst.

ZiNNA, a town of Prussia, prov. Brandenbui^,
gov. and 27 m. S. Potsdam, on railwayfrom Berlin

to Wittenberg. P. 1760. It has manuis. of

woollen cloth, cotton stuffs, and leather.
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ZiNTEX, a town of E. Prussia, gov. and 20 m.
S.S.W. Kouigsberg, on the Straddig. F. 2500.

ZiRKE, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. and 38

m. W.N.W. Posen, on the Warta. P. 2070.

ZiRONA, a small island of Dalmatia, in the

Adriatic Sea, circ. and 14 m. S.W. Spalato.

ZiTTAU, a town of Saxony, circ. and 26 m. S.E.

Bautzen, on 1. b. of the Mandau, on railway to

Dresden and Gorlitz. P. (18G4) 14,290. It was
bombarded by the Prussians, June 1866. Near it

are the mineral springs and baths of Augustusbad.

Zjechanow, a town of Kutisian Poland, gov. of

Plotzk. P. 3644.

Zlabings, a town of Austria, Moravia, circ.

and 29 m. S.S.W. Iglau. P. 2176.

Zlatust or Zlatoust, a vill. of Russia, in the

Ural mountains, on the Altai. Manufs. iron wares.

Zloczow, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

cap. circ, 45 m. E. Lemberg. P. 4000.

Zmeinogorsk, a fortified and mining town of

"W. Siberia, gov. and 380 m. S.W. Tomsk, dist,

Biisk, at the base of the Schlangenberg. P. 4000.

Zniev, a town of European Russia, gov. and
23 m. S.S.E. Kharkov, cap. dist. P. 3000.

Znaim or Znaym, a town of Austria, Moravia,

cap. circ, on 1. b. of the Thaya, 36 m. S.S.W.
Briinn. P. 5010. A combat took place here, be-

tween the French and Austrians, 14th June 1809.

Znin, a town of Prussian Poland, gov. and 23

m. S.S.W. Bromberg. P. 1351.

ZoHLiTZ, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwickau, 19

m. S.E. Chemnitz. P. 1545.

ZoBTEN, a town of Prussian Silesia, gov. and
20 m. S.W. Breslau. P. 1620.

ZoFiNGEN or ZoFFiNGEN, ToMnium, a town of

Switzerland, cant. & 9 m. S.S.W. Aargau, on the

Wigger. P. 3702. Manufs. cotton and silk fabrics.

ZoHAB, a town of Persian Kurdistan, cap. dist.,

66 m. W.N.W. Kermanshah. It once consisted

of 1000 houses, but is now decayed.
ZoHKEH or Tab, a river of Persia, flows mostly

between the provs. Ears and Khuzistan, and after

a W. course of 100 m. enters the Persian Gulf a
few miles below Hindian, to which it is navigable.
ZOLKIEW, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

cap. circ, 16 m. N. Lemberg. P. 3927.
Zollverein QHoU-U7iion"') the customs and

commercial union existing among all the members
of the Germanic Confederation. Founded by
Prussia in 1833, it was successively joined by
other states. It was modified in 1864, and again
in 1866 in the treaties of peace concluded by
Prussia with the states of Southern Germany,
for the portions of territory situated S. of the
Main; but these have not yet (1867) formed
themselves into an association. [Germany.]
ZoLOTSHEV, a town of Russia, gov. and 25 m.

N.N.W. Kharkov, on the Uda. P. 5000.
ZoMBOR, Zomiorinum, a town of S. Hungary,

cap. CO. Bacs, 120 m. S.E. Pesth. P. 22,000. It is

connected with the Danube by the Francis Canal,
Zonoma, a town, U. S., N. America, California,

on the W. side of the Bay of San Francisco.
ZoNs, Hontiminu, a walled town of Rhenish

Prussia, gov. and 8A m. S.S.E. Dusseldorf, near
1. b. of the Rhine, and the ancient Roman fort
Genosia, which was its original site. P. 868.
ZoRBXG, Klbinzerbst, or ZippEZERBST, a town

of Prussian Saxony, gov. Merseberg, on the
Strenkbach, 12 m. N.N.E.. Halle. P. 2360.
ZoRN, a river of France, deps. Meurthe and

Bas-Rhin, rises in the Vosges mntns., joins the
Moder, 8 m. S.E. Haguenau. Course 45 miles.

ZossEN, a walled town of Prussia, prov. Bran-
denburg, gov. Potsdam, 22 m. S. Berlin. P. 1919.
ZoDBTZOV, a town of Ru.s.sia. [Subzow.]

ZouGA, a river of South Africa, the S. limit of

the central system discovered by Livingstone,
rises near the E. side of L. 'Ngama, and flows to

the S.E. On its banks are fruit and other trees.

ZouLLA, a port of Abyssinia, S. extremity of

Ans^ey Bay, on the Red Sea, near anc. Adulis,

lat. 15° 10' N. It was recently ceded to France.
ZsCHOPPAU, atownof Saxony, circ. Zwickau, on

the Zschoppau, 9 m. S.E. Chemnitz. P. (1862) 7858.
ZsoLNA, a town of N.W. Hungary. [Szolna.]
ZucivMANTEr>, a frontier town of Austrian

Silesia, circ. and 32 m. N.W. Troppau. P. 4181.

ZuEROS, a town of Spain, prov. and 28 m. S.E.

Cordova. P. 2024.

ZuG, a central canton of Switzerland, sur-

rounded by the cantons Schwyz, Unterwalden,
Lucern, Aargau, and Zurich. Length 15 m.

;

greatest breadth 9 m. Area 90 sq. m. P. (1851)

17,461 ; (1860) 19,608, entirely lioman Catholics,

and speaking German. Surface mountainous in

the S. and S.E. ; highest point, the Kaiserstock,

8258 feet above the sea. The principal portion
lies in the basin of the Reuss, and is watered by
the Reuss and the Sihl. The greater part of the

Lake of Zug, and the whole of Lake Egeri, is

within the canton. Climate mild , soil fertile
;

wine of inferior quality; butter and cheese are

extensively made ; cattle-rearing and fishing are

important. The other branches of industry com-
prise paper-making, tanning, silk and cotton
spinning. It joined the Swiss Confederation in

1352.

—

Zug (ancient Tugiuni), the cap., is situ-

ated on the E. shore of the lake of Zug, at the
base of the Zugerberg, 52 m. E.N.E. Bern. P.
3854. It has a gymnasium, a public library, tan-
neries, manufactures of paper, and commerce in
cattle, Kirscheuwasser, cider, and dried fruits.

The Zugersee or Lake ofZug, in the S.W. of the
canton Zug, and bounded E. and S. by the Zuger-
berg and Righi mountains, which separate it from
the cantons Schwyz and Lucern, is 9 m. long,

from 2 to 3 m. broad, and 1361 feet above the sea.

Area 14^ sq. m. Chief affluent the Lorze, fi'om

the Lake of Egri, which enters it on the north.
Zuiderzee (Germ. Sudersee), a gulf of the

North Sea, in the Netherlands, between the provs.
Over Yssel and Friesland in the E., Utrecht and
Gelderland in the S., and N. Holland in the W.
On the N. it is nearly enclosed by the islands

Texel, Vlieland, Ter-Schelling, and Ameland.
Length N. to S. 45 m.

;
greatest breadth 36 m

On the S.W. it forms the inlet called the Y, on
which Amsterdam is situated. It contains four
small islands. Chief affluents the Zwarte Water
and several branches of the Rhine. Fisheries im-
portant. The Zuiderzee, formerly a lake, was
united to the North Sea by an inundation in 1282.

During the French empire under Napoleon i., the
]3rovs. North Holland and Utrecht formed the dep.
Zuiderzee, of which the cap. was Amsterdam.

ZuJAR, Ilxtera, a town of Spain, prov. and 68
m. N.E. Granada, near the Barbata. P. 1655. It

has mineral springs and copper mines.
ZuLiA, a dep. of Venezuela, between lat. 8° and

12° N., Ion. 68' and 73° W., having E. the deps.
Caracas and Apure, S. and W. the republic New
Granada, and N. the Caribbean Sea. Area 89,000
sq. m. P. 164,000. It surrounds the Lfke of
Maracaybo, to which most of its rivers are tribu-
tary, including the Zulia, whence its name, and
which has a N.ward course of 170 m. Cattle-rear-
ing is the chief branch of industry. Staple pro-
ducts comprise timber and cacao.

ZuLLiCHAU, a walled town of Prussia, prov.
Brandenburg, cap. cii'c, gov. and 60 m. E.S.E.
Frankfurt. P. 4898. Manufs. woollens.
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ZuLPiCH, a towTi of Ehenish Prussia, gov. and

22 m. S.W. Cologne. P. 1188.

ZULLA. [ZoruLA.]
ZiJLZ or BiALA, a town of Prussian SUesia, gov.

and 23 m. S.S.W. Oppeln, on the Biala. P. 2739.

ZrNGOLi, a to^vn of South Italy, prov. Avellino,

6 m. S.E. Ariano. P. 2252.

ZuRGENA, a town of Spain, prov. and 38 m.

N.E. Almeria, on rt. b. of the Almanzor. P. 2930.

ZuRi, an island of Dalmatia, in the Adriatic,

12 m. S.W. Sebenico. Length 7 miles.

Zurich, a canton of Switzerland, in the N.,

bounded E. by the cantons Thurgau and St Gall,

S. by Schwj'z and Zug, W. Aargau, N. Schaffhau-

senand thegrand duchy of Baden. Area 659 sq.m.

P. (1851) 250,698 ; (1860) 266,265, nearly all Pro-

testants, and speaking the German language. Sur-

face undulating, mountainous in the S.E., where
the Schnebelhorn is 4298 ft, and in the S.W. the

Albismountain 4623 ft., above the sea. It is watered

by the Ehine, the Taur, Toss, Glatt, Limmat, Sihl,

and Eeuss. The canton possesses a great portion

of the lake of Zurich, besides which it has the

Griefensee, the Pfiffikersee, and several smaller

lakes. Climate mild, though subjected to sudden
changes. Soil infertile, but well cultivated. Com,
Eotatoes, and fruits are important crops; the

est wine is grown on the E. shore of the Lake
of Zurich. It has numerous mineral springs.

The chief manufs. are cotton, silk, and ribbons

;

most of the rural population are employed in sUk
and cotton spinning. Schools are numerous, and
attendance is compulsory on children from 6 to

12 years of age. It is a democratic representa-
tive republic, and holds the first rank among
the cantons of the Swiss Confed. Chief towns,
Zurich, Eglisau, Wadenschwj'I, and Winterthur.
Zurich (TuWcam), a town of Switzerland, cap.

cant., on the Limmat, at its exit from the N.W. ex-
tremity of L. of Zurich, 60 m. N.E. Bern. P. (1854)
17,040 ; (1860) 19,758, nearly all Protestants. The
Limmat divides it into 2 parts, which communi-
cate by 3 bridges. It is surrounded by old walls,

and has an arsenal with a collection of armoury.
Chief public buildings, the cathedral, the church
of St Peter, town-house, post-oflBce, orphan
asylum, and the tower of Waltenberg. It has
a university, established in 1832, and a federal
polytechnic school, founded 1855, with a philoso-
phical faculty and 46 teachers ; maintained by
the Federal government at an expense of 8500/.
per annum. In 1864, it had 209 students, and a
library of 3000 vols. There are also a cabinet of
medals and natural history, a botanic garden, and
many learned societies. It has important manufs.
of sUks, cotton fabrics, and ribbons, dye-works,
and tanneries. Zurich is the birthplace of Gess-
ner, Lavater, and Pestalozzi. Near it the Swiss
defeated the Austrians, 22d July 1443 ; and the
French defeated the Russians and Austrians,
26th August 1799.—The idfce of Zurich, cele-
brated for its picturesque beauty, is enclosed at
its E. end by the cantons Schwyz and St Gall.
Length 33 m. ; breadth \ m. to 2J m. ; area 43
sq. m. ; height of surface above the sea 1342
feet. Its chief affl. is the Linth, which it receives
on the S.E. from Lake Wallenstadt. It is divided
into the upper and lower lake. At its narrowest
point it is crossed by a wooden bridge. The upper
lake is frozen over almost every winter, but this

is seldom the case with the lower. In summer
its water is sometimes raised, by the melting of
the snow, to 18 feet above its ordinary level.

The lake is traversed by steamboats.

ZiTRRAH, a lake, Afghanistan. [Hamoox.")
Zurzach, a small town of Switzerland, cant

Aargau, on 1. b. of the Ehine, 16 m. N.N.K
Aarau. It is the seat of a large fair.

ZuTPHEN, a strongly fortified town of the Neth-
erlands, prov. Gelderland, on the Yssel, at the
mouth of the Berkel, 17 m. N.N.E. Amhem. P.
(1861) 13,973. Its principal church, 5te Walburge,
is of the 12th century. Manufs. cotton, paper,
and glue. It formerly belonged to the Hanseatic
league, and was taken by Don Frederick of To-
ledo in 1572, by Prince Maurice in 1591, and by
the French in 1672. Near Zutphen is the house
of correction, called the " Dutch Mettrat/" which
in 1863 had 150 juvenile offenders.
ZuviA, a town of Spain, prov. and 4 m. S.K

Granada, on 1. b. of the Genii. P. 3095.
Zuyder-Zee, Netherlands. [Zuiderzee."]
Zuz, Tutiurn, a town of Switzerland, cant. Gri-

sons, in the Upper Engadine, 29 m. S.K Chui.
ZvoRNiK, a fortified town of European Turkey,

Bosnia, cap. sanj., on the Drin. P. 10,000.
ZwARTSLUis, a town of the Netherlands, prov.

Over Yssel, on the Zwarte Water, near its mouth
in the Zuyder-Zee, 9 m. N. Zwolle. P. 3366.
ZwEiBRucKEN, Bavaria. pDEUX Pours.]
ZwELLENDAM, a S. division of the Cape Colony,

S. Africa, bounded S. by the Southern Ocean, K
by the dist George, N. Worcester, and W. Cale-
don. Area (with Caledon) 7616 sq. m. It is

traversed on the N. by the Little Zwartzberg
mnts., and watered by the Breede river. Chief
products, com, soap, butter, tallow, brandy, and
wine of inferior quality. Good horses are
reared. Principal towns, Zwellendam, Caledon,
and Port-Beaufort

—

Zwellendam, the cap., 110 m.
E. Caj»e Town, has a church and reading-room.
ZwENKAlT, a town of Saxony, circ. and 9 m.

S.S.W. Leipzig, on the Elster. P. 2612.
ZwEiTEL, or ZwETL, a town of Lower Austria,

on the Kamp, at the mouth of the Zwettel, 24 m.
N.W. Krems. P. 2150. Manufs. woollens.
Zwickau, a town of Saxony, cap. circ., on 1. b.

of the Mulde, and on the Saxon and Bavarian
railway, 60 m. S.W. Dresden. P. (1864) 22,432.
Manufactures woollen cloths.

Zwickau, a town of Bohemia, circ. Bunzlan,
19 m. W. Eeichenberg. P. 3835.

ZwiNGBNBERG, a town of Germany, H.-Darm-
Btadt, prov. Starkenburg, 10 m. S. Darmstadt, and
on the Frankftlrt, and Mannheim EaiL P. 1445.

ZwiTTAu or ZwiTTAWA, a walled town of Aus-
tria, Moravia, circ Olmutz, near the Bohemian
frontier, on ilway to Prague, 40 m. N. Briinn.

P. 3699. It iS manufs. of woollen and linen

fabrics, and f n active trade in wool and flax.

ZWOLI.E, a town of the Netherlands, cap. prov.

Over-Yssel, 52 m. E.N.E. Amsterdam, on the

Zwarte-Water. P. (1865) 20,448. It was for-

merly a free imperial city. It has a church, town-

hall, and manufs. of woollen and lineu cloths.

Thomas-d-Kempis died here in 1471.

ZwoixEN, a town of Poland, gov. Sandomir,

19 m. E.S.E. Eadom. P. 2026.

ZwoMiTZ, a town of Saxony, circ. Zwickau,

15 m. S.S.W. Chemnitz, on the Zwomitz. P.

2012. It has manufs. of linens, cottons, and lace.

ZwYNDRECHT, a comm. and market town of

Belgium, prov. East Flanders, 17 m. N.E. Ter-

monde, on the Scheldt P. 2200.

Zydaczow, a town of Austrian Poland, Galicia,

circ. and 16 m. N.E. Stry. P. 2141.

Zytomxerz, a town of Eussia. [JrroMiR.]

Ztwiec, a town of Galicia. [Skybusch.
j
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